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2016-2017 Goals Progress Further Action Data Used to Inform Responses Strategic Imperative

Early childhood education teacher candidates will demonstrate 
their knowledge and use of effective feedback to guide student 
learning as measured by a mean score of 3.0 or higher on rubric 
13 of edTPA.
[Strategy(ies) program will use to achieve this goal]:
We will engage students in "teaching through feedback" model 
(Fischer & Fry, 1997) to give students a framework on which to 
develop their abilities in giving and using feedback.

Students are currently scoring at level 
2.8 on this edTPA rubric.

Academic Success

Early childhood education teacher candidates will systematically 
select and use diagnostic, formative, and summative 
assessments during Block IV to guide student learning as 
measured by a mean score of 2.75 or less on the university 
supervisor scores for Intern Keys.
[Strategy(ies) program will use to achieve this goal]:
Revamp the READ 4251 course as taught by ECED faculty to 
include practice in selecting, administering, scoring, and giving 
feedback on assessments in Block III.

Students currently scored at 2.19 
(which is between proficient and 
needs improvement), we would like to 
improve this score.

Academic Success

Early childhood education faculty will form a work group within 
the program to analyze course syllabi, edTPA rubrics, teacher 
keys, and other evidence in order to identify areas/moments in 
time where assessment practices will be emphasized prior to 
Block IV.  This group will meet 4 times and will present a report 
of their findings prior to the beginning of Fall 2017.
[Strategy(ies) program will use to achieve this goal]:
This is an initial goal-we will be working towards changing course 
assignments and activities.

Intern Keys, edTPA Operational Success

Re-align all of our rubrics for key assessments to match the 
rubric levels for intern keys (1=exemplary, 2= proficient, 3= 
needs improvement, 4=unacceptable) before Fall 2017.
[Strategy(ies) program will use to achieve this goal]:
Faculty Meetings and workgroups

Intern Keys Operational Success

GOALS FOR IMPROVEMENT 2016-2017
Directions: Review progress toward 2016-2017 goals data found in this annual report. Complete the table and consider the results of your 
efforts as you plan for 2017-2018. Record your progress at https://goo.gl/forms/SNBWLMGeOrVBzO4w1

To record 2017-2018 goals, please click here: https://goo.gl/forms/uGtk7MxkPJi26X512

https://goo.gl/forms/SNBWLMGeOrVBzO4w1
https://goo.gl/forms/uGtk7MxkPJi26X512


PERCENTAGE OF COMPLETED ASSESSMENTS

Name of Assignment Number of Assignments 
Submitted by Students

Percent of Assignments 
Submitted by Students

Number of Rubrics 
Scored by Faculty

Percent of Rubrics 
Scored by Faculty

ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Assignment Fall 2016 53/57 92.98% 0/53 0%

ECED 4251 Math Clinic Case Study Assignment Fall 2016 72/75 96% 72/72 100%

ECED 4251 Math Clinic Case Study Assignment Spring 2017 47/55 85.45% 47/47 100%



AGGREGATE DATA ON COURSE ASSIGNMENTS

Basic Facts
# 1 
Point

% 1 
Point

# 2 
Points

% 2 
Points

# 3 
Points

% 3 
Points

# 4 
Points

% 4 
Points

# 5 
Points

% 5 
Points

# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response Mean Median Mode

Standard 
Deviation

Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-
data child�s identity protected,     and 
marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-
diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed 
each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some 
errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors. 0 0% 0 0% 12 22.22% 37 68.52% 5 9.26% 18 25% 54 3.87 4 4 0.55

Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-
data, child�s identity        protected, and 
marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-
diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed 
each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some 
errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors. 0 0% 0 0% 12 22.22% 39 72.22% 3 5.56% 18 25% 54 3.83 4 4 0.5
Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present 
(Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy 
excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  
Correction strategy excludes two vital 
elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes 
one vital element.  5   Correction strategy 
excludes no vital elements. 0 0% 0 0% 12 22.22% 38 70.37% 4 7.41% 18 25% 54 3.85 4 4 0.52
Total/Percentage 0 0% 0 0% 36 22.22% 114 70.37% 12 7.41% 54 25% 162

THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric
ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric


Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								







# Interview % Interview
# Concept 
Development

% Concept 
Development

# Two Number 
Strategies

% Two Number 
Strategies

# Automaticity 
Practice

% Automaticity 
Practice

# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response

Basic Facts Vital Elements 
(all must be present): 52 24.64% 53 25.12% 53 25.12% 53 25.12% 19 26.39% 53

Basic Facts Understanding of Correction 
Steps- edTPA Q3

# Lvl. 
1

% Lvl. 
1

# Lvl. 
2

% Lvl. 
2

# Lvl. 
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% Lvl. 
3
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4

% Lvl. 
4

# Lvl. 
5

% Lvl. 
5

# Lvl. 
6

% Lvl. 
6

# Lvl. 
7

% Lvl. 
7

# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response Mean Median Mode

Standard 
Deviation

1. Based on labels of correction steps, all 
differences between the steps of the 
correction process are fully understood 
(concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on 
labels of correction steps, all key ideas 
involved in the steps of the correction 
process are fully understood (number 
strategy, etc). 0 0% 0 0% 2 3.7% 7 12.96%24 44.44%16 29.63%5 9.26% 18 25% 54 4.14 4 4 0.47
Total/Percentage 0 0% 0 0% 2 3.7% 7 12.96%24 44.44%16 29.63%5 9.26% 18 25% 54

Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - 
edTPA Q3

# Lvl. 
1

% Lvl. 
1

# Lvl. 
2

% Lvl. 
2

# Lvl. 
3

% Lvl. 
3

# Lvl. 
4

% Lvl. 
4

# Lvl. 
5

% Lvl. 
5

# Lvl. 
6

% Lvl. 
6

# Lvl. 
7

% Lvl. 
7

# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response Mean Median Mode

Standard 
Deviation

1. Used correct models, 
manipulatives, drawings, and/or       
questions to represent concepts and  
operations. 2. Strategy included an 
emphasis on ideas needed to         
correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. 
Correct terms and information were 
used in strategy 0 0% 0 0% 2 3.7% 8 14.81%23 42.59%16 29.63%5 9.26% 18 25% 54 4.13 4 4 0.47
Total/Percentage 0 0% 0 0% 2 3.7% 8 14.81%23 42.59%16 29.63%5 9.26% 18 25% 54

CONT’D.


Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								






Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								






Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								







Basic Facts- edTPA # 1 Pt. % 1 Pt. # 2 Pts. % 2 Pts. # 3 Pts. % 3 Pts. # 4 Pts. % 4 Pts. # 5 Pts. % 5 Pts.
# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response Mean Median Mode

Standard 
Deviation

EdTPA � Analyzing Student 
Understandings 0 0% 2 4.08% 11 22.45% 36 73.47% 0 0% 23 31.94% 49 3.69 4 4 0.54
EdTPA � Analyzing Student 
Work Samples 0 0% 2 3.7% 12 22.22% 40 74.07% 0 0% 18 25% 54 3.7 4 4 0.53

EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching 0 0% 5 9.26% 12 22.22% 37 68.52% 0 0% 18 25% 54 3.59 4 4 0.65
Total/Percentage 0 0% 9 5.73% 35 22.29% 113 71.97% 0 0% 59 27.31% 157

Non-Basic Facts # 1 Pt. % 1 Pt. # 2 Pts. % 2 Pts. # 3 Pts. % 3 Pts. # 4 Pts. % 4 Pts. # 5 Pts. % 5 Pts.
# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response Mean Median Mode

Standard 
Deviation

Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-
data child�s identity protected,     and 
marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-
diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed 
each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed 
some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all 
errors. 0 0% 0 0% 12 17.91% 42 62.69% 13 19.4% 5 6.94% 67 4.01 4 4 0.61
Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as 
Post-data, child�s identity        protected, 
and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-
diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed 
each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed 
some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all 
errors. 0 0% 1 1.49% 12 17.91% 41 61.19% 13 19.4% 5 6.94% 67 3.99 4 4 0.66
Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present 
(Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy 
excludes three or more vital       elements. 
3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital 
elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes 
one vital element.  5   Correction strategy 
excludes no vital elements. 0 0% 0 0% 14 20.9% 41 61.19% 12 17.91% 5 6.94% 67 3.97 4 4 0.62
Total/Percentage 0 0% 1 0.5% 38 18.91% 124 61.69% 38 18.91% 15 6.94% 201

C O N T ’ D.


Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								






Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								
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1. Based on labels of correction steps, all 
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correction process are fully understood 
(concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on 
labels of correction steps, all key ideas 
involved in the steps of the correction 
process are fully understood (number 
strategy, etc). 0 0% 0 0% 2 2.99% 8 11.94%23 34.33%16 23.88%18 26.87%5 6.94% 67 4.3 4.5 4 0.55
Total/Percentage 0 0% 0 0% 2 2.99% 8 11.94%23 34.33%16 23.88%18 26.87%5 6.94% 67
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Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply): 63 19.75% 64 20.06% 65 20.38% 65 20.38% 62 19.44% 6 8.33% 66

C O N T ’ D.


Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								






Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								






Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								







Non-Basic Facts- edTPA # 1 Pt. % 1 Pt. # 2 Pts. % 2 Pts. # 3 Pts. % 3 Pts. # 4 Pts. % 4 Pts. # 5 Pts. % 5 Pts.
# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response Mean Median Mode

Standard 
Deviation

EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings 0 0% 0 0% 13 26% 36 72% 1 2% 22 30.56% 50 3.76 4 4 0.47
EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples 0 0% 0 0% 16 23.88% 46 68.66% 5 7.46% 5 6.94% 67 3.84 4 4 0.54
EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching . 0 0% 2 2.99% 18 26.87% 43 64.18% 4 5.97% 5 6.94% 67 3.73 4 4 0.61
Total/Percentage 0 0% 2 1.09% 47 25.54% 125 67.93% 10 5.43% 32 14.81% 184

C O N T ’ D.

E N D  O F  F O R M .  N E W  O N E  B E G I N S  N E X T  PA G E


Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								







Categories # 1 Pt. % 1 Pt. # 2 Pts. % 2 Pts. # 3 Pts. % 3 Pts. # 4 Pts. % 4 Pts. # 5 Pts. % 5 Pts.
# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response Mean Median Mode

Standard 
Deviation

Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, 
labeled as Pre-data child’s identity 
protected, and marked all incorrect 
responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. 
Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly 
Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly 
Diagnosed all errors. 0 0% 2 4.26% 10 21.28% 8 17.02% 27 57.45% 0 0% 47 4.28 5 5 0.94
Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, 
labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  
protected, and marked all incorrect 
responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. 
Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly 
Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly 
Diagnosed all errors. 0 0% 0 0% 12 25.53% 8 17.02% 27 57.45% 0 0% 47 4.32 5 5 0.85
Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA 
Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction 
strategies excludes three or more vital 
elements.3. Correction strategies 
excludes two vital elements.4. 
Correction strategies excludes one vital 
element. 5. Correction strategies 
excludes no vital elements. 0 0% 0 0% 10 21.28% 12 25.53% 25 53.19% 0 0% 47 4.32 5 5 0.8
Total/Percentage 0 0% 2 1.42% 32 22.7% 28 19.86% 79 56.03% 0 0% 141

THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1
ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)


Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								







# General: Interview 47
% General: Interview 10.73%
# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation 39
% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation 8.9%
# Basic Facts: Number Strategies 39
% Basic Facts: Number Strategies 8.9%
# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice 39
% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice 8.9%
# Basic Facts: (All must be present) 39
% Basic Facts: (All must be present) 8.9%
# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only 47
% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only 10.73%
# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate 47
% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate 10.73%
# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only 47
% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only 10.73%
# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice 47
% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice 10.73%
# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply) 47
% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply) 10.73%
# No Response 0
% No Response 0%
Total Response 47

Vital Elements:

C O N T ’ D.


Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								





Sheet7

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

		Vital Elements:

		# General: Interview		47

		% General: Interview		10.73%

		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		39

		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		8.9%

		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		39

		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		8.9%

		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		39

		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		8.9%

		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		39

		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		8.9%

		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		10.73%

		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		10.73%

		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		10.73%

		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		10.73%

		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		10.73%

		# No Response		0

		% No Response		0%

		Total Response		47

		





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.

				# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								







# 1 Pt. % 1 Pt. # 2 Pts. % 2 Pts. # 3 Pts. % 3 Pts. # 4 Pts. % 4 Pts. # 5 Pts. % 5 Pts.
# No 
Response

% No 
Response

Total 
Response Mean Median Mode

Standard 
Deviation

EdTPA – Analyzing 
Student Work 
Samples- edTPA Q2 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 8 100% 39 82.98% 8 5 5 5 0

EdTPA – Reflection on 
Teaching- edTPA Q4 . 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 8 100% 39 82.98% 8 5 5 5 0
Total/Percentage 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 16 100% 78 82.98% 16

Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood 
(concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  
Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA 
Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct 
errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions 
up to the 5 point allotment for this section.

C O N T ’ D.

E N D  O F  F O R M .  N E W  O N E  B E G I N S  N E X T  PA G E


Sheet 1

		Report Title: Coursework and Portfolio 071: Aggregate Report on Assessment Tools Used in Coursework and Portfolios

		Select an Assessment Tool		<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)</b>: 1,<b>ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric</b>: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric,ECED 3214 B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric UPDATED 8.10.12,ECED 3214 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED 4251 B.S.Ed. Case Study Rubric REVISED 1.17.13,ECED 4263 Learning Segment 11.5.14,ECED 4289 Integrated Lesson Plan Rubric 9.15.15,ECED B.S.Ed. Integrated Project Rubric 3214,ECED B.S.Ed. Mid-Point Comprehensive Rubric 4261

		Select a Program		All

		Select From Date		05/01/2016

		Select To Date		07/31/2017

		

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																								

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53																								

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54												

		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157																				

		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201																				

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response																				

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66																				

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Level 1		% Level 1		# Level 2		% Level 2		# Level 3		% Level 3		# Level 4		% Level 4		# Level 5		% Level 5		# Level 6		% Level 6		# Level 7		% Level 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation				

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55				

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67												

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47												

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54												

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184																				

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1																																														

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																														

		Categories		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94												

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85												

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141																				

				# General: Interview		% General: Interview		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Vital Elements:		47		10.73%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		39		8.9%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		47		10.73%		0		0%		47

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16																				





Formatted

		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric: ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric																																														

		Basic Facts		# 1 Point		% 1 Point		# 2 Points		% 2 Points		# 3 Points		% 3 Points		# 4 Points		% 4 Points		# 5 Points		% 5 Points		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation												

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		3.87		4		4		0.55												

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		39		72.22%		3		5.56%		18		25%		54		3.83		4		4		0.5												

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		12		22.22%		38		70.37%		4		7.41%		18		25%		54		3.85		4		4		0.52												

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		36		22.22%		114		70.37%		12		7.41%		54		25%		162																				

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																

																																																





Sheet2

				# Interview		% Interview		# Concept Development		% Concept Development		# Two Number Strategies		% Two Number Strategies		# Automaticity Practice		% Automaticity Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Basic Facts Vital Elements (all must be present):		52		24.64%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		53		25.12%		19		26.39%		53





Sheet3

		Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.14		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		7		12.96%		24		44.44%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								



		Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54		4.13		4		4		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		3.7%		8		14.81%		23		42.59%		16		29.63%		5		9.26%		18		25%		54								











Sheet 4



		Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		2		4.08%		11		22.45%		36		73.47%		0		0%		23		31.94%		49		3.69		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		2		3.7%		12		22.22%		40		74.07%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.7		4		4		0.53

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching		0		0%		5		9.26%		12		22.22%		37		68.52%		0		0%		18		25%		54		3.59		4		4		0.65

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		9		5.73%		35		22.29%		113		71.97%		0		0%		59		27.31%		157								



		Non-Basic Facts		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts)  1. Present, labeled as Pre-data child�s identity protected,     and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		17.91%		42		62.69%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		4.01		4		4		0.61

		Post Data (5 pts) 1. Present, labeled as Post-data, child�s identity        protected, and marked all incorrect responses. 2. Pre-diagnosed some errors. 3. Pre-diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly pre-diagnosed some errors. 5. Correctly pre-diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		1		1.49%		12		17.91%		41		61.19%		13		19.4%		5		6.94%		67		3.99		4		4		0.66

		Correction Strategy - Part I 1. Present (Evidence of) 2. Correction strategy excludes three or more vital       elements. 3.  Correction strategy excludes two vital elements. 4.  Correction strategy excludes one vital element.  5   Correction strategy excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		14		20.9%		41		61.19%		12		17.91%		5		6.94%		67		3.97		4		4		0.62

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		1		0.5%		38		18.91%		124		61.69%		38		18.91%		15		6.94%		201								





Sheet4

				# Interview		% Interview		# Conceptual Only		% Conceptual Only		# Intermediate		% Intermediate		# Procedural Only		% Procedural Only		# Independent Practice		% Independent Practice		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response

		Non-Basic Facts Vital Elements (Conceptual Only may not apply):		63		19.75%		64		20.06%		65		20.38%		65		20.38%		62		19.44%		6		8.33%		66





Sheet5

		Non-Basic Facts Understanding of Correction Steps- edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc). 2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								

		Non-Basic Facts Corrective Strategy � Part II - edTPA Q3		# Lvl. 1		% Lvl. 1		# Lvl. 2		% Lvl. 2		# Lvl. 3		% Lvl. 3		# Lvl. 4		% Lvl. 4		# Lvl. 5		% Lvl. 5		# Lvl. 6		% Lvl. 6		# Lvl. 7		% Lvl. 7		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or       questions to represent concepts and  operations. 2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to         correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc). 3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67		4.3		4.5		4		0.55

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		2		2.99%		8		11.94%		23		34.33%		16		23.88%		18		26.87%		5		6.94%		67								





Sheet6

		Non-Basic Facts- edTPA		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Understandings		0		0%		0		0%		13		26%		36		72%		1		2%		22		30.56%		50		3.76		4		4		0.47

		EdTPA � Analyzing Student Work Samples		0		0%		0		0%		16		23.88%		46		68.66%		5		7.46%		5		6.94%		67		3.84		4		4		0.54

		EdTPA � Reflection on Teaching .		0		0%		2		2.99%		18		26.87%		43		64.18%		4		5.97%		5		6.94%		67		3.73		4		4		0.61

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.09%		47		25.54%		125		67.93%		10		5.43%		32		14.81%		184								
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		THE TABLES BELOW CONTAIN AGGREGATE DATA FOR THE FORM : ECED 4251 Case Study Rubric (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts): 1

		ECED 4251: Rubric for Case Study (Basic Facts and/or non-Basic Facts)																																		

		Categories		# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Pre-data (5 pts) – edTPA Q21. Present, labeled as Pre-data child’s identity protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error.4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		2		4.26%		10		21.28%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.28		5		5		0.94

		Post Data (5 pts) - edTPA Q41. Present, labeled as Post-data, child’s identity  protected, and marked all incorrect responses.2. Diagnosed some errors.3. Diagnosed each error. 4. Correctly Diagnosed some errors.5. Correctly Diagnosed all errors.		0		0%		0		0%		12		25.53%		8		17.02%		27		57.45%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.85

		Remediation Protocol - Part I – edTPA Q31. Present (Evidence of)2. Correction strategies excludes three or more vital elements.3. Correction strategies excludes two vital elements.4. Correction strategies excludes one vital element. 5. Correction strategies excludes no vital elements.		0		0%		0		0%		10		21.28%		12		25.53%		25		53.19%		0		0%		47		4.32		5		5		0.8

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		2		1.42%		32		22.7%		28		19.86%		79		56.03%		0		0%		141								





Sheet8

				Vital Elements:

		# General: Interview		47

		% General: Interview		10.73%

		# Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		39

		% Basic Facts: Meaning of Operation		8.9%

		# Basic Facts: Number Strategies		39

		% Basic Facts: Number Strategies		8.9%

		# Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		39

		% Basic Facts: Automaticity Practice		8.9%

		# Basic Facts: (All must be present)		39

		% Basic Facts: (All must be present)		8.9%

		# Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: Conceptual Only		10.73%

		# Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: Intermediate		10.73%

		# Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: Procedural Only		10.73%

		# Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: Independent Practice		10.73%

		# Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		47

		% Non-Basic Facts: (Conceptual Only may not apply)		10.73%

		# No Response		0

		% No Response		0%

		Total Response		47

		





Sheet9

		Understanding of Correction Steps - edTPA Q3  1. Based on labels of correction steps, all differences between the steps of the correction process are fully understood (concept vs conceptual, etc).  2. Based on labels of correction steps, all key ideas involved in the steps of the correction process are fully understood (number strategy, etc).  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.    Corrective Strategies – Part II - edTPA Q3  1. Used correct models, manipulatives, drawings, and/or questions to represent concepts and operations.  2. Strategy included an emphasis on ideas needed to correct errors (2-digit x 1-digit, etc).  3. Correct terms and information were used in strategy  Violations of these criteria are listed below. Each violation will result in 0.5 deductions up to the 5 point allotment for this section.

				# 1 Pt.		% 1 Pt.		# 2 Pts.		% 2 Pts.		# 3 Pts.		% 3 Pts.		# 4 Pts.		% 4 Pts.		# 5 Pts.		% 5 Pts.		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		EdTPA – Analyzing Student Work Samples- edTPA Q2		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		EdTPA – Reflection on Teaching- edTPA Q4 .		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		8		100%		39		82.98%		8		5		5		5		0

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		0		0%		16		100%		78		82.98%		16								







COE Intern Keys – Universal Binders 
form as completed by the 
cooperating teacher role

This data displays the COE Intern Keys for all ECED Field Experience 
Binders for the Summer 2016 and Fall 2016 terms. The new Intern 
Keys were implemented after this term.



Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not 
use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical 
knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the 
curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate 
continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates 
rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Standard 
Deviation

1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates 
key content elements. 1 0.6% 31 18.67% 104 62.65% 27 16.27% 0 0% 3 1.81% 166 2.96 3 0.62
1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in 
instruction. 1 0.6% 62 37.35% 85 51.2% 14 8.43% 2 1.2% 2 1.2% 166 2.69 3 0.63
1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and 
future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world 
experiences and applications. 1 0.6% 40 24.1% 98 59.04% 20 12.05% 4 2.41% 3 1.81% 166 2.86 3 0.62
1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of 
subject matter. 2 1.2% 39 23.49% 103 62.05% 18 10.84% 1 0.6% 3 1.81% 166 2.85 3 0.61

1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) 
taught and best practice based on current research. 2 1.2% 42 25.3% 98 59.04% 17 10.24% 4 2.41% 3 1.81% 166 2.82 3 0.62

1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for 
all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum. 2 1.2% 33 19.88% 100 60.24% 26 15.66% 1 0.6% 4 2.41% 166 2.93 3 0.64

1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, 
emotional, and physical development of the age group. 1 0.6% 36 21.69% 99 59.64% 25 15.06% 1 0.6% 4 2.41% 166 2.92 3 0.63
Total/Percentage 10 0.86% 283 24.35% 687 59.12% 147 12.65% 13 1.12% 22 1.89% 1162


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective 
strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula 
and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently 
plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all 
students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual 
student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.
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2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning 0 0% 47 28.31% 67 40.36% 12 7.23% 34 20.48% 6 3.61% 166 2.72 3 0.63
2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and 
integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson 
plans, and syllabi). 1 0.6% 36 21.69% 91 54.82% 23 13.86% 10 6.02% 5 3.01% 166 2.9 3 0.64
2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and 
transitions. 2 1.2% 40 24.1% 94 56.63% 20 12.05% 5 3.01% 5 3.01% 166 2.85 3 0.64
2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students. 1 0.6% 35 21.08% 100 60.24% 23 13.86% 1 0.6% 6 3.61% 166 2.91 3 0.62
2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local 
school district curricula and standards, and student learning 
needs. 0 0% 27 16.27% 98 59.04% 34 20.48% 2 1.2% 5 3.01% 166 3.04 3 0.62
2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is 
able to adapt plans when needed. 0 0% 29 17.47% 86 51.81% 25 15.06% 21 12.65% 5 3.01% 166 2.97 3 0.62
Total/Percentage 4 0.4% 214 21.49% 536 53.82% 137 13.76% 73 7.33% 32 3.21% 996
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		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies 
do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional 
strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key 
skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage 
students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in 
metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Deviation

3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 1 0.6% 30 18.07% 96 57.83% 34 20.48% 0 0% 5 3.01% 166 3.01 3 0.65
3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills. 1 0.6% 32 19.28% 103 62.05% 22 13.25% 1 0.6% 7 4.22% 166 2.92 3 0.6
3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 2 1.2% 34 20.48% 103 62.05% 22 13.25% 0 0% 5 3.01% 166 2.9 3 0.62
3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and 
resources. 0 0% 42 25.3% 92 55.42% 18 10.84% 9 5.42% 5 3.01% 166 2.84 3 0.61
3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to 
enhance student learning. 0 0% 36 21.69% 94 56.63% 24 14.46% 7 4.22% 5 3.01% 166 2.92 3 0.62
3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for 
understanding. 2 1.2% 37 22.29% 101 60.84% 20 12.05% 1 0.6% 5 3.01% 166 2.87 3 0.62
3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and 
problem-solving activities. 2 1.2% 60 36.14% 87 52.41% 9 5.42% 4 2.41% 4 2.41% 166 2.65 3 0.61
3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life 
examples and interdisciplinary connections. 2 1.2% 31 18.67% 109 65.66% 18 10.84% 2 1.2% 4 2.41% 166 2.89 3 0.59
Total/Percentage 10 0.75% 302 22.74% 785 59.11% 167 12.58% 24 1.81% 40 3.01% 1328
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		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning 
differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address 
individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and 
developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by 
engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 
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4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and 
learning environment to meet individual developmental needs. 2 1.2% 62 37.35% 76 45.78% 12 7.23% 10 6.02% 4 2.41% 166 2.64 3 0.64
4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to 
further student understanding of material. 2 1.2% 52 31.33% 66 39.76% 19 11.45% 23 13.86% 4 2.41% 166 2.73 3 0.71
4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate 
peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals. 2 1.2% 35 21.08% 76 45.78% 17 10.24% 30 18.07% 6 3.61% 166 2.83 3 0.66
4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data 
to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 3 1.81% 39 23.49% 64 38.55% 12 7.23% 44 26.51% 4 2.41% 166 2.72 3 0.68
4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities 
at the appropriate level of challenge for students. 2 1.2% 41 24.7% 100 60.24% 13 7.83% 6 3.61% 4 2.41% 166 2.79 3 0.6
4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students 
commensurate with their developmental levels. 2 1.2% 35 21.08% 103 62.05% 16 9.64% 5 3.01% 5 3.01% 166 2.85 3 0.6
Total/Percentage 13 1.31% 264 26.51% 485 48.69% 89 8.94% ## 11.85%27 2.71% 996
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		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the 
content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the 
instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of 
diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The 
teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the 
content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to 
serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum 
and benchmarks. 2 1.2% 29 17.47% 78 46.99% 15 9.04% 36 21.69% 6 3.61% 166 2.85 3 0.63
5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring 
their own progress. 2 1.2% 36 21.69% 61 36.75% 9 5.42% 53 31.93% 5 3.01% 166 2.71 3 0.64
5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual 
student needs and progress. 1 0.6% 32 19.28% 65 39.16% 11 6.63% 50 30.12% 7 4.22% 166 2.79 3 0.62
5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, 
formative, and summative purposes. 1 0.6% 37 22.29% 74 44.58% 11 6.63% 37 22.29% 6 3.61% 166 2.77 3 0.61
5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in 
relationship to content goals and objectives. 0 0% 26 15.66% 62 37.35% 16 9.64% 56 33.73% 6 3.61% 166 2.9 3 0.63
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the 
developmental level of students. 0 0% 35 21.08% 89 53.61% 15 9.04% 22 13.25% 5 3.01% 166 2.86 3 0.58
5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, 
when appropriate. 1 0.6% 21 12.65% 69 41.57% 20 12.05% 50 30.12% 5 3.01% 166 2.97 3 0.64
Total/Percentage 7 0.6% 216 18.59% 498 42.86% 97 8.35% ## 26.16%40 3.44% 1162
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or 
to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure 
student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: 
The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and 
delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise 
in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Deviation

6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for 
students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning. 1 0.6% 30 18.07% 60 36.14% 13 7.83% 56 33.73% 6 3.61% 166 2.82 3 0.65
6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned 
with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning 
objectives. 0 0% 32 19.28% 73 43.98% 12 7.23% 42 25.3% 7 4.22% 166 2.83 3 0.59
6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative 
purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction. 0 0% 41 24.7% 71 42.77% 9 5.42% 39 23.49% 6 3.61% 166 2.74 3 0.59
6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student 
progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- 
and short-term instructional decisions. 0 0% 34 20.48% 55 33.13% 8 4.82% 63 37.95% 6 3.61% 166 2.73 3 0.6
6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, 
parents, and key school personnel. 1 0.6% 29 17.47% 60 36.14% 10 6.02% 57 34.34% 9 5.42% 166 2.79 3 0.62
6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on 
their progress toward their learning goals. 0 0% 30 18.07% 87 52.41% 20 12.05% 22 13.25% 7 4.22% 166 2.93 3 0.6
6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive 
strategies in support of lifelong learning. 2 1.2% 41 24.7% 61 36.75% 11 6.63% 45 27.11% 6 3.61% 166 2.7 3 0.66
Total/Percentage 4 0.34% 237 20.4% 467 40.19% 83 7.14% ## 27.88%47 4.04% 1162
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		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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COE INTERN KEYS – UNIVERSAL BINDERS
PERFORMANCE STANDARD 6

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION



Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not 
otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently 
provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently 
provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually 
engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner. 1 0.6% 39 23.49% 88 53.01% 32 19.28% 0 0% 6 3.61% 166 2.94 3 0.68
7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, 
and procedures and enforces them consistently and 
appropriately. 2 1.2% 43 25.9% 88 53.01% 27 16.27% 1 0.6% 5 3.01% 166 2.88 3 0.69
7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning. 1 0.6% 16 9.64% 88 53.01% 54 32.53% 0 0% 7 4.22% 166 3.23 3 0.64
7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the 
classroom. 2 1.2% 15 9.04% 94 56.63% 49 29.52% 0 0% 6 3.61% 166 3.19 3 0.64
7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, 
including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national 
origin, or disability. 0 0% 15 9.04% 94 56.63% 51 30.72% 0 0% 6 3.61% 166 3.23 3 0.6
7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and 
responses. 0 0% 15 9.04% 94 56.63% 51 30.72% 0 0% 6 3.61% 166 3.23 3 0.6
7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive 
classroom environment. 1 0.6% 20 12.05% 87 52.41% 49 29.52% 3 1.81% 6 3.61% 166 3.17 3 0.66
7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate 
group and individual activities. 1 0.6% 27 16.27% 84 50.6% 35 21.08% 12 7.23% 7 4.22% 166 3.04 3 0.67
Total/Percentage 8 0.6% 190 14.31% 717 53.99% 348 26.2% 16 1.2% 49 3.69% 1328
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students 
are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and 
learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic 
environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an 
academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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8.1 Maximizes instructional time. 2 1.2% 42 25.3% 89 53.61% 26 15.66% 0 0% 7 4.22% 166 2.87 3 0.68
8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a 
valuable part of learning. 1 0.6% 31 18.67% 97 58.43% 29 17.47% 1 0.6% 7 4.22% 166 2.97 3 0.64
8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with 
appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments. 1 0.6% 43 25.9% 95 57.23% 21 12.65% 0 0% 6 3.61% 166 2.85 3 0.63
8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time. 1 0.6% 52 31.33% 85 51.2% 19 11.45% 3 1.81% 6 3.61% 166 2.78 3 0.65
8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student 
learning. 2 1.2% 32 19.28% 100 60.24% 24 14.46% 1 0.6% 7 4.22% 166 2.92 3 0.63
8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative 
thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals. 3 1.81% 45 27.11% 89 53.61% 15 9.04% 8 4.82% 6 3.61% 166 2.76 3 0.65
8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic 
risks. 1 0.6% 36 21.69% 92 55.42% 21 12.65% 8 4.82% 8 4.82% 166 2.89 3 0.63
Total/Percentage 11 0.95% 281 24.18% 647 55.68% 155 13.34% 21 1.81% 47 4.04% 1162
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth 
opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth 
opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth 
opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional 
growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary 
continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Standard 
Deviation

9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, 
Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board 
policies, regulations, and practices. 2 1.2% 13 7.83% 93 56.02% 48 28.92% 3 1.81% 7 4.22% 166 3.2 3 0.63
9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., 
appearance, punctuality and attendance). 2 1.2% 14 8.43% 87 52.41% 56 33.73% 1 0.6% 6 3.61% 166 3.24 3 0.66
9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality. 0 0% 9 5.42% 100 60.24% 51 30.72% 0 0% 6 3.61% 166 3.26 3 0.55
9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and 
weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on 
student learning and sets goals for improvement. 1 0.6% 27 16.27% 91 54.82% 36 21.69% 4 2.41% 7 4.22% 166 3.05 3 0.66
9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based 
on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer 
coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning 
into classroom activities. 3 1.81% 20 12.05% 83 50% 30 18.07% 24 14.46% 6 3.61% 166 3.03 3 0.67
9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change. 0 0% 15 9.04% 93 56.02% 46 27.71% 5 3.01% 7 4.22% 166 3.2 3 0.6
9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for 
school and student enhancement 1 0.6% 15 9.04% 70 42.17% 34 20.48% 39 23.49% 7 4.22% 166 3.14 3 0.65
9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, 
faculty, and staff. 2 1.2% 15 9.04% 96 57.83% 44 26.51% 3 1.81% 6 3.61% 166 3.16 3 0.63
9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson 
after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about 
teaching and impact on student learning. 1 0.6% 24 14.46% 93 56.02% 42 25.3% 0 0% 6 3.61% 166 3.1 3 0.65
Total/Percentage 12 0.8% 152 10.17% 806 53.95% 387 25.9% 79 5.29% 58 3.88% 1494
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		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging 
concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district 
and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and 
consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate 
continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher 
candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Standard 
Deviation

10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive 
interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment. 2 1.2% 23 13.86% 104 62.65% 28 16.87% 1 0.6% 8 4.82% 166 3.01 3 0.61
10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, 
and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner. 1 0.6% 21 12.65% 60 36.14% 16 9.64% 59 35.54% 9 5.42% 166 2.93 3 0.64
10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational 
decisions that enhance and promote student learning. 1 0.6% 28 16.87% 72 43.37% 24 14.46% 34 20.48% 7 4.22% 166 2.95 3 0.67
10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms 
of oral and written communication. 0 0% 25 15.06% 101 60.84% 33 19.88% 0 0% 7 4.22% 166 3.05 3 0.6
10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, 
sequential, and age-appropriate manner. 1 0.6% 32 19.28% 98 59.04% 28 16.87% 0 0% 7 4.22% 166 2.96 3 0.63
10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student 
information. 0 0% 12 7.23% 103 62.05% 37 22.29% 6 3.61% 8 4.82% 166 3.16 3 0.54
10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a 
collaborative and approachable style. 2 1.2% 20 12.05% 82 49.4% 28 16.87% 28 16.87% 6 3.61% 166 3.03 3 0.65
10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to 
the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and 
colleagues). 0 0% 21 12.65% 89 53.61% 32 19.28% 18 10.84% 6 3.61% 166 3.08 3 0.61
10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation. 1 0.6% 20 12.05% 100 60.24% 33 19.88% 6 3.61% 6 3.61% 166 3.07 3 0.6
10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of 
information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations 
include text messaging, social media, emails, etc. 0 0% 15 9.04% 102 61.45% 32 19.28% 11 6.63% 6 3.61% 166 3.11 3 0.55
Total/Percentage 8 0.48%217 13.07% 911 54.88% 291 17.53% ## 9.82% 70 4.22% 1660
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report
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		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		104		62.65%		27		16.27%		0		0%		3		1.81%		166		2.96		3		0.62

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		1		0.6%		62		37.35%		85		51.2%		14		8.43%		2		1.2%		2		1.2%		166		2.69		3		0.63

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		1		0.6%		40		24.1%		98		59.04%		20		12.05%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.86		3		0.62

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		2		1.2%		39		23.49%		103		62.05%		18		10.84%		1		0.6%		3		1.81%		166		2.85		3		0.61

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		98		59.04%		17		10.24%		4		2.41%		3		1.81%		166		2.82		3		0.62

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		2		1.2%		33		19.88%		100		60.24%		26		15.66%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		99		59.64%		25		15.06%		1		0.6%		4		2.41%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		10		0.86%		283		24.35%		687		59.12%		147		12.65%		13		1.12%		22		1.89%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		47		28.31%		67		40.36%		12		7.23%		34		20.48%		6		3.61%		166		2.72		3		0.63

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		91		54.82%		23		13.86%		10		6.02%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.64

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		2		1.2%		40		24.1%		94		56.63%		20		12.05%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.64

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		1		0.6%		35		21.08%		100		60.24%		23		13.86%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		2.91		3		0.62

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		27		16.27%		98		59.04%		34		20.48%		2		1.2%		5		3.01%		166		3.04		3		0.62

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		29		17.47%		86		51.81%		25		15.06%		21		12.65%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		4		0.4%		214		21.49%		536		53.82%		137		13.76%		73		7.33%		32		3.21%		996						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		96		57.83%		34		20.48%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		3.01		3		0.65

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.6

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		2		1.2%		34		20.48%		103		62.05%		22		13.25%		0		0%		5		3.01%		166		2.9		3		0.62

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		42		25.3%		92		55.42%		18		10.84%		9		5.42%		5		3.01%		166		2.84		3		0.61

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		0		0%		36		21.69%		94		56.63%		24		14.46%		7		4.22%		5		3.01%		166		2.92		3		0.62

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		2		1.2%		37		22.29%		101		60.84%		20		12.05%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.87		3		0.62

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		2		1.2%		60		36.14%		87		52.41%		9		5.42%		4		2.41%		4		2.41%		166		2.65		3		0.61

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		2		1.2%		31		18.67%		109		65.66%		18		10.84%		2		1.2%		4		2.41%		166		2.89		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		10		0.75%		302		22.74%		785		59.11%		167		12.58%		24		1.81%		40		3.01%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		2		1.2%		62		37.35%		76		45.78%		12		7.23%		10		6.02%		4		2.41%		166		2.64		3		0.64

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		2		1.2%		52		31.33%		66		39.76%		19		11.45%		23		13.86%		4		2.41%		166		2.73		3		0.71

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		76		45.78%		17		10.24%		30		18.07%		6		3.61%		166		2.83		3		0.66

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		3		1.81%		39		23.49%		64		38.55%		12		7.23%		44		26.51%		4		2.41%		166		2.72		3		0.68

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		100		60.24%		13		7.83%		6		3.61%		4		2.41%		166		2.79		3		0.6

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		2		1.2%		35		21.08%		103		62.05%		16		9.64%		5		3.01%		5		3.01%		166		2.85		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		13		1.31%		264		26.51%		485		48.69%		89		8.94%		118		11.85%		27		2.71%		996						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		2		1.2%		29		17.47%		78		46.99%		15		9.04%		36		21.69%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		2		1.2%		36		21.69%		61		36.75%		9		5.42%		53		31.93%		5		3.01%		166		2.71		3		0.64

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		65		39.16%		11		6.63%		50		30.12%		7		4.22%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		1		0.6%		37		22.29%		74		44.58%		11		6.63%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		166		2.77		3		0.61

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		15.66%		62		37.35%		16		9.64%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.9		3		0.63

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		35		21.08%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		22		13.25%		5		3.01%		166		2.86		3		0.58

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		69		41.57%		20		12.05%		50		30.12%		5		3.01%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		Total/Percentage		7		0.6%		216		18.59%		498		42.86%		97		8.35%		304		26.16%		40		3.44%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		1		0.6%		30		18.07%		60		36.14%		13		7.83%		56		33.73%		6		3.61%		166		2.82		3		0.65

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		32		19.28%		73		43.98%		12		7.23%		42		25.3%		7		4.22%		166		2.83		3		0.59

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		41		24.7%		71		42.77%		9		5.42%		39		23.49%		6		3.61%		166		2.74		3		0.59

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		34		20.48%		55		33.13%		8		4.82%		63		37.95%		6		3.61%		166		2.73		3		0.6

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		1		0.6%		29		17.47%		60		36.14%		10		6.02%		57		34.34%		9		5.42%		166		2.79		3		0.62

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		30		18.07%		87		52.41%		20		12.05%		22		13.25%		7		4.22%		166		2.93		3		0.6

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		2		1.2%		41		24.7%		61		36.75%		11		6.63%		45		27.11%		6		3.61%		166		2.7		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		4		0.34%		237		20.4%		467		40.19%		83		7.14%		324		27.88%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		39		23.49%		88		53.01%		32		19.28%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.94		3		0.68

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		2		1.2%		43		25.9%		88		53.01%		27		16.27%		1		0.6%		5		3.01%		166		2.88		3		0.69

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.6%		16		9.64%		88		53.01%		54		32.53%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.23		3		0.64

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		49		29.52%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.19		3		0.64

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		15		9.04%		94		56.63%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.23		3		0.6

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		87		52.41%		49		29.52%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.17		3		0.66

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		84		50.6%		35		21.08%		12		7.23%		7		4.22%		166		3.04		3		0.67

		Total/Percentage		8		0.6%		190		14.31%		717		53.99%		348		26.2%		16		1.2%		49		3.69%		1328						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		2		1.2%		42		25.3%		89		53.61%		26		15.66%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.87		3		0.68

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		1		0.6%		31		18.67%		97		58.43%		29		17.47%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.97		3		0.64

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		1		0.6%		43		25.9%		95		57.23%		21		12.65%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		2.85		3		0.63

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		1		0.6%		52		31.33%		85		51.2%		19		11.45%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		2.78		3		0.65

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		2		1.2%		32		19.28%		100		60.24%		24		14.46%		1		0.6%		7		4.22%		166		2.92		3		0.63

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		3		1.81%		45		27.11%		89		53.61%		15		9.04%		8		4.82%		6		3.61%		166		2.76		3		0.65

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		1		0.6%		36		21.69%		92		55.42%		21		12.65%		8		4.82%		8		4.82%		166		2.89		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		11		0.95%		281		24.18%		647		55.68%		155		13.34%		21		1.81%		47		4.04%		1162						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		2		1.2%		13		7.83%		93		56.02%		48		28.92%		3		1.81%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.63

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		2		1.2%		14		8.43%		87		52.41%		56		33.73%		1		0.6%		6		3.61%		166		3.24		3		0.66

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		9		5.42%		100		60.24%		51		30.72%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.26		3		0.55

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		1		0.6%		27		16.27%		91		54.82%		36		21.69%		4		2.41%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.66

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		3		1.81%		20		12.05%		83		50%		30		18.07%		24		14.46%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.67

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		15		9.04%		93		56.02%		46		27.71%		5		3.01%		7		4.22%		166		3.2		3		0.6

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		1		0.6%		15		9.04%		70		42.17%		34		20.48%		39		23.49%		7		4.22%		166		3.14		3		0.65

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		2		1.2%		15		9.04%		96		57.83%		44		26.51%		3		1.81%		6		3.61%		166		3.16		3		0.63

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		1		0.6%		24		14.46%		93		56.02%		42		25.3%		0		0%		6		3.61%		166		3.1		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		12		0.8%		152		10.17%		806		53.95%		387		25.9%		79		5.29%		58		3.88%		1494						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		2		1.2%		23		13.86%		104		62.65%		28		16.87%		1		0.6%		8		4.82%		166		3.01		3		0.61

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		1		0.6%		21		12.65%		60		36.14%		16		9.64%		59		35.54%		9		5.42%		166		2.93		3		0.64

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		1		0.6%		28		16.87%		72		43.37%		24		14.46%		34		20.48%		7		4.22%		166		2.95		3		0.67

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		25		15.06%		101		60.84%		33		19.88%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		3.05		3		0.6

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		1		0.6%		32		19.28%		98		59.04%		28		16.87%		0		0%		7		4.22%		166		2.96		3		0.63

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		12		7.23%		103		62.05%		37		22.29%		6		3.61%		8		4.82%		166		3.16		3		0.54

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		2		1.2%		20		12.05%		82		49.4%		28		16.87%		28		16.87%		6		3.61%		166		3.03		3		0.65

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		21		12.65%		89		53.61%		32		19.28%		18		10.84%		6		3.61%		166		3.08		3		0.61

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		1		0.6%		20		12.05%		100		60.24%		33		19.88%		6		3.61%		6		3.61%		166		3.07		3		0.6

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		15		9.04%		102		61.45%		32		19.28%		11		6.63%		6		3.61%		166		3.11		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		8		0.48%		217		13.07%		911		54.88%		291		17.53%		163		9.82%		70		4.22%		1660						
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COE INTERN KEYS – UNIVERSAL BINDERS
PERFORMANCE STANDARD 10
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION



COE Intern Keys – Universal Binders 
form as completed by the faculty 
(university Supervisor) role

This data displays the COE Intern Keys for all ECED Field Experience 
Binders for the Summer 2016 and Fall 2016 terms. The new Intern 
Keys were implemented after this term.



Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, 
or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject 
content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently 
demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning 
experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and 
guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Standard 
Deviation

1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and 
integrates key content elements. 0 0% 42 20.19% 43 20.67% 1 0.48% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.52 3 0.52
1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in 
instruction. 0 0% 80 38.46% 7 3.37% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.08 2 0.27
1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past 
and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and 
real-world experiences and applications. 0 0% 54 25.96% 33 15.87% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.38 2 0.49
1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge 
of subject matter. 1 0.48% 60 28.85% 24 11.54% 1 0.48% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.29 2 0.5
1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject 
area(s) taught and best practice based on current 
research. 0 0% 57 27.4% 30 14.42% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.34 2 0.48
1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high 
expectations for all students and a clear understanding of 
the curriculum. 0 0% 51 24.52% 36 17.31% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.41 2 0.49
1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, 
emotional, and physical development of the age group. 0 0% 43 20.67% 44 21.15% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.51 3 0.5
Total/Percentage 1 0.07% 387 26.58% 217 14.9% 2 0.14% 0 0% 849 58.31% 1456


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without 
using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and 
local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all 
students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, 
and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world 
resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and 
engagement.
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2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform 
planning 0 0% 37 17.79% 5 2.4% 0 0% 45 21.6 121 58.17% 208 2.12 2 0.32
2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and 
integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, 
lesson plans, and syllabi). 0 0% 36 17.31% 43 20.67% 0 0% 8 3.85 121 58.17% 208 2.54 3 0.5
2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, 
pacing, and transitions. 0 0% 45 21.63% 39 18.75% 0 0% 3 1.44 121 58.17% 208 2.46 2 0.5
2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students. 0 0% 65 31.25% 21 10.1% 0 0% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.24 2 0.43
2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and 
local school district curricula and standards, and student 
learning needs. 0 0% 39 18.75% 47 22.6% 0 0% 1 0.48 121 58.17% 208 2.55 3 0.5
2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, 
and is able to adapt plans when needed. 0 0% 38 18.27% 38 18.27% 0 0% 11 5.29 121 58.17% 208 2.5 2.5 0.5
Total/Percentage 0 0% 260 20.83% 193 15.46% 0 0% 68 5.45 727 58.25% 1248
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		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. 
The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses 
research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active 
learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional 
strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher 
candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and 
relevant ways. 
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Deviation

3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains 
interest. 0 0% 40 19.23% 44 21.15% 2 0.96% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.56 3 0.54
3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills. 0 0% 47 22.6% 37 17.79% 0 0% 0 0% 124 59.62% 208 2.44 2 0.5
3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the 
lesson. 0 0% 49 23.56% 38 18.27% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.44 2 0.5
3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional 
strategies and resources. 0 0% 53 25.48% 34 16.35% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.39 2 0.49
3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology 
to enhance student learning. 1 0.48% 51 24.52% 35 16.83% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.39 2 0.51
3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and 
checks for understanding. 0 0% 50 24.04% 36 17.31% 1 0.48% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.44 2 0.52
3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning 
and problem-solving activities. 0 0% 79 37.98% 7 3.37% 0 0% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.08 2 0.27
3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing 
real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections. 0 0% 47 22.6% 40 19.23% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.46 2 0.5
Total/Percentage 1 0.06% 416 25% 271 16.29% 3 0.18% 0 0% 973 58.47% 1664
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		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning 
differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills 
which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing 
appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each 
student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning 
needs and interests. 
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4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, 
product, and learning environment to meet individual 
developmental needs. 0 0% 73 35.1% 11 5.29% 0 0% 3 1.44 121 58.17% 208 2.13 2 0.34
4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to 
further student understanding of material. 0 0% 69 33.17% 10 4.81% 0 0% 8 3.85 121 58.17% 208 2.13 2 0.33
4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage 
appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate 
learning needs/goals. 0 0% 49 23.56% 18 8.65% 0 0% 20 9.62 121 58.17% 208 2.27 2 0.44
4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative 
assessment data to inform instructional modifications for 
individual students. 0 0% 26 12.5% 5 2.4% 0 0% 56 26.9 121 58.17% 208 2.16 2 0.37
4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing 
activities at the appropriate level of challenge for 
students. 0 0% 72 34.62% 12 5.77% 0 0% 2 0.96 122 58.65% 208 2.14 2 0.35
4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all 
students commensurate with their developmental levels. 0 0% 47 22.6% 39 18.75% 0 0% 1 0.48 121 58.17% 208 2.45 2 0.5
Total/Percentage 0 0% 336 26.92% 95 7.61% 0 0% 90 7.21 727 58.25% 1248
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		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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COE INTERN KEYS – UNIVERSAL BINDERS
PERFORMANCE STANDARD 4

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION



Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate 
for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment 
strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently 
chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student 
population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments 
that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers 
rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Standard 
Deviation

5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established 
curriculum and benchmarks. 0 0% 38 18.27% 13 6.25% 0 0% 34 16.35% 123 59.13% 208 2.25 2 0.44
5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and 
monitoring their own progress. 0 0% 14 6.73% 8 3.85% 0 0% 64 30.77% 122 58.65% 208 2.36 2 0.48
5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine 
individual student needs and progress. 0 0% 32 15.38% 7 3.37% 0 0% 47 22.6% 122 58.65% 208 2.18 2 0.38
5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, 
formative, and summative purposes. 0 0% 35 16.83% 7 3.37% 0 0% 45 21.63% 121 58.17% 208 2.17 2 0.37
5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in 
relationship to content goals and objectives. 0 0% 26 12.5% 8 3.85% 0 0% 52 25% 122 58.65% 208 2.24 2 0.42
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for 
the developmental level of students. 0 0% 50 24.04% 21 10.1% 0 0% 16 7.69% 121 58.17% 208 2.3 2 0.46
5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common 
assessments, when appropriate. 0 0% 19 9.13% 10 4.81% 0 0% 58 27.88% 121 58.17% 208 2.34 2 0.48
Total/Percentage 0 0% 214 14.7% 74 5.08% 0 0% 316 21.7% 852 58.52% 1456


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery 
methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses 
relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or 
constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student 
progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: 
The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform 
instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Standard 
Deviation

6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning 
goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to 
document learning. 0 0% 35 16.83% 6 2.88% 0 0% 46 22.12% 121 58.17% 208 2.15 2 0.35
6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments 
aligned with instructional results to measure student 
mastery of learning objectives. 0 0% 59 28.37% 11 5.29% 0 0% 16 7.69% 122 58.65% 208 2.16 2 0.36
6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and 
summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust 
instruction. 0 0% 31 14.9% 10 4.81% 0 0% 46 22.12% 121 58.17% 208 2.24 2 0.43
6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure 
student progress, to design appropriate interventions, 
and to inform long- and short-term instructional 
decisions. 0 0% 14 6.73% 6 2.88% 0 0% 67 32.21% 121 58.17% 208 2.3 2 0.46
6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with 
students, parents, and key school personnel. 0 0% 12 5.77% 6 2.88% 0 0% 69 33.17% 121 58.17% 208 2.33 2 0.47
6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to 
students on their progress toward their learning goals. 0 0% 35 16.83% 17 8.17% 0 0% 35 16.83% 121 58.17% 208 2.33 2 0.47
6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use 
metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning. 0 0% 14 6.73% 7 3.37% 0 0% 66 31.73% 121 58.17% 208 2.33 2 0.47
Total/Percentage 0 0% 200 13.74% 63 4.33% 0 0% 345 23.7% 848 58.24% 1456
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does 
not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate 
inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher 
candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The 
teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and 
ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate 
manner. 0 0% 42 20.19% 45 21.63% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.52 3 0.5
7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, 
routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently 
and appropriately. 0 0% 42 20.19% 43 20.67% 1 0.48% 1 0.48% 121 58.17% 208 2.52 3 0.52
7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for 
learning. 1 0.48% 28 13.46% 57 27.4% 0 0% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.65 3 0.5
7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the 
classroom. 0 0% 30 14.42% 56 26.92% 0 0% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.65 3 0.48
7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� 
diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, 
sex, national origin, or disability. 0 0% 32 15.38% 53 25.48% 0 0% 0 0% 123 59.13% 208 2.62 3 0.48
7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs 
and responses. 0 0% 31 14.9% 56 26.92% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.64 3 0.48
7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive 
classroom environment. 0 0% 30 14.42% 50 24.04% 0 0% 7 3.37% 121 58.17% 208 2.63 3 0.48
7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to 
facilitate group and individual activities. 0 0% 35 16.83% 47 22.6% 0 0% 5 2.4% 121 58.17% 208 2.57 3 0.49
Total/Percentage 1 0.06% 270 16.23% 407 24.46% 1 0.06% 13 0.78% 972 58.41% 1664
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		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where 
students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which 
teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-
centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate 
continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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8.1 Maximizes instructional time. 0 0% 45 21.63% 41 19.71% 0 0% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.48 2 0.5
8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be 
embraced as a valuable part of learning. 0 0% 42 20.19% 43 20.67% 0 0% 0 0% 123 59.13% 208 2.51 3 0.5
8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with 
appropriately challenging and relevant material and 
assignments. 0 0% 63 30.29% 22 10.58% 0 0% 0 0% 123 59.13% 208 2.26 2 0.44
8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional 
time. 0 0% 46 22.12% 40 19.23% 0 0% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.47 2 0.5
8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for 
student learning. 0 0% 42 20.19% 44 21.15% 0 0% 0 0% 122 58.65% 208 2.51 3 0.5
8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and 
creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals. 0 0% 71 34.13% 14 6.73% 0 0% 0 0% 123 59.13% 208 2.16 2 0.37
8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take 
academic risks. 0 0% 49 23.56% 35 16.83% 0 0% 1 0.48% 123 59.13% 208 2.42 2 0.49
Total/Percentage 0 0% 358 24.59% 239 16.41% 0 0% 1 0.07% 858 58.93% 1456
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		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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COE INTERN KEYS – UNIVERSAL BINDERS
PERFORMANCE STANDARD 8

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION



Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs 
Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate 
consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the 
profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-
being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and 
established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 0 0% 31 14.9% 51 24.52% 0 0% 4 1.92% 122 58.65% 208 2.62 3 0.48
9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and 
attendance). 0 0% 29 13.94% 58 27.88% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.67 3 0.47
9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality. 0 0% 31 14.9% 56 26.92% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.64 3 0.48
9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to 
professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for 
improvement. 0 0% 33 15.87% 49 23.56% 0 0% 3 1.44% 123 59.13% 208 2.6 3 0.49
9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for 
improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and 
incorporates learning into classroom activities. 0 0% 30 14.42% 45 21.63% 0 0% 12 5.77% 121 58.17% 208 2.6 3 0.49
9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change. 0 0% 29 13.94% 52 25% 0 0% 4 1.92% 123 59.13% 208 2.64 3 0.48
9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student 
enhancement 0 0% 19 9.13% 40 19.23% 0 0% 26 12.5% 123 59.13% 208 2.68 3 0.47
9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff. 0 0% 31 14.9% 54 25.96% 0 0% 2 0.96% 121 58.17% 208 2.64 3 0.48
9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks 
feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning. 0 0% 33 15.87% 54 25.96% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.62 3 0.49
Total/Percentage 0 0% 266 14.21% 459 24.52% 0 0% 51 2.72% 1096 58.55% 1872
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, 
responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school 
personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with 
students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses 
communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
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Standard 
Deviation

10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive 
interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment. 0 0% 43 20.67% 43 20.67% 0 0% 1 0.48% 121 58.17% 208 2.5 2.5 0.5
10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, 
and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner. 0 0% 11 5.29% 11 5.29% 0 0% 65 31.25% 121 58.17% 208 2.5 2.5 0.5
10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational 
decisions that enhance and promote student learning. 0 0% 11 5.29% 14 6.73% 0 0% 61 29.33% 122 58.65% 208 2.56 3 0.5
10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of 
oral and written communication. 0 0% 33 15.87% 54 25.96% 0 0% 0 0% 121 58.17% 208 2.62 3 0.49
10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, 
sequential, and age-appropriate manner. 0 0% 43 20.67% 43 20.67% 0 0% 1 0.48% 121 58.17% 208 2.5 2.5 0.5
10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student 
information. 0 0% 30 14.42% 48 23.08% 0 0% 6 2.88% 124 59.62% 208 2.62 3 0.49
10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a 
collaborative and approachable style. 0 0% 30 14.42% 39 18.75% 0 0% 18 8.65% 121 58.17% 208 2.57 3 0.5
10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the 
voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues). 0 0% 32 15.38% 44 21.15% 0 0% 11 5.29% 121 58.17% 208 2.58 3 0.49
10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation. 0 0% 32 15.38% 50 24.04% 0 0% 1 0.48% 125 60.1% 208 2.61 3 0.49
10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of 
information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include 
text messaging, social media, emails, etc. 0 0% 32 15.38% 49 23.56% 0 0% 5 2.4% 122 58.65% 208 2.6 3 0.49
Total/Percentage 0 0% 297 14.28% 395 18.99% 0 0% 169 8.12% 1219 58.61% 2080
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 08:05 PM | Prepared By WestGA Tk20 Unit Administrator

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys--Universal Binders | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Fall Semester 2016, Summer Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.<P>Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)
		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.<P>Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.<P>Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10: Communication<P>
<P>Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.<P>Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.<P>Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.<P>Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		2.00, 3.00		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional Knowledge
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge and student needs, or does not use the knowledge in practice.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently demonstrates understanding of curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and student needs, or lacks fluidity in using the knowledge in practice.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates extensive content and pedagogical knowledge, enriches the curriculum, and guides others in enriching the curriculum. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 1		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		1.2 Facilitates students� use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.		0		0%		80		38.46%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.		0		0%		54		25.96%		33		15.87%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.38		2		0.49

		1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.		1		0.48%		60		28.85%		24		11.54%		1		0.48%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.29		2		0.5

		1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.		0		0%		57		27.4%		30		14.42%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.		0		0%		51		24.52%		36		17.31%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.41		2		0.49

		1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		0		0%		43		20.67%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.07%		387		26.58%		217		14.9%		2		0.14%		0		0%		849		58.31%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional Planning
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not plan, or plans without adequately using state and local school district curricula and standards, or without using effective strategies, resources, or data to meet the needs of all students.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses state and local school district curricula and standards, or inconsistently uses effective strategies, resources, or data in planning to meet the needs of all students.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.Exemplary:The teacher candidate continually seeks and uses multiple data and real world resources to plan differentiated instruction to meet the individual student needs and interests in order to promote student accountability and engagement.

		Performance Standard 2		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning		0		0%		37		17.79%		5		2.4%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.12		2		0.32

		2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).		0		0%		36		17.31%		43		20.67%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.54		3		0.5

		2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.		0		0%		45		21.63%		39		18.75%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.		0		0%		65		31.25%		21		10.1%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.		0		0%		39		18.75%		47		22.6%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.55		3		0.5

		2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		0		0%		38		18.27%		38		18.27%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		260		20.83%		193		15.46%		0		0%		68		5.45%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not use research-based instructional strategies, nor are the instructional strategies relevant to the content area. The strategies do not engage students in active learning or acquisition of key skills.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently uses research-based instructional strategies. The strategies used are sometimes not appropriate for the content area or for engaging students in active learning or for the acquisition of key skills.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning, and to facilitate the students� acquisition of key skills.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates students� engagement in metacognitive learning, higher-order thinking skills, and application of learning in current and relevant ways. 
(Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)


		Performance Standard 3		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 		0		0%		40		19.23%		44		21.15%		2		0.96%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.54

		3.2 Builds upon students� existing knowledge and skills.		0		0%		47		22.6%		37		17.79%		0		0%		0		0%		124		59.62%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson. 		0		0%		49		23.56%		38		18.27%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.5

		3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.		0		0%		53		25.48%		34		16.35%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.49

		3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.		1		0.48%		51		24.52%		35		16.83%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.39		2		0.51

		3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.		0		0%		50		24.04%		36		17.31%		1		0.48%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.44		2		0.52

		3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.		0		0%		79		37.98%		7		3.37%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.08		2		0.27

		3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		0		0%		47		22.6%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.46		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		416		25%		271		16.29%		3		0.18%		0		0%		973		58.47%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated Instruction
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not challenge students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently challenges students by providing appropriate content or by developing skills which address individual learning differences.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently challenges and supports each student�s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually facilitates each student�s opportunities to learn by engaging him/her in critical and creative thinking and challenging activities tailored to address individual learning needs and interests. 

		Performance Standard 4		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.		0		0%		73		35.1%		11		5.29%		0		0%		3		1.44%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.34

		4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material. 		0		0%		69		33.17%		10		4.81%		0		0%		8		3.85%		121		58.17%		208		2.13		2		0.33

		4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.		0		0%		49		23.56%		18		8.65%		0		0%		20		9.62%		121		58.17%		208		2.27		2		0.44

		4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		5		2.4%		0		0%		56		26.92%		121		58.17%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.		0		0%		72		34.62%		12		5.77%		0		0%		2		0.96%		122		58.65%		208		2.14		2		0.35

		4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		0		0%		47		22.6%		39		18.75%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.45		2		0.5

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		336		26.92%		95		7.61%		0		0%		90		7.21%		727		58.25%		1248						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
Ineffective: The teacher chooses an inadequate variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are not appropriate for the content or student population.Needs Development: The teacher inconsistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies or the instruments are sometimes not appropriate for the content or student population.Proficient: The teacher systematically and consistently chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.Exemplary: The teacher continually demonstrates expertise and leads others to determine and develop a variety of strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population and guides students to monitor and reflect on their own academic progress. (Teachers rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 5		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.		0		0%		38		18.27%		13		6.25%		0		0%		34		16.35%		123		59.13%		208		2.25		2		0.44

		5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress. 		0		0%		14		6.73%		8		3.85%		0		0%		64		30.77%		122		58.65%		208		2.36		2		0.48

		5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.		0		0%		32		15.38%		7		3.37%		0		0%		47		22.6%		122		58.65%		208		2.18		2		0.38

		5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.		0		0%		35		16.83%		7		3.37%		0		0%		45		21.63%		121		58.17%		208		2.17		2		0.37

		5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 		0		0%		26		12.5%		8		3.85%		0		0%		52		25%		122		58.65%		208		2.24		2		0.42

		5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.		0		0%		50		24.04%		21		10.1%		0		0%		16		7.69%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		0		0%		19		9.13%		10		4.81%		0		0%		58		27.88%		121		58.17%		208		2.34		2		0.48

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		214		14.7%		74		5.08%		0		0%		316		21.7%		852		58.52%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not gather, analyze, or use relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or to provide feedback in a constructive or timely manner.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently gathers, analyzes, or uses relevant data to measure student progress, inconsistently uses data to inform instructional content and delivery methods, or inconsistently provides timely or constructive feedback.Proficient: The teacher candidate systematically and consistently gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually demonstrates expertise in using data to measure student progress and leads others in the effective use of data to inform instructional decisions. (Teacher candidates rated as 
Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)



		Performance Standard 6		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.		0		0%		35		16.83%		6		2.88%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.15		2		0.35

		6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives. 		0		0%		59		28.37%		11		5.29%		0		0%		16		7.69%		122		58.65%		208		2.16		2		0.36

		6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.		0		0%		31		14.9%		10		4.81%		0		0%		46		22.12%		121		58.17%		208		2.24		2		0.43

		6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.		0		0%		14		6.73%		6		2.88%		0		0%		67		32.21%		121		58.17%		208		2.3		2		0.46

		6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.		0		0%		12		5.77%		6		2.88%		0		0%		69		33.17%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.		0		0%		35		16.83%		17		8.17%		0		0%		35		16.83%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		0		0%		14		6.73%		7		3.37%		0		0%		66		31.73%		121		58.17%		208		2.33		2		0.47

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		200		13.74%		63		4.33%		0		0%		345		23.7%		848		58.24%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately addresses student behavior, displays a negative attitude toward students, ignores safety standards, or does not otherwise provide an orderly environment that is conducive to learning or encourages respect for all.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages students in a collaborative and self-directed learning environment where students are encouraged to take risks and ownership of their own learning behavior. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 7		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.		0		0%		42		20.19%		45		21.63%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.5

		7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		1		0.48%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.52		3		0.52

		7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.		1		0.48%		28		13.46%		57		27.4%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.5

		7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.		0		0%		30		14.42%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.65		3		0.48

		7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students� diversity, including � but not limited to � race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability. 		0		0%		32		15.38%		53		25.48%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students� needs and responses.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.		0		0%		30		14.42%		50		24.04%		0		0%		7		3.37%		121		58.17%		208		2.63		3		0.48

		7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		0		0%		35		16.83%		47		22.6%		0		0%		5		2.4%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		1		0.06%		270		16.23%		407		24.46%		1		0.06%		13		0.78%		972		58.41%		1664						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
Ineffective: The teacher candidate does not provide a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels, or where students are self-directed learners.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently provides a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels or where students are self-directed learners.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually creates an academic learning environment where students are encouraged to set challenging learning goals and tackle challenging materials. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 8		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		8.1 Maximizes instructional time.		0		0%		45		21.63%		41		19.71%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.48		2		0.5

		8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		43		20.67%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.		0		0%		63		30.29%		22		10.58%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.26		2		0.44

		8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.		0		0%		46		22.12%		40		19.23%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.47		2		0.5

		8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.		0		0%		42		20.19%		44		21.15%		0		0%		0		0%		122		58.65%		208		2.51		3		0.5

		8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.		0		0%		71		34.13%		14		6.73%		0		0%		0		0%		123		59.13%		208		2.16		2		0.37

		8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		0		0%		49		23.56%		35		16.83%		0		0%		1		0.48%		123		59.13%		208		2.42		2		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		358		24.59%		239		16.41%		0		0%		1		0.07%		858		58.93%		1456						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
Ineffective: The teacher candidate shows a disregard toward professional ethics or the school�s mission or rarely takes advantage of professional growth opportunities.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently supports the school�s mission or seldom participates in professional growth opportunities.Proficient: The teacher candidate consistently exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school�s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually engages in a high level of professional growth and application of skills and contributes to the development of others and the well-being of the school and community. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 9		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices. 		0		0%		31		14.9%		51		24.52%		0		0%		4		1.92%		122		58.65%		208		2.62		3		0.48

		9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).		0		0%		29		13.94%		58		27.88%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.67		3		0.47

		9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.		0		0%		31		14.9%		56		26.92%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.		0		0%		33		15.87%		49		23.56%		0		0%		3		1.44%		123		59.13%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.		0		0%		30		14.42%		45		21.63%		0		0%		12		5.77%		121		58.17%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.		0		0%		29		13.94%		52		25%		0		0%		4		1.92%		123		59.13%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement		0		0%		19		9.13%		40		19.23%		0		0%		26		12.5%		123		59.13%		208		2.68		3		0.47

		9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.		0		0%		31		14.9%		54		25.96%		0		0%		2		0.96%		121		58.17%		208		2.64		3		0.48

		9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		266		14.21%		459		24.52%		0		0%		51		2.72%		1096		58.55%		1872						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
Ineffective: The teacher candidate inadequately communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders by poorly acknowledging concerns, responding to inquiries, or encouraging involvement.Needs Development: The teacher candidate inconsistently communicates with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, or other stakeholders or communicates in ways that only partially enhance student learning.Proficient: The teacher candidate communicates effectively and consistently with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.Exemplary: The teacher candidate continually uses communication techniques in a variety of situations to proactively inform, network, and collaborate with stakeholders to enhance student learning. (Teacher candidates rated as Exemplary continually seek ways to serve as role models or teacher leaders.)

		Performance Standard 10		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Standard Deviation

		10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.		0		0%		11		5.29%		11		5.29%		0		0%		65		31.25%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.		0		0%		11		5.29%		14		6.73%		0		0%		61		29.33%		122		58.65%		208		2.56		3		0.5

		10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.		0		0%		33		15.87%		54		25.96%		0		0%		0		0%		121		58.17%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.		0		0%		43		20.67%		43		20.67%		0		0%		1		0.48%		121		58.17%		208		2.5		2.5		0.5

		10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.		0		0%		30		14.42%		48		23.08%		0		0%		6		2.88%		124		59.62%		208		2.62		3		0.49

		10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.		0		0%		30		14.42%		39		18.75%		0		0%		18		8.65%		121		58.17%		208		2.57		3		0.5

		10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).		0		0%		32		15.38%		44		21.15%		0		0%		11		5.29%		121		58.17%		208		2.58		3		0.49

		10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.		0		0%		32		15.38%		50		24.04%		0		0%		1		0.48%		125		60.1%		208		2.61		3		0.49

		10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		0		0%		32		15.38%		49		23.56%		0		0%		5		2.4%		122		58.65%		208		2.6		3		0.49

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		297		14.28%		395		18.99%		0		0%		169		8.12%		1219		58.61%		2080						
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COE INTERN KEYS – UNIVERSAL BINDERS
PERFORMANCE STANDARD 10
GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION



Intern keys
performance standards 1-10
As assessed by the Cooperating Teacher Role

The data that follows this page is an analysis of all entries submitted for the entire 2016-2017 
academic year (with the exception of Summer 2016 and Fall 2016, when the old Intern Keys layout 
was still being used—this data is listed separately following this data) and not by term. If you would 
like a more specific breakdown (i.e., by term, or by course), please contact your Tk20 Unit 
Administrator and request this information.
Tk20 Field Experience 002 Report



Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, 
and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and 
integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and 
future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject 
matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high 
expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical 
development of the age group.
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Deviation
Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning 
projects 26 12.09% 142 66.05% 44 20.47% 0 0% 0 0% 3 1.4% 215 2.92 3 0.57
Total/Percentage 26 12.09% 142 66.05% 44 20.47% 0 0% 0 0% 3 1.4% 215


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, 
and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform 
planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction 
effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state 
and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when 
needed.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from 
supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, 
handouts, rubrics, etc. 23 10.7% 149 69.3% 39 18.14% 0 0% 2 0.93 2 0.93% 215 2.92 3 0.54
Total/Percentage 23 10.7% 149 69.3% 39 18.14% 0 0% 2 0.93 2 0.93% 215


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to 
facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains 
interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based 
instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material 
clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic 
learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from 
supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, 
handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples 26 12.09% 146 67.91% 37 17.21% 0 0% 3 1.4% 3 1.4% 215 2.95 3 0.55
Total/Percentage 26 12.09% 146 67.91% 37 17.21% 0 0% 3 1.4% 3 1.4% 215


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and 
developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, 
product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding 
of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, 
and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the 
appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting 
documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent 
work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on 
observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers 
(i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative 
and summative assessments with rubrics 23 10.7% 126 58.6% 59 27.44% 1 0.47 3 1.4% 3 1.4% 215 2.82 3 0.62
Total/Percentage 23 10.7% 126 58.6% 59 27.44% 1 0.47 3 1.4% 3 1.4% 215


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate 
for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and 
benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student 
needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery 
in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting 
documentsFormative and summative assessments with 
rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment 
reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures 15 6.98% 134 62.33% 49 22.79% 1 0.47 14 6.51 2 0.93% 215 2.82 3 0.56
Total/Percentage 15 6.98% 134 62.33% 49 22.79% 1 0.47 14 6.51 2 0.93% 215
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to 
provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal 
assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to 
inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-
term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to 
students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with 
analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent 
work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based 
on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, 
remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to 
parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc. 13 6.05% 117 54.42% 55 25.58% 1 0.47 27 12.5 2 0.93% 215 2.76 3 0.58
Total/Percentage 13 6.05% 117 54.42% 55 25.58% 1 0.47 27 12.5 2 0.93% 215


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level 
III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and 
appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and 
understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ 
needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and 
individual activities.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the 
candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent 
feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by 
the candidate 48 22.33% 132 61.4% 32 14.88% 0 0% 1 0.47 2 0.93% 215 3.08 3 0.61
Total/Percentage 48 22.33% 132 61.4% 32 14.88% 0 0% 1 0.47 2 0.93% 215


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. 
Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students 
with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, 
expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore 
new ideas and take academic risks.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or 
mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped 
lessonReflections by the candidate 28 13.02% 132 61.4% 49 22.79% 1 0.47 3 1.4% 2 0.93% 215 2.89 3 0.61
Total/Percentage 28 13.02% 132 61.4% 49 22.79% 1 0.47 3 1.4% 2 0.93% 215
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and 
contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional 
demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and 
weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on 
identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to 
school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and 
staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback 
from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on 
time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional 
organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities 
(workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and 
mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log 51 23.72% 140 65.12% 21 9.77% 0 0% 1 0.47% 2 0.93% 215 3.14 3 0.57
Total/Percentage 51 23.72% 140 65.12% 21 9.77% 0 0% 1 0.47% 2 0.93% 215


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance 
Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing 
communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and 
community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written 
communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding 
communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with 
cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are 
appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations 
include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact 
logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to 
communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence 
of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent 
lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the 
school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback 
on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher 28 13.02% 136 63.26% 32 14.88% 2 0.9313 6.05% 4 1.86% 215 2.96 3 0.58
Total/Percentage 28 13.02% 136 63.26% 32 14.88% 2 0.9313 6.05% 4 1.86% 215
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215		2.92		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		142		66.05%		44		20.47%		0		0%		0		0%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215		2.92		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		149		69.3%		39		18.14%		0		0%		2		0.93%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.95		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		26		12.09%		146		67.91%		37		17.21%		0		0%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215		2.82		3		0.62

		Total/Percentage		23		10.7%		126		58.6%		59		27.44%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		3		1.4%		215						











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215		2.82		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		15		6.98%		134		62.33%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		14		6.51%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215		2.76		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		13		6.05%		117		54.42%		55		25.58%		1		0.47%		27		12.56%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.08		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		48		22.33%		132		61.4%		32		14.88%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215		2.89		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		132		61.4%		49		22.79%		1		0.47%		3		1.4%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215		3.14		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		51		23.72%		140		65.12%		21		9.77%		0		0%		1		0.47%		2		0.93%		215						











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215		2.96		3		0.58

		Total/Percentage		28		13.02%		136		63.26%		32		14.88%		2		0.93%		13		6.05%		4		1.86%		215						
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Intern keys
performance standards 1-10
As assessed by the faculty (University supervisor) 
Role The data that follows this page is an analysis of all entries submitted for the entire 2016-2017 

academic year (with the exception of Summer 2016 and Fall 2016, when the old Intern Keys layout 
was still being used—this data is listed separately following this data) and not by term. If you would 
like a more specific breakdown (i.e., by term, or by course), please contact your Tk20 Unit 
Administrator and request this information.
Tk20 Field Experience 002 Report



Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical 
knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate 
curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to 
link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, 
deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current 
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Deviation
Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate 
performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of 
student engagementPlanning projects 15 6.91% 115 53% 81 37.33% 3 1.38% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217 2.66 3 3 0.63
Total/Percentage 15 6.91% 115 53% 81 37.33% 3 1.38% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, 
resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning 
data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and 
syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and 
connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and 
daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate 
performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of 
lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with 
supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, 
etc. 8 3.69% 101 46.54104 47.93% 1 0.46% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217 2.54 3 2 0.58
Total/Percentage 8 3.69% 101 46.54104 47.93% 1 0.46% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active 
learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active 
learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 
Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student 
learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-
solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate 
performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of 
lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with 
supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, 
etc.Student work samples 14 6.45% 109 50.23 90 41.47% 1 0.46% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217 2.64 3 3 0.61
Total/Percentage 14 6.45% 109 50.23 90 41.47% 1 0.46% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills 
which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment 
to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping 
strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform 
instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 
Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation 
of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks 
and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of 
collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, 
gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics 2 0.92% 79 36.41% 126 58.06% 6 2.76% 1 0.46% 3 1.38% 217 2.36 2 2 0.55
Total/Percentage 2 0.92% 79 36.41% 126 58.06% 6 2.76% 1 0.46% 3 1.38% 217


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the 
content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves 
students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal 
and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative 
and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment 
reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures 1 0.46% 66 30.41% 119 54.84% 5 2.3% 24 11.06% 2 0.92% 217 2.33 2 2 0.53
Total/Percentage 1 0.46% 66 30.41% 119 54.84% 5 2.3% 24 11.06% 2 0.92% 217


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide 
timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal 
assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, 
guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term 
instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to 
students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with 
analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent 
work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based 
on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, 
remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to 
parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc. 0 0% 65 29.95% 122 56.22% 4 1.84% 24 11.06% 2 0.92% 217 2.32 2 2 0.51
Total/Percentage 0 0% 65 29.95% 122 56.22% 4 1.84% 24 11.06% 2 0.92% 217
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III 
Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and 
appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and 
understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs 
and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual 
activities.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the 
candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent 
feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections 
by the candidate 17 7.83% 144 66.36% 51 23.5% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 2 0.92% 217 2.83 3 3 0.56
Total/Percentage 17 7.83% 144 66.36% 51 23.5% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 2 0.92% 217


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance 
Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with 
appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, 
expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore 
new ideas and take academic risks.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or 
mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped 
lessonReflections by the candidate 6 2.76% 122 56.22% 84 38.71% 2 0.92% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217 2.62 3 3 0.56
Total/Percentage 6 2.76% 122 56.22% 84 38.71% 2 0.92% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and 
contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains 
professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal 
strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth 
activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 
Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate 
interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about 
teaching and impact on student learning.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this 
standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting 
professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence 
of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in 
professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions 
evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-
assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log 7 3.23% 150 69.12% 56 25.81% 1 0.46% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217 2.76 3 3 0.51
Total/Percentage 7 3.23% 150 69.12% 56 25.81% 1 0.46% 1 0.46% 2 0.92% 217


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Monday, August 07, 2017 11:31 PM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance 
Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing 
communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and 
community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written 
communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding 
communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with 
cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are 
appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations 
include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.
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Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact 
logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to 
communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor 
teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and 
parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other 
professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student 
needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher 6 2.76% 92 42.4% 88 40.55% 4 1.84% 24 11.06% 3 1.38% 217 2.53 3 3 0.6
Total/Percentage 6 2.76% 92 42.4% 88 40.55% 4 1.84% 24 11.06% 3 1.38% 217
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		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Form Instance: 		COE Intern Keys (CAPS) All Programs | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016, Spring Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning.

Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.		# Exemplary Level 4		% Exemplary Level 4		# ProficientLevel 3		% ProficientLevel 3		# DevelopingLevel 2		% DevelopingLevel 2		# UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		% UnsatisfactoryLevel 1		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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		Performance Standard 1: Professional KnowledgeThe teacher candidate demonstrates an understanding of the curriculum, subject content, pedagogical knowledge, and the needs of students by providing relevant learning experiences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level1.1 Addresses appropriate curriculum standards and integrates key content elements.1.2 Facilitates students’ use of higher-level thinking skills in instruction.1.3 Demonstrates ability to link present content with past and future learning experiences, other subject areas, and real-world experiences and applications.1.4 Demonstrates accurate, deep, and current knowledge of subject matter.1.5 Exhibits pedagogical skills relevant to the subject area(s) taught and best practice based on current research.1.6 Bases instruction on goals that reflect high expectations for all students and a clear understanding of the curriculum.1.7 Displays an understanding of the intellectual, social, emotional, and physical development of the age group.

		Performance Standard 1		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of student engagementPlanning projects		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.66		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		15		6.91%		115		53%		81		37.33%		3		1.38%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 2: Instructional PlanningThe teacher candidate plans using state and local school district curricula and standards, effective strategies, resources, and data to address the differentiated needs of all students. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level2.1 Analyzes and uses student learning data to inform planning2.2 Develops plans that are clear, logical, sequential, and integrated across the curriculum (e.g., long-term goals, lesson plans, and syllabi).2.3 Plans instruction effectively for content mastery, pacing, and transitions.2.4 Plans for instruction to meet the needs of all students.2.5 Aligns and connects lesson objectives to state and local school district curricula and standards, and student learning needs.2.6 Develops appropriate course, unit, and daily plans, and is able to adapt plans when needed.

		Performance Standard 2		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisorUnit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.54		3		2		0.58

		Total/Percentage		8		3.69%		101		46.54%		104		47.93%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 3: Instructional Strategies
The teacher candidate promotes student learning by using research-based instructional strategies relevant to the content to engage students in active learning and to facilitate the students’ acquisition of key knowledge and skills. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level3.1 Engages students in active learning and maintains interest. 3.2 Builds upon students’ existing knowledge and skills.3.3 Reinforces learning goals consistently throughout the lesson.3.4 Uses a variety of research-based instructional strategies and resources.3.5 Effectively uses appropriate instructional technology to enhance student learning.3.6 Communicates and presents material clearly, and checks for understanding.3.7 Develops higher-order thinking through questioning and problem-solving activities.3.8 Engages students in authentic learning by providing real-life examples and interdisciplinary connections.

		Performance Standard 3		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansObservation of lesson – feedback from supervisor Unit plans with supporting documents – assessments, handouts, rubrics, etc.Student work samples		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.64		3		3		0.61

		Total/Percentage		14		6.45%		109		50.23%		90		41.47%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 4: Differentiated InstructionThe teacher candidate challenges and supports each student’s learning by providing appropriate content and developing skills which address individual learning differences. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level4.1 Differentiates the instructional content, process, product, and learning environment to meet individual developmental needs.4.2 Provides remediation, enrichment, and acceleration to further student understanding of material.4.3 Uses flexible grouping strategies to encourage appropriate peer interaction and to accommodate learning needs/goals.4.4 Uses diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment data to inform instructional modifications for individual students.4.5 Develops critical and creative thinking by providing activities at the appropriate level of challenge for students.4.6 Demonstrates high learning expectations for all students commensurate with their developmental levels.

		Performance Standard 4		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson PlansUnit plans with all supporting documentsObservation of lesson; feedback from supervisorStudent work samplesData notebooks and/or candidate’s notes on observation of studentsEvidence of collaboration with co-teachers (i.e. special ed teachers, IEP/504, ESOL, gifted, EIP, etc.)Formative and summative assessments with rubrics		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217		2.36		2		2		0.55

		Total/Percentage		2		0.92%		79		36.41%		126		58.06%		6		2.76%		1		0.46%		3		1.38%		217								











































		Performance Standard 5: Assessment Strategies
The teacher candidate systematically chooses a variety of diagnostic, formative, and summative assessment strategies and instruments that are valid and appropriate for the content and student population. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level5.1 Aligns student assessment with the established curriculum and benchmarks.5.2 Involves students in setting learning goals and monitoring their own progress.5.3 Varies and modifies assessments to determine individual student needs and progress.5.4 Uses formal and informal assessments for diagnostic, formative, and summative purposes.5.5 Uses grading practices that report final mastery in relationship to content goals and objectives. 
5.6 Uses assessment techniques that are appropriate for the developmental level of students.5.7 Collaborates with others to develop common assessments, when appropriate.

		Performance Standard 5		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansUnit plans with all supporting documentsFormative and summative assessments with rubricsStudent work samplesAssessment reflection/commentarySummary description of grading procedures		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.33		2		2		0.53

		Total/Percentage		1		0.46%		66		30.41%		119		54.84%		5		2.3%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 6: Assessment Uses
The teacher candidate systematically gathers, analyzes, and uses relevant data to measure student progress, to inform instructional content and delivery methods, and to provide timely and constructive feedback to both students and parents. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
6.1 Uses diagnostic assessment data to develop learning goals for students, to differentiate instruction, and to document learning.6.2 Plans a variety of formal and informal assessments aligned with instructional results to measure student mastery of learning objectives.6.3 Uses assessment tools for both formative and summative purposes to inform, guide, and adjust instruction.6.4 Systematically analyzes and uses data to measure student progress, to design appropriate interventions, and to inform long- and short-term instructional decisions.6.5 Shares accurate results of student progress with students, parents, and key school personnel.6.6 Provides constructive and frequent feedback to students on their progress toward their learning goals.6.7 Teaches students how to self-assess and to use metacognitive strategies in support of lifelong learning.

		Performance Standard 6		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansExamples of pre- & post-assessments with analysisEvidence of how assessment results were used for next stepsStudent work samples with feedback from candidateEvidence of decisions made based on assessment data – differentiated grouping, differentiated assessment, remediation, etc.Evidence of how assessment data are communicated to parents – progress reports, report cards, student/parent conferences, etc.		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217		2.32		2		2		0.51

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		65		29.95%		122		56.22%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 7: Positive Learning Environment
The teacher candidate provides a well-managed, safe, and orderly environment that is conducive to learning and encourages respect for all. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
7.1 Responds to disruptions in a timely, appropriate manner.7.2 Establishes clear expectations for classroom rules, routines, and procedures and enforces them consistently and appropriately.7.3 Models caring, fairness, respect, and enthusiasm for learning.7.4 Promotes a climate of trust and teamwork within the classroom.7.5 Promotes respect for and understanding of students’ diversity, including – but not limited to – race, color, religion, sex, national origin, or disability.7.6 Actively listens and pays attention to students’ needs and responses.7.7 Creates a warm, attractive, inviting, and supportive classroom environment.7.8 Arranges the classroom materials and resources to facilitate group and individual activities.

		Performance Standard 7		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Procedural checklistObservation notes made by the candidateFeedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataParent feedback/survey dataClassroom mapReflections by the candidate		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217		2.83		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		17		7.83%		144		66.36%		51		23.5%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 8: Academically Challenging Environment
The teacher candidate creates a student-centered, academic environment in which teaching and learning occur at high levels and students are self-directed learners. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
8.1 Maximizes instructional time.8.2 Conveys the message that mistakes should be embraced as a valuable part of learning.8.3 Encourages productivity by providing students with appropriately challenging and relevant material and assignments.8.4 Provides transitions that minimize loss of instructional time.8.5 Communicates high, but reasonable, expectations for student learning.8.6 Provides academic rigor, encourages critical and creative thinking, and pushes students to achieve goals.8.7 Encourages students to explore new ideas and take academic risks.

		Performance Standard 8		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Lesson plansObservation with feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacherStudent feedback/survey dataSelf-analysis of a videotaped lessonReflections by the candidate		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.62		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		122		56.22%		84		38.71%		2		0.92%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 9: Professionalism
The teacher candidate exhibits a commitment to professional ethics and the school’s mission, participates in professional growth opportunities to support student learning, and contributes to the profession. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
9.1 Carries out duties in accordance with federal and state laws, Code of Ethics, and established state and local school board policies, regulations, and practices.9.2 Maintains professional demeanor and behavior (e.g., appearance, punctuality and attendance).9.3 Respects and maintains confidentiality.9.4 Evaluates and identifies areas of personal strengths and weaknesses related to professional skills and their impact on student learning and sets goals for improvement.9.5 Participates in ongoing professional growth activities based on identified areas for improvement (e.g., mentoring, peer coaching, course work, conferences) and incorporates learning into classroom activities.9.6 Demonstrates flexibility in adapting to school change.9.7 Engages in activities outside the classroom intended for school and student enhancement9.8 Maintains appropriate interactions with students, parents, faculty, and staff.9.9 Engages in self-reflection about the success of the lesson after teaching; seeks feedback from mentor teacher about teaching and impact on student learning.

		Performance Standard 9		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Feedback from supervisor and/or mentor teacher on meeting professional expectations – on time, meeting dress code, attendanceEvidence of membership in professional organization(s)Evidence of participation in professional learning opportunities (workshops, conferences, etc.)Dispositions evaluation (completed by supervisor and mentor teacher)Self-assessment/reflection of professionalismAttendance log		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217		2.76		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		3.23%		150		69.12%		56		25.81%		1		0.46%		1		0.46%		2		0.92%		217								











































		Performance Standard 10: Communication
The teacher candidate communicates effectively with students, parents or guardians, district and school personnel, and other stakeholders in ways that enhance student learning. Performance Indicators at the Level III Level
10.1 Uses verbal and non-verbal communication techniques to foster positive interactions and promote learning in the classroom and school environment.10.2 Engages in ongoing communication and shares instructional goals, expectations, and student progress with families in a timely and constructive manner.10.3 Collaborates and networks with colleagues and community to reach educational decisions that enhance and promote student learning.10.4 Uses precise language, correct vocabulary and grammar, and appropriate forms of oral and written communication.10.5 Explains directions, concepts, and lesson content to students in a logical, sequential, and age-appropriate manner.10.6 Adheres to school and district policies regarding communication of student information.10.7 Creates a climate of accessibility for parents and students by demonstrating a collaborative and approachable style.10.8 Listens and responds with cultural awareness, empathy, and understanding to the voice and opinions of stakeholders (parents, community, students, and colleagues).10.9 Uses modes of communication that are appropriate for a given situation.10.10 Engages in appropriate conversations and maintains confidentiality of information related to students, parents, faculty, and staff. Such conversations include text messaging, social media, emails, etc.

		Performance Standard 10		# Exemplary  (L4)		% Exemplary  (L4)		# Proficient (L3)		% Proficient (L3)		# Developing (L2)		% Developing (L2)		# Unsatisfactory (L1)		% Unsatisfactory (L1)		# N/A		% N/A		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Examples of Evidence/Artifacts to demonstrate performance on this standard:Parent contact logsSample email communication with parentsPersonal blog sites or websites used to communicate with students and parentsFeedback from supervisor and mentor teacherEvidence of effective use of social media to communicate with students and parentsParent lettersNewslettersEvidence of communication with colleagues (other professionals in the school/district) which demonstrates collaboration to meet student needsObservation feedback on lesson delivery from supervisor and/or mentor teacher		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217		2.53		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		2.76%		92		42.4%		88		40.55%		4		1.84%		24		11.06%		3		1.38%		217								
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FE Lesson Observation forms 1- 3
as completed by the US



FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US
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Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students 11 2.55% 98 22.74% 248 57.54% 23 5.34% 44 10.21% 7 1.62% 431 2.74 0.61
Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable 9 2.09% 121 28.07% 257 59.63% 26 6.03% 12 2.78% 6 1.39% 431 2.73 0.61
Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced 0 0% 92 21.35% 301 69.84% 23 5.34% 5 1.16% 10 2.32% 431 2.83 0.5
Total/Percentage 20 1.55% 311 24.05% 806 62.34% 72 5.57% 61 4.72% 23 1.78% 1293
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		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:45 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordn Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Taitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry Bridges

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Brittany Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		M Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emiy DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gant

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Larel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika GIlbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Goree

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		BFITH

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachl Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Lauen Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tianna Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Anna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Moran Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Midred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alxis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Rosser

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kistal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jalene Soto-Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Stapler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannh Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Briany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Asley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Aigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolfurd

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroine Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jnna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		426

		Response Rate: 		98.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		09/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/08/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/04/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/13/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/06/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/26/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/01/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		02/28/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/22/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/04/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		02/15/2017

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		10/11/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/28/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/24/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		10/11/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		02/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/11/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		09/29/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/02/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/08/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		09/21/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/09/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		09/21/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/26/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/02/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		01/18/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/19/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/02/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/02/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		09/28/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/31/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/28/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		01/31/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/28/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/18/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		09/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/15/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		09/26/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		09/28/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		02/06/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		01/30/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		09/29/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		05/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		02/28/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/04/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/21/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/13/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/09/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		02/06/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/17/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		08/30/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		02/22/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/04/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		03/02/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/06/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		09/28/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/07/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/14/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		02/28/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/13/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/29/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/20/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/21/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		08/30/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/11/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/06/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		08/30/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/09/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/21/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/28/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		09/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/11/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/01/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		09/19/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		09/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		01/30/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/16/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/19/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		03/07/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		02/07/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		02/02/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		09/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/31/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		09/14/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/15/2017

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/11/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		09/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/10/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		10/11/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/05/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/02/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/21/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/11/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		01/26/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		09/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/10/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/14/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/03/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/21/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/22/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		09/20/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		10/11/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		09/26/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/19/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/06/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		10/03/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		09/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/19/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/21/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		08/31/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/26/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/14/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/13/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/15/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/02/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/15/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		10/11/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/03/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		01/26/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/22/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		03/02/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/15/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		01/30/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/27/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		09/21/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		09/29/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		10/19/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/03/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		10/19/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/19/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/20/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		02/06/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		09/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		09/20/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/22/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		01/26/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/19/2016

		Responses (n): 		424

		Response Rate: 		98.38%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elem

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		WES

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elem

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elem

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carrollton Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary School

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elem

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle 

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sars Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Burch Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary School

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary School

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elem

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		UWG

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elem

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Temple

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elem

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		UWG

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary School, Bremen

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elem

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elem

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton MIddle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHES

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Ithica Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ELementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Roopville Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollto Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elem

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		LSES

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elem

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Cowewta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Carrollton Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand hill

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Wedtern Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		425

		Response Rate: 		98.61%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		k

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  S

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PREK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3 ELA

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1st 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		First

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Pre K

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		K

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		K

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2nd 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kndg

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		K

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		First

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Kindergarten

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4th

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Pre K

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kndg

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre K

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		K

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		K

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kndg

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		K

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		K

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 SS

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 Math

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		First

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Math

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Kindergaarten

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PreK

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  Social Studies

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		K

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2nd

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		K

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		PreK

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kndg.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		K

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		K

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Math

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 Math

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 ELA

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		1  Health/ELA

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		PreK

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PRE-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		K

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		PreK

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pre-K

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 Math  Drop In

		Jones		Darius		917396692		4

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre-K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PreK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		1

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		1

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 ELA

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  ELA

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Pre k

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		5th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		1 Health

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  SS

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		1

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		K

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Kindergarten

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Pre-K

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  S

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		4

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA Reading

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 S

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  ELA

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		K

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math  drop in

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA  Drop in

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  S

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  SS

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		K

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  Math

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  SS

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		1st

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		third

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Kindergarten

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2

		Williams		Julia		917462487		PreK

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		PREk

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		First 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		423

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Alice Lee Remler

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Carol Thomas

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Alice Lee Remler

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Strain

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Alice Lee Remler

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Baugh, Peggy

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Strain

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		M. REID

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		R Strain

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Robin Strain

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Strain

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Robin Strain

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Alice Lee Remler

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Alice Lee Remler

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Robin Strain

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Alice Lee Remler

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Alice Lee Remler

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Alice Lee Remler

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Robin Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Julia		917462487		M. REID

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Mary Reid

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		417

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome presenting Standards and learning goals.  Well done connecting ELA and SS in your presentation of today's lesson.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students be engaged in the stating of the standards. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You must present your Standard.  Even if it's a small group. Also go over and explain your learning goals (or EQ) 
Also use this introduction time to talk about real life sequencing.  How it's in everything we do! Why order and steps are important.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This observation has been completed in the other folder. Document has also been uploaded to notes under assessments

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Because persuasive and opinion writing are connected in this standard, I believe it would have been good to put more emphasis on the fact they would be working on a piece of opinion writing. There is a big difference  between the two types of writing. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You discussed and made perfectly clear what the students were to know at the end of the lesson. (The EQ).
 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Some schools required written standards to be posted and visible (FYI).  

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Read and discussed the standard for the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		No Standards or learning goals (EQ's) were mentioned.  In your introduction there should be Standards, EQ, prior knowledge, review and some real life meaning of WHY they are learning PEMDAS

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher presented the standard and essential question during the lessson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the standards and essential questions.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher did a good job of explaining the standard and essential question. The teacher had the students watch and participate in the powerpoint about the five senses. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the five senses more in the beginning of the lesson.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Be sure to explain the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher had the essential question posted on her powerpoint. GROW-The teacher did not review the standards or explain what the students would be learning about in the lesson. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are well aware that continents have been the focus of Social Studies recently. The graphics along with the teacher enthusiasm helped to engage students early in the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good job presenting Standards. Awesome that you integrated ELA and SS

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The purpose of learning is clearly communicated and keeps students on task. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The learning goals for this lesson are clearly stated and measurable.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about three events that were posted on the powerpoint. The teacher shared the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standard used for the lesson.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		  You reviewed the standard and extended it by making connections to previous learned material. You had the standard's I Can statement with you so students could easily see it.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Make sure standard is large enough for students to see/read.  Be sure to explain the standard-what are they learning and why.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The lesson has two "I can" statements that are posted on the screen and discussed in terms of key words in this reader's workshop lesson on author point of view. The students very clearly understand the purpose of the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standard and "I can" statements were posted for students to see.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You underlined the most important words in the standard and the "I can statements." 
Well done, there was no question regarding what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used a "kid friendly" I can statement to convey to the students what they were to learn during the lesson. The lesson was well-organized and beautifully supported and scaffolded for the students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was working in a small Reading group. The lesson was in progress when I began my observation. I did not observe the beginning of the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Read and discussed standard.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson plans are written in the style and format that this school would require. If I were simply grading the plans based on what the UWG lesson plan format requires, I would need much more detail on ready the plans.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The written lesson appeared to be well planned, but there was a brief period near the beginning when students were less attentive until they were required to become more activefly engaged in learning. A question to think about: How can lessons be structured to gain students' active attention/participation at the beginning? 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The learning goals were clear to the students and this helped them get on task with confidence.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No standard was posted or presented.  Neither were your EQ's/ learning goals. 
This must be done for each lesson.  Very important!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standards or EQ's were not posted or presented.  

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Standards posted but not articulated to the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The standard was posted consistent with practiceof the cooperating teacher The students were told the topic, but not specific learning goals.Stating clear learning goals or "I can" statements may have helped students who were later unsure of what to do later in the lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students are clear on the purpose of the lesson based on both their actions and words.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Remember to discuss the standards or I Can statements for the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was displayed, read and discussed. You can take this even further by discussing the vocabulary used in the standard to be sure all students understood the terms.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a book about healthy and unhealthy foods.
*The teacher needed to discuss the standard and essential question in more detail.
The standard and essential question were stated on the powerpoint.
 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement. You had students define "rhyming words".

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Wonderful that you had Standard and EQ posted.  You did a great job of moving straight into the short Power point of definitions, vocab words and transitional words.
Remember to give positive comments to your students. Important! 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Good job modeling Good use of lesson vocab Need more feedback to students Validate praise Let students share their writing with peers at table

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You forgot to discuss the standard.
The learning goals were beautifully/clearly stated in your EQs for the lesson. You supported your students learning by discussing what prefixes, suffixes and root words are.
 
 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. TC did a good job defining key terms in the standard. Additional time needed introducing the EQ.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You forgot to address the standard or the E.Q.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting and stating the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of posting her plan on the powerpoint for the lesson.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Tell the students what they will be learning during the lesson. You began the lesson pulling items out of a bag and having students identify what each was. You had a large model of teeth, a toothbrush, and toothpaste.  Because each of these items began with the letter "t" you took advantage of this "teachable moment" and asked what the beginning sound was for each of them. You showed a video and asked the students to explain what they had seen on it. Because the video was demonstrating how to brush teeth properly, you might have had the students "act out" the movements while watching.  You tied the video in with their daily routine of brushing their teeth in the morning and at night. You then asked the question, " What do we do with our teeth?"  The students struggled to answer as I believe the question was too vague for them.  You were looking for them to tell you teeth were used for eating, talking etc.  They told you how to take care of their teeth by brushing. You then asked the students if they could tell you what a dentist is and what a dentist does.  Perfect timing for thisquestion, since the students had seen a dentist in the media center that morning. You then read part of the book The Berenstain Bears Visit the Dentist. You asked questions that were related to the lesson in order to assess their understanding of what it means to take good care of their teeth.  You stressed going to the dentist is part of good dental health. You then dismissed the students to their centers.  Perhaps dismiss your group last so they will not be sitting at their table without you. You walked around to each group, which was led by the teacher and the paprapro giving the directions. It is alright for the other adults to give their groups the directions, as you would have discussed these with them before the lesson. You helped the students in your group construct a model of a mouth with teeth using construction paper and marshmallows. You closed the lesson asking  how the items in the bag were used. You reviewed how many times a day they should brush  their teeth.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You opened with the I Can statements so students knew what the lesson focus was.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Remember to discuss the standard or I Can statement with the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals and E.Q. was thoroughly explained to students. The lesson plan was well planned and scaffolded to ensure the students' best possible opportunity for success.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		How do we collect data?
Excellent E.Q. for lesson. Lets the students know exactly what they are to know at the end of the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Great job presenting Standard.  You always cover this well.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Always great job at presenting Standard and learning goals

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards & EQ was listed in LP but was not clearly presented to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Good job reviewing and exsplaining the standard for your lesson to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard was posted but not discussed with the students. The expectations for the lesson and the students were discussed. Learning goal was clear and measurable. Assessment reflects learning goal.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good job stating the standard in "kid" language.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions about fractions. The teacher explained what the lesson would be about. The teacher shared the standard and essential question on a good powerpoint. There was a good discussion about the standard and what it means.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You did a very thorough job explaing the language of the standard/EQ....explicit.....making inferences.
You handed out the first oreo and asked the students to eat it as quickly as possible as soon as they got it.
You questioned students regarding what they had eaten...had them describe and put responses on the chart you had made. This represented the "first read" of a passage. It would have been good to point out a lot of the words were adjectives, as they have studied these.
You handed out the second oreo, but this time you asked all to wait until everyone had a cookie before eating.  You had the students describe, the texture, ingredients, looks, smell, uniqueness. All of this was in much greater detail than the first time. You pointed out the differences between the first and second cookie responses. The first cookie-first read and the second cookie-second read. There were many more details discovered with the second oreo as in reading a passage a second time.
You had the students read a passage and gave them very little time to read it.  The second time you had them read  the same passage you asked the students to read the questions first. You gave them more time to read the passage. The students then hegan answering the comprehension questions.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Standard and E.Q.s clearly posted and explained.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Great job with the standard. You read it, discussed it, read it as I Can statements and then discussed the learning goals for the lesson.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Remember to review the standard and explain it to the students.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement with students and then having them explain what "rhyming words" were.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had the student read the standard and essential question. The teacher discussed the standard with the students in her small reading group.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with an explanation of the standard. You made sure students understood the vocabulary.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Reviewed standard I Can statements.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Standard was posted, but not clearly articulated in "kid friendly" terms to students.
You had no "I can" statement or E.Q. for the lesson.
Please remember both of these, as this is how the students know what they are responsible for knowing by the end of each lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You posted an "I can statement" which you had the students read with you.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher needs to state the standard and essential question.
 

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		While PreK children cannot read the standards, it's good to state the standards in the beginning. Some schoosl require standards to be posted in the classroom. The lesson was well organized and sequenced naturally.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by posting the standard. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the standard. The teacher only posted the standard but did not review it.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		No standard read or discussed. Be sure to have the standard posted for students to see, read it and then discuss it so the student understands what it means.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by having the students complete the quizizz.com The teacher shared the standards for the math lesson. The teacher included the students by letting them read the standards on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint to read the standards. The teacher had several essential questions for the students.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the    Lesson Plan & but EQ not reviewed with students. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lessson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You posted and presented your Standards. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job with Standards. Your EQ's were excellent!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standard stated to students but not posted.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The learning goal of the lesson is clearly articulated and students are aware of the goals and what they should be doing.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Shared standard and I Can statement with class. Take time to discuss with students why we need to know this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your standards were posted and you did a good job explaining to the students what the lesson was going to be. EQ and I Can statements made the standard understandable for students. The learning goals did not align with the actual lesson. Students should be able to create their own bar graph without the aids presented in the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher stated the standard and essential question to the small reading group.
 

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived for your observation, therefore I did not see you discuss the standard or lesson goals.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		E.Q. needs to be written in a place that can be seen throughout the lesson.
Your voice was very soft and hard to hear as you introduced the standard and the E.Q. Use a stronger voice when conveying the purpose of the lesson to your students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Very good book selection for this lesson. always remember to ask about Author/Illustrator with every book read. This is a emphasis in Prek.

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with the atandard and I Can statements for the lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher did a good job of stating and reviewing the standards and essential questions.
 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question for the Sound lesson.

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Glows
Enjoyed ppt- good visual 
Good student movement during lessons
Modeled pictures of solid, liquids, gases
Not a tryical block I lesson

Grows
Ask for a visual such as thumbs up or pencils down when finished 
Validate praise
Establish expectations of each group 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		No mention of learning goals at the beginning of the lesson. Be sure to tell students what they will be learning during your lesson. I can match an upper case letter with its lower case letter.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Good job presenting Standard and EQ.  But spend a minute longer as you go over what this means. This explanation will lead you right into Power Point

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with the standard and I Can statements for the lesson. Explained what the students should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of instructing the students how to remember the subject matter of the lesson with the five "W's."

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You must get in the habit, even at this age of discussing what the students are going to learn.

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher did not share the standard or essential question in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed what they would be learning in the lesson but did not share the standard and essential question.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and shared the standards and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of including the students in the reading and explanation of the standards.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lessson by stating the rules. The standard and essential question were posted in the powerpoint. A very eye catching presentation of the standard and essential question was presented.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential question were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video about the subject matter.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The standards and essential questions were stated.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
The teacher had a great powerpoint.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential question were stated. The "I can" statement was reviewed. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter of the lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison did a good job introducing the standards and having the students orally repeat the stsndards with body movement. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Don't change the wording of your Standard. Leave it just the way it's written. Break it down in your "I Can" Statements and EQ.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened with the standards and expectations for the lesson. Explained what the outcome of the lesson would be.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You read the standard to your students but remember to explain it so that they can understand it.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Good job presenting and breaking down Standard

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Keepers: Good opening Circulating Room Polishers: Use management strategies to get attention Validate praise be careful of grammar use 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The standard and essential question were stated and posted. The teacher began the lesson with discussing the standard. The teacher discussed the important words in the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No posted standard. Standard was not discussed with students. Lesson plan was incomplete.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with a song and had the books for students to look through and identify the stages of the water cycle.  You had a word nbank for this group to complete the worksheet.  The hands on activity allowed students to process the information.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Wonderful job of going over Standard, vocabulary words, etc. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.  Y You had prepared a P.Pt. reviewing the different types of references and how to use them. This was excellent support for the students as they completed the assignments at the stations.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very thorough explanation of point of view.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Differentiation section not filled out.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Be careful not to just read your Standards and I cans/EQs as a ritual. Break these down and explain. Answer your EQ at the beginning.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You introduced and explained the standard using "kid friendly" termns.
Your EQ clearly stated what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		When going over the learning goal a quick review of what it means to compare and contrast would have been appropriate, just in case someone had forgotten. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.
The teacher had great questions about the standard to see how much the students understood what the standard meant.
 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining what the students would be doing during the lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I was not able to do a first observation on Taylor.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Standard was posted.  Discuss the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		-An overall nice job in planning and executing this lesson; -Lesson goals from written lesson were well communicated to students in a manner that they clearly understood them.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Student participation makes it clear that they know the purpose of learning. The intern has clearly informed them of the purpose.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		No standard or EQ posted or presented

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Make sure you do the Standard!  Posted and orally

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Great job with the standard.  You had it written for the small group to see, you read it and then discussed it in terms that the students could understand.  Yu went through the same process when the next group came to you.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The lesson plan had to work within the confines of the Eureka Math program that is used by the school system. Much of the lesson comes through the smart board. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students are very much aware of what their learning goals are for this lesson because the goals have been clearly stated and are reflected throughout the lesson.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The standard and essential question were stated. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Make sure you post and state the Standard.  Also the I Can/EQ

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened with I Can statements so students knew what the lesson was covering.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted but not read or discussed with the students. Remember to do this in every lesson.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The standard and essential question were posted and stated.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Awesome job posting and presenting Standard and EQ.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		You presented your standards and learning goals. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		E.Q.s clearly stated at the beginning of the lesson. These told the students what they would be reviewing during their stations.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the standard written on the board and hurriedly read through it. There was no discussion of what it meant.
Please remember to include an E.Q. or "I can statement" in each lesson. This tells the learners what they are to know at the end of the lesson, even if the lesson is a review lesson they still need to know what the learning goals are.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Went over standard/I Can statements quickly-take time to discuss the standard with the students and what the lesson will be about.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Remember to post the standard and read and discuss it with the students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		No lesson plan was provided for the observer prior to or during the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Be sure to get your lesson plan to supervisor 48 hours before you are going to teach it.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Standards were posted but not addressed at the beginning of the lesson.  You did come back to them during the lesson.  Try to remember to discuss with the students what they are learning and why.  

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by showing a Flocabulary video about subjects and predicates. The standard and essential question were not stated or posted.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I don't remember seeing or hearing you go over the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and EQ perfectly done!  You shared photos of the two generals which made them real to the students!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a continuation of the reasons for America"s Involvement in WWII Standard and EQ clearly posted and explained.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		You had students predict what the lesson was going to be about looking at pictures on the Promethean Board. The students were easily able to do this. You showed a video about the proper way to brush teeth and had students practice along.  Having a real toothbrush, at least for you to use, would have been more engaging. You asked the students how many of them floss their teeth.  About half of them raised their hands.  You told them it was the piece of string to pull between their teeth. It was clear some of the students had not been taught, at home about flossing, therefore it would have been helpful to actually have some floss and demonstrate this.  You moved on and asked the students what cavities were and lead a discussion of foods that cause cavities. You had two outlines of teeth and had the students suggest good/bad foods to put on the two different teeth.  This made them think about how to categorize their answers. You also led a discussion of what good/bad habits were regarding caring for their teeth. You had the students move to their tables and trace the letters in the sentence, "I can brush my _________.   A more open ended option would have been something to the effect of, " I can keep my teeth healthy by_________________.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The standard is captured in an "I can" statement that is posted. The purpose of the lesson (identifying the main idea in a passage" was the subject of an elbow partner discussion at the beginning of the lesson. It was short but accomplished the goal.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate used chart paper to post the standard and other important information for the lesson. It is evidenc that careful planning has gone into this lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students are engaged in learning. They are well aware of the clearly stated learning goals and objectives that have been communicated to them by the teacher candidate (intern).

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Opened with I Can statements making it very clear what the students would be learning during the lesson.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Keepers: Voice tone Good use of Management Strategies Very organized Cute avtivities Polishers: Make sure there is not interfernce with vocab. for example Pea sized 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard or E.Q. were presented.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		E.Q. and standard clearly explained.  E.Q. written on the board for all to see throughout the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standards and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Standards & EQ were listed in Lesson Plan but not clearly articulated to students.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a recall of the standard they were working on. Explained goal of the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to explain the standard. In order not to confuse students, make the explanation connect to the EQ. In other words make them very similiar.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The learning goal was clearly stated using an "I can  statement". 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good presentation of Standard.  Loved how you broke it down for the students to understand.  You went over what theme means in a story.
suggestion- Use your EQ or learning goals to help you and students focus.
 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You explained the standard and used "I can" statements in order to perfectly articulate what the students were to know at the end of the lsesson.
Lesson plan beautifully planned and organized in order to scaffold the information for your students.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The standard and essential question were not stated or posted. *The teacher needs to put the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The lesson began with the teacher explaining what the lesson would be about-germs. The teacher did a good job asking questions about germs.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with the standard and explained it.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.
The teacher did a great job sharing the standard and essential question.
As a review, the teacher had the students sing the Henry Hudson song.
 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Remember to go over standard/I can statements

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Standard was read to the students.  Stabdard should also be explained or put into child friendly terms so young children can understand.  Standard was not posted. Learning goals were measurable and addressed the standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the fire truck visiting the school today.
The standards and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by having the students skip count several different ways.  Great way to begin the lesson! The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with standard and I Can statement.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different layers of soil.
The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 
 

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The standards and essential questions were stated in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Standards were stated and posted. You went the standard and even repeated it in kid friendly terms. Lesson plans were sent in time frame, well written and easy to follow. Lessons were age appropriate and included SS and writing integration. (Next time you can include the writing standard) 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Had student read standard, asked students to review “theme” EQ or “I can” statements need to be the target goal for the students. More important to point this out rather than read the standard (unless the school requires you to read the standard)

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		The lesson began before I arrived, however I could see in the slide presentation handouts you had addresssed the standard and the EQ.
Lesson is well planned, organized and had nice flow to it.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson reading, explaining and discussing the standard and " I can" statement.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		All standards and goals were posted and gone over with the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In moving from one classroom to another, I may have missed any posted standards and specific related discussion.  Therefore it is marked "not observed".  However, the teacher candidate used language that clearly articulated the goals of the lesson, and the written lesson showed the appropriate standards. This was a well planned lesson for a teacher candidate at this level. If there were any criticism at all, one might say that it was ambitious in trying to accomplish so much in the time period given. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The participation level of students made it clear that they were aware of the purpose of learning, and were attentive to the task at hand.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher started the lesson by asking good questions.
Great presentation of standards and essential questions on the powerpoint.
 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: great job explaining distributive effective activity good methods to help students remember corredt function order polishers: Need opportunity for independent work 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened by reading the standard and reviewing the I Can statement.  Reviewed vocabulary and explained the meaning of the words. Reviewed prior learning with a place value game.  You had students explain their thinking for arranging themselves.  You created an anchor chart with the students contributing information.  You had a tic tac toe board for students to choose their activities to complete.You did a good job of trying to involve all students--getting them to contribute to the discussion or activity.  You tied the learning to the real world.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You reviewed and discussed the standard for the lesson with the class.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Grows: Modeling student collaboration Management Stratagies Grows: More instruction Stud. Beahavior during group work

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Management Strategey used-when finished put finger in air Enjoyed poem at opening Grows: Circulate room while students are doing work to make sure they understand Close the lesson using key points or something...do not just stop teaching Find your teacher voice...act like you are enjoyin gthe lesson Ecougage students and praise them through out lesson

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Despite the lengthy story, the children were very engaged throughout.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Standard was posted nut be sure to explain it to the students.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standards were posted. read and explained to students.  I Can statements was read and students recorded it.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted but was not discussed with the students. The EQ was posted and discussed in the lesson. Learning goals are clear and measurable.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
Awesome video of the seasons was shown in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed the essential question on the powerpoint.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The intern consistently states learning goals in all of her lessons, and this was certainly done throughout the beginning of the lesson and anytime during the lesson there was a shift of focus.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You do a good job of communicating with your students the learning goals of the lesson. The students know where they are headed, and this helps you as well to do the best job possible.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Don't be afraid to slow down & take your time.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Reviewed the standard and explained it's meaning with the I Can statements.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Group work and colaboration Related to real life Modeling Grows: Validate praise Give more feedback Encourage students to do their best

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standards were posted but remember to go over them with the class.  Explain what they are learning and why.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You read the standard but with young students it is necessary to explain the standard. Go over the I Can statements with them also. What will they learn from this lesson and why do they need to know it.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Evidence of clearly stated learning goals was there even near the end of the lesson when students clearly recalled the purpose of learning in their responses.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Standard for the lesson was posted nut was not read or discussed with the students.  Lesarning goals were measurable and supported the standard.

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		54.76%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		3		3		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		3		3		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		3		3		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		3		3		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		2		2		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		2		2		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		3		3		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		3		3		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Fabulous opening (motivator) as you passed out North and South packets of money and pretzels.  Awesome job of using personal scenerios so that the students grasped the idea of how the people had to live with no money and land.  You did a great job of covering material in such an interesting way as they moved through SS book.  You helped them understand how people felt after the war.  I loved the text book when it is used in a fun and interesting way.  You did that!  Did you see how many people raised their hand to read a paragraph?  It was obvious that you were very familiar with material.  You had throught it through well! This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good variety of presentation methods.  Emphasized important word directions throughout and at the end...Build, Draw, Write.  Did enough examples "with" the students to help them be successful on their own.  Students enjoyed building the numbers with stick pretzels and mini marshmellows to signify tens and ones.  Be careful of saying "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Overall the lesson was good.  An additional way to introduce "What is a synonym?" might have helped.  Reading a book and filling in a chart are very similar and may not reach a student who needs to "see" it in a different way.  Liked the ling you made to help remember with cinnamon rolls. Good activity...might have saved some time if you had only glittered one cinnamon roll.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Great opening of asking what they know about division.  The book The Doorbell Rang was excellent way to introduce concept of division.  Loved that you gave them a visual of "real cookies" to help them divide. You have a very good, natural way to deliver information.  suggestion- could have been more instruction from you before starting groups. Introducing and writing vocabulary on Prom. Board would have been a thought. Possible more scenerios of using students.   I was confused on whether we were doing division or division with remainder.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students about the white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needs to let one of the students read the Application Problem to engage the students more. GROW-Instead of asking for oral answers to the problems, the teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint and demonstrate how they arrived at their answers. The student asked to come to the powerpoint-the teacher should have asked the students to come up first. THe teacher instructed the students to arrange their fraction strips from biggest to smallest. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure all the students have their fractions strips before beginning the lesson. One student did not have the fraction strips. GROW-The teacher needs to know the lesson plan well enough that she does not need notes while teaching. The teacher did a good job of practicing with the students before letting them begin the activity with the fraction strips game. The teacher had good questions to prompt the fraction strip game about equal, greater than and less than. The students had good discussion about the different fraction strips.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good review lesson.  Glad that you have the students writing in math!  I liked the way you had them share what they had written about the perimeter question that needed to be corrected..."using mathematical language and writing".  Using Quiziz to review material on the chrome book is good.  Quiz on math vocabulary showed them that they need to "brush up" on vocabulary.  Kept stressing test taking skills.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good use of video to introduce the lesson on multiplying decimals.  Stopping video to reinforce concept lets the students know what is important.  Some confusion using the word "estimate"...not correct word in this situation.  You explained the activity well, telling them exactly what to do before they started.  Loved the "REACH" pass!!

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Good opening using video of sequencing.  Use this video to review. suggestion-  You did ask what they heard in video, and they mentioned transitional words, but dig deeper in review.  Ask high level questions like "in the video they were explaining how to put a model airplane together.  Why is it important to do this in correct order (sequencing)? " "What may happen if order is wrong?"  Then connect this with their writing.  Same principle to write in an ordered fashion.   Loved the activity sheet of carving the pumpkin.  They could relate to this. But did you ever talk about it afterward? suggestion- You , as the teacher, must set the directions for writing the paragraph.  Don't take for granted that they know what you expect. suggestion- Give them several topics to choose from for them to write story.  These topics would be things they could relate to.  ex.  Giving a dog a bath, getting ready for school, getting ready for football practice, etc. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Good beginning having students refer back to previous knowledge about habitats ans traits.  Video of Okefenokee Swamp allowed the students to get a sense of what it looked like and its sounds.  Good explanation of each of the three lab activities before they began to work.  Also had diagram of how they would rotate through each lab.    Walked around and check on each group during each rotation to question and expand on what they had done.  Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give a direction...are you giving them a choice??

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great control of the lesson. The students shared about the different nouns at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job with letting the students repeat the different information. The teacher did an awesome job sharing the plural nouns, verbs on her power point. The teacher explained the game, “I Like to Move It”,  with the power point directions. “The student walks around the room” was the example on the power point.  The students did a great job illustrating the verb and singular noun in the sentence. The teacher put on a doctor’s coat and asked the students questions about her coat. The teacher let the students know they were going to be surgeons. The teacher called on different students to get different sentence strips . The students went to the floor with their sentence strip. The teacher had the students divided into different groups ahead of time. The organization of the groups previously helped the lesson move smoothly. The lesson is unbelievable! The teacher was so organized, thorough and knowledgeable of the subject matter. The teacher issued each group bags with words. The teacher gave explicit instructions about the bags with words. The teacher instructed the students to take the clothespins and pull out the correct word.  The students would clip on the correct word to the sentence. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in groups while completing the surgeon’s station.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good introductory lesson for Geometry.  Song and two videao about the attributes of trapezoids and parrallelograms held student interest.  Filling out the geometry study guide together as a class...made sure everyone had the right information and examples to study for the test.  Good use of word bank to fill in the blanks.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Standard was very wordy...might have been better to paraphrase in student language.  "Password" was a great way to review math vocabulary.  You may need to do more modelling of what you want students to do instead of just telling them.  "Show is sometimes better than tell".  After activity using cubes, you might have gone around and picked them up...students were doing more playing with them than being constructive.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good beginning to your presentation telling the students why you were not in class, where you were, and taking pictures to show them that go along with their study of symbols of the United States.  Book about the Statue of Liberty was very appropriate for kindergarten and the students really remembered a lot of the facts from the book.  Using a graphic organizer to write down all the facts gave them a visual to use during their writing.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good power point showing four different birds with different beaks/bills and how they got their food.  Good videos incorporated into the power point.  Materials for lab activities were readily available for the students.  Students seemed to really enjoy the activities and was a great way for them to learn about how birds get their food by the type of beak they have.  Good prompting the students when needed. Good use of graphic organizer to show results from activities. Good paraphrasing of student answers.  Praised one student specifically for using the word "nectar".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You activiated the lesson with a video about common and proper nouns. It is always good to have a brief discussion about any video shown. This sends the message the videos are part of the lesson. If possible, it is a good idea to pause the video and ask questions. Example: "Why is Atlanta a proper noun? With first graders you wouldn't want to do this too many times, but it would be excellent reinforcement of an excellent video. You discussed common and proper nouns with the class and asked for examples. Each student was given an index card with either the word person, place, or thing written on it. The students were to use magazines to find picture examples of their word.These examples were then taken to you to be placed on the T-Chart you had made with the headings Common and Proper Nouns. You questioned students as they presented their picture to you in order to assess their understanding of lesson goal. You had them explain "why" their picture would be placed on either the common or proper side of the chart.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You referenced a book read last week in order to help students make a connection to the standard...opinion writing. You read a book callled Hey Littlle Ant and allowed students to make predictions before you began the reading. Making predictions is one of the things good readers do! After reading the book, you constructed a T-Chart with a Pro column and Con column for whether or not to free or squish the ant.   The students were asked to share their opinions and you added them to the chart. This was an excellent visual and support for the writing assignment they were to do . It was difficult for you to give appropriate wait time as students were sharing their opinions as they were shouting out, all at one time, their thoughts. You explained to the students they would be completing an opinion piece of writing regarding whether they though the ant should be let free or be squashed. You shared the graphic organizer with them, but told them they did not have to use it.  This should be nonnegotiable. All students, when writing a formal piece of writing, should use a G.O., no matter the grade level.  They are excellent tools for helping students organize their thoughts and the Oreo G.O. is a terrific one for this type of writing. Once you realized they should all be using the G.O., you supported your students understanding of how to use it when you filled out some of the parts of the G.O. with them. If this was the first time for this type of writing, it might have been a good idea to complete the entire writing assignment in whole group having the students work along with you to construct the piece. Or perhaps let  Mrs. Rainwater take the students who thought the ant should be let free and work with them and you take the ones who thought the ant should be squashed. I believe it would have helped the students with their reasons if you had reminded them of the chart with their responses on it. This could have been as a tool to help them get started on their particular point of view regarding the ant's fate. Because the G.O. begins with opinion and ends with opinion , it would have been a good idea to point out their opinion will stay the same at the end  of their piece as the beginning. It should only be stated another way. You moved throughout the classroom giving assistance to the students. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		You had very good oral reading skills (lots of silly rhymes is not always easy to read).  At the beginning, you might ahve asked if anyone had ever been camping. This would have connected the students with the book. You asked questions of the students. Remember to give them plenty of wait time before expecting an answer. Also ask probing questions if the first question doesn't get a good response. You could have asked "Who were the characters? Their Names?" Used the book to read again a passage with the characters rhyming names. You could have developed the rhyming more - these kids need to know how to rhyme so that's an important part of the learning. Posters were good. Remember to always model good handwriting with your examples. There wasn't much differentiation. Having some copies of the pages for each table would have been helpful. These students do not have developed drawing skills.    

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I felt like you were a little tentative giving information during the lesson.  You did do a good job of explaining to the students what the goal of the lesson was going to be.  Your example sentences were good but it would have been easier seeing the punctuation if you had used a different color ink when putting on promethean board.  Lesson was one dimensional...all you did was give sentences that needed to have quotation marks and other punctuation as needed...nothing more.  Worksheet was hard to see on the screen.  View before teaching how things look to the last row of students.  You lost participation when you were going over the worksheet.  When you teach you need to think about the learning styles of your students and incorporate into your lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Your directions to the students were not clear throughout the lesson.  There was too much time taken up with having to copy necessary materials and waiting around; it was obvious that you were not prepared for the lesson I observed.  Also, you need to make sure you learn the names of the students.  There was too much opportunity for students to get off task.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The Flocabulary video was a good opening, but give them "forward thinking " about what they are about to watch.  Something to listen for, etc. If you are going to show the video, then you have to use it for something or it's just a waste of instruction.  Discuss it! You had a nice balance of instruction verses practice.   suggestions- While you are instructing, they need to be watching you.  Even if they think they know how to solve, have them watch you first (direct instruction).  Then move into having them solve as you go ( guided instruction), and finally on their own (independent practice).   Loved how they worked a couple of problems in their small groups. If you notice there are many getting confused, go back to guided instruction.   The game was a great way to apply practice.  suggestion- Make sure you make directions very clear on games.  It will save your sanity if they completely understand before beginning. **The group I watched you teach was a bright group, but the next group can be completely different.  So, set those expectations and rules clearly! 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by sharing about transition words. The teacher shared a good youtube about transition words. The teacher had good questions about the transition words. GROW-After giving the students instructions for the worksheet, the teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions. This will prevent the students asking questions after they begin. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery about the transition words before issuing the worksheet to complete. The teacher had a powerpoint about transition words. GROW-The teacher needs to let a student read parts of the powerpoint. The teacher does a good job or praising the students when they try or when they answer the questions correctly. The teacher had a good powerpoint explaining sequence in transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the powerpoint and point out or circle the transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to point to the transition words as the students read the transition words aloud with her. The teacher had a transition word anchor chart. The teacher explained what the students would do with the anchor chart part of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint -Let's Make An Anchor Chart! The teacher called on different students to tell her where to put the transition word on the anchor chart. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the transition words in their writings on their chromebooks. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their chromebooks. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a nice job of explaing meanings and reasons of why we do things.  Power Point was easy to understand and see as you went over the rules of adding s, es, and ies.   There was a good balance of guided instruction (power point), guided practice (pronethium activity) and independent practice.  You asked great high level questions during the guided practice. Transitions into small groups moved quickly with no time wasted. They knew where to go. You had groups listed and ready to roll.   suggestion- Set your expectations before moving into groups to practice.  They were fairly loud from the beginning. (unless this was not an issue to you) But this can make it hard for others to work. Tell them what you expect for them to get Trojan Gold. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher began by selecting students to put their hand in the mystery box and describe what it is in the mystery box. When the students finished reaching in the box, they returned to the circle. GROW-The opening of the lesson needed more delivery about the goals of the lesson. The teacher pulled the students to the floor for a read aloud. The teacher asked great questions during the read aloud. The powerpoint about the five senses was very informative. The teacher used the powerpoint to further explain about the five senses. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about the powerpoint as she presented the different slides. At the end of the powerpoint, the teacher had a chart with the five senses. The students suggested answers for the chart as the teacher wrote in the answers. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet to the students before letting them begin. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before letting them begin the worksheet. GROW-The instructions for the back of the worksheet needed further explaining.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Tied lesson to prior knowledge.  Used a "Queen or Royality" voice and hand gesture to signify the importance of proper nouns.  Had manipulatives with sentences-all sentences related to their real world.  You expanded the learning by tying other subjects into your lesson.  Good use of "why" questions-having students explain their thinking.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good opening - video was age appropriate & enhanced lesson. Make word problems more 'age appropriate' so that the students can better relate Allow the students to work the problems on the board in order for other class members to see how the answer was derived

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about healthy emotions. The teacher shared a youtube about emotions. The teacher asked questions about feelings shown in the youtube. *The teacher had too many "okays". The teacher explained the "What If?" game to the students. The teacher would read different scenarios and the students would answer the questions about happy, sad or mad. The students would ask different questions to determine if the situations were happy, sad or mad.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students who like to eat cookies. The teacher did a good job interacting with the students in a discussion about how sweet cookies can hurt their teeth. The teacher asked about apples. The teache's assistant passed out laminated teeth and toothbrushes. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in the beginning of her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to move her lesson faster so the students were engaged throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the powerpoint about brushing teeth before she started it. GROW-The teacher needed to have more discussion about the correct way to brush teeth before she started the powerpoint. The teacher passed out different pictures of foods that were healthy and unhealthy. The teacher instructed the students to discuss which foods were healthy and which were unhealthy. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the group activity. The teacher instructed the students to put their food picture on the correct Happy or Sad tooth anchor chart. The teacher discussed the different foods as the students went up to the happy or sad chart. The teacher discussed the chart after the students placed them on the chart. GROW-The teacher needed an assessment to determine if the students understood the subject matter.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Effective use of technology to enhance learning goals and engage students

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The lesson featured the use of remotes in each student's hand to electronically respond to a series of "Where in the World?" questions. This technology was used in addition to the Promethean board. Even though the students were for a long time on the carpet looking at the interactive screen being used by the student teacher, they were actively engaged in learning in part because there was more than one type of technology, It was so well done it was not an issue to have only guided practice instead of individual work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*What an awesome job of integrating SS (American Revolution) with your ELA.  LOVED IT! *Wonderful that you stopped during read aloud and asked questions. You also referred back to things previously learned. *Good transition as you moved into the Venn Diagram. *The writing prompt activity was a good choice. Perfect for your Standard as they wrote about an imaginary narrative based on what they had learned from their read aloud book. *I noticed on your plan, there is differntiation for your gifted learners. Did you do this? *Time management was spot on! 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate leads the students through a technology based exercise that helps them practice  counting by 9’s. Students are fully engaged.  The teacher candidate then helps students work through a long division problem. She has a strength in keeping students actively participating in guided practice through showing a high level of interest in the subject matter and giving the right verbal cues that elicit thoughtful answers from students. Good explanation of how to check math work (conducting opposite operations such as if you added before, now you subtract).

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		There was a robust discussion after the video in which the teacher/intern engaged students to determine their level of understanding. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher let the students begin the lesson by sharing with their partner what they knew about the three events posted. This was a great way of letting the students share their knowledge. The teacher asked the students to share what their feelings would have been if they had been present during the three events. The teacher shared a paragraph about Effects of Civil RIghts on Parents with the students to prompt their writing. The students discussed the effects the Civil Rights Movement had on the parents. The teacher conducted a very smooth transition with the students into small writing groups. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during her small writing group. This was a great lesson that included whole group instruction and small group instruction.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You opened the lesson with a short video/song which had the students engaged.  You asked remembering questions and had some students explain their thinking.  You set expectations for behavior and did a great job of maintaining the behavior throughout the lesson. When you close your lesson have students restste what they have learned.  You did have them give examples. You provided some accomodations for your struggling readers with the sentence starters for them to use in the activity.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Room was too dark at times. The students appeared to be struggling to see the book & handout. Make sure that you define key vocabulary terms as it is presented in the lesson. I would suggest have a vocabulary word chart.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Students would probably not identify with "crossing guard".  The majority of students ride busses or are car riders.  When asking about the letters on the signs, I don't think they understood what you wanted...might have continued question with "are the letters lower case or capital letters".  Good vocabulary building throughout the lesson.  Very easy transition to activity of making stop light.  Students followed your directions well and all were successful.  Be careful using "OK" too often when you are asking them to do something.  Lesson was very successful in allowing all students to know the signs. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Come up with a strong way to engage students when they arrive at your station.  You did tie the lesson to yesterday's learning and previous knowledge. You had guided instruction and independent practice.  You were very encouraging and helped students with their misunderstandings.  A visual-especially a number line might have been helpful for students when rounding large numbers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		In addition to the "I can" statements, the lesson opening allows students time to review the meaning of author's point of view. Even the meaning of the word "point" is discussed, because it has a different meaning here than in some instances. Students use the higher order thinking skill of applying when they look at a story about giraffes.. It has some very specific information. The students are encouraged as the student teacher reads the story aloud in small chunks, stopping to discuss what the author's point of view is progressing, and what the author wants the reader to learn. The student teacher uses the statement/response for students as they transition to independent work.... "The first thing I do is always the same..... I pick up my pencil and write my name." It helps keep them on task, and encourages names on papers which is a time saver for the teacher during grading.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate planned a good lesson. The hightlight of the lesson was the "field trip" within the school and just outside the school doors. In order to have powerful discussions about the setting in in books, the students were taken to different "settings" at school - the cafeteria and outdoors. This experience and the questioning/instruction that went along with it created a memorable learning experience for students. The teacher candidate shared hand motions with her students to help them recall the main aspects of a setting. They responded well to this strategy. The visits to the other areas of the school and the hand motions both differentiated instruction for various types of learners. The only area in which there was a need for improvement was in questioning. The teacher candidate was not effectively able to redirect students at times when they were not giving the intended/hoped types of answers to the questions she was addressing to the whole group.  It may be helpful to reexamine the wording of the original questions. Could they be structured to better reach the desired conclusion?

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You activated the lesson by having your students practice their skip counting using "the train", touching toes etc. Very interactive way to launch the lesson. You asked the students what a digit is. You led, through thorough questioning, to the fact they are the numbers 0-9. You gave the students a Place Value House handout and discussed/demonstrated what the meaning of each of the "two rooms" in the house was. You demonstrated where the numbers would go using two digit numbers as examples. You had students predict what they thought the pretzels and the marshmallows would represent during the lesson and several predicted correctly!  You modeled/demonstrated, using the Elmo, and had students come up and show how numbers could be demonstrated using the pretzels and marshmallows. This beautifully supported the practice of place value using tens and ones!  

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson asking students to explain where/why commas are used in a date.  This allowed the students to connect prior knowledge (seeing/going over the date daily) to the current lesson. You then showed a video demonstrating how to use commas in a series. Perhaps, stop the video to ask questions. This will send the message they are to be learning something from the video as well as help you assess their understanding.  Be careful not to "over do" this, just as it feels like a natural place to stop and ask a question or two. After the video you asked the students how commas are used. You explained when coming a c omma while reading the reader should pause briefly.  Comma=Pause. You then asked the students what the term series means.  They thought of this word in regards to movies, books. You led them to the understanding it could mean a list of thingsas might be written in a sentence. You revisited this term several times during the lesson which was excellent support for a new vocabulary word. You stressed that commas are used when listing 3 or more items. You instructed the students that no comma was necessary when two items were listed and the word "and" would come between the two items. You scaffolded the lesson by sharing a PPt. with sentences needing commas to separate words in a series. You began with examples of sentences which already had the commas and moved on to ones in which the students would need to determine if and where commas were needed.  They each had "comma manipulatives" and you called on different students to come to the board and explain where they thought a comma should be placed. The students were all engaged, hands up, wanting a turn. You had many examples on the PPt. for the students to practice which was excellent support for their learning. Using a marker on the Promethan Bd. each time a student told you where to place a comma would have helped the students coming afterwards know which part of the sentence they were now on. You revisited the reason for using commas and also asked if there were two items if a comma was necessary. You then gave the students a worksheet to practice.  You worked through the first 3 with the students and then had them complete the rest on their own. You closed the lesson having the students write their own sentences which included 3 or more items in order to demonstrate their understanding of how to use commas in a series. Once their sentences were checked for correctness, the students were given a sentence strip to write thier sentences on and macaroni to glue down to represent the commas. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the worksheet about commas. The teacher encouraged each student to be more involved in the lesson. The teacher didi a great job helping students when they answered the question incorrectly. The teacher used a great teaching moment to further explain the content of the lesson. The teacher does a great job including the students in discussions about the correct answers for the problems. The teacher issued sentence strips to all of the students. The teacher had the students write the sentences and insert commas where they are needed. The teacher instructed the students to glue macaroni where the commas need to be inserted.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was explaining how to fill out the graphic organizer which would help them write better constructive responses in writing. The teacher constantly asked questions about the progress of the lesson as they completed the graphic organizer. The students were very quiet during Reading group rotations. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		For the beginning of the lesson, the comment and question above apply here as well. It is possible to have a more highly interactive opening that would command the attention of the students. This is a developing skill on the part of the teacher candidate. Lessons on mathematics skills such as skip counting can be more of a challenge late in the day after students have been active (lunch, specials, recess), but a creative approach to active learning can make it successful. You have the skills and the resources to take this to the next level! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson was not error-free. The teacher sometimes needs to consider what information the students would need, and how can an experiment early in the lesson help build vocabulary. You corrected on sand by saying grains of sand, but please be careful to use precise language in science. Student misconceptions are a major issue, and we don't want to add to those by not attending to detail. 
Make sure that you are only speaking with certainty when you have 100% knowledge that it is true. Some of your soil lesson was leaning toward misconceptions with the types of soil being a certain size. You were a talking about the particles or grains, but you didn't say that until after introducing sand, and it was after the fact and under your breath. 
Another consideration for planning lessons is to think about what students will be doing. If they are listening to the teacher talking and writing notes, they will be less engaged than if they were examining different types of soil with a magnifying glass. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		It was admirable and effectve to use Post It notes for students to write the question and main idea. The teacher candidate explained and reviewed the meaning of compare/contrast before the students began their work, and this was very helpful in giving them the opportunity to do their best work. Students were engaged and participating in the lesson in part because of the teacher candidate's rapport with her students.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The intern gives students meaningful feedback. She helps them discern the appropriateness of their own answers. This helps them take responsibility for their own learning.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved the 3-2-1 pretest!  This was a great opening as you began your lesson on Christopher Columbus.   suggestion- Give a time limit on this because it can be lengthy. suggestion- possibly connect the students in 3 groups to work on one question each.  This would make it go quicker!  I would keep it down to 10 minutes.  Remember this is just a pretest. suggestion- The pretest needs to be connected as you begin your lesson.  How can you lead them into discussion after the pretest?  Good job with your delivery but go deeper!  This is your chance to shine as a teacher as you describe and recreate his journey. suggestion-  You seemed to know the material, but remember they don't know it ,so explain more in detail to help them learn. They need more teaching and less copying on to their sheet.  Use this time to ask high level questions.  Don't take for granted that they know this content.  They don't.  Give them the meaning on what these things you are going over. suggestion- Make your Power point more inviting by using graphics, etc.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good introduction of asking open ended questions about equivalent fractions. You did a great job of helping them understand the process of decomposing. Using the visuals are very important, along with volunteers coming to board to explain how they got their answers. You also gave ample time for practice. So glad you continued to ask them repeatedly if they understood. Loved that you broke them into groups to add more practice using different activities. Wonderful! Give your expectations for your transitions. "Walk quietly to your group" or "silently be at your group in 10 seconds. Go"

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job reviewing what they had learned about multiplication.  Your guided instruction/practice was very helpful to your students. suggestion- As a volunteer is telling you the strategy he/she used to solve, you can practice two things. 1- Have them come up to board and show their process 2- As they tell you what to write, use this time to ask questions on how they came up with this step. Great balance of instruction and participation (direct, guided and independent) The stations were a great way to practice their strategies

		Burns		Emily		917405476		The students were engaged from the very beginning of the lesson with the short video/song and book. You did a good job of asking students if they knew what certain vocabulary words meant. You made a L.Arts connection when reading the book.you related the book to real life experiences of the students.  You asked remembering questions-but could have expanded this.  Your management was good-students knew your expectations for talking while exploring their rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During a student's time at the board to show how she worked a problem, the intern said these types of encouraging sentences that would help the student and her classmates: "You're doing the problem right so far...." "Tell us how you are working that problem...." Ms. Burton has high expectations for her students, and spends extra time with the ones that need help.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students were at least somewhat engaged in the read aloud. Several asked unimportant questions, which may go back to the lack of a clearly stated purpose for the lesson. It forced you to say to three different students that their question was unimportant.. Even though you were simply trying to get them back on target, it was a distraction for you and all of your students. Discussing the headings as a text feature may have been more effective with a sample page that was labeled or highlighted the heading(s). As students transitioned into groups, it may have been helpful to remind each group whate they should be doing.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lesson opened with studentds reading from the text and completing part of their lab recording sheet. Students transitioned into the lab where they used different tools to simulate bird beaks and tried to eat various foods. Students predicted which tools/beaks would be best for each food type. Lots of good questions asked throughout the lesson, including higher order questions. Students were very engaged in the lab. Lesson plan had accomodations listed but were not really part of the lesson. When closing, come back to the learning goal/standard and have students explain what they learned. You did part of this with them telling what the lab showed them-just tie it to the standard.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		You opened with a book about firefighters. You had the community helper dolls to reenforce the concepts. You had the students look at the cover and predict what they thought the story was going to be about. You asked questions throughout the story. In small groups you let the students act as firefighters-complete with hats, stickers, fire extinguishers and burning house and car. Students were very engaged and excited about the lesson. You allowed students practice with the large telephone board, to practice dialing 911. You were very encouraging and patient with the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very good lesson overall. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		You activated the lesson by putting on a fireman's hat and asking the students who they thought you were. You connected the lesson to the students having seen a firetruck and firemen earlier in the day. You asked the students what they would do in order to get help...you led them to saying they should dial 911. You played a very engaging video about how/when to call 911. You made a cell phone for students to come up and practice dialing 911.  The students were very excited to have their turn. Be sure to ask HOT (Higher Order Thinking) questions, such as, "Why would the fireman need the equipment you see pictured on the board?"  Why would you not call 911 if someone says something mean to you?" Your transitions between activities were very well done and not instructional time was lost. You asked students when it was appropriate to call 911. Because most of them could not/did not think past calling the fire department you led them to understanding other  appropriate times.   You next had a picture on board of a fireman and what he wears. The students came to the Promethean Board and had the students move the clothing of the fireman to the correct place on his body. When giving reinforcement and feedback, remember to be specific wiith your praise.  Go beyond, "Good job".  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good job present clear visuals of the topic. You were very encouraging to your students. Even though we have a new First Lady, I would use her in the comparison. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher shared the Bernestain Bears book about eating healthy. *During the read aloud, the teacher needed to stop and ask questions about the book. *The teacher needed to slow down reading a little. The teacher divided the students into partners.  The students had to divide the foods into healthy and unhealthy foods at their tables. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students at heir seats completing their activity. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The teacher had a variety of teaching strategies to teach the subject matter.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good activities were planned and completed. When students are working in groups, I think it would be beneficial for them to have a designated place to sit and work.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good opening as you moved into review after presenting Standard and EQ. Using the handwashing sequence was something they could relate to, but talk about why this situation must be in correct sequence.   suggestion- as you begin your introductin into lesson, talk about why it's important to sequence.    Loved the LEGOS article, but again talk about what they are doing before you start reading!  Give them a connection from moving from one activity to another.    suggestions-What about showing some real Legos? Talking about how popular they are, how much people love building with them, how it has become a talent competition!  Get them excited about this article!  suggestion- Each time a student write a new sequence from the article, go back and connect with previous.  So important to keep them engaged and connected with what they are doing.   Awesome closing and summarizing as students read their sequencing stories  aloud and pointed out key transitional words. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the foundation of the lesson. Good use of technology in the lesson. Lots of hands on activities Have a plan for distributing & retrieving supplies for activity

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You activated the lesson by holding up a word written on a card.  You cut the prefix off of the word and let it fall to the floor. You then moved on and cut off the suffix of the word. You asked the students to predict what you were doing. They were able to tell you you had cut off the prefix and suffix of the word and you were left with the root word. Very clever and engaging way to introduce the learning goals for the lesson. You then played a video about affixes and root words. You used the song to launch a discussion of where root words and affixes are used. You had students pick a card, from the stack of cards at each table grouping, written in red.  The students were to walk over to someone who has a paper with a prefix, suffix, or root word that would combine to create a new word. You then had several pairs of students share their new words with the class and explain the root word, the prefix or suffix and the meaning. You had a second "round" of the activity using words written in black. The students were clearly engaged in this activity and understood the concepts, as they were able to explain their new words.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began with setting expectations and explaining the directions for the review game. You had the "teams" talk about anything they were confused about from the learning goals listed on the board. This was a great idea. You may have wanted to point out why it was important to take this seriously as knowing the answers would help their team earn points. After the were finished discussing, you went over the learning goals, whole group, calling on individuals to explain the concepts. You clarifed any misunderstandings or confusion about each learning goal.  This was a terrific "warm-up" for the game and great support for your students' learning. All of the questions were on slides with the choices listed below.  Beautifully prepared and written! As individual students from individual teams had an opportunity to answer a question you had the rest of the students make the correct letter choice in order to keep them engaged.  A few stopped doing this as the game progressed. You may have wanted to remind them to continue doing this, have them grade their own responses, and take their papers up at the end of the game. This would have helped keep all students accountable for thie learning even when it was not their turn to answer a question for their team. It would have also given them a great idea as to how well they understood the content as they graded their papers. For two of the questions, you showed embedded videos to review the information in the question. You knew these were difficult concepts and you were prepared to give your students extra support. Well done!! You listened and questioned your students responses by having them explain their choice.  This was an excellent way to ensure their learning had a deeper depth of knowledge! I did not see the closing of the lesson because I had to leave. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good opening instructional video (Partly Cloudy). It sparked the interest of the students as well as stressed the language / purpose of your standard. It helped to present the information in a fun way. By stopping / starting the video, the students had the opportunity to give progessive answers. The TC provided positive reinforcement and feedback throughout the lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. YEA! As a means to accomodate the varius reading levels of your students, you provided the reading passages on various Lexile levels! Lesson was well planned & presented!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You activated the lesson with a picture of your puppy and asked the students for words to describe it.  After a list was made, you led the students to tell you the words listed were called adjectives.  Very engaging opening. Love that you used a picture of your dog. Students like to know about their teachers your using a picture of your own dog makes you more "real" for them. You used an anchor chart and led the students in a discussion of what adjectives do. Your questioning was excellent in leading the students to the purposes of adjectives. You handed out "adjective booklets" and gave excellent support as you guided the students through filling in the pages. The booklet is a great resource for future use. The students then played the "Bubble Game" and were to identify the adjectives in the sentences. As this was a game found online, it was impossible to slow it down. I believe there was a little frustration for your students since it went so fast. It would have been beneficial if you had been able to ask "why" a certain word was an adjective. The students were then divided into two groups in order to differentiate the next activity. You had different and appropriate expectations for the two different groups. During the transitions from one activity to the next, the students were talking and getting off task. These transitions need to be done in a more orderly way in order not to lose instructional time getting them back on task. Be sure to set the expectations for each transition.  

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Creative thinking to play Kahoot at beginning of lesson to open up review and practice. Tip: Have someone work out problem the wrong way to show importance of carelss mistakes and following formula. Stations were all well organized and planned.  

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting her plan for the lesson at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good dance video for the students to dance with. The teacher did a good job of having the students walks to their spot on the carpet. Good quiet transition for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a plan to dismiss the students to their seats quietly. The teacher has the powerpoint about the Inside Out characters. The teacher let different students have the emotion cards. The teacher asked the students to share what makes them happy, sad, etc... GROW-When the students are selecting someone to pass the smiley face to, time the students or let the students count to 10. GROW-The teacher needed to review only three emotions. The students became restless because they lost interest in the delivery.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Make sure that you practice the math skill that you will be teaching so that you can proficiently explain the technique to the students.  You did not come up with the correct answer for 41-29 using the technique you were teaching and would have proceeded without correcting the error if a student had not pointed out the correct way to achieve the answer. You also need to make sure that all of your materials are ready ahead of time so that transitions are more smooth. There seemed to be a lot of confusion throughout the lesson. However, you did a great job with getting the students back on track after the fire drill!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great anchor chart. You were very encouraging to the students. Good transitioning between activities

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great powerpoint of important information.  Good energy throughout the lesson.  Since you were having an activity about "cause and effect", you might have ussed those words as you were going through the powerpoint.   Not sure why you did the last activity "Snowball Pile" in the way that you did...our class was very active and talkative...might have done something with less active participation.  

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Notes are in the section above.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You engaged students with the quick review of previous learned content and had the smart board with virtual manipulatives for your teaching. You tied the lesson to the real world when asking students to give you examples of how they had used subtraction at home. White boards allowed students to practice and then check their work.  I know you hated to waste time but some students did not have enogh time to complete the task before you moved on. You reenforced strategies for subtraction throughout lesson and used content vocabulary effectively. Try to incorporate more open ended questions or why questions to encourage students to explain their thinking.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Good anchor chart using an area model and number line to show addition of fractions with like denominators.  You might have also done one on the promethean board from scratch to show how it was developed.  Remember under the whole number 1 to put the equivalent fraction...in this case 9 over 9.  I liked you putting up a wrong answer to see if students would catch your mistake.  Remember...you are the "differentiator"...show your students "how to" in as many ways possible to help them be successful in achieving the standard.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened with recall of prior knowldge.  You asked lots of questions and gave styudents lots of opportunities to explain their thinking.  Loved that you incorporated technology-having them research and create a food web. You did a great job monitoring the class, encouraging students.  You were moving all over the classroom as students worked. Try to make real world connections.  I am sure the students have witnessed the food web in progress.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You activated the lesson asking who had a birthday. Then you asked who had a birthday in September and finally who had a birthday in another month. As everyone is excited about their birthdays, the students were completely engaged. You called out the months of the year and had students stand when you got to their birthday month. The number of students for each month was recorded on a chart you had made using tally marks. You ensured your students stayed on task by having them "make the tally marks" with their fingers on one of their hands.  So engaging! You were so prepared for this lesson you had a form with all of the students' bithday months in case they had forgotten which month was theirs. You demonstrated what needs to be done when there is a fifth tally mark. You asked H.O.T. questions when you asked which months had the same number of tally marks, which had the most, which had the least. Thus, you had students reading the chart in order to gather information from it. You asked the students, "How do we represent data?" You led them to the answer of using a bar graph. You modeled/demonstrated how to fill in a bar graph using the data that had been collected on a graph on the promethean board. You had a small group of students work in small group for extra support which demonstrated differentiation for the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You began by relating your lesson to what the students had done during their 30 minutes of morning rotation time with other first grade teachers. This helped students to connect and understand the expectations of the lesson. You reviewed nonstandard objects of measurement by holding up various objects in the room and asking students to tell if they were nonstandard or not. You then asked the students to give examples of standard objects of measurement. You ensured the students knew the difference between standard and nonstandard measurement. You then showed a video demonstrating how to measure the length of a pencil using nonstandard objects. You stopped the video several times in order to ask students to explain what was being done correctly and incorrectly in the video. This allowed students to use analytic and verbal skills to explain. You supported the students learning by reinforcing the terms gaps and units. This was perfect scaffolding for the activity to come. Remember to call on all students whether they have their hands up or not. Do not allow one student to monopolize the class. You reviewed what it means to estimate and estimates to not have to be correct. You modeled estimating the numer of unit cubes it would take to measure certain objects and then you showed them the exact measurement using the unit cubes. This scaffolded the students for what they were going to do in their small groups. You divided the class into ability groups and had the support people and Mrs. Jones. This was excellent use of the support people in the class and the perfect way to differentiate the lesson. The students practiced estimating the length of certain objects and then they used items such as pennies, erasers, and paperclips to get the actual measurement. You closed the lesson asking students to explain how to measure with nonstandard objects. You revisited the necessary vocabulary for the measurements to be done correctly.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Awesome Power point as you taught. Having the map as a visual was right on!  All the pictures helped them understand.  Great visuals! Tip:  It would have been beneficial to have books, handouts with the Hopi facts. (maybe SS book) 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Loved that you had instructions on board as they walked in.  Wonderful! Your opening of explaining what they would be doing was amazing!  This hooked them into ELA! You set your expectations, rules and directions of what they would be doing for "Fun Friday" activity. You also gave them a time limit. This activity provided teamwork, as well as sequencing skills.  The fact that you left off transitional words was a great challenge. suggestion- This is a perfect activity for differentiation.  Having strips that are more challenging for certain teams would keep your above level students occupied longer.  Transitions were excellent as you moved from activity to next activity suggestion- praise your student for asking the question. Thank her for asking when she was confused. So glad you gave example when she was confused. The stations you had created were wonderful.  This gave more practice for sequencing by using different strategies. Closing was right on target. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were introducing Lit Cicles today for the first time to your students. Great job! What a challenge that was for you since you had never done them either. You explained each role through a Power POint, giving examples of each. Having them tell you the roles back as a review was powerful! Loved the RESPECT poster. Analogy of the roles of Lit Circles. Great closing as you brought the roles back around a reviewed again.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good anchor chart for the lesson and activities.  Love "hairy" money.  It has been used in Carroll County for a very long time.  I don't know that the puzzle pieces match really achieved what you wanted.  Most were just matching the pieces not really checking the money amounts.  You went around to help at all tables except the back one and those students really need your help.  Make sure you check on all.  Liked that you made a mistake with one model to see if they would catch it.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Activated prior learning and engaged students with Brain POP video on parts of speech. Students answered questions as a group on the video assessment. Students were very excited about the parts of speech game. Loved that some words could be used in more than one way. You did a great job of having students explain their thinking and defend their answers. You had them use the words in sentences to show their use as a noun or verb. You are always very positive with students and encouraging. There was a good mix of student participation and instructional time. Lesson was going to continue so only guided practice was observed-independent work was to follow.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You had a song/video to open class about similies and metaphors.  Students were singing and engaged.  You asked students to explain the meaning of similie and metaphor.  You balanced the lesson with guided instruction and student participation.  You monitored students as they worked. Try to relate to real life--when will they use similies and metaphors.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by playing an interactive math game. The teacher did a good job illustrating how to play the game before beginning the game with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to share with the students about the alligator's mouth is always open to the largest number. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. THis would help the students answer more of the game questions correctly. The teacher reviewed the signs after the interactive game.  The discussion should have been before the interactive game. The teacher shared the directions for the Trash Basketball game. The teacher had a good discussion about the results when the teachers played the Trash Basketball game. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		You did great "tackling" somewhat difficult math math strategies.  Good modeling each before having the students try.  Be careful of students saying AND when saying a number over 100.  Flip book is a great visual reinforcement for all of the strategies.  It is also better when you want students to do an activity like this is to show them one done the way you want.  Also, be careful of saying "Good" too often.  Try to be more specific with your praise for the students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		"Cute" beginning with another Block I student coming in and sneezing on you. You did a good job of adding information as you read the book to the students.  Your delivery was a little monotone...need more energy!!  Don't just say "Good job"...be more specific with your praise/encouragement.  Don't ever have GUM in your mouth when giving a lesson...or really at any time in a classroom with students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good opening for the lesson. You were very encouraging to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You definitely had their attention with the oreos! You used many strategies to present the material in order to address the learning styles of your students. You had Mrs. Deese work with a group in order to lend to support...great way to differentiate. Set expectations for class behavior for transitions. I need you to...... You revisited the EQ at the end of the lesson and had students explain the difference between a first and second read. Excellent!  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You reviewed what had been learned about relative pronouns the previous week when you asked them to explain them to you. You asked the student what an adverb is. You had students share with their elbow partners so examples of adverbs. You reminded the students adverbs typically end in "ly". You led a discussion of relative adverbs. You displayed a graphic organizer for the students to copy into their interactive notebooks. You had them draw a stick figure and write the words when, where, and why on the limbs of the figure. This was an excellent visual to help students remember what relative adverbs do. You then shared some sentences, on a chart, and had the students identify the relative adverb in each sentence. You scaffolded your students' learning when you then had them create phrases to complete sentences with relative adverbs. Students then worked with their groups to complete relative adverb task cards. Each group had 16 task cards with each student taking a turn recording the correct relative adverb on the answer chart. There was a little confustion regarding what was to be done in the groups. It is always helpful to role play/model what your expect the students to do. Students were confused as to when you were ready for them to begin. Always give directions, model, aske if there are any questions, and then tell them they may begin. Tell them the amount of time they have to complete the activity.. And always a good idea to give a two minute warning. This keeps everyone on task and completing the assignment. Grading group work-I know they liked seeing if they got the answers correct. However, because statements were not read/used to show how the correct answer fit, I am not sure how productive this was. Perhaps having a chart or a slide with the sentences and then have students voluteer to read them with the correct answer. You had the students demonstrate their learning when you gave elbow partners a sentence strip with beginning phrase. The partners completed the sentence using a phrase that contains a relative adverb. The students were allowed to stand up and share their sentence with the class. Having the rest of the class listen to their classmates sentences and identify the relative adverbs would have kept the rest of the students more engaged. Having students explain "why" their word was a relative adverb would have taken their learning to a deeper dept of knowledge. You used the squishy ball for review.  You set the expectations for how the review would happen. You asked review questions related to relative adverbs to close the lesson.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		The mystery box was a great way to open the lesson and get children's attention. The passing around of the box was problematic but you realized later that a circle would have worked better than sitting in rows. Your questions were all about remembering. Consider ways to ask open ended questions (ones you would know what the child would answer  - like Why are your senses important?).  Moving the students up and down was a good plan to manage behavior. If you had used the video game as a closure, you could have had each child answer with a body motion pointing to the correct body part. By position youself in front of the TV you could have seen all the children. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good beginning reading "The Doorbell Rang" to the students and having them divide their cookies throughout the story. You gave instructions about the worksheet beforre handing it out...good.  May have helped them do the worksheet if you had modeled both types of "problems" on the worksheet...then have them work.  Also, count out loud when you model.  They need to see and hear the entire process.  Be careful of using the praise word "Good" too often.  Be more specific.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome review lesson.  The Prezi was such a great way to guide the review.  You did a great job of "feeding" off the students' responses...you not only repeated but expanded when needed and pulled out specifics.  I liked the way you referred back to "standard" words as you went through the review.   Work on phrasing questions so that you get the answer you are looking for....

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great "shot gun" review lesson on the American Revolution.  Prezis were awesome.  You have great knowledge of the subject.  Good instructions at the beginning..."I'm going fast...when I slow down...do you think that is important?" Even though it was more or less a "lecture" the students were involved.  You did a great job of relating past to present...Star Wars and texting.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" toooo much.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good lesson.  Kept the students' attention with its quick pace.  Good transitions from one activity to the next.  Loved the "Double Trouble" bracelets.  Be careful when you are praising the students that you are specific about what you are praising.  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good review lesson over prepositions and prepositional phrases.  Even with technology "glitches", the students got into the lesson.  A variety of activities allowed the students to come to the board and underline prepositional phrases, do movements to verbal preposional phrases, watch a video, and sing along with a video.  Be careful saying "Awesome" and "Alright" too much. Be ore specific with your praise. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Engaged the students by starting the lesson reading in a momotone voice with no expression. Students quickly told you to read with expression and why. During the reading you stopped to be sure the students understood the vocabulary being used. You gained student attention before giving directions for the activity. You encouraged students as they answered questions, contributed to discussion.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You tarted your lesson with the KWL chart getting students to think about what they know about rocks.  You called on lots of students to answer questions or share their thoughts for chart.  You set the expectations for acceptable behavior for think/pair/share.  Be sure to think through what materials you will ned and have them ready.  Maybe ask the teacher to get your water so you don't have to leave room.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a discussion about the comparative adjectives. The teacher asked great questions about the comparative adjectives to complete the anchor chart on comparative adjectives. The teacher used chromebooks to illustrate pictures of how to write sentences using comparative adjectives. The teacher had a great way of using technology in the small Reading group lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher began the lesson by having different students come to the board and select a number. The students would tell the teacher what the expanded form of the number was for the selected number. The teacher did a great job of calling on different students to answer the questions. The teacher did great having the students come up to the powerpoint and complete the math problems. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked. If students needed help, the teacher constantly helped them.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good lesson but I think it would benefit the students if you moved a little slower as you presented the information. Find a system for calling on students so that all students are included in the class discussion. Keep the students working on the same problems so you can monitor them as you walk around the room.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students with the Mckey Mouse symbol. This was a great way to relate symbols to young children. Your book/slideshow had great pictures of the American symbols they are to identify. Your activity with the flip book was overwhelming to alot of the students.As we discussed, giving all the pages at once might not have been the best approach. Remember to not use all capital letters in titles because that goes against all that is taught in Kindergarten. Copying from the board was difficult for some students-plan for them in the future.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You opened with a review of prior learning-BUCKS method for problem solving.  You reviewed academic language and multiplication strategies.  You tied learning to the real world.  You had lots of opportunities for students to practice skills.  Be sure to monitor class--there were some students off task and were not refirected.  The reference to the clock was difficult for students and they couldn't really see clock.  You might want to pull a clock up on smart board so all could see.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		No opening to engage the students was demonstrated. You explained 10 pennies is the same as one dime. You had students count the dimes and equate this to tens as you held up tens rods to the students. Your lesson plan stated you would have the students count their money and determine which student the most money.  This was not done. There was an opportunity to connect the skill of counting the money to that of determining which number is greater than or less than another number.   You stated in your plan you would do this, however it was not done. Please remember you can use an agenda during the lesson in order to help you stay on track with all you have planned to do during the lesson. You differentiated beautifully during the game of Scoot, as you had students do a certain color problem at each of the stations. The student had no idea why there were different colors/problems for their classmates! You had the students tiptoe to their first station. Nice transition. Be sure to tell them what to do, before they move, what you want them to do when they get there. The students did not know what to do when they had finished their color coded problems at a station. You closed the lesson by revisiting the standard. I would suggest revisiting an "I can" statement would be the more appropriate choice for first graders regarding assessing their understanding of the lesson goals.  

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of compound sentences. One student was able to tell you what one is! You shared a slide with the definition of compound sentences . Then you asked the students to give you examples of simple sentences which mapped back to the defintion of a compound sentence. You scaffolded your students learning when you shared a slide with "choppy" sentences and had the students take the two simple sentences and form one compound sentence using a conjunction. When looking over your lesson look for new vocabulary all students might not know...like combining. Great to use new vocabulary as this builds their vocabulary, but be sure to support their understanding of the words. You then shared an anchor chart demonstrating how to construct a compound sentence.  The anchor chart was perfect and the students caught on immediately. You then shared the acronym FANBOYS to introduce the idea of conjunctions.  It took a minute for them to understand what the letters stood for, but you did an excellent job using different ways of explaining until all understood. You then shared a slide demonstrating how commas and conjunctions are used to make compound sentences. You supported your students learning when you worked through more examples with the students. You forgot the closing for the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great use of a timeline but I think it would be beneficial to include the students' date of birth as well. Powerpoint was a great tool for this lesson. You could enhance its benefits by highlighting or underlining key terms. The pictures that you included added to the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about dental health. The teacher began the lesson by reading a book about Dental Health.  The teacher did a good job by asking questions during the read aloud.  The teacher questioned the students about different foods in the book-asking if the foods were healthy or non-healthy. The teacher had very good questions about the subject matter. The teacher conducted a group sort with the students.  The students were instructed to stand up and identify the cards as good or bad for dental health. *The teacher needed to have either velcro or tape already on the different picture cards to speed up the lesson. The teacher dismissed the students to the front rug. The youtube was very entertaining and informative. The brushing sound was very creative for the students to make when they were brushing their teeth during the powerpoint. Good job of sharing the worksheet with the students before completing it.  The teacher had a good discussion about the worksheet with great conversation with the students. Great extension activity with the worksheet. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats during the completion of the worksheet.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Your opening and closing were effective - using the movie and the song were great. You frequently asnwered your own questions. I remember you asked about what made the girl mad. You answered almost immediately "She spilled her milk." Everyone needs time to think through their answer before they talk. Learning to wait is really hard but it's important. Learn to live with that silence after you ask a question. You did a good job leaning the discussion about emotions as a whole group and then gave independent practices with the activity. I would like to see you engage with each student asking them why they chose to glue the picture where they did. DIscussing facial expressions is a great way to teach young chldren to "read" emotions in others. And often an undeveloped skill in young children. When you write on the board, remember to spell out the words (at least the emotion words). The students at this stage can help sound out words. So let them help you spell them. Using different colors for the emotion words on their work mats worked well.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Physical change and chemical change can be very confusing to students.  Good having the students think back over experiments done during the week.  Great cooperation between the Cooperating Teacher and the student teacher...CT was getting the experiment ready while the student teacher went over the information.  Be careful when writing on the board with color markers that students can see what is written.  Like that you did the experiment in two different ways before the students got their ice cream and root beer.  Be careful of saying "Thank you" and "Very good" so much.  Be more specific with your praise.  Also, you might want to repeat what a student answered in case someone didn't hear...also gives you an opportunity tocorrect or expand on what was said.  Be careful that answers are correct and consistent with the curriculum.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about germs. The teacher had a powerpoint about germs with the question-What do you think this is? The teacher instructed the students to find an object in the classroom that they thought had the most germs. The teacher had good discussion about germs and how they are unhealthy. The teacher held construction paper and instructed the students to make their own germ.  The teacher brought the students back to the rug to discuss ways to wash hands. The teacher had great questions about different ways to wash hands. The teacher shared a powerpoint about proper hand washing. After the powerpoint, the teacher had great questions about washing hands. Great job having the students demonstrate the different steps to proper hand washing. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The lesson had several different deliveries for the subject matter. The lesson contained several creative ways to teach about germs. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students began their Steps to Washing Your Hands Sequencing Activity. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before passing out the worksheet. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Led discussion on foods, what they were made of and if they were good or bad for teeth. Had students complete a cut and paste sorting activity on good/bad foods. Don't talk over students-get them quiet before giving directions, asking questions. Give a little wait time before sending groups to get materials. Set expectations for behavior and comment on those students doing what you asked.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has great voice quality which encourages and engages the students throughout the lesson. The teacher gave the rules for the games before beginning the game. The teacher reviewed the rules for the games-teamwork, etc... The teacher encouraged the students to work in a group to come up with the correct answers. GROW-The teacher needed to review the previous subject matter before she began the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Have a plan for center rotation & post it. Remember - your students need to see and hear the information that you are presenting numerous times in order for them to actually learn it! Graphic organizers are a great way to help organize the information that you are teaching

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about hand washing and germs. The teacher had good questions about hand washing. The teacher had a youtube about germs and hand washing. The teacher had a great powepoint about putting hand washing in sequence. The teacher asked different students what would be first, second, third... The teacher had great questions about the washing of hands to encourage the students to put the steps in order. The teacher conducted a read aloud with the students.  The teacher had great questions during the read aloud. The teacher had a great puppet on the water bottle to illustrate the spreading of germs. Great idea to illustrate the point of germs spreading. *The teacher needs to dismiss the students to their tables by colors or other creative ways. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at seats as they completed their work. The teacher has great positive comments for each student as they finished their work. The teacher gave each student hand sanitizer with glitter. The students were so excited about seeing the glitter on their hands. The students touched other students to illustrate the spreading of germs. The students were instructed to cut and paste the pictures in order to illustrate the correct order of hand washing for germs.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by reading a book, If You Were A Pronoun. The teacher had good questions about the read aloud book. The teacher gave good examples of pronouns. The teacher had a good powerpoint about pronouns. The teacher engaged the students in discussion questions about the powerpoint information.
The teacher had a good delivery of information for the pronouns. *The teacher needed to let the students talk about the powerpoint or read parts of the powerpoint. Good-the teacher started asking the students questions about the powerpoint. The teacher had a good progression for her lesson. The teacher involved the students in the lesson. The teacher let the students give examples of sentences containing pronouns. The teacher instructed the students that she would be making an anchor chart. The teacher showed the students the worksheet on the powerpoint before letting the students begin. 

		Green		Megan		917463432		Need to add a motivational hook for the opening of your lesson. Make sure that you include punctuation when writing on the board. Key vocabulary needs to be posted on the board or anchor chart.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Review lesson for math.  Good review. the students enjoyed palaying Jeopardy to review math concepts.  Be careful when  you say numbers over 100 that you don't say AND!!  Problems that you put in Jeopardy were good examples of what the students needed to know.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*The missing part of the lesson today was the instructional review. I know you thought the lesson was to only be 30 min. and there was confusion there. So you were trying to hurry through it. Spend at least the first 20-25 minutes of instruction, whether it's review or introduction of a standard. *Loved the activity of breaking into project groups. They were able to work with each other on main idea and summarizing. *Before starting groups, set your rules and expectations on participation and behavior. The groups I observed did a great job, but other classes may be different. *Know the lesson and skill like "the back of your hand"! *During the closing, as they share their work, you, as the teacher must use questioning at this time to help them. Go back to the I Can Statements or the EQ.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		More time was needed for student practice. Transition between the activities needed more guidance. This was a tough group and it was obvious that they had a difficult time following directions.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brainpop about prefixes and suffixes. The teacher shared a chart which contained prefixes dis-, non-, re- and un-. The teacher called on different students to give her the answers to the correct placement of the prefixes. The teacher did a good job sharing with the class what they will do on their paper. GROW-The teacher needs to always ask are there any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		This was a review lesson so therre was not much teaching.  Good repetition of important information. Having the information on a chart was ok but probably needed to do more examples on the promethean board with the students.  Students seemed to work well with little help.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		*As you open your lesson up, instead of asking what they talked about Monday, remind them of the OREO method and have a volunteer remind the class of what it did and how it helped them. The book you chose was perfect for opinionated writing. Picking out certain pages form the book and putting on the Prom board was a wonderful idea to help them identify reasons for opinions transitional words. *Experience will help you with asking higher thinking questions. for example, when you talk about transitional words, dig into why they need them and what their purpose is.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Passed out KWL chart was handed out while students were getting ready for class to begin.  Good questions to open new science topic..."Why might we look like our family?"  Gave them two minutes to fill out K and W on their chart.  Used a timer on the promethean board!!  Had them read informational text about topic and went over ways they could identify key items.  Again you used timer!!  Good sharing of information read.   Readning passages for all three groups are not much different.  How are YOU going to make sure that each child gets the information?? Good energy!

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by popping a balloon.  The teacher asked the students questions about the cause and effect. The standard and essential questions were stated. The students completed the sentence, “The ball rolled…” at their table by discussing different endings to the sentence. The movie clip was centered around causes and effects. Great questioning about the movie clip. Graphic organizers were placed at the desks. Each graphic organizer had a cause and effect attached to it. The teacher encouraged the students to discuss the different causes and effects. The students would glue them in order. *The graphic organizer needed to be put on an overhead so the students would have a reference. The students wrote three sentences that contained causes and effects about the movie clip.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The teacher candidate opened the lesson by breaking a pencil (purposefully). She then asked what the students thought about why she would do that. This led to a great discussion and debate over whether it changed the pencil or not (Is it still a pencil?). All of the discussion on the pencil break led to it being a physical change, and how that is different from a chemical change.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You did very little that was in your lesson plan.  Need a better opening than..."Today we are going to learn about healthy and unhealthy snacks".  Some good questioning and liked that you gave your own example of a "goal".  

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Good lesson for prek.  The book "David&#39;s Cold" definitely gave them an example of the standard.  You questioned in a way that all students wanted to give you "information".  You repeated important facts from the lesson to give all an opportunity to "get it".  Using the sparkled hand sanitizer showed them the germs.  Lesson might have been expanded by putting students in pairs, then putting the sanitizer on one student&#39;s hands and having them "high 5" or shake their partner&#39;s hand...showing how germs spread.  I can tell you are enjoying your experience in prek.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similiar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I like the "Class Agenda" at the beginning...it lets the students know the order of activities during class.  Good use of Venn diagram to review likes/differences of plant and animal cells.  Transitions to activity (Bingo) was very smooth.  Great example of using the students to "show" the progression from cell-tissue-organs-organ system-human.   Be careful of using "Good" or "Good job" to praise students.  Be more specific in your praise per child.  Make sure that you call on students with their hands down...you can just tell students to keep their hands down and then you can call on students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		The lesson opening did explain the lesson but may not have hooked the students. Maybe pose a problem and have a box of the conversation hearts to show them at the beginning. The standard calls for a second grader to draw a bar graph-with the lesson students were sorting by color on the given sheet and automatically creating the graph. Be sure to discuss with CT the levels the students are operating on to tailor the lesson for them. This was too easy. Students were engaged in the activity and loved the candy hearts. Try to relate to the real world-when do we use estimation and why? Why do we make graphs?

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Loved your Power point/ interactive board. This kept the entire class engaged. They were able to check their papers while volunteers worked out answers at board. Also the management tool you used on your phone so very engaging. It even sounded like a spinner!! Transitions were smooth as you moved into elbow partners and Bingo game Differentiation was used as you challenged students to do the 5th grade standard if they chose to. This was a great incentive. You gave positive feedback to your class. This is so important!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary video about suffixes. The teacher gave good directions before beginning her lesson on the powerpoint. The teacher had the students engaged in the beginning of the lesson with a question and answer session. The teacher reviewed the anchor charts for prefixes and suffixes. The students received a stack of sticky notes. Each table had a captain. The sticky notes had words on them. The students would underline the prefix or suffix. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before they began the sticky note activity. GROW-The teacher needed to illustrate the activity before letting the students begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher could let the students do thumbs up or thumbs down as the students put the sticky notes on the correct anchor chart. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students tell her where to put the sticky notes on the anchor chart.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed some type of technology in her lesson. *The lesson needed more subject matter delivery before the students began to read. The teacher had good questions for the students after they read the passage. The teacher know her subject matter but needs to work on controlling the behavior of the students during her lesson.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		As a class, the students created a quadrilateral foldable. The students wrote the atttributes of each quadrilateral and then they drew that shape on the outside of the flap on the foldable. As each figure was discussed you pointed out things like which figures had parallel lines and how many pairs, which had right angles, and obtuse angles etc.  The foldable is a terrifice visual to support students' understanding, as well as a gread study guide for future use. The students were clearly engaged in making the foldables! There was very little individual questioning done.  Most questions were answered with most of the class shouting out an answer. This does not help you see who does and does not understand when you do not call on individual students. You need to include more individual questions as you teach.  Not only does this tell you who is and is not understanding, but helps all students to remain on task because they don't know if they will be called on or not to give an answer. The slide with the pictures and information about each figure was supportive and easy for students to follow as they made their foldables. Excellent support. You were clear to clarifiy vocabulary the sudents might not know such as the word adjacent. You then had the students complete, whole group, a "worksheet" on a slide you had prepared. Having each student complete the worksheet and then check his/her papers would have given you an idea as to who was understanding the concepts and who was not. This could have been done with a partner, as well. You introduced the Bingo Game. Be sure to set expectations for playing the game such as telling them to listen as you are giving the clues and then talk quietly among their teams to decide upon the correct figure to cover up. You numbered students off in order to form the groups.  Set expectations for how they are to move from one place in the classroom to another.  Without conversation you may move now.....is one way.  It took a few min. for them to get settled down after they moved to their groups. This equates to lost instructional time. At times it got so loud , the students could not hear your clues. You need to use an attention getter. As the students got loud, you got louder to be heard over them. Always set expectations for thei behavior during an activity like this. 

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You modeled several examples of writing the decimals in expanded form. This was great support for your students. You pointed out they needed to remember to to to the next place if there was a zero in the number. This is great anticipation of what they might do incorrectly. You used a variety of teaching strategies with the students: direct and guided instruction, technology, student directed, and manipulatives. This helps to reach many types of learners.  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Your opening with the fruit snacks was good. Food almost always gets kids attention. You asked good open ended questions - What would happen without our senses? You could have pressed for a little more thinking from the students about this one. Ask another question to make them think some more. Think about how long you wait after asking a question before supplying the answer. Kids need time to think about the answer so just be patient with them. Adding music to the lesson would have given you one more "itelligence" to  tap into. 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Activated prior learning-what students knew about keeping their teeth healthy. Activity allowed students to decide if foods were health or not. Had follow up worksheet for students to sort pictures. Passing out pictures and then having students come to place them on teeth took alot of time and left many students with nothing to do.Consider involving the class by having them give a "thumbs up" if they agree with the student's choice. Maybe using velcro on pictures would save time instead of tearing tape for each child. Be sure to elaborate on why foods are unhealthy and what a student needs to do when they do eat those foods. Lots of down time for students be careful not to waste instructional time. As you are passing out keep asking questions. Ask "why" questions-have students explain their thinking.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube about sound. The teacher asked good questions after the youtube finished. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students read some of the powerpoint so the students are more involved. The teacher had the students do a foot activity. GROW-The teacher needs to split the students into groups before the lesson. The teacher explained the lab sheets. GROW-While the teacher is passing out the lab sheet, she needs to discuss the Sound subject matter with the students. The teacher had one person from each group to come up and get the necessary materials for their Science station. The teacher gave the students instructions on what to do with the materials in the bags. GROW-The teacher could ask questions like-"What do you think we are going to do with the spoon and string?"... The partner was instructed to tap the spoon and then the students switched to complete the experiment. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the chart about the experiment. GROW-The teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions before they begin their observation block. The teacher instructed the students to put the materials back in their bags to complete the Sound experiment. The teacher let a student illustrate the different pitchs. GROW-As the teacher passed out the rulers, she needed to discuss the subject matter and ask the students questions. The teacher gave instructions on how to observe vibration using a ruler on the desk. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher shared a youtube about emotions.  The teacher did a great job asking questions about the youtube.  The teacher illustrated the worksheet the students would be completing before dismissing them to their seats. *The teacher needed to have a little more delivery in her lesson before letting the students begin their worksheet. *The students needed something to do when they completed the worksheet.  The teacher could ask questions about the subject matter. Overall, the lesson was good.  The teacher needs to plan more activities throughout the lesson.  

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Consider ways to include both pictures and words in your lesson. Some children will be able to attend to pictures and others to both pictures and words. We don't want to eliminate either learner. Requiring 5 year olds to wait is difficult. Think of ways to engage all the learners all the time - sequence on paper where everyone has a sheet to sequence and glue for example. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You set the expectations for student behavior in regard to their getting a "part" in the reading of the book. Well done! You read the book If You Give a Pig a Pancake.  Students stood up each time the picture they were holding was mentioned in the reading.  Great listening skills practice and engagement. As this was your lesson, it was up to you to dismiss the students to their various centers not your CT. At your center you had lower case and upper case leters written on construction paper pancakes . Each student in your group was asked to match upper/lower case letters using spatulas.  The use of construction paper pancakes tied back to the book you had read. The rest of the centers were not practicing the same learning goal as the group you were teaching. I realize you may not have been able to get enough spatulas for all of the groups, however practicing upper and lower case letters would have been appropriate. Because you did not state the learning goals for the students at the beginning of the lesson, there was no connection between the beginning of the lesson and what was done in the centers. Having the students recall the items that were held up during the reading of the book had no relevance to the true meaning of "elements" in a story. Pairing the upper and lower case letters did map back to part of your learning goal. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brain Pop was a good opener but use it to discuss and review.  Make it meaningful. The Power Point was good, just add more instruction to it. Ticket out the door was a good choice as they answered the questions about physical change. suggestions- Dig deep into the Power Point.  Example:  When you talk about Physical Change, ask "What does the word physical mean?"  Even if reviewing, teach as if they are hearing for first time.  Make your transitions smooth.  Instead of just saying "Now we will do an activity".  Try to connect what they just did to what they are about to do.  The activities were fun, but make sure you are creating meaning with everything they do.  Keep reminding them of WHY they are  and WHAT they are doing with the paper. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse was going over problems from the test that was given the previous week.  I liked the way you had the students read the question aloud twice.  Good prompting questions...you know math.  Reminded them to go step by step...especially on the big test.  You lost some students' attention as it was going on.  Might need to think of a way to keep them involved even if they are not directly involved in the problem solving.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson began with the teacher asking the students to get a chrome book. The lesson began with a video about Fort Sumter. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about Fort Sumter.  The students were encouraged to share what they knew about Fort Sumter with their table. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The standard and essential question were stated. Bubble maps were issued to all students.  The students were instructed to answer the questions as his lesson progressed. The power point presentation was very informative. Great idea-The notes were kept in the student’s journal for future references for the students. The lesson was very informative.  The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job of incorporating new vocabulary with the lesson.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Stopped during the reading of the story to discuss the characters, setting, problem and solution. Had a sequencing sheet for most students to complete with beginning, middle and end of story. Other group had to list characters, setting, problem, solution. Tie lesson to real world-did they ever have to do something and no one would help? Incorporate "why"questions so students explain their thinking.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The lesson began with the teacher instructing the students to write Atomic Bomb at the top of their journal. The lesson began with a youtube about Making Tough Choices with Kid President. The teacher did a good job of asking higher order thinking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher constantly involved the students during the lesson with questions. The teacher had a very instructional powerpoint about Harry Truman and World War 11. The teacher had the students partner share about the lesson. The teacher engaged the students through partner sharing and questions throughout the lesson. The teacher shared a youtube about the different bombings. The teacher issued different maps so the students could locate the bombings. The teacher had multiple visual materials that helped make the lesson more intriguing. The teacher had her T chart Harry Truman's Decision T chart on a powerpoint. The teacher shared what to do with the T chart on the powepoint. Excellent jog sharing the T chart before letting the students begin the assignment. The lesson had plenty of student engagement and teacher time. The teacher instructed the students to divide the students into two groups-use the atomic bomb and don't use the atomic bomb. Great idea to let the students share why they picked the side they did. Great discussion about Harry Truman's decision with the students about the atomic bomb. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You had the students listen to the video of "The Five Little Pumpkins". You had the students predict what they would be learning about after watching the video.  You supported the students learning by pointing out there were 5 pumpkins in the song. You then read the book version of "The Five Little Pumpkins" and asked comprehenstion and number sense questions as you read. You had "props" and pumpkin puppets and had the students "act out" the poem. Very interative and engaging for the students. You continued to reinforce the number 5. You played the song "The Five Little Pumpkins" and taught them movements to go with it.  They loved this! You had the students move to a table where all materials were ready.  The students made Pumpkin Prints using their thumbs and an orange pad.  After the first number (1) you had the students predict what the next miber would be and so on.  You took the lesson to a deeper understanding when you had the students trace the numbers 1-5. You had snack bags ready for each student with candy pumpkins. You cleverly asked them to "check your counting" ny having them count the number of candies in their bags to ensure they each had 5. This closed the lesson.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Good reading voice.  I liked the way you asked questions while you were reading the book "David's Cold" to the students.  Video was very appropriate for prek students.  They really enjoyed participating in the washing hands practice.  Using the two students to "show" how germs spread with the sparkly germx was good...might have expanded to show how germs would spread to another child.  High energy and student participations.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about main idea. The teacher shared a Flocabulary about main idea. The teacher compared the main idea to a pizza illustration. GROW-The teacher needs to discuss the main idea with the students as she is passing out the papers. Always use every second to instruct or discuss the subhject matter during the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to deliver instructions about the main idea worksheet before the students began cutting. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions after giving the instructions to complete the main idea worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed to let the student go to the poweroint to read the Preventing Cavities passage. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the board to underline the main idea and details. There was too much down time during the lesson. The teacher instructed the students how to fold their main idea table. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about the standards and the essential questions that they would be studying. GROW-The teacher needs to establish the small groups before the lesson to make the transitions smoother. The teacher could post the groups on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher needs to let the students know what they will be discussing and learning about in the lesson. The students explained about their object to the class. GROW-As the teacher passed out the popcorn, she needed to be asking questions and discussing the different senses. The I CAN DESCRIBE POPCORN chart was great! The students described the popcorn according to the five senses as the teacher wrote their responses. GROW-The teacher could have a worksheet or journal writing on their desks as they discussed the popcorn. The teacher brought five different students to the front of the classroom to describe the different objects. The BOX was very colorful and exciting. The students described what sense the objects protected. The teacher held the flipbook in the front of the classroom. The teacher explained the flipbook to the class with instructions on how to complete the flpbook. The teacher asked if there were any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lesson by sharing "The Lion and the Mouse" story. While passing out the markers, the teacher discussed the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to shoulder share about the lesson. The teacher reminded the students about the genre of the story. The FABLES powerpoint was very engaging with the students.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher did a good job of asking different question about the comparative adjectives. The teacher shared an anchor chart about comparative adjectives. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions before letting the students begin to write their different comparative adjective words on their piece of paper. The teacher did a great job of transitioning to small reading groups. The teacher did a great job of teaching the subject matter. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Fort Sumter The students were instructed to look at the picture and tell the teacher what they think the picture is about. The students shared with each other their information. Each table shared their information and the teacher wrote the results on the power point. The standard and essential questions were stated. Good questioning during the power point lesson. The students were instructed to use the graphic organizer to complete the information from the power point. The students took a quiz on their quizlet. http://join.quizzizz.com 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had different questions on the powerpoint that she asked the students in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great command of the subject matter of the lesson. The powerpoint had the answers to the questions-What is a Paleontologist? The teacher did a good job using the popsicle sticks to call on different students to participate in the lesson. The teacher had three different groups. The teacher did a great job explaining the different stations. The Science fossil stations were great!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had a lot of questions and answers during the lesson. The teacher had the students copy the problems on the powerpoint and show equal fractions. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and checking the progress of the students during the lesson. GROW-To improve the lesson, the teacher needed to call on different students to come to the powerpoint and illustrate the different fraction problems. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students in the class to check if the students understood the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The lesson needed to be more engaging with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to divide the students into groups of three before the lesson began. The game, "Let's Play Fraction Bingo", was enjoyed by the students.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were teaching a small group about the physical attributes of stars. You began by reviewing book you had read yesterday. You did a nice job of explaining what you had read and asking questions from today and yesterday's lesson.  suggestion- Be careful of not letting them get too distracted from their work.  Keep them on pace.  Good job covering the LA goals of the author, illustraor, table of contents, etc. of the book you read.  Love integrating LA and science! 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great opening and motivator as you had the Olympics symbols on the Prom. board and Olympic theme music as they were coming in. Did you notice that when you told your students they would be having their own Olympics, they started clapping?? This was such a creative review lesson of metric measurement. They loved it! You gave direct instruction during the competition. Awesome questioning such as "We will measure the weight of these stones in killograms. Who can remember what we talked about that helps us remember what a killogram is?" "What can we think about as we convert killogram to grams?"

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Having the quilt was a great way to introduce the story and build personal connections between teacher and student. It's helpful to establish expectations during reading time by reminding students to sit, listen and direct attention to the teacher. There are many ways to accomplish this through classroom visual signals or some other manner. The Patchwork Quilt is a lengthy story and some was not engaged during the reading time. A refocusing of the students would have been helpful. Young learners benefit from visuals reminders of expections. While you used 123, eyes on me, you did not wait for the students to respond before you continued. You did a good job of connecting the afternoon activity to the morning's learning about adjectives. You provided guided practice before you asked for independent practice. You allowed for inventive spelling in the written activity Transitions are an important part of classroom management. There are many ways to transition between carpet and table. Remember to keep the number of children moving at a time small (ask only boys to leave, then girls or ask those wearing a certain color to leave first). This promotes listening skills as well as managing the movement. Wait times are very difficult for students so smooth transitions increase learning time. During the guided practice you gave praise for the big words the students were giving. Specific praise is more powerful than vague praise. During the independent practice you circulated around the room providing help where needed. You provided a time (brief) for the students to share their work. A stronger closing, had time allowed, would have been to have children read their acrostic poem aloud. If you had word bank, it might have been easier for the relunctant writers to feel more successful. Estimateing how many time an activity will take is a skill you will develop. It happens with time. All teachers struggle from time to time with this skill. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening question was good. Be sure and give them time to answer before cutting them off. You may have to help them with hints, but they were doing well. Walk around the class as you get them excited about what they will be learning. If you show a video, give purpose to it. You did ask 2 questions after the video, but they never got them answered before moving on to the worksheet. If this lesson was an introduction or a review, your job is to instruct this. Create that balance of direct instruction and guided practice. *Give positive comments and feedback. Be mindful of not saying "no that's not right" to a student. Make your students feel that was a good try. I heard one "good job." This is so important. *The lesson was over their head. If this was an introduction, possibly use a power point to help them understand these Bill of Rights. The poster activity was a good choice. They enjoyed it. This could have been used as their group practice.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson began with students reading a story from text about a robot. Students were then allowed to construct ther own robot which would be the base for their writing. Students were engaged in the making of the robot but they may have needed a few more directions about the writing portion of the activity. You provided questions on the board for them to think about as they wrote. Students did not see the checklist used for assessment and it did not include the questions that they focused on. Be sure to engage more with the students as they work-encourage them, ask questions, show them you are interested. Be sure you have everyone's attention before giving directions.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You had the real objects for students to count but it was only 10 objects and the standard was counting within 1000 with 4 digit numbers.  You needed a stronger opening problem.  You left off a large chunck of teachin time so there was not much to see of you teaching.  Students worked in groups. Concern that the workshhet was 3 digit addition not 4 to meet the standard.  Students in workshhet group finished quickly and had down time waiting for other group.  Plan additional activities that you might not need.  Tie to real world.  Instead of giving strategies to problem solving group--let them generate ideas or let them solve and then explain their strategy.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*Loved your opening of the True/False review game. Great idea. *You started out with the "multiplying fractions" problem on the board as you begin questioning your students on what they already knew. Good balance of instruction and practice. (Tornado drill took out about 10 min.)

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Good opening with helping your students think about change.  But use this segway to dig deeper with questions.  "Is change always good?"  "Why or why not?"  This questioning will lead into your Power point by giving them hints about change during WWII.  "Today we will talk about people during WWII that cause change for our country and the world."  You can decide by end of lesson if you think they were good or bad changes.  Be sure and go over review words such as dictator, prime minister, allies, etc.  Don't assume they just know.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The students were dismissed to the carpet by calling on student with different types of clothes. The teacher had great questions for the students to start the lesson. The teacher asked about characters, setting and major events. The teacher issued each student a leaf with either the character, setting or major event of the story. The students placed their leaf on the correct poster with the headings-character, setting or major event. The teacher had a read aloud, The Biggest Leaf PIle. The teacher reads with such expression. The students were very engaged in the read aloud. The teacher had a great dismissal back to the seats. The powerpoint of the Characters and Setting for the lesson was very effective. The teacher had great review questions about the read aloud story. The teacher would write the answers on the promethean board as the students wrote at their seats. *When students finish their work, the teacher needs to carry on conversation with the students to take advantage of all the learning time available. *The teacher needed to write the colors on the board for the worksheet. The students did a good job reading the passage containing the character, setting and major events. The teacher needs to review the assignments after the students complete them.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Activated prior learning and had students recall definition of a verb and examples of verbs. Incorporated a short video on adding ed to make past tense verbs. Had a matching activity for students to complete independently on present/past tense of regular verbs. Had shaving creme for students to spread on desks to write the past tense of verbs in shaving creme. Students were very excited about the shaving creme and all were on task writing the verbs. Lesson stopped to go to lunch-closing not observed. Incorporate more questions than just recall. Watch your examples-you were giving wrong information on some of your verbs because you did not tell them to double the final consonant before adding ed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Incorporate more open ended questions to allow students to explain their thinking.  Relate the lesson to real world experiences of the children.  Be sure to gather all materials needed for an activity before beginning your lesson.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over your rules and explained what they would be doing in today's lesson.    Good balance of guided instruction (Prom board)  and practice (white boards).  White boards keep them occupied and are a lot more fun than paper and pencil!  suggestion- As you are doing guided practice on the board, go deeper with instruction as you work out the problem.  Give them a visual of the word problem. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher conducted a small Reading group.   *The lesson needed some type of technology. *The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter of the lesson very well. The teacher did a good job of letting the students know what she expected them to do when they completed the graphic organizer. *The teacher needed to review the graphic organizer in more detail before letting the students begin completing it. The teacher does a good job of giving constructive feedback to the students after they had completed their worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge of "point of view". This allowed your students to begin making connections to goal of your lesson. You used elbow partners to allow students to discuss among themselves questions you had asked. This is a terrific way for them to have to opportunity to share and learn from one another. Always ask for a couple of responses from the groups. This will hold them accountable for what they are to be discussing. You supported your students understanding of the vocabulary in the two books by discussing their meanings. Remember to include higher-order thinking questions in order to take their understanding of the standard to a higher level. You used a variety of teaching strategies in order to meet the needs of the various learners: direct and guided instruction, student directed, and technology.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the directions for each of the Reference Material Stations.  You set clear expectations for completing work at the stations. You set the timer for 10 minutes for each station rotation. This told the students they must be on task in order to complete the work. You had students previously grouped by looking at abilities. All materials were ready for each station and the directions were at each station in case they forgot what they were to do. You gave the students a 2 min. warning when the 10 min. was about to be up for that station rotation. You gave clear directions for transitioning to the next station. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding, giving support as needed, and ensuring all students were engaged and on task. I had to leave the classroom before the end of the class.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Your chart had good information on it but hard to read.  You probably should have put your acronym FANBOYS on the board so that it could be seem.  I liked how you had them stick out their right arm as a simple sentence, comma(elbow), conjunction(shirt), left arm simple sentence, period(fist).  Students did a good job working together in groups and coming up compound sentences.  You might need to use a timer when students are doing an activity.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job reviewing  folktales.   suggestion- Have your students answer more high level questions when comparing fables and folktales.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		You need to give more explanation to students when they cannot answer the questions you ask or consistently give incorrect answers.  Also, emphasize important points/vocabulary throughout the lesson; this helps to reinforce the concepts to the students.  Giving specific feedback to students during the lesson also help to reinforce the concepts you are teaching.  For smoother transitions, give students your expectations on how they should handle the next task and what they should do at each step before they begin.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		*Remember that your opening should be engaging and helps to gear their brain to what you will be learning. *Make your lesson flow. Be mindful not to just go from activity to activity. If you show a video, give it purpose. Talk about it, discuss it, or even before the video tell them what to look for *Venn Diagram was a great idea. So glad it was interactive. But there HAS to be instruction with your activities. You can't just go through the motions. *Glad that you divided into two groups. You should have been the one to do the celery experiment. Not sure the purpose of using your group just to copy from board.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You activiated the lesson with a video showing how to regroup in addition.  The video was very supportive of the students' learning as it demonstrated, step by step, how to add with regrouping. The students were clearly engaged. You discussed/demonstrated the importance of lining up the numbers correctly when adding.   The slides you had made for this were extremely clear  helpful. When you asked the students what was wrong with the problem 37+48, you were assessing the students' understanding regarding how the problems must be written in order to solve. There was no wait time after your questions, because the students were shouting out the answers. I did not observe the closing, as I had to leave for another lesson observation.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You  provided a thorough introduction/explanation of stations. You shared a slide with all information,,,so supportive Teaches them to read directions and be more independent, so organized. Students knew exactly what station they needed to go to .  You had your own small group. You began the lesson giving students a frog puzzle to get them excited about learning about frogs and toads. Great launch/attention getter! You accessed prior knowledge when you asked if they had ever seen a frong or a toad.  You also asked if they know what makes frogs and toads different. You gave the students a passage about frogs and toads to first read silently to themselves. You then had the students follow along as you read the passage aloud. Some of the students were "tracking print" as you read.  At this age, it is a good idea for all to do this. It helps to keep the students on task and engaged. You then had the students read the passage all together. You asked questions having students look for similarities or differences with frogs and toads.  You had an anchor chart and pointed out "compare" and "contrast" words. This was great support for helping the students understand the difference between the two and what words to look for or use when comparing and contrasting. You had the students practice comparing and contrasting the two animals when you gave them a Venn Diagram.  You had the students, in pairs, place the cut out facts where they needed to go.  You reminded the students they were allowed to look back at the passage if they could not remember or to check their work. You closed the lesson by giving the students a sentence frame and had them write comparing/contrasting sentences. The students in this small group then became the teachers and taught the lesson they were just taught to their classmates in small groups.  What a great idea! You had higher order thinking questions in your lesson plan, however you did not ask many of them. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		You had them sitting on the carpet and listening to you...then you lost them when you had them get up and get whiteboards and come back to carpet.  You probably should have had them get the boards on the way to the carpet at the beginning.  During the activity, it was difficult to see what was written on the blue sheets that you showed for them to fill in the blank with a collective noun.  I don't know that at second grade level they have the ability to know if by putting the word in the blank would it make "sense".  Students seemed to enjoy the activity of matching the picture/word/collective nouns. Be careful of saying "Alright" and "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The lesson began with a youtube video about the distributive property. The teacher gave explicit directions on how to complete the interactive notebooks. Great! The teacher modeled the first problem before letting the students begin the interactive notebook. The teacher did a great job moving into small groups. Great! The teacher showed the students the positive things that would happen if they worked quietly.  Great way to encourage positive behavior!  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had a very engaging lesson with the students. The students responded well to all of the questions during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job of reviewing Math vocabulary throughout the lesson. The video about fractions was a great way to let the students be involved. The students loved singing the words along with the video! The teacher had the students on the floor at the beginning of the lesson with white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the problems on the powerpoint DRAW IT WITH ME! GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint and BOX in the important vocabulary words. The teacher did a good job of explaining the game-FRACTION GOLF. Good job explaining the rules of the game. The game was a little hard for some of the students. GROW-The teacher needs a back up game if the game she has prepared is too hard. Overall the lesson was good!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		A vocabulary word box would have beneficial for this lesson since the students were expected to remember several key terms. Good opening activity. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You opened the lesson with a video that discussed the material for the lesson.  It caught studnt interest.  You were ready for students with their texts on the desks ready to go.  Slow down when reading to class and stop and ask questions to be sure that students understand the vocabulary.  Had choice boards for students to pick activities from to complete.  Choice board activities incorporated technology.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You began the lesson telling the children they would be learning about good dental health. You connected the lesson to the visit with a dentist in the media center which had occurred earlier in the day.  Terrific way to build connections for your students! You held up a piece of chocolate anasked it it was good or bad for their teeth.  You did the same with an apple.  You explained which was good and which was not after the student shared their responses. You asked the students what causes cavitites. One of the students remembered the word plaque from hearing from the dentist earlier. You held up a picture of teeth and students were able to tell you the teeth were covered with "sugar bugs" which is the cause of plaque, which can lead to cavitites. As the lesson progressed you repeatedly  emphasized the learning goals with the students.  Excellent support for learning. You gave each student laminated teeth,a toothbrush, and "toothpaste" (shaving cream).  The students were to brush the teeth in order to get rid of the "sugar bugs".  You emphasized that they were to continue brushing even when there were no longer any visible bugs, because there are germs we can't see. You played a song and they were to brush for the length of the song, which was 2 minutes.  This is the length of time we should all brush our teeth.  This was an excellent way to drive home the idea of just how long two minutes of brushing is!  At the end of the song, the students were eager to hold up their shiny teeth. You closed the lesson reading a very engaging book about the importance of brushing teeth.  You asked questions as you read the book assessing the students' understanding. You displayed large "good tooth" and a large "bad tooth".  You gave each group of students a picture of some food. The group was to decide whether the food would go on the good tooth or the bad tooth, depending on what kind of food it was. 

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern works encouragement into her group questions, and helps to give students confidence in their learning. This in turn is helpful when they need to self correct an answer.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate demonstrates good questioning skills overall, but does very well with wait time. She offers just the right mix of encouragement along with high expectations. When appropriate, the teacher candidate will model the pronunciation of a word and then say, "repeat after me,' eliciting the correct pronunciation from the whole group and at times individual students. This was very well done. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Powet point was right on. The visuals were very helpful. Great instruction on simple machines. *Bring in real things to show. Nothing better than the real thing! *Bring in purpose of simple machines in our everyday life. Spend time talking about importance! *It was a little confusing on wheether this was an intro to all simple machines or if you were concentrating on one. You always want the observer to be able to follow your lesson clearly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Wow! One of the best welcomes I have heard.  You welcomed your class as they walked in and told them your expectations.  It is obvious that they love you as their teacher.  You are motivating and make learning fun!  You did a quick review of previous learning.   suggestions- Give some brief instruction before you start the weighing activity.  (you did this more on the 2nd group) Make sure your directions are clear.  Give explicit rules on what they are to do.  Too much down time.   Does your Standard match your activity?   Use your EQ as you close the lesson to summarize why weight changes.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You had a model for the students to refer to when completing the activity.  You had everything they could need to complete the project which eliminated the need for them to get up again. Loved the way you renamed te properties so the students could remember them.  You provided lots of examples and then allowed students to make the example.  You were very positive with the students, giving them lots of encouragement to participate.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Opening was good as you asked them to talk in their groups about what they know about whole numbers and fractions. *They need to share these answers. Flocabulary videos are meaningful but always make sure to create purpose. Either ask questions about it or ask fo students to tell something they heard that was important. Great job on direct and guided instruction. Students love working out problems on the board. *possibly have the others working out at their desks at same time on paper . This helps to keep them engaged. Loved, loved the small groups. The envelope just create some excitement for the activity. *Good thinking on having separate problems in envelope for gifted students. *Don't forget to do the closing/summarizing. Ticket out the door is an assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students have a balance of instruction, group practice, and individual practice. A strength in this lesson during the group, guided practice would be the questions posed by the teacher (intern). The wait time is nearly perfect, even when students call out an answer that is not correct, she knows when to wait briefly for them to self correct. Another positive aspect of questioning happened when no students answered a question at all. After a reasonable amount of wait time, the intern repeated the question. This seemed to give students clarity to make sure they understood the question, and their answers came quckly and with confidence.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate did a nice job of leading the students in guided practice, with appropriat e verbal coaching to help them move through the math problems. The manner in which the teacher candidate talks the students through working a math problem supports their learning and gives them the opportunity to self assess The teacher candidate coordinated having a small portion of time for various leveled groups with the visiting special education teacher, and the regular classroom teacher - each leading a group whille the teacher candidate conducted more practice of the math skills. 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated her standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job explaining the standard in kid friendly terms. The teacher showed a School House Rock video. Great introduction to the subject Collective nouns. Stations were explained- Great that you demonstrated the GO Fish game for the station. **Too many okays! The teacher did a great job of explaining the stations before the students began their rotations. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Great afternoon lesson!  You had good energy throughout the lesson.  You kept the students' attention during the lesson.  You asked good questions during your reading of "Dot the Fire Dog".  The firefighter song your group made up was very clever and the students really, really liked the song and movements.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		*You were teaching a small group today, however, I want to see you welcome your class, tell them what they would be doing, and then transition them into their groups. This brings experience and practice for you. It also shows me how you do with transitions. You can use that time to introduce Standards, EQs and set expectations for what they were be learning today. *Dig into the questioning more. When you asked "Why did Rosa Parks get arrested?" He answered the question but dig deeper. Make your students think. The boycott question was a good one that the student answered. Talk about the definition of certains words like "defiance"

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The students enjoyed the opening game where they tried to match the vocabulary word with the definition. These were the words used in the story so it prepared them for the reading. Throughout the reading. you stopped and asked questions. You did a good job with higher order questions-having students discuss what might happen, how the characters might have felt, how they would feel if in the same situation. The character was their age so the students could relate. Make sure you know how to pronounce all the words before reading to students.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You reviewed prior learning.  You were very encouraging to students asking for their input.  When technology wasn't working you went right on with the lesson.  When technology was available you seemlessly incorporated it.  You made sure students understood the vocabulary-asking them for definitions, explanations.  You explained the reason for sreating the flip book.You closed the lesson with a review of material and asked for student questions.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good Brainpop to open the lesson. I think it would have been beneficial for the key vocabulary to be posted. Always try to find a way to relate the lesson to real-life.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Not a bad lesson but some information needed more explanation possibly.  Students were to take notes on information on the board and discussion.  I know that you handed out different sheets to fill out but "why" did you??  Some "gifted" students are not good at writing things down...might have been better to give everyone the fill-in sheet.  You might have been able to get more discussion going instead of waiting for them to write.   You gave good additional information and explanation as they were reading in their textbooks.  I liked the activity of them writing down three facts about the major issues that were talked about during the lesson.  

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher began the lesson by sharing an Emotion Commotion powerpoint. The teacher had great questions about the powerpoint. The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher let the students show them their different emotions with their facial expressions. The teacher discussed several different emotions during the lesson. The teacher had an outstanding powerpoint about emotions. The teacher instructed the students to get out their glue sticks to make their emojis. Each student received a bag with a different emoji. The teacher gave explicit instructions to make their emoji paper paper plate. The students had to write a complete sentence about their emoji. *After passing out the ziploc bags with the emojis, the teacher could have let all of the students share what emojis they had. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good review of Civil War as you opened up lesson. Use this time to ask high level questions.  Ask their opinions on things.   I liked how you talked and pointed out things during video, helping them have a visual of what they had previously learned.   suggestion- After video, ask more questions.  You showed it for a purpose! Dig deep in your instruction, whether it's review or not.  The students need to hear instruction over and over.  suggestion- Make your directions more explicit.  Set your expectations, rules, and directions of what you expect on flip book. suggestion- Give positive comments to your students.  Important! The flip books (fact and fiction) was a good idea. suggestion- Make a connection to each thing you do.  Each activity should lead into the next.  In other words, why are they making a flip book?  Give meaning to each thing you do.   suggestion- Have a time limit.  this helps with time management for you and the students.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		*Loved, loved your opening. You first reviewed vocabulary words before moving into the Flocab video. You instructed your students to raise their hand every time they heard a word in the video that they had been learning about. The video was POWERFUL! *Questioning was awesome! Good job in getting your students to think! You challenged them to explore options. *The T chart was a great idea / visual for them to give reasons on why or why not Truman dropped the Atomic Bomb. Transitions went well as you transitioned into debate groups. You set your expectations and explained the directions well. *Question....could you have left out your debate on the T chart and let them do it on their own within their group?  I felt like it was basically the same thing.  This could have helped with time.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The opening rap was a good motivator, but what was your purpose? Possibly before they listen to it, ask some review questions about what they have been learning in math. Tell them to listen to some key words in rap. You offered them a new strategy (butterfly method) in helping them remember how to add fractions with uncommon denominators. Talk about how strategies help us remember a pattern, etc. Your want to create this method as so meaningful that they understand the purpose behind it. When you asked, "Can it be simplified?" he answered " No." Don&#39;t just say "That&#39;s right." Ask "Why not?" Remember how important your questioning is. Dig deep to make sure they understand they whys and why nots. Great that you differntiated among your classes. What works with one, may not with another. Having this class in 2 monitored groups, instead of several independent stations was a good plan. Good job in delivering your content. You have a gift in helping them understand.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with a clear explanation of what standards the students would be practicing during stations. You then explained each of the 6 stations including what to do when finished and your expectations for them as they worked. You explained the amount of time they would have at each station. The stations were perfect for the geomentry skills which had already been taught. You had all materials ready....containers for materials, playing pieces, directions. Because students were involved in stations there were not opportunities for higher order questioning and wait time. When transitioning you might want to say something like, "Without conversation tiptoe to your next station." The students got a little cranked up when transitioning and then it took them a couple of min. to settle back down for the next station. Perhaps have more than one card with the website for the Brain Pop video you wanted them to watch.. This will enable all to log on immediately and not have to wait their turn to see the sheet with the website.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with an engaging Rap song about prime numbers. This was great, but it did not address composite numbers factors or multiples.  This is when it would have been appropriate for you to address them, after the prime number wrap. You then handed out a chart...What Do You Know?...for students to fill out explaining what they remembered about prime and composite numbers, factors, and multiples. The students, sitting closest to me, were struggling with what to write. If others were struggling, this would have been a good time to "adjust" the lesson plan and fill out the chart together. You could have asked for responses and worked together, as a class to define each of these terms. Writing them on the board for them to copy would have been supportive of their learning and the chart would have served as a reference tool for future use. As this was a review lesson, it is always a good idea to start out demonstrating/reviewing the various terms/points to be reviewed. This will help prepare them for the rest of the lesson. Having Mrs. Maxwell work with a struggling group is always a great way to differentiate.  Please feel free, as I have said, to use her during your lessons!  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I like how you started the lesson on a personal not..."I am so sleepy".  This put you into the lesson with them.  Good questioning during the lesson especially while they were working on worksheet togeter with you.  You also used directionality while going through the worksheet...next one to the right...back on the left side.  Sequence of going through the emotions and drawing the expressions together, then having them color allowed you to control the learning.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		*You opened your lesson with reviewing what they knew about multiplying whole numbers and add/subtracting fractions. *Set your expectations and directions.. When you pass out manipulatives, tell them what to do. Tell them to get their hands off the tiles or you will take them up. You set the boundaries so they know their expectations. Great job in reviewing and questioning. Loved that you had fraction tiles for them to use. (I was confused about the 1/10 fractile tiles over the 1. There were only 9 put up there. Did you realize this?) You also used white boards for them to work out the problems on board. This helped your students to stay engaged. Glad that you allowed student to work problems out on board, and wonderful that you had them to tell in detail how they got to each step!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Opened mini lesson with a quick introduction to compound words with students giving examples that they could think of. Engaged students with a Brain POP video on compound words, Students then read a book with you and listened for compound words. The activity allowed them to go back through the text and make a list of compound words. When next group came to you, they were allowed to read the text independently. I was glad to see you adjust the lesson based on the students needs. Be sure to check tricky words before the lesson so you are prepared to deal with them.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You activated the lesson asking students what they knew about leaves. You had a picture of some leaves on the board. Connecting the colors the leaves are now to the colors they are duing spring and summer may have helped students understand what happens to leaves in the fall. You read a book, Leaf Man. You related the book to real-life leaves blowing.  Something they had all seen/experienced. It is good to make these connections. You stopped during the lesson to ask a question. Asking more questions would have checked their comprehension better. You read the book with a very engaging voice. The students wanted to listen to you read. You had the students transition from the floor to their tables by calling one group at a time. Perfectly done. No instructional time lost. You had the students each make their own "leaf man". You had all materials ready at each of the tables. You encouraged the students to be creative. There wasn't a closing to the lesson. They just finished their craft.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Opened by asking students for the defination of a star-to engage them more, you might have a picture of a star for them to look at. Good mix of instruction and student participation. During transitions be sure you have everyone's attention-some still talking while you were giving directions. You matched students for second part of the activity. Some students took longer to finish part 1 so when they found their partner for part 2-the work was already complete.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with the standard and I can statement.  Had a video on context clues to engage students in the lesson.  Great discussion on vocabulary to be sure students had understanding of the terma.  Had students apply context clues while reading the book aloud.  Asked lots of "why" wuestions to have students explain their answers.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard was posted and discussed witht he students at the opening of the lesson.  Leson consisted of students watching a viseo and taking notes throughout.  Video was stoppped and student understanding and recall was assessed. Students also completed a graphic organizer of material presnted. Lesson plan is to be sent to supervisor 48 hours prior to teaching the lesson. There was little student engagement or participation in lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You opened with students recalling pevious learned material.  You incorporated recall questions as well as understanding questions-getting students to explain their thinking. You called on multiple students making sure to include as many different students as possible. Your class management was great.  Students were engaged, on task.  You were very positive with the students and encouraged them as they answered.  You made sure students were ready with materials before moving on with the next direction.  You monitored students as they worked-making sure they understood the task, encouraging students as they worked, redirecting when necessary.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson at the beginning. The teacher passed out worksheets while the Flocabulary video was showing. The teacher asked the students after the viewing of the Flocabulary video. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the worksheet on subjects and verbs. *The teacher needs to monitor the students by walking around the students at their desks as they work. *The teacher does not need to just walk back and forth in the front of the room. The teacher did a good job asking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher divided the students up into different reading groups by color. *The teacher needed to give the instructions for the worksheet before she dismissed the students to their groups. *The teacher needed to review the answers of the students on the first worksheet before beginning the next part of her lesson. The teacher be

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  Materials need to be more readily available when handing out center activity.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good beginning with your "Mystery Bag" of items.  You modelled what they were going to do by placing the names of the items on a graphic organizers and then they determined main idea which you wrote in the center.  Book you read about "pumpkins" very appropriate for this time of year.  Instead of reading the whole book, you might have read a portions then start filling out their worksheet.  I think that would have gotten to your objective easier.  I really like you typing the information on the promethian.  Remember...you are the "Differentiator"...how many ways can you show the standard for student understanding.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good showing the video about the Iditarod before reading the passage.  I liked the way you read the passage and stopped to let the students say the next word.  That keeps them tracking the text.  Answering the two questions together with the class allowed them to practice finding details in the text.  There was a little confusion about one of the questions but you got them back on track.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You began the lesson with "popcorn" reading from the Social Studies textbook. You discussed and asked questions throughout the reading to ensure your students'  understanding of the content. You discussed how the roles of women had changed, since the men were at war. You shared a slide from your PowerPt. presentation showing the different roles women fulfilled during the war. You asked how Rosie the Riveter was a good icon during this time, which was an higher order thinking question. You had the students complete an insert page for their interactive Social Studies notebooks regarding how women helped with the war effort . The students did this with ease because you had scaffolded their learning though the reading and the slides shared. You went on to discuss how opportunity cost , rations, and victory gardens were a part of life during the time of war.  In order to have students demonstrate their understanding of these 3 concepts you had them complete another interative page.  They were asked to provide a description/definition, illustration, and caption sentence based on their illustration of each of these 3 words. At the end of the lesson you reviewed the lesson goals and had them complete a Ticket Out the Door. They were required to to write one way women helped with the war effort. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You read the informational text on each of the generals and the students, with your guidance, highlighted the important facts. Be sure to practice what you plan to read, for any lesson, before teaching in order to ensure you know how to pronounce all words. You guided the students through transferring the highlighted information about the generals to their description pages. Well done!  Excellent support! You used a variety of strategies to address the different learning styles of your students: direct instruction, guideded instruction, technology, visual aids, and the handouts for their interactive S.S. notebooks. Allow time to revisit the E.Q. at the end of the lesson. I am assuming this is the first time they have heard this information and revisiting the EQ circles back around to the whole point of the lesson....what they were to learn.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be specific when telling the students what they have done well. " I like the way you _________________" Include questions that begin with words like: how, why, explain in order to have students gain a deeper depth of knowledge. Movement from rug to tables went very smoothly. No loss of instructional time. 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		When you are reviewing information it is always good to really think about how can I keep the students' attention.  Students really didn't seem to have a good grasp of the information they needed to be successful during the lesson.  When you are working with information that includes animals, birds, plants, physical land features it is always good to use pictures to reinforce the learning.  You did some good prompting for answers and clarification of information.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The lesson opening that had students quickly discussing how to identify a main idea engaged every single student right away. Students were enthusiastic about coming up with a good response to share with the class. Having the boys repeat the main idea, and then the girls do the same gave all students a chance to either hear or say the purpose of learning. A main idea graphic was on chart paper with the I can statement. There was an example given before the passage that students worked on together. Differentiation is addreesed by multiple means. Passages are read aloud anytime they are used to make sure all students have heard the contents. Student handouts were displayed on the screen as well, and the students have the same paper in their hand, giving extra support for any students who need to re-read the passage. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate encourages all of her students as the work through the lesson and provides appropriate support. She has some room for growth in opening the lesson, but it was overall very well planned and executed. However, she was clear with stating the purpose of learning at the beginning of the lesson. Helping students understand the purpose of the lesson sets them and the teacher candidate up for success.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You began the lesson discussing good and poor snacks for teeth. You asked the students why their teeth would be happy of they ate an apple vs. cookies. This was followed with a discussion of the sugar contained in the cookies that is not good for their teeth. You gave each of the students baggies with a toothbrush, and laminated teeth.  Students were to brush away "sugar bugs" on the teeth as the song played.  The video was good. Perhaps have them watch it the first time and then brush the teeth the second time.  I am not sure how long the song was, but it would have been good to play it for 2 minutes in order for the students to see/understand just how long they are to brush their teeth. You collected the baggies and then asked the students how long they are to brush their teeth when brushing. You handed out 4 pictures of foods, two heathy and two sugary.  The students were to determine which were healthy and which were not.  You had two large cut outs of a tooth, one was a happy tooth and the other was a sad tooth. You had the students decide which tooth their particular food would be placed. Try asking "why" they chose the happy or the sad tooth chart for their particular food item.  This would be an example of an higher order thinking question for kindergarteners. You then read a pop-up book called Brush Your Teeth Please.  Great choice!  The students were engaged and thoroughly enjoyed the book.  Try elaborating on the information on some of the pages in order to review the lesson goals again. You closed the lesson asking the students to tell you the kinds of food they would ask their mothers to buy that would be healthy for their teeth. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Effective use of technology -actively involves students in solving example problems -uses number line on floor to help students practice -offers individual assistance as needed during guided practice -Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding -Works within structure of split groups with co-teacher that visits class for math

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Overall, this is a well delivered lesson in which the teacher candidate is able to share strategies with students for solving a particular type of math problem that includes fractions. Because of the overall strong and consistent delivery of the lesson, it is difficult to determine what is truly exemplary. During the independent practice, the intern gave individual assistance to a number of students in a way that allowed them to catch up if needed, while at the same time receiving the extra explanation that would help them understand what they needed to do.So that earns an exemplary and it is paired with appropriate tone and voice levels from the final section (classroom management). There is an art to giving individual assistance without "broadcasting" a student's struggles to the class. You did a great job of making that work as you visited one on one with those who needed it during independent practice.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Used a song to reenforce characteristics of regions of Ga.  The slides tied the regions into real world experiences of the students and allowed you to monitor student understanding. You monitored students as they worked in groups.  Throughout lesson you set expectations for behavior an there were no student behavior issues at all.  Great encouragement of students as they did what was asked and as they answered questions. You encouraged students to do their best-using capital letters, complete sentences, show me what you know.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Good lesson.  Going back over previous knowledge and putting information on graphic organizer helped to reinforce information they would need to be success doing your activity.  Make sure when you are giving directions that you say everything at once.  Very difficult to go back and insert something you want them to do.  Might be good to write directions on promethean board or include in power point for a visual reminder.  Great activity allowed students to implement their knowledge and be creative with their writing.  Glad you used a timer to keep within the class time to complete the activity.  Good specific feedback..."I like how you used dialogue in it".

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Due to the observation before yours, I was late arriving and did not see the introduction of your lesson. This is why there is a "Not Observed" mark. You asked very few higher order thinking questions.  I will give you a Depth of Knowledge handout to help you with kind of questioning. You used a variety of teaching strategies: direct instruction, guided instruction, technology, and visual aids. Well done! The slides allowed the students plenty of practice with how to form contractions.  This was excellent support for the students learning. You did an outstanding job of scaffolding the learning for your students. Did not observe closing of lesson, as you ran out of time. I know you had an activity for them to do, but you can always very quickly, ask the E.Q. as a closing for the lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson with a picture of the Disney Princess Cinderella. You guided the students though a discussion of the main characters, the setting, and main ideas of the story. As these were shared by the students, you made a list of them on the board with the heading "Cinderella". You then read the book Dinorella . You had the students make predictions before you read the book. This was an excellent prereading strategy, as all good readers make predictions. After reading the book, you went through the same process having students share the main characters etc. You then lead a discussion regarding what it means to compare and contrast something. You shared an anchor chart with the vocabulary specific to comparing something as well as contrasting . This was excellent support for compare/contrast writng experiences later, as well as helping them decide where their sentence strips were to go on their own Venn Diagrams. You led a discussion of how the two stories were alike and different. Students were then given a Venn Diagram with the typed information from each story. They were to cut out the events and determine which part of the Venn Diagram they belonged. Having the sentences typed up allowed them more time for making decisions rather than writing out the sentences on their own. Nice scaffolding. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing students' understanding and giving help as needed. You used good time management when you told them they had 3 more min. left to complete the assignment. This tells the students they must stay on task in order to complete their work in a timely manner.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good lesson over prefixes.  Brain Pop video is a great way to begin a lesson...students really paid attention.  Liked the way you typed the words the students gave you on the computer that showed on the screen.  Students did a good job of making new words from prefixes and root words.  Good class participation.  You might want to make the information on the board BIGGER so that all can see.  

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good starting the lesson with an entertaining video.  Second video used for instuction - you explained how they were gooing to complete the worksheet "with" the video.  Good job of pausing the video to have a discussion about which abstract nouns should be chosen.  When it came to substituting abstract noun in sentence...it might have been better if you had "modeled" the first one with the class.  You did a great job going around and monitoring how the students were working on their worksheets.  You recognized that they all need the word list to help achieve your goal.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good referring back to previously learned information.  SAY NUMBERS CORRECTLY!!  You said "hundred AND seventy-nine degrees...should be hundred seventy-nine degrees!!  Good flow from one activity to another.   Great video - Number Rap...referred back to it talking about the shapes of the day. Be careful giving general information that may not be true at all times...you said a "vertex" was a corner...it may be but not always. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You did a good job getting students involved in the lesson.  Students love to see their teachers&#39; names in story problems they have an opportunity to solve.  Be careful saying numbers over 100...there is NO "AND".  The only time you say AND is if there is a decimal in the number.  You did a great job of stressing the steps to solving a long division problem and following all of them.  Remember you are the "Differentiator"...think...how many ways can I show what I want my students to do.  Always talk through everything when you are modelling. Good transitions between activities.  

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure lesson opening clearly defines the purpose of the lesson. Take advantage of the technology that is available in the classroom. You gave good reinforcement to the students.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The opening of the lesson was too quick! The teacher needed to slow down and take her time in her explanation of the assignment. The lesson was about inherited traits and learned behaviors. The teacher had the students become Narfs. The teacher did a good job explaining the worksheet. The students at their seats answered the questions on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job calling on the students to answer higher order thinking questions.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Slow down Differentiation is in plan and work was in the co-teaching Had both guided and independent practice

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great opening as you reviewed the book Wizard of Oz.  You also reviewed comprehension and why it was so important. You read aloud with good expression and asked predictive questions.   Loved the idea of the various students asking "teacher questions" after story was over. Good directions as they were moving into writing time.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question. *The teacher needs to work on behavior management for the students. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats. The subject matter of the lesson was hard to cover because of the distractions of the students. The teacher was sharing information with the students about the different rivers in Georgia. The teacher had a good powerpoint illustrating the different rivers. *The teacher needed to break the lesson down into smaller segments so the students would be able to grasp the information better. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Lots of discussion with the students on the similarities and differences of the two books. During the reading of the book you stopped to have students talk about that version of the book. You incorporated :why" questions to guage student understanding. Before moving to activity you made sure students knew what resources they could use. Loved that you took an accomodation needed by one student and allowed all of the class to use the large paper format.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You began with a video about concrete and abstract nouns. You told the students what they needed to be listening for as they were watching the video.  This is a great technique, as it gives the student a purpose for staying engaged in the video. You gave each student a G.O. and  the students were to fill in the definition of an abstract noun. Then you asked the students for examples of abstract nouns. You wrote these on the board as they were given so there was no time lost on spelling of the examples.  Be careful with your own spelling- "quiete". When examples are given, it is always good to ask why they think as they do.  If an incorrect response is given it is good to lead them through understanding why it is not an abstract noun. Having students explain their answers takes their understanding to a deeper depth of knowledge. How could you have differentiated this lesson for your students more?  Could you have ability grouped the teams when playing the game and had different level sentences for each group? Give more points to the teams that could explain why the noun was abstract? Having students become involved with the reading of the sentences in the game would be another way to engage students. Ask a higher ability student with a good, loud voice to read the sentences, perhaps. This also helps keep students on task becasue they don't know when/if they will be called upon to read. You were unable  to give appropriate wait time for student answers, because you were allowing them to shout out the answers.  Be sure to set expectations regarding behavior for every part of every lesson you teach.  They cannot be held accountable if they do not know your expectations. The transition from working on the G.O. to getting ready to play the game was not orderly. Instructional time was lost and allowed the students to get more "wound up". Smooth transitions keep the students focused on their learning and does not allow for loss of instructional time. The students were divided into teams and they were to identify the abstract noun in the sentences you provided on the P. Board.  Be sure to call on a variety of students in order to ensure all students are on task.  If the class has white boards, all students could have written down their answer and you could have randomly called on students to show their answers in order to get points. This ensures all are trying to get the correct answer in order not to let their teammates down. You closed the lesson by revisiting and discussing  the "I can statement" and had the students give examples of abstract nouns. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You had students LOOK for what adverbs tell as they watched the Brain Pop video. You gave them a purpose! Having the worksheet on the promethean board would bave helped all to see what you were doing. You gave the students a helpful hint when you pointed out many, but not all, adverbs end in ly. A quick review of verbs might have been helpful, as the verb must be found before one can identify the adverb. At least one student in the class would have benefitted from this quick review. The game was so engaging and fun for the students. It perfectly supported the standard. It doesn't get any better than this! Think of how you could ensure the captains of each team were truly conferring with their teammates regarding the answers and not just giving the answers on their own.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson.  I liked the way you put the standard in "kid" language.  Students were very attentive and wanted to participate.  When reading the rules...you stressed the important words.  Try and call on students with their hands down.  It is an easy way to monitor the class.  Easy transition to activity.  Having a student give the directions a second time helped to reinforce what they were to do.  Great job of setting timer when you told them they had 10 minutes!!  Time management is sometimes a problem.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students worked well independently on their Weekly Language Review.  Ready Book activity then had to do with Recounting Stories.  I liked the way you restated the learning sentence to clarify the goal of the lesson.  Might need to tell the students to read "louder".  It was difficult to hear some of them as they read.  You also only called on students with their hands up...a good way to check on understanding is to call on students with hands down as well.  I liked the way you walked around the room and checked on students' progress as they were filling in their answers.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- A great motivator (or opening)  would be to use props to help you and get your students hooked!   For example, in talking about themes, show a boring book cover, but bring out that the story is fabulous!  (Don't judge a book by cover).  Show a picture of the tortoise and the hare on Prom board as you talk about "Slow and steady wins the race".   suggestion- Before reading the passage, give them more instruction about how to watch for the theme.  This gives them forward thinking. (something to focus on) Good job explaining what the  theme is "not".   Nice balance of direct instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.  Glad you used all passages to go over and you used these to ask your higher level questions about "theme" of story Good job using different strategies for learning. Wonderful closing as you recapped what they had learned.  You went full circle back to Standard.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Great Job!!

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Starting out with a graphic organizer KWL was a great way to find out what they knew and what they wanted to know during the lesson.  Gave you an opportunity to make sure you were addressing their needs during the lesson.  Good discussion with your students and real life examples.  Having the students make a closed circuit with the materials allowed them to experience the connection or not. Good energy throughout.  Good subject knowledge.  Be careful of saying "OK?" after you give directions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You activated the lesson with a Verb Tense song that clearly engaged the students! They enjoyed singing it with you. You had the words to the song on a handout for the students to be able to sing along with you.  You then explained what the different parts of the song meant in regards to the lesson goal. Thus, making the song clearly a learning tool. The words on the chart, for the students to look at with you, was very supportive of their understanding of the song. You put card headings on the board for past, present, and future tense verbs.  You had examples of verbs and called on individual students to tell you what tense each was. You then demonstrated H.O.T. when you asked the student to change the tense of the verb to one of the other tenses. This was beautiful scaffolding for what the students were expected to do later in the lesson. You had the students explain how they knew what tense a verb was. Another example of H.O.T. You had the students apply their learning when you asked them to make up a sentence with a particular verb and then change the verb to another tense within the sentence. Another example of H.O.T.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had an anchor chart with the defintions of comparative and superlative adjectives. You discussed the differences between the two.  You explained why knowing these two types of adjectives was important when they wrote. You then moved on to the P.P. slide presentation you had made which explained comparative and superlative adjectives in greater detail. You had 3 students come up to the front of the classroom and used them to demonstrate the comparative and superlative forms of the adjective "tall". The students enjoyed this demonstration! You explained spelling changes were ofen necessary when forming these two types of adjectives. You had slides which gave the  rules to follow. At one point you started to assess their understanding of how more and most can be used with comparative and superlative adjectives. However , you had forgotten to discuss/teach this. You then had the students use their white boards to indicate which spelling of the superlative or comparative adjectives was correct. The students had to look very closely and remember the spelling rules. The students were engaged and most were choosing the correct response.  It is always a good idea to ask "why" they think as they do. This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge. You continued to build your students' understanding when you used cut out adjectives and had them place them under the correct heading....comparative and superlative on the board. The students were then directed to choose and adjective and write it in its' regular, comparative, and superlative forms. They were then to write a sentence with each form.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher began the lesson by showing a germ youtube. The teacher shared the booklet, Germs, with the students. The teacher did a good job with the read aloud showing the pictures as she read the book aloud. The teacher had the students wash their hands and sing the ABC's. The teacher gave the students instructions about their booklet Germs before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher had a great dismissal to their seats. The teacher has a good voice quality. *The teacher needed to go to each student's seat to check if they are circling the answers correctly. *The teacher needed to put the paper on an overhead so the students knew how to answer the questions with the yes or no answer. The teacher did walk around and check the answers of each student. *As she was checking, she could have continued to discuss germs with the students. The attention span of the students is very short. *The teacher needs different attention getters for the lesson to refocus the students. The teacher had the students return to the carpet for the conclusion of the lesson. The students watched the Brain pop on germs. *The teacher needs to take advantage of learning opportunities to teach different subject matter. There was too much down time for the lesson. The conclusion of the Brain Pop was good for the students. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about germs and what they learned in the lesson.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		"Who am I?" great way to review the information needed later for the lesson.  Good experience for the students to use the chrome book.  Glad you went over just a "piece" of the directions at a time...top half of trading card...then had them go back to their seats to do it. Be careful of saying "OK?" after a direction.  When you praise a student you need to say more than "Good job".  What did they do a good job doing??  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, good transition into lesson.  Flowed well.  Gave clear directions and they followed your instructions on getting their booklets ready. Tip:  It's a great life skill for getting the booklets ready, but it took a long time.  A lot of instructional time.  Could you do these ahead of time?

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Activated prior learning on fairy tales/folk tales. While reading the book, you stopped to discuss similiarities and differences in the 2 versions of the book. Your students had lots to contribute to the discussion and were very engaged in the lesson. Students created their own Venn Diagram to compare/contrast the books.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Make sure you use the same vocabulary terms in the lesson and in EQ. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The lesson began with a Brain pop about Henry Hudson. The students were instructed to take notes during the Brain Pop. After the Brain Pop, the teacher asked good questions about the content of the video. The teacher had great command of the subject matter. *The teacher needed to let the students return to their seats, before giving the instructions for the lesson. The teacher gave instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a good job of checking the student's work when they completed the questions. Good monitoring of students. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning...paraphrased students' answers and added to as needed.  Great active activity.  You probably should have put an example on the board of what they were to do...there was some confusion.  Also should have given them directions on what to do when they completed the activity.  I liked the way you put their results on the board and had them read with "greater than, less than, and equal to".  Make sure they always read from left to right.  Good showing fraction and its equivalent decimal.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning to get students involved in the lesson.  Modelling washing their hands to the ABC song will allow them to practice the alphabet while washing away germs.  I liked the way you had them go back to their seats by "crawling like a cat".  Worksheet went along with the process you had modelled.  You might have had them number the pictures in order before you had them color.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with a review of prior knowledge.  Lots of questions to get students thinking/explaining.  Had powerpoint for students.  When PPt wasn't working correctly-went right on with lesson.  Related the vocabulary to real world experiences of children.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opening activated student prior learning on main idea and supporting details.  You engaged students with the mystery bag.  They wanted to know what was in it , were eager to find out. You discussed with the students what to think about as they read the passage, focusing their attention to important details. You provided reader strips for students who struggle with staying on the correct line. Had student read aloud to you to you. You did a good job of keeping students involved in the lesson with close proximity, calling on all students in group, having them mark details.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The lesson opened with questions about fire safety and the fire truck that visited the school today. The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating the fire safety. The teacher selected three students to dial 911 on her large black and white phone. The teacher had a great powerpoint to guide her questioning about fire safety. The teacher involved the students by having them select different types of clothing to dress the firefighter. The teacher did a read aloud-"Let's Read A Firefighter". The teacher shared another youtube song about fire safety. The teacher explained the worksheets before the students went to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Make sure you relate the lesson to real life examples. Spend more time with lesson dialogue. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were instructed to get out their whiteboards.   The students completed an array to illustrate the word problem.  

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher gave information on each layer of soil. *The teacher could have let the students read the information from the powerpoint on the different layers of the soil. Good job having a team manager.  *The teacher needed to give more explicit instructions about the worksheet. *The teacher was a little unorganized with the sequence of the lesson. *The lesson would have progressed smoother if the teacher had the directions on a powerpoint. Loved the idea of the layers of soil lesson.  The students really enjoyed making the layers of soil. The students were very engaged in the lesson. *The teacher needed to be in charge of the powerpoint.   

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Good beginning with the "Who am I?" game.  Allowed the students to review information they had learned and would need for the activity.  
Directions for the chrome book activity needed to be cut into smaller chunks.  You probably should have used one of the historic figures as an example instead of your name and info.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.  When you praise/encourage students say more than "Good job"...be more specific.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a youtube.  The teacher did a great job stopping and starting the youtube to ask the students questions. The teacher shared the story, Chrysanthemum.  The teacher asked several good questions about the book before reading the story. The teacher gave great instructions for the students. The teacher used the overhead to instruct the students how to fill out the graphic organizer. Great job explaining the worksheet before dismissing the students to their seats. The teacher is doing a great job controlling the students and progressing throughout her lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Opening was a review of three famous Americans that had been studied earlier. I really like the Who Am I bags and if would have been a great way to start by giving the bags and letting the students try to figure out who. Whenever you are writing on the SMARTboard, keep talking or asking questions. Try not to have down time- easy for students to be off task. Level of questioning- mostly recall. Try to add some higher level. Good support when students were answering questions and asking students if they anything to add. Good monitoring while students were working. Use a variety of strategies throughout the lesson. Since the lesson was a review lesson, had some guided practice especially with the writing prompt. Liked how you broke prompt down into parts. Closure came after lunch so I did not observe that part. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great opening to lesson. The kids were very motivated to learn. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Providing the simulated octapus eggs was a great idea!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		 A fable and explained what she wanted them to do in their groups. Asked if they had questions, then put them into groups that she had differentiated by ability. Good job monitoring students while they worked on their dramas, but you did not see the students who were off task until you walked over to their group. It would have been helpful if you asked questions of students when you visited their groups.Good use of timer and reminding students of time left! Used “CLASS CLASS< YES YES”, but you need to wait until all the students have their eyes on you and no conversations. You handled the firl who wanted to change groups well. Before groups started their performances, you reminded and reviewed the rules and expectations!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Very good lesson.  Great discussion with the students...they all wanted to tell you answers.  Lots of students gave soccer as an activity so the book you chose was very appropriate.  You kept the lesson going from one activity to the next which is important with the youger children to keep their attention.  You might have started the lesson doing some kind of physical activity before you started asking them about physical activity.  Good strategy to have them put their hands down and have each one give you an activity they did...you forgot to go back to a student who wasn't ready to answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		When I arrived you were in the middle of a two minute talk reviewing the difference between prime and composite numbers. You reviewed the vocabulary necessary to understand the lesson. You showed a video on Sieve Eratoshenes which was not only engaging, but was the perfect launch for this lesson! I learned a lot. All students were engaged and participated when you stopped the video to ask a question.  Terrific! You asked higher order thinking questions when you asked  them to explain the pattern they saw, why you were shading in certain numbers, and why 6 was not a prime number, to name a few. Transitions were seamless. The students knew what the procedures were for doing certain things. You supported your students' learning when you worked through the 100s chart using the Sieve of Eratosthenes with them.  Excellent guided instruction. You assessed your students understanding of prime/composite numbers when you gave each of them a number, had them tell whether it was prime or composite, and explain why. Your directions were clear and easy to follow at all times.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with the coin activity. You had students group, identify and draw the coins in their baggies and then add up the total amount of money. You circulated throughout the classroom monitoring the students' understanding and assisting as needed. Some students struggled with what the directions were. Perhaps modeling one bag would have given them the support they needed in order to understand your expectations. As they were writing the amounts you noticed the students were not writing the amounts of money using a decimal point. This would have been to tell them when you were giving instructions. It would have connected the activity with the lesson goal. Once you clarified the instructions, the students understood and were eagerly engaged in counting the coins and recording the data. Perhaps fewer bags of coins to count. I believe 5, half the amount, would have gotten the point across without dragging this out too long. You had students Think, Pair, Share what they remembered about decimals. The students struggled when you asked them what separated the whole and part? Reviewing a decimal with a whole number and a decimal part would have helped them understand your question. Write 4.53 and discuss the whole number and decimal part. You reviewed the place value chart using a slide and had the students draw one of their own. You then went over the amounts of money in each bag and had students tell you where the numbers would go on the place value chart. This reviewed what had been previously taught about decimals and the place valuie chart. You also had the students practice reading the decimals aloud. You pointed out there was two ways to say the decimal. When calling on students to say the decimal aloud, it would have been good to have one student say it one way and then call on another student to say it the second way. You then had students practice writing the decimals in written , standard and expanded forms.  You modeled for the students how to do this with the decimal .41.  This is excellent support as it clearly showe the students what your expectations are.  You reminded students to "SAY" the decimal to themselves when writing the decimal in written (word) form. Be very careful with feedback to your students.  You said, "You should have something like this."  In math, the answer can't be something like this. When you asked the students how to say four tenths they were very confused, because you had just said it. Perhaps point to the decimal on the board and ask someone to read it. You then went onto discuss how fractions and decimals go together.  A quick review of the parts of a fraction would have helped the students know how to respond when you asked them to write o.4 as a fraction. I had to leave before lesson came to a close.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good support of students as they answered questions, gave them wait time and positive praise. Asked questions throughout the power point and asked some application questions. The students had a flipbook to write notes down but it was a lot of notes to copy. Try using fill in the blanks using key terms. Be m,ore specific in feedback to students besides good and uh-huh. It was a review and some students were giving wrong information, always correct errors. I liked how you higlighted the key points for students to copy. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of technology enchanced the lesson and helped students visuallize the use of precise language. Skillfully given verbal directions at the beginning of class and throughout the lesson guided students to move through their various tasks. When appropriate, the teacher candidate moved the students into pairs, or "reading partners" which appeared to be a regular practice in this classroom. It was clear that the teacher candidate had been watching and learning from the cooperating teacher. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of the projector to share key words and details of the lesson was an effective way to help students be organized and focused.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the story of Johnny Appleseed. During the sharing of the story, the teacher put on a pot illustrating what Johnny Appleseeed wore during his lifetime.  During the read aloud, the teacher did a great job engaging the students by asking questions about the book. The teacher shared a song, Ten Little Apples.  The teacher sang the song for the students and then encouraged all of the students to sing.   Great job showing the students a finished product of the activity.  The teacher let the students make choices for their apple. The teacher did a good job explaining the entire activity for the students before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their apples.  

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Gained student attention with your Idiom crown at the beginning of the lesson. Activated prior learning on figurative speech. Played Kahoot-students were excited and engaged as they found the meaning for the idiom. Incorporated technology-students using chrome books for several parts of lesson. Used a strategy to ask questions that incorporated all students. Asked students questions during the story to be sure they were understanding the idioms used. Students worked together to create and illustrate their own new idiom.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		You really did not do any teaching in this lesson.  You put problems on the board for students to work.  You were not comfortable using the promethean board.  You did ask some good questions during this review lesson.  Transition to activity was good, except you did not read off names of students at table 4.  

		Williams		Julia		917462487		As we discussed, the children quickly picked up on the compare and contrast between the two stories. Remember to talk about unfamiliar words - porridge, cottage, Huskies. always talk about author/illustrator with young children. You can engage children by using different voices for the different characters. Even if it feels silly, the children love it. Students can be engaged by asking them to help with the repeated lines like "It was just right." When you write on the chart, think aloud as you write and illustrate how you know the next letter. "Bbbb, what letter makes that sound?", etc. Think about ways to dismiss the students in small numbers instead of all at once. 5 year old boys, 5 year old girls, 4 year old, etc. It reduces the number of children moving at once and encourages listening and thinking. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Liked that you opened with the class schedule posted and group rotations posted.  This helped students to know where to go and what they were going to do.  You guided instruction at the beginning of the lesson-allowing students to try on their own and then working it as a group.  When asking students "where does the decinal go?" follow up with Why?  Let them explain their thinking. Be sure to state what materials students need to bring with them to a station-this will help with wasted time and so much movement.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were working in a small group and all needed extra help with regrouping. You did a good job preparing for this lesson-you had the subtraction poem for each student along with a place value mat. Students were provided manipulatives to make the regrouping concrete. Good mix of instruction and student participation and guided and independent practice. There was some accomodation for some students with the highlighting of the ones place. This may have been more effective if it was highlighted as you worked instead of having them all highlighted at the beginning. Discussing it as you went with those 2 students may have been more meaningful. Good use of academic language. Having students become the teacher and tell you what to do allows you to guage their understanding of the process-glad to see you do this.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You reviewed prior learning and then the vocabulary for this lesson.  You had students explain the meaning of the vocabulary and explain Why.  You incorporated technology with the Prezi.  Students had a graphic organizer to record important infor from Prezi.  You incorporated lots of opportunities for students to explain their thinking.  You allowed students to reenact the Battle of Ft. Sumter outside.  They were able to understand how defenseless the fort was.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher did a great job reading the book, The Seasons. The teacher asked very challenging questions during the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the Season sheet with the different trees. The teacher had a great dismissal to tables.  The students were very quiet going to their tables.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in the lesson. The teacher did a great job explaining equal groups. The teacher modeled four groups of six equal 24. GROW-When students are counting cubes, have them move the cube. This will prevent them from getting confused about which cubes they have counted. GROW-If the question is too hard, make another easier question and then return to the harder question.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Working with students in various groups helped them to meet individual learning goals and provided differentiation as needed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lesson was basically good. Key terms need to be listed and defined on a visual chart so that your students can reference back to it as needed

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		You had a good introduction to lesson. Nice question of unfamiliar vocab in story - ex. electric appliance. Allow answer time for  students to process. You frequently asnwered your own questions. This is a difficult skill to develop - wait time. The T chart is a good pre-reading strategy. You might think about allowing students to place the pictures on t he T chart. You did a good review of the T chart. Having a real smoke detector would have been a good addition. Loved the "Point to nose" for the smoke detector smelling the smoke. Involving the body movements improves learning. Samples made ahead of time was great. THe materials all laid out was wonderful. You gave clear directions but only one time. Many children need a second telling of the directions. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Opened with real rocks and minerals and had students predict what it was--rock or mineral.  Brain Pop video was very relevant to lesson and you stopped it at points to be sure that students understood vocabulary or got main points.  You tied the lesson to real world when you discudded all of the everyday items made from rocks and minerals.  Also tied to previous learning with marble and ancient Greece.  Venn diagram allowed students to apply their knowledge.  Throughout the lesson you had accomodations for students-premade Venn for some, different ticket out the door, visual reminder for student on order of tasks.  Hands on activity of building their own rock was the hit of the lesson.  Students really enjoyed the activity and you tied it to learning by having them classify their creations-shape, color, texture, etc.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Explain first hand & second hand to the students. An anchor chart would have been beneficial to present key terms.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with the Kaboot game-students enjoyed but you were only seeing what one student knew on each question. You read the passage aloud to class. Students read the same passage with a partenr then answered questions independently which was to serve as your assessment. Had students build words using ar and the letters in the magic square. Students were engaged the first 2 times you played the game but you were losing them on the third time through. Your lesson did not take as much time as planned and you recovered by having them work on their spelling words. Always have a back up plan when you have a few minutes before transition time.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with video/song on multiplication.  Got the students attention right away.  Reviewed prior learning and academic languade.  Had students explain the multiplication strategies they used while working problem on board.  You involved los of students in the lesson making sure to call on those you hadn't heard from.  Provided lots of multiplication strategies for students to use, Watch the way you write on the board--you want to model correct numeral formation when in front of students.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good idea to point out that equal & equivalent were similar Kids related to the comment "would you rather share a pizza with 6 people or 10 people?"

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Effective questioning of the whole group, and of individual students during independent practice reinforced student understanding.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Teachers often forget enrichment as a part of differentiation. Good job making the game both review and enrichment!

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened the lesson discussing the learning goals.  You engaged the students by having them picture weather in different areas of the world and then describe it. Tied into prior learning by having students use weather labels, Tied the lesson on weather to real world experiences of the students. Incorporated technology, Led discussion on types of weather instruments, what they measure and how they are used today to predict the weather. Students worked in groups to construct their own weather instruments.Groups presented their research on the instrument and the instrument to the class. Some groups were missing materials-be sure to check bags before giving to groups. Some groups struggled working together-you might want to have specific jobs listed and each person has to do a job. Students should be given the rubric before beginning so they understand how they are going to be graded.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed prior knowledge before new material.  Used real world example.  Engaged class in solving problem.  Had centers for independent small group practice of skill.  Monitored room, gave positive feedback to students. Make your model larger so all students can see it.

		Responses (n): 		299

		Response Rate: 		69.37%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		3		3		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		3		3		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		3		3		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always be sure the students have been scaffolded enough to complete a writing assignment on their own.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher's assessment was using their writings and highlighting the transition words in their personalized writings.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher had a Protection matching game on her powerpoint. The teacher asked the students questions about the different words on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students draw the lines between the two matching words. The teacher has a great beginning for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is and will be a great teacher!

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lots of questions assessing student understanding.  Lesson activity serves as assessment.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good basic questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Guides students to create a graphic organizer

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The informal and formal questioning earns an Exemplary rating for supporting the lesson opening and getting students highly engaged in the topic. The "not observed" rating was not significant - simply saying that I did not observe anything in the category such as a benchmark test.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The discussion questions early in the lesson were used effectively to gather information on student  understading, and served as formative assessment.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your informal questions, comments, and replies to your students provide a great deal of informal formative assessment and prevent/correct student misconceptions.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Basic questioning was done throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		You were questioning and assessing students as they worked and you had their completed work to check for understanding.  I liked that you had the students rate themselves on understanding of the concept.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		As the lesson opens some formative assessment is used to determine how much students recall about point of view. The student teacher does a good job with questioning during the guided practice as a whole group. She is able to elicit the answers she needs to keep the lesson going. No deduction for "not observed" on diadnostic - it would have been from standardized testing.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Informal, formative assessment was conducted throughout the class as the teacher candidate checked for understanding. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Your formative assessment, writing their own sentences and placing the commas in the correct place, was an outstanding way to know which of your students were grasping the lesson goal and which were not! You had the evidence in hand. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used HOT questions throughout the lesson. You revisited the term "digit" several times during the lesson to reinforce the concept.  

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher used the graphic organizer as her assessment. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Informal, formative assessment was evident thoughout the lesson. The summative assessment was proficient ( the chart the teacher candidate filled in). It could have been a step above if the students had created the chart themselves. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		You had some challenges in the informal questioning and classroom instruction. As you were talking to the students, you were simply telling them the information that they would need. It seemed like a very short or basic version of a lecture. We know from our science methods course that lecture is rarely an effective practice tp elicit learning in elementary grades. I know many students wrote word for word some of the main sentences from your lesson, but I am not sure they know what it means. After their notes were taken, there was not additional questioning to check for understaning.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When students recorded the main idea/question(s), it provided an opportunity for formative assessment.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lots of questions for recall but you need to expand those for understanding. When having students bring in something for a lesson-be sure to have extras provided by you for those who forget. Be sure to wrap up the lesson by revisiting the standard and having students articulate what they have learned.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During math, the informal feedback that Ms. Burton gets from students is formative assessment that indicates student progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There was an earnest attempt to gather information informally for the purpose of formative assessment. When the attempts at questioning did not go well, it may have been helpful to remind the entire class of the purpose or "I can" statements for the lesson. Providing a graphic organizer was appropriate as a means to begin gathering summative assessment, but many students were unclear as to what they should do and how to proceed with the graphic organizer. It all seemed to go back to the begining of the lesson and the lack of a clear understanding of the overall purpose.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing not applicable to lesson.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You elaborated on some of the questions and answers in order to support the students. The review game/slides was a very effective review!  The students were having fun with the review and it doesn't get any better than that!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC ask challenging questions throughout the lesson. It afforded the students an opportunity to express their thoughts in a constructive way.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on white bords.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Their completed food web gives you a great assessment of their understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used probing questions in order to lead the students to the correct responses. The centers the students went to were engaging and allowed the support people to assess the understanding of the students in their groups. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Had students create their own similie and metaphor.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Lots of questions throughout lesson to assess student understanding.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There were several opportunities during the lesson to assess understanding.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lots of remembering questions. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a good job asking remembering questions of students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Your assessment worksheet was modified to fistudents needs.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		The work mats were a good formative assessment of reading situations. Remember to "question" the students' choices so you can assess whether they understand or are just gussing.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		GROW-The mini quiz needed to be included in the lesson plan when the supervising teacher received the lesson plan.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Did you emphasize RACE? How can you asess their learning on this skill through RACE?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-changing wait time helps keep students focused - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The questioning during the lesson opening effectively directed students to the conclusions needed to set up the lesson goals.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Your assessment was based on Venn. Students created these on the floor and then all handed their cards to you. With no names on cards-how do you know what the students know/understand. Activity can not be used as assessment in current form.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You did ask lots of remembering questions-to activate prior learning and assess student understanding.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson. The teacher explained the assessment in detail. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if there were any questions before letting the students began on their assessment. The teacher did a good job of monitorig the students as they worked on their assessment.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnositcs: N/A

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		The students were given an assignment to complete in order for you to assess their understanding. You circulated throughout the classroom to assess progress and understanding. You gave assistance as needed.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		For most of your students, the drawing of things they sense was difficult. Having a picture bank for them to choose from would have helped the ones not able to draw yet. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by asking questions. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary words about the lesson. The teacher had two questions on the board for the students to complete. The teacher had the students come up to the board and write the answers. This was good that the teacher involved the students in the completion of the questions.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher instructed the students to answer the two questions in their journals at the end of the lesson. The teacher posted the Journal Questions on the powerpoint. The teacher reviewed the Journal Questions before they began writing the answers in their journals. Great job with the assessment.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher asked several questions during the lesson to check for the student's understanding of the subject matter. The teacher had several questions on the powerpoint that the students answered on the index card. The teacher realized the students could not see the words and changed the background of the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the assessment in detail. There were several students who did not understand how to complete the assessment.  Before the teacher begins an assessment, she needs to always ask the students-Are there any questions?
Overall, a good lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		During class discussion, when you ask questions allow enough wait time for small leaners to process information and formulate an answer. You often asked a question and then answered it yourself. Learning to allow wait time takes practice but is well worth it for the learning value it gives.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students should understandwhat you are assessing before they begin. Your checklist focused on mechanics of writing but you did not remind them of these things.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Worksheet did not meet objective.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You guided the students through the completion of the project so it did not represent their understanding.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Stations are a great way for students' to practice what they have already been taught.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		The graphic organizer allowed the students to identify the similarities and differences between the texts. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Question students more for deeper understanding.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You demonstrated excellent scaffolding with various activities to reinforce the lesson goal. Reading levels were used to determine your group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had completed the assessment in her earlier class. We discussed how she admistered the assessment and what she would do with the results of the assessment. The teacher had a great plan for using the assessment results.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You did a good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		The finished projects from the choice boards will give you an understanding of student understanding.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson in order to clarify the students' understanding!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Informal, formative assessment was ongoing throughout the lesson. Some informal, yet diagnostic assessment was used when appropriate. The information gathered by the teacher candidate was clearly used to determine the pace of the lesson and when to move on to the next word or skill.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students benefit from the questioning that takes place informally, and the intern is able to gather continuous formative assessment during this process.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Ticket out the door was a good informal assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The questions asked by the intern helped to provide ongoing formative assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate is skilled at providing individual student support as she moves throughout the room.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		individual questioning and observation

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am not sure the students, overall, were ready for the chart. This is when it is okay to "back up and punt".  When you see something isn't working it is fine to stop and go in another direction in order to help your students. Diagnostics-not applicable

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You circulated throughout the room as the students were working in stations, assessing and giving help as needed. The stations were terrific! So engaging!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Unaware of what assessment was due to no lesson plan.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You checked for understanding throughout the lesson by questioning.  Your activity allowed students to practice the skill.  Their final product will allow ou to assess their understanding.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Would like to see more questioning of students. I know time was an issue. Perhaps don't try to put so much into one lesson in order to give yourself more time to engage the students through questioning. The interactive notebooks are terrific, as they will serve as a reference in the future.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Students were asked a variety of questions early in the lessons in the first 10 minutes of instruction. In addition to engaging them in the lesson, the purpose of the questions was also to gather formative assessment to guide instruction. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate asked open-ended questions at the beginning of the lesson as a means of formative assessment, checking for student understanding.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Questioning supported student ;learning and provided formative assessment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Time did not allow the students to complete the activity today. Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You directed students to find a marker or highlighter to check their work. You had made a large anchor chart with a V.D. and velcro strips to attach the statments the students had been given to glue onto their own V.Diagrams.  You called on different students to come up and place the statement in the correct section of the V.D.  The students were excited and anxious to have a turn. Students were to check their own work as the big one was done as a class.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Very nice job on this lesson!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning techniques were used throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Having the students write a sentence of their own, which included an abstract noun, lets you know which students understood the learning goal. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You assessed their understanding with a quiz on Google Classroom. You differentiated the quizzes for the different  levels of students in the class. Well done!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You asked questions throughout lesson to gauge student understanding.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Assessment based on Venn Diagram will not work as completed by class. How do you know which chil did what when all cards were turned in with out names?

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		 Used mostly recall questions. Work on some higher order questions. The assessment- constructed response was appropriate and was aligned with the target objective

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Did TOTD

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Diagnostics not applicable.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Had flipbook premade for students to take notes on Cold War. Used questions to ensure students understood key terms.

		West		Sydney		917437847		As Ms. West questions students regarding what took place in the prior lesson(s) or homework, she gathers information that lets her know where her students are in their understanding of the standard or topic.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of a variety of formative assessment was evident as the teacher candidate asked questions, listened carefully, and reacted to students comments. Gathering a small amount of information from students on post-it notes was an effective strategy and a quick check for understanding, as well as a means not to overwhelm students for whom writing on a full blank sheet of paper is intimidating or stressful (differentiated instruction). Another helpful strategy used by the teacher candidate was posting important words relating to the goals of the lesson in certain places in the room. This was good not only for visual learners, but also for active learners as students moved near the appropriate word card to match their response. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lots of questions and discussion.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were issued an assessment named Monkeys at the Zoo. The students were giving instructions on how to complete the assessment. The teacher did a great job of telling the students what to do if they finish first. GROW-If the assessment is too hard, the teacher needs to have another way of making the assessment easier and then move on to the harder assessment. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning was a real strength for this lesson. It was commendable and effective to use some of the responses from questioning at the beginning as formative assessment.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are using formative assessment to help you know what your students need, and it serves you well as you move through the lesson. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This lesson did not need a formal assessment. Asking the children to talk about smoke detectors at home is a good follow-up. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Questioning throughout lesson-can always incorporate more higher order questions.  Getting children to explain their answer is important.  Used ticketr out door for quick assessent of understanding.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Using a game of Jeopardy to review concepts excites students and motivates them to recall important information. Anytime we decide to use a game, we know that students can get over-excited. You did a good job of keeping them on task given the circumstances, and were also good at expressing your encouragement when students were on task and getting correct answers. It is sometimes appropriate and important to let students know you are disappointed in their behavior and/or academic performance. Your responses seemed reasonable given the fact that students are reviewing recent material. You may want to discuss this with you cooperating teacher for reflection. You earned an exemplary mark on summative assessment for choosing to use a game. Even if students get very excited, these games are memorable to them. You can sometimes use the game again as a motivator, and give them behavior goals to "earn" playing the game.
 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The "story tree" was an effective piece that made students think carefully about the elements of the story.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Lots of questioning to be sure students were understanding the concepts and during their construction time.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		3		3		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		3		3		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		3		3		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		3		3		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your students were very engaged during entire lesson.  They listened because you were very interesting as you helped them learn about the effects of war.   You added personal experiences as you told the stories.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of grammar.  You said "We just seen them" and "You seen it on the pretest"...should be SAW.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of your grammar when speaking.  you said "Me and Ms Brown" when it should be "Ms Brown and I"; also "We seen it in the book" should be "We saw it in the book".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their seatwork. GROW-The teacher needs a little more energy in her lesson.  The teacher needs to be more excired about presenting her lesson to the students. The teacher will improve as she teaches more during her student teacher experience.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		While you were teaching, your students were very well behaved. suggestion- while they were working in groups, they were very loud.  Don't be afraid to redirect often.  suggestion- Before starting the activity, set your expectations and rules and stick to them! There was too much down time.  I'm glad you discovered how fast this group was, and that you have to keep them busy.  No one should be out of their seat.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Be careful when you are helping a small group that you still monitor the room.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You were working in a small group and did a good job of monitoring.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Be careful when you are working with a group of students that you don't forget to continually monitor the classroom for behavior.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher has great voice quality.  The teacher is in total command of the lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher gives great directions when instructing the students to do certain things during the lesson. The teacher has Great behavior management. This was a terrific lesson for a Block one student teacher. What an amazing job from start to finish! Awesome job!  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be careful turning your back to a majority of the students when you are walking around.  Good use of positive reinforcement at the beginning of the lesson..."Thank you Eugene...".  Students going in and out to restroom, drink, etc. very disruptive while you are teaching.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be more specific in your encouragement.  You need to say more than "good".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You asked the whole group if everybody knew how to read the word on their index card. There will be less shouting out if you rephrase your question and ask them to raise their hand if they need help reading their word. Set expectations for what students are to do during each part of the lesson. For example, always let them know what they are to do when finished with a particular activity. When you call a particular student's name, be sure to go on to explain "why" you called their name. For example: "Susan, I need you to stop talking and sit down." If there is a class behavior management plan, be sure to use it. You have a very good teacher voice...you speak with authority, support, and enthusiasm!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You spent a lot of time redirecting students. During the time on the rug you had to repeatedly remind them to listen and raise their hands.  This amounts to a good deal of lost instructional time.  It s also hard to challenge students to do their best when they are shouting out and not paying attention. Please use the behavior management system in place in the classroom. Students, even at this age, must be held accountable for their actions. This is how they learn what the limits are. Work on not ending your directions with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are unsure of what you said and you are asking for their permission. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		You did a good job of setting behavior expectations and reenforcing those throught the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job of monitoring your class and assisting. Glad you moved on when the 2 students couldn't find notebooks.     

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were engaged during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher has a very warm voice quality and a very encouraging voice. The students were very in tune to the entire lesson by following instructions correctly. GROW-The teacher uses a lot of "so's" while teaching her lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Your class was very attentive and it was obvious that they respected you as their teacher.  

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher has great control of the students. The teacher has a great voice quality that really engages the students. The lesson was very organized and engaging for the students. The teacher had great control of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has several positive traits for becoming a great teacher.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Good cassroom management-you kept students on task, redirecting as necessary. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		TC used good tone of voice throughout the lesson Lesson was well organized and students stayed on task

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands.  The teacher addressed the noise of the students. *The teacher needed to redirect the noise of the students more during the lesson. *The teacher needed to slow down a little in her discussion questions. *The teacher needed to shorten the part of the lesson with questions about feelings because the students were getting restless sitting on the floor. The teacher let students return to their seats to complete their individual assignment at their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		GROW-The teacher needed to direct the off task behavior to continue her lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a discipline plan for her future lessons.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Encourages students to do their best work

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		One of the strengths exhibited by  Ms. Benitez is maintaining a calmness in her demeanor and her voice that helps students remain calm and focused on learning. That gives her the opportunity to encourage students frequently as she is not constantly engaged in redirecting bad behavior. There is not significant "bad" behavior when she is teaching.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*Great job of moving around the room during your lesson as students were reading aloud. This helped monitor students and make sure they were on task and engaged. Awesome! *You used several management techniques to get your students quiet. They respected you as their teacher. You did not have any behavior issues.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Classroom management is fine – no problems noticed. Students are thoroughly engaged in the lesson. "Not observed" marked regarding off task behavior because none was noticed in this observation.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students were engaged in learning and there was not noticeable off task behavior. The teacher/intern had good classroom control, and the students were respectful.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the entire lesson. The teacher had great voice quality and control of the lesson. Good lesson!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great mamagement-you monitored all of the classroom-keeping students engaged.  When necessary you redirected in a very positive manner.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Some students were off task but I think it was due to the level of instruction. The reading passage was too difficult for one of the groups. TC tone & level of voice was appropriate 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good Questioning and good examples Good job redirecting off task students Good job circulating room during lesson Grows- Don't be so dependent on notes make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Be more specific in your praise.  What does "Good job" really mean??

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		There was no off task behavior needed redirecting.  Students were very well behaved.  Even when working in small groups-scan the room periodically to be sure all students are remaining on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were not problems with classroom managed that I noticed. The student teacher used positive reinforcement for on task behavior. Exemplary is the rating for appropriate tone and voice. This is in part because of how the student teacher uses her tone of voice to enthusiasm for the lesson. The student teacher is effective at reacting to the students and whatever else is going on. She reacts with humor and the level of humor is perfectly appropriate for first graders. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate has taken time to get to know her students, including identification of those who might need extra support, and those who can be relied on to participate in class. Knowing her students was a strength that made classroom management less of an issue than it might be otherwise. She related well to the students as she moved through the lesson, and was able to keep them focused even during the part of the lesson when they walked to the cafeteria and outdoors to explore different settings.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding classroom mangagement techniques.  You are able to look for off-task behaviors, correct them quickly, and return to the lesson without missing a beat! It is obvious the students respect you and see you as their teacher, just like Mrs. Madden!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students to tip-toe to their seats. They did this beautifully. You circulated throughout the classroom when the students were working independently, checking for understanding and keeping all on task. You told one student if you had to tell them one more time to do something he would need to flip his card. Terrific! You must say what you mean and mean what you say!

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved and very involved with the lesson. The teacher involved the students by calling on individual students to read different parts of the powerpoint. The teacher is very comfortable with the subject matter of her lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Good job setting behavior expectations and reenforcing during the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		It was good that you recognized and intervened in individual students being off task. In two different situations, you gave redirection to the students at the same volume used when speaking to the whole class. A less confrontational way to redirect might be to use proximity, either standing right beside or behind them putting your finger on the paper to indicate they should be writing, and put your other hand's index finger over your lips making a reference to being quiet. Having a side conversation that everyone in the room could hear gave them the attention they were seeking. Last semester I suggested a strategy for getting students' attention. You use two words, and first you say one to the whole class, they in turn respond with the given word as they focus on you and remain quiet.... So you might say "Quiet" in a loud teacher voice, and they could respond in unison "Time!" So your short phrase is "Quiet Time!" While it is up to you how to get their attention, you don't have their full attention now, and this could not hurt. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The classroom behavior was a challenge, but it seemed in part to be a result of the time of day and the activities the students had taken part in just prior to this lesson (coming in from recess, specials, and/or lunch).  For that reason, these areas above are marked proficient. If on a subsequent morning observation it is the same, these are still not insurmountable issues. There is not a category that clearly address this, but it was slightly uncomfortable that you called out student names individually to address their behavior concerns fairly early on. An alternative might have been to simply use proximity and stand closely to students who were taking when they should have been quiet. I think this is a "developing" area for you - and that during this year of field experience you will explore  a variety of appropriate strategies that will eventually fit your style of  classroom management. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Classroom management was good throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate was effective in monitoring students' work as she moved throughout the classroom.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Students were on task so there was no chance to observe off-task behavior. Classroom management went well. The intern has planned thoroughly for this week, so the students are engaged and less likely to get into off task behaviors. The intern maintains a calm, soothing persona that contributes to the positive atmosphere of the classroom.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You sepent too much time saying "you need to be quiet".  "You need to pay attention".  Lay out your expectations, directions and rules before you begin to teach.  Then, give consequences. Be careful not to stand in one place while you teach.  Move around the room.  This will help with class management.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Stations are going to get rowdy at times. It is up to you to control the noise. Be mindful when it gets too loud and set your limits. You may have to do this several times. At times, it got really loud. Glad you did the "If you can hear my voice...."

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The Bruce Bucks were a great idea!  This worked for you! Good job monitoring and assisting your students. Your students respected you as their teacher and were well behaved.  You kept them engaged during lesson.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		You monitored the room well while students were working. Loved the way you tried to include your student with the sharing of his special rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management could be improved by improving the delivery of the lesson opening to include a clear purpose for learning. Otherwise, students lose interest when they don't understand what they should be doing and why. Work on your personal grammar for questioning. Twice during the lesson you said "Do anybody know....?" It should be "does" instead of "do" and this makes it difficult for you to expect your students to use the correct grammar, even though they have standards that support proper written and spoken grammar.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There are no major behavior concerns.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Good job monitoring the class and keeping students on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		I think it would help for you to have the students pre-divided into groups ahead of time. You used an encouraging voice throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your class was kindergarteners and it was the end of the day.  It was difficult to keep them focused as the lesson progressed.  You did a good job of redirecting individual students. You are developing in the area of classroom management and I am confident you will continue to grow in this area as the semester progresses. You have a lovely, engaging "teacher voice" for this age group.  You are very supportive and kind. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good ob attending all areas of the classroom. Voice level was appropriate. You were professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating healthy and unhealthy foods.  The teahcer presented healthy foods and unhealthy foods in the powerpoint. The teacher had good questions for the students during the powerpoint. The teacher had several different types of foods.  The students were very involved in thumbs up or thumbs down for the different foods showing if the food was healthy or unhealthy.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Monitored the room giving assisstance where needed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good job monitoring student behavior throughout the lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		This class was wonderfully behaved.  While volunteers are writing on board, how can you keep others on task?  Possibly talk through it as the student is writing on board.  Don't be too silent. Your class respected you as their teacher.  They were very well behaved.  Keep them tightly on task or they will get lax.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good whole class monitoring. You were professionally dressed

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the review game. There were no off-task behaviors. Watch your subject verb agreement. You said, " I hope you will do good."  Should have been " I hope you will do well". You asked, "Who has went?"  Should have been "Who has gone or Who has had a turn?" I would still like to see a little more enthusiasm in your voice. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You truly set the expectations for student behavior for every part of the lesson. Well done! You set the expectations for the activity and you stuck to what you had said. This is key to good classroom management! When someone did not follow the directions there were consequences. Outstanding! I would like to "hear" you use a little more enthusiasm when teaching.   

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Asking the class if everyone has a booklet encourages shouting out. Turn the question into a "command" by telling them to raise their hands if they need a booklet. Set the expectations:  Rather than students shouting out answers let them know they are to raise their hands.  This will allow you to call on more students (and call on ones who do not have hands raised, as well This holds all students accountable for their learning). You said at one point, "Stick your thumbs up if you are ready." This is a good behavior managemen technique. When redirecting a student you may want to say, " I need you to ......." In this way, there is no question regarding the behavior you want stopped or started. You asked for the students attention and then before you got all of the students' attention you started teaching/giving instructions. Before giving directions, wait for all students to give you thier attention.  Have them literally look at you. You waited until the lesson was almost over before using the classroom behavior management system. Try using this much sooner, when necessary, and I believe you will see what a difference this makes. You have a great "teacher voice"!  It sends the message you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		In order to best utilize class time, pre-divide groups and post the list on the board for the students. It might help to have something on the table to identify which group will sit there. (ex. colored cones, numbers, etc) TC voice level was appropriate. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. TC was very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		No behavior issues.  Everyone was on task and well behaved.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		GROW-The teacher needs to control the students who are off task with a discipline plan. The teacher has a wonderful voice for sharing read aloud books. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had several different creative activities to teach the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to have her own discpline plan to control the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a clap that controlled the students for a little while. GROW-As the teacher passes out the different emotion cards, the students needed to be completing something at their seat. The students could have been drawing their emotion as they waited on everyone to receive the emotion card. It took way too long to issue the different cards. The teacher did a good job of controlling the active students.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		I can tell that you have been working on your handwriting.  However, you need to continue to do so.  Please do not mix lower case and capital letters in the middle of your words.  Students are looking at everything you write.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Class kind of got away from you when you were working with a group.  Might be a good idea to use a timer during activities.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Very  encouraging tone of voice and voice level. You made learning fun for your students. Good professional dress.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You redirected one of the students. You told them they must be quiet in order for you to call on them. You told a girl because she had her hand up you were calling on her. All of the above are good behavior management techniques. You do need to use an attention getter other than "listen".  1, 2 , 3, all eyes on me    OR anything you have heard the teacher use.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		One off task student was not redirected when he was reading a library book instead of doing his math.  When you are working with a small group be sure to scan the room frequently to insure that the other students are stil on task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were actively engaged in the lesson! Your voice is animated and demonstrates excitement for what you are teaching. There were no behavior issues during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked the class to give you 5 and then you said, "Oops, I don't have 5."  Then sent the very clear message you meant what you said when you asked them to give you 5. Excellent! You called two boys back on task when you asked them if they were ready to fill in the graph. Such a nonthreatening way to get their attention and it certainly worked. You used "thumbs up" when you are ready to go on to the next month when filling in the graph.  Perfect way to assess if students are ready to proceed without a lot of talk/calling out. You have a very engaging, enthusiastic, and supportive voice....awesome teacher voice.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job monitoring the groups of Lit Circles as they read. You had 5 groups. It's hard to manage 5 without help. Luckily you had a parapro and your CT to help with groups. Your class is always well behaved. There are never any issues of behavior.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are so motivating to your students.  You welcomed them and it was obvious that they love you!  You got ME excited! suggestion- Keep it moving with instruction.  Not so much on discipline if not nescessary.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good voice quality throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Students were engaged. You kept them on task with questions and activities and discussion.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher has great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students during the lesson if they became too loud or off task.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Monotone...more voice inflection needed.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You were professionally dressed. Work on increasing your voice level so that all the students can clearly hear you.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Try using an "attention getter".

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You need to project your voice....you need to be a little louder. I noticed the students up closer were more engaged and I think that is because they could hear your questions better. You said at one point, "I am going to wait until you are quiet."  Yes, do this and wait for them to do this!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Glows- Good intro Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Good questioning Grows- make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Not all the children were engaged. Some were standing on their heads, lots of moving around. Poistioning the students near you who are most active can be helpful. Be careful not to always call on the active kids when asking questions. Encourage the children to participate in the song by giving clear directions before hand and modeling the motions for the song. Music is a aid to learning. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job monitoring the classroom while students worked in groups.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Monitored the room. Assisted students as necessary.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the small group. The teacher had a lot of thought provoking questions during the small group to involve all of the students. GROW-The student needed to move his cllip after you instructed him to do so. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. The teacher gave positive praise when necessary during the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher had a great way of encouraging the students to do their best during the lesson. The teacher continuoulsy praised the students for working hard.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You did a great job encouraging the students throughout the lesson. Your voice is encouraging and appropriate for the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Young students require lots of reassurance that hey are "doing it right" be sure to stop and talk to individual students as you are monitoring the class.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You have excellent behavior management techniques.  I was so impressed when you walked over to a boy and took away the box he was playing with and you didn't miss a beat with your instruction! You have a very pleasant voice and manner with the students.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used the attention getter, "all eyes on me" and didn't wait for all eyes to be on you. The students will quickly pick up on you don't really mean it.  Wait for them to look at you. If someone is not following directions and looking at you, use the class behavior management system and have them flip a card/move a clip.  

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher was very aware of the subject matter. The teacher has a great calming voice quality. The teacher has a good lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had several different activities for the Dental health lesson. Great lesson! The teacher concluded the lesson by issuing each student a dental health packet and brushing chart. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Walking around the classroom was a good way to monitor the class and keep them on task. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Glows- Good intro Good modleing for students Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember to walk around and check for understand with everyone in the group.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Do something different than saying "Shhhh" to get students quiet.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher engaged the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very warm voice that encourages the students to do their best. The teacher walked around and monitored the students as they created their own germs. The teacher gave positive feedback to several students as they created their own germ.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when they became off task during the lesson. Good lesson with several different activities to review the material previously taught.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was a bit loud at times but you handled it well. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The students are well-behaved.  The students are very engaged in the lesson. The teacher had a very powerful lesson to illustrate the hand washing and germ subject matter. The lesson plan was very thoughout and sequential in order. Great lesson for a Block one student. The teacher has a great voice quality.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The teacher is very aware of her subject matter.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Make sure to utilize all the resources in the room. You were encouraging to the students but your voice level was a little low at times.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*Good management of class. During stations you monitored each group as they worked. *When the groups are sharing their main idea projects , make sure everyone is paying attention. *Work on time management. Your students will take as long as you give them. Set a limit and move on. They were finished and beginning to play around. Have something extra for those to do or either cut everyone off.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job redirecting off task behavior but the students were not following your directives. When this occurs, stop and have them repeat the directive back to you. Don't move on until you have their attention. You were encouraging to your students throughout the lesson.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students raised their hands at all times to answer the questions asked by the teacher. The teacher was very encouraging during the lesson.  The teacher gave constant praise to the students when they answered a question. GROW-As the teacher passes out the paper, she needs to talk about what the students will be doing or review the material presented. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		You need to be more specific in your praise..."Awesome"...doesn't say much.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be more specific with your praise.  Just say "Good" isn't enough.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Class management was excellent today.  You never needed to regain attention.  Your class was very well behaved and they were all engaged during the lesson.  

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a very sequential lesson about cause and effect. The teacher has a great way with students.  The students respond to her very well. Great lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		There is little off task behavior, but the students get very excited about science which sometimes equates to being loud. The teacher candidate effectively used appropriate humor and tone of voice to return attention to the lesson. This teacher candidate has found a method that works for her to get the attention of the entire class immediately when needed. She hums the musical jingle from a popular commecial, and the students reply with the short phrase from the same commercial that follows. It is extremely effective, and will be a good strategy to have in place when she starts a full time teaching job. Her delivery of this strategy in such an effective way includes using a very specific tone of voice. Exemplary is earned for for redirecting and appropriate tone. Not all teachers have the personality and repoire that gels with students in late elementary school and middle school. You have shown me repeatedly that you have that ability and willingness to understand these students, gain their trust, and then use that to make your lessons work. I hope your first teaching job is one that will allow you to continue to develop in this area.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have struck a good balance -you relate well to the students; and you have begun to mesh that well with the times you need to make discipline a priority.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Monitor the room carefully-some groups were having a difficult time getting started.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You monitored students throughout the lesson. Students were engaged and there was little need to redirect students.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Class management was awesome. You used several management tactics to get their attention. Your class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Groups will get rowdy. Don't hesitate in setting your boundaries and limits. AS long as they are actively engaged in what they are doing, it's ok.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the Flocabulary video. The teacher was constantly engaged with the students during the lesson. Good lesson!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands to answer questions. *The teacher uses the word "okay" too many times. *The teacher needed to redirect the students to raise their hands during the lesson. *The teacher needed some type of activity for the students who finished reading early. Overall, the plan was well planned.  The teacher just needs to work on the execution of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Many students were not listening to directions for the game. Make sure you have everyone's eyes on you before you proceed with directions. You might want to model the rolling of the dice and how they would write their decimals as a result of their rolls. Give directions before handing out game pieces.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Even sitting at the table, the students were off task at times - hands on each other, playing with materials. Think about how to control the materials so students don't have opportunity to play with them. Using visuals for the things they smelled would have helped narrow down the possiibilites - honey?  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Glows- repeated answers as students gave answers Good job circulating and working with students one on one Allowed for student creativity Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make notes  so you will remember to cover all parts of lesson make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		You are quiet in your presentation so you must be sure you have all students attention before beginning.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The students were very well-behaved and involved with the lesson.  The teacher has good control of the students.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher has great voice quality during her lesson. The teacher knows her Sounds subject matter for the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The cooperating teacher does a great job teaching the student teachesr how to organize Science stations and experiments to learn the Science material. The student teacher is doing a good job carrying out the Science station expectations and controlling the students as they learn.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		During the center activity, the students got loud.  Perhaps having students match upper and lower case letters one at time would have helped.  They could each watch their group members and observe if the matches were being made correctly.  In order for the students not to wait too long for their turn, use only half of the pancake matches at a time. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Class management was good!  They respected you as their teacher.  There were no behavior problems.  You did a nice job of moving around the room as you taught.  Also you assisted while they worked independently. Wonderful! Nice teacher voice!  This is important! Awesome that you used time management.  Such as "Ok you have 10 minutes.  Get busy!" suggestion- As the activity continued, it seemed like there was less control.  Don't let your guard down.  Keep redirecting and keep up the time management.  Too much time to do this activity.  They could have done it in half the time. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Make sure your phone is in your purse or backpack...not out.  Thanks

		Jones		Darius		917396692		THe students were very attentive throughout the entire Social Studies Lesson. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to him very well. Great Social Studies Lesson. 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Glows: Told students what to listen for before reading story Cahnged voice for characters in story Grows: validate praise Make sure you have students attention before giving directions Explain directions again when you realize that so many students are not getting it

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Glows- Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Table Talk Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher is very knowledgable about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved and very attentive during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job from start to finish with the lesson. The lesson was very organized and very involved with the students. The teacher is a very strong Block 2 student teacher!
 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You are very clear with your expectations for student behavior. and you are quick to redirect a student not following directions. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" and the students respond to you well.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very quiet during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter about main idea. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students be more engaged throughout the lesson.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		GROW-The teacher needed to use the DOJO to control the behavior of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to control the students and stop the lesson before continuing after she asked the students to be quiet. Once the students began discussing the popcorn, the students became very quiet and engaged in the lesson. GROW-The lesson had too much down time. The teacher needed to move the lesson faster. The teacher has several positive qualities as a Block one student teacher. The teacher will improve with her lessons as she progresses to become a teacher.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The teacher has very high order thinking questions for the students. The teacher is very encouraging during the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. Great lesson! 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. The teacher did good engaging the students in the lesson. The students wrote their words on the anchor chart while the teacher checked their answers.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		THe students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive during the lesson. The lesson was sequential for the Fort Sumter subject matter 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher had worked very hard to prepare her lesson. The teacher had several different ways of learning about the fossils-small group stations, powerpoint discussion, etc... The teacher had a great job of dividing up the class into three groups-she had the student hold up their finger when she assigned them a number. The lesson was very thoughout and very prepared.  The teacher did an excellent job executing the lesson. Great job!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher monitored the students as they worked. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students during her lesson to make sure the students understand the subject matter.  The teacher needs to make sure she calls on different students and not the same ones. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were only responsible for a group of 4.  Think of ways that you would handle the classroom if you were by yourself. How would you conduct and keep organized?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Awesome how you stated your expectations for behavior and participation. You made it extrememly clear on how they could get or lose points for their team.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Redirecting off-task behavior is important for learning outcomes. Many children were disengaged during both the story time and the guided practice of this lesson. I encourage you to watch and make note of ways to redirect off-task behaviors.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		*Make sure you have everyone's attention before you start. There was talking, settling down..they weren't all quite ready. *Walk around the room as you are asking questions. This helps you monitor that students are on task and engaged.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring the room and redirecting students to complete their work.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*You have a great teacher voice. Your students respond well to it. Class management was good. You were in control. Good! *Be careful of your language. You said "add across" several times when you meant "multiply across". I knew what you meant and the students never said anything, but we have to be careful with correct language because it confuses our students. You also said wrong numbers at times. I think a lot was nerves.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Don't let the technical stuff be more important than the teaching.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The teacher has great voice quality. The students are very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher sets up the high standards for behavior and the students follow the rules. The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has a very good lesson for a Block one teacher. The sequence of the lesson was very informative. The teacher used several different teaching techniques to familarize the students with the subject matter.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You told sudents to quiet down, they continued with the chatter and you allowed it. If you are going to correct behavior be sure to follow through. Best would be to set the behavior expectations before you begin. "This is work for you to complete on your own, there is no talking during this"

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over YOUR rules with your students.  It is obvious that they already respect you!  There were no behavior problems and the students were attentive. suggestions- 1. Move around the room.  Be careful not to stay in one place as you are teaching.  Especially when they are working on the white boards.  Walk around and assist as needed.   2. Give a time limit while they are working independently. For example, "you have about one more minute, so get busy".  If most students are finished, move on to the next one.  Tell the students who are not done to watch as you complete on the board.  Keep it moving. 3.  Challenge them as you move to the next problem.  This is a good time for positive feedback and comments. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher discussed the standards and essential questions with the small group. The teacher passed out the passages to the individual students. The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has great control of the small reading group.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students on task and engaged in their learning! Your voice, during the reading of the two books, was very animated and engaging.  Remember to be enthusiastic and animated, as appropriate for fifth graders, when teaching lessons.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You used the class dojo to monitor student behavior. When the noise level escalated you quickly had them lower their voices. 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The class management was much improved from the last time. I could tell you were taking control of each situation.  Getting groups going can be tough.  You managed well and had everyone moving on target. As it got loud in the room, you redirected.  suggestion- Remember to set those expectations and consequences before you start.  It will save you!

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Be careful of the tone of your voice when you are correcting a student.  Try to use closer proximity to the student so that you don't call attention to them.   I can tell that you are working on improving your grammar when speaking; please continue to practice for additional improvement.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was a good bit of "calling out" of answers and talking among the students as you were delivering the lesson.  Please set expectations for your students' behavior. Being able to call on individual students, will allow you to assess how well individual students are understanding the learning goal. You did not use the behavior management system of the class.  When you next teach a lesson, use the chart and have students move a clip early on in the lesson in order to maintain order as you are teaching the lesson. You have an engaging voice, however you had to get louder in order to be heard over your students.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The young man in the red and black checked jacket needed a stronger refocusing and it needed to be done sooner. He basically ignored you each time you corrected him.  I am glad you told him he was not allowed to be one of the "teachers", because he had not been paying attention well enough to teach the lesson goal to his classmates.  This sends the clear message there are consequences for one's actions. Please try using a stronger, I am in charge "teacher voice".  This does not mean yelling or being mean. You did not have to attend to the entire class since you were working with a small group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a great voice quality.  The teacher was very in control of the students during the lesson.  The teacher did a great job of asking questions during the youtube video. The students were very well-behaved. The lesson was very organized! The teacher knew her subject matter very well! A very informative and creative lesson with total control of the students!
  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a very warm way with the students throughout the lesson. The students try very hard. The teacher has high expectations for the students.  

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Glows- good connection to real life, good use of timer Grows-work on classroom management, allow time for student collaboration 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You used a very encouraging voice during the lesson. Appropriate professional attire.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You monitored the class well giving assistance when needed.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You have a very engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice".  It makes the children want to listen and learn from what you are saying.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		A well planned lesson set the teacher candidate up for success in classroom management. She is obviously developing a rapport with her students and gaining their respect. Together these two components (rapport and respect) would make it seem to the untrained eye, that classroom management comes easily. The effort it took to get to this place was evident. Because of the content of the lesson, it was of the utmost importance to have good sentence structure, word pronunciation, and appropriate vocabularly. This area was exemplary - modeling for students how to speak appropriately in the school setting.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern has an ideal demeanor for elementary school, particularly for primary grades. She can manage the classroom effectively in a calm manner and that influences students to be attentive and remain calm if she has to correct student behavior.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You did a nice job with the student who didn't want to sit up and listen. You told him quickly to sit up and listen and then you moved on. Once the video started, then you were able to tend to him without disrupting everyone else. Your voice is a true teacher voice. You keep your students on task and on target with your personality and expression in your voice. All students seem to be engaged. *There was some dead time in your lesson today. Make every minute count. Be mindful of silliness. *Awesome teacher voice! You keep them so entertained!

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You have a very motivating and dramatic personality.  I love that!  But be careful not to be too silly with your students.  The more carefree you are, the more they will be.  Stay firm, but fun with them.  Don't change your personality, just tone down some.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Good job monitoring the classroom-you ma need to scan even more when so many are working independently.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		*Be mindful of dead time at the beginning of class. The way they come into the room sets the stage. Be ready to start. *Set your directions and expectations for behavior and participation before they begin their activity. Make sure everyone is clear on directions. *Great job with your group  during break out stations. *You have to redirect behavior. It may not seem loud to you, but others may not can concentrate on their work with it being so loud. Don't be afraid to calm the groups if they get too out of hand. Even though we expect them to get a little rowdy, it shouldn't get too loud. If the students are not on task, then they must be redirected.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were attuned to the lesson and on task. So there was little if any opportunity to observe redirection. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students who needed individual assistance received it in a timely manner and were able to remain on target with their classmates. The teacher candidate was skilled not only in helpin the whole group, but in working with individuals or pairs of students that needed additional guidance.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a great sequential lesson about the nouns. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Your small group had no behavior issues at all. Everyone was listening and engaged. What about the remainder of the class? How much should you redirect? How would you direct the class if you were the only adult in the room? Watch your class management. Be mindful of when time is close to being up.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Monitored the classroom as students worked in groups. Challenged students to do their best work.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You monitored the room well and kept students on task.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		TC was professionally dressed. Good job monitoring the entire classroom throughout the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Be careful of saying "Guys" all the time when addressing the class.  Also after you give a direction dont add "OK??".  Are you giving them a choice?

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher has a strong positive voice quality. The teacher does a great job involving the students in the subject matter of the lesson. This was a great lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had great sequence for the lesson's subject matter. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher constantly discussed the subject matter of the lesson as the students work. The students enjoyed the lesson! 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good teacher voice.  Your students were well behaved and were good listeners.   Good job monitoring and assisting students as they worked. 

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- Thumbs up Allowing children to share their ideas Grows- Work on finding appropriate teacher voice and teacher presence in the classroom Have a plan to hand out materials for lesson Make sure all students are listening before giving instructions

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Your class was always engaged. They were interested in what you were teaching, but it was your delivery that kept them interested. Also, the fact they they made their own T charts on their paper helped to keep them engaged. *Try walking around the room as you are teaching. This will help you KNOW that everyone is on task. Your presence makes a big difference.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		* You were teaching a small group and they respected you as their teacher. *Before your class comes in, be ready to take over for the lesson. This is your responsibility as a block 3 student. Work on managing entire class, even though you may only be with a small group. You had 3 at another table that weren&#39;t on task at times. *When it&#39;s time to transition, make sure you are in charge, not the teacher. Remember this is your lesson. You conduct the transition. This is a big part of class management.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Set expectations for student behavior, from watching the video, to filling out the charts, to elbow partners, to getting dry erase boards. Setting expectations for everything done in the classroom is a must. This leads to an orderly, ready to learn classroom environment. When using elbow partners, which are terrific, let them know what they are to do when they have finished discussing what you have asked them to discuss....heads down....I would suggest a shorter amount of time for this. When they finished discussing they got louder and were talking about unrelated topics....then you have to reign them back in to continue with the lesson. Your voice needs to be more assertive...you need to find your teacher voice that says, "I know what I am doing, now come along with me." Please show more excitement and enthusiasm for what you are teaching. It is contagious and will keep your students engaged in their learning.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You set expectations for student behavior, how to get help as students were working. You told one student he had lost 5 min. of recess for talking when asked not to talk. You have found your teacher voice.  Work on showing enthusiasm/joy you feel when teaching.  Students need to see this/know this.  This encourages their participation.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Be careful when you say words ending in -ed that you don&#39;t say as a -t...learned, learnt.  Students are going to mimic you.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Tips for class management: Be mindful of silliness. Don't allow them to not take you seriously. You will lose that control quickly. For example, counting backwards worked great until you started being silly about it. Then you lost that respect. They were laughing and you were upset that they weren't listening to you. You can't be extremely silly with them one minute, and the next minute tell them they need to be listening. You are giving them mixed signals. You used several management techniques. "head down when you're ready." "5,4,3,2,1," Watch your grammar. Don't say "I seen". This is very important. Make sure you walk around and monitor what your students are doing. You did this at times, but this is very important to make sure they are on task.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The class was clearly engaged throughout the lesson and there were no behavior issues!  Well done! You have a lovely voice...so engaging, kind and supportive!

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		You monitored the room as students worked, encouraging them and keeping them on task.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Stayed close to the front of the room to control the video during most of the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Very positive with students encouraging all to participate.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		There was very little off task behavior during the lesson but you quickly regained the student's attention.  You monitored all students as they worked independently.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students were very well-behaved.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful of using "so"...so many times when you are speaking.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful walking around the room that you don't turn your back on a majority of the room while you are teaching.  check your sentence structure when typing on the promethean..."Nome 1000 miles away so the trip was very long"...might have read better "Nome was 1000 miles away so the trip was very long."

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Outstanding classroom management!  You were up and among your students during the enitre lesson! May want to phrase questions such as, "Does everyone have a reading packet?" to "Raise your hand if you do not have a  reading packet." In this way students will not be shouting out whether or not they have what they need. It is all in how you ask the question. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" that says I know what I am teaching and I am in control.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Students engaged and on task during the entire lesson!! You moved throughout the classroom as you taught the lesson and this helps with behavior management.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give directions...are you giving them a choice??

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Please show more enthusiasm and energy during the delivery of your lessons.  Enthusiasm is contagious!  You may have to get out of your comfort zone, but I have every confidence you can do this!!! 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It is evident that there has been an effort to understand the students as well as the systems in place to make the classroom run smoothly. Though the candidate moves through the classroom during independent work, her effort to help each student may leave other parts of the classroom not as well attended. Circulating with a quick check on everyone could be a precursor to a slower walk around the room checking for student understanding. There is no doubt this can be remedied this semester. She is very professional, yet still very personable when dealing with her students. Overall, this was a well organized and well executed lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Having a well organized lesson with a clearly communicated purpose is a strength of yours, and that at least in part gets students quickly engaged in learning. You also organize the lesson with an opportunity for movement (from listening on carpet to working at desk) and a chance to have some verbal peer interaction. The interaction as a short discussion gives students a quick break from being in full listening mode, and it helps them take responsibility for their own learning. Your students can see that you are clearly comfortable in front of the classroom. Any adult visiting the classroom could see this as you give brief whole group instruction. You are also effectively supporting students through one-on-one interaction as you move throughout the room during a time when students are practicing their skills. (The following is noted, but not significant enough to warrant any deduction.in score.) This is a minor concern that you are capable of working on. You have a habit of which you might not be cognizant. Every now and then you will use use the "shhh" sound to signal to students to be quiet. You have excellent behavior management skills at this point, so try to be aware and slowly stop using that sound altogether. Sometimes students do not need any reminder -continuing with the lesson will keep them engaged and quiet enough. If you do need to signal quiet, have a silent means (hand gesture of finger over lips, point to a behavior chart, etc.).

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Some of the students were shouting out answers when you were discussing poor and good food choices. Be sure to set expectations for their behavior for each part of a lesson. Try an attention getter other than "shush".  1, 2, 3, all eyes on me.  OR  Listen Lions  Be sure to wait for them to give you their attention when you use one of these. Otherwise they won't think you really mean you want their attention. Be sure to show enthusiasm for what you are teaching. Use your voice and facial expressions to engage students. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		See above from instructional section, but note that the exemplary voice levels and tone refer to the individual help you gave to students during independent practice. Not observed is marked for redirecting off task behavior - but that is because there was no noticeable off task behavior!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Be careful as you walk around and work with individual students that you continue to monitor the room. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Choose an attention getter and practice it with students.  Make certain they respond to it when they hear it. Practice it. When having students do anything, set your expectations for their behavior.  I need everyone sitting on their bottoms, not talking, and keeping hands to themselves. If they do not comply have them move a stick on the behavior chart. You had students leave the rug one group at a time. This enabled the transition to be orderly. The students were so enthralled with their doodle boards they were not listening to your instructions. Wait until directions are given or until you are ready to do one together to tell them to get these out.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		There was a  lot of shouting out and talking when they were to be listening.  One child was laying down on the floor as you were reading the book. Too much time was spent "putting out fires". This equates to a great deal of lost instructional time as well as it being too chaotic for students to learn. Set expectations for their behavior at the beginning of each part of the lesson. Use the behavior management system at the beginning of the lesson. If you have told them what you expect them to be doing and they have also been in this class since August, it is time to show them you mean business. Waiting until the end ofe lesson to have a student move a stick does not help them or any of their classmates learn the goals of the lesson.  You must make believers out of them and gain control of the class. This does not need to be done in anger, you calmly ask them to move a stick. This not only sends a message to the student making poor choices, but to the rest of the group, as well. I also believe if you used a more assertive "teacher voice" they would respond better. This is not about shouting at them at all.  Just a stronger, more I am in charge and not you, kind of voice.  I am certain ;you have heard Mrs. Foster model this.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using "Very good" to compliment work...try to be more specific to what the student did to get the compliment.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using your "voice" too much over a quieter procedure for off task behavior.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."Remember wahat the shapes of the day IS"...should be..."Remember what the shapes of the day ARE".

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Try to be more specific with your encouragement.  Give more than a "good".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good voice quality was used throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The teacher needed to slow down with her speech. *The delivery of the lesson needed to be more in depth.  If this were not a review lesson, the students would not know enough information to complete the assignment. *The speed of the teacher's voice is so quick that it would be hard for students to understand if they did not possess previous knowledge. The students were very well-behaved. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher has good positive reinforcements with the students after they answer the questions. The teacher has a great knowledge of the subject matter. The teacher does a good job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats. The teacher does a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when necessary.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Use of tape diagram was good. Have them show that theirs was similiar to yours

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Your students were very attentive to the reading of book.  They were intriqued.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher needs to work on the behavior modifications steps for his future lessons. The students needed to be redirected for their off task behavior during the lesson. It was hard to observe the lesson for the distractions of the students during the lesson. The teacher needs to develop different behavior ideas for controlling the off task behavior of the students.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Monitored students as they worked.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You addressed a few individual students' behaviors.  However, there was so much talking and calling out you had to keep getting louder and louder to be heard over them.  Try getting softer with your voice or use an attention getter to call the students back on task.  There needs to be consequences for repeatedly not following directions or ignoring them. Remember to set expectations for each part of the lesson. This is especially true when it comes to playing a game.  Learning games are fantastic, however there must be boundaries....talking from one team-point goes to the other team.....shouting out an answer without being called on-point goes to the other team. The whole goal of the game.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You moved throughout the room during video sending the message that it was important to be listening. You set the expectations for class behavior when you said, "Answer with your hands."  You made the expectations for behavior and the rules clear for playing the game.  Your voice is so enthusiastic and engaging!! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Please be more specific when you give praise.  "Good" really doesn&#39;t say anything.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Great teacher voice. You have good expression and your students respected you. Your class was well behaved!  suggestion- Don't lose too much time getting started.  Keep it moving.  suggestion- When people are talking, don't allow read aloud to continue.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		The behavior of the students in the classroom was excellent. They were engaged and having fun with their learning!!  You seriously could have heard a pin drop they were so engaged.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Your expectations for student behavior was high and the students rose to the occasion.  It is all about setting expectations, as the students were on task, engaged, and having fun as they learned.  You gave directions for the handouts, where to put them when finished, and for the Google Classroom quiz they were take for their assessment. You put all of these directions for the students to refer to (since there were so many parts to follow) on a slide for the students to refer to if they forgot what to do next. Outstanding way to help your students become independent learners!  

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful when helping a student that you continue to monitor the room for behavior. Phone in back pocket should be in your purse.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher did a good job of controlling the noise level of the kindergarten classroom. The teacher gave constant reminders for the students to keep the classroom quiet. The teacher constantly said, "All eyes on me", to get the students to refocus on the lesson. *The lesson needed additional teaching material to emphasize the germ subject matter.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Class management was clear as you counted backward.  Class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Loved that you asked them to "ask your neighbor if you're doing this right." Also, when you are finished give me a thumbs up. Tip: Be mindful of not talking too much while they are working.  Don't interrupt their concentration,  Give the instruction and ask if there are any questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job monitoring the students. Good professional attire. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a good job of sharing how to write the fictional narrative. The sequence of the lesson was very organized and thoughout. Good lesson! The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise level of the students by doing the Class  behavior management activity. The teacher concluded the lesson by having the students share their writings. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Be careful with your grammar...you said "Y&#39;alls" a number of times.  Be specific with your praise...don&#39;t just say "good".  What are they being "good" at??

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Make sure you follow through-if you set talking level at 0 then make sure everyone is quiet.  Several went on talking.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Small group lesson-kept students on task, redirected as necessary,

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very confident with the subject matter of fire safety. The teacher had good questions after the read aloud. *The teacher has a very soft voice.  The teacher needs to get a little louder in her directions. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good voice level Make sure you have all of the students' attention before moving on. All student should be attentive when another student is giving a response.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The students were illustrating an array problem for a word problem. *The teacher needs to call on different students to answer the questions. *When asking students questions, the teacher needs to have them show thumbs up or thumbs down for the answer. *The teacher needs to include all of the students in the lesson. *The teacher needs to redirect certain students to pay attention to the lesson. Classroom management needs to be worked on. The subject matter of the lesson was taught well.    

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Monitor all areas of classroom-not all groups got right to work and needed some guidance.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. Great voice quality during the lesson. The students were engaged in the lesson. *The students had a lot of questions.  Explicit instructions needed to be given before letting the students begin the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise of the students when the students began sharing their answers on their observation sheets. The students shared their findings for the lesson.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The students were very involved in the lesson. This was a very organized and thoughout lesson for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is very natural in her teaching.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Good monitoring of the class, walked around and assisted several students who needed one–on-one, Redirected students back on task was appropriate. Good job modeling the appropriate language and sentence use. Good teacher voice, easy to hear and understand. Liked the use of the timer. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Your well planned lesson contributed to the class being so engaged.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Set expectations before you begin the activities Watch using “SH-SH-SH” too much.. Get everyone’s attention before you start. At the beginning of lesson, great job talking about the video equipment. Gave students an opportunity to give their ansawers what they thought the theme was. Redirected back to question of “theme” when students got off task.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Outstanding classroom management!  Students were engaged with you throughout the lesson.  The one or two who needed to be redirected, you saw immediately and brought them back on task. Well done. You need to develop your "teacher voice" which means project your voice. Use more annimation and enthusiasm when teaching. When you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching, the students will be as well!  Enthusiasm is contagious. This will come with practice.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very effective classroom management techniques.  Well behaved class!! "I need a hand." 5,4,3,2,1  in order to let students know they should be ready for next step, part, or problem. Pencils down when you are done. Be sure to watch your spelling. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used a Brain Pop to give students a visual to go with notes... good idea for those students who need visuals for learning connections. You stood in the front of the room for most of the lesson so you did not walk around and monitor. I did not observe you redirecting ay students who were off task or not engaged, but the CT took care of catching students ad redirecting them. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		A student who was pulled out of class yesterday did not remind you that he couldn't answer your question about yesterday's lesson. Your very thoughtful apology set an example for your students. Students seem to have great respect for you which idicates a good repoire. At the same time, the apology allowed them to see the "human" side of you. It speaks to the fact that you can maintain authority in the classroom while still being considerate and kind.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In general, the teacher candidate did a good job of managing the classroom. Students were in different physical arrangements for different parts of the lesson. When students were all seated together on the floor, the teacher candidate could attend to the behavior of all students proficiently. When the students were more spread out, the teacher candidate did an admirable job of seeing that most students were on task, but some in far reaches of the classroom were off task while the teacher candidate stopped to give  individual assistance. Though classroom management overall seems to be going well, attending to all areas of the classroom is still developing. I was not discourage by this for two reasons. One of those is that the cooperating teacher has the perogative to arrange the furniture in the classroom to best suit her teaching style. Secondly, this lesson was full of activity that needed to be packed into the alotted time. The tie between planning the lesson and the classroom behavior will be more evident to the teacher candidate with more time in the full year of this field experience.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher has a great voice quality.   The students love the teacher.  The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has a very good lesson that involves several different types of learning activities. This was a great lesson for a Block one student teacher!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		When working with a small group, be sure to scan the room. Students were waiting with hands raised for your help.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Make sure that you monitor the entire room and take care of any disruptions such as loud talking immediately.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Glows- Good PPT Good Mgt. Strat. used Gave good examples Grows- Have something for students to do when finished More student collaboration 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Don't forget to monitor students-especially those working independently.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You monitored the room well making sure all students were engaged.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The lesson is very organized and very thorough. The students were very interested in the Season lesson.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher has high expectations for her students. The teacher does an excellent job explaining the rules and expecting the students to follow them. The students are very well-behaved and respond extremely well to all of the teacher's expecations. The teacher has a lot of patience in teaching the students. Good lesson! 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Being observed at the end of the school day was a challenge for the intern as the students became restless and anxious for the day to end. However, she rose to the ocassion, redirected students back on task with the skill of an experienced teacher.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Classroom is full of a variety of types of learners. Some methods were in place to accomodate them, and you have added to the skill set your own best practices to help students reach their potential.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great voice level. TC was appropriately dressed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		My theory is "Never do for a child what that child can do for himself." When you left the table you put lids on markers and put them away. Asking each child to do his or having a helper to clean up accomplishes two things: frees you from doing it and also teaches responsible to the students. Transitions are tough for teachers and children. There are techiques for this which are available. Watch your cooperating teacher to learn some of these.  For those not transitioning well (ie, the little reader boy), I say move on when you are ready and don't allow him to distract the other students in classroom. Having a "stop" signal is a good idea when you ask children to make noises.  Good review at the end.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good job monitoring the entire classroom. Great voice level throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		While you were reading, you did not scan the room-you had a student reading a book not following along. When giving directions-do not start until you have everyone's attention. Getting louder to talk over students engaged in their own conversation is not the answer. Try to keep students engaged throughout lesson. There was alot of down time playing Magic Suare-have rest of class give thumbs up or down if word is correct and not on list to keep them involved.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good voice level was used during the lesson TC was professionally dressed

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate has a firm grasp of classroom management skills.She attends to all areas in this regard. Having a well designed, well executed lesson is the first step in keeping students engaged.
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		I believe, even before our conference, you realized how the lesson could have been better regarding the organization. You made excellent points and I know you will take this knowledge to improve upon the next lesson. Engaging, hands-on lesson for first graders!

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Good initial lesson! Remember to begin the lesson with the EQ or I Can statement in order to set a focus for the lesson. The activity that you chose was appropraite and interesting. You did a good job managing the class with comments such as "I'm looking to see who is ready'. Work on the formation of your letters when you write on the board. Remember you are providing an example for your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. TC knew how to operate the PB and successfully used it to enhance the lesson 2. Good choice for opening video - appropriate & the students were intrigued 3. Well organized lesson - instructional materials & supplies were readily available GROWS: 1. Always work first problem on the board with the student so you can clarify if the students understand the information that was presented. Underline key components and complete a 2nd problem if you see that some students are confused. 2. Allow more independent work -- student directed 3. Add real life examples to the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I am always amazed at your ability to keep the attention of first graders. Keep up the good work and just polish the minor details. It is enjoyable to watch you teach!

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You did a good job with your first lesson for Block 1. Your classroom management was appropriate and consistent. I was especially impressed how well you managed the learning environment since the cooperating teacher was absent. The lesson was well planned and appropriate plus the students appeared to enjoy it.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students using "VEX" kits to build inclined plane; had built wheel/axel a couple days ago. Classroom behavior is fine. Cooperating Teacher been out yesterday & today, & Courtney is doing well teaching the class without any problems. There is a substitute teacher present.  Good work ! I'm so pleased and proud of you. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		No lesson plan was sent to supervisor before the lesson. Be sure to submit this 48 hours before your lesson. Classroom management was great!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. TC has good voice quality & relates well with the students. 2. Good idea to put instructions on the board for the group and Chrome book activity. GROWS: 1. Make sure key vocabulary terms are defined 2. When having the students read along with you, stop periodically make sure all students are on task. 3. Check the PB ahead of time to make sure that it is working properly. This will keep you from having down time during the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The main point to remember from this lesson evaluation is to work on questioning techniques. I expect that I will continue to see growth in this area. Don't hesitate to continue approaching teaching in creative ways as you did with taking the students to other "settings" at the school  Some students will learn better this way, so it will be an aspect of differentiation in most cases. Overall, you're headed in the right direction.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I was well-planned, organized, and beautifully scaffolded for the students. Keep up the terrific work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Your effort was proficient overall. There are a number of areas that you can (with a little extra planning) improve and become exemplary. I understand that you have to work within the school system's choice of curriculum materials for mathematics. Since that is the case, I encourage you to work with your cooperating teacher to explore ways that you can appropriately extend or enrich what is provided to actively engage students. You are getting there. Keep up the effort.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall, this lesson showed that your skills and knowledge are being applied to this field experience as you plan and deliver lessons to the students you serve. Continue to plan thoroughly and follow those plans and your field experience will be meaningful and successful.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall very good. Looking forward to another lesson this semester.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!  Enjoyed your lesson!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Thank you for being flexible and for this visit during which I could finish one of your observations.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		You know the components of a good lesson and you are familiar with what the College of Education professors expect in planning and carrying out a successful lesson. It is a matter of putting it all together, and then putting into practice what your lesson plan states. I have high expectations for your performance toward the end of the semester. Try to apply all of the experiences you have had in methods courses and previously in the field.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great, authentic video clip used to enhance the lesson. 2. The students were very involved & excited to participate in the lesson! 3. You were very genuine with your students.
GROWS: 1. Pre-divide the class into groups and post group list on the board. 2. I think it would have enhanced your lesson to bring in actual artifacts from the time period.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very well planned and organized first lesson!  I am proud of you!  Keep up the hard work.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. You were very encouraging to your students. 3. Good idea to compare 2 first ladies. GROWS: 1. I think it would help if you listed the characteristics of your person on an anchor chart. 2. Remember students need to see and hear the material several times in order to learn. 3. Utilize the document camera to enhance your lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ's were posted and discussed with students. 2. Great idea to add "# of fingers guide" under each paragraph. 3. Excellent strategy to have the students repeat the instructions. GROWS: 1. Make sure there is enough light in the room for the students to be able to see clearly. 2. There was a lot of information presented in a short amount of time. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & materials were readily available. 2. The activities enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job managing the group throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Gifted students should be able to give answers/solutions using HOTS! Raise the level of your questioning as needed according to the ability level of your students. 2. List instructions for the various activities on the board and review with the students before moving into the activity. 3. Give the students an opportunity to answer the questions before giving them the answers.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Great review lesson, Brandon!  I can tell you put a lot of time and effort into preparing the game.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, and executed lesson. I am proud of your hard work! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Lesson opening was fun yet very helpful in proving the students an example of the focus skill. 2. TC has a good, strong, & encouraging tone of voice. 3. TC was well prepared & obviously had a clear understanding of the standard. 4. Lesson was well planned & provided an opportunity for all levels of learners to succeed. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on the EQ - breaking it down to exactly what you want the students to learn. 2. Use a pre-grouped student list & table markers to enhance good time management. 3. Post instructions for the activity & rules for 'Working in Groups' on the PB or on an anchor chart. 4. Always a good idea to have a vocabulary list so that the students can see the term & it's definition. Remember students need to See & Hear multilple time in order to learn!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		What a wonderfully planned and thorough lesson! I know you will take what you learned today, regarding classroom management, and make the changes necessary for the students to learn all they can from your lessons.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great lesson!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. It was obvious that you had studied your topic. 2. Lesson was well organized and it flowed smoothly. 3.You made learning fun! GROWS: 1. No technology was used in the lesson. 2. Once the students write their response on their individual white boards, have them hold them up in the air so that you can easily asses them.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Good first lesson.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson.  I am proud of all of your hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent lesson, Brittney! Keep up the engaging, thorough lessons! You are a pleasure to watch teach!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Good lesson!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Wonderful job of introducing a totally new concept. Proud of you for stepping out there!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson plan. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed lesson. GROWS: 1. Students would benefit from having individual graph boards or graph paper. 2. Always answer questions from the students. If they don't understand then it's possible several others are confused as well.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & written. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. GROWS: 1. it would have been beneficial for the students to have a copy of the graphic organizer that you used as your anchor chart. 2. I think it would have helped to clarify the lesson for you to read an article together as a class & then composed a written response as a group. 3. Make sure the font size used in the Powerpoint is readable.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson! Very creative and engaging! As you and I discussed, it might have been better to begin the lesson with the standard and EQ, rather than to wait. In this way, your students have a better idea of what the lesson is about and they are not searching in their minds for where the lesson is going.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Very good lesson. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Very Good Lesson. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed the topic that you were teaching. 3. You are always professionally dressed! GROWS: 1. When a student gives an answer verbally, repeat their answer so that all of the students can hear. 2. Use a system for calling on students randomly. 3. When teaching money, use 'real' money' as an example whenever possible. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned and organized lesson, Stacey!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Good organized lesson - well planned and practiced. 2. Great hands-on activity. Students loved the activity. 3. Good job monitoring the entire class & calling on a variety of students. GROWS: 1. Utilize the Powerpoint in order to get the most from it: underline key points, make a chart for key terms, increase size of font. 2. Repeat key points that is read. so that it is clear to all students. 3. Post true/false questions on the board instead of just reading them aloud.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember you should not be wearing any priecing except earrings at field placement. Please remove the nose piece when you come to the Prek building.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		This student withdrew after this observation. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1.  The lesson was well planned & presented. 2. TC did a great job monitoring the classroom throughout the lesson. 3. TC was professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. If the students' voice levels become too loud, stop, gain their complete attention then begin again. 2. Remember the students need to see and hear the definition of key vocabulary terms. Don't be afraid to repeat yourself! 3. A T-chart is a great GO to use when comparing the characteristics of 2 items (Physical/Chemical Change) 

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson topic. 2. You did a good job relating to the students. GROWS: 1. Make sure to utilize the technology that is available. 2. Make sure print is large enough for the students to read. 3. When having the students complete an activity that involves cutting & pasting, I would have the items pre-cut due to your limited amount of time

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized. 2. Material for the lesson were readily available. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson that you presented. GROWS: 1. Make sure the students are following your directives. 2. If you see that an activity is not working, don't be afraid to go to Plan B! 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lesson opening grabbed the students attention and showed your creatitvity as a teacher.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Don't hesitate to use the "I'm lovin' it" strategy for getting their attention two or three times if the noise level warrants it. I am sure you have noticed that students get excited about science when there is any activity or demonstration - like when you broke the pencil to open your lesson. You have definitely grown in your individual teaching style over this school year. That is what happens when you can focus less on trying to include what you need for a grade and more on what would make an engaging lesson. Let me know if there are specific areas for which you would like feedback during the next two lessons. Your hard work is paying off. We can power through this final semester!!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson. Work on higher order, individual questioning and classroom management techniques. Always explain your expectations for each part of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson!! 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember each lesson must have a lesson goat and all activities for all students must support the learning goal. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Excellent first lesson!  It was well organized and planned.  I am proud of your hard work.  Keep it up!!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		You did an amazing job with this lesson. The lesson plan was well thought out and the activities were very engaging and fun! Your classroom management was excellent and I observe no off task behavior. If i didn't know better, I would have thought you were the contract teacher! WOW!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		*Standards / EQ / I Can Statements should be posted and discussed *Keep this type of lesson simple so that the students don't get confused. Too much iformation tends to make students tune out quickly. *Remeber students need to see and hear the inofrmation in order to learn. A graphic organizer would have been useful. *Good voice quality and encouraging attitude.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison, your lesson was that of a veteran teacher. It was spot on! You obviously are a natural born teacher.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You are working so well with your cooperating teacher that she doesn't want to let you go. Keep up the good work. You have the potential to impact many young lives. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Maybe you were nervous, but you have to show excitement in your lesson. I never saw you smile or encourage your kids. Remember that your enthusiasm should be contagious.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This is the first time I have watched you teach.  You have so much potential and with practice you will be a great teacher.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		I am impressed you gave stations a "shot", since they have not done this before. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well done, Monica!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  A 4th observation is also in Notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well organized, planned, and scaffolded lesson.  Having the students teach the lesson goal to their classmates, in small groups, took their understanding to a higher level.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well planned and organized lesson, Ali.  The students' poor behavior got in the way of their learning as much as possible from your good lesson.  I have every confidence, you will use my suggestions from our conference, and grow/improve in this area!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared lesson. 2. The students were engaged in learning throughout the lesson. 3. Good use of technology. GROWS: 1. With a PB, you can over-write on the screen in order to clarify important points. 2. There should have been a 'no equal' alligator as part of the lesson. 3. I think it would have saved time if you put the materials for the activity on the desk ahead of time (whiteboard, dice, etc.)

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well done, Miranda!!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson has found a niche in her ability to lead by example in a primary grades classroom. She has mastered the basics of teaching and is able to keep students engaged. In searching for an area for improvement, no major weaknesses stand out. Perhaps an area to explore would be creativity in teaching/lesson planning, which only speaks to the fact that nothing important is missing from her teaching. Therefore, it is possible to consider taking it to an even higher level.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		One of my notes on this lesson was "divides work into manageable chunks", which seemed to be very helpful to your students. It gave them several opportunities to "get it right" and it allowed each section of work to build upon the previous one. Teaching young students can present its own unique challenges. While some might say you are a "natural" at teaching this age, I can see that you are purposefully making good plans that prepare you to have successful lessons. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Thank you for sharing with me as your University supervisor that you were concerned how the confines of Eureka Math would affect the outcome of your first observation. You seemed to use the program as instructed, but you did not lose the basics of what UWG's College of Education expects to see in your lesson plan and its delivery. You have a strength in mathematics instruction that you may not have been aware of, but it is the way you methodically and calmly lead students through problems until they reach appropriate solutions. Have confidence in your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson. Also, know that even when there is a "canned" program that you must follow, it is you, the teacher, who makes it relevant and real to the students. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Though this intern shared with me in the fall semester that she perceived herself as not being strong in teaching mathematics, that does not seem to be the case now. She has taken every opportunity to practice teaching math during this semester and last, and it shows in her lesson delivery and questioning techniques.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Good opening - students loved the Brainpop video. 2. Lesson was well planned. 3. Good hands on visuals to enhance the lesson. GROWS: 1. It would have been a great lesson to use 3-D shapes. 2. Ask the students to give you everyday examples of shapes that are congruent.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Wow! I immediately noticed your enthusiasm! You are a natural born teacher. You truly have a gift of teaching. Your delivery of content was wonderful.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Knowing what your students are ready to do will come with time spent with them.  You have a good attitude and I look forward to watching you grow with experience.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Outstanding review stations!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Well done!  I am proud of the hard work you put into this lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Work onrelating the lesson to real life experiences--why do the students need to know this for their everyday lives. Since the lesson was based on a book--having it at the beginning of the lesson would have engaged the students. Review the standard at the beginning of lesson. When you conclude the lesson have students restate what they have learned.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  It was well planned and organized. Your students were clearly interested and engaged during the entire lesson!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Terrific lesson, Alexis!

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Good first lesson.  Keep growing and glowing!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The level at which you are putting it all together ( lesson planning, delivery of the lesson, and classroom management). 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Good first lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Keep up the good work!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Your teaching is at an overall very solid level. You're at the level that I would want for every intern at this point. We have a couple more lessons that will be observed, so let me know if there is any area in which you would particularly want feedback.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Excellent lesson!  Well planned and organized. Work on behavior management skills, as this is a must before you teach your two weeks.  They must understand you are a teacher in that classroom.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Well done, Hannah!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. It appeared that you had studied your lesson & prepared a quality lesson. 2. You did a good job managing the classroom. 3. You were professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. Standard &/or EQ should be clearly presented to the students at the beginning of the lesson. This sets the focus for your lesson! 2. The classroom was equipped with a Promethean Board but you did not utilize it. The review would have been a great time to use it! 3. Remember - students need to see and hear what you are teaching multiple times in order for learning to take place!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Materials are organized and timely Beginning of a unit

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done!!!  I am proud of you, Kaitlyn!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Work on behavior management. Students must see you as a teacher. Work on putting more rigor into the lesson....more ways to make each individual student accountable for learning the lesson goal.  I would like to see more direct instruction from you. Videos have their place, but nothing replaces your good instruction. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Fantastic lesson, Brittany!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well planned, organized and scaffolded lesson for your students. The lesson was so interactive the students were on task and engaged at all times. Terrific, Brittany!

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Enjoyed your lesson.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. Material was readily available for the students. 3. Good use of document camera. GROWS: 1. Make sure your EQ is large enough for the students to read. 2. It might help if your numbered your learning stations. The students were a little confused as to where to go.


		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Good visuals. GROWS: 1. Take a little more time with the introduction of the lesson. There's no need to rush. 2. Make sure you monitor the entire class & redirect students if they are not paying attention. 3. Review & post rules for group participation.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		•    Overall lesson was well written and a good job teaching it. The students were engaged and on task. The students enjoyed the Who Am I bags? Great idea!!  You used the timer to help students stay on task and this is a good management technique and when you saw they needed more time, you quickly let them know that you would add a few more minutes. It was easy to see that the students like this procedure and it is part of their daily routine. •    I suggest modeling for the students the writing from POV as it is hard for this age child to create this type writing. They can easily give you their POV, but to write it from someone else’s, it might have been more effective to model it using a short paragraph. •    The child who asked how much he had to write was getting frustrated and you reassured him that there was not set number to just answer the prompt, but he still was frustrated. I suggested giving him a second page that he did not have to turn over to see what he highlighted. •    We discussed differentiation and some ways you could make it more specific to a child. I am interest in how you would improve the lesson the next time. It was great that you had the opportunity to teach it once before I came so you could make adjustments. We all do it and that is showing good effective teaching. •    Remember to cite resources in the lesson plan. •    I am impressed with your effective teaching as a Block two student!! You are well advanced in your teaching strategies. Keep up the good work! 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. The hands on activity was a great way to enhance the lesson. 3. It was obvious that you put a lot of time in constructing the lesson. GROWS: 1. It might help to have the students pre-divided in groups. 2. Go over the group rules ahead of time

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Comments: Overall the lesson was not that bad. You were brave doing this lesson on a Friday afternoon and your teacher had left early. The sub was no help at all. You were aware of the situation, but you stayed with it and did not give up or lose your patience. Many others would have, you showed integrity there. The students enjoyed the activity very much and it was a great way to practice identifying the theme as opposed to a worksheet. (Mrs. Wadlington would have been proud of this lesson… can’t wait to brag on you.) Some things you may want to try next time is to model acting out the drama and emphasizing that you expected the students watching to determine the theme. I would allow one grow and one glow and then the theme and why. Your questions were understanding and applying which was good. Maybe if you had the students to write the title of each fable and then the theme after the performance would have helped to keep them engaged. It was obvious that the students were testing the boundaries with you. I am proud of how you handled it… you kept bringing them back to the task. When you assign students a drama to act out, state your expectations clearly and maybe even give some examples and nonexamples.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent first lesson. I am proud of you. I know you will be timely with all deadlines in the future, as you have assured me.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Work on your scaffolding...making sure students are ready and prepared through discussion and examples for each part of the lesson.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Be sure to clarify answers and just agree. Example when student siad the Berlin Wall was the Iron Curtain.Make sure you use the correct names, you said Hitler one time instead of Stalin. Lots of information to cover in one lesson, so I am not sure students were able to understand and get all the notes. Pronunciation of NATO. Time management and amount of information  45 minutes into the lesson, students began to show signs of losing interest.(putting heads down) Nestor stepped in several times to clarify information, be sure you have all the information correct. Called on the same students over and over. Overall the lesson was good and I realized it was what Nestor wanted yiou to teach and the strategies used were changed to at her request. It was a good learning experience for you and you were able to realize that even though the students were fifth graders, you were asked to cover too much material in one lesson, but it is getting close to the Milestones testing too. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney, This lesson has shown that you are moving in the right direction in your field experience from my perspective. You can still improve, but you have proven that you have the ability to move any areas that are "good" at present to "exemplary" in the future. 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The class you have includes a wide variety of ability ranges, but you're  dealing with it and helping them learn and grow.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are working well with your cooperating teacher, and with others who come in to assist. Nice show of professionalism

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was organized & well planned. 2. Great voice quality. 3. You were actively involved with the students throughout the lesson, GROWS: 1. Spend more time on introducing your lesson, key vocabulary, & the key points of your lesson. 2. Get more student input regarding prior knowledge.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good work this semester, Anna. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GROWS: 1. Well constructed Powerpoint presentation for vocabulary. It might enhance it if you added a video. 2. Moving around class will help with class monitoring.
GLOWS: 1. Good job relating vocabulary to real-life. 2. I think it would be beneficial to to underline vocabulary words used in the passage. 3. Good recall question for prior knowledge. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Good clear opening - EQ was clarified 2. Great job relating lesson to real-life experiences that the students could relate to. 3. It was apparent that you were well prepared to teach the lesson. GROWS: 1. Go over the 1st problem with the class so that you can have a better understanding of any prior knowledge. 2. Write on the board as you teach. Remember, students need to see and hear the information numerous time in order to remember it.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		For your next observation, please let me know if your most active teaching is on a day I am not scheduled at NDES. It's possible I can shift my schedule to accomodate you.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		There is a good rapport between the teacher candidate and cooperating teacher. The teacher candidate also has a good rapport with her students.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		DRP

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Carol Thomas

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		DRP

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		DRP

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		DRP

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		DRP

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		DRP

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		DRP

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		244

		Response Rate: 		56.61%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/14/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/21/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/06/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/14/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/28/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/03/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/21/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/06/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/21/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/06/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/28/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/29/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/06/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/12/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/07/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/27/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/20/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/01/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/26/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/21/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/01/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/29/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/21/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/01/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/13/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/12/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/23/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/14/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/14/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/01/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/01/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/14/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		02/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/22/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/18/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/18/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/18/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/22/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/06/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/12/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/16/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/29/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/25/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/29/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/22/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/12/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/13/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/29/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/14/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/20/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/10/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/12/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/29/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/14/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/26/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/13/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/26/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/23/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/06/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/14/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/06/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/03/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/23/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/26/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/12/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/26/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/26/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/07/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/15/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/06/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/29/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/20/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/29/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/22/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/28/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/06/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/16/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/03/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/20/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/20/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/06/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/20/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/14/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		02/01/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/23/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/06/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/25/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/16/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		242

		Response Rate: 		56.15%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 1 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		5		1.37%

		No		359		98.63%
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Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 0 0% 127 29.47% 265 61.48% 26 6.03% 6 1.39% 7 1.62% 431 2.76 0.55
Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free 1 0.23% 174 40.37% 226 52.44% 21 4.87% 0 0% 9 2.09% 431 2.63 0.58
Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation 2 0.46% 110 25.52% 297 68.91% 11 2.55% 0 0% 11 2.55% 431 2.75 0.5
Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided 
Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- 
Manipulatives 2 0.46% 156 36.19% 240 55.68% 20 4.64% 1 0.23% 12 2.78% 431 2.67 0.57
Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- 
Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating 3 0.7% 252 58.47% 148 34.34% 9 2.09% 10 2.32% 9 2.09% 431 2.4 0.55
Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- 
Enrichment--- Problem-solving  2 0.46% 220 51.04% 140 32.48% 12 2.78% 44 10.21% 13 3.02% 431 2.43 0.57
Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 3 0.7% 120 27.84% 279 64.73% 12 2.78% 8 1.86% 9 2.09% 431 2.72 0.52
Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 1 0.23% 131 30.39% 267 61.95% 23 5.34% 2 0.46% 7 1.62% 431 2.74 0.55
Lesson has guided practice and independent practice 2 0.46% 116 26.91% 276 64.04% 21 4.87% 4 0.93% 12 2.78% 431 2.76 0.54
Effective transitions between activities 3 0.7% 156 36.19% 231 53.6% 20 4.64% 11 2.55% 10 2.32% 431 2.65 0.58
Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance 3 0.7% 136 31.55% 180 41.76% 10 2.32% 81 18.79% 21 4.87% 431 2.6 0.57
Total/Percentage 22 0.46% 1698 35.82% 2549 53.77% 185 3.9% 167 3.52% 120 2.53% 4741


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:45 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordn Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Taitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry Bridges

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Brittany Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		M Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emiy DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gant

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Larel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika GIlbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Goree

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		BFITH

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachl Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Lauen Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tianna Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Anna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Moran Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Midred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alxis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Rosser

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kistal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jalene Soto-Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Stapler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannh Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Briany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Asley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Aigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolfurd

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroine Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jnna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		426

		Response Rate: 		98.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		09/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/08/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/04/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/13/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/06/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/26/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/01/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		02/28/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/22/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/04/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		02/15/2017

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		10/11/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/28/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/24/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		10/11/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		02/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/11/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		09/29/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/02/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/08/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		09/21/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/09/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		09/21/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/26/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/02/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		01/18/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/19/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/02/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/02/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		09/28/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/31/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/28/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		01/31/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/28/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/18/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		09/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/15/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		09/26/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		09/28/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		02/06/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		01/30/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		09/29/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		05/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		02/28/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/04/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/21/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/13/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/09/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		02/06/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/17/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		08/30/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		02/22/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/04/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		03/02/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/06/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		09/28/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/07/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/14/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		02/28/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/13/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/29/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/20/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/21/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		08/30/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/11/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/06/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		08/30/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/09/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/21/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/28/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		09/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/11/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/01/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		09/19/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		09/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		01/30/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/16/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/19/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		03/07/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		02/07/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		02/02/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		09/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/31/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		09/14/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/15/2017

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/11/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		09/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/10/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		10/11/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/05/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/02/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/21/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/11/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		01/26/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		09/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/10/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/14/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/03/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/21/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/22/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		09/20/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		10/11/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		09/26/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/19/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/06/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		10/03/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		09/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/19/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/21/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		08/31/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/26/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/14/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/13/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/15/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/02/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/15/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		10/11/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/03/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		01/26/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/22/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		03/02/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/15/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		01/30/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/27/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		09/21/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		09/29/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		10/19/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/03/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		10/19/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/19/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/20/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		02/06/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		09/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		09/20/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/22/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		01/26/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/19/2016

		Responses (n): 		424

		Response Rate: 		98.38%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elem

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		WES

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elem

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elem

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carrollton Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary School

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elem

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle 

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sars Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Burch Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary School

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary School

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elem

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		UWG

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elem

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Temple

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elem

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		UWG

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary School, Bremen

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elem

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elem

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton MIddle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHES

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Ithica Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ELementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Roopville Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollto Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elem

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		LSES

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elem

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Cowewta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Carrollton Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand hill

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Wedtern Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		425

		Response Rate: 		98.61%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		k

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  S

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PREK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3 ELA

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1st 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		First

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Pre K

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		K

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		K

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2nd 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kndg

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		K

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		First

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Kindergarten

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4th

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Pre K

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kndg

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre K

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		K

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		K

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kndg

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		K

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		K

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 SS

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 Math

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		First

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Math

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Kindergaarten

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PreK

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  Social Studies

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		K

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2nd

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		K

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		PreK

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kndg.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		K

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		K

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Math

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 Math

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 ELA

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		1  Health/ELA

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		PreK

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PRE-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		K

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		PreK

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pre-K

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 Math  Drop In

		Jones		Darius		917396692		4

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre-K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PreK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		1

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		1

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 ELA

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  ELA

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Pre k

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		5th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		1 Health

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  SS

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		1

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		K

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Kindergarten

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Pre-K

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  S

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		4

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA Reading

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 S

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  ELA

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		K

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math  drop in

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA  Drop in

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  S

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  SS

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		K

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  Math

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  SS

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		1st

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		third

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Kindergarten

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2

		Williams		Julia		917462487		PreK

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		PREk

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		First 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		423

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Alice Lee Remler

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Carol Thomas

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Alice Lee Remler

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Strain

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Alice Lee Remler

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Baugh, Peggy

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Strain

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		M. REID

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		R Strain

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Robin Strain

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Strain

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Robin Strain

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Alice Lee Remler

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Alice Lee Remler

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Robin Strain

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Alice Lee Remler

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Alice Lee Remler

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Alice Lee Remler

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Robin Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Julia		917462487		M. REID

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Mary Reid

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		417

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome presenting Standards and learning goals.  Well done connecting ELA and SS in your presentation of today's lesson.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students be engaged in the stating of the standards. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You must present your Standard.  Even if it's a small group. Also go over and explain your learning goals (or EQ) 
Also use this introduction time to talk about real life sequencing.  How it's in everything we do! Why order and steps are important.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This observation has been completed in the other folder. Document has also been uploaded to notes under assessments

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Because persuasive and opinion writing are connected in this standard, I believe it would have been good to put more emphasis on the fact they would be working on a piece of opinion writing. There is a big difference  between the two types of writing. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You discussed and made perfectly clear what the students were to know at the end of the lesson. (The EQ).
 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Some schools required written standards to be posted and visible (FYI).  

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Read and discussed the standard for the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		No Standards or learning goals (EQ's) were mentioned.  In your introduction there should be Standards, EQ, prior knowledge, review and some real life meaning of WHY they are learning PEMDAS

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher presented the standard and essential question during the lessson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the standards and essential questions.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher did a good job of explaining the standard and essential question. The teacher had the students watch and participate in the powerpoint about the five senses. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the five senses more in the beginning of the lesson.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Be sure to explain the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher had the essential question posted on her powerpoint. GROW-The teacher did not review the standards or explain what the students would be learning about in the lesson. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are well aware that continents have been the focus of Social Studies recently. The graphics along with the teacher enthusiasm helped to engage students early in the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good job presenting Standards. Awesome that you integrated ELA and SS

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The purpose of learning is clearly communicated and keeps students on task. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The learning goals for this lesson are clearly stated and measurable.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about three events that were posted on the powerpoint. The teacher shared the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standard used for the lesson.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		  You reviewed the standard and extended it by making connections to previous learned material. You had the standard's I Can statement with you so students could easily see it.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Make sure standard is large enough for students to see/read.  Be sure to explain the standard-what are they learning and why.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The lesson has two "I can" statements that are posted on the screen and discussed in terms of key words in this reader's workshop lesson on author point of view. The students very clearly understand the purpose of the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standard and "I can" statements were posted for students to see.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You underlined the most important words in the standard and the "I can statements." 
Well done, there was no question regarding what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used a "kid friendly" I can statement to convey to the students what they were to learn during the lesson. The lesson was well-organized and beautifully supported and scaffolded for the students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was working in a small Reading group. The lesson was in progress when I began my observation. I did not observe the beginning of the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Read and discussed standard.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson plans are written in the style and format that this school would require. If I were simply grading the plans based on what the UWG lesson plan format requires, I would need much more detail on ready the plans.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The written lesson appeared to be well planned, but there was a brief period near the beginning when students were less attentive until they were required to become more activefly engaged in learning. A question to think about: How can lessons be structured to gain students' active attention/participation at the beginning? 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The learning goals were clear to the students and this helped them get on task with confidence.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No standard was posted or presented.  Neither were your EQ's/ learning goals. 
This must be done for each lesson.  Very important!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standards or EQ's were not posted or presented.  

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Standards posted but not articulated to the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The standard was posted consistent with practiceof the cooperating teacher The students were told the topic, but not specific learning goals.Stating clear learning goals or "I can" statements may have helped students who were later unsure of what to do later in the lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students are clear on the purpose of the lesson based on both their actions and words.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Remember to discuss the standards or I Can statements for the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was displayed, read and discussed. You can take this even further by discussing the vocabulary used in the standard to be sure all students understood the terms.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a book about healthy and unhealthy foods.
*The teacher needed to discuss the standard and essential question in more detail.
The standard and essential question were stated on the powerpoint.
 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement. You had students define "rhyming words".

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Wonderful that you had Standard and EQ posted.  You did a great job of moving straight into the short Power point of definitions, vocab words and transitional words.
Remember to give positive comments to your students. Important! 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Good job modeling Good use of lesson vocab Need more feedback to students Validate praise Let students share their writing with peers at table

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You forgot to discuss the standard.
The learning goals were beautifully/clearly stated in your EQs for the lesson. You supported your students learning by discussing what prefixes, suffixes and root words are.
 
 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. TC did a good job defining key terms in the standard. Additional time needed introducing the EQ.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You forgot to address the standard or the E.Q.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting and stating the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of posting her plan on the powerpoint for the lesson.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Tell the students what they will be learning during the lesson. You began the lesson pulling items out of a bag and having students identify what each was. You had a large model of teeth, a toothbrush, and toothpaste.  Because each of these items began with the letter "t" you took advantage of this "teachable moment" and asked what the beginning sound was for each of them. You showed a video and asked the students to explain what they had seen on it. Because the video was demonstrating how to brush teeth properly, you might have had the students "act out" the movements while watching.  You tied the video in with their daily routine of brushing their teeth in the morning and at night. You then asked the question, " What do we do with our teeth?"  The students struggled to answer as I believe the question was too vague for them.  You were looking for them to tell you teeth were used for eating, talking etc.  They told you how to take care of their teeth by brushing. You then asked the students if they could tell you what a dentist is and what a dentist does.  Perfect timing for thisquestion, since the students had seen a dentist in the media center that morning. You then read part of the book The Berenstain Bears Visit the Dentist. You asked questions that were related to the lesson in order to assess their understanding of what it means to take good care of their teeth.  You stressed going to the dentist is part of good dental health. You then dismissed the students to their centers.  Perhaps dismiss your group last so they will not be sitting at their table without you. You walked around to each group, which was led by the teacher and the paprapro giving the directions. It is alright for the other adults to give their groups the directions, as you would have discussed these with them before the lesson. You helped the students in your group construct a model of a mouth with teeth using construction paper and marshmallows. You closed the lesson asking  how the items in the bag were used. You reviewed how many times a day they should brush  their teeth.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You opened with the I Can statements so students knew what the lesson focus was.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Remember to discuss the standard or I Can statement with the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals and E.Q. was thoroughly explained to students. The lesson plan was well planned and scaffolded to ensure the students' best possible opportunity for success.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		How do we collect data?
Excellent E.Q. for lesson. Lets the students know exactly what they are to know at the end of the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Great job presenting Standard.  You always cover this well.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Always great job at presenting Standard and learning goals

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards & EQ was listed in LP but was not clearly presented to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Good job reviewing and exsplaining the standard for your lesson to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard was posted but not discussed with the students. The expectations for the lesson and the students were discussed. Learning goal was clear and measurable. Assessment reflects learning goal.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good job stating the standard in "kid" language.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions about fractions. The teacher explained what the lesson would be about. The teacher shared the standard and essential question on a good powerpoint. There was a good discussion about the standard and what it means.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You did a very thorough job explaing the language of the standard/EQ....explicit.....making inferences.
You handed out the first oreo and asked the students to eat it as quickly as possible as soon as they got it.
You questioned students regarding what they had eaten...had them describe and put responses on the chart you had made. This represented the "first read" of a passage. It would have been good to point out a lot of the words were adjectives, as they have studied these.
You handed out the second oreo, but this time you asked all to wait until everyone had a cookie before eating.  You had the students describe, the texture, ingredients, looks, smell, uniqueness. All of this was in much greater detail than the first time. You pointed out the differences between the first and second cookie responses. The first cookie-first read and the second cookie-second read. There were many more details discovered with the second oreo as in reading a passage a second time.
You had the students read a passage and gave them very little time to read it.  The second time you had them read  the same passage you asked the students to read the questions first. You gave them more time to read the passage. The students then hegan answering the comprehension questions.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Standard and E.Q.s clearly posted and explained.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Great job with the standard. You read it, discussed it, read it as I Can statements and then discussed the learning goals for the lesson.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Remember to review the standard and explain it to the students.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement with students and then having them explain what "rhyming words" were.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had the student read the standard and essential question. The teacher discussed the standard with the students in her small reading group.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with an explanation of the standard. You made sure students understood the vocabulary.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Reviewed standard I Can statements.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Standard was posted, but not clearly articulated in "kid friendly" terms to students.
You had no "I can" statement or E.Q. for the lesson.
Please remember both of these, as this is how the students know what they are responsible for knowing by the end of each lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You posted an "I can statement" which you had the students read with you.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher needs to state the standard and essential question.
 

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		While PreK children cannot read the standards, it's good to state the standards in the beginning. Some schoosl require standards to be posted in the classroom. The lesson was well organized and sequenced naturally.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by posting the standard. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the standard. The teacher only posted the standard but did not review it.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		No standard read or discussed. Be sure to have the standard posted for students to see, read it and then discuss it so the student understands what it means.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by having the students complete the quizizz.com The teacher shared the standards for the math lesson. The teacher included the students by letting them read the standards on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint to read the standards. The teacher had several essential questions for the students.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the    Lesson Plan & but EQ not reviewed with students. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lessson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You posted and presented your Standards. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job with Standards. Your EQ's were excellent!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standard stated to students but not posted.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The learning goal of the lesson is clearly articulated and students are aware of the goals and what they should be doing.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Shared standard and I Can statement with class. Take time to discuss with students why we need to know this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your standards were posted and you did a good job explaining to the students what the lesson was going to be. EQ and I Can statements made the standard understandable for students. The learning goals did not align with the actual lesson. Students should be able to create their own bar graph without the aids presented in the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher stated the standard and essential question to the small reading group.
 

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived for your observation, therefore I did not see you discuss the standard or lesson goals.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		E.Q. needs to be written in a place that can be seen throughout the lesson.
Your voice was very soft and hard to hear as you introduced the standard and the E.Q. Use a stronger voice when conveying the purpose of the lesson to your students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Very good book selection for this lesson. always remember to ask about Author/Illustrator with every book read. This is a emphasis in Prek.

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with the atandard and I Can statements for the lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher did a good job of stating and reviewing the standards and essential questions.
 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question for the Sound lesson.

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Glows
Enjoyed ppt- good visual 
Good student movement during lessons
Modeled pictures of solid, liquids, gases
Not a tryical block I lesson

Grows
Ask for a visual such as thumbs up or pencils down when finished 
Validate praise
Establish expectations of each group 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		No mention of learning goals at the beginning of the lesson. Be sure to tell students what they will be learning during your lesson. I can match an upper case letter with its lower case letter.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Good job presenting Standard and EQ.  But spend a minute longer as you go over what this means. This explanation will lead you right into Power Point

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with the standard and I Can statements for the lesson. Explained what the students should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of instructing the students how to remember the subject matter of the lesson with the five "W's."

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You must get in the habit, even at this age of discussing what the students are going to learn.

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher did not share the standard or essential question in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed what they would be learning in the lesson but did not share the standard and essential question.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and shared the standards and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of including the students in the reading and explanation of the standards.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lessson by stating the rules. The standard and essential question were posted in the powerpoint. A very eye catching presentation of the standard and essential question was presented.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential question were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video about the subject matter.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The standards and essential questions were stated.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
The teacher had a great powerpoint.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential question were stated. The "I can" statement was reviewed. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter of the lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison did a good job introducing the standards and having the students orally repeat the stsndards with body movement. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Don't change the wording of your Standard. Leave it just the way it's written. Break it down in your "I Can" Statements and EQ.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened with the standards and expectations for the lesson. Explained what the outcome of the lesson would be.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You read the standard to your students but remember to explain it so that they can understand it.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Good job presenting and breaking down Standard

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Keepers: Good opening Circulating Room Polishers: Use management strategies to get attention Validate praise be careful of grammar use 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The standard and essential question were stated and posted. The teacher began the lesson with discussing the standard. The teacher discussed the important words in the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No posted standard. Standard was not discussed with students. Lesson plan was incomplete.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with a song and had the books for students to look through and identify the stages of the water cycle.  You had a word nbank for this group to complete the worksheet.  The hands on activity allowed students to process the information.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Wonderful job of going over Standard, vocabulary words, etc. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.  Y You had prepared a P.Pt. reviewing the different types of references and how to use them. This was excellent support for the students as they completed the assignments at the stations.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very thorough explanation of point of view.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Differentiation section not filled out.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Be careful not to just read your Standards and I cans/EQs as a ritual. Break these down and explain. Answer your EQ at the beginning.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You introduced and explained the standard using "kid friendly" termns.
Your EQ clearly stated what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		When going over the learning goal a quick review of what it means to compare and contrast would have been appropriate, just in case someone had forgotten. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.
The teacher had great questions about the standard to see how much the students understood what the standard meant.
 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining what the students would be doing during the lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I was not able to do a first observation on Taylor.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Standard was posted.  Discuss the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		-An overall nice job in planning and executing this lesson; -Lesson goals from written lesson were well communicated to students in a manner that they clearly understood them.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Student participation makes it clear that they know the purpose of learning. The intern has clearly informed them of the purpose.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		No standard or EQ posted or presented

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Make sure you do the Standard!  Posted and orally

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Great job with the standard.  You had it written for the small group to see, you read it and then discussed it in terms that the students could understand.  Yu went through the same process when the next group came to you.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The lesson plan had to work within the confines of the Eureka Math program that is used by the school system. Much of the lesson comes through the smart board. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students are very much aware of what their learning goals are for this lesson because the goals have been clearly stated and are reflected throughout the lesson.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The standard and essential question were stated. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Make sure you post and state the Standard.  Also the I Can/EQ

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened with I Can statements so students knew what the lesson was covering.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted but not read or discussed with the students. Remember to do this in every lesson.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The standard and essential question were posted and stated.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Awesome job posting and presenting Standard and EQ.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		You presented your standards and learning goals. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		E.Q.s clearly stated at the beginning of the lesson. These told the students what they would be reviewing during their stations.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the standard written on the board and hurriedly read through it. There was no discussion of what it meant.
Please remember to include an E.Q. or "I can statement" in each lesson. This tells the learners what they are to know at the end of the lesson, even if the lesson is a review lesson they still need to know what the learning goals are.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Went over standard/I Can statements quickly-take time to discuss the standard with the students and what the lesson will be about.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Remember to post the standard and read and discuss it with the students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		No lesson plan was provided for the observer prior to or during the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Be sure to get your lesson plan to supervisor 48 hours before you are going to teach it.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Standards were posted but not addressed at the beginning of the lesson.  You did come back to them during the lesson.  Try to remember to discuss with the students what they are learning and why.  

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by showing a Flocabulary video about subjects and predicates. The standard and essential question were not stated or posted.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I don't remember seeing or hearing you go over the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and EQ perfectly done!  You shared photos of the two generals which made them real to the students!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a continuation of the reasons for America"s Involvement in WWII Standard and EQ clearly posted and explained.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		You had students predict what the lesson was going to be about looking at pictures on the Promethean Board. The students were easily able to do this. You showed a video about the proper way to brush teeth and had students practice along.  Having a real toothbrush, at least for you to use, would have been more engaging. You asked the students how many of them floss their teeth.  About half of them raised their hands.  You told them it was the piece of string to pull between their teeth. It was clear some of the students had not been taught, at home about flossing, therefore it would have been helpful to actually have some floss and demonstrate this.  You moved on and asked the students what cavities were and lead a discussion of foods that cause cavities. You had two outlines of teeth and had the students suggest good/bad foods to put on the two different teeth.  This made them think about how to categorize their answers. You also led a discussion of what good/bad habits were regarding caring for their teeth. You had the students move to their tables and trace the letters in the sentence, "I can brush my _________.   A more open ended option would have been something to the effect of, " I can keep my teeth healthy by_________________.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The standard is captured in an "I can" statement that is posted. The purpose of the lesson (identifying the main idea in a passage" was the subject of an elbow partner discussion at the beginning of the lesson. It was short but accomplished the goal.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate used chart paper to post the standard and other important information for the lesson. It is evidenc that careful planning has gone into this lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students are engaged in learning. They are well aware of the clearly stated learning goals and objectives that have been communicated to them by the teacher candidate (intern).

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Opened with I Can statements making it very clear what the students would be learning during the lesson.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Keepers: Voice tone Good use of Management Strategies Very organized Cute avtivities Polishers: Make sure there is not interfernce with vocab. for example Pea sized 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard or E.Q. were presented.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		E.Q. and standard clearly explained.  E.Q. written on the board for all to see throughout the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standards and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Standards & EQ were listed in Lesson Plan but not clearly articulated to students.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a recall of the standard they were working on. Explained goal of the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to explain the standard. In order not to confuse students, make the explanation connect to the EQ. In other words make them very similiar.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The learning goal was clearly stated using an "I can  statement". 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good presentation of Standard.  Loved how you broke it down for the students to understand.  You went over what theme means in a story.
suggestion- Use your EQ or learning goals to help you and students focus.
 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You explained the standard and used "I can" statements in order to perfectly articulate what the students were to know at the end of the lsesson.
Lesson plan beautifully planned and organized in order to scaffold the information for your students.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The standard and essential question were not stated or posted. *The teacher needs to put the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The lesson began with the teacher explaining what the lesson would be about-germs. The teacher did a good job asking questions about germs.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with the standard and explained it.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.
The teacher did a great job sharing the standard and essential question.
As a review, the teacher had the students sing the Henry Hudson song.
 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Remember to go over standard/I can statements

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Standard was read to the students.  Stabdard should also be explained or put into child friendly terms so young children can understand.  Standard was not posted. Learning goals were measurable and addressed the standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the fire truck visiting the school today.
The standards and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by having the students skip count several different ways.  Great way to begin the lesson! The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with standard and I Can statement.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different layers of soil.
The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 
 

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The standards and essential questions were stated in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Standards were stated and posted. You went the standard and even repeated it in kid friendly terms. Lesson plans were sent in time frame, well written and easy to follow. Lessons were age appropriate and included SS and writing integration. (Next time you can include the writing standard) 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Had student read standard, asked students to review “theme” EQ or “I can” statements need to be the target goal for the students. More important to point this out rather than read the standard (unless the school requires you to read the standard)

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		The lesson began before I arrived, however I could see in the slide presentation handouts you had addresssed the standard and the EQ.
Lesson is well planned, organized and had nice flow to it.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson reading, explaining and discussing the standard and " I can" statement.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		All standards and goals were posted and gone over with the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In moving from one classroom to another, I may have missed any posted standards and specific related discussion.  Therefore it is marked "not observed".  However, the teacher candidate used language that clearly articulated the goals of the lesson, and the written lesson showed the appropriate standards. This was a well planned lesson for a teacher candidate at this level. If there were any criticism at all, one might say that it was ambitious in trying to accomplish so much in the time period given. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The participation level of students made it clear that they were aware of the purpose of learning, and were attentive to the task at hand.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher started the lesson by asking good questions.
Great presentation of standards and essential questions on the powerpoint.
 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: great job explaining distributive effective activity good methods to help students remember corredt function order polishers: Need opportunity for independent work 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened by reading the standard and reviewing the I Can statement.  Reviewed vocabulary and explained the meaning of the words. Reviewed prior learning with a place value game.  You had students explain their thinking for arranging themselves.  You created an anchor chart with the students contributing information.  You had a tic tac toe board for students to choose their activities to complete.You did a good job of trying to involve all students--getting them to contribute to the discussion or activity.  You tied the learning to the real world.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You reviewed and discussed the standard for the lesson with the class.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Grows: Modeling student collaboration Management Stratagies Grows: More instruction Stud. Beahavior during group work

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Management Strategey used-when finished put finger in air Enjoyed poem at opening Grows: Circulate room while students are doing work to make sure they understand Close the lesson using key points or something...do not just stop teaching Find your teacher voice...act like you are enjoyin gthe lesson Ecougage students and praise them through out lesson

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Despite the lengthy story, the children were very engaged throughout.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Standard was posted nut be sure to explain it to the students.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standards were posted. read and explained to students.  I Can statements was read and students recorded it.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted but was not discussed with the students. The EQ was posted and discussed in the lesson. Learning goals are clear and measurable.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
Awesome video of the seasons was shown in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed the essential question on the powerpoint.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The intern consistently states learning goals in all of her lessons, and this was certainly done throughout the beginning of the lesson and anytime during the lesson there was a shift of focus.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You do a good job of communicating with your students the learning goals of the lesson. The students know where they are headed, and this helps you as well to do the best job possible.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Don't be afraid to slow down & take your time.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Reviewed the standard and explained it's meaning with the I Can statements.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Group work and colaboration Related to real life Modeling Grows: Validate praise Give more feedback Encourage students to do their best

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standards were posted but remember to go over them with the class.  Explain what they are learning and why.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You read the standard but with young students it is necessary to explain the standard. Go over the I Can statements with them also. What will they learn from this lesson and why do they need to know it.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Evidence of clearly stated learning goals was there even near the end of the lesson when students clearly recalled the purpose of learning in their responses.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Standard for the lesson was posted nut was not read or discussed with the students.  Lesarning goals were measurable and supported the standard.

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		54.76%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		3		3		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		3		3		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		3		3		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		3		3		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		2		2		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		2		2		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		3		3		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		3		3		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Fabulous opening (motivator) as you passed out North and South packets of money and pretzels.  Awesome job of using personal scenerios so that the students grasped the idea of how the people had to live with no money and land.  You did a great job of covering material in such an interesting way as they moved through SS book.  You helped them understand how people felt after the war.  I loved the text book when it is used in a fun and interesting way.  You did that!  Did you see how many people raised their hand to read a paragraph?  It was obvious that you were very familiar with material.  You had throught it through well! This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good variety of presentation methods.  Emphasized important word directions throughout and at the end...Build, Draw, Write.  Did enough examples "with" the students to help them be successful on their own.  Students enjoyed building the numbers with stick pretzels and mini marshmellows to signify tens and ones.  Be careful of saying "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Overall the lesson was good.  An additional way to introduce "What is a synonym?" might have helped.  Reading a book and filling in a chart are very similar and may not reach a student who needs to "see" it in a different way.  Liked the ling you made to help remember with cinnamon rolls. Good activity...might have saved some time if you had only glittered one cinnamon roll.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Great opening of asking what they know about division.  The book The Doorbell Rang was excellent way to introduce concept of division.  Loved that you gave them a visual of "real cookies" to help them divide. You have a very good, natural way to deliver information.  suggestion- could have been more instruction from you before starting groups. Introducing and writing vocabulary on Prom. Board would have been a thought. Possible more scenerios of using students.   I was confused on whether we were doing division or division with remainder.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students about the white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needs to let one of the students read the Application Problem to engage the students more. GROW-Instead of asking for oral answers to the problems, the teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint and demonstrate how they arrived at their answers. The student asked to come to the powerpoint-the teacher should have asked the students to come up first. THe teacher instructed the students to arrange their fraction strips from biggest to smallest. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure all the students have their fractions strips before beginning the lesson. One student did not have the fraction strips. GROW-The teacher needs to know the lesson plan well enough that she does not need notes while teaching. The teacher did a good job of practicing with the students before letting them begin the activity with the fraction strips game. The teacher had good questions to prompt the fraction strip game about equal, greater than and less than. The students had good discussion about the different fraction strips.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good review lesson.  Glad that you have the students writing in math!  I liked the way you had them share what they had written about the perimeter question that needed to be corrected..."using mathematical language and writing".  Using Quiziz to review material on the chrome book is good.  Quiz on math vocabulary showed them that they need to "brush up" on vocabulary.  Kept stressing test taking skills.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good use of video to introduce the lesson on multiplying decimals.  Stopping video to reinforce concept lets the students know what is important.  Some confusion using the word "estimate"...not correct word in this situation.  You explained the activity well, telling them exactly what to do before they started.  Loved the "REACH" pass!!

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Good opening using video of sequencing.  Use this video to review. suggestion-  You did ask what they heard in video, and they mentioned transitional words, but dig deeper in review.  Ask high level questions like "in the video they were explaining how to put a model airplane together.  Why is it important to do this in correct order (sequencing)? " "What may happen if order is wrong?"  Then connect this with their writing.  Same principle to write in an ordered fashion.   Loved the activity sheet of carving the pumpkin.  They could relate to this. But did you ever talk about it afterward? suggestion- You , as the teacher, must set the directions for writing the paragraph.  Don't take for granted that they know what you expect. suggestion- Give them several topics to choose from for them to write story.  These topics would be things they could relate to.  ex.  Giving a dog a bath, getting ready for school, getting ready for football practice, etc. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Good beginning having students refer back to previous knowledge about habitats ans traits.  Video of Okefenokee Swamp allowed the students to get a sense of what it looked like and its sounds.  Good explanation of each of the three lab activities before they began to work.  Also had diagram of how they would rotate through each lab.    Walked around and check on each group during each rotation to question and expand on what they had done.  Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give a direction...are you giving them a choice??

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great control of the lesson. The students shared about the different nouns at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job with letting the students repeat the different information. The teacher did an awesome job sharing the plural nouns, verbs on her power point. The teacher explained the game, “I Like to Move It”,  with the power point directions. “The student walks around the room” was the example on the power point.  The students did a great job illustrating the verb and singular noun in the sentence. The teacher put on a doctor’s coat and asked the students questions about her coat. The teacher let the students know they were going to be surgeons. The teacher called on different students to get different sentence strips . The students went to the floor with their sentence strip. The teacher had the students divided into different groups ahead of time. The organization of the groups previously helped the lesson move smoothly. The lesson is unbelievable! The teacher was so organized, thorough and knowledgeable of the subject matter. The teacher issued each group bags with words. The teacher gave explicit instructions about the bags with words. The teacher instructed the students to take the clothespins and pull out the correct word.  The students would clip on the correct word to the sentence. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in groups while completing the surgeon’s station.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good introductory lesson for Geometry.  Song and two videao about the attributes of trapezoids and parrallelograms held student interest.  Filling out the geometry study guide together as a class...made sure everyone had the right information and examples to study for the test.  Good use of word bank to fill in the blanks.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Standard was very wordy...might have been better to paraphrase in student language.  "Password" was a great way to review math vocabulary.  You may need to do more modelling of what you want students to do instead of just telling them.  "Show is sometimes better than tell".  After activity using cubes, you might have gone around and picked them up...students were doing more playing with them than being constructive.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good beginning to your presentation telling the students why you were not in class, where you were, and taking pictures to show them that go along with their study of symbols of the United States.  Book about the Statue of Liberty was very appropriate for kindergarten and the students really remembered a lot of the facts from the book.  Using a graphic organizer to write down all the facts gave them a visual to use during their writing.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good power point showing four different birds with different beaks/bills and how they got their food.  Good videos incorporated into the power point.  Materials for lab activities were readily available for the students.  Students seemed to really enjoy the activities and was a great way for them to learn about how birds get their food by the type of beak they have.  Good prompting the students when needed. Good use of graphic organizer to show results from activities. Good paraphrasing of student answers.  Praised one student specifically for using the word "nectar".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You activiated the lesson with a video about common and proper nouns. It is always good to have a brief discussion about any video shown. This sends the message the videos are part of the lesson. If possible, it is a good idea to pause the video and ask questions. Example: "Why is Atlanta a proper noun? With first graders you wouldn't want to do this too many times, but it would be excellent reinforcement of an excellent video. You discussed common and proper nouns with the class and asked for examples. Each student was given an index card with either the word person, place, or thing written on it. The students were to use magazines to find picture examples of their word.These examples were then taken to you to be placed on the T-Chart you had made with the headings Common and Proper Nouns. You questioned students as they presented their picture to you in order to assess their understanding of lesson goal. You had them explain "why" their picture would be placed on either the common or proper side of the chart.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You referenced a book read last week in order to help students make a connection to the standard...opinion writing. You read a book callled Hey Littlle Ant and allowed students to make predictions before you began the reading. Making predictions is one of the things good readers do! After reading the book, you constructed a T-Chart with a Pro column and Con column for whether or not to free or squish the ant.   The students were asked to share their opinions and you added them to the chart. This was an excellent visual and support for the writing assignment they were to do . It was difficult for you to give appropriate wait time as students were sharing their opinions as they were shouting out, all at one time, their thoughts. You explained to the students they would be completing an opinion piece of writing regarding whether they though the ant should be let free or be squashed. You shared the graphic organizer with them, but told them they did not have to use it.  This should be nonnegotiable. All students, when writing a formal piece of writing, should use a G.O., no matter the grade level.  They are excellent tools for helping students organize their thoughts and the Oreo G.O. is a terrific one for this type of writing. Once you realized they should all be using the G.O., you supported your students understanding of how to use it when you filled out some of the parts of the G.O. with them. If this was the first time for this type of writing, it might have been a good idea to complete the entire writing assignment in whole group having the students work along with you to construct the piece. Or perhaps let  Mrs. Rainwater take the students who thought the ant should be let free and work with them and you take the ones who thought the ant should be squashed. I believe it would have helped the students with their reasons if you had reminded them of the chart with their responses on it. This could have been as a tool to help them get started on their particular point of view regarding the ant's fate. Because the G.O. begins with opinion and ends with opinion , it would have been a good idea to point out their opinion will stay the same at the end  of their piece as the beginning. It should only be stated another way. You moved throughout the classroom giving assistance to the students. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		You had very good oral reading skills (lots of silly rhymes is not always easy to read).  At the beginning, you might ahve asked if anyone had ever been camping. This would have connected the students with the book. You asked questions of the students. Remember to give them plenty of wait time before expecting an answer. Also ask probing questions if the first question doesn't get a good response. You could have asked "Who were the characters? Their Names?" Used the book to read again a passage with the characters rhyming names. You could have developed the rhyming more - these kids need to know how to rhyme so that's an important part of the learning. Posters were good. Remember to always model good handwriting with your examples. There wasn't much differentiation. Having some copies of the pages for each table would have been helpful. These students do not have developed drawing skills.    

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I felt like you were a little tentative giving information during the lesson.  You did do a good job of explaining to the students what the goal of the lesson was going to be.  Your example sentences were good but it would have been easier seeing the punctuation if you had used a different color ink when putting on promethean board.  Lesson was one dimensional...all you did was give sentences that needed to have quotation marks and other punctuation as needed...nothing more.  Worksheet was hard to see on the screen.  View before teaching how things look to the last row of students.  You lost participation when you were going over the worksheet.  When you teach you need to think about the learning styles of your students and incorporate into your lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Your directions to the students were not clear throughout the lesson.  There was too much time taken up with having to copy necessary materials and waiting around; it was obvious that you were not prepared for the lesson I observed.  Also, you need to make sure you learn the names of the students.  There was too much opportunity for students to get off task.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The Flocabulary video was a good opening, but give them "forward thinking " about what they are about to watch.  Something to listen for, etc. If you are going to show the video, then you have to use it for something or it's just a waste of instruction.  Discuss it! You had a nice balance of instruction verses practice.   suggestions- While you are instructing, they need to be watching you.  Even if they think they know how to solve, have them watch you first (direct instruction).  Then move into having them solve as you go ( guided instruction), and finally on their own (independent practice).   Loved how they worked a couple of problems in their small groups. If you notice there are many getting confused, go back to guided instruction.   The game was a great way to apply practice.  suggestion- Make sure you make directions very clear on games.  It will save your sanity if they completely understand before beginning. **The group I watched you teach was a bright group, but the next group can be completely different.  So, set those expectations and rules clearly! 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by sharing about transition words. The teacher shared a good youtube about transition words. The teacher had good questions about the transition words. GROW-After giving the students instructions for the worksheet, the teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions. This will prevent the students asking questions after they begin. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery about the transition words before issuing the worksheet to complete. The teacher had a powerpoint about transition words. GROW-The teacher needs to let a student read parts of the powerpoint. The teacher does a good job or praising the students when they try or when they answer the questions correctly. The teacher had a good powerpoint explaining sequence in transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the powerpoint and point out or circle the transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to point to the transition words as the students read the transition words aloud with her. The teacher had a transition word anchor chart. The teacher explained what the students would do with the anchor chart part of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint -Let's Make An Anchor Chart! The teacher called on different students to tell her where to put the transition word on the anchor chart. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the transition words in their writings on their chromebooks. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their chromebooks. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a nice job of explaing meanings and reasons of why we do things.  Power Point was easy to understand and see as you went over the rules of adding s, es, and ies.   There was a good balance of guided instruction (power point), guided practice (pronethium activity) and independent practice.  You asked great high level questions during the guided practice. Transitions into small groups moved quickly with no time wasted. They knew where to go. You had groups listed and ready to roll.   suggestion- Set your expectations before moving into groups to practice.  They were fairly loud from the beginning. (unless this was not an issue to you) But this can make it hard for others to work. Tell them what you expect for them to get Trojan Gold. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher began by selecting students to put their hand in the mystery box and describe what it is in the mystery box. When the students finished reaching in the box, they returned to the circle. GROW-The opening of the lesson needed more delivery about the goals of the lesson. The teacher pulled the students to the floor for a read aloud. The teacher asked great questions during the read aloud. The powerpoint about the five senses was very informative. The teacher used the powerpoint to further explain about the five senses. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about the powerpoint as she presented the different slides. At the end of the powerpoint, the teacher had a chart with the five senses. The students suggested answers for the chart as the teacher wrote in the answers. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet to the students before letting them begin. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before letting them begin the worksheet. GROW-The instructions for the back of the worksheet needed further explaining.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Tied lesson to prior knowledge.  Used a "Queen or Royality" voice and hand gesture to signify the importance of proper nouns.  Had manipulatives with sentences-all sentences related to their real world.  You expanded the learning by tying other subjects into your lesson.  Good use of "why" questions-having students explain their thinking.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good opening - video was age appropriate & enhanced lesson. Make word problems more 'age appropriate' so that the students can better relate Allow the students to work the problems on the board in order for other class members to see how the answer was derived

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about healthy emotions. The teacher shared a youtube about emotions. The teacher asked questions about feelings shown in the youtube. *The teacher had too many "okays". The teacher explained the "What If?" game to the students. The teacher would read different scenarios and the students would answer the questions about happy, sad or mad. The students would ask different questions to determine if the situations were happy, sad or mad.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students who like to eat cookies. The teacher did a good job interacting with the students in a discussion about how sweet cookies can hurt their teeth. The teacher asked about apples. The teache's assistant passed out laminated teeth and toothbrushes. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in the beginning of her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to move her lesson faster so the students were engaged throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the powerpoint about brushing teeth before she started it. GROW-The teacher needed to have more discussion about the correct way to brush teeth before she started the powerpoint. The teacher passed out different pictures of foods that were healthy and unhealthy. The teacher instructed the students to discuss which foods were healthy and which were unhealthy. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the group activity. The teacher instructed the students to put their food picture on the correct Happy or Sad tooth anchor chart. The teacher discussed the different foods as the students went up to the happy or sad chart. The teacher discussed the chart after the students placed them on the chart. GROW-The teacher needed an assessment to determine if the students understood the subject matter.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Effective use of technology to enhance learning goals and engage students

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The lesson featured the use of remotes in each student's hand to electronically respond to a series of "Where in the World?" questions. This technology was used in addition to the Promethean board. Even though the students were for a long time on the carpet looking at the interactive screen being used by the student teacher, they were actively engaged in learning in part because there was more than one type of technology, It was so well done it was not an issue to have only guided practice instead of individual work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*What an awesome job of integrating SS (American Revolution) with your ELA.  LOVED IT! *Wonderful that you stopped during read aloud and asked questions. You also referred back to things previously learned. *Good transition as you moved into the Venn Diagram. *The writing prompt activity was a good choice. Perfect for your Standard as they wrote about an imaginary narrative based on what they had learned from their read aloud book. *I noticed on your plan, there is differntiation for your gifted learners. Did you do this? *Time management was spot on! 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate leads the students through a technology based exercise that helps them practice  counting by 9’s. Students are fully engaged.  The teacher candidate then helps students work through a long division problem. She has a strength in keeping students actively participating in guided practice through showing a high level of interest in the subject matter and giving the right verbal cues that elicit thoughtful answers from students. Good explanation of how to check math work (conducting opposite operations such as if you added before, now you subtract).

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		There was a robust discussion after the video in which the teacher/intern engaged students to determine their level of understanding. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher let the students begin the lesson by sharing with their partner what they knew about the three events posted. This was a great way of letting the students share their knowledge. The teacher asked the students to share what their feelings would have been if they had been present during the three events. The teacher shared a paragraph about Effects of Civil RIghts on Parents with the students to prompt their writing. The students discussed the effects the Civil Rights Movement had on the parents. The teacher conducted a very smooth transition with the students into small writing groups. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during her small writing group. This was a great lesson that included whole group instruction and small group instruction.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You opened the lesson with a short video/song which had the students engaged.  You asked remembering questions and had some students explain their thinking.  You set expectations for behavior and did a great job of maintaining the behavior throughout the lesson. When you close your lesson have students restste what they have learned.  You did have them give examples. You provided some accomodations for your struggling readers with the sentence starters for them to use in the activity.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Room was too dark at times. The students appeared to be struggling to see the book & handout. Make sure that you define key vocabulary terms as it is presented in the lesson. I would suggest have a vocabulary word chart.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Students would probably not identify with "crossing guard".  The majority of students ride busses or are car riders.  When asking about the letters on the signs, I don't think they understood what you wanted...might have continued question with "are the letters lower case or capital letters".  Good vocabulary building throughout the lesson.  Very easy transition to activity of making stop light.  Students followed your directions well and all were successful.  Be careful using "OK" too often when you are asking them to do something.  Lesson was very successful in allowing all students to know the signs. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Come up with a strong way to engage students when they arrive at your station.  You did tie the lesson to yesterday's learning and previous knowledge. You had guided instruction and independent practice.  You were very encouraging and helped students with their misunderstandings.  A visual-especially a number line might have been helpful for students when rounding large numbers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		In addition to the "I can" statements, the lesson opening allows students time to review the meaning of author's point of view. Even the meaning of the word "point" is discussed, because it has a different meaning here than in some instances. Students use the higher order thinking skill of applying when they look at a story about giraffes.. It has some very specific information. The students are encouraged as the student teacher reads the story aloud in small chunks, stopping to discuss what the author's point of view is progressing, and what the author wants the reader to learn. The student teacher uses the statement/response for students as they transition to independent work.... "The first thing I do is always the same..... I pick up my pencil and write my name." It helps keep them on task, and encourages names on papers which is a time saver for the teacher during grading.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate planned a good lesson. The hightlight of the lesson was the "field trip" within the school and just outside the school doors. In order to have powerful discussions about the setting in in books, the students were taken to different "settings" at school - the cafeteria and outdoors. This experience and the questioning/instruction that went along with it created a memorable learning experience for students. The teacher candidate shared hand motions with her students to help them recall the main aspects of a setting. They responded well to this strategy. The visits to the other areas of the school and the hand motions both differentiated instruction for various types of learners. The only area in which there was a need for improvement was in questioning. The teacher candidate was not effectively able to redirect students at times when they were not giving the intended/hoped types of answers to the questions she was addressing to the whole group.  It may be helpful to reexamine the wording of the original questions. Could they be structured to better reach the desired conclusion?

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You activated the lesson by having your students practice their skip counting using "the train", touching toes etc. Very interactive way to launch the lesson. You asked the students what a digit is. You led, through thorough questioning, to the fact they are the numbers 0-9. You gave the students a Place Value House handout and discussed/demonstrated what the meaning of each of the "two rooms" in the house was. You demonstrated where the numbers would go using two digit numbers as examples. You had students predict what they thought the pretzels and the marshmallows would represent during the lesson and several predicted correctly!  You modeled/demonstrated, using the Elmo, and had students come up and show how numbers could be demonstrated using the pretzels and marshmallows. This beautifully supported the practice of place value using tens and ones!  

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson asking students to explain where/why commas are used in a date.  This allowed the students to connect prior knowledge (seeing/going over the date daily) to the current lesson. You then showed a video demonstrating how to use commas in a series. Perhaps, stop the video to ask questions. This will send the message they are to be learning something from the video as well as help you assess their understanding.  Be careful not to "over do" this, just as it feels like a natural place to stop and ask a question or two. After the video you asked the students how commas are used. You explained when coming a c omma while reading the reader should pause briefly.  Comma=Pause. You then asked the students what the term series means.  They thought of this word in regards to movies, books. You led them to the understanding it could mean a list of thingsas might be written in a sentence. You revisited this term several times during the lesson which was excellent support for a new vocabulary word. You stressed that commas are used when listing 3 or more items. You instructed the students that no comma was necessary when two items were listed and the word "and" would come between the two items. You scaffolded the lesson by sharing a PPt. with sentences needing commas to separate words in a series. You began with examples of sentences which already had the commas and moved on to ones in which the students would need to determine if and where commas were needed.  They each had "comma manipulatives" and you called on different students to come to the board and explain where they thought a comma should be placed. The students were all engaged, hands up, wanting a turn. You had many examples on the PPt. for the students to practice which was excellent support for their learning. Using a marker on the Promethan Bd. each time a student told you where to place a comma would have helped the students coming afterwards know which part of the sentence they were now on. You revisited the reason for using commas and also asked if there were two items if a comma was necessary. You then gave the students a worksheet to practice.  You worked through the first 3 with the students and then had them complete the rest on their own. You closed the lesson having the students write their own sentences which included 3 or more items in order to demonstrate their understanding of how to use commas in a series. Once their sentences were checked for correctness, the students were given a sentence strip to write thier sentences on and macaroni to glue down to represent the commas. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the worksheet about commas. The teacher encouraged each student to be more involved in the lesson. The teacher didi a great job helping students when they answered the question incorrectly. The teacher used a great teaching moment to further explain the content of the lesson. The teacher does a great job including the students in discussions about the correct answers for the problems. The teacher issued sentence strips to all of the students. The teacher had the students write the sentences and insert commas where they are needed. The teacher instructed the students to glue macaroni where the commas need to be inserted.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was explaining how to fill out the graphic organizer which would help them write better constructive responses in writing. The teacher constantly asked questions about the progress of the lesson as they completed the graphic organizer. The students were very quiet during Reading group rotations. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		For the beginning of the lesson, the comment and question above apply here as well. It is possible to have a more highly interactive opening that would command the attention of the students. This is a developing skill on the part of the teacher candidate. Lessons on mathematics skills such as skip counting can be more of a challenge late in the day after students have been active (lunch, specials, recess), but a creative approach to active learning can make it successful. You have the skills and the resources to take this to the next level! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson was not error-free. The teacher sometimes needs to consider what information the students would need, and how can an experiment early in the lesson help build vocabulary. You corrected on sand by saying grains of sand, but please be careful to use precise language in science. Student misconceptions are a major issue, and we don't want to add to those by not attending to detail. 
Make sure that you are only speaking with certainty when you have 100% knowledge that it is true. Some of your soil lesson was leaning toward misconceptions with the types of soil being a certain size. You were a talking about the particles or grains, but you didn't say that until after introducing sand, and it was after the fact and under your breath. 
Another consideration for planning lessons is to think about what students will be doing. If they are listening to the teacher talking and writing notes, they will be less engaged than if they were examining different types of soil with a magnifying glass. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		It was admirable and effectve to use Post It notes for students to write the question and main idea. The teacher candidate explained and reviewed the meaning of compare/contrast before the students began their work, and this was very helpful in giving them the opportunity to do their best work. Students were engaged and participating in the lesson in part because of the teacher candidate's rapport with her students.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The intern gives students meaningful feedback. She helps them discern the appropriateness of their own answers. This helps them take responsibility for their own learning.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved the 3-2-1 pretest!  This was a great opening as you began your lesson on Christopher Columbus.   suggestion- Give a time limit on this because it can be lengthy. suggestion- possibly connect the students in 3 groups to work on one question each.  This would make it go quicker!  I would keep it down to 10 minutes.  Remember this is just a pretest. suggestion- The pretest needs to be connected as you begin your lesson.  How can you lead them into discussion after the pretest?  Good job with your delivery but go deeper!  This is your chance to shine as a teacher as you describe and recreate his journey. suggestion-  You seemed to know the material, but remember they don't know it ,so explain more in detail to help them learn. They need more teaching and less copying on to their sheet.  Use this time to ask high level questions.  Don't take for granted that they know this content.  They don't.  Give them the meaning on what these things you are going over. suggestion- Make your Power point more inviting by using graphics, etc.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good introduction of asking open ended questions about equivalent fractions. You did a great job of helping them understand the process of decomposing. Using the visuals are very important, along with volunteers coming to board to explain how they got their answers. You also gave ample time for practice. So glad you continued to ask them repeatedly if they understood. Loved that you broke them into groups to add more practice using different activities. Wonderful! Give your expectations for your transitions. "Walk quietly to your group" or "silently be at your group in 10 seconds. Go"

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job reviewing what they had learned about multiplication.  Your guided instruction/practice was very helpful to your students. suggestion- As a volunteer is telling you the strategy he/she used to solve, you can practice two things. 1- Have them come up to board and show their process 2- As they tell you what to write, use this time to ask questions on how they came up with this step. Great balance of instruction and participation (direct, guided and independent) The stations were a great way to practice their strategies

		Burns		Emily		917405476		The students were engaged from the very beginning of the lesson with the short video/song and book. You did a good job of asking students if they knew what certain vocabulary words meant. You made a L.Arts connection when reading the book.you related the book to real life experiences of the students.  You asked remembering questions-but could have expanded this.  Your management was good-students knew your expectations for talking while exploring their rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During a student's time at the board to show how she worked a problem, the intern said these types of encouraging sentences that would help the student and her classmates: "You're doing the problem right so far...." "Tell us how you are working that problem...." Ms. Burton has high expectations for her students, and spends extra time with the ones that need help.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students were at least somewhat engaged in the read aloud. Several asked unimportant questions, which may go back to the lack of a clearly stated purpose for the lesson. It forced you to say to three different students that their question was unimportant.. Even though you were simply trying to get them back on target, it was a distraction for you and all of your students. Discussing the headings as a text feature may have been more effective with a sample page that was labeled or highlighted the heading(s). As students transitioned into groups, it may have been helpful to remind each group whate they should be doing.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lesson opened with studentds reading from the text and completing part of their lab recording sheet. Students transitioned into the lab where they used different tools to simulate bird beaks and tried to eat various foods. Students predicted which tools/beaks would be best for each food type. Lots of good questions asked throughout the lesson, including higher order questions. Students were very engaged in the lab. Lesson plan had accomodations listed but were not really part of the lesson. When closing, come back to the learning goal/standard and have students explain what they learned. You did part of this with them telling what the lab showed them-just tie it to the standard.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		You opened with a book about firefighters. You had the community helper dolls to reenforce the concepts. You had the students look at the cover and predict what they thought the story was going to be about. You asked questions throughout the story. In small groups you let the students act as firefighters-complete with hats, stickers, fire extinguishers and burning house and car. Students were very engaged and excited about the lesson. You allowed students practice with the large telephone board, to practice dialing 911. You were very encouraging and patient with the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very good lesson overall. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		You activated the lesson by putting on a fireman's hat and asking the students who they thought you were. You connected the lesson to the students having seen a firetruck and firemen earlier in the day. You asked the students what they would do in order to get help...you led them to saying they should dial 911. You played a very engaging video about how/when to call 911. You made a cell phone for students to come up and practice dialing 911.  The students were very excited to have their turn. Be sure to ask HOT (Higher Order Thinking) questions, such as, "Why would the fireman need the equipment you see pictured on the board?"  Why would you not call 911 if someone says something mean to you?" Your transitions between activities were very well done and not instructional time was lost. You asked students when it was appropriate to call 911. Because most of them could not/did not think past calling the fire department you led them to understanding other  appropriate times.   You next had a picture on board of a fireman and what he wears. The students came to the Promethean Board and had the students move the clothing of the fireman to the correct place on his body. When giving reinforcement and feedback, remember to be specific wiith your praise.  Go beyond, "Good job".  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good job present clear visuals of the topic. You were very encouraging to your students. Even though we have a new First Lady, I would use her in the comparison. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher shared the Bernestain Bears book about eating healthy. *During the read aloud, the teacher needed to stop and ask questions about the book. *The teacher needed to slow down reading a little. The teacher divided the students into partners.  The students had to divide the foods into healthy and unhealthy foods at their tables. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students at heir seats completing their activity. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The teacher had a variety of teaching strategies to teach the subject matter.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good activities were planned and completed. When students are working in groups, I think it would be beneficial for them to have a designated place to sit and work.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good opening as you moved into review after presenting Standard and EQ. Using the handwashing sequence was something they could relate to, but talk about why this situation must be in correct sequence.   suggestion- as you begin your introductin into lesson, talk about why it's important to sequence.    Loved the LEGOS article, but again talk about what they are doing before you start reading!  Give them a connection from moving from one activity to another.    suggestions-What about showing some real Legos? Talking about how popular they are, how much people love building with them, how it has become a talent competition!  Get them excited about this article!  suggestion- Each time a student write a new sequence from the article, go back and connect with previous.  So important to keep them engaged and connected with what they are doing.   Awesome closing and summarizing as students read their sequencing stories  aloud and pointed out key transitional words. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the foundation of the lesson. Good use of technology in the lesson. Lots of hands on activities Have a plan for distributing & retrieving supplies for activity

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You activated the lesson by holding up a word written on a card.  You cut the prefix off of the word and let it fall to the floor. You then moved on and cut off the suffix of the word. You asked the students to predict what you were doing. They were able to tell you you had cut off the prefix and suffix of the word and you were left with the root word. Very clever and engaging way to introduce the learning goals for the lesson. You then played a video about affixes and root words. You used the song to launch a discussion of where root words and affixes are used. You had students pick a card, from the stack of cards at each table grouping, written in red.  The students were to walk over to someone who has a paper with a prefix, suffix, or root word that would combine to create a new word. You then had several pairs of students share their new words with the class and explain the root word, the prefix or suffix and the meaning. You had a second "round" of the activity using words written in black. The students were clearly engaged in this activity and understood the concepts, as they were able to explain their new words.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began with setting expectations and explaining the directions for the review game. You had the "teams" talk about anything they were confused about from the learning goals listed on the board. This was a great idea. You may have wanted to point out why it was important to take this seriously as knowing the answers would help their team earn points. After the were finished discussing, you went over the learning goals, whole group, calling on individuals to explain the concepts. You clarifed any misunderstandings or confusion about each learning goal.  This was a terrific "warm-up" for the game and great support for your students' learning. All of the questions were on slides with the choices listed below.  Beautifully prepared and written! As individual students from individual teams had an opportunity to answer a question you had the rest of the students make the correct letter choice in order to keep them engaged.  A few stopped doing this as the game progressed. You may have wanted to remind them to continue doing this, have them grade their own responses, and take their papers up at the end of the game. This would have helped keep all students accountable for thie learning even when it was not their turn to answer a question for their team. It would have also given them a great idea as to how well they understood the content as they graded their papers. For two of the questions, you showed embedded videos to review the information in the question. You knew these were difficult concepts and you were prepared to give your students extra support. Well done!! You listened and questioned your students responses by having them explain their choice.  This was an excellent way to ensure their learning had a deeper depth of knowledge! I did not see the closing of the lesson because I had to leave. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good opening instructional video (Partly Cloudy). It sparked the interest of the students as well as stressed the language / purpose of your standard. It helped to present the information in a fun way. By stopping / starting the video, the students had the opportunity to give progessive answers. The TC provided positive reinforcement and feedback throughout the lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. YEA! As a means to accomodate the varius reading levels of your students, you provided the reading passages on various Lexile levels! Lesson was well planned & presented!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You activated the lesson with a picture of your puppy and asked the students for words to describe it.  After a list was made, you led the students to tell you the words listed were called adjectives.  Very engaging opening. Love that you used a picture of your dog. Students like to know about their teachers your using a picture of your own dog makes you more "real" for them. You used an anchor chart and led the students in a discussion of what adjectives do. Your questioning was excellent in leading the students to the purposes of adjectives. You handed out "adjective booklets" and gave excellent support as you guided the students through filling in the pages. The booklet is a great resource for future use. The students then played the "Bubble Game" and were to identify the adjectives in the sentences. As this was a game found online, it was impossible to slow it down. I believe there was a little frustration for your students since it went so fast. It would have been beneficial if you had been able to ask "why" a certain word was an adjective. The students were then divided into two groups in order to differentiate the next activity. You had different and appropriate expectations for the two different groups. During the transitions from one activity to the next, the students were talking and getting off task. These transitions need to be done in a more orderly way in order not to lose instructional time getting them back on task. Be sure to set the expectations for each transition.  

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Creative thinking to play Kahoot at beginning of lesson to open up review and practice. Tip: Have someone work out problem the wrong way to show importance of carelss mistakes and following formula. Stations were all well organized and planned.  

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting her plan for the lesson at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good dance video for the students to dance with. The teacher did a good job of having the students walks to their spot on the carpet. Good quiet transition for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a plan to dismiss the students to their seats quietly. The teacher has the powerpoint about the Inside Out characters. The teacher let different students have the emotion cards. The teacher asked the students to share what makes them happy, sad, etc... GROW-When the students are selecting someone to pass the smiley face to, time the students or let the students count to 10. GROW-The teacher needed to review only three emotions. The students became restless because they lost interest in the delivery.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Make sure that you practice the math skill that you will be teaching so that you can proficiently explain the technique to the students.  You did not come up with the correct answer for 41-29 using the technique you were teaching and would have proceeded without correcting the error if a student had not pointed out the correct way to achieve the answer. You also need to make sure that all of your materials are ready ahead of time so that transitions are more smooth. There seemed to be a lot of confusion throughout the lesson. However, you did a great job with getting the students back on track after the fire drill!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great anchor chart. You were very encouraging to the students. Good transitioning between activities

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great powerpoint of important information.  Good energy throughout the lesson.  Since you were having an activity about "cause and effect", you might have ussed those words as you were going through the powerpoint.   Not sure why you did the last activity "Snowball Pile" in the way that you did...our class was very active and talkative...might have done something with less active participation.  

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Notes are in the section above.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You engaged students with the quick review of previous learned content and had the smart board with virtual manipulatives for your teaching. You tied the lesson to the real world when asking students to give you examples of how they had used subtraction at home. White boards allowed students to practice and then check their work.  I know you hated to waste time but some students did not have enogh time to complete the task before you moved on. You reenforced strategies for subtraction throughout lesson and used content vocabulary effectively. Try to incorporate more open ended questions or why questions to encourage students to explain their thinking.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Good anchor chart using an area model and number line to show addition of fractions with like denominators.  You might have also done one on the promethean board from scratch to show how it was developed.  Remember under the whole number 1 to put the equivalent fraction...in this case 9 over 9.  I liked you putting up a wrong answer to see if students would catch your mistake.  Remember...you are the "differentiator"...show your students "how to" in as many ways possible to help them be successful in achieving the standard.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened with recall of prior knowldge.  You asked lots of questions and gave styudents lots of opportunities to explain their thinking.  Loved that you incorporated technology-having them research and create a food web. You did a great job monitoring the class, encouraging students.  You were moving all over the classroom as students worked. Try to make real world connections.  I am sure the students have witnessed the food web in progress.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You activated the lesson asking who had a birthday. Then you asked who had a birthday in September and finally who had a birthday in another month. As everyone is excited about their birthdays, the students were completely engaged. You called out the months of the year and had students stand when you got to their birthday month. The number of students for each month was recorded on a chart you had made using tally marks. You ensured your students stayed on task by having them "make the tally marks" with their fingers on one of their hands.  So engaging! You were so prepared for this lesson you had a form with all of the students' bithday months in case they had forgotten which month was theirs. You demonstrated what needs to be done when there is a fifth tally mark. You asked H.O.T. questions when you asked which months had the same number of tally marks, which had the most, which had the least. Thus, you had students reading the chart in order to gather information from it. You asked the students, "How do we represent data?" You led them to the answer of using a bar graph. You modeled/demonstrated how to fill in a bar graph using the data that had been collected on a graph on the promethean board. You had a small group of students work in small group for extra support which demonstrated differentiation for the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You began by relating your lesson to what the students had done during their 30 minutes of morning rotation time with other first grade teachers. This helped students to connect and understand the expectations of the lesson. You reviewed nonstandard objects of measurement by holding up various objects in the room and asking students to tell if they were nonstandard or not. You then asked the students to give examples of standard objects of measurement. You ensured the students knew the difference between standard and nonstandard measurement. You then showed a video demonstrating how to measure the length of a pencil using nonstandard objects. You stopped the video several times in order to ask students to explain what was being done correctly and incorrectly in the video. This allowed students to use analytic and verbal skills to explain. You supported the students learning by reinforcing the terms gaps and units. This was perfect scaffolding for the activity to come. Remember to call on all students whether they have their hands up or not. Do not allow one student to monopolize the class. You reviewed what it means to estimate and estimates to not have to be correct. You modeled estimating the numer of unit cubes it would take to measure certain objects and then you showed them the exact measurement using the unit cubes. This scaffolded the students for what they were going to do in their small groups. You divided the class into ability groups and had the support people and Mrs. Jones. This was excellent use of the support people in the class and the perfect way to differentiate the lesson. The students practiced estimating the length of certain objects and then they used items such as pennies, erasers, and paperclips to get the actual measurement. You closed the lesson asking students to explain how to measure with nonstandard objects. You revisited the necessary vocabulary for the measurements to be done correctly.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Awesome Power point as you taught. Having the map as a visual was right on!  All the pictures helped them understand.  Great visuals! Tip:  It would have been beneficial to have books, handouts with the Hopi facts. (maybe SS book) 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Loved that you had instructions on board as they walked in.  Wonderful! Your opening of explaining what they would be doing was amazing!  This hooked them into ELA! You set your expectations, rules and directions of what they would be doing for "Fun Friday" activity. You also gave them a time limit. This activity provided teamwork, as well as sequencing skills.  The fact that you left off transitional words was a great challenge. suggestion- This is a perfect activity for differentiation.  Having strips that are more challenging for certain teams would keep your above level students occupied longer.  Transitions were excellent as you moved from activity to next activity suggestion- praise your student for asking the question. Thank her for asking when she was confused. So glad you gave example when she was confused. The stations you had created were wonderful.  This gave more practice for sequencing by using different strategies. Closing was right on target. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were introducing Lit Cicles today for the first time to your students. Great job! What a challenge that was for you since you had never done them either. You explained each role through a Power POint, giving examples of each. Having them tell you the roles back as a review was powerful! Loved the RESPECT poster. Analogy of the roles of Lit Circles. Great closing as you brought the roles back around a reviewed again.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good anchor chart for the lesson and activities.  Love "hairy" money.  It has been used in Carroll County for a very long time.  I don't know that the puzzle pieces match really achieved what you wanted.  Most were just matching the pieces not really checking the money amounts.  You went around to help at all tables except the back one and those students really need your help.  Make sure you check on all.  Liked that you made a mistake with one model to see if they would catch it.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Activated prior learning and engaged students with Brain POP video on parts of speech. Students answered questions as a group on the video assessment. Students were very excited about the parts of speech game. Loved that some words could be used in more than one way. You did a great job of having students explain their thinking and defend their answers. You had them use the words in sentences to show their use as a noun or verb. You are always very positive with students and encouraging. There was a good mix of student participation and instructional time. Lesson was going to continue so only guided practice was observed-independent work was to follow.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You had a song/video to open class about similies and metaphors.  Students were singing and engaged.  You asked students to explain the meaning of similie and metaphor.  You balanced the lesson with guided instruction and student participation.  You monitored students as they worked. Try to relate to real life--when will they use similies and metaphors.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by playing an interactive math game. The teacher did a good job illustrating how to play the game before beginning the game with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to share with the students about the alligator's mouth is always open to the largest number. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. THis would help the students answer more of the game questions correctly. The teacher reviewed the signs after the interactive game.  The discussion should have been before the interactive game. The teacher shared the directions for the Trash Basketball game. The teacher had a good discussion about the results when the teachers played the Trash Basketball game. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		You did great "tackling" somewhat difficult math math strategies.  Good modeling each before having the students try.  Be careful of students saying AND when saying a number over 100.  Flip book is a great visual reinforcement for all of the strategies.  It is also better when you want students to do an activity like this is to show them one done the way you want.  Also, be careful of saying "Good" too often.  Try to be more specific with your praise for the students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		"Cute" beginning with another Block I student coming in and sneezing on you. You did a good job of adding information as you read the book to the students.  Your delivery was a little monotone...need more energy!!  Don't just say "Good job"...be more specific with your praise/encouragement.  Don't ever have GUM in your mouth when giving a lesson...or really at any time in a classroom with students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good opening for the lesson. You were very encouraging to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You definitely had their attention with the oreos! You used many strategies to present the material in order to address the learning styles of your students. You had Mrs. Deese work with a group in order to lend to support...great way to differentiate. Set expectations for class behavior for transitions. I need you to...... You revisited the EQ at the end of the lesson and had students explain the difference between a first and second read. Excellent!  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You reviewed what had been learned about relative pronouns the previous week when you asked them to explain them to you. You asked the student what an adverb is. You had students share with their elbow partners so examples of adverbs. You reminded the students adverbs typically end in "ly". You led a discussion of relative adverbs. You displayed a graphic organizer for the students to copy into their interactive notebooks. You had them draw a stick figure and write the words when, where, and why on the limbs of the figure. This was an excellent visual to help students remember what relative adverbs do. You then shared some sentences, on a chart, and had the students identify the relative adverb in each sentence. You scaffolded your students' learning when you then had them create phrases to complete sentences with relative adverbs. Students then worked with their groups to complete relative adverb task cards. Each group had 16 task cards with each student taking a turn recording the correct relative adverb on the answer chart. There was a little confustion regarding what was to be done in the groups. It is always helpful to role play/model what your expect the students to do. Students were confused as to when you were ready for them to begin. Always give directions, model, aske if there are any questions, and then tell them they may begin. Tell them the amount of time they have to complete the activity.. And always a good idea to give a two minute warning. This keeps everyone on task and completing the assignment. Grading group work-I know they liked seeing if they got the answers correct. However, because statements were not read/used to show how the correct answer fit, I am not sure how productive this was. Perhaps having a chart or a slide with the sentences and then have students voluteer to read them with the correct answer. You had the students demonstrate their learning when you gave elbow partners a sentence strip with beginning phrase. The partners completed the sentence using a phrase that contains a relative adverb. The students were allowed to stand up and share their sentence with the class. Having the rest of the class listen to their classmates sentences and identify the relative adverbs would have kept the rest of the students more engaged. Having students explain "why" their word was a relative adverb would have taken their learning to a deeper dept of knowledge. You used the squishy ball for review.  You set the expectations for how the review would happen. You asked review questions related to relative adverbs to close the lesson.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		The mystery box was a great way to open the lesson and get children's attention. The passing around of the box was problematic but you realized later that a circle would have worked better than sitting in rows. Your questions were all about remembering. Consider ways to ask open ended questions (ones you would know what the child would answer  - like Why are your senses important?).  Moving the students up and down was a good plan to manage behavior. If you had used the video game as a closure, you could have had each child answer with a body motion pointing to the correct body part. By position youself in front of the TV you could have seen all the children. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good beginning reading "The Doorbell Rang" to the students and having them divide their cookies throughout the story. You gave instructions about the worksheet beforre handing it out...good.  May have helped them do the worksheet if you had modeled both types of "problems" on the worksheet...then have them work.  Also, count out loud when you model.  They need to see and hear the entire process.  Be careful of using the praise word "Good" too often.  Be more specific.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome review lesson.  The Prezi was such a great way to guide the review.  You did a great job of "feeding" off the students' responses...you not only repeated but expanded when needed and pulled out specifics.  I liked the way you referred back to "standard" words as you went through the review.   Work on phrasing questions so that you get the answer you are looking for....

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great "shot gun" review lesson on the American Revolution.  Prezis were awesome.  You have great knowledge of the subject.  Good instructions at the beginning..."I'm going fast...when I slow down...do you think that is important?" Even though it was more or less a "lecture" the students were involved.  You did a great job of relating past to present...Star Wars and texting.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" toooo much.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good lesson.  Kept the students' attention with its quick pace.  Good transitions from one activity to the next.  Loved the "Double Trouble" bracelets.  Be careful when you are praising the students that you are specific about what you are praising.  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good review lesson over prepositions and prepositional phrases.  Even with technology "glitches", the students got into the lesson.  A variety of activities allowed the students to come to the board and underline prepositional phrases, do movements to verbal preposional phrases, watch a video, and sing along with a video.  Be careful saying "Awesome" and "Alright" too much. Be ore specific with your praise. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Engaged the students by starting the lesson reading in a momotone voice with no expression. Students quickly told you to read with expression and why. During the reading you stopped to be sure the students understood the vocabulary being used. You gained student attention before giving directions for the activity. You encouraged students as they answered questions, contributed to discussion.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You tarted your lesson with the KWL chart getting students to think about what they know about rocks.  You called on lots of students to answer questions or share their thoughts for chart.  You set the expectations for acceptable behavior for think/pair/share.  Be sure to think through what materials you will ned and have them ready.  Maybe ask the teacher to get your water so you don't have to leave room.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a discussion about the comparative adjectives. The teacher asked great questions about the comparative adjectives to complete the anchor chart on comparative adjectives. The teacher used chromebooks to illustrate pictures of how to write sentences using comparative adjectives. The teacher had a great way of using technology in the small Reading group lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher began the lesson by having different students come to the board and select a number. The students would tell the teacher what the expanded form of the number was for the selected number. The teacher did a great job of calling on different students to answer the questions. The teacher did great having the students come up to the powerpoint and complete the math problems. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked. If students needed help, the teacher constantly helped them.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good lesson but I think it would benefit the students if you moved a little slower as you presented the information. Find a system for calling on students so that all students are included in the class discussion. Keep the students working on the same problems so you can monitor them as you walk around the room.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students with the Mckey Mouse symbol. This was a great way to relate symbols to young children. Your book/slideshow had great pictures of the American symbols they are to identify. Your activity with the flip book was overwhelming to alot of the students.As we discussed, giving all the pages at once might not have been the best approach. Remember to not use all capital letters in titles because that goes against all that is taught in Kindergarten. Copying from the board was difficult for some students-plan for them in the future.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You opened with a review of prior learning-BUCKS method for problem solving.  You reviewed academic language and multiplication strategies.  You tied learning to the real world.  You had lots of opportunities for students to practice skills.  Be sure to monitor class--there were some students off task and were not refirected.  The reference to the clock was difficult for students and they couldn't really see clock.  You might want to pull a clock up on smart board so all could see.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		No opening to engage the students was demonstrated. You explained 10 pennies is the same as one dime. You had students count the dimes and equate this to tens as you held up tens rods to the students. Your lesson plan stated you would have the students count their money and determine which student the most money.  This was not done. There was an opportunity to connect the skill of counting the money to that of determining which number is greater than or less than another number.   You stated in your plan you would do this, however it was not done. Please remember you can use an agenda during the lesson in order to help you stay on track with all you have planned to do during the lesson. You differentiated beautifully during the game of Scoot, as you had students do a certain color problem at each of the stations. The student had no idea why there were different colors/problems for their classmates! You had the students tiptoe to their first station. Nice transition. Be sure to tell them what to do, before they move, what you want them to do when they get there. The students did not know what to do when they had finished their color coded problems at a station. You closed the lesson by revisiting the standard. I would suggest revisiting an "I can" statement would be the more appropriate choice for first graders regarding assessing their understanding of the lesson goals.  

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of compound sentences. One student was able to tell you what one is! You shared a slide with the definition of compound sentences . Then you asked the students to give you examples of simple sentences which mapped back to the defintion of a compound sentence. You scaffolded your students learning when you shared a slide with "choppy" sentences and had the students take the two simple sentences and form one compound sentence using a conjunction. When looking over your lesson look for new vocabulary all students might not know...like combining. Great to use new vocabulary as this builds their vocabulary, but be sure to support their understanding of the words. You then shared an anchor chart demonstrating how to construct a compound sentence.  The anchor chart was perfect and the students caught on immediately. You then shared the acronym FANBOYS to introduce the idea of conjunctions.  It took a minute for them to understand what the letters stood for, but you did an excellent job using different ways of explaining until all understood. You then shared a slide demonstrating how commas and conjunctions are used to make compound sentences. You supported your students learning when you worked through more examples with the students. You forgot the closing for the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great use of a timeline but I think it would be beneficial to include the students' date of birth as well. Powerpoint was a great tool for this lesson. You could enhance its benefits by highlighting or underlining key terms. The pictures that you included added to the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about dental health. The teacher began the lesson by reading a book about Dental Health.  The teacher did a good job by asking questions during the read aloud.  The teacher questioned the students about different foods in the book-asking if the foods were healthy or non-healthy. The teacher had very good questions about the subject matter. The teacher conducted a group sort with the students.  The students were instructed to stand up and identify the cards as good or bad for dental health. *The teacher needed to have either velcro or tape already on the different picture cards to speed up the lesson. The teacher dismissed the students to the front rug. The youtube was very entertaining and informative. The brushing sound was very creative for the students to make when they were brushing their teeth during the powerpoint. Good job of sharing the worksheet with the students before completing it.  The teacher had a good discussion about the worksheet with great conversation with the students. Great extension activity with the worksheet. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats during the completion of the worksheet.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Your opening and closing were effective - using the movie and the song were great. You frequently asnwered your own questions. I remember you asked about what made the girl mad. You answered almost immediately "She spilled her milk." Everyone needs time to think through their answer before they talk. Learning to wait is really hard but it's important. Learn to live with that silence after you ask a question. You did a good job leaning the discussion about emotions as a whole group and then gave independent practices with the activity. I would like to see you engage with each student asking them why they chose to glue the picture where they did. DIscussing facial expressions is a great way to teach young chldren to "read" emotions in others. And often an undeveloped skill in young children. When you write on the board, remember to spell out the words (at least the emotion words). The students at this stage can help sound out words. So let them help you spell them. Using different colors for the emotion words on their work mats worked well.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Physical change and chemical change can be very confusing to students.  Good having the students think back over experiments done during the week.  Great cooperation between the Cooperating Teacher and the student teacher...CT was getting the experiment ready while the student teacher went over the information.  Be careful when writing on the board with color markers that students can see what is written.  Like that you did the experiment in two different ways before the students got their ice cream and root beer.  Be careful of saying "Thank you" and "Very good" so much.  Be more specific with your praise.  Also, you might want to repeat what a student answered in case someone didn't hear...also gives you an opportunity tocorrect or expand on what was said.  Be careful that answers are correct and consistent with the curriculum.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about germs. The teacher had a powerpoint about germs with the question-What do you think this is? The teacher instructed the students to find an object in the classroom that they thought had the most germs. The teacher had good discussion about germs and how they are unhealthy. The teacher held construction paper and instructed the students to make their own germ.  The teacher brought the students back to the rug to discuss ways to wash hands. The teacher had great questions about different ways to wash hands. The teacher shared a powerpoint about proper hand washing. After the powerpoint, the teacher had great questions about washing hands. Great job having the students demonstrate the different steps to proper hand washing. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The lesson had several different deliveries for the subject matter. The lesson contained several creative ways to teach about germs. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students began their Steps to Washing Your Hands Sequencing Activity. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before passing out the worksheet. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Led discussion on foods, what they were made of and if they were good or bad for teeth. Had students complete a cut and paste sorting activity on good/bad foods. Don't talk over students-get them quiet before giving directions, asking questions. Give a little wait time before sending groups to get materials. Set expectations for behavior and comment on those students doing what you asked.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has great voice quality which encourages and engages the students throughout the lesson. The teacher gave the rules for the games before beginning the game. The teacher reviewed the rules for the games-teamwork, etc... The teacher encouraged the students to work in a group to come up with the correct answers. GROW-The teacher needed to review the previous subject matter before she began the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Have a plan for center rotation & post it. Remember - your students need to see and hear the information that you are presenting numerous times in order for them to actually learn it! Graphic organizers are a great way to help organize the information that you are teaching

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about hand washing and germs. The teacher had good questions about hand washing. The teacher had a youtube about germs and hand washing. The teacher had a great powepoint about putting hand washing in sequence. The teacher asked different students what would be first, second, third... The teacher had great questions about the washing of hands to encourage the students to put the steps in order. The teacher conducted a read aloud with the students.  The teacher had great questions during the read aloud. The teacher had a great puppet on the water bottle to illustrate the spreading of germs. Great idea to illustrate the point of germs spreading. *The teacher needs to dismiss the students to their tables by colors or other creative ways. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at seats as they completed their work. The teacher has great positive comments for each student as they finished their work. The teacher gave each student hand sanitizer with glitter. The students were so excited about seeing the glitter on their hands. The students touched other students to illustrate the spreading of germs. The students were instructed to cut and paste the pictures in order to illustrate the correct order of hand washing for germs.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by reading a book, If You Were A Pronoun. The teacher had good questions about the read aloud book. The teacher gave good examples of pronouns. The teacher had a good powerpoint about pronouns. The teacher engaged the students in discussion questions about the powerpoint information.
The teacher had a good delivery of information for the pronouns. *The teacher needed to let the students talk about the powerpoint or read parts of the powerpoint. Good-the teacher started asking the students questions about the powerpoint. The teacher had a good progression for her lesson. The teacher involved the students in the lesson. The teacher let the students give examples of sentences containing pronouns. The teacher instructed the students that she would be making an anchor chart. The teacher showed the students the worksheet on the powerpoint before letting the students begin. 

		Green		Megan		917463432		Need to add a motivational hook for the opening of your lesson. Make sure that you include punctuation when writing on the board. Key vocabulary needs to be posted on the board or anchor chart.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Review lesson for math.  Good review. the students enjoyed palaying Jeopardy to review math concepts.  Be careful when  you say numbers over 100 that you don't say AND!!  Problems that you put in Jeopardy were good examples of what the students needed to know.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*The missing part of the lesson today was the instructional review. I know you thought the lesson was to only be 30 min. and there was confusion there. So you were trying to hurry through it. Spend at least the first 20-25 minutes of instruction, whether it's review or introduction of a standard. *Loved the activity of breaking into project groups. They were able to work with each other on main idea and summarizing. *Before starting groups, set your rules and expectations on participation and behavior. The groups I observed did a great job, but other classes may be different. *Know the lesson and skill like "the back of your hand"! *During the closing, as they share their work, you, as the teacher must use questioning at this time to help them. Go back to the I Can Statements or the EQ.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		More time was needed for student practice. Transition between the activities needed more guidance. This was a tough group and it was obvious that they had a difficult time following directions.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brainpop about prefixes and suffixes. The teacher shared a chart which contained prefixes dis-, non-, re- and un-. The teacher called on different students to give her the answers to the correct placement of the prefixes. The teacher did a good job sharing with the class what they will do on their paper. GROW-The teacher needs to always ask are there any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		This was a review lesson so therre was not much teaching.  Good repetition of important information. Having the information on a chart was ok but probably needed to do more examples on the promethean board with the students.  Students seemed to work well with little help.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		*As you open your lesson up, instead of asking what they talked about Monday, remind them of the OREO method and have a volunteer remind the class of what it did and how it helped them. The book you chose was perfect for opinionated writing. Picking out certain pages form the book and putting on the Prom board was a wonderful idea to help them identify reasons for opinions transitional words. *Experience will help you with asking higher thinking questions. for example, when you talk about transitional words, dig into why they need them and what their purpose is.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Passed out KWL chart was handed out while students were getting ready for class to begin.  Good questions to open new science topic..."Why might we look like our family?"  Gave them two minutes to fill out K and W on their chart.  Used a timer on the promethean board!!  Had them read informational text about topic and went over ways they could identify key items.  Again you used timer!!  Good sharing of information read.   Readning passages for all three groups are not much different.  How are YOU going to make sure that each child gets the information?? Good energy!

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by popping a balloon.  The teacher asked the students questions about the cause and effect. The standard and essential questions were stated. The students completed the sentence, “The ball rolled…” at their table by discussing different endings to the sentence. The movie clip was centered around causes and effects. Great questioning about the movie clip. Graphic organizers were placed at the desks. Each graphic organizer had a cause and effect attached to it. The teacher encouraged the students to discuss the different causes and effects. The students would glue them in order. *The graphic organizer needed to be put on an overhead so the students would have a reference. The students wrote three sentences that contained causes and effects about the movie clip.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The teacher candidate opened the lesson by breaking a pencil (purposefully). She then asked what the students thought about why she would do that. This led to a great discussion and debate over whether it changed the pencil or not (Is it still a pencil?). All of the discussion on the pencil break led to it being a physical change, and how that is different from a chemical change.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You did very little that was in your lesson plan.  Need a better opening than..."Today we are going to learn about healthy and unhealthy snacks".  Some good questioning and liked that you gave your own example of a "goal".  

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Good lesson for prek.  The book "David&#39;s Cold" definitely gave them an example of the standard.  You questioned in a way that all students wanted to give you "information".  You repeated important facts from the lesson to give all an opportunity to "get it".  Using the sparkled hand sanitizer showed them the germs.  Lesson might have been expanded by putting students in pairs, then putting the sanitizer on one student&#39;s hands and having them "high 5" or shake their partner&#39;s hand...showing how germs spread.  I can tell you are enjoying your experience in prek.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similiar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I like the "Class Agenda" at the beginning...it lets the students know the order of activities during class.  Good use of Venn diagram to review likes/differences of plant and animal cells.  Transitions to activity (Bingo) was very smooth.  Great example of using the students to "show" the progression from cell-tissue-organs-organ system-human.   Be careful of using "Good" or "Good job" to praise students.  Be more specific in your praise per child.  Make sure that you call on students with their hands down...you can just tell students to keep their hands down and then you can call on students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		The lesson opening did explain the lesson but may not have hooked the students. Maybe pose a problem and have a box of the conversation hearts to show them at the beginning. The standard calls for a second grader to draw a bar graph-with the lesson students were sorting by color on the given sheet and automatically creating the graph. Be sure to discuss with CT the levels the students are operating on to tailor the lesson for them. This was too easy. Students were engaged in the activity and loved the candy hearts. Try to relate to the real world-when do we use estimation and why? Why do we make graphs?

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Loved your Power point/ interactive board. This kept the entire class engaged. They were able to check their papers while volunteers worked out answers at board. Also the management tool you used on your phone so very engaging. It even sounded like a spinner!! Transitions were smooth as you moved into elbow partners and Bingo game Differentiation was used as you challenged students to do the 5th grade standard if they chose to. This was a great incentive. You gave positive feedback to your class. This is so important!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary video about suffixes. The teacher gave good directions before beginning her lesson on the powerpoint. The teacher had the students engaged in the beginning of the lesson with a question and answer session. The teacher reviewed the anchor charts for prefixes and suffixes. The students received a stack of sticky notes. Each table had a captain. The sticky notes had words on them. The students would underline the prefix or suffix. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before they began the sticky note activity. GROW-The teacher needed to illustrate the activity before letting the students begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher could let the students do thumbs up or thumbs down as the students put the sticky notes on the correct anchor chart. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students tell her where to put the sticky notes on the anchor chart.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed some type of technology in her lesson. *The lesson needed more subject matter delivery before the students began to read. The teacher had good questions for the students after they read the passage. The teacher know her subject matter but needs to work on controlling the behavior of the students during her lesson.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		As a class, the students created a quadrilateral foldable. The students wrote the atttributes of each quadrilateral and then they drew that shape on the outside of the flap on the foldable. As each figure was discussed you pointed out things like which figures had parallel lines and how many pairs, which had right angles, and obtuse angles etc.  The foldable is a terrifice visual to support students' understanding, as well as a gread study guide for future use. The students were clearly engaged in making the foldables! There was very little individual questioning done.  Most questions were answered with most of the class shouting out an answer. This does not help you see who does and does not understand when you do not call on individual students. You need to include more individual questions as you teach.  Not only does this tell you who is and is not understanding, but helps all students to remain on task because they don't know if they will be called on or not to give an answer. The slide with the pictures and information about each figure was supportive and easy for students to follow as they made their foldables. Excellent support. You were clear to clarifiy vocabulary the sudents might not know such as the word adjacent. You then had the students complete, whole group, a "worksheet" on a slide you had prepared. Having each student complete the worksheet and then check his/her papers would have given you an idea as to who was understanding the concepts and who was not. This could have been done with a partner, as well. You introduced the Bingo Game. Be sure to set expectations for playing the game such as telling them to listen as you are giving the clues and then talk quietly among their teams to decide upon the correct figure to cover up. You numbered students off in order to form the groups.  Set expectations for how they are to move from one place in the classroom to another.  Without conversation you may move now.....is one way.  It took a few min. for them to get settled down after they moved to their groups. This equates to lost instructional time. At times it got so loud , the students could not hear your clues. You need to use an attention getter. As the students got loud, you got louder to be heard over them. Always set expectations for thei behavior during an activity like this. 

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You modeled several examples of writing the decimals in expanded form. This was great support for your students. You pointed out they needed to remember to to to the next place if there was a zero in the number. This is great anticipation of what they might do incorrectly. You used a variety of teaching strategies with the students: direct and guided instruction, technology, student directed, and manipulatives. This helps to reach many types of learners.  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Your opening with the fruit snacks was good. Food almost always gets kids attention. You asked good open ended questions - What would happen without our senses? You could have pressed for a little more thinking from the students about this one. Ask another question to make them think some more. Think about how long you wait after asking a question before supplying the answer. Kids need time to think about the answer so just be patient with them. Adding music to the lesson would have given you one more "itelligence" to  tap into. 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Activated prior learning-what students knew about keeping their teeth healthy. Activity allowed students to decide if foods were health or not. Had follow up worksheet for students to sort pictures. Passing out pictures and then having students come to place them on teeth took alot of time and left many students with nothing to do.Consider involving the class by having them give a "thumbs up" if they agree with the student's choice. Maybe using velcro on pictures would save time instead of tearing tape for each child. Be sure to elaborate on why foods are unhealthy and what a student needs to do when they do eat those foods. Lots of down time for students be careful not to waste instructional time. As you are passing out keep asking questions. Ask "why" questions-have students explain their thinking.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube about sound. The teacher asked good questions after the youtube finished. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students read some of the powerpoint so the students are more involved. The teacher had the students do a foot activity. GROW-The teacher needs to split the students into groups before the lesson. The teacher explained the lab sheets. GROW-While the teacher is passing out the lab sheet, she needs to discuss the Sound subject matter with the students. The teacher had one person from each group to come up and get the necessary materials for their Science station. The teacher gave the students instructions on what to do with the materials in the bags. GROW-The teacher could ask questions like-"What do you think we are going to do with the spoon and string?"... The partner was instructed to tap the spoon and then the students switched to complete the experiment. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the chart about the experiment. GROW-The teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions before they begin their observation block. The teacher instructed the students to put the materials back in their bags to complete the Sound experiment. The teacher let a student illustrate the different pitchs. GROW-As the teacher passed out the rulers, she needed to discuss the subject matter and ask the students questions. The teacher gave instructions on how to observe vibration using a ruler on the desk. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher shared a youtube about emotions.  The teacher did a great job asking questions about the youtube.  The teacher illustrated the worksheet the students would be completing before dismissing them to their seats. *The teacher needed to have a little more delivery in her lesson before letting the students begin their worksheet. *The students needed something to do when they completed the worksheet.  The teacher could ask questions about the subject matter. Overall, the lesson was good.  The teacher needs to plan more activities throughout the lesson.  

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Consider ways to include both pictures and words in your lesson. Some children will be able to attend to pictures and others to both pictures and words. We don't want to eliminate either learner. Requiring 5 year olds to wait is difficult. Think of ways to engage all the learners all the time - sequence on paper where everyone has a sheet to sequence and glue for example. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You set the expectations for student behavior in regard to their getting a "part" in the reading of the book. Well done! You read the book If You Give a Pig a Pancake.  Students stood up each time the picture they were holding was mentioned in the reading.  Great listening skills practice and engagement. As this was your lesson, it was up to you to dismiss the students to their various centers not your CT. At your center you had lower case and upper case leters written on construction paper pancakes . Each student in your group was asked to match upper/lower case letters using spatulas.  The use of construction paper pancakes tied back to the book you had read. The rest of the centers were not practicing the same learning goal as the group you were teaching. I realize you may not have been able to get enough spatulas for all of the groups, however practicing upper and lower case letters would have been appropriate. Because you did not state the learning goals for the students at the beginning of the lesson, there was no connection between the beginning of the lesson and what was done in the centers. Having the students recall the items that were held up during the reading of the book had no relevance to the true meaning of "elements" in a story. Pairing the upper and lower case letters did map back to part of your learning goal. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brain Pop was a good opener but use it to discuss and review.  Make it meaningful. The Power Point was good, just add more instruction to it. Ticket out the door was a good choice as they answered the questions about physical change. suggestions- Dig deep into the Power Point.  Example:  When you talk about Physical Change, ask "What does the word physical mean?"  Even if reviewing, teach as if they are hearing for first time.  Make your transitions smooth.  Instead of just saying "Now we will do an activity".  Try to connect what they just did to what they are about to do.  The activities were fun, but make sure you are creating meaning with everything they do.  Keep reminding them of WHY they are  and WHAT they are doing with the paper. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse was going over problems from the test that was given the previous week.  I liked the way you had the students read the question aloud twice.  Good prompting questions...you know math.  Reminded them to go step by step...especially on the big test.  You lost some students' attention as it was going on.  Might need to think of a way to keep them involved even if they are not directly involved in the problem solving.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson began with the teacher asking the students to get a chrome book. The lesson began with a video about Fort Sumter. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about Fort Sumter.  The students were encouraged to share what they knew about Fort Sumter with their table. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The standard and essential question were stated. Bubble maps were issued to all students.  The students were instructed to answer the questions as his lesson progressed. The power point presentation was very informative. Great idea-The notes were kept in the student’s journal for future references for the students. The lesson was very informative.  The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job of incorporating new vocabulary with the lesson.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Stopped during the reading of the story to discuss the characters, setting, problem and solution. Had a sequencing sheet for most students to complete with beginning, middle and end of story. Other group had to list characters, setting, problem, solution. Tie lesson to real world-did they ever have to do something and no one would help? Incorporate "why"questions so students explain their thinking.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The lesson began with the teacher instructing the students to write Atomic Bomb at the top of their journal. The lesson began with a youtube about Making Tough Choices with Kid President. The teacher did a good job of asking higher order thinking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher constantly involved the students during the lesson with questions. The teacher had a very instructional powerpoint about Harry Truman and World War 11. The teacher had the students partner share about the lesson. The teacher engaged the students through partner sharing and questions throughout the lesson. The teacher shared a youtube about the different bombings. The teacher issued different maps so the students could locate the bombings. The teacher had multiple visual materials that helped make the lesson more intriguing. The teacher had her T chart Harry Truman's Decision T chart on a powerpoint. The teacher shared what to do with the T chart on the powepoint. Excellent jog sharing the T chart before letting the students begin the assignment. The lesson had plenty of student engagement and teacher time. The teacher instructed the students to divide the students into two groups-use the atomic bomb and don't use the atomic bomb. Great idea to let the students share why they picked the side they did. Great discussion about Harry Truman's decision with the students about the atomic bomb. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You had the students listen to the video of "The Five Little Pumpkins". You had the students predict what they would be learning about after watching the video.  You supported the students learning by pointing out there were 5 pumpkins in the song. You then read the book version of "The Five Little Pumpkins" and asked comprehenstion and number sense questions as you read. You had "props" and pumpkin puppets and had the students "act out" the poem. Very interative and engaging for the students. You continued to reinforce the number 5. You played the song "The Five Little Pumpkins" and taught them movements to go with it.  They loved this! You had the students move to a table where all materials were ready.  The students made Pumpkin Prints using their thumbs and an orange pad.  After the first number (1) you had the students predict what the next miber would be and so on.  You took the lesson to a deeper understanding when you had the students trace the numbers 1-5. You had snack bags ready for each student with candy pumpkins. You cleverly asked them to "check your counting" ny having them count the number of candies in their bags to ensure they each had 5. This closed the lesson.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Good reading voice.  I liked the way you asked questions while you were reading the book "David's Cold" to the students.  Video was very appropriate for prek students.  They really enjoyed participating in the washing hands practice.  Using the two students to "show" how germs spread with the sparkly germx was good...might have expanded to show how germs would spread to another child.  High energy and student participations.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about main idea. The teacher shared a Flocabulary about main idea. The teacher compared the main idea to a pizza illustration. GROW-The teacher needs to discuss the main idea with the students as she is passing out the papers. Always use every second to instruct or discuss the subhject matter during the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to deliver instructions about the main idea worksheet before the students began cutting. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions after giving the instructions to complete the main idea worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed to let the student go to the poweroint to read the Preventing Cavities passage. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the board to underline the main idea and details. There was too much down time during the lesson. The teacher instructed the students how to fold their main idea table. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about the standards and the essential questions that they would be studying. GROW-The teacher needs to establish the small groups before the lesson to make the transitions smoother. The teacher could post the groups on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher needs to let the students know what they will be discussing and learning about in the lesson. The students explained about their object to the class. GROW-As the teacher passed out the popcorn, she needed to be asking questions and discussing the different senses. The I CAN DESCRIBE POPCORN chart was great! The students described the popcorn according to the five senses as the teacher wrote their responses. GROW-The teacher could have a worksheet or journal writing on their desks as they discussed the popcorn. The teacher brought five different students to the front of the classroom to describe the different objects. The BOX was very colorful and exciting. The students described what sense the objects protected. The teacher held the flipbook in the front of the classroom. The teacher explained the flipbook to the class with instructions on how to complete the flpbook. The teacher asked if there were any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lesson by sharing "The Lion and the Mouse" story. While passing out the markers, the teacher discussed the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to shoulder share about the lesson. The teacher reminded the students about the genre of the story. The FABLES powerpoint was very engaging with the students.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher did a good job of asking different question about the comparative adjectives. The teacher shared an anchor chart about comparative adjectives. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions before letting the students begin to write their different comparative adjective words on their piece of paper. The teacher did a great job of transitioning to small reading groups. The teacher did a great job of teaching the subject matter. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Fort Sumter The students were instructed to look at the picture and tell the teacher what they think the picture is about. The students shared with each other their information. Each table shared their information and the teacher wrote the results on the power point. The standard and essential questions were stated. Good questioning during the power point lesson. The students were instructed to use the graphic organizer to complete the information from the power point. The students took a quiz on their quizlet. http://join.quizzizz.com 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had different questions on the powerpoint that she asked the students in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great command of the subject matter of the lesson. The powerpoint had the answers to the questions-What is a Paleontologist? The teacher did a good job using the popsicle sticks to call on different students to participate in the lesson. The teacher had three different groups. The teacher did a great job explaining the different stations. The Science fossil stations were great!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had a lot of questions and answers during the lesson. The teacher had the students copy the problems on the powerpoint and show equal fractions. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and checking the progress of the students during the lesson. GROW-To improve the lesson, the teacher needed to call on different students to come to the powerpoint and illustrate the different fraction problems. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students in the class to check if the students understood the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The lesson needed to be more engaging with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to divide the students into groups of three before the lesson began. The game, "Let's Play Fraction Bingo", was enjoyed by the students.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were teaching a small group about the physical attributes of stars. You began by reviewing book you had read yesterday. You did a nice job of explaining what you had read and asking questions from today and yesterday's lesson.  suggestion- Be careful of not letting them get too distracted from their work.  Keep them on pace.  Good job covering the LA goals of the author, illustraor, table of contents, etc. of the book you read.  Love integrating LA and science! 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great opening and motivator as you had the Olympics symbols on the Prom. board and Olympic theme music as they were coming in. Did you notice that when you told your students they would be having their own Olympics, they started clapping?? This was such a creative review lesson of metric measurement. They loved it! You gave direct instruction during the competition. Awesome questioning such as "We will measure the weight of these stones in killograms. Who can remember what we talked about that helps us remember what a killogram is?" "What can we think about as we convert killogram to grams?"

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Having the quilt was a great way to introduce the story and build personal connections between teacher and student. It's helpful to establish expectations during reading time by reminding students to sit, listen and direct attention to the teacher. There are many ways to accomplish this through classroom visual signals or some other manner. The Patchwork Quilt is a lengthy story and some was not engaged during the reading time. A refocusing of the students would have been helpful. Young learners benefit from visuals reminders of expections. While you used 123, eyes on me, you did not wait for the students to respond before you continued. You did a good job of connecting the afternoon activity to the morning's learning about adjectives. You provided guided practice before you asked for independent practice. You allowed for inventive spelling in the written activity Transitions are an important part of classroom management. There are many ways to transition between carpet and table. Remember to keep the number of children moving at a time small (ask only boys to leave, then girls or ask those wearing a certain color to leave first). This promotes listening skills as well as managing the movement. Wait times are very difficult for students so smooth transitions increase learning time. During the guided practice you gave praise for the big words the students were giving. Specific praise is more powerful than vague praise. During the independent practice you circulated around the room providing help where needed. You provided a time (brief) for the students to share their work. A stronger closing, had time allowed, would have been to have children read their acrostic poem aloud. If you had word bank, it might have been easier for the relunctant writers to feel more successful. Estimateing how many time an activity will take is a skill you will develop. It happens with time. All teachers struggle from time to time with this skill. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening question was good. Be sure and give them time to answer before cutting them off. You may have to help them with hints, but they were doing well. Walk around the class as you get them excited about what they will be learning. If you show a video, give purpose to it. You did ask 2 questions after the video, but they never got them answered before moving on to the worksheet. If this lesson was an introduction or a review, your job is to instruct this. Create that balance of direct instruction and guided practice. *Give positive comments and feedback. Be mindful of not saying "no that's not right" to a student. Make your students feel that was a good try. I heard one "good job." This is so important. *The lesson was over their head. If this was an introduction, possibly use a power point to help them understand these Bill of Rights. The poster activity was a good choice. They enjoyed it. This could have been used as their group practice.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson began with students reading a story from text about a robot. Students were then allowed to construct ther own robot which would be the base for their writing. Students were engaged in the making of the robot but they may have needed a few more directions about the writing portion of the activity. You provided questions on the board for them to think about as they wrote. Students did not see the checklist used for assessment and it did not include the questions that they focused on. Be sure to engage more with the students as they work-encourage them, ask questions, show them you are interested. Be sure you have everyone's attention before giving directions.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You had the real objects for students to count but it was only 10 objects and the standard was counting within 1000 with 4 digit numbers.  You needed a stronger opening problem.  You left off a large chunck of teachin time so there was not much to see of you teaching.  Students worked in groups. Concern that the workshhet was 3 digit addition not 4 to meet the standard.  Students in workshhet group finished quickly and had down time waiting for other group.  Plan additional activities that you might not need.  Tie to real world.  Instead of giving strategies to problem solving group--let them generate ideas or let them solve and then explain their strategy.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*Loved your opening of the True/False review game. Great idea. *You started out with the "multiplying fractions" problem on the board as you begin questioning your students on what they already knew. Good balance of instruction and practice. (Tornado drill took out about 10 min.)

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Good opening with helping your students think about change.  But use this segway to dig deeper with questions.  "Is change always good?"  "Why or why not?"  This questioning will lead into your Power point by giving them hints about change during WWII.  "Today we will talk about people during WWII that cause change for our country and the world."  You can decide by end of lesson if you think they were good or bad changes.  Be sure and go over review words such as dictator, prime minister, allies, etc.  Don't assume they just know.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The students were dismissed to the carpet by calling on student with different types of clothes. The teacher had great questions for the students to start the lesson. The teacher asked about characters, setting and major events. The teacher issued each student a leaf with either the character, setting or major event of the story. The students placed their leaf on the correct poster with the headings-character, setting or major event. The teacher had a read aloud, The Biggest Leaf PIle. The teacher reads with such expression. The students were very engaged in the read aloud. The teacher had a great dismissal back to the seats. The powerpoint of the Characters and Setting for the lesson was very effective. The teacher had great review questions about the read aloud story. The teacher would write the answers on the promethean board as the students wrote at their seats. *When students finish their work, the teacher needs to carry on conversation with the students to take advantage of all the learning time available. *The teacher needed to write the colors on the board for the worksheet. The students did a good job reading the passage containing the character, setting and major events. The teacher needs to review the assignments after the students complete them.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Activated prior learning and had students recall definition of a verb and examples of verbs. Incorporated a short video on adding ed to make past tense verbs. Had a matching activity for students to complete independently on present/past tense of regular verbs. Had shaving creme for students to spread on desks to write the past tense of verbs in shaving creme. Students were very excited about the shaving creme and all were on task writing the verbs. Lesson stopped to go to lunch-closing not observed. Incorporate more questions than just recall. Watch your examples-you were giving wrong information on some of your verbs because you did not tell them to double the final consonant before adding ed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Incorporate more open ended questions to allow students to explain their thinking.  Relate the lesson to real world experiences of the children.  Be sure to gather all materials needed for an activity before beginning your lesson.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over your rules and explained what they would be doing in today's lesson.    Good balance of guided instruction (Prom board)  and practice (white boards).  White boards keep them occupied and are a lot more fun than paper and pencil!  suggestion- As you are doing guided practice on the board, go deeper with instruction as you work out the problem.  Give them a visual of the word problem. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher conducted a small Reading group.   *The lesson needed some type of technology. *The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter of the lesson very well. The teacher did a good job of letting the students know what she expected them to do when they completed the graphic organizer. *The teacher needed to review the graphic organizer in more detail before letting the students begin completing it. The teacher does a good job of giving constructive feedback to the students after they had completed their worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge of "point of view". This allowed your students to begin making connections to goal of your lesson. You used elbow partners to allow students to discuss among themselves questions you had asked. This is a terrific way for them to have to opportunity to share and learn from one another. Always ask for a couple of responses from the groups. This will hold them accountable for what they are to be discussing. You supported your students understanding of the vocabulary in the two books by discussing their meanings. Remember to include higher-order thinking questions in order to take their understanding of the standard to a higher level. You used a variety of teaching strategies in order to meet the needs of the various learners: direct and guided instruction, student directed, and technology.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the directions for each of the Reference Material Stations.  You set clear expectations for completing work at the stations. You set the timer for 10 minutes for each station rotation. This told the students they must be on task in order to complete the work. You had students previously grouped by looking at abilities. All materials were ready for each station and the directions were at each station in case they forgot what they were to do. You gave the students a 2 min. warning when the 10 min. was about to be up for that station rotation. You gave clear directions for transitioning to the next station. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding, giving support as needed, and ensuring all students were engaged and on task. I had to leave the classroom before the end of the class.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Your chart had good information on it but hard to read.  You probably should have put your acronym FANBOYS on the board so that it could be seem.  I liked how you had them stick out their right arm as a simple sentence, comma(elbow), conjunction(shirt), left arm simple sentence, period(fist).  Students did a good job working together in groups and coming up compound sentences.  You might need to use a timer when students are doing an activity.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job reviewing  folktales.   suggestion- Have your students answer more high level questions when comparing fables and folktales.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		You need to give more explanation to students when they cannot answer the questions you ask or consistently give incorrect answers.  Also, emphasize important points/vocabulary throughout the lesson; this helps to reinforce the concepts to the students.  Giving specific feedback to students during the lesson also help to reinforce the concepts you are teaching.  For smoother transitions, give students your expectations on how they should handle the next task and what they should do at each step before they begin.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		*Remember that your opening should be engaging and helps to gear their brain to what you will be learning. *Make your lesson flow. Be mindful not to just go from activity to activity. If you show a video, give it purpose. Talk about it, discuss it, or even before the video tell them what to look for *Venn Diagram was a great idea. So glad it was interactive. But there HAS to be instruction with your activities. You can't just go through the motions. *Glad that you divided into two groups. You should have been the one to do the celery experiment. Not sure the purpose of using your group just to copy from board.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You activiated the lesson with a video showing how to regroup in addition.  The video was very supportive of the students' learning as it demonstrated, step by step, how to add with regrouping. The students were clearly engaged. You discussed/demonstrated the importance of lining up the numbers correctly when adding.   The slides you had made for this were extremely clear  helpful. When you asked the students what was wrong with the problem 37+48, you were assessing the students' understanding regarding how the problems must be written in order to solve. There was no wait time after your questions, because the students were shouting out the answers. I did not observe the closing, as I had to leave for another lesson observation.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You  provided a thorough introduction/explanation of stations. You shared a slide with all information,,,so supportive Teaches them to read directions and be more independent, so organized. Students knew exactly what station they needed to go to .  You had your own small group. You began the lesson giving students a frog puzzle to get them excited about learning about frogs and toads. Great launch/attention getter! You accessed prior knowledge when you asked if they had ever seen a frong or a toad.  You also asked if they know what makes frogs and toads different. You gave the students a passage about frogs and toads to first read silently to themselves. You then had the students follow along as you read the passage aloud. Some of the students were "tracking print" as you read.  At this age, it is a good idea for all to do this. It helps to keep the students on task and engaged. You then had the students read the passage all together. You asked questions having students look for similarities or differences with frogs and toads.  You had an anchor chart and pointed out "compare" and "contrast" words. This was great support for helping the students understand the difference between the two and what words to look for or use when comparing and contrasting. You had the students practice comparing and contrasting the two animals when you gave them a Venn Diagram.  You had the students, in pairs, place the cut out facts where they needed to go.  You reminded the students they were allowed to look back at the passage if they could not remember or to check their work. You closed the lesson by giving the students a sentence frame and had them write comparing/contrasting sentences. The students in this small group then became the teachers and taught the lesson they were just taught to their classmates in small groups.  What a great idea! You had higher order thinking questions in your lesson plan, however you did not ask many of them. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		You had them sitting on the carpet and listening to you...then you lost them when you had them get up and get whiteboards and come back to carpet.  You probably should have had them get the boards on the way to the carpet at the beginning.  During the activity, it was difficult to see what was written on the blue sheets that you showed for them to fill in the blank with a collective noun.  I don't know that at second grade level they have the ability to know if by putting the word in the blank would it make "sense".  Students seemed to enjoy the activity of matching the picture/word/collective nouns. Be careful of saying "Alright" and "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The lesson began with a youtube video about the distributive property. The teacher gave explicit directions on how to complete the interactive notebooks. Great! The teacher modeled the first problem before letting the students begin the interactive notebook. The teacher did a great job moving into small groups. Great! The teacher showed the students the positive things that would happen if they worked quietly.  Great way to encourage positive behavior!  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had a very engaging lesson with the students. The students responded well to all of the questions during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job of reviewing Math vocabulary throughout the lesson. The video about fractions was a great way to let the students be involved. The students loved singing the words along with the video! The teacher had the students on the floor at the beginning of the lesson with white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the problems on the powerpoint DRAW IT WITH ME! GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint and BOX in the important vocabulary words. The teacher did a good job of explaining the game-FRACTION GOLF. Good job explaining the rules of the game. The game was a little hard for some of the students. GROW-The teacher needs a back up game if the game she has prepared is too hard. Overall the lesson was good!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		A vocabulary word box would have beneficial for this lesson since the students were expected to remember several key terms. Good opening activity. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You opened the lesson with a video that discussed the material for the lesson.  It caught studnt interest.  You were ready for students with their texts on the desks ready to go.  Slow down when reading to class and stop and ask questions to be sure that students understand the vocabulary.  Had choice boards for students to pick activities from to complete.  Choice board activities incorporated technology.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You began the lesson telling the children they would be learning about good dental health. You connected the lesson to the visit with a dentist in the media center which had occurred earlier in the day.  Terrific way to build connections for your students! You held up a piece of chocolate anasked it it was good or bad for their teeth.  You did the same with an apple.  You explained which was good and which was not after the student shared their responses. You asked the students what causes cavitites. One of the students remembered the word plaque from hearing from the dentist earlier. You held up a picture of teeth and students were able to tell you the teeth were covered with "sugar bugs" which is the cause of plaque, which can lead to cavitites. As the lesson progressed you repeatedly  emphasized the learning goals with the students.  Excellent support for learning. You gave each student laminated teeth,a toothbrush, and "toothpaste" (shaving cream).  The students were to brush the teeth in order to get rid of the "sugar bugs".  You emphasized that they were to continue brushing even when there were no longer any visible bugs, because there are germs we can't see. You played a song and they were to brush for the length of the song, which was 2 minutes.  This is the length of time we should all brush our teeth.  This was an excellent way to drive home the idea of just how long two minutes of brushing is!  At the end of the song, the students were eager to hold up their shiny teeth. You closed the lesson reading a very engaging book about the importance of brushing teeth.  You asked questions as you read the book assessing the students' understanding. You displayed large "good tooth" and a large "bad tooth".  You gave each group of students a picture of some food. The group was to decide whether the food would go on the good tooth or the bad tooth, depending on what kind of food it was. 

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern works encouragement into her group questions, and helps to give students confidence in their learning. This in turn is helpful when they need to self correct an answer.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate demonstrates good questioning skills overall, but does very well with wait time. She offers just the right mix of encouragement along with high expectations. When appropriate, the teacher candidate will model the pronunciation of a word and then say, "repeat after me,' eliciting the correct pronunciation from the whole group and at times individual students. This was very well done. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Powet point was right on. The visuals were very helpful. Great instruction on simple machines. *Bring in real things to show. Nothing better than the real thing! *Bring in purpose of simple machines in our everyday life. Spend time talking about importance! *It was a little confusing on wheether this was an intro to all simple machines or if you were concentrating on one. You always want the observer to be able to follow your lesson clearly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Wow! One of the best welcomes I have heard.  You welcomed your class as they walked in and told them your expectations.  It is obvious that they love you as their teacher.  You are motivating and make learning fun!  You did a quick review of previous learning.   suggestions- Give some brief instruction before you start the weighing activity.  (you did this more on the 2nd group) Make sure your directions are clear.  Give explicit rules on what they are to do.  Too much down time.   Does your Standard match your activity?   Use your EQ as you close the lesson to summarize why weight changes.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You had a model for the students to refer to when completing the activity.  You had everything they could need to complete the project which eliminated the need for them to get up again. Loved the way you renamed te properties so the students could remember them.  You provided lots of examples and then allowed students to make the example.  You were very positive with the students, giving them lots of encouragement to participate.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Opening was good as you asked them to talk in their groups about what they know about whole numbers and fractions. *They need to share these answers. Flocabulary videos are meaningful but always make sure to create purpose. Either ask questions about it or ask fo students to tell something they heard that was important. Great job on direct and guided instruction. Students love working out problems on the board. *possibly have the others working out at their desks at same time on paper . This helps to keep them engaged. Loved, loved the small groups. The envelope just create some excitement for the activity. *Good thinking on having separate problems in envelope for gifted students. *Don't forget to do the closing/summarizing. Ticket out the door is an assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students have a balance of instruction, group practice, and individual practice. A strength in this lesson during the group, guided practice would be the questions posed by the teacher (intern). The wait time is nearly perfect, even when students call out an answer that is not correct, she knows when to wait briefly for them to self correct. Another positive aspect of questioning happened when no students answered a question at all. After a reasonable amount of wait time, the intern repeated the question. This seemed to give students clarity to make sure they understood the question, and their answers came quckly and with confidence.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate did a nice job of leading the students in guided practice, with appropriat e verbal coaching to help them move through the math problems. The manner in which the teacher candidate talks the students through working a math problem supports their learning and gives them the opportunity to self assess The teacher candidate coordinated having a small portion of time for various leveled groups with the visiting special education teacher, and the regular classroom teacher - each leading a group whille the teacher candidate conducted more practice of the math skills. 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated her standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job explaining the standard in kid friendly terms. The teacher showed a School House Rock video. Great introduction to the subject Collective nouns. Stations were explained- Great that you demonstrated the GO Fish game for the station. **Too many okays! The teacher did a great job of explaining the stations before the students began their rotations. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Great afternoon lesson!  You had good energy throughout the lesson.  You kept the students' attention during the lesson.  You asked good questions during your reading of "Dot the Fire Dog".  The firefighter song your group made up was very clever and the students really, really liked the song and movements.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		*You were teaching a small group today, however, I want to see you welcome your class, tell them what they would be doing, and then transition them into their groups. This brings experience and practice for you. It also shows me how you do with transitions. You can use that time to introduce Standards, EQs and set expectations for what they were be learning today. *Dig into the questioning more. When you asked "Why did Rosa Parks get arrested?" He answered the question but dig deeper. Make your students think. The boycott question was a good one that the student answered. Talk about the definition of certains words like "defiance"

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The students enjoyed the opening game where they tried to match the vocabulary word with the definition. These were the words used in the story so it prepared them for the reading. Throughout the reading. you stopped and asked questions. You did a good job with higher order questions-having students discuss what might happen, how the characters might have felt, how they would feel if in the same situation. The character was their age so the students could relate. Make sure you know how to pronounce all the words before reading to students.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You reviewed prior learning.  You were very encouraging to students asking for their input.  When technology wasn't working you went right on with the lesson.  When technology was available you seemlessly incorporated it.  You made sure students understood the vocabulary-asking them for definitions, explanations.  You explained the reason for sreating the flip book.You closed the lesson with a review of material and asked for student questions.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good Brainpop to open the lesson. I think it would have been beneficial for the key vocabulary to be posted. Always try to find a way to relate the lesson to real-life.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Not a bad lesson but some information needed more explanation possibly.  Students were to take notes on information on the board and discussion.  I know that you handed out different sheets to fill out but "why" did you??  Some "gifted" students are not good at writing things down...might have been better to give everyone the fill-in sheet.  You might have been able to get more discussion going instead of waiting for them to write.   You gave good additional information and explanation as they were reading in their textbooks.  I liked the activity of them writing down three facts about the major issues that were talked about during the lesson.  

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher began the lesson by sharing an Emotion Commotion powerpoint. The teacher had great questions about the powerpoint. The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher let the students show them their different emotions with their facial expressions. The teacher discussed several different emotions during the lesson. The teacher had an outstanding powerpoint about emotions. The teacher instructed the students to get out their glue sticks to make their emojis. Each student received a bag with a different emoji. The teacher gave explicit instructions to make their emoji paper paper plate. The students had to write a complete sentence about their emoji. *After passing out the ziploc bags with the emojis, the teacher could have let all of the students share what emojis they had. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good review of Civil War as you opened up lesson. Use this time to ask high level questions.  Ask their opinions on things.   I liked how you talked and pointed out things during video, helping them have a visual of what they had previously learned.   suggestion- After video, ask more questions.  You showed it for a purpose! Dig deep in your instruction, whether it's review or not.  The students need to hear instruction over and over.  suggestion- Make your directions more explicit.  Set your expectations, rules, and directions of what you expect on flip book. suggestion- Give positive comments to your students.  Important! The flip books (fact and fiction) was a good idea. suggestion- Make a connection to each thing you do.  Each activity should lead into the next.  In other words, why are they making a flip book?  Give meaning to each thing you do.   suggestion- Have a time limit.  this helps with time management for you and the students.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		*Loved, loved your opening. You first reviewed vocabulary words before moving into the Flocab video. You instructed your students to raise their hand every time they heard a word in the video that they had been learning about. The video was POWERFUL! *Questioning was awesome! Good job in getting your students to think! You challenged them to explore options. *The T chart was a great idea / visual for them to give reasons on why or why not Truman dropped the Atomic Bomb. Transitions went well as you transitioned into debate groups. You set your expectations and explained the directions well. *Question....could you have left out your debate on the T chart and let them do it on their own within their group?  I felt like it was basically the same thing.  This could have helped with time.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The opening rap was a good motivator, but what was your purpose? Possibly before they listen to it, ask some review questions about what they have been learning in math. Tell them to listen to some key words in rap. You offered them a new strategy (butterfly method) in helping them remember how to add fractions with uncommon denominators. Talk about how strategies help us remember a pattern, etc. Your want to create this method as so meaningful that they understand the purpose behind it. When you asked, "Can it be simplified?" he answered " No." Don&#39;t just say "That&#39;s right." Ask "Why not?" Remember how important your questioning is. Dig deep to make sure they understand they whys and why nots. Great that you differntiated among your classes. What works with one, may not with another. Having this class in 2 monitored groups, instead of several independent stations was a good plan. Good job in delivering your content. You have a gift in helping them understand.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with a clear explanation of what standards the students would be practicing during stations. You then explained each of the 6 stations including what to do when finished and your expectations for them as they worked. You explained the amount of time they would have at each station. The stations were perfect for the geomentry skills which had already been taught. You had all materials ready....containers for materials, playing pieces, directions. Because students were involved in stations there were not opportunities for higher order questioning and wait time. When transitioning you might want to say something like, "Without conversation tiptoe to your next station." The students got a little cranked up when transitioning and then it took them a couple of min. to settle back down for the next station. Perhaps have more than one card with the website for the Brain Pop video you wanted them to watch.. This will enable all to log on immediately and not have to wait their turn to see the sheet with the website.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with an engaging Rap song about prime numbers. This was great, but it did not address composite numbers factors or multiples.  This is when it would have been appropriate for you to address them, after the prime number wrap. You then handed out a chart...What Do You Know?...for students to fill out explaining what they remembered about prime and composite numbers, factors, and multiples. The students, sitting closest to me, were struggling with what to write. If others were struggling, this would have been a good time to "adjust" the lesson plan and fill out the chart together. You could have asked for responses and worked together, as a class to define each of these terms. Writing them on the board for them to copy would have been supportive of their learning and the chart would have served as a reference tool for future use. As this was a review lesson, it is always a good idea to start out demonstrating/reviewing the various terms/points to be reviewed. This will help prepare them for the rest of the lesson. Having Mrs. Maxwell work with a struggling group is always a great way to differentiate.  Please feel free, as I have said, to use her during your lessons!  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I like how you started the lesson on a personal not..."I am so sleepy".  This put you into the lesson with them.  Good questioning during the lesson especially while they were working on worksheet togeter with you.  You also used directionality while going through the worksheet...next one to the right...back on the left side.  Sequence of going through the emotions and drawing the expressions together, then having them color allowed you to control the learning.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		*You opened your lesson with reviewing what they knew about multiplying whole numbers and add/subtracting fractions. *Set your expectations and directions.. When you pass out manipulatives, tell them what to do. Tell them to get their hands off the tiles or you will take them up. You set the boundaries so they know their expectations. Great job in reviewing and questioning. Loved that you had fraction tiles for them to use. (I was confused about the 1/10 fractile tiles over the 1. There were only 9 put up there. Did you realize this?) You also used white boards for them to work out the problems on board. This helped your students to stay engaged. Glad that you allowed student to work problems out on board, and wonderful that you had them to tell in detail how they got to each step!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Opened mini lesson with a quick introduction to compound words with students giving examples that they could think of. Engaged students with a Brain POP video on compound words, Students then read a book with you and listened for compound words. The activity allowed them to go back through the text and make a list of compound words. When next group came to you, they were allowed to read the text independently. I was glad to see you adjust the lesson based on the students needs. Be sure to check tricky words before the lesson so you are prepared to deal with them.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You activated the lesson asking students what they knew about leaves. You had a picture of some leaves on the board. Connecting the colors the leaves are now to the colors they are duing spring and summer may have helped students understand what happens to leaves in the fall. You read a book, Leaf Man. You related the book to real-life leaves blowing.  Something they had all seen/experienced. It is good to make these connections. You stopped during the lesson to ask a question. Asking more questions would have checked their comprehension better. You read the book with a very engaging voice. The students wanted to listen to you read. You had the students transition from the floor to their tables by calling one group at a time. Perfectly done. No instructional time lost. You had the students each make their own "leaf man". You had all materials ready at each of the tables. You encouraged the students to be creative. There wasn't a closing to the lesson. They just finished their craft.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Opened by asking students for the defination of a star-to engage them more, you might have a picture of a star for them to look at. Good mix of instruction and student participation. During transitions be sure you have everyone's attention-some still talking while you were giving directions. You matched students for second part of the activity. Some students took longer to finish part 1 so when they found their partner for part 2-the work was already complete.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with the standard and I can statement.  Had a video on context clues to engage students in the lesson.  Great discussion on vocabulary to be sure students had understanding of the terma.  Had students apply context clues while reading the book aloud.  Asked lots of "why" wuestions to have students explain their answers.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard was posted and discussed witht he students at the opening of the lesson.  Leson consisted of students watching a viseo and taking notes throughout.  Video was stoppped and student understanding and recall was assessed. Students also completed a graphic organizer of material presnted. Lesson plan is to be sent to supervisor 48 hours prior to teaching the lesson. There was little student engagement or participation in lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You opened with students recalling pevious learned material.  You incorporated recall questions as well as understanding questions-getting students to explain their thinking. You called on multiple students making sure to include as many different students as possible. Your class management was great.  Students were engaged, on task.  You were very positive with the students and encouraged them as they answered.  You made sure students were ready with materials before moving on with the next direction.  You monitored students as they worked-making sure they understood the task, encouraging students as they worked, redirecting when necessary.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson at the beginning. The teacher passed out worksheets while the Flocabulary video was showing. The teacher asked the students after the viewing of the Flocabulary video. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the worksheet on subjects and verbs. *The teacher needs to monitor the students by walking around the students at their desks as they work. *The teacher does not need to just walk back and forth in the front of the room. The teacher did a good job asking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher divided the students up into different reading groups by color. *The teacher needed to give the instructions for the worksheet before she dismissed the students to their groups. *The teacher needed to review the answers of the students on the first worksheet before beginning the next part of her lesson. The teacher be

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  Materials need to be more readily available when handing out center activity.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good beginning with your "Mystery Bag" of items.  You modelled what they were going to do by placing the names of the items on a graphic organizers and then they determined main idea which you wrote in the center.  Book you read about "pumpkins" very appropriate for this time of year.  Instead of reading the whole book, you might have read a portions then start filling out their worksheet.  I think that would have gotten to your objective easier.  I really like you typing the information on the promethian.  Remember...you are the "Differentiator"...how many ways can you show the standard for student understanding.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good showing the video about the Iditarod before reading the passage.  I liked the way you read the passage and stopped to let the students say the next word.  That keeps them tracking the text.  Answering the two questions together with the class allowed them to practice finding details in the text.  There was a little confusion about one of the questions but you got them back on track.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You began the lesson with "popcorn" reading from the Social Studies textbook. You discussed and asked questions throughout the reading to ensure your students'  understanding of the content. You discussed how the roles of women had changed, since the men were at war. You shared a slide from your PowerPt. presentation showing the different roles women fulfilled during the war. You asked how Rosie the Riveter was a good icon during this time, which was an higher order thinking question. You had the students complete an insert page for their interactive Social Studies notebooks regarding how women helped with the war effort . The students did this with ease because you had scaffolded their learning though the reading and the slides shared. You went on to discuss how opportunity cost , rations, and victory gardens were a part of life during the time of war.  In order to have students demonstrate their understanding of these 3 concepts you had them complete another interative page.  They were asked to provide a description/definition, illustration, and caption sentence based on their illustration of each of these 3 words. At the end of the lesson you reviewed the lesson goals and had them complete a Ticket Out the Door. They were required to to write one way women helped with the war effort. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You read the informational text on each of the generals and the students, with your guidance, highlighted the important facts. Be sure to practice what you plan to read, for any lesson, before teaching in order to ensure you know how to pronounce all words. You guided the students through transferring the highlighted information about the generals to their description pages. Well done!  Excellent support! You used a variety of strategies to address the different learning styles of your students: direct instruction, guideded instruction, technology, visual aids, and the handouts for their interactive S.S. notebooks. Allow time to revisit the E.Q. at the end of the lesson. I am assuming this is the first time they have heard this information and revisiting the EQ circles back around to the whole point of the lesson....what they were to learn.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be specific when telling the students what they have done well. " I like the way you _________________" Include questions that begin with words like: how, why, explain in order to have students gain a deeper depth of knowledge. Movement from rug to tables went very smoothly. No loss of instructional time. 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		When you are reviewing information it is always good to really think about how can I keep the students' attention.  Students really didn't seem to have a good grasp of the information they needed to be successful during the lesson.  When you are working with information that includes animals, birds, plants, physical land features it is always good to use pictures to reinforce the learning.  You did some good prompting for answers and clarification of information.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The lesson opening that had students quickly discussing how to identify a main idea engaged every single student right away. Students were enthusiastic about coming up with a good response to share with the class. Having the boys repeat the main idea, and then the girls do the same gave all students a chance to either hear or say the purpose of learning. A main idea graphic was on chart paper with the I can statement. There was an example given before the passage that students worked on together. Differentiation is addreesed by multiple means. Passages are read aloud anytime they are used to make sure all students have heard the contents. Student handouts were displayed on the screen as well, and the students have the same paper in their hand, giving extra support for any students who need to re-read the passage. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate encourages all of her students as the work through the lesson and provides appropriate support. She has some room for growth in opening the lesson, but it was overall very well planned and executed. However, she was clear with stating the purpose of learning at the beginning of the lesson. Helping students understand the purpose of the lesson sets them and the teacher candidate up for success.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You began the lesson discussing good and poor snacks for teeth. You asked the students why their teeth would be happy of they ate an apple vs. cookies. This was followed with a discussion of the sugar contained in the cookies that is not good for their teeth. You gave each of the students baggies with a toothbrush, and laminated teeth.  Students were to brush away "sugar bugs" on the teeth as the song played.  The video was good. Perhaps have them watch it the first time and then brush the teeth the second time.  I am not sure how long the song was, but it would have been good to play it for 2 minutes in order for the students to see/understand just how long they are to brush their teeth. You collected the baggies and then asked the students how long they are to brush their teeth when brushing. You handed out 4 pictures of foods, two heathy and two sugary.  The students were to determine which were healthy and which were not.  You had two large cut outs of a tooth, one was a happy tooth and the other was a sad tooth. You had the students decide which tooth their particular food would be placed. Try asking "why" they chose the happy or the sad tooth chart for their particular food item.  This would be an example of an higher order thinking question for kindergarteners. You then read a pop-up book called Brush Your Teeth Please.  Great choice!  The students were engaged and thoroughly enjoyed the book.  Try elaborating on the information on some of the pages in order to review the lesson goals again. You closed the lesson asking the students to tell you the kinds of food they would ask their mothers to buy that would be healthy for their teeth. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Effective use of technology -actively involves students in solving example problems -uses number line on floor to help students practice -offers individual assistance as needed during guided practice -Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding -Works within structure of split groups with co-teacher that visits class for math

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Overall, this is a well delivered lesson in which the teacher candidate is able to share strategies with students for solving a particular type of math problem that includes fractions. Because of the overall strong and consistent delivery of the lesson, it is difficult to determine what is truly exemplary. During the independent practice, the intern gave individual assistance to a number of students in a way that allowed them to catch up if needed, while at the same time receiving the extra explanation that would help them understand what they needed to do.So that earns an exemplary and it is paired with appropriate tone and voice levels from the final section (classroom management). There is an art to giving individual assistance without "broadcasting" a student's struggles to the class. You did a great job of making that work as you visited one on one with those who needed it during independent practice.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Used a song to reenforce characteristics of regions of Ga.  The slides tied the regions into real world experiences of the students and allowed you to monitor student understanding. You monitored students as they worked in groups.  Throughout lesson you set expectations for behavior an there were no student behavior issues at all.  Great encouragement of students as they did what was asked and as they answered questions. You encouraged students to do their best-using capital letters, complete sentences, show me what you know.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Good lesson.  Going back over previous knowledge and putting information on graphic organizer helped to reinforce information they would need to be success doing your activity.  Make sure when you are giving directions that you say everything at once.  Very difficult to go back and insert something you want them to do.  Might be good to write directions on promethean board or include in power point for a visual reminder.  Great activity allowed students to implement their knowledge and be creative with their writing.  Glad you used a timer to keep within the class time to complete the activity.  Good specific feedback..."I like how you used dialogue in it".

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Due to the observation before yours, I was late arriving and did not see the introduction of your lesson. This is why there is a "Not Observed" mark. You asked very few higher order thinking questions.  I will give you a Depth of Knowledge handout to help you with kind of questioning. You used a variety of teaching strategies: direct instruction, guided instruction, technology, and visual aids. Well done! The slides allowed the students plenty of practice with how to form contractions.  This was excellent support for the students learning. You did an outstanding job of scaffolding the learning for your students. Did not observe closing of lesson, as you ran out of time. I know you had an activity for them to do, but you can always very quickly, ask the E.Q. as a closing for the lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson with a picture of the Disney Princess Cinderella. You guided the students though a discussion of the main characters, the setting, and main ideas of the story. As these were shared by the students, you made a list of them on the board with the heading "Cinderella". You then read the book Dinorella . You had the students make predictions before you read the book. This was an excellent prereading strategy, as all good readers make predictions. After reading the book, you went through the same process having students share the main characters etc. You then lead a discussion regarding what it means to compare and contrast something. You shared an anchor chart with the vocabulary specific to comparing something as well as contrasting . This was excellent support for compare/contrast writng experiences later, as well as helping them decide where their sentence strips were to go on their own Venn Diagrams. You led a discussion of how the two stories were alike and different. Students were then given a Venn Diagram with the typed information from each story. They were to cut out the events and determine which part of the Venn Diagram they belonged. Having the sentences typed up allowed them more time for making decisions rather than writing out the sentences on their own. Nice scaffolding. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing students' understanding and giving help as needed. You used good time management when you told them they had 3 more min. left to complete the assignment. This tells the students they must stay on task in order to complete their work in a timely manner.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good lesson over prefixes.  Brain Pop video is a great way to begin a lesson...students really paid attention.  Liked the way you typed the words the students gave you on the computer that showed on the screen.  Students did a good job of making new words from prefixes and root words.  Good class participation.  You might want to make the information on the board BIGGER so that all can see.  

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good starting the lesson with an entertaining video.  Second video used for instuction - you explained how they were gooing to complete the worksheet "with" the video.  Good job of pausing the video to have a discussion about which abstract nouns should be chosen.  When it came to substituting abstract noun in sentence...it might have been better if you had "modeled" the first one with the class.  You did a great job going around and monitoring how the students were working on their worksheets.  You recognized that they all need the word list to help achieve your goal.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good referring back to previously learned information.  SAY NUMBERS CORRECTLY!!  You said "hundred AND seventy-nine degrees...should be hundred seventy-nine degrees!!  Good flow from one activity to another.   Great video - Number Rap...referred back to it talking about the shapes of the day. Be careful giving general information that may not be true at all times...you said a "vertex" was a corner...it may be but not always. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You did a good job getting students involved in the lesson.  Students love to see their teachers&#39; names in story problems they have an opportunity to solve.  Be careful saying numbers over 100...there is NO "AND".  The only time you say AND is if there is a decimal in the number.  You did a great job of stressing the steps to solving a long division problem and following all of them.  Remember you are the "Differentiator"...think...how many ways can I show what I want my students to do.  Always talk through everything when you are modelling. Good transitions between activities.  

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure lesson opening clearly defines the purpose of the lesson. Take advantage of the technology that is available in the classroom. You gave good reinforcement to the students.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The opening of the lesson was too quick! The teacher needed to slow down and take her time in her explanation of the assignment. The lesson was about inherited traits and learned behaviors. The teacher had the students become Narfs. The teacher did a good job explaining the worksheet. The students at their seats answered the questions on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job calling on the students to answer higher order thinking questions.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Slow down Differentiation is in plan and work was in the co-teaching Had both guided and independent practice

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great opening as you reviewed the book Wizard of Oz.  You also reviewed comprehension and why it was so important. You read aloud with good expression and asked predictive questions.   Loved the idea of the various students asking "teacher questions" after story was over. Good directions as they were moving into writing time.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question. *The teacher needs to work on behavior management for the students. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats. The subject matter of the lesson was hard to cover because of the distractions of the students. The teacher was sharing information with the students about the different rivers in Georgia. The teacher had a good powerpoint illustrating the different rivers. *The teacher needed to break the lesson down into smaller segments so the students would be able to grasp the information better. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Lots of discussion with the students on the similarities and differences of the two books. During the reading of the book you stopped to have students talk about that version of the book. You incorporated :why" questions to guage student understanding. Before moving to activity you made sure students knew what resources they could use. Loved that you took an accomodation needed by one student and allowed all of the class to use the large paper format.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You began with a video about concrete and abstract nouns. You told the students what they needed to be listening for as they were watching the video.  This is a great technique, as it gives the student a purpose for staying engaged in the video. You gave each student a G.O. and  the students were to fill in the definition of an abstract noun. Then you asked the students for examples of abstract nouns. You wrote these on the board as they were given so there was no time lost on spelling of the examples.  Be careful with your own spelling- "quiete". When examples are given, it is always good to ask why they think as they do.  If an incorrect response is given it is good to lead them through understanding why it is not an abstract noun. Having students explain their answers takes their understanding to a deeper depth of knowledge. How could you have differentiated this lesson for your students more?  Could you have ability grouped the teams when playing the game and had different level sentences for each group? Give more points to the teams that could explain why the noun was abstract? Having students become involved with the reading of the sentences in the game would be another way to engage students. Ask a higher ability student with a good, loud voice to read the sentences, perhaps. This also helps keep students on task becasue they don't know when/if they will be called upon to read. You were unable  to give appropriate wait time for student answers, because you were allowing them to shout out the answers.  Be sure to set expectations regarding behavior for every part of every lesson you teach.  They cannot be held accountable if they do not know your expectations. The transition from working on the G.O. to getting ready to play the game was not orderly. Instructional time was lost and allowed the students to get more "wound up". Smooth transitions keep the students focused on their learning and does not allow for loss of instructional time. The students were divided into teams and they were to identify the abstract noun in the sentences you provided on the P. Board.  Be sure to call on a variety of students in order to ensure all students are on task.  If the class has white boards, all students could have written down their answer and you could have randomly called on students to show their answers in order to get points. This ensures all are trying to get the correct answer in order not to let their teammates down. You closed the lesson by revisiting and discussing  the "I can statement" and had the students give examples of abstract nouns. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You had students LOOK for what adverbs tell as they watched the Brain Pop video. You gave them a purpose! Having the worksheet on the promethean board would bave helped all to see what you were doing. You gave the students a helpful hint when you pointed out many, but not all, adverbs end in ly. A quick review of verbs might have been helpful, as the verb must be found before one can identify the adverb. At least one student in the class would have benefitted from this quick review. The game was so engaging and fun for the students. It perfectly supported the standard. It doesn't get any better than this! Think of how you could ensure the captains of each team were truly conferring with their teammates regarding the answers and not just giving the answers on their own.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson.  I liked the way you put the standard in "kid" language.  Students were very attentive and wanted to participate.  When reading the rules...you stressed the important words.  Try and call on students with their hands down.  It is an easy way to monitor the class.  Easy transition to activity.  Having a student give the directions a second time helped to reinforce what they were to do.  Great job of setting timer when you told them they had 10 minutes!!  Time management is sometimes a problem.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students worked well independently on their Weekly Language Review.  Ready Book activity then had to do with Recounting Stories.  I liked the way you restated the learning sentence to clarify the goal of the lesson.  Might need to tell the students to read "louder".  It was difficult to hear some of them as they read.  You also only called on students with their hands up...a good way to check on understanding is to call on students with hands down as well.  I liked the way you walked around the room and checked on students' progress as they were filling in their answers.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- A great motivator (or opening)  would be to use props to help you and get your students hooked!   For example, in talking about themes, show a boring book cover, but bring out that the story is fabulous!  (Don't judge a book by cover).  Show a picture of the tortoise and the hare on Prom board as you talk about "Slow and steady wins the race".   suggestion- Before reading the passage, give them more instruction about how to watch for the theme.  This gives them forward thinking. (something to focus on) Good job explaining what the  theme is "not".   Nice balance of direct instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.  Glad you used all passages to go over and you used these to ask your higher level questions about "theme" of story Good job using different strategies for learning. Wonderful closing as you recapped what they had learned.  You went full circle back to Standard.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Great Job!!

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Starting out with a graphic organizer KWL was a great way to find out what they knew and what they wanted to know during the lesson.  Gave you an opportunity to make sure you were addressing their needs during the lesson.  Good discussion with your students and real life examples.  Having the students make a closed circuit with the materials allowed them to experience the connection or not. Good energy throughout.  Good subject knowledge.  Be careful of saying "OK?" after you give directions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You activated the lesson with a Verb Tense song that clearly engaged the students! They enjoyed singing it with you. You had the words to the song on a handout for the students to be able to sing along with you.  You then explained what the different parts of the song meant in regards to the lesson goal. Thus, making the song clearly a learning tool. The words on the chart, for the students to look at with you, was very supportive of their understanding of the song. You put card headings on the board for past, present, and future tense verbs.  You had examples of verbs and called on individual students to tell you what tense each was. You then demonstrated H.O.T. when you asked the student to change the tense of the verb to one of the other tenses. This was beautiful scaffolding for what the students were expected to do later in the lesson. You had the students explain how they knew what tense a verb was. Another example of H.O.T. You had the students apply their learning when you asked them to make up a sentence with a particular verb and then change the verb to another tense within the sentence. Another example of H.O.T.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had an anchor chart with the defintions of comparative and superlative adjectives. You discussed the differences between the two.  You explained why knowing these two types of adjectives was important when they wrote. You then moved on to the P.P. slide presentation you had made which explained comparative and superlative adjectives in greater detail. You had 3 students come up to the front of the classroom and used them to demonstrate the comparative and superlative forms of the adjective "tall". The students enjoyed this demonstration! You explained spelling changes were ofen necessary when forming these two types of adjectives. You had slides which gave the  rules to follow. At one point you started to assess their understanding of how more and most can be used with comparative and superlative adjectives. However , you had forgotten to discuss/teach this. You then had the students use their white boards to indicate which spelling of the superlative or comparative adjectives was correct. The students had to look very closely and remember the spelling rules. The students were engaged and most were choosing the correct response.  It is always a good idea to ask "why" they think as they do. This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge. You continued to build your students' understanding when you used cut out adjectives and had them place them under the correct heading....comparative and superlative on the board. The students were then directed to choose and adjective and write it in its' regular, comparative, and superlative forms. They were then to write a sentence with each form.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher began the lesson by showing a germ youtube. The teacher shared the booklet, Germs, with the students. The teacher did a good job with the read aloud showing the pictures as she read the book aloud. The teacher had the students wash their hands and sing the ABC's. The teacher gave the students instructions about their booklet Germs before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher had a great dismissal to their seats. The teacher has a good voice quality. *The teacher needed to go to each student's seat to check if they are circling the answers correctly. *The teacher needed to put the paper on an overhead so the students knew how to answer the questions with the yes or no answer. The teacher did walk around and check the answers of each student. *As she was checking, she could have continued to discuss germs with the students. The attention span of the students is very short. *The teacher needs different attention getters for the lesson to refocus the students. The teacher had the students return to the carpet for the conclusion of the lesson. The students watched the Brain pop on germs. *The teacher needs to take advantage of learning opportunities to teach different subject matter. There was too much down time for the lesson. The conclusion of the Brain Pop was good for the students. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about germs and what they learned in the lesson.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		"Who am I?" great way to review the information needed later for the lesson.  Good experience for the students to use the chrome book.  Glad you went over just a "piece" of the directions at a time...top half of trading card...then had them go back to their seats to do it. Be careful of saying "OK?" after a direction.  When you praise a student you need to say more than "Good job".  What did they do a good job doing??  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, good transition into lesson.  Flowed well.  Gave clear directions and they followed your instructions on getting their booklets ready. Tip:  It's a great life skill for getting the booklets ready, but it took a long time.  A lot of instructional time.  Could you do these ahead of time?

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Activated prior learning on fairy tales/folk tales. While reading the book, you stopped to discuss similiarities and differences in the 2 versions of the book. Your students had lots to contribute to the discussion and were very engaged in the lesson. Students created their own Venn Diagram to compare/contrast the books.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Make sure you use the same vocabulary terms in the lesson and in EQ. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The lesson began with a Brain pop about Henry Hudson. The students were instructed to take notes during the Brain Pop. After the Brain Pop, the teacher asked good questions about the content of the video. The teacher had great command of the subject matter. *The teacher needed to let the students return to their seats, before giving the instructions for the lesson. The teacher gave instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a good job of checking the student's work when they completed the questions. Good monitoring of students. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning...paraphrased students' answers and added to as needed.  Great active activity.  You probably should have put an example on the board of what they were to do...there was some confusion.  Also should have given them directions on what to do when they completed the activity.  I liked the way you put their results on the board and had them read with "greater than, less than, and equal to".  Make sure they always read from left to right.  Good showing fraction and its equivalent decimal.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning to get students involved in the lesson.  Modelling washing their hands to the ABC song will allow them to practice the alphabet while washing away germs.  I liked the way you had them go back to their seats by "crawling like a cat".  Worksheet went along with the process you had modelled.  You might have had them number the pictures in order before you had them color.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with a review of prior knowledge.  Lots of questions to get students thinking/explaining.  Had powerpoint for students.  When PPt wasn't working correctly-went right on with lesson.  Related the vocabulary to real world experiences of children.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opening activated student prior learning on main idea and supporting details.  You engaged students with the mystery bag.  They wanted to know what was in it , were eager to find out. You discussed with the students what to think about as they read the passage, focusing their attention to important details. You provided reader strips for students who struggle with staying on the correct line. Had student read aloud to you to you. You did a good job of keeping students involved in the lesson with close proximity, calling on all students in group, having them mark details.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The lesson opened with questions about fire safety and the fire truck that visited the school today. The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating the fire safety. The teacher selected three students to dial 911 on her large black and white phone. The teacher had a great powerpoint to guide her questioning about fire safety. The teacher involved the students by having them select different types of clothing to dress the firefighter. The teacher did a read aloud-"Let's Read A Firefighter". The teacher shared another youtube song about fire safety. The teacher explained the worksheets before the students went to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Make sure you relate the lesson to real life examples. Spend more time with lesson dialogue. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were instructed to get out their whiteboards.   The students completed an array to illustrate the word problem.  

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher gave information on each layer of soil. *The teacher could have let the students read the information from the powerpoint on the different layers of the soil. Good job having a team manager.  *The teacher needed to give more explicit instructions about the worksheet. *The teacher was a little unorganized with the sequence of the lesson. *The lesson would have progressed smoother if the teacher had the directions on a powerpoint. Loved the idea of the layers of soil lesson.  The students really enjoyed making the layers of soil. The students were very engaged in the lesson. *The teacher needed to be in charge of the powerpoint.   

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Good beginning with the "Who am I?" game.  Allowed the students to review information they had learned and would need for the activity.  
Directions for the chrome book activity needed to be cut into smaller chunks.  You probably should have used one of the historic figures as an example instead of your name and info.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.  When you praise/encourage students say more than "Good job"...be more specific.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a youtube.  The teacher did a great job stopping and starting the youtube to ask the students questions. The teacher shared the story, Chrysanthemum.  The teacher asked several good questions about the book before reading the story. The teacher gave great instructions for the students. The teacher used the overhead to instruct the students how to fill out the graphic organizer. Great job explaining the worksheet before dismissing the students to their seats. The teacher is doing a great job controlling the students and progressing throughout her lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Opening was a review of three famous Americans that had been studied earlier. I really like the Who Am I bags and if would have been a great way to start by giving the bags and letting the students try to figure out who. Whenever you are writing on the SMARTboard, keep talking or asking questions. Try not to have down time- easy for students to be off task. Level of questioning- mostly recall. Try to add some higher level. Good support when students were answering questions and asking students if they anything to add. Good monitoring while students were working. Use a variety of strategies throughout the lesson. Since the lesson was a review lesson, had some guided practice especially with the writing prompt. Liked how you broke prompt down into parts. Closure came after lunch so I did not observe that part. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great opening to lesson. The kids were very motivated to learn. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Providing the simulated octapus eggs was a great idea!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		 A fable and explained what she wanted them to do in their groups. Asked if they had questions, then put them into groups that she had differentiated by ability. Good job monitoring students while they worked on their dramas, but you did not see the students who were off task until you walked over to their group. It would have been helpful if you asked questions of students when you visited their groups.Good use of timer and reminding students of time left! Used “CLASS CLASS< YES YES”, but you need to wait until all the students have their eyes on you and no conversations. You handled the firl who wanted to change groups well. Before groups started their performances, you reminded and reviewed the rules and expectations!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Very good lesson.  Great discussion with the students...they all wanted to tell you answers.  Lots of students gave soccer as an activity so the book you chose was very appropriate.  You kept the lesson going from one activity to the next which is important with the youger children to keep their attention.  You might have started the lesson doing some kind of physical activity before you started asking them about physical activity.  Good strategy to have them put their hands down and have each one give you an activity they did...you forgot to go back to a student who wasn't ready to answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		When I arrived you were in the middle of a two minute talk reviewing the difference between prime and composite numbers. You reviewed the vocabulary necessary to understand the lesson. You showed a video on Sieve Eratoshenes which was not only engaging, but was the perfect launch for this lesson! I learned a lot. All students were engaged and participated when you stopped the video to ask a question.  Terrific! You asked higher order thinking questions when you asked  them to explain the pattern they saw, why you were shading in certain numbers, and why 6 was not a prime number, to name a few. Transitions were seamless. The students knew what the procedures were for doing certain things. You supported your students' learning when you worked through the 100s chart using the Sieve of Eratosthenes with them.  Excellent guided instruction. You assessed your students understanding of prime/composite numbers when you gave each of them a number, had them tell whether it was prime or composite, and explain why. Your directions were clear and easy to follow at all times.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with the coin activity. You had students group, identify and draw the coins in their baggies and then add up the total amount of money. You circulated throughout the classroom monitoring the students' understanding and assisting as needed. Some students struggled with what the directions were. Perhaps modeling one bag would have given them the support they needed in order to understand your expectations. As they were writing the amounts you noticed the students were not writing the amounts of money using a decimal point. This would have been to tell them when you were giving instructions. It would have connected the activity with the lesson goal. Once you clarified the instructions, the students understood and were eagerly engaged in counting the coins and recording the data. Perhaps fewer bags of coins to count. I believe 5, half the amount, would have gotten the point across without dragging this out too long. You had students Think, Pair, Share what they remembered about decimals. The students struggled when you asked them what separated the whole and part? Reviewing a decimal with a whole number and a decimal part would have helped them understand your question. Write 4.53 and discuss the whole number and decimal part. You reviewed the place value chart using a slide and had the students draw one of their own. You then went over the amounts of money in each bag and had students tell you where the numbers would go on the place value chart. This reviewed what had been previously taught about decimals and the place valuie chart. You also had the students practice reading the decimals aloud. You pointed out there was two ways to say the decimal. When calling on students to say the decimal aloud, it would have been good to have one student say it one way and then call on another student to say it the second way. You then had students practice writing the decimals in written , standard and expanded forms.  You modeled for the students how to do this with the decimal .41.  This is excellent support as it clearly showe the students what your expectations are.  You reminded students to "SAY" the decimal to themselves when writing the decimal in written (word) form. Be very careful with feedback to your students.  You said, "You should have something like this."  In math, the answer can't be something like this. When you asked the students how to say four tenths they were very confused, because you had just said it. Perhaps point to the decimal on the board and ask someone to read it. You then went onto discuss how fractions and decimals go together.  A quick review of the parts of a fraction would have helped the students know how to respond when you asked them to write o.4 as a fraction. I had to leave before lesson came to a close.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good support of students as they answered questions, gave them wait time and positive praise. Asked questions throughout the power point and asked some application questions. The students had a flipbook to write notes down but it was a lot of notes to copy. Try using fill in the blanks using key terms. Be m,ore specific in feedback to students besides good and uh-huh. It was a review and some students were giving wrong information, always correct errors. I liked how you higlighted the key points for students to copy. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of technology enchanced the lesson and helped students visuallize the use of precise language. Skillfully given verbal directions at the beginning of class and throughout the lesson guided students to move through their various tasks. When appropriate, the teacher candidate moved the students into pairs, or "reading partners" which appeared to be a regular practice in this classroom. It was clear that the teacher candidate had been watching and learning from the cooperating teacher. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of the projector to share key words and details of the lesson was an effective way to help students be organized and focused.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the story of Johnny Appleseed. During the sharing of the story, the teacher put on a pot illustrating what Johnny Appleseeed wore during his lifetime.  During the read aloud, the teacher did a great job engaging the students by asking questions about the book. The teacher shared a song, Ten Little Apples.  The teacher sang the song for the students and then encouraged all of the students to sing.   Great job showing the students a finished product of the activity.  The teacher let the students make choices for their apple. The teacher did a good job explaining the entire activity for the students before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their apples.  

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Gained student attention with your Idiom crown at the beginning of the lesson. Activated prior learning on figurative speech. Played Kahoot-students were excited and engaged as they found the meaning for the idiom. Incorporated technology-students using chrome books for several parts of lesson. Used a strategy to ask questions that incorporated all students. Asked students questions during the story to be sure they were understanding the idioms used. Students worked together to create and illustrate their own new idiom.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		You really did not do any teaching in this lesson.  You put problems on the board for students to work.  You were not comfortable using the promethean board.  You did ask some good questions during this review lesson.  Transition to activity was good, except you did not read off names of students at table 4.  

		Williams		Julia		917462487		As we discussed, the children quickly picked up on the compare and contrast between the two stories. Remember to talk about unfamiliar words - porridge, cottage, Huskies. always talk about author/illustrator with young children. You can engage children by using different voices for the different characters. Even if it feels silly, the children love it. Students can be engaged by asking them to help with the repeated lines like "It was just right." When you write on the chart, think aloud as you write and illustrate how you know the next letter. "Bbbb, what letter makes that sound?", etc. Think about ways to dismiss the students in small numbers instead of all at once. 5 year old boys, 5 year old girls, 4 year old, etc. It reduces the number of children moving at once and encourages listening and thinking. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Liked that you opened with the class schedule posted and group rotations posted.  This helped students to know where to go and what they were going to do.  You guided instruction at the beginning of the lesson-allowing students to try on their own and then working it as a group.  When asking students "where does the decinal go?" follow up with Why?  Let them explain their thinking. Be sure to state what materials students need to bring with them to a station-this will help with wasted time and so much movement.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were working in a small group and all needed extra help with regrouping. You did a good job preparing for this lesson-you had the subtraction poem for each student along with a place value mat. Students were provided manipulatives to make the regrouping concrete. Good mix of instruction and student participation and guided and independent practice. There was some accomodation for some students with the highlighting of the ones place. This may have been more effective if it was highlighted as you worked instead of having them all highlighted at the beginning. Discussing it as you went with those 2 students may have been more meaningful. Good use of academic language. Having students become the teacher and tell you what to do allows you to guage their understanding of the process-glad to see you do this.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You reviewed prior learning and then the vocabulary for this lesson.  You had students explain the meaning of the vocabulary and explain Why.  You incorporated technology with the Prezi.  Students had a graphic organizer to record important infor from Prezi.  You incorporated lots of opportunities for students to explain their thinking.  You allowed students to reenact the Battle of Ft. Sumter outside.  They were able to understand how defenseless the fort was.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher did a great job reading the book, The Seasons. The teacher asked very challenging questions during the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the Season sheet with the different trees. The teacher had a great dismissal to tables.  The students were very quiet going to their tables.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in the lesson. The teacher did a great job explaining equal groups. The teacher modeled four groups of six equal 24. GROW-When students are counting cubes, have them move the cube. This will prevent them from getting confused about which cubes they have counted. GROW-If the question is too hard, make another easier question and then return to the harder question.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Working with students in various groups helped them to meet individual learning goals and provided differentiation as needed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lesson was basically good. Key terms need to be listed and defined on a visual chart so that your students can reference back to it as needed

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		You had a good introduction to lesson. Nice question of unfamiliar vocab in story - ex. electric appliance. Allow answer time for  students to process. You frequently asnwered your own questions. This is a difficult skill to develop - wait time. The T chart is a good pre-reading strategy. You might think about allowing students to place the pictures on t he T chart. You did a good review of the T chart. Having a real smoke detector would have been a good addition. Loved the "Point to nose" for the smoke detector smelling the smoke. Involving the body movements improves learning. Samples made ahead of time was great. THe materials all laid out was wonderful. You gave clear directions but only one time. Many children need a second telling of the directions. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Opened with real rocks and minerals and had students predict what it was--rock or mineral.  Brain Pop video was very relevant to lesson and you stopped it at points to be sure that students understood vocabulary or got main points.  You tied the lesson to real world when you discudded all of the everyday items made from rocks and minerals.  Also tied to previous learning with marble and ancient Greece.  Venn diagram allowed students to apply their knowledge.  Throughout the lesson you had accomodations for students-premade Venn for some, different ticket out the door, visual reminder for student on order of tasks.  Hands on activity of building their own rock was the hit of the lesson.  Students really enjoyed the activity and you tied it to learning by having them classify their creations-shape, color, texture, etc.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Explain first hand & second hand to the students. An anchor chart would have been beneficial to present key terms.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with the Kaboot game-students enjoyed but you were only seeing what one student knew on each question. You read the passage aloud to class. Students read the same passage with a partenr then answered questions independently which was to serve as your assessment. Had students build words using ar and the letters in the magic square. Students were engaged the first 2 times you played the game but you were losing them on the third time through. Your lesson did not take as much time as planned and you recovered by having them work on their spelling words. Always have a back up plan when you have a few minutes before transition time.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with video/song on multiplication.  Got the students attention right away.  Reviewed prior learning and academic languade.  Had students explain the multiplication strategies they used while working problem on board.  You involved los of students in the lesson making sure to call on those you hadn't heard from.  Provided lots of multiplication strategies for students to use, Watch the way you write on the board--you want to model correct numeral formation when in front of students.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good idea to point out that equal & equivalent were similar Kids related to the comment "would you rather share a pizza with 6 people or 10 people?"

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Effective questioning of the whole group, and of individual students during independent practice reinforced student understanding.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Teachers often forget enrichment as a part of differentiation. Good job making the game both review and enrichment!

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened the lesson discussing the learning goals.  You engaged the students by having them picture weather in different areas of the world and then describe it. Tied into prior learning by having students use weather labels, Tied the lesson on weather to real world experiences of the students. Incorporated technology, Led discussion on types of weather instruments, what they measure and how they are used today to predict the weather. Students worked in groups to construct their own weather instruments.Groups presented their research on the instrument and the instrument to the class. Some groups were missing materials-be sure to check bags before giving to groups. Some groups struggled working together-you might want to have specific jobs listed and each person has to do a job. Students should be given the rubric before beginning so they understand how they are going to be graded.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed prior knowledge before new material.  Used real world example.  Engaged class in solving problem.  Had centers for independent small group practice of skill.  Monitored room, gave positive feedback to students. Make your model larger so all students can see it.

		Responses (n): 		299

		Response Rate: 		69.37%
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		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		3		3		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		3		3		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		3		3		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always be sure the students have been scaffolded enough to complete a writing assignment on their own.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher's assessment was using their writings and highlighting the transition words in their personalized writings.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher had a Protection matching game on her powerpoint. The teacher asked the students questions about the different words on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students draw the lines between the two matching words. The teacher has a great beginning for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is and will be a great teacher!

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lots of questions assessing student understanding.  Lesson activity serves as assessment.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good basic questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Guides students to create a graphic organizer

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The informal and formal questioning earns an Exemplary rating for supporting the lesson opening and getting students highly engaged in the topic. The "not observed" rating was not significant - simply saying that I did not observe anything in the category such as a benchmark test.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The discussion questions early in the lesson were used effectively to gather information on student  understading, and served as formative assessment.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your informal questions, comments, and replies to your students provide a great deal of informal formative assessment and prevent/correct student misconceptions.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Basic questioning was done throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		You were questioning and assessing students as they worked and you had their completed work to check for understanding.  I liked that you had the students rate themselves on understanding of the concept.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		As the lesson opens some formative assessment is used to determine how much students recall about point of view. The student teacher does a good job with questioning during the guided practice as a whole group. She is able to elicit the answers she needs to keep the lesson going. No deduction for "not observed" on diadnostic - it would have been from standardized testing.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Informal, formative assessment was conducted throughout the class as the teacher candidate checked for understanding. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Your formative assessment, writing their own sentences and placing the commas in the correct place, was an outstanding way to know which of your students were grasping the lesson goal and which were not! You had the evidence in hand. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used HOT questions throughout the lesson. You revisited the term "digit" several times during the lesson to reinforce the concept.  

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher used the graphic organizer as her assessment. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Informal, formative assessment was evident thoughout the lesson. The summative assessment was proficient ( the chart the teacher candidate filled in). It could have been a step above if the students had created the chart themselves. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		You had some challenges in the informal questioning and classroom instruction. As you were talking to the students, you were simply telling them the information that they would need. It seemed like a very short or basic version of a lecture. We know from our science methods course that lecture is rarely an effective practice tp elicit learning in elementary grades. I know many students wrote word for word some of the main sentences from your lesson, but I am not sure they know what it means. After their notes were taken, there was not additional questioning to check for understaning.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When students recorded the main idea/question(s), it provided an opportunity for formative assessment.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lots of questions for recall but you need to expand those for understanding. When having students bring in something for a lesson-be sure to have extras provided by you for those who forget. Be sure to wrap up the lesson by revisiting the standard and having students articulate what they have learned.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During math, the informal feedback that Ms. Burton gets from students is formative assessment that indicates student progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There was an earnest attempt to gather information informally for the purpose of formative assessment. When the attempts at questioning did not go well, it may have been helpful to remind the entire class of the purpose or "I can" statements for the lesson. Providing a graphic organizer was appropriate as a means to begin gathering summative assessment, but many students were unclear as to what they should do and how to proceed with the graphic organizer. It all seemed to go back to the begining of the lesson and the lack of a clear understanding of the overall purpose.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing not applicable to lesson.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You elaborated on some of the questions and answers in order to support the students. The review game/slides was a very effective review!  The students were having fun with the review and it doesn't get any better than that!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC ask challenging questions throughout the lesson. It afforded the students an opportunity to express their thoughts in a constructive way.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on white bords.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Their completed food web gives you a great assessment of their understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used probing questions in order to lead the students to the correct responses. The centers the students went to were engaging and allowed the support people to assess the understanding of the students in their groups. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Had students create their own similie and metaphor.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Lots of questions throughout lesson to assess student understanding.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There were several opportunities during the lesson to assess understanding.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lots of remembering questions. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a good job asking remembering questions of students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Your assessment worksheet was modified to fistudents needs.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		The work mats were a good formative assessment of reading situations. Remember to "question" the students' choices so you can assess whether they understand or are just gussing.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		GROW-The mini quiz needed to be included in the lesson plan when the supervising teacher received the lesson plan.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Did you emphasize RACE? How can you asess their learning on this skill through RACE?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-changing wait time helps keep students focused - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The questioning during the lesson opening effectively directed students to the conclusions needed to set up the lesson goals.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Your assessment was based on Venn. Students created these on the floor and then all handed their cards to you. With no names on cards-how do you know what the students know/understand. Activity can not be used as assessment in current form.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You did ask lots of remembering questions-to activate prior learning and assess student understanding.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson. The teacher explained the assessment in detail. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if there were any questions before letting the students began on their assessment. The teacher did a good job of monitorig the students as they worked on their assessment.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnositcs: N/A

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		The students were given an assignment to complete in order for you to assess their understanding. You circulated throughout the classroom to assess progress and understanding. You gave assistance as needed.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		For most of your students, the drawing of things they sense was difficult. Having a picture bank for them to choose from would have helped the ones not able to draw yet. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by asking questions. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary words about the lesson. The teacher had two questions on the board for the students to complete. The teacher had the students come up to the board and write the answers. This was good that the teacher involved the students in the completion of the questions.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher instructed the students to answer the two questions in their journals at the end of the lesson. The teacher posted the Journal Questions on the powerpoint. The teacher reviewed the Journal Questions before they began writing the answers in their journals. Great job with the assessment.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher asked several questions during the lesson to check for the student's understanding of the subject matter. The teacher had several questions on the powerpoint that the students answered on the index card. The teacher realized the students could not see the words and changed the background of the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the assessment in detail. There were several students who did not understand how to complete the assessment.  Before the teacher begins an assessment, she needs to always ask the students-Are there any questions?
Overall, a good lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		During class discussion, when you ask questions allow enough wait time for small leaners to process information and formulate an answer. You often asked a question and then answered it yourself. Learning to allow wait time takes practice but is well worth it for the learning value it gives.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students should understandwhat you are assessing before they begin. Your checklist focused on mechanics of writing but you did not remind them of these things.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Worksheet did not meet objective.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You guided the students through the completion of the project so it did not represent their understanding.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Stations are a great way for students' to practice what they have already been taught.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		The graphic organizer allowed the students to identify the similarities and differences between the texts. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Question students more for deeper understanding.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You demonstrated excellent scaffolding with various activities to reinforce the lesson goal. Reading levels were used to determine your group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had completed the assessment in her earlier class. We discussed how she admistered the assessment and what she would do with the results of the assessment. The teacher had a great plan for using the assessment results.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You did a good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		The finished projects from the choice boards will give you an understanding of student understanding.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson in order to clarify the students' understanding!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Informal, formative assessment was ongoing throughout the lesson. Some informal, yet diagnostic assessment was used when appropriate. The information gathered by the teacher candidate was clearly used to determine the pace of the lesson and when to move on to the next word or skill.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students benefit from the questioning that takes place informally, and the intern is able to gather continuous formative assessment during this process.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Ticket out the door was a good informal assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The questions asked by the intern helped to provide ongoing formative assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate is skilled at providing individual student support as she moves throughout the room.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		individual questioning and observation

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am not sure the students, overall, were ready for the chart. This is when it is okay to "back up and punt".  When you see something isn't working it is fine to stop and go in another direction in order to help your students. Diagnostics-not applicable

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You circulated throughout the room as the students were working in stations, assessing and giving help as needed. The stations were terrific! So engaging!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Unaware of what assessment was due to no lesson plan.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You checked for understanding throughout the lesson by questioning.  Your activity allowed students to practice the skill.  Their final product will allow ou to assess their understanding.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Would like to see more questioning of students. I know time was an issue. Perhaps don't try to put so much into one lesson in order to give yourself more time to engage the students through questioning. The interactive notebooks are terrific, as they will serve as a reference in the future.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Students were asked a variety of questions early in the lessons in the first 10 minutes of instruction. In addition to engaging them in the lesson, the purpose of the questions was also to gather formative assessment to guide instruction. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate asked open-ended questions at the beginning of the lesson as a means of formative assessment, checking for student understanding.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Questioning supported student ;learning and provided formative assessment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Time did not allow the students to complete the activity today. Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You directed students to find a marker or highlighter to check their work. You had made a large anchor chart with a V.D. and velcro strips to attach the statments the students had been given to glue onto their own V.Diagrams.  You called on different students to come up and place the statement in the correct section of the V.D.  The students were excited and anxious to have a turn. Students were to check their own work as the big one was done as a class.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Very nice job on this lesson!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning techniques were used throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Having the students write a sentence of their own, which included an abstract noun, lets you know which students understood the learning goal. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You assessed their understanding with a quiz on Google Classroom. You differentiated the quizzes for the different  levels of students in the class. Well done!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You asked questions throughout lesson to gauge student understanding.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Assessment based on Venn Diagram will not work as completed by class. How do you know which chil did what when all cards were turned in with out names?

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		 Used mostly recall questions. Work on some higher order questions. The assessment- constructed response was appropriate and was aligned with the target objective

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Did TOTD

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Diagnostics not applicable.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Had flipbook premade for students to take notes on Cold War. Used questions to ensure students understood key terms.

		West		Sydney		917437847		As Ms. West questions students regarding what took place in the prior lesson(s) or homework, she gathers information that lets her know where her students are in their understanding of the standard or topic.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of a variety of formative assessment was evident as the teacher candidate asked questions, listened carefully, and reacted to students comments. Gathering a small amount of information from students on post-it notes was an effective strategy and a quick check for understanding, as well as a means not to overwhelm students for whom writing on a full blank sheet of paper is intimidating or stressful (differentiated instruction). Another helpful strategy used by the teacher candidate was posting important words relating to the goals of the lesson in certain places in the room. This was good not only for visual learners, but also for active learners as students moved near the appropriate word card to match their response. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lots of questions and discussion.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were issued an assessment named Monkeys at the Zoo. The students were giving instructions on how to complete the assessment. The teacher did a great job of telling the students what to do if they finish first. GROW-If the assessment is too hard, the teacher needs to have another way of making the assessment easier and then move on to the harder assessment. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning was a real strength for this lesson. It was commendable and effective to use some of the responses from questioning at the beginning as formative assessment.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are using formative assessment to help you know what your students need, and it serves you well as you move through the lesson. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This lesson did not need a formal assessment. Asking the children to talk about smoke detectors at home is a good follow-up. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Questioning throughout lesson-can always incorporate more higher order questions.  Getting children to explain their answer is important.  Used ticketr out door for quick assessent of understanding.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Using a game of Jeopardy to review concepts excites students and motivates them to recall important information. Anytime we decide to use a game, we know that students can get over-excited. You did a good job of keeping them on task given the circumstances, and were also good at expressing your encouragement when students were on task and getting correct answers. It is sometimes appropriate and important to let students know you are disappointed in their behavior and/or academic performance. Your responses seemed reasonable given the fact that students are reviewing recent material. You may want to discuss this with you cooperating teacher for reflection. You earned an exemplary mark on summative assessment for choosing to use a game. Even if students get very excited, these games are memorable to them. You can sometimes use the game again as a motivator, and give them behavior goals to "earn" playing the game.
 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The "story tree" was an effective piece that made students think carefully about the elements of the story.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Lots of questioning to be sure students were understanding the concepts and during their construction time.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		3		3		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		3		3		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		3		3		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		3		3		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your students were very engaged during entire lesson.  They listened because you were very interesting as you helped them learn about the effects of war.   You added personal experiences as you told the stories.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of grammar.  You said "We just seen them" and "You seen it on the pretest"...should be SAW.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of your grammar when speaking.  you said "Me and Ms Brown" when it should be "Ms Brown and I"; also "We seen it in the book" should be "We saw it in the book".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their seatwork. GROW-The teacher needs a little more energy in her lesson.  The teacher needs to be more excired about presenting her lesson to the students. The teacher will improve as she teaches more during her student teacher experience.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		While you were teaching, your students were very well behaved. suggestion- while they were working in groups, they were very loud.  Don't be afraid to redirect often.  suggestion- Before starting the activity, set your expectations and rules and stick to them! There was too much down time.  I'm glad you discovered how fast this group was, and that you have to keep them busy.  No one should be out of their seat.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Be careful when you are helping a small group that you still monitor the room.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You were working in a small group and did a good job of monitoring.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Be careful when you are working with a group of students that you don't forget to continually monitor the classroom for behavior.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher has great voice quality.  The teacher is in total command of the lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher gives great directions when instructing the students to do certain things during the lesson. The teacher has Great behavior management. This was a terrific lesson for a Block one student teacher. What an amazing job from start to finish! Awesome job!  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be careful turning your back to a majority of the students when you are walking around.  Good use of positive reinforcement at the beginning of the lesson..."Thank you Eugene...".  Students going in and out to restroom, drink, etc. very disruptive while you are teaching.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be more specific in your encouragement.  You need to say more than "good".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You asked the whole group if everybody knew how to read the word on their index card. There will be less shouting out if you rephrase your question and ask them to raise their hand if they need help reading their word. Set expectations for what students are to do during each part of the lesson. For example, always let them know what they are to do when finished with a particular activity. When you call a particular student's name, be sure to go on to explain "why" you called their name. For example: "Susan, I need you to stop talking and sit down." If there is a class behavior management plan, be sure to use it. You have a very good teacher voice...you speak with authority, support, and enthusiasm!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You spent a lot of time redirecting students. During the time on the rug you had to repeatedly remind them to listen and raise their hands.  This amounts to a good deal of lost instructional time.  It s also hard to challenge students to do their best when they are shouting out and not paying attention. Please use the behavior management system in place in the classroom. Students, even at this age, must be held accountable for their actions. This is how they learn what the limits are. Work on not ending your directions with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are unsure of what you said and you are asking for their permission. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		You did a good job of setting behavior expectations and reenforcing those throught the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job of monitoring your class and assisting. Glad you moved on when the 2 students couldn't find notebooks.     

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were engaged during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher has a very warm voice quality and a very encouraging voice. The students were very in tune to the entire lesson by following instructions correctly. GROW-The teacher uses a lot of "so's" while teaching her lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Your class was very attentive and it was obvious that they respected you as their teacher.  

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher has great control of the students. The teacher has a great voice quality that really engages the students. The lesson was very organized and engaging for the students. The teacher had great control of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has several positive traits for becoming a great teacher.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Good cassroom management-you kept students on task, redirecting as necessary. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		TC used good tone of voice throughout the lesson Lesson was well organized and students stayed on task

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands.  The teacher addressed the noise of the students. *The teacher needed to redirect the noise of the students more during the lesson. *The teacher needed to slow down a little in her discussion questions. *The teacher needed to shorten the part of the lesson with questions about feelings because the students were getting restless sitting on the floor. The teacher let students return to their seats to complete their individual assignment at their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		GROW-The teacher needed to direct the off task behavior to continue her lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a discipline plan for her future lessons.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Encourages students to do their best work

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		One of the strengths exhibited by  Ms. Benitez is maintaining a calmness in her demeanor and her voice that helps students remain calm and focused on learning. That gives her the opportunity to encourage students frequently as she is not constantly engaged in redirecting bad behavior. There is not significant "bad" behavior when she is teaching.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*Great job of moving around the room during your lesson as students were reading aloud. This helped monitor students and make sure they were on task and engaged. Awesome! *You used several management techniques to get your students quiet. They respected you as their teacher. You did not have any behavior issues.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Classroom management is fine – no problems noticed. Students are thoroughly engaged in the lesson. "Not observed" marked regarding off task behavior because none was noticed in this observation.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students were engaged in learning and there was not noticeable off task behavior. The teacher/intern had good classroom control, and the students were respectful.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the entire lesson. The teacher had great voice quality and control of the lesson. Good lesson!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great mamagement-you monitored all of the classroom-keeping students engaged.  When necessary you redirected in a very positive manner.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Some students were off task but I think it was due to the level of instruction. The reading passage was too difficult for one of the groups. TC tone & level of voice was appropriate 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good Questioning and good examples Good job redirecting off task students Good job circulating room during lesson Grows- Don't be so dependent on notes make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Be more specific in your praise.  What does "Good job" really mean??

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		There was no off task behavior needed redirecting.  Students were very well behaved.  Even when working in small groups-scan the room periodically to be sure all students are remaining on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were not problems with classroom managed that I noticed. The student teacher used positive reinforcement for on task behavior. Exemplary is the rating for appropriate tone and voice. This is in part because of how the student teacher uses her tone of voice to enthusiasm for the lesson. The student teacher is effective at reacting to the students and whatever else is going on. She reacts with humor and the level of humor is perfectly appropriate for first graders. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate has taken time to get to know her students, including identification of those who might need extra support, and those who can be relied on to participate in class. Knowing her students was a strength that made classroom management less of an issue than it might be otherwise. She related well to the students as she moved through the lesson, and was able to keep them focused even during the part of the lesson when they walked to the cafeteria and outdoors to explore different settings.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding classroom mangagement techniques.  You are able to look for off-task behaviors, correct them quickly, and return to the lesson without missing a beat! It is obvious the students respect you and see you as their teacher, just like Mrs. Madden!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students to tip-toe to their seats. They did this beautifully. You circulated throughout the classroom when the students were working independently, checking for understanding and keeping all on task. You told one student if you had to tell them one more time to do something he would need to flip his card. Terrific! You must say what you mean and mean what you say!

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved and very involved with the lesson. The teacher involved the students by calling on individual students to read different parts of the powerpoint. The teacher is very comfortable with the subject matter of her lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Good job setting behavior expectations and reenforcing during the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		It was good that you recognized and intervened in individual students being off task. In two different situations, you gave redirection to the students at the same volume used when speaking to the whole class. A less confrontational way to redirect might be to use proximity, either standing right beside or behind them putting your finger on the paper to indicate they should be writing, and put your other hand's index finger over your lips making a reference to being quiet. Having a side conversation that everyone in the room could hear gave them the attention they were seeking. Last semester I suggested a strategy for getting students' attention. You use two words, and first you say one to the whole class, they in turn respond with the given word as they focus on you and remain quiet.... So you might say "Quiet" in a loud teacher voice, and they could respond in unison "Time!" So your short phrase is "Quiet Time!" While it is up to you how to get their attention, you don't have their full attention now, and this could not hurt. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The classroom behavior was a challenge, but it seemed in part to be a result of the time of day and the activities the students had taken part in just prior to this lesson (coming in from recess, specials, and/or lunch).  For that reason, these areas above are marked proficient. If on a subsequent morning observation it is the same, these are still not insurmountable issues. There is not a category that clearly address this, but it was slightly uncomfortable that you called out student names individually to address their behavior concerns fairly early on. An alternative might have been to simply use proximity and stand closely to students who were taking when they should have been quiet. I think this is a "developing" area for you - and that during this year of field experience you will explore  a variety of appropriate strategies that will eventually fit your style of  classroom management. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Classroom management was good throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate was effective in monitoring students' work as she moved throughout the classroom.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Students were on task so there was no chance to observe off-task behavior. Classroom management went well. The intern has planned thoroughly for this week, so the students are engaged and less likely to get into off task behaviors. The intern maintains a calm, soothing persona that contributes to the positive atmosphere of the classroom.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You sepent too much time saying "you need to be quiet".  "You need to pay attention".  Lay out your expectations, directions and rules before you begin to teach.  Then, give consequences. Be careful not to stand in one place while you teach.  Move around the room.  This will help with class management.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Stations are going to get rowdy at times. It is up to you to control the noise. Be mindful when it gets too loud and set your limits. You may have to do this several times. At times, it got really loud. Glad you did the "If you can hear my voice...."

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The Bruce Bucks were a great idea!  This worked for you! Good job monitoring and assisting your students. Your students respected you as their teacher and were well behaved.  You kept them engaged during lesson.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		You monitored the room well while students were working. Loved the way you tried to include your student with the sharing of his special rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management could be improved by improving the delivery of the lesson opening to include a clear purpose for learning. Otherwise, students lose interest when they don't understand what they should be doing and why. Work on your personal grammar for questioning. Twice during the lesson you said "Do anybody know....?" It should be "does" instead of "do" and this makes it difficult for you to expect your students to use the correct grammar, even though they have standards that support proper written and spoken grammar.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There are no major behavior concerns.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Good job monitoring the class and keeping students on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		I think it would help for you to have the students pre-divided into groups ahead of time. You used an encouraging voice throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your class was kindergarteners and it was the end of the day.  It was difficult to keep them focused as the lesson progressed.  You did a good job of redirecting individual students. You are developing in the area of classroom management and I am confident you will continue to grow in this area as the semester progresses. You have a lovely, engaging "teacher voice" for this age group.  You are very supportive and kind. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good ob attending all areas of the classroom. Voice level was appropriate. You were professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating healthy and unhealthy foods.  The teahcer presented healthy foods and unhealthy foods in the powerpoint. The teacher had good questions for the students during the powerpoint. The teacher had several different types of foods.  The students were very involved in thumbs up or thumbs down for the different foods showing if the food was healthy or unhealthy.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Monitored the room giving assisstance where needed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good job monitoring student behavior throughout the lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		This class was wonderfully behaved.  While volunteers are writing on board, how can you keep others on task?  Possibly talk through it as the student is writing on board.  Don't be too silent. Your class respected you as their teacher.  They were very well behaved.  Keep them tightly on task or they will get lax.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good whole class monitoring. You were professionally dressed

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the review game. There were no off-task behaviors. Watch your subject verb agreement. You said, " I hope you will do good."  Should have been " I hope you will do well". You asked, "Who has went?"  Should have been "Who has gone or Who has had a turn?" I would still like to see a little more enthusiasm in your voice. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You truly set the expectations for student behavior for every part of the lesson. Well done! You set the expectations for the activity and you stuck to what you had said. This is key to good classroom management! When someone did not follow the directions there were consequences. Outstanding! I would like to "hear" you use a little more enthusiasm when teaching.   

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Asking the class if everyone has a booklet encourages shouting out. Turn the question into a "command" by telling them to raise their hands if they need a booklet. Set the expectations:  Rather than students shouting out answers let them know they are to raise their hands.  This will allow you to call on more students (and call on ones who do not have hands raised, as well This holds all students accountable for their learning). You said at one point, "Stick your thumbs up if you are ready." This is a good behavior managemen technique. When redirecting a student you may want to say, " I need you to ......." In this way, there is no question regarding the behavior you want stopped or started. You asked for the students attention and then before you got all of the students' attention you started teaching/giving instructions. Before giving directions, wait for all students to give you thier attention.  Have them literally look at you. You waited until the lesson was almost over before using the classroom behavior management system. Try using this much sooner, when necessary, and I believe you will see what a difference this makes. You have a great "teacher voice"!  It sends the message you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		In order to best utilize class time, pre-divide groups and post the list on the board for the students. It might help to have something on the table to identify which group will sit there. (ex. colored cones, numbers, etc) TC voice level was appropriate. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. TC was very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		No behavior issues.  Everyone was on task and well behaved.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		GROW-The teacher needs to control the students who are off task with a discipline plan. The teacher has a wonderful voice for sharing read aloud books. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had several different creative activities to teach the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to have her own discpline plan to control the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a clap that controlled the students for a little while. GROW-As the teacher passes out the different emotion cards, the students needed to be completing something at their seat. The students could have been drawing their emotion as they waited on everyone to receive the emotion card. It took way too long to issue the different cards. The teacher did a good job of controlling the active students.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		I can tell that you have been working on your handwriting.  However, you need to continue to do so.  Please do not mix lower case and capital letters in the middle of your words.  Students are looking at everything you write.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Class kind of got away from you when you were working with a group.  Might be a good idea to use a timer during activities.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Very  encouraging tone of voice and voice level. You made learning fun for your students. Good professional dress.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You redirected one of the students. You told them they must be quiet in order for you to call on them. You told a girl because she had her hand up you were calling on her. All of the above are good behavior management techniques. You do need to use an attention getter other than "listen".  1, 2 , 3, all eyes on me    OR anything you have heard the teacher use.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		One off task student was not redirected when he was reading a library book instead of doing his math.  When you are working with a small group be sure to scan the room frequently to insure that the other students are stil on task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were actively engaged in the lesson! Your voice is animated and demonstrates excitement for what you are teaching. There were no behavior issues during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked the class to give you 5 and then you said, "Oops, I don't have 5."  Then sent the very clear message you meant what you said when you asked them to give you 5. Excellent! You called two boys back on task when you asked them if they were ready to fill in the graph. Such a nonthreatening way to get their attention and it certainly worked. You used "thumbs up" when you are ready to go on to the next month when filling in the graph.  Perfect way to assess if students are ready to proceed without a lot of talk/calling out. You have a very engaging, enthusiastic, and supportive voice....awesome teacher voice.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job monitoring the groups of Lit Circles as they read. You had 5 groups. It's hard to manage 5 without help. Luckily you had a parapro and your CT to help with groups. Your class is always well behaved. There are never any issues of behavior.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are so motivating to your students.  You welcomed them and it was obvious that they love you!  You got ME excited! suggestion- Keep it moving with instruction.  Not so much on discipline if not nescessary.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good voice quality throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Students were engaged. You kept them on task with questions and activities and discussion.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher has great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students during the lesson if they became too loud or off task.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Monotone...more voice inflection needed.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You were professionally dressed. Work on increasing your voice level so that all the students can clearly hear you.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Try using an "attention getter".

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You need to project your voice....you need to be a little louder. I noticed the students up closer were more engaged and I think that is because they could hear your questions better. You said at one point, "I am going to wait until you are quiet."  Yes, do this and wait for them to do this!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Glows- Good intro Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Good questioning Grows- make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Not all the children were engaged. Some were standing on their heads, lots of moving around. Poistioning the students near you who are most active can be helpful. Be careful not to always call on the active kids when asking questions. Encourage the children to participate in the song by giving clear directions before hand and modeling the motions for the song. Music is a aid to learning. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job monitoring the classroom while students worked in groups.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Monitored the room. Assisted students as necessary.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the small group. The teacher had a lot of thought provoking questions during the small group to involve all of the students. GROW-The student needed to move his cllip after you instructed him to do so. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. The teacher gave positive praise when necessary during the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher had a great way of encouraging the students to do their best during the lesson. The teacher continuoulsy praised the students for working hard.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You did a great job encouraging the students throughout the lesson. Your voice is encouraging and appropriate for the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Young students require lots of reassurance that hey are "doing it right" be sure to stop and talk to individual students as you are monitoring the class.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You have excellent behavior management techniques.  I was so impressed when you walked over to a boy and took away the box he was playing with and you didn't miss a beat with your instruction! You have a very pleasant voice and manner with the students.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used the attention getter, "all eyes on me" and didn't wait for all eyes to be on you. The students will quickly pick up on you don't really mean it.  Wait for them to look at you. If someone is not following directions and looking at you, use the class behavior management system and have them flip a card/move a clip.  

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher was very aware of the subject matter. The teacher has a great calming voice quality. The teacher has a good lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had several different activities for the Dental health lesson. Great lesson! The teacher concluded the lesson by issuing each student a dental health packet and brushing chart. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Walking around the classroom was a good way to monitor the class and keep them on task. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Glows- Good intro Good modleing for students Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember to walk around and check for understand with everyone in the group.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Do something different than saying "Shhhh" to get students quiet.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher engaged the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very warm voice that encourages the students to do their best. The teacher walked around and monitored the students as they created their own germs. The teacher gave positive feedback to several students as they created their own germ.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when they became off task during the lesson. Good lesson with several different activities to review the material previously taught.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was a bit loud at times but you handled it well. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The students are well-behaved.  The students are very engaged in the lesson. The teacher had a very powerful lesson to illustrate the hand washing and germ subject matter. The lesson plan was very thoughout and sequential in order. Great lesson for a Block one student. The teacher has a great voice quality.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The teacher is very aware of her subject matter.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Make sure to utilize all the resources in the room. You were encouraging to the students but your voice level was a little low at times.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*Good management of class. During stations you monitored each group as they worked. *When the groups are sharing their main idea projects , make sure everyone is paying attention. *Work on time management. Your students will take as long as you give them. Set a limit and move on. They were finished and beginning to play around. Have something extra for those to do or either cut everyone off.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job redirecting off task behavior but the students were not following your directives. When this occurs, stop and have them repeat the directive back to you. Don't move on until you have their attention. You were encouraging to your students throughout the lesson.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students raised their hands at all times to answer the questions asked by the teacher. The teacher was very encouraging during the lesson.  The teacher gave constant praise to the students when they answered a question. GROW-As the teacher passes out the paper, she needs to talk about what the students will be doing or review the material presented. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		You need to be more specific in your praise..."Awesome"...doesn't say much.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be more specific with your praise.  Just say "Good" isn't enough.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Class management was excellent today.  You never needed to regain attention.  Your class was very well behaved and they were all engaged during the lesson.  

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a very sequential lesson about cause and effect. The teacher has a great way with students.  The students respond to her very well. Great lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		There is little off task behavior, but the students get very excited about science which sometimes equates to being loud. The teacher candidate effectively used appropriate humor and tone of voice to return attention to the lesson. This teacher candidate has found a method that works for her to get the attention of the entire class immediately when needed. She hums the musical jingle from a popular commecial, and the students reply with the short phrase from the same commercial that follows. It is extremely effective, and will be a good strategy to have in place when she starts a full time teaching job. Her delivery of this strategy in such an effective way includes using a very specific tone of voice. Exemplary is earned for for redirecting and appropriate tone. Not all teachers have the personality and repoire that gels with students in late elementary school and middle school. You have shown me repeatedly that you have that ability and willingness to understand these students, gain their trust, and then use that to make your lessons work. I hope your first teaching job is one that will allow you to continue to develop in this area.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have struck a good balance -you relate well to the students; and you have begun to mesh that well with the times you need to make discipline a priority.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Monitor the room carefully-some groups were having a difficult time getting started.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You monitored students throughout the lesson. Students were engaged and there was little need to redirect students.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Class management was awesome. You used several management tactics to get their attention. Your class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Groups will get rowdy. Don't hesitate in setting your boundaries and limits. AS long as they are actively engaged in what they are doing, it's ok.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the Flocabulary video. The teacher was constantly engaged with the students during the lesson. Good lesson!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands to answer questions. *The teacher uses the word "okay" too many times. *The teacher needed to redirect the students to raise their hands during the lesson. *The teacher needed some type of activity for the students who finished reading early. Overall, the plan was well planned.  The teacher just needs to work on the execution of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Many students were not listening to directions for the game. Make sure you have everyone's eyes on you before you proceed with directions. You might want to model the rolling of the dice and how they would write their decimals as a result of their rolls. Give directions before handing out game pieces.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Even sitting at the table, the students were off task at times - hands on each other, playing with materials. Think about how to control the materials so students don't have opportunity to play with them. Using visuals for the things they smelled would have helped narrow down the possiibilites - honey?  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Glows- repeated answers as students gave answers Good job circulating and working with students one on one Allowed for student creativity Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make notes  so you will remember to cover all parts of lesson make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		You are quiet in your presentation so you must be sure you have all students attention before beginning.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The students were very well-behaved and involved with the lesson.  The teacher has good control of the students.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher has great voice quality during her lesson. The teacher knows her Sounds subject matter for the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The cooperating teacher does a great job teaching the student teachesr how to organize Science stations and experiments to learn the Science material. The student teacher is doing a good job carrying out the Science station expectations and controlling the students as they learn.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		During the center activity, the students got loud.  Perhaps having students match upper and lower case letters one at time would have helped.  They could each watch their group members and observe if the matches were being made correctly.  In order for the students not to wait too long for their turn, use only half of the pancake matches at a time. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Class management was good!  They respected you as their teacher.  There were no behavior problems.  You did a nice job of moving around the room as you taught.  Also you assisted while they worked independently. Wonderful! Nice teacher voice!  This is important! Awesome that you used time management.  Such as "Ok you have 10 minutes.  Get busy!" suggestion- As the activity continued, it seemed like there was less control.  Don't let your guard down.  Keep redirecting and keep up the time management.  Too much time to do this activity.  They could have done it in half the time. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Make sure your phone is in your purse or backpack...not out.  Thanks

		Jones		Darius		917396692		THe students were very attentive throughout the entire Social Studies Lesson. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to him very well. Great Social Studies Lesson. 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Glows: Told students what to listen for before reading story Cahnged voice for characters in story Grows: validate praise Make sure you have students attention before giving directions Explain directions again when you realize that so many students are not getting it

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Glows- Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Table Talk Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher is very knowledgable about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved and very attentive during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job from start to finish with the lesson. The lesson was very organized and very involved with the students. The teacher is a very strong Block 2 student teacher!
 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You are very clear with your expectations for student behavior. and you are quick to redirect a student not following directions. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" and the students respond to you well.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very quiet during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter about main idea. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students be more engaged throughout the lesson.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		GROW-The teacher needed to use the DOJO to control the behavior of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to control the students and stop the lesson before continuing after she asked the students to be quiet. Once the students began discussing the popcorn, the students became very quiet and engaged in the lesson. GROW-The lesson had too much down time. The teacher needed to move the lesson faster. The teacher has several positive qualities as a Block one student teacher. The teacher will improve with her lessons as she progresses to become a teacher.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The teacher has very high order thinking questions for the students. The teacher is very encouraging during the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. Great lesson! 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. The teacher did good engaging the students in the lesson. The students wrote their words on the anchor chart while the teacher checked their answers.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		THe students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive during the lesson. The lesson was sequential for the Fort Sumter subject matter 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher had worked very hard to prepare her lesson. The teacher had several different ways of learning about the fossils-small group stations, powerpoint discussion, etc... The teacher had a great job of dividing up the class into three groups-she had the student hold up their finger when she assigned them a number. The lesson was very thoughout and very prepared.  The teacher did an excellent job executing the lesson. Great job!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher monitored the students as they worked. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students during her lesson to make sure the students understand the subject matter.  The teacher needs to make sure she calls on different students and not the same ones. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were only responsible for a group of 4.  Think of ways that you would handle the classroom if you were by yourself. How would you conduct and keep organized?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Awesome how you stated your expectations for behavior and participation. You made it extrememly clear on how they could get or lose points for their team.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Redirecting off-task behavior is important for learning outcomes. Many children were disengaged during both the story time and the guided practice of this lesson. I encourage you to watch and make note of ways to redirect off-task behaviors.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		*Make sure you have everyone's attention before you start. There was talking, settling down..they weren't all quite ready. *Walk around the room as you are asking questions. This helps you monitor that students are on task and engaged.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring the room and redirecting students to complete their work.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*You have a great teacher voice. Your students respond well to it. Class management was good. You were in control. Good! *Be careful of your language. You said "add across" several times when you meant "multiply across". I knew what you meant and the students never said anything, but we have to be careful with correct language because it confuses our students. You also said wrong numbers at times. I think a lot was nerves.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Don't let the technical stuff be more important than the teaching.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The teacher has great voice quality. The students are very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher sets up the high standards for behavior and the students follow the rules. The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has a very good lesson for a Block one teacher. The sequence of the lesson was very informative. The teacher used several different teaching techniques to familarize the students with the subject matter.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You told sudents to quiet down, they continued with the chatter and you allowed it. If you are going to correct behavior be sure to follow through. Best would be to set the behavior expectations before you begin. "This is work for you to complete on your own, there is no talking during this"

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over YOUR rules with your students.  It is obvious that they already respect you!  There were no behavior problems and the students were attentive. suggestions- 1. Move around the room.  Be careful not to stay in one place as you are teaching.  Especially when they are working on the white boards.  Walk around and assist as needed.   2. Give a time limit while they are working independently. For example, "you have about one more minute, so get busy".  If most students are finished, move on to the next one.  Tell the students who are not done to watch as you complete on the board.  Keep it moving. 3.  Challenge them as you move to the next problem.  This is a good time for positive feedback and comments. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher discussed the standards and essential questions with the small group. The teacher passed out the passages to the individual students. The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has great control of the small reading group.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students on task and engaged in their learning! Your voice, during the reading of the two books, was very animated and engaging.  Remember to be enthusiastic and animated, as appropriate for fifth graders, when teaching lessons.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You used the class dojo to monitor student behavior. When the noise level escalated you quickly had them lower their voices. 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The class management was much improved from the last time. I could tell you were taking control of each situation.  Getting groups going can be tough.  You managed well and had everyone moving on target. As it got loud in the room, you redirected.  suggestion- Remember to set those expectations and consequences before you start.  It will save you!

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Be careful of the tone of your voice when you are correcting a student.  Try to use closer proximity to the student so that you don't call attention to them.   I can tell that you are working on improving your grammar when speaking; please continue to practice for additional improvement.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was a good bit of "calling out" of answers and talking among the students as you were delivering the lesson.  Please set expectations for your students' behavior. Being able to call on individual students, will allow you to assess how well individual students are understanding the learning goal. You did not use the behavior management system of the class.  When you next teach a lesson, use the chart and have students move a clip early on in the lesson in order to maintain order as you are teaching the lesson. You have an engaging voice, however you had to get louder in order to be heard over your students.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The young man in the red and black checked jacket needed a stronger refocusing and it needed to be done sooner. He basically ignored you each time you corrected him.  I am glad you told him he was not allowed to be one of the "teachers", because he had not been paying attention well enough to teach the lesson goal to his classmates.  This sends the clear message there are consequences for one's actions. Please try using a stronger, I am in charge "teacher voice".  This does not mean yelling or being mean. You did not have to attend to the entire class since you were working with a small group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a great voice quality.  The teacher was very in control of the students during the lesson.  The teacher did a great job of asking questions during the youtube video. The students were very well-behaved. The lesson was very organized! The teacher knew her subject matter very well! A very informative and creative lesson with total control of the students!
  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a very warm way with the students throughout the lesson. The students try very hard. The teacher has high expectations for the students.  

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Glows- good connection to real life, good use of timer Grows-work on classroom management, allow time for student collaboration 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You used a very encouraging voice during the lesson. Appropriate professional attire.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You monitored the class well giving assistance when needed.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You have a very engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice".  It makes the children want to listen and learn from what you are saying.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		A well planned lesson set the teacher candidate up for success in classroom management. She is obviously developing a rapport with her students and gaining their respect. Together these two components (rapport and respect) would make it seem to the untrained eye, that classroom management comes easily. The effort it took to get to this place was evident. Because of the content of the lesson, it was of the utmost importance to have good sentence structure, word pronunciation, and appropriate vocabularly. This area was exemplary - modeling for students how to speak appropriately in the school setting.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern has an ideal demeanor for elementary school, particularly for primary grades. She can manage the classroom effectively in a calm manner and that influences students to be attentive and remain calm if she has to correct student behavior.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You did a nice job with the student who didn't want to sit up and listen. You told him quickly to sit up and listen and then you moved on. Once the video started, then you were able to tend to him without disrupting everyone else. Your voice is a true teacher voice. You keep your students on task and on target with your personality and expression in your voice. All students seem to be engaged. *There was some dead time in your lesson today. Make every minute count. Be mindful of silliness. *Awesome teacher voice! You keep them so entertained!

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You have a very motivating and dramatic personality.  I love that!  But be careful not to be too silly with your students.  The more carefree you are, the more they will be.  Stay firm, but fun with them.  Don't change your personality, just tone down some.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Good job monitoring the classroom-you ma need to scan even more when so many are working independently.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		*Be mindful of dead time at the beginning of class. The way they come into the room sets the stage. Be ready to start. *Set your directions and expectations for behavior and participation before they begin their activity. Make sure everyone is clear on directions. *Great job with your group  during break out stations. *You have to redirect behavior. It may not seem loud to you, but others may not can concentrate on their work with it being so loud. Don't be afraid to calm the groups if they get too out of hand. Even though we expect them to get a little rowdy, it shouldn't get too loud. If the students are not on task, then they must be redirected.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were attuned to the lesson and on task. So there was little if any opportunity to observe redirection. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students who needed individual assistance received it in a timely manner and were able to remain on target with their classmates. The teacher candidate was skilled not only in helpin the whole group, but in working with individuals or pairs of students that needed additional guidance.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a great sequential lesson about the nouns. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Your small group had no behavior issues at all. Everyone was listening and engaged. What about the remainder of the class? How much should you redirect? How would you direct the class if you were the only adult in the room? Watch your class management. Be mindful of when time is close to being up.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Monitored the classroom as students worked in groups. Challenged students to do their best work.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You monitored the room well and kept students on task.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		TC was professionally dressed. Good job monitoring the entire classroom throughout the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Be careful of saying "Guys" all the time when addressing the class.  Also after you give a direction dont add "OK??".  Are you giving them a choice?

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher has a strong positive voice quality. The teacher does a great job involving the students in the subject matter of the lesson. This was a great lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had great sequence for the lesson's subject matter. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher constantly discussed the subject matter of the lesson as the students work. The students enjoyed the lesson! 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good teacher voice.  Your students were well behaved and were good listeners.   Good job monitoring and assisting students as they worked. 

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- Thumbs up Allowing children to share their ideas Grows- Work on finding appropriate teacher voice and teacher presence in the classroom Have a plan to hand out materials for lesson Make sure all students are listening before giving instructions

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Your class was always engaged. They were interested in what you were teaching, but it was your delivery that kept them interested. Also, the fact they they made their own T charts on their paper helped to keep them engaged. *Try walking around the room as you are teaching. This will help you KNOW that everyone is on task. Your presence makes a big difference.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		* You were teaching a small group and they respected you as their teacher. *Before your class comes in, be ready to take over for the lesson. This is your responsibility as a block 3 student. Work on managing entire class, even though you may only be with a small group. You had 3 at another table that weren&#39;t on task at times. *When it&#39;s time to transition, make sure you are in charge, not the teacher. Remember this is your lesson. You conduct the transition. This is a big part of class management.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Set expectations for student behavior, from watching the video, to filling out the charts, to elbow partners, to getting dry erase boards. Setting expectations for everything done in the classroom is a must. This leads to an orderly, ready to learn classroom environment. When using elbow partners, which are terrific, let them know what they are to do when they have finished discussing what you have asked them to discuss....heads down....I would suggest a shorter amount of time for this. When they finished discussing they got louder and were talking about unrelated topics....then you have to reign them back in to continue with the lesson. Your voice needs to be more assertive...you need to find your teacher voice that says, "I know what I am doing, now come along with me." Please show more excitement and enthusiasm for what you are teaching. It is contagious and will keep your students engaged in their learning.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You set expectations for student behavior, how to get help as students were working. You told one student he had lost 5 min. of recess for talking when asked not to talk. You have found your teacher voice.  Work on showing enthusiasm/joy you feel when teaching.  Students need to see this/know this.  This encourages their participation.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Be careful when you say words ending in -ed that you don&#39;t say as a -t...learned, learnt.  Students are going to mimic you.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Tips for class management: Be mindful of silliness. Don't allow them to not take you seriously. You will lose that control quickly. For example, counting backwards worked great until you started being silly about it. Then you lost that respect. They were laughing and you were upset that they weren't listening to you. You can't be extremely silly with them one minute, and the next minute tell them they need to be listening. You are giving them mixed signals. You used several management techniques. "head down when you're ready." "5,4,3,2,1," Watch your grammar. Don't say "I seen". This is very important. Make sure you walk around and monitor what your students are doing. You did this at times, but this is very important to make sure they are on task.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The class was clearly engaged throughout the lesson and there were no behavior issues!  Well done! You have a lovely voice...so engaging, kind and supportive!

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		You monitored the room as students worked, encouraging them and keeping them on task.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Stayed close to the front of the room to control the video during most of the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Very positive with students encouraging all to participate.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		There was very little off task behavior during the lesson but you quickly regained the student's attention.  You monitored all students as they worked independently.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students were very well-behaved.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful of using "so"...so many times when you are speaking.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful walking around the room that you don't turn your back on a majority of the room while you are teaching.  check your sentence structure when typing on the promethean..."Nome 1000 miles away so the trip was very long"...might have read better "Nome was 1000 miles away so the trip was very long."

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Outstanding classroom management!  You were up and among your students during the enitre lesson! May want to phrase questions such as, "Does everyone have a reading packet?" to "Raise your hand if you do not have a  reading packet." In this way students will not be shouting out whether or not they have what they need. It is all in how you ask the question. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" that says I know what I am teaching and I am in control.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Students engaged and on task during the entire lesson!! You moved throughout the classroom as you taught the lesson and this helps with behavior management.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give directions...are you giving them a choice??

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Please show more enthusiasm and energy during the delivery of your lessons.  Enthusiasm is contagious!  You may have to get out of your comfort zone, but I have every confidence you can do this!!! 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It is evident that there has been an effort to understand the students as well as the systems in place to make the classroom run smoothly. Though the candidate moves through the classroom during independent work, her effort to help each student may leave other parts of the classroom not as well attended. Circulating with a quick check on everyone could be a precursor to a slower walk around the room checking for student understanding. There is no doubt this can be remedied this semester. She is very professional, yet still very personable when dealing with her students. Overall, this was a well organized and well executed lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Having a well organized lesson with a clearly communicated purpose is a strength of yours, and that at least in part gets students quickly engaged in learning. You also organize the lesson with an opportunity for movement (from listening on carpet to working at desk) and a chance to have some verbal peer interaction. The interaction as a short discussion gives students a quick break from being in full listening mode, and it helps them take responsibility for their own learning. Your students can see that you are clearly comfortable in front of the classroom. Any adult visiting the classroom could see this as you give brief whole group instruction. You are also effectively supporting students through one-on-one interaction as you move throughout the room during a time when students are practicing their skills. (The following is noted, but not significant enough to warrant any deduction.in score.) This is a minor concern that you are capable of working on. You have a habit of which you might not be cognizant. Every now and then you will use use the "shhh" sound to signal to students to be quiet. You have excellent behavior management skills at this point, so try to be aware and slowly stop using that sound altogether. Sometimes students do not need any reminder -continuing with the lesson will keep them engaged and quiet enough. If you do need to signal quiet, have a silent means (hand gesture of finger over lips, point to a behavior chart, etc.).

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Some of the students were shouting out answers when you were discussing poor and good food choices. Be sure to set expectations for their behavior for each part of a lesson. Try an attention getter other than "shush".  1, 2, 3, all eyes on me.  OR  Listen Lions  Be sure to wait for them to give you their attention when you use one of these. Otherwise they won't think you really mean you want their attention. Be sure to show enthusiasm for what you are teaching. Use your voice and facial expressions to engage students. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		See above from instructional section, but note that the exemplary voice levels and tone refer to the individual help you gave to students during independent practice. Not observed is marked for redirecting off task behavior - but that is because there was no noticeable off task behavior!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Be careful as you walk around and work with individual students that you continue to monitor the room. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Choose an attention getter and practice it with students.  Make certain they respond to it when they hear it. Practice it. When having students do anything, set your expectations for their behavior.  I need everyone sitting on their bottoms, not talking, and keeping hands to themselves. If they do not comply have them move a stick on the behavior chart. You had students leave the rug one group at a time. This enabled the transition to be orderly. The students were so enthralled with their doodle boards they were not listening to your instructions. Wait until directions are given or until you are ready to do one together to tell them to get these out.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		There was a  lot of shouting out and talking when they were to be listening.  One child was laying down on the floor as you were reading the book. Too much time was spent "putting out fires". This equates to a great deal of lost instructional time as well as it being too chaotic for students to learn. Set expectations for their behavior at the beginning of each part of the lesson. Use the behavior management system at the beginning of the lesson. If you have told them what you expect them to be doing and they have also been in this class since August, it is time to show them you mean business. Waiting until the end ofe lesson to have a student move a stick does not help them or any of their classmates learn the goals of the lesson.  You must make believers out of them and gain control of the class. This does not need to be done in anger, you calmly ask them to move a stick. This not only sends a message to the student making poor choices, but to the rest of the group, as well. I also believe if you used a more assertive "teacher voice" they would respond better. This is not about shouting at them at all.  Just a stronger, more I am in charge and not you, kind of voice.  I am certain ;you have heard Mrs. Foster model this.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using "Very good" to compliment work...try to be more specific to what the student did to get the compliment.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using your "voice" too much over a quieter procedure for off task behavior.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."Remember wahat the shapes of the day IS"...should be..."Remember what the shapes of the day ARE".

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Try to be more specific with your encouragement.  Give more than a "good".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good voice quality was used throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The teacher needed to slow down with her speech. *The delivery of the lesson needed to be more in depth.  If this were not a review lesson, the students would not know enough information to complete the assignment. *The speed of the teacher's voice is so quick that it would be hard for students to understand if they did not possess previous knowledge. The students were very well-behaved. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher has good positive reinforcements with the students after they answer the questions. The teacher has a great knowledge of the subject matter. The teacher does a good job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats. The teacher does a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when necessary.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Use of tape diagram was good. Have them show that theirs was similiar to yours

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Your students were very attentive to the reading of book.  They were intriqued.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher needs to work on the behavior modifications steps for his future lessons. The students needed to be redirected for their off task behavior during the lesson. It was hard to observe the lesson for the distractions of the students during the lesson. The teacher needs to develop different behavior ideas for controlling the off task behavior of the students.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Monitored students as they worked.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You addressed a few individual students' behaviors.  However, there was so much talking and calling out you had to keep getting louder and louder to be heard over them.  Try getting softer with your voice or use an attention getter to call the students back on task.  There needs to be consequences for repeatedly not following directions or ignoring them. Remember to set expectations for each part of the lesson. This is especially true when it comes to playing a game.  Learning games are fantastic, however there must be boundaries....talking from one team-point goes to the other team.....shouting out an answer without being called on-point goes to the other team. The whole goal of the game.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You moved throughout the room during video sending the message that it was important to be listening. You set the expectations for class behavior when you said, "Answer with your hands."  You made the expectations for behavior and the rules clear for playing the game.  Your voice is so enthusiastic and engaging!! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Please be more specific when you give praise.  "Good" really doesn&#39;t say anything.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Great teacher voice. You have good expression and your students respected you. Your class was well behaved!  suggestion- Don't lose too much time getting started.  Keep it moving.  suggestion- When people are talking, don't allow read aloud to continue.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		The behavior of the students in the classroom was excellent. They were engaged and having fun with their learning!!  You seriously could have heard a pin drop they were so engaged.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Your expectations for student behavior was high and the students rose to the occasion.  It is all about setting expectations, as the students were on task, engaged, and having fun as they learned.  You gave directions for the handouts, where to put them when finished, and for the Google Classroom quiz they were take for their assessment. You put all of these directions for the students to refer to (since there were so many parts to follow) on a slide for the students to refer to if they forgot what to do next. Outstanding way to help your students become independent learners!  

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful when helping a student that you continue to monitor the room for behavior. Phone in back pocket should be in your purse.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher did a good job of controlling the noise level of the kindergarten classroom. The teacher gave constant reminders for the students to keep the classroom quiet. The teacher constantly said, "All eyes on me", to get the students to refocus on the lesson. *The lesson needed additional teaching material to emphasize the germ subject matter.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Class management was clear as you counted backward.  Class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Loved that you asked them to "ask your neighbor if you're doing this right." Also, when you are finished give me a thumbs up. Tip: Be mindful of not talking too much while they are working.  Don't interrupt their concentration,  Give the instruction and ask if there are any questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job monitoring the students. Good professional attire. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a good job of sharing how to write the fictional narrative. The sequence of the lesson was very organized and thoughout. Good lesson! The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise level of the students by doing the Class  behavior management activity. The teacher concluded the lesson by having the students share their writings. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Be careful with your grammar...you said "Y&#39;alls" a number of times.  Be specific with your praise...don&#39;t just say "good".  What are they being "good" at??

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Make sure you follow through-if you set talking level at 0 then make sure everyone is quiet.  Several went on talking.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Small group lesson-kept students on task, redirected as necessary,

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very confident with the subject matter of fire safety. The teacher had good questions after the read aloud. *The teacher has a very soft voice.  The teacher needs to get a little louder in her directions. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good voice level Make sure you have all of the students' attention before moving on. All student should be attentive when another student is giving a response.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The students were illustrating an array problem for a word problem. *The teacher needs to call on different students to answer the questions. *When asking students questions, the teacher needs to have them show thumbs up or thumbs down for the answer. *The teacher needs to include all of the students in the lesson. *The teacher needs to redirect certain students to pay attention to the lesson. Classroom management needs to be worked on. The subject matter of the lesson was taught well.    

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Monitor all areas of classroom-not all groups got right to work and needed some guidance.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. Great voice quality during the lesson. The students were engaged in the lesson. *The students had a lot of questions.  Explicit instructions needed to be given before letting the students begin the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise of the students when the students began sharing their answers on their observation sheets. The students shared their findings for the lesson.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The students were very involved in the lesson. This was a very organized and thoughout lesson for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is very natural in her teaching.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Good monitoring of the class, walked around and assisted several students who needed one–on-one, Redirected students back on task was appropriate. Good job modeling the appropriate language and sentence use. Good teacher voice, easy to hear and understand. Liked the use of the timer. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Your well planned lesson contributed to the class being so engaged.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Set expectations before you begin the activities Watch using “SH-SH-SH” too much.. Get everyone’s attention before you start. At the beginning of lesson, great job talking about the video equipment. Gave students an opportunity to give their ansawers what they thought the theme was. Redirected back to question of “theme” when students got off task.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Outstanding classroom management!  Students were engaged with you throughout the lesson.  The one or two who needed to be redirected, you saw immediately and brought them back on task. Well done. You need to develop your "teacher voice" which means project your voice. Use more annimation and enthusiasm when teaching. When you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching, the students will be as well!  Enthusiasm is contagious. This will come with practice.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very effective classroom management techniques.  Well behaved class!! "I need a hand." 5,4,3,2,1  in order to let students know they should be ready for next step, part, or problem. Pencils down when you are done. Be sure to watch your spelling. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used a Brain Pop to give students a visual to go with notes... good idea for those students who need visuals for learning connections. You stood in the front of the room for most of the lesson so you did not walk around and monitor. I did not observe you redirecting ay students who were off task or not engaged, but the CT took care of catching students ad redirecting them. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		A student who was pulled out of class yesterday did not remind you that he couldn't answer your question about yesterday's lesson. Your very thoughtful apology set an example for your students. Students seem to have great respect for you which idicates a good repoire. At the same time, the apology allowed them to see the "human" side of you. It speaks to the fact that you can maintain authority in the classroom while still being considerate and kind.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In general, the teacher candidate did a good job of managing the classroom. Students were in different physical arrangements for different parts of the lesson. When students were all seated together on the floor, the teacher candidate could attend to the behavior of all students proficiently. When the students were more spread out, the teacher candidate did an admirable job of seeing that most students were on task, but some in far reaches of the classroom were off task while the teacher candidate stopped to give  individual assistance. Though classroom management overall seems to be going well, attending to all areas of the classroom is still developing. I was not discourage by this for two reasons. One of those is that the cooperating teacher has the perogative to arrange the furniture in the classroom to best suit her teaching style. Secondly, this lesson was full of activity that needed to be packed into the alotted time. The tie between planning the lesson and the classroom behavior will be more evident to the teacher candidate with more time in the full year of this field experience.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher has a great voice quality.   The students love the teacher.  The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has a very good lesson that involves several different types of learning activities. This was a great lesson for a Block one student teacher!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		When working with a small group, be sure to scan the room. Students were waiting with hands raised for your help.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Make sure that you monitor the entire room and take care of any disruptions such as loud talking immediately.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Glows- Good PPT Good Mgt. Strat. used Gave good examples Grows- Have something for students to do when finished More student collaboration 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Don't forget to monitor students-especially those working independently.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You monitored the room well making sure all students were engaged.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The lesson is very organized and very thorough. The students were very interested in the Season lesson.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher has high expectations for her students. The teacher does an excellent job explaining the rules and expecting the students to follow them. The students are very well-behaved and respond extremely well to all of the teacher's expecations. The teacher has a lot of patience in teaching the students. Good lesson! 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Being observed at the end of the school day was a challenge for the intern as the students became restless and anxious for the day to end. However, she rose to the ocassion, redirected students back on task with the skill of an experienced teacher.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Classroom is full of a variety of types of learners. Some methods were in place to accomodate them, and you have added to the skill set your own best practices to help students reach their potential.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great voice level. TC was appropriately dressed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		My theory is "Never do for a child what that child can do for himself." When you left the table you put lids on markers and put them away. Asking each child to do his or having a helper to clean up accomplishes two things: frees you from doing it and also teaches responsible to the students. Transitions are tough for teachers and children. There are techiques for this which are available. Watch your cooperating teacher to learn some of these.  For those not transitioning well (ie, the little reader boy), I say move on when you are ready and don't allow him to distract the other students in classroom. Having a "stop" signal is a good idea when you ask children to make noises.  Good review at the end.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good job monitoring the entire classroom. Great voice level throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		While you were reading, you did not scan the room-you had a student reading a book not following along. When giving directions-do not start until you have everyone's attention. Getting louder to talk over students engaged in their own conversation is not the answer. Try to keep students engaged throughout lesson. There was alot of down time playing Magic Suare-have rest of class give thumbs up or down if word is correct and not on list to keep them involved.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good voice level was used during the lesson TC was professionally dressed

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate has a firm grasp of classroom management skills.She attends to all areas in this regard. Having a well designed, well executed lesson is the first step in keeping students engaged.

		Responses (n): 		260

		Response Rate: 		60.32%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		5		1.37%

		No		359		98.63%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		I believe, even before our conference, you realized how the lesson could have been better regarding the organization. You made excellent points and I know you will take this knowledge to improve upon the next lesson. Engaging, hands-on lesson for first graders!

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Good initial lesson! Remember to begin the lesson with the EQ or I Can statement in order to set a focus for the lesson. The activity that you chose was appropraite and interesting. You did a good job managing the class with comments such as "I'm looking to see who is ready'. Work on the formation of your letters when you write on the board. Remember you are providing an example for your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. TC knew how to operate the PB and successfully used it to enhance the lesson 2. Good choice for opening video - appropriate & the students were intrigued 3. Well organized lesson - instructional materials & supplies were readily available GROWS: 1. Always work first problem on the board with the student so you can clarify if the students understand the information that was presented. Underline key components and complete a 2nd problem if you see that some students are confused. 2. Allow more independent work -- student directed 3. Add real life examples to the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I am always amazed at your ability to keep the attention of first graders. Keep up the good work and just polish the minor details. It is enjoyable to watch you teach!

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You did a good job with your first lesson for Block 1. Your classroom management was appropriate and consistent. I was especially impressed how well you managed the learning environment since the cooperating teacher was absent. The lesson was well planned and appropriate plus the students appeared to enjoy it.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students using "VEX" kits to build inclined plane; had built wheel/axel a couple days ago. Classroom behavior is fine. Cooperating Teacher been out yesterday & today, & Courtney is doing well teaching the class without any problems. There is a substitute teacher present.  Good work ! I'm so pleased and proud of you. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		No lesson plan was sent to supervisor before the lesson. Be sure to submit this 48 hours before your lesson. Classroom management was great!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. TC has good voice quality & relates well with the students. 2. Good idea to put instructions on the board for the group and Chrome book activity. GROWS: 1. Make sure key vocabulary terms are defined 2. When having the students read along with you, stop periodically make sure all students are on task. 3. Check the PB ahead of time to make sure that it is working properly. This will keep you from having down time during the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The main point to remember from this lesson evaluation is to work on questioning techniques. I expect that I will continue to see growth in this area. Don't hesitate to continue approaching teaching in creative ways as you did with taking the students to other "settings" at the school  Some students will learn better this way, so it will be an aspect of differentiation in most cases. Overall, you're headed in the right direction.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I was well-planned, organized, and beautifully scaffolded for the students. Keep up the terrific work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Your effort was proficient overall. There are a number of areas that you can (with a little extra planning) improve and become exemplary. I understand that you have to work within the school system's choice of curriculum materials for mathematics. Since that is the case, I encourage you to work with your cooperating teacher to explore ways that you can appropriately extend or enrich what is provided to actively engage students. You are getting there. Keep up the effort.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall, this lesson showed that your skills and knowledge are being applied to this field experience as you plan and deliver lessons to the students you serve. Continue to plan thoroughly and follow those plans and your field experience will be meaningful and successful.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall very good. Looking forward to another lesson this semester.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!  Enjoyed your lesson!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Thank you for being flexible and for this visit during which I could finish one of your observations.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		You know the components of a good lesson and you are familiar with what the College of Education professors expect in planning and carrying out a successful lesson. It is a matter of putting it all together, and then putting into practice what your lesson plan states. I have high expectations for your performance toward the end of the semester. Try to apply all of the experiences you have had in methods courses and previously in the field.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great, authentic video clip used to enhance the lesson. 2. The students were very involved & excited to participate in the lesson! 3. You were very genuine with your students.
GROWS: 1. Pre-divide the class into groups and post group list on the board. 2. I think it would have enhanced your lesson to bring in actual artifacts from the time period.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very well planned and organized first lesson!  I am proud of you!  Keep up the hard work.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. You were very encouraging to your students. 3. Good idea to compare 2 first ladies. GROWS: 1. I think it would help if you listed the characteristics of your person on an anchor chart. 2. Remember students need to see and hear the material several times in order to learn. 3. Utilize the document camera to enhance your lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ's were posted and discussed with students. 2. Great idea to add "# of fingers guide" under each paragraph. 3. Excellent strategy to have the students repeat the instructions. GROWS: 1. Make sure there is enough light in the room for the students to be able to see clearly. 2. There was a lot of information presented in a short amount of time. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & materials were readily available. 2. The activities enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job managing the group throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Gifted students should be able to give answers/solutions using HOTS! Raise the level of your questioning as needed according to the ability level of your students. 2. List instructions for the various activities on the board and review with the students before moving into the activity. 3. Give the students an opportunity to answer the questions before giving them the answers.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Great review lesson, Brandon!  I can tell you put a lot of time and effort into preparing the game.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, and executed lesson. I am proud of your hard work! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Lesson opening was fun yet very helpful in proving the students an example of the focus skill. 2. TC has a good, strong, & encouraging tone of voice. 3. TC was well prepared & obviously had a clear understanding of the standard. 4. Lesson was well planned & provided an opportunity for all levels of learners to succeed. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on the EQ - breaking it down to exactly what you want the students to learn. 2. Use a pre-grouped student list & table markers to enhance good time management. 3. Post instructions for the activity & rules for 'Working in Groups' on the PB or on an anchor chart. 4. Always a good idea to have a vocabulary list so that the students can see the term & it's definition. Remember students need to See & Hear multilple time in order to learn!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		What a wonderfully planned and thorough lesson! I know you will take what you learned today, regarding classroom management, and make the changes necessary for the students to learn all they can from your lessons.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great lesson!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. It was obvious that you had studied your topic. 2. Lesson was well organized and it flowed smoothly. 3.You made learning fun! GROWS: 1. No technology was used in the lesson. 2. Once the students write their response on their individual white boards, have them hold them up in the air so that you can easily asses them.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Good first lesson.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson.  I am proud of all of your hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent lesson, Brittney! Keep up the engaging, thorough lessons! You are a pleasure to watch teach!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Good lesson!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Wonderful job of introducing a totally new concept. Proud of you for stepping out there!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson plan. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed lesson. GROWS: 1. Students would benefit from having individual graph boards or graph paper. 2. Always answer questions from the students. If they don't understand then it's possible several others are confused as well.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & written. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. GROWS: 1. it would have been beneficial for the students to have a copy of the graphic organizer that you used as your anchor chart. 2. I think it would have helped to clarify the lesson for you to read an article together as a class & then composed a written response as a group. 3. Make sure the font size used in the Powerpoint is readable.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson! Very creative and engaging! As you and I discussed, it might have been better to begin the lesson with the standard and EQ, rather than to wait. In this way, your students have a better idea of what the lesson is about and they are not searching in their minds for where the lesson is going.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Very good lesson. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Very Good Lesson. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed the topic that you were teaching. 3. You are always professionally dressed! GROWS: 1. When a student gives an answer verbally, repeat their answer so that all of the students can hear. 2. Use a system for calling on students randomly. 3. When teaching money, use 'real' money' as an example whenever possible. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned and organized lesson, Stacey!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Good organized lesson - well planned and practiced. 2. Great hands-on activity. Students loved the activity. 3. Good job monitoring the entire class & calling on a variety of students. GROWS: 1. Utilize the Powerpoint in order to get the most from it: underline key points, make a chart for key terms, increase size of font. 2. Repeat key points that is read. so that it is clear to all students. 3. Post true/false questions on the board instead of just reading them aloud.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember you should not be wearing any priecing except earrings at field placement. Please remove the nose piece when you come to the Prek building.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		This student withdrew after this observation. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1.  The lesson was well planned & presented. 2. TC did a great job monitoring the classroom throughout the lesson. 3. TC was professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. If the students' voice levels become too loud, stop, gain their complete attention then begin again. 2. Remember the students need to see and hear the definition of key vocabulary terms. Don't be afraid to repeat yourself! 3. A T-chart is a great GO to use when comparing the characteristics of 2 items (Physical/Chemical Change) 

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson topic. 2. You did a good job relating to the students. GROWS: 1. Make sure to utilize the technology that is available. 2. Make sure print is large enough for the students to read. 3. When having the students complete an activity that involves cutting & pasting, I would have the items pre-cut due to your limited amount of time

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized. 2. Material for the lesson were readily available. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson that you presented. GROWS: 1. Make sure the students are following your directives. 2. If you see that an activity is not working, don't be afraid to go to Plan B! 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lesson opening grabbed the students attention and showed your creatitvity as a teacher.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Don't hesitate to use the "I'm lovin' it" strategy for getting their attention two or three times if the noise level warrants it. I am sure you have noticed that students get excited about science when there is any activity or demonstration - like when you broke the pencil to open your lesson. You have definitely grown in your individual teaching style over this school year. That is what happens when you can focus less on trying to include what you need for a grade and more on what would make an engaging lesson. Let me know if there are specific areas for which you would like feedback during the next two lessons. Your hard work is paying off. We can power through this final semester!!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson. Work on higher order, individual questioning and classroom management techniques. Always explain your expectations for each part of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson!! 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember each lesson must have a lesson goat and all activities for all students must support the learning goal. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Excellent first lesson!  It was well organized and planned.  I am proud of your hard work.  Keep it up!!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		You did an amazing job with this lesson. The lesson plan was well thought out and the activities were very engaging and fun! Your classroom management was excellent and I observe no off task behavior. If i didn't know better, I would have thought you were the contract teacher! WOW!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		*Standards / EQ / I Can Statements should be posted and discussed *Keep this type of lesson simple so that the students don't get confused. Too much iformation tends to make students tune out quickly. *Remeber students need to see and hear the inofrmation in order to learn. A graphic organizer would have been useful. *Good voice quality and encouraging attitude.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison, your lesson was that of a veteran teacher. It was spot on! You obviously are a natural born teacher.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You are working so well with your cooperating teacher that she doesn't want to let you go. Keep up the good work. You have the potential to impact many young lives. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Maybe you were nervous, but you have to show excitement in your lesson. I never saw you smile or encourage your kids. Remember that your enthusiasm should be contagious.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This is the first time I have watched you teach.  You have so much potential and with practice you will be a great teacher.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		I am impressed you gave stations a "shot", since they have not done this before. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well done, Monica!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  A 4th observation is also in Notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well organized, planned, and scaffolded lesson.  Having the students teach the lesson goal to their classmates, in small groups, took their understanding to a higher level.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well planned and organized lesson, Ali.  The students' poor behavior got in the way of their learning as much as possible from your good lesson.  I have every confidence, you will use my suggestions from our conference, and grow/improve in this area!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared lesson. 2. The students were engaged in learning throughout the lesson. 3. Good use of technology. GROWS: 1. With a PB, you can over-write on the screen in order to clarify important points. 2. There should have been a 'no equal' alligator as part of the lesson. 3. I think it would have saved time if you put the materials for the activity on the desk ahead of time (whiteboard, dice, etc.)

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well done, Miranda!!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson has found a niche in her ability to lead by example in a primary grades classroom. She has mastered the basics of teaching and is able to keep students engaged. In searching for an area for improvement, no major weaknesses stand out. Perhaps an area to explore would be creativity in teaching/lesson planning, which only speaks to the fact that nothing important is missing from her teaching. Therefore, it is possible to consider taking it to an even higher level.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		One of my notes on this lesson was "divides work into manageable chunks", which seemed to be very helpful to your students. It gave them several opportunities to "get it right" and it allowed each section of work to build upon the previous one. Teaching young students can present its own unique challenges. While some might say you are a "natural" at teaching this age, I can see that you are purposefully making good plans that prepare you to have successful lessons. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Thank you for sharing with me as your University supervisor that you were concerned how the confines of Eureka Math would affect the outcome of your first observation. You seemed to use the program as instructed, but you did not lose the basics of what UWG's College of Education expects to see in your lesson plan and its delivery. You have a strength in mathematics instruction that you may not have been aware of, but it is the way you methodically and calmly lead students through problems until they reach appropriate solutions. Have confidence in your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson. Also, know that even when there is a "canned" program that you must follow, it is you, the teacher, who makes it relevant and real to the students. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Though this intern shared with me in the fall semester that she perceived herself as not being strong in teaching mathematics, that does not seem to be the case now. She has taken every opportunity to practice teaching math during this semester and last, and it shows in her lesson delivery and questioning techniques.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Good opening - students loved the Brainpop video. 2. Lesson was well planned. 3. Good hands on visuals to enhance the lesson. GROWS: 1. It would have been a great lesson to use 3-D shapes. 2. Ask the students to give you everyday examples of shapes that are congruent.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Wow! I immediately noticed your enthusiasm! You are a natural born teacher. You truly have a gift of teaching. Your delivery of content was wonderful.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Knowing what your students are ready to do will come with time spent with them.  You have a good attitude and I look forward to watching you grow with experience.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Outstanding review stations!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Well done!  I am proud of the hard work you put into this lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Work onrelating the lesson to real life experiences--why do the students need to know this for their everyday lives. Since the lesson was based on a book--having it at the beginning of the lesson would have engaged the students. Review the standard at the beginning of lesson. When you conclude the lesson have students restate what they have learned.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  It was well planned and organized. Your students were clearly interested and engaged during the entire lesson!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Terrific lesson, Alexis!

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Good first lesson.  Keep growing and glowing!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The level at which you are putting it all together ( lesson planning, delivery of the lesson, and classroom management). 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Good first lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Keep up the good work!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Your teaching is at an overall very solid level. You're at the level that I would want for every intern at this point. We have a couple more lessons that will be observed, so let me know if there is any area in which you would particularly want feedback.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Excellent lesson!  Well planned and organized. Work on behavior management skills, as this is a must before you teach your two weeks.  They must understand you are a teacher in that classroom.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Well done, Hannah!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. It appeared that you had studied your lesson & prepared a quality lesson. 2. You did a good job managing the classroom. 3. You were professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. Standard &/or EQ should be clearly presented to the students at the beginning of the lesson. This sets the focus for your lesson! 2. The classroom was equipped with a Promethean Board but you did not utilize it. The review would have been a great time to use it! 3. Remember - students need to see and hear what you are teaching multiple times in order for learning to take place!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Materials are organized and timely Beginning of a unit

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done!!!  I am proud of you, Kaitlyn!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Work on behavior management. Students must see you as a teacher. Work on putting more rigor into the lesson....more ways to make each individual student accountable for learning the lesson goal.  I would like to see more direct instruction from you. Videos have their place, but nothing replaces your good instruction. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Fantastic lesson, Brittany!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well planned, organized and scaffolded lesson for your students. The lesson was so interactive the students were on task and engaged at all times. Terrific, Brittany!

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Enjoyed your lesson.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. Material was readily available for the students. 3. Good use of document camera. GROWS: 1. Make sure your EQ is large enough for the students to read. 2. It might help if your numbered your learning stations. The students were a little confused as to where to go.


		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Good visuals. GROWS: 1. Take a little more time with the introduction of the lesson. There's no need to rush. 2. Make sure you monitor the entire class & redirect students if they are not paying attention. 3. Review & post rules for group participation.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		•    Overall lesson was well written and a good job teaching it. The students were engaged and on task. The students enjoyed the Who Am I bags? Great idea!!  You used the timer to help students stay on task and this is a good management technique and when you saw they needed more time, you quickly let them know that you would add a few more minutes. It was easy to see that the students like this procedure and it is part of their daily routine. •    I suggest modeling for the students the writing from POV as it is hard for this age child to create this type writing. They can easily give you their POV, but to write it from someone else’s, it might have been more effective to model it using a short paragraph. •    The child who asked how much he had to write was getting frustrated and you reassured him that there was not set number to just answer the prompt, but he still was frustrated. I suggested giving him a second page that he did not have to turn over to see what he highlighted. •    We discussed differentiation and some ways you could make it more specific to a child. I am interest in how you would improve the lesson the next time. It was great that you had the opportunity to teach it once before I came so you could make adjustments. We all do it and that is showing good effective teaching. •    Remember to cite resources in the lesson plan. •    I am impressed with your effective teaching as a Block two student!! You are well advanced in your teaching strategies. Keep up the good work! 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. The hands on activity was a great way to enhance the lesson. 3. It was obvious that you put a lot of time in constructing the lesson. GROWS: 1. It might help to have the students pre-divided in groups. 2. Go over the group rules ahead of time

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Comments: Overall the lesson was not that bad. You were brave doing this lesson on a Friday afternoon and your teacher had left early. The sub was no help at all. You were aware of the situation, but you stayed with it and did not give up or lose your patience. Many others would have, you showed integrity there. The students enjoyed the activity very much and it was a great way to practice identifying the theme as opposed to a worksheet. (Mrs. Wadlington would have been proud of this lesson… can’t wait to brag on you.) Some things you may want to try next time is to model acting out the drama and emphasizing that you expected the students watching to determine the theme. I would allow one grow and one glow and then the theme and why. Your questions were understanding and applying which was good. Maybe if you had the students to write the title of each fable and then the theme after the performance would have helped to keep them engaged. It was obvious that the students were testing the boundaries with you. I am proud of how you handled it… you kept bringing them back to the task. When you assign students a drama to act out, state your expectations clearly and maybe even give some examples and nonexamples.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent first lesson. I am proud of you. I know you will be timely with all deadlines in the future, as you have assured me.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Work on your scaffolding...making sure students are ready and prepared through discussion and examples for each part of the lesson.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Be sure to clarify answers and just agree. Example when student siad the Berlin Wall was the Iron Curtain.Make sure you use the correct names, you said Hitler one time instead of Stalin. Lots of information to cover in one lesson, so I am not sure students were able to understand and get all the notes. Pronunciation of NATO. Time management and amount of information  45 minutes into the lesson, students began to show signs of losing interest.(putting heads down) Nestor stepped in several times to clarify information, be sure you have all the information correct. Called on the same students over and over. Overall the lesson was good and I realized it was what Nestor wanted yiou to teach and the strategies used were changed to at her request. It was a good learning experience for you and you were able to realize that even though the students were fifth graders, you were asked to cover too much material in one lesson, but it is getting close to the Milestones testing too. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney, This lesson has shown that you are moving in the right direction in your field experience from my perspective. You can still improve, but you have proven that you have the ability to move any areas that are "good" at present to "exemplary" in the future. 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The class you have includes a wide variety of ability ranges, but you're  dealing with it and helping them learn and grow.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are working well with your cooperating teacher, and with others who come in to assist. Nice show of professionalism

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was organized & well planned. 2. Great voice quality. 3. You were actively involved with the students throughout the lesson, GROWS: 1. Spend more time on introducing your lesson, key vocabulary, & the key points of your lesson. 2. Get more student input regarding prior knowledge.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good work this semester, Anna. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GROWS: 1. Well constructed Powerpoint presentation for vocabulary. It might enhance it if you added a video. 2. Moving around class will help with class monitoring.
GLOWS: 1. Good job relating vocabulary to real-life. 2. I think it would be beneficial to to underline vocabulary words used in the passage. 3. Good recall question for prior knowledge. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Good clear opening - EQ was clarified 2. Great job relating lesson to real-life experiences that the students could relate to. 3. It was apparent that you were well prepared to teach the lesson. GROWS: 1. Go over the 1st problem with the class so that you can have a better understanding of any prior knowledge. 2. Write on the board as you teach. Remember, students need to see and hear the information numerous time in order to remember it.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		For your next observation, please let me know if your most active teaching is on a day I am not scheduled at NDES. It's possible I can shift my schedule to accomodate you.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		There is a good rapport between the teacher candidate and cooperating teacher. The teacher candidate also has a good rapport with her students.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		DRP

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Carol Thomas

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		DRP

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		DRP

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		DRP

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		DRP

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		DRP

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		DRP

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		244

		Response Rate: 		56.61%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/14/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/21/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/06/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/14/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/28/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/03/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/21/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/06/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/21/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/06/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/28/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/29/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/06/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/12/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/07/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/27/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/20/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/01/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/26/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/21/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/01/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/29/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/21/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/01/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/13/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/12/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/23/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/14/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/14/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/01/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/01/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/14/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		02/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/22/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/18/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/18/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/18/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/22/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/06/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/12/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/16/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/29/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/25/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/29/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/22/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/12/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/13/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/29/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/14/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/20/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/10/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/12/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/29/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/14/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/26/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/13/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/26/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/23/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/06/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/14/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/06/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/03/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/23/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/26/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/12/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/26/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/26/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/07/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/15/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/06/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/29/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/20/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/29/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/22/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/28/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/06/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/16/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/03/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/20/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/20/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/06/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/20/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/14/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		02/01/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/23/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/06/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/25/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/16/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		242

		Response Rate: 		56.15%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 1 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		5		1.37%

		No		359		98.63%
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Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation) 2 0.46% 123 28.54% 278 64.5% 11 2.55% 2 0.46% 15 3.48% 431 2.72 0.51
Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects) 0 0% 14 3.25% 76 17.63% 5 1.16% 318 73.78% 18 4.18% 431 2.91 0.44
Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
level 0 0% 1 0.23% 18 4.18% 3 0.7% 392 90.95% 17 3.94% 431 3.09 0.42
Total/Percentage 2 0.15% 138 10.67% 372 28.77% 19 1.47% 712 55.07% 50 3.87% 1293


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:45 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordn Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Taitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry Bridges

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Brittany Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		M Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emiy DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gant

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Larel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika GIlbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Goree

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		BFITH

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachl Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Lauen Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tianna Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Anna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Moran Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Midred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alxis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Rosser

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kistal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jalene Soto-Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Stapler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannh Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Briany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Asley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Aigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolfurd

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroine Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jnna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		426

		Response Rate: 		98.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		09/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/08/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/04/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/13/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/06/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/26/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/01/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		02/28/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/22/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/04/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		02/15/2017

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		10/11/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/28/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/24/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		10/11/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		02/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/11/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		09/29/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/02/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/08/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		09/21/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/09/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		09/21/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/26/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/02/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		01/18/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/19/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/02/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/02/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		09/28/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/31/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/28/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		01/31/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/28/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/18/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		09/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/15/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		09/26/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		09/28/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		02/06/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		01/30/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		09/29/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		05/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		02/28/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/04/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/21/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/13/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/09/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		02/06/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/17/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		08/30/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		02/22/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/04/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		03/02/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/06/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		09/28/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/07/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/14/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		02/28/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/13/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/29/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/20/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/21/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		08/30/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/11/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/06/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		08/30/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/09/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/21/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/28/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		09/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/11/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/01/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		09/19/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		09/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		01/30/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/16/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/19/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		03/07/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		02/07/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		02/02/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		09/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/31/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		09/14/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/15/2017

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/11/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		09/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/10/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		10/11/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/05/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/02/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/21/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/11/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		01/26/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		09/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/10/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/14/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/03/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/21/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/22/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		09/20/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		10/11/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		09/26/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/19/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/06/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		10/03/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		09/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/19/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/21/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		08/31/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/26/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/14/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/13/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/15/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/02/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/15/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		10/11/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/03/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		01/26/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/22/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		03/02/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/15/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		01/30/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/27/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		09/21/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		09/29/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		10/19/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/03/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		10/19/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/19/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/20/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		02/06/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		09/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		09/20/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/22/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		01/26/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/19/2016

		Responses (n): 		424

		Response Rate: 		98.38%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elem

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		WES

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elem

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elem

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carrollton Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary School

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elem

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle 

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sars Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Burch Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary School

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary School

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elem

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		UWG

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elem

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Temple

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elem

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		UWG

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary School, Bremen

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elem

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elem

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton MIddle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHES

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Ithica Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ELementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Roopville Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollto Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elem

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		LSES

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elem

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Cowewta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Carrollton Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand hill

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Wedtern Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		425

		Response Rate: 		98.61%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		k

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  S

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PREK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3 ELA

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1st 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		First

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Pre K

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		K

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		K

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2nd 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kndg

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		K

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		First

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Kindergarten

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4th

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Pre K

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kndg

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre K

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		K

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		K

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kndg

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		K

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		K

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 SS

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 Math

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		First

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Math

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Kindergaarten

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PreK

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  Social Studies

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		K

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2nd

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		K

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		PreK

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kndg.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		K

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		K

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Math

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 Math

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 ELA

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		1  Health/ELA

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		PreK

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PRE-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		K

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		PreK

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pre-K

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 Math  Drop In

		Jones		Darius		917396692		4

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre-K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PreK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		1

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		1

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 ELA

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  ELA

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Pre k

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		5th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		1 Health

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  SS

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		1

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		K

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Kindergarten

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Pre-K

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  S

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		4

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA Reading

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 S

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  ELA

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		K

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math  drop in

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA  Drop in

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  S

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  SS

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		K

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  Math

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  SS

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		1st

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		third

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Kindergarten

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2

		Williams		Julia		917462487		PreK

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		PREk

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		First 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		423

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Alice Lee Remler

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Carol Thomas

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Alice Lee Remler

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Strain

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Alice Lee Remler

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Baugh, Peggy

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Strain

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		M. REID

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		R Strain

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Robin Strain

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Strain

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Robin Strain

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Alice Lee Remler

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Alice Lee Remler

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Robin Strain

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Alice Lee Remler

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Alice Lee Remler

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Alice Lee Remler

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Robin Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Julia		917462487		M. REID

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Mary Reid

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		417

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome presenting Standards and learning goals.  Well done connecting ELA and SS in your presentation of today's lesson.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students be engaged in the stating of the standards. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You must present your Standard.  Even if it's a small group. Also go over and explain your learning goals (or EQ) 
Also use this introduction time to talk about real life sequencing.  How it's in everything we do! Why order and steps are important.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This observation has been completed in the other folder. Document has also been uploaded to notes under assessments

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Because persuasive and opinion writing are connected in this standard, I believe it would have been good to put more emphasis on the fact they would be working on a piece of opinion writing. There is a big difference  between the two types of writing. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You discussed and made perfectly clear what the students were to know at the end of the lesson. (The EQ).
 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Some schools required written standards to be posted and visible (FYI).  

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Read and discussed the standard for the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		No Standards or learning goals (EQ's) were mentioned.  In your introduction there should be Standards, EQ, prior knowledge, review and some real life meaning of WHY they are learning PEMDAS

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher presented the standard and essential question during the lessson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the standards and essential questions.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher did a good job of explaining the standard and essential question. The teacher had the students watch and participate in the powerpoint about the five senses. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the five senses more in the beginning of the lesson.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Be sure to explain the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher had the essential question posted on her powerpoint. GROW-The teacher did not review the standards or explain what the students would be learning about in the lesson. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are well aware that continents have been the focus of Social Studies recently. The graphics along with the teacher enthusiasm helped to engage students early in the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good job presenting Standards. Awesome that you integrated ELA and SS

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The purpose of learning is clearly communicated and keeps students on task. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The learning goals for this lesson are clearly stated and measurable.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about three events that were posted on the powerpoint. The teacher shared the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standard used for the lesson.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		  You reviewed the standard and extended it by making connections to previous learned material. You had the standard's I Can statement with you so students could easily see it.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Make sure standard is large enough for students to see/read.  Be sure to explain the standard-what are they learning and why.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The lesson has two "I can" statements that are posted on the screen and discussed in terms of key words in this reader's workshop lesson on author point of view. The students very clearly understand the purpose of the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standard and "I can" statements were posted for students to see.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You underlined the most important words in the standard and the "I can statements." 
Well done, there was no question regarding what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used a "kid friendly" I can statement to convey to the students what they were to learn during the lesson. The lesson was well-organized and beautifully supported and scaffolded for the students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was working in a small Reading group. The lesson was in progress when I began my observation. I did not observe the beginning of the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Read and discussed standard.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson plans are written in the style and format that this school would require. If I were simply grading the plans based on what the UWG lesson plan format requires, I would need much more detail on ready the plans.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The written lesson appeared to be well planned, but there was a brief period near the beginning when students were less attentive until they were required to become more activefly engaged in learning. A question to think about: How can lessons be structured to gain students' active attention/participation at the beginning? 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The learning goals were clear to the students and this helped them get on task with confidence.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No standard was posted or presented.  Neither were your EQ's/ learning goals. 
This must be done for each lesson.  Very important!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standards or EQ's were not posted or presented.  

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Standards posted but not articulated to the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The standard was posted consistent with practiceof the cooperating teacher The students were told the topic, but not specific learning goals.Stating clear learning goals or "I can" statements may have helped students who were later unsure of what to do later in the lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students are clear on the purpose of the lesson based on both their actions and words.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Remember to discuss the standards or I Can statements for the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was displayed, read and discussed. You can take this even further by discussing the vocabulary used in the standard to be sure all students understood the terms.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a book about healthy and unhealthy foods.
*The teacher needed to discuss the standard and essential question in more detail.
The standard and essential question were stated on the powerpoint.
 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement. You had students define "rhyming words".

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Wonderful that you had Standard and EQ posted.  You did a great job of moving straight into the short Power point of definitions, vocab words and transitional words.
Remember to give positive comments to your students. Important! 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Good job modeling Good use of lesson vocab Need more feedback to students Validate praise Let students share their writing with peers at table

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You forgot to discuss the standard.
The learning goals were beautifully/clearly stated in your EQs for the lesson. You supported your students learning by discussing what prefixes, suffixes and root words are.
 
 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. TC did a good job defining key terms in the standard. Additional time needed introducing the EQ.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You forgot to address the standard or the E.Q.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting and stating the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of posting her plan on the powerpoint for the lesson.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Tell the students what they will be learning during the lesson. You began the lesson pulling items out of a bag and having students identify what each was. You had a large model of teeth, a toothbrush, and toothpaste.  Because each of these items began with the letter "t" you took advantage of this "teachable moment" and asked what the beginning sound was for each of them. You showed a video and asked the students to explain what they had seen on it. Because the video was demonstrating how to brush teeth properly, you might have had the students "act out" the movements while watching.  You tied the video in with their daily routine of brushing their teeth in the morning and at night. You then asked the question, " What do we do with our teeth?"  The students struggled to answer as I believe the question was too vague for them.  You were looking for them to tell you teeth were used for eating, talking etc.  They told you how to take care of their teeth by brushing. You then asked the students if they could tell you what a dentist is and what a dentist does.  Perfect timing for thisquestion, since the students had seen a dentist in the media center that morning. You then read part of the book The Berenstain Bears Visit the Dentist. You asked questions that were related to the lesson in order to assess their understanding of what it means to take good care of their teeth.  You stressed going to the dentist is part of good dental health. You then dismissed the students to their centers.  Perhaps dismiss your group last so they will not be sitting at their table without you. You walked around to each group, which was led by the teacher and the paprapro giving the directions. It is alright for the other adults to give their groups the directions, as you would have discussed these with them before the lesson. You helped the students in your group construct a model of a mouth with teeth using construction paper and marshmallows. You closed the lesson asking  how the items in the bag were used. You reviewed how many times a day they should brush  their teeth.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You opened with the I Can statements so students knew what the lesson focus was.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Remember to discuss the standard or I Can statement with the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals and E.Q. was thoroughly explained to students. The lesson plan was well planned and scaffolded to ensure the students' best possible opportunity for success.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		How do we collect data?
Excellent E.Q. for lesson. Lets the students know exactly what they are to know at the end of the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Great job presenting Standard.  You always cover this well.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Always great job at presenting Standard and learning goals

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards & EQ was listed in LP but was not clearly presented to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Good job reviewing and exsplaining the standard for your lesson to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard was posted but not discussed with the students. The expectations for the lesson and the students were discussed. Learning goal was clear and measurable. Assessment reflects learning goal.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good job stating the standard in "kid" language.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions about fractions. The teacher explained what the lesson would be about. The teacher shared the standard and essential question on a good powerpoint. There was a good discussion about the standard and what it means.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You did a very thorough job explaing the language of the standard/EQ....explicit.....making inferences.
You handed out the first oreo and asked the students to eat it as quickly as possible as soon as they got it.
You questioned students regarding what they had eaten...had them describe and put responses on the chart you had made. This represented the "first read" of a passage. It would have been good to point out a lot of the words were adjectives, as they have studied these.
You handed out the second oreo, but this time you asked all to wait until everyone had a cookie before eating.  You had the students describe, the texture, ingredients, looks, smell, uniqueness. All of this was in much greater detail than the first time. You pointed out the differences between the first and second cookie responses. The first cookie-first read and the second cookie-second read. There were many more details discovered with the second oreo as in reading a passage a second time.
You had the students read a passage and gave them very little time to read it.  The second time you had them read  the same passage you asked the students to read the questions first. You gave them more time to read the passage. The students then hegan answering the comprehension questions.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Standard and E.Q.s clearly posted and explained.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Great job with the standard. You read it, discussed it, read it as I Can statements and then discussed the learning goals for the lesson.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Remember to review the standard and explain it to the students.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement with students and then having them explain what "rhyming words" were.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had the student read the standard and essential question. The teacher discussed the standard with the students in her small reading group.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with an explanation of the standard. You made sure students understood the vocabulary.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Reviewed standard I Can statements.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Standard was posted, but not clearly articulated in "kid friendly" terms to students.
You had no "I can" statement or E.Q. for the lesson.
Please remember both of these, as this is how the students know what they are responsible for knowing by the end of each lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You posted an "I can statement" which you had the students read with you.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher needs to state the standard and essential question.
 

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		While PreK children cannot read the standards, it's good to state the standards in the beginning. Some schoosl require standards to be posted in the classroom. The lesson was well organized and sequenced naturally.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by posting the standard. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the standard. The teacher only posted the standard but did not review it.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		No standard read or discussed. Be sure to have the standard posted for students to see, read it and then discuss it so the student understands what it means.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by having the students complete the quizizz.com The teacher shared the standards for the math lesson. The teacher included the students by letting them read the standards on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint to read the standards. The teacher had several essential questions for the students.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the    Lesson Plan & but EQ not reviewed with students. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lessson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You posted and presented your Standards. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job with Standards. Your EQ's were excellent!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standard stated to students but not posted.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The learning goal of the lesson is clearly articulated and students are aware of the goals and what they should be doing.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Shared standard and I Can statement with class. Take time to discuss with students why we need to know this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your standards were posted and you did a good job explaining to the students what the lesson was going to be. EQ and I Can statements made the standard understandable for students. The learning goals did not align with the actual lesson. Students should be able to create their own bar graph without the aids presented in the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher stated the standard and essential question to the small reading group.
 

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived for your observation, therefore I did not see you discuss the standard or lesson goals.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		E.Q. needs to be written in a place that can be seen throughout the lesson.
Your voice was very soft and hard to hear as you introduced the standard and the E.Q. Use a stronger voice when conveying the purpose of the lesson to your students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Very good book selection for this lesson. always remember to ask about Author/Illustrator with every book read. This is a emphasis in Prek.

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with the atandard and I Can statements for the lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher did a good job of stating and reviewing the standards and essential questions.
 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question for the Sound lesson.

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Glows
Enjoyed ppt- good visual 
Good student movement during lessons
Modeled pictures of solid, liquids, gases
Not a tryical block I lesson

Grows
Ask for a visual such as thumbs up or pencils down when finished 
Validate praise
Establish expectations of each group 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		No mention of learning goals at the beginning of the lesson. Be sure to tell students what they will be learning during your lesson. I can match an upper case letter with its lower case letter.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Good job presenting Standard and EQ.  But spend a minute longer as you go over what this means. This explanation will lead you right into Power Point

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with the standard and I Can statements for the lesson. Explained what the students should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of instructing the students how to remember the subject matter of the lesson with the five "W's."

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You must get in the habit, even at this age of discussing what the students are going to learn.

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher did not share the standard or essential question in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed what they would be learning in the lesson but did not share the standard and essential question.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and shared the standards and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of including the students in the reading and explanation of the standards.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lessson by stating the rules. The standard and essential question were posted in the powerpoint. A very eye catching presentation of the standard and essential question was presented.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential question were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video about the subject matter.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The standards and essential questions were stated.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
The teacher had a great powerpoint.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential question were stated. The "I can" statement was reviewed. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter of the lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison did a good job introducing the standards and having the students orally repeat the stsndards with body movement. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Don't change the wording of your Standard. Leave it just the way it's written. Break it down in your "I Can" Statements and EQ.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened with the standards and expectations for the lesson. Explained what the outcome of the lesson would be.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You read the standard to your students but remember to explain it so that they can understand it.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Good job presenting and breaking down Standard

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Keepers: Good opening Circulating Room Polishers: Use management strategies to get attention Validate praise be careful of grammar use 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The standard and essential question were stated and posted. The teacher began the lesson with discussing the standard. The teacher discussed the important words in the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No posted standard. Standard was not discussed with students. Lesson plan was incomplete.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with a song and had the books for students to look through and identify the stages of the water cycle.  You had a word nbank for this group to complete the worksheet.  The hands on activity allowed students to process the information.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Wonderful job of going over Standard, vocabulary words, etc. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.  Y You had prepared a P.Pt. reviewing the different types of references and how to use them. This was excellent support for the students as they completed the assignments at the stations.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very thorough explanation of point of view.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Differentiation section not filled out.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Be careful not to just read your Standards and I cans/EQs as a ritual. Break these down and explain. Answer your EQ at the beginning.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You introduced and explained the standard using "kid friendly" termns.
Your EQ clearly stated what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		When going over the learning goal a quick review of what it means to compare and contrast would have been appropriate, just in case someone had forgotten. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.
The teacher had great questions about the standard to see how much the students understood what the standard meant.
 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining what the students would be doing during the lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I was not able to do a first observation on Taylor.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Standard was posted.  Discuss the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		-An overall nice job in planning and executing this lesson; -Lesson goals from written lesson were well communicated to students in a manner that they clearly understood them.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Student participation makes it clear that they know the purpose of learning. The intern has clearly informed them of the purpose.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		No standard or EQ posted or presented

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Make sure you do the Standard!  Posted and orally

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Great job with the standard.  You had it written for the small group to see, you read it and then discussed it in terms that the students could understand.  Yu went through the same process when the next group came to you.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The lesson plan had to work within the confines of the Eureka Math program that is used by the school system. Much of the lesson comes through the smart board. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students are very much aware of what their learning goals are for this lesson because the goals have been clearly stated and are reflected throughout the lesson.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The standard and essential question were stated. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Make sure you post and state the Standard.  Also the I Can/EQ

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened with I Can statements so students knew what the lesson was covering.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted but not read or discussed with the students. Remember to do this in every lesson.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The standard and essential question were posted and stated.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Awesome job posting and presenting Standard and EQ.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		You presented your standards and learning goals. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		E.Q.s clearly stated at the beginning of the lesson. These told the students what they would be reviewing during their stations.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the standard written on the board and hurriedly read through it. There was no discussion of what it meant.
Please remember to include an E.Q. or "I can statement" in each lesson. This tells the learners what they are to know at the end of the lesson, even if the lesson is a review lesson they still need to know what the learning goals are.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Went over standard/I Can statements quickly-take time to discuss the standard with the students and what the lesson will be about.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Remember to post the standard and read and discuss it with the students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		No lesson plan was provided for the observer prior to or during the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Be sure to get your lesson plan to supervisor 48 hours before you are going to teach it.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Standards were posted but not addressed at the beginning of the lesson.  You did come back to them during the lesson.  Try to remember to discuss with the students what they are learning and why.  

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by showing a Flocabulary video about subjects and predicates. The standard and essential question were not stated or posted.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I don't remember seeing or hearing you go over the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and EQ perfectly done!  You shared photos of the two generals which made them real to the students!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a continuation of the reasons for America"s Involvement in WWII Standard and EQ clearly posted and explained.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		You had students predict what the lesson was going to be about looking at pictures on the Promethean Board. The students were easily able to do this. You showed a video about the proper way to brush teeth and had students practice along.  Having a real toothbrush, at least for you to use, would have been more engaging. You asked the students how many of them floss their teeth.  About half of them raised their hands.  You told them it was the piece of string to pull between their teeth. It was clear some of the students had not been taught, at home about flossing, therefore it would have been helpful to actually have some floss and demonstrate this.  You moved on and asked the students what cavities were and lead a discussion of foods that cause cavities. You had two outlines of teeth and had the students suggest good/bad foods to put on the two different teeth.  This made them think about how to categorize their answers. You also led a discussion of what good/bad habits were regarding caring for their teeth. You had the students move to their tables and trace the letters in the sentence, "I can brush my _________.   A more open ended option would have been something to the effect of, " I can keep my teeth healthy by_________________.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The standard is captured in an "I can" statement that is posted. The purpose of the lesson (identifying the main idea in a passage" was the subject of an elbow partner discussion at the beginning of the lesson. It was short but accomplished the goal.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate used chart paper to post the standard and other important information for the lesson. It is evidenc that careful planning has gone into this lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students are engaged in learning. They are well aware of the clearly stated learning goals and objectives that have been communicated to them by the teacher candidate (intern).

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Opened with I Can statements making it very clear what the students would be learning during the lesson.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Keepers: Voice tone Good use of Management Strategies Very organized Cute avtivities Polishers: Make sure there is not interfernce with vocab. for example Pea sized 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard or E.Q. were presented.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		E.Q. and standard clearly explained.  E.Q. written on the board for all to see throughout the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standards and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Standards & EQ were listed in Lesson Plan but not clearly articulated to students.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a recall of the standard they were working on. Explained goal of the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to explain the standard. In order not to confuse students, make the explanation connect to the EQ. In other words make them very similiar.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The learning goal was clearly stated using an "I can  statement". 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good presentation of Standard.  Loved how you broke it down for the students to understand.  You went over what theme means in a story.
suggestion- Use your EQ or learning goals to help you and students focus.
 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You explained the standard and used "I can" statements in order to perfectly articulate what the students were to know at the end of the lsesson.
Lesson plan beautifully planned and organized in order to scaffold the information for your students.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The standard and essential question were not stated or posted. *The teacher needs to put the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The lesson began with the teacher explaining what the lesson would be about-germs. The teacher did a good job asking questions about germs.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with the standard and explained it.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.
The teacher did a great job sharing the standard and essential question.
As a review, the teacher had the students sing the Henry Hudson song.
 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Remember to go over standard/I can statements

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Standard was read to the students.  Stabdard should also be explained or put into child friendly terms so young children can understand.  Standard was not posted. Learning goals were measurable and addressed the standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the fire truck visiting the school today.
The standards and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by having the students skip count several different ways.  Great way to begin the lesson! The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with standard and I Can statement.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different layers of soil.
The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 
 

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The standards and essential questions were stated in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Standards were stated and posted. You went the standard and even repeated it in kid friendly terms. Lesson plans were sent in time frame, well written and easy to follow. Lessons were age appropriate and included SS and writing integration. (Next time you can include the writing standard) 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Had student read standard, asked students to review “theme” EQ or “I can” statements need to be the target goal for the students. More important to point this out rather than read the standard (unless the school requires you to read the standard)

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		The lesson began before I arrived, however I could see in the slide presentation handouts you had addresssed the standard and the EQ.
Lesson is well planned, organized and had nice flow to it.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson reading, explaining and discussing the standard and " I can" statement.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		All standards and goals were posted and gone over with the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In moving from one classroom to another, I may have missed any posted standards and specific related discussion.  Therefore it is marked "not observed".  However, the teacher candidate used language that clearly articulated the goals of the lesson, and the written lesson showed the appropriate standards. This was a well planned lesson for a teacher candidate at this level. If there were any criticism at all, one might say that it was ambitious in trying to accomplish so much in the time period given. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The participation level of students made it clear that they were aware of the purpose of learning, and were attentive to the task at hand.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher started the lesson by asking good questions.
Great presentation of standards and essential questions on the powerpoint.
 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: great job explaining distributive effective activity good methods to help students remember corredt function order polishers: Need opportunity for independent work 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened by reading the standard and reviewing the I Can statement.  Reviewed vocabulary and explained the meaning of the words. Reviewed prior learning with a place value game.  You had students explain their thinking for arranging themselves.  You created an anchor chart with the students contributing information.  You had a tic tac toe board for students to choose their activities to complete.You did a good job of trying to involve all students--getting them to contribute to the discussion or activity.  You tied the learning to the real world.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You reviewed and discussed the standard for the lesson with the class.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Grows: Modeling student collaboration Management Stratagies Grows: More instruction Stud. Beahavior during group work

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Management Strategey used-when finished put finger in air Enjoyed poem at opening Grows: Circulate room while students are doing work to make sure they understand Close the lesson using key points or something...do not just stop teaching Find your teacher voice...act like you are enjoyin gthe lesson Ecougage students and praise them through out lesson

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Despite the lengthy story, the children were very engaged throughout.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Standard was posted nut be sure to explain it to the students.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standards were posted. read and explained to students.  I Can statements was read and students recorded it.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted but was not discussed with the students. The EQ was posted and discussed in the lesson. Learning goals are clear and measurable.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
Awesome video of the seasons was shown in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed the essential question on the powerpoint.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The intern consistently states learning goals in all of her lessons, and this was certainly done throughout the beginning of the lesson and anytime during the lesson there was a shift of focus.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You do a good job of communicating with your students the learning goals of the lesson. The students know where they are headed, and this helps you as well to do the best job possible.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Don't be afraid to slow down & take your time.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Reviewed the standard and explained it's meaning with the I Can statements.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Group work and colaboration Related to real life Modeling Grows: Validate praise Give more feedback Encourage students to do their best

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standards were posted but remember to go over them with the class.  Explain what they are learning and why.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You read the standard but with young students it is necessary to explain the standard. Go over the I Can statements with them also. What will they learn from this lesson and why do they need to know it.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Evidence of clearly stated learning goals was there even near the end of the lesson when students clearly recalled the purpose of learning in their responses.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Standard for the lesson was posted nut was not read or discussed with the students.  Lesarning goals were measurable and supported the standard.

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		54.76%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		3		3		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		3		3		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		3		3		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		3		3		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		2		2		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		2		2		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		3		3		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		3		3		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Fabulous opening (motivator) as you passed out North and South packets of money and pretzels.  Awesome job of using personal scenerios so that the students grasped the idea of how the people had to live with no money and land.  You did a great job of covering material in such an interesting way as they moved through SS book.  You helped them understand how people felt after the war.  I loved the text book when it is used in a fun and interesting way.  You did that!  Did you see how many people raised their hand to read a paragraph?  It was obvious that you were very familiar with material.  You had throught it through well! This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good variety of presentation methods.  Emphasized important word directions throughout and at the end...Build, Draw, Write.  Did enough examples "with" the students to help them be successful on their own.  Students enjoyed building the numbers with stick pretzels and mini marshmellows to signify tens and ones.  Be careful of saying "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Overall the lesson was good.  An additional way to introduce "What is a synonym?" might have helped.  Reading a book and filling in a chart are very similar and may not reach a student who needs to "see" it in a different way.  Liked the ling you made to help remember with cinnamon rolls. Good activity...might have saved some time if you had only glittered one cinnamon roll.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Great opening of asking what they know about division.  The book The Doorbell Rang was excellent way to introduce concept of division.  Loved that you gave them a visual of "real cookies" to help them divide. You have a very good, natural way to deliver information.  suggestion- could have been more instruction from you before starting groups. Introducing and writing vocabulary on Prom. Board would have been a thought. Possible more scenerios of using students.   I was confused on whether we were doing division or division with remainder.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students about the white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needs to let one of the students read the Application Problem to engage the students more. GROW-Instead of asking for oral answers to the problems, the teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint and demonstrate how they arrived at their answers. The student asked to come to the powerpoint-the teacher should have asked the students to come up first. THe teacher instructed the students to arrange their fraction strips from biggest to smallest. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure all the students have their fractions strips before beginning the lesson. One student did not have the fraction strips. GROW-The teacher needs to know the lesson plan well enough that she does not need notes while teaching. The teacher did a good job of practicing with the students before letting them begin the activity with the fraction strips game. The teacher had good questions to prompt the fraction strip game about equal, greater than and less than. The students had good discussion about the different fraction strips.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good review lesson.  Glad that you have the students writing in math!  I liked the way you had them share what they had written about the perimeter question that needed to be corrected..."using mathematical language and writing".  Using Quiziz to review material on the chrome book is good.  Quiz on math vocabulary showed them that they need to "brush up" on vocabulary.  Kept stressing test taking skills.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good use of video to introduce the lesson on multiplying decimals.  Stopping video to reinforce concept lets the students know what is important.  Some confusion using the word "estimate"...not correct word in this situation.  You explained the activity well, telling them exactly what to do before they started.  Loved the "REACH" pass!!

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Good opening using video of sequencing.  Use this video to review. suggestion-  You did ask what they heard in video, and they mentioned transitional words, but dig deeper in review.  Ask high level questions like "in the video they were explaining how to put a model airplane together.  Why is it important to do this in correct order (sequencing)? " "What may happen if order is wrong?"  Then connect this with their writing.  Same principle to write in an ordered fashion.   Loved the activity sheet of carving the pumpkin.  They could relate to this. But did you ever talk about it afterward? suggestion- You , as the teacher, must set the directions for writing the paragraph.  Don't take for granted that they know what you expect. suggestion- Give them several topics to choose from for them to write story.  These topics would be things they could relate to.  ex.  Giving a dog a bath, getting ready for school, getting ready for football practice, etc. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Good beginning having students refer back to previous knowledge about habitats ans traits.  Video of Okefenokee Swamp allowed the students to get a sense of what it looked like and its sounds.  Good explanation of each of the three lab activities before they began to work.  Also had diagram of how they would rotate through each lab.    Walked around and check on each group during each rotation to question and expand on what they had done.  Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give a direction...are you giving them a choice??

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great control of the lesson. The students shared about the different nouns at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job with letting the students repeat the different information. The teacher did an awesome job sharing the plural nouns, verbs on her power point. The teacher explained the game, “I Like to Move It”,  with the power point directions. “The student walks around the room” was the example on the power point.  The students did a great job illustrating the verb and singular noun in the sentence. The teacher put on a doctor’s coat and asked the students questions about her coat. The teacher let the students know they were going to be surgeons. The teacher called on different students to get different sentence strips . The students went to the floor with their sentence strip. The teacher had the students divided into different groups ahead of time. The organization of the groups previously helped the lesson move smoothly. The lesson is unbelievable! The teacher was so organized, thorough and knowledgeable of the subject matter. The teacher issued each group bags with words. The teacher gave explicit instructions about the bags with words. The teacher instructed the students to take the clothespins and pull out the correct word.  The students would clip on the correct word to the sentence. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in groups while completing the surgeon’s station.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good introductory lesson for Geometry.  Song and two videao about the attributes of trapezoids and parrallelograms held student interest.  Filling out the geometry study guide together as a class...made sure everyone had the right information and examples to study for the test.  Good use of word bank to fill in the blanks.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Standard was very wordy...might have been better to paraphrase in student language.  "Password" was a great way to review math vocabulary.  You may need to do more modelling of what you want students to do instead of just telling them.  "Show is sometimes better than tell".  After activity using cubes, you might have gone around and picked them up...students were doing more playing with them than being constructive.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good beginning to your presentation telling the students why you were not in class, where you were, and taking pictures to show them that go along with their study of symbols of the United States.  Book about the Statue of Liberty was very appropriate for kindergarten and the students really remembered a lot of the facts from the book.  Using a graphic organizer to write down all the facts gave them a visual to use during their writing.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good power point showing four different birds with different beaks/bills and how they got their food.  Good videos incorporated into the power point.  Materials for lab activities were readily available for the students.  Students seemed to really enjoy the activities and was a great way for them to learn about how birds get their food by the type of beak they have.  Good prompting the students when needed. Good use of graphic organizer to show results from activities. Good paraphrasing of student answers.  Praised one student specifically for using the word "nectar".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You activiated the lesson with a video about common and proper nouns. It is always good to have a brief discussion about any video shown. This sends the message the videos are part of the lesson. If possible, it is a good idea to pause the video and ask questions. Example: "Why is Atlanta a proper noun? With first graders you wouldn't want to do this too many times, but it would be excellent reinforcement of an excellent video. You discussed common and proper nouns with the class and asked for examples. Each student was given an index card with either the word person, place, or thing written on it. The students were to use magazines to find picture examples of their word.These examples were then taken to you to be placed on the T-Chart you had made with the headings Common and Proper Nouns. You questioned students as they presented their picture to you in order to assess their understanding of lesson goal. You had them explain "why" their picture would be placed on either the common or proper side of the chart.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You referenced a book read last week in order to help students make a connection to the standard...opinion writing. You read a book callled Hey Littlle Ant and allowed students to make predictions before you began the reading. Making predictions is one of the things good readers do! After reading the book, you constructed a T-Chart with a Pro column and Con column for whether or not to free or squish the ant.   The students were asked to share their opinions and you added them to the chart. This was an excellent visual and support for the writing assignment they were to do . It was difficult for you to give appropriate wait time as students were sharing their opinions as they were shouting out, all at one time, their thoughts. You explained to the students they would be completing an opinion piece of writing regarding whether they though the ant should be let free or be squashed. You shared the graphic organizer with them, but told them they did not have to use it.  This should be nonnegotiable. All students, when writing a formal piece of writing, should use a G.O., no matter the grade level.  They are excellent tools for helping students organize their thoughts and the Oreo G.O. is a terrific one for this type of writing. Once you realized they should all be using the G.O., you supported your students understanding of how to use it when you filled out some of the parts of the G.O. with them. If this was the first time for this type of writing, it might have been a good idea to complete the entire writing assignment in whole group having the students work along with you to construct the piece. Or perhaps let  Mrs. Rainwater take the students who thought the ant should be let free and work with them and you take the ones who thought the ant should be squashed. I believe it would have helped the students with their reasons if you had reminded them of the chart with their responses on it. This could have been as a tool to help them get started on their particular point of view regarding the ant's fate. Because the G.O. begins with opinion and ends with opinion , it would have been a good idea to point out their opinion will stay the same at the end  of their piece as the beginning. It should only be stated another way. You moved throughout the classroom giving assistance to the students. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		You had very good oral reading skills (lots of silly rhymes is not always easy to read).  At the beginning, you might ahve asked if anyone had ever been camping. This would have connected the students with the book. You asked questions of the students. Remember to give them plenty of wait time before expecting an answer. Also ask probing questions if the first question doesn't get a good response. You could have asked "Who were the characters? Their Names?" Used the book to read again a passage with the characters rhyming names. You could have developed the rhyming more - these kids need to know how to rhyme so that's an important part of the learning. Posters were good. Remember to always model good handwriting with your examples. There wasn't much differentiation. Having some copies of the pages for each table would have been helpful. These students do not have developed drawing skills.    

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I felt like you were a little tentative giving information during the lesson.  You did do a good job of explaining to the students what the goal of the lesson was going to be.  Your example sentences were good but it would have been easier seeing the punctuation if you had used a different color ink when putting on promethean board.  Lesson was one dimensional...all you did was give sentences that needed to have quotation marks and other punctuation as needed...nothing more.  Worksheet was hard to see on the screen.  View before teaching how things look to the last row of students.  You lost participation when you were going over the worksheet.  When you teach you need to think about the learning styles of your students and incorporate into your lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Your directions to the students were not clear throughout the lesson.  There was too much time taken up with having to copy necessary materials and waiting around; it was obvious that you were not prepared for the lesson I observed.  Also, you need to make sure you learn the names of the students.  There was too much opportunity for students to get off task.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The Flocabulary video was a good opening, but give them "forward thinking " about what they are about to watch.  Something to listen for, etc. If you are going to show the video, then you have to use it for something or it's just a waste of instruction.  Discuss it! You had a nice balance of instruction verses practice.   suggestions- While you are instructing, they need to be watching you.  Even if they think they know how to solve, have them watch you first (direct instruction).  Then move into having them solve as you go ( guided instruction), and finally on their own (independent practice).   Loved how they worked a couple of problems in their small groups. If you notice there are many getting confused, go back to guided instruction.   The game was a great way to apply practice.  suggestion- Make sure you make directions very clear on games.  It will save your sanity if they completely understand before beginning. **The group I watched you teach was a bright group, but the next group can be completely different.  So, set those expectations and rules clearly! 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by sharing about transition words. The teacher shared a good youtube about transition words. The teacher had good questions about the transition words. GROW-After giving the students instructions for the worksheet, the teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions. This will prevent the students asking questions after they begin. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery about the transition words before issuing the worksheet to complete. The teacher had a powerpoint about transition words. GROW-The teacher needs to let a student read parts of the powerpoint. The teacher does a good job or praising the students when they try or when they answer the questions correctly. The teacher had a good powerpoint explaining sequence in transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the powerpoint and point out or circle the transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to point to the transition words as the students read the transition words aloud with her. The teacher had a transition word anchor chart. The teacher explained what the students would do with the anchor chart part of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint -Let's Make An Anchor Chart! The teacher called on different students to tell her where to put the transition word on the anchor chart. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the transition words in their writings on their chromebooks. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their chromebooks. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a nice job of explaing meanings and reasons of why we do things.  Power Point was easy to understand and see as you went over the rules of adding s, es, and ies.   There was a good balance of guided instruction (power point), guided practice (pronethium activity) and independent practice.  You asked great high level questions during the guided practice. Transitions into small groups moved quickly with no time wasted. They knew where to go. You had groups listed and ready to roll.   suggestion- Set your expectations before moving into groups to practice.  They were fairly loud from the beginning. (unless this was not an issue to you) But this can make it hard for others to work. Tell them what you expect for them to get Trojan Gold. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher began by selecting students to put their hand in the mystery box and describe what it is in the mystery box. When the students finished reaching in the box, they returned to the circle. GROW-The opening of the lesson needed more delivery about the goals of the lesson. The teacher pulled the students to the floor for a read aloud. The teacher asked great questions during the read aloud. The powerpoint about the five senses was very informative. The teacher used the powerpoint to further explain about the five senses. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about the powerpoint as she presented the different slides. At the end of the powerpoint, the teacher had a chart with the five senses. The students suggested answers for the chart as the teacher wrote in the answers. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet to the students before letting them begin. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before letting them begin the worksheet. GROW-The instructions for the back of the worksheet needed further explaining.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Tied lesson to prior knowledge.  Used a "Queen or Royality" voice and hand gesture to signify the importance of proper nouns.  Had manipulatives with sentences-all sentences related to their real world.  You expanded the learning by tying other subjects into your lesson.  Good use of "why" questions-having students explain their thinking.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good opening - video was age appropriate & enhanced lesson. Make word problems more 'age appropriate' so that the students can better relate Allow the students to work the problems on the board in order for other class members to see how the answer was derived

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about healthy emotions. The teacher shared a youtube about emotions. The teacher asked questions about feelings shown in the youtube. *The teacher had too many "okays". The teacher explained the "What If?" game to the students. The teacher would read different scenarios and the students would answer the questions about happy, sad or mad. The students would ask different questions to determine if the situations were happy, sad or mad.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students who like to eat cookies. The teacher did a good job interacting with the students in a discussion about how sweet cookies can hurt their teeth. The teacher asked about apples. The teache's assistant passed out laminated teeth and toothbrushes. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in the beginning of her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to move her lesson faster so the students were engaged throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the powerpoint about brushing teeth before she started it. GROW-The teacher needed to have more discussion about the correct way to brush teeth before she started the powerpoint. The teacher passed out different pictures of foods that were healthy and unhealthy. The teacher instructed the students to discuss which foods were healthy and which were unhealthy. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the group activity. The teacher instructed the students to put their food picture on the correct Happy or Sad tooth anchor chart. The teacher discussed the different foods as the students went up to the happy or sad chart. The teacher discussed the chart after the students placed them on the chart. GROW-The teacher needed an assessment to determine if the students understood the subject matter.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Effective use of technology to enhance learning goals and engage students

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The lesson featured the use of remotes in each student's hand to electronically respond to a series of "Where in the World?" questions. This technology was used in addition to the Promethean board. Even though the students were for a long time on the carpet looking at the interactive screen being used by the student teacher, they were actively engaged in learning in part because there was more than one type of technology, It was so well done it was not an issue to have only guided practice instead of individual work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*What an awesome job of integrating SS (American Revolution) with your ELA.  LOVED IT! *Wonderful that you stopped during read aloud and asked questions. You also referred back to things previously learned. *Good transition as you moved into the Venn Diagram. *The writing prompt activity was a good choice. Perfect for your Standard as they wrote about an imaginary narrative based on what they had learned from their read aloud book. *I noticed on your plan, there is differntiation for your gifted learners. Did you do this? *Time management was spot on! 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate leads the students through a technology based exercise that helps them practice  counting by 9’s. Students are fully engaged.  The teacher candidate then helps students work through a long division problem. She has a strength in keeping students actively participating in guided practice through showing a high level of interest in the subject matter and giving the right verbal cues that elicit thoughtful answers from students. Good explanation of how to check math work (conducting opposite operations such as if you added before, now you subtract).

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		There was a robust discussion after the video in which the teacher/intern engaged students to determine their level of understanding. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher let the students begin the lesson by sharing with their partner what they knew about the three events posted. This was a great way of letting the students share their knowledge. The teacher asked the students to share what their feelings would have been if they had been present during the three events. The teacher shared a paragraph about Effects of Civil RIghts on Parents with the students to prompt their writing. The students discussed the effects the Civil Rights Movement had on the parents. The teacher conducted a very smooth transition with the students into small writing groups. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during her small writing group. This was a great lesson that included whole group instruction and small group instruction.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You opened the lesson with a short video/song which had the students engaged.  You asked remembering questions and had some students explain their thinking.  You set expectations for behavior and did a great job of maintaining the behavior throughout the lesson. When you close your lesson have students restste what they have learned.  You did have them give examples. You provided some accomodations for your struggling readers with the sentence starters for them to use in the activity.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Room was too dark at times. The students appeared to be struggling to see the book & handout. Make sure that you define key vocabulary terms as it is presented in the lesson. I would suggest have a vocabulary word chart.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Students would probably not identify with "crossing guard".  The majority of students ride busses or are car riders.  When asking about the letters on the signs, I don't think they understood what you wanted...might have continued question with "are the letters lower case or capital letters".  Good vocabulary building throughout the lesson.  Very easy transition to activity of making stop light.  Students followed your directions well and all were successful.  Be careful using "OK" too often when you are asking them to do something.  Lesson was very successful in allowing all students to know the signs. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Come up with a strong way to engage students when they arrive at your station.  You did tie the lesson to yesterday's learning and previous knowledge. You had guided instruction and independent practice.  You were very encouraging and helped students with their misunderstandings.  A visual-especially a number line might have been helpful for students when rounding large numbers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		In addition to the "I can" statements, the lesson opening allows students time to review the meaning of author's point of view. Even the meaning of the word "point" is discussed, because it has a different meaning here than in some instances. Students use the higher order thinking skill of applying when they look at a story about giraffes.. It has some very specific information. The students are encouraged as the student teacher reads the story aloud in small chunks, stopping to discuss what the author's point of view is progressing, and what the author wants the reader to learn. The student teacher uses the statement/response for students as they transition to independent work.... "The first thing I do is always the same..... I pick up my pencil and write my name." It helps keep them on task, and encourages names on papers which is a time saver for the teacher during grading.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate planned a good lesson. The hightlight of the lesson was the "field trip" within the school and just outside the school doors. In order to have powerful discussions about the setting in in books, the students were taken to different "settings" at school - the cafeteria and outdoors. This experience and the questioning/instruction that went along with it created a memorable learning experience for students. The teacher candidate shared hand motions with her students to help them recall the main aspects of a setting. They responded well to this strategy. The visits to the other areas of the school and the hand motions both differentiated instruction for various types of learners. The only area in which there was a need for improvement was in questioning. The teacher candidate was not effectively able to redirect students at times when they were not giving the intended/hoped types of answers to the questions she was addressing to the whole group.  It may be helpful to reexamine the wording of the original questions. Could they be structured to better reach the desired conclusion?

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You activated the lesson by having your students practice their skip counting using "the train", touching toes etc. Very interactive way to launch the lesson. You asked the students what a digit is. You led, through thorough questioning, to the fact they are the numbers 0-9. You gave the students a Place Value House handout and discussed/demonstrated what the meaning of each of the "two rooms" in the house was. You demonstrated where the numbers would go using two digit numbers as examples. You had students predict what they thought the pretzels and the marshmallows would represent during the lesson and several predicted correctly!  You modeled/demonstrated, using the Elmo, and had students come up and show how numbers could be demonstrated using the pretzels and marshmallows. This beautifully supported the practice of place value using tens and ones!  

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson asking students to explain where/why commas are used in a date.  This allowed the students to connect prior knowledge (seeing/going over the date daily) to the current lesson. You then showed a video demonstrating how to use commas in a series. Perhaps, stop the video to ask questions. This will send the message they are to be learning something from the video as well as help you assess their understanding.  Be careful not to "over do" this, just as it feels like a natural place to stop and ask a question or two. After the video you asked the students how commas are used. You explained when coming a c omma while reading the reader should pause briefly.  Comma=Pause. You then asked the students what the term series means.  They thought of this word in regards to movies, books. You led them to the understanding it could mean a list of thingsas might be written in a sentence. You revisited this term several times during the lesson which was excellent support for a new vocabulary word. You stressed that commas are used when listing 3 or more items. You instructed the students that no comma was necessary when two items were listed and the word "and" would come between the two items. You scaffolded the lesson by sharing a PPt. with sentences needing commas to separate words in a series. You began with examples of sentences which already had the commas and moved on to ones in which the students would need to determine if and where commas were needed.  They each had "comma manipulatives" and you called on different students to come to the board and explain where they thought a comma should be placed. The students were all engaged, hands up, wanting a turn. You had many examples on the PPt. for the students to practice which was excellent support for their learning. Using a marker on the Promethan Bd. each time a student told you where to place a comma would have helped the students coming afterwards know which part of the sentence they were now on. You revisited the reason for using commas and also asked if there were two items if a comma was necessary. You then gave the students a worksheet to practice.  You worked through the first 3 with the students and then had them complete the rest on their own. You closed the lesson having the students write their own sentences which included 3 or more items in order to demonstrate their understanding of how to use commas in a series. Once their sentences were checked for correctness, the students were given a sentence strip to write thier sentences on and macaroni to glue down to represent the commas. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the worksheet about commas. The teacher encouraged each student to be more involved in the lesson. The teacher didi a great job helping students when they answered the question incorrectly. The teacher used a great teaching moment to further explain the content of the lesson. The teacher does a great job including the students in discussions about the correct answers for the problems. The teacher issued sentence strips to all of the students. The teacher had the students write the sentences and insert commas where they are needed. The teacher instructed the students to glue macaroni where the commas need to be inserted.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was explaining how to fill out the graphic organizer which would help them write better constructive responses in writing. The teacher constantly asked questions about the progress of the lesson as they completed the graphic organizer. The students were very quiet during Reading group rotations. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		For the beginning of the lesson, the comment and question above apply here as well. It is possible to have a more highly interactive opening that would command the attention of the students. This is a developing skill on the part of the teacher candidate. Lessons on mathematics skills such as skip counting can be more of a challenge late in the day after students have been active (lunch, specials, recess), but a creative approach to active learning can make it successful. You have the skills and the resources to take this to the next level! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson was not error-free. The teacher sometimes needs to consider what information the students would need, and how can an experiment early in the lesson help build vocabulary. You corrected on sand by saying grains of sand, but please be careful to use precise language in science. Student misconceptions are a major issue, and we don't want to add to those by not attending to detail. 
Make sure that you are only speaking with certainty when you have 100% knowledge that it is true. Some of your soil lesson was leaning toward misconceptions with the types of soil being a certain size. You were a talking about the particles or grains, but you didn't say that until after introducing sand, and it was after the fact and under your breath. 
Another consideration for planning lessons is to think about what students will be doing. If they are listening to the teacher talking and writing notes, they will be less engaged than if they were examining different types of soil with a magnifying glass. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		It was admirable and effectve to use Post It notes for students to write the question and main idea. The teacher candidate explained and reviewed the meaning of compare/contrast before the students began their work, and this was very helpful in giving them the opportunity to do their best work. Students were engaged and participating in the lesson in part because of the teacher candidate's rapport with her students.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The intern gives students meaningful feedback. She helps them discern the appropriateness of their own answers. This helps them take responsibility for their own learning.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved the 3-2-1 pretest!  This was a great opening as you began your lesson on Christopher Columbus.   suggestion- Give a time limit on this because it can be lengthy. suggestion- possibly connect the students in 3 groups to work on one question each.  This would make it go quicker!  I would keep it down to 10 minutes.  Remember this is just a pretest. suggestion- The pretest needs to be connected as you begin your lesson.  How can you lead them into discussion after the pretest?  Good job with your delivery but go deeper!  This is your chance to shine as a teacher as you describe and recreate his journey. suggestion-  You seemed to know the material, but remember they don't know it ,so explain more in detail to help them learn. They need more teaching and less copying on to their sheet.  Use this time to ask high level questions.  Don't take for granted that they know this content.  They don't.  Give them the meaning on what these things you are going over. suggestion- Make your Power point more inviting by using graphics, etc.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good introduction of asking open ended questions about equivalent fractions. You did a great job of helping them understand the process of decomposing. Using the visuals are very important, along with volunteers coming to board to explain how they got their answers. You also gave ample time for practice. So glad you continued to ask them repeatedly if they understood. Loved that you broke them into groups to add more practice using different activities. Wonderful! Give your expectations for your transitions. "Walk quietly to your group" or "silently be at your group in 10 seconds. Go"

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job reviewing what they had learned about multiplication.  Your guided instruction/practice was very helpful to your students. suggestion- As a volunteer is telling you the strategy he/she used to solve, you can practice two things. 1- Have them come up to board and show their process 2- As they tell you what to write, use this time to ask questions on how they came up with this step. Great balance of instruction and participation (direct, guided and independent) The stations were a great way to practice their strategies

		Burns		Emily		917405476		The students were engaged from the very beginning of the lesson with the short video/song and book. You did a good job of asking students if they knew what certain vocabulary words meant. You made a L.Arts connection when reading the book.you related the book to real life experiences of the students.  You asked remembering questions-but could have expanded this.  Your management was good-students knew your expectations for talking while exploring their rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During a student's time at the board to show how she worked a problem, the intern said these types of encouraging sentences that would help the student and her classmates: "You're doing the problem right so far...." "Tell us how you are working that problem...." Ms. Burton has high expectations for her students, and spends extra time with the ones that need help.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students were at least somewhat engaged in the read aloud. Several asked unimportant questions, which may go back to the lack of a clearly stated purpose for the lesson. It forced you to say to three different students that their question was unimportant.. Even though you were simply trying to get them back on target, it was a distraction for you and all of your students. Discussing the headings as a text feature may have been more effective with a sample page that was labeled or highlighted the heading(s). As students transitioned into groups, it may have been helpful to remind each group whate they should be doing.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lesson opened with studentds reading from the text and completing part of their lab recording sheet. Students transitioned into the lab where they used different tools to simulate bird beaks and tried to eat various foods. Students predicted which tools/beaks would be best for each food type. Lots of good questions asked throughout the lesson, including higher order questions. Students were very engaged in the lab. Lesson plan had accomodations listed but were not really part of the lesson. When closing, come back to the learning goal/standard and have students explain what they learned. You did part of this with them telling what the lab showed them-just tie it to the standard.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		You opened with a book about firefighters. You had the community helper dolls to reenforce the concepts. You had the students look at the cover and predict what they thought the story was going to be about. You asked questions throughout the story. In small groups you let the students act as firefighters-complete with hats, stickers, fire extinguishers and burning house and car. Students were very engaged and excited about the lesson. You allowed students practice with the large telephone board, to practice dialing 911. You were very encouraging and patient with the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very good lesson overall. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		You activated the lesson by putting on a fireman's hat and asking the students who they thought you were. You connected the lesson to the students having seen a firetruck and firemen earlier in the day. You asked the students what they would do in order to get help...you led them to saying they should dial 911. You played a very engaging video about how/when to call 911. You made a cell phone for students to come up and practice dialing 911.  The students were very excited to have their turn. Be sure to ask HOT (Higher Order Thinking) questions, such as, "Why would the fireman need the equipment you see pictured on the board?"  Why would you not call 911 if someone says something mean to you?" Your transitions between activities were very well done and not instructional time was lost. You asked students when it was appropriate to call 911. Because most of them could not/did not think past calling the fire department you led them to understanding other  appropriate times.   You next had a picture on board of a fireman and what he wears. The students came to the Promethean Board and had the students move the clothing of the fireman to the correct place on his body. When giving reinforcement and feedback, remember to be specific wiith your praise.  Go beyond, "Good job".  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good job present clear visuals of the topic. You were very encouraging to your students. Even though we have a new First Lady, I would use her in the comparison. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher shared the Bernestain Bears book about eating healthy. *During the read aloud, the teacher needed to stop and ask questions about the book. *The teacher needed to slow down reading a little. The teacher divided the students into partners.  The students had to divide the foods into healthy and unhealthy foods at their tables. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students at heir seats completing their activity. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The teacher had a variety of teaching strategies to teach the subject matter.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good activities were planned and completed. When students are working in groups, I think it would be beneficial for them to have a designated place to sit and work.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good opening as you moved into review after presenting Standard and EQ. Using the handwashing sequence was something they could relate to, but talk about why this situation must be in correct sequence.   suggestion- as you begin your introductin into lesson, talk about why it's important to sequence.    Loved the LEGOS article, but again talk about what they are doing before you start reading!  Give them a connection from moving from one activity to another.    suggestions-What about showing some real Legos? Talking about how popular they are, how much people love building with them, how it has become a talent competition!  Get them excited about this article!  suggestion- Each time a student write a new sequence from the article, go back and connect with previous.  So important to keep them engaged and connected with what they are doing.   Awesome closing and summarizing as students read their sequencing stories  aloud and pointed out key transitional words. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the foundation of the lesson. Good use of technology in the lesson. Lots of hands on activities Have a plan for distributing & retrieving supplies for activity

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You activated the lesson by holding up a word written on a card.  You cut the prefix off of the word and let it fall to the floor. You then moved on and cut off the suffix of the word. You asked the students to predict what you were doing. They were able to tell you you had cut off the prefix and suffix of the word and you were left with the root word. Very clever and engaging way to introduce the learning goals for the lesson. You then played a video about affixes and root words. You used the song to launch a discussion of where root words and affixes are used. You had students pick a card, from the stack of cards at each table grouping, written in red.  The students were to walk over to someone who has a paper with a prefix, suffix, or root word that would combine to create a new word. You then had several pairs of students share their new words with the class and explain the root word, the prefix or suffix and the meaning. You had a second "round" of the activity using words written in black. The students were clearly engaged in this activity and understood the concepts, as they were able to explain their new words.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began with setting expectations and explaining the directions for the review game. You had the "teams" talk about anything they were confused about from the learning goals listed on the board. This was a great idea. You may have wanted to point out why it was important to take this seriously as knowing the answers would help their team earn points. After the were finished discussing, you went over the learning goals, whole group, calling on individuals to explain the concepts. You clarifed any misunderstandings or confusion about each learning goal.  This was a terrific "warm-up" for the game and great support for your students' learning. All of the questions were on slides with the choices listed below.  Beautifully prepared and written! As individual students from individual teams had an opportunity to answer a question you had the rest of the students make the correct letter choice in order to keep them engaged.  A few stopped doing this as the game progressed. You may have wanted to remind them to continue doing this, have them grade their own responses, and take their papers up at the end of the game. This would have helped keep all students accountable for thie learning even when it was not their turn to answer a question for their team. It would have also given them a great idea as to how well they understood the content as they graded their papers. For two of the questions, you showed embedded videos to review the information in the question. You knew these were difficult concepts and you were prepared to give your students extra support. Well done!! You listened and questioned your students responses by having them explain their choice.  This was an excellent way to ensure their learning had a deeper depth of knowledge! I did not see the closing of the lesson because I had to leave. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good opening instructional video (Partly Cloudy). It sparked the interest of the students as well as stressed the language / purpose of your standard. It helped to present the information in a fun way. By stopping / starting the video, the students had the opportunity to give progessive answers. The TC provided positive reinforcement and feedback throughout the lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. YEA! As a means to accomodate the varius reading levels of your students, you provided the reading passages on various Lexile levels! Lesson was well planned & presented!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You activated the lesson with a picture of your puppy and asked the students for words to describe it.  After a list was made, you led the students to tell you the words listed were called adjectives.  Very engaging opening. Love that you used a picture of your dog. Students like to know about their teachers your using a picture of your own dog makes you more "real" for them. You used an anchor chart and led the students in a discussion of what adjectives do. Your questioning was excellent in leading the students to the purposes of adjectives. You handed out "adjective booklets" and gave excellent support as you guided the students through filling in the pages. The booklet is a great resource for future use. The students then played the "Bubble Game" and were to identify the adjectives in the sentences. As this was a game found online, it was impossible to slow it down. I believe there was a little frustration for your students since it went so fast. It would have been beneficial if you had been able to ask "why" a certain word was an adjective. The students were then divided into two groups in order to differentiate the next activity. You had different and appropriate expectations for the two different groups. During the transitions from one activity to the next, the students were talking and getting off task. These transitions need to be done in a more orderly way in order not to lose instructional time getting them back on task. Be sure to set the expectations for each transition.  

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Creative thinking to play Kahoot at beginning of lesson to open up review and practice. Tip: Have someone work out problem the wrong way to show importance of carelss mistakes and following formula. Stations were all well organized and planned.  

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting her plan for the lesson at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good dance video for the students to dance with. The teacher did a good job of having the students walks to their spot on the carpet. Good quiet transition for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a plan to dismiss the students to their seats quietly. The teacher has the powerpoint about the Inside Out characters. The teacher let different students have the emotion cards. The teacher asked the students to share what makes them happy, sad, etc... GROW-When the students are selecting someone to pass the smiley face to, time the students or let the students count to 10. GROW-The teacher needed to review only three emotions. The students became restless because they lost interest in the delivery.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Make sure that you practice the math skill that you will be teaching so that you can proficiently explain the technique to the students.  You did not come up with the correct answer for 41-29 using the technique you were teaching and would have proceeded without correcting the error if a student had not pointed out the correct way to achieve the answer. You also need to make sure that all of your materials are ready ahead of time so that transitions are more smooth. There seemed to be a lot of confusion throughout the lesson. However, you did a great job with getting the students back on track after the fire drill!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great anchor chart. You were very encouraging to the students. Good transitioning between activities

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great powerpoint of important information.  Good energy throughout the lesson.  Since you were having an activity about "cause and effect", you might have ussed those words as you were going through the powerpoint.   Not sure why you did the last activity "Snowball Pile" in the way that you did...our class was very active and talkative...might have done something with less active participation.  

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Notes are in the section above.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You engaged students with the quick review of previous learned content and had the smart board with virtual manipulatives for your teaching. You tied the lesson to the real world when asking students to give you examples of how they had used subtraction at home. White boards allowed students to practice and then check their work.  I know you hated to waste time but some students did not have enogh time to complete the task before you moved on. You reenforced strategies for subtraction throughout lesson and used content vocabulary effectively. Try to incorporate more open ended questions or why questions to encourage students to explain their thinking.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Good anchor chart using an area model and number line to show addition of fractions with like denominators.  You might have also done one on the promethean board from scratch to show how it was developed.  Remember under the whole number 1 to put the equivalent fraction...in this case 9 over 9.  I liked you putting up a wrong answer to see if students would catch your mistake.  Remember...you are the "differentiator"...show your students "how to" in as many ways possible to help them be successful in achieving the standard.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened with recall of prior knowldge.  You asked lots of questions and gave styudents lots of opportunities to explain their thinking.  Loved that you incorporated technology-having them research and create a food web. You did a great job monitoring the class, encouraging students.  You were moving all over the classroom as students worked. Try to make real world connections.  I am sure the students have witnessed the food web in progress.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You activated the lesson asking who had a birthday. Then you asked who had a birthday in September and finally who had a birthday in another month. As everyone is excited about their birthdays, the students were completely engaged. You called out the months of the year and had students stand when you got to their birthday month. The number of students for each month was recorded on a chart you had made using tally marks. You ensured your students stayed on task by having them "make the tally marks" with their fingers on one of their hands.  So engaging! You were so prepared for this lesson you had a form with all of the students' bithday months in case they had forgotten which month was theirs. You demonstrated what needs to be done when there is a fifth tally mark. You asked H.O.T. questions when you asked which months had the same number of tally marks, which had the most, which had the least. Thus, you had students reading the chart in order to gather information from it. You asked the students, "How do we represent data?" You led them to the answer of using a bar graph. You modeled/demonstrated how to fill in a bar graph using the data that had been collected on a graph on the promethean board. You had a small group of students work in small group for extra support which demonstrated differentiation for the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You began by relating your lesson to what the students had done during their 30 minutes of morning rotation time with other first grade teachers. This helped students to connect and understand the expectations of the lesson. You reviewed nonstandard objects of measurement by holding up various objects in the room and asking students to tell if they were nonstandard or not. You then asked the students to give examples of standard objects of measurement. You ensured the students knew the difference between standard and nonstandard measurement. You then showed a video demonstrating how to measure the length of a pencil using nonstandard objects. You stopped the video several times in order to ask students to explain what was being done correctly and incorrectly in the video. This allowed students to use analytic and verbal skills to explain. You supported the students learning by reinforcing the terms gaps and units. This was perfect scaffolding for the activity to come. Remember to call on all students whether they have their hands up or not. Do not allow one student to monopolize the class. You reviewed what it means to estimate and estimates to not have to be correct. You modeled estimating the numer of unit cubes it would take to measure certain objects and then you showed them the exact measurement using the unit cubes. This scaffolded the students for what they were going to do in their small groups. You divided the class into ability groups and had the support people and Mrs. Jones. This was excellent use of the support people in the class and the perfect way to differentiate the lesson. The students practiced estimating the length of certain objects and then they used items such as pennies, erasers, and paperclips to get the actual measurement. You closed the lesson asking students to explain how to measure with nonstandard objects. You revisited the necessary vocabulary for the measurements to be done correctly.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Awesome Power point as you taught. Having the map as a visual was right on!  All the pictures helped them understand.  Great visuals! Tip:  It would have been beneficial to have books, handouts with the Hopi facts. (maybe SS book) 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Loved that you had instructions on board as they walked in.  Wonderful! Your opening of explaining what they would be doing was amazing!  This hooked them into ELA! You set your expectations, rules and directions of what they would be doing for "Fun Friday" activity. You also gave them a time limit. This activity provided teamwork, as well as sequencing skills.  The fact that you left off transitional words was a great challenge. suggestion- This is a perfect activity for differentiation.  Having strips that are more challenging for certain teams would keep your above level students occupied longer.  Transitions were excellent as you moved from activity to next activity suggestion- praise your student for asking the question. Thank her for asking when she was confused. So glad you gave example when she was confused. The stations you had created were wonderful.  This gave more practice for sequencing by using different strategies. Closing was right on target. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were introducing Lit Cicles today for the first time to your students. Great job! What a challenge that was for you since you had never done them either. You explained each role through a Power POint, giving examples of each. Having them tell you the roles back as a review was powerful! Loved the RESPECT poster. Analogy of the roles of Lit Circles. Great closing as you brought the roles back around a reviewed again.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good anchor chart for the lesson and activities.  Love "hairy" money.  It has been used in Carroll County for a very long time.  I don't know that the puzzle pieces match really achieved what you wanted.  Most were just matching the pieces not really checking the money amounts.  You went around to help at all tables except the back one and those students really need your help.  Make sure you check on all.  Liked that you made a mistake with one model to see if they would catch it.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Activated prior learning and engaged students with Brain POP video on parts of speech. Students answered questions as a group on the video assessment. Students were very excited about the parts of speech game. Loved that some words could be used in more than one way. You did a great job of having students explain their thinking and defend their answers. You had them use the words in sentences to show their use as a noun or verb. You are always very positive with students and encouraging. There was a good mix of student participation and instructional time. Lesson was going to continue so only guided practice was observed-independent work was to follow.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You had a song/video to open class about similies and metaphors.  Students were singing and engaged.  You asked students to explain the meaning of similie and metaphor.  You balanced the lesson with guided instruction and student participation.  You monitored students as they worked. Try to relate to real life--when will they use similies and metaphors.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by playing an interactive math game. The teacher did a good job illustrating how to play the game before beginning the game with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to share with the students about the alligator's mouth is always open to the largest number. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. THis would help the students answer more of the game questions correctly. The teacher reviewed the signs after the interactive game.  The discussion should have been before the interactive game. The teacher shared the directions for the Trash Basketball game. The teacher had a good discussion about the results when the teachers played the Trash Basketball game. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		You did great "tackling" somewhat difficult math math strategies.  Good modeling each before having the students try.  Be careful of students saying AND when saying a number over 100.  Flip book is a great visual reinforcement for all of the strategies.  It is also better when you want students to do an activity like this is to show them one done the way you want.  Also, be careful of saying "Good" too often.  Try to be more specific with your praise for the students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		"Cute" beginning with another Block I student coming in and sneezing on you. You did a good job of adding information as you read the book to the students.  Your delivery was a little monotone...need more energy!!  Don't just say "Good job"...be more specific with your praise/encouragement.  Don't ever have GUM in your mouth when giving a lesson...or really at any time in a classroom with students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good opening for the lesson. You were very encouraging to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You definitely had their attention with the oreos! You used many strategies to present the material in order to address the learning styles of your students. You had Mrs. Deese work with a group in order to lend to support...great way to differentiate. Set expectations for class behavior for transitions. I need you to...... You revisited the EQ at the end of the lesson and had students explain the difference between a first and second read. Excellent!  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You reviewed what had been learned about relative pronouns the previous week when you asked them to explain them to you. You asked the student what an adverb is. You had students share with their elbow partners so examples of adverbs. You reminded the students adverbs typically end in "ly". You led a discussion of relative adverbs. You displayed a graphic organizer for the students to copy into their interactive notebooks. You had them draw a stick figure and write the words when, where, and why on the limbs of the figure. This was an excellent visual to help students remember what relative adverbs do. You then shared some sentences, on a chart, and had the students identify the relative adverb in each sentence. You scaffolded your students' learning when you then had them create phrases to complete sentences with relative adverbs. Students then worked with their groups to complete relative adverb task cards. Each group had 16 task cards with each student taking a turn recording the correct relative adverb on the answer chart. There was a little confustion regarding what was to be done in the groups. It is always helpful to role play/model what your expect the students to do. Students were confused as to when you were ready for them to begin. Always give directions, model, aske if there are any questions, and then tell them they may begin. Tell them the amount of time they have to complete the activity.. And always a good idea to give a two minute warning. This keeps everyone on task and completing the assignment. Grading group work-I know they liked seeing if they got the answers correct. However, because statements were not read/used to show how the correct answer fit, I am not sure how productive this was. Perhaps having a chart or a slide with the sentences and then have students voluteer to read them with the correct answer. You had the students demonstrate their learning when you gave elbow partners a sentence strip with beginning phrase. The partners completed the sentence using a phrase that contains a relative adverb. The students were allowed to stand up and share their sentence with the class. Having the rest of the class listen to their classmates sentences and identify the relative adverbs would have kept the rest of the students more engaged. Having students explain "why" their word was a relative adverb would have taken their learning to a deeper dept of knowledge. You used the squishy ball for review.  You set the expectations for how the review would happen. You asked review questions related to relative adverbs to close the lesson.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		The mystery box was a great way to open the lesson and get children's attention. The passing around of the box was problematic but you realized later that a circle would have worked better than sitting in rows. Your questions were all about remembering. Consider ways to ask open ended questions (ones you would know what the child would answer  - like Why are your senses important?).  Moving the students up and down was a good plan to manage behavior. If you had used the video game as a closure, you could have had each child answer with a body motion pointing to the correct body part. By position youself in front of the TV you could have seen all the children. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good beginning reading "The Doorbell Rang" to the students and having them divide their cookies throughout the story. You gave instructions about the worksheet beforre handing it out...good.  May have helped them do the worksheet if you had modeled both types of "problems" on the worksheet...then have them work.  Also, count out loud when you model.  They need to see and hear the entire process.  Be careful of using the praise word "Good" too often.  Be more specific.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome review lesson.  The Prezi was such a great way to guide the review.  You did a great job of "feeding" off the students' responses...you not only repeated but expanded when needed and pulled out specifics.  I liked the way you referred back to "standard" words as you went through the review.   Work on phrasing questions so that you get the answer you are looking for....

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great "shot gun" review lesson on the American Revolution.  Prezis were awesome.  You have great knowledge of the subject.  Good instructions at the beginning..."I'm going fast...when I slow down...do you think that is important?" Even though it was more or less a "lecture" the students were involved.  You did a great job of relating past to present...Star Wars and texting.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" toooo much.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good lesson.  Kept the students' attention with its quick pace.  Good transitions from one activity to the next.  Loved the "Double Trouble" bracelets.  Be careful when you are praising the students that you are specific about what you are praising.  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good review lesson over prepositions and prepositional phrases.  Even with technology "glitches", the students got into the lesson.  A variety of activities allowed the students to come to the board and underline prepositional phrases, do movements to verbal preposional phrases, watch a video, and sing along with a video.  Be careful saying "Awesome" and "Alright" too much. Be ore specific with your praise. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Engaged the students by starting the lesson reading in a momotone voice with no expression. Students quickly told you to read with expression and why. During the reading you stopped to be sure the students understood the vocabulary being used. You gained student attention before giving directions for the activity. You encouraged students as they answered questions, contributed to discussion.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You tarted your lesson with the KWL chart getting students to think about what they know about rocks.  You called on lots of students to answer questions or share their thoughts for chart.  You set the expectations for acceptable behavior for think/pair/share.  Be sure to think through what materials you will ned and have them ready.  Maybe ask the teacher to get your water so you don't have to leave room.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a discussion about the comparative adjectives. The teacher asked great questions about the comparative adjectives to complete the anchor chart on comparative adjectives. The teacher used chromebooks to illustrate pictures of how to write sentences using comparative adjectives. The teacher had a great way of using technology in the small Reading group lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher began the lesson by having different students come to the board and select a number. The students would tell the teacher what the expanded form of the number was for the selected number. The teacher did a great job of calling on different students to answer the questions. The teacher did great having the students come up to the powerpoint and complete the math problems. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked. If students needed help, the teacher constantly helped them.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good lesson but I think it would benefit the students if you moved a little slower as you presented the information. Find a system for calling on students so that all students are included in the class discussion. Keep the students working on the same problems so you can monitor them as you walk around the room.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students with the Mckey Mouse symbol. This was a great way to relate symbols to young children. Your book/slideshow had great pictures of the American symbols they are to identify. Your activity with the flip book was overwhelming to alot of the students.As we discussed, giving all the pages at once might not have been the best approach. Remember to not use all capital letters in titles because that goes against all that is taught in Kindergarten. Copying from the board was difficult for some students-plan for them in the future.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You opened with a review of prior learning-BUCKS method for problem solving.  You reviewed academic language and multiplication strategies.  You tied learning to the real world.  You had lots of opportunities for students to practice skills.  Be sure to monitor class--there were some students off task and were not refirected.  The reference to the clock was difficult for students and they couldn't really see clock.  You might want to pull a clock up on smart board so all could see.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		No opening to engage the students was demonstrated. You explained 10 pennies is the same as one dime. You had students count the dimes and equate this to tens as you held up tens rods to the students. Your lesson plan stated you would have the students count their money and determine which student the most money.  This was not done. There was an opportunity to connect the skill of counting the money to that of determining which number is greater than or less than another number.   You stated in your plan you would do this, however it was not done. Please remember you can use an agenda during the lesson in order to help you stay on track with all you have planned to do during the lesson. You differentiated beautifully during the game of Scoot, as you had students do a certain color problem at each of the stations. The student had no idea why there were different colors/problems for their classmates! You had the students tiptoe to their first station. Nice transition. Be sure to tell them what to do, before they move, what you want them to do when they get there. The students did not know what to do when they had finished their color coded problems at a station. You closed the lesson by revisiting the standard. I would suggest revisiting an "I can" statement would be the more appropriate choice for first graders regarding assessing their understanding of the lesson goals.  

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of compound sentences. One student was able to tell you what one is! You shared a slide with the definition of compound sentences . Then you asked the students to give you examples of simple sentences which mapped back to the defintion of a compound sentence. You scaffolded your students learning when you shared a slide with "choppy" sentences and had the students take the two simple sentences and form one compound sentence using a conjunction. When looking over your lesson look for new vocabulary all students might not know...like combining. Great to use new vocabulary as this builds their vocabulary, but be sure to support their understanding of the words. You then shared an anchor chart demonstrating how to construct a compound sentence.  The anchor chart was perfect and the students caught on immediately. You then shared the acronym FANBOYS to introduce the idea of conjunctions.  It took a minute for them to understand what the letters stood for, but you did an excellent job using different ways of explaining until all understood. You then shared a slide demonstrating how commas and conjunctions are used to make compound sentences. You supported your students learning when you worked through more examples with the students. You forgot the closing for the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great use of a timeline but I think it would be beneficial to include the students' date of birth as well. Powerpoint was a great tool for this lesson. You could enhance its benefits by highlighting or underlining key terms. The pictures that you included added to the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about dental health. The teacher began the lesson by reading a book about Dental Health.  The teacher did a good job by asking questions during the read aloud.  The teacher questioned the students about different foods in the book-asking if the foods were healthy or non-healthy. The teacher had very good questions about the subject matter. The teacher conducted a group sort with the students.  The students were instructed to stand up and identify the cards as good or bad for dental health. *The teacher needed to have either velcro or tape already on the different picture cards to speed up the lesson. The teacher dismissed the students to the front rug. The youtube was very entertaining and informative. The brushing sound was very creative for the students to make when they were brushing their teeth during the powerpoint. Good job of sharing the worksheet with the students before completing it.  The teacher had a good discussion about the worksheet with great conversation with the students. Great extension activity with the worksheet. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats during the completion of the worksheet.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Your opening and closing were effective - using the movie and the song were great. You frequently asnwered your own questions. I remember you asked about what made the girl mad. You answered almost immediately "She spilled her milk." Everyone needs time to think through their answer before they talk. Learning to wait is really hard but it's important. Learn to live with that silence after you ask a question. You did a good job leaning the discussion about emotions as a whole group and then gave independent practices with the activity. I would like to see you engage with each student asking them why they chose to glue the picture where they did. DIscussing facial expressions is a great way to teach young chldren to "read" emotions in others. And often an undeveloped skill in young children. When you write on the board, remember to spell out the words (at least the emotion words). The students at this stage can help sound out words. So let them help you spell them. Using different colors for the emotion words on their work mats worked well.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Physical change and chemical change can be very confusing to students.  Good having the students think back over experiments done during the week.  Great cooperation between the Cooperating Teacher and the student teacher...CT was getting the experiment ready while the student teacher went over the information.  Be careful when writing on the board with color markers that students can see what is written.  Like that you did the experiment in two different ways before the students got their ice cream and root beer.  Be careful of saying "Thank you" and "Very good" so much.  Be more specific with your praise.  Also, you might want to repeat what a student answered in case someone didn't hear...also gives you an opportunity tocorrect or expand on what was said.  Be careful that answers are correct and consistent with the curriculum.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about germs. The teacher had a powerpoint about germs with the question-What do you think this is? The teacher instructed the students to find an object in the classroom that they thought had the most germs. The teacher had good discussion about germs and how they are unhealthy. The teacher held construction paper and instructed the students to make their own germ.  The teacher brought the students back to the rug to discuss ways to wash hands. The teacher had great questions about different ways to wash hands. The teacher shared a powerpoint about proper hand washing. After the powerpoint, the teacher had great questions about washing hands. Great job having the students demonstrate the different steps to proper hand washing. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The lesson had several different deliveries for the subject matter. The lesson contained several creative ways to teach about germs. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students began their Steps to Washing Your Hands Sequencing Activity. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before passing out the worksheet. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Led discussion on foods, what they were made of and if they were good or bad for teeth. Had students complete a cut and paste sorting activity on good/bad foods. Don't talk over students-get them quiet before giving directions, asking questions. Give a little wait time before sending groups to get materials. Set expectations for behavior and comment on those students doing what you asked.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has great voice quality which encourages and engages the students throughout the lesson. The teacher gave the rules for the games before beginning the game. The teacher reviewed the rules for the games-teamwork, etc... The teacher encouraged the students to work in a group to come up with the correct answers. GROW-The teacher needed to review the previous subject matter before she began the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Have a plan for center rotation & post it. Remember - your students need to see and hear the information that you are presenting numerous times in order for them to actually learn it! Graphic organizers are a great way to help organize the information that you are teaching

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about hand washing and germs. The teacher had good questions about hand washing. The teacher had a youtube about germs and hand washing. The teacher had a great powepoint about putting hand washing in sequence. The teacher asked different students what would be first, second, third... The teacher had great questions about the washing of hands to encourage the students to put the steps in order. The teacher conducted a read aloud with the students.  The teacher had great questions during the read aloud. The teacher had a great puppet on the water bottle to illustrate the spreading of germs. Great idea to illustrate the point of germs spreading. *The teacher needs to dismiss the students to their tables by colors or other creative ways. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at seats as they completed their work. The teacher has great positive comments for each student as they finished their work. The teacher gave each student hand sanitizer with glitter. The students were so excited about seeing the glitter on their hands. The students touched other students to illustrate the spreading of germs. The students were instructed to cut and paste the pictures in order to illustrate the correct order of hand washing for germs.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by reading a book, If You Were A Pronoun. The teacher had good questions about the read aloud book. The teacher gave good examples of pronouns. The teacher had a good powerpoint about pronouns. The teacher engaged the students in discussion questions about the powerpoint information.
The teacher had a good delivery of information for the pronouns. *The teacher needed to let the students talk about the powerpoint or read parts of the powerpoint. Good-the teacher started asking the students questions about the powerpoint. The teacher had a good progression for her lesson. The teacher involved the students in the lesson. The teacher let the students give examples of sentences containing pronouns. The teacher instructed the students that she would be making an anchor chart. The teacher showed the students the worksheet on the powerpoint before letting the students begin. 

		Green		Megan		917463432		Need to add a motivational hook for the opening of your lesson. Make sure that you include punctuation when writing on the board. Key vocabulary needs to be posted on the board or anchor chart.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Review lesson for math.  Good review. the students enjoyed palaying Jeopardy to review math concepts.  Be careful when  you say numbers over 100 that you don't say AND!!  Problems that you put in Jeopardy were good examples of what the students needed to know.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*The missing part of the lesson today was the instructional review. I know you thought the lesson was to only be 30 min. and there was confusion there. So you were trying to hurry through it. Spend at least the first 20-25 minutes of instruction, whether it's review or introduction of a standard. *Loved the activity of breaking into project groups. They were able to work with each other on main idea and summarizing. *Before starting groups, set your rules and expectations on participation and behavior. The groups I observed did a great job, but other classes may be different. *Know the lesson and skill like "the back of your hand"! *During the closing, as they share their work, you, as the teacher must use questioning at this time to help them. Go back to the I Can Statements or the EQ.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		More time was needed for student practice. Transition between the activities needed more guidance. This was a tough group and it was obvious that they had a difficult time following directions.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brainpop about prefixes and suffixes. The teacher shared a chart which contained prefixes dis-, non-, re- and un-. The teacher called on different students to give her the answers to the correct placement of the prefixes. The teacher did a good job sharing with the class what they will do on their paper. GROW-The teacher needs to always ask are there any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		This was a review lesson so therre was not much teaching.  Good repetition of important information. Having the information on a chart was ok but probably needed to do more examples on the promethean board with the students.  Students seemed to work well with little help.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		*As you open your lesson up, instead of asking what they talked about Monday, remind them of the OREO method and have a volunteer remind the class of what it did and how it helped them. The book you chose was perfect for opinionated writing. Picking out certain pages form the book and putting on the Prom board was a wonderful idea to help them identify reasons for opinions transitional words. *Experience will help you with asking higher thinking questions. for example, when you talk about transitional words, dig into why they need them and what their purpose is.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Passed out KWL chart was handed out while students were getting ready for class to begin.  Good questions to open new science topic..."Why might we look like our family?"  Gave them two minutes to fill out K and W on their chart.  Used a timer on the promethean board!!  Had them read informational text about topic and went over ways they could identify key items.  Again you used timer!!  Good sharing of information read.   Readning passages for all three groups are not much different.  How are YOU going to make sure that each child gets the information?? Good energy!

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by popping a balloon.  The teacher asked the students questions about the cause and effect. The standard and essential questions were stated. The students completed the sentence, “The ball rolled…” at their table by discussing different endings to the sentence. The movie clip was centered around causes and effects. Great questioning about the movie clip. Graphic organizers were placed at the desks. Each graphic organizer had a cause and effect attached to it. The teacher encouraged the students to discuss the different causes and effects. The students would glue them in order. *The graphic organizer needed to be put on an overhead so the students would have a reference. The students wrote three sentences that contained causes and effects about the movie clip.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The teacher candidate opened the lesson by breaking a pencil (purposefully). She then asked what the students thought about why she would do that. This led to a great discussion and debate over whether it changed the pencil or not (Is it still a pencil?). All of the discussion on the pencil break led to it being a physical change, and how that is different from a chemical change.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You did very little that was in your lesson plan.  Need a better opening than..."Today we are going to learn about healthy and unhealthy snacks".  Some good questioning and liked that you gave your own example of a "goal".  

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Good lesson for prek.  The book "David&#39;s Cold" definitely gave them an example of the standard.  You questioned in a way that all students wanted to give you "information".  You repeated important facts from the lesson to give all an opportunity to "get it".  Using the sparkled hand sanitizer showed them the germs.  Lesson might have been expanded by putting students in pairs, then putting the sanitizer on one student&#39;s hands and having them "high 5" or shake their partner&#39;s hand...showing how germs spread.  I can tell you are enjoying your experience in prek.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similiar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I like the "Class Agenda" at the beginning...it lets the students know the order of activities during class.  Good use of Venn diagram to review likes/differences of plant and animal cells.  Transitions to activity (Bingo) was very smooth.  Great example of using the students to "show" the progression from cell-tissue-organs-organ system-human.   Be careful of using "Good" or "Good job" to praise students.  Be more specific in your praise per child.  Make sure that you call on students with their hands down...you can just tell students to keep their hands down and then you can call on students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		The lesson opening did explain the lesson but may not have hooked the students. Maybe pose a problem and have a box of the conversation hearts to show them at the beginning. The standard calls for a second grader to draw a bar graph-with the lesson students were sorting by color on the given sheet and automatically creating the graph. Be sure to discuss with CT the levels the students are operating on to tailor the lesson for them. This was too easy. Students were engaged in the activity and loved the candy hearts. Try to relate to the real world-when do we use estimation and why? Why do we make graphs?

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Loved your Power point/ interactive board. This kept the entire class engaged. They were able to check their papers while volunteers worked out answers at board. Also the management tool you used on your phone so very engaging. It even sounded like a spinner!! Transitions were smooth as you moved into elbow partners and Bingo game Differentiation was used as you challenged students to do the 5th grade standard if they chose to. This was a great incentive. You gave positive feedback to your class. This is so important!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary video about suffixes. The teacher gave good directions before beginning her lesson on the powerpoint. The teacher had the students engaged in the beginning of the lesson with a question and answer session. The teacher reviewed the anchor charts for prefixes and suffixes. The students received a stack of sticky notes. Each table had a captain. The sticky notes had words on them. The students would underline the prefix or suffix. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before they began the sticky note activity. GROW-The teacher needed to illustrate the activity before letting the students begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher could let the students do thumbs up or thumbs down as the students put the sticky notes on the correct anchor chart. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students tell her where to put the sticky notes on the anchor chart.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed some type of technology in her lesson. *The lesson needed more subject matter delivery before the students began to read. The teacher had good questions for the students after they read the passage. The teacher know her subject matter but needs to work on controlling the behavior of the students during her lesson.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		As a class, the students created a quadrilateral foldable. The students wrote the atttributes of each quadrilateral and then they drew that shape on the outside of the flap on the foldable. As each figure was discussed you pointed out things like which figures had parallel lines and how many pairs, which had right angles, and obtuse angles etc.  The foldable is a terrifice visual to support students' understanding, as well as a gread study guide for future use. The students were clearly engaged in making the foldables! There was very little individual questioning done.  Most questions were answered with most of the class shouting out an answer. This does not help you see who does and does not understand when you do not call on individual students. You need to include more individual questions as you teach.  Not only does this tell you who is and is not understanding, but helps all students to remain on task because they don't know if they will be called on or not to give an answer. The slide with the pictures and information about each figure was supportive and easy for students to follow as they made their foldables. Excellent support. You were clear to clarifiy vocabulary the sudents might not know such as the word adjacent. You then had the students complete, whole group, a "worksheet" on a slide you had prepared. Having each student complete the worksheet and then check his/her papers would have given you an idea as to who was understanding the concepts and who was not. This could have been done with a partner, as well. You introduced the Bingo Game. Be sure to set expectations for playing the game such as telling them to listen as you are giving the clues and then talk quietly among their teams to decide upon the correct figure to cover up. You numbered students off in order to form the groups.  Set expectations for how they are to move from one place in the classroom to another.  Without conversation you may move now.....is one way.  It took a few min. for them to get settled down after they moved to their groups. This equates to lost instructional time. At times it got so loud , the students could not hear your clues. You need to use an attention getter. As the students got loud, you got louder to be heard over them. Always set expectations for thei behavior during an activity like this. 

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You modeled several examples of writing the decimals in expanded form. This was great support for your students. You pointed out they needed to remember to to to the next place if there was a zero in the number. This is great anticipation of what they might do incorrectly. You used a variety of teaching strategies with the students: direct and guided instruction, technology, student directed, and manipulatives. This helps to reach many types of learners.  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Your opening with the fruit snacks was good. Food almost always gets kids attention. You asked good open ended questions - What would happen without our senses? You could have pressed for a little more thinking from the students about this one. Ask another question to make them think some more. Think about how long you wait after asking a question before supplying the answer. Kids need time to think about the answer so just be patient with them. Adding music to the lesson would have given you one more "itelligence" to  tap into. 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Activated prior learning-what students knew about keeping their teeth healthy. Activity allowed students to decide if foods were health or not. Had follow up worksheet for students to sort pictures. Passing out pictures and then having students come to place them on teeth took alot of time and left many students with nothing to do.Consider involving the class by having them give a "thumbs up" if they agree with the student's choice. Maybe using velcro on pictures would save time instead of tearing tape for each child. Be sure to elaborate on why foods are unhealthy and what a student needs to do when they do eat those foods. Lots of down time for students be careful not to waste instructional time. As you are passing out keep asking questions. Ask "why" questions-have students explain their thinking.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube about sound. The teacher asked good questions after the youtube finished. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students read some of the powerpoint so the students are more involved. The teacher had the students do a foot activity. GROW-The teacher needs to split the students into groups before the lesson. The teacher explained the lab sheets. GROW-While the teacher is passing out the lab sheet, she needs to discuss the Sound subject matter with the students. The teacher had one person from each group to come up and get the necessary materials for their Science station. The teacher gave the students instructions on what to do with the materials in the bags. GROW-The teacher could ask questions like-"What do you think we are going to do with the spoon and string?"... The partner was instructed to tap the spoon and then the students switched to complete the experiment. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the chart about the experiment. GROW-The teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions before they begin their observation block. The teacher instructed the students to put the materials back in their bags to complete the Sound experiment. The teacher let a student illustrate the different pitchs. GROW-As the teacher passed out the rulers, she needed to discuss the subject matter and ask the students questions. The teacher gave instructions on how to observe vibration using a ruler on the desk. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher shared a youtube about emotions.  The teacher did a great job asking questions about the youtube.  The teacher illustrated the worksheet the students would be completing before dismissing them to their seats. *The teacher needed to have a little more delivery in her lesson before letting the students begin their worksheet. *The students needed something to do when they completed the worksheet.  The teacher could ask questions about the subject matter. Overall, the lesson was good.  The teacher needs to plan more activities throughout the lesson.  

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Consider ways to include both pictures and words in your lesson. Some children will be able to attend to pictures and others to both pictures and words. We don't want to eliminate either learner. Requiring 5 year olds to wait is difficult. Think of ways to engage all the learners all the time - sequence on paper where everyone has a sheet to sequence and glue for example. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You set the expectations for student behavior in regard to their getting a "part" in the reading of the book. Well done! You read the book If You Give a Pig a Pancake.  Students stood up each time the picture they were holding was mentioned in the reading.  Great listening skills practice and engagement. As this was your lesson, it was up to you to dismiss the students to their various centers not your CT. At your center you had lower case and upper case leters written on construction paper pancakes . Each student in your group was asked to match upper/lower case letters using spatulas.  The use of construction paper pancakes tied back to the book you had read. The rest of the centers were not practicing the same learning goal as the group you were teaching. I realize you may not have been able to get enough spatulas for all of the groups, however practicing upper and lower case letters would have been appropriate. Because you did not state the learning goals for the students at the beginning of the lesson, there was no connection between the beginning of the lesson and what was done in the centers. Having the students recall the items that were held up during the reading of the book had no relevance to the true meaning of "elements" in a story. Pairing the upper and lower case letters did map back to part of your learning goal. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brain Pop was a good opener but use it to discuss and review.  Make it meaningful. The Power Point was good, just add more instruction to it. Ticket out the door was a good choice as they answered the questions about physical change. suggestions- Dig deep into the Power Point.  Example:  When you talk about Physical Change, ask "What does the word physical mean?"  Even if reviewing, teach as if they are hearing for first time.  Make your transitions smooth.  Instead of just saying "Now we will do an activity".  Try to connect what they just did to what they are about to do.  The activities were fun, but make sure you are creating meaning with everything they do.  Keep reminding them of WHY they are  and WHAT they are doing with the paper. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse was going over problems from the test that was given the previous week.  I liked the way you had the students read the question aloud twice.  Good prompting questions...you know math.  Reminded them to go step by step...especially on the big test.  You lost some students' attention as it was going on.  Might need to think of a way to keep them involved even if they are not directly involved in the problem solving.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson began with the teacher asking the students to get a chrome book. The lesson began with a video about Fort Sumter. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about Fort Sumter.  The students were encouraged to share what they knew about Fort Sumter with their table. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The standard and essential question were stated. Bubble maps were issued to all students.  The students were instructed to answer the questions as his lesson progressed. The power point presentation was very informative. Great idea-The notes were kept in the student’s journal for future references for the students. The lesson was very informative.  The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job of incorporating new vocabulary with the lesson.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Stopped during the reading of the story to discuss the characters, setting, problem and solution. Had a sequencing sheet for most students to complete with beginning, middle and end of story. Other group had to list characters, setting, problem, solution. Tie lesson to real world-did they ever have to do something and no one would help? Incorporate "why"questions so students explain their thinking.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The lesson began with the teacher instructing the students to write Atomic Bomb at the top of their journal. The lesson began with a youtube about Making Tough Choices with Kid President. The teacher did a good job of asking higher order thinking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher constantly involved the students during the lesson with questions. The teacher had a very instructional powerpoint about Harry Truman and World War 11. The teacher had the students partner share about the lesson. The teacher engaged the students through partner sharing and questions throughout the lesson. The teacher shared a youtube about the different bombings. The teacher issued different maps so the students could locate the bombings. The teacher had multiple visual materials that helped make the lesson more intriguing. The teacher had her T chart Harry Truman's Decision T chart on a powerpoint. The teacher shared what to do with the T chart on the powepoint. Excellent jog sharing the T chart before letting the students begin the assignment. The lesson had plenty of student engagement and teacher time. The teacher instructed the students to divide the students into two groups-use the atomic bomb and don't use the atomic bomb. Great idea to let the students share why they picked the side they did. Great discussion about Harry Truman's decision with the students about the atomic bomb. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You had the students listen to the video of "The Five Little Pumpkins". You had the students predict what they would be learning about after watching the video.  You supported the students learning by pointing out there were 5 pumpkins in the song. You then read the book version of "The Five Little Pumpkins" and asked comprehenstion and number sense questions as you read. You had "props" and pumpkin puppets and had the students "act out" the poem. Very interative and engaging for the students. You continued to reinforce the number 5. You played the song "The Five Little Pumpkins" and taught them movements to go with it.  They loved this! You had the students move to a table where all materials were ready.  The students made Pumpkin Prints using their thumbs and an orange pad.  After the first number (1) you had the students predict what the next miber would be and so on.  You took the lesson to a deeper understanding when you had the students trace the numbers 1-5. You had snack bags ready for each student with candy pumpkins. You cleverly asked them to "check your counting" ny having them count the number of candies in their bags to ensure they each had 5. This closed the lesson.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Good reading voice.  I liked the way you asked questions while you were reading the book "David's Cold" to the students.  Video was very appropriate for prek students.  They really enjoyed participating in the washing hands practice.  Using the two students to "show" how germs spread with the sparkly germx was good...might have expanded to show how germs would spread to another child.  High energy and student participations.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about main idea. The teacher shared a Flocabulary about main idea. The teacher compared the main idea to a pizza illustration. GROW-The teacher needs to discuss the main idea with the students as she is passing out the papers. Always use every second to instruct or discuss the subhject matter during the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to deliver instructions about the main idea worksheet before the students began cutting. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions after giving the instructions to complete the main idea worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed to let the student go to the poweroint to read the Preventing Cavities passage. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the board to underline the main idea and details. There was too much down time during the lesson. The teacher instructed the students how to fold their main idea table. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about the standards and the essential questions that they would be studying. GROW-The teacher needs to establish the small groups before the lesson to make the transitions smoother. The teacher could post the groups on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher needs to let the students know what they will be discussing and learning about in the lesson. The students explained about their object to the class. GROW-As the teacher passed out the popcorn, she needed to be asking questions and discussing the different senses. The I CAN DESCRIBE POPCORN chart was great! The students described the popcorn according to the five senses as the teacher wrote their responses. GROW-The teacher could have a worksheet or journal writing on their desks as they discussed the popcorn. The teacher brought five different students to the front of the classroom to describe the different objects. The BOX was very colorful and exciting. The students described what sense the objects protected. The teacher held the flipbook in the front of the classroom. The teacher explained the flipbook to the class with instructions on how to complete the flpbook. The teacher asked if there were any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lesson by sharing "The Lion and the Mouse" story. While passing out the markers, the teacher discussed the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to shoulder share about the lesson. The teacher reminded the students about the genre of the story. The FABLES powerpoint was very engaging with the students.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher did a good job of asking different question about the comparative adjectives. The teacher shared an anchor chart about comparative adjectives. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions before letting the students begin to write their different comparative adjective words on their piece of paper. The teacher did a great job of transitioning to small reading groups. The teacher did a great job of teaching the subject matter. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Fort Sumter The students were instructed to look at the picture and tell the teacher what they think the picture is about. The students shared with each other their information. Each table shared their information and the teacher wrote the results on the power point. The standard and essential questions were stated. Good questioning during the power point lesson. The students were instructed to use the graphic organizer to complete the information from the power point. The students took a quiz on their quizlet. http://join.quizzizz.com 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had different questions on the powerpoint that she asked the students in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great command of the subject matter of the lesson. The powerpoint had the answers to the questions-What is a Paleontologist? The teacher did a good job using the popsicle sticks to call on different students to participate in the lesson. The teacher had three different groups. The teacher did a great job explaining the different stations. The Science fossil stations were great!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had a lot of questions and answers during the lesson. The teacher had the students copy the problems on the powerpoint and show equal fractions. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and checking the progress of the students during the lesson. GROW-To improve the lesson, the teacher needed to call on different students to come to the powerpoint and illustrate the different fraction problems. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students in the class to check if the students understood the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The lesson needed to be more engaging with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to divide the students into groups of three before the lesson began. The game, "Let's Play Fraction Bingo", was enjoyed by the students.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were teaching a small group about the physical attributes of stars. You began by reviewing book you had read yesterday. You did a nice job of explaining what you had read and asking questions from today and yesterday's lesson.  suggestion- Be careful of not letting them get too distracted from their work.  Keep them on pace.  Good job covering the LA goals of the author, illustraor, table of contents, etc. of the book you read.  Love integrating LA and science! 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great opening and motivator as you had the Olympics symbols on the Prom. board and Olympic theme music as they were coming in. Did you notice that when you told your students they would be having their own Olympics, they started clapping?? This was such a creative review lesson of metric measurement. They loved it! You gave direct instruction during the competition. Awesome questioning such as "We will measure the weight of these stones in killograms. Who can remember what we talked about that helps us remember what a killogram is?" "What can we think about as we convert killogram to grams?"

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Having the quilt was a great way to introduce the story and build personal connections between teacher and student. It's helpful to establish expectations during reading time by reminding students to sit, listen and direct attention to the teacher. There are many ways to accomplish this through classroom visual signals or some other manner. The Patchwork Quilt is a lengthy story and some was not engaged during the reading time. A refocusing of the students would have been helpful. Young learners benefit from visuals reminders of expections. While you used 123, eyes on me, you did not wait for the students to respond before you continued. You did a good job of connecting the afternoon activity to the morning's learning about adjectives. You provided guided practice before you asked for independent practice. You allowed for inventive spelling in the written activity Transitions are an important part of classroom management. There are many ways to transition between carpet and table. Remember to keep the number of children moving at a time small (ask only boys to leave, then girls or ask those wearing a certain color to leave first). This promotes listening skills as well as managing the movement. Wait times are very difficult for students so smooth transitions increase learning time. During the guided practice you gave praise for the big words the students were giving. Specific praise is more powerful than vague praise. During the independent practice you circulated around the room providing help where needed. You provided a time (brief) for the students to share their work. A stronger closing, had time allowed, would have been to have children read their acrostic poem aloud. If you had word bank, it might have been easier for the relunctant writers to feel more successful. Estimateing how many time an activity will take is a skill you will develop. It happens with time. All teachers struggle from time to time with this skill. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening question was good. Be sure and give them time to answer before cutting them off. You may have to help them with hints, but they were doing well. Walk around the class as you get them excited about what they will be learning. If you show a video, give purpose to it. You did ask 2 questions after the video, but they never got them answered before moving on to the worksheet. If this lesson was an introduction or a review, your job is to instruct this. Create that balance of direct instruction and guided practice. *Give positive comments and feedback. Be mindful of not saying "no that's not right" to a student. Make your students feel that was a good try. I heard one "good job." This is so important. *The lesson was over their head. If this was an introduction, possibly use a power point to help them understand these Bill of Rights. The poster activity was a good choice. They enjoyed it. This could have been used as their group practice.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson began with students reading a story from text about a robot. Students were then allowed to construct ther own robot which would be the base for their writing. Students were engaged in the making of the robot but they may have needed a few more directions about the writing portion of the activity. You provided questions on the board for them to think about as they wrote. Students did not see the checklist used for assessment and it did not include the questions that they focused on. Be sure to engage more with the students as they work-encourage them, ask questions, show them you are interested. Be sure you have everyone's attention before giving directions.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You had the real objects for students to count but it was only 10 objects and the standard was counting within 1000 with 4 digit numbers.  You needed a stronger opening problem.  You left off a large chunck of teachin time so there was not much to see of you teaching.  Students worked in groups. Concern that the workshhet was 3 digit addition not 4 to meet the standard.  Students in workshhet group finished quickly and had down time waiting for other group.  Plan additional activities that you might not need.  Tie to real world.  Instead of giving strategies to problem solving group--let them generate ideas or let them solve and then explain their strategy.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*Loved your opening of the True/False review game. Great idea. *You started out with the "multiplying fractions" problem on the board as you begin questioning your students on what they already knew. Good balance of instruction and practice. (Tornado drill took out about 10 min.)

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Good opening with helping your students think about change.  But use this segway to dig deeper with questions.  "Is change always good?"  "Why or why not?"  This questioning will lead into your Power point by giving them hints about change during WWII.  "Today we will talk about people during WWII that cause change for our country and the world."  You can decide by end of lesson if you think they were good or bad changes.  Be sure and go over review words such as dictator, prime minister, allies, etc.  Don't assume they just know.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The students were dismissed to the carpet by calling on student with different types of clothes. The teacher had great questions for the students to start the lesson. The teacher asked about characters, setting and major events. The teacher issued each student a leaf with either the character, setting or major event of the story. The students placed their leaf on the correct poster with the headings-character, setting or major event. The teacher had a read aloud, The Biggest Leaf PIle. The teacher reads with such expression. The students were very engaged in the read aloud. The teacher had a great dismissal back to the seats. The powerpoint of the Characters and Setting for the lesson was very effective. The teacher had great review questions about the read aloud story. The teacher would write the answers on the promethean board as the students wrote at their seats. *When students finish their work, the teacher needs to carry on conversation with the students to take advantage of all the learning time available. *The teacher needed to write the colors on the board for the worksheet. The students did a good job reading the passage containing the character, setting and major events. The teacher needs to review the assignments after the students complete them.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Activated prior learning and had students recall definition of a verb and examples of verbs. Incorporated a short video on adding ed to make past tense verbs. Had a matching activity for students to complete independently on present/past tense of regular verbs. Had shaving creme for students to spread on desks to write the past tense of verbs in shaving creme. Students were very excited about the shaving creme and all were on task writing the verbs. Lesson stopped to go to lunch-closing not observed. Incorporate more questions than just recall. Watch your examples-you were giving wrong information on some of your verbs because you did not tell them to double the final consonant before adding ed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Incorporate more open ended questions to allow students to explain their thinking.  Relate the lesson to real world experiences of the children.  Be sure to gather all materials needed for an activity before beginning your lesson.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over your rules and explained what they would be doing in today's lesson.    Good balance of guided instruction (Prom board)  and practice (white boards).  White boards keep them occupied and are a lot more fun than paper and pencil!  suggestion- As you are doing guided practice on the board, go deeper with instruction as you work out the problem.  Give them a visual of the word problem. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher conducted a small Reading group.   *The lesson needed some type of technology. *The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter of the lesson very well. The teacher did a good job of letting the students know what she expected them to do when they completed the graphic organizer. *The teacher needed to review the graphic organizer in more detail before letting the students begin completing it. The teacher does a good job of giving constructive feedback to the students after they had completed their worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge of "point of view". This allowed your students to begin making connections to goal of your lesson. You used elbow partners to allow students to discuss among themselves questions you had asked. This is a terrific way for them to have to opportunity to share and learn from one another. Always ask for a couple of responses from the groups. This will hold them accountable for what they are to be discussing. You supported your students understanding of the vocabulary in the two books by discussing their meanings. Remember to include higher-order thinking questions in order to take their understanding of the standard to a higher level. You used a variety of teaching strategies in order to meet the needs of the various learners: direct and guided instruction, student directed, and technology.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the directions for each of the Reference Material Stations.  You set clear expectations for completing work at the stations. You set the timer for 10 minutes for each station rotation. This told the students they must be on task in order to complete the work. You had students previously grouped by looking at abilities. All materials were ready for each station and the directions were at each station in case they forgot what they were to do. You gave the students a 2 min. warning when the 10 min. was about to be up for that station rotation. You gave clear directions for transitioning to the next station. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding, giving support as needed, and ensuring all students were engaged and on task. I had to leave the classroom before the end of the class.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Your chart had good information on it but hard to read.  You probably should have put your acronym FANBOYS on the board so that it could be seem.  I liked how you had them stick out their right arm as a simple sentence, comma(elbow), conjunction(shirt), left arm simple sentence, period(fist).  Students did a good job working together in groups and coming up compound sentences.  You might need to use a timer when students are doing an activity.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job reviewing  folktales.   suggestion- Have your students answer more high level questions when comparing fables and folktales.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		You need to give more explanation to students when they cannot answer the questions you ask or consistently give incorrect answers.  Also, emphasize important points/vocabulary throughout the lesson; this helps to reinforce the concepts to the students.  Giving specific feedback to students during the lesson also help to reinforce the concepts you are teaching.  For smoother transitions, give students your expectations on how they should handle the next task and what they should do at each step before they begin.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		*Remember that your opening should be engaging and helps to gear their brain to what you will be learning. *Make your lesson flow. Be mindful not to just go from activity to activity. If you show a video, give it purpose. Talk about it, discuss it, or even before the video tell them what to look for *Venn Diagram was a great idea. So glad it was interactive. But there HAS to be instruction with your activities. You can't just go through the motions. *Glad that you divided into two groups. You should have been the one to do the celery experiment. Not sure the purpose of using your group just to copy from board.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You activiated the lesson with a video showing how to regroup in addition.  The video was very supportive of the students' learning as it demonstrated, step by step, how to add with regrouping. The students were clearly engaged. You discussed/demonstrated the importance of lining up the numbers correctly when adding.   The slides you had made for this were extremely clear  helpful. When you asked the students what was wrong with the problem 37+48, you were assessing the students' understanding regarding how the problems must be written in order to solve. There was no wait time after your questions, because the students were shouting out the answers. I did not observe the closing, as I had to leave for another lesson observation.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You  provided a thorough introduction/explanation of stations. You shared a slide with all information,,,so supportive Teaches them to read directions and be more independent, so organized. Students knew exactly what station they needed to go to .  You had your own small group. You began the lesson giving students a frog puzzle to get them excited about learning about frogs and toads. Great launch/attention getter! You accessed prior knowledge when you asked if they had ever seen a frong or a toad.  You also asked if they know what makes frogs and toads different. You gave the students a passage about frogs and toads to first read silently to themselves. You then had the students follow along as you read the passage aloud. Some of the students were "tracking print" as you read.  At this age, it is a good idea for all to do this. It helps to keep the students on task and engaged. You then had the students read the passage all together. You asked questions having students look for similarities or differences with frogs and toads.  You had an anchor chart and pointed out "compare" and "contrast" words. This was great support for helping the students understand the difference between the two and what words to look for or use when comparing and contrasting. You had the students practice comparing and contrasting the two animals when you gave them a Venn Diagram.  You had the students, in pairs, place the cut out facts where they needed to go.  You reminded the students they were allowed to look back at the passage if they could not remember or to check their work. You closed the lesson by giving the students a sentence frame and had them write comparing/contrasting sentences. The students in this small group then became the teachers and taught the lesson they were just taught to their classmates in small groups.  What a great idea! You had higher order thinking questions in your lesson plan, however you did not ask many of them. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		You had them sitting on the carpet and listening to you...then you lost them when you had them get up and get whiteboards and come back to carpet.  You probably should have had them get the boards on the way to the carpet at the beginning.  During the activity, it was difficult to see what was written on the blue sheets that you showed for them to fill in the blank with a collective noun.  I don't know that at second grade level they have the ability to know if by putting the word in the blank would it make "sense".  Students seemed to enjoy the activity of matching the picture/word/collective nouns. Be careful of saying "Alright" and "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The lesson began with a youtube video about the distributive property. The teacher gave explicit directions on how to complete the interactive notebooks. Great! The teacher modeled the first problem before letting the students begin the interactive notebook. The teacher did a great job moving into small groups. Great! The teacher showed the students the positive things that would happen if they worked quietly.  Great way to encourage positive behavior!  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had a very engaging lesson with the students. The students responded well to all of the questions during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job of reviewing Math vocabulary throughout the lesson. The video about fractions was a great way to let the students be involved. The students loved singing the words along with the video! The teacher had the students on the floor at the beginning of the lesson with white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the problems on the powerpoint DRAW IT WITH ME! GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint and BOX in the important vocabulary words. The teacher did a good job of explaining the game-FRACTION GOLF. Good job explaining the rules of the game. The game was a little hard for some of the students. GROW-The teacher needs a back up game if the game she has prepared is too hard. Overall the lesson was good!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		A vocabulary word box would have beneficial for this lesson since the students were expected to remember several key terms. Good opening activity. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You opened the lesson with a video that discussed the material for the lesson.  It caught studnt interest.  You were ready for students with their texts on the desks ready to go.  Slow down when reading to class and stop and ask questions to be sure that students understand the vocabulary.  Had choice boards for students to pick activities from to complete.  Choice board activities incorporated technology.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You began the lesson telling the children they would be learning about good dental health. You connected the lesson to the visit with a dentist in the media center which had occurred earlier in the day.  Terrific way to build connections for your students! You held up a piece of chocolate anasked it it was good or bad for their teeth.  You did the same with an apple.  You explained which was good and which was not after the student shared their responses. You asked the students what causes cavitites. One of the students remembered the word plaque from hearing from the dentist earlier. You held up a picture of teeth and students were able to tell you the teeth were covered with "sugar bugs" which is the cause of plaque, which can lead to cavitites. As the lesson progressed you repeatedly  emphasized the learning goals with the students.  Excellent support for learning. You gave each student laminated teeth,a toothbrush, and "toothpaste" (shaving cream).  The students were to brush the teeth in order to get rid of the "sugar bugs".  You emphasized that they were to continue brushing even when there were no longer any visible bugs, because there are germs we can't see. You played a song and they were to brush for the length of the song, which was 2 minutes.  This is the length of time we should all brush our teeth.  This was an excellent way to drive home the idea of just how long two minutes of brushing is!  At the end of the song, the students were eager to hold up their shiny teeth. You closed the lesson reading a very engaging book about the importance of brushing teeth.  You asked questions as you read the book assessing the students' understanding. You displayed large "good tooth" and a large "bad tooth".  You gave each group of students a picture of some food. The group was to decide whether the food would go on the good tooth or the bad tooth, depending on what kind of food it was. 

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern works encouragement into her group questions, and helps to give students confidence in their learning. This in turn is helpful when they need to self correct an answer.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate demonstrates good questioning skills overall, but does very well with wait time. She offers just the right mix of encouragement along with high expectations. When appropriate, the teacher candidate will model the pronunciation of a word and then say, "repeat after me,' eliciting the correct pronunciation from the whole group and at times individual students. This was very well done. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Powet point was right on. The visuals were very helpful. Great instruction on simple machines. *Bring in real things to show. Nothing better than the real thing! *Bring in purpose of simple machines in our everyday life. Spend time talking about importance! *It was a little confusing on wheether this was an intro to all simple machines or if you were concentrating on one. You always want the observer to be able to follow your lesson clearly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Wow! One of the best welcomes I have heard.  You welcomed your class as they walked in and told them your expectations.  It is obvious that they love you as their teacher.  You are motivating and make learning fun!  You did a quick review of previous learning.   suggestions- Give some brief instruction before you start the weighing activity.  (you did this more on the 2nd group) Make sure your directions are clear.  Give explicit rules on what they are to do.  Too much down time.   Does your Standard match your activity?   Use your EQ as you close the lesson to summarize why weight changes.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You had a model for the students to refer to when completing the activity.  You had everything they could need to complete the project which eliminated the need for them to get up again. Loved the way you renamed te properties so the students could remember them.  You provided lots of examples and then allowed students to make the example.  You were very positive with the students, giving them lots of encouragement to participate.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Opening was good as you asked them to talk in their groups about what they know about whole numbers and fractions. *They need to share these answers. Flocabulary videos are meaningful but always make sure to create purpose. Either ask questions about it or ask fo students to tell something they heard that was important. Great job on direct and guided instruction. Students love working out problems on the board. *possibly have the others working out at their desks at same time on paper . This helps to keep them engaged. Loved, loved the small groups. The envelope just create some excitement for the activity. *Good thinking on having separate problems in envelope for gifted students. *Don't forget to do the closing/summarizing. Ticket out the door is an assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students have a balance of instruction, group practice, and individual practice. A strength in this lesson during the group, guided practice would be the questions posed by the teacher (intern). The wait time is nearly perfect, even when students call out an answer that is not correct, she knows when to wait briefly for them to self correct. Another positive aspect of questioning happened when no students answered a question at all. After a reasonable amount of wait time, the intern repeated the question. This seemed to give students clarity to make sure they understood the question, and their answers came quckly and with confidence.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate did a nice job of leading the students in guided practice, with appropriat e verbal coaching to help them move through the math problems. The manner in which the teacher candidate talks the students through working a math problem supports their learning and gives them the opportunity to self assess The teacher candidate coordinated having a small portion of time for various leveled groups with the visiting special education teacher, and the regular classroom teacher - each leading a group whille the teacher candidate conducted more practice of the math skills. 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated her standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job explaining the standard in kid friendly terms. The teacher showed a School House Rock video. Great introduction to the subject Collective nouns. Stations were explained- Great that you demonstrated the GO Fish game for the station. **Too many okays! The teacher did a great job of explaining the stations before the students began their rotations. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Great afternoon lesson!  You had good energy throughout the lesson.  You kept the students' attention during the lesson.  You asked good questions during your reading of "Dot the Fire Dog".  The firefighter song your group made up was very clever and the students really, really liked the song and movements.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		*You were teaching a small group today, however, I want to see you welcome your class, tell them what they would be doing, and then transition them into their groups. This brings experience and practice for you. It also shows me how you do with transitions. You can use that time to introduce Standards, EQs and set expectations for what they were be learning today. *Dig into the questioning more. When you asked "Why did Rosa Parks get arrested?" He answered the question but dig deeper. Make your students think. The boycott question was a good one that the student answered. Talk about the definition of certains words like "defiance"

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The students enjoyed the opening game where they tried to match the vocabulary word with the definition. These were the words used in the story so it prepared them for the reading. Throughout the reading. you stopped and asked questions. You did a good job with higher order questions-having students discuss what might happen, how the characters might have felt, how they would feel if in the same situation. The character was their age so the students could relate. Make sure you know how to pronounce all the words before reading to students.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You reviewed prior learning.  You were very encouraging to students asking for their input.  When technology wasn't working you went right on with the lesson.  When technology was available you seemlessly incorporated it.  You made sure students understood the vocabulary-asking them for definitions, explanations.  You explained the reason for sreating the flip book.You closed the lesson with a review of material and asked for student questions.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good Brainpop to open the lesson. I think it would have been beneficial for the key vocabulary to be posted. Always try to find a way to relate the lesson to real-life.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Not a bad lesson but some information needed more explanation possibly.  Students were to take notes on information on the board and discussion.  I know that you handed out different sheets to fill out but "why" did you??  Some "gifted" students are not good at writing things down...might have been better to give everyone the fill-in sheet.  You might have been able to get more discussion going instead of waiting for them to write.   You gave good additional information and explanation as they were reading in their textbooks.  I liked the activity of them writing down three facts about the major issues that were talked about during the lesson.  

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher began the lesson by sharing an Emotion Commotion powerpoint. The teacher had great questions about the powerpoint. The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher let the students show them their different emotions with their facial expressions. The teacher discussed several different emotions during the lesson. The teacher had an outstanding powerpoint about emotions. The teacher instructed the students to get out their glue sticks to make their emojis. Each student received a bag with a different emoji. The teacher gave explicit instructions to make their emoji paper paper plate. The students had to write a complete sentence about their emoji. *After passing out the ziploc bags with the emojis, the teacher could have let all of the students share what emojis they had. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good review of Civil War as you opened up lesson. Use this time to ask high level questions.  Ask their opinions on things.   I liked how you talked and pointed out things during video, helping them have a visual of what they had previously learned.   suggestion- After video, ask more questions.  You showed it for a purpose! Dig deep in your instruction, whether it's review or not.  The students need to hear instruction over and over.  suggestion- Make your directions more explicit.  Set your expectations, rules, and directions of what you expect on flip book. suggestion- Give positive comments to your students.  Important! The flip books (fact and fiction) was a good idea. suggestion- Make a connection to each thing you do.  Each activity should lead into the next.  In other words, why are they making a flip book?  Give meaning to each thing you do.   suggestion- Have a time limit.  this helps with time management for you and the students.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		*Loved, loved your opening. You first reviewed vocabulary words before moving into the Flocab video. You instructed your students to raise their hand every time they heard a word in the video that they had been learning about. The video was POWERFUL! *Questioning was awesome! Good job in getting your students to think! You challenged them to explore options. *The T chart was a great idea / visual for them to give reasons on why or why not Truman dropped the Atomic Bomb. Transitions went well as you transitioned into debate groups. You set your expectations and explained the directions well. *Question....could you have left out your debate on the T chart and let them do it on their own within their group?  I felt like it was basically the same thing.  This could have helped with time.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The opening rap was a good motivator, but what was your purpose? Possibly before they listen to it, ask some review questions about what they have been learning in math. Tell them to listen to some key words in rap. You offered them a new strategy (butterfly method) in helping them remember how to add fractions with uncommon denominators. Talk about how strategies help us remember a pattern, etc. Your want to create this method as so meaningful that they understand the purpose behind it. When you asked, "Can it be simplified?" he answered " No." Don&#39;t just say "That&#39;s right." Ask "Why not?" Remember how important your questioning is. Dig deep to make sure they understand they whys and why nots. Great that you differntiated among your classes. What works with one, may not with another. Having this class in 2 monitored groups, instead of several independent stations was a good plan. Good job in delivering your content. You have a gift in helping them understand.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with a clear explanation of what standards the students would be practicing during stations. You then explained each of the 6 stations including what to do when finished and your expectations for them as they worked. You explained the amount of time they would have at each station. The stations were perfect for the geomentry skills which had already been taught. You had all materials ready....containers for materials, playing pieces, directions. Because students were involved in stations there were not opportunities for higher order questioning and wait time. When transitioning you might want to say something like, "Without conversation tiptoe to your next station." The students got a little cranked up when transitioning and then it took them a couple of min. to settle back down for the next station. Perhaps have more than one card with the website for the Brain Pop video you wanted them to watch.. This will enable all to log on immediately and not have to wait their turn to see the sheet with the website.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with an engaging Rap song about prime numbers. This was great, but it did not address composite numbers factors or multiples.  This is when it would have been appropriate for you to address them, after the prime number wrap. You then handed out a chart...What Do You Know?...for students to fill out explaining what they remembered about prime and composite numbers, factors, and multiples. The students, sitting closest to me, were struggling with what to write. If others were struggling, this would have been a good time to "adjust" the lesson plan and fill out the chart together. You could have asked for responses and worked together, as a class to define each of these terms. Writing them on the board for them to copy would have been supportive of their learning and the chart would have served as a reference tool for future use. As this was a review lesson, it is always a good idea to start out demonstrating/reviewing the various terms/points to be reviewed. This will help prepare them for the rest of the lesson. Having Mrs. Maxwell work with a struggling group is always a great way to differentiate.  Please feel free, as I have said, to use her during your lessons!  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I like how you started the lesson on a personal not..."I am so sleepy".  This put you into the lesson with them.  Good questioning during the lesson especially while they were working on worksheet togeter with you.  You also used directionality while going through the worksheet...next one to the right...back on the left side.  Sequence of going through the emotions and drawing the expressions together, then having them color allowed you to control the learning.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		*You opened your lesson with reviewing what they knew about multiplying whole numbers and add/subtracting fractions. *Set your expectations and directions.. When you pass out manipulatives, tell them what to do. Tell them to get their hands off the tiles or you will take them up. You set the boundaries so they know their expectations. Great job in reviewing and questioning. Loved that you had fraction tiles for them to use. (I was confused about the 1/10 fractile tiles over the 1. There were only 9 put up there. Did you realize this?) You also used white boards for them to work out the problems on board. This helped your students to stay engaged. Glad that you allowed student to work problems out on board, and wonderful that you had them to tell in detail how they got to each step!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Opened mini lesson with a quick introduction to compound words with students giving examples that they could think of. Engaged students with a Brain POP video on compound words, Students then read a book with you and listened for compound words. The activity allowed them to go back through the text and make a list of compound words. When next group came to you, they were allowed to read the text independently. I was glad to see you adjust the lesson based on the students needs. Be sure to check tricky words before the lesson so you are prepared to deal with them.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You activated the lesson asking students what they knew about leaves. You had a picture of some leaves on the board. Connecting the colors the leaves are now to the colors they are duing spring and summer may have helped students understand what happens to leaves in the fall. You read a book, Leaf Man. You related the book to real-life leaves blowing.  Something they had all seen/experienced. It is good to make these connections. You stopped during the lesson to ask a question. Asking more questions would have checked their comprehension better. You read the book with a very engaging voice. The students wanted to listen to you read. You had the students transition from the floor to their tables by calling one group at a time. Perfectly done. No instructional time lost. You had the students each make their own "leaf man". You had all materials ready at each of the tables. You encouraged the students to be creative. There wasn't a closing to the lesson. They just finished their craft.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Opened by asking students for the defination of a star-to engage them more, you might have a picture of a star for them to look at. Good mix of instruction and student participation. During transitions be sure you have everyone's attention-some still talking while you were giving directions. You matched students for second part of the activity. Some students took longer to finish part 1 so when they found their partner for part 2-the work was already complete.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with the standard and I can statement.  Had a video on context clues to engage students in the lesson.  Great discussion on vocabulary to be sure students had understanding of the terma.  Had students apply context clues while reading the book aloud.  Asked lots of "why" wuestions to have students explain their answers.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard was posted and discussed witht he students at the opening of the lesson.  Leson consisted of students watching a viseo and taking notes throughout.  Video was stoppped and student understanding and recall was assessed. Students also completed a graphic organizer of material presnted. Lesson plan is to be sent to supervisor 48 hours prior to teaching the lesson. There was little student engagement or participation in lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You opened with students recalling pevious learned material.  You incorporated recall questions as well as understanding questions-getting students to explain their thinking. You called on multiple students making sure to include as many different students as possible. Your class management was great.  Students were engaged, on task.  You were very positive with the students and encouraged them as they answered.  You made sure students were ready with materials before moving on with the next direction.  You monitored students as they worked-making sure they understood the task, encouraging students as they worked, redirecting when necessary.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson at the beginning. The teacher passed out worksheets while the Flocabulary video was showing. The teacher asked the students after the viewing of the Flocabulary video. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the worksheet on subjects and verbs. *The teacher needs to monitor the students by walking around the students at their desks as they work. *The teacher does not need to just walk back and forth in the front of the room. The teacher did a good job asking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher divided the students up into different reading groups by color. *The teacher needed to give the instructions for the worksheet before she dismissed the students to their groups. *The teacher needed to review the answers of the students on the first worksheet before beginning the next part of her lesson. The teacher be

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  Materials need to be more readily available when handing out center activity.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good beginning with your "Mystery Bag" of items.  You modelled what they were going to do by placing the names of the items on a graphic organizers and then they determined main idea which you wrote in the center.  Book you read about "pumpkins" very appropriate for this time of year.  Instead of reading the whole book, you might have read a portions then start filling out their worksheet.  I think that would have gotten to your objective easier.  I really like you typing the information on the promethian.  Remember...you are the "Differentiator"...how many ways can you show the standard for student understanding.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good showing the video about the Iditarod before reading the passage.  I liked the way you read the passage and stopped to let the students say the next word.  That keeps them tracking the text.  Answering the two questions together with the class allowed them to practice finding details in the text.  There was a little confusion about one of the questions but you got them back on track.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You began the lesson with "popcorn" reading from the Social Studies textbook. You discussed and asked questions throughout the reading to ensure your students'  understanding of the content. You discussed how the roles of women had changed, since the men were at war. You shared a slide from your PowerPt. presentation showing the different roles women fulfilled during the war. You asked how Rosie the Riveter was a good icon during this time, which was an higher order thinking question. You had the students complete an insert page for their interactive Social Studies notebooks regarding how women helped with the war effort . The students did this with ease because you had scaffolded their learning though the reading and the slides shared. You went on to discuss how opportunity cost , rations, and victory gardens were a part of life during the time of war.  In order to have students demonstrate their understanding of these 3 concepts you had them complete another interative page.  They were asked to provide a description/definition, illustration, and caption sentence based on their illustration of each of these 3 words. At the end of the lesson you reviewed the lesson goals and had them complete a Ticket Out the Door. They were required to to write one way women helped with the war effort. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You read the informational text on each of the generals and the students, with your guidance, highlighted the important facts. Be sure to practice what you plan to read, for any lesson, before teaching in order to ensure you know how to pronounce all words. You guided the students through transferring the highlighted information about the generals to their description pages. Well done!  Excellent support! You used a variety of strategies to address the different learning styles of your students: direct instruction, guideded instruction, technology, visual aids, and the handouts for their interactive S.S. notebooks. Allow time to revisit the E.Q. at the end of the lesson. I am assuming this is the first time they have heard this information and revisiting the EQ circles back around to the whole point of the lesson....what they were to learn.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be specific when telling the students what they have done well. " I like the way you _________________" Include questions that begin with words like: how, why, explain in order to have students gain a deeper depth of knowledge. Movement from rug to tables went very smoothly. No loss of instructional time. 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		When you are reviewing information it is always good to really think about how can I keep the students' attention.  Students really didn't seem to have a good grasp of the information they needed to be successful during the lesson.  When you are working with information that includes animals, birds, plants, physical land features it is always good to use pictures to reinforce the learning.  You did some good prompting for answers and clarification of information.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The lesson opening that had students quickly discussing how to identify a main idea engaged every single student right away. Students were enthusiastic about coming up with a good response to share with the class. Having the boys repeat the main idea, and then the girls do the same gave all students a chance to either hear or say the purpose of learning. A main idea graphic was on chart paper with the I can statement. There was an example given before the passage that students worked on together. Differentiation is addreesed by multiple means. Passages are read aloud anytime they are used to make sure all students have heard the contents. Student handouts were displayed on the screen as well, and the students have the same paper in their hand, giving extra support for any students who need to re-read the passage. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate encourages all of her students as the work through the lesson and provides appropriate support. She has some room for growth in opening the lesson, but it was overall very well planned and executed. However, she was clear with stating the purpose of learning at the beginning of the lesson. Helping students understand the purpose of the lesson sets them and the teacher candidate up for success.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You began the lesson discussing good and poor snacks for teeth. You asked the students why their teeth would be happy of they ate an apple vs. cookies. This was followed with a discussion of the sugar contained in the cookies that is not good for their teeth. You gave each of the students baggies with a toothbrush, and laminated teeth.  Students were to brush away "sugar bugs" on the teeth as the song played.  The video was good. Perhaps have them watch it the first time and then brush the teeth the second time.  I am not sure how long the song was, but it would have been good to play it for 2 minutes in order for the students to see/understand just how long they are to brush their teeth. You collected the baggies and then asked the students how long they are to brush their teeth when brushing. You handed out 4 pictures of foods, two heathy and two sugary.  The students were to determine which were healthy and which were not.  You had two large cut outs of a tooth, one was a happy tooth and the other was a sad tooth. You had the students decide which tooth their particular food would be placed. Try asking "why" they chose the happy or the sad tooth chart for their particular food item.  This would be an example of an higher order thinking question for kindergarteners. You then read a pop-up book called Brush Your Teeth Please.  Great choice!  The students were engaged and thoroughly enjoyed the book.  Try elaborating on the information on some of the pages in order to review the lesson goals again. You closed the lesson asking the students to tell you the kinds of food they would ask their mothers to buy that would be healthy for their teeth. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Effective use of technology -actively involves students in solving example problems -uses number line on floor to help students practice -offers individual assistance as needed during guided practice -Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding -Works within structure of split groups with co-teacher that visits class for math

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Overall, this is a well delivered lesson in which the teacher candidate is able to share strategies with students for solving a particular type of math problem that includes fractions. Because of the overall strong and consistent delivery of the lesson, it is difficult to determine what is truly exemplary. During the independent practice, the intern gave individual assistance to a number of students in a way that allowed them to catch up if needed, while at the same time receiving the extra explanation that would help them understand what they needed to do.So that earns an exemplary and it is paired with appropriate tone and voice levels from the final section (classroom management). There is an art to giving individual assistance without "broadcasting" a student's struggles to the class. You did a great job of making that work as you visited one on one with those who needed it during independent practice.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Used a song to reenforce characteristics of regions of Ga.  The slides tied the regions into real world experiences of the students and allowed you to monitor student understanding. You monitored students as they worked in groups.  Throughout lesson you set expectations for behavior an there were no student behavior issues at all.  Great encouragement of students as they did what was asked and as they answered questions. You encouraged students to do their best-using capital letters, complete sentences, show me what you know.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Good lesson.  Going back over previous knowledge and putting information on graphic organizer helped to reinforce information they would need to be success doing your activity.  Make sure when you are giving directions that you say everything at once.  Very difficult to go back and insert something you want them to do.  Might be good to write directions on promethean board or include in power point for a visual reminder.  Great activity allowed students to implement their knowledge and be creative with their writing.  Glad you used a timer to keep within the class time to complete the activity.  Good specific feedback..."I like how you used dialogue in it".

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Due to the observation before yours, I was late arriving and did not see the introduction of your lesson. This is why there is a "Not Observed" mark. You asked very few higher order thinking questions.  I will give you a Depth of Knowledge handout to help you with kind of questioning. You used a variety of teaching strategies: direct instruction, guided instruction, technology, and visual aids. Well done! The slides allowed the students plenty of practice with how to form contractions.  This was excellent support for the students learning. You did an outstanding job of scaffolding the learning for your students. Did not observe closing of lesson, as you ran out of time. I know you had an activity for them to do, but you can always very quickly, ask the E.Q. as a closing for the lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson with a picture of the Disney Princess Cinderella. You guided the students though a discussion of the main characters, the setting, and main ideas of the story. As these were shared by the students, you made a list of them on the board with the heading "Cinderella". You then read the book Dinorella . You had the students make predictions before you read the book. This was an excellent prereading strategy, as all good readers make predictions. After reading the book, you went through the same process having students share the main characters etc. You then lead a discussion regarding what it means to compare and contrast something. You shared an anchor chart with the vocabulary specific to comparing something as well as contrasting . This was excellent support for compare/contrast writng experiences later, as well as helping them decide where their sentence strips were to go on their own Venn Diagrams. You led a discussion of how the two stories were alike and different. Students were then given a Venn Diagram with the typed information from each story. They were to cut out the events and determine which part of the Venn Diagram they belonged. Having the sentences typed up allowed them more time for making decisions rather than writing out the sentences on their own. Nice scaffolding. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing students' understanding and giving help as needed. You used good time management when you told them they had 3 more min. left to complete the assignment. This tells the students they must stay on task in order to complete their work in a timely manner.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good lesson over prefixes.  Brain Pop video is a great way to begin a lesson...students really paid attention.  Liked the way you typed the words the students gave you on the computer that showed on the screen.  Students did a good job of making new words from prefixes and root words.  Good class participation.  You might want to make the information on the board BIGGER so that all can see.  

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good starting the lesson with an entertaining video.  Second video used for instuction - you explained how they were gooing to complete the worksheet "with" the video.  Good job of pausing the video to have a discussion about which abstract nouns should be chosen.  When it came to substituting abstract noun in sentence...it might have been better if you had "modeled" the first one with the class.  You did a great job going around and monitoring how the students were working on their worksheets.  You recognized that they all need the word list to help achieve your goal.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good referring back to previously learned information.  SAY NUMBERS CORRECTLY!!  You said "hundred AND seventy-nine degrees...should be hundred seventy-nine degrees!!  Good flow from one activity to another.   Great video - Number Rap...referred back to it talking about the shapes of the day. Be careful giving general information that may not be true at all times...you said a "vertex" was a corner...it may be but not always. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You did a good job getting students involved in the lesson.  Students love to see their teachers&#39; names in story problems they have an opportunity to solve.  Be careful saying numbers over 100...there is NO "AND".  The only time you say AND is if there is a decimal in the number.  You did a great job of stressing the steps to solving a long division problem and following all of them.  Remember you are the "Differentiator"...think...how many ways can I show what I want my students to do.  Always talk through everything when you are modelling. Good transitions between activities.  

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure lesson opening clearly defines the purpose of the lesson. Take advantage of the technology that is available in the classroom. You gave good reinforcement to the students.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The opening of the lesson was too quick! The teacher needed to slow down and take her time in her explanation of the assignment. The lesson was about inherited traits and learned behaviors. The teacher had the students become Narfs. The teacher did a good job explaining the worksheet. The students at their seats answered the questions on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job calling on the students to answer higher order thinking questions.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Slow down Differentiation is in plan and work was in the co-teaching Had both guided and independent practice

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great opening as you reviewed the book Wizard of Oz.  You also reviewed comprehension and why it was so important. You read aloud with good expression and asked predictive questions.   Loved the idea of the various students asking "teacher questions" after story was over. Good directions as they were moving into writing time.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question. *The teacher needs to work on behavior management for the students. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats. The subject matter of the lesson was hard to cover because of the distractions of the students. The teacher was sharing information with the students about the different rivers in Georgia. The teacher had a good powerpoint illustrating the different rivers. *The teacher needed to break the lesson down into smaller segments so the students would be able to grasp the information better. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Lots of discussion with the students on the similarities and differences of the two books. During the reading of the book you stopped to have students talk about that version of the book. You incorporated :why" questions to guage student understanding. Before moving to activity you made sure students knew what resources they could use. Loved that you took an accomodation needed by one student and allowed all of the class to use the large paper format.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You began with a video about concrete and abstract nouns. You told the students what they needed to be listening for as they were watching the video.  This is a great technique, as it gives the student a purpose for staying engaged in the video. You gave each student a G.O. and  the students were to fill in the definition of an abstract noun. Then you asked the students for examples of abstract nouns. You wrote these on the board as they were given so there was no time lost on spelling of the examples.  Be careful with your own spelling- "quiete". When examples are given, it is always good to ask why they think as they do.  If an incorrect response is given it is good to lead them through understanding why it is not an abstract noun. Having students explain their answers takes their understanding to a deeper depth of knowledge. How could you have differentiated this lesson for your students more?  Could you have ability grouped the teams when playing the game and had different level sentences for each group? Give more points to the teams that could explain why the noun was abstract? Having students become involved with the reading of the sentences in the game would be another way to engage students. Ask a higher ability student with a good, loud voice to read the sentences, perhaps. This also helps keep students on task becasue they don't know when/if they will be called upon to read. You were unable  to give appropriate wait time for student answers, because you were allowing them to shout out the answers.  Be sure to set expectations regarding behavior for every part of every lesson you teach.  They cannot be held accountable if they do not know your expectations. The transition from working on the G.O. to getting ready to play the game was not orderly. Instructional time was lost and allowed the students to get more "wound up". Smooth transitions keep the students focused on their learning and does not allow for loss of instructional time. The students were divided into teams and they were to identify the abstract noun in the sentences you provided on the P. Board.  Be sure to call on a variety of students in order to ensure all students are on task.  If the class has white boards, all students could have written down their answer and you could have randomly called on students to show their answers in order to get points. This ensures all are trying to get the correct answer in order not to let their teammates down. You closed the lesson by revisiting and discussing  the "I can statement" and had the students give examples of abstract nouns. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You had students LOOK for what adverbs tell as they watched the Brain Pop video. You gave them a purpose! Having the worksheet on the promethean board would bave helped all to see what you were doing. You gave the students a helpful hint when you pointed out many, but not all, adverbs end in ly. A quick review of verbs might have been helpful, as the verb must be found before one can identify the adverb. At least one student in the class would have benefitted from this quick review. The game was so engaging and fun for the students. It perfectly supported the standard. It doesn't get any better than this! Think of how you could ensure the captains of each team were truly conferring with their teammates regarding the answers and not just giving the answers on their own.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson.  I liked the way you put the standard in "kid" language.  Students were very attentive and wanted to participate.  When reading the rules...you stressed the important words.  Try and call on students with their hands down.  It is an easy way to monitor the class.  Easy transition to activity.  Having a student give the directions a second time helped to reinforce what they were to do.  Great job of setting timer when you told them they had 10 minutes!!  Time management is sometimes a problem.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students worked well independently on their Weekly Language Review.  Ready Book activity then had to do with Recounting Stories.  I liked the way you restated the learning sentence to clarify the goal of the lesson.  Might need to tell the students to read "louder".  It was difficult to hear some of them as they read.  You also only called on students with their hands up...a good way to check on understanding is to call on students with hands down as well.  I liked the way you walked around the room and checked on students' progress as they were filling in their answers.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- A great motivator (or opening)  would be to use props to help you and get your students hooked!   For example, in talking about themes, show a boring book cover, but bring out that the story is fabulous!  (Don't judge a book by cover).  Show a picture of the tortoise and the hare on Prom board as you talk about "Slow and steady wins the race".   suggestion- Before reading the passage, give them more instruction about how to watch for the theme.  This gives them forward thinking. (something to focus on) Good job explaining what the  theme is "not".   Nice balance of direct instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.  Glad you used all passages to go over and you used these to ask your higher level questions about "theme" of story Good job using different strategies for learning. Wonderful closing as you recapped what they had learned.  You went full circle back to Standard.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Great Job!!

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Starting out with a graphic organizer KWL was a great way to find out what they knew and what they wanted to know during the lesson.  Gave you an opportunity to make sure you were addressing their needs during the lesson.  Good discussion with your students and real life examples.  Having the students make a closed circuit with the materials allowed them to experience the connection or not. Good energy throughout.  Good subject knowledge.  Be careful of saying "OK?" after you give directions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You activated the lesson with a Verb Tense song that clearly engaged the students! They enjoyed singing it with you. You had the words to the song on a handout for the students to be able to sing along with you.  You then explained what the different parts of the song meant in regards to the lesson goal. Thus, making the song clearly a learning tool. The words on the chart, for the students to look at with you, was very supportive of their understanding of the song. You put card headings on the board for past, present, and future tense verbs.  You had examples of verbs and called on individual students to tell you what tense each was. You then demonstrated H.O.T. when you asked the student to change the tense of the verb to one of the other tenses. This was beautiful scaffolding for what the students were expected to do later in the lesson. You had the students explain how they knew what tense a verb was. Another example of H.O.T. You had the students apply their learning when you asked them to make up a sentence with a particular verb and then change the verb to another tense within the sentence. Another example of H.O.T.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had an anchor chart with the defintions of comparative and superlative adjectives. You discussed the differences between the two.  You explained why knowing these two types of adjectives was important when they wrote. You then moved on to the P.P. slide presentation you had made which explained comparative and superlative adjectives in greater detail. You had 3 students come up to the front of the classroom and used them to demonstrate the comparative and superlative forms of the adjective "tall". The students enjoyed this demonstration! You explained spelling changes were ofen necessary when forming these two types of adjectives. You had slides which gave the  rules to follow. At one point you started to assess their understanding of how more and most can be used with comparative and superlative adjectives. However , you had forgotten to discuss/teach this. You then had the students use their white boards to indicate which spelling of the superlative or comparative adjectives was correct. The students had to look very closely and remember the spelling rules. The students were engaged and most were choosing the correct response.  It is always a good idea to ask "why" they think as they do. This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge. You continued to build your students' understanding when you used cut out adjectives and had them place them under the correct heading....comparative and superlative on the board. The students were then directed to choose and adjective and write it in its' regular, comparative, and superlative forms. They were then to write a sentence with each form.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher began the lesson by showing a germ youtube. The teacher shared the booklet, Germs, with the students. The teacher did a good job with the read aloud showing the pictures as she read the book aloud. The teacher had the students wash their hands and sing the ABC's. The teacher gave the students instructions about their booklet Germs before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher had a great dismissal to their seats. The teacher has a good voice quality. *The teacher needed to go to each student's seat to check if they are circling the answers correctly. *The teacher needed to put the paper on an overhead so the students knew how to answer the questions with the yes or no answer. The teacher did walk around and check the answers of each student. *As she was checking, she could have continued to discuss germs with the students. The attention span of the students is very short. *The teacher needs different attention getters for the lesson to refocus the students. The teacher had the students return to the carpet for the conclusion of the lesson. The students watched the Brain pop on germs. *The teacher needs to take advantage of learning opportunities to teach different subject matter. There was too much down time for the lesson. The conclusion of the Brain Pop was good for the students. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about germs and what they learned in the lesson.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		"Who am I?" great way to review the information needed later for the lesson.  Good experience for the students to use the chrome book.  Glad you went over just a "piece" of the directions at a time...top half of trading card...then had them go back to their seats to do it. Be careful of saying "OK?" after a direction.  When you praise a student you need to say more than "Good job".  What did they do a good job doing??  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, good transition into lesson.  Flowed well.  Gave clear directions and they followed your instructions on getting their booklets ready. Tip:  It's a great life skill for getting the booklets ready, but it took a long time.  A lot of instructional time.  Could you do these ahead of time?

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Activated prior learning on fairy tales/folk tales. While reading the book, you stopped to discuss similiarities and differences in the 2 versions of the book. Your students had lots to contribute to the discussion and were very engaged in the lesson. Students created their own Venn Diagram to compare/contrast the books.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Make sure you use the same vocabulary terms in the lesson and in EQ. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The lesson began with a Brain pop about Henry Hudson. The students were instructed to take notes during the Brain Pop. After the Brain Pop, the teacher asked good questions about the content of the video. The teacher had great command of the subject matter. *The teacher needed to let the students return to their seats, before giving the instructions for the lesson. The teacher gave instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a good job of checking the student's work when they completed the questions. Good monitoring of students. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning...paraphrased students' answers and added to as needed.  Great active activity.  You probably should have put an example on the board of what they were to do...there was some confusion.  Also should have given them directions on what to do when they completed the activity.  I liked the way you put their results on the board and had them read with "greater than, less than, and equal to".  Make sure they always read from left to right.  Good showing fraction and its equivalent decimal.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning to get students involved in the lesson.  Modelling washing their hands to the ABC song will allow them to practice the alphabet while washing away germs.  I liked the way you had them go back to their seats by "crawling like a cat".  Worksheet went along with the process you had modelled.  You might have had them number the pictures in order before you had them color.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with a review of prior knowledge.  Lots of questions to get students thinking/explaining.  Had powerpoint for students.  When PPt wasn't working correctly-went right on with lesson.  Related the vocabulary to real world experiences of children.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opening activated student prior learning on main idea and supporting details.  You engaged students with the mystery bag.  They wanted to know what was in it , were eager to find out. You discussed with the students what to think about as they read the passage, focusing their attention to important details. You provided reader strips for students who struggle with staying on the correct line. Had student read aloud to you to you. You did a good job of keeping students involved in the lesson with close proximity, calling on all students in group, having them mark details.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The lesson opened with questions about fire safety and the fire truck that visited the school today. The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating the fire safety. The teacher selected three students to dial 911 on her large black and white phone. The teacher had a great powerpoint to guide her questioning about fire safety. The teacher involved the students by having them select different types of clothing to dress the firefighter. The teacher did a read aloud-"Let's Read A Firefighter". The teacher shared another youtube song about fire safety. The teacher explained the worksheets before the students went to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Make sure you relate the lesson to real life examples. Spend more time with lesson dialogue. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were instructed to get out their whiteboards.   The students completed an array to illustrate the word problem.  

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher gave information on each layer of soil. *The teacher could have let the students read the information from the powerpoint on the different layers of the soil. Good job having a team manager.  *The teacher needed to give more explicit instructions about the worksheet. *The teacher was a little unorganized with the sequence of the lesson. *The lesson would have progressed smoother if the teacher had the directions on a powerpoint. Loved the idea of the layers of soil lesson.  The students really enjoyed making the layers of soil. The students were very engaged in the lesson. *The teacher needed to be in charge of the powerpoint.   

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Good beginning with the "Who am I?" game.  Allowed the students to review information they had learned and would need for the activity.  
Directions for the chrome book activity needed to be cut into smaller chunks.  You probably should have used one of the historic figures as an example instead of your name and info.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.  When you praise/encourage students say more than "Good job"...be more specific.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a youtube.  The teacher did a great job stopping and starting the youtube to ask the students questions. The teacher shared the story, Chrysanthemum.  The teacher asked several good questions about the book before reading the story. The teacher gave great instructions for the students. The teacher used the overhead to instruct the students how to fill out the graphic organizer. Great job explaining the worksheet before dismissing the students to their seats. The teacher is doing a great job controlling the students and progressing throughout her lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Opening was a review of three famous Americans that had been studied earlier. I really like the Who Am I bags and if would have been a great way to start by giving the bags and letting the students try to figure out who. Whenever you are writing on the SMARTboard, keep talking or asking questions. Try not to have down time- easy for students to be off task. Level of questioning- mostly recall. Try to add some higher level. Good support when students were answering questions and asking students if they anything to add. Good monitoring while students were working. Use a variety of strategies throughout the lesson. Since the lesson was a review lesson, had some guided practice especially with the writing prompt. Liked how you broke prompt down into parts. Closure came after lunch so I did not observe that part. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great opening to lesson. The kids were very motivated to learn. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Providing the simulated octapus eggs was a great idea!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		 A fable and explained what she wanted them to do in their groups. Asked if they had questions, then put them into groups that she had differentiated by ability. Good job monitoring students while they worked on their dramas, but you did not see the students who were off task until you walked over to their group. It would have been helpful if you asked questions of students when you visited their groups.Good use of timer and reminding students of time left! Used “CLASS CLASS< YES YES”, but you need to wait until all the students have their eyes on you and no conversations. You handled the firl who wanted to change groups well. Before groups started their performances, you reminded and reviewed the rules and expectations!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Very good lesson.  Great discussion with the students...they all wanted to tell you answers.  Lots of students gave soccer as an activity so the book you chose was very appropriate.  You kept the lesson going from one activity to the next which is important with the youger children to keep their attention.  You might have started the lesson doing some kind of physical activity before you started asking them about physical activity.  Good strategy to have them put their hands down and have each one give you an activity they did...you forgot to go back to a student who wasn't ready to answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		When I arrived you were in the middle of a two minute talk reviewing the difference between prime and composite numbers. You reviewed the vocabulary necessary to understand the lesson. You showed a video on Sieve Eratoshenes which was not only engaging, but was the perfect launch for this lesson! I learned a lot. All students were engaged and participated when you stopped the video to ask a question.  Terrific! You asked higher order thinking questions when you asked  them to explain the pattern they saw, why you were shading in certain numbers, and why 6 was not a prime number, to name a few. Transitions were seamless. The students knew what the procedures were for doing certain things. You supported your students' learning when you worked through the 100s chart using the Sieve of Eratosthenes with them.  Excellent guided instruction. You assessed your students understanding of prime/composite numbers when you gave each of them a number, had them tell whether it was prime or composite, and explain why. Your directions were clear and easy to follow at all times.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with the coin activity. You had students group, identify and draw the coins in their baggies and then add up the total amount of money. You circulated throughout the classroom monitoring the students' understanding and assisting as needed. Some students struggled with what the directions were. Perhaps modeling one bag would have given them the support they needed in order to understand your expectations. As they were writing the amounts you noticed the students were not writing the amounts of money using a decimal point. This would have been to tell them when you were giving instructions. It would have connected the activity with the lesson goal. Once you clarified the instructions, the students understood and were eagerly engaged in counting the coins and recording the data. Perhaps fewer bags of coins to count. I believe 5, half the amount, would have gotten the point across without dragging this out too long. You had students Think, Pair, Share what they remembered about decimals. The students struggled when you asked them what separated the whole and part? Reviewing a decimal with a whole number and a decimal part would have helped them understand your question. Write 4.53 and discuss the whole number and decimal part. You reviewed the place value chart using a slide and had the students draw one of their own. You then went over the amounts of money in each bag and had students tell you where the numbers would go on the place value chart. This reviewed what had been previously taught about decimals and the place valuie chart. You also had the students practice reading the decimals aloud. You pointed out there was two ways to say the decimal. When calling on students to say the decimal aloud, it would have been good to have one student say it one way and then call on another student to say it the second way. You then had students practice writing the decimals in written , standard and expanded forms.  You modeled for the students how to do this with the decimal .41.  This is excellent support as it clearly showe the students what your expectations are.  You reminded students to "SAY" the decimal to themselves when writing the decimal in written (word) form. Be very careful with feedback to your students.  You said, "You should have something like this."  In math, the answer can't be something like this. When you asked the students how to say four tenths they were very confused, because you had just said it. Perhaps point to the decimal on the board and ask someone to read it. You then went onto discuss how fractions and decimals go together.  A quick review of the parts of a fraction would have helped the students know how to respond when you asked them to write o.4 as a fraction. I had to leave before lesson came to a close.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good support of students as they answered questions, gave them wait time and positive praise. Asked questions throughout the power point and asked some application questions. The students had a flipbook to write notes down but it was a lot of notes to copy. Try using fill in the blanks using key terms. Be m,ore specific in feedback to students besides good and uh-huh. It was a review and some students were giving wrong information, always correct errors. I liked how you higlighted the key points for students to copy. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of technology enchanced the lesson and helped students visuallize the use of precise language. Skillfully given verbal directions at the beginning of class and throughout the lesson guided students to move through their various tasks. When appropriate, the teacher candidate moved the students into pairs, or "reading partners" which appeared to be a regular practice in this classroom. It was clear that the teacher candidate had been watching and learning from the cooperating teacher. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of the projector to share key words and details of the lesson was an effective way to help students be organized and focused.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the story of Johnny Appleseed. During the sharing of the story, the teacher put on a pot illustrating what Johnny Appleseeed wore during his lifetime.  During the read aloud, the teacher did a great job engaging the students by asking questions about the book. The teacher shared a song, Ten Little Apples.  The teacher sang the song for the students and then encouraged all of the students to sing.   Great job showing the students a finished product of the activity.  The teacher let the students make choices for their apple. The teacher did a good job explaining the entire activity for the students before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their apples.  

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Gained student attention with your Idiom crown at the beginning of the lesson. Activated prior learning on figurative speech. Played Kahoot-students were excited and engaged as they found the meaning for the idiom. Incorporated technology-students using chrome books for several parts of lesson. Used a strategy to ask questions that incorporated all students. Asked students questions during the story to be sure they were understanding the idioms used. Students worked together to create and illustrate their own new idiom.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		You really did not do any teaching in this lesson.  You put problems on the board for students to work.  You were not comfortable using the promethean board.  You did ask some good questions during this review lesson.  Transition to activity was good, except you did not read off names of students at table 4.  

		Williams		Julia		917462487		As we discussed, the children quickly picked up on the compare and contrast between the two stories. Remember to talk about unfamiliar words - porridge, cottage, Huskies. always talk about author/illustrator with young children. You can engage children by using different voices for the different characters. Even if it feels silly, the children love it. Students can be engaged by asking them to help with the repeated lines like "It was just right." When you write on the chart, think aloud as you write and illustrate how you know the next letter. "Bbbb, what letter makes that sound?", etc. Think about ways to dismiss the students in small numbers instead of all at once. 5 year old boys, 5 year old girls, 4 year old, etc. It reduces the number of children moving at once and encourages listening and thinking. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Liked that you opened with the class schedule posted and group rotations posted.  This helped students to know where to go and what they were going to do.  You guided instruction at the beginning of the lesson-allowing students to try on their own and then working it as a group.  When asking students "where does the decinal go?" follow up with Why?  Let them explain their thinking. Be sure to state what materials students need to bring with them to a station-this will help with wasted time and so much movement.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were working in a small group and all needed extra help with regrouping. You did a good job preparing for this lesson-you had the subtraction poem for each student along with a place value mat. Students were provided manipulatives to make the regrouping concrete. Good mix of instruction and student participation and guided and independent practice. There was some accomodation for some students with the highlighting of the ones place. This may have been more effective if it was highlighted as you worked instead of having them all highlighted at the beginning. Discussing it as you went with those 2 students may have been more meaningful. Good use of academic language. Having students become the teacher and tell you what to do allows you to guage their understanding of the process-glad to see you do this.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You reviewed prior learning and then the vocabulary for this lesson.  You had students explain the meaning of the vocabulary and explain Why.  You incorporated technology with the Prezi.  Students had a graphic organizer to record important infor from Prezi.  You incorporated lots of opportunities for students to explain their thinking.  You allowed students to reenact the Battle of Ft. Sumter outside.  They were able to understand how defenseless the fort was.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher did a great job reading the book, The Seasons. The teacher asked very challenging questions during the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the Season sheet with the different trees. The teacher had a great dismissal to tables.  The students were very quiet going to their tables.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in the lesson. The teacher did a great job explaining equal groups. The teacher modeled four groups of six equal 24. GROW-When students are counting cubes, have them move the cube. This will prevent them from getting confused about which cubes they have counted. GROW-If the question is too hard, make another easier question and then return to the harder question.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Working with students in various groups helped them to meet individual learning goals and provided differentiation as needed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lesson was basically good. Key terms need to be listed and defined on a visual chart so that your students can reference back to it as needed

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		You had a good introduction to lesson. Nice question of unfamiliar vocab in story - ex. electric appliance. Allow answer time for  students to process. You frequently asnwered your own questions. This is a difficult skill to develop - wait time. The T chart is a good pre-reading strategy. You might think about allowing students to place the pictures on t he T chart. You did a good review of the T chart. Having a real smoke detector would have been a good addition. Loved the "Point to nose" for the smoke detector smelling the smoke. Involving the body movements improves learning. Samples made ahead of time was great. THe materials all laid out was wonderful. You gave clear directions but only one time. Many children need a second telling of the directions. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Opened with real rocks and minerals and had students predict what it was--rock or mineral.  Brain Pop video was very relevant to lesson and you stopped it at points to be sure that students understood vocabulary or got main points.  You tied the lesson to real world when you discudded all of the everyday items made from rocks and minerals.  Also tied to previous learning with marble and ancient Greece.  Venn diagram allowed students to apply their knowledge.  Throughout the lesson you had accomodations for students-premade Venn for some, different ticket out the door, visual reminder for student on order of tasks.  Hands on activity of building their own rock was the hit of the lesson.  Students really enjoyed the activity and you tied it to learning by having them classify their creations-shape, color, texture, etc.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Explain first hand & second hand to the students. An anchor chart would have been beneficial to present key terms.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with the Kaboot game-students enjoyed but you were only seeing what one student knew on each question. You read the passage aloud to class. Students read the same passage with a partenr then answered questions independently which was to serve as your assessment. Had students build words using ar and the letters in the magic square. Students were engaged the first 2 times you played the game but you were losing them on the third time through. Your lesson did not take as much time as planned and you recovered by having them work on their spelling words. Always have a back up plan when you have a few minutes before transition time.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with video/song on multiplication.  Got the students attention right away.  Reviewed prior learning and academic languade.  Had students explain the multiplication strategies they used while working problem on board.  You involved los of students in the lesson making sure to call on those you hadn't heard from.  Provided lots of multiplication strategies for students to use, Watch the way you write on the board--you want to model correct numeral formation when in front of students.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good idea to point out that equal & equivalent were similar Kids related to the comment "would you rather share a pizza with 6 people or 10 people?"

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Effective questioning of the whole group, and of individual students during independent practice reinforced student understanding.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Teachers often forget enrichment as a part of differentiation. Good job making the game both review and enrichment!

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened the lesson discussing the learning goals.  You engaged the students by having them picture weather in different areas of the world and then describe it. Tied into prior learning by having students use weather labels, Tied the lesson on weather to real world experiences of the students. Incorporated technology, Led discussion on types of weather instruments, what they measure and how they are used today to predict the weather. Students worked in groups to construct their own weather instruments.Groups presented their research on the instrument and the instrument to the class. Some groups were missing materials-be sure to check bags before giving to groups. Some groups struggled working together-you might want to have specific jobs listed and each person has to do a job. Students should be given the rubric before beginning so they understand how they are going to be graded.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed prior knowledge before new material.  Used real world example.  Engaged class in solving problem.  Had centers for independent small group practice of skill.  Monitored room, gave positive feedback to students. Make your model larger so all students can see it.
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		Response Rate: 		69.37%
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		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		3		3		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		3		3		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		3		3		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always be sure the students have been scaffolded enough to complete a writing assignment on their own.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher's assessment was using their writings and highlighting the transition words in their personalized writings.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher had a Protection matching game on her powerpoint. The teacher asked the students questions about the different words on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students draw the lines between the two matching words. The teacher has a great beginning for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is and will be a great teacher!

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lots of questions assessing student understanding.  Lesson activity serves as assessment.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good basic questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Guides students to create a graphic organizer

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The informal and formal questioning earns an Exemplary rating for supporting the lesson opening and getting students highly engaged in the topic. The "not observed" rating was not significant - simply saying that I did not observe anything in the category such as a benchmark test.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The discussion questions early in the lesson were used effectively to gather information on student  understading, and served as formative assessment.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your informal questions, comments, and replies to your students provide a great deal of informal formative assessment and prevent/correct student misconceptions.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Basic questioning was done throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		You were questioning and assessing students as they worked and you had their completed work to check for understanding.  I liked that you had the students rate themselves on understanding of the concept.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		As the lesson opens some formative assessment is used to determine how much students recall about point of view. The student teacher does a good job with questioning during the guided practice as a whole group. She is able to elicit the answers she needs to keep the lesson going. No deduction for "not observed" on diadnostic - it would have been from standardized testing.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Informal, formative assessment was conducted throughout the class as the teacher candidate checked for understanding. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Your formative assessment, writing their own sentences and placing the commas in the correct place, was an outstanding way to know which of your students were grasping the lesson goal and which were not! You had the evidence in hand. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used HOT questions throughout the lesson. You revisited the term "digit" several times during the lesson to reinforce the concept.  

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher used the graphic organizer as her assessment. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Informal, formative assessment was evident thoughout the lesson. The summative assessment was proficient ( the chart the teacher candidate filled in). It could have been a step above if the students had created the chart themselves. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		You had some challenges in the informal questioning and classroom instruction. As you were talking to the students, you were simply telling them the information that they would need. It seemed like a very short or basic version of a lecture. We know from our science methods course that lecture is rarely an effective practice tp elicit learning in elementary grades. I know many students wrote word for word some of the main sentences from your lesson, but I am not sure they know what it means. After their notes were taken, there was not additional questioning to check for understaning.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When students recorded the main idea/question(s), it provided an opportunity for formative assessment.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lots of questions for recall but you need to expand those for understanding. When having students bring in something for a lesson-be sure to have extras provided by you for those who forget. Be sure to wrap up the lesson by revisiting the standard and having students articulate what they have learned.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During math, the informal feedback that Ms. Burton gets from students is formative assessment that indicates student progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There was an earnest attempt to gather information informally for the purpose of formative assessment. When the attempts at questioning did not go well, it may have been helpful to remind the entire class of the purpose or "I can" statements for the lesson. Providing a graphic organizer was appropriate as a means to begin gathering summative assessment, but many students were unclear as to what they should do and how to proceed with the graphic organizer. It all seemed to go back to the begining of the lesson and the lack of a clear understanding of the overall purpose.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing not applicable to lesson.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You elaborated on some of the questions and answers in order to support the students. The review game/slides was a very effective review!  The students were having fun with the review and it doesn't get any better than that!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC ask challenging questions throughout the lesson. It afforded the students an opportunity to express their thoughts in a constructive way.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on white bords.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Their completed food web gives you a great assessment of their understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used probing questions in order to lead the students to the correct responses. The centers the students went to were engaging and allowed the support people to assess the understanding of the students in their groups. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Had students create their own similie and metaphor.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Lots of questions throughout lesson to assess student understanding.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There were several opportunities during the lesson to assess understanding.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lots of remembering questions. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a good job asking remembering questions of students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Your assessment worksheet was modified to fistudents needs.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		The work mats were a good formative assessment of reading situations. Remember to "question" the students' choices so you can assess whether they understand or are just gussing.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		GROW-The mini quiz needed to be included in the lesson plan when the supervising teacher received the lesson plan.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Did you emphasize RACE? How can you asess their learning on this skill through RACE?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-changing wait time helps keep students focused - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The questioning during the lesson opening effectively directed students to the conclusions needed to set up the lesson goals.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Your assessment was based on Venn. Students created these on the floor and then all handed their cards to you. With no names on cards-how do you know what the students know/understand. Activity can not be used as assessment in current form.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You did ask lots of remembering questions-to activate prior learning and assess student understanding.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson. The teacher explained the assessment in detail. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if there were any questions before letting the students began on their assessment. The teacher did a good job of monitorig the students as they worked on their assessment.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnositcs: N/A

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		The students were given an assignment to complete in order for you to assess their understanding. You circulated throughout the classroom to assess progress and understanding. You gave assistance as needed.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		For most of your students, the drawing of things they sense was difficult. Having a picture bank for them to choose from would have helped the ones not able to draw yet. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by asking questions. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary words about the lesson. The teacher had two questions on the board for the students to complete. The teacher had the students come up to the board and write the answers. This was good that the teacher involved the students in the completion of the questions.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher instructed the students to answer the two questions in their journals at the end of the lesson. The teacher posted the Journal Questions on the powerpoint. The teacher reviewed the Journal Questions before they began writing the answers in their journals. Great job with the assessment.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher asked several questions during the lesson to check for the student's understanding of the subject matter. The teacher had several questions on the powerpoint that the students answered on the index card. The teacher realized the students could not see the words and changed the background of the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the assessment in detail. There were several students who did not understand how to complete the assessment.  Before the teacher begins an assessment, she needs to always ask the students-Are there any questions?
Overall, a good lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		During class discussion, when you ask questions allow enough wait time for small leaners to process information and formulate an answer. You often asked a question and then answered it yourself. Learning to allow wait time takes practice but is well worth it for the learning value it gives.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students should understandwhat you are assessing before they begin. Your checklist focused on mechanics of writing but you did not remind them of these things.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Worksheet did not meet objective.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You guided the students through the completion of the project so it did not represent their understanding.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Stations are a great way for students' to practice what they have already been taught.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		The graphic organizer allowed the students to identify the similarities and differences between the texts. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Question students more for deeper understanding.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You demonstrated excellent scaffolding with various activities to reinforce the lesson goal. Reading levels were used to determine your group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had completed the assessment in her earlier class. We discussed how she admistered the assessment and what she would do with the results of the assessment. The teacher had a great plan for using the assessment results.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You did a good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		The finished projects from the choice boards will give you an understanding of student understanding.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson in order to clarify the students' understanding!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Informal, formative assessment was ongoing throughout the lesson. Some informal, yet diagnostic assessment was used when appropriate. The information gathered by the teacher candidate was clearly used to determine the pace of the lesson and when to move on to the next word or skill.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students benefit from the questioning that takes place informally, and the intern is able to gather continuous formative assessment during this process.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Ticket out the door was a good informal assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The questions asked by the intern helped to provide ongoing formative assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate is skilled at providing individual student support as she moves throughout the room.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		individual questioning and observation

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am not sure the students, overall, were ready for the chart. This is when it is okay to "back up and punt".  When you see something isn't working it is fine to stop and go in another direction in order to help your students. Diagnostics-not applicable

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You circulated throughout the room as the students were working in stations, assessing and giving help as needed. The stations were terrific! So engaging!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Unaware of what assessment was due to no lesson plan.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You checked for understanding throughout the lesson by questioning.  Your activity allowed students to practice the skill.  Their final product will allow ou to assess their understanding.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Would like to see more questioning of students. I know time was an issue. Perhaps don't try to put so much into one lesson in order to give yourself more time to engage the students through questioning. The interactive notebooks are terrific, as they will serve as a reference in the future.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Students were asked a variety of questions early in the lessons in the first 10 minutes of instruction. In addition to engaging them in the lesson, the purpose of the questions was also to gather formative assessment to guide instruction. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate asked open-ended questions at the beginning of the lesson as a means of formative assessment, checking for student understanding.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Questioning supported student ;learning and provided formative assessment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Time did not allow the students to complete the activity today. Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You directed students to find a marker or highlighter to check their work. You had made a large anchor chart with a V.D. and velcro strips to attach the statments the students had been given to glue onto their own V.Diagrams.  You called on different students to come up and place the statement in the correct section of the V.D.  The students were excited and anxious to have a turn. Students were to check their own work as the big one was done as a class.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Very nice job on this lesson!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning techniques were used throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Having the students write a sentence of their own, which included an abstract noun, lets you know which students understood the learning goal. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You assessed their understanding with a quiz on Google Classroom. You differentiated the quizzes for the different  levels of students in the class. Well done!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You asked questions throughout lesson to gauge student understanding.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Assessment based on Venn Diagram will not work as completed by class. How do you know which chil did what when all cards were turned in with out names?

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		 Used mostly recall questions. Work on some higher order questions. The assessment- constructed response was appropriate and was aligned with the target objective

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Did TOTD

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Diagnostics not applicable.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Had flipbook premade for students to take notes on Cold War. Used questions to ensure students understood key terms.

		West		Sydney		917437847		As Ms. West questions students regarding what took place in the prior lesson(s) or homework, she gathers information that lets her know where her students are in their understanding of the standard or topic.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of a variety of formative assessment was evident as the teacher candidate asked questions, listened carefully, and reacted to students comments. Gathering a small amount of information from students on post-it notes was an effective strategy and a quick check for understanding, as well as a means not to overwhelm students for whom writing on a full blank sheet of paper is intimidating or stressful (differentiated instruction). Another helpful strategy used by the teacher candidate was posting important words relating to the goals of the lesson in certain places in the room. This was good not only for visual learners, but also for active learners as students moved near the appropriate word card to match their response. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lots of questions and discussion.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were issued an assessment named Monkeys at the Zoo. The students were giving instructions on how to complete the assessment. The teacher did a great job of telling the students what to do if they finish first. GROW-If the assessment is too hard, the teacher needs to have another way of making the assessment easier and then move on to the harder assessment. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning was a real strength for this lesson. It was commendable and effective to use some of the responses from questioning at the beginning as formative assessment.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are using formative assessment to help you know what your students need, and it serves you well as you move through the lesson. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This lesson did not need a formal assessment. Asking the children to talk about smoke detectors at home is a good follow-up. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Questioning throughout lesson-can always incorporate more higher order questions.  Getting children to explain their answer is important.  Used ticketr out door for quick assessent of understanding.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Using a game of Jeopardy to review concepts excites students and motivates them to recall important information. Anytime we decide to use a game, we know that students can get over-excited. You did a good job of keeping them on task given the circumstances, and were also good at expressing your encouragement when students were on task and getting correct answers. It is sometimes appropriate and important to let students know you are disappointed in their behavior and/or academic performance. Your responses seemed reasonable given the fact that students are reviewing recent material. You may want to discuss this with you cooperating teacher for reflection. You earned an exemplary mark on summative assessment for choosing to use a game. Even if students get very excited, these games are memorable to them. You can sometimes use the game again as a motivator, and give them behavior goals to "earn" playing the game.
 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The "story tree" was an effective piece that made students think carefully about the elements of the story.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Lots of questioning to be sure students were understanding the concepts and during their construction time.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		3		3		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		3		3		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		3		3		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		3		3		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your students were very engaged during entire lesson.  They listened because you were very interesting as you helped them learn about the effects of war.   You added personal experiences as you told the stories.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of grammar.  You said "We just seen them" and "You seen it on the pretest"...should be SAW.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of your grammar when speaking.  you said "Me and Ms Brown" when it should be "Ms Brown and I"; also "We seen it in the book" should be "We saw it in the book".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their seatwork. GROW-The teacher needs a little more energy in her lesson.  The teacher needs to be more excired about presenting her lesson to the students. The teacher will improve as she teaches more during her student teacher experience.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		While you were teaching, your students were very well behaved. suggestion- while they were working in groups, they were very loud.  Don't be afraid to redirect often.  suggestion- Before starting the activity, set your expectations and rules and stick to them! There was too much down time.  I'm glad you discovered how fast this group was, and that you have to keep them busy.  No one should be out of their seat.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Be careful when you are helping a small group that you still monitor the room.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You were working in a small group and did a good job of monitoring.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Be careful when you are working with a group of students that you don't forget to continually monitor the classroom for behavior.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher has great voice quality.  The teacher is in total command of the lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher gives great directions when instructing the students to do certain things during the lesson. The teacher has Great behavior management. This was a terrific lesson for a Block one student teacher. What an amazing job from start to finish! Awesome job!  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be careful turning your back to a majority of the students when you are walking around.  Good use of positive reinforcement at the beginning of the lesson..."Thank you Eugene...".  Students going in and out to restroom, drink, etc. very disruptive while you are teaching.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be more specific in your encouragement.  You need to say more than "good".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You asked the whole group if everybody knew how to read the word on their index card. There will be less shouting out if you rephrase your question and ask them to raise their hand if they need help reading their word. Set expectations for what students are to do during each part of the lesson. For example, always let them know what they are to do when finished with a particular activity. When you call a particular student's name, be sure to go on to explain "why" you called their name. For example: "Susan, I need you to stop talking and sit down." If there is a class behavior management plan, be sure to use it. You have a very good teacher voice...you speak with authority, support, and enthusiasm!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You spent a lot of time redirecting students. During the time on the rug you had to repeatedly remind them to listen and raise their hands.  This amounts to a good deal of lost instructional time.  It s also hard to challenge students to do their best when they are shouting out and not paying attention. Please use the behavior management system in place in the classroom. Students, even at this age, must be held accountable for their actions. This is how they learn what the limits are. Work on not ending your directions with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are unsure of what you said and you are asking for their permission. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		You did a good job of setting behavior expectations and reenforcing those throught the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job of monitoring your class and assisting. Glad you moved on when the 2 students couldn't find notebooks.     

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were engaged during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher has a very warm voice quality and a very encouraging voice. The students were very in tune to the entire lesson by following instructions correctly. GROW-The teacher uses a lot of "so's" while teaching her lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Your class was very attentive and it was obvious that they respected you as their teacher.  

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher has great control of the students. The teacher has a great voice quality that really engages the students. The lesson was very organized and engaging for the students. The teacher had great control of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has several positive traits for becoming a great teacher.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Good cassroom management-you kept students on task, redirecting as necessary. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		TC used good tone of voice throughout the lesson Lesson was well organized and students stayed on task

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands.  The teacher addressed the noise of the students. *The teacher needed to redirect the noise of the students more during the lesson. *The teacher needed to slow down a little in her discussion questions. *The teacher needed to shorten the part of the lesson with questions about feelings because the students were getting restless sitting on the floor. The teacher let students return to their seats to complete their individual assignment at their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		GROW-The teacher needed to direct the off task behavior to continue her lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a discipline plan for her future lessons.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Encourages students to do their best work

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		One of the strengths exhibited by  Ms. Benitez is maintaining a calmness in her demeanor and her voice that helps students remain calm and focused on learning. That gives her the opportunity to encourage students frequently as she is not constantly engaged in redirecting bad behavior. There is not significant "bad" behavior when she is teaching.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*Great job of moving around the room during your lesson as students were reading aloud. This helped monitor students and make sure they were on task and engaged. Awesome! *You used several management techniques to get your students quiet. They respected you as their teacher. You did not have any behavior issues.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Classroom management is fine – no problems noticed. Students are thoroughly engaged in the lesson. "Not observed" marked regarding off task behavior because none was noticed in this observation.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students were engaged in learning and there was not noticeable off task behavior. The teacher/intern had good classroom control, and the students were respectful.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the entire lesson. The teacher had great voice quality and control of the lesson. Good lesson!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great mamagement-you monitored all of the classroom-keeping students engaged.  When necessary you redirected in a very positive manner.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Some students were off task but I think it was due to the level of instruction. The reading passage was too difficult for one of the groups. TC tone & level of voice was appropriate 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good Questioning and good examples Good job redirecting off task students Good job circulating room during lesson Grows- Don't be so dependent on notes make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Be more specific in your praise.  What does "Good job" really mean??

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		There was no off task behavior needed redirecting.  Students were very well behaved.  Even when working in small groups-scan the room periodically to be sure all students are remaining on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were not problems with classroom managed that I noticed. The student teacher used positive reinforcement for on task behavior. Exemplary is the rating for appropriate tone and voice. This is in part because of how the student teacher uses her tone of voice to enthusiasm for the lesson. The student teacher is effective at reacting to the students and whatever else is going on. She reacts with humor and the level of humor is perfectly appropriate for first graders. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate has taken time to get to know her students, including identification of those who might need extra support, and those who can be relied on to participate in class. Knowing her students was a strength that made classroom management less of an issue than it might be otherwise. She related well to the students as she moved through the lesson, and was able to keep them focused even during the part of the lesson when they walked to the cafeteria and outdoors to explore different settings.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding classroom mangagement techniques.  You are able to look for off-task behaviors, correct them quickly, and return to the lesson without missing a beat! It is obvious the students respect you and see you as their teacher, just like Mrs. Madden!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students to tip-toe to their seats. They did this beautifully. You circulated throughout the classroom when the students were working independently, checking for understanding and keeping all on task. You told one student if you had to tell them one more time to do something he would need to flip his card. Terrific! You must say what you mean and mean what you say!

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved and very involved with the lesson. The teacher involved the students by calling on individual students to read different parts of the powerpoint. The teacher is very comfortable with the subject matter of her lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Good job setting behavior expectations and reenforcing during the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		It was good that you recognized and intervened in individual students being off task. In two different situations, you gave redirection to the students at the same volume used when speaking to the whole class. A less confrontational way to redirect might be to use proximity, either standing right beside or behind them putting your finger on the paper to indicate they should be writing, and put your other hand's index finger over your lips making a reference to being quiet. Having a side conversation that everyone in the room could hear gave them the attention they were seeking. Last semester I suggested a strategy for getting students' attention. You use two words, and first you say one to the whole class, they in turn respond with the given word as they focus on you and remain quiet.... So you might say "Quiet" in a loud teacher voice, and they could respond in unison "Time!" So your short phrase is "Quiet Time!" While it is up to you how to get their attention, you don't have their full attention now, and this could not hurt. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The classroom behavior was a challenge, but it seemed in part to be a result of the time of day and the activities the students had taken part in just prior to this lesson (coming in from recess, specials, and/or lunch).  For that reason, these areas above are marked proficient. If on a subsequent morning observation it is the same, these are still not insurmountable issues. There is not a category that clearly address this, but it was slightly uncomfortable that you called out student names individually to address their behavior concerns fairly early on. An alternative might have been to simply use proximity and stand closely to students who were taking when they should have been quiet. I think this is a "developing" area for you - and that during this year of field experience you will explore  a variety of appropriate strategies that will eventually fit your style of  classroom management. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Classroom management was good throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate was effective in monitoring students' work as she moved throughout the classroom.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Students were on task so there was no chance to observe off-task behavior. Classroom management went well. The intern has planned thoroughly for this week, so the students are engaged and less likely to get into off task behaviors. The intern maintains a calm, soothing persona that contributes to the positive atmosphere of the classroom.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You sepent too much time saying "you need to be quiet".  "You need to pay attention".  Lay out your expectations, directions and rules before you begin to teach.  Then, give consequences. Be careful not to stand in one place while you teach.  Move around the room.  This will help with class management.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Stations are going to get rowdy at times. It is up to you to control the noise. Be mindful when it gets too loud and set your limits. You may have to do this several times. At times, it got really loud. Glad you did the "If you can hear my voice...."

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The Bruce Bucks were a great idea!  This worked for you! Good job monitoring and assisting your students. Your students respected you as their teacher and were well behaved.  You kept them engaged during lesson.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		You monitored the room well while students were working. Loved the way you tried to include your student with the sharing of his special rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management could be improved by improving the delivery of the lesson opening to include a clear purpose for learning. Otherwise, students lose interest when they don't understand what they should be doing and why. Work on your personal grammar for questioning. Twice during the lesson you said "Do anybody know....?" It should be "does" instead of "do" and this makes it difficult for you to expect your students to use the correct grammar, even though they have standards that support proper written and spoken grammar.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There are no major behavior concerns.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Good job monitoring the class and keeping students on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		I think it would help for you to have the students pre-divided into groups ahead of time. You used an encouraging voice throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your class was kindergarteners and it was the end of the day.  It was difficult to keep them focused as the lesson progressed.  You did a good job of redirecting individual students. You are developing in the area of classroom management and I am confident you will continue to grow in this area as the semester progresses. You have a lovely, engaging "teacher voice" for this age group.  You are very supportive and kind. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good ob attending all areas of the classroom. Voice level was appropriate. You were professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating healthy and unhealthy foods.  The teahcer presented healthy foods and unhealthy foods in the powerpoint. The teacher had good questions for the students during the powerpoint. The teacher had several different types of foods.  The students were very involved in thumbs up or thumbs down for the different foods showing if the food was healthy or unhealthy.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Monitored the room giving assisstance where needed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good job monitoring student behavior throughout the lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		This class was wonderfully behaved.  While volunteers are writing on board, how can you keep others on task?  Possibly talk through it as the student is writing on board.  Don't be too silent. Your class respected you as their teacher.  They were very well behaved.  Keep them tightly on task or they will get lax.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good whole class monitoring. You were professionally dressed

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the review game. There were no off-task behaviors. Watch your subject verb agreement. You said, " I hope you will do good."  Should have been " I hope you will do well". You asked, "Who has went?"  Should have been "Who has gone or Who has had a turn?" I would still like to see a little more enthusiasm in your voice. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You truly set the expectations for student behavior for every part of the lesson. Well done! You set the expectations for the activity and you stuck to what you had said. This is key to good classroom management! When someone did not follow the directions there were consequences. Outstanding! I would like to "hear" you use a little more enthusiasm when teaching.   

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Asking the class if everyone has a booklet encourages shouting out. Turn the question into a "command" by telling them to raise their hands if they need a booklet. Set the expectations:  Rather than students shouting out answers let them know they are to raise their hands.  This will allow you to call on more students (and call on ones who do not have hands raised, as well This holds all students accountable for their learning). You said at one point, "Stick your thumbs up if you are ready." This is a good behavior managemen technique. When redirecting a student you may want to say, " I need you to ......." In this way, there is no question regarding the behavior you want stopped or started. You asked for the students attention and then before you got all of the students' attention you started teaching/giving instructions. Before giving directions, wait for all students to give you thier attention.  Have them literally look at you. You waited until the lesson was almost over before using the classroom behavior management system. Try using this much sooner, when necessary, and I believe you will see what a difference this makes. You have a great "teacher voice"!  It sends the message you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		In order to best utilize class time, pre-divide groups and post the list on the board for the students. It might help to have something on the table to identify which group will sit there. (ex. colored cones, numbers, etc) TC voice level was appropriate. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. TC was very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		No behavior issues.  Everyone was on task and well behaved.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		GROW-The teacher needs to control the students who are off task with a discipline plan. The teacher has a wonderful voice for sharing read aloud books. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had several different creative activities to teach the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to have her own discpline plan to control the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a clap that controlled the students for a little while. GROW-As the teacher passes out the different emotion cards, the students needed to be completing something at their seat. The students could have been drawing their emotion as they waited on everyone to receive the emotion card. It took way too long to issue the different cards. The teacher did a good job of controlling the active students.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		I can tell that you have been working on your handwriting.  However, you need to continue to do so.  Please do not mix lower case and capital letters in the middle of your words.  Students are looking at everything you write.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Class kind of got away from you when you were working with a group.  Might be a good idea to use a timer during activities.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Very  encouraging tone of voice and voice level. You made learning fun for your students. Good professional dress.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You redirected one of the students. You told them they must be quiet in order for you to call on them. You told a girl because she had her hand up you were calling on her. All of the above are good behavior management techniques. You do need to use an attention getter other than "listen".  1, 2 , 3, all eyes on me    OR anything you have heard the teacher use.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		One off task student was not redirected when he was reading a library book instead of doing his math.  When you are working with a small group be sure to scan the room frequently to insure that the other students are stil on task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were actively engaged in the lesson! Your voice is animated and demonstrates excitement for what you are teaching. There were no behavior issues during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked the class to give you 5 and then you said, "Oops, I don't have 5."  Then sent the very clear message you meant what you said when you asked them to give you 5. Excellent! You called two boys back on task when you asked them if they were ready to fill in the graph. Such a nonthreatening way to get their attention and it certainly worked. You used "thumbs up" when you are ready to go on to the next month when filling in the graph.  Perfect way to assess if students are ready to proceed without a lot of talk/calling out. You have a very engaging, enthusiastic, and supportive voice....awesome teacher voice.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job monitoring the groups of Lit Circles as they read. You had 5 groups. It's hard to manage 5 without help. Luckily you had a parapro and your CT to help with groups. Your class is always well behaved. There are never any issues of behavior.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are so motivating to your students.  You welcomed them and it was obvious that they love you!  You got ME excited! suggestion- Keep it moving with instruction.  Not so much on discipline if not nescessary.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good voice quality throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Students were engaged. You kept them on task with questions and activities and discussion.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher has great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students during the lesson if they became too loud or off task.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Monotone...more voice inflection needed.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You were professionally dressed. Work on increasing your voice level so that all the students can clearly hear you.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Try using an "attention getter".

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You need to project your voice....you need to be a little louder. I noticed the students up closer were more engaged and I think that is because they could hear your questions better. You said at one point, "I am going to wait until you are quiet."  Yes, do this and wait for them to do this!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Glows- Good intro Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Good questioning Grows- make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Not all the children were engaged. Some were standing on their heads, lots of moving around. Poistioning the students near you who are most active can be helpful. Be careful not to always call on the active kids when asking questions. Encourage the children to participate in the song by giving clear directions before hand and modeling the motions for the song. Music is a aid to learning. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job monitoring the classroom while students worked in groups.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Monitored the room. Assisted students as necessary.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the small group. The teacher had a lot of thought provoking questions during the small group to involve all of the students. GROW-The student needed to move his cllip after you instructed him to do so. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. The teacher gave positive praise when necessary during the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher had a great way of encouraging the students to do their best during the lesson. The teacher continuoulsy praised the students for working hard.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You did a great job encouraging the students throughout the lesson. Your voice is encouraging and appropriate for the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Young students require lots of reassurance that hey are "doing it right" be sure to stop and talk to individual students as you are monitoring the class.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You have excellent behavior management techniques.  I was so impressed when you walked over to a boy and took away the box he was playing with and you didn't miss a beat with your instruction! You have a very pleasant voice and manner with the students.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used the attention getter, "all eyes on me" and didn't wait for all eyes to be on you. The students will quickly pick up on you don't really mean it.  Wait for them to look at you. If someone is not following directions and looking at you, use the class behavior management system and have them flip a card/move a clip.  

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher was very aware of the subject matter. The teacher has a great calming voice quality. The teacher has a good lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had several different activities for the Dental health lesson. Great lesson! The teacher concluded the lesson by issuing each student a dental health packet and brushing chart. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Walking around the classroom was a good way to monitor the class and keep them on task. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Glows- Good intro Good modleing for students Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember to walk around and check for understand with everyone in the group.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Do something different than saying "Shhhh" to get students quiet.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher engaged the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very warm voice that encourages the students to do their best. The teacher walked around and monitored the students as they created their own germs. The teacher gave positive feedback to several students as they created their own germ.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when they became off task during the lesson. Good lesson with several different activities to review the material previously taught.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was a bit loud at times but you handled it well. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The students are well-behaved.  The students are very engaged in the lesson. The teacher had a very powerful lesson to illustrate the hand washing and germ subject matter. The lesson plan was very thoughout and sequential in order. Great lesson for a Block one student. The teacher has a great voice quality.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The teacher is very aware of her subject matter.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Make sure to utilize all the resources in the room. You were encouraging to the students but your voice level was a little low at times.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*Good management of class. During stations you monitored each group as they worked. *When the groups are sharing their main idea projects , make sure everyone is paying attention. *Work on time management. Your students will take as long as you give them. Set a limit and move on. They were finished and beginning to play around. Have something extra for those to do or either cut everyone off.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job redirecting off task behavior but the students were not following your directives. When this occurs, stop and have them repeat the directive back to you. Don't move on until you have their attention. You were encouraging to your students throughout the lesson.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students raised their hands at all times to answer the questions asked by the teacher. The teacher was very encouraging during the lesson.  The teacher gave constant praise to the students when they answered a question. GROW-As the teacher passes out the paper, she needs to talk about what the students will be doing or review the material presented. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		You need to be more specific in your praise..."Awesome"...doesn't say much.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be more specific with your praise.  Just say "Good" isn't enough.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Class management was excellent today.  You never needed to regain attention.  Your class was very well behaved and they were all engaged during the lesson.  

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a very sequential lesson about cause and effect. The teacher has a great way with students.  The students respond to her very well. Great lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		There is little off task behavior, but the students get very excited about science which sometimes equates to being loud. The teacher candidate effectively used appropriate humor and tone of voice to return attention to the lesson. This teacher candidate has found a method that works for her to get the attention of the entire class immediately when needed. She hums the musical jingle from a popular commecial, and the students reply with the short phrase from the same commercial that follows. It is extremely effective, and will be a good strategy to have in place when she starts a full time teaching job. Her delivery of this strategy in such an effective way includes using a very specific tone of voice. Exemplary is earned for for redirecting and appropriate tone. Not all teachers have the personality and repoire that gels with students in late elementary school and middle school. You have shown me repeatedly that you have that ability and willingness to understand these students, gain their trust, and then use that to make your lessons work. I hope your first teaching job is one that will allow you to continue to develop in this area.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have struck a good balance -you relate well to the students; and you have begun to mesh that well with the times you need to make discipline a priority.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Monitor the room carefully-some groups were having a difficult time getting started.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You monitored students throughout the lesson. Students were engaged and there was little need to redirect students.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Class management was awesome. You used several management tactics to get their attention. Your class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Groups will get rowdy. Don't hesitate in setting your boundaries and limits. AS long as they are actively engaged in what they are doing, it's ok.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the Flocabulary video. The teacher was constantly engaged with the students during the lesson. Good lesson!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands to answer questions. *The teacher uses the word "okay" too many times. *The teacher needed to redirect the students to raise their hands during the lesson. *The teacher needed some type of activity for the students who finished reading early. Overall, the plan was well planned.  The teacher just needs to work on the execution of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Many students were not listening to directions for the game. Make sure you have everyone's eyes on you before you proceed with directions. You might want to model the rolling of the dice and how they would write their decimals as a result of their rolls. Give directions before handing out game pieces.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Even sitting at the table, the students were off task at times - hands on each other, playing with materials. Think about how to control the materials so students don't have opportunity to play with them. Using visuals for the things they smelled would have helped narrow down the possiibilites - honey?  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Glows- repeated answers as students gave answers Good job circulating and working with students one on one Allowed for student creativity Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make notes  so you will remember to cover all parts of lesson make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		You are quiet in your presentation so you must be sure you have all students attention before beginning.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The students were very well-behaved and involved with the lesson.  The teacher has good control of the students.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher has great voice quality during her lesson. The teacher knows her Sounds subject matter for the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The cooperating teacher does a great job teaching the student teachesr how to organize Science stations and experiments to learn the Science material. The student teacher is doing a good job carrying out the Science station expectations and controlling the students as they learn.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		During the center activity, the students got loud.  Perhaps having students match upper and lower case letters one at time would have helped.  They could each watch their group members and observe if the matches were being made correctly.  In order for the students not to wait too long for their turn, use only half of the pancake matches at a time. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Class management was good!  They respected you as their teacher.  There were no behavior problems.  You did a nice job of moving around the room as you taught.  Also you assisted while they worked independently. Wonderful! Nice teacher voice!  This is important! Awesome that you used time management.  Such as "Ok you have 10 minutes.  Get busy!" suggestion- As the activity continued, it seemed like there was less control.  Don't let your guard down.  Keep redirecting and keep up the time management.  Too much time to do this activity.  They could have done it in half the time. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Make sure your phone is in your purse or backpack...not out.  Thanks

		Jones		Darius		917396692		THe students were very attentive throughout the entire Social Studies Lesson. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to him very well. Great Social Studies Lesson. 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Glows: Told students what to listen for before reading story Cahnged voice for characters in story Grows: validate praise Make sure you have students attention before giving directions Explain directions again when you realize that so many students are not getting it

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Glows- Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Table Talk Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher is very knowledgable about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved and very attentive during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job from start to finish with the lesson. The lesson was very organized and very involved with the students. The teacher is a very strong Block 2 student teacher!
 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You are very clear with your expectations for student behavior. and you are quick to redirect a student not following directions. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" and the students respond to you well.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very quiet during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter about main idea. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students be more engaged throughout the lesson.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		GROW-The teacher needed to use the DOJO to control the behavior of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to control the students and stop the lesson before continuing after she asked the students to be quiet. Once the students began discussing the popcorn, the students became very quiet and engaged in the lesson. GROW-The lesson had too much down time. The teacher needed to move the lesson faster. The teacher has several positive qualities as a Block one student teacher. The teacher will improve with her lessons as she progresses to become a teacher.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The teacher has very high order thinking questions for the students. The teacher is very encouraging during the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. Great lesson! 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. The teacher did good engaging the students in the lesson. The students wrote their words on the anchor chart while the teacher checked their answers.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		THe students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive during the lesson. The lesson was sequential for the Fort Sumter subject matter 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher had worked very hard to prepare her lesson. The teacher had several different ways of learning about the fossils-small group stations, powerpoint discussion, etc... The teacher had a great job of dividing up the class into three groups-she had the student hold up their finger when she assigned them a number. The lesson was very thoughout and very prepared.  The teacher did an excellent job executing the lesson. Great job!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher monitored the students as they worked. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students during her lesson to make sure the students understand the subject matter.  The teacher needs to make sure she calls on different students and not the same ones. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were only responsible for a group of 4.  Think of ways that you would handle the classroom if you were by yourself. How would you conduct and keep organized?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Awesome how you stated your expectations for behavior and participation. You made it extrememly clear on how they could get or lose points for their team.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Redirecting off-task behavior is important for learning outcomes. Many children were disengaged during both the story time and the guided practice of this lesson. I encourage you to watch and make note of ways to redirect off-task behaviors.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		*Make sure you have everyone's attention before you start. There was talking, settling down..they weren't all quite ready. *Walk around the room as you are asking questions. This helps you monitor that students are on task and engaged.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring the room and redirecting students to complete their work.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*You have a great teacher voice. Your students respond well to it. Class management was good. You were in control. Good! *Be careful of your language. You said "add across" several times when you meant "multiply across". I knew what you meant and the students never said anything, but we have to be careful with correct language because it confuses our students. You also said wrong numbers at times. I think a lot was nerves.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Don't let the technical stuff be more important than the teaching.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The teacher has great voice quality. The students are very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher sets up the high standards for behavior and the students follow the rules. The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has a very good lesson for a Block one teacher. The sequence of the lesson was very informative. The teacher used several different teaching techniques to familarize the students with the subject matter.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You told sudents to quiet down, they continued with the chatter and you allowed it. If you are going to correct behavior be sure to follow through. Best would be to set the behavior expectations before you begin. "This is work for you to complete on your own, there is no talking during this"

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over YOUR rules with your students.  It is obvious that they already respect you!  There were no behavior problems and the students were attentive. suggestions- 1. Move around the room.  Be careful not to stay in one place as you are teaching.  Especially when they are working on the white boards.  Walk around and assist as needed.   2. Give a time limit while they are working independently. For example, "you have about one more minute, so get busy".  If most students are finished, move on to the next one.  Tell the students who are not done to watch as you complete on the board.  Keep it moving. 3.  Challenge them as you move to the next problem.  This is a good time for positive feedback and comments. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher discussed the standards and essential questions with the small group. The teacher passed out the passages to the individual students. The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has great control of the small reading group.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students on task and engaged in their learning! Your voice, during the reading of the two books, was very animated and engaging.  Remember to be enthusiastic and animated, as appropriate for fifth graders, when teaching lessons.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You used the class dojo to monitor student behavior. When the noise level escalated you quickly had them lower their voices. 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The class management was much improved from the last time. I could tell you were taking control of each situation.  Getting groups going can be tough.  You managed well and had everyone moving on target. As it got loud in the room, you redirected.  suggestion- Remember to set those expectations and consequences before you start.  It will save you!

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Be careful of the tone of your voice when you are correcting a student.  Try to use closer proximity to the student so that you don't call attention to them.   I can tell that you are working on improving your grammar when speaking; please continue to practice for additional improvement.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was a good bit of "calling out" of answers and talking among the students as you were delivering the lesson.  Please set expectations for your students' behavior. Being able to call on individual students, will allow you to assess how well individual students are understanding the learning goal. You did not use the behavior management system of the class.  When you next teach a lesson, use the chart and have students move a clip early on in the lesson in order to maintain order as you are teaching the lesson. You have an engaging voice, however you had to get louder in order to be heard over your students.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The young man in the red and black checked jacket needed a stronger refocusing and it needed to be done sooner. He basically ignored you each time you corrected him.  I am glad you told him he was not allowed to be one of the "teachers", because he had not been paying attention well enough to teach the lesson goal to his classmates.  This sends the clear message there are consequences for one's actions. Please try using a stronger, I am in charge "teacher voice".  This does not mean yelling or being mean. You did not have to attend to the entire class since you were working with a small group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a great voice quality.  The teacher was very in control of the students during the lesson.  The teacher did a great job of asking questions during the youtube video. The students were very well-behaved. The lesson was very organized! The teacher knew her subject matter very well! A very informative and creative lesson with total control of the students!
  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a very warm way with the students throughout the lesson. The students try very hard. The teacher has high expectations for the students.  

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Glows- good connection to real life, good use of timer Grows-work on classroom management, allow time for student collaboration 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You used a very encouraging voice during the lesson. Appropriate professional attire.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You monitored the class well giving assistance when needed.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You have a very engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice".  It makes the children want to listen and learn from what you are saying.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		A well planned lesson set the teacher candidate up for success in classroom management. She is obviously developing a rapport with her students and gaining their respect. Together these two components (rapport and respect) would make it seem to the untrained eye, that classroom management comes easily. The effort it took to get to this place was evident. Because of the content of the lesson, it was of the utmost importance to have good sentence structure, word pronunciation, and appropriate vocabularly. This area was exemplary - modeling for students how to speak appropriately in the school setting.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern has an ideal demeanor for elementary school, particularly for primary grades. She can manage the classroom effectively in a calm manner and that influences students to be attentive and remain calm if she has to correct student behavior.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You did a nice job with the student who didn't want to sit up and listen. You told him quickly to sit up and listen and then you moved on. Once the video started, then you were able to tend to him without disrupting everyone else. Your voice is a true teacher voice. You keep your students on task and on target with your personality and expression in your voice. All students seem to be engaged. *There was some dead time in your lesson today. Make every minute count. Be mindful of silliness. *Awesome teacher voice! You keep them so entertained!

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You have a very motivating and dramatic personality.  I love that!  But be careful not to be too silly with your students.  The more carefree you are, the more they will be.  Stay firm, but fun with them.  Don't change your personality, just tone down some.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Good job monitoring the classroom-you ma need to scan even more when so many are working independently.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		*Be mindful of dead time at the beginning of class. The way they come into the room sets the stage. Be ready to start. *Set your directions and expectations for behavior and participation before they begin their activity. Make sure everyone is clear on directions. *Great job with your group  during break out stations. *You have to redirect behavior. It may not seem loud to you, but others may not can concentrate on their work with it being so loud. Don't be afraid to calm the groups if they get too out of hand. Even though we expect them to get a little rowdy, it shouldn't get too loud. If the students are not on task, then they must be redirected.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were attuned to the lesson and on task. So there was little if any opportunity to observe redirection. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students who needed individual assistance received it in a timely manner and were able to remain on target with their classmates. The teacher candidate was skilled not only in helpin the whole group, but in working with individuals or pairs of students that needed additional guidance.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a great sequential lesson about the nouns. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Your small group had no behavior issues at all. Everyone was listening and engaged. What about the remainder of the class? How much should you redirect? How would you direct the class if you were the only adult in the room? Watch your class management. Be mindful of when time is close to being up.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Monitored the classroom as students worked in groups. Challenged students to do their best work.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You monitored the room well and kept students on task.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		TC was professionally dressed. Good job monitoring the entire classroom throughout the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Be careful of saying "Guys" all the time when addressing the class.  Also after you give a direction dont add "OK??".  Are you giving them a choice?

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher has a strong positive voice quality. The teacher does a great job involving the students in the subject matter of the lesson. This was a great lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had great sequence for the lesson's subject matter. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher constantly discussed the subject matter of the lesson as the students work. The students enjoyed the lesson! 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good teacher voice.  Your students were well behaved and were good listeners.   Good job monitoring and assisting students as they worked. 

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- Thumbs up Allowing children to share their ideas Grows- Work on finding appropriate teacher voice and teacher presence in the classroom Have a plan to hand out materials for lesson Make sure all students are listening before giving instructions

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Your class was always engaged. They were interested in what you were teaching, but it was your delivery that kept them interested. Also, the fact they they made their own T charts on their paper helped to keep them engaged. *Try walking around the room as you are teaching. This will help you KNOW that everyone is on task. Your presence makes a big difference.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		* You were teaching a small group and they respected you as their teacher. *Before your class comes in, be ready to take over for the lesson. This is your responsibility as a block 3 student. Work on managing entire class, even though you may only be with a small group. You had 3 at another table that weren&#39;t on task at times. *When it&#39;s time to transition, make sure you are in charge, not the teacher. Remember this is your lesson. You conduct the transition. This is a big part of class management.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Set expectations for student behavior, from watching the video, to filling out the charts, to elbow partners, to getting dry erase boards. Setting expectations for everything done in the classroom is a must. This leads to an orderly, ready to learn classroom environment. When using elbow partners, which are terrific, let them know what they are to do when they have finished discussing what you have asked them to discuss....heads down....I would suggest a shorter amount of time for this. When they finished discussing they got louder and were talking about unrelated topics....then you have to reign them back in to continue with the lesson. Your voice needs to be more assertive...you need to find your teacher voice that says, "I know what I am doing, now come along with me." Please show more excitement and enthusiasm for what you are teaching. It is contagious and will keep your students engaged in their learning.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You set expectations for student behavior, how to get help as students were working. You told one student he had lost 5 min. of recess for talking when asked not to talk. You have found your teacher voice.  Work on showing enthusiasm/joy you feel when teaching.  Students need to see this/know this.  This encourages their participation.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Be careful when you say words ending in -ed that you don&#39;t say as a -t...learned, learnt.  Students are going to mimic you.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Tips for class management: Be mindful of silliness. Don't allow them to not take you seriously. You will lose that control quickly. For example, counting backwards worked great until you started being silly about it. Then you lost that respect. They were laughing and you were upset that they weren't listening to you. You can't be extremely silly with them one minute, and the next minute tell them they need to be listening. You are giving them mixed signals. You used several management techniques. "head down when you're ready." "5,4,3,2,1," Watch your grammar. Don't say "I seen". This is very important. Make sure you walk around and monitor what your students are doing. You did this at times, but this is very important to make sure they are on task.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The class was clearly engaged throughout the lesson and there were no behavior issues!  Well done! You have a lovely voice...so engaging, kind and supportive!

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		You monitored the room as students worked, encouraging them and keeping them on task.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Stayed close to the front of the room to control the video during most of the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Very positive with students encouraging all to participate.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		There was very little off task behavior during the lesson but you quickly regained the student's attention.  You monitored all students as they worked independently.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students were very well-behaved.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful of using "so"...so many times when you are speaking.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful walking around the room that you don't turn your back on a majority of the room while you are teaching.  check your sentence structure when typing on the promethean..."Nome 1000 miles away so the trip was very long"...might have read better "Nome was 1000 miles away so the trip was very long."

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Outstanding classroom management!  You were up and among your students during the enitre lesson! May want to phrase questions such as, "Does everyone have a reading packet?" to "Raise your hand if you do not have a  reading packet." In this way students will not be shouting out whether or not they have what they need. It is all in how you ask the question. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" that says I know what I am teaching and I am in control.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Students engaged and on task during the entire lesson!! You moved throughout the classroom as you taught the lesson and this helps with behavior management.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give directions...are you giving them a choice??

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Please show more enthusiasm and energy during the delivery of your lessons.  Enthusiasm is contagious!  You may have to get out of your comfort zone, but I have every confidence you can do this!!! 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It is evident that there has been an effort to understand the students as well as the systems in place to make the classroom run smoothly. Though the candidate moves through the classroom during independent work, her effort to help each student may leave other parts of the classroom not as well attended. Circulating with a quick check on everyone could be a precursor to a slower walk around the room checking for student understanding. There is no doubt this can be remedied this semester. She is very professional, yet still very personable when dealing with her students. Overall, this was a well organized and well executed lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Having a well organized lesson with a clearly communicated purpose is a strength of yours, and that at least in part gets students quickly engaged in learning. You also organize the lesson with an opportunity for movement (from listening on carpet to working at desk) and a chance to have some verbal peer interaction. The interaction as a short discussion gives students a quick break from being in full listening mode, and it helps them take responsibility for their own learning. Your students can see that you are clearly comfortable in front of the classroom. Any adult visiting the classroom could see this as you give brief whole group instruction. You are also effectively supporting students through one-on-one interaction as you move throughout the room during a time when students are practicing their skills. (The following is noted, but not significant enough to warrant any deduction.in score.) This is a minor concern that you are capable of working on. You have a habit of which you might not be cognizant. Every now and then you will use use the "shhh" sound to signal to students to be quiet. You have excellent behavior management skills at this point, so try to be aware and slowly stop using that sound altogether. Sometimes students do not need any reminder -continuing with the lesson will keep them engaged and quiet enough. If you do need to signal quiet, have a silent means (hand gesture of finger over lips, point to a behavior chart, etc.).

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Some of the students were shouting out answers when you were discussing poor and good food choices. Be sure to set expectations for their behavior for each part of a lesson. Try an attention getter other than "shush".  1, 2, 3, all eyes on me.  OR  Listen Lions  Be sure to wait for them to give you their attention when you use one of these. Otherwise they won't think you really mean you want their attention. Be sure to show enthusiasm for what you are teaching. Use your voice and facial expressions to engage students. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		See above from instructional section, but note that the exemplary voice levels and tone refer to the individual help you gave to students during independent practice. Not observed is marked for redirecting off task behavior - but that is because there was no noticeable off task behavior!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Be careful as you walk around and work with individual students that you continue to monitor the room. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Choose an attention getter and practice it with students.  Make certain they respond to it when they hear it. Practice it. When having students do anything, set your expectations for their behavior.  I need everyone sitting on their bottoms, not talking, and keeping hands to themselves. If they do not comply have them move a stick on the behavior chart. You had students leave the rug one group at a time. This enabled the transition to be orderly. The students were so enthralled with their doodle boards they were not listening to your instructions. Wait until directions are given or until you are ready to do one together to tell them to get these out.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		There was a  lot of shouting out and talking when they were to be listening.  One child was laying down on the floor as you were reading the book. Too much time was spent "putting out fires". This equates to a great deal of lost instructional time as well as it being too chaotic for students to learn. Set expectations for their behavior at the beginning of each part of the lesson. Use the behavior management system at the beginning of the lesson. If you have told them what you expect them to be doing and they have also been in this class since August, it is time to show them you mean business. Waiting until the end ofe lesson to have a student move a stick does not help them or any of their classmates learn the goals of the lesson.  You must make believers out of them and gain control of the class. This does not need to be done in anger, you calmly ask them to move a stick. This not only sends a message to the student making poor choices, but to the rest of the group, as well. I also believe if you used a more assertive "teacher voice" they would respond better. This is not about shouting at them at all.  Just a stronger, more I am in charge and not you, kind of voice.  I am certain ;you have heard Mrs. Foster model this.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using "Very good" to compliment work...try to be more specific to what the student did to get the compliment.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using your "voice" too much over a quieter procedure for off task behavior.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."Remember wahat the shapes of the day IS"...should be..."Remember what the shapes of the day ARE".

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Try to be more specific with your encouragement.  Give more than a "good".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good voice quality was used throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The teacher needed to slow down with her speech. *The delivery of the lesson needed to be more in depth.  If this were not a review lesson, the students would not know enough information to complete the assignment. *The speed of the teacher's voice is so quick that it would be hard for students to understand if they did not possess previous knowledge. The students were very well-behaved. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher has good positive reinforcements with the students after they answer the questions. The teacher has a great knowledge of the subject matter. The teacher does a good job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats. The teacher does a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when necessary.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Use of tape diagram was good. Have them show that theirs was similiar to yours

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Your students were very attentive to the reading of book.  They were intriqued.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher needs to work on the behavior modifications steps for his future lessons. The students needed to be redirected for their off task behavior during the lesson. It was hard to observe the lesson for the distractions of the students during the lesson. The teacher needs to develop different behavior ideas for controlling the off task behavior of the students.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Monitored students as they worked.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You addressed a few individual students' behaviors.  However, there was so much talking and calling out you had to keep getting louder and louder to be heard over them.  Try getting softer with your voice or use an attention getter to call the students back on task.  There needs to be consequences for repeatedly not following directions or ignoring them. Remember to set expectations for each part of the lesson. This is especially true when it comes to playing a game.  Learning games are fantastic, however there must be boundaries....talking from one team-point goes to the other team.....shouting out an answer without being called on-point goes to the other team. The whole goal of the game.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You moved throughout the room during video sending the message that it was important to be listening. You set the expectations for class behavior when you said, "Answer with your hands."  You made the expectations for behavior and the rules clear for playing the game.  Your voice is so enthusiastic and engaging!! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Please be more specific when you give praise.  "Good" really doesn&#39;t say anything.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Great teacher voice. You have good expression and your students respected you. Your class was well behaved!  suggestion- Don't lose too much time getting started.  Keep it moving.  suggestion- When people are talking, don't allow read aloud to continue.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		The behavior of the students in the classroom was excellent. They were engaged and having fun with their learning!!  You seriously could have heard a pin drop they were so engaged.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Your expectations for student behavior was high and the students rose to the occasion.  It is all about setting expectations, as the students were on task, engaged, and having fun as they learned.  You gave directions for the handouts, where to put them when finished, and for the Google Classroom quiz they were take for their assessment. You put all of these directions for the students to refer to (since there were so many parts to follow) on a slide for the students to refer to if they forgot what to do next. Outstanding way to help your students become independent learners!  

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful when helping a student that you continue to monitor the room for behavior. Phone in back pocket should be in your purse.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher did a good job of controlling the noise level of the kindergarten classroom. The teacher gave constant reminders for the students to keep the classroom quiet. The teacher constantly said, "All eyes on me", to get the students to refocus on the lesson. *The lesson needed additional teaching material to emphasize the germ subject matter.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Class management was clear as you counted backward.  Class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Loved that you asked them to "ask your neighbor if you're doing this right." Also, when you are finished give me a thumbs up. Tip: Be mindful of not talking too much while they are working.  Don't interrupt their concentration,  Give the instruction and ask if there are any questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job monitoring the students. Good professional attire. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a good job of sharing how to write the fictional narrative. The sequence of the lesson was very organized and thoughout. Good lesson! The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise level of the students by doing the Class  behavior management activity. The teacher concluded the lesson by having the students share their writings. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Be careful with your grammar...you said "Y&#39;alls" a number of times.  Be specific with your praise...don&#39;t just say "good".  What are they being "good" at??

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Make sure you follow through-if you set talking level at 0 then make sure everyone is quiet.  Several went on talking.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Small group lesson-kept students on task, redirected as necessary,

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very confident with the subject matter of fire safety. The teacher had good questions after the read aloud. *The teacher has a very soft voice.  The teacher needs to get a little louder in her directions. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good voice level Make sure you have all of the students' attention before moving on. All student should be attentive when another student is giving a response.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The students were illustrating an array problem for a word problem. *The teacher needs to call on different students to answer the questions. *When asking students questions, the teacher needs to have them show thumbs up or thumbs down for the answer. *The teacher needs to include all of the students in the lesson. *The teacher needs to redirect certain students to pay attention to the lesson. Classroom management needs to be worked on. The subject matter of the lesson was taught well.    

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Monitor all areas of classroom-not all groups got right to work and needed some guidance.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. Great voice quality during the lesson. The students were engaged in the lesson. *The students had a lot of questions.  Explicit instructions needed to be given before letting the students begin the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise of the students when the students began sharing their answers on their observation sheets. The students shared their findings for the lesson.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The students were very involved in the lesson. This was a very organized and thoughout lesson for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is very natural in her teaching.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Good monitoring of the class, walked around and assisted several students who needed one–on-one, Redirected students back on task was appropriate. Good job modeling the appropriate language and sentence use. Good teacher voice, easy to hear and understand. Liked the use of the timer. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Your well planned lesson contributed to the class being so engaged.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Set expectations before you begin the activities Watch using “SH-SH-SH” too much.. Get everyone’s attention before you start. At the beginning of lesson, great job talking about the video equipment. Gave students an opportunity to give their ansawers what they thought the theme was. Redirected back to question of “theme” when students got off task.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Outstanding classroom management!  Students were engaged with you throughout the lesson.  The one or two who needed to be redirected, you saw immediately and brought them back on task. Well done. You need to develop your "teacher voice" which means project your voice. Use more annimation and enthusiasm when teaching. When you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching, the students will be as well!  Enthusiasm is contagious. This will come with practice.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very effective classroom management techniques.  Well behaved class!! "I need a hand." 5,4,3,2,1  in order to let students know they should be ready for next step, part, or problem. Pencils down when you are done. Be sure to watch your spelling. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used a Brain Pop to give students a visual to go with notes... good idea for those students who need visuals for learning connections. You stood in the front of the room for most of the lesson so you did not walk around and monitor. I did not observe you redirecting ay students who were off task or not engaged, but the CT took care of catching students ad redirecting them. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		A student who was pulled out of class yesterday did not remind you that he couldn't answer your question about yesterday's lesson. Your very thoughtful apology set an example for your students. Students seem to have great respect for you which idicates a good repoire. At the same time, the apology allowed them to see the "human" side of you. It speaks to the fact that you can maintain authority in the classroom while still being considerate and kind.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In general, the teacher candidate did a good job of managing the classroom. Students were in different physical arrangements for different parts of the lesson. When students were all seated together on the floor, the teacher candidate could attend to the behavior of all students proficiently. When the students were more spread out, the teacher candidate did an admirable job of seeing that most students were on task, but some in far reaches of the classroom were off task while the teacher candidate stopped to give  individual assistance. Though classroom management overall seems to be going well, attending to all areas of the classroom is still developing. I was not discourage by this for two reasons. One of those is that the cooperating teacher has the perogative to arrange the furniture in the classroom to best suit her teaching style. Secondly, this lesson was full of activity that needed to be packed into the alotted time. The tie between planning the lesson and the classroom behavior will be more evident to the teacher candidate with more time in the full year of this field experience.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher has a great voice quality.   The students love the teacher.  The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has a very good lesson that involves several different types of learning activities. This was a great lesson for a Block one student teacher!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		When working with a small group, be sure to scan the room. Students were waiting with hands raised for your help.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Make sure that you monitor the entire room and take care of any disruptions such as loud talking immediately.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Glows- Good PPT Good Mgt. Strat. used Gave good examples Grows- Have something for students to do when finished More student collaboration 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Don't forget to monitor students-especially those working independently.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You monitored the room well making sure all students were engaged.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The lesson is very organized and very thorough. The students were very interested in the Season lesson.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher has high expectations for her students. The teacher does an excellent job explaining the rules and expecting the students to follow them. The students are very well-behaved and respond extremely well to all of the teacher's expecations. The teacher has a lot of patience in teaching the students. Good lesson! 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Being observed at the end of the school day was a challenge for the intern as the students became restless and anxious for the day to end. However, she rose to the ocassion, redirected students back on task with the skill of an experienced teacher.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Classroom is full of a variety of types of learners. Some methods were in place to accomodate them, and you have added to the skill set your own best practices to help students reach their potential.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great voice level. TC was appropriately dressed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		My theory is "Never do for a child what that child can do for himself." When you left the table you put lids on markers and put them away. Asking each child to do his or having a helper to clean up accomplishes two things: frees you from doing it and also teaches responsible to the students. Transitions are tough for teachers and children. There are techiques for this which are available. Watch your cooperating teacher to learn some of these.  For those not transitioning well (ie, the little reader boy), I say move on when you are ready and don't allow him to distract the other students in classroom. Having a "stop" signal is a good idea when you ask children to make noises.  Good review at the end.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good job monitoring the entire classroom. Great voice level throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		While you were reading, you did not scan the room-you had a student reading a book not following along. When giving directions-do not start until you have everyone's attention. Getting louder to talk over students engaged in their own conversation is not the answer. Try to keep students engaged throughout lesson. There was alot of down time playing Magic Suare-have rest of class give thumbs up or down if word is correct and not on list to keep them involved.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good voice level was used during the lesson TC was professionally dressed

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate has a firm grasp of classroom management skills.She attends to all areas in this regard. Having a well designed, well executed lesson is the first step in keeping students engaged.

		Responses (n): 		260

		Response Rate: 		60.32%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		5		1.37%

		No		359		98.63%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		I believe, even before our conference, you realized how the lesson could have been better regarding the organization. You made excellent points and I know you will take this knowledge to improve upon the next lesson. Engaging, hands-on lesson for first graders!

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Good initial lesson! Remember to begin the lesson with the EQ or I Can statement in order to set a focus for the lesson. The activity that you chose was appropraite and interesting. You did a good job managing the class with comments such as "I'm looking to see who is ready'. Work on the formation of your letters when you write on the board. Remember you are providing an example for your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. TC knew how to operate the PB and successfully used it to enhance the lesson 2. Good choice for opening video - appropriate & the students were intrigued 3. Well organized lesson - instructional materials & supplies were readily available GROWS: 1. Always work first problem on the board with the student so you can clarify if the students understand the information that was presented. Underline key components and complete a 2nd problem if you see that some students are confused. 2. Allow more independent work -- student directed 3. Add real life examples to the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I am always amazed at your ability to keep the attention of first graders. Keep up the good work and just polish the minor details. It is enjoyable to watch you teach!

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You did a good job with your first lesson for Block 1. Your classroom management was appropriate and consistent. I was especially impressed how well you managed the learning environment since the cooperating teacher was absent. The lesson was well planned and appropriate plus the students appeared to enjoy it.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students using "VEX" kits to build inclined plane; had built wheel/axel a couple days ago. Classroom behavior is fine. Cooperating Teacher been out yesterday & today, & Courtney is doing well teaching the class without any problems. There is a substitute teacher present.  Good work ! I'm so pleased and proud of you. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		No lesson plan was sent to supervisor before the lesson. Be sure to submit this 48 hours before your lesson. Classroom management was great!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. TC has good voice quality & relates well with the students. 2. Good idea to put instructions on the board for the group and Chrome book activity. GROWS: 1. Make sure key vocabulary terms are defined 2. When having the students read along with you, stop periodically make sure all students are on task. 3. Check the PB ahead of time to make sure that it is working properly. This will keep you from having down time during the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The main point to remember from this lesson evaluation is to work on questioning techniques. I expect that I will continue to see growth in this area. Don't hesitate to continue approaching teaching in creative ways as you did with taking the students to other "settings" at the school  Some students will learn better this way, so it will be an aspect of differentiation in most cases. Overall, you're headed in the right direction.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I was well-planned, organized, and beautifully scaffolded for the students. Keep up the terrific work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Your effort was proficient overall. There are a number of areas that you can (with a little extra planning) improve and become exemplary. I understand that you have to work within the school system's choice of curriculum materials for mathematics. Since that is the case, I encourage you to work with your cooperating teacher to explore ways that you can appropriately extend or enrich what is provided to actively engage students. You are getting there. Keep up the effort.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall, this lesson showed that your skills and knowledge are being applied to this field experience as you plan and deliver lessons to the students you serve. Continue to plan thoroughly and follow those plans and your field experience will be meaningful and successful.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall very good. Looking forward to another lesson this semester.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!  Enjoyed your lesson!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Thank you for being flexible and for this visit during which I could finish one of your observations.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		You know the components of a good lesson and you are familiar with what the College of Education professors expect in planning and carrying out a successful lesson. It is a matter of putting it all together, and then putting into practice what your lesson plan states. I have high expectations for your performance toward the end of the semester. Try to apply all of the experiences you have had in methods courses and previously in the field.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great, authentic video clip used to enhance the lesson. 2. The students were very involved & excited to participate in the lesson! 3. You were very genuine with your students.
GROWS: 1. Pre-divide the class into groups and post group list on the board. 2. I think it would have enhanced your lesson to bring in actual artifacts from the time period.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very well planned and organized first lesson!  I am proud of you!  Keep up the hard work.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. You were very encouraging to your students. 3. Good idea to compare 2 first ladies. GROWS: 1. I think it would help if you listed the characteristics of your person on an anchor chart. 2. Remember students need to see and hear the material several times in order to learn. 3. Utilize the document camera to enhance your lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ's were posted and discussed with students. 2. Great idea to add "# of fingers guide" under each paragraph. 3. Excellent strategy to have the students repeat the instructions. GROWS: 1. Make sure there is enough light in the room for the students to be able to see clearly. 2. There was a lot of information presented in a short amount of time. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & materials were readily available. 2. The activities enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job managing the group throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Gifted students should be able to give answers/solutions using HOTS! Raise the level of your questioning as needed according to the ability level of your students. 2. List instructions for the various activities on the board and review with the students before moving into the activity. 3. Give the students an opportunity to answer the questions before giving them the answers.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Great review lesson, Brandon!  I can tell you put a lot of time and effort into preparing the game.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, and executed lesson. I am proud of your hard work! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Lesson opening was fun yet very helpful in proving the students an example of the focus skill. 2. TC has a good, strong, & encouraging tone of voice. 3. TC was well prepared & obviously had a clear understanding of the standard. 4. Lesson was well planned & provided an opportunity for all levels of learners to succeed. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on the EQ - breaking it down to exactly what you want the students to learn. 2. Use a pre-grouped student list & table markers to enhance good time management. 3. Post instructions for the activity & rules for 'Working in Groups' on the PB or on an anchor chart. 4. Always a good idea to have a vocabulary list so that the students can see the term & it's definition. Remember students need to See & Hear multilple time in order to learn!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		What a wonderfully planned and thorough lesson! I know you will take what you learned today, regarding classroom management, and make the changes necessary for the students to learn all they can from your lessons.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great lesson!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. It was obvious that you had studied your topic. 2. Lesson was well organized and it flowed smoothly. 3.You made learning fun! GROWS: 1. No technology was used in the lesson. 2. Once the students write their response on their individual white boards, have them hold them up in the air so that you can easily asses them.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Good first lesson.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson.  I am proud of all of your hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent lesson, Brittney! Keep up the engaging, thorough lessons! You are a pleasure to watch teach!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Good lesson!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Wonderful job of introducing a totally new concept. Proud of you for stepping out there!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson plan. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed lesson. GROWS: 1. Students would benefit from having individual graph boards or graph paper. 2. Always answer questions from the students. If they don't understand then it's possible several others are confused as well.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & written. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. GROWS: 1. it would have been beneficial for the students to have a copy of the graphic organizer that you used as your anchor chart. 2. I think it would have helped to clarify the lesson for you to read an article together as a class & then composed a written response as a group. 3. Make sure the font size used in the Powerpoint is readable.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson! Very creative and engaging! As you and I discussed, it might have been better to begin the lesson with the standard and EQ, rather than to wait. In this way, your students have a better idea of what the lesson is about and they are not searching in their minds for where the lesson is going.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Very good lesson. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Very Good Lesson. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed the topic that you were teaching. 3. You are always professionally dressed! GROWS: 1. When a student gives an answer verbally, repeat their answer so that all of the students can hear. 2. Use a system for calling on students randomly. 3. When teaching money, use 'real' money' as an example whenever possible. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned and organized lesson, Stacey!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Good organized lesson - well planned and practiced. 2. Great hands-on activity. Students loved the activity. 3. Good job monitoring the entire class & calling on a variety of students. GROWS: 1. Utilize the Powerpoint in order to get the most from it: underline key points, make a chart for key terms, increase size of font. 2. Repeat key points that is read. so that it is clear to all students. 3. Post true/false questions on the board instead of just reading them aloud.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember you should not be wearing any priecing except earrings at field placement. Please remove the nose piece when you come to the Prek building.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		This student withdrew after this observation. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1.  The lesson was well planned & presented. 2. TC did a great job monitoring the classroom throughout the lesson. 3. TC was professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. If the students' voice levels become too loud, stop, gain their complete attention then begin again. 2. Remember the students need to see and hear the definition of key vocabulary terms. Don't be afraid to repeat yourself! 3. A T-chart is a great GO to use when comparing the characteristics of 2 items (Physical/Chemical Change) 

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson topic. 2. You did a good job relating to the students. GROWS: 1. Make sure to utilize the technology that is available. 2. Make sure print is large enough for the students to read. 3. When having the students complete an activity that involves cutting & pasting, I would have the items pre-cut due to your limited amount of time

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized. 2. Material for the lesson were readily available. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson that you presented. GROWS: 1. Make sure the students are following your directives. 2. If you see that an activity is not working, don't be afraid to go to Plan B! 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lesson opening grabbed the students attention and showed your creatitvity as a teacher.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Don't hesitate to use the "I'm lovin' it" strategy for getting their attention two or three times if the noise level warrants it. I am sure you have noticed that students get excited about science when there is any activity or demonstration - like when you broke the pencil to open your lesson. You have definitely grown in your individual teaching style over this school year. That is what happens when you can focus less on trying to include what you need for a grade and more on what would make an engaging lesson. Let me know if there are specific areas for which you would like feedback during the next two lessons. Your hard work is paying off. We can power through this final semester!!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson. Work on higher order, individual questioning and classroom management techniques. Always explain your expectations for each part of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson!! 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember each lesson must have a lesson goat and all activities for all students must support the learning goal. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Excellent first lesson!  It was well organized and planned.  I am proud of your hard work.  Keep it up!!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		You did an amazing job with this lesson. The lesson plan was well thought out and the activities were very engaging and fun! Your classroom management was excellent and I observe no off task behavior. If i didn't know better, I would have thought you were the contract teacher! WOW!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		*Standards / EQ / I Can Statements should be posted and discussed *Keep this type of lesson simple so that the students don't get confused. Too much iformation tends to make students tune out quickly. *Remeber students need to see and hear the inofrmation in order to learn. A graphic organizer would have been useful. *Good voice quality and encouraging attitude.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison, your lesson was that of a veteran teacher. It was spot on! You obviously are a natural born teacher.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You are working so well with your cooperating teacher that she doesn't want to let you go. Keep up the good work. You have the potential to impact many young lives. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Maybe you were nervous, but you have to show excitement in your lesson. I never saw you smile or encourage your kids. Remember that your enthusiasm should be contagious.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This is the first time I have watched you teach.  You have so much potential and with practice you will be a great teacher.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		I am impressed you gave stations a "shot", since they have not done this before. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well done, Monica!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  A 4th observation is also in Notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well organized, planned, and scaffolded lesson.  Having the students teach the lesson goal to their classmates, in small groups, took their understanding to a higher level.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well planned and organized lesson, Ali.  The students' poor behavior got in the way of their learning as much as possible from your good lesson.  I have every confidence, you will use my suggestions from our conference, and grow/improve in this area!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared lesson. 2. The students were engaged in learning throughout the lesson. 3. Good use of technology. GROWS: 1. With a PB, you can over-write on the screen in order to clarify important points. 2. There should have been a 'no equal' alligator as part of the lesson. 3. I think it would have saved time if you put the materials for the activity on the desk ahead of time (whiteboard, dice, etc.)

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well done, Miranda!!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson has found a niche in her ability to lead by example in a primary grades classroom. She has mastered the basics of teaching and is able to keep students engaged. In searching for an area for improvement, no major weaknesses stand out. Perhaps an area to explore would be creativity in teaching/lesson planning, which only speaks to the fact that nothing important is missing from her teaching. Therefore, it is possible to consider taking it to an even higher level.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		One of my notes on this lesson was "divides work into manageable chunks", which seemed to be very helpful to your students. It gave them several opportunities to "get it right" and it allowed each section of work to build upon the previous one. Teaching young students can present its own unique challenges. While some might say you are a "natural" at teaching this age, I can see that you are purposefully making good plans that prepare you to have successful lessons. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Thank you for sharing with me as your University supervisor that you were concerned how the confines of Eureka Math would affect the outcome of your first observation. You seemed to use the program as instructed, but you did not lose the basics of what UWG's College of Education expects to see in your lesson plan and its delivery. You have a strength in mathematics instruction that you may not have been aware of, but it is the way you methodically and calmly lead students through problems until they reach appropriate solutions. Have confidence in your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson. Also, know that even when there is a "canned" program that you must follow, it is you, the teacher, who makes it relevant and real to the students. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Though this intern shared with me in the fall semester that she perceived herself as not being strong in teaching mathematics, that does not seem to be the case now. She has taken every opportunity to practice teaching math during this semester and last, and it shows in her lesson delivery and questioning techniques.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Good opening - students loved the Brainpop video. 2. Lesson was well planned. 3. Good hands on visuals to enhance the lesson. GROWS: 1. It would have been a great lesson to use 3-D shapes. 2. Ask the students to give you everyday examples of shapes that are congruent.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Wow! I immediately noticed your enthusiasm! You are a natural born teacher. You truly have a gift of teaching. Your delivery of content was wonderful.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Knowing what your students are ready to do will come with time spent with them.  You have a good attitude and I look forward to watching you grow with experience.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Outstanding review stations!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Well done!  I am proud of the hard work you put into this lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Work onrelating the lesson to real life experiences--why do the students need to know this for their everyday lives. Since the lesson was based on a book--having it at the beginning of the lesson would have engaged the students. Review the standard at the beginning of lesson. When you conclude the lesson have students restate what they have learned.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  It was well planned and organized. Your students were clearly interested and engaged during the entire lesson!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Terrific lesson, Alexis!

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Good first lesson.  Keep growing and glowing!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The level at which you are putting it all together ( lesson planning, delivery of the lesson, and classroom management). 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Good first lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Keep up the good work!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Your teaching is at an overall very solid level. You're at the level that I would want for every intern at this point. We have a couple more lessons that will be observed, so let me know if there is any area in which you would particularly want feedback.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Excellent lesson!  Well planned and organized. Work on behavior management skills, as this is a must before you teach your two weeks.  They must understand you are a teacher in that classroom.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Well done, Hannah!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. It appeared that you had studied your lesson & prepared a quality lesson. 2. You did a good job managing the classroom. 3. You were professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. Standard &/or EQ should be clearly presented to the students at the beginning of the lesson. This sets the focus for your lesson! 2. The classroom was equipped with a Promethean Board but you did not utilize it. The review would have been a great time to use it! 3. Remember - students need to see and hear what you are teaching multiple times in order for learning to take place!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Materials are organized and timely Beginning of a unit

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done!!!  I am proud of you, Kaitlyn!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Work on behavior management. Students must see you as a teacher. Work on putting more rigor into the lesson....more ways to make each individual student accountable for learning the lesson goal.  I would like to see more direct instruction from you. Videos have their place, but nothing replaces your good instruction. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Fantastic lesson, Brittany!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well planned, organized and scaffolded lesson for your students. The lesson was so interactive the students were on task and engaged at all times. Terrific, Brittany!

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Enjoyed your lesson.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. Material was readily available for the students. 3. Good use of document camera. GROWS: 1. Make sure your EQ is large enough for the students to read. 2. It might help if your numbered your learning stations. The students were a little confused as to where to go.


		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Good visuals. GROWS: 1. Take a little more time with the introduction of the lesson. There's no need to rush. 2. Make sure you monitor the entire class & redirect students if they are not paying attention. 3. Review & post rules for group participation.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		•    Overall lesson was well written and a good job teaching it. The students were engaged and on task. The students enjoyed the Who Am I bags? Great idea!!  You used the timer to help students stay on task and this is a good management technique and when you saw they needed more time, you quickly let them know that you would add a few more minutes. It was easy to see that the students like this procedure and it is part of their daily routine. •    I suggest modeling for the students the writing from POV as it is hard for this age child to create this type writing. They can easily give you their POV, but to write it from someone else’s, it might have been more effective to model it using a short paragraph. •    The child who asked how much he had to write was getting frustrated and you reassured him that there was not set number to just answer the prompt, but he still was frustrated. I suggested giving him a second page that he did not have to turn over to see what he highlighted. •    We discussed differentiation and some ways you could make it more specific to a child. I am interest in how you would improve the lesson the next time. It was great that you had the opportunity to teach it once before I came so you could make adjustments. We all do it and that is showing good effective teaching. •    Remember to cite resources in the lesson plan. •    I am impressed with your effective teaching as a Block two student!! You are well advanced in your teaching strategies. Keep up the good work! 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. The hands on activity was a great way to enhance the lesson. 3. It was obvious that you put a lot of time in constructing the lesson. GROWS: 1. It might help to have the students pre-divided in groups. 2. Go over the group rules ahead of time

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Comments: Overall the lesson was not that bad. You were brave doing this lesson on a Friday afternoon and your teacher had left early. The sub was no help at all. You were aware of the situation, but you stayed with it and did not give up or lose your patience. Many others would have, you showed integrity there. The students enjoyed the activity very much and it was a great way to practice identifying the theme as opposed to a worksheet. (Mrs. Wadlington would have been proud of this lesson… can’t wait to brag on you.) Some things you may want to try next time is to model acting out the drama and emphasizing that you expected the students watching to determine the theme. I would allow one grow and one glow and then the theme and why. Your questions were understanding and applying which was good. Maybe if you had the students to write the title of each fable and then the theme after the performance would have helped to keep them engaged. It was obvious that the students were testing the boundaries with you. I am proud of how you handled it… you kept bringing them back to the task. When you assign students a drama to act out, state your expectations clearly and maybe even give some examples and nonexamples.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent first lesson. I am proud of you. I know you will be timely with all deadlines in the future, as you have assured me.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Work on your scaffolding...making sure students are ready and prepared through discussion and examples for each part of the lesson.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Be sure to clarify answers and just agree. Example when student siad the Berlin Wall was the Iron Curtain.Make sure you use the correct names, you said Hitler one time instead of Stalin. Lots of information to cover in one lesson, so I am not sure students were able to understand and get all the notes. Pronunciation of NATO. Time management and amount of information  45 minutes into the lesson, students began to show signs of losing interest.(putting heads down) Nestor stepped in several times to clarify information, be sure you have all the information correct. Called on the same students over and over. Overall the lesson was good and I realized it was what Nestor wanted yiou to teach and the strategies used were changed to at her request. It was a good learning experience for you and you were able to realize that even though the students were fifth graders, you were asked to cover too much material in one lesson, but it is getting close to the Milestones testing too. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney, This lesson has shown that you are moving in the right direction in your field experience from my perspective. You can still improve, but you have proven that you have the ability to move any areas that are "good" at present to "exemplary" in the future. 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The class you have includes a wide variety of ability ranges, but you're  dealing with it and helping them learn and grow.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are working well with your cooperating teacher, and with others who come in to assist. Nice show of professionalism

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was organized & well planned. 2. Great voice quality. 3. You were actively involved with the students throughout the lesson, GROWS: 1. Spend more time on introducing your lesson, key vocabulary, & the key points of your lesson. 2. Get more student input regarding prior knowledge.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good work this semester, Anna. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GROWS: 1. Well constructed Powerpoint presentation for vocabulary. It might enhance it if you added a video. 2. Moving around class will help with class monitoring.
GLOWS: 1. Good job relating vocabulary to real-life. 2. I think it would be beneficial to to underline vocabulary words used in the passage. 3. Good recall question for prior knowledge. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Good clear opening - EQ was clarified 2. Great job relating lesson to real-life experiences that the students could relate to. 3. It was apparent that you were well prepared to teach the lesson. GROWS: 1. Go over the 1st problem with the class so that you can have a better understanding of any prior knowledge. 2. Write on the board as you teach. Remember, students need to see and hear the information numerous time in order to remember it.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		For your next observation, please let me know if your most active teaching is on a day I am not scheduled at NDES. It's possible I can shift my schedule to accomodate you.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		There is a good rapport between the teacher candidate and cooperating teacher. The teacher candidate also has a good rapport with her students.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		DRP

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Carol Thomas

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		DRP

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		DRP

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		DRP

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		DRP

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		DRP

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		DRP

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		244

		Response Rate: 		56.61%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/14/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/21/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/06/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/14/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/28/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/03/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/21/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/06/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/21/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/06/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/28/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/29/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/06/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/12/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/07/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/27/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/20/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/01/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/26/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/21/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/01/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/29/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/21/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/01/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/13/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/12/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/23/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/14/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/14/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/01/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/01/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/14/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		02/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/22/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/18/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/18/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/18/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/22/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/06/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/12/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/16/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/29/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/25/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/29/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/22/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/12/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/13/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/29/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/14/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/20/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/10/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/12/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/29/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/14/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/26/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/13/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/26/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/23/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/06/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/14/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/06/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/03/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/23/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/26/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/12/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/26/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/26/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/07/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/15/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/06/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/29/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/20/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/29/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/22/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/28/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/06/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/16/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/03/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/20/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/20/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/06/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/20/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/14/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		02/01/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/23/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/06/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/25/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/16/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		242

		Response Rate: 		56.15%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 1 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017				
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		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		5		1.37%

		No		359		98.63%
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Attends to all areas of the classroom 0 0% 158 36.66% 235 54.52% 28 6.5% 3 0.7% 7 1.62% 431 2.69 0.59
Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 2 0.46% 157 36.43% 229 53.13% 26 6.03% 9 2.09% 8 1.86% 431 2.67 0.6
Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson 4 0.93% 149 34.57% 247 57.31% 19 4.41% 3 0.7% 9 2.09% 431 2.67 0.58
Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 1 0.23% 77 17.87% 297 68.91% 49 11.37% 0 0% 7 1.62% 431 2.93 0.55
Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure 1 0.23% 48 11.14% 321 74.48% 55 12.76% 0 0% 6 1.39% 431 3.01 0.5
Uses appropriate tone and voice levels 2 0.46% 56 12.99% 314 72.85% 51 11.83% 1 0.23% 7 1.62% 431 2.98 0.52
Maintains a professional appearance 0 0% 19 4.41% 352 81.67% 53 12.3% 0 0% 7 1.62% 431 3.08 0.4
Total/Percentage 10 0.33% 664 22.01% 1995 66.13% 281 9.31% 16 0.53% 51 1.69% 3017

Response Number of Responses Percent
Yes 5 1.37%
No 359 98.63%

Professional Growth Plan:


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:45 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordn Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Taitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry Bridges

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Brittany Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		M Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emiy DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gant

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Larel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika GIlbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Goree

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		BFITH

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachl Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Lauen Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tianna Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Anna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Moran Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Midred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alxis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Rosser

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kistal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jalene Soto-Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Stapler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannh Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Briany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Asley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Aigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolfurd

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroine Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jnna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		426

		Response Rate: 		98.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		09/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/08/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/04/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/13/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/06/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/26/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/01/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		02/28/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/22/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/04/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		02/15/2017

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		10/11/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/28/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/24/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		10/11/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		02/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/11/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		09/29/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/02/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/08/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		09/21/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/09/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		09/21/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/26/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/02/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		01/18/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/19/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/02/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/02/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		09/28/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/31/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/28/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		01/31/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/28/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/18/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		09/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/15/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		09/26/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		09/28/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		02/06/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		01/30/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		09/29/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		05/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		02/28/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/04/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/21/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/13/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/09/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		02/06/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/17/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		08/30/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		02/22/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/04/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		03/02/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/06/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		09/28/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/07/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/14/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		02/28/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/13/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/29/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/20/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/21/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		08/30/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/11/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/06/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		08/30/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/09/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/21/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/28/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		09/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/11/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/01/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		09/19/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		09/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		01/30/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/16/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/19/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		03/07/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		02/07/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		02/02/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		09/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/31/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		09/14/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/15/2017

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/11/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		09/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/10/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		10/11/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/05/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/02/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/21/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/11/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		01/26/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		09/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/10/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/14/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/03/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/21/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/22/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		09/20/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		10/11/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		09/26/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/19/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/06/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		10/03/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		09/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/19/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/21/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		08/31/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/26/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/14/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/13/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/15/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/02/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/15/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		10/11/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/03/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		01/26/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/22/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		03/02/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/15/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		01/30/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/27/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		09/21/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		09/29/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		10/19/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/03/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		10/19/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/19/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/20/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		02/06/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		09/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		09/20/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/22/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		01/26/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/19/2016

		Responses (n): 		424

		Response Rate: 		98.38%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elem

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		WES

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elem

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elem

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carrollton Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary School

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elem

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle 

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sars Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Burch Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary School

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary School

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elem

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		UWG

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elem

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Temple

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elem

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		UWG

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary School, Bremen

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elem

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elem

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton MIddle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHES

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Ithica Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ELementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Roopville Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollto Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elem

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		LSES

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elem

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Cowewta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Carrollton Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand hill

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Wedtern Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		425

		Response Rate: 		98.61%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		k

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  S

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PREK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3 ELA

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1st 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		First

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Pre K

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		K

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		K

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2nd 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kndg

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		K

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		First

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Kindergarten

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4th

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Pre K

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kndg

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre K

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		K

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		K

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kndg

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		K

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		K

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 SS

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 Math

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		First

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Math

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Kindergaarten

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PreK

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  Social Studies

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		K

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2nd

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		K

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		PreK

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kndg.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		K

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		K

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Math

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 Math

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 ELA

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		1  Health/ELA

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		PreK

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PRE-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		K

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		PreK

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pre-K

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 Math  Drop In

		Jones		Darius		917396692		4

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre-K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PreK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		1

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		1

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 ELA

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  ELA

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Pre k

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		5th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		1 Health

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  SS

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		1

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		K

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Kindergarten

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Pre-K

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  S

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		4

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA Reading

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 S

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  ELA

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		K

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math  drop in

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA  Drop in

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  S

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  SS

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		K

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  Math

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  SS

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		1st

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		third

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Kindergarten

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2

		Williams		Julia		917462487		PreK

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		PREk

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		First 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		423

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Alice Lee Remler

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Carol Thomas

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Alice Lee Remler

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Strain

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Alice Lee Remler

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Baugh, Peggy

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Strain

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		M. REID

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		R Strain

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Robin Strain

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Strain

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Robin Strain

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Alice Lee Remler

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Alice Lee Remler

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Robin Strain

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Alice Lee Remler

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Alice Lee Remler

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Alice Lee Remler

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Robin Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Julia		917462487		M. REID

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Mary Reid

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		417

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome presenting Standards and learning goals.  Well done connecting ELA and SS in your presentation of today's lesson.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students be engaged in the stating of the standards. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You must present your Standard.  Even if it's a small group. Also go over and explain your learning goals (or EQ) 
Also use this introduction time to talk about real life sequencing.  How it's in everything we do! Why order and steps are important.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This observation has been completed in the other folder. Document has also been uploaded to notes under assessments

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Because persuasive and opinion writing are connected in this standard, I believe it would have been good to put more emphasis on the fact they would be working on a piece of opinion writing. There is a big difference  between the two types of writing. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You discussed and made perfectly clear what the students were to know at the end of the lesson. (The EQ).
 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Some schools required written standards to be posted and visible (FYI).  

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Read and discussed the standard for the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		No Standards or learning goals (EQ's) were mentioned.  In your introduction there should be Standards, EQ, prior knowledge, review and some real life meaning of WHY they are learning PEMDAS

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher presented the standard and essential question during the lessson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the standards and essential questions.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher did a good job of explaining the standard and essential question. The teacher had the students watch and participate in the powerpoint about the five senses. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the five senses more in the beginning of the lesson.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Be sure to explain the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher had the essential question posted on her powerpoint. GROW-The teacher did not review the standards or explain what the students would be learning about in the lesson. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are well aware that continents have been the focus of Social Studies recently. The graphics along with the teacher enthusiasm helped to engage students early in the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good job presenting Standards. Awesome that you integrated ELA and SS

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The purpose of learning is clearly communicated and keeps students on task. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The learning goals for this lesson are clearly stated and measurable.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about three events that were posted on the powerpoint. The teacher shared the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standard used for the lesson.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		  You reviewed the standard and extended it by making connections to previous learned material. You had the standard's I Can statement with you so students could easily see it.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Make sure standard is large enough for students to see/read.  Be sure to explain the standard-what are they learning and why.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The lesson has two "I can" statements that are posted on the screen and discussed in terms of key words in this reader's workshop lesson on author point of view. The students very clearly understand the purpose of the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standard and "I can" statements were posted for students to see.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You underlined the most important words in the standard and the "I can statements." 
Well done, there was no question regarding what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used a "kid friendly" I can statement to convey to the students what they were to learn during the lesson. The lesson was well-organized and beautifully supported and scaffolded for the students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was working in a small Reading group. The lesson was in progress when I began my observation. I did not observe the beginning of the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Read and discussed standard.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson plans are written in the style and format that this school would require. If I were simply grading the plans based on what the UWG lesson plan format requires, I would need much more detail on ready the plans.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The written lesson appeared to be well planned, but there was a brief period near the beginning when students were less attentive until they were required to become more activefly engaged in learning. A question to think about: How can lessons be structured to gain students' active attention/participation at the beginning? 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The learning goals were clear to the students and this helped them get on task with confidence.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No standard was posted or presented.  Neither were your EQ's/ learning goals. 
This must be done for each lesson.  Very important!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standards or EQ's were not posted or presented.  

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Standards posted but not articulated to the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The standard was posted consistent with practiceof the cooperating teacher The students were told the topic, but not specific learning goals.Stating clear learning goals or "I can" statements may have helped students who were later unsure of what to do later in the lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students are clear on the purpose of the lesson based on both their actions and words.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Remember to discuss the standards or I Can statements for the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was displayed, read and discussed. You can take this even further by discussing the vocabulary used in the standard to be sure all students understood the terms.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a book about healthy and unhealthy foods.
*The teacher needed to discuss the standard and essential question in more detail.
The standard and essential question were stated on the powerpoint.
 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement. You had students define "rhyming words".

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Wonderful that you had Standard and EQ posted.  You did a great job of moving straight into the short Power point of definitions, vocab words and transitional words.
Remember to give positive comments to your students. Important! 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Good job modeling Good use of lesson vocab Need more feedback to students Validate praise Let students share their writing with peers at table

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You forgot to discuss the standard.
The learning goals were beautifully/clearly stated in your EQs for the lesson. You supported your students learning by discussing what prefixes, suffixes and root words are.
 
 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. TC did a good job defining key terms in the standard. Additional time needed introducing the EQ.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You forgot to address the standard or the E.Q.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting and stating the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of posting her plan on the powerpoint for the lesson.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Tell the students what they will be learning during the lesson. You began the lesson pulling items out of a bag and having students identify what each was. You had a large model of teeth, a toothbrush, and toothpaste.  Because each of these items began with the letter "t" you took advantage of this "teachable moment" and asked what the beginning sound was for each of them. You showed a video and asked the students to explain what they had seen on it. Because the video was demonstrating how to brush teeth properly, you might have had the students "act out" the movements while watching.  You tied the video in with their daily routine of brushing their teeth in the morning and at night. You then asked the question, " What do we do with our teeth?"  The students struggled to answer as I believe the question was too vague for them.  You were looking for them to tell you teeth were used for eating, talking etc.  They told you how to take care of their teeth by brushing. You then asked the students if they could tell you what a dentist is and what a dentist does.  Perfect timing for thisquestion, since the students had seen a dentist in the media center that morning. You then read part of the book The Berenstain Bears Visit the Dentist. You asked questions that were related to the lesson in order to assess their understanding of what it means to take good care of their teeth.  You stressed going to the dentist is part of good dental health. You then dismissed the students to their centers.  Perhaps dismiss your group last so they will not be sitting at their table without you. You walked around to each group, which was led by the teacher and the paprapro giving the directions. It is alright for the other adults to give their groups the directions, as you would have discussed these with them before the lesson. You helped the students in your group construct a model of a mouth with teeth using construction paper and marshmallows. You closed the lesson asking  how the items in the bag were used. You reviewed how many times a day they should brush  their teeth.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You opened with the I Can statements so students knew what the lesson focus was.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Remember to discuss the standard or I Can statement with the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals and E.Q. was thoroughly explained to students. The lesson plan was well planned and scaffolded to ensure the students' best possible opportunity for success.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		How do we collect data?
Excellent E.Q. for lesson. Lets the students know exactly what they are to know at the end of the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Great job presenting Standard.  You always cover this well.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Always great job at presenting Standard and learning goals

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards & EQ was listed in LP but was not clearly presented to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Good job reviewing and exsplaining the standard for your lesson to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard was posted but not discussed with the students. The expectations for the lesson and the students were discussed. Learning goal was clear and measurable. Assessment reflects learning goal.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good job stating the standard in "kid" language.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions about fractions. The teacher explained what the lesson would be about. The teacher shared the standard and essential question on a good powerpoint. There was a good discussion about the standard and what it means.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You did a very thorough job explaing the language of the standard/EQ....explicit.....making inferences.
You handed out the first oreo and asked the students to eat it as quickly as possible as soon as they got it.
You questioned students regarding what they had eaten...had them describe and put responses on the chart you had made. This represented the "first read" of a passage. It would have been good to point out a lot of the words were adjectives, as they have studied these.
You handed out the second oreo, but this time you asked all to wait until everyone had a cookie before eating.  You had the students describe, the texture, ingredients, looks, smell, uniqueness. All of this was in much greater detail than the first time. You pointed out the differences between the first and second cookie responses. The first cookie-first read and the second cookie-second read. There were many more details discovered with the second oreo as in reading a passage a second time.
You had the students read a passage and gave them very little time to read it.  The second time you had them read  the same passage you asked the students to read the questions first. You gave them more time to read the passage. The students then hegan answering the comprehension questions.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Standard and E.Q.s clearly posted and explained.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Great job with the standard. You read it, discussed it, read it as I Can statements and then discussed the learning goals for the lesson.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Remember to review the standard and explain it to the students.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement with students and then having them explain what "rhyming words" were.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had the student read the standard and essential question. The teacher discussed the standard with the students in her small reading group.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with an explanation of the standard. You made sure students understood the vocabulary.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Reviewed standard I Can statements.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Standard was posted, but not clearly articulated in "kid friendly" terms to students.
You had no "I can" statement or E.Q. for the lesson.
Please remember both of these, as this is how the students know what they are responsible for knowing by the end of each lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You posted an "I can statement" which you had the students read with you.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher needs to state the standard and essential question.
 

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		While PreK children cannot read the standards, it's good to state the standards in the beginning. Some schoosl require standards to be posted in the classroom. The lesson was well organized and sequenced naturally.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by posting the standard. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the standard. The teacher only posted the standard but did not review it.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		No standard read or discussed. Be sure to have the standard posted for students to see, read it and then discuss it so the student understands what it means.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by having the students complete the quizizz.com The teacher shared the standards for the math lesson. The teacher included the students by letting them read the standards on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint to read the standards. The teacher had several essential questions for the students.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the    Lesson Plan & but EQ not reviewed with students. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lessson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You posted and presented your Standards. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job with Standards. Your EQ's were excellent!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standard stated to students but not posted.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The learning goal of the lesson is clearly articulated and students are aware of the goals and what they should be doing.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Shared standard and I Can statement with class. Take time to discuss with students why we need to know this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your standards were posted and you did a good job explaining to the students what the lesson was going to be. EQ and I Can statements made the standard understandable for students. The learning goals did not align with the actual lesson. Students should be able to create their own bar graph without the aids presented in the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher stated the standard and essential question to the small reading group.
 

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived for your observation, therefore I did not see you discuss the standard or lesson goals.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		E.Q. needs to be written in a place that can be seen throughout the lesson.
Your voice was very soft and hard to hear as you introduced the standard and the E.Q. Use a stronger voice when conveying the purpose of the lesson to your students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Very good book selection for this lesson. always remember to ask about Author/Illustrator with every book read. This is a emphasis in Prek.

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with the atandard and I Can statements for the lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher did a good job of stating and reviewing the standards and essential questions.
 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question for the Sound lesson.

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Glows
Enjoyed ppt- good visual 
Good student movement during lessons
Modeled pictures of solid, liquids, gases
Not a tryical block I lesson

Grows
Ask for a visual such as thumbs up or pencils down when finished 
Validate praise
Establish expectations of each group 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		No mention of learning goals at the beginning of the lesson. Be sure to tell students what they will be learning during your lesson. I can match an upper case letter with its lower case letter.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Good job presenting Standard and EQ.  But spend a minute longer as you go over what this means. This explanation will lead you right into Power Point

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with the standard and I Can statements for the lesson. Explained what the students should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of instructing the students how to remember the subject matter of the lesson with the five "W's."

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You must get in the habit, even at this age of discussing what the students are going to learn.

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher did not share the standard or essential question in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed what they would be learning in the lesson but did not share the standard and essential question.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and shared the standards and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of including the students in the reading and explanation of the standards.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lessson by stating the rules. The standard and essential question were posted in the powerpoint. A very eye catching presentation of the standard and essential question was presented.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential question were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video about the subject matter.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The standards and essential questions were stated.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
The teacher had a great powerpoint.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential question were stated. The "I can" statement was reviewed. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter of the lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison did a good job introducing the standards and having the students orally repeat the stsndards with body movement. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Don't change the wording of your Standard. Leave it just the way it's written. Break it down in your "I Can" Statements and EQ.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened with the standards and expectations for the lesson. Explained what the outcome of the lesson would be.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You read the standard to your students but remember to explain it so that they can understand it.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Good job presenting and breaking down Standard

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Keepers: Good opening Circulating Room Polishers: Use management strategies to get attention Validate praise be careful of grammar use 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The standard and essential question were stated and posted. The teacher began the lesson with discussing the standard. The teacher discussed the important words in the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No posted standard. Standard was not discussed with students. Lesson plan was incomplete.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with a song and had the books for students to look through and identify the stages of the water cycle.  You had a word nbank for this group to complete the worksheet.  The hands on activity allowed students to process the information.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Wonderful job of going over Standard, vocabulary words, etc. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.  Y You had prepared a P.Pt. reviewing the different types of references and how to use them. This was excellent support for the students as they completed the assignments at the stations.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very thorough explanation of point of view.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Differentiation section not filled out.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Be careful not to just read your Standards and I cans/EQs as a ritual. Break these down and explain. Answer your EQ at the beginning.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You introduced and explained the standard using "kid friendly" termns.
Your EQ clearly stated what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		When going over the learning goal a quick review of what it means to compare and contrast would have been appropriate, just in case someone had forgotten. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.
The teacher had great questions about the standard to see how much the students understood what the standard meant.
 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining what the students would be doing during the lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I was not able to do a first observation on Taylor.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Standard was posted.  Discuss the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		-An overall nice job in planning and executing this lesson; -Lesson goals from written lesson were well communicated to students in a manner that they clearly understood them.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Student participation makes it clear that they know the purpose of learning. The intern has clearly informed them of the purpose.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		No standard or EQ posted or presented

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Make sure you do the Standard!  Posted and orally

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Great job with the standard.  You had it written for the small group to see, you read it and then discussed it in terms that the students could understand.  Yu went through the same process when the next group came to you.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The lesson plan had to work within the confines of the Eureka Math program that is used by the school system. Much of the lesson comes through the smart board. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students are very much aware of what their learning goals are for this lesson because the goals have been clearly stated and are reflected throughout the lesson.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The standard and essential question were stated. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Make sure you post and state the Standard.  Also the I Can/EQ

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened with I Can statements so students knew what the lesson was covering.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted but not read or discussed with the students. Remember to do this in every lesson.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The standard and essential question were posted and stated.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Awesome job posting and presenting Standard and EQ.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		You presented your standards and learning goals. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		E.Q.s clearly stated at the beginning of the lesson. These told the students what they would be reviewing during their stations.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the standard written on the board and hurriedly read through it. There was no discussion of what it meant.
Please remember to include an E.Q. or "I can statement" in each lesson. This tells the learners what they are to know at the end of the lesson, even if the lesson is a review lesson they still need to know what the learning goals are.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Went over standard/I Can statements quickly-take time to discuss the standard with the students and what the lesson will be about.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Remember to post the standard and read and discuss it with the students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		No lesson plan was provided for the observer prior to or during the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Be sure to get your lesson plan to supervisor 48 hours before you are going to teach it.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Standards were posted but not addressed at the beginning of the lesson.  You did come back to them during the lesson.  Try to remember to discuss with the students what they are learning and why.  

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by showing a Flocabulary video about subjects and predicates. The standard and essential question were not stated or posted.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I don't remember seeing or hearing you go over the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and EQ perfectly done!  You shared photos of the two generals which made them real to the students!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a continuation of the reasons for America"s Involvement in WWII Standard and EQ clearly posted and explained.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		You had students predict what the lesson was going to be about looking at pictures on the Promethean Board. The students were easily able to do this. You showed a video about the proper way to brush teeth and had students practice along.  Having a real toothbrush, at least for you to use, would have been more engaging. You asked the students how many of them floss their teeth.  About half of them raised their hands.  You told them it was the piece of string to pull between their teeth. It was clear some of the students had not been taught, at home about flossing, therefore it would have been helpful to actually have some floss and demonstrate this.  You moved on and asked the students what cavities were and lead a discussion of foods that cause cavities. You had two outlines of teeth and had the students suggest good/bad foods to put on the two different teeth.  This made them think about how to categorize their answers. You also led a discussion of what good/bad habits were regarding caring for their teeth. You had the students move to their tables and trace the letters in the sentence, "I can brush my _________.   A more open ended option would have been something to the effect of, " I can keep my teeth healthy by_________________.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The standard is captured in an "I can" statement that is posted. The purpose of the lesson (identifying the main idea in a passage" was the subject of an elbow partner discussion at the beginning of the lesson. It was short but accomplished the goal.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate used chart paper to post the standard and other important information for the lesson. It is evidenc that careful planning has gone into this lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students are engaged in learning. They are well aware of the clearly stated learning goals and objectives that have been communicated to them by the teacher candidate (intern).

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Opened with I Can statements making it very clear what the students would be learning during the lesson.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Keepers: Voice tone Good use of Management Strategies Very organized Cute avtivities Polishers: Make sure there is not interfernce with vocab. for example Pea sized 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard or E.Q. were presented.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		E.Q. and standard clearly explained.  E.Q. written on the board for all to see throughout the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standards and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Standards & EQ were listed in Lesson Plan but not clearly articulated to students.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a recall of the standard they were working on. Explained goal of the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to explain the standard. In order not to confuse students, make the explanation connect to the EQ. In other words make them very similiar.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The learning goal was clearly stated using an "I can  statement". 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good presentation of Standard.  Loved how you broke it down for the students to understand.  You went over what theme means in a story.
suggestion- Use your EQ or learning goals to help you and students focus.
 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You explained the standard and used "I can" statements in order to perfectly articulate what the students were to know at the end of the lsesson.
Lesson plan beautifully planned and organized in order to scaffold the information for your students.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The standard and essential question were not stated or posted. *The teacher needs to put the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The lesson began with the teacher explaining what the lesson would be about-germs. The teacher did a good job asking questions about germs.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with the standard and explained it.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.
The teacher did a great job sharing the standard and essential question.
As a review, the teacher had the students sing the Henry Hudson song.
 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Remember to go over standard/I can statements

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Standard was read to the students.  Stabdard should also be explained or put into child friendly terms so young children can understand.  Standard was not posted. Learning goals were measurable and addressed the standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the fire truck visiting the school today.
The standards and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by having the students skip count several different ways.  Great way to begin the lesson! The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with standard and I Can statement.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different layers of soil.
The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 
 

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The standards and essential questions were stated in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Standards were stated and posted. You went the standard and even repeated it in kid friendly terms. Lesson plans were sent in time frame, well written and easy to follow. Lessons were age appropriate and included SS and writing integration. (Next time you can include the writing standard) 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Had student read standard, asked students to review “theme” EQ or “I can” statements need to be the target goal for the students. More important to point this out rather than read the standard (unless the school requires you to read the standard)

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		The lesson began before I arrived, however I could see in the slide presentation handouts you had addresssed the standard and the EQ.
Lesson is well planned, organized and had nice flow to it.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson reading, explaining and discussing the standard and " I can" statement.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		All standards and goals were posted and gone over with the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In moving from one classroom to another, I may have missed any posted standards and specific related discussion.  Therefore it is marked "not observed".  However, the teacher candidate used language that clearly articulated the goals of the lesson, and the written lesson showed the appropriate standards. This was a well planned lesson for a teacher candidate at this level. If there were any criticism at all, one might say that it was ambitious in trying to accomplish so much in the time period given. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The participation level of students made it clear that they were aware of the purpose of learning, and were attentive to the task at hand.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher started the lesson by asking good questions.
Great presentation of standards and essential questions on the powerpoint.
 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: great job explaining distributive effective activity good methods to help students remember corredt function order polishers: Need opportunity for independent work 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened by reading the standard and reviewing the I Can statement.  Reviewed vocabulary and explained the meaning of the words. Reviewed prior learning with a place value game.  You had students explain their thinking for arranging themselves.  You created an anchor chart with the students contributing information.  You had a tic tac toe board for students to choose their activities to complete.You did a good job of trying to involve all students--getting them to contribute to the discussion or activity.  You tied the learning to the real world.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You reviewed and discussed the standard for the lesson with the class.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Grows: Modeling student collaboration Management Stratagies Grows: More instruction Stud. Beahavior during group work

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Management Strategey used-when finished put finger in air Enjoyed poem at opening Grows: Circulate room while students are doing work to make sure they understand Close the lesson using key points or something...do not just stop teaching Find your teacher voice...act like you are enjoyin gthe lesson Ecougage students and praise them through out lesson

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Despite the lengthy story, the children were very engaged throughout.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Standard was posted nut be sure to explain it to the students.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standards were posted. read and explained to students.  I Can statements was read and students recorded it.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted but was not discussed with the students. The EQ was posted and discussed in the lesson. Learning goals are clear and measurable.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
Awesome video of the seasons was shown in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed the essential question on the powerpoint.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The intern consistently states learning goals in all of her lessons, and this was certainly done throughout the beginning of the lesson and anytime during the lesson there was a shift of focus.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You do a good job of communicating with your students the learning goals of the lesson. The students know where they are headed, and this helps you as well to do the best job possible.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Don't be afraid to slow down & take your time.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Reviewed the standard and explained it's meaning with the I Can statements.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Group work and colaboration Related to real life Modeling Grows: Validate praise Give more feedback Encourage students to do their best

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standards were posted but remember to go over them with the class.  Explain what they are learning and why.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You read the standard but with young students it is necessary to explain the standard. Go over the I Can statements with them also. What will they learn from this lesson and why do they need to know it.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Evidence of clearly stated learning goals was there even near the end of the lesson when students clearly recalled the purpose of learning in their responses.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Standard for the lesson was posted nut was not read or discussed with the students.  Lesarning goals were measurable and supported the standard.

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		54.76%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		3		3		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		3		3		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		3		3		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		3		3		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		2		2		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		2		2		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		3		3		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		3		3		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Fabulous opening (motivator) as you passed out North and South packets of money and pretzels.  Awesome job of using personal scenerios so that the students grasped the idea of how the people had to live with no money and land.  You did a great job of covering material in such an interesting way as they moved through SS book.  You helped them understand how people felt after the war.  I loved the text book when it is used in a fun and interesting way.  You did that!  Did you see how many people raised their hand to read a paragraph?  It was obvious that you were very familiar with material.  You had throught it through well! This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good variety of presentation methods.  Emphasized important word directions throughout and at the end...Build, Draw, Write.  Did enough examples "with" the students to help them be successful on their own.  Students enjoyed building the numbers with stick pretzels and mini marshmellows to signify tens and ones.  Be careful of saying "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Overall the lesson was good.  An additional way to introduce "What is a synonym?" might have helped.  Reading a book and filling in a chart are very similar and may not reach a student who needs to "see" it in a different way.  Liked the ling you made to help remember with cinnamon rolls. Good activity...might have saved some time if you had only glittered one cinnamon roll.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Great opening of asking what they know about division.  The book The Doorbell Rang was excellent way to introduce concept of division.  Loved that you gave them a visual of "real cookies" to help them divide. You have a very good, natural way to deliver information.  suggestion- could have been more instruction from you before starting groups. Introducing and writing vocabulary on Prom. Board would have been a thought. Possible more scenerios of using students.   I was confused on whether we were doing division or division with remainder.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students about the white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needs to let one of the students read the Application Problem to engage the students more. GROW-Instead of asking for oral answers to the problems, the teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint and demonstrate how they arrived at their answers. The student asked to come to the powerpoint-the teacher should have asked the students to come up first. THe teacher instructed the students to arrange their fraction strips from biggest to smallest. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure all the students have their fractions strips before beginning the lesson. One student did not have the fraction strips. GROW-The teacher needs to know the lesson plan well enough that she does not need notes while teaching. The teacher did a good job of practicing with the students before letting them begin the activity with the fraction strips game. The teacher had good questions to prompt the fraction strip game about equal, greater than and less than. The students had good discussion about the different fraction strips.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good review lesson.  Glad that you have the students writing in math!  I liked the way you had them share what they had written about the perimeter question that needed to be corrected..."using mathematical language and writing".  Using Quiziz to review material on the chrome book is good.  Quiz on math vocabulary showed them that they need to "brush up" on vocabulary.  Kept stressing test taking skills.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good use of video to introduce the lesson on multiplying decimals.  Stopping video to reinforce concept lets the students know what is important.  Some confusion using the word "estimate"...not correct word in this situation.  You explained the activity well, telling them exactly what to do before they started.  Loved the "REACH" pass!!

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Good opening using video of sequencing.  Use this video to review. suggestion-  You did ask what they heard in video, and they mentioned transitional words, but dig deeper in review.  Ask high level questions like "in the video they were explaining how to put a model airplane together.  Why is it important to do this in correct order (sequencing)? " "What may happen if order is wrong?"  Then connect this with their writing.  Same principle to write in an ordered fashion.   Loved the activity sheet of carving the pumpkin.  They could relate to this. But did you ever talk about it afterward? suggestion- You , as the teacher, must set the directions for writing the paragraph.  Don't take for granted that they know what you expect. suggestion- Give them several topics to choose from for them to write story.  These topics would be things they could relate to.  ex.  Giving a dog a bath, getting ready for school, getting ready for football practice, etc. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Good beginning having students refer back to previous knowledge about habitats ans traits.  Video of Okefenokee Swamp allowed the students to get a sense of what it looked like and its sounds.  Good explanation of each of the three lab activities before they began to work.  Also had diagram of how they would rotate through each lab.    Walked around and check on each group during each rotation to question and expand on what they had done.  Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give a direction...are you giving them a choice??

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great control of the lesson. The students shared about the different nouns at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job with letting the students repeat the different information. The teacher did an awesome job sharing the plural nouns, verbs on her power point. The teacher explained the game, “I Like to Move It”,  with the power point directions. “The student walks around the room” was the example on the power point.  The students did a great job illustrating the verb and singular noun in the sentence. The teacher put on a doctor’s coat and asked the students questions about her coat. The teacher let the students know they were going to be surgeons. The teacher called on different students to get different sentence strips . The students went to the floor with their sentence strip. The teacher had the students divided into different groups ahead of time. The organization of the groups previously helped the lesson move smoothly. The lesson is unbelievable! The teacher was so organized, thorough and knowledgeable of the subject matter. The teacher issued each group bags with words. The teacher gave explicit instructions about the bags with words. The teacher instructed the students to take the clothespins and pull out the correct word.  The students would clip on the correct word to the sentence. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in groups while completing the surgeon’s station.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good introductory lesson for Geometry.  Song and two videao about the attributes of trapezoids and parrallelograms held student interest.  Filling out the geometry study guide together as a class...made sure everyone had the right information and examples to study for the test.  Good use of word bank to fill in the blanks.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Standard was very wordy...might have been better to paraphrase in student language.  "Password" was a great way to review math vocabulary.  You may need to do more modelling of what you want students to do instead of just telling them.  "Show is sometimes better than tell".  After activity using cubes, you might have gone around and picked them up...students were doing more playing with them than being constructive.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good beginning to your presentation telling the students why you were not in class, where you were, and taking pictures to show them that go along with their study of symbols of the United States.  Book about the Statue of Liberty was very appropriate for kindergarten and the students really remembered a lot of the facts from the book.  Using a graphic organizer to write down all the facts gave them a visual to use during their writing.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good power point showing four different birds with different beaks/bills and how they got their food.  Good videos incorporated into the power point.  Materials for lab activities were readily available for the students.  Students seemed to really enjoy the activities and was a great way for them to learn about how birds get their food by the type of beak they have.  Good prompting the students when needed. Good use of graphic organizer to show results from activities. Good paraphrasing of student answers.  Praised one student specifically for using the word "nectar".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You activiated the lesson with a video about common and proper nouns. It is always good to have a brief discussion about any video shown. This sends the message the videos are part of the lesson. If possible, it is a good idea to pause the video and ask questions. Example: "Why is Atlanta a proper noun? With first graders you wouldn't want to do this too many times, but it would be excellent reinforcement of an excellent video. You discussed common and proper nouns with the class and asked for examples. Each student was given an index card with either the word person, place, or thing written on it. The students were to use magazines to find picture examples of their word.These examples were then taken to you to be placed on the T-Chart you had made with the headings Common and Proper Nouns. You questioned students as they presented their picture to you in order to assess their understanding of lesson goal. You had them explain "why" their picture would be placed on either the common or proper side of the chart.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You referenced a book read last week in order to help students make a connection to the standard...opinion writing. You read a book callled Hey Littlle Ant and allowed students to make predictions before you began the reading. Making predictions is one of the things good readers do! After reading the book, you constructed a T-Chart with a Pro column and Con column for whether or not to free or squish the ant.   The students were asked to share their opinions and you added them to the chart. This was an excellent visual and support for the writing assignment they were to do . It was difficult for you to give appropriate wait time as students were sharing their opinions as they were shouting out, all at one time, their thoughts. You explained to the students they would be completing an opinion piece of writing regarding whether they though the ant should be let free or be squashed. You shared the graphic organizer with them, but told them they did not have to use it.  This should be nonnegotiable. All students, when writing a formal piece of writing, should use a G.O., no matter the grade level.  They are excellent tools for helping students organize their thoughts and the Oreo G.O. is a terrific one for this type of writing. Once you realized they should all be using the G.O., you supported your students understanding of how to use it when you filled out some of the parts of the G.O. with them. If this was the first time for this type of writing, it might have been a good idea to complete the entire writing assignment in whole group having the students work along with you to construct the piece. Or perhaps let  Mrs. Rainwater take the students who thought the ant should be let free and work with them and you take the ones who thought the ant should be squashed. I believe it would have helped the students with their reasons if you had reminded them of the chart with their responses on it. This could have been as a tool to help them get started on their particular point of view regarding the ant's fate. Because the G.O. begins with opinion and ends with opinion , it would have been a good idea to point out their opinion will stay the same at the end  of their piece as the beginning. It should only be stated another way. You moved throughout the classroom giving assistance to the students. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		You had very good oral reading skills (lots of silly rhymes is not always easy to read).  At the beginning, you might ahve asked if anyone had ever been camping. This would have connected the students with the book. You asked questions of the students. Remember to give them plenty of wait time before expecting an answer. Also ask probing questions if the first question doesn't get a good response. You could have asked "Who were the characters? Their Names?" Used the book to read again a passage with the characters rhyming names. You could have developed the rhyming more - these kids need to know how to rhyme so that's an important part of the learning. Posters were good. Remember to always model good handwriting with your examples. There wasn't much differentiation. Having some copies of the pages for each table would have been helpful. These students do not have developed drawing skills.    

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I felt like you were a little tentative giving information during the lesson.  You did do a good job of explaining to the students what the goal of the lesson was going to be.  Your example sentences were good but it would have been easier seeing the punctuation if you had used a different color ink when putting on promethean board.  Lesson was one dimensional...all you did was give sentences that needed to have quotation marks and other punctuation as needed...nothing more.  Worksheet was hard to see on the screen.  View before teaching how things look to the last row of students.  You lost participation when you were going over the worksheet.  When you teach you need to think about the learning styles of your students and incorporate into your lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Your directions to the students were not clear throughout the lesson.  There was too much time taken up with having to copy necessary materials and waiting around; it was obvious that you were not prepared for the lesson I observed.  Also, you need to make sure you learn the names of the students.  There was too much opportunity for students to get off task.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The Flocabulary video was a good opening, but give them "forward thinking " about what they are about to watch.  Something to listen for, etc. If you are going to show the video, then you have to use it for something or it's just a waste of instruction.  Discuss it! You had a nice balance of instruction verses practice.   suggestions- While you are instructing, they need to be watching you.  Even if they think they know how to solve, have them watch you first (direct instruction).  Then move into having them solve as you go ( guided instruction), and finally on their own (independent practice).   Loved how they worked a couple of problems in their small groups. If you notice there are many getting confused, go back to guided instruction.   The game was a great way to apply practice.  suggestion- Make sure you make directions very clear on games.  It will save your sanity if they completely understand before beginning. **The group I watched you teach was a bright group, but the next group can be completely different.  So, set those expectations and rules clearly! 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by sharing about transition words. The teacher shared a good youtube about transition words. The teacher had good questions about the transition words. GROW-After giving the students instructions for the worksheet, the teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions. This will prevent the students asking questions after they begin. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery about the transition words before issuing the worksheet to complete. The teacher had a powerpoint about transition words. GROW-The teacher needs to let a student read parts of the powerpoint. The teacher does a good job or praising the students when they try or when they answer the questions correctly. The teacher had a good powerpoint explaining sequence in transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the powerpoint and point out or circle the transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to point to the transition words as the students read the transition words aloud with her. The teacher had a transition word anchor chart. The teacher explained what the students would do with the anchor chart part of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint -Let's Make An Anchor Chart! The teacher called on different students to tell her where to put the transition word on the anchor chart. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the transition words in their writings on their chromebooks. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their chromebooks. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a nice job of explaing meanings and reasons of why we do things.  Power Point was easy to understand and see as you went over the rules of adding s, es, and ies.   There was a good balance of guided instruction (power point), guided practice (pronethium activity) and independent practice.  You asked great high level questions during the guided practice. Transitions into small groups moved quickly with no time wasted. They knew where to go. You had groups listed and ready to roll.   suggestion- Set your expectations before moving into groups to practice.  They were fairly loud from the beginning. (unless this was not an issue to you) But this can make it hard for others to work. Tell them what you expect for them to get Trojan Gold. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher began by selecting students to put their hand in the mystery box and describe what it is in the mystery box. When the students finished reaching in the box, they returned to the circle. GROW-The opening of the lesson needed more delivery about the goals of the lesson. The teacher pulled the students to the floor for a read aloud. The teacher asked great questions during the read aloud. The powerpoint about the five senses was very informative. The teacher used the powerpoint to further explain about the five senses. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about the powerpoint as she presented the different slides. At the end of the powerpoint, the teacher had a chart with the five senses. The students suggested answers for the chart as the teacher wrote in the answers. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet to the students before letting them begin. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before letting them begin the worksheet. GROW-The instructions for the back of the worksheet needed further explaining.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Tied lesson to prior knowledge.  Used a "Queen or Royality" voice and hand gesture to signify the importance of proper nouns.  Had manipulatives with sentences-all sentences related to their real world.  You expanded the learning by tying other subjects into your lesson.  Good use of "why" questions-having students explain their thinking.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good opening - video was age appropriate & enhanced lesson. Make word problems more 'age appropriate' so that the students can better relate Allow the students to work the problems on the board in order for other class members to see how the answer was derived

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about healthy emotions. The teacher shared a youtube about emotions. The teacher asked questions about feelings shown in the youtube. *The teacher had too many "okays". The teacher explained the "What If?" game to the students. The teacher would read different scenarios and the students would answer the questions about happy, sad or mad. The students would ask different questions to determine if the situations were happy, sad or mad.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students who like to eat cookies. The teacher did a good job interacting with the students in a discussion about how sweet cookies can hurt their teeth. The teacher asked about apples. The teache's assistant passed out laminated teeth and toothbrushes. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in the beginning of her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to move her lesson faster so the students were engaged throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the powerpoint about brushing teeth before she started it. GROW-The teacher needed to have more discussion about the correct way to brush teeth before she started the powerpoint. The teacher passed out different pictures of foods that were healthy and unhealthy. The teacher instructed the students to discuss which foods were healthy and which were unhealthy. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the group activity. The teacher instructed the students to put their food picture on the correct Happy or Sad tooth anchor chart. The teacher discussed the different foods as the students went up to the happy or sad chart. The teacher discussed the chart after the students placed them on the chart. GROW-The teacher needed an assessment to determine if the students understood the subject matter.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Effective use of technology to enhance learning goals and engage students

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The lesson featured the use of remotes in each student's hand to electronically respond to a series of "Where in the World?" questions. This technology was used in addition to the Promethean board. Even though the students were for a long time on the carpet looking at the interactive screen being used by the student teacher, they were actively engaged in learning in part because there was more than one type of technology, It was so well done it was not an issue to have only guided practice instead of individual work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*What an awesome job of integrating SS (American Revolution) with your ELA.  LOVED IT! *Wonderful that you stopped during read aloud and asked questions. You also referred back to things previously learned. *Good transition as you moved into the Venn Diagram. *The writing prompt activity was a good choice. Perfect for your Standard as they wrote about an imaginary narrative based on what they had learned from their read aloud book. *I noticed on your plan, there is differntiation for your gifted learners. Did you do this? *Time management was spot on! 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate leads the students through a technology based exercise that helps them practice  counting by 9’s. Students are fully engaged.  The teacher candidate then helps students work through a long division problem. She has a strength in keeping students actively participating in guided practice through showing a high level of interest in the subject matter and giving the right verbal cues that elicit thoughtful answers from students. Good explanation of how to check math work (conducting opposite operations such as if you added before, now you subtract).

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		There was a robust discussion after the video in which the teacher/intern engaged students to determine their level of understanding. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher let the students begin the lesson by sharing with their partner what they knew about the three events posted. This was a great way of letting the students share their knowledge. The teacher asked the students to share what their feelings would have been if they had been present during the three events. The teacher shared a paragraph about Effects of Civil RIghts on Parents with the students to prompt their writing. The students discussed the effects the Civil Rights Movement had on the parents. The teacher conducted a very smooth transition with the students into small writing groups. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during her small writing group. This was a great lesson that included whole group instruction and small group instruction.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You opened the lesson with a short video/song which had the students engaged.  You asked remembering questions and had some students explain their thinking.  You set expectations for behavior and did a great job of maintaining the behavior throughout the lesson. When you close your lesson have students restste what they have learned.  You did have them give examples. You provided some accomodations for your struggling readers with the sentence starters for them to use in the activity.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Room was too dark at times. The students appeared to be struggling to see the book & handout. Make sure that you define key vocabulary terms as it is presented in the lesson. I would suggest have a vocabulary word chart.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Students would probably not identify with "crossing guard".  The majority of students ride busses or are car riders.  When asking about the letters on the signs, I don't think they understood what you wanted...might have continued question with "are the letters lower case or capital letters".  Good vocabulary building throughout the lesson.  Very easy transition to activity of making stop light.  Students followed your directions well and all were successful.  Be careful using "OK" too often when you are asking them to do something.  Lesson was very successful in allowing all students to know the signs. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Come up with a strong way to engage students when they arrive at your station.  You did tie the lesson to yesterday's learning and previous knowledge. You had guided instruction and independent practice.  You were very encouraging and helped students with their misunderstandings.  A visual-especially a number line might have been helpful for students when rounding large numbers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		In addition to the "I can" statements, the lesson opening allows students time to review the meaning of author's point of view. Even the meaning of the word "point" is discussed, because it has a different meaning here than in some instances. Students use the higher order thinking skill of applying when they look at a story about giraffes.. It has some very specific information. The students are encouraged as the student teacher reads the story aloud in small chunks, stopping to discuss what the author's point of view is progressing, and what the author wants the reader to learn. The student teacher uses the statement/response for students as they transition to independent work.... "The first thing I do is always the same..... I pick up my pencil and write my name." It helps keep them on task, and encourages names on papers which is a time saver for the teacher during grading.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate planned a good lesson. The hightlight of the lesson was the "field trip" within the school and just outside the school doors. In order to have powerful discussions about the setting in in books, the students were taken to different "settings" at school - the cafeteria and outdoors. This experience and the questioning/instruction that went along with it created a memorable learning experience for students. The teacher candidate shared hand motions with her students to help them recall the main aspects of a setting. They responded well to this strategy. The visits to the other areas of the school and the hand motions both differentiated instruction for various types of learners. The only area in which there was a need for improvement was in questioning. The teacher candidate was not effectively able to redirect students at times when they were not giving the intended/hoped types of answers to the questions she was addressing to the whole group.  It may be helpful to reexamine the wording of the original questions. Could they be structured to better reach the desired conclusion?

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You activated the lesson by having your students practice their skip counting using "the train", touching toes etc. Very interactive way to launch the lesson. You asked the students what a digit is. You led, through thorough questioning, to the fact they are the numbers 0-9. You gave the students a Place Value House handout and discussed/demonstrated what the meaning of each of the "two rooms" in the house was. You demonstrated where the numbers would go using two digit numbers as examples. You had students predict what they thought the pretzels and the marshmallows would represent during the lesson and several predicted correctly!  You modeled/demonstrated, using the Elmo, and had students come up and show how numbers could be demonstrated using the pretzels and marshmallows. This beautifully supported the practice of place value using tens and ones!  

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson asking students to explain where/why commas are used in a date.  This allowed the students to connect prior knowledge (seeing/going over the date daily) to the current lesson. You then showed a video demonstrating how to use commas in a series. Perhaps, stop the video to ask questions. This will send the message they are to be learning something from the video as well as help you assess their understanding.  Be careful not to "over do" this, just as it feels like a natural place to stop and ask a question or two. After the video you asked the students how commas are used. You explained when coming a c omma while reading the reader should pause briefly.  Comma=Pause. You then asked the students what the term series means.  They thought of this word in regards to movies, books. You led them to the understanding it could mean a list of thingsas might be written in a sentence. You revisited this term several times during the lesson which was excellent support for a new vocabulary word. You stressed that commas are used when listing 3 or more items. You instructed the students that no comma was necessary when two items were listed and the word "and" would come between the two items. You scaffolded the lesson by sharing a PPt. with sentences needing commas to separate words in a series. You began with examples of sentences which already had the commas and moved on to ones in which the students would need to determine if and where commas were needed.  They each had "comma manipulatives" and you called on different students to come to the board and explain where they thought a comma should be placed. The students were all engaged, hands up, wanting a turn. You had many examples on the PPt. for the students to practice which was excellent support for their learning. Using a marker on the Promethan Bd. each time a student told you where to place a comma would have helped the students coming afterwards know which part of the sentence they were now on. You revisited the reason for using commas and also asked if there were two items if a comma was necessary. You then gave the students a worksheet to practice.  You worked through the first 3 with the students and then had them complete the rest on their own. You closed the lesson having the students write their own sentences which included 3 or more items in order to demonstrate their understanding of how to use commas in a series. Once their sentences were checked for correctness, the students were given a sentence strip to write thier sentences on and macaroni to glue down to represent the commas. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the worksheet about commas. The teacher encouraged each student to be more involved in the lesson. The teacher didi a great job helping students when they answered the question incorrectly. The teacher used a great teaching moment to further explain the content of the lesson. The teacher does a great job including the students in discussions about the correct answers for the problems. The teacher issued sentence strips to all of the students. The teacher had the students write the sentences and insert commas where they are needed. The teacher instructed the students to glue macaroni where the commas need to be inserted.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was explaining how to fill out the graphic organizer which would help them write better constructive responses in writing. The teacher constantly asked questions about the progress of the lesson as they completed the graphic organizer. The students were very quiet during Reading group rotations. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		For the beginning of the lesson, the comment and question above apply here as well. It is possible to have a more highly interactive opening that would command the attention of the students. This is a developing skill on the part of the teacher candidate. Lessons on mathematics skills such as skip counting can be more of a challenge late in the day after students have been active (lunch, specials, recess), but a creative approach to active learning can make it successful. You have the skills and the resources to take this to the next level! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson was not error-free. The teacher sometimes needs to consider what information the students would need, and how can an experiment early in the lesson help build vocabulary. You corrected on sand by saying grains of sand, but please be careful to use precise language in science. Student misconceptions are a major issue, and we don't want to add to those by not attending to detail. 
Make sure that you are only speaking with certainty when you have 100% knowledge that it is true. Some of your soil lesson was leaning toward misconceptions with the types of soil being a certain size. You were a talking about the particles or grains, but you didn't say that until after introducing sand, and it was after the fact and under your breath. 
Another consideration for planning lessons is to think about what students will be doing. If they are listening to the teacher talking and writing notes, they will be less engaged than if they were examining different types of soil with a magnifying glass. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		It was admirable and effectve to use Post It notes for students to write the question and main idea. The teacher candidate explained and reviewed the meaning of compare/contrast before the students began their work, and this was very helpful in giving them the opportunity to do their best work. Students were engaged and participating in the lesson in part because of the teacher candidate's rapport with her students.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The intern gives students meaningful feedback. She helps them discern the appropriateness of their own answers. This helps them take responsibility for their own learning.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved the 3-2-1 pretest!  This was a great opening as you began your lesson on Christopher Columbus.   suggestion- Give a time limit on this because it can be lengthy. suggestion- possibly connect the students in 3 groups to work on one question each.  This would make it go quicker!  I would keep it down to 10 minutes.  Remember this is just a pretest. suggestion- The pretest needs to be connected as you begin your lesson.  How can you lead them into discussion after the pretest?  Good job with your delivery but go deeper!  This is your chance to shine as a teacher as you describe and recreate his journey. suggestion-  You seemed to know the material, but remember they don't know it ,so explain more in detail to help them learn. They need more teaching and less copying on to their sheet.  Use this time to ask high level questions.  Don't take for granted that they know this content.  They don't.  Give them the meaning on what these things you are going over. suggestion- Make your Power point more inviting by using graphics, etc.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good introduction of asking open ended questions about equivalent fractions. You did a great job of helping them understand the process of decomposing. Using the visuals are very important, along with volunteers coming to board to explain how they got their answers. You also gave ample time for practice. So glad you continued to ask them repeatedly if they understood. Loved that you broke them into groups to add more practice using different activities. Wonderful! Give your expectations for your transitions. "Walk quietly to your group" or "silently be at your group in 10 seconds. Go"

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job reviewing what they had learned about multiplication.  Your guided instruction/practice was very helpful to your students. suggestion- As a volunteer is telling you the strategy he/she used to solve, you can practice two things. 1- Have them come up to board and show their process 2- As they tell you what to write, use this time to ask questions on how they came up with this step. Great balance of instruction and participation (direct, guided and independent) The stations were a great way to practice their strategies

		Burns		Emily		917405476		The students were engaged from the very beginning of the lesson with the short video/song and book. You did a good job of asking students if they knew what certain vocabulary words meant. You made a L.Arts connection when reading the book.you related the book to real life experiences of the students.  You asked remembering questions-but could have expanded this.  Your management was good-students knew your expectations for talking while exploring their rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During a student's time at the board to show how she worked a problem, the intern said these types of encouraging sentences that would help the student and her classmates: "You're doing the problem right so far...." "Tell us how you are working that problem...." Ms. Burton has high expectations for her students, and spends extra time with the ones that need help.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students were at least somewhat engaged in the read aloud. Several asked unimportant questions, which may go back to the lack of a clearly stated purpose for the lesson. It forced you to say to three different students that their question was unimportant.. Even though you were simply trying to get them back on target, it was a distraction for you and all of your students. Discussing the headings as a text feature may have been more effective with a sample page that was labeled or highlighted the heading(s). As students transitioned into groups, it may have been helpful to remind each group whate they should be doing.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lesson opened with studentds reading from the text and completing part of their lab recording sheet. Students transitioned into the lab where they used different tools to simulate bird beaks and tried to eat various foods. Students predicted which tools/beaks would be best for each food type. Lots of good questions asked throughout the lesson, including higher order questions. Students were very engaged in the lab. Lesson plan had accomodations listed but were not really part of the lesson. When closing, come back to the learning goal/standard and have students explain what they learned. You did part of this with them telling what the lab showed them-just tie it to the standard.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		You opened with a book about firefighters. You had the community helper dolls to reenforce the concepts. You had the students look at the cover and predict what they thought the story was going to be about. You asked questions throughout the story. In small groups you let the students act as firefighters-complete with hats, stickers, fire extinguishers and burning house and car. Students were very engaged and excited about the lesson. You allowed students practice with the large telephone board, to practice dialing 911. You were very encouraging and patient with the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very good lesson overall. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		You activated the lesson by putting on a fireman's hat and asking the students who they thought you were. You connected the lesson to the students having seen a firetruck and firemen earlier in the day. You asked the students what they would do in order to get help...you led them to saying they should dial 911. You played a very engaging video about how/when to call 911. You made a cell phone for students to come up and practice dialing 911.  The students were very excited to have their turn. Be sure to ask HOT (Higher Order Thinking) questions, such as, "Why would the fireman need the equipment you see pictured on the board?"  Why would you not call 911 if someone says something mean to you?" Your transitions between activities were very well done and not instructional time was lost. You asked students when it was appropriate to call 911. Because most of them could not/did not think past calling the fire department you led them to understanding other  appropriate times.   You next had a picture on board of a fireman and what he wears. The students came to the Promethean Board and had the students move the clothing of the fireman to the correct place on his body. When giving reinforcement and feedback, remember to be specific wiith your praise.  Go beyond, "Good job".  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good job present clear visuals of the topic. You were very encouraging to your students. Even though we have a new First Lady, I would use her in the comparison. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher shared the Bernestain Bears book about eating healthy. *During the read aloud, the teacher needed to stop and ask questions about the book. *The teacher needed to slow down reading a little. The teacher divided the students into partners.  The students had to divide the foods into healthy and unhealthy foods at their tables. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students at heir seats completing their activity. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The teacher had a variety of teaching strategies to teach the subject matter.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good activities were planned and completed. When students are working in groups, I think it would be beneficial for them to have a designated place to sit and work.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good opening as you moved into review after presenting Standard and EQ. Using the handwashing sequence was something they could relate to, but talk about why this situation must be in correct sequence.   suggestion- as you begin your introductin into lesson, talk about why it's important to sequence.    Loved the LEGOS article, but again talk about what they are doing before you start reading!  Give them a connection from moving from one activity to another.    suggestions-What about showing some real Legos? Talking about how popular they are, how much people love building with them, how it has become a talent competition!  Get them excited about this article!  suggestion- Each time a student write a new sequence from the article, go back and connect with previous.  So important to keep them engaged and connected with what they are doing.   Awesome closing and summarizing as students read their sequencing stories  aloud and pointed out key transitional words. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the foundation of the lesson. Good use of technology in the lesson. Lots of hands on activities Have a plan for distributing & retrieving supplies for activity

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You activated the lesson by holding up a word written on a card.  You cut the prefix off of the word and let it fall to the floor. You then moved on and cut off the suffix of the word. You asked the students to predict what you were doing. They were able to tell you you had cut off the prefix and suffix of the word and you were left with the root word. Very clever and engaging way to introduce the learning goals for the lesson. You then played a video about affixes and root words. You used the song to launch a discussion of where root words and affixes are used. You had students pick a card, from the stack of cards at each table grouping, written in red.  The students were to walk over to someone who has a paper with a prefix, suffix, or root word that would combine to create a new word. You then had several pairs of students share their new words with the class and explain the root word, the prefix or suffix and the meaning. You had a second "round" of the activity using words written in black. The students were clearly engaged in this activity and understood the concepts, as they were able to explain their new words.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began with setting expectations and explaining the directions for the review game. You had the "teams" talk about anything they were confused about from the learning goals listed on the board. This was a great idea. You may have wanted to point out why it was important to take this seriously as knowing the answers would help their team earn points. After the were finished discussing, you went over the learning goals, whole group, calling on individuals to explain the concepts. You clarifed any misunderstandings or confusion about each learning goal.  This was a terrific "warm-up" for the game and great support for your students' learning. All of the questions were on slides with the choices listed below.  Beautifully prepared and written! As individual students from individual teams had an opportunity to answer a question you had the rest of the students make the correct letter choice in order to keep them engaged.  A few stopped doing this as the game progressed. You may have wanted to remind them to continue doing this, have them grade their own responses, and take their papers up at the end of the game. This would have helped keep all students accountable for thie learning even when it was not their turn to answer a question for their team. It would have also given them a great idea as to how well they understood the content as they graded their papers. For two of the questions, you showed embedded videos to review the information in the question. You knew these were difficult concepts and you were prepared to give your students extra support. Well done!! You listened and questioned your students responses by having them explain their choice.  This was an excellent way to ensure their learning had a deeper depth of knowledge! I did not see the closing of the lesson because I had to leave. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good opening instructional video (Partly Cloudy). It sparked the interest of the students as well as stressed the language / purpose of your standard. It helped to present the information in a fun way. By stopping / starting the video, the students had the opportunity to give progessive answers. The TC provided positive reinforcement and feedback throughout the lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. YEA! As a means to accomodate the varius reading levels of your students, you provided the reading passages on various Lexile levels! Lesson was well planned & presented!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You activated the lesson with a picture of your puppy and asked the students for words to describe it.  After a list was made, you led the students to tell you the words listed were called adjectives.  Very engaging opening. Love that you used a picture of your dog. Students like to know about their teachers your using a picture of your own dog makes you more "real" for them. You used an anchor chart and led the students in a discussion of what adjectives do. Your questioning was excellent in leading the students to the purposes of adjectives. You handed out "adjective booklets" and gave excellent support as you guided the students through filling in the pages. The booklet is a great resource for future use. The students then played the "Bubble Game" and were to identify the adjectives in the sentences. As this was a game found online, it was impossible to slow it down. I believe there was a little frustration for your students since it went so fast. It would have been beneficial if you had been able to ask "why" a certain word was an adjective. The students were then divided into two groups in order to differentiate the next activity. You had different and appropriate expectations for the two different groups. During the transitions from one activity to the next, the students were talking and getting off task. These transitions need to be done in a more orderly way in order not to lose instructional time getting them back on task. Be sure to set the expectations for each transition.  

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Creative thinking to play Kahoot at beginning of lesson to open up review and practice. Tip: Have someone work out problem the wrong way to show importance of carelss mistakes and following formula. Stations were all well organized and planned.  

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting her plan for the lesson at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good dance video for the students to dance with. The teacher did a good job of having the students walks to their spot on the carpet. Good quiet transition for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a plan to dismiss the students to their seats quietly. The teacher has the powerpoint about the Inside Out characters. The teacher let different students have the emotion cards. The teacher asked the students to share what makes them happy, sad, etc... GROW-When the students are selecting someone to pass the smiley face to, time the students or let the students count to 10. GROW-The teacher needed to review only three emotions. The students became restless because they lost interest in the delivery.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Make sure that you practice the math skill that you will be teaching so that you can proficiently explain the technique to the students.  You did not come up with the correct answer for 41-29 using the technique you were teaching and would have proceeded without correcting the error if a student had not pointed out the correct way to achieve the answer. You also need to make sure that all of your materials are ready ahead of time so that transitions are more smooth. There seemed to be a lot of confusion throughout the lesson. However, you did a great job with getting the students back on track after the fire drill!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great anchor chart. You were very encouraging to the students. Good transitioning between activities

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great powerpoint of important information.  Good energy throughout the lesson.  Since you were having an activity about "cause and effect", you might have ussed those words as you were going through the powerpoint.   Not sure why you did the last activity "Snowball Pile" in the way that you did...our class was very active and talkative...might have done something with less active participation.  

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Notes are in the section above.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You engaged students with the quick review of previous learned content and had the smart board with virtual manipulatives for your teaching. You tied the lesson to the real world when asking students to give you examples of how they had used subtraction at home. White boards allowed students to practice and then check their work.  I know you hated to waste time but some students did not have enogh time to complete the task before you moved on. You reenforced strategies for subtraction throughout lesson and used content vocabulary effectively. Try to incorporate more open ended questions or why questions to encourage students to explain their thinking.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Good anchor chart using an area model and number line to show addition of fractions with like denominators.  You might have also done one on the promethean board from scratch to show how it was developed.  Remember under the whole number 1 to put the equivalent fraction...in this case 9 over 9.  I liked you putting up a wrong answer to see if students would catch your mistake.  Remember...you are the "differentiator"...show your students "how to" in as many ways possible to help them be successful in achieving the standard.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened with recall of prior knowldge.  You asked lots of questions and gave styudents lots of opportunities to explain their thinking.  Loved that you incorporated technology-having them research and create a food web. You did a great job monitoring the class, encouraging students.  You were moving all over the classroom as students worked. Try to make real world connections.  I am sure the students have witnessed the food web in progress.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You activated the lesson asking who had a birthday. Then you asked who had a birthday in September and finally who had a birthday in another month. As everyone is excited about their birthdays, the students were completely engaged. You called out the months of the year and had students stand when you got to their birthday month. The number of students for each month was recorded on a chart you had made using tally marks. You ensured your students stayed on task by having them "make the tally marks" with their fingers on one of their hands.  So engaging! You were so prepared for this lesson you had a form with all of the students' bithday months in case they had forgotten which month was theirs. You demonstrated what needs to be done when there is a fifth tally mark. You asked H.O.T. questions when you asked which months had the same number of tally marks, which had the most, which had the least. Thus, you had students reading the chart in order to gather information from it. You asked the students, "How do we represent data?" You led them to the answer of using a bar graph. You modeled/demonstrated how to fill in a bar graph using the data that had been collected on a graph on the promethean board. You had a small group of students work in small group for extra support which demonstrated differentiation for the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You began by relating your lesson to what the students had done during their 30 minutes of morning rotation time with other first grade teachers. This helped students to connect and understand the expectations of the lesson. You reviewed nonstandard objects of measurement by holding up various objects in the room and asking students to tell if they were nonstandard or not. You then asked the students to give examples of standard objects of measurement. You ensured the students knew the difference between standard and nonstandard measurement. You then showed a video demonstrating how to measure the length of a pencil using nonstandard objects. You stopped the video several times in order to ask students to explain what was being done correctly and incorrectly in the video. This allowed students to use analytic and verbal skills to explain. You supported the students learning by reinforcing the terms gaps and units. This was perfect scaffolding for the activity to come. Remember to call on all students whether they have their hands up or not. Do not allow one student to monopolize the class. You reviewed what it means to estimate and estimates to not have to be correct. You modeled estimating the numer of unit cubes it would take to measure certain objects and then you showed them the exact measurement using the unit cubes. This scaffolded the students for what they were going to do in their small groups. You divided the class into ability groups and had the support people and Mrs. Jones. This was excellent use of the support people in the class and the perfect way to differentiate the lesson. The students practiced estimating the length of certain objects and then they used items such as pennies, erasers, and paperclips to get the actual measurement. You closed the lesson asking students to explain how to measure with nonstandard objects. You revisited the necessary vocabulary for the measurements to be done correctly.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Awesome Power point as you taught. Having the map as a visual was right on!  All the pictures helped them understand.  Great visuals! Tip:  It would have been beneficial to have books, handouts with the Hopi facts. (maybe SS book) 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Loved that you had instructions on board as they walked in.  Wonderful! Your opening of explaining what they would be doing was amazing!  This hooked them into ELA! You set your expectations, rules and directions of what they would be doing for "Fun Friday" activity. You also gave them a time limit. This activity provided teamwork, as well as sequencing skills.  The fact that you left off transitional words was a great challenge. suggestion- This is a perfect activity for differentiation.  Having strips that are more challenging for certain teams would keep your above level students occupied longer.  Transitions were excellent as you moved from activity to next activity suggestion- praise your student for asking the question. Thank her for asking when she was confused. So glad you gave example when she was confused. The stations you had created were wonderful.  This gave more practice for sequencing by using different strategies. Closing was right on target. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were introducing Lit Cicles today for the first time to your students. Great job! What a challenge that was for you since you had never done them either. You explained each role through a Power POint, giving examples of each. Having them tell you the roles back as a review was powerful! Loved the RESPECT poster. Analogy of the roles of Lit Circles. Great closing as you brought the roles back around a reviewed again.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good anchor chart for the lesson and activities.  Love "hairy" money.  It has been used in Carroll County for a very long time.  I don't know that the puzzle pieces match really achieved what you wanted.  Most were just matching the pieces not really checking the money amounts.  You went around to help at all tables except the back one and those students really need your help.  Make sure you check on all.  Liked that you made a mistake with one model to see if they would catch it.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Activated prior learning and engaged students with Brain POP video on parts of speech. Students answered questions as a group on the video assessment. Students were very excited about the parts of speech game. Loved that some words could be used in more than one way. You did a great job of having students explain their thinking and defend their answers. You had them use the words in sentences to show their use as a noun or verb. You are always very positive with students and encouraging. There was a good mix of student participation and instructional time. Lesson was going to continue so only guided practice was observed-independent work was to follow.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You had a song/video to open class about similies and metaphors.  Students were singing and engaged.  You asked students to explain the meaning of similie and metaphor.  You balanced the lesson with guided instruction and student participation.  You monitored students as they worked. Try to relate to real life--when will they use similies and metaphors.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by playing an interactive math game. The teacher did a good job illustrating how to play the game before beginning the game with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to share with the students about the alligator's mouth is always open to the largest number. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. THis would help the students answer more of the game questions correctly. The teacher reviewed the signs after the interactive game.  The discussion should have been before the interactive game. The teacher shared the directions for the Trash Basketball game. The teacher had a good discussion about the results when the teachers played the Trash Basketball game. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		You did great "tackling" somewhat difficult math math strategies.  Good modeling each before having the students try.  Be careful of students saying AND when saying a number over 100.  Flip book is a great visual reinforcement for all of the strategies.  It is also better when you want students to do an activity like this is to show them one done the way you want.  Also, be careful of saying "Good" too often.  Try to be more specific with your praise for the students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		"Cute" beginning with another Block I student coming in and sneezing on you. You did a good job of adding information as you read the book to the students.  Your delivery was a little monotone...need more energy!!  Don't just say "Good job"...be more specific with your praise/encouragement.  Don't ever have GUM in your mouth when giving a lesson...or really at any time in a classroom with students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good opening for the lesson. You were very encouraging to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You definitely had their attention with the oreos! You used many strategies to present the material in order to address the learning styles of your students. You had Mrs. Deese work with a group in order to lend to support...great way to differentiate. Set expectations for class behavior for transitions. I need you to...... You revisited the EQ at the end of the lesson and had students explain the difference between a first and second read. Excellent!  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You reviewed what had been learned about relative pronouns the previous week when you asked them to explain them to you. You asked the student what an adverb is. You had students share with their elbow partners so examples of adverbs. You reminded the students adverbs typically end in "ly". You led a discussion of relative adverbs. You displayed a graphic organizer for the students to copy into their interactive notebooks. You had them draw a stick figure and write the words when, where, and why on the limbs of the figure. This was an excellent visual to help students remember what relative adverbs do. You then shared some sentences, on a chart, and had the students identify the relative adverb in each sentence. You scaffolded your students' learning when you then had them create phrases to complete sentences with relative adverbs. Students then worked with their groups to complete relative adverb task cards. Each group had 16 task cards with each student taking a turn recording the correct relative adverb on the answer chart. There was a little confustion regarding what was to be done in the groups. It is always helpful to role play/model what your expect the students to do. Students were confused as to when you were ready for them to begin. Always give directions, model, aske if there are any questions, and then tell them they may begin. Tell them the amount of time they have to complete the activity.. And always a good idea to give a two minute warning. This keeps everyone on task and completing the assignment. Grading group work-I know they liked seeing if they got the answers correct. However, because statements were not read/used to show how the correct answer fit, I am not sure how productive this was. Perhaps having a chart or a slide with the sentences and then have students voluteer to read them with the correct answer. You had the students demonstrate their learning when you gave elbow partners a sentence strip with beginning phrase. The partners completed the sentence using a phrase that contains a relative adverb. The students were allowed to stand up and share their sentence with the class. Having the rest of the class listen to their classmates sentences and identify the relative adverbs would have kept the rest of the students more engaged. Having students explain "why" their word was a relative adverb would have taken their learning to a deeper dept of knowledge. You used the squishy ball for review.  You set the expectations for how the review would happen. You asked review questions related to relative adverbs to close the lesson.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		The mystery box was a great way to open the lesson and get children's attention. The passing around of the box was problematic but you realized later that a circle would have worked better than sitting in rows. Your questions were all about remembering. Consider ways to ask open ended questions (ones you would know what the child would answer  - like Why are your senses important?).  Moving the students up and down was a good plan to manage behavior. If you had used the video game as a closure, you could have had each child answer with a body motion pointing to the correct body part. By position youself in front of the TV you could have seen all the children. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good beginning reading "The Doorbell Rang" to the students and having them divide their cookies throughout the story. You gave instructions about the worksheet beforre handing it out...good.  May have helped them do the worksheet if you had modeled both types of "problems" on the worksheet...then have them work.  Also, count out loud when you model.  They need to see and hear the entire process.  Be careful of using the praise word "Good" too often.  Be more specific.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome review lesson.  The Prezi was such a great way to guide the review.  You did a great job of "feeding" off the students' responses...you not only repeated but expanded when needed and pulled out specifics.  I liked the way you referred back to "standard" words as you went through the review.   Work on phrasing questions so that you get the answer you are looking for....

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great "shot gun" review lesson on the American Revolution.  Prezis were awesome.  You have great knowledge of the subject.  Good instructions at the beginning..."I'm going fast...when I slow down...do you think that is important?" Even though it was more or less a "lecture" the students were involved.  You did a great job of relating past to present...Star Wars and texting.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" toooo much.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good lesson.  Kept the students' attention with its quick pace.  Good transitions from one activity to the next.  Loved the "Double Trouble" bracelets.  Be careful when you are praising the students that you are specific about what you are praising.  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good review lesson over prepositions and prepositional phrases.  Even with technology "glitches", the students got into the lesson.  A variety of activities allowed the students to come to the board and underline prepositional phrases, do movements to verbal preposional phrases, watch a video, and sing along with a video.  Be careful saying "Awesome" and "Alright" too much. Be ore specific with your praise. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Engaged the students by starting the lesson reading in a momotone voice with no expression. Students quickly told you to read with expression and why. During the reading you stopped to be sure the students understood the vocabulary being used. You gained student attention before giving directions for the activity. You encouraged students as they answered questions, contributed to discussion.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You tarted your lesson with the KWL chart getting students to think about what they know about rocks.  You called on lots of students to answer questions or share their thoughts for chart.  You set the expectations for acceptable behavior for think/pair/share.  Be sure to think through what materials you will ned and have them ready.  Maybe ask the teacher to get your water so you don't have to leave room.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a discussion about the comparative adjectives. The teacher asked great questions about the comparative adjectives to complete the anchor chart on comparative adjectives. The teacher used chromebooks to illustrate pictures of how to write sentences using comparative adjectives. The teacher had a great way of using technology in the small Reading group lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher began the lesson by having different students come to the board and select a number. The students would tell the teacher what the expanded form of the number was for the selected number. The teacher did a great job of calling on different students to answer the questions. The teacher did great having the students come up to the powerpoint and complete the math problems. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked. If students needed help, the teacher constantly helped them.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good lesson but I think it would benefit the students if you moved a little slower as you presented the information. Find a system for calling on students so that all students are included in the class discussion. Keep the students working on the same problems so you can monitor them as you walk around the room.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students with the Mckey Mouse symbol. This was a great way to relate symbols to young children. Your book/slideshow had great pictures of the American symbols they are to identify. Your activity with the flip book was overwhelming to alot of the students.As we discussed, giving all the pages at once might not have been the best approach. Remember to not use all capital letters in titles because that goes against all that is taught in Kindergarten. Copying from the board was difficult for some students-plan for them in the future.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You opened with a review of prior learning-BUCKS method for problem solving.  You reviewed academic language and multiplication strategies.  You tied learning to the real world.  You had lots of opportunities for students to practice skills.  Be sure to monitor class--there were some students off task and were not refirected.  The reference to the clock was difficult for students and they couldn't really see clock.  You might want to pull a clock up on smart board so all could see.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		No opening to engage the students was demonstrated. You explained 10 pennies is the same as one dime. You had students count the dimes and equate this to tens as you held up tens rods to the students. Your lesson plan stated you would have the students count their money and determine which student the most money.  This was not done. There was an opportunity to connect the skill of counting the money to that of determining which number is greater than or less than another number.   You stated in your plan you would do this, however it was not done. Please remember you can use an agenda during the lesson in order to help you stay on track with all you have planned to do during the lesson. You differentiated beautifully during the game of Scoot, as you had students do a certain color problem at each of the stations. The student had no idea why there were different colors/problems for their classmates! You had the students tiptoe to their first station. Nice transition. Be sure to tell them what to do, before they move, what you want them to do when they get there. The students did not know what to do when they had finished their color coded problems at a station. You closed the lesson by revisiting the standard. I would suggest revisiting an "I can" statement would be the more appropriate choice for first graders regarding assessing their understanding of the lesson goals.  

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of compound sentences. One student was able to tell you what one is! You shared a slide with the definition of compound sentences . Then you asked the students to give you examples of simple sentences which mapped back to the defintion of a compound sentence. You scaffolded your students learning when you shared a slide with "choppy" sentences and had the students take the two simple sentences and form one compound sentence using a conjunction. When looking over your lesson look for new vocabulary all students might not know...like combining. Great to use new vocabulary as this builds their vocabulary, but be sure to support their understanding of the words. You then shared an anchor chart demonstrating how to construct a compound sentence.  The anchor chart was perfect and the students caught on immediately. You then shared the acronym FANBOYS to introduce the idea of conjunctions.  It took a minute for them to understand what the letters stood for, but you did an excellent job using different ways of explaining until all understood. You then shared a slide demonstrating how commas and conjunctions are used to make compound sentences. You supported your students learning when you worked through more examples with the students. You forgot the closing for the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great use of a timeline but I think it would be beneficial to include the students' date of birth as well. Powerpoint was a great tool for this lesson. You could enhance its benefits by highlighting or underlining key terms. The pictures that you included added to the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about dental health. The teacher began the lesson by reading a book about Dental Health.  The teacher did a good job by asking questions during the read aloud.  The teacher questioned the students about different foods in the book-asking if the foods were healthy or non-healthy. The teacher had very good questions about the subject matter. The teacher conducted a group sort with the students.  The students were instructed to stand up and identify the cards as good or bad for dental health. *The teacher needed to have either velcro or tape already on the different picture cards to speed up the lesson. The teacher dismissed the students to the front rug. The youtube was very entertaining and informative. The brushing sound was very creative for the students to make when they were brushing their teeth during the powerpoint. Good job of sharing the worksheet with the students before completing it.  The teacher had a good discussion about the worksheet with great conversation with the students. Great extension activity with the worksheet. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats during the completion of the worksheet.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Your opening and closing were effective - using the movie and the song were great. You frequently asnwered your own questions. I remember you asked about what made the girl mad. You answered almost immediately "She spilled her milk." Everyone needs time to think through their answer before they talk. Learning to wait is really hard but it's important. Learn to live with that silence after you ask a question. You did a good job leaning the discussion about emotions as a whole group and then gave independent practices with the activity. I would like to see you engage with each student asking them why they chose to glue the picture where they did. DIscussing facial expressions is a great way to teach young chldren to "read" emotions in others. And often an undeveloped skill in young children. When you write on the board, remember to spell out the words (at least the emotion words). The students at this stage can help sound out words. So let them help you spell them. Using different colors for the emotion words on their work mats worked well.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Physical change and chemical change can be very confusing to students.  Good having the students think back over experiments done during the week.  Great cooperation between the Cooperating Teacher and the student teacher...CT was getting the experiment ready while the student teacher went over the information.  Be careful when writing on the board with color markers that students can see what is written.  Like that you did the experiment in two different ways before the students got their ice cream and root beer.  Be careful of saying "Thank you" and "Very good" so much.  Be more specific with your praise.  Also, you might want to repeat what a student answered in case someone didn't hear...also gives you an opportunity tocorrect or expand on what was said.  Be careful that answers are correct and consistent with the curriculum.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about germs. The teacher had a powerpoint about germs with the question-What do you think this is? The teacher instructed the students to find an object in the classroom that they thought had the most germs. The teacher had good discussion about germs and how they are unhealthy. The teacher held construction paper and instructed the students to make their own germ.  The teacher brought the students back to the rug to discuss ways to wash hands. The teacher had great questions about different ways to wash hands. The teacher shared a powerpoint about proper hand washing. After the powerpoint, the teacher had great questions about washing hands. Great job having the students demonstrate the different steps to proper hand washing. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The lesson had several different deliveries for the subject matter. The lesson contained several creative ways to teach about germs. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students began their Steps to Washing Your Hands Sequencing Activity. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before passing out the worksheet. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Led discussion on foods, what they were made of and if they were good or bad for teeth. Had students complete a cut and paste sorting activity on good/bad foods. Don't talk over students-get them quiet before giving directions, asking questions. Give a little wait time before sending groups to get materials. Set expectations for behavior and comment on those students doing what you asked.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has great voice quality which encourages and engages the students throughout the lesson. The teacher gave the rules for the games before beginning the game. The teacher reviewed the rules for the games-teamwork, etc... The teacher encouraged the students to work in a group to come up with the correct answers. GROW-The teacher needed to review the previous subject matter before she began the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Have a plan for center rotation & post it. Remember - your students need to see and hear the information that you are presenting numerous times in order for them to actually learn it! Graphic organizers are a great way to help organize the information that you are teaching

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about hand washing and germs. The teacher had good questions about hand washing. The teacher had a youtube about germs and hand washing. The teacher had a great powepoint about putting hand washing in sequence. The teacher asked different students what would be first, second, third... The teacher had great questions about the washing of hands to encourage the students to put the steps in order. The teacher conducted a read aloud with the students.  The teacher had great questions during the read aloud. The teacher had a great puppet on the water bottle to illustrate the spreading of germs. Great idea to illustrate the point of germs spreading. *The teacher needs to dismiss the students to their tables by colors or other creative ways. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at seats as they completed their work. The teacher has great positive comments for each student as they finished their work. The teacher gave each student hand sanitizer with glitter. The students were so excited about seeing the glitter on their hands. The students touched other students to illustrate the spreading of germs. The students were instructed to cut and paste the pictures in order to illustrate the correct order of hand washing for germs.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by reading a book, If You Were A Pronoun. The teacher had good questions about the read aloud book. The teacher gave good examples of pronouns. The teacher had a good powerpoint about pronouns. The teacher engaged the students in discussion questions about the powerpoint information.
The teacher had a good delivery of information for the pronouns. *The teacher needed to let the students talk about the powerpoint or read parts of the powerpoint. Good-the teacher started asking the students questions about the powerpoint. The teacher had a good progression for her lesson. The teacher involved the students in the lesson. The teacher let the students give examples of sentences containing pronouns. The teacher instructed the students that she would be making an anchor chart. The teacher showed the students the worksheet on the powerpoint before letting the students begin. 

		Green		Megan		917463432		Need to add a motivational hook for the opening of your lesson. Make sure that you include punctuation when writing on the board. Key vocabulary needs to be posted on the board or anchor chart.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Review lesson for math.  Good review. the students enjoyed palaying Jeopardy to review math concepts.  Be careful when  you say numbers over 100 that you don't say AND!!  Problems that you put in Jeopardy were good examples of what the students needed to know.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*The missing part of the lesson today was the instructional review. I know you thought the lesson was to only be 30 min. and there was confusion there. So you were trying to hurry through it. Spend at least the first 20-25 minutes of instruction, whether it's review or introduction of a standard. *Loved the activity of breaking into project groups. They were able to work with each other on main idea and summarizing. *Before starting groups, set your rules and expectations on participation and behavior. The groups I observed did a great job, but other classes may be different. *Know the lesson and skill like "the back of your hand"! *During the closing, as they share their work, you, as the teacher must use questioning at this time to help them. Go back to the I Can Statements or the EQ.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		More time was needed for student practice. Transition between the activities needed more guidance. This was a tough group and it was obvious that they had a difficult time following directions.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brainpop about prefixes and suffixes. The teacher shared a chart which contained prefixes dis-, non-, re- and un-. The teacher called on different students to give her the answers to the correct placement of the prefixes. The teacher did a good job sharing with the class what they will do on their paper. GROW-The teacher needs to always ask are there any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		This was a review lesson so therre was not much teaching.  Good repetition of important information. Having the information on a chart was ok but probably needed to do more examples on the promethean board with the students.  Students seemed to work well with little help.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		*As you open your lesson up, instead of asking what they talked about Monday, remind them of the OREO method and have a volunteer remind the class of what it did and how it helped them. The book you chose was perfect for opinionated writing. Picking out certain pages form the book and putting on the Prom board was a wonderful idea to help them identify reasons for opinions transitional words. *Experience will help you with asking higher thinking questions. for example, when you talk about transitional words, dig into why they need them and what their purpose is.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Passed out KWL chart was handed out while students were getting ready for class to begin.  Good questions to open new science topic..."Why might we look like our family?"  Gave them two minutes to fill out K and W on their chart.  Used a timer on the promethean board!!  Had them read informational text about topic and went over ways they could identify key items.  Again you used timer!!  Good sharing of information read.   Readning passages for all three groups are not much different.  How are YOU going to make sure that each child gets the information?? Good energy!

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by popping a balloon.  The teacher asked the students questions about the cause and effect. The standard and essential questions were stated. The students completed the sentence, “The ball rolled…” at their table by discussing different endings to the sentence. The movie clip was centered around causes and effects. Great questioning about the movie clip. Graphic organizers were placed at the desks. Each graphic organizer had a cause and effect attached to it. The teacher encouraged the students to discuss the different causes and effects. The students would glue them in order. *The graphic organizer needed to be put on an overhead so the students would have a reference. The students wrote three sentences that contained causes and effects about the movie clip.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The teacher candidate opened the lesson by breaking a pencil (purposefully). She then asked what the students thought about why she would do that. This led to a great discussion and debate over whether it changed the pencil or not (Is it still a pencil?). All of the discussion on the pencil break led to it being a physical change, and how that is different from a chemical change.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You did very little that was in your lesson plan.  Need a better opening than..."Today we are going to learn about healthy and unhealthy snacks".  Some good questioning and liked that you gave your own example of a "goal".  

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Good lesson for prek.  The book "David&#39;s Cold" definitely gave them an example of the standard.  You questioned in a way that all students wanted to give you "information".  You repeated important facts from the lesson to give all an opportunity to "get it".  Using the sparkled hand sanitizer showed them the germs.  Lesson might have been expanded by putting students in pairs, then putting the sanitizer on one student&#39;s hands and having them "high 5" or shake their partner&#39;s hand...showing how germs spread.  I can tell you are enjoying your experience in prek.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similiar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I like the "Class Agenda" at the beginning...it lets the students know the order of activities during class.  Good use of Venn diagram to review likes/differences of plant and animal cells.  Transitions to activity (Bingo) was very smooth.  Great example of using the students to "show" the progression from cell-tissue-organs-organ system-human.   Be careful of using "Good" or "Good job" to praise students.  Be more specific in your praise per child.  Make sure that you call on students with their hands down...you can just tell students to keep their hands down and then you can call on students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		The lesson opening did explain the lesson but may not have hooked the students. Maybe pose a problem and have a box of the conversation hearts to show them at the beginning. The standard calls for a second grader to draw a bar graph-with the lesson students were sorting by color on the given sheet and automatically creating the graph. Be sure to discuss with CT the levels the students are operating on to tailor the lesson for them. This was too easy. Students were engaged in the activity and loved the candy hearts. Try to relate to the real world-when do we use estimation and why? Why do we make graphs?

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Loved your Power point/ interactive board. This kept the entire class engaged. They were able to check their papers while volunteers worked out answers at board. Also the management tool you used on your phone so very engaging. It even sounded like a spinner!! Transitions were smooth as you moved into elbow partners and Bingo game Differentiation was used as you challenged students to do the 5th grade standard if they chose to. This was a great incentive. You gave positive feedback to your class. This is so important!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary video about suffixes. The teacher gave good directions before beginning her lesson on the powerpoint. The teacher had the students engaged in the beginning of the lesson with a question and answer session. The teacher reviewed the anchor charts for prefixes and suffixes. The students received a stack of sticky notes. Each table had a captain. The sticky notes had words on them. The students would underline the prefix or suffix. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before they began the sticky note activity. GROW-The teacher needed to illustrate the activity before letting the students begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher could let the students do thumbs up or thumbs down as the students put the sticky notes on the correct anchor chart. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students tell her where to put the sticky notes on the anchor chart.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed some type of technology in her lesson. *The lesson needed more subject matter delivery before the students began to read. The teacher had good questions for the students after they read the passage. The teacher know her subject matter but needs to work on controlling the behavior of the students during her lesson.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		As a class, the students created a quadrilateral foldable. The students wrote the atttributes of each quadrilateral and then they drew that shape on the outside of the flap on the foldable. As each figure was discussed you pointed out things like which figures had parallel lines and how many pairs, which had right angles, and obtuse angles etc.  The foldable is a terrifice visual to support students' understanding, as well as a gread study guide for future use. The students were clearly engaged in making the foldables! There was very little individual questioning done.  Most questions were answered with most of the class shouting out an answer. This does not help you see who does and does not understand when you do not call on individual students. You need to include more individual questions as you teach.  Not only does this tell you who is and is not understanding, but helps all students to remain on task because they don't know if they will be called on or not to give an answer. The slide with the pictures and information about each figure was supportive and easy for students to follow as they made their foldables. Excellent support. You were clear to clarifiy vocabulary the sudents might not know such as the word adjacent. You then had the students complete, whole group, a "worksheet" on a slide you had prepared. Having each student complete the worksheet and then check his/her papers would have given you an idea as to who was understanding the concepts and who was not. This could have been done with a partner, as well. You introduced the Bingo Game. Be sure to set expectations for playing the game such as telling them to listen as you are giving the clues and then talk quietly among their teams to decide upon the correct figure to cover up. You numbered students off in order to form the groups.  Set expectations for how they are to move from one place in the classroom to another.  Without conversation you may move now.....is one way.  It took a few min. for them to get settled down after they moved to their groups. This equates to lost instructional time. At times it got so loud , the students could not hear your clues. You need to use an attention getter. As the students got loud, you got louder to be heard over them. Always set expectations for thei behavior during an activity like this. 

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You modeled several examples of writing the decimals in expanded form. This was great support for your students. You pointed out they needed to remember to to to the next place if there was a zero in the number. This is great anticipation of what they might do incorrectly. You used a variety of teaching strategies with the students: direct and guided instruction, technology, student directed, and manipulatives. This helps to reach many types of learners.  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Your opening with the fruit snacks was good. Food almost always gets kids attention. You asked good open ended questions - What would happen without our senses? You could have pressed for a little more thinking from the students about this one. Ask another question to make them think some more. Think about how long you wait after asking a question before supplying the answer. Kids need time to think about the answer so just be patient with them. Adding music to the lesson would have given you one more "itelligence" to  tap into. 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Activated prior learning-what students knew about keeping their teeth healthy. Activity allowed students to decide if foods were health or not. Had follow up worksheet for students to sort pictures. Passing out pictures and then having students come to place them on teeth took alot of time and left many students with nothing to do.Consider involving the class by having them give a "thumbs up" if they agree with the student's choice. Maybe using velcro on pictures would save time instead of tearing tape for each child. Be sure to elaborate on why foods are unhealthy and what a student needs to do when they do eat those foods. Lots of down time for students be careful not to waste instructional time. As you are passing out keep asking questions. Ask "why" questions-have students explain their thinking.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube about sound. The teacher asked good questions after the youtube finished. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students read some of the powerpoint so the students are more involved. The teacher had the students do a foot activity. GROW-The teacher needs to split the students into groups before the lesson. The teacher explained the lab sheets. GROW-While the teacher is passing out the lab sheet, she needs to discuss the Sound subject matter with the students. The teacher had one person from each group to come up and get the necessary materials for their Science station. The teacher gave the students instructions on what to do with the materials in the bags. GROW-The teacher could ask questions like-"What do you think we are going to do with the spoon and string?"... The partner was instructed to tap the spoon and then the students switched to complete the experiment. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the chart about the experiment. GROW-The teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions before they begin their observation block. The teacher instructed the students to put the materials back in their bags to complete the Sound experiment. The teacher let a student illustrate the different pitchs. GROW-As the teacher passed out the rulers, she needed to discuss the subject matter and ask the students questions. The teacher gave instructions on how to observe vibration using a ruler on the desk. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher shared a youtube about emotions.  The teacher did a great job asking questions about the youtube.  The teacher illustrated the worksheet the students would be completing before dismissing them to their seats. *The teacher needed to have a little more delivery in her lesson before letting the students begin their worksheet. *The students needed something to do when they completed the worksheet.  The teacher could ask questions about the subject matter. Overall, the lesson was good.  The teacher needs to plan more activities throughout the lesson.  

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Consider ways to include both pictures and words in your lesson. Some children will be able to attend to pictures and others to both pictures and words. We don't want to eliminate either learner. Requiring 5 year olds to wait is difficult. Think of ways to engage all the learners all the time - sequence on paper where everyone has a sheet to sequence and glue for example. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You set the expectations for student behavior in regard to their getting a "part" in the reading of the book. Well done! You read the book If You Give a Pig a Pancake.  Students stood up each time the picture they were holding was mentioned in the reading.  Great listening skills practice and engagement. As this was your lesson, it was up to you to dismiss the students to their various centers not your CT. At your center you had lower case and upper case leters written on construction paper pancakes . Each student in your group was asked to match upper/lower case letters using spatulas.  The use of construction paper pancakes tied back to the book you had read. The rest of the centers were not practicing the same learning goal as the group you were teaching. I realize you may not have been able to get enough spatulas for all of the groups, however practicing upper and lower case letters would have been appropriate. Because you did not state the learning goals for the students at the beginning of the lesson, there was no connection between the beginning of the lesson and what was done in the centers. Having the students recall the items that were held up during the reading of the book had no relevance to the true meaning of "elements" in a story. Pairing the upper and lower case letters did map back to part of your learning goal. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brain Pop was a good opener but use it to discuss and review.  Make it meaningful. The Power Point was good, just add more instruction to it. Ticket out the door was a good choice as they answered the questions about physical change. suggestions- Dig deep into the Power Point.  Example:  When you talk about Physical Change, ask "What does the word physical mean?"  Even if reviewing, teach as if they are hearing for first time.  Make your transitions smooth.  Instead of just saying "Now we will do an activity".  Try to connect what they just did to what they are about to do.  The activities were fun, but make sure you are creating meaning with everything they do.  Keep reminding them of WHY they are  and WHAT they are doing with the paper. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse was going over problems from the test that was given the previous week.  I liked the way you had the students read the question aloud twice.  Good prompting questions...you know math.  Reminded them to go step by step...especially on the big test.  You lost some students' attention as it was going on.  Might need to think of a way to keep them involved even if they are not directly involved in the problem solving.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson began with the teacher asking the students to get a chrome book. The lesson began with a video about Fort Sumter. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about Fort Sumter.  The students were encouraged to share what they knew about Fort Sumter with their table. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The standard and essential question were stated. Bubble maps were issued to all students.  The students were instructed to answer the questions as his lesson progressed. The power point presentation was very informative. Great idea-The notes were kept in the student’s journal for future references for the students. The lesson was very informative.  The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job of incorporating new vocabulary with the lesson.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Stopped during the reading of the story to discuss the characters, setting, problem and solution. Had a sequencing sheet for most students to complete with beginning, middle and end of story. Other group had to list characters, setting, problem, solution. Tie lesson to real world-did they ever have to do something and no one would help? Incorporate "why"questions so students explain their thinking.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The lesson began with the teacher instructing the students to write Atomic Bomb at the top of their journal. The lesson began with a youtube about Making Tough Choices with Kid President. The teacher did a good job of asking higher order thinking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher constantly involved the students during the lesson with questions. The teacher had a very instructional powerpoint about Harry Truman and World War 11. The teacher had the students partner share about the lesson. The teacher engaged the students through partner sharing and questions throughout the lesson. The teacher shared a youtube about the different bombings. The teacher issued different maps so the students could locate the bombings. The teacher had multiple visual materials that helped make the lesson more intriguing. The teacher had her T chart Harry Truman's Decision T chart on a powerpoint. The teacher shared what to do with the T chart on the powepoint. Excellent jog sharing the T chart before letting the students begin the assignment. The lesson had plenty of student engagement and teacher time. The teacher instructed the students to divide the students into two groups-use the atomic bomb and don't use the atomic bomb. Great idea to let the students share why they picked the side they did. Great discussion about Harry Truman's decision with the students about the atomic bomb. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You had the students listen to the video of "The Five Little Pumpkins". You had the students predict what they would be learning about after watching the video.  You supported the students learning by pointing out there were 5 pumpkins in the song. You then read the book version of "The Five Little Pumpkins" and asked comprehenstion and number sense questions as you read. You had "props" and pumpkin puppets and had the students "act out" the poem. Very interative and engaging for the students. You continued to reinforce the number 5. You played the song "The Five Little Pumpkins" and taught them movements to go with it.  They loved this! You had the students move to a table where all materials were ready.  The students made Pumpkin Prints using their thumbs and an orange pad.  After the first number (1) you had the students predict what the next miber would be and so on.  You took the lesson to a deeper understanding when you had the students trace the numbers 1-5. You had snack bags ready for each student with candy pumpkins. You cleverly asked them to "check your counting" ny having them count the number of candies in their bags to ensure they each had 5. This closed the lesson.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Good reading voice.  I liked the way you asked questions while you were reading the book "David's Cold" to the students.  Video was very appropriate for prek students.  They really enjoyed participating in the washing hands practice.  Using the two students to "show" how germs spread with the sparkly germx was good...might have expanded to show how germs would spread to another child.  High energy and student participations.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about main idea. The teacher shared a Flocabulary about main idea. The teacher compared the main idea to a pizza illustration. GROW-The teacher needs to discuss the main idea with the students as she is passing out the papers. Always use every second to instruct or discuss the subhject matter during the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to deliver instructions about the main idea worksheet before the students began cutting. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions after giving the instructions to complete the main idea worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed to let the student go to the poweroint to read the Preventing Cavities passage. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the board to underline the main idea and details. There was too much down time during the lesson. The teacher instructed the students how to fold their main idea table. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about the standards and the essential questions that they would be studying. GROW-The teacher needs to establish the small groups before the lesson to make the transitions smoother. The teacher could post the groups on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher needs to let the students know what they will be discussing and learning about in the lesson. The students explained about their object to the class. GROW-As the teacher passed out the popcorn, she needed to be asking questions and discussing the different senses. The I CAN DESCRIBE POPCORN chart was great! The students described the popcorn according to the five senses as the teacher wrote their responses. GROW-The teacher could have a worksheet or journal writing on their desks as they discussed the popcorn. The teacher brought five different students to the front of the classroom to describe the different objects. The BOX was very colorful and exciting. The students described what sense the objects protected. The teacher held the flipbook in the front of the classroom. The teacher explained the flipbook to the class with instructions on how to complete the flpbook. The teacher asked if there were any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lesson by sharing "The Lion and the Mouse" story. While passing out the markers, the teacher discussed the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to shoulder share about the lesson. The teacher reminded the students about the genre of the story. The FABLES powerpoint was very engaging with the students.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher did a good job of asking different question about the comparative adjectives. The teacher shared an anchor chart about comparative adjectives. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions before letting the students begin to write their different comparative adjective words on their piece of paper. The teacher did a great job of transitioning to small reading groups. The teacher did a great job of teaching the subject matter. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Fort Sumter The students were instructed to look at the picture and tell the teacher what they think the picture is about. The students shared with each other their information. Each table shared their information and the teacher wrote the results on the power point. The standard and essential questions were stated. Good questioning during the power point lesson. The students were instructed to use the graphic organizer to complete the information from the power point. The students took a quiz on their quizlet. http://join.quizzizz.com 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had different questions on the powerpoint that she asked the students in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great command of the subject matter of the lesson. The powerpoint had the answers to the questions-What is a Paleontologist? The teacher did a good job using the popsicle sticks to call on different students to participate in the lesson. The teacher had three different groups. The teacher did a great job explaining the different stations. The Science fossil stations were great!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had a lot of questions and answers during the lesson. The teacher had the students copy the problems on the powerpoint and show equal fractions. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and checking the progress of the students during the lesson. GROW-To improve the lesson, the teacher needed to call on different students to come to the powerpoint and illustrate the different fraction problems. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students in the class to check if the students understood the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The lesson needed to be more engaging with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to divide the students into groups of three before the lesson began. The game, "Let's Play Fraction Bingo", was enjoyed by the students.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were teaching a small group about the physical attributes of stars. You began by reviewing book you had read yesterday. You did a nice job of explaining what you had read and asking questions from today and yesterday's lesson.  suggestion- Be careful of not letting them get too distracted from their work.  Keep them on pace.  Good job covering the LA goals of the author, illustraor, table of contents, etc. of the book you read.  Love integrating LA and science! 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great opening and motivator as you had the Olympics symbols on the Prom. board and Olympic theme music as they were coming in. Did you notice that when you told your students they would be having their own Olympics, they started clapping?? This was such a creative review lesson of metric measurement. They loved it! You gave direct instruction during the competition. Awesome questioning such as "We will measure the weight of these stones in killograms. Who can remember what we talked about that helps us remember what a killogram is?" "What can we think about as we convert killogram to grams?"

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Having the quilt was a great way to introduce the story and build personal connections between teacher and student. It's helpful to establish expectations during reading time by reminding students to sit, listen and direct attention to the teacher. There are many ways to accomplish this through classroom visual signals or some other manner. The Patchwork Quilt is a lengthy story and some was not engaged during the reading time. A refocusing of the students would have been helpful. Young learners benefit from visuals reminders of expections. While you used 123, eyes on me, you did not wait for the students to respond before you continued. You did a good job of connecting the afternoon activity to the morning's learning about adjectives. You provided guided practice before you asked for independent practice. You allowed for inventive spelling in the written activity Transitions are an important part of classroom management. There are many ways to transition between carpet and table. Remember to keep the number of children moving at a time small (ask only boys to leave, then girls or ask those wearing a certain color to leave first). This promotes listening skills as well as managing the movement. Wait times are very difficult for students so smooth transitions increase learning time. During the guided practice you gave praise for the big words the students were giving. Specific praise is more powerful than vague praise. During the independent practice you circulated around the room providing help where needed. You provided a time (brief) for the students to share their work. A stronger closing, had time allowed, would have been to have children read their acrostic poem aloud. If you had word bank, it might have been easier for the relunctant writers to feel more successful. Estimateing how many time an activity will take is a skill you will develop. It happens with time. All teachers struggle from time to time with this skill. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening question was good. Be sure and give them time to answer before cutting them off. You may have to help them with hints, but they were doing well. Walk around the class as you get them excited about what they will be learning. If you show a video, give purpose to it. You did ask 2 questions after the video, but they never got them answered before moving on to the worksheet. If this lesson was an introduction or a review, your job is to instruct this. Create that balance of direct instruction and guided practice. *Give positive comments and feedback. Be mindful of not saying "no that's not right" to a student. Make your students feel that was a good try. I heard one "good job." This is so important. *The lesson was over their head. If this was an introduction, possibly use a power point to help them understand these Bill of Rights. The poster activity was a good choice. They enjoyed it. This could have been used as their group practice.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson began with students reading a story from text about a robot. Students were then allowed to construct ther own robot which would be the base for their writing. Students were engaged in the making of the robot but they may have needed a few more directions about the writing portion of the activity. You provided questions on the board for them to think about as they wrote. Students did not see the checklist used for assessment and it did not include the questions that they focused on. Be sure to engage more with the students as they work-encourage them, ask questions, show them you are interested. Be sure you have everyone's attention before giving directions.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You had the real objects for students to count but it was only 10 objects and the standard was counting within 1000 with 4 digit numbers.  You needed a stronger opening problem.  You left off a large chunck of teachin time so there was not much to see of you teaching.  Students worked in groups. Concern that the workshhet was 3 digit addition not 4 to meet the standard.  Students in workshhet group finished quickly and had down time waiting for other group.  Plan additional activities that you might not need.  Tie to real world.  Instead of giving strategies to problem solving group--let them generate ideas or let them solve and then explain their strategy.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*Loved your opening of the True/False review game. Great idea. *You started out with the "multiplying fractions" problem on the board as you begin questioning your students on what they already knew. Good balance of instruction and practice. (Tornado drill took out about 10 min.)

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Good opening with helping your students think about change.  But use this segway to dig deeper with questions.  "Is change always good?"  "Why or why not?"  This questioning will lead into your Power point by giving them hints about change during WWII.  "Today we will talk about people during WWII that cause change for our country and the world."  You can decide by end of lesson if you think they were good or bad changes.  Be sure and go over review words such as dictator, prime minister, allies, etc.  Don't assume they just know.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The students were dismissed to the carpet by calling on student with different types of clothes. The teacher had great questions for the students to start the lesson. The teacher asked about characters, setting and major events. The teacher issued each student a leaf with either the character, setting or major event of the story. The students placed their leaf on the correct poster with the headings-character, setting or major event. The teacher had a read aloud, The Biggest Leaf PIle. The teacher reads with such expression. The students were very engaged in the read aloud. The teacher had a great dismissal back to the seats. The powerpoint of the Characters and Setting for the lesson was very effective. The teacher had great review questions about the read aloud story. The teacher would write the answers on the promethean board as the students wrote at their seats. *When students finish their work, the teacher needs to carry on conversation with the students to take advantage of all the learning time available. *The teacher needed to write the colors on the board for the worksheet. The students did a good job reading the passage containing the character, setting and major events. The teacher needs to review the assignments after the students complete them.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Activated prior learning and had students recall definition of a verb and examples of verbs. Incorporated a short video on adding ed to make past tense verbs. Had a matching activity for students to complete independently on present/past tense of regular verbs. Had shaving creme for students to spread on desks to write the past tense of verbs in shaving creme. Students were very excited about the shaving creme and all were on task writing the verbs. Lesson stopped to go to lunch-closing not observed. Incorporate more questions than just recall. Watch your examples-you were giving wrong information on some of your verbs because you did not tell them to double the final consonant before adding ed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Incorporate more open ended questions to allow students to explain their thinking.  Relate the lesson to real world experiences of the children.  Be sure to gather all materials needed for an activity before beginning your lesson.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over your rules and explained what they would be doing in today's lesson.    Good balance of guided instruction (Prom board)  and practice (white boards).  White boards keep them occupied and are a lot more fun than paper and pencil!  suggestion- As you are doing guided practice on the board, go deeper with instruction as you work out the problem.  Give them a visual of the word problem. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher conducted a small Reading group.   *The lesson needed some type of technology. *The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter of the lesson very well. The teacher did a good job of letting the students know what she expected them to do when they completed the graphic organizer. *The teacher needed to review the graphic organizer in more detail before letting the students begin completing it. The teacher does a good job of giving constructive feedback to the students after they had completed their worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge of "point of view". This allowed your students to begin making connections to goal of your lesson. You used elbow partners to allow students to discuss among themselves questions you had asked. This is a terrific way for them to have to opportunity to share and learn from one another. Always ask for a couple of responses from the groups. This will hold them accountable for what they are to be discussing. You supported your students understanding of the vocabulary in the two books by discussing their meanings. Remember to include higher-order thinking questions in order to take their understanding of the standard to a higher level. You used a variety of teaching strategies in order to meet the needs of the various learners: direct and guided instruction, student directed, and technology.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the directions for each of the Reference Material Stations.  You set clear expectations for completing work at the stations. You set the timer for 10 minutes for each station rotation. This told the students they must be on task in order to complete the work. You had students previously grouped by looking at abilities. All materials were ready for each station and the directions were at each station in case they forgot what they were to do. You gave the students a 2 min. warning when the 10 min. was about to be up for that station rotation. You gave clear directions for transitioning to the next station. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding, giving support as needed, and ensuring all students were engaged and on task. I had to leave the classroom before the end of the class.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Your chart had good information on it but hard to read.  You probably should have put your acronym FANBOYS on the board so that it could be seem.  I liked how you had them stick out their right arm as a simple sentence, comma(elbow), conjunction(shirt), left arm simple sentence, period(fist).  Students did a good job working together in groups and coming up compound sentences.  You might need to use a timer when students are doing an activity.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job reviewing  folktales.   suggestion- Have your students answer more high level questions when comparing fables and folktales.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		You need to give more explanation to students when they cannot answer the questions you ask or consistently give incorrect answers.  Also, emphasize important points/vocabulary throughout the lesson; this helps to reinforce the concepts to the students.  Giving specific feedback to students during the lesson also help to reinforce the concepts you are teaching.  For smoother transitions, give students your expectations on how they should handle the next task and what they should do at each step before they begin.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		*Remember that your opening should be engaging and helps to gear their brain to what you will be learning. *Make your lesson flow. Be mindful not to just go from activity to activity. If you show a video, give it purpose. Talk about it, discuss it, or even before the video tell them what to look for *Venn Diagram was a great idea. So glad it was interactive. But there HAS to be instruction with your activities. You can't just go through the motions. *Glad that you divided into two groups. You should have been the one to do the celery experiment. Not sure the purpose of using your group just to copy from board.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You activiated the lesson with a video showing how to regroup in addition.  The video was very supportive of the students' learning as it demonstrated, step by step, how to add with regrouping. The students were clearly engaged. You discussed/demonstrated the importance of lining up the numbers correctly when adding.   The slides you had made for this were extremely clear  helpful. When you asked the students what was wrong with the problem 37+48, you were assessing the students' understanding regarding how the problems must be written in order to solve. There was no wait time after your questions, because the students were shouting out the answers. I did not observe the closing, as I had to leave for another lesson observation.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You  provided a thorough introduction/explanation of stations. You shared a slide with all information,,,so supportive Teaches them to read directions and be more independent, so organized. Students knew exactly what station they needed to go to .  You had your own small group. You began the lesson giving students a frog puzzle to get them excited about learning about frogs and toads. Great launch/attention getter! You accessed prior knowledge when you asked if they had ever seen a frong or a toad.  You also asked if they know what makes frogs and toads different. You gave the students a passage about frogs and toads to first read silently to themselves. You then had the students follow along as you read the passage aloud. Some of the students were "tracking print" as you read.  At this age, it is a good idea for all to do this. It helps to keep the students on task and engaged. You then had the students read the passage all together. You asked questions having students look for similarities or differences with frogs and toads.  You had an anchor chart and pointed out "compare" and "contrast" words. This was great support for helping the students understand the difference between the two and what words to look for or use when comparing and contrasting. You had the students practice comparing and contrasting the two animals when you gave them a Venn Diagram.  You had the students, in pairs, place the cut out facts where they needed to go.  You reminded the students they were allowed to look back at the passage if they could not remember or to check their work. You closed the lesson by giving the students a sentence frame and had them write comparing/contrasting sentences. The students in this small group then became the teachers and taught the lesson they were just taught to their classmates in small groups.  What a great idea! You had higher order thinking questions in your lesson plan, however you did not ask many of them. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		You had them sitting on the carpet and listening to you...then you lost them when you had them get up and get whiteboards and come back to carpet.  You probably should have had them get the boards on the way to the carpet at the beginning.  During the activity, it was difficult to see what was written on the blue sheets that you showed for them to fill in the blank with a collective noun.  I don't know that at second grade level they have the ability to know if by putting the word in the blank would it make "sense".  Students seemed to enjoy the activity of matching the picture/word/collective nouns. Be careful of saying "Alright" and "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The lesson began with a youtube video about the distributive property. The teacher gave explicit directions on how to complete the interactive notebooks. Great! The teacher modeled the first problem before letting the students begin the interactive notebook. The teacher did a great job moving into small groups. Great! The teacher showed the students the positive things that would happen if they worked quietly.  Great way to encourage positive behavior!  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had a very engaging lesson with the students. The students responded well to all of the questions during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job of reviewing Math vocabulary throughout the lesson. The video about fractions was a great way to let the students be involved. The students loved singing the words along with the video! The teacher had the students on the floor at the beginning of the lesson with white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the problems on the powerpoint DRAW IT WITH ME! GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint and BOX in the important vocabulary words. The teacher did a good job of explaining the game-FRACTION GOLF. Good job explaining the rules of the game. The game was a little hard for some of the students. GROW-The teacher needs a back up game if the game she has prepared is too hard. Overall the lesson was good!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		A vocabulary word box would have beneficial for this lesson since the students were expected to remember several key terms. Good opening activity. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You opened the lesson with a video that discussed the material for the lesson.  It caught studnt interest.  You were ready for students with their texts on the desks ready to go.  Slow down when reading to class and stop and ask questions to be sure that students understand the vocabulary.  Had choice boards for students to pick activities from to complete.  Choice board activities incorporated technology.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You began the lesson telling the children they would be learning about good dental health. You connected the lesson to the visit with a dentist in the media center which had occurred earlier in the day.  Terrific way to build connections for your students! You held up a piece of chocolate anasked it it was good or bad for their teeth.  You did the same with an apple.  You explained which was good and which was not after the student shared their responses. You asked the students what causes cavitites. One of the students remembered the word plaque from hearing from the dentist earlier. You held up a picture of teeth and students were able to tell you the teeth were covered with "sugar bugs" which is the cause of plaque, which can lead to cavitites. As the lesson progressed you repeatedly  emphasized the learning goals with the students.  Excellent support for learning. You gave each student laminated teeth,a toothbrush, and "toothpaste" (shaving cream).  The students were to brush the teeth in order to get rid of the "sugar bugs".  You emphasized that they were to continue brushing even when there were no longer any visible bugs, because there are germs we can't see. You played a song and they were to brush for the length of the song, which was 2 minutes.  This is the length of time we should all brush our teeth.  This was an excellent way to drive home the idea of just how long two minutes of brushing is!  At the end of the song, the students were eager to hold up their shiny teeth. You closed the lesson reading a very engaging book about the importance of brushing teeth.  You asked questions as you read the book assessing the students' understanding. You displayed large "good tooth" and a large "bad tooth".  You gave each group of students a picture of some food. The group was to decide whether the food would go on the good tooth or the bad tooth, depending on what kind of food it was. 

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern works encouragement into her group questions, and helps to give students confidence in their learning. This in turn is helpful when they need to self correct an answer.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate demonstrates good questioning skills overall, but does very well with wait time. She offers just the right mix of encouragement along with high expectations. When appropriate, the teacher candidate will model the pronunciation of a word and then say, "repeat after me,' eliciting the correct pronunciation from the whole group and at times individual students. This was very well done. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Powet point was right on. The visuals were very helpful. Great instruction on simple machines. *Bring in real things to show. Nothing better than the real thing! *Bring in purpose of simple machines in our everyday life. Spend time talking about importance! *It was a little confusing on wheether this was an intro to all simple machines or if you were concentrating on one. You always want the observer to be able to follow your lesson clearly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Wow! One of the best welcomes I have heard.  You welcomed your class as they walked in and told them your expectations.  It is obvious that they love you as their teacher.  You are motivating and make learning fun!  You did a quick review of previous learning.   suggestions- Give some brief instruction before you start the weighing activity.  (you did this more on the 2nd group) Make sure your directions are clear.  Give explicit rules on what they are to do.  Too much down time.   Does your Standard match your activity?   Use your EQ as you close the lesson to summarize why weight changes.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You had a model for the students to refer to when completing the activity.  You had everything they could need to complete the project which eliminated the need for them to get up again. Loved the way you renamed te properties so the students could remember them.  You provided lots of examples and then allowed students to make the example.  You were very positive with the students, giving them lots of encouragement to participate.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Opening was good as you asked them to talk in their groups about what they know about whole numbers and fractions. *They need to share these answers. Flocabulary videos are meaningful but always make sure to create purpose. Either ask questions about it or ask fo students to tell something they heard that was important. Great job on direct and guided instruction. Students love working out problems on the board. *possibly have the others working out at their desks at same time on paper . This helps to keep them engaged. Loved, loved the small groups. The envelope just create some excitement for the activity. *Good thinking on having separate problems in envelope for gifted students. *Don't forget to do the closing/summarizing. Ticket out the door is an assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students have a balance of instruction, group practice, and individual practice. A strength in this lesson during the group, guided practice would be the questions posed by the teacher (intern). The wait time is nearly perfect, even when students call out an answer that is not correct, she knows when to wait briefly for them to self correct. Another positive aspect of questioning happened when no students answered a question at all. After a reasonable amount of wait time, the intern repeated the question. This seemed to give students clarity to make sure they understood the question, and their answers came quckly and with confidence.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate did a nice job of leading the students in guided practice, with appropriat e verbal coaching to help them move through the math problems. The manner in which the teacher candidate talks the students through working a math problem supports their learning and gives them the opportunity to self assess The teacher candidate coordinated having a small portion of time for various leveled groups with the visiting special education teacher, and the regular classroom teacher - each leading a group whille the teacher candidate conducted more practice of the math skills. 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated her standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job explaining the standard in kid friendly terms. The teacher showed a School House Rock video. Great introduction to the subject Collective nouns. Stations were explained- Great that you demonstrated the GO Fish game for the station. **Too many okays! The teacher did a great job of explaining the stations before the students began their rotations. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Great afternoon lesson!  You had good energy throughout the lesson.  You kept the students' attention during the lesson.  You asked good questions during your reading of "Dot the Fire Dog".  The firefighter song your group made up was very clever and the students really, really liked the song and movements.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		*You were teaching a small group today, however, I want to see you welcome your class, tell them what they would be doing, and then transition them into their groups. This brings experience and practice for you. It also shows me how you do with transitions. You can use that time to introduce Standards, EQs and set expectations for what they were be learning today. *Dig into the questioning more. When you asked "Why did Rosa Parks get arrested?" He answered the question but dig deeper. Make your students think. The boycott question was a good one that the student answered. Talk about the definition of certains words like "defiance"

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The students enjoyed the opening game where they tried to match the vocabulary word with the definition. These were the words used in the story so it prepared them for the reading. Throughout the reading. you stopped and asked questions. You did a good job with higher order questions-having students discuss what might happen, how the characters might have felt, how they would feel if in the same situation. The character was their age so the students could relate. Make sure you know how to pronounce all the words before reading to students.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You reviewed prior learning.  You were very encouraging to students asking for their input.  When technology wasn't working you went right on with the lesson.  When technology was available you seemlessly incorporated it.  You made sure students understood the vocabulary-asking them for definitions, explanations.  You explained the reason for sreating the flip book.You closed the lesson with a review of material and asked for student questions.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good Brainpop to open the lesson. I think it would have been beneficial for the key vocabulary to be posted. Always try to find a way to relate the lesson to real-life.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Not a bad lesson but some information needed more explanation possibly.  Students were to take notes on information on the board and discussion.  I know that you handed out different sheets to fill out but "why" did you??  Some "gifted" students are not good at writing things down...might have been better to give everyone the fill-in sheet.  You might have been able to get more discussion going instead of waiting for them to write.   You gave good additional information and explanation as they were reading in their textbooks.  I liked the activity of them writing down three facts about the major issues that were talked about during the lesson.  

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher began the lesson by sharing an Emotion Commotion powerpoint. The teacher had great questions about the powerpoint. The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher let the students show them their different emotions with their facial expressions. The teacher discussed several different emotions during the lesson. The teacher had an outstanding powerpoint about emotions. The teacher instructed the students to get out their glue sticks to make their emojis. Each student received a bag with a different emoji. The teacher gave explicit instructions to make their emoji paper paper plate. The students had to write a complete sentence about their emoji. *After passing out the ziploc bags with the emojis, the teacher could have let all of the students share what emojis they had. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good review of Civil War as you opened up lesson. Use this time to ask high level questions.  Ask their opinions on things.   I liked how you talked and pointed out things during video, helping them have a visual of what they had previously learned.   suggestion- After video, ask more questions.  You showed it for a purpose! Dig deep in your instruction, whether it's review or not.  The students need to hear instruction over and over.  suggestion- Make your directions more explicit.  Set your expectations, rules, and directions of what you expect on flip book. suggestion- Give positive comments to your students.  Important! The flip books (fact and fiction) was a good idea. suggestion- Make a connection to each thing you do.  Each activity should lead into the next.  In other words, why are they making a flip book?  Give meaning to each thing you do.   suggestion- Have a time limit.  this helps with time management for you and the students.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		*Loved, loved your opening. You first reviewed vocabulary words before moving into the Flocab video. You instructed your students to raise their hand every time they heard a word in the video that they had been learning about. The video was POWERFUL! *Questioning was awesome! Good job in getting your students to think! You challenged them to explore options. *The T chart was a great idea / visual for them to give reasons on why or why not Truman dropped the Atomic Bomb. Transitions went well as you transitioned into debate groups. You set your expectations and explained the directions well. *Question....could you have left out your debate on the T chart and let them do it on their own within their group?  I felt like it was basically the same thing.  This could have helped with time.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The opening rap was a good motivator, but what was your purpose? Possibly before they listen to it, ask some review questions about what they have been learning in math. Tell them to listen to some key words in rap. You offered them a new strategy (butterfly method) in helping them remember how to add fractions with uncommon denominators. Talk about how strategies help us remember a pattern, etc. Your want to create this method as so meaningful that they understand the purpose behind it. When you asked, "Can it be simplified?" he answered " No." Don&#39;t just say "That&#39;s right." Ask "Why not?" Remember how important your questioning is. Dig deep to make sure they understand they whys and why nots. Great that you differntiated among your classes. What works with one, may not with another. Having this class in 2 monitored groups, instead of several independent stations was a good plan. Good job in delivering your content. You have a gift in helping them understand.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with a clear explanation of what standards the students would be practicing during stations. You then explained each of the 6 stations including what to do when finished and your expectations for them as they worked. You explained the amount of time they would have at each station. The stations were perfect for the geomentry skills which had already been taught. You had all materials ready....containers for materials, playing pieces, directions. Because students were involved in stations there were not opportunities for higher order questioning and wait time. When transitioning you might want to say something like, "Without conversation tiptoe to your next station." The students got a little cranked up when transitioning and then it took them a couple of min. to settle back down for the next station. Perhaps have more than one card with the website for the Brain Pop video you wanted them to watch.. This will enable all to log on immediately and not have to wait their turn to see the sheet with the website.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with an engaging Rap song about prime numbers. This was great, but it did not address composite numbers factors or multiples.  This is when it would have been appropriate for you to address them, after the prime number wrap. You then handed out a chart...What Do You Know?...for students to fill out explaining what they remembered about prime and composite numbers, factors, and multiples. The students, sitting closest to me, were struggling with what to write. If others were struggling, this would have been a good time to "adjust" the lesson plan and fill out the chart together. You could have asked for responses and worked together, as a class to define each of these terms. Writing them on the board for them to copy would have been supportive of their learning and the chart would have served as a reference tool for future use. As this was a review lesson, it is always a good idea to start out demonstrating/reviewing the various terms/points to be reviewed. This will help prepare them for the rest of the lesson. Having Mrs. Maxwell work with a struggling group is always a great way to differentiate.  Please feel free, as I have said, to use her during your lessons!  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I like how you started the lesson on a personal not..."I am so sleepy".  This put you into the lesson with them.  Good questioning during the lesson especially while they were working on worksheet togeter with you.  You also used directionality while going through the worksheet...next one to the right...back on the left side.  Sequence of going through the emotions and drawing the expressions together, then having them color allowed you to control the learning.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		*You opened your lesson with reviewing what they knew about multiplying whole numbers and add/subtracting fractions. *Set your expectations and directions.. When you pass out manipulatives, tell them what to do. Tell them to get their hands off the tiles or you will take them up. You set the boundaries so they know their expectations. Great job in reviewing and questioning. Loved that you had fraction tiles for them to use. (I was confused about the 1/10 fractile tiles over the 1. There were only 9 put up there. Did you realize this?) You also used white boards for them to work out the problems on board. This helped your students to stay engaged. Glad that you allowed student to work problems out on board, and wonderful that you had them to tell in detail how they got to each step!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Opened mini lesson with a quick introduction to compound words with students giving examples that they could think of. Engaged students with a Brain POP video on compound words, Students then read a book with you and listened for compound words. The activity allowed them to go back through the text and make a list of compound words. When next group came to you, they were allowed to read the text independently. I was glad to see you adjust the lesson based on the students needs. Be sure to check tricky words before the lesson so you are prepared to deal with them.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You activated the lesson asking students what they knew about leaves. You had a picture of some leaves on the board. Connecting the colors the leaves are now to the colors they are duing spring and summer may have helped students understand what happens to leaves in the fall. You read a book, Leaf Man. You related the book to real-life leaves blowing.  Something they had all seen/experienced. It is good to make these connections. You stopped during the lesson to ask a question. Asking more questions would have checked their comprehension better. You read the book with a very engaging voice. The students wanted to listen to you read. You had the students transition from the floor to their tables by calling one group at a time. Perfectly done. No instructional time lost. You had the students each make their own "leaf man". You had all materials ready at each of the tables. You encouraged the students to be creative. There wasn't a closing to the lesson. They just finished their craft.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Opened by asking students for the defination of a star-to engage them more, you might have a picture of a star for them to look at. Good mix of instruction and student participation. During transitions be sure you have everyone's attention-some still talking while you were giving directions. You matched students for second part of the activity. Some students took longer to finish part 1 so when they found their partner for part 2-the work was already complete.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with the standard and I can statement.  Had a video on context clues to engage students in the lesson.  Great discussion on vocabulary to be sure students had understanding of the terma.  Had students apply context clues while reading the book aloud.  Asked lots of "why" wuestions to have students explain their answers.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard was posted and discussed witht he students at the opening of the lesson.  Leson consisted of students watching a viseo and taking notes throughout.  Video was stoppped and student understanding and recall was assessed. Students also completed a graphic organizer of material presnted. Lesson plan is to be sent to supervisor 48 hours prior to teaching the lesson. There was little student engagement or participation in lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You opened with students recalling pevious learned material.  You incorporated recall questions as well as understanding questions-getting students to explain their thinking. You called on multiple students making sure to include as many different students as possible. Your class management was great.  Students were engaged, on task.  You were very positive with the students and encouraged them as they answered.  You made sure students were ready with materials before moving on with the next direction.  You monitored students as they worked-making sure they understood the task, encouraging students as they worked, redirecting when necessary.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson at the beginning. The teacher passed out worksheets while the Flocabulary video was showing. The teacher asked the students after the viewing of the Flocabulary video. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the worksheet on subjects and verbs. *The teacher needs to monitor the students by walking around the students at their desks as they work. *The teacher does not need to just walk back and forth in the front of the room. The teacher did a good job asking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher divided the students up into different reading groups by color. *The teacher needed to give the instructions for the worksheet before she dismissed the students to their groups. *The teacher needed to review the answers of the students on the first worksheet before beginning the next part of her lesson. The teacher be

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  Materials need to be more readily available when handing out center activity.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good beginning with your "Mystery Bag" of items.  You modelled what they were going to do by placing the names of the items on a graphic organizers and then they determined main idea which you wrote in the center.  Book you read about "pumpkins" very appropriate for this time of year.  Instead of reading the whole book, you might have read a portions then start filling out their worksheet.  I think that would have gotten to your objective easier.  I really like you typing the information on the promethian.  Remember...you are the "Differentiator"...how many ways can you show the standard for student understanding.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good showing the video about the Iditarod before reading the passage.  I liked the way you read the passage and stopped to let the students say the next word.  That keeps them tracking the text.  Answering the two questions together with the class allowed them to practice finding details in the text.  There was a little confusion about one of the questions but you got them back on track.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You began the lesson with "popcorn" reading from the Social Studies textbook. You discussed and asked questions throughout the reading to ensure your students'  understanding of the content. You discussed how the roles of women had changed, since the men were at war. You shared a slide from your PowerPt. presentation showing the different roles women fulfilled during the war. You asked how Rosie the Riveter was a good icon during this time, which was an higher order thinking question. You had the students complete an insert page for their interactive Social Studies notebooks regarding how women helped with the war effort . The students did this with ease because you had scaffolded their learning though the reading and the slides shared. You went on to discuss how opportunity cost , rations, and victory gardens were a part of life during the time of war.  In order to have students demonstrate their understanding of these 3 concepts you had them complete another interative page.  They were asked to provide a description/definition, illustration, and caption sentence based on their illustration of each of these 3 words. At the end of the lesson you reviewed the lesson goals and had them complete a Ticket Out the Door. They were required to to write one way women helped with the war effort. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You read the informational text on each of the generals and the students, with your guidance, highlighted the important facts. Be sure to practice what you plan to read, for any lesson, before teaching in order to ensure you know how to pronounce all words. You guided the students through transferring the highlighted information about the generals to their description pages. Well done!  Excellent support! You used a variety of strategies to address the different learning styles of your students: direct instruction, guideded instruction, technology, visual aids, and the handouts for their interactive S.S. notebooks. Allow time to revisit the E.Q. at the end of the lesson. I am assuming this is the first time they have heard this information and revisiting the EQ circles back around to the whole point of the lesson....what they were to learn.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be specific when telling the students what they have done well. " I like the way you _________________" Include questions that begin with words like: how, why, explain in order to have students gain a deeper depth of knowledge. Movement from rug to tables went very smoothly. No loss of instructional time. 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		When you are reviewing information it is always good to really think about how can I keep the students' attention.  Students really didn't seem to have a good grasp of the information they needed to be successful during the lesson.  When you are working with information that includes animals, birds, plants, physical land features it is always good to use pictures to reinforce the learning.  You did some good prompting for answers and clarification of information.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The lesson opening that had students quickly discussing how to identify a main idea engaged every single student right away. Students were enthusiastic about coming up with a good response to share with the class. Having the boys repeat the main idea, and then the girls do the same gave all students a chance to either hear or say the purpose of learning. A main idea graphic was on chart paper with the I can statement. There was an example given before the passage that students worked on together. Differentiation is addreesed by multiple means. Passages are read aloud anytime they are used to make sure all students have heard the contents. Student handouts were displayed on the screen as well, and the students have the same paper in their hand, giving extra support for any students who need to re-read the passage. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate encourages all of her students as the work through the lesson and provides appropriate support. She has some room for growth in opening the lesson, but it was overall very well planned and executed. However, she was clear with stating the purpose of learning at the beginning of the lesson. Helping students understand the purpose of the lesson sets them and the teacher candidate up for success.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You began the lesson discussing good and poor snacks for teeth. You asked the students why their teeth would be happy of they ate an apple vs. cookies. This was followed with a discussion of the sugar contained in the cookies that is not good for their teeth. You gave each of the students baggies with a toothbrush, and laminated teeth.  Students were to brush away "sugar bugs" on the teeth as the song played.  The video was good. Perhaps have them watch it the first time and then brush the teeth the second time.  I am not sure how long the song was, but it would have been good to play it for 2 minutes in order for the students to see/understand just how long they are to brush their teeth. You collected the baggies and then asked the students how long they are to brush their teeth when brushing. You handed out 4 pictures of foods, two heathy and two sugary.  The students were to determine which were healthy and which were not.  You had two large cut outs of a tooth, one was a happy tooth and the other was a sad tooth. You had the students decide which tooth their particular food would be placed. Try asking "why" they chose the happy or the sad tooth chart for their particular food item.  This would be an example of an higher order thinking question for kindergarteners. You then read a pop-up book called Brush Your Teeth Please.  Great choice!  The students were engaged and thoroughly enjoyed the book.  Try elaborating on the information on some of the pages in order to review the lesson goals again. You closed the lesson asking the students to tell you the kinds of food they would ask their mothers to buy that would be healthy for their teeth. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Effective use of technology -actively involves students in solving example problems -uses number line on floor to help students practice -offers individual assistance as needed during guided practice -Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding -Works within structure of split groups with co-teacher that visits class for math

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Overall, this is a well delivered lesson in which the teacher candidate is able to share strategies with students for solving a particular type of math problem that includes fractions. Because of the overall strong and consistent delivery of the lesson, it is difficult to determine what is truly exemplary. During the independent practice, the intern gave individual assistance to a number of students in a way that allowed them to catch up if needed, while at the same time receiving the extra explanation that would help them understand what they needed to do.So that earns an exemplary and it is paired with appropriate tone and voice levels from the final section (classroom management). There is an art to giving individual assistance without "broadcasting" a student's struggles to the class. You did a great job of making that work as you visited one on one with those who needed it during independent practice.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Used a song to reenforce characteristics of regions of Ga.  The slides tied the regions into real world experiences of the students and allowed you to monitor student understanding. You monitored students as they worked in groups.  Throughout lesson you set expectations for behavior an there were no student behavior issues at all.  Great encouragement of students as they did what was asked and as they answered questions. You encouraged students to do their best-using capital letters, complete sentences, show me what you know.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Good lesson.  Going back over previous knowledge and putting information on graphic organizer helped to reinforce information they would need to be success doing your activity.  Make sure when you are giving directions that you say everything at once.  Very difficult to go back and insert something you want them to do.  Might be good to write directions on promethean board or include in power point for a visual reminder.  Great activity allowed students to implement their knowledge and be creative with their writing.  Glad you used a timer to keep within the class time to complete the activity.  Good specific feedback..."I like how you used dialogue in it".

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Due to the observation before yours, I was late arriving and did not see the introduction of your lesson. This is why there is a "Not Observed" mark. You asked very few higher order thinking questions.  I will give you a Depth of Knowledge handout to help you with kind of questioning. You used a variety of teaching strategies: direct instruction, guided instruction, technology, and visual aids. Well done! The slides allowed the students plenty of practice with how to form contractions.  This was excellent support for the students learning. You did an outstanding job of scaffolding the learning for your students. Did not observe closing of lesson, as you ran out of time. I know you had an activity for them to do, but you can always very quickly, ask the E.Q. as a closing for the lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson with a picture of the Disney Princess Cinderella. You guided the students though a discussion of the main characters, the setting, and main ideas of the story. As these were shared by the students, you made a list of them on the board with the heading "Cinderella". You then read the book Dinorella . You had the students make predictions before you read the book. This was an excellent prereading strategy, as all good readers make predictions. After reading the book, you went through the same process having students share the main characters etc. You then lead a discussion regarding what it means to compare and contrast something. You shared an anchor chart with the vocabulary specific to comparing something as well as contrasting . This was excellent support for compare/contrast writng experiences later, as well as helping them decide where their sentence strips were to go on their own Venn Diagrams. You led a discussion of how the two stories were alike and different. Students were then given a Venn Diagram with the typed information from each story. They were to cut out the events and determine which part of the Venn Diagram they belonged. Having the sentences typed up allowed them more time for making decisions rather than writing out the sentences on their own. Nice scaffolding. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing students' understanding and giving help as needed. You used good time management when you told them they had 3 more min. left to complete the assignment. This tells the students they must stay on task in order to complete their work in a timely manner.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good lesson over prefixes.  Brain Pop video is a great way to begin a lesson...students really paid attention.  Liked the way you typed the words the students gave you on the computer that showed on the screen.  Students did a good job of making new words from prefixes and root words.  Good class participation.  You might want to make the information on the board BIGGER so that all can see.  

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good starting the lesson with an entertaining video.  Second video used for instuction - you explained how they were gooing to complete the worksheet "with" the video.  Good job of pausing the video to have a discussion about which abstract nouns should be chosen.  When it came to substituting abstract noun in sentence...it might have been better if you had "modeled" the first one with the class.  You did a great job going around and monitoring how the students were working on their worksheets.  You recognized that they all need the word list to help achieve your goal.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good referring back to previously learned information.  SAY NUMBERS CORRECTLY!!  You said "hundred AND seventy-nine degrees...should be hundred seventy-nine degrees!!  Good flow from one activity to another.   Great video - Number Rap...referred back to it talking about the shapes of the day. Be careful giving general information that may not be true at all times...you said a "vertex" was a corner...it may be but not always. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You did a good job getting students involved in the lesson.  Students love to see their teachers&#39; names in story problems they have an opportunity to solve.  Be careful saying numbers over 100...there is NO "AND".  The only time you say AND is if there is a decimal in the number.  You did a great job of stressing the steps to solving a long division problem and following all of them.  Remember you are the "Differentiator"...think...how many ways can I show what I want my students to do.  Always talk through everything when you are modelling. Good transitions between activities.  

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure lesson opening clearly defines the purpose of the lesson. Take advantage of the technology that is available in the classroom. You gave good reinforcement to the students.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The opening of the lesson was too quick! The teacher needed to slow down and take her time in her explanation of the assignment. The lesson was about inherited traits and learned behaviors. The teacher had the students become Narfs. The teacher did a good job explaining the worksheet. The students at their seats answered the questions on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job calling on the students to answer higher order thinking questions.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Slow down Differentiation is in plan and work was in the co-teaching Had both guided and independent practice

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great opening as you reviewed the book Wizard of Oz.  You also reviewed comprehension and why it was so important. You read aloud with good expression and asked predictive questions.   Loved the idea of the various students asking "teacher questions" after story was over. Good directions as they were moving into writing time.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question. *The teacher needs to work on behavior management for the students. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats. The subject matter of the lesson was hard to cover because of the distractions of the students. The teacher was sharing information with the students about the different rivers in Georgia. The teacher had a good powerpoint illustrating the different rivers. *The teacher needed to break the lesson down into smaller segments so the students would be able to grasp the information better. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Lots of discussion with the students on the similarities and differences of the two books. During the reading of the book you stopped to have students talk about that version of the book. You incorporated :why" questions to guage student understanding. Before moving to activity you made sure students knew what resources they could use. Loved that you took an accomodation needed by one student and allowed all of the class to use the large paper format.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You began with a video about concrete and abstract nouns. You told the students what they needed to be listening for as they were watching the video.  This is a great technique, as it gives the student a purpose for staying engaged in the video. You gave each student a G.O. and  the students were to fill in the definition of an abstract noun. Then you asked the students for examples of abstract nouns. You wrote these on the board as they were given so there was no time lost on spelling of the examples.  Be careful with your own spelling- "quiete". When examples are given, it is always good to ask why they think as they do.  If an incorrect response is given it is good to lead them through understanding why it is not an abstract noun. Having students explain their answers takes their understanding to a deeper depth of knowledge. How could you have differentiated this lesson for your students more?  Could you have ability grouped the teams when playing the game and had different level sentences for each group? Give more points to the teams that could explain why the noun was abstract? Having students become involved with the reading of the sentences in the game would be another way to engage students. Ask a higher ability student with a good, loud voice to read the sentences, perhaps. This also helps keep students on task becasue they don't know when/if they will be called upon to read. You were unable  to give appropriate wait time for student answers, because you were allowing them to shout out the answers.  Be sure to set expectations regarding behavior for every part of every lesson you teach.  They cannot be held accountable if they do not know your expectations. The transition from working on the G.O. to getting ready to play the game was not orderly. Instructional time was lost and allowed the students to get more "wound up". Smooth transitions keep the students focused on their learning and does not allow for loss of instructional time. The students were divided into teams and they were to identify the abstract noun in the sentences you provided on the P. Board.  Be sure to call on a variety of students in order to ensure all students are on task.  If the class has white boards, all students could have written down their answer and you could have randomly called on students to show their answers in order to get points. This ensures all are trying to get the correct answer in order not to let their teammates down. You closed the lesson by revisiting and discussing  the "I can statement" and had the students give examples of abstract nouns. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You had students LOOK for what adverbs tell as they watched the Brain Pop video. You gave them a purpose! Having the worksheet on the promethean board would bave helped all to see what you were doing. You gave the students a helpful hint when you pointed out many, but not all, adverbs end in ly. A quick review of verbs might have been helpful, as the verb must be found before one can identify the adverb. At least one student in the class would have benefitted from this quick review. The game was so engaging and fun for the students. It perfectly supported the standard. It doesn't get any better than this! Think of how you could ensure the captains of each team were truly conferring with their teammates regarding the answers and not just giving the answers on their own.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson.  I liked the way you put the standard in "kid" language.  Students were very attentive and wanted to participate.  When reading the rules...you stressed the important words.  Try and call on students with their hands down.  It is an easy way to monitor the class.  Easy transition to activity.  Having a student give the directions a second time helped to reinforce what they were to do.  Great job of setting timer when you told them they had 10 minutes!!  Time management is sometimes a problem.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students worked well independently on their Weekly Language Review.  Ready Book activity then had to do with Recounting Stories.  I liked the way you restated the learning sentence to clarify the goal of the lesson.  Might need to tell the students to read "louder".  It was difficult to hear some of them as they read.  You also only called on students with their hands up...a good way to check on understanding is to call on students with hands down as well.  I liked the way you walked around the room and checked on students' progress as they were filling in their answers.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- A great motivator (or opening)  would be to use props to help you and get your students hooked!   For example, in talking about themes, show a boring book cover, but bring out that the story is fabulous!  (Don't judge a book by cover).  Show a picture of the tortoise and the hare on Prom board as you talk about "Slow and steady wins the race".   suggestion- Before reading the passage, give them more instruction about how to watch for the theme.  This gives them forward thinking. (something to focus on) Good job explaining what the  theme is "not".   Nice balance of direct instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.  Glad you used all passages to go over and you used these to ask your higher level questions about "theme" of story Good job using different strategies for learning. Wonderful closing as you recapped what they had learned.  You went full circle back to Standard.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Great Job!!

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Starting out with a graphic organizer KWL was a great way to find out what they knew and what they wanted to know during the lesson.  Gave you an opportunity to make sure you were addressing their needs during the lesson.  Good discussion with your students and real life examples.  Having the students make a closed circuit with the materials allowed them to experience the connection or not. Good energy throughout.  Good subject knowledge.  Be careful of saying "OK?" after you give directions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You activated the lesson with a Verb Tense song that clearly engaged the students! They enjoyed singing it with you. You had the words to the song on a handout for the students to be able to sing along with you.  You then explained what the different parts of the song meant in regards to the lesson goal. Thus, making the song clearly a learning tool. The words on the chart, for the students to look at with you, was very supportive of their understanding of the song. You put card headings on the board for past, present, and future tense verbs.  You had examples of verbs and called on individual students to tell you what tense each was. You then demonstrated H.O.T. when you asked the student to change the tense of the verb to one of the other tenses. This was beautiful scaffolding for what the students were expected to do later in the lesson. You had the students explain how they knew what tense a verb was. Another example of H.O.T. You had the students apply their learning when you asked them to make up a sentence with a particular verb and then change the verb to another tense within the sentence. Another example of H.O.T.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had an anchor chart with the defintions of comparative and superlative adjectives. You discussed the differences between the two.  You explained why knowing these two types of adjectives was important when they wrote. You then moved on to the P.P. slide presentation you had made which explained comparative and superlative adjectives in greater detail. You had 3 students come up to the front of the classroom and used them to demonstrate the comparative and superlative forms of the adjective "tall". The students enjoyed this demonstration! You explained spelling changes were ofen necessary when forming these two types of adjectives. You had slides which gave the  rules to follow. At one point you started to assess their understanding of how more and most can be used with comparative and superlative adjectives. However , you had forgotten to discuss/teach this. You then had the students use their white boards to indicate which spelling of the superlative or comparative adjectives was correct. The students had to look very closely and remember the spelling rules. The students were engaged and most were choosing the correct response.  It is always a good idea to ask "why" they think as they do. This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge. You continued to build your students' understanding when you used cut out adjectives and had them place them under the correct heading....comparative and superlative on the board. The students were then directed to choose and adjective and write it in its' regular, comparative, and superlative forms. They were then to write a sentence with each form.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher began the lesson by showing a germ youtube. The teacher shared the booklet, Germs, with the students. The teacher did a good job with the read aloud showing the pictures as she read the book aloud. The teacher had the students wash their hands and sing the ABC's. The teacher gave the students instructions about their booklet Germs before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher had a great dismissal to their seats. The teacher has a good voice quality. *The teacher needed to go to each student's seat to check if they are circling the answers correctly. *The teacher needed to put the paper on an overhead so the students knew how to answer the questions with the yes or no answer. The teacher did walk around and check the answers of each student. *As she was checking, she could have continued to discuss germs with the students. The attention span of the students is very short. *The teacher needs different attention getters for the lesson to refocus the students. The teacher had the students return to the carpet for the conclusion of the lesson. The students watched the Brain pop on germs. *The teacher needs to take advantage of learning opportunities to teach different subject matter. There was too much down time for the lesson. The conclusion of the Brain Pop was good for the students. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about germs and what they learned in the lesson.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		"Who am I?" great way to review the information needed later for the lesson.  Good experience for the students to use the chrome book.  Glad you went over just a "piece" of the directions at a time...top half of trading card...then had them go back to their seats to do it. Be careful of saying "OK?" after a direction.  When you praise a student you need to say more than "Good job".  What did they do a good job doing??  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, good transition into lesson.  Flowed well.  Gave clear directions and they followed your instructions on getting their booklets ready. Tip:  It's a great life skill for getting the booklets ready, but it took a long time.  A lot of instructional time.  Could you do these ahead of time?

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Activated prior learning on fairy tales/folk tales. While reading the book, you stopped to discuss similiarities and differences in the 2 versions of the book. Your students had lots to contribute to the discussion and were very engaged in the lesson. Students created their own Venn Diagram to compare/contrast the books.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Make sure you use the same vocabulary terms in the lesson and in EQ. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The lesson began with a Brain pop about Henry Hudson. The students were instructed to take notes during the Brain Pop. After the Brain Pop, the teacher asked good questions about the content of the video. The teacher had great command of the subject matter. *The teacher needed to let the students return to their seats, before giving the instructions for the lesson. The teacher gave instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a good job of checking the student's work when they completed the questions. Good monitoring of students. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning...paraphrased students' answers and added to as needed.  Great active activity.  You probably should have put an example on the board of what they were to do...there was some confusion.  Also should have given them directions on what to do when they completed the activity.  I liked the way you put their results on the board and had them read with "greater than, less than, and equal to".  Make sure they always read from left to right.  Good showing fraction and its equivalent decimal.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning to get students involved in the lesson.  Modelling washing their hands to the ABC song will allow them to practice the alphabet while washing away germs.  I liked the way you had them go back to their seats by "crawling like a cat".  Worksheet went along with the process you had modelled.  You might have had them number the pictures in order before you had them color.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with a review of prior knowledge.  Lots of questions to get students thinking/explaining.  Had powerpoint for students.  When PPt wasn't working correctly-went right on with lesson.  Related the vocabulary to real world experiences of children.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opening activated student prior learning on main idea and supporting details.  You engaged students with the mystery bag.  They wanted to know what was in it , were eager to find out. You discussed with the students what to think about as they read the passage, focusing their attention to important details. You provided reader strips for students who struggle with staying on the correct line. Had student read aloud to you to you. You did a good job of keeping students involved in the lesson with close proximity, calling on all students in group, having them mark details.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The lesson opened with questions about fire safety and the fire truck that visited the school today. The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating the fire safety. The teacher selected three students to dial 911 on her large black and white phone. The teacher had a great powerpoint to guide her questioning about fire safety. The teacher involved the students by having them select different types of clothing to dress the firefighter. The teacher did a read aloud-"Let's Read A Firefighter". The teacher shared another youtube song about fire safety. The teacher explained the worksheets before the students went to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Make sure you relate the lesson to real life examples. Spend more time with lesson dialogue. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were instructed to get out their whiteboards.   The students completed an array to illustrate the word problem.  

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher gave information on each layer of soil. *The teacher could have let the students read the information from the powerpoint on the different layers of the soil. Good job having a team manager.  *The teacher needed to give more explicit instructions about the worksheet. *The teacher was a little unorganized with the sequence of the lesson. *The lesson would have progressed smoother if the teacher had the directions on a powerpoint. Loved the idea of the layers of soil lesson.  The students really enjoyed making the layers of soil. The students were very engaged in the lesson. *The teacher needed to be in charge of the powerpoint.   

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Good beginning with the "Who am I?" game.  Allowed the students to review information they had learned and would need for the activity.  
Directions for the chrome book activity needed to be cut into smaller chunks.  You probably should have used one of the historic figures as an example instead of your name and info.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.  When you praise/encourage students say more than "Good job"...be more specific.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a youtube.  The teacher did a great job stopping and starting the youtube to ask the students questions. The teacher shared the story, Chrysanthemum.  The teacher asked several good questions about the book before reading the story. The teacher gave great instructions for the students. The teacher used the overhead to instruct the students how to fill out the graphic organizer. Great job explaining the worksheet before dismissing the students to their seats. The teacher is doing a great job controlling the students and progressing throughout her lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Opening was a review of three famous Americans that had been studied earlier. I really like the Who Am I bags and if would have been a great way to start by giving the bags and letting the students try to figure out who. Whenever you are writing on the SMARTboard, keep talking or asking questions. Try not to have down time- easy for students to be off task. Level of questioning- mostly recall. Try to add some higher level. Good support when students were answering questions and asking students if they anything to add. Good monitoring while students were working. Use a variety of strategies throughout the lesson. Since the lesson was a review lesson, had some guided practice especially with the writing prompt. Liked how you broke prompt down into parts. Closure came after lunch so I did not observe that part. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great opening to lesson. The kids were very motivated to learn. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Providing the simulated octapus eggs was a great idea!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		 A fable and explained what she wanted them to do in their groups. Asked if they had questions, then put them into groups that she had differentiated by ability. Good job monitoring students while they worked on their dramas, but you did not see the students who were off task until you walked over to their group. It would have been helpful if you asked questions of students when you visited their groups.Good use of timer and reminding students of time left! Used “CLASS CLASS< YES YES”, but you need to wait until all the students have their eyes on you and no conversations. You handled the firl who wanted to change groups well. Before groups started their performances, you reminded and reviewed the rules and expectations!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Very good lesson.  Great discussion with the students...they all wanted to tell you answers.  Lots of students gave soccer as an activity so the book you chose was very appropriate.  You kept the lesson going from one activity to the next which is important with the youger children to keep their attention.  You might have started the lesson doing some kind of physical activity before you started asking them about physical activity.  Good strategy to have them put their hands down and have each one give you an activity they did...you forgot to go back to a student who wasn't ready to answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		When I arrived you were in the middle of a two minute talk reviewing the difference between prime and composite numbers. You reviewed the vocabulary necessary to understand the lesson. You showed a video on Sieve Eratoshenes which was not only engaging, but was the perfect launch for this lesson! I learned a lot. All students were engaged and participated when you stopped the video to ask a question.  Terrific! You asked higher order thinking questions when you asked  them to explain the pattern they saw, why you were shading in certain numbers, and why 6 was not a prime number, to name a few. Transitions were seamless. The students knew what the procedures were for doing certain things. You supported your students' learning when you worked through the 100s chart using the Sieve of Eratosthenes with them.  Excellent guided instruction. You assessed your students understanding of prime/composite numbers when you gave each of them a number, had them tell whether it was prime or composite, and explain why. Your directions were clear and easy to follow at all times.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with the coin activity. You had students group, identify and draw the coins in their baggies and then add up the total amount of money. You circulated throughout the classroom monitoring the students' understanding and assisting as needed. Some students struggled with what the directions were. Perhaps modeling one bag would have given them the support they needed in order to understand your expectations. As they were writing the amounts you noticed the students were not writing the amounts of money using a decimal point. This would have been to tell them when you were giving instructions. It would have connected the activity with the lesson goal. Once you clarified the instructions, the students understood and were eagerly engaged in counting the coins and recording the data. Perhaps fewer bags of coins to count. I believe 5, half the amount, would have gotten the point across without dragging this out too long. You had students Think, Pair, Share what they remembered about decimals. The students struggled when you asked them what separated the whole and part? Reviewing a decimal with a whole number and a decimal part would have helped them understand your question. Write 4.53 and discuss the whole number and decimal part. You reviewed the place value chart using a slide and had the students draw one of their own. You then went over the amounts of money in each bag and had students tell you where the numbers would go on the place value chart. This reviewed what had been previously taught about decimals and the place valuie chart. You also had the students practice reading the decimals aloud. You pointed out there was two ways to say the decimal. When calling on students to say the decimal aloud, it would have been good to have one student say it one way and then call on another student to say it the second way. You then had students practice writing the decimals in written , standard and expanded forms.  You modeled for the students how to do this with the decimal .41.  This is excellent support as it clearly showe the students what your expectations are.  You reminded students to "SAY" the decimal to themselves when writing the decimal in written (word) form. Be very careful with feedback to your students.  You said, "You should have something like this."  In math, the answer can't be something like this. When you asked the students how to say four tenths they were very confused, because you had just said it. Perhaps point to the decimal on the board and ask someone to read it. You then went onto discuss how fractions and decimals go together.  A quick review of the parts of a fraction would have helped the students know how to respond when you asked them to write o.4 as a fraction. I had to leave before lesson came to a close.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good support of students as they answered questions, gave them wait time and positive praise. Asked questions throughout the power point and asked some application questions. The students had a flipbook to write notes down but it was a lot of notes to copy. Try using fill in the blanks using key terms. Be m,ore specific in feedback to students besides good and uh-huh. It was a review and some students were giving wrong information, always correct errors. I liked how you higlighted the key points for students to copy. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of technology enchanced the lesson and helped students visuallize the use of precise language. Skillfully given verbal directions at the beginning of class and throughout the lesson guided students to move through their various tasks. When appropriate, the teacher candidate moved the students into pairs, or "reading partners" which appeared to be a regular practice in this classroom. It was clear that the teacher candidate had been watching and learning from the cooperating teacher. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of the projector to share key words and details of the lesson was an effective way to help students be organized and focused.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the story of Johnny Appleseed. During the sharing of the story, the teacher put on a pot illustrating what Johnny Appleseeed wore during his lifetime.  During the read aloud, the teacher did a great job engaging the students by asking questions about the book. The teacher shared a song, Ten Little Apples.  The teacher sang the song for the students and then encouraged all of the students to sing.   Great job showing the students a finished product of the activity.  The teacher let the students make choices for their apple. The teacher did a good job explaining the entire activity for the students before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their apples.  

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Gained student attention with your Idiom crown at the beginning of the lesson. Activated prior learning on figurative speech. Played Kahoot-students were excited and engaged as they found the meaning for the idiom. Incorporated technology-students using chrome books for several parts of lesson. Used a strategy to ask questions that incorporated all students. Asked students questions during the story to be sure they were understanding the idioms used. Students worked together to create and illustrate their own new idiom.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		You really did not do any teaching in this lesson.  You put problems on the board for students to work.  You were not comfortable using the promethean board.  You did ask some good questions during this review lesson.  Transition to activity was good, except you did not read off names of students at table 4.  

		Williams		Julia		917462487		As we discussed, the children quickly picked up on the compare and contrast between the two stories. Remember to talk about unfamiliar words - porridge, cottage, Huskies. always talk about author/illustrator with young children. You can engage children by using different voices for the different characters. Even if it feels silly, the children love it. Students can be engaged by asking them to help with the repeated lines like "It was just right." When you write on the chart, think aloud as you write and illustrate how you know the next letter. "Bbbb, what letter makes that sound?", etc. Think about ways to dismiss the students in small numbers instead of all at once. 5 year old boys, 5 year old girls, 4 year old, etc. It reduces the number of children moving at once and encourages listening and thinking. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Liked that you opened with the class schedule posted and group rotations posted.  This helped students to know where to go and what they were going to do.  You guided instruction at the beginning of the lesson-allowing students to try on their own and then working it as a group.  When asking students "where does the decinal go?" follow up with Why?  Let them explain their thinking. Be sure to state what materials students need to bring with them to a station-this will help with wasted time and so much movement.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were working in a small group and all needed extra help with regrouping. You did a good job preparing for this lesson-you had the subtraction poem for each student along with a place value mat. Students were provided manipulatives to make the regrouping concrete. Good mix of instruction and student participation and guided and independent practice. There was some accomodation for some students with the highlighting of the ones place. This may have been more effective if it was highlighted as you worked instead of having them all highlighted at the beginning. Discussing it as you went with those 2 students may have been more meaningful. Good use of academic language. Having students become the teacher and tell you what to do allows you to guage their understanding of the process-glad to see you do this.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You reviewed prior learning and then the vocabulary for this lesson.  You had students explain the meaning of the vocabulary and explain Why.  You incorporated technology with the Prezi.  Students had a graphic organizer to record important infor from Prezi.  You incorporated lots of opportunities for students to explain their thinking.  You allowed students to reenact the Battle of Ft. Sumter outside.  They were able to understand how defenseless the fort was.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher did a great job reading the book, The Seasons. The teacher asked very challenging questions during the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the Season sheet with the different trees. The teacher had a great dismissal to tables.  The students were very quiet going to their tables.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in the lesson. The teacher did a great job explaining equal groups. The teacher modeled four groups of six equal 24. GROW-When students are counting cubes, have them move the cube. This will prevent them from getting confused about which cubes they have counted. GROW-If the question is too hard, make another easier question and then return to the harder question.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Working with students in various groups helped them to meet individual learning goals and provided differentiation as needed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lesson was basically good. Key terms need to be listed and defined on a visual chart so that your students can reference back to it as needed

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		You had a good introduction to lesson. Nice question of unfamiliar vocab in story - ex. electric appliance. Allow answer time for  students to process. You frequently asnwered your own questions. This is a difficult skill to develop - wait time. The T chart is a good pre-reading strategy. You might think about allowing students to place the pictures on t he T chart. You did a good review of the T chart. Having a real smoke detector would have been a good addition. Loved the "Point to nose" for the smoke detector smelling the smoke. Involving the body movements improves learning. Samples made ahead of time was great. THe materials all laid out was wonderful. You gave clear directions but only one time. Many children need a second telling of the directions. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Opened with real rocks and minerals and had students predict what it was--rock or mineral.  Brain Pop video was very relevant to lesson and you stopped it at points to be sure that students understood vocabulary or got main points.  You tied the lesson to real world when you discudded all of the everyday items made from rocks and minerals.  Also tied to previous learning with marble and ancient Greece.  Venn diagram allowed students to apply their knowledge.  Throughout the lesson you had accomodations for students-premade Venn for some, different ticket out the door, visual reminder for student on order of tasks.  Hands on activity of building their own rock was the hit of the lesson.  Students really enjoyed the activity and you tied it to learning by having them classify their creations-shape, color, texture, etc.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Explain first hand & second hand to the students. An anchor chart would have been beneficial to present key terms.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with the Kaboot game-students enjoyed but you were only seeing what one student knew on each question. You read the passage aloud to class. Students read the same passage with a partenr then answered questions independently which was to serve as your assessment. Had students build words using ar and the letters in the magic square. Students were engaged the first 2 times you played the game but you were losing them on the third time through. Your lesson did not take as much time as planned and you recovered by having them work on their spelling words. Always have a back up plan when you have a few minutes before transition time.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with video/song on multiplication.  Got the students attention right away.  Reviewed prior learning and academic languade.  Had students explain the multiplication strategies they used while working problem on board.  You involved los of students in the lesson making sure to call on those you hadn't heard from.  Provided lots of multiplication strategies for students to use, Watch the way you write on the board--you want to model correct numeral formation when in front of students.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good idea to point out that equal & equivalent were similar Kids related to the comment "would you rather share a pizza with 6 people or 10 people?"

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Effective questioning of the whole group, and of individual students during independent practice reinforced student understanding.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Teachers often forget enrichment as a part of differentiation. Good job making the game both review and enrichment!

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened the lesson discussing the learning goals.  You engaged the students by having them picture weather in different areas of the world and then describe it. Tied into prior learning by having students use weather labels, Tied the lesson on weather to real world experiences of the students. Incorporated technology, Led discussion on types of weather instruments, what they measure and how they are used today to predict the weather. Students worked in groups to construct their own weather instruments.Groups presented their research on the instrument and the instrument to the class. Some groups were missing materials-be sure to check bags before giving to groups. Some groups struggled working together-you might want to have specific jobs listed and each person has to do a job. Students should be given the rubric before beginning so they understand how they are going to be graded.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed prior knowledge before new material.  Used real world example.  Engaged class in solving problem.  Had centers for independent small group practice of skill.  Monitored room, gave positive feedback to students. Make your model larger so all students can see it.

		Responses (n): 		299

		Response Rate: 		69.37%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		3		3		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		3		3		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		3		3		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always be sure the students have been scaffolded enough to complete a writing assignment on their own.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher's assessment was using their writings and highlighting the transition words in their personalized writings.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher had a Protection matching game on her powerpoint. The teacher asked the students questions about the different words on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students draw the lines between the two matching words. The teacher has a great beginning for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is and will be a great teacher!

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lots of questions assessing student understanding.  Lesson activity serves as assessment.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good basic questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Guides students to create a graphic organizer

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The informal and formal questioning earns an Exemplary rating for supporting the lesson opening and getting students highly engaged in the topic. The "not observed" rating was not significant - simply saying that I did not observe anything in the category such as a benchmark test.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The discussion questions early in the lesson were used effectively to gather information on student  understading, and served as formative assessment.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your informal questions, comments, and replies to your students provide a great deal of informal formative assessment and prevent/correct student misconceptions.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Basic questioning was done throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		You were questioning and assessing students as they worked and you had their completed work to check for understanding.  I liked that you had the students rate themselves on understanding of the concept.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		As the lesson opens some formative assessment is used to determine how much students recall about point of view. The student teacher does a good job with questioning during the guided practice as a whole group. She is able to elicit the answers she needs to keep the lesson going. No deduction for "not observed" on diadnostic - it would have been from standardized testing.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Informal, formative assessment was conducted throughout the class as the teacher candidate checked for understanding. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Your formative assessment, writing their own sentences and placing the commas in the correct place, was an outstanding way to know which of your students were grasping the lesson goal and which were not! You had the evidence in hand. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used HOT questions throughout the lesson. You revisited the term "digit" several times during the lesson to reinforce the concept.  

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher used the graphic organizer as her assessment. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Informal, formative assessment was evident thoughout the lesson. The summative assessment was proficient ( the chart the teacher candidate filled in). It could have been a step above if the students had created the chart themselves. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		You had some challenges in the informal questioning and classroom instruction. As you were talking to the students, you were simply telling them the information that they would need. It seemed like a very short or basic version of a lecture. We know from our science methods course that lecture is rarely an effective practice tp elicit learning in elementary grades. I know many students wrote word for word some of the main sentences from your lesson, but I am not sure they know what it means. After their notes were taken, there was not additional questioning to check for understaning.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When students recorded the main idea/question(s), it provided an opportunity for formative assessment.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lots of questions for recall but you need to expand those for understanding. When having students bring in something for a lesson-be sure to have extras provided by you for those who forget. Be sure to wrap up the lesson by revisiting the standard and having students articulate what they have learned.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During math, the informal feedback that Ms. Burton gets from students is formative assessment that indicates student progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There was an earnest attempt to gather information informally for the purpose of formative assessment. When the attempts at questioning did not go well, it may have been helpful to remind the entire class of the purpose or "I can" statements for the lesson. Providing a graphic organizer was appropriate as a means to begin gathering summative assessment, but many students were unclear as to what they should do and how to proceed with the graphic organizer. It all seemed to go back to the begining of the lesson and the lack of a clear understanding of the overall purpose.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing not applicable to lesson.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You elaborated on some of the questions and answers in order to support the students. The review game/slides was a very effective review!  The students were having fun with the review and it doesn't get any better than that!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC ask challenging questions throughout the lesson. It afforded the students an opportunity to express their thoughts in a constructive way.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on white bords.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Their completed food web gives you a great assessment of their understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used probing questions in order to lead the students to the correct responses. The centers the students went to were engaging and allowed the support people to assess the understanding of the students in their groups. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Had students create their own similie and metaphor.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Lots of questions throughout lesson to assess student understanding.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There were several opportunities during the lesson to assess understanding.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lots of remembering questions. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a good job asking remembering questions of students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Your assessment worksheet was modified to fistudents needs.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		The work mats were a good formative assessment of reading situations. Remember to "question" the students' choices so you can assess whether they understand or are just gussing.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		GROW-The mini quiz needed to be included in the lesson plan when the supervising teacher received the lesson plan.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Did you emphasize RACE? How can you asess their learning on this skill through RACE?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-changing wait time helps keep students focused - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The questioning during the lesson opening effectively directed students to the conclusions needed to set up the lesson goals.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Your assessment was based on Venn. Students created these on the floor and then all handed their cards to you. With no names on cards-how do you know what the students know/understand. Activity can not be used as assessment in current form.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You did ask lots of remembering questions-to activate prior learning and assess student understanding.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson. The teacher explained the assessment in detail. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if there were any questions before letting the students began on their assessment. The teacher did a good job of monitorig the students as they worked on their assessment.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnositcs: N/A

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		The students were given an assignment to complete in order for you to assess their understanding. You circulated throughout the classroom to assess progress and understanding. You gave assistance as needed.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		For most of your students, the drawing of things they sense was difficult. Having a picture bank for them to choose from would have helped the ones not able to draw yet. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by asking questions. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary words about the lesson. The teacher had two questions on the board for the students to complete. The teacher had the students come up to the board and write the answers. This was good that the teacher involved the students in the completion of the questions.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher instructed the students to answer the two questions in their journals at the end of the lesson. The teacher posted the Journal Questions on the powerpoint. The teacher reviewed the Journal Questions before they began writing the answers in their journals. Great job with the assessment.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher asked several questions during the lesson to check for the student's understanding of the subject matter. The teacher had several questions on the powerpoint that the students answered on the index card. The teacher realized the students could not see the words and changed the background of the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the assessment in detail. There were several students who did not understand how to complete the assessment.  Before the teacher begins an assessment, she needs to always ask the students-Are there any questions?
Overall, a good lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		During class discussion, when you ask questions allow enough wait time for small leaners to process information and formulate an answer. You often asked a question and then answered it yourself. Learning to allow wait time takes practice but is well worth it for the learning value it gives.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students should understandwhat you are assessing before they begin. Your checklist focused on mechanics of writing but you did not remind them of these things.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Worksheet did not meet objective.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You guided the students through the completion of the project so it did not represent their understanding.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Stations are a great way for students' to practice what they have already been taught.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		The graphic organizer allowed the students to identify the similarities and differences between the texts. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Question students more for deeper understanding.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You demonstrated excellent scaffolding with various activities to reinforce the lesson goal. Reading levels were used to determine your group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had completed the assessment in her earlier class. We discussed how she admistered the assessment and what she would do with the results of the assessment. The teacher had a great plan for using the assessment results.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You did a good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		The finished projects from the choice boards will give you an understanding of student understanding.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson in order to clarify the students' understanding!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Informal, formative assessment was ongoing throughout the lesson. Some informal, yet diagnostic assessment was used when appropriate. The information gathered by the teacher candidate was clearly used to determine the pace of the lesson and when to move on to the next word or skill.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students benefit from the questioning that takes place informally, and the intern is able to gather continuous formative assessment during this process.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Ticket out the door was a good informal assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The questions asked by the intern helped to provide ongoing formative assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate is skilled at providing individual student support as she moves throughout the room.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		individual questioning and observation

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am not sure the students, overall, were ready for the chart. This is when it is okay to "back up and punt".  When you see something isn't working it is fine to stop and go in another direction in order to help your students. Diagnostics-not applicable

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You circulated throughout the room as the students were working in stations, assessing and giving help as needed. The stations were terrific! So engaging!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Unaware of what assessment was due to no lesson plan.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You checked for understanding throughout the lesson by questioning.  Your activity allowed students to practice the skill.  Their final product will allow ou to assess their understanding.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Would like to see more questioning of students. I know time was an issue. Perhaps don't try to put so much into one lesson in order to give yourself more time to engage the students through questioning. The interactive notebooks are terrific, as they will serve as a reference in the future.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Students were asked a variety of questions early in the lessons in the first 10 minutes of instruction. In addition to engaging them in the lesson, the purpose of the questions was also to gather formative assessment to guide instruction. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate asked open-ended questions at the beginning of the lesson as a means of formative assessment, checking for student understanding.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Questioning supported student ;learning and provided formative assessment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Time did not allow the students to complete the activity today. Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You directed students to find a marker or highlighter to check their work. You had made a large anchor chart with a V.D. and velcro strips to attach the statments the students had been given to glue onto their own V.Diagrams.  You called on different students to come up and place the statement in the correct section of the V.D.  The students were excited and anxious to have a turn. Students were to check their own work as the big one was done as a class.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Very nice job on this lesson!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning techniques were used throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Having the students write a sentence of their own, which included an abstract noun, lets you know which students understood the learning goal. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You assessed their understanding with a quiz on Google Classroom. You differentiated the quizzes for the different  levels of students in the class. Well done!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You asked questions throughout lesson to gauge student understanding.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Assessment based on Venn Diagram will not work as completed by class. How do you know which chil did what when all cards were turned in with out names?

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		 Used mostly recall questions. Work on some higher order questions. The assessment- constructed response was appropriate and was aligned with the target objective

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Did TOTD

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Diagnostics not applicable.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Had flipbook premade for students to take notes on Cold War. Used questions to ensure students understood key terms.

		West		Sydney		917437847		As Ms. West questions students regarding what took place in the prior lesson(s) or homework, she gathers information that lets her know where her students are in their understanding of the standard or topic.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of a variety of formative assessment was evident as the teacher candidate asked questions, listened carefully, and reacted to students comments. Gathering a small amount of information from students on post-it notes was an effective strategy and a quick check for understanding, as well as a means not to overwhelm students for whom writing on a full blank sheet of paper is intimidating or stressful (differentiated instruction). Another helpful strategy used by the teacher candidate was posting important words relating to the goals of the lesson in certain places in the room. This was good not only for visual learners, but also for active learners as students moved near the appropriate word card to match their response. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lots of questions and discussion.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were issued an assessment named Monkeys at the Zoo. The students were giving instructions on how to complete the assessment. The teacher did a great job of telling the students what to do if they finish first. GROW-If the assessment is too hard, the teacher needs to have another way of making the assessment easier and then move on to the harder assessment. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning was a real strength for this lesson. It was commendable and effective to use some of the responses from questioning at the beginning as formative assessment.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are using formative assessment to help you know what your students need, and it serves you well as you move through the lesson. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This lesson did not need a formal assessment. Asking the children to talk about smoke detectors at home is a good follow-up. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Questioning throughout lesson-can always incorporate more higher order questions.  Getting children to explain their answer is important.  Used ticketr out door for quick assessent of understanding.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Using a game of Jeopardy to review concepts excites students and motivates them to recall important information. Anytime we decide to use a game, we know that students can get over-excited. You did a good job of keeping them on task given the circumstances, and were also good at expressing your encouragement when students were on task and getting correct answers. It is sometimes appropriate and important to let students know you are disappointed in their behavior and/or academic performance. Your responses seemed reasonable given the fact that students are reviewing recent material. You may want to discuss this with you cooperating teacher for reflection. You earned an exemplary mark on summative assessment for choosing to use a game. Even if students get very excited, these games are memorable to them. You can sometimes use the game again as a motivator, and give them behavior goals to "earn" playing the game.
 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The "story tree" was an effective piece that made students think carefully about the elements of the story.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Lots of questioning to be sure students were understanding the concepts and during their construction time.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		3		3		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		3		3		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		3		3		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		3		3		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your students were very engaged during entire lesson.  They listened because you were very interesting as you helped them learn about the effects of war.   You added personal experiences as you told the stories.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of grammar.  You said "We just seen them" and "You seen it on the pretest"...should be SAW.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of your grammar when speaking.  you said "Me and Ms Brown" when it should be "Ms Brown and I"; also "We seen it in the book" should be "We saw it in the book".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their seatwork. GROW-The teacher needs a little more energy in her lesson.  The teacher needs to be more excired about presenting her lesson to the students. The teacher will improve as she teaches more during her student teacher experience.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		While you were teaching, your students were very well behaved. suggestion- while they were working in groups, they were very loud.  Don't be afraid to redirect often.  suggestion- Before starting the activity, set your expectations and rules and stick to them! There was too much down time.  I'm glad you discovered how fast this group was, and that you have to keep them busy.  No one should be out of their seat.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Be careful when you are helping a small group that you still monitor the room.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You were working in a small group and did a good job of monitoring.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Be careful when you are working with a group of students that you don't forget to continually monitor the classroom for behavior.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher has great voice quality.  The teacher is in total command of the lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher gives great directions when instructing the students to do certain things during the lesson. The teacher has Great behavior management. This was a terrific lesson for a Block one student teacher. What an amazing job from start to finish! Awesome job!  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be careful turning your back to a majority of the students when you are walking around.  Good use of positive reinforcement at the beginning of the lesson..."Thank you Eugene...".  Students going in and out to restroom, drink, etc. very disruptive while you are teaching.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be more specific in your encouragement.  You need to say more than "good".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You asked the whole group if everybody knew how to read the word on their index card. There will be less shouting out if you rephrase your question and ask them to raise their hand if they need help reading their word. Set expectations for what students are to do during each part of the lesson. For example, always let them know what they are to do when finished with a particular activity. When you call a particular student's name, be sure to go on to explain "why" you called their name. For example: "Susan, I need you to stop talking and sit down." If there is a class behavior management plan, be sure to use it. You have a very good teacher voice...you speak with authority, support, and enthusiasm!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You spent a lot of time redirecting students. During the time on the rug you had to repeatedly remind them to listen and raise their hands.  This amounts to a good deal of lost instructional time.  It s also hard to challenge students to do their best when they are shouting out and not paying attention. Please use the behavior management system in place in the classroom. Students, even at this age, must be held accountable for their actions. This is how they learn what the limits are. Work on not ending your directions with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are unsure of what you said and you are asking for their permission. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		You did a good job of setting behavior expectations and reenforcing those throught the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job of monitoring your class and assisting. Glad you moved on when the 2 students couldn't find notebooks.     

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were engaged during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher has a very warm voice quality and a very encouraging voice. The students were very in tune to the entire lesson by following instructions correctly. GROW-The teacher uses a lot of "so's" while teaching her lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Your class was very attentive and it was obvious that they respected you as their teacher.  

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher has great control of the students. The teacher has a great voice quality that really engages the students. The lesson was very organized and engaging for the students. The teacher had great control of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has several positive traits for becoming a great teacher.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Good cassroom management-you kept students on task, redirecting as necessary. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		TC used good tone of voice throughout the lesson Lesson was well organized and students stayed on task

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands.  The teacher addressed the noise of the students. *The teacher needed to redirect the noise of the students more during the lesson. *The teacher needed to slow down a little in her discussion questions. *The teacher needed to shorten the part of the lesson with questions about feelings because the students were getting restless sitting on the floor. The teacher let students return to their seats to complete their individual assignment at their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		GROW-The teacher needed to direct the off task behavior to continue her lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a discipline plan for her future lessons.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Encourages students to do their best work

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		One of the strengths exhibited by  Ms. Benitez is maintaining a calmness in her demeanor and her voice that helps students remain calm and focused on learning. That gives her the opportunity to encourage students frequently as she is not constantly engaged in redirecting bad behavior. There is not significant "bad" behavior when she is teaching.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*Great job of moving around the room during your lesson as students were reading aloud. This helped monitor students and make sure they were on task and engaged. Awesome! *You used several management techniques to get your students quiet. They respected you as their teacher. You did not have any behavior issues.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Classroom management is fine – no problems noticed. Students are thoroughly engaged in the lesson. "Not observed" marked regarding off task behavior because none was noticed in this observation.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students were engaged in learning and there was not noticeable off task behavior. The teacher/intern had good classroom control, and the students were respectful.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the entire lesson. The teacher had great voice quality and control of the lesson. Good lesson!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great mamagement-you monitored all of the classroom-keeping students engaged.  When necessary you redirected in a very positive manner.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Some students were off task but I think it was due to the level of instruction. The reading passage was too difficult for one of the groups. TC tone & level of voice was appropriate 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good Questioning and good examples Good job redirecting off task students Good job circulating room during lesson Grows- Don't be so dependent on notes make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Be more specific in your praise.  What does "Good job" really mean??

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		There was no off task behavior needed redirecting.  Students were very well behaved.  Even when working in small groups-scan the room periodically to be sure all students are remaining on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were not problems with classroom managed that I noticed. The student teacher used positive reinforcement for on task behavior. Exemplary is the rating for appropriate tone and voice. This is in part because of how the student teacher uses her tone of voice to enthusiasm for the lesson. The student teacher is effective at reacting to the students and whatever else is going on. She reacts with humor and the level of humor is perfectly appropriate for first graders. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate has taken time to get to know her students, including identification of those who might need extra support, and those who can be relied on to participate in class. Knowing her students was a strength that made classroom management less of an issue than it might be otherwise. She related well to the students as she moved through the lesson, and was able to keep them focused even during the part of the lesson when they walked to the cafeteria and outdoors to explore different settings.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding classroom mangagement techniques.  You are able to look for off-task behaviors, correct them quickly, and return to the lesson without missing a beat! It is obvious the students respect you and see you as their teacher, just like Mrs. Madden!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students to tip-toe to their seats. They did this beautifully. You circulated throughout the classroom when the students were working independently, checking for understanding and keeping all on task. You told one student if you had to tell them one more time to do something he would need to flip his card. Terrific! You must say what you mean and mean what you say!

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved and very involved with the lesson. The teacher involved the students by calling on individual students to read different parts of the powerpoint. The teacher is very comfortable with the subject matter of her lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Good job setting behavior expectations and reenforcing during the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		It was good that you recognized and intervened in individual students being off task. In two different situations, you gave redirection to the students at the same volume used when speaking to the whole class. A less confrontational way to redirect might be to use proximity, either standing right beside or behind them putting your finger on the paper to indicate they should be writing, and put your other hand's index finger over your lips making a reference to being quiet. Having a side conversation that everyone in the room could hear gave them the attention they were seeking. Last semester I suggested a strategy for getting students' attention. You use two words, and first you say one to the whole class, they in turn respond with the given word as they focus on you and remain quiet.... So you might say "Quiet" in a loud teacher voice, and they could respond in unison "Time!" So your short phrase is "Quiet Time!" While it is up to you how to get their attention, you don't have their full attention now, and this could not hurt. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The classroom behavior was a challenge, but it seemed in part to be a result of the time of day and the activities the students had taken part in just prior to this lesson (coming in from recess, specials, and/or lunch).  For that reason, these areas above are marked proficient. If on a subsequent morning observation it is the same, these are still not insurmountable issues. There is not a category that clearly address this, but it was slightly uncomfortable that you called out student names individually to address their behavior concerns fairly early on. An alternative might have been to simply use proximity and stand closely to students who were taking when they should have been quiet. I think this is a "developing" area for you - and that during this year of field experience you will explore  a variety of appropriate strategies that will eventually fit your style of  classroom management. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Classroom management was good throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate was effective in monitoring students' work as she moved throughout the classroom.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Students were on task so there was no chance to observe off-task behavior. Classroom management went well. The intern has planned thoroughly for this week, so the students are engaged and less likely to get into off task behaviors. The intern maintains a calm, soothing persona that contributes to the positive atmosphere of the classroom.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You sepent too much time saying "you need to be quiet".  "You need to pay attention".  Lay out your expectations, directions and rules before you begin to teach.  Then, give consequences. Be careful not to stand in one place while you teach.  Move around the room.  This will help with class management.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Stations are going to get rowdy at times. It is up to you to control the noise. Be mindful when it gets too loud and set your limits. You may have to do this several times. At times, it got really loud. Glad you did the "If you can hear my voice...."

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The Bruce Bucks were a great idea!  This worked for you! Good job monitoring and assisting your students. Your students respected you as their teacher and were well behaved.  You kept them engaged during lesson.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		You monitored the room well while students were working. Loved the way you tried to include your student with the sharing of his special rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management could be improved by improving the delivery of the lesson opening to include a clear purpose for learning. Otherwise, students lose interest when they don't understand what they should be doing and why. Work on your personal grammar for questioning. Twice during the lesson you said "Do anybody know....?" It should be "does" instead of "do" and this makes it difficult for you to expect your students to use the correct grammar, even though they have standards that support proper written and spoken grammar.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There are no major behavior concerns.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Good job monitoring the class and keeping students on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		I think it would help for you to have the students pre-divided into groups ahead of time. You used an encouraging voice throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your class was kindergarteners and it was the end of the day.  It was difficult to keep them focused as the lesson progressed.  You did a good job of redirecting individual students. You are developing in the area of classroom management and I am confident you will continue to grow in this area as the semester progresses. You have a lovely, engaging "teacher voice" for this age group.  You are very supportive and kind. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good ob attending all areas of the classroom. Voice level was appropriate. You were professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating healthy and unhealthy foods.  The teahcer presented healthy foods and unhealthy foods in the powerpoint. The teacher had good questions for the students during the powerpoint. The teacher had several different types of foods.  The students were very involved in thumbs up or thumbs down for the different foods showing if the food was healthy or unhealthy.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Monitored the room giving assisstance where needed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good job monitoring student behavior throughout the lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		This class was wonderfully behaved.  While volunteers are writing on board, how can you keep others on task?  Possibly talk through it as the student is writing on board.  Don't be too silent. Your class respected you as their teacher.  They were very well behaved.  Keep them tightly on task or they will get lax.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good whole class monitoring. You were professionally dressed

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the review game. There were no off-task behaviors. Watch your subject verb agreement. You said, " I hope you will do good."  Should have been " I hope you will do well". You asked, "Who has went?"  Should have been "Who has gone or Who has had a turn?" I would still like to see a little more enthusiasm in your voice. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You truly set the expectations for student behavior for every part of the lesson. Well done! You set the expectations for the activity and you stuck to what you had said. This is key to good classroom management! When someone did not follow the directions there were consequences. Outstanding! I would like to "hear" you use a little more enthusiasm when teaching.   

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Asking the class if everyone has a booklet encourages shouting out. Turn the question into a "command" by telling them to raise their hands if they need a booklet. Set the expectations:  Rather than students shouting out answers let them know they are to raise their hands.  This will allow you to call on more students (and call on ones who do not have hands raised, as well This holds all students accountable for their learning). You said at one point, "Stick your thumbs up if you are ready." This is a good behavior managemen technique. When redirecting a student you may want to say, " I need you to ......." In this way, there is no question regarding the behavior you want stopped or started. You asked for the students attention and then before you got all of the students' attention you started teaching/giving instructions. Before giving directions, wait for all students to give you thier attention.  Have them literally look at you. You waited until the lesson was almost over before using the classroom behavior management system. Try using this much sooner, when necessary, and I believe you will see what a difference this makes. You have a great "teacher voice"!  It sends the message you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		In order to best utilize class time, pre-divide groups and post the list on the board for the students. It might help to have something on the table to identify which group will sit there. (ex. colored cones, numbers, etc) TC voice level was appropriate. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. TC was very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		No behavior issues.  Everyone was on task and well behaved.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		GROW-The teacher needs to control the students who are off task with a discipline plan. The teacher has a wonderful voice for sharing read aloud books. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had several different creative activities to teach the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to have her own discpline plan to control the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a clap that controlled the students for a little while. GROW-As the teacher passes out the different emotion cards, the students needed to be completing something at their seat. The students could have been drawing their emotion as they waited on everyone to receive the emotion card. It took way too long to issue the different cards. The teacher did a good job of controlling the active students.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		I can tell that you have been working on your handwriting.  However, you need to continue to do so.  Please do not mix lower case and capital letters in the middle of your words.  Students are looking at everything you write.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Class kind of got away from you when you were working with a group.  Might be a good idea to use a timer during activities.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Very  encouraging tone of voice and voice level. You made learning fun for your students. Good professional dress.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You redirected one of the students. You told them they must be quiet in order for you to call on them. You told a girl because she had her hand up you were calling on her. All of the above are good behavior management techniques. You do need to use an attention getter other than "listen".  1, 2 , 3, all eyes on me    OR anything you have heard the teacher use.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		One off task student was not redirected when he was reading a library book instead of doing his math.  When you are working with a small group be sure to scan the room frequently to insure that the other students are stil on task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were actively engaged in the lesson! Your voice is animated and demonstrates excitement for what you are teaching. There were no behavior issues during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked the class to give you 5 and then you said, "Oops, I don't have 5."  Then sent the very clear message you meant what you said when you asked them to give you 5. Excellent! You called two boys back on task when you asked them if they were ready to fill in the graph. Such a nonthreatening way to get their attention and it certainly worked. You used "thumbs up" when you are ready to go on to the next month when filling in the graph.  Perfect way to assess if students are ready to proceed without a lot of talk/calling out. You have a very engaging, enthusiastic, and supportive voice....awesome teacher voice.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job monitoring the groups of Lit Circles as they read. You had 5 groups. It's hard to manage 5 without help. Luckily you had a parapro and your CT to help with groups. Your class is always well behaved. There are never any issues of behavior.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are so motivating to your students.  You welcomed them and it was obvious that they love you!  You got ME excited! suggestion- Keep it moving with instruction.  Not so much on discipline if not nescessary.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good voice quality throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Students were engaged. You kept them on task with questions and activities and discussion.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher has great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students during the lesson if they became too loud or off task.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Monotone...more voice inflection needed.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You were professionally dressed. Work on increasing your voice level so that all the students can clearly hear you.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Try using an "attention getter".

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You need to project your voice....you need to be a little louder. I noticed the students up closer were more engaged and I think that is because they could hear your questions better. You said at one point, "I am going to wait until you are quiet."  Yes, do this and wait for them to do this!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Glows- Good intro Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Good questioning Grows- make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Not all the children were engaged. Some were standing on their heads, lots of moving around. Poistioning the students near you who are most active can be helpful. Be careful not to always call on the active kids when asking questions. Encourage the children to participate in the song by giving clear directions before hand and modeling the motions for the song. Music is a aid to learning. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job monitoring the classroom while students worked in groups.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Monitored the room. Assisted students as necessary.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the small group. The teacher had a lot of thought provoking questions during the small group to involve all of the students. GROW-The student needed to move his cllip after you instructed him to do so. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. The teacher gave positive praise when necessary during the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher had a great way of encouraging the students to do their best during the lesson. The teacher continuoulsy praised the students for working hard.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You did a great job encouraging the students throughout the lesson. Your voice is encouraging and appropriate for the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Young students require lots of reassurance that hey are "doing it right" be sure to stop and talk to individual students as you are monitoring the class.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You have excellent behavior management techniques.  I was so impressed when you walked over to a boy and took away the box he was playing with and you didn't miss a beat with your instruction! You have a very pleasant voice and manner with the students.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used the attention getter, "all eyes on me" and didn't wait for all eyes to be on you. The students will quickly pick up on you don't really mean it.  Wait for them to look at you. If someone is not following directions and looking at you, use the class behavior management system and have them flip a card/move a clip.  

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher was very aware of the subject matter. The teacher has a great calming voice quality. The teacher has a good lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had several different activities for the Dental health lesson. Great lesson! The teacher concluded the lesson by issuing each student a dental health packet and brushing chart. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Walking around the classroom was a good way to monitor the class and keep them on task. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Glows- Good intro Good modleing for students Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember to walk around and check for understand with everyone in the group.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Do something different than saying "Shhhh" to get students quiet.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher engaged the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very warm voice that encourages the students to do their best. The teacher walked around and monitored the students as they created their own germs. The teacher gave positive feedback to several students as they created their own germ.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when they became off task during the lesson. Good lesson with several different activities to review the material previously taught.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was a bit loud at times but you handled it well. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The students are well-behaved.  The students are very engaged in the lesson. The teacher had a very powerful lesson to illustrate the hand washing and germ subject matter. The lesson plan was very thoughout and sequential in order. Great lesson for a Block one student. The teacher has a great voice quality.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The teacher is very aware of her subject matter.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Make sure to utilize all the resources in the room. You were encouraging to the students but your voice level was a little low at times.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*Good management of class. During stations you monitored each group as they worked. *When the groups are sharing their main idea projects , make sure everyone is paying attention. *Work on time management. Your students will take as long as you give them. Set a limit and move on. They were finished and beginning to play around. Have something extra for those to do or either cut everyone off.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job redirecting off task behavior but the students were not following your directives. When this occurs, stop and have them repeat the directive back to you. Don't move on until you have their attention. You were encouraging to your students throughout the lesson.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students raised their hands at all times to answer the questions asked by the teacher. The teacher was very encouraging during the lesson.  The teacher gave constant praise to the students when they answered a question. GROW-As the teacher passes out the paper, she needs to talk about what the students will be doing or review the material presented. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		You need to be more specific in your praise..."Awesome"...doesn't say much.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be more specific with your praise.  Just say "Good" isn't enough.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Class management was excellent today.  You never needed to regain attention.  Your class was very well behaved and they were all engaged during the lesson.  

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a very sequential lesson about cause and effect. The teacher has a great way with students.  The students respond to her very well. Great lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		There is little off task behavior, but the students get very excited about science which sometimes equates to being loud. The teacher candidate effectively used appropriate humor and tone of voice to return attention to the lesson. This teacher candidate has found a method that works for her to get the attention of the entire class immediately when needed. She hums the musical jingle from a popular commecial, and the students reply with the short phrase from the same commercial that follows. It is extremely effective, and will be a good strategy to have in place when she starts a full time teaching job. Her delivery of this strategy in such an effective way includes using a very specific tone of voice. Exemplary is earned for for redirecting and appropriate tone. Not all teachers have the personality and repoire that gels with students in late elementary school and middle school. You have shown me repeatedly that you have that ability and willingness to understand these students, gain their trust, and then use that to make your lessons work. I hope your first teaching job is one that will allow you to continue to develop in this area.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have struck a good balance -you relate well to the students; and you have begun to mesh that well with the times you need to make discipline a priority.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Monitor the room carefully-some groups were having a difficult time getting started.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You monitored students throughout the lesson. Students were engaged and there was little need to redirect students.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Class management was awesome. You used several management tactics to get their attention. Your class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Groups will get rowdy. Don't hesitate in setting your boundaries and limits. AS long as they are actively engaged in what they are doing, it's ok.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the Flocabulary video. The teacher was constantly engaged with the students during the lesson. Good lesson!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands to answer questions. *The teacher uses the word "okay" too many times. *The teacher needed to redirect the students to raise their hands during the lesson. *The teacher needed some type of activity for the students who finished reading early. Overall, the plan was well planned.  The teacher just needs to work on the execution of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Many students were not listening to directions for the game. Make sure you have everyone's eyes on you before you proceed with directions. You might want to model the rolling of the dice and how they would write their decimals as a result of their rolls. Give directions before handing out game pieces.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Even sitting at the table, the students were off task at times - hands on each other, playing with materials. Think about how to control the materials so students don't have opportunity to play with them. Using visuals for the things they smelled would have helped narrow down the possiibilites - honey?  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Glows- repeated answers as students gave answers Good job circulating and working with students one on one Allowed for student creativity Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make notes  so you will remember to cover all parts of lesson make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		You are quiet in your presentation so you must be sure you have all students attention before beginning.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The students were very well-behaved and involved with the lesson.  The teacher has good control of the students.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher has great voice quality during her lesson. The teacher knows her Sounds subject matter for the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The cooperating teacher does a great job teaching the student teachesr how to organize Science stations and experiments to learn the Science material. The student teacher is doing a good job carrying out the Science station expectations and controlling the students as they learn.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		During the center activity, the students got loud.  Perhaps having students match upper and lower case letters one at time would have helped.  They could each watch their group members and observe if the matches were being made correctly.  In order for the students not to wait too long for their turn, use only half of the pancake matches at a time. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Class management was good!  They respected you as their teacher.  There were no behavior problems.  You did a nice job of moving around the room as you taught.  Also you assisted while they worked independently. Wonderful! Nice teacher voice!  This is important! Awesome that you used time management.  Such as "Ok you have 10 minutes.  Get busy!" suggestion- As the activity continued, it seemed like there was less control.  Don't let your guard down.  Keep redirecting and keep up the time management.  Too much time to do this activity.  They could have done it in half the time. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Make sure your phone is in your purse or backpack...not out.  Thanks

		Jones		Darius		917396692		THe students were very attentive throughout the entire Social Studies Lesson. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to him very well. Great Social Studies Lesson. 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Glows: Told students what to listen for before reading story Cahnged voice for characters in story Grows: validate praise Make sure you have students attention before giving directions Explain directions again when you realize that so many students are not getting it

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Glows- Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Table Talk Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher is very knowledgable about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved and very attentive during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job from start to finish with the lesson. The lesson was very organized and very involved with the students. The teacher is a very strong Block 2 student teacher!
 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You are very clear with your expectations for student behavior. and you are quick to redirect a student not following directions. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" and the students respond to you well.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very quiet during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter about main idea. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students be more engaged throughout the lesson.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		GROW-The teacher needed to use the DOJO to control the behavior of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to control the students and stop the lesson before continuing after she asked the students to be quiet. Once the students began discussing the popcorn, the students became very quiet and engaged in the lesson. GROW-The lesson had too much down time. The teacher needed to move the lesson faster. The teacher has several positive qualities as a Block one student teacher. The teacher will improve with her lessons as she progresses to become a teacher.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The teacher has very high order thinking questions for the students. The teacher is very encouraging during the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. Great lesson! 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. The teacher did good engaging the students in the lesson. The students wrote their words on the anchor chart while the teacher checked their answers.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		THe students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive during the lesson. The lesson was sequential for the Fort Sumter subject matter 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher had worked very hard to prepare her lesson. The teacher had several different ways of learning about the fossils-small group stations, powerpoint discussion, etc... The teacher had a great job of dividing up the class into three groups-she had the student hold up their finger when she assigned them a number. The lesson was very thoughout and very prepared.  The teacher did an excellent job executing the lesson. Great job!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher monitored the students as they worked. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students during her lesson to make sure the students understand the subject matter.  The teacher needs to make sure she calls on different students and not the same ones. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were only responsible for a group of 4.  Think of ways that you would handle the classroom if you were by yourself. How would you conduct and keep organized?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Awesome how you stated your expectations for behavior and participation. You made it extrememly clear on how they could get or lose points for their team.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Redirecting off-task behavior is important for learning outcomes. Many children were disengaged during both the story time and the guided practice of this lesson. I encourage you to watch and make note of ways to redirect off-task behaviors.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		*Make sure you have everyone's attention before you start. There was talking, settling down..they weren't all quite ready. *Walk around the room as you are asking questions. This helps you monitor that students are on task and engaged.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring the room and redirecting students to complete their work.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*You have a great teacher voice. Your students respond well to it. Class management was good. You were in control. Good! *Be careful of your language. You said "add across" several times when you meant "multiply across". I knew what you meant and the students never said anything, but we have to be careful with correct language because it confuses our students. You also said wrong numbers at times. I think a lot was nerves.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Don't let the technical stuff be more important than the teaching.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The teacher has great voice quality. The students are very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher sets up the high standards for behavior and the students follow the rules. The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has a very good lesson for a Block one teacher. The sequence of the lesson was very informative. The teacher used several different teaching techniques to familarize the students with the subject matter.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You told sudents to quiet down, they continued with the chatter and you allowed it. If you are going to correct behavior be sure to follow through. Best would be to set the behavior expectations before you begin. "This is work for you to complete on your own, there is no talking during this"

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over YOUR rules with your students.  It is obvious that they already respect you!  There were no behavior problems and the students were attentive. suggestions- 1. Move around the room.  Be careful not to stay in one place as you are teaching.  Especially when they are working on the white boards.  Walk around and assist as needed.   2. Give a time limit while they are working independently. For example, "you have about one more minute, so get busy".  If most students are finished, move on to the next one.  Tell the students who are not done to watch as you complete on the board.  Keep it moving. 3.  Challenge them as you move to the next problem.  This is a good time for positive feedback and comments. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher discussed the standards and essential questions with the small group. The teacher passed out the passages to the individual students. The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has great control of the small reading group.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students on task and engaged in their learning! Your voice, during the reading of the two books, was very animated and engaging.  Remember to be enthusiastic and animated, as appropriate for fifth graders, when teaching lessons.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You used the class dojo to monitor student behavior. When the noise level escalated you quickly had them lower their voices. 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The class management was much improved from the last time. I could tell you were taking control of each situation.  Getting groups going can be tough.  You managed well and had everyone moving on target. As it got loud in the room, you redirected.  suggestion- Remember to set those expectations and consequences before you start.  It will save you!

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Be careful of the tone of your voice when you are correcting a student.  Try to use closer proximity to the student so that you don't call attention to them.   I can tell that you are working on improving your grammar when speaking; please continue to practice for additional improvement.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was a good bit of "calling out" of answers and talking among the students as you were delivering the lesson.  Please set expectations for your students' behavior. Being able to call on individual students, will allow you to assess how well individual students are understanding the learning goal. You did not use the behavior management system of the class.  When you next teach a lesson, use the chart and have students move a clip early on in the lesson in order to maintain order as you are teaching the lesson. You have an engaging voice, however you had to get louder in order to be heard over your students.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The young man in the red and black checked jacket needed a stronger refocusing and it needed to be done sooner. He basically ignored you each time you corrected him.  I am glad you told him he was not allowed to be one of the "teachers", because he had not been paying attention well enough to teach the lesson goal to his classmates.  This sends the clear message there are consequences for one's actions. Please try using a stronger, I am in charge "teacher voice".  This does not mean yelling or being mean. You did not have to attend to the entire class since you were working with a small group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a great voice quality.  The teacher was very in control of the students during the lesson.  The teacher did a great job of asking questions during the youtube video. The students were very well-behaved. The lesson was very organized! The teacher knew her subject matter very well! A very informative and creative lesson with total control of the students!
  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a very warm way with the students throughout the lesson. The students try very hard. The teacher has high expectations for the students.  

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Glows- good connection to real life, good use of timer Grows-work on classroom management, allow time for student collaboration 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You used a very encouraging voice during the lesson. Appropriate professional attire.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You monitored the class well giving assistance when needed.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You have a very engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice".  It makes the children want to listen and learn from what you are saying.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		A well planned lesson set the teacher candidate up for success in classroom management. She is obviously developing a rapport with her students and gaining their respect. Together these two components (rapport and respect) would make it seem to the untrained eye, that classroom management comes easily. The effort it took to get to this place was evident. Because of the content of the lesson, it was of the utmost importance to have good sentence structure, word pronunciation, and appropriate vocabularly. This area was exemplary - modeling for students how to speak appropriately in the school setting.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern has an ideal demeanor for elementary school, particularly for primary grades. She can manage the classroom effectively in a calm manner and that influences students to be attentive and remain calm if she has to correct student behavior.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You did a nice job with the student who didn't want to sit up and listen. You told him quickly to sit up and listen and then you moved on. Once the video started, then you were able to tend to him without disrupting everyone else. Your voice is a true teacher voice. You keep your students on task and on target with your personality and expression in your voice. All students seem to be engaged. *There was some dead time in your lesson today. Make every minute count. Be mindful of silliness. *Awesome teacher voice! You keep them so entertained!

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You have a very motivating and dramatic personality.  I love that!  But be careful not to be too silly with your students.  The more carefree you are, the more they will be.  Stay firm, but fun with them.  Don't change your personality, just tone down some.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Good job monitoring the classroom-you ma need to scan even more when so many are working independently.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		*Be mindful of dead time at the beginning of class. The way they come into the room sets the stage. Be ready to start. *Set your directions and expectations for behavior and participation before they begin their activity. Make sure everyone is clear on directions. *Great job with your group  during break out stations. *You have to redirect behavior. It may not seem loud to you, but others may not can concentrate on their work with it being so loud. Don't be afraid to calm the groups if they get too out of hand. Even though we expect them to get a little rowdy, it shouldn't get too loud. If the students are not on task, then they must be redirected.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were attuned to the lesson and on task. So there was little if any opportunity to observe redirection. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students who needed individual assistance received it in a timely manner and were able to remain on target with their classmates. The teacher candidate was skilled not only in helpin the whole group, but in working with individuals or pairs of students that needed additional guidance.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a great sequential lesson about the nouns. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Your small group had no behavior issues at all. Everyone was listening and engaged. What about the remainder of the class? How much should you redirect? How would you direct the class if you were the only adult in the room? Watch your class management. Be mindful of when time is close to being up.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Monitored the classroom as students worked in groups. Challenged students to do their best work.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You monitored the room well and kept students on task.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		TC was professionally dressed. Good job monitoring the entire classroom throughout the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Be careful of saying "Guys" all the time when addressing the class.  Also after you give a direction dont add "OK??".  Are you giving them a choice?

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher has a strong positive voice quality. The teacher does a great job involving the students in the subject matter of the lesson. This was a great lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had great sequence for the lesson's subject matter. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher constantly discussed the subject matter of the lesson as the students work. The students enjoyed the lesson! 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good teacher voice.  Your students were well behaved and were good listeners.   Good job monitoring and assisting students as they worked. 

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- Thumbs up Allowing children to share their ideas Grows- Work on finding appropriate teacher voice and teacher presence in the classroom Have a plan to hand out materials for lesson Make sure all students are listening before giving instructions

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Your class was always engaged. They were interested in what you were teaching, but it was your delivery that kept them interested. Also, the fact they they made their own T charts on their paper helped to keep them engaged. *Try walking around the room as you are teaching. This will help you KNOW that everyone is on task. Your presence makes a big difference.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		* You were teaching a small group and they respected you as their teacher. *Before your class comes in, be ready to take over for the lesson. This is your responsibility as a block 3 student. Work on managing entire class, even though you may only be with a small group. You had 3 at another table that weren&#39;t on task at times. *When it&#39;s time to transition, make sure you are in charge, not the teacher. Remember this is your lesson. You conduct the transition. This is a big part of class management.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Set expectations for student behavior, from watching the video, to filling out the charts, to elbow partners, to getting dry erase boards. Setting expectations for everything done in the classroom is a must. This leads to an orderly, ready to learn classroom environment. When using elbow partners, which are terrific, let them know what they are to do when they have finished discussing what you have asked them to discuss....heads down....I would suggest a shorter amount of time for this. When they finished discussing they got louder and were talking about unrelated topics....then you have to reign them back in to continue with the lesson. Your voice needs to be more assertive...you need to find your teacher voice that says, "I know what I am doing, now come along with me." Please show more excitement and enthusiasm for what you are teaching. It is contagious and will keep your students engaged in their learning.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You set expectations for student behavior, how to get help as students were working. You told one student he had lost 5 min. of recess for talking when asked not to talk. You have found your teacher voice.  Work on showing enthusiasm/joy you feel when teaching.  Students need to see this/know this.  This encourages their participation.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Be careful when you say words ending in -ed that you don&#39;t say as a -t...learned, learnt.  Students are going to mimic you.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Tips for class management: Be mindful of silliness. Don't allow them to not take you seriously. You will lose that control quickly. For example, counting backwards worked great until you started being silly about it. Then you lost that respect. They were laughing and you were upset that they weren't listening to you. You can't be extremely silly with them one minute, and the next minute tell them they need to be listening. You are giving them mixed signals. You used several management techniques. "head down when you're ready." "5,4,3,2,1," Watch your grammar. Don't say "I seen". This is very important. Make sure you walk around and monitor what your students are doing. You did this at times, but this is very important to make sure they are on task.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The class was clearly engaged throughout the lesson and there were no behavior issues!  Well done! You have a lovely voice...so engaging, kind and supportive!

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		You monitored the room as students worked, encouraging them and keeping them on task.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Stayed close to the front of the room to control the video during most of the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Very positive with students encouraging all to participate.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		There was very little off task behavior during the lesson but you quickly regained the student's attention.  You monitored all students as they worked independently.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students were very well-behaved.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful of using "so"...so many times when you are speaking.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful walking around the room that you don't turn your back on a majority of the room while you are teaching.  check your sentence structure when typing on the promethean..."Nome 1000 miles away so the trip was very long"...might have read better "Nome was 1000 miles away so the trip was very long."

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Outstanding classroom management!  You were up and among your students during the enitre lesson! May want to phrase questions such as, "Does everyone have a reading packet?" to "Raise your hand if you do not have a  reading packet." In this way students will not be shouting out whether or not they have what they need. It is all in how you ask the question. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" that says I know what I am teaching and I am in control.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Students engaged and on task during the entire lesson!! You moved throughout the classroom as you taught the lesson and this helps with behavior management.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give directions...are you giving them a choice??

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Please show more enthusiasm and energy during the delivery of your lessons.  Enthusiasm is contagious!  You may have to get out of your comfort zone, but I have every confidence you can do this!!! 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It is evident that there has been an effort to understand the students as well as the systems in place to make the classroom run smoothly. Though the candidate moves through the classroom during independent work, her effort to help each student may leave other parts of the classroom not as well attended. Circulating with a quick check on everyone could be a precursor to a slower walk around the room checking for student understanding. There is no doubt this can be remedied this semester. She is very professional, yet still very personable when dealing with her students. Overall, this was a well organized and well executed lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Having a well organized lesson with a clearly communicated purpose is a strength of yours, and that at least in part gets students quickly engaged in learning. You also organize the lesson with an opportunity for movement (from listening on carpet to working at desk) and a chance to have some verbal peer interaction. The interaction as a short discussion gives students a quick break from being in full listening mode, and it helps them take responsibility for their own learning. Your students can see that you are clearly comfortable in front of the classroom. Any adult visiting the classroom could see this as you give brief whole group instruction. You are also effectively supporting students through one-on-one interaction as you move throughout the room during a time when students are practicing their skills. (The following is noted, but not significant enough to warrant any deduction.in score.) This is a minor concern that you are capable of working on. You have a habit of which you might not be cognizant. Every now and then you will use use the "shhh" sound to signal to students to be quiet. You have excellent behavior management skills at this point, so try to be aware and slowly stop using that sound altogether. Sometimes students do not need any reminder -continuing with the lesson will keep them engaged and quiet enough. If you do need to signal quiet, have a silent means (hand gesture of finger over lips, point to a behavior chart, etc.).

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Some of the students were shouting out answers when you were discussing poor and good food choices. Be sure to set expectations for their behavior for each part of a lesson. Try an attention getter other than "shush".  1, 2, 3, all eyes on me.  OR  Listen Lions  Be sure to wait for them to give you their attention when you use one of these. Otherwise they won't think you really mean you want their attention. Be sure to show enthusiasm for what you are teaching. Use your voice and facial expressions to engage students. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		See above from instructional section, but note that the exemplary voice levels and tone refer to the individual help you gave to students during independent practice. Not observed is marked for redirecting off task behavior - but that is because there was no noticeable off task behavior!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Be careful as you walk around and work with individual students that you continue to monitor the room. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Choose an attention getter and practice it with students.  Make certain they respond to it when they hear it. Practice it. When having students do anything, set your expectations for their behavior.  I need everyone sitting on their bottoms, not talking, and keeping hands to themselves. If they do not comply have them move a stick on the behavior chart. You had students leave the rug one group at a time. This enabled the transition to be orderly. The students were so enthralled with their doodle boards they were not listening to your instructions. Wait until directions are given or until you are ready to do one together to tell them to get these out.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		There was a  lot of shouting out and talking when they were to be listening.  One child was laying down on the floor as you were reading the book. Too much time was spent "putting out fires". This equates to a great deal of lost instructional time as well as it being too chaotic for students to learn. Set expectations for their behavior at the beginning of each part of the lesson. Use the behavior management system at the beginning of the lesson. If you have told them what you expect them to be doing and they have also been in this class since August, it is time to show them you mean business. Waiting until the end ofe lesson to have a student move a stick does not help them or any of their classmates learn the goals of the lesson.  You must make believers out of them and gain control of the class. This does not need to be done in anger, you calmly ask them to move a stick. This not only sends a message to the student making poor choices, but to the rest of the group, as well. I also believe if you used a more assertive "teacher voice" they would respond better. This is not about shouting at them at all.  Just a stronger, more I am in charge and not you, kind of voice.  I am certain ;you have heard Mrs. Foster model this.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using "Very good" to compliment work...try to be more specific to what the student did to get the compliment.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using your "voice" too much over a quieter procedure for off task behavior.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."Remember wahat the shapes of the day IS"...should be..."Remember what the shapes of the day ARE".

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Try to be more specific with your encouragement.  Give more than a "good".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good voice quality was used throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The teacher needed to slow down with her speech. *The delivery of the lesson needed to be more in depth.  If this were not a review lesson, the students would not know enough information to complete the assignment. *The speed of the teacher's voice is so quick that it would be hard for students to understand if they did not possess previous knowledge. The students were very well-behaved. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher has good positive reinforcements with the students after they answer the questions. The teacher has a great knowledge of the subject matter. The teacher does a good job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats. The teacher does a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when necessary.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Use of tape diagram was good. Have them show that theirs was similiar to yours

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Your students were very attentive to the reading of book.  They were intriqued.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher needs to work on the behavior modifications steps for his future lessons. The students needed to be redirected for their off task behavior during the lesson. It was hard to observe the lesson for the distractions of the students during the lesson. The teacher needs to develop different behavior ideas for controlling the off task behavior of the students.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Monitored students as they worked.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You addressed a few individual students' behaviors.  However, there was so much talking and calling out you had to keep getting louder and louder to be heard over them.  Try getting softer with your voice or use an attention getter to call the students back on task.  There needs to be consequences for repeatedly not following directions or ignoring them. Remember to set expectations for each part of the lesson. This is especially true when it comes to playing a game.  Learning games are fantastic, however there must be boundaries....talking from one team-point goes to the other team.....shouting out an answer without being called on-point goes to the other team. The whole goal of the game.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You moved throughout the room during video sending the message that it was important to be listening. You set the expectations for class behavior when you said, "Answer with your hands."  You made the expectations for behavior and the rules clear for playing the game.  Your voice is so enthusiastic and engaging!! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Please be more specific when you give praise.  "Good" really doesn&#39;t say anything.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Great teacher voice. You have good expression and your students respected you. Your class was well behaved!  suggestion- Don't lose too much time getting started.  Keep it moving.  suggestion- When people are talking, don't allow read aloud to continue.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		The behavior of the students in the classroom was excellent. They were engaged and having fun with their learning!!  You seriously could have heard a pin drop they were so engaged.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Your expectations for student behavior was high and the students rose to the occasion.  It is all about setting expectations, as the students were on task, engaged, and having fun as they learned.  You gave directions for the handouts, where to put them when finished, and for the Google Classroom quiz they were take for their assessment. You put all of these directions for the students to refer to (since there were so many parts to follow) on a slide for the students to refer to if they forgot what to do next. Outstanding way to help your students become independent learners!  

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful when helping a student that you continue to monitor the room for behavior. Phone in back pocket should be in your purse.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher did a good job of controlling the noise level of the kindergarten classroom. The teacher gave constant reminders for the students to keep the classroom quiet. The teacher constantly said, "All eyes on me", to get the students to refocus on the lesson. *The lesson needed additional teaching material to emphasize the germ subject matter.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Class management was clear as you counted backward.  Class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Loved that you asked them to "ask your neighbor if you're doing this right." Also, when you are finished give me a thumbs up. Tip: Be mindful of not talking too much while they are working.  Don't interrupt their concentration,  Give the instruction and ask if there are any questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job monitoring the students. Good professional attire. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a good job of sharing how to write the fictional narrative. The sequence of the lesson was very organized and thoughout. Good lesson! The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise level of the students by doing the Class  behavior management activity. The teacher concluded the lesson by having the students share their writings. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Be careful with your grammar...you said "Y&#39;alls" a number of times.  Be specific with your praise...don&#39;t just say "good".  What are they being "good" at??

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Make sure you follow through-if you set talking level at 0 then make sure everyone is quiet.  Several went on talking.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Small group lesson-kept students on task, redirected as necessary,

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very confident with the subject matter of fire safety. The teacher had good questions after the read aloud. *The teacher has a very soft voice.  The teacher needs to get a little louder in her directions. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good voice level Make sure you have all of the students' attention before moving on. All student should be attentive when another student is giving a response.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The students were illustrating an array problem for a word problem. *The teacher needs to call on different students to answer the questions. *When asking students questions, the teacher needs to have them show thumbs up or thumbs down for the answer. *The teacher needs to include all of the students in the lesson. *The teacher needs to redirect certain students to pay attention to the lesson. Classroom management needs to be worked on. The subject matter of the lesson was taught well.    

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Monitor all areas of classroom-not all groups got right to work and needed some guidance.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. Great voice quality during the lesson. The students were engaged in the lesson. *The students had a lot of questions.  Explicit instructions needed to be given before letting the students begin the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise of the students when the students began sharing their answers on their observation sheets. The students shared their findings for the lesson.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The students were very involved in the lesson. This was a very organized and thoughout lesson for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is very natural in her teaching.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Good monitoring of the class, walked around and assisted several students who needed one–on-one, Redirected students back on task was appropriate. Good job modeling the appropriate language and sentence use. Good teacher voice, easy to hear and understand. Liked the use of the timer. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Your well planned lesson contributed to the class being so engaged.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Set expectations before you begin the activities Watch using “SH-SH-SH” too much.. Get everyone’s attention before you start. At the beginning of lesson, great job talking about the video equipment. Gave students an opportunity to give their ansawers what they thought the theme was. Redirected back to question of “theme” when students got off task.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Outstanding classroom management!  Students were engaged with you throughout the lesson.  The one or two who needed to be redirected, you saw immediately and brought them back on task. Well done. You need to develop your "teacher voice" which means project your voice. Use more annimation and enthusiasm when teaching. When you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching, the students will be as well!  Enthusiasm is contagious. This will come with practice.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very effective classroom management techniques.  Well behaved class!! "I need a hand." 5,4,3,2,1  in order to let students know they should be ready for next step, part, or problem. Pencils down when you are done. Be sure to watch your spelling. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used a Brain Pop to give students a visual to go with notes... good idea for those students who need visuals for learning connections. You stood in the front of the room for most of the lesson so you did not walk around and monitor. I did not observe you redirecting ay students who were off task or not engaged, but the CT took care of catching students ad redirecting them. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		A student who was pulled out of class yesterday did not remind you that he couldn't answer your question about yesterday's lesson. Your very thoughtful apology set an example for your students. Students seem to have great respect for you which idicates a good repoire. At the same time, the apology allowed them to see the "human" side of you. It speaks to the fact that you can maintain authority in the classroom while still being considerate and kind.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In general, the teacher candidate did a good job of managing the classroom. Students were in different physical arrangements for different parts of the lesson. When students were all seated together on the floor, the teacher candidate could attend to the behavior of all students proficiently. When the students were more spread out, the teacher candidate did an admirable job of seeing that most students were on task, but some in far reaches of the classroom were off task while the teacher candidate stopped to give  individual assistance. Though classroom management overall seems to be going well, attending to all areas of the classroom is still developing. I was not discourage by this for two reasons. One of those is that the cooperating teacher has the perogative to arrange the furniture in the classroom to best suit her teaching style. Secondly, this lesson was full of activity that needed to be packed into the alotted time. The tie between planning the lesson and the classroom behavior will be more evident to the teacher candidate with more time in the full year of this field experience.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher has a great voice quality.   The students love the teacher.  The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has a very good lesson that involves several different types of learning activities. This was a great lesson for a Block one student teacher!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		When working with a small group, be sure to scan the room. Students were waiting with hands raised for your help.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Make sure that you monitor the entire room and take care of any disruptions such as loud talking immediately.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Glows- Good PPT Good Mgt. Strat. used Gave good examples Grows- Have something for students to do when finished More student collaboration 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Don't forget to monitor students-especially those working independently.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You monitored the room well making sure all students were engaged.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The lesson is very organized and very thorough. The students were very interested in the Season lesson.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher has high expectations for her students. The teacher does an excellent job explaining the rules and expecting the students to follow them. The students are very well-behaved and respond extremely well to all of the teacher's expecations. The teacher has a lot of patience in teaching the students. Good lesson! 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Being observed at the end of the school day was a challenge for the intern as the students became restless and anxious for the day to end. However, she rose to the ocassion, redirected students back on task with the skill of an experienced teacher.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Classroom is full of a variety of types of learners. Some methods were in place to accomodate them, and you have added to the skill set your own best practices to help students reach their potential.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great voice level. TC was appropriately dressed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		My theory is "Never do for a child what that child can do for himself." When you left the table you put lids on markers and put them away. Asking each child to do his or having a helper to clean up accomplishes two things: frees you from doing it and also teaches responsible to the students. Transitions are tough for teachers and children. There are techiques for this which are available. Watch your cooperating teacher to learn some of these.  For those not transitioning well (ie, the little reader boy), I say move on when you are ready and don't allow him to distract the other students in classroom. Having a "stop" signal is a good idea when you ask children to make noises.  Good review at the end.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good job monitoring the entire classroom. Great voice level throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		While you were reading, you did not scan the room-you had a student reading a book not following along. When giving directions-do not start until you have everyone's attention. Getting louder to talk over students engaged in their own conversation is not the answer. Try to keep students engaged throughout lesson. There was alot of down time playing Magic Suare-have rest of class give thumbs up or down if word is correct and not on list to keep them involved.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good voice level was used during the lesson TC was professionally dressed

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate has a firm grasp of classroom management skills.She attends to all areas in this regard. Having a well designed, well executed lesson is the first step in keeping students engaged.

		Responses (n): 		260
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		Professional Growth Plan:
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		I believe, even before our conference, you realized how the lesson could have been better regarding the organization. You made excellent points and I know you will take this knowledge to improve upon the next lesson. Engaging, hands-on lesson for first graders!

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Good initial lesson! Remember to begin the lesson with the EQ or I Can statement in order to set a focus for the lesson. The activity that you chose was appropraite and interesting. You did a good job managing the class with comments such as "I'm looking to see who is ready'. Work on the formation of your letters when you write on the board. Remember you are providing an example for your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. TC knew how to operate the PB and successfully used it to enhance the lesson 2. Good choice for opening video - appropriate & the students were intrigued 3. Well organized lesson - instructional materials & supplies were readily available GROWS: 1. Always work first problem on the board with the student so you can clarify if the students understand the information that was presented. Underline key components and complete a 2nd problem if you see that some students are confused. 2. Allow more independent work -- student directed 3. Add real life examples to the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I am always amazed at your ability to keep the attention of first graders. Keep up the good work and just polish the minor details. It is enjoyable to watch you teach!

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You did a good job with your first lesson for Block 1. Your classroom management was appropriate and consistent. I was especially impressed how well you managed the learning environment since the cooperating teacher was absent. The lesson was well planned and appropriate plus the students appeared to enjoy it.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students using "VEX" kits to build inclined plane; had built wheel/axel a couple days ago. Classroom behavior is fine. Cooperating Teacher been out yesterday & today, & Courtney is doing well teaching the class without any problems. There is a substitute teacher present.  Good work ! I'm so pleased and proud of you. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		No lesson plan was sent to supervisor before the lesson. Be sure to submit this 48 hours before your lesson. Classroom management was great!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. TC has good voice quality & relates well with the students. 2. Good idea to put instructions on the board for the group and Chrome book activity. GROWS: 1. Make sure key vocabulary terms are defined 2. When having the students read along with you, stop periodically make sure all students are on task. 3. Check the PB ahead of time to make sure that it is working properly. This will keep you from having down time during the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The main point to remember from this lesson evaluation is to work on questioning techniques. I expect that I will continue to see growth in this area. Don't hesitate to continue approaching teaching in creative ways as you did with taking the students to other "settings" at the school  Some students will learn better this way, so it will be an aspect of differentiation in most cases. Overall, you're headed in the right direction.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I was well-planned, organized, and beautifully scaffolded for the students. Keep up the terrific work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Your effort was proficient overall. There are a number of areas that you can (with a little extra planning) improve and become exemplary. I understand that you have to work within the school system's choice of curriculum materials for mathematics. Since that is the case, I encourage you to work with your cooperating teacher to explore ways that you can appropriately extend or enrich what is provided to actively engage students. You are getting there. Keep up the effort.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall, this lesson showed that your skills and knowledge are being applied to this field experience as you plan and deliver lessons to the students you serve. Continue to plan thoroughly and follow those plans and your field experience will be meaningful and successful.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall very good. Looking forward to another lesson this semester.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!  Enjoyed your lesson!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Thank you for being flexible and for this visit during which I could finish one of your observations.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		You know the components of a good lesson and you are familiar with what the College of Education professors expect in planning and carrying out a successful lesson. It is a matter of putting it all together, and then putting into practice what your lesson plan states. I have high expectations for your performance toward the end of the semester. Try to apply all of the experiences you have had in methods courses and previously in the field.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great, authentic video clip used to enhance the lesson. 2. The students were very involved & excited to participate in the lesson! 3. You were very genuine with your students.
GROWS: 1. Pre-divide the class into groups and post group list on the board. 2. I think it would have enhanced your lesson to bring in actual artifacts from the time period.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very well planned and organized first lesson!  I am proud of you!  Keep up the hard work.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. You were very encouraging to your students. 3. Good idea to compare 2 first ladies. GROWS: 1. I think it would help if you listed the characteristics of your person on an anchor chart. 2. Remember students need to see and hear the material several times in order to learn. 3. Utilize the document camera to enhance your lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ's were posted and discussed with students. 2. Great idea to add "# of fingers guide" under each paragraph. 3. Excellent strategy to have the students repeat the instructions. GROWS: 1. Make sure there is enough light in the room for the students to be able to see clearly. 2. There was a lot of information presented in a short amount of time. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & materials were readily available. 2. The activities enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job managing the group throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Gifted students should be able to give answers/solutions using HOTS! Raise the level of your questioning as needed according to the ability level of your students. 2. List instructions for the various activities on the board and review with the students before moving into the activity. 3. Give the students an opportunity to answer the questions before giving them the answers.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Great review lesson, Brandon!  I can tell you put a lot of time and effort into preparing the game.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, and executed lesson. I am proud of your hard work! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Lesson opening was fun yet very helpful in proving the students an example of the focus skill. 2. TC has a good, strong, & encouraging tone of voice. 3. TC was well prepared & obviously had a clear understanding of the standard. 4. Lesson was well planned & provided an opportunity for all levels of learners to succeed. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on the EQ - breaking it down to exactly what you want the students to learn. 2. Use a pre-grouped student list & table markers to enhance good time management. 3. Post instructions for the activity & rules for 'Working in Groups' on the PB or on an anchor chart. 4. Always a good idea to have a vocabulary list so that the students can see the term & it's definition. Remember students need to See & Hear multilple time in order to learn!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		What a wonderfully planned and thorough lesson! I know you will take what you learned today, regarding classroom management, and make the changes necessary for the students to learn all they can from your lessons.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great lesson!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. It was obvious that you had studied your topic. 2. Lesson was well organized and it flowed smoothly. 3.You made learning fun! GROWS: 1. No technology was used in the lesson. 2. Once the students write their response on their individual white boards, have them hold them up in the air so that you can easily asses them.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Good first lesson.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson.  I am proud of all of your hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent lesson, Brittney! Keep up the engaging, thorough lessons! You are a pleasure to watch teach!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Good lesson!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Wonderful job of introducing a totally new concept. Proud of you for stepping out there!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson plan. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed lesson. GROWS: 1. Students would benefit from having individual graph boards or graph paper. 2. Always answer questions from the students. If they don't understand then it's possible several others are confused as well.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & written. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. GROWS: 1. it would have been beneficial for the students to have a copy of the graphic organizer that you used as your anchor chart. 2. I think it would have helped to clarify the lesson for you to read an article together as a class & then composed a written response as a group. 3. Make sure the font size used in the Powerpoint is readable.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson! Very creative and engaging! As you and I discussed, it might have been better to begin the lesson with the standard and EQ, rather than to wait. In this way, your students have a better idea of what the lesson is about and they are not searching in their minds for where the lesson is going.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Very good lesson. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Very Good Lesson. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed the topic that you were teaching. 3. You are always professionally dressed! GROWS: 1. When a student gives an answer verbally, repeat their answer so that all of the students can hear. 2. Use a system for calling on students randomly. 3. When teaching money, use 'real' money' as an example whenever possible. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned and organized lesson, Stacey!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Good organized lesson - well planned and practiced. 2. Great hands-on activity. Students loved the activity. 3. Good job monitoring the entire class & calling on a variety of students. GROWS: 1. Utilize the Powerpoint in order to get the most from it: underline key points, make a chart for key terms, increase size of font. 2. Repeat key points that is read. so that it is clear to all students. 3. Post true/false questions on the board instead of just reading them aloud.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember you should not be wearing any priecing except earrings at field placement. Please remove the nose piece when you come to the Prek building.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		This student withdrew after this observation. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1.  The lesson was well planned & presented. 2. TC did a great job monitoring the classroom throughout the lesson. 3. TC was professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. If the students' voice levels become too loud, stop, gain their complete attention then begin again. 2. Remember the students need to see and hear the definition of key vocabulary terms. Don't be afraid to repeat yourself! 3. A T-chart is a great GO to use when comparing the characteristics of 2 items (Physical/Chemical Change) 

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson topic. 2. You did a good job relating to the students. GROWS: 1. Make sure to utilize the technology that is available. 2. Make sure print is large enough for the students to read. 3. When having the students complete an activity that involves cutting & pasting, I would have the items pre-cut due to your limited amount of time

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized. 2. Material for the lesson were readily available. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson that you presented. GROWS: 1. Make sure the students are following your directives. 2. If you see that an activity is not working, don't be afraid to go to Plan B! 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lesson opening grabbed the students attention and showed your creatitvity as a teacher.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Don't hesitate to use the "I'm lovin' it" strategy for getting their attention two or three times if the noise level warrants it. I am sure you have noticed that students get excited about science when there is any activity or demonstration - like when you broke the pencil to open your lesson. You have definitely grown in your individual teaching style over this school year. That is what happens when you can focus less on trying to include what you need for a grade and more on what would make an engaging lesson. Let me know if there are specific areas for which you would like feedback during the next two lessons. Your hard work is paying off. We can power through this final semester!!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson. Work on higher order, individual questioning and classroom management techniques. Always explain your expectations for each part of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson!! 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember each lesson must have a lesson goat and all activities for all students must support the learning goal. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Excellent first lesson!  It was well organized and planned.  I am proud of your hard work.  Keep it up!!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		You did an amazing job with this lesson. The lesson plan was well thought out and the activities were very engaging and fun! Your classroom management was excellent and I observe no off task behavior. If i didn't know better, I would have thought you were the contract teacher! WOW!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		*Standards / EQ / I Can Statements should be posted and discussed *Keep this type of lesson simple so that the students don't get confused. Too much iformation tends to make students tune out quickly. *Remeber students need to see and hear the inofrmation in order to learn. A graphic organizer would have been useful. *Good voice quality and encouraging attitude.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison, your lesson was that of a veteran teacher. It was spot on! You obviously are a natural born teacher.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You are working so well with your cooperating teacher that she doesn't want to let you go. Keep up the good work. You have the potential to impact many young lives. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Maybe you were nervous, but you have to show excitement in your lesson. I never saw you smile or encourage your kids. Remember that your enthusiasm should be contagious.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This is the first time I have watched you teach.  You have so much potential and with practice you will be a great teacher.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		I am impressed you gave stations a "shot", since they have not done this before. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well done, Monica!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  A 4th observation is also in Notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well organized, planned, and scaffolded lesson.  Having the students teach the lesson goal to their classmates, in small groups, took their understanding to a higher level.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well planned and organized lesson, Ali.  The students' poor behavior got in the way of their learning as much as possible from your good lesson.  I have every confidence, you will use my suggestions from our conference, and grow/improve in this area!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared lesson. 2. The students were engaged in learning throughout the lesson. 3. Good use of technology. GROWS: 1. With a PB, you can over-write on the screen in order to clarify important points. 2. There should have been a 'no equal' alligator as part of the lesson. 3. I think it would have saved time if you put the materials for the activity on the desk ahead of time (whiteboard, dice, etc.)

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well done, Miranda!!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson has found a niche in her ability to lead by example in a primary grades classroom. She has mastered the basics of teaching and is able to keep students engaged. In searching for an area for improvement, no major weaknesses stand out. Perhaps an area to explore would be creativity in teaching/lesson planning, which only speaks to the fact that nothing important is missing from her teaching. Therefore, it is possible to consider taking it to an even higher level.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		One of my notes on this lesson was "divides work into manageable chunks", which seemed to be very helpful to your students. It gave them several opportunities to "get it right" and it allowed each section of work to build upon the previous one. Teaching young students can present its own unique challenges. While some might say you are a "natural" at teaching this age, I can see that you are purposefully making good plans that prepare you to have successful lessons. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Thank you for sharing with me as your University supervisor that you were concerned how the confines of Eureka Math would affect the outcome of your first observation. You seemed to use the program as instructed, but you did not lose the basics of what UWG's College of Education expects to see in your lesson plan and its delivery. You have a strength in mathematics instruction that you may not have been aware of, but it is the way you methodically and calmly lead students through problems until they reach appropriate solutions. Have confidence in your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson. Also, know that even when there is a "canned" program that you must follow, it is you, the teacher, who makes it relevant and real to the students. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Though this intern shared with me in the fall semester that she perceived herself as not being strong in teaching mathematics, that does not seem to be the case now. She has taken every opportunity to practice teaching math during this semester and last, and it shows in her lesson delivery and questioning techniques.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Good opening - students loved the Brainpop video. 2. Lesson was well planned. 3. Good hands on visuals to enhance the lesson. GROWS: 1. It would have been a great lesson to use 3-D shapes. 2. Ask the students to give you everyday examples of shapes that are congruent.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Wow! I immediately noticed your enthusiasm! You are a natural born teacher. You truly have a gift of teaching. Your delivery of content was wonderful.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Knowing what your students are ready to do will come with time spent with them.  You have a good attitude and I look forward to watching you grow with experience.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Outstanding review stations!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Well done!  I am proud of the hard work you put into this lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Work onrelating the lesson to real life experiences--why do the students need to know this for their everyday lives. Since the lesson was based on a book--having it at the beginning of the lesson would have engaged the students. Review the standard at the beginning of lesson. When you conclude the lesson have students restate what they have learned.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  It was well planned and organized. Your students were clearly interested and engaged during the entire lesson!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Terrific lesson, Alexis!

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Good first lesson.  Keep growing and glowing!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The level at which you are putting it all together ( lesson planning, delivery of the lesson, and classroom management). 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Good first lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Keep up the good work!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Your teaching is at an overall very solid level. You're at the level that I would want for every intern at this point. We have a couple more lessons that will be observed, so let me know if there is any area in which you would particularly want feedback.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Excellent lesson!  Well planned and organized. Work on behavior management skills, as this is a must before you teach your two weeks.  They must understand you are a teacher in that classroom.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Well done, Hannah!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. It appeared that you had studied your lesson & prepared a quality lesson. 2. You did a good job managing the classroom. 3. You were professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. Standard &/or EQ should be clearly presented to the students at the beginning of the lesson. This sets the focus for your lesson! 2. The classroom was equipped with a Promethean Board but you did not utilize it. The review would have been a great time to use it! 3. Remember - students need to see and hear what you are teaching multiple times in order for learning to take place!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Materials are organized and timely Beginning of a unit

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done!!!  I am proud of you, Kaitlyn!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Work on behavior management. Students must see you as a teacher. Work on putting more rigor into the lesson....more ways to make each individual student accountable for learning the lesson goal.  I would like to see more direct instruction from you. Videos have their place, but nothing replaces your good instruction. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Fantastic lesson, Brittany!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well planned, organized and scaffolded lesson for your students. The lesson was so interactive the students were on task and engaged at all times. Terrific, Brittany!

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Enjoyed your lesson.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. Material was readily available for the students. 3. Good use of document camera. GROWS: 1. Make sure your EQ is large enough for the students to read. 2. It might help if your numbered your learning stations. The students were a little confused as to where to go.


		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Good visuals. GROWS: 1. Take a little more time with the introduction of the lesson. There's no need to rush. 2. Make sure you monitor the entire class & redirect students if they are not paying attention. 3. Review & post rules for group participation.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		•    Overall lesson was well written and a good job teaching it. The students were engaged and on task. The students enjoyed the Who Am I bags? Great idea!!  You used the timer to help students stay on task and this is a good management technique and when you saw they needed more time, you quickly let them know that you would add a few more minutes. It was easy to see that the students like this procedure and it is part of their daily routine. •    I suggest modeling for the students the writing from POV as it is hard for this age child to create this type writing. They can easily give you their POV, but to write it from someone else’s, it might have been more effective to model it using a short paragraph. •    The child who asked how much he had to write was getting frustrated and you reassured him that there was not set number to just answer the prompt, but he still was frustrated. I suggested giving him a second page that he did not have to turn over to see what he highlighted. •    We discussed differentiation and some ways you could make it more specific to a child. I am interest in how you would improve the lesson the next time. It was great that you had the opportunity to teach it once before I came so you could make adjustments. We all do it and that is showing good effective teaching. •    Remember to cite resources in the lesson plan. •    I am impressed with your effective teaching as a Block two student!! You are well advanced in your teaching strategies. Keep up the good work! 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. The hands on activity was a great way to enhance the lesson. 3. It was obvious that you put a lot of time in constructing the lesson. GROWS: 1. It might help to have the students pre-divided in groups. 2. Go over the group rules ahead of time

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Comments: Overall the lesson was not that bad. You were brave doing this lesson on a Friday afternoon and your teacher had left early. The sub was no help at all. You were aware of the situation, but you stayed with it and did not give up or lose your patience. Many others would have, you showed integrity there. The students enjoyed the activity very much and it was a great way to practice identifying the theme as opposed to a worksheet. (Mrs. Wadlington would have been proud of this lesson… can’t wait to brag on you.) Some things you may want to try next time is to model acting out the drama and emphasizing that you expected the students watching to determine the theme. I would allow one grow and one glow and then the theme and why. Your questions were understanding and applying which was good. Maybe if you had the students to write the title of each fable and then the theme after the performance would have helped to keep them engaged. It was obvious that the students were testing the boundaries with you. I am proud of how you handled it… you kept bringing them back to the task. When you assign students a drama to act out, state your expectations clearly and maybe even give some examples and nonexamples.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent first lesson. I am proud of you. I know you will be timely with all deadlines in the future, as you have assured me.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Work on your scaffolding...making sure students are ready and prepared through discussion and examples for each part of the lesson.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Be sure to clarify answers and just agree. Example when student siad the Berlin Wall was the Iron Curtain.Make sure you use the correct names, you said Hitler one time instead of Stalin. Lots of information to cover in one lesson, so I am not sure students were able to understand and get all the notes. Pronunciation of NATO. Time management and amount of information  45 minutes into the lesson, students began to show signs of losing interest.(putting heads down) Nestor stepped in several times to clarify information, be sure you have all the information correct. Called on the same students over and over. Overall the lesson was good and I realized it was what Nestor wanted yiou to teach and the strategies used were changed to at her request. It was a good learning experience for you and you were able to realize that even though the students were fifth graders, you were asked to cover too much material in one lesson, but it is getting close to the Milestones testing too. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney, This lesson has shown that you are moving in the right direction in your field experience from my perspective. You can still improve, but you have proven that you have the ability to move any areas that are "good" at present to "exemplary" in the future. 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The class you have includes a wide variety of ability ranges, but you're  dealing with it and helping them learn and grow.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are working well with your cooperating teacher, and with others who come in to assist. Nice show of professionalism

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was organized & well planned. 2. Great voice quality. 3. You were actively involved with the students throughout the lesson, GROWS: 1. Spend more time on introducing your lesson, key vocabulary, & the key points of your lesson. 2. Get more student input regarding prior knowledge.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good work this semester, Anna. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GROWS: 1. Well constructed Powerpoint presentation for vocabulary. It might enhance it if you added a video. 2. Moving around class will help with class monitoring.
GLOWS: 1. Good job relating vocabulary to real-life. 2. I think it would be beneficial to to underline vocabulary words used in the passage. 3. Good recall question for prior knowledge. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Good clear opening - EQ was clarified 2. Great job relating lesson to real-life experiences that the students could relate to. 3. It was apparent that you were well prepared to teach the lesson. GROWS: 1. Go over the 1st problem with the class so that you can have a better understanding of any prior knowledge. 2. Write on the board as you teach. Remember, students need to see and hear the information numerous time in order to remember it.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		For your next observation, please let me know if your most active teaching is on a day I am not scheduled at NDES. It's possible I can shift my schedule to accomodate you.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		There is a good rapport between the teacher candidate and cooperating teacher. The teacher candidate also has a good rapport with her students.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		DRP

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Carol Thomas

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		DRP

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		DRP

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		DRP

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		DRP

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		DRP

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		DRP

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		244

		Response Rate: 		56.61%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/14/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/21/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/06/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/14/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/28/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/03/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/21/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/06/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/21/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/06/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/28/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/29/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/06/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/12/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/07/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/27/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/20/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/01/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/26/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/21/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/01/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/29/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/21/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/01/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/13/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/12/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/23/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/14/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/14/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/01/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/01/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/14/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		02/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/22/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/18/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/18/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/18/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/22/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/06/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/12/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/16/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/29/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/25/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/29/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/22/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/12/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/13/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/29/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/14/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/20/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/10/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/12/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/29/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/14/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/26/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/13/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/26/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/23/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/06/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/14/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/06/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/03/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/23/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/26/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/12/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/26/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/26/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/07/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/15/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/06/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/29/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/20/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/29/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/22/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/28/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/06/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/16/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/03/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/20/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/20/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/06/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/20/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/14/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		02/01/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/23/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/06/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/25/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/16/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		242

		Response Rate: 		56.15%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 1 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		5		1.37%

		No		359		98.63%
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Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:45 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordn Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Taitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry Bridges

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Brittany Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		M Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emiy DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gant

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Larel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika GIlbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Goree

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		BFITH

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachl Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Lauen Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tianna Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Anna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Moran Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Midred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alxis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Rosser

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kistal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jalene Soto-Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Stapler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannh Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Briany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Asley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Aigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolfurd

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroine Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jnna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		426

		Response Rate: 		98.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		09/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/08/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/04/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/13/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/06/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/26/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/01/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		02/28/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/22/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/04/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		02/15/2017

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		10/11/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/28/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/24/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		10/11/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		02/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/11/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		09/29/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/02/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/08/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		09/21/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/09/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		09/21/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/26/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/02/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		01/18/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/19/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/02/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/02/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		09/28/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/31/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/28/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		01/31/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/28/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/18/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		09/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/15/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		09/26/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		09/28/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		02/06/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		01/30/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		09/29/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		05/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		02/28/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/04/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/21/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/13/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/09/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		02/06/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/17/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		08/30/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/28/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		02/22/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/04/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		03/02/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/06/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		09/28/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/07/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/14/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		02/28/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/13/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/29/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/20/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/21/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		08/30/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/11/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/06/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		08/30/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/09/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/21/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/28/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		09/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/11/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/01/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		09/19/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		09/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		01/30/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/16/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/19/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		03/07/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		02/07/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		02/02/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		09/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/31/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		09/14/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/15/2017

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/11/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		09/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/10/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		10/11/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/05/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/02/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/21/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/11/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		01/26/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		09/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/10/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/14/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/03/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/21/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/22/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		09/20/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		10/11/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		09/26/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/19/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/06/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		10/03/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		09/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/19/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/21/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		08/31/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/26/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/14/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/13/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/15/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/02/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/15/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		10/11/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/03/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		01/26/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/22/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		03/02/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/15/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		01/30/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/27/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		09/21/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		09/29/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		10/19/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/03/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		10/19/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/19/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/20/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		02/06/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		09/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		09/20/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/22/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		01/26/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/19/2016

		Responses (n): 		424

		Response Rate: 		98.38%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elem

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		WES

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elem

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elem

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carrollton Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary School

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elem

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle 

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sars Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Burch Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary School

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary School

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elem

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		UWG

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elem

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Temple

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elem

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		UWG

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary School, Bremen

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elem

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elem

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton MIddle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHES

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Ithica Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ELementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Roopville Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollto Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elem

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		LSES

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elem

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Cowewta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Carrollton Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand hill

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Wedtern Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		425

		Response Rate: 		98.61%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5 Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		k

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  S

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PREK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3 ELA

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1st 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		First

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Pre K

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		K

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		K

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2nd 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kndg

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		K

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		First

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Kindergarten

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4th

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Pre K

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kndg

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre K

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		K

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		K

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kndg

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		K

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		K

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 SS

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 Math

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		First

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Math

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Kindergaarten

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PreK

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  Social Studies

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		K

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2nd

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		K

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		PreK

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		2

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kndg.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		K

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		K

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Math

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 Math

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 ELA

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		1  Health/ELA

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		PreK

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PRE-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		K

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		1

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		PreK

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pre-K

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 Math  Drop In

		Jones		Darius		917396692		4

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre-K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PreK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		1

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		1

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 ELA

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  ELA

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Pre k

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		5th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		1 Health

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  SS

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		1

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		K

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Kindergarten

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Pre-K

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  S

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		4

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA Reading

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 S

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  ELA

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		K

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 Math  drop in

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA  Drop in

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  S

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  SS

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		K

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  Math

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  SS

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		1st

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		third

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Kindergarten

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2

		Williams		Julia		917462487		PreK

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		PREk

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		First 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		423

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Alice Lee Remler

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Carol Thomas

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Alice Lee Remler

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Strain

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Alice Lee Remler

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Baugh, Peggy

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Strain

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		M. REID

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		R Strain

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Robin Strain

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Strain

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Robin Strain

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Alice Lee Remler

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Alice Lee Remler

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Robin Strain

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Alice Lee Remler

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Alice Lee Remler

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Alice Lee Remler

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Robin Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Julia		917462487		M. REID

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Mary Reid

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		417

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		3		3		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome presenting Standards and learning goals.  Well done connecting ELA and SS in your presentation of today's lesson.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students be engaged in the stating of the standards. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You must present your Standard.  Even if it's a small group. Also go over and explain your learning goals (or EQ) 
Also use this introduction time to talk about real life sequencing.  How it's in everything we do! Why order and steps are important.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This observation has been completed in the other folder. Document has also been uploaded to notes under assessments

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Because persuasive and opinion writing are connected in this standard, I believe it would have been good to put more emphasis on the fact they would be working on a piece of opinion writing. There is a big difference  between the two types of writing. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You discussed and made perfectly clear what the students were to know at the end of the lesson. (The EQ).
 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Some schools required written standards to be posted and visible (FYI).  

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Read and discussed the standard for the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		No Standards or learning goals (EQ's) were mentioned.  In your introduction there should be Standards, EQ, prior knowledge, review and some real life meaning of WHY they are learning PEMDAS

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher presented the standard and essential question during the lessson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the standards and essential questions.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher did a good job of explaining the standard and essential question. The teacher had the students watch and participate in the powerpoint about the five senses. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the five senses more in the beginning of the lesson.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Be sure to explain the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher had the essential question posted on her powerpoint. GROW-The teacher did not review the standards or explain what the students would be learning about in the lesson. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are well aware that continents have been the focus of Social Studies recently. The graphics along with the teacher enthusiasm helped to engage students early in the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good job presenting Standards. Awesome that you integrated ELA and SS

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The purpose of learning is clearly communicated and keeps students on task. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The learning goals for this lesson are clearly stated and measurable.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about three events that were posted on the powerpoint. The teacher shared the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standard used for the lesson.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		  You reviewed the standard and extended it by making connections to previous learned material. You had the standard's I Can statement with you so students could easily see it.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Make sure standard is large enough for students to see/read.  Be sure to explain the standard-what are they learning and why.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The lesson has two "I can" statements that are posted on the screen and discussed in terms of key words in this reader's workshop lesson on author point of view. The students very clearly understand the purpose of the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standard and "I can" statements were posted for students to see.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You underlined the most important words in the standard and the "I can statements." 
Well done, there was no question regarding what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used a "kid friendly" I can statement to convey to the students what they were to learn during the lesson. The lesson was well-organized and beautifully supported and scaffolded for the students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was working in a small Reading group. The lesson was in progress when I began my observation. I did not observe the beginning of the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Read and discussed standard.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson plans are written in the style and format that this school would require. If I were simply grading the plans based on what the UWG lesson plan format requires, I would need much more detail on ready the plans.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The written lesson appeared to be well planned, but there was a brief period near the beginning when students were less attentive until they were required to become more activefly engaged in learning. A question to think about: How can lessons be structured to gain students' active attention/participation at the beginning? 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The learning goals were clear to the students and this helped them get on task with confidence.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No standard was posted or presented.  Neither were your EQ's/ learning goals. 
This must be done for each lesson.  Very important!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standards or EQ's were not posted or presented.  

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Standards posted but not articulated to the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The standard was posted consistent with practiceof the cooperating teacher The students were told the topic, but not specific learning goals.Stating clear learning goals or "I can" statements may have helped students who were later unsure of what to do later in the lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students are clear on the purpose of the lesson based on both their actions and words.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Remember to discuss the standards or I Can statements for the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was displayed, read and discussed. You can take this even further by discussing the vocabulary used in the standard to be sure all students understood the terms.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a book about healthy and unhealthy foods.
*The teacher needed to discuss the standard and essential question in more detail.
The standard and essential question were stated on the powerpoint.
 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement. You had students define "rhyming words".

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Wonderful that you had Standard and EQ posted.  You did a great job of moving straight into the short Power point of definitions, vocab words and transitional words.
Remember to give positive comments to your students. Important! 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Good job modeling Good use of lesson vocab Need more feedback to students Validate praise Let students share their writing with peers at table

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You forgot to discuss the standard.
The learning goals were beautifully/clearly stated in your EQs for the lesson. You supported your students learning by discussing what prefixes, suffixes and root words are.
 
 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. TC did a good job defining key terms in the standard. Additional time needed introducing the EQ.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You forgot to address the standard or the E.Q.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting and stating the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of posting her plan on the powerpoint for the lesson.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Tell the students what they will be learning during the lesson. You began the lesson pulling items out of a bag and having students identify what each was. You had a large model of teeth, a toothbrush, and toothpaste.  Because each of these items began with the letter "t" you took advantage of this "teachable moment" and asked what the beginning sound was for each of them. You showed a video and asked the students to explain what they had seen on it. Because the video was demonstrating how to brush teeth properly, you might have had the students "act out" the movements while watching.  You tied the video in with their daily routine of brushing their teeth in the morning and at night. You then asked the question, " What do we do with our teeth?"  The students struggled to answer as I believe the question was too vague for them.  You were looking for them to tell you teeth were used for eating, talking etc.  They told you how to take care of their teeth by brushing. You then asked the students if they could tell you what a dentist is and what a dentist does.  Perfect timing for thisquestion, since the students had seen a dentist in the media center that morning. You then read part of the book The Berenstain Bears Visit the Dentist. You asked questions that were related to the lesson in order to assess their understanding of what it means to take good care of their teeth.  You stressed going to the dentist is part of good dental health. You then dismissed the students to their centers.  Perhaps dismiss your group last so they will not be sitting at their table without you. You walked around to each group, which was led by the teacher and the paprapro giving the directions. It is alright for the other adults to give their groups the directions, as you would have discussed these with them before the lesson. You helped the students in your group construct a model of a mouth with teeth using construction paper and marshmallows. You closed the lesson asking  how the items in the bag were used. You reviewed how many times a day they should brush  their teeth.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You opened with the I Can statements so students knew what the lesson focus was.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Remember to discuss the standard or I Can statement with the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals and E.Q. was thoroughly explained to students. The lesson plan was well planned and scaffolded to ensure the students' best possible opportunity for success.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		How do we collect data?
Excellent E.Q. for lesson. Lets the students know exactly what they are to know at the end of the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Great job presenting Standard.  You always cover this well.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Always great job at presenting Standard and learning goals

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards & EQ was listed in LP but was not clearly presented to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Good job reviewing and exsplaining the standard for your lesson to the students.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard was posted but not discussed with the students. The expectations for the lesson and the students were discussed. Learning goal was clear and measurable. Assessment reflects learning goal.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good job stating the standard in "kid" language.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions about fractions. The teacher explained what the lesson would be about. The teacher shared the standard and essential question on a good powerpoint. There was a good discussion about the standard and what it means.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You did a very thorough job explaing the language of the standard/EQ....explicit.....making inferences.
You handed out the first oreo and asked the students to eat it as quickly as possible as soon as they got it.
You questioned students regarding what they had eaten...had them describe and put responses on the chart you had made. This represented the "first read" of a passage. It would have been good to point out a lot of the words were adjectives, as they have studied these.
You handed out the second oreo, but this time you asked all to wait until everyone had a cookie before eating.  You had the students describe, the texture, ingredients, looks, smell, uniqueness. All of this was in much greater detail than the first time. You pointed out the differences between the first and second cookie responses. The first cookie-first read and the second cookie-second read. There were many more details discovered with the second oreo as in reading a passage a second time.
You had the students read a passage and gave them very little time to read it.  The second time you had them read  the same passage you asked the students to read the questions first. You gave them more time to read the passage. The students then hegan answering the comprehension questions.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Standard and E.Q.s clearly posted and explained.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Great job with the standard. You read it, discussed it, read it as I Can statements and then discussed the learning goals for the lesson.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Remember to review the standard and explain it to the students.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job of sharing the standard and I Can statement with students and then having them explain what "rhyming words" were.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had the student read the standard and essential question. The teacher discussed the standard with the students in her small reading group.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with an explanation of the standard. You made sure students understood the vocabulary.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Reviewed standard I Can statements.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Standard was posted, but not clearly articulated in "kid friendly" terms to students.
You had no "I can" statement or E.Q. for the lesson.
Please remember both of these, as this is how the students know what they are responsible for knowing by the end of each lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You posted an "I can statement" which you had the students read with you.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher needs to state the standard and essential question.
 

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		While PreK children cannot read the standards, it's good to state the standards in the beginning. Some schoosl require standards to be posted in the classroom. The lesson was well organized and sequenced naturally.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by posting the standard. GROW-The teacher needed to discuss the standard. The teacher only posted the standard but did not review it.

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		No standard read or discussed. Be sure to have the standard posted for students to see, read it and then discuss it so the student understands what it means.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by having the students complete the quizizz.com The teacher shared the standards for the math lesson. The teacher included the students by letting them read the standards on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint to read the standards. The teacher had several essential questions for the students.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the    Lesson Plan & but EQ not reviewed with students. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lessson by stating and posting the standard and essential question.
 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You posted and presented your Standards. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job with Standards. Your EQ's were excellent!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standard stated to students but not posted.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The learning goal of the lesson is clearly articulated and students are aware of the goals and what they should be doing.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Shared standard and I Can statement with class. Take time to discuss with students why we need to know this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your standards were posted and you did a good job explaining to the students what the lesson was going to be. EQ and I Can statements made the standard understandable for students. The learning goals did not align with the actual lesson. Students should be able to create their own bar graph without the aids presented in the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher stated the standard and essential question to the small reading group.
 

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived for your observation, therefore I did not see you discuss the standard or lesson goals.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		E.Q. needs to be written in a place that can be seen throughout the lesson.
Your voice was very soft and hard to hear as you introduced the standard and the E.Q. Use a stronger voice when conveying the purpose of the lesson to your students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Very good book selection for this lesson. always remember to ask about Author/Illustrator with every book read. This is a emphasis in Prek.

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with the atandard and I Can statements for the lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher did a good job of stating and reviewing the standards and essential questions.
 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and essential question for the Sound lesson.

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Glows
Enjoyed ppt- good visual 
Good student movement during lessons
Modeled pictures of solid, liquids, gases
Not a tryical block I lesson

Grows
Ask for a visual such as thumbs up or pencils down when finished 
Validate praise
Establish expectations of each group 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		No mention of learning goals at the beginning of the lesson. Be sure to tell students what they will be learning during your lesson. I can match an upper case letter with its lower case letter.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Good job presenting Standard and EQ.  But spend a minute longer as you go over what this means. This explanation will lead you right into Power Point

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The standards and essential questions were posted and stated.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with the standard and I Can statements for the lesson. Explained what the students should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of instructing the students how to remember the subject matter of the lesson with the five "W's."

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You must get in the habit, even at this age of discussing what the students are going to learn.

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher did not share the standard or essential question in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed what they would be learning in the lesson but did not share the standard and essential question.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and shared the standards and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of including the students in the reading and explanation of the standards.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lessson by stating the rules. The standard and essential question were posted in the powerpoint. A very eye catching presentation of the standard and essential question was presented.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential question were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video about the subject matter.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The standards and essential questions were stated.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
The teacher had a great powerpoint.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential question were stated. The "I can" statement was reviewed. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter of the lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison did a good job introducing the standards and having the students orally repeat the stsndards with body movement. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Don't change the wording of your Standard. Leave it just the way it's written. Break it down in your "I Can" Statements and EQ.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened with the standards and expectations for the lesson. Explained what the outcome of the lesson would be.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You read the standard to your students but remember to explain it so that they can understand it.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Good job presenting and breaking down Standard

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Keepers: Good opening Circulating Room Polishers: Use management strategies to get attention Validate praise be careful of grammar use 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The standard and essential question were stated and posted. The teacher began the lesson with discussing the standard. The teacher discussed the important words in the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No posted standard. Standard was not discussed with students. Lesson plan was incomplete.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with a song and had the books for students to look through and identify the stages of the water cycle.  You had a word nbank for this group to complete the worksheet.  The hands on activity allowed students to process the information.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Wonderful job of going over Standard, vocabulary words, etc. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.  Y You had prepared a P.Pt. reviewing the different types of references and how to use them. This was excellent support for the students as they completed the assignments at the stations.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very thorough explanation of point of view.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Differentiation section not filled out.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Be careful not to just read your Standards and I cans/EQs as a ritual. Break these down and explain. Answer your EQ at the beginning.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You introduced and explained the standard using "kid friendly" termns.
Your EQ clearly stated what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		When going over the learning goal a quick review of what it means to compare and contrast would have been appropriate, just in case someone had forgotten. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.
The teacher had great questions about the standard to see how much the students understood what the standard meant.
 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining what the students would be doing during the lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I was not able to do a first observation on Taylor.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Standard was posted.  Discuss the standard so students understand what they are learning and why.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		-An overall nice job in planning and executing this lesson; -Lesson goals from written lesson were well communicated to students in a manner that they clearly understood them.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Student participation makes it clear that they know the purpose of learning. The intern has clearly informed them of the purpose.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		No standard or EQ posted or presented

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Make sure you do the Standard!  Posted and orally

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Great job with the standard.  You had it written for the small group to see, you read it and then discussed it in terms that the students could understand.  Yu went through the same process when the next group came to you.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The lesson plan had to work within the confines of the Eureka Math program that is used by the school system. Much of the lesson comes through the smart board. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students are very much aware of what their learning goals are for this lesson because the goals have been clearly stated and are reflected throughout the lesson.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The standard and essential question were stated. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Make sure you post and state the Standard.  Also the I Can/EQ

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened with I Can statements so students knew what the lesson was covering.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted but not read or discussed with the students. Remember to do this in every lesson.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The standard and essential question were posted and stated.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Awesome job posting and presenting Standard and EQ.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		You presented your standards and learning goals. Be mindful of not just reading it and moving on. Explain in simple terms what it means for the class today. Same with your learning goals (I can Statements)

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		E.Q.s clearly stated at the beginning of the lesson. These told the students what they would be reviewing during their stations.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the standard written on the board and hurriedly read through it. There was no discussion of what it meant.
Please remember to include an E.Q. or "I can statement" in each lesson. This tells the learners what they are to know at the end of the lesson, even if the lesson is a review lesson they still need to know what the learning goals are.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Went over standard/I Can statements quickly-take time to discuss the standard with the students and what the lesson will be about.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Remember to post the standard and read and discuss it with the students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		No lesson plan was provided for the observer prior to or during the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Be sure to get your lesson plan to supervisor 48 hours before you are going to teach it.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Standards were posted but not addressed at the beginning of the lesson.  You did come back to them during the lesson.  Try to remember to discuss with the students what they are learning and why.  

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by showing a Flocabulary video about subjects and predicates. The standard and essential question were not stated or posted.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I don't remember seeing or hearing you go over the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and EQ perfectly done!  You shared photos of the two generals which made them real to the students!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a continuation of the reasons for America"s Involvement in WWII Standard and EQ clearly posted and explained.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		You had students predict what the lesson was going to be about looking at pictures on the Promethean Board. The students were easily able to do this. You showed a video about the proper way to brush teeth and had students practice along.  Having a real toothbrush, at least for you to use, would have been more engaging. You asked the students how many of them floss their teeth.  About half of them raised their hands.  You told them it was the piece of string to pull between their teeth. It was clear some of the students had not been taught, at home about flossing, therefore it would have been helpful to actually have some floss and demonstrate this.  You moved on and asked the students what cavities were and lead a discussion of foods that cause cavities. You had two outlines of teeth and had the students suggest good/bad foods to put on the two different teeth.  This made them think about how to categorize their answers. You also led a discussion of what good/bad habits were regarding caring for their teeth. You had the students move to their tables and trace the letters in the sentence, "I can brush my _________.   A more open ended option would have been something to the effect of, " I can keep my teeth healthy by_________________.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The standard is captured in an "I can" statement that is posted. The purpose of the lesson (identifying the main idea in a passage" was the subject of an elbow partner discussion at the beginning of the lesson. It was short but accomplished the goal.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate used chart paper to post the standard and other important information for the lesson. It is evidenc that careful planning has gone into this lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students are engaged in learning. They are well aware of the clearly stated learning goals and objectives that have been communicated to them by the teacher candidate (intern).

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Opened with I Can statements making it very clear what the students would be learning during the lesson.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Keepers: Voice tone Good use of Management Strategies Very organized Cute avtivities Polishers: Make sure there is not interfernce with vocab. for example Pea sized 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard or E.Q. were presented.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		E.Q. and standard clearly explained.  E.Q. written on the board for all to see throughout the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standards and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Standards & EQ were listed in Lesson Plan but not clearly articulated to students.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a recall of the standard they were working on. Explained goal of the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to explain the standard. In order not to confuse students, make the explanation connect to the EQ. In other words make them very similiar.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The learning goal was clearly stated using an "I can  statement". 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good presentation of Standard.  Loved how you broke it down for the students to understand.  You went over what theme means in a story.
suggestion- Use your EQ or learning goals to help you and students focus.
 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You explained the standard and used "I can" statements in order to perfectly articulate what the students were to know at the end of the lsesson.
Lesson plan beautifully planned and organized in order to scaffold the information for your students.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The standard and essential question were not stated or posted. *The teacher needs to put the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The lesson began with the teacher explaining what the lesson would be about-germs. The teacher did a good job asking questions about germs.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with the standard and explained it.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.
The teacher did a great job sharing the standard and essential question.
As a review, the teacher had the students sing the Henry Hudson song.
 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Remember to go over standard/I can statements

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Standard was read to the students.  Stabdard should also be explained or put into child friendly terms so young children can understand.  Standard was not posted. Learning goals were measurable and addressed the standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the fire truck visiting the school today.
The standards and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by having the students skip count several different ways.  Great way to begin the lesson! The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with standard and I Can statement.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different layers of soil.
The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson.
 
 

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The standards and essential questions were stated in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Standards were stated and posted. You went the standard and even repeated it in kid friendly terms. Lesson plans were sent in time frame, well written and easy to follow. Lessons were age appropriate and included SS and writing integration. (Next time you can include the writing standard) 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Had student read standard, asked students to review “theme” EQ or “I can” statements need to be the target goal for the students. More important to point this out rather than read the standard (unless the school requires you to read the standard)

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		The lesson began before I arrived, however I could see in the slide presentation handouts you had addresssed the standard and the EQ.
Lesson is well planned, organized and had nice flow to it.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson reading, explaining and discussing the standard and " I can" statement.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		All standards and goals were posted and gone over with the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In moving from one classroom to another, I may have missed any posted standards and specific related discussion.  Therefore it is marked "not observed".  However, the teacher candidate used language that clearly articulated the goals of the lesson, and the written lesson showed the appropriate standards. This was a well planned lesson for a teacher candidate at this level. If there were any criticism at all, one might say that it was ambitious in trying to accomplish so much in the time period given. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The participation level of students made it clear that they were aware of the purpose of learning, and were attentive to the task at hand.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher started the lesson by asking good questions.
Great presentation of standards and essential questions on the powerpoint.
 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: great job explaining distributive effective activity good methods to help students remember corredt function order polishers: Need opportunity for independent work 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened by reading the standard and reviewing the I Can statement.  Reviewed vocabulary and explained the meaning of the words. Reviewed prior learning with a place value game.  You had students explain their thinking for arranging themselves.  You created an anchor chart with the students contributing information.  You had a tic tac toe board for students to choose their activities to complete.You did a good job of trying to involve all students--getting them to contribute to the discussion or activity.  You tied the learning to the real world.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You reviewed and discussed the standard for the lesson with the class.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Grows: Modeling student collaboration Management Stratagies Grows: More instruction Stud. Beahavior during group work

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Management Strategey used-when finished put finger in air Enjoyed poem at opening Grows: Circulate room while students are doing work to make sure they understand Close the lesson using key points or something...do not just stop teaching Find your teacher voice...act like you are enjoyin gthe lesson Ecougage students and praise them through out lesson

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Despite the lengthy story, the children were very engaged throughout.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Standard was posted nut be sure to explain it to the students.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standards were posted. read and explained to students.  I Can statements was read and students recorded it.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted but was not discussed with the students. The EQ was posted and discussed in the lesson. Learning goals are clear and measurable.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question in the beginning of the lesson.
Awesome video of the seasons was shown in the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher discussed the essential question on the powerpoint.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The intern consistently states learning goals in all of her lessons, and this was certainly done throughout the beginning of the lesson and anytime during the lesson there was a shift of focus.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You do a good job of communicating with your students the learning goals of the lesson. The students know where they are headed, and this helps you as well to do the best job possible.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Don't be afraid to slow down & take your time.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Reviewed the standard and explained it's meaning with the I Can statements.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Group work and colaboration Related to real life Modeling Grows: Validate praise Give more feedback Encourage students to do their best

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standards were posted but remember to go over them with the class.  Explain what they are learning and why.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You read the standard but with young students it is necessary to explain the standard. Go over the I Can statements with them also. What will they learn from this lesson and why do they need to know it.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Evidence of clearly stated learning goals was there even near the end of the lesson when students clearly recalled the purpose of learning in their responses.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Standard for the lesson was posted nut was not read or discussed with the students.  Lesarning goals were measurable and supported the standard.

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		54.76%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		3		3		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		3		3		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		3		3		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		3		3		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		2		2		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		2		2		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		3		3		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		3		3		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		3		3		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Fabulous opening (motivator) as you passed out North and South packets of money and pretzels.  Awesome job of using personal scenerios so that the students grasped the idea of how the people had to live with no money and land.  You did a great job of covering material in such an interesting way as they moved through SS book.  You helped them understand how people felt after the war.  I loved the text book when it is used in a fun and interesting way.  You did that!  Did you see how many people raised their hand to read a paragraph?  It was obvious that you were very familiar with material.  You had throught it through well! This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good variety of presentation methods.  Emphasized important word directions throughout and at the end...Build, Draw, Write.  Did enough examples "with" the students to help them be successful on their own.  Students enjoyed building the numbers with stick pretzels and mini marshmellows to signify tens and ones.  Be careful of saying "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Overall the lesson was good.  An additional way to introduce "What is a synonym?" might have helped.  Reading a book and filling in a chart are very similar and may not reach a student who needs to "see" it in a different way.  Liked the ling you made to help remember with cinnamon rolls. Good activity...might have saved some time if you had only glittered one cinnamon roll.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Great opening of asking what they know about division.  The book The Doorbell Rang was excellent way to introduce concept of division.  Loved that you gave them a visual of "real cookies" to help them divide. You have a very good, natural way to deliver information.  suggestion- could have been more instruction from you before starting groups. Introducing and writing vocabulary on Prom. Board would have been a thought. Possible more scenerios of using students.   I was confused on whether we were doing division or division with remainder.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students about the white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needs to let one of the students read the Application Problem to engage the students more. GROW-Instead of asking for oral answers to the problems, the teacher needs to let the students come to the powerpoint and demonstrate how they arrived at their answers. The student asked to come to the powerpoint-the teacher should have asked the students to come up first. THe teacher instructed the students to arrange their fraction strips from biggest to smallest. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure all the students have their fractions strips before beginning the lesson. One student did not have the fraction strips. GROW-The teacher needs to know the lesson plan well enough that she does not need notes while teaching. The teacher did a good job of practicing with the students before letting them begin the activity with the fraction strips game. The teacher had good questions to prompt the fraction strip game about equal, greater than and less than. The students had good discussion about the different fraction strips.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good review lesson.  Glad that you have the students writing in math!  I liked the way you had them share what they had written about the perimeter question that needed to be corrected..."using mathematical language and writing".  Using Quiziz to review material on the chrome book is good.  Quiz on math vocabulary showed them that they need to "brush up" on vocabulary.  Kept stressing test taking skills.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Good use of video to introduce the lesson on multiplying decimals.  Stopping video to reinforce concept lets the students know what is important.  Some confusion using the word "estimate"...not correct word in this situation.  You explained the activity well, telling them exactly what to do before they started.  Loved the "REACH" pass!!

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Good opening using video of sequencing.  Use this video to review. suggestion-  You did ask what they heard in video, and they mentioned transitional words, but dig deeper in review.  Ask high level questions like "in the video they were explaining how to put a model airplane together.  Why is it important to do this in correct order (sequencing)? " "What may happen if order is wrong?"  Then connect this with their writing.  Same principle to write in an ordered fashion.   Loved the activity sheet of carving the pumpkin.  They could relate to this. But did you ever talk about it afterward? suggestion- You , as the teacher, must set the directions for writing the paragraph.  Don't take for granted that they know what you expect. suggestion- Give them several topics to choose from for them to write story.  These topics would be things they could relate to.  ex.  Giving a dog a bath, getting ready for school, getting ready for football practice, etc. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Good beginning having students refer back to previous knowledge about habitats ans traits.  Video of Okefenokee Swamp allowed the students to get a sense of what it looked like and its sounds.  Good explanation of each of the three lab activities before they began to work.  Also had diagram of how they would rotate through each lab.    Walked around and check on each group during each rotation to question and expand on what they had done.  Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give a direction...are you giving them a choice??

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great control of the lesson. The students shared about the different nouns at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job with letting the students repeat the different information. The teacher did an awesome job sharing the plural nouns, verbs on her power point. The teacher explained the game, “I Like to Move It”,  with the power point directions. “The student walks around the room” was the example on the power point.  The students did a great job illustrating the verb and singular noun in the sentence. The teacher put on a doctor’s coat and asked the students questions about her coat. The teacher let the students know they were going to be surgeons. The teacher called on different students to get different sentence strips . The students went to the floor with their sentence strip. The teacher had the students divided into different groups ahead of time. The organization of the groups previously helped the lesson move smoothly. The lesson is unbelievable! The teacher was so organized, thorough and knowledgeable of the subject matter. The teacher issued each group bags with words. The teacher gave explicit instructions about the bags with words. The teacher instructed the students to take the clothespins and pull out the correct word.  The students would clip on the correct word to the sentence. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in groups while completing the surgeon’s station.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good introductory lesson for Geometry.  Song and two videao about the attributes of trapezoids and parrallelograms held student interest.  Filling out the geometry study guide together as a class...made sure everyone had the right information and examples to study for the test.  Good use of word bank to fill in the blanks.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Standard was very wordy...might have been better to paraphrase in student language.  "Password" was a great way to review math vocabulary.  You may need to do more modelling of what you want students to do instead of just telling them.  "Show is sometimes better than tell".  After activity using cubes, you might have gone around and picked them up...students were doing more playing with them than being constructive.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good beginning to your presentation telling the students why you were not in class, where you were, and taking pictures to show them that go along with their study of symbols of the United States.  Book about the Statue of Liberty was very appropriate for kindergarten and the students really remembered a lot of the facts from the book.  Using a graphic organizer to write down all the facts gave them a visual to use during their writing.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Good power point showing four different birds with different beaks/bills and how they got their food.  Good videos incorporated into the power point.  Materials for lab activities were readily available for the students.  Students seemed to really enjoy the activities and was a great way for them to learn about how birds get their food by the type of beak they have.  Good prompting the students when needed. Good use of graphic organizer to show results from activities. Good paraphrasing of student answers.  Praised one student specifically for using the word "nectar".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You activiated the lesson with a video about common and proper nouns. It is always good to have a brief discussion about any video shown. This sends the message the videos are part of the lesson. If possible, it is a good idea to pause the video and ask questions. Example: "Why is Atlanta a proper noun? With first graders you wouldn't want to do this too many times, but it would be excellent reinforcement of an excellent video. You discussed common and proper nouns with the class and asked for examples. Each student was given an index card with either the word person, place, or thing written on it. The students were to use magazines to find picture examples of their word.These examples were then taken to you to be placed on the T-Chart you had made with the headings Common and Proper Nouns. You questioned students as they presented their picture to you in order to assess their understanding of lesson goal. You had them explain "why" their picture would be placed on either the common or proper side of the chart.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You referenced a book read last week in order to help students make a connection to the standard...opinion writing. You read a book callled Hey Littlle Ant and allowed students to make predictions before you began the reading. Making predictions is one of the things good readers do! After reading the book, you constructed a T-Chart with a Pro column and Con column for whether or not to free or squish the ant.   The students were asked to share their opinions and you added them to the chart. This was an excellent visual and support for the writing assignment they were to do . It was difficult for you to give appropriate wait time as students were sharing their opinions as they were shouting out, all at one time, their thoughts. You explained to the students they would be completing an opinion piece of writing regarding whether they though the ant should be let free or be squashed. You shared the graphic organizer with them, but told them they did not have to use it.  This should be nonnegotiable. All students, when writing a formal piece of writing, should use a G.O., no matter the grade level.  They are excellent tools for helping students organize their thoughts and the Oreo G.O. is a terrific one for this type of writing. Once you realized they should all be using the G.O., you supported your students understanding of how to use it when you filled out some of the parts of the G.O. with them. If this was the first time for this type of writing, it might have been a good idea to complete the entire writing assignment in whole group having the students work along with you to construct the piece. Or perhaps let  Mrs. Rainwater take the students who thought the ant should be let free and work with them and you take the ones who thought the ant should be squashed. I believe it would have helped the students with their reasons if you had reminded them of the chart with their responses on it. This could have been as a tool to help them get started on their particular point of view regarding the ant's fate. Because the G.O. begins with opinion and ends with opinion , it would have been a good idea to point out their opinion will stay the same at the end  of their piece as the beginning. It should only be stated another way. You moved throughout the classroom giving assistance to the students. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		You had very good oral reading skills (lots of silly rhymes is not always easy to read).  At the beginning, you might ahve asked if anyone had ever been camping. This would have connected the students with the book. You asked questions of the students. Remember to give them plenty of wait time before expecting an answer. Also ask probing questions if the first question doesn't get a good response. You could have asked "Who were the characters? Their Names?" Used the book to read again a passage with the characters rhyming names. You could have developed the rhyming more - these kids need to know how to rhyme so that's an important part of the learning. Posters were good. Remember to always model good handwriting with your examples. There wasn't much differentiation. Having some copies of the pages for each table would have been helpful. These students do not have developed drawing skills.    

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I felt like you were a little tentative giving information during the lesson.  You did do a good job of explaining to the students what the goal of the lesson was going to be.  Your example sentences were good but it would have been easier seeing the punctuation if you had used a different color ink when putting on promethean board.  Lesson was one dimensional...all you did was give sentences that needed to have quotation marks and other punctuation as needed...nothing more.  Worksheet was hard to see on the screen.  View before teaching how things look to the last row of students.  You lost participation when you were going over the worksheet.  When you teach you need to think about the learning styles of your students and incorporate into your lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Your directions to the students were not clear throughout the lesson.  There was too much time taken up with having to copy necessary materials and waiting around; it was obvious that you were not prepared for the lesson I observed.  Also, you need to make sure you learn the names of the students.  There was too much opportunity for students to get off task.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The Flocabulary video was a good opening, but give them "forward thinking " about what they are about to watch.  Something to listen for, etc. If you are going to show the video, then you have to use it for something or it's just a waste of instruction.  Discuss it! You had a nice balance of instruction verses practice.   suggestions- While you are instructing, they need to be watching you.  Even if they think they know how to solve, have them watch you first (direct instruction).  Then move into having them solve as you go ( guided instruction), and finally on their own (independent practice).   Loved how they worked a couple of problems in their small groups. If you notice there are many getting confused, go back to guided instruction.   The game was a great way to apply practice.  suggestion- Make sure you make directions very clear on games.  It will save your sanity if they completely understand before beginning. **The group I watched you teach was a bright group, but the next group can be completely different.  So, set those expectations and rules clearly! 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by sharing about transition words. The teacher shared a good youtube about transition words. The teacher had good questions about the transition words. GROW-After giving the students instructions for the worksheet, the teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions. This will prevent the students asking questions after they begin. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery about the transition words before issuing the worksheet to complete. The teacher had a powerpoint about transition words. GROW-The teacher needs to let a student read parts of the powerpoint. The teacher does a good job or praising the students when they try or when they answer the questions correctly. The teacher had a good powerpoint explaining sequence in transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the powerpoint and point out or circle the transition words. GROW-The teacher needed to point to the transition words as the students read the transition words aloud with her. The teacher had a transition word anchor chart. The teacher explained what the students would do with the anchor chart part of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint -Let's Make An Anchor Chart! The teacher called on different students to tell her where to put the transition word on the anchor chart. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the transition words in their writings on their chromebooks. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their chromebooks. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a nice job of explaing meanings and reasons of why we do things.  Power Point was easy to understand and see as you went over the rules of adding s, es, and ies.   There was a good balance of guided instruction (power point), guided practice (pronethium activity) and independent practice.  You asked great high level questions during the guided practice. Transitions into small groups moved quickly with no time wasted. They knew where to go. You had groups listed and ready to roll.   suggestion- Set your expectations before moving into groups to practice.  They were fairly loud from the beginning. (unless this was not an issue to you) But this can make it hard for others to work. Tell them what you expect for them to get Trojan Gold. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher began by selecting students to put their hand in the mystery box and describe what it is in the mystery box. When the students finished reaching in the box, they returned to the circle. GROW-The opening of the lesson needed more delivery about the goals of the lesson. The teacher pulled the students to the floor for a read aloud. The teacher asked great questions during the read aloud. The powerpoint about the five senses was very informative. The teacher used the powerpoint to further explain about the five senses. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about the powerpoint as she presented the different slides. At the end of the powerpoint, the teacher had a chart with the five senses. The students suggested answers for the chart as the teacher wrote in the answers. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet to the students before letting them begin. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before letting them begin the worksheet. GROW-The instructions for the back of the worksheet needed further explaining.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Tied lesson to prior knowledge.  Used a "Queen or Royality" voice and hand gesture to signify the importance of proper nouns.  Had manipulatives with sentences-all sentences related to their real world.  You expanded the learning by tying other subjects into your lesson.  Good use of "why" questions-having students explain their thinking.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good opening - video was age appropriate & enhanced lesson. Make word problems more 'age appropriate' so that the students can better relate Allow the students to work the problems on the board in order for other class members to see how the answer was derived

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about healthy emotions. The teacher shared a youtube about emotions. The teacher asked questions about feelings shown in the youtube. *The teacher had too many "okays". The teacher explained the "What If?" game to the students. The teacher would read different scenarios and the students would answer the questions about happy, sad or mad. The students would ask different questions to determine if the situations were happy, sad or mad.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students who like to eat cookies. The teacher did a good job interacting with the students in a discussion about how sweet cookies can hurt their teeth. The teacher asked about apples. The teache's assistant passed out laminated teeth and toothbrushes. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in the beginning of her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to move her lesson faster so the students were engaged throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the powerpoint about brushing teeth before she started it. GROW-The teacher needed to have more discussion about the correct way to brush teeth before she started the powerpoint. The teacher passed out different pictures of foods that were healthy and unhealthy. The teacher instructed the students to discuss which foods were healthy and which were unhealthy. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the group activity. The teacher instructed the students to put their food picture on the correct Happy or Sad tooth anchor chart. The teacher discussed the different foods as the students went up to the happy or sad chart. The teacher discussed the chart after the students placed them on the chart. GROW-The teacher needed an assessment to determine if the students understood the subject matter.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Effective use of technology to enhance learning goals and engage students

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The lesson featured the use of remotes in each student's hand to electronically respond to a series of "Where in the World?" questions. This technology was used in addition to the Promethean board. Even though the students were for a long time on the carpet looking at the interactive screen being used by the student teacher, they were actively engaged in learning in part because there was more than one type of technology, It was so well done it was not an issue to have only guided practice instead of individual work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*What an awesome job of integrating SS (American Revolution) with your ELA.  LOVED IT! *Wonderful that you stopped during read aloud and asked questions. You also referred back to things previously learned. *Good transition as you moved into the Venn Diagram. *The writing prompt activity was a good choice. Perfect for your Standard as they wrote about an imaginary narrative based on what they had learned from their read aloud book. *I noticed on your plan, there is differntiation for your gifted learners. Did you do this? *Time management was spot on! 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate leads the students through a technology based exercise that helps them practice  counting by 9’s. Students are fully engaged.  The teacher candidate then helps students work through a long division problem. She has a strength in keeping students actively participating in guided practice through showing a high level of interest in the subject matter and giving the right verbal cues that elicit thoughtful answers from students. Good explanation of how to check math work (conducting opposite operations such as if you added before, now you subtract).

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		There was a robust discussion after the video in which the teacher/intern engaged students to determine their level of understanding. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher let the students begin the lesson by sharing with their partner what they knew about the three events posted. This was a great way of letting the students share their knowledge. The teacher asked the students to share what their feelings would have been if they had been present during the three events. The teacher shared a paragraph about Effects of Civil RIghts on Parents with the students to prompt their writing. The students discussed the effects the Civil Rights Movement had on the parents. The teacher conducted a very smooth transition with the students into small writing groups. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during her small writing group. This was a great lesson that included whole group instruction and small group instruction.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You opened the lesson with a short video/song which had the students engaged.  You asked remembering questions and had some students explain their thinking.  You set expectations for behavior and did a great job of maintaining the behavior throughout the lesson. When you close your lesson have students restste what they have learned.  You did have them give examples. You provided some accomodations for your struggling readers with the sentence starters for them to use in the activity.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Room was too dark at times. The students appeared to be struggling to see the book & handout. Make sure that you define key vocabulary terms as it is presented in the lesson. I would suggest have a vocabulary word chart.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Students would probably not identify with "crossing guard".  The majority of students ride busses or are car riders.  When asking about the letters on the signs, I don't think they understood what you wanted...might have continued question with "are the letters lower case or capital letters".  Good vocabulary building throughout the lesson.  Very easy transition to activity of making stop light.  Students followed your directions well and all were successful.  Be careful using "OK" too often when you are asking them to do something.  Lesson was very successful in allowing all students to know the signs. 

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Come up with a strong way to engage students when they arrive at your station.  You did tie the lesson to yesterday's learning and previous knowledge. You had guided instruction and independent practice.  You were very encouraging and helped students with their misunderstandings.  A visual-especially a number line might have been helpful for students when rounding large numbers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		In addition to the "I can" statements, the lesson opening allows students time to review the meaning of author's point of view. Even the meaning of the word "point" is discussed, because it has a different meaning here than in some instances. Students use the higher order thinking skill of applying when they look at a story about giraffes.. It has some very specific information. The students are encouraged as the student teacher reads the story aloud in small chunks, stopping to discuss what the author's point of view is progressing, and what the author wants the reader to learn. The student teacher uses the statement/response for students as they transition to independent work.... "The first thing I do is always the same..... I pick up my pencil and write my name." It helps keep them on task, and encourages names on papers which is a time saver for the teacher during grading.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate planned a good lesson. The hightlight of the lesson was the "field trip" within the school and just outside the school doors. In order to have powerful discussions about the setting in in books, the students were taken to different "settings" at school - the cafeteria and outdoors. This experience and the questioning/instruction that went along with it created a memorable learning experience for students. The teacher candidate shared hand motions with her students to help them recall the main aspects of a setting. They responded well to this strategy. The visits to the other areas of the school and the hand motions both differentiated instruction for various types of learners. The only area in which there was a need for improvement was in questioning. The teacher candidate was not effectively able to redirect students at times when they were not giving the intended/hoped types of answers to the questions she was addressing to the whole group.  It may be helpful to reexamine the wording of the original questions. Could they be structured to better reach the desired conclusion?

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You activated the lesson by having your students practice their skip counting using "the train", touching toes etc. Very interactive way to launch the lesson. You asked the students what a digit is. You led, through thorough questioning, to the fact they are the numbers 0-9. You gave the students a Place Value House handout and discussed/demonstrated what the meaning of each of the "two rooms" in the house was. You demonstrated where the numbers would go using two digit numbers as examples. You had students predict what they thought the pretzels and the marshmallows would represent during the lesson and several predicted correctly!  You modeled/demonstrated, using the Elmo, and had students come up and show how numbers could be demonstrated using the pretzels and marshmallows. This beautifully supported the practice of place value using tens and ones!  

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson asking students to explain where/why commas are used in a date.  This allowed the students to connect prior knowledge (seeing/going over the date daily) to the current lesson. You then showed a video demonstrating how to use commas in a series. Perhaps, stop the video to ask questions. This will send the message they are to be learning something from the video as well as help you assess their understanding.  Be careful not to "over do" this, just as it feels like a natural place to stop and ask a question or two. After the video you asked the students how commas are used. You explained when coming a c omma while reading the reader should pause briefly.  Comma=Pause. You then asked the students what the term series means.  They thought of this word in regards to movies, books. You led them to the understanding it could mean a list of thingsas might be written in a sentence. You revisited this term several times during the lesson which was excellent support for a new vocabulary word. You stressed that commas are used when listing 3 or more items. You instructed the students that no comma was necessary when two items were listed and the word "and" would come between the two items. You scaffolded the lesson by sharing a PPt. with sentences needing commas to separate words in a series. You began with examples of sentences which already had the commas and moved on to ones in which the students would need to determine if and where commas were needed.  They each had "comma manipulatives" and you called on different students to come to the board and explain where they thought a comma should be placed. The students were all engaged, hands up, wanting a turn. You had many examples on the PPt. for the students to practice which was excellent support for their learning. Using a marker on the Promethan Bd. each time a student told you where to place a comma would have helped the students coming afterwards know which part of the sentence they were now on. You revisited the reason for using commas and also asked if there were two items if a comma was necessary. You then gave the students a worksheet to practice.  You worked through the first 3 with the students and then had them complete the rest on their own. You closed the lesson having the students write their own sentences which included 3 or more items in order to demonstrate their understanding of how to use commas in a series. Once their sentences were checked for correctness, the students were given a sentence strip to write thier sentences on and macaroni to glue down to represent the commas. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the worksheet about commas. The teacher encouraged each student to be more involved in the lesson. The teacher didi a great job helping students when they answered the question incorrectly. The teacher used a great teaching moment to further explain the content of the lesson. The teacher does a great job including the students in discussions about the correct answers for the problems. The teacher issued sentence strips to all of the students. The teacher had the students write the sentences and insert commas where they are needed. The teacher instructed the students to glue macaroni where the commas need to be inserted.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was explaining how to fill out the graphic organizer which would help them write better constructive responses in writing. The teacher constantly asked questions about the progress of the lesson as they completed the graphic organizer. The students were very quiet during Reading group rotations. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Engaged the students by having them discuss how two people were different or unique. Allowed students to define unique. Read book to the class which engaged them. Provided examples of a completed project to guide students as they completed their elephant. Encouraged students to work. Be sure and explain to students who are not finished when it is time to stop what they can do later or at home. Some students were concerned that they had not finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		For the beginning of the lesson, the comment and question above apply here as well. It is possible to have a more highly interactive opening that would command the attention of the students. This is a developing skill on the part of the teacher candidate. Lessons on mathematics skills such as skip counting can be more of a challenge late in the day after students have been active (lunch, specials, recess), but a creative approach to active learning can make it successful. You have the skills and the resources to take this to the next level! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson was not error-free. The teacher sometimes needs to consider what information the students would need, and how can an experiment early in the lesson help build vocabulary. You corrected on sand by saying grains of sand, but please be careful to use precise language in science. Student misconceptions are a major issue, and we don't want to add to those by not attending to detail. 
Make sure that you are only speaking with certainty when you have 100% knowledge that it is true. Some of your soil lesson was leaning toward misconceptions with the types of soil being a certain size. You were a talking about the particles or grains, but you didn't say that until after introducing sand, and it was after the fact and under your breath. 
Another consideration for planning lessons is to think about what students will be doing. If they are listening to the teacher talking and writing notes, they will be less engaged than if they were examining different types of soil with a magnifying glass. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		It was admirable and effectve to use Post It notes for students to write the question and main idea. The teacher candidate explained and reviewed the meaning of compare/contrast before the students began their work, and this was very helpful in giving them the opportunity to do their best work. Students were engaged and participating in the lesson in part because of the teacher candidate's rapport with her students.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The intern gives students meaningful feedback. She helps them discern the appropriateness of their own answers. This helps them take responsibility for their own learning.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved the 3-2-1 pretest!  This was a great opening as you began your lesson on Christopher Columbus.   suggestion- Give a time limit on this because it can be lengthy. suggestion- possibly connect the students in 3 groups to work on one question each.  This would make it go quicker!  I would keep it down to 10 minutes.  Remember this is just a pretest. suggestion- The pretest needs to be connected as you begin your lesson.  How can you lead them into discussion after the pretest?  Good job with your delivery but go deeper!  This is your chance to shine as a teacher as you describe and recreate his journey. suggestion-  You seemed to know the material, but remember they don't know it ,so explain more in detail to help them learn. They need more teaching and less copying on to their sheet.  Use this time to ask high level questions.  Don't take for granted that they know this content.  They don't.  Give them the meaning on what these things you are going over. suggestion- Make your Power point more inviting by using graphics, etc.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good introduction of asking open ended questions about equivalent fractions. You did a great job of helping them understand the process of decomposing. Using the visuals are very important, along with volunteers coming to board to explain how they got their answers. You also gave ample time for practice. So glad you continued to ask them repeatedly if they understood. Loved that you broke them into groups to add more practice using different activities. Wonderful! Give your expectations for your transitions. "Walk quietly to your group" or "silently be at your group in 10 seconds. Go"

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job reviewing what they had learned about multiplication.  Your guided instruction/practice was very helpful to your students. suggestion- As a volunteer is telling you the strategy he/she used to solve, you can practice two things. 1- Have them come up to board and show their process 2- As they tell you what to write, use this time to ask questions on how they came up with this step. Great balance of instruction and participation (direct, guided and independent) The stations were a great way to practice their strategies

		Burns		Emily		917405476		The students were engaged from the very beginning of the lesson with the short video/song and book. You did a good job of asking students if they knew what certain vocabulary words meant. You made a L.Arts connection when reading the book.you related the book to real life experiences of the students.  You asked remembering questions-but could have expanded this.  Your management was good-students knew your expectations for talking while exploring their rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During a student's time at the board to show how she worked a problem, the intern said these types of encouraging sentences that would help the student and her classmates: "You're doing the problem right so far...." "Tell us how you are working that problem...." Ms. Burton has high expectations for her students, and spends extra time with the ones that need help.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The students were at least somewhat engaged in the read aloud. Several asked unimportant questions, which may go back to the lack of a clearly stated purpose for the lesson. It forced you to say to three different students that their question was unimportant.. Even though you were simply trying to get them back on target, it was a distraction for you and all of your students. Discussing the headings as a text feature may have been more effective with a sample page that was labeled or highlighted the heading(s). As students transitioned into groups, it may have been helpful to remind each group whate they should be doing.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lesson opened with studentds reading from the text and completing part of their lab recording sheet. Students transitioned into the lab where they used different tools to simulate bird beaks and tried to eat various foods. Students predicted which tools/beaks would be best for each food type. Lots of good questions asked throughout the lesson, including higher order questions. Students were very engaged in the lab. Lesson plan had accomodations listed but were not really part of the lesson. When closing, come back to the learning goal/standard and have students explain what they learned. You did part of this with them telling what the lab showed them-just tie it to the standard.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		You opened with a book about firefighters. You had the community helper dolls to reenforce the concepts. You had the students look at the cover and predict what they thought the story was going to be about. You asked questions throughout the story. In small groups you let the students act as firefighters-complete with hats, stickers, fire extinguishers and burning house and car. Students were very engaged and excited about the lesson. You allowed students practice with the large telephone board, to practice dialing 911. You were very encouraging and patient with the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very good lesson overall. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		You activated the lesson by putting on a fireman's hat and asking the students who they thought you were. You connected the lesson to the students having seen a firetruck and firemen earlier in the day. You asked the students what they would do in order to get help...you led them to saying they should dial 911. You played a very engaging video about how/when to call 911. You made a cell phone for students to come up and practice dialing 911.  The students were very excited to have their turn. Be sure to ask HOT (Higher Order Thinking) questions, such as, "Why would the fireman need the equipment you see pictured on the board?"  Why would you not call 911 if someone says something mean to you?" Your transitions between activities were very well done and not instructional time was lost. You asked students when it was appropriate to call 911. Because most of them could not/did not think past calling the fire department you led them to understanding other  appropriate times.   You next had a picture on board of a fireman and what he wears. The students came to the Promethean Board and had the students move the clothing of the fireman to the correct place on his body. When giving reinforcement and feedback, remember to be specific wiith your praise.  Go beyond, "Good job".  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good job present clear visuals of the topic. You were very encouraging to your students. Even though we have a new First Lady, I would use her in the comparison. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher shared the Bernestain Bears book about eating healthy. *During the read aloud, the teacher needed to stop and ask questions about the book. *The teacher needed to slow down reading a little. The teacher divided the students into partners.  The students had to divide the foods into healthy and unhealthy foods at their tables. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students at heir seats completing their activity. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The teacher had a variety of teaching strategies to teach the subject matter.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good activities were planned and completed. When students are working in groups, I think it would be beneficial for them to have a designated place to sit and work.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good opening as you moved into review after presenting Standard and EQ. Using the handwashing sequence was something they could relate to, but talk about why this situation must be in correct sequence.   suggestion- as you begin your introductin into lesson, talk about why it's important to sequence.    Loved the LEGOS article, but again talk about what they are doing before you start reading!  Give them a connection from moving from one activity to another.    suggestions-What about showing some real Legos? Talking about how popular they are, how much people love building with them, how it has become a talent competition!  Get them excited about this article!  suggestion- Each time a student write a new sequence from the article, go back and connect with previous.  So important to keep them engaged and connected with what they are doing.   Awesome closing and summarizing as students read their sequencing stories  aloud and pointed out key transitional words. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the foundation of the lesson. Good use of technology in the lesson. Lots of hands on activities Have a plan for distributing & retrieving supplies for activity

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You activated the lesson by holding up a word written on a card.  You cut the prefix off of the word and let it fall to the floor. You then moved on and cut off the suffix of the word. You asked the students to predict what you were doing. They were able to tell you you had cut off the prefix and suffix of the word and you were left with the root word. Very clever and engaging way to introduce the learning goals for the lesson. You then played a video about affixes and root words. You used the song to launch a discussion of where root words and affixes are used. You had students pick a card, from the stack of cards at each table grouping, written in red.  The students were to walk over to someone who has a paper with a prefix, suffix, or root word that would combine to create a new word. You then had several pairs of students share their new words with the class and explain the root word, the prefix or suffix and the meaning. You had a second "round" of the activity using words written in black. The students were clearly engaged in this activity and understood the concepts, as they were able to explain their new words.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began with setting expectations and explaining the directions for the review game. You had the "teams" talk about anything they were confused about from the learning goals listed on the board. This was a great idea. You may have wanted to point out why it was important to take this seriously as knowing the answers would help their team earn points. After the were finished discussing, you went over the learning goals, whole group, calling on individuals to explain the concepts. You clarifed any misunderstandings or confusion about each learning goal.  This was a terrific "warm-up" for the game and great support for your students' learning. All of the questions were on slides with the choices listed below.  Beautifully prepared and written! As individual students from individual teams had an opportunity to answer a question you had the rest of the students make the correct letter choice in order to keep them engaged.  A few stopped doing this as the game progressed. You may have wanted to remind them to continue doing this, have them grade their own responses, and take their papers up at the end of the game. This would have helped keep all students accountable for thie learning even when it was not their turn to answer a question for their team. It would have also given them a great idea as to how well they understood the content as they graded their papers. For two of the questions, you showed embedded videos to review the information in the question. You knew these were difficult concepts and you were prepared to give your students extra support. Well done!! You listened and questioned your students responses by having them explain their choice.  This was an excellent way to ensure their learning had a deeper depth of knowledge! I did not see the closing of the lesson because I had to leave. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good opening instructional video (Partly Cloudy). It sparked the interest of the students as well as stressed the language / purpose of your standard. It helped to present the information in a fun way. By stopping / starting the video, the students had the opportunity to give progessive answers. The TC provided positive reinforcement and feedback throughout the lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. YEA! As a means to accomodate the varius reading levels of your students, you provided the reading passages on various Lexile levels! Lesson was well planned & presented!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You activated the lesson with a picture of your puppy and asked the students for words to describe it.  After a list was made, you led the students to tell you the words listed were called adjectives.  Very engaging opening. Love that you used a picture of your dog. Students like to know about their teachers your using a picture of your own dog makes you more "real" for them. You used an anchor chart and led the students in a discussion of what adjectives do. Your questioning was excellent in leading the students to the purposes of adjectives. You handed out "adjective booklets" and gave excellent support as you guided the students through filling in the pages. The booklet is a great resource for future use. The students then played the "Bubble Game" and were to identify the adjectives in the sentences. As this was a game found online, it was impossible to slow it down. I believe there was a little frustration for your students since it went so fast. It would have been beneficial if you had been able to ask "why" a certain word was an adjective. The students were then divided into two groups in order to differentiate the next activity. You had different and appropriate expectations for the two different groups. During the transitions from one activity to the next, the students were talking and getting off task. These transitions need to be done in a more orderly way in order not to lose instructional time getting them back on task. Be sure to set the expectations for each transition.  

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Creative thinking to play Kahoot at beginning of lesson to open up review and practice. Tip: Have someone work out problem the wrong way to show importance of carelss mistakes and following formula. Stations were all well organized and planned.  

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher did a good job of posting her plan for the lesson at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good dance video for the students to dance with. The teacher did a good job of having the students walks to their spot on the carpet. Good quiet transition for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a plan to dismiss the students to their seats quietly. The teacher has the powerpoint about the Inside Out characters. The teacher let different students have the emotion cards. The teacher asked the students to share what makes them happy, sad, etc... GROW-When the students are selecting someone to pass the smiley face to, time the students or let the students count to 10. GROW-The teacher needed to review only three emotions. The students became restless because they lost interest in the delivery.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Make sure that you practice the math skill that you will be teaching so that you can proficiently explain the technique to the students.  You did not come up with the correct answer for 41-29 using the technique you were teaching and would have proceeded without correcting the error if a student had not pointed out the correct way to achieve the answer. You also need to make sure that all of your materials are ready ahead of time so that transitions are more smooth. There seemed to be a lot of confusion throughout the lesson. However, you did a great job with getting the students back on track after the fire drill!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great anchor chart. You were very encouraging to the students. Good transitioning between activities

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great powerpoint of important information.  Good energy throughout the lesson.  Since you were having an activity about "cause and effect", you might have ussed those words as you were going through the powerpoint.   Not sure why you did the last activity "Snowball Pile" in the way that you did...our class was very active and talkative...might have done something with less active participation.  

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Notes are in the section above.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You engaged students with the quick review of previous learned content and had the smart board with virtual manipulatives for your teaching. You tied the lesson to the real world when asking students to give you examples of how they had used subtraction at home. White boards allowed students to practice and then check their work.  I know you hated to waste time but some students did not have enogh time to complete the task before you moved on. You reenforced strategies for subtraction throughout lesson and used content vocabulary effectively. Try to incorporate more open ended questions or why questions to encourage students to explain their thinking.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Good anchor chart using an area model and number line to show addition of fractions with like denominators.  You might have also done one on the promethean board from scratch to show how it was developed.  Remember under the whole number 1 to put the equivalent fraction...in this case 9 over 9.  I liked you putting up a wrong answer to see if students would catch your mistake.  Remember...you are the "differentiator"...show your students "how to" in as many ways possible to help them be successful in achieving the standard.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened with recall of prior knowldge.  You asked lots of questions and gave styudents lots of opportunities to explain their thinking.  Loved that you incorporated technology-having them research and create a food web. You did a great job monitoring the class, encouraging students.  You were moving all over the classroom as students worked. Try to make real world connections.  I am sure the students have witnessed the food web in progress.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You activated the lesson asking who had a birthday. Then you asked who had a birthday in September and finally who had a birthday in another month. As everyone is excited about their birthdays, the students were completely engaged. You called out the months of the year and had students stand when you got to their birthday month. The number of students for each month was recorded on a chart you had made using tally marks. You ensured your students stayed on task by having them "make the tally marks" with their fingers on one of their hands.  So engaging! You were so prepared for this lesson you had a form with all of the students' bithday months in case they had forgotten which month was theirs. You demonstrated what needs to be done when there is a fifth tally mark. You asked H.O.T. questions when you asked which months had the same number of tally marks, which had the most, which had the least. Thus, you had students reading the chart in order to gather information from it. You asked the students, "How do we represent data?" You led them to the answer of using a bar graph. You modeled/demonstrated how to fill in a bar graph using the data that had been collected on a graph on the promethean board. You had a small group of students work in small group for extra support which demonstrated differentiation for the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You began by relating your lesson to what the students had done during their 30 minutes of morning rotation time with other first grade teachers. This helped students to connect and understand the expectations of the lesson. You reviewed nonstandard objects of measurement by holding up various objects in the room and asking students to tell if they were nonstandard or not. You then asked the students to give examples of standard objects of measurement. You ensured the students knew the difference between standard and nonstandard measurement. You then showed a video demonstrating how to measure the length of a pencil using nonstandard objects. You stopped the video several times in order to ask students to explain what was being done correctly and incorrectly in the video. This allowed students to use analytic and verbal skills to explain. You supported the students learning by reinforcing the terms gaps and units. This was perfect scaffolding for the activity to come. Remember to call on all students whether they have their hands up or not. Do not allow one student to monopolize the class. You reviewed what it means to estimate and estimates to not have to be correct. You modeled estimating the numer of unit cubes it would take to measure certain objects and then you showed them the exact measurement using the unit cubes. This scaffolded the students for what they were going to do in their small groups. You divided the class into ability groups and had the support people and Mrs. Jones. This was excellent use of the support people in the class and the perfect way to differentiate the lesson. The students practiced estimating the length of certain objects and then they used items such as pennies, erasers, and paperclips to get the actual measurement. You closed the lesson asking students to explain how to measure with nonstandard objects. You revisited the necessary vocabulary for the measurements to be done correctly.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Awesome Power point as you taught. Having the map as a visual was right on!  All the pictures helped them understand.  Great visuals! Tip:  It would have been beneficial to have books, handouts with the Hopi facts. (maybe SS book) 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Loved that you had instructions on board as they walked in.  Wonderful! Your opening of explaining what they would be doing was amazing!  This hooked them into ELA! You set your expectations, rules and directions of what they would be doing for "Fun Friday" activity. You also gave them a time limit. This activity provided teamwork, as well as sequencing skills.  The fact that you left off transitional words was a great challenge. suggestion- This is a perfect activity for differentiation.  Having strips that are more challenging for certain teams would keep your above level students occupied longer.  Transitions were excellent as you moved from activity to next activity suggestion- praise your student for asking the question. Thank her for asking when she was confused. So glad you gave example when she was confused. The stations you had created were wonderful.  This gave more practice for sequencing by using different strategies. Closing was right on target. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were introducing Lit Cicles today for the first time to your students. Great job! What a challenge that was for you since you had never done them either. You explained each role through a Power POint, giving examples of each. Having them tell you the roles back as a review was powerful! Loved the RESPECT poster. Analogy of the roles of Lit Circles. Great closing as you brought the roles back around a reviewed again.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good anchor chart for the lesson and activities.  Love "hairy" money.  It has been used in Carroll County for a very long time.  I don't know that the puzzle pieces match really achieved what you wanted.  Most were just matching the pieces not really checking the money amounts.  You went around to help at all tables except the back one and those students really need your help.  Make sure you check on all.  Liked that you made a mistake with one model to see if they would catch it.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Activated prior learning and engaged students with Brain POP video on parts of speech. Students answered questions as a group on the video assessment. Students were very excited about the parts of speech game. Loved that some words could be used in more than one way. You did a great job of having students explain their thinking and defend their answers. You had them use the words in sentences to show their use as a noun or verb. You are always very positive with students and encouraging. There was a good mix of student participation and instructional time. Lesson was going to continue so only guided practice was observed-independent work was to follow.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You had a song/video to open class about similies and metaphors.  Students were singing and engaged.  You asked students to explain the meaning of similie and metaphor.  You balanced the lesson with guided instruction and student participation.  You monitored students as they worked. Try to relate to real life--when will they use similies and metaphors.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by playing an interactive math game. The teacher did a good job illustrating how to play the game before beginning the game with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to share with the students about the alligator's mouth is always open to the largest number. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. THis would help the students answer more of the game questions correctly. The teacher reviewed the signs after the interactive game.  The discussion should have been before the interactive game. The teacher shared the directions for the Trash Basketball game. The teacher had a good discussion about the results when the teachers played the Trash Basketball game. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		You did great "tackling" somewhat difficult math math strategies.  Good modeling each before having the students try.  Be careful of students saying AND when saying a number over 100.  Flip book is a great visual reinforcement for all of the strategies.  It is also better when you want students to do an activity like this is to show them one done the way you want.  Also, be careful of saying "Good" too often.  Try to be more specific with your praise for the students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		"Cute" beginning with another Block I student coming in and sneezing on you. You did a good job of adding information as you read the book to the students.  Your delivery was a little monotone...need more energy!!  Don't just say "Good job"...be more specific with your praise/encouragement.  Don't ever have GUM in your mouth when giving a lesson...or really at any time in a classroom with students.  

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good opening for the lesson. You were very encouraging to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You definitely had their attention with the oreos! You used many strategies to present the material in order to address the learning styles of your students. You had Mrs. Deese work with a group in order to lend to support...great way to differentiate. Set expectations for class behavior for transitions. I need you to...... You revisited the EQ at the end of the lesson and had students explain the difference between a first and second read. Excellent!  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You reviewed what had been learned about relative pronouns the previous week when you asked them to explain them to you. You asked the student what an adverb is. You had students share with their elbow partners so examples of adverbs. You reminded the students adverbs typically end in "ly". You led a discussion of relative adverbs. You displayed a graphic organizer for the students to copy into their interactive notebooks. You had them draw a stick figure and write the words when, where, and why on the limbs of the figure. This was an excellent visual to help students remember what relative adverbs do. You then shared some sentences, on a chart, and had the students identify the relative adverb in each sentence. You scaffolded your students' learning when you then had them create phrases to complete sentences with relative adverbs. Students then worked with their groups to complete relative adverb task cards. Each group had 16 task cards with each student taking a turn recording the correct relative adverb on the answer chart. There was a little confustion regarding what was to be done in the groups. It is always helpful to role play/model what your expect the students to do. Students were confused as to when you were ready for them to begin. Always give directions, model, aske if there are any questions, and then tell them they may begin. Tell them the amount of time they have to complete the activity.. And always a good idea to give a two minute warning. This keeps everyone on task and completing the assignment. Grading group work-I know they liked seeing if they got the answers correct. However, because statements were not read/used to show how the correct answer fit, I am not sure how productive this was. Perhaps having a chart or a slide with the sentences and then have students voluteer to read them with the correct answer. You had the students demonstrate their learning when you gave elbow partners a sentence strip with beginning phrase. The partners completed the sentence using a phrase that contains a relative adverb. The students were allowed to stand up and share their sentence with the class. Having the rest of the class listen to their classmates sentences and identify the relative adverbs would have kept the rest of the students more engaged. Having students explain "why" their word was a relative adverb would have taken their learning to a deeper dept of knowledge. You used the squishy ball for review.  You set the expectations for how the review would happen. You asked review questions related to relative adverbs to close the lesson.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		The mystery box was a great way to open the lesson and get children's attention. The passing around of the box was problematic but you realized later that a circle would have worked better than sitting in rows. Your questions were all about remembering. Consider ways to ask open ended questions (ones you would know what the child would answer  - like Why are your senses important?).  Moving the students up and down was a good plan to manage behavior. If you had used the video game as a closure, you could have had each child answer with a body motion pointing to the correct body part. By position youself in front of the TV you could have seen all the children. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good beginning reading "The Doorbell Rang" to the students and having them divide their cookies throughout the story. You gave instructions about the worksheet beforre handing it out...good.  May have helped them do the worksheet if you had modeled both types of "problems" on the worksheet...then have them work.  Also, count out loud when you model.  They need to see and hear the entire process.  Be careful of using the praise word "Good" too often.  Be more specific.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome review lesson.  The Prezi was such a great way to guide the review.  You did a great job of "feeding" off the students' responses...you not only repeated but expanded when needed and pulled out specifics.  I liked the way you referred back to "standard" words as you went through the review.   Work on phrasing questions so that you get the answer you are looking for....

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great "shot gun" review lesson on the American Revolution.  Prezis were awesome.  You have great knowledge of the subject.  Good instructions at the beginning..."I'm going fast...when I slow down...do you think that is important?" Even though it was more or less a "lecture" the students were involved.  You did a great job of relating past to present...Star Wars and texting.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" toooo much.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good lesson.  Kept the students' attention with its quick pace.  Good transitions from one activity to the next.  Loved the "Double Trouble" bracelets.  Be careful when you are praising the students that you are specific about what you are praising.  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good review lesson over prepositions and prepositional phrases.  Even with technology "glitches", the students got into the lesson.  A variety of activities allowed the students to come to the board and underline prepositional phrases, do movements to verbal preposional phrases, watch a video, and sing along with a video.  Be careful saying "Awesome" and "Alright" too much. Be ore specific with your praise. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Engaged the students by starting the lesson reading in a momotone voice with no expression. Students quickly told you to read with expression and why. During the reading you stopped to be sure the students understood the vocabulary being used. You gained student attention before giving directions for the activity. You encouraged students as they answered questions, contributed to discussion.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You tarted your lesson with the KWL chart getting students to think about what they know about rocks.  You called on lots of students to answer questions or share their thoughts for chart.  You set the expectations for acceptable behavior for think/pair/share.  Be sure to think through what materials you will ned and have them ready.  Maybe ask the teacher to get your water so you don't have to leave room.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Opened the lesson with excitement with your Dr. Suess shirt. Led into discussion of rhyming words and recall of previously read book. Gave examples of words for students to decide if they rhymed. Incorporated technology with an interactive rhyming sort activity. Hands on activity allowed students to create a hat using rhyming words. Differentiation was present in lesson as planned. Lots of encouragement throughout the lesson as students gave answers, examples,etc. Closing-shared the hats and the rhyming words on them.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a discussion about the comparative adjectives. The teacher asked great questions about the comparative adjectives to complete the anchor chart on comparative adjectives. The teacher used chromebooks to illustrate pictures of how to write sentences using comparative adjectives. The teacher had a great way of using technology in the small Reading group lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher began the lesson by having different students come to the board and select a number. The students would tell the teacher what the expanded form of the number was for the selected number. The teacher did a great job of calling on different students to answer the questions. The teacher did great having the students come up to the powerpoint and complete the math problems. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked. If students needed help, the teacher constantly helped them.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good lesson but I think it would benefit the students if you moved a little slower as you presented the information. Find a system for calling on students so that all students are included in the class discussion. Keep the students working on the same problems so you can monitor them as you walk around the room.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students with the Mckey Mouse symbol. This was a great way to relate symbols to young children. Your book/slideshow had great pictures of the American symbols they are to identify. Your activity with the flip book was overwhelming to alot of the students.As we discussed, giving all the pages at once might not have been the best approach. Remember to not use all capital letters in titles because that goes against all that is taught in Kindergarten. Copying from the board was difficult for some students-plan for them in the future.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You opened with a review of prior learning-BUCKS method for problem solving.  You reviewed academic language and multiplication strategies.  You tied learning to the real world.  You had lots of opportunities for students to practice skills.  Be sure to monitor class--there were some students off task and were not refirected.  The reference to the clock was difficult for students and they couldn't really see clock.  You might want to pull a clock up on smart board so all could see.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		No opening to engage the students was demonstrated. You explained 10 pennies is the same as one dime. You had students count the dimes and equate this to tens as you held up tens rods to the students. Your lesson plan stated you would have the students count their money and determine which student the most money.  This was not done. There was an opportunity to connect the skill of counting the money to that of determining which number is greater than or less than another number.   You stated in your plan you would do this, however it was not done. Please remember you can use an agenda during the lesson in order to help you stay on track with all you have planned to do during the lesson. You differentiated beautifully during the game of Scoot, as you had students do a certain color problem at each of the stations. The student had no idea why there were different colors/problems for their classmates! You had the students tiptoe to their first station. Nice transition. Be sure to tell them what to do, before they move, what you want them to do when they get there. The students did not know what to do when they had finished their color coded problems at a station. You closed the lesson by revisiting the standard. I would suggest revisiting an "I can" statement would be the more appropriate choice for first graders regarding assessing their understanding of the lesson goals.  

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of compound sentences. One student was able to tell you what one is! You shared a slide with the definition of compound sentences . Then you asked the students to give you examples of simple sentences which mapped back to the defintion of a compound sentence. You scaffolded your students learning when you shared a slide with "choppy" sentences and had the students take the two simple sentences and form one compound sentence using a conjunction. When looking over your lesson look for new vocabulary all students might not know...like combining. Great to use new vocabulary as this builds their vocabulary, but be sure to support their understanding of the words. You then shared an anchor chart demonstrating how to construct a compound sentence.  The anchor chart was perfect and the students caught on immediately. You then shared the acronym FANBOYS to introduce the idea of conjunctions.  It took a minute for them to understand what the letters stood for, but you did an excellent job using different ways of explaining until all understood. You then shared a slide demonstrating how commas and conjunctions are used to make compound sentences. You supported your students learning when you worked through more examples with the students. You forgot the closing for the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great use of a timeline but I think it would be beneficial to include the students' date of birth as well. Powerpoint was a great tool for this lesson. You could enhance its benefits by highlighting or underlining key terms. The pictures that you included added to the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about dental health. The teacher began the lesson by reading a book about Dental Health.  The teacher did a good job by asking questions during the read aloud.  The teacher questioned the students about different foods in the book-asking if the foods were healthy or non-healthy. The teacher had very good questions about the subject matter. The teacher conducted a group sort with the students.  The students were instructed to stand up and identify the cards as good or bad for dental health. *The teacher needed to have either velcro or tape already on the different picture cards to speed up the lesson. The teacher dismissed the students to the front rug. The youtube was very entertaining and informative. The brushing sound was very creative for the students to make when they were brushing their teeth during the powerpoint. Good job of sharing the worksheet with the students before completing it.  The teacher had a good discussion about the worksheet with great conversation with the students. Great extension activity with the worksheet. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats during the completion of the worksheet.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Your opening and closing were effective - using the movie and the song were great. You frequently asnwered your own questions. I remember you asked about what made the girl mad. You answered almost immediately "She spilled her milk." Everyone needs time to think through their answer before they talk. Learning to wait is really hard but it's important. Learn to live with that silence after you ask a question. You did a good job leaning the discussion about emotions as a whole group and then gave independent practices with the activity. I would like to see you engage with each student asking them why they chose to glue the picture where they did. DIscussing facial expressions is a great way to teach young chldren to "read" emotions in others. And often an undeveloped skill in young children. When you write on the board, remember to spell out the words (at least the emotion words). The students at this stage can help sound out words. So let them help you spell them. Using different colors for the emotion words on their work mats worked well.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Physical change and chemical change can be very confusing to students.  Good having the students think back over experiments done during the week.  Great cooperation between the Cooperating Teacher and the student teacher...CT was getting the experiment ready while the student teacher went over the information.  Be careful when writing on the board with color markers that students can see what is written.  Like that you did the experiment in two different ways before the students got their ice cream and root beer.  Be careful of saying "Thank you" and "Very good" so much.  Be more specific with your praise.  Also, you might want to repeat what a student answered in case someone didn't hear...also gives you an opportunity tocorrect or expand on what was said.  Be careful that answers are correct and consistent with the curriculum.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about germs. The teacher had a powerpoint about germs with the question-What do you think this is? The teacher instructed the students to find an object in the classroom that they thought had the most germs. The teacher had good discussion about germs and how they are unhealthy. The teacher held construction paper and instructed the students to make their own germ.  The teacher brought the students back to the rug to discuss ways to wash hands. The teacher had great questions about different ways to wash hands. The teacher shared a powerpoint about proper hand washing. After the powerpoint, the teacher had great questions about washing hands. Great job having the students demonstrate the different steps to proper hand washing. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  The lesson had several different deliveries for the subject matter. The lesson contained several creative ways to teach about germs. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students began their Steps to Washing Your Hands Sequencing Activity. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before passing out the worksheet. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Led discussion on foods, what they were made of and if they were good or bad for teeth. Had students complete a cut and paste sorting activity on good/bad foods. Don't talk over students-get them quiet before giving directions, asking questions. Give a little wait time before sending groups to get materials. Set expectations for behavior and comment on those students doing what you asked.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has great voice quality which encourages and engages the students throughout the lesson. The teacher gave the rules for the games before beginning the game. The teacher reviewed the rules for the games-teamwork, etc... The teacher encouraged the students to work in a group to come up with the correct answers. GROW-The teacher needed to review the previous subject matter before she began the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Have a plan for center rotation & post it. Remember - your students need to see and hear the information that you are presenting numerous times in order for them to actually learn it! Graphic organizers are a great way to help organize the information that you are teaching

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about hand washing and germs. The teacher had good questions about hand washing. The teacher had a youtube about germs and hand washing. The teacher had a great powepoint about putting hand washing in sequence. The teacher asked different students what would be first, second, third... The teacher had great questions about the washing of hands to encourage the students to put the steps in order. The teacher conducted a read aloud with the students.  The teacher had great questions during the read aloud. The teacher had a great puppet on the water bottle to illustrate the spreading of germs. Great idea to illustrate the point of germs spreading. *The teacher needs to dismiss the students to their tables by colors or other creative ways. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at seats as they completed their work. The teacher has great positive comments for each student as they finished their work. The teacher gave each student hand sanitizer with glitter. The students were so excited about seeing the glitter on their hands. The students touched other students to illustrate the spreading of germs. The students were instructed to cut and paste the pictures in order to illustrate the correct order of hand washing for germs.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by reading a book, If You Were A Pronoun. The teacher had good questions about the read aloud book. The teacher gave good examples of pronouns. The teacher had a good powerpoint about pronouns. The teacher engaged the students in discussion questions about the powerpoint information.
The teacher had a good delivery of information for the pronouns. *The teacher needed to let the students talk about the powerpoint or read parts of the powerpoint. Good-the teacher started asking the students questions about the powerpoint. The teacher had a good progression for her lesson. The teacher involved the students in the lesson. The teacher let the students give examples of sentences containing pronouns. The teacher instructed the students that she would be making an anchor chart. The teacher showed the students the worksheet on the powerpoint before letting the students begin. 

		Green		Megan		917463432		Need to add a motivational hook for the opening of your lesson. Make sure that you include punctuation when writing on the board. Key vocabulary needs to be posted on the board or anchor chart.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Review lesson for math.  Good review. the students enjoyed palaying Jeopardy to review math concepts.  Be careful when  you say numbers over 100 that you don't say AND!!  Problems that you put in Jeopardy were good examples of what the students needed to know.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*The missing part of the lesson today was the instructional review. I know you thought the lesson was to only be 30 min. and there was confusion there. So you were trying to hurry through it. Spend at least the first 20-25 minutes of instruction, whether it's review or introduction of a standard. *Loved the activity of breaking into project groups. They were able to work with each other on main idea and summarizing. *Before starting groups, set your rules and expectations on participation and behavior. The groups I observed did a great job, but other classes may be different. *Know the lesson and skill like "the back of your hand"! *During the closing, as they share their work, you, as the teacher must use questioning at this time to help them. Go back to the I Can Statements or the EQ.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		More time was needed for student practice. Transition between the activities needed more guidance. This was a tough group and it was obvious that they had a difficult time following directions.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brainpop about prefixes and suffixes. The teacher shared a chart which contained prefixes dis-, non-, re- and un-. The teacher called on different students to give her the answers to the correct placement of the prefixes. The teacher did a good job sharing with the class what they will do on their paper. GROW-The teacher needs to always ask are there any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		This was a review lesson so therre was not much teaching.  Good repetition of important information. Having the information on a chart was ok but probably needed to do more examples on the promethean board with the students.  Students seemed to work well with little help.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		*As you open your lesson up, instead of asking what they talked about Monday, remind them of the OREO method and have a volunteer remind the class of what it did and how it helped them. The book you chose was perfect for opinionated writing. Picking out certain pages form the book and putting on the Prom board was a wonderful idea to help them identify reasons for opinions transitional words. *Experience will help you with asking higher thinking questions. for example, when you talk about transitional words, dig into why they need them and what their purpose is.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Passed out KWL chart was handed out while students were getting ready for class to begin.  Good questions to open new science topic..."Why might we look like our family?"  Gave them two minutes to fill out K and W on their chart.  Used a timer on the promethean board!!  Had them read informational text about topic and went over ways they could identify key items.  Again you used timer!!  Good sharing of information read.   Readning passages for all three groups are not much different.  How are YOU going to make sure that each child gets the information?? Good energy!

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by popping a balloon.  The teacher asked the students questions about the cause and effect. The standard and essential questions were stated. The students completed the sentence, “The ball rolled…” at their table by discussing different endings to the sentence. The movie clip was centered around causes and effects. Great questioning about the movie clip. Graphic organizers were placed at the desks. Each graphic organizer had a cause and effect attached to it. The teacher encouraged the students to discuss the different causes and effects. The students would glue them in order. *The graphic organizer needed to be put on an overhead so the students would have a reference. The students wrote three sentences that contained causes and effects about the movie clip.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The teacher candidate opened the lesson by breaking a pencil (purposefully). She then asked what the students thought about why she would do that. This led to a great discussion and debate over whether it changed the pencil or not (Is it still a pencil?). All of the discussion on the pencil break led to it being a physical change, and how that is different from a chemical change.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You did very little that was in your lesson plan.  Need a better opening than..."Today we are going to learn about healthy and unhealthy snacks".  Some good questioning and liked that you gave your own example of a "goal".  

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Good lesson for prek.  The book "David&#39;s Cold" definitely gave them an example of the standard.  You questioned in a way that all students wanted to give you "information".  You repeated important facts from the lesson to give all an opportunity to "get it".  Using the sparkled hand sanitizer showed them the germs.  Lesson might have been expanded by putting students in pairs, then putting the sanitizer on one student&#39;s hands and having them "high 5" or shake their partner&#39;s hand...showing how germs spread.  I can tell you are enjoying your experience in prek.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similiar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I like the "Class Agenda" at the beginning...it lets the students know the order of activities during class.  Good use of Venn diagram to review likes/differences of plant and animal cells.  Transitions to activity (Bingo) was very smooth.  Great example of using the students to "show" the progression from cell-tissue-organs-organ system-human.   Be careful of using "Good" or "Good job" to praise students.  Be more specific in your praise per child.  Make sure that you call on students with their hands down...you can just tell students to keep their hands down and then you can call on students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		The lesson opening did explain the lesson but may not have hooked the students. Maybe pose a problem and have a box of the conversation hearts to show them at the beginning. The standard calls for a second grader to draw a bar graph-with the lesson students were sorting by color on the given sheet and automatically creating the graph. Be sure to discuss with CT the levels the students are operating on to tailor the lesson for them. This was too easy. Students were engaged in the activity and loved the candy hearts. Try to relate to the real world-when do we use estimation and why? Why do we make graphs?

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Loved your Power point/ interactive board. This kept the entire class engaged. They were able to check their papers while volunteers worked out answers at board. Also the management tool you used on your phone so very engaging. It even sounded like a spinner!! Transitions were smooth as you moved into elbow partners and Bingo game Differentiation was used as you challenged students to do the 5th grade standard if they chose to. This was a great incentive. You gave positive feedback to your class. This is so important!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary video about suffixes. The teacher gave good directions before beginning her lesson on the powerpoint. The teacher had the students engaged in the beginning of the lesson with a question and answer session. The teacher reviewed the anchor charts for prefixes and suffixes. The students received a stack of sticky notes. Each table had a captain. The sticky notes had words on them. The students would underline the prefix or suffix. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before they began the sticky note activity. GROW-The teacher needed to illustrate the activity before letting the students begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher could let the students do thumbs up or thumbs down as the students put the sticky notes on the correct anchor chart. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students tell her where to put the sticky notes on the anchor chart.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed some type of technology in her lesson. *The lesson needed more subject matter delivery before the students began to read. The teacher had good questions for the students after they read the passage. The teacher know her subject matter but needs to work on controlling the behavior of the students during her lesson.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		As a class, the students created a quadrilateral foldable. The students wrote the atttributes of each quadrilateral and then they drew that shape on the outside of the flap on the foldable. As each figure was discussed you pointed out things like which figures had parallel lines and how many pairs, which had right angles, and obtuse angles etc.  The foldable is a terrifice visual to support students' understanding, as well as a gread study guide for future use. The students were clearly engaged in making the foldables! There was very little individual questioning done.  Most questions were answered with most of the class shouting out an answer. This does not help you see who does and does not understand when you do not call on individual students. You need to include more individual questions as you teach.  Not only does this tell you who is and is not understanding, but helps all students to remain on task because they don't know if they will be called on or not to give an answer. The slide with the pictures and information about each figure was supportive and easy for students to follow as they made their foldables. Excellent support. You were clear to clarifiy vocabulary the sudents might not know such as the word adjacent. You then had the students complete, whole group, a "worksheet" on a slide you had prepared. Having each student complete the worksheet and then check his/her papers would have given you an idea as to who was understanding the concepts and who was not. This could have been done with a partner, as well. You introduced the Bingo Game. Be sure to set expectations for playing the game such as telling them to listen as you are giving the clues and then talk quietly among their teams to decide upon the correct figure to cover up. You numbered students off in order to form the groups.  Set expectations for how they are to move from one place in the classroom to another.  Without conversation you may move now.....is one way.  It took a few min. for them to get settled down after they moved to their groups. This equates to lost instructional time. At times it got so loud , the students could not hear your clues. You need to use an attention getter. As the students got loud, you got louder to be heard over them. Always set expectations for thei behavior during an activity like this. 

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You modeled several examples of writing the decimals in expanded form. This was great support for your students. You pointed out they needed to remember to to to the next place if there was a zero in the number. This is great anticipation of what they might do incorrectly. You used a variety of teaching strategies with the students: direct and guided instruction, technology, student directed, and manipulatives. This helps to reach many types of learners.  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Your opening with the fruit snacks was good. Food almost always gets kids attention. You asked good open ended questions - What would happen without our senses? You could have pressed for a little more thinking from the students about this one. Ask another question to make them think some more. Think about how long you wait after asking a question before supplying the answer. Kids need time to think about the answer so just be patient with them. Adding music to the lesson would have given you one more "itelligence" to  tap into. 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Activated prior learning-what students knew about keeping their teeth healthy. Activity allowed students to decide if foods were health or not. Had follow up worksheet for students to sort pictures. Passing out pictures and then having students come to place them on teeth took alot of time and left many students with nothing to do.Consider involving the class by having them give a "thumbs up" if they agree with the student's choice. Maybe using velcro on pictures would save time instead of tearing tape for each child. Be sure to elaborate on why foods are unhealthy and what a student needs to do when they do eat those foods. Lots of down time for students be careful not to waste instructional time. As you are passing out keep asking questions. Ask "why" questions-have students explain their thinking.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube about sound. The teacher asked good questions after the youtube finished. GROW-The teacher needs to let the students read some of the powerpoint so the students are more involved. The teacher had the students do a foot activity. GROW-The teacher needs to split the students into groups before the lesson. The teacher explained the lab sheets. GROW-While the teacher is passing out the lab sheet, she needs to discuss the Sound subject matter with the students. The teacher had one person from each group to come up and get the necessary materials for their Science station. The teacher gave the students instructions on what to do with the materials in the bags. GROW-The teacher could ask questions like-"What do you think we are going to do with the spoon and string?"... The partner was instructed to tap the spoon and then the students switched to complete the experiment. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the chart about the experiment. GROW-The teacher needs to ask the students if they have any questions before they begin their observation block. The teacher instructed the students to put the materials back in their bags to complete the Sound experiment. The teacher let a student illustrate the different pitchs. GROW-As the teacher passed out the rulers, she needed to discuss the subject matter and ask the students questions. The teacher gave instructions on how to observe vibration using a ruler on the desk. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher shared a youtube about emotions.  The teacher did a great job asking questions about the youtube.  The teacher illustrated the worksheet the students would be completing before dismissing them to their seats. *The teacher needed to have a little more delivery in her lesson before letting the students begin their worksheet. *The students needed something to do when they completed the worksheet.  The teacher could ask questions about the subject matter. Overall, the lesson was good.  The teacher needs to plan more activities throughout the lesson.  

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Consider ways to include both pictures and words in your lesson. Some children will be able to attend to pictures and others to both pictures and words. We don't want to eliminate either learner. Requiring 5 year olds to wait is difficult. Think of ways to engage all the learners all the time - sequence on paper where everyone has a sheet to sequence and glue for example. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You set the expectations for student behavior in regard to their getting a "part" in the reading of the book. Well done! You read the book If You Give a Pig a Pancake.  Students stood up each time the picture they were holding was mentioned in the reading.  Great listening skills practice and engagement. As this was your lesson, it was up to you to dismiss the students to their various centers not your CT. At your center you had lower case and upper case leters written on construction paper pancakes . Each student in your group was asked to match upper/lower case letters using spatulas.  The use of construction paper pancakes tied back to the book you had read. The rest of the centers were not practicing the same learning goal as the group you were teaching. I realize you may not have been able to get enough spatulas for all of the groups, however practicing upper and lower case letters would have been appropriate. Because you did not state the learning goals for the students at the beginning of the lesson, there was no connection between the beginning of the lesson and what was done in the centers. Having the students recall the items that were held up during the reading of the book had no relevance to the true meaning of "elements" in a story. Pairing the upper and lower case letters did map back to part of your learning goal. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brain Pop was a good opener but use it to discuss and review.  Make it meaningful. The Power Point was good, just add more instruction to it. Ticket out the door was a good choice as they answered the questions about physical change. suggestions- Dig deep into the Power Point.  Example:  When you talk about Physical Change, ask "What does the word physical mean?"  Even if reviewing, teach as if they are hearing for first time.  Make your transitions smooth.  Instead of just saying "Now we will do an activity".  Try to connect what they just did to what they are about to do.  The activities were fun, but make sure you are creating meaning with everything they do.  Keep reminding them of WHY they are  and WHAT they are doing with the paper. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse was going over problems from the test that was given the previous week.  I liked the way you had the students read the question aloud twice.  Good prompting questions...you know math.  Reminded them to go step by step...especially on the big test.  You lost some students' attention as it was going on.  Might need to think of a way to keep them involved even if they are not directly involved in the problem solving.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson began with the teacher asking the students to get a chrome book. The lesson began with a video about Fort Sumter. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about Fort Sumter.  The students were encouraged to share what they knew about Fort Sumter with their table. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The standard and essential question were stated. Bubble maps were issued to all students.  The students were instructed to answer the questions as his lesson progressed. The power point presentation was very informative. Great idea-The notes were kept in the student’s journal for future references for the students. The lesson was very informative.  The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job of incorporating new vocabulary with the lesson.

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Stopped during the reading of the story to discuss the characters, setting, problem and solution. Had a sequencing sheet for most students to complete with beginning, middle and end of story. Other group had to list characters, setting, problem, solution. Tie lesson to real world-did they ever have to do something and no one would help? Incorporate "why"questions so students explain their thinking.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The lesson began with the teacher instructing the students to write Atomic Bomb at the top of their journal. The lesson began with a youtube about Making Tough Choices with Kid President. The teacher did a good job of asking higher order thinking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher constantly involved the students during the lesson with questions. The teacher had a very instructional powerpoint about Harry Truman and World War 11. The teacher had the students partner share about the lesson. The teacher engaged the students through partner sharing and questions throughout the lesson. The teacher shared a youtube about the different bombings. The teacher issued different maps so the students could locate the bombings. The teacher had multiple visual materials that helped make the lesson more intriguing. The teacher had her T chart Harry Truman's Decision T chart on a powerpoint. The teacher shared what to do with the T chart on the powepoint. Excellent jog sharing the T chart before letting the students begin the assignment. The lesson had plenty of student engagement and teacher time. The teacher instructed the students to divide the students into two groups-use the atomic bomb and don't use the atomic bomb. Great idea to let the students share why they picked the side they did. Great discussion about Harry Truman's decision with the students about the atomic bomb. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You had the students listen to the video of "The Five Little Pumpkins". You had the students predict what they would be learning about after watching the video.  You supported the students learning by pointing out there were 5 pumpkins in the song. You then read the book version of "The Five Little Pumpkins" and asked comprehenstion and number sense questions as you read. You had "props" and pumpkin puppets and had the students "act out" the poem. Very interative and engaging for the students. You continued to reinforce the number 5. You played the song "The Five Little Pumpkins" and taught them movements to go with it.  They loved this! You had the students move to a table where all materials were ready.  The students made Pumpkin Prints using their thumbs and an orange pad.  After the first number (1) you had the students predict what the next miber would be and so on.  You took the lesson to a deeper understanding when you had the students trace the numbers 1-5. You had snack bags ready for each student with candy pumpkins. You cleverly asked them to "check your counting" ny having them count the number of candies in their bags to ensure they each had 5. This closed the lesson.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Good reading voice.  I liked the way you asked questions while you were reading the book "David's Cold" to the students.  Video was very appropriate for prek students.  They really enjoyed participating in the washing hands practice.  Using the two students to "show" how germs spread with the sparkly germx was good...might have expanded to show how germs would spread to another child.  High energy and student participations.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about main idea. The teacher shared a Flocabulary about main idea. The teacher compared the main idea to a pizza illustration. GROW-The teacher needs to discuss the main idea with the students as she is passing out the papers. Always use every second to instruct or discuss the subhject matter during the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to deliver instructions about the main idea worksheet before the students began cutting. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions after giving the instructions to complete the main idea worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed to let the student go to the poweroint to read the Preventing Cavities passage. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come to the board to underline the main idea and details. There was too much down time during the lesson. The teacher instructed the students how to fold their main idea table. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students questions about the standards and the essential questions that they would be studying. GROW-The teacher needs to establish the small groups before the lesson to make the transitions smoother. The teacher could post the groups on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needs more delivery in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher needs to let the students know what they will be discussing and learning about in the lesson. The students explained about their object to the class. GROW-As the teacher passed out the popcorn, she needed to be asking questions and discussing the different senses. The I CAN DESCRIBE POPCORN chart was great! The students described the popcorn according to the five senses as the teacher wrote their responses. GROW-The teacher could have a worksheet or journal writing on their desks as they discussed the popcorn. The teacher brought five different students to the front of the classroom to describe the different objects. The BOX was very colorful and exciting. The students described what sense the objects protected. The teacher held the flipbook in the front of the classroom. The teacher explained the flipbook to the class with instructions on how to complete the flpbook. The teacher asked if there were any questions before letting the students begin. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher began the lesson by sharing "The Lion and the Mouse" story. While passing out the markers, the teacher discussed the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to shoulder share about the lesson. The teacher reminded the students about the genre of the story. The FABLES powerpoint was very engaging with the students.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher did a good job of asking different question about the comparative adjectives. The teacher shared an anchor chart about comparative adjectives. GROW-The teacher needs to ask if there are any questions before letting the students begin to write their different comparative adjective words on their piece of paper. The teacher did a great job of transitioning to small reading groups. The teacher did a great job of teaching the subject matter. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Fort Sumter The students were instructed to look at the picture and tell the teacher what they think the picture is about. The students shared with each other their information. Each table shared their information and the teacher wrote the results on the power point. The standard and essential questions were stated. Good questioning during the power point lesson. The students were instructed to use the graphic organizer to complete the information from the power point. The students took a quiz on their quizlet. http://join.quizzizz.com 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had different questions on the powerpoint that she asked the students in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher has great command of the subject matter of the lesson. The powerpoint had the answers to the questions-What is a Paleontologist? The teacher did a good job using the popsicle sticks to call on different students to participate in the lesson. The teacher had three different groups. The teacher did a great job explaining the different stations. The Science fossil stations were great!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had a lot of questions and answers during the lesson. The teacher had the students copy the problems on the powerpoint and show equal fractions. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and checking the progress of the students during the lesson. GROW-To improve the lesson, the teacher needed to call on different students to come to the powerpoint and illustrate the different fraction problems. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students in the class to check if the students understood the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The lesson needed to be more engaging with the students. GROW-The teacher needed to divide the students into groups of three before the lesson began. The game, "Let's Play Fraction Bingo", was enjoyed by the students.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were teaching a small group about the physical attributes of stars. You began by reviewing book you had read yesterday. You did a nice job of explaining what you had read and asking questions from today and yesterday's lesson.  suggestion- Be careful of not letting them get too distracted from their work.  Keep them on pace.  Good job covering the LA goals of the author, illustraor, table of contents, etc. of the book you read.  Love integrating LA and science! 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great opening and motivator as you had the Olympics symbols on the Prom. board and Olympic theme music as they were coming in. Did you notice that when you told your students they would be having their own Olympics, they started clapping?? This was such a creative review lesson of metric measurement. They loved it! You gave direct instruction during the competition. Awesome questioning such as "We will measure the weight of these stones in killograms. Who can remember what we talked about that helps us remember what a killogram is?" "What can we think about as we convert killogram to grams?"

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Having the quilt was a great way to introduce the story and build personal connections between teacher and student. It's helpful to establish expectations during reading time by reminding students to sit, listen and direct attention to the teacher. There are many ways to accomplish this through classroom visual signals or some other manner. The Patchwork Quilt is a lengthy story and some was not engaged during the reading time. A refocusing of the students would have been helpful. Young learners benefit from visuals reminders of expections. While you used 123, eyes on me, you did not wait for the students to respond before you continued. You did a good job of connecting the afternoon activity to the morning's learning about adjectives. You provided guided practice before you asked for independent practice. You allowed for inventive spelling in the written activity Transitions are an important part of classroom management. There are many ways to transition between carpet and table. Remember to keep the number of children moving at a time small (ask only boys to leave, then girls or ask those wearing a certain color to leave first). This promotes listening skills as well as managing the movement. Wait times are very difficult for students so smooth transitions increase learning time. During the guided practice you gave praise for the big words the students were giving. Specific praise is more powerful than vague praise. During the independent practice you circulated around the room providing help where needed. You provided a time (brief) for the students to share their work. A stronger closing, had time allowed, would have been to have children read their acrostic poem aloud. If you had word bank, it might have been easier for the relunctant writers to feel more successful. Estimateing how many time an activity will take is a skill you will develop. It happens with time. All teachers struggle from time to time with this skill. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening question was good. Be sure and give them time to answer before cutting them off. You may have to help them with hints, but they were doing well. Walk around the class as you get them excited about what they will be learning. If you show a video, give purpose to it. You did ask 2 questions after the video, but they never got them answered before moving on to the worksheet. If this lesson was an introduction or a review, your job is to instruct this. Create that balance of direct instruction and guided practice. *Give positive comments and feedback. Be mindful of not saying "no that's not right" to a student. Make your students feel that was a good try. I heard one "good job." This is so important. *The lesson was over their head. If this was an introduction, possibly use a power point to help them understand these Bill of Rights. The poster activity was a good choice. They enjoyed it. This could have been used as their group practice.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson began with students reading a story from text about a robot. Students were then allowed to construct ther own robot which would be the base for their writing. Students were engaged in the making of the robot but they may have needed a few more directions about the writing portion of the activity. You provided questions on the board for them to think about as they wrote. Students did not see the checklist used for assessment and it did not include the questions that they focused on. Be sure to engage more with the students as they work-encourage them, ask questions, show them you are interested. Be sure you have everyone's attention before giving directions.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You had the real objects for students to count but it was only 10 objects and the standard was counting within 1000 with 4 digit numbers.  You needed a stronger opening problem.  You left off a large chunck of teachin time so there was not much to see of you teaching.  Students worked in groups. Concern that the workshhet was 3 digit addition not 4 to meet the standard.  Students in workshhet group finished quickly and had down time waiting for other group.  Plan additional activities that you might not need.  Tie to real world.  Instead of giving strategies to problem solving group--let them generate ideas or let them solve and then explain their strategy.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*Loved your opening of the True/False review game. Great idea. *You started out with the "multiplying fractions" problem on the board as you begin questioning your students on what they already knew. Good balance of instruction and practice. (Tornado drill took out about 10 min.)

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Good opening with helping your students think about change.  But use this segway to dig deeper with questions.  "Is change always good?"  "Why or why not?"  This questioning will lead into your Power point by giving them hints about change during WWII.  "Today we will talk about people during WWII that cause change for our country and the world."  You can decide by end of lesson if you think they were good or bad changes.  Be sure and go over review words such as dictator, prime minister, allies, etc.  Don't assume they just know.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The students were dismissed to the carpet by calling on student with different types of clothes. The teacher had great questions for the students to start the lesson. The teacher asked about characters, setting and major events. The teacher issued each student a leaf with either the character, setting or major event of the story. The students placed their leaf on the correct poster with the headings-character, setting or major event. The teacher had a read aloud, The Biggest Leaf PIle. The teacher reads with such expression. The students were very engaged in the read aloud. The teacher had a great dismissal back to the seats. The powerpoint of the Characters and Setting for the lesson was very effective. The teacher had great review questions about the read aloud story. The teacher would write the answers on the promethean board as the students wrote at their seats. *When students finish their work, the teacher needs to carry on conversation with the students to take advantage of all the learning time available. *The teacher needed to write the colors on the board for the worksheet. The students did a good job reading the passage containing the character, setting and major events. The teacher needs to review the assignments after the students complete them.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Activated prior learning and had students recall definition of a verb and examples of verbs. Incorporated a short video on adding ed to make past tense verbs. Had a matching activity for students to complete independently on present/past tense of regular verbs. Had shaving creme for students to spread on desks to write the past tense of verbs in shaving creme. Students were very excited about the shaving creme and all were on task writing the verbs. Lesson stopped to go to lunch-closing not observed. Incorporate more questions than just recall. Watch your examples-you were giving wrong information on some of your verbs because you did not tell them to double the final consonant before adding ed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Incorporate more open ended questions to allow students to explain their thinking.  Relate the lesson to real world experiences of the children.  Be sure to gather all materials needed for an activity before beginning your lesson.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over your rules and explained what they would be doing in today's lesson.    Good balance of guided instruction (Prom board)  and practice (white boards).  White boards keep them occupied and are a lot more fun than paper and pencil!  suggestion- As you are doing guided practice on the board, go deeper with instruction as you work out the problem.  Give them a visual of the word problem. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher conducted a small Reading group.   *The lesson needed some type of technology. *The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter of the lesson very well. The teacher did a good job of letting the students know what she expected them to do when they completed the graphic organizer. *The teacher needed to review the graphic organizer in more detail before letting the students begin completing it. The teacher does a good job of giving constructive feedback to the students after they had completed their worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge of "point of view". This allowed your students to begin making connections to goal of your lesson. You used elbow partners to allow students to discuss among themselves questions you had asked. This is a terrific way for them to have to opportunity to share and learn from one another. Always ask for a couple of responses from the groups. This will hold them accountable for what they are to be discussing. You supported your students understanding of the vocabulary in the two books by discussing their meanings. Remember to include higher-order thinking questions in order to take their understanding of the standard to a higher level. You used a variety of teaching strategies in order to meet the needs of the various learners: direct and guided instruction, student directed, and technology.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the directions for each of the Reference Material Stations.  You set clear expectations for completing work at the stations. You set the timer for 10 minutes for each station rotation. This told the students they must be on task in order to complete the work. You had students previously grouped by looking at abilities. All materials were ready for each station and the directions were at each station in case they forgot what they were to do. You gave the students a 2 min. warning when the 10 min. was about to be up for that station rotation. You gave clear directions for transitioning to the next station. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding, giving support as needed, and ensuring all students were engaged and on task. I had to leave the classroom before the end of the class.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Your chart had good information on it but hard to read.  You probably should have put your acronym FANBOYS on the board so that it could be seem.  I liked how you had them stick out their right arm as a simple sentence, comma(elbow), conjunction(shirt), left arm simple sentence, period(fist).  Students did a good job working together in groups and coming up compound sentences.  You might need to use a timer when students are doing an activity.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job reviewing  folktales.   suggestion- Have your students answer more high level questions when comparing fables and folktales.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		You need to give more explanation to students when they cannot answer the questions you ask or consistently give incorrect answers.  Also, emphasize important points/vocabulary throughout the lesson; this helps to reinforce the concepts to the students.  Giving specific feedback to students during the lesson also help to reinforce the concepts you are teaching.  For smoother transitions, give students your expectations on how they should handle the next task and what they should do at each step before they begin.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		*Remember that your opening should be engaging and helps to gear their brain to what you will be learning. *Make your lesson flow. Be mindful not to just go from activity to activity. If you show a video, give it purpose. Talk about it, discuss it, or even before the video tell them what to look for *Venn Diagram was a great idea. So glad it was interactive. But there HAS to be instruction with your activities. You can't just go through the motions. *Glad that you divided into two groups. You should have been the one to do the celery experiment. Not sure the purpose of using your group just to copy from board.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You activiated the lesson with a video showing how to regroup in addition.  The video was very supportive of the students' learning as it demonstrated, step by step, how to add with regrouping. The students were clearly engaged. You discussed/demonstrated the importance of lining up the numbers correctly when adding.   The slides you had made for this were extremely clear  helpful. When you asked the students what was wrong with the problem 37+48, you were assessing the students' understanding regarding how the problems must be written in order to solve. There was no wait time after your questions, because the students were shouting out the answers. I did not observe the closing, as I had to leave for another lesson observation.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You  provided a thorough introduction/explanation of stations. You shared a slide with all information,,,so supportive Teaches them to read directions and be more independent, so organized. Students knew exactly what station they needed to go to .  You had your own small group. You began the lesson giving students a frog puzzle to get them excited about learning about frogs and toads. Great launch/attention getter! You accessed prior knowledge when you asked if they had ever seen a frong or a toad.  You also asked if they know what makes frogs and toads different. You gave the students a passage about frogs and toads to first read silently to themselves. You then had the students follow along as you read the passage aloud. Some of the students were "tracking print" as you read.  At this age, it is a good idea for all to do this. It helps to keep the students on task and engaged. You then had the students read the passage all together. You asked questions having students look for similarities or differences with frogs and toads.  You had an anchor chart and pointed out "compare" and "contrast" words. This was great support for helping the students understand the difference between the two and what words to look for or use when comparing and contrasting. You had the students practice comparing and contrasting the two animals when you gave them a Venn Diagram.  You had the students, in pairs, place the cut out facts where they needed to go.  You reminded the students they were allowed to look back at the passage if they could not remember or to check their work. You closed the lesson by giving the students a sentence frame and had them write comparing/contrasting sentences. The students in this small group then became the teachers and taught the lesson they were just taught to their classmates in small groups.  What a great idea! You had higher order thinking questions in your lesson plan, however you did not ask many of them. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		You had them sitting on the carpet and listening to you...then you lost them when you had them get up and get whiteboards and come back to carpet.  You probably should have had them get the boards on the way to the carpet at the beginning.  During the activity, it was difficult to see what was written on the blue sheets that you showed for them to fill in the blank with a collective noun.  I don't know that at second grade level they have the ability to know if by putting the word in the blank would it make "sense".  Students seemed to enjoy the activity of matching the picture/word/collective nouns. Be careful of saying "Alright" and "Good job" too much.  Be more specific with your praise.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The lesson began with a youtube video about the distributive property. The teacher gave explicit directions on how to complete the interactive notebooks. Great! The teacher modeled the first problem before letting the students begin the interactive notebook. The teacher did a great job moving into small groups. Great! The teacher showed the students the positive things that would happen if they worked quietly.  Great way to encourage positive behavior!  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had a very engaging lesson with the students. The students responded well to all of the questions during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job of reviewing Math vocabulary throughout the lesson. The video about fractions was a great way to let the students be involved. The students loved singing the words along with the video! The teacher had the students on the floor at the beginning of the lesson with white boards and markers. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the problems on the powerpoint DRAW IT WITH ME! GROW-The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint and BOX in the important vocabulary words. The teacher did a good job of explaining the game-FRACTION GOLF. Good job explaining the rules of the game. The game was a little hard for some of the students. GROW-The teacher needs a back up game if the game she has prepared is too hard. Overall the lesson was good!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		A vocabulary word box would have beneficial for this lesson since the students were expected to remember several key terms. Good opening activity. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You opened the lesson with a video that discussed the material for the lesson.  It caught studnt interest.  You were ready for students with their texts on the desks ready to go.  Slow down when reading to class and stop and ask questions to be sure that students understand the vocabulary.  Had choice boards for students to pick activities from to complete.  Choice board activities incorporated technology.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You began the lesson telling the children they would be learning about good dental health. You connected the lesson to the visit with a dentist in the media center which had occurred earlier in the day.  Terrific way to build connections for your students! You held up a piece of chocolate anasked it it was good or bad for their teeth.  You did the same with an apple.  You explained which was good and which was not after the student shared their responses. You asked the students what causes cavitites. One of the students remembered the word plaque from hearing from the dentist earlier. You held up a picture of teeth and students were able to tell you the teeth were covered with "sugar bugs" which is the cause of plaque, which can lead to cavitites. As the lesson progressed you repeatedly  emphasized the learning goals with the students.  Excellent support for learning. You gave each student laminated teeth,a toothbrush, and "toothpaste" (shaving cream).  The students were to brush the teeth in order to get rid of the "sugar bugs".  You emphasized that they were to continue brushing even when there were no longer any visible bugs, because there are germs we can't see. You played a song and they were to brush for the length of the song, which was 2 minutes.  This is the length of time we should all brush our teeth.  This was an excellent way to drive home the idea of just how long two minutes of brushing is!  At the end of the song, the students were eager to hold up their shiny teeth. You closed the lesson reading a very engaging book about the importance of brushing teeth.  You asked questions as you read the book assessing the students' understanding. You displayed large "good tooth" and a large "bad tooth".  You gave each group of students a picture of some food. The group was to decide whether the food would go on the good tooth or the bad tooth, depending on what kind of food it was. 

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern works encouragement into her group questions, and helps to give students confidence in their learning. This in turn is helpful when they need to self correct an answer.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate demonstrates good questioning skills overall, but does very well with wait time. She offers just the right mix of encouragement along with high expectations. When appropriate, the teacher candidate will model the pronunciation of a word and then say, "repeat after me,' eliciting the correct pronunciation from the whole group and at times individual students. This was very well done. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Powet point was right on. The visuals were very helpful. Great instruction on simple machines. *Bring in real things to show. Nothing better than the real thing! *Bring in purpose of simple machines in our everyday life. Spend time talking about importance! *It was a little confusing on wheether this was an intro to all simple machines or if you were concentrating on one. You always want the observer to be able to follow your lesson clearly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Wow! One of the best welcomes I have heard.  You welcomed your class as they walked in and told them your expectations.  It is obvious that they love you as their teacher.  You are motivating and make learning fun!  You did a quick review of previous learning.   suggestions- Give some brief instruction before you start the weighing activity.  (you did this more on the 2nd group) Make sure your directions are clear.  Give explicit rules on what they are to do.  Too much down time.   Does your Standard match your activity?   Use your EQ as you close the lesson to summarize why weight changes.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You had a model for the students to refer to when completing the activity.  You had everything they could need to complete the project which eliminated the need for them to get up again. Loved the way you renamed te properties so the students could remember them.  You provided lots of examples and then allowed students to make the example.  You were very positive with the students, giving them lots of encouragement to participate.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Opening was good as you asked them to talk in their groups about what they know about whole numbers and fractions. *They need to share these answers. Flocabulary videos are meaningful but always make sure to create purpose. Either ask questions about it or ask fo students to tell something they heard that was important. Great job on direct and guided instruction. Students love working out problems on the board. *possibly have the others working out at their desks at same time on paper . This helps to keep them engaged. Loved, loved the small groups. The envelope just create some excitement for the activity. *Good thinking on having separate problems in envelope for gifted students. *Don't forget to do the closing/summarizing. Ticket out the door is an assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students have a balance of instruction, group practice, and individual practice. A strength in this lesson during the group, guided practice would be the questions posed by the teacher (intern). The wait time is nearly perfect, even when students call out an answer that is not correct, she knows when to wait briefly for them to self correct. Another positive aspect of questioning happened when no students answered a question at all. After a reasonable amount of wait time, the intern repeated the question. This seemed to give students clarity to make sure they understood the question, and their answers came quckly and with confidence.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate did a nice job of leading the students in guided practice, with appropriat e verbal coaching to help them move through the math problems. The manner in which the teacher candidate talks the students through working a math problem supports their learning and gives them the opportunity to self assess The teacher candidate coordinated having a small portion of time for various leveled groups with the visiting special education teacher, and the regular classroom teacher - each leading a group whille the teacher candidate conducted more practice of the math skills. 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated her standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job explaining the standard in kid friendly terms. The teacher showed a School House Rock video. Great introduction to the subject Collective nouns. Stations were explained- Great that you demonstrated the GO Fish game for the station. **Too many okays! The teacher did a great job of explaining the stations before the students began their rotations. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Great afternoon lesson!  You had good energy throughout the lesson.  You kept the students' attention during the lesson.  You asked good questions during your reading of "Dot the Fire Dog".  The firefighter song your group made up was very clever and the students really, really liked the song and movements.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		*You were teaching a small group today, however, I want to see you welcome your class, tell them what they would be doing, and then transition them into their groups. This brings experience and practice for you. It also shows me how you do with transitions. You can use that time to introduce Standards, EQs and set expectations for what they were be learning today. *Dig into the questioning more. When you asked "Why did Rosa Parks get arrested?" He answered the question but dig deeper. Make your students think. The boycott question was a good one that the student answered. Talk about the definition of certains words like "defiance"

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The students enjoyed the opening game where they tried to match the vocabulary word with the definition. These were the words used in the story so it prepared them for the reading. Throughout the reading. you stopped and asked questions. You did a good job with higher order questions-having students discuss what might happen, how the characters might have felt, how they would feel if in the same situation. The character was their age so the students could relate. Make sure you know how to pronounce all the words before reading to students.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You reviewed prior learning.  You were very encouraging to students asking for their input.  When technology wasn't working you went right on with the lesson.  When technology was available you seemlessly incorporated it.  You made sure students understood the vocabulary-asking them for definitions, explanations.  You explained the reason for sreating the flip book.You closed the lesson with a review of material and asked for student questions.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good Brainpop to open the lesson. I think it would have been beneficial for the key vocabulary to be posted. Always try to find a way to relate the lesson to real-life.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Not a bad lesson but some information needed more explanation possibly.  Students were to take notes on information on the board and discussion.  I know that you handed out different sheets to fill out but "why" did you??  Some "gifted" students are not good at writing things down...might have been better to give everyone the fill-in sheet.  You might have been able to get more discussion going instead of waiting for them to write.   You gave good additional information and explanation as they were reading in their textbooks.  I liked the activity of them writing down three facts about the major issues that were talked about during the lesson.  

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher began the lesson by sharing an Emotion Commotion powerpoint. The teacher had great questions about the powerpoint. The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher let the students show them their different emotions with their facial expressions. The teacher discussed several different emotions during the lesson. The teacher had an outstanding powerpoint about emotions. The teacher instructed the students to get out their glue sticks to make their emojis. Each student received a bag with a different emoji. The teacher gave explicit instructions to make their emoji paper paper plate. The students had to write a complete sentence about their emoji. *After passing out the ziploc bags with the emojis, the teacher could have let all of the students share what emojis they had. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good review of Civil War as you opened up lesson. Use this time to ask high level questions.  Ask their opinions on things.   I liked how you talked and pointed out things during video, helping them have a visual of what they had previously learned.   suggestion- After video, ask more questions.  You showed it for a purpose! Dig deep in your instruction, whether it's review or not.  The students need to hear instruction over and over.  suggestion- Make your directions more explicit.  Set your expectations, rules, and directions of what you expect on flip book. suggestion- Give positive comments to your students.  Important! The flip books (fact and fiction) was a good idea. suggestion- Make a connection to each thing you do.  Each activity should lead into the next.  In other words, why are they making a flip book?  Give meaning to each thing you do.   suggestion- Have a time limit.  this helps with time management for you and the students.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		*Loved, loved your opening. You first reviewed vocabulary words before moving into the Flocab video. You instructed your students to raise their hand every time they heard a word in the video that they had been learning about. The video was POWERFUL! *Questioning was awesome! Good job in getting your students to think! You challenged them to explore options. *The T chart was a great idea / visual for them to give reasons on why or why not Truman dropped the Atomic Bomb. Transitions went well as you transitioned into debate groups. You set your expectations and explained the directions well. *Question....could you have left out your debate on the T chart and let them do it on their own within their group?  I felt like it was basically the same thing.  This could have helped with time.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The opening rap was a good motivator, but what was your purpose? Possibly before they listen to it, ask some review questions about what they have been learning in math. Tell them to listen to some key words in rap. You offered them a new strategy (butterfly method) in helping them remember how to add fractions with uncommon denominators. Talk about how strategies help us remember a pattern, etc. Your want to create this method as so meaningful that they understand the purpose behind it. When you asked, "Can it be simplified?" he answered " No." Don&#39;t just say "That&#39;s right." Ask "Why not?" Remember how important your questioning is. Dig deep to make sure they understand they whys and why nots. Great that you differntiated among your classes. What works with one, may not with another. Having this class in 2 monitored groups, instead of several independent stations was a good plan. Good job in delivering your content. You have a gift in helping them understand.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with a clear explanation of what standards the students would be practicing during stations. You then explained each of the 6 stations including what to do when finished and your expectations for them as they worked. You explained the amount of time they would have at each station. The stations were perfect for the geomentry skills which had already been taught. You had all materials ready....containers for materials, playing pieces, directions. Because students were involved in stations there were not opportunities for higher order questioning and wait time. When transitioning you might want to say something like, "Without conversation tiptoe to your next station." The students got a little cranked up when transitioning and then it took them a couple of min. to settle back down for the next station. Perhaps have more than one card with the website for the Brain Pop video you wanted them to watch.. This will enable all to log on immediately and not have to wait their turn to see the sheet with the website.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson with an engaging Rap song about prime numbers. This was great, but it did not address composite numbers factors or multiples.  This is when it would have been appropriate for you to address them, after the prime number wrap. You then handed out a chart...What Do You Know?...for students to fill out explaining what they remembered about prime and composite numbers, factors, and multiples. The students, sitting closest to me, were struggling with what to write. If others were struggling, this would have been a good time to "adjust" the lesson plan and fill out the chart together. You could have asked for responses and worked together, as a class to define each of these terms. Writing them on the board for them to copy would have been supportive of their learning and the chart would have served as a reference tool for future use. As this was a review lesson, it is always a good idea to start out demonstrating/reviewing the various terms/points to be reviewed. This will help prepare them for the rest of the lesson. Having Mrs. Maxwell work with a struggling group is always a great way to differentiate.  Please feel free, as I have said, to use her during your lessons!  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I like how you started the lesson on a personal not..."I am so sleepy".  This put you into the lesson with them.  Good questioning during the lesson especially while they were working on worksheet togeter with you.  You also used directionality while going through the worksheet...next one to the right...back on the left side.  Sequence of going through the emotions and drawing the expressions together, then having them color allowed you to control the learning.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		*You opened your lesson with reviewing what they knew about multiplying whole numbers and add/subtracting fractions. *Set your expectations and directions.. When you pass out manipulatives, tell them what to do. Tell them to get their hands off the tiles or you will take them up. You set the boundaries so they know their expectations. Great job in reviewing and questioning. Loved that you had fraction tiles for them to use. (I was confused about the 1/10 fractile tiles over the 1. There were only 9 put up there. Did you realize this?) You also used white boards for them to work out the problems on board. This helped your students to stay engaged. Glad that you allowed student to work problems out on board, and wonderful that you had them to tell in detail how they got to each step!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Opened mini lesson with a quick introduction to compound words with students giving examples that they could think of. Engaged students with a Brain POP video on compound words, Students then read a book with you and listened for compound words. The activity allowed them to go back through the text and make a list of compound words. When next group came to you, they were allowed to read the text independently. I was glad to see you adjust the lesson based on the students needs. Be sure to check tricky words before the lesson so you are prepared to deal with them.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You activated the lesson asking students what they knew about leaves. You had a picture of some leaves on the board. Connecting the colors the leaves are now to the colors they are duing spring and summer may have helped students understand what happens to leaves in the fall. You read a book, Leaf Man. You related the book to real-life leaves blowing.  Something they had all seen/experienced. It is good to make these connections. You stopped during the lesson to ask a question. Asking more questions would have checked their comprehension better. You read the book with a very engaging voice. The students wanted to listen to you read. You had the students transition from the floor to their tables by calling one group at a time. Perfectly done. No instructional time lost. You had the students each make their own "leaf man". You had all materials ready at each of the tables. You encouraged the students to be creative. There wasn't a closing to the lesson. They just finished their craft.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Opened by asking students for the defination of a star-to engage them more, you might have a picture of a star for them to look at. Good mix of instruction and student participation. During transitions be sure you have everyone's attention-some still talking while you were giving directions. You matched students for second part of the activity. Some students took longer to finish part 1 so when they found their partner for part 2-the work was already complete.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with the standard and I can statement.  Had a video on context clues to engage students in the lesson.  Great discussion on vocabulary to be sure students had understanding of the terma.  Had students apply context clues while reading the book aloud.  Asked lots of "why" wuestions to have students explain their answers.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard was posted and discussed witht he students at the opening of the lesson.  Leson consisted of students watching a viseo and taking notes throughout.  Video was stoppped and student understanding and recall was assessed. Students also completed a graphic organizer of material presnted. Lesson plan is to be sent to supervisor 48 hours prior to teaching the lesson. There was little student engagement or participation in lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You opened with students recalling pevious learned material.  You incorporated recall questions as well as understanding questions-getting students to explain their thinking. You called on multiple students making sure to include as many different students as possible. Your class management was great.  Students were engaged, on task.  You were very positive with the students and encouraged them as they answered.  You made sure students were ready with materials before moving on with the next direction.  You monitored students as they worked-making sure they understood the task, encouraging students as they worked, redirecting when necessary.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needed more delivery in her lesson at the beginning. The teacher passed out worksheets while the Flocabulary video was showing. The teacher asked the students after the viewing of the Flocabulary video. The teacher instructed the students how to complete the worksheet on subjects and verbs. *The teacher needs to monitor the students by walking around the students at their desks as they work. *The teacher does not need to just walk back and forth in the front of the room. The teacher did a good job asking questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher divided the students up into different reading groups by color. *The teacher needed to give the instructions for the worksheet before she dismissed the students to their groups. *The teacher needed to review the answers of the students on the first worksheet before beginning the next part of her lesson. The teacher be

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		This lesson was a continuation/review of the 5 Georgia regions.  Some of the lesson had been changed because of how active the class had been during the day.  Class was divided into three groups to do the activities.  Unfortunately, the Kahoot quiz never did upload on the computers for the students to take.  There was no back up for them to do.  Materials need to be more readily available when handing out center activity.  

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good beginning with your "Mystery Bag" of items.  You modelled what they were going to do by placing the names of the items on a graphic organizers and then they determined main idea which you wrote in the center.  Book you read about "pumpkins" very appropriate for this time of year.  Instead of reading the whole book, you might have read a portions then start filling out their worksheet.  I think that would have gotten to your objective easier.  I really like you typing the information on the promethian.  Remember...you are the "Differentiator"...how many ways can you show the standard for student understanding.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good showing the video about the Iditarod before reading the passage.  I liked the way you read the passage and stopped to let the students say the next word.  That keeps them tracking the text.  Answering the two questions together with the class allowed them to practice finding details in the text.  There was a little confusion about one of the questions but you got them back on track.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You began the lesson with "popcorn" reading from the Social Studies textbook. You discussed and asked questions throughout the reading to ensure your students'  understanding of the content. You discussed how the roles of women had changed, since the men were at war. You shared a slide from your PowerPt. presentation showing the different roles women fulfilled during the war. You asked how Rosie the Riveter was a good icon during this time, which was an higher order thinking question. You had the students complete an insert page for their interactive Social Studies notebooks regarding how women helped with the war effort . The students did this with ease because you had scaffolded their learning though the reading and the slides shared. You went on to discuss how opportunity cost , rations, and victory gardens were a part of life during the time of war.  In order to have students demonstrate their understanding of these 3 concepts you had them complete another interative page.  They were asked to provide a description/definition, illustration, and caption sentence based on their illustration of each of these 3 words. At the end of the lesson you reviewed the lesson goals and had them complete a Ticket Out the Door. They were required to to write one way women helped with the war effort. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You read the informational text on each of the generals and the students, with your guidance, highlighted the important facts. Be sure to practice what you plan to read, for any lesson, before teaching in order to ensure you know how to pronounce all words. You guided the students through transferring the highlighted information about the generals to their description pages. Well done!  Excellent support! You used a variety of strategies to address the different learning styles of your students: direct instruction, guideded instruction, technology, visual aids, and the handouts for their interactive S.S. notebooks. Allow time to revisit the E.Q. at the end of the lesson. I am assuming this is the first time they have heard this information and revisiting the EQ circles back around to the whole point of the lesson....what they were to learn.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be specific when telling the students what they have done well. " I like the way you _________________" Include questions that begin with words like: how, why, explain in order to have students gain a deeper depth of knowledge. Movement from rug to tables went very smoothly. No loss of instructional time. 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		When you are reviewing information it is always good to really think about how can I keep the students' attention.  Students really didn't seem to have a good grasp of the information they needed to be successful during the lesson.  When you are working with information that includes animals, birds, plants, physical land features it is always good to use pictures to reinforce the learning.  You did some good prompting for answers and clarification of information.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The lesson opening that had students quickly discussing how to identify a main idea engaged every single student right away. Students were enthusiastic about coming up with a good response to share with the class. Having the boys repeat the main idea, and then the girls do the same gave all students a chance to either hear or say the purpose of learning. A main idea graphic was on chart paper with the I can statement. There was an example given before the passage that students worked on together. Differentiation is addreesed by multiple means. Passages are read aloud anytime they are used to make sure all students have heard the contents. Student handouts were displayed on the screen as well, and the students have the same paper in their hand, giving extra support for any students who need to re-read the passage. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate encourages all of her students as the work through the lesson and provides appropriate support. She has some room for growth in opening the lesson, but it was overall very well planned and executed. However, she was clear with stating the purpose of learning at the beginning of the lesson. Helping students understand the purpose of the lesson sets them and the teacher candidate up for success.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You began the lesson discussing good and poor snacks for teeth. You asked the students why their teeth would be happy of they ate an apple vs. cookies. This was followed with a discussion of the sugar contained in the cookies that is not good for their teeth. You gave each of the students baggies with a toothbrush, and laminated teeth.  Students were to brush away "sugar bugs" on the teeth as the song played.  The video was good. Perhaps have them watch it the first time and then brush the teeth the second time.  I am not sure how long the song was, but it would have been good to play it for 2 minutes in order for the students to see/understand just how long they are to brush their teeth. You collected the baggies and then asked the students how long they are to brush their teeth when brushing. You handed out 4 pictures of foods, two heathy and two sugary.  The students were to determine which were healthy and which were not.  You had two large cut outs of a tooth, one was a happy tooth and the other was a sad tooth. You had the students decide which tooth their particular food would be placed. Try asking "why" they chose the happy or the sad tooth chart for their particular food item.  This would be an example of an higher order thinking question for kindergarteners. You then read a pop-up book called Brush Your Teeth Please.  Great choice!  The students were engaged and thoroughly enjoyed the book.  Try elaborating on the information on some of the pages in order to review the lesson goals again. You closed the lesson asking the students to tell you the kinds of food they would ask their mothers to buy that would be healthy for their teeth. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Effective use of technology -actively involves students in solving example problems -uses number line on floor to help students practice -offers individual assistance as needed during guided practice -Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding -Works within structure of split groups with co-teacher that visits class for math

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Overall, this is a well delivered lesson in which the teacher candidate is able to share strategies with students for solving a particular type of math problem that includes fractions. Because of the overall strong and consistent delivery of the lesson, it is difficult to determine what is truly exemplary. During the independent practice, the intern gave individual assistance to a number of students in a way that allowed them to catch up if needed, while at the same time receiving the extra explanation that would help them understand what they needed to do.So that earns an exemplary and it is paired with appropriate tone and voice levels from the final section (classroom management). There is an art to giving individual assistance without "broadcasting" a student's struggles to the class. You did a great job of making that work as you visited one on one with those who needed it during independent practice.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Used a song to reenforce characteristics of regions of Ga.  The slides tied the regions into real world experiences of the students and allowed you to monitor student understanding. You monitored students as they worked in groups.  Throughout lesson you set expectations for behavior an there were no student behavior issues at all.  Great encouragement of students as they did what was asked and as they answered questions. You encouraged students to do their best-using capital letters, complete sentences, show me what you know.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Good lesson.  Going back over previous knowledge and putting information on graphic organizer helped to reinforce information they would need to be success doing your activity.  Make sure when you are giving directions that you say everything at once.  Very difficult to go back and insert something you want them to do.  Might be good to write directions on promethean board or include in power point for a visual reminder.  Great activity allowed students to implement their knowledge and be creative with their writing.  Glad you used a timer to keep within the class time to complete the activity.  Good specific feedback..."I like how you used dialogue in it".

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Due to the observation before yours, I was late arriving and did not see the introduction of your lesson. This is why there is a "Not Observed" mark. You asked very few higher order thinking questions.  I will give you a Depth of Knowledge handout to help you with kind of questioning. You used a variety of teaching strategies: direct instruction, guided instruction, technology, and visual aids. Well done! The slides allowed the students plenty of practice with how to form contractions.  This was excellent support for the students learning. You did an outstanding job of scaffolding the learning for your students. Did not observe closing of lesson, as you ran out of time. I know you had an activity for them to do, but you can always very quickly, ask the E.Q. as a closing for the lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson with a picture of the Disney Princess Cinderella. You guided the students though a discussion of the main characters, the setting, and main ideas of the story. As these were shared by the students, you made a list of them on the board with the heading "Cinderella". You then read the book Dinorella . You had the students make predictions before you read the book. This was an excellent prereading strategy, as all good readers make predictions. After reading the book, you went through the same process having students share the main characters etc. You then lead a discussion regarding what it means to compare and contrast something. You shared an anchor chart with the vocabulary specific to comparing something as well as contrasting . This was excellent support for compare/contrast writng experiences later, as well as helping them decide where their sentence strips were to go on their own Venn Diagrams. You led a discussion of how the two stories were alike and different. Students were then given a Venn Diagram with the typed information from each story. They were to cut out the events and determine which part of the Venn Diagram they belonged. Having the sentences typed up allowed them more time for making decisions rather than writing out the sentences on their own. Nice scaffolding. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing students' understanding and giving help as needed. You used good time management when you told them they had 3 more min. left to complete the assignment. This tells the students they must stay on task in order to complete their work in a timely manner.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good lesson over prefixes.  Brain Pop video is a great way to begin a lesson...students really paid attention.  Liked the way you typed the words the students gave you on the computer that showed on the screen.  Students did a good job of making new words from prefixes and root words.  Good class participation.  You might want to make the information on the board BIGGER so that all can see.  

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good starting the lesson with an entertaining video.  Second video used for instuction - you explained how they were gooing to complete the worksheet "with" the video.  Good job of pausing the video to have a discussion about which abstract nouns should be chosen.  When it came to substituting abstract noun in sentence...it might have been better if you had "modeled" the first one with the class.  You did a great job going around and monitoring how the students were working on their worksheets.  You recognized that they all need the word list to help achieve your goal.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good referring back to previously learned information.  SAY NUMBERS CORRECTLY!!  You said "hundred AND seventy-nine degrees...should be hundred seventy-nine degrees!!  Good flow from one activity to another.   Great video - Number Rap...referred back to it talking about the shapes of the day. Be careful giving general information that may not be true at all times...you said a "vertex" was a corner...it may be but not always. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You did a good job getting students involved in the lesson.  Students love to see their teachers&#39; names in story problems they have an opportunity to solve.  Be careful saying numbers over 100...there is NO "AND".  The only time you say AND is if there is a decimal in the number.  You did a great job of stressing the steps to solving a long division problem and following all of them.  Remember you are the "Differentiator"...think...how many ways can I show what I want my students to do.  Always talk through everything when you are modelling. Good transitions between activities.  

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure lesson opening clearly defines the purpose of the lesson. Take advantage of the technology that is available in the classroom. You gave good reinforcement to the students.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The opening of the lesson was too quick! The teacher needed to slow down and take her time in her explanation of the assignment. The lesson was about inherited traits and learned behaviors. The teacher had the students become Narfs. The teacher did a good job explaining the worksheet. The students at their seats answered the questions on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job calling on the students to answer higher order thinking questions.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Slow down Differentiation is in plan and work was in the co-teaching Had both guided and independent practice

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great opening as you reviewed the book Wizard of Oz.  You also reviewed comprehension and why it was so important. You read aloud with good expression and asked predictive questions.   Loved the idea of the various students asking "teacher questions" after story was over. Good directions as they were moving into writing time.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher stated the standard and essential question. *The teacher needs to work on behavior management for the students. The teacher monitored the students working at their seats. The subject matter of the lesson was hard to cover because of the distractions of the students. The teacher was sharing information with the students about the different rivers in Georgia. The teacher had a good powerpoint illustrating the different rivers. *The teacher needed to break the lesson down into smaller segments so the students would be able to grasp the information better. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Lots of discussion with the students on the similarities and differences of the two books. During the reading of the book you stopped to have students talk about that version of the book. You incorporated :why" questions to guage student understanding. Before moving to activity you made sure students knew what resources they could use. Loved that you took an accomodation needed by one student and allowed all of the class to use the large paper format.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You began with a video about concrete and abstract nouns. You told the students what they needed to be listening for as they were watching the video.  This is a great technique, as it gives the student a purpose for staying engaged in the video. You gave each student a G.O. and  the students were to fill in the definition of an abstract noun. Then you asked the students for examples of abstract nouns. You wrote these on the board as they were given so there was no time lost on spelling of the examples.  Be careful with your own spelling- "quiete". When examples are given, it is always good to ask why they think as they do.  If an incorrect response is given it is good to lead them through understanding why it is not an abstract noun. Having students explain their answers takes their understanding to a deeper depth of knowledge. How could you have differentiated this lesson for your students more?  Could you have ability grouped the teams when playing the game and had different level sentences for each group? Give more points to the teams that could explain why the noun was abstract? Having students become involved with the reading of the sentences in the game would be another way to engage students. Ask a higher ability student with a good, loud voice to read the sentences, perhaps. This also helps keep students on task becasue they don't know when/if they will be called upon to read. You were unable  to give appropriate wait time for student answers, because you were allowing them to shout out the answers.  Be sure to set expectations regarding behavior for every part of every lesson you teach.  They cannot be held accountable if they do not know your expectations. The transition from working on the G.O. to getting ready to play the game was not orderly. Instructional time was lost and allowed the students to get more "wound up". Smooth transitions keep the students focused on their learning and does not allow for loss of instructional time. The students were divided into teams and they were to identify the abstract noun in the sentences you provided on the P. Board.  Be sure to call on a variety of students in order to ensure all students are on task.  If the class has white boards, all students could have written down their answer and you could have randomly called on students to show their answers in order to get points. This ensures all are trying to get the correct answer in order not to let their teammates down. You closed the lesson by revisiting and discussing  the "I can statement" and had the students give examples of abstract nouns. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You had students LOOK for what adverbs tell as they watched the Brain Pop video. You gave them a purpose! Having the worksheet on the promethean board would bave helped all to see what you were doing. You gave the students a helpful hint when you pointed out many, but not all, adverbs end in ly. A quick review of verbs might have been helpful, as the verb must be found before one can identify the adverb. At least one student in the class would have benefitted from this quick review. The game was so engaging and fun for the students. It perfectly supported the standard. It doesn't get any better than this! Think of how you could ensure the captains of each team were truly conferring with their teammates regarding the answers and not just giving the answers on their own.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson.  I liked the way you put the standard in "kid" language.  Students were very attentive and wanted to participate.  When reading the rules...you stressed the important words.  Try and call on students with their hands down.  It is an easy way to monitor the class.  Easy transition to activity.  Having a student give the directions a second time helped to reinforce what they were to do.  Great job of setting timer when you told them they had 10 minutes!!  Time management is sometimes a problem.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students worked well independently on their Weekly Language Review.  Ready Book activity then had to do with Recounting Stories.  I liked the way you restated the learning sentence to clarify the goal of the lesson.  Might need to tell the students to read "louder".  It was difficult to hear some of them as they read.  You also only called on students with their hands up...a good way to check on understanding is to call on students with hands down as well.  I liked the way you walked around the room and checked on students' progress as they were filling in their answers.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- A great motivator (or opening)  would be to use props to help you and get your students hooked!   For example, in talking about themes, show a boring book cover, but bring out that the story is fabulous!  (Don't judge a book by cover).  Show a picture of the tortoise and the hare on Prom board as you talk about "Slow and steady wins the race".   suggestion- Before reading the passage, give them more instruction about how to watch for the theme.  This gives them forward thinking. (something to focus on) Good job explaining what the  theme is "not".   Nice balance of direct instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.  Glad you used all passages to go over and you used these to ask your higher level questions about "theme" of story Good job using different strategies for learning. Wonderful closing as you recapped what they had learned.  You went full circle back to Standard.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Great Job!!

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Starting out with a graphic organizer KWL was a great way to find out what they knew and what they wanted to know during the lesson.  Gave you an opportunity to make sure you were addressing their needs during the lesson.  Good discussion with your students and real life examples.  Having the students make a closed circuit with the materials allowed them to experience the connection or not. Good energy throughout.  Good subject knowledge.  Be careful of saying "OK?" after you give directions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You activated the lesson with a Verb Tense song that clearly engaged the students! They enjoyed singing it with you. You had the words to the song on a handout for the students to be able to sing along with you.  You then explained what the different parts of the song meant in regards to the lesson goal. Thus, making the song clearly a learning tool. The words on the chart, for the students to look at with you, was very supportive of their understanding of the song. You put card headings on the board for past, present, and future tense verbs.  You had examples of verbs and called on individual students to tell you what tense each was. You then demonstrated H.O.T. when you asked the student to change the tense of the verb to one of the other tenses. This was beautiful scaffolding for what the students were expected to do later in the lesson. You had the students explain how they knew what tense a verb was. Another example of H.O.T. You had the students apply their learning when you asked them to make up a sentence with a particular verb and then change the verb to another tense within the sentence. Another example of H.O.T.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had an anchor chart with the defintions of comparative and superlative adjectives. You discussed the differences between the two.  You explained why knowing these two types of adjectives was important when they wrote. You then moved on to the P.P. slide presentation you had made which explained comparative and superlative adjectives in greater detail. You had 3 students come up to the front of the classroom and used them to demonstrate the comparative and superlative forms of the adjective "tall". The students enjoyed this demonstration! You explained spelling changes were ofen necessary when forming these two types of adjectives. You had slides which gave the  rules to follow. At one point you started to assess their understanding of how more and most can be used with comparative and superlative adjectives. However , you had forgotten to discuss/teach this. You then had the students use their white boards to indicate which spelling of the superlative or comparative adjectives was correct. The students had to look very closely and remember the spelling rules. The students were engaged and most were choosing the correct response.  It is always a good idea to ask "why" they think as they do. This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge. You continued to build your students' understanding when you used cut out adjectives and had them place them under the correct heading....comparative and superlative on the board. The students were then directed to choose and adjective and write it in its' regular, comparative, and superlative forms. They were then to write a sentence with each form.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher began the lesson by showing a germ youtube. The teacher shared the booklet, Germs, with the students. The teacher did a good job with the read aloud showing the pictures as she read the book aloud. The teacher had the students wash their hands and sing the ABC's. The teacher gave the students instructions about their booklet Germs before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher had a great dismissal to their seats. The teacher has a good voice quality. *The teacher needed to go to each student's seat to check if they are circling the answers correctly. *The teacher needed to put the paper on an overhead so the students knew how to answer the questions with the yes or no answer. The teacher did walk around and check the answers of each student. *As she was checking, she could have continued to discuss germs with the students. The attention span of the students is very short. *The teacher needs different attention getters for the lesson to refocus the students. The teacher had the students return to the carpet for the conclusion of the lesson. The students watched the Brain pop on germs. *The teacher needs to take advantage of learning opportunities to teach different subject matter. There was too much down time for the lesson. The conclusion of the Brain Pop was good for the students. The teacher did a good job of asking questions about germs and what they learned in the lesson.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		"Who am I?" great way to review the information needed later for the lesson.  Good experience for the students to use the chrome book.  Glad you went over just a "piece" of the directions at a time...top half of trading card...then had them go back to their seats to do it. Be careful of saying "OK?" after a direction.  When you praise a student you need to say more than "Good job".  What did they do a good job doing??  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, good transition into lesson.  Flowed well.  Gave clear directions and they followed your instructions on getting their booklets ready. Tip:  It's a great life skill for getting the booklets ready, but it took a long time.  A lot of instructional time.  Could you do these ahead of time?

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Activated prior learning on fairy tales/folk tales. While reading the book, you stopped to discuss similiarities and differences in the 2 versions of the book. Your students had lots to contribute to the discussion and were very engaged in the lesson. Students created their own Venn Diagram to compare/contrast the books.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Make sure you use the same vocabulary terms in the lesson and in EQ. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The lesson began with a Brain pop about Henry Hudson. The students were instructed to take notes during the Brain Pop. After the Brain Pop, the teacher asked good questions about the content of the video. The teacher had great command of the subject matter. *The teacher needed to let the students return to their seats, before giving the instructions for the lesson. The teacher gave instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a good job of checking the student's work when they completed the questions. Good monitoring of students. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning...paraphrased students' answers and added to as needed.  Great active activity.  You probably should have put an example on the board of what they were to do...there was some confusion.  Also should have given them directions on what to do when they completed the activity.  I liked the way you put their results on the board and had them read with "greater than, less than, and equal to".  Make sure they always read from left to right.  Good showing fraction and its equivalent decimal.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good beginning questioning to get students involved in the lesson.  Modelling washing their hands to the ABC song will allow them to practice the alphabet while washing away germs.  I liked the way you had them go back to their seats by "crawling like a cat".  Worksheet went along with the process you had modelled.  You might have had them number the pictures in order before you had them color.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with a review of prior knowledge.  Lots of questions to get students thinking/explaining.  Had powerpoint for students.  When PPt wasn't working correctly-went right on with lesson.  Related the vocabulary to real world experiences of children.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opening activated student prior learning on main idea and supporting details.  You engaged students with the mystery bag.  They wanted to know what was in it , were eager to find out. You discussed with the students what to think about as they read the passage, focusing their attention to important details. You provided reader strips for students who struggle with staying on the correct line. Had student read aloud to you to you. You did a good job of keeping students involved in the lesson with close proximity, calling on all students in group, having them mark details.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The lesson opened with questions about fire safety and the fire truck that visited the school today. The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating the fire safety. The teacher selected three students to dial 911 on her large black and white phone. The teacher had a great powerpoint to guide her questioning about fire safety. The teacher involved the students by having them select different types of clothing to dress the firefighter. The teacher did a read aloud-"Let's Read A Firefighter". The teacher shared another youtube song about fire safety. The teacher explained the worksheets before the students went to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Make sure you relate the lesson to real life examples. Spend more time with lesson dialogue. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were instructed to get out their whiteboards.   The students completed an array to illustrate the word problem.  

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Engaged the students by having them think of an animal. You asked them to move like that animal to the rug, Book tied into animals. Had students work in a group to complete a
Venn diagram using 2 animals they thought of at beginning of lesson. Watch your writing on chart-animals do not start with capital letters and you could be confusing a first grader. Lesson focused on differences of animals and barely mentioned how they were similar. To complete a Venn-they need both.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher gave information on each layer of soil. *The teacher could have let the students read the information from the powerpoint on the different layers of the soil. Good job having a team manager.  *The teacher needed to give more explicit instructions about the worksheet. *The teacher was a little unorganized with the sequence of the lesson. *The lesson would have progressed smoother if the teacher had the directions on a powerpoint. Loved the idea of the layers of soil lesson.  The students really enjoyed making the layers of soil. The students were very engaged in the lesson. *The teacher needed to be in charge of the powerpoint.   

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Good beginning with the "Who am I?" game.  Allowed the students to review information they had learned and would need for the activity.  
Directions for the chrome book activity needed to be cut into smaller chunks.  You probably should have used one of the historic figures as an example instead of your name and info.  Be careful saying "OK??" after giving directions.  When you praise/encourage students say more than "Good job"...be more specific.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The teacher began the lessson by sharing a youtube.  The teacher did a great job stopping and starting the youtube to ask the students questions. The teacher shared the story, Chrysanthemum.  The teacher asked several good questions about the book before reading the story. The teacher gave great instructions for the students. The teacher used the overhead to instruct the students how to fill out the graphic organizer. Great job explaining the worksheet before dismissing the students to their seats. The teacher is doing a great job controlling the students and progressing throughout her lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Opening was a review of three famous Americans that had been studied earlier. I really like the Who Am I bags and if would have been a great way to start by giving the bags and letting the students try to figure out who. Whenever you are writing on the SMARTboard, keep talking or asking questions. Try not to have down time- easy for students to be off task. Level of questioning- mostly recall. Try to add some higher level. Good support when students were answering questions and asking students if they anything to add. Good monitoring while students were working. Use a variety of strategies throughout the lesson. Since the lesson was a review lesson, had some guided practice especially with the writing prompt. Liked how you broke prompt down into parts. Closure came after lunch so I did not observe that part. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great opening to lesson. The kids were very motivated to learn. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Providing the simulated octapus eggs was a great idea!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		 A fable and explained what she wanted them to do in their groups. Asked if they had questions, then put them into groups that she had differentiated by ability. Good job monitoring students while they worked on their dramas, but you did not see the students who were off task until you walked over to their group. It would have been helpful if you asked questions of students when you visited their groups.Good use of timer and reminding students of time left! Used “CLASS CLASS< YES YES”, but you need to wait until all the students have their eyes on you and no conversations. You handled the firl who wanted to change groups well. Before groups started their performances, you reminded and reviewed the rules and expectations!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Very good lesson.  Great discussion with the students...they all wanted to tell you answers.  Lots of students gave soccer as an activity so the book you chose was very appropriate.  You kept the lesson going from one activity to the next which is important with the youger children to keep their attention.  You might have started the lesson doing some kind of physical activity before you started asking them about physical activity.  Good strategy to have them put their hands down and have each one give you an activity they did...you forgot to go back to a student who wasn't ready to answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		When I arrived you were in the middle of a two minute talk reviewing the difference between prime and composite numbers. You reviewed the vocabulary necessary to understand the lesson. You showed a video on Sieve Eratoshenes which was not only engaging, but was the perfect launch for this lesson! I learned a lot. All students were engaged and participated when you stopped the video to ask a question.  Terrific! You asked higher order thinking questions when you asked  them to explain the pattern they saw, why you were shading in certain numbers, and why 6 was not a prime number, to name a few. Transitions were seamless. The students knew what the procedures were for doing certain things. You supported your students' learning when you worked through the 100s chart using the Sieve of Eratosthenes with them.  Excellent guided instruction. You assessed your students understanding of prime/composite numbers when you gave each of them a number, had them tell whether it was prime or composite, and explain why. Your directions were clear and easy to follow at all times.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with the coin activity. You had students group, identify and draw the coins in their baggies and then add up the total amount of money. You circulated throughout the classroom monitoring the students' understanding and assisting as needed. Some students struggled with what the directions were. Perhaps modeling one bag would have given them the support they needed in order to understand your expectations. As they were writing the amounts you noticed the students were not writing the amounts of money using a decimal point. This would have been to tell them when you were giving instructions. It would have connected the activity with the lesson goal. Once you clarified the instructions, the students understood and were eagerly engaged in counting the coins and recording the data. Perhaps fewer bags of coins to count. I believe 5, half the amount, would have gotten the point across without dragging this out too long. You had students Think, Pair, Share what they remembered about decimals. The students struggled when you asked them what separated the whole and part? Reviewing a decimal with a whole number and a decimal part would have helped them understand your question. Write 4.53 and discuss the whole number and decimal part. You reviewed the place value chart using a slide and had the students draw one of their own. You then went over the amounts of money in each bag and had students tell you where the numbers would go on the place value chart. This reviewed what had been previously taught about decimals and the place valuie chart. You also had the students practice reading the decimals aloud. You pointed out there was two ways to say the decimal. When calling on students to say the decimal aloud, it would have been good to have one student say it one way and then call on another student to say it the second way. You then had students practice writing the decimals in written , standard and expanded forms.  You modeled for the students how to do this with the decimal .41.  This is excellent support as it clearly showe the students what your expectations are.  You reminded students to "SAY" the decimal to themselves when writing the decimal in written (word) form. Be very careful with feedback to your students.  You said, "You should have something like this."  In math, the answer can't be something like this. When you asked the students how to say four tenths they were very confused, because you had just said it. Perhaps point to the decimal on the board and ask someone to read it. You then went onto discuss how fractions and decimals go together.  A quick review of the parts of a fraction would have helped the students know how to respond when you asked them to write o.4 as a fraction. I had to leave before lesson came to a close.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good support of students as they answered questions, gave them wait time and positive praise. Asked questions throughout the power point and asked some application questions. The students had a flipbook to write notes down but it was a lot of notes to copy. Try using fill in the blanks using key terms. Be m,ore specific in feedback to students besides good and uh-huh. It was a review and some students were giving wrong information, always correct errors. I liked how you higlighted the key points for students to copy. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of technology enchanced the lesson and helped students visuallize the use of precise language. Skillfully given verbal directions at the beginning of class and throughout the lesson guided students to move through their various tasks. When appropriate, the teacher candidate moved the students into pairs, or "reading partners" which appeared to be a regular practice in this classroom. It was clear that the teacher candidate had been watching and learning from the cooperating teacher. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of the projector to share key words and details of the lesson was an effective way to help students be organized and focused.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the story of Johnny Appleseed. During the sharing of the story, the teacher put on a pot illustrating what Johnny Appleseeed wore during his lifetime.  During the read aloud, the teacher did a great job engaging the students by asking questions about the book. The teacher shared a song, Ten Little Apples.  The teacher sang the song for the students and then encouraged all of the students to sing.   Great job showing the students a finished product of the activity.  The teacher let the students make choices for their apple. The teacher did a good job explaining the entire activity for the students before dismissing them to their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their apples.  

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Gained student attention with your Idiom crown at the beginning of the lesson. Activated prior learning on figurative speech. Played Kahoot-students were excited and engaged as they found the meaning for the idiom. Incorporated technology-students using chrome books for several parts of lesson. Used a strategy to ask questions that incorporated all students. Asked students questions during the story to be sure they were understanding the idioms used. Students worked together to create and illustrate their own new idiom.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		You really did not do any teaching in this lesson.  You put problems on the board for students to work.  You were not comfortable using the promethean board.  You did ask some good questions during this review lesson.  Transition to activity was good, except you did not read off names of students at table 4.  

		Williams		Julia		917462487		As we discussed, the children quickly picked up on the compare and contrast between the two stories. Remember to talk about unfamiliar words - porridge, cottage, Huskies. always talk about author/illustrator with young children. You can engage children by using different voices for the different characters. Even if it feels silly, the children love it. Students can be engaged by asking them to help with the repeated lines like "It was just right." When you write on the chart, think aloud as you write and illustrate how you know the next letter. "Bbbb, what letter makes that sound?", etc. Think about ways to dismiss the students in small numbers instead of all at once. 5 year old boys, 5 year old girls, 4 year old, etc. It reduces the number of children moving at once and encourages listening and thinking. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Liked that you opened with the class schedule posted and group rotations posted.  This helped students to know where to go and what they were going to do.  You guided instruction at the beginning of the lesson-allowing students to try on their own and then working it as a group.  When asking students "where does the decinal go?" follow up with Why?  Let them explain their thinking. Be sure to state what materials students need to bring with them to a station-this will help with wasted time and so much movement.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were working in a small group and all needed extra help with regrouping. You did a good job preparing for this lesson-you had the subtraction poem for each student along with a place value mat. Students were provided manipulatives to make the regrouping concrete. Good mix of instruction and student participation and guided and independent practice. There was some accomodation for some students with the highlighting of the ones place. This may have been more effective if it was highlighted as you worked instead of having them all highlighted at the beginning. Discussing it as you went with those 2 students may have been more meaningful. Good use of academic language. Having students become the teacher and tell you what to do allows you to guage their understanding of the process-glad to see you do this.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You reviewed prior learning and then the vocabulary for this lesson.  You had students explain the meaning of the vocabulary and explain Why.  You incorporated technology with the Prezi.  Students had a graphic organizer to record important infor from Prezi.  You incorporated lots of opportunities for students to explain their thinking.  You allowed students to reenact the Battle of Ft. Sumter outside.  They were able to understand how defenseless the fort was.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher did a great job reading the book, The Seasons. The teacher asked very challenging questions during the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the Season sheet with the different trees. The teacher had a great dismissal to tables.  The students were very quiet going to their tables.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in the lesson. The teacher did a great job explaining equal groups. The teacher modeled four groups of six equal 24. GROW-When students are counting cubes, have them move the cube. This will prevent them from getting confused about which cubes they have counted. GROW-If the question is too hard, make another easier question and then return to the harder question.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Working with students in various groups helped them to meet individual learning goals and provided differentiation as needed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lesson was basically good. Key terms need to be listed and defined on a visual chart so that your students can reference back to it as needed

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		You had a good introduction to lesson. Nice question of unfamiliar vocab in story - ex. electric appliance. Allow answer time for  students to process. You frequently asnwered your own questions. This is a difficult skill to develop - wait time. The T chart is a good pre-reading strategy. You might think about allowing students to place the pictures on t he T chart. You did a good review of the T chart. Having a real smoke detector would have been a good addition. Loved the "Point to nose" for the smoke detector smelling the smoke. Involving the body movements improves learning. Samples made ahead of time was great. THe materials all laid out was wonderful. You gave clear directions but only one time. Many children need a second telling of the directions. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Opened with real rocks and minerals and had students predict what it was--rock or mineral.  Brain Pop video was very relevant to lesson and you stopped it at points to be sure that students understood vocabulary or got main points.  You tied the lesson to real world when you discudded all of the everyday items made from rocks and minerals.  Also tied to previous learning with marble and ancient Greece.  Venn diagram allowed students to apply their knowledge.  Throughout the lesson you had accomodations for students-premade Venn for some, different ticket out the door, visual reminder for student on order of tasks.  Hands on activity of building their own rock was the hit of the lesson.  Students really enjoyed the activity and you tied it to learning by having them classify their creations-shape, color, texture, etc.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Explain first hand & second hand to the students. An anchor chart would have been beneficial to present key terms.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with the Kaboot game-students enjoyed but you were only seeing what one student knew on each question. You read the passage aloud to class. Students read the same passage with a partenr then answered questions independently which was to serve as your assessment. Had students build words using ar and the letters in the magic square. Students were engaged the first 2 times you played the game but you were losing them on the third time through. Your lesson did not take as much time as planned and you recovered by having them work on their spelling words. Always have a back up plan when you have a few minutes before transition time.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened with video/song on multiplication.  Got the students attention right away.  Reviewed prior learning and academic languade.  Had students explain the multiplication strategies they used while working problem on board.  You involved los of students in the lesson making sure to call on those you hadn't heard from.  Provided lots of multiplication strategies for students to use, Watch the way you write on the board--you want to model correct numeral formation when in front of students.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good idea to point out that equal & equivalent were similar Kids related to the comment "would you rather share a pizza with 6 people or 10 people?"

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Effective questioning of the whole group, and of individual students during independent practice reinforced student understanding.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Teachers often forget enrichment as a part of differentiation. Good job making the game both review and enrichment!

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened the lesson discussing the learning goals.  You engaged the students by having them picture weather in different areas of the world and then describe it. Tied into prior learning by having students use weather labels, Tied the lesson on weather to real world experiences of the students. Incorporated technology, Led discussion on types of weather instruments, what they measure and how they are used today to predict the weather. Students worked in groups to construct their own weather instruments.Groups presented their research on the instrument and the instrument to the class. Some groups were missing materials-be sure to check bags before giving to groups. Some groups struggled working together-you might want to have specific jobs listed and each person has to do a job. Students should be given the rubric before beginning so they understand how they are going to be graded.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed prior knowledge before new material.  Used real world example.  Engaged class in solving problem.  Had centers for independent small group practice of skill.  Monitored room, gave positive feedback to students. Make your model larger so all students can see it.

		Responses (n): 		299

		Response Rate: 		69.37%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		3		3		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		3		3		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		3		3		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always be sure the students have been scaffolded enough to complete a writing assignment on their own.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher's assessment was using their writings and highlighting the transition words in their personalized writings.

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher had a Protection matching game on her powerpoint. The teacher asked the students questions about the different words on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students draw the lines between the two matching words. The teacher has a great beginning for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is and will be a great teacher!

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lots of questions assessing student understanding.  Lesson activity serves as assessment.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good basic questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Guides students to create a graphic organizer

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The informal and formal questioning earns an Exemplary rating for supporting the lesson opening and getting students highly engaged in the topic. The "not observed" rating was not significant - simply saying that I did not observe anything in the category such as a benchmark test.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The discussion questions early in the lesson were used effectively to gather information on student  understading, and served as formative assessment.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your informal questions, comments, and replies to your students provide a great deal of informal formative assessment and prevent/correct student misconceptions.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Basic questioning was done throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		You were questioning and assessing students as they worked and you had their completed work to check for understanding.  I liked that you had the students rate themselves on understanding of the concept.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		As the lesson opens some formative assessment is used to determine how much students recall about point of view. The student teacher does a good job with questioning during the guided practice as a whole group. She is able to elicit the answers she needs to keep the lesson going. No deduction for "not observed" on diadnostic - it would have been from standardized testing.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Informal, formative assessment was conducted throughout the class as the teacher candidate checked for understanding. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Your formative assessment, writing their own sentences and placing the commas in the correct place, was an outstanding way to know which of your students were grasping the lesson goal and which were not! You had the evidence in hand. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You used HOT questions throughout the lesson. You revisited the term "digit" several times during the lesson to reinforce the concept.  

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher used the graphic organizer as her assessment. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Informal, formative assessment was evident thoughout the lesson. The summative assessment was proficient ( the chart the teacher candidate filled in). It could have been a step above if the students had created the chart themselves. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		You had some challenges in the informal questioning and classroom instruction. As you were talking to the students, you were simply telling them the information that they would need. It seemed like a very short or basic version of a lecture. We know from our science methods course that lecture is rarely an effective practice tp elicit learning in elementary grades. I know many students wrote word for word some of the main sentences from your lesson, but I am not sure they know what it means. After their notes were taken, there was not additional questioning to check for understaning.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When students recorded the main idea/question(s), it provided an opportunity for formative assessment.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lots of questions for recall but you need to expand those for understanding. When having students bring in something for a lesson-be sure to have extras provided by you for those who forget. Be sure to wrap up the lesson by revisiting the standard and having students articulate what they have learned.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During math, the informal feedback that Ms. Burton gets from students is formative assessment that indicates student progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There was an earnest attempt to gather information informally for the purpose of formative assessment. When the attempts at questioning did not go well, it may have been helpful to remind the entire class of the purpose or "I can" statements for the lesson. Providing a graphic organizer was appropriate as a means to begin gathering summative assessment, but many students were unclear as to what they should do and how to proceed with the graphic organizer. It all seemed to go back to the begining of the lesson and the lack of a clear understanding of the overall purpose.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing not applicable to lesson.  

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You elaborated on some of the questions and answers in order to support the students. The review game/slides was a very effective review!  The students were having fun with the review and it doesn't get any better than that!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC ask challenging questions throughout the lesson. It afforded the students an opportunity to express their thoughts in a constructive way.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on white bords.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Their completed food web gives you a great assessment of their understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used probing questions in order to lead the students to the correct responses. The centers the students went to were engaging and allowed the support people to assess the understanding of the students in their groups. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Had students create their own similie and metaphor.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Lots of questions throughout lesson to assess student understanding.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There were several opportunities during the lesson to assess understanding.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lots of remembering questions. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a good job asking remembering questions of students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Your assessment worksheet was modified to fistudents needs.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		The work mats were a good formative assessment of reading situations. Remember to "question" the students' choices so you can assess whether they understand or are just gussing.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		GROW-The mini quiz needed to be included in the lesson plan when the supervising teacher received the lesson plan.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Did you emphasize RACE? How can you asess their learning on this skill through RACE?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-changing wait time helps keep students focused - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The questioning during the lesson opening effectively directed students to the conclusions needed to set up the lesson goals.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Your assessment was based on Venn. Students created these on the floor and then all handed their cards to you. With no names on cards-how do you know what the students know/understand. Activity can not be used as assessment in current form.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You did ask lots of remembering questions-to activate prior learning and assess student understanding.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson. The teacher explained the assessment in detail. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if there were any questions before letting the students began on their assessment. The teacher did a good job of monitorig the students as they worked on their assessment.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnositcs: N/A

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		The students were given an assignment to complete in order for you to assess their understanding. You circulated throughout the classroom to assess progress and understanding. You gave assistance as needed.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		For most of your students, the drawing of things they sense was difficult. Having a picture bank for them to choose from would have helped the ones not able to draw yet. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by asking questions. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary words about the lesson. The teacher had two questions on the board for the students to complete. The teacher had the students come up to the board and write the answers. This was good that the teacher involved the students in the completion of the questions.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher instructed the students to answer the two questions in their journals at the end of the lesson. The teacher posted the Journal Questions on the powerpoint. The teacher reviewed the Journal Questions before they began writing the answers in their journals. Great job with the assessment.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher asked several questions during the lesson to check for the student's understanding of the subject matter. The teacher had several questions on the powerpoint that the students answered on the index card. The teacher realized the students could not see the words and changed the background of the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the assessment in detail. There were several students who did not understand how to complete the assessment.  Before the teacher begins an assessment, she needs to always ask the students-Are there any questions?
Overall, a good lesson. 

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		During class discussion, when you ask questions allow enough wait time for small leaners to process information and formulate an answer. You often asked a question and then answered it yourself. Learning to allow wait time takes practice but is well worth it for the learning value it gives.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students should understandwhat you are assessing before they begin. Your checklist focused on mechanics of writing but you did not remind them of these things.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Worksheet did not meet objective.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You guided the students through the completion of the project so it did not represent their understanding.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Stations are a great way for students' to practice what they have already been taught.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		The graphic organizer allowed the students to identify the similarities and differences between the texts. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Question students more for deeper understanding.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnostics not applicable to this lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You demonstrated excellent scaffolding with various activities to reinforce the lesson goal. Reading levels were used to determine your group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had completed the assessment in her earlier class. We discussed how she admistered the assessment and what she would do with the results of the assessment. The teacher had a great plan for using the assessment results.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You did a good job questioning throughout the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		The finished projects from the choice boards will give you an understanding of student understanding.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson in order to clarify the students' understanding!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Informal, formative assessment was ongoing throughout the lesson. Some informal, yet diagnostic assessment was used when appropriate. The information gathered by the teacher candidate was clearly used to determine the pace of the lesson and when to move on to the next word or skill.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students benefit from the questioning that takes place informally, and the intern is able to gather continuous formative assessment during this process.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Ticket out the door was a good informal assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The questions asked by the intern helped to provide ongoing formative assessment.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate is skilled at providing individual student support as she moves throughout the room.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		individual questioning and observation

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am not sure the students, overall, were ready for the chart. This is when it is okay to "back up and punt".  When you see something isn't working it is fine to stop and go in another direction in order to help your students. Diagnostics-not applicable

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You circulated throughout the room as the students were working in stations, assessing and giving help as needed. The stations were terrific! So engaging!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Unaware of what assessment was due to no lesson plan.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You checked for understanding throughout the lesson by questioning.  Your activity allowed students to practice the skill.  Their final product will allow ou to assess their understanding.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Would like to see more questioning of students. I know time was an issue. Perhaps don't try to put so much into one lesson in order to give yourself more time to engage the students through questioning. The interactive notebooks are terrific, as they will serve as a reference in the future.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Students were asked a variety of questions early in the lessons in the first 10 minutes of instruction. In addition to engaging them in the lesson, the purpose of the questions was also to gather formative assessment to guide instruction. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate asked open-ended questions at the beginning of the lesson as a means of formative assessment, checking for student understanding.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Questioning supported student ;learning and provided formative assessment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Time did not allow the students to complete the activity today. Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You directed students to find a marker or highlighter to check their work. You had made a large anchor chart with a V.D. and velcro strips to attach the statments the students had been given to glue onto their own V.Diagrams.  You called on different students to come up and place the statement in the correct section of the V.D.  The students were excited and anxious to have a turn. Students were to check their own work as the big one was done as a class.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Very nice job on this lesson!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning techniques were used throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Having the students write a sentence of their own, which included an abstract noun, lets you know which students understood the learning goal. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You assessed their understanding with a quiz on Google Classroom. You differentiated the quizzes for the different  levels of students in the class. Well done!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You asked questions throughout lesson to gauge student understanding.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Assessment based on Venn Diagram will not work as completed by class. How do you know which chil did what when all cards were turned in with out names?

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		 Used mostly recall questions. Work on some higher order questions. The assessment- constructed response was appropriate and was aligned with the target objective

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Did TOTD

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Diagnostics not applicable.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Had flipbook premade for students to take notes on Cold War. Used questions to ensure students understood key terms.

		West		Sydney		917437847		As Ms. West questions students regarding what took place in the prior lesson(s) or homework, she gathers information that lets her know where her students are in their understanding of the standard or topic.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The use of a variety of formative assessment was evident as the teacher candidate asked questions, listened carefully, and reacted to students comments. Gathering a small amount of information from students on post-it notes was an effective strategy and a quick check for understanding, as well as a means not to overwhelm students for whom writing on a full blank sheet of paper is intimidating or stressful (differentiated instruction). Another helpful strategy used by the teacher candidate was posting important words relating to the goals of the lesson in certain places in the room. This was good not only for visual learners, but also for active learners as students moved near the appropriate word card to match their response. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lots of questions and discussion.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were issued an assessment named Monkeys at the Zoo. The students were giving instructions on how to complete the assessment. The teacher did a great job of telling the students what to do if they finish first. GROW-If the assessment is too hard, the teacher needs to have another way of making the assessment easier and then move on to the harder assessment. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning was a real strength for this lesson. It was commendable and effective to use some of the responses from questioning at the beginning as formative assessment.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are using formative assessment to help you know what your students need, and it serves you well as you move through the lesson. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This lesson did not need a formal assessment. Asking the children to talk about smoke detectors at home is a good follow-up. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Questioning throughout lesson-can always incorporate more higher order questions.  Getting children to explain their answer is important.  Used ticketr out door for quick assessent of understanding.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Using a game of Jeopardy to review concepts excites students and motivates them to recall important information. Anytime we decide to use a game, we know that students can get over-excited. You did a good job of keeping them on task given the circumstances, and were also good at expressing your encouragement when students were on task and getting correct answers. It is sometimes appropriate and important to let students know you are disappointed in their behavior and/or academic performance. Your responses seemed reasonable given the fact that students are reviewing recent material. You may want to discuss this with you cooperating teacher for reflection. You earned an exemplary mark on summative assessment for choosing to use a game. Even if students get very excited, these games are memorable to them. You can sometimes use the game again as a motivator, and give them behavior goals to "earn" playing the game.
 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The "story tree" was an effective piece that made students think carefully about the elements of the story.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Lots of questioning to be sure students were understanding the concepts and during their construction time.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		3		3		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		3		3		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		3		3		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		3		3		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your students were very engaged during entire lesson.  They listened because you were very interesting as you helped them learn about the effects of war.   You added personal experiences as you told the stories.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of grammar.  You said "We just seen them" and "You seen it on the pretest"...should be SAW.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be careful of your grammar when speaking.  you said "Me and Ms Brown" when it should be "Ms Brown and I"; also "We seen it in the book" should be "We saw it in the book".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their seatwork. GROW-The teacher needs a little more energy in her lesson.  The teacher needs to be more excired about presenting her lesson to the students. The teacher will improve as she teaches more during her student teacher experience.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		While you were teaching, your students were very well behaved. suggestion- while they were working in groups, they were very loud.  Don't be afraid to redirect often.  suggestion- Before starting the activity, set your expectations and rules and stick to them! There was too much down time.  I'm glad you discovered how fast this group was, and that you have to keep them busy.  No one should be out of their seat.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Be careful when you are helping a small group that you still monitor the room.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You were working in a small group and did a good job of monitoring.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Be careful when you are working with a group of students that you don't forget to continually monitor the classroom for behavior.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The teacher has great voice quality.  The teacher is in total command of the lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher gives great directions when instructing the students to do certain things during the lesson. The teacher has Great behavior management. This was a terrific lesson for a Block one student teacher. What an amazing job from start to finish! Awesome job!  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be careful turning your back to a majority of the students when you are walking around.  Good use of positive reinforcement at the beginning of the lesson..."Thank you Eugene...".  Students going in and out to restroom, drink, etc. very disruptive while you are teaching.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Be more specific in your encouragement.  You need to say more than "good".

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You asked the whole group if everybody knew how to read the word on their index card. There will be less shouting out if you rephrase your question and ask them to raise their hand if they need help reading their word. Set expectations for what students are to do during each part of the lesson. For example, always let them know what they are to do when finished with a particular activity. When you call a particular student's name, be sure to go on to explain "why" you called their name. For example: "Susan, I need you to stop talking and sit down." If there is a class behavior management plan, be sure to use it. You have a very good teacher voice...you speak with authority, support, and enthusiasm!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You spent a lot of time redirecting students. During the time on the rug you had to repeatedly remind them to listen and raise their hands.  This amounts to a good deal of lost instructional time.  It s also hard to challenge students to do their best when they are shouting out and not paying attention. Please use the behavior management system in place in the classroom. Students, even at this age, must be held accountable for their actions. This is how they learn what the limits are. Work on not ending your directions with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are unsure of what you said and you are asking for their permission. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		You did a good job of setting behavior expectations and reenforcing those throught the lesson.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job of monitoring your class and assisting. Glad you moved on when the 2 students couldn't find notebooks.     

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were engaged during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher has a very warm voice quality and a very encouraging voice. The students were very in tune to the entire lesson by following instructions correctly. GROW-The teacher uses a lot of "so's" while teaching her lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Your class was very attentive and it was obvious that they respected you as their teacher.  

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher has great control of the students. The teacher has a great voice quality that really engages the students. The lesson was very organized and engaging for the students. The teacher had great control of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has several positive traits for becoming a great teacher.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Good cassroom management-you kept students on task, redirecting as necessary. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		TC used good tone of voice throughout the lesson Lesson was well organized and students stayed on task

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands.  The teacher addressed the noise of the students. *The teacher needed to redirect the noise of the students more during the lesson. *The teacher needed to slow down a little in her discussion questions. *The teacher needed to shorten the part of the lesson with questions about feelings because the students were getting restless sitting on the floor. The teacher let students return to their seats to complete their individual assignment at their seats. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats.  

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		GROW-The teacher needed to direct the off task behavior to continue her lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to come up with a discipline plan for her future lessons.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Encourages students to do their best work

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		One of the strengths exhibited by  Ms. Benitez is maintaining a calmness in her demeanor and her voice that helps students remain calm and focused on learning. That gives her the opportunity to encourage students frequently as she is not constantly engaged in redirecting bad behavior. There is not significant "bad" behavior when she is teaching.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		*Great job of moving around the room during your lesson as students were reading aloud. This helped monitor students and make sure they were on task and engaged. Awesome! *You used several management techniques to get your students quiet. They respected you as their teacher. You did not have any behavior issues.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Classroom management is fine – no problems noticed. Students are thoroughly engaged in the lesson. "Not observed" marked regarding off task behavior because none was noticed in this observation.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students were engaged in learning and there was not noticeable off task behavior. The teacher/intern had good classroom control, and the students were respectful.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the entire lesson. The teacher had great voice quality and control of the lesson. Good lesson!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great mamagement-you monitored all of the classroom-keeping students engaged.  When necessary you redirected in a very positive manner.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Some students were off task but I think it was due to the level of instruction. The reading passage was too difficult for one of the groups. TC tone & level of voice was appropriate 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good Questioning and good examples Good job redirecting off task students Good job circulating room during lesson Grows- Don't be so dependent on notes make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Be more specific in your praise.  What does "Good job" really mean??

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		There was no off task behavior needed redirecting.  Students were very well behaved.  Even when working in small groups-scan the room periodically to be sure all students are remaining on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were not problems with classroom managed that I noticed. The student teacher used positive reinforcement for on task behavior. Exemplary is the rating for appropriate tone and voice. This is in part because of how the student teacher uses her tone of voice to enthusiasm for the lesson. The student teacher is effective at reacting to the students and whatever else is going on. She reacts with humor and the level of humor is perfectly appropriate for first graders. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate has taken time to get to know her students, including identification of those who might need extra support, and those who can be relied on to participate in class. Knowing her students was a strength that made classroom management less of an issue than it might be otherwise. She related well to the students as she moved through the lesson, and was able to keep them focused even during the part of the lesson when they walked to the cafeteria and outdoors to explore different settings.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding classroom mangagement techniques.  You are able to look for off-task behaviors, correct them quickly, and return to the lesson without missing a beat! It is obvious the students respect you and see you as their teacher, just like Mrs. Madden!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students to tip-toe to their seats. They did this beautifully. You circulated throughout the classroom when the students were working independently, checking for understanding and keeping all on task. You told one student if you had to tell them one more time to do something he would need to flip his card. Terrific! You must say what you mean and mean what you say!

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved and very involved with the lesson. The teacher involved the students by calling on individual students to read different parts of the powerpoint. The teacher is very comfortable with the subject matter of her lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The teacher asked higher order thinking questions during the lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Good job setting behavior expectations and reenforcing during the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		It was good that you recognized and intervened in individual students being off task. In two different situations, you gave redirection to the students at the same volume used when speaking to the whole class. A less confrontational way to redirect might be to use proximity, either standing right beside or behind them putting your finger on the paper to indicate they should be writing, and put your other hand's index finger over your lips making a reference to being quiet. Having a side conversation that everyone in the room could hear gave them the attention they were seeking. Last semester I suggested a strategy for getting students' attention. You use two words, and first you say one to the whole class, they in turn respond with the given word as they focus on you and remain quiet.... So you might say "Quiet" in a loud teacher voice, and they could respond in unison "Time!" So your short phrase is "Quiet Time!" While it is up to you how to get their attention, you don't have their full attention now, and this could not hurt. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The classroom behavior was a challenge, but it seemed in part to be a result of the time of day and the activities the students had taken part in just prior to this lesson (coming in from recess, specials, and/or lunch).  For that reason, these areas above are marked proficient. If on a subsequent morning observation it is the same, these are still not insurmountable issues. There is not a category that clearly address this, but it was slightly uncomfortable that you called out student names individually to address their behavior concerns fairly early on. An alternative might have been to simply use proximity and stand closely to students who were taking when they should have been quiet. I think this is a "developing" area for you - and that during this year of field experience you will explore  a variety of appropriate strategies that will eventually fit your style of  classroom management. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Classroom management was good throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate was effective in monitoring students' work as she moved throughout the classroom.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Students were on task so there was no chance to observe off-task behavior. Classroom management went well. The intern has planned thoroughly for this week, so the students are engaged and less likely to get into off task behaviors. The intern maintains a calm, soothing persona that contributes to the positive atmosphere of the classroom.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You sepent too much time saying "you need to be quiet".  "You need to pay attention".  Lay out your expectations, directions and rules before you begin to teach.  Then, give consequences. Be careful not to stand in one place while you teach.  Move around the room.  This will help with class management.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Stations are going to get rowdy at times. It is up to you to control the noise. Be mindful when it gets too loud and set your limits. You may have to do this several times. At times, it got really loud. Glad you did the "If you can hear my voice...."

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The Bruce Bucks were a great idea!  This worked for you! Good job monitoring and assisting your students. Your students respected you as their teacher and were well behaved.  You kept them engaged during lesson.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		You monitored the room well while students were working. Loved the way you tried to include your student with the sharing of his special rocks.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management could be improved by improving the delivery of the lesson opening to include a clear purpose for learning. Otherwise, students lose interest when they don't understand what they should be doing and why. Work on your personal grammar for questioning. Twice during the lesson you said "Do anybody know....?" It should be "does" instead of "do" and this makes it difficult for you to expect your students to use the correct grammar, even though they have standards that support proper written and spoken grammar.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There are no major behavior concerns.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Good job monitoring the class and keeping students on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		I think it would help for you to have the students pre-divided into groups ahead of time. You used an encouraging voice throughout the lesson.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your class was kindergarteners and it was the end of the day.  It was difficult to keep them focused as the lesson progressed.  You did a good job of redirecting individual students. You are developing in the area of classroom management and I am confident you will continue to grow in this area as the semester progresses. You have a lovely, engaging "teacher voice" for this age group.  You are very supportive and kind. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good ob attending all areas of the classroom. Voice level was appropriate. You were professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The teacher had a great powerpoint illustrating healthy and unhealthy foods.  The teahcer presented healthy foods and unhealthy foods in the powerpoint. The teacher had good questions for the students during the powerpoint. The teacher had several different types of foods.  The students were very involved in thumbs up or thumbs down for the different foods showing if the food was healthy or unhealthy.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Monitored the room giving assisstance where needed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good job monitoring student behavior throughout the lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		This class was wonderfully behaved.  While volunteers are writing on board, how can you keep others on task?  Possibly talk through it as the student is writing on board.  Don't be too silent. Your class respected you as their teacher.  They were very well behaved.  Keep them tightly on task or they will get lax.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good whole class monitoring. You were professionally dressed

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the review game. There were no off-task behaviors. Watch your subject verb agreement. You said, " I hope you will do good."  Should have been " I hope you will do well". You asked, "Who has went?"  Should have been "Who has gone or Who has had a turn?" I would still like to see a little more enthusiasm in your voice. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You truly set the expectations for student behavior for every part of the lesson. Well done! You set the expectations for the activity and you stuck to what you had said. This is key to good classroom management! When someone did not follow the directions there were consequences. Outstanding! I would like to "hear" you use a little more enthusiasm when teaching.   

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Asking the class if everyone has a booklet encourages shouting out. Turn the question into a "command" by telling them to raise their hands if they need a booklet. Set the expectations:  Rather than students shouting out answers let them know they are to raise their hands.  This will allow you to call on more students (and call on ones who do not have hands raised, as well This holds all students accountable for their learning). You said at one point, "Stick your thumbs up if you are ready." This is a good behavior managemen technique. When redirecting a student you may want to say, " I need you to ......." In this way, there is no question regarding the behavior you want stopped or started. You asked for the students attention and then before you got all of the students' attention you started teaching/giving instructions. Before giving directions, wait for all students to give you thier attention.  Have them literally look at you. You waited until the lesson was almost over before using the classroom behavior management system. Try using this much sooner, when necessary, and I believe you will see what a difference this makes. You have a great "teacher voice"!  It sends the message you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		In order to best utilize class time, pre-divide groups and post the list on the board for the students. It might help to have something on the table to identify which group will sit there. (ex. colored cones, numbers, etc) TC voice level was appropriate. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. TC was very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		No behavior issues.  Everyone was on task and well behaved.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		GROW-The teacher needs to control the students who are off task with a discipline plan. The teacher has a wonderful voice for sharing read aloud books. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had several different creative activities to teach the subject matter of the lesson. GROW-The teacher needs to have her own discpline plan to control the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a clap that controlled the students for a little while. GROW-As the teacher passes out the different emotion cards, the students needed to be completing something at their seat. The students could have been drawing their emotion as they waited on everyone to receive the emotion card. It took way too long to issue the different cards. The teacher did a good job of controlling the active students.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		I can tell that you have been working on your handwriting.  However, you need to continue to do so.  Please do not mix lower case and capital letters in the middle of your words.  Students are looking at everything you write.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Class kind of got away from you when you were working with a group.  Might be a good idea to use a timer during activities.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Very  encouraging tone of voice and voice level. You made learning fun for your students. Good professional dress.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You redirected one of the students. You told them they must be quiet in order for you to call on them. You told a girl because she had her hand up you were calling on her. All of the above are good behavior management techniques. You do need to use an attention getter other than "listen".  1, 2 , 3, all eyes on me    OR anything you have heard the teacher use.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		One off task student was not redirected when he was reading a library book instead of doing his math.  When you are working with a small group be sure to scan the room frequently to insure that the other students are stil on task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were actively engaged in the lesson! Your voice is animated and demonstrates excitement for what you are teaching. There were no behavior issues during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked the class to give you 5 and then you said, "Oops, I don't have 5."  Then sent the very clear message you meant what you said when you asked them to give you 5. Excellent! You called two boys back on task when you asked them if they were ready to fill in the graph. Such a nonthreatening way to get their attention and it certainly worked. You used "thumbs up" when you are ready to go on to the next month when filling in the graph.  Perfect way to assess if students are ready to proceed without a lot of talk/calling out. You have a very engaging, enthusiastic, and supportive voice....awesome teacher voice.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job monitoring the groups of Lit Circles as they read. You had 5 groups. It's hard to manage 5 without help. Luckily you had a parapro and your CT to help with groups. Your class is always well behaved. There are never any issues of behavior.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are so motivating to your students.  You welcomed them and it was obvious that they love you!  You got ME excited! suggestion- Keep it moving with instruction.  Not so much on discipline if not nescessary.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good voice quality throughout the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Students were engaged. You kept them on task with questions and activities and discussion.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher has great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students during the lesson if they became too loud or off task.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Monotone...more voice inflection needed.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You were professionally dressed. Work on increasing your voice level so that all the students can clearly hear you.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Try using an "attention getter".

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You need to project your voice....you need to be a little louder. I noticed the students up closer were more engaged and I think that is because they could hear your questions better. You said at one point, "I am going to wait until you are quiet."  Yes, do this and wait for them to do this!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Glows- Good intro Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Good questioning Grows- make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Not all the children were engaged. Some were standing on their heads, lots of moving around. Poistioning the students near you who are most active can be helpful. Be careful not to always call on the active kids when asking questions. Encourage the children to participate in the song by giving clear directions before hand and modeling the motions for the song. Music is a aid to learning. 

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job monitoring the classroom while students worked in groups.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Monitored the room. Assisted students as necessary.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the small group. The teacher had a lot of thought provoking questions during the small group to involve all of the students. GROW-The student needed to move his cllip after you instructed him to do so. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. The teacher gave positive praise when necessary during the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher had a great way of encouraging the students to do their best during the lesson. The teacher continuoulsy praised the students for working hard.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You did a great job encouraging the students throughout the lesson. Your voice is encouraging and appropriate for the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Young students require lots of reassurance that hey are "doing it right" be sure to stop and talk to individual students as you are monitoring the class.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You have excellent behavior management techniques.  I was so impressed when you walked over to a boy and took away the box he was playing with and you didn't miss a beat with your instruction! You have a very pleasant voice and manner with the students.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used the attention getter, "all eyes on me" and didn't wait for all eyes to be on you. The students will quickly pick up on you don't really mean it.  Wait for them to look at you. If someone is not following directions and looking at you, use the class behavior management system and have them flip a card/move a clip.  

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher was very aware of the subject matter. The teacher has a great calming voice quality. The teacher has a good lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had several different activities for the Dental health lesson. Great lesson! The teacher concluded the lesson by issuing each student a dental health packet and brushing chart. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Walking around the classroom was a good way to monitor the class and keep them on task. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Glows- Good intro Good modleing for students Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember to walk around and check for understand with everyone in the group.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Do something different than saying "Shhhh" to get students quiet.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher engaged the students throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very warm voice that encourages the students to do their best. The teacher walked around and monitored the students as they created their own germs. The teacher gave positive feedback to several students as they created their own germ.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when they became off task during the lesson. Good lesson with several different activities to review the material previously taught.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was a bit loud at times but you handled it well. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		The students are well-behaved.  The students are very engaged in the lesson. The teacher had a very powerful lesson to illustrate the hand washing and germ subject matter. The lesson plan was very thoughout and sequential in order. Great lesson for a Block one student. The teacher has a great voice quality.  

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The teacher is very aware of her subject matter.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Make sure to utilize all the resources in the room. You were encouraging to the students but your voice level was a little low at times.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		*Good management of class. During stations you monitored each group as they worked. *When the groups are sharing their main idea projects , make sure everyone is paying attention. *Work on time management. Your students will take as long as you give them. Set a limit and move on. They were finished and beginning to play around. Have something extra for those to do or either cut everyone off.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		You did a good job redirecting off task behavior but the students were not following your directives. When this occurs, stop and have them repeat the directive back to you. Don't move on until you have their attention. You were encouraging to your students throughout the lesson.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students raised their hands at all times to answer the questions asked by the teacher. The teacher was very encouraging during the lesson.  The teacher gave constant praise to the students when they answered a question. GROW-As the teacher passes out the paper, she needs to talk about what the students will be doing or review the material presented. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		You need to be more specific in your praise..."Awesome"...doesn't say much.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be more specific with your praise.  Just say "Good" isn't enough.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Class management was excellent today.  You never needed to regain attention.  Your class was very well behaved and they were all engaged during the lesson.  

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a very sequential lesson about cause and effect. The teacher has a great way with students.  The students respond to her very well. Great lesson.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		There is little off task behavior, but the students get very excited about science which sometimes equates to being loud. The teacher candidate effectively used appropriate humor and tone of voice to return attention to the lesson. This teacher candidate has found a method that works for her to get the attention of the entire class immediately when needed. She hums the musical jingle from a popular commecial, and the students reply with the short phrase from the same commercial that follows. It is extremely effective, and will be a good strategy to have in place when she starts a full time teaching job. Her delivery of this strategy in such an effective way includes using a very specific tone of voice. Exemplary is earned for for redirecting and appropriate tone. Not all teachers have the personality and repoire that gels with students in late elementary school and middle school. You have shown me repeatedly that you have that ability and willingness to understand these students, gain their trust, and then use that to make your lessons work. I hope your first teaching job is one that will allow you to continue to develop in this area.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have struck a good balance -you relate well to the students; and you have begun to mesh that well with the times you need to make discipline a priority.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Monitor the room carefully-some groups were having a difficult time getting started.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You monitored students throughout the lesson. Students were engaged and there was little need to redirect students.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Class management was awesome. You used several management tactics to get their attention. Your class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Groups will get rowdy. Don't hesitate in setting your boundaries and limits. AS long as they are actively engaged in what they are doing, it's ok.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the Flocabulary video. The teacher was constantly engaged with the students during the lesson. Good lesson!

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher instructed the students to raise their hands to answer questions. *The teacher uses the word "okay" too many times. *The teacher needed to redirect the students to raise their hands during the lesson. *The teacher needed some type of activity for the students who finished reading early. Overall, the plan was well planned.  The teacher just needs to work on the execution of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Many students were not listening to directions for the game. Make sure you have everyone's eyes on you before you proceed with directions. You might want to model the rolling of the dice and how they would write their decimals as a result of their rolls. Give directions before handing out game pieces.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Even sitting at the table, the students were off task at times - hands on each other, playing with materials. Think about how to control the materials so students don't have opportunity to play with them. Using visuals for the things they smelled would have helped narrow down the possiibilites - honey?  

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Glows- repeated answers as students gave answers Good job circulating and working with students one on one Allowed for student creativity Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make notes  so you will remember to cover all parts of lesson make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		You are quiet in your presentation so you must be sure you have all students attention before beginning.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The students were very well-behaved and involved with the lesson.  The teacher has good control of the students.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher has great voice quality during her lesson. The teacher knows her Sounds subject matter for the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The cooperating teacher does a great job teaching the student teachesr how to organize Science stations and experiments to learn the Science material. The student teacher is doing a good job carrying out the Science station expectations and controlling the students as they learn.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		During the center activity, the students got loud.  Perhaps having students match upper and lower case letters one at time would have helped.  They could each watch their group members and observe if the matches were being made correctly.  In order for the students not to wait too long for their turn, use only half of the pancake matches at a time. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Class management was good!  They respected you as their teacher.  There were no behavior problems.  You did a nice job of moving around the room as you taught.  Also you assisted while they worked independently. Wonderful! Nice teacher voice!  This is important! Awesome that you used time management.  Such as "Ok you have 10 minutes.  Get busy!" suggestion- As the activity continued, it seemed like there was less control.  Don't let your guard down.  Keep redirecting and keep up the time management.  Too much time to do this activity.  They could have done it in half the time. 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Make sure your phone is in your purse or backpack...not out.  Thanks

		Jones		Darius		917396692		THe students were very attentive throughout the entire Social Studies Lesson. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to him very well. Great Social Studies Lesson. 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Glows: Told students what to listen for before reading story Cahnged voice for characters in story Grows: validate praise Make sure you have students attention before giving directions Explain directions again when you realize that so many students are not getting it

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Glows- Good use of management strategies Good job circulating and working with students one on one Table Talk Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for more student collaboration validate praise

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher is very knowledgable about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved and very attentive during the lesson. The teacher did an awesome job from start to finish with the lesson. The lesson was very organized and very involved with the students. The teacher is a very strong Block 2 student teacher!
 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You are very clear with your expectations for student behavior. and you are quick to redirect a student not following directions. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" and the students respond to you well.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very quiet during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter about main idea. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students be more engaged throughout the lesson.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		GROW-The teacher needed to use the DOJO to control the behavior of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to control the students and stop the lesson before continuing after she asked the students to be quiet. Once the students began discussing the popcorn, the students became very quiet and engaged in the lesson. GROW-The lesson had too much down time. The teacher needed to move the lesson faster. The teacher has several positive qualities as a Block one student teacher. The teacher will improve with her lessons as she progresses to become a teacher.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The teacher has very high order thinking questions for the students. The teacher is very encouraging during the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. Great lesson! 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked during the lesson. The teacher did good engaging the students in the lesson. The students wrote their words on the anchor chart while the teacher checked their answers.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		THe students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive during the lesson. The lesson was sequential for the Fort Sumter subject matter 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher had great control of the students. The teacher had worked very hard to prepare her lesson. The teacher had several different ways of learning about the fossils-small group stations, powerpoint discussion, etc... The teacher had a great job of dividing up the class into three groups-she had the student hold up their finger when she assigned them a number. The lesson was very thoughout and very prepared.  The teacher did an excellent job executing the lesson. Great job!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher monitored the students as they worked. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students during her lesson to make sure the students understand the subject matter.  The teacher needs to make sure she calls on different students and not the same ones. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were only responsible for a group of 4.  Think of ways that you would handle the classroom if you were by yourself. How would you conduct and keep organized?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Awesome how you stated your expectations for behavior and participation. You made it extrememly clear on how they could get or lose points for their team.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Redirecting off-task behavior is important for learning outcomes. Many children were disengaged during both the story time and the guided practice of this lesson. I encourage you to watch and make note of ways to redirect off-task behaviors.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		*Make sure you have everyone's attention before you start. There was talking, settling down..they weren't all quite ready. *Walk around the room as you are asking questions. This helps you monitor that students are on task and engaged.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring the room and redirecting students to complete their work.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		*You have a great teacher voice. Your students respond well to it. Class management was good. You were in control. Good! *Be careful of your language. You said "add across" several times when you meant "multiply across". I knew what you meant and the students never said anything, but we have to be careful with correct language because it confuses our students. You also said wrong numbers at times. I think a lot was nerves.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Don't let the technical stuff be more important than the teaching.  

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The teacher has great voice quality. The students are very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher sets up the high standards for behavior and the students follow the rules. The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has a very good lesson for a Block one teacher. The sequence of the lesson was very informative. The teacher used several different teaching techniques to familarize the students with the subject matter.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You told sudents to quiet down, they continued with the chatter and you allowed it. If you are going to correct behavior be sure to follow through. Best would be to set the behavior expectations before you begin. "This is work for you to complete on your own, there is no talking during this"

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great opening as you went over YOUR rules with your students.  It is obvious that they already respect you!  There were no behavior problems and the students were attentive. suggestions- 1. Move around the room.  Be careful not to stay in one place as you are teaching.  Especially when they are working on the white boards.  Walk around and assist as needed.   2. Give a time limit while they are working independently. For example, "you have about one more minute, so get busy".  If most students are finished, move on to the next one.  Tell the students who are not done to watch as you complete on the board.  Keep it moving. 3.  Challenge them as you move to the next problem.  This is a good time for positive feedback and comments. 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher discussed the standards and essential questions with the small group. The teacher passed out the passages to the individual students. The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has great control of the small reading group.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students on task and engaged in their learning! Your voice, during the reading of the two books, was very animated and engaging.  Remember to be enthusiastic and animated, as appropriate for fifth graders, when teaching lessons.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You used the class dojo to monitor student behavior. When the noise level escalated you quickly had them lower their voices. 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The class management was much improved from the last time. I could tell you were taking control of each situation.  Getting groups going can be tough.  You managed well and had everyone moving on target. As it got loud in the room, you redirected.  suggestion- Remember to set those expectations and consequences before you start.  It will save you!

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Be careful of the tone of your voice when you are correcting a student.  Try to use closer proximity to the student so that you don't call attention to them.   I can tell that you are working on improving your grammar when speaking; please continue to practice for additional improvement.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was a good bit of "calling out" of answers and talking among the students as you were delivering the lesson.  Please set expectations for your students' behavior. Being able to call on individual students, will allow you to assess how well individual students are understanding the learning goal. You did not use the behavior management system of the class.  When you next teach a lesson, use the chart and have students move a clip early on in the lesson in order to maintain order as you are teaching the lesson. You have an engaging voice, however you had to get louder in order to be heard over your students.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The young man in the red and black checked jacket needed a stronger refocusing and it needed to be done sooner. He basically ignored you each time you corrected him.  I am glad you told him he was not allowed to be one of the "teachers", because he had not been paying attention well enough to teach the lesson goal to his classmates.  This sends the clear message there are consequences for one's actions. Please try using a stronger, I am in charge "teacher voice".  This does not mean yelling or being mean. You did not have to attend to the entire class since you were working with a small group.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a great voice quality.  The teacher was very in control of the students during the lesson.  The teacher did a great job of asking questions during the youtube video. The students were very well-behaved. The lesson was very organized! The teacher knew her subject matter very well! A very informative and creative lesson with total control of the students!
  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher has a very warm way with the students throughout the lesson. The students try very hard. The teacher has high expectations for the students.  

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Glows- good connection to real life, good use of timer Grows-work on classroom management, allow time for student collaboration 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You used a very encouraging voice during the lesson. Appropriate professional attire.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You monitored the class well giving assistance when needed.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You have a very engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice".  It makes the children want to listen and learn from what you are saying.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		A well planned lesson set the teacher candidate up for success in classroom management. She is obviously developing a rapport with her students and gaining their respect. Together these two components (rapport and respect) would make it seem to the untrained eye, that classroom management comes easily. The effort it took to get to this place was evident. Because of the content of the lesson, it was of the utmost importance to have good sentence structure, word pronunciation, and appropriate vocabularly. This area was exemplary - modeling for students how to speak appropriately in the school setting.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The intern has an ideal demeanor for elementary school, particularly for primary grades. She can manage the classroom effectively in a calm manner and that influences students to be attentive and remain calm if she has to correct student behavior.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You did a nice job with the student who didn't want to sit up and listen. You told him quickly to sit up and listen and then you moved on. Once the video started, then you were able to tend to him without disrupting everyone else. Your voice is a true teacher voice. You keep your students on task and on target with your personality and expression in your voice. All students seem to be engaged. *There was some dead time in your lesson today. Make every minute count. Be mindful of silliness. *Awesome teacher voice! You keep them so entertained!

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You have a very motivating and dramatic personality.  I love that!  But be careful not to be too silly with your students.  The more carefree you are, the more they will be.  Stay firm, but fun with them.  Don't change your personality, just tone down some.  

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Good job monitoring the classroom-you ma need to scan even more when so many are working independently.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		*Be mindful of dead time at the beginning of class. The way they come into the room sets the stage. Be ready to start. *Set your directions and expectations for behavior and participation before they begin their activity. Make sure everyone is clear on directions. *Great job with your group  during break out stations. *You have to redirect behavior. It may not seem loud to you, but others may not can concentrate on their work with it being so loud. Don't be afraid to calm the groups if they get too out of hand. Even though we expect them to get a little rowdy, it shouldn't get too loud. If the students are not on task, then they must be redirected.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were attuned to the lesson and on task. So there was little if any opportunity to observe redirection. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students who needed individual assistance received it in a timely manner and were able to remain on target with their classmates. The teacher candidate was skilled not only in helpin the whole group, but in working with individuals or pairs of students that needed additional guidance.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students were very well-behaved.  The teacher had a great sequential lesson about the nouns. 

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Your small group had no behavior issues at all. Everyone was listening and engaged. What about the remainder of the class? How much should you redirect? How would you direct the class if you were the only adult in the room? Watch your class management. Be mindful of when time is close to being up.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Monitored the classroom as students worked in groups. Challenged students to do their best work.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You monitored the room well and kept students on task.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		TC was professionally dressed. Good job monitoring the entire classroom throughout the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Be careful of saying "Guys" all the time when addressing the class.  Also after you give a direction dont add "OK??".  Are you giving them a choice?

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		The teacher has a strong positive voice quality. The teacher does a great job involving the students in the subject matter of the lesson. This was a great lesson for a Block One student teacher. The teacher had great sequence for the lesson's subject matter. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher constantly discussed the subject matter of the lesson as the students work. The students enjoyed the lesson! 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good teacher voice.  Your students were well behaved and were good listeners.   Good job monitoring and assisting students as they worked. 

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- Thumbs up Allowing children to share their ideas Grows- Work on finding appropriate teacher voice and teacher presence in the classroom Have a plan to hand out materials for lesson Make sure all students are listening before giving instructions

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Your class was always engaged. They were interested in what you were teaching, but it was your delivery that kept them interested. Also, the fact they they made their own T charts on their paper helped to keep them engaged. *Try walking around the room as you are teaching. This will help you KNOW that everyone is on task. Your presence makes a big difference.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		* You were teaching a small group and they respected you as their teacher. *Before your class comes in, be ready to take over for the lesson. This is your responsibility as a block 3 student. Work on managing entire class, even though you may only be with a small group. You had 3 at another table that weren&#39;t on task at times. *When it&#39;s time to transition, make sure you are in charge, not the teacher. Remember this is your lesson. You conduct the transition. This is a big part of class management.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Set expectations for student behavior, from watching the video, to filling out the charts, to elbow partners, to getting dry erase boards. Setting expectations for everything done in the classroom is a must. This leads to an orderly, ready to learn classroom environment. When using elbow partners, which are terrific, let them know what they are to do when they have finished discussing what you have asked them to discuss....heads down....I would suggest a shorter amount of time for this. When they finished discussing they got louder and were talking about unrelated topics....then you have to reign them back in to continue with the lesson. Your voice needs to be more assertive...you need to find your teacher voice that says, "I know what I am doing, now come along with me." Please show more excitement and enthusiasm for what you are teaching. It is contagious and will keep your students engaged in their learning.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You set expectations for student behavior, how to get help as students were working. You told one student he had lost 5 min. of recess for talking when asked not to talk. You have found your teacher voice.  Work on showing enthusiasm/joy you feel when teaching.  Students need to see this/know this.  This encourages their participation.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Be careful when you say words ending in -ed that you don&#39;t say as a -t...learned, learnt.  Students are going to mimic you.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Tips for class management: Be mindful of silliness. Don't allow them to not take you seriously. You will lose that control quickly. For example, counting backwards worked great until you started being silly about it. Then you lost that respect. They were laughing and you were upset that they weren't listening to you. You can't be extremely silly with them one minute, and the next minute tell them they need to be listening. You are giving them mixed signals. You used several management techniques. "head down when you're ready." "5,4,3,2,1," Watch your grammar. Don't say "I seen". This is very important. Make sure you walk around and monitor what your students are doing. You did this at times, but this is very important to make sure they are on task.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The class was clearly engaged throughout the lesson and there were no behavior issues!  Well done! You have a lovely voice...so engaging, kind and supportive!

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		You monitored the room as students worked, encouraging them and keeping them on task.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Stayed close to the front of the room to control the video during most of the lesson.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Very positive with students encouraging all to participate.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		There was very little off task behavior during the lesson but you quickly regained the student's attention.  You monitored all students as they worked independently.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students were very well-behaved.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful of using "so"...so many times when you are speaking.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Be careful walking around the room that you don't turn your back on a majority of the room while you are teaching.  check your sentence structure when typing on the promethean..."Nome 1000 miles away so the trip was very long"...might have read better "Nome was 1000 miles away so the trip was very long."

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Outstanding classroom management!  You were up and among your students during the enitre lesson! May want to phrase questions such as, "Does everyone have a reading packet?" to "Raise your hand if you do not have a  reading packet." In this way students will not be shouting out whether or not they have what they need. It is all in how you ask the question. You have a very engaging "teacher voice" that says I know what I am teaching and I am in control.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Students engaged and on task during the entire lesson!! You moved throughout the classroom as you taught the lesson and this helps with behavior management.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Be careful of saying "OK??" after you give directions...are you giving them a choice??

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Please show more enthusiasm and energy during the delivery of your lessons.  Enthusiasm is contagious!  You may have to get out of your comfort zone, but I have every confidence you can do this!!! 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It is evident that there has been an effort to understand the students as well as the systems in place to make the classroom run smoothly. Though the candidate moves through the classroom during independent work, her effort to help each student may leave other parts of the classroom not as well attended. Circulating with a quick check on everyone could be a precursor to a slower walk around the room checking for student understanding. There is no doubt this can be remedied this semester. She is very professional, yet still very personable when dealing with her students. Overall, this was a well organized and well executed lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Having a well organized lesson with a clearly communicated purpose is a strength of yours, and that at least in part gets students quickly engaged in learning. You also organize the lesson with an opportunity for movement (from listening on carpet to working at desk) and a chance to have some verbal peer interaction. The interaction as a short discussion gives students a quick break from being in full listening mode, and it helps them take responsibility for their own learning. Your students can see that you are clearly comfortable in front of the classroom. Any adult visiting the classroom could see this as you give brief whole group instruction. You are also effectively supporting students through one-on-one interaction as you move throughout the room during a time when students are practicing their skills. (The following is noted, but not significant enough to warrant any deduction.in score.) This is a minor concern that you are capable of working on. You have a habit of which you might not be cognizant. Every now and then you will use use the "shhh" sound to signal to students to be quiet. You have excellent behavior management skills at this point, so try to be aware and slowly stop using that sound altogether. Sometimes students do not need any reminder -continuing with the lesson will keep them engaged and quiet enough. If you do need to signal quiet, have a silent means (hand gesture of finger over lips, point to a behavior chart, etc.).

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Some of the students were shouting out answers when you were discussing poor and good food choices. Be sure to set expectations for their behavior for each part of a lesson. Try an attention getter other than "shush".  1, 2, 3, all eyes on me.  OR  Listen Lions  Be sure to wait for them to give you their attention when you use one of these. Otherwise they won't think you really mean you want their attention. Be sure to show enthusiasm for what you are teaching. Use your voice and facial expressions to engage students. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		See above from instructional section, but note that the exemplary voice levels and tone refer to the individual help you gave to students during independent practice. Not observed is marked for redirecting off task behavior - but that is because there was no noticeable off task behavior!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		-Knows all students' names & calls on them to check for understanding

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Be careful as you walk around and work with individual students that you continue to monitor the room. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Choose an attention getter and practice it with students.  Make certain they respond to it when they hear it. Practice it. When having students do anything, set your expectations for their behavior.  I need everyone sitting on their bottoms, not talking, and keeping hands to themselves. If they do not comply have them move a stick on the behavior chart. You had students leave the rug one group at a time. This enabled the transition to be orderly. The students were so enthralled with their doodle boards they were not listening to your instructions. Wait until directions are given or until you are ready to do one together to tell them to get these out.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		There was a  lot of shouting out and talking when they were to be listening.  One child was laying down on the floor as you were reading the book. Too much time was spent "putting out fires". This equates to a great deal of lost instructional time as well as it being too chaotic for students to learn. Set expectations for their behavior at the beginning of each part of the lesson. Use the behavior management system at the beginning of the lesson. If you have told them what you expect them to be doing and they have also been in this class since August, it is time to show them you mean business. Waiting until the end ofe lesson to have a student move a stick does not help them or any of their classmates learn the goals of the lesson.  You must make believers out of them and gain control of the class. This does not need to be done in anger, you calmly ask them to move a stick. This not only sends a message to the student making poor choices, but to the rest of the group, as well. I also believe if you used a more assertive "teacher voice" they would respond better. This is not about shouting at them at all.  Just a stronger, more I am in charge and not you, kind of voice.  I am certain ;you have heard Mrs. Foster model this.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using "Very good" to compliment work...try to be more specific to what the student did to get the compliment.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Be careful of using your "voice" too much over a quieter procedure for off task behavior.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."Remember wahat the shapes of the day IS"...should be..."Remember what the shapes of the day ARE".

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Try to be more specific with your encouragement.  Give more than a "good".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good voice quality was used throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		*The teacher needed to slow down with her speech. *The delivery of the lesson needed to be more in depth.  If this were not a review lesson, the students would not know enough information to complete the assignment. *The speed of the teacher's voice is so quick that it would be hard for students to understand if they did not possess previous knowledge. The students were very well-behaved. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher has good positive reinforcements with the students after they answer the questions. The teacher has a great knowledge of the subject matter. The teacher does a good job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats. The teacher does a good job of redirecting the behavior of the students when necessary.  

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Use of tape diagram was good. Have them show that theirs was similiar to yours

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Your students were very attentive to the reading of book.  They were intriqued.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher needs to work on the behavior modifications steps for his future lessons. The students needed to be redirected for their off task behavior during the lesson. It was hard to observe the lesson for the distractions of the students during the lesson. The teacher needs to develop different behavior ideas for controlling the off task behavior of the students.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Monitored students as they worked.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You addressed a few individual students' behaviors.  However, there was so much talking and calling out you had to keep getting louder and louder to be heard over them.  Try getting softer with your voice or use an attention getter to call the students back on task.  There needs to be consequences for repeatedly not following directions or ignoring them. Remember to set expectations for each part of the lesson. This is especially true when it comes to playing a game.  Learning games are fantastic, however there must be boundaries....talking from one team-point goes to the other team.....shouting out an answer without being called on-point goes to the other team. The whole goal of the game.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You moved throughout the room during video sending the message that it was important to be listening. You set the expectations for class behavior when you said, "Answer with your hands."  You made the expectations for behavior and the rules clear for playing the game.  Your voice is so enthusiastic and engaging!! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Please be more specific when you give praise.  "Good" really doesn&#39;t say anything.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Great teacher voice. You have good expression and your students respected you. Your class was well behaved!  suggestion- Don't lose too much time getting started.  Keep it moving.  suggestion- When people are talking, don't allow read aloud to continue.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		The behavior of the students in the classroom was excellent. They were engaged and having fun with their learning!!  You seriously could have heard a pin drop they were so engaged.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Your expectations for student behavior was high and the students rose to the occasion.  It is all about setting expectations, as the students were on task, engaged, and having fun as they learned.  You gave directions for the handouts, where to put them when finished, and for the Google Classroom quiz they were take for their assessment. You put all of these directions for the students to refer to (since there were so many parts to follow) on a slide for the students to refer to if they forgot what to do next. Outstanding way to help your students become independent learners!  

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful when helping a student that you continue to monitor the room for behavior. Phone in back pocket should be in your purse.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		The teacher did a good job of controlling the noise level of the kindergarten classroom. The teacher gave constant reminders for the students to keep the classroom quiet. The teacher constantly said, "All eyes on me", to get the students to refocus on the lesson. *The lesson needed additional teaching material to emphasize the germ subject matter.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Class management was clear as you counted backward.  Class was well behaved and respected you as their teacher. Loved that you asked them to "ask your neighbor if you're doing this right." Also, when you are finished give me a thumbs up. Tip: Be mindful of not talking too much while they are working.  Don't interrupt their concentration,  Give the instruction and ask if there are any questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job monitoring the students. Good professional attire. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a good job of sharing how to write the fictional narrative. The sequence of the lesson was very organized and thoughout. Good lesson! The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise level of the students by doing the Class  behavior management activity. The teacher concluded the lesson by having the students share their writings. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Be careful with your grammar...you said "Y&#39;alls" a number of times.  Be specific with your praise...don&#39;t just say "good".  What are they being "good" at??

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Make sure you follow through-if you set talking level at 0 then make sure everyone is quiet.  Several went on talking.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Small group lesson-kept students on task, redirected as necessary,

		Vance		Darby		917457706		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very confident with the subject matter of fire safety. The teacher had good questions after the read aloud. *The teacher has a very soft voice.  The teacher needs to get a little louder in her directions. This was a good lesson for a Block one student teacher.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good voice level Make sure you have all of the students' attention before moving on. All student should be attentive when another student is giving a response.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students were very engaged in the lesson. The students were illustrating an array problem for a word problem. *The teacher needs to call on different students to answer the questions. *When asking students questions, the teacher needs to have them show thumbs up or thumbs down for the answer. *The teacher needs to include all of the students in the lesson. *The teacher needs to redirect certain students to pay attention to the lesson. Classroom management needs to be worked on. The subject matter of the lesson was taught well.    

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Monitor all areas of classroom-not all groups got right to work and needed some guidance.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. Great voice quality during the lesson. The students were engaged in the lesson. *The students had a lot of questions.  Explicit instructions needed to be given before letting the students begin the lesson. The teacher did a good job of redirecting the noise of the students when the students began sharing their answers on their observation sheets. The students shared their findings for the lesson.  

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has a great command of the subject matter. The students were very involved in the lesson. This was a very organized and thoughout lesson for a Block one student teacher. The teacher is very natural in her teaching.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Good monitoring of the class, walked around and assisted several students who needed one–on-one, Redirected students back on task was appropriate. Good job modeling the appropriate language and sentence use. Good teacher voice, easy to hear and understand. Liked the use of the timer. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Your well planned lesson contributed to the class being so engaged.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Set expectations before you begin the activities Watch using “SH-SH-SH” too much.. Get everyone’s attention before you start. At the beginning of lesson, great job talking about the video equipment. Gave students an opportunity to give their ansawers what they thought the theme was. Redirected back to question of “theme” when students got off task.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Outstanding classroom management!  Students were engaged with you throughout the lesson.  The one or two who needed to be redirected, you saw immediately and brought them back on task. Well done. You need to develop your "teacher voice" which means project your voice. Use more annimation and enthusiasm when teaching. When you are enthusiastic about what you are teaching, the students will be as well!  Enthusiasm is contagious. This will come with practice.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very effective classroom management techniques.  Well behaved class!! "I need a hand." 5,4,3,2,1  in order to let students know they should be ready for next step, part, or problem. Pencils down when you are done. Be sure to watch your spelling. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used a Brain Pop to give students a visual to go with notes... good idea for those students who need visuals for learning connections. You stood in the front of the room for most of the lesson so you did not walk around and monitor. I did not observe you redirecting ay students who were off task or not engaged, but the CT took care of catching students ad redirecting them. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		A student who was pulled out of class yesterday did not remind you that he couldn't answer your question about yesterday's lesson. Your very thoughtful apology set an example for your students. Students seem to have great respect for you which idicates a good repoire. At the same time, the apology allowed them to see the "human" side of you. It speaks to the fact that you can maintain authority in the classroom while still being considerate and kind.

		West		Sydney		917437847		In general, the teacher candidate did a good job of managing the classroom. Students were in different physical arrangements for different parts of the lesson. When students were all seated together on the floor, the teacher candidate could attend to the behavior of all students proficiently. When the students were more spread out, the teacher candidate did an admirable job of seeing that most students were on task, but some in far reaches of the classroom were off task while the teacher candidate stopped to give  individual assistance. Though classroom management overall seems to be going well, attending to all areas of the classroom is still developing. I was not discourage by this for two reasons. One of those is that the cooperating teacher has the perogative to arrange the furniture in the classroom to best suit her teaching style. Secondly, this lesson was full of activity that needed to be packed into the alotted time. The tie between planning the lesson and the classroom behavior will be more evident to the teacher candidate with more time in the full year of this field experience.

		White		Zachary		917456354		The teacher has a great voice quality.   The students love the teacher.  The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson.  The teacher has a very good lesson that involves several different types of learning activities. This was a great lesson for a Block one student teacher!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		When working with a small group, be sure to scan the room. Students were waiting with hands raised for your help.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Make sure that you monitor the entire room and take care of any disruptions such as loud talking immediately.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Glows- Good PPT Good Mgt. Strat. used Gave good examples Grows- Have something for students to do when finished More student collaboration 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Don't forget to monitor students-especially those working independently.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		You monitored the room well making sure all students were engaged.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very well-behaved.  The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The lesson is very organized and very thorough. The students were very interested in the Season lesson.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher has high expectations for her students. The teacher does an excellent job explaining the rules and expecting the students to follow them. The students are very well-behaved and respond extremely well to all of the teacher's expecations. The teacher has a lot of patience in teaching the students. Good lesson! 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Being observed at the end of the school day was a challenge for the intern as the students became restless and anxious for the day to end. However, she rose to the ocassion, redirected students back on task with the skill of an experienced teacher.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Classroom is full of a variety of types of learners. Some methods were in place to accomodate them, and you have added to the skill set your own best practices to help students reach their potential.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great voice level. TC was appropriately dressed.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		My theory is "Never do for a child what that child can do for himself." When you left the table you put lids on markers and put them away. Asking each child to do his or having a helper to clean up accomplishes two things: frees you from doing it and also teaches responsible to the students. Transitions are tough for teachers and children. There are techiques for this which are available. Watch your cooperating teacher to learn some of these.  For those not transitioning well (ie, the little reader boy), I say move on when you are ready and don't allow him to distract the other students in classroom. Having a "stop" signal is a good idea when you ask children to make noises.  Good review at the end.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good job monitoring the entire classroom. Great voice level throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		While you were reading, you did not scan the room-you had a student reading a book not following along. When giving directions-do not start until you have everyone's attention. Getting louder to talk over students engaged in their own conversation is not the answer. Try to keep students engaged throughout lesson. There was alot of down time playing Magic Suare-have rest of class give thumbs up or down if word is correct and not on list to keep them involved.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good voice level was used during the lesson TC was professionally dressed

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate has a firm grasp of classroom management skills.She attends to all areas in this regard. Having a well designed, well executed lesson is the first step in keeping students engaged.

		Responses (n): 		260
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		Professional Growth Plan:
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		I believe, even before our conference, you realized how the lesson could have been better regarding the organization. You made excellent points and I know you will take this knowledge to improve upon the next lesson. Engaging, hands-on lesson for first graders!

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Good initial lesson! Remember to begin the lesson with the EQ or I Can statement in order to set a focus for the lesson. The activity that you chose was appropraite and interesting. You did a good job managing the class with comments such as "I'm looking to see who is ready'. Work on the formation of your letters when you write on the board. Remember you are providing an example for your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. TC knew how to operate the PB and successfully used it to enhance the lesson 2. Good choice for opening video - appropriate & the students were intrigued 3. Well organized lesson - instructional materials & supplies were readily available GROWS: 1. Always work first problem on the board with the student so you can clarify if the students understand the information that was presented. Underline key components and complete a 2nd problem if you see that some students are confused. 2. Allow more independent work -- student directed 3. Add real life examples to the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I am always amazed at your ability to keep the attention of first graders. Keep up the good work and just polish the minor details. It is enjoyable to watch you teach!

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You did a good job with your first lesson for Block 1. Your classroom management was appropriate and consistent. I was especially impressed how well you managed the learning environment since the cooperating teacher was absent. The lesson was well planned and appropriate plus the students appeared to enjoy it.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students using "VEX" kits to build inclined plane; had built wheel/axel a couple days ago. Classroom behavior is fine. Cooperating Teacher been out yesterday & today, & Courtney is doing well teaching the class without any problems. There is a substitute teacher present.  Good work ! I'm so pleased and proud of you. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		No lesson plan was sent to supervisor before the lesson. Be sure to submit this 48 hours before your lesson. Classroom management was great!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. TC has good voice quality & relates well with the students. 2. Good idea to put instructions on the board for the group and Chrome book activity. GROWS: 1. Make sure key vocabulary terms are defined 2. When having the students read along with you, stop periodically make sure all students are on task. 3. Check the PB ahead of time to make sure that it is working properly. This will keep you from having down time during the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The main point to remember from this lesson evaluation is to work on questioning techniques. I expect that I will continue to see growth in this area. Don't hesitate to continue approaching teaching in creative ways as you did with taking the students to other "settings" at the school  Some students will learn better this way, so it will be an aspect of differentiation in most cases. Overall, you're headed in the right direction.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I was well-planned, organized, and beautifully scaffolded for the students. Keep up the terrific work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Your effort was proficient overall. There are a number of areas that you can (with a little extra planning) improve and become exemplary. I understand that you have to work within the school system's choice of curriculum materials for mathematics. Since that is the case, I encourage you to work with your cooperating teacher to explore ways that you can appropriately extend or enrich what is provided to actively engage students. You are getting there. Keep up the effort.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall, this lesson showed that your skills and knowledge are being applied to this field experience as you plan and deliver lessons to the students you serve. Continue to plan thoroughly and follow those plans and your field experience will be meaningful and successful.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Overall very good. Looking forward to another lesson this semester.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!  Enjoyed your lesson!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Thank you for being flexible and for this visit during which I could finish one of your observations.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		You know the components of a good lesson and you are familiar with what the College of Education professors expect in planning and carrying out a successful lesson. It is a matter of putting it all together, and then putting into practice what your lesson plan states. I have high expectations for your performance toward the end of the semester. Try to apply all of the experiences you have had in methods courses and previously in the field.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great, authentic video clip used to enhance the lesson. 2. The students were very involved & excited to participate in the lesson! 3. You were very genuine with your students.
GROWS: 1. Pre-divide the class into groups and post group list on the board. 2. I think it would have enhanced your lesson to bring in actual artifacts from the time period.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Very well planned and organized first lesson!  I am proud of you!  Keep up the hard work.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. You were very encouraging to your students. 3. Good idea to compare 2 first ladies. GROWS: 1. I think it would help if you listed the characteristics of your person on an anchor chart. 2. Remember students need to see and hear the material several times in order to learn. 3. Utilize the document camera to enhance your lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ's were posted and discussed with students. 2. Great idea to add "# of fingers guide" under each paragraph. 3. Excellent strategy to have the students repeat the instructions. GROWS: 1. Make sure there is enough light in the room for the students to be able to see clearly. 2. There was a lot of information presented in a short amount of time. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & materials were readily available. 2. The activities enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job managing the group throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Gifted students should be able to give answers/solutions using HOTS! Raise the level of your questioning as needed according to the ability level of your students. 2. List instructions for the various activities on the board and review with the students before moving into the activity. 3. Give the students an opportunity to answer the questions before giving them the answers.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Great review lesson, Brandon!  I can tell you put a lot of time and effort into preparing the game.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, and executed lesson. I am proud of your hard work! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Lesson opening was fun yet very helpful in proving the students an example of the focus skill. 2. TC has a good, strong, & encouraging tone of voice. 3. TC was well prepared & obviously had a clear understanding of the standard. 4. Lesson was well planned & provided an opportunity for all levels of learners to succeed. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on the EQ - breaking it down to exactly what you want the students to learn. 2. Use a pre-grouped student list & table markers to enhance good time management. 3. Post instructions for the activity & rules for 'Working in Groups' on the PB or on an anchor chart. 4. Always a good idea to have a vocabulary list so that the students can see the term & it's definition. Remember students need to See & Hear multilple time in order to learn!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		What a wonderfully planned and thorough lesson! I know you will take what you learned today, regarding classroom management, and make the changes necessary for the students to learn all they can from your lessons.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great lesson!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. It was obvious that you had studied your topic. 2. Lesson was well organized and it flowed smoothly. 3.You made learning fun! GROWS: 1. No technology was used in the lesson. 2. Once the students write their response on their individual white boards, have them hold them up in the air so that you can easily asses them.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Good first lesson.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Beautifully planned, organized, and taught lesson.  I am proud of all of your hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent lesson, Brittney! Keep up the engaging, thorough lessons! You are a pleasure to watch teach!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Good lesson!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Wonderful job of introducing a totally new concept. Proud of you for stepping out there!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson plan. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed lesson. GROWS: 1. Students would benefit from having individual graph boards or graph paper. 2. Always answer questions from the students. If they don't understand then it's possible several others are confused as well.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & written. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson. GROWS: 1. it would have been beneficial for the students to have a copy of the graphic organizer that you used as your anchor chart. 2. I think it would have helped to clarify the lesson for you to read an article together as a class & then composed a written response as a group. 3. Make sure the font size used in the Powerpoint is readable.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson! Very creative and engaging! As you and I discussed, it might have been better to begin the lesson with the standard and EQ, rather than to wait. In this way, your students have a better idea of what the lesson is about and they are not searching in their minds for where the lesson is going.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Very good lesson. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Very Good Lesson. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and organized. 2. It was obvious that you had reviewed the topic that you were teaching. 3. You are always professionally dressed! GROWS: 1. When a student gives an answer verbally, repeat their answer so that all of the students can hear. 2. Use a system for calling on students randomly. 3. When teaching money, use 'real' money' as an example whenever possible. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned and organized lesson, Stacey!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Good organized lesson - well planned and practiced. 2. Great hands-on activity. Students loved the activity. 3. Good job monitoring the entire class & calling on a variety of students. GROWS: 1. Utilize the Powerpoint in order to get the most from it: underline key points, make a chart for key terms, increase size of font. 2. Repeat key points that is read. so that it is clear to all students. 3. Post true/false questions on the board instead of just reading them aloud.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Remember you should not be wearing any priecing except earrings at field placement. Please remove the nose piece when you come to the Prek building.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		This student withdrew after this observation. Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1.  The lesson was well planned & presented. 2. TC did a great job monitoring the classroom throughout the lesson. 3. TC was professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. If the students' voice levels become too loud, stop, gain their complete attention then begin again. 2. Remember the students need to see and hear the definition of key vocabulary terms. Don't be afraid to repeat yourself! 3. A T-chart is a great GO to use when comparing the characteristics of 2 items (Physical/Chemical Change) 

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson topic. 2. You did a good job relating to the students. GROWS: 1. Make sure to utilize the technology that is available. 2. Make sure print is large enough for the students to read. 3. When having the students complete an activity that involves cutting & pasting, I would have the items pre-cut due to your limited amount of time

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized. 2. Material for the lesson were readily available. 3. It was obvious that you had studied the lesson that you presented. GROWS: 1. Make sure the students are following your directives. 2. If you see that an activity is not working, don't be afraid to go to Plan B! 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lesson opening grabbed the students attention and showed your creatitvity as a teacher.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Don't hesitate to use the "I'm lovin' it" strategy for getting their attention two or three times if the noise level warrants it. I am sure you have noticed that students get excited about science when there is any activity or demonstration - like when you broke the pencil to open your lesson. You have definitely grown in your individual teaching style over this school year. That is what happens when you can focus less on trying to include what you need for a grade and more on what would make an engaging lesson. Let me know if there are specific areas for which you would like feedback during the next two lessons. Your hard work is paying off. We can power through this final semester!!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson. Work on higher order, individual questioning and classroom management techniques. Always explain your expectations for each part of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson!! 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember each lesson must have a lesson goat and all activities for all students must support the learning goal. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Excellent first lesson!  It was well organized and planned.  I am proud of your hard work.  Keep it up!!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		You did an amazing job with this lesson. The lesson plan was well thought out and the activities were very engaging and fun! Your classroom management was excellent and I observe no off task behavior. If i didn't know better, I would have thought you were the contract teacher! WOW!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		*Standards / EQ / I Can Statements should be posted and discussed *Keep this type of lesson simple so that the students don't get confused. Too much iformation tends to make students tune out quickly. *Remeber students need to see and hear the inofrmation in order to learn. A graphic organizer would have been useful. *Good voice quality and encouraging attitude.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison, your lesson was that of a veteran teacher. It was spot on! You obviously are a natural born teacher.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You are working so well with your cooperating teacher that she doesn't want to let you go. Keep up the good work. You have the potential to impact many young lives. 

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Maybe you were nervous, but you have to show excitement in your lesson. I never saw you smile or encourage your kids. Remember that your enthusiasm should be contagious.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This is the first time I have watched you teach.  You have so much potential and with practice you will be a great teacher.  

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		I am impressed you gave stations a "shot", since they have not done this before. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well done, Monica!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  A 4th observation is also in Notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well organized, planned, and scaffolded lesson.  Having the students teach the lesson goal to their classmates, in small groups, took their understanding to a higher level.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well planned and organized lesson, Ali.  The students' poor behavior got in the way of their learning as much as possible from your good lesson.  I have every confidence, you will use my suggestions from our conference, and grow/improve in this area!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared lesson. 2. The students were engaged in learning throughout the lesson. 3. Good use of technology. GROWS: 1. With a PB, you can over-write on the screen in order to clarify important points. 2. There should have been a 'no equal' alligator as part of the lesson. 3. I think it would have saved time if you put the materials for the activity on the desk ahead of time (whiteboard, dice, etc.)

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well done, Miranda!!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson has found a niche in her ability to lead by example in a primary grades classroom. She has mastered the basics of teaching and is able to keep students engaged. In searching for an area for improvement, no major weaknesses stand out. Perhaps an area to explore would be creativity in teaching/lesson planning, which only speaks to the fact that nothing important is missing from her teaching. Therefore, it is possible to consider taking it to an even higher level.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		One of my notes on this lesson was "divides work into manageable chunks", which seemed to be very helpful to your students. It gave them several opportunities to "get it right" and it allowed each section of work to build upon the previous one. Teaching young students can present its own unique challenges. While some might say you are a "natural" at teaching this age, I can see that you are purposefully making good plans that prepare you to have successful lessons. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Thank you for sharing with me as your University supervisor that you were concerned how the confines of Eureka Math would affect the outcome of your first observation. You seemed to use the program as instructed, but you did not lose the basics of what UWG's College of Education expects to see in your lesson plan and its delivery. You have a strength in mathematics instruction that you may not have been aware of, but it is the way you methodically and calmly lead students through problems until they reach appropriate solutions. Have confidence in your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson. Also, know that even when there is a "canned" program that you must follow, it is you, the teacher, who makes it relevant and real to the students. 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Though this intern shared with me in the fall semester that she perceived herself as not being strong in teaching mathematics, that does not seem to be the case now. She has taken every opportunity to practice teaching math during this semester and last, and it shows in her lesson delivery and questioning techniques.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Good opening - students loved the Brainpop video. 2. Lesson was well planned. 3. Good hands on visuals to enhance the lesson. GROWS: 1. It would have been a great lesson to use 3-D shapes. 2. Ask the students to give you everyday examples of shapes that are congruent.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Wow! I immediately noticed your enthusiasm! You are a natural born teacher. You truly have a gift of teaching. Your delivery of content was wonderful.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Knowing what your students are ready to do will come with time spent with them.  You have a good attitude and I look forward to watching you grow with experience.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Outstanding review stations!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Well done!  I am proud of the hard work you put into this lesson.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Work onrelating the lesson to real life experiences--why do the students need to know this for their everyday lives. Since the lesson was based on a book--having it at the beginning of the lesson would have engaged the students. Review the standard at the beginning of lesson. When you conclude the lesson have students restate what they have learned.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  It was well planned and organized. Your students were clearly interested and engaged during the entire lesson!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Terrific lesson, Alexis!

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Good first lesson.  Keep growing and glowing!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The level at which you are putting it all together ( lesson planning, delivery of the lesson, and classroom management). 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Good first lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Keep up the good work!

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Your teaching is at an overall very solid level. You're at the level that I would want for every intern at this point. We have a couple more lessons that will be observed, so let me know if there is any area in which you would particularly want feedback.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Excellent lesson!  Well planned and organized. Work on behavior management skills, as this is a must before you teach your two weeks.  They must understand you are a teacher in that classroom.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Well done, Hannah!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. It appeared that you had studied your lesson & prepared a quality lesson. 2. You did a good job managing the classroom. 3. You were professionally dressed. GROWS: 1. Standard &/or EQ should be clearly presented to the students at the beginning of the lesson. This sets the focus for your lesson! 2. The classroom was equipped with a Promethean Board but you did not utilize it. The review would have been a great time to use it! 3. Remember - students need to see and hear what you are teaching multiple times in order for learning to take place!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Materials are organized and timely Beginning of a unit

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done!!!  I am proud of you, Kaitlyn!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Work on behavior management. Students must see you as a teacher. Work on putting more rigor into the lesson....more ways to make each individual student accountable for learning the lesson goal.  I would like to see more direct instruction from you. Videos have their place, but nothing replaces your good instruction. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Fantastic lesson, Brittany!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well planned, organized and scaffolded lesson for your students. The lesson was so interactive the students were on task and engaged at all times. Terrific, Brittany!

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Enjoyed your lesson.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. Material was readily available for the students. 3. Good use of document camera. GROWS: 1. Make sure your EQ is large enough for the students to read. 2. It might help if your numbered your learning stations. The students were a little confused as to where to go.


		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Good visuals. GROWS: 1. Take a little more time with the introduction of the lesson. There's no need to rush. 2. Make sure you monitor the entire class & redirect students if they are not paying attention. 3. Review & post rules for group participation.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		•    Overall lesson was well written and a good job teaching it. The students were engaged and on task. The students enjoyed the Who Am I bags? Great idea!!  You used the timer to help students stay on task and this is a good management technique and when you saw they needed more time, you quickly let them know that you would add a few more minutes. It was easy to see that the students like this procedure and it is part of their daily routine. •    I suggest modeling for the students the writing from POV as it is hard for this age child to create this type writing. They can easily give you their POV, but to write it from someone else’s, it might have been more effective to model it using a short paragraph. •    The child who asked how much he had to write was getting frustrated and you reassured him that there was not set number to just answer the prompt, but he still was frustrated. I suggested giving him a second page that he did not have to turn over to see what he highlighted. •    We discussed differentiation and some ways you could make it more specific to a child. I am interest in how you would improve the lesson the next time. It was great that you had the opportunity to teach it once before I came so you could make adjustments. We all do it and that is showing good effective teaching. •    Remember to cite resources in the lesson plan. •    I am impressed with your effective teaching as a Block two student!! You are well advanced in your teaching strategies. Keep up the good work! 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. The hands on activity was a great way to enhance the lesson. 3. It was obvious that you put a lot of time in constructing the lesson. GROWS: 1. It might help to have the students pre-divided in groups. 2. Go over the group rules ahead of time

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Comments: Overall the lesson was not that bad. You were brave doing this lesson on a Friday afternoon and your teacher had left early. The sub was no help at all. You were aware of the situation, but you stayed with it and did not give up or lose your patience. Many others would have, you showed integrity there. The students enjoyed the activity very much and it was a great way to practice identifying the theme as opposed to a worksheet. (Mrs. Wadlington would have been proud of this lesson… can’t wait to brag on you.) Some things you may want to try next time is to model acting out the drama and emphasizing that you expected the students watching to determine the theme. I would allow one grow and one glow and then the theme and why. Your questions were understanding and applying which was good. Maybe if you had the students to write the title of each fable and then the theme after the performance would have helped to keep them engaged. It was obvious that the students were testing the boundaries with you. I am proud of how you handled it… you kept bringing them back to the task. When you assign students a drama to act out, state your expectations clearly and maybe even give some examples and nonexamples.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent first lesson. I am proud of you. I know you will be timely with all deadlines in the future, as you have assured me.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Work on your scaffolding...making sure students are ready and prepared through discussion and examples for each part of the lesson.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Be sure to clarify answers and just agree. Example when student siad the Berlin Wall was the Iron Curtain.Make sure you use the correct names, you said Hitler one time instead of Stalin. Lots of information to cover in one lesson, so I am not sure students were able to understand and get all the notes. Pronunciation of NATO. Time management and amount of information  45 minutes into the lesson, students began to show signs of losing interest.(putting heads down) Nestor stepped in several times to clarify information, be sure you have all the information correct. Called on the same students over and over. Overall the lesson was good and I realized it was what Nestor wanted yiou to teach and the strategies used were changed to at her request. It was a good learning experience for you and you were able to realize that even though the students were fifth graders, you were asked to cover too much material in one lesson, but it is getting close to the Milestones testing too. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney, This lesson has shown that you are moving in the right direction in your field experience from my perspective. You can still improve, but you have proven that you have the ability to move any areas that are "good" at present to "exemplary" in the future. 

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The class you have includes a wide variety of ability ranges, but you're  dealing with it and helping them learn and grow.  

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are working well with your cooperating teacher, and with others who come in to assist. Nice show of professionalism

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was organized & well planned. 2. Great voice quality. 3. You were actively involved with the students throughout the lesson, GROWS: 1. Spend more time on introducing your lesson, key vocabulary, & the key points of your lesson. 2. Get more student input regarding prior knowledge.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good work this semester, Anna. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GROWS: 1. Well constructed Powerpoint presentation for vocabulary. It might enhance it if you added a video. 2. Moving around class will help with class monitoring.
GLOWS: 1. Good job relating vocabulary to real-life. 2. I think it would be beneficial to to underline vocabulary words used in the passage. 3. Good recall question for prior knowledge. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Good clear opening - EQ was clarified 2. Great job relating lesson to real-life experiences that the students could relate to. 3. It was apparent that you were well prepared to teach the lesson. GROWS: 1. Go over the 1st problem with the class so that you can have a better understanding of any prior knowledge. 2. Write on the board as you teach. Remember, students need to see and hear the information numerous time in order to remember it.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		For your next observation, please let me know if your most active teaching is on a day I am not scheduled at NDES. It's possible I can shift my schedule to accomodate you.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		There is a good rapport between the teacher candidate and cooperating teacher. The teacher candidate also has a good rapport with her students.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		122

		Response Rate: 		28.31%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Baugh

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		Mary Reid

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Carol Thomas

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		DRP

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Carol Thomas

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kathy Ferguson

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		M. REID

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Carol Thomas

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Peggy Baugh

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		DRP

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		DRP

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Kathy Ferguson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		DRP

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Mary Reid

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carol Thomas

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carol Thomas

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carol Thomas

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		DRP

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Baugh

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		DRP

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kathy Ferguson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Vivian Johnson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Carol Thomas

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		DRP

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Vivian Johnson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		244

		Response Rate: 		56.61%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/06/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/14/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/08/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/21/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		09/21/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/06/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/03/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		10/14/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		02/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/28/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/30/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/03/2017

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		10/11/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/21/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		09/29/2016

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		02/08/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/07/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		02/21/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/09/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		03/23/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		10/04/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		02/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/02/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		09/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/06/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/21/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/06/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/08/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/23/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		09/28/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/28/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/29/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		01/25/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/28/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/03/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		02/16/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/03/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		09/26/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/06/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/16/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/12/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		10/13/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/07/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		10/05/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/09/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		09/27/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/01/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		02/21/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		09/20/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/01/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/26/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		02/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/21/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/01/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		09/09/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		01/26/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/29/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		09/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/21/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/01/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/13/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/12/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		09/23/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		02/23/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		02/14/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/14/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/04/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/01/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/01/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		03/03/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/14/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/21/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		02/22/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/08/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/22/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/18/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/18/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		09/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/18/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		02/28/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		02/22/2017

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/06/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/08/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		01/25/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/12/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/16/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/29/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		02/23/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		03/07/2017

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		04/25/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/29/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/22/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		09/19/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/13/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		10/12/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		09/29/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/13/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/13/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/29/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/07/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/14/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/04/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/15/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/01/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/18/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/07/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/30/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/06/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/20/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/10/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/12/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/29/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/14/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		01/25/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/26/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/13/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/03/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/31/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/19/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		02/13/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/13/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		10/13/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/26/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		09/23/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/10/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		10/04/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/28/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		09/23/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		09/01/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/06/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/14/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		01/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/06/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/03/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/23/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/26/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/12/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/13/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		09/28/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/26/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		02/28/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/26/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/07/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/15/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		02/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/06/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		01/29/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/20/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/09/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		01/29/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		09/22/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		01/28/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		02/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/06/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		09/23/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/16/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		02/03/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/29/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		02/20/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/20/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/06/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/20/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/15/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/14/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		02/01/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/23/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/17/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/15/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/03/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		02/24/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/27/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/24/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/06/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/25/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/09/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		01/25/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		01/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		09/28/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		10/13/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/16/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		02/15/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		242

		Response Rate: 		56.15%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 1 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		11		2.55%		98		22.74%		248		57.54%		23		5.34%		44		10.21%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.61

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		9		2.09%		121		28.07%		257		59.63%		26		6.03%		12		2.78%		6		1.39%		431		2.73		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		92		21.35%		301		69.84%		23		5.34%		5		1.16%		10		2.32%		431		2.83		0.5

		Total/Percentage		20		1.55%		311		24.05%		806		62.34%		72		5.57%		61		4.72%		23		1.78%		1293				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		127		29.47%		265		61.48%		26		6.03%		6		1.39%		7		1.62%		431		2.76		0.55

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.23%		174		40.37%		226		52.44%		21		4.87%		0		0%		9		2.09%		431		2.63		0.58

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.46%		110		25.52%		297		68.91%		11		2.55%		0		0%		11		2.55%		431		2.75		0.5

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		2		0.46%		156		36.19%		240		55.68%		20		4.64%		1		0.23%		12		2.78%		431		2.67		0.57

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		3		0.7%		252		58.47%		148		34.34%		9		2.09%		10		2.32%		9		2.09%		431		2.4		0.55

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		2		0.46%		220		51.04%		140		32.48%		12		2.78%		44		10.21%		13		3.02%		431		2.43		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		3		0.7%		120		27.84%		279		64.73%		12		2.78%		8		1.86%		9		2.09%		431		2.72		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.23%		131		30.39%		267		61.95%		23		5.34%		2		0.46%		7		1.62%		431		2.74		0.55

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		2		0.46%		116		26.91%		276		64.04%		21		4.87%		4		0.93%		12		2.78%		431		2.76		0.54

		Effective transitions between activities 		3		0.7%		156		36.19%		231		53.6%		20		4.64%		11		2.55%		10		2.32%		431		2.65		0.58

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		3		0.7%		136		31.55%		180		41.76%		10		2.32%		81		18.79%		21		4.87%		431		2.6		0.57

		Total/Percentage		22		0.46%		1698		35.82%		2549		53.77%		185		3.9%		167		3.52%		120		2.53%		4741				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.46%		123		28.54%		278		64.5%		11		2.55%		2		0.46%		15		3.48%		431		2.72		0.51

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		14		3.25%		76		17.63%		5		1.16%		318		73.78%		18		4.18%		431		2.91		0.44

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		1		0.23%		18		4.18%		3		0.7%		392		90.95%		17		3.94%		431		3.09		0.42

		Total/Percentage		2		0.15%		138		10.67%		372		28.77%		19		1.47%		712		55.07%		50		3.87%		1293				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		158		36.66%		235		54.52%		28		6.5%		3		0.7%		7		1.62%		431		2.69		0.59

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		2		0.46%		157		36.43%		229		53.13%		26		6.03%		9		2.09%		8		1.86%		431		2.67		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		4		0.93%		149		34.57%		247		57.31%		19		4.41%		3		0.7%		9		2.09%		431		2.67		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.23%		77		17.87%		297		68.91%		49		11.37%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		2.93		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		1		0.23%		48		11.14%		321		74.48%		55		12.76%		0		0%		6		1.39%		431		3.01		0.5

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.46%		56		12.99%		314		72.85%		51		11.83%		1		0.23%		7		1.62%		431		2.98		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		19		4.41%		352		81.67%		53		12.3%		0		0%		7		1.62%		431		3.08		0.4

		Total/Percentage		10		0.33%		664		22.01%		1995		66.13%		281		9.31%		16		0.53%		51		1.69%		3017				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		5		1.37%

		No		359		98.63%
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FE Lesson Observation Form 2 - US

LESSON DESIGN # U
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Standard 
Deviation

Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students 4 1.06% 63 16.76% 228 60.64% 32 8.51% 36 9.57% 13 3.46% 376 2.88 0.57
Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable 1 0.27% 78 20.74% 231 61.44% 39 10.37% 14 3.72% 13 3.46% 376 2.88 0.58
Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced 0 0% 66 17.55% 243 64.63% 41 10.9% 14 3.72% 12 3.19% 376 2.93 0.55
Total/Percentage 5 0.44% 207 18.35% 702 62.23% 112 9.93% 64 5.67% 38 3.37% 1128


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Loan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laurn Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Moli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blalock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kesley  Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		B Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emil Depena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Britney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crysta Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Smmer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hinley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		MIchelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Raburn

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexs Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxeanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alxis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Magan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie TRaylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		MikaylaWard

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wootne

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dnasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		369

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/24/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/10/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/24/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/28/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/26/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/13/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/14/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/30/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/04/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/05/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/17/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/16/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/19/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/28/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/30/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/05/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/21/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		10/31/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/14/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/14/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		04/20/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/14/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		11/07/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/17/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/31/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/07/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/31/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/24/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/14/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/19/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/06/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/07/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/10/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/14/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/31/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/19/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/27/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/04/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/10/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/05/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/26/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/26/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/02/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/31/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/24/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/26/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		09/27/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/20/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/01/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/19/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		02/22/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/16/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/09/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/28/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		09/27/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/20/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/01/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/17/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/07/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/24/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/28/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/17/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/26/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/26/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/24/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/22/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/11/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/16/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/24/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		10/17/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/14/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/31/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/04/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/14/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		10/31/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/16/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		10/31/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/19/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/27/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/24/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/24/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/07/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		10/31/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/07/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/26/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/06/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/27/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/22/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/12/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/13/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/18/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/28/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/15/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/17/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/24/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/10/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/16/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/05/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/14/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		04/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/19/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/06/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/02/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		02/02/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/31/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/02/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/20/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		02/03/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		11/07/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/16/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/07/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/29/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/31/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/07/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/14/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/04/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/01/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/31/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/22/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/13/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/07/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/04/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		03/06/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		NDES

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		WHitesburg Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SandHill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Middle

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		sharp creek 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math  Drop In

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3 SS

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3  Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  ELA

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PreK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  Math

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		K

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		1

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		1

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th Grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		2

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		5

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 ELA

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kindergarten

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 ELA

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifith

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Science

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3  Science

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PREk

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 Science

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S  Drop in

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 Reading

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4 ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		2

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5 S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		K

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Reading

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 ELA

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 Science

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4/5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Pre K

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 ELA

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PREK

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		2

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kindergarten

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 S

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		K

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Social Studies

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  SS

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		1

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  Math

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Pre K

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		K

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  Math

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA  Drop in

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Science

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 SS

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Pre-K

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  MAth

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3  ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 R

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		K

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 SS

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  SS

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  ELA

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		K

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4/5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  ELA

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Pre K

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  ELA

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		K

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		357

		Response Rate: 		94.95%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve  Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Strain

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Strain

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Strain

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen ?Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Strain

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		R Strain

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		r Strain

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		358

		Response Rate: 		95.21%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Standard well articulated to students in "their" language.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job posting and presenting Standard. Glad you broke it down to help them understand

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standards were posted and stated during the lesson. The essential question was posted but not stated.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document has been completed under the other file. The observation form was also uploaded to notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Further discussion as to what the word "representation" in the "I can" statement would have helped clarify what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You used an "I can statement" to communicate the learning goals of the lesson. "I can find 10 more or 10 less than a two-digit number given."

		Atkins		David		917436457		I didn't hear you give goals to the students as you started the lesson. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		GROW-The teacher did not state or discuss the standard or essential question. GROW-The goals were not very clear at the beginning of the lesson. GROW-The lesson was very long and needed to be shortened. The teacher covered a lot of material about conjunctions. If this is a review, the teacher needed a fun way to review. 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job presenting Standard and EQs.  Great integrating ELA and Math to complete your lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Great job breaking down Standard and I Can Statements.  
You were very clear on your instruction of how to recognize a simple and compound sentence.
 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying about in the lesson. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		I Can statement posted for students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needed to go into more detail about the standard and essential question.  The teacher needed to include the students more in what the subject matter of the lesson would be. GROW-The lesson plan did not have any modifications or strategies for the Gifted and struggling students.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Sometimes it can be difficult to help young students understand the purpose for learning. That is not a struggle for you, and students are fully aware of learning goals are clear in the written plan.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The teacher candidate clearly defines the purpose for learning, and helps students recall how it relates to their previous lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students are studying the planets and the solar system. They have an interactive science notebook. The teacher candidate/intern organized this unit of study so that students can continually be cognicent of their learning goals/objectives.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students were well aware of their learning goals which were reflected in the lesson plan and relevant standards.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very engaging from beginning to end. The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job asking the students questions about the standard and the essential question.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Key words are posted for students and the are aware of the purpose for learning.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standards are displayed/discussed in a manner that could be understood by first graders. This teacher candidate demonstrates absolute knowledge of what she has planned. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully scaffolded lesson. Standards and learning goals were clear for this lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Standards and "I can" statement beautifully articulated with your explanation of informational text.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions.
 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standard and essential question were posted and stated. The teacher explained the challenge for the small group at the beginning of her lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Since the reading started prior to my entering the room, I was not sure of the purpose of reading. I received a hard copy of the lesson after they finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The standard and learning goal would have been on the promethian board in the Eureka Math program, but the board was not working properly. The teacher candidate explained the purpose of the lesson as learning to measure in centimeters and how they are different from inches.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The lesson plan shows that you have thoughtfully considerd how to make your training in good practices fit in with the Eureka math program. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When learning goals can be stated clearly by the students, it is obvious that the teacher candidate is on track in planning and communicating the learning goals.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Standard was posted and presented. Practice breaking it down so students understand what and why they are learning about sound

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standard was posted and presented.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The only mention of the lesson goals was as follows: "We are going to see if light will pass through certain objects." It should have been more specific as to the standard and "I can" statements. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standard and learning objective posted on chart.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was printed in text and read by a student. You could spend a little more time explaining the standard to the class.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Spend more time on your EQ. Have students give you examples of the various parts of speech as you go over them.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job with the standard.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. When reading the Standard to the students (or with the students), you did a great job defining the main terms used.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Give purpose to the Standard and the EQ.  Don't just read it. You gave an example of terms used at bank, but explain the difference between terms and numeric equations that they use in 5th grade and why it's important.
 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson, It can be confusing when there are multiple meanings for the terms.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Standard and "I can statements" clearly articulated and explained to students.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Drop in visit-lesson plans not available.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals were clearly stated to students, as you read the standard aloud and then asked the students what words they knew in the standard. This led to the E.Q. How do I write an opinion piece?  This was a terrific technique to have students begin making connections as they were locating the words familiar to them within the standard.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You had the students read the "kid friendly" standard and E.Qs aloud with you! Excellent! Lesson plan was beautifully planned, scaffolded and taught!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Always great job presenting Standard and EQ. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. I would suggest that the TC read the standard slowly and stop as needed to explain any new or key terms. Make sure the meaning of all words of the EQ are clearly understood (ex. converting, vis versa, etc)

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Loved how you got the student's attention by hiding the I Can statements under a student desk and telling the class only 1 student knew what your were going to be doing. They were all excited to find out what it was and you had their attention for your opening.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was beautifully organized and taught.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sorry I missed the first part of the lesson. The organiation of the lesson was well thoughtout. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Don't forget to fill in Differentiation for Specific Students from the Context of Learning Form.  All classes have all kinds of students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Standard not posted but explained to each group.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard discussed and youtalked about why the lesson was important.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard was posted, read, discussed so students could understand.  Goals for lesson were discussed.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job with the standard.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by having the students read the standard. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher had the student read the standard.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher posted and stated the standards and essential questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Lesson was obviously well planned and orgainzed. Slow down a little & spend additional time with the defintiion of the term FORCE. Post the definition on the board. (remember students need to see & hear numerous times in order to learn) Give examples of the various definitions for FORCE. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with the standards and what they meant.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Really detailed lesson plan.  Reviewed standards.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You began with explaining the standard. You broke it down into parts your students could understand. Well done! You had the students read the "I can" statements after you. Well done!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking thought provoking questions about plants. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of putting the subject matter into a I can statement. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students they would be studying about Volume. The teacher asked good questions about the volume concept. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher selected different students to read the standards. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students the goals for the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Lesson was well thought out & written.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson with the standard. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about verbs.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Use more enthusiam when introducing a lesson. The more excited you are, the more excited the students will be!!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standard was not posted but clearly stated to students in "their" language.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You presented the Standard. Don't forget to talk about the learning goals and I can Statements.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Standard & EQ's were posted and clearly articulated to students Good job setting the focus for the lesson and giving overall expectations.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Text based evidence is a great strategy to teach your students

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions. GROW-The teacher needed to explain to the students what they would be studying about-main idea, character, etc...

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		So proud that you covered the Standard and I Can Statements in your opening.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher stated the standard and essential question for the lesson.
 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Nice work on student engagement in the first few minutes. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Students are clearly aware of the purpose of learning as Ms. Harper has planned and stated.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Standard posted, read.  I Can statement read. You could expand the explanation of the standard so the students understand what and why they are learning this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard, EQ, I Can statements-posted and read and discussed. Also discussed the agenda for the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Standard was posted and presented.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and goals for the Author's point lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to teach more about Author's Point subject matter.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. *The teacher needed more delivery at the bginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You rushed through the reading of the standard and did no explaining.
The E.Q.s were well written and clearly articulated to the students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You stated standards orally. Know that some schools require standards to be visually posted. Your lesson was organized and logically sequenced.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher started the lesson by discussing the essential question. The teacher had a good powerpoint with the essential questions posted. The lesson plan was very educational and hands-on.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Don&#39;t forget your Standard. I noticed you went over EQs at the end, but show these at the beginning. This will help you with some review as you get started.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions for the lesson.
 

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Movement during story was a good strategy. good connection to butterflies and nutrition class has been studying.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and reviewed the standard for the lesson in a very good powerpoint. The teacher had the students read the Essential Question orally together-Great way to engage the students!

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a poster about AREA.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential question are stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher underlined the important words in the standard. The teacher had a great way to emphasize the important words of the standard by underlining the important words.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a great powerpoint sharing the essential questions witht the students.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher began the lesson by completing a powerpoint lesson on decimals.
The teacher did not state the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a great job with her delivery of what the lesson would be about. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great job breaking down your Standard and I Can statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson in progress when I arrived.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		No standard posted or read or discussed..

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		This was a drop in observation during full time teaching.  I came into a lesson already in progress.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You opened with a quick video on three stages of matter. You asked student to give you examoles of solids, liquids and gases. You had a worksheet for the students to complete where they had to sort items by category. You then moved into making rootbeer floats to show liquid, solid and gas. Throughout the lesson you emphasised why things were liquid, solid or gas. No lesson plan was sent to supervisor. Discuss the standard with your sudents. Have students tell you the directions to be sure they understand what they are to do. Finish the worksheet before moving on the the float.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job stating the Standard and learning goals. So glad you included an Essential Question but make sure they understand what you expect them to learn today.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job of presenting Standard and breaking it down. *ask "What is a strategy?" "Why do strategies work?" This is important. You want to make them understand that this is something that will help you

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary on question marks. The teacher asked the students questions about what they are learning about. The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the standard/learning goal thoroughly.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I don't believe I saw the beginning.  You were explaining what they were going to do in groups and putting them in groups.  You sat at table with struggling students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job presenting Standard and using Simple Sally to help explain.  
suggestion- It would have been good to explain those terms (simple, compound)

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You presented the Standard but be careful not to just read as a ritual.  Talk about what these I Can Statements mean.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent job of clarifying the standard for the students. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You scaffolded the lesson beautifully for the students!

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson sharing the Flocabulary video about the three branches of governement.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher posted the standarad and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what their goals would be for the Science lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Standard & EQ posted clearly on the Promethean Board I think the students would benefit from you spending a little more time clarifying the EQ

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Remember to post the standard, read and discuss the standard with your students. What will they be able to do after the lesson?

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were engaged at the beginning in a review of morning work. The teacher candidate made the learning goals for the lesson clear to students.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The discussion during group practice reminds the students of the learning goal(s) of the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Don't forget the Standard and EQ or I Can Statements.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great job breaking down the Standard

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Despite the concern that the math program required by the school system might not fit with the general expectations of a lesson opening, the teacher candidate clearly communicated the purpose of the lesson and 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The learning goals of the lesson - the main idea from the standard - was at the top of the screen as the students did group practice. It was referred to many times by the teacher intern and by at least two students.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You looked at the standard and I Can Statements.  You broke them down to be sure that the students understood the terms used in it.  You asked students to explain what they thought the statements meant. Lesson plan was not sent to supervisor before the lesson was taught.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted and read.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted on Promethean Board & in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Standard posted....and you had students explain what a standard was. Your "Ican" statements were explained and told the students what they were to know at the end of the lessonl

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard and clarified the learning goals for the students. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good job presenting the Standard. Make sure you present and discuss the learning goals (I can or EQ)

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Standard was posted, along with EQ. Standard and lesson did not really mesh.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Standard posted, read, explained.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Did not see the standards posted but you did discuss it with the students.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Lesson goals clearly stated.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate had standard posted and shared the purpose of the lesson. Right away, students engaged in giving examples of sentences using grammar rules. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It was helpful to students to have a bullet list on the chart at the front of the classroom. This along with the "I can" statement helped students to know what they would be doing and why they were doing these activities. You have embraced the use of the anchor chart and the "I can" statements. This is a good habit to have particularly in lower grades. In addition to being good for your students, it gives you a visual reminder of your plan during instruction. It is also something that you can keep for a period of time as a record. You might also take a digital photograph of charts that have been particularly useful. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The lesson as required follows Eureka Math, and the student teacher made the opening.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did not present a standard to the students. You did not present either an E.Q. or an "I can statement" to the students. These are very important to remember to include.  This is what tells the students what they will be learning about during the lesson.  For some, it will allow them to begin making connections if they have had exposure to the learning goal before the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began the lesson by explaining what they would be studying about adaptation. The teacher stated the essential question at the beginning of the lesson on a powerpoint. *The teacher needed to review the standards. They are not just posted on a powerpoint.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		 Good job beginning lesson with focus on standard and essential question.  It was obvious that you spent quality time on lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Lesson goals are repeated during the lesson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The standard and essential question were stated and posted.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As you introduced the standard and the lesson goals, you reminded the students of the meaning of the word partition.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Standard was posted and presented.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You shared and clarified the standard and E.Q.s for your students. The lesson was well organized and taught.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Awesome, awesome beginning as you covered Standard

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Yea large font size! 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The standards were posted and stated in the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with standard.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You opened with the standard.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Standard read, posted. I Can statement read. You could expand your explanation of the standard so students understand the what and why.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the book he was reading. The teacher did not state the standard or essential question.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The standard and goals were reviewed. Stufents were asked to define some of the vocabulary needed for lesson -habitat and organism. Some of the students were having side conversations during this introduction part.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		A student was asked to read the standard. I would have liked to have seen a learning target or goal , EQ, or I can statement at this point in the lesson. It would have helped the students to know what they were doing the experiments for.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Be sure to explain all vocabulary in the standard or reword it to make it more "kid friendly".  For example, the word differentiate was more than likely new to most of the students and warrented being explained.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Correct standard not posted on the white board where standards are posted and left during a unit of study. E.Q.s You asked students to discuss what one dimensional figures are as a review. You then reviewed how one dimensional objects can me measured. This led to the learning goal of the day which was two dimensional objects.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good Job reviewing the standard and stating the learning target. The lesson was well written and included both instruction and student participation..

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students are aware of the goals of the lesson.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Strong Intro Effective praise Natural Flow of lesson Use of graphic organizer lesson on voting very relevent to real life polishers: Need more Higher order thinkning questions Mention standard

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Standard posted, read, discussed, vocabulary defined.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You took the time to review the standards and I Can statements with the students. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Glows: Modeling Connections to prior lmowledge Very engaging Activity very clear instructions Grows: More higher order questions validate praise Wait until you finish instructions to give out materials

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Much better techer voice...you seemend to enjoy teaching liked the student colaboration in small groups Related lesson to real life using sub sandwiches Good student participation Grows: Use more classroom Mgt. Strategies Use a ticket out the door or some method for your closin g and formative assess. piece. Make sure you have every students attention when giving intsructions.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lesson in progress.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was read along with I Can statements and they were posted for students to see.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard the students would be reviewing.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher posted and stated the standards for the Math Lesson. The teacher shared her goals for the Money lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential in teaching the students about the Money concepts.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Planning your lesson planned thoroughly allowed you to differentiate for multiple groups.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students in Ms. Witcher's class have always been clearly informed of the standards and learning goals of their lessons. In today's lesson, the teacher candidate was able to clearly restate the learning goal seamlessly throughout the lesson. The standard fit appropriately on the side of the students' graphic organizer in this reading lesson on point of view. Keeping the standard in mind is so important - particularly at this time of year as teachers prepare students for standardized testing. It helps the classroom teacher be more comfortable in turning over their teaching to the teacher candidate (intern).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & I can statements were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes for this lesson are posted under advisement/notes

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Reviewed the standard.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard and I Can statements discussed. Did not see either posted.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the Lesson Plan.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate was well prepared with a solid lesson plan and well organized materials.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		No standard posted or discussed. You did talk about the goal of the lesson and what the student should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed the standard and I can Statements.

		Responses (n): 		192

		Response Rate: 		51.06%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		3		3		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		3		3		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		3		3		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		2		2		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		3		3		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome beginning as you connected them to train transportation by sharing a video of the train sounds.  Great connection! Love the pair/share of ideas to help them think about certain ideas.  Your higher level questioning was right on!  I can tell you thought this through a lot! Great integration of ELA into your SS lesson.  (cause and effect, collaborative discussions)  Fit perfectly into your lesson Great activity for them to use the sticky notes to do their own cause and effect.  loved that they used the text book.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good prompt questions to get the student(s) to figure out the shapes needed to make another shape.  Liked how they were not only figuring out what shapes to use to make another shape but they also had to write the formula by using the shapes.  I also like the way you told them to "Try first then Ms Adams will help you"...

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Liked your anchor chart...A Pronoun is a noun in disguise.  Might have related more to Halloween costume is a disguise...not sure the students totally understood the "disguise" part.  Also might have used the students as "models" for nouns and pronouns.  Good having students stand up for answers on power point.  this is a very active class and having them move during a lesson is helpful.  Great asking students "Why" when they give an answer.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher conducted a small group in Math discussing the hour and minute hand of the clock. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different hands. The teacher called on different students to answer the questions about time. The teacher set a time on the clock and the students wrote the correct time on their whiteboard. GROW-The teacher needs to check each student's whiteboard to make sure she knows what each student writes on the whiteboard. One student had written the wrong answer but she did not realize the wrong time had been written. GROW-The teacher needed to be aware of what the students were writing. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster because the students were not as engaged as they should be. The teacher wrote different times on the board and the students showed it on their individual clocks. The teacher did a good job of praising the students when they answered correctly. The teacher instructed the students what to do in the small group rotation.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		You did a good job of explaining that fractions is just a part of a whole number. Glad you used visuals such as pizza picture broken into parts. The Power point was good. Also, the video of the Hersheys chocolate was a great visual to help them understand. suggestion- Not sure that you shouldn't just stop video when it got to part of simplyfying fractions. The worksheet went along with the chocolate bar that they saw on board. suggestion- If each group could have had their own candy bar, that would have been great. Just the small one, not the large size because they are expensive. suggestion- Since you are using the picture of the Hershey bar, make sure there is a way they can see the parts. It was too dark. This is important! The playdough was a creative idea but may have been too much in one day. Not sure you needed that. The chocolate bar would have been enough if you just centered your lesson all around that. Transitions were smooth.  You set your rules and expectations.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		"Grocery Game" is a great way to review standards with decimals.  Video was precious and students really seemed to enjoy watching Bruno shop.  Glad you defined some of the things they would be looking for like "produce" and "household goods".  Might have been better to break into groups of two instead of four...some were having a hard time agreeing on what to buy.  Also, needed to stress putting the total amount of money it would take to buy what was required on the line.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Love how you started with personal experience of taking the GACE.  Students had a good time going through some of the GACE questions and figured out the right answers.  Thank you for making the questions "BIGGER" so that they could be seen by all students.  Again, using chrome books and Quiziz to review for Milestone testing is good.  Stressed slowing down and making sure to read questions and answers completely before answering...you even started the quiz over because of the students going too fast and missing questions they should know.  Good exit writing activity.  Good encouragement to "Bump up from average to amazing".

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You explained what they would be doing, but it's important to explain the why also.  This was a review lesson that you were teaching.  Wonderful question about why Sherman sent letter to Lincoln!  Good thinking!  Keep asking those questions!   suggestion- Make sure you explain the answer in detail. You told them it was a Christmas present, but why did he do this? suggestion- You want the Power point to be easy to see and inviting.  Make it bigger.   The Venn Diagram is a great graphic organizer, but go over how a Venn Diagram can help them organize thoughts.  Even though they may have done it before, give the instructions on how it works.  I could tell you knew the information, but don't be afraid to dig deep with your students (expecially the ALP).   Don't forget to do a closing as you wrap it up. Go back to your EQ and Standard to bring it back around.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Difficult standard but you did a good job of relating the resources to parts of a hamburger and also relating to the business McDonalds.  Good clarification of each resource.  Graphic organizer using Ms Amos' Construction Company as an example to walk through with the knowledge from the discussion.  Liked the way you developed the writing component example together as a class.  A suggestion might be that you could type the information on the screen  from a laptop. Be careful of saying "OK" all the time.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good opening discussion about what they had been studying and what they were going to do.  Video was good to reinforce previous knowledge.  Going over quiz together helped to reinforce information for all.  Flipbook was already put together for them and you had an example for them to see.  Going over the information together so that they could copy for their books was good.  White board was hard to see.  Probably would have been better to write on promethean...easier for the whole class to see and copy information.  You did a good job of reinforcing important points as you went through the information for the flipbook.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Really good lesson and great student participation.  Video helped to "refresh" their memory of how to use quotation marks.  Showing them an example of a two frame comic strip and then showing them their worksheet with four frames really tied their activity to the practice.  The students did an awesome job of making up the example comic strip with BB8 and Spiderman...very creative.   You sort of lost the class when the one boy was taking such a long time with the last frame of the example.  You might have taken over after he drew the picture and filled in the "bubble".

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Even though this was a review lesson, I am glad you went over each text feature and gave examples.  You also referred back to Mrs. McCord's lesson where the information was given.  I liked the activity of using magazines to find the text features and then cutting them out and gluing on papers at the front of the room to show different examples.  Students seemed to work well.  Some still had difficulty finding examples.  Might have been better if you had used a timer during the activity.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		The students were practicing the learning goals of 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less with a flower foldable. Each foldable had a number in the center(which would be the center of the flower. The students were to practice giving and writing on the petals, a number 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less. You circulated throughout the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help as needed. After their answers had been checked the students were instructed how to use the materials you provided them to make the flower. You had students share the results of their flowers...Perhaps, in order to hold the attention of the rest of the class you might try a little mental math. Have the student sharing, call out his or her number and you write it on the board. Ask students what 10 more, 10 less, etc. would be and allow the student sharing to tell the student called upon to say whether or not he/she is correct. In closing, you asked the students to come to the rug. You practiced the lesson goal again by providing more numbers. Lots of support!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson reading the book "Animals on Board". You asked addition questions throughout regarding the animals on the train. You asked to students to share "key words" that told them addition was the needed operation . You modeled the first word problem showing the students how to use skittles as counters.  You had the students count out skittles and then write a number sentence on their papers. Continue to ask or point out the key words that tell the students to add. In the future, not all problems will be addition problems. You scaffolded the students by having them work the problems, on the Promethean Board, after you had read them aloud for the students. The students used the skittles as visual manipulatives to aid in solving the problems. You used the skill of "counting on" when larger numbers were being added. You taught the students to begin with the larger of the two numbers. You modeled how to do the math story that was to go into their math journals. You were clear in explaining they could not use the example you gave, but must create a problem of their own. Great higher order thinking! 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Think about using signals, esp. with young children. Signal when to repeat line in play, signal for quieting students. Remember new vocabulary needs to be repeated many times in context for true learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Good going over the standard in language that they could understand.  Brain Pop video was good but you should have paused it at times to reinforce important information about figuring elapsed time.  It was good to give a personal example but make sure that you know how to work it out...it was very confusing when you had to start over.  Be careful when writing on the board that you don't stand in front of what you are writing.  You did a couple of real life examples when you went over school time. Make sure your transitions are more controlled.  Try to find a way for them to get the materials that would be more efficient.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Students were engaged in the lesson.  You set behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson and gave them their coin.  If they behaved, remained on task-they got to keep their coin. Real food objects were a hit and made the lesson real to the students.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Index card game was a good review activity for terms about multiplication. It was a good motivator for your students.   Loved the idea of the video Amanda Bean. Good idea to help them understand multiplication as they used unifix cubes to make arrays. Good questioning after video about how multiplication helps us. Nice job of delivering the content.  Great strategy of using the CUBES as an acronym suggestion- Show examples as they give you answers.  Ex.  What is repeated addition? After them answering, show examples.  This really helps your visual learners.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they studied last week? The teacher conducted a good discussion about the conjunctions subject matter last week. The teacher passed out different questions to the students letting them write their team name and their name on the paper. The teacher passed out worksheets to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster to improve the behavior of the students. The teacher had the students open up their journals. The teacher presented a powerpoint to the students. The teacher had the examples of the conjunctions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to answer the conjunction questions. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students do a thumbs up or thumbs down after the student put the answer for the question on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to read the questions on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write the correct answer on notebook paper at their seats. GROW-The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students. The teacher instructed the students to put away the learning logs. GROW-The teacher needed to complete the lesson with an assessment or review.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Good job reviewing sentence types.  The Flocabulary video helped them get focused back on FANBOYS.  The loved the video.   suggestion- Be careful that they can read the colors on the Power Point. One color was hard to see.  This can be important for your visual readers.   Great balance of instructing and guided practice and finally independent practice.  This was a hard concept you were teaching and they needed this practice. Loved the Pronithium activity.  Transitions were good as they moved into the game Three Corners.   suggestion- When the lone student went to the wrong corner, praise her for being honest and not just following crowd, but also ask her why she went to that corner.  What was her thinking?

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher explained to the students that they would be learning about the parts of the plant. The teacher used power points to teach the students about the different parts of the plant. The teacher used the powerpoint to explain how to complete the Parts of a Plant worksheet. The teacher also used a poster of the plant to explain the different Plant Parts. The teacher had a good powerpoint that had the different parts of the plants.  The teacher selected different students to come up to the power point and point out the correct answers for the matching game. The teacher explained to the students that they would be doing a plant dissection. The teacher instructed the students how to dissect the plant at their seats. The teacher did a wonderful job of explaining the directions for what they would be doing at their seats. The students received flowers to dissect for their activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You incorporated visuals and manipulatives into lesson for students.  You asked lots of questions.  You tied the learning to the real world-had students discuss why they needed to know the material.  Your lesson reenforced the I Can statement throughout lesson. If at all possible, use real coins with students instead of plastic.  They need to handle real money and the markings are easier to identify.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Very good job focusing the lesson. I thought it was beneficial for you and the students to read the I Can statements. Your video choice helped promote the keys terms in the lesson. The information presented was clear & reinforced the focus of the lesson. It was very helpful for the students for you to leave the information gathered previously posted on the PB

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a book with the students. The teacher read the story with expression. GROW-The teacher needed to fill in the Differentiation part with different strategies. After reading the story, Owen, the teacher asked different questions about the characters and problems in the story. The teacher gave explicit directions about the Story Map worksheet. As the teacher explained the worksheet, she answered questions from the students. GROW-The teacher needed to dismiss the students to their desks and then issue the Story Map sheet to the students. GROW-The lesson needed more delivery in the beginning. The teacher needed to have some type of teaching activity that would teach about the setting and problem parts of a story. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats to complete the Story Map worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed some type of technology for her lesson. The teacher concluded the lesson by asking the students different questions about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and monitoring the students as she asked the different questions. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		An example of an original story book is show to the children on chart paper. Through a series of questions and discussion points, the teacher candidate shares multiple examples of how pictures in books should match up with the words. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez' students experience full support to take risks during learning. Her demeanor keeps the students engaged. Starting with well organized lesson plan, she is able to engage them throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good opening as you showed a picture of an ecosystem to gear their minds toward science. The centers that you had available included some instruction from you as you monitored,  but I felt like there should be a little more instructions at the beginning to help them remember what they had been learning.  *suggestions:  have resources such as books, sheets printed from Google, etc. to help them in their centers.  It's hard for them to remember all the ecosysytems so if they had a list of ones to pick from would be great differentiation.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The instructional strategies selected for the interactive science notebook take students through a learning sequence that incorporates a large variety of strategies. This approach maximizes the opportunity of each student to show the teacher they have mastered content. The students are the "crew" of a spaces ship with indivvidual and collective responsibilities. tet The teacher candidate/intern is enthusiastic about the subject matter and the strategies.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your students could articulate what they were doing, why they were doing it, and explain how their project met the requirements (which addressed the standard). 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Awesome opening with asking about vocabulary and what it means to words and a story. The Power Point was awesome. You did ask a lot of questions. Awesome how you connected the "ruthless" fish to a ruthless pirate. Give it Rigor at opening of your lesson, meaning allow more students to explain why vocabulary is so important to a story. Great time to use high level questioning. * As you move into vocabulary and pictures on Power point, ask questions like "Are pirates real or something we hear about in stories and movies?" "This pirate in picture is smiling, but pirates are not nice people. Does anyone know why?" Ask them "What movie have you seen that is fiction about pirates?" Get the students sooooo interested in pirates that they can't wait to get into the story. *Try moving around the room as you present Power point. This helps keep all students engaged. Great job of predicting about story "Pirate Gold". Good questioning during the story as students read aloud. *Move around the room. Monitor students as they are reading/ listening to story to make sure they are engaged. Loved the differentiation of how you wil teach in different blocks.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great opening-The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students to correct the sentence on the powerpoint by writing the correct sentence on the sticky note on their desk. The teacher engaged the students in the beginning of the lesson by having the students correct the sentence on the powerpoint. The teacher pointed out the graphic organizer. The teacher explained the graphic organizer in great detail. The teacher did a good job of explaining each power point slide. The teacher explained each powerpoint slide by explaining the concepts to the students. Examples were transition words, formatting titles, correlative conjunctions, etc... The teacher instructed the students to write clues from the powerpoint on their graphic organizer. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students for the answers. The teacher could use popsicle sticks or another way of making sure she calls on all students. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure the word "separate" is spelled correctly. The powerpoint had the word "seperate" spelled incorrectly. The word should be "separate".

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Opened lesson with video that engaged students.  Technology was incorporated with video and student project.  Students working with partner to do research and find facts for the project.  Activity was to be completed later. Lesson did not go quite like you planned for it.  It was taking longer that you expected.  Sometimes you will have to do as much as you can and then finish the next day. 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		TC used excellent real life examples throughout the lesson Good choice of visuals to enhance the lesson You challenged the students to come up with common items that could be divided into fractions.This provoked a lot of thought and application.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Opened with the multiplication song to engage students.  Gave instructions for the centers along with materials needed and how to complete.  Students moved quickly to their assigned group.  Your group reviewed prior learning and you gave an example that related the lesson to the real world.  You showed how you would use the concept in everyday life.  You encoutaged students and praised them for their use of strategies to solve the word problems.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-involved students in word problem - did students need additional direction for group work? - Each group chose someone to share ... seems as if students are still learning about number sentences and figuring out what number bonds mean. - repeated use of shapes to represent number of objects in problem seems an effective way to find counting strategies. (used shapes on screen, with manipulatives, and on paper) The teacher candidate has enough confidence in her skill set to avoid showing any emotional response at times when the students are unruly. She maintains appropriate professional demeaner.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Teacher enthusiasm and positive reinforcement are strengths of this teacher intern.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students what a fact is. You then pointed out the book you were going to read would be full of facts about Davy Crockett. You activated the lesson reading an informational book about Davy Crockett, whom they had been studying. You asked several comprehension questions throughout the reading. You gave the students a "heads up" regarding something to remember for later in the lesson. You reminded the students they had been studying folktales and asked them to recall some. You connected these to Davy Crockett. You helped the students understand informational text/writing by distinguishing the difference between fact and opinion with examples. You explained what a topic sentence is and you wrote the one they were to use with them. You led the students though the writing (spelling, punctuation) of the topic sentence. Excellent support!  You pointed out Davy Crockett's name would be capitalized and asked the students why. After copying the topic sentence on their papers you had the students write 3 facts about Davy Crockett from their foldables, made on another day, which contained facts. This was an outstanding resource for these beginning writers to use. You called one table at a time to the rug and set the expectations for sitting on the rug and listening to the book. Great transition, as no instructional time was lost.  The same was done when it was time for the students to return to their tables. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson with a "warm up" having students practice skip-counting with movements. This enabled the students to practice math as well as get some of the wiggles out. Well done! You had students, one table at a time, get their dry erase boards, markers, and erasers. It is clear procedures for doing this are clear as no instructional time was lost. You wrote the number 63 on the board and asked the students to model this number using tens and ones.  You walked around assessing students' understanding. You had students practice determining which number is larger in a pair of numbers such as 13 and 22. You had them draw a model using tens and ones in order to determine which was the bigger of the two. You moved to a discussion to the use of the greater than, less than and equal to signs. You gave students number pairs, had them model them in tens and ones in order to determine how to write the sign between the two numbers. You gave the students the problem 60 -10.  You asked the students for some ways to solve the problem.  They used the number chart in the classroom, modeling tens and ones, and subtraction. You moved to the more difficult problem of 60-30. You asked a student to "walk you through" the different ways in which to solve the problem. You asked students to explain the different ways to explain what 10 more of a number would be and also what would be 10 less. You moved to a thorough explanation of the center work.  You demonstrated how to play the game using playing cards to practice greater than/less than. What a creative and engaging game! You explained the handouts the students would be completing as they waited their turn to work with you or Mrs. Madden in small groups. The handouts were differentiated for the various levels of your students. Excellent! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions.  The teacher did a great job asking higher order thinking questions to engage the students in the lesson. The teacher did a cute role play to let the students infer what she was doing. The teacher let the students know they had good educated guesses. The teacher selected different students to read the different passages on the powerpoint. The students wrote their inferences on the whiteboards. The students had great conversation about the passages trying to answer the questions on their worksheets. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher explained to the students that they would be working in small groups. The lesson was centered around verbs, prepositions and conjunctions. In the groups, the students were given different questions and required to answer the questions and give reasons for their answer. The students put the answers on posterboard. When the students finish, they will receive different points for the correct answers. The teacher has a rubric for each small group to determine if they have the correct answers. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in the small groups. The teacher constantly discussed the answers of the students as they recorded them on their posterboard. The lesson is part of the Test Prep Olympics 2017 for the Milestones test that was created for review lessons. The teacher read Green Eggs and Ham to the students. Before she began the lesson, she explained to the students what she expected from the students during the small group activity. The teacher did a good job of explaing the instructions by modeling what she was expecting from the students. The teacher teacher did a good job of asking questions and having great dialog with the students to find out what they know about the subject matter she would be covering in the lesson. The teacher discussed theme about the story. The teacher asked questions about the story after reading it aloud. The teacher emphasized that Theme and Main Idea are not the same. The teacher did an excellent delivery for the activity that would be completed during the small groups at their seats. The students were encouraged to work individually first and then they would work as a group and discuss their answers. Great Lesson! 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Behavior expectations set at the beginning of the lesson-following the CT's behavior plan. Students were engaged-lots of participation by students answering questions. Real food items were a hit-students excited about that part of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students had an abunda.nce of questions about the book on Frederick Douglas’ life. It might be helpful to remind students of the purpose for reading when this happens. There were such a variety of questions which made it seem the students didn’t know the purpose for reading, or if they had been told, they didn’t remember. I was concerned that some answers given by the teacher candidate were not clearly researched nor explained, and a bit off topic.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students have two strips of paper on which they are making their own rulers. This part of the lesson is all guided practice. There was some independent practice prior to this part of the lesson. The lesson moves along slowly for a combination of reasons. The students are clearly excited to have the strips of paper and to be doing something "different" during math instruction. Logistically, the student could have been given one strip of paper which is all they needed for 30 minutes. Having a second strip of paper which was not needed was the subject of a number of behavior issues for which instruction was paused. After 35 minutes of observation, the lesson continues to move very slowly. This has all been whole group instruction, and there are about three sentences of instruction and then two or three of behavior management directed either at individual students or the entire class. It is difficult to completely assess many of the items on this section of the instrument, so more items than usual are marked "not observed".

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The students were engaged immediately by answering a question on a post it note and sticking  it to a poster.  Technology enhanced the opening by having the “rounding”     displayed  Students had guided practice rounding with the visuals first on the live screen, and then again on the poster created by the teacher candidate.  After the opportunity for guided practice, the students were given independent practice to continue working on skills in rounding.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate's lesson on fractions was thorough in its approaches to teaching using both manipulatives (pizza boxes with "pizza" made with a paper plate, as well as the Promethian Board. When students finished the pizza box practice, they were asked to move on to solving some problems,the first one's had fractions. One of the most practical suggestions of working a problem like that was to use the "pizza slices" when counting up and down. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The Brain Pop video was your opening, but ... * Remember to connect your video to questioning. Don't just show video and move away to next activity. Glad you used the Science book to help you with visuals and vocabulary. *As you moved through the bubble sheet, explain these definitions more. Give them real life examples. Like the word "vibration". Great that you gave example of volume (using remote control) and "pitch" you showed them a difference as you talked low and high. Let a student be your example. They love to be involved. * Use your technology to let them hear each sound you are talking about. This would be an awesome addition! Loved the guitar that you brought in to show vibration. Good idea for them to make their own mini guitars using rubber bands. Ticket out the door was a good closing and summary as you reviewed the vocabulary words.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good opening with Power point of weather instruments. Glad you showed real instruments. You gave some real life senerios of when we use these weather instruments. Loved that you showed the anemeter that you made. Smooth transition from the power point into the rap song to help them remember the instruments. *The song was fun, but maybe try that at the end because it makes them rowdy! Then, it's hard to get them back.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Loved your opening as you took them "back" to 1st grade when they started learning about place value. *a couple of suggestions- when you showed the number 1, 234 with the place value under it, you asked them" do we agree that this is a whole number?" Move that number away from the words and show that it's clearly 1,234. *keep reinterating that tenths, hundreths and thousandth is very different than tens, hundreds and thousands. Great idea to have volunteers come up and hold numbers. Try having someone hold the ball (decimal) so people at their desks can see. *Relate this to money. They understand money (kind of). $1, 234 and 98ths. (98 hundredths) Only 2 points(cents) away from the next whole number. Glad you kept going with instruction from board.  It was obvious that many were confused so you did the right thing by continuing to teach. (This concept is very hard) They weren't ready to practice on their own.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Drop in observation--class was already working in math groups.  I Can statements were posted. Groups were given a sound to signal when to rotate.  Groups were posted for all to see.  You set expectations for movement and getting to work in new area.  Your group had a good mix of guided instruction and student practice.  You asked students to explain what they were doing and why.  As groups changed your level of guided instruction changed based on group needs. Tie the lesson to real world. Br sure to scan the room to insure all students are on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During the lesson opening the questions asked by the teacher intern gave students the opportunity to think and go beyond what was required. She could then use this for assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The floor seating for a science read aloud would be appropriate if the students returned to their tables at the end of the book. Trying to have students demonstrate while seated on the floor whether or not light shines through certain objects or materials meant that only of few studetns very close to the one holding the flashlight could see what was being done. The other students either strained to see or becaume distracted because it was out of their line of sight.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Opening with the video would have gotten the students attention before going into the first problem. Good balance of instructional time and student participation. Good wait time-you were patient as students formed their answers. Besure to use the language of math-ex.-repeated addition-when explaining steps to students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good opening question regarding whether or not students should have to wear school uniforms. If you want to take it a step further, you could tell them that they are being required to wear uniforms next year & see their response. Making it personal helps to get students 'fired up'! Good job questioning the students and having them figure out words that they do not know (ex .punctual) Using technology (Chrome Books & PB) as a part of the lesson helps to enhace what you are teaching. It also alows all students to have the inofrmation directly in front of them. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great idea to use the 5 green blocks with the sticky notes. I would suggest adding the definition of each part of speech as a way to make sure ALL students had a clear understanding. It would also give you something to rederence to as you determined if the sticky notes were in the correct place. You need some method for randoming selecting students to answer questions during instruction. I noticed the same students answered on several occassions. Yea - you had the directions for the game on the board. (Students need to SEE & HEAR in order to learn) After the students complete your sticky note activity, have the students generate sticky notes with the various parts of speech as a means to check for understanding. 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened with students explaining 2D and 3D shapes.  Good that you had 3D shapes available to show faces, edges, etc.  Students enjoyed the game and did well with it.  Students transitioned to independent work-constructing 2D and 3D shapes.  You did a good job of challenging students and encouraging them.  You kept students on task and set and reminded them of behavior expectations. Lesson continued. Good wait time-it took that student a little time but he got the correct answer and was so proud of himself.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. Always try to bring in real-life examples in order to connect the lesson to event the students can relate to. This will help the students remember what is being taught. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		suggestion-Make sure you have enough productive info.  What is the most important content you need your students to know? The video was good for one time, not sure it was needed twice. There has to be a connection from the video to the worksheet.   suggestion- When going over the answer sheet of worksheet, you, as the teacher, have to explain and instruct.  Not just read the answer aloud. This is important.  Good job explaining the game "Four Corners".  You set the rules and expectations. Same thing on playing game.  If the answers are not talked about, it doens't mean much to the students.  They are just going through the motions.   Don't leave out the WHYS.  The questioning and explaining is most important.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Your presentation of the lesson was clear and interesting. The students were actively engaged in the lesson. The type of G.O. that you chose was perfect for the information that you presented. It organized the information in a way that will help the students remember what was taught.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Give more feedback and validate praise durimg lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You accessed prior knowledge of fractions when you had students think, pair, share what they remembered from former grades. You set expectations for using the bags of M&Ms. Terrific! You had students predict how many M&Ms were in each of their bags. Then they counted to see how close they had come. You gave the students a G.O. to record information about their candies. You had them count the number of each color. You then had them think a little differently when having them record the number of non-blue or green M&Ms....and then the non-brown or red candies. You had the GO/handout on the P. Board which was great support for your students as this helped students stay on task and engaged in the lesson. After completing the M&M portion of the lesson you had the students revisit the defintion of a fraction on a slide. You then had the students name the top number in a fraction as the numerator and the bottom number as the denominator. You showed a short engaging video to help students remember the terms numerator and denominator. This led to a discussion of what the numerator and denominator represented. You had a list of fractions written and simply had the students identify which number was the numerator and the denominator. You explained what the denominator in a fraction was representative of as well as what the numerator was representative of. You showed a visual explaining all parts in a fraction must be equal. You had them identify which pictures were representative of fractions and which were not and why. You scaffolded the lesson by having the students practice saying the 3 ways fractions can be read. You shared a short video which went back and reviewed information previously learned. Very supportive.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You asked students to think about a previous lesson on sound...asking them to remember what sound is. You showed 2 videos which demonstrated how pitch can be changed according to the size of the glass and the amount of water in each, as people in the videos were demonstrating pitch by "playing glasses." You had students read from a reference book in order to introduce the concept and definition of pitch. You drew an example of a sound wave and explained what this was in great detail. You then drew an example of a wave length and explained it.. You explained low pitch would have a log wave length and high pitch would have a short wave length. All examples you drew on the board were so supportive of all learners, especially your visual learners. You clarified students should not confuse pitch with amplitude and told them to think of amplitude in regards to an amplifier used to make music louder or softer as was needed. You used a guitar to demonstrate the various conditions of the strings which causes pitch to vary.  Excellent high order thinking questions during your discussion. You then went on to demonstrate the various stations the students would be experiencing . You demonstrated the "water station" and asked students to make a prediction as to whether pitch would be higher or lower depending on the amont of water in the the jar. You pointed out scientists make predictions and test theories.  Outstanding! You referred back to the video shown earlier explaining what made the glasses have the different pitches. You set the expectations for the various stations. Guitar station - Mrs. Edison was at this station. Creative Station- Students got to use materials provided to create their own items to demonstrate high/low pitch. You told the students there would be an assessment at the end of the stations, so they would take full advantage of what they were learning during their stations. You set clear expectations for how to clean up stations and how to act during them.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Very enthusiatic opening. TC used the 'I Can' statements as a premise for the Powerpoint. Lesson was well planned & the students apparantly enjoyed the main lesson as well as the activity. TC did an excellent job providing guided practice for the students. The students actively participated throughout the lesson. TC encouraged the students to use their prior knowledge as a means to construct meaning to the new material.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		 You held up the book "Stellaluna" and had the students make predictions about the story looking at the cover. You clarified for the students what the setting of a story is. You then read the book to the group which was based on ability. You read the book with great expression and the students were clearly engaged. You had the students make predictions as you were reading the book. This is what good readers do as they ae reading, make predictions. As the lesson was on key details in text, asking some who, what, when, where, why, and how questions during the reading would have helped to clarifiy  the reading goal for your students. After reading the book, you had the students revisit their predictions, making certain there was nothing wrong with an incorrect prediction. I did not observe the end of the lesson as they were dismissed to go to an AR party, which is no reflection on you. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great opening as you showed the video of rounding.  Loved how you told them how certain parts of rounding can be confusing and that you would help them with this. Great delivery of content as you taught the steps in rounding.  Also good questioning and rigor as you worked through with your students.   The stations were great practice.  Good explanations of rules and expectations.  Glad you had alternate activity if they got finished early.   Nice balance of direct instruction and student centered.   

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher shared the dolphin noises on a youtube clip. The teacher did a good job of asking questions during the powerpoint. The teacher shared a youtube clip about porpoises. The teacher shared a book about the differences of porpoises and dolphins. The teacher conducting a lesson about dolphins and porpoises. The teacher had a powerpoint comparing dolphins and porpoises for the students. The teacher had great questions about the compare and contrast powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of sharing the Venn diagram worksheet with the students. The teacher had explicit directions for the students to complete the Venn Diagram worksheet. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed their Venn Diagram. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job providing opening activity that excited your students. The cookie data collecting was a good way to get the students directly involved with the lesson. Take more time with presenting the EQ and the vocabulary involved. Young learners get easily confused if too much information is covered. When presenting the various types of graphs, take time to explain how each one works. It might help if you used a variety of data to graph - data that the students are familiar with. Overall good lesson that obviously intrigued the students! 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have very good subject knowledge.  You easily talked about the text structures and explained students' misconceptions as needed.  The cause-effect game "I have"..."Who has" was a great warm-up activity.  Your Prezi allowed for good discussion with the students and gave good examples.  Task Cards was another good activity to help students "get" the standard.  Kahoot is a great culminating activity.  The students really enjoy using the chromebooks. Please slow down when you talk!!

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You asked , "How is the weather like today?"  Be aware of grammar rules. You told the students they would be talking about weather today. You pointed to the word "windy" and asked if anyone could read the word. You helped them read it by giving them the beginning sound. The rest of the weather words you read to the students without asking if anyone could read them.  Asking the CT if asking them to read these words would have been a good thing to do. You played a video about the various aspects of weather. Knowing/practicing with the technology in order to know how to make the video full screen would have helped the students focus in on just the video. You asked the students what weather the weather is like today.  Apparently, the weather forecast had already been discussed earlier in the day, because you made reference to the possibility of rain later in the day. You showed the students a picture and had them tell you what weather was indicated.  You had several examples. You moved the discussion to the seasons of the year. You talked about the different types of weather associated with the different seasons. You then asked the students to return to their tables.   You had students find the letter "J" you had in the center of each table.  You asked the students, "What do this look like?"  Incorrect grammar used here.  The question was vague, as you wanted them to see it could look like the handle of an umbrella.  You instructed the students to glue their letter J to the half paper plate in order to make an umbrella. You showed the students how to do this using the ELMO.  Excellent visual for them to follow. You then asked the students to glue the blue yarn to the back of the paper plates. These four pieces of yarn were to represent the rain.  You also gave them brown and green "raindrops" to glue to the blue yarn.  I believe I would have stuck with the color blue for the raindrops. You closed the lesson holding up pictures of different types of weather and had the students identify them.  You then used the P. Board to match pictures with the various words indicating types of weather.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of activating prior learning.  You asked students to explain strategies they could use for multiplication.  Lesson had direct instruction and independent student work time.  Small groups incorporated independent practice, technology, guided instruction.  Students transitioned to groups quickly.  You had behavior and work expectations for class posted on smart board. Directions for group work were posted. No standardsposted or mentioned.  No tie to real world--why should they learn to multiply?  Ask more open ended questions You started off asking for explanations of strategies-take it throughout the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great lesson!  Great energy and knowledge of subject!  I loved how you had dressed in idioms!  Your anchor chart was good but pictures were small for students across the room to see.  Great examples and you were so right when you said it would "excite" their writing. Students seemed to enjoy the lesson. ***You need to use more technology!

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened lesson with the EQ and explained how it comes from the standard for the lessom.  Reviewed prior knowledge.  You incorporated lots of wuestions into your lesson.  You tied it to the real world hnd had students give examples.  You had a hans on activity for students to see the water cycle in action.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge when you asked the students if they knew what an opinion piece of writing was. You asked them what they remembered about opinion pieces. You reminded students how to organize an opinion piece when you shared the "Oreo" anchor chart. You reviewed that each letter of the word Oreo represents a part of the opinion piece of writing. They have written several opinion pieces and this served as a very supportive reminder. Next, you asked the students how a duck and rabbit are similar and when the students had very little to respond, you pointed out that they aren't too similar at all. You then asked a student to act out how a rabbit acts and another to act out how a duck acts. You then connected this to the fact the students would be writing an opinion piece about a rabbit or a duck. You showed the cover of the picture book, Duck! Rabbit! Depending on ones' point of view, the picture could be interpreted either way. You had the students vote on which one they thought it was. After playing a video reading of the book, you asked the students to vote again. You asked if they were wrong it they thought it was a duck or a rabbit. You pointed out they were not wrong either way, because it is their opinion and opinions cannot be right or wrong. You then gave the students a T-Chart G.O.. You played the video again and students wrote notes recording reasons for their thinking the animal was a duck or a rabbit. You filled out the T-Chart as a class which gave the students excellent support their final decision....duck or rabbit. You gave the students another G.O. to help them organize their thoughts regarding which animal they thought the picture represented. They were to choose either duck OR rabbit and give reasons, from the T-Chart, supporting their opinion. You stressed there was no right or wrong answer because this was their own opinion. Great use of differentiation as you had the CT and support personnel work with different small groups as they were writing. The scaffolding in this lesson was outstanding. You supported them by giving them every step they needed in order to write their own opinion piece. The book choice was perfect for this type of writing and this age group! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used a variety of strategies to meet the different needs of your students. You drew a rectangle on the Promethean Board and divided it in half. You had volunteers tell you how many dots to draw in each half. You remnded the students what the plus sign means. You wrote a number sentence to represent the dots in the two halves of the rectangle. When adding you had the students start with the larger of the two numbers in the equation and "count on" in order to arrive at the sum. Before moving to the next portion of the lesson you made sure the students understood what the word model means. You modeled how to use M&Ms and a graham cracker to represent an addition problem. You had the students grouped, according to ability, and had them working with the 3 other teachers in the class as well as having a group of your own. Excellent differentiation. Your group, the higher functioning group, were given one bag of M&Ms to practice making models and writing number sentences. You then gave them a second bag of M&Ms You had your group predict how having a second bag of candies would impact their problems! Perfect higher-order-thinking question! They were able to tell you their problems would have bigger numbers with greater sums. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Loved the picture that you opened your lesson with.  Great thinking for your students as they paired with a partner to talk about what they see.  Brought about great questioning on Ponce de Leon and his contributions and obstacles.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You began your lesson with the Weekly Language Review (a warm up each day). Great job of explaining centers/lit circle reading.  So glad you incorporated 2 Valentine learning games in your rotation.  The transitions were very organized.  There was no problem as they rotated.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You opened your lesson with a question review game. Using the small ball to toss as you asked the question was something these boys could relate to. They loved it. The Power Point was on target helping them understand past, present and future tense verbs. Loved the Think, Pair, Share idea. Changes things up! * One suggestion I have is this....as you go through the Power Point and Think, Pair, Share, give examples of other ways of using that same verb. For example, The brown rabbit disappears against the pile of leaves". After discussed that this is present tense, show how it would be in past tense. And future. "The brown rabbit disappearred". And "The brown rabbit will dissappear." This just reinforces how we use verbs in different speaking. The more they hear it, the better! Good, positive comments given to your students!  You made your students feel smart even if they missed a question. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good discussion with students.  Good varietyof materials to introduce the topic.  Kahoot was a great way to check on what they had learned.  Class is very active and talkative.  Try and think of ways that possibly don't add to the distraction from your teaching. Be careful saying "Guys" all the time.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Work on an opening that sparks the interest of the students. Student corrected you - feet vs square feet - but you didn't change it on the board? Why not? Don't be afraid to 'back up' to seek prior knowledge when the lesson is not going well (the students are struggiling to comprehend. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened the lesson by giving students quotes to look over and discuss.  Students quickly came to the conclusion that they were talking about Abraham Lincoln.  You had students write facts they knew to begin a KWL chart.  Students then read text for more info.  Had a video.  This lesson was heavy on student participation-reading, writing, note taking, research. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.  This group was able to do more discussing and explaining.  Most questions were recall questions. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened with activating prior knowledge. Had centers for students to work on. You planned for students and their different work pace and provided appropriate activities to keep all students engaged. Centers were varied but all reenforced the standard. You monitored the students as they worked. Transitions were smooth between centers. Closed the lesson with slide show of some of the regions of Ga. and had students discuss plants and animals found in the region.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		I liked how you did an "opening" then stated the standard they were going to work on.  KWL graphic organizer always good.  Also allows them to look for answers to  What they want to learn as you introduce new materials.  You repeated students' answers which lets them know how important they are.  Loved that they got to make their own fossils and write a story about them!!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a picture of a ruler on the powerpoint. The teacher asked different questions about the ruler. The students did a great job sharing what they knew about the ruler. The teacher had a read alound for the students-The Great Graph Contest. The teacher had a student read the definition to read the definition of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to involve the students more in hands-on activities using the rulers. GROW-The students needed to be drawing the lineplots on a whiteboard, notebook paper, etc... as the teacher taught the lesson. GROW-After sharing two different line plots, the teacher needed to let the students create their own line plot graphs. Good-The teacher called on different students to identify the five parts of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure all of the students have pencils before starting the lesson. There was too much moving for the pencils which could have been prevented. The teacher had the students measure how long the pencil measures in inches. GROW-The teacher needed to have a discussion about centimeters and inches before letting the students measure the pencil in inches. The teacher called on different students to tell her how long the pencil measured. The teacher recorded the information on the powerpoint. GROW-TO speed up the lesson, the teacher needed to ask how many students had a pencil that measure 6 1/2, 7, etc... The teacher was collecting the data to create a ine plot. Good- The teacher asked the students to include the five parts of the line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions instead of everyone answering at one time. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students create the line plot at their desks with the information provided. The teacher had the students measure their thumbs in inches. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Power point was detailed and did a great job proving information for the Guided Notes instructional activity. You did a good job teaching a lesson with so many additional adults in the room. (EIP teacher, Hearing Impaired, etc.) Having the students follow an oral command (put your hand on your head, etc) was a neat way to see if the students were ready to move on. Using higher level questioning assisted in having the students think beyond the basic facts. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When I arrived, you were working division problems with the students. You having the students explain what to do next in each part of the problem. Since this was a lesson regarding what to do with remainders in word problems, you discussed what should be done with the remainder after each word problem was solved. You led the students to understanding logic and reason  should be used in deciding what to do with each remainder. You presented a word problem about Mrs. Lewis and began by asking the students "what they already knew" after just reading the problem. Excellent example of how students begin to solve word problems! As the division problems were determined from reading the word problems, you had the students name, as you listed, the multiples of the divisor.  This strategy was outstanding support for students to actually do the division.  They didn' t have to count on fingers ect.  What an terrific visual strategy! During the solving of problems, you would stop and have the students explain why they were not finished solving the problem This supported their understanding of when a problem IS actually finished. You differentiated using a QR Code activity.  You modeled an example for the class, showing them how to scan the QR code in order to have their problem show up on their ipads. The students worked with a partner, based on ability, because the problems on their cube were designed for their level.   You had Mrs. Lewis work with a group of students having trouble with the basics of division. Wonderful ways to differentiate your lesson! In closing, you had the students complete a ticket out the door. They were to solve a division word problem, displayed on the P.Board, and interpret the remainder on a sticky note. They were instructed to put their sticky note on the TOD board in the classroom.  Exceelent was to assess the students' learning.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You began the lesson asking students to name as many pronouns as they could.  You used a "squishy ball" that was thrown from one student to another. The person with the ball had permission to tell their pronoun.  Amazing how well this worked. No one, except the person with the ball, was talking! You shared a "Flocabulary" video that explained 1st, 2nd, and 3rd points of view.  The video had examples and required the students to make decisions regarding what point of view the example was demonstrating.  You asked the student to explain why they had chosen a particular point of view as their answer.  Great higher order thinking question.   You asked the students if the narrator was inside or outside the sentence which was an excellent tool to help students determine pt. of view. You then asked the students what tool they have used in the past in order to compare and contrast two things.  You used this G. O., the Venn Diagram, in order to help the students understand the differences between first and third person.  The graphic organizer highlighted the pronouns that are associated with each point of view. This helped link the new content to prior knowledge. You demonstrated how to use the "fortune teller" manipulative. This gave the students a fun, interactive way to further practice first and third person points of view.  The students worked with partners and competed against each other.  Love that these were self-checking, therefore no arguing between students. Such a clever, engaging way for the students to practice the skill!!! .

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You used a variety of strategies - inquiry, manipulatives, student directed. Think about the questions you want to ask. Open ended questions you will not know the answer to - like you asked What can the wind do? You don't know what the children will answer. Asking Is the wind good? You are limiting what they can think about. It comes with practice. You provided feedback and re-inforced the children's answers and questions. You asked more than one child to repeat for everyone what they said. A good strategy. I felt the book was a little long for this age group. You can always shorten a book and not read all of it at one setting. The movement break was great planning. Attaching the streamers took a while but you asked children to tell wind stories while you did that. Good use of time. Remember to give wait time to the stduents before you answer the questions you ask. Again it comes with practice. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good "discovery" lesson.  Might have been better if you had done one todether to get them to understand what type of information, especially in wording, that you wanted them to "discover".  You had good examples of each type of fossil but instead of at the end, that was something you needed to introduce at the beginning with pictures:  mold, caste, true form, and trace.  A little too much down time in between different activities (fossils).

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great lesson on force.  Song, power point, and having the students "show" with you definitely gave them information.  Liked that you told them they could write the definitions in their own language or if they needed to, they could copy what you had on the power point.  Interesting variety of "reading aloud".   They definitely had to pay attention.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great review lesson getting them ready for the test.  Great energy throughout the lesson.  Students understood exactly what they were to do and worked well independently.  Loved the karaoke practice especially saying cumulonimbus.  Good transitions between activities because you have students ready at the beginning for everything coming at them during the lesson.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good small group activity.  REviewed sight words that they were going to use to fill in the blanks first.  Helped students as needed read and insert correct word.  Good questioning especially after a student read a sentence with an incorrect word "Does that sound right?"  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You started with asking about previous knowledge to do with adjectives.  Good use of a mneumonic to remember the correct order of placing numerous adjectives together in a sentence...Nathan Oliver Smith ate six chocolate Oreos Mom packed.  Good video to reinforce the objective.  Different activities kept the students "in" the lesson.  I liked how you kept reminding them about how a sentence "sounds"...not sure they totally understood but good repetition of correct wording.  You should have had them get their ELA notebooks before you go into the lesson.  It was disruptive after starting the lesson.  Good energy throughout the lesson. During transitions don't be sooooo chatty with the students...you are the teacher...not the friend.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It took a long time for you to get this lesson going.  The text in the book that was projected was really too small and was difficult for the students to read.  Next time make a slide of the material so it is larger.  Some of your examples of  a suffix were hard for your students understand.  You sent 5 students to the board to write words nd there wasn't room for more than two.  The teacher stepped in  to help the situation--be aware of space issues.  I did not see the activity with spiders due to time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Your lesson had a very good balance of instruction with student participation.  You included guided practice and independent practice.  You tied the lesson with previous learning. When students disagreed on the meaning of a word-you called a class discussion and talked it through allowing students to explain their thinking. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		I am amazed at your confidence and poise as a Block 1 student.  You were in control and the students were right with you during the entire lesson.  You use lots of positive reinforcement - thanking students for raising their hands, for participation.  You were well prepared with all materials ready for your use.  I saw your differentiation in use in your lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a small Reading group to learn about text illustrations in the story. GROW-The students need to be very involved in the lesson throughout the lesson. GROW-The students needed to be redirected during the lesson. The teacher used different real life situations to teach the Reading lesson. The teacher had different pictures for the students to analyze the different text illustrations. GROW-The teacher needed a picture for each student. The teacher had written out different texts that went along with the pictures. The teacher reviewed the different passages trying to match the passages up to the pictures. The teacher read the different passages to the students. The teacher asked the students different questions about the pictures.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked the students good questions about the flat and 3-D shapes. GROW-The teacher does not need to hold the lesson plan while teaching. The teacher should know the subject matter without the lesson plan. The teacher held a shape and asked the students questions about the shapes. The teacher did a good job involving the students during the lesson by asking questions about the different shapes. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to talk to the students about the subject matter. The teacher discussed the worksheet with the students. The teacher had the students count the sides of the different figures. The teacher used a crayon box as a three dimensional figure. Great idea using something that is familiar with the students. The teacher passed out sticky notes to the students. The teacher had them write different descriptions about their shape. The student will read their descriptions and the students will try to guess what shape the student has described. Great idea-The game with the sticky notes was a great way to have the students involved in the lesson. The teacher explained the activity that would be using marshmallows and pretzel sticks. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their shape using the sticky note descriptions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Opening activity set the mood for the lesson. It would have beneficial for you to have the instructions for the balloon activity posted on the board so that they are visible throughout the lesson. Before moving on to the activity, it might help to write some of the student predictions on the board. Oldy but Goldy video was very appropriate for this lesson Great activity! Spend more time with the basic components of the lesson/activity. (ex. look at the air filled balloons, size of the straws, etc.) In order to make the lesson more real-life for the students, list and/or show pictures of the various terms that you are introducing. (ex. incline plane - playground slide, or a picture of a ramp located at school, etc)

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged the students with the video about maps. Powerpoint included a map of Zoo Atlanta-students will be going on a filed trip here-made the lesson connect to real life experiences. Map activity allowed students practice following directions and moving on a map. Your directions incorporated their sight words. Quick lesson close asking students about the lesson.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with a fossil for students to look at and touch.  this engaged the students and had them ready to discuss fossils.  You explained the activities at the 4 stations.  You projected rules for the stations but they were too small for students to see.  You monitored the groups as they worked independently.  You did ask questions of the groups.  The groups were well planned and all materials were aqvailable so students could get to work.  At some stations they did not read the directions first and were just doing as they thought they should.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You gave the students something to begin to connect with when you showed the video reviewing what it means to add and subtract. You stopped the video a couple of times in order to assess your students understanding. After the video you asked someone to volunteer, using their own words. explaining what it means to add and subtract. You reminded the students to always look at the signs because the plus and minus have different meanings. You had the students transition to the rug and not a moment of instructional time was lost. Excellently done! You had made a fact family "Play House" anchor chart and used it to introduce and model fact families. The anchor chart was used to introduce two different strategies for solving and understanding fact families. You scaffolded the students through constructing the fact family for the 3 numbers you had given them by giving the first addition and subtraction problem and then having them provide the second ones. You pointed out that the same 3 numbers given were the only numbers used in order to complete the fact family. The lesson led very naturally to a discussion of the communtative property of addition. As your second strategy, you used blocks to demonstrate how to complete a fact family. Students transitioned back to their desks and were given a handout to practice fact families. You used the ELMO to demonstrate/model for the class how they would be completing the fact families. This is such great support for your students. You were careful to point out when looking at the three numbers, the largest number would go in the last box for the addition problems and it would go in the first box in a subtraction problem. You then had the students practice the second strategy using the blocks. The lesson closing was not observed because I had to go to another observation.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You opened the lesson reading the book Parts.  The students were engaged and clearly enjoying the book. You have a very expressive, animated "read aloud voice."   The story talks about different body parts.  After reading the book, you asked the students what the main character was worried about. You reviewed the steps of writing an opinion piece of writing. You had  the students read the I can statements after you.  You shared a slide "The Best Part of Me"  Before asking the students to decide what they thought was their own best feature, perhaps you could have told them about what you feel is your best feature.  Then ask them to close their eyes and "think" a minute about their favorite body part.  When you share personal things with your students you make connections with them, as well as modeling for them. Sharing appropriate things about yourself makes you more "real" to your students. You then shared a slide this a frame for the topic sentence. You went on to explain different ways they could write their own topic sentence.using their favorite body part.   You explained what they were writing was the rough draft and that it was okay to make mistakes. You reminded them what a rough draft is. You explained they would have to back up their opinions with reasons. You moved to the next slide and asked students to add to the key vocabulary bank words they may need for writing their two reasons.  The students were given time to write the two sentences backing up their opinion. You then moved to the closing of the opinion piece. You had a sentence frame to guide students in the writing of their final sentence. Great support!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Very good job introducing and stating the focus for the lesson. Powerpoint was well constructed and the pictures enhanced the lesson. The information was well presented and definitely aided in the learning process. Written instructions for the activity would have clarified your expectations. Also written directions for clean up time. Remind the students that we use math tools in other classes - not just math. (bar graphs) Acitivity was one of the best that I've seen in a while. It gave the students an opportuity to better understand the eating habits of the different birds that you introduced in the lesson.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Great lesson.  The groups of students really enjoyed making circuits and wanted to show them off!!  Good start with going over prior knowledge about kinds of circuits and good examples that they could remember.  During "Brain Pop" you stopped it to ask questions and clarify answers.  Worksheet information was gone through as a group.  You walked around to monitor and help groups as needed.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a read aloud. The teacher instructed the students to point up or down when they hear the words up and down in the read aloud. The teacher presented a powerpoint about Up, Down, and Around. The teacher had the students illustrated the different position words during the youtube of the book. The teacher did a good job of dismissing the students to their seats by hair color and the color of their shirt. The teacher had the students come up to the powerpoint to select the correct answer for the different questions. The teacher had a good song about the different parts of the plant. The teacher explained to the students about the worksheet they would complete for the different parts of the plant. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Opened with standard and review of previous learning.  Loved that the pictures you used were of common items in the student's environment and you also had concrete 3D shapes for students to refer to if needed.  Kept students engaged by having them signal "thumbs up" if they agreed with the student answering the question. Allowed students to construct their own 3D shapes with marshmallows and toothpicks.  Students were excited and engaged in the activity.  You monitored the room well. Activity was followed by students writing about the attributes of the shape they created. Lesson continued.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students pull out the journals as reference for the volume. Great idea-to use a resource such as the journal that the students have created. The teacher shared a VOLUME powerpoint with the students. The teacher asked good questions about the powerpoint when the powerpoint was completed. The teacher did several examples to find volume using the correct formula. After several examples, the teacher had the students complete a problem at their seats. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room to make sure the students were completing the problems correctly. Good job-having students go to the powerpoint and complete the problem. The teacher began explaining the project to the students. The teacher explained where the students would go for their groups. Good job-The teacher had the students already established before the lesson began. The directions were at each group. The teacher read the directions to the students. The teacher had an example that she presented to the students before letting them begin on their small group work. The teacher did a good job of discussing the progress of the cereal box with each group as they worked.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. More Instructional time needed before moving to group work. Since this is a new topic for the students, I would suggest that you read a passage together (from the PB) and select/underline/highlight the textual evidence as you go. When introducing a new concept, it is imperative that you hit all student learning levels initially! This is a good time to use authentic real-life examples.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		*The college supervisor did not receive the lesson plan until the morning of the lesson. *The teacher did not receive a lesson plan for the lesson after she entered the room for the observation. The teacher began the lesson with the video Schoolhouse Rock about verbs. The teacher had a powerpoint about the verbs. *The teacher read the powerpoint for the lesson. The teacher asked the students questions about the different tenses of the verbs. *The teacher read the entire powerpoint for the lesson. *The teacher needed to teach the lesson without reading the powerpoint. *The teacher did a lot of talking without letting the students participate in the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the sentences on the powerpoint. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the lesson. The teacher issued different sheets of paper with root words and endings written on the papers. The students were instructed to go to the rug with their papers. The teacher had the students show the class their papers. The teacher selected the endings and let the students holding the root words match up with the correct ending. The teacher read a sentence and let the students walk to the correct ending The teacher directed the students to complete a writing assignment. The teacher used the overhead to explain the worksheet. The teacher involved the students in doing some examples for the worksheet before letting them begin.

		Green		Megan		917463432		1. YEA - Timer!!! This allows/encourages students to pace themselves. 2. Great job demonstrating how the answer was computed. (Minutes/Seconds chart - you showed the multiplication equation - 16x60 =960) 3. When a student gets the problem wrong, ask them to come show you how they worked the problem. 4. Yea for using the Judy Clock to show how the time line is similarly constructed. (when you ask is everyone following - have them give you a thumbs up) 5. When you ask a question, give the students time to answer before giving them the answer (ex. How many hours in a day? How many times do we have to go around the clock to make a full day?) Also make sure that all students are focused on you. (Eyes on me!) 6. Good job disecting (with your comments & actions) the problem on the board. Slow down a little so that your slower students have time to process what you are saying! 7. Bring in some real-life experiences to make the problems more relatable! (The prinicpal stated earlier that due to testing, the 3rd grade would only have 900 seconds of recess instead of 1200 seconds. How many minutes of recess does the 3rd grade have today? How much less time that usual?)

		Green		Quantia		917413808		As you opened and told them what you were talking about today, I would have loved to have heard the question "What do I mean by "events leading up to WWII"? This creates good thinking! As you were having students read off the Power Point, you have to ask questions. Not just "Who is Hitler?" *You have to be very familiar with the material so you can know what to ask. Remember you are continually going back to the Standard (which was explaining the reasons for America's involvement on WWII) You asked them if they had any questions before you went on. Several raised their hand. You never answered any. You asked "What are sovellians?" They answered " people". People? The brochure activity was good. If they were copying from their previous notes, it can't be an assesment. Closing should recap the I Can Statements. Summary of your lesson is very important.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Liked your chart "Theme vs Main Idea"...students do confuse the two.  Good video that not only stressed theme but was about bullying.  Might have pause video to stress important points.  Activity stress fining the theme in fables.  After the group read to class...might have had class come up with theme then have the group explain what they came up with.  This would give them a little more practice with finding theme.  Good discussions with students.  After giving directions don't say "OK?".  Are you giving them a choice to do it or not to do it?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Great job monitoring student progress and keeping students actively involved in the lesson! Your beginning activity quickly hooked the students into the learning mode - especially since it was an early morning class. You were very encouraging yet consistent with you classroom management. Excellent use of the Promethean Board - great visuals! Love the great visuals to enhance the lesson. When presenting (reading) a book to the class, check to see if it is online or use a document camera so that it can be presented on the PB. You can still use the actual book to read. Also, make sure to introduce the author and the illustrator

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Relative pronouns is not an easy topic.  You did a great job.  Good repetition during the lesson of the relative pronouns and when to use them.  I liked the way you incorporated in your power point a time for the students to come up and manipulate the relative pronouns.  Good transition to the task card activity.  The students did a good job of going around the room and answering the item on the task card without a lot of talking or confusion.  They enjoyed giving you their answers for all activities.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher shared a Brain Pop about character. The teacher asked good questions about the Brain Pop after it ended. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning describing the definition of characters. The teacher has great voice quality while reading the read aloud story to the students. The teacher asked great questions after the read aloud. The teacher issued the worksheet to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet before handing it out. GROW-The teacher needed to be more organized with the pencils and clipboards. The teacher did a good job asking the students if they had words they needed to spell.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good introductory lesson.  Students had some confusion about Genotype and Phenotype.  When doing the Punnett Square you could have referred to the "Area Model" in math.  They all should be familiar with that.  You gave good varied examples using the Punnett Square...puppy spots, eye color, baby bird color... Worksheet activity - you might have done the first one with them.  You do the "modeling".

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Loved your "real life" connection to what the main idea means. Questioning was spot on today. Awesome how you connected questions to the book and why or why not their supportiing details were important or not. Even though you were teaching a small group, make sure you summarize and recap the learning goals.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they knew about Ponce de Leon. The teacher showed a youtube about Ponce de Leon. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the powerpoint to emphasize important facts about Ponce de Leon.  The teacher asked great questions about the youtube. The students worked individually in their notebooks completing the Ponce de Leon assignment.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The choice of a short Flo-cabulary video on theme was perfect. The message in the rap supported student learning and was exactly on point. As the opening moved into the main part of the lesson, the intern had the complete attention of the students in the room and was able to build on the opening.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit  prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters. -

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Opened lesson with review of previous learning. Incorporated technology into the lesson. There was a good mix of instructional time with student participation. Lots of questions to assess student understanding of the lesson. Students worked on their own map of the regions of Georgia. Students were excited to play the review game with the ball toss. As the game continued, you lost the attention of the students who had a turn. You recognized this and wrapped up the game.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Overall a good lesson.  I like you using a "class agenda" so that the students will know exactly what they are going to do during the class.  Used a variety of ways to show synonyms and antonyms.  Good student feedback.  You encouraged them by saying "You all are being thesauruses!"  Hope I spelled that right.  Students worked well throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Try opening with something that grabs their attention. Maybe a question on the Prom Board to get their mind thinking! Good questioning about reduce and simplify. When you ask vocabulary words, try to use words they know to help them. Like simplify means to make simple. Reduce means to make smaller. Ex. when someone tries to lose weight. Help create meaning for your students by things they already know. The "cake walk" was a good idea, but as you saw, it wasn't as effecient as you hoped.  It's ok!  That's how we learn as teachers!  We change things or adapt because something didn't work or we need it to work better.  

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a passage about Education with the students. THe teacher read the article aloud to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure the students are following along with their finger as she reads aloud. The teacher instructed the students to select their red, orange, green and blue crayon for the activity. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to have the crayons organized before beginning her lesson to speed the lesson up. The teacher had a powerpoint with the Author's Point. The teacher explained how the students would complete the worksheet with a partner. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions to prevent a lot of questions during the completion of the assigment.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video-Introduction to Standard Measurement for Kids: Measuring Length in Inches The teacher shared the sheet with the students before they completed it. The teacher called on different students to give answers for the problems on the Meausrement Scavenger Hunt sheet. The teacher used her thumb for her example on how to complete the worksheet. The teacher passed out rulers to different students to complete the worksheet. *The teacher needed more delivery about the inches and centimeter measurements. *The teacher needed to divide the students up into groups before the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students during the measurement scavenger hunt.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You activated the lesson with a very engaging video demonstrating how to multiply/divide powers of 10. Try giving them something to look for as they watch a video. Helps to hold students accountable for their learning as they watch. I would suggest questioning the students after the video. This sends the message the video was important and part of the instruction of the standard.  It will allow you to assess that they took away from watching it. You worked/modeled problems using powers of 10 and then you asked them if they saw a pattern. You had someone explain the pattern. Great H.O.T. questioning! You scaffolded your students learning with all of the problems done together/aloud. You had volunteers go to the board, work a problem, and then explain. The students clearly enjoyed this. The chart was a little difficult for some of the students, but for most having difficulty it was because they were not paying attention during your directions and modeling of what they were to do independently.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You planned math stations for your class today. At the beginning of the lesson you explained what the students would be doing at each of the stations. Materials were ready at each station. The groups were planned in order to give necessary support for all students. You planned for advanced expectations for your advanced math students. In the station you were conducting, you put up a slide and thoroughly discussed/asked questions to ensure the students understood the concept of analyzing and creating a line plot. Some of the students in your group were struggling and you used probing questions in order to lead them to understand the example you had provided. This was great scaffolding for your students. You then presented the students with beakers that contained different amounts of water.  You had the students determine the amount of water in each beaker with your guidance. The students were to record this information on the G.O. You then allowed the students to work independently or with each other to determine and record the amounts of water in the rest of the beakers.  I would suggest numbering the beakers so the information gathered by the students would be consistent and easier for you to check. You checked progress in other stations and then returned to your group and checked the students' responses. You then directed the students to use  the data gathered and construct a line plot. You modeled how this was to be done. Your questioning throughout the lesson was very supportive and it allowed you to know if the students understood.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You asked good questions. Remember to ask open ended questions - ones you don't know the answers to. Allow wait time for little brains to process info and formulate a response. You handled several off task behaviors well. Think about placement of students at the table. You could have relocated the two childern nearest you to the other side for better viewing of the book. The children's responded well to the book since it was the second reading. They were very engaged during the reading. You gave very good face to face attention to the students. When a student uses incorrect English/grammar, remember to re-state it correctly (without saying "You made a mistake"). Simply repeating, Mice and Elephants , instead of Mouses and Elephants. I was surprised by how well the students completed the paper/marker activity. They caught the concept and were able to match the poop with the animal. This activity might not have been appropriate for some 4/5 year olds.  

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with standard and I Can statement and a quick review of prior learning.  Had 2D shapes for students to describe and name.  Read a book on Monsters before students moved into activity.  Activity was to create their own monster by following a glyph. Directions in glyph were complicated.  You may want to look at final product and modify directions if they proved too difficult. Lesson continues.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the essential questions for the lesson. The teacher had a great discussion abour previous knowledge. The teacher did a good job of delivering the vocabulary for the lesson. The teacher had one student hold a flashlight while another student had tissue paper. The teacher illustrated to the class about translucent, transparent, and opaque. The teacher did a great job of engaging the students throughout the lesson. The Science lesson was very hands-on and very engaging. Great powerpoint with the groups already established! Great organization for the groups before the lesson begins. The teacher instructed the students they would be completing an activity that would have three windows that would have translucent, transparent and opaque. The teacher had a great example of how to complete the activity. The teacher had great instructions for the activity. A rubric was issued for each partner group.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You introduced the vocabulary for the lesson: oviparous and mammal. You began the Lesson reading the book  "Chickens Aren't the Only Ones" , which was a book about oviparous animals. The students were sitting on the rug as you read the book. You had a basket of plastic Easter eggs and allowed each student to pick one. Inside the egg was the name of an animal. The students were to decide if the animal was oviparous or a mammal. A review of what a mammal is would have given them more information with which to make their decision. You called on one student at a time to place the name of their animal on the board under the heading of oviparous or mammal.  Ask students "why" they think their animal goes where they decided it would. You then dismissed the students back to their tables.  Try asking them to move without talking. This cuts down on lost instructional time when you don't have to regain their attention. You gave each student a handout with a cracked open egg. The students were directed to cut them out.  When the students were finished cutting out the eggs you gave them a piece of construction paper.  You had a model for them to see.  You gave one model to a lower functioning group. Putting one on the board for the rest to see would have helped all to understand what they were to do.  Students were directed to draw an oviparous animal coming out of the egg.  You reminded students of some of the animals taped to the board under the heading oviparous.  Some pictures would have been helpful as well...perhaps on an anchor chart. I did not observe the closing of the lesson, because I had another observation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		*Loved that you had an Agenda up. You clearly gave the directions of what they would be doing today. *You started their day with the QR code activity for their lab quest. This was such a cool activity using tecnology. *So impressed with your Power point. Wow! Very creative and colorful. Good job with delivery of content. *The video was very good but talk about it afterward. Just for a minute....give it some purpose. Ask questions about it. SCOOT was a good practice activity. Your closure was great.  You summed up with talking about the EQs.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your opening was good by asking them three thinking questions about eating at fast food restaurants. This is something they can relate to because they all eat at these places. Good job with questioning as you went over vocabulary. Go deeper in talking about each word. For example, economics. Talk about our economy and how it takes people, money, services, goods, etc. to make the economy work. Great question when you asked "how does a service help the economy?" You spent a lot of time asking questions, discussing each thing. The video was a good one to show how it takes persistance. I could tell that wasn't your original video, but you carried right on to help them understand. *I felt like the stations could have been explained a little more in depth. This will be helpful for you if they are certain of what to do. Stations were very creative.  You did a nice job of choosing various practice stations.  Great job at closing / summary

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		You went over some information from the previous day when they learned about Vertebrate and Invertebrates.  Brain Pop video was good for information about Vertebrates which was the lesson for the day.  Activity with pipe cleaner and fruit loops to create a spine was very creative,  The students put them together in different ways and then had to answer questions about them on their lab sheet.  You walked around and helped as needed.  Good prompting to help them answer questions. Be careful using the word "Guys" too often to address the class.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher posted a passage which the students would find capitalization and punctuation errors. The teacher had great student participation with the students.  The students were able to go to the powerpoint and highlight the words that needed to be corrected. The teacher did a great job of reviewing the corrections with the students. The teacher had each table's captain issue chromebooks for each table.   The students were instructed to pull up their narrative writing.  

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with a poster of the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read the book-Very Hungry Caterpillar.  Had students discuss the stages of the life cycle.  Students made a book about the 4 stages using pasta. There was some frustration because the pasta fell off as they changed pages-make individual pages and let each dry before assembling. When there are words-on the pages of their book-allow them to try to read them-instead of telling them. For closing-let the students tell what they have learned.  The video was cute and might have been useful at the beginning of the lesson as an attention getter.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Behavior on carpet during color was a little crazy. Think about another way to achieve that goal.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson by asking the student to read the powerpoint-Can you help me balance? The teacher had cups with a scale. The teacher selected different students to choose different cups to balance. The cups have different words that about the different branches of government. Excellent opening for a Social Studies lesson centering about The Three Branckes of Government. The teacher shared the different cups with the students at their seats. The teacher continued to ask questions about how the cups could be balanced. The teacher reviewed the Three Branches of Government-In Case You Missed It! After reviewing the standard and essential question, the teacher reviewed the powerpoint using a balance scale as a resource to teach about the different branches of government having the same weight. Awesome correlation for the students to observe. The teacher has excellent ways of relating the Social Studies material to concepts the students can understand. The teacher issued all of the students paper bags with the tree that would contain the Three Branches of Government. The teacher had created a tree with Three branches for the Three Branches of Government. As the students read the passage, the students would put the different checked laminated words on the correct place on the tree which contained the three different branches of Government. The teacher closed the lesson by sharing a Flocabuary song about the Three Branches of Government. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson to explain AREA. The teacher had a poster centered around AREA. The teacher asked the students different questions about the AREA poster. The teacher had a poweproint with different questions centered around perimeter. The teacher instructed the students to write their answers to the questions on the notebook paper at their seats. When the students answered the question incorrectly, the teacher did a good job of calling on another student to explain the correct answer. GROW-If you have an error on your powerpoint, correct it before the lesson. The powerpoint should have 15 ft and 9 ft instead of 12 ft and 7 ft. The teacher does a good job of engaging the students by calling on different students to answer the questions. GROW-The teacher needed to include creative ways to illustrate the area and perimeter subject matter for the lesson. GROW-The lesson only had problems on a powerpoint and the students complete the problems. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom as the students worked out their problems at their seats. The teacher had no idea who completed the problems correctly and who did not complete the problems correctly. The teacher had a student come to the board to illustrate how she completed the problem correctly. The teacher asked for the students to raise their hands if they got the correct answer. The teacher passed out different problems to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to go over the problems before letting them begin. The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. GROW-The teacher needed to do one question with the students as an example. The teacher had the students create a zoo using aread and perimeter.  The students had graph paper.  The students had the area and length.  They had to discover the width of the zoo. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about characters, setting and main event. The teacher shared a Hungry Sharks video clip. The teacher did a good job of transitioning the students from the different tables to the carpet. The teacher shared a book Shark and Lobsters. The teacher used a Story Map with Setting, Characters, Beginning, Middle and End with her lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions to complete the Story Map. The teacher had a long piece of bulletin board paper.  The teacher had students draw the different parts of the beginning, middle and end on the long piece of bulletin board paper. The teacher had the students complete the story map on the long piece of paper. The teacher gave explicit directions for the completion of the S is for Shark worksheet. The teacher let the students explain the different parts of the Story Map. The teacher asked good questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher instructed the students to read what is on their desk. The teacher asked the students questions about the comic strips. The teacher shared a Flocabulary with the students about quotation marks. The teacher asked good questions about the quotation marks. The teacher had the students repeat the definition of quotation marks. The powerpoint was very instructional for the students. The teacher had a great delivery to explain when to use quotation marks. The teacher had a good discussion about dialog tags. The teacher shared a comic strip on the powerpoint. GROW-The students needed to have more interaction with the lesson. The teacher modeled how the students should find the quotation marks and dialogue. The teacher let the students think-pair-share what they think the quotation marks and dialogue are in the comic strip at their desk. After the students discussed the comic strip, the teacher let the students share what their ideas were. The teacher had a worksheet for the students. GROW- The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter while she passed out the worksheet to the students The teacher reminded the students to write their names, etc.. while passing out the worksheet. GROW- The teacher needed to give instructions to the students before letting them begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions. Good lesson!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students if they liked different candy bars. The teacher took the student's data to create a graph. The teacher had a great powerpoint that she used during her delivery. GROW-While the teacher is creating the graph on the board, the students could have been drawing the graph at their seat. The students could have used their whiteboards, notebook paper, etc... The teacher had a good discussion about tally marks and how they represent five tally marks. GLOW-The teacher called on a student to come up and draw the tally marks for the graph. GROW-While the students completed the graph on the board, the students needed something to do at their seats. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to carry on a conversation with the students about the subject matter. The teacher passed out a bag of Skittles to each student. GROW-Before passing out the Skittles worksheet, the teacher needed to explain the instructions.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher gave the students clothespins with different decimals written on the sticky notes.  The students were instructed to place the decimal sticky notes on the string in the correct order. The teacher called out the decimal sticky notes while letting the students tell her if the notes are in the correct order. The students and teacher had a great conversation about the different notes. The teacher had the students play a Scoot game. The teacher did a great job explaining the rules for the Scoot game.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The opening of the lesson engaged the students in the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint about different strategies for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students work on the problems at their desks as she explained the strategies. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a word problem with the students. The teacher discussed the problem with the students and shared with them different stategies to use while solving the problem. The teacher knows her subject matter very well. The teacher has great questions for the students to initiate the problem solving of the problems. The teacher had great participation from the students throughout the lesson. The teacher issued each student a Math Tic-Tac-Toe sheet for each student. The teacher did an excellent job of explaining the rules to the students before letting them begin to play. The students were able to select a partner for the game.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Love the CUBES strategy.   suggestion- Review this before they begin the activity.  Remind them why we use this strategy. suggestion- don't allow them to take your attention away from the task at hand.  Keep them focused on what they are to do.   suggestion- When they get finished, how can you have more word problems for them to practice?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your opening was interesting as you connected Your content and delivery was amazing. *The Standard only states that they understand what "We the people" mean so possibly more focus on what this means for the people of long ago and today. However, you tied this together as you went through the lesson. Great idea to have students rewrite the Preamble of the class. Once again, how important was it for your students to be able to give input? You related well to how all the people feel about this preamble. The closing/Ticket out Door was a good choice. Going back to your Standard, it could possibly have been a paragraph about what those first words meant.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		After video, you can't just ask if they have a better understanding of inferences now.  You have to discuss what was in the video.  You did a lot of guided practice, and not enough teaching.  Whether it's an introduction or review, you have to instruct on the skill, not just go through the activities.  1.  Open up with what inferencing means.  Allow prior knowledge and you giving them a better understanding of it.  Give some real life examples of inferencing. 2.  Move into your Standard and I Can and relate your expectations of today's lesson. 3.  Tell them you have a short video clip and to see if they can explain what is happening when it's over.  4.  After video, YOU have to lead discussion is what was going on in the video.  What was the inference?  Begin asking questions on what the police was doing.  Why did he just assume?  Begin to offer words such as guessed, assumed, thought, figured out, etc.  This video could help you  to get the message across. It was very confusing how the story (audio) was connected to what you had just been talking about.  All you have to say is "let's practice by listening to a story and trying to understand what vocabulary words mean by using our context clues.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Activated prior learning.Students doing work sheets while you took 2 students to make a "human" clock. Some students finished quickly and didn't work independently with the math games. There was la good bit of wasted instructional time as students sat and talked instead of working. Next lesson, I would like to see you teach content to the class.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Game of charades engaged students and got them thinking about action verbs. Activated prior learning.  Had students define action verb.  Students were to draw an action hero and label it with action verbs.  Students were excited and on task.  Students had choice in follow -up activity to write a story or a commercial.  Directions for oth were geared to student ability.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Loved, loved your opening. That was such a creative and meaningful idea to have a picture up and their job was to infer what was happening. Good questioning about why we infer. Also, the video was a good choice. * Give your students more credit! Brag and rave about their smart answers. They were spot on with their answers on what they thought inference means? Kahoot is a great guided game. But as you find answers, they have to be discussed. Even if they all get answer correct, continue to have someone tell how they arrived at that answer. Let the students give you their reasons for answers instead of you always just telling the answers. On one question, 11 students got it wrong. Try and find out WHY they chose that answer. As you transition back to sests, students need to know what to do with their technology, they need a time limit. Summary? Close your lesson with your EQ or I Can Staements.  Not just "What did you learn?"  You ask the questions and see if they can answer. The BIGGEST reason we learn to inference is to help us when we are reading a book or even watching a movie.  It's "reading between the lines" 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		You began your lesson with a good definition on what classification means. There needed to be a little more review before stations began. You could have done this through stating your learning goals or I Can Statements. Stations were a good review, but as you could tell they didn't quite keep them busy enough.  Depending on your group, each station should be hands on but productive.  

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		When I entered, the lesson was in progress.  All students were engaged. Students were working in a large group format but soon transitioned to small groups.  Guided practice occurred in the small groups while other students worked independently.  Students received lots of encouragement and praise for their work and ideas.  In your group, you had students defending their answers and using the text as a resource.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You began the class period with warm up work. *Try setting a time limit. If not done, you can finish at recess. This may help with having to repeatedly say "stop talking". You did a nice job of going over the warm up. *Awesome opening with showing a power point of "Let's talk about weirddos!" Great questioning as you presented and explained the strategy through a rhyme. You asked incredible, impressive questions. Loved the elbow partners that talked about the answers first. *Your humbleness to your students that this was hard for you to understand, and you had to figure out a beter way to teach them was awesome!  *Using white boards allowed them to practice the strategy on their own. *this was an incredible sought out, planned lesson.  Good job!
 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You engaged your students by explaining how they would be using index cards to help them round decimals. The students would be using 22 index cards to prepare for this activity. Even though it took a few minutes for the students to prepare these, you did a nice job of giving directions. These cards will be very beneficial for them in the future. You presented several straegies to help them with rounding decimals. **possibly more instruction/guided practice could have been used in lesson.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a great powerpoint about using quotation marks in dialogue. *The teacher needs to let the students read the sentences. The teacher did a good job calling on the students after sharing the powerpoint information. The teacher let the students come up to the powepoint to insert the commas and quotation marks correctly in the sentences. The teacher had great additional information for the students as they completed the powerpoint sentences. The teacher issued a practice worksheet for the students after dismissing them to their seats. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the worksheet before the students began the worksheet. The teacher called up a few students to her small group for additional help with the worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge regading making inferences. You allowed table groups to discuss what they thought making inferences means and to come up with an example. You had directions for group discussion written of a slide. Wow! You had one person from each group share what they thought making inferences was and their example. You may want to randomly call on someone from each group to share rather than letting them decide who will speak. This tells the students they are all accountable for learing the information, because they do not know who you will call on. You showed a "Flocabulary" video next which gave the same information you had been discussing, but in a visual form.  This reaches those students who learn best with visuals and everyone was totally engaged. When you gave feedback, you gave specific examples of what students were doing correctly.  Knowing what to say when they are incorrect will come with practice. You shared a slide with the exact definiton you wanted the students to "go with" regarding inferencing which was "best guess". You showed pictures on the board and had students infer what was happening in each. Excellent use of visuals and this also allowed all to hear their classmates thoughts. You scaffolded the lesson to the next level when you had them read a passage from the board. You had students discuss/make inferences regarding what was going on in the passage. You had the 'have evidence" of their best guess. Outstanding! This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge when they have to explain their reasoning. You had placed inferencing cards around the room. You had the students move to each card and write on their papers what they inferred by looking at the picture. Such an engaging way to have them practice this skill, as they got to get up and move around!  All were on task and following your directions! You had the students complete the assessment worksheet before revisiting the "I can statement". In this lesson it may not have been  crucial, but in some lessons it is better to go back to the EQ or I can statement before the assessment. If they are just learning a skill or new information this will be supportive of the students understanding. How was differentiation carried out in the completion of the assessment?  Do these students already know about their modifications?  If not, you can always look for different reading levels for the same skill on the website readworks. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson reviewing the stages of writing.  Excellent reminder of the steps for any peice of writing. You drew a T-Chart on the board and reminded the students of the passages read regarding school lunches the previous day.  The students were to reflect on whether they thought school lunches should be healthier or not, as they were going to write an opinion piece. You asked the students to vote, by a show of hands, whether lunches should/should not be heathier.  You then gave each of the students a sticky note and asked them to write should  OR should not at the top, depending on their opinion.  You asked the students to think about reasons to back up/support their position. Students wrote, on their sticky notes, what stance they were taking and a reason to support their position.  The sticky notes were then placed, by the students, on the  T-Chart . I would suggest, rather than having the entire class come to the board at once, having boys or girls come at one time.  Less confusion and liklihood for getting off task. You then gave the students a planning page (G.O.)  You guided the students through the beginning of the planning page. You stressed the importance of of giving reasons to support their position regarding school lunches. You gave the students excellent support, as you scaffolded their learning with the packet of articles, G.O.s, and planning guides for their piece of opinion writing.  It really broke down the steps for how to write an opinion piece. You led a discussion regarding the topic sentence.  You clarified that they should include the student's position regarding school lunches. You also reminded students when reasons would be added to the planning page.. You set the timer for 15 minutes and allowed the students to work independently on their planning pages.  The second 15 minutes they were allowed to work with a partner who had the same opinion. I did not observe the lesson closing as I had to leave the room. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Students had some confusion about what they were to do in groups.  You pulled struggling learners to your group at the table. Your group had difficulty with what you wanted them to do.  They were not paying attention as parts of the book were being read.  Might have them put their finger on the reading and follow along.  That way you can monitor if they are at least keeping up with the reading.  Also, you wanted them to write down important information.  Again, it is more difficult for struggling students to do a lot of writing.  You probably should have given them a handout with important words in sentences to be filled in possibly straight fom the book.   When you say a number over 100 do not put an AND in it...208 is two hundred eight...NOT two hundred AND eight. Never saw you do flipbooks which was in your lesson plan??  You need more energy in your lessons.  Also you are very monotone when speaking.  Don't know how productiive this lesson was for the students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The Flocabulary video helped get them started on the lesson.   Loved your questioning after the video.  YEA! "Which is the leader of the sentence?" Transitions from desks to rug was very smooth.  Proud of you! A little more direct instruction would have been good.  The popsicle sticks were a great idea for guided practice.   Great strategy to ask one of the girls to repeat directions of game for everyone. There seemed to be a little confusion at first.  suggestion- When you are explaining compound sentences, you have to give and show examples.  As you mention two independent sentences, show them right then!  When you used the coordinated outfit as example, show the sentences to make the connection. You never showed example so it was a little confusing. Coordinating and compound are two different things.   And the word independent wasn't really ever explained.  (2 independent sentences make up a compound sentence) Good idea of closing by writing a compound sentence as a ticket out door.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your opening pictures on Prom board was a good idea.  But there has to be some discussion about them.  Possibly show the pictures and have them work in their group to compare if they have the trait or not, then go back and gegin explaining what they were doing.  That's a great segway into discussion of inherited traits.  Remember have each activity flow into the next.  The activities that you do must have instruction in each one.  This means that you have to know your material like the back of your hand.  Close/summarize your lesson at end.  Your teacher ended up doing this.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson sharing an experience you had eating pizza from Papa John's.  You told the students you thought their pizza was the very best pizza.  You then asked the students if your statement was fact or opinion.    You then asked if any students had a different opinion regarding the best pizza. You led a review of what fact and opinion means with a slide presentation on the P.B.  You made it clear facts can be proven and shared some examples of facts and how they could be proven. You worked through several statements asking if they were fact or opinion, gving your students a lot of support in understanding the difference between the two. Each student was then given a large colored (different brightly colored cards) F or O. You practiced some more examples and had students hold up the F if the statement was a fact and an O if the statement was an opinion. The students enjoyed the manipulation of the cards and this was an easy way for you to visually see who was grasping the concept. You then directed the students' attention to a slide with choices for best class pet.  You had a G.O. you shared with the class using the ELMO.  You demonstrated how to organize an opinion piece of writing by demonstrating how to fill out the G.O.  As you guided them though this process, you used excellent questioning in order to get the students to expand upon their ideas. After the G.O. you showed a slide with the various choices for gathering information about the pet they thought would make the best one for the class.  These opportunities would give the students the information needed in order to support their opinions. You set the expectations for how to use the various sources of information.  Students moved to various parts of the room to work on research. All students were engaged and excited about researching the pet they thought would be best. You and Mrs. Cook circulated throughtout the room  assessing students' understanding and giving guidance. This piece of writng is a work in progress and therefore I did not see a formal lesson closing. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson telling the students they were going to be detectives today. You clarified the meaning of the word detective and what they do. You had placed bags around the room with pictures in each bag. The students were to figure out the "main idea" of what all the pictures represented. You shared an example and demonstrated what to do as they went to each of the bags placed around the room. You thoroughly explained how to record their responses on the provided chart each student received. You set expectations for student behavior as they went around the room "solving" the mystery and finding the main idea in each bag.  Students moved beautifully from one bag to another. So impressive! You had the students transition to the rug after all students had completed recording their responses...orderly transition...no instructional time lost. You went over each bag and what the main idea of each was. You scaffolded your students to the next level  when you had them read a passage and look for the main idea and supporting details in the passage. An easier passage would have enabled the students to practice finding the main idea more easily. You went through two examples of passages. You took the second passage about thunderstorms and modeled how to make a mobile with the main idea on the cloud and the supporting details on the raindrops.  So creative and engaging!!! I did not see the lesson closing, because I had to leave for another observation. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Good review of character traits at the beginning.  STudents worked in pairs to read passage about Jackie Robinson and answer questions.  Some struggled with the passage and answering the questions.  It might have been good if you had read the pasage and talked a little about it before giving it to them.  Liked the way you had students write the good and bad traits on a graphic organizer.  Good vocabulary development.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" soooo much.  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the three "R's"-reduce, reuse and recycle. The teacher shared a Flocabulary powepoint about the three "R'". The teacher issued a sheet of paper to each student. The lesson was about pollution. The teacher was conducting an experiment about water pollution. The teacher read a story about the pollution. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions as she read the Pollution read aloud. The teacher passed out different pieces of paper with words that were contained in the read aloud. As the teacher said the word, the students would come up and pour the paper cup with the contents in the water to pollute the water. Great strategy for the students to be involved in the read aloud. The students were very in tune to the lesson waiting for the teacher to read their word. The teacher instructed the students to complete the journal entries.  The questions for the journal were posted on the powerpoint.  The teacher did a good job of instructing the students on how to answer the questions and gave good examples of good answers for the questions. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the three branches of the government. *The teacher needed to let the students read the vocabulary. The students began to read on the own! The teacher explained the worksheet with explicit instructions. *The teacher needed a little more delivery with her lesson. Even if the lesson is review, she needed to stay on the three branches of government subject matter a little longer. *The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher left the chart on the powerpoint as a resource for the activity. *The teacher needed to have an example of the finished product for the students before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher is great at giving positive remarks as they work.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Flocabulary Video was a great choice as the opening for this lesson. It was easy to follow since the dialogue was listed on the screen. I would suggest using real-life examples so the students can better relate to the lesson. Students appeared to enjoy the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You engaged students with the soccer ball. All wanted to know what they were going to get to do. The lesson allowed students to construct equations and practice multiplication with the majority of the time being independent practice. No questions were asked beyond :did everybody get that?" Students were saying yes even though the teacher found many with the wrong answer. Students who went to solve problem at the board should explain their thinking, Have the class hold up the white boards and show you their answers and work. This way you can monitor them to be sure they are working and correct. No connection to rel world. When will students use this skill.You CT was finding students not showing signs, wrong answers, and students erasing their work before it was checked. You should have seen this when you were walking the room.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You told the students they would be learning how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.  You asked the students  to raise their hand if anyone knew what you were holding up, a caterpillar puppet. You asked the students where they had seen caterpillars?  This is a great way to connect the content to their real lives. You the read "The Hungry Caterpillar". The students were all engaged and enjoying the reading of the book.  You read aloud with expression!!  You asked the students for another name for a cocoon. One of the students said chrysalis. After reading the book, you picked up the caterpillar puppet and showed how it could be changed into a beautiful butterfly.  You led a discussion about the different types of butterflies the students had seen. You pointed out that some use camouflage as a way to defend themselves from predators. You asked the students what the word camouflage meant and then helped clarify what a student said. You then dismissed the students to their groups. At all three tables you had all of  the materials ready for the students to make their own butterflies.   You held up the butterfly puppet and pointed out that both wings were exactly alike and this was an example of symmetry. Lesson closing was done while some students were finishing up their butterflies. I am not sure all students were listening as you reviewed how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The appropriate use of technology enhanced this lesson. The discussion and movement through math questions or problems is a strength for the teacher candidate. There is familiarity with the students and this is evident when students are asked to share an example or try a challenging problem. There was a subsitute teacher, but the teacher candidate was proficient and skilled at organizing the students in both academic and logistical ways.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		When leading class discussion, the intern strategically uses repetition to reinforce student learning and highlight important words, numbers, or phrases. Students sometimes join in the repetition, and it is clear they are actively learning. (See note about pitch of voice in the "classroom management section below.) During transition, the intern uses students who are team captains to gather handouts or materials that their table mates will need. This makes it move faster and preserves valuable instructional time.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great job of reviewing the 6 simple machines. This was guided instruction as students helped you explain. It was amazing to see how many students had their hand raised to answer your questions. They knew their STUFF! Good visuals and definitions were included. Great questioning. You gave them ample time to fifure out the answers. You encouraged them to think. Loved, loved your hands on activity. You used several candies/cookies for students to make 3 out of 6 simple machines... at the same time! this was incredible learning and fun. They will always remember this. You stated your expectations and gave clear directions on what they were to accomplish.  There was no confusion.  

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Loved your opening of naturally making different pitch sounds with your voice and asking them what it was as they came in to the room. You asked fabulous thinking questions as you were reviewing pitch, volume, etc. You prepared them for the video they would watch. Nice transition. Also pausing it and discussing it at certain times was good. You make your students feel so smart, You challenge them! Loved, loved the "mosquito sound" test. Your students loved this too. Glad you explained and asked what makes our hearing damaged over years. *To change things up from large group teaching,  do some "think, share, pair." or   Let them do something simple in small groups around them.  For example, if the Moby quiz was on paper, they could answer questions in groups for 5 minutes.  Then, come back as a whole to discuss the answers they came up with . *Would have been good to have some type of informal asessment so that you can see who understands. This asessment also gives independent practice to your students.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You opened with a video that caught students attention.  You statement about learning "somethingbig" also piqued their interest.  You had manipulatives for students to make models of arrays.  You monitored the class as they worked making sure they were completeing the array correctly.  You are very encouraging to students.  You tied the lesson to the real world. Don't try to talk over students. Stop and wait until they are ready for directions/instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great opening as you asked "What do you know about Simple machines?" Elbow share partners was a good choice. You did such a good job of having them understand that even know they have learned this, they need to get it back into their mind to remember! Awesome! You transitioned well into groups as you moved from activity to next activity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were practicing example problems with initial guidance from the teacher candidate. Repetition helped students have multiple chances to understand the concept of changing "84 tens" to a whole number... "840". She needed them to recognize that adding a "0" would give them the correct solution. Discussion with classmates was a good strategy for predicting correct answer Pausing to give multiple examples helped students who needed more clarity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The question about higher order thinking skills was marked "not observed" not as a penalty to the intern, but just a characteristic of the topic. Elementary standards such as this one require some level of memorization of the phonics rules. Memorization would not lend itself to higher order questioning. The students did have to apply the rules in their practice.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher was explaining the solids, liquids and gases. The teacher instructed the students to make a solid in the back of the classroom. The teacher has a great hands-on educational lesson to teach the three states of matter. The teacher asked great higher order thinking questions throughout the lesson. The teacher explained each station before dismissing the students to the stations. The teacher did a great job of explaining the worksheets and stations. The teacher had a great powerpoint posting each station. Root Beer Float activity, Cheerios model, Cut and Sort and Technology games were the different stations The teacher had previously planned the different students for the different stations. The teacher did a good job monitoring the different stations while conducting a station of her own. The teacher had great questions during the Root Beer experiment.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		The Power Point was good.  The picture of the girl was a good choice.  What about using compare and contrast to her learned behaviors/inherited as well as comparing and contrasting with the students.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened lesson describing weekend using similes and metaphors.  Students had to figure out what you were using.  Had students define the terms.  Lots of student participation as they sorted examples of parts of speech. Work on your lesson closing-have students discuss what they learned in lesson.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your opening started with a question and then went into student note taking.  We discussed the possibility of having the notes printed so students could just glue them into their notebooks.  The note taking takes up a good amout of instructional time. You moved into a hands on activity using dice.  This allowed students to be active participants and all were engaged.  You had a strategy for making the activity more challenging for students who found it too easy. You encouraged students through the lesson. Try slowing down a little--tempo of lesson was too fast for somw students and the get easily frustrated when you move on.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good video used to energize the lesson. Always use real life examples to help students relate to topic. Don't be afraid to answer random questions from your students.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Good review lesson.  Good pace during the lesson and the "show & tell" to complete the worksheet as a class.  I liked the way you showed what was going to happen in each center.  I know you timed the centers but I didn't hear how much time for each.  Students did well in each center.  Good job checking on center activity. You stated the division problem incorrectly.  You said "5 divided by 12" instead of "12 divided by 5".  Also, when you say a number over 100 there is no AND in the number when you say it.  394 should be said three hundred ninety-four...NOT three hundred AND ninety-four.  

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You opened your lesson with a review of vocabulary of Cattle Trail and Immigration. It was a good review but this is your time to shine as a teacher to give instruction along the way as they are recalling words and what they mean. *Try something unique with your students as you open review. Maybe opening with a review game that is fun but very structured. This will helpkeep them engaged and attentive more. Glad you did stations. Small groups are awesome. Your stations were very creative! * Make sure you set your expectations and rules before they start. Be stern and consistent. Be sure they all understand the directions of what they are to do in stations. *Be excited as you explain stations. You want to set that for your students about learning and how this practice will help them!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Loved how you used previous learning from World War II into the Cold War. You kept your class mesmerized with your enthusiasm in the content. It was obvious how engaged they were with how many wanted to ask questions and give answers. The pictures/ visuals you added were spot on. The symbolism of the pictures were great. This entranced your kids. It's so obvious that you know your content so well! I can tell you spent a lot of time studying and preparing. Such good, positive praising comments to these boys. They totally respect you. The Dr. Suess book was a good ending of symbolism of the Cold War. *The lecture (direct teaching) was long, but they seemed to do fine with it because you kept it so interesting. Awesome closing/summary fo recapping the EQs.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Awesome opening as you told them what they would be learning. You began with forward thinking of the video that they would be watching. Good thinking to stop the video at certain points to ask questions. When Kelvin got the wrong answer, don't give up too quickly. He relized it was wrong and he wanted to try again. Questioning was very good today! I noticed such an improvement on this! You have a gift of delivering the content and helping your students understand. You showed them what helped you learn it. Students love this when their teacher shares their struggles. Great positive comments. You make your students feel smart! *As they practice on their white boards, have them give you the steps back each time. For example, "What's the first step? This keeps reinterating what they have to do to solve problem. Your transitions moved smoothly as you moved from one activity to the next.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson having students label the parts of a division problem in words.  This was excellent support of the parts of a division problem. You then had students solve actual division problems with and without remainders. You went over the parts of a division problem and had students tell you what each part was called. You had students come to the P. Board and solve the actual division problem with numbers. As that student was working, you asked the rest of the class to explain what the student at the board was doing. This kept all students involved and on task. Well done! This was also excellent questioning....having students analyze how the student was solving the problem. You then played a video which reviewed the steps of solving a division problem, what the "left over" number is called, and the need for checking a division problem. After the video you referred back to the two problems done earlier and asked what step had not been done that they saw in the video. They were quick to respond....check the problem. You had a student demonstrate how to check the problem on the P.Board. You reviewed the parts of a division problem as the students checked the problems on the P. Board. You explained how the students were going to play the division game with remainders with a partner. You then modeled how the game would be played.  Excellent support! 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You opened the lesson asking the students how area and perimeter are related. Excellent higher order thinking question. You reviewed the formulas for finding the area and perimeter of a figure. You played a song about perimeter and area and asked the students to just listen the first time.  The second time you played the song, you put movements with it and explained them.  The students were clearly enjoying seeing this side of you as you performed the song.  Then you asked the students to get up and they performed the movements, too. You then passed out papers.  Always continue the lesson even when passing something out. This keeps the students focused and you don't waste instructional time getting them back on task.  Try calling  on different students to explain how to find area and perimeter as you passed out the papers. Continue this as long as it takes to pass them out.  All students will be listening, because they don't know if you will call on them to explain area or perimeter next. AND the more the students hear something repeated the more likely they are to remember it. Time was also lost when students realized they needed a pencil once you handed out papers.  This is time lost that cannot be gotten back.  Expect them to take care of this as they enter the room after lunch. In the center of each group of students you had put together a "tool box" of items they could choose to measure. You told the students they would be measuring in inches and you reviewed how to measure using a ruler.  The students were given time to choose an object, measure the sides and calculate the area and the perimeter. You circulated through the room as students were working to assess understanding and give assistance.    Be careful how long you make the ones who finish first wait on the rest of the students to finish. This is a fine balance, as there is no way they will all finish at the same time.  The ones who finish first will become "behavior problems" if they are made to wait too long.   You called on a few students to talk about how they measured and calculated their object's area and perimeter. You then went over the area/perimeter "missing side" notes you had provided for each student.  You worked through several problems together and then asked the students to complete the rest of the problems independently. I did not see the lesson closing, because I needed to leave for another observation. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Great review on area model (writing in expanded form standard) Glad you modeled as you explained. You allowed your students to "plead their case" on their answer.  Your class was engaged in work. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good opening with pictures on Prom board. What is propaganda? Do they know what this word means? Talk morea bout these pictures. What is the connection with each? How can these pictures segway you into talking about rationing? It was rationing, but.....in what direction are we going? As Power Point starts, discuss how rationing started anyway? During WWII, what caused the government to have to put a ration on food, clothing, etc.? What are these red and blue stamp books? The recording sheet on rationing was a good choice. Make the directions clearly stated so the groups understand what they are to do. Questioning was good as you asked each group what they came up with. Keep going back to the effects of WWII. How long did this rationing last? Did everyone pull together or was it hard on these people? Do we have to ration now? Could we in the future? \

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You got the students attention with the video. You related the lesson to previous learning. There was a good balance of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the activity. Good higher order thinking question. The lesson did what your teacher wanted but really didn't address the standard. They was not much emphasis on money being used for goods and services.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Involved students with the letter vests and having them get up and make words for the rest to sound out. Guided practice with the magic e wands that the students made then used to change words.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was appropriate for grade but involved alot of time spent on note taking. Had a power point presentation on the branches of government. Asked questions to assess student understanding.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Used KWL chart to engage studentds and get them thinking about the lesson. Had a video for students to watch and make notes on the chart. Asked recall questions. Incorporated technology as students researched the 13 colonies. Lesson ran long and will be continued on
Monday.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You reviewed prior learning and then engaged students with a video/song.  Students had lots of participation with the turn around game played as a whole group.  Students had guided instruction and indepedent practice in small group setting.  You are so encouraging and kind to students.  You incorporated academic language and higher order questioning.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good beginning review of counting coins.  When you were going over the word problem sheet that was displayed on the promethean you should have worked the problems out where all students could see.  I know some could do it in their heads but not all.  I think more could have been done with the whole group that was in your lesson.  Be careful with labels like "Quest"...it doesn't mean that they are gifted in all subjects.   

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher is very attentive to the students during their station time.  The teacher did a good job helping those during their station time. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good questions on a powerpoint for the students. The teacher asked the students-How do you add and subtract decimals? The teacher wrote different examples of numbers with decimals and asked the students what the decimals stood for. *The teacher needed to let a student read the directions on the powerpoint. *The teacher needs to direct the question to one student and not the whole class some of the time. The teacher had good classroom participation. The lesson was very sequential for the subject matter of the decimal lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. *The teacher needs to talk louder and with more confidence during the lesson. The teacher held up the different block and let the students identify the blocks-one, ten and hundreds. The teacher had good questions about the different blocks. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson.  Video was a good way of getting them thinking about the layers of soil.  Foldable was another appropriate way to reinforce what they have learned.  Glad you had model done for them to see what the finished product would look like.  Easy for them to read the "typing" on the promethean board.  Might have reread definition after you typed it or have the students read it with you.  It also might have been easier to put your foldable under the "camera" to show.  At the end, if students are answering on paper, you might want to say something about not looking at anyone elses' papers.  You want to knoe what they know.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Small group activity with chrome books.  Slow process of getting small group on lesson in chrome book.  Students attention was not held during the lesson.  Some students seemed to have a hard time reading from chrome book and keeping their place.  Good clarifying some information they read from article.  Good vocabulary development.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a review of important places and physical features.  You discussed the physical features of such places as the Grand Canyon, Salton Sea, Great Salt Lake Mojave Desert and Death Valley.  You reviewed the concept of weathering and erosion and how these destructive forces impact the land.  This was a perfect integration of Science and Social Studies! You had students locate and plot the location of each of the above mentioned physical features.  The slides you shared had terrific visuals and information which kept the students engaged in the lesson. You asked questions such as How was the Grand Canyon formed and how is the Salton Sea shringking You then shared slides of important places such as the Chisholm Trail and its importance. You reviewed Pittsburgh and its importance in the maufacturing of steel.  All important places were also located and plottted on the map each student had. You closed the lesson asking questions from the review to assess their understanding of the learning goals.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a video about the Transcontinental Railroad.  The students were clearly engaged.  You stopped at one point, during the video, to clarify something for your students. This showed you know your students and that the particular information might need further explanation. Terrific! You supported your students' learning by discussing the terms supply, demand, producers, and consumers.  You explained why prices may vary from time to time. You used the example of the Hover Board everyone wanted for Christmas last year in order to get the point of supply and demand across. Outstanding way to connect this concept to real life for your students! The powerpoint slides were engaging and you did a thorough job of discussing the information. You had the students, at various times during the lesson, record information (facts) about the different topics discussed in their interactive notebooks. You had students explain why ranchers wanted to get their cattle to eastern markets.  You used H.O.T. questions throughout your lesson, thus enabling your students to have a deepers knowledge of the subject matter. You included map skills when you had students draw the route for the Transcontinental Railroad, the Chisolm Trail, and the Great Western Trails, all in different colors, on a map you provided.  Terrific visual aid for deeper understanding as to where all of these were located in the U.S.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Difficult topic.  Power point was good but I don't know that the students ever really got into the lesson.  Lots of information they did not understand.  Before you put them in groups, you should have gone through an entire example of what you wanted them to do.  Again it was confusing.  It was good having them come up in front as a group to go over the information they put together in their groups.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate made effective use of proximity/gathering for whole group instruction (students sitting on carpet close to chart showing examples) She demonstrates skill for students (how to edit sentences) prior to asking them to       practice in class and uses technology to support learning goals Instruction was differentiated through multiple modes of delivery -Students moved on to practice with clear understanding of the task. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your instructional decision to "make mistakes" while working a problem on the board created multiple opportunities for students to use critical thinking/ higher order thinking skills. The students were clearly thinking and analyzing your work as they would raise their hand to tell you about a "mistake" that you had made. Their ability to reason and offer the correct procedure provided you with good formative assessment information as you made decisions later about which students to check on during independent practice.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You opened the lesson telling the students they would be learning about flowers, parts of the a flower. You read the book Planting a Rainbow.  Great read aloud. You asked the students where flowers come from...you helped them to understand the many places they can be found. I like the way you used many opportunities, while reading the book, to point out and discuss the contents. You asked the students why they thought the book was called "Planting a Rainbow."  You helped students to understand that all the colors of the different flowers were like all the colors of a rainbow. You dismissed the students to one of the three groups.  The students were so quiet during this transition. You had all materials ready for each of the three groups. You explained how the droppers were to be used and that they would need to wait their turn to use one. You pointed out the colors they could choose from  to color their flowers in the ice tray. You had made a great model. Would have been good to hang it up so all students could see it. Lesson closing goes at the very end of the lesson, as this allows for assessing their understanding of the lesson goal.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		- Actively involves individual students and whole group in verbally solving math problems - Reinforces math vocabulary/concepts as he guides students through the process of solving math problems -Provides opportunity for independent  work in addition to guided practice - Assists individual students as needed or requested during their independent work.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mr. Spence has a solidly proficient performance in carrying out this lesson. He is headed toward exemplary in some areas such reinforcement, open-ended questions, and wait time. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Loved that your problems included real world scenarios. Your differentiation within groups and with the tasks was good. Your directions were clear and you set expectations for acceptable behavior. Transitions from one group to the next was very smooth. You required students to "show their work" as they completed the problems and explained why that was important. When working with money try to have real coins available for the students to see.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		I liked that you had them get out what would be need during class before you started.  I also like how you began the lesson with three volunteers drawing items from a bag to have the class predict what they were going to be doing during class.  It was interesting that you had to define the word "draw" for the students.  Good power point presentation.  You did a good job in having them work the problems then going over step by step with the power point information.  You probably should have had them draw a picture of the problems they were doing.  It would have been another way for them to "see" the problem.  After the first problem you did not have them read the sentence...it was important. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was a subtraction and addition word problem review lesson.  You began by asking the students to give you words that told them they needed to add in order to solve a word problem. Then you did the same with key words which indicated the operation would be subtraction.  You wrote the key words on a plus sign anchor chart and a minus sign anchor chart.  Very creative and can be left up for students to refer to when necessary. You worked through several problems on the PB asking students to locate the key words that would tell them whether to add or subtract to solve the problem. After it was decided what the operation needed was, the students went about actually solving the problem on their individual white boards. You called on individual students to share how they solved each of the problems. Each student was then given a flip book. You had the standards cut out and ready for the students to paste them to their books. You differentiated the lesson when you had different problems for the various levels of students in the class. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You activated the lesson by explaining your anchor chart.  Because there was no discussion of the learning goal, I the students seemed a little caught off guard. If they have been exposed to subtraction with regrouping before, it would have been helpful to make reference to that before sharing the anchor chart. You had slides on the P. board with a story problem involving subtraction with regrouping.  This was a good idea. My only suggestion would be to slow down the explanation of the slides so they can grasp what they are being shown. You modeled a problem on the board using the "rules" from the anchor chart. This taught the students they could look to the chart for help. You explained when taking "1" from the tens column they are actually borrowing 10 to add to the number in the ones place. Excellent support for learning the place value system! You had the students use white boards to practice a problem. Circulating through the classroom, looking at the boards of the students who may have trouble, would have been a good way to assess their understanding. I realize you don't want this to take too long or the others will get off task.   Always set expectations for using the boards....what to do when finished. Some began to talk as they finished and might have been disruptive to the ones still working their problem. You kept referring to the chart information to guide/support students through the practice problems.  Well done. You had made a game for the students to play with colorful creative gameboards.  You had the rules for playing the game on the P. board.  Always explain and show students how to play a game before letting them move from their seats. Some groups did not understand how to play the game and this is when it got a little chaotic in the class. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good introductory lesson.  I liked how you introduced what an idiom was and then went over the standard...and put in student language.  Students enjoyed your skit with Mrs. Savidge and her "being a chicken".  Good having the students get up in front of class and do their skit that emphasized an idiom.  Might have been "better?" to have the students not doing the skit explain the idiom then have the skit students explain what they thought. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Really good that you had them get their chrome books ready before you start the lesson.  Made it much easier to flow from one activity to the next.  Good video...it added additional information about suffixes that they had heard about in a previous prefix lesson.  Good step by step directions inputting information into their chrome books.  Students had some difficulty coming up with words with suffixes.  Glad you put up a word bank on the board.  Students are having difficulty typing on the chrome books...they need as much practice as possible.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good energy throughout lesson.  You did a great job of paraphrasing student answers and adding information as needed to clarify.  Good job of explaining the difference betwee "theme" and "main idea".  Expanded students' vocabulary by using words like "elaborate" on bravery.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I liked the way you opened with defining the terms and having them then predict how the cups would transmit light.  You showing the cups lighted by the flashlight really reinforced their predictions.  Having them write the definitions of transparent, translucent, and opaque was good except you should have also included the direction that they could put in their own words.  You also referred back to a video they had seen the day before.  Good directions for the activity to have a cutter, a gluer, and a paster.  Kept the activity moving and good conversation at each table.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great visuals! Excellent idea to use frogs since most kids love the.! Good visuals - video definitely enhanced the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began with the powerpoint about beaks. The teacher used the powerpoint as a teaching tool to ask questions about the beaks of birds. The teacher explained the experiments to the students. The teacher issued packets to the students with explicit instructions for completing the packets. The teacher had the students use different items to gather the marshmallows in the bowls. The teacher instructed the students to write about a bird and their beak. The teacher had a good discussion about the different experiments with the beaks and the birds at the conclusion of her lesson. The teacher asked good thinking questions about the lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Opening communicated expections Instructional time varied sometimes needed more. Some grouping at the end

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		You opened your lesson reminding them of what they had been doing this week in math. suggestion- Instead of opening up with question "What have we been doing in math this week?" Try showing a graph and asking what we call this picture?"   "And why do we use these graphs?"  Go in that direction to refocus their brain.   Good directions, expectations (pencils down, eyes on me) on the graph activity.   Your students loved the gummy bear graph activity.  This kept them engaged while they were learning.   suggestion- for visual learners especially, I would have had them use the same color drawing in graph as the gummy bears. (Instead of using pencil to graph all.)  

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher began the story by asking the students questions about story problems. The teacher called on different students to read the story problems on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job walking around monitoring the students throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to make up their own problems on the back of their paper. The teacher recorded the problems from the students on the promethean board. The teacher had good questions for the students as they responded with their problems. The teacher has a very caring personality. He truly cares about the education of his students. The teacher constantly gives positive reinforcements to the students as they worked throughout the lesson. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You accessed prior knowledge of main idea and key details. You had an anchor chart to fill out with the students. You asked the following questions and guided the students to the correct responses. These were written on the anchor chart for students to copy into their interactive notebooks: What is the main idea? Why do you think it is important to find the main idea? How do we find the main idea? Students were broken into two groups according to their Lexile Levels. Mrs. McKenzie worked with one group and you worked with the other. Great way to differentiate learning!! You printed out pages from their novel study books and had students practice looking for themes, ideas or information the author is trying to tell their audience. I had to leave, therefore I did not see the closing of the lesson. Many students had trouble reading the anchor chart and had to move. To their credit they moved without disturbing the class. Think about how well students can see what you are doing at the front of the room if they are sitting farther back.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You showed the students a figure and had the students tell you the fractions, using the correct termonology-numerator and denomenator.  You asked the students to tell you the fraction that represented the green colored parts of the figure-reminding them the denominator is the total number of parts and the numerator would be the number of green parts. The students then worked with a partner to answer the next question regarding the number of colored partitions. One person was to write the answer on the sticky note.  Answers were placed on the correct part of the anchor chart.  You reviewed the answers in order to see if the students agree with the answers or not. You repeated this process until you gave each student his/her own sticky note. They wrote their names on them and you asked the final question.  This allowed you to see if individual students were understanding the concepts. Students were then given a handout with problems to work independently. You and your CT worked with small groups and individual students in order that students had the support they needed.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson on using context clues to get the meaning of a word they may not know when reading.  Students enjoyed the Flocabulary video.  You also had an anchor chart for them to refer to about where to look in their reading for meaning.  I liked the "Word Detective" that you filled in as a group.  Good that you had the students explain how they knew the real word to put in the place of the made up word from the clues.  Good station activities.  The students were really challenged by the Kahoot questions.  Some really struggles with it.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson.  Glad you used the camera to show the words and pictures as you reviewed components of each branch of government.  Students loved playing Government Trivia.  Liked how you had them work with their elbow partner to get the answer. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening and engager as you told them what they would be learning today. Loved the review chart you used on board to help them review Prose, Poetry and drama components. Your students were totally engaged as you reviewed the 3 methods that authors create. Good questioning of whys and why nots. So glad you incorporated Valentines Day into your ELA. The video was a good visual of the Valentine history. *Talk about this video more after it ends! The popcorn reading fit right in to your reading skills. Having them choose to write a poem, prose, or a drama was a creative idea. *Probably need more instructions and expectations. Maybe you model on board one for them to see. Differentiation could be making their own up (poem, drama, or prose) if they can't follow Valentine story. It was hard. This would even be hard for me to think about. But the idea was great! Just tweek a little!

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening as you introduced relative pronouns using power point (vocabulary) Loved the Studyladder guided game. *suggestion- Once they see the correct answer, let them hear the wrong answers to hear why it wasn't right.  Then, once they answer (the worksheet), as you guide them, explain answers more. Awesome! You started doing this some! Good balance of direct /guided instruction and independent work. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Good discussion with the students about WWII, Pearl Harbor, and D-Day.  Students had a lot of information and using the "brochure" to fill in and the Venn diagram certainly helped them get it organized.  Be careful when you say numbers over 100 that you don't use the word "AND".  It should be said three hundred fifty-three...NOT...three hundred AND fifty-three.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of natural resources. You asked the students what it meant to be a human resource. You gave examples and then had students come up with some of their own to share. You asked if anyone knew what a resource is. You had students share examples of resources used everyday. This was an excellent way to connect learning to their person lives. You defined the three resources they were to study, natural human and capital . Students gave examples of each and these were recorded in their interactive notebooks. This was an excellent way to have students take notes with your support. After the PP you passed out nine pictures to nine students. You had drawn a chart on the board with a column for each productive resource. You instructed the students to place their picture under the correct column on the white board. After placing their pictures on the white board you led a discussion regarding whether the picture had been placed in the correct column. You asked why particular pictures were placed in the various columns. You instructed the students to complete their interactive notebooks by identifying what type of resource each of the nine pictures on the last page represented. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson with a PowerPoint review of fossils.  Beginning a lesson with a short review is so powerful and so supportive of your students' learning.  The P.P. had excellent visuals for all of the terms they had been studying. It was a very good lead-in to what they would be doing during stations. You explained what the students were to do in each station. The station activities supported your stand and E.Qs. perfectly. You had written up the directions for each station and had them included with the activities. This is the perfect way to teach students to be independent, as they could reread the directions if necessary. There was a little confusion for the students regarding which station to go to, but you quickly got them back on track. You had the students in your station create a mold and cast model using a shell and play-doh. In order to take their understanding to a higher level, you had them fill out a graphic organizer using the steps of the scientific process. You differentiated by having different reading levels for the information text sheets the students were to read. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Technology not working.  You possibly should have had the students get their pencils and something to write on before you started reading.  Too much time was wasted especially in the pencil line.  Good reading voice.  Students were very attentive while you read the book.  Doing the chart together was a good idea to give them practice for the next story but some of the students put their answers in the wrong box.  You needed to check after the first box and make sure all had the information in the right place. Activity was good but story they need to read was long.  Might have been better if you had read it to everyone then work in their groups. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, you flowed very naturally into lesson. You explained directions and gave expectations Glad that you used the textbook. There are many fun and creative ways to use this book. When you shared your Starbucks story (what you had written about), that was a neat great personal story they could relate to. Using text structure reminders was a good strategy. *suggestion- possibly spend more time modeling your story.  Modeling is a wonderful tool.  Elbow partners was a good idea to swap and check work. Closing was edit and revising.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good opening Brain Pop! Spend a little more time relating the  topic to real life! I think it would be beneficial to make a list of possible main topics after reading the book to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began by sharing a Brain pop video about immigration. The teacher read about the different immigrants for the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to ask the students questions during her delivery. The lesson had a lot of information about immigrants for the students. *The teacher could let the students read the powerpoint so they could be involved more.
*The teacher needed to dvide up the information for different days. The teacher issued worksheets to the students that contained math problems.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Activity was good working with "Theme" words.  I didn't see the beginning of the activity but the students seemed to be having a difficult time with some of the words.  Did you go around and give an example before you had the groups do it?  Second activity with the Song/Story/Poem...you should have gone through one as an example.  The song, story, and poem given needed to be more relevant to the students.  Fables are always good to use for "Theme".  You need to do more paraphrasing of student answers.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good mix of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the Brasin Pop video. The playdough was engaging as they got to make a good to sell. Money then allowed them to purchase-enacting the producer/consumer cycle. Lesson continued.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You reviewed prior learning of symbols for comaprison of numbers.  The video caught the students interest.  You had lots of student participation during your guided instruction.  You asked students to explain their thinking. Students had manipulatives to work with to compare numbers and make number lines. Lesson continued.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Good presentation (Power Point) as you introduced clouds.  It was obvious you thought your presentation through as you planned it.  You did a nice job of explaining the different types of clouds.  You gave some good examples as you presented. Stations were good.  Loved the fact that you added a writing station from the book Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Beginning of lesson was good but I would encourage you to slow down and spend more time on the focus of your lesson. You give quality feedback to your students.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different reference materials. *The poster used for the reference materials is too small for the students to see-the poster should be a powerpoint. The teacher used a map to share with the students to explain the map reference skill. The teacher used the dictionary to let the students look up different words. The teacher let the students tell her the answers to questions about different ways the dictionary can be used. The teacher reviewed the encyclopedia. The teacher had different examples of reference materials on each group of desks for the students to use during the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the definitions for the different reference materials. The teacher explained the game to the students. The teacher had the students participate in a scavenger hunt. The teacher told the students they were going on a scavenger hunt. The teacher gave the students five minutes to use the different reference materials. *The teacher needed to do one example from the worksheet to illustrate how to complete the answers. The teacher asked different questions at the end of the lesson for the closure. *The teacher needed some type of written assessment to see if the students understood the different reference materials. *The teacher led the students to believe that the reference materials were hard to use. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher reads with great expression. The teacher asked different questions relating the book to present day things like Jurassic Park. The teacher asks good questions throughout the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave good instructions for the next assignment before the students returned to their seats. The teacher had the instructions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to write about a fish fossil. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their writing assignment. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the directions for logging on to the ww.fossilmuseum. net website The lesson was very sequential in the delivery. The teacher did a great job encouraging the students to continue to work on their writing assignment.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Technology not working.  Good reading of the story.  Good questioning throughout the reading.  Might have had students get pencil and IReady book before you read the story.  Needed to check when they were filling in the information for the first story that they were answering in the right box.  I liked the way you paraphrased student answers. Also like the way you walked areound and checked on students work.  Good directions for second story they were to read.  Might have been better if you had read the story first for everyone then let them go to their groups.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson started off by reviewing the five regions of Georgia. Not all students knew the regions and there was some confusion. You did not have the attention of all the students as you explain the directions for the rotation of the stations. You gave the signal, but you gave directions while there were side conversations. Used the clapping rhythm and only a few of the students responded back. Always wait until everyone is listening. At times, you just talked over the students. Your voice got louder. Writing on the board, students were engaged in side conversations and you did not seems to notice this.  In the stations, some of the students were not looking at the power points, but just talking to each other. You had too much planned for the time allowed for the lesson. The places you set up the computers did not allow the students to all see the chrome book, which encouraged several to talk instead of work on the flip book. During transition to other stations, you gave directions, but did not have everyone's attention. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		I think it would be beneficial to spend more time relating George W. Carver to today's products. Take time to teach from the video: Make list on the side from student input. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		This lesson went much better. You had the students engaged in hands-on activities which they seemed to really enjoy. As we talked you realized that one center took much longer than the other two to complete. It is always important to practice activites at home to see the timiing. The ramp center needed nore directiion for the students, they were not clear what they were to do. I suggest having a timer to time the cars and a recording sheet for them to complete. The Venn digram was too short as well, maaybe if you had the studentsd each had to draw an example for the Venn diagram, a pull, a push , and both and maybe some old magazines for them to search through. A word find of objects that you could push, pull or both. The students were having fun and were able to answer the questions. The Bill Nye brought many memories... I loved his videos when I was teaching. You know he is coming back with some new videos. Be on the look out. You did a good job monitoring the groups and the transition was smooth for the most part. This class has some children who have some problems following directions.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson having students fold 2 dimensional figures as many ways as they could. Each student in the group had a different firgure. This was a good start. This lesson lends itself to lots of hands on manipulation of shapes in order to help students "see" the different lines of symmetry each object had. You reminded the students that the figures had to be folded with equal parts in order to show symmetry. You asked the groups to share what they had found with the figure their group was given. Perhaps have one student stand and demonstrate since all groups had different figures. You asked students to identify whether the figure was folded vertically or horizontally in order to form lines of summetry. This was excellent use of math vocabulary! You moved to the flip chart with examples of other objects, numbers, letters etc. that had lines of symmetry. Some of these were difficult to understand....like the "S" .... it would have been helpful if the students had had one to manipulate. The next slide on the flip chart gave examples of objects which had more than 2 lines of symmetry. Again, hands-on objects to manipulate would have been more powerful. The figure of the cross, in particular, was difficult for the students to determine the lines of symmetry. As you passed out their packet of papers you had students discuss how many lines of symmetry the last 2 figures on the slide had. This was a terrific technique to keep students on task and engaged in the lesson. Not a moment of instruction was lost. Make certain all students are listening when you give all directions. Many of the students had begun to work and did not hear you say to work on a, b, c, etc. when finished with number one. As students were working you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding and giving assistance. You assigned the ones to be done for homework after an appropriate amount of practice in the classroom. You moved on to a figure of a circle. You asked the students to share what they remembered about circles. Excellent support of previous skills. You led a dicussion helping the students reach the conclusion a circle would have an infinite number of lines of symmetry. Review of term infinite would have been appropriate. Someone in that room had probably forgotten. On the next handout, you had students complete the figures given using the line of symmetry.You demonstrated the first one on the board which was excellent support. You used a sort summarizer to close the lesson. What do you plan to do with the data gathered from the sticky notes? Because there was time left at the end of the class, it would have been more productive for the students to work on take home test and the symmetry problems rather than playing Geometry Simon Says. Perhaps play that game for 5 min. at the very end of the class. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of the water cycle.  The students shared with you what they already knew. You showed a very effective video to demonstrate the water cycle. You then asked questions after the video. The students were all engaged in the video.  You asked them to remember the stages of the water cycle.  You gave one student specific praise when you said, "I like the way you looked at the poster for help."  This reinforces anchor charts are there for them to use and support their learning. You included movement in the lesson when you had the students make specific movements for the stages of the water cycle. Excellent!  Another strategy for helping students to learn.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Reviewed volume, use popsicle sticks to call on students to answer questions. Had a power point to help students remember the formula and complete a few practice problems.I liked how you had students come to the board to work the problems and asked the class to check their work against the problem on the board.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Higher order questioning, wait time, and encouragement are all a part of the excellent discourse between the teacher candidate and her students. In addition, the discussion included specific instructions for improving their assignment which is a written response to a poem.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students who are reading independently have a packet of work to complete that allows them to share what they have learned about the characters and other elements from the book On Their Honor. The cooperating teacher shared with me that the packet of prompts to respond to the reading were created by the teacher candidate. The materials were exemplary, and can be adapted for other reading materials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		A good portion of your lesson was spent on a review of Ga. habitats--this was not reflected in the lesson plan. Your lesson plan called for a review of text features-this was a brief part of the lesson. The fake website was good to teach students everything they find on the internet is not true. Lots of student participation answering questions. Lesson continued.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Lesson opening grabbed the students attention and they were eager to participate in the centers.  Good review of standard.  You gave detailed instructions for each science station.  Students had things to do and observations to complete.  You reviewed the safety precautions for each station.  Everything was ready for all groups and transitions were smooth.  Directions were posted at each station so students could get right to work . Ask more open ended questions-have them describe the pysical/chemical change.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Video did more teaching than you did.  You needed to do the modelling of  the correct way to multiply decimals step by step.  It was difficult to have the students do problems on the board when the story problem was up...not enough room.  You also "lost" the students when one student took a long time working out a problem. You are very "robotic" when teaching.  Your voice is monotone and no inflection when points need to be stressed.  

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You explained the reason for order of operations.  Students discussed why order is needed-related it to the real world. There was a good balance of guided instruction independent practice.  You gave more guided instruction based on student needs.  Very encouraging to students--promoted an atmosphere where it was ok to try and see if it worked. Try to incorporate more open ended questions.  

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the center activities. You provided all accomodations planned for your students to help all be sucessful in lesson. You monitored students as they worked and encouraged those who were hesitant. Money has so many real world applications-try to make that connection with students so they see the purpose in the lesson.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the lesson.  You incorporated, guided practice, technology, manipulatives, and independent work into lesson.  You allowed students to get up and move when you sensed they needed to expel some energy.  You closed the lesson and had a ticket out the door for final assessmet.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what the different coins were worth. The teacher was using the strategy of letting one block represent one cent. The teacher would demonstrate how 10 blocks would equal 10 cents. The students would roll the two dice and come up with a two digit number. The students would display the correct coins for the two digit number. The teacher carried on dialog with the students to familarize them with the correct way to count money. The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet.  The teacher had the students do the first problem together. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher conducted a small group for Reading. The teacher had the Reading group tell her the different alphabet sounds for the beginning of the lessson. The teacher had a blending board that she used with the students to say the different words. The teacher took advantage of every teaching situation while working with the students. The teacher would question the students if the words were real or nonsense. The teacher gives good instructions for the worksheet to be completed. The teacher had thes students read different sentences.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Today's lesson masterfully moved between teacher centered and student centered learning. The teacher candidate had the book for read aloud projectedfrom the desktop camera. When she took a break from reading, she swapped right over to the projection of the graphic organizer, and continued leading the discussion and moved as needed throughout the classroom. The transition was so smooth that it was like watching a television show that is being shot with multiple cameras. By the time students stopped looking at the book and got their graphic organizer ready to go, she was at the front of the room ready to lead class discussion. As she continued leading the discussion, she eventually made her way back to the camera to reference the book again. It was the perfect use of technology that enhanced the lesson while at the same time keeping studetnt focused on either the teacher's voice or the written page of their book. Considering all of these points above, the intern/ teacher candidate has earned exemplary ratings for transitions and for the variety of strategies (read aloud, technology, graphic organizer).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great opening for the lesson. You did a good job with the lesson focus & the PP was a great visual learning tool fo all of the students. You were very encouraging to your students throughout the lesson. Good HOTS quesitioning thoughout the lesson. Good balance of instructional vs. student participation time. TOTD was a good activity. You might want to have them write 3 facts about the impact of the assassnation each person instead of just 3 facts about their person.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were involved from beginning of lesson.  You had students explain "why" they rounded up or down.  You transitioned to groups smoothly.  You gave directions and set expectations for students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		The Powerpoint was well composed and included an interactive activity. The graphics were colorful & provided details to the lesson. Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Lesson closing activity was appropriate. I would have the students that got the correct answer give me a thumbs up. This will help to clarify how many students understood the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Activated prior learning and made sure students really understood telling time to the hour. You asked why it was important to know about time. Used Judy clock to show students movvement of hands. Might have nelped for each student to have a small clock to move the hands. Be sure to watch your work-error in the guided practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened lesson with a video then told students to cut out pictures while watching video.  (In our discussion it wa noted that the video was more for the song).  You reviewed prior learning and made sure students understood the terms being used.  Had a flip book for students to glue pictures into. Had 2 sets of flip bookd made of different colors.  This made giving directions very confusing and took away from instructional time.  Watch your pronunciation-Parthenon was wrong throughout the lesson. Students had to label their books-write the 3 key terms on the board so you don't have to spel the words throughout the lesson. Transitioned to next activity before finishing up flip books and cleaning up.  Students were unsure of what to do with the cups and pans. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		The lesson was intriguing to the students but completing the activity took over the lesson. Make sure to keep focused on the purpose or focus of the lesson. It might help to spend more time with reviewing main idea. If you're using a video clip, make sure to use it as teching tool by reviewing the information presented. The DIrt Cake would have been a good activity at the end of the lesson. I think it would have helped to read the book about St. Patrick's Day in the heart of the lesson & follow the reading/discussion with a short activity to measure comprehension. The concluding activity could have been the Dirt Cake. Remember students need to See & Hear in order to learn. Once the DC activity is over, go on to the next slide which in this lesson would be the name of the book (or a picture of the book cover0 & a picture of the graphic organizer that you are using. Make sure all students havea chance to learn (high, medium, & low). 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning at the beginning of the lesson not only served as formative assessment, but also gave students clues and eventually clarity regarding the topic of the lesson. The perserverance of the teacher/intern in asking the right questions paid off.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate chose making models of the regions of Georgia for an assignment that would develop and highlight student understanding of the learning goals.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video to engage students.  Asked recall questions.  Had students applying their knowledge in problem solving. The robot activity was interesting because you supplied the area and allowed students to figure out how to construct a square or rectangle with that area. Good monitoring of students as they workied. When students wre struggling, you guided them to the answer with strategies to try instead of just giving them the answer.  There was a tie to real world-area for pet, perimeter for fence.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Students were working problems along with you and you had them explain every step for you to do during the review. You did ask, "How doyou know" to get students to explain their thinking/reasoning. You encourage students and ask lots of questions to assess student understanding.,
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		As the students were working on the word problems, you continued to stand in the same place in the classroom. Mrs. Rainwater was moving about the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help when needed.  Think how many more students could have been helped had you been circulating as well.  You could always move back to the P.Board to read aloud the next word problem. The activity using the skittles was an excellent way for students to construct their own visual representations of the problems!

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		The independent activity planned as an assessment was not valid as you helped students as they were completing it and gave them the answers.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Asking questions that elicit thoughtful responses is a boost to student assessment.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are actively engaged in part because they are well aware of the purpose of learning. As they listen to the original story from the chart paper, they are showing evidence of ongoing learning by asking meaningful questions and responding to the teacher candidate’s questions. Their responses give informal formative assessment, and it is clear they are ready to move on to independent work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Your assessments were the center recording sheets.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Planning such a creative activity for students is a challenge, and can be risky. But your well planned lesson was communicated well to students and resulted in an assessment piece that was unique, highly engaging, and as a bonus seemed to be fun for your students.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The interactive science notebook serves as a collection of assessments that can be accessed at anytime.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher used the SCOOT activity to test the knowledge of the students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Students had lots of opportunities to demonstrate their understanding of the concep.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Good job with questions that will give you information about what studets are thinking - formative assessment as the lesson progresses.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked questions as you circulated throughout the classroom, determining if they understood what they were to be writing. The assignment was supportive of your students' learning and beautifully scaffolded for them. As this was a new writing experience, I don't think diagnostic testing was necessary.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You questioning techniques are outstanding.  You ask questions that lead students to the correct response instead of just giving them the answer.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Independent activity that was to serve as an assessment was not valid because you gave answers to students when they had questions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		If the intern was able to gather any informal assessment from the lesson as it took place, I am surprised. The questioning did not lean toward gathering any information. There was a two or three minute period of time near the end of the lesson when using clear cups to show another way of marking measurement that the class answered some questions as a whole group. That may have been a time when some informal assessment data could be gathered.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Appropriate pauses for wait time followed questions.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Informal questioning was the catalyst for engaging students, and it gave you a head start on assessment. The exemplary in the instructional section is directly tied to this. You are asking questions like an experienced teacher.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The questioning for formative assessment would have gone better with a stronger opening perhaps. The summative assessments - a grophic organizer and a quiz, could have also been more effectively used had their been clear learning goals. set. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning during opening of lesson & as you progressed through the information that was presented. I think it would benefit the students to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning during the instructional part of the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning during the lesson. You were encouraging yet you instructed the students to think about what they were asking. This allowed you to have a better understanding of their knowledge level.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson. Your questioning techniques are good....you are able to lead the students, through your questioning, to the correct answer/understanding.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Supportive stations to ensure students' understanding of lesson goal....what impacts pitch. You circulated throughout the classroom  assessing their understanding and offering guidance when needed. Diagnosic testing was not needed for this lesson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As stated above, asking more detail questions about the story would have been helpful. You gave the students a read and recall worksheet to complete. You guided/supported your students as they completed this. You had the students write, in complete sentences, what the book was mostly about and to tell you two things they remember from the book. The students then got to draw something from the beginning, middle and end of the book which allowed them to practice sequencing of the story, as well.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Excellent job questioning the students during instruction! Woo Hoo! It was obvious that you knew your topic and felt at ease with the students giving you random answers!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked questions throughout the lesson in order to assess the students' understanding. The M&M activity was perfect for this standard as the students had manipulatives to represent their problems. You used levels in order to group the students and have them work with certain teachers in the classroom.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		In order to assess the students' learning, you gave them an "exit slip" that tested their ability to identify whether a paragraph was written in the first person or third person point of view. You also asked the students to underline the pronouns in each paragraph which helped them identify the point of view.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had students explaining their thoughts throughout the lesson. The QR Code activity was hands-on, engaging, and designed for the students' levels. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout the lesson! Activities promoted formative learning.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Questioning students in order to assess their understanding and thought processes is definitely a strength of yours! Outstanding! The playhouse and the handout allowed the students to practice the skill under your supervision. Diagnostics- not applicable to this lesson

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Excellent job using all levels of quality questioning throughout the lesson. It's a great way to assess what information students are learning.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. I think it would be beneficial to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning throughout Instruction and when the students were doing independent work!

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When you use put a definition on the board (ex. Human Resources) make sure that the students understand all of the words that make up the definition (ex. quality vs quanity) Good job reinforcing the information via good questioning throughout the lesson!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by having several students share their brochures for transparent, translucent and opaque. The teacher had a rubric for each partner group to assess the brochure. The teacher asked different questions for the students at the end of the lesson to check for understanding. GROW-The teacher needed a short assessment test for the brochure activity.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember to include some higher order thinking questions in your lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Ticket out the door was a great informal assesment.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a good assessment which included different questions on the powerpoint. The students would record their answers on the whiteboards. The teacher walked around and checked the answers for the questions. The students would hold up their boards for the teacher to check the answers. GROW-How is the teacher keeping up with the students who miss the question?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Assesment was their writing prompt. Did it answer the Standard/ I can Statements? Loved that you had a rubric for your writing.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Th Ticket out the Door was vague. That's hard for them to think of an inference off the top of their head. What about putting up another picture on the screen and having them inference from the picture, based on what they had learned today. This would bring your lesson full circle from how you started.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnositcs not necessary for this lesson. Making the mobile was such a creative way to visually demonstrate the main idea and key details! 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It would be helpful for the students if you would have the instructions for the activity written on an anchor chart or prelisted on the Promethean Board.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostic testing not applicable.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		There are strengths throughout the lesson, but the one that stands out is the ability of the teacher candidate to verbally guide students through their work and thought process on math problems. It is difficult to find an area that needs improvement, but perhaps some thought should be given to striking a balance between guided practice and individual practice. Like all elementary schools in the system, though, this school requires teachers to closely follow the Eureka math program curriculum - which would also influence that decision.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Informal assessment was them being able to tell you what their 3 machines were that they created.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The scavenger hunt was a group assessment.  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		In this lesson, teacher observation of students applying the phonics rule provided immediate formative assessment. This made it possible to adjust the lesson as it was in progress and keep it at a realistic pace given the amount of student progress.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students gave enough verbal responses near the beginning of the lesson to provide formative assessment for the teacher candidate.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson to identify the students who understood the States of Matter and those students who needed further help.  

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning used throughout the lesson.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Great assesment in having them write in 3 or 4 sentences the answer to EQ

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Diagnostic testing not necessary for this lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Lesson was not complete when I left.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Diagnostic test data was not necessary for this lesson.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent questioning during the lesson which lead students to a deeper understanding of how the physical features formed and the importance of the places discussed. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		As you worked the problems during the direct instruction, your follow up to their comments on a "mistake" you made added to the formative assessment data that you could gather. Sometimes as teachers, we do this instictively, but as you begin your career, try to continue to be aware of what you can find out about what students know early in a unit or a lesson. Most of the lessons I've seen are divided as they should be into some direct instruction and some student practice. When you can, lean more on the independent student practice and circulate spending time with individual students. That has been a successful practice so far for you, so fine tune it and incorporate more of the most successful aspects.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		As the lesson begins and Mr. Spence is calling on students to share their thoughts and answer certain math problems. He gathers formative assessment data from a sample of students that he asks for answers. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Good job using your questions as a formative assessment tool, and adjusting instruction as needed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You used Lexile Level for grouping students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		As an assessment, students were asked to complete a productive resource activity sheet which you had differentiated for the various learners in your class. Well done!  You also worked with EIP students in a small group in order to give them extra support.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You asked many questions, during the P.P. ,  to assess the students' understanding of the material you were reviewing. This prepared  them for their assignments in the stations. The cast/mold activity was hands-on, engaging, and gave the students a real understanding of what these were in relation to fossils. You used reading levels when assigning the informational text for students to read in stations. Outstandiing!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did not ask many higher level questions, mostly recall.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good recall questioning especially as a means to seek prior knowledge.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The written activites were appropriate and you did a great job asking the higher order thnking questions. The students were able to answer and apply what you reviewed on the power point and from the video.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Needed to have students explain key points.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked a series of questions regarding the water cycle using the P. Board.  You had students come up and indicate the correct answers.  How could you have involved the whole class in answering the questions. Something that would have ensured all stayed engaged in the lesson. Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. You had the students complete an activity using cotton balls and water in a bowl.  You led the students through model the different stages of the water cycle and record that information on a graphic organizer. Terrific visual for the stages of the water cycle.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		The spinner activity was well received by the students and was a good review of volume for the Milestones testing.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The discourse between the students and the teacher candidate included a great deal of information that she may use to diagnose individual issues in their writing as well as potential  trends in the work of the class overall.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher candidate is checking for student understanding of their reading selections through the discussion of how the reader and the characters reacted to the events in the plot. Her questioning helped students identify their progress in making sense of what they have been reading. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. The packet of information helped students express their thoughts to the teacher. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		The computer program quiz gave you immediate feedback as to how well students were understanding similies and metaphors.  The tricky questions made sure students were paying attention.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Good job gathering formative assessment as you called on students to take turns sharing examples with the use of the cards. This allowed all students to check for understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning provided formative assessment. Though not observed, previous diagnostic testing was used to break students into reading groups.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great job questioning throughout the lesson. You used the Powerpoint to enhance the discussion and to provide information for the class.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during note taking.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job with questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning helps this intern/teacher build knowledge base among students and is used for formative and summative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The student project gave them an active opportunity to show their understanding of the content..
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Moving around the room as you were teaching was good.  This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be specific in your praise.  Say more than "Good job".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Management was good. You redirected as needed. Try to give them a minute to "elbow partner talk". *Focus on challenging them that you KNOW they will be good and that they will listen. Don't focus too much by saying, "If you are not good, we won't do the fun stuff." Loved that you said "You guys are so smart!" *During the video, show the students that you are watching also. Be careful not to walk in front of them passing out papers. When they see you engaged, that helps them.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were in a small Math group which concentrated on time to the hour and half hour. The teacher is improving in controlling the students during the lesson. The teacher has a good knowledge of the subject matter. The students are very engaged in the lesson.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Class management was fine.  Your students were well behaved.   suggestion- Move away from the front of room.  Make yourself visable all over room to be sure they are doing their work correctly and are on task. 

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		You need to make sure you are monitoring "the room" especially when working with a student or group.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always set expectations for what students are to do when they have finished an assignment. There is no way the whole class will finish at the same time. You redirect someone and asked someone else to move a clip. Good. Assess how many are still working and decide when enough have finished that it is time to share.  Sharing when so many are still working and talking meant very few were listening to the student sharing. Be careful about asking questions such as, "What do you guys thing?"  This requires shouting out which sends the wrong message to the students.  Call on students individually so you can assess individual student's understanding and even bring someone back on task. When students shout out a response no one hears or understands the correct answer. It appears, at times, you get louder in order to be heard above the students.  Try the opposite....speak softly. They will have to stop talking in order to hear what you are saying.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving!  You redirected several students not on task.  You reminded a group to talk more softly. When giving out the skittles you asked, "Give me a thumbs up" if you got a bag of skittles. Well done!  This does not require the students to shout out an answer! Instead of asking, "Who wants to do number 2?", rephrase it so there is no shouting out. Raise your hand if you would like to do number 2.  Be sure to call on "all" students whether they volunteer or not. In this way you are sending the message that all students should be on task and they are accountable for their learning. When having individual students read the word problem aloud for their classmates, having the others "track print" is an excellent way to keep all students engaged and on task. You have a nice, encouraging "teacher voice".

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are still "tentative" in front of the room teaching.  You are the teacher not their friend.  Students do not need to have fun all the time.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  Class was well behaved and engaged.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher has a very warm voice level with the students. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had two questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher selected one student to read the questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had a good discussion about the answers to the questions. The teacher had a clap system to redirect the students for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to correct off task behavior during the lesson. Once the teacher began with delivery, the students were on task. The teacher did a good job of praising the good students with conduct bucks and candy. The teacher did issue a few conduct cuts when the students were not on task.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a good job of redirecting their attention back to you.  Awesome. Your class was well behaved and very smart! 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job!
The lesson was very well-planned and organized.  The students enjoyed every minute of the lesson. The teacher did a wonderful job of making the lesson fun and educational. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		So positive and encouraging with students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The students were very attentive during the read aloud. GROW-THe teacher needs to improve her behavior management skills for teaching the different students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have shown your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson! As you move into next semester, you might consider these ideas: 1. Ask your cooperating teacher to give you an opportunity to teach a standard that he thinks is difficult to teach. Maybe your lesson(s) on the topic would be of help to the teacher. 2. Think about any areas you have not been able to be active in during the first semester. Were there certain activities that took place Tuesdays/Thursdays when you couldn't be there? If so, learn about those and offer to help. 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		you monitored your students as they worked in groups.  Your class was well managed.  Transitions went well.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		No off task behavior observed.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		You manage the classroom in part by being present throughout the various areas of the room at some time during the lesson. However, a well planned lesson with clear learning goals, and interesting activity are the keys to keeping the students on task and engaged during this observation. There were many examples of encouragement and high expectations during your conversations with students as you moved throughout the room. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged during the lesson. The lesson was very informative and very well sequenced to cover the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher is very knowledgable of the Language Arts subject matter. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom and check if the students were writing down the correct information from the powerpoint. The teacher has very natural ability.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your teacher voice was right on.  Great expression.  You had the students' attention the entire lesson. Your class was well behaved and attentive.  They enjoyed the lesson and learned about the importance of vocabulary in the story.  There were no behavior issues.  No need to ever redirect!  Wow! Glad you began walking around the room.  So important to monitor students to make sure they are engaged.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You monitored students as they worked and helped when needed.  Your group was talkative today but you redirected behavior and reminded them of what level they were working on and what that meant.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job keeping the students on task & involved in the lesson Your tone of voice & comments encouraged the students to participate. TC was dressed appropriately

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good into Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Modeling of finished product Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room a little more often to be sure students not with you are on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-understandable that afternoon student behavior different than morning visit last week -on task for individual practice

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were no classroom management concerns. Students were engaged in learning.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques.  You are consistent and fair.  You are quick to see anyone who is off task and refocus their attention. You have the perfect voice/demeanor for this age group.  You are supportive, encouraging, and engaging. You make the students WANT to pay attention to you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were quick to redirect any off-task behavior!  Excellent! You set expectations for student behavior on the rug. You made certain students raised their hands in order to answer a question. You had two boys "flip a card" when they had not heeded your warning. Good for you! Your "teacher voice:" is engaging and enthusiastic!  You make students want to listen to what you are saying. It is clear you have "command of the class!" 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter extremely well. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has great voice quality during her read aloud Green Eggs and Ham. The teacher has total control of the students as she progresses through her lesson. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher exhibits all of the qualities of a wonderful teacher. The teacher always is prepared and professional in everything she does whether it will be lesson planning or working with other professionals. The teacher is very receptive to ways to improve her teaching and always excels in everything she tries. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a fellow teacher.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		You are soft spoken-not a problem when all students are quiet.  You may need to develop a firmer voice when trying to get control of the class.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – students were talkative and the teacher candidate response was to make a “shhhh” sound over and over.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson had potential that never fully developed. The pace of the guided instruction was extremely slow. Students were asked to make a mark on their paper, and there was too much time between that and the next instruction. When students were off task, the intern did not take responsibility and step up the pace. There was a great deal of time spent on telling the class that they couldn't pay attention and how that was making it difficult for her. There was an attempt to control the noise level in the classroom by ocasionally talking in a whisper so that students wouldn't hear if they were loud. That was abandoned after about 15 minutes and frequent use of the "shh" sound resumed. Sometimes it was in the middle of a sentence. There was little student reaction to that, other than 2 or 3 students who repeated it.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The very short instances of off-task behaviors were handled very quickly and calmly. What could have been major disruption was avoided. Great job on keeping focus on the learning.  The use of some humor with your students shows that you have a good rapport with students and that you have established yourself as a leader.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Management was good. You used some positive comments as well as "thumbs up if you are ready" You walked around the room as you taught. Awesome! This allows you to be sure that students are engaged, on the correct page, etc. *When you tell everyone to listen up, like when you were explaining about rubber bands, be sure they all are listening. Three girls never stopped talking at one table. You asked Sarah a great question, "What made it change?" but before she answered you ....(erase this)

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You did a nice job of redirecting loud and disruptive behavior. Your class tended to get louder, but you kept them at bay. You monitored as you walked around the room.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Excellent redirection and reassurance was given to a student who expressed concern about having to learn a new math procedure. I can only imagine the confidence booster given to that student when the teacher/intern responded "We will learn it together."  Remember that statement and use it again in the future.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management became more and more difficult as students moved through the lesson with many of them not understanding the purpose of the activities.they were doin. When a student said something that was not agreeable, you said "you're not the teacher" three times to the same student, and a few other times to various students. At the very least, it is a poor choice of words and statements to make to a student. It came across at times as sarcasm, and we do not want to be sarcastic toward our students. More time spent monitoring individual students once independent work started would have been helpful. Ideally for this science lesson, students would have individually had the opportunity to try to shine the light through several different materials and dis

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		It would decrease down time if you would pre-group your students and have the groups posted on the board. Make sure the noise level stays at an appropriate level throughout the group activity. If not, the students will attempt to talk over each other. Have a mechanism for calling on students randomly. If not, you'll tend to call on the more outspoken students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Questioning was encouraged throughout the lesson. It might help to have a system for selecting students. (ex. sticks with names, iphone app) I would suggest consistently walking around the room & monitoring the students as they complete the activity. Student's will tend to stay on task is they know they are being monitored. Actually read what they are writing. TC was professionally dressed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Management was good.  You did a nice job of redirecting your students.  

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Pre-group students ahead of time and put group list on the PB. Put rules for the game on the board or on an anchor chart. This will help the students have a better understanding of the game. (Remember: Students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times in order for learning to take place.) TC was professionally dressed.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You set limits for finishing snacks. Logan, are you paying attention? You asked one student if he needed to leave the room because of behavior. He quickly straightened up. Overall loudness during stations....give a warning...it is too loud....then use the "talley chart" to make believers out of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You use various attention getters and the students respond accordingly.  You have high expectations for student behavior! You were quick to redirect anyone who had gotten off task, while not missing a beat teaching the lesson. You gave the students an amount of time to finish a certain part of the lesson. This is terrific time management as well as letting the students know they must stay on task in order to complete the work. I would like to see a little more enthusiasm/annimation when you are teaching. This helps to ensure students stay engaged with you and do not become behavior problems.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did an excellent job monitoring all areas of the clasroom! Youre comfortable with the noise that is generated as part of group work. By closely monitoring the groups, the students stayed focus & on task! TC was professionally dressed! TC's voice level was an appropriate & her comments were very encouraging.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You worked with a small group and all students were engaged and on task during the lesson. 

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job of monitoring and assisting as your students worked independently

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The students are very well behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential for the compare and contrast subject matter. The lesson was very educational and fun for the students. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were a bit loud at times. It would help if you teach the students a gesture or chant that you can use when the students are too loud. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Always a good idea to have the groups divided ahead of time. Have a plan for any students that cannot work cooperatively with others. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You kept saying "Good job".  Please be more specific with your praise especially when it is directed to one student.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You thanked the students for raising their hands to be recognized. There was yelling out and I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over them during the making of the umbrellas.  Always get the students' full attention when you want to give directions/say something whole group.  When you give directions don't follow them with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are asking if what you have told them to do is okay with them. Remember to always set expectations for behavior during each part of a lesson.  They do not know what to do if you have not made it clear.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job monitoring the students who were working independently.  You made sure they were on task and answered questions as needed.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Kept students attention, moved around room and redirected students if they were off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! Statements such as, "Thank you for raising your hand, and Let me see your thumb when you are ready," send clear messages as to what your expectations are! Your tone of voice and the animation encourages students to remain engaged with you.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You set high expectations for your students' behavior from the beginning of the lesson. If anyone got off task, you immediately saw it and correct the student(s). Excellent behavior management techniques used throughout the lesson! You have the perfect engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice"! You take beautiful "command" of the classroom! There is no doubt in the students' minds you are a teacher.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Awesome management of students. These 15 boys were mesmorized with you and your teaching. They can tell that you care for them and therefore they have respect for you. You taught from all over the room as well as monitored your students as they worked.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your students are challenged by you to do their best. That is very obvious! They respect you as their teacher and they do what you say.  It was amazing to see 14 boys on task and doing their work.  It seems that the WANT to please you and not disappoint.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Additional time was needed to ensure that all students had foundational knowledge of the skill being taught. Good voice level was maintained throughout the lesson. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Think of a way that you might not use your "voice" so much to get attention.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You monitored the class as they worked and quickly redirected students when needed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the oral read aloud on the powerpoint. The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students to keep their attention.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Use management strategies to get students attention.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Remember to move around to all groups, as quickly as possible, at the beginning of any group work. In this way you can see if they understand and are getting started on the activity. Remember when you ask for your students' attention, you wait for it.  Oherwise, they will get the idea you do not really mean what you say. You are beginning to "take command" of the classroom with your voice. Keep it up!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You redirected a student without missing a beat during your instruction.  You set the expectations for each part of the lesson.  The students were engaged and enjoying learning. You are definitely finding your "teacher voice"!!  I like that you smile and show the students you are enjoying teaching!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You paid a lot of attention to all the children at the table, calling them by name, responding to their statements. You also redirected off task behavior several times.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Be careful of grammar..."It don't sting" and "Our air conditioner don't work"???

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You need to be a little more strict.  You loose teaching time with side conversations you are in.  Too much talking not on subject.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You monitored students as they worked.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		GROW-The teacher needed to redirect the off task behavior of some of the students in the small Reading group. The teacher used a book to teach the students the different parts of the lesson. The teacher issued each student a sticky note. The teacher asked the students to write why authors used illustrations in the stories. GROW-The students need hands-on lessons to keep focused during the lesson. The teacher had an anchor chart for the lesson. The students placed their different sticky notes on the anchor chart in the corret text illustrations place. GROW-Maybe have assigned seats for the students to prevent the discipline problems. GROW-Each student needed his/her own book to find the different text illustrations in the story.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their worksheet at their seats. Great lesson!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		When asking the students to stop talking, you might want to add, "I know that you are excited about the lesson but there should be no talking at this time." There was a couple of times that it would have been beneficial to use a pre-learned signal or words for stop talking such as "Class - Class" Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Activities were beneficial to the purpose of the lesson but also fun. Good voice quality throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		"Me and Mrs. Brown should have been Mrs. Brown and I." Excellent control of the class. You have a very upbeat, engaging teacher voice!!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used effective attention getters. The students clearly understood you were the teacher teaching this lesson. You told them you were going to call on the ones with the "maroon behavior". You reminded one boy how to sit on the rug. Excellent behavior management during lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your tone of voice was excellent. The students responded to you without you having to raise your voice. Make sure that all students are on task throughout the lesson. The back group were talking among themselves during the lesson. Don't hesitate to stop & redirect. TC was wearing professional attire!

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher consistently redirected the off task behavior of the students. The students really enjoyed the songs about the different parts of the plant. The lesson progressed nicely.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher is very in tune with the students as they work at their seats. Good lesson!

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. YEA - TOTD instructions were posted on the PB along with the instructions of what to do at the completion of the activity!

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students when they became off task.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good job monitoring the entire classroom by constantly walking around & checking student work. You used an encouraging tone with your students and they appeared to feel at ease when asking you questions. You might want to work on making it a little more energetic:) While teaching, make sure that ALL students are focused on you. It appeared that the same students were answering the majority of your questions as you worked the problems on the board. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continually monitor the room even if you are working with a student or group.   Be careful of grammar.  You said..."Do everyone agree with that?"  Should be "Does everyone agree with that?"

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When the students are off task and talking, redirect them then wait for them to all get quiet before moving on - even if it means waiting a substantial amount of time. (The students must know that you are in control!) I loved the way that you consistently instructed off-task students to actively participate in the lesson. Very professionally dressed! Good voice quality!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Be careful of your grammar..."There IS eight of them."...should be "There ARE eight of them."

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students if they were off task. The students did a good job of paying attention during the lesson. GROW-The teacher had too much down time during the lesson. The teacher has a very warm personality with the students. The students really enjoy her teaching. 

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson about Ponce de Leon.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Changing wait time helps keep students focused  - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks. You are developing a great rapport with your 5th graders.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Having a well planned lesson helps the teacher focus on instruction, and it removes many opportunities for trouble.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Monitored students as they worked and made sure they were all on task.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		All of the students participated in the lesson. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher did a good job of switching the students from partner work to individual work. The students followed her directions throughout the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		All students were on task...no off task behaviors. The students were engaged and enjoying their learning. You gave a time warning which let your students know there was an end time. Excellent time management technique. Your voice was very supportive and encouraging.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You asked the students to "Look up here", meaning to look at you. Some did and some did not.  You must wait for all to do what you have asked. If they do not give you their attention in a timely manner, use the classroom behavior management plan.  They must know you mean what you say. You asked the students, "Does everyone have a paper?" Asking for this information in this manner encourages the students to yell out.  Try having them raise their hand if they need a paper. As you become more comfortable with your teaching, you will become more aware of students off-task during independent work time. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had an excellent lesson. The Science lesson was very engaging, very educational and very hands-on. The teacher was very organized from the beginning to the end of the lesson. The students were very well-behaved and very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very pleasant and encouraging voice for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room and discussing the progress of their small partner brochure activity creating the window activity. The teacher is and will be an AWESOME teacher! Great job!

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Be sure to set expectations for each and every part of the lesson.  During the group time on the rug, some of the students were throwing their eggs and clicking them together.  Tell them what they are to be doing as they wait their turns. I like how Harlow is cutting and If you are sitting quietly are two good behavior management techniques. You have a enthusiastic and encouraging "teacher voice".  You have a lovely smile and the students respond well to you.  I can tell you enjoy teaching!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Stations will get nosier than usual.  Set your standards of how loud, quiet, etc. that you want it to be.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your class was well behaved. They totally respect you as their teacher.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher's voice quality commands attention of the students at all times.  The teacher has a great relationship with the students.  All of the students are eager to learn because of the teacher's enthusiasm for his lesson. The students are all on task and very involved in the lesson. The teacher always has lessons which are student involved. Any school would be lucky to have Mr. Jones as a teacher! Excellent lesson! The teacher had a very structured lesson which involved several different types of learning.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was very attentive of the students throughout the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher asked very higher order questions throughout the lesson. THe students were engaged from the beginnin to the end of the lesson. This teacher is and will be awesome. Teaching comes very natural to the teacher. Awesome lesson! The teacher does a great job of incorporating every subject in her lesson. As the students are making up a sentence using the word "illegal", the teacher reminded students of different Language Arts Skills. AWESOME Lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher has too many "so's" in the lesson. The lesson needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson needed more creative ways to teach the area and perimeter concept.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students are well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at their desks during the Flocabulary video. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher has a great voice quality that keeps the students in tune during the entire lesson. Overall, the teacher had a good lesson. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The students were very engaged in the Scoot part of the lesson. Overall the teacher had a very good lesson.  The lesson involved several different activities to teach the subject matter.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher has great control of the students.   The teacher had a jeopardy benchmark test review for the students. The teacher passed out whiteboards to the students to write their answers. The teacher passed out notebook paper to those who different have whiteboards. The teacher had great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The students are very attentive during the entire lesson. The teacher gives constant positive feedback during the lesson while teaching the lesson. The teacher is very encouraging to the students during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The lesson progressed nicely! Great lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You are so kind to your students.  They are well behaved for you. When the boy erased the word problem off his board,  that was unacceptable and there should be a consequence for this.  

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Loved how you welcomed your students with the sign on the board "Hey Everybody! Have a seat. You will only need a piece of paper." I notice that you really don't have to redirect. You have a way of bringing them "back in" with your voice. Good! The behavior point system on the board was a plus also. You had no behavior issues at all! You constantly challenged your students as you explained why they were taking the time to do this.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure you give clear directions and expectations when they began working in groups.  Set a time limit for them to complete their work. They need to know this! Remember enthusiasm goes a long way.  This is contagious to your kids.  They know if you are enjoying this lesson or not.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Don't forget to moniter the entire class even as you are working with a small group.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring students as they worked and redirecting students as needed.  You encouraged them to do the best work they could.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		The Chrome books should have been in place before lesson started because sometimes they are hard to find in an instance. Make sure all items are ready to go. Don't depend on your teacher to have to find them. Give your students a timeline on how long they have to get logged in. Your job is to walk around to wak anyone who is struggling. It took too long of instructional time. The idea of having the word QUIET on board to take away letters was a good management tool. Be very careful that you have the word spelled correctly. You had QUITE. Also, don't say "We seen that it was..." BE careful about correct grammar. This is so important when you are the role model.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		One or two times a group got out of control at their station. Set your boundaries and then give consequences. Always start your stations with not only the directions, but the expectations of behavior and participation, as well. For example, are they allowed to talked quietly, work together,etc. You can't ignore bad behavior.  Make sure everyone is listening while you give directions. Slow down, take your time and be calm about giving your instructions. I noticed this on your BINGO instructions.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You are still asking a lot of questions or are seeking guidance from your CT.  Remember you are in control during your full time teaching.  Be sure your ccenters are ready for independent work-took a while to get computers logged on, find earbuds, etc.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Awesome that you challenged students and continued to tell them how smart they were at this skill. Your students were very attentive and did a great job. Don't be afraid to redirect behavior if needed. You monitored and assisted your students as they worked independently

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good thinking to do a time management limit on routine things ! Example... telling them to go back to your seat. You have 5 seconds. Awesome!  Group 1 may get your books out of the locker.  You have 5 seconds.  This works! Try to ignore some of the mild behaviors such as 2 boys talking for a second. Sometimes this will pass if you just keep going. You are not ignoring behavior issues, you are just choosing to not disrupt the other 26 students by having to stop for discipline so many times. A look or just your eye contact canl stop some of that without saying a word.

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher is very confident in teaching her lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter for her lesson. The teacher has a great voice quality. The sequence of the lesson was good! The teacher has very natural teaching abilities.  The students respond very well to her! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! You gave "time warnings" which is excellent time management.  This also holds the students accountable for staying on task.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You set the expectations for student behavior from the very beginning of the lesson Excellent! You used statements such as, " I haven't called on anyone, so I shouldn't hear any voices when I am writing on the board. You did not complete giving all the directions before allowing them to move to the task cards. Be sure to do this. Once they have moved, it is harder to regain their attention. You set the timer to let students know there was a time limit on completing the task cards, so they would stay on task. You assessed their understanding using an inference worksheet with passages. You have a very soft voice. Try projecting it a little more. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Very monotone. Students need to hear different tones for different parts or words that are important.  Show some excitement that you love to teach. Be careful of grammar...you said "You haven't wrote your sentences"...should be "You haven't written your sentences".

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		You did a good job of redirecting students.  As they got rowdy during game,  you were consisitent in restructuring.   Time management was good today.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Don't count back from 5 every other minute. (You did this 14 times)   If you are giving your students a trait to compare with each other, then let them talk.  They were not too loud. Allow them to enjoy this.  It should be fun.  When you are ready, just start talking.  Don't waste too much time counting back each time.  Just start!  What about questions such as "What does inherit mean?  What does trait mean?  Talk about dominant and what that word means?  Remember they don't know. Be careful not to keep your back to the kids in back.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You called on one child to "go clip down". Students, at times, were talking when you were giving directions.  Be sure to get everyones attention before proceeding with directions, instruction etc. Be careful with the wording of your questions.  Some of your questions encouraged students to yell out answers. This sets the wrong tone for the lesson. You said, "You have one minute to finish writing and return to your seats. This is great time management for the students. It lets them know there is an end to the task at hand. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You had complete command of the classroom. You immediately saw any off-task behaviors and corrected them!  You had them raise their hands in order to respond. When two students were playing with a hat and a marker you took them away without interrupting instruction. Beautiful! You have an engaging, annimated, and confident "teacher voice"!  They knew you were the teacher for this lesson!  Well done!

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms Crider"  should be "Ms Crider and I".

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher did a great job redirecting the behavior of the students who were off task. The teacher has a very engaging lesson with the students. The students are very in tune to the lesson and very eager to learn about the Science water pollution lesson. Great lesson! The teacher knew the pollution subject matter very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher does a good job of monitoring all of the students at their seats. The teacher does a good job of asking questions as the students work on their three branches of government cut and paste.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It is obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson. You were very encouraging to your students. Your constant moving around the classroom helped keep your students focused and on task. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Walking among students is not enough--you need to observe what they are doing so you can correct misunderstandings or redirect off task behavior.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You said, "Me and Mrs. Kim...."  Be careful to model correct grammar and sentence structure. Be sure to always have the entire groups' attention if you are giving directions to all. Saying "GO" to begin the making of the butterflies gave the students the impression the activity was a race. Many treated it as such.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Not only does Ms. Patterson use appropriate tone and voice levels, she expertly varies the pitch of her voice in pitch giving a catchy pattern to her discussion. This helps maintain student attention, therefore keeping them on task and discouraging any off task behavior.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ability to continually speak in a calm manner enhances this teacher candidate's ability to run a classroom smoothly. She exhibits the behavior she expects of students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students get wound up, you have the ability to get them back under control quickly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students got loud, they were on task and loving what they were doing. Perfect Valentine's Day activity.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		You managed the class well today. You were in control and they respected you. You gave clear expectations and directions on the group scavenger hunt. Make sure you have everyone's attention before speaking or giving directions. Expecially when groups begin to share, be sure that they are visable and loud enough for others to hear and see.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The intern has a good repoire with her students. In particular, she is calm and steady as she leads a discussion during whole group practice, and this in part keeps students focused and on task. As students need assistance, she is helpful and kind, yet still maintains the authority of a professional educator.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate maintains a calm demeanor throughout the lesson, which helps the students have a peaceful learning environment.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students are very well-behaved and engaged in the States of Matter lesson. The teacher had a great lesson with several different activities to teach the States of Matter subject matter. The teacher is always prepared and always energetic about her lessons. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a teacher!  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Teacher voice needs to be louder.  Ypur students loved the activities, but make sure they know exactly what their expectations are.  Give them a time frame to get done or they will take forever!

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good job redirecting students.. TC was professionally dress as always.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Don't be too lax with this group. Don't "cut up" with them or give them reason to get loose with their behavior. Keep your lesson tight and orderly. You know your different groups. Direct them accordingly. It's hard to have them in close knit groups and not expect them to talk. If you don't want even whispering, maybe have them spread out some. `

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- several management strategies used Materials very organized Good Review of prior knowledge Grows- Work on finding your teacher voice and teacher presence in classroom  Give Clear directions Make sure everyone is listening before moving to next activity Give expectations of use of manipulative 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You challenged your students (14 Black Boys) in a way that made them feel very smart. When you hear a roar of talking, call on a specific name to answer a question. This usuaally gets attention. Or a brag such as "Remember, Darius when you told us....."

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Glad they used white boards. This engaged them while you were giving direct and guided instruction from board. Loved that you set time management such as "I'm going to give you one minute..." or counting backward as they were putting materials up." They responded to this well.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Classroom management is MUCH improved!  You used techniques such as "all eyes up here", "voices off, eyes on me" and the students understood you meant it!  You took 5 min. off 2 students' recess for not doing as asked.  When it got loud during the game, you stopped the class and reminded them to whisper as you had modeled earlier for them. You are finding your "teacher voice"!!  You are beginning to show enthusiasm and you are starting to take command of the class!  Continue to work on these.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Continue to work on transitions and classroom management.  There is a lot of time used refocusing and asking students to stop talking.  You cannot challenge students to so their best if you are not in complete control of the classroom. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good time management.  You used clock on Prom board. There were no behavior issues because your class was engaged in their activities.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		So much improvement on class management! Your kids were very well behaved and they enjoyed what they were learning.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kept students on task and engaged in lesson.  Redirected as needed.  Provided encouragement for the reluctant student.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Glance around room more often to be sure all students are still engaged.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students needed to be a little more attentive during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved students ususally during all lessons. *The teacher needed to be more assertive during the lesson. The teacher needed to control the students more during the lesson. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		You are going to have to develop more of a teacher "voice".

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good trying to monitor what was going on in the room while you worked with small group.  Still some students not on task.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!  You could have heard a pin drop. You have an excellent, engaging "teacher voice".

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		It is clear the students see you as a teacher. You use very effective classroom management techniques.  The students were on task throughout the lesson. You circulated throughout the classroom as students were working independently. This allows you to assess understanding as well as keep all students on task. Nice time management:  You have about one more minute to finish this portion.  This tells the students there is an end time and they must stay focused!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There were multiple methods used to decide which students to call on,and nice redirection as needed

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Today you did a beautiful job with classroom management. Students were engaged in the problems. They were kind about it, but it was "enjoyable" for them to show you what you had done wrong. That was empowering for students because they could with certainty tell you what was wrong and how to correct it. Another wonderful aspect of classroom management was during direct instruction. Students were getting slightly chatty and had abandoned raising their hands to give answers. You very calmly and in a normal tone of voice asked them to start raising their hands again to give answers. You calmly let them know that you were serious about the information you had to share. They took you seriously and you went right back to teaching in a seamless manner. That redirection you had to give was done so professionally and so calmly. It was done in a way that made them all know that your expectations of all of them were high.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Your group got out of hand during the making of their flowers.  Your group had to be corrected by the CT.  Be sure to set expectations for behavior in all  parts of a lesson.  Several of the students needed to be redirected.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Exemplary marks are earned for encouraging students to do their best during the lesson, and for using appropriate voice levels and tone. Mr. Spence calls on a number of students to answer, knowing that some are likely to give precise answers and others might be struggling. While he'll approach them for individual assistance during independent practice, he does not leave out any students in sharing their prediction for answers with the class. He encourages struggling students no only by calling on them, but also with the kind, reassuring tone and the confidence he shows in their ability.  He can with conversation and skilled questioning guide them in the right direction.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Be sure to set expectations for transitions. Once they begin talking it is difficult to refocus the students for the next part of the lesson. This equates to lost instructional time, as well. When asking questions try not to ask questions which requires the whole class to shout out an answer. This "stirs up" the students and it is a lost opportunity to check individual understanding of the content. When calling on students to explain how they got their answer, look for a student who did not get the answer correct in order to help them see how to do it correctly. When handing out papers to the class, it is best to continue the lesson in some way, such as calling on individual students to give you key words that either indicate addition or subtraction in a word problem. Because there is no way for all the students to finish at one time, be sure to tell the students who finish first what they should do.  This way the students who are not finished will have the quiet time they need. When going over problems ask students to cap their markers and put the white boards down.  This will mean less noise as students are explaining how to solve problems. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson before ensuring you had all students; attention.  When you use an attention getter and want the students to listen to you, wait for them to give it to you.  If they don't give you their attention, use the classroom management plan. Anytime there is movement involved in a lesson think through what you want it to look like when they move. Then set the expectations with your students. You moved from group to group as they were playing the game, ensuring they understood what they were to be doing.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Students tend to be talkative.  Be careful with your voice...could hear the stress coming through as they were not doing what was told.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Try and think of something to do besides using your voice to get attention.  Your room likes to talk and gets easily distracted.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of saying "GUYS!" all the time.  Also be careful of your grammar.  You said..."What do that mean?"  Should have ssaid "What does that mean?"

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job monitoring the entire class. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on the Science lesson about the beaks of birds. The teacher continutes to ask questions and instruct the students throughout the lesson. *The teacher uses a lot of "okays" during the lesson. The Science lesson was very sequential and educational with hands-on learning experiences. The teacher was very familiar with her subject matter of beaks and birds. *The teacher still needs to work on slowing down with her talking during the lesson. Overall, a very good lesson!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		No problem with classroom management

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great job redirecting your students' attention if they got rowdy while working.  They loved the activities and were well behaved.  Remember it's ok for them to get a little noisy while working together, as long as they are being productive.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher was monitoring the behavior of the students. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students several times to make sure they were focused on the lesson. *The teacher does not need to ask who wants to do something, he needs to just pick on one student to read the problem. The teacher does a good job calling on different students to answer the questions. The students did a good job raising their hands to answer questions. The teacher has a very encouraging voice with the students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You asked one student if he was ready to move on in order to gain his attention. You directed the students to put their pencils down when they were done and ready to move on. Great visual way to assess who is still working. You have a very enthusiastic and engaging "teacher voice". 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You use very effective behavior management techniques: "If you can hear me touch....." "Put your pencil down when you are finished." You circulated through the classroom as the students were copying information from the anchor chart. This not only allowed you to assess their progress/understanding, but it keeps all students on task.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Be careful if you are in a center that you keep monitoring the room and redirect any off task behavior.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job of walking around and helping your students as they worked.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- Don't ever allow 15 at one time to get up and bring their paper to you.  You or a student can walk by and take these up. Your class was well behaved.  There were no behavior problems. *You are lucky you can use a microphone. You most likely won't have one when you are a teacher on your own.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had high expectations for the students' behavior during the entire lesson. You were quick to redirect anyone off task. You have an engaging, encouraging "teacher voice"!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected several students, but for the overwhelming majority of the lesson students were on task and engaged in their learning. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your class is always well behaved. There were engaged in their work. They seem to respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job attending all areas of the classroom. Once you give the 'be quiet' sign, wait for the students to completely stop talking before moving on.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher knew her subject matter about immigration.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Transition to groups was a little disorderly with students not remembering what their group number was.  You quickly worked to get the class back on task and the froups working.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great job keeping all students on task. Good voice quality.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher redirected the students when they were too noisy or not paying attention. *The teacher needed to know the knowledge of the reference materials better so she did not need to read the poster. *Be careful when writing words on powerpoint-misspelled the word calendar-calenda *The teacher needed to be more focused on one reference material at a time. The teacher did a good job of walking around monitoring the students as they worked in small groups. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to her well.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very knowledgable of the fossil subject matter. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher constantly monitored the students as they worked on their chromebooks researching about their fish fossil. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		You need to continue to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did walk around to monitor students, but many times you were not aware of the students off task. There were students who were having discussions about topics other than habitats. As the noise level got louder, you got louder instead of getting students to discuss at a lower level. You were getting frustrated and was unsure how to handle the noise level. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Work on increasing your voice level and monitoring all areas of the classroom. TC as appropriately dressed.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		It is always harder to keep your eyes on centers/stations when you use them in a class. It takes practice to keep looking up and looking around for possible problems. You did better with the attention getters today and used two different ones. Also less sh-sh-sh today. Remember to set your expectations at the beginning of the lessons and remind students throughout the lessons as needed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Listen Lions- great attention getter! You had high expectations for the students' behavior and they rose to the occasion! You have a very pleasant, sweet voice. You need to project it a little more and as Mrs. Edison said, "Take command of the class."

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You told one student he was receiving a talley mark.  You moved a student who was arguing with another one. Most students on task and engaged throughout the lesson. Alright, alright, alright is not an attention getter. Choose one to use or use the one your C.T. uses. You have a very calm voice.  You need to show more annimation and ecitement during your teaching.  If you are enjoying yourself, the students will, as well. You must be an entertainer!!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Watch talking over students, wait for them to get quiet before you talk. Use signals we discussed. Work on questioning... try to ask higher order questions instead of recall. Use the academic language in the instruction (unit of measure at the end of problem, product,  communicative property etc.) Good job on telling students to go back and recheck their work. As you walk around and monitor, ask questions. Overall a good lesson and you did a good job teaching it. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		No problems with classroom management were noted, therefore a "not observed" was marked as not observed. Moving around the room constantly is helpful to discourage off task behavior.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You monitored the room assissting students as needed.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be careful saying "you guys" too many times.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students participated the entire lesson. The teacher has all the qualities of an awesome teacher! The teacher is always organized, punctual and willing to do anything. The teacher's plan is very sequential and informative for the students. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the entire lesson. This classroom is a transitional classroom. The teacher has high standards for all of the students throughout the lesson.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very well behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged in the Math lesson. The teacher does an exceptional job of engaging the students throughout the lesson with manipulative and discussions about the Money lesson. The teacher is very organized in all of her lessons. The plans are always sequential and hands-on for the learner. Ms. Wilson is one of my top student teachers. I have had the privilege of working with her for three semesters. Ms. Wilson would be an asset to any school system! She is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		There were no problems in classroom management. In fact, redirecting inappropriate behavior is marked as "not observed" because students were on task and not misbehaving in any obvious way. It is usually an indicator that students are fully aware of their learning goals and are engaged in an effective lesson. Good work!!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good job monitoring entire class & maintaining good class discipline. TC dressed in appropriate professional attire. Your comments to the students were encouraging and challenged the students to recall previously learned material. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		TC was very attentive to the entire class and encouraged all students to participate. Appropriate voice level was used throughout the lesson. Students were readily redirected as needed. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. This lesson was completed during a tough time of the day so the students were not as attentive. Due to this, you needed to redirect the group on several occasions. A good way to address this is to say, "We appear to be having a difficult time focusing today so when I need to redirect you, I will say "All eyes on me"!

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Students were talking throughout the lesson & not focused on the lesson. This is a good lesson to have a gestures or phrase to call attention to the inappropriate behavior. (ex. Class Class, or queit sign). You did a good jo modeling correct voaculary thoughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		In group work, it is often difficult to maintain good classroom behaviour. This teacher candidate keeps students so engaged in learning that it is no issue at all.
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		This lesson was done at the end of the semester as a replacement for your second lesson. Much improved. It was obvious that you had spent time thinking through this.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Very good, interactive lesson.  Lots of support practicing the lesson goal!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving greatly!!  I am proud of your hard work, Logan!

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You are a very confident teacher.  You are knowledgeable of your material and deliver it well.  You will be a fabulous teacher!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing I Can statements Always a great idea to define key terms in the I Can/EQ/Standard 2..Great opening activity for this lesson. The video was entertaining & appropriate. 3. TC used great tone of voice throughout the lesson. 4. Use of timer was very beneficial to assist students with management of time. 5. Yea - you improvised when PB pen was not working. GROWS: 1, Instructions for activity needs to be listed on the board so that all students can see. 2. I think it would have helped to go over additional examples of fact & opinion with the students. I would specifically use the trigger words that you talked about earlier in the lesson. 3. In the beginning of the lesson when you discussed the key terms - Fact/Opinion - & students were given your the definition, I would clarify before showing the video. Let the video enhance what you are teaching. 4. Make sure all students are quiet before continuing the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I have enjoyed being your UWG supervisor this semester.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have grown so much over the year, and you were already good when you started Block 3/4. I am so thankful for chance to spend theses past two semesters as you professor.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When you have a creative project for assessment, it is exciting for your students and it can be gratifying to see a quality product come out of the effort of your students,  This is often something that even experienced teachers either struglle with or sometimes avoid, so you are to be commended for having students think about ecosystems in an unusual way. Here's a question to think about as you move through additional teaching experiences: When one of the major assessments for a unit of study is very creative, how might a teacher balance that with other opportunities for students to demonstrate their mastery of standards?

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney is well-organized as a lesson planner. This shows in the delivery of the lesson as well.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am so proud of you!  This was a great lesson.  I can tell you have studied the lesson observation sheet and you covered it well!!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. Good hands-on activities to enhance  the lesson 2. Excellent use of real-life examples throughout the lesson 3. Your encouraging voice & positive comments created a safe learning environment for the students GROWS: 1. Slow down a little so that your students have more opportunities to offer comments & ask questions 2. I think you would benefit from a system that promotes calling on various students throughout the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, there are some general improvements that make your teaching now seem more polished than at the beginning of the year.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I am so proud of you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Well done, Kelsea!  I am so proud of your hard work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017 This lesson was not what I would hope to see from a student at this point. The observer will speak with his supervisor and may update this during the coming week.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Even though you told me afterwards that the class has some behavior issues that are ongoing, those would not explain all of the problems with the lesson, particularly the questions/answers. I believe that you have the ability and experience to do much better.x

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thank you for working to make the UWG lesson plan format fit well with Eureka Math. Also, thank you for your professionalism and positive attitude.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your progress as an intern is evident in this lesson. Your ability to calmly run the classroom shows both maturity and growth throughout the school year. I am so proud of your growth over this semester, and that you don't take for granted your natural ability to teach. You are well prepared and it shows.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		This skill is very hard to grasp.  I thought you did an amazing job delivering this content to the students.  Sometimes we as adults may understand it totally, but teaching it on their level is a different story.  Good job!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Cooperating teacher (Mrs. Prewett) shared several instances in which Ms. Burton is going above and beyond the call of duty. Perhaps most impressive was the fact that she volunteered to ride one of the school buses that was having behavior problems. Her cooperating teacher goes with her because she isn't yet a certified teacher/employee, but it is extraordinary for a teacher/intern to answer this type of call to volunteer. Overall, very good job today!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		I know that you can greatly improve the delivery of your next field experience lesson. You have the skills and tools neccessary to do so. It is a matter of taking the planning for the lesson seriously, including thinking about these needed improvements: 1. Posting standards 2. Clearly stating the purpose of the lesson at the begining and reinforcing throughout 3. Make sure students can clearly see any task or activity that is being presented as a demonstration. 4. Use appropriate areas of the classroom for appropriate activites. (carper for reading, tables for hands on) 5. Thinking carefully about the questions you will ask students (how to structure the questions to to get the types of answers you are looking for) 6. Have all materials ready prior to the start of the lesson (any needed chart paper appropriately labeled, handouts could be placed in stacks facing down on student tables, etc.) One of your strengths is your ability to remain calm even when a lesson is not going well. That should serve you well as you plan another lesson for me to observe. I have no doubt it will be much better in the areas in which you have room to grow. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and presented to the students. 2. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. 3. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. 4. TC stayed focused when the lesson disappeared from the board & patiently waited for students to find the lesson on their Chrome Books. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on your EQ - clarifying the terms 'reasons & evidence'. 2. More time needs to be given to the initial teaching of the lesson instead of going directly to a group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Opening activity was a good way to kick start lesson. Don't be afraid to stop/start the Brain Pop & reinterate 2. Yea - Instructions for the game were listed on the PB. (Might want to use larger font size.) 3. The students loved the activities that you chose. It gave the students a chance to play an active role in their learning! GROWS: 1. Plan activities that include the students providing self generated examples for the parts of speech activity. 2. Pre-divide the groups to help with effective transitions. Post the group list on the PB or anchor charts. 3. Posting group rules & creating a 'get quiet' signal may help with the noise level of the students. The noise level increases as the students attempt to talk over the other groups.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. TC obviously knew her lesson content and was well prepared for the lesson. 2. TC did an excellent job questioning the students & encouraging higher lever thinking. 3. TC was open to the various answers that the students were given. 4. Great job defining terms in I Can statement GROWS: 1. Walk around more and monitor what the students are writing. 2. Relate topic to a real-life situation in order to promote long term retention. 3. Increase voice level (closer to what you used toward the end). 4. Always try to open the lesson with a 'hook' in order to get the students motivated!!!

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. TC knew lesson content and could readily answer the questions ask by the students. 2. Great use of graphic organizer to combine information in a constructive way. Handwriting was clear. 3. TC was confident and voice level was appropriate throughout the lesson. 4. Good job monitoring students GROWS: 1. If the students ask you a question & you do not know the answer, address it & state that you will look for the answer together. You can also challenge the students to find the answer. 2. Post groups & game rules on the board so that students can see what is expected of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and taught. Keep up the good work!  I am proud of you!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, scaffolded, and delivered lesson.  I am proud of all of the hard work you put into this lesson.  The students were clearly engaged and ejoying learning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were clearly presented to the students using a detailed Powerpoint. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed with clear lettering, graphics, & information. 3. TC enthusiastically presented the information to the students and welcomed feedback from the students. 4. It was obvious that the students felt comfortable participating in the lesson. 5. Overall great lesson! GROWS: 1. Be sure & monitor the pace of your teaching! Remember - the weaker students typically process slower than most students! 2. I would suggest using a random student selection procedure to ensure that all students have an opportunity to participate. 3. Pre-group your students and post it on the PB. This should eliminate confusion & discussion.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Well done.  For deeper depth of knowledge comparing/contrasting birds with bats would have taken the lesson to higher order thinking. Since the class has been studying bats, this would be a great writing lesson. Something to consider in the future.  I know there was not enough time today.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You will be an awesome teacher.  You have great delivery and know your content well.  You are very confident in your teaching.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with good activities. 2. The various materials for the lesson were readily available. 3. The anchor charts were well put together and offered excellent support to the lesson. GROWS: 1. Have a universal quiet sign or gesture so that you can gain the attention of your students quickly. 2. Take more time to expand the students knowledge on the EQ. Make sure the terms that are used are defined in a way that is appropriate for your learners. 3. Have a 'Plan B' for students who have difficulty participating in groups. I would give them an opportunity to participate but move them quickly if they are causing the class to be disrupted.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You have a nice demeanor with the students. Lesson plan had many grammatical errors. You did not show the lesson plan to your CT before teaching the lesson. Be sure all slides are written correctly.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson from beginning to end!   You are a joy to watch teach!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well done, Brittney! I am proud of your hard work!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		The first thing I noticed was your Agenda on the Smart Board. At the top was Good Morning Beautiful People! Wow! You are such an inspiration to your students! You are an amazing teacher, Charity! Good luck to you as you persue your career!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Lesson standard & EQ was  posted. 2. Good Voice quality used throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson. 2. When using an abbreviation such as ft, make sure you write the entire word on the board close to the problem. 3. Need to start with a review of hours and minutes before going directly into problem solving 4. Make sure that you don't cover up key number or words when underlining or circling word phrases. 5. It didn't appear that you had a clear understanding of the lesson. The students challenged the was you were completing the projects and it was a bit confusing. I think one problem is that you had to much information on the board (it was a bit cluttered)

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ were clearly posted & reviewed. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed & provided information that enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job monitoring the students throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Voice level was much improved over previous lesson. Keep practicing! 2. Add video clips to the lesson as a means to help the students better understand the historical timing. 3. Make sure you add current events that are relevant to the historical events that you are teaching. (Ex. FIdel Castro's recent death, North Korea firing test missle at the US.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent lesson Alli!  I am proud of all your hard work!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fantastic lesson, Alli!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GROWS: Spend more time with introducing the lesson vocabulary Don't stress over the noise level. Slow down throughout the lesson You need a prelearned signal or words to gain their attention. (ex. Class Class - Yes Yes) GLOWS: You presented a well planned lesson with a variety of activities to reinforce your EQ You're always professionally dressed You used quality questioning throughout the lesson. Overall good lesson! 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done!  Your lesson was well organized and you had a lot of support for your students!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned, organized, and delivered lesson. Keep up the great job!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Very good opening. Basic to the point but focus for the lesson was set. 2. Quality questioneing used throughout the lesson. 3. Your words and tone of voice was very encouraging for your students. 4. Good use of paper by putting TOTD on back of Vinn Diagram sheet. GROWS: 1. Print for VInn Diagram was a little small which makes it difficult for the students to see. 2. Some of the students in the back groups were off task. Make sure to monitor all students throughout the lesson. 3. Always a good idea to print instruction for activity and cleanup! 4. Don't talk until students are quiet. Demand the respect. 5. Group worksheet will not tell you if everyone understood the information.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. Well planned lesson. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. Excellent use of a graphic organizer. GROWS: Spend more time on the instructional part of the lesson, especially since it is a new topic. Make sure the students clearly understand the vocabulary used in the Standard &/or EQ. Great idea: What Stuck with Me - spend more time listing these (remember students need to see & hear multiple times in order to learn:)

		Green		Megan		917463432		Grows: Make sure all students are focused & on task whitle you are teaching. Increase the level of enthusiam in your voice - the more energetic you are, the more energetic the students will be! Slow down when working the porblems on the board. ALso, consistently underline key words & write the 'what' out to the side of the number (ex 60 seconds) Use some type of system for selecting students in order to ensure that all students are called on to answer. Glows: Overall Good Lesson - much improved from 1st lesson. It is obvious that you knew your lesson. Great choice to work out all problems on the board. Your verbal questioning was spot on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: Very well planned lesson - all materials & presentations were spot on! Even though this is obviously a challenging class, you did a good job keeping the students on task. Great improvement from last lesson! GROWS: Make sure that you wait before moving on when the class is too loud. Take time to make sure that your students understand all parts of your definition. If not, explain any terms that are confusing. Remember - the students must see and hear information muliple times in order to learn!

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		You were teaching a small group today and you did a perfect job with them. Keep in mind that the entire class is under your control. Always know what those students are doing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		I am so proud of you for your perserverance and determination.Get all these tasks done for UWG and you'll be so  finished It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor through out two semesters and I look forward to visiting your classroom next year.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  I have also included comments expressed by the CT. Ms Harrel was asked to discuss issues with the CT. She did so and improvement was noted by the CT.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Excellent stations!!  This is a great way to review skills already taught. Students were having fun and learning/reviewing.  This is a win-win!!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well organized lesson. I liked the modeling you did with the students!  Work on the behavior management techniques we discussed.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		It has been a pleasure getting to know you and seeing you develop as a teacher. Best of everything. Don't be a stranger. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Good lesson! 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke, I am so proud of your accomplishments these two semesters. Wow! You have become an amazing teacher with so much passion. I have enjoyed being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Very well prepared lesson *Great job walking around the entire classroom as you taught and as the students worked on the activity *Your tone of voice and comments were very encouraging *Great classroom management with comments such as "I'm going to call on students who are quiet and raining their hands"! *It was obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson that you taught

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		I want you to focus on making your transitions from activity to activity flow better.  There has to be that bridge to show where you are going next.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job!

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Torie, I am so incredibly proud of you.  I have seen drastic change in your teaching from the beginning of block 3 to the point where you are solo teaching.  You have become a confident, amazing teacher! I have loved being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable.  Good luck as you persue your career!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Excellent, well organized and presented lesson!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully delivered!  You can be especially  proud since your CT was absent!! This speaks well of your classroom management skills! Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Outstanding lesson, Ali!  The lesson was beautifully planned, organized, and taught! I am so pleased with your progress with classroom management!  Keep up the great job!

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well done, Ali!!  Very creative lesson.  I can tell you put a lot of hard work and effort into planning and organizing this lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Grow/Glows: 1. Ask 'what does the word cause mean' instead of just asking for 'the definiton'. Sometimes younger students get confused with terminology. 2. It might help to color code the cards for the activity. Also, make yourself a guide to follow. 3. Refer back to the definition that you previously wrote on the board when asking the students which one is it - cause or effect. 4. Always give the students of an example when you introduce an activity. It helps to clarify what you expect from your students. Strengths: 1. Excellent video choice for the lesson opening. 2. Great time to use a T-Chart (cause/effect) 3. Good job managing and guiding your students throughout the lesson 4. Well thought out lesson & well executed! 

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well prepared and engaging  lesson!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Good job overall! Think about this question for your own professional growth: What is it about your lessons and teaching habits/style that give you the ability to calmly and confidently deliver a lesson with the success one might expect of a more experienced teacher?

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Throughout this semster and last semester, I've had the privilege of observing this teacher (intern) teach five lessons. Although the earlier lessons were not bad, there is certainly more confidence evident this semester. Ms. Patterson makes her mark even on scripted lesson plans through the way she delivers the lesson, and usese her skill set to enhance the learning opportunities for her students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana, I am so proud of your achievements. You have progressed and grown as a teacher and I am so proud of you! You will be an amazing teacher...and as it looks you will be at CMS! Congratulations!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		I am sooo proud of you! I can tell that you were confident in this lesson even though you didn't know alot about the subject!  You did a nice job!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The progression of lessons observed from the fall up until now shows me an intern that is ready for each next step that comes along. A suggestion for getting ahead of the game is to offer to teach any additional times that the cooperating teacher would agree to simply to gain additional experience.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		You are good at guiding students through the steps of mathprocedures or problems. You have the ability and skill to teach math effectively. Be confident in this and it will be an asset that helps your students understand and excel.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Nice anchor chart for prepositions. 2. You required that the students to use complete sentences when they were given an answer. 3. Very cute Mouse Preposition chart. The kids loved it. GROWS: 1. After you read the book, have the students to point to the prepositions on the anchor chart that you made. 2. Go over the anchor chart with the students to ensure all students are introduced to the information on the chart.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki, you are a natural born teacher! Enjoyed your lesson.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Becky, the first thing I noticed today was your confidence! You were so confident in what you were teaching. I could also tell that you listened to advise that I gave you and followed through. I am very proud of your progress already! You are going to be awesome!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Good lesson, Cara. Continue to work on transitions and overall classroom management (talking).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Well done, Cara!  I am proud of the improvements you have made! Continue to grow in the area of classroom management and showing enthusiasm/annimation during your lessons.  Keep up the hard work!

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good job!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  I am proud of your hard work, Alexis!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Your lesson was well planned, organized and implemented!  Well done, Alexis!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The remaining time in your insternship is an opportunity to polish your skills and to apply any techniques or practices you've picked up from your cooperating teacher. Mrs. Fields is a great resource for you and I am glad the two of you have developed a very good working relationship. You might also think about this. What is there about becoming a professional full time teacher later this year that scares you? Are there strategies or practices you haven't tried that you would like to use before going into the "real world"? Now is the time to ask your cooperating teacher if you can try some of these. Please let me know what questions you have that I may be able to help you with. Keep working hard. It shows.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your lesson builds upon the successes of your first observed lesson this semester. Your teaching style shows that you care about student learning and understanding. 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Well planned and organized lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Nice work on this lesson, and throughout the semester! 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You are continuing to mature as a teacher and to refine your questioning and response to students. Keep up the good work.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Very creative, supportive review lesson.  Work on setting expectations for behavior during each part of the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson - the students loved it! 2. Great introductory video! 3. Good strong & encouraging voice. 4. Great idea to have the pieces pre-cut for the activity. GROWS: 1. I think it would be beneficial to have the students pre-grouped & the groups names posted on the PB. 2. Go over rules for group activities & post them so the students can refer to them as needed. 3. When using a 'Get Quiet' signal, don't move forward until every student follows your directives!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Some directions were vagueThink about adding in more HOTS questions. Make sure that you look at their thought processes during the lesson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Excellent review lesson of fractions!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done! I wish I had been able to stay longer. We have addressed my not being able to stay longer, by allowing longer observation slots.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		I have seen you grow tremendously in your teaching and delivery of content to your students. You will be an amazing teacher. I have enjoyed being your supervisor so much! Good luck to you as you pursue your career!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I love seeing the use of stations!  When properly done they can be very powerful support for what has been taught! Excellent job, Brittany!  Keep up the great work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and scaffolded beautifully for your students!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent job going over EQ & questioning the students to make sure they understood. 2. Good use of wording for fiction and non fiction. 3. It was obvious that you had studied your lesson. GROWS: 1. Always gain control of the class before moving on. 2. Use the document camera to show pages of the book so that all of the students can see it clearly. 3. It might help to make a chart as your obtain answers for the main idea.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You will be an awesome teacher.  You care about your students and their learning. Good luck in your future career!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Great opening video (Brainpop). 2. Great idea to post your anchor chart on the PB 3. Excellent connection with your students. GROWS: 1. Remember students need to see & hear the lesson information several times for it to go into their memory. 2. List the examples that the students are giving you so that all students can see & revisit as necessary. 3. Slow down when you are presenting the important information in your lesson. It's okay if you don't cover all of it in one day.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Setting up stations and having students rotate through them can be difficult and it takes experience with this type activity. The students did not have enough time to complete the activity at the stations. Time management is also something you learn with experience. Suggestion would be to have students sign up for one of the habitats and learn the important information and then share it with the class so the others could add the information to their flip books. You need to think about ways to differentiate the lessons for the students who needed more support. It is hard to manage station learning when you have limited space. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Activities were fun for the students and well planned. 2. TC was professionally dressed and had a very positive approach to teaching. 3. You used a very kind and loving voice but it was a little low at times.
GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to post the group lists on the board along with group instructions. 2. I think it would have been less confusing if you had put a copy of the instructions for the various groups on each table. 3. Tell the students ahead of time & post a visual showing how the groups will rotate.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall this is a much better lesson in that it had more directions and focus for the students. I was able to observe that you included some of the suggestions from last week into this week's lesson. That shows growth and glows in my book.  You had a variety of instructional strategies incorporated into the lesson and it was obvious that you thought through the lesson parts as you planned it. I Iiked the beginning activity with the ballons and straws as it got the students involved quickly into the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very good lesson!  Well planned.  Be sure to use manipulatives whenever they will help students to better understand the learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done!!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully taught! 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Carving out time to meet individually with students can be a challenge, but it is at least a brief interaction that often reveals important information to teachers. Good job on many counts: -creating a packet of prompts for the students; -maintaining a very professional yet approachable demeanor during conferences; -being flexible with the need to celebrate the reading success and maintain order and appropriate classroom management. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Your instructional delivery continues to be well done. In many respects, you only need to fine polish your practice. While the constraints of an observation do not promote creativity, you could look at creativity in planning as a way to expand your horizons. You could also focus on additional means of differentiation or enrichment.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You made it clear that you have a grasp of keeping students interested in their learning goals and that you have mastered the ability to transition between activities and modes of teaching/learning. As you think about the rest of the semester, consider how to apply your excellent strategies in teaching reading to other subjects. That's not to say your other subject areas are lacking. It is simply a reflection of my having observed a couple of your highly effective reading lessons. It seems to me that you are on target for where I would like to see interns at this point. Let me know if there are areas in which you think you need to practice for your one remaining observation.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You seem to have been a good match for your cooperating teacher this semester. Continue to learn and grow as you move into next semester.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Great job opening the lesson with a clear focus for the lesson. 2. You used the PowerPoint to help explain the main point of the lesson. Very clear print and pictures. Super job! 3. Informative achor charts were posted to support students who needed additional assistance. 4. The final activity was a neat way to for the students to share the information thata they had learned. It might help to use smaller groups for this activity. 3. Yea - the instructions for the activity were on the PB! GROWS: 1. Great PowerPoint! I would put the names under the picture of the 3 men of focus (JFK, RFK, MLK) 2. When you use a discipline method such as 'class class', do not move forward until all students are quiet. 3. Once you've completed an activity, take time to re-evaluate & make any necessary changes.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. The standard & I can statement was clearly posted. You presented he standard but failed to state the I Can statement. Make sure to give time & energy to what you want the students to learn during this lesson. 2. The Powerpoint was well put together & the graphics were very realistice. The interactive part greatly enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job attending to the entire group 4. Lesson plan was well thoughout & written. GROWS: 1. When presenting information using highlighted text, I would number the items as they are presented (ex. Two sources of light: 1. natural & 2. articificial) 2. Always a good idea to list new vocabulary on the PB or on an anchor chart.THis allows for the students to see the information whroughout the lesson 3. Good time to use some type of "random student selection" technique

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson is well planned & appropriate standard is addressed. 2. Activity was fun and the students appeared to enjoy it. 3. It is obvious that you put a lot of time in preparing for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure that you have the attention of all students throughout the lesson. If you continue teaching while the students are talking inappropraitely, this sends the message that it is acceptable behavior. 2. I would suggest not giving out a snack until the lesson is completely over. (Ex. maybe serve the Dirt Pudding later in the day or after the lesson.) 3. Make sure that the focus of the lesson is promoted throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Overall this went well. There are constraints with Eureka math, but you handled those constraints without issue.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		You are to be commended for choosing a hands-on activity in science that would allow students to demonstrate their understanding of the concepts. You moved through the roon visitng groups. It could have been a challenge to keep them on task, but you skillfully did so with ease.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		123

		Response Rate: 		32.71%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Ric

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn STeed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		225

		Response Rate: 		59.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/26/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/29/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/30/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/17/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/21/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/25/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/25/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/10/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/10/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/25/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/03/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/17/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/25/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/15/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/26/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/11/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/21/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/25/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/10/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/19/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/25/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/24/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/29/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/03/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/19/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/07/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/02/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/03/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/21/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/16/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/29/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/11/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/29/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/24/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/25/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/21/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/16/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/25/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/01/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/17/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/29/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/21/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/25/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/13/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/03/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/17/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/19/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/28/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		03/03/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/19/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/17/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/30/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/17/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/14/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/21/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/25/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/21/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/16/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/23/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/14/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/10/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/25/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/10/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/10/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/10/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/05/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		213

		Response Rate: 		56.65%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		85		22.61%		245		65.16%		29		7.71%		1		0.27%		16		4.26%		376		2.84		0.54

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		4		1.06%		65		17.29%		5		1.33%		282		75%		20		5.32%		376		3.01		0.35

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		0		0%		21		5.59%		3		0.8%		332		88.3%		20		5.32%		376		3.13		0.33

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		89		7.89%		331		29.34%		37		3.28%		615		54.52%		56		4.96%		1128				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		111		29.52%		219		58.24%		35		9.31%		1		0.27%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.27%		108		28.72%		212		56.38%		34		9.04%		11		2.93%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		2		0.53%		129		34.31%		198		52.66%		35		9.31%		3		0.8%		9		2.39%		376		2.73		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.27%		59		15.69%		254		67.55%		54		14.36%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		2.98		0.56

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		43		11.44%		273		72.61%		52		13.83%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		3.02		0.51

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		1		0.27%		39		10.37%		269		71.54%		57		15.16%		0		0%		10		2.66%		376		3.04		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		14		3.72%		301		80.05%		50		13.3%		0		0%		11		2.93%		376		3.1		0.41

		Total/Percentage		5		0.19%		503		19.11%		1726		65.58%		317		12.04%		15		0.57%		66		2.51%		2632				
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		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		4		1.27%

		No		311		98.73%
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Deviation

Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates 
expectations 0 0% 99 26.33% 219 58.24% 30 7.98% 12 3.19% 16 4.26% 376 2.8 0.58
Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free 1 0.27% 129 34.31% 196 52.13% 37 9.84% 1 0.27% 12 3.19% 376 2.74 0.63
Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation 0 0% 71 18.88% 253 67.29% 30 7.98% 2 0.53% 20 5.32% 376 2.88 0.52
Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- 
Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual 
Aids--- Manipulatives 1 0.27% 112 29.79% 205 54.52% 41 10.9% 2 0.53% 15 3.99% 376 2.8 0.63
Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- 
Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating 2 0.53% 196 52.13% 133 35.37% 29 7.71% 3 0.8% 13 3.46% 376 2.53 0.65
Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- 
Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  3 0.8% 147 39.1% 153 40.69% 18 4.79% 31 8.24% 24 6.38% 376 2.58 0.61
Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 1 0.27% 70 18.62% 256 68.09% 27 7.18% 5 1.33% 17 4.52% 376 2.87 0.52
Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student 
engagement 0 0% 83 22.07% 238 63.3% 41 10.9% 1 0.27% 13 3.46% 376 2.88 0.57
Lesson has guided practice and independent practice 1 0.27% 83 22.07% 229 60.9% 35 9.31% 9 2.39% 19 5.05% 376 2.86 0.57
Effective transitions between activities 1 0.27% 106 28.19% 211 56.12% 37 9.84% 9 2.39% 12 3.19% 376 2.8 0.61
Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and 
its relevance 1 0.27% 86 22.87% 165 43.88% 16 4.26% 77 20.48% 31 8.24% 376 2.73 0.57
Total/Percentage 11 0.27% 1182 28.58% 2258 54.59% 341 8.24% 152 3.68% 192 4.64% 4136


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Loan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laurn Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Moli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blalock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kesley  Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		B Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emil Depena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Britney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crysta Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Smmer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hinley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		MIchelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Raburn

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexs Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxeanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alxis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Magan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie TRaylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		MikaylaWard

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wootne

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dnasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		369

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/24/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/10/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/24/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/28/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/26/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/13/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/14/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/30/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/04/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/05/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/17/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/16/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/19/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/28/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/30/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/05/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/21/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		10/31/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/14/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/14/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		04/20/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/14/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		11/07/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/17/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/31/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/07/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/31/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/24/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/14/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/19/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/06/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/07/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/10/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/14/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/31/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/19/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/27/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/04/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/10/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/05/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/26/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/26/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/02/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/31/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/24/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/26/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		09/27/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/20/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/01/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/19/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		02/22/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/16/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/09/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/28/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		09/27/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/20/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/01/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/17/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/07/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/24/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/28/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/17/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/26/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/26/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/24/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/22/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/11/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/16/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/24/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		10/17/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/14/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/31/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/04/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/14/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		10/31/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/16/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		10/31/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/19/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/27/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/24/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/24/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/07/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		10/31/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/07/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/26/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/06/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/27/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/22/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/12/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/13/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/18/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/28/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/15/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/17/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/24/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/10/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/16/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/05/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/14/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		04/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/19/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/06/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/02/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		02/02/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/31/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/02/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/20/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		02/03/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		11/07/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/16/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/07/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/29/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/31/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/07/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/14/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/04/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/01/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/31/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/22/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/13/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/07/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/04/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		03/06/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		NDES

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		WHitesburg Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SandHill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Middle

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		sharp creek 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math  Drop In

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3 SS

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3  Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  ELA

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PreK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  Math

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		K

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		1

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		1

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th Grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		2

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		5

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 ELA

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kindergarten

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 ELA

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifith

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Science

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3  Science

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PREk

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 Science

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S  Drop in

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 Reading

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4 ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		2

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5 S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		K

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Reading

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 ELA

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 Science

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4/5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Pre K

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 ELA

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PREK

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		2

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kindergarten

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 S

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		K

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Social Studies

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  SS

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		1

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  Math

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Pre K

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		K

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  Math

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA  Drop in

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Science

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 SS

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Pre-K

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  MAth

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3  ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 R

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		K

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 SS

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  SS

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  ELA

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		K

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4/5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  ELA

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Pre K

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  ELA

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		K

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		357

		Response Rate: 		94.95%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve  Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Strain

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Strain

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Strain

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen ?Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Strain

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		R Strain

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		r Strain

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		358

		Response Rate: 		95.21%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Standard well articulated to students in "their" language.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job posting and presenting Standard. Glad you broke it down to help them understand

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standards were posted and stated during the lesson. The essential question was posted but not stated.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document has been completed under the other file. The observation form was also uploaded to notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Further discussion as to what the word "representation" in the "I can" statement would have helped clarify what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You used an "I can statement" to communicate the learning goals of the lesson. "I can find 10 more or 10 less than a two-digit number given."

		Atkins		David		917436457		I didn't hear you give goals to the students as you started the lesson. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		GROW-The teacher did not state or discuss the standard or essential question. GROW-The goals were not very clear at the beginning of the lesson. GROW-The lesson was very long and needed to be shortened. The teacher covered a lot of material about conjunctions. If this is a review, the teacher needed a fun way to review. 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job presenting Standard and EQs.  Great integrating ELA and Math to complete your lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Great job breaking down Standard and I Can Statements.  
You were very clear on your instruction of how to recognize a simple and compound sentence.
 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying about in the lesson. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		I Can statement posted for students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needed to go into more detail about the standard and essential question.  The teacher needed to include the students more in what the subject matter of the lesson would be. GROW-The lesson plan did not have any modifications or strategies for the Gifted and struggling students.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Sometimes it can be difficult to help young students understand the purpose for learning. That is not a struggle for you, and students are fully aware of learning goals are clear in the written plan.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The teacher candidate clearly defines the purpose for learning, and helps students recall how it relates to their previous lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students are studying the planets and the solar system. They have an interactive science notebook. The teacher candidate/intern organized this unit of study so that students can continually be cognicent of their learning goals/objectives.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students were well aware of their learning goals which were reflected in the lesson plan and relevant standards.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very engaging from beginning to end. The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job asking the students questions about the standard and the essential question.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Key words are posted for students and the are aware of the purpose for learning.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standards are displayed/discussed in a manner that could be understood by first graders. This teacher candidate demonstrates absolute knowledge of what she has planned. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully scaffolded lesson. Standards and learning goals were clear for this lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Standards and "I can" statement beautifully articulated with your explanation of informational text.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions.
 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standard and essential question were posted and stated. The teacher explained the challenge for the small group at the beginning of her lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Since the reading started prior to my entering the room, I was not sure of the purpose of reading. I received a hard copy of the lesson after they finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The standard and learning goal would have been on the promethian board in the Eureka Math program, but the board was not working properly. The teacher candidate explained the purpose of the lesson as learning to measure in centimeters and how they are different from inches.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The lesson plan shows that you have thoughtfully considerd how to make your training in good practices fit in with the Eureka math program. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When learning goals can be stated clearly by the students, it is obvious that the teacher candidate is on track in planning and communicating the learning goals.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Standard was posted and presented. Practice breaking it down so students understand what and why they are learning about sound

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standard was posted and presented.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The only mention of the lesson goals was as follows: "We are going to see if light will pass through certain objects." It should have been more specific as to the standard and "I can" statements. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standard and learning objective posted on chart.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was printed in text and read by a student. You could spend a little more time explaining the standard to the class.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Spend more time on your EQ. Have students give you examples of the various parts of speech as you go over them.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job with the standard.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. When reading the Standard to the students (or with the students), you did a great job defining the main terms used.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Give purpose to the Standard and the EQ.  Don't just read it. You gave an example of terms used at bank, but explain the difference between terms and numeric equations that they use in 5th grade and why it's important.
 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson, It can be confusing when there are multiple meanings for the terms.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Standard and "I can statements" clearly articulated and explained to students.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Drop in visit-lesson plans not available.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals were clearly stated to students, as you read the standard aloud and then asked the students what words they knew in the standard. This led to the E.Q. How do I write an opinion piece?  This was a terrific technique to have students begin making connections as they were locating the words familiar to them within the standard.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You had the students read the "kid friendly" standard and E.Qs aloud with you! Excellent! Lesson plan was beautifully planned, scaffolded and taught!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Always great job presenting Standard and EQ. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. I would suggest that the TC read the standard slowly and stop as needed to explain any new or key terms. Make sure the meaning of all words of the EQ are clearly understood (ex. converting, vis versa, etc)

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Loved how you got the student's attention by hiding the I Can statements under a student desk and telling the class only 1 student knew what your were going to be doing. They were all excited to find out what it was and you had their attention for your opening.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was beautifully organized and taught.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sorry I missed the first part of the lesson. The organiation of the lesson was well thoughtout. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Don't forget to fill in Differentiation for Specific Students from the Context of Learning Form.  All classes have all kinds of students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Standard not posted but explained to each group.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard discussed and youtalked about why the lesson was important.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard was posted, read, discussed so students could understand.  Goals for lesson were discussed.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job with the standard.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by having the students read the standard. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher had the student read the standard.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher posted and stated the standards and essential questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Lesson was obviously well planned and orgainzed. Slow down a little & spend additional time with the defintiion of the term FORCE. Post the definition on the board. (remember students need to see & hear numerous times in order to learn) Give examples of the various definitions for FORCE. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with the standards and what they meant.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Really detailed lesson plan.  Reviewed standards.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You began with explaining the standard. You broke it down into parts your students could understand. Well done! You had the students read the "I can" statements after you. Well done!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking thought provoking questions about plants. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of putting the subject matter into a I can statement. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students they would be studying about Volume. The teacher asked good questions about the volume concept. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher selected different students to read the standards. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students the goals for the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Lesson was well thought out & written.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson with the standard. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about verbs.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Use more enthusiam when introducing a lesson. The more excited you are, the more excited the students will be!!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standard was not posted but clearly stated to students in "their" language.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You presented the Standard. Don't forget to talk about the learning goals and I can Statements.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Standard & EQ's were posted and clearly articulated to students Good job setting the focus for the lesson and giving overall expectations.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Text based evidence is a great strategy to teach your students

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions. GROW-The teacher needed to explain to the students what they would be studying about-main idea, character, etc...

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		So proud that you covered the Standard and I Can Statements in your opening.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher stated the standard and essential question for the lesson.
 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Nice work on student engagement in the first few minutes. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Students are clearly aware of the purpose of learning as Ms. Harper has planned and stated.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Standard posted, read.  I Can statement read. You could expand the explanation of the standard so the students understand what and why they are learning this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard, EQ, I Can statements-posted and read and discussed. Also discussed the agenda for the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Standard was posted and presented.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and goals for the Author's point lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to teach more about Author's Point subject matter.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. *The teacher needed more delivery at the bginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You rushed through the reading of the standard and did no explaining.
The E.Q.s were well written and clearly articulated to the students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You stated standards orally. Know that some schools require standards to be visually posted. Your lesson was organized and logically sequenced.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher started the lesson by discussing the essential question. The teacher had a good powerpoint with the essential questions posted. The lesson plan was very educational and hands-on.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Don&#39;t forget your Standard. I noticed you went over EQs at the end, but show these at the beginning. This will help you with some review as you get started.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions for the lesson.
 

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Movement during story was a good strategy. good connection to butterflies and nutrition class has been studying.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and reviewed the standard for the lesson in a very good powerpoint. The teacher had the students read the Essential Question orally together-Great way to engage the students!

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a poster about AREA.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential question are stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher underlined the important words in the standard. The teacher had a great way to emphasize the important words of the standard by underlining the important words.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a great powerpoint sharing the essential questions witht the students.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher began the lesson by completing a powerpoint lesson on decimals.
The teacher did not state the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a great job with her delivery of what the lesson would be about. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great job breaking down your Standard and I Can statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson in progress when I arrived.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		No standard posted or read or discussed..

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		This was a drop in observation during full time teaching.  I came into a lesson already in progress.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You opened with a quick video on three stages of matter. You asked student to give you examoles of solids, liquids and gases. You had a worksheet for the students to complete where they had to sort items by category. You then moved into making rootbeer floats to show liquid, solid and gas. Throughout the lesson you emphasised why things were liquid, solid or gas. No lesson plan was sent to supervisor. Discuss the standard with your sudents. Have students tell you the directions to be sure they understand what they are to do. Finish the worksheet before moving on the the float.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job stating the Standard and learning goals. So glad you included an Essential Question but make sure they understand what you expect them to learn today.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job of presenting Standard and breaking it down. *ask "What is a strategy?" "Why do strategies work?" This is important. You want to make them understand that this is something that will help you

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary on question marks. The teacher asked the students questions about what they are learning about. The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the standard/learning goal thoroughly.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I don't believe I saw the beginning.  You were explaining what they were going to do in groups and putting them in groups.  You sat at table with struggling students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job presenting Standard and using Simple Sally to help explain.  
suggestion- It would have been good to explain those terms (simple, compound)

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You presented the Standard but be careful not to just read as a ritual.  Talk about what these I Can Statements mean.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent job of clarifying the standard for the students. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You scaffolded the lesson beautifully for the students!

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson sharing the Flocabulary video about the three branches of governement.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher posted the standarad and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what their goals would be for the Science lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Standard & EQ posted clearly on the Promethean Board I think the students would benefit from you spending a little more time clarifying the EQ

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Remember to post the standard, read and discuss the standard with your students. What will they be able to do after the lesson?

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were engaged at the beginning in a review of morning work. The teacher candidate made the learning goals for the lesson clear to students.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The discussion during group practice reminds the students of the learning goal(s) of the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Don't forget the Standard and EQ or I Can Statements.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great job breaking down the Standard

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Despite the concern that the math program required by the school system might not fit with the general expectations of a lesson opening, the teacher candidate clearly communicated the purpose of the lesson and 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The learning goals of the lesson - the main idea from the standard - was at the top of the screen as the students did group practice. It was referred to many times by the teacher intern and by at least two students.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You looked at the standard and I Can Statements.  You broke them down to be sure that the students understood the terms used in it.  You asked students to explain what they thought the statements meant. Lesson plan was not sent to supervisor before the lesson was taught.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted and read.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted on Promethean Board & in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Standard posted....and you had students explain what a standard was. Your "Ican" statements were explained and told the students what they were to know at the end of the lessonl

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard and clarified the learning goals for the students. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good job presenting the Standard. Make sure you present and discuss the learning goals (I can or EQ)

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Standard was posted, along with EQ. Standard and lesson did not really mesh.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Standard posted, read, explained.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Did not see the standards posted but you did discuss it with the students.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Lesson goals clearly stated.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate had standard posted and shared the purpose of the lesson. Right away, students engaged in giving examples of sentences using grammar rules. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It was helpful to students to have a bullet list on the chart at the front of the classroom. This along with the "I can" statement helped students to know what they would be doing and why they were doing these activities. You have embraced the use of the anchor chart and the "I can" statements. This is a good habit to have particularly in lower grades. In addition to being good for your students, it gives you a visual reminder of your plan during instruction. It is also something that you can keep for a period of time as a record. You might also take a digital photograph of charts that have been particularly useful. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The lesson as required follows Eureka Math, and the student teacher made the opening.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did not present a standard to the students. You did not present either an E.Q. or an "I can statement" to the students. These are very important to remember to include.  This is what tells the students what they will be learning about during the lesson.  For some, it will allow them to begin making connections if they have had exposure to the learning goal before the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began the lesson by explaining what they would be studying about adaptation. The teacher stated the essential question at the beginning of the lesson on a powerpoint. *The teacher needed to review the standards. They are not just posted on a powerpoint.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		 Good job beginning lesson with focus on standard and essential question.  It was obvious that you spent quality time on lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Lesson goals are repeated during the lesson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The standard and essential question were stated and posted.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As you introduced the standard and the lesson goals, you reminded the students of the meaning of the word partition.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Standard was posted and presented.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You shared and clarified the standard and E.Q.s for your students. The lesson was well organized and taught.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Awesome, awesome beginning as you covered Standard

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Yea large font size! 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The standards were posted and stated in the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with standard.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You opened with the standard.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Standard read, posted. I Can statement read. You could expand your explanation of the standard so students understand the what and why.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the book he was reading. The teacher did not state the standard or essential question.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The standard and goals were reviewed. Stufents were asked to define some of the vocabulary needed for lesson -habitat and organism. Some of the students were having side conversations during this introduction part.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		A student was asked to read the standard. I would have liked to have seen a learning target or goal , EQ, or I can statement at this point in the lesson. It would have helped the students to know what they were doing the experiments for.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Be sure to explain all vocabulary in the standard or reword it to make it more "kid friendly".  For example, the word differentiate was more than likely new to most of the students and warrented being explained.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Correct standard not posted on the white board where standards are posted and left during a unit of study. E.Q.s You asked students to discuss what one dimensional figures are as a review. You then reviewed how one dimensional objects can me measured. This led to the learning goal of the day which was two dimensional objects.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good Job reviewing the standard and stating the learning target. The lesson was well written and included both instruction and student participation..

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students are aware of the goals of the lesson.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Strong Intro Effective praise Natural Flow of lesson Use of graphic organizer lesson on voting very relevent to real life polishers: Need more Higher order thinkning questions Mention standard

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Standard posted, read, discussed, vocabulary defined.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You took the time to review the standards and I Can statements with the students. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Glows: Modeling Connections to prior lmowledge Very engaging Activity very clear instructions Grows: More higher order questions validate praise Wait until you finish instructions to give out materials

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Much better techer voice...you seemend to enjoy teaching liked the student colaboration in small groups Related lesson to real life using sub sandwiches Good student participation Grows: Use more classroom Mgt. Strategies Use a ticket out the door or some method for your closin g and formative assess. piece. Make sure you have every students attention when giving intsructions.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lesson in progress.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was read along with I Can statements and they were posted for students to see.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard the students would be reviewing.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher posted and stated the standards for the Math Lesson. The teacher shared her goals for the Money lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential in teaching the students about the Money concepts.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Planning your lesson planned thoroughly allowed you to differentiate for multiple groups.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students in Ms. Witcher's class have always been clearly informed of the standards and learning goals of their lessons. In today's lesson, the teacher candidate was able to clearly restate the learning goal seamlessly throughout the lesson. The standard fit appropriately on the side of the students' graphic organizer in this reading lesson on point of view. Keeping the standard in mind is so important - particularly at this time of year as teachers prepare students for standardized testing. It helps the classroom teacher be more comfortable in turning over their teaching to the teacher candidate (intern).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & I can statements were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes for this lesson are posted under advisement/notes

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Reviewed the standard.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard and I Can statements discussed. Did not see either posted.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the Lesson Plan.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate was well prepared with a solid lesson plan and well organized materials.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		No standard posted or discussed. You did talk about the goal of the lesson and what the student should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed the standard and I can Statements.

		Responses (n): 		192

		Response Rate: 		51.06%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		3		3		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		3		3		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		3		3		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		2		2		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		3		3		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome beginning as you connected them to train transportation by sharing a video of the train sounds.  Great connection! Love the pair/share of ideas to help them think about certain ideas.  Your higher level questioning was right on!  I can tell you thought this through a lot! Great integration of ELA into your SS lesson.  (cause and effect, collaborative discussions)  Fit perfectly into your lesson Great activity for them to use the sticky notes to do their own cause and effect.  loved that they used the text book.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good prompt questions to get the student(s) to figure out the shapes needed to make another shape.  Liked how they were not only figuring out what shapes to use to make another shape but they also had to write the formula by using the shapes.  I also like the way you told them to "Try first then Ms Adams will help you"...

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Liked your anchor chart...A Pronoun is a noun in disguise.  Might have related more to Halloween costume is a disguise...not sure the students totally understood the "disguise" part.  Also might have used the students as "models" for nouns and pronouns.  Good having students stand up for answers on power point.  this is a very active class and having them move during a lesson is helpful.  Great asking students "Why" when they give an answer.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher conducted a small group in Math discussing the hour and minute hand of the clock. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different hands. The teacher called on different students to answer the questions about time. The teacher set a time on the clock and the students wrote the correct time on their whiteboard. GROW-The teacher needs to check each student's whiteboard to make sure she knows what each student writes on the whiteboard. One student had written the wrong answer but she did not realize the wrong time had been written. GROW-The teacher needed to be aware of what the students were writing. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster because the students were not as engaged as they should be. The teacher wrote different times on the board and the students showed it on their individual clocks. The teacher did a good job of praising the students when they answered correctly. The teacher instructed the students what to do in the small group rotation.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		You did a good job of explaining that fractions is just a part of a whole number. Glad you used visuals such as pizza picture broken into parts. The Power point was good. Also, the video of the Hersheys chocolate was a great visual to help them understand. suggestion- Not sure that you shouldn't just stop video when it got to part of simplyfying fractions. The worksheet went along with the chocolate bar that they saw on board. suggestion- If each group could have had their own candy bar, that would have been great. Just the small one, not the large size because they are expensive. suggestion- Since you are using the picture of the Hershey bar, make sure there is a way they can see the parts. It was too dark. This is important! The playdough was a creative idea but may have been too much in one day. Not sure you needed that. The chocolate bar would have been enough if you just centered your lesson all around that. Transitions were smooth.  You set your rules and expectations.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		"Grocery Game" is a great way to review standards with decimals.  Video was precious and students really seemed to enjoy watching Bruno shop.  Glad you defined some of the things they would be looking for like "produce" and "household goods".  Might have been better to break into groups of two instead of four...some were having a hard time agreeing on what to buy.  Also, needed to stress putting the total amount of money it would take to buy what was required on the line.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Love how you started with personal experience of taking the GACE.  Students had a good time going through some of the GACE questions and figured out the right answers.  Thank you for making the questions "BIGGER" so that they could be seen by all students.  Again, using chrome books and Quiziz to review for Milestone testing is good.  Stressed slowing down and making sure to read questions and answers completely before answering...you even started the quiz over because of the students going too fast and missing questions they should know.  Good exit writing activity.  Good encouragement to "Bump up from average to amazing".

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You explained what they would be doing, but it's important to explain the why also.  This was a review lesson that you were teaching.  Wonderful question about why Sherman sent letter to Lincoln!  Good thinking!  Keep asking those questions!   suggestion- Make sure you explain the answer in detail. You told them it was a Christmas present, but why did he do this? suggestion- You want the Power point to be easy to see and inviting.  Make it bigger.   The Venn Diagram is a great graphic organizer, but go over how a Venn Diagram can help them organize thoughts.  Even though they may have done it before, give the instructions on how it works.  I could tell you knew the information, but don't be afraid to dig deep with your students (expecially the ALP).   Don't forget to do a closing as you wrap it up. Go back to your EQ and Standard to bring it back around.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Difficult standard but you did a good job of relating the resources to parts of a hamburger and also relating to the business McDonalds.  Good clarification of each resource.  Graphic organizer using Ms Amos' Construction Company as an example to walk through with the knowledge from the discussion.  Liked the way you developed the writing component example together as a class.  A suggestion might be that you could type the information on the screen  from a laptop. Be careful of saying "OK" all the time.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good opening discussion about what they had been studying and what they were going to do.  Video was good to reinforce previous knowledge.  Going over quiz together helped to reinforce information for all.  Flipbook was already put together for them and you had an example for them to see.  Going over the information together so that they could copy for their books was good.  White board was hard to see.  Probably would have been better to write on promethean...easier for the whole class to see and copy information.  You did a good job of reinforcing important points as you went through the information for the flipbook.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Really good lesson and great student participation.  Video helped to "refresh" their memory of how to use quotation marks.  Showing them an example of a two frame comic strip and then showing them their worksheet with four frames really tied their activity to the practice.  The students did an awesome job of making up the example comic strip with BB8 and Spiderman...very creative.   You sort of lost the class when the one boy was taking such a long time with the last frame of the example.  You might have taken over after he drew the picture and filled in the "bubble".

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Even though this was a review lesson, I am glad you went over each text feature and gave examples.  You also referred back to Mrs. McCord's lesson where the information was given.  I liked the activity of using magazines to find the text features and then cutting them out and gluing on papers at the front of the room to show different examples.  Students seemed to work well.  Some still had difficulty finding examples.  Might have been better if you had used a timer during the activity.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		The students were practicing the learning goals of 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less with a flower foldable. Each foldable had a number in the center(which would be the center of the flower. The students were to practice giving and writing on the petals, a number 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less. You circulated throughout the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help as needed. After their answers had been checked the students were instructed how to use the materials you provided them to make the flower. You had students share the results of their flowers...Perhaps, in order to hold the attention of the rest of the class you might try a little mental math. Have the student sharing, call out his or her number and you write it on the board. Ask students what 10 more, 10 less, etc. would be and allow the student sharing to tell the student called upon to say whether or not he/she is correct. In closing, you asked the students to come to the rug. You practiced the lesson goal again by providing more numbers. Lots of support!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson reading the book "Animals on Board". You asked addition questions throughout regarding the animals on the train. You asked to students to share "key words" that told them addition was the needed operation . You modeled the first word problem showing the students how to use skittles as counters.  You had the students count out skittles and then write a number sentence on their papers. Continue to ask or point out the key words that tell the students to add. In the future, not all problems will be addition problems. You scaffolded the students by having them work the problems, on the Promethean Board, after you had read them aloud for the students. The students used the skittles as visual manipulatives to aid in solving the problems. You used the skill of "counting on" when larger numbers were being added. You taught the students to begin with the larger of the two numbers. You modeled how to do the math story that was to go into their math journals. You were clear in explaining they could not use the example you gave, but must create a problem of their own. Great higher order thinking! 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Think about using signals, esp. with young children. Signal when to repeat line in play, signal for quieting students. Remember new vocabulary needs to be repeated many times in context for true learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Good going over the standard in language that they could understand.  Brain Pop video was good but you should have paused it at times to reinforce important information about figuring elapsed time.  It was good to give a personal example but make sure that you know how to work it out...it was very confusing when you had to start over.  Be careful when writing on the board that you don't stand in front of what you are writing.  You did a couple of real life examples when you went over school time. Make sure your transitions are more controlled.  Try to find a way for them to get the materials that would be more efficient.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Students were engaged in the lesson.  You set behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson and gave them their coin.  If they behaved, remained on task-they got to keep their coin. Real food objects were a hit and made the lesson real to the students.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Index card game was a good review activity for terms about multiplication. It was a good motivator for your students.   Loved the idea of the video Amanda Bean. Good idea to help them understand multiplication as they used unifix cubes to make arrays. Good questioning after video about how multiplication helps us. Nice job of delivering the content.  Great strategy of using the CUBES as an acronym suggestion- Show examples as they give you answers.  Ex.  What is repeated addition? After them answering, show examples.  This really helps your visual learners.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they studied last week? The teacher conducted a good discussion about the conjunctions subject matter last week. The teacher passed out different questions to the students letting them write their team name and their name on the paper. The teacher passed out worksheets to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster to improve the behavior of the students. The teacher had the students open up their journals. The teacher presented a powerpoint to the students. The teacher had the examples of the conjunctions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to answer the conjunction questions. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students do a thumbs up or thumbs down after the student put the answer for the question on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to read the questions on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write the correct answer on notebook paper at their seats. GROW-The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students. The teacher instructed the students to put away the learning logs. GROW-The teacher needed to complete the lesson with an assessment or review.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Good job reviewing sentence types.  The Flocabulary video helped them get focused back on FANBOYS.  The loved the video.   suggestion- Be careful that they can read the colors on the Power Point. One color was hard to see.  This can be important for your visual readers.   Great balance of instructing and guided practice and finally independent practice.  This was a hard concept you were teaching and they needed this practice. Loved the Pronithium activity.  Transitions were good as they moved into the game Three Corners.   suggestion- When the lone student went to the wrong corner, praise her for being honest and not just following crowd, but also ask her why she went to that corner.  What was her thinking?

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher explained to the students that they would be learning about the parts of the plant. The teacher used power points to teach the students about the different parts of the plant. The teacher used the powerpoint to explain how to complete the Parts of a Plant worksheet. The teacher also used a poster of the plant to explain the different Plant Parts. The teacher had a good powerpoint that had the different parts of the plants.  The teacher selected different students to come up to the power point and point out the correct answers for the matching game. The teacher explained to the students that they would be doing a plant dissection. The teacher instructed the students how to dissect the plant at their seats. The teacher did a wonderful job of explaining the directions for what they would be doing at their seats. The students received flowers to dissect for their activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You incorporated visuals and manipulatives into lesson for students.  You asked lots of questions.  You tied the learning to the real world-had students discuss why they needed to know the material.  Your lesson reenforced the I Can statement throughout lesson. If at all possible, use real coins with students instead of plastic.  They need to handle real money and the markings are easier to identify.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Very good job focusing the lesson. I thought it was beneficial for you and the students to read the I Can statements. Your video choice helped promote the keys terms in the lesson. The information presented was clear & reinforced the focus of the lesson. It was very helpful for the students for you to leave the information gathered previously posted on the PB

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a book with the students. The teacher read the story with expression. GROW-The teacher needed to fill in the Differentiation part with different strategies. After reading the story, Owen, the teacher asked different questions about the characters and problems in the story. The teacher gave explicit directions about the Story Map worksheet. As the teacher explained the worksheet, she answered questions from the students. GROW-The teacher needed to dismiss the students to their desks and then issue the Story Map sheet to the students. GROW-The lesson needed more delivery in the beginning. The teacher needed to have some type of teaching activity that would teach about the setting and problem parts of a story. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats to complete the Story Map worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed some type of technology for her lesson. The teacher concluded the lesson by asking the students different questions about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and monitoring the students as she asked the different questions. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		An example of an original story book is show to the children on chart paper. Through a series of questions and discussion points, the teacher candidate shares multiple examples of how pictures in books should match up with the words. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez' students experience full support to take risks during learning. Her demeanor keeps the students engaged. Starting with well organized lesson plan, she is able to engage them throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good opening as you showed a picture of an ecosystem to gear their minds toward science. The centers that you had available included some instruction from you as you monitored,  but I felt like there should be a little more instructions at the beginning to help them remember what they had been learning.  *suggestions:  have resources such as books, sheets printed from Google, etc. to help them in their centers.  It's hard for them to remember all the ecosysytems so if they had a list of ones to pick from would be great differentiation.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The instructional strategies selected for the interactive science notebook take students through a learning sequence that incorporates a large variety of strategies. This approach maximizes the opportunity of each student to show the teacher they have mastered content. The students are the "crew" of a spaces ship with indivvidual and collective responsibilities. tet The teacher candidate/intern is enthusiastic about the subject matter and the strategies.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your students could articulate what they were doing, why they were doing it, and explain how their project met the requirements (which addressed the standard). 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Awesome opening with asking about vocabulary and what it means to words and a story. The Power Point was awesome. You did ask a lot of questions. Awesome how you connected the "ruthless" fish to a ruthless pirate. Give it Rigor at opening of your lesson, meaning allow more students to explain why vocabulary is so important to a story. Great time to use high level questioning. * As you move into vocabulary and pictures on Power point, ask questions like "Are pirates real or something we hear about in stories and movies?" "This pirate in picture is smiling, but pirates are not nice people. Does anyone know why?" Ask them "What movie have you seen that is fiction about pirates?" Get the students sooooo interested in pirates that they can't wait to get into the story. *Try moving around the room as you present Power point. This helps keep all students engaged. Great job of predicting about story "Pirate Gold". Good questioning during the story as students read aloud. *Move around the room. Monitor students as they are reading/ listening to story to make sure they are engaged. Loved the differentiation of how you wil teach in different blocks.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great opening-The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students to correct the sentence on the powerpoint by writing the correct sentence on the sticky note on their desk. The teacher engaged the students in the beginning of the lesson by having the students correct the sentence on the powerpoint. The teacher pointed out the graphic organizer. The teacher explained the graphic organizer in great detail. The teacher did a good job of explaining each power point slide. The teacher explained each powerpoint slide by explaining the concepts to the students. Examples were transition words, formatting titles, correlative conjunctions, etc... The teacher instructed the students to write clues from the powerpoint on their graphic organizer. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students for the answers. The teacher could use popsicle sticks or another way of making sure she calls on all students. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure the word "separate" is spelled correctly. The powerpoint had the word "seperate" spelled incorrectly. The word should be "separate".

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Opened lesson with video that engaged students.  Technology was incorporated with video and student project.  Students working with partner to do research and find facts for the project.  Activity was to be completed later. Lesson did not go quite like you planned for it.  It was taking longer that you expected.  Sometimes you will have to do as much as you can and then finish the next day. 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		TC used excellent real life examples throughout the lesson Good choice of visuals to enhance the lesson You challenged the students to come up with common items that could be divided into fractions.This provoked a lot of thought and application.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Opened with the multiplication song to engage students.  Gave instructions for the centers along with materials needed and how to complete.  Students moved quickly to their assigned group.  Your group reviewed prior learning and you gave an example that related the lesson to the real world.  You showed how you would use the concept in everyday life.  You encoutaged students and praised them for their use of strategies to solve the word problems.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-involved students in word problem - did students need additional direction for group work? - Each group chose someone to share ... seems as if students are still learning about number sentences and figuring out what number bonds mean. - repeated use of shapes to represent number of objects in problem seems an effective way to find counting strategies. (used shapes on screen, with manipulatives, and on paper) The teacher candidate has enough confidence in her skill set to avoid showing any emotional response at times when the students are unruly. She maintains appropriate professional demeaner.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Teacher enthusiasm and positive reinforcement are strengths of this teacher intern.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students what a fact is. You then pointed out the book you were going to read would be full of facts about Davy Crockett. You activated the lesson reading an informational book about Davy Crockett, whom they had been studying. You asked several comprehension questions throughout the reading. You gave the students a "heads up" regarding something to remember for later in the lesson. You reminded the students they had been studying folktales and asked them to recall some. You connected these to Davy Crockett. You helped the students understand informational text/writing by distinguishing the difference between fact and opinion with examples. You explained what a topic sentence is and you wrote the one they were to use with them. You led the students though the writing (spelling, punctuation) of the topic sentence. Excellent support!  You pointed out Davy Crockett's name would be capitalized and asked the students why. After copying the topic sentence on their papers you had the students write 3 facts about Davy Crockett from their foldables, made on another day, which contained facts. This was an outstanding resource for these beginning writers to use. You called one table at a time to the rug and set the expectations for sitting on the rug and listening to the book. Great transition, as no instructional time was lost.  The same was done when it was time for the students to return to their tables. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson with a "warm up" having students practice skip-counting with movements. This enabled the students to practice math as well as get some of the wiggles out. Well done! You had students, one table at a time, get their dry erase boards, markers, and erasers. It is clear procedures for doing this are clear as no instructional time was lost. You wrote the number 63 on the board and asked the students to model this number using tens and ones.  You walked around assessing students' understanding. You had students practice determining which number is larger in a pair of numbers such as 13 and 22. You had them draw a model using tens and ones in order to determine which was the bigger of the two. You moved to a discussion to the use of the greater than, less than and equal to signs. You gave students number pairs, had them model them in tens and ones in order to determine how to write the sign between the two numbers. You gave the students the problem 60 -10.  You asked the students for some ways to solve the problem.  They used the number chart in the classroom, modeling tens and ones, and subtraction. You moved to the more difficult problem of 60-30. You asked a student to "walk you through" the different ways in which to solve the problem. You asked students to explain the different ways to explain what 10 more of a number would be and also what would be 10 less. You moved to a thorough explanation of the center work.  You demonstrated how to play the game using playing cards to practice greater than/less than. What a creative and engaging game! You explained the handouts the students would be completing as they waited their turn to work with you or Mrs. Madden in small groups. The handouts were differentiated for the various levels of your students. Excellent! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions.  The teacher did a great job asking higher order thinking questions to engage the students in the lesson. The teacher did a cute role play to let the students infer what she was doing. The teacher let the students know they had good educated guesses. The teacher selected different students to read the different passages on the powerpoint. The students wrote their inferences on the whiteboards. The students had great conversation about the passages trying to answer the questions on their worksheets. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher explained to the students that they would be working in small groups. The lesson was centered around verbs, prepositions and conjunctions. In the groups, the students were given different questions and required to answer the questions and give reasons for their answer. The students put the answers on posterboard. When the students finish, they will receive different points for the correct answers. The teacher has a rubric for each small group to determine if they have the correct answers. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in the small groups. The teacher constantly discussed the answers of the students as they recorded them on their posterboard. The lesson is part of the Test Prep Olympics 2017 for the Milestones test that was created for review lessons. The teacher read Green Eggs and Ham to the students. Before she began the lesson, she explained to the students what she expected from the students during the small group activity. The teacher did a good job of explaing the instructions by modeling what she was expecting from the students. The teacher teacher did a good job of asking questions and having great dialog with the students to find out what they know about the subject matter she would be covering in the lesson. The teacher discussed theme about the story. The teacher asked questions about the story after reading it aloud. The teacher emphasized that Theme and Main Idea are not the same. The teacher did an excellent delivery for the activity that would be completed during the small groups at their seats. The students were encouraged to work individually first and then they would work as a group and discuss their answers. Great Lesson! 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Behavior expectations set at the beginning of the lesson-following the CT's behavior plan. Students were engaged-lots of participation by students answering questions. Real food items were a hit-students excited about that part of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students had an abunda.nce of questions about the book on Frederick Douglas’ life. It might be helpful to remind students of the purpose for reading when this happens. There were such a variety of questions which made it seem the students didn’t know the purpose for reading, or if they had been told, they didn’t remember. I was concerned that some answers given by the teacher candidate were not clearly researched nor explained, and a bit off topic.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students have two strips of paper on which they are making their own rulers. This part of the lesson is all guided practice. There was some independent practice prior to this part of the lesson. The lesson moves along slowly for a combination of reasons. The students are clearly excited to have the strips of paper and to be doing something "different" during math instruction. Logistically, the student could have been given one strip of paper which is all they needed for 30 minutes. Having a second strip of paper which was not needed was the subject of a number of behavior issues for which instruction was paused. After 35 minutes of observation, the lesson continues to move very slowly. This has all been whole group instruction, and there are about three sentences of instruction and then two or three of behavior management directed either at individual students or the entire class. It is difficult to completely assess many of the items on this section of the instrument, so more items than usual are marked "not observed".

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The students were engaged immediately by answering a question on a post it note and sticking  it to a poster.  Technology enhanced the opening by having the “rounding”     displayed  Students had guided practice rounding with the visuals first on the live screen, and then again on the poster created by the teacher candidate.  After the opportunity for guided practice, the students were given independent practice to continue working on skills in rounding.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate's lesson on fractions was thorough in its approaches to teaching using both manipulatives (pizza boxes with "pizza" made with a paper plate, as well as the Promethian Board. When students finished the pizza box practice, they were asked to move on to solving some problems,the first one's had fractions. One of the most practical suggestions of working a problem like that was to use the "pizza slices" when counting up and down. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The Brain Pop video was your opening, but ... * Remember to connect your video to questioning. Don't just show video and move away to next activity. Glad you used the Science book to help you with visuals and vocabulary. *As you moved through the bubble sheet, explain these definitions more. Give them real life examples. Like the word "vibration". Great that you gave example of volume (using remote control) and "pitch" you showed them a difference as you talked low and high. Let a student be your example. They love to be involved. * Use your technology to let them hear each sound you are talking about. This would be an awesome addition! Loved the guitar that you brought in to show vibration. Good idea for them to make their own mini guitars using rubber bands. Ticket out the door was a good closing and summary as you reviewed the vocabulary words.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good opening with Power point of weather instruments. Glad you showed real instruments. You gave some real life senerios of when we use these weather instruments. Loved that you showed the anemeter that you made. Smooth transition from the power point into the rap song to help them remember the instruments. *The song was fun, but maybe try that at the end because it makes them rowdy! Then, it's hard to get them back.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Loved your opening as you took them "back" to 1st grade when they started learning about place value. *a couple of suggestions- when you showed the number 1, 234 with the place value under it, you asked them" do we agree that this is a whole number?" Move that number away from the words and show that it's clearly 1,234. *keep reinterating that tenths, hundreths and thousandth is very different than tens, hundreds and thousands. Great idea to have volunteers come up and hold numbers. Try having someone hold the ball (decimal) so people at their desks can see. *Relate this to money. They understand money (kind of). $1, 234 and 98ths. (98 hundredths) Only 2 points(cents) away from the next whole number. Glad you kept going with instruction from board.  It was obvious that many were confused so you did the right thing by continuing to teach. (This concept is very hard) They weren't ready to practice on their own.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Drop in observation--class was already working in math groups.  I Can statements were posted. Groups were given a sound to signal when to rotate.  Groups were posted for all to see.  You set expectations for movement and getting to work in new area.  Your group had a good mix of guided instruction and student practice.  You asked students to explain what they were doing and why.  As groups changed your level of guided instruction changed based on group needs. Tie the lesson to real world. Br sure to scan the room to insure all students are on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During the lesson opening the questions asked by the teacher intern gave students the opportunity to think and go beyond what was required. She could then use this for assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The floor seating for a science read aloud would be appropriate if the students returned to their tables at the end of the book. Trying to have students demonstrate while seated on the floor whether or not light shines through certain objects or materials meant that only of few studetns very close to the one holding the flashlight could see what was being done. The other students either strained to see or becaume distracted because it was out of their line of sight.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Opening with the video would have gotten the students attention before going into the first problem. Good balance of instructional time and student participation. Good wait time-you were patient as students formed their answers. Besure to use the language of math-ex.-repeated addition-when explaining steps to students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good opening question regarding whether or not students should have to wear school uniforms. If you want to take it a step further, you could tell them that they are being required to wear uniforms next year & see their response. Making it personal helps to get students 'fired up'! Good job questioning the students and having them figure out words that they do not know (ex .punctual) Using technology (Chrome Books & PB) as a part of the lesson helps to enhace what you are teaching. It also alows all students to have the inofrmation directly in front of them. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great idea to use the 5 green blocks with the sticky notes. I would suggest adding the definition of each part of speech as a way to make sure ALL students had a clear understanding. It would also give you something to rederence to as you determined if the sticky notes were in the correct place. You need some method for randoming selecting students to answer questions during instruction. I noticed the same students answered on several occassions. Yea - you had the directions for the game on the board. (Students need to SEE & HEAR in order to learn) After the students complete your sticky note activity, have the students generate sticky notes with the various parts of speech as a means to check for understanding. 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened with students explaining 2D and 3D shapes.  Good that you had 3D shapes available to show faces, edges, etc.  Students enjoyed the game and did well with it.  Students transitioned to independent work-constructing 2D and 3D shapes.  You did a good job of challenging students and encouraging them.  You kept students on task and set and reminded them of behavior expectations. Lesson continued. Good wait time-it took that student a little time but he got the correct answer and was so proud of himself.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. Always try to bring in real-life examples in order to connect the lesson to event the students can relate to. This will help the students remember what is being taught. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		suggestion-Make sure you have enough productive info.  What is the most important content you need your students to know? The video was good for one time, not sure it was needed twice. There has to be a connection from the video to the worksheet.   suggestion- When going over the answer sheet of worksheet, you, as the teacher, have to explain and instruct.  Not just read the answer aloud. This is important.  Good job explaining the game "Four Corners".  You set the rules and expectations. Same thing on playing game.  If the answers are not talked about, it doens't mean much to the students.  They are just going through the motions.   Don't leave out the WHYS.  The questioning and explaining is most important.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Your presentation of the lesson was clear and interesting. The students were actively engaged in the lesson. The type of G.O. that you chose was perfect for the information that you presented. It organized the information in a way that will help the students remember what was taught.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Give more feedback and validate praise durimg lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You accessed prior knowledge of fractions when you had students think, pair, share what they remembered from former grades. You set expectations for using the bags of M&Ms. Terrific! You had students predict how many M&Ms were in each of their bags. Then they counted to see how close they had come. You gave the students a G.O. to record information about their candies. You had them count the number of each color. You then had them think a little differently when having them record the number of non-blue or green M&Ms....and then the non-brown or red candies. You had the GO/handout on the P. Board which was great support for your students as this helped students stay on task and engaged in the lesson. After completing the M&M portion of the lesson you had the students revisit the defintion of a fraction on a slide. You then had the students name the top number in a fraction as the numerator and the bottom number as the denominator. You showed a short engaging video to help students remember the terms numerator and denominator. This led to a discussion of what the numerator and denominator represented. You had a list of fractions written and simply had the students identify which number was the numerator and the denominator. You explained what the denominator in a fraction was representative of as well as what the numerator was representative of. You showed a visual explaining all parts in a fraction must be equal. You had them identify which pictures were representative of fractions and which were not and why. You scaffolded the lesson by having the students practice saying the 3 ways fractions can be read. You shared a short video which went back and reviewed information previously learned. Very supportive.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You asked students to think about a previous lesson on sound...asking them to remember what sound is. You showed 2 videos which demonstrated how pitch can be changed according to the size of the glass and the amount of water in each, as people in the videos were demonstrating pitch by "playing glasses." You had students read from a reference book in order to introduce the concept and definition of pitch. You drew an example of a sound wave and explained what this was in great detail. You then drew an example of a wave length and explained it.. You explained low pitch would have a log wave length and high pitch would have a short wave length. All examples you drew on the board were so supportive of all learners, especially your visual learners. You clarified students should not confuse pitch with amplitude and told them to think of amplitude in regards to an amplifier used to make music louder or softer as was needed. You used a guitar to demonstrate the various conditions of the strings which causes pitch to vary.  Excellent high order thinking questions during your discussion. You then went on to demonstrate the various stations the students would be experiencing . You demonstrated the "water station" and asked students to make a prediction as to whether pitch would be higher or lower depending on the amont of water in the the jar. You pointed out scientists make predictions and test theories.  Outstanding! You referred back to the video shown earlier explaining what made the glasses have the different pitches. You set the expectations for the various stations. Guitar station - Mrs. Edison was at this station. Creative Station- Students got to use materials provided to create their own items to demonstrate high/low pitch. You told the students there would be an assessment at the end of the stations, so they would take full advantage of what they were learning during their stations. You set clear expectations for how to clean up stations and how to act during them.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Very enthusiatic opening. TC used the 'I Can' statements as a premise for the Powerpoint. Lesson was well planned & the students apparantly enjoyed the main lesson as well as the activity. TC did an excellent job providing guided practice for the students. The students actively participated throughout the lesson. TC encouraged the students to use their prior knowledge as a means to construct meaning to the new material.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		 You held up the book "Stellaluna" and had the students make predictions about the story looking at the cover. You clarified for the students what the setting of a story is. You then read the book to the group which was based on ability. You read the book with great expression and the students were clearly engaged. You had the students make predictions as you were reading the book. This is what good readers do as they ae reading, make predictions. As the lesson was on key details in text, asking some who, what, when, where, why, and how questions during the reading would have helped to clarifiy  the reading goal for your students. After reading the book, you had the students revisit their predictions, making certain there was nothing wrong with an incorrect prediction. I did not observe the end of the lesson as they were dismissed to go to an AR party, which is no reflection on you. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great opening as you showed the video of rounding.  Loved how you told them how certain parts of rounding can be confusing and that you would help them with this. Great delivery of content as you taught the steps in rounding.  Also good questioning and rigor as you worked through with your students.   The stations were great practice.  Good explanations of rules and expectations.  Glad you had alternate activity if they got finished early.   Nice balance of direct instruction and student centered.   

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher shared the dolphin noises on a youtube clip. The teacher did a good job of asking questions during the powerpoint. The teacher shared a youtube clip about porpoises. The teacher shared a book about the differences of porpoises and dolphins. The teacher conducting a lesson about dolphins and porpoises. The teacher had a powerpoint comparing dolphins and porpoises for the students. The teacher had great questions about the compare and contrast powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of sharing the Venn diagram worksheet with the students. The teacher had explicit directions for the students to complete the Venn Diagram worksheet. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed their Venn Diagram. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job providing opening activity that excited your students. The cookie data collecting was a good way to get the students directly involved with the lesson. Take more time with presenting the EQ and the vocabulary involved. Young learners get easily confused if too much information is covered. When presenting the various types of graphs, take time to explain how each one works. It might help if you used a variety of data to graph - data that the students are familiar with. Overall good lesson that obviously intrigued the students! 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have very good subject knowledge.  You easily talked about the text structures and explained students' misconceptions as needed.  The cause-effect game "I have"..."Who has" was a great warm-up activity.  Your Prezi allowed for good discussion with the students and gave good examples.  Task Cards was another good activity to help students "get" the standard.  Kahoot is a great culminating activity.  The students really enjoy using the chromebooks. Please slow down when you talk!!

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You asked , "How is the weather like today?"  Be aware of grammar rules. You told the students they would be talking about weather today. You pointed to the word "windy" and asked if anyone could read the word. You helped them read it by giving them the beginning sound. The rest of the weather words you read to the students without asking if anyone could read them.  Asking the CT if asking them to read these words would have been a good thing to do. You played a video about the various aspects of weather. Knowing/practicing with the technology in order to know how to make the video full screen would have helped the students focus in on just the video. You asked the students what weather the weather is like today.  Apparently, the weather forecast had already been discussed earlier in the day, because you made reference to the possibility of rain later in the day. You showed the students a picture and had them tell you what weather was indicated.  You had several examples. You moved the discussion to the seasons of the year. You talked about the different types of weather associated with the different seasons. You then asked the students to return to their tables.   You had students find the letter "J" you had in the center of each table.  You asked the students, "What do this look like?"  Incorrect grammar used here.  The question was vague, as you wanted them to see it could look like the handle of an umbrella.  You instructed the students to glue their letter J to the half paper plate in order to make an umbrella. You showed the students how to do this using the ELMO.  Excellent visual for them to follow. You then asked the students to glue the blue yarn to the back of the paper plates. These four pieces of yarn were to represent the rain.  You also gave them brown and green "raindrops" to glue to the blue yarn.  I believe I would have stuck with the color blue for the raindrops. You closed the lesson holding up pictures of different types of weather and had the students identify them.  You then used the P. Board to match pictures with the various words indicating types of weather.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of activating prior learning.  You asked students to explain strategies they could use for multiplication.  Lesson had direct instruction and independent student work time.  Small groups incorporated independent practice, technology, guided instruction.  Students transitioned to groups quickly.  You had behavior and work expectations for class posted on smart board. Directions for group work were posted. No standardsposted or mentioned.  No tie to real world--why should they learn to multiply?  Ask more open ended questions You started off asking for explanations of strategies-take it throughout the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great lesson!  Great energy and knowledge of subject!  I loved how you had dressed in idioms!  Your anchor chart was good but pictures were small for students across the room to see.  Great examples and you were so right when you said it would "excite" their writing. Students seemed to enjoy the lesson. ***You need to use more technology!

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened lesson with the EQ and explained how it comes from the standard for the lessom.  Reviewed prior knowledge.  You incorporated lots of wuestions into your lesson.  You tied it to the real world hnd had students give examples.  You had a hans on activity for students to see the water cycle in action.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge when you asked the students if they knew what an opinion piece of writing was. You asked them what they remembered about opinion pieces. You reminded students how to organize an opinion piece when you shared the "Oreo" anchor chart. You reviewed that each letter of the word Oreo represents a part of the opinion piece of writing. They have written several opinion pieces and this served as a very supportive reminder. Next, you asked the students how a duck and rabbit are similar and when the students had very little to respond, you pointed out that they aren't too similar at all. You then asked a student to act out how a rabbit acts and another to act out how a duck acts. You then connected this to the fact the students would be writing an opinion piece about a rabbit or a duck. You showed the cover of the picture book, Duck! Rabbit! Depending on ones' point of view, the picture could be interpreted either way. You had the students vote on which one they thought it was. After playing a video reading of the book, you asked the students to vote again. You asked if they were wrong it they thought it was a duck or a rabbit. You pointed out they were not wrong either way, because it is their opinion and opinions cannot be right or wrong. You then gave the students a T-Chart G.O.. You played the video again and students wrote notes recording reasons for their thinking the animal was a duck or a rabbit. You filled out the T-Chart as a class which gave the students excellent support their final decision....duck or rabbit. You gave the students another G.O. to help them organize their thoughts regarding which animal they thought the picture represented. They were to choose either duck OR rabbit and give reasons, from the T-Chart, supporting their opinion. You stressed there was no right or wrong answer because this was their own opinion. Great use of differentiation as you had the CT and support personnel work with different small groups as they were writing. The scaffolding in this lesson was outstanding. You supported them by giving them every step they needed in order to write their own opinion piece. The book choice was perfect for this type of writing and this age group! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used a variety of strategies to meet the different needs of your students. You drew a rectangle on the Promethean Board and divided it in half. You had volunteers tell you how many dots to draw in each half. You remnded the students what the plus sign means. You wrote a number sentence to represent the dots in the two halves of the rectangle. When adding you had the students start with the larger of the two numbers in the equation and "count on" in order to arrive at the sum. Before moving to the next portion of the lesson you made sure the students understood what the word model means. You modeled how to use M&Ms and a graham cracker to represent an addition problem. You had the students grouped, according to ability, and had them working with the 3 other teachers in the class as well as having a group of your own. Excellent differentiation. Your group, the higher functioning group, were given one bag of M&Ms to practice making models and writing number sentences. You then gave them a second bag of M&Ms You had your group predict how having a second bag of candies would impact their problems! Perfect higher-order-thinking question! They were able to tell you their problems would have bigger numbers with greater sums. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Loved the picture that you opened your lesson with.  Great thinking for your students as they paired with a partner to talk about what they see.  Brought about great questioning on Ponce de Leon and his contributions and obstacles.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You began your lesson with the Weekly Language Review (a warm up each day). Great job of explaining centers/lit circle reading.  So glad you incorporated 2 Valentine learning games in your rotation.  The transitions were very organized.  There was no problem as they rotated.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You opened your lesson with a question review game. Using the small ball to toss as you asked the question was something these boys could relate to. They loved it. The Power Point was on target helping them understand past, present and future tense verbs. Loved the Think, Pair, Share idea. Changes things up! * One suggestion I have is this....as you go through the Power Point and Think, Pair, Share, give examples of other ways of using that same verb. For example, The brown rabbit disappears against the pile of leaves". After discussed that this is present tense, show how it would be in past tense. And future. "The brown rabbit disappearred". And "The brown rabbit will dissappear." This just reinforces how we use verbs in different speaking. The more they hear it, the better! Good, positive comments given to your students!  You made your students feel smart even if they missed a question. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good discussion with students.  Good varietyof materials to introduce the topic.  Kahoot was a great way to check on what they had learned.  Class is very active and talkative.  Try and think of ways that possibly don't add to the distraction from your teaching. Be careful saying "Guys" all the time.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Work on an opening that sparks the interest of the students. Student corrected you - feet vs square feet - but you didn't change it on the board? Why not? Don't be afraid to 'back up' to seek prior knowledge when the lesson is not going well (the students are struggiling to comprehend. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened the lesson by giving students quotes to look over and discuss.  Students quickly came to the conclusion that they were talking about Abraham Lincoln.  You had students write facts they knew to begin a KWL chart.  Students then read text for more info.  Had a video.  This lesson was heavy on student participation-reading, writing, note taking, research. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.  This group was able to do more discussing and explaining.  Most questions were recall questions. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened with activating prior knowledge. Had centers for students to work on. You planned for students and their different work pace and provided appropriate activities to keep all students engaged. Centers were varied but all reenforced the standard. You monitored the students as they worked. Transitions were smooth between centers. Closed the lesson with slide show of some of the regions of Ga. and had students discuss plants and animals found in the region.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		I liked how you did an "opening" then stated the standard they were going to work on.  KWL graphic organizer always good.  Also allows them to look for answers to  What they want to learn as you introduce new materials.  You repeated students' answers which lets them know how important they are.  Loved that they got to make their own fossils and write a story about them!!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a picture of a ruler on the powerpoint. The teacher asked different questions about the ruler. The students did a great job sharing what they knew about the ruler. The teacher had a read alound for the students-The Great Graph Contest. The teacher had a student read the definition to read the definition of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to involve the students more in hands-on activities using the rulers. GROW-The students needed to be drawing the lineplots on a whiteboard, notebook paper, etc... as the teacher taught the lesson. GROW-After sharing two different line plots, the teacher needed to let the students create their own line plot graphs. Good-The teacher called on different students to identify the five parts of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure all of the students have pencils before starting the lesson. There was too much moving for the pencils which could have been prevented. The teacher had the students measure how long the pencil measures in inches. GROW-The teacher needed to have a discussion about centimeters and inches before letting the students measure the pencil in inches. The teacher called on different students to tell her how long the pencil measured. The teacher recorded the information on the powerpoint. GROW-TO speed up the lesson, the teacher needed to ask how many students had a pencil that measure 6 1/2, 7, etc... The teacher was collecting the data to create a ine plot. Good- The teacher asked the students to include the five parts of the line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions instead of everyone answering at one time. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students create the line plot at their desks with the information provided. The teacher had the students measure their thumbs in inches. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Power point was detailed and did a great job proving information for the Guided Notes instructional activity. You did a good job teaching a lesson with so many additional adults in the room. (EIP teacher, Hearing Impaired, etc.) Having the students follow an oral command (put your hand on your head, etc) was a neat way to see if the students were ready to move on. Using higher level questioning assisted in having the students think beyond the basic facts. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When I arrived, you were working division problems with the students. You having the students explain what to do next in each part of the problem. Since this was a lesson regarding what to do with remainders in word problems, you discussed what should be done with the remainder after each word problem was solved. You led the students to understanding logic and reason  should be used in deciding what to do with each remainder. You presented a word problem about Mrs. Lewis and began by asking the students "what they already knew" after just reading the problem. Excellent example of how students begin to solve word problems! As the division problems were determined from reading the word problems, you had the students name, as you listed, the multiples of the divisor.  This strategy was outstanding support for students to actually do the division.  They didn' t have to count on fingers ect.  What an terrific visual strategy! During the solving of problems, you would stop and have the students explain why they were not finished solving the problem This supported their understanding of when a problem IS actually finished. You differentiated using a QR Code activity.  You modeled an example for the class, showing them how to scan the QR code in order to have their problem show up on their ipads. The students worked with a partner, based on ability, because the problems on their cube were designed for their level.   You had Mrs. Lewis work with a group of students having trouble with the basics of division. Wonderful ways to differentiate your lesson! In closing, you had the students complete a ticket out the door. They were to solve a division word problem, displayed on the P.Board, and interpret the remainder on a sticky note. They were instructed to put their sticky note on the TOD board in the classroom.  Exceelent was to assess the students' learning.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You began the lesson asking students to name as many pronouns as they could.  You used a "squishy ball" that was thrown from one student to another. The person with the ball had permission to tell their pronoun.  Amazing how well this worked. No one, except the person with the ball, was talking! You shared a "Flocabulary" video that explained 1st, 2nd, and 3rd points of view.  The video had examples and required the students to make decisions regarding what point of view the example was demonstrating.  You asked the student to explain why they had chosen a particular point of view as their answer.  Great higher order thinking question.   You asked the students if the narrator was inside or outside the sentence which was an excellent tool to help students determine pt. of view. You then asked the students what tool they have used in the past in order to compare and contrast two things.  You used this G. O., the Venn Diagram, in order to help the students understand the differences between first and third person.  The graphic organizer highlighted the pronouns that are associated with each point of view. This helped link the new content to prior knowledge. You demonstrated how to use the "fortune teller" manipulative. This gave the students a fun, interactive way to further practice first and third person points of view.  The students worked with partners and competed against each other.  Love that these were self-checking, therefore no arguing between students. Such a clever, engaging way for the students to practice the skill!!! .

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You used a variety of strategies - inquiry, manipulatives, student directed. Think about the questions you want to ask. Open ended questions you will not know the answer to - like you asked What can the wind do? You don't know what the children will answer. Asking Is the wind good? You are limiting what they can think about. It comes with practice. You provided feedback and re-inforced the children's answers and questions. You asked more than one child to repeat for everyone what they said. A good strategy. I felt the book was a little long for this age group. You can always shorten a book and not read all of it at one setting. The movement break was great planning. Attaching the streamers took a while but you asked children to tell wind stories while you did that. Good use of time. Remember to give wait time to the stduents before you answer the questions you ask. Again it comes with practice. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good "discovery" lesson.  Might have been better if you had done one todether to get them to understand what type of information, especially in wording, that you wanted them to "discover".  You had good examples of each type of fossil but instead of at the end, that was something you needed to introduce at the beginning with pictures:  mold, caste, true form, and trace.  A little too much down time in between different activities (fossils).

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great lesson on force.  Song, power point, and having the students "show" with you definitely gave them information.  Liked that you told them they could write the definitions in their own language or if they needed to, they could copy what you had on the power point.  Interesting variety of "reading aloud".   They definitely had to pay attention.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great review lesson getting them ready for the test.  Great energy throughout the lesson.  Students understood exactly what they were to do and worked well independently.  Loved the karaoke practice especially saying cumulonimbus.  Good transitions between activities because you have students ready at the beginning for everything coming at them during the lesson.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good small group activity.  REviewed sight words that they were going to use to fill in the blanks first.  Helped students as needed read and insert correct word.  Good questioning especially after a student read a sentence with an incorrect word "Does that sound right?"  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You started with asking about previous knowledge to do with adjectives.  Good use of a mneumonic to remember the correct order of placing numerous adjectives together in a sentence...Nathan Oliver Smith ate six chocolate Oreos Mom packed.  Good video to reinforce the objective.  Different activities kept the students "in" the lesson.  I liked how you kept reminding them about how a sentence "sounds"...not sure they totally understood but good repetition of correct wording.  You should have had them get their ELA notebooks before you go into the lesson.  It was disruptive after starting the lesson.  Good energy throughout the lesson. During transitions don't be sooooo chatty with the students...you are the teacher...not the friend.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It took a long time for you to get this lesson going.  The text in the book that was projected was really too small and was difficult for the students to read.  Next time make a slide of the material so it is larger.  Some of your examples of  a suffix were hard for your students understand.  You sent 5 students to the board to write words nd there wasn't room for more than two.  The teacher stepped in  to help the situation--be aware of space issues.  I did not see the activity with spiders due to time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Your lesson had a very good balance of instruction with student participation.  You included guided practice and independent practice.  You tied the lesson with previous learning. When students disagreed on the meaning of a word-you called a class discussion and talked it through allowing students to explain their thinking. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		I am amazed at your confidence and poise as a Block 1 student.  You were in control and the students were right with you during the entire lesson.  You use lots of positive reinforcement - thanking students for raising their hands, for participation.  You were well prepared with all materials ready for your use.  I saw your differentiation in use in your lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a small Reading group to learn about text illustrations in the story. GROW-The students need to be very involved in the lesson throughout the lesson. GROW-The students needed to be redirected during the lesson. The teacher used different real life situations to teach the Reading lesson. The teacher had different pictures for the students to analyze the different text illustrations. GROW-The teacher needed a picture for each student. The teacher had written out different texts that went along with the pictures. The teacher reviewed the different passages trying to match the passages up to the pictures. The teacher read the different passages to the students. The teacher asked the students different questions about the pictures.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked the students good questions about the flat and 3-D shapes. GROW-The teacher does not need to hold the lesson plan while teaching. The teacher should know the subject matter without the lesson plan. The teacher held a shape and asked the students questions about the shapes. The teacher did a good job involving the students during the lesson by asking questions about the different shapes. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to talk to the students about the subject matter. The teacher discussed the worksheet with the students. The teacher had the students count the sides of the different figures. The teacher used a crayon box as a three dimensional figure. Great idea using something that is familiar with the students. The teacher passed out sticky notes to the students. The teacher had them write different descriptions about their shape. The student will read their descriptions and the students will try to guess what shape the student has described. Great idea-The game with the sticky notes was a great way to have the students involved in the lesson. The teacher explained the activity that would be using marshmallows and pretzel sticks. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their shape using the sticky note descriptions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Opening activity set the mood for the lesson. It would have beneficial for you to have the instructions for the balloon activity posted on the board so that they are visible throughout the lesson. Before moving on to the activity, it might help to write some of the student predictions on the board. Oldy but Goldy video was very appropriate for this lesson Great activity! Spend more time with the basic components of the lesson/activity. (ex. look at the air filled balloons, size of the straws, etc.) In order to make the lesson more real-life for the students, list and/or show pictures of the various terms that you are introducing. (ex. incline plane - playground slide, or a picture of a ramp located at school, etc)

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged the students with the video about maps. Powerpoint included a map of Zoo Atlanta-students will be going on a filed trip here-made the lesson connect to real life experiences. Map activity allowed students practice following directions and moving on a map. Your directions incorporated their sight words. Quick lesson close asking students about the lesson.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with a fossil for students to look at and touch.  this engaged the students and had them ready to discuss fossils.  You explained the activities at the 4 stations.  You projected rules for the stations but they were too small for students to see.  You monitored the groups as they worked independently.  You did ask questions of the groups.  The groups were well planned and all materials were aqvailable so students could get to work.  At some stations they did not read the directions first and were just doing as they thought they should.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You gave the students something to begin to connect with when you showed the video reviewing what it means to add and subtract. You stopped the video a couple of times in order to assess your students understanding. After the video you asked someone to volunteer, using their own words. explaining what it means to add and subtract. You reminded the students to always look at the signs because the plus and minus have different meanings. You had the students transition to the rug and not a moment of instructional time was lost. Excellently done! You had made a fact family "Play House" anchor chart and used it to introduce and model fact families. The anchor chart was used to introduce two different strategies for solving and understanding fact families. You scaffolded the students through constructing the fact family for the 3 numbers you had given them by giving the first addition and subtraction problem and then having them provide the second ones. You pointed out that the same 3 numbers given were the only numbers used in order to complete the fact family. The lesson led very naturally to a discussion of the communtative property of addition. As your second strategy, you used blocks to demonstrate how to complete a fact family. Students transitioned back to their desks and were given a handout to practice fact families. You used the ELMO to demonstrate/model for the class how they would be completing the fact families. This is such great support for your students. You were careful to point out when looking at the three numbers, the largest number would go in the last box for the addition problems and it would go in the first box in a subtraction problem. You then had the students practice the second strategy using the blocks. The lesson closing was not observed because I had to go to another observation.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You opened the lesson reading the book Parts.  The students were engaged and clearly enjoying the book. You have a very expressive, animated "read aloud voice."   The story talks about different body parts.  After reading the book, you asked the students what the main character was worried about. You reviewed the steps of writing an opinion piece of writing. You had  the students read the I can statements after you.  You shared a slide "The Best Part of Me"  Before asking the students to decide what they thought was their own best feature, perhaps you could have told them about what you feel is your best feature.  Then ask them to close their eyes and "think" a minute about their favorite body part.  When you share personal things with your students you make connections with them, as well as modeling for them. Sharing appropriate things about yourself makes you more "real" to your students. You then shared a slide this a frame for the topic sentence. You went on to explain different ways they could write their own topic sentence.using their favorite body part.   You explained what they were writing was the rough draft and that it was okay to make mistakes. You reminded them what a rough draft is. You explained they would have to back up their opinions with reasons. You moved to the next slide and asked students to add to the key vocabulary bank words they may need for writing their two reasons.  The students were given time to write the two sentences backing up their opinion. You then moved to the closing of the opinion piece. You had a sentence frame to guide students in the writing of their final sentence. Great support!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Very good job introducing and stating the focus for the lesson. Powerpoint was well constructed and the pictures enhanced the lesson. The information was well presented and definitely aided in the learning process. Written instructions for the activity would have clarified your expectations. Also written directions for clean up time. Remind the students that we use math tools in other classes - not just math. (bar graphs) Acitivity was one of the best that I've seen in a while. It gave the students an opportuity to better understand the eating habits of the different birds that you introduced in the lesson.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Great lesson.  The groups of students really enjoyed making circuits and wanted to show them off!!  Good start with going over prior knowledge about kinds of circuits and good examples that they could remember.  During "Brain Pop" you stopped it to ask questions and clarify answers.  Worksheet information was gone through as a group.  You walked around to monitor and help groups as needed.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a read aloud. The teacher instructed the students to point up or down when they hear the words up and down in the read aloud. The teacher presented a powerpoint about Up, Down, and Around. The teacher had the students illustrated the different position words during the youtube of the book. The teacher did a good job of dismissing the students to their seats by hair color and the color of their shirt. The teacher had the students come up to the powerpoint to select the correct answer for the different questions. The teacher had a good song about the different parts of the plant. The teacher explained to the students about the worksheet they would complete for the different parts of the plant. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Opened with standard and review of previous learning.  Loved that the pictures you used were of common items in the student's environment and you also had concrete 3D shapes for students to refer to if needed.  Kept students engaged by having them signal "thumbs up" if they agreed with the student answering the question. Allowed students to construct their own 3D shapes with marshmallows and toothpicks.  Students were excited and engaged in the activity.  You monitored the room well. Activity was followed by students writing about the attributes of the shape they created. Lesson continued.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students pull out the journals as reference for the volume. Great idea-to use a resource such as the journal that the students have created. The teacher shared a VOLUME powerpoint with the students. The teacher asked good questions about the powerpoint when the powerpoint was completed. The teacher did several examples to find volume using the correct formula. After several examples, the teacher had the students complete a problem at their seats. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room to make sure the students were completing the problems correctly. Good job-having students go to the powerpoint and complete the problem. The teacher began explaining the project to the students. The teacher explained where the students would go for their groups. Good job-The teacher had the students already established before the lesson began. The directions were at each group. The teacher read the directions to the students. The teacher had an example that she presented to the students before letting them begin on their small group work. The teacher did a good job of discussing the progress of the cereal box with each group as they worked.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. More Instructional time needed before moving to group work. Since this is a new topic for the students, I would suggest that you read a passage together (from the PB) and select/underline/highlight the textual evidence as you go. When introducing a new concept, it is imperative that you hit all student learning levels initially! This is a good time to use authentic real-life examples.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		*The college supervisor did not receive the lesson plan until the morning of the lesson. *The teacher did not receive a lesson plan for the lesson after she entered the room for the observation. The teacher began the lesson with the video Schoolhouse Rock about verbs. The teacher had a powerpoint about the verbs. *The teacher read the powerpoint for the lesson. The teacher asked the students questions about the different tenses of the verbs. *The teacher read the entire powerpoint for the lesson. *The teacher needed to teach the lesson without reading the powerpoint. *The teacher did a lot of talking without letting the students participate in the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the sentences on the powerpoint. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the lesson. The teacher issued different sheets of paper with root words and endings written on the papers. The students were instructed to go to the rug with their papers. The teacher had the students show the class their papers. The teacher selected the endings and let the students holding the root words match up with the correct ending. The teacher read a sentence and let the students walk to the correct ending The teacher directed the students to complete a writing assignment. The teacher used the overhead to explain the worksheet. The teacher involved the students in doing some examples for the worksheet before letting them begin.

		Green		Megan		917463432		1. YEA - Timer!!! This allows/encourages students to pace themselves. 2. Great job demonstrating how the answer was computed. (Minutes/Seconds chart - you showed the multiplication equation - 16x60 =960) 3. When a student gets the problem wrong, ask them to come show you how they worked the problem. 4. Yea for using the Judy Clock to show how the time line is similarly constructed. (when you ask is everyone following - have them give you a thumbs up) 5. When you ask a question, give the students time to answer before giving them the answer (ex. How many hours in a day? How many times do we have to go around the clock to make a full day?) Also make sure that all students are focused on you. (Eyes on me!) 6. Good job disecting (with your comments & actions) the problem on the board. Slow down a little so that your slower students have time to process what you are saying! 7. Bring in some real-life experiences to make the problems more relatable! (The prinicpal stated earlier that due to testing, the 3rd grade would only have 900 seconds of recess instead of 1200 seconds. How many minutes of recess does the 3rd grade have today? How much less time that usual?)

		Green		Quantia		917413808		As you opened and told them what you were talking about today, I would have loved to have heard the question "What do I mean by "events leading up to WWII"? This creates good thinking! As you were having students read off the Power Point, you have to ask questions. Not just "Who is Hitler?" *You have to be very familiar with the material so you can know what to ask. Remember you are continually going back to the Standard (which was explaining the reasons for America's involvement on WWII) You asked them if they had any questions before you went on. Several raised their hand. You never answered any. You asked "What are sovellians?" They answered " people". People? The brochure activity was good. If they were copying from their previous notes, it can't be an assesment. Closing should recap the I Can Statements. Summary of your lesson is very important.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Liked your chart "Theme vs Main Idea"...students do confuse the two.  Good video that not only stressed theme but was about bullying.  Might have pause video to stress important points.  Activity stress fining the theme in fables.  After the group read to class...might have had class come up with theme then have the group explain what they came up with.  This would give them a little more practice with finding theme.  Good discussions with students.  After giving directions don't say "OK?".  Are you giving them a choice to do it or not to do it?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Great job monitoring student progress and keeping students actively involved in the lesson! Your beginning activity quickly hooked the students into the learning mode - especially since it was an early morning class. You were very encouraging yet consistent with you classroom management. Excellent use of the Promethean Board - great visuals! Love the great visuals to enhance the lesson. When presenting (reading) a book to the class, check to see if it is online or use a document camera so that it can be presented on the PB. You can still use the actual book to read. Also, make sure to introduce the author and the illustrator

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Relative pronouns is not an easy topic.  You did a great job.  Good repetition during the lesson of the relative pronouns and when to use them.  I liked the way you incorporated in your power point a time for the students to come up and manipulate the relative pronouns.  Good transition to the task card activity.  The students did a good job of going around the room and answering the item on the task card without a lot of talking or confusion.  They enjoyed giving you their answers for all activities.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher shared a Brain Pop about character. The teacher asked good questions about the Brain Pop after it ended. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning describing the definition of characters. The teacher has great voice quality while reading the read aloud story to the students. The teacher asked great questions after the read aloud. The teacher issued the worksheet to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet before handing it out. GROW-The teacher needed to be more organized with the pencils and clipboards. The teacher did a good job asking the students if they had words they needed to spell.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good introductory lesson.  Students had some confusion about Genotype and Phenotype.  When doing the Punnett Square you could have referred to the "Area Model" in math.  They all should be familiar with that.  You gave good varied examples using the Punnett Square...puppy spots, eye color, baby bird color... Worksheet activity - you might have done the first one with them.  You do the "modeling".

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Loved your "real life" connection to what the main idea means. Questioning was spot on today. Awesome how you connected questions to the book and why or why not their supportiing details were important or not. Even though you were teaching a small group, make sure you summarize and recap the learning goals.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they knew about Ponce de Leon. The teacher showed a youtube about Ponce de Leon. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the powerpoint to emphasize important facts about Ponce de Leon.  The teacher asked great questions about the youtube. The students worked individually in their notebooks completing the Ponce de Leon assignment.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The choice of a short Flo-cabulary video on theme was perfect. The message in the rap supported student learning and was exactly on point. As the opening moved into the main part of the lesson, the intern had the complete attention of the students in the room and was able to build on the opening.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit  prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters. -

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Opened lesson with review of previous learning. Incorporated technology into the lesson. There was a good mix of instructional time with student participation. Lots of questions to assess student understanding of the lesson. Students worked on their own map of the regions of Georgia. Students were excited to play the review game with the ball toss. As the game continued, you lost the attention of the students who had a turn. You recognized this and wrapped up the game.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Overall a good lesson.  I like you using a "class agenda" so that the students will know exactly what they are going to do during the class.  Used a variety of ways to show synonyms and antonyms.  Good student feedback.  You encouraged them by saying "You all are being thesauruses!"  Hope I spelled that right.  Students worked well throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Try opening with something that grabs their attention. Maybe a question on the Prom Board to get their mind thinking! Good questioning about reduce and simplify. When you ask vocabulary words, try to use words they know to help them. Like simplify means to make simple. Reduce means to make smaller. Ex. when someone tries to lose weight. Help create meaning for your students by things they already know. The "cake walk" was a good idea, but as you saw, it wasn't as effecient as you hoped.  It's ok!  That's how we learn as teachers!  We change things or adapt because something didn't work or we need it to work better.  

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a passage about Education with the students. THe teacher read the article aloud to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure the students are following along with their finger as she reads aloud. The teacher instructed the students to select their red, orange, green and blue crayon for the activity. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to have the crayons organized before beginning her lesson to speed the lesson up. The teacher had a powerpoint with the Author's Point. The teacher explained how the students would complete the worksheet with a partner. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions to prevent a lot of questions during the completion of the assigment.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video-Introduction to Standard Measurement for Kids: Measuring Length in Inches The teacher shared the sheet with the students before they completed it. The teacher called on different students to give answers for the problems on the Meausrement Scavenger Hunt sheet. The teacher used her thumb for her example on how to complete the worksheet. The teacher passed out rulers to different students to complete the worksheet. *The teacher needed more delivery about the inches and centimeter measurements. *The teacher needed to divide the students up into groups before the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students during the measurement scavenger hunt.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You activated the lesson with a very engaging video demonstrating how to multiply/divide powers of 10. Try giving them something to look for as they watch a video. Helps to hold students accountable for their learning as they watch. I would suggest questioning the students after the video. This sends the message the video was important and part of the instruction of the standard.  It will allow you to assess that they took away from watching it. You worked/modeled problems using powers of 10 and then you asked them if they saw a pattern. You had someone explain the pattern. Great H.O.T. questioning! You scaffolded your students learning with all of the problems done together/aloud. You had volunteers go to the board, work a problem, and then explain. The students clearly enjoyed this. The chart was a little difficult for some of the students, but for most having difficulty it was because they were not paying attention during your directions and modeling of what they were to do independently.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You planned math stations for your class today. At the beginning of the lesson you explained what the students would be doing at each of the stations. Materials were ready at each station. The groups were planned in order to give necessary support for all students. You planned for advanced expectations for your advanced math students. In the station you were conducting, you put up a slide and thoroughly discussed/asked questions to ensure the students understood the concept of analyzing and creating a line plot. Some of the students in your group were struggling and you used probing questions in order to lead them to understand the example you had provided. This was great scaffolding for your students. You then presented the students with beakers that contained different amounts of water.  You had the students determine the amount of water in each beaker with your guidance. The students were to record this information on the G.O. You then allowed the students to work independently or with each other to determine and record the amounts of water in the rest of the beakers.  I would suggest numbering the beakers so the information gathered by the students would be consistent and easier for you to check. You checked progress in other stations and then returned to your group and checked the students' responses. You then directed the students to use  the data gathered and construct a line plot. You modeled how this was to be done. Your questioning throughout the lesson was very supportive and it allowed you to know if the students understood.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You asked good questions. Remember to ask open ended questions - ones you don't know the answers to. Allow wait time for little brains to process info and formulate a response. You handled several off task behaviors well. Think about placement of students at the table. You could have relocated the two childern nearest you to the other side for better viewing of the book. The children's responded well to the book since it was the second reading. They were very engaged during the reading. You gave very good face to face attention to the students. When a student uses incorrect English/grammar, remember to re-state it correctly (without saying "You made a mistake"). Simply repeating, Mice and Elephants , instead of Mouses and Elephants. I was surprised by how well the students completed the paper/marker activity. They caught the concept and were able to match the poop with the animal. This activity might not have been appropriate for some 4/5 year olds.  

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with standard and I Can statement and a quick review of prior learning.  Had 2D shapes for students to describe and name.  Read a book on Monsters before students moved into activity.  Activity was to create their own monster by following a glyph. Directions in glyph were complicated.  You may want to look at final product and modify directions if they proved too difficult. Lesson continues.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the essential questions for the lesson. The teacher had a great discussion abour previous knowledge. The teacher did a good job of delivering the vocabulary for the lesson. The teacher had one student hold a flashlight while another student had tissue paper. The teacher illustrated to the class about translucent, transparent, and opaque. The teacher did a great job of engaging the students throughout the lesson. The Science lesson was very hands-on and very engaging. Great powerpoint with the groups already established! Great organization for the groups before the lesson begins. The teacher instructed the students they would be completing an activity that would have three windows that would have translucent, transparent and opaque. The teacher had a great example of how to complete the activity. The teacher had great instructions for the activity. A rubric was issued for each partner group.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You introduced the vocabulary for the lesson: oviparous and mammal. You began the Lesson reading the book  "Chickens Aren't the Only Ones" , which was a book about oviparous animals. The students were sitting on the rug as you read the book. You had a basket of plastic Easter eggs and allowed each student to pick one. Inside the egg was the name of an animal. The students were to decide if the animal was oviparous or a mammal. A review of what a mammal is would have given them more information with which to make their decision. You called on one student at a time to place the name of their animal on the board under the heading of oviparous or mammal.  Ask students "why" they think their animal goes where they decided it would. You then dismissed the students back to their tables.  Try asking them to move without talking. This cuts down on lost instructional time when you don't have to regain their attention. You gave each student a handout with a cracked open egg. The students were directed to cut them out.  When the students were finished cutting out the eggs you gave them a piece of construction paper.  You had a model for them to see.  You gave one model to a lower functioning group. Putting one on the board for the rest to see would have helped all to understand what they were to do.  Students were directed to draw an oviparous animal coming out of the egg.  You reminded students of some of the animals taped to the board under the heading oviparous.  Some pictures would have been helpful as well...perhaps on an anchor chart. I did not observe the closing of the lesson, because I had another observation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		*Loved that you had an Agenda up. You clearly gave the directions of what they would be doing today. *You started their day with the QR code activity for their lab quest. This was such a cool activity using tecnology. *So impressed with your Power point. Wow! Very creative and colorful. Good job with delivery of content. *The video was very good but talk about it afterward. Just for a minute....give it some purpose. Ask questions about it. SCOOT was a good practice activity. Your closure was great.  You summed up with talking about the EQs.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your opening was good by asking them three thinking questions about eating at fast food restaurants. This is something they can relate to because they all eat at these places. Good job with questioning as you went over vocabulary. Go deeper in talking about each word. For example, economics. Talk about our economy and how it takes people, money, services, goods, etc. to make the economy work. Great question when you asked "how does a service help the economy?" You spent a lot of time asking questions, discussing each thing. The video was a good one to show how it takes persistance. I could tell that wasn't your original video, but you carried right on to help them understand. *I felt like the stations could have been explained a little more in depth. This will be helpful for you if they are certain of what to do. Stations were very creative.  You did a nice job of choosing various practice stations.  Great job at closing / summary

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		You went over some information from the previous day when they learned about Vertebrate and Invertebrates.  Brain Pop video was good for information about Vertebrates which was the lesson for the day.  Activity with pipe cleaner and fruit loops to create a spine was very creative,  The students put them together in different ways and then had to answer questions about them on their lab sheet.  You walked around and helped as needed.  Good prompting to help them answer questions. Be careful using the word "Guys" too often to address the class.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher posted a passage which the students would find capitalization and punctuation errors. The teacher had great student participation with the students.  The students were able to go to the powerpoint and highlight the words that needed to be corrected. The teacher did a great job of reviewing the corrections with the students. The teacher had each table's captain issue chromebooks for each table.   The students were instructed to pull up their narrative writing.  

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with a poster of the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read the book-Very Hungry Caterpillar.  Had students discuss the stages of the life cycle.  Students made a book about the 4 stages using pasta. There was some frustration because the pasta fell off as they changed pages-make individual pages and let each dry before assembling. When there are words-on the pages of their book-allow them to try to read them-instead of telling them. For closing-let the students tell what they have learned.  The video was cute and might have been useful at the beginning of the lesson as an attention getter.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Behavior on carpet during color was a little crazy. Think about another way to achieve that goal.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson by asking the student to read the powerpoint-Can you help me balance? The teacher had cups with a scale. The teacher selected different students to choose different cups to balance. The cups have different words that about the different branches of government. Excellent opening for a Social Studies lesson centering about The Three Branckes of Government. The teacher shared the different cups with the students at their seats. The teacher continued to ask questions about how the cups could be balanced. The teacher reviewed the Three Branches of Government-In Case You Missed It! After reviewing the standard and essential question, the teacher reviewed the powerpoint using a balance scale as a resource to teach about the different branches of government having the same weight. Awesome correlation for the students to observe. The teacher has excellent ways of relating the Social Studies material to concepts the students can understand. The teacher issued all of the students paper bags with the tree that would contain the Three Branches of Government. The teacher had created a tree with Three branches for the Three Branches of Government. As the students read the passage, the students would put the different checked laminated words on the correct place on the tree which contained the three different branches of Government. The teacher closed the lesson by sharing a Flocabuary song about the Three Branches of Government. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson to explain AREA. The teacher had a poster centered around AREA. The teacher asked the students different questions about the AREA poster. The teacher had a poweproint with different questions centered around perimeter. The teacher instructed the students to write their answers to the questions on the notebook paper at their seats. When the students answered the question incorrectly, the teacher did a good job of calling on another student to explain the correct answer. GROW-If you have an error on your powerpoint, correct it before the lesson. The powerpoint should have 15 ft and 9 ft instead of 12 ft and 7 ft. The teacher does a good job of engaging the students by calling on different students to answer the questions. GROW-The teacher needed to include creative ways to illustrate the area and perimeter subject matter for the lesson. GROW-The lesson only had problems on a powerpoint and the students complete the problems. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom as the students worked out their problems at their seats. The teacher had no idea who completed the problems correctly and who did not complete the problems correctly. The teacher had a student come to the board to illustrate how she completed the problem correctly. The teacher asked for the students to raise their hands if they got the correct answer. The teacher passed out different problems to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to go over the problems before letting them begin. The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. GROW-The teacher needed to do one question with the students as an example. The teacher had the students create a zoo using aread and perimeter.  The students had graph paper.  The students had the area and length.  They had to discover the width of the zoo. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about characters, setting and main event. The teacher shared a Hungry Sharks video clip. The teacher did a good job of transitioning the students from the different tables to the carpet. The teacher shared a book Shark and Lobsters. The teacher used a Story Map with Setting, Characters, Beginning, Middle and End with her lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions to complete the Story Map. The teacher had a long piece of bulletin board paper.  The teacher had students draw the different parts of the beginning, middle and end on the long piece of bulletin board paper. The teacher had the students complete the story map on the long piece of paper. The teacher gave explicit directions for the completion of the S is for Shark worksheet. The teacher let the students explain the different parts of the Story Map. The teacher asked good questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher instructed the students to read what is on their desk. The teacher asked the students questions about the comic strips. The teacher shared a Flocabulary with the students about quotation marks. The teacher asked good questions about the quotation marks. The teacher had the students repeat the definition of quotation marks. The powerpoint was very instructional for the students. The teacher had a great delivery to explain when to use quotation marks. The teacher had a good discussion about dialog tags. The teacher shared a comic strip on the powerpoint. GROW-The students needed to have more interaction with the lesson. The teacher modeled how the students should find the quotation marks and dialogue. The teacher let the students think-pair-share what they think the quotation marks and dialogue are in the comic strip at their desk. After the students discussed the comic strip, the teacher let the students share what their ideas were. The teacher had a worksheet for the students. GROW- The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter while she passed out the worksheet to the students The teacher reminded the students to write their names, etc.. while passing out the worksheet. GROW- The teacher needed to give instructions to the students before letting them begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions. Good lesson!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students if they liked different candy bars. The teacher took the student's data to create a graph. The teacher had a great powerpoint that she used during her delivery. GROW-While the teacher is creating the graph on the board, the students could have been drawing the graph at their seat. The students could have used their whiteboards, notebook paper, etc... The teacher had a good discussion about tally marks and how they represent five tally marks. GLOW-The teacher called on a student to come up and draw the tally marks for the graph. GROW-While the students completed the graph on the board, the students needed something to do at their seats. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to carry on a conversation with the students about the subject matter. The teacher passed out a bag of Skittles to each student. GROW-Before passing out the Skittles worksheet, the teacher needed to explain the instructions.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher gave the students clothespins with different decimals written on the sticky notes.  The students were instructed to place the decimal sticky notes on the string in the correct order. The teacher called out the decimal sticky notes while letting the students tell her if the notes are in the correct order. The students and teacher had a great conversation about the different notes. The teacher had the students play a Scoot game. The teacher did a great job explaining the rules for the Scoot game.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The opening of the lesson engaged the students in the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint about different strategies for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students work on the problems at their desks as she explained the strategies. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a word problem with the students. The teacher discussed the problem with the students and shared with them different stategies to use while solving the problem. The teacher knows her subject matter very well. The teacher has great questions for the students to initiate the problem solving of the problems. The teacher had great participation from the students throughout the lesson. The teacher issued each student a Math Tic-Tac-Toe sheet for each student. The teacher did an excellent job of explaining the rules to the students before letting them begin to play. The students were able to select a partner for the game.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Love the CUBES strategy.   suggestion- Review this before they begin the activity.  Remind them why we use this strategy. suggestion- don't allow them to take your attention away from the task at hand.  Keep them focused on what they are to do.   suggestion- When they get finished, how can you have more word problems for them to practice?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your opening was interesting as you connected Your content and delivery was amazing. *The Standard only states that they understand what "We the people" mean so possibly more focus on what this means for the people of long ago and today. However, you tied this together as you went through the lesson. Great idea to have students rewrite the Preamble of the class. Once again, how important was it for your students to be able to give input? You related well to how all the people feel about this preamble. The closing/Ticket out Door was a good choice. Going back to your Standard, it could possibly have been a paragraph about what those first words meant.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		After video, you can't just ask if they have a better understanding of inferences now.  You have to discuss what was in the video.  You did a lot of guided practice, and not enough teaching.  Whether it's an introduction or review, you have to instruct on the skill, not just go through the activities.  1.  Open up with what inferencing means.  Allow prior knowledge and you giving them a better understanding of it.  Give some real life examples of inferencing. 2.  Move into your Standard and I Can and relate your expectations of today's lesson. 3.  Tell them you have a short video clip and to see if they can explain what is happening when it's over.  4.  After video, YOU have to lead discussion is what was going on in the video.  What was the inference?  Begin asking questions on what the police was doing.  Why did he just assume?  Begin to offer words such as guessed, assumed, thought, figured out, etc.  This video could help you  to get the message across. It was very confusing how the story (audio) was connected to what you had just been talking about.  All you have to say is "let's practice by listening to a story and trying to understand what vocabulary words mean by using our context clues.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Activated prior learning.Students doing work sheets while you took 2 students to make a "human" clock. Some students finished quickly and didn't work independently with the math games. There was la good bit of wasted instructional time as students sat and talked instead of working. Next lesson, I would like to see you teach content to the class.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Game of charades engaged students and got them thinking about action verbs. Activated prior learning.  Had students define action verb.  Students were to draw an action hero and label it with action verbs.  Students were excited and on task.  Students had choice in follow -up activity to write a story or a commercial.  Directions for oth were geared to student ability.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Loved, loved your opening. That was such a creative and meaningful idea to have a picture up and their job was to infer what was happening. Good questioning about why we infer. Also, the video was a good choice. * Give your students more credit! Brag and rave about their smart answers. They were spot on with their answers on what they thought inference means? Kahoot is a great guided game. But as you find answers, they have to be discussed. Even if they all get answer correct, continue to have someone tell how they arrived at that answer. Let the students give you their reasons for answers instead of you always just telling the answers. On one question, 11 students got it wrong. Try and find out WHY they chose that answer. As you transition back to sests, students need to know what to do with their technology, they need a time limit. Summary? Close your lesson with your EQ or I Can Staements.  Not just "What did you learn?"  You ask the questions and see if they can answer. The BIGGEST reason we learn to inference is to help us when we are reading a book or even watching a movie.  It's "reading between the lines" 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		You began your lesson with a good definition on what classification means. There needed to be a little more review before stations began. You could have done this through stating your learning goals or I Can Statements. Stations were a good review, but as you could tell they didn't quite keep them busy enough.  Depending on your group, each station should be hands on but productive.  

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		When I entered, the lesson was in progress.  All students were engaged. Students were working in a large group format but soon transitioned to small groups.  Guided practice occurred in the small groups while other students worked independently.  Students received lots of encouragement and praise for their work and ideas.  In your group, you had students defending their answers and using the text as a resource.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You began the class period with warm up work. *Try setting a time limit. If not done, you can finish at recess. This may help with having to repeatedly say "stop talking". You did a nice job of going over the warm up. *Awesome opening with showing a power point of "Let's talk about weirddos!" Great questioning as you presented and explained the strategy through a rhyme. You asked incredible, impressive questions. Loved the elbow partners that talked about the answers first. *Your humbleness to your students that this was hard for you to understand, and you had to figure out a beter way to teach them was awesome!  *Using white boards allowed them to practice the strategy on their own. *this was an incredible sought out, planned lesson.  Good job!
 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You engaged your students by explaining how they would be using index cards to help them round decimals. The students would be using 22 index cards to prepare for this activity. Even though it took a few minutes for the students to prepare these, you did a nice job of giving directions. These cards will be very beneficial for them in the future. You presented several straegies to help them with rounding decimals. **possibly more instruction/guided practice could have been used in lesson.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a great powerpoint about using quotation marks in dialogue. *The teacher needs to let the students read the sentences. The teacher did a good job calling on the students after sharing the powerpoint information. The teacher let the students come up to the powepoint to insert the commas and quotation marks correctly in the sentences. The teacher had great additional information for the students as they completed the powerpoint sentences. The teacher issued a practice worksheet for the students after dismissing them to their seats. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the worksheet before the students began the worksheet. The teacher called up a few students to her small group for additional help with the worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge regading making inferences. You allowed table groups to discuss what they thought making inferences means and to come up with an example. You had directions for group discussion written of a slide. Wow! You had one person from each group share what they thought making inferences was and their example. You may want to randomly call on someone from each group to share rather than letting them decide who will speak. This tells the students they are all accountable for learing the information, because they do not know who you will call on. You showed a "Flocabulary" video next which gave the same information you had been discussing, but in a visual form.  This reaches those students who learn best with visuals and everyone was totally engaged. When you gave feedback, you gave specific examples of what students were doing correctly.  Knowing what to say when they are incorrect will come with practice. You shared a slide with the exact definiton you wanted the students to "go with" regarding inferencing which was "best guess". You showed pictures on the board and had students infer what was happening in each. Excellent use of visuals and this also allowed all to hear their classmates thoughts. You scaffolded the lesson to the next level when you had them read a passage from the board. You had students discuss/make inferences regarding what was going on in the passage. You had the 'have evidence" of their best guess. Outstanding! This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge when they have to explain their reasoning. You had placed inferencing cards around the room. You had the students move to each card and write on their papers what they inferred by looking at the picture. Such an engaging way to have them practice this skill, as they got to get up and move around!  All were on task and following your directions! You had the students complete the assessment worksheet before revisiting the "I can statement". In this lesson it may not have been  crucial, but in some lessons it is better to go back to the EQ or I can statement before the assessment. If they are just learning a skill or new information this will be supportive of the students understanding. How was differentiation carried out in the completion of the assessment?  Do these students already know about their modifications?  If not, you can always look for different reading levels for the same skill on the website readworks. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson reviewing the stages of writing.  Excellent reminder of the steps for any peice of writing. You drew a T-Chart on the board and reminded the students of the passages read regarding school lunches the previous day.  The students were to reflect on whether they thought school lunches should be healthier or not, as they were going to write an opinion piece. You asked the students to vote, by a show of hands, whether lunches should/should not be heathier.  You then gave each of the students a sticky note and asked them to write should  OR should not at the top, depending on their opinion.  You asked the students to think about reasons to back up/support their position. Students wrote, on their sticky notes, what stance they were taking and a reason to support their position.  The sticky notes were then placed, by the students, on the  T-Chart . I would suggest, rather than having the entire class come to the board at once, having boys or girls come at one time.  Less confusion and liklihood for getting off task. You then gave the students a planning page (G.O.)  You guided the students through the beginning of the planning page. You stressed the importance of of giving reasons to support their position regarding school lunches. You gave the students excellent support, as you scaffolded their learning with the packet of articles, G.O.s, and planning guides for their piece of opinion writing.  It really broke down the steps for how to write an opinion piece. You led a discussion regarding the topic sentence.  You clarified that they should include the student's position regarding school lunches. You also reminded students when reasons would be added to the planning page.. You set the timer for 15 minutes and allowed the students to work independently on their planning pages.  The second 15 minutes they were allowed to work with a partner who had the same opinion. I did not observe the lesson closing as I had to leave the room. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Students had some confusion about what they were to do in groups.  You pulled struggling learners to your group at the table. Your group had difficulty with what you wanted them to do.  They were not paying attention as parts of the book were being read.  Might have them put their finger on the reading and follow along.  That way you can monitor if they are at least keeping up with the reading.  Also, you wanted them to write down important information.  Again, it is more difficult for struggling students to do a lot of writing.  You probably should have given them a handout with important words in sentences to be filled in possibly straight fom the book.   When you say a number over 100 do not put an AND in it...208 is two hundred eight...NOT two hundred AND eight. Never saw you do flipbooks which was in your lesson plan??  You need more energy in your lessons.  Also you are very monotone when speaking.  Don't know how productiive this lesson was for the students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The Flocabulary video helped get them started on the lesson.   Loved your questioning after the video.  YEA! "Which is the leader of the sentence?" Transitions from desks to rug was very smooth.  Proud of you! A little more direct instruction would have been good.  The popsicle sticks were a great idea for guided practice.   Great strategy to ask one of the girls to repeat directions of game for everyone. There seemed to be a little confusion at first.  suggestion- When you are explaining compound sentences, you have to give and show examples.  As you mention two independent sentences, show them right then!  When you used the coordinated outfit as example, show the sentences to make the connection. You never showed example so it was a little confusing. Coordinating and compound are two different things.   And the word independent wasn't really ever explained.  (2 independent sentences make up a compound sentence) Good idea of closing by writing a compound sentence as a ticket out door.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your opening pictures on Prom board was a good idea.  But there has to be some discussion about them.  Possibly show the pictures and have them work in their group to compare if they have the trait or not, then go back and gegin explaining what they were doing.  That's a great segway into discussion of inherited traits.  Remember have each activity flow into the next.  The activities that you do must have instruction in each one.  This means that you have to know your material like the back of your hand.  Close/summarize your lesson at end.  Your teacher ended up doing this.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson sharing an experience you had eating pizza from Papa John's.  You told the students you thought their pizza was the very best pizza.  You then asked the students if your statement was fact or opinion.    You then asked if any students had a different opinion regarding the best pizza. You led a review of what fact and opinion means with a slide presentation on the P.B.  You made it clear facts can be proven and shared some examples of facts and how they could be proven. You worked through several statements asking if they were fact or opinion, gving your students a lot of support in understanding the difference between the two. Each student was then given a large colored (different brightly colored cards) F or O. You practiced some more examples and had students hold up the F if the statement was a fact and an O if the statement was an opinion. The students enjoyed the manipulation of the cards and this was an easy way for you to visually see who was grasping the concept. You then directed the students' attention to a slide with choices for best class pet.  You had a G.O. you shared with the class using the ELMO.  You demonstrated how to organize an opinion piece of writing by demonstrating how to fill out the G.O.  As you guided them though this process, you used excellent questioning in order to get the students to expand upon their ideas. After the G.O. you showed a slide with the various choices for gathering information about the pet they thought would make the best one for the class.  These opportunities would give the students the information needed in order to support their opinions. You set the expectations for how to use the various sources of information.  Students moved to various parts of the room to work on research. All students were engaged and excited about researching the pet they thought would be best. You and Mrs. Cook circulated throughtout the room  assessing students' understanding and giving guidance. This piece of writng is a work in progress and therefore I did not see a formal lesson closing. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson telling the students they were going to be detectives today. You clarified the meaning of the word detective and what they do. You had placed bags around the room with pictures in each bag. The students were to figure out the "main idea" of what all the pictures represented. You shared an example and demonstrated what to do as they went to each of the bags placed around the room. You thoroughly explained how to record their responses on the provided chart each student received. You set expectations for student behavior as they went around the room "solving" the mystery and finding the main idea in each bag.  Students moved beautifully from one bag to another. So impressive! You had the students transition to the rug after all students had completed recording their responses...orderly transition...no instructional time lost. You went over each bag and what the main idea of each was. You scaffolded your students to the next level  when you had them read a passage and look for the main idea and supporting details in the passage. An easier passage would have enabled the students to practice finding the main idea more easily. You went through two examples of passages. You took the second passage about thunderstorms and modeled how to make a mobile with the main idea on the cloud and the supporting details on the raindrops.  So creative and engaging!!! I did not see the lesson closing, because I had to leave for another observation. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Good review of character traits at the beginning.  STudents worked in pairs to read passage about Jackie Robinson and answer questions.  Some struggled with the passage and answering the questions.  It might have been good if you had read the pasage and talked a little about it before giving it to them.  Liked the way you had students write the good and bad traits on a graphic organizer.  Good vocabulary development.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" soooo much.  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the three "R's"-reduce, reuse and recycle. The teacher shared a Flocabulary powepoint about the three "R'". The teacher issued a sheet of paper to each student. The lesson was about pollution. The teacher was conducting an experiment about water pollution. The teacher read a story about the pollution. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions as she read the Pollution read aloud. The teacher passed out different pieces of paper with words that were contained in the read aloud. As the teacher said the word, the students would come up and pour the paper cup with the contents in the water to pollute the water. Great strategy for the students to be involved in the read aloud. The students were very in tune to the lesson waiting for the teacher to read their word. The teacher instructed the students to complete the journal entries.  The questions for the journal were posted on the powerpoint.  The teacher did a good job of instructing the students on how to answer the questions and gave good examples of good answers for the questions. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the three branches of the government. *The teacher needed to let the students read the vocabulary. The students began to read on the own! The teacher explained the worksheet with explicit instructions. *The teacher needed a little more delivery with her lesson. Even if the lesson is review, she needed to stay on the three branches of government subject matter a little longer. *The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher left the chart on the powerpoint as a resource for the activity. *The teacher needed to have an example of the finished product for the students before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher is great at giving positive remarks as they work.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Flocabulary Video was a great choice as the opening for this lesson. It was easy to follow since the dialogue was listed on the screen. I would suggest using real-life examples so the students can better relate to the lesson. Students appeared to enjoy the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You engaged students with the soccer ball. All wanted to know what they were going to get to do. The lesson allowed students to construct equations and practice multiplication with the majority of the time being independent practice. No questions were asked beyond :did everybody get that?" Students were saying yes even though the teacher found many with the wrong answer. Students who went to solve problem at the board should explain their thinking, Have the class hold up the white boards and show you their answers and work. This way you can monitor them to be sure they are working and correct. No connection to rel world. When will students use this skill.You CT was finding students not showing signs, wrong answers, and students erasing their work before it was checked. You should have seen this when you were walking the room.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You told the students they would be learning how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.  You asked the students  to raise their hand if anyone knew what you were holding up, a caterpillar puppet. You asked the students where they had seen caterpillars?  This is a great way to connect the content to their real lives. You the read "The Hungry Caterpillar". The students were all engaged and enjoying the reading of the book.  You read aloud with expression!!  You asked the students for another name for a cocoon. One of the students said chrysalis. After reading the book, you picked up the caterpillar puppet and showed how it could be changed into a beautiful butterfly.  You led a discussion about the different types of butterflies the students had seen. You pointed out that some use camouflage as a way to defend themselves from predators. You asked the students what the word camouflage meant and then helped clarify what a student said. You then dismissed the students to their groups. At all three tables you had all of  the materials ready for the students to make their own butterflies.   You held up the butterfly puppet and pointed out that both wings were exactly alike and this was an example of symmetry. Lesson closing was done while some students were finishing up their butterflies. I am not sure all students were listening as you reviewed how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The appropriate use of technology enhanced this lesson. The discussion and movement through math questions or problems is a strength for the teacher candidate. There is familiarity with the students and this is evident when students are asked to share an example or try a challenging problem. There was a subsitute teacher, but the teacher candidate was proficient and skilled at organizing the students in both academic and logistical ways.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		When leading class discussion, the intern strategically uses repetition to reinforce student learning and highlight important words, numbers, or phrases. Students sometimes join in the repetition, and it is clear they are actively learning. (See note about pitch of voice in the "classroom management section below.) During transition, the intern uses students who are team captains to gather handouts or materials that their table mates will need. This makes it move faster and preserves valuable instructional time.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great job of reviewing the 6 simple machines. This was guided instruction as students helped you explain. It was amazing to see how many students had their hand raised to answer your questions. They knew their STUFF! Good visuals and definitions were included. Great questioning. You gave them ample time to fifure out the answers. You encouraged them to think. Loved, loved your hands on activity. You used several candies/cookies for students to make 3 out of 6 simple machines... at the same time! this was incredible learning and fun. They will always remember this. You stated your expectations and gave clear directions on what they were to accomplish.  There was no confusion.  

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Loved your opening of naturally making different pitch sounds with your voice and asking them what it was as they came in to the room. You asked fabulous thinking questions as you were reviewing pitch, volume, etc. You prepared them for the video they would watch. Nice transition. Also pausing it and discussing it at certain times was good. You make your students feel so smart, You challenge them! Loved, loved the "mosquito sound" test. Your students loved this too. Glad you explained and asked what makes our hearing damaged over years. *To change things up from large group teaching,  do some "think, share, pair." or   Let them do something simple in small groups around them.  For example, if the Moby quiz was on paper, they could answer questions in groups for 5 minutes.  Then, come back as a whole to discuss the answers they came up with . *Would have been good to have some type of informal asessment so that you can see who understands. This asessment also gives independent practice to your students.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You opened with a video that caught students attention.  You statement about learning "somethingbig" also piqued their interest.  You had manipulatives for students to make models of arrays.  You monitored the class as they worked making sure they were completeing the array correctly.  You are very encouraging to students.  You tied the lesson to the real world. Don't try to talk over students. Stop and wait until they are ready for directions/instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great opening as you asked "What do you know about Simple machines?" Elbow share partners was a good choice. You did such a good job of having them understand that even know they have learned this, they need to get it back into their mind to remember! Awesome! You transitioned well into groups as you moved from activity to next activity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were practicing example problems with initial guidance from the teacher candidate. Repetition helped students have multiple chances to understand the concept of changing "84 tens" to a whole number... "840". She needed them to recognize that adding a "0" would give them the correct solution. Discussion with classmates was a good strategy for predicting correct answer Pausing to give multiple examples helped students who needed more clarity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The question about higher order thinking skills was marked "not observed" not as a penalty to the intern, but just a characteristic of the topic. Elementary standards such as this one require some level of memorization of the phonics rules. Memorization would not lend itself to higher order questioning. The students did have to apply the rules in their practice.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher was explaining the solids, liquids and gases. The teacher instructed the students to make a solid in the back of the classroom. The teacher has a great hands-on educational lesson to teach the three states of matter. The teacher asked great higher order thinking questions throughout the lesson. The teacher explained each station before dismissing the students to the stations. The teacher did a great job of explaining the worksheets and stations. The teacher had a great powerpoint posting each station. Root Beer Float activity, Cheerios model, Cut and Sort and Technology games were the different stations The teacher had previously planned the different students for the different stations. The teacher did a good job monitoring the different stations while conducting a station of her own. The teacher had great questions during the Root Beer experiment.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		The Power Point was good.  The picture of the girl was a good choice.  What about using compare and contrast to her learned behaviors/inherited as well as comparing and contrasting with the students.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened lesson describing weekend using similes and metaphors.  Students had to figure out what you were using.  Had students define the terms.  Lots of student participation as they sorted examples of parts of speech. Work on your lesson closing-have students discuss what they learned in lesson.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your opening started with a question and then went into student note taking.  We discussed the possibility of having the notes printed so students could just glue them into their notebooks.  The note taking takes up a good amout of instructional time. You moved into a hands on activity using dice.  This allowed students to be active participants and all were engaged.  You had a strategy for making the activity more challenging for students who found it too easy. You encouraged students through the lesson. Try slowing down a little--tempo of lesson was too fast for somw students and the get easily frustrated when you move on.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good video used to energize the lesson. Always use real life examples to help students relate to topic. Don't be afraid to answer random questions from your students.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Good review lesson.  Good pace during the lesson and the "show & tell" to complete the worksheet as a class.  I liked the way you showed what was going to happen in each center.  I know you timed the centers but I didn't hear how much time for each.  Students did well in each center.  Good job checking on center activity. You stated the division problem incorrectly.  You said "5 divided by 12" instead of "12 divided by 5".  Also, when you say a number over 100 there is no AND in the number when you say it.  394 should be said three hundred ninety-four...NOT three hundred AND ninety-four.  

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You opened your lesson with a review of vocabulary of Cattle Trail and Immigration. It was a good review but this is your time to shine as a teacher to give instruction along the way as they are recalling words and what they mean. *Try something unique with your students as you open review. Maybe opening with a review game that is fun but very structured. This will helpkeep them engaged and attentive more. Glad you did stations. Small groups are awesome. Your stations were very creative! * Make sure you set your expectations and rules before they start. Be stern and consistent. Be sure they all understand the directions of what they are to do in stations. *Be excited as you explain stations. You want to set that for your students about learning and how this practice will help them!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Loved how you used previous learning from World War II into the Cold War. You kept your class mesmerized with your enthusiasm in the content. It was obvious how engaged they were with how many wanted to ask questions and give answers. The pictures/ visuals you added were spot on. The symbolism of the pictures were great. This entranced your kids. It's so obvious that you know your content so well! I can tell you spent a lot of time studying and preparing. Such good, positive praising comments to these boys. They totally respect you. The Dr. Suess book was a good ending of symbolism of the Cold War. *The lecture (direct teaching) was long, but they seemed to do fine with it because you kept it so interesting. Awesome closing/summary fo recapping the EQs.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Awesome opening as you told them what they would be learning. You began with forward thinking of the video that they would be watching. Good thinking to stop the video at certain points to ask questions. When Kelvin got the wrong answer, don't give up too quickly. He relized it was wrong and he wanted to try again. Questioning was very good today! I noticed such an improvement on this! You have a gift of delivering the content and helping your students understand. You showed them what helped you learn it. Students love this when their teacher shares their struggles. Great positive comments. You make your students feel smart! *As they practice on their white boards, have them give you the steps back each time. For example, "What's the first step? This keeps reinterating what they have to do to solve problem. Your transitions moved smoothly as you moved from one activity to the next.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson having students label the parts of a division problem in words.  This was excellent support of the parts of a division problem. You then had students solve actual division problems with and without remainders. You went over the parts of a division problem and had students tell you what each part was called. You had students come to the P. Board and solve the actual division problem with numbers. As that student was working, you asked the rest of the class to explain what the student at the board was doing. This kept all students involved and on task. Well done! This was also excellent questioning....having students analyze how the student was solving the problem. You then played a video which reviewed the steps of solving a division problem, what the "left over" number is called, and the need for checking a division problem. After the video you referred back to the two problems done earlier and asked what step had not been done that they saw in the video. They were quick to respond....check the problem. You had a student demonstrate how to check the problem on the P.Board. You reviewed the parts of a division problem as the students checked the problems on the P. Board. You explained how the students were going to play the division game with remainders with a partner. You then modeled how the game would be played.  Excellent support! 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You opened the lesson asking the students how area and perimeter are related. Excellent higher order thinking question. You reviewed the formulas for finding the area and perimeter of a figure. You played a song about perimeter and area and asked the students to just listen the first time.  The second time you played the song, you put movements with it and explained them.  The students were clearly enjoying seeing this side of you as you performed the song.  Then you asked the students to get up and they performed the movements, too. You then passed out papers.  Always continue the lesson even when passing something out. This keeps the students focused and you don't waste instructional time getting them back on task.  Try calling  on different students to explain how to find area and perimeter as you passed out the papers. Continue this as long as it takes to pass them out.  All students will be listening, because they don't know if you will call on them to explain area or perimeter next. AND the more the students hear something repeated the more likely they are to remember it. Time was also lost when students realized they needed a pencil once you handed out papers.  This is time lost that cannot be gotten back.  Expect them to take care of this as they enter the room after lunch. In the center of each group of students you had put together a "tool box" of items they could choose to measure. You told the students they would be measuring in inches and you reviewed how to measure using a ruler.  The students were given time to choose an object, measure the sides and calculate the area and the perimeter. You circulated through the room as students were working to assess understanding and give assistance.    Be careful how long you make the ones who finish first wait on the rest of the students to finish. This is a fine balance, as there is no way they will all finish at the same time.  The ones who finish first will become "behavior problems" if they are made to wait too long.   You called on a few students to talk about how they measured and calculated their object's area and perimeter. You then went over the area/perimeter "missing side" notes you had provided for each student.  You worked through several problems together and then asked the students to complete the rest of the problems independently. I did not see the lesson closing, because I needed to leave for another observation. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Great review on area model (writing in expanded form standard) Glad you modeled as you explained. You allowed your students to "plead their case" on their answer.  Your class was engaged in work. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good opening with pictures on Prom board. What is propaganda? Do they know what this word means? Talk morea bout these pictures. What is the connection with each? How can these pictures segway you into talking about rationing? It was rationing, but.....in what direction are we going? As Power Point starts, discuss how rationing started anyway? During WWII, what caused the government to have to put a ration on food, clothing, etc.? What are these red and blue stamp books? The recording sheet on rationing was a good choice. Make the directions clearly stated so the groups understand what they are to do. Questioning was good as you asked each group what they came up with. Keep going back to the effects of WWII. How long did this rationing last? Did everyone pull together or was it hard on these people? Do we have to ration now? Could we in the future? \

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You got the students attention with the video. You related the lesson to previous learning. There was a good balance of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the activity. Good higher order thinking question. The lesson did what your teacher wanted but really didn't address the standard. They was not much emphasis on money being used for goods and services.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Involved students with the letter vests and having them get up and make words for the rest to sound out. Guided practice with the magic e wands that the students made then used to change words.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was appropriate for grade but involved alot of time spent on note taking. Had a power point presentation on the branches of government. Asked questions to assess student understanding.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Used KWL chart to engage studentds and get them thinking about the lesson. Had a video for students to watch and make notes on the chart. Asked recall questions. Incorporated technology as students researched the 13 colonies. Lesson ran long and will be continued on
Monday.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You reviewed prior learning and then engaged students with a video/song.  Students had lots of participation with the turn around game played as a whole group.  Students had guided instruction and indepedent practice in small group setting.  You are so encouraging and kind to students.  You incorporated academic language and higher order questioning.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good beginning review of counting coins.  When you were going over the word problem sheet that was displayed on the promethean you should have worked the problems out where all students could see.  I know some could do it in their heads but not all.  I think more could have been done with the whole group that was in your lesson.  Be careful with labels like "Quest"...it doesn't mean that they are gifted in all subjects.   

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher is very attentive to the students during their station time.  The teacher did a good job helping those during their station time. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good questions on a powerpoint for the students. The teacher asked the students-How do you add and subtract decimals? The teacher wrote different examples of numbers with decimals and asked the students what the decimals stood for. *The teacher needed to let a student read the directions on the powerpoint. *The teacher needs to direct the question to one student and not the whole class some of the time. The teacher had good classroom participation. The lesson was very sequential for the subject matter of the decimal lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. *The teacher needs to talk louder and with more confidence during the lesson. The teacher held up the different block and let the students identify the blocks-one, ten and hundreds. The teacher had good questions about the different blocks. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson.  Video was a good way of getting them thinking about the layers of soil.  Foldable was another appropriate way to reinforce what they have learned.  Glad you had model done for them to see what the finished product would look like.  Easy for them to read the "typing" on the promethean board.  Might have reread definition after you typed it or have the students read it with you.  It also might have been easier to put your foldable under the "camera" to show.  At the end, if students are answering on paper, you might want to say something about not looking at anyone elses' papers.  You want to knoe what they know.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Small group activity with chrome books.  Slow process of getting small group on lesson in chrome book.  Students attention was not held during the lesson.  Some students seemed to have a hard time reading from chrome book and keeping their place.  Good clarifying some information they read from article.  Good vocabulary development.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a review of important places and physical features.  You discussed the physical features of such places as the Grand Canyon, Salton Sea, Great Salt Lake Mojave Desert and Death Valley.  You reviewed the concept of weathering and erosion and how these destructive forces impact the land.  This was a perfect integration of Science and Social Studies! You had students locate and plot the location of each of the above mentioned physical features.  The slides you shared had terrific visuals and information which kept the students engaged in the lesson. You asked questions such as How was the Grand Canyon formed and how is the Salton Sea shringking You then shared slides of important places such as the Chisholm Trail and its importance. You reviewed Pittsburgh and its importance in the maufacturing of steel.  All important places were also located and plottted on the map each student had. You closed the lesson asking questions from the review to assess their understanding of the learning goals.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a video about the Transcontinental Railroad.  The students were clearly engaged.  You stopped at one point, during the video, to clarify something for your students. This showed you know your students and that the particular information might need further explanation. Terrific! You supported your students' learning by discussing the terms supply, demand, producers, and consumers.  You explained why prices may vary from time to time. You used the example of the Hover Board everyone wanted for Christmas last year in order to get the point of supply and demand across. Outstanding way to connect this concept to real life for your students! The powerpoint slides were engaging and you did a thorough job of discussing the information. You had the students, at various times during the lesson, record information (facts) about the different topics discussed in their interactive notebooks. You had students explain why ranchers wanted to get their cattle to eastern markets.  You used H.O.T. questions throughout your lesson, thus enabling your students to have a deepers knowledge of the subject matter. You included map skills when you had students draw the route for the Transcontinental Railroad, the Chisolm Trail, and the Great Western Trails, all in different colors, on a map you provided.  Terrific visual aid for deeper understanding as to where all of these were located in the U.S.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Difficult topic.  Power point was good but I don't know that the students ever really got into the lesson.  Lots of information they did not understand.  Before you put them in groups, you should have gone through an entire example of what you wanted them to do.  Again it was confusing.  It was good having them come up in front as a group to go over the information they put together in their groups.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate made effective use of proximity/gathering for whole group instruction (students sitting on carpet close to chart showing examples) She demonstrates skill for students (how to edit sentences) prior to asking them to       practice in class and uses technology to support learning goals Instruction was differentiated through multiple modes of delivery -Students moved on to practice with clear understanding of the task. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your instructional decision to "make mistakes" while working a problem on the board created multiple opportunities for students to use critical thinking/ higher order thinking skills. The students were clearly thinking and analyzing your work as they would raise their hand to tell you about a "mistake" that you had made. Their ability to reason and offer the correct procedure provided you with good formative assessment information as you made decisions later about which students to check on during independent practice.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You opened the lesson telling the students they would be learning about flowers, parts of the a flower. You read the book Planting a Rainbow.  Great read aloud. You asked the students where flowers come from...you helped them to understand the many places they can be found. I like the way you used many opportunities, while reading the book, to point out and discuss the contents. You asked the students why they thought the book was called "Planting a Rainbow."  You helped students to understand that all the colors of the different flowers were like all the colors of a rainbow. You dismissed the students to one of the three groups.  The students were so quiet during this transition. You had all materials ready for each of the three groups. You explained how the droppers were to be used and that they would need to wait their turn to use one. You pointed out the colors they could choose from  to color their flowers in the ice tray. You had made a great model. Would have been good to hang it up so all students could see it. Lesson closing goes at the very end of the lesson, as this allows for assessing their understanding of the lesson goal.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		- Actively involves individual students and whole group in verbally solving math problems - Reinforces math vocabulary/concepts as he guides students through the process of solving math problems -Provides opportunity for independent  work in addition to guided practice - Assists individual students as needed or requested during their independent work.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mr. Spence has a solidly proficient performance in carrying out this lesson. He is headed toward exemplary in some areas such reinforcement, open-ended questions, and wait time. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Loved that your problems included real world scenarios. Your differentiation within groups and with the tasks was good. Your directions were clear and you set expectations for acceptable behavior. Transitions from one group to the next was very smooth. You required students to "show their work" as they completed the problems and explained why that was important. When working with money try to have real coins available for the students to see.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		I liked that you had them get out what would be need during class before you started.  I also like how you began the lesson with three volunteers drawing items from a bag to have the class predict what they were going to be doing during class.  It was interesting that you had to define the word "draw" for the students.  Good power point presentation.  You did a good job in having them work the problems then going over step by step with the power point information.  You probably should have had them draw a picture of the problems they were doing.  It would have been another way for them to "see" the problem.  After the first problem you did not have them read the sentence...it was important. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was a subtraction and addition word problem review lesson.  You began by asking the students to give you words that told them they needed to add in order to solve a word problem. Then you did the same with key words which indicated the operation would be subtraction.  You wrote the key words on a plus sign anchor chart and a minus sign anchor chart.  Very creative and can be left up for students to refer to when necessary. You worked through several problems on the PB asking students to locate the key words that would tell them whether to add or subtract to solve the problem. After it was decided what the operation needed was, the students went about actually solving the problem on their individual white boards. You called on individual students to share how they solved each of the problems. Each student was then given a flip book. You had the standards cut out and ready for the students to paste them to their books. You differentiated the lesson when you had different problems for the various levels of students in the class. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You activated the lesson by explaining your anchor chart.  Because there was no discussion of the learning goal, I the students seemed a little caught off guard. If they have been exposed to subtraction with regrouping before, it would have been helpful to make reference to that before sharing the anchor chart. You had slides on the P. board with a story problem involving subtraction with regrouping.  This was a good idea. My only suggestion would be to slow down the explanation of the slides so they can grasp what they are being shown. You modeled a problem on the board using the "rules" from the anchor chart. This taught the students they could look to the chart for help. You explained when taking "1" from the tens column they are actually borrowing 10 to add to the number in the ones place. Excellent support for learning the place value system! You had the students use white boards to practice a problem. Circulating through the classroom, looking at the boards of the students who may have trouble, would have been a good way to assess their understanding. I realize you don't want this to take too long or the others will get off task.   Always set expectations for using the boards....what to do when finished. Some began to talk as they finished and might have been disruptive to the ones still working their problem. You kept referring to the chart information to guide/support students through the practice problems.  Well done. You had made a game for the students to play with colorful creative gameboards.  You had the rules for playing the game on the P. board.  Always explain and show students how to play a game before letting them move from their seats. Some groups did not understand how to play the game and this is when it got a little chaotic in the class. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good introductory lesson.  I liked how you introduced what an idiom was and then went over the standard...and put in student language.  Students enjoyed your skit with Mrs. Savidge and her "being a chicken".  Good having the students get up in front of class and do their skit that emphasized an idiom.  Might have been "better?" to have the students not doing the skit explain the idiom then have the skit students explain what they thought. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Really good that you had them get their chrome books ready before you start the lesson.  Made it much easier to flow from one activity to the next.  Good video...it added additional information about suffixes that they had heard about in a previous prefix lesson.  Good step by step directions inputting information into their chrome books.  Students had some difficulty coming up with words with suffixes.  Glad you put up a word bank on the board.  Students are having difficulty typing on the chrome books...they need as much practice as possible.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good energy throughout lesson.  You did a great job of paraphrasing student answers and adding information as needed to clarify.  Good job of explaining the difference betwee "theme" and "main idea".  Expanded students' vocabulary by using words like "elaborate" on bravery.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I liked the way you opened with defining the terms and having them then predict how the cups would transmit light.  You showing the cups lighted by the flashlight really reinforced their predictions.  Having them write the definitions of transparent, translucent, and opaque was good except you should have also included the direction that they could put in their own words.  You also referred back to a video they had seen the day before.  Good directions for the activity to have a cutter, a gluer, and a paster.  Kept the activity moving and good conversation at each table.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great visuals! Excellent idea to use frogs since most kids love the.! Good visuals - video definitely enhanced the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began with the powerpoint about beaks. The teacher used the powerpoint as a teaching tool to ask questions about the beaks of birds. The teacher explained the experiments to the students. The teacher issued packets to the students with explicit instructions for completing the packets. The teacher had the students use different items to gather the marshmallows in the bowls. The teacher instructed the students to write about a bird and their beak. The teacher had a good discussion about the different experiments with the beaks and the birds at the conclusion of her lesson. The teacher asked good thinking questions about the lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Opening communicated expections Instructional time varied sometimes needed more. Some grouping at the end

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		You opened your lesson reminding them of what they had been doing this week in math. suggestion- Instead of opening up with question "What have we been doing in math this week?" Try showing a graph and asking what we call this picture?"   "And why do we use these graphs?"  Go in that direction to refocus their brain.   Good directions, expectations (pencils down, eyes on me) on the graph activity.   Your students loved the gummy bear graph activity.  This kept them engaged while they were learning.   suggestion- for visual learners especially, I would have had them use the same color drawing in graph as the gummy bears. (Instead of using pencil to graph all.)  

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher began the story by asking the students questions about story problems. The teacher called on different students to read the story problems on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job walking around monitoring the students throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to make up their own problems on the back of their paper. The teacher recorded the problems from the students on the promethean board. The teacher had good questions for the students as they responded with their problems. The teacher has a very caring personality. He truly cares about the education of his students. The teacher constantly gives positive reinforcements to the students as they worked throughout the lesson. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You accessed prior knowledge of main idea and key details. You had an anchor chart to fill out with the students. You asked the following questions and guided the students to the correct responses. These were written on the anchor chart for students to copy into their interactive notebooks: What is the main idea? Why do you think it is important to find the main idea? How do we find the main idea? Students were broken into two groups according to their Lexile Levels. Mrs. McKenzie worked with one group and you worked with the other. Great way to differentiate learning!! You printed out pages from their novel study books and had students practice looking for themes, ideas or information the author is trying to tell their audience. I had to leave, therefore I did not see the closing of the lesson. Many students had trouble reading the anchor chart and had to move. To their credit they moved without disturbing the class. Think about how well students can see what you are doing at the front of the room if they are sitting farther back.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You showed the students a figure and had the students tell you the fractions, using the correct termonology-numerator and denomenator.  You asked the students to tell you the fraction that represented the green colored parts of the figure-reminding them the denominator is the total number of parts and the numerator would be the number of green parts. The students then worked with a partner to answer the next question regarding the number of colored partitions. One person was to write the answer on the sticky note.  Answers were placed on the correct part of the anchor chart.  You reviewed the answers in order to see if the students agree with the answers or not. You repeated this process until you gave each student his/her own sticky note. They wrote their names on them and you asked the final question.  This allowed you to see if individual students were understanding the concepts. Students were then given a handout with problems to work independently. You and your CT worked with small groups and individual students in order that students had the support they needed.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson on using context clues to get the meaning of a word they may not know when reading.  Students enjoyed the Flocabulary video.  You also had an anchor chart for them to refer to about where to look in their reading for meaning.  I liked the "Word Detective" that you filled in as a group.  Good that you had the students explain how they knew the real word to put in the place of the made up word from the clues.  Good station activities.  The students were really challenged by the Kahoot questions.  Some really struggles with it.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson.  Glad you used the camera to show the words and pictures as you reviewed components of each branch of government.  Students loved playing Government Trivia.  Liked how you had them work with their elbow partner to get the answer. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening and engager as you told them what they would be learning today. Loved the review chart you used on board to help them review Prose, Poetry and drama components. Your students were totally engaged as you reviewed the 3 methods that authors create. Good questioning of whys and why nots. So glad you incorporated Valentines Day into your ELA. The video was a good visual of the Valentine history. *Talk about this video more after it ends! The popcorn reading fit right in to your reading skills. Having them choose to write a poem, prose, or a drama was a creative idea. *Probably need more instructions and expectations. Maybe you model on board one for them to see. Differentiation could be making their own up (poem, drama, or prose) if they can't follow Valentine story. It was hard. This would even be hard for me to think about. But the idea was great! Just tweek a little!

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening as you introduced relative pronouns using power point (vocabulary) Loved the Studyladder guided game. *suggestion- Once they see the correct answer, let them hear the wrong answers to hear why it wasn't right.  Then, once they answer (the worksheet), as you guide them, explain answers more. Awesome! You started doing this some! Good balance of direct /guided instruction and independent work. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Good discussion with the students about WWII, Pearl Harbor, and D-Day.  Students had a lot of information and using the "brochure" to fill in and the Venn diagram certainly helped them get it organized.  Be careful when you say numbers over 100 that you don't use the word "AND".  It should be said three hundred fifty-three...NOT...three hundred AND fifty-three.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of natural resources. You asked the students what it meant to be a human resource. You gave examples and then had students come up with some of their own to share. You asked if anyone knew what a resource is. You had students share examples of resources used everyday. This was an excellent way to connect learning to their person lives. You defined the three resources they were to study, natural human and capital . Students gave examples of each and these were recorded in their interactive notebooks. This was an excellent way to have students take notes with your support. After the PP you passed out nine pictures to nine students. You had drawn a chart on the board with a column for each productive resource. You instructed the students to place their picture under the correct column on the white board. After placing their pictures on the white board you led a discussion regarding whether the picture had been placed in the correct column. You asked why particular pictures were placed in the various columns. You instructed the students to complete their interactive notebooks by identifying what type of resource each of the nine pictures on the last page represented. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson with a PowerPoint review of fossils.  Beginning a lesson with a short review is so powerful and so supportive of your students' learning.  The P.P. had excellent visuals for all of the terms they had been studying. It was a very good lead-in to what they would be doing during stations. You explained what the students were to do in each station. The station activities supported your stand and E.Qs. perfectly. You had written up the directions for each station and had them included with the activities. This is the perfect way to teach students to be independent, as they could reread the directions if necessary. There was a little confusion for the students regarding which station to go to, but you quickly got them back on track. You had the students in your station create a mold and cast model using a shell and play-doh. In order to take their understanding to a higher level, you had them fill out a graphic organizer using the steps of the scientific process. You differentiated by having different reading levels for the information text sheets the students were to read. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Technology not working.  You possibly should have had the students get their pencils and something to write on before you started reading.  Too much time was wasted especially in the pencil line.  Good reading voice.  Students were very attentive while you read the book.  Doing the chart together was a good idea to give them practice for the next story but some of the students put their answers in the wrong box.  You needed to check after the first box and make sure all had the information in the right place. Activity was good but story they need to read was long.  Might have been better if you had read it to everyone then work in their groups. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, you flowed very naturally into lesson. You explained directions and gave expectations Glad that you used the textbook. There are many fun and creative ways to use this book. When you shared your Starbucks story (what you had written about), that was a neat great personal story they could relate to. Using text structure reminders was a good strategy. *suggestion- possibly spend more time modeling your story.  Modeling is a wonderful tool.  Elbow partners was a good idea to swap and check work. Closing was edit and revising.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good opening Brain Pop! Spend a little more time relating the  topic to real life! I think it would be beneficial to make a list of possible main topics after reading the book to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began by sharing a Brain pop video about immigration. The teacher read about the different immigrants for the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to ask the students questions during her delivery. The lesson had a lot of information about immigrants for the students. *The teacher could let the students read the powerpoint so they could be involved more.
*The teacher needed to dvide up the information for different days. The teacher issued worksheets to the students that contained math problems.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Activity was good working with "Theme" words.  I didn't see the beginning of the activity but the students seemed to be having a difficult time with some of the words.  Did you go around and give an example before you had the groups do it?  Second activity with the Song/Story/Poem...you should have gone through one as an example.  The song, story, and poem given needed to be more relevant to the students.  Fables are always good to use for "Theme".  You need to do more paraphrasing of student answers.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good mix of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the Brasin Pop video. The playdough was engaging as they got to make a good to sell. Money then allowed them to purchase-enacting the producer/consumer cycle. Lesson continued.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You reviewed prior learning of symbols for comaprison of numbers.  The video caught the students interest.  You had lots of student participation during your guided instruction.  You asked students to explain their thinking. Students had manipulatives to work with to compare numbers and make number lines. Lesson continued.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Good presentation (Power Point) as you introduced clouds.  It was obvious you thought your presentation through as you planned it.  You did a nice job of explaining the different types of clouds.  You gave some good examples as you presented. Stations were good.  Loved the fact that you added a writing station from the book Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Beginning of lesson was good but I would encourage you to slow down and spend more time on the focus of your lesson. You give quality feedback to your students.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different reference materials. *The poster used for the reference materials is too small for the students to see-the poster should be a powerpoint. The teacher used a map to share with the students to explain the map reference skill. The teacher used the dictionary to let the students look up different words. The teacher let the students tell her the answers to questions about different ways the dictionary can be used. The teacher reviewed the encyclopedia. The teacher had different examples of reference materials on each group of desks for the students to use during the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the definitions for the different reference materials. The teacher explained the game to the students. The teacher had the students participate in a scavenger hunt. The teacher told the students they were going on a scavenger hunt. The teacher gave the students five minutes to use the different reference materials. *The teacher needed to do one example from the worksheet to illustrate how to complete the answers. The teacher asked different questions at the end of the lesson for the closure. *The teacher needed some type of written assessment to see if the students understood the different reference materials. *The teacher led the students to believe that the reference materials were hard to use. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher reads with great expression. The teacher asked different questions relating the book to present day things like Jurassic Park. The teacher asks good questions throughout the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave good instructions for the next assignment before the students returned to their seats. The teacher had the instructions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to write about a fish fossil. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their writing assignment. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the directions for logging on to the ww.fossilmuseum. net website The lesson was very sequential in the delivery. The teacher did a great job encouraging the students to continue to work on their writing assignment.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Technology not working.  Good reading of the story.  Good questioning throughout the reading.  Might have had students get pencil and IReady book before you read the story.  Needed to check when they were filling in the information for the first story that they were answering in the right box.  I liked the way you paraphrased student answers. Also like the way you walked areound and checked on students work.  Good directions for second story they were to read.  Might have been better if you had read the story first for everyone then let them go to their groups.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson started off by reviewing the five regions of Georgia. Not all students knew the regions and there was some confusion. You did not have the attention of all the students as you explain the directions for the rotation of the stations. You gave the signal, but you gave directions while there were side conversations. Used the clapping rhythm and only a few of the students responded back. Always wait until everyone is listening. At times, you just talked over the students. Your voice got louder. Writing on the board, students were engaged in side conversations and you did not seems to notice this.  In the stations, some of the students were not looking at the power points, but just talking to each other. You had too much planned for the time allowed for the lesson. The places you set up the computers did not allow the students to all see the chrome book, which encouraged several to talk instead of work on the flip book. During transition to other stations, you gave directions, but did not have everyone's attention. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		I think it would be beneficial to spend more time relating George W. Carver to today's products. Take time to teach from the video: Make list on the side from student input. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		This lesson went much better. You had the students engaged in hands-on activities which they seemed to really enjoy. As we talked you realized that one center took much longer than the other two to complete. It is always important to practice activites at home to see the timiing. The ramp center needed nore directiion for the students, they were not clear what they were to do. I suggest having a timer to time the cars and a recording sheet for them to complete. The Venn digram was too short as well, maaybe if you had the studentsd each had to draw an example for the Venn diagram, a pull, a push , and both and maybe some old magazines for them to search through. A word find of objects that you could push, pull or both. The students were having fun and were able to answer the questions. The Bill Nye brought many memories... I loved his videos when I was teaching. You know he is coming back with some new videos. Be on the look out. You did a good job monitoring the groups and the transition was smooth for the most part. This class has some children who have some problems following directions.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson having students fold 2 dimensional figures as many ways as they could. Each student in the group had a different firgure. This was a good start. This lesson lends itself to lots of hands on manipulation of shapes in order to help students "see" the different lines of symmetry each object had. You reminded the students that the figures had to be folded with equal parts in order to show symmetry. You asked the groups to share what they had found with the figure their group was given. Perhaps have one student stand and demonstrate since all groups had different figures. You asked students to identify whether the figure was folded vertically or horizontally in order to form lines of summetry. This was excellent use of math vocabulary! You moved to the flip chart with examples of other objects, numbers, letters etc. that had lines of symmetry. Some of these were difficult to understand....like the "S" .... it would have been helpful if the students had had one to manipulate. The next slide on the flip chart gave examples of objects which had more than 2 lines of symmetry. Again, hands-on objects to manipulate would have been more powerful. The figure of the cross, in particular, was difficult for the students to determine the lines of symmetry. As you passed out their packet of papers you had students discuss how many lines of symmetry the last 2 figures on the slide had. This was a terrific technique to keep students on task and engaged in the lesson. Not a moment of instruction was lost. Make certain all students are listening when you give all directions. Many of the students had begun to work and did not hear you say to work on a, b, c, etc. when finished with number one. As students were working you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding and giving assistance. You assigned the ones to be done for homework after an appropriate amount of practice in the classroom. You moved on to a figure of a circle. You asked the students to share what they remembered about circles. Excellent support of previous skills. You led a dicussion helping the students reach the conclusion a circle would have an infinite number of lines of symmetry. Review of term infinite would have been appropriate. Someone in that room had probably forgotten. On the next handout, you had students complete the figures given using the line of symmetry.You demonstrated the first one on the board which was excellent support. You used a sort summarizer to close the lesson. What do you plan to do with the data gathered from the sticky notes? Because there was time left at the end of the class, it would have been more productive for the students to work on take home test and the symmetry problems rather than playing Geometry Simon Says. Perhaps play that game for 5 min. at the very end of the class. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of the water cycle.  The students shared with you what they already knew. You showed a very effective video to demonstrate the water cycle. You then asked questions after the video. The students were all engaged in the video.  You asked them to remember the stages of the water cycle.  You gave one student specific praise when you said, "I like the way you looked at the poster for help."  This reinforces anchor charts are there for them to use and support their learning. You included movement in the lesson when you had the students make specific movements for the stages of the water cycle. Excellent!  Another strategy for helping students to learn.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Reviewed volume, use popsicle sticks to call on students to answer questions. Had a power point to help students remember the formula and complete a few practice problems.I liked how you had students come to the board to work the problems and asked the class to check their work against the problem on the board.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Higher order questioning, wait time, and encouragement are all a part of the excellent discourse between the teacher candidate and her students. In addition, the discussion included specific instructions for improving their assignment which is a written response to a poem.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students who are reading independently have a packet of work to complete that allows them to share what they have learned about the characters and other elements from the book On Their Honor. The cooperating teacher shared with me that the packet of prompts to respond to the reading were created by the teacher candidate. The materials were exemplary, and can be adapted for other reading materials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		A good portion of your lesson was spent on a review of Ga. habitats--this was not reflected in the lesson plan. Your lesson plan called for a review of text features-this was a brief part of the lesson. The fake website was good to teach students everything they find on the internet is not true. Lots of student participation answering questions. Lesson continued.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Lesson opening grabbed the students attention and they were eager to participate in the centers.  Good review of standard.  You gave detailed instructions for each science station.  Students had things to do and observations to complete.  You reviewed the safety precautions for each station.  Everything was ready for all groups and transitions were smooth.  Directions were posted at each station so students could get right to work . Ask more open ended questions-have them describe the pysical/chemical change.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Video did more teaching than you did.  You needed to do the modelling of  the correct way to multiply decimals step by step.  It was difficult to have the students do problems on the board when the story problem was up...not enough room.  You also "lost" the students when one student took a long time working out a problem. You are very "robotic" when teaching.  Your voice is monotone and no inflection when points need to be stressed.  

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You explained the reason for order of operations.  Students discussed why order is needed-related it to the real world. There was a good balance of guided instruction independent practice.  You gave more guided instruction based on student needs.  Very encouraging to students--promoted an atmosphere where it was ok to try and see if it worked. Try to incorporate more open ended questions.  

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the center activities. You provided all accomodations planned for your students to help all be sucessful in lesson. You monitored students as they worked and encouraged those who were hesitant. Money has so many real world applications-try to make that connection with students so they see the purpose in the lesson.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the lesson.  You incorporated, guided practice, technology, manipulatives, and independent work into lesson.  You allowed students to get up and move when you sensed they needed to expel some energy.  You closed the lesson and had a ticket out the door for final assessmet.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what the different coins were worth. The teacher was using the strategy of letting one block represent one cent. The teacher would demonstrate how 10 blocks would equal 10 cents. The students would roll the two dice and come up with a two digit number. The students would display the correct coins for the two digit number. The teacher carried on dialog with the students to familarize them with the correct way to count money. The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet.  The teacher had the students do the first problem together. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher conducted a small group for Reading. The teacher had the Reading group tell her the different alphabet sounds for the beginning of the lessson. The teacher had a blending board that she used with the students to say the different words. The teacher took advantage of every teaching situation while working with the students. The teacher would question the students if the words were real or nonsense. The teacher gives good instructions for the worksheet to be completed. The teacher had thes students read different sentences.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Today's lesson masterfully moved between teacher centered and student centered learning. The teacher candidate had the book for read aloud projectedfrom the desktop camera. When she took a break from reading, she swapped right over to the projection of the graphic organizer, and continued leading the discussion and moved as needed throughout the classroom. The transition was so smooth that it was like watching a television show that is being shot with multiple cameras. By the time students stopped looking at the book and got their graphic organizer ready to go, she was at the front of the room ready to lead class discussion. As she continued leading the discussion, she eventually made her way back to the camera to reference the book again. It was the perfect use of technology that enhanced the lesson while at the same time keeping studetnt focused on either the teacher's voice or the written page of their book. Considering all of these points above, the intern/ teacher candidate has earned exemplary ratings for transitions and for the variety of strategies (read aloud, technology, graphic organizer).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great opening for the lesson. You did a good job with the lesson focus & the PP was a great visual learning tool fo all of the students. You were very encouraging to your students throughout the lesson. Good HOTS quesitioning thoughout the lesson. Good balance of instructional vs. student participation time. TOTD was a good activity. You might want to have them write 3 facts about the impact of the assassnation each person instead of just 3 facts about their person.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were involved from beginning of lesson.  You had students explain "why" they rounded up or down.  You transitioned to groups smoothly.  You gave directions and set expectations for students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		The Powerpoint was well composed and included an interactive activity. The graphics were colorful & provided details to the lesson. Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Lesson closing activity was appropriate. I would have the students that got the correct answer give me a thumbs up. This will help to clarify how many students understood the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Activated prior learning and made sure students really understood telling time to the hour. You asked why it was important to know about time. Used Judy clock to show students movvement of hands. Might have nelped for each student to have a small clock to move the hands. Be sure to watch your work-error in the guided practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened lesson with a video then told students to cut out pictures while watching video.  (In our discussion it wa noted that the video was more for the song).  You reviewed prior learning and made sure students understood the terms being used.  Had a flip book for students to glue pictures into. Had 2 sets of flip bookd made of different colors.  This made giving directions very confusing and took away from instructional time.  Watch your pronunciation-Parthenon was wrong throughout the lesson. Students had to label their books-write the 3 key terms on the board so you don't have to spel the words throughout the lesson. Transitioned to next activity before finishing up flip books and cleaning up.  Students were unsure of what to do with the cups and pans. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		The lesson was intriguing to the students but completing the activity took over the lesson. Make sure to keep focused on the purpose or focus of the lesson. It might help to spend more time with reviewing main idea. If you're using a video clip, make sure to use it as teching tool by reviewing the information presented. The DIrt Cake would have been a good activity at the end of the lesson. I think it would have helped to read the book about St. Patrick's Day in the heart of the lesson & follow the reading/discussion with a short activity to measure comprehension. The concluding activity could have been the Dirt Cake. Remember students need to See & Hear in order to learn. Once the DC activity is over, go on to the next slide which in this lesson would be the name of the book (or a picture of the book cover0 & a picture of the graphic organizer that you are using. Make sure all students havea chance to learn (high, medium, & low). 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning at the beginning of the lesson not only served as formative assessment, but also gave students clues and eventually clarity regarding the topic of the lesson. The perserverance of the teacher/intern in asking the right questions paid off.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate chose making models of the regions of Georgia for an assignment that would develop and highlight student understanding of the learning goals.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video to engage students.  Asked recall questions.  Had students applying their knowledge in problem solving. The robot activity was interesting because you supplied the area and allowed students to figure out how to construct a square or rectangle with that area. Good monitoring of students as they workied. When students wre struggling, you guided them to the answer with strategies to try instead of just giving them the answer.  There was a tie to real world-area for pet, perimeter for fence.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Students were working problems along with you and you had them explain every step for you to do during the review. You did ask, "How doyou know" to get students to explain their thinking/reasoning. You encourage students and ask lots of questions to assess student understanding.,
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		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		85		22.61%		245		65.16%		29		7.71%		1		0.27%		16		4.26%		376		2.84		3		3		0.54
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       level
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		As the students were working on the word problems, you continued to stand in the same place in the classroom. Mrs. Rainwater was moving about the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help when needed.  Think how many more students could have been helped had you been circulating as well.  You could always move back to the P.Board to read aloud the next word problem. The activity using the skittles was an excellent way for students to construct their own visual representations of the problems!

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		The independent activity planned as an assessment was not valid as you helped students as they were completing it and gave them the answers.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Asking questions that elicit thoughtful responses is a boost to student assessment.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are actively engaged in part because they are well aware of the purpose of learning. As they listen to the original story from the chart paper, they are showing evidence of ongoing learning by asking meaningful questions and responding to the teacher candidate’s questions. Their responses give informal formative assessment, and it is clear they are ready to move on to independent work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Your assessments were the center recording sheets.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Planning such a creative activity for students is a challenge, and can be risky. But your well planned lesson was communicated well to students and resulted in an assessment piece that was unique, highly engaging, and as a bonus seemed to be fun for your students.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The interactive science notebook serves as a collection of assessments that can be accessed at anytime.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher used the SCOOT activity to test the knowledge of the students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Students had lots of opportunities to demonstrate their understanding of the concep.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Good job with questions that will give you information about what studets are thinking - formative assessment as the lesson progresses.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked questions as you circulated throughout the classroom, determining if they understood what they were to be writing. The assignment was supportive of your students' learning and beautifully scaffolded for them. As this was a new writing experience, I don't think diagnostic testing was necessary.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You questioning techniques are outstanding.  You ask questions that lead students to the correct response instead of just giving them the answer.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Independent activity that was to serve as an assessment was not valid because you gave answers to students when they had questions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		If the intern was able to gather any informal assessment from the lesson as it took place, I am surprised. The questioning did not lean toward gathering any information. There was a two or three minute period of time near the end of the lesson when using clear cups to show another way of marking measurement that the class answered some questions as a whole group. That may have been a time when some informal assessment data could be gathered.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Appropriate pauses for wait time followed questions.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Informal questioning was the catalyst for engaging students, and it gave you a head start on assessment. The exemplary in the instructional section is directly tied to this. You are asking questions like an experienced teacher.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The questioning for formative assessment would have gone better with a stronger opening perhaps. The summative assessments - a grophic organizer and a quiz, could have also been more effectively used had their been clear learning goals. set. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning during opening of lesson & as you progressed through the information that was presented. I think it would benefit the students to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning during the instructional part of the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning during the lesson. You were encouraging yet you instructed the students to think about what they were asking. This allowed you to have a better understanding of their knowledge level.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson. Your questioning techniques are good....you are able to lead the students, through your questioning, to the correct answer/understanding.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Supportive stations to ensure students' understanding of lesson goal....what impacts pitch. You circulated throughout the classroom  assessing their understanding and offering guidance when needed. Diagnosic testing was not needed for this lesson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As stated above, asking more detail questions about the story would have been helpful. You gave the students a read and recall worksheet to complete. You guided/supported your students as they completed this. You had the students write, in complete sentences, what the book was mostly about and to tell you two things they remember from the book. The students then got to draw something from the beginning, middle and end of the book which allowed them to practice sequencing of the story, as well.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Excellent job questioning the students during instruction! Woo Hoo! It was obvious that you knew your topic and felt at ease with the students giving you random answers!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked questions throughout the lesson in order to assess the students' understanding. The M&M activity was perfect for this standard as the students had manipulatives to represent their problems. You used levels in order to group the students and have them work with certain teachers in the classroom.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		In order to assess the students' learning, you gave them an "exit slip" that tested their ability to identify whether a paragraph was written in the first person or third person point of view. You also asked the students to underline the pronouns in each paragraph which helped them identify the point of view.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had students explaining their thoughts throughout the lesson. The QR Code activity was hands-on, engaging, and designed for the students' levels. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout the lesson! Activities promoted formative learning.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Questioning students in order to assess their understanding and thought processes is definitely a strength of yours! Outstanding! The playhouse and the handout allowed the students to practice the skill under your supervision. Diagnostics- not applicable to this lesson

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Excellent job using all levels of quality questioning throughout the lesson. It's a great way to assess what information students are learning.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. I think it would be beneficial to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning throughout Instruction and when the students were doing independent work!

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When you use put a definition on the board (ex. Human Resources) make sure that the students understand all of the words that make up the definition (ex. quality vs quanity) Good job reinforcing the information via good questioning throughout the lesson!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by having several students share their brochures for transparent, translucent and opaque. The teacher had a rubric for each partner group to assess the brochure. The teacher asked different questions for the students at the end of the lesson to check for understanding. GROW-The teacher needed a short assessment test for the brochure activity.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember to include some higher order thinking questions in your lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Ticket out the door was a great informal assesment.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a good assessment which included different questions on the powerpoint. The students would record their answers on the whiteboards. The teacher walked around and checked the answers for the questions. The students would hold up their boards for the teacher to check the answers. GROW-How is the teacher keeping up with the students who miss the question?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Assesment was their writing prompt. Did it answer the Standard/ I can Statements? Loved that you had a rubric for your writing.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Th Ticket out the Door was vague. That's hard for them to think of an inference off the top of their head. What about putting up another picture on the screen and having them inference from the picture, based on what they had learned today. This would bring your lesson full circle from how you started.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnositcs not necessary for this lesson. Making the mobile was such a creative way to visually demonstrate the main idea and key details! 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It would be helpful for the students if you would have the instructions for the activity written on an anchor chart or prelisted on the Promethean Board.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostic testing not applicable.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		There are strengths throughout the lesson, but the one that stands out is the ability of the teacher candidate to verbally guide students through their work and thought process on math problems. It is difficult to find an area that needs improvement, but perhaps some thought should be given to striking a balance between guided practice and individual practice. Like all elementary schools in the system, though, this school requires teachers to closely follow the Eureka math program curriculum - which would also influence that decision.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Informal assessment was them being able to tell you what their 3 machines were that they created.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The scavenger hunt was a group assessment.  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		In this lesson, teacher observation of students applying the phonics rule provided immediate formative assessment. This made it possible to adjust the lesson as it was in progress and keep it at a realistic pace given the amount of student progress.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students gave enough verbal responses near the beginning of the lesson to provide formative assessment for the teacher candidate.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson to identify the students who understood the States of Matter and those students who needed further help.  

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning used throughout the lesson.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Great assesment in having them write in 3 or 4 sentences the answer to EQ

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Diagnostic testing not necessary for this lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Lesson was not complete when I left.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Diagnostic test data was not necessary for this lesson.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent questioning during the lesson which lead students to a deeper understanding of how the physical features formed and the importance of the places discussed. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		As you worked the problems during the direct instruction, your follow up to their comments on a "mistake" you made added to the formative assessment data that you could gather. Sometimes as teachers, we do this instictively, but as you begin your career, try to continue to be aware of what you can find out about what students know early in a unit or a lesson. Most of the lessons I've seen are divided as they should be into some direct instruction and some student practice. When you can, lean more on the independent student practice and circulate spending time with individual students. That has been a successful practice so far for you, so fine tune it and incorporate more of the most successful aspects.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		As the lesson begins and Mr. Spence is calling on students to share their thoughts and answer certain math problems. He gathers formative assessment data from a sample of students that he asks for answers. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Good job using your questions as a formative assessment tool, and adjusting instruction as needed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You used Lexile Level for grouping students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		As an assessment, students were asked to complete a productive resource activity sheet which you had differentiated for the various learners in your class. Well done!  You also worked with EIP students in a small group in order to give them extra support.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You asked many questions, during the P.P. ,  to assess the students' understanding of the material you were reviewing. This prepared  them for their assignments in the stations. The cast/mold activity was hands-on, engaging, and gave the students a real understanding of what these were in relation to fossils. You used reading levels when assigning the informational text for students to read in stations. Outstandiing!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did not ask many higher level questions, mostly recall.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good recall questioning especially as a means to seek prior knowledge.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The written activites were appropriate and you did a great job asking the higher order thnking questions. The students were able to answer and apply what you reviewed on the power point and from the video.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Needed to have students explain key points.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked a series of questions regarding the water cycle using the P. Board.  You had students come up and indicate the correct answers.  How could you have involved the whole class in answering the questions. Something that would have ensured all stayed engaged in the lesson. Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. You had the students complete an activity using cotton balls and water in a bowl.  You led the students through model the different stages of the water cycle and record that information on a graphic organizer. Terrific visual for the stages of the water cycle.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		The spinner activity was well received by the students and was a good review of volume for the Milestones testing.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The discourse between the students and the teacher candidate included a great deal of information that she may use to diagnose individual issues in their writing as well as potential  trends in the work of the class overall.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher candidate is checking for student understanding of their reading selections through the discussion of how the reader and the characters reacted to the events in the plot. Her questioning helped students identify their progress in making sense of what they have been reading. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. The packet of information helped students express their thoughts to the teacher. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		The computer program quiz gave you immediate feedback as to how well students were understanding similies and metaphors.  The tricky questions made sure students were paying attention.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Good job gathering formative assessment as you called on students to take turns sharing examples with the use of the cards. This allowed all students to check for understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning provided formative assessment. Though not observed, previous diagnostic testing was used to break students into reading groups.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great job questioning throughout the lesson. You used the Powerpoint to enhance the discussion and to provide information for the class.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during note taking.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job with questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning helps this intern/teacher build knowledge base among students and is used for formative and summative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The student project gave them an active opportunity to show their understanding of the content..
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Moving around the room as you were teaching was good.  This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be specific in your praise.  Say more than "Good job".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Management was good. You redirected as needed. Try to give them a minute to "elbow partner talk". *Focus on challenging them that you KNOW they will be good and that they will listen. Don't focus too much by saying, "If you are not good, we won't do the fun stuff." Loved that you said "You guys are so smart!" *During the video, show the students that you are watching also. Be careful not to walk in front of them passing out papers. When they see you engaged, that helps them.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were in a small Math group which concentrated on time to the hour and half hour. The teacher is improving in controlling the students during the lesson. The teacher has a good knowledge of the subject matter. The students are very engaged in the lesson.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Class management was fine.  Your students were well behaved.   suggestion- Move away from the front of room.  Make yourself visable all over room to be sure they are doing their work correctly and are on task. 

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		You need to make sure you are monitoring "the room" especially when working with a student or group.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always set expectations for what students are to do when they have finished an assignment. There is no way the whole class will finish at the same time. You redirect someone and asked someone else to move a clip. Good. Assess how many are still working and decide when enough have finished that it is time to share.  Sharing when so many are still working and talking meant very few were listening to the student sharing. Be careful about asking questions such as, "What do you guys thing?"  This requires shouting out which sends the wrong message to the students.  Call on students individually so you can assess individual student's understanding and even bring someone back on task. When students shout out a response no one hears or understands the correct answer. It appears, at times, you get louder in order to be heard above the students.  Try the opposite....speak softly. They will have to stop talking in order to hear what you are saying.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving!  You redirected several students not on task.  You reminded a group to talk more softly. When giving out the skittles you asked, "Give me a thumbs up" if you got a bag of skittles. Well done!  This does not require the students to shout out an answer! Instead of asking, "Who wants to do number 2?", rephrase it so there is no shouting out. Raise your hand if you would like to do number 2.  Be sure to call on "all" students whether they volunteer or not. In this way you are sending the message that all students should be on task and they are accountable for their learning. When having individual students read the word problem aloud for their classmates, having the others "track print" is an excellent way to keep all students engaged and on task. You have a nice, encouraging "teacher voice".

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are still "tentative" in front of the room teaching.  You are the teacher not their friend.  Students do not need to have fun all the time.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  Class was well behaved and engaged.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher has a very warm voice level with the students. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had two questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher selected one student to read the questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had a good discussion about the answers to the questions. The teacher had a clap system to redirect the students for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to correct off task behavior during the lesson. Once the teacher began with delivery, the students were on task. The teacher did a good job of praising the good students with conduct bucks and candy. The teacher did issue a few conduct cuts when the students were not on task.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a good job of redirecting their attention back to you.  Awesome. Your class was well behaved and very smart! 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job!
The lesson was very well-planned and organized.  The students enjoyed every minute of the lesson. The teacher did a wonderful job of making the lesson fun and educational. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		So positive and encouraging with students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The students were very attentive during the read aloud. GROW-THe teacher needs to improve her behavior management skills for teaching the different students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have shown your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson! As you move into next semester, you might consider these ideas: 1. Ask your cooperating teacher to give you an opportunity to teach a standard that he thinks is difficult to teach. Maybe your lesson(s) on the topic would be of help to the teacher. 2. Think about any areas you have not been able to be active in during the first semester. Were there certain activities that took place Tuesdays/Thursdays when you couldn't be there? If so, learn about those and offer to help. 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		you monitored your students as they worked in groups.  Your class was well managed.  Transitions went well.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		No off task behavior observed.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		You manage the classroom in part by being present throughout the various areas of the room at some time during the lesson. However, a well planned lesson with clear learning goals, and interesting activity are the keys to keeping the students on task and engaged during this observation. There were many examples of encouragement and high expectations during your conversations with students as you moved throughout the room. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged during the lesson. The lesson was very informative and very well sequenced to cover the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher is very knowledgable of the Language Arts subject matter. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom and check if the students were writing down the correct information from the powerpoint. The teacher has very natural ability.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your teacher voice was right on.  Great expression.  You had the students' attention the entire lesson. Your class was well behaved and attentive.  They enjoyed the lesson and learned about the importance of vocabulary in the story.  There were no behavior issues.  No need to ever redirect!  Wow! Glad you began walking around the room.  So important to monitor students to make sure they are engaged.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You monitored students as they worked and helped when needed.  Your group was talkative today but you redirected behavior and reminded them of what level they were working on and what that meant.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job keeping the students on task & involved in the lesson Your tone of voice & comments encouraged the students to participate. TC was dressed appropriately

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good into Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Modeling of finished product Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room a little more often to be sure students not with you are on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-understandable that afternoon student behavior different than morning visit last week -on task for individual practice

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were no classroom management concerns. Students were engaged in learning.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques.  You are consistent and fair.  You are quick to see anyone who is off task and refocus their attention. You have the perfect voice/demeanor for this age group.  You are supportive, encouraging, and engaging. You make the students WANT to pay attention to you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were quick to redirect any off-task behavior!  Excellent! You set expectations for student behavior on the rug. You made certain students raised their hands in order to answer a question. You had two boys "flip a card" when they had not heeded your warning. Good for you! Your "teacher voice:" is engaging and enthusiastic!  You make students want to listen to what you are saying. It is clear you have "command of the class!" 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter extremely well. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has great voice quality during her read aloud Green Eggs and Ham. The teacher has total control of the students as she progresses through her lesson. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher exhibits all of the qualities of a wonderful teacher. The teacher always is prepared and professional in everything she does whether it will be lesson planning or working with other professionals. The teacher is very receptive to ways to improve her teaching and always excels in everything she tries. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a fellow teacher.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		You are soft spoken-not a problem when all students are quiet.  You may need to develop a firmer voice when trying to get control of the class.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – students were talkative and the teacher candidate response was to make a “shhhh” sound over and over.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson had potential that never fully developed. The pace of the guided instruction was extremely slow. Students were asked to make a mark on their paper, and there was too much time between that and the next instruction. When students were off task, the intern did not take responsibility and step up the pace. There was a great deal of time spent on telling the class that they couldn't pay attention and how that was making it difficult for her. There was an attempt to control the noise level in the classroom by ocasionally talking in a whisper so that students wouldn't hear if they were loud. That was abandoned after about 15 minutes and frequent use of the "shh" sound resumed. Sometimes it was in the middle of a sentence. There was little student reaction to that, other than 2 or 3 students who repeated it.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The very short instances of off-task behaviors were handled very quickly and calmly. What could have been major disruption was avoided. Great job on keeping focus on the learning.  The use of some humor with your students shows that you have a good rapport with students and that you have established yourself as a leader.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Management was good. You used some positive comments as well as "thumbs up if you are ready" You walked around the room as you taught. Awesome! This allows you to be sure that students are engaged, on the correct page, etc. *When you tell everyone to listen up, like when you were explaining about rubber bands, be sure they all are listening. Three girls never stopped talking at one table. You asked Sarah a great question, "What made it change?" but before she answered you ....(erase this)

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You did a nice job of redirecting loud and disruptive behavior. Your class tended to get louder, but you kept them at bay. You monitored as you walked around the room.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Excellent redirection and reassurance was given to a student who expressed concern about having to learn a new math procedure. I can only imagine the confidence booster given to that student when the teacher/intern responded "We will learn it together."  Remember that statement and use it again in the future.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management became more and more difficult as students moved through the lesson with many of them not understanding the purpose of the activities.they were doin. When a student said something that was not agreeable, you said "you're not the teacher" three times to the same student, and a few other times to various students. At the very least, it is a poor choice of words and statements to make to a student. It came across at times as sarcasm, and we do not want to be sarcastic toward our students. More time spent monitoring individual students once independent work started would have been helpful. Ideally for this science lesson, students would have individually had the opportunity to try to shine the light through several different materials and dis

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		It would decrease down time if you would pre-group your students and have the groups posted on the board. Make sure the noise level stays at an appropriate level throughout the group activity. If not, the students will attempt to talk over each other. Have a mechanism for calling on students randomly. If not, you'll tend to call on the more outspoken students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Questioning was encouraged throughout the lesson. It might help to have a system for selecting students. (ex. sticks with names, iphone app) I would suggest consistently walking around the room & monitoring the students as they complete the activity. Student's will tend to stay on task is they know they are being monitored. Actually read what they are writing. TC was professionally dressed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Management was good.  You did a nice job of redirecting your students.  

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Pre-group students ahead of time and put group list on the PB. Put rules for the game on the board or on an anchor chart. This will help the students have a better understanding of the game. (Remember: Students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times in order for learning to take place.) TC was professionally dressed.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You set limits for finishing snacks. Logan, are you paying attention? You asked one student if he needed to leave the room because of behavior. He quickly straightened up. Overall loudness during stations....give a warning...it is too loud....then use the "talley chart" to make believers out of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You use various attention getters and the students respond accordingly.  You have high expectations for student behavior! You were quick to redirect anyone who had gotten off task, while not missing a beat teaching the lesson. You gave the students an amount of time to finish a certain part of the lesson. This is terrific time management as well as letting the students know they must stay on task in order to complete the work. I would like to see a little more enthusiasm/annimation when you are teaching. This helps to ensure students stay engaged with you and do not become behavior problems.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did an excellent job monitoring all areas of the clasroom! Youre comfortable with the noise that is generated as part of group work. By closely monitoring the groups, the students stayed focus & on task! TC was professionally dressed! TC's voice level was an appropriate & her comments were very encouraging.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You worked with a small group and all students were engaged and on task during the lesson. 

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job of monitoring and assisting as your students worked independently

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The students are very well behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential for the compare and contrast subject matter. The lesson was very educational and fun for the students. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were a bit loud at times. It would help if you teach the students a gesture or chant that you can use when the students are too loud. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Always a good idea to have the groups divided ahead of time. Have a plan for any students that cannot work cooperatively with others. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You kept saying "Good job".  Please be more specific with your praise especially when it is directed to one student.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You thanked the students for raising their hands to be recognized. There was yelling out and I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over them during the making of the umbrellas.  Always get the students' full attention when you want to give directions/say something whole group.  When you give directions don't follow them with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are asking if what you have told them to do is okay with them. Remember to always set expectations for behavior during each part of a lesson.  They do not know what to do if you have not made it clear.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job monitoring the students who were working independently.  You made sure they were on task and answered questions as needed.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Kept students attention, moved around room and redirected students if they were off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! Statements such as, "Thank you for raising your hand, and Let me see your thumb when you are ready," send clear messages as to what your expectations are! Your tone of voice and the animation encourages students to remain engaged with you.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You set high expectations for your students' behavior from the beginning of the lesson. If anyone got off task, you immediately saw it and correct the student(s). Excellent behavior management techniques used throughout the lesson! You have the perfect engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice"! You take beautiful "command" of the classroom! There is no doubt in the students' minds you are a teacher.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Awesome management of students. These 15 boys were mesmorized with you and your teaching. They can tell that you care for them and therefore they have respect for you. You taught from all over the room as well as monitored your students as they worked.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your students are challenged by you to do their best. That is very obvious! They respect you as their teacher and they do what you say.  It was amazing to see 14 boys on task and doing their work.  It seems that the WANT to please you and not disappoint.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Additional time was needed to ensure that all students had foundational knowledge of the skill being taught. Good voice level was maintained throughout the lesson. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Think of a way that you might not use your "voice" so much to get attention.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You monitored the class as they worked and quickly redirected students when needed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the oral read aloud on the powerpoint. The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students to keep their attention.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Use management strategies to get students attention.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Remember to move around to all groups, as quickly as possible, at the beginning of any group work. In this way you can see if they understand and are getting started on the activity. Remember when you ask for your students' attention, you wait for it.  Oherwise, they will get the idea you do not really mean what you say. You are beginning to "take command" of the classroom with your voice. Keep it up!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You redirected a student without missing a beat during your instruction.  You set the expectations for each part of the lesson.  The students were engaged and enjoying learning. You are definitely finding your "teacher voice"!!  I like that you smile and show the students you are enjoying teaching!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You paid a lot of attention to all the children at the table, calling them by name, responding to their statements. You also redirected off task behavior several times.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Be careful of grammar..."It don't sting" and "Our air conditioner don't work"???

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You need to be a little more strict.  You loose teaching time with side conversations you are in.  Too much talking not on subject.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You monitored students as they worked.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		GROW-The teacher needed to redirect the off task behavior of some of the students in the small Reading group. The teacher used a book to teach the students the different parts of the lesson. The teacher issued each student a sticky note. The teacher asked the students to write why authors used illustrations in the stories. GROW-The students need hands-on lessons to keep focused during the lesson. The teacher had an anchor chart for the lesson. The students placed their different sticky notes on the anchor chart in the corret text illustrations place. GROW-Maybe have assigned seats for the students to prevent the discipline problems. GROW-Each student needed his/her own book to find the different text illustrations in the story.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their worksheet at their seats. Great lesson!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		When asking the students to stop talking, you might want to add, "I know that you are excited about the lesson but there should be no talking at this time." There was a couple of times that it would have been beneficial to use a pre-learned signal or words for stop talking such as "Class - Class" Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Activities were beneficial to the purpose of the lesson but also fun. Good voice quality throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		"Me and Mrs. Brown should have been Mrs. Brown and I." Excellent control of the class. You have a very upbeat, engaging teacher voice!!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used effective attention getters. The students clearly understood you were the teacher teaching this lesson. You told them you were going to call on the ones with the "maroon behavior". You reminded one boy how to sit on the rug. Excellent behavior management during lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your tone of voice was excellent. The students responded to you without you having to raise your voice. Make sure that all students are on task throughout the lesson. The back group were talking among themselves during the lesson. Don't hesitate to stop & redirect. TC was wearing professional attire!

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher consistently redirected the off task behavior of the students. The students really enjoyed the songs about the different parts of the plant. The lesson progressed nicely.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher is very in tune with the students as they work at their seats. Good lesson!

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. YEA - TOTD instructions were posted on the PB along with the instructions of what to do at the completion of the activity!

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students when they became off task.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good job monitoring the entire classroom by constantly walking around & checking student work. You used an encouraging tone with your students and they appeared to feel at ease when asking you questions. You might want to work on making it a little more energetic:) While teaching, make sure that ALL students are focused on you. It appeared that the same students were answering the majority of your questions as you worked the problems on the board. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continually monitor the room even if you are working with a student or group.   Be careful of grammar.  You said..."Do everyone agree with that?"  Should be "Does everyone agree with that?"

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When the students are off task and talking, redirect them then wait for them to all get quiet before moving on - even if it means waiting a substantial amount of time. (The students must know that you are in control!) I loved the way that you consistently instructed off-task students to actively participate in the lesson. Very professionally dressed! Good voice quality!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Be careful of your grammar..."There IS eight of them."...should be "There ARE eight of them."

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students if they were off task. The students did a good job of paying attention during the lesson. GROW-The teacher had too much down time during the lesson. The teacher has a very warm personality with the students. The students really enjoy her teaching. 

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson about Ponce de Leon.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Changing wait time helps keep students focused  - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks. You are developing a great rapport with your 5th graders.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Having a well planned lesson helps the teacher focus on instruction, and it removes many opportunities for trouble.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Monitored students as they worked and made sure they were all on task.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		All of the students participated in the lesson. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher did a good job of switching the students from partner work to individual work. The students followed her directions throughout the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		All students were on task...no off task behaviors. The students were engaged and enjoying their learning. You gave a time warning which let your students know there was an end time. Excellent time management technique. Your voice was very supportive and encouraging.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You asked the students to "Look up here", meaning to look at you. Some did and some did not.  You must wait for all to do what you have asked. If they do not give you their attention in a timely manner, use the classroom behavior management plan.  They must know you mean what you say. You asked the students, "Does everyone have a paper?" Asking for this information in this manner encourages the students to yell out.  Try having them raise their hand if they need a paper. As you become more comfortable with your teaching, you will become more aware of students off-task during independent work time. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had an excellent lesson. The Science lesson was very engaging, very educational and very hands-on. The teacher was very organized from the beginning to the end of the lesson. The students were very well-behaved and very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very pleasant and encouraging voice for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room and discussing the progress of their small partner brochure activity creating the window activity. The teacher is and will be an AWESOME teacher! Great job!

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Be sure to set expectations for each and every part of the lesson.  During the group time on the rug, some of the students were throwing their eggs and clicking them together.  Tell them what they are to be doing as they wait their turns. I like how Harlow is cutting and If you are sitting quietly are two good behavior management techniques. You have a enthusiastic and encouraging "teacher voice".  You have a lovely smile and the students respond well to you.  I can tell you enjoy teaching!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Stations will get nosier than usual.  Set your standards of how loud, quiet, etc. that you want it to be.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your class was well behaved. They totally respect you as their teacher.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher's voice quality commands attention of the students at all times.  The teacher has a great relationship with the students.  All of the students are eager to learn because of the teacher's enthusiasm for his lesson. The students are all on task and very involved in the lesson. The teacher always has lessons which are student involved. Any school would be lucky to have Mr. Jones as a teacher! Excellent lesson! The teacher had a very structured lesson which involved several different types of learning.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was very attentive of the students throughout the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher asked very higher order questions throughout the lesson. THe students were engaged from the beginnin to the end of the lesson. This teacher is and will be awesome. Teaching comes very natural to the teacher. Awesome lesson! The teacher does a great job of incorporating every subject in her lesson. As the students are making up a sentence using the word "illegal", the teacher reminded students of different Language Arts Skills. AWESOME Lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher has too many "so's" in the lesson. The lesson needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson needed more creative ways to teach the area and perimeter concept.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students are well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at their desks during the Flocabulary video. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher has a great voice quality that keeps the students in tune during the entire lesson. Overall, the teacher had a good lesson. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The students were very engaged in the Scoot part of the lesson. Overall the teacher had a very good lesson.  The lesson involved several different activities to teach the subject matter.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher has great control of the students.   The teacher had a jeopardy benchmark test review for the students. The teacher passed out whiteboards to the students to write their answers. The teacher passed out notebook paper to those who different have whiteboards. The teacher had great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The students are very attentive during the entire lesson. The teacher gives constant positive feedback during the lesson while teaching the lesson. The teacher is very encouraging to the students during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The lesson progressed nicely! Great lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You are so kind to your students.  They are well behaved for you. When the boy erased the word problem off his board,  that was unacceptable and there should be a consequence for this.  

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Loved how you welcomed your students with the sign on the board "Hey Everybody! Have a seat. You will only need a piece of paper." I notice that you really don't have to redirect. You have a way of bringing them "back in" with your voice. Good! The behavior point system on the board was a plus also. You had no behavior issues at all! You constantly challenged your students as you explained why they were taking the time to do this.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure you give clear directions and expectations when they began working in groups.  Set a time limit for them to complete their work. They need to know this! Remember enthusiasm goes a long way.  This is contagious to your kids.  They know if you are enjoying this lesson or not.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Don't forget to moniter the entire class even as you are working with a small group.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring students as they worked and redirecting students as needed.  You encouraged them to do the best work they could.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		The Chrome books should have been in place before lesson started because sometimes they are hard to find in an instance. Make sure all items are ready to go. Don't depend on your teacher to have to find them. Give your students a timeline on how long they have to get logged in. Your job is to walk around to wak anyone who is struggling. It took too long of instructional time. The idea of having the word QUIET on board to take away letters was a good management tool. Be very careful that you have the word spelled correctly. You had QUITE. Also, don't say "We seen that it was..." BE careful about correct grammar. This is so important when you are the role model.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		One or two times a group got out of control at their station. Set your boundaries and then give consequences. Always start your stations with not only the directions, but the expectations of behavior and participation, as well. For example, are they allowed to talked quietly, work together,etc. You can't ignore bad behavior.  Make sure everyone is listening while you give directions. Slow down, take your time and be calm about giving your instructions. I noticed this on your BINGO instructions.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You are still asking a lot of questions or are seeking guidance from your CT.  Remember you are in control during your full time teaching.  Be sure your ccenters are ready for independent work-took a while to get computers logged on, find earbuds, etc.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Awesome that you challenged students and continued to tell them how smart they were at this skill. Your students were very attentive and did a great job. Don't be afraid to redirect behavior if needed. You monitored and assisted your students as they worked independently

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good thinking to do a time management limit on routine things ! Example... telling them to go back to your seat. You have 5 seconds. Awesome!  Group 1 may get your books out of the locker.  You have 5 seconds.  This works! Try to ignore some of the mild behaviors such as 2 boys talking for a second. Sometimes this will pass if you just keep going. You are not ignoring behavior issues, you are just choosing to not disrupt the other 26 students by having to stop for discipline so many times. A look or just your eye contact canl stop some of that without saying a word.

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher is very confident in teaching her lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter for her lesson. The teacher has a great voice quality. The sequence of the lesson was good! The teacher has very natural teaching abilities.  The students respond very well to her! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! You gave "time warnings" which is excellent time management.  This also holds the students accountable for staying on task.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You set the expectations for student behavior from the very beginning of the lesson Excellent! You used statements such as, " I haven't called on anyone, so I shouldn't hear any voices when I am writing on the board. You did not complete giving all the directions before allowing them to move to the task cards. Be sure to do this. Once they have moved, it is harder to regain their attention. You set the timer to let students know there was a time limit on completing the task cards, so they would stay on task. You assessed their understanding using an inference worksheet with passages. You have a very soft voice. Try projecting it a little more. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Very monotone. Students need to hear different tones for different parts or words that are important.  Show some excitement that you love to teach. Be careful of grammar...you said "You haven't wrote your sentences"...should be "You haven't written your sentences".

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		You did a good job of redirecting students.  As they got rowdy during game,  you were consisitent in restructuring.   Time management was good today.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Don't count back from 5 every other minute. (You did this 14 times)   If you are giving your students a trait to compare with each other, then let them talk.  They were not too loud. Allow them to enjoy this.  It should be fun.  When you are ready, just start talking.  Don't waste too much time counting back each time.  Just start!  What about questions such as "What does inherit mean?  What does trait mean?  Talk about dominant and what that word means?  Remember they don't know. Be careful not to keep your back to the kids in back.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You called on one child to "go clip down". Students, at times, were talking when you were giving directions.  Be sure to get everyones attention before proceeding with directions, instruction etc. Be careful with the wording of your questions.  Some of your questions encouraged students to yell out answers. This sets the wrong tone for the lesson. You said, "You have one minute to finish writing and return to your seats. This is great time management for the students. It lets them know there is an end to the task at hand. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You had complete command of the classroom. You immediately saw any off-task behaviors and corrected them!  You had them raise their hands in order to respond. When two students were playing with a hat and a marker you took them away without interrupting instruction. Beautiful! You have an engaging, annimated, and confident "teacher voice"!  They knew you were the teacher for this lesson!  Well done!

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms Crider"  should be "Ms Crider and I".

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher did a great job redirecting the behavior of the students who were off task. The teacher has a very engaging lesson with the students. The students are very in tune to the lesson and very eager to learn about the Science water pollution lesson. Great lesson! The teacher knew the pollution subject matter very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher does a good job of monitoring all of the students at their seats. The teacher does a good job of asking questions as the students work on their three branches of government cut and paste.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It is obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson. You were very encouraging to your students. Your constant moving around the classroom helped keep your students focused and on task. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Walking among students is not enough--you need to observe what they are doing so you can correct misunderstandings or redirect off task behavior.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You said, "Me and Mrs. Kim...."  Be careful to model correct grammar and sentence structure. Be sure to always have the entire groups' attention if you are giving directions to all. Saying "GO" to begin the making of the butterflies gave the students the impression the activity was a race. Many treated it as such.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Not only does Ms. Patterson use appropriate tone and voice levels, she expertly varies the pitch of her voice in pitch giving a catchy pattern to her discussion. This helps maintain student attention, therefore keeping them on task and discouraging any off task behavior.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ability to continually speak in a calm manner enhances this teacher candidate's ability to run a classroom smoothly. She exhibits the behavior she expects of students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students get wound up, you have the ability to get them back under control quickly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students got loud, they were on task and loving what they were doing. Perfect Valentine's Day activity.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		You managed the class well today. You were in control and they respected you. You gave clear expectations and directions on the group scavenger hunt. Make sure you have everyone's attention before speaking or giving directions. Expecially when groups begin to share, be sure that they are visable and loud enough for others to hear and see.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The intern has a good repoire with her students. In particular, she is calm and steady as she leads a discussion during whole group practice, and this in part keeps students focused and on task. As students need assistance, she is helpful and kind, yet still maintains the authority of a professional educator.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate maintains a calm demeanor throughout the lesson, which helps the students have a peaceful learning environment.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students are very well-behaved and engaged in the States of Matter lesson. The teacher had a great lesson with several different activities to teach the States of Matter subject matter. The teacher is always prepared and always energetic about her lessons. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a teacher!  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Teacher voice needs to be louder.  Ypur students loved the activities, but make sure they know exactly what their expectations are.  Give them a time frame to get done or they will take forever!

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good job redirecting students.. TC was professionally dress as always.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Don't be too lax with this group. Don't "cut up" with them or give them reason to get loose with their behavior. Keep your lesson tight and orderly. You know your different groups. Direct them accordingly. It's hard to have them in close knit groups and not expect them to talk. If you don't want even whispering, maybe have them spread out some. `

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- several management strategies used Materials very organized Good Review of prior knowledge Grows- Work on finding your teacher voice and teacher presence in classroom  Give Clear directions Make sure everyone is listening before moving to next activity Give expectations of use of manipulative 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You challenged your students (14 Black Boys) in a way that made them feel very smart. When you hear a roar of talking, call on a specific name to answer a question. This usuaally gets attention. Or a brag such as "Remember, Darius when you told us....."

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Glad they used white boards. This engaged them while you were giving direct and guided instruction from board. Loved that you set time management such as "I'm going to give you one minute..." or counting backward as they were putting materials up." They responded to this well.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Classroom management is MUCH improved!  You used techniques such as "all eyes up here", "voices off, eyes on me" and the students understood you meant it!  You took 5 min. off 2 students' recess for not doing as asked.  When it got loud during the game, you stopped the class and reminded them to whisper as you had modeled earlier for them. You are finding your "teacher voice"!!  You are beginning to show enthusiasm and you are starting to take command of the class!  Continue to work on these.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Continue to work on transitions and classroom management.  There is a lot of time used refocusing and asking students to stop talking.  You cannot challenge students to so their best if you are not in complete control of the classroom. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good time management.  You used clock on Prom board. There were no behavior issues because your class was engaged in their activities.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		So much improvement on class management! Your kids were very well behaved and they enjoyed what they were learning.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kept students on task and engaged in lesson.  Redirected as needed.  Provided encouragement for the reluctant student.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Glance around room more often to be sure all students are still engaged.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students needed to be a little more attentive during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved students ususally during all lessons. *The teacher needed to be more assertive during the lesson. The teacher needed to control the students more during the lesson. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		You are going to have to develop more of a teacher "voice".

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good trying to monitor what was going on in the room while you worked with small group.  Still some students not on task.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!  You could have heard a pin drop. You have an excellent, engaging "teacher voice".

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		It is clear the students see you as a teacher. You use very effective classroom management techniques.  The students were on task throughout the lesson. You circulated throughout the classroom as students were working independently. This allows you to assess understanding as well as keep all students on task. Nice time management:  You have about one more minute to finish this portion.  This tells the students there is an end time and they must stay focused!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There were multiple methods used to decide which students to call on,and nice redirection as needed

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Today you did a beautiful job with classroom management. Students were engaged in the problems. They were kind about it, but it was "enjoyable" for them to show you what you had done wrong. That was empowering for students because they could with certainty tell you what was wrong and how to correct it. Another wonderful aspect of classroom management was during direct instruction. Students were getting slightly chatty and had abandoned raising their hands to give answers. You very calmly and in a normal tone of voice asked them to start raising their hands again to give answers. You calmly let them know that you were serious about the information you had to share. They took you seriously and you went right back to teaching in a seamless manner. That redirection you had to give was done so professionally and so calmly. It was done in a way that made them all know that your expectations of all of them were high.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Your group got out of hand during the making of their flowers.  Your group had to be corrected by the CT.  Be sure to set expectations for behavior in all  parts of a lesson.  Several of the students needed to be redirected.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Exemplary marks are earned for encouraging students to do their best during the lesson, and for using appropriate voice levels and tone. Mr. Spence calls on a number of students to answer, knowing that some are likely to give precise answers and others might be struggling. While he'll approach them for individual assistance during independent practice, he does not leave out any students in sharing their prediction for answers with the class. He encourages struggling students no only by calling on them, but also with the kind, reassuring tone and the confidence he shows in their ability.  He can with conversation and skilled questioning guide them in the right direction.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Be sure to set expectations for transitions. Once they begin talking it is difficult to refocus the students for the next part of the lesson. This equates to lost instructional time, as well. When asking questions try not to ask questions which requires the whole class to shout out an answer. This "stirs up" the students and it is a lost opportunity to check individual understanding of the content. When calling on students to explain how they got their answer, look for a student who did not get the answer correct in order to help them see how to do it correctly. When handing out papers to the class, it is best to continue the lesson in some way, such as calling on individual students to give you key words that either indicate addition or subtraction in a word problem. Because there is no way for all the students to finish at one time, be sure to tell the students who finish first what they should do.  This way the students who are not finished will have the quiet time they need. When going over problems ask students to cap their markers and put the white boards down.  This will mean less noise as students are explaining how to solve problems. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson before ensuring you had all students; attention.  When you use an attention getter and want the students to listen to you, wait for them to give it to you.  If they don't give you their attention, use the classroom management plan. Anytime there is movement involved in a lesson think through what you want it to look like when they move. Then set the expectations with your students. You moved from group to group as they were playing the game, ensuring they understood what they were to be doing.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Students tend to be talkative.  Be careful with your voice...could hear the stress coming through as they were not doing what was told.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Try and think of something to do besides using your voice to get attention.  Your room likes to talk and gets easily distracted.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of saying "GUYS!" all the time.  Also be careful of your grammar.  You said..."What do that mean?"  Should have ssaid "What does that mean?"

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job monitoring the entire class. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on the Science lesson about the beaks of birds. The teacher continutes to ask questions and instruct the students throughout the lesson. *The teacher uses a lot of "okays" during the lesson. The Science lesson was very sequential and educational with hands-on learning experiences. The teacher was very familiar with her subject matter of beaks and birds. *The teacher still needs to work on slowing down with her talking during the lesson. Overall, a very good lesson!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		No problem with classroom management

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great job redirecting your students' attention if they got rowdy while working.  They loved the activities and were well behaved.  Remember it's ok for them to get a little noisy while working together, as long as they are being productive.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher was monitoring the behavior of the students. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students several times to make sure they were focused on the lesson. *The teacher does not need to ask who wants to do something, he needs to just pick on one student to read the problem. The teacher does a good job calling on different students to answer the questions. The students did a good job raising their hands to answer questions. The teacher has a very encouraging voice with the students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You asked one student if he was ready to move on in order to gain his attention. You directed the students to put their pencils down when they were done and ready to move on. Great visual way to assess who is still working. You have a very enthusiastic and engaging "teacher voice". 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You use very effective behavior management techniques: "If you can hear me touch....." "Put your pencil down when you are finished." You circulated through the classroom as the students were copying information from the anchor chart. This not only allowed you to assess their progress/understanding, but it keeps all students on task.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Be careful if you are in a center that you keep monitoring the room and redirect any off task behavior.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job of walking around and helping your students as they worked.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- Don't ever allow 15 at one time to get up and bring their paper to you.  You or a student can walk by and take these up. Your class was well behaved.  There were no behavior problems. *You are lucky you can use a microphone. You most likely won't have one when you are a teacher on your own.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had high expectations for the students' behavior during the entire lesson. You were quick to redirect anyone off task. You have an engaging, encouraging "teacher voice"!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected several students, but for the overwhelming majority of the lesson students were on task and engaged in their learning. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your class is always well behaved. There were engaged in their work. They seem to respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job attending all areas of the classroom. Once you give the 'be quiet' sign, wait for the students to completely stop talking before moving on.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher knew her subject matter about immigration.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Transition to groups was a little disorderly with students not remembering what their group number was.  You quickly worked to get the class back on task and the froups working.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great job keeping all students on task. Good voice quality.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher redirected the students when they were too noisy or not paying attention. *The teacher needed to know the knowledge of the reference materials better so she did not need to read the poster. *Be careful when writing words on powerpoint-misspelled the word calendar-calenda *The teacher needed to be more focused on one reference material at a time. The teacher did a good job of walking around monitoring the students as they worked in small groups. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to her well.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very knowledgable of the fossil subject matter. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher constantly monitored the students as they worked on their chromebooks researching about their fish fossil. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		You need to continue to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did walk around to monitor students, but many times you were not aware of the students off task. There were students who were having discussions about topics other than habitats. As the noise level got louder, you got louder instead of getting students to discuss at a lower level. You were getting frustrated and was unsure how to handle the noise level. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Work on increasing your voice level and monitoring all areas of the classroom. TC as appropriately dressed.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		It is always harder to keep your eyes on centers/stations when you use them in a class. It takes practice to keep looking up and looking around for possible problems. You did better with the attention getters today and used two different ones. Also less sh-sh-sh today. Remember to set your expectations at the beginning of the lessons and remind students throughout the lessons as needed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Listen Lions- great attention getter! You had high expectations for the students' behavior and they rose to the occasion! You have a very pleasant, sweet voice. You need to project it a little more and as Mrs. Edison said, "Take command of the class."

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You told one student he was receiving a talley mark.  You moved a student who was arguing with another one. Most students on task and engaged throughout the lesson. Alright, alright, alright is not an attention getter. Choose one to use or use the one your C.T. uses. You have a very calm voice.  You need to show more annimation and ecitement during your teaching.  If you are enjoying yourself, the students will, as well. You must be an entertainer!!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Watch talking over students, wait for them to get quiet before you talk. Use signals we discussed. Work on questioning... try to ask higher order questions instead of recall. Use the academic language in the instruction (unit of measure at the end of problem, product,  communicative property etc.) Good job on telling students to go back and recheck their work. As you walk around and monitor, ask questions. Overall a good lesson and you did a good job teaching it. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		No problems with classroom management were noted, therefore a "not observed" was marked as not observed. Moving around the room constantly is helpful to discourage off task behavior.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You monitored the room assissting students as needed.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be careful saying "you guys" too many times.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students participated the entire lesson. The teacher has all the qualities of an awesome teacher! The teacher is always organized, punctual and willing to do anything. The teacher's plan is very sequential and informative for the students. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the entire lesson. This classroom is a transitional classroom. The teacher has high standards for all of the students throughout the lesson.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very well behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged in the Math lesson. The teacher does an exceptional job of engaging the students throughout the lesson with manipulative and discussions about the Money lesson. The teacher is very organized in all of her lessons. The plans are always sequential and hands-on for the learner. Ms. Wilson is one of my top student teachers. I have had the privilege of working with her for three semesters. Ms. Wilson would be an asset to any school system! She is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		There were no problems in classroom management. In fact, redirecting inappropriate behavior is marked as "not observed" because students were on task and not misbehaving in any obvious way. It is usually an indicator that students are fully aware of their learning goals and are engaged in an effective lesson. Good work!!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good job monitoring entire class & maintaining good class discipline. TC dressed in appropriate professional attire. Your comments to the students were encouraging and challenged the students to recall previously learned material. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		TC was very attentive to the entire class and encouraged all students to participate. Appropriate voice level was used throughout the lesson. Students were readily redirected as needed. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. This lesson was completed during a tough time of the day so the students were not as attentive. Due to this, you needed to redirect the group on several occasions. A good way to address this is to say, "We appear to be having a difficult time focusing today so when I need to redirect you, I will say "All eyes on me"!

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Students were talking throughout the lesson & not focused on the lesson. This is a good lesson to have a gestures or phrase to call attention to the inappropriate behavior. (ex. Class Class, or queit sign). You did a good jo modeling correct voaculary thoughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		In group work, it is often difficult to maintain good classroom behaviour. This teacher candidate keeps students so engaged in learning that it is no issue at all.
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		This lesson was done at the end of the semester as a replacement for your second lesson. Much improved. It was obvious that you had spent time thinking through this.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Very good, interactive lesson.  Lots of support practicing the lesson goal!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving greatly!!  I am proud of your hard work, Logan!

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You are a very confident teacher.  You are knowledgeable of your material and deliver it well.  You will be a fabulous teacher!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing I Can statements Always a great idea to define key terms in the I Can/EQ/Standard 2..Great opening activity for this lesson. The video was entertaining & appropriate. 3. TC used great tone of voice throughout the lesson. 4. Use of timer was very beneficial to assist students with management of time. 5. Yea - you improvised when PB pen was not working. GROWS: 1, Instructions for activity needs to be listed on the board so that all students can see. 2. I think it would have helped to go over additional examples of fact & opinion with the students. I would specifically use the trigger words that you talked about earlier in the lesson. 3. In the beginning of the lesson when you discussed the key terms - Fact/Opinion - & students were given your the definition, I would clarify before showing the video. Let the video enhance what you are teaching. 4. Make sure all students are quiet before continuing the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I have enjoyed being your UWG supervisor this semester.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have grown so much over the year, and you were already good when you started Block 3/4. I am so thankful for chance to spend theses past two semesters as you professor.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When you have a creative project for assessment, it is exciting for your students and it can be gratifying to see a quality product come out of the effort of your students,  This is often something that even experienced teachers either struglle with or sometimes avoid, so you are to be commended for having students think about ecosystems in an unusual way. Here's a question to think about as you move through additional teaching experiences: When one of the major assessments for a unit of study is very creative, how might a teacher balance that with other opportunities for students to demonstrate their mastery of standards?

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney is well-organized as a lesson planner. This shows in the delivery of the lesson as well.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am so proud of you!  This was a great lesson.  I can tell you have studied the lesson observation sheet and you covered it well!!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. Good hands-on activities to enhance  the lesson 2. Excellent use of real-life examples throughout the lesson 3. Your encouraging voice & positive comments created a safe learning environment for the students GROWS: 1. Slow down a little so that your students have more opportunities to offer comments & ask questions 2. I think you would benefit from a system that promotes calling on various students throughout the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, there are some general improvements that make your teaching now seem more polished than at the beginning of the year.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I am so proud of you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Well done, Kelsea!  I am so proud of your hard work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017 This lesson was not what I would hope to see from a student at this point. The observer will speak with his supervisor and may update this during the coming week.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Even though you told me afterwards that the class has some behavior issues that are ongoing, those would not explain all of the problems with the lesson, particularly the questions/answers. I believe that you have the ability and experience to do much better.x

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thank you for working to make the UWG lesson plan format fit well with Eureka Math. Also, thank you for your professionalism and positive attitude.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your progress as an intern is evident in this lesson. Your ability to calmly run the classroom shows both maturity and growth throughout the school year. I am so proud of your growth over this semester, and that you don't take for granted your natural ability to teach. You are well prepared and it shows.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		This skill is very hard to grasp.  I thought you did an amazing job delivering this content to the students.  Sometimes we as adults may understand it totally, but teaching it on their level is a different story.  Good job!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Cooperating teacher (Mrs. Prewett) shared several instances in which Ms. Burton is going above and beyond the call of duty. Perhaps most impressive was the fact that she volunteered to ride one of the school buses that was having behavior problems. Her cooperating teacher goes with her because she isn't yet a certified teacher/employee, but it is extraordinary for a teacher/intern to answer this type of call to volunteer. Overall, very good job today!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		I know that you can greatly improve the delivery of your next field experience lesson. You have the skills and tools neccessary to do so. It is a matter of taking the planning for the lesson seriously, including thinking about these needed improvements: 1. Posting standards 2. Clearly stating the purpose of the lesson at the begining and reinforcing throughout 3. Make sure students can clearly see any task or activity that is being presented as a demonstration. 4. Use appropriate areas of the classroom for appropriate activites. (carper for reading, tables for hands on) 5. Thinking carefully about the questions you will ask students (how to structure the questions to to get the types of answers you are looking for) 6. Have all materials ready prior to the start of the lesson (any needed chart paper appropriately labeled, handouts could be placed in stacks facing down on student tables, etc.) One of your strengths is your ability to remain calm even when a lesson is not going well. That should serve you well as you plan another lesson for me to observe. I have no doubt it will be much better in the areas in which you have room to grow. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and presented to the students. 2. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. 3. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. 4. TC stayed focused when the lesson disappeared from the board & patiently waited for students to find the lesson on their Chrome Books. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on your EQ - clarifying the terms 'reasons & evidence'. 2. More time needs to be given to the initial teaching of the lesson instead of going directly to a group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Opening activity was a good way to kick start lesson. Don't be afraid to stop/start the Brain Pop & reinterate 2. Yea - Instructions for the game were listed on the PB. (Might want to use larger font size.) 3. The students loved the activities that you chose. It gave the students a chance to play an active role in their learning! GROWS: 1. Plan activities that include the students providing self generated examples for the parts of speech activity. 2. Pre-divide the groups to help with effective transitions. Post the group list on the PB or anchor charts. 3. Posting group rules & creating a 'get quiet' signal may help with the noise level of the students. The noise level increases as the students attempt to talk over the other groups.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. TC obviously knew her lesson content and was well prepared for the lesson. 2. TC did an excellent job questioning the students & encouraging higher lever thinking. 3. TC was open to the various answers that the students were given. 4. Great job defining terms in I Can statement GROWS: 1. Walk around more and monitor what the students are writing. 2. Relate topic to a real-life situation in order to promote long term retention. 3. Increase voice level (closer to what you used toward the end). 4. Always try to open the lesson with a 'hook' in order to get the students motivated!!!

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. TC knew lesson content and could readily answer the questions ask by the students. 2. Great use of graphic organizer to combine information in a constructive way. Handwriting was clear. 3. TC was confident and voice level was appropriate throughout the lesson. 4. Good job monitoring students GROWS: 1. If the students ask you a question & you do not know the answer, address it & state that you will look for the answer together. You can also challenge the students to find the answer. 2. Post groups & game rules on the board so that students can see what is expected of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and taught. Keep up the good work!  I am proud of you!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, scaffolded, and delivered lesson.  I am proud of all of the hard work you put into this lesson.  The students were clearly engaged and ejoying learning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were clearly presented to the students using a detailed Powerpoint. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed with clear lettering, graphics, & information. 3. TC enthusiastically presented the information to the students and welcomed feedback from the students. 4. It was obvious that the students felt comfortable participating in the lesson. 5. Overall great lesson! GROWS: 1. Be sure & monitor the pace of your teaching! Remember - the weaker students typically process slower than most students! 2. I would suggest using a random student selection procedure to ensure that all students have an opportunity to participate. 3. Pre-group your students and post it on the PB. This should eliminate confusion & discussion.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Well done.  For deeper depth of knowledge comparing/contrasting birds with bats would have taken the lesson to higher order thinking. Since the class has been studying bats, this would be a great writing lesson. Something to consider in the future.  I know there was not enough time today.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You will be an awesome teacher.  You have great delivery and know your content well.  You are very confident in your teaching.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with good activities. 2. The various materials for the lesson were readily available. 3. The anchor charts were well put together and offered excellent support to the lesson. GROWS: 1. Have a universal quiet sign or gesture so that you can gain the attention of your students quickly. 2. Take more time to expand the students knowledge on the EQ. Make sure the terms that are used are defined in a way that is appropriate for your learners. 3. Have a 'Plan B' for students who have difficulty participating in groups. I would give them an opportunity to participate but move them quickly if they are causing the class to be disrupted.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You have a nice demeanor with the students. Lesson plan had many grammatical errors. You did not show the lesson plan to your CT before teaching the lesson. Be sure all slides are written correctly.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson from beginning to end!   You are a joy to watch teach!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well done, Brittney! I am proud of your hard work!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		The first thing I noticed was your Agenda on the Smart Board. At the top was Good Morning Beautiful People! Wow! You are such an inspiration to your students! You are an amazing teacher, Charity! Good luck to you as you persue your career!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Lesson standard & EQ was  posted. 2. Good Voice quality used throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson. 2. When using an abbreviation such as ft, make sure you write the entire word on the board close to the problem. 3. Need to start with a review of hours and minutes before going directly into problem solving 4. Make sure that you don't cover up key number or words when underlining or circling word phrases. 5. It didn't appear that you had a clear understanding of the lesson. The students challenged the was you were completing the projects and it was a bit confusing. I think one problem is that you had to much information on the board (it was a bit cluttered)

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ were clearly posted & reviewed. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed & provided information that enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job monitoring the students throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Voice level was much improved over previous lesson. Keep practicing! 2. Add video clips to the lesson as a means to help the students better understand the historical timing. 3. Make sure you add current events that are relevant to the historical events that you are teaching. (Ex. FIdel Castro's recent death, North Korea firing test missle at the US.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent lesson Alli!  I am proud of all your hard work!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fantastic lesson, Alli!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GROWS: Spend more time with introducing the lesson vocabulary Don't stress over the noise level. Slow down throughout the lesson You need a prelearned signal or words to gain their attention. (ex. Class Class - Yes Yes) GLOWS: You presented a well planned lesson with a variety of activities to reinforce your EQ You're always professionally dressed You used quality questioning throughout the lesson. Overall good lesson! 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done!  Your lesson was well organized and you had a lot of support for your students!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned, organized, and delivered lesson. Keep up the great job!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Very good opening. Basic to the point but focus for the lesson was set. 2. Quality questioneing used throughout the lesson. 3. Your words and tone of voice was very encouraging for your students. 4. Good use of paper by putting TOTD on back of Vinn Diagram sheet. GROWS: 1. Print for VInn Diagram was a little small which makes it difficult for the students to see. 2. Some of the students in the back groups were off task. Make sure to monitor all students throughout the lesson. 3. Always a good idea to print instruction for activity and cleanup! 4. Don't talk until students are quiet. Demand the respect. 5. Group worksheet will not tell you if everyone understood the information.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. Well planned lesson. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. Excellent use of a graphic organizer. GROWS: Spend more time on the instructional part of the lesson, especially since it is a new topic. Make sure the students clearly understand the vocabulary used in the Standard &/or EQ. Great idea: What Stuck with Me - spend more time listing these (remember students need to see & hear multiple times in order to learn:)

		Green		Megan		917463432		Grows: Make sure all students are focused & on task whitle you are teaching. Increase the level of enthusiam in your voice - the more energetic you are, the more energetic the students will be! Slow down when working the porblems on the board. ALso, consistently underline key words & write the 'what' out to the side of the number (ex 60 seconds) Use some type of system for selecting students in order to ensure that all students are called on to answer. Glows: Overall Good Lesson - much improved from 1st lesson. It is obvious that you knew your lesson. Great choice to work out all problems on the board. Your verbal questioning was spot on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: Very well planned lesson - all materials & presentations were spot on! Even though this is obviously a challenging class, you did a good job keeping the students on task. Great improvement from last lesson! GROWS: Make sure that you wait before moving on when the class is too loud. Take time to make sure that your students understand all parts of your definition. If not, explain any terms that are confusing. Remember - the students must see and hear information muliple times in order to learn!

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		You were teaching a small group today and you did a perfect job with them. Keep in mind that the entire class is under your control. Always know what those students are doing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		I am so proud of you for your perserverance and determination.Get all these tasks done for UWG and you'll be so  finished It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor through out two semesters and I look forward to visiting your classroom next year.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  I have also included comments expressed by the CT. Ms Harrel was asked to discuss issues with the CT. She did so and improvement was noted by the CT.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Excellent stations!!  This is a great way to review skills already taught. Students were having fun and learning/reviewing.  This is a win-win!!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well organized lesson. I liked the modeling you did with the students!  Work on the behavior management techniques we discussed.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		It has been a pleasure getting to know you and seeing you develop as a teacher. Best of everything. Don't be a stranger. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Good lesson! 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke, I am so proud of your accomplishments these two semesters. Wow! You have become an amazing teacher with so much passion. I have enjoyed being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Very well prepared lesson *Great job walking around the entire classroom as you taught and as the students worked on the activity *Your tone of voice and comments were very encouraging *Great classroom management with comments such as "I'm going to call on students who are quiet and raining their hands"! *It was obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson that you taught

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		I want you to focus on making your transitions from activity to activity flow better.  There has to be that bridge to show where you are going next.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job!

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Torie, I am so incredibly proud of you.  I have seen drastic change in your teaching from the beginning of block 3 to the point where you are solo teaching.  You have become a confident, amazing teacher! I have loved being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable.  Good luck as you persue your career!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Excellent, well organized and presented lesson!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully delivered!  You can be especially  proud since your CT was absent!! This speaks well of your classroom management skills! Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Outstanding lesson, Ali!  The lesson was beautifully planned, organized, and taught! I am so pleased with your progress with classroom management!  Keep up the great job!

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well done, Ali!!  Very creative lesson.  I can tell you put a lot of hard work and effort into planning and organizing this lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Grow/Glows: 1. Ask 'what does the word cause mean' instead of just asking for 'the definiton'. Sometimes younger students get confused with terminology. 2. It might help to color code the cards for the activity. Also, make yourself a guide to follow. 3. Refer back to the definition that you previously wrote on the board when asking the students which one is it - cause or effect. 4. Always give the students of an example when you introduce an activity. It helps to clarify what you expect from your students. Strengths: 1. Excellent video choice for the lesson opening. 2. Great time to use a T-Chart (cause/effect) 3. Good job managing and guiding your students throughout the lesson 4. Well thought out lesson & well executed! 

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well prepared and engaging  lesson!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Good job overall! Think about this question for your own professional growth: What is it about your lessons and teaching habits/style that give you the ability to calmly and confidently deliver a lesson with the success one might expect of a more experienced teacher?

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Throughout this semster and last semester, I've had the privilege of observing this teacher (intern) teach five lessons. Although the earlier lessons were not bad, there is certainly more confidence evident this semester. Ms. Patterson makes her mark even on scripted lesson plans through the way she delivers the lesson, and usese her skill set to enhance the learning opportunities for her students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana, I am so proud of your achievements. You have progressed and grown as a teacher and I am so proud of you! You will be an amazing teacher...and as it looks you will be at CMS! Congratulations!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		I am sooo proud of you! I can tell that you were confident in this lesson even though you didn't know alot about the subject!  You did a nice job!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The progression of lessons observed from the fall up until now shows me an intern that is ready for each next step that comes along. A suggestion for getting ahead of the game is to offer to teach any additional times that the cooperating teacher would agree to simply to gain additional experience.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		You are good at guiding students through the steps of mathprocedures or problems. You have the ability and skill to teach math effectively. Be confident in this and it will be an asset that helps your students understand and excel.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Nice anchor chart for prepositions. 2. You required that the students to use complete sentences when they were given an answer. 3. Very cute Mouse Preposition chart. The kids loved it. GROWS: 1. After you read the book, have the students to point to the prepositions on the anchor chart that you made. 2. Go over the anchor chart with the students to ensure all students are introduced to the information on the chart.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki, you are a natural born teacher! Enjoyed your lesson.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Becky, the first thing I noticed today was your confidence! You were so confident in what you were teaching. I could also tell that you listened to advise that I gave you and followed through. I am very proud of your progress already! You are going to be awesome!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Good lesson, Cara. Continue to work on transitions and overall classroom management (talking).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Well done, Cara!  I am proud of the improvements you have made! Continue to grow in the area of classroom management and showing enthusiasm/annimation during your lessons.  Keep up the hard work!

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good job!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  I am proud of your hard work, Alexis!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Your lesson was well planned, organized and implemented!  Well done, Alexis!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The remaining time in your insternship is an opportunity to polish your skills and to apply any techniques or practices you've picked up from your cooperating teacher. Mrs. Fields is a great resource for you and I am glad the two of you have developed a very good working relationship. You might also think about this. What is there about becoming a professional full time teacher later this year that scares you? Are there strategies or practices you haven't tried that you would like to use before going into the "real world"? Now is the time to ask your cooperating teacher if you can try some of these. Please let me know what questions you have that I may be able to help you with. Keep working hard. It shows.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your lesson builds upon the successes of your first observed lesson this semester. Your teaching style shows that you care about student learning and understanding. 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Well planned and organized lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Nice work on this lesson, and throughout the semester! 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You are continuing to mature as a teacher and to refine your questioning and response to students. Keep up the good work.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Very creative, supportive review lesson.  Work on setting expectations for behavior during each part of the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson - the students loved it! 2. Great introductory video! 3. Good strong & encouraging voice. 4. Great idea to have the pieces pre-cut for the activity. GROWS: 1. I think it would be beneficial to have the students pre-grouped & the groups names posted on the PB. 2. Go over rules for group activities & post them so the students can refer to them as needed. 3. When using a 'Get Quiet' signal, don't move forward until every student follows your directives!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Some directions were vagueThink about adding in more HOTS questions. Make sure that you look at their thought processes during the lesson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Excellent review lesson of fractions!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done! I wish I had been able to stay longer. We have addressed my not being able to stay longer, by allowing longer observation slots.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		I have seen you grow tremendously in your teaching and delivery of content to your students. You will be an amazing teacher. I have enjoyed being your supervisor so much! Good luck to you as you pursue your career!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I love seeing the use of stations!  When properly done they can be very powerful support for what has been taught! Excellent job, Brittany!  Keep up the great work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and scaffolded beautifully for your students!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent job going over EQ & questioning the students to make sure they understood. 2. Good use of wording for fiction and non fiction. 3. It was obvious that you had studied your lesson. GROWS: 1. Always gain control of the class before moving on. 2. Use the document camera to show pages of the book so that all of the students can see it clearly. 3. It might help to make a chart as your obtain answers for the main idea.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You will be an awesome teacher.  You care about your students and their learning. Good luck in your future career!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Great opening video (Brainpop). 2. Great idea to post your anchor chart on the PB 3. Excellent connection with your students. GROWS: 1. Remember students need to see & hear the lesson information several times for it to go into their memory. 2. List the examples that the students are giving you so that all students can see & revisit as necessary. 3. Slow down when you are presenting the important information in your lesson. It's okay if you don't cover all of it in one day.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Setting up stations and having students rotate through them can be difficult and it takes experience with this type activity. The students did not have enough time to complete the activity at the stations. Time management is also something you learn with experience. Suggestion would be to have students sign up for one of the habitats and learn the important information and then share it with the class so the others could add the information to their flip books. You need to think about ways to differentiate the lessons for the students who needed more support. It is hard to manage station learning when you have limited space. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Activities were fun for the students and well planned. 2. TC was professionally dressed and had a very positive approach to teaching. 3. You used a very kind and loving voice but it was a little low at times.
GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to post the group lists on the board along with group instructions. 2. I think it would have been less confusing if you had put a copy of the instructions for the various groups on each table. 3. Tell the students ahead of time & post a visual showing how the groups will rotate.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall this is a much better lesson in that it had more directions and focus for the students. I was able to observe that you included some of the suggestions from last week into this week's lesson. That shows growth and glows in my book.  You had a variety of instructional strategies incorporated into the lesson and it was obvious that you thought through the lesson parts as you planned it. I Iiked the beginning activity with the ballons and straws as it got the students involved quickly into the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very good lesson!  Well planned.  Be sure to use manipulatives whenever they will help students to better understand the learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done!!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully taught! 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Carving out time to meet individually with students can be a challenge, but it is at least a brief interaction that often reveals important information to teachers. Good job on many counts: -creating a packet of prompts for the students; -maintaining a very professional yet approachable demeanor during conferences; -being flexible with the need to celebrate the reading success and maintain order and appropriate classroom management. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Your instructional delivery continues to be well done. In many respects, you only need to fine polish your practice. While the constraints of an observation do not promote creativity, you could look at creativity in planning as a way to expand your horizons. You could also focus on additional means of differentiation or enrichment.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You made it clear that you have a grasp of keeping students interested in their learning goals and that you have mastered the ability to transition between activities and modes of teaching/learning. As you think about the rest of the semester, consider how to apply your excellent strategies in teaching reading to other subjects. That's not to say your other subject areas are lacking. It is simply a reflection of my having observed a couple of your highly effective reading lessons. It seems to me that you are on target for where I would like to see interns at this point. Let me know if there are areas in which you think you need to practice for your one remaining observation.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You seem to have been a good match for your cooperating teacher this semester. Continue to learn and grow as you move into next semester.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Great job opening the lesson with a clear focus for the lesson. 2. You used the PowerPoint to help explain the main point of the lesson. Very clear print and pictures. Super job! 3. Informative achor charts were posted to support students who needed additional assistance. 4. The final activity was a neat way to for the students to share the information thata they had learned. It might help to use smaller groups for this activity. 3. Yea - the instructions for the activity were on the PB! GROWS: 1. Great PowerPoint! I would put the names under the picture of the 3 men of focus (JFK, RFK, MLK) 2. When you use a discipline method such as 'class class', do not move forward until all students are quiet. 3. Once you've completed an activity, take time to re-evaluate & make any necessary changes.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. The standard & I can statement was clearly posted. You presented he standard but failed to state the I Can statement. Make sure to give time & energy to what you want the students to learn during this lesson. 2. The Powerpoint was well put together & the graphics were very realistice. The interactive part greatly enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job attending to the entire group 4. Lesson plan was well thoughout & written. GROWS: 1. When presenting information using highlighted text, I would number the items as they are presented (ex. Two sources of light: 1. natural & 2. articificial) 2. Always a good idea to list new vocabulary on the PB or on an anchor chart.THis allows for the students to see the information whroughout the lesson 3. Good time to use some type of "random student selection" technique

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson is well planned & appropriate standard is addressed. 2. Activity was fun and the students appeared to enjoy it. 3. It is obvious that you put a lot of time in preparing for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure that you have the attention of all students throughout the lesson. If you continue teaching while the students are talking inappropraitely, this sends the message that it is acceptable behavior. 2. I would suggest not giving out a snack until the lesson is completely over. (Ex. maybe serve the Dirt Pudding later in the day or after the lesson.) 3. Make sure that the focus of the lesson is promoted throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Overall this went well. There are constraints with Eureka math, but you handled those constraints without issue.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		You are to be commended for choosing a hands-on activity in science that would allow students to demonstrate their understanding of the concepts. You moved through the roon visitng groups. It could have been a challenge to keep them on task, but you skillfully did so with ease.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		123

		Response Rate: 		32.71%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Ric

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn STeed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		225

		Response Rate: 		59.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/26/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/29/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/30/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/17/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/21/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/25/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/25/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/10/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/10/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/25/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/03/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/17/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/25/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/15/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/26/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/11/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/21/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/25/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/10/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/19/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/25/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/24/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/29/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/03/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/19/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/07/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/02/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/03/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/21/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/16/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/29/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/11/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/29/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/24/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/25/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/21/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/16/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/25/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/01/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/17/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/29/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/21/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/25/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/13/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/03/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/17/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/19/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/28/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		03/03/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/19/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/17/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/30/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/17/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/14/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/21/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/25/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/21/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/16/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/23/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/14/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/10/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/25/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/10/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/10/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/10/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/05/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		213

		Response Rate: 		56.65%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		85		22.61%		245		65.16%		29		7.71%		1		0.27%		16		4.26%		376		2.84		0.54

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		4		1.06%		65		17.29%		5		1.33%		282		75%		20		5.32%		376		3.01		0.35

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		0		0%		21		5.59%		3		0.8%		332		88.3%		20		5.32%		376		3.13		0.33

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		89		7.89%		331		29.34%		37		3.28%		615		54.52%		56		4.96%		1128				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		111		29.52%		219		58.24%		35		9.31%		1		0.27%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.27%		108		28.72%		212		56.38%		34		9.04%		11		2.93%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		2		0.53%		129		34.31%		198		52.66%		35		9.31%		3		0.8%		9		2.39%		376		2.73		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.27%		59		15.69%		254		67.55%		54		14.36%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		2.98		0.56

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		43		11.44%		273		72.61%		52		13.83%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		3.02		0.51

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		1		0.27%		39		10.37%		269		71.54%		57		15.16%		0		0%		10		2.66%		376		3.04		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		14		3.72%		301		80.05%		50		13.3%		0		0%		11		2.93%		376		3.1		0.41

		Total/Percentage		5		0.19%		503		19.11%		1726		65.58%		317		12.04%		15		0.57%		66		2.51%		2632				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		4		1.27%

		No		311		98.73%
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Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher 
observation) 0 0% 85 22.61% 245 65.16% 29 7.71% 1 0.27% 16 4.26% 376 2.84 0.54
Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, 
projects) 0 0% 4 1.06% 65 17.29% 5 1.33% 282 75% 20 5.32% 376 3.01 0.35
Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for 
determining student level 0 0% 0 0% 21 5.59% 3 0.8% 332 88.3% 20 5.32% 376 3.13 0.33
Total/Percentage 0 0% 89 7.89% 331 29.34% 37 3.28% 615 54.52% 56 4.96% 1128


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Loan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laurn Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Moli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blalock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kesley  Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		B Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emil Depena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Britney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crysta Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Smmer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hinley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		MIchelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Raburn

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexs Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxeanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alxis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Magan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie TRaylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		MikaylaWard

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wootne

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dnasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		369

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/24/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/10/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/24/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/28/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/26/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/13/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/14/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/30/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/04/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/05/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/17/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/16/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/19/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/28/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/30/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/05/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/21/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		10/31/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/14/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/14/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		04/20/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/14/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		11/07/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/17/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/31/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/07/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/31/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/24/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/14/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/19/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/06/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/07/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/10/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/14/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/31/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/19/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/27/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/04/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/10/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/05/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/26/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/26/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/02/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/31/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/24/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/26/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		09/27/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/20/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/01/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/19/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		02/22/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/16/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/09/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/28/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		09/27/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/20/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/01/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/17/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/07/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/24/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/28/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/17/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/26/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/26/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/24/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/22/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/11/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/16/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/24/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		10/17/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/14/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/31/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/04/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/14/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		10/31/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/16/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		10/31/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/19/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/27/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/24/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/24/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/07/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		10/31/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/07/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/26/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/06/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/27/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/22/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/12/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/13/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/18/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/28/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/15/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/17/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/24/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/10/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/16/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/05/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/14/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		04/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/19/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/06/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/02/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		02/02/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/31/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/02/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/20/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		02/03/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		11/07/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/16/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/07/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/29/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/31/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/07/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/14/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/04/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/01/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/31/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/22/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/13/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/07/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/04/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		03/06/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		NDES

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		WHitesburg Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SandHill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Middle

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		sharp creek 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math  Drop In

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3 SS

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3  Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  ELA

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PreK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  Math

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		K

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		1

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		1

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th Grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		2

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		5

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 ELA

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kindergarten

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 ELA

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifith

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Science

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3  Science

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PREk

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 Science

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S  Drop in

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 Reading

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4 ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		2

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5 S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		K

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Reading

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 ELA

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 Science

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4/5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Pre K

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 ELA

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PREK

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		2

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kindergarten

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 S

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		K

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Social Studies

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  SS

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		1

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  Math

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Pre K

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		K

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  Math

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA  Drop in

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Science

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 SS

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Pre-K

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  MAth

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3  ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 R

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		K

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 SS

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  SS

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  ELA

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		K

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4/5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  ELA

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Pre K

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  ELA

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		K

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		357

		Response Rate: 		94.95%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve  Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Strain

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Strain

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Strain

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen ?Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Strain

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		R Strain

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		r Strain

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		358

		Response Rate: 		95.21%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Standard well articulated to students in "their" language.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job posting and presenting Standard. Glad you broke it down to help them understand

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standards were posted and stated during the lesson. The essential question was posted but not stated.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document has been completed under the other file. The observation form was also uploaded to notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Further discussion as to what the word "representation" in the "I can" statement would have helped clarify what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You used an "I can statement" to communicate the learning goals of the lesson. "I can find 10 more or 10 less than a two-digit number given."

		Atkins		David		917436457		I didn't hear you give goals to the students as you started the lesson. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		GROW-The teacher did not state or discuss the standard or essential question. GROW-The goals were not very clear at the beginning of the lesson. GROW-The lesson was very long and needed to be shortened. The teacher covered a lot of material about conjunctions. If this is a review, the teacher needed a fun way to review. 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job presenting Standard and EQs.  Great integrating ELA and Math to complete your lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Great job breaking down Standard and I Can Statements.  
You were very clear on your instruction of how to recognize a simple and compound sentence.
 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying about in the lesson. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		I Can statement posted for students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needed to go into more detail about the standard and essential question.  The teacher needed to include the students more in what the subject matter of the lesson would be. GROW-The lesson plan did not have any modifications or strategies for the Gifted and struggling students.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Sometimes it can be difficult to help young students understand the purpose for learning. That is not a struggle for you, and students are fully aware of learning goals are clear in the written plan.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The teacher candidate clearly defines the purpose for learning, and helps students recall how it relates to their previous lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students are studying the planets and the solar system. They have an interactive science notebook. The teacher candidate/intern organized this unit of study so that students can continually be cognicent of their learning goals/objectives.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students were well aware of their learning goals which were reflected in the lesson plan and relevant standards.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very engaging from beginning to end. The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job asking the students questions about the standard and the essential question.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Key words are posted for students and the are aware of the purpose for learning.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standards are displayed/discussed in a manner that could be understood by first graders. This teacher candidate demonstrates absolute knowledge of what she has planned. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully scaffolded lesson. Standards and learning goals were clear for this lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Standards and "I can" statement beautifully articulated with your explanation of informational text.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions.
 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standard and essential question were posted and stated. The teacher explained the challenge for the small group at the beginning of her lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Since the reading started prior to my entering the room, I was not sure of the purpose of reading. I received a hard copy of the lesson after they finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The standard and learning goal would have been on the promethian board in the Eureka Math program, but the board was not working properly. The teacher candidate explained the purpose of the lesson as learning to measure in centimeters and how they are different from inches.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The lesson plan shows that you have thoughtfully considerd how to make your training in good practices fit in with the Eureka math program. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When learning goals can be stated clearly by the students, it is obvious that the teacher candidate is on track in planning and communicating the learning goals.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Standard was posted and presented. Practice breaking it down so students understand what and why they are learning about sound

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standard was posted and presented.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The only mention of the lesson goals was as follows: "We are going to see if light will pass through certain objects." It should have been more specific as to the standard and "I can" statements. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standard and learning objective posted on chart.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was printed in text and read by a student. You could spend a little more time explaining the standard to the class.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Spend more time on your EQ. Have students give you examples of the various parts of speech as you go over them.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job with the standard.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. When reading the Standard to the students (or with the students), you did a great job defining the main terms used.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Give purpose to the Standard and the EQ.  Don't just read it. You gave an example of terms used at bank, but explain the difference between terms and numeric equations that they use in 5th grade and why it's important.
 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson, It can be confusing when there are multiple meanings for the terms.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Standard and "I can statements" clearly articulated and explained to students.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Drop in visit-lesson plans not available.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals were clearly stated to students, as you read the standard aloud and then asked the students what words they knew in the standard. This led to the E.Q. How do I write an opinion piece?  This was a terrific technique to have students begin making connections as they were locating the words familiar to them within the standard.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You had the students read the "kid friendly" standard and E.Qs aloud with you! Excellent! Lesson plan was beautifully planned, scaffolded and taught!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Always great job presenting Standard and EQ. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. I would suggest that the TC read the standard slowly and stop as needed to explain any new or key terms. Make sure the meaning of all words of the EQ are clearly understood (ex. converting, vis versa, etc)

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Loved how you got the student's attention by hiding the I Can statements under a student desk and telling the class only 1 student knew what your were going to be doing. They were all excited to find out what it was and you had their attention for your opening.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was beautifully organized and taught.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sorry I missed the first part of the lesson. The organiation of the lesson was well thoughtout. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Don't forget to fill in Differentiation for Specific Students from the Context of Learning Form.  All classes have all kinds of students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Standard not posted but explained to each group.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard discussed and youtalked about why the lesson was important.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard was posted, read, discussed so students could understand.  Goals for lesson were discussed.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job with the standard.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by having the students read the standard. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher had the student read the standard.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher posted and stated the standards and essential questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Lesson was obviously well planned and orgainzed. Slow down a little & spend additional time with the defintiion of the term FORCE. Post the definition on the board. (remember students need to see & hear numerous times in order to learn) Give examples of the various definitions for FORCE. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with the standards and what they meant.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Really detailed lesson plan.  Reviewed standards.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You began with explaining the standard. You broke it down into parts your students could understand. Well done! You had the students read the "I can" statements after you. Well done!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking thought provoking questions about plants. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of putting the subject matter into a I can statement. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students they would be studying about Volume. The teacher asked good questions about the volume concept. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher selected different students to read the standards. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students the goals for the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Lesson was well thought out & written.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson with the standard. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about verbs.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Use more enthusiam when introducing a lesson. The more excited you are, the more excited the students will be!!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standard was not posted but clearly stated to students in "their" language.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You presented the Standard. Don't forget to talk about the learning goals and I can Statements.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Standard & EQ's were posted and clearly articulated to students Good job setting the focus for the lesson and giving overall expectations.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Text based evidence is a great strategy to teach your students

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions. GROW-The teacher needed to explain to the students what they would be studying about-main idea, character, etc...

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		So proud that you covered the Standard and I Can Statements in your opening.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher stated the standard and essential question for the lesson.
 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Nice work on student engagement in the first few minutes. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Students are clearly aware of the purpose of learning as Ms. Harper has planned and stated.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Standard posted, read.  I Can statement read. You could expand the explanation of the standard so the students understand what and why they are learning this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard, EQ, I Can statements-posted and read and discussed. Also discussed the agenda for the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Standard was posted and presented.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and goals for the Author's point lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to teach more about Author's Point subject matter.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. *The teacher needed more delivery at the bginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You rushed through the reading of the standard and did no explaining.
The E.Q.s were well written and clearly articulated to the students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You stated standards orally. Know that some schools require standards to be visually posted. Your lesson was organized and logically sequenced.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher started the lesson by discussing the essential question. The teacher had a good powerpoint with the essential questions posted. The lesson plan was very educational and hands-on.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Don&#39;t forget your Standard. I noticed you went over EQs at the end, but show these at the beginning. This will help you with some review as you get started.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions for the lesson.
 

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Movement during story was a good strategy. good connection to butterflies and nutrition class has been studying.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and reviewed the standard for the lesson in a very good powerpoint. The teacher had the students read the Essential Question orally together-Great way to engage the students!

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a poster about AREA.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential question are stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher underlined the important words in the standard. The teacher had a great way to emphasize the important words of the standard by underlining the important words.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a great powerpoint sharing the essential questions witht the students.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher began the lesson by completing a powerpoint lesson on decimals.
The teacher did not state the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a great job with her delivery of what the lesson would be about. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great job breaking down your Standard and I Can statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson in progress when I arrived.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		No standard posted or read or discussed..

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		This was a drop in observation during full time teaching.  I came into a lesson already in progress.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You opened with a quick video on three stages of matter. You asked student to give you examoles of solids, liquids and gases. You had a worksheet for the students to complete where they had to sort items by category. You then moved into making rootbeer floats to show liquid, solid and gas. Throughout the lesson you emphasised why things were liquid, solid or gas. No lesson plan was sent to supervisor. Discuss the standard with your sudents. Have students tell you the directions to be sure they understand what they are to do. Finish the worksheet before moving on the the float.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job stating the Standard and learning goals. So glad you included an Essential Question but make sure they understand what you expect them to learn today.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job of presenting Standard and breaking it down. *ask "What is a strategy?" "Why do strategies work?" This is important. You want to make them understand that this is something that will help you

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary on question marks. The teacher asked the students questions about what they are learning about. The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the standard/learning goal thoroughly.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I don't believe I saw the beginning.  You were explaining what they were going to do in groups and putting them in groups.  You sat at table with struggling students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job presenting Standard and using Simple Sally to help explain.  
suggestion- It would have been good to explain those terms (simple, compound)

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You presented the Standard but be careful not to just read as a ritual.  Talk about what these I Can Statements mean.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent job of clarifying the standard for the students. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You scaffolded the lesson beautifully for the students!

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson sharing the Flocabulary video about the three branches of governement.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher posted the standarad and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what their goals would be for the Science lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Standard & EQ posted clearly on the Promethean Board I think the students would benefit from you spending a little more time clarifying the EQ

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Remember to post the standard, read and discuss the standard with your students. What will they be able to do after the lesson?

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were engaged at the beginning in a review of morning work. The teacher candidate made the learning goals for the lesson clear to students.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The discussion during group practice reminds the students of the learning goal(s) of the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Don't forget the Standard and EQ or I Can Statements.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great job breaking down the Standard

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Despite the concern that the math program required by the school system might not fit with the general expectations of a lesson opening, the teacher candidate clearly communicated the purpose of the lesson and 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The learning goals of the lesson - the main idea from the standard - was at the top of the screen as the students did group practice. It was referred to many times by the teacher intern and by at least two students.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You looked at the standard and I Can Statements.  You broke them down to be sure that the students understood the terms used in it.  You asked students to explain what they thought the statements meant. Lesson plan was not sent to supervisor before the lesson was taught.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted and read.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted on Promethean Board & in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Standard posted....and you had students explain what a standard was. Your "Ican" statements were explained and told the students what they were to know at the end of the lessonl

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard and clarified the learning goals for the students. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good job presenting the Standard. Make sure you present and discuss the learning goals (I can or EQ)

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Standard was posted, along with EQ. Standard and lesson did not really mesh.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Standard posted, read, explained.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Did not see the standards posted but you did discuss it with the students.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Lesson goals clearly stated.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate had standard posted and shared the purpose of the lesson. Right away, students engaged in giving examples of sentences using grammar rules. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It was helpful to students to have a bullet list on the chart at the front of the classroom. This along with the "I can" statement helped students to know what they would be doing and why they were doing these activities. You have embraced the use of the anchor chart and the "I can" statements. This is a good habit to have particularly in lower grades. In addition to being good for your students, it gives you a visual reminder of your plan during instruction. It is also something that you can keep for a period of time as a record. You might also take a digital photograph of charts that have been particularly useful. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The lesson as required follows Eureka Math, and the student teacher made the opening.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did not present a standard to the students. You did not present either an E.Q. or an "I can statement" to the students. These are very important to remember to include.  This is what tells the students what they will be learning about during the lesson.  For some, it will allow them to begin making connections if they have had exposure to the learning goal before the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began the lesson by explaining what they would be studying about adaptation. The teacher stated the essential question at the beginning of the lesson on a powerpoint. *The teacher needed to review the standards. They are not just posted on a powerpoint.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		 Good job beginning lesson with focus on standard and essential question.  It was obvious that you spent quality time on lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Lesson goals are repeated during the lesson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The standard and essential question were stated and posted.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As you introduced the standard and the lesson goals, you reminded the students of the meaning of the word partition.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Standard was posted and presented.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You shared and clarified the standard and E.Q.s for your students. The lesson was well organized and taught.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Awesome, awesome beginning as you covered Standard

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Yea large font size! 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The standards were posted and stated in the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with standard.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You opened with the standard.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Standard read, posted. I Can statement read. You could expand your explanation of the standard so students understand the what and why.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the book he was reading. The teacher did not state the standard or essential question.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The standard and goals were reviewed. Stufents were asked to define some of the vocabulary needed for lesson -habitat and organism. Some of the students were having side conversations during this introduction part.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		A student was asked to read the standard. I would have liked to have seen a learning target or goal , EQ, or I can statement at this point in the lesson. It would have helped the students to know what they were doing the experiments for.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Be sure to explain all vocabulary in the standard or reword it to make it more "kid friendly".  For example, the word differentiate was more than likely new to most of the students and warrented being explained.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Correct standard not posted on the white board where standards are posted and left during a unit of study. E.Q.s You asked students to discuss what one dimensional figures are as a review. You then reviewed how one dimensional objects can me measured. This led to the learning goal of the day which was two dimensional objects.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good Job reviewing the standard and stating the learning target. The lesson was well written and included both instruction and student participation..

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students are aware of the goals of the lesson.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Strong Intro Effective praise Natural Flow of lesson Use of graphic organizer lesson on voting very relevent to real life polishers: Need more Higher order thinkning questions Mention standard

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Standard posted, read, discussed, vocabulary defined.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You took the time to review the standards and I Can statements with the students. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Glows: Modeling Connections to prior lmowledge Very engaging Activity very clear instructions Grows: More higher order questions validate praise Wait until you finish instructions to give out materials

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Much better techer voice...you seemend to enjoy teaching liked the student colaboration in small groups Related lesson to real life using sub sandwiches Good student participation Grows: Use more classroom Mgt. Strategies Use a ticket out the door or some method for your closin g and formative assess. piece. Make sure you have every students attention when giving intsructions.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lesson in progress.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was read along with I Can statements and they were posted for students to see.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard the students would be reviewing.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher posted and stated the standards for the Math Lesson. The teacher shared her goals for the Money lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential in teaching the students about the Money concepts.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Planning your lesson planned thoroughly allowed you to differentiate for multiple groups.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students in Ms. Witcher's class have always been clearly informed of the standards and learning goals of their lessons. In today's lesson, the teacher candidate was able to clearly restate the learning goal seamlessly throughout the lesson. The standard fit appropriately on the side of the students' graphic organizer in this reading lesson on point of view. Keeping the standard in mind is so important - particularly at this time of year as teachers prepare students for standardized testing. It helps the classroom teacher be more comfortable in turning over their teaching to the teacher candidate (intern).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & I can statements were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes for this lesson are posted under advisement/notes

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Reviewed the standard.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard and I Can statements discussed. Did not see either posted.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the Lesson Plan.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate was well prepared with a solid lesson plan and well organized materials.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		No standard posted or discussed. You did talk about the goal of the lesson and what the student should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed the standard and I can Statements.

		Responses (n): 		192

		Response Rate: 		51.06%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		3		3		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		3		3		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		3		3		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		2		2		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		3		3		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome beginning as you connected them to train transportation by sharing a video of the train sounds.  Great connection! Love the pair/share of ideas to help them think about certain ideas.  Your higher level questioning was right on!  I can tell you thought this through a lot! Great integration of ELA into your SS lesson.  (cause and effect, collaborative discussions)  Fit perfectly into your lesson Great activity for them to use the sticky notes to do their own cause and effect.  loved that they used the text book.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good prompt questions to get the student(s) to figure out the shapes needed to make another shape.  Liked how they were not only figuring out what shapes to use to make another shape but they also had to write the formula by using the shapes.  I also like the way you told them to "Try first then Ms Adams will help you"...

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Liked your anchor chart...A Pronoun is a noun in disguise.  Might have related more to Halloween costume is a disguise...not sure the students totally understood the "disguise" part.  Also might have used the students as "models" for nouns and pronouns.  Good having students stand up for answers on power point.  this is a very active class and having them move during a lesson is helpful.  Great asking students "Why" when they give an answer.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher conducted a small group in Math discussing the hour and minute hand of the clock. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different hands. The teacher called on different students to answer the questions about time. The teacher set a time on the clock and the students wrote the correct time on their whiteboard. GROW-The teacher needs to check each student's whiteboard to make sure she knows what each student writes on the whiteboard. One student had written the wrong answer but she did not realize the wrong time had been written. GROW-The teacher needed to be aware of what the students were writing. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster because the students were not as engaged as they should be. The teacher wrote different times on the board and the students showed it on their individual clocks. The teacher did a good job of praising the students when they answered correctly. The teacher instructed the students what to do in the small group rotation.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		You did a good job of explaining that fractions is just a part of a whole number. Glad you used visuals such as pizza picture broken into parts. The Power point was good. Also, the video of the Hersheys chocolate was a great visual to help them understand. suggestion- Not sure that you shouldn't just stop video when it got to part of simplyfying fractions. The worksheet went along with the chocolate bar that they saw on board. suggestion- If each group could have had their own candy bar, that would have been great. Just the small one, not the large size because they are expensive. suggestion- Since you are using the picture of the Hershey bar, make sure there is a way they can see the parts. It was too dark. This is important! The playdough was a creative idea but may have been too much in one day. Not sure you needed that. The chocolate bar would have been enough if you just centered your lesson all around that. Transitions were smooth.  You set your rules and expectations.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		"Grocery Game" is a great way to review standards with decimals.  Video was precious and students really seemed to enjoy watching Bruno shop.  Glad you defined some of the things they would be looking for like "produce" and "household goods".  Might have been better to break into groups of two instead of four...some were having a hard time agreeing on what to buy.  Also, needed to stress putting the total amount of money it would take to buy what was required on the line.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Love how you started with personal experience of taking the GACE.  Students had a good time going through some of the GACE questions and figured out the right answers.  Thank you for making the questions "BIGGER" so that they could be seen by all students.  Again, using chrome books and Quiziz to review for Milestone testing is good.  Stressed slowing down and making sure to read questions and answers completely before answering...you even started the quiz over because of the students going too fast and missing questions they should know.  Good exit writing activity.  Good encouragement to "Bump up from average to amazing".

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You explained what they would be doing, but it's important to explain the why also.  This was a review lesson that you were teaching.  Wonderful question about why Sherman sent letter to Lincoln!  Good thinking!  Keep asking those questions!   suggestion- Make sure you explain the answer in detail. You told them it was a Christmas present, but why did he do this? suggestion- You want the Power point to be easy to see and inviting.  Make it bigger.   The Venn Diagram is a great graphic organizer, but go over how a Venn Diagram can help them organize thoughts.  Even though they may have done it before, give the instructions on how it works.  I could tell you knew the information, but don't be afraid to dig deep with your students (expecially the ALP).   Don't forget to do a closing as you wrap it up. Go back to your EQ and Standard to bring it back around.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Difficult standard but you did a good job of relating the resources to parts of a hamburger and also relating to the business McDonalds.  Good clarification of each resource.  Graphic organizer using Ms Amos' Construction Company as an example to walk through with the knowledge from the discussion.  Liked the way you developed the writing component example together as a class.  A suggestion might be that you could type the information on the screen  from a laptop. Be careful of saying "OK" all the time.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good opening discussion about what they had been studying and what they were going to do.  Video was good to reinforce previous knowledge.  Going over quiz together helped to reinforce information for all.  Flipbook was already put together for them and you had an example for them to see.  Going over the information together so that they could copy for their books was good.  White board was hard to see.  Probably would have been better to write on promethean...easier for the whole class to see and copy information.  You did a good job of reinforcing important points as you went through the information for the flipbook.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Really good lesson and great student participation.  Video helped to "refresh" their memory of how to use quotation marks.  Showing them an example of a two frame comic strip and then showing them their worksheet with four frames really tied their activity to the practice.  The students did an awesome job of making up the example comic strip with BB8 and Spiderman...very creative.   You sort of lost the class when the one boy was taking such a long time with the last frame of the example.  You might have taken over after he drew the picture and filled in the "bubble".

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Even though this was a review lesson, I am glad you went over each text feature and gave examples.  You also referred back to Mrs. McCord's lesson where the information was given.  I liked the activity of using magazines to find the text features and then cutting them out and gluing on papers at the front of the room to show different examples.  Students seemed to work well.  Some still had difficulty finding examples.  Might have been better if you had used a timer during the activity.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		The students were practicing the learning goals of 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less with a flower foldable. Each foldable had a number in the center(which would be the center of the flower. The students were to practice giving and writing on the petals, a number 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less. You circulated throughout the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help as needed. After their answers had been checked the students were instructed how to use the materials you provided them to make the flower. You had students share the results of their flowers...Perhaps, in order to hold the attention of the rest of the class you might try a little mental math. Have the student sharing, call out his or her number and you write it on the board. Ask students what 10 more, 10 less, etc. would be and allow the student sharing to tell the student called upon to say whether or not he/she is correct. In closing, you asked the students to come to the rug. You practiced the lesson goal again by providing more numbers. Lots of support!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson reading the book "Animals on Board". You asked addition questions throughout regarding the animals on the train. You asked to students to share "key words" that told them addition was the needed operation . You modeled the first word problem showing the students how to use skittles as counters.  You had the students count out skittles and then write a number sentence on their papers. Continue to ask or point out the key words that tell the students to add. In the future, not all problems will be addition problems. You scaffolded the students by having them work the problems, on the Promethean Board, after you had read them aloud for the students. The students used the skittles as visual manipulatives to aid in solving the problems. You used the skill of "counting on" when larger numbers were being added. You taught the students to begin with the larger of the two numbers. You modeled how to do the math story that was to go into their math journals. You were clear in explaining they could not use the example you gave, but must create a problem of their own. Great higher order thinking! 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Think about using signals, esp. with young children. Signal when to repeat line in play, signal for quieting students. Remember new vocabulary needs to be repeated many times in context for true learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Good going over the standard in language that they could understand.  Brain Pop video was good but you should have paused it at times to reinforce important information about figuring elapsed time.  It was good to give a personal example but make sure that you know how to work it out...it was very confusing when you had to start over.  Be careful when writing on the board that you don't stand in front of what you are writing.  You did a couple of real life examples when you went over school time. Make sure your transitions are more controlled.  Try to find a way for them to get the materials that would be more efficient.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Students were engaged in the lesson.  You set behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson and gave them their coin.  If they behaved, remained on task-they got to keep their coin. Real food objects were a hit and made the lesson real to the students.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Index card game was a good review activity for terms about multiplication. It was a good motivator for your students.   Loved the idea of the video Amanda Bean. Good idea to help them understand multiplication as they used unifix cubes to make arrays. Good questioning after video about how multiplication helps us. Nice job of delivering the content.  Great strategy of using the CUBES as an acronym suggestion- Show examples as they give you answers.  Ex.  What is repeated addition? After them answering, show examples.  This really helps your visual learners.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they studied last week? The teacher conducted a good discussion about the conjunctions subject matter last week. The teacher passed out different questions to the students letting them write their team name and their name on the paper. The teacher passed out worksheets to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster to improve the behavior of the students. The teacher had the students open up their journals. The teacher presented a powerpoint to the students. The teacher had the examples of the conjunctions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to answer the conjunction questions. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students do a thumbs up or thumbs down after the student put the answer for the question on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to read the questions on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write the correct answer on notebook paper at their seats. GROW-The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students. The teacher instructed the students to put away the learning logs. GROW-The teacher needed to complete the lesson with an assessment or review.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Good job reviewing sentence types.  The Flocabulary video helped them get focused back on FANBOYS.  The loved the video.   suggestion- Be careful that they can read the colors on the Power Point. One color was hard to see.  This can be important for your visual readers.   Great balance of instructing and guided practice and finally independent practice.  This was a hard concept you were teaching and they needed this practice. Loved the Pronithium activity.  Transitions were good as they moved into the game Three Corners.   suggestion- When the lone student went to the wrong corner, praise her for being honest and not just following crowd, but also ask her why she went to that corner.  What was her thinking?

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher explained to the students that they would be learning about the parts of the plant. The teacher used power points to teach the students about the different parts of the plant. The teacher used the powerpoint to explain how to complete the Parts of a Plant worksheet. The teacher also used a poster of the plant to explain the different Plant Parts. The teacher had a good powerpoint that had the different parts of the plants.  The teacher selected different students to come up to the power point and point out the correct answers for the matching game. The teacher explained to the students that they would be doing a plant dissection. The teacher instructed the students how to dissect the plant at their seats. The teacher did a wonderful job of explaining the directions for what they would be doing at their seats. The students received flowers to dissect for their activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You incorporated visuals and manipulatives into lesson for students.  You asked lots of questions.  You tied the learning to the real world-had students discuss why they needed to know the material.  Your lesson reenforced the I Can statement throughout lesson. If at all possible, use real coins with students instead of plastic.  They need to handle real money and the markings are easier to identify.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Very good job focusing the lesson. I thought it was beneficial for you and the students to read the I Can statements. Your video choice helped promote the keys terms in the lesson. The information presented was clear & reinforced the focus of the lesson. It was very helpful for the students for you to leave the information gathered previously posted on the PB

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a book with the students. The teacher read the story with expression. GROW-The teacher needed to fill in the Differentiation part with different strategies. After reading the story, Owen, the teacher asked different questions about the characters and problems in the story. The teacher gave explicit directions about the Story Map worksheet. As the teacher explained the worksheet, she answered questions from the students. GROW-The teacher needed to dismiss the students to their desks and then issue the Story Map sheet to the students. GROW-The lesson needed more delivery in the beginning. The teacher needed to have some type of teaching activity that would teach about the setting and problem parts of a story. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats to complete the Story Map worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed some type of technology for her lesson. The teacher concluded the lesson by asking the students different questions about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and monitoring the students as she asked the different questions. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		An example of an original story book is show to the children on chart paper. Through a series of questions and discussion points, the teacher candidate shares multiple examples of how pictures in books should match up with the words. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez' students experience full support to take risks during learning. Her demeanor keeps the students engaged. Starting with well organized lesson plan, she is able to engage them throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good opening as you showed a picture of an ecosystem to gear their minds toward science. The centers that you had available included some instruction from you as you monitored,  but I felt like there should be a little more instructions at the beginning to help them remember what they had been learning.  *suggestions:  have resources such as books, sheets printed from Google, etc. to help them in their centers.  It's hard for them to remember all the ecosysytems so if they had a list of ones to pick from would be great differentiation.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The instructional strategies selected for the interactive science notebook take students through a learning sequence that incorporates a large variety of strategies. This approach maximizes the opportunity of each student to show the teacher they have mastered content. The students are the "crew" of a spaces ship with indivvidual and collective responsibilities. tet The teacher candidate/intern is enthusiastic about the subject matter and the strategies.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your students could articulate what they were doing, why they were doing it, and explain how their project met the requirements (which addressed the standard). 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Awesome opening with asking about vocabulary and what it means to words and a story. The Power Point was awesome. You did ask a lot of questions. Awesome how you connected the "ruthless" fish to a ruthless pirate. Give it Rigor at opening of your lesson, meaning allow more students to explain why vocabulary is so important to a story. Great time to use high level questioning. * As you move into vocabulary and pictures on Power point, ask questions like "Are pirates real or something we hear about in stories and movies?" "This pirate in picture is smiling, but pirates are not nice people. Does anyone know why?" Ask them "What movie have you seen that is fiction about pirates?" Get the students sooooo interested in pirates that they can't wait to get into the story. *Try moving around the room as you present Power point. This helps keep all students engaged. Great job of predicting about story "Pirate Gold". Good questioning during the story as students read aloud. *Move around the room. Monitor students as they are reading/ listening to story to make sure they are engaged. Loved the differentiation of how you wil teach in different blocks.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great opening-The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students to correct the sentence on the powerpoint by writing the correct sentence on the sticky note on their desk. The teacher engaged the students in the beginning of the lesson by having the students correct the sentence on the powerpoint. The teacher pointed out the graphic organizer. The teacher explained the graphic organizer in great detail. The teacher did a good job of explaining each power point slide. The teacher explained each powerpoint slide by explaining the concepts to the students. Examples were transition words, formatting titles, correlative conjunctions, etc... The teacher instructed the students to write clues from the powerpoint on their graphic organizer. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students for the answers. The teacher could use popsicle sticks or another way of making sure she calls on all students. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure the word "separate" is spelled correctly. The powerpoint had the word "seperate" spelled incorrectly. The word should be "separate".

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Opened lesson with video that engaged students.  Technology was incorporated with video and student project.  Students working with partner to do research and find facts for the project.  Activity was to be completed later. Lesson did not go quite like you planned for it.  It was taking longer that you expected.  Sometimes you will have to do as much as you can and then finish the next day. 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		TC used excellent real life examples throughout the lesson Good choice of visuals to enhance the lesson You challenged the students to come up with common items that could be divided into fractions.This provoked a lot of thought and application.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Opened with the multiplication song to engage students.  Gave instructions for the centers along with materials needed and how to complete.  Students moved quickly to their assigned group.  Your group reviewed prior learning and you gave an example that related the lesson to the real world.  You showed how you would use the concept in everyday life.  You encoutaged students and praised them for their use of strategies to solve the word problems.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-involved students in word problem - did students need additional direction for group work? - Each group chose someone to share ... seems as if students are still learning about number sentences and figuring out what number bonds mean. - repeated use of shapes to represent number of objects in problem seems an effective way to find counting strategies. (used shapes on screen, with manipulatives, and on paper) The teacher candidate has enough confidence in her skill set to avoid showing any emotional response at times when the students are unruly. She maintains appropriate professional demeaner.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Teacher enthusiasm and positive reinforcement are strengths of this teacher intern.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students what a fact is. You then pointed out the book you were going to read would be full of facts about Davy Crockett. You activated the lesson reading an informational book about Davy Crockett, whom they had been studying. You asked several comprehension questions throughout the reading. You gave the students a "heads up" regarding something to remember for later in the lesson. You reminded the students they had been studying folktales and asked them to recall some. You connected these to Davy Crockett. You helped the students understand informational text/writing by distinguishing the difference between fact and opinion with examples. You explained what a topic sentence is and you wrote the one they were to use with them. You led the students though the writing (spelling, punctuation) of the topic sentence. Excellent support!  You pointed out Davy Crockett's name would be capitalized and asked the students why. After copying the topic sentence on their papers you had the students write 3 facts about Davy Crockett from their foldables, made on another day, which contained facts. This was an outstanding resource for these beginning writers to use. You called one table at a time to the rug and set the expectations for sitting on the rug and listening to the book. Great transition, as no instructional time was lost.  The same was done when it was time for the students to return to their tables. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson with a "warm up" having students practice skip-counting with movements. This enabled the students to practice math as well as get some of the wiggles out. Well done! You had students, one table at a time, get their dry erase boards, markers, and erasers. It is clear procedures for doing this are clear as no instructional time was lost. You wrote the number 63 on the board and asked the students to model this number using tens and ones.  You walked around assessing students' understanding. You had students practice determining which number is larger in a pair of numbers such as 13 and 22. You had them draw a model using tens and ones in order to determine which was the bigger of the two. You moved to a discussion to the use of the greater than, less than and equal to signs. You gave students number pairs, had them model them in tens and ones in order to determine how to write the sign between the two numbers. You gave the students the problem 60 -10.  You asked the students for some ways to solve the problem.  They used the number chart in the classroom, modeling tens and ones, and subtraction. You moved to the more difficult problem of 60-30. You asked a student to "walk you through" the different ways in which to solve the problem. You asked students to explain the different ways to explain what 10 more of a number would be and also what would be 10 less. You moved to a thorough explanation of the center work.  You demonstrated how to play the game using playing cards to practice greater than/less than. What a creative and engaging game! You explained the handouts the students would be completing as they waited their turn to work with you or Mrs. Madden in small groups. The handouts were differentiated for the various levels of your students. Excellent! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions.  The teacher did a great job asking higher order thinking questions to engage the students in the lesson. The teacher did a cute role play to let the students infer what she was doing. The teacher let the students know they had good educated guesses. The teacher selected different students to read the different passages on the powerpoint. The students wrote their inferences on the whiteboards. The students had great conversation about the passages trying to answer the questions on their worksheets. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher explained to the students that they would be working in small groups. The lesson was centered around verbs, prepositions and conjunctions. In the groups, the students were given different questions and required to answer the questions and give reasons for their answer. The students put the answers on posterboard. When the students finish, they will receive different points for the correct answers. The teacher has a rubric for each small group to determine if they have the correct answers. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in the small groups. The teacher constantly discussed the answers of the students as they recorded them on their posterboard. The lesson is part of the Test Prep Olympics 2017 for the Milestones test that was created for review lessons. The teacher read Green Eggs and Ham to the students. Before she began the lesson, she explained to the students what she expected from the students during the small group activity. The teacher did a good job of explaing the instructions by modeling what she was expecting from the students. The teacher teacher did a good job of asking questions and having great dialog with the students to find out what they know about the subject matter she would be covering in the lesson. The teacher discussed theme about the story. The teacher asked questions about the story after reading it aloud. The teacher emphasized that Theme and Main Idea are not the same. The teacher did an excellent delivery for the activity that would be completed during the small groups at their seats. The students were encouraged to work individually first and then they would work as a group and discuss their answers. Great Lesson! 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Behavior expectations set at the beginning of the lesson-following the CT's behavior plan. Students were engaged-lots of participation by students answering questions. Real food items were a hit-students excited about that part of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students had an abunda.nce of questions about the book on Frederick Douglas’ life. It might be helpful to remind students of the purpose for reading when this happens. There were such a variety of questions which made it seem the students didn’t know the purpose for reading, or if they had been told, they didn’t remember. I was concerned that some answers given by the teacher candidate were not clearly researched nor explained, and a bit off topic.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students have two strips of paper on which they are making their own rulers. This part of the lesson is all guided practice. There was some independent practice prior to this part of the lesson. The lesson moves along slowly for a combination of reasons. The students are clearly excited to have the strips of paper and to be doing something "different" during math instruction. Logistically, the student could have been given one strip of paper which is all they needed for 30 minutes. Having a second strip of paper which was not needed was the subject of a number of behavior issues for which instruction was paused. After 35 minutes of observation, the lesson continues to move very slowly. This has all been whole group instruction, and there are about three sentences of instruction and then two or three of behavior management directed either at individual students or the entire class. It is difficult to completely assess many of the items on this section of the instrument, so more items than usual are marked "not observed".

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The students were engaged immediately by answering a question on a post it note and sticking  it to a poster.  Technology enhanced the opening by having the “rounding”     displayed  Students had guided practice rounding with the visuals first on the live screen, and then again on the poster created by the teacher candidate.  After the opportunity for guided practice, the students were given independent practice to continue working on skills in rounding.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate's lesson on fractions was thorough in its approaches to teaching using both manipulatives (pizza boxes with "pizza" made with a paper plate, as well as the Promethian Board. When students finished the pizza box practice, they were asked to move on to solving some problems,the first one's had fractions. One of the most practical suggestions of working a problem like that was to use the "pizza slices" when counting up and down. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The Brain Pop video was your opening, but ... * Remember to connect your video to questioning. Don't just show video and move away to next activity. Glad you used the Science book to help you with visuals and vocabulary. *As you moved through the bubble sheet, explain these definitions more. Give them real life examples. Like the word "vibration". Great that you gave example of volume (using remote control) and "pitch" you showed them a difference as you talked low and high. Let a student be your example. They love to be involved. * Use your technology to let them hear each sound you are talking about. This would be an awesome addition! Loved the guitar that you brought in to show vibration. Good idea for them to make their own mini guitars using rubber bands. Ticket out the door was a good closing and summary as you reviewed the vocabulary words.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good opening with Power point of weather instruments. Glad you showed real instruments. You gave some real life senerios of when we use these weather instruments. Loved that you showed the anemeter that you made. Smooth transition from the power point into the rap song to help them remember the instruments. *The song was fun, but maybe try that at the end because it makes them rowdy! Then, it's hard to get them back.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Loved your opening as you took them "back" to 1st grade when they started learning about place value. *a couple of suggestions- when you showed the number 1, 234 with the place value under it, you asked them" do we agree that this is a whole number?" Move that number away from the words and show that it's clearly 1,234. *keep reinterating that tenths, hundreths and thousandth is very different than tens, hundreds and thousands. Great idea to have volunteers come up and hold numbers. Try having someone hold the ball (decimal) so people at their desks can see. *Relate this to money. They understand money (kind of). $1, 234 and 98ths. (98 hundredths) Only 2 points(cents) away from the next whole number. Glad you kept going with instruction from board.  It was obvious that many were confused so you did the right thing by continuing to teach. (This concept is very hard) They weren't ready to practice on their own.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Drop in observation--class was already working in math groups.  I Can statements were posted. Groups were given a sound to signal when to rotate.  Groups were posted for all to see.  You set expectations for movement and getting to work in new area.  Your group had a good mix of guided instruction and student practice.  You asked students to explain what they were doing and why.  As groups changed your level of guided instruction changed based on group needs. Tie the lesson to real world. Br sure to scan the room to insure all students are on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During the lesson opening the questions asked by the teacher intern gave students the opportunity to think and go beyond what was required. She could then use this for assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The floor seating for a science read aloud would be appropriate if the students returned to their tables at the end of the book. Trying to have students demonstrate while seated on the floor whether or not light shines through certain objects or materials meant that only of few studetns very close to the one holding the flashlight could see what was being done. The other students either strained to see or becaume distracted because it was out of their line of sight.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Opening with the video would have gotten the students attention before going into the first problem. Good balance of instructional time and student participation. Good wait time-you were patient as students formed their answers. Besure to use the language of math-ex.-repeated addition-when explaining steps to students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good opening question regarding whether or not students should have to wear school uniforms. If you want to take it a step further, you could tell them that they are being required to wear uniforms next year & see their response. Making it personal helps to get students 'fired up'! Good job questioning the students and having them figure out words that they do not know (ex .punctual) Using technology (Chrome Books & PB) as a part of the lesson helps to enhace what you are teaching. It also alows all students to have the inofrmation directly in front of them. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great idea to use the 5 green blocks with the sticky notes. I would suggest adding the definition of each part of speech as a way to make sure ALL students had a clear understanding. It would also give you something to rederence to as you determined if the sticky notes were in the correct place. You need some method for randoming selecting students to answer questions during instruction. I noticed the same students answered on several occassions. Yea - you had the directions for the game on the board. (Students need to SEE & HEAR in order to learn) After the students complete your sticky note activity, have the students generate sticky notes with the various parts of speech as a means to check for understanding. 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened with students explaining 2D and 3D shapes.  Good that you had 3D shapes available to show faces, edges, etc.  Students enjoyed the game and did well with it.  Students transitioned to independent work-constructing 2D and 3D shapes.  You did a good job of challenging students and encouraging them.  You kept students on task and set and reminded them of behavior expectations. Lesson continued. Good wait time-it took that student a little time but he got the correct answer and was so proud of himself.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. Always try to bring in real-life examples in order to connect the lesson to event the students can relate to. This will help the students remember what is being taught. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		suggestion-Make sure you have enough productive info.  What is the most important content you need your students to know? The video was good for one time, not sure it was needed twice. There has to be a connection from the video to the worksheet.   suggestion- When going over the answer sheet of worksheet, you, as the teacher, have to explain and instruct.  Not just read the answer aloud. This is important.  Good job explaining the game "Four Corners".  You set the rules and expectations. Same thing on playing game.  If the answers are not talked about, it doens't mean much to the students.  They are just going through the motions.   Don't leave out the WHYS.  The questioning and explaining is most important.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Your presentation of the lesson was clear and interesting. The students were actively engaged in the lesson. The type of G.O. that you chose was perfect for the information that you presented. It organized the information in a way that will help the students remember what was taught.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Give more feedback and validate praise durimg lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You accessed prior knowledge of fractions when you had students think, pair, share what they remembered from former grades. You set expectations for using the bags of M&Ms. Terrific! You had students predict how many M&Ms were in each of their bags. Then they counted to see how close they had come. You gave the students a G.O. to record information about their candies. You had them count the number of each color. You then had them think a little differently when having them record the number of non-blue or green M&Ms....and then the non-brown or red candies. You had the GO/handout on the P. Board which was great support for your students as this helped students stay on task and engaged in the lesson. After completing the M&M portion of the lesson you had the students revisit the defintion of a fraction on a slide. You then had the students name the top number in a fraction as the numerator and the bottom number as the denominator. You showed a short engaging video to help students remember the terms numerator and denominator. This led to a discussion of what the numerator and denominator represented. You had a list of fractions written and simply had the students identify which number was the numerator and the denominator. You explained what the denominator in a fraction was representative of as well as what the numerator was representative of. You showed a visual explaining all parts in a fraction must be equal. You had them identify which pictures were representative of fractions and which were not and why. You scaffolded the lesson by having the students practice saying the 3 ways fractions can be read. You shared a short video which went back and reviewed information previously learned. Very supportive.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You asked students to think about a previous lesson on sound...asking them to remember what sound is. You showed 2 videos which demonstrated how pitch can be changed according to the size of the glass and the amount of water in each, as people in the videos were demonstrating pitch by "playing glasses." You had students read from a reference book in order to introduce the concept and definition of pitch. You drew an example of a sound wave and explained what this was in great detail. You then drew an example of a wave length and explained it.. You explained low pitch would have a log wave length and high pitch would have a short wave length. All examples you drew on the board were so supportive of all learners, especially your visual learners. You clarified students should not confuse pitch with amplitude and told them to think of amplitude in regards to an amplifier used to make music louder or softer as was needed. You used a guitar to demonstrate the various conditions of the strings which causes pitch to vary.  Excellent high order thinking questions during your discussion. You then went on to demonstrate the various stations the students would be experiencing . You demonstrated the "water station" and asked students to make a prediction as to whether pitch would be higher or lower depending on the amont of water in the the jar. You pointed out scientists make predictions and test theories.  Outstanding! You referred back to the video shown earlier explaining what made the glasses have the different pitches. You set the expectations for the various stations. Guitar station - Mrs. Edison was at this station. Creative Station- Students got to use materials provided to create their own items to demonstrate high/low pitch. You told the students there would be an assessment at the end of the stations, so they would take full advantage of what they were learning during their stations. You set clear expectations for how to clean up stations and how to act during them.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Very enthusiatic opening. TC used the 'I Can' statements as a premise for the Powerpoint. Lesson was well planned & the students apparantly enjoyed the main lesson as well as the activity. TC did an excellent job providing guided practice for the students. The students actively participated throughout the lesson. TC encouraged the students to use their prior knowledge as a means to construct meaning to the new material.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		 You held up the book "Stellaluna" and had the students make predictions about the story looking at the cover. You clarified for the students what the setting of a story is. You then read the book to the group which was based on ability. You read the book with great expression and the students were clearly engaged. You had the students make predictions as you were reading the book. This is what good readers do as they ae reading, make predictions. As the lesson was on key details in text, asking some who, what, when, where, why, and how questions during the reading would have helped to clarifiy  the reading goal for your students. After reading the book, you had the students revisit their predictions, making certain there was nothing wrong with an incorrect prediction. I did not observe the end of the lesson as they were dismissed to go to an AR party, which is no reflection on you. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great opening as you showed the video of rounding.  Loved how you told them how certain parts of rounding can be confusing and that you would help them with this. Great delivery of content as you taught the steps in rounding.  Also good questioning and rigor as you worked through with your students.   The stations were great practice.  Good explanations of rules and expectations.  Glad you had alternate activity if they got finished early.   Nice balance of direct instruction and student centered.   

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher shared the dolphin noises on a youtube clip. The teacher did a good job of asking questions during the powerpoint. The teacher shared a youtube clip about porpoises. The teacher shared a book about the differences of porpoises and dolphins. The teacher conducting a lesson about dolphins and porpoises. The teacher had a powerpoint comparing dolphins and porpoises for the students. The teacher had great questions about the compare and contrast powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of sharing the Venn diagram worksheet with the students. The teacher had explicit directions for the students to complete the Venn Diagram worksheet. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed their Venn Diagram. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job providing opening activity that excited your students. The cookie data collecting was a good way to get the students directly involved with the lesson. Take more time with presenting the EQ and the vocabulary involved. Young learners get easily confused if too much information is covered. When presenting the various types of graphs, take time to explain how each one works. It might help if you used a variety of data to graph - data that the students are familiar with. Overall good lesson that obviously intrigued the students! 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have very good subject knowledge.  You easily talked about the text structures and explained students' misconceptions as needed.  The cause-effect game "I have"..."Who has" was a great warm-up activity.  Your Prezi allowed for good discussion with the students and gave good examples.  Task Cards was another good activity to help students "get" the standard.  Kahoot is a great culminating activity.  The students really enjoy using the chromebooks. Please slow down when you talk!!

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You asked , "How is the weather like today?"  Be aware of grammar rules. You told the students they would be talking about weather today. You pointed to the word "windy" and asked if anyone could read the word. You helped them read it by giving them the beginning sound. The rest of the weather words you read to the students without asking if anyone could read them.  Asking the CT if asking them to read these words would have been a good thing to do. You played a video about the various aspects of weather. Knowing/practicing with the technology in order to know how to make the video full screen would have helped the students focus in on just the video. You asked the students what weather the weather is like today.  Apparently, the weather forecast had already been discussed earlier in the day, because you made reference to the possibility of rain later in the day. You showed the students a picture and had them tell you what weather was indicated.  You had several examples. You moved the discussion to the seasons of the year. You talked about the different types of weather associated with the different seasons. You then asked the students to return to their tables.   You had students find the letter "J" you had in the center of each table.  You asked the students, "What do this look like?"  Incorrect grammar used here.  The question was vague, as you wanted them to see it could look like the handle of an umbrella.  You instructed the students to glue their letter J to the half paper plate in order to make an umbrella. You showed the students how to do this using the ELMO.  Excellent visual for them to follow. You then asked the students to glue the blue yarn to the back of the paper plates. These four pieces of yarn were to represent the rain.  You also gave them brown and green "raindrops" to glue to the blue yarn.  I believe I would have stuck with the color blue for the raindrops. You closed the lesson holding up pictures of different types of weather and had the students identify them.  You then used the P. Board to match pictures with the various words indicating types of weather.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of activating prior learning.  You asked students to explain strategies they could use for multiplication.  Lesson had direct instruction and independent student work time.  Small groups incorporated independent practice, technology, guided instruction.  Students transitioned to groups quickly.  You had behavior and work expectations for class posted on smart board. Directions for group work were posted. No standardsposted or mentioned.  No tie to real world--why should they learn to multiply?  Ask more open ended questions You started off asking for explanations of strategies-take it throughout the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great lesson!  Great energy and knowledge of subject!  I loved how you had dressed in idioms!  Your anchor chart was good but pictures were small for students across the room to see.  Great examples and you were so right when you said it would "excite" their writing. Students seemed to enjoy the lesson. ***You need to use more technology!

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened lesson with the EQ and explained how it comes from the standard for the lessom.  Reviewed prior knowledge.  You incorporated lots of wuestions into your lesson.  You tied it to the real world hnd had students give examples.  You had a hans on activity for students to see the water cycle in action.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge when you asked the students if they knew what an opinion piece of writing was. You asked them what they remembered about opinion pieces. You reminded students how to organize an opinion piece when you shared the "Oreo" anchor chart. You reviewed that each letter of the word Oreo represents a part of the opinion piece of writing. They have written several opinion pieces and this served as a very supportive reminder. Next, you asked the students how a duck and rabbit are similar and when the students had very little to respond, you pointed out that they aren't too similar at all. You then asked a student to act out how a rabbit acts and another to act out how a duck acts. You then connected this to the fact the students would be writing an opinion piece about a rabbit or a duck. You showed the cover of the picture book, Duck! Rabbit! Depending on ones' point of view, the picture could be interpreted either way. You had the students vote on which one they thought it was. After playing a video reading of the book, you asked the students to vote again. You asked if they were wrong it they thought it was a duck or a rabbit. You pointed out they were not wrong either way, because it is their opinion and opinions cannot be right or wrong. You then gave the students a T-Chart G.O.. You played the video again and students wrote notes recording reasons for their thinking the animal was a duck or a rabbit. You filled out the T-Chart as a class which gave the students excellent support their final decision....duck or rabbit. You gave the students another G.O. to help them organize their thoughts regarding which animal they thought the picture represented. They were to choose either duck OR rabbit and give reasons, from the T-Chart, supporting their opinion. You stressed there was no right or wrong answer because this was their own opinion. Great use of differentiation as you had the CT and support personnel work with different small groups as they were writing. The scaffolding in this lesson was outstanding. You supported them by giving them every step they needed in order to write their own opinion piece. The book choice was perfect for this type of writing and this age group! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used a variety of strategies to meet the different needs of your students. You drew a rectangle on the Promethean Board and divided it in half. You had volunteers tell you how many dots to draw in each half. You remnded the students what the plus sign means. You wrote a number sentence to represent the dots in the two halves of the rectangle. When adding you had the students start with the larger of the two numbers in the equation and "count on" in order to arrive at the sum. Before moving to the next portion of the lesson you made sure the students understood what the word model means. You modeled how to use M&Ms and a graham cracker to represent an addition problem. You had the students grouped, according to ability, and had them working with the 3 other teachers in the class as well as having a group of your own. Excellent differentiation. Your group, the higher functioning group, were given one bag of M&Ms to practice making models and writing number sentences. You then gave them a second bag of M&Ms You had your group predict how having a second bag of candies would impact their problems! Perfect higher-order-thinking question! They were able to tell you their problems would have bigger numbers with greater sums. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Loved the picture that you opened your lesson with.  Great thinking for your students as they paired with a partner to talk about what they see.  Brought about great questioning on Ponce de Leon and his contributions and obstacles.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You began your lesson with the Weekly Language Review (a warm up each day). Great job of explaining centers/lit circle reading.  So glad you incorporated 2 Valentine learning games in your rotation.  The transitions were very organized.  There was no problem as they rotated.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You opened your lesson with a question review game. Using the small ball to toss as you asked the question was something these boys could relate to. They loved it. The Power Point was on target helping them understand past, present and future tense verbs. Loved the Think, Pair, Share idea. Changes things up! * One suggestion I have is this....as you go through the Power Point and Think, Pair, Share, give examples of other ways of using that same verb. For example, The brown rabbit disappears against the pile of leaves". After discussed that this is present tense, show how it would be in past tense. And future. "The brown rabbit disappearred". And "The brown rabbit will dissappear." This just reinforces how we use verbs in different speaking. The more they hear it, the better! Good, positive comments given to your students!  You made your students feel smart even if they missed a question. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good discussion with students.  Good varietyof materials to introduce the topic.  Kahoot was a great way to check on what they had learned.  Class is very active and talkative.  Try and think of ways that possibly don't add to the distraction from your teaching. Be careful saying "Guys" all the time.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Work on an opening that sparks the interest of the students. Student corrected you - feet vs square feet - but you didn't change it on the board? Why not? Don't be afraid to 'back up' to seek prior knowledge when the lesson is not going well (the students are struggiling to comprehend. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened the lesson by giving students quotes to look over and discuss.  Students quickly came to the conclusion that they were talking about Abraham Lincoln.  You had students write facts they knew to begin a KWL chart.  Students then read text for more info.  Had a video.  This lesson was heavy on student participation-reading, writing, note taking, research. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.  This group was able to do more discussing and explaining.  Most questions were recall questions. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened with activating prior knowledge. Had centers for students to work on. You planned for students and their different work pace and provided appropriate activities to keep all students engaged. Centers were varied but all reenforced the standard. You monitored the students as they worked. Transitions were smooth between centers. Closed the lesson with slide show of some of the regions of Ga. and had students discuss plants and animals found in the region.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		I liked how you did an "opening" then stated the standard they were going to work on.  KWL graphic organizer always good.  Also allows them to look for answers to  What they want to learn as you introduce new materials.  You repeated students' answers which lets them know how important they are.  Loved that they got to make their own fossils and write a story about them!!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a picture of a ruler on the powerpoint. The teacher asked different questions about the ruler. The students did a great job sharing what they knew about the ruler. The teacher had a read alound for the students-The Great Graph Contest. The teacher had a student read the definition to read the definition of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to involve the students more in hands-on activities using the rulers. GROW-The students needed to be drawing the lineplots on a whiteboard, notebook paper, etc... as the teacher taught the lesson. GROW-After sharing two different line plots, the teacher needed to let the students create their own line plot graphs. Good-The teacher called on different students to identify the five parts of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure all of the students have pencils before starting the lesson. There was too much moving for the pencils which could have been prevented. The teacher had the students measure how long the pencil measures in inches. GROW-The teacher needed to have a discussion about centimeters and inches before letting the students measure the pencil in inches. The teacher called on different students to tell her how long the pencil measured. The teacher recorded the information on the powerpoint. GROW-TO speed up the lesson, the teacher needed to ask how many students had a pencil that measure 6 1/2, 7, etc... The teacher was collecting the data to create a ine plot. Good- The teacher asked the students to include the five parts of the line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions instead of everyone answering at one time. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students create the line plot at their desks with the information provided. The teacher had the students measure their thumbs in inches. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Power point was detailed and did a great job proving information for the Guided Notes instructional activity. You did a good job teaching a lesson with so many additional adults in the room. (EIP teacher, Hearing Impaired, etc.) Having the students follow an oral command (put your hand on your head, etc) was a neat way to see if the students were ready to move on. Using higher level questioning assisted in having the students think beyond the basic facts. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When I arrived, you were working division problems with the students. You having the students explain what to do next in each part of the problem. Since this was a lesson regarding what to do with remainders in word problems, you discussed what should be done with the remainder after each word problem was solved. You led the students to understanding logic and reason  should be used in deciding what to do with each remainder. You presented a word problem about Mrs. Lewis and began by asking the students "what they already knew" after just reading the problem. Excellent example of how students begin to solve word problems! As the division problems were determined from reading the word problems, you had the students name, as you listed, the multiples of the divisor.  This strategy was outstanding support for students to actually do the division.  They didn' t have to count on fingers ect.  What an terrific visual strategy! During the solving of problems, you would stop and have the students explain why they were not finished solving the problem This supported their understanding of when a problem IS actually finished. You differentiated using a QR Code activity.  You modeled an example for the class, showing them how to scan the QR code in order to have their problem show up on their ipads. The students worked with a partner, based on ability, because the problems on their cube were designed for their level.   You had Mrs. Lewis work with a group of students having trouble with the basics of division. Wonderful ways to differentiate your lesson! In closing, you had the students complete a ticket out the door. They were to solve a division word problem, displayed on the P.Board, and interpret the remainder on a sticky note. They were instructed to put their sticky note on the TOD board in the classroom.  Exceelent was to assess the students' learning.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You began the lesson asking students to name as many pronouns as they could.  You used a "squishy ball" that was thrown from one student to another. The person with the ball had permission to tell their pronoun.  Amazing how well this worked. No one, except the person with the ball, was talking! You shared a "Flocabulary" video that explained 1st, 2nd, and 3rd points of view.  The video had examples and required the students to make decisions regarding what point of view the example was demonstrating.  You asked the student to explain why they had chosen a particular point of view as their answer.  Great higher order thinking question.   You asked the students if the narrator was inside or outside the sentence which was an excellent tool to help students determine pt. of view. You then asked the students what tool they have used in the past in order to compare and contrast two things.  You used this G. O., the Venn Diagram, in order to help the students understand the differences between first and third person.  The graphic organizer highlighted the pronouns that are associated with each point of view. This helped link the new content to prior knowledge. You demonstrated how to use the "fortune teller" manipulative. This gave the students a fun, interactive way to further practice first and third person points of view.  The students worked with partners and competed against each other.  Love that these were self-checking, therefore no arguing between students. Such a clever, engaging way for the students to practice the skill!!! .

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You used a variety of strategies - inquiry, manipulatives, student directed. Think about the questions you want to ask. Open ended questions you will not know the answer to - like you asked What can the wind do? You don't know what the children will answer. Asking Is the wind good? You are limiting what they can think about. It comes with practice. You provided feedback and re-inforced the children's answers and questions. You asked more than one child to repeat for everyone what they said. A good strategy. I felt the book was a little long for this age group. You can always shorten a book and not read all of it at one setting. The movement break was great planning. Attaching the streamers took a while but you asked children to tell wind stories while you did that. Good use of time. Remember to give wait time to the stduents before you answer the questions you ask. Again it comes with practice. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good "discovery" lesson.  Might have been better if you had done one todether to get them to understand what type of information, especially in wording, that you wanted them to "discover".  You had good examples of each type of fossil but instead of at the end, that was something you needed to introduce at the beginning with pictures:  mold, caste, true form, and trace.  A little too much down time in between different activities (fossils).

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great lesson on force.  Song, power point, and having the students "show" with you definitely gave them information.  Liked that you told them they could write the definitions in their own language or if they needed to, they could copy what you had on the power point.  Interesting variety of "reading aloud".   They definitely had to pay attention.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great review lesson getting them ready for the test.  Great energy throughout the lesson.  Students understood exactly what they were to do and worked well independently.  Loved the karaoke practice especially saying cumulonimbus.  Good transitions between activities because you have students ready at the beginning for everything coming at them during the lesson.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good small group activity.  REviewed sight words that they were going to use to fill in the blanks first.  Helped students as needed read and insert correct word.  Good questioning especially after a student read a sentence with an incorrect word "Does that sound right?"  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You started with asking about previous knowledge to do with adjectives.  Good use of a mneumonic to remember the correct order of placing numerous adjectives together in a sentence...Nathan Oliver Smith ate six chocolate Oreos Mom packed.  Good video to reinforce the objective.  Different activities kept the students "in" the lesson.  I liked how you kept reminding them about how a sentence "sounds"...not sure they totally understood but good repetition of correct wording.  You should have had them get their ELA notebooks before you go into the lesson.  It was disruptive after starting the lesson.  Good energy throughout the lesson. During transitions don't be sooooo chatty with the students...you are the teacher...not the friend.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It took a long time for you to get this lesson going.  The text in the book that was projected was really too small and was difficult for the students to read.  Next time make a slide of the material so it is larger.  Some of your examples of  a suffix were hard for your students understand.  You sent 5 students to the board to write words nd there wasn't room for more than two.  The teacher stepped in  to help the situation--be aware of space issues.  I did not see the activity with spiders due to time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Your lesson had a very good balance of instruction with student participation.  You included guided practice and independent practice.  You tied the lesson with previous learning. When students disagreed on the meaning of a word-you called a class discussion and talked it through allowing students to explain their thinking. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		I am amazed at your confidence and poise as a Block 1 student.  You were in control and the students were right with you during the entire lesson.  You use lots of positive reinforcement - thanking students for raising their hands, for participation.  You were well prepared with all materials ready for your use.  I saw your differentiation in use in your lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a small Reading group to learn about text illustrations in the story. GROW-The students need to be very involved in the lesson throughout the lesson. GROW-The students needed to be redirected during the lesson. The teacher used different real life situations to teach the Reading lesson. The teacher had different pictures for the students to analyze the different text illustrations. GROW-The teacher needed a picture for each student. The teacher had written out different texts that went along with the pictures. The teacher reviewed the different passages trying to match the passages up to the pictures. The teacher read the different passages to the students. The teacher asked the students different questions about the pictures.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked the students good questions about the flat and 3-D shapes. GROW-The teacher does not need to hold the lesson plan while teaching. The teacher should know the subject matter without the lesson plan. The teacher held a shape and asked the students questions about the shapes. The teacher did a good job involving the students during the lesson by asking questions about the different shapes. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to talk to the students about the subject matter. The teacher discussed the worksheet with the students. The teacher had the students count the sides of the different figures. The teacher used a crayon box as a three dimensional figure. Great idea using something that is familiar with the students. The teacher passed out sticky notes to the students. The teacher had them write different descriptions about their shape. The student will read their descriptions and the students will try to guess what shape the student has described. Great idea-The game with the sticky notes was a great way to have the students involved in the lesson. The teacher explained the activity that would be using marshmallows and pretzel sticks. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their shape using the sticky note descriptions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Opening activity set the mood for the lesson. It would have beneficial for you to have the instructions for the balloon activity posted on the board so that they are visible throughout the lesson. Before moving on to the activity, it might help to write some of the student predictions on the board. Oldy but Goldy video was very appropriate for this lesson Great activity! Spend more time with the basic components of the lesson/activity. (ex. look at the air filled balloons, size of the straws, etc.) In order to make the lesson more real-life for the students, list and/or show pictures of the various terms that you are introducing. (ex. incline plane - playground slide, or a picture of a ramp located at school, etc)

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged the students with the video about maps. Powerpoint included a map of Zoo Atlanta-students will be going on a filed trip here-made the lesson connect to real life experiences. Map activity allowed students practice following directions and moving on a map. Your directions incorporated their sight words. Quick lesson close asking students about the lesson.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with a fossil for students to look at and touch.  this engaged the students and had them ready to discuss fossils.  You explained the activities at the 4 stations.  You projected rules for the stations but they were too small for students to see.  You monitored the groups as they worked independently.  You did ask questions of the groups.  The groups were well planned and all materials were aqvailable so students could get to work.  At some stations they did not read the directions first and were just doing as they thought they should.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You gave the students something to begin to connect with when you showed the video reviewing what it means to add and subtract. You stopped the video a couple of times in order to assess your students understanding. After the video you asked someone to volunteer, using their own words. explaining what it means to add and subtract. You reminded the students to always look at the signs because the plus and minus have different meanings. You had the students transition to the rug and not a moment of instructional time was lost. Excellently done! You had made a fact family "Play House" anchor chart and used it to introduce and model fact families. The anchor chart was used to introduce two different strategies for solving and understanding fact families. You scaffolded the students through constructing the fact family for the 3 numbers you had given them by giving the first addition and subtraction problem and then having them provide the second ones. You pointed out that the same 3 numbers given were the only numbers used in order to complete the fact family. The lesson led very naturally to a discussion of the communtative property of addition. As your second strategy, you used blocks to demonstrate how to complete a fact family. Students transitioned back to their desks and were given a handout to practice fact families. You used the ELMO to demonstrate/model for the class how they would be completing the fact families. This is such great support for your students. You were careful to point out when looking at the three numbers, the largest number would go in the last box for the addition problems and it would go in the first box in a subtraction problem. You then had the students practice the second strategy using the blocks. The lesson closing was not observed because I had to go to another observation.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You opened the lesson reading the book Parts.  The students were engaged and clearly enjoying the book. You have a very expressive, animated "read aloud voice."   The story talks about different body parts.  After reading the book, you asked the students what the main character was worried about. You reviewed the steps of writing an opinion piece of writing. You had  the students read the I can statements after you.  You shared a slide "The Best Part of Me"  Before asking the students to decide what they thought was their own best feature, perhaps you could have told them about what you feel is your best feature.  Then ask them to close their eyes and "think" a minute about their favorite body part.  When you share personal things with your students you make connections with them, as well as modeling for them. Sharing appropriate things about yourself makes you more "real" to your students. You then shared a slide this a frame for the topic sentence. You went on to explain different ways they could write their own topic sentence.using their favorite body part.   You explained what they were writing was the rough draft and that it was okay to make mistakes. You reminded them what a rough draft is. You explained they would have to back up their opinions with reasons. You moved to the next slide and asked students to add to the key vocabulary bank words they may need for writing their two reasons.  The students were given time to write the two sentences backing up their opinion. You then moved to the closing of the opinion piece. You had a sentence frame to guide students in the writing of their final sentence. Great support!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Very good job introducing and stating the focus for the lesson. Powerpoint was well constructed and the pictures enhanced the lesson. The information was well presented and definitely aided in the learning process. Written instructions for the activity would have clarified your expectations. Also written directions for clean up time. Remind the students that we use math tools in other classes - not just math. (bar graphs) Acitivity was one of the best that I've seen in a while. It gave the students an opportuity to better understand the eating habits of the different birds that you introduced in the lesson.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Great lesson.  The groups of students really enjoyed making circuits and wanted to show them off!!  Good start with going over prior knowledge about kinds of circuits and good examples that they could remember.  During "Brain Pop" you stopped it to ask questions and clarify answers.  Worksheet information was gone through as a group.  You walked around to monitor and help groups as needed.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a read aloud. The teacher instructed the students to point up or down when they hear the words up and down in the read aloud. The teacher presented a powerpoint about Up, Down, and Around. The teacher had the students illustrated the different position words during the youtube of the book. The teacher did a good job of dismissing the students to their seats by hair color and the color of their shirt. The teacher had the students come up to the powerpoint to select the correct answer for the different questions. The teacher had a good song about the different parts of the plant. The teacher explained to the students about the worksheet they would complete for the different parts of the plant. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Opened with standard and review of previous learning.  Loved that the pictures you used were of common items in the student's environment and you also had concrete 3D shapes for students to refer to if needed.  Kept students engaged by having them signal "thumbs up" if they agreed with the student answering the question. Allowed students to construct their own 3D shapes with marshmallows and toothpicks.  Students were excited and engaged in the activity.  You monitored the room well. Activity was followed by students writing about the attributes of the shape they created. Lesson continued.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students pull out the journals as reference for the volume. Great idea-to use a resource such as the journal that the students have created. The teacher shared a VOLUME powerpoint with the students. The teacher asked good questions about the powerpoint when the powerpoint was completed. The teacher did several examples to find volume using the correct formula. After several examples, the teacher had the students complete a problem at their seats. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room to make sure the students were completing the problems correctly. Good job-having students go to the powerpoint and complete the problem. The teacher began explaining the project to the students. The teacher explained where the students would go for their groups. Good job-The teacher had the students already established before the lesson began. The directions were at each group. The teacher read the directions to the students. The teacher had an example that she presented to the students before letting them begin on their small group work. The teacher did a good job of discussing the progress of the cereal box with each group as they worked.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. More Instructional time needed before moving to group work. Since this is a new topic for the students, I would suggest that you read a passage together (from the PB) and select/underline/highlight the textual evidence as you go. When introducing a new concept, it is imperative that you hit all student learning levels initially! This is a good time to use authentic real-life examples.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		*The college supervisor did not receive the lesson plan until the morning of the lesson. *The teacher did not receive a lesson plan for the lesson after she entered the room for the observation. The teacher began the lesson with the video Schoolhouse Rock about verbs. The teacher had a powerpoint about the verbs. *The teacher read the powerpoint for the lesson. The teacher asked the students questions about the different tenses of the verbs. *The teacher read the entire powerpoint for the lesson. *The teacher needed to teach the lesson without reading the powerpoint. *The teacher did a lot of talking without letting the students participate in the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the sentences on the powerpoint. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the lesson. The teacher issued different sheets of paper with root words and endings written on the papers. The students were instructed to go to the rug with their papers. The teacher had the students show the class their papers. The teacher selected the endings and let the students holding the root words match up with the correct ending. The teacher read a sentence and let the students walk to the correct ending The teacher directed the students to complete a writing assignment. The teacher used the overhead to explain the worksheet. The teacher involved the students in doing some examples for the worksheet before letting them begin.

		Green		Megan		917463432		1. YEA - Timer!!! This allows/encourages students to pace themselves. 2. Great job demonstrating how the answer was computed. (Minutes/Seconds chart - you showed the multiplication equation - 16x60 =960) 3. When a student gets the problem wrong, ask them to come show you how they worked the problem. 4. Yea for using the Judy Clock to show how the time line is similarly constructed. (when you ask is everyone following - have them give you a thumbs up) 5. When you ask a question, give the students time to answer before giving them the answer (ex. How many hours in a day? How many times do we have to go around the clock to make a full day?) Also make sure that all students are focused on you. (Eyes on me!) 6. Good job disecting (with your comments & actions) the problem on the board. Slow down a little so that your slower students have time to process what you are saying! 7. Bring in some real-life experiences to make the problems more relatable! (The prinicpal stated earlier that due to testing, the 3rd grade would only have 900 seconds of recess instead of 1200 seconds. How many minutes of recess does the 3rd grade have today? How much less time that usual?)

		Green		Quantia		917413808		As you opened and told them what you were talking about today, I would have loved to have heard the question "What do I mean by "events leading up to WWII"? This creates good thinking! As you were having students read off the Power Point, you have to ask questions. Not just "Who is Hitler?" *You have to be very familiar with the material so you can know what to ask. Remember you are continually going back to the Standard (which was explaining the reasons for America's involvement on WWII) You asked them if they had any questions before you went on. Several raised their hand. You never answered any. You asked "What are sovellians?" They answered " people". People? The brochure activity was good. If they were copying from their previous notes, it can't be an assesment. Closing should recap the I Can Statements. Summary of your lesson is very important.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Liked your chart "Theme vs Main Idea"...students do confuse the two.  Good video that not only stressed theme but was about bullying.  Might have pause video to stress important points.  Activity stress fining the theme in fables.  After the group read to class...might have had class come up with theme then have the group explain what they came up with.  This would give them a little more practice with finding theme.  Good discussions with students.  After giving directions don't say "OK?".  Are you giving them a choice to do it or not to do it?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Great job monitoring student progress and keeping students actively involved in the lesson! Your beginning activity quickly hooked the students into the learning mode - especially since it was an early morning class. You were very encouraging yet consistent with you classroom management. Excellent use of the Promethean Board - great visuals! Love the great visuals to enhance the lesson. When presenting (reading) a book to the class, check to see if it is online or use a document camera so that it can be presented on the PB. You can still use the actual book to read. Also, make sure to introduce the author and the illustrator

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Relative pronouns is not an easy topic.  You did a great job.  Good repetition during the lesson of the relative pronouns and when to use them.  I liked the way you incorporated in your power point a time for the students to come up and manipulate the relative pronouns.  Good transition to the task card activity.  The students did a good job of going around the room and answering the item on the task card without a lot of talking or confusion.  They enjoyed giving you their answers for all activities.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher shared a Brain Pop about character. The teacher asked good questions about the Brain Pop after it ended. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning describing the definition of characters. The teacher has great voice quality while reading the read aloud story to the students. The teacher asked great questions after the read aloud. The teacher issued the worksheet to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet before handing it out. GROW-The teacher needed to be more organized with the pencils and clipboards. The teacher did a good job asking the students if they had words they needed to spell.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good introductory lesson.  Students had some confusion about Genotype and Phenotype.  When doing the Punnett Square you could have referred to the "Area Model" in math.  They all should be familiar with that.  You gave good varied examples using the Punnett Square...puppy spots, eye color, baby bird color... Worksheet activity - you might have done the first one with them.  You do the "modeling".

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Loved your "real life" connection to what the main idea means. Questioning was spot on today. Awesome how you connected questions to the book and why or why not their supportiing details were important or not. Even though you were teaching a small group, make sure you summarize and recap the learning goals.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they knew about Ponce de Leon. The teacher showed a youtube about Ponce de Leon. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the powerpoint to emphasize important facts about Ponce de Leon.  The teacher asked great questions about the youtube. The students worked individually in their notebooks completing the Ponce de Leon assignment.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The choice of a short Flo-cabulary video on theme was perfect. The message in the rap supported student learning and was exactly on point. As the opening moved into the main part of the lesson, the intern had the complete attention of the students in the room and was able to build on the opening.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit  prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters. -

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Opened lesson with review of previous learning. Incorporated technology into the lesson. There was a good mix of instructional time with student participation. Lots of questions to assess student understanding of the lesson. Students worked on their own map of the regions of Georgia. Students were excited to play the review game with the ball toss. As the game continued, you lost the attention of the students who had a turn. You recognized this and wrapped up the game.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Overall a good lesson.  I like you using a "class agenda" so that the students will know exactly what they are going to do during the class.  Used a variety of ways to show synonyms and antonyms.  Good student feedback.  You encouraged them by saying "You all are being thesauruses!"  Hope I spelled that right.  Students worked well throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Try opening with something that grabs their attention. Maybe a question on the Prom Board to get their mind thinking! Good questioning about reduce and simplify. When you ask vocabulary words, try to use words they know to help them. Like simplify means to make simple. Reduce means to make smaller. Ex. when someone tries to lose weight. Help create meaning for your students by things they already know. The "cake walk" was a good idea, but as you saw, it wasn't as effecient as you hoped.  It's ok!  That's how we learn as teachers!  We change things or adapt because something didn't work or we need it to work better.  

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a passage about Education with the students. THe teacher read the article aloud to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure the students are following along with their finger as she reads aloud. The teacher instructed the students to select their red, orange, green and blue crayon for the activity. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to have the crayons organized before beginning her lesson to speed the lesson up. The teacher had a powerpoint with the Author's Point. The teacher explained how the students would complete the worksheet with a partner. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions to prevent a lot of questions during the completion of the assigment.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video-Introduction to Standard Measurement for Kids: Measuring Length in Inches The teacher shared the sheet with the students before they completed it. The teacher called on different students to give answers for the problems on the Meausrement Scavenger Hunt sheet. The teacher used her thumb for her example on how to complete the worksheet. The teacher passed out rulers to different students to complete the worksheet. *The teacher needed more delivery about the inches and centimeter measurements. *The teacher needed to divide the students up into groups before the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students during the measurement scavenger hunt.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You activated the lesson with a very engaging video demonstrating how to multiply/divide powers of 10. Try giving them something to look for as they watch a video. Helps to hold students accountable for their learning as they watch. I would suggest questioning the students after the video. This sends the message the video was important and part of the instruction of the standard.  It will allow you to assess that they took away from watching it. You worked/modeled problems using powers of 10 and then you asked them if they saw a pattern. You had someone explain the pattern. Great H.O.T. questioning! You scaffolded your students learning with all of the problems done together/aloud. You had volunteers go to the board, work a problem, and then explain. The students clearly enjoyed this. The chart was a little difficult for some of the students, but for most having difficulty it was because they were not paying attention during your directions and modeling of what they were to do independently.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You planned math stations for your class today. At the beginning of the lesson you explained what the students would be doing at each of the stations. Materials were ready at each station. The groups were planned in order to give necessary support for all students. You planned for advanced expectations for your advanced math students. In the station you were conducting, you put up a slide and thoroughly discussed/asked questions to ensure the students understood the concept of analyzing and creating a line plot. Some of the students in your group were struggling and you used probing questions in order to lead them to understand the example you had provided. This was great scaffolding for your students. You then presented the students with beakers that contained different amounts of water.  You had the students determine the amount of water in each beaker with your guidance. The students were to record this information on the G.O. You then allowed the students to work independently or with each other to determine and record the amounts of water in the rest of the beakers.  I would suggest numbering the beakers so the information gathered by the students would be consistent and easier for you to check. You checked progress in other stations and then returned to your group and checked the students' responses. You then directed the students to use  the data gathered and construct a line plot. You modeled how this was to be done. Your questioning throughout the lesson was very supportive and it allowed you to know if the students understood.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You asked good questions. Remember to ask open ended questions - ones you don't know the answers to. Allow wait time for little brains to process info and formulate a response. You handled several off task behaviors well. Think about placement of students at the table. You could have relocated the two childern nearest you to the other side for better viewing of the book. The children's responded well to the book since it was the second reading. They were very engaged during the reading. You gave very good face to face attention to the students. When a student uses incorrect English/grammar, remember to re-state it correctly (without saying "You made a mistake"). Simply repeating, Mice and Elephants , instead of Mouses and Elephants. I was surprised by how well the students completed the paper/marker activity. They caught the concept and were able to match the poop with the animal. This activity might not have been appropriate for some 4/5 year olds.  

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with standard and I Can statement and a quick review of prior learning.  Had 2D shapes for students to describe and name.  Read a book on Monsters before students moved into activity.  Activity was to create their own monster by following a glyph. Directions in glyph were complicated.  You may want to look at final product and modify directions if they proved too difficult. Lesson continues.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the essential questions for the lesson. The teacher had a great discussion abour previous knowledge. The teacher did a good job of delivering the vocabulary for the lesson. The teacher had one student hold a flashlight while another student had tissue paper. The teacher illustrated to the class about translucent, transparent, and opaque. The teacher did a great job of engaging the students throughout the lesson. The Science lesson was very hands-on and very engaging. Great powerpoint with the groups already established! Great organization for the groups before the lesson begins. The teacher instructed the students they would be completing an activity that would have three windows that would have translucent, transparent and opaque. The teacher had a great example of how to complete the activity. The teacher had great instructions for the activity. A rubric was issued for each partner group.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You introduced the vocabulary for the lesson: oviparous and mammal. You began the Lesson reading the book  "Chickens Aren't the Only Ones" , which was a book about oviparous animals. The students were sitting on the rug as you read the book. You had a basket of plastic Easter eggs and allowed each student to pick one. Inside the egg was the name of an animal. The students were to decide if the animal was oviparous or a mammal. A review of what a mammal is would have given them more information with which to make their decision. You called on one student at a time to place the name of their animal on the board under the heading of oviparous or mammal.  Ask students "why" they think their animal goes where they decided it would. You then dismissed the students back to their tables.  Try asking them to move without talking. This cuts down on lost instructional time when you don't have to regain their attention. You gave each student a handout with a cracked open egg. The students were directed to cut them out.  When the students were finished cutting out the eggs you gave them a piece of construction paper.  You had a model for them to see.  You gave one model to a lower functioning group. Putting one on the board for the rest to see would have helped all to understand what they were to do.  Students were directed to draw an oviparous animal coming out of the egg.  You reminded students of some of the animals taped to the board under the heading oviparous.  Some pictures would have been helpful as well...perhaps on an anchor chart. I did not observe the closing of the lesson, because I had another observation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		*Loved that you had an Agenda up. You clearly gave the directions of what they would be doing today. *You started their day with the QR code activity for their lab quest. This was such a cool activity using tecnology. *So impressed with your Power point. Wow! Very creative and colorful. Good job with delivery of content. *The video was very good but talk about it afterward. Just for a minute....give it some purpose. Ask questions about it. SCOOT was a good practice activity. Your closure was great.  You summed up with talking about the EQs.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your opening was good by asking them three thinking questions about eating at fast food restaurants. This is something they can relate to because they all eat at these places. Good job with questioning as you went over vocabulary. Go deeper in talking about each word. For example, economics. Talk about our economy and how it takes people, money, services, goods, etc. to make the economy work. Great question when you asked "how does a service help the economy?" You spent a lot of time asking questions, discussing each thing. The video was a good one to show how it takes persistance. I could tell that wasn't your original video, but you carried right on to help them understand. *I felt like the stations could have been explained a little more in depth. This will be helpful for you if they are certain of what to do. Stations were very creative.  You did a nice job of choosing various practice stations.  Great job at closing / summary

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		You went over some information from the previous day when they learned about Vertebrate and Invertebrates.  Brain Pop video was good for information about Vertebrates which was the lesson for the day.  Activity with pipe cleaner and fruit loops to create a spine was very creative,  The students put them together in different ways and then had to answer questions about them on their lab sheet.  You walked around and helped as needed.  Good prompting to help them answer questions. Be careful using the word "Guys" too often to address the class.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher posted a passage which the students would find capitalization and punctuation errors. The teacher had great student participation with the students.  The students were able to go to the powerpoint and highlight the words that needed to be corrected. The teacher did a great job of reviewing the corrections with the students. The teacher had each table's captain issue chromebooks for each table.   The students were instructed to pull up their narrative writing.  

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with a poster of the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read the book-Very Hungry Caterpillar.  Had students discuss the stages of the life cycle.  Students made a book about the 4 stages using pasta. There was some frustration because the pasta fell off as they changed pages-make individual pages and let each dry before assembling. When there are words-on the pages of their book-allow them to try to read them-instead of telling them. For closing-let the students tell what they have learned.  The video was cute and might have been useful at the beginning of the lesson as an attention getter.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Behavior on carpet during color was a little crazy. Think about another way to achieve that goal.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson by asking the student to read the powerpoint-Can you help me balance? The teacher had cups with a scale. The teacher selected different students to choose different cups to balance. The cups have different words that about the different branches of government. Excellent opening for a Social Studies lesson centering about The Three Branckes of Government. The teacher shared the different cups with the students at their seats. The teacher continued to ask questions about how the cups could be balanced. The teacher reviewed the Three Branches of Government-In Case You Missed It! After reviewing the standard and essential question, the teacher reviewed the powerpoint using a balance scale as a resource to teach about the different branches of government having the same weight. Awesome correlation for the students to observe. The teacher has excellent ways of relating the Social Studies material to concepts the students can understand. The teacher issued all of the students paper bags with the tree that would contain the Three Branches of Government. The teacher had created a tree with Three branches for the Three Branches of Government. As the students read the passage, the students would put the different checked laminated words on the correct place on the tree which contained the three different branches of Government. The teacher closed the lesson by sharing a Flocabuary song about the Three Branches of Government. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson to explain AREA. The teacher had a poster centered around AREA. The teacher asked the students different questions about the AREA poster. The teacher had a poweproint with different questions centered around perimeter. The teacher instructed the students to write their answers to the questions on the notebook paper at their seats. When the students answered the question incorrectly, the teacher did a good job of calling on another student to explain the correct answer. GROW-If you have an error on your powerpoint, correct it before the lesson. The powerpoint should have 15 ft and 9 ft instead of 12 ft and 7 ft. The teacher does a good job of engaging the students by calling on different students to answer the questions. GROW-The teacher needed to include creative ways to illustrate the area and perimeter subject matter for the lesson. GROW-The lesson only had problems on a powerpoint and the students complete the problems. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom as the students worked out their problems at their seats. The teacher had no idea who completed the problems correctly and who did not complete the problems correctly. The teacher had a student come to the board to illustrate how she completed the problem correctly. The teacher asked for the students to raise their hands if they got the correct answer. The teacher passed out different problems to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to go over the problems before letting them begin. The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. GROW-The teacher needed to do one question with the students as an example. The teacher had the students create a zoo using aread and perimeter.  The students had graph paper.  The students had the area and length.  They had to discover the width of the zoo. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about characters, setting and main event. The teacher shared a Hungry Sharks video clip. The teacher did a good job of transitioning the students from the different tables to the carpet. The teacher shared a book Shark and Lobsters. The teacher used a Story Map with Setting, Characters, Beginning, Middle and End with her lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions to complete the Story Map. The teacher had a long piece of bulletin board paper.  The teacher had students draw the different parts of the beginning, middle and end on the long piece of bulletin board paper. The teacher had the students complete the story map on the long piece of paper. The teacher gave explicit directions for the completion of the S is for Shark worksheet. The teacher let the students explain the different parts of the Story Map. The teacher asked good questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher instructed the students to read what is on their desk. The teacher asked the students questions about the comic strips. The teacher shared a Flocabulary with the students about quotation marks. The teacher asked good questions about the quotation marks. The teacher had the students repeat the definition of quotation marks. The powerpoint was very instructional for the students. The teacher had a great delivery to explain when to use quotation marks. The teacher had a good discussion about dialog tags. The teacher shared a comic strip on the powerpoint. GROW-The students needed to have more interaction with the lesson. The teacher modeled how the students should find the quotation marks and dialogue. The teacher let the students think-pair-share what they think the quotation marks and dialogue are in the comic strip at their desk. After the students discussed the comic strip, the teacher let the students share what their ideas were. The teacher had a worksheet for the students. GROW- The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter while she passed out the worksheet to the students The teacher reminded the students to write their names, etc.. while passing out the worksheet. GROW- The teacher needed to give instructions to the students before letting them begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions. Good lesson!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students if they liked different candy bars. The teacher took the student's data to create a graph. The teacher had a great powerpoint that she used during her delivery. GROW-While the teacher is creating the graph on the board, the students could have been drawing the graph at their seat. The students could have used their whiteboards, notebook paper, etc... The teacher had a good discussion about tally marks and how they represent five tally marks. GLOW-The teacher called on a student to come up and draw the tally marks for the graph. GROW-While the students completed the graph on the board, the students needed something to do at their seats. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to carry on a conversation with the students about the subject matter. The teacher passed out a bag of Skittles to each student. GROW-Before passing out the Skittles worksheet, the teacher needed to explain the instructions.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher gave the students clothespins with different decimals written on the sticky notes.  The students were instructed to place the decimal sticky notes on the string in the correct order. The teacher called out the decimal sticky notes while letting the students tell her if the notes are in the correct order. The students and teacher had a great conversation about the different notes. The teacher had the students play a Scoot game. The teacher did a great job explaining the rules for the Scoot game.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The opening of the lesson engaged the students in the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint about different strategies for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students work on the problems at their desks as she explained the strategies. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a word problem with the students. The teacher discussed the problem with the students and shared with them different stategies to use while solving the problem. The teacher knows her subject matter very well. The teacher has great questions for the students to initiate the problem solving of the problems. The teacher had great participation from the students throughout the lesson. The teacher issued each student a Math Tic-Tac-Toe sheet for each student. The teacher did an excellent job of explaining the rules to the students before letting them begin to play. The students were able to select a partner for the game.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Love the CUBES strategy.   suggestion- Review this before they begin the activity.  Remind them why we use this strategy. suggestion- don't allow them to take your attention away from the task at hand.  Keep them focused on what they are to do.   suggestion- When they get finished, how can you have more word problems for them to practice?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your opening was interesting as you connected Your content and delivery was amazing. *The Standard only states that they understand what "We the people" mean so possibly more focus on what this means for the people of long ago and today. However, you tied this together as you went through the lesson. Great idea to have students rewrite the Preamble of the class. Once again, how important was it for your students to be able to give input? You related well to how all the people feel about this preamble. The closing/Ticket out Door was a good choice. Going back to your Standard, it could possibly have been a paragraph about what those first words meant.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		After video, you can't just ask if they have a better understanding of inferences now.  You have to discuss what was in the video.  You did a lot of guided practice, and not enough teaching.  Whether it's an introduction or review, you have to instruct on the skill, not just go through the activities.  1.  Open up with what inferencing means.  Allow prior knowledge and you giving them a better understanding of it.  Give some real life examples of inferencing. 2.  Move into your Standard and I Can and relate your expectations of today's lesson. 3.  Tell them you have a short video clip and to see if they can explain what is happening when it's over.  4.  After video, YOU have to lead discussion is what was going on in the video.  What was the inference?  Begin asking questions on what the police was doing.  Why did he just assume?  Begin to offer words such as guessed, assumed, thought, figured out, etc.  This video could help you  to get the message across. It was very confusing how the story (audio) was connected to what you had just been talking about.  All you have to say is "let's practice by listening to a story and trying to understand what vocabulary words mean by using our context clues.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Activated prior learning.Students doing work sheets while you took 2 students to make a "human" clock. Some students finished quickly and didn't work independently with the math games. There was la good bit of wasted instructional time as students sat and talked instead of working. Next lesson, I would like to see you teach content to the class.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Game of charades engaged students and got them thinking about action verbs. Activated prior learning.  Had students define action verb.  Students were to draw an action hero and label it with action verbs.  Students were excited and on task.  Students had choice in follow -up activity to write a story or a commercial.  Directions for oth were geared to student ability.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Loved, loved your opening. That was such a creative and meaningful idea to have a picture up and their job was to infer what was happening. Good questioning about why we infer. Also, the video was a good choice. * Give your students more credit! Brag and rave about their smart answers. They were spot on with their answers on what they thought inference means? Kahoot is a great guided game. But as you find answers, they have to be discussed. Even if they all get answer correct, continue to have someone tell how they arrived at that answer. Let the students give you their reasons for answers instead of you always just telling the answers. On one question, 11 students got it wrong. Try and find out WHY they chose that answer. As you transition back to sests, students need to know what to do with their technology, they need a time limit. Summary? Close your lesson with your EQ or I Can Staements.  Not just "What did you learn?"  You ask the questions and see if they can answer. The BIGGEST reason we learn to inference is to help us when we are reading a book or even watching a movie.  It's "reading between the lines" 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		You began your lesson with a good definition on what classification means. There needed to be a little more review before stations began. You could have done this through stating your learning goals or I Can Statements. Stations were a good review, but as you could tell they didn't quite keep them busy enough.  Depending on your group, each station should be hands on but productive.  

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		When I entered, the lesson was in progress.  All students were engaged. Students were working in a large group format but soon transitioned to small groups.  Guided practice occurred in the small groups while other students worked independently.  Students received lots of encouragement and praise for their work and ideas.  In your group, you had students defending their answers and using the text as a resource.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You began the class period with warm up work. *Try setting a time limit. If not done, you can finish at recess. This may help with having to repeatedly say "stop talking". You did a nice job of going over the warm up. *Awesome opening with showing a power point of "Let's talk about weirddos!" Great questioning as you presented and explained the strategy through a rhyme. You asked incredible, impressive questions. Loved the elbow partners that talked about the answers first. *Your humbleness to your students that this was hard for you to understand, and you had to figure out a beter way to teach them was awesome!  *Using white boards allowed them to practice the strategy on their own. *this was an incredible sought out, planned lesson.  Good job!
 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You engaged your students by explaining how they would be using index cards to help them round decimals. The students would be using 22 index cards to prepare for this activity. Even though it took a few minutes for the students to prepare these, you did a nice job of giving directions. These cards will be very beneficial for them in the future. You presented several straegies to help them with rounding decimals. **possibly more instruction/guided practice could have been used in lesson.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a great powerpoint about using quotation marks in dialogue. *The teacher needs to let the students read the sentences. The teacher did a good job calling on the students after sharing the powerpoint information. The teacher let the students come up to the powepoint to insert the commas and quotation marks correctly in the sentences. The teacher had great additional information for the students as they completed the powerpoint sentences. The teacher issued a practice worksheet for the students after dismissing them to their seats. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the worksheet before the students began the worksheet. The teacher called up a few students to her small group for additional help with the worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge regading making inferences. You allowed table groups to discuss what they thought making inferences means and to come up with an example. You had directions for group discussion written of a slide. Wow! You had one person from each group share what they thought making inferences was and their example. You may want to randomly call on someone from each group to share rather than letting them decide who will speak. This tells the students they are all accountable for learing the information, because they do not know who you will call on. You showed a "Flocabulary" video next which gave the same information you had been discussing, but in a visual form.  This reaches those students who learn best with visuals and everyone was totally engaged. When you gave feedback, you gave specific examples of what students were doing correctly.  Knowing what to say when they are incorrect will come with practice. You shared a slide with the exact definiton you wanted the students to "go with" regarding inferencing which was "best guess". You showed pictures on the board and had students infer what was happening in each. Excellent use of visuals and this also allowed all to hear their classmates thoughts. You scaffolded the lesson to the next level when you had them read a passage from the board. You had students discuss/make inferences regarding what was going on in the passage. You had the 'have evidence" of their best guess. Outstanding! This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge when they have to explain their reasoning. You had placed inferencing cards around the room. You had the students move to each card and write on their papers what they inferred by looking at the picture. Such an engaging way to have them practice this skill, as they got to get up and move around!  All were on task and following your directions! You had the students complete the assessment worksheet before revisiting the "I can statement". In this lesson it may not have been  crucial, but in some lessons it is better to go back to the EQ or I can statement before the assessment. If they are just learning a skill or new information this will be supportive of the students understanding. How was differentiation carried out in the completion of the assessment?  Do these students already know about their modifications?  If not, you can always look for different reading levels for the same skill on the website readworks. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson reviewing the stages of writing.  Excellent reminder of the steps for any peice of writing. You drew a T-Chart on the board and reminded the students of the passages read regarding school lunches the previous day.  The students were to reflect on whether they thought school lunches should be healthier or not, as they were going to write an opinion piece. You asked the students to vote, by a show of hands, whether lunches should/should not be heathier.  You then gave each of the students a sticky note and asked them to write should  OR should not at the top, depending on their opinion.  You asked the students to think about reasons to back up/support their position. Students wrote, on their sticky notes, what stance they were taking and a reason to support their position.  The sticky notes were then placed, by the students, on the  T-Chart . I would suggest, rather than having the entire class come to the board at once, having boys or girls come at one time.  Less confusion and liklihood for getting off task. You then gave the students a planning page (G.O.)  You guided the students through the beginning of the planning page. You stressed the importance of of giving reasons to support their position regarding school lunches. You gave the students excellent support, as you scaffolded their learning with the packet of articles, G.O.s, and planning guides for their piece of opinion writing.  It really broke down the steps for how to write an opinion piece. You led a discussion regarding the topic sentence.  You clarified that they should include the student's position regarding school lunches. You also reminded students when reasons would be added to the planning page.. You set the timer for 15 minutes and allowed the students to work independently on their planning pages.  The second 15 minutes they were allowed to work with a partner who had the same opinion. I did not observe the lesson closing as I had to leave the room. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Students had some confusion about what they were to do in groups.  You pulled struggling learners to your group at the table. Your group had difficulty with what you wanted them to do.  They were not paying attention as parts of the book were being read.  Might have them put their finger on the reading and follow along.  That way you can monitor if they are at least keeping up with the reading.  Also, you wanted them to write down important information.  Again, it is more difficult for struggling students to do a lot of writing.  You probably should have given them a handout with important words in sentences to be filled in possibly straight fom the book.   When you say a number over 100 do not put an AND in it...208 is two hundred eight...NOT two hundred AND eight. Never saw you do flipbooks which was in your lesson plan??  You need more energy in your lessons.  Also you are very monotone when speaking.  Don't know how productiive this lesson was for the students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The Flocabulary video helped get them started on the lesson.   Loved your questioning after the video.  YEA! "Which is the leader of the sentence?" Transitions from desks to rug was very smooth.  Proud of you! A little more direct instruction would have been good.  The popsicle sticks were a great idea for guided practice.   Great strategy to ask one of the girls to repeat directions of game for everyone. There seemed to be a little confusion at first.  suggestion- When you are explaining compound sentences, you have to give and show examples.  As you mention two independent sentences, show them right then!  When you used the coordinated outfit as example, show the sentences to make the connection. You never showed example so it was a little confusing. Coordinating and compound are two different things.   And the word independent wasn't really ever explained.  (2 independent sentences make up a compound sentence) Good idea of closing by writing a compound sentence as a ticket out door.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your opening pictures on Prom board was a good idea.  But there has to be some discussion about them.  Possibly show the pictures and have them work in their group to compare if they have the trait or not, then go back and gegin explaining what they were doing.  That's a great segway into discussion of inherited traits.  Remember have each activity flow into the next.  The activities that you do must have instruction in each one.  This means that you have to know your material like the back of your hand.  Close/summarize your lesson at end.  Your teacher ended up doing this.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson sharing an experience you had eating pizza from Papa John's.  You told the students you thought their pizza was the very best pizza.  You then asked the students if your statement was fact or opinion.    You then asked if any students had a different opinion regarding the best pizza. You led a review of what fact and opinion means with a slide presentation on the P.B.  You made it clear facts can be proven and shared some examples of facts and how they could be proven. You worked through several statements asking if they were fact or opinion, gving your students a lot of support in understanding the difference between the two. Each student was then given a large colored (different brightly colored cards) F or O. You practiced some more examples and had students hold up the F if the statement was a fact and an O if the statement was an opinion. The students enjoyed the manipulation of the cards and this was an easy way for you to visually see who was grasping the concept. You then directed the students' attention to a slide with choices for best class pet.  You had a G.O. you shared with the class using the ELMO.  You demonstrated how to organize an opinion piece of writing by demonstrating how to fill out the G.O.  As you guided them though this process, you used excellent questioning in order to get the students to expand upon their ideas. After the G.O. you showed a slide with the various choices for gathering information about the pet they thought would make the best one for the class.  These opportunities would give the students the information needed in order to support their opinions. You set the expectations for how to use the various sources of information.  Students moved to various parts of the room to work on research. All students were engaged and excited about researching the pet they thought would be best. You and Mrs. Cook circulated throughtout the room  assessing students' understanding and giving guidance. This piece of writng is a work in progress and therefore I did not see a formal lesson closing. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson telling the students they were going to be detectives today. You clarified the meaning of the word detective and what they do. You had placed bags around the room with pictures in each bag. The students were to figure out the "main idea" of what all the pictures represented. You shared an example and demonstrated what to do as they went to each of the bags placed around the room. You thoroughly explained how to record their responses on the provided chart each student received. You set expectations for student behavior as they went around the room "solving" the mystery and finding the main idea in each bag.  Students moved beautifully from one bag to another. So impressive! You had the students transition to the rug after all students had completed recording their responses...orderly transition...no instructional time lost. You went over each bag and what the main idea of each was. You scaffolded your students to the next level  when you had them read a passage and look for the main idea and supporting details in the passage. An easier passage would have enabled the students to practice finding the main idea more easily. You went through two examples of passages. You took the second passage about thunderstorms and modeled how to make a mobile with the main idea on the cloud and the supporting details on the raindrops.  So creative and engaging!!! I did not see the lesson closing, because I had to leave for another observation. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Good review of character traits at the beginning.  STudents worked in pairs to read passage about Jackie Robinson and answer questions.  Some struggled with the passage and answering the questions.  It might have been good if you had read the pasage and talked a little about it before giving it to them.  Liked the way you had students write the good and bad traits on a graphic organizer.  Good vocabulary development.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" soooo much.  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the three "R's"-reduce, reuse and recycle. The teacher shared a Flocabulary powepoint about the three "R'". The teacher issued a sheet of paper to each student. The lesson was about pollution. The teacher was conducting an experiment about water pollution. The teacher read a story about the pollution. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions as she read the Pollution read aloud. The teacher passed out different pieces of paper with words that were contained in the read aloud. As the teacher said the word, the students would come up and pour the paper cup with the contents in the water to pollute the water. Great strategy for the students to be involved in the read aloud. The students were very in tune to the lesson waiting for the teacher to read their word. The teacher instructed the students to complete the journal entries.  The questions for the journal were posted on the powerpoint.  The teacher did a good job of instructing the students on how to answer the questions and gave good examples of good answers for the questions. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the three branches of the government. *The teacher needed to let the students read the vocabulary. The students began to read on the own! The teacher explained the worksheet with explicit instructions. *The teacher needed a little more delivery with her lesson. Even if the lesson is review, she needed to stay on the three branches of government subject matter a little longer. *The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher left the chart on the powerpoint as a resource for the activity. *The teacher needed to have an example of the finished product for the students before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher is great at giving positive remarks as they work.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Flocabulary Video was a great choice as the opening for this lesson. It was easy to follow since the dialogue was listed on the screen. I would suggest using real-life examples so the students can better relate to the lesson. Students appeared to enjoy the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You engaged students with the soccer ball. All wanted to know what they were going to get to do. The lesson allowed students to construct equations and practice multiplication with the majority of the time being independent practice. No questions were asked beyond :did everybody get that?" Students were saying yes even though the teacher found many with the wrong answer. Students who went to solve problem at the board should explain their thinking, Have the class hold up the white boards and show you their answers and work. This way you can monitor them to be sure they are working and correct. No connection to rel world. When will students use this skill.You CT was finding students not showing signs, wrong answers, and students erasing their work before it was checked. You should have seen this when you were walking the room.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You told the students they would be learning how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.  You asked the students  to raise their hand if anyone knew what you were holding up, a caterpillar puppet. You asked the students where they had seen caterpillars?  This is a great way to connect the content to their real lives. You the read "The Hungry Caterpillar". The students were all engaged and enjoying the reading of the book.  You read aloud with expression!!  You asked the students for another name for a cocoon. One of the students said chrysalis. After reading the book, you picked up the caterpillar puppet and showed how it could be changed into a beautiful butterfly.  You led a discussion about the different types of butterflies the students had seen. You pointed out that some use camouflage as a way to defend themselves from predators. You asked the students what the word camouflage meant and then helped clarify what a student said. You then dismissed the students to their groups. At all three tables you had all of  the materials ready for the students to make their own butterflies.   You held up the butterfly puppet and pointed out that both wings were exactly alike and this was an example of symmetry. Lesson closing was done while some students were finishing up their butterflies. I am not sure all students were listening as you reviewed how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The appropriate use of technology enhanced this lesson. The discussion and movement through math questions or problems is a strength for the teacher candidate. There is familiarity with the students and this is evident when students are asked to share an example or try a challenging problem. There was a subsitute teacher, but the teacher candidate was proficient and skilled at organizing the students in both academic and logistical ways.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		When leading class discussion, the intern strategically uses repetition to reinforce student learning and highlight important words, numbers, or phrases. Students sometimes join in the repetition, and it is clear they are actively learning. (See note about pitch of voice in the "classroom management section below.) During transition, the intern uses students who are team captains to gather handouts or materials that their table mates will need. This makes it move faster and preserves valuable instructional time.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great job of reviewing the 6 simple machines. This was guided instruction as students helped you explain. It was amazing to see how many students had their hand raised to answer your questions. They knew their STUFF! Good visuals and definitions were included. Great questioning. You gave them ample time to fifure out the answers. You encouraged them to think. Loved, loved your hands on activity. You used several candies/cookies for students to make 3 out of 6 simple machines... at the same time! this was incredible learning and fun. They will always remember this. You stated your expectations and gave clear directions on what they were to accomplish.  There was no confusion.  

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Loved your opening of naturally making different pitch sounds with your voice and asking them what it was as they came in to the room. You asked fabulous thinking questions as you were reviewing pitch, volume, etc. You prepared them for the video they would watch. Nice transition. Also pausing it and discussing it at certain times was good. You make your students feel so smart, You challenge them! Loved, loved the "mosquito sound" test. Your students loved this too. Glad you explained and asked what makes our hearing damaged over years. *To change things up from large group teaching,  do some "think, share, pair." or   Let them do something simple in small groups around them.  For example, if the Moby quiz was on paper, they could answer questions in groups for 5 minutes.  Then, come back as a whole to discuss the answers they came up with . *Would have been good to have some type of informal asessment so that you can see who understands. This asessment also gives independent practice to your students.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You opened with a video that caught students attention.  You statement about learning "somethingbig" also piqued their interest.  You had manipulatives for students to make models of arrays.  You monitored the class as they worked making sure they were completeing the array correctly.  You are very encouraging to students.  You tied the lesson to the real world. Don't try to talk over students. Stop and wait until they are ready for directions/instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great opening as you asked "What do you know about Simple machines?" Elbow share partners was a good choice. You did such a good job of having them understand that even know they have learned this, they need to get it back into their mind to remember! Awesome! You transitioned well into groups as you moved from activity to next activity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were practicing example problems with initial guidance from the teacher candidate. Repetition helped students have multiple chances to understand the concept of changing "84 tens" to a whole number... "840". She needed them to recognize that adding a "0" would give them the correct solution. Discussion with classmates was a good strategy for predicting correct answer Pausing to give multiple examples helped students who needed more clarity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The question about higher order thinking skills was marked "not observed" not as a penalty to the intern, but just a characteristic of the topic. Elementary standards such as this one require some level of memorization of the phonics rules. Memorization would not lend itself to higher order questioning. The students did have to apply the rules in their practice.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher was explaining the solids, liquids and gases. The teacher instructed the students to make a solid in the back of the classroom. The teacher has a great hands-on educational lesson to teach the three states of matter. The teacher asked great higher order thinking questions throughout the lesson. The teacher explained each station before dismissing the students to the stations. The teacher did a great job of explaining the worksheets and stations. The teacher had a great powerpoint posting each station. Root Beer Float activity, Cheerios model, Cut and Sort and Technology games were the different stations The teacher had previously planned the different students for the different stations. The teacher did a good job monitoring the different stations while conducting a station of her own. The teacher had great questions during the Root Beer experiment.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		The Power Point was good.  The picture of the girl was a good choice.  What about using compare and contrast to her learned behaviors/inherited as well as comparing and contrasting with the students.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened lesson describing weekend using similes and metaphors.  Students had to figure out what you were using.  Had students define the terms.  Lots of student participation as they sorted examples of parts of speech. Work on your lesson closing-have students discuss what they learned in lesson.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your opening started with a question and then went into student note taking.  We discussed the possibility of having the notes printed so students could just glue them into their notebooks.  The note taking takes up a good amout of instructional time. You moved into a hands on activity using dice.  This allowed students to be active participants and all were engaged.  You had a strategy for making the activity more challenging for students who found it too easy. You encouraged students through the lesson. Try slowing down a little--tempo of lesson was too fast for somw students and the get easily frustrated when you move on.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good video used to energize the lesson. Always use real life examples to help students relate to topic. Don't be afraid to answer random questions from your students.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Good review lesson.  Good pace during the lesson and the "show & tell" to complete the worksheet as a class.  I liked the way you showed what was going to happen in each center.  I know you timed the centers but I didn't hear how much time for each.  Students did well in each center.  Good job checking on center activity. You stated the division problem incorrectly.  You said "5 divided by 12" instead of "12 divided by 5".  Also, when you say a number over 100 there is no AND in the number when you say it.  394 should be said three hundred ninety-four...NOT three hundred AND ninety-four.  

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You opened your lesson with a review of vocabulary of Cattle Trail and Immigration. It was a good review but this is your time to shine as a teacher to give instruction along the way as they are recalling words and what they mean. *Try something unique with your students as you open review. Maybe opening with a review game that is fun but very structured. This will helpkeep them engaged and attentive more. Glad you did stations. Small groups are awesome. Your stations were very creative! * Make sure you set your expectations and rules before they start. Be stern and consistent. Be sure they all understand the directions of what they are to do in stations. *Be excited as you explain stations. You want to set that for your students about learning and how this practice will help them!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Loved how you used previous learning from World War II into the Cold War. You kept your class mesmerized with your enthusiasm in the content. It was obvious how engaged they were with how many wanted to ask questions and give answers. The pictures/ visuals you added were spot on. The symbolism of the pictures were great. This entranced your kids. It's so obvious that you know your content so well! I can tell you spent a lot of time studying and preparing. Such good, positive praising comments to these boys. They totally respect you. The Dr. Suess book was a good ending of symbolism of the Cold War. *The lecture (direct teaching) was long, but they seemed to do fine with it because you kept it so interesting. Awesome closing/summary fo recapping the EQs.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Awesome opening as you told them what they would be learning. You began with forward thinking of the video that they would be watching. Good thinking to stop the video at certain points to ask questions. When Kelvin got the wrong answer, don't give up too quickly. He relized it was wrong and he wanted to try again. Questioning was very good today! I noticed such an improvement on this! You have a gift of delivering the content and helping your students understand. You showed them what helped you learn it. Students love this when their teacher shares their struggles. Great positive comments. You make your students feel smart! *As they practice on their white boards, have them give you the steps back each time. For example, "What's the first step? This keeps reinterating what they have to do to solve problem. Your transitions moved smoothly as you moved from one activity to the next.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson having students label the parts of a division problem in words.  This was excellent support of the parts of a division problem. You then had students solve actual division problems with and without remainders. You went over the parts of a division problem and had students tell you what each part was called. You had students come to the P. Board and solve the actual division problem with numbers. As that student was working, you asked the rest of the class to explain what the student at the board was doing. This kept all students involved and on task. Well done! This was also excellent questioning....having students analyze how the student was solving the problem. You then played a video which reviewed the steps of solving a division problem, what the "left over" number is called, and the need for checking a division problem. After the video you referred back to the two problems done earlier and asked what step had not been done that they saw in the video. They were quick to respond....check the problem. You had a student demonstrate how to check the problem on the P.Board. You reviewed the parts of a division problem as the students checked the problems on the P. Board. You explained how the students were going to play the division game with remainders with a partner. You then modeled how the game would be played.  Excellent support! 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You opened the lesson asking the students how area and perimeter are related. Excellent higher order thinking question. You reviewed the formulas for finding the area and perimeter of a figure. You played a song about perimeter and area and asked the students to just listen the first time.  The second time you played the song, you put movements with it and explained them.  The students were clearly enjoying seeing this side of you as you performed the song.  Then you asked the students to get up and they performed the movements, too. You then passed out papers.  Always continue the lesson even when passing something out. This keeps the students focused and you don't waste instructional time getting them back on task.  Try calling  on different students to explain how to find area and perimeter as you passed out the papers. Continue this as long as it takes to pass them out.  All students will be listening, because they don't know if you will call on them to explain area or perimeter next. AND the more the students hear something repeated the more likely they are to remember it. Time was also lost when students realized they needed a pencil once you handed out papers.  This is time lost that cannot be gotten back.  Expect them to take care of this as they enter the room after lunch. In the center of each group of students you had put together a "tool box" of items they could choose to measure. You told the students they would be measuring in inches and you reviewed how to measure using a ruler.  The students were given time to choose an object, measure the sides and calculate the area and the perimeter. You circulated through the room as students were working to assess understanding and give assistance.    Be careful how long you make the ones who finish first wait on the rest of the students to finish. This is a fine balance, as there is no way they will all finish at the same time.  The ones who finish first will become "behavior problems" if they are made to wait too long.   You called on a few students to talk about how they measured and calculated their object's area and perimeter. You then went over the area/perimeter "missing side" notes you had provided for each student.  You worked through several problems together and then asked the students to complete the rest of the problems independently. I did not see the lesson closing, because I needed to leave for another observation. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Great review on area model (writing in expanded form standard) Glad you modeled as you explained. You allowed your students to "plead their case" on their answer.  Your class was engaged in work. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good opening with pictures on Prom board. What is propaganda? Do they know what this word means? Talk morea bout these pictures. What is the connection with each? How can these pictures segway you into talking about rationing? It was rationing, but.....in what direction are we going? As Power Point starts, discuss how rationing started anyway? During WWII, what caused the government to have to put a ration on food, clothing, etc.? What are these red and blue stamp books? The recording sheet on rationing was a good choice. Make the directions clearly stated so the groups understand what they are to do. Questioning was good as you asked each group what they came up with. Keep going back to the effects of WWII. How long did this rationing last? Did everyone pull together or was it hard on these people? Do we have to ration now? Could we in the future? \

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You got the students attention with the video. You related the lesson to previous learning. There was a good balance of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the activity. Good higher order thinking question. The lesson did what your teacher wanted but really didn't address the standard. They was not much emphasis on money being used for goods and services.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Involved students with the letter vests and having them get up and make words for the rest to sound out. Guided practice with the magic e wands that the students made then used to change words.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was appropriate for grade but involved alot of time spent on note taking. Had a power point presentation on the branches of government. Asked questions to assess student understanding.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Used KWL chart to engage studentds and get them thinking about the lesson. Had a video for students to watch and make notes on the chart. Asked recall questions. Incorporated technology as students researched the 13 colonies. Lesson ran long and will be continued on
Monday.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You reviewed prior learning and then engaged students with a video/song.  Students had lots of participation with the turn around game played as a whole group.  Students had guided instruction and indepedent practice in small group setting.  You are so encouraging and kind to students.  You incorporated academic language and higher order questioning.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good beginning review of counting coins.  When you were going over the word problem sheet that was displayed on the promethean you should have worked the problems out where all students could see.  I know some could do it in their heads but not all.  I think more could have been done with the whole group that was in your lesson.  Be careful with labels like "Quest"...it doesn't mean that they are gifted in all subjects.   

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher is very attentive to the students during their station time.  The teacher did a good job helping those during their station time. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good questions on a powerpoint for the students. The teacher asked the students-How do you add and subtract decimals? The teacher wrote different examples of numbers with decimals and asked the students what the decimals stood for. *The teacher needed to let a student read the directions on the powerpoint. *The teacher needs to direct the question to one student and not the whole class some of the time. The teacher had good classroom participation. The lesson was very sequential for the subject matter of the decimal lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. *The teacher needs to talk louder and with more confidence during the lesson. The teacher held up the different block and let the students identify the blocks-one, ten and hundreds. The teacher had good questions about the different blocks. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson.  Video was a good way of getting them thinking about the layers of soil.  Foldable was another appropriate way to reinforce what they have learned.  Glad you had model done for them to see what the finished product would look like.  Easy for them to read the "typing" on the promethean board.  Might have reread definition after you typed it or have the students read it with you.  It also might have been easier to put your foldable under the "camera" to show.  At the end, if students are answering on paper, you might want to say something about not looking at anyone elses' papers.  You want to knoe what they know.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Small group activity with chrome books.  Slow process of getting small group on lesson in chrome book.  Students attention was not held during the lesson.  Some students seemed to have a hard time reading from chrome book and keeping their place.  Good clarifying some information they read from article.  Good vocabulary development.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a review of important places and physical features.  You discussed the physical features of such places as the Grand Canyon, Salton Sea, Great Salt Lake Mojave Desert and Death Valley.  You reviewed the concept of weathering and erosion and how these destructive forces impact the land.  This was a perfect integration of Science and Social Studies! You had students locate and plot the location of each of the above mentioned physical features.  The slides you shared had terrific visuals and information which kept the students engaged in the lesson. You asked questions such as How was the Grand Canyon formed and how is the Salton Sea shringking You then shared slides of important places such as the Chisholm Trail and its importance. You reviewed Pittsburgh and its importance in the maufacturing of steel.  All important places were also located and plottted on the map each student had. You closed the lesson asking questions from the review to assess their understanding of the learning goals.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a video about the Transcontinental Railroad.  The students were clearly engaged.  You stopped at one point, during the video, to clarify something for your students. This showed you know your students and that the particular information might need further explanation. Terrific! You supported your students' learning by discussing the terms supply, demand, producers, and consumers.  You explained why prices may vary from time to time. You used the example of the Hover Board everyone wanted for Christmas last year in order to get the point of supply and demand across. Outstanding way to connect this concept to real life for your students! The powerpoint slides were engaging and you did a thorough job of discussing the information. You had the students, at various times during the lesson, record information (facts) about the different topics discussed in their interactive notebooks. You had students explain why ranchers wanted to get their cattle to eastern markets.  You used H.O.T. questions throughout your lesson, thus enabling your students to have a deepers knowledge of the subject matter. You included map skills when you had students draw the route for the Transcontinental Railroad, the Chisolm Trail, and the Great Western Trails, all in different colors, on a map you provided.  Terrific visual aid for deeper understanding as to where all of these were located in the U.S.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Difficult topic.  Power point was good but I don't know that the students ever really got into the lesson.  Lots of information they did not understand.  Before you put them in groups, you should have gone through an entire example of what you wanted them to do.  Again it was confusing.  It was good having them come up in front as a group to go over the information they put together in their groups.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate made effective use of proximity/gathering for whole group instruction (students sitting on carpet close to chart showing examples) She demonstrates skill for students (how to edit sentences) prior to asking them to       practice in class and uses technology to support learning goals Instruction was differentiated through multiple modes of delivery -Students moved on to practice with clear understanding of the task. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your instructional decision to "make mistakes" while working a problem on the board created multiple opportunities for students to use critical thinking/ higher order thinking skills. The students were clearly thinking and analyzing your work as they would raise their hand to tell you about a "mistake" that you had made. Their ability to reason and offer the correct procedure provided you with good formative assessment information as you made decisions later about which students to check on during independent practice.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You opened the lesson telling the students they would be learning about flowers, parts of the a flower. You read the book Planting a Rainbow.  Great read aloud. You asked the students where flowers come from...you helped them to understand the many places they can be found. I like the way you used many opportunities, while reading the book, to point out and discuss the contents. You asked the students why they thought the book was called "Planting a Rainbow."  You helped students to understand that all the colors of the different flowers were like all the colors of a rainbow. You dismissed the students to one of the three groups.  The students were so quiet during this transition. You had all materials ready for each of the three groups. You explained how the droppers were to be used and that they would need to wait their turn to use one. You pointed out the colors they could choose from  to color their flowers in the ice tray. You had made a great model. Would have been good to hang it up so all students could see it. Lesson closing goes at the very end of the lesson, as this allows for assessing their understanding of the lesson goal.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		- Actively involves individual students and whole group in verbally solving math problems - Reinforces math vocabulary/concepts as he guides students through the process of solving math problems -Provides opportunity for independent  work in addition to guided practice - Assists individual students as needed or requested during their independent work.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mr. Spence has a solidly proficient performance in carrying out this lesson. He is headed toward exemplary in some areas such reinforcement, open-ended questions, and wait time. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Loved that your problems included real world scenarios. Your differentiation within groups and with the tasks was good. Your directions were clear and you set expectations for acceptable behavior. Transitions from one group to the next was very smooth. You required students to "show their work" as they completed the problems and explained why that was important. When working with money try to have real coins available for the students to see.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		I liked that you had them get out what would be need during class before you started.  I also like how you began the lesson with three volunteers drawing items from a bag to have the class predict what they were going to be doing during class.  It was interesting that you had to define the word "draw" for the students.  Good power point presentation.  You did a good job in having them work the problems then going over step by step with the power point information.  You probably should have had them draw a picture of the problems they were doing.  It would have been another way for them to "see" the problem.  After the first problem you did not have them read the sentence...it was important. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was a subtraction and addition word problem review lesson.  You began by asking the students to give you words that told them they needed to add in order to solve a word problem. Then you did the same with key words which indicated the operation would be subtraction.  You wrote the key words on a plus sign anchor chart and a minus sign anchor chart.  Very creative and can be left up for students to refer to when necessary. You worked through several problems on the PB asking students to locate the key words that would tell them whether to add or subtract to solve the problem. After it was decided what the operation needed was, the students went about actually solving the problem on their individual white boards. You called on individual students to share how they solved each of the problems. Each student was then given a flip book. You had the standards cut out and ready for the students to paste them to their books. You differentiated the lesson when you had different problems for the various levels of students in the class. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You activated the lesson by explaining your anchor chart.  Because there was no discussion of the learning goal, I the students seemed a little caught off guard. If they have been exposed to subtraction with regrouping before, it would have been helpful to make reference to that before sharing the anchor chart. You had slides on the P. board with a story problem involving subtraction with regrouping.  This was a good idea. My only suggestion would be to slow down the explanation of the slides so they can grasp what they are being shown. You modeled a problem on the board using the "rules" from the anchor chart. This taught the students they could look to the chart for help. You explained when taking "1" from the tens column they are actually borrowing 10 to add to the number in the ones place. Excellent support for learning the place value system! You had the students use white boards to practice a problem. Circulating through the classroom, looking at the boards of the students who may have trouble, would have been a good way to assess their understanding. I realize you don't want this to take too long or the others will get off task.   Always set expectations for using the boards....what to do when finished. Some began to talk as they finished and might have been disruptive to the ones still working their problem. You kept referring to the chart information to guide/support students through the practice problems.  Well done. You had made a game for the students to play with colorful creative gameboards.  You had the rules for playing the game on the P. board.  Always explain and show students how to play a game before letting them move from their seats. Some groups did not understand how to play the game and this is when it got a little chaotic in the class. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good introductory lesson.  I liked how you introduced what an idiom was and then went over the standard...and put in student language.  Students enjoyed your skit with Mrs. Savidge and her "being a chicken".  Good having the students get up in front of class and do their skit that emphasized an idiom.  Might have been "better?" to have the students not doing the skit explain the idiom then have the skit students explain what they thought. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Really good that you had them get their chrome books ready before you start the lesson.  Made it much easier to flow from one activity to the next.  Good video...it added additional information about suffixes that they had heard about in a previous prefix lesson.  Good step by step directions inputting information into their chrome books.  Students had some difficulty coming up with words with suffixes.  Glad you put up a word bank on the board.  Students are having difficulty typing on the chrome books...they need as much practice as possible.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good energy throughout lesson.  You did a great job of paraphrasing student answers and adding information as needed to clarify.  Good job of explaining the difference betwee "theme" and "main idea".  Expanded students' vocabulary by using words like "elaborate" on bravery.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I liked the way you opened with defining the terms and having them then predict how the cups would transmit light.  You showing the cups lighted by the flashlight really reinforced their predictions.  Having them write the definitions of transparent, translucent, and opaque was good except you should have also included the direction that they could put in their own words.  You also referred back to a video they had seen the day before.  Good directions for the activity to have a cutter, a gluer, and a paster.  Kept the activity moving and good conversation at each table.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great visuals! Excellent idea to use frogs since most kids love the.! Good visuals - video definitely enhanced the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began with the powerpoint about beaks. The teacher used the powerpoint as a teaching tool to ask questions about the beaks of birds. The teacher explained the experiments to the students. The teacher issued packets to the students with explicit instructions for completing the packets. The teacher had the students use different items to gather the marshmallows in the bowls. The teacher instructed the students to write about a bird and their beak. The teacher had a good discussion about the different experiments with the beaks and the birds at the conclusion of her lesson. The teacher asked good thinking questions about the lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Opening communicated expections Instructional time varied sometimes needed more. Some grouping at the end

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		You opened your lesson reminding them of what they had been doing this week in math. suggestion- Instead of opening up with question "What have we been doing in math this week?" Try showing a graph and asking what we call this picture?"   "And why do we use these graphs?"  Go in that direction to refocus their brain.   Good directions, expectations (pencils down, eyes on me) on the graph activity.   Your students loved the gummy bear graph activity.  This kept them engaged while they were learning.   suggestion- for visual learners especially, I would have had them use the same color drawing in graph as the gummy bears. (Instead of using pencil to graph all.)  

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher began the story by asking the students questions about story problems. The teacher called on different students to read the story problems on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job walking around monitoring the students throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to make up their own problems on the back of their paper. The teacher recorded the problems from the students on the promethean board. The teacher had good questions for the students as they responded with their problems. The teacher has a very caring personality. He truly cares about the education of his students. The teacher constantly gives positive reinforcements to the students as they worked throughout the lesson. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You accessed prior knowledge of main idea and key details. You had an anchor chart to fill out with the students. You asked the following questions and guided the students to the correct responses. These were written on the anchor chart for students to copy into their interactive notebooks: What is the main idea? Why do you think it is important to find the main idea? How do we find the main idea? Students were broken into two groups according to their Lexile Levels. Mrs. McKenzie worked with one group and you worked with the other. Great way to differentiate learning!! You printed out pages from their novel study books and had students practice looking for themes, ideas or information the author is trying to tell their audience. I had to leave, therefore I did not see the closing of the lesson. Many students had trouble reading the anchor chart and had to move. To their credit they moved without disturbing the class. Think about how well students can see what you are doing at the front of the room if they are sitting farther back.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You showed the students a figure and had the students tell you the fractions, using the correct termonology-numerator and denomenator.  You asked the students to tell you the fraction that represented the green colored parts of the figure-reminding them the denominator is the total number of parts and the numerator would be the number of green parts. The students then worked with a partner to answer the next question regarding the number of colored partitions. One person was to write the answer on the sticky note.  Answers were placed on the correct part of the anchor chart.  You reviewed the answers in order to see if the students agree with the answers or not. You repeated this process until you gave each student his/her own sticky note. They wrote their names on them and you asked the final question.  This allowed you to see if individual students were understanding the concepts. Students were then given a handout with problems to work independently. You and your CT worked with small groups and individual students in order that students had the support they needed.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson on using context clues to get the meaning of a word they may not know when reading.  Students enjoyed the Flocabulary video.  You also had an anchor chart for them to refer to about where to look in their reading for meaning.  I liked the "Word Detective" that you filled in as a group.  Good that you had the students explain how they knew the real word to put in the place of the made up word from the clues.  Good station activities.  The students were really challenged by the Kahoot questions.  Some really struggles with it.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson.  Glad you used the camera to show the words and pictures as you reviewed components of each branch of government.  Students loved playing Government Trivia.  Liked how you had them work with their elbow partner to get the answer. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening and engager as you told them what they would be learning today. Loved the review chart you used on board to help them review Prose, Poetry and drama components. Your students were totally engaged as you reviewed the 3 methods that authors create. Good questioning of whys and why nots. So glad you incorporated Valentines Day into your ELA. The video was a good visual of the Valentine history. *Talk about this video more after it ends! The popcorn reading fit right in to your reading skills. Having them choose to write a poem, prose, or a drama was a creative idea. *Probably need more instructions and expectations. Maybe you model on board one for them to see. Differentiation could be making their own up (poem, drama, or prose) if they can't follow Valentine story. It was hard. This would even be hard for me to think about. But the idea was great! Just tweek a little!

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening as you introduced relative pronouns using power point (vocabulary) Loved the Studyladder guided game. *suggestion- Once they see the correct answer, let them hear the wrong answers to hear why it wasn't right.  Then, once they answer (the worksheet), as you guide them, explain answers more. Awesome! You started doing this some! Good balance of direct /guided instruction and independent work. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Good discussion with the students about WWII, Pearl Harbor, and D-Day.  Students had a lot of information and using the "brochure" to fill in and the Venn diagram certainly helped them get it organized.  Be careful when you say numbers over 100 that you don't use the word "AND".  It should be said three hundred fifty-three...NOT...three hundred AND fifty-three.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of natural resources. You asked the students what it meant to be a human resource. You gave examples and then had students come up with some of their own to share. You asked if anyone knew what a resource is. You had students share examples of resources used everyday. This was an excellent way to connect learning to their person lives. You defined the three resources they were to study, natural human and capital . Students gave examples of each and these were recorded in their interactive notebooks. This was an excellent way to have students take notes with your support. After the PP you passed out nine pictures to nine students. You had drawn a chart on the board with a column for each productive resource. You instructed the students to place their picture under the correct column on the white board. After placing their pictures on the white board you led a discussion regarding whether the picture had been placed in the correct column. You asked why particular pictures were placed in the various columns. You instructed the students to complete their interactive notebooks by identifying what type of resource each of the nine pictures on the last page represented. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson with a PowerPoint review of fossils.  Beginning a lesson with a short review is so powerful and so supportive of your students' learning.  The P.P. had excellent visuals for all of the terms they had been studying. It was a very good lead-in to what they would be doing during stations. You explained what the students were to do in each station. The station activities supported your stand and E.Qs. perfectly. You had written up the directions for each station and had them included with the activities. This is the perfect way to teach students to be independent, as they could reread the directions if necessary. There was a little confusion for the students regarding which station to go to, but you quickly got them back on track. You had the students in your station create a mold and cast model using a shell and play-doh. In order to take their understanding to a higher level, you had them fill out a graphic organizer using the steps of the scientific process. You differentiated by having different reading levels for the information text sheets the students were to read. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Technology not working.  You possibly should have had the students get their pencils and something to write on before you started reading.  Too much time was wasted especially in the pencil line.  Good reading voice.  Students were very attentive while you read the book.  Doing the chart together was a good idea to give them practice for the next story but some of the students put their answers in the wrong box.  You needed to check after the first box and make sure all had the information in the right place. Activity was good but story they need to read was long.  Might have been better if you had read it to everyone then work in their groups. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, you flowed very naturally into lesson. You explained directions and gave expectations Glad that you used the textbook. There are many fun and creative ways to use this book. When you shared your Starbucks story (what you had written about), that was a neat great personal story they could relate to. Using text structure reminders was a good strategy. *suggestion- possibly spend more time modeling your story.  Modeling is a wonderful tool.  Elbow partners was a good idea to swap and check work. Closing was edit and revising.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good opening Brain Pop! Spend a little more time relating the  topic to real life! I think it would be beneficial to make a list of possible main topics after reading the book to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began by sharing a Brain pop video about immigration. The teacher read about the different immigrants for the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to ask the students questions during her delivery. The lesson had a lot of information about immigrants for the students. *The teacher could let the students read the powerpoint so they could be involved more.
*The teacher needed to dvide up the information for different days. The teacher issued worksheets to the students that contained math problems.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Activity was good working with "Theme" words.  I didn't see the beginning of the activity but the students seemed to be having a difficult time with some of the words.  Did you go around and give an example before you had the groups do it?  Second activity with the Song/Story/Poem...you should have gone through one as an example.  The song, story, and poem given needed to be more relevant to the students.  Fables are always good to use for "Theme".  You need to do more paraphrasing of student answers.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good mix of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the Brasin Pop video. The playdough was engaging as they got to make a good to sell. Money then allowed them to purchase-enacting the producer/consumer cycle. Lesson continued.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You reviewed prior learning of symbols for comaprison of numbers.  The video caught the students interest.  You had lots of student participation during your guided instruction.  You asked students to explain their thinking. Students had manipulatives to work with to compare numbers and make number lines. Lesson continued.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Good presentation (Power Point) as you introduced clouds.  It was obvious you thought your presentation through as you planned it.  You did a nice job of explaining the different types of clouds.  You gave some good examples as you presented. Stations were good.  Loved the fact that you added a writing station from the book Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Beginning of lesson was good but I would encourage you to slow down and spend more time on the focus of your lesson. You give quality feedback to your students.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different reference materials. *The poster used for the reference materials is too small for the students to see-the poster should be a powerpoint. The teacher used a map to share with the students to explain the map reference skill. The teacher used the dictionary to let the students look up different words. The teacher let the students tell her the answers to questions about different ways the dictionary can be used. The teacher reviewed the encyclopedia. The teacher had different examples of reference materials on each group of desks for the students to use during the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the definitions for the different reference materials. The teacher explained the game to the students. The teacher had the students participate in a scavenger hunt. The teacher told the students they were going on a scavenger hunt. The teacher gave the students five minutes to use the different reference materials. *The teacher needed to do one example from the worksheet to illustrate how to complete the answers. The teacher asked different questions at the end of the lesson for the closure. *The teacher needed some type of written assessment to see if the students understood the different reference materials. *The teacher led the students to believe that the reference materials were hard to use. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher reads with great expression. The teacher asked different questions relating the book to present day things like Jurassic Park. The teacher asks good questions throughout the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave good instructions for the next assignment before the students returned to their seats. The teacher had the instructions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to write about a fish fossil. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their writing assignment. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the directions for logging on to the ww.fossilmuseum. net website The lesson was very sequential in the delivery. The teacher did a great job encouraging the students to continue to work on their writing assignment.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Technology not working.  Good reading of the story.  Good questioning throughout the reading.  Might have had students get pencil and IReady book before you read the story.  Needed to check when they were filling in the information for the first story that they were answering in the right box.  I liked the way you paraphrased student answers. Also like the way you walked areound and checked on students work.  Good directions for second story they were to read.  Might have been better if you had read the story first for everyone then let them go to their groups.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson started off by reviewing the five regions of Georgia. Not all students knew the regions and there was some confusion. You did not have the attention of all the students as you explain the directions for the rotation of the stations. You gave the signal, but you gave directions while there were side conversations. Used the clapping rhythm and only a few of the students responded back. Always wait until everyone is listening. At times, you just talked over the students. Your voice got louder. Writing on the board, students were engaged in side conversations and you did not seems to notice this.  In the stations, some of the students were not looking at the power points, but just talking to each other. You had too much planned for the time allowed for the lesson. The places you set up the computers did not allow the students to all see the chrome book, which encouraged several to talk instead of work on the flip book. During transition to other stations, you gave directions, but did not have everyone's attention. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		I think it would be beneficial to spend more time relating George W. Carver to today's products. Take time to teach from the video: Make list on the side from student input. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		This lesson went much better. You had the students engaged in hands-on activities which they seemed to really enjoy. As we talked you realized that one center took much longer than the other two to complete. It is always important to practice activites at home to see the timiing. The ramp center needed nore directiion for the students, they were not clear what they were to do. I suggest having a timer to time the cars and a recording sheet for them to complete. The Venn digram was too short as well, maaybe if you had the studentsd each had to draw an example for the Venn diagram, a pull, a push , and both and maybe some old magazines for them to search through. A word find of objects that you could push, pull or both. The students were having fun and were able to answer the questions. The Bill Nye brought many memories... I loved his videos when I was teaching. You know he is coming back with some new videos. Be on the look out. You did a good job monitoring the groups and the transition was smooth for the most part. This class has some children who have some problems following directions.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson having students fold 2 dimensional figures as many ways as they could. Each student in the group had a different firgure. This was a good start. This lesson lends itself to lots of hands on manipulation of shapes in order to help students "see" the different lines of symmetry each object had. You reminded the students that the figures had to be folded with equal parts in order to show symmetry. You asked the groups to share what they had found with the figure their group was given. Perhaps have one student stand and demonstrate since all groups had different figures. You asked students to identify whether the figure was folded vertically or horizontally in order to form lines of summetry. This was excellent use of math vocabulary! You moved to the flip chart with examples of other objects, numbers, letters etc. that had lines of symmetry. Some of these were difficult to understand....like the "S" .... it would have been helpful if the students had had one to manipulate. The next slide on the flip chart gave examples of objects which had more than 2 lines of symmetry. Again, hands-on objects to manipulate would have been more powerful. The figure of the cross, in particular, was difficult for the students to determine the lines of symmetry. As you passed out their packet of papers you had students discuss how many lines of symmetry the last 2 figures on the slide had. This was a terrific technique to keep students on task and engaged in the lesson. Not a moment of instruction was lost. Make certain all students are listening when you give all directions. Many of the students had begun to work and did not hear you say to work on a, b, c, etc. when finished with number one. As students were working you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding and giving assistance. You assigned the ones to be done for homework after an appropriate amount of practice in the classroom. You moved on to a figure of a circle. You asked the students to share what they remembered about circles. Excellent support of previous skills. You led a dicussion helping the students reach the conclusion a circle would have an infinite number of lines of symmetry. Review of term infinite would have been appropriate. Someone in that room had probably forgotten. On the next handout, you had students complete the figures given using the line of symmetry.You demonstrated the first one on the board which was excellent support. You used a sort summarizer to close the lesson. What do you plan to do with the data gathered from the sticky notes? Because there was time left at the end of the class, it would have been more productive for the students to work on take home test and the symmetry problems rather than playing Geometry Simon Says. Perhaps play that game for 5 min. at the very end of the class. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of the water cycle.  The students shared with you what they already knew. You showed a very effective video to demonstrate the water cycle. You then asked questions after the video. The students were all engaged in the video.  You asked them to remember the stages of the water cycle.  You gave one student specific praise when you said, "I like the way you looked at the poster for help."  This reinforces anchor charts are there for them to use and support their learning. You included movement in the lesson when you had the students make specific movements for the stages of the water cycle. Excellent!  Another strategy for helping students to learn.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Reviewed volume, use popsicle sticks to call on students to answer questions. Had a power point to help students remember the formula and complete a few practice problems.I liked how you had students come to the board to work the problems and asked the class to check their work against the problem on the board.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Higher order questioning, wait time, and encouragement are all a part of the excellent discourse between the teacher candidate and her students. In addition, the discussion included specific instructions for improving their assignment which is a written response to a poem.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students who are reading independently have a packet of work to complete that allows them to share what they have learned about the characters and other elements from the book On Their Honor. The cooperating teacher shared with me that the packet of prompts to respond to the reading were created by the teacher candidate. The materials were exemplary, and can be adapted for other reading materials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		A good portion of your lesson was spent on a review of Ga. habitats--this was not reflected in the lesson plan. Your lesson plan called for a review of text features-this was a brief part of the lesson. The fake website was good to teach students everything they find on the internet is not true. Lots of student participation answering questions. Lesson continued.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Lesson opening grabbed the students attention and they were eager to participate in the centers.  Good review of standard.  You gave detailed instructions for each science station.  Students had things to do and observations to complete.  You reviewed the safety precautions for each station.  Everything was ready for all groups and transitions were smooth.  Directions were posted at each station so students could get right to work . Ask more open ended questions-have them describe the pysical/chemical change.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Video did more teaching than you did.  You needed to do the modelling of  the correct way to multiply decimals step by step.  It was difficult to have the students do problems on the board when the story problem was up...not enough room.  You also "lost" the students when one student took a long time working out a problem. You are very "robotic" when teaching.  Your voice is monotone and no inflection when points need to be stressed.  

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You explained the reason for order of operations.  Students discussed why order is needed-related it to the real world. There was a good balance of guided instruction independent practice.  You gave more guided instruction based on student needs.  Very encouraging to students--promoted an atmosphere where it was ok to try and see if it worked. Try to incorporate more open ended questions.  

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the center activities. You provided all accomodations planned for your students to help all be sucessful in lesson. You monitored students as they worked and encouraged those who were hesitant. Money has so many real world applications-try to make that connection with students so they see the purpose in the lesson.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the lesson.  You incorporated, guided practice, technology, manipulatives, and independent work into lesson.  You allowed students to get up and move when you sensed they needed to expel some energy.  You closed the lesson and had a ticket out the door for final assessmet.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what the different coins were worth. The teacher was using the strategy of letting one block represent one cent. The teacher would demonstrate how 10 blocks would equal 10 cents. The students would roll the two dice and come up with a two digit number. The students would display the correct coins for the two digit number. The teacher carried on dialog with the students to familarize them with the correct way to count money. The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet.  The teacher had the students do the first problem together. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher conducted a small group for Reading. The teacher had the Reading group tell her the different alphabet sounds for the beginning of the lessson. The teacher had a blending board that she used with the students to say the different words. The teacher took advantage of every teaching situation while working with the students. The teacher would question the students if the words were real or nonsense. The teacher gives good instructions for the worksheet to be completed. The teacher had thes students read different sentences.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Today's lesson masterfully moved between teacher centered and student centered learning. The teacher candidate had the book for read aloud projectedfrom the desktop camera. When she took a break from reading, she swapped right over to the projection of the graphic organizer, and continued leading the discussion and moved as needed throughout the classroom. The transition was so smooth that it was like watching a television show that is being shot with multiple cameras. By the time students stopped looking at the book and got their graphic organizer ready to go, she was at the front of the room ready to lead class discussion. As she continued leading the discussion, she eventually made her way back to the camera to reference the book again. It was the perfect use of technology that enhanced the lesson while at the same time keeping studetnt focused on either the teacher's voice or the written page of their book. Considering all of these points above, the intern/ teacher candidate has earned exemplary ratings for transitions and for the variety of strategies (read aloud, technology, graphic organizer).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great opening for the lesson. You did a good job with the lesson focus & the PP was a great visual learning tool fo all of the students. You were very encouraging to your students throughout the lesson. Good HOTS quesitioning thoughout the lesson. Good balance of instructional vs. student participation time. TOTD was a good activity. You might want to have them write 3 facts about the impact of the assassnation each person instead of just 3 facts about their person.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were involved from beginning of lesson.  You had students explain "why" they rounded up or down.  You transitioned to groups smoothly.  You gave directions and set expectations for students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		The Powerpoint was well composed and included an interactive activity. The graphics were colorful & provided details to the lesson. Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Lesson closing activity was appropriate. I would have the students that got the correct answer give me a thumbs up. This will help to clarify how many students understood the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Activated prior learning and made sure students really understood telling time to the hour. You asked why it was important to know about time. Used Judy clock to show students movvement of hands. Might have nelped for each student to have a small clock to move the hands. Be sure to watch your work-error in the guided practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened lesson with a video then told students to cut out pictures while watching video.  (In our discussion it wa noted that the video was more for the song).  You reviewed prior learning and made sure students understood the terms being used.  Had a flip book for students to glue pictures into. Had 2 sets of flip bookd made of different colors.  This made giving directions very confusing and took away from instructional time.  Watch your pronunciation-Parthenon was wrong throughout the lesson. Students had to label their books-write the 3 key terms on the board so you don't have to spel the words throughout the lesson. Transitioned to next activity before finishing up flip books and cleaning up.  Students were unsure of what to do with the cups and pans. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		The lesson was intriguing to the students but completing the activity took over the lesson. Make sure to keep focused on the purpose or focus of the lesson. It might help to spend more time with reviewing main idea. If you're using a video clip, make sure to use it as teching tool by reviewing the information presented. The DIrt Cake would have been a good activity at the end of the lesson. I think it would have helped to read the book about St. Patrick's Day in the heart of the lesson & follow the reading/discussion with a short activity to measure comprehension. The concluding activity could have been the Dirt Cake. Remember students need to See & Hear in order to learn. Once the DC activity is over, go on to the next slide which in this lesson would be the name of the book (or a picture of the book cover0 & a picture of the graphic organizer that you are using. Make sure all students havea chance to learn (high, medium, & low). 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning at the beginning of the lesson not only served as formative assessment, but also gave students clues and eventually clarity regarding the topic of the lesson. The perserverance of the teacher/intern in asking the right questions paid off.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate chose making models of the regions of Georgia for an assignment that would develop and highlight student understanding of the learning goals.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video to engage students.  Asked recall questions.  Had students applying their knowledge in problem solving. The robot activity was interesting because you supplied the area and allowed students to figure out how to construct a square or rectangle with that area. Good monitoring of students as they workied. When students wre struggling, you guided them to the answer with strategies to try instead of just giving them the answer.  There was a tie to real world-area for pet, perimeter for fence.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Students were working problems along with you and you had them explain every step for you to do during the review. You did ask, "How doyou know" to get students to explain their thinking/reasoning. You encourage students and ask lots of questions to assess student understanding.,
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		As the students were working on the word problems, you continued to stand in the same place in the classroom. Mrs. Rainwater was moving about the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help when needed.  Think how many more students could have been helped had you been circulating as well.  You could always move back to the P.Board to read aloud the next word problem. The activity using the skittles was an excellent way for students to construct their own visual representations of the problems!

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		The independent activity planned as an assessment was not valid as you helped students as they were completing it and gave them the answers.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Asking questions that elicit thoughtful responses is a boost to student assessment.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are actively engaged in part because they are well aware of the purpose of learning. As they listen to the original story from the chart paper, they are showing evidence of ongoing learning by asking meaningful questions and responding to the teacher candidate’s questions. Their responses give informal formative assessment, and it is clear they are ready to move on to independent work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Your assessments were the center recording sheets.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Planning such a creative activity for students is a challenge, and can be risky. But your well planned lesson was communicated well to students and resulted in an assessment piece that was unique, highly engaging, and as a bonus seemed to be fun for your students.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The interactive science notebook serves as a collection of assessments that can be accessed at anytime.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher used the SCOOT activity to test the knowledge of the students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Students had lots of opportunities to demonstrate their understanding of the concep.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Good job with questions that will give you information about what studets are thinking - formative assessment as the lesson progresses.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked questions as you circulated throughout the classroom, determining if they understood what they were to be writing. The assignment was supportive of your students' learning and beautifully scaffolded for them. As this was a new writing experience, I don't think diagnostic testing was necessary.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You questioning techniques are outstanding.  You ask questions that lead students to the correct response instead of just giving them the answer.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Independent activity that was to serve as an assessment was not valid because you gave answers to students when they had questions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		If the intern was able to gather any informal assessment from the lesson as it took place, I am surprised. The questioning did not lean toward gathering any information. There was a two or three minute period of time near the end of the lesson when using clear cups to show another way of marking measurement that the class answered some questions as a whole group. That may have been a time when some informal assessment data could be gathered.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Appropriate pauses for wait time followed questions.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Informal questioning was the catalyst for engaging students, and it gave you a head start on assessment. The exemplary in the instructional section is directly tied to this. You are asking questions like an experienced teacher.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The questioning for formative assessment would have gone better with a stronger opening perhaps. The summative assessments - a grophic organizer and a quiz, could have also been more effectively used had their been clear learning goals. set. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning during opening of lesson & as you progressed through the information that was presented. I think it would benefit the students to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning during the instructional part of the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning during the lesson. You were encouraging yet you instructed the students to think about what they were asking. This allowed you to have a better understanding of their knowledge level.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson. Your questioning techniques are good....you are able to lead the students, through your questioning, to the correct answer/understanding.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Supportive stations to ensure students' understanding of lesson goal....what impacts pitch. You circulated throughout the classroom  assessing their understanding and offering guidance when needed. Diagnosic testing was not needed for this lesson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As stated above, asking more detail questions about the story would have been helpful. You gave the students a read and recall worksheet to complete. You guided/supported your students as they completed this. You had the students write, in complete sentences, what the book was mostly about and to tell you two things they remember from the book. The students then got to draw something from the beginning, middle and end of the book which allowed them to practice sequencing of the story, as well.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Excellent job questioning the students during instruction! Woo Hoo! It was obvious that you knew your topic and felt at ease with the students giving you random answers!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked questions throughout the lesson in order to assess the students' understanding. The M&M activity was perfect for this standard as the students had manipulatives to represent their problems. You used levels in order to group the students and have them work with certain teachers in the classroom.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		In order to assess the students' learning, you gave them an "exit slip" that tested their ability to identify whether a paragraph was written in the first person or third person point of view. You also asked the students to underline the pronouns in each paragraph which helped them identify the point of view.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had students explaining their thoughts throughout the lesson. The QR Code activity was hands-on, engaging, and designed for the students' levels. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout the lesson! Activities promoted formative learning.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Questioning students in order to assess their understanding and thought processes is definitely a strength of yours! Outstanding! The playhouse and the handout allowed the students to practice the skill under your supervision. Diagnostics- not applicable to this lesson

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Excellent job using all levels of quality questioning throughout the lesson. It's a great way to assess what information students are learning.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. I think it would be beneficial to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning throughout Instruction and when the students were doing independent work!

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When you use put a definition on the board (ex. Human Resources) make sure that the students understand all of the words that make up the definition (ex. quality vs quanity) Good job reinforcing the information via good questioning throughout the lesson!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by having several students share their brochures for transparent, translucent and opaque. The teacher had a rubric for each partner group to assess the brochure. The teacher asked different questions for the students at the end of the lesson to check for understanding. GROW-The teacher needed a short assessment test for the brochure activity.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember to include some higher order thinking questions in your lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Ticket out the door was a great informal assesment.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a good assessment which included different questions on the powerpoint. The students would record their answers on the whiteboards. The teacher walked around and checked the answers for the questions. The students would hold up their boards for the teacher to check the answers. GROW-How is the teacher keeping up with the students who miss the question?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Assesment was their writing prompt. Did it answer the Standard/ I can Statements? Loved that you had a rubric for your writing.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Th Ticket out the Door was vague. That's hard for them to think of an inference off the top of their head. What about putting up another picture on the screen and having them inference from the picture, based on what they had learned today. This would bring your lesson full circle from how you started.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnositcs not necessary for this lesson. Making the mobile was such a creative way to visually demonstrate the main idea and key details! 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It would be helpful for the students if you would have the instructions for the activity written on an anchor chart or prelisted on the Promethean Board.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostic testing not applicable.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		There are strengths throughout the lesson, but the one that stands out is the ability of the teacher candidate to verbally guide students through their work and thought process on math problems. It is difficult to find an area that needs improvement, but perhaps some thought should be given to striking a balance between guided practice and individual practice. Like all elementary schools in the system, though, this school requires teachers to closely follow the Eureka math program curriculum - which would also influence that decision.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Informal assessment was them being able to tell you what their 3 machines were that they created.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The scavenger hunt was a group assessment.  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		In this lesson, teacher observation of students applying the phonics rule provided immediate formative assessment. This made it possible to adjust the lesson as it was in progress and keep it at a realistic pace given the amount of student progress.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students gave enough verbal responses near the beginning of the lesson to provide formative assessment for the teacher candidate.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson to identify the students who understood the States of Matter and those students who needed further help.  

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning used throughout the lesson.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Great assesment in having them write in 3 or 4 sentences the answer to EQ

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Diagnostic testing not necessary for this lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Lesson was not complete when I left.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Diagnostic test data was not necessary for this lesson.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent questioning during the lesson which lead students to a deeper understanding of how the physical features formed and the importance of the places discussed. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		As you worked the problems during the direct instruction, your follow up to their comments on a "mistake" you made added to the formative assessment data that you could gather. Sometimes as teachers, we do this instictively, but as you begin your career, try to continue to be aware of what you can find out about what students know early in a unit or a lesson. Most of the lessons I've seen are divided as they should be into some direct instruction and some student practice. When you can, lean more on the independent student practice and circulate spending time with individual students. That has been a successful practice so far for you, so fine tune it and incorporate more of the most successful aspects.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		As the lesson begins and Mr. Spence is calling on students to share their thoughts and answer certain math problems. He gathers formative assessment data from a sample of students that he asks for answers. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Good job using your questions as a formative assessment tool, and adjusting instruction as needed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You used Lexile Level for grouping students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		As an assessment, students were asked to complete a productive resource activity sheet which you had differentiated for the various learners in your class. Well done!  You also worked with EIP students in a small group in order to give them extra support.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You asked many questions, during the P.P. ,  to assess the students' understanding of the material you were reviewing. This prepared  them for their assignments in the stations. The cast/mold activity was hands-on, engaging, and gave the students a real understanding of what these were in relation to fossils. You used reading levels when assigning the informational text for students to read in stations. Outstandiing!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did not ask many higher level questions, mostly recall.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good recall questioning especially as a means to seek prior knowledge.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The written activites were appropriate and you did a great job asking the higher order thnking questions. The students were able to answer and apply what you reviewed on the power point and from the video.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Needed to have students explain key points.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked a series of questions regarding the water cycle using the P. Board.  You had students come up and indicate the correct answers.  How could you have involved the whole class in answering the questions. Something that would have ensured all stayed engaged in the lesson. Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. You had the students complete an activity using cotton balls and water in a bowl.  You led the students through model the different stages of the water cycle and record that information on a graphic organizer. Terrific visual for the stages of the water cycle.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		The spinner activity was well received by the students and was a good review of volume for the Milestones testing.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The discourse between the students and the teacher candidate included a great deal of information that she may use to diagnose individual issues in their writing as well as potential  trends in the work of the class overall.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher candidate is checking for student understanding of their reading selections through the discussion of how the reader and the characters reacted to the events in the plot. Her questioning helped students identify their progress in making sense of what they have been reading. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. The packet of information helped students express their thoughts to the teacher. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		The computer program quiz gave you immediate feedback as to how well students were understanding similies and metaphors.  The tricky questions made sure students were paying attention.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Good job gathering formative assessment as you called on students to take turns sharing examples with the use of the cards. This allowed all students to check for understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning provided formative assessment. Though not observed, previous diagnostic testing was used to break students into reading groups.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great job questioning throughout the lesson. You used the Powerpoint to enhance the discussion and to provide information for the class.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during note taking.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job with questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning helps this intern/teacher build knowledge base among students and is used for formative and summative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The student project gave them an active opportunity to show their understanding of the content..
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Moving around the room as you were teaching was good.  This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be specific in your praise.  Say more than "Good job".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Management was good. You redirected as needed. Try to give them a minute to "elbow partner talk". *Focus on challenging them that you KNOW they will be good and that they will listen. Don't focus too much by saying, "If you are not good, we won't do the fun stuff." Loved that you said "You guys are so smart!" *During the video, show the students that you are watching also. Be careful not to walk in front of them passing out papers. When they see you engaged, that helps them.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were in a small Math group which concentrated on time to the hour and half hour. The teacher is improving in controlling the students during the lesson. The teacher has a good knowledge of the subject matter. The students are very engaged in the lesson.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Class management was fine.  Your students were well behaved.   suggestion- Move away from the front of room.  Make yourself visable all over room to be sure they are doing their work correctly and are on task. 

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		You need to make sure you are monitoring "the room" especially when working with a student or group.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always set expectations for what students are to do when they have finished an assignment. There is no way the whole class will finish at the same time. You redirect someone and asked someone else to move a clip. Good. Assess how many are still working and decide when enough have finished that it is time to share.  Sharing when so many are still working and talking meant very few were listening to the student sharing. Be careful about asking questions such as, "What do you guys thing?"  This requires shouting out which sends the wrong message to the students.  Call on students individually so you can assess individual student's understanding and even bring someone back on task. When students shout out a response no one hears or understands the correct answer. It appears, at times, you get louder in order to be heard above the students.  Try the opposite....speak softly. They will have to stop talking in order to hear what you are saying.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving!  You redirected several students not on task.  You reminded a group to talk more softly. When giving out the skittles you asked, "Give me a thumbs up" if you got a bag of skittles. Well done!  This does not require the students to shout out an answer! Instead of asking, "Who wants to do number 2?", rephrase it so there is no shouting out. Raise your hand if you would like to do number 2.  Be sure to call on "all" students whether they volunteer or not. In this way you are sending the message that all students should be on task and they are accountable for their learning. When having individual students read the word problem aloud for their classmates, having the others "track print" is an excellent way to keep all students engaged and on task. You have a nice, encouraging "teacher voice".

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are still "tentative" in front of the room teaching.  You are the teacher not their friend.  Students do not need to have fun all the time.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  Class was well behaved and engaged.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher has a very warm voice level with the students. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had two questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher selected one student to read the questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had a good discussion about the answers to the questions. The teacher had a clap system to redirect the students for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to correct off task behavior during the lesson. Once the teacher began with delivery, the students were on task. The teacher did a good job of praising the good students with conduct bucks and candy. The teacher did issue a few conduct cuts when the students were not on task.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a good job of redirecting their attention back to you.  Awesome. Your class was well behaved and very smart! 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job!
The lesson was very well-planned and organized.  The students enjoyed every minute of the lesson. The teacher did a wonderful job of making the lesson fun and educational. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		So positive and encouraging with students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The students were very attentive during the read aloud. GROW-THe teacher needs to improve her behavior management skills for teaching the different students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have shown your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson! As you move into next semester, you might consider these ideas: 1. Ask your cooperating teacher to give you an opportunity to teach a standard that he thinks is difficult to teach. Maybe your lesson(s) on the topic would be of help to the teacher. 2. Think about any areas you have not been able to be active in during the first semester. Were there certain activities that took place Tuesdays/Thursdays when you couldn't be there? If so, learn about those and offer to help. 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		you monitored your students as they worked in groups.  Your class was well managed.  Transitions went well.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		No off task behavior observed.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		You manage the classroom in part by being present throughout the various areas of the room at some time during the lesson. However, a well planned lesson with clear learning goals, and interesting activity are the keys to keeping the students on task and engaged during this observation. There were many examples of encouragement and high expectations during your conversations with students as you moved throughout the room. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged during the lesson. The lesson was very informative and very well sequenced to cover the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher is very knowledgable of the Language Arts subject matter. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom and check if the students were writing down the correct information from the powerpoint. The teacher has very natural ability.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your teacher voice was right on.  Great expression.  You had the students' attention the entire lesson. Your class was well behaved and attentive.  They enjoyed the lesson and learned about the importance of vocabulary in the story.  There were no behavior issues.  No need to ever redirect!  Wow! Glad you began walking around the room.  So important to monitor students to make sure they are engaged.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You monitored students as they worked and helped when needed.  Your group was talkative today but you redirected behavior and reminded them of what level they were working on and what that meant.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job keeping the students on task & involved in the lesson Your tone of voice & comments encouraged the students to participate. TC was dressed appropriately

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good into Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Modeling of finished product Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room a little more often to be sure students not with you are on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-understandable that afternoon student behavior different than morning visit last week -on task for individual practice

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were no classroom management concerns. Students were engaged in learning.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques.  You are consistent and fair.  You are quick to see anyone who is off task and refocus their attention. You have the perfect voice/demeanor for this age group.  You are supportive, encouraging, and engaging. You make the students WANT to pay attention to you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were quick to redirect any off-task behavior!  Excellent! You set expectations for student behavior on the rug. You made certain students raised their hands in order to answer a question. You had two boys "flip a card" when they had not heeded your warning. Good for you! Your "teacher voice:" is engaging and enthusiastic!  You make students want to listen to what you are saying. It is clear you have "command of the class!" 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter extremely well. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has great voice quality during her read aloud Green Eggs and Ham. The teacher has total control of the students as she progresses through her lesson. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher exhibits all of the qualities of a wonderful teacher. The teacher always is prepared and professional in everything she does whether it will be lesson planning or working with other professionals. The teacher is very receptive to ways to improve her teaching and always excels in everything she tries. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a fellow teacher.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		You are soft spoken-not a problem when all students are quiet.  You may need to develop a firmer voice when trying to get control of the class.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – students were talkative and the teacher candidate response was to make a “shhhh” sound over and over.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson had potential that never fully developed. The pace of the guided instruction was extremely slow. Students were asked to make a mark on their paper, and there was too much time between that and the next instruction. When students were off task, the intern did not take responsibility and step up the pace. There was a great deal of time spent on telling the class that they couldn't pay attention and how that was making it difficult for her. There was an attempt to control the noise level in the classroom by ocasionally talking in a whisper so that students wouldn't hear if they were loud. That was abandoned after about 15 minutes and frequent use of the "shh" sound resumed. Sometimes it was in the middle of a sentence. There was little student reaction to that, other than 2 or 3 students who repeated it.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The very short instances of off-task behaviors were handled very quickly and calmly. What could have been major disruption was avoided. Great job on keeping focus on the learning.  The use of some humor with your students shows that you have a good rapport with students and that you have established yourself as a leader.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Management was good. You used some positive comments as well as "thumbs up if you are ready" You walked around the room as you taught. Awesome! This allows you to be sure that students are engaged, on the correct page, etc. *When you tell everyone to listen up, like when you were explaining about rubber bands, be sure they all are listening. Three girls never stopped talking at one table. You asked Sarah a great question, "What made it change?" but before she answered you ....(erase this)

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You did a nice job of redirecting loud and disruptive behavior. Your class tended to get louder, but you kept them at bay. You monitored as you walked around the room.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Excellent redirection and reassurance was given to a student who expressed concern about having to learn a new math procedure. I can only imagine the confidence booster given to that student when the teacher/intern responded "We will learn it together."  Remember that statement and use it again in the future.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management became more and more difficult as students moved through the lesson with many of them not understanding the purpose of the activities.they were doin. When a student said something that was not agreeable, you said "you're not the teacher" three times to the same student, and a few other times to various students. At the very least, it is a poor choice of words and statements to make to a student. It came across at times as sarcasm, and we do not want to be sarcastic toward our students. More time spent monitoring individual students once independent work started would have been helpful. Ideally for this science lesson, students would have individually had the opportunity to try to shine the light through several different materials and dis

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		It would decrease down time if you would pre-group your students and have the groups posted on the board. Make sure the noise level stays at an appropriate level throughout the group activity. If not, the students will attempt to talk over each other. Have a mechanism for calling on students randomly. If not, you'll tend to call on the more outspoken students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Questioning was encouraged throughout the lesson. It might help to have a system for selecting students. (ex. sticks with names, iphone app) I would suggest consistently walking around the room & monitoring the students as they complete the activity. Student's will tend to stay on task is they know they are being monitored. Actually read what they are writing. TC was professionally dressed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Management was good.  You did a nice job of redirecting your students.  

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Pre-group students ahead of time and put group list on the PB. Put rules for the game on the board or on an anchor chart. This will help the students have a better understanding of the game. (Remember: Students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times in order for learning to take place.) TC was professionally dressed.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You set limits for finishing snacks. Logan, are you paying attention? You asked one student if he needed to leave the room because of behavior. He quickly straightened up. Overall loudness during stations....give a warning...it is too loud....then use the "talley chart" to make believers out of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You use various attention getters and the students respond accordingly.  You have high expectations for student behavior! You were quick to redirect anyone who had gotten off task, while not missing a beat teaching the lesson. You gave the students an amount of time to finish a certain part of the lesson. This is terrific time management as well as letting the students know they must stay on task in order to complete the work. I would like to see a little more enthusiasm/annimation when you are teaching. This helps to ensure students stay engaged with you and do not become behavior problems.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did an excellent job monitoring all areas of the clasroom! Youre comfortable with the noise that is generated as part of group work. By closely monitoring the groups, the students stayed focus & on task! TC was professionally dressed! TC's voice level was an appropriate & her comments were very encouraging.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You worked with a small group and all students were engaged and on task during the lesson. 

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job of monitoring and assisting as your students worked independently

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The students are very well behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential for the compare and contrast subject matter. The lesson was very educational and fun for the students. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were a bit loud at times. It would help if you teach the students a gesture or chant that you can use when the students are too loud. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Always a good idea to have the groups divided ahead of time. Have a plan for any students that cannot work cooperatively with others. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You kept saying "Good job".  Please be more specific with your praise especially when it is directed to one student.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You thanked the students for raising their hands to be recognized. There was yelling out and I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over them during the making of the umbrellas.  Always get the students' full attention when you want to give directions/say something whole group.  When you give directions don't follow them with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are asking if what you have told them to do is okay with them. Remember to always set expectations for behavior during each part of a lesson.  They do not know what to do if you have not made it clear.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job monitoring the students who were working independently.  You made sure they were on task and answered questions as needed.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Kept students attention, moved around room and redirected students if they were off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! Statements such as, "Thank you for raising your hand, and Let me see your thumb when you are ready," send clear messages as to what your expectations are! Your tone of voice and the animation encourages students to remain engaged with you.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You set high expectations for your students' behavior from the beginning of the lesson. If anyone got off task, you immediately saw it and correct the student(s). Excellent behavior management techniques used throughout the lesson! You have the perfect engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice"! You take beautiful "command" of the classroom! There is no doubt in the students' minds you are a teacher.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Awesome management of students. These 15 boys were mesmorized with you and your teaching. They can tell that you care for them and therefore they have respect for you. You taught from all over the room as well as monitored your students as they worked.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your students are challenged by you to do their best. That is very obvious! They respect you as their teacher and they do what you say.  It was amazing to see 14 boys on task and doing their work.  It seems that the WANT to please you and not disappoint.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Additional time was needed to ensure that all students had foundational knowledge of the skill being taught. Good voice level was maintained throughout the lesson. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Think of a way that you might not use your "voice" so much to get attention.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You monitored the class as they worked and quickly redirected students when needed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the oral read aloud on the powerpoint. The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students to keep their attention.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Use management strategies to get students attention.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Remember to move around to all groups, as quickly as possible, at the beginning of any group work. In this way you can see if they understand and are getting started on the activity. Remember when you ask for your students' attention, you wait for it.  Oherwise, they will get the idea you do not really mean what you say. You are beginning to "take command" of the classroom with your voice. Keep it up!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You redirected a student without missing a beat during your instruction.  You set the expectations for each part of the lesson.  The students were engaged and enjoying learning. You are definitely finding your "teacher voice"!!  I like that you smile and show the students you are enjoying teaching!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You paid a lot of attention to all the children at the table, calling them by name, responding to their statements. You also redirected off task behavior several times.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Be careful of grammar..."It don't sting" and "Our air conditioner don't work"???

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You need to be a little more strict.  You loose teaching time with side conversations you are in.  Too much talking not on subject.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You monitored students as they worked.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		GROW-The teacher needed to redirect the off task behavior of some of the students in the small Reading group. The teacher used a book to teach the students the different parts of the lesson. The teacher issued each student a sticky note. The teacher asked the students to write why authors used illustrations in the stories. GROW-The students need hands-on lessons to keep focused during the lesson. The teacher had an anchor chart for the lesson. The students placed their different sticky notes on the anchor chart in the corret text illustrations place. GROW-Maybe have assigned seats for the students to prevent the discipline problems. GROW-Each student needed his/her own book to find the different text illustrations in the story.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their worksheet at their seats. Great lesson!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		When asking the students to stop talking, you might want to add, "I know that you are excited about the lesson but there should be no talking at this time." There was a couple of times that it would have been beneficial to use a pre-learned signal or words for stop talking such as "Class - Class" Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Activities were beneficial to the purpose of the lesson but also fun. Good voice quality throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		"Me and Mrs. Brown should have been Mrs. Brown and I." Excellent control of the class. You have a very upbeat, engaging teacher voice!!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used effective attention getters. The students clearly understood you were the teacher teaching this lesson. You told them you were going to call on the ones with the "maroon behavior". You reminded one boy how to sit on the rug. Excellent behavior management during lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your tone of voice was excellent. The students responded to you without you having to raise your voice. Make sure that all students are on task throughout the lesson. The back group were talking among themselves during the lesson. Don't hesitate to stop & redirect. TC was wearing professional attire!

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher consistently redirected the off task behavior of the students. The students really enjoyed the songs about the different parts of the plant. The lesson progressed nicely.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher is very in tune with the students as they work at their seats. Good lesson!

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. YEA - TOTD instructions were posted on the PB along with the instructions of what to do at the completion of the activity!

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students when they became off task.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good job monitoring the entire classroom by constantly walking around & checking student work. You used an encouraging tone with your students and they appeared to feel at ease when asking you questions. You might want to work on making it a little more energetic:) While teaching, make sure that ALL students are focused on you. It appeared that the same students were answering the majority of your questions as you worked the problems on the board. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continually monitor the room even if you are working with a student or group.   Be careful of grammar.  You said..."Do everyone agree with that?"  Should be "Does everyone agree with that?"

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When the students are off task and talking, redirect them then wait for them to all get quiet before moving on - even if it means waiting a substantial amount of time. (The students must know that you are in control!) I loved the way that you consistently instructed off-task students to actively participate in the lesson. Very professionally dressed! Good voice quality!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Be careful of your grammar..."There IS eight of them."...should be "There ARE eight of them."

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students if they were off task. The students did a good job of paying attention during the lesson. GROW-The teacher had too much down time during the lesson. The teacher has a very warm personality with the students. The students really enjoy her teaching. 

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson about Ponce de Leon.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Changing wait time helps keep students focused  - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks. You are developing a great rapport with your 5th graders.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Having a well planned lesson helps the teacher focus on instruction, and it removes many opportunities for trouble.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Monitored students as they worked and made sure they were all on task.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		All of the students participated in the lesson. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher did a good job of switching the students from partner work to individual work. The students followed her directions throughout the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		All students were on task...no off task behaviors. The students were engaged and enjoying their learning. You gave a time warning which let your students know there was an end time. Excellent time management technique. Your voice was very supportive and encouraging.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You asked the students to "Look up here", meaning to look at you. Some did and some did not.  You must wait for all to do what you have asked. If they do not give you their attention in a timely manner, use the classroom behavior management plan.  They must know you mean what you say. You asked the students, "Does everyone have a paper?" Asking for this information in this manner encourages the students to yell out.  Try having them raise their hand if they need a paper. As you become more comfortable with your teaching, you will become more aware of students off-task during independent work time. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had an excellent lesson. The Science lesson was very engaging, very educational and very hands-on. The teacher was very organized from the beginning to the end of the lesson. The students were very well-behaved and very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very pleasant and encouraging voice for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room and discussing the progress of their small partner brochure activity creating the window activity. The teacher is and will be an AWESOME teacher! Great job!

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Be sure to set expectations for each and every part of the lesson.  During the group time on the rug, some of the students were throwing their eggs and clicking them together.  Tell them what they are to be doing as they wait their turns. I like how Harlow is cutting and If you are sitting quietly are two good behavior management techniques. You have a enthusiastic and encouraging "teacher voice".  You have a lovely smile and the students respond well to you.  I can tell you enjoy teaching!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Stations will get nosier than usual.  Set your standards of how loud, quiet, etc. that you want it to be.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your class was well behaved. They totally respect you as their teacher.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher's voice quality commands attention of the students at all times.  The teacher has a great relationship with the students.  All of the students are eager to learn because of the teacher's enthusiasm for his lesson. The students are all on task and very involved in the lesson. The teacher always has lessons which are student involved. Any school would be lucky to have Mr. Jones as a teacher! Excellent lesson! The teacher had a very structured lesson which involved several different types of learning.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was very attentive of the students throughout the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher asked very higher order questions throughout the lesson. THe students were engaged from the beginnin to the end of the lesson. This teacher is and will be awesome. Teaching comes very natural to the teacher. Awesome lesson! The teacher does a great job of incorporating every subject in her lesson. As the students are making up a sentence using the word "illegal", the teacher reminded students of different Language Arts Skills. AWESOME Lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher has too many "so's" in the lesson. The lesson needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson needed more creative ways to teach the area and perimeter concept.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students are well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at their desks during the Flocabulary video. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher has a great voice quality that keeps the students in tune during the entire lesson. Overall, the teacher had a good lesson. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The students were very engaged in the Scoot part of the lesson. Overall the teacher had a very good lesson.  The lesson involved several different activities to teach the subject matter.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher has great control of the students.   The teacher had a jeopardy benchmark test review for the students. The teacher passed out whiteboards to the students to write their answers. The teacher passed out notebook paper to those who different have whiteboards. The teacher had great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The students are very attentive during the entire lesson. The teacher gives constant positive feedback during the lesson while teaching the lesson. The teacher is very encouraging to the students during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The lesson progressed nicely! Great lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You are so kind to your students.  They are well behaved for you. When the boy erased the word problem off his board,  that was unacceptable and there should be a consequence for this.  

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Loved how you welcomed your students with the sign on the board "Hey Everybody! Have a seat. You will only need a piece of paper." I notice that you really don't have to redirect. You have a way of bringing them "back in" with your voice. Good! The behavior point system on the board was a plus also. You had no behavior issues at all! You constantly challenged your students as you explained why they were taking the time to do this.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure you give clear directions and expectations when they began working in groups.  Set a time limit for them to complete their work. They need to know this! Remember enthusiasm goes a long way.  This is contagious to your kids.  They know if you are enjoying this lesson or not.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Don't forget to moniter the entire class even as you are working with a small group.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring students as they worked and redirecting students as needed.  You encouraged them to do the best work they could.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		The Chrome books should have been in place before lesson started because sometimes they are hard to find in an instance. Make sure all items are ready to go. Don't depend on your teacher to have to find them. Give your students a timeline on how long they have to get logged in. Your job is to walk around to wak anyone who is struggling. It took too long of instructional time. The idea of having the word QUIET on board to take away letters was a good management tool. Be very careful that you have the word spelled correctly. You had QUITE. Also, don't say "We seen that it was..." BE careful about correct grammar. This is so important when you are the role model.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		One or two times a group got out of control at their station. Set your boundaries and then give consequences. Always start your stations with not only the directions, but the expectations of behavior and participation, as well. For example, are they allowed to talked quietly, work together,etc. You can't ignore bad behavior.  Make sure everyone is listening while you give directions. Slow down, take your time and be calm about giving your instructions. I noticed this on your BINGO instructions.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You are still asking a lot of questions or are seeking guidance from your CT.  Remember you are in control during your full time teaching.  Be sure your ccenters are ready for independent work-took a while to get computers logged on, find earbuds, etc.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Awesome that you challenged students and continued to tell them how smart they were at this skill. Your students were very attentive and did a great job. Don't be afraid to redirect behavior if needed. You monitored and assisted your students as they worked independently

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good thinking to do a time management limit on routine things ! Example... telling them to go back to your seat. You have 5 seconds. Awesome!  Group 1 may get your books out of the locker.  You have 5 seconds.  This works! Try to ignore some of the mild behaviors such as 2 boys talking for a second. Sometimes this will pass if you just keep going. You are not ignoring behavior issues, you are just choosing to not disrupt the other 26 students by having to stop for discipline so many times. A look or just your eye contact canl stop some of that without saying a word.

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher is very confident in teaching her lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter for her lesson. The teacher has a great voice quality. The sequence of the lesson was good! The teacher has very natural teaching abilities.  The students respond very well to her! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! You gave "time warnings" which is excellent time management.  This also holds the students accountable for staying on task.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You set the expectations for student behavior from the very beginning of the lesson Excellent! You used statements such as, " I haven't called on anyone, so I shouldn't hear any voices when I am writing on the board. You did not complete giving all the directions before allowing them to move to the task cards. Be sure to do this. Once they have moved, it is harder to regain their attention. You set the timer to let students know there was a time limit on completing the task cards, so they would stay on task. You assessed their understanding using an inference worksheet with passages. You have a very soft voice. Try projecting it a little more. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Very monotone. Students need to hear different tones for different parts or words that are important.  Show some excitement that you love to teach. Be careful of grammar...you said "You haven't wrote your sentences"...should be "You haven't written your sentences".

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		You did a good job of redirecting students.  As they got rowdy during game,  you were consisitent in restructuring.   Time management was good today.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Don't count back from 5 every other minute. (You did this 14 times)   If you are giving your students a trait to compare with each other, then let them talk.  They were not too loud. Allow them to enjoy this.  It should be fun.  When you are ready, just start talking.  Don't waste too much time counting back each time.  Just start!  What about questions such as "What does inherit mean?  What does trait mean?  Talk about dominant and what that word means?  Remember they don't know. Be careful not to keep your back to the kids in back.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You called on one child to "go clip down". Students, at times, were talking when you were giving directions.  Be sure to get everyones attention before proceeding with directions, instruction etc. Be careful with the wording of your questions.  Some of your questions encouraged students to yell out answers. This sets the wrong tone for the lesson. You said, "You have one minute to finish writing and return to your seats. This is great time management for the students. It lets them know there is an end to the task at hand. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You had complete command of the classroom. You immediately saw any off-task behaviors and corrected them!  You had them raise their hands in order to respond. When two students were playing with a hat and a marker you took them away without interrupting instruction. Beautiful! You have an engaging, annimated, and confident "teacher voice"!  They knew you were the teacher for this lesson!  Well done!

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms Crider"  should be "Ms Crider and I".

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher did a great job redirecting the behavior of the students who were off task. The teacher has a very engaging lesson with the students. The students are very in tune to the lesson and very eager to learn about the Science water pollution lesson. Great lesson! The teacher knew the pollution subject matter very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher does a good job of monitoring all of the students at their seats. The teacher does a good job of asking questions as the students work on their three branches of government cut and paste.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It is obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson. You were very encouraging to your students. Your constant moving around the classroom helped keep your students focused and on task. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Walking among students is not enough--you need to observe what they are doing so you can correct misunderstandings or redirect off task behavior.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You said, "Me and Mrs. Kim...."  Be careful to model correct grammar and sentence structure. Be sure to always have the entire groups' attention if you are giving directions to all. Saying "GO" to begin the making of the butterflies gave the students the impression the activity was a race. Many treated it as such.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Not only does Ms. Patterson use appropriate tone and voice levels, she expertly varies the pitch of her voice in pitch giving a catchy pattern to her discussion. This helps maintain student attention, therefore keeping them on task and discouraging any off task behavior.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ability to continually speak in a calm manner enhances this teacher candidate's ability to run a classroom smoothly. She exhibits the behavior she expects of students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students get wound up, you have the ability to get them back under control quickly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students got loud, they were on task and loving what they were doing. Perfect Valentine's Day activity.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		You managed the class well today. You were in control and they respected you. You gave clear expectations and directions on the group scavenger hunt. Make sure you have everyone's attention before speaking or giving directions. Expecially when groups begin to share, be sure that they are visable and loud enough for others to hear and see.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The intern has a good repoire with her students. In particular, she is calm and steady as she leads a discussion during whole group practice, and this in part keeps students focused and on task. As students need assistance, she is helpful and kind, yet still maintains the authority of a professional educator.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate maintains a calm demeanor throughout the lesson, which helps the students have a peaceful learning environment.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students are very well-behaved and engaged in the States of Matter lesson. The teacher had a great lesson with several different activities to teach the States of Matter subject matter. The teacher is always prepared and always energetic about her lessons. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a teacher!  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Teacher voice needs to be louder.  Ypur students loved the activities, but make sure they know exactly what their expectations are.  Give them a time frame to get done or they will take forever!

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good job redirecting students.. TC was professionally dress as always.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Don't be too lax with this group. Don't "cut up" with them or give them reason to get loose with their behavior. Keep your lesson tight and orderly. You know your different groups. Direct them accordingly. It's hard to have them in close knit groups and not expect them to talk. If you don't want even whispering, maybe have them spread out some. `

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- several management strategies used Materials very organized Good Review of prior knowledge Grows- Work on finding your teacher voice and teacher presence in classroom  Give Clear directions Make sure everyone is listening before moving to next activity Give expectations of use of manipulative 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You challenged your students (14 Black Boys) in a way that made them feel very smart. When you hear a roar of talking, call on a specific name to answer a question. This usuaally gets attention. Or a brag such as "Remember, Darius when you told us....."

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Glad they used white boards. This engaged them while you were giving direct and guided instruction from board. Loved that you set time management such as "I'm going to give you one minute..." or counting backward as they were putting materials up." They responded to this well.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Classroom management is MUCH improved!  You used techniques such as "all eyes up here", "voices off, eyes on me" and the students understood you meant it!  You took 5 min. off 2 students' recess for not doing as asked.  When it got loud during the game, you stopped the class and reminded them to whisper as you had modeled earlier for them. You are finding your "teacher voice"!!  You are beginning to show enthusiasm and you are starting to take command of the class!  Continue to work on these.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Continue to work on transitions and classroom management.  There is a lot of time used refocusing and asking students to stop talking.  You cannot challenge students to so their best if you are not in complete control of the classroom. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good time management.  You used clock on Prom board. There were no behavior issues because your class was engaged in their activities.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		So much improvement on class management! Your kids were very well behaved and they enjoyed what they were learning.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kept students on task and engaged in lesson.  Redirected as needed.  Provided encouragement for the reluctant student.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Glance around room more often to be sure all students are still engaged.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students needed to be a little more attentive during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved students ususally during all lessons. *The teacher needed to be more assertive during the lesson. The teacher needed to control the students more during the lesson. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		You are going to have to develop more of a teacher "voice".

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good trying to monitor what was going on in the room while you worked with small group.  Still some students not on task.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!  You could have heard a pin drop. You have an excellent, engaging "teacher voice".

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		It is clear the students see you as a teacher. You use very effective classroom management techniques.  The students were on task throughout the lesson. You circulated throughout the classroom as students were working independently. This allows you to assess understanding as well as keep all students on task. Nice time management:  You have about one more minute to finish this portion.  This tells the students there is an end time and they must stay focused!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There were multiple methods used to decide which students to call on,and nice redirection as needed

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Today you did a beautiful job with classroom management. Students were engaged in the problems. They were kind about it, but it was "enjoyable" for them to show you what you had done wrong. That was empowering for students because they could with certainty tell you what was wrong and how to correct it. Another wonderful aspect of classroom management was during direct instruction. Students were getting slightly chatty and had abandoned raising their hands to give answers. You very calmly and in a normal tone of voice asked them to start raising their hands again to give answers. You calmly let them know that you were serious about the information you had to share. They took you seriously and you went right back to teaching in a seamless manner. That redirection you had to give was done so professionally and so calmly. It was done in a way that made them all know that your expectations of all of them were high.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Your group got out of hand during the making of their flowers.  Your group had to be corrected by the CT.  Be sure to set expectations for behavior in all  parts of a lesson.  Several of the students needed to be redirected.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Exemplary marks are earned for encouraging students to do their best during the lesson, and for using appropriate voice levels and tone. Mr. Spence calls on a number of students to answer, knowing that some are likely to give precise answers and others might be struggling. While he'll approach them for individual assistance during independent practice, he does not leave out any students in sharing their prediction for answers with the class. He encourages struggling students no only by calling on them, but also with the kind, reassuring tone and the confidence he shows in their ability.  He can with conversation and skilled questioning guide them in the right direction.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Be sure to set expectations for transitions. Once they begin talking it is difficult to refocus the students for the next part of the lesson. This equates to lost instructional time, as well. When asking questions try not to ask questions which requires the whole class to shout out an answer. This "stirs up" the students and it is a lost opportunity to check individual understanding of the content. When calling on students to explain how they got their answer, look for a student who did not get the answer correct in order to help them see how to do it correctly. When handing out papers to the class, it is best to continue the lesson in some way, such as calling on individual students to give you key words that either indicate addition or subtraction in a word problem. Because there is no way for all the students to finish at one time, be sure to tell the students who finish first what they should do.  This way the students who are not finished will have the quiet time they need. When going over problems ask students to cap their markers and put the white boards down.  This will mean less noise as students are explaining how to solve problems. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson before ensuring you had all students; attention.  When you use an attention getter and want the students to listen to you, wait for them to give it to you.  If they don't give you their attention, use the classroom management plan. Anytime there is movement involved in a lesson think through what you want it to look like when they move. Then set the expectations with your students. You moved from group to group as they were playing the game, ensuring they understood what they were to be doing.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Students tend to be talkative.  Be careful with your voice...could hear the stress coming through as they were not doing what was told.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Try and think of something to do besides using your voice to get attention.  Your room likes to talk and gets easily distracted.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of saying "GUYS!" all the time.  Also be careful of your grammar.  You said..."What do that mean?"  Should have ssaid "What does that mean?"

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job monitoring the entire class. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on the Science lesson about the beaks of birds. The teacher continutes to ask questions and instruct the students throughout the lesson. *The teacher uses a lot of "okays" during the lesson. The Science lesson was very sequential and educational with hands-on learning experiences. The teacher was very familiar with her subject matter of beaks and birds. *The teacher still needs to work on slowing down with her talking during the lesson. Overall, a very good lesson!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		No problem with classroom management

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great job redirecting your students' attention if they got rowdy while working.  They loved the activities and were well behaved.  Remember it's ok for them to get a little noisy while working together, as long as they are being productive.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher was monitoring the behavior of the students. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students several times to make sure they were focused on the lesson. *The teacher does not need to ask who wants to do something, he needs to just pick on one student to read the problem. The teacher does a good job calling on different students to answer the questions. The students did a good job raising their hands to answer questions. The teacher has a very encouraging voice with the students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You asked one student if he was ready to move on in order to gain his attention. You directed the students to put their pencils down when they were done and ready to move on. Great visual way to assess who is still working. You have a very enthusiastic and engaging "teacher voice". 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You use very effective behavior management techniques: "If you can hear me touch....." "Put your pencil down when you are finished." You circulated through the classroom as the students were copying information from the anchor chart. This not only allowed you to assess their progress/understanding, but it keeps all students on task.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Be careful if you are in a center that you keep monitoring the room and redirect any off task behavior.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job of walking around and helping your students as they worked.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- Don't ever allow 15 at one time to get up and bring their paper to you.  You or a student can walk by and take these up. Your class was well behaved.  There were no behavior problems. *You are lucky you can use a microphone. You most likely won't have one when you are a teacher on your own.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had high expectations for the students' behavior during the entire lesson. You were quick to redirect anyone off task. You have an engaging, encouraging "teacher voice"!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected several students, but for the overwhelming majority of the lesson students were on task and engaged in their learning. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your class is always well behaved. There were engaged in their work. They seem to respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job attending all areas of the classroom. Once you give the 'be quiet' sign, wait for the students to completely stop talking before moving on.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher knew her subject matter about immigration.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Transition to groups was a little disorderly with students not remembering what their group number was.  You quickly worked to get the class back on task and the froups working.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great job keeping all students on task. Good voice quality.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher redirected the students when they were too noisy or not paying attention. *The teacher needed to know the knowledge of the reference materials better so she did not need to read the poster. *Be careful when writing words on powerpoint-misspelled the word calendar-calenda *The teacher needed to be more focused on one reference material at a time. The teacher did a good job of walking around monitoring the students as they worked in small groups. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to her well.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very knowledgable of the fossil subject matter. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher constantly monitored the students as they worked on their chromebooks researching about their fish fossil. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		You need to continue to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did walk around to monitor students, but many times you were not aware of the students off task. There were students who were having discussions about topics other than habitats. As the noise level got louder, you got louder instead of getting students to discuss at a lower level. You were getting frustrated and was unsure how to handle the noise level. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Work on increasing your voice level and monitoring all areas of the classroom. TC as appropriately dressed.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		It is always harder to keep your eyes on centers/stations when you use them in a class. It takes practice to keep looking up and looking around for possible problems. You did better with the attention getters today and used two different ones. Also less sh-sh-sh today. Remember to set your expectations at the beginning of the lessons and remind students throughout the lessons as needed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Listen Lions- great attention getter! You had high expectations for the students' behavior and they rose to the occasion! You have a very pleasant, sweet voice. You need to project it a little more and as Mrs. Edison said, "Take command of the class."

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You told one student he was receiving a talley mark.  You moved a student who was arguing with another one. Most students on task and engaged throughout the lesson. Alright, alright, alright is not an attention getter. Choose one to use or use the one your C.T. uses. You have a very calm voice.  You need to show more annimation and ecitement during your teaching.  If you are enjoying yourself, the students will, as well. You must be an entertainer!!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Watch talking over students, wait for them to get quiet before you talk. Use signals we discussed. Work on questioning... try to ask higher order questions instead of recall. Use the academic language in the instruction (unit of measure at the end of problem, product,  communicative property etc.) Good job on telling students to go back and recheck their work. As you walk around and monitor, ask questions. Overall a good lesson and you did a good job teaching it. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		No problems with classroom management were noted, therefore a "not observed" was marked as not observed. Moving around the room constantly is helpful to discourage off task behavior.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You monitored the room assissting students as needed.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be careful saying "you guys" too many times.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students participated the entire lesson. The teacher has all the qualities of an awesome teacher! The teacher is always organized, punctual and willing to do anything. The teacher's plan is very sequential and informative for the students. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the entire lesson. This classroom is a transitional classroom. The teacher has high standards for all of the students throughout the lesson.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very well behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged in the Math lesson. The teacher does an exceptional job of engaging the students throughout the lesson with manipulative and discussions about the Money lesson. The teacher is very organized in all of her lessons. The plans are always sequential and hands-on for the learner. Ms. Wilson is one of my top student teachers. I have had the privilege of working with her for three semesters. Ms. Wilson would be an asset to any school system! She is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		There were no problems in classroom management. In fact, redirecting inappropriate behavior is marked as "not observed" because students were on task and not misbehaving in any obvious way. It is usually an indicator that students are fully aware of their learning goals and are engaged in an effective lesson. Good work!!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good job monitoring entire class & maintaining good class discipline. TC dressed in appropriate professional attire. Your comments to the students were encouraging and challenged the students to recall previously learned material. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		TC was very attentive to the entire class and encouraged all students to participate. Appropriate voice level was used throughout the lesson. Students were readily redirected as needed. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. This lesson was completed during a tough time of the day so the students were not as attentive. Due to this, you needed to redirect the group on several occasions. A good way to address this is to say, "We appear to be having a difficult time focusing today so when I need to redirect you, I will say "All eyes on me"!

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Students were talking throughout the lesson & not focused on the lesson. This is a good lesson to have a gestures or phrase to call attention to the inappropriate behavior. (ex. Class Class, or queit sign). You did a good jo modeling correct voaculary thoughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		In group work, it is often difficult to maintain good classroom behaviour. This teacher candidate keeps students so engaged in learning that it is no issue at all.
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		This lesson was done at the end of the semester as a replacement for your second lesson. Much improved. It was obvious that you had spent time thinking through this.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Very good, interactive lesson.  Lots of support practicing the lesson goal!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving greatly!!  I am proud of your hard work, Logan!

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You are a very confident teacher.  You are knowledgeable of your material and deliver it well.  You will be a fabulous teacher!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing I Can statements Always a great idea to define key terms in the I Can/EQ/Standard 2..Great opening activity for this lesson. The video was entertaining & appropriate. 3. TC used great tone of voice throughout the lesson. 4. Use of timer was very beneficial to assist students with management of time. 5. Yea - you improvised when PB pen was not working. GROWS: 1, Instructions for activity needs to be listed on the board so that all students can see. 2. I think it would have helped to go over additional examples of fact & opinion with the students. I would specifically use the trigger words that you talked about earlier in the lesson. 3. In the beginning of the lesson when you discussed the key terms - Fact/Opinion - & students were given your the definition, I would clarify before showing the video. Let the video enhance what you are teaching. 4. Make sure all students are quiet before continuing the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I have enjoyed being your UWG supervisor this semester.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have grown so much over the year, and you were already good when you started Block 3/4. I am so thankful for chance to spend theses past two semesters as you professor.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When you have a creative project for assessment, it is exciting for your students and it can be gratifying to see a quality product come out of the effort of your students,  This is often something that even experienced teachers either struglle with or sometimes avoid, so you are to be commended for having students think about ecosystems in an unusual way. Here's a question to think about as you move through additional teaching experiences: When one of the major assessments for a unit of study is very creative, how might a teacher balance that with other opportunities for students to demonstrate their mastery of standards?

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney is well-organized as a lesson planner. This shows in the delivery of the lesson as well.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am so proud of you!  This was a great lesson.  I can tell you have studied the lesson observation sheet and you covered it well!!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. Good hands-on activities to enhance  the lesson 2. Excellent use of real-life examples throughout the lesson 3. Your encouraging voice & positive comments created a safe learning environment for the students GROWS: 1. Slow down a little so that your students have more opportunities to offer comments & ask questions 2. I think you would benefit from a system that promotes calling on various students throughout the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, there are some general improvements that make your teaching now seem more polished than at the beginning of the year.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I am so proud of you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Well done, Kelsea!  I am so proud of your hard work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017 This lesson was not what I would hope to see from a student at this point. The observer will speak with his supervisor and may update this during the coming week.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Even though you told me afterwards that the class has some behavior issues that are ongoing, those would not explain all of the problems with the lesson, particularly the questions/answers. I believe that you have the ability and experience to do much better.x

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thank you for working to make the UWG lesson plan format fit well with Eureka Math. Also, thank you for your professionalism and positive attitude.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your progress as an intern is evident in this lesson. Your ability to calmly run the classroom shows both maturity and growth throughout the school year. I am so proud of your growth over this semester, and that you don't take for granted your natural ability to teach. You are well prepared and it shows.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		This skill is very hard to grasp.  I thought you did an amazing job delivering this content to the students.  Sometimes we as adults may understand it totally, but teaching it on their level is a different story.  Good job!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Cooperating teacher (Mrs. Prewett) shared several instances in which Ms. Burton is going above and beyond the call of duty. Perhaps most impressive was the fact that she volunteered to ride one of the school buses that was having behavior problems. Her cooperating teacher goes with her because she isn't yet a certified teacher/employee, but it is extraordinary for a teacher/intern to answer this type of call to volunteer. Overall, very good job today!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		I know that you can greatly improve the delivery of your next field experience lesson. You have the skills and tools neccessary to do so. It is a matter of taking the planning for the lesson seriously, including thinking about these needed improvements: 1. Posting standards 2. Clearly stating the purpose of the lesson at the begining and reinforcing throughout 3. Make sure students can clearly see any task or activity that is being presented as a demonstration. 4. Use appropriate areas of the classroom for appropriate activites. (carper for reading, tables for hands on) 5. Thinking carefully about the questions you will ask students (how to structure the questions to to get the types of answers you are looking for) 6. Have all materials ready prior to the start of the lesson (any needed chart paper appropriately labeled, handouts could be placed in stacks facing down on student tables, etc.) One of your strengths is your ability to remain calm even when a lesson is not going well. That should serve you well as you plan another lesson for me to observe. I have no doubt it will be much better in the areas in which you have room to grow. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and presented to the students. 2. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. 3. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. 4. TC stayed focused when the lesson disappeared from the board & patiently waited for students to find the lesson on their Chrome Books. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on your EQ - clarifying the terms 'reasons & evidence'. 2. More time needs to be given to the initial teaching of the lesson instead of going directly to a group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Opening activity was a good way to kick start lesson. Don't be afraid to stop/start the Brain Pop & reinterate 2. Yea - Instructions for the game were listed on the PB. (Might want to use larger font size.) 3. The students loved the activities that you chose. It gave the students a chance to play an active role in their learning! GROWS: 1. Plan activities that include the students providing self generated examples for the parts of speech activity. 2. Pre-divide the groups to help with effective transitions. Post the group list on the PB or anchor charts. 3. Posting group rules & creating a 'get quiet' signal may help with the noise level of the students. The noise level increases as the students attempt to talk over the other groups.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. TC obviously knew her lesson content and was well prepared for the lesson. 2. TC did an excellent job questioning the students & encouraging higher lever thinking. 3. TC was open to the various answers that the students were given. 4. Great job defining terms in I Can statement GROWS: 1. Walk around more and monitor what the students are writing. 2. Relate topic to a real-life situation in order to promote long term retention. 3. Increase voice level (closer to what you used toward the end). 4. Always try to open the lesson with a 'hook' in order to get the students motivated!!!

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. TC knew lesson content and could readily answer the questions ask by the students. 2. Great use of graphic organizer to combine information in a constructive way. Handwriting was clear. 3. TC was confident and voice level was appropriate throughout the lesson. 4. Good job monitoring students GROWS: 1. If the students ask you a question & you do not know the answer, address it & state that you will look for the answer together. You can also challenge the students to find the answer. 2. Post groups & game rules on the board so that students can see what is expected of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and taught. Keep up the good work!  I am proud of you!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, scaffolded, and delivered lesson.  I am proud of all of the hard work you put into this lesson.  The students were clearly engaged and ejoying learning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were clearly presented to the students using a detailed Powerpoint. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed with clear lettering, graphics, & information. 3. TC enthusiastically presented the information to the students and welcomed feedback from the students. 4. It was obvious that the students felt comfortable participating in the lesson. 5. Overall great lesson! GROWS: 1. Be sure & monitor the pace of your teaching! Remember - the weaker students typically process slower than most students! 2. I would suggest using a random student selection procedure to ensure that all students have an opportunity to participate. 3. Pre-group your students and post it on the PB. This should eliminate confusion & discussion.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Well done.  For deeper depth of knowledge comparing/contrasting birds with bats would have taken the lesson to higher order thinking. Since the class has been studying bats, this would be a great writing lesson. Something to consider in the future.  I know there was not enough time today.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You will be an awesome teacher.  You have great delivery and know your content well.  You are very confident in your teaching.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with good activities. 2. The various materials for the lesson were readily available. 3. The anchor charts were well put together and offered excellent support to the lesson. GROWS: 1. Have a universal quiet sign or gesture so that you can gain the attention of your students quickly. 2. Take more time to expand the students knowledge on the EQ. Make sure the terms that are used are defined in a way that is appropriate for your learners. 3. Have a 'Plan B' for students who have difficulty participating in groups. I would give them an opportunity to participate but move them quickly if they are causing the class to be disrupted.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You have a nice demeanor with the students. Lesson plan had many grammatical errors. You did not show the lesson plan to your CT before teaching the lesson. Be sure all slides are written correctly.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson from beginning to end!   You are a joy to watch teach!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well done, Brittney! I am proud of your hard work!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		The first thing I noticed was your Agenda on the Smart Board. At the top was Good Morning Beautiful People! Wow! You are such an inspiration to your students! You are an amazing teacher, Charity! Good luck to you as you persue your career!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Lesson standard & EQ was  posted. 2. Good Voice quality used throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson. 2. When using an abbreviation such as ft, make sure you write the entire word on the board close to the problem. 3. Need to start with a review of hours and minutes before going directly into problem solving 4. Make sure that you don't cover up key number or words when underlining or circling word phrases. 5. It didn't appear that you had a clear understanding of the lesson. The students challenged the was you were completing the projects and it was a bit confusing. I think one problem is that you had to much information on the board (it was a bit cluttered)

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ were clearly posted & reviewed. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed & provided information that enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job monitoring the students throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Voice level was much improved over previous lesson. Keep practicing! 2. Add video clips to the lesson as a means to help the students better understand the historical timing. 3. Make sure you add current events that are relevant to the historical events that you are teaching. (Ex. FIdel Castro's recent death, North Korea firing test missle at the US.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent lesson Alli!  I am proud of all your hard work!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fantastic lesson, Alli!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GROWS: Spend more time with introducing the lesson vocabulary Don't stress over the noise level. Slow down throughout the lesson You need a prelearned signal or words to gain their attention. (ex. Class Class - Yes Yes) GLOWS: You presented a well planned lesson with a variety of activities to reinforce your EQ You're always professionally dressed You used quality questioning throughout the lesson. Overall good lesson! 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done!  Your lesson was well organized and you had a lot of support for your students!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned, organized, and delivered lesson. Keep up the great job!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Very good opening. Basic to the point but focus for the lesson was set. 2. Quality questioneing used throughout the lesson. 3. Your words and tone of voice was very encouraging for your students. 4. Good use of paper by putting TOTD on back of Vinn Diagram sheet. GROWS: 1. Print for VInn Diagram was a little small which makes it difficult for the students to see. 2. Some of the students in the back groups were off task. Make sure to monitor all students throughout the lesson. 3. Always a good idea to print instruction for activity and cleanup! 4. Don't talk until students are quiet. Demand the respect. 5. Group worksheet will not tell you if everyone understood the information.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. Well planned lesson. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. Excellent use of a graphic organizer. GROWS: Spend more time on the instructional part of the lesson, especially since it is a new topic. Make sure the students clearly understand the vocabulary used in the Standard &/or EQ. Great idea: What Stuck with Me - spend more time listing these (remember students need to see & hear multiple times in order to learn:)

		Green		Megan		917463432		Grows: Make sure all students are focused & on task whitle you are teaching. Increase the level of enthusiam in your voice - the more energetic you are, the more energetic the students will be! Slow down when working the porblems on the board. ALso, consistently underline key words & write the 'what' out to the side of the number (ex 60 seconds) Use some type of system for selecting students in order to ensure that all students are called on to answer. Glows: Overall Good Lesson - much improved from 1st lesson. It is obvious that you knew your lesson. Great choice to work out all problems on the board. Your verbal questioning was spot on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: Very well planned lesson - all materials & presentations were spot on! Even though this is obviously a challenging class, you did a good job keeping the students on task. Great improvement from last lesson! GROWS: Make sure that you wait before moving on when the class is too loud. Take time to make sure that your students understand all parts of your definition. If not, explain any terms that are confusing. Remember - the students must see and hear information muliple times in order to learn!

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		You were teaching a small group today and you did a perfect job with them. Keep in mind that the entire class is under your control. Always know what those students are doing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		I am so proud of you for your perserverance and determination.Get all these tasks done for UWG and you'll be so  finished It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor through out two semesters and I look forward to visiting your classroom next year.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  I have also included comments expressed by the CT. Ms Harrel was asked to discuss issues with the CT. She did so and improvement was noted by the CT.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Excellent stations!!  This is a great way to review skills already taught. Students were having fun and learning/reviewing.  This is a win-win!!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well organized lesson. I liked the modeling you did with the students!  Work on the behavior management techniques we discussed.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		It has been a pleasure getting to know you and seeing you develop as a teacher. Best of everything. Don't be a stranger. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Good lesson! 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke, I am so proud of your accomplishments these two semesters. Wow! You have become an amazing teacher with so much passion. I have enjoyed being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Very well prepared lesson *Great job walking around the entire classroom as you taught and as the students worked on the activity *Your tone of voice and comments were very encouraging *Great classroom management with comments such as "I'm going to call on students who are quiet and raining their hands"! *It was obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson that you taught

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		I want you to focus on making your transitions from activity to activity flow better.  There has to be that bridge to show where you are going next.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job!

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Torie, I am so incredibly proud of you.  I have seen drastic change in your teaching from the beginning of block 3 to the point where you are solo teaching.  You have become a confident, amazing teacher! I have loved being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable.  Good luck as you persue your career!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Excellent, well organized and presented lesson!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully delivered!  You can be especially  proud since your CT was absent!! This speaks well of your classroom management skills! Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Outstanding lesson, Ali!  The lesson was beautifully planned, organized, and taught! I am so pleased with your progress with classroom management!  Keep up the great job!

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well done, Ali!!  Very creative lesson.  I can tell you put a lot of hard work and effort into planning and organizing this lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Grow/Glows: 1. Ask 'what does the word cause mean' instead of just asking for 'the definiton'. Sometimes younger students get confused with terminology. 2. It might help to color code the cards for the activity. Also, make yourself a guide to follow. 3. Refer back to the definition that you previously wrote on the board when asking the students which one is it - cause or effect. 4. Always give the students of an example when you introduce an activity. It helps to clarify what you expect from your students. Strengths: 1. Excellent video choice for the lesson opening. 2. Great time to use a T-Chart (cause/effect) 3. Good job managing and guiding your students throughout the lesson 4. Well thought out lesson & well executed! 

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well prepared and engaging  lesson!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Good job overall! Think about this question for your own professional growth: What is it about your lessons and teaching habits/style that give you the ability to calmly and confidently deliver a lesson with the success one might expect of a more experienced teacher?

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Throughout this semster and last semester, I've had the privilege of observing this teacher (intern) teach five lessons. Although the earlier lessons were not bad, there is certainly more confidence evident this semester. Ms. Patterson makes her mark even on scripted lesson plans through the way she delivers the lesson, and usese her skill set to enhance the learning opportunities for her students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana, I am so proud of your achievements. You have progressed and grown as a teacher and I am so proud of you! You will be an amazing teacher...and as it looks you will be at CMS! Congratulations!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		I am sooo proud of you! I can tell that you were confident in this lesson even though you didn't know alot about the subject!  You did a nice job!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The progression of lessons observed from the fall up until now shows me an intern that is ready for each next step that comes along. A suggestion for getting ahead of the game is to offer to teach any additional times that the cooperating teacher would agree to simply to gain additional experience.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		You are good at guiding students through the steps of mathprocedures or problems. You have the ability and skill to teach math effectively. Be confident in this and it will be an asset that helps your students understand and excel.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Nice anchor chart for prepositions. 2. You required that the students to use complete sentences when they were given an answer. 3. Very cute Mouse Preposition chart. The kids loved it. GROWS: 1. After you read the book, have the students to point to the prepositions on the anchor chart that you made. 2. Go over the anchor chart with the students to ensure all students are introduced to the information on the chart.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki, you are a natural born teacher! Enjoyed your lesson.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Becky, the first thing I noticed today was your confidence! You were so confident in what you were teaching. I could also tell that you listened to advise that I gave you and followed through. I am very proud of your progress already! You are going to be awesome!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Good lesson, Cara. Continue to work on transitions and overall classroom management (talking).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Well done, Cara!  I am proud of the improvements you have made! Continue to grow in the area of classroom management and showing enthusiasm/annimation during your lessons.  Keep up the hard work!

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good job!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  I am proud of your hard work, Alexis!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Your lesson was well planned, organized and implemented!  Well done, Alexis!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The remaining time in your insternship is an opportunity to polish your skills and to apply any techniques or practices you've picked up from your cooperating teacher. Mrs. Fields is a great resource for you and I am glad the two of you have developed a very good working relationship. You might also think about this. What is there about becoming a professional full time teacher later this year that scares you? Are there strategies or practices you haven't tried that you would like to use before going into the "real world"? Now is the time to ask your cooperating teacher if you can try some of these. Please let me know what questions you have that I may be able to help you with. Keep working hard. It shows.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your lesson builds upon the successes of your first observed lesson this semester. Your teaching style shows that you care about student learning and understanding. 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Well planned and organized lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Nice work on this lesson, and throughout the semester! 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You are continuing to mature as a teacher and to refine your questioning and response to students. Keep up the good work.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Very creative, supportive review lesson.  Work on setting expectations for behavior during each part of the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson - the students loved it! 2. Great introductory video! 3. Good strong & encouraging voice. 4. Great idea to have the pieces pre-cut for the activity. GROWS: 1. I think it would be beneficial to have the students pre-grouped & the groups names posted on the PB. 2. Go over rules for group activities & post them so the students can refer to them as needed. 3. When using a 'Get Quiet' signal, don't move forward until every student follows your directives!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Some directions were vagueThink about adding in more HOTS questions. Make sure that you look at their thought processes during the lesson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Excellent review lesson of fractions!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done! I wish I had been able to stay longer. We have addressed my not being able to stay longer, by allowing longer observation slots.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		I have seen you grow tremendously in your teaching and delivery of content to your students. You will be an amazing teacher. I have enjoyed being your supervisor so much! Good luck to you as you pursue your career!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I love seeing the use of stations!  When properly done they can be very powerful support for what has been taught! Excellent job, Brittany!  Keep up the great work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and scaffolded beautifully for your students!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent job going over EQ & questioning the students to make sure they understood. 2. Good use of wording for fiction and non fiction. 3. It was obvious that you had studied your lesson. GROWS: 1. Always gain control of the class before moving on. 2. Use the document camera to show pages of the book so that all of the students can see it clearly. 3. It might help to make a chart as your obtain answers for the main idea.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You will be an awesome teacher.  You care about your students and their learning. Good luck in your future career!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Great opening video (Brainpop). 2. Great idea to post your anchor chart on the PB 3. Excellent connection with your students. GROWS: 1. Remember students need to see & hear the lesson information several times for it to go into their memory. 2. List the examples that the students are giving you so that all students can see & revisit as necessary. 3. Slow down when you are presenting the important information in your lesson. It's okay if you don't cover all of it in one day.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Setting up stations and having students rotate through them can be difficult and it takes experience with this type activity. The students did not have enough time to complete the activity at the stations. Time management is also something you learn with experience. Suggestion would be to have students sign up for one of the habitats and learn the important information and then share it with the class so the others could add the information to their flip books. You need to think about ways to differentiate the lessons for the students who needed more support. It is hard to manage station learning when you have limited space. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Activities were fun for the students and well planned. 2. TC was professionally dressed and had a very positive approach to teaching. 3. You used a very kind and loving voice but it was a little low at times.
GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to post the group lists on the board along with group instructions. 2. I think it would have been less confusing if you had put a copy of the instructions for the various groups on each table. 3. Tell the students ahead of time & post a visual showing how the groups will rotate.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall this is a much better lesson in that it had more directions and focus for the students. I was able to observe that you included some of the suggestions from last week into this week's lesson. That shows growth and glows in my book.  You had a variety of instructional strategies incorporated into the lesson and it was obvious that you thought through the lesson parts as you planned it. I Iiked the beginning activity with the ballons and straws as it got the students involved quickly into the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very good lesson!  Well planned.  Be sure to use manipulatives whenever they will help students to better understand the learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done!!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully taught! 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Carving out time to meet individually with students can be a challenge, but it is at least a brief interaction that often reveals important information to teachers. Good job on many counts: -creating a packet of prompts for the students; -maintaining a very professional yet approachable demeanor during conferences; -being flexible with the need to celebrate the reading success and maintain order and appropriate classroom management. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Your instructional delivery continues to be well done. In many respects, you only need to fine polish your practice. While the constraints of an observation do not promote creativity, you could look at creativity in planning as a way to expand your horizons. You could also focus on additional means of differentiation or enrichment.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You made it clear that you have a grasp of keeping students interested in their learning goals and that you have mastered the ability to transition between activities and modes of teaching/learning. As you think about the rest of the semester, consider how to apply your excellent strategies in teaching reading to other subjects. That's not to say your other subject areas are lacking. It is simply a reflection of my having observed a couple of your highly effective reading lessons. It seems to me that you are on target for where I would like to see interns at this point. Let me know if there are areas in which you think you need to practice for your one remaining observation.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You seem to have been a good match for your cooperating teacher this semester. Continue to learn and grow as you move into next semester.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Great job opening the lesson with a clear focus for the lesson. 2. You used the PowerPoint to help explain the main point of the lesson. Very clear print and pictures. Super job! 3. Informative achor charts were posted to support students who needed additional assistance. 4. The final activity was a neat way to for the students to share the information thata they had learned. It might help to use smaller groups for this activity. 3. Yea - the instructions for the activity were on the PB! GROWS: 1. Great PowerPoint! I would put the names under the picture of the 3 men of focus (JFK, RFK, MLK) 2. When you use a discipline method such as 'class class', do not move forward until all students are quiet. 3. Once you've completed an activity, take time to re-evaluate & make any necessary changes.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. The standard & I can statement was clearly posted. You presented he standard but failed to state the I Can statement. Make sure to give time & energy to what you want the students to learn during this lesson. 2. The Powerpoint was well put together & the graphics were very realistice. The interactive part greatly enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job attending to the entire group 4. Lesson plan was well thoughout & written. GROWS: 1. When presenting information using highlighted text, I would number the items as they are presented (ex. Two sources of light: 1. natural & 2. articificial) 2. Always a good idea to list new vocabulary on the PB or on an anchor chart.THis allows for the students to see the information whroughout the lesson 3. Good time to use some type of "random student selection" technique

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson is well planned & appropriate standard is addressed. 2. Activity was fun and the students appeared to enjoy it. 3. It is obvious that you put a lot of time in preparing for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure that you have the attention of all students throughout the lesson. If you continue teaching while the students are talking inappropraitely, this sends the message that it is acceptable behavior. 2. I would suggest not giving out a snack until the lesson is completely over. (Ex. maybe serve the Dirt Pudding later in the day or after the lesson.) 3. Make sure that the focus of the lesson is promoted throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Overall this went well. There are constraints with Eureka math, but you handled those constraints without issue.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		You are to be commended for choosing a hands-on activity in science that would allow students to demonstrate their understanding of the concepts. You moved through the roon visitng groups. It could have been a challenge to keep them on task, but you skillfully did so with ease.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		123

		Response Rate: 		32.71%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Ric

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn STeed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		225

		Response Rate: 		59.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/26/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/29/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/30/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/17/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/21/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/25/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/25/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/10/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/10/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/25/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/03/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/17/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/25/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/15/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/26/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/11/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/21/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/25/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/10/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/19/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/25/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/24/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/29/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/03/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/19/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/07/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/02/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/03/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/21/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/16/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/29/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/11/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/29/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/24/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/25/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/21/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/16/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/25/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/01/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/17/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/29/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/21/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/25/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/13/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/03/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/17/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/19/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/28/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		03/03/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/19/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/17/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/30/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/17/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/14/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/21/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/25/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/21/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/16/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/23/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/14/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/10/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/25/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/10/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/10/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/10/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/05/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		213

		Response Rate: 		56.65%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		85		22.61%		245		65.16%		29		7.71%		1		0.27%		16		4.26%		376		2.84		0.54

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		4		1.06%		65		17.29%		5		1.33%		282		75%		20		5.32%		376		3.01		0.35

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		0		0%		21		5.59%		3		0.8%		332		88.3%		20		5.32%		376		3.13		0.33

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		89		7.89%		331		29.34%		37		3.28%		615		54.52%		56		4.96%		1128				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		111		29.52%		219		58.24%		35		9.31%		1		0.27%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.27%		108		28.72%		212		56.38%		34		9.04%		11		2.93%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		2		0.53%		129		34.31%		198		52.66%		35		9.31%		3		0.8%		9		2.39%		376		2.73		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.27%		59		15.69%		254		67.55%		54		14.36%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		2.98		0.56

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		43		11.44%		273		72.61%		52		13.83%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		3.02		0.51

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		1		0.27%		39		10.37%		269		71.54%		57		15.16%		0		0%		10		2.66%		376		3.04		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		14		3.72%		301		80.05%		50		13.3%		0		0%		11		2.93%		376		3.1		0.41

		Total/Percentage		5		0.19%		503		19.11%		1726		65.58%		317		12.04%		15		0.57%		66		2.51%		2632				
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		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		4		1.27%

		No		311		98.73%
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Attends to all areas of the classroom 0 0% 111 29.52% 219 58.24% 35 9.31% 1 0.27% 10 2.66% 376 2.79 0.6
Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 1 0.27% 108 28.72% 212 56.38% 34 9.04% 11 2.93% 10 2.66% 376 2.79 0.6
Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson 2 0.53% 129 34.31% 198 52.66% 35 9.31% 3 0.8% 9 2.39% 376 2.73 0.63
Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 1 0.27% 59 15.69% 254 67.55% 54 14.36% 0 0% 8 2.13% 376 2.98 0.56
Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure 0 0% 43 11.44% 273 72.61% 52 13.83% 0 0% 8 2.13% 376 3.02 0.51
Uses appropriate tone and voice levels 1 0.27% 39 10.37% 269 71.54% 57 15.16% 0 0% 10 2.66% 376 3.04 0.52
Maintains a professional appearance 0 0% 14 3.72% 301 80.05% 50 13.3% 0 0% 11 2.93% 376 3.1 0.41
Total/Percentage 5 0.19% 503 19.11% 1726 65.58% 317 12.04% 15 0.57% 66 2.51% 2632

Response Number of Responses Percent
Yes 4 1.27%
No 311 98.73%

Professional Growth Plan:


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Loan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laurn Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Moli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blalock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kesley  Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		B Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emil Depena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Britney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crysta Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Smmer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hinley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		MIchelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Raburn

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexs Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxeanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alxis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Magan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie TRaylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		MikaylaWard

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wootne

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dnasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		369

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/24/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/10/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/24/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/28/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/26/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/13/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/14/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/30/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/04/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/05/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/17/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/16/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/19/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/28/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/30/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/05/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/21/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		10/31/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/14/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/14/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		04/20/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/14/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		11/07/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/17/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/31/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/07/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/31/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/24/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/14/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/19/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/06/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/07/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/10/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/14/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/31/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/19/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/27/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/04/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/10/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/05/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/26/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/26/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/02/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/31/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/24/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/26/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		09/27/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/20/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/01/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/19/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		02/22/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/16/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/09/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/28/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		09/27/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/20/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/01/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/17/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/07/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/24/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/28/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/17/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/26/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/26/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/24/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/22/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/11/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/16/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/24/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		10/17/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/14/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/31/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/04/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/14/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		10/31/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/16/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		10/31/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/19/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/27/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/24/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/24/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/07/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		10/31/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/07/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/26/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/06/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/27/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/22/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/12/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/13/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/18/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/28/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/15/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/17/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/24/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/10/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/16/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/05/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/14/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		04/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/19/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/06/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/02/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		02/02/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/31/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/02/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/20/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		02/03/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		11/07/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/16/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/07/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/29/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/31/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/07/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/14/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/04/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/01/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/31/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/22/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/13/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/07/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/04/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		03/06/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		NDES

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		WHitesburg Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SandHill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Middle

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		sharp creek 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math  Drop In

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3 SS

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3  Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  ELA

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PreK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  Math

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		K

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		1

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		1

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th Grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		2

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		5

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 ELA

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kindergarten

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 ELA

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifith

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Science

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3  Science

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PREk

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 Science

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S  Drop in

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 Reading

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4 ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		2

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5 S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		K

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Reading

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 ELA

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 Science

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4/5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Pre K

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 ELA

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PREK

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		2

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kindergarten

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 S

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		K

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Social Studies

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  SS

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		1

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  Math

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Pre K

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		K

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  Math

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA  Drop in

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Science

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 SS

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Pre-K

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  MAth

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3  ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 R

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		K

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 SS

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  SS

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  ELA

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		K

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4/5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  ELA

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Pre K

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  ELA

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		K

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		357

		Response Rate: 		94.95%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve  Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Strain

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Strain

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Strain

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen ?Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Strain

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		R Strain

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		r Strain

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		358

		Response Rate: 		95.21%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Standard well articulated to students in "their" language.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job posting and presenting Standard. Glad you broke it down to help them understand

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standards were posted and stated during the lesson. The essential question was posted but not stated.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document has been completed under the other file. The observation form was also uploaded to notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Further discussion as to what the word "representation" in the "I can" statement would have helped clarify what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You used an "I can statement" to communicate the learning goals of the lesson. "I can find 10 more or 10 less than a two-digit number given."

		Atkins		David		917436457		I didn't hear you give goals to the students as you started the lesson. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		GROW-The teacher did not state or discuss the standard or essential question. GROW-The goals were not very clear at the beginning of the lesson. GROW-The lesson was very long and needed to be shortened. The teacher covered a lot of material about conjunctions. If this is a review, the teacher needed a fun way to review. 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job presenting Standard and EQs.  Great integrating ELA and Math to complete your lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Great job breaking down Standard and I Can Statements.  
You were very clear on your instruction of how to recognize a simple and compound sentence.
 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying about in the lesson. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		I Can statement posted for students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needed to go into more detail about the standard and essential question.  The teacher needed to include the students more in what the subject matter of the lesson would be. GROW-The lesson plan did not have any modifications or strategies for the Gifted and struggling students.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Sometimes it can be difficult to help young students understand the purpose for learning. That is not a struggle for you, and students are fully aware of learning goals are clear in the written plan.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The teacher candidate clearly defines the purpose for learning, and helps students recall how it relates to their previous lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students are studying the planets and the solar system. They have an interactive science notebook. The teacher candidate/intern organized this unit of study so that students can continually be cognicent of their learning goals/objectives.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students were well aware of their learning goals which were reflected in the lesson plan and relevant standards.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very engaging from beginning to end. The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job asking the students questions about the standard and the essential question.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Key words are posted for students and the are aware of the purpose for learning.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standards are displayed/discussed in a manner that could be understood by first graders. This teacher candidate demonstrates absolute knowledge of what she has planned. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully scaffolded lesson. Standards and learning goals were clear for this lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Standards and "I can" statement beautifully articulated with your explanation of informational text.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions.
 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standard and essential question were posted and stated. The teacher explained the challenge for the small group at the beginning of her lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Since the reading started prior to my entering the room, I was not sure of the purpose of reading. I received a hard copy of the lesson after they finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The standard and learning goal would have been on the promethian board in the Eureka Math program, but the board was not working properly. The teacher candidate explained the purpose of the lesson as learning to measure in centimeters and how they are different from inches.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The lesson plan shows that you have thoughtfully considerd how to make your training in good practices fit in with the Eureka math program. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When learning goals can be stated clearly by the students, it is obvious that the teacher candidate is on track in planning and communicating the learning goals.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Standard was posted and presented. Practice breaking it down so students understand what and why they are learning about sound

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standard was posted and presented.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The only mention of the lesson goals was as follows: "We are going to see if light will pass through certain objects." It should have been more specific as to the standard and "I can" statements. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standard and learning objective posted on chart.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was printed in text and read by a student. You could spend a little more time explaining the standard to the class.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Spend more time on your EQ. Have students give you examples of the various parts of speech as you go over them.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job with the standard.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. When reading the Standard to the students (or with the students), you did a great job defining the main terms used.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Give purpose to the Standard and the EQ.  Don't just read it. You gave an example of terms used at bank, but explain the difference between terms and numeric equations that they use in 5th grade and why it's important.
 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson, It can be confusing when there are multiple meanings for the terms.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Standard and "I can statements" clearly articulated and explained to students.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Drop in visit-lesson plans not available.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals were clearly stated to students, as you read the standard aloud and then asked the students what words they knew in the standard. This led to the E.Q. How do I write an opinion piece?  This was a terrific technique to have students begin making connections as they were locating the words familiar to them within the standard.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You had the students read the "kid friendly" standard and E.Qs aloud with you! Excellent! Lesson plan was beautifully planned, scaffolded and taught!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Always great job presenting Standard and EQ. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. I would suggest that the TC read the standard slowly and stop as needed to explain any new or key terms. Make sure the meaning of all words of the EQ are clearly understood (ex. converting, vis versa, etc)

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Loved how you got the student's attention by hiding the I Can statements under a student desk and telling the class only 1 student knew what your were going to be doing. They were all excited to find out what it was and you had their attention for your opening.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was beautifully organized and taught.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sorry I missed the first part of the lesson. The organiation of the lesson was well thoughtout. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Don't forget to fill in Differentiation for Specific Students from the Context of Learning Form.  All classes have all kinds of students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Standard not posted but explained to each group.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard discussed and youtalked about why the lesson was important.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard was posted, read, discussed so students could understand.  Goals for lesson were discussed.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job with the standard.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by having the students read the standard. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher had the student read the standard.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher posted and stated the standards and essential questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Lesson was obviously well planned and orgainzed. Slow down a little & spend additional time with the defintiion of the term FORCE. Post the definition on the board. (remember students need to see & hear numerous times in order to learn) Give examples of the various definitions for FORCE. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with the standards and what they meant.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Really detailed lesson plan.  Reviewed standards.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You began with explaining the standard. You broke it down into parts your students could understand. Well done! You had the students read the "I can" statements after you. Well done!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking thought provoking questions about plants. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of putting the subject matter into a I can statement. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students they would be studying about Volume. The teacher asked good questions about the volume concept. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher selected different students to read the standards. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students the goals for the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Lesson was well thought out & written.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson with the standard. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about verbs.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Use more enthusiam when introducing a lesson. The more excited you are, the more excited the students will be!!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standard was not posted but clearly stated to students in "their" language.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You presented the Standard. Don't forget to talk about the learning goals and I can Statements.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Standard & EQ's were posted and clearly articulated to students Good job setting the focus for the lesson and giving overall expectations.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Text based evidence is a great strategy to teach your students

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions. GROW-The teacher needed to explain to the students what they would be studying about-main idea, character, etc...

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		So proud that you covered the Standard and I Can Statements in your opening.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher stated the standard and essential question for the lesson.
 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Nice work on student engagement in the first few minutes. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Students are clearly aware of the purpose of learning as Ms. Harper has planned and stated.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Standard posted, read.  I Can statement read. You could expand the explanation of the standard so the students understand what and why they are learning this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard, EQ, I Can statements-posted and read and discussed. Also discussed the agenda for the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Standard was posted and presented.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and goals for the Author's point lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to teach more about Author's Point subject matter.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. *The teacher needed more delivery at the bginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You rushed through the reading of the standard and did no explaining.
The E.Q.s were well written and clearly articulated to the students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You stated standards orally. Know that some schools require standards to be visually posted. Your lesson was organized and logically sequenced.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher started the lesson by discussing the essential question. The teacher had a good powerpoint with the essential questions posted. The lesson plan was very educational and hands-on.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Don&#39;t forget your Standard. I noticed you went over EQs at the end, but show these at the beginning. This will help you with some review as you get started.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions for the lesson.
 

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Movement during story was a good strategy. good connection to butterflies and nutrition class has been studying.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and reviewed the standard for the lesson in a very good powerpoint. The teacher had the students read the Essential Question orally together-Great way to engage the students!

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a poster about AREA.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential question are stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher underlined the important words in the standard. The teacher had a great way to emphasize the important words of the standard by underlining the important words.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a great powerpoint sharing the essential questions witht the students.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher began the lesson by completing a powerpoint lesson on decimals.
The teacher did not state the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a great job with her delivery of what the lesson would be about. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great job breaking down your Standard and I Can statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson in progress when I arrived.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		No standard posted or read or discussed..

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		This was a drop in observation during full time teaching.  I came into a lesson already in progress.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You opened with a quick video on three stages of matter. You asked student to give you examoles of solids, liquids and gases. You had a worksheet for the students to complete where they had to sort items by category. You then moved into making rootbeer floats to show liquid, solid and gas. Throughout the lesson you emphasised why things were liquid, solid or gas. No lesson plan was sent to supervisor. Discuss the standard with your sudents. Have students tell you the directions to be sure they understand what they are to do. Finish the worksheet before moving on the the float.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job stating the Standard and learning goals. So glad you included an Essential Question but make sure they understand what you expect them to learn today.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job of presenting Standard and breaking it down. *ask "What is a strategy?" "Why do strategies work?" This is important. You want to make them understand that this is something that will help you

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary on question marks. The teacher asked the students questions about what they are learning about. The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the standard/learning goal thoroughly.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I don't believe I saw the beginning.  You were explaining what they were going to do in groups and putting them in groups.  You sat at table with struggling students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job presenting Standard and using Simple Sally to help explain.  
suggestion- It would have been good to explain those terms (simple, compound)

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You presented the Standard but be careful not to just read as a ritual.  Talk about what these I Can Statements mean.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent job of clarifying the standard for the students. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You scaffolded the lesson beautifully for the students!

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson sharing the Flocabulary video about the three branches of governement.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher posted the standarad and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what their goals would be for the Science lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Standard & EQ posted clearly on the Promethean Board I think the students would benefit from you spending a little more time clarifying the EQ

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Remember to post the standard, read and discuss the standard with your students. What will they be able to do after the lesson?

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were engaged at the beginning in a review of morning work. The teacher candidate made the learning goals for the lesson clear to students.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The discussion during group practice reminds the students of the learning goal(s) of the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Don't forget the Standard and EQ or I Can Statements.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great job breaking down the Standard

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Despite the concern that the math program required by the school system might not fit with the general expectations of a lesson opening, the teacher candidate clearly communicated the purpose of the lesson and 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The learning goals of the lesson - the main idea from the standard - was at the top of the screen as the students did group practice. It was referred to many times by the teacher intern and by at least two students.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You looked at the standard and I Can Statements.  You broke them down to be sure that the students understood the terms used in it.  You asked students to explain what they thought the statements meant. Lesson plan was not sent to supervisor before the lesson was taught.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted and read.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted on Promethean Board & in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Standard posted....and you had students explain what a standard was. Your "Ican" statements were explained and told the students what they were to know at the end of the lessonl

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard and clarified the learning goals for the students. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good job presenting the Standard. Make sure you present and discuss the learning goals (I can or EQ)

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Standard was posted, along with EQ. Standard and lesson did not really mesh.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Standard posted, read, explained.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Did not see the standards posted but you did discuss it with the students.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Lesson goals clearly stated.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate had standard posted and shared the purpose of the lesson. Right away, students engaged in giving examples of sentences using grammar rules. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It was helpful to students to have a bullet list on the chart at the front of the classroom. This along with the "I can" statement helped students to know what they would be doing and why they were doing these activities. You have embraced the use of the anchor chart and the "I can" statements. This is a good habit to have particularly in lower grades. In addition to being good for your students, it gives you a visual reminder of your plan during instruction. It is also something that you can keep for a period of time as a record. You might also take a digital photograph of charts that have been particularly useful. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The lesson as required follows Eureka Math, and the student teacher made the opening.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did not present a standard to the students. You did not present either an E.Q. or an "I can statement" to the students. These are very important to remember to include.  This is what tells the students what they will be learning about during the lesson.  For some, it will allow them to begin making connections if they have had exposure to the learning goal before the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began the lesson by explaining what they would be studying about adaptation. The teacher stated the essential question at the beginning of the lesson on a powerpoint. *The teacher needed to review the standards. They are not just posted on a powerpoint.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		 Good job beginning lesson with focus on standard and essential question.  It was obvious that you spent quality time on lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Lesson goals are repeated during the lesson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The standard and essential question were stated and posted.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As you introduced the standard and the lesson goals, you reminded the students of the meaning of the word partition.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Standard was posted and presented.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You shared and clarified the standard and E.Q.s for your students. The lesson was well organized and taught.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Awesome, awesome beginning as you covered Standard

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Yea large font size! 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The standards were posted and stated in the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with standard.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You opened with the standard.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Standard read, posted. I Can statement read. You could expand your explanation of the standard so students understand the what and why.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the book he was reading. The teacher did not state the standard or essential question.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The standard and goals were reviewed. Stufents were asked to define some of the vocabulary needed for lesson -habitat and organism. Some of the students were having side conversations during this introduction part.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		A student was asked to read the standard. I would have liked to have seen a learning target or goal , EQ, or I can statement at this point in the lesson. It would have helped the students to know what they were doing the experiments for.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Be sure to explain all vocabulary in the standard or reword it to make it more "kid friendly".  For example, the word differentiate was more than likely new to most of the students and warrented being explained.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Correct standard not posted on the white board where standards are posted and left during a unit of study. E.Q.s You asked students to discuss what one dimensional figures are as a review. You then reviewed how one dimensional objects can me measured. This led to the learning goal of the day which was two dimensional objects.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good Job reviewing the standard and stating the learning target. The lesson was well written and included both instruction and student participation..

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students are aware of the goals of the lesson.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Strong Intro Effective praise Natural Flow of lesson Use of graphic organizer lesson on voting very relevent to real life polishers: Need more Higher order thinkning questions Mention standard

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Standard posted, read, discussed, vocabulary defined.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You took the time to review the standards and I Can statements with the students. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Glows: Modeling Connections to prior lmowledge Very engaging Activity very clear instructions Grows: More higher order questions validate praise Wait until you finish instructions to give out materials

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Much better techer voice...you seemend to enjoy teaching liked the student colaboration in small groups Related lesson to real life using sub sandwiches Good student participation Grows: Use more classroom Mgt. Strategies Use a ticket out the door or some method for your closin g and formative assess. piece. Make sure you have every students attention when giving intsructions.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lesson in progress.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was read along with I Can statements and they were posted for students to see.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard the students would be reviewing.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher posted and stated the standards for the Math Lesson. The teacher shared her goals for the Money lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential in teaching the students about the Money concepts.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Planning your lesson planned thoroughly allowed you to differentiate for multiple groups.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students in Ms. Witcher's class have always been clearly informed of the standards and learning goals of their lessons. In today's lesson, the teacher candidate was able to clearly restate the learning goal seamlessly throughout the lesson. The standard fit appropriately on the side of the students' graphic organizer in this reading lesson on point of view. Keeping the standard in mind is so important - particularly at this time of year as teachers prepare students for standardized testing. It helps the classroom teacher be more comfortable in turning over their teaching to the teacher candidate (intern).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & I can statements were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes for this lesson are posted under advisement/notes

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Reviewed the standard.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard and I Can statements discussed. Did not see either posted.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the Lesson Plan.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate was well prepared with a solid lesson plan and well organized materials.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		No standard posted or discussed. You did talk about the goal of the lesson and what the student should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed the standard and I can Statements.

		Responses (n): 		192

		Response Rate: 		51.06%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		3		3		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		3		3		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		3		3		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		2		2		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		3		3		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome beginning as you connected them to train transportation by sharing a video of the train sounds.  Great connection! Love the pair/share of ideas to help them think about certain ideas.  Your higher level questioning was right on!  I can tell you thought this through a lot! Great integration of ELA into your SS lesson.  (cause and effect, collaborative discussions)  Fit perfectly into your lesson Great activity for them to use the sticky notes to do their own cause and effect.  loved that they used the text book.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good prompt questions to get the student(s) to figure out the shapes needed to make another shape.  Liked how they were not only figuring out what shapes to use to make another shape but they also had to write the formula by using the shapes.  I also like the way you told them to "Try first then Ms Adams will help you"...

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Liked your anchor chart...A Pronoun is a noun in disguise.  Might have related more to Halloween costume is a disguise...not sure the students totally understood the "disguise" part.  Also might have used the students as "models" for nouns and pronouns.  Good having students stand up for answers on power point.  this is a very active class and having them move during a lesson is helpful.  Great asking students "Why" when they give an answer.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher conducted a small group in Math discussing the hour and minute hand of the clock. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different hands. The teacher called on different students to answer the questions about time. The teacher set a time on the clock and the students wrote the correct time on their whiteboard. GROW-The teacher needs to check each student's whiteboard to make sure she knows what each student writes on the whiteboard. One student had written the wrong answer but she did not realize the wrong time had been written. GROW-The teacher needed to be aware of what the students were writing. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster because the students were not as engaged as they should be. The teacher wrote different times on the board and the students showed it on their individual clocks. The teacher did a good job of praising the students when they answered correctly. The teacher instructed the students what to do in the small group rotation.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		You did a good job of explaining that fractions is just a part of a whole number. Glad you used visuals such as pizza picture broken into parts. The Power point was good. Also, the video of the Hersheys chocolate was a great visual to help them understand. suggestion- Not sure that you shouldn't just stop video when it got to part of simplyfying fractions. The worksheet went along with the chocolate bar that they saw on board. suggestion- If each group could have had their own candy bar, that would have been great. Just the small one, not the large size because they are expensive. suggestion- Since you are using the picture of the Hershey bar, make sure there is a way they can see the parts. It was too dark. This is important! The playdough was a creative idea but may have been too much in one day. Not sure you needed that. The chocolate bar would have been enough if you just centered your lesson all around that. Transitions were smooth.  You set your rules and expectations.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		"Grocery Game" is a great way to review standards with decimals.  Video was precious and students really seemed to enjoy watching Bruno shop.  Glad you defined some of the things they would be looking for like "produce" and "household goods".  Might have been better to break into groups of two instead of four...some were having a hard time agreeing on what to buy.  Also, needed to stress putting the total amount of money it would take to buy what was required on the line.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Love how you started with personal experience of taking the GACE.  Students had a good time going through some of the GACE questions and figured out the right answers.  Thank you for making the questions "BIGGER" so that they could be seen by all students.  Again, using chrome books and Quiziz to review for Milestone testing is good.  Stressed slowing down and making sure to read questions and answers completely before answering...you even started the quiz over because of the students going too fast and missing questions they should know.  Good exit writing activity.  Good encouragement to "Bump up from average to amazing".

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You explained what they would be doing, but it's important to explain the why also.  This was a review lesson that you were teaching.  Wonderful question about why Sherman sent letter to Lincoln!  Good thinking!  Keep asking those questions!   suggestion- Make sure you explain the answer in detail. You told them it was a Christmas present, but why did he do this? suggestion- You want the Power point to be easy to see and inviting.  Make it bigger.   The Venn Diagram is a great graphic organizer, but go over how a Venn Diagram can help them organize thoughts.  Even though they may have done it before, give the instructions on how it works.  I could tell you knew the information, but don't be afraid to dig deep with your students (expecially the ALP).   Don't forget to do a closing as you wrap it up. Go back to your EQ and Standard to bring it back around.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Difficult standard but you did a good job of relating the resources to parts of a hamburger and also relating to the business McDonalds.  Good clarification of each resource.  Graphic organizer using Ms Amos' Construction Company as an example to walk through with the knowledge from the discussion.  Liked the way you developed the writing component example together as a class.  A suggestion might be that you could type the information on the screen  from a laptop. Be careful of saying "OK" all the time.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good opening discussion about what they had been studying and what they were going to do.  Video was good to reinforce previous knowledge.  Going over quiz together helped to reinforce information for all.  Flipbook was already put together for them and you had an example for them to see.  Going over the information together so that they could copy for their books was good.  White board was hard to see.  Probably would have been better to write on promethean...easier for the whole class to see and copy information.  You did a good job of reinforcing important points as you went through the information for the flipbook.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Really good lesson and great student participation.  Video helped to "refresh" their memory of how to use quotation marks.  Showing them an example of a two frame comic strip and then showing them their worksheet with four frames really tied their activity to the practice.  The students did an awesome job of making up the example comic strip with BB8 and Spiderman...very creative.   You sort of lost the class when the one boy was taking such a long time with the last frame of the example.  You might have taken over after he drew the picture and filled in the "bubble".

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Even though this was a review lesson, I am glad you went over each text feature and gave examples.  You also referred back to Mrs. McCord's lesson where the information was given.  I liked the activity of using magazines to find the text features and then cutting them out and gluing on papers at the front of the room to show different examples.  Students seemed to work well.  Some still had difficulty finding examples.  Might have been better if you had used a timer during the activity.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		The students were practicing the learning goals of 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less with a flower foldable. Each foldable had a number in the center(which would be the center of the flower. The students were to practice giving and writing on the petals, a number 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less. You circulated throughout the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help as needed. After their answers had been checked the students were instructed how to use the materials you provided them to make the flower. You had students share the results of their flowers...Perhaps, in order to hold the attention of the rest of the class you might try a little mental math. Have the student sharing, call out his or her number and you write it on the board. Ask students what 10 more, 10 less, etc. would be and allow the student sharing to tell the student called upon to say whether or not he/she is correct. In closing, you asked the students to come to the rug. You practiced the lesson goal again by providing more numbers. Lots of support!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson reading the book "Animals on Board". You asked addition questions throughout regarding the animals on the train. You asked to students to share "key words" that told them addition was the needed operation . You modeled the first word problem showing the students how to use skittles as counters.  You had the students count out skittles and then write a number sentence on their papers. Continue to ask or point out the key words that tell the students to add. In the future, not all problems will be addition problems. You scaffolded the students by having them work the problems, on the Promethean Board, after you had read them aloud for the students. The students used the skittles as visual manipulatives to aid in solving the problems. You used the skill of "counting on" when larger numbers were being added. You taught the students to begin with the larger of the two numbers. You modeled how to do the math story that was to go into their math journals. You were clear in explaining they could not use the example you gave, but must create a problem of their own. Great higher order thinking! 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Think about using signals, esp. with young children. Signal when to repeat line in play, signal for quieting students. Remember new vocabulary needs to be repeated many times in context for true learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Good going over the standard in language that they could understand.  Brain Pop video was good but you should have paused it at times to reinforce important information about figuring elapsed time.  It was good to give a personal example but make sure that you know how to work it out...it was very confusing when you had to start over.  Be careful when writing on the board that you don't stand in front of what you are writing.  You did a couple of real life examples when you went over school time. Make sure your transitions are more controlled.  Try to find a way for them to get the materials that would be more efficient.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Students were engaged in the lesson.  You set behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson and gave them their coin.  If they behaved, remained on task-they got to keep their coin. Real food objects were a hit and made the lesson real to the students.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Index card game was a good review activity for terms about multiplication. It was a good motivator for your students.   Loved the idea of the video Amanda Bean. Good idea to help them understand multiplication as they used unifix cubes to make arrays. Good questioning after video about how multiplication helps us. Nice job of delivering the content.  Great strategy of using the CUBES as an acronym suggestion- Show examples as they give you answers.  Ex.  What is repeated addition? After them answering, show examples.  This really helps your visual learners.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they studied last week? The teacher conducted a good discussion about the conjunctions subject matter last week. The teacher passed out different questions to the students letting them write their team name and their name on the paper. The teacher passed out worksheets to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster to improve the behavior of the students. The teacher had the students open up their journals. The teacher presented a powerpoint to the students. The teacher had the examples of the conjunctions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to answer the conjunction questions. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students do a thumbs up or thumbs down after the student put the answer for the question on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to read the questions on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write the correct answer on notebook paper at their seats. GROW-The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students. The teacher instructed the students to put away the learning logs. GROW-The teacher needed to complete the lesson with an assessment or review.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Good job reviewing sentence types.  The Flocabulary video helped them get focused back on FANBOYS.  The loved the video.   suggestion- Be careful that they can read the colors on the Power Point. One color was hard to see.  This can be important for your visual readers.   Great balance of instructing and guided practice and finally independent practice.  This was a hard concept you were teaching and they needed this practice. Loved the Pronithium activity.  Transitions were good as they moved into the game Three Corners.   suggestion- When the lone student went to the wrong corner, praise her for being honest and not just following crowd, but also ask her why she went to that corner.  What was her thinking?

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher explained to the students that they would be learning about the parts of the plant. The teacher used power points to teach the students about the different parts of the plant. The teacher used the powerpoint to explain how to complete the Parts of a Plant worksheet. The teacher also used a poster of the plant to explain the different Plant Parts. The teacher had a good powerpoint that had the different parts of the plants.  The teacher selected different students to come up to the power point and point out the correct answers for the matching game. The teacher explained to the students that they would be doing a plant dissection. The teacher instructed the students how to dissect the plant at their seats. The teacher did a wonderful job of explaining the directions for what they would be doing at their seats. The students received flowers to dissect for their activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You incorporated visuals and manipulatives into lesson for students.  You asked lots of questions.  You tied the learning to the real world-had students discuss why they needed to know the material.  Your lesson reenforced the I Can statement throughout lesson. If at all possible, use real coins with students instead of plastic.  They need to handle real money and the markings are easier to identify.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Very good job focusing the lesson. I thought it was beneficial for you and the students to read the I Can statements. Your video choice helped promote the keys terms in the lesson. The information presented was clear & reinforced the focus of the lesson. It was very helpful for the students for you to leave the information gathered previously posted on the PB

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a book with the students. The teacher read the story with expression. GROW-The teacher needed to fill in the Differentiation part with different strategies. After reading the story, Owen, the teacher asked different questions about the characters and problems in the story. The teacher gave explicit directions about the Story Map worksheet. As the teacher explained the worksheet, she answered questions from the students. GROW-The teacher needed to dismiss the students to their desks and then issue the Story Map sheet to the students. GROW-The lesson needed more delivery in the beginning. The teacher needed to have some type of teaching activity that would teach about the setting and problem parts of a story. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats to complete the Story Map worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed some type of technology for her lesson. The teacher concluded the lesson by asking the students different questions about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and monitoring the students as she asked the different questions. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		An example of an original story book is show to the children on chart paper. Through a series of questions and discussion points, the teacher candidate shares multiple examples of how pictures in books should match up with the words. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez' students experience full support to take risks during learning. Her demeanor keeps the students engaged. Starting with well organized lesson plan, she is able to engage them throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good opening as you showed a picture of an ecosystem to gear their minds toward science. The centers that you had available included some instruction from you as you monitored,  but I felt like there should be a little more instructions at the beginning to help them remember what they had been learning.  *suggestions:  have resources such as books, sheets printed from Google, etc. to help them in their centers.  It's hard for them to remember all the ecosysytems so if they had a list of ones to pick from would be great differentiation.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The instructional strategies selected for the interactive science notebook take students through a learning sequence that incorporates a large variety of strategies. This approach maximizes the opportunity of each student to show the teacher they have mastered content. The students are the "crew" of a spaces ship with indivvidual and collective responsibilities. tet The teacher candidate/intern is enthusiastic about the subject matter and the strategies.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your students could articulate what they were doing, why they were doing it, and explain how their project met the requirements (which addressed the standard). 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Awesome opening with asking about vocabulary and what it means to words and a story. The Power Point was awesome. You did ask a lot of questions. Awesome how you connected the "ruthless" fish to a ruthless pirate. Give it Rigor at opening of your lesson, meaning allow more students to explain why vocabulary is so important to a story. Great time to use high level questioning. * As you move into vocabulary and pictures on Power point, ask questions like "Are pirates real or something we hear about in stories and movies?" "This pirate in picture is smiling, but pirates are not nice people. Does anyone know why?" Ask them "What movie have you seen that is fiction about pirates?" Get the students sooooo interested in pirates that they can't wait to get into the story. *Try moving around the room as you present Power point. This helps keep all students engaged. Great job of predicting about story "Pirate Gold". Good questioning during the story as students read aloud. *Move around the room. Monitor students as they are reading/ listening to story to make sure they are engaged. Loved the differentiation of how you wil teach in different blocks.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great opening-The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students to correct the sentence on the powerpoint by writing the correct sentence on the sticky note on their desk. The teacher engaged the students in the beginning of the lesson by having the students correct the sentence on the powerpoint. The teacher pointed out the graphic organizer. The teacher explained the graphic organizer in great detail. The teacher did a good job of explaining each power point slide. The teacher explained each powerpoint slide by explaining the concepts to the students. Examples were transition words, formatting titles, correlative conjunctions, etc... The teacher instructed the students to write clues from the powerpoint on their graphic organizer. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students for the answers. The teacher could use popsicle sticks or another way of making sure she calls on all students. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure the word "separate" is spelled correctly. The powerpoint had the word "seperate" spelled incorrectly. The word should be "separate".

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Opened lesson with video that engaged students.  Technology was incorporated with video and student project.  Students working with partner to do research and find facts for the project.  Activity was to be completed later. Lesson did not go quite like you planned for it.  It was taking longer that you expected.  Sometimes you will have to do as much as you can and then finish the next day. 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		TC used excellent real life examples throughout the lesson Good choice of visuals to enhance the lesson You challenged the students to come up with common items that could be divided into fractions.This provoked a lot of thought and application.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Opened with the multiplication song to engage students.  Gave instructions for the centers along with materials needed and how to complete.  Students moved quickly to their assigned group.  Your group reviewed prior learning and you gave an example that related the lesson to the real world.  You showed how you would use the concept in everyday life.  You encoutaged students and praised them for their use of strategies to solve the word problems.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-involved students in word problem - did students need additional direction for group work? - Each group chose someone to share ... seems as if students are still learning about number sentences and figuring out what number bonds mean. - repeated use of shapes to represent number of objects in problem seems an effective way to find counting strategies. (used shapes on screen, with manipulatives, and on paper) The teacher candidate has enough confidence in her skill set to avoid showing any emotional response at times when the students are unruly. She maintains appropriate professional demeaner.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Teacher enthusiasm and positive reinforcement are strengths of this teacher intern.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students what a fact is. You then pointed out the book you were going to read would be full of facts about Davy Crockett. You activated the lesson reading an informational book about Davy Crockett, whom they had been studying. You asked several comprehension questions throughout the reading. You gave the students a "heads up" regarding something to remember for later in the lesson. You reminded the students they had been studying folktales and asked them to recall some. You connected these to Davy Crockett. You helped the students understand informational text/writing by distinguishing the difference between fact and opinion with examples. You explained what a topic sentence is and you wrote the one they were to use with them. You led the students though the writing (spelling, punctuation) of the topic sentence. Excellent support!  You pointed out Davy Crockett's name would be capitalized and asked the students why. After copying the topic sentence on their papers you had the students write 3 facts about Davy Crockett from their foldables, made on another day, which contained facts. This was an outstanding resource for these beginning writers to use. You called one table at a time to the rug and set the expectations for sitting on the rug and listening to the book. Great transition, as no instructional time was lost.  The same was done when it was time for the students to return to their tables. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson with a "warm up" having students practice skip-counting with movements. This enabled the students to practice math as well as get some of the wiggles out. Well done! You had students, one table at a time, get their dry erase boards, markers, and erasers. It is clear procedures for doing this are clear as no instructional time was lost. You wrote the number 63 on the board and asked the students to model this number using tens and ones.  You walked around assessing students' understanding. You had students practice determining which number is larger in a pair of numbers such as 13 and 22. You had them draw a model using tens and ones in order to determine which was the bigger of the two. You moved to a discussion to the use of the greater than, less than and equal to signs. You gave students number pairs, had them model them in tens and ones in order to determine how to write the sign between the two numbers. You gave the students the problem 60 -10.  You asked the students for some ways to solve the problem.  They used the number chart in the classroom, modeling tens and ones, and subtraction. You moved to the more difficult problem of 60-30. You asked a student to "walk you through" the different ways in which to solve the problem. You asked students to explain the different ways to explain what 10 more of a number would be and also what would be 10 less. You moved to a thorough explanation of the center work.  You demonstrated how to play the game using playing cards to practice greater than/less than. What a creative and engaging game! You explained the handouts the students would be completing as they waited their turn to work with you or Mrs. Madden in small groups. The handouts were differentiated for the various levels of your students. Excellent! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions.  The teacher did a great job asking higher order thinking questions to engage the students in the lesson. The teacher did a cute role play to let the students infer what she was doing. The teacher let the students know they had good educated guesses. The teacher selected different students to read the different passages on the powerpoint. The students wrote their inferences on the whiteboards. The students had great conversation about the passages trying to answer the questions on their worksheets. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher explained to the students that they would be working in small groups. The lesson was centered around verbs, prepositions and conjunctions. In the groups, the students were given different questions and required to answer the questions and give reasons for their answer. The students put the answers on posterboard. When the students finish, they will receive different points for the correct answers. The teacher has a rubric for each small group to determine if they have the correct answers. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in the small groups. The teacher constantly discussed the answers of the students as they recorded them on their posterboard. The lesson is part of the Test Prep Olympics 2017 for the Milestones test that was created for review lessons. The teacher read Green Eggs and Ham to the students. Before she began the lesson, she explained to the students what she expected from the students during the small group activity. The teacher did a good job of explaing the instructions by modeling what she was expecting from the students. The teacher teacher did a good job of asking questions and having great dialog with the students to find out what they know about the subject matter she would be covering in the lesson. The teacher discussed theme about the story. The teacher asked questions about the story after reading it aloud. The teacher emphasized that Theme and Main Idea are not the same. The teacher did an excellent delivery for the activity that would be completed during the small groups at their seats. The students were encouraged to work individually first and then they would work as a group and discuss their answers. Great Lesson! 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Behavior expectations set at the beginning of the lesson-following the CT's behavior plan. Students were engaged-lots of participation by students answering questions. Real food items were a hit-students excited about that part of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students had an abunda.nce of questions about the book on Frederick Douglas’ life. It might be helpful to remind students of the purpose for reading when this happens. There were such a variety of questions which made it seem the students didn’t know the purpose for reading, or if they had been told, they didn’t remember. I was concerned that some answers given by the teacher candidate were not clearly researched nor explained, and a bit off topic.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students have two strips of paper on which they are making their own rulers. This part of the lesson is all guided practice. There was some independent practice prior to this part of the lesson. The lesson moves along slowly for a combination of reasons. The students are clearly excited to have the strips of paper and to be doing something "different" during math instruction. Logistically, the student could have been given one strip of paper which is all they needed for 30 minutes. Having a second strip of paper which was not needed was the subject of a number of behavior issues for which instruction was paused. After 35 minutes of observation, the lesson continues to move very slowly. This has all been whole group instruction, and there are about three sentences of instruction and then two or three of behavior management directed either at individual students or the entire class. It is difficult to completely assess many of the items on this section of the instrument, so more items than usual are marked "not observed".

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The students were engaged immediately by answering a question on a post it note and sticking  it to a poster.  Technology enhanced the opening by having the “rounding”     displayed  Students had guided practice rounding with the visuals first on the live screen, and then again on the poster created by the teacher candidate.  After the opportunity for guided practice, the students were given independent practice to continue working on skills in rounding.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate's lesson on fractions was thorough in its approaches to teaching using both manipulatives (pizza boxes with "pizza" made with a paper plate, as well as the Promethian Board. When students finished the pizza box practice, they were asked to move on to solving some problems,the first one's had fractions. One of the most practical suggestions of working a problem like that was to use the "pizza slices" when counting up and down. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The Brain Pop video was your opening, but ... * Remember to connect your video to questioning. Don't just show video and move away to next activity. Glad you used the Science book to help you with visuals and vocabulary. *As you moved through the bubble sheet, explain these definitions more. Give them real life examples. Like the word "vibration". Great that you gave example of volume (using remote control) and "pitch" you showed them a difference as you talked low and high. Let a student be your example. They love to be involved. * Use your technology to let them hear each sound you are talking about. This would be an awesome addition! Loved the guitar that you brought in to show vibration. Good idea for them to make their own mini guitars using rubber bands. Ticket out the door was a good closing and summary as you reviewed the vocabulary words.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good opening with Power point of weather instruments. Glad you showed real instruments. You gave some real life senerios of when we use these weather instruments. Loved that you showed the anemeter that you made. Smooth transition from the power point into the rap song to help them remember the instruments. *The song was fun, but maybe try that at the end because it makes them rowdy! Then, it's hard to get them back.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Loved your opening as you took them "back" to 1st grade when they started learning about place value. *a couple of suggestions- when you showed the number 1, 234 with the place value under it, you asked them" do we agree that this is a whole number?" Move that number away from the words and show that it's clearly 1,234. *keep reinterating that tenths, hundreths and thousandth is very different than tens, hundreds and thousands. Great idea to have volunteers come up and hold numbers. Try having someone hold the ball (decimal) so people at their desks can see. *Relate this to money. They understand money (kind of). $1, 234 and 98ths. (98 hundredths) Only 2 points(cents) away from the next whole number. Glad you kept going with instruction from board.  It was obvious that many were confused so you did the right thing by continuing to teach. (This concept is very hard) They weren't ready to practice on their own.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Drop in observation--class was already working in math groups.  I Can statements were posted. Groups were given a sound to signal when to rotate.  Groups were posted for all to see.  You set expectations for movement and getting to work in new area.  Your group had a good mix of guided instruction and student practice.  You asked students to explain what they were doing and why.  As groups changed your level of guided instruction changed based on group needs. Tie the lesson to real world. Br sure to scan the room to insure all students are on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During the lesson opening the questions asked by the teacher intern gave students the opportunity to think and go beyond what was required. She could then use this for assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The floor seating for a science read aloud would be appropriate if the students returned to their tables at the end of the book. Trying to have students demonstrate while seated on the floor whether or not light shines through certain objects or materials meant that only of few studetns very close to the one holding the flashlight could see what was being done. The other students either strained to see or becaume distracted because it was out of their line of sight.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Opening with the video would have gotten the students attention before going into the first problem. Good balance of instructional time and student participation. Good wait time-you were patient as students formed their answers. Besure to use the language of math-ex.-repeated addition-when explaining steps to students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good opening question regarding whether or not students should have to wear school uniforms. If you want to take it a step further, you could tell them that they are being required to wear uniforms next year & see their response. Making it personal helps to get students 'fired up'! Good job questioning the students and having them figure out words that they do not know (ex .punctual) Using technology (Chrome Books & PB) as a part of the lesson helps to enhace what you are teaching. It also alows all students to have the inofrmation directly in front of them. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great idea to use the 5 green blocks with the sticky notes. I would suggest adding the definition of each part of speech as a way to make sure ALL students had a clear understanding. It would also give you something to rederence to as you determined if the sticky notes were in the correct place. You need some method for randoming selecting students to answer questions during instruction. I noticed the same students answered on several occassions. Yea - you had the directions for the game on the board. (Students need to SEE & HEAR in order to learn) After the students complete your sticky note activity, have the students generate sticky notes with the various parts of speech as a means to check for understanding. 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened with students explaining 2D and 3D shapes.  Good that you had 3D shapes available to show faces, edges, etc.  Students enjoyed the game and did well with it.  Students transitioned to independent work-constructing 2D and 3D shapes.  You did a good job of challenging students and encouraging them.  You kept students on task and set and reminded them of behavior expectations. Lesson continued. Good wait time-it took that student a little time but he got the correct answer and was so proud of himself.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. Always try to bring in real-life examples in order to connect the lesson to event the students can relate to. This will help the students remember what is being taught. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		suggestion-Make sure you have enough productive info.  What is the most important content you need your students to know? The video was good for one time, not sure it was needed twice. There has to be a connection from the video to the worksheet.   suggestion- When going over the answer sheet of worksheet, you, as the teacher, have to explain and instruct.  Not just read the answer aloud. This is important.  Good job explaining the game "Four Corners".  You set the rules and expectations. Same thing on playing game.  If the answers are not talked about, it doens't mean much to the students.  They are just going through the motions.   Don't leave out the WHYS.  The questioning and explaining is most important.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Your presentation of the lesson was clear and interesting. The students were actively engaged in the lesson. The type of G.O. that you chose was perfect for the information that you presented. It organized the information in a way that will help the students remember what was taught.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Give more feedback and validate praise durimg lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You accessed prior knowledge of fractions when you had students think, pair, share what they remembered from former grades. You set expectations for using the bags of M&Ms. Terrific! You had students predict how many M&Ms were in each of their bags. Then they counted to see how close they had come. You gave the students a G.O. to record information about their candies. You had them count the number of each color. You then had them think a little differently when having them record the number of non-blue or green M&Ms....and then the non-brown or red candies. You had the GO/handout on the P. Board which was great support for your students as this helped students stay on task and engaged in the lesson. After completing the M&M portion of the lesson you had the students revisit the defintion of a fraction on a slide. You then had the students name the top number in a fraction as the numerator and the bottom number as the denominator. You showed a short engaging video to help students remember the terms numerator and denominator. This led to a discussion of what the numerator and denominator represented. You had a list of fractions written and simply had the students identify which number was the numerator and the denominator. You explained what the denominator in a fraction was representative of as well as what the numerator was representative of. You showed a visual explaining all parts in a fraction must be equal. You had them identify which pictures were representative of fractions and which were not and why. You scaffolded the lesson by having the students practice saying the 3 ways fractions can be read. You shared a short video which went back and reviewed information previously learned. Very supportive.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You asked students to think about a previous lesson on sound...asking them to remember what sound is. You showed 2 videos which demonstrated how pitch can be changed according to the size of the glass and the amount of water in each, as people in the videos were demonstrating pitch by "playing glasses." You had students read from a reference book in order to introduce the concept and definition of pitch. You drew an example of a sound wave and explained what this was in great detail. You then drew an example of a wave length and explained it.. You explained low pitch would have a log wave length and high pitch would have a short wave length. All examples you drew on the board were so supportive of all learners, especially your visual learners. You clarified students should not confuse pitch with amplitude and told them to think of amplitude in regards to an amplifier used to make music louder or softer as was needed. You used a guitar to demonstrate the various conditions of the strings which causes pitch to vary.  Excellent high order thinking questions during your discussion. You then went on to demonstrate the various stations the students would be experiencing . You demonstrated the "water station" and asked students to make a prediction as to whether pitch would be higher or lower depending on the amont of water in the the jar. You pointed out scientists make predictions and test theories.  Outstanding! You referred back to the video shown earlier explaining what made the glasses have the different pitches. You set the expectations for the various stations. Guitar station - Mrs. Edison was at this station. Creative Station- Students got to use materials provided to create their own items to demonstrate high/low pitch. You told the students there would be an assessment at the end of the stations, so they would take full advantage of what they were learning during their stations. You set clear expectations for how to clean up stations and how to act during them.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Very enthusiatic opening. TC used the 'I Can' statements as a premise for the Powerpoint. Lesson was well planned & the students apparantly enjoyed the main lesson as well as the activity. TC did an excellent job providing guided practice for the students. The students actively participated throughout the lesson. TC encouraged the students to use their prior knowledge as a means to construct meaning to the new material.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		 You held up the book "Stellaluna" and had the students make predictions about the story looking at the cover. You clarified for the students what the setting of a story is. You then read the book to the group which was based on ability. You read the book with great expression and the students were clearly engaged. You had the students make predictions as you were reading the book. This is what good readers do as they ae reading, make predictions. As the lesson was on key details in text, asking some who, what, when, where, why, and how questions during the reading would have helped to clarifiy  the reading goal for your students. After reading the book, you had the students revisit their predictions, making certain there was nothing wrong with an incorrect prediction. I did not observe the end of the lesson as they were dismissed to go to an AR party, which is no reflection on you. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great opening as you showed the video of rounding.  Loved how you told them how certain parts of rounding can be confusing and that you would help them with this. Great delivery of content as you taught the steps in rounding.  Also good questioning and rigor as you worked through with your students.   The stations were great practice.  Good explanations of rules and expectations.  Glad you had alternate activity if they got finished early.   Nice balance of direct instruction and student centered.   

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher shared the dolphin noises on a youtube clip. The teacher did a good job of asking questions during the powerpoint. The teacher shared a youtube clip about porpoises. The teacher shared a book about the differences of porpoises and dolphins. The teacher conducting a lesson about dolphins and porpoises. The teacher had a powerpoint comparing dolphins and porpoises for the students. The teacher had great questions about the compare and contrast powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of sharing the Venn diagram worksheet with the students. The teacher had explicit directions for the students to complete the Venn Diagram worksheet. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed their Venn Diagram. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job providing opening activity that excited your students. The cookie data collecting was a good way to get the students directly involved with the lesson. Take more time with presenting the EQ and the vocabulary involved. Young learners get easily confused if too much information is covered. When presenting the various types of graphs, take time to explain how each one works. It might help if you used a variety of data to graph - data that the students are familiar with. Overall good lesson that obviously intrigued the students! 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have very good subject knowledge.  You easily talked about the text structures and explained students' misconceptions as needed.  The cause-effect game "I have"..."Who has" was a great warm-up activity.  Your Prezi allowed for good discussion with the students and gave good examples.  Task Cards was another good activity to help students "get" the standard.  Kahoot is a great culminating activity.  The students really enjoy using the chromebooks. Please slow down when you talk!!

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You asked , "How is the weather like today?"  Be aware of grammar rules. You told the students they would be talking about weather today. You pointed to the word "windy" and asked if anyone could read the word. You helped them read it by giving them the beginning sound. The rest of the weather words you read to the students without asking if anyone could read them.  Asking the CT if asking them to read these words would have been a good thing to do. You played a video about the various aspects of weather. Knowing/practicing with the technology in order to know how to make the video full screen would have helped the students focus in on just the video. You asked the students what weather the weather is like today.  Apparently, the weather forecast had already been discussed earlier in the day, because you made reference to the possibility of rain later in the day. You showed the students a picture and had them tell you what weather was indicated.  You had several examples. You moved the discussion to the seasons of the year. You talked about the different types of weather associated with the different seasons. You then asked the students to return to their tables.   You had students find the letter "J" you had in the center of each table.  You asked the students, "What do this look like?"  Incorrect grammar used here.  The question was vague, as you wanted them to see it could look like the handle of an umbrella.  You instructed the students to glue their letter J to the half paper plate in order to make an umbrella. You showed the students how to do this using the ELMO.  Excellent visual for them to follow. You then asked the students to glue the blue yarn to the back of the paper plates. These four pieces of yarn were to represent the rain.  You also gave them brown and green "raindrops" to glue to the blue yarn.  I believe I would have stuck with the color blue for the raindrops. You closed the lesson holding up pictures of different types of weather and had the students identify them.  You then used the P. Board to match pictures with the various words indicating types of weather.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of activating prior learning.  You asked students to explain strategies they could use for multiplication.  Lesson had direct instruction and independent student work time.  Small groups incorporated independent practice, technology, guided instruction.  Students transitioned to groups quickly.  You had behavior and work expectations for class posted on smart board. Directions for group work were posted. No standardsposted or mentioned.  No tie to real world--why should they learn to multiply?  Ask more open ended questions You started off asking for explanations of strategies-take it throughout the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great lesson!  Great energy and knowledge of subject!  I loved how you had dressed in idioms!  Your anchor chart was good but pictures were small for students across the room to see.  Great examples and you were so right when you said it would "excite" their writing. Students seemed to enjoy the lesson. ***You need to use more technology!

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened lesson with the EQ and explained how it comes from the standard for the lessom.  Reviewed prior knowledge.  You incorporated lots of wuestions into your lesson.  You tied it to the real world hnd had students give examples.  You had a hans on activity for students to see the water cycle in action.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge when you asked the students if they knew what an opinion piece of writing was. You asked them what they remembered about opinion pieces. You reminded students how to organize an opinion piece when you shared the "Oreo" anchor chart. You reviewed that each letter of the word Oreo represents a part of the opinion piece of writing. They have written several opinion pieces and this served as a very supportive reminder. Next, you asked the students how a duck and rabbit are similar and when the students had very little to respond, you pointed out that they aren't too similar at all. You then asked a student to act out how a rabbit acts and another to act out how a duck acts. You then connected this to the fact the students would be writing an opinion piece about a rabbit or a duck. You showed the cover of the picture book, Duck! Rabbit! Depending on ones' point of view, the picture could be interpreted either way. You had the students vote on which one they thought it was. After playing a video reading of the book, you asked the students to vote again. You asked if they were wrong it they thought it was a duck or a rabbit. You pointed out they were not wrong either way, because it is their opinion and opinions cannot be right or wrong. You then gave the students a T-Chart G.O.. You played the video again and students wrote notes recording reasons for their thinking the animal was a duck or a rabbit. You filled out the T-Chart as a class which gave the students excellent support their final decision....duck or rabbit. You gave the students another G.O. to help them organize their thoughts regarding which animal they thought the picture represented. They were to choose either duck OR rabbit and give reasons, from the T-Chart, supporting their opinion. You stressed there was no right or wrong answer because this was their own opinion. Great use of differentiation as you had the CT and support personnel work with different small groups as they were writing. The scaffolding in this lesson was outstanding. You supported them by giving them every step they needed in order to write their own opinion piece. The book choice was perfect for this type of writing and this age group! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used a variety of strategies to meet the different needs of your students. You drew a rectangle on the Promethean Board and divided it in half. You had volunteers tell you how many dots to draw in each half. You remnded the students what the plus sign means. You wrote a number sentence to represent the dots in the two halves of the rectangle. When adding you had the students start with the larger of the two numbers in the equation and "count on" in order to arrive at the sum. Before moving to the next portion of the lesson you made sure the students understood what the word model means. You modeled how to use M&Ms and a graham cracker to represent an addition problem. You had the students grouped, according to ability, and had them working with the 3 other teachers in the class as well as having a group of your own. Excellent differentiation. Your group, the higher functioning group, were given one bag of M&Ms to practice making models and writing number sentences. You then gave them a second bag of M&Ms You had your group predict how having a second bag of candies would impact their problems! Perfect higher-order-thinking question! They were able to tell you their problems would have bigger numbers with greater sums. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Loved the picture that you opened your lesson with.  Great thinking for your students as they paired with a partner to talk about what they see.  Brought about great questioning on Ponce de Leon and his contributions and obstacles.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You began your lesson with the Weekly Language Review (a warm up each day). Great job of explaining centers/lit circle reading.  So glad you incorporated 2 Valentine learning games in your rotation.  The transitions were very organized.  There was no problem as they rotated.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You opened your lesson with a question review game. Using the small ball to toss as you asked the question was something these boys could relate to. They loved it. The Power Point was on target helping them understand past, present and future tense verbs. Loved the Think, Pair, Share idea. Changes things up! * One suggestion I have is this....as you go through the Power Point and Think, Pair, Share, give examples of other ways of using that same verb. For example, The brown rabbit disappears against the pile of leaves". After discussed that this is present tense, show how it would be in past tense. And future. "The brown rabbit disappearred". And "The brown rabbit will dissappear." This just reinforces how we use verbs in different speaking. The more they hear it, the better! Good, positive comments given to your students!  You made your students feel smart even if they missed a question. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good discussion with students.  Good varietyof materials to introduce the topic.  Kahoot was a great way to check on what they had learned.  Class is very active and talkative.  Try and think of ways that possibly don't add to the distraction from your teaching. Be careful saying "Guys" all the time.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Work on an opening that sparks the interest of the students. Student corrected you - feet vs square feet - but you didn't change it on the board? Why not? Don't be afraid to 'back up' to seek prior knowledge when the lesson is not going well (the students are struggiling to comprehend. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened the lesson by giving students quotes to look over and discuss.  Students quickly came to the conclusion that they were talking about Abraham Lincoln.  You had students write facts they knew to begin a KWL chart.  Students then read text for more info.  Had a video.  This lesson was heavy on student participation-reading, writing, note taking, research. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.  This group was able to do more discussing and explaining.  Most questions were recall questions. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened with activating prior knowledge. Had centers for students to work on. You planned for students and their different work pace and provided appropriate activities to keep all students engaged. Centers were varied but all reenforced the standard. You monitored the students as they worked. Transitions were smooth between centers. Closed the lesson with slide show of some of the regions of Ga. and had students discuss plants and animals found in the region.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		I liked how you did an "opening" then stated the standard they were going to work on.  KWL graphic organizer always good.  Also allows them to look for answers to  What they want to learn as you introduce new materials.  You repeated students' answers which lets them know how important they are.  Loved that they got to make their own fossils and write a story about them!!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a picture of a ruler on the powerpoint. The teacher asked different questions about the ruler. The students did a great job sharing what they knew about the ruler. The teacher had a read alound for the students-The Great Graph Contest. The teacher had a student read the definition to read the definition of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to involve the students more in hands-on activities using the rulers. GROW-The students needed to be drawing the lineplots on a whiteboard, notebook paper, etc... as the teacher taught the lesson. GROW-After sharing two different line plots, the teacher needed to let the students create their own line plot graphs. Good-The teacher called on different students to identify the five parts of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure all of the students have pencils before starting the lesson. There was too much moving for the pencils which could have been prevented. The teacher had the students measure how long the pencil measures in inches. GROW-The teacher needed to have a discussion about centimeters and inches before letting the students measure the pencil in inches. The teacher called on different students to tell her how long the pencil measured. The teacher recorded the information on the powerpoint. GROW-TO speed up the lesson, the teacher needed to ask how many students had a pencil that measure 6 1/2, 7, etc... The teacher was collecting the data to create a ine plot. Good- The teacher asked the students to include the five parts of the line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions instead of everyone answering at one time. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students create the line plot at their desks with the information provided. The teacher had the students measure their thumbs in inches. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Power point was detailed and did a great job proving information for the Guided Notes instructional activity. You did a good job teaching a lesson with so many additional adults in the room. (EIP teacher, Hearing Impaired, etc.) Having the students follow an oral command (put your hand on your head, etc) was a neat way to see if the students were ready to move on. Using higher level questioning assisted in having the students think beyond the basic facts. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When I arrived, you were working division problems with the students. You having the students explain what to do next in each part of the problem. Since this was a lesson regarding what to do with remainders in word problems, you discussed what should be done with the remainder after each word problem was solved. You led the students to understanding logic and reason  should be used in deciding what to do with each remainder. You presented a word problem about Mrs. Lewis and began by asking the students "what they already knew" after just reading the problem. Excellent example of how students begin to solve word problems! As the division problems were determined from reading the word problems, you had the students name, as you listed, the multiples of the divisor.  This strategy was outstanding support for students to actually do the division.  They didn' t have to count on fingers ect.  What an terrific visual strategy! During the solving of problems, you would stop and have the students explain why they were not finished solving the problem This supported their understanding of when a problem IS actually finished. You differentiated using a QR Code activity.  You modeled an example for the class, showing them how to scan the QR code in order to have their problem show up on their ipads. The students worked with a partner, based on ability, because the problems on their cube were designed for their level.   You had Mrs. Lewis work with a group of students having trouble with the basics of division. Wonderful ways to differentiate your lesson! In closing, you had the students complete a ticket out the door. They were to solve a division word problem, displayed on the P.Board, and interpret the remainder on a sticky note. They were instructed to put their sticky note on the TOD board in the classroom.  Exceelent was to assess the students' learning.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You began the lesson asking students to name as many pronouns as they could.  You used a "squishy ball" that was thrown from one student to another. The person with the ball had permission to tell their pronoun.  Amazing how well this worked. No one, except the person with the ball, was talking! You shared a "Flocabulary" video that explained 1st, 2nd, and 3rd points of view.  The video had examples and required the students to make decisions regarding what point of view the example was demonstrating.  You asked the student to explain why they had chosen a particular point of view as their answer.  Great higher order thinking question.   You asked the students if the narrator was inside or outside the sentence which was an excellent tool to help students determine pt. of view. You then asked the students what tool they have used in the past in order to compare and contrast two things.  You used this G. O., the Venn Diagram, in order to help the students understand the differences between first and third person.  The graphic organizer highlighted the pronouns that are associated with each point of view. This helped link the new content to prior knowledge. You demonstrated how to use the "fortune teller" manipulative. This gave the students a fun, interactive way to further practice first and third person points of view.  The students worked with partners and competed against each other.  Love that these were self-checking, therefore no arguing between students. Such a clever, engaging way for the students to practice the skill!!! .

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You used a variety of strategies - inquiry, manipulatives, student directed. Think about the questions you want to ask. Open ended questions you will not know the answer to - like you asked What can the wind do? You don't know what the children will answer. Asking Is the wind good? You are limiting what they can think about. It comes with practice. You provided feedback and re-inforced the children's answers and questions. You asked more than one child to repeat for everyone what they said. A good strategy. I felt the book was a little long for this age group. You can always shorten a book and not read all of it at one setting. The movement break was great planning. Attaching the streamers took a while but you asked children to tell wind stories while you did that. Good use of time. Remember to give wait time to the stduents before you answer the questions you ask. Again it comes with practice. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good "discovery" lesson.  Might have been better if you had done one todether to get them to understand what type of information, especially in wording, that you wanted them to "discover".  You had good examples of each type of fossil but instead of at the end, that was something you needed to introduce at the beginning with pictures:  mold, caste, true form, and trace.  A little too much down time in between different activities (fossils).

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great lesson on force.  Song, power point, and having the students "show" with you definitely gave them information.  Liked that you told them they could write the definitions in their own language or if they needed to, they could copy what you had on the power point.  Interesting variety of "reading aloud".   They definitely had to pay attention.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great review lesson getting them ready for the test.  Great energy throughout the lesson.  Students understood exactly what they were to do and worked well independently.  Loved the karaoke practice especially saying cumulonimbus.  Good transitions between activities because you have students ready at the beginning for everything coming at them during the lesson.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good small group activity.  REviewed sight words that they were going to use to fill in the blanks first.  Helped students as needed read and insert correct word.  Good questioning especially after a student read a sentence with an incorrect word "Does that sound right?"  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You started with asking about previous knowledge to do with adjectives.  Good use of a mneumonic to remember the correct order of placing numerous adjectives together in a sentence...Nathan Oliver Smith ate six chocolate Oreos Mom packed.  Good video to reinforce the objective.  Different activities kept the students "in" the lesson.  I liked how you kept reminding them about how a sentence "sounds"...not sure they totally understood but good repetition of correct wording.  You should have had them get their ELA notebooks before you go into the lesson.  It was disruptive after starting the lesson.  Good energy throughout the lesson. During transitions don't be sooooo chatty with the students...you are the teacher...not the friend.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It took a long time for you to get this lesson going.  The text in the book that was projected was really too small and was difficult for the students to read.  Next time make a slide of the material so it is larger.  Some of your examples of  a suffix were hard for your students understand.  You sent 5 students to the board to write words nd there wasn't room for more than two.  The teacher stepped in  to help the situation--be aware of space issues.  I did not see the activity with spiders due to time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Your lesson had a very good balance of instruction with student participation.  You included guided practice and independent practice.  You tied the lesson with previous learning. When students disagreed on the meaning of a word-you called a class discussion and talked it through allowing students to explain their thinking. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		I am amazed at your confidence and poise as a Block 1 student.  You were in control and the students were right with you during the entire lesson.  You use lots of positive reinforcement - thanking students for raising their hands, for participation.  You were well prepared with all materials ready for your use.  I saw your differentiation in use in your lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a small Reading group to learn about text illustrations in the story. GROW-The students need to be very involved in the lesson throughout the lesson. GROW-The students needed to be redirected during the lesson. The teacher used different real life situations to teach the Reading lesson. The teacher had different pictures for the students to analyze the different text illustrations. GROW-The teacher needed a picture for each student. The teacher had written out different texts that went along with the pictures. The teacher reviewed the different passages trying to match the passages up to the pictures. The teacher read the different passages to the students. The teacher asked the students different questions about the pictures.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked the students good questions about the flat and 3-D shapes. GROW-The teacher does not need to hold the lesson plan while teaching. The teacher should know the subject matter without the lesson plan. The teacher held a shape and asked the students questions about the shapes. The teacher did a good job involving the students during the lesson by asking questions about the different shapes. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to talk to the students about the subject matter. The teacher discussed the worksheet with the students. The teacher had the students count the sides of the different figures. The teacher used a crayon box as a three dimensional figure. Great idea using something that is familiar with the students. The teacher passed out sticky notes to the students. The teacher had them write different descriptions about their shape. The student will read their descriptions and the students will try to guess what shape the student has described. Great idea-The game with the sticky notes was a great way to have the students involved in the lesson. The teacher explained the activity that would be using marshmallows and pretzel sticks. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their shape using the sticky note descriptions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Opening activity set the mood for the lesson. It would have beneficial for you to have the instructions for the balloon activity posted on the board so that they are visible throughout the lesson. Before moving on to the activity, it might help to write some of the student predictions on the board. Oldy but Goldy video was very appropriate for this lesson Great activity! Spend more time with the basic components of the lesson/activity. (ex. look at the air filled balloons, size of the straws, etc.) In order to make the lesson more real-life for the students, list and/or show pictures of the various terms that you are introducing. (ex. incline plane - playground slide, or a picture of a ramp located at school, etc)

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged the students with the video about maps. Powerpoint included a map of Zoo Atlanta-students will be going on a filed trip here-made the lesson connect to real life experiences. Map activity allowed students practice following directions and moving on a map. Your directions incorporated their sight words. Quick lesson close asking students about the lesson.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with a fossil for students to look at and touch.  this engaged the students and had them ready to discuss fossils.  You explained the activities at the 4 stations.  You projected rules for the stations but they were too small for students to see.  You monitored the groups as they worked independently.  You did ask questions of the groups.  The groups were well planned and all materials were aqvailable so students could get to work.  At some stations they did not read the directions first and were just doing as they thought they should.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You gave the students something to begin to connect with when you showed the video reviewing what it means to add and subtract. You stopped the video a couple of times in order to assess your students understanding. After the video you asked someone to volunteer, using their own words. explaining what it means to add and subtract. You reminded the students to always look at the signs because the plus and minus have different meanings. You had the students transition to the rug and not a moment of instructional time was lost. Excellently done! You had made a fact family "Play House" anchor chart and used it to introduce and model fact families. The anchor chart was used to introduce two different strategies for solving and understanding fact families. You scaffolded the students through constructing the fact family for the 3 numbers you had given them by giving the first addition and subtraction problem and then having them provide the second ones. You pointed out that the same 3 numbers given were the only numbers used in order to complete the fact family. The lesson led very naturally to a discussion of the communtative property of addition. As your second strategy, you used blocks to demonstrate how to complete a fact family. Students transitioned back to their desks and were given a handout to practice fact families. You used the ELMO to demonstrate/model for the class how they would be completing the fact families. This is such great support for your students. You were careful to point out when looking at the three numbers, the largest number would go in the last box for the addition problems and it would go in the first box in a subtraction problem. You then had the students practice the second strategy using the blocks. The lesson closing was not observed because I had to go to another observation.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You opened the lesson reading the book Parts.  The students were engaged and clearly enjoying the book. You have a very expressive, animated "read aloud voice."   The story talks about different body parts.  After reading the book, you asked the students what the main character was worried about. You reviewed the steps of writing an opinion piece of writing. You had  the students read the I can statements after you.  You shared a slide "The Best Part of Me"  Before asking the students to decide what they thought was their own best feature, perhaps you could have told them about what you feel is your best feature.  Then ask them to close their eyes and "think" a minute about their favorite body part.  When you share personal things with your students you make connections with them, as well as modeling for them. Sharing appropriate things about yourself makes you more "real" to your students. You then shared a slide this a frame for the topic sentence. You went on to explain different ways they could write their own topic sentence.using their favorite body part.   You explained what they were writing was the rough draft and that it was okay to make mistakes. You reminded them what a rough draft is. You explained they would have to back up their opinions with reasons. You moved to the next slide and asked students to add to the key vocabulary bank words they may need for writing their two reasons.  The students were given time to write the two sentences backing up their opinion. You then moved to the closing of the opinion piece. You had a sentence frame to guide students in the writing of their final sentence. Great support!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Very good job introducing and stating the focus for the lesson. Powerpoint was well constructed and the pictures enhanced the lesson. The information was well presented and definitely aided in the learning process. Written instructions for the activity would have clarified your expectations. Also written directions for clean up time. Remind the students that we use math tools in other classes - not just math. (bar graphs) Acitivity was one of the best that I've seen in a while. It gave the students an opportuity to better understand the eating habits of the different birds that you introduced in the lesson.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Great lesson.  The groups of students really enjoyed making circuits and wanted to show them off!!  Good start with going over prior knowledge about kinds of circuits and good examples that they could remember.  During "Brain Pop" you stopped it to ask questions and clarify answers.  Worksheet information was gone through as a group.  You walked around to monitor and help groups as needed.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a read aloud. The teacher instructed the students to point up or down when they hear the words up and down in the read aloud. The teacher presented a powerpoint about Up, Down, and Around. The teacher had the students illustrated the different position words during the youtube of the book. The teacher did a good job of dismissing the students to their seats by hair color and the color of their shirt. The teacher had the students come up to the powerpoint to select the correct answer for the different questions. The teacher had a good song about the different parts of the plant. The teacher explained to the students about the worksheet they would complete for the different parts of the plant. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Opened with standard and review of previous learning.  Loved that the pictures you used were of common items in the student's environment and you also had concrete 3D shapes for students to refer to if needed.  Kept students engaged by having them signal "thumbs up" if they agreed with the student answering the question. Allowed students to construct their own 3D shapes with marshmallows and toothpicks.  Students were excited and engaged in the activity.  You monitored the room well. Activity was followed by students writing about the attributes of the shape they created. Lesson continued.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students pull out the journals as reference for the volume. Great idea-to use a resource such as the journal that the students have created. The teacher shared a VOLUME powerpoint with the students. The teacher asked good questions about the powerpoint when the powerpoint was completed. The teacher did several examples to find volume using the correct formula. After several examples, the teacher had the students complete a problem at their seats. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room to make sure the students were completing the problems correctly. Good job-having students go to the powerpoint and complete the problem. The teacher began explaining the project to the students. The teacher explained where the students would go for their groups. Good job-The teacher had the students already established before the lesson began. The directions were at each group. The teacher read the directions to the students. The teacher had an example that she presented to the students before letting them begin on their small group work. The teacher did a good job of discussing the progress of the cereal box with each group as they worked.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. More Instructional time needed before moving to group work. Since this is a new topic for the students, I would suggest that you read a passage together (from the PB) and select/underline/highlight the textual evidence as you go. When introducing a new concept, it is imperative that you hit all student learning levels initially! This is a good time to use authentic real-life examples.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		*The college supervisor did not receive the lesson plan until the morning of the lesson. *The teacher did not receive a lesson plan for the lesson after she entered the room for the observation. The teacher began the lesson with the video Schoolhouse Rock about verbs. The teacher had a powerpoint about the verbs. *The teacher read the powerpoint for the lesson. The teacher asked the students questions about the different tenses of the verbs. *The teacher read the entire powerpoint for the lesson. *The teacher needed to teach the lesson without reading the powerpoint. *The teacher did a lot of talking without letting the students participate in the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the sentences on the powerpoint. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the lesson. The teacher issued different sheets of paper with root words and endings written on the papers. The students were instructed to go to the rug with their papers. The teacher had the students show the class their papers. The teacher selected the endings and let the students holding the root words match up with the correct ending. The teacher read a sentence and let the students walk to the correct ending The teacher directed the students to complete a writing assignment. The teacher used the overhead to explain the worksheet. The teacher involved the students in doing some examples for the worksheet before letting them begin.

		Green		Megan		917463432		1. YEA - Timer!!! This allows/encourages students to pace themselves. 2. Great job demonstrating how the answer was computed. (Minutes/Seconds chart - you showed the multiplication equation - 16x60 =960) 3. When a student gets the problem wrong, ask them to come show you how they worked the problem. 4. Yea for using the Judy Clock to show how the time line is similarly constructed. (when you ask is everyone following - have them give you a thumbs up) 5. When you ask a question, give the students time to answer before giving them the answer (ex. How many hours in a day? How many times do we have to go around the clock to make a full day?) Also make sure that all students are focused on you. (Eyes on me!) 6. Good job disecting (with your comments & actions) the problem on the board. Slow down a little so that your slower students have time to process what you are saying! 7. Bring in some real-life experiences to make the problems more relatable! (The prinicpal stated earlier that due to testing, the 3rd grade would only have 900 seconds of recess instead of 1200 seconds. How many minutes of recess does the 3rd grade have today? How much less time that usual?)

		Green		Quantia		917413808		As you opened and told them what you were talking about today, I would have loved to have heard the question "What do I mean by "events leading up to WWII"? This creates good thinking! As you were having students read off the Power Point, you have to ask questions. Not just "Who is Hitler?" *You have to be very familiar with the material so you can know what to ask. Remember you are continually going back to the Standard (which was explaining the reasons for America's involvement on WWII) You asked them if they had any questions before you went on. Several raised their hand. You never answered any. You asked "What are sovellians?" They answered " people". People? The brochure activity was good. If they were copying from their previous notes, it can't be an assesment. Closing should recap the I Can Statements. Summary of your lesson is very important.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Liked your chart "Theme vs Main Idea"...students do confuse the two.  Good video that not only stressed theme but was about bullying.  Might have pause video to stress important points.  Activity stress fining the theme in fables.  After the group read to class...might have had class come up with theme then have the group explain what they came up with.  This would give them a little more practice with finding theme.  Good discussions with students.  After giving directions don't say "OK?".  Are you giving them a choice to do it or not to do it?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Great job monitoring student progress and keeping students actively involved in the lesson! Your beginning activity quickly hooked the students into the learning mode - especially since it was an early morning class. You were very encouraging yet consistent with you classroom management. Excellent use of the Promethean Board - great visuals! Love the great visuals to enhance the lesson. When presenting (reading) a book to the class, check to see if it is online or use a document camera so that it can be presented on the PB. You can still use the actual book to read. Also, make sure to introduce the author and the illustrator

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Relative pronouns is not an easy topic.  You did a great job.  Good repetition during the lesson of the relative pronouns and when to use them.  I liked the way you incorporated in your power point a time for the students to come up and manipulate the relative pronouns.  Good transition to the task card activity.  The students did a good job of going around the room and answering the item on the task card without a lot of talking or confusion.  They enjoyed giving you their answers for all activities.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher shared a Brain Pop about character. The teacher asked good questions about the Brain Pop after it ended. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning describing the definition of characters. The teacher has great voice quality while reading the read aloud story to the students. The teacher asked great questions after the read aloud. The teacher issued the worksheet to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet before handing it out. GROW-The teacher needed to be more organized with the pencils and clipboards. The teacher did a good job asking the students if they had words they needed to spell.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good introductory lesson.  Students had some confusion about Genotype and Phenotype.  When doing the Punnett Square you could have referred to the "Area Model" in math.  They all should be familiar with that.  You gave good varied examples using the Punnett Square...puppy spots, eye color, baby bird color... Worksheet activity - you might have done the first one with them.  You do the "modeling".

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Loved your "real life" connection to what the main idea means. Questioning was spot on today. Awesome how you connected questions to the book and why or why not their supportiing details were important or not. Even though you were teaching a small group, make sure you summarize and recap the learning goals.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they knew about Ponce de Leon. The teacher showed a youtube about Ponce de Leon. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the powerpoint to emphasize important facts about Ponce de Leon.  The teacher asked great questions about the youtube. The students worked individually in their notebooks completing the Ponce de Leon assignment.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The choice of a short Flo-cabulary video on theme was perfect. The message in the rap supported student learning and was exactly on point. As the opening moved into the main part of the lesson, the intern had the complete attention of the students in the room and was able to build on the opening.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit  prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters. -

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Opened lesson with review of previous learning. Incorporated technology into the lesson. There was a good mix of instructional time with student participation. Lots of questions to assess student understanding of the lesson. Students worked on their own map of the regions of Georgia. Students were excited to play the review game with the ball toss. As the game continued, you lost the attention of the students who had a turn. You recognized this and wrapped up the game.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Overall a good lesson.  I like you using a "class agenda" so that the students will know exactly what they are going to do during the class.  Used a variety of ways to show synonyms and antonyms.  Good student feedback.  You encouraged them by saying "You all are being thesauruses!"  Hope I spelled that right.  Students worked well throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Try opening with something that grabs their attention. Maybe a question on the Prom Board to get their mind thinking! Good questioning about reduce and simplify. When you ask vocabulary words, try to use words they know to help them. Like simplify means to make simple. Reduce means to make smaller. Ex. when someone tries to lose weight. Help create meaning for your students by things they already know. The "cake walk" was a good idea, but as you saw, it wasn't as effecient as you hoped.  It's ok!  That's how we learn as teachers!  We change things or adapt because something didn't work or we need it to work better.  

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a passage about Education with the students. THe teacher read the article aloud to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure the students are following along with their finger as she reads aloud. The teacher instructed the students to select their red, orange, green and blue crayon for the activity. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to have the crayons organized before beginning her lesson to speed the lesson up. The teacher had a powerpoint with the Author's Point. The teacher explained how the students would complete the worksheet with a partner. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions to prevent a lot of questions during the completion of the assigment.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video-Introduction to Standard Measurement for Kids: Measuring Length in Inches The teacher shared the sheet with the students before they completed it. The teacher called on different students to give answers for the problems on the Meausrement Scavenger Hunt sheet. The teacher used her thumb for her example on how to complete the worksheet. The teacher passed out rulers to different students to complete the worksheet. *The teacher needed more delivery about the inches and centimeter measurements. *The teacher needed to divide the students up into groups before the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students during the measurement scavenger hunt.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You activated the lesson with a very engaging video demonstrating how to multiply/divide powers of 10. Try giving them something to look for as they watch a video. Helps to hold students accountable for their learning as they watch. I would suggest questioning the students after the video. This sends the message the video was important and part of the instruction of the standard.  It will allow you to assess that they took away from watching it. You worked/modeled problems using powers of 10 and then you asked them if they saw a pattern. You had someone explain the pattern. Great H.O.T. questioning! You scaffolded your students learning with all of the problems done together/aloud. You had volunteers go to the board, work a problem, and then explain. The students clearly enjoyed this. The chart was a little difficult for some of the students, but for most having difficulty it was because they were not paying attention during your directions and modeling of what they were to do independently.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You planned math stations for your class today. At the beginning of the lesson you explained what the students would be doing at each of the stations. Materials were ready at each station. The groups were planned in order to give necessary support for all students. You planned for advanced expectations for your advanced math students. In the station you were conducting, you put up a slide and thoroughly discussed/asked questions to ensure the students understood the concept of analyzing and creating a line plot. Some of the students in your group were struggling and you used probing questions in order to lead them to understand the example you had provided. This was great scaffolding for your students. You then presented the students with beakers that contained different amounts of water.  You had the students determine the amount of water in each beaker with your guidance. The students were to record this information on the G.O. You then allowed the students to work independently or with each other to determine and record the amounts of water in the rest of the beakers.  I would suggest numbering the beakers so the information gathered by the students would be consistent and easier for you to check. You checked progress in other stations and then returned to your group and checked the students' responses. You then directed the students to use  the data gathered and construct a line plot. You modeled how this was to be done. Your questioning throughout the lesson was very supportive and it allowed you to know if the students understood.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You asked good questions. Remember to ask open ended questions - ones you don't know the answers to. Allow wait time for little brains to process info and formulate a response. You handled several off task behaviors well. Think about placement of students at the table. You could have relocated the two childern nearest you to the other side for better viewing of the book. The children's responded well to the book since it was the second reading. They were very engaged during the reading. You gave very good face to face attention to the students. When a student uses incorrect English/grammar, remember to re-state it correctly (without saying "You made a mistake"). Simply repeating, Mice and Elephants , instead of Mouses and Elephants. I was surprised by how well the students completed the paper/marker activity. They caught the concept and were able to match the poop with the animal. This activity might not have been appropriate for some 4/5 year olds.  

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with standard and I Can statement and a quick review of prior learning.  Had 2D shapes for students to describe and name.  Read a book on Monsters before students moved into activity.  Activity was to create their own monster by following a glyph. Directions in glyph were complicated.  You may want to look at final product and modify directions if they proved too difficult. Lesson continues.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the essential questions for the lesson. The teacher had a great discussion abour previous knowledge. The teacher did a good job of delivering the vocabulary for the lesson. The teacher had one student hold a flashlight while another student had tissue paper. The teacher illustrated to the class about translucent, transparent, and opaque. The teacher did a great job of engaging the students throughout the lesson. The Science lesson was very hands-on and very engaging. Great powerpoint with the groups already established! Great organization for the groups before the lesson begins. The teacher instructed the students they would be completing an activity that would have three windows that would have translucent, transparent and opaque. The teacher had a great example of how to complete the activity. The teacher had great instructions for the activity. A rubric was issued for each partner group.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You introduced the vocabulary for the lesson: oviparous and mammal. You began the Lesson reading the book  "Chickens Aren't the Only Ones" , which was a book about oviparous animals. The students were sitting on the rug as you read the book. You had a basket of plastic Easter eggs and allowed each student to pick one. Inside the egg was the name of an animal. The students were to decide if the animal was oviparous or a mammal. A review of what a mammal is would have given them more information with which to make their decision. You called on one student at a time to place the name of their animal on the board under the heading of oviparous or mammal.  Ask students "why" they think their animal goes where they decided it would. You then dismissed the students back to their tables.  Try asking them to move without talking. This cuts down on lost instructional time when you don't have to regain their attention. You gave each student a handout with a cracked open egg. The students were directed to cut them out.  When the students were finished cutting out the eggs you gave them a piece of construction paper.  You had a model for them to see.  You gave one model to a lower functioning group. Putting one on the board for the rest to see would have helped all to understand what they were to do.  Students were directed to draw an oviparous animal coming out of the egg.  You reminded students of some of the animals taped to the board under the heading oviparous.  Some pictures would have been helpful as well...perhaps on an anchor chart. I did not observe the closing of the lesson, because I had another observation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		*Loved that you had an Agenda up. You clearly gave the directions of what they would be doing today. *You started their day with the QR code activity for their lab quest. This was such a cool activity using tecnology. *So impressed with your Power point. Wow! Very creative and colorful. Good job with delivery of content. *The video was very good but talk about it afterward. Just for a minute....give it some purpose. Ask questions about it. SCOOT was a good practice activity. Your closure was great.  You summed up with talking about the EQs.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your opening was good by asking them three thinking questions about eating at fast food restaurants. This is something they can relate to because they all eat at these places. Good job with questioning as you went over vocabulary. Go deeper in talking about each word. For example, economics. Talk about our economy and how it takes people, money, services, goods, etc. to make the economy work. Great question when you asked "how does a service help the economy?" You spent a lot of time asking questions, discussing each thing. The video was a good one to show how it takes persistance. I could tell that wasn't your original video, but you carried right on to help them understand. *I felt like the stations could have been explained a little more in depth. This will be helpful for you if they are certain of what to do. Stations were very creative.  You did a nice job of choosing various practice stations.  Great job at closing / summary

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		You went over some information from the previous day when they learned about Vertebrate and Invertebrates.  Brain Pop video was good for information about Vertebrates which was the lesson for the day.  Activity with pipe cleaner and fruit loops to create a spine was very creative,  The students put them together in different ways and then had to answer questions about them on their lab sheet.  You walked around and helped as needed.  Good prompting to help them answer questions. Be careful using the word "Guys" too often to address the class.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher posted a passage which the students would find capitalization and punctuation errors. The teacher had great student participation with the students.  The students were able to go to the powerpoint and highlight the words that needed to be corrected. The teacher did a great job of reviewing the corrections with the students. The teacher had each table's captain issue chromebooks for each table.   The students were instructed to pull up their narrative writing.  

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with a poster of the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read the book-Very Hungry Caterpillar.  Had students discuss the stages of the life cycle.  Students made a book about the 4 stages using pasta. There was some frustration because the pasta fell off as they changed pages-make individual pages and let each dry before assembling. When there are words-on the pages of their book-allow them to try to read them-instead of telling them. For closing-let the students tell what they have learned.  The video was cute and might have been useful at the beginning of the lesson as an attention getter.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Behavior on carpet during color was a little crazy. Think about another way to achieve that goal.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson by asking the student to read the powerpoint-Can you help me balance? The teacher had cups with a scale. The teacher selected different students to choose different cups to balance. The cups have different words that about the different branches of government. Excellent opening for a Social Studies lesson centering about The Three Branckes of Government. The teacher shared the different cups with the students at their seats. The teacher continued to ask questions about how the cups could be balanced. The teacher reviewed the Three Branches of Government-In Case You Missed It! After reviewing the standard and essential question, the teacher reviewed the powerpoint using a balance scale as a resource to teach about the different branches of government having the same weight. Awesome correlation for the students to observe. The teacher has excellent ways of relating the Social Studies material to concepts the students can understand. The teacher issued all of the students paper bags with the tree that would contain the Three Branches of Government. The teacher had created a tree with Three branches for the Three Branches of Government. As the students read the passage, the students would put the different checked laminated words on the correct place on the tree which contained the three different branches of Government. The teacher closed the lesson by sharing a Flocabuary song about the Three Branches of Government. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson to explain AREA. The teacher had a poster centered around AREA. The teacher asked the students different questions about the AREA poster. The teacher had a poweproint with different questions centered around perimeter. The teacher instructed the students to write their answers to the questions on the notebook paper at their seats. When the students answered the question incorrectly, the teacher did a good job of calling on another student to explain the correct answer. GROW-If you have an error on your powerpoint, correct it before the lesson. The powerpoint should have 15 ft and 9 ft instead of 12 ft and 7 ft. The teacher does a good job of engaging the students by calling on different students to answer the questions. GROW-The teacher needed to include creative ways to illustrate the area and perimeter subject matter for the lesson. GROW-The lesson only had problems on a powerpoint and the students complete the problems. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom as the students worked out their problems at their seats. The teacher had no idea who completed the problems correctly and who did not complete the problems correctly. The teacher had a student come to the board to illustrate how she completed the problem correctly. The teacher asked for the students to raise their hands if they got the correct answer. The teacher passed out different problems to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to go over the problems before letting them begin. The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. GROW-The teacher needed to do one question with the students as an example. The teacher had the students create a zoo using aread and perimeter.  The students had graph paper.  The students had the area and length.  They had to discover the width of the zoo. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about characters, setting and main event. The teacher shared a Hungry Sharks video clip. The teacher did a good job of transitioning the students from the different tables to the carpet. The teacher shared a book Shark and Lobsters. The teacher used a Story Map with Setting, Characters, Beginning, Middle and End with her lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions to complete the Story Map. The teacher had a long piece of bulletin board paper.  The teacher had students draw the different parts of the beginning, middle and end on the long piece of bulletin board paper. The teacher had the students complete the story map on the long piece of paper. The teacher gave explicit directions for the completion of the S is for Shark worksheet. The teacher let the students explain the different parts of the Story Map. The teacher asked good questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher instructed the students to read what is on their desk. The teacher asked the students questions about the comic strips. The teacher shared a Flocabulary with the students about quotation marks. The teacher asked good questions about the quotation marks. The teacher had the students repeat the definition of quotation marks. The powerpoint was very instructional for the students. The teacher had a great delivery to explain when to use quotation marks. The teacher had a good discussion about dialog tags. The teacher shared a comic strip on the powerpoint. GROW-The students needed to have more interaction with the lesson. The teacher modeled how the students should find the quotation marks and dialogue. The teacher let the students think-pair-share what they think the quotation marks and dialogue are in the comic strip at their desk. After the students discussed the comic strip, the teacher let the students share what their ideas were. The teacher had a worksheet for the students. GROW- The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter while she passed out the worksheet to the students The teacher reminded the students to write their names, etc.. while passing out the worksheet. GROW- The teacher needed to give instructions to the students before letting them begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions. Good lesson!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students if they liked different candy bars. The teacher took the student's data to create a graph. The teacher had a great powerpoint that she used during her delivery. GROW-While the teacher is creating the graph on the board, the students could have been drawing the graph at their seat. The students could have used their whiteboards, notebook paper, etc... The teacher had a good discussion about tally marks and how they represent five tally marks. GLOW-The teacher called on a student to come up and draw the tally marks for the graph. GROW-While the students completed the graph on the board, the students needed something to do at their seats. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to carry on a conversation with the students about the subject matter. The teacher passed out a bag of Skittles to each student. GROW-Before passing out the Skittles worksheet, the teacher needed to explain the instructions.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher gave the students clothespins with different decimals written on the sticky notes.  The students were instructed to place the decimal sticky notes on the string in the correct order. The teacher called out the decimal sticky notes while letting the students tell her if the notes are in the correct order. The students and teacher had a great conversation about the different notes. The teacher had the students play a Scoot game. The teacher did a great job explaining the rules for the Scoot game.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The opening of the lesson engaged the students in the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint about different strategies for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students work on the problems at their desks as she explained the strategies. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a word problem with the students. The teacher discussed the problem with the students and shared with them different stategies to use while solving the problem. The teacher knows her subject matter very well. The teacher has great questions for the students to initiate the problem solving of the problems. The teacher had great participation from the students throughout the lesson. The teacher issued each student a Math Tic-Tac-Toe sheet for each student. The teacher did an excellent job of explaining the rules to the students before letting them begin to play. The students were able to select a partner for the game.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Love the CUBES strategy.   suggestion- Review this before they begin the activity.  Remind them why we use this strategy. suggestion- don't allow them to take your attention away from the task at hand.  Keep them focused on what they are to do.   suggestion- When they get finished, how can you have more word problems for them to practice?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your opening was interesting as you connected Your content and delivery was amazing. *The Standard only states that they understand what "We the people" mean so possibly more focus on what this means for the people of long ago and today. However, you tied this together as you went through the lesson. Great idea to have students rewrite the Preamble of the class. Once again, how important was it for your students to be able to give input? You related well to how all the people feel about this preamble. The closing/Ticket out Door was a good choice. Going back to your Standard, it could possibly have been a paragraph about what those first words meant.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		After video, you can't just ask if they have a better understanding of inferences now.  You have to discuss what was in the video.  You did a lot of guided practice, and not enough teaching.  Whether it's an introduction or review, you have to instruct on the skill, not just go through the activities.  1.  Open up with what inferencing means.  Allow prior knowledge and you giving them a better understanding of it.  Give some real life examples of inferencing. 2.  Move into your Standard and I Can and relate your expectations of today's lesson. 3.  Tell them you have a short video clip and to see if they can explain what is happening when it's over.  4.  After video, YOU have to lead discussion is what was going on in the video.  What was the inference?  Begin asking questions on what the police was doing.  Why did he just assume?  Begin to offer words such as guessed, assumed, thought, figured out, etc.  This video could help you  to get the message across. It was very confusing how the story (audio) was connected to what you had just been talking about.  All you have to say is "let's practice by listening to a story and trying to understand what vocabulary words mean by using our context clues.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Activated prior learning.Students doing work sheets while you took 2 students to make a "human" clock. Some students finished quickly and didn't work independently with the math games. There was la good bit of wasted instructional time as students sat and talked instead of working. Next lesson, I would like to see you teach content to the class.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Game of charades engaged students and got them thinking about action verbs. Activated prior learning.  Had students define action verb.  Students were to draw an action hero and label it with action verbs.  Students were excited and on task.  Students had choice in follow -up activity to write a story or a commercial.  Directions for oth were geared to student ability.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Loved, loved your opening. That was such a creative and meaningful idea to have a picture up and their job was to infer what was happening. Good questioning about why we infer. Also, the video was a good choice. * Give your students more credit! Brag and rave about their smart answers. They were spot on with their answers on what they thought inference means? Kahoot is a great guided game. But as you find answers, they have to be discussed. Even if they all get answer correct, continue to have someone tell how they arrived at that answer. Let the students give you their reasons for answers instead of you always just telling the answers. On one question, 11 students got it wrong. Try and find out WHY they chose that answer. As you transition back to sests, students need to know what to do with their technology, they need a time limit. Summary? Close your lesson with your EQ or I Can Staements.  Not just "What did you learn?"  You ask the questions and see if they can answer. The BIGGEST reason we learn to inference is to help us when we are reading a book or even watching a movie.  It's "reading between the lines" 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		You began your lesson with a good definition on what classification means. There needed to be a little more review before stations began. You could have done this through stating your learning goals or I Can Statements. Stations were a good review, but as you could tell they didn't quite keep them busy enough.  Depending on your group, each station should be hands on but productive.  

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		When I entered, the lesson was in progress.  All students were engaged. Students were working in a large group format but soon transitioned to small groups.  Guided practice occurred in the small groups while other students worked independently.  Students received lots of encouragement and praise for their work and ideas.  In your group, you had students defending their answers and using the text as a resource.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You began the class period with warm up work. *Try setting a time limit. If not done, you can finish at recess. This may help with having to repeatedly say "stop talking". You did a nice job of going over the warm up. *Awesome opening with showing a power point of "Let's talk about weirddos!" Great questioning as you presented and explained the strategy through a rhyme. You asked incredible, impressive questions. Loved the elbow partners that talked about the answers first. *Your humbleness to your students that this was hard for you to understand, and you had to figure out a beter way to teach them was awesome!  *Using white boards allowed them to practice the strategy on their own. *this was an incredible sought out, planned lesson.  Good job!
 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You engaged your students by explaining how they would be using index cards to help them round decimals. The students would be using 22 index cards to prepare for this activity. Even though it took a few minutes for the students to prepare these, you did a nice job of giving directions. These cards will be very beneficial for them in the future. You presented several straegies to help them with rounding decimals. **possibly more instruction/guided practice could have been used in lesson.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a great powerpoint about using quotation marks in dialogue. *The teacher needs to let the students read the sentences. The teacher did a good job calling on the students after sharing the powerpoint information. The teacher let the students come up to the powepoint to insert the commas and quotation marks correctly in the sentences. The teacher had great additional information for the students as they completed the powerpoint sentences. The teacher issued a practice worksheet for the students after dismissing them to their seats. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the worksheet before the students began the worksheet. The teacher called up a few students to her small group for additional help with the worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge regading making inferences. You allowed table groups to discuss what they thought making inferences means and to come up with an example. You had directions for group discussion written of a slide. Wow! You had one person from each group share what they thought making inferences was and their example. You may want to randomly call on someone from each group to share rather than letting them decide who will speak. This tells the students they are all accountable for learing the information, because they do not know who you will call on. You showed a "Flocabulary" video next which gave the same information you had been discussing, but in a visual form.  This reaches those students who learn best with visuals and everyone was totally engaged. When you gave feedback, you gave specific examples of what students were doing correctly.  Knowing what to say when they are incorrect will come with practice. You shared a slide with the exact definiton you wanted the students to "go with" regarding inferencing which was "best guess". You showed pictures on the board and had students infer what was happening in each. Excellent use of visuals and this also allowed all to hear their classmates thoughts. You scaffolded the lesson to the next level when you had them read a passage from the board. You had students discuss/make inferences regarding what was going on in the passage. You had the 'have evidence" of their best guess. Outstanding! This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge when they have to explain their reasoning. You had placed inferencing cards around the room. You had the students move to each card and write on their papers what they inferred by looking at the picture. Such an engaging way to have them practice this skill, as they got to get up and move around!  All were on task and following your directions! You had the students complete the assessment worksheet before revisiting the "I can statement". In this lesson it may not have been  crucial, but in some lessons it is better to go back to the EQ or I can statement before the assessment. If they are just learning a skill or new information this will be supportive of the students understanding. How was differentiation carried out in the completion of the assessment?  Do these students already know about their modifications?  If not, you can always look for different reading levels for the same skill on the website readworks. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson reviewing the stages of writing.  Excellent reminder of the steps for any peice of writing. You drew a T-Chart on the board and reminded the students of the passages read regarding school lunches the previous day.  The students were to reflect on whether they thought school lunches should be healthier or not, as they were going to write an opinion piece. You asked the students to vote, by a show of hands, whether lunches should/should not be heathier.  You then gave each of the students a sticky note and asked them to write should  OR should not at the top, depending on their opinion.  You asked the students to think about reasons to back up/support their position. Students wrote, on their sticky notes, what stance they were taking and a reason to support their position.  The sticky notes were then placed, by the students, on the  T-Chart . I would suggest, rather than having the entire class come to the board at once, having boys or girls come at one time.  Less confusion and liklihood for getting off task. You then gave the students a planning page (G.O.)  You guided the students through the beginning of the planning page. You stressed the importance of of giving reasons to support their position regarding school lunches. You gave the students excellent support, as you scaffolded their learning with the packet of articles, G.O.s, and planning guides for their piece of opinion writing.  It really broke down the steps for how to write an opinion piece. You led a discussion regarding the topic sentence.  You clarified that they should include the student's position regarding school lunches. You also reminded students when reasons would be added to the planning page.. You set the timer for 15 minutes and allowed the students to work independently on their planning pages.  The second 15 minutes they were allowed to work with a partner who had the same opinion. I did not observe the lesson closing as I had to leave the room. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Students had some confusion about what they were to do in groups.  You pulled struggling learners to your group at the table. Your group had difficulty with what you wanted them to do.  They were not paying attention as parts of the book were being read.  Might have them put their finger on the reading and follow along.  That way you can monitor if they are at least keeping up with the reading.  Also, you wanted them to write down important information.  Again, it is more difficult for struggling students to do a lot of writing.  You probably should have given them a handout with important words in sentences to be filled in possibly straight fom the book.   When you say a number over 100 do not put an AND in it...208 is two hundred eight...NOT two hundred AND eight. Never saw you do flipbooks which was in your lesson plan??  You need more energy in your lessons.  Also you are very monotone when speaking.  Don't know how productiive this lesson was for the students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The Flocabulary video helped get them started on the lesson.   Loved your questioning after the video.  YEA! "Which is the leader of the sentence?" Transitions from desks to rug was very smooth.  Proud of you! A little more direct instruction would have been good.  The popsicle sticks were a great idea for guided practice.   Great strategy to ask one of the girls to repeat directions of game for everyone. There seemed to be a little confusion at first.  suggestion- When you are explaining compound sentences, you have to give and show examples.  As you mention two independent sentences, show them right then!  When you used the coordinated outfit as example, show the sentences to make the connection. You never showed example so it was a little confusing. Coordinating and compound are two different things.   And the word independent wasn't really ever explained.  (2 independent sentences make up a compound sentence) Good idea of closing by writing a compound sentence as a ticket out door.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your opening pictures on Prom board was a good idea.  But there has to be some discussion about them.  Possibly show the pictures and have them work in their group to compare if they have the trait or not, then go back and gegin explaining what they were doing.  That's a great segway into discussion of inherited traits.  Remember have each activity flow into the next.  The activities that you do must have instruction in each one.  This means that you have to know your material like the back of your hand.  Close/summarize your lesson at end.  Your teacher ended up doing this.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson sharing an experience you had eating pizza from Papa John's.  You told the students you thought their pizza was the very best pizza.  You then asked the students if your statement was fact or opinion.    You then asked if any students had a different opinion regarding the best pizza. You led a review of what fact and opinion means with a slide presentation on the P.B.  You made it clear facts can be proven and shared some examples of facts and how they could be proven. You worked through several statements asking if they were fact or opinion, gving your students a lot of support in understanding the difference between the two. Each student was then given a large colored (different brightly colored cards) F or O. You practiced some more examples and had students hold up the F if the statement was a fact and an O if the statement was an opinion. The students enjoyed the manipulation of the cards and this was an easy way for you to visually see who was grasping the concept. You then directed the students' attention to a slide with choices for best class pet.  You had a G.O. you shared with the class using the ELMO.  You demonstrated how to organize an opinion piece of writing by demonstrating how to fill out the G.O.  As you guided them though this process, you used excellent questioning in order to get the students to expand upon their ideas. After the G.O. you showed a slide with the various choices for gathering information about the pet they thought would make the best one for the class.  These opportunities would give the students the information needed in order to support their opinions. You set the expectations for how to use the various sources of information.  Students moved to various parts of the room to work on research. All students were engaged and excited about researching the pet they thought would be best. You and Mrs. Cook circulated throughtout the room  assessing students' understanding and giving guidance. This piece of writng is a work in progress and therefore I did not see a formal lesson closing. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson telling the students they were going to be detectives today. You clarified the meaning of the word detective and what they do. You had placed bags around the room with pictures in each bag. The students were to figure out the "main idea" of what all the pictures represented. You shared an example and demonstrated what to do as they went to each of the bags placed around the room. You thoroughly explained how to record their responses on the provided chart each student received. You set expectations for student behavior as they went around the room "solving" the mystery and finding the main idea in each bag.  Students moved beautifully from one bag to another. So impressive! You had the students transition to the rug after all students had completed recording their responses...orderly transition...no instructional time lost. You went over each bag and what the main idea of each was. You scaffolded your students to the next level  when you had them read a passage and look for the main idea and supporting details in the passage. An easier passage would have enabled the students to practice finding the main idea more easily. You went through two examples of passages. You took the second passage about thunderstorms and modeled how to make a mobile with the main idea on the cloud and the supporting details on the raindrops.  So creative and engaging!!! I did not see the lesson closing, because I had to leave for another observation. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Good review of character traits at the beginning.  STudents worked in pairs to read passage about Jackie Robinson and answer questions.  Some struggled with the passage and answering the questions.  It might have been good if you had read the pasage and talked a little about it before giving it to them.  Liked the way you had students write the good and bad traits on a graphic organizer.  Good vocabulary development.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" soooo much.  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the three "R's"-reduce, reuse and recycle. The teacher shared a Flocabulary powepoint about the three "R'". The teacher issued a sheet of paper to each student. The lesson was about pollution. The teacher was conducting an experiment about water pollution. The teacher read a story about the pollution. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions as she read the Pollution read aloud. The teacher passed out different pieces of paper with words that were contained in the read aloud. As the teacher said the word, the students would come up and pour the paper cup with the contents in the water to pollute the water. Great strategy for the students to be involved in the read aloud. The students were very in tune to the lesson waiting for the teacher to read their word. The teacher instructed the students to complete the journal entries.  The questions for the journal were posted on the powerpoint.  The teacher did a good job of instructing the students on how to answer the questions and gave good examples of good answers for the questions. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the three branches of the government. *The teacher needed to let the students read the vocabulary. The students began to read on the own! The teacher explained the worksheet with explicit instructions. *The teacher needed a little more delivery with her lesson. Even if the lesson is review, she needed to stay on the three branches of government subject matter a little longer. *The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher left the chart on the powerpoint as a resource for the activity. *The teacher needed to have an example of the finished product for the students before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher is great at giving positive remarks as they work.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Flocabulary Video was a great choice as the opening for this lesson. It was easy to follow since the dialogue was listed on the screen. I would suggest using real-life examples so the students can better relate to the lesson. Students appeared to enjoy the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You engaged students with the soccer ball. All wanted to know what they were going to get to do. The lesson allowed students to construct equations and practice multiplication with the majority of the time being independent practice. No questions were asked beyond :did everybody get that?" Students were saying yes even though the teacher found many with the wrong answer. Students who went to solve problem at the board should explain their thinking, Have the class hold up the white boards and show you their answers and work. This way you can monitor them to be sure they are working and correct. No connection to rel world. When will students use this skill.You CT was finding students not showing signs, wrong answers, and students erasing their work before it was checked. You should have seen this when you were walking the room.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You told the students they would be learning how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.  You asked the students  to raise their hand if anyone knew what you were holding up, a caterpillar puppet. You asked the students where they had seen caterpillars?  This is a great way to connect the content to their real lives. You the read "The Hungry Caterpillar". The students were all engaged and enjoying the reading of the book.  You read aloud with expression!!  You asked the students for another name for a cocoon. One of the students said chrysalis. After reading the book, you picked up the caterpillar puppet and showed how it could be changed into a beautiful butterfly.  You led a discussion about the different types of butterflies the students had seen. You pointed out that some use camouflage as a way to defend themselves from predators. You asked the students what the word camouflage meant and then helped clarify what a student said. You then dismissed the students to their groups. At all three tables you had all of  the materials ready for the students to make their own butterflies.   You held up the butterfly puppet and pointed out that both wings were exactly alike and this was an example of symmetry. Lesson closing was done while some students were finishing up their butterflies. I am not sure all students were listening as you reviewed how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The appropriate use of technology enhanced this lesson. The discussion and movement through math questions or problems is a strength for the teacher candidate. There is familiarity with the students and this is evident when students are asked to share an example or try a challenging problem. There was a subsitute teacher, but the teacher candidate was proficient and skilled at organizing the students in both academic and logistical ways.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		When leading class discussion, the intern strategically uses repetition to reinforce student learning and highlight important words, numbers, or phrases. Students sometimes join in the repetition, and it is clear they are actively learning. (See note about pitch of voice in the "classroom management section below.) During transition, the intern uses students who are team captains to gather handouts or materials that their table mates will need. This makes it move faster and preserves valuable instructional time.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great job of reviewing the 6 simple machines. This was guided instruction as students helped you explain. It was amazing to see how many students had their hand raised to answer your questions. They knew their STUFF! Good visuals and definitions were included. Great questioning. You gave them ample time to fifure out the answers. You encouraged them to think. Loved, loved your hands on activity. You used several candies/cookies for students to make 3 out of 6 simple machines... at the same time! this was incredible learning and fun. They will always remember this. You stated your expectations and gave clear directions on what they were to accomplish.  There was no confusion.  

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Loved your opening of naturally making different pitch sounds with your voice and asking them what it was as they came in to the room. You asked fabulous thinking questions as you were reviewing pitch, volume, etc. You prepared them for the video they would watch. Nice transition. Also pausing it and discussing it at certain times was good. You make your students feel so smart, You challenge them! Loved, loved the "mosquito sound" test. Your students loved this too. Glad you explained and asked what makes our hearing damaged over years. *To change things up from large group teaching,  do some "think, share, pair." or   Let them do something simple in small groups around them.  For example, if the Moby quiz was on paper, they could answer questions in groups for 5 minutes.  Then, come back as a whole to discuss the answers they came up with . *Would have been good to have some type of informal asessment so that you can see who understands. This asessment also gives independent practice to your students.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You opened with a video that caught students attention.  You statement about learning "somethingbig" also piqued their interest.  You had manipulatives for students to make models of arrays.  You monitored the class as they worked making sure they were completeing the array correctly.  You are very encouraging to students.  You tied the lesson to the real world. Don't try to talk over students. Stop and wait until they are ready for directions/instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great opening as you asked "What do you know about Simple machines?" Elbow share partners was a good choice. You did such a good job of having them understand that even know they have learned this, they need to get it back into their mind to remember! Awesome! You transitioned well into groups as you moved from activity to next activity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were practicing example problems with initial guidance from the teacher candidate. Repetition helped students have multiple chances to understand the concept of changing "84 tens" to a whole number... "840". She needed them to recognize that adding a "0" would give them the correct solution. Discussion with classmates was a good strategy for predicting correct answer Pausing to give multiple examples helped students who needed more clarity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The question about higher order thinking skills was marked "not observed" not as a penalty to the intern, but just a characteristic of the topic. Elementary standards such as this one require some level of memorization of the phonics rules. Memorization would not lend itself to higher order questioning. The students did have to apply the rules in their practice.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher was explaining the solids, liquids and gases. The teacher instructed the students to make a solid in the back of the classroom. The teacher has a great hands-on educational lesson to teach the three states of matter. The teacher asked great higher order thinking questions throughout the lesson. The teacher explained each station before dismissing the students to the stations. The teacher did a great job of explaining the worksheets and stations. The teacher had a great powerpoint posting each station. Root Beer Float activity, Cheerios model, Cut and Sort and Technology games were the different stations The teacher had previously planned the different students for the different stations. The teacher did a good job monitoring the different stations while conducting a station of her own. The teacher had great questions during the Root Beer experiment.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		The Power Point was good.  The picture of the girl was a good choice.  What about using compare and contrast to her learned behaviors/inherited as well as comparing and contrasting with the students.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened lesson describing weekend using similes and metaphors.  Students had to figure out what you were using.  Had students define the terms.  Lots of student participation as they sorted examples of parts of speech. Work on your lesson closing-have students discuss what they learned in lesson.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your opening started with a question and then went into student note taking.  We discussed the possibility of having the notes printed so students could just glue them into their notebooks.  The note taking takes up a good amout of instructional time. You moved into a hands on activity using dice.  This allowed students to be active participants and all were engaged.  You had a strategy for making the activity more challenging for students who found it too easy. You encouraged students through the lesson. Try slowing down a little--tempo of lesson was too fast for somw students and the get easily frustrated when you move on.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good video used to energize the lesson. Always use real life examples to help students relate to topic. Don't be afraid to answer random questions from your students.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Good review lesson.  Good pace during the lesson and the "show & tell" to complete the worksheet as a class.  I liked the way you showed what was going to happen in each center.  I know you timed the centers but I didn't hear how much time for each.  Students did well in each center.  Good job checking on center activity. You stated the division problem incorrectly.  You said "5 divided by 12" instead of "12 divided by 5".  Also, when you say a number over 100 there is no AND in the number when you say it.  394 should be said three hundred ninety-four...NOT three hundred AND ninety-four.  

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You opened your lesson with a review of vocabulary of Cattle Trail and Immigration. It was a good review but this is your time to shine as a teacher to give instruction along the way as they are recalling words and what they mean. *Try something unique with your students as you open review. Maybe opening with a review game that is fun but very structured. This will helpkeep them engaged and attentive more. Glad you did stations. Small groups are awesome. Your stations were very creative! * Make sure you set your expectations and rules before they start. Be stern and consistent. Be sure they all understand the directions of what they are to do in stations. *Be excited as you explain stations. You want to set that for your students about learning and how this practice will help them!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Loved how you used previous learning from World War II into the Cold War. You kept your class mesmerized with your enthusiasm in the content. It was obvious how engaged they were with how many wanted to ask questions and give answers. The pictures/ visuals you added were spot on. The symbolism of the pictures were great. This entranced your kids. It's so obvious that you know your content so well! I can tell you spent a lot of time studying and preparing. Such good, positive praising comments to these boys. They totally respect you. The Dr. Suess book was a good ending of symbolism of the Cold War. *The lecture (direct teaching) was long, but they seemed to do fine with it because you kept it so interesting. Awesome closing/summary fo recapping the EQs.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Awesome opening as you told them what they would be learning. You began with forward thinking of the video that they would be watching. Good thinking to stop the video at certain points to ask questions. When Kelvin got the wrong answer, don't give up too quickly. He relized it was wrong and he wanted to try again. Questioning was very good today! I noticed such an improvement on this! You have a gift of delivering the content and helping your students understand. You showed them what helped you learn it. Students love this when their teacher shares their struggles. Great positive comments. You make your students feel smart! *As they practice on their white boards, have them give you the steps back each time. For example, "What's the first step? This keeps reinterating what they have to do to solve problem. Your transitions moved smoothly as you moved from one activity to the next.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson having students label the parts of a division problem in words.  This was excellent support of the parts of a division problem. You then had students solve actual division problems with and without remainders. You went over the parts of a division problem and had students tell you what each part was called. You had students come to the P. Board and solve the actual division problem with numbers. As that student was working, you asked the rest of the class to explain what the student at the board was doing. This kept all students involved and on task. Well done! This was also excellent questioning....having students analyze how the student was solving the problem. You then played a video which reviewed the steps of solving a division problem, what the "left over" number is called, and the need for checking a division problem. After the video you referred back to the two problems done earlier and asked what step had not been done that they saw in the video. They were quick to respond....check the problem. You had a student demonstrate how to check the problem on the P.Board. You reviewed the parts of a division problem as the students checked the problems on the P. Board. You explained how the students were going to play the division game with remainders with a partner. You then modeled how the game would be played.  Excellent support! 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You opened the lesson asking the students how area and perimeter are related. Excellent higher order thinking question. You reviewed the formulas for finding the area and perimeter of a figure. You played a song about perimeter and area and asked the students to just listen the first time.  The second time you played the song, you put movements with it and explained them.  The students were clearly enjoying seeing this side of you as you performed the song.  Then you asked the students to get up and they performed the movements, too. You then passed out papers.  Always continue the lesson even when passing something out. This keeps the students focused and you don't waste instructional time getting them back on task.  Try calling  on different students to explain how to find area and perimeter as you passed out the papers. Continue this as long as it takes to pass them out.  All students will be listening, because they don't know if you will call on them to explain area or perimeter next. AND the more the students hear something repeated the more likely they are to remember it. Time was also lost when students realized they needed a pencil once you handed out papers.  This is time lost that cannot be gotten back.  Expect them to take care of this as they enter the room after lunch. In the center of each group of students you had put together a "tool box" of items they could choose to measure. You told the students they would be measuring in inches and you reviewed how to measure using a ruler.  The students were given time to choose an object, measure the sides and calculate the area and the perimeter. You circulated through the room as students were working to assess understanding and give assistance.    Be careful how long you make the ones who finish first wait on the rest of the students to finish. This is a fine balance, as there is no way they will all finish at the same time.  The ones who finish first will become "behavior problems" if they are made to wait too long.   You called on a few students to talk about how they measured and calculated their object's area and perimeter. You then went over the area/perimeter "missing side" notes you had provided for each student.  You worked through several problems together and then asked the students to complete the rest of the problems independently. I did not see the lesson closing, because I needed to leave for another observation. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Great review on area model (writing in expanded form standard) Glad you modeled as you explained. You allowed your students to "plead their case" on their answer.  Your class was engaged in work. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good opening with pictures on Prom board. What is propaganda? Do they know what this word means? Talk morea bout these pictures. What is the connection with each? How can these pictures segway you into talking about rationing? It was rationing, but.....in what direction are we going? As Power Point starts, discuss how rationing started anyway? During WWII, what caused the government to have to put a ration on food, clothing, etc.? What are these red and blue stamp books? The recording sheet on rationing was a good choice. Make the directions clearly stated so the groups understand what they are to do. Questioning was good as you asked each group what they came up with. Keep going back to the effects of WWII. How long did this rationing last? Did everyone pull together or was it hard on these people? Do we have to ration now? Could we in the future? \

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You got the students attention with the video. You related the lesson to previous learning. There was a good balance of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the activity. Good higher order thinking question. The lesson did what your teacher wanted but really didn't address the standard. They was not much emphasis on money being used for goods and services.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Involved students with the letter vests and having them get up and make words for the rest to sound out. Guided practice with the magic e wands that the students made then used to change words.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was appropriate for grade but involved alot of time spent on note taking. Had a power point presentation on the branches of government. Asked questions to assess student understanding.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Used KWL chart to engage studentds and get them thinking about the lesson. Had a video for students to watch and make notes on the chart. Asked recall questions. Incorporated technology as students researched the 13 colonies. Lesson ran long and will be continued on
Monday.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You reviewed prior learning and then engaged students with a video/song.  Students had lots of participation with the turn around game played as a whole group.  Students had guided instruction and indepedent practice in small group setting.  You are so encouraging and kind to students.  You incorporated academic language and higher order questioning.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good beginning review of counting coins.  When you were going over the word problem sheet that was displayed on the promethean you should have worked the problems out where all students could see.  I know some could do it in their heads but not all.  I think more could have been done with the whole group that was in your lesson.  Be careful with labels like "Quest"...it doesn't mean that they are gifted in all subjects.   

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher is very attentive to the students during their station time.  The teacher did a good job helping those during their station time. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good questions on a powerpoint for the students. The teacher asked the students-How do you add and subtract decimals? The teacher wrote different examples of numbers with decimals and asked the students what the decimals stood for. *The teacher needed to let a student read the directions on the powerpoint. *The teacher needs to direct the question to one student and not the whole class some of the time. The teacher had good classroom participation. The lesson was very sequential for the subject matter of the decimal lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. *The teacher needs to talk louder and with more confidence during the lesson. The teacher held up the different block and let the students identify the blocks-one, ten and hundreds. The teacher had good questions about the different blocks. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson.  Video was a good way of getting them thinking about the layers of soil.  Foldable was another appropriate way to reinforce what they have learned.  Glad you had model done for them to see what the finished product would look like.  Easy for them to read the "typing" on the promethean board.  Might have reread definition after you typed it or have the students read it with you.  It also might have been easier to put your foldable under the "camera" to show.  At the end, if students are answering on paper, you might want to say something about not looking at anyone elses' papers.  You want to knoe what they know.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Small group activity with chrome books.  Slow process of getting small group on lesson in chrome book.  Students attention was not held during the lesson.  Some students seemed to have a hard time reading from chrome book and keeping their place.  Good clarifying some information they read from article.  Good vocabulary development.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a review of important places and physical features.  You discussed the physical features of such places as the Grand Canyon, Salton Sea, Great Salt Lake Mojave Desert and Death Valley.  You reviewed the concept of weathering and erosion and how these destructive forces impact the land.  This was a perfect integration of Science and Social Studies! You had students locate and plot the location of each of the above mentioned physical features.  The slides you shared had terrific visuals and information which kept the students engaged in the lesson. You asked questions such as How was the Grand Canyon formed and how is the Salton Sea shringking You then shared slides of important places such as the Chisholm Trail and its importance. You reviewed Pittsburgh and its importance in the maufacturing of steel.  All important places were also located and plottted on the map each student had. You closed the lesson asking questions from the review to assess their understanding of the learning goals.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a video about the Transcontinental Railroad.  The students were clearly engaged.  You stopped at one point, during the video, to clarify something for your students. This showed you know your students and that the particular information might need further explanation. Terrific! You supported your students' learning by discussing the terms supply, demand, producers, and consumers.  You explained why prices may vary from time to time. You used the example of the Hover Board everyone wanted for Christmas last year in order to get the point of supply and demand across. Outstanding way to connect this concept to real life for your students! The powerpoint slides were engaging and you did a thorough job of discussing the information. You had the students, at various times during the lesson, record information (facts) about the different topics discussed in their interactive notebooks. You had students explain why ranchers wanted to get their cattle to eastern markets.  You used H.O.T. questions throughout your lesson, thus enabling your students to have a deepers knowledge of the subject matter. You included map skills when you had students draw the route for the Transcontinental Railroad, the Chisolm Trail, and the Great Western Trails, all in different colors, on a map you provided.  Terrific visual aid for deeper understanding as to where all of these were located in the U.S.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Difficult topic.  Power point was good but I don't know that the students ever really got into the lesson.  Lots of information they did not understand.  Before you put them in groups, you should have gone through an entire example of what you wanted them to do.  Again it was confusing.  It was good having them come up in front as a group to go over the information they put together in their groups.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate made effective use of proximity/gathering for whole group instruction (students sitting on carpet close to chart showing examples) She demonstrates skill for students (how to edit sentences) prior to asking them to       practice in class and uses technology to support learning goals Instruction was differentiated through multiple modes of delivery -Students moved on to practice with clear understanding of the task. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your instructional decision to "make mistakes" while working a problem on the board created multiple opportunities for students to use critical thinking/ higher order thinking skills. The students were clearly thinking and analyzing your work as they would raise their hand to tell you about a "mistake" that you had made. Their ability to reason and offer the correct procedure provided you with good formative assessment information as you made decisions later about which students to check on during independent practice.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You opened the lesson telling the students they would be learning about flowers, parts of the a flower. You read the book Planting a Rainbow.  Great read aloud. You asked the students where flowers come from...you helped them to understand the many places they can be found. I like the way you used many opportunities, while reading the book, to point out and discuss the contents. You asked the students why they thought the book was called "Planting a Rainbow."  You helped students to understand that all the colors of the different flowers were like all the colors of a rainbow. You dismissed the students to one of the three groups.  The students were so quiet during this transition. You had all materials ready for each of the three groups. You explained how the droppers were to be used and that they would need to wait their turn to use one. You pointed out the colors they could choose from  to color their flowers in the ice tray. You had made a great model. Would have been good to hang it up so all students could see it. Lesson closing goes at the very end of the lesson, as this allows for assessing their understanding of the lesson goal.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		- Actively involves individual students and whole group in verbally solving math problems - Reinforces math vocabulary/concepts as he guides students through the process of solving math problems -Provides opportunity for independent  work in addition to guided practice - Assists individual students as needed or requested during their independent work.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mr. Spence has a solidly proficient performance in carrying out this lesson. He is headed toward exemplary in some areas such reinforcement, open-ended questions, and wait time. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Loved that your problems included real world scenarios. Your differentiation within groups and with the tasks was good. Your directions were clear and you set expectations for acceptable behavior. Transitions from one group to the next was very smooth. You required students to "show their work" as they completed the problems and explained why that was important. When working with money try to have real coins available for the students to see.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		I liked that you had them get out what would be need during class before you started.  I also like how you began the lesson with three volunteers drawing items from a bag to have the class predict what they were going to be doing during class.  It was interesting that you had to define the word "draw" for the students.  Good power point presentation.  You did a good job in having them work the problems then going over step by step with the power point information.  You probably should have had them draw a picture of the problems they were doing.  It would have been another way for them to "see" the problem.  After the first problem you did not have them read the sentence...it was important. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was a subtraction and addition word problem review lesson.  You began by asking the students to give you words that told them they needed to add in order to solve a word problem. Then you did the same with key words which indicated the operation would be subtraction.  You wrote the key words on a plus sign anchor chart and a minus sign anchor chart.  Very creative and can be left up for students to refer to when necessary. You worked through several problems on the PB asking students to locate the key words that would tell them whether to add or subtract to solve the problem. After it was decided what the operation needed was, the students went about actually solving the problem on their individual white boards. You called on individual students to share how they solved each of the problems. Each student was then given a flip book. You had the standards cut out and ready for the students to paste them to their books. You differentiated the lesson when you had different problems for the various levels of students in the class. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You activated the lesson by explaining your anchor chart.  Because there was no discussion of the learning goal, I the students seemed a little caught off guard. If they have been exposed to subtraction with regrouping before, it would have been helpful to make reference to that before sharing the anchor chart. You had slides on the P. board with a story problem involving subtraction with regrouping.  This was a good idea. My only suggestion would be to slow down the explanation of the slides so they can grasp what they are being shown. You modeled a problem on the board using the "rules" from the anchor chart. This taught the students they could look to the chart for help. You explained when taking "1" from the tens column they are actually borrowing 10 to add to the number in the ones place. Excellent support for learning the place value system! You had the students use white boards to practice a problem. Circulating through the classroom, looking at the boards of the students who may have trouble, would have been a good way to assess their understanding. I realize you don't want this to take too long or the others will get off task.   Always set expectations for using the boards....what to do when finished. Some began to talk as they finished and might have been disruptive to the ones still working their problem. You kept referring to the chart information to guide/support students through the practice problems.  Well done. You had made a game for the students to play with colorful creative gameboards.  You had the rules for playing the game on the P. board.  Always explain and show students how to play a game before letting them move from their seats. Some groups did not understand how to play the game and this is when it got a little chaotic in the class. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good introductory lesson.  I liked how you introduced what an idiom was and then went over the standard...and put in student language.  Students enjoyed your skit with Mrs. Savidge and her "being a chicken".  Good having the students get up in front of class and do their skit that emphasized an idiom.  Might have been "better?" to have the students not doing the skit explain the idiom then have the skit students explain what they thought. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Really good that you had them get their chrome books ready before you start the lesson.  Made it much easier to flow from one activity to the next.  Good video...it added additional information about suffixes that they had heard about in a previous prefix lesson.  Good step by step directions inputting information into their chrome books.  Students had some difficulty coming up with words with suffixes.  Glad you put up a word bank on the board.  Students are having difficulty typing on the chrome books...they need as much practice as possible.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good energy throughout lesson.  You did a great job of paraphrasing student answers and adding information as needed to clarify.  Good job of explaining the difference betwee "theme" and "main idea".  Expanded students' vocabulary by using words like "elaborate" on bravery.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I liked the way you opened with defining the terms and having them then predict how the cups would transmit light.  You showing the cups lighted by the flashlight really reinforced their predictions.  Having them write the definitions of transparent, translucent, and opaque was good except you should have also included the direction that they could put in their own words.  You also referred back to a video they had seen the day before.  Good directions for the activity to have a cutter, a gluer, and a paster.  Kept the activity moving and good conversation at each table.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great visuals! Excellent idea to use frogs since most kids love the.! Good visuals - video definitely enhanced the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began with the powerpoint about beaks. The teacher used the powerpoint as a teaching tool to ask questions about the beaks of birds. The teacher explained the experiments to the students. The teacher issued packets to the students with explicit instructions for completing the packets. The teacher had the students use different items to gather the marshmallows in the bowls. The teacher instructed the students to write about a bird and their beak. The teacher had a good discussion about the different experiments with the beaks and the birds at the conclusion of her lesson. The teacher asked good thinking questions about the lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Opening communicated expections Instructional time varied sometimes needed more. Some grouping at the end

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		You opened your lesson reminding them of what they had been doing this week in math. suggestion- Instead of opening up with question "What have we been doing in math this week?" Try showing a graph and asking what we call this picture?"   "And why do we use these graphs?"  Go in that direction to refocus their brain.   Good directions, expectations (pencils down, eyes on me) on the graph activity.   Your students loved the gummy bear graph activity.  This kept them engaged while they were learning.   suggestion- for visual learners especially, I would have had them use the same color drawing in graph as the gummy bears. (Instead of using pencil to graph all.)  

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher began the story by asking the students questions about story problems. The teacher called on different students to read the story problems on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job walking around monitoring the students throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to make up their own problems on the back of their paper. The teacher recorded the problems from the students on the promethean board. The teacher had good questions for the students as they responded with their problems. The teacher has a very caring personality. He truly cares about the education of his students. The teacher constantly gives positive reinforcements to the students as they worked throughout the lesson. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You accessed prior knowledge of main idea and key details. You had an anchor chart to fill out with the students. You asked the following questions and guided the students to the correct responses. These were written on the anchor chart for students to copy into their interactive notebooks: What is the main idea? Why do you think it is important to find the main idea? How do we find the main idea? Students were broken into two groups according to their Lexile Levels. Mrs. McKenzie worked with one group and you worked with the other. Great way to differentiate learning!! You printed out pages from their novel study books and had students practice looking for themes, ideas or information the author is trying to tell their audience. I had to leave, therefore I did not see the closing of the lesson. Many students had trouble reading the anchor chart and had to move. To their credit they moved without disturbing the class. Think about how well students can see what you are doing at the front of the room if they are sitting farther back.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You showed the students a figure and had the students tell you the fractions, using the correct termonology-numerator and denomenator.  You asked the students to tell you the fraction that represented the green colored parts of the figure-reminding them the denominator is the total number of parts and the numerator would be the number of green parts. The students then worked with a partner to answer the next question regarding the number of colored partitions. One person was to write the answer on the sticky note.  Answers were placed on the correct part of the anchor chart.  You reviewed the answers in order to see if the students agree with the answers or not. You repeated this process until you gave each student his/her own sticky note. They wrote their names on them and you asked the final question.  This allowed you to see if individual students were understanding the concepts. Students were then given a handout with problems to work independently. You and your CT worked with small groups and individual students in order that students had the support they needed.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson on using context clues to get the meaning of a word they may not know when reading.  Students enjoyed the Flocabulary video.  You also had an anchor chart for them to refer to about where to look in their reading for meaning.  I liked the "Word Detective" that you filled in as a group.  Good that you had the students explain how they knew the real word to put in the place of the made up word from the clues.  Good station activities.  The students were really challenged by the Kahoot questions.  Some really struggles with it.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson.  Glad you used the camera to show the words and pictures as you reviewed components of each branch of government.  Students loved playing Government Trivia.  Liked how you had them work with their elbow partner to get the answer. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening and engager as you told them what they would be learning today. Loved the review chart you used on board to help them review Prose, Poetry and drama components. Your students were totally engaged as you reviewed the 3 methods that authors create. Good questioning of whys and why nots. So glad you incorporated Valentines Day into your ELA. The video was a good visual of the Valentine history. *Talk about this video more after it ends! The popcorn reading fit right in to your reading skills. Having them choose to write a poem, prose, or a drama was a creative idea. *Probably need more instructions and expectations. Maybe you model on board one for them to see. Differentiation could be making their own up (poem, drama, or prose) if they can't follow Valentine story. It was hard. This would even be hard for me to think about. But the idea was great! Just tweek a little!

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening as you introduced relative pronouns using power point (vocabulary) Loved the Studyladder guided game. *suggestion- Once they see the correct answer, let them hear the wrong answers to hear why it wasn't right.  Then, once they answer (the worksheet), as you guide them, explain answers more. Awesome! You started doing this some! Good balance of direct /guided instruction and independent work. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Good discussion with the students about WWII, Pearl Harbor, and D-Day.  Students had a lot of information and using the "brochure" to fill in and the Venn diagram certainly helped them get it organized.  Be careful when you say numbers over 100 that you don't use the word "AND".  It should be said three hundred fifty-three...NOT...three hundred AND fifty-three.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of natural resources. You asked the students what it meant to be a human resource. You gave examples and then had students come up with some of their own to share. You asked if anyone knew what a resource is. You had students share examples of resources used everyday. This was an excellent way to connect learning to their person lives. You defined the three resources they were to study, natural human and capital . Students gave examples of each and these were recorded in their interactive notebooks. This was an excellent way to have students take notes with your support. After the PP you passed out nine pictures to nine students. You had drawn a chart on the board with a column for each productive resource. You instructed the students to place their picture under the correct column on the white board. After placing their pictures on the white board you led a discussion regarding whether the picture had been placed in the correct column. You asked why particular pictures were placed in the various columns. You instructed the students to complete their interactive notebooks by identifying what type of resource each of the nine pictures on the last page represented. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson with a PowerPoint review of fossils.  Beginning a lesson with a short review is so powerful and so supportive of your students' learning.  The P.P. had excellent visuals for all of the terms they had been studying. It was a very good lead-in to what they would be doing during stations. You explained what the students were to do in each station. The station activities supported your stand and E.Qs. perfectly. You had written up the directions for each station and had them included with the activities. This is the perfect way to teach students to be independent, as they could reread the directions if necessary. There was a little confusion for the students regarding which station to go to, but you quickly got them back on track. You had the students in your station create a mold and cast model using a shell and play-doh. In order to take their understanding to a higher level, you had them fill out a graphic organizer using the steps of the scientific process. You differentiated by having different reading levels for the information text sheets the students were to read. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Technology not working.  You possibly should have had the students get their pencils and something to write on before you started reading.  Too much time was wasted especially in the pencil line.  Good reading voice.  Students were very attentive while you read the book.  Doing the chart together was a good idea to give them practice for the next story but some of the students put their answers in the wrong box.  You needed to check after the first box and make sure all had the information in the right place. Activity was good but story they need to read was long.  Might have been better if you had read it to everyone then work in their groups. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, you flowed very naturally into lesson. You explained directions and gave expectations Glad that you used the textbook. There are many fun and creative ways to use this book. When you shared your Starbucks story (what you had written about), that was a neat great personal story they could relate to. Using text structure reminders was a good strategy. *suggestion- possibly spend more time modeling your story.  Modeling is a wonderful tool.  Elbow partners was a good idea to swap and check work. Closing was edit and revising.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good opening Brain Pop! Spend a little more time relating the  topic to real life! I think it would be beneficial to make a list of possible main topics after reading the book to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began by sharing a Brain pop video about immigration. The teacher read about the different immigrants for the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to ask the students questions during her delivery. The lesson had a lot of information about immigrants for the students. *The teacher could let the students read the powerpoint so they could be involved more.
*The teacher needed to dvide up the information for different days. The teacher issued worksheets to the students that contained math problems.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Activity was good working with "Theme" words.  I didn't see the beginning of the activity but the students seemed to be having a difficult time with some of the words.  Did you go around and give an example before you had the groups do it?  Second activity with the Song/Story/Poem...you should have gone through one as an example.  The song, story, and poem given needed to be more relevant to the students.  Fables are always good to use for "Theme".  You need to do more paraphrasing of student answers.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good mix of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the Brasin Pop video. The playdough was engaging as they got to make a good to sell. Money then allowed them to purchase-enacting the producer/consumer cycle. Lesson continued.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You reviewed prior learning of symbols for comaprison of numbers.  The video caught the students interest.  You had lots of student participation during your guided instruction.  You asked students to explain their thinking. Students had manipulatives to work with to compare numbers and make number lines. Lesson continued.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Good presentation (Power Point) as you introduced clouds.  It was obvious you thought your presentation through as you planned it.  You did a nice job of explaining the different types of clouds.  You gave some good examples as you presented. Stations were good.  Loved the fact that you added a writing station from the book Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Beginning of lesson was good but I would encourage you to slow down and spend more time on the focus of your lesson. You give quality feedback to your students.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different reference materials. *The poster used for the reference materials is too small for the students to see-the poster should be a powerpoint. The teacher used a map to share with the students to explain the map reference skill. The teacher used the dictionary to let the students look up different words. The teacher let the students tell her the answers to questions about different ways the dictionary can be used. The teacher reviewed the encyclopedia. The teacher had different examples of reference materials on each group of desks for the students to use during the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the definitions for the different reference materials. The teacher explained the game to the students. The teacher had the students participate in a scavenger hunt. The teacher told the students they were going on a scavenger hunt. The teacher gave the students five minutes to use the different reference materials. *The teacher needed to do one example from the worksheet to illustrate how to complete the answers. The teacher asked different questions at the end of the lesson for the closure. *The teacher needed some type of written assessment to see if the students understood the different reference materials. *The teacher led the students to believe that the reference materials were hard to use. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher reads with great expression. The teacher asked different questions relating the book to present day things like Jurassic Park. The teacher asks good questions throughout the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave good instructions for the next assignment before the students returned to their seats. The teacher had the instructions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to write about a fish fossil. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their writing assignment. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the directions for logging on to the ww.fossilmuseum. net website The lesson was very sequential in the delivery. The teacher did a great job encouraging the students to continue to work on their writing assignment.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Technology not working.  Good reading of the story.  Good questioning throughout the reading.  Might have had students get pencil and IReady book before you read the story.  Needed to check when they were filling in the information for the first story that they were answering in the right box.  I liked the way you paraphrased student answers. Also like the way you walked areound and checked on students work.  Good directions for second story they were to read.  Might have been better if you had read the story first for everyone then let them go to their groups.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson started off by reviewing the five regions of Georgia. Not all students knew the regions and there was some confusion. You did not have the attention of all the students as you explain the directions for the rotation of the stations. You gave the signal, but you gave directions while there were side conversations. Used the clapping rhythm and only a few of the students responded back. Always wait until everyone is listening. At times, you just talked over the students. Your voice got louder. Writing on the board, students were engaged in side conversations and you did not seems to notice this.  In the stations, some of the students were not looking at the power points, but just talking to each other. You had too much planned for the time allowed for the lesson. The places you set up the computers did not allow the students to all see the chrome book, which encouraged several to talk instead of work on the flip book. During transition to other stations, you gave directions, but did not have everyone's attention. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		I think it would be beneficial to spend more time relating George W. Carver to today's products. Take time to teach from the video: Make list on the side from student input. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		This lesson went much better. You had the students engaged in hands-on activities which they seemed to really enjoy. As we talked you realized that one center took much longer than the other two to complete. It is always important to practice activites at home to see the timiing. The ramp center needed nore directiion for the students, they were not clear what they were to do. I suggest having a timer to time the cars and a recording sheet for them to complete. The Venn digram was too short as well, maaybe if you had the studentsd each had to draw an example for the Venn diagram, a pull, a push , and both and maybe some old magazines for them to search through. A word find of objects that you could push, pull or both. The students were having fun and were able to answer the questions. The Bill Nye brought many memories... I loved his videos when I was teaching. You know he is coming back with some new videos. Be on the look out. You did a good job monitoring the groups and the transition was smooth for the most part. This class has some children who have some problems following directions.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson having students fold 2 dimensional figures as many ways as they could. Each student in the group had a different firgure. This was a good start. This lesson lends itself to lots of hands on manipulation of shapes in order to help students "see" the different lines of symmetry each object had. You reminded the students that the figures had to be folded with equal parts in order to show symmetry. You asked the groups to share what they had found with the figure their group was given. Perhaps have one student stand and demonstrate since all groups had different figures. You asked students to identify whether the figure was folded vertically or horizontally in order to form lines of summetry. This was excellent use of math vocabulary! You moved to the flip chart with examples of other objects, numbers, letters etc. that had lines of symmetry. Some of these were difficult to understand....like the "S" .... it would have been helpful if the students had had one to manipulate. The next slide on the flip chart gave examples of objects which had more than 2 lines of symmetry. Again, hands-on objects to manipulate would have been more powerful. The figure of the cross, in particular, was difficult for the students to determine the lines of symmetry. As you passed out their packet of papers you had students discuss how many lines of symmetry the last 2 figures on the slide had. This was a terrific technique to keep students on task and engaged in the lesson. Not a moment of instruction was lost. Make certain all students are listening when you give all directions. Many of the students had begun to work and did not hear you say to work on a, b, c, etc. when finished with number one. As students were working you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding and giving assistance. You assigned the ones to be done for homework after an appropriate amount of practice in the classroom. You moved on to a figure of a circle. You asked the students to share what they remembered about circles. Excellent support of previous skills. You led a dicussion helping the students reach the conclusion a circle would have an infinite number of lines of symmetry. Review of term infinite would have been appropriate. Someone in that room had probably forgotten. On the next handout, you had students complete the figures given using the line of symmetry.You demonstrated the first one on the board which was excellent support. You used a sort summarizer to close the lesson. What do you plan to do with the data gathered from the sticky notes? Because there was time left at the end of the class, it would have been more productive for the students to work on take home test and the symmetry problems rather than playing Geometry Simon Says. Perhaps play that game for 5 min. at the very end of the class. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of the water cycle.  The students shared with you what they already knew. You showed a very effective video to demonstrate the water cycle. You then asked questions after the video. The students were all engaged in the video.  You asked them to remember the stages of the water cycle.  You gave one student specific praise when you said, "I like the way you looked at the poster for help."  This reinforces anchor charts are there for them to use and support their learning. You included movement in the lesson when you had the students make specific movements for the stages of the water cycle. Excellent!  Another strategy for helping students to learn.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Reviewed volume, use popsicle sticks to call on students to answer questions. Had a power point to help students remember the formula and complete a few practice problems.I liked how you had students come to the board to work the problems and asked the class to check their work against the problem on the board.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Higher order questioning, wait time, and encouragement are all a part of the excellent discourse between the teacher candidate and her students. In addition, the discussion included specific instructions for improving their assignment which is a written response to a poem.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students who are reading independently have a packet of work to complete that allows them to share what they have learned about the characters and other elements from the book On Their Honor. The cooperating teacher shared with me that the packet of prompts to respond to the reading were created by the teacher candidate. The materials were exemplary, and can be adapted for other reading materials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		A good portion of your lesson was spent on a review of Ga. habitats--this was not reflected in the lesson plan. Your lesson plan called for a review of text features-this was a brief part of the lesson. The fake website was good to teach students everything they find on the internet is not true. Lots of student participation answering questions. Lesson continued.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Lesson opening grabbed the students attention and they were eager to participate in the centers.  Good review of standard.  You gave detailed instructions for each science station.  Students had things to do and observations to complete.  You reviewed the safety precautions for each station.  Everything was ready for all groups and transitions were smooth.  Directions were posted at each station so students could get right to work . Ask more open ended questions-have them describe the pysical/chemical change.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Video did more teaching than you did.  You needed to do the modelling of  the correct way to multiply decimals step by step.  It was difficult to have the students do problems on the board when the story problem was up...not enough room.  You also "lost" the students when one student took a long time working out a problem. You are very "robotic" when teaching.  Your voice is monotone and no inflection when points need to be stressed.  

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You explained the reason for order of operations.  Students discussed why order is needed-related it to the real world. There was a good balance of guided instruction independent practice.  You gave more guided instruction based on student needs.  Very encouraging to students--promoted an atmosphere where it was ok to try and see if it worked. Try to incorporate more open ended questions.  

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the center activities. You provided all accomodations planned for your students to help all be sucessful in lesson. You monitored students as they worked and encouraged those who were hesitant. Money has so many real world applications-try to make that connection with students so they see the purpose in the lesson.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the lesson.  You incorporated, guided practice, technology, manipulatives, and independent work into lesson.  You allowed students to get up and move when you sensed they needed to expel some energy.  You closed the lesson and had a ticket out the door for final assessmet.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what the different coins were worth. The teacher was using the strategy of letting one block represent one cent. The teacher would demonstrate how 10 blocks would equal 10 cents. The students would roll the two dice and come up with a two digit number. The students would display the correct coins for the two digit number. The teacher carried on dialog with the students to familarize them with the correct way to count money. The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet.  The teacher had the students do the first problem together. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher conducted a small group for Reading. The teacher had the Reading group tell her the different alphabet sounds for the beginning of the lessson. The teacher had a blending board that she used with the students to say the different words. The teacher took advantage of every teaching situation while working with the students. The teacher would question the students if the words were real or nonsense. The teacher gives good instructions for the worksheet to be completed. The teacher had thes students read different sentences.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Today's lesson masterfully moved between teacher centered and student centered learning. The teacher candidate had the book for read aloud projectedfrom the desktop camera. When she took a break from reading, she swapped right over to the projection of the graphic organizer, and continued leading the discussion and moved as needed throughout the classroom. The transition was so smooth that it was like watching a television show that is being shot with multiple cameras. By the time students stopped looking at the book and got their graphic organizer ready to go, she was at the front of the room ready to lead class discussion. As she continued leading the discussion, she eventually made her way back to the camera to reference the book again. It was the perfect use of technology that enhanced the lesson while at the same time keeping studetnt focused on either the teacher's voice or the written page of their book. Considering all of these points above, the intern/ teacher candidate has earned exemplary ratings for transitions and for the variety of strategies (read aloud, technology, graphic organizer).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great opening for the lesson. You did a good job with the lesson focus & the PP was a great visual learning tool fo all of the students. You were very encouraging to your students throughout the lesson. Good HOTS quesitioning thoughout the lesson. Good balance of instructional vs. student participation time. TOTD was a good activity. You might want to have them write 3 facts about the impact of the assassnation each person instead of just 3 facts about their person.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were involved from beginning of lesson.  You had students explain "why" they rounded up or down.  You transitioned to groups smoothly.  You gave directions and set expectations for students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		The Powerpoint was well composed and included an interactive activity. The graphics were colorful & provided details to the lesson. Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Lesson closing activity was appropriate. I would have the students that got the correct answer give me a thumbs up. This will help to clarify how many students understood the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Activated prior learning and made sure students really understood telling time to the hour. You asked why it was important to know about time. Used Judy clock to show students movvement of hands. Might have nelped for each student to have a small clock to move the hands. Be sure to watch your work-error in the guided practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened lesson with a video then told students to cut out pictures while watching video.  (In our discussion it wa noted that the video was more for the song).  You reviewed prior learning and made sure students understood the terms being used.  Had a flip book for students to glue pictures into. Had 2 sets of flip bookd made of different colors.  This made giving directions very confusing and took away from instructional time.  Watch your pronunciation-Parthenon was wrong throughout the lesson. Students had to label their books-write the 3 key terms on the board so you don't have to spel the words throughout the lesson. Transitioned to next activity before finishing up flip books and cleaning up.  Students were unsure of what to do with the cups and pans. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		The lesson was intriguing to the students but completing the activity took over the lesson. Make sure to keep focused on the purpose or focus of the lesson. It might help to spend more time with reviewing main idea. If you're using a video clip, make sure to use it as teching tool by reviewing the information presented. The DIrt Cake would have been a good activity at the end of the lesson. I think it would have helped to read the book about St. Patrick's Day in the heart of the lesson & follow the reading/discussion with a short activity to measure comprehension. The concluding activity could have been the Dirt Cake. Remember students need to See & Hear in order to learn. Once the DC activity is over, go on to the next slide which in this lesson would be the name of the book (or a picture of the book cover0 & a picture of the graphic organizer that you are using. Make sure all students havea chance to learn (high, medium, & low). 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning at the beginning of the lesson not only served as formative assessment, but also gave students clues and eventually clarity regarding the topic of the lesson. The perserverance of the teacher/intern in asking the right questions paid off.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate chose making models of the regions of Georgia for an assignment that would develop and highlight student understanding of the learning goals.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video to engage students.  Asked recall questions.  Had students applying their knowledge in problem solving. The robot activity was interesting because you supplied the area and allowed students to figure out how to construct a square or rectangle with that area. Good monitoring of students as they workied. When students wre struggling, you guided them to the answer with strategies to try instead of just giving them the answer.  There was a tie to real world-area for pet, perimeter for fence.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Students were working problems along with you and you had them explain every step for you to do during the review. You did ask, "How doyou know" to get students to explain their thinking/reasoning. You encourage students and ask lots of questions to assess student understanding.,
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		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		0		0%		21		5.59%		3		0.8%		332		88.3%		20		5.32%		376		3.13		3		3		0.33

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		89		7.89%		331		29.34%		37		3.28%		615		54.52%		56		4.96%		1128								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		As the students were working on the word problems, you continued to stand in the same place in the classroom. Mrs. Rainwater was moving about the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help when needed.  Think how many more students could have been helped had you been circulating as well.  You could always move back to the P.Board to read aloud the next word problem. The activity using the skittles was an excellent way for students to construct their own visual representations of the problems!

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		The independent activity planned as an assessment was not valid as you helped students as they were completing it and gave them the answers.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Asking questions that elicit thoughtful responses is a boost to student assessment.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are actively engaged in part because they are well aware of the purpose of learning. As they listen to the original story from the chart paper, they are showing evidence of ongoing learning by asking meaningful questions and responding to the teacher candidate’s questions. Their responses give informal formative assessment, and it is clear they are ready to move on to independent work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Your assessments were the center recording sheets.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Planning such a creative activity for students is a challenge, and can be risky. But your well planned lesson was communicated well to students and resulted in an assessment piece that was unique, highly engaging, and as a bonus seemed to be fun for your students.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The interactive science notebook serves as a collection of assessments that can be accessed at anytime.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher used the SCOOT activity to test the knowledge of the students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Students had lots of opportunities to demonstrate their understanding of the concep.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Good job with questions that will give you information about what studets are thinking - formative assessment as the lesson progresses.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked questions as you circulated throughout the classroom, determining if they understood what they were to be writing. The assignment was supportive of your students' learning and beautifully scaffolded for them. As this was a new writing experience, I don't think diagnostic testing was necessary.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You questioning techniques are outstanding.  You ask questions that lead students to the correct response instead of just giving them the answer.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Independent activity that was to serve as an assessment was not valid because you gave answers to students when they had questions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		If the intern was able to gather any informal assessment from the lesson as it took place, I am surprised. The questioning did not lean toward gathering any information. There was a two or three minute period of time near the end of the lesson when using clear cups to show another way of marking measurement that the class answered some questions as a whole group. That may have been a time when some informal assessment data could be gathered.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Appropriate pauses for wait time followed questions.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Informal questioning was the catalyst for engaging students, and it gave you a head start on assessment. The exemplary in the instructional section is directly tied to this. You are asking questions like an experienced teacher.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The questioning for formative assessment would have gone better with a stronger opening perhaps. The summative assessments - a grophic organizer and a quiz, could have also been more effectively used had their been clear learning goals. set. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning during opening of lesson & as you progressed through the information that was presented. I think it would benefit the students to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning during the instructional part of the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning during the lesson. You were encouraging yet you instructed the students to think about what they were asking. This allowed you to have a better understanding of their knowledge level.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson. Your questioning techniques are good....you are able to lead the students, through your questioning, to the correct answer/understanding.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Supportive stations to ensure students' understanding of lesson goal....what impacts pitch. You circulated throughout the classroom  assessing their understanding and offering guidance when needed. Diagnosic testing was not needed for this lesson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As stated above, asking more detail questions about the story would have been helpful. You gave the students a read and recall worksheet to complete. You guided/supported your students as they completed this. You had the students write, in complete sentences, what the book was mostly about and to tell you two things they remember from the book. The students then got to draw something from the beginning, middle and end of the book which allowed them to practice sequencing of the story, as well.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Excellent job questioning the students during instruction! Woo Hoo! It was obvious that you knew your topic and felt at ease with the students giving you random answers!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked questions throughout the lesson in order to assess the students' understanding. The M&M activity was perfect for this standard as the students had manipulatives to represent their problems. You used levels in order to group the students and have them work with certain teachers in the classroom.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		In order to assess the students' learning, you gave them an "exit slip" that tested their ability to identify whether a paragraph was written in the first person or third person point of view. You also asked the students to underline the pronouns in each paragraph which helped them identify the point of view.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had students explaining their thoughts throughout the lesson. The QR Code activity was hands-on, engaging, and designed for the students' levels. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout the lesson! Activities promoted formative learning.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Questioning students in order to assess their understanding and thought processes is definitely a strength of yours! Outstanding! The playhouse and the handout allowed the students to practice the skill under your supervision. Diagnostics- not applicable to this lesson

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Excellent job using all levels of quality questioning throughout the lesson. It's a great way to assess what information students are learning.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. I think it would be beneficial to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning throughout Instruction and when the students were doing independent work!

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When you use put a definition on the board (ex. Human Resources) make sure that the students understand all of the words that make up the definition (ex. quality vs quanity) Good job reinforcing the information via good questioning throughout the lesson!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by having several students share their brochures for transparent, translucent and opaque. The teacher had a rubric for each partner group to assess the brochure. The teacher asked different questions for the students at the end of the lesson to check for understanding. GROW-The teacher needed a short assessment test for the brochure activity.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember to include some higher order thinking questions in your lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Ticket out the door was a great informal assesment.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a good assessment which included different questions on the powerpoint. The students would record their answers on the whiteboards. The teacher walked around and checked the answers for the questions. The students would hold up their boards for the teacher to check the answers. GROW-How is the teacher keeping up with the students who miss the question?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Assesment was their writing prompt. Did it answer the Standard/ I can Statements? Loved that you had a rubric for your writing.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Th Ticket out the Door was vague. That's hard for them to think of an inference off the top of their head. What about putting up another picture on the screen and having them inference from the picture, based on what they had learned today. This would bring your lesson full circle from how you started.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnositcs not necessary for this lesson. Making the mobile was such a creative way to visually demonstrate the main idea and key details! 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It would be helpful for the students if you would have the instructions for the activity written on an anchor chart or prelisted on the Promethean Board.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostic testing not applicable.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		There are strengths throughout the lesson, but the one that stands out is the ability of the teacher candidate to verbally guide students through their work and thought process on math problems. It is difficult to find an area that needs improvement, but perhaps some thought should be given to striking a balance between guided practice and individual practice. Like all elementary schools in the system, though, this school requires teachers to closely follow the Eureka math program curriculum - which would also influence that decision.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Informal assessment was them being able to tell you what their 3 machines were that they created.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The scavenger hunt was a group assessment.  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		In this lesson, teacher observation of students applying the phonics rule provided immediate formative assessment. This made it possible to adjust the lesson as it was in progress and keep it at a realistic pace given the amount of student progress.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students gave enough verbal responses near the beginning of the lesson to provide formative assessment for the teacher candidate.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson to identify the students who understood the States of Matter and those students who needed further help.  

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning used throughout the lesson.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Great assesment in having them write in 3 or 4 sentences the answer to EQ

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Diagnostic testing not necessary for this lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Lesson was not complete when I left.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Diagnostic test data was not necessary for this lesson.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent questioning during the lesson which lead students to a deeper understanding of how the physical features formed and the importance of the places discussed. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		As you worked the problems during the direct instruction, your follow up to their comments on a "mistake" you made added to the formative assessment data that you could gather. Sometimes as teachers, we do this instictively, but as you begin your career, try to continue to be aware of what you can find out about what students know early in a unit or a lesson. Most of the lessons I've seen are divided as they should be into some direct instruction and some student practice. When you can, lean more on the independent student practice and circulate spending time with individual students. That has been a successful practice so far for you, so fine tune it and incorporate more of the most successful aspects.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		As the lesson begins and Mr. Spence is calling on students to share their thoughts and answer certain math problems. He gathers formative assessment data from a sample of students that he asks for answers. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Good job using your questions as a formative assessment tool, and adjusting instruction as needed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You used Lexile Level for grouping students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		As an assessment, students were asked to complete a productive resource activity sheet which you had differentiated for the various learners in your class. Well done!  You also worked with EIP students in a small group in order to give them extra support.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You asked many questions, during the P.P. ,  to assess the students' understanding of the material you were reviewing. This prepared  them for their assignments in the stations. The cast/mold activity was hands-on, engaging, and gave the students a real understanding of what these were in relation to fossils. You used reading levels when assigning the informational text for students to read in stations. Outstandiing!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did not ask many higher level questions, mostly recall.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good recall questioning especially as a means to seek prior knowledge.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The written activites were appropriate and you did a great job asking the higher order thnking questions. The students were able to answer and apply what you reviewed on the power point and from the video.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Needed to have students explain key points.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked a series of questions regarding the water cycle using the P. Board.  You had students come up and indicate the correct answers.  How could you have involved the whole class in answering the questions. Something that would have ensured all stayed engaged in the lesson. Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. You had the students complete an activity using cotton balls and water in a bowl.  You led the students through model the different stages of the water cycle and record that information on a graphic organizer. Terrific visual for the stages of the water cycle.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		The spinner activity was well received by the students and was a good review of volume for the Milestones testing.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The discourse between the students and the teacher candidate included a great deal of information that she may use to diagnose individual issues in their writing as well as potential  trends in the work of the class overall.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher candidate is checking for student understanding of their reading selections through the discussion of how the reader and the characters reacted to the events in the plot. Her questioning helped students identify their progress in making sense of what they have been reading. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. The packet of information helped students express their thoughts to the teacher. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		The computer program quiz gave you immediate feedback as to how well students were understanding similies and metaphors.  The tricky questions made sure students were paying attention.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Good job gathering formative assessment as you called on students to take turns sharing examples with the use of the cards. This allowed all students to check for understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning provided formative assessment. Though not observed, previous diagnostic testing was used to break students into reading groups.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great job questioning throughout the lesson. You used the Powerpoint to enhance the discussion and to provide information for the class.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during note taking.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job with questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning helps this intern/teacher build knowledge base among students and is used for formative and summative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The student project gave them an active opportunity to show their understanding of the content..

		Responses (n): 		86

		Response Rate: 		22.87%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		111		29.52%		219		58.24%		35		9.31%		1		0.27%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		3		3		0.6

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.27%		108		28.72%		212		56.38%		34		9.04%		11		2.93%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		3		3		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		2		0.53%		129		34.31%		198		52.66%		35		9.31%		3		0.8%		9		2.39%		376		2.73		3		3		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.27%		59		15.69%		254		67.55%		54		14.36%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		2.98		3		3		0.56

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		43		11.44%		273		72.61%		52		13.83%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		3.02		3		3		0.51

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		1		0.27%		39		10.37%		269		71.54%		57		15.16%		0		0%		10		2.66%		376		3.04		3		3		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		14		3.72%		301		80.05%		50		13.3%		0		0%		11		2.93%		376		3.1		3		3		0.41

		Total/Percentage		5		0.19%		503		19.11%		1726		65.58%		317		12.04%		15		0.57%		66		2.51%		2632								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Moving around the room as you were teaching was good.  This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be specific in your praise.  Say more than "Good job".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Management was good. You redirected as needed. Try to give them a minute to "elbow partner talk". *Focus on challenging them that you KNOW they will be good and that they will listen. Don't focus too much by saying, "If you are not good, we won't do the fun stuff." Loved that you said "You guys are so smart!" *During the video, show the students that you are watching also. Be careful not to walk in front of them passing out papers. When they see you engaged, that helps them.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were in a small Math group which concentrated on time to the hour and half hour. The teacher is improving in controlling the students during the lesson. The teacher has a good knowledge of the subject matter. The students are very engaged in the lesson.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Class management was fine.  Your students were well behaved.   suggestion- Move away from the front of room.  Make yourself visable all over room to be sure they are doing their work correctly and are on task. 

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		You need to make sure you are monitoring "the room" especially when working with a student or group.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always set expectations for what students are to do when they have finished an assignment. There is no way the whole class will finish at the same time. You redirect someone and asked someone else to move a clip. Good. Assess how many are still working and decide when enough have finished that it is time to share.  Sharing when so many are still working and talking meant very few were listening to the student sharing. Be careful about asking questions such as, "What do you guys thing?"  This requires shouting out which sends the wrong message to the students.  Call on students individually so you can assess individual student's understanding and even bring someone back on task. When students shout out a response no one hears or understands the correct answer. It appears, at times, you get louder in order to be heard above the students.  Try the opposite....speak softly. They will have to stop talking in order to hear what you are saying.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving!  You redirected several students not on task.  You reminded a group to talk more softly. When giving out the skittles you asked, "Give me a thumbs up" if you got a bag of skittles. Well done!  This does not require the students to shout out an answer! Instead of asking, "Who wants to do number 2?", rephrase it so there is no shouting out. Raise your hand if you would like to do number 2.  Be sure to call on "all" students whether they volunteer or not. In this way you are sending the message that all students should be on task and they are accountable for their learning. When having individual students read the word problem aloud for their classmates, having the others "track print" is an excellent way to keep all students engaged and on task. You have a nice, encouraging "teacher voice".

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are still "tentative" in front of the room teaching.  You are the teacher not their friend.  Students do not need to have fun all the time.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  Class was well behaved and engaged.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher has a very warm voice level with the students. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had two questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher selected one student to read the questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had a good discussion about the answers to the questions. The teacher had a clap system to redirect the students for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to correct off task behavior during the lesson. Once the teacher began with delivery, the students were on task. The teacher did a good job of praising the good students with conduct bucks and candy. The teacher did issue a few conduct cuts when the students were not on task.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a good job of redirecting their attention back to you.  Awesome. Your class was well behaved and very smart! 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job!
The lesson was very well-planned and organized.  The students enjoyed every minute of the lesson. The teacher did a wonderful job of making the lesson fun and educational. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		So positive and encouraging with students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The students were very attentive during the read aloud. GROW-THe teacher needs to improve her behavior management skills for teaching the different students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have shown your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson! As you move into next semester, you might consider these ideas: 1. Ask your cooperating teacher to give you an opportunity to teach a standard that he thinks is difficult to teach. Maybe your lesson(s) on the topic would be of help to the teacher. 2. Think about any areas you have not been able to be active in during the first semester. Were there certain activities that took place Tuesdays/Thursdays when you couldn't be there? If so, learn about those and offer to help. 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		you monitored your students as they worked in groups.  Your class was well managed.  Transitions went well.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		No off task behavior observed.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		You manage the classroom in part by being present throughout the various areas of the room at some time during the lesson. However, a well planned lesson with clear learning goals, and interesting activity are the keys to keeping the students on task and engaged during this observation. There were many examples of encouragement and high expectations during your conversations with students as you moved throughout the room. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged during the lesson. The lesson was very informative and very well sequenced to cover the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher is very knowledgable of the Language Arts subject matter. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom and check if the students were writing down the correct information from the powerpoint. The teacher has very natural ability.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your teacher voice was right on.  Great expression.  You had the students' attention the entire lesson. Your class was well behaved and attentive.  They enjoyed the lesson and learned about the importance of vocabulary in the story.  There were no behavior issues.  No need to ever redirect!  Wow! Glad you began walking around the room.  So important to monitor students to make sure they are engaged.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You monitored students as they worked and helped when needed.  Your group was talkative today but you redirected behavior and reminded them of what level they were working on and what that meant.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job keeping the students on task & involved in the lesson Your tone of voice & comments encouraged the students to participate. TC was dressed appropriately

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good into Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Modeling of finished product Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room a little more often to be sure students not with you are on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-understandable that afternoon student behavior different than morning visit last week -on task for individual practice

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were no classroom management concerns. Students were engaged in learning.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques.  You are consistent and fair.  You are quick to see anyone who is off task and refocus their attention. You have the perfect voice/demeanor for this age group.  You are supportive, encouraging, and engaging. You make the students WANT to pay attention to you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were quick to redirect any off-task behavior!  Excellent! You set expectations for student behavior on the rug. You made certain students raised their hands in order to answer a question. You had two boys "flip a card" when they had not heeded your warning. Good for you! Your "teacher voice:" is engaging and enthusiastic!  You make students want to listen to what you are saying. It is clear you have "command of the class!" 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter extremely well. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has great voice quality during her read aloud Green Eggs and Ham. The teacher has total control of the students as she progresses through her lesson. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher exhibits all of the qualities of a wonderful teacher. The teacher always is prepared and professional in everything she does whether it will be lesson planning or working with other professionals. The teacher is very receptive to ways to improve her teaching and always excels in everything she tries. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a fellow teacher.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		You are soft spoken-not a problem when all students are quiet.  You may need to develop a firmer voice when trying to get control of the class.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – students were talkative and the teacher candidate response was to make a “shhhh” sound over and over.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson had potential that never fully developed. The pace of the guided instruction was extremely slow. Students were asked to make a mark on their paper, and there was too much time between that and the next instruction. When students were off task, the intern did not take responsibility and step up the pace. There was a great deal of time spent on telling the class that they couldn't pay attention and how that was making it difficult for her. There was an attempt to control the noise level in the classroom by ocasionally talking in a whisper so that students wouldn't hear if they were loud. That was abandoned after about 15 minutes and frequent use of the "shh" sound resumed. Sometimes it was in the middle of a sentence. There was little student reaction to that, other than 2 or 3 students who repeated it.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The very short instances of off-task behaviors were handled very quickly and calmly. What could have been major disruption was avoided. Great job on keeping focus on the learning.  The use of some humor with your students shows that you have a good rapport with students and that you have established yourself as a leader.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Management was good. You used some positive comments as well as "thumbs up if you are ready" You walked around the room as you taught. Awesome! This allows you to be sure that students are engaged, on the correct page, etc. *When you tell everyone to listen up, like when you were explaining about rubber bands, be sure they all are listening. Three girls never stopped talking at one table. You asked Sarah a great question, "What made it change?" but before she answered you ....(erase this)

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You did a nice job of redirecting loud and disruptive behavior. Your class tended to get louder, but you kept them at bay. You monitored as you walked around the room.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Excellent redirection and reassurance was given to a student who expressed concern about having to learn a new math procedure. I can only imagine the confidence booster given to that student when the teacher/intern responded "We will learn it together."  Remember that statement and use it again in the future.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management became more and more difficult as students moved through the lesson with many of them not understanding the purpose of the activities.they were doin. When a student said something that was not agreeable, you said "you're not the teacher" three times to the same student, and a few other times to various students. At the very least, it is a poor choice of words and statements to make to a student. It came across at times as sarcasm, and we do not want to be sarcastic toward our students. More time spent monitoring individual students once independent work started would have been helpful. Ideally for this science lesson, students would have individually had the opportunity to try to shine the light through several different materials and dis

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		It would decrease down time if you would pre-group your students and have the groups posted on the board. Make sure the noise level stays at an appropriate level throughout the group activity. If not, the students will attempt to talk over each other. Have a mechanism for calling on students randomly. If not, you'll tend to call on the more outspoken students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Questioning was encouraged throughout the lesson. It might help to have a system for selecting students. (ex. sticks with names, iphone app) I would suggest consistently walking around the room & monitoring the students as they complete the activity. Student's will tend to stay on task is they know they are being monitored. Actually read what they are writing. TC was professionally dressed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Management was good.  You did a nice job of redirecting your students.  

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Pre-group students ahead of time and put group list on the PB. Put rules for the game on the board or on an anchor chart. This will help the students have a better understanding of the game. (Remember: Students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times in order for learning to take place.) TC was professionally dressed.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You set limits for finishing snacks. Logan, are you paying attention? You asked one student if he needed to leave the room because of behavior. He quickly straightened up. Overall loudness during stations....give a warning...it is too loud....then use the "talley chart" to make believers out of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You use various attention getters and the students respond accordingly.  You have high expectations for student behavior! You were quick to redirect anyone who had gotten off task, while not missing a beat teaching the lesson. You gave the students an amount of time to finish a certain part of the lesson. This is terrific time management as well as letting the students know they must stay on task in order to complete the work. I would like to see a little more enthusiasm/annimation when you are teaching. This helps to ensure students stay engaged with you and do not become behavior problems.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did an excellent job monitoring all areas of the clasroom! Youre comfortable with the noise that is generated as part of group work. By closely monitoring the groups, the students stayed focus & on task! TC was professionally dressed! TC's voice level was an appropriate & her comments were very encouraging.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You worked with a small group and all students were engaged and on task during the lesson. 

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job of monitoring and assisting as your students worked independently

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The students are very well behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential for the compare and contrast subject matter. The lesson was very educational and fun for the students. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were a bit loud at times. It would help if you teach the students a gesture or chant that you can use when the students are too loud. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Always a good idea to have the groups divided ahead of time. Have a plan for any students that cannot work cooperatively with others. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You kept saying "Good job".  Please be more specific with your praise especially when it is directed to one student.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You thanked the students for raising their hands to be recognized. There was yelling out and I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over them during the making of the umbrellas.  Always get the students' full attention when you want to give directions/say something whole group.  When you give directions don't follow them with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are asking if what you have told them to do is okay with them. Remember to always set expectations for behavior during each part of a lesson.  They do not know what to do if you have not made it clear.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job monitoring the students who were working independently.  You made sure they were on task and answered questions as needed.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Kept students attention, moved around room and redirected students if they were off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! Statements such as, "Thank you for raising your hand, and Let me see your thumb when you are ready," send clear messages as to what your expectations are! Your tone of voice and the animation encourages students to remain engaged with you.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You set high expectations for your students' behavior from the beginning of the lesson. If anyone got off task, you immediately saw it and correct the student(s). Excellent behavior management techniques used throughout the lesson! You have the perfect engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice"! You take beautiful "command" of the classroom! There is no doubt in the students' minds you are a teacher.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Awesome management of students. These 15 boys were mesmorized with you and your teaching. They can tell that you care for them and therefore they have respect for you. You taught from all over the room as well as monitored your students as they worked.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your students are challenged by you to do their best. That is very obvious! They respect you as their teacher and they do what you say.  It was amazing to see 14 boys on task and doing their work.  It seems that the WANT to please you and not disappoint.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Additional time was needed to ensure that all students had foundational knowledge of the skill being taught. Good voice level was maintained throughout the lesson. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Think of a way that you might not use your "voice" so much to get attention.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You monitored the class as they worked and quickly redirected students when needed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the oral read aloud on the powerpoint. The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students to keep their attention.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Use management strategies to get students attention.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Remember to move around to all groups, as quickly as possible, at the beginning of any group work. In this way you can see if they understand and are getting started on the activity. Remember when you ask for your students' attention, you wait for it.  Oherwise, they will get the idea you do not really mean what you say. You are beginning to "take command" of the classroom with your voice. Keep it up!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You redirected a student without missing a beat during your instruction.  You set the expectations for each part of the lesson.  The students were engaged and enjoying learning. You are definitely finding your "teacher voice"!!  I like that you smile and show the students you are enjoying teaching!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You paid a lot of attention to all the children at the table, calling them by name, responding to their statements. You also redirected off task behavior several times.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Be careful of grammar..."It don't sting" and "Our air conditioner don't work"???

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You need to be a little more strict.  You loose teaching time with side conversations you are in.  Too much talking not on subject.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You monitored students as they worked.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		GROW-The teacher needed to redirect the off task behavior of some of the students in the small Reading group. The teacher used a book to teach the students the different parts of the lesson. The teacher issued each student a sticky note. The teacher asked the students to write why authors used illustrations in the stories. GROW-The students need hands-on lessons to keep focused during the lesson. The teacher had an anchor chart for the lesson. The students placed their different sticky notes on the anchor chart in the corret text illustrations place. GROW-Maybe have assigned seats for the students to prevent the discipline problems. GROW-Each student needed his/her own book to find the different text illustrations in the story.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their worksheet at their seats. Great lesson!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		When asking the students to stop talking, you might want to add, "I know that you are excited about the lesson but there should be no talking at this time." There was a couple of times that it would have been beneficial to use a pre-learned signal or words for stop talking such as "Class - Class" Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Activities were beneficial to the purpose of the lesson but also fun. Good voice quality throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		"Me and Mrs. Brown should have been Mrs. Brown and I." Excellent control of the class. You have a very upbeat, engaging teacher voice!!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used effective attention getters. The students clearly understood you were the teacher teaching this lesson. You told them you were going to call on the ones with the "maroon behavior". You reminded one boy how to sit on the rug. Excellent behavior management during lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your tone of voice was excellent. The students responded to you without you having to raise your voice. Make sure that all students are on task throughout the lesson. The back group were talking among themselves during the lesson. Don't hesitate to stop & redirect. TC was wearing professional attire!

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher consistently redirected the off task behavior of the students. The students really enjoyed the songs about the different parts of the plant. The lesson progressed nicely.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher is very in tune with the students as they work at their seats. Good lesson!

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. YEA - TOTD instructions were posted on the PB along with the instructions of what to do at the completion of the activity!

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students when they became off task.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good job monitoring the entire classroom by constantly walking around & checking student work. You used an encouraging tone with your students and they appeared to feel at ease when asking you questions. You might want to work on making it a little more energetic:) While teaching, make sure that ALL students are focused on you. It appeared that the same students were answering the majority of your questions as you worked the problems on the board. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continually monitor the room even if you are working with a student or group.   Be careful of grammar.  You said..."Do everyone agree with that?"  Should be "Does everyone agree with that?"

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When the students are off task and talking, redirect them then wait for them to all get quiet before moving on - even if it means waiting a substantial amount of time. (The students must know that you are in control!) I loved the way that you consistently instructed off-task students to actively participate in the lesson. Very professionally dressed! Good voice quality!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Be careful of your grammar..."There IS eight of them."...should be "There ARE eight of them."

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students if they were off task. The students did a good job of paying attention during the lesson. GROW-The teacher had too much down time during the lesson. The teacher has a very warm personality with the students. The students really enjoy her teaching. 

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson about Ponce de Leon.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Changing wait time helps keep students focused  - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks. You are developing a great rapport with your 5th graders.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Having a well planned lesson helps the teacher focus on instruction, and it removes many opportunities for trouble.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Monitored students as they worked and made sure they were all on task.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		All of the students participated in the lesson. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher did a good job of switching the students from partner work to individual work. The students followed her directions throughout the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		All students were on task...no off task behaviors. The students were engaged and enjoying their learning. You gave a time warning which let your students know there was an end time. Excellent time management technique. Your voice was very supportive and encouraging.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You asked the students to "Look up here", meaning to look at you. Some did and some did not.  You must wait for all to do what you have asked. If they do not give you their attention in a timely manner, use the classroom behavior management plan.  They must know you mean what you say. You asked the students, "Does everyone have a paper?" Asking for this information in this manner encourages the students to yell out.  Try having them raise their hand if they need a paper. As you become more comfortable with your teaching, you will become more aware of students off-task during independent work time. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had an excellent lesson. The Science lesson was very engaging, very educational and very hands-on. The teacher was very organized from the beginning to the end of the lesson. The students were very well-behaved and very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very pleasant and encouraging voice for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room and discussing the progress of their small partner brochure activity creating the window activity. The teacher is and will be an AWESOME teacher! Great job!

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Be sure to set expectations for each and every part of the lesson.  During the group time on the rug, some of the students were throwing their eggs and clicking them together.  Tell them what they are to be doing as they wait their turns. I like how Harlow is cutting and If you are sitting quietly are two good behavior management techniques. You have a enthusiastic and encouraging "teacher voice".  You have a lovely smile and the students respond well to you.  I can tell you enjoy teaching!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Stations will get nosier than usual.  Set your standards of how loud, quiet, etc. that you want it to be.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your class was well behaved. They totally respect you as their teacher.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher's voice quality commands attention of the students at all times.  The teacher has a great relationship with the students.  All of the students are eager to learn because of the teacher's enthusiasm for his lesson. The students are all on task and very involved in the lesson. The teacher always has lessons which are student involved. Any school would be lucky to have Mr. Jones as a teacher! Excellent lesson! The teacher had a very structured lesson which involved several different types of learning.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was very attentive of the students throughout the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher asked very higher order questions throughout the lesson. THe students were engaged from the beginnin to the end of the lesson. This teacher is and will be awesome. Teaching comes very natural to the teacher. Awesome lesson! The teacher does a great job of incorporating every subject in her lesson. As the students are making up a sentence using the word "illegal", the teacher reminded students of different Language Arts Skills. AWESOME Lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher has too many "so's" in the lesson. The lesson needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson needed more creative ways to teach the area and perimeter concept.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students are well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at their desks during the Flocabulary video. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher has a great voice quality that keeps the students in tune during the entire lesson. Overall, the teacher had a good lesson. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The students were very engaged in the Scoot part of the lesson. Overall the teacher had a very good lesson.  The lesson involved several different activities to teach the subject matter.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher has great control of the students.   The teacher had a jeopardy benchmark test review for the students. The teacher passed out whiteboards to the students to write their answers. The teacher passed out notebook paper to those who different have whiteboards. The teacher had great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The students are very attentive during the entire lesson. The teacher gives constant positive feedback during the lesson while teaching the lesson. The teacher is very encouraging to the students during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The lesson progressed nicely! Great lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You are so kind to your students.  They are well behaved for you. When the boy erased the word problem off his board,  that was unacceptable and there should be a consequence for this.  

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Loved how you welcomed your students with the sign on the board "Hey Everybody! Have a seat. You will only need a piece of paper." I notice that you really don't have to redirect. You have a way of bringing them "back in" with your voice. Good! The behavior point system on the board was a plus also. You had no behavior issues at all! You constantly challenged your students as you explained why they were taking the time to do this.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure you give clear directions and expectations when they began working in groups.  Set a time limit for them to complete their work. They need to know this! Remember enthusiasm goes a long way.  This is contagious to your kids.  They know if you are enjoying this lesson or not.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Don't forget to moniter the entire class even as you are working with a small group.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring students as they worked and redirecting students as needed.  You encouraged them to do the best work they could.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		The Chrome books should have been in place before lesson started because sometimes they are hard to find in an instance. Make sure all items are ready to go. Don't depend on your teacher to have to find them. Give your students a timeline on how long they have to get logged in. Your job is to walk around to wak anyone who is struggling. It took too long of instructional time. The idea of having the word QUIET on board to take away letters was a good management tool. Be very careful that you have the word spelled correctly. You had QUITE. Also, don't say "We seen that it was..." BE careful about correct grammar. This is so important when you are the role model.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		One or two times a group got out of control at their station. Set your boundaries and then give consequences. Always start your stations with not only the directions, but the expectations of behavior and participation, as well. For example, are they allowed to talked quietly, work together,etc. You can't ignore bad behavior.  Make sure everyone is listening while you give directions. Slow down, take your time and be calm about giving your instructions. I noticed this on your BINGO instructions.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You are still asking a lot of questions or are seeking guidance from your CT.  Remember you are in control during your full time teaching.  Be sure your ccenters are ready for independent work-took a while to get computers logged on, find earbuds, etc.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Awesome that you challenged students and continued to tell them how smart they were at this skill. Your students were very attentive and did a great job. Don't be afraid to redirect behavior if needed. You monitored and assisted your students as they worked independently

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good thinking to do a time management limit on routine things ! Example... telling them to go back to your seat. You have 5 seconds. Awesome!  Group 1 may get your books out of the locker.  You have 5 seconds.  This works! Try to ignore some of the mild behaviors such as 2 boys talking for a second. Sometimes this will pass if you just keep going. You are not ignoring behavior issues, you are just choosing to not disrupt the other 26 students by having to stop for discipline so many times. A look or just your eye contact canl stop some of that without saying a word.

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher is very confident in teaching her lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter for her lesson. The teacher has a great voice quality. The sequence of the lesson was good! The teacher has very natural teaching abilities.  The students respond very well to her! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! You gave "time warnings" which is excellent time management.  This also holds the students accountable for staying on task.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You set the expectations for student behavior from the very beginning of the lesson Excellent! You used statements such as, " I haven't called on anyone, so I shouldn't hear any voices when I am writing on the board. You did not complete giving all the directions before allowing them to move to the task cards. Be sure to do this. Once they have moved, it is harder to regain their attention. You set the timer to let students know there was a time limit on completing the task cards, so they would stay on task. You assessed their understanding using an inference worksheet with passages. You have a very soft voice. Try projecting it a little more. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Very monotone. Students need to hear different tones for different parts or words that are important.  Show some excitement that you love to teach. Be careful of grammar...you said "You haven't wrote your sentences"...should be "You haven't written your sentences".

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		You did a good job of redirecting students.  As they got rowdy during game,  you were consisitent in restructuring.   Time management was good today.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Don't count back from 5 every other minute. (You did this 14 times)   If you are giving your students a trait to compare with each other, then let them talk.  They were not too loud. Allow them to enjoy this.  It should be fun.  When you are ready, just start talking.  Don't waste too much time counting back each time.  Just start!  What about questions such as "What does inherit mean?  What does trait mean?  Talk about dominant and what that word means?  Remember they don't know. Be careful not to keep your back to the kids in back.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You called on one child to "go clip down". Students, at times, were talking when you were giving directions.  Be sure to get everyones attention before proceeding with directions, instruction etc. Be careful with the wording of your questions.  Some of your questions encouraged students to yell out answers. This sets the wrong tone for the lesson. You said, "You have one minute to finish writing and return to your seats. This is great time management for the students. It lets them know there is an end to the task at hand. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You had complete command of the classroom. You immediately saw any off-task behaviors and corrected them!  You had them raise their hands in order to respond. When two students were playing with a hat and a marker you took them away without interrupting instruction. Beautiful! You have an engaging, annimated, and confident "teacher voice"!  They knew you were the teacher for this lesson!  Well done!

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms Crider"  should be "Ms Crider and I".

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher did a great job redirecting the behavior of the students who were off task. The teacher has a very engaging lesson with the students. The students are very in tune to the lesson and very eager to learn about the Science water pollution lesson. Great lesson! The teacher knew the pollution subject matter very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher does a good job of monitoring all of the students at their seats. The teacher does a good job of asking questions as the students work on their three branches of government cut and paste.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It is obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson. You were very encouraging to your students. Your constant moving around the classroom helped keep your students focused and on task. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Walking among students is not enough--you need to observe what they are doing so you can correct misunderstandings or redirect off task behavior.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You said, "Me and Mrs. Kim...."  Be careful to model correct grammar and sentence structure. Be sure to always have the entire groups' attention if you are giving directions to all. Saying "GO" to begin the making of the butterflies gave the students the impression the activity was a race. Many treated it as such.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Not only does Ms. Patterson use appropriate tone and voice levels, she expertly varies the pitch of her voice in pitch giving a catchy pattern to her discussion. This helps maintain student attention, therefore keeping them on task and discouraging any off task behavior.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ability to continually speak in a calm manner enhances this teacher candidate's ability to run a classroom smoothly. She exhibits the behavior she expects of students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students get wound up, you have the ability to get them back under control quickly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students got loud, they were on task and loving what they were doing. Perfect Valentine's Day activity.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		You managed the class well today. You were in control and they respected you. You gave clear expectations and directions on the group scavenger hunt. Make sure you have everyone's attention before speaking or giving directions. Expecially when groups begin to share, be sure that they are visable and loud enough for others to hear and see.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The intern has a good repoire with her students. In particular, she is calm and steady as she leads a discussion during whole group practice, and this in part keeps students focused and on task. As students need assistance, she is helpful and kind, yet still maintains the authority of a professional educator.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate maintains a calm demeanor throughout the lesson, which helps the students have a peaceful learning environment.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students are very well-behaved and engaged in the States of Matter lesson. The teacher had a great lesson with several different activities to teach the States of Matter subject matter. The teacher is always prepared and always energetic about her lessons. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a teacher!  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Teacher voice needs to be louder.  Ypur students loved the activities, but make sure they know exactly what their expectations are.  Give them a time frame to get done or they will take forever!

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good job redirecting students.. TC was professionally dress as always.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Don't be too lax with this group. Don't "cut up" with them or give them reason to get loose with their behavior. Keep your lesson tight and orderly. You know your different groups. Direct them accordingly. It's hard to have them in close knit groups and not expect them to talk. If you don't want even whispering, maybe have them spread out some. `

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- several management strategies used Materials very organized Good Review of prior knowledge Grows- Work on finding your teacher voice and teacher presence in classroom  Give Clear directions Make sure everyone is listening before moving to next activity Give expectations of use of manipulative 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You challenged your students (14 Black Boys) in a way that made them feel very smart. When you hear a roar of talking, call on a specific name to answer a question. This usuaally gets attention. Or a brag such as "Remember, Darius when you told us....."

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Glad they used white boards. This engaged them while you were giving direct and guided instruction from board. Loved that you set time management such as "I'm going to give you one minute..." or counting backward as they were putting materials up." They responded to this well.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Classroom management is MUCH improved!  You used techniques such as "all eyes up here", "voices off, eyes on me" and the students understood you meant it!  You took 5 min. off 2 students' recess for not doing as asked.  When it got loud during the game, you stopped the class and reminded them to whisper as you had modeled earlier for them. You are finding your "teacher voice"!!  You are beginning to show enthusiasm and you are starting to take command of the class!  Continue to work on these.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Continue to work on transitions and classroom management.  There is a lot of time used refocusing and asking students to stop talking.  You cannot challenge students to so their best if you are not in complete control of the classroom. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good time management.  You used clock on Prom board. There were no behavior issues because your class was engaged in their activities.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		So much improvement on class management! Your kids were very well behaved and they enjoyed what they were learning.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kept students on task and engaged in lesson.  Redirected as needed.  Provided encouragement for the reluctant student.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Glance around room more often to be sure all students are still engaged.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students needed to be a little more attentive during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved students ususally during all lessons. *The teacher needed to be more assertive during the lesson. The teacher needed to control the students more during the lesson. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		You are going to have to develop more of a teacher "voice".

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good trying to monitor what was going on in the room while you worked with small group.  Still some students not on task.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!  You could have heard a pin drop. You have an excellent, engaging "teacher voice".

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		It is clear the students see you as a teacher. You use very effective classroom management techniques.  The students were on task throughout the lesson. You circulated throughout the classroom as students were working independently. This allows you to assess understanding as well as keep all students on task. Nice time management:  You have about one more minute to finish this portion.  This tells the students there is an end time and they must stay focused!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There were multiple methods used to decide which students to call on,and nice redirection as needed

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Today you did a beautiful job with classroom management. Students were engaged in the problems. They were kind about it, but it was "enjoyable" for them to show you what you had done wrong. That was empowering for students because they could with certainty tell you what was wrong and how to correct it. Another wonderful aspect of classroom management was during direct instruction. Students were getting slightly chatty and had abandoned raising their hands to give answers. You very calmly and in a normal tone of voice asked them to start raising their hands again to give answers. You calmly let them know that you were serious about the information you had to share. They took you seriously and you went right back to teaching in a seamless manner. That redirection you had to give was done so professionally and so calmly. It was done in a way that made them all know that your expectations of all of them were high.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Your group got out of hand during the making of their flowers.  Your group had to be corrected by the CT.  Be sure to set expectations for behavior in all  parts of a lesson.  Several of the students needed to be redirected.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Exemplary marks are earned for encouraging students to do their best during the lesson, and for using appropriate voice levels and tone. Mr. Spence calls on a number of students to answer, knowing that some are likely to give precise answers and others might be struggling. While he'll approach them for individual assistance during independent practice, he does not leave out any students in sharing their prediction for answers with the class. He encourages struggling students no only by calling on them, but also with the kind, reassuring tone and the confidence he shows in their ability.  He can with conversation and skilled questioning guide them in the right direction.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Be sure to set expectations for transitions. Once they begin talking it is difficult to refocus the students for the next part of the lesson. This equates to lost instructional time, as well. When asking questions try not to ask questions which requires the whole class to shout out an answer. This "stirs up" the students and it is a lost opportunity to check individual understanding of the content. When calling on students to explain how they got their answer, look for a student who did not get the answer correct in order to help them see how to do it correctly. When handing out papers to the class, it is best to continue the lesson in some way, such as calling on individual students to give you key words that either indicate addition or subtraction in a word problem. Because there is no way for all the students to finish at one time, be sure to tell the students who finish first what they should do.  This way the students who are not finished will have the quiet time they need. When going over problems ask students to cap their markers and put the white boards down.  This will mean less noise as students are explaining how to solve problems. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson before ensuring you had all students; attention.  When you use an attention getter and want the students to listen to you, wait for them to give it to you.  If they don't give you their attention, use the classroom management plan. Anytime there is movement involved in a lesson think through what you want it to look like when they move. Then set the expectations with your students. You moved from group to group as they were playing the game, ensuring they understood what they were to be doing.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Students tend to be talkative.  Be careful with your voice...could hear the stress coming through as they were not doing what was told.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Try and think of something to do besides using your voice to get attention.  Your room likes to talk and gets easily distracted.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of saying "GUYS!" all the time.  Also be careful of your grammar.  You said..."What do that mean?"  Should have ssaid "What does that mean?"

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job monitoring the entire class. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on the Science lesson about the beaks of birds. The teacher continutes to ask questions and instruct the students throughout the lesson. *The teacher uses a lot of "okays" during the lesson. The Science lesson was very sequential and educational with hands-on learning experiences. The teacher was very familiar with her subject matter of beaks and birds. *The teacher still needs to work on slowing down with her talking during the lesson. Overall, a very good lesson!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		No problem with classroom management

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great job redirecting your students' attention if they got rowdy while working.  They loved the activities and were well behaved.  Remember it's ok for them to get a little noisy while working together, as long as they are being productive.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher was monitoring the behavior of the students. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students several times to make sure they were focused on the lesson. *The teacher does not need to ask who wants to do something, he needs to just pick on one student to read the problem. The teacher does a good job calling on different students to answer the questions. The students did a good job raising their hands to answer questions. The teacher has a very encouraging voice with the students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You asked one student if he was ready to move on in order to gain his attention. You directed the students to put their pencils down when they were done and ready to move on. Great visual way to assess who is still working. You have a very enthusiastic and engaging "teacher voice". 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You use very effective behavior management techniques: "If you can hear me touch....." "Put your pencil down when you are finished." You circulated through the classroom as the students were copying information from the anchor chart. This not only allowed you to assess their progress/understanding, but it keeps all students on task.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Be careful if you are in a center that you keep monitoring the room and redirect any off task behavior.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job of walking around and helping your students as they worked.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- Don't ever allow 15 at one time to get up and bring their paper to you.  You or a student can walk by and take these up. Your class was well behaved.  There were no behavior problems. *You are lucky you can use a microphone. You most likely won't have one when you are a teacher on your own.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had high expectations for the students' behavior during the entire lesson. You were quick to redirect anyone off task. You have an engaging, encouraging "teacher voice"!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected several students, but for the overwhelming majority of the lesson students were on task and engaged in their learning. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your class is always well behaved. There were engaged in their work. They seem to respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job attending all areas of the classroom. Once you give the 'be quiet' sign, wait for the students to completely stop talking before moving on.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher knew her subject matter about immigration.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Transition to groups was a little disorderly with students not remembering what their group number was.  You quickly worked to get the class back on task and the froups working.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great job keeping all students on task. Good voice quality.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher redirected the students when they were too noisy or not paying attention. *The teacher needed to know the knowledge of the reference materials better so she did not need to read the poster. *Be careful when writing words on powerpoint-misspelled the word calendar-calenda *The teacher needed to be more focused on one reference material at a time. The teacher did a good job of walking around monitoring the students as they worked in small groups. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to her well.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very knowledgable of the fossil subject matter. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher constantly monitored the students as they worked on their chromebooks researching about their fish fossil. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		You need to continue to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did walk around to monitor students, but many times you were not aware of the students off task. There were students who were having discussions about topics other than habitats. As the noise level got louder, you got louder instead of getting students to discuss at a lower level. You were getting frustrated and was unsure how to handle the noise level. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Work on increasing your voice level and monitoring all areas of the classroom. TC as appropriately dressed.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		It is always harder to keep your eyes on centers/stations when you use them in a class. It takes practice to keep looking up and looking around for possible problems. You did better with the attention getters today and used two different ones. Also less sh-sh-sh today. Remember to set your expectations at the beginning of the lessons and remind students throughout the lessons as needed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Listen Lions- great attention getter! You had high expectations for the students' behavior and they rose to the occasion! You have a very pleasant, sweet voice. You need to project it a little more and as Mrs. Edison said, "Take command of the class."

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You told one student he was receiving a talley mark.  You moved a student who was arguing with another one. Most students on task and engaged throughout the lesson. Alright, alright, alright is not an attention getter. Choose one to use or use the one your C.T. uses. You have a very calm voice.  You need to show more annimation and ecitement during your teaching.  If you are enjoying yourself, the students will, as well. You must be an entertainer!!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Watch talking over students, wait for them to get quiet before you talk. Use signals we discussed. Work on questioning... try to ask higher order questions instead of recall. Use the academic language in the instruction (unit of measure at the end of problem, product,  communicative property etc.) Good job on telling students to go back and recheck their work. As you walk around and monitor, ask questions. Overall a good lesson and you did a good job teaching it. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		No problems with classroom management were noted, therefore a "not observed" was marked as not observed. Moving around the room constantly is helpful to discourage off task behavior.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You monitored the room assissting students as needed.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be careful saying "you guys" too many times.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students participated the entire lesson. The teacher has all the qualities of an awesome teacher! The teacher is always organized, punctual and willing to do anything. The teacher's plan is very sequential and informative for the students. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the entire lesson. This classroom is a transitional classroom. The teacher has high standards for all of the students throughout the lesson.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very well behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged in the Math lesson. The teacher does an exceptional job of engaging the students throughout the lesson with manipulative and discussions about the Money lesson. The teacher is very organized in all of her lessons. The plans are always sequential and hands-on for the learner. Ms. Wilson is one of my top student teachers. I have had the privilege of working with her for three semesters. Ms. Wilson would be an asset to any school system! She is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		There were no problems in classroom management. In fact, redirecting inappropriate behavior is marked as "not observed" because students were on task and not misbehaving in any obvious way. It is usually an indicator that students are fully aware of their learning goals and are engaged in an effective lesson. Good work!!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good job monitoring entire class & maintaining good class discipline. TC dressed in appropriate professional attire. Your comments to the students were encouraging and challenged the students to recall previously learned material. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		TC was very attentive to the entire class and encouraged all students to participate. Appropriate voice level was used throughout the lesson. Students were readily redirected as needed. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. This lesson was completed during a tough time of the day so the students were not as attentive. Due to this, you needed to redirect the group on several occasions. A good way to address this is to say, "We appear to be having a difficult time focusing today so when I need to redirect you, I will say "All eyes on me"!

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Students were talking throughout the lesson & not focused on the lesson. This is a good lesson to have a gestures or phrase to call attention to the inappropriate behavior. (ex. Class Class, or queit sign). You did a good jo modeling correct voaculary thoughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		In group work, it is often difficult to maintain good classroom behaviour. This teacher candidate keeps students so engaged in learning that it is no issue at all.
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		This lesson was done at the end of the semester as a replacement for your second lesson. Much improved. It was obvious that you had spent time thinking through this.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Very good, interactive lesson.  Lots of support practicing the lesson goal!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving greatly!!  I am proud of your hard work, Logan!

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You are a very confident teacher.  You are knowledgeable of your material and deliver it well.  You will be a fabulous teacher!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing I Can statements Always a great idea to define key terms in the I Can/EQ/Standard 2..Great opening activity for this lesson. The video was entertaining & appropriate. 3. TC used great tone of voice throughout the lesson. 4. Use of timer was very beneficial to assist students with management of time. 5. Yea - you improvised when PB pen was not working. GROWS: 1, Instructions for activity needs to be listed on the board so that all students can see. 2. I think it would have helped to go over additional examples of fact & opinion with the students. I would specifically use the trigger words that you talked about earlier in the lesson. 3. In the beginning of the lesson when you discussed the key terms - Fact/Opinion - & students were given your the definition, I would clarify before showing the video. Let the video enhance what you are teaching. 4. Make sure all students are quiet before continuing the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I have enjoyed being your UWG supervisor this semester.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have grown so much over the year, and you were already good when you started Block 3/4. I am so thankful for chance to spend theses past two semesters as you professor.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When you have a creative project for assessment, it is exciting for your students and it can be gratifying to see a quality product come out of the effort of your students,  This is often something that even experienced teachers either struglle with or sometimes avoid, so you are to be commended for having students think about ecosystems in an unusual way. Here's a question to think about as you move through additional teaching experiences: When one of the major assessments for a unit of study is very creative, how might a teacher balance that with other opportunities for students to demonstrate their mastery of standards?

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney is well-organized as a lesson planner. This shows in the delivery of the lesson as well.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am so proud of you!  This was a great lesson.  I can tell you have studied the lesson observation sheet and you covered it well!!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. Good hands-on activities to enhance  the lesson 2. Excellent use of real-life examples throughout the lesson 3. Your encouraging voice & positive comments created a safe learning environment for the students GROWS: 1. Slow down a little so that your students have more opportunities to offer comments & ask questions 2. I think you would benefit from a system that promotes calling on various students throughout the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, there are some general improvements that make your teaching now seem more polished than at the beginning of the year.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I am so proud of you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Well done, Kelsea!  I am so proud of your hard work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017 This lesson was not what I would hope to see from a student at this point. The observer will speak with his supervisor and may update this during the coming week.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Even though you told me afterwards that the class has some behavior issues that are ongoing, those would not explain all of the problems with the lesson, particularly the questions/answers. I believe that you have the ability and experience to do much better.x

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thank you for working to make the UWG lesson plan format fit well with Eureka Math. Also, thank you for your professionalism and positive attitude.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your progress as an intern is evident in this lesson. Your ability to calmly run the classroom shows both maturity and growth throughout the school year. I am so proud of your growth over this semester, and that you don't take for granted your natural ability to teach. You are well prepared and it shows.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		This skill is very hard to grasp.  I thought you did an amazing job delivering this content to the students.  Sometimes we as adults may understand it totally, but teaching it on their level is a different story.  Good job!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Cooperating teacher (Mrs. Prewett) shared several instances in which Ms. Burton is going above and beyond the call of duty. Perhaps most impressive was the fact that she volunteered to ride one of the school buses that was having behavior problems. Her cooperating teacher goes with her because she isn't yet a certified teacher/employee, but it is extraordinary for a teacher/intern to answer this type of call to volunteer. Overall, very good job today!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		I know that you can greatly improve the delivery of your next field experience lesson. You have the skills and tools neccessary to do so. It is a matter of taking the planning for the lesson seriously, including thinking about these needed improvements: 1. Posting standards 2. Clearly stating the purpose of the lesson at the begining and reinforcing throughout 3. Make sure students can clearly see any task or activity that is being presented as a demonstration. 4. Use appropriate areas of the classroom for appropriate activites. (carper for reading, tables for hands on) 5. Thinking carefully about the questions you will ask students (how to structure the questions to to get the types of answers you are looking for) 6. Have all materials ready prior to the start of the lesson (any needed chart paper appropriately labeled, handouts could be placed in stacks facing down on student tables, etc.) One of your strengths is your ability to remain calm even when a lesson is not going well. That should serve you well as you plan another lesson for me to observe. I have no doubt it will be much better in the areas in which you have room to grow. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and presented to the students. 2. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. 3. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. 4. TC stayed focused when the lesson disappeared from the board & patiently waited for students to find the lesson on their Chrome Books. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on your EQ - clarifying the terms 'reasons & evidence'. 2. More time needs to be given to the initial teaching of the lesson instead of going directly to a group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Opening activity was a good way to kick start lesson. Don't be afraid to stop/start the Brain Pop & reinterate 2. Yea - Instructions for the game were listed on the PB. (Might want to use larger font size.) 3. The students loved the activities that you chose. It gave the students a chance to play an active role in their learning! GROWS: 1. Plan activities that include the students providing self generated examples for the parts of speech activity. 2. Pre-divide the groups to help with effective transitions. Post the group list on the PB or anchor charts. 3. Posting group rules & creating a 'get quiet' signal may help with the noise level of the students. The noise level increases as the students attempt to talk over the other groups.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. TC obviously knew her lesson content and was well prepared for the lesson. 2. TC did an excellent job questioning the students & encouraging higher lever thinking. 3. TC was open to the various answers that the students were given. 4. Great job defining terms in I Can statement GROWS: 1. Walk around more and monitor what the students are writing. 2. Relate topic to a real-life situation in order to promote long term retention. 3. Increase voice level (closer to what you used toward the end). 4. Always try to open the lesson with a 'hook' in order to get the students motivated!!!

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. TC knew lesson content and could readily answer the questions ask by the students. 2. Great use of graphic organizer to combine information in a constructive way. Handwriting was clear. 3. TC was confident and voice level was appropriate throughout the lesson. 4. Good job monitoring students GROWS: 1. If the students ask you a question & you do not know the answer, address it & state that you will look for the answer together. You can also challenge the students to find the answer. 2. Post groups & game rules on the board so that students can see what is expected of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and taught. Keep up the good work!  I am proud of you!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, scaffolded, and delivered lesson.  I am proud of all of the hard work you put into this lesson.  The students were clearly engaged and ejoying learning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were clearly presented to the students using a detailed Powerpoint. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed with clear lettering, graphics, & information. 3. TC enthusiastically presented the information to the students and welcomed feedback from the students. 4. It was obvious that the students felt comfortable participating in the lesson. 5. Overall great lesson! GROWS: 1. Be sure & monitor the pace of your teaching! Remember - the weaker students typically process slower than most students! 2. I would suggest using a random student selection procedure to ensure that all students have an opportunity to participate. 3. Pre-group your students and post it on the PB. This should eliminate confusion & discussion.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Well done.  For deeper depth of knowledge comparing/contrasting birds with bats would have taken the lesson to higher order thinking. Since the class has been studying bats, this would be a great writing lesson. Something to consider in the future.  I know there was not enough time today.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You will be an awesome teacher.  You have great delivery and know your content well.  You are very confident in your teaching.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with good activities. 2. The various materials for the lesson were readily available. 3. The anchor charts were well put together and offered excellent support to the lesson. GROWS: 1. Have a universal quiet sign or gesture so that you can gain the attention of your students quickly. 2. Take more time to expand the students knowledge on the EQ. Make sure the terms that are used are defined in a way that is appropriate for your learners. 3. Have a 'Plan B' for students who have difficulty participating in groups. I would give them an opportunity to participate but move them quickly if they are causing the class to be disrupted.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You have a nice demeanor with the students. Lesson plan had many grammatical errors. You did not show the lesson plan to your CT before teaching the lesson. Be sure all slides are written correctly.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson from beginning to end!   You are a joy to watch teach!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well done, Brittney! I am proud of your hard work!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		The first thing I noticed was your Agenda on the Smart Board. At the top was Good Morning Beautiful People! Wow! You are such an inspiration to your students! You are an amazing teacher, Charity! Good luck to you as you persue your career!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Lesson standard & EQ was  posted. 2. Good Voice quality used throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson. 2. When using an abbreviation such as ft, make sure you write the entire word on the board close to the problem. 3. Need to start with a review of hours and minutes before going directly into problem solving 4. Make sure that you don't cover up key number or words when underlining or circling word phrases. 5. It didn't appear that you had a clear understanding of the lesson. The students challenged the was you were completing the projects and it was a bit confusing. I think one problem is that you had to much information on the board (it was a bit cluttered)

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ were clearly posted & reviewed. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed & provided information that enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job monitoring the students throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Voice level was much improved over previous lesson. Keep practicing! 2. Add video clips to the lesson as a means to help the students better understand the historical timing. 3. Make sure you add current events that are relevant to the historical events that you are teaching. (Ex. FIdel Castro's recent death, North Korea firing test missle at the US.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent lesson Alli!  I am proud of all your hard work!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fantastic lesson, Alli!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GROWS: Spend more time with introducing the lesson vocabulary Don't stress over the noise level. Slow down throughout the lesson You need a prelearned signal or words to gain their attention. (ex. Class Class - Yes Yes) GLOWS: You presented a well planned lesson with a variety of activities to reinforce your EQ You're always professionally dressed You used quality questioning throughout the lesson. Overall good lesson! 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done!  Your lesson was well organized and you had a lot of support for your students!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned, organized, and delivered lesson. Keep up the great job!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Very good opening. Basic to the point but focus for the lesson was set. 2. Quality questioneing used throughout the lesson. 3. Your words and tone of voice was very encouraging for your students. 4. Good use of paper by putting TOTD on back of Vinn Diagram sheet. GROWS: 1. Print for VInn Diagram was a little small which makes it difficult for the students to see. 2. Some of the students in the back groups were off task. Make sure to monitor all students throughout the lesson. 3. Always a good idea to print instruction for activity and cleanup! 4. Don't talk until students are quiet. Demand the respect. 5. Group worksheet will not tell you if everyone understood the information.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. Well planned lesson. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. Excellent use of a graphic organizer. GROWS: Spend more time on the instructional part of the lesson, especially since it is a new topic. Make sure the students clearly understand the vocabulary used in the Standard &/or EQ. Great idea: What Stuck with Me - spend more time listing these (remember students need to see & hear multiple times in order to learn:)

		Green		Megan		917463432		Grows: Make sure all students are focused & on task whitle you are teaching. Increase the level of enthusiam in your voice - the more energetic you are, the more energetic the students will be! Slow down when working the porblems on the board. ALso, consistently underline key words & write the 'what' out to the side of the number (ex 60 seconds) Use some type of system for selecting students in order to ensure that all students are called on to answer. Glows: Overall Good Lesson - much improved from 1st lesson. It is obvious that you knew your lesson. Great choice to work out all problems on the board. Your verbal questioning was spot on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: Very well planned lesson - all materials & presentations were spot on! Even though this is obviously a challenging class, you did a good job keeping the students on task. Great improvement from last lesson! GROWS: Make sure that you wait before moving on when the class is too loud. Take time to make sure that your students understand all parts of your definition. If not, explain any terms that are confusing. Remember - the students must see and hear information muliple times in order to learn!

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		You were teaching a small group today and you did a perfect job with them. Keep in mind that the entire class is under your control. Always know what those students are doing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		I am so proud of you for your perserverance and determination.Get all these tasks done for UWG and you'll be so  finished It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor through out two semesters and I look forward to visiting your classroom next year.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  I have also included comments expressed by the CT. Ms Harrel was asked to discuss issues with the CT. She did so and improvement was noted by the CT.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Excellent stations!!  This is a great way to review skills already taught. Students were having fun and learning/reviewing.  This is a win-win!!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well organized lesson. I liked the modeling you did with the students!  Work on the behavior management techniques we discussed.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		It has been a pleasure getting to know you and seeing you develop as a teacher. Best of everything. Don't be a stranger. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Good lesson! 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke, I am so proud of your accomplishments these two semesters. Wow! You have become an amazing teacher with so much passion. I have enjoyed being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Very well prepared lesson *Great job walking around the entire classroom as you taught and as the students worked on the activity *Your tone of voice and comments were very encouraging *Great classroom management with comments such as "I'm going to call on students who are quiet and raining their hands"! *It was obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson that you taught

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		I want you to focus on making your transitions from activity to activity flow better.  There has to be that bridge to show where you are going next.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job!

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Torie, I am so incredibly proud of you.  I have seen drastic change in your teaching from the beginning of block 3 to the point where you are solo teaching.  You have become a confident, amazing teacher! I have loved being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable.  Good luck as you persue your career!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Excellent, well organized and presented lesson!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully delivered!  You can be especially  proud since your CT was absent!! This speaks well of your classroom management skills! Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Outstanding lesson, Ali!  The lesson was beautifully planned, organized, and taught! I am so pleased with your progress with classroom management!  Keep up the great job!

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well done, Ali!!  Very creative lesson.  I can tell you put a lot of hard work and effort into planning and organizing this lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Grow/Glows: 1. Ask 'what does the word cause mean' instead of just asking for 'the definiton'. Sometimes younger students get confused with terminology. 2. It might help to color code the cards for the activity. Also, make yourself a guide to follow. 3. Refer back to the definition that you previously wrote on the board when asking the students which one is it - cause or effect. 4. Always give the students of an example when you introduce an activity. It helps to clarify what you expect from your students. Strengths: 1. Excellent video choice for the lesson opening. 2. Great time to use a T-Chart (cause/effect) 3. Good job managing and guiding your students throughout the lesson 4. Well thought out lesson & well executed! 

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well prepared and engaging  lesson!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Good job overall! Think about this question for your own professional growth: What is it about your lessons and teaching habits/style that give you the ability to calmly and confidently deliver a lesson with the success one might expect of a more experienced teacher?

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Throughout this semster and last semester, I've had the privilege of observing this teacher (intern) teach five lessons. Although the earlier lessons were not bad, there is certainly more confidence evident this semester. Ms. Patterson makes her mark even on scripted lesson plans through the way she delivers the lesson, and usese her skill set to enhance the learning opportunities for her students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana, I am so proud of your achievements. You have progressed and grown as a teacher and I am so proud of you! You will be an amazing teacher...and as it looks you will be at CMS! Congratulations!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		I am sooo proud of you! I can tell that you were confident in this lesson even though you didn't know alot about the subject!  You did a nice job!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The progression of lessons observed from the fall up until now shows me an intern that is ready for each next step that comes along. A suggestion for getting ahead of the game is to offer to teach any additional times that the cooperating teacher would agree to simply to gain additional experience.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		You are good at guiding students through the steps of mathprocedures or problems. You have the ability and skill to teach math effectively. Be confident in this and it will be an asset that helps your students understand and excel.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Nice anchor chart for prepositions. 2. You required that the students to use complete sentences when they were given an answer. 3. Very cute Mouse Preposition chart. The kids loved it. GROWS: 1. After you read the book, have the students to point to the prepositions on the anchor chart that you made. 2. Go over the anchor chart with the students to ensure all students are introduced to the information on the chart.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki, you are a natural born teacher! Enjoyed your lesson.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Becky, the first thing I noticed today was your confidence! You were so confident in what you were teaching. I could also tell that you listened to advise that I gave you and followed through. I am very proud of your progress already! You are going to be awesome!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Good lesson, Cara. Continue to work on transitions and overall classroom management (talking).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Well done, Cara!  I am proud of the improvements you have made! Continue to grow in the area of classroom management and showing enthusiasm/annimation during your lessons.  Keep up the hard work!

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good job!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  I am proud of your hard work, Alexis!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Your lesson was well planned, organized and implemented!  Well done, Alexis!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The remaining time in your insternship is an opportunity to polish your skills and to apply any techniques or practices you've picked up from your cooperating teacher. Mrs. Fields is a great resource for you and I am glad the two of you have developed a very good working relationship. You might also think about this. What is there about becoming a professional full time teacher later this year that scares you? Are there strategies or practices you haven't tried that you would like to use before going into the "real world"? Now is the time to ask your cooperating teacher if you can try some of these. Please let me know what questions you have that I may be able to help you with. Keep working hard. It shows.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your lesson builds upon the successes of your first observed lesson this semester. Your teaching style shows that you care about student learning and understanding. 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Well planned and organized lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Nice work on this lesson, and throughout the semester! 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You are continuing to mature as a teacher and to refine your questioning and response to students. Keep up the good work.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Very creative, supportive review lesson.  Work on setting expectations for behavior during each part of the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson - the students loved it! 2. Great introductory video! 3. Good strong & encouraging voice. 4. Great idea to have the pieces pre-cut for the activity. GROWS: 1. I think it would be beneficial to have the students pre-grouped & the groups names posted on the PB. 2. Go over rules for group activities & post them so the students can refer to them as needed. 3. When using a 'Get Quiet' signal, don't move forward until every student follows your directives!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Some directions were vagueThink about adding in more HOTS questions. Make sure that you look at their thought processes during the lesson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Excellent review lesson of fractions!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done! I wish I had been able to stay longer. We have addressed my not being able to stay longer, by allowing longer observation slots.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		I have seen you grow tremendously in your teaching and delivery of content to your students. You will be an amazing teacher. I have enjoyed being your supervisor so much! Good luck to you as you pursue your career!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I love seeing the use of stations!  When properly done they can be very powerful support for what has been taught! Excellent job, Brittany!  Keep up the great work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and scaffolded beautifully for your students!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent job going over EQ & questioning the students to make sure they understood. 2. Good use of wording for fiction and non fiction. 3. It was obvious that you had studied your lesson. GROWS: 1. Always gain control of the class before moving on. 2. Use the document camera to show pages of the book so that all of the students can see it clearly. 3. It might help to make a chart as your obtain answers for the main idea.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You will be an awesome teacher.  You care about your students and their learning. Good luck in your future career!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Great opening video (Brainpop). 2. Great idea to post your anchor chart on the PB 3. Excellent connection with your students. GROWS: 1. Remember students need to see & hear the lesson information several times for it to go into their memory. 2. List the examples that the students are giving you so that all students can see & revisit as necessary. 3. Slow down when you are presenting the important information in your lesson. It's okay if you don't cover all of it in one day.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Setting up stations and having students rotate through them can be difficult and it takes experience with this type activity. The students did not have enough time to complete the activity at the stations. Time management is also something you learn with experience. Suggestion would be to have students sign up for one of the habitats and learn the important information and then share it with the class so the others could add the information to their flip books. You need to think about ways to differentiate the lessons for the students who needed more support. It is hard to manage station learning when you have limited space. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Activities were fun for the students and well planned. 2. TC was professionally dressed and had a very positive approach to teaching. 3. You used a very kind and loving voice but it was a little low at times.
GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to post the group lists on the board along with group instructions. 2. I think it would have been less confusing if you had put a copy of the instructions for the various groups on each table. 3. Tell the students ahead of time & post a visual showing how the groups will rotate.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall this is a much better lesson in that it had more directions and focus for the students. I was able to observe that you included some of the suggestions from last week into this week's lesson. That shows growth and glows in my book.  You had a variety of instructional strategies incorporated into the lesson and it was obvious that you thought through the lesson parts as you planned it. I Iiked the beginning activity with the ballons and straws as it got the students involved quickly into the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very good lesson!  Well planned.  Be sure to use manipulatives whenever they will help students to better understand the learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done!!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully taught! 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Carving out time to meet individually with students can be a challenge, but it is at least a brief interaction that often reveals important information to teachers. Good job on many counts: -creating a packet of prompts for the students; -maintaining a very professional yet approachable demeanor during conferences; -being flexible with the need to celebrate the reading success and maintain order and appropriate classroom management. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Your instructional delivery continues to be well done. In many respects, you only need to fine polish your practice. While the constraints of an observation do not promote creativity, you could look at creativity in planning as a way to expand your horizons. You could also focus on additional means of differentiation or enrichment.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You made it clear that you have a grasp of keeping students interested in their learning goals and that you have mastered the ability to transition between activities and modes of teaching/learning. As you think about the rest of the semester, consider how to apply your excellent strategies in teaching reading to other subjects. That's not to say your other subject areas are lacking. It is simply a reflection of my having observed a couple of your highly effective reading lessons. It seems to me that you are on target for where I would like to see interns at this point. Let me know if there are areas in which you think you need to practice for your one remaining observation.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You seem to have been a good match for your cooperating teacher this semester. Continue to learn and grow as you move into next semester.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Great job opening the lesson with a clear focus for the lesson. 2. You used the PowerPoint to help explain the main point of the lesson. Very clear print and pictures. Super job! 3. Informative achor charts were posted to support students who needed additional assistance. 4. The final activity was a neat way to for the students to share the information thata they had learned. It might help to use smaller groups for this activity. 3. Yea - the instructions for the activity were on the PB! GROWS: 1. Great PowerPoint! I would put the names under the picture of the 3 men of focus (JFK, RFK, MLK) 2. When you use a discipline method such as 'class class', do not move forward until all students are quiet. 3. Once you've completed an activity, take time to re-evaluate & make any necessary changes.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. The standard & I can statement was clearly posted. You presented he standard but failed to state the I Can statement. Make sure to give time & energy to what you want the students to learn during this lesson. 2. The Powerpoint was well put together & the graphics were very realistice. The interactive part greatly enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job attending to the entire group 4. Lesson plan was well thoughout & written. GROWS: 1. When presenting information using highlighted text, I would number the items as they are presented (ex. Two sources of light: 1. natural & 2. articificial) 2. Always a good idea to list new vocabulary on the PB or on an anchor chart.THis allows for the students to see the information whroughout the lesson 3. Good time to use some type of "random student selection" technique

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson is well planned & appropriate standard is addressed. 2. Activity was fun and the students appeared to enjoy it. 3. It is obvious that you put a lot of time in preparing for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure that you have the attention of all students throughout the lesson. If you continue teaching while the students are talking inappropraitely, this sends the message that it is acceptable behavior. 2. I would suggest not giving out a snack until the lesson is completely over. (Ex. maybe serve the Dirt Pudding later in the day or after the lesson.) 3. Make sure that the focus of the lesson is promoted throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Overall this went well. There are constraints with Eureka math, but you handled those constraints without issue.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		You are to be commended for choosing a hands-on activity in science that would allow students to demonstrate their understanding of the concepts. You moved through the roon visitng groups. It could have been a challenge to keep them on task, but you skillfully did so with ease.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		123

		Response Rate: 		32.71%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Ric

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn STeed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		225

		Response Rate: 		59.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/26/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/29/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/30/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/17/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/21/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/25/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/25/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/10/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/10/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/25/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/03/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/17/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/25/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/15/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/26/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/11/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/21/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/25/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/10/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/19/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/25/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/24/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/29/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/03/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/19/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/07/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/02/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/03/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/21/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/16/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/29/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/11/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/29/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/24/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/25/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/21/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/16/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/25/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/01/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/17/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/29/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/21/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/25/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/13/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/03/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/17/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/19/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/28/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		03/03/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/19/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/17/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/30/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/17/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/14/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/21/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/25/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/21/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/16/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/23/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/14/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/10/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/25/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/10/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/10/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/10/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/05/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		213

		Response Rate: 		56.65%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		85		22.61%		245		65.16%		29		7.71%		1		0.27%		16		4.26%		376		2.84		0.54

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		4		1.06%		65		17.29%		5		1.33%		282		75%		20		5.32%		376		3.01		0.35

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		0		0%		21		5.59%		3		0.8%		332		88.3%		20		5.32%		376		3.13		0.33

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		89		7.89%		331		29.34%		37		3.28%		615		54.52%		56		4.96%		1128				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		111		29.52%		219		58.24%		35		9.31%		1		0.27%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.27%		108		28.72%		212		56.38%		34		9.04%		11		2.93%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		2		0.53%		129		34.31%		198		52.66%		35		9.31%		3		0.8%		9		2.39%		376		2.73		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.27%		59		15.69%		254		67.55%		54		14.36%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		2.98		0.56

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		43		11.44%		273		72.61%		52		13.83%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		3.02		0.51

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		1		0.27%		39		10.37%		269		71.54%		57		15.16%		0		0%		10		2.66%		376		3.04		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		14		3.72%		301		80.05%		50		13.3%		0		0%		11		2.93%		376		3.1		0.41

		Total/Percentage		5		0.19%		503		19.11%		1726		65.58%		317		12.04%		15		0.57%		66		2.51%		2632				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		4		1.27%

		No		311		98.73%
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Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Loan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laurn Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessia Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Moli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blalock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Terry

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amada Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kesley  Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		B Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emil Depena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Britney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crysta Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Smmer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hinley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		MIchelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelly

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgon Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Raburn

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexs Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxeanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alxis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto Romero

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Magan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie TRaylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		MikaylaWard

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wootne

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		C Zambujo

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dnasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		369

		Response Rate: 		98.14%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/24/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/10/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/24/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/28/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/26/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/13/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/14/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/13/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/30/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/04/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/05/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/17/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/16/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/19/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/28/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/30/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/05/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/21/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		10/31/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/14/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/14/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		04/20/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/14/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		11/07/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/17/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/31/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		02/07/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/31/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/24/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/14/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/19/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/06/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/07/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/10/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/14/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/31/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/19/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/27/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/08/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/04/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/10/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/12/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/05/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		10/26/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/26/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		02/02/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/31/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/24/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/26/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		09/27/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/20/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/01/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/19/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		02/22/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/26/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/16/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/09/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/28/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		09/27/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/20/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/01/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/17/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/07/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/26/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/08/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/24/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/28/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/17/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/26/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		02/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/26/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/06/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/26/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/24/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/22/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/26/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/11/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/16/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/24/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		10/17/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/14/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/31/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/04/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/14/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		10/31/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/16/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		10/31/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/10/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/19/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/27/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/24/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		10/24/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/07/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		10/31/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/07/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/26/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/06/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/14/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/27/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/22/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/12/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/13/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/06/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/18/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/28/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/15/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/17/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/24/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/10/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/16/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/05/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/14/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		04/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/19/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/06/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/02/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		02/02/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/31/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/06/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/19/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/02/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/20/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		02/03/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		11/07/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/16/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/07/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/29/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/31/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/07/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/14/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/04/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/01/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/31/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/22/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/26/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/13/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/13/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/07/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/19/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/04/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		03/06/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Atkins		David		917436457		UWG

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt Zion Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		NDES

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt Zion Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		CCA

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		WHitesburg Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary School

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elem

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		UWG

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SandHill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SHES

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Middle

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		sharp creek 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		shes

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elem

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica Elem

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elem

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elem

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CCA

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		366

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Math  Drop In

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5  Math

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3 SS

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3  Math

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  ELA

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Atkins		David		917436457		PreK

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  Math

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		K

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		1

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		1

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th Grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		2

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		5

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		1st

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5 ELA

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kindergarten

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 ELA

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifith

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2 Science

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3  Science

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		PREk

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 Science

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S  Drop in

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 Reading

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4 ELA

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		2

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5 S

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		K

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5th

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4  Reading

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		4 ELA

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 Science

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4/5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		4

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Pre K

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 ELA

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		PREK

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		2

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kindergarten

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5 S

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		PreK

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		K

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		2nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Social Studies

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  SS

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		1

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		3

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4  Math

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Pre K

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		K

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2  Math

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 ELA  Drop in

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Science

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3 SS

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Pre-K

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  MAth

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 ELA

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3  ELA

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 R

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		K

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 SS

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  SS

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  ELA

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		K

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4/5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4  ELA

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Pre K

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  ELA

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5 Math

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		K

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		357

		Response Rate: 		94.95%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Eileen Muzio

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		R Strain

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Eileen Muzio

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve  Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Eileen Muzio

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Strickland

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Strain

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Strain

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Eileen Muzio

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Eileen Muzio

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Strain

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Eileen Muzio

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Eileen Muzio

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		M. REID

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Remler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Strain

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Strain

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Strain

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen ?Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Strain

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Strain

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Eileen Muzio

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Eileen Muzio

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		R Strain

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Eileen Muzio

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn Steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		r Strain

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Strickland

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Responses (n): 		358

		Response Rate: 		95.21%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		3		3		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Standard well articulated to students in "their" language.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job posting and presenting Standard. Glad you broke it down to help them understand

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standards were posted and stated during the lesson. The essential question was posted but not stated.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document has been completed under the other file. The observation form was also uploaded to notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Further discussion as to what the word "representation" in the "I can" statement would have helped clarify what the students were to learn during the lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You used an "I can statement" to communicate the learning goals of the lesson. "I can find 10 more or 10 less than a two-digit number given."

		Atkins		David		917436457		I didn't hear you give goals to the students as you started the lesson. 

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		GROW-The teacher did not state or discuss the standard or essential question. GROW-The goals were not very clear at the beginning of the lesson. GROW-The lesson was very long and needed to be shortened. The teacher covered a lot of material about conjunctions. If this is a review, the teacher needed a fun way to review. 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good job presenting Standard and EQs.  Great integrating ELA and Math to complete your lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Great job breaking down Standard and I Can Statements.  
You were very clear on your instruction of how to recognize a simple and compound sentence.
 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying about in the lesson. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		I Can statement posted for students. 

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. GROW-The teacher needed to go into more detail about the standard and essential question.  The teacher needed to include the students more in what the subject matter of the lesson would be. GROW-The lesson plan did not have any modifications or strategies for the Gifted and struggling students.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Sometimes it can be difficult to help young students understand the purpose for learning. That is not a struggle for you, and students are fully aware of learning goals are clear in the written plan.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The teacher candidate clearly defines the purpose for learning, and helps students recall how it relates to their previous lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Students are studying the planets and the solar system. They have an interactive science notebook. The teacher candidate/intern organized this unit of study so that students can continually be cognicent of their learning goals/objectives.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students were well aware of their learning goals which were reflected in the lesson plan and relevant standards.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very engaging from beginning to end. The teacher stated the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job asking the students questions about the standard and the essential question.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Key words are posted for students and the are aware of the purpose for learning.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The standards are displayed/discussed in a manner that could be understood by first graders. This teacher candidate demonstrates absolute knowledge of what she has planned. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Beautifully scaffolded lesson. Standards and learning goals were clear for this lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Standards and "I can" statement beautifully articulated with your explanation of informational text.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions.
 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standard and essential question were posted and stated. The teacher explained the challenge for the small group at the beginning of her lesson.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Standard posted, read and discussed.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Since the reading started prior to my entering the room, I was not sure of the purpose of reading. I received a hard copy of the lesson after they finished.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The standard and learning goal would have been on the promethian board in the Eureka Math program, but the board was not working properly. The teacher candidate explained the purpose of the lesson as learning to measure in centimeters and how they are different from inches.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The lesson plan shows that you have thoughtfully considerd how to make your training in good practices fit in with the Eureka math program. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		When learning goals can be stated clearly by the students, it is obvious that the teacher candidate is on track in planning and communicating the learning goals.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Standard was posted and presented. Practice breaking it down so students understand what and why they are learning about sound

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Standard was posted and presented.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The only mention of the lesson goals was as follows: "We are going to see if light will pass through certain objects." It should have been more specific as to the standard and "I can" statements. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standard and learning objective posted on chart.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard was printed in text and read by a student. You could spend a little more time explaining the standard to the class.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Spend more time on your EQ. Have students give you examples of the various parts of speech as you go over them.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Good job with the standard.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. When reading the Standard to the students (or with the students), you did a great job defining the main terms used.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Give purpose to the Standard and the EQ.  Don't just read it. You gave an example of terms used at bank, but explain the difference between terms and numeric equations that they use in 5th grade and why it's important.
 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson, It can be confusing when there are multiple meanings for the terms.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Standard and "I can statements" clearly articulated and explained to students.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Drop in visit-lesson plans not available.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Learning goals were clearly stated to students, as you read the standard aloud and then asked the students what words they knew in the standard. This led to the E.Q. How do I write an opinion piece?  This was a terrific technique to have students begin making connections as they were locating the words familiar to them within the standard.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You had the students read the "kid friendly" standard and E.Qs aloud with you! Excellent! Lesson plan was beautifully planned, scaffolded and taught!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Always great job presenting Standard and EQ. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. I would suggest that the TC read the standard slowly and stop as needed to explain any new or key terms. Make sure the meaning of all words of the EQ are clearly understood (ex. converting, vis versa, etc)

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Loved how you got the student's attention by hiding the I Can statements under a student desk and telling the class only 1 student knew what your were going to be doing. They were all excited to find out what it was and you had their attention for your opening.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was beautifully organized and taught.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sorry I missed the first part of the lesson. The organiation of the lesson was well thoughtout. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Don't forget to fill in Differentiation for Specific Students from the Context of Learning Form.  All classes have all kinds of students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Standard not posted but explained to each group.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard discussed and youtalked about why the lesson was important.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Standard was posted, read, discussed so students could understand.  Goals for lesson were discussed.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Good job with the standard.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by having the students read the standard. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher had the student read the standard.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher posted and stated the standards and essential questions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Lesson was obviously well planned and orgainzed. Slow down a little & spend additional time with the defintiion of the term FORCE. Post the definition on the board. (remember students need to see & hear numerous times in order to learn) Give examples of the various definitions for FORCE. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with the standards and what they meant.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Really detailed lesson plan.  Reviewed standards.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You began with explaining the standard. You broke it down into parts your students could understand. Well done! You had the students read the "I can" statements after you. Well done!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by asking thought provoking questions about plants. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question on a powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of putting the subject matter into a I can statement. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by telling the students they would be studying about Volume. The teacher asked good questions about the volume concept. The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question for the lesson. The teacher selected different students to read the standards. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students the goals for the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Lesson was well thought out & written.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson with the standard. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about verbs.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Use more enthusiam when introducing a lesson. The more excited you are, the more excited the students will be!!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standard was not posted but clearly stated to students in "their" language.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		You presented the Standard. Don't forget to talk about the learning goals and I can Statements.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Standard & EQ's were posted and clearly articulated to students Good job setting the focus for the lesson and giving overall expectations.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Text based evidence is a great strategy to teach your students

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standards and essential questions. GROW-The teacher needed to explain to the students what they would be studying about-main idea, character, etc...

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		So proud that you covered the Standard and I Can Statements in your opening.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher stated the standard and essential question for the lesson.
 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Nice work on student engagement in the first few minutes. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Students are clearly aware of the purpose of learning as Ms. Harper has planned and stated.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Standard posted, read.  I Can statement read. You could expand the explanation of the standard so the students understand what and why they are learning this.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard, EQ, I Can statements-posted and read and discussed. Also discussed the agenda for the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Standard was posted and presented.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the standard and goals for the Author's point lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to teach more about Author's Point subject matter.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. *The teacher needed more delivery at the bginning of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You rushed through the reading of the standard and did no explaining.
The E.Q.s were well written and clearly articulated to the students.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You stated standards orally. Know that some schools require standards to be visually posted. Your lesson was organized and logically sequenced.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher started the lesson by discussing the essential question. The teacher had a good powerpoint with the essential questions posted. The lesson plan was very educational and hands-on.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Don&#39;t forget your Standard. I noticed you went over EQs at the end, but show these at the beginning. This will help you with some review as you get started.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher stated the standard and essential questions for the lesson.
 

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Movement during story was a good strategy. good connection to butterflies and nutrition class has been studying.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and reviewed the standard for the lesson in a very good powerpoint. The teacher had the students read the Essential Question orally together-Great way to engage the students!

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The standard and essential question were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a poster about AREA.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential question are stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher underlined the important words in the standard. The teacher had a great way to emphasize the important words of the standard by underlining the important words.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a great powerpoint sharing the essential questions witht the students.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher began the lesson by completing a powerpoint lesson on decimals.
The teacher did not state the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The standard and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a great job with her delivery of what the lesson would be about. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Great job breaking down your Standard and I Can statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson in progress when I arrived.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		No standard posted or read or discussed..

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		This was a drop in observation during full time teaching.  I came into a lesson already in progress.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You opened with a quick video on three stages of matter. You asked student to give you examoles of solids, liquids and gases. You had a worksheet for the students to complete where they had to sort items by category. You then moved into making rootbeer floats to show liquid, solid and gas. Throughout the lesson you emphasised why things were liquid, solid or gas. No lesson plan was sent to supervisor. Discuss the standard with your sudents. Have students tell you the directions to be sure they understand what they are to do. Finish the worksheet before moving on the the float.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job stating the Standard and learning goals. So glad you included an Essential Question but make sure they understand what you expect them to learn today.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job of presenting Standard and breaking it down. *ask "What is a strategy?" "Why do strategies work?" This is important. You want to make them understand that this is something that will help you

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary on question marks. The teacher asked the students questions about what they are learning about. The teacher stated the standard and essential question.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You explained the standard/learning goal thoroughly.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I don't believe I saw the beginning.  You were explaining what they were going to do in groups and putting them in groups.  You sat at table with struggling students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Good job presenting Standard and using Simple Sally to help explain.  
suggestion- It would have been good to explain those terms (simple, compound)

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You presented the Standard but be careful not to just read as a ritual.  Talk about what these I Can Statements mean.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent job of clarifying the standard for the students. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You scaffolded the lesson beautifully for the students!

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson sharing the Flocabulary video about the three branches of governement.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher posted the standarad and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what their goals would be for the Science lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Standard & EQ posted clearly on the Promethean Board I think the students would benefit from you spending a little more time clarifying the EQ

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Remember to post the standard, read and discuss the standard with your students. What will they be able to do after the lesson?

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were engaged at the beginning in a review of morning work. The teacher candidate made the learning goals for the lesson clear to students.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The discussion during group practice reminds the students of the learning goal(s) of the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Don't forget the Standard and EQ or I Can Statements.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great job breaking down the Standard

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Despite the concern that the math program required by the school system might not fit with the general expectations of a lesson opening, the teacher candidate clearly communicated the purpose of the lesson and 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The learning goals of the lesson - the main idea from the standard - was at the top of the screen as the students did group practice. It was referred to many times by the teacher intern and by at least two students.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher stated the standard and essential question.
 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You looked at the standard and I Can Statements.  You broke them down to be sure that the students understood the terms used in it.  You asked students to explain what they thought the statements meant. Lesson plan was not sent to supervisor before the lesson was taught.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard was posted and read.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted on Promethean Board & in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Standard posted....and you had students explain what a standard was. Your "Ican" statements were explained and told the students what they were to know at the end of the lessonl

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard and clarified the learning goals for the students. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good job presenting the Standard. Make sure you present and discuss the learning goals (I can or EQ)

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Standard was posted, along with EQ. Standard and lesson did not really mesh.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Standard posted, read, explained.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Did not see the standards posted but you did discuss it with the students.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Lesson goals clearly stated.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate had standard posted and shared the purpose of the lesson. Right away, students engaged in giving examples of sentences using grammar rules. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		It was helpful to students to have a bullet list on the chart at the front of the classroom. This along with the "I can" statement helped students to know what they would be doing and why they were doing these activities. You have embraced the use of the anchor chart and the "I can" statements. This is a good habit to have particularly in lower grades. In addition to being good for your students, it gives you a visual reminder of your plan during instruction. It is also something that you can keep for a period of time as a record. You might also take a digital photograph of charts that have been particularly useful. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The lesson as required follows Eureka Math, and the student teacher made the opening.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did not present a standard to the students. You did not present either an E.Q. or an "I can statement" to the students. These are very important to remember to include.  This is what tells the students what they will be learning about during the lesson.  For some, it will allow them to begin making connections if they have had exposure to the learning goal before the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began the lesson by explaining what they would be studying about adaptation. The teacher stated the essential question at the beginning of the lesson on a powerpoint. *The teacher needed to review the standards. They are not just posted on a powerpoint.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		 Good job beginning lesson with focus on standard and essential question.  It was obvious that you spent quality time on lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Lesson goals are repeated during the lesson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The standard and essential question were stated and posted.

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As you introduced the standard and the lesson goals, you reminded the students of the meaning of the word partition.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Standard was posted and presented.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You shared and clarified the standard and E.Q.s for your students. The lesson was well organized and taught.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Awesome, awesome beginning as you covered Standard

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Standard posted but not read or discussed.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. Yea large font size! 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The standards were posted and stated in the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened with standard.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You opened with the standard.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The standard and essential question were stated.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Standard read, posted. I Can statement read. You could expand your explanation of the standard so students understand the what and why.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the book he was reading. The teacher did not state the standard or essential question.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The standard and goals were reviewed. Stufents were asked to define some of the vocabulary needed for lesson -habitat and organism. Some of the students were having side conversations during this introduction part.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP &  presented to the students. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		A student was asked to read the standard. I would have liked to have seen a learning target or goal , EQ, or I can statement at this point in the lesson. It would have helped the students to know what they were doing the experiments for.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Be sure to explain all vocabulary in the standard or reword it to make it more "kid friendly".  For example, the word differentiate was more than likely new to most of the students and warrented being explained.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Correct standard not posted on the white board where standards are posted and left during a unit of study. E.Q.s You asked students to discuss what one dimensional figures are as a review. You then reviewed how one dimensional objects can me measured. This led to the learning goal of the day which was two dimensional objects.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Good Job reviewing the standard and stating the learning target. The lesson was well written and included both instruction and student participation..

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students are aware of the goals of the lesson.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Strong Intro Effective praise Natural Flow of lesson Use of graphic organizer lesson on voting very relevent to real life polishers: Need more Higher order thinkning questions Mention standard

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Standard posted, read, discussed, vocabulary defined.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You took the time to review the standards and I Can statements with the students. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Glows: Modeling Connections to prior lmowledge Very engaging Activity very clear instructions Grows: More higher order questions validate praise Wait until you finish instructions to give out materials

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Much better techer voice...you seemend to enjoy teaching liked the student colaboration in small groups Related lesson to real life using sub sandwiches Good student participation Grows: Use more classroom Mgt. Strategies Use a ticket out the door or some method for your closin g and formative assess. piece. Make sure you have every students attention when giving intsructions.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Lesson in progress.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was read along with I Can statements and they were posted for students to see.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard the students would be reviewing.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher posted and stated the standards for the Math Lesson. The teacher shared her goals for the Money lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential in teaching the students about the Money concepts.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Planning your lesson planned thoroughly allowed you to differentiate for multiple groups.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students in Ms. Witcher's class have always been clearly informed of the standards and learning goals of their lessons. In today's lesson, the teacher candidate was able to clearly restate the learning goal seamlessly throughout the lesson. The standard fit appropriately on the side of the students' graphic organizer in this reading lesson on point of view. Keeping the standard in mind is so important - particularly at this time of year as teachers prepare students for standardized testing. It helps the classroom teacher be more comfortable in turning over their teaching to the teacher candidate (intern).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & I can statements were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Observation notes for this lesson are posted under advisement/notes

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Reviewed the standard.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard and I Can statements discussed. Did not see either posted.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the Lesson Plan.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate was well prepared with a solid lesson plan and well organized materials.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		No standard posted or discussed. You did talk about the goal of the lesson and what the student should be able to do at the end of the lesson.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Reviewed the standard and I can Statements.

		Responses (n): 		192

		Response Rate: 		51.06%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		3		3		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		3		3		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		3		3		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		2		2		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		3		3		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		3		3		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome beginning as you connected them to train transportation by sharing a video of the train sounds.  Great connection! Love the pair/share of ideas to help them think about certain ideas.  Your higher level questioning was right on!  I can tell you thought this through a lot! Great integration of ELA into your SS lesson.  (cause and effect, collaborative discussions)  Fit perfectly into your lesson Great activity for them to use the sticky notes to do their own cause and effect.  loved that they used the text book.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good prompt questions to get the student(s) to figure out the shapes needed to make another shape.  Liked how they were not only figuring out what shapes to use to make another shape but they also had to write the formula by using the shapes.  I also like the way you told them to "Try first then Ms Adams will help you"...

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Liked your anchor chart...A Pronoun is a noun in disguise.  Might have related more to Halloween costume is a disguise...not sure the students totally understood the "disguise" part.  Also might have used the students as "models" for nouns and pronouns.  Good having students stand up for answers on power point.  this is a very active class and having them move during a lesson is helpful.  Great asking students "Why" when they give an answer.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher conducted a small group in Math discussing the hour and minute hand of the clock. The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different hands. The teacher called on different students to answer the questions about time. The teacher set a time on the clock and the students wrote the correct time on their whiteboard. GROW-The teacher needs to check each student's whiteboard to make sure she knows what each student writes on the whiteboard. One student had written the wrong answer but she did not realize the wrong time had been written. GROW-The teacher needed to be aware of what the students were writing. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster because the students were not as engaged as they should be. The teacher wrote different times on the board and the students showed it on their individual clocks. The teacher did a good job of praising the students when they answered correctly. The teacher instructed the students what to do in the small group rotation.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		You did a good job of explaining that fractions is just a part of a whole number. Glad you used visuals such as pizza picture broken into parts. The Power point was good. Also, the video of the Hersheys chocolate was a great visual to help them understand. suggestion- Not sure that you shouldn't just stop video when it got to part of simplyfying fractions. The worksheet went along with the chocolate bar that they saw on board. suggestion- If each group could have had their own candy bar, that would have been great. Just the small one, not the large size because they are expensive. suggestion- Since you are using the picture of the Hershey bar, make sure there is a way they can see the parts. It was too dark. This is important! The playdough was a creative idea but may have been too much in one day. Not sure you needed that. The chocolate bar would have been enough if you just centered your lesson all around that. Transitions were smooth.  You set your rules and expectations.  

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		"Grocery Game" is a great way to review standards with decimals.  Video was precious and students really seemed to enjoy watching Bruno shop.  Glad you defined some of the things they would be looking for like "produce" and "household goods".  Might have been better to break into groups of two instead of four...some were having a hard time agreeing on what to buy.  Also, needed to stress putting the total amount of money it would take to buy what was required on the line.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Love how you started with personal experience of taking the GACE.  Students had a good time going through some of the GACE questions and figured out the right answers.  Thank you for making the questions "BIGGER" so that they could be seen by all students.  Again, using chrome books and Quiziz to review for Milestone testing is good.  Stressed slowing down and making sure to read questions and answers completely before answering...you even started the quiz over because of the students going too fast and missing questions they should know.  Good exit writing activity.  Good encouragement to "Bump up from average to amazing".

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		You explained what they would be doing, but it's important to explain the why also.  This was a review lesson that you were teaching.  Wonderful question about why Sherman sent letter to Lincoln!  Good thinking!  Keep asking those questions!   suggestion- Make sure you explain the answer in detail. You told them it was a Christmas present, but why did he do this? suggestion- You want the Power point to be easy to see and inviting.  Make it bigger.   The Venn Diagram is a great graphic organizer, but go over how a Venn Diagram can help them organize thoughts.  Even though they may have done it before, give the instructions on how it works.  I could tell you knew the information, but don't be afraid to dig deep with your students (expecially the ALP).   Don't forget to do a closing as you wrap it up. Go back to your EQ and Standard to bring it back around.  

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Difficult standard but you did a good job of relating the resources to parts of a hamburger and also relating to the business McDonalds.  Good clarification of each resource.  Graphic organizer using Ms Amos' Construction Company as an example to walk through with the knowledge from the discussion.  Liked the way you developed the writing component example together as a class.  A suggestion might be that you could type the information on the screen  from a laptop. Be careful of saying "OK" all the time.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good opening discussion about what they had been studying and what they were going to do.  Video was good to reinforce previous knowledge.  Going over quiz together helped to reinforce information for all.  Flipbook was already put together for them and you had an example for them to see.  Going over the information together so that they could copy for their books was good.  White board was hard to see.  Probably would have been better to write on promethean...easier for the whole class to see and copy information.  You did a good job of reinforcing important points as you went through the information for the flipbook.

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Really good lesson and great student participation.  Video helped to "refresh" their memory of how to use quotation marks.  Showing them an example of a two frame comic strip and then showing them their worksheet with four frames really tied their activity to the practice.  The students did an awesome job of making up the example comic strip with BB8 and Spiderman...very creative.   You sort of lost the class when the one boy was taking such a long time with the last frame of the example.  You might have taken over after he drew the picture and filled in the "bubble".

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Even though this was a review lesson, I am glad you went over each text feature and gave examples.  You also referred back to Mrs. McCord's lesson where the information was given.  I liked the activity of using magazines to find the text features and then cutting them out and gluing on papers at the front of the room to show different examples.  Students seemed to work well.  Some still had difficulty finding examples.  Might have been better if you had used a timer during the activity.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		The students were practicing the learning goals of 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less with a flower foldable. Each foldable had a number in the center(which would be the center of the flower. The students were to practice giving and writing on the petals, a number 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, 1 less. You circulated throughout the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help as needed. After their answers had been checked the students were instructed how to use the materials you provided them to make the flower. You had students share the results of their flowers...Perhaps, in order to hold the attention of the rest of the class you might try a little mental math. Have the student sharing, call out his or her number and you write it on the board. Ask students what 10 more, 10 less, etc. would be and allow the student sharing to tell the student called upon to say whether or not he/she is correct. In closing, you asked the students to come to the rug. You practiced the lesson goal again by providing more numbers. Lots of support!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson reading the book "Animals on Board". You asked addition questions throughout regarding the animals on the train. You asked to students to share "key words" that told them addition was the needed operation . You modeled the first word problem showing the students how to use skittles as counters.  You had the students count out skittles and then write a number sentence on their papers. Continue to ask or point out the key words that tell the students to add. In the future, not all problems will be addition problems. You scaffolded the students by having them work the problems, on the Promethean Board, after you had read them aloud for the students. The students used the skittles as visual manipulatives to aid in solving the problems. You used the skill of "counting on" when larger numbers were being added. You taught the students to begin with the larger of the two numbers. You modeled how to do the math story that was to go into their math journals. You were clear in explaining they could not use the example you gave, but must create a problem of their own. Great higher order thinking! 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Think about using signals, esp. with young children. Signal when to repeat line in play, signal for quieting students. Remember new vocabulary needs to be repeated many times in context for true learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Good going over the standard in language that they could understand.  Brain Pop video was good but you should have paused it at times to reinforce important information about figuring elapsed time.  It was good to give a personal example but make sure that you know how to work it out...it was very confusing when you had to start over.  Be careful when writing on the board that you don't stand in front of what you are writing.  You did a couple of real life examples when you went over school time. Make sure your transitions are more controlled.  Try to find a way for them to get the materials that would be more efficient.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Students were engaged in the lesson.  You set behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson and gave them their coin.  If they behaved, remained on task-they got to keep their coin. Real food objects were a hit and made the lesson real to the students.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Index card game was a good review activity for terms about multiplication. It was a good motivator for your students.   Loved the idea of the video Amanda Bean. Good idea to help them understand multiplication as they used unifix cubes to make arrays. Good questioning after video about how multiplication helps us. Nice job of delivering the content.  Great strategy of using the CUBES as an acronym suggestion- Show examples as they give you answers.  Ex.  What is repeated addition? After them answering, show examples.  This really helps your visual learners.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they studied last week? The teacher conducted a good discussion about the conjunctions subject matter last week. The teacher passed out different questions to the students letting them write their team name and their name on the paper. The teacher passed out worksheets to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson faster to improve the behavior of the students. The teacher had the students open up their journals. The teacher presented a powerpoint to the students. The teacher had the examples of the conjunctions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to answer the conjunction questions. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students do a thumbs up or thumbs down after the student put the answer for the question on the powerpoint. The teacher called on different students to read the questions on the powerpoint. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write the correct answer on notebook paper at their seats. GROW-The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students. The teacher instructed the students to put away the learning logs. GROW-The teacher needed to complete the lesson with an assessment or review.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Good job reviewing sentence types.  The Flocabulary video helped them get focused back on FANBOYS.  The loved the video.   suggestion- Be careful that they can read the colors on the Power Point. One color was hard to see.  This can be important for your visual readers.   Great balance of instructing and guided practice and finally independent practice.  This was a hard concept you were teaching and they needed this practice. Loved the Pronithium activity.  Transitions were good as they moved into the game Three Corners.   suggestion- When the lone student went to the wrong corner, praise her for being honest and not just following crowd, but also ask her why she went to that corner.  What was her thinking?

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The teacher explained to the students that they would be learning about the parts of the plant. The teacher used power points to teach the students about the different parts of the plant. The teacher used the powerpoint to explain how to complete the Parts of a Plant worksheet. The teacher also used a poster of the plant to explain the different Plant Parts. The teacher had a good powerpoint that had the different parts of the plants.  The teacher selected different students to come up to the power point and point out the correct answers for the matching game. The teacher explained to the students that they would be doing a plant dissection. The teacher instructed the students how to dissect the plant at their seats. The teacher did a wonderful job of explaining the directions for what they would be doing at their seats. The students received flowers to dissect for their activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You incorporated visuals and manipulatives into lesson for students.  You asked lots of questions.  You tied the learning to the real world-had students discuss why they needed to know the material.  Your lesson reenforced the I Can statement throughout lesson. If at all possible, use real coins with students instead of plastic.  They need to handle real money and the markings are easier to identify.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Very good job focusing the lesson. I thought it was beneficial for you and the students to read the I Can statements. Your video choice helped promote the keys terms in the lesson. The information presented was clear & reinforced the focus of the lesson. It was very helpful for the students for you to leave the information gathered previously posted on the PB

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a book with the students. The teacher read the story with expression. GROW-The teacher needed to fill in the Differentiation part with different strategies. After reading the story, Owen, the teacher asked different questions about the characters and problems in the story. The teacher gave explicit directions about the Story Map worksheet. As the teacher explained the worksheet, she answered questions from the students. GROW-The teacher needed to dismiss the students to their desks and then issue the Story Map sheet to the students. GROW-The lesson needed more delivery in the beginning. The teacher needed to have some type of teaching activity that would teach about the setting and problem parts of a story. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats to complete the Story Map worksheet. GROW-The teacher needed some type of technology for her lesson. The teacher concluded the lesson by asking the students different questions about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of walking around the room and monitoring the students as she asked the different questions. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		An example of an original story book is show to the children on chart paper. Through a series of questions and discussion points, the teacher candidate shares multiple examples of how pictures in books should match up with the words. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez' students experience full support to take risks during learning. Her demeanor keeps the students engaged. Starting with well organized lesson plan, she is able to engage them throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Good opening as you showed a picture of an ecosystem to gear their minds toward science. The centers that you had available included some instruction from you as you monitored,  but I felt like there should be a little more instructions at the beginning to help them remember what they had been learning.  *suggestions:  have resources such as books, sheets printed from Google, etc. to help them in their centers.  It's hard for them to remember all the ecosysytems so if they had a list of ones to pick from would be great differentiation.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The instructional strategies selected for the interactive science notebook take students through a learning sequence that incorporates a large variety of strategies. This approach maximizes the opportunity of each student to show the teacher they have mastered content. The students are the "crew" of a spaces ship with indivvidual and collective responsibilities. tet The teacher candidate/intern is enthusiastic about the subject matter and the strategies.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Your students could articulate what they were doing, why they were doing it, and explain how their project met the requirements (which addressed the standard). 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Awesome opening with asking about vocabulary and what it means to words and a story. The Power Point was awesome. You did ask a lot of questions. Awesome how you connected the "ruthless" fish to a ruthless pirate. Give it Rigor at opening of your lesson, meaning allow more students to explain why vocabulary is so important to a story. Great time to use high level questioning. * As you move into vocabulary and pictures on Power point, ask questions like "Are pirates real or something we hear about in stories and movies?" "This pirate in picture is smiling, but pirates are not nice people. Does anyone know why?" Ask them "What movie have you seen that is fiction about pirates?" Get the students sooooo interested in pirates that they can't wait to get into the story. *Try moving around the room as you present Power point. This helps keep all students engaged. Great job of predicting about story "Pirate Gold". Good questioning during the story as students read aloud. *Move around the room. Monitor students as they are reading/ listening to story to make sure they are engaged. Loved the differentiation of how you wil teach in different blocks.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great opening-The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students to correct the sentence on the powerpoint by writing the correct sentence on the sticky note on their desk. The teacher engaged the students in the beginning of the lesson by having the students correct the sentence on the powerpoint. The teacher pointed out the graphic organizer. The teacher explained the graphic organizer in great detail. The teacher did a good job of explaining each power point slide. The teacher explained each powerpoint slide by explaining the concepts to the students. Examples were transition words, formatting titles, correlative conjunctions, etc... The teacher instructed the students to write clues from the powerpoint on their graphic organizer. GROW-The teacher needs to call on different students for the answers. The teacher could use popsicle sticks or another way of making sure she calls on all students. GROW-The teacher needs to make sure the word "separate" is spelled correctly. The powerpoint had the word "seperate" spelled incorrectly. The word should be "separate".

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Opened lesson with video that engaged students.  Technology was incorporated with video and student project.  Students working with partner to do research and find facts for the project.  Activity was to be completed later. Lesson did not go quite like you planned for it.  It was taking longer that you expected.  Sometimes you will have to do as much as you can and then finish the next day. 

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		TC used excellent real life examples throughout the lesson Good choice of visuals to enhance the lesson You challenged the students to come up with common items that could be divided into fractions.This provoked a lot of thought and application.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Opened with the multiplication song to engage students.  Gave instructions for the centers along with materials needed and how to complete.  Students moved quickly to their assigned group.  Your group reviewed prior learning and you gave an example that related the lesson to the real world.  You showed how you would use the concept in everyday life.  You encoutaged students and praised them for their use of strategies to solve the word problems.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-involved students in word problem - did students need additional direction for group work? - Each group chose someone to share ... seems as if students are still learning about number sentences and figuring out what number bonds mean. - repeated use of shapes to represent number of objects in problem seems an effective way to find counting strategies. (used shapes on screen, with manipulatives, and on paper) The teacher candidate has enough confidence in her skill set to avoid showing any emotional response at times when the students are unruly. She maintains appropriate professional demeaner.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Teacher enthusiasm and positive reinforcement are strengths of this teacher intern.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked the students what a fact is. You then pointed out the book you were going to read would be full of facts about Davy Crockett. You activated the lesson reading an informational book about Davy Crockett, whom they had been studying. You asked several comprehension questions throughout the reading. You gave the students a "heads up" regarding something to remember for later in the lesson. You reminded the students they had been studying folktales and asked them to recall some. You connected these to Davy Crockett. You helped the students understand informational text/writing by distinguishing the difference between fact and opinion with examples. You explained what a topic sentence is and you wrote the one they were to use with them. You led the students though the writing (spelling, punctuation) of the topic sentence. Excellent support!  You pointed out Davy Crockett's name would be capitalized and asked the students why. After copying the topic sentence on their papers you had the students write 3 facts about Davy Crockett from their foldables, made on another day, which contained facts. This was an outstanding resource for these beginning writers to use. You called one table at a time to the rug and set the expectations for sitting on the rug and listening to the book. Great transition, as no instructional time was lost.  The same was done when it was time for the students to return to their tables. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You began the lesson with a "warm up" having students practice skip-counting with movements. This enabled the students to practice math as well as get some of the wiggles out. Well done! You had students, one table at a time, get their dry erase boards, markers, and erasers. It is clear procedures for doing this are clear as no instructional time was lost. You wrote the number 63 on the board and asked the students to model this number using tens and ones.  You walked around assessing students' understanding. You had students practice determining which number is larger in a pair of numbers such as 13 and 22. You had them draw a model using tens and ones in order to determine which was the bigger of the two. You moved to a discussion to the use of the greater than, less than and equal to signs. You gave students number pairs, had them model them in tens and ones in order to determine how to write the sign between the two numbers. You gave the students the problem 60 -10.  You asked the students for some ways to solve the problem.  They used the number chart in the classroom, modeling tens and ones, and subtraction. You moved to the more difficult problem of 60-30. You asked a student to "walk you through" the different ways in which to solve the problem. You asked students to explain the different ways to explain what 10 more of a number would be and also what would be 10 less. You moved to a thorough explanation of the center work.  You demonstrated how to play the game using playing cards to practice greater than/less than. What a creative and engaging game! You explained the handouts the students would be completing as they waited their turn to work with you or Mrs. Madden in small groups. The handouts were differentiated for the various levels of your students. Excellent! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher began the lesson by asking review questions.  The teacher did a great job asking higher order thinking questions to engage the students in the lesson. The teacher did a cute role play to let the students infer what she was doing. The teacher let the students know they had good educated guesses. The teacher selected different students to read the different passages on the powerpoint. The students wrote their inferences on the whiteboards. The students had great conversation about the passages trying to answer the questions on their worksheets. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher explained to the students that they would be working in small groups. The lesson was centered around verbs, prepositions and conjunctions. In the groups, the students were given different questions and required to answer the questions and give reasons for their answer. The students put the answers on posterboard. When the students finish, they will receive different points for the correct answers. The teacher has a rubric for each small group to determine if they have the correct answers. The teacher monitored the students as they worked in the small groups. The teacher constantly discussed the answers of the students as they recorded them on their posterboard. The lesson is part of the Test Prep Olympics 2017 for the Milestones test that was created for review lessons. The teacher read Green Eggs and Ham to the students. Before she began the lesson, she explained to the students what she expected from the students during the small group activity. The teacher did a good job of explaing the instructions by modeling what she was expecting from the students. The teacher teacher did a good job of asking questions and having great dialog with the students to find out what they know about the subject matter she would be covering in the lesson. The teacher discussed theme about the story. The teacher asked questions about the story after reading it aloud. The teacher emphasized that Theme and Main Idea are not the same. The teacher did an excellent delivery for the activity that would be completed during the small groups at their seats. The students were encouraged to work individually first and then they would work as a group and discuss their answers. Great Lesson! 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Behavior expectations set at the beginning of the lesson-following the CT's behavior plan. Students were engaged-lots of participation by students answering questions. Real food items were a hit-students excited about that part of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students had an abunda.nce of questions about the book on Frederick Douglas’ life. It might be helpful to remind students of the purpose for reading when this happens. There were such a variety of questions which made it seem the students didn’t know the purpose for reading, or if they had been told, they didn’t remember. I was concerned that some answers given by the teacher candidate were not clearly researched nor explained, and a bit off topic.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students have two strips of paper on which they are making their own rulers. This part of the lesson is all guided practice. There was some independent practice prior to this part of the lesson. The lesson moves along slowly for a combination of reasons. The students are clearly excited to have the strips of paper and to be doing something "different" during math instruction. Logistically, the student could have been given one strip of paper which is all they needed for 30 minutes. Having a second strip of paper which was not needed was the subject of a number of behavior issues for which instruction was paused. After 35 minutes of observation, the lesson continues to move very slowly. This has all been whole group instruction, and there are about three sentences of instruction and then two or three of behavior management directed either at individual students or the entire class. It is difficult to completely assess many of the items on this section of the instrument, so more items than usual are marked "not observed".

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The students were engaged immediately by answering a question on a post it note and sticking  it to a poster.  Technology enhanced the opening by having the “rounding”     displayed  Students had guided practice rounding with the visuals first on the live screen, and then again on the poster created by the teacher candidate.  After the opportunity for guided practice, the students were given independent practice to continue working on skills in rounding.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate's lesson on fractions was thorough in its approaches to teaching using both manipulatives (pizza boxes with "pizza" made with a paper plate, as well as the Promethian Board. When students finished the pizza box practice, they were asked to move on to solving some problems,the first one's had fractions. One of the most practical suggestions of working a problem like that was to use the "pizza slices" when counting up and down. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The Brain Pop video was your opening, but ... * Remember to connect your video to questioning. Don't just show video and move away to next activity. Glad you used the Science book to help you with visuals and vocabulary. *As you moved through the bubble sheet, explain these definitions more. Give them real life examples. Like the word "vibration". Great that you gave example of volume (using remote control) and "pitch" you showed them a difference as you talked low and high. Let a student be your example. They love to be involved. * Use your technology to let them hear each sound you are talking about. This would be an awesome addition! Loved the guitar that you brought in to show vibration. Good idea for them to make their own mini guitars using rubber bands. Ticket out the door was a good closing and summary as you reviewed the vocabulary words.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good opening with Power point of weather instruments. Glad you showed real instruments. You gave some real life senerios of when we use these weather instruments. Loved that you showed the anemeter that you made. Smooth transition from the power point into the rap song to help them remember the instruments. *The song was fun, but maybe try that at the end because it makes them rowdy! Then, it's hard to get them back.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Loved your opening as you took them "back" to 1st grade when they started learning about place value. *a couple of suggestions- when you showed the number 1, 234 with the place value under it, you asked them" do we agree that this is a whole number?" Move that number away from the words and show that it's clearly 1,234. *keep reinterating that tenths, hundreths and thousandth is very different than tens, hundreds and thousands. Great idea to have volunteers come up and hold numbers. Try having someone hold the ball (decimal) so people at their desks can see. *Relate this to money. They understand money (kind of). $1, 234 and 98ths. (98 hundredths) Only 2 points(cents) away from the next whole number. Glad you kept going with instruction from board.  It was obvious that many were confused so you did the right thing by continuing to teach. (This concept is very hard) They weren't ready to practice on their own.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Drop in observation--class was already working in math groups.  I Can statements were posted. Groups were given a sound to signal when to rotate.  Groups were posted for all to see.  You set expectations for movement and getting to work in new area.  Your group had a good mix of guided instruction and student practice.  You asked students to explain what they were doing and why.  As groups changed your level of guided instruction changed based on group needs. Tie the lesson to real world. Br sure to scan the room to insure all students are on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		During the lesson opening the questions asked by the teacher intern gave students the opportunity to think and go beyond what was required. She could then use this for assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The floor seating for a science read aloud would be appropriate if the students returned to their tables at the end of the book. Trying to have students demonstrate while seated on the floor whether or not light shines through certain objects or materials meant that only of few studetns very close to the one holding the flashlight could see what was being done. The other students either strained to see or becaume distracted because it was out of their line of sight.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Opening with the video would have gotten the students attention before going into the first problem. Good balance of instructional time and student participation. Good wait time-you were patient as students formed their answers. Besure to use the language of math-ex.-repeated addition-when explaining steps to students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good opening question regarding whether or not students should have to wear school uniforms. If you want to take it a step further, you could tell them that they are being required to wear uniforms next year & see their response. Making it personal helps to get students 'fired up'! Good job questioning the students and having them figure out words that they do not know (ex .punctual) Using technology (Chrome Books & PB) as a part of the lesson helps to enhace what you are teaching. It also alows all students to have the inofrmation directly in front of them. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great idea to use the 5 green blocks with the sticky notes. I would suggest adding the definition of each part of speech as a way to make sure ALL students had a clear understanding. It would also give you something to rederence to as you determined if the sticky notes were in the correct place. You need some method for randoming selecting students to answer questions during instruction. I noticed the same students answered on several occassions. Yea - you had the directions for the game on the board. (Students need to SEE & HEAR in order to learn) After the students complete your sticky note activity, have the students generate sticky notes with the various parts of speech as a means to check for understanding. 

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Opened with students explaining 2D and 3D shapes.  Good that you had 3D shapes available to show faces, edges, etc.  Students enjoyed the game and did well with it.  Students transitioned to independent work-constructing 2D and 3D shapes.  You did a good job of challenging students and encouraging them.  You kept students on task and set and reminded them of behavior expectations. Lesson continued. Good wait time-it took that student a little time but he got the correct answer and was so proud of himself.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. Always try to bring in real-life examples in order to connect the lesson to event the students can relate to. This will help the students remember what is being taught. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		suggestion-Make sure you have enough productive info.  What is the most important content you need your students to know? The video was good for one time, not sure it was needed twice. There has to be a connection from the video to the worksheet.   suggestion- When going over the answer sheet of worksheet, you, as the teacher, have to explain and instruct.  Not just read the answer aloud. This is important.  Good job explaining the game "Four Corners".  You set the rules and expectations. Same thing on playing game.  If the answers are not talked about, it doens't mean much to the students.  They are just going through the motions.   Don't leave out the WHYS.  The questioning and explaining is most important.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Your presentation of the lesson was clear and interesting. The students were actively engaged in the lesson. The type of G.O. that you chose was perfect for the information that you presented. It organized the information in a way that will help the students remember what was taught.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Give more feedback and validate praise durimg lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You accessed prior knowledge of fractions when you had students think, pair, share what they remembered from former grades. You set expectations for using the bags of M&Ms. Terrific! You had students predict how many M&Ms were in each of their bags. Then they counted to see how close they had come. You gave the students a G.O. to record information about their candies. You had them count the number of each color. You then had them think a little differently when having them record the number of non-blue or green M&Ms....and then the non-brown or red candies. You had the GO/handout on the P. Board which was great support for your students as this helped students stay on task and engaged in the lesson. After completing the M&M portion of the lesson you had the students revisit the defintion of a fraction on a slide. You then had the students name the top number in a fraction as the numerator and the bottom number as the denominator. You showed a short engaging video to help students remember the terms numerator and denominator. This led to a discussion of what the numerator and denominator represented. You had a list of fractions written and simply had the students identify which number was the numerator and the denominator. You explained what the denominator in a fraction was representative of as well as what the numerator was representative of. You showed a visual explaining all parts in a fraction must be equal. You had them identify which pictures were representative of fractions and which were not and why. You scaffolded the lesson by having the students practice saying the 3 ways fractions can be read. You shared a short video which went back and reviewed information previously learned. Very supportive.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You asked students to think about a previous lesson on sound...asking them to remember what sound is. You showed 2 videos which demonstrated how pitch can be changed according to the size of the glass and the amount of water in each, as people in the videos were demonstrating pitch by "playing glasses." You had students read from a reference book in order to introduce the concept and definition of pitch. You drew an example of a sound wave and explained what this was in great detail. You then drew an example of a wave length and explained it.. You explained low pitch would have a log wave length and high pitch would have a short wave length. All examples you drew on the board were so supportive of all learners, especially your visual learners. You clarified students should not confuse pitch with amplitude and told them to think of amplitude in regards to an amplifier used to make music louder or softer as was needed. You used a guitar to demonstrate the various conditions of the strings which causes pitch to vary.  Excellent high order thinking questions during your discussion. You then went on to demonstrate the various stations the students would be experiencing . You demonstrated the "water station" and asked students to make a prediction as to whether pitch would be higher or lower depending on the amont of water in the the jar. You pointed out scientists make predictions and test theories.  Outstanding! You referred back to the video shown earlier explaining what made the glasses have the different pitches. You set the expectations for the various stations. Guitar station - Mrs. Edison was at this station. Creative Station- Students got to use materials provided to create their own items to demonstrate high/low pitch. You told the students there would be an assessment at the end of the stations, so they would take full advantage of what they were learning during their stations. You set clear expectations for how to clean up stations and how to act during them.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Very enthusiatic opening. TC used the 'I Can' statements as a premise for the Powerpoint. Lesson was well planned & the students apparantly enjoyed the main lesson as well as the activity. TC did an excellent job providing guided practice for the students. The students actively participated throughout the lesson. TC encouraged the students to use their prior knowledge as a means to construct meaning to the new material.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		 You held up the book "Stellaluna" and had the students make predictions about the story looking at the cover. You clarified for the students what the setting of a story is. You then read the book to the group which was based on ability. You read the book with great expression and the students were clearly engaged. You had the students make predictions as you were reading the book. This is what good readers do as they ae reading, make predictions. As the lesson was on key details in text, asking some who, what, when, where, why, and how questions during the reading would have helped to clarifiy  the reading goal for your students. After reading the book, you had the students revisit their predictions, making certain there was nothing wrong with an incorrect prediction. I did not observe the end of the lesson as they were dismissed to go to an AR party, which is no reflection on you. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Great opening as you showed the video of rounding.  Loved how you told them how certain parts of rounding can be confusing and that you would help them with this. Great delivery of content as you taught the steps in rounding.  Also good questioning and rigor as you worked through with your students.   The stations were great practice.  Good explanations of rules and expectations.  Glad you had alternate activity if they got finished early.   Nice balance of direct instruction and student centered.   

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		At the beginning of the lesson, the teacher shared the dolphin noises on a youtube clip. The teacher did a good job of asking questions during the powerpoint. The teacher shared a youtube clip about porpoises. The teacher shared a book about the differences of porpoises and dolphins. The teacher conducting a lesson about dolphins and porpoises. The teacher had a powerpoint comparing dolphins and porpoises for the students. The teacher had great questions about the compare and contrast powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of sharing the Venn diagram worksheet with the students. The teacher had explicit directions for the students to complete the Venn Diagram worksheet. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed their Venn Diagram. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job providing opening activity that excited your students. The cookie data collecting was a good way to get the students directly involved with the lesson. Take more time with presenting the EQ and the vocabulary involved. Young learners get easily confused if too much information is covered. When presenting the various types of graphs, take time to explain how each one works. It might help if you used a variety of data to graph - data that the students are familiar with. Overall good lesson that obviously intrigued the students! 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have very good subject knowledge.  You easily talked about the text structures and explained students' misconceptions as needed.  The cause-effect game "I have"..."Who has" was a great warm-up activity.  Your Prezi allowed for good discussion with the students and gave good examples.  Task Cards was another good activity to help students "get" the standard.  Kahoot is a great culminating activity.  The students really enjoy using the chromebooks. Please slow down when you talk!!

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You asked , "How is the weather like today?"  Be aware of grammar rules. You told the students they would be talking about weather today. You pointed to the word "windy" and asked if anyone could read the word. You helped them read it by giving them the beginning sound. The rest of the weather words you read to the students without asking if anyone could read them.  Asking the CT if asking them to read these words would have been a good thing to do. You played a video about the various aspects of weather. Knowing/practicing with the technology in order to know how to make the video full screen would have helped the students focus in on just the video. You asked the students what weather the weather is like today.  Apparently, the weather forecast had already been discussed earlier in the day, because you made reference to the possibility of rain later in the day. You showed the students a picture and had them tell you what weather was indicated.  You had several examples. You moved the discussion to the seasons of the year. You talked about the different types of weather associated with the different seasons. You then asked the students to return to their tables.   You had students find the letter "J" you had in the center of each table.  You asked the students, "What do this look like?"  Incorrect grammar used here.  The question was vague, as you wanted them to see it could look like the handle of an umbrella.  You instructed the students to glue their letter J to the half paper plate in order to make an umbrella. You showed the students how to do this using the ELMO.  Excellent visual for them to follow. You then asked the students to glue the blue yarn to the back of the paper plates. These four pieces of yarn were to represent the rain.  You also gave them brown and green "raindrops" to glue to the blue yarn.  I believe I would have stuck with the color blue for the raindrops. You closed the lesson holding up pictures of different types of weather and had the students identify them.  You then used the P. Board to match pictures with the various words indicating types of weather.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job of activating prior learning.  You asked students to explain strategies they could use for multiplication.  Lesson had direct instruction and independent student work time.  Small groups incorporated independent practice, technology, guided instruction.  Students transitioned to groups quickly.  You had behavior and work expectations for class posted on smart board. Directions for group work were posted. No standardsposted or mentioned.  No tie to real world--why should they learn to multiply?  Ask more open ended questions You started off asking for explanations of strategies-take it throughout the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great lesson!  Great energy and knowledge of subject!  I loved how you had dressed in idioms!  Your anchor chart was good but pictures were small for students across the room to see.  Great examples and you were so right when you said it would "excite" their writing. Students seemed to enjoy the lesson. ***You need to use more technology!

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Opened lesson with the EQ and explained how it comes from the standard for the lessom.  Reviewed prior knowledge.  You incorporated lots of wuestions into your lesson.  You tied it to the real world hnd had students give examples.  You had a hans on activity for students to see the water cycle in action.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge when you asked the students if they knew what an opinion piece of writing was. You asked them what they remembered about opinion pieces. You reminded students how to organize an opinion piece when you shared the "Oreo" anchor chart. You reviewed that each letter of the word Oreo represents a part of the opinion piece of writing. They have written several opinion pieces and this served as a very supportive reminder. Next, you asked the students how a duck and rabbit are similar and when the students had very little to respond, you pointed out that they aren't too similar at all. You then asked a student to act out how a rabbit acts and another to act out how a duck acts. You then connected this to the fact the students would be writing an opinion piece about a rabbit or a duck. You showed the cover of the picture book, Duck! Rabbit! Depending on ones' point of view, the picture could be interpreted either way. You had the students vote on which one they thought it was. After playing a video reading of the book, you asked the students to vote again. You asked if they were wrong it they thought it was a duck or a rabbit. You pointed out they were not wrong either way, because it is their opinion and opinions cannot be right or wrong. You then gave the students a T-Chart G.O.. You played the video again and students wrote notes recording reasons for their thinking the animal was a duck or a rabbit. You filled out the T-Chart as a class which gave the students excellent support their final decision....duck or rabbit. You gave the students another G.O. to help them organize their thoughts regarding which animal they thought the picture represented. They were to choose either duck OR rabbit and give reasons, from the T-Chart, supporting their opinion. You stressed there was no right or wrong answer because this was their own opinion. Great use of differentiation as you had the CT and support personnel work with different small groups as they were writing. The scaffolding in this lesson was outstanding. You supported them by giving them every step they needed in order to write their own opinion piece. The book choice was perfect for this type of writing and this age group! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You used a variety of strategies to meet the different needs of your students. You drew a rectangle on the Promethean Board and divided it in half. You had volunteers tell you how many dots to draw in each half. You remnded the students what the plus sign means. You wrote a number sentence to represent the dots in the two halves of the rectangle. When adding you had the students start with the larger of the two numbers in the equation and "count on" in order to arrive at the sum. Before moving to the next portion of the lesson you made sure the students understood what the word model means. You modeled how to use M&Ms and a graham cracker to represent an addition problem. You had the students grouped, according to ability, and had them working with the 3 other teachers in the class as well as having a group of your own. Excellent differentiation. Your group, the higher functioning group, were given one bag of M&Ms to practice making models and writing number sentences. You then gave them a second bag of M&Ms You had your group predict how having a second bag of candies would impact their problems! Perfect higher-order-thinking question! They were able to tell you their problems would have bigger numbers with greater sums. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Loved the picture that you opened your lesson with.  Great thinking for your students as they paired with a partner to talk about what they see.  Brought about great questioning on Ponce de Leon and his contributions and obstacles.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You began your lesson with the Weekly Language Review (a warm up each day). Great job of explaining centers/lit circle reading.  So glad you incorporated 2 Valentine learning games in your rotation.  The transitions were very organized.  There was no problem as they rotated.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You opened your lesson with a question review game. Using the small ball to toss as you asked the question was something these boys could relate to. They loved it. The Power Point was on target helping them understand past, present and future tense verbs. Loved the Think, Pair, Share idea. Changes things up! * One suggestion I have is this....as you go through the Power Point and Think, Pair, Share, give examples of other ways of using that same verb. For example, The brown rabbit disappears against the pile of leaves". After discussed that this is present tense, show how it would be in past tense. And future. "The brown rabbit disappearred". And "The brown rabbit will dissappear." This just reinforces how we use verbs in different speaking. The more they hear it, the better! Good, positive comments given to your students!  You made your students feel smart even if they missed a question. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Good discussion with students.  Good varietyof materials to introduce the topic.  Kahoot was a great way to check on what they had learned.  Class is very active and talkative.  Try and think of ways that possibly don't add to the distraction from your teaching. Be careful saying "Guys" all the time.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Work on an opening that sparks the interest of the students. Student corrected you - feet vs square feet - but you didn't change it on the board? Why not? Don't be afraid to 'back up' to seek prior knowledge when the lesson is not going well (the students are struggiling to comprehend. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened the lesson by giving students quotes to look over and discuss.  Students quickly came to the conclusion that they were talking about Abraham Lincoln.  You had students write facts they knew to begin a KWL chart.  Students then read text for more info.  Had a video.  This lesson was heavy on student participation-reading, writing, note taking, research. Try to incorporate more higher order questions.  This group was able to do more discussing and explaining.  Most questions were recall questions. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Opened with activating prior knowledge. Had centers for students to work on. You planned for students and their different work pace and provided appropriate activities to keep all students engaged. Centers were varied but all reenforced the standard. You monitored the students as they worked. Transitions were smooth between centers. Closed the lesson with slide show of some of the regions of Ga. and had students discuss plants and animals found in the region.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		I liked how you did an "opening" then stated the standard they were going to work on.  KWL graphic organizer always good.  Also allows them to look for answers to  What they want to learn as you introduce new materials.  You repeated students' answers which lets them know how important they are.  Loved that they got to make their own fossils and write a story about them!!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a picture of a ruler on the powerpoint. The teacher asked different questions about the ruler. The students did a great job sharing what they knew about the ruler. The teacher had a read alound for the students-The Great Graph Contest. The teacher had a student read the definition to read the definition of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to involve the students more in hands-on activities using the rulers. GROW-The students needed to be drawing the lineplots on a whiteboard, notebook paper, etc... as the teacher taught the lesson. GROW-After sharing two different line plots, the teacher needed to let the students create their own line plot graphs. Good-The teacher called on different students to identify the five parts of a line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure all of the students have pencils before starting the lesson. There was too much moving for the pencils which could have been prevented. The teacher had the students measure how long the pencil measures in inches. GROW-The teacher needed to have a discussion about centimeters and inches before letting the students measure the pencil in inches. The teacher called on different students to tell her how long the pencil measured. The teacher recorded the information on the powerpoint. GROW-TO speed up the lesson, the teacher needed to ask how many students had a pencil that measure 6 1/2, 7, etc... The teacher was collecting the data to create a ine plot. Good- The teacher asked the students to include the five parts of the line plot. GROW-The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions instead of everyone answering at one time. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students create the line plot at their desks with the information provided. The teacher had the students measure their thumbs in inches. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Power point was detailed and did a great job proving information for the Guided Notes instructional activity. You did a good job teaching a lesson with so many additional adults in the room. (EIP teacher, Hearing Impaired, etc.) Having the students follow an oral command (put your hand on your head, etc) was a neat way to see if the students were ready to move on. Using higher level questioning assisted in having the students think beyond the basic facts. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When I arrived, you were working division problems with the students. You having the students explain what to do next in each part of the problem. Since this was a lesson regarding what to do with remainders in word problems, you discussed what should be done with the remainder after each word problem was solved. You led the students to understanding logic and reason  should be used in deciding what to do with each remainder. You presented a word problem about Mrs. Lewis and began by asking the students "what they already knew" after just reading the problem. Excellent example of how students begin to solve word problems! As the division problems were determined from reading the word problems, you had the students name, as you listed, the multiples of the divisor.  This strategy was outstanding support for students to actually do the division.  They didn' t have to count on fingers ect.  What an terrific visual strategy! During the solving of problems, you would stop and have the students explain why they were not finished solving the problem This supported their understanding of when a problem IS actually finished. You differentiated using a QR Code activity.  You modeled an example for the class, showing them how to scan the QR code in order to have their problem show up on their ipads. The students worked with a partner, based on ability, because the problems on their cube were designed for their level.   You had Mrs. Lewis work with a group of students having trouble with the basics of division. Wonderful ways to differentiate your lesson! In closing, you had the students complete a ticket out the door. They were to solve a division word problem, displayed on the P.Board, and interpret the remainder on a sticky note. They were instructed to put their sticky note on the TOD board in the classroom.  Exceelent was to assess the students' learning.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You began the lesson asking students to name as many pronouns as they could.  You used a "squishy ball" that was thrown from one student to another. The person with the ball had permission to tell their pronoun.  Amazing how well this worked. No one, except the person with the ball, was talking! You shared a "Flocabulary" video that explained 1st, 2nd, and 3rd points of view.  The video had examples and required the students to make decisions regarding what point of view the example was demonstrating.  You asked the student to explain why they had chosen a particular point of view as their answer.  Great higher order thinking question.   You asked the students if the narrator was inside or outside the sentence which was an excellent tool to help students determine pt. of view. You then asked the students what tool they have used in the past in order to compare and contrast two things.  You used this G. O., the Venn Diagram, in order to help the students understand the differences between first and third person.  The graphic organizer highlighted the pronouns that are associated with each point of view. This helped link the new content to prior knowledge. You demonstrated how to use the "fortune teller" manipulative. This gave the students a fun, interactive way to further practice first and third person points of view.  The students worked with partners and competed against each other.  Love that these were self-checking, therefore no arguing between students. Such a clever, engaging way for the students to practice the skill!!! .

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You used a variety of strategies - inquiry, manipulatives, student directed. Think about the questions you want to ask. Open ended questions you will not know the answer to - like you asked What can the wind do? You don't know what the children will answer. Asking Is the wind good? You are limiting what they can think about. It comes with practice. You provided feedback and re-inforced the children's answers and questions. You asked more than one child to repeat for everyone what they said. A good strategy. I felt the book was a little long for this age group. You can always shorten a book and not read all of it at one setting. The movement break was great planning. Attaching the streamers took a while but you asked children to tell wind stories while you did that. Good use of time. Remember to give wait time to the stduents before you answer the questions you ask. Again it comes with practice. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Good "discovery" lesson.  Might have been better if you had done one todether to get them to understand what type of information, especially in wording, that you wanted them to "discover".  You had good examples of each type of fossil but instead of at the end, that was something you needed to introduce at the beginning with pictures:  mold, caste, true form, and trace.  A little too much down time in between different activities (fossils).

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great lesson on force.  Song, power point, and having the students "show" with you definitely gave them information.  Liked that you told them they could write the definitions in their own language or if they needed to, they could copy what you had on the power point.  Interesting variety of "reading aloud".   They definitely had to pay attention.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great review lesson getting them ready for the test.  Great energy throughout the lesson.  Students understood exactly what they were to do and worked well independently.  Loved the karaoke practice especially saying cumulonimbus.  Good transitions between activities because you have students ready at the beginning for everything coming at them during the lesson.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good small group activity.  REviewed sight words that they were going to use to fill in the blanks first.  Helped students as needed read and insert correct word.  Good questioning especially after a student read a sentence with an incorrect word "Does that sound right?"  

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You started with asking about previous knowledge to do with adjectives.  Good use of a mneumonic to remember the correct order of placing numerous adjectives together in a sentence...Nathan Oliver Smith ate six chocolate Oreos Mom packed.  Good video to reinforce the objective.  Different activities kept the students "in" the lesson.  I liked how you kept reminding them about how a sentence "sounds"...not sure they totally understood but good repetition of correct wording.  You should have had them get their ELA notebooks before you go into the lesson.  It was disruptive after starting the lesson.  Good energy throughout the lesson. During transitions don't be sooooo chatty with the students...you are the teacher...not the friend.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It took a long time for you to get this lesson going.  The text in the book that was projected was really too small and was difficult for the students to read.  Next time make a slide of the material so it is larger.  Some of your examples of  a suffix were hard for your students understand.  You sent 5 students to the board to write words nd there wasn't room for more than two.  The teacher stepped in  to help the situation--be aware of space issues.  I did not see the activity with spiders due to time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Your lesson had a very good balance of instruction with student participation.  You included guided practice and independent practice.  You tied the lesson with previous learning. When students disagreed on the meaning of a word-you called a class discussion and talked it through allowing students to explain their thinking. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		I am amazed at your confidence and poise as a Block 1 student.  You were in control and the students were right with you during the entire lesson.  You use lots of positive reinforcement - thanking students for raising their hands, for participation.  You were well prepared with all materials ready for your use.  I saw your differentiation in use in your lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher had a small Reading group to learn about text illustrations in the story. GROW-The students need to be very involved in the lesson throughout the lesson. GROW-The students needed to be redirected during the lesson. The teacher used different real life situations to teach the Reading lesson. The teacher had different pictures for the students to analyze the different text illustrations. GROW-The teacher needed a picture for each student. The teacher had written out different texts that went along with the pictures. The teacher reviewed the different passages trying to match the passages up to the pictures. The teacher read the different passages to the students. The teacher asked the students different questions about the pictures.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked the students good questions about the flat and 3-D shapes. GROW-The teacher does not need to hold the lesson plan while teaching. The teacher should know the subject matter without the lesson plan. The teacher held a shape and asked the students questions about the shapes. The teacher did a good job involving the students during the lesson by asking questions about the different shapes. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to talk to the students about the subject matter. The teacher discussed the worksheet with the students. The teacher had the students count the sides of the different figures. The teacher used a crayon box as a three dimensional figure. Great idea using something that is familiar with the students. The teacher passed out sticky notes to the students. The teacher had them write different descriptions about their shape. The student will read their descriptions and the students will try to guess what shape the student has described. Great idea-The game with the sticky notes was a great way to have the students involved in the lesson. The teacher explained the activity that would be using marshmallows and pretzel sticks. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their shape using the sticky note descriptions.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Opening activity set the mood for the lesson. It would have beneficial for you to have the instructions for the balloon activity posted on the board so that they are visible throughout the lesson. Before moving on to the activity, it might help to write some of the student predictions on the board. Oldy but Goldy video was very appropriate for this lesson Great activity! Spend more time with the basic components of the lesson/activity. (ex. look at the air filled balloons, size of the straws, etc.) In order to make the lesson more real-life for the students, list and/or show pictures of the various terms that you are introducing. (ex. incline plane - playground slide, or a picture of a ramp located at school, etc)

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged the students with the video about maps. Powerpoint included a map of Zoo Atlanta-students will be going on a filed trip here-made the lesson connect to real life experiences. Map activity allowed students practice following directions and moving on a map. Your directions incorporated their sight words. Quick lesson close asking students about the lesson.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Opened with a fossil for students to look at and touch.  this engaged the students and had them ready to discuss fossils.  You explained the activities at the 4 stations.  You projected rules for the stations but they were too small for students to see.  You monitored the groups as they worked independently.  You did ask questions of the groups.  The groups were well planned and all materials were aqvailable so students could get to work.  At some stations they did not read the directions first and were just doing as they thought they should.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You gave the students something to begin to connect with when you showed the video reviewing what it means to add and subtract. You stopped the video a couple of times in order to assess your students understanding. After the video you asked someone to volunteer, using their own words. explaining what it means to add and subtract. You reminded the students to always look at the signs because the plus and minus have different meanings. You had the students transition to the rug and not a moment of instructional time was lost. Excellently done! You had made a fact family "Play House" anchor chart and used it to introduce and model fact families. The anchor chart was used to introduce two different strategies for solving and understanding fact families. You scaffolded the students through constructing the fact family for the 3 numbers you had given them by giving the first addition and subtraction problem and then having them provide the second ones. You pointed out that the same 3 numbers given were the only numbers used in order to complete the fact family. The lesson led very naturally to a discussion of the communtative property of addition. As your second strategy, you used blocks to demonstrate how to complete a fact family. Students transitioned back to their desks and were given a handout to practice fact families. You used the ELMO to demonstrate/model for the class how they would be completing the fact families. This is such great support for your students. You were careful to point out when looking at the three numbers, the largest number would go in the last box for the addition problems and it would go in the first box in a subtraction problem. You then had the students practice the second strategy using the blocks. The lesson closing was not observed because I had to go to another observation.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You opened the lesson reading the book Parts.  The students were engaged and clearly enjoying the book. You have a very expressive, animated "read aloud voice."   The story talks about different body parts.  After reading the book, you asked the students what the main character was worried about. You reviewed the steps of writing an opinion piece of writing. You had  the students read the I can statements after you.  You shared a slide "The Best Part of Me"  Before asking the students to decide what they thought was their own best feature, perhaps you could have told them about what you feel is your best feature.  Then ask them to close their eyes and "think" a minute about their favorite body part.  When you share personal things with your students you make connections with them, as well as modeling for them. Sharing appropriate things about yourself makes you more "real" to your students. You then shared a slide this a frame for the topic sentence. You went on to explain different ways they could write their own topic sentence.using their favorite body part.   You explained what they were writing was the rough draft and that it was okay to make mistakes. You reminded them what a rough draft is. You explained they would have to back up their opinions with reasons. You moved to the next slide and asked students to add to the key vocabulary bank words they may need for writing their two reasons.  The students were given time to write the two sentences backing up their opinion. You then moved to the closing of the opinion piece. You had a sentence frame to guide students in the writing of their final sentence. Great support!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Very good job introducing and stating the focus for the lesson. Powerpoint was well constructed and the pictures enhanced the lesson. The information was well presented and definitely aided in the learning process. Written instructions for the activity would have clarified your expectations. Also written directions for clean up time. Remind the students that we use math tools in other classes - not just math. (bar graphs) Acitivity was one of the best that I've seen in a while. It gave the students an opportuity to better understand the eating habits of the different birds that you introduced in the lesson.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Great lesson.  The groups of students really enjoyed making circuits and wanted to show them off!!  Good start with going over prior knowledge about kinds of circuits and good examples that they could remember.  During "Brain Pop" you stopped it to ask questions and clarify answers.  Worksheet information was gone through as a group.  You walked around to monitor and help groups as needed.

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a read aloud. The teacher instructed the students to point up or down when they hear the words up and down in the read aloud. The teacher presented a powerpoint about Up, Down, and Around. The teacher had the students illustrated the different position words during the youtube of the book. The teacher did a good job of dismissing the students to their seats by hair color and the color of their shirt. The teacher had the students come up to the powerpoint to select the correct answer for the different questions. The teacher had a good song about the different parts of the plant. The teacher explained to the students about the worksheet they would complete for the different parts of the plant. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Opened with standard and review of previous learning.  Loved that the pictures you used were of common items in the student's environment and you also had concrete 3D shapes for students to refer to if needed.  Kept students engaged by having them signal "thumbs up" if they agreed with the student answering the question. Allowed students to construct their own 3D shapes with marshmallows and toothpicks.  Students were excited and engaged in the activity.  You monitored the room well. Activity was followed by students writing about the attributes of the shape they created. Lesson continued.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students pull out the journals as reference for the volume. Great idea-to use a resource such as the journal that the students have created. The teacher shared a VOLUME powerpoint with the students. The teacher asked good questions about the powerpoint when the powerpoint was completed. The teacher did several examples to find volume using the correct formula. After several examples, the teacher had the students complete a problem at their seats. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room to make sure the students were completing the problems correctly. Good job-having students go to the powerpoint and complete the problem. The teacher began explaining the project to the students. The teacher explained where the students would go for their groups. Good job-The teacher had the students already established before the lesson began. The directions were at each group. The teacher read the directions to the students. The teacher had an example that she presented to the students before letting them begin on their small group work. The teacher did a good job of discussing the progress of the cereal box with each group as they worked.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding. More Instructional time needed before moving to group work. Since this is a new topic for the students, I would suggest that you read a passage together (from the PB) and select/underline/highlight the textual evidence as you go. When introducing a new concept, it is imperative that you hit all student learning levels initially! This is a good time to use authentic real-life examples.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		*The college supervisor did not receive the lesson plan until the morning of the lesson. *The teacher did not receive a lesson plan for the lesson after she entered the room for the observation. The teacher began the lesson with the video Schoolhouse Rock about verbs. The teacher had a powerpoint about the verbs. *The teacher read the powerpoint for the lesson. The teacher asked the students questions about the different tenses of the verbs. *The teacher read the entire powerpoint for the lesson. *The teacher needed to teach the lesson without reading the powerpoint. *The teacher did a lot of talking without letting the students participate in the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the sentences on the powerpoint. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the lesson. The teacher issued different sheets of paper with root words and endings written on the papers. The students were instructed to go to the rug with their papers. The teacher had the students show the class their papers. The teacher selected the endings and let the students holding the root words match up with the correct ending. The teacher read a sentence and let the students walk to the correct ending The teacher directed the students to complete a writing assignment. The teacher used the overhead to explain the worksheet. The teacher involved the students in doing some examples for the worksheet before letting them begin.

		Green		Megan		917463432		1. YEA - Timer!!! This allows/encourages students to pace themselves. 2. Great job demonstrating how the answer was computed. (Minutes/Seconds chart - you showed the multiplication equation - 16x60 =960) 3. When a student gets the problem wrong, ask them to come show you how they worked the problem. 4. Yea for using the Judy Clock to show how the time line is similarly constructed. (when you ask is everyone following - have them give you a thumbs up) 5. When you ask a question, give the students time to answer before giving them the answer (ex. How many hours in a day? How many times do we have to go around the clock to make a full day?) Also make sure that all students are focused on you. (Eyes on me!) 6. Good job disecting (with your comments & actions) the problem on the board. Slow down a little so that your slower students have time to process what you are saying! 7. Bring in some real-life experiences to make the problems more relatable! (The prinicpal stated earlier that due to testing, the 3rd grade would only have 900 seconds of recess instead of 1200 seconds. How many minutes of recess does the 3rd grade have today? How much less time that usual?)

		Green		Quantia		917413808		As you opened and told them what you were talking about today, I would have loved to have heard the question "What do I mean by "events leading up to WWII"? This creates good thinking! As you were having students read off the Power Point, you have to ask questions. Not just "Who is Hitler?" *You have to be very familiar with the material so you can know what to ask. Remember you are continually going back to the Standard (which was explaining the reasons for America's involvement on WWII) You asked them if they had any questions before you went on. Several raised their hand. You never answered any. You asked "What are sovellians?" They answered " people". People? The brochure activity was good. If they were copying from their previous notes, it can't be an assesment. Closing should recap the I Can Statements. Summary of your lesson is very important.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Liked your chart "Theme vs Main Idea"...students do confuse the two.  Good video that not only stressed theme but was about bullying.  Might have pause video to stress important points.  Activity stress fining the theme in fables.  After the group read to class...might have had class come up with theme then have the group explain what they came up with.  This would give them a little more practice with finding theme.  Good discussions with students.  After giving directions don't say "OK?".  Are you giving them a choice to do it or not to do it?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Great job monitoring student progress and keeping students actively involved in the lesson! Your beginning activity quickly hooked the students into the learning mode - especially since it was an early morning class. You were very encouraging yet consistent with you classroom management. Excellent use of the Promethean Board - great visuals! Love the great visuals to enhance the lesson. When presenting (reading) a book to the class, check to see if it is online or use a document camera so that it can be presented on the PB. You can still use the actual book to read. Also, make sure to introduce the author and the illustrator

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Relative pronouns is not an easy topic.  You did a great job.  Good repetition during the lesson of the relative pronouns and when to use them.  I liked the way you incorporated in your power point a time for the students to come up and manipulate the relative pronouns.  Good transition to the task card activity.  The students did a good job of going around the room and answering the item on the task card without a lot of talking or confusion.  They enjoyed giving you their answers for all activities.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher shared a Brain Pop about character. The teacher asked good questions about the Brain Pop after it ended. GROW-The teacher needed more delivery in the beginning describing the definition of characters. The teacher has great voice quality while reading the read aloud story to the students. The teacher asked great questions after the read aloud. The teacher issued the worksheet to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to explain the worksheet before handing it out. GROW-The teacher needed to be more organized with the pencils and clipboards. The teacher did a good job asking the students if they had words they needed to spell.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good introductory lesson.  Students had some confusion about Genotype and Phenotype.  When doing the Punnett Square you could have referred to the "Area Model" in math.  They all should be familiar with that.  You gave good varied examples using the Punnett Square...puppy spots, eye color, baby bird color... Worksheet activity - you might have done the first one with them.  You do the "modeling".

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Loved your "real life" connection to what the main idea means. Questioning was spot on today. Awesome how you connected questions to the book and why or why not their supportiing details were important or not. Even though you were teaching a small group, make sure you summarize and recap the learning goals.

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what they knew about Ponce de Leon. The teacher showed a youtube about Ponce de Leon. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the powerpoint to emphasize important facts about Ponce de Leon.  The teacher asked great questions about the youtube. The students worked individually in their notebooks completing the Ponce de Leon assignment.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The choice of a short Flo-cabulary video on theme was perfect. The message in the rap supported student learning and was exactly on point. As the opening moved into the main part of the lesson, the intern had the complete attention of the students in the room and was able to build on the opening.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		- use of technology supports student learning - scene set up prior to class carried out between 2 students- a creative way to observe & then discuss character traits - students given opportunity to practice compare/contrast of characters in student skit  prior to working on characters in the story they've been reading - game "face-off" used to allow students to offer evidence for various similarities/differences between characters. -

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Opened lesson with review of previous learning. Incorporated technology into the lesson. There was a good mix of instructional time with student participation. Lots of questions to assess student understanding of the lesson. Students worked on their own map of the regions of Georgia. Students were excited to play the review game with the ball toss. As the game continued, you lost the attention of the students who had a turn. You recognized this and wrapped up the game.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Overall a good lesson.  I like you using a "class agenda" so that the students will know exactly what they are going to do during the class.  Used a variety of ways to show synonyms and antonyms.  Good student feedback.  You encouraged them by saying "You all are being thesauruses!"  Hope I spelled that right.  Students worked well throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Try opening with something that grabs their attention. Maybe a question on the Prom Board to get their mind thinking! Good questioning about reduce and simplify. When you ask vocabulary words, try to use words they know to help them. Like simplify means to make simple. Reduce means to make smaller. Ex. when someone tries to lose weight. Help create meaning for your students by things they already know. The "cake walk" was a good idea, but as you saw, it wasn't as effecient as you hoped.  It's ok!  That's how we learn as teachers!  We change things or adapt because something didn't work or we need it to work better.  

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a passage about Education with the students. THe teacher read the article aloud to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to make sure the students are following along with their finger as she reads aloud. The teacher instructed the students to select their red, orange, green and blue crayon for the activity. GROW-The teacher needed to have more delivery in her lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to have the crayons organized before beginning her lesson to speed the lesson up. The teacher had a powerpoint with the Author's Point. The teacher explained how the students would complete the worksheet with a partner. GROW-The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions to prevent a lot of questions during the completion of the assigment.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video-Introduction to Standard Measurement for Kids: Measuring Length in Inches The teacher shared the sheet with the students before they completed it. The teacher called on different students to give answers for the problems on the Meausrement Scavenger Hunt sheet. The teacher used her thumb for her example on how to complete the worksheet. The teacher passed out rulers to different students to complete the worksheet. *The teacher needed more delivery about the inches and centimeter measurements. *The teacher needed to divide the students up into groups before the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students during the measurement scavenger hunt.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You activated the lesson with a very engaging video demonstrating how to multiply/divide powers of 10. Try giving them something to look for as they watch a video. Helps to hold students accountable for their learning as they watch. I would suggest questioning the students after the video. This sends the message the video was important and part of the instruction of the standard.  It will allow you to assess that they took away from watching it. You worked/modeled problems using powers of 10 and then you asked them if they saw a pattern. You had someone explain the pattern. Great H.O.T. questioning! You scaffolded your students learning with all of the problems done together/aloud. You had volunteers go to the board, work a problem, and then explain. The students clearly enjoyed this. The chart was a little difficult for some of the students, but for most having difficulty it was because they were not paying attention during your directions and modeling of what they were to do independently.  

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You planned math stations for your class today. At the beginning of the lesson you explained what the students would be doing at each of the stations. Materials were ready at each station. The groups were planned in order to give necessary support for all students. You planned for advanced expectations for your advanced math students. In the station you were conducting, you put up a slide and thoroughly discussed/asked questions to ensure the students understood the concept of analyzing and creating a line plot. Some of the students in your group were struggling and you used probing questions in order to lead them to understand the example you had provided. This was great scaffolding for your students. You then presented the students with beakers that contained different amounts of water.  You had the students determine the amount of water in each beaker with your guidance. The students were to record this information on the G.O. You then allowed the students to work independently or with each other to determine and record the amounts of water in the rest of the beakers.  I would suggest numbering the beakers so the information gathered by the students would be consistent and easier for you to check. You checked progress in other stations and then returned to your group and checked the students' responses. You then directed the students to use  the data gathered and construct a line plot. You modeled how this was to be done. Your questioning throughout the lesson was very supportive and it allowed you to know if the students understood.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You asked good questions. Remember to ask open ended questions - ones you don't know the answers to. Allow wait time for little brains to process info and formulate a response. You handled several off task behaviors well. Think about placement of students at the table. You could have relocated the two childern nearest you to the other side for better viewing of the book. The children's responded well to the book since it was the second reading. They were very engaged during the reading. You gave very good face to face attention to the students. When a student uses incorrect English/grammar, remember to re-state it correctly (without saying "You made a mistake"). Simply repeating, Mice and Elephants , instead of Mouses and Elephants. I was surprised by how well the students completed the paper/marker activity. They caught the concept and were able to match the poop with the animal. This activity might not have been appropriate for some 4/5 year olds.  

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Opened with standard and I Can statement and a quick review of prior learning.  Had 2D shapes for students to describe and name.  Read a book on Monsters before students moved into activity.  Activity was to create their own monster by following a glyph. Directions in glyph were complicated.  You may want to look at final product and modify directions if they proved too difficult. Lesson continues.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the essential questions for the lesson. The teacher had a great discussion abour previous knowledge. The teacher did a good job of delivering the vocabulary for the lesson. The teacher had one student hold a flashlight while another student had tissue paper. The teacher illustrated to the class about translucent, transparent, and opaque. The teacher did a great job of engaging the students throughout the lesson. The Science lesson was very hands-on and very engaging. Great powerpoint with the groups already established! Great organization for the groups before the lesson begins. The teacher instructed the students they would be completing an activity that would have three windows that would have translucent, transparent and opaque. The teacher had a great example of how to complete the activity. The teacher had great instructions for the activity. A rubric was issued for each partner group.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		You introduced the vocabulary for the lesson: oviparous and mammal. You began the Lesson reading the book  "Chickens Aren't the Only Ones" , which was a book about oviparous animals. The students were sitting on the rug as you read the book. You had a basket of plastic Easter eggs and allowed each student to pick one. Inside the egg was the name of an animal. The students were to decide if the animal was oviparous or a mammal. A review of what a mammal is would have given them more information with which to make their decision. You called on one student at a time to place the name of their animal on the board under the heading of oviparous or mammal.  Ask students "why" they think their animal goes where they decided it would. You then dismissed the students back to their tables.  Try asking them to move without talking. This cuts down on lost instructional time when you don't have to regain their attention. You gave each student a handout with a cracked open egg. The students were directed to cut them out.  When the students were finished cutting out the eggs you gave them a piece of construction paper.  You had a model for them to see.  You gave one model to a lower functioning group. Putting one on the board for the rest to see would have helped all to understand what they were to do.  Students were directed to draw an oviparous animal coming out of the egg.  You reminded students of some of the animals taped to the board under the heading oviparous.  Some pictures would have been helpful as well...perhaps on an anchor chart. I did not observe the closing of the lesson, because I had another observation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		*Loved that you had an Agenda up. You clearly gave the directions of what they would be doing today. *You started their day with the QR code activity for their lab quest. This was such a cool activity using tecnology. *So impressed with your Power point. Wow! Very creative and colorful. Good job with delivery of content. *The video was very good but talk about it afterward. Just for a minute....give it some purpose. Ask questions about it. SCOOT was a good practice activity. Your closure was great.  You summed up with talking about the EQs.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your opening was good by asking them three thinking questions about eating at fast food restaurants. This is something they can relate to because they all eat at these places. Good job with questioning as you went over vocabulary. Go deeper in talking about each word. For example, economics. Talk about our economy and how it takes people, money, services, goods, etc. to make the economy work. Great question when you asked "how does a service help the economy?" You spent a lot of time asking questions, discussing each thing. The video was a good one to show how it takes persistance. I could tell that wasn't your original video, but you carried right on to help them understand. *I felt like the stations could have been explained a little more in depth. This will be helpful for you if they are certain of what to do. Stations were very creative.  You did a nice job of choosing various practice stations.  Great job at closing / summary

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		You went over some information from the previous day when they learned about Vertebrate and Invertebrates.  Brain Pop video was good for information about Vertebrates which was the lesson for the day.  Activity with pipe cleaner and fruit loops to create a spine was very creative,  The students put them together in different ways and then had to answer questions about them on their lab sheet.  You walked around and helped as needed.  Good prompting to help them answer questions. Be careful using the word "Guys" too often to address the class.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher posted a passage which the students would find capitalization and punctuation errors. The teacher had great student participation with the students.  The students were able to go to the powerpoint and highlight the words that needed to be corrected. The teacher did a great job of reviewing the corrections with the students. The teacher had each table's captain issue chromebooks for each table.   The students were instructed to pull up their narrative writing.  

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Opened with a poster of the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read the book-Very Hungry Caterpillar.  Had students discuss the stages of the life cycle.  Students made a book about the 4 stages using pasta. There was some frustration because the pasta fell off as they changed pages-make individual pages and let each dry before assembling. When there are words-on the pages of their book-allow them to try to read them-instead of telling them. For closing-let the students tell what they have learned.  The video was cute and might have been useful at the beginning of the lesson as an attention getter.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Behavior on carpet during color was a little crazy. Think about another way to achieve that goal.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson by asking the student to read the powerpoint-Can you help me balance? The teacher had cups with a scale. The teacher selected different students to choose different cups to balance. The cups have different words that about the different branches of government. Excellent opening for a Social Studies lesson centering about The Three Branckes of Government. The teacher shared the different cups with the students at their seats. The teacher continued to ask questions about how the cups could be balanced. The teacher reviewed the Three Branches of Government-In Case You Missed It! After reviewing the standard and essential question, the teacher reviewed the powerpoint using a balance scale as a resource to teach about the different branches of government having the same weight. Awesome correlation for the students to observe. The teacher has excellent ways of relating the Social Studies material to concepts the students can understand. The teacher issued all of the students paper bags with the tree that would contain the Three Branches of Government. The teacher had created a tree with Three branches for the Three Branches of Government. As the students read the passage, the students would put the different checked laminated words on the correct place on the tree which contained the three different branches of Government. The teacher closed the lesson by sharing a Flocabuary song about the Three Branches of Government. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson to explain AREA. The teacher had a poster centered around AREA. The teacher asked the students different questions about the AREA poster. The teacher had a poweproint with different questions centered around perimeter. The teacher instructed the students to write their answers to the questions on the notebook paper at their seats. When the students answered the question incorrectly, the teacher did a good job of calling on another student to explain the correct answer. GROW-If you have an error on your powerpoint, correct it before the lesson. The powerpoint should have 15 ft and 9 ft instead of 12 ft and 7 ft. The teacher does a good job of engaging the students by calling on different students to answer the questions. GROW-The teacher needed to include creative ways to illustrate the area and perimeter subject matter for the lesson. GROW-The lesson only had problems on a powerpoint and the students complete the problems. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom as the students worked out their problems at their seats. The teacher had no idea who completed the problems correctly and who did not complete the problems correctly. The teacher had a student come to the board to illustrate how she completed the problem correctly. The teacher asked for the students to raise their hands if they got the correct answer. The teacher passed out different problems to the students. GROW-The teacher needed to go over the problems before letting them begin. The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. GROW-The teacher needed to do one question with the students as an example. The teacher had the students create a zoo using aread and perimeter.  The students had graph paper.  The students had the area and length.  They had to discover the width of the zoo. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about characters, setting and main event. The teacher shared a Hungry Sharks video clip. The teacher did a good job of transitioning the students from the different tables to the carpet. The teacher shared a book Shark and Lobsters. The teacher used a Story Map with Setting, Characters, Beginning, Middle and End with her lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions to complete the Story Map. The teacher had a long piece of bulletin board paper.  The teacher had students draw the different parts of the beginning, middle and end on the long piece of bulletin board paper. The teacher had the students complete the story map on the long piece of paper. The teacher gave explicit directions for the completion of the S is for Shark worksheet. The teacher let the students explain the different parts of the Story Map. The teacher asked good questions about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher instructed the students to read what is on their desk. The teacher asked the students questions about the comic strips. The teacher shared a Flocabulary with the students about quotation marks. The teacher asked good questions about the quotation marks. The teacher had the students repeat the definition of quotation marks. The powerpoint was very instructional for the students. The teacher had a great delivery to explain when to use quotation marks. The teacher had a good discussion about dialog tags. The teacher shared a comic strip on the powerpoint. GROW-The students needed to have more interaction with the lesson. The teacher modeled how the students should find the quotation marks and dialogue. The teacher let the students think-pair-share what they think the quotation marks and dialogue are in the comic strip at their desk. After the students discussed the comic strip, the teacher let the students share what their ideas were. The teacher had a worksheet for the students. GROW- The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter while she passed out the worksheet to the students The teacher reminded the students to write their names, etc.. while passing out the worksheet. GROW- The teacher needed to give instructions to the students before letting them begin the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions. Good lesson!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students if they liked different candy bars. The teacher took the student's data to create a graph. The teacher had a great powerpoint that she used during her delivery. GROW-While the teacher is creating the graph on the board, the students could have been drawing the graph at their seat. The students could have used their whiteboards, notebook paper, etc... The teacher had a good discussion about tally marks and how they represent five tally marks. GLOW-The teacher called on a student to come up and draw the tally marks for the graph. GROW-While the students completed the graph on the board, the students needed something to do at their seats. GROW-While passing out the worksheet, the teacher needed to carry on a conversation with the students about the subject matter. The teacher passed out a bag of Skittles to each student. GROW-Before passing out the Skittles worksheet, the teacher needed to explain the instructions.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The teacher gave the students clothespins with different decimals written on the sticky notes.  The students were instructed to place the decimal sticky notes on the string in the correct order. The teacher called out the decimal sticky notes while letting the students tell her if the notes are in the correct order. The students and teacher had a great conversation about the different notes. The teacher had the students play a Scoot game. The teacher did a great job explaining the rules for the Scoot game.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The opening of the lesson engaged the students in the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher had a powerpoint about different strategies for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students work on the problems at their desks as she explained the strategies. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a word problem with the students. The teacher discussed the problem with the students and shared with them different stategies to use while solving the problem. The teacher knows her subject matter very well. The teacher has great questions for the students to initiate the problem solving of the problems. The teacher had great participation from the students throughout the lesson. The teacher issued each student a Math Tic-Tac-Toe sheet for each student. The teacher did an excellent job of explaining the rules to the students before letting them begin to play. The students were able to select a partner for the game.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Love the CUBES strategy.   suggestion- Review this before they begin the activity.  Remind them why we use this strategy. suggestion- don't allow them to take your attention away from the task at hand.  Keep them focused on what they are to do.   suggestion- When they get finished, how can you have more word problems for them to practice?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your opening was interesting as you connected Your content and delivery was amazing. *The Standard only states that they understand what "We the people" mean so possibly more focus on what this means for the people of long ago and today. However, you tied this together as you went through the lesson. Great idea to have students rewrite the Preamble of the class. Once again, how important was it for your students to be able to give input? You related well to how all the people feel about this preamble. The closing/Ticket out Door was a good choice. Going back to your Standard, it could possibly have been a paragraph about what those first words meant.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		After video, you can't just ask if they have a better understanding of inferences now.  You have to discuss what was in the video.  You did a lot of guided practice, and not enough teaching.  Whether it's an introduction or review, you have to instruct on the skill, not just go through the activities.  1.  Open up with what inferencing means.  Allow prior knowledge and you giving them a better understanding of it.  Give some real life examples of inferencing. 2.  Move into your Standard and I Can and relate your expectations of today's lesson. 3.  Tell them you have a short video clip and to see if they can explain what is happening when it's over.  4.  After video, YOU have to lead discussion is what was going on in the video.  What was the inference?  Begin asking questions on what the police was doing.  Why did he just assume?  Begin to offer words such as guessed, assumed, thought, figured out, etc.  This video could help you  to get the message across. It was very confusing how the story (audio) was connected to what you had just been talking about.  All you have to say is "let's practice by listening to a story and trying to understand what vocabulary words mean by using our context clues.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Activated prior learning.Students doing work sheets while you took 2 students to make a "human" clock. Some students finished quickly and didn't work independently with the math games. There was la good bit of wasted instructional time as students sat and talked instead of working. Next lesson, I would like to see you teach content to the class.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Game of charades engaged students and got them thinking about action verbs. Activated prior learning.  Had students define action verb.  Students were to draw an action hero and label it with action verbs.  Students were excited and on task.  Students had choice in follow -up activity to write a story or a commercial.  Directions for oth were geared to student ability.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Loved, loved your opening. That was such a creative and meaningful idea to have a picture up and their job was to infer what was happening. Good questioning about why we infer. Also, the video was a good choice. * Give your students more credit! Brag and rave about their smart answers. They were spot on with their answers on what they thought inference means? Kahoot is a great guided game. But as you find answers, they have to be discussed. Even if they all get answer correct, continue to have someone tell how they arrived at that answer. Let the students give you their reasons for answers instead of you always just telling the answers. On one question, 11 students got it wrong. Try and find out WHY they chose that answer. As you transition back to sests, students need to know what to do with their technology, they need a time limit. Summary? Close your lesson with your EQ or I Can Staements.  Not just "What did you learn?"  You ask the questions and see if they can answer. The BIGGEST reason we learn to inference is to help us when we are reading a book or even watching a movie.  It's "reading between the lines" 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		You began your lesson with a good definition on what classification means. There needed to be a little more review before stations began. You could have done this through stating your learning goals or I Can Statements. Stations were a good review, but as you could tell they didn't quite keep them busy enough.  Depending on your group, each station should be hands on but productive.  

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		When I entered, the lesson was in progress.  All students were engaged. Students were working in a large group format but soon transitioned to small groups.  Guided practice occurred in the small groups while other students worked independently.  Students received lots of encouragement and praise for their work and ideas.  In your group, you had students defending their answers and using the text as a resource.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You began the class period with warm up work. *Try setting a time limit. If not done, you can finish at recess. This may help with having to repeatedly say "stop talking". You did a nice job of going over the warm up. *Awesome opening with showing a power point of "Let's talk about weirddos!" Great questioning as you presented and explained the strategy through a rhyme. You asked incredible, impressive questions. Loved the elbow partners that talked about the answers first. *Your humbleness to your students that this was hard for you to understand, and you had to figure out a beter way to teach them was awesome!  *Using white boards allowed them to practice the strategy on their own. *this was an incredible sought out, planned lesson.  Good job!
 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You engaged your students by explaining how they would be using index cards to help them round decimals. The students would be using 22 index cards to prepare for this activity. Even though it took a few minutes for the students to prepare these, you did a nice job of giving directions. These cards will be very beneficial for them in the future. You presented several straegies to help them with rounding decimals. **possibly more instruction/guided practice could have been used in lesson.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a great powerpoint about using quotation marks in dialogue. *The teacher needs to let the students read the sentences. The teacher did a good job calling on the students after sharing the powerpoint information. The teacher let the students come up to the powepoint to insert the commas and quotation marks correctly in the sentences. The teacher had great additional information for the students as they completed the powerpoint sentences. The teacher issued a practice worksheet for the students after dismissing them to their seats. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the worksheet before the students began the worksheet. The teacher called up a few students to her small group for additional help with the worksheet.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You accessed prior knowledge regading making inferences. You allowed table groups to discuss what they thought making inferences means and to come up with an example. You had directions for group discussion written of a slide. Wow! You had one person from each group share what they thought making inferences was and their example. You may want to randomly call on someone from each group to share rather than letting them decide who will speak. This tells the students they are all accountable for learing the information, because they do not know who you will call on. You showed a "Flocabulary" video next which gave the same information you had been discussing, but in a visual form.  This reaches those students who learn best with visuals and everyone was totally engaged. When you gave feedback, you gave specific examples of what students were doing correctly.  Knowing what to say when they are incorrect will come with practice. You shared a slide with the exact definiton you wanted the students to "go with" regarding inferencing which was "best guess". You showed pictures on the board and had students infer what was happening in each. Excellent use of visuals and this also allowed all to hear their classmates thoughts. You scaffolded the lesson to the next level when you had them read a passage from the board. You had students discuss/make inferences regarding what was going on in the passage. You had the 'have evidence" of their best guess. Outstanding! This takes their learning to a deeper depth of knowledge when they have to explain their reasoning. You had placed inferencing cards around the room. You had the students move to each card and write on their papers what they inferred by looking at the picture. Such an engaging way to have them practice this skill, as they got to get up and move around!  All were on task and following your directions! You had the students complete the assessment worksheet before revisiting the "I can statement". In this lesson it may not have been  crucial, but in some lessons it is better to go back to the EQ or I can statement before the assessment. If they are just learning a skill or new information this will be supportive of the students understanding. How was differentiation carried out in the completion of the assessment?  Do these students already know about their modifications?  If not, you can always look for different reading levels for the same skill on the website readworks. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson reviewing the stages of writing.  Excellent reminder of the steps for any peice of writing. You drew a T-Chart on the board and reminded the students of the passages read regarding school lunches the previous day.  The students were to reflect on whether they thought school lunches should be healthier or not, as they were going to write an opinion piece. You asked the students to vote, by a show of hands, whether lunches should/should not be heathier.  You then gave each of the students a sticky note and asked them to write should  OR should not at the top, depending on their opinion.  You asked the students to think about reasons to back up/support their position. Students wrote, on their sticky notes, what stance they were taking and a reason to support their position.  The sticky notes were then placed, by the students, on the  T-Chart . I would suggest, rather than having the entire class come to the board at once, having boys or girls come at one time.  Less confusion and liklihood for getting off task. You then gave the students a planning page (G.O.)  You guided the students through the beginning of the planning page. You stressed the importance of of giving reasons to support their position regarding school lunches. You gave the students excellent support, as you scaffolded their learning with the packet of articles, G.O.s, and planning guides for their piece of opinion writing.  It really broke down the steps for how to write an opinion piece. You led a discussion regarding the topic sentence.  You clarified that they should include the student's position regarding school lunches. You also reminded students when reasons would be added to the planning page.. You set the timer for 15 minutes and allowed the students to work independently on their planning pages.  The second 15 minutes they were allowed to work with a partner who had the same opinion. I did not observe the lesson closing as I had to leave the room. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Students had some confusion about what they were to do in groups.  You pulled struggling learners to your group at the table. Your group had difficulty with what you wanted them to do.  They were not paying attention as parts of the book were being read.  Might have them put their finger on the reading and follow along.  That way you can monitor if they are at least keeping up with the reading.  Also, you wanted them to write down important information.  Again, it is more difficult for struggling students to do a lot of writing.  You probably should have given them a handout with important words in sentences to be filled in possibly straight fom the book.   When you say a number over 100 do not put an AND in it...208 is two hundred eight...NOT two hundred AND eight. Never saw you do flipbooks which was in your lesson plan??  You need more energy in your lessons.  Also you are very monotone when speaking.  Don't know how productiive this lesson was for the students.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The Flocabulary video helped get them started on the lesson.   Loved your questioning after the video.  YEA! "Which is the leader of the sentence?" Transitions from desks to rug was very smooth.  Proud of you! A little more direct instruction would have been good.  The popsicle sticks were a great idea for guided practice.   Great strategy to ask one of the girls to repeat directions of game for everyone. There seemed to be a little confusion at first.  suggestion- When you are explaining compound sentences, you have to give and show examples.  As you mention two independent sentences, show them right then!  When you used the coordinated outfit as example, show the sentences to make the connection. You never showed example so it was a little confusing. Coordinating and compound are two different things.   And the word independent wasn't really ever explained.  (2 independent sentences make up a compound sentence) Good idea of closing by writing a compound sentence as a ticket out door.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your opening pictures on Prom board was a good idea.  But there has to be some discussion about them.  Possibly show the pictures and have them work in their group to compare if they have the trait or not, then go back and gegin explaining what they were doing.  That's a great segway into discussion of inherited traits.  Remember have each activity flow into the next.  The activities that you do must have instruction in each one.  This means that you have to know your material like the back of your hand.  Close/summarize your lesson at end.  Your teacher ended up doing this.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson sharing an experience you had eating pizza from Papa John's.  You told the students you thought their pizza was the very best pizza.  You then asked the students if your statement was fact or opinion.    You then asked if any students had a different opinion regarding the best pizza. You led a review of what fact and opinion means with a slide presentation on the P.B.  You made it clear facts can be proven and shared some examples of facts and how they could be proven. You worked through several statements asking if they were fact or opinion, gving your students a lot of support in understanding the difference between the two. Each student was then given a large colored (different brightly colored cards) F or O. You practiced some more examples and had students hold up the F if the statement was a fact and an O if the statement was an opinion. The students enjoyed the manipulation of the cards and this was an easy way for you to visually see who was grasping the concept. You then directed the students' attention to a slide with choices for best class pet.  You had a G.O. you shared with the class using the ELMO.  You demonstrated how to organize an opinion piece of writing by demonstrating how to fill out the G.O.  As you guided them though this process, you used excellent questioning in order to get the students to expand upon their ideas. After the G.O. you showed a slide with the various choices for gathering information about the pet they thought would make the best one for the class.  These opportunities would give the students the information needed in order to support their opinions. You set the expectations for how to use the various sources of information.  Students moved to various parts of the room to work on research. All students were engaged and excited about researching the pet they thought would be best. You and Mrs. Cook circulated throughtout the room  assessing students' understanding and giving guidance. This piece of writng is a work in progress and therefore I did not see a formal lesson closing. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You began the lesson telling the students they were going to be detectives today. You clarified the meaning of the word detective and what they do. You had placed bags around the room with pictures in each bag. The students were to figure out the "main idea" of what all the pictures represented. You shared an example and demonstrated what to do as they went to each of the bags placed around the room. You thoroughly explained how to record their responses on the provided chart each student received. You set expectations for student behavior as they went around the room "solving" the mystery and finding the main idea in each bag.  Students moved beautifully from one bag to another. So impressive! You had the students transition to the rug after all students had completed recording their responses...orderly transition...no instructional time lost. You went over each bag and what the main idea of each was. You scaffolded your students to the next level  when you had them read a passage and look for the main idea and supporting details in the passage. An easier passage would have enabled the students to practice finding the main idea more easily. You went through two examples of passages. You took the second passage about thunderstorms and modeled how to make a mobile with the main idea on the cloud and the supporting details on the raindrops.  So creative and engaging!!! I did not see the lesson closing, because I had to leave for another observation. 

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Good review of character traits at the beginning.  STudents worked in pairs to read passage about Jackie Robinson and answer questions.  Some struggled with the passage and answering the questions.  It might have been good if you had read the pasage and talked a little about it before giving it to them.  Liked the way you had students write the good and bad traits on a graphic organizer.  Good vocabulary development.  Be careful of saying "OK" and "Alright" soooo much.  

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by reviewing the three "R's"-reduce, reuse and recycle. The teacher shared a Flocabulary powepoint about the three "R'". The teacher issued a sheet of paper to each student. The lesson was about pollution. The teacher was conducting an experiment about water pollution. The teacher read a story about the pollution. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions as she read the Pollution read aloud. The teacher passed out different pieces of paper with words that were contained in the read aloud. As the teacher said the word, the students would come up and pour the paper cup with the contents in the water to pollute the water. Great strategy for the students to be involved in the read aloud. The students were very in tune to the lesson waiting for the teacher to read their word. The teacher instructed the students to complete the journal entries.  The questions for the journal were posted on the powerpoint.  The teacher did a good job of instructing the students on how to answer the questions and gave good examples of good answers for the questions. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by sharing the three branches of the government. *The teacher needed to let the students read the vocabulary. The students began to read on the own! The teacher explained the worksheet with explicit instructions. *The teacher needed a little more delivery with her lesson. Even if the lesson is review, she needed to stay on the three branches of government subject matter a little longer. *The teacher needed to ask the students if they had any questions before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher left the chart on the powerpoint as a resource for the activity. *The teacher needed to have an example of the finished product for the students before beginning the cut and paste activity. The teacher is great at giving positive remarks as they work.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Flocabulary Video was a great choice as the opening for this lesson. It was easy to follow since the dialogue was listed on the screen. I would suggest using real-life examples so the students can better relate to the lesson. Students appeared to enjoy the lesson.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		You engaged students with the soccer ball. All wanted to know what they were going to get to do. The lesson allowed students to construct equations and practice multiplication with the majority of the time being independent practice. No questions were asked beyond :did everybody get that?" Students were saying yes even though the teacher found many with the wrong answer. Students who went to solve problem at the board should explain their thinking, Have the class hold up the white boards and show you their answers and work. This way you can monitor them to be sure they are working and correct. No connection to rel world. When will students use this skill.You CT was finding students not showing signs, wrong answers, and students erasing their work before it was checked. You should have seen this when you were walking the room.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You told the students they would be learning how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.  You asked the students  to raise their hand if anyone knew what you were holding up, a caterpillar puppet. You asked the students where they had seen caterpillars?  This is a great way to connect the content to their real lives. You the read "The Hungry Caterpillar". The students were all engaged and enjoying the reading of the book.  You read aloud with expression!!  You asked the students for another name for a cocoon. One of the students said chrysalis. After reading the book, you picked up the caterpillar puppet and showed how it could be changed into a beautiful butterfly.  You led a discussion about the different types of butterflies the students had seen. You pointed out that some use camouflage as a way to defend themselves from predators. You asked the students what the word camouflage meant and then helped clarify what a student said. You then dismissed the students to their groups. At all three tables you had all of  the materials ready for the students to make their own butterflies.   You held up the butterfly puppet and pointed out that both wings were exactly alike and this was an example of symmetry. Lesson closing was done while some students were finishing up their butterflies. I am not sure all students were listening as you reviewed how a caterpillar changes to a butterfly.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The appropriate use of technology enhanced this lesson. The discussion and movement through math questions or problems is a strength for the teacher candidate. There is familiarity with the students and this is evident when students are asked to share an example or try a challenging problem. There was a subsitute teacher, but the teacher candidate was proficient and skilled at organizing the students in both academic and logistical ways.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		When leading class discussion, the intern strategically uses repetition to reinforce student learning and highlight important words, numbers, or phrases. Students sometimes join in the repetition, and it is clear they are actively learning. (See note about pitch of voice in the "classroom management section below.) During transition, the intern uses students who are team captains to gather handouts or materials that their table mates will need. This makes it move faster and preserves valuable instructional time.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great job of reviewing the 6 simple machines. This was guided instruction as students helped you explain. It was amazing to see how many students had their hand raised to answer your questions. They knew their STUFF! Good visuals and definitions were included. Great questioning. You gave them ample time to fifure out the answers. You encouraged them to think. Loved, loved your hands on activity. You used several candies/cookies for students to make 3 out of 6 simple machines... at the same time! this was incredible learning and fun. They will always remember this. You stated your expectations and gave clear directions on what they were to accomplish.  There was no confusion.  

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Loved your opening of naturally making different pitch sounds with your voice and asking them what it was as they came in to the room. You asked fabulous thinking questions as you were reviewing pitch, volume, etc. You prepared them for the video they would watch. Nice transition. Also pausing it and discussing it at certain times was good. You make your students feel so smart, You challenge them! Loved, loved the "mosquito sound" test. Your students loved this too. Glad you explained and asked what makes our hearing damaged over years. *To change things up from large group teaching,  do some "think, share, pair." or   Let them do something simple in small groups around them.  For example, if the Moby quiz was on paper, they could answer questions in groups for 5 minutes.  Then, come back as a whole to discuss the answers they came up with . *Would have been good to have some type of informal asessment so that you can see who understands. This asessment also gives independent practice to your students.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		You opened with a video that caught students attention.  You statement about learning "somethingbig" also piqued their interest.  You had manipulatives for students to make models of arrays.  You monitored the class as they worked making sure they were completeing the array correctly.  You are very encouraging to students.  You tied the lesson to the real world. Don't try to talk over students. Stop and wait until they are ready for directions/instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Great opening as you asked "What do you know about Simple machines?" Elbow share partners was a good choice. You did such a good job of having them understand that even know they have learned this, they need to get it back into their mind to remember! Awesome! You transitioned well into groups as you moved from activity to next activity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Students were practicing example problems with initial guidance from the teacher candidate. Repetition helped students have multiple chances to understand the concept of changing "84 tens" to a whole number... "840". She needed them to recognize that adding a "0" would give them the correct solution. Discussion with classmates was a good strategy for predicting correct answer Pausing to give multiple examples helped students who needed more clarity.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The question about higher order thinking skills was marked "not observed" not as a penalty to the intern, but just a characteristic of the topic. Elementary standards such as this one require some level of memorization of the phonics rules. Memorization would not lend itself to higher order questioning. The students did have to apply the rules in their practice.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher was explaining the solids, liquids and gases. The teacher instructed the students to make a solid in the back of the classroom. The teacher has a great hands-on educational lesson to teach the three states of matter. The teacher asked great higher order thinking questions throughout the lesson. The teacher explained each station before dismissing the students to the stations. The teacher did a great job of explaining the worksheets and stations. The teacher had a great powerpoint posting each station. Root Beer Float activity, Cheerios model, Cut and Sort and Technology games were the different stations The teacher had previously planned the different students for the different stations. The teacher did a good job monitoring the different stations while conducting a station of her own. The teacher had great questions during the Root Beer experiment.  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		The Power Point was good.  The picture of the girl was a good choice.  What about using compare and contrast to her learned behaviors/inherited as well as comparing and contrasting with the students.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Opened lesson describing weekend using similes and metaphors.  Students had to figure out what you were using.  Had students define the terms.  Lots of student participation as they sorted examples of parts of speech. Work on your lesson closing-have students discuss what they learned in lesson.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your opening started with a question and then went into student note taking.  We discussed the possibility of having the notes printed so students could just glue them into their notebooks.  The note taking takes up a good amout of instructional time. You moved into a hands on activity using dice.  This allowed students to be active participants and all were engaged.  You had a strategy for making the activity more challenging for students who found it too easy. You encouraged students through the lesson. Try slowing down a little--tempo of lesson was too fast for somw students and the get easily frustrated when you move on.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good video used to energize the lesson. Always use real life examples to help students relate to topic. Don't be afraid to answer random questions from your students.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Good review lesson.  Good pace during the lesson and the "show & tell" to complete the worksheet as a class.  I liked the way you showed what was going to happen in each center.  I know you timed the centers but I didn't hear how much time for each.  Students did well in each center.  Good job checking on center activity. You stated the division problem incorrectly.  You said "5 divided by 12" instead of "12 divided by 5".  Also, when you say a number over 100 there is no AND in the number when you say it.  394 should be said three hundred ninety-four...NOT three hundred AND ninety-four.  

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You opened your lesson with a review of vocabulary of Cattle Trail and Immigration. It was a good review but this is your time to shine as a teacher to give instruction along the way as they are recalling words and what they mean. *Try something unique with your students as you open review. Maybe opening with a review game that is fun but very structured. This will helpkeep them engaged and attentive more. Glad you did stations. Small groups are awesome. Your stations were very creative! * Make sure you set your expectations and rules before they start. Be stern and consistent. Be sure they all understand the directions of what they are to do in stations. *Be excited as you explain stations. You want to set that for your students about learning and how this practice will help them!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Loved how you used previous learning from World War II into the Cold War. You kept your class mesmerized with your enthusiasm in the content. It was obvious how engaged they were with how many wanted to ask questions and give answers. The pictures/ visuals you added were spot on. The symbolism of the pictures were great. This entranced your kids. It's so obvious that you know your content so well! I can tell you spent a lot of time studying and preparing. Such good, positive praising comments to these boys. They totally respect you. The Dr. Suess book was a good ending of symbolism of the Cold War. *The lecture (direct teaching) was long, but they seemed to do fine with it because you kept it so interesting. Awesome closing/summary fo recapping the EQs.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Awesome opening as you told them what they would be learning. You began with forward thinking of the video that they would be watching. Good thinking to stop the video at certain points to ask questions. When Kelvin got the wrong answer, don't give up too quickly. He relized it was wrong and he wanted to try again. Questioning was very good today! I noticed such an improvement on this! You have a gift of delivering the content and helping your students understand. You showed them what helped you learn it. Students love this when their teacher shares their struggles. Great positive comments. You make your students feel smart! *As they practice on their white boards, have them give you the steps back each time. For example, "What's the first step? This keeps reinterating what they have to do to solve problem. Your transitions moved smoothly as you moved from one activity to the next.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You began the lesson having students label the parts of a division problem in words.  This was excellent support of the parts of a division problem. You then had students solve actual division problems with and without remainders. You went over the parts of a division problem and had students tell you what each part was called. You had students come to the P. Board and solve the actual division problem with numbers. As that student was working, you asked the rest of the class to explain what the student at the board was doing. This kept all students involved and on task. Well done! This was also excellent questioning....having students analyze how the student was solving the problem. You then played a video which reviewed the steps of solving a division problem, what the "left over" number is called, and the need for checking a division problem. After the video you referred back to the two problems done earlier and asked what step had not been done that they saw in the video. They were quick to respond....check the problem. You had a student demonstrate how to check the problem on the P.Board. You reviewed the parts of a division problem as the students checked the problems on the P. Board. You explained how the students were going to play the division game with remainders with a partner. You then modeled how the game would be played.  Excellent support! 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You opened the lesson asking the students how area and perimeter are related. Excellent higher order thinking question. You reviewed the formulas for finding the area and perimeter of a figure. You played a song about perimeter and area and asked the students to just listen the first time.  The second time you played the song, you put movements with it and explained them.  The students were clearly enjoying seeing this side of you as you performed the song.  Then you asked the students to get up and they performed the movements, too. You then passed out papers.  Always continue the lesson even when passing something out. This keeps the students focused and you don't waste instructional time getting them back on task.  Try calling  on different students to explain how to find area and perimeter as you passed out the papers. Continue this as long as it takes to pass them out.  All students will be listening, because they don't know if you will call on them to explain area or perimeter next. AND the more the students hear something repeated the more likely they are to remember it. Time was also lost when students realized they needed a pencil once you handed out papers.  This is time lost that cannot be gotten back.  Expect them to take care of this as they enter the room after lunch. In the center of each group of students you had put together a "tool box" of items they could choose to measure. You told the students they would be measuring in inches and you reviewed how to measure using a ruler.  The students were given time to choose an object, measure the sides and calculate the area and the perimeter. You circulated through the room as students were working to assess understanding and give assistance.    Be careful how long you make the ones who finish first wait on the rest of the students to finish. This is a fine balance, as there is no way they will all finish at the same time.  The ones who finish first will become "behavior problems" if they are made to wait too long.   You called on a few students to talk about how they measured and calculated their object's area and perimeter. You then went over the area/perimeter "missing side" notes you had provided for each student.  You worked through several problems together and then asked the students to complete the rest of the problems independently. I did not see the lesson closing, because I needed to leave for another observation. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Great review on area model (writing in expanded form standard) Glad you modeled as you explained. You allowed your students to "plead their case" on their answer.  Your class was engaged in work. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Good opening with pictures on Prom board. What is propaganda? Do they know what this word means? Talk morea bout these pictures. What is the connection with each? How can these pictures segway you into talking about rationing? It was rationing, but.....in what direction are we going? As Power Point starts, discuss how rationing started anyway? During WWII, what caused the government to have to put a ration on food, clothing, etc.? What are these red and blue stamp books? The recording sheet on rationing was a good choice. Make the directions clearly stated so the groups understand what they are to do. Questioning was good as you asked each group what they came up with. Keep going back to the effects of WWII. How long did this rationing last? Did everyone pull together or was it hard on these people? Do we have to ration now? Could we in the future? \

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		You got the students attention with the video. You related the lesson to previous learning. There was a good balance of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the activity. Good higher order thinking question. The lesson did what your teacher wanted but really didn't address the standard. They was not much emphasis on money being used for goods and services.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Involved students with the letter vests and having them get up and make words for the rest to sound out. Guided practice with the magic e wands that the students made then used to change words.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was appropriate for grade but involved alot of time spent on note taking. Had a power point presentation on the branches of government. Asked questions to assess student understanding.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Used KWL chart to engage studentds and get them thinking about the lesson. Had a video for students to watch and make notes on the chart. Asked recall questions. Incorporated technology as students researched the 13 colonies. Lesson ran long and will be continued on
Monday.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You reviewed prior learning and then engaged students with a video/song.  Students had lots of participation with the turn around game played as a whole group.  Students had guided instruction and indepedent practice in small group setting.  You are so encouraging and kind to students.  You incorporated academic language and higher order questioning.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good beginning review of counting coins.  When you were going over the word problem sheet that was displayed on the promethean you should have worked the problems out where all students could see.  I know some could do it in their heads but not all.  I think more could have been done with the whole group that was in your lesson.  Be careful with labels like "Quest"...it doesn't mean that they are gifted in all subjects.   

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher is very attentive to the students during their station time.  The teacher did a good job helping those during their station time. The teacher had good questions at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher had a good questions on a powerpoint for the students. The teacher asked the students-How do you add and subtract decimals? The teacher wrote different examples of numbers with decimals and asked the students what the decimals stood for. *The teacher needed to let a student read the directions on the powerpoint. *The teacher needs to direct the question to one student and not the whole class some of the time. The teacher had good classroom participation. The lesson was very sequential for the subject matter of the decimal lesson. *The teacher needed to call on different students to answer the questions by letting them come up to the powerpoint and complete the problem. *The teacher needs to talk louder and with more confidence during the lesson. The teacher held up the different block and let the students identify the blocks-one, ten and hundreds. The teacher had good questions about the different blocks. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson.  Video was a good way of getting them thinking about the layers of soil.  Foldable was another appropriate way to reinforce what they have learned.  Glad you had model done for them to see what the finished product would look like.  Easy for them to read the "typing" on the promethean board.  Might have reread definition after you typed it or have the students read it with you.  It also might have been easier to put your foldable under the "camera" to show.  At the end, if students are answering on paper, you might want to say something about not looking at anyone elses' papers.  You want to knoe what they know.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Small group activity with chrome books.  Slow process of getting small group on lesson in chrome book.  Students attention was not held during the lesson.  Some students seemed to have a hard time reading from chrome book and keeping their place.  Good clarifying some information they read from article.  Good vocabulary development.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		This lesson was a review of important places and physical features.  You discussed the physical features of such places as the Grand Canyon, Salton Sea, Great Salt Lake Mojave Desert and Death Valley.  You reviewed the concept of weathering and erosion and how these destructive forces impact the land.  This was a perfect integration of Science and Social Studies! You had students locate and plot the location of each of the above mentioned physical features.  The slides you shared had terrific visuals and information which kept the students engaged in the lesson. You asked questions such as How was the Grand Canyon formed and how is the Salton Sea shringking You then shared slides of important places such as the Chisholm Trail and its importance. You reviewed Pittsburgh and its importance in the maufacturing of steel.  All important places were also located and plottted on the map each student had. You closed the lesson asking questions from the review to assess their understanding of the learning goals.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a video about the Transcontinental Railroad.  The students were clearly engaged.  You stopped at one point, during the video, to clarify something for your students. This showed you know your students and that the particular information might need further explanation. Terrific! You supported your students' learning by discussing the terms supply, demand, producers, and consumers.  You explained why prices may vary from time to time. You used the example of the Hover Board everyone wanted for Christmas last year in order to get the point of supply and demand across. Outstanding way to connect this concept to real life for your students! The powerpoint slides were engaging and you did a thorough job of discussing the information. You had the students, at various times during the lesson, record information (facts) about the different topics discussed in their interactive notebooks. You had students explain why ranchers wanted to get their cattle to eastern markets.  You used H.O.T. questions throughout your lesson, thus enabling your students to have a deepers knowledge of the subject matter. You included map skills when you had students draw the route for the Transcontinental Railroad, the Chisolm Trail, and the Great Western Trails, all in different colors, on a map you provided.  Terrific visual aid for deeper understanding as to where all of these were located in the U.S.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Difficult topic.  Power point was good but I don't know that the students ever really got into the lesson.  Lots of information they did not understand.  Before you put them in groups, you should have gone through an entire example of what you wanted them to do.  Again it was confusing.  It was good having them come up in front as a group to go over the information they put together in their groups.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The teacher candidate made effective use of proximity/gathering for whole group instruction (students sitting on carpet close to chart showing examples) She demonstrates skill for students (how to edit sentences) prior to asking them to       practice in class and uses technology to support learning goals Instruction was differentiated through multiple modes of delivery -Students moved on to practice with clear understanding of the task. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your instructional decision to "make mistakes" while working a problem on the board created multiple opportunities for students to use critical thinking/ higher order thinking skills. The students were clearly thinking and analyzing your work as they would raise their hand to tell you about a "mistake" that you had made. Their ability to reason and offer the correct procedure provided you with good formative assessment information as you made decisions later about which students to check on during independent practice.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		You opened the lesson telling the students they would be learning about flowers, parts of the a flower. You read the book Planting a Rainbow.  Great read aloud. You asked the students where flowers come from...you helped them to understand the many places they can be found. I like the way you used many opportunities, while reading the book, to point out and discuss the contents. You asked the students why they thought the book was called "Planting a Rainbow."  You helped students to understand that all the colors of the different flowers were like all the colors of a rainbow. You dismissed the students to one of the three groups.  The students were so quiet during this transition. You had all materials ready for each of the three groups. You explained how the droppers were to be used and that they would need to wait their turn to use one. You pointed out the colors they could choose from  to color their flowers in the ice tray. You had made a great model. Would have been good to hang it up so all students could see it. Lesson closing goes at the very end of the lesson, as this allows for assessing their understanding of the lesson goal.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		- Actively involves individual students and whole group in verbally solving math problems - Reinforces math vocabulary/concepts as he guides students through the process of solving math problems -Provides opportunity for independent  work in addition to guided practice - Assists individual students as needed or requested during their independent work.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mr. Spence has a solidly proficient performance in carrying out this lesson. He is headed toward exemplary in some areas such reinforcement, open-ended questions, and wait time. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Loved that your problems included real world scenarios. Your differentiation within groups and with the tasks was good. Your directions were clear and you set expectations for acceptable behavior. Transitions from one group to the next was very smooth. You required students to "show their work" as they completed the problems and explained why that was important. When working with money try to have real coins available for the students to see.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		I liked that you had them get out what would be need during class before you started.  I also like how you began the lesson with three volunteers drawing items from a bag to have the class predict what they were going to be doing during class.  It was interesting that you had to define the word "draw" for the students.  Good power point presentation.  You did a good job in having them work the problems then going over step by step with the power point information.  You probably should have had them draw a picture of the problems they were doing.  It would have been another way for them to "see" the problem.  After the first problem you did not have them read the sentence...it was important. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was a subtraction and addition word problem review lesson.  You began by asking the students to give you words that told them they needed to add in order to solve a word problem. Then you did the same with key words which indicated the operation would be subtraction.  You wrote the key words on a plus sign anchor chart and a minus sign anchor chart.  Very creative and can be left up for students to refer to when necessary. You worked through several problems on the PB asking students to locate the key words that would tell them whether to add or subtract to solve the problem. After it was decided what the operation needed was, the students went about actually solving the problem on their individual white boards. You called on individual students to share how they solved each of the problems. Each student was then given a flip book. You had the standards cut out and ready for the students to paste them to their books. You differentiated the lesson when you had different problems for the various levels of students in the class. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You activated the lesson by explaining your anchor chart.  Because there was no discussion of the learning goal, I the students seemed a little caught off guard. If they have been exposed to subtraction with regrouping before, it would have been helpful to make reference to that before sharing the anchor chart. You had slides on the P. board with a story problem involving subtraction with regrouping.  This was a good idea. My only suggestion would be to slow down the explanation of the slides so they can grasp what they are being shown. You modeled a problem on the board using the "rules" from the anchor chart. This taught the students they could look to the chart for help. You explained when taking "1" from the tens column they are actually borrowing 10 to add to the number in the ones place. Excellent support for learning the place value system! You had the students use white boards to practice a problem. Circulating through the classroom, looking at the boards of the students who may have trouble, would have been a good way to assess their understanding. I realize you don't want this to take too long or the others will get off task.   Always set expectations for using the boards....what to do when finished. Some began to talk as they finished and might have been disruptive to the ones still working their problem. You kept referring to the chart information to guide/support students through the practice problems.  Well done. You had made a game for the students to play with colorful creative gameboards.  You had the rules for playing the game on the P. board.  Always explain and show students how to play a game before letting them move from their seats. Some groups did not understand how to play the game and this is when it got a little chaotic in the class. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Good introductory lesson.  I liked how you introduced what an idiom was and then went over the standard...and put in student language.  Students enjoyed your skit with Mrs. Savidge and her "being a chicken".  Good having the students get up in front of class and do their skit that emphasized an idiom.  Might have been "better?" to have the students not doing the skit explain the idiom then have the skit students explain what they thought. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Really good that you had them get their chrome books ready before you start the lesson.  Made it much easier to flow from one activity to the next.  Good video...it added additional information about suffixes that they had heard about in a previous prefix lesson.  Good step by step directions inputting information into their chrome books.  Students had some difficulty coming up with words with suffixes.  Glad you put up a word bank on the board.  Students are having difficulty typing on the chrome books...they need as much practice as possible.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good energy throughout lesson.  You did a great job of paraphrasing student answers and adding information as needed to clarify.  Good job of explaining the difference betwee "theme" and "main idea".  Expanded students' vocabulary by using words like "elaborate" on bravery.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I liked the way you opened with defining the terms and having them then predict how the cups would transmit light.  You showing the cups lighted by the flashlight really reinforced their predictions.  Having them write the definitions of transparent, translucent, and opaque was good except you should have also included the direction that they could put in their own words.  You also referred back to a video they had seen the day before.  Good directions for the activity to have a cutter, a gluer, and a paster.  Kept the activity moving and good conversation at each table.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great visuals! Excellent idea to use frogs since most kids love the.! Good visuals - video definitely enhanced the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher began with the powerpoint about beaks. The teacher used the powerpoint as a teaching tool to ask questions about the beaks of birds. The teacher explained the experiments to the students. The teacher issued packets to the students with explicit instructions for completing the packets. The teacher had the students use different items to gather the marshmallows in the bowls. The teacher instructed the students to write about a bird and their beak. The teacher had a good discussion about the different experiments with the beaks and the birds at the conclusion of her lesson. The teacher asked good thinking questions about the lesson.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Opening communicated expections Instructional time varied sometimes needed more. Some grouping at the end

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		You opened your lesson reminding them of what they had been doing this week in math. suggestion- Instead of opening up with question "What have we been doing in math this week?" Try showing a graph and asking what we call this picture?"   "And why do we use these graphs?"  Go in that direction to refocus their brain.   Good directions, expectations (pencils down, eyes on me) on the graph activity.   Your students loved the gummy bear graph activity.  This kept them engaged while they were learning.   suggestion- for visual learners especially, I would have had them use the same color drawing in graph as the gummy bears. (Instead of using pencil to graph all.)  

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher began the story by asking the students questions about story problems. The teacher called on different students to read the story problems on the worksheet. The teacher did a good job walking around monitoring the students throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to make up their own problems on the back of their paper. The teacher recorded the problems from the students on the promethean board. The teacher had good questions for the students as they responded with their problems. The teacher has a very caring personality. He truly cares about the education of his students. The teacher constantly gives positive reinforcements to the students as they worked throughout the lesson. 

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You accessed prior knowledge of main idea and key details. You had an anchor chart to fill out with the students. You asked the following questions and guided the students to the correct responses. These were written on the anchor chart for students to copy into their interactive notebooks: What is the main idea? Why do you think it is important to find the main idea? How do we find the main idea? Students were broken into two groups according to their Lexile Levels. Mrs. McKenzie worked with one group and you worked with the other. Great way to differentiate learning!! You printed out pages from their novel study books and had students practice looking for themes, ideas or information the author is trying to tell their audience. I had to leave, therefore I did not see the closing of the lesson. Many students had trouble reading the anchor chart and had to move. To their credit they moved without disturbing the class. Think about how well students can see what you are doing at the front of the room if they are sitting farther back.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You showed the students a figure and had the students tell you the fractions, using the correct termonology-numerator and denomenator.  You asked the students to tell you the fraction that represented the green colored parts of the figure-reminding them the denominator is the total number of parts and the numerator would be the number of green parts. The students then worked with a partner to answer the next question regarding the number of colored partitions. One person was to write the answer on the sticky note.  Answers were placed on the correct part of the anchor chart.  You reviewed the answers in order to see if the students agree with the answers or not. You repeated this process until you gave each student his/her own sticky note. They wrote their names on them and you asked the final question.  This allowed you to see if individual students were understanding the concepts. Students were then given a handout with problems to work independently. You and your CT worked with small groups and individual students in order that students had the support they needed.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good lesson on using context clues to get the meaning of a word they may not know when reading.  Students enjoyed the Flocabulary video.  You also had an anchor chart for them to refer to about where to look in their reading for meaning.  I liked the "Word Detective" that you filled in as a group.  Good that you had the students explain how they knew the real word to put in the place of the made up word from the clues.  Good station activities.  The students were really challenged by the Kahoot questions.  Some really struggles with it.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson.  Glad you used the camera to show the words and pictures as you reviewed components of each branch of government.  Students loved playing Government Trivia.  Liked how you had them work with their elbow partner to get the answer. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening and engager as you told them what they would be learning today. Loved the review chart you used on board to help them review Prose, Poetry and drama components. Your students were totally engaged as you reviewed the 3 methods that authors create. Good questioning of whys and why nots. So glad you incorporated Valentines Day into your ELA. The video was a good visual of the Valentine history. *Talk about this video more after it ends! The popcorn reading fit right in to your reading skills. Having them choose to write a poem, prose, or a drama was a creative idea. *Probably need more instructions and expectations. Maybe you model on board one for them to see. Differentiation could be making their own up (poem, drama, or prose) if they can't follow Valentine story. It was hard. This would even be hard for me to think about. But the idea was great! Just tweek a little!

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good opening as you introduced relative pronouns using power point (vocabulary) Loved the Studyladder guided game. *suggestion- Once they see the correct answer, let them hear the wrong answers to hear why it wasn't right.  Then, once they answer (the worksheet), as you guide them, explain answers more. Awesome! You started doing this some! Good balance of direct /guided instruction and independent work. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Good discussion with the students about WWII, Pearl Harbor, and D-Day.  Students had a lot of information and using the "brochure" to fill in and the Venn diagram certainly helped them get it organized.  Be careful when you say numbers over 100 that you don't use the word "AND".  It should be said three hundred fifty-three...NOT...three hundred AND fifty-three.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of natural resources. You asked the students what it meant to be a human resource. You gave examples and then had students come up with some of their own to share. You asked if anyone knew what a resource is. You had students share examples of resources used everyday. This was an excellent way to connect learning to their person lives. You defined the three resources they were to study, natural human and capital . Students gave examples of each and these were recorded in their interactive notebooks. This was an excellent way to have students take notes with your support. After the PP you passed out nine pictures to nine students. You had drawn a chart on the board with a column for each productive resource. You instructed the students to place their picture under the correct column on the white board. After placing their pictures on the white board you led a discussion regarding whether the picture had been placed in the correct column. You asked why particular pictures were placed in the various columns. You instructed the students to complete their interactive notebooks by identifying what type of resource each of the nine pictures on the last page represented. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You began the lesson with a PowerPoint review of fossils.  Beginning a lesson with a short review is so powerful and so supportive of your students' learning.  The P.P. had excellent visuals for all of the terms they had been studying. It was a very good lead-in to what they would be doing during stations. You explained what the students were to do in each station. The station activities supported your stand and E.Qs. perfectly. You had written up the directions for each station and had them included with the activities. This is the perfect way to teach students to be independent, as they could reread the directions if necessary. There was a little confusion for the students regarding which station to go to, but you quickly got them back on track. You had the students in your station create a mold and cast model using a shell and play-doh. In order to take their understanding to a higher level, you had them fill out a graphic organizer using the steps of the scientific process. You differentiated by having different reading levels for the information text sheets the students were to read. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Technology not working.  You possibly should have had the students get their pencils and something to write on before you started reading.  Too much time was wasted especially in the pencil line.  Good reading voice.  Students were very attentive while you read the book.  Doing the chart together was a good idea to give them practice for the next story but some of the students put their answers in the wrong box.  You needed to check after the first box and make sure all had the information in the right place. Activity was good but story they need to read was long.  Might have been better if you had read it to everyone then work in their groups. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		After Standard, you flowed very naturally into lesson. You explained directions and gave expectations Glad that you used the textbook. There are many fun and creative ways to use this book. When you shared your Starbucks story (what you had written about), that was a neat great personal story they could relate to. Using text structure reminders was a good strategy. *suggestion- possibly spend more time modeling your story.  Modeling is a wonderful tool.  Elbow partners was a good idea to swap and check work. Closing was edit and revising.

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Opened with a discussion about spring and the changes that happen.  Discussed terms used in the life cycle of a butterfly.  Read book on butterflies. Students created sequence of the life cycle. You monitored students well.  The vocabulary was reinforced throughout the lesson.  Closed the lesson by having students tell the life cycle stages in order.  Showed video. I thought the video would have made a great opening and could be revisited at closing.  Ask students if they know what the vocabulary means before telling them.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good opening Brain Pop! Spend a little more time relating the  topic to real life! I think it would be beneficial to make a list of possible main topics after reading the book to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began by sharing a Brain pop video about immigration. The teacher read about the different immigrants for the beginning of the lesson. *The teacher needed to ask the students questions during her delivery. The lesson had a lot of information about immigrants for the students. *The teacher could let the students read the powerpoint so they could be involved more.
*The teacher needed to dvide up the information for different days. The teacher issued worksheets to the students that contained math problems.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Activity was good working with "Theme" words.  I didn't see the beginning of the activity but the students seemed to be having a difficult time with some of the words.  Did you go around and give an example before you had the groups do it?  Second activity with the Song/Story/Poem...you should have gone through one as an example.  The song, story, and poem given needed to be more relevant to the students.  Fables are always good to use for "Theme".  You need to do more paraphrasing of student answers.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good mix of instruction and student participation. Students were engaged in the Brasin Pop video. The playdough was engaging as they got to make a good to sell. Money then allowed them to purchase-enacting the producer/consumer cycle. Lesson continued.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		You reviewed prior learning of symbols for comaprison of numbers.  The video caught the students interest.  You had lots of student participation during your guided instruction.  You asked students to explain their thinking. Students had manipulatives to work with to compare numbers and make number lines. Lesson continued.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Good presentation (Power Point) as you introduced clouds.  It was obvious you thought your presentation through as you planned it.  You did a nice job of explaining the different types of clouds.  You gave some good examples as you presented. Stations were good.  Loved the fact that you added a writing station from the book Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Beginning of lesson was good but I would encourage you to slow down and spend more time on the focus of your lesson. You give quality feedback to your students.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the different reference materials. *The poster used for the reference materials is too small for the students to see-the poster should be a powerpoint. The teacher used a map to share with the students to explain the map reference skill. The teacher used the dictionary to let the students look up different words. The teacher let the students tell her the answers to questions about different ways the dictionary can be used. The teacher reviewed the encyclopedia. The teacher had different examples of reference materials on each group of desks for the students to use during the lesson. The teacher called on different students to read the definitions for the different reference materials. The teacher explained the game to the students. The teacher had the students participate in a scavenger hunt. The teacher told the students they were going on a scavenger hunt. The teacher gave the students five minutes to use the different reference materials. *The teacher needed to do one example from the worksheet to illustrate how to complete the answers. The teacher asked different questions at the end of the lesson for the closure. *The teacher needed some type of written assessment to see if the students understood the different reference materials. *The teacher led the students to believe that the reference materials were hard to use. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Opened with a book-asked questions as book was read to be sure students were understanding the material.  Had student model the hand washing activity.  Passed out glitter germs so students could see the results of hand washing.  Lesson connected to real world experiences of students.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher reads with great expression. The teacher asked different questions relating the book to present day things like Jurassic Park. The teacher asks good questions throughout the read aloud of the book. The teacher gave good instructions for the next assignment before the students returned to their seats. The teacher had the instructions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to write about a fish fossil. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their writing assignment. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the directions for logging on to the ww.fossilmuseum. net website The lesson was very sequential in the delivery. The teacher did a great job encouraging the students to continue to work on their writing assignment.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Technology not working.  Good reading of the story.  Good questioning throughout the reading.  Might have had students get pencil and IReady book before you read the story.  Needed to check when they were filling in the information for the first story that they were answering in the right box.  I liked the way you paraphrased student answers. Also like the way you walked areound and checked on students work.  Good directions for second story they were to read.  Might have been better if you had read the story first for everyone then let them go to their groups.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson started off by reviewing the five regions of Georgia. Not all students knew the regions and there was some confusion. You did not have the attention of all the students as you explain the directions for the rotation of the stations. You gave the signal, but you gave directions while there were side conversations. Used the clapping rhythm and only a few of the students responded back. Always wait until everyone is listening. At times, you just talked over the students. Your voice got louder. Writing on the board, students were engaged in side conversations and you did not seems to notice this.  In the stations, some of the students were not looking at the power points, but just talking to each other. You had too much planned for the time allowed for the lesson. The places you set up the computers did not allow the students to all see the chrome book, which encouraged several to talk instead of work on the flip book. During transition to other stations, you gave directions, but did not have everyone's attention. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		I think it would be beneficial to spend more time relating George W. Carver to today's products. Take time to teach from the video: Make list on the side from student input. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		This lesson went much better. You had the students engaged in hands-on activities which they seemed to really enjoy. As we talked you realized that one center took much longer than the other two to complete. It is always important to practice activites at home to see the timiing. The ramp center needed nore directiion for the students, they were not clear what they were to do. I suggest having a timer to time the cars and a recording sheet for them to complete. The Venn digram was too short as well, maaybe if you had the studentsd each had to draw an example for the Venn diagram, a pull, a push , and both and maybe some old magazines for them to search through. A word find of objects that you could push, pull or both. The students were having fun and were able to answer the questions. The Bill Nye brought many memories... I loved his videos when I was teaching. You know he is coming back with some new videos. Be on the look out. You did a good job monitoring the groups and the transition was smooth for the most part. This class has some children who have some problems following directions.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson having students fold 2 dimensional figures as many ways as they could. Each student in the group had a different firgure. This was a good start. This lesson lends itself to lots of hands on manipulation of shapes in order to help students "see" the different lines of symmetry each object had. You reminded the students that the figures had to be folded with equal parts in order to show symmetry. You asked the groups to share what they had found with the figure their group was given. Perhaps have one student stand and demonstrate since all groups had different figures. You asked students to identify whether the figure was folded vertically or horizontally in order to form lines of summetry. This was excellent use of math vocabulary! You moved to the flip chart with examples of other objects, numbers, letters etc. that had lines of symmetry. Some of these were difficult to understand....like the "S" .... it would have been helpful if the students had had one to manipulate. The next slide on the flip chart gave examples of objects which had more than 2 lines of symmetry. Again, hands-on objects to manipulate would have been more powerful. The figure of the cross, in particular, was difficult for the students to determine the lines of symmetry. As you passed out their packet of papers you had students discuss how many lines of symmetry the last 2 figures on the slide had. This was a terrific technique to keep students on task and engaged in the lesson. Not a moment of instruction was lost. Make certain all students are listening when you give all directions. Many of the students had begun to work and did not hear you say to work on a, b, c, etc. when finished with number one. As students were working you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding and giving assistance. You assigned the ones to be done for homework after an appropriate amount of practice in the classroom. You moved on to a figure of a circle. You asked the students to share what they remembered about circles. Excellent support of previous skills. You led a dicussion helping the students reach the conclusion a circle would have an infinite number of lines of symmetry. Review of term infinite would have been appropriate. Someone in that room had probably forgotten. On the next handout, you had students complete the figures given using the line of symmetry.You demonstrated the first one on the board which was excellent support. You used a sort summarizer to close the lesson. What do you plan to do with the data gathered from the sticky notes? Because there was time left at the end of the class, it would have been more productive for the students to work on take home test and the symmetry problems rather than playing Geometry Simon Says. Perhaps play that game for 5 min. at the very end of the class. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You began the lesson by accessing prior knowledge of the water cycle.  The students shared with you what they already knew. You showed a very effective video to demonstrate the water cycle. You then asked questions after the video. The students were all engaged in the video.  You asked them to remember the stages of the water cycle.  You gave one student specific praise when you said, "I like the way you looked at the poster for help."  This reinforces anchor charts are there for them to use and support their learning. You included movement in the lesson when you had the students make specific movements for the stages of the water cycle. Excellent!  Another strategy for helping students to learn.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Reviewed volume, use popsicle sticks to call on students to answer questions. Had a power point to help students remember the formula and complete a few practice problems.I liked how you had students come to the board to work the problems and asked the class to check their work against the problem on the board.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Higher order questioning, wait time, and encouragement are all a part of the excellent discourse between the teacher candidate and her students. In addition, the discussion included specific instructions for improving their assignment which is a written response to a poem.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Students who are reading independently have a packet of work to complete that allows them to share what they have learned about the characters and other elements from the book On Their Honor. The cooperating teacher shared with me that the packet of prompts to respond to the reading were created by the teacher candidate. The materials were exemplary, and can be adapted for other reading materials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		A good portion of your lesson was spent on a review of Ga. habitats--this was not reflected in the lesson plan. Your lesson plan called for a review of text features-this was a brief part of the lesson. The fake website was good to teach students everything they find on the internet is not true. Lots of student participation answering questions. Lesson continued.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Lesson opening grabbed the students attention and they were eager to participate in the centers.  Good review of standard.  You gave detailed instructions for each science station.  Students had things to do and observations to complete.  You reviewed the safety precautions for each station.  Everything was ready for all groups and transitions were smooth.  Directions were posted at each station so students could get right to work . Ask more open ended questions-have them describe the pysical/chemical change.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Video did more teaching than you did.  You needed to do the modelling of  the correct way to multiply decimals step by step.  It was difficult to have the students do problems on the board when the story problem was up...not enough room.  You also "lost" the students when one student took a long time working out a problem. You are very "robotic" when teaching.  Your voice is monotone and no inflection when points need to be stressed.  

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You explained the reason for order of operations.  Students discussed why order is needed-related it to the real world. There was a good balance of guided instruction independent practice.  You gave more guided instruction based on student needs.  Very encouraging to students--promoted an atmosphere where it was ok to try and see if it worked. Try to incorporate more open ended questions.  

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the center activities. You provided all accomodations planned for your students to help all be sucessful in lesson. You monitored students as they worked and encouraged those who were hesitant. Money has so many real world applications-try to make that connection with students so they see the purpose in the lesson.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Students were engaged in the lesson.  You incorporated, guided practice, technology, manipulatives, and independent work into lesson.  You allowed students to get up and move when you sensed they needed to expel some energy.  You closed the lesson and had a ticket out the door for final assessmet.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by asking the students what the different coins were worth. The teacher was using the strategy of letting one block represent one cent. The teacher would demonstrate how 10 blocks would equal 10 cents. The students would roll the two dice and come up with a two digit number. The students would display the correct coins for the two digit number. The teacher carried on dialog with the students to familarize them with the correct way to count money. The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet.  The teacher had the students do the first problem together. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher conducted a small group for Reading. The teacher had the Reading group tell her the different alphabet sounds for the beginning of the lessson. The teacher had a blending board that she used with the students to say the different words. The teacher took advantage of every teaching situation while working with the students. The teacher would question the students if the words were real or nonsense. The teacher gives good instructions for the worksheet to be completed. The teacher had thes students read different sentences.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-Appropriate use of technology - coordinated with manipulative cards -Nice job helping individual student pronounce difficult word -Having someone from each table group practicing prefixes/suffixes from cards was a good way to approach this & offered peer support -Multiple approaches to identifying prefixes/suffixes differentiated the lesson for a variety of learners. -effectively organized activities for four reading groups -guided one of the reading groups & provided appropriate feedback

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Today's lesson masterfully moved between teacher centered and student centered learning. The teacher candidate had the book for read aloud projectedfrom the desktop camera. When she took a break from reading, she swapped right over to the projection of the graphic organizer, and continued leading the discussion and moved as needed throughout the classroom. The transition was so smooth that it was like watching a television show that is being shot with multiple cameras. By the time students stopped looking at the book and got their graphic organizer ready to go, she was at the front of the room ready to lead class discussion. As she continued leading the discussion, she eventually made her way back to the camera to reference the book again. It was the perfect use of technology that enhanced the lesson while at the same time keeping studetnt focused on either the teacher's voice or the written page of their book. Considering all of these points above, the intern/ teacher candidate has earned exemplary ratings for transitions and for the variety of strategies (read aloud, technology, graphic organizer).

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great opening for the lesson. You did a good job with the lesson focus & the PP was a great visual learning tool fo all of the students. You were very encouraging to your students throughout the lesson. Good HOTS quesitioning thoughout the lesson. Good balance of instructional vs. student participation time. TOTD was a good activity. You might want to have them write 3 facts about the impact of the assassnation each person instead of just 3 facts about their person.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were involved from beginning of lesson.  You had students explain "why" they rounded up or down.  You transitioned to groups smoothly.  You gave directions and set expectations for students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		The Powerpoint was well composed and included an interactive activity. The graphics were colorful & provided details to the lesson. Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about new vocabulary to ensure clear understanding Lesson closing activity was appropriate. I would have the students that got the correct answer give me a thumbs up. This will help to clarify how many students understood the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Activated prior learning and made sure students really understood telling time to the hour. You asked why it was important to know about time. Used Judy clock to show students movvement of hands. Might have nelped for each student to have a small clock to move the hands. Be sure to watch your work-error in the guided practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Opened lesson with a video then told students to cut out pictures while watching video.  (In our discussion it wa noted that the video was more for the song).  You reviewed prior learning and made sure students understood the terms being used.  Had a flip book for students to glue pictures into. Had 2 sets of flip bookd made of different colors.  This made giving directions very confusing and took away from instructional time.  Watch your pronunciation-Parthenon was wrong throughout the lesson. Students had to label their books-write the 3 key terms on the board so you don't have to spel the words throughout the lesson. Transitioned to next activity before finishing up flip books and cleaning up.  Students were unsure of what to do with the cups and pans. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		The lesson was intriguing to the students but completing the activity took over the lesson. Make sure to keep focused on the purpose or focus of the lesson. It might help to spend more time with reviewing main idea. If you're using a video clip, make sure to use it as teching tool by reviewing the information presented. The DIrt Cake would have been a good activity at the end of the lesson. I think it would have helped to read the book about St. Patrick's Day in the heart of the lesson & follow the reading/discussion with a short activity to measure comprehension. The concluding activity could have been the Dirt Cake. Remember students need to See & Hear in order to learn. Once the DC activity is over, go on to the next slide which in this lesson would be the name of the book (or a picture of the book cover0 & a picture of the graphic organizer that you are using. Make sure all students havea chance to learn (high, medium, & low). 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning at the beginning of the lesson not only served as formative assessment, but also gave students clues and eventually clarity regarding the topic of the lesson. The perserverance of the teacher/intern in asking the right questions paid off.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate chose making models of the regions of Georgia for an assignment that would develop and highlight student understanding of the learning goals.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video to engage students.  Asked recall questions.  Had students applying their knowledge in problem solving. The robot activity was interesting because you supplied the area and allowed students to figure out how to construct a square or rectangle with that area. Good monitoring of students as they workied. When students wre struggling, you guided them to the answer with strategies to try instead of just giving them the answer.  There was a tie to real world-area for pet, perimeter for fence.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Students were working problems along with you and you had them explain every step for you to do during the review. You did ask, "How doyou know" to get students to explain their thinking/reasoning. You encourage students and ask lots of questions to assess student understanding.,
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		As the students were working on the word problems, you continued to stand in the same place in the classroom. Mrs. Rainwater was moving about the room assessing the students' understanding and giving help when needed.  Think how many more students could have been helped had you been circulating as well.  You could always move back to the P.Board to read aloud the next word problem. The activity using the skittles was an excellent way for students to construct their own visual representations of the problems!

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		The independent activity planned as an assessment was not valid as you helped students as they were completing it and gave them the answers.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Asking questions that elicit thoughtful responses is a boost to student assessment.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students are actively engaged in part because they are well aware of the purpose of learning. As they listen to the original story from the chart paper, they are showing evidence of ongoing learning by asking meaningful questions and responding to the teacher candidate’s questions. Their responses give informal formative assessment, and it is clear they are ready to move on to independent work.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Your assessments were the center recording sheets.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Planning such a creative activity for students is a challenge, and can be risky. But your well planned lesson was communicated well to students and resulted in an assessment piece that was unique, highly engaging, and as a bonus seemed to be fun for your students.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The interactive science notebook serves as a collection of assessments that can be accessed at anytime.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher used the SCOOT activity to test the knowledge of the students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job questioning the students throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Students had lots of opportunities to demonstrate their understanding of the concep.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Good job with questions that will give you information about what studets are thinking - formative assessment as the lesson progresses.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You asked questions as you circulated throughout the classroom, determining if they understood what they were to be writing. The assignment was supportive of your students' learning and beautifully scaffolded for them. As this was a new writing experience, I don't think diagnostic testing was necessary.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You questioning techniques are outstanding.  You ask questions that lead students to the correct response instead of just giving them the answer.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Independent activity that was to serve as an assessment was not valid because you gave answers to students when they had questions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		If the intern was able to gather any informal assessment from the lesson as it took place, I am surprised. The questioning did not lean toward gathering any information. There was a two or three minute period of time near the end of the lesson when using clear cups to show another way of marking measurement that the class answered some questions as a whole group. That may have been a time when some informal assessment data could be gathered.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Appropriate pauses for wait time followed questions.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Informal questioning was the catalyst for engaging students, and it gave you a head start on assessment. The exemplary in the instructional section is directly tied to this. You are asking questions like an experienced teacher.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The questioning for formative assessment would have gone better with a stronger opening perhaps. The summative assessments - a grophic organizer and a quiz, could have also been more effectively used had their been clear learning goals. set. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good questioning during opening of lesson & as you progressed through the information that was presented. I think it would benefit the students to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Good questioning was used throughout lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning during the instructional part of the lesson.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good questioning during the lesson. You were encouraging yet you instructed the students to think about what they were asking. This allowed you to have a better understanding of their knowledge level.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not necessary for this lesson. Your questioning techniques are good....you are able to lead the students, through your questioning, to the correct answer/understanding.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Supportive stations to ensure students' understanding of lesson goal....what impacts pitch. You circulated throughout the classroom  assessing their understanding and offering guidance when needed. Diagnosic testing was not needed for this lesson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As stated above, asking more detail questions about the story would have been helpful. You gave the students a read and recall worksheet to complete. You guided/supported your students as they completed this. You had the students write, in complete sentences, what the book was mostly about and to tell you two things they remember from the book. The students then got to draw something from the beginning, middle and end of the book which allowed them to practice sequencing of the story, as well.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Excellent job questioning the students during instruction! Woo Hoo! It was obvious that you knew your topic and felt at ease with the students giving you random answers!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You asked questions throughout the lesson in order to assess the students' understanding. The M&M activity was perfect for this standard as the students had manipulatives to represent their problems. You used levels in order to group the students and have them work with certain teachers in the classroom.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		In order to assess the students' learning, you gave them an "exit slip" that tested their ability to identify whether a paragraph was written in the first person or third person point of view. You also asked the students to underline the pronouns in each paragraph which helped them identify the point of view.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had students explaining their thoughts throughout the lesson. The QR Code activity was hands-on, engaging, and designed for the students' levels. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning throughout the lesson! Activities promoted formative learning.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Questioning students in order to assess their understanding and thought processes is definitely a strength of yours! Outstanding! The playhouse and the handout allowed the students to practice the skill under your supervision. Diagnostics- not applicable to this lesson

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Excellent job using all levels of quality questioning throughout the lesson. It's a great way to assess what information students are learning.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. I think it would be beneficial to have more teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning throughout Instruction and when the students were doing independent work!

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When you use put a definition on the board (ex. Human Resources) make sure that the students understand all of the words that make up the definition (ex. quality vs quanity) Good job reinforcing the information via good questioning throughout the lesson!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Diagnostic testing not applicable to this lesson.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher concluded the lesson by having several students share their brochures for transparent, translucent and opaque. The teacher had a rubric for each partner group to assess the brochure. The teacher asked different questions for the students at the end of the lesson to check for understanding. GROW-The teacher needed a short assessment test for the brochure activity.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Remember to include some higher order thinking questions in your lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Ticket out the door was a great informal assesment.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a good assessment which included different questions on the powerpoint. The students would record their answers on the whiteboards. The teacher walked around and checked the answers for the questions. The students would hold up their boards for the teacher to check the answers. GROW-How is the teacher keeping up with the students who miss the question?

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Assesment was their writing prompt. Did it answer the Standard/ I can Statements? Loved that you had a rubric for your writing.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Th Ticket out the Door was vague. That's hard for them to think of an inference off the top of their head. What about putting up another picture on the screen and having them inference from the picture, based on what they had learned today. This would bring your lesson full circle from how you started.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Diagnositcs not necessary for this lesson. Making the mobile was such a creative way to visually demonstrate the main idea and key details! 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It would be helpful for the students if you would have the instructions for the activity written on an anchor chart or prelisted on the Promethean Board.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostic testing not applicable.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		There are strengths throughout the lesson, but the one that stands out is the ability of the teacher candidate to verbally guide students through their work and thought process on math problems. It is difficult to find an area that needs improvement, but perhaps some thought should be given to striking a balance between guided practice and individual practice. Like all elementary schools in the system, though, this school requires teachers to closely follow the Eureka math program curriculum - which would also influence that decision.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Informal assessment was them being able to tell you what their 3 machines were that they created.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The scavenger hunt was a group assessment.  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		In this lesson, teacher observation of students applying the phonics rule provided immediate formative assessment. This made it possible to adjust the lesson as it was in progress and keep it at a realistic pace given the amount of student progress.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The students gave enough verbal responses near the beginning of the lesson to provide formative assessment for the teacher candidate.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The teacher had an assessment at the end of the lesson to identify the students who understood the States of Matter and those students who needed further help.  

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning used throughout the lesson.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Great assesment in having them write in 3 or 4 sentences the answer to EQ

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Diagnostic testing not necessary for this lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Lesson was not complete when I left.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Diagnostic test data was not necessary for this lesson.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent questioning during the lesson which lead students to a deeper understanding of how the physical features formed and the importance of the places discussed. Diagnostics were not needed for this lesson.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		As you worked the problems during the direct instruction, your follow up to their comments on a "mistake" you made added to the formative assessment data that you could gather. Sometimes as teachers, we do this instictively, but as you begin your career, try to continue to be aware of what you can find out about what students know early in a unit or a lesson. Most of the lessons I've seen are divided as they should be into some direct instruction and some student practice. When you can, lean more on the independent student practice and circulate spending time with individual students. That has been a successful practice so far for you, so fine tune it and incorporate more of the most successful aspects.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		As the lesson begins and Mr. Spence is calling on students to share their thoughts and answer certain math problems. He gathers formative assessment data from a sample of students that he asks for answers. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Good job using your questions as a formative assessment tool, and adjusting instruction as needed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You used Lexile Level for grouping students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		As an assessment, students were asked to complete a productive resource activity sheet which you had differentiated for the various learners in your class. Well done!  You also worked with EIP students in a small group in order to give them extra support.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You asked many questions, during the P.P. ,  to assess the students' understanding of the material you were reviewing. This prepared  them for their assignments in the stations. The cast/mold activity was hands-on, engaging, and gave the students a real understanding of what these were in relation to fossils. You used reading levels when assigning the informational text for students to read in stations. Outstandiing!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good questioning was used during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did not ask many higher level questions, mostly recall.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good recall questioning especially as a means to seek prior knowledge.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The written activites were appropriate and you did a great job asking the higher order thnking questions. The students were able to answer and apply what you reviewed on the power point and from the video.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Needed to have students explain key points.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked a series of questions regarding the water cycle using the P. Board.  You had students come up and indicate the correct answers.  How could you have involved the whole class in answering the questions. Something that would have ensured all stayed engaged in the lesson. Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson. You had the students complete an activity using cotton balls and water in a bowl.  You led the students through model the different stages of the water cycle and record that information on a graphic organizer. Terrific visual for the stages of the water cycle.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		The spinner activity was well received by the students and was a good review of volume for the Milestones testing.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The discourse between the students and the teacher candidate included a great deal of information that she may use to diagnose individual issues in their writing as well as potential  trends in the work of the class overall.

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher candidate is checking for student understanding of their reading selections through the discussion of how the reader and the characters reacted to the events in the plot. Her questioning helped students identify their progress in making sense of what they have been reading. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. The packet of information helped students express their thoughts to the teacher. Students were asked to use sentence prompts to verbally express their feelings about the story and to identify how they may have felt differently than they did after first starting the book. 

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		The computer program quiz gave you immediate feedback as to how well students were understanding similies and metaphors.  The tricky questions made sure students were paying attention.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Good job gathering formative assessment as you called on students to take turns sharing examples with the use of the cards. This allowed all students to check for understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Questioning provided formative assessment. Though not observed, previous diagnostic testing was used to break students into reading groups.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Great job questioning throughout the lesson. You used the Powerpoint to enhance the discussion and to provide information for the class.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during note taking.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job with questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Questioning helps this intern/teacher build knowledge base among students and is used for formative and summative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The student project gave them an active opportunity to show their understanding of the content..

		Responses (n): 		86

		Response Rate: 		22.87%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		111		29.52%		219		58.24%		35		9.31%		1		0.27%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		3		3		0.6

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.27%		108		28.72%		212		56.38%		34		9.04%		11		2.93%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		3		3		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		2		0.53%		129		34.31%		198		52.66%		35		9.31%		3		0.8%		9		2.39%		376		2.73		3		3		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.27%		59		15.69%		254		67.55%		54		14.36%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		2.98		3		3		0.56

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		43		11.44%		273		72.61%		52		13.83%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		3.02		3		3		0.51

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		1		0.27%		39		10.37%		269		71.54%		57		15.16%		0		0%		10		2.66%		376		3.04		3		3		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		14		3.72%		301		80.05%		50		13.3%		0		0%		11		2.93%		376		3.1		3		3		0.41

		Total/Percentage		5		0.19%		503		19.11%		1726		65.58%		317		12.04%		15		0.57%		66		2.51%		2632								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Moving around the room as you were teaching was good.  This is so important!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Be specific in your praise.  Say more than "Good job".

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Management was good. You redirected as needed. Try to give them a minute to "elbow partner talk". *Focus on challenging them that you KNOW they will be good and that they will listen. Don't focus too much by saying, "If you are not good, we won't do the fun stuff." Loved that you said "You guys are so smart!" *During the video, show the students that you are watching also. Be careful not to walk in front of them passing out papers. When they see you engaged, that helps them.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were in a small Math group which concentrated on time to the hour and half hour. The teacher is improving in controlling the students during the lesson. The teacher has a good knowledge of the subject matter. The students are very engaged in the lesson.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Class management was fine.  Your students were well behaved.   suggestion- Move away from the front of room.  Make yourself visable all over room to be sure they are doing their work correctly and are on task. 

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		You need to make sure you are monitoring "the room" especially when working with a student or group.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Always set expectations for what students are to do when they have finished an assignment. There is no way the whole class will finish at the same time. You redirect someone and asked someone else to move a clip. Good. Assess how many are still working and decide when enough have finished that it is time to share.  Sharing when so many are still working and talking meant very few were listening to the student sharing. Be careful about asking questions such as, "What do you guys thing?"  This requires shouting out which sends the wrong message to the students.  Call on students individually so you can assess individual student's understanding and even bring someone back on task. When students shout out a response no one hears or understands the correct answer. It appears, at times, you get louder in order to be heard above the students.  Try the opposite....speak softly. They will have to stop talking in order to hear what you are saying.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving!  You redirected several students not on task.  You reminded a group to talk more softly. When giving out the skittles you asked, "Give me a thumbs up" if you got a bag of skittles. Well done!  This does not require the students to shout out an answer! Instead of asking, "Who wants to do number 2?", rephrase it so there is no shouting out. Raise your hand if you would like to do number 2.  Be sure to call on "all" students whether they volunteer or not. In this way you are sending the message that all students should be on task and they are accountable for their learning. When having individual students read the word problem aloud for their classmates, having the others "track print" is an excellent way to keep all students engaged and on task. You have a nice, encouraging "teacher voice".

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are still "tentative" in front of the room teaching.  You are the teacher not their friend.  Students do not need to have fun all the time.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  Class was well behaved and engaged.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher has a very warm voice level with the students. The teacher is very engaging with the students. The teacher had two questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher selected one student to read the questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had a good discussion about the answers to the questions. The teacher had a clap system to redirect the students for the lesson. GROW-The teacher needed to correct off task behavior during the lesson. Once the teacher began with delivery, the students were on task. The teacher did a good job of praising the good students with conduct bucks and candy. The teacher did issue a few conduct cuts when the students were not on task.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You do such a good job of redirecting their attention back to you.  Awesome. Your class was well behaved and very smart! 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job!
The lesson was very well-planned and organized.  The students enjoyed every minute of the lesson. The teacher did a wonderful job of making the lesson fun and educational. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		So positive and encouraging with students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		The students were very attentive during the read aloud. GROW-THe teacher needs to improve her behavior management skills for teaching the different students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have shown your ability to plan and carry out a good lesson! As you move into next semester, you might consider these ideas: 1. Ask your cooperating teacher to give you an opportunity to teach a standard that he thinks is difficult to teach. Maybe your lesson(s) on the topic would be of help to the teacher. 2. Think about any areas you have not been able to be active in during the first semester. Were there certain activities that took place Tuesdays/Thursdays when you couldn't be there? If so, learn about those and offer to help. 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		you monitored your students as they worked in groups.  Your class was well managed.  Transitions went well.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		No off task behavior observed.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		You manage the classroom in part by being present throughout the various areas of the room at some time during the lesson. However, a well planned lesson with clear learning goals, and interesting activity are the keys to keeping the students on task and engaged during this observation. There were many examples of encouragement and high expectations during your conversations with students as you moved throughout the room. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged during the lesson. The lesson was very informative and very well sequenced to cover the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher is very knowledgable of the Language Arts subject matter. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around the classroom and check if the students were writing down the correct information from the powerpoint. The teacher has very natural ability.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your teacher voice was right on.  Great expression.  You had the students' attention the entire lesson. Your class was well behaved and attentive.  They enjoyed the lesson and learned about the importance of vocabulary in the story.  There were no behavior issues.  No need to ever redirect!  Wow! Glad you began walking around the room.  So important to monitor students to make sure they are engaged.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You monitored students as they worked and helped when needed.  Your group was talkative today but you redirected behavior and reminded them of what level they were working on and what that meant.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job keeping the students on task & involved in the lesson Your tone of voice & comments encouraged the students to participate. TC was dressed appropriately

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Glows- Good into Enjoyed read aloud Good use of management strategies Modeling of finished product Grows- Restate directions if students are not understanding make time for student collaboration validate praise

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room a little more often to be sure students not with you are on task.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		-understandable that afternoon student behavior different than morning visit last week -on task for individual practice

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		There were no classroom management concerns. Students were engaged in learning.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques.  You are consistent and fair.  You are quick to see anyone who is off task and refocus their attention. You have the perfect voice/demeanor for this age group.  You are supportive, encouraging, and engaging. You make the students WANT to pay attention to you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were quick to redirect any off-task behavior!  Excellent! You set expectations for student behavior on the rug. You made certain students raised their hands in order to answer a question. You had two boys "flip a card" when they had not heeded your warning. Good for you! Your "teacher voice:" is engaging and enthusiastic!  You make students want to listen to what you are saying. It is clear you have "command of the class!" 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter extremely well. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher has great voice quality during her read aloud Green Eggs and Ham. The teacher has total control of the students as she progresses through her lesson. The students were very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher exhibits all of the qualities of a wonderful teacher. The teacher always is prepared and professional in everything she does whether it will be lesson planning or working with other professionals. The teacher is very receptive to ways to improve her teaching and always excels in everything she tries. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a fellow teacher.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		You are soft spoken-not a problem when all students are quiet.  You may need to develop a firmer voice when trying to get control of the class.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – students were talkative and the teacher candidate response was to make a “shhhh” sound over and over.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The lesson had potential that never fully developed. The pace of the guided instruction was extremely slow. Students were asked to make a mark on their paper, and there was too much time between that and the next instruction. When students were off task, the intern did not take responsibility and step up the pace. There was a great deal of time spent on telling the class that they couldn't pay attention and how that was making it difficult for her. There was an attempt to control the noise level in the classroom by ocasionally talking in a whisper so that students wouldn't hear if they were loud. That was abandoned after about 15 minutes and frequent use of the "shh" sound resumed. Sometimes it was in the middle of a sentence. There was little student reaction to that, other than 2 or 3 students who repeated it.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The very short instances of off-task behaviors were handled very quickly and calmly. What could have been major disruption was avoided. Great job on keeping focus on the learning.  The use of some humor with your students shows that you have a good rapport with students and that you have established yourself as a leader.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Management was good. You used some positive comments as well as "thumbs up if you are ready" You walked around the room as you taught. Awesome! This allows you to be sure that students are engaged, on the correct page, etc. *When you tell everyone to listen up, like when you were explaining about rubber bands, be sure they all are listening. Three girls never stopped talking at one table. You asked Sarah a great question, "What made it change?" but before she answered you ....(erase this)

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You did a nice job of redirecting loud and disruptive behavior. Your class tended to get louder, but you kept them at bay. You monitored as you walked around the room.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Excellent redirection and reassurance was given to a student who expressed concern about having to learn a new math procedure. I can only imagine the confidence booster given to that student when the teacher/intern responded "We will learn it together."  Remember that statement and use it again in the future.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The classroom management became more and more difficult as students moved through the lesson with many of them not understanding the purpose of the activities.they were doin. When a student said something that was not agreeable, you said "you're not the teacher" three times to the same student, and a few other times to various students. At the very least, it is a poor choice of words and statements to make to a student. It came across at times as sarcasm, and we do not want to be sarcastic toward our students. More time spent monitoring individual students once independent work started would have been helpful. Ideally for this science lesson, students would have individually had the opportunity to try to shine the light through several different materials and dis

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		It would decrease down time if you would pre-group your students and have the groups posted on the board. Make sure the noise level stays at an appropriate level throughout the group activity. If not, the students will attempt to talk over each other. Have a mechanism for calling on students randomly. If not, you'll tend to call on the more outspoken students. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Questioning was encouraged throughout the lesson. It might help to have a system for selecting students. (ex. sticks with names, iphone app) I would suggest consistently walking around the room & monitoring the students as they complete the activity. Student's will tend to stay on task is they know they are being monitored. Actually read what they are writing. TC was professionally dressed.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Management was good.  You did a nice job of redirecting your students.  

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Pre-group students ahead of time and put group list on the PB. Put rules for the game on the board or on an anchor chart. This will help the students have a better understanding of the game. (Remember: Students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times in order for learning to take place.) TC was professionally dressed.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You set limits for finishing snacks. Logan, are you paying attention? You asked one student if he needed to leave the room because of behavior. He quickly straightened up. Overall loudness during stations....give a warning...it is too loud....then use the "talley chart" to make believers out of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You use various attention getters and the students respond accordingly.  You have high expectations for student behavior! You were quick to redirect anyone who had gotten off task, while not missing a beat teaching the lesson. You gave the students an amount of time to finish a certain part of the lesson. This is terrific time management as well as letting the students know they must stay on task in order to complete the work. I would like to see a little more enthusiasm/annimation when you are teaching. This helps to ensure students stay engaged with you and do not become behavior problems.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did an excellent job monitoring all areas of the clasroom! Youre comfortable with the noise that is generated as part of group work. By closely monitoring the groups, the students stayed focus & on task! TC was professionally dressed! TC's voice level was an appropriate & her comments were very encouraging.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You worked with a small group and all students were engaged and on task during the lesson. 

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job of monitoring and assisting as your students worked independently

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		The students are very well behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very sequential for the compare and contrast subject matter. The lesson was very educational and fun for the students. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were a bit loud at times. It would help if you teach the students a gesture or chant that you can use when the students are too loud. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. Always a good idea to have the groups divided ahead of time. Have a plan for any students that cannot work cooperatively with others. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You kept saying "Good job".  Please be more specific with your praise especially when it is directed to one student.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You thanked the students for raising their hands to be recognized. There was yelling out and I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over them during the making of the umbrellas.  Always get the students' full attention when you want to give directions/say something whole group.  When you give directions don't follow them with the word "okay". This makes it sound as if you are asking if what you have told them to do is okay with them. Remember to always set expectations for behavior during each part of a lesson.  They do not know what to do if you have not made it clear.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a good job monitoring the students who were working independently.  You made sure they were on task and answered questions as needed.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Kept students attention, moved around room and redirected students if they were off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! Statements such as, "Thank you for raising your hand, and Let me see your thumb when you are ready," send clear messages as to what your expectations are! Your tone of voice and the animation encourages students to remain engaged with you.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You set high expectations for your students' behavior from the beginning of the lesson. If anyone got off task, you immediately saw it and correct the student(s). Excellent behavior management techniques used throughout the lesson! You have the perfect engaging, enthusiastic "teacher voice"! You take beautiful "command" of the classroom! There is no doubt in the students' minds you are a teacher.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Awesome management of students. These 15 boys were mesmorized with you and your teaching. They can tell that you care for them and therefore they have respect for you. You taught from all over the room as well as monitored your students as they worked.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your students are challenged by you to do their best. That is very obvious! They respect you as their teacher and they do what you say.  It was amazing to see 14 boys on task and doing their work.  It seems that the WANT to please you and not disappoint.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Additional time was needed to ensure that all students had foundational knowledge of the skill being taught. Good voice level was maintained throughout the lesson. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Think of a way that you might not use your "voice" so much to get attention.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You monitored the class as they worked and quickly redirected students when needed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a good job monitoring the students during the lesson. The students were very well-behaved during the oral read aloud on the powerpoint. The teacher needed to have more hands-on activities for the students to keep their attention.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Use management strategies to get students attention.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Remember to move around to all groups, as quickly as possible, at the beginning of any group work. In this way you can see if they understand and are getting started on the activity. Remember when you ask for your students' attention, you wait for it.  Oherwise, they will get the idea you do not really mean what you say. You are beginning to "take command" of the classroom with your voice. Keep it up!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You redirected a student without missing a beat during your instruction.  You set the expectations for each part of the lesson.  The students were engaged and enjoying learning. You are definitely finding your "teacher voice"!!  I like that you smile and show the students you are enjoying teaching!

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		You paid a lot of attention to all the children at the table, calling them by name, responding to their statements. You also redirected off task behavior several times.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Be careful of grammar..."It don't sting" and "Our air conditioner don't work"???

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You need to be a little more strict.  You loose teaching time with side conversations you are in.  Too much talking not on subject.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You monitored students as they worked.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		GROW-The teacher needed to redirect the off task behavior of some of the students in the small Reading group. The teacher used a book to teach the students the different parts of the lesson. The teacher issued each student a sticky note. The teacher asked the students to write why authors used illustrations in the stories. GROW-The students need hands-on lessons to keep focused during the lesson. The teacher had an anchor chart for the lesson. The students placed their different sticky notes on the anchor chart in the corret text illustrations place. GROW-Maybe have assigned seats for the students to prevent the discipline problems. GROW-Each student needed his/her own book to find the different text illustrations in the story.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on their worksheet at their seats. Great lesson!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		When asking the students to stop talking, you might want to add, "I know that you are excited about the lesson but there should be no talking at this time." There was a couple of times that it would have been beneficial to use a pre-learned signal or words for stop talking such as "Class - Class" Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Activities were beneficial to the purpose of the lesson but also fun. Good voice quality throughout the lesson. TC was professionally dressed.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		"Me and Mrs. Brown should have been Mrs. Brown and I." Excellent control of the class. You have a very upbeat, engaging teacher voice!!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You used effective attention getters. The students clearly understood you were the teacher teaching this lesson. You told them you were going to call on the ones with the "maroon behavior". You reminded one boy how to sit on the rug. Excellent behavior management during lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your tone of voice was excellent. The students responded to you without you having to raise your voice. Make sure that all students are on task throughout the lesson. The back group were talking among themselves during the lesson. Don't hesitate to stop & redirect. TC was wearing professional attire!

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		The teacher consistently redirected the off task behavior of the students. The students really enjoyed the songs about the different parts of the plant. The lesson progressed nicely.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The students were very engaged in the lesson. The teacher is very in tune with the students as they work at their seats. Good lesson!

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. YEA - TOTD instructions were posted on the PB along with the instructions of what to do at the completion of the activity!

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students when they became off task.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good job monitoring the entire classroom by constantly walking around & checking student work. You used an encouraging tone with your students and they appeared to feel at ease when asking you questions. You might want to work on making it a little more energetic:) While teaching, make sure that ALL students are focused on you. It appeared that the same students were answering the majority of your questions as you worked the problems on the board. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continually monitor the room even if you are working with a student or group.   Be careful of grammar.  You said..."Do everyone agree with that?"  Should be "Does everyone agree with that?"

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		When the students are off task and talking, redirect them then wait for them to all get quiet before moving on - even if it means waiting a substantial amount of time. (The students must know that you are in control!) I loved the way that you consistently instructed off-task students to actively participate in the lesson. Very professionally dressed! Good voice quality!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Be careful of your grammar..."There IS eight of them."...should be "There ARE eight of them."

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the students if they were off task. The students did a good job of paying attention during the lesson. GROW-The teacher had too much down time during the lesson. The teacher has a very warm personality with the students. The students really enjoy her teaching. 

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson about Ponce de Leon.  

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Changing wait time helps keep students focused  - although after lunch it can be difficult for students to stay on verbal tasks. You are developing a great rapport with your 5th graders.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Having a well planned lesson helps the teacher focus on instruction, and it removes many opportunities for trouble.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Monitored students as they worked and made sure they were all on task.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		All of the students participated in the lesson. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher did a good job of switching the students from partner work to individual work. The students followed her directions throughout the lesson.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher did a good job of redirecting off task behavior during the lesson. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they completed the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		All students were on task...no off task behaviors. The students were engaged and enjoying their learning. You gave a time warning which let your students know there was an end time. Excellent time management technique. Your voice was very supportive and encouraging.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You asked the students to "Look up here", meaning to look at you. Some did and some did not.  You must wait for all to do what you have asked. If they do not give you their attention in a timely manner, use the classroom behavior management plan.  They must know you mean what you say. You asked the students, "Does everyone have a paper?" Asking for this information in this manner encourages the students to yell out.  Try having them raise their hand if they need a paper. As you become more comfortable with your teaching, you will become more aware of students off-task during independent work time. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had an excellent lesson. The Science lesson was very engaging, very educational and very hands-on. The teacher was very organized from the beginning to the end of the lesson. The students were very well-behaved and very engaged throughout the lesson. The teacher has a very pleasant and encouraging voice for the lesson. The teacher did a good job of rotating around the room and discussing the progress of their small partner brochure activity creating the window activity. The teacher is and will be an AWESOME teacher! Great job!

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Be sure to set expectations for each and every part of the lesson.  During the group time on the rug, some of the students were throwing their eggs and clicking them together.  Tell them what they are to be doing as they wait their turns. I like how Harlow is cutting and If you are sitting quietly are two good behavior management techniques. You have a enthusiastic and encouraging "teacher voice".  You have a lovely smile and the students respond well to you.  I can tell you enjoy teaching!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Stations will get nosier than usual.  Set your standards of how loud, quiet, etc. that you want it to be.  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your class was well behaved. They totally respect you as their teacher.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The teacher's voice quality commands attention of the students at all times.  The teacher has a great relationship with the students.  All of the students are eager to learn because of the teacher's enthusiasm for his lesson. The students are all on task and very involved in the lesson. The teacher always has lessons which are student involved. Any school would be lucky to have Mr. Jones as a teacher! Excellent lesson! The teacher had a very structured lesson which involved several different types of learning.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was very attentive of the students throughout the lesson. The students were very well-behaved. The teacher asked very higher order questions throughout the lesson. THe students were engaged from the beginnin to the end of the lesson. This teacher is and will be awesome. Teaching comes very natural to the teacher. Awesome lesson! The teacher does a great job of incorporating every subject in her lesson. As the students are making up a sentence using the word "illegal", the teacher reminded students of different Language Arts Skills. AWESOME Lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students are very well-behaved throughout the lesson. GROW-The teacher has too many "so's" in the lesson. The lesson needed more delivery at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson needed more creative ways to teach the area and perimeter concept.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students are well-behaved. The teacher did a great job monitoring the students at their desks during the Flocabulary video. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The students were very well-behaved during the lesson. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher has a great voice quality that keeps the students in tune during the entire lesson. Overall, the teacher had a good lesson. 

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		The students are very well-behaved. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. The students were very engaged in the Scoot part of the lesson. Overall the teacher had a very good lesson.  The lesson involved several different activities to teach the subject matter.  

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher has great control of the students.   The teacher had a jeopardy benchmark test review for the students. The teacher passed out whiteboards to the students to write their answers. The teacher passed out notebook paper to those who different have whiteboards. The teacher had great control of the students during the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!
 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The students are very attentive during the entire lesson. The teacher gives constant positive feedback during the lesson while teaching the lesson. The teacher is very encouraging to the students during the lesson. The teacher has great voice quality. The lesson progressed nicely! Great lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You are so kind to your students.  They are well behaved for you. When the boy erased the word problem off his board,  that was unacceptable and there should be a consequence for this.  

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Loved how you welcomed your students with the sign on the board "Hey Everybody! Have a seat. You will only need a piece of paper." I notice that you really don't have to redirect. You have a way of bringing them "back in" with your voice. Good! The behavior point system on the board was a plus also. You had no behavior issues at all! You constantly challenged your students as you explained why they were taking the time to do this.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure you give clear directions and expectations when they began working in groups.  Set a time limit for them to complete their work. They need to know this! Remember enthusiasm goes a long way.  This is contagious to your kids.  They know if you are enjoying this lesson or not.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Don't forget to moniter the entire class even as you are working with a small group.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		You did a good job of monitoring students as they worked and redirecting students as needed.  You encouraged them to do the best work they could.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		The Chrome books should have been in place before lesson started because sometimes they are hard to find in an instance. Make sure all items are ready to go. Don't depend on your teacher to have to find them. Give your students a timeline on how long they have to get logged in. Your job is to walk around to wak anyone who is struggling. It took too long of instructional time. The idea of having the word QUIET on board to take away letters was a good management tool. Be very careful that you have the word spelled correctly. You had QUITE. Also, don't say "We seen that it was..." BE careful about correct grammar. This is so important when you are the role model.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		One or two times a group got out of control at their station. Set your boundaries and then give consequences. Always start your stations with not only the directions, but the expectations of behavior and participation, as well. For example, are they allowed to talked quietly, work together,etc. You can't ignore bad behavior.  Make sure everyone is listening while you give directions. Slow down, take your time and be calm about giving your instructions. I noticed this on your BINGO instructions.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		You are still asking a lot of questions or are seeking guidance from your CT.  Remember you are in control during your full time teaching.  Be sure your ccenters are ready for independent work-took a while to get computers logged on, find earbuds, etc.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Awesome that you challenged students and continued to tell them how smart they were at this skill. Your students were very attentive and did a great job. Don't be afraid to redirect behavior if needed. You monitored and assisted your students as they worked independently

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good thinking to do a time management limit on routine things ! Example... telling them to go back to your seat. You have 5 seconds. Awesome!  Group 1 may get your books out of the locker.  You have 5 seconds.  This works! Try to ignore some of the mild behaviors such as 2 boys talking for a second. Sometimes this will pass if you just keep going. You are not ignoring behavior issues, you are just choosing to not disrupt the other 26 students by having to stop for discipline so many times. A look or just your eye contact canl stop some of that without saying a word.

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher is very confident in teaching her lesson. The teacher has a great command of the subject matter for her lesson. The teacher has a great voice quality. The sequence of the lesson was good! The teacher has very natural teaching abilities.  The students respond very well to her! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		All students were on task and engaged in the lesson! You gave "time warnings" which is excellent time management.  This also holds the students accountable for staying on task.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You set the expectations for student behavior from the very beginning of the lesson Excellent! You used statements such as, " I haven't called on anyone, so I shouldn't hear any voices when I am writing on the board. You did not complete giving all the directions before allowing them to move to the task cards. Be sure to do this. Once they have moved, it is harder to regain their attention. You set the timer to let students know there was a time limit on completing the task cards, so they would stay on task. You assessed their understanding using an inference worksheet with passages. You have a very soft voice. Try projecting it a little more. 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Very monotone. Students need to hear different tones for different parts or words that are important.  Show some excitement that you love to teach. Be careful of grammar...you said "You haven't wrote your sentences"...should be "You haven't written your sentences".

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		You did a good job of redirecting students.  As they got rowdy during game,  you were consisitent in restructuring.   Time management was good today.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Don't count back from 5 every other minute. (You did this 14 times)   If you are giving your students a trait to compare with each other, then let them talk.  They were not too loud. Allow them to enjoy this.  It should be fun.  When you are ready, just start talking.  Don't waste too much time counting back each time.  Just start!  What about questions such as "What does inherit mean?  What does trait mean?  Talk about dominant and what that word means?  Remember they don't know. Be careful not to keep your back to the kids in back.  

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You called on one child to "go clip down". Students, at times, were talking when you were giving directions.  Be sure to get everyones attention before proceeding with directions, instruction etc. Be careful with the wording of your questions.  Some of your questions encouraged students to yell out answers. This sets the wrong tone for the lesson. You said, "You have one minute to finish writing and return to your seats. This is great time management for the students. It lets them know there is an end to the task at hand. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You had complete command of the classroom. You immediately saw any off-task behaviors and corrected them!  You had them raise their hands in order to respond. When two students were playing with a hat and a marker you took them away without interrupting instruction. Beautiful! You have an engaging, annimated, and confident "teacher voice"!  They knew you were the teacher for this lesson!  Well done!

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms Crider"  should be "Ms Crider and I".

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher did a great job redirecting the behavior of the students who were off task. The teacher has a very engaging lesson with the students. The students are very in tune to the lesson and very eager to learn about the Science water pollution lesson. Great lesson! The teacher knew the pollution subject matter very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher does a good job of monitoring all of the students at their seats. The teacher does a good job of asking questions as the students work on their three branches of government cut and paste.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		It is obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson. You were very encouraging to your students. Your constant moving around the classroom helped keep your students focused and on task. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Walking among students is not enough--you need to observe what they are doing so you can correct misunderstandings or redirect off task behavior.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		You said, "Me and Mrs. Kim...."  Be careful to model correct grammar and sentence structure. Be sure to always have the entire groups' attention if you are giving directions to all. Saying "GO" to begin the making of the butterflies gave the students the impression the activity was a race. Many treated it as such.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Not only does Ms. Patterson use appropriate tone and voice levels, she expertly varies the pitch of her voice in pitch giving a catchy pattern to her discussion. This helps maintain student attention, therefore keeping them on task and discouraging any off task behavior.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ability to continually speak in a calm manner enhances this teacher candidate's ability to run a classroom smoothly. She exhibits the behavior she expects of students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students get wound up, you have the ability to get them back under control quickly.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Your enthusiasm is contagious. Even though your students got loud, they were on task and loving what they were doing. Perfect Valentine's Day activity.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		You managed the class well today. You were in control and they respected you. You gave clear expectations and directions on the group scavenger hunt. Make sure you have everyone's attention before speaking or giving directions. Expecially when groups begin to share, be sure that they are visable and loud enough for others to hear and see.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The intern has a good repoire with her students. In particular, she is calm and steady as she leads a discussion during whole group practice, and this in part keeps students focused and on task. As students need assistance, she is helpful and kind, yet still maintains the authority of a professional educator.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate maintains a calm demeanor throughout the lesson, which helps the students have a peaceful learning environment.

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		The students are very well-behaved and engaged in the States of Matter lesson. The teacher had a great lesson with several different activities to teach the States of Matter subject matter. The teacher is always prepared and always energetic about her lessons. Any school system would be lucky to have her as a teacher!  

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Teacher voice needs to be louder.  Ypur students loved the activities, but make sure they know exactly what their expectations are.  Give them a time frame to get done or they will take forever!

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good job redirecting students.. TC was professionally dress as always.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Don't be too lax with this group. Don't "cut up" with them or give them reason to get loose with their behavior. Keep your lesson tight and orderly. You know your different groups. Direct them accordingly. It's hard to have them in close knit groups and not expect them to talk. If you don't want even whispering, maybe have them spread out some. `

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Glows- several management strategies used Materials very organized Good Review of prior knowledge Grows- Work on finding your teacher voice and teacher presence in classroom  Give Clear directions Make sure everyone is listening before moving to next activity Give expectations of use of manipulative 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You challenged your students (14 Black Boys) in a way that made them feel very smart. When you hear a roar of talking, call on a specific name to answer a question. This usuaally gets attention. Or a brag such as "Remember, Darius when you told us....."

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Glad they used white boards. This engaged them while you were giving direct and guided instruction from board. Loved that you set time management such as "I'm going to give you one minute..." or counting backward as they were putting materials up." They responded to this well.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Classroom management is MUCH improved!  You used techniques such as "all eyes up here", "voices off, eyes on me" and the students understood you meant it!  You took 5 min. off 2 students' recess for not doing as asked.  When it got loud during the game, you stopped the class and reminded them to whisper as you had modeled earlier for them. You are finding your "teacher voice"!!  You are beginning to show enthusiasm and you are starting to take command of the class!  Continue to work on these.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Continue to work on transitions and classroom management.  There is a lot of time used refocusing and asking students to stop talking.  You cannot challenge students to so their best if you are not in complete control of the classroom. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good time management.  You used clock on Prom board. There were no behavior issues because your class was engaged in their activities.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		So much improvement on class management! Your kids were very well behaved and they enjoyed what they were learning.

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kept students on task and engaged in lesson.  Redirected as needed.  Provided encouragement for the reluctant student.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Glance around room more often to be sure all students are still engaged.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The students needed to be a little more attentive during the lesson. The students are very well-behaved students ususally during all lessons. *The teacher needed to be more assertive during the lesson. The teacher needed to control the students more during the lesson. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		You are going to have to develop more of a teacher "voice".

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good trying to monitor what was going on in the room while you worked with small group.  Still some students not on task.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!  You could have heard a pin drop. You have an excellent, engaging "teacher voice".

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		It is clear the students see you as a teacher. You use very effective classroom management techniques.  The students were on task throughout the lesson. You circulated throughout the classroom as students were working independently. This allows you to assess understanding as well as keep all students on task. Nice time management:  You have about one more minute to finish this portion.  This tells the students there is an end time and they must stay focused!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There were multiple methods used to decide which students to call on,and nice redirection as needed

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Today you did a beautiful job with classroom management. Students were engaged in the problems. They were kind about it, but it was "enjoyable" for them to show you what you had done wrong. That was empowering for students because they could with certainty tell you what was wrong and how to correct it. Another wonderful aspect of classroom management was during direct instruction. Students were getting slightly chatty and had abandoned raising their hands to give answers. You very calmly and in a normal tone of voice asked them to start raising their hands again to give answers. You calmly let them know that you were serious about the information you had to share. They took you seriously and you went right back to teaching in a seamless manner. That redirection you had to give was done so professionally and so calmly. It was done in a way that made them all know that your expectations of all of them were high.

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Your group got out of hand during the making of their flowers.  Your group had to be corrected by the CT.  Be sure to set expectations for behavior in all  parts of a lesson.  Several of the students needed to be redirected.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Exemplary marks are earned for encouraging students to do their best during the lesson, and for using appropriate voice levels and tone. Mr. Spence calls on a number of students to answer, knowing that some are likely to give precise answers and others might be struggling. While he'll approach them for individual assistance during independent practice, he does not leave out any students in sharing their prediction for answers with the class. He encourages struggling students no only by calling on them, but also with the kind, reassuring tone and the confidence he shows in their ability.  He can with conversation and skilled questioning guide them in the right direction.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Be sure to set expectations for transitions. Once they begin talking it is difficult to refocus the students for the next part of the lesson. This equates to lost instructional time, as well. When asking questions try not to ask questions which requires the whole class to shout out an answer. This "stirs up" the students and it is a lost opportunity to check individual understanding of the content. When calling on students to explain how they got their answer, look for a student who did not get the answer correct in order to help them see how to do it correctly. When handing out papers to the class, it is best to continue the lesson in some way, such as calling on individual students to give you key words that either indicate addition or subtraction in a word problem. Because there is no way for all the students to finish at one time, be sure to tell the students who finish first what they should do.  This way the students who are not finished will have the quiet time they need. When going over problems ask students to cap their markers and put the white boards down.  This will mean less noise as students are explaining how to solve problems. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson before ensuring you had all students; attention.  When you use an attention getter and want the students to listen to you, wait for them to give it to you.  If they don't give you their attention, use the classroom management plan. Anytime there is movement involved in a lesson think through what you want it to look like when they move. Then set the expectations with your students. You moved from group to group as they were playing the game, ensuring they understood what they were to be doing.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Students tend to be talkative.  Be careful with your voice...could hear the stress coming through as they were not doing what was told.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Try and think of something to do besides using your voice to get attention.  Your room likes to talk and gets easily distracted.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of saying "GUYS!" all the time.  Also be careful of your grammar.  You said..."What do that mean?"  Should have ssaid "What does that mean?"

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job monitoring the entire class. TC was professionally dressed.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher did a great job monitoring the students as they worked on the Science lesson about the beaks of birds. The teacher continutes to ask questions and instruct the students throughout the lesson. *The teacher uses a lot of "okays" during the lesson. The Science lesson was very sequential and educational with hands-on learning experiences. The teacher was very familiar with her subject matter of beaks and birds. *The teacher still needs to work on slowing down with her talking during the lesson. Overall, a very good lesson!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		No problem with classroom management

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Great job redirecting your students' attention if they got rowdy while working.  They loved the activities and were well behaved.  Remember it's ok for them to get a little noisy while working together, as long as they are being productive.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		The teacher was monitoring the behavior of the students. The teacher redirected the behavior of the students several times to make sure they were focused on the lesson. *The teacher does not need to ask who wants to do something, he needs to just pick on one student to read the problem. The teacher does a good job calling on different students to answer the questions. The students did a good job raising their hands to answer questions. The teacher has a very encouraging voice with the students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You asked one student if he was ready to move on in order to gain his attention. You directed the students to put their pencils down when they were done and ready to move on. Great visual way to assess who is still working. You have a very enthusiastic and engaging "teacher voice". 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You use very effective behavior management techniques: "If you can hear me touch....." "Put your pencil down when you are finished." You circulated through the classroom as the students were copying information from the anchor chart. This not only allowed you to assess their progress/understanding, but it keeps all students on task.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Be careful if you are in a center that you keep monitoring the room and redirect any off task behavior.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job of walking around and helping your students as they worked.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		suggestion- Don't ever allow 15 at one time to get up and bring their paper to you.  You or a student can walk by and take these up. Your class was well behaved.  There were no behavior problems. *You are lucky you can use a microphone. You most likely won't have one when you are a teacher on your own.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had high expectations for the students' behavior during the entire lesson. You were quick to redirect anyone off task. You have an engaging, encouraging "teacher voice"!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected several students, but for the overwhelming majority of the lesson students were on task and engaged in their learning. 

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Be careful to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your class is always well behaved. There were engaged in their work. They seem to respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job attending all areas of the classroom. Once you give the 'be quiet' sign, wait for the students to completely stop talking before moving on.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher knew her subject matter about immigration.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Transition to groups was a little disorderly with students not remembering what their group number was.  You quickly worked to get the class back on task and the froups working.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great job keeping all students on task. Good voice quality.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher redirected the students when they were too noisy or not paying attention. *The teacher needed to know the knowledge of the reference materials better so she did not need to read the poster. *Be careful when writing words on powerpoint-misspelled the word calendar-calenda *The teacher needed to be more focused on one reference material at a time. The teacher did a good job of walking around monitoring the students as they worked in small groups. The teacher has a great way with students. The students respond to her well.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students were very well-behaved. The teacher was very knowledgable of the fossil subject matter. The students were very engaged with the lesson. The teacher constantly monitored the students as they worked on their chromebooks researching about their fish fossil. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		You need to continue to monitor the room when you are working with a small group.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did walk around to monitor students, but many times you were not aware of the students off task. There were students who were having discussions about topics other than habitats. As the noise level got louder, you got louder instead of getting students to discuss at a lower level. You were getting frustrated and was unsure how to handle the noise level. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Work on increasing your voice level and monitoring all areas of the classroom. TC as appropriately dressed.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		It is always harder to keep your eyes on centers/stations when you use them in a class. It takes practice to keep looking up and looking around for possible problems. You did better with the attention getters today and used two different ones. Also less sh-sh-sh today. Remember to set your expectations at the beginning of the lessons and remind students throughout the lessons as needed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Listen Lions- great attention getter! You had high expectations for the students' behavior and they rose to the occasion! You have a very pleasant, sweet voice. You need to project it a little more and as Mrs. Edison said, "Take command of the class."

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You told one student he was receiving a talley mark.  You moved a student who was arguing with another one. Most students on task and engaged throughout the lesson. Alright, alright, alright is not an attention getter. Choose one to use or use the one your C.T. uses. You have a very calm voice.  You need to show more annimation and ecitement during your teaching.  If you are enjoying yourself, the students will, as well. You must be an entertainer!!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Watch talking over students, wait for them to get quiet before you talk. Use signals we discussed. Work on questioning... try to ask higher order questions instead of recall. Use the academic language in the instruction (unit of measure at the end of problem, product,  communicative property etc.) Good job on telling students to go back and recheck their work. As you walk around and monitor, ask questions. Overall a good lesson and you did a good job teaching it. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		No problems with classroom management were noted, therefore a "not observed" was marked as not observed. Moving around the room constantly is helpful to discourage off task behavior.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		You monitored the room assissting students as needed.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be careful saying "you guys" too many times.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very engaged with the lesson. The students participated the entire lesson. The teacher has all the qualities of an awesome teacher! The teacher is always organized, punctual and willing to do anything. The teacher's plan is very sequential and informative for the students. The teacher is very encouraging throughout the entire lesson. This classroom is a transitional classroom. The teacher has high standards for all of the students throughout the lesson.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students were very well behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very engaged in the Math lesson. The teacher does an exceptional job of engaging the students throughout the lesson with manipulative and discussions about the Money lesson. The teacher is very organized in all of her lessons. The plans are always sequential and hands-on for the learner. Ms. Wilson is one of my top student teachers. I have had the privilege of working with her for three semesters. Ms. Wilson would be an asset to any school system! She is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		There were no problems in classroom management. In fact, redirecting inappropriate behavior is marked as "not observed" because students were on task and not misbehaving in any obvious way. It is usually an indicator that students are fully aware of their learning goals and are engaged in an effective lesson. Good work!!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good job monitoring entire class & maintaining good class discipline. TC dressed in appropriate professional attire. Your comments to the students were encouraging and challenged the students to recall previously learned material. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		TC was very attentive to the entire class and encouraged all students to participate. Appropriate voice level was used throughout the lesson. Students were readily redirected as needed. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. This lesson was completed during a tough time of the day so the students were not as attentive. Due to this, you needed to redirect the group on several occasions. A good way to address this is to say, "We appear to be having a difficult time focusing today so when I need to redirect you, I will say "All eyes on me"!

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Students were talking throughout the lesson & not focused on the lesson. This is a good lesson to have a gestures or phrase to call attention to the inappropriate behavior. (ex. Class Class, or queit sign). You did a good jo modeling correct voaculary thoughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		In group work, it is often difficult to maintain good classroom behaviour. This teacher candidate keeps students so engaged in learning that it is no issue at all.
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		This lesson was done at the end of the semester as a replacement for your second lesson. Much improved. It was obvious that you had spent time thinking through this.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Very good, interactive lesson.  Lots of support practicing the lesson goal!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Your behavior management is improving greatly!!  I am proud of your hard work, Logan!

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You are a very confident teacher.  You are knowledgeable of your material and deliver it well.  You will be a fabulous teacher!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing I Can statements Always a great idea to define key terms in the I Can/EQ/Standard 2..Great opening activity for this lesson. The video was entertaining & appropriate. 3. TC used great tone of voice throughout the lesson. 4. Use of timer was very beneficial to assist students with management of time. 5. Yea - you improvised when PB pen was not working. GROWS: 1, Instructions for activity needs to be listed on the board so that all students can see. 2. I think it would have helped to go over additional examples of fact & opinion with the students. I would specifically use the trigger words that you talked about earlier in the lesson. 3. In the beginning of the lesson when you discussed the key terms - Fact/Opinion - & students were given your the definition, I would clarify before showing the video. Let the video enhance what you are teaching. 4. Make sure all students are quiet before continuing the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		I have enjoyed being your UWG supervisor this semester.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		You have grown so much over the year, and you were already good when you started Block 3/4. I am so thankful for chance to spend theses past two semesters as you professor.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When you have a creative project for assessment, it is exciting for your students and it can be gratifying to see a quality product come out of the effort of your students,  This is often something that even experienced teachers either struglle with or sometimes avoid, so you are to be commended for having students think about ecosystems in an unusual way. Here's a question to think about as you move through additional teaching experiences: When one of the major assessments for a unit of study is very creative, how might a teacher balance that with other opportunities for students to demonstrate their mastery of standards?

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney is well-organized as a lesson planner. This shows in the delivery of the lesson as well.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am so proud of you!  This was a great lesson.  I can tell you have studied the lesson observation sheet and you covered it well!!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. Good hands-on activities to enhance  the lesson 2. Excellent use of real-life examples throughout the lesson 3. Your encouraging voice & positive comments created a safe learning environment for the students GROWS: 1. Slow down a little so that your students have more opportunities to offer comments & ask questions 2. I think you would benefit from a system that promotes calling on various students throughout the lesson.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, there are some general improvements that make your teaching now seem more polished than at the beginning of the year.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson, Kelsea!  I am so proud of you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Well done, Kelsea!  I am so proud of your hard work!!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017 This lesson was not what I would hope to see from a student at this point. The observer will speak with his supervisor and may update this during the coming week.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Even though you told me afterwards that the class has some behavior issues that are ongoing, those would not explain all of the problems with the lesson, particularly the questions/answers. I believe that you have the ability and experience to do much better.x

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thank you for working to make the UWG lesson plan format fit well with Eureka Math. Also, thank you for your professionalism and positive attitude.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your progress as an intern is evident in this lesson. Your ability to calmly run the classroom shows both maturity and growth throughout the school year. I am so proud of your growth over this semester, and that you don't take for granted your natural ability to teach. You are well prepared and it shows.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good job!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		This skill is very hard to grasp.  I thought you did an amazing job delivering this content to the students.  Sometimes we as adults may understand it totally, but teaching it on their level is a different story.  Good job!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Cooperating teacher (Mrs. Prewett) shared several instances in which Ms. Burton is going above and beyond the call of duty. Perhaps most impressive was the fact that she volunteered to ride one of the school buses that was having behavior problems. Her cooperating teacher goes with her because she isn't yet a certified teacher/employee, but it is extraordinary for a teacher/intern to answer this type of call to volunteer. Overall, very good job today!

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		I know that you can greatly improve the delivery of your next field experience lesson. You have the skills and tools neccessary to do so. It is a matter of taking the planning for the lesson seriously, including thinking about these needed improvements: 1. Posting standards 2. Clearly stating the purpose of the lesson at the begining and reinforcing throughout 3. Make sure students can clearly see any task or activity that is being presented as a demonstration. 4. Use appropriate areas of the classroom for appropriate activites. (carper for reading, tables for hands on) 5. Thinking carefully about the questions you will ask students (how to structure the questions to to get the types of answers you are looking for) 6. Have all materials ready prior to the start of the lesson (any needed chart paper appropriately labeled, handouts could be placed in stacks facing down on student tables, etc.) One of your strengths is your ability to remain calm even when a lesson is not going well. That should serve you well as you plan another lesson for me to observe. I have no doubt it will be much better in the areas in which you have room to grow. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and presented to the students. 2. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. 3. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. 4. TC stayed focused when the lesson disappeared from the board & patiently waited for students to find the lesson on their Chrome Books. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time on your EQ - clarifying the terms 'reasons & evidence'. 2. More time needs to be given to the initial teaching of the lesson instead of going directly to a group activity. 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Opening activity was a good way to kick start lesson. Don't be afraid to stop/start the Brain Pop & reinterate 2. Yea - Instructions for the game were listed on the PB. (Might want to use larger font size.) 3. The students loved the activities that you chose. It gave the students a chance to play an active role in their learning! GROWS: 1. Plan activities that include the students providing self generated examples for the parts of speech activity. 2. Pre-divide the groups to help with effective transitions. Post the group list on the PB or anchor charts. 3. Posting group rules & creating a 'get quiet' signal may help with the noise level of the students. The noise level increases as the students attempt to talk over the other groups.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. TC obviously knew her lesson content and was well prepared for the lesson. 2. TC did an excellent job questioning the students & encouraging higher lever thinking. 3. TC was open to the various answers that the students were given. 4. Great job defining terms in I Can statement GROWS: 1. Walk around more and monitor what the students are writing. 2. Relate topic to a real-life situation in order to promote long term retention. 3. Increase voice level (closer to what you used toward the end). 4. Always try to open the lesson with a 'hook' in order to get the students motivated!!!

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. TC knew lesson content and could readily answer the questions ask by the students. 2. Great use of graphic organizer to combine information in a constructive way. Handwriting was clear. 3. TC was confident and voice level was appropriate throughout the lesson. 4. Good job monitoring students GROWS: 1. If the students ask you a question & you do not know the answer, address it & state that you will look for the answer together. You can also challenge the students to find the answer. 2. Post groups & game rules on the board so that students can see what is expected of them.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and taught. Keep up the good work!  I am proud of you!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned, organized, scaffolded, and delivered lesson.  I am proud of all of the hard work you put into this lesson.  The students were clearly engaged and ejoying learning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were clearly presented to the students using a detailed Powerpoint. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed with clear lettering, graphics, & information. 3. TC enthusiastically presented the information to the students and welcomed feedback from the students. 4. It was obvious that the students felt comfortable participating in the lesson. 5. Overall great lesson! GROWS: 1. Be sure & monitor the pace of your teaching! Remember - the weaker students typically process slower than most students! 2. I would suggest using a random student selection procedure to ensure that all students have an opportunity to participate. 3. Pre-group your students and post it on the PB. This should eliminate confusion & discussion.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Well done.  For deeper depth of knowledge comparing/contrasting birds with bats would have taken the lesson to higher order thinking. Since the class has been studying bats, this would be a great writing lesson. Something to consider in the future.  I know there was not enough time today.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You will be an awesome teacher.  You have great delivery and know your content well.  You are very confident in your teaching.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with good activities. 2. The various materials for the lesson were readily available. 3. The anchor charts were well put together and offered excellent support to the lesson. GROWS: 1. Have a universal quiet sign or gesture so that you can gain the attention of your students quickly. 2. Take more time to expand the students knowledge on the EQ. Make sure the terms that are used are defined in a way that is appropriate for your learners. 3. Have a 'Plan B' for students who have difficulty participating in groups. I would give them an opportunity to participate but move them quickly if they are causing the class to be disrupted.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		You have a nice demeanor with the students. Lesson plan had many grammatical errors. You did not show the lesson plan to your CT before teaching the lesson. Be sure all slides are written correctly.

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson from beginning to end!   You are a joy to watch teach!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well done, Brittney! I am proud of your hard work!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		The first thing I noticed was your Agenda on the Smart Board. At the top was Good Morning Beautiful People! Wow! You are such an inspiration to your students! You are an amazing teacher, Charity! Good luck to you as you persue your career!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1. Lesson standard & EQ was  posted. 2. Good Voice quality used throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Spend additional time defining the terms used in the Standard or EQ since this is laying the foundation for your lesson. 2. When using an abbreviation such as ft, make sure you write the entire word on the board close to the problem. 3. Need to start with a review of hours and minutes before going directly into problem solving 4. Make sure that you don't cover up key number or words when underlining or circling word phrases. 5. It didn't appear that you had a clear understanding of the lesson. The students challenged the was you were completing the projects and it was a bit confusing. I think one problem is that you had to much information on the board (it was a bit cluttered)

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Standards & EQ were clearly posted & reviewed. 2. Powerpoint was well constructed & provided information that enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job monitoring the students throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. Voice level was much improved over previous lesson. Keep practicing! 2. Add video clips to the lesson as a means to help the students better understand the historical timing. 3. Make sure you add current events that are relevant to the historical events that you are teaching. (Ex. FIdel Castro's recent death, North Korea firing test missle at the US.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent lesson Alli!  I am proud of all your hard work!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fantastic lesson, Alli!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GROWS: Spend more time with introducing the lesson vocabulary Don't stress over the noise level. Slow down throughout the lesson You need a prelearned signal or words to gain their attention. (ex. Class Class - Yes Yes) GLOWS: You presented a well planned lesson with a variety of activities to reinforce your EQ You're always professionally dressed You used quality questioning throughout the lesson. Overall good lesson! 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done!  Your lesson was well organized and you had a lot of support for your students!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well planned, organized, and delivered lesson. Keep up the great job!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Very good opening. Basic to the point but focus for the lesson was set. 2. Quality questioneing used throughout the lesson. 3. Your words and tone of voice was very encouraging for your students. 4. Good use of paper by putting TOTD on back of Vinn Diagram sheet. GROWS: 1. Print for VInn Diagram was a little small which makes it difficult for the students to see. 2. Some of the students in the back groups were off task. Make sure to monitor all students throughout the lesson. 3. Always a good idea to print instruction for activity and cleanup! 4. Don't talk until students are quiet. Demand the respect. 5. Group worksheet will not tell you if everyone understood the information.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. Well planned lesson. Good classroom management throughout the lesson. Excellent use of a graphic organizer. GROWS: Spend more time on the instructional part of the lesson, especially since it is a new topic. Make sure the students clearly understand the vocabulary used in the Standard &/or EQ. Great idea: What Stuck with Me - spend more time listing these (remember students need to see & hear multiple times in order to learn:)

		Green		Megan		917463432		Grows: Make sure all students are focused & on task whitle you are teaching. Increase the level of enthusiam in your voice - the more energetic you are, the more energetic the students will be! Slow down when working the porblems on the board. ALso, consistently underline key words & write the 'what' out to the side of the number (ex 60 seconds) Use some type of system for selecting students in order to ensure that all students are called on to answer. Glows: Overall Good Lesson - much improved from 1st lesson. It is obvious that you knew your lesson. Great choice to work out all problems on the board. Your verbal questioning was spot on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: Very well planned lesson - all materials & presentations were spot on! Even though this is obviously a challenging class, you did a good job keeping the students on task. Great improvement from last lesson! GROWS: Make sure that you wait before moving on when the class is too loud. Take time to make sure that your students understand all parts of your definition. If not, explain any terms that are confusing. Remember - the students must see and hear information muliple times in order to learn!

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		You were teaching a small group today and you did a perfect job with them. Keep in mind that the entire class is under your control. Always know what those students are doing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		I am so proud of you for your perserverance and determination.Get all these tasks done for UWG and you'll be so  finished It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor through out two semesters and I look forward to visiting your classroom next year.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.  I have also included comments expressed by the CT. Ms Harrel was asked to discuss issues with the CT. She did so and improvement was noted by the CT.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Excellent stations!!  This is a great way to review skills already taught. Students were having fun and learning/reviewing.  This is a win-win!!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well organized lesson. I liked the modeling you did with the students!  Work on the behavior management techniques we discussed.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		It has been a pleasure getting to know you and seeing you develop as a teacher. Best of everything. Don't be a stranger. 

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Good lesson! 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke, I am so proud of your accomplishments these two semesters. Wow! You have become an amazing teacher with so much passion. I have enjoyed being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Very well prepared lesson *Great job walking around the entire classroom as you taught and as the students worked on the activity *Your tone of voice and comments were very encouraging *Great classroom management with comments such as "I'm going to call on students who are quiet and raining their hands"! *It was obvious that you were well prepared for the lesson that you taught

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		I want you to focus on making your transitions from activity to activity flow better.  There has to be that bridge to show where you are going next.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Good job!

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Torie, I am so incredibly proud of you.  I have seen drastic change in your teaching from the beginning of block 3 to the point where you are solo teaching.  You have become a confident, amazing teacher! I have loved being your supervisor and thank you for being so coachable.  Good luck as you persue your career!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Excellent, well organized and presented lesson!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully delivered!  You can be especially  proud since your CT was absent!! This speaks well of your classroom management skills! Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Outstanding lesson, Ali!  The lesson was beautifully planned, organized, and taught! I am so pleased with your progress with classroom management!  Keep up the great job!

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Well done, Ali!!  Very creative lesson.  I can tell you put a lot of hard work and effort into planning and organizing this lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Grow/Glows: 1. Ask 'what does the word cause mean' instead of just asking for 'the definiton'. Sometimes younger students get confused with terminology. 2. It might help to color code the cards for the activity. Also, make yourself a guide to follow. 3. Refer back to the definition that you previously wrote on the board when asking the students which one is it - cause or effect. 4. Always give the students of an example when you introduce an activity. It helps to clarify what you expect from your students. Strengths: 1. Excellent video choice for the lesson opening. 2. Great time to use a T-Chart (cause/effect) 3. Good job managing and guiding your students throughout the lesson 4. Well thought out lesson & well executed! 

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Well prepared and engaging  lesson!

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Good job overall! Think about this question for your own professional growth: What is it about your lessons and teaching habits/style that give you the ability to calmly and confidently deliver a lesson with the success one might expect of a more experienced teacher?

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Throughout this semster and last semester, I've had the privilege of observing this teacher (intern) teach five lessons. Although the earlier lessons were not bad, there is certainly more confidence evident this semester. Ms. Patterson makes her mark even on scripted lesson plans through the way she delivers the lesson, and usese her skill set to enhance the learning opportunities for her students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana, I am so proud of your achievements. You have progressed and grown as a teacher and I am so proud of you! You will be an amazing teacher...and as it looks you will be at CMS! Congratulations!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		I am sooo proud of you! I can tell that you were confident in this lesson even though you didn't know alot about the subject!  You did a nice job!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The progression of lessons observed from the fall up until now shows me an intern that is ready for each next step that comes along. A suggestion for getting ahead of the game is to offer to teach any additional times that the cooperating teacher would agree to simply to gain additional experience.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		You are good at guiding students through the steps of mathprocedures or problems. You have the ability and skill to teach math effectively. Be confident in this and it will be an asset that helps your students understand and excel.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Nice anchor chart for prepositions. 2. You required that the students to use complete sentences when they were given an answer. 3. Very cute Mouse Preposition chart. The kids loved it. GROWS: 1. After you read the book, have the students to point to the prepositions on the anchor chart that you made. 2. Go over the anchor chart with the students to ensure all students are introduced to the information on the chart.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki, you are a natural born teacher! Enjoyed your lesson.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Becky, the first thing I noticed today was your confidence! You were so confident in what you were teaching. I could also tell that you listened to advise that I gave you and followed through. I am very proud of your progress already! You are going to be awesome!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Good lesson, Cara. Continue to work on transitions and overall classroom management (talking).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Well done, Cara!  I am proud of the improvements you have made! Continue to grow in the area of classroom management and showing enthusiasm/annimation during your lessons.  Keep up the hard work!

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Good job!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Excellent lesson!  I am proud of your hard work, Alexis!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Your lesson was well planned, organized and implemented!  Well done, Alexis!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The remaining time in your insternship is an opportunity to polish your skills and to apply any techniques or practices you've picked up from your cooperating teacher. Mrs. Fields is a great resource for you and I am glad the two of you have developed a very good working relationship. You might also think about this. What is there about becoming a professional full time teacher later this year that scares you? Are there strategies or practices you haven't tried that you would like to use before going into the "real world"? Now is the time to ask your cooperating teacher if you can try some of these. Please let me know what questions you have that I may be able to help you with. Keep working hard. It shows.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your lesson builds upon the successes of your first observed lesson this semester. Your teaching style shows that you care about student learning and understanding. 

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Well planned and organized lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Nice work on this lesson, and throughout the semester! 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You are continuing to mature as a teacher and to refine your questioning and response to students. Keep up the good work.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Very creative, supportive review lesson.  Work on setting expectations for behavior during each part of the lesson.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson - the students loved it! 2. Great introductory video! 3. Good strong & encouraging voice. 4. Great idea to have the pieces pre-cut for the activity. GROWS: 1. I think it would be beneficial to have the students pre-grouped & the groups names posted on the PB. 2. Go over rules for group activities & post them so the students can refer to them as needed. 3. When using a 'Get Quiet' signal, don't move forward until every student follows your directives!

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Some directions were vagueThink about adding in more HOTS questions. Make sure that you look at their thought processes during the lesson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Excellent review lesson of fractions!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Well done! I wish I had been able to stay longer. We have addressed my not being able to stay longer, by allowing longer observation slots.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		I have seen you grow tremendously in your teaching and delivery of content to your students. You will be an amazing teacher. I have enjoyed being your supervisor so much! Good luck to you as you pursue your career!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I love seeing the use of stations!  When properly done they can be very powerful support for what has been taught! Excellent job, Brittany!  Keep up the great work!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Well done!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and scaffolded beautifully for your students!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent job going over EQ & questioning the students to make sure they understood. 2. Good use of wording for fiction and non fiction. 3. It was obvious that you had studied your lesson. GROWS: 1. Always gain control of the class before moving on. 2. Use the document camera to show pages of the book so that all of the students can see it clearly. 3. It might help to make a chart as your obtain answers for the main idea.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You will be an awesome teacher.  You care about your students and their learning. Good luck in your future career!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Great opening video (Brainpop). 2. Great idea to post your anchor chart on the PB 3. Excellent connection with your students. GROWS: 1. Remember students need to see & hear the lesson information several times for it to go into their memory. 2. List the examples that the students are giving you so that all students can see & revisit as necessary. 3. Slow down when you are presenting the important information in your lesson. It's okay if you don't cover all of it in one day.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Setting up stations and having students rotate through them can be difficult and it takes experience with this type activity. The students did not have enough time to complete the activity at the stations. Time management is also something you learn with experience. Suggestion would be to have students sign up for one of the habitats and learn the important information and then share it with the class so the others could add the information to their flip books. You need to think about ways to differentiate the lessons for the students who needed more support. It is hard to manage station learning when you have limited space. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS: 1. Activities were fun for the students and well planned. 2. TC was professionally dressed and had a very positive approach to teaching. 3. You used a very kind and loving voice but it was a little low at times.
GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to post the group lists on the board along with group instructions. 2. I think it would have been less confusing if you had put a copy of the instructions for the various groups on each table. 3. Tell the students ahead of time & post a visual showing how the groups will rotate.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall this is a much better lesson in that it had more directions and focus for the students. I was able to observe that you included some of the suggestions from last week into this week's lesson. That shows growth and glows in my book.  You had a variety of instructional strategies incorporated into the lesson and it was obvious that you thought through the lesson parts as you planned it. I Iiked the beginning activity with the ballons and straws as it got the students involved quickly into the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Very good lesson!  Well planned.  Be sure to use manipulatives whenever they will help students to better understand the learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done!!  Your lesson was well planned, organized and beautifully taught! 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Carving out time to meet individually with students can be a challenge, but it is at least a brief interaction that often reveals important information to teachers. Good job on many counts: -creating a packet of prompts for the students; -maintaining a very professional yet approachable demeanor during conferences; -being flexible with the need to celebrate the reading success and maintain order and appropriate classroom management. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Your instructional delivery continues to be well done. In many respects, you only need to fine polish your practice. While the constraints of an observation do not promote creativity, you could look at creativity in planning as a way to expand your horizons. You could also focus on additional means of differentiation or enrichment.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You made it clear that you have a grasp of keeping students interested in their learning goals and that you have mastered the ability to transition between activities and modes of teaching/learning. As you think about the rest of the semester, consider how to apply your excellent strategies in teaching reading to other subjects. That's not to say your other subject areas are lacking. It is simply a reflection of my having observed a couple of your highly effective reading lessons. It seems to me that you are on target for where I would like to see interns at this point. Let me know if there are areas in which you think you need to practice for your one remaining observation.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You seem to have been a good match for your cooperating teacher this semester. Continue to learn and grow as you move into next semester.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Great job opening the lesson with a clear focus for the lesson. 2. You used the PowerPoint to help explain the main point of the lesson. Very clear print and pictures. Super job! 3. Informative achor charts were posted to support students who needed additional assistance. 4. The final activity was a neat way to for the students to share the information thata they had learned. It might help to use smaller groups for this activity. 3. Yea - the instructions for the activity were on the PB! GROWS: 1. Great PowerPoint! I would put the names under the picture of the 3 men of focus (JFK, RFK, MLK) 2. When you use a discipline method such as 'class class', do not move forward until all students are quiet. 3. Once you've completed an activity, take time to re-evaluate & make any necessary changes.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. The standard & I can statement was clearly posted. You presented he standard but failed to state the I Can statement. Make sure to give time & energy to what you want the students to learn during this lesson. 2. The Powerpoint was well put together & the graphics were very realistice. The interactive part greatly enhanced the lesson. 3. Good job attending to the entire group 4. Lesson plan was well thoughout & written. GROWS: 1. When presenting information using highlighted text, I would number the items as they are presented (ex. Two sources of light: 1. natural & 2. articificial) 2. Always a good idea to list new vocabulary on the PB or on an anchor chart.THis allows for the students to see the information whroughout the lesson 3. Good time to use some type of "random student selection" technique

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson is well planned & appropriate standard is addressed. 2. Activity was fun and the students appeared to enjoy it. 3. It is obvious that you put a lot of time in preparing for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure that you have the attention of all students throughout the lesson. If you continue teaching while the students are talking inappropraitely, this sends the message that it is acceptable behavior. 2. I would suggest not giving out a snack until the lesson is completely over. (Ex. maybe serve the Dirt Pudding later in the day or after the lesson.) 3. Make sure that the focus of the lesson is promoted throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Overall this went well. There are constraints with Eureka math, but you handled those constraints without issue.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		You are to be commended for choosing a hands-on activity in science that would allow students to demonstrate their understanding of the concepts. You moved through the roon visitng groups. It could have been a challenge to keep them on task, but you skillfully did so with ease.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		See detailed feedback on paper copy of observation.

		Responses (n): 		123

		Response Rate: 		32.71%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DJRP

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		DRP

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Atkins		David		917436457		M. REID

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Alice Lee Remler

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Alice Lee Remler

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Pam Haynes

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Alice Lee Remler

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		DRP

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kathy Ferguson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		DRP

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Mary Reid

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Strickland

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carol Thomas

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Strain

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		DRP

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Ric

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Mary Reid

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kathy Ferguson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kathy Ferguson

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kathy Ferguson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DJRP

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lyn Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Lyn STeed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		DRP

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		225

		Response Rate: 		59.84%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/26/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/29/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/06/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/28/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		10/30/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		02/27/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		10/03/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/13/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/29/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/17/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/21/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		10/25/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/25/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/10/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/06/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/13/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/11/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/07/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/01/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/04/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/06/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/10/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/19/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/05/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/25/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/03/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/04/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		03/27/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/04/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/27/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/02/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/13/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/24/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		10/03/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/03/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/17/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		05/02/2017

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/06/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/25/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/15/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/13/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/26/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/11/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		03/21/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/25/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/10/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/14/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/19/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/25/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/07/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/13/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/24/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/29/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/03/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/13/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/26/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		03/19/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/07/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/02/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/03/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/13/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/06/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/21/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/16/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		02/22/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/29/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/11/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		10/24/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/29/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/05/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/28/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/24/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		02/24/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		10/05/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/25/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/10/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/01/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/21/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/16/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/16/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/25/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/01/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/27/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/25/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/05/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/01/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/27/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		10/28/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/01/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/17/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/29/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/04/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/28/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/21/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/25/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/13/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/03/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		10/24/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		02/15/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		02/14/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/15/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		10/05/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/17/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/07/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/22/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/19/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/28/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		10/06/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		03/03/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		10/05/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		03/14/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/18/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/23/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/19/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/17/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/30/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/17/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/14/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		02/21/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/25/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/05/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/21/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/16/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/13/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		09/23/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/14/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/14/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/07/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/10/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/25/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/10/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		10/06/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/10/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/10/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/03/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/05/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/17/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		03/29/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/02/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/10/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/10/2017

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/28/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/05/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/24/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Responses (n): 		213

		Response Rate: 		56.65%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		4		1.06%		63		16.76%		228		60.64%		32		8.51%		36		9.57%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.27%		78		20.74%		231		61.44%		39		10.37%		14		3.72%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.58

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		66		17.55%		243		64.63%		41		10.9%		14		3.72%		12		3.19%		376		2.93		0.55

		Total/Percentage		5		0.44%		207		18.35%		702		62.23%		112		9.93%		64		5.67%		38		3.37%		1128				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		99		26.33%		219		58.24%		30		7.98%		12		3.19%		16		4.26%		376		2.8		0.58

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.27%		129		34.31%		196		52.13%		37		9.84%		1		0.27%		12		3.19%		376		2.74		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		71		18.88%		253		67.29%		30		7.98%		2		0.53%		20		5.32%		376		2.88		0.52

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		1		0.27%		112		29.79%		205		54.52%		41		10.9%		2		0.53%		15		3.99%		376		2.8		0.63

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		2		0.53%		196		52.13%		133		35.37%		29		7.71%		3		0.8%		13		3.46%		376		2.53		0.65

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.8%		147		39.1%		153		40.69%		18		4.79%		31		8.24%		24		6.38%		376		2.58		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.27%		70		18.62%		256		68.09%		27		7.18%		5		1.33%		17		4.52%		376		2.87		0.52

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		83		22.07%		238		63.3%		41		10.9%		1		0.27%		13		3.46%		376		2.88		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.27%		83		22.07%		229		60.9%		35		9.31%		9		2.39%		19		5.05%		376		2.86		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.27%		106		28.19%		211		56.12%		37		9.84%		9		2.39%		12		3.19%		376		2.8		0.61

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.27%		86		22.87%		165		43.88%		16		4.26%		77		20.48%		31		8.24%		376		2.73		0.57

		Total/Percentage		11		0.27%		1182		28.58%		2258		54.59%		341		8.24%		152		3.68%		192		4.64%		4136				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		85		22.61%		245		65.16%		29		7.71%		1		0.27%		16		4.26%		376		2.84		0.54

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		4		1.06%		65		17.29%		5		1.33%		282		75%		20		5.32%		376		3.01		0.35

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		0		0%		21		5.59%		3		0.8%		332		88.3%		20		5.32%		376		3.13		0.33

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		89		7.89%		331		29.34%		37		3.28%		615		54.52%		56		4.96%		1128				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		111		29.52%		219		58.24%		35		9.31%		1		0.27%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.27%		108		28.72%		212		56.38%		34		9.04%		11		2.93%		10		2.66%		376		2.79		0.6

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		2		0.53%		129		34.31%		198		52.66%		35		9.31%		3		0.8%		9		2.39%		376		2.73		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.27%		59		15.69%		254		67.55%		54		14.36%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		2.98		0.56

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		43		11.44%		273		72.61%		52		13.83%		0		0%		8		2.13%		376		3.02		0.51

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		1		0.27%		39		10.37%		269		71.54%		57		15.16%		0		0%		10		2.66%		376		3.04		0.52

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		14		3.72%		301		80.05%		50		13.3%		0		0%		11		2.93%		376		3.1		0.41

		Total/Percentage		5		0.19%		503		19.11%		1726		65.58%		317		12.04%		15		0.57%		66		2.51%		2632				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		4		1.27%

		No		311		98.73%
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FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - US

LESSON DESIGN # U
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ptable
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Total R
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Standard 
Deviation

Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students 6 1.78% 35 10.36% 204 60.36% 21 6.21% 49 14.5% 23 6.8% 338 2.9 0.54
Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable 2 0.59% 47 13.91% 209 61.83% 24 7.1% 32 9.47% 24 7.1% 338 2.9 0.52
Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced 0 0% 28 8.28% 244 72.19% 20 5.92% 20 5.92% 26 7.69% 338 2.97 0.4
Total/Percentage 8 0.79% 110 10.85% 657 64.79% 65 6.41% 101 9.96% 73 7.2% 1014


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Breanna Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jesica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaydock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brpwm

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Camon Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Ducan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allson Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jamine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacy Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rahel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haiyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Saannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alxander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Aleis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbi Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Tayor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh  Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caoline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Desiree Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		329

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/08/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/02/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/15/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/15/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/18/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/09/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/25/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/29/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/16/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		03/27/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		11/02/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/12/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/09/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		11/09/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/01/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/27/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		04/11/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		11/02/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/28/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/16/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/21/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/26/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/23/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/09/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/27/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/14/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/16/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/09/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/30/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/18/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/11/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/14/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/15/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/14/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/23/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/02/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/23/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/14/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/28/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/02/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/14/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/29/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/29/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		11/09/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/11/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/29/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/07/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		11/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/15/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/11/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/15/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/09/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		04/11/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		03/16/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		11/09/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/09/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/17/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/14/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/14/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/29/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/04/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/11/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/26/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/17/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/17/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		10/26/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/16/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/22/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/15/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/31/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		04/10/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/14/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/23/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/26/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/09/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/31/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/13/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/23/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/16/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/02/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/21/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		11/14/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/29/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/13/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/02/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/07/2016

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/23/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/23/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/17/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/23/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/16/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/13/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/09/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/02/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/09/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/21/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/10/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/12/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/22/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/02/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/27/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/28/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/18/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/10/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/16/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/09/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/26/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/18/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/22/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		03/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/16/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/26/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/29/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/12/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/11/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/28/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		03/13/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/29/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/04/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/12/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/07/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/26/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/29/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/14/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/20/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/28/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/11/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/14/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/11/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/25/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/15/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/28/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/29/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/27/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/29/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		11/11/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/14/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/31/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/12/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/11/2016

		Responses (n): 		323

		Response Rate: 		95.56%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary S

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary Scool

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt ZIon Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Hill

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		GHES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		IES

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		IES

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		IES

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		IES

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		327

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1 ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Science

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math Drop in

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  SS

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  S

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		2nd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		5th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		4th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		2nd 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 SS

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3 ELA

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 S

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 SS

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  S

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  Math

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4 Science

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 SS

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		3

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 Math

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		2

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5  Math

		Jones		Darius		917396692		3

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		12nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Math

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  Math

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		2

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4 S

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2 ELA

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Math

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3   Math

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		3

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  SS

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 SS

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 S

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  ELA

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  S

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4 SS

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		4

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  Math

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4-Video Lesson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		315

		Response Rate: 		93.20%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		s

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Rz emler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		SteveRich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen /Muzio

		Responses (n): 		313

		Response Rate: 		92.60%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		3		3		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		3		3		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome job of posting and presenting Standard and learning goals.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standard and essential question were posted and standard. The teacher let the students read the standards. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson a little faster to keep the attention of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write down the information from the T chart on a whiteboard or notebook paper to keep their attention.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I could not do a drop-in because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I was not able to observe Asia on the day chosen for observations. Her teacher was out and she preferred that I not observed her without her teacher.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		No standard was posted or presented

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Observation sheet copied to Notes section

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document was completed on the other observation form and the document was uploaded under notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Using an  "I can" statement is an appropriate way to convey the learning goals to the students at the beginning of the lesson.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You need to add more information to Differentiation Section

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Standard wasn't posted or presented. Make sure this is done.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating and discussing the standard and essential questions.  The teacher had a good powerpoint with "Let's Talk!" questions and information about the lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		observation was done mid lesson so the above not observed

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Frop in lesson-no lesson plan available.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez consistently makes sure students are aware of the learning goal(s).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The "I can" statement puts the standard in student-friendloy language, and is posted on the table top chart for the small group.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		 Students were well aware of the learning goals of the lesson and were able to participate in the classroom discussion with ease. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney has done an excellent job planning a meaningful unit of learning for her students. Today they are embarking on a webquest to get information on the planets in our solar system. The students are responsible for their own learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Good job posting and presenting Standard

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very sequential and organized. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Drop in visit.  Standard discussed with students in small group.  Each student received a copy of the standard to put in their notebook.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I love the way you let the students share their thoughts as they reviewed the standards and EQ.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Comparing two texts

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Thank you for consistently posting the standards you teach and for clearly stating learning goals for your students.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		The students were already engaged in their centers and guided reading group when I arrived.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You shared the learning goals with the students. The lesson was well planned, organized, and taught. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Carrying out the opening took a longer time than it should have. Many students were off task. Once the reveal of the purpose was made, what could have been an effecive opening was lost because of the lack of classroom management.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The purpose for learning was clearly stated, as well as the standard, and the specific portion of the standard to be addressed in this lesson.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose of the lesson and the students understand what they are to do and why.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thorough lesson plan sets teacher candidate up for success in delivery.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No Standard or EQ posted or presented

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Learning goals right on track

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You had already started when I arrived

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students respond to a written piece with a graphic organizer.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate related the learning goals for the day to the students from their work from the previous day of class. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job reviewing the vocabulary for the lesson with great visuals! 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job focusing your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Yea - Great idea to put the standard & I Can statement on top of your instructional sheet!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You reminded students they had been studying electricity.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You explained the standard, however you forgot to discuss the "I can statements" with the students you had in your plan.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was a drop in visit

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I Can statements were precise and well written.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		I was not able to do observation because her class went on a field trip the day her team scheduled their observations.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Lesson in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standard and learning goals were not discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Standards were posted.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Standard was posted and presented.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This was an uannounced observation so some things I did not observe.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standard was posted but no reference was made to it. I Can statements are listed in the LP but not posted & no reference was made to them during the lesson????

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard posted, read, discussed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question.  The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP. Spend additional time focusing your lesson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was a continuation of a previous lesson. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You clearly articulated the standard and the learning goals for this lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great way to "develop" the standard by teaching it.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You do a good job of explaining the standard so your students understand the language of the standard and how it applies to the lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated and posted the standard. The teacher went over the standard with the students. The teacher explained the lesson goals at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher drew an example of the tally chart. GROW-The students could use a whiteboard at their seat as the teacher explained the different graphs.  The teacher could have let the students draw the different graphs as she explained them. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Standard and I Can statements on opening slide-missed by observer.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Lesson already in progress.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher let a student read the standard-great job! The teacher explained to the class what they would be studying about in the lesson-metric system. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The standard and essential questions needed to be reviewed more before beginning the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Love that you put it on a PP slide but a larger font size was needed. Relate topic to an area the students are familiar with such as a local swamp area! The brain learns better if we tie the new learning to something that we alrady know. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		I was not able to observe Jessica. She had to be out of school on the day of observations..

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job by letting the students come up and point out the words that would be hard to understand. 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Break down the standard and explain your I Can Statements. They need to understand what they are learning today.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Consistent use of the purpose for learning and the use of i-can statements help you and your students.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Well organized lesson; well planned.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard posted, read, discussed,  EQ and I Can statements read and discussed.  Agenda for lesson and At the end of the lesson, I will be able to ... all shared, discussed.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher needs to review the key words in the standard. The teacher needs to spend more time on explaining the standard and essential questions.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Be sure to point out standard, even if it is on the wall. Always articulate the learning goals for each lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards and EQs discussed.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question on the powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter.  The teacher explained the goals for the lesson. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Great job of presenting Standard and EQ's.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher included the students in the explanation of the standard and essential question. 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed to explain the standard and essential questions in more detail at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential questions are stated and posted. The teacher stated the goals at the beginning of the lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		GROW-Even in small group, the teacher needs to state and post the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher explained the goals for the lesson in the beginning of the lesson. The lesson plan was organized.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher started the lesson by stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standards in depth.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Informal visit. Didn't observe beginning of lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		You posted and presented your Standard and EQs.  Be sure to explain these EQs after you present them.  You told them that you would be studying these today, but have them answer questions about them before you start.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Read and discussed standard

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Standards not posted or discussed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Discussed the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No standard posted, read or discussed.  At the end of Block 4, you know this is expected. Lesson plan was very brief with 1 section left blank.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		unannounced observation

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brain Pop video about Possessive Nouns. The teacher addressed the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. *The lesson plan was late.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		After the Standard, begin to explain the learning goals and why they are learning this.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards being addressed.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Read and explained the standards for the lesson.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate is clear on what she is teaching, and she confirms this with her students. When it might be natural for the straightforward content of a math problem to make it seem dull,  the ability  ability to lead discussion thoroughly

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Through a variety of questions students were engaged both in recall and higher order thinking skills. During questioning, the purpose of the lesson was also made clear.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Class in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before". Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts. They were small. Good visuals as you showed the maps.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate followed the Eureka math plans regarding not specifically stating standards but placing more value on the students knowing the purpose of learning. There was no doubt that the students knew the purpose for learning. They were very much engaged in learning.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher-intern clearly states the learning objectives. Students are clearly aware of the purpose for learning.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard posted, read and explained.  Had students discuss meanings of key words.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good job presenting and posting Standard

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good job presenting the Standard and I Can Statements. Explain the I Cans as much as you do the Standard.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You need to have and articulate the standard and an E.Q. or I can statement (s).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard. Remember you can always put the standard into "kid friendly" terms to help them better understand it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard read and discussed.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You discussed the standard and the I Can statements.  You also revisited the standard during the lesson.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the Great Depression. *The powerpoint was too small. THe teacher enlarged the powerpoint as the lesson progressed. The standard and essential questions were posted and stated. *The teacher needed to go in more detail about the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and E.Qs displayed on slides and thoroughly explained. Lesson is well planned, organized, and well taught.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Video Lesson... I liked your power point going over representing fractions on a number line.  It was difficult for me to tell if the one slide had numbers in the wrong place...you said something about that.  Human number line was a good way to have students become part of the lesson.  You might have expanded the questions with some "greater than"/"less than" to make them to expand their thinking.  Paint chip activity was good. You need to do more teaching to the students other than teaching from a power point.  They need to be more involved and "into" the lesson.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Standard posted

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The anchor charts that Ms. Smith creates for her lessons are exemplary. The "I can" statements give students a frame of reference to go back to throughout the lesson. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The students clearly understand the purpose of learning and are engaged in classroom discussion and ready to take part in independent work. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Drop in visit-lesson in progress.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard posted or discussed. You had E.Q on the board, however it was not pointed out or discussed.  This is so important....it tells the students up front what they are responsible for learning during any lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was the drop-in observation.  Students were going to centers as soon as I entered the class.  Therefore, standards and learning objectives were not seen.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester, I was unable to do a drop-in visit.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		A partial lesson so I didn't observe the Standard being presented

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards/EQ clearly stated and explained. You told the students they would be responsible for learning the answer to the EQ by the end of the lesson.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job posting and presenting Standard.  Also breaking it down for meaning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You clarified what the meaning of literal and nonliteral means when it comes to interpreting idioms.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Discussed standard.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Standards were posted 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		THe teacher did a good job of stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher had the students read the standard and essential questions.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The lesson had already started when I began my observation.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Great instructional video but to enhance the lesson it might help to revisit the EQ after the video is complete. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Standard was reviewed and learning goals reviewed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Standard and learning goals clearly communicated to students. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Review lesson for Georgia Milestones

		West		Sydney		917437847		The students were clearly informed of the goals of the lesson, and in fact participated in defining the key terms from the previous day giving the background information for today’s lesson. The appropriate use of technology (document camera) enhances the lesson and supports classroom discussion. The students had multiple examples and ample scaffolding to support learning and reinforce the review of terms from the previous day/lesson. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose for learning and the students are in full understanding of the goals and objectives.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Use of graphic organizer Modeling Good attention gettters Management strategies used Polishers: Validate Praise Language Function needed only for reading and writing lessons

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Good job going over the standard and I can Statements with the class,

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with the standard-posted, read, discussed.  Discussed the agenda for the lesson-what students would be doing, the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Independent practice Good Student Discussion Good use of Anchor Charts Good time spent practicing the skill Grows: Use more mgt strategies Continue to find teacher voice and expression Use more HOT questions More feedback

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Drop in lesson. No lesson plans available. Don't forgrt to discuss the standard as the new group comes in. Standards were posted in room.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened with I Can statements and then read standard.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted and read along with the EQ.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential qution for the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Exemplary marks were earned in clear learning goals as explained below: The learning goals were very clearly stated and discussed with the class. As the goals were discussed a list of three guidelines that went with them was developed with student input and posted on the screen. An additional screen showed the three options for what students should be working on when they moved to independent work. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-standard posted, I can statement posted & stated 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Drop in visit--no lesson plans available

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Purpose for watching video Good Classroom Management strategies 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Discussed standard and I Can statements. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard was shared.  It was not posted due to a last minute room swap because of technology failure.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Having the lesson main ideas and a graphic on the screen further informed the students of the learning goals. It also referred back to prior knowledge.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The students were informed of the learning goals of this lesson. They knew what they were to do, and attended to their learning responding to the clear instructions of the teacher. 

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Discussed standard.
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		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		3		3		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		3		3		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		3		3		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		3		3		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		3		3		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		3		3		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		3		3		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great idea to play Bingo for a review of terms for electromagnets. This got their brain reconnected from the weekend.  Loved how you had terms and definitions on power point.  This showed questions and answers to Bingo game. Your questioning is always good.  You were reviewing for a test, however you gave a lot of individualized instruction as they worked in stations.  The balance of instruction was a good one because of you helping students individually. Smooth transitions from stations.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good beginning lesson on declarative and interrogative sentences.  Powerpoint had a great deal of information.  Not sure that the students understood what an "alter ego" was...might have needed more definition/meaning.  The Egyption Pyramid paragraph was very informative but I'm not sure from your directions that they need to identify the types of sentences.  Might have highlighted each sentence as you were reading it and identifying it.  Activity was good practice and students seemed to be very successful in identifying types of sentences. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good science lesson for 1st grade about plants.  Students had previous knowledge about the parts of the plants and what plants needed to survive.  Good use of graphic organizer - circle map.  Giving the students the options to draw their plant or write about it gave them success in what they chose.  Good prompting.  Had to move to another room because of technical difficulties.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good opening question, "What is a colony?" *But you never really got the answer. You have to listen to what they are saying. Give your students your attention when they are answering questions that you asked. Don't be getting your materials together while they are answering. Listening closely allows you to piggyback off their answers. Good job of going over what they would be learning. Your questioning was really good. I am very proud of questions you came up with. But once they answer, have them tell the "why". Expand more about it. Use the Power point to give a lot of direct instruction. Your instruction was vague at times, assuming they already knew the information. It was confusing info at times for me. Possibly keep referring back to map to help them understand. Try comparing to today's economy. Do we still have the kinds of jobs they had back in the early colony days? *Having a student read each teaching point took a lof time. Use this time for you to read and explain as you read. The activities at the end were confusing. Possibly too much to complete, even for your ALP class.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students that they would be making an area chart. The teacher had a powerpoint that included the learning target. The teacher let the students know they would use key words to figure out the different area problems. The teacher created a T chart that included what area is, what area can do and what area looks like. The teacher asked different questions to encourage the students to provide the answers to the questions. The teacher had a small Math group. The teacher constantly gave the students positive feedback as they progressed through the lesson. The teacher had a lot of delivery of the subject matter in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher posted different word problems on the powerpoint.  The teacher instructed these students to write "A" or "P" to solve the word problem. The teacher asked good questions. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Hook your students in your opening by giving them something to think about. Don't ever let "what have you been talking about in science?" What about a video about his failure before he became famous?. I have seen one of these. Or start the class off with a large picture of Thomas Edison on the screen. Begin asking cool questions about him or have them write down on an index card three things they already know about this person (don't say his name) It was obvious that the class I watched was a bright class. They need to be challenged with higher level questions. Know what to ask beforehand. The flip book activity was fine, but not sure what the purpose was if they were just copying from board. After you deliver the material, they should be able to think of three facts on their own. The index card summary was basically the same thing as the flip book.  Could they use their three facts and put in paragraph? **keep a timer on.  The flip book should have taken 7-10 min. at the most.  They had far too long to work.   I think that was  part of the management problem. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Even though this was a review of previous taught information it was evident that the students did not have a good grasp of the information.  You did a good job of going over each component and showing examples.  You stressed the difference between heading - subheading and photograph - illustration.  Game of SKOOT was a great way for them to become more familiar with the with the components through real life examples.  You did a good job of not saying "OK".  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Comapring fractions...good video showing the "cross multiplying" method of comparing fractions.  Almost too much information in this lesson.  Students were somewhat confused about cross multiplying and visually looking at the fraction models.  Glad you called on students with their hands down and had those students that said they were confused to work out problems on the board.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good lesson.  Good review of "heat" terms.  You differientiated by having a song, power point of terms, and experiment.  Might have put the worksheet up on the board so that the students could see it as you were describing what they were to do and before you handed it out.  Students worked well during the experiment and on the worksheet.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		I don't think you were as prepared as needed. Good idea using a taco to "build" an image of the four types of productive resources.  Referring back to previous knowledge good to build a foundation.  Timing off when allowing students to get parts ready for taco.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson by telling the students they were going to sort shapes. You asked them what it meant to sort shapes. You clarified what the word "sorts" means. You led a discussion regarding how shapes could be sorted....number of sides, vertices, etc. You used the term "defining attribute".  You explained size was not a defining attribute. After giving students the support needed, you asked them to sort the shapes, by their defining attributes,  in the container in the middle of their groups.  The students worked well together and I could see them discussing the various shapes. After the students had sorted their shapes, you asked them to write sentences explaining how the shapes were sorted. Excellent!  This shows higher order thinking when they are able to explain the  thoughts behind their groups!  You did an excellent job modeling how to write a sentence explaining how a group of shapes was grouped together. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You had the students look at the things you had sitting on a table. You asked them to predict, looking at the items, what they would be doing.  They were able to correctly predict PB&J sandwiches were going to be made. You first led a discussion of what ingredients and utensils would be needed.   You listed these on a chart as students shared. You then had the students break down, into steps, how a PB&J sandwich is made.   You made them think carefully about how the directions were to be written. This was very evident when one student told you to put the peanut butter and jelly on the bread and you literally took the containers and placed them on the bread!  Your point was made! As the steps were given, you had different students come up to the chart and write them on the chart.  After actually demonstrating how to make the sandwich you discussed how the transition words helped with the process of making the sandwich. You then shared a G.O. and explained how they were to write the "how to" directions, along with pictures on it. Students went back to their tables and began to copy the piece of writing created as a class. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pictures were good.  Not sure students knew exactly what you wanted them to say about each picture of animal related to Georgia region.   You needed to give them an example by going over the answers you wanted.  You mentioned something about them going to the zoo and then the lesson was on Georgia regions.  It was confusing. When you are asking questions, it is always good to use the "sticks" the teachers have with the students' names so that everyone gets an opportunity to be heard. Transition was chaotic with putting on their hats.  Not sure hats were needed.  You might need to think of activities that are more challenging to 3rd grade.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Awesome, awesome questions after video. When they answer, have them tell you what that means. Even though this is a review, do more review instruction before they get started with centers. 4 questions about the video is not quite enough. This will create a good balance of instruction and practice. Take the time to explain the stations well. Set your expectations, rules and consequences for what they are to be doing. State the purpose of each station and what they will accomplish.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating that the students would be studying about context clues. The teacher had a Jeopardy game for context clue review. The teacher did a good job of explaining the rules about their Jeopardy game. The lesson was a good review lesson for the upcoming third grade Milestones. The teacher constantly asked the students different questions as they discussed the answer for the Jeopardy game. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You were doing a whole group language arts lesson on "Table of Contents"

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lesson was in progress.  Students were working in math groups.  Small group with you incorporated guided instruction and independent practice time.  You made sure students practiced the skill and then made sure they checked their work.  Independent work groups included technology, partner work, indeendent practice,  Students transitioned to new groups well.  You are very encouraging to your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*You had a well constructed PP . The font was appropriate & key terms defined. *Have an organized way for the students to give you the answers as a group. It is easy for lower students to merge into the group when in fact they may not know the answer. *Sometimes its more productive to provide each group the information (4 sheets per group) instead of having them rotate. *Give the students an opportunity to give you numerous examples and list them on the board or anchor chart.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used a variety of strategies and materials such as wipe off boards, practice clocks, and observations of different watches or other clocks.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		-Teacher uses hand signal to help students recall main character. (Later, hand signals are used to recall all the parts of the "re-telling rope." ) - the students were able recall the setting and the characters. - the problem in the story was that no one wanted to share. - beginning-middle-end. - student understanding checked by asking them to put fingers on correct spot on paper. - teacher uses table-top chart & post-it notes to guide students on starting their graphic organizer. - Students are encouraged as they worked independently on writing about the beginning/middle/end of the story book. The hand motions were a good way to wralear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with stup up the lesson and review for understanding.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You were doing a review in math on fractions, place value and comparing numbers The 3 stations was a good practice idea. I would have liked to seen a simple quiet game, etc. instead of 3 worksheets back to back to back. Be careful not to say, "You need to be quiet so we can finish this and get to the fun stuff." Good idea to have the teams work out problems at their desks while participating team members worked out at the board during Jeopardy game.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Each student is assigned a role, and all students must work as a team to explore the solar system on a webquest. Students will create a final product that they will use to present to the class.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate used real examples of cities and climate regions in the US. Students were given the scenario that the meteorologist at a local news station was sick. Their current assignment is to do research on the city’s weather patterns for this time of year and create a 10 day weather forecast. A variety of technology increases the means by which students may learn. The students are engaged in using laptops to gather data on the city and region assigned. Students will record information on charts in the classroom. Because they are departmentalized, there will be two sets of data - one from each science class. This will help students see the importance of gathering as much data as possible in science. Using the names of real life meteorologists, the teacher(s) related the activity to the students’ world. Making their own weather cast will be exciting for the students.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher is discussing the root words as she goes over the information on the powerpoint. The students were very attentive with their answers to the different questions about the root words and their meanings. When introducing the new powerpoint, the teacher asked the students to share the definition of the word before letting the students give examples for the affixes. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint to circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a great job of asking the students different questions after they circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a good job of using popsicle sticks to call on different students. The students received a whiteboard to write their answers on. The teacher explained the "Go For The Gold!" game to the students. The teacher did a great job of explaining the rules for the whiteboards. The teacher explained in detail how the students would write the answers to the questions on the whiteboard. Great job-explaining how to write the correct answers and talk with the partner. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You began your lesson by asking what they had been studying. *suggestion- Always start with a prompting question such as "We have been studying about the middle colonies. Who can tell me why we called them the middle colonies?" Or any type question that will reel them into your lesson and get them thinking. You can then begin to piggyback off their answers with more questioning. You transitioned well into each activity. Good job! *Before the video at beginning, give them a focus to watch for. What do you want them to gain from video? Good job of asking questions. Keep digging deeper.  This will come with experience.  *Continue to work on higher level questioning. Before slides of pictures start, talk about what it means to earn a living back then and how different it is from today. For example, "Many of the pictures you are about to see are very different than today." Then elaborate on earning a living and what that meant to the middle colonies. Loved the apprentice idea 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Activated prior learning.  Explained meaning of unknown terms. Encouraged students to answer and ask questions. Had students explain why adjectives go in order.  You had them explain their answers/thinking. Lots of student discussion to come to correct answer.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		The Powerpoint was well constructed & proved to be an excellent guide for the lesson. The pictures invoked a great class discussion. Great job leading the discussion for the lesson. Your questions were thought provoking and the students gave great responses. The transition between the class discussion and the activity was very smooth & no time was wasted. Good job giving encouraging feedback throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Class in math centers.  Directions for centers were clear.  Expectations for quality of work and behavior were stated.  Small group-discussed strategy for division,  Tied lesson to real world with Halloween goody bags and candy.  Reviewed the names for the parts of a division problem.  There was guided instruction, student practice, independent work and use of technology. You checked student work giving them immediate feedback on accuracy. Try to incorporate open ended, higher order questions into lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The compare and contrast visual for the class is on chart paper and the characteristics listed are on small cards that can be moved when determine what they have in common. It helps the teacher to differentiate in certain ways... she reads to the students as many of them cannot read at the level of the two books. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate led students in a discussion of the highlights of Benjamin Frankin’s life. Students were eager to share their ideas and responses about Benjamin Franklin. The students were engaged in the invention process – which was the hands-on component of the lesson. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		As your lesson was about informational writing on the topic of turkeys, you launched the lesson with a turkey caller. You asked the students to tell you what they thought the sound was and why you were making it. How creative! You accessed prior knowledge regarding informational writing, as you connected to the writing done about Davy Crockett previously. You helped students remember this type of writing contains facts about the topic. You reviewed what it meant for something to be a fact. Great support and scaffolding! You read previously chosen pages from a couple of books about turkeys, asking students to listen for important turkey facts. As a class, it was decided what the important facts were and you put them on a chart for the students to see. You built up the excitement and anticipation for the second book you read when you asked, "Are you ready to listen to this special book?"  They will think it is special because you think it is special! At one point you said, "I don't know, I need help."  Again, this age student loves to think they are helping their teacher and all were happy to do so. Using the Elmo you demonstrated how the students were to add sections to their turkey books, made previously. Excellent, visual support. You had the gifted students look for facts, in othere resource books, that were not on the chart. You guided the students through labeling the parts of a turkey, the life cycle, and writing 3 facts chosen from the chart.  You then allowed the students to pick three more facts they wished to add to their turkey books using the chart you had created with them.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were working with a guided reading group when I arrived.  All other students were actively engaged in their center work. The students in your guided reading group were all tracking print as they took turns reading aloud.  You asked questions to assess understanding of the story during the reading. You modeled the reading of the story students were to read with their parents that night. That group was then dismissed to begin working on their center assignments. This was done quickly and quietly. You then called the next G.R. group to your table.  You began by asking questions about the book up to the point they had finished reading.  The word depressed came up in the reading and you asked the students what the word meant. Great vocabulary support! You had students, in the centers, working on math, spelling and sight words, as well as students working on the computers in order to improve their letter recognition. Great way to differentiate! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was conducting a small Reading group for the observation. The teacher began the lesson by explaining general academic and domain specific vocabulary. The teacher used the Reading passages they had been studing about to select the different vocabuary. The teacher gave positive feedback as the students worked hard during the lesson. The changing of reading groups was very smooth. The students are very focused on learning during their Reading time. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		A two-minute video about the major rivers of the US added to the lesson introduction. Students were engaged in the video and asked to recall the rivers immediately following the video. Students were also given a fact sheet about the rivers. The teacher candidate asked questions based on the fact sheet and some that were from the video. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There were multiple pauses with no direction given nor any expectation for what students should be doing. The actual lesson took less than half of th 40 minutes noted in the plan. Students were instructed to either read a book or work on tasks from other subjects. At one time, 3 students were seated, only one of those reading. The other two were talking. Two of the students that were up were looking for books. The others were simply off task and not being redirected.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The hands on activity gave students the opportunity to test or experiment with various objects throughout the room to determine their attraction to magnets. This allowed them to move around which is certainly an accommodation for  for those  learners that have a difficult time sitting at a desk all day.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Use of rap song video to introduce text features was an ideal choice. Students were thinking about the content of this rap thoughout the lesson! The stations set up with various books gave sutdents the chance to identify text features in a variety of literature.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved your beginning! YEA! Asking about what an acronym was and connecting that to the acronym they would hear on video. *As the video ends, create a real life meaning about why division is important to learn. And why do we have to KNOW the steps to divide? Why can't we do them in another order? All these are important to go over. Power point was creative. Your questioning was much better!  Good job! *Just a thought....Before they take out paper to practice with you, do some direct instruction, where they are just watching you. You are teaching/ reviewing about these steps. *Stay consistent while you are teaching the word problem. For example, you never mentioned the Daddy, Mother, Sister, Brother while working it. You wrote D, M, S, B but remember you are trying to connect to the acronym to help them remember.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good delivery of content about lines. As you went through the Power point, they took notes on their paper. After PP was over and you had taught each, you went back over each to review. Good job. They loved the Mrs. Bruce says.... game. Also, the name game they used was a very creative idea to help them understand different points. *Ask your " thinking" questions as you are going over the answers. For example, in your name. As you ask what kind of line, have them tell you why it's called that.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		*Wow! I love this idea. Very creative thinking on how to integrate math with Social Studies. Such a natural way of using the Mayflower SS standard to create word problems to solve. Most of the work today was independent and group work. Since this was a SS lesson with math integrated, spend some instruction time on 4th grade Standard of the colonies and the first Thanksgiving. There was too much down time toward the end. What can the other students do when finished early? I think if you had spent more time instructing they would not have gotten finished. Time management is tough. It's hard to estimate the length of time you need.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.  Students were engaged when making predictions of what book you were going to be reading.  Students loved the book.  The activity of having them write the sequel for the book related to the lesson on parts of speech.You asked students to explain the meanings of the parts of speech.  You monitored them as they worked. You set expectations for the work they were to do-encouraging them to do their best.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The ability to think on her feet was an asset when students were slow to respond. She redirected their questions effectively and helped students remain ready to learn throughout the lesson. The students in the classroom began to make connections from the previous questions and even the previous lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Using the graphic organizer on the projector helped students as they were looking at the same one on their desks. It was good to know  the 2nd graders are practicing constructed response as they will have to do on standardized tests next year,

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students were engaged in the lesson and excited to play the game of Scoot.  Several students seem to struggle with the concept of prepositional phrases.  More guided instruction as a group might have helped.  You did stop the game when you noticed the struggle and clarified the difference in preposition and prepositional phrase.  Glad to see you monitoring the students so closely and picking up on the confusion.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great opening video! The students enjoyed it but appeared to learn from it as well. Lesson was well planned and you presented it well! It was obvious that you knew the subject matter that you taught! The power point was well constructed and definitely aided in presently the key points of your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		 Brain Pop video is a great way to open the lesson. The students love these and they are typically very informative!! Spend more time teaching the lesson (BrainPop Notes) before moving on to a quiz. Put a copy of the quiz on the board as a reference. It might help if you had an anchor chart for key terms such as prepositions, prepositional phrases, etc. Lesson needed more guided practice before moving on to quiz.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You began by reminding them that they had been studying electricity. Showed a Brain Pop video. Before video, you told them they would have a quiz. After video, you presented questions to asses understanding of the video. (done aloud with whole group) The assessment was supportive of the info in the brain pop video. *you showed slides that gave the info students were to copy into the blanks of graphic organizer. They took notes as lesson was taught. (More time needed for some). You had a diagram of a circuit on the G.O. for students to complete the part. Some students didn't have time to complete this from slides on board. * When a student got an answer incorrect, you did not explain why it was wrong. Students were not asked to explain why they chose those answers. No higher level questioning was used. Be sure to call on students without hands up. This ensures all students know they are expected to stay on task and learn the content. *No differentiation used in lesson plan or lesson. *Be sure and use reinforcement and feedback when students give correct answers. First transition back to desks was good, but the second transition to groups was chaotic.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for the lesson. You jumped right into the lesson by presenting the standard & focus questions. Good questioning throughout the lesson. You allowed the students to respond before repeating the answer and asking for an explanation of the process. Taking time to define key terms promoted understanding as the lesson progressed. I thought it was neat how you promoted several students to give their thoughts on ways to remember greater than/ less than symbols!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of prior lessons on comparing fractions. You guided students through plotting fractions on a number line in order to compare them. You planned stations in order that you and Mrs. Lewis could work with small groups to review for the upcoming fractions test. You said, "Good job, " as a response to students when they got something right.  Work on being more specific with your praise. Explain what they did well. Include H.O.T. questions in order to increase the students' depth of knowledge. Have them explain their thinking. Your students used white boards to work the problems. Your using one as well would have enabled you to model/help students visually see what you were verbally telling them. Orderly transitions between stations. No instructional time was lost. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of what had been discussed during the first part of the lesson taught before lunch. You asked the students to "foreshadow" regarding how the U.S. would acquire all of the land you indicated on the map west of the Mississippi River. You showed the students, on the map, what the U.S. owned before and after the Louisiana Purchase. Excellent modeling of map skills. You had the students track print during the reading of the text. Love this!  Holds all students accountable and on task. You asked the students why it was important to have good major ports. Good higher order questioning. You pointed out the map in the book that highlighted how much the L.P. added to the U.S. Good reinforcement. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Before starting the lesson you had students stand up. You told each one which side of the room they were to move to and which tables they were to sit in during the lesson. This was for differentiation purposes, as you divided them according to levels. You accessed prior knowledge asking students what they knew regarding what government can do. You shared a PowerPoint and conducted a discussion of the Mayor of Carrollton, the State of GA., and the National Government....discussing the duties of each. This was a lot of information for one lesson. It would have been better to teach one at a time. When asking questions about the information of the slides perhaps ask if they could find it on the slide. Visuals would have been helpful, as there was so much reading/information on the slides. After the group discussion you had the students complete a government "sort" according to their level. You also had the directions for the sort on a slide for them to refer to as they worked. The activity seemed a little difficult because all 3 levels of government were included. I am not sure they had had enough support/instruction/practice of each level in order to complete these with a high rate of success. The students in the higher group seemed to be struggling with not only where ot place their cards, but how to read some of the words. Because there was so much information, you spent the majority of the instructional delivery time explaining the duties of each level of government. Therefore, there were few HOT questions. I did not observe the closing of your lesson, as I had to leave for another observation. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did a good job allowing appropriate wait time for students to respond. This allowed for students who were slower to respond a chance to provide an answer. TC was very encouraging to the students as they attempted to complete the assignments. The lesson allowed for a good balance of instructional time & student participation. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You were doing a Musical Task Card activity. Your students seem to be having fun, while learning at same time. What a great idea to get them moving and reviewing at same time! Very interactive and engaging Your instruction came through individual instruction as they were working. This activity can also be used as an assesment. Smooth transition as they moved back to their seat for closing. Great activity for them to anaylize their own work by self checking. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lesson was well prepared and executed. Students were readily engaged in the lesson. It might be beneficial to have the definition of key vocabulary posted so that the students can see them. Also, I would spend a little more time on a basic verb lesson before adding past, present, & future tense verbs. Once you move on, show the comparison on the same screen. I think it would help them put it into perspective.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Small group lesson with a skills group.  Asked lots of recall questions-lesson focused on constructed responses from text.  Tied to real world experiences. Instead of giving the students th main idea sentence-ask them if they can tell you.  What do they think and why.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Overall a good lesson on the 13 colonies.  Students had an opportunity to go over previously learned information and learn new facts.  Worsheet on promethean board needed to be bigger...it could not be seen at the back of the room.  Glad you went over the first 5 questions together with the class.  Students then had  to opportunity to work with their chromebooks to complete the worksheet.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Students were involved in lesson when I arrived. They were doing creative writing. Students had graphic organizers to help them organize their thoughts. You did a great job of montoring the students as they worked. You gave additional help when needed and encouraged students as they worked. You kept students engaged-quickly redirecting when they got a little talkative. You encouraged them to do their nest writing.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge of antonyms. Their responses were priceless. You led the discussion of antonyms being two words with opposite meanings. Beautiful, orderly, quiet transition the rug. No instructional time lost! Once you came together on the rug, you had the students again say what antonyms are. You made an anchor chart using the letters in the word antonym....giving the definition of the word and examples. Very creative. The students had a part in the creation of the anchor chart! Students had a clear understanding of what you were doing with the chart and they were anxious to share their examples. You read The Foot Book and asked students to look/listen for examples of antonyms as you read. Before reading you once again reminded students what antonyms are. The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the book. After the reading of the book students shared antonym pairs and they were added to the anchor chart. After filling out the chart, you choral read all the antonym pairs on the chart and you revisited the meaning of antonyms once again. Such excellent support for your students' learning. The students went back to their table groups. You showed them a slide on the P. Board and again discussed the meaning of antonyms. You had an example sentence: An antonym for happy is _______. The students readily told you an appropriate answer. You next had students brainstorm in their table groups some examples of antonyms that had not been discussed before. Students were able to give examples which clearly showed they were understanding. The next slide you had the students match pairs of antonym pictures. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You access ed what students remembered from the previous days lesson.  You drew a web on the board and the students gave you adjectives to describe PEEPS. Great way to combine L. Arts with Science.  You told students they were going to make a prediction. You asked the students what this word means and they were able to tell you it is a guess.  You asked the students to predict if the PEEP, when placed in a cup of water, would sink or float. A student asked you, "What if our prediction is wrong?"  You quickly emphasized a prediction was their "guess" and there was no right or wrong.  On the graphic organizer you gave the students you asked them to circle either "sink" or "float" as their prediction.  You clarified the meaning of the word sink.  You took a count of the number of students who thought the PEEP would sink or float. You then collected their prediction papers.  You told the students they would observe the PEEPS in water the next day. You then told the students they would predict what would happen to the PEEP once it was put into the water, besides sink or float.  The students had many excellent predictions which you wrote on the board. The students then wrote a sentence on their G.O. telling what they thought would happen.  When they wrote their sentence it would have been good go have them use the word "predict".  I predict..... 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		You were teaching a  whole group lesson on using pronouns correctly.  The Power point was large, colorful and easy to read.  There was a good balance of instruction and practicing independently.  You gave individually instruction as you assisted students working independently.  Smooth transition as you lined them up to go to lunch. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Opening was great as you gave them the Agenda of the day. Did you hear their "yeas" as you told them about Musical Chairs?" Awesome instructions on what they would be doing in their activities. Very creative ideas for activities. Today is Friday and it makes learning fun when the students can move around the room instead of just sitting. Side to Side was such a simple game, but powerful. You did a great job of asking high challenging questions such as ways to change the verb. (it was obvious that you took in to consideration of what we talked about) Transitions wers smooth and directions were given. Loved, loved the musical chairs story activity.  The students loved it too.  Great music! **- As students asked questions, use that time to quickly review.  For example, when the girl asked about writing in 1st, 2nd or 3rd person, have her remind the class what that means.  ** Keep reinterating that the story has to flow or it won't make sense.  Not only from the verb standpoint but the type story. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were going over Daily Language Review as I came into the room. Perfect that you took the time to go over the words "biology" when so many were confused.  We, as teachers, have to listen to our students so that when we are confused we can help them! *Love the Agenda on the board.  Do you do this every day?  That's a wonderful idea! You transitioned into their skills groups.  You gave explicit directions on what they would be doing in their groups.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson began with a 6 minute test that took approximately 20 minutes to complete. The lesson really had no opening or focus. TC reviewed the 5 question test with the students & had individual students work the problems on the board. Lesson transitioned to a work sheet & the TC worked the problems with the help of the students using the CUBES system. None of the terms mentioned in the I Can statements (time, length, volume and weight) were mentioned even though the problems were comprised of problems relating to some of them. Not all students were called on & several students appeared bored &/or lost :(

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Engaged students.  Tied to real life with them using themselves as examples.  Students were engaged in lesson.  Centers allowed students hands on participation.  Very encouraging with students. Good job incorporating high order questions in lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You opened with a review of prior learning to set the stage for the activity part of your lesson.  Students loved the slide show and were able to recall facts and details and answer your questions.  You incorporated higher order questions-"why-expain", "what happens when".  Good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students worked to create a map of Ga that incorporated all they had learned about the regions.  They were so excited to work on this and hated to stop for lunch. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good variety in your presentation...Flocabulary, anchor chart, reading paragraph for main idea and supporting details, graphic organizer, independent work.  I liked how you used a paragraph about what they were learning in science for them to read and find main idea/supporting details.  Anchor chart was hard to see with the lights off and it was held very low.  Students were not very responsive at the beginning but got better.  

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary about different math vocabulary terms that would help solve math word problems. After the Flocabulary video, the teacher explained the students would be playing around the world. The students thoroughly enjoyed the Around the World game. The teacher explained the C.U.B.E.S. strategy. The teacher reviewed what C.U.B.E.S. means. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the different C.U.B.E.S strategies. The teacher had great advice for the students when they take the Milestones test. GLOW-The teacher had the class read the word problem together. The teacher instructed the students to solve the problem on their whiteboard. The students did a good job of sharing information while trying to solve the word problem. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		The students were engaged throughout the lesson. Good use of the document camera so that the students could analyze a problem that had some issues. You were very encouraging to your students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When you passed back the students writing, you told them they were to proofread their letters to their favorite author.  You reminded them they could look back to their book, Dear Mr. Henshaw, for help regarding ideas as to what to say in their letters. You circulated throughout the classroom offering assistance as was needed. After finishing the letters you directed the students to swap papers with their partners. Each student was to pretend to be the author the fellow student had written to and answer the questions as they thought the author would.  So creative!! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You activated the lesson with a video forecast. You led the class in a discussion of what the numbers on a forecast map represent and how those numbers are determined. You connected the temperatures on the map to their real lives, asking the students if their parents listen to the weather report in order to determine what they should wear to school each day. You asked the students what the person telling the forecast is called and had the students discuss this in their groups.  You had the groups share their responses. You then asked the students what the study of weather is called, once again letting the students discuss in groups.  There was a discussion afterwards. You asked the students what temperature measures and you led them to the understanding it is how hot or cold something is. You shared a thermometer with the class and explained it was an instrument used to measure temperature. You had made an anchor chart of a thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celcius represented on both sides. You explained fahrenheit was considered the "customary system" and celcius was part of the metric system. Each student had a G.O. picture of a thermometer and you had them color theirs in using your anchor chart as their example!  Well done! You pointed out certain temperatures can be controlled with examples such as room temperature, freezer temperature. You pointed out outdoor temperatures cannot be controlled. You demonstrated water boils at 212 degrees farenheit by putting a thermometer into a pan of boiling water and letting the students look at the thermometer. You also had the students fill in the boiling point for fahrenheit on their G.O. You explained water freezes at 32 degrees fahrenheit. You demonstrated this by sharing a couple of thermometers that had been sitting in ice water for a couple of  hours. On the celsius side you explained water boils at 100 degrees and freezes at 0 degrees. This information was also recorded on their G.O. You had students use their G.Os and your anchor chart to predict temperatures of the various seasons. This was great application for what they were learning. You conducted a quick review of information at the end of the lesson. Don't forget to include your E.Qs in the review, as they were your learning goals. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Not a bad introductory lesson on Heat.  You had their attention when you said they were going to experiment with chocolate.  Might have been better to show "Experiment sheet" on the promethean board so that they could see what you were trying to explain.  Also might have tried to find a video to help introduce the standard.  Liked your "Think about in your head what it feels like in your hand" instruction.  Good questioning techniques throughout the lesson.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Prezi...it really allowed you to incorporate everything needed to address the standard in a variety of ways.  Personal reference made about your husband, the coach, who needs to know the weather...students are always interested in the lives of their teachers.  Referring back to previous knowledge is also a good way to reinforce their learning.  Students seemed to really enjoy the lesson and were eager to share what they had done.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great subject knowledge.  Had them get their page ready in binder before starting.  Liked the way you had the reading done in three different styles:  popcorn, speed, and independent.  Stressed "Cite the evidence correctly from the text"...so important!  Also had them look at questions before they read independently so they would be reading to find the answers.  Loved your example of "seeing" the flashlight through child's body and through his ear cartlidge.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good opening asking students what they knew about the words...transparent, translucent, and opaque...also the "cheesy" video.  Good graphic organizer for them the write down if items were t,t,or o.  Group activity got a little chaotic with the rotation.  Might also have been better if there had been a flashlight on each table so that the students could actually shine the light "through" the items.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You really did not teach.  You did a quick review of the names of the 3 people in history that they were studying.  Then you just go them go into groups and work on their books.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job of incorporating higher order questioning.  Lots of positive reinforcement for students as they answered questions and participated in discussions.  Good balance of student participation and instructional time. When student had outburst-you kept the rest of the class on task and the lesson continued. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lesson on solving word problems.  You asked students to tell you what they found difficult about woed problems and then had them tell you about key words they should look for.  You also had students discuss they strategies they could use.  Asking them to explain the strategies, tell how and why they would use them would expand their understanding. Make a flip chart for smart board with only one problem at a time for guided instruction.  Document camera is awkward-paper moving, shows part of the next problem, your hand covered the screen.  This would get you out from behind the desk and in front of the class. Very weak strategies for dealing with struggling learners. Leson continued.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher explained what a noun is and how to identify the nouns. The teacher had a powerpoint about nouns. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint and circle the nouns in each sentence. GROW-Be careful with spelling of words-sandwhiches should be sandwiches. The teacher asked good questions about the sentences-What is the subject? What is the predicate? The teacher shared a powerpoint on verbs. The teacher let the students read the definitions. The teacher had a powerpoint about identify the verbs. The teacher had another powerpoint on adjectives. The teacher asked good questions about the review powerpoints. When the students selected the wrong words, the teacher had a great way of questioning the students until they arrived at the right answer. GROW-The teacher needed to instruct the students that most of adverbs end in "ly". The teacher had different sentences on the powerpoint. The teacher read the directions for the powerpoint before letting the students answer the questions. GROW-The directions on the powerpoint had the wrong "to". Draw "to" should be draw "two" line under the adjective or the adverb in each sentence. The teacher explained the rules for the Jeopardy game. The teacher did a good job of making sure the students understood how to play the game according to the rules. GROW-"Inturpted" should be "interrupted". 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked questions at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher wrote the question-Who likes jellybeans?-on the board.  The teacher asked the students questions during the lesson to create a bar graph. The teacher gave explicit directions about the jelly beans which would be used for the graph. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students bean to work on the worksheet. The teacher explained how to graph the jellybeans by color. The teacher posted the questions that the students would answer at the end of the lesson. The teacher had the questions posted the questions on the powerpoint. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good job defining the key terms for the lesson (compare & contrast). It would be beneficial for you to have the definitions posted on the PB as part of your Powerpoint or on an anchor chart so the students would have a visual to look at if they became confused. Compare & contrast is a confusing leson for some students! TC was very encouraging to the students. This promoted a positive learning environment! It would have been beneficial for the reading passage sheet to be visable on the PB so that you can refer to it as you went over it with the students. By doing so, it would have provided you a visual to refer to & write on as the lesson progressed. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students by discussing the election of the class mascot and how girls would have felt if they could not vote.  Good place to ask what they thought about this and why?  How does it make the girls feel, what about the boys? Reviewed vocabulary to be sure students undersood the terms being used.  You had a printed definition sheet ready for students to put in notebooks. Brain Pop video talked about subject.  Took quiz at end--involve all students by having them discuss answers or signal answers or write on white board.  When only one student answers you only know about their understanding. Students were to make a Twitter profile for Susan B. Anthony-some were not familiar with Twitter.  When using something like that be sure students understand the concept. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		When reading to the class, a larger book would have been better so students could see the pictures clearly. Your page of pictures for sequencing was too busy, not really utilized in lesson and a distraction. With kindergarten-a real plant , seed and sprout would have been great. PPt example was discussed and sequenced verbally.  It would be great if you could move the pictures into the correct order so students have that visual.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of Thomas Jefferson. You read a book about him and asked questions as you were reading. After reading the book, you put a picture of T.J. on an easel. You asked students to recall certain information and as they responded correctly you put the picture of the correct answer on the easel.  Great visuals.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You were playing a review game of 3 dimensional figures using the Jeopardy format.  You asked students to access prior knowledge of these figures. Students moved to their teams in a nice orderly fashion. When questions were chosen you allowed the teams to confer on the answer. Great team effort! You allowed students to use the anchor chart for help. Great way to demonstrate the resources in the classroom are helpful! When students struggled with an answer you stopped and helped them understand why the answer was what it was.  Excellent support for your students' learning! I did not see the closing of the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The Powerpoint greatly aided to the presentation of the information. It was clearly organized and well put together. You did a super job involving the students in the learning process. You encouraged the students to participate in the lesson. Very appropriate amount of guided vs. independent practice.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Good beginning having them answer a question on Google classroom about what they were going over in class before you taught.  REally the the "Zearn" teaching program.  It teaches while it allowed you to pause and highlight important knowledge.  Very good practice.  You did a great job of stressing important points throughout the lesson.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students take out their journals to write the problems from the powerpoint. The teacher knows the metric system subject matter very well! The teacher is a natural teaching the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats in their journals. The teacher does a good job of including the students in her lesson by letting them come to the powerpoint and show how to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of letting the students raise their hands if they agree or disagreed with the student's answer. GLOW-Loved the part of the lesson when the teacher had the students represent the number and the decimal. The teacher had great reminders for the students about the correct way to write answers using inches and feet. The teacher passed out the metric worksheets for the students.  The teacher did a good job of explaining the directions to the students. The teacher presented the worksheet on the image machine for the powerpoint. The teacher made the sheet a little harder by crossing out the measurement units.  The students had to figure out which measurement unit would be used to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet before letting the students begin. The lesson was very sequential and very educational. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		It would benefit the students if you used real-life examples for volume. The goal is for the students to relate something in their life to the subject being taught. This is the way the brain learns & remembers! The egg carton was a a good example but the students appeared to be somewhat confused. It might help if you wrote on the package with a marker. Encourage individual students to answer your questions. When several call out possible answers, the slower students tend to have a difficult time following. Remeber students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times to learn. For the lower students, work the mulitpli cation problems on the side of the board. Refer the students back to the wording of the problems when they are giving an anwer. Also, write on the board to clarify which side/area that you are talking about in order to make it clear.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video. The teacher began the lesson by reading Explore South America. The teacher asked good questions before beginning the read aloud. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary for the book as she read the book. The teacher did a good job of pointing out the different uses of the vocabulary as she explained the book. The teacher had a card on each desk. The teacher provided several non-fiction books for the students. The teacher shared the Text Feature Scavenger Hunt with the students using the Image Maker. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a great job or role modeling how to complete the worksheet using a partner. The teacher had cards on each desk. The students had to find their partners and then stand on the rug. The teacher instructed the students which table they would need to sit at before beginning their worksheet.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Powerpoint use realistic illustrations and aided in presenting information. Make sure Key Terms are in larger print of in bold so they are not over looked. There was 4 major vocabulary terms fo this lesson (simple machines, fulcrum, lever, force). The students would benefit from them being posted throughout the lesson. The PP pictures were great but students benefit more from seeing the actual item when possible.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson even with the "technical issues".  Students were excited to know they were going to make a thermometer after the lesson.  Good questioning and discussion with the students.  It  was interesting seeing the students try to make the temperature rise "up the straw".  

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Your opening of Text Structures was fine, but a little vague. Start out by saying "You have been studying text structures.. What does that mean to have a text structure?" Begin questioning about what the words text and structure even mean. " Where do we get that phrase? Let's see if we can remember 5 different text structures that we have learned about. Who can name one?" These are all great questions to enter you into the Standard and I Cans. Brag on your students. Make them feel smart! They gave you some really good answers. Don't just say "Ok" and move on. This is so important! Good job giving directions and expectations for stations. Ask for questions to make sure everyone is clear. Are they working in groups or individually? Make that clear as well. You had 5 stations going on with 5 different worksheets. Does every station have to be worksheet oriented? It takes more time but there can be a sequencing game, maybe 2 small hoops to practice with compare and contrast, etc. Try changing this up and making this more creative. Use a variety of strategies. The Kahoot was a good summary of what they were reviewing. Have students hold up their cards at one time (when you say "flash". This way you can see at a glance who really knows it.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Using a graphic organizer was perfect for this topic. It might help if you had a posted copy of the same GO. This can be accomplished by putting the GO on an anchor chart or drawing it on the whiteboard. Great PP pictures - very realistic!. Good handwriting - large and clear formation of letters. You were very receptive to the students answers. Also vey positive attitude!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video Hip-Hop Around the Clock. The teacher asked questions about the video after the students had viewed it. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions about time. When the teacher realized the students did not understand half hour, she had a good explanation for the students. The teacher discussed analog and digital clocks with the students. The teacher instructed the students to get the clocks out of the bucket at their table. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around and check the clocks of the different students when they were showing a certain time. The teacher instructed the students to place the clocks back in the bucket at their table. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great presentation.  Your power point allowed all students to "get" the material in a way they could be successful in learning and doing the center activities.  Great discussion with the students about each inventor.  Liked you emphasizing a quote from Thomas Edison..."We can always make things better."  Describing what to do in each center made the transition  easy.  Make sure you know how to say the last names of some of the inventors that you had in your power point.  I know they were not the inventors that they had to know something about but you only called them by their first name.  You can get the  pronunciations on Google.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		There's got to be discussion about the video. The first question I was waiting for you to shout out was "What in the world did they mean about being excited about elbow room? The video was squelched when you turned it off and told them to do a KWL sheet on LA purchase. Was your intention for them to write about things they heard or remembered in the video? Wouldn't it make sense to have them share some ideas they know before you get started? That's part of your opening. Your Power Point was good. The visuals were very good to help them see what the US looked like before and after the purchase. The activity matched your Standard with showing the expansion that the purchase gave the US, but it was too hard. Good lesson learned here. It would have been perfect just to have a simple blank US map that showed the states already there. Then their job was to add the expansion. Then maybe add the rivers in that expansion only. Keep in view of your Standard. Just expansion of LA purchase. Also make sure you have resources (SS book) available. This is important for those who need it. Make sure you explain the directions well. Even a reminder of what a "key" is.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Grabbed the students attention with the bag of items for them to get something out of--students had to infer what that item meant.  Power point allowed students to practice inferencing as a large group.  Case files allowed students to work in small groups to infer.  Loved all the real world objects you included in the case files.  Students were so excited to do this lesson.  All were engaged in the evidence. Brought students back together to discuss the evidence found and their inferences as to what had happened.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I love your "Class Agenda"...lets the students know what to expect in class.  You did a good job of introducing how to multiply fractions.  Good differentiation of activities...video, step-by-step rules, practice, and game.  Be careful when you put information in the "Gifted" section....not all gifted students are gifted in math.  

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		When you are going over questions on Power Point, show these answers visually. Example, when the little girl said "numerators of the fraction" show that on board just to remind over and over. You went over the steps of mixed numbers. The instruction today was a little confusing. Was it an introduction to mixed numbers? If so , it needs to be kept simple like 3 6/10 + 4 3/10 = 7 9/10. You don't want to leave them with more of a proper fraction. Did they need to add mixed numbers or should it have been to add 2 fractions to get the mixed number. 3/4 + 5/4 = 8/4 Then show how that changes into a mixed number. You were trying to go further and add the whole numbers with it.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The lesson began with a Brain Pop Video about the clock and five minute intervals. The teacher explained the worksheet to the students. *The teacher needed to pass out the worksheet and then explain it to the students. *There were too many questions about the worksheet. The teacher colored a strip on the promethean board to explain it further to the students. *The teacher needs to work around and monitor the students closely to make sure they are completing the worksheet correctly.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You began the lesson with a mixed review. You worked through a few of the problems with the students. You reminded students how to subtract fractions with unlike denominators.  Very good questioning during mixed review. All were given a handout. You worked the first 2 multiplication problem with students which was a great way to support and review.  You then worked the first division problem. You modeled your own thinking when you said, "I like to rewrite my problem so I don't get confused with all the little marks."  Modeling your thinking supports students in developing their own thoughts regarding how to solve problems. When/if students "catch you" making a mistake, this is a good thing!  This means they are engaged and questioning what you are doing! You can even thank them for pointing out your mistakes. You then moved the lesson on to work problems with multiplication and division and you told the students which problems to work on the handout.  You cautioned students to "think logically" when it comes to their answers and you gave an example of what you meant by this. You gave the students a time limit for finishing the task. I left before the closing of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You led the students through the steps of adding/subtracting fractions with like and unlike denominators. You modeled this and reminded the students how to find the L.C.M.  Students had handouts to follow along as you worked through several problems with them on the P. Board.  This was great support for your students. A student pointed out an answer could be simplified which let to a review of finding the G.C.F. You modeled how to find a common denominator when the problem had unlike denominators. Remember to ask more H.O.T. questions. Ask students more why, how, explain questions. For instance: How is solving an addition/subtraction problem with like denominators different from ones with unlike denominators? You gave each student a domino and they were to get with a partner and add and subtract using the numbers as fractions.  It is always a good idea to model how to do something like this. Some of the students were not exactly sure what you meant for them to do. When students are able to explain their thought processes they have a deeper depth of knowledge regarding the topic. Fractions practice. You had the students complete one column with you, one with a partner, and one on their own.  Be sure to remember to use the correct termonology....numerators and denominatiors. The handout with the columns seemed a little crowded and left little room for students to work out the answer.  Would it have been possible to adjust the sheet, giving the students more room to show their work? 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had a good delivery about the different graphs-bar and line graphs. The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in their hands-on Science experiments. The teacher explained the bar and line graphs before letting the students begin their experiments. At the closing of the lesson, the teacher had the students pass their bar creations down to the end of the table. The teacher had the students switch tables during the lesson. The students separated the M and M's by color. The students created the bar graph by graphing the different colors of M and M's. The teacher was very observant of each student during the rotation activities. After the station rotation, the teacher asked different questions about the graphs. The teacher shared a Flocabulary video about the scientific method. GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment to see if the students understood the subject matter about the graphs. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Loved the Super Powers emerge picture and how it connected with Cold War, Good beginning as you segwayed into the Brain Pop video about the Cold War, As your teacher walked in, the two of you co taught.  This was great that you had things to interject.  Good questioning!  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was a monthly review lesson on physical and chemical change. You did a fabulous job of asking review questions to get their brains back in gear after long holiday break. Very impressed that your students knew all the answers. Loved that you gave them a few minutes to complete the review sheet before you would go over it together. **As you move into a video, remember to give it purpose. Tell your students what they will see in the video or how it will help them. The quiz after video was good. This would have been a great assessment if they answered on paper and not aloud. suggestion- Instead of you reading each answer, have them read the answers silently before someone gives correct answer. This gives them good practice for the Ga Milestone. Loved that you referred back to the EQ as you read one of the questions on quiz. Awesome experiment to help them see physical and chemical change. So glad you allowed them to predict what would happen. They can do this on paper OR talk with a partner about it. This allows great discussion if they do a "elbow partner chat" for a minute. Your instruction came all during lesson as they were hands on with experiment. Awesome! Transitions were smooth as you moved from each activity to the next. You didn't miss a beat. No wasted or down time.

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Good review lesson over PEMDAS.  Flocabulary was a great was to get them back into thinking about order of operation.  Like the way you explained the centers before having the students begin.  Might have been better in the Dice and Popsicle Stick centers to have the students fill their sheets in and then go back to their seats to work the problems.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson with a youtube with John F. Kennedy.  The teacher instructed these students to listen and be ready to remark on the quote-"One stop for man, one giant leap for mankind." The teacher instructed the students to discuss with their table what they thought the quote meant. The teacher did an outstanding job explaining how to create their own moon lander. The teacher used the materials provided to explain in detail how to create their own moon lander. For five minutes, the teacher instructed the students to brainstorm their ideas for the creation of their moon lander. The teacher constantly visited each small Science group working on their moon lander.  The teacher interacted with the students as they worked. The activity was very interesting for the students.  The students were very involved throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to return to their seats.  The teacher had a journal ticket out the door that included three questions.  The students were instructed to answer the questions in their journals. The different groups went to the front on the classroom and observed if their moon lander landed on the moon safely. The teacher had good questions for the students about their moon lander creations. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher opened the lesson by showing a youtube video about animal adaptations. After the video, the teacher answered questions about the animal adaptations. The teacher had a powerpoint that explained about different subject matter related to the animal adaptations. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the powerpoint presentation. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the powerpoint to include them in the presentation more. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their own animal with a partner at the table. The teacher had the students read the different parts of the animal adaptation sheet at their seats. Each partner group got four environments on their sheets. The teacher had good examples of animal creations on her powerpoint that she shared with the students. GROW-After reading the instructions for the sheet, the teacher needs to ask if there are any questions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher shared a flocabulary video at the beginning of the lesson on backing up opinions with reasons. The teacher read aloud the book, The Perfect Pet. The teacher has great animation throughout the read aloud lesson. The teacher posted the powerpoint that showed the opinion graphic organizer. The teacher had great questions abut the graphic organizer. The teacher wrote her opinion about the book on the powerpoint The teacher had good questions about the graphic organizer. The teacher called on different students to suggest different opinions for the graphic organizer. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by explaining the students would be learning about main idea. The teacher was teaching a Reading small group. The teacher let the students read different parts of the passage. The teacher let each student complete the Main Idea worksheet. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the information that supports the main idea in the passage. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Review lesson for Milestones 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about her powerpoint. The students were instructed to do think-pair-share with the lesson. The teacher has good thought provoking questions for the lesson. *The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint to complete the problems. *The teacher needed the students to work at their desks as she worked at the front of the classroom. *The teacher needed to walk around the students at their seats to monitor their behavior closely. THe teacher had the stations posted on her powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the powerpoint to the students before letting them begin. The teacher counted off the students to assign them to their correct station. The students were very focused when they began their stations. The noise level reduced and the students worked very hard! 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were doing a small group reading group. The remaining students were involved in centers.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You were doing a review on Text Structures. Great opening as you had groups to write on chart paper everything they could remember about Text Structures. Tip: After bringing charts to front, possibly have one spokesperson for the group or either you read them so it can go quicker. The entire group can come up front but not necessary. (Ha- you realized this quickly and changed it! Good for you!) Awesome how you connected the Milestone to what they are learning today. Using strategies and asking questions of how to help yourself! Loved the graphic organizer for text structure. Doing the emojis really helped them remember these! Awesome job at delivering these text structures through colorful, creative organizers. Using sports as your topics connected your kids (especially boys)!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening was good as you grabbed their attention by having them tell you what they know about the shape you were drawing. *This is your time to question! Don't just allow them to give you some facts they notice, but question them on these facts. For example, "What is a quadilateral shape? What does that mean?" The flip books were a good idea for them to write down review facts and examples on these quad shapes.  When you pass these out, explain exactly what they will be doing in these.  Give specific directions.  Remember not to teach from the board too much. I know it's hard when you are typing on the Smart board, but after you write your facts, then get up and move around while they are working. This allows you to be sure they are on task.  Be a part of your class....don't set yourself away from the group.  Don't allow too much time for writing in their booklets. Set a time and move on. This got a little boring and "draggy". That's why you need to walk around and monitor. Great question "What makes a square different than a quadilateral?" Anytime you mention a term (perpendicular, quadilateral, classifying, parellel lines, etc. make SURE they remember what these are. Don't just assume. This is reviewing as you go along.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened lesson by going outside and having students find 3 rocks.  Students were excited and engaged to go out.  You asked students to recall how to categorize rocks. Students worked with a partned to look at their rocks. Have a partner list ready so you don't have to staqnd there and figure out pairs. Have the students share the characteristics of their rock with the group since that was the standard.  That insures that they understand the terms and how to apply them.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Showed short video to engage students and prepare them for lesson on greater than/less than.  Did an oral example with the class-writing the numbers on the board will help more students understand the concept. Incorporated a higher order question-try to get more into lesson. Instruction was brief and independent activity took most of the time.  Students worked with a partner and di to create numbers to compare.  Students were engaged in the activity. I want to see you do more direct teaching.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Opening was relative as you showed a beautiful mansion and then in comparison a run down house. You were describing how the Soviet Union went from strong to collapsing. Very proud of your questioning. You have a strength with this! That's awesome! Your instruction/review  needs to be longer.  You can combine teacher directed instruction along with guided instruction.  The balance was good, but each section needs to be longer (Instruction and practice) You don't want to have too much time left over!  Great job on closing! You summarized well and recapped the Standard and EQ. The video was a good idea to finish up after you discussed but it didn't match. You realized this after a few minutes.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with the monstter picture to describe using adjectives. Monitored students, Good balance of guided instruction and student practice. Very encouraging. Set behavior expecttions. Tie to real world,

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Video was a good idea but you were not prepared and an ad covered at least a third of the screen.  You should have this planned before the last minute. There was a good balance of instruction with student participation as they sorted the adverbs onto your chart. Independent practice with students completing their own sorting sheet of adverbs.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Nice opening as you explained and posted the Agenda for the lesson. This got your students excited about what they would be doing. You did a good job of stating expectations. Smooth transition from Standard into getting your students thinking about the book you would be reading aloud. *Good job giving them real experiences of eating out. Dig a little deeper into paying the bill, tip, etc. and why we should do that. (real life experiences). Remember to always think, "Why do these 5th graders need to be learning this?' *Another suggestion is to start out in a different direction....ask who has ever been on a money hunt? We all have found money in odd places. How important is money to live, eat, etc.? This is important! The activity of The Pig Family eating out was creative. This allowed them to work in groups, getting along and working together. *It was obvious this was a bright group. Think about how would you teach this same lesson to an inclusion group? More instruction would probably be needed. *Don't forget to do a closing, summary.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were doing guided practice on dividing fractions.  The game made it fun for them.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a powerpoint on possession and possessive nouns. The teacher needs to use the powepoint as a reference tool. The teacher had a powerpoint on the singular possessives for the students to complete. The teacher did a good job of having the students complete the singular possessives powepoint. The teacher had a worksheet for the students to complete. The teacher instructed the students to wait and listen to the instructions for completing the worksheet before she let them begin. *The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. The teacher rotated different Reading groups to check their work. The teacher closed the lesson by asking a question about apostrophes used with possessive nouns. *The teacher needed to have more creative ways to teach the subject matter. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson what a dichotomous chart is and how it is used by scientists. You shared an example of how mammals can be classified. You moved to modeling how to use the dichotomous chart in order to classify jelly beans. You worked through two examples, giving the students the scaffolding they needed in order to work independently. You pointed out as they went through the process/chart the classifications got more specific and harder to judge. You had the students work with a partner to classify, using the dichotomous chart, the jelly beans you had given them in a little cup.  They each had their own dichotomous chart as well as a chart to record their findings. You closed the lesson with a discussion regarding why classifying is helpful to scientists and how it can be used.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You conducted a practice "illuminate Quiz" and then assigned the students the one what would be graded. All students were engaged and working quietly as they took their quiz on their chrome books.  You cautioned students to think very carefully about number 5.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		To me, you seemed very unsure of the material and teaching it correctly.  You can check on Google how to say "distributive".  You said it about three different ways during the lesson.  It might have been better to leave the students at their seats as you went through the instruction, as they seemed to be to bunched under the promethean board.  Your anchor chart was good but don't depend on it to teach...it is only an example of how to do.  You need more energy and excitement in your teaching.  Also your voice is very monotone.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. It was a transition from seats to rug to read aloud a story.. Great job in reading aloud. You used a lot of expression and had your students intriqued by story. The story was also interactive. Glad you allowed them to be silly since it was Halloween. **As you move to rug, try a countdown to get them there quickly. When you see that it's taking too long to get settled, tell them they have 10 seconds to get ready. This works every time. Good transitions back to their seat after story to begin the listening activity from story..

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Loved your opening. You even pulled in Easter as the students reconstructed an Easter puzzle. Proud of how you tied it together with Reconstruction of South after Civil War. As you are moving into instruction, talk about what had happened during Civil War and connect that to why and how they would reconstruct. These three amendments would help do this in Lincoln and Johnson's plan. Make sure they see this connection. Keep referring back to I Can Statements. The Power Point was creative and good information. You used this to instruct and ask questions. Your questioning was so much improved today! Awesome! *Explain words such as humility, radical, etc. Be careful not to just read the Power point. Know it well enough to tell about it instead of reading it off the chart. Your positive comments and feedback was good today. Differentiation could have been used as you allowed this class to only do 4 questions or even 6 questions instead of 8. Or ahead or time found out who in the class needs 4, 6 or 8 questions and use this as differentiation in a discreet way. Summarize/close lesson with your I Can Statements. What they are writing on their constructions paper is just fictional and not a type of assessment.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You launched the lesson asking students what the words past and present mean. You gave students baggies with pictures in them. They were to place the picture under the correct heading, past or present, on a graphic organizer you gave each student. Sorting was an xcellent way for students to show their understanding of past and present. You told students they would be taking notes. You gave each student a G.O. to write their notes. You had a chart to write on so students were easily able to see where and how to write their notes. You showed numerous slides depicting the life of the Creek Indians and guided the students through the note taking. Afterwards, you had the students filp to the opposite side of the G.O. and write the same information they had written about the Creek children about themselves.  Excellent use of HOT using compare/contrast.  You helped students understand what to write about themselves with your questioning. Terrific support. Students were then aked to create paper dollsof themselves and a Creek Indian.  You had slides with pictures of Creek children in order to help your students. You also made model paper dolls to share. As your closure, you had students pick a Creek picture from their baggies and write, on a sticky note, a sentence describing how the creek Indians used it. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You were leading a discussion about a time students accomplished over time. You shared a personal story regarding learning how to play tennis over a period of time.  You directed students to write a paragraph

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		I liked the way you used the "Alexander" book to walk through subtracting money together as a class.  It is really a handicap when you do not have enough board space or technology to show the problems adequately.  Be careful...if you use a cent sign don't use a decimal point.  Also you wrote 8 cents as .8 and 5 cents as .5.  The students were copying and what they copy needs to be correct.  Students did a good job working on the story problems as a group.  Glad you walked around and checked each group's work and had them explain the process.  They also enjoyed finding out how much money their name was worth.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had the students do group counting to 60. The teacher does a good job calling on individual students to answer the different powerpoint questions. The students are very responsive to the questions. The teacher did a good job of clarifying columns and rows. The teacher used a powerpoint presentation with the different multiplication problems to teach the subject matter. Good use of powerpoint and student involvement. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Opening of the lesson engaged the students. Good job relating Ruby Bridges to the students everyday life. You were encouraging to the students even when they became restless.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Engaged students by having them tear a piece of paper. RElated to real world-why we can use or don't use certain materials for clothes. Had students describe the properties of a shirt. Most of lesson that was observed was you reading to students from text.  You did ask recall questions to be sure students were staying engaged. Lesson continued

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were immediately engaged in questions regarding some animal facts and making some predictions about the various animals in the classroom that are undergoing metamorphosis (chicks, ladybugs, butterfly chrysalis, praying mantis).  The students are making observations and writing in their journals about the changes they see in the animals. Making sketches with the journal entries is an important exercise in visual literacy.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The class discussion included a variety of questioning techniques that helped students in the learning expene The appropriate use of technology enhanced the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You were teaching on pitch and volume.  Good job reviewing and great questioning Loved the partner work of answering review questions Awesome idea to do the Mannequin Challenge.  Such a trend right now.  Students can relate to it.  Glad you showed a short video clip to help them see a visual.  The students had a blast getting to act out what they were learning while doing this challenge.  using hands and mouths to demonstrate was right on. You did a nice job of explaining the rules and what the mannequin challenge was and the purpose. Good balance of instruction to get ready for test.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Students were transitioning into math groups. You made vertain the students doing independent work were set and then started with you small group. You continued to monitor the independent work while working with your group. You explained why students were working with you. You presented material clearly and encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before".  Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts.  They were small.  Good visuals as you showed the maps.  Remember the fun facts are not what they have to know.  Bring them out for fun, but keep the main focus on what their purpose was and how they changed America.  *Great questioning but what are the real reasons a dog was brought with them?  When they give you answers, expand on them.  Transitions were smooth and effective. The travel activity allowed them to get up out of their seat. This was a creative idea to act out the story of Lewis and Clark travels. Remember to keep referring back to Standard and I Can Statements. That's your focus!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite supports students in mathematics by giving individual assistance as needed in a way that keeps the conversation one on one so that students know her focus is on them. She provides an expertly balanced mix of guided practice and independent work.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Eureka Math is the math curriculum required by the school system. In addition to following our UWG guidelines, Shante's lesson had to remain within the confines of the Eureka software which determines much of the detail regarding instructional approach. -nice job leading guided practice -provided extra support & feedback during hands on measuring activity -collaborates with regular classroom teacher & special education teacher to differentiate for a variety of students

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		You started out by asking the question, "What is a decimal?" But you never answered it or allowed them to answer the question. You actually started three things all at one time. 1. You asked what a deciimal was. 2. You told them there were papers all around the wall they would be working on. 3. You told them they were watching a video first. Even though this was a review, you have to give some instruction besides a Flocabulary video. You gave no directions about how your centers would work. I was very confused about what they were to do. This saves your sanity when they understand directions. *You have to understand your content before you teach it.  It was obvious that you were vague on knowing it.  You have to be ready to help them as they are solving on the board, giving them strategies and helpful hints.  Your students can sense this too. It was good when you brought up about the acronym, but you didn't know it.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Engaged students. Reviewed important vocabulary. Monitored students as they worked. Encouraged students to do their best. Lesson continued to next day.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Incorporated higher order questions.  Monitored students as they worked.  Encouraged students.  Opened with short video to engage students. Students were having a hard time spelling the words for the graphic organizer.  This kept you busy helping them individually.  Maybe have a chart with key words, or PPT that displays the items for graphic organizer. Students had hard time with the second activity language since it differed from language in the lesson.  You might want to stop and clarify for the class when you see several with the same question. Closed lesson by showing a website on Ga. Govt.  You need to go back to the standard and have students discuss what they learned from the lesson to close it.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good opening to lesson - all students were on task. You are encouraging to your students and they clearly enjoyed your lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I loved how you started the lesson with the balloon making sound.  Good video that showed some of what they would be doing during the activity.  Good subject knowledge and good energy throughout the lesson.  Good use of graphic organizer. Almost too much time allowed for them to figure out what needed to go in the balloon to have it make the same noise that yours made.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You began your lesson with a great question about World War 1. You asked several high thinking questions that were awesome! Very impressive! Pictures were a great visual to help them see what it was like during World War 1 as you gave instruction. Transitioned smoothly into activity by saying "So, this is our problem. We have to use resources to figure it out." Building the bridge was a creative activity for them to have hands on. The language that goes on in the groups is great strategies of thinking. Nothing better than small groups working together. (even adults)! Your students LOVED this activity. It was such a challenge. Good job!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You were teaching a review on the segregation times in history. Questioning was good. Some visuals, etc. would have been good to help review. Loved the 3 group projects on an event in history. Part of the loudness was when they found out they were doing a rap song or play. They focused on acting it out more than getting the info down. Try waiting until info is down before you give them their options.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good opening from your Standard and I Cans as you flowed right into the power point review of what they needed to know about dividing fractions. You showed them strategies and common errors that they sometimes make. You showed them how to watch for this. Good! You did a great job of delivering information. Helping them see why they make common mistakes was great. Loved the white boards. Good guided practice. You also gave them some independent practice on their recording sheet. Wonderful! Such a creative idea to use the Twizzlers to help them understand dividing fractions in a fun way. Having the directions also on the board was an added bonus. You gave out great directions and expectations for the materials you were passing out.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Students came into the classroom and immediately began working on their warm-up problems.  You walked around the room giving help as needed. This also helped to keep all students engaged and on task. You guided the students through these problems having them explain HOW they arrived at their answer. Well done! You then played a video called "King Gallon" This video explained gallons, quarts, pints, and cups. Excellent examples for students in the video. Well worth the instructional time to show it.  All engaged. You then help up examples of the various ways to measure. You asked how many qts. would make a gallon etc. as you shared the items.  These were great examples.  Remember to pronounce "pint" correctly.  It has a long i sound.  The questioning allowed the students to demonstrate what they had learned from the video as you reminded them of several examples. You shared a second video, which was a rap, reviewing this information again. All students were again engaged.  Think of lighting. This video would have been easier to see had you turned off the front lights of the classroom. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You accessed prior knowledge of action verbs. You asked students why action verbs would be like musicians. The students were not clear as to how to respond to this.  You explained helping verbs help the action verb. You shared the G.O. and went over each part...how helping verbs are like the instruments and they help the musicians create the music....and linking verbs are the speakers, as they link the music to the listeners. You showed a video song about helping verbs. You pointed out there is an anchor chart in the classroom with helping verbs. Action verbs coming right after the helping verb needed to be pointed out. You shared a video about linking verbs. You may not want to share a second time, especially if there are no words for students to follow along with. This gives you less instructional time, and there is never enough of this. A student said "is nice" is a linking verb and you said this was correct. Be sure to listen to your students' responses carefully and respond appropriately. Lesson needed more scaffolding and guided practice, unless this was a review lesson. When a student has an incorrect answer, you tend to say nothing. Try helping them arrive at the correct answer with your questioning. Add more HOT questions. Have students explain their answers. Why would this word be a linking verb?  Because it links the subject with the predicate.  This needed to be emphasized a lot more in the lesson, as that is the "job" of the linking verb. You had students write 3 sentences using helping verbs and then switch papers and have a classmated circle the helping verb....the same was done with linking verbs. Having students share some of their sentences and have classmates listen  and identify the helping and linking verbs would have given an opportunity for more practice.  It would have allowed you to ask students to explain their choices. Just working with a partner does not suffice for differentiation. You revisited the meaning of helping and linking verbs at the end of the lesson. Always, good to do this in order to assess students' understanding of the lesson goals.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You were beginning a lesson on multiples.  They were using their textbooks and volunteers were coming to the board for practice.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Perfect opening for after lunch. You allowed them to move around based on genetic traits and learned behaviors. *Question them more at this point. This allows you to see prior knowledge before you start reviewing. * You had them give you examples of inherited traits and learned behaviors. There wasn't a lot of instruction, however you covered the Standard that you were using. I would suggest each time you talk about the trait, keep bringing back of why this is a genetic trait and not learned behavior. *You spent a lot of time of counting and figuring out how many in class had each. Is this the goal here? Refer back to the Standard. In two weeks, they take the Milestone Science. They have to know these answers. What about the part that environment plays in making a person who they are? *You integrated math (converting their numbers into percentages). Again, was this your focus? You didn't have a math standard. *The Creature Feature worksheet was the best one. You were trying to cram too much by moving on to monster baby. Focus on this one sheet and use it to teach. You could have added two questions of your own from the Standard and this would have been a perfect assessment.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Lesson engaged students from the beginning and kept their attention throughout the lesson.  There was a good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students were encouraged to answer questions and add to the discussion.  Independent work allowed them to construct the own version of the life cycle.  Good use of technology.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was opened with a review of prior learning and quick review of the types of poems.  Students shared their original poems and the class wrote what kind of poem it was. Would have been a great time to ask students "why".  Why did they choose that type of poem.  Have them explain their thinking. Some students put more than one type of poem on white board.  White board became a distraction to some pairs. You were very patient and encouraging with timid students who weren't sure about sharing.Closed lesson by having students describe what eas needed to be a certain type of poem.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with activating prior learning.  Quick review of the types of literature.  Standard posted, read, discussed. PPt -had examples.  Practiced looking at poems to find their elements.  Good wait time, encouragement. Watch the font size on slides-some students were having a hard time reading them.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Engaged students with the time capsule and having them figure out which historical figure they would be learning about.  Students picked up on the clues and had the answer quickly.  Big book on T. J.-you seamlessly wove in language arts with the parts of the book, usng the table of contents and glossary. Lots of questions to assess student understanding.  Lots of reenforcement for students for answering questions. Closed the lesson by having students restate what they had learned.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good lesson over comparing and contrasting literature. " the Story House" video was really good to show the concept and even showed using a venn diagram.  Students enjoyed watching the reading of "The Three Little Javelinas"...you did a great job of finishing the reading of the book when technology quit.  Good use of double bubble map to show compare and contrast of the two stories.  One student didn't give you an answer when you called on him and you told him you would come to him for his answer...and you never did.  Also, be careful when you give a direction that you don't then say "OK?"...do you want to give them a choice??

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the Great Depression. The teacher asked questions about the picture focused o the Great Depression. The teacher instructed the students that they would be reading a passage. *The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter with the students as she passed out the worksheets. The students were instructed to read the material and mark the material that was important. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher asked the students questions about the passage after they read it. THe teacher had a fill in the Blanks powerpoint that enable the students to fill in the blanks. The teacher issued a Facebook paper to the students. The teacher read the Social Media part of the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to fill out the Facebook post with how they would have felt during the Depression. The teacher asked different students to share their post to the class about their Facebook post about Depression. The teacher asked good questions about their posts after they shared them with the class. Good job having students stand with the different months of the year. The teacher posted questions about the passage they read. *The teacher needed to call up different students to the powerpoint to read the questions and answers to the class. *The teacher needed to get the students more invovled in the powerpoints. *The teacher needed to make sure the powerpoints did not have any MISTAKES in the powerpoint shared with the students. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson over referring to text to answer questions.  Also good review of test taking strategies as they were crossing out answers that they knew were not right.  You did a good job of following up with "why" when they gave an answer.  Might have given a little less time for them to find the sentences with the answer. Be careful when you are saying numbers over 100 that you do not say AND when you say the number.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I'm not sure the lesson went with the lesson plan.  You definitely used the CUBE method but you did not break down two-step problems with the students.  The problems given were very easy for 3rd grade but you did a good job of reinforcing the CUBE method of solving story problems.  Glad you referred to "commutative" property with multiplication.which they had already learned.  Please make sure you call on students in the back of the room.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a BrainPop video on immigration. Very supportive of learning goals and students clearly engaged. You explained why immigrants came to American and from what countries they came. You explained the process for getting permission to enter the U.S. You included map skills when you showed why certain immigrants entered the U.S. through Ellis Island and others through Angel Island.  Well done!  Love the inclusion of the map....gave a "picture" regarding why different immigrants entered the U.S. at either Ellis or Angel Islands. You had the students get out  textbooks and popcorn read the information regarding entering the U.S. You used a variety of strategies to teach this lesson:  direct and guided instruction, technology, visual aids You asked HOT questions having the students remember, understand, apply and evaluate the content. You differentiated when you had Mrs. Thigpen working with a group of struggling readers. Transitions were done quickly and wthout any loss of instructional time.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You shared the lesson standard and goals for the lesson. You passed out a passage and asked students to underline JFK, RFK, and MLK.  You clarified the meaning of the word assassination for your students. You connected the deaths of these 3 men to what is going on now. You had students popcorn read which keeps all on task!  When domestic issues was mentioned you stopped to explain...as well as predominately.  Some probably needed support with the word mourning. After reading the passage aloud and discussing it, you had students flip over their papers and answer questions about the passage.  You circulated throughout the classroom as the students worked offering help as needed. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		-effective opening engaged students quickly in timed exercise -multiple strategies used to address various learning styles (discuss with a friend, individual practice, whole group questioning, & more) -responds to confusion/incorrect answers by including additional explanation -appropriately uses technology (smart board) and other tools for learning (individual dry erase boards) 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Despite the challenges that come with spring in the elementary school (testing, post spring break student anticipation of the end of the year), the teacher intern maintains student attention and is able to elicit the information needed through skillful questioning.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The pace of questioning allows for students to look at the board and their papers again before responding - which is important during a math lesson. Good job encouraging students to continue their thought on a math problem or any task comes up in your lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher candidate shares in class discussion a local, real life example of how it was noticeable in a creek and lake that there had been disruption in the water cycle the last time the area experienced a major drought. The students used laptop computers at their own desk to draw/sketch out the steps of the water cycle. This was formative assessment to inform the teacher candidate of their initial understanding of the steps of the cycle. (nearpod.com) This lesson used technology in multiple ways. A short video on the water cycle was viewed, and then students took an online quiz. This gave the teacher candidate more detailed assessment that could be used formatively.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lesson was in progress-class was working on collective nouns.  Students were giving examples and discussing how the spelling changed or what the word meant.  Students had a chance to practice the skill while working in small groups.  Students transitioned quickly and quietly.  Students were praised for their behavior.  You monitored the room and asked questions of groups.  When some groups finished early you gave them a challenge activity.  You encouraged students to do their best work and when they were writing you reminded them to use the rules for writing sentences.  You had each group sharing their work and the other students offering praise for the work. 

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Video lesson... Playing Jeopardy is a good way to review previously leaned information.  Very well explained.  I liked the way you reviewed the men important in WWII before playing the game to give everyone a refresher about important information.  Interesting addition about Winston Churchill being nicknamed "bulldog" and why.  Students will remember trivia like that and it will help them remember him. Be careful of saying "OK" too much.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were immediately sent to centers when I arrived.  As students transitioned to stations, there was a good deal of talking and off-task behavior.  You circulated throughout the classroom in order to settle students down and get them on task, before moving to your guided reading group. This was extremely beneficial. You worked with group 4 in guided reading.  The students in this book were reading a book, taking turns, aloud.  It is a good idea to have students track print when reading as a group. This will help them to remain on task. Asking questions during the reading helps you to assess their understanding of the various plot, setting and characters rather than waiting to ask all questions at the end of the book. This helps them understand what they are reading as they are reading and allows you to correct an misunderstandings.  If you know you are going to ask students to complete something written be sure to either have pencils for them in the guided reading group or have them bring them with them.  When you asked them to go get their pencils valuable learning time was lost, because they had to be refocused. The other students were on task in their centers as you were working with your guided reading centers. I did notice, as I walked around, that it seemed many students were close to finishing the week's center work and it was only Tuesday. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson asking the students what they thought it meant to count "like" coins.  The students were able to tell you it meant to count coins that were alike. Each time you held up a large, true depiction of a coin you had the students give the name of the coin and the value of each coin. You had an anchor chart for the students to place the coins in the correct row.  Each row gave specific information regarding the coin. Anchor chart was supportive. Using different color markers would have helped students determine the information of one coin from another. Spending a little time going over the completed chart  would have also driven home the point the anchor chart could be used for a reference tool during this lesson or any other dealing with money in the future. Teach them to use the references that are available to them. You had students sing a song, from the chart, which described each coin and its value. Music is a powerful tool in helping students learn/understand concepts. When you drew a circle with a N in the center, it would have been more supportive of their learning had you written a 5 under the circle to remind the students the value of a nickel and so on with the other coins. Practicing their skip counting of 5s and 10s would have also scaffolded this lesson more efficiently. There was quite a bit of "calling out" of answers, therefore the students gave you very little time to give the ones who needed a little more time to think enough "wait time". The students transitioned to the rug and you read a picture book which contained money amounts in the plot. You had students tell the coins and the value of the coins. Terrific wait to integrate reading with math! You have an expressive, engaging read aloud voice! The transition to the rug went more smoothly than the transition back to their desks. Try asking them to move, one group at a time, to their desks without talking....and to tiptoe. You gave directions for the activity the students were to do. However, the students did not have the handouts in their hands to be able to see what you were talking about as you gave the directions. This would have helped your visual and auditory learners who need to see and hear at the same time. Modeling the first one is always a good idea. This helps the students to see what you expect them to do. Some of them did not understand they could/should separate the strip with the money amounts from the larger handout with the problems on it. Excellent planning to have something for those who finished first to do that was fun and continued to practice the learning goal. A review before the TOTD is always a good idea when students are learning something new. You gave students a picutre with coins  (all the same) and had them write how much money was on their picture. Perfect TOTD for this lesson. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Loved the hand signals to represent the branches of national and state government.  This is a great way to get it in "their heads".  Good also referring to tools and resources around the room to help them answer their questions and for spelling.  Writing activity was excellent...they can't do too much writing...KEEP THEM WRITING!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review lesson on Producers, Consumers, and Decomposers.  Students always enjoy "Brain Pop" videos to help reinforce their learning.  Good variety of activities to allow all students to be successful with their work.  For the last day before a holiday vacation, you kept their attention.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review over lines and angles.  I loved how you went back to the video and used it to introduce new words and concepts of complimentary and supplementary angles.  Good center activities that allowed them to review in different ways information - new and old.  Students seemed to really enjoy the different activities.  Be careful of saying "Guys" too many times.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher had a powerpoint that explained the different regions. After the sharing the powerpoint information, the teacher asked higher order thinking questions about the information. The teacher had the students already placed into groups. Good job of grouping students before the lesson. The teacher had the groups on a powepoint. This was a great job of organizing the students before beginning the lesson. The students were divided into groups before the Adaptation stations. Great job of organizing the stations before the lesson. The students were very on task and busy at each station. Every teacher was working at a station in the room.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		When teaching money, it's always a good idea to use the real items! Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good job using visuals to guide your lesson. The large money on the board allows for all academic levels to See & Hear the information presented. You always do a great job encouraging your students! It's obvious the students enjoy your teaching! Yea - group listed on board provide for a smooth transition. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Working with rulers Good transition during lesson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Students were working on a "Red Ribbon Week" project. Say no to drugs! They were making red flags and decorating them. *use this time to really discuss this. These 1sr graders think it's fun to decorate the flag, but you never know when you may say something that one day saves their life!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The class is studying line plots. You asked the students how data is displayed on a line plot.  You explained that the students data would be different from each others and therefore, their line plots would be different. You scaffolded the lesson asking what they needed to draw first in order to complete a line plot.  You asked for some of the students' data and explained each object = X  You then asked the students to gather all the data from their group, beginning with the smallest number before placing the data on the line.  You then explained what numbers would be used on the line plots in order to know where to place the data. You and Mrs. Dunham each took two groups to assist.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You started with a PowerPoint with an explanation of the national level of government. You had students copy the information onto a G.O. You asked if the President had complete control  and they were quick to respond no because of separation of power. You leeach of the dutiesd the students to understand, through your slides, the Natlional Government is led by the President and who the president of the U.S. is now. You connected this information to the current election season and we would have a new President soon. You discusssed the various duties of the National Government. These were also on a slide for the students to copy.  The Prezi was very supportive in helping the students learn to take notes and understanding the content.! You were very careful to explain the duties. There was a very orderly transition, as you had the students put away their notes. There was no instructional time lost between taking notes and the next part of the lesson. You again reviewed the local, state, and national governments before beginning the task card portion of the lesson. You labeled 3 corners of the classroom as the National, State and Local levels of government. The students worked in pairs and were given a task card. They were to read the duty on their card and determine which level of government their duty applied. They were then to walk to the corner that had the appropriate label.  Once in their corners, the students discussed whether all members were in the correct corners. After you and Mrs. McKenzie determined all were in the correct corner , you had each pair of students share the duty they had on their card with the rest of the class. This was another way for the students to hear the duties and to which level of government they applied. You closed the lesson with a TOD, having the students write on a sticky note one new thing they learned about the National Government.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good activities for a review lesson on heat.  You probably needed to demonstrate the activity about bending the hanger.  The lightbulb also needed to be a higher wattage to get the material hot.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson over cause and effect.  Good video to refresh their memories.  Foldable gave them another way to remember and "write down" definitions, key words, and sentence examples.  I felt the students really had a good understanding of the standard.  Another good activity was reading the passage and filling in cause and effect on the worksheet. You might have made the reading information on the promethean board a little larger.  You also did a good job of correcting students grammar when you restated their sentences.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		The video was good.  You told them to listen for words.  Afterwards, you asked for words they heard and what the chorus in the song told about prepositions.  (They were position words) The power point was a good teaching tool.  It helped you with instruction. *suggestion- Explain what the word "phrase" means.(part of a sentence- a few words).   Then that helps them understand "preposition" and "prepositional phrase." The quiz during Power point was an added guided instruction.  Glad you asked why it WASN'T certain answers.  Loved that you divided up into teams for next activity.  This got them moving and they enjoyed it.  Gave them additional practice. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked the way you went back over the parts of the book that had been read by having them put the pieces of paper in the plastic bags in chronological order.  Good reading voice and have the students fill in the word or phrase when you stopped reading.  After reading that chapter, you asked them to make a "prediction" and "brainstorm" before going back to their seats.  Students struggled with the word "narrative".  you finally had to give them the definition.  Liked the way the students generated the story and you wrote it on the board for them to copy.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You entered the room with "smarties candies" taped to your pants and asked the students what they thought.  They immediately said "smarty pants".  You led the students to understand this means someone is smart and not the pants. Such a clever and engaging way to introduce the lesson! You shared examples of idioms and discussed what each meant. You asked students to share and explain idioms they knew. You modeled many idioms using visuals on slides which was very supportive of your students' understanding of the lesson goal. You scaffolded the lesson using a text passage having the students look for the examples of idioms. Students quickly found them and were able to share their meanings. You then shared and discussed the idioms anchor chart , having students share the literal and non-literal meanings of the examples. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You were guiding students through a review assignment when I arrived.  You were reviewing picture graphs, and interpreting data.  You had the students share their thoughts regarding how to solve the problems. You guided students to understanding how to create their own pictograph and giving help as needed.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Good review lesson.  The activity that you planned - Habitat Charades - was great.  The students did a good job working together in their groups to come up with the five description to act out.  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your students were in the middle of playing a review game of SCOOT.  You were instructing individually as you asked high level thinking questions, etc.  Awesome! This was a great idea to do the day after Halloween.  It allowed them to move around in the hall as they practiced their skill of adverbs.  Nice transition from Scoot to reading silently.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about terms presented in the standard or EQ to ensure clear understanding. Your words were great but by adding visuals, your instruction will be much stronger (Ex. Brainpop video - you did a great job reviewing the information presented but visuals would have really enhanced your instruction) SInce this was an introductory lesson for bar graphs, it would have beneficial for your students to See & Hear more examples of actual bar graphs. I would also suggest spending additional time of the actiual formation of a bar graphs!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video about World War 1. The teacher reviewed the main points of the video. THe teacher shared the meaning of a glogster with the students. *The teacher could let the students come to the powepoint and read different parts of the glogster. World War One Web Quest was shared with the students. The technology that went along with the lesson was very informative. The teacher instructed the students to use their chromebooks to research the information about the World War 1. The students were instructed to complete the MAIN worksheet that centered around the Causes of World War 1. *The teacher needed to give more explicit directions for the completion of the MAIN Causes of Word War 1 worksheet. *Too many questions about what to do once the students began the task. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good lesson.  After you showed the video, you asked the students questions about it.  When you have students read from your power point, make sure they are saying the words correctly.  You need to give correct pronunciation and then have the entire class repeat it.  I liked the activity of them filling out the map with the regions of Georgia.  The students really did a good job filling it out.  Human Compass activity was good but you needed to give all the directions at one time.  If need be, put directions on the board.  Students enjoyed the Bingo game and again knew the material.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Activated prior learning.  Had concrete examples of non-fiction books.  Incorporated technology in lesson.  Students worked in groups to locate assignes text features in books. Closed the lesson by having students explain the different text features and why they would use them. Keep working on higher order questions.  Differentiation needs to be detailed more in lesson plan.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened lesson with discussion on what students knew about the circus.  This was the theme for the lesson. Activated prior learning on main idea.  Read a book and students worked on an activity to find the main idea and supporting details.  Students were engaged and eager to answer questions.  Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Good wait time and encouragement for participation.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You were reaching a lesson on Extreme Weather.  They all had individual books, as they took turns reading aloud.  Good questionng as you went through the book.  They would eventually move into projects. All transitions were smooth. *Continue to work on giving postivie comments to your students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson to see how much knowledge the students had about the Social Studies subject matter. The teacher posted different vocabulary words on the powerpoint about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the different vocabulary words and sharing the information. Great idea about remembering latitude and longitude by having the students pronounce the word and recognize if their mouth goes up and down or side to side. The teacher shared a Brain Pop about the map. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the Brain Pop to ask questions about the information. The teacher had the students observe the map on their desks and share what they see. The teacher is asking higher order thinking questions about the map which makes them the students think. The teacher used a real globe to share with the students to ask questions. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the degress of the maps. The teacher had the students locate different states and tell the latitude and longitude. The teacher had the students choose partners for a game. The students separated the papers into stacks. *The teacher needed to have the students into partners before beginning the lesson. The students would select a card and find the place on the map.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher explained the different vocabulary of the lesson by using a powerpoint with the definitions. The teacher passed out oranges to each of the students at their desks. The teacher posed questions to the students to locate the North and South Poles on the orange. The students placed a N on the North pole, etc... The teacher asked great questions about the Poles, equator, ... The teacher does a good job of asking higher order thinking questions to make the students think about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher explained a game to the students. The students were back to back. The students explain where the marks are on their oranges. *The teacher needed to do one example for the game to prevent questions. The teache does a good job of monitoring the students as they work through the back to back game of questioning. Good lesson with a lot of creative ideas to present the information.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Even though this was a review lesson, you kept the students' attention.  Brain Pop video was good since it went over using a clock and t-chart to work out elapse time problems.  The story problems you put up on the promethean board were hard to read.  When you are using something like this, make sure you practice with the board to see if you can see it.  Glad you went through some of the problem together with the students but when you turned them loose to do one on their own, it was a different type of problem.  You probably should have done a problem like this together before having them do one on their own.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		You started the lesson with a short rap video. Some of the students did not understand what the video was about. Maybe next time give more explanation and why you wanted to use the clip besides I thought it was cute. You asked some recall questions a few understanding. Good job modeling the strategy and reviewing, but you may want to make the line graph bigger or use the smart board. Maybe even have students come up and plot the points. You converted the fractions, but some students did not follow the procedure. You guided the students to place plots on the graph by asking is the number between this number and that number? You titled and labeled the line plot graph. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Students talked in pairs about homework. You allowed for questions. You wrote letters on the board: and asked students what they represented. You allowed them to discuss this in their groups. You then went over the meanings of the letters with the entire group allowing students to volunteer their responses. You shared the metric conversion chart. You asked them "what they noticed".  This is great questioning!  It allows them to make connections without your input! You then led a discussion/explanation of K, M, and Cm and a video was shown to help students with understanding these measurements. You then shared a T-Chart changing meters to centimeters Students had word problems to solve. You then went over them as a class. You asked the students to measure their desk tops. You asked the students what they learned from completing this task. You then had the groups measure various distances such as the distance from their classroom to Mr. Childer's office. They were to report back with their information. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with a slide that had a chart on it....two sides....one for relative pronouns and the other side for relative adverbs. There was a word bank for students to refer to in order to fill in which words belonged under each heading. After this word sort, you went into detail regarding the meaning of relative pronouns and adverbs and how they are used. You used many strategies to meet the needs of your students. Always read /go over the directions for any assignment you give students.  You may even want to model how to do the first one for them. I think, on the monkey sheet, some students did not realize the directions have them the words from which to choose.  If students are allowed to use resources, such as anchor charts, remind the students.  I You had all materials ready for the students to complete the independent practice. Rather than calling 3 students to the board at one time, call only one.  This will keep the rest of the students on their toes because they will not know if you are going to call them to the board next. Remind students that reading over the sentences, after they have chosen their answers ,will help them decide if they have made the correct choices. Point out when refers to time as in "the first to arrive". 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used Popsicle sticks to call on students- good management technique. Related activities to the Georgia Milestones. Started lesson with Brain Pop and then moved to handout where students had to read, highlight the text evidence, and then fill out a graphic organizer. Great activity that will help some remember key information since they had to read, highlight and write it down in two different places. As students were working you monitored and asked questions… much better this lesson. You differentiated the lesson by having the text evidence marked for the lower level students and placed them with a higher level partner. After the partner reading activity, you reviewed the answers to ensure students had the correct answers before moving to Tree Map. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Guided practice takes place in the whole group with a passage projected on the promethean board. Selected students put the information in evidence-based paragraphs. This lesson was packed with various approaches to learning. Students have whole group practice, and then work in pairs. Each student had independent practice on an additional passage. To make sure students all read/heard the same thing, the teacher candidate read aloud the passage that would be used independently. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern is clear and succinct in her delivery of the review. She uses technology to enhance the lesson. Her ability to frame questions in a positive way helps students believe that they can answer correctly. Her students are collectively growing in their understanding of key concepts surrounding slavery and the Civil War.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Engaged students with the book you read.  Kept students listening by having them spot types of measurement. Asked higher order questions throughout the lesson. Did a mini review lesson when you noticed students struggling with the concept. Be careful with the size of letters and color of pen you use on the chart-students couldn't see it clearly. Your example of perimeter was incorrect that you drew on board. If students finish quickly, be sure to challenge them to do another drawing. Lesson continued after specials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with a short video clip which students discussed.  Direct instruction with student participation.  Students completed graphic organizer to use in homework assignment. Graphic organizer was differentiated by student need. Revisited video as a closure and had students discuss what they learned when watching it after the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Lesson built on the lesson from prtor day.  Provided notes for students to add to their notebooks.  Students had to read passage and answer the questions on what they knrew and what they inferred.  Students were all on task.  Lesson had some guided teaching and lots of student practice. Remember to ask open ended questions, discuss when we use inference and why.  When students finished activity-they took a quiz.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened by reading a book.  You read with lots of expression so students were engaged.  All materials for lesson were prepared and ready.  Anchor charts were available after students completed their work to check for accuracy. Incorporated higher order question-"What would happen if..." You had seeds for students to plant-not observed as lesson continued after lunch.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Set expectations for centers.  Students had a station for research, building a circuit and working with static electricity.  Students were engaged in the centers.  Good job of asking students "why" and having them try to explain their thinking. Closed lesson with a review of the centers and students explaining why things happened at the centers.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a powerpoint on the property of addition. The teacher shared a problem with the students 2+3=5. The teacher did a good job of sharing the powerpoint with the students. The teacher explained the commutative property to the students. The teacher had different popcorn buckets with the problems 1+2=3 and the popcorn had 2+1=3. The students had to explain why the popcorn and the bucket of popcorn match. The teacher did a great job of including the students in the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Discussing "how to do" in addition to "what to do" made the whole group part of the lesson effective and exemplary. Whether instinctive of purposeful, this contributed to making the student engagement exemplary. Participating in the conversation about how to attend to the details and work on the conclusion of their paper gave the class ownership of the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-using an article from a real news source was a good experience for students -appropriate/helpful to project article in addition to the printed copies in students' hands. -Class discussion of the article supports students' understanding -Uses poster list of signal words -models use of graphic organizer -Gives students time for independent work & circulates to check for understanding

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good Powerpoint to enhance the lesson. (may want to increase font size) The visuals were very beneficial. You did a good job relating the lesson to real-life experiences. Yea! You included the vocabulary (definitions) and clearly labeled the important components within the lesson PP. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		The lesson was a continuation of reading groups from the previous day.  Prior learning was reviewed and directions and expectations were given.  In your small group you were asking lots of higher order questions and doing a great job of relating the content to the real world.  As you were winding up, you closed your group by having the students reastate the branches of government and give details of what they do.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well organized lesson. Geometry is a difficult topic but you made it look easy. You always do a great job using technology to enhance your lessons

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Lesson on cause and effect.  Students liked the opening book and it was the basis for examples used in guided practice and centers.  Had an anchor chart for student reference.  Called on lots of students during guided teaching keeping them engaged. Students were well thought out and met diverse students needs. Incorporated, guided instruction, independent practice, technology, visual aids and manipulatives in one lesson and did it well.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Video on plants was beautiful and showed the parts of a plant that were the lesson focus and discussed what each part did for the plant.  Students were engaged.  Students then read about and discussed plants.  Loved that each student had a copy and you had it on the smart board. You asked several higher order thinking questions. Loved that you had the large real plant for the students to examine and that the root system was visible. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good opening to lesson. Looking at the prefix 'RE' was a great review and it reinforced your lesson. The Brainpop segment was appropriate & it was very beneficial for you to stop the video & discuss the information with the students! Post key vocabulary terms as a reference to the students. You can also use it as teaching tool. Remember: students need to see and hear the information several times in order for it to go into long term memory. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It is commendable for an intern to use hands-on materials. In this case, having  the students use body heat while holding chocolate kisses gave them  literally "hands-on" access to experience the science. The students' reactions ranged from excited to disgusted. But even the disgusted students were learning and engaged. Excellent!

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		“Writing an opinion piece, supporting a point of view with reasons” Read aloud, “Turkey Problem” all about the turkey and how he disguises himself to avoid being eaten. Some check points in the story were used as a time to pause and check for understanding and keeping students on task. The students were very attentive to their writing assignment as the teacher candidate finished the read aloud. It was very impressive that the students were so engaged and eager to write about how to disguise a turkey as it related to the story. She reminded students occasionally during their writing to give details that would support their opinions, as well as reasons for their opinion. One of the teacher candidate’s strengths is being calm and straightforward throughout the lessons she delivers. It seems that this is most often a result of being well prepared with a thorough lesson plan. The time she has put into the plans and in becoming familiar with her students shows, and optimizes their learning experience.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Drop in observation. Opened with standard.  Discussed that they were continuing with decimals but looking at them in the context of money.  Had students brainstorm ways to make a number with bills and coins.  Explained the correlation between the money and previous work with decimals.  Had manipulatives for students to use to solve problems.  Students engaged.  Lots of student participation.  Good job calling on all students.  Lesson contained guided practice and independent practice.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video on planets to engage the students.  Had students write facts on a "Graffiti Wall".  Students then were given directions for completing a travel brochure about assigned planet.  Students worked independently using ipads to research and create brochure. Lesson had very little direct or guided teaching.  Most of the lesson was student work time. Lesson closing was a Kahoot quiz on the computer.  This can not really be used as an assessment because students used made up names and some were clowning and marking the wrong answers.  While it may have given you a feel for class understandings it was weak. Remember to relate lesson to real world experiences. Remember to incorporate higher order questions. Remediation and accomodations were written in lesson plan but not implemented in lesson.  All students did the eact same thing.

		Responses (n): 		223

		Response Rate: 		65.98%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		3		3		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		3		3		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		3		3		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing the students understanding ss they were writing on their G.O.s. You led your students, with excellent questioning, how to best describe each step in making the PB&J sandwich.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal assessment takes place as students are aksed questions regarding the components of re-telling a story.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good job choosing a multi-tiered project for formal/summative assessment

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students have had discussion that included informal, formative assessment. The intern has considered the needs of all students and grouped them with various roles to accomodate their needs.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The chart with the manipulative cards goes along with the classroom discussion as informal formative and summative assessment and is ongoing throughout the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		I did not see diagnostic testing, however it had to have been done as students were grouped according to ability for G.R. and some of the centers they were participating in.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You conferenced with individual students in order to assess their knowledge of writing facts on a particular topic. Questioning students is definitely a strength of yours! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was little questioning that got results from students. In the opening, she finally got enough of an answer out of two or three students to fill in the gaps and give them a handout to complete. The handout had examples of making inferences, but they were not reveiwed with the group, and there was no time when the intern went around the room to check on everyone's progress. Some students brought papers to her with questions. She spent the other time sharpening pencils and discussing with students whether they should be out of their seats or not.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		A great deal of information was gathered from the teacher-intern questioning throughout. - helpful with formative assessment.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate checked for understanding throughout the lesson as a part of student assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Awareness of the ongoing need for assessment is a strength for Ms. Burton.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There were several math problems completed as guided practice, and additional problems completed as independent practice.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		If you are using the record sheet from the game as an assessment, then don't allow students to correct it before you look at it.  If you want them to make corrections-have them do it in a different color so you can see their errors.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your questioning ability has improved with each lesson. You do a great job asking question that encourage higher level processing! (HOTS) 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson but I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the basics of the lesson before moving on! Some of your students were verbalizing that they did not understand.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Very little questioning during instruction. This was perfect lesson for you to ask higher level thinking questions. You circulated through the room to assess understanding as they were making circuits.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good use of questioning throughout the lesson! Your students remained actively engaged throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good questioning techniques were used througout the lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		More questioning during instruction is necessary to assess understanding.  Again, a lot of information for this age group to absorb and understand. Sort activity was a little difficult for the higher group.  I would suggest teaching one level of government a day or doing one of the word sorts together on one day and the other one independently on another day. The idea of the sort activity was a very good one, however more support for learning was needed. You used reading levels to determine which "sort" organizer the students would be given.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job using quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Students were given extra help by your CT and parapros in the room, due to their ability levels. For your assessment you had words posted across the front of the room on the P. B. and the regular dry erase board. The students were allowed to choose a word and write a synonym on a sticky note. They then placed their sticky note under the corresponding antonym they had chosen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Informal assesment was questioning and discussion.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		TC questioned students throughout the entire lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		If you are using a rubric to grade the project-give students a copy of it as they start the project.  They need to know the criteria for assessment.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There was a parapro working with the struggling readers/learners.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC conducted good questioning throughout lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostic testing not applicable for this lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Your questions on the game board were higher order thinking questions!  The students really had to know the content in order to answer the questions correctly!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Various levels of questioning were used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC conducted quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the instructional part of the lesson. It might help if you slow down & allow more time for students to respond before moving on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Good questing throughout the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		questioning, informal quiz, experiment

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a ticket out the door journal questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had each group come to the front of the classroom to see if the moon lander worked. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment at the end of the lesson to make sure the students understood the subject matter. 

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		what was your assessment?  The flip books were just an activity since they copied from the board.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Not sure if the recording sheet could be used as an assesment since the answers were brought out in groups.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		There was no need for diagnostic testing for this lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson's questions during the introduction gave the opportunity for success to students at various skill levels. It also gave her formative assessment data that could be used to plan instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The formative assessment was a good one.  Emphasis things that must be in the letter.  (Refer back to Standard and I Cans for this).  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Skillful questioning helps her understand  how students are progressing toward meeting standards.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		-appropriate wait time for questions/rephrasing provide student support

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Assessment was not completed individually as planned.  You and peers assisted lots of students so it really does not tell you what they know.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		The students each made a "Gallon Man" which demonstrated their knowledge of the learning goals of the day.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the students complete a word sort, gluing the words you gave them under the correct heading of HELPING VERB, LINKING VERB, or BOTH. Diagnostic testing was not applicable.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You asked HOT questions throughout as well as questioning to assess the students' understanding of the learning goals. You guided students through taking notes on their interactive notebook inserts. Reading levels were used to determine which students would be sitting with Mrs. Thigpen for extra support.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The expressions and excitement of the students as they raised their hands to answer questions in the beginning of the lesson were priceless. About 95% of the students were so enthusiastic that they brought the others along. The teacher intern has a strength in the area of questioning, and there is also an opportunity to continue to grow and be an "expert" at asking the perfect questions to help students reach conclusions.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern does a good job of the verbal and visual informal assessment to determine where students are in their learning.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Diagnostic testing not apllicable to this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The students coming to you during guided reading indicates leveling has been done.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job questioning throughout the lesson to check for understanding. You picked up on a couple of issues by doing this consistently and calling on a variety of students.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Quick assessment, how many can use a ruler?

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As students were working, you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding. The task card activity was engaging and so effective! Diagnostice testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had the students choose  an idiom, draw pictures and explain the literal and non-literal meaning on a graphic organizer you had provided. You had students work with you in small group according to ability. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job questionng throughout the lesson to ensure understanding of information presented.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The front side was students’ following along as you modeled the strategy. The back side was questions for the students to apply the information to the questions and answer the questions. Many students were lost. Maybe do each question individually and maybe even have students explain how they arrived at that answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Ask students to explain their choices. This gives them a deepter depth of knowledge when they are able to explain their choices. You gave the students a quiz at the end of the lesson. Would there have been time for one more short review using your anchor chart before they took the quiz?

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent higher order thinking questioning throughout the lesson!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Liked how you used two organizers to review answers. The students enjoyed creating the tree maps.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good job with questioning  - particularly on knowing what level of question to ask 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		An Exemplary rating was earned for summative assessment because of the effective way in which Ms. Witcher provided tools for success for the papers. These guidelines let students know what was expected and were explained and discussed thoroughly. The presentation of the parameters/guidelines was the key to improving upon simply assigning students to write a paper.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Great questions... aided in formative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate is adept at gathering informal assessment data by checking on students throughout the classroom as they do their independent work.

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		22.49%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		3		3		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		3		3		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		3		3		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		3		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		3		3		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		3		3		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		3		3		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Stations are going to be rowdy and loud. Expect this. As long as they are being productive and staying on task, it's all good.  State your rules, directions, and what you expect them to accomplish in their stations before you begin. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This is a difficult room to keep their attention.  You have put some good procedures in place. Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms. Cleveland" and "Haven't grew out yet' are incorrect.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Nice "teacher" voice. You held their interest as you talked. They seemed to be engaged during the lesson. **Be ready for your class as they are walking in the door. This sets your standard on what you expect. Be prepared with your materials so you can bring them in and welcome them. Also you can tell them what you need them to do as they come in. This also goes for lining your students up to leave. You are in charge, so they are waiting on you.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were very well-behaved in the small Math group. The students constantly answered the questions posed by the teacher. GROW-The lesson was too long in the beginning with the discussion. GROW-The teacher needed hands-on materials to cover the area and perimeter. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		When your class began getting their paper ready for activity, they were waiting for you to set the directions and expectations. Stop them all and explain. Don't threaten to tell Mrs. Young. Remember you are in control. You set the limits. You were letting them be in control of you. This is hard but be stern and stay on top of it.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You made a couple of slips with grammar..."me and Mr. Stephens" and "me and Mrs. Savidge".  The students were very talkative and disrespectful to you and other students.  You did a great job of trying to keep them focused.  If putting their names on the board would have helped...you needed to try it.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		When the sorting was completed you told the students, "I need you to put all the shapes back in the bucket." These directions were very clear. You may want to add, "without talking." Be sure to set expectations for group work.  Allowing the students to get loud during work sends the message that the assignment is not important and is not to be taken seriously. I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over the students' voices.  Try lowering your voice instead. They will need to be quiet in order to hear you.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You were quick to correct anyone off task. You used techniques like, "If you agree, thumbs up."  Great management, as this does not require the students to shout out answers.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are going to have to be more assertive as the teacher.  You are not their friend when you are the teacher.  Also, learning can't  always fun.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  This is hard!  Keep a timer going on your phone or on board to keep everyone on track. Make sure everyone is listening when you are giving directions.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were very attentive during the Jeopardy review game. The teacher has a great way with the students.  The teacher is very caring and the students know it. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You always do a good job of managing your students.  Transitions were good.  Even managing lunch choices 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You monitored your students ensuring they were all on task.  You challenged them to do their best throughout the lesson.  Quickly brought students back to acceptable talk level when they started to get too loud during transition.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*Make sure that you are aware of student behavior during the lesson. Redirect inappropriate behavior immediately! (ex. the student yelling out, the student sliding across the floor on the turned over chair, *Make sure that the students are following the rules or procedure for the activity. Review this before the activity begins. The students were a bit confused, I think it would have helped to have the "flipping the coin' rules listed on the board. * You tone of voice was appropriate & you were professionally dressed (as always).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Always so professional in manner and appearance.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		- No behavior problems are evident; students are clear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with students! 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		management tip: 1. Don't ever say to your students "Your teacher is listening and you need to be quiet." or "Mrs. G. can hear you. She's standing in the hall."  You are their teacher at this moment.  They need to respect you.  Don't threaten them with what their teacher will do when she gets back in the room if they aren't quiet. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		It is highly likely that one of the main reasons for cooperative, on task student behavior is the well planned lesson that is presented. As in a previous lesson, "not observed" was marked for correcting off task behavior because there was no off task behavior observed. You did a good job encouraging students, and also placing trust in them to complete a project based learning experience. They seemed to respond well to this opportunity.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Off task behavior was not observed, the redirection of off task behavior is "not observed". This is a good thing! An "exemplary" rating was earned for challenging students to do their best during activitiy and throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate consistently supports and encourages students to work cooperatively in their groups to solve problems. Students are on task and excited about learning .

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Nice "teacher" voice! Good expression as you delivered. Great management of your class. You redirected immediately as you needed to. So glad you stopped two boys talking as someone else was giving an answer.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students are very attentive during the lesson.  The students were very aware of what the lesson revolved around and gave great answers for the teacher's questions. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. Good lesson! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Make sure to scan room frequently even while working with a group.  You want to be sure all students are engaged.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job guiding the discussion and not letting it get out of hand. You encouraged the students to participate but at the same time you managed the situation well since ALL students wanted to contribute! I think it would help to have a quiet signal for this group. They, for the most part, stayed on task during the experiment but there was times when they needed a little guidance!

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room frequently-one student with hand raised for quite a while.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		One of your consistent strengths is that you are calm and straightforward during the delivery of your lessons. You show excitement over learning, but are not rattled nor distracted from the task at hand. Students tend to follow your lead on that.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Excellent behavior management techniques.  You are quick to notice anyone off task and redirect them. Your "teacher voice" is exciting, annimated, and supportive. You have a lovely command of the classroom. The students respond to you beautifully!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques!  All students on task and engaged in their learning.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students are very involved in the lesson. The students respond very well to the teacher throughout the small group Reading lesson. The teacher is extremely familiar with the subject matter for the lesson. The teacher is an excellent student teacher. Her professionalism and willing to work are above average in every way. The teacher is an awesome teacher! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – the customary consequences in this classroom (adding student name to a list on the board & recess laps) were mentioned individually as appropriate. An improvement - There was less use of “shhh” to remind students to listen. A suggestion might be to use words instead of the “shhh” sound. Perhaps say something like one of these: “Use your ears to listen, no mouth needed.” Or “ It’s quiet time – use your ears not your mouth.” You might even choose a phrase that requires the students to respond in unison. Some teachers use “Eyeballs: Locked”. The teacher says the word “eyeballs” and students respond by being quiet and looking at the teacher and saying the word “locked” in unison. You might even come up with a phrase that is original and unique to your classroom. Even though these notes above are for suggestions to improve, it should be noted that your classroom management in this lesson far exceeded the previous lesson. You are capable of maintaining good behavior. The key is often to make sure the lesson is engaging and that students have a clear understanding of what they should be doing.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was a lot of teacher talk about the class not being quiet and a significant amount of time spent pausing that I could sometimes assume was wait time for a few talkative students to stop. The intern could use tone to demonstrate concern and/or seriousness regarding student behavior. She talked a great deal about the talking and off task behavior, but it did not appear to be said with great concern or feeling. The students responded minimally, as it seems repetitive and monotonous. This cannot be pinned on the student behavior individually or as a group. Today it was clear that the lack of focus by the intern opens the window to students finding time to be off task. It perpetuates when there are long periods of either wait time or discussion about the behavior.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The plans for this lesson were thorough and gave the teacher candidate the opportunity to focus on her students. She encouraged them as they carried out their work and moved from station to station.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your professionalism throughout your field experience has been exemplary. Being a cooperative team player will serve you well. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Some management tips.... *As your students are entering the classroom,  tell then what you need them to do. For example, "Come in and find a seat quietly".  Don't wait until they have become rowdy.  Give them their boundaries. *Work on bringing your voice out louder. It's hard to hear you in the back. *Don't stand at board too much.  Move around whioe you teach.  Students in back of room were not focused at times. You were teaching to the front of the class. *Monitor your students while they are working.  This ensures that your students are being productive. *Always have plenty to do for those who finish early.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Management was good! Thumbs up/ thumbs down was a good incentive to see who understood. Nice "teacher" voice. Good expression used in your delivery. *Roam through the classroom as you teach. Don't stand in one place. This enables you to be sure that everyone is on task and engaged. It got very loud and rowdy toward the end. It was because they were finished and needed more to do.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You always seem so confident in your teaching. You really seem to know the material well that you are teaching. You have great management techniques.  They work well for you.  Your teacher was absent, but your students respected you as their teacher.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		A well planned and executed lesson helped the students remain focused and on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is able to keep the class under control not only during instruction  during transitions and less structured times.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		All students were on task throughout the lesson. Even though it is a cloudy Monday morning, your lesson excited the students! They were very involved with the lesson!

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great job involving the entire class into the lesson! The students actively participated the entire time! TC was dressed appropriately (as always)! Your encouraging tone of voice & disposition led the way for encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Set expectations for behavior beforehand. Don't allow students to talk while you are giving instructions. Be sure to circulate through all groups. Some groups had 2 completing projects while the other 2 were playing. When modeling, possibly turn on lights. It was hard for students to see. Perhaps assign groups to ensure compatible students are together. Saying, "I want you to get into groups" got out of hand. Nice teacher voice when you were going through slides. At times you got louder to be heard by students. Do you need a microphone?

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students remained on task throughout the lesson. You used good voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		You did an excellent job involving all of the students in the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always)! Your voice tone has improved throughout the semester. You voice was encouraging to your students yet authoritative!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You were quick to redirect a student, in your small group, when he got off task. Your voice was monotone and did not exhibit enthusiasm for what you were teaching.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC used appropriate voice level & tone throughout the lesson. TC was dressed in appropriate attire. TC was encouraging to student even when they did not choose the correct answer.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding of the "sort" activity.  Your proximity to the students also helps keep the students behavior in check! You have an enthusiastic, engaging voice. I can tell you are excited to teach your lessons!

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job monitoring your class as they worked. Everyone seemed to be on task.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job managing the entire classroom even with the additional students that were added from the class next door. Great voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always). Excellent job encouraging the students during the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Be careful saying "You guys" and "guys" all the time.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent classroom management!  The "ticket" is such a positive technique.  They really want those tickets!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You use excellent behavior management techniques! Your teacher voice is engaging, annimated, and enthusiastic. You make your students WANT to engage with you and learn!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Your class was well managed.  They were quiet, attentive and engaged.  They love and respect you as their teacher.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I love the fact that you take control as soon as they walk in the room. Telling them "good morning" is awesome! Don't be afraid to redirect students who may not be participating in the interactive game as they should. Anytime we play a "game" it will get noisy.  That is OK!  As long as they are being productive and following rules, it's all GOOD.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your management is so good. You have different techniques that work for you nicely.  You redirected behavior as needed.  Awesome!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		*I was concerned that a student laid the back of her head on the desk and propped her feet on the seat but you did ot address it even though you were in close proximity. Next she sat backwards in the chair & titled the chair backwards. Both were safety issues that should have been addressed. The same students moved to a front desk directly in front of you & leaned/rocked her chair the majority of the time. It would have been easy for you to put your hand on her chair but you did not acknowledge her at all. Why not? Remember - student safety is always first & foremost!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a great job redirecting the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job of keeping the attention of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats throughout the lesson. The lesson was very organized. The teacher included several different ways of teaching to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		When praising an individual child please be more specific than saying..."Good job".

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You use an encouraging tone when you speak to the students but you need to increase your voice level in order to sure all students. You were professionally dressed (as always)! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The class was engaged in the activity and there was no off-task behavior.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had high expectations for your students' behavior and they rose to the challenge! Your teacher voice was louder and you are really learning to "take command" of the classroom!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Be careful say "OK?" sooooo much.  "Guys, when I am talking, you are not.  OK?"

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You still need to be a little firmer with your students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It is hard to monitor the class when sitting down at desk.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.   The teacher was very aware of off task behavior and immediately dealt with all situations. The teacher did a great job with her delivery.  The lesson was very organized and planned out. GROW-The teacher needs to be very careful with the spelling of words on all of her power points and lesson plans. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive throughout the lesson. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC was dressed in professional attire. TC used a good/consistent voice throughout the lesson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Terrific  and engaging voice!  You actually sounded like a game show host. The students were all engaged and having a great time with their learning!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job monitoring the entire classroom as a means to ensure that all students were involved. You voice level was appropriate & very encouraging. The activity you chose was appropriate and challenging for the students

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has an awesome voice quality that is so entertaining. The teacher is and will be a great teacher! The teacher had a lot of involvement from the students to make the lesson fun and educational! The students were very well-behaved and very attentive throughout the entire lesson. Great lesson! 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC did a good job monitoring the classroom by walking around to each table. TC was profesionally dressed. TC used a strong authoratative voice throughout the lesson. The students easily understood as she was instructing. The voice level of the students was appropriate throughout the lesson.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved and attentive throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job moving the students from desks to floor and back to desks. Good lesson!

		Green		Megan		917463432		TC did a good job monitoring the various groups during the activity. TC used appropriate voice level and tone with students. Make sure voice levels are appropriate for the activity. Some students were being loud due to playing. Instructions would have been helpful for 1) the Activity, 2) Group Work!!!! Students know what is expected of them. Great idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the PB! 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Don't stay seated at the computer while you teach. This is not attending to the entire class. Move to the board and around the room as you question. I realize you have to flip the screen to the next slide, but you can move back to the computer to do that.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		TC did a good job monitoring the classrom and correcting inappropriate behavior. TC used a authorative voice that also had a caring tone. TC was profesionally dressed.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very organized.  The teacher did a good job redirecting off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job or praising the students when they worked hard at finding the correct time. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."so HIM and another guy"...should be..."so HE and another guy"...

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-attended to all students, gives encouragement & facilitates student engagement, effective transition time, demonstrated skill at differentiating instruction.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have near perfect, tone, and speaking habits for teaching 5th grade! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Always so warm and positive with the students.  You monitored the room as students worked.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Be careful of saying "OK?" so much...especially after you give a direction.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Behavior management was good. You have some techniques that work for you such as the randomizer app and the counting back from 5. The balloons were a creative idea. Depending on the class, you may need to leave these in the back of room until ready. They could be distracting for some kids. Move around the room even as you doing the guided instruction with volunteers at the board. This ensures that your workers in the back are engaged like you hope they are.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed to monitor the noise during the Brain pop Video. *The teacher needed to walk around the classroom during the Brain Pop Video to monitor the students more closely. The students were very well-behaved once they began completing the worksheet.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Great behavior management skills!  All students were engaged and on task.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Look for students off task to call on during instruction.  This sends the message all must stay engaged in the lesson and are responsible for their learning.  Be sure to call on students who do not have their hands up as well as the ones who do. You have a good teacher voice.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher monitored the students during their Science experiments.  The teacher continued to ask questions about what the students were observing during their bar graph exploration. The students were very involved throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You are so enthusiastic and use great expression. You are very confident as you are teaching. It was obvious that you knew your material well. That is so important! Great voice level! Good management techniques. "Thumbs up if you are ready." and "If you can hear my voice clap once." You students responded to you so well. They definitely respect you as their teacher. There no never any redirects needed! Wonderful!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your management of your class was good. You brought them in from restroom and had them settled quickly. Good job!

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Be careful of your grammar...you said "Me and Mrs Bailey" twice.  Should be "Mrs Bailey and I".

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was constantly monitoring the students as they worked throughout the lesson. The students were very involved in the lesson.  The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The lesson was very organized and hands-on. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! Great Stem lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked by answering all of their questions as they began their creation of the animals. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter for the lesson very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher had a very organized lesson that included several different types of learning to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher is very natural in her teaching.  The students respect her and are always on task. The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very attentive to the Main Idea subject matter in the lesson.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strong teacher presence... Good use of voice levels. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The lesson was very sequential in the development of the subject matter. *The students needed to be redirected several times during the lesson. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the beginning of the lesson during her delivery. The lesson overall was a good instructional lesson just needed a little fine tuning. The teacher's station was the teacher led station. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You did a nice job of managing your class while you taught small groups. You were asking some challenging questions about drugs. They seemed to be attentive and interested in what they were learning.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The class was very chatty today.  You did everything you could to keep them in tact.  You handled each situation very well.  Even stopping to give a pep talk seemed to help....but they were just chatty! This happens some days. Real world! (and maybe full moon!) Management tip: Have quiet volunteers to pass out papers so you can begin giving directions about the video and the quiz. (Once again- you figured this out! You read my mind and did it!)

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		* Don't chew gum during your lesson. If you watched yourself on video, you would see what I mean. * When you transitioned into the drawing activity, your class fell out of sync. Pass out the marker first and tell them not to touch it. Then give all directions. I would not make this be a silent activity. They enjoyed it. After a period of time, have them write 2 facts in the speech bubble.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Try to interact with the students while monitoring the room.  Stop and ask questions, encourage, etc.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Your class was well managed.  They listened and were all engaged.  This is very bright class so challenge them!  *Don't teach from the board.  I know you were moving your power point, but move around as you are talking about the questions.  Don't instruct from your desk.  *Be conscious of your grammar. Also be mindful of what goes on the board (spelling, etc.) On the board you had written "Began reading on page 448." It should say "Begin" Pay attention to these things. They are important.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		God job attending to the class as you went over the conventions of speech. The game was confusing. It was hard for me to follow, much less your kids. Did you notice that when you started that  your class got very rowdy at times?  Try to do more instruction. Does your class have to be divided up at all into groups?  Try whole group instruction and then divide into groups of 2 or 3 at their seats.  This keeps your piece of mind and their rowdiness under control.  

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Your class was engaged in this lesson and seemed to be enjoying learning. Expect it to be louder than usual. As long as they are being productive, it's good. *Be involved with your groups more. Find out what they are talking about, thinking about, etc. Don't just walk around.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were teaching a lesson on dividing fractions.  You didn't miss a beat when I walked in. Your class was well behaved and listening to you.  Don't get caught standing by the board too much.  Did you notice how Miss Strickland began noticing and bringing out points to help them?  Move around the room and make sure all are engaged.  Give them hints.  You are co teaching.  It's ok.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The students are very well-behaved.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Have students put away privacy boards when going over the quiz.  This will allow you to see what all students are doing.   A couple were not paying attention behind their boards.  One student was logged out of the quiz and therefore did not benefit from going over the answers. You asked students to explain the ABC tool they used in answering the questions.  It is important to call on students even if their hands are not raised. This keeps all students accountable for their learning.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You have high expectations for your students' behavior and are consistent with them.  You are careful to be aware of who you have and have not called on during the lesson, thus holding all students accountable for their learning. You have an excellent "teacher voice".  It conveys to the students that you are in "command" of the classroom.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."DO everyone agree"...should be..."DOES everyone agree"...

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th observation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Today was Halloween and you did a good job of managing your class on this "out of sorts" day. I noticed a big improvement on how you moved quicker when you were in midst of activity. Keep it moving so there isn't dead time for "cut up."

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Remember to walk around the room as you teach from Power point. This shows presence. You are monitoring your class to be sure they are listening and pay attention.  You stood in the same place almost entire time of teaching.  Management was much better today. You used different strategies to get everyone quiet. You chose different people to read from Power point which helped keep their attention.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Always tell students what they are to do when they are finished with a portion of the lesson. Be sure to use an attention getter when students are talking and you need them to listen. Some students continued talking as you were explaining/teaching.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You redirected several students as was needed. Explain/act out how students can be a good audience for each other. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher had the students begin the lesson immedately. The teacher is very positive in her teaching. The students respond well to her lesson. The students are very well-behaved. The students raise their hands to answer the different questions posed by the teacher. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. Good lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Even though this was a good lesson, I think it was a little overwhelming for the students. The video was a little long for this age group.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		High student participation in the lesson and practice indicates that students know why and what they are learning. The teacher candidate has two class leaders. She asks them to walk the field placement visitors from one table to the other. Your positivity encourages students to take responsibiilty for their learning,

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Your classroom management skills continue to shine just as they did when Ms. Sonnier was out on leave. I admire your willingness to work with classroom animals. I also appreciate giving students a writing assignment in science. Writing about science helps students make sense of information. 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		During the acting out of the story, you brought your class back into control in a quick way. Good job! You do a great job of monitoring your class during independent work.  Management tips: *Be careful not to teach to one group. When throwing the ball stand to the side so everyone can see. *When someone gives an answer, be sure everyone hears the question and answer. * As far as the Power Point, You may want to read these instead of having students read for this reason.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite is able to help students who are struggling and those who are excelling. She moves seamlessly supporting students who need an extra challenge or extra help.

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Slow down as you begin.  Get everyone in their seats first so they are ready to listen.  Do not start giving instructions until everyone is quiet.  The young student is the one who said to everyone "Be QUIET!"  This should have been you redirecting. Don't allow individual students to distract you when you are giving directions.  You stopped two times to listen to them whispering something to you.  Your students never really knew what to do. Work on your management plans and strategies. You are in control. You are the teacher.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Very attentive to the needs of your students. Always dressed in professional attire.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Your class was well behaved and respect you as their teacher. suggestions about management... Be careful not to squelch your students when they answer. I understand you want them to raise their hands, but they get excited and forget. When you ask a question like "Is it hard or easy to go on this bridge?" Allow them all to answer. Then call on someone to tell why. Try not to say "nope" when someone gives you wrong answer. Instead, try to say "good try. Glad you are thinking". Nobody wants to answer a question if they feel it may be wrong. Keep your lesson moving quickly. Don't allow for distractions when someone says something. Just keep moving.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today you saw the "real world". Some days as a teacher, we are worn out from constantly telling them they are too loud or to get quiet or to settle down. Today was that day for you. It is NORMAL! Here are a few suggestions that helped me before... 1. Have eveyone's full attention before you talk. This is hard because it may take longer. Tell them they are wasting your time, so you will waste their time at reces.. 2. State your expectations and directions to a quiet class. Don't allow them to start transitioning into their groups until directions, questions are clear and answered. 3. Use consequences. Use your discipline system and stick to it. That's why we have it. Come up with your own for the lesson if you need to. (ex. write AWESOME on board and take away letters as they lose them if needed) 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Class management was phenomenal. You could not have handled this class any better. You redirected quickly and sternly. This is a very trying class. I couldn't have done it any better and I am a verteran. You handled the interruptions well. Ex. The boy coming in needing a homework packet. You had to find it. It's just part of a teaching day. You saw some real world today. Proud of you!! The timer on the board was awesome for class management. * Be careful about throwing out a blanket statement. *Don't become consumed with the little things.  Ex. When the Twizzlers are given out, they are going to talk a little.  It's common.  Just keep your part going and they will come back to you.  Don't redirect for every little thing.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I saw more enthusiasm today!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and engaging for your students. Well done!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You reminded students when it was not appropriate to talk. You redirected students who were off task. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding as well as keeping them on task. You told the students they had a min. to finish....good time management.  You might want to let them know a little farther out, time wise, in case someone has been off task ...they can then refocus and get the work done by the allotted time. Always tell the students what they are to do when finished with an assignment. Work on putting more enthusiasm and annimation into your voice.  This will make your students want to engage with you and listen. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You managed your class well.  They were trying you at times, but you kept them at bay by redirecting the behavior. You monitored and assisted your class as they worked. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		White boards-pairs drawing and coloring and not listening.  Some students erasing and rewriting over and over-not really addressed.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needs to show more enthusiasm for her lesson. The teacher has a lesson that involves several different types of learning to learn the subject matter. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students were on task and engaged throughout the lesson.  You circulated around the class during the entire lesson which allowed you to assess student understanding as well keep them on task. You have a very nice "command" of the classroom. Your "teacher voice" is enthusiastic and engaging!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You have outstanding behavior management skills!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		I see that you generally have students focused on learning. As I have said to you in person, the key to this is often having a well planned lesson that begins with making sure students know the focus of learning. Keep working on this next semester. As students move through the school year, you'll potentially notice behavior differences or a change in class dynamics as see some students mature. It has been a pleasure serving as your University supervisor this semester. I look forward to seeing more growth next semester as you continue your field experience.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There are no classroom management issues for this teacher intern. There seem to be two major reasons for this: 1. She consistently uses the appropriate tone and voice levels that express her enthusiasm for the lessons. As a result, students are drawn in to listen and learn. (This earned an exemplary rating above.) 2. In my opinion, the best classroom management is a thoughtfully, well-organized lesson plan. That is always the case for Ms. Smith. Her plans are exemplary, and the students know what they are doing and why. Their purpose for learning is clearly outlined, and it sets them up for success both academically and in their individual behavior.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Effective classroom management results in part from a well-planned lesson that keeps students engaged. The teacher candidate appropriately and briefly uses humor to get students attention and keep them on task. The professional demeanor of the teacher candidate  set the tone for the students.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern maintains a calm conversational voice  level for instruction. This helps to keep students calm at times when they might be excitable. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Continue to work on behavior management.   You have implemented a new behavior management plan which appears to be helping.  Be certain when you have students in a group on the rug, all students are with you and engaged. After playing the Kidz Bop video, it would have been a good idea to have all students sit down, calm down . This would have been the perfect time to remind students of expectations as they transitioned to centers and began their work.  This age group, especially, needs constant reminders of your expectations. Then you can hold them accountable.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		During the instruction portion of your lesson you had students shouting out answers even when they were not called upon to answer. Be sure to correct them.  You want to be able to call on any and all students in order to assess the understanding of those who might not raise their hands or blurt out. This ensures that all students know they are responsible for their learning. You circulated through the classroom as the students were working. You were assessing their understanding and giving help, as needed. You use an excellent time management technique when you told the students they had two more minutes to work. This teaches the students to stay on task in order to comeplete their assignment in a timely manner! You have an engaging teacher voice! 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Hand signal count down really seemed to work.  So much better than using your voice to get their attention.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."What DO a great white shark eat?"  Should be "What DOES a great white shark eat?"  Be careful also saying "Guys" sooooo much.  Be more specific with your praise...don't just say "Good job".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of various activites on the PB. Good job with teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. Great voice levels - all could hear clearly. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The students were very on task during the entire lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students while they were working at their stations. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher was very involved throughout the lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Good classroom control

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		All students were engaged in the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to get all students' attention when speaking/giving directions. You were quick to notice off task behaviors of several students. You have a entertaining, enthusiastic, engaging, "I am in command", teacher voice!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students were a little off task in the centers at times.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Thank you, thank you for starting out asking for funny Thanksgiving stories from your students.  Awesome!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		All students were engaged and participating in the lesson.  You use excellent behavior management techniques. You have a fantastic "teacher voice".  It is engaging, annimated, and exciting.  You make the students WANT to listen to what you are teaching them. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected students as needed.  Be sure to set expectations for when students are finished with a task. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through...  Great job! Your students were well behaved and attentive.  They love and respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good discipline techniques used throughout the lesson(ex. Close monitoring of class, use of attention grabb ers such as class - class. Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved and on task. The teacher monitored the students while they worked at their seats. 

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Your class was well managed.  They were attentive and engaged.  It is obvious that they respect you as their teacher.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Better attending of the classroom as a whole. Voice level much better. Always professionally dressed.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the attention of the students when they were off task. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their game at their seats.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students are very well-behaved. The students are very on task during the lesson. The teacher does a great job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats copying the vocabulary and definitions of the powerpoint. The teacher knows the subject matter of the lesson very well. The students were very attentive to the lesson. Great creative way to teach the different concepts of North and South poles, East and West Hemisphere, prime meridian, equator, ...

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		After the students began their independent work, some were off task and not engaged, There were students who had their hand up for help and it took you awhile to get to them. You walked around and helped a few, but you were not aware of students who were off task. If you had several students with the same problem or misunderstanding, it would have been a great time to go back to the board and work some of the questions together as a class. I heard several students say to the CT that they did not know what to do or what to do next. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked one of the students if they had a serious answer. This helped the student rethink what he was about to say, as he changed his mind. You circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding.  This is the hard part....as you are helping keep an eye out for off task behaviors. There were a few off task. Be sure to tell students what to do when they have finished, because there is no way they are all going to finish at the same time. Continue working on speaking louder and with more command and enthusiasm.  Remember, enthusiasm is contagious!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You quickly redirected any students who were off task. You still need to get an attention getter.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Next lesson write down some higher level questions on note card to ask. You still are asking recall. When partners were working on tree maps, some groups were off task. Be sure to watch all parts of the class. The admoinisrtations will be aware of this. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Remember to challenge the students to do their best.

		West		Sydney		917437847		I have never seen significant behavior issues in the times I have visited Ms. West. She is attentive and focused, and sets an example for how students should also be focused.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good rapport with students is evident in the discourse/conversation that centers on the four main text structures that will be the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You monitored students as they worked, checked their answers.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Make ure you have all students attention before talking.  I felt like you were talking over students who were having their own conversations.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very involved in the lesson from start to end. The teacher has a great variety of ways to learn the commutative property of addition. The teacher constantly gives positive feedback for the students when they answer the problems correctly. The lesson plan was very thought out and sequential. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students throughout the entire lesson. Great job again!
Excellent student teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-nice job offering appropriate praise when warranted

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Teaching fifth graders near the end of the week and near the end of the day can be a challenge, but  the ability of the student teacher to engage students in learning activities make this classroom feel like a Monday morning when students are ready to learn. In this lesson, the command of the classroom during whole group instruction and the intuitive conversation with individual students as they needed guidance during independent work were elements that made these aspects of the lesson exemplary.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Your voice level was appropriate and you were very encouraging to your students. Good job seeking out the students that were not readily wanting to answer your verbal questions. Student behavior was appropriate due to your consistency with reminders! You were professionally dressed (as usual)!

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Monitored the class while you were in small group.  You made sure everyone was working and following behavior expectations.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well managed classroom. Good voice quality throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job calling on a variety of students throughout the lesson. All students were actively engaged in the lesson. Excellent job redirecting the class when the noise level was too loud. Yea - you refused to go on until they were quiet! The students quickly realized this & stopped talking! TC was appropriately dressed.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Classroom management – The teacher candidate used the phrase “everybody freeze” which let the students know to stop what they were doing and listen for a moment. Excellent! She compliments students when warranted for a good academic choice or for staying on task and following directions. Positive reinforcement seems to encourage engagement and cooperation. A mild, appropriate dose of humor keeps the mood in the classroom upbeat and positive.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The courage of an intern to conduct hands on  is exemplary in itself. Maintaining control of the classroom is extraordinary!
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		I have enjoyed all your lessons this semester.  Good luck to you in Block 3.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good lesson!  I am proud of your growth in the area of behavior management!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good solid lesson!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Your LP was well written & organized. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. You used an appropriate tone of voice throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Make sure all students are focused before moving on with the lesson. 2. Always a good idea to post instructions for activity on an anchor chart or include it as a part of your PP. 3. Its imperative that you are aware of all activities during your lesson & make adjustments as needed. 4. After you've redirected the class (with a verbal chant or directive), don't move on until ALL students are quiet & focused! If not, you send the message that it is okay to keep talking! 5. Make sure the materials are not presented too quickly!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor. You have grown so much as a  teacher during the time I have worked with you. You've earned the respect of your school and all those who work with you. I look forward to visiting your classroom at LSES this fall. Your new students are going to love you!

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney exhibits the habits of a teacher with experience, and will do well her first official year.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate shows promise in the area of creative science lessons. Project-based teaching and learning is successfully working in this classroom, and promoting STEM. It has been a pleasure being your University supervisor this semester. I have enjoyed watching your lessons, and I hope you'll continue to be creative and courageous in your teaching.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Area of concern in PGP was classroom management.  There are no concerns this semester with classroom management.  Students were engaged in the activities, they rotated centers quickly and without disruption.  Expectation for behavior is set at beginning of lesson and reenforced-voice level.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. You did a great job encouraging the students to participate in the lesson. You were open to their thoughts & letting them share their previous learned knowledge. 2. The PP was well constructed and definitely enhanced the lesson. The pictures obviously provoked much thought! 3. Great guide sheet for the experiment. 4. Materials for the experiment were well organized & easily accessible to the students. GROWS: 1. Include a copy of your instructional sheet in your PP so that you can use it as a point of reference. 2. When you tell the students to get quiet, don't move on until everyone has stopped talking & is focused on you! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Continue to think about how you can incorporate active learning like you have in this lesson. Think about how to make activities like the invention as relevant as possible to the standards and learning goal. For young students, you may want to consider giving them a couple of choices of problems to solve with an invention, but open ended inquiry is one of the most pure forms of learning. I am proud of you for including this activity, and for not being afraid of the very active learning strategies.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The intern/teacher can identify problems that students are having (such as not comprehending math skill or any situation in which a student doesn't quite understand certain vocabulary). She is great at identifying times when it is appropriate to abandon a strategy that is not working. I am so pleased to have been your university supervisor, and to have seen you grow. Remember to "Plan, plan, plan" your best lessons when school starts in the fall and show them your very best. Your students are going to love you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding centers and guided reading!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson!  Keep up the terrific work you are doing!  I am proud of you!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Continue to use what you have learned to plan good lessons. Work on unique ways to engage student at the beginning of a lesson. Sometimes a video clip is good, and other times an active learning strategy is best. Something to think about- The standard does not necessarily lend itself to higher order questioning. However, you might consider asking students to think about what the beginning or end of rivers have in common and why. For instance, the majority of rivers end by flowing into an ocean or gulf. These large bodies of water can handle the flow of millions of gallons of water.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The intern and supervisor will meet with Ms. Steed Thursday, March 16. Goals for a professional growth plan will be shared at that time. There will be a goal for classroom management and a goal for instructional planning/lesson delivery. It is possible that there will be additional goals.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Excellent ideas put into action in this plan! I am proud of the work you have done this semester. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		I am so grateful to have been your supervisor for Block 3 and internship. You have continued  grow. Now I see a confident young lady teaching. You are going to be a teacher that students will respect. If I may ever help you my West Georgia email will remain even into my retirement.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Use your sub. Find a job for her. Maybe she could help with small group or strugglers. Your sub can be used walking around helping students understand directions as you were explaining activity using their name.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		It is a privilege to have been your university supervisor. You have made tremendous growth during the school year, and I know you will set an example for your students. Continue to do your best as you learn and grow and start your career.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate has shown improvement in many areas, most notably starting the lesson with the purpose for learning and keeping students focused on the related goals.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great introduction to lesson. The video clips grabbed the students attention & energized the lesson! 2. Excellent use of a power point to enhance the lesson. The pictures that were used greatly enhanced the lesson 3. Lesson was well organized & flowed smoothly throughout the allotted time! GROWS: 1. This was a great time to talk about earth quakes in Georgia. This would make it even more realistic for the students.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent Powerpoint & presentation of the lesson. 2.Your students appeared to love the lesson & actively participated throughout the entire lesson. 3. It was obvious that you knew the material you presented to the students. 4. Great overall lesson! You did an excellent lesson from start to finish. GROWS: 1. It would more productive to post a group list on the board so the students could readily see where to go when you began the group activity!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Placing the Standard & I can statement at the top of the instructional sheet was an excellent idea! 2. Excellent use of a student select system as a means to chose students to answer the questions. 3. Lesson was well prepared & you had all of the materials readily available. 4. Yea - Group list was posted. (might be beneficial to put all groups on one post). GROWS: 1. It is always beneficial to put a copy of the instructional sheet on the PBoard so you can refer to it as you teach. Remember students need to see and hear numerous times in order to learn.! 2. More time was needed on the basics of the lesson before moving on. You had students to verbalize that they did not understand some of the lesson. 3. Don't be afraid to let a student sing a song that was learned in a previous class (about prepositions) as a means to encourage prior knowledge.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was obviously well prepared & executed in a professional manner. I was impressed with your knowledge of the lesson. 2. Yea - you posted the activity sheet on the board! 3. Great authoritative, yet caring, tone of voice. 4. You were very open to the students giving you a variety of ways to remember less than/ greater than GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to go over rules for group work before beginning a group activity. I would post the rules as well. 2. Make sure the noise level is appropriate for the activity. Practice an appropriate noise level!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Remember to always study the content and prepare, in advance, for how you are going to instruct the students. Do not wait until the morning of the lesson to prepare and study.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned and organized lesson!  I can tell you know the content!  I am proud of how you have come into your own during your two weeks of teaching!!!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As you spend more time with your students, you will better know "how much" is too much for your age group to handle in one lesson. All teachers have to learn this with each new group of students they get each year. I am proud of your professional manner and willingness to grow and learn.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. TC uses good voice tone and level. It projected clearly throughout the room. 2. TC was familiar with the information that she was presenting. 3. TC was at ease with the students throughout the lesson and readily redirected students who were off task. 4. Good job making the students feel at ease throughout the lesson. The student readily offered their answers. GROWS: 1. In order to provide focus for the lesson, always begin the lesson with a EQ, focus question, I Can statements, etc. 2. If possible put the paragraph that the class is reading as a group on the PB so that you can point to the various parts as you go over it. Struggling students tend to get lost and this is a good way to make sure they are focused on the appropriate part of the passage. It also allows the teacher the opportunity to remain mobile. 3. I think it would have been a great lesson to have vocabulary listed on the PB or an anchor chart. (Idiom, hyperbole, etc) so the TC & students could quickly refer back to it as needed. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was an unannounced/ walk through observation. You are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and your Powerpoint content was very appropriate. You might want to increase the size of your font and make sure it can be seen clearly from the back of the room. 2. You were dressed professionally (as always). 3. Your voice was enthusiastic throughout the lesson. 4. Great job redirecting students to look on the board for information when they get confused. 5. I was impressed with your willingness to include the neighboring students in the lesson. GROWS: 1. When using a chant with the student, make sure the length of the phrase is appropriate for age level of the students. 2. Make sure all students are focused during your lesson. Stop and refocus the group as needed. 3. This lesson (past, present, & future) can be confusing. It might help to list the examples on a chart similar to what you used during the lesson where the students put the verb in the Past Tense, Present Tense, or Future Tense column 

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson! You are a natural! Keep up the fantastic job!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well planned and organized lesson. You gave the students the support necessary to be ready for the experiment.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through.  Great job!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity, you are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons so much. Looking forward to next semester.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This observation was unannounced.  You were right on target teaching and managing your class.  You are every bit as good on an uannounced visit as you are when it's a planned observation!   You are AWESOME!!!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1.  I could tell that you struggled during the lesson but you kept your cool and moved forward to the end. 2. You were keyed in to the lesson and quickly rsponded when you saw that students were not understanding. GROWS: 1. Important details of the problem are marked through - same concern as last time. Instead of using the document camera to show the worksheet, it might help to retype the problem in a larger font & use that to demonstrate with on the board.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Great handwriting (on the board). It's very clear & precise! 2. Transition between activities was very smooth & took little time GROWS: 1. Make sure visuals are large (& clear) enough for  the students to see. 2. You MUST increase the your voice volume in order for all students to be able to clearly understand what you are teaching. I had to strain to listen to what you were saying. You are louder when you stand than when you are sitting so you might want to adjust your voice accordingly.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent, engaging, well planned and organized lesson. Keep up the hard work!!  I am proud of you!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Terrific, creative writing idea.  You have truly "come into your own" as a teacher this semester!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. TC posted & reviewed Standard & I Can statements. 2. Good clear Powerpoint 3. Excellent use of real-life examples for the students to compare & contrast (ex. McDonalds & Chic fil a) GROWS: 1. Arrange Powerpoint so that the students have a large area to respond to the problem presented. This allows for all students to see what is recorded on the board. 2. Add a PP slide for the definitions or put info on an anchor chart. The defined key terms should be visable at all times. 3. Add reading passage to your PP so that you can refer to it as the students give you their responses.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Excellent, fun, and comprehensive review of the learning goals!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done introduction lesson on  Thomas Jefferson!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. You were very thorough in presenting the lesson, You provided verbal & visual assistance throughout the lesson. 3. You were professionally dressed (as always). 4. You did an excellent job questioning all the students during the lesson and reminding them to try to decide the answer without looking at the various instructional charts post throughout the room. 5. You used a very encouraging voice throughout the lesson! 6. Yea! You followed student progress closely and redirected students GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to read the story with the students. Lower students tend to raise their hand if everyone else in the class does. Remember the lower students are the ones that need the most reinforcement ( they are typically score the lowest on standardized test)

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. It was obvious that the TC had a clear understanding of the subject that was taught. GROWS: 1. DIscuss the role volume plays in everyday life. Relating it to prior knowledge is how the brain learns & retains information! 2. Use the manipulatives under the document camera so that all can see. 3. This type lesson is a great opportnity to use color fill. 4. If a problem is causing confusion, do not go on until you are satisfied that the students have a clear understanding. 5. When a student is presenting his/her information to the class, make sure the other students are attentive

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. Standard and EQ was adressed in LP & presented to the students though a PP slide & verbal communication 2. Good PP: colrful, realistic pictures with informative text. 3. Neat activity - great idea to have all the material already made! Students really enjoyed participating 4. Great Idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the board so that you could go over it with the students! 5. It was obvious that you had reviewed & was familar with the lesson. The students had several questions & you readily gave good constructive responses! GROWS: 1. Don't allow constant chatter. Stop, address the issue and don't move forward until all eyes on you & room is quiet. 2. Good PP but use a larger font size for the definitons of key term. If not it will blend in with the other information. 3. Pictures are great but demonstrate with something concrete if possble. (ex. the lever & fulcrum, scissosrs, etc) 4. Great lesson for a PP vocabulary slide or anchor chart (AC could be posted on the board while you use the PB) 5. Instructions for activity? Instructions for group work? REMEMBER: STUDENTS NEED TO SEE & HEAR NUMEROUS TIMES IN ORER TO LEARN! 6. Group List? How are groups differentiated?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were posted & clearly articulated to students. 2. You voice was authoratative but you also had a caring tone! 3. Lesson was well planned & executed! GROWS: 1. Use the same type of GO as the students. Yours was similar but not the same. 2. Talk with the students about local wetlands that they possibly see on a regular basis. (you may have to ask a local to tell you their location) 3. It might help to stop the video & point out important facts. The students can write them on their paper.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Even though you realized quickly that this was too hard, you gained a ton of experience of what 4th graders can do. Make sure you go over the activity with your teacher beforehand. She would have told you it was too confusing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lessons and rapport with your students have been good and Mrs. Carter and I both agree that improvements still come along when we think the lessons are good!

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You were an excellent student, and you're now an  excellent teacher. 

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. I have also included concerns voiced by CT these were shared with Ms. Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson Courtney!  Continue the hard work in order to keep growing and glowing!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well done, Courtney!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and gave plenty of support to the students!

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		I am so proud of you, Brooke. You have proved to be a great teacher candidate. I have enjoyed your lessons and they have gotten better each time. Looking forward to Block 4.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was an unannounced observation.  You were teaching about the Cold War and the Iron Curtain. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Good opening to lesson - students were actively engaged. *Your enthusiasm and knowledge of the topics was amazing and the students were obviously impressed *By having the students read along with you, it gave the struggling readers an opportunity to read aloud even though the passage was a little difficult for them. I observed all students reading! Overall excellent job once more!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through. Good job!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson was great today.  I have enjoyed so much being your supervisor this semester.  You have truly got a gift of teaching.  Good luck to you as you enter your internship in the fall!  

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You are going to be a great teacher.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This was an unannounced observation.  Good job 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very well planned, organized and taught lesson!  Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th obsservation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. Good job!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to work on your confidence in teaching.  Get over your nervousness and give it your all like you did on your final lesson.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent writing lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing the lesson and relating it to real life. 2. It was obvious that knew the subject that you were teaching. GROWS: 1. The lesson in general appeared to be a little overwhelming for this age group. 2. Don't be afraid to stop or condense the lesson if you see there are issues.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan - You are a great teacher. In many ways you seem like a natural teacher - just born with what it takes. You have also worked hard to plan good lessons, and that is what sets you a part. Even though you have faced a heart breaking personal loss in the past year, you've shown up for your cooperating teacher and your students. You are an inspiration to me, and I hope you have peace in that area of your life. It is a privilege to be your professor. I remember you introducing yourself the first day of science methods.:-)

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ease with which you talk to kids makes them feel comfortable talking wtih you. You also skillfully manage the learning environment by working closely with students to keep their learning activities on track.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Really enjoyed your lesson.  You are a natural enthusiast!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Good job!  I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You have improved each lesson and I am very proud of you!  Good luck as you enter your internship!!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Depite your concern regarding mathematics not being your strength and the confines of the school system's math curriculum, you did an admirable job with this lesson. Your ability to guide students through math problems and to elicit the type of discussion and answers you need is a strength! Have confidence that you are a good math teacher.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		I am thankful for the opportunity to be your university supervisor over the past two semesters. Your maturity level in the fall semester dealing with change gave me the chance to more clearly see the good character that you have. You're going to have a successful career!

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Today was great experience for you because your teacher was not here. It allowed you to see the real world. I think you were very nervous today. You were like a "deer in headlights " at times. Learn from this experience and reflect on it.  I don't feel like you were prepared today.  I have seen you do a lot better. I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester. I hope you have gained some good advice and I wish you luck as you enter your internship.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized 2. Well rounded lesson. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to repeat important ideas presented in the lesson several times. 2. Work on increasing voice level so that all students can clearly hear you.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		I have enjoyed your lessons. This one today was the best yet! Looking forward to Block 4.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today was hard for you because you were worn out physically and emotionally from being with your sick grandmother.  However, I am proud of you for coming in to school and doing this lesson.  In a real job as a teacher, this is real life.  You have to show up even if your "mind" is not all there.  I applaud your efforts. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am so proud of your improvements in behavior management techniques. Well done! This lesson was lacking rigor.  There needed to be more high-level thinking....higher level questioning... There was very little instructional time or guided practice time. Part of this time was taken up with the videos. Videos have their place, but they do not take the place of good solid instruction and guided practice. A simple thing like using the white boards which you had listed in your lesson plan would have been more engaging for the students. This would also allow you to see their responses much more easily than on the notebook paper.  They love using white boards and these can be used to practice anything! 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		This was an unannounced visit/ walk through. I have enjoyed your lessons.  You will be a great teacher.  Good luck as you graduate and enter your new career!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to continue to work on questioning .Good luck to you as you enter your internship.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well done, Alexis!  Keep up the great teaching!  I am proud of you!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well planned and organized lesson!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Sometimes teachers have students that make good grades consistently, and it is difficult to see growth  As her teacher for science methods, Block 3 field experience, and her internship, I recognized Jordan's ability and performance levels early.  During this internship, even with a good evaluation of an observed lesson, I saw the effort to refine and consistently improve practice. One of the highest compliments of an intern is for them to be offered a job at the school of their placement. I was so proud to learn that this had happened for Jordan. Her future students at LSES will be in good hands. I am so honored and privileged to have been your professor for three semesters. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your individual teaching style is beginning to shine through as you gain experience and self confidence. One of your strengths is being well organized and prepared for each lesson. When a teacher candidate does as well as you, it's a challenge to find ways to continue in your professional growth, so I will leave this question for you. Feel free to discuss this with Ms. Fields. As you continue your field experience, I would like you to consider this question: What are my options as the teacher when students indicate a lack of understanding of a concept or skill? What reasons or evidence guides me as I make decisions on these options?

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Continue on the path you are on. You are making good instrcutional choices. You can be confident in your lesson delivery when you know that you have made good plans. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Get ready for the fast pace of a full time teaching job! Congratulations on being hired for the fall1

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Behavior better, but still needs setting expectations, sticking to those expectations, and consistency. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good lesson. Think about some of the things we discussed when planning and teaching your next lesson so you will continue to grow and glow!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with a lot of visuals throughout the lesson 2. Great classroom management throughout the lesson. 3. Your voice was very encouraging. I felt very motivated! 4. Thrilled that you pre-grouped your students. GROWS: 1. Try to use real items (money) when possible. The hands on is so beneficial to the students! 2. SLow down a little so that all of your students have a clear understnding ofwhat you are teaching.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Students were working in groups Counting squares Measure with ruler Good directions Started with group needing the most help Connected to prior learning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		This was an unannounced observation. You brought them back from Connections and began a Drug Awarenss lesson. Good job!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Outstanding lesson, Kaitlyn!   Keep up the hard work and dedication!  I am proud of you!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		What a difficult concept to teach!  You did a great job explaining and answering the students questions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was well planned, organized, beautifully scaffolded, and taught!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared & oraganized lesson. 2. You were very encouraging to your students but also very firm. 3. Great use of technolgy to enhance the lesson. (ex. Brainpop on PB, document camera) GROWS: 1. Since this is a new skill, it might be beneficial to spend additional time of the makeup of a bar graph. 2. This would be a great place to use an anchor chart so that the students could have a visual to refer to. I would suggest using bright colors and labels. 3. Teaching bar graphs is a great time to use hands on items such as counting blocks to demonstrate a bargraph.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		This was an unannounced 0bservation/ walk through during two weeks of student teaching.  Good job!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson. You have improved this sememster. 2. You have a great relationship with your students. You are very genuine & the students respond accordingly. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to stop and restart the lesson if the students are not following your directives.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Video lesson observation

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS; 1. Well planned lesson. Great video to open the lesson. 2. It's obviouss that the students respect you & consider you as one of their teachers. 3. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure all instructional items are ready before the day begins. 2. If you're going to play a background, I would suggest turning it down to a low level. 3. Work on transition time so to best utilize time! 4. Have items for the worksheet pre-cut for the students to better use your instructional time. This is a dificult skill for some and can be very time consuming!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall the lesson went fine, but it was not your best lesson. You lesson was shorter than the others and I believe it had to do with the time you were given to teach the lesson. I understand it is harder to go into another class with a different teacher to teach just one lesson. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Good lesson, Taylor.  Continue to grow and glow!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done, Taylor!!  I am so proud of you!  You have worked hard and it certainly shows!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Overall this was a good lesson. I have seen growth in your skills and proud of how you continue to improve!!

		West		Sydney		917437847		It has been an honor to be your university supervisor over these two semesters. I have enjoyed the growth in your confidence level. Even though you started out doing well, I see you polish your teaching style every time I visit. Your enthusiasm for teaching reminds me of what a privilege it is to work with elementary students. You are already a great teacher!

		West		Sydney		917437847		This lesson contained a large amount of information, but was presented in such a way that students could keep up with various tasks assigned. I am so pleased that I had the privilege of serving as your supervising profesor this semester at North Douglas. Continue on your path toward the goals for high expectations of yourself and of your students. You've mastered so many areas. One that we all can work on is incorporating even more higher order thinking skills and questions; As I said in person, I am proud of your work this semester, and you should be too.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are growing as a teacher and have the basic skills you need to plan effective lessons. As you continue in field placement, consider this question: What are the reasons for the instructional choices I make when students do not understand? Why do I make these choices? It has been a pleasure working with you this semester. I look forward to seeing continuing growth next semester.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn   - Thank you for the privilege of witnessing the final year and a half of your undergraduate degree. Although you were doing some good work in the fall semester, you have grown so much this spring semester. Look at all the exemplary marks on this observation form!! I am thankful for the way you have worked with Mr. McAlexander, both honoring his plans and classroom rituals/rules. I also like the way you have been able to use your own ideas and teaching style to help these students in whatever subject you are teaching. Observing your lessons has been a pleasure. Keep up the good work this semester, and hit the ground running when you're in your own classroom as THE teacher. :-)

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & executed! 2. The Powerpoint was well constructed & included all the key information presented in the lesson. 3. You were careful to choose students who did not readily raise their hand to answer the questions. 4. You were very encouraging to your students. Several class members responding to your comments with a smile. 5. Overall very good lesson! GROWS: 1. Increase size of font for PP. 2. Don't rush through the key concepts of the lesson. Some students need more examples & process time.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Excellent Powerpoint to help students better understand key terms 3. You were obviously well prepared for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Slow down & repeat information as you notice any students struggling to understand. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson well planned & organized. The information was presented using a variety of good instructional techniques(informational video, direct instruction, hands-on activity) 2. Material for the activity was readily available & clearly labeled. It contributed to the activity going smoothly. 3. Great job making sure that all students remained on task throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to have the key terms & definitions on an anchor chart or as part of the Powerpoint. 2. Don't rush the students - allow them time to give the answer before you provide it. Remember: Ask don't tell! 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Additional comments: It is a pleasure to watch you teach a lesson in part because you obviously enjoy working with your students and helping them discover and express new ideas. I am very proud of your efforts and the results I have seen with your students in the lessons I have observed. You are moving forward with solid classroom experience. When you graduate and have your own classroom, I can only imagine the learning experiences your students will have.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It has been a privilege to be your professor for 3 semesters. You are already a great teacher. I look forward to hearing about your own classroom in the future. There are some lucky children out there who will have you as a teacher. Thank you for doing hands on science (not just today). It is important to the future of our country and the world. 
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		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Ric

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Reler

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Ricb

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve  Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		191

		Response Rate: 		56.51%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/10/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/06/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/14/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/21/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/24/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/10/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/16/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/16/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		04/16/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/10/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2015

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		04/10/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/17/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/17/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/15/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/13/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		04/16/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/21/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/29/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/03/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/21/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/06/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/21/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/13/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/10/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/12/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/07/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/11/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/21/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/10/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/08/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/27/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		11/07/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/27/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/29/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/27/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/11/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/17/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		04/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/10/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/03/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/10/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/03/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/06/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/21/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/10/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/07/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/29/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/21/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/07/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		04/10/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/08/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/13/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%
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Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 0 0% 44 13.02% 201 59.47% 29 8.58% 35 10.36% 29 8.58% 338 2.95 0.51
Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free 1 0.3% 96 28.4% 185 54.73% 29 8.58% 1 0.3% 26 7.69% 338 2.78 0.6
Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation 0 0% 43 12.72% 225 66.57% 35 10.36% 2 0.59% 33 9.76% 338 2.97 0.51
Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided 
Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- 
Manipulatives 0 0% 85 25.15% 192 56.8% 29 8.58% 2 0.59% 30 8.88% 338 2.82 0.58
Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- 
Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating 0 0% 137 40.53% 147 43.49% 20 5.92% 6 1.78% 28 8.28% 338 2.62 0.61
Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- 
Enrichment--- Problem-solving  1 0.3% 108 31.95% 134 39.64% 9 2.66% 47 13.91% 39 11.54% 338 2.6 0.57
Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 0 0% 57 16.86% 219 64.79% 24 7.1% 5 1.48% 33 9.76% 338 2.89 0.51
Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 0 0% 59 17.46% 208 61.54% 42 12.43% 2 0.59% 27 7.99% 338 2.94 0.57
Lesson has guided practice and independent practice 0 0% 54 15.98% 215 63.61% 29 8.58% 9 2.66% 31 9.17% 338 2.92 0.52
Effective transitions between activities 1 0.3% 76 22.49% 188 55.62% 31 9.17% 8 2.37% 34 10.06% 338 2.84 0.59
Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its 
relevance 1 0.3% 56 16.57% 150 44.38% 8 2.37% 75 22.19% 48 14.2% 338 2.77 0.51
Total/Percentage 4 0.11% 815 21.92% 2064 55.51% 285 7.67% 192 5.16% 358 9.63% 3718


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Breanna Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jesica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaydock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brpwm

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Camon Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Ducan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allson Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jamine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacy Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rahel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haiyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Saannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alxander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Aleis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbi Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Tayor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh  Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caoline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Desiree Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		329

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/08/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/02/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/15/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/15/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/18/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/09/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/25/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/29/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/16/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		03/27/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		11/02/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/12/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/09/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		11/09/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/01/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/27/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		04/11/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		11/02/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/28/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/16/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/21/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/26/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/23/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/09/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/27/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/14/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/16/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/09/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/30/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/18/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/11/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/14/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/15/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/14/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/23/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/02/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/23/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/14/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/28/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/02/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/14/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/29/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/29/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		11/09/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/11/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/29/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/07/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		11/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/15/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/11/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/15/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/09/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		04/11/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		03/16/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		11/09/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/09/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/17/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/14/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/14/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/29/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/04/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/11/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/26/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/17/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/17/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		10/26/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/16/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/22/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/15/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/31/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		04/10/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/14/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/23/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/26/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/09/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/31/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/13/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/23/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/16/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/02/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/21/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		11/14/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/29/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/13/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/02/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/07/2016

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/23/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/23/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/17/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/23/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/16/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/13/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/09/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/02/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/09/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/21/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/10/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/12/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/22/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/02/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/27/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/28/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/18/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/10/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/16/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/09/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/26/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/18/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/22/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		03/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/16/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/26/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/29/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/12/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/11/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/28/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		03/13/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/29/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/04/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/12/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/07/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/26/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/29/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/14/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/20/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/28/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/11/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/14/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/11/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/25/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/15/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/28/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/29/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/27/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/29/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		11/11/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/14/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/31/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/12/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/11/2016

		Responses (n): 		323

		Response Rate: 		95.56%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary S

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary Scool

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt ZIon Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Hill

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		GHES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		IES

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		IES

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		IES

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		IES

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		327

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1 ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Science

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math Drop in

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  SS

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  S

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		2nd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		5th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		4th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		2nd 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 SS

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3 ELA

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 S

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 SS

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  S

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  Math

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4 Science

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 SS

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		3

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 Math

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		2

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5  Math

		Jones		Darius		917396692		3

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		12nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Math

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  Math

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		2

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4 S

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2 ELA

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Math

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3   Math

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		3

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  SS

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 SS

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 S

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  ELA

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  S

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4 SS

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		4

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  Math

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4-Video Lesson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		315

		Response Rate: 		93.20%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		s

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Rz emler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		SteveRich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen /Muzio

		Responses (n): 		313

		Response Rate: 		92.60%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		3		3		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		3		3		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome job of posting and presenting Standard and learning goals.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standard and essential question were posted and standard. The teacher let the students read the standards. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson a little faster to keep the attention of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write down the information from the T chart on a whiteboard or notebook paper to keep their attention.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I could not do a drop-in because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I was not able to observe Asia on the day chosen for observations. Her teacher was out and she preferred that I not observed her without her teacher.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		No standard was posted or presented

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Observation sheet copied to Notes section

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document was completed on the other observation form and the document was uploaded under notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Using an  "I can" statement is an appropriate way to convey the learning goals to the students at the beginning of the lesson.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You need to add more information to Differentiation Section

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Standard wasn't posted or presented. Make sure this is done.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating and discussing the standard and essential questions.  The teacher had a good powerpoint with "Let's Talk!" questions and information about the lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		observation was done mid lesson so the above not observed

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Frop in lesson-no lesson plan available.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez consistently makes sure students are aware of the learning goal(s).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The "I can" statement puts the standard in student-friendloy language, and is posted on the table top chart for the small group.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		 Students were well aware of the learning goals of the lesson and were able to participate in the classroom discussion with ease. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney has done an excellent job planning a meaningful unit of learning for her students. Today they are embarking on a webquest to get information on the planets in our solar system. The students are responsible for their own learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Good job posting and presenting Standard

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very sequential and organized. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Drop in visit.  Standard discussed with students in small group.  Each student received a copy of the standard to put in their notebook.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I love the way you let the students share their thoughts as they reviewed the standards and EQ.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Comparing two texts

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Thank you for consistently posting the standards you teach and for clearly stating learning goals for your students.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		The students were already engaged in their centers and guided reading group when I arrived.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You shared the learning goals with the students. The lesson was well planned, organized, and taught. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Carrying out the opening took a longer time than it should have. Many students were off task. Once the reveal of the purpose was made, what could have been an effecive opening was lost because of the lack of classroom management.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The purpose for learning was clearly stated, as well as the standard, and the specific portion of the standard to be addressed in this lesson.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose of the lesson and the students understand what they are to do and why.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thorough lesson plan sets teacher candidate up for success in delivery.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No Standard or EQ posted or presented

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Learning goals right on track

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You had already started when I arrived

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students respond to a written piece with a graphic organizer.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate related the learning goals for the day to the students from their work from the previous day of class. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job reviewing the vocabulary for the lesson with great visuals! 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job focusing your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Yea - Great idea to put the standard & I Can statement on top of your instructional sheet!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You reminded students they had been studying electricity.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You explained the standard, however you forgot to discuss the "I can statements" with the students you had in your plan.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was a drop in visit

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I Can statements were precise and well written.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		I was not able to do observation because her class went on a field trip the day her team scheduled their observations.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Lesson in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standard and learning goals were not discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Standards were posted.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Standard was posted and presented.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This was an uannounced observation so some things I did not observe.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standard was posted but no reference was made to it. I Can statements are listed in the LP but not posted & no reference was made to them during the lesson????

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard posted, read, discussed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question.  The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP. Spend additional time focusing your lesson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was a continuation of a previous lesson. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You clearly articulated the standard and the learning goals for this lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great way to "develop" the standard by teaching it.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You do a good job of explaining the standard so your students understand the language of the standard and how it applies to the lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated and posted the standard. The teacher went over the standard with the students. The teacher explained the lesson goals at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher drew an example of the tally chart. GROW-The students could use a whiteboard at their seat as the teacher explained the different graphs.  The teacher could have let the students draw the different graphs as she explained them. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Standard and I Can statements on opening slide-missed by observer.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Lesson already in progress.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher let a student read the standard-great job! The teacher explained to the class what they would be studying about in the lesson-metric system. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The standard and essential questions needed to be reviewed more before beginning the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Love that you put it on a PP slide but a larger font size was needed. Relate topic to an area the students are familiar with such as a local swamp area! The brain learns better if we tie the new learning to something that we alrady know. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		I was not able to observe Jessica. She had to be out of school on the day of observations..

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job by letting the students come up and point out the words that would be hard to understand. 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Break down the standard and explain your I Can Statements. They need to understand what they are learning today.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Consistent use of the purpose for learning and the use of i-can statements help you and your students.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Well organized lesson; well planned.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard posted, read, discussed,  EQ and I Can statements read and discussed.  Agenda for lesson and At the end of the lesson, I will be able to ... all shared, discussed.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher needs to review the key words in the standard. The teacher needs to spend more time on explaining the standard and essential questions.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Be sure to point out standard, even if it is on the wall. Always articulate the learning goals for each lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards and EQs discussed.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question on the powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter.  The teacher explained the goals for the lesson. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Great job of presenting Standard and EQ's.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher included the students in the explanation of the standard and essential question. 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed to explain the standard and essential questions in more detail at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential questions are stated and posted. The teacher stated the goals at the beginning of the lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		GROW-Even in small group, the teacher needs to state and post the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher explained the goals for the lesson in the beginning of the lesson. The lesson plan was organized.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher started the lesson by stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standards in depth.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Informal visit. Didn't observe beginning of lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		You posted and presented your Standard and EQs.  Be sure to explain these EQs after you present them.  You told them that you would be studying these today, but have them answer questions about them before you start.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Read and discussed standard

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Standards not posted or discussed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Discussed the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No standard posted, read or discussed.  At the end of Block 4, you know this is expected. Lesson plan was very brief with 1 section left blank.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		unannounced observation

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brain Pop video about Possessive Nouns. The teacher addressed the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. *The lesson plan was late.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		After the Standard, begin to explain the learning goals and why they are learning this.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards being addressed.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Read and explained the standards for the lesson.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate is clear on what she is teaching, and she confirms this with her students. When it might be natural for the straightforward content of a math problem to make it seem dull,  the ability  ability to lead discussion thoroughly

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Through a variety of questions students were engaged both in recall and higher order thinking skills. During questioning, the purpose of the lesson was also made clear.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Class in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before". Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts. They were small. Good visuals as you showed the maps.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate followed the Eureka math plans regarding not specifically stating standards but placing more value on the students knowing the purpose of learning. There was no doubt that the students knew the purpose for learning. They were very much engaged in learning.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher-intern clearly states the learning objectives. Students are clearly aware of the purpose for learning.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard posted, read and explained.  Had students discuss meanings of key words.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good job presenting and posting Standard

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good job presenting the Standard and I Can Statements. Explain the I Cans as much as you do the Standard.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You need to have and articulate the standard and an E.Q. or I can statement (s).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard. Remember you can always put the standard into "kid friendly" terms to help them better understand it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard read and discussed.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You discussed the standard and the I Can statements.  You also revisited the standard during the lesson.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the Great Depression. *The powerpoint was too small. THe teacher enlarged the powerpoint as the lesson progressed. The standard and essential questions were posted and stated. *The teacher needed to go in more detail about the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and E.Qs displayed on slides and thoroughly explained. Lesson is well planned, organized, and well taught.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Video Lesson... I liked your power point going over representing fractions on a number line.  It was difficult for me to tell if the one slide had numbers in the wrong place...you said something about that.  Human number line was a good way to have students become part of the lesson.  You might have expanded the questions with some "greater than"/"less than" to make them to expand their thinking.  Paint chip activity was good. You need to do more teaching to the students other than teaching from a power point.  They need to be more involved and "into" the lesson.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Standard posted

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The anchor charts that Ms. Smith creates for her lessons are exemplary. The "I can" statements give students a frame of reference to go back to throughout the lesson. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The students clearly understand the purpose of learning and are engaged in classroom discussion and ready to take part in independent work. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Drop in visit-lesson in progress.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard posted or discussed. You had E.Q on the board, however it was not pointed out or discussed.  This is so important....it tells the students up front what they are responsible for learning during any lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was the drop-in observation.  Students were going to centers as soon as I entered the class.  Therefore, standards and learning objectives were not seen.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester, I was unable to do a drop-in visit.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		A partial lesson so I didn't observe the Standard being presented

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards/EQ clearly stated and explained. You told the students they would be responsible for learning the answer to the EQ by the end of the lesson.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job posting and presenting Standard.  Also breaking it down for meaning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You clarified what the meaning of literal and nonliteral means when it comes to interpreting idioms.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Discussed standard.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Standards were posted 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		THe teacher did a good job of stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher had the students read the standard and essential questions.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The lesson had already started when I began my observation.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Great instructional video but to enhance the lesson it might help to revisit the EQ after the video is complete. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Standard was reviewed and learning goals reviewed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Standard and learning goals clearly communicated to students. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Review lesson for Georgia Milestones

		West		Sydney		917437847		The students were clearly informed of the goals of the lesson, and in fact participated in defining the key terms from the previous day giving the background information for today’s lesson. The appropriate use of technology (document camera) enhances the lesson and supports classroom discussion. The students had multiple examples and ample scaffolding to support learning and reinforce the review of terms from the previous day/lesson. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose for learning and the students are in full understanding of the goals and objectives.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Use of graphic organizer Modeling Good attention gettters Management strategies used Polishers: Validate Praise Language Function needed only for reading and writing lessons

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Good job going over the standard and I can Statements with the class,

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with the standard-posted, read, discussed.  Discussed the agenda for the lesson-what students would be doing, the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Independent practice Good Student Discussion Good use of Anchor Charts Good time spent practicing the skill Grows: Use more mgt strategies Continue to find teacher voice and expression Use more HOT questions More feedback

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Drop in lesson. No lesson plans available. Don't forgrt to discuss the standard as the new group comes in. Standards were posted in room.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened with I Can statements and then read standard.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted and read along with the EQ.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential qution for the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Exemplary marks were earned in clear learning goals as explained below: The learning goals were very clearly stated and discussed with the class. As the goals were discussed a list of three guidelines that went with them was developed with student input and posted on the screen. An additional screen showed the three options for what students should be working on when they moved to independent work. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-standard posted, I can statement posted & stated 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Drop in visit--no lesson plans available

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Purpose for watching video Good Classroom Management strategies 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Discussed standard and I Can statements. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard was shared.  It was not posted due to a last minute room swap because of technology failure.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Having the lesson main ideas and a graphic on the screen further informed the students of the learning goals. It also referred back to prior knowledge.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The students were informed of the learning goals of this lesson. They knew what they were to do, and attended to their learning responding to the clear instructions of the teacher. 

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Discussed standard.
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		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		3		3		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		3		3		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		3		3		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		3		3		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		3		3		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		3		3		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		3		3		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great idea to play Bingo for a review of terms for electromagnets. This got their brain reconnected from the weekend.  Loved how you had terms and definitions on power point.  This showed questions and answers to Bingo game. Your questioning is always good.  You were reviewing for a test, however you gave a lot of individualized instruction as they worked in stations.  The balance of instruction was a good one because of you helping students individually. Smooth transitions from stations.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good beginning lesson on declarative and interrogative sentences.  Powerpoint had a great deal of information.  Not sure that the students understood what an "alter ego" was...might have needed more definition/meaning.  The Egyption Pyramid paragraph was very informative but I'm not sure from your directions that they need to identify the types of sentences.  Might have highlighted each sentence as you were reading it and identifying it.  Activity was good practice and students seemed to be very successful in identifying types of sentences. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good science lesson for 1st grade about plants.  Students had previous knowledge about the parts of the plants and what plants needed to survive.  Good use of graphic organizer - circle map.  Giving the students the options to draw their plant or write about it gave them success in what they chose.  Good prompting.  Had to move to another room because of technical difficulties.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good opening question, "What is a colony?" *But you never really got the answer. You have to listen to what they are saying. Give your students your attention when they are answering questions that you asked. Don't be getting your materials together while they are answering. Listening closely allows you to piggyback off their answers. Good job of going over what they would be learning. Your questioning was really good. I am very proud of questions you came up with. But once they answer, have them tell the "why". Expand more about it. Use the Power point to give a lot of direct instruction. Your instruction was vague at times, assuming they already knew the information. It was confusing info at times for me. Possibly keep referring back to map to help them understand. Try comparing to today's economy. Do we still have the kinds of jobs they had back in the early colony days? *Having a student read each teaching point took a lof time. Use this time for you to read and explain as you read. The activities at the end were confusing. Possibly too much to complete, even for your ALP class.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students that they would be making an area chart. The teacher had a powerpoint that included the learning target. The teacher let the students know they would use key words to figure out the different area problems. The teacher created a T chart that included what area is, what area can do and what area looks like. The teacher asked different questions to encourage the students to provide the answers to the questions. The teacher had a small Math group. The teacher constantly gave the students positive feedback as they progressed through the lesson. The teacher had a lot of delivery of the subject matter in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher posted different word problems on the powerpoint.  The teacher instructed these students to write "A" or "P" to solve the word problem. The teacher asked good questions. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Hook your students in your opening by giving them something to think about. Don't ever let "what have you been talking about in science?" What about a video about his failure before he became famous?. I have seen one of these. Or start the class off with a large picture of Thomas Edison on the screen. Begin asking cool questions about him or have them write down on an index card three things they already know about this person (don't say his name) It was obvious that the class I watched was a bright class. They need to be challenged with higher level questions. Know what to ask beforehand. The flip book activity was fine, but not sure what the purpose was if they were just copying from board. After you deliver the material, they should be able to think of three facts on their own. The index card summary was basically the same thing as the flip book.  Could they use their three facts and put in paragraph? **keep a timer on.  The flip book should have taken 7-10 min. at the most.  They had far too long to work.   I think that was  part of the management problem. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Even though this was a review of previous taught information it was evident that the students did not have a good grasp of the information.  You did a good job of going over each component and showing examples.  You stressed the difference between heading - subheading and photograph - illustration.  Game of SKOOT was a great way for them to become more familiar with the with the components through real life examples.  You did a good job of not saying "OK".  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Comapring fractions...good video showing the "cross multiplying" method of comparing fractions.  Almost too much information in this lesson.  Students were somewhat confused about cross multiplying and visually looking at the fraction models.  Glad you called on students with their hands down and had those students that said they were confused to work out problems on the board.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good lesson.  Good review of "heat" terms.  You differientiated by having a song, power point of terms, and experiment.  Might have put the worksheet up on the board so that the students could see it as you were describing what they were to do and before you handed it out.  Students worked well during the experiment and on the worksheet.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		I don't think you were as prepared as needed. Good idea using a taco to "build" an image of the four types of productive resources.  Referring back to previous knowledge good to build a foundation.  Timing off when allowing students to get parts ready for taco.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson by telling the students they were going to sort shapes. You asked them what it meant to sort shapes. You clarified what the word "sorts" means. You led a discussion regarding how shapes could be sorted....number of sides, vertices, etc. You used the term "defining attribute".  You explained size was not a defining attribute. After giving students the support needed, you asked them to sort the shapes, by their defining attributes,  in the container in the middle of their groups.  The students worked well together and I could see them discussing the various shapes. After the students had sorted their shapes, you asked them to write sentences explaining how the shapes were sorted. Excellent!  This shows higher order thinking when they are able to explain the  thoughts behind their groups!  You did an excellent job modeling how to write a sentence explaining how a group of shapes was grouped together. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You had the students look at the things you had sitting on a table. You asked them to predict, looking at the items, what they would be doing.  They were able to correctly predict PB&J sandwiches were going to be made. You first led a discussion of what ingredients and utensils would be needed.   You listed these on a chart as students shared. You then had the students break down, into steps, how a PB&J sandwich is made.   You made them think carefully about how the directions were to be written. This was very evident when one student told you to put the peanut butter and jelly on the bread and you literally took the containers and placed them on the bread!  Your point was made! As the steps were given, you had different students come up to the chart and write them on the chart.  After actually demonstrating how to make the sandwich you discussed how the transition words helped with the process of making the sandwich. You then shared a G.O. and explained how they were to write the "how to" directions, along with pictures on it. Students went back to their tables and began to copy the piece of writing created as a class. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pictures were good.  Not sure students knew exactly what you wanted them to say about each picture of animal related to Georgia region.   You needed to give them an example by going over the answers you wanted.  You mentioned something about them going to the zoo and then the lesson was on Georgia regions.  It was confusing. When you are asking questions, it is always good to use the "sticks" the teachers have with the students' names so that everyone gets an opportunity to be heard. Transition was chaotic with putting on their hats.  Not sure hats were needed.  You might need to think of activities that are more challenging to 3rd grade.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Awesome, awesome questions after video. When they answer, have them tell you what that means. Even though this is a review, do more review instruction before they get started with centers. 4 questions about the video is not quite enough. This will create a good balance of instruction and practice. Take the time to explain the stations well. Set your expectations, rules and consequences for what they are to be doing. State the purpose of each station and what they will accomplish.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating that the students would be studying about context clues. The teacher had a Jeopardy game for context clue review. The teacher did a good job of explaining the rules about their Jeopardy game. The lesson was a good review lesson for the upcoming third grade Milestones. The teacher constantly asked the students different questions as they discussed the answer for the Jeopardy game. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You were doing a whole group language arts lesson on "Table of Contents"

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lesson was in progress.  Students were working in math groups.  Small group with you incorporated guided instruction and independent practice time.  You made sure students practiced the skill and then made sure they checked their work.  Independent work groups included technology, partner work, indeendent practice,  Students transitioned to new groups well.  You are very encouraging to your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*You had a well constructed PP . The font was appropriate & key terms defined. *Have an organized way for the students to give you the answers as a group. It is easy for lower students to merge into the group when in fact they may not know the answer. *Sometimes its more productive to provide each group the information (4 sheets per group) instead of having them rotate. *Give the students an opportunity to give you numerous examples and list them on the board or anchor chart.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used a variety of strategies and materials such as wipe off boards, practice clocks, and observations of different watches or other clocks.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		-Teacher uses hand signal to help students recall main character. (Later, hand signals are used to recall all the parts of the "re-telling rope." ) - the students were able recall the setting and the characters. - the problem in the story was that no one wanted to share. - beginning-middle-end. - student understanding checked by asking them to put fingers on correct spot on paper. - teacher uses table-top chart & post-it notes to guide students on starting their graphic organizer. - Students are encouraged as they worked independently on writing about the beginning/middle/end of the story book. The hand motions were a good way to wralear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with stup up the lesson and review for understanding.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You were doing a review in math on fractions, place value and comparing numbers The 3 stations was a good practice idea. I would have liked to seen a simple quiet game, etc. instead of 3 worksheets back to back to back. Be careful not to say, "You need to be quiet so we can finish this and get to the fun stuff." Good idea to have the teams work out problems at their desks while participating team members worked out at the board during Jeopardy game.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Each student is assigned a role, and all students must work as a team to explore the solar system on a webquest. Students will create a final product that they will use to present to the class.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate used real examples of cities and climate regions in the US. Students were given the scenario that the meteorologist at a local news station was sick. Their current assignment is to do research on the city’s weather patterns for this time of year and create a 10 day weather forecast. A variety of technology increases the means by which students may learn. The students are engaged in using laptops to gather data on the city and region assigned. Students will record information on charts in the classroom. Because they are departmentalized, there will be two sets of data - one from each science class. This will help students see the importance of gathering as much data as possible in science. Using the names of real life meteorologists, the teacher(s) related the activity to the students’ world. Making their own weather cast will be exciting for the students.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher is discussing the root words as she goes over the information on the powerpoint. The students were very attentive with their answers to the different questions about the root words and their meanings. When introducing the new powerpoint, the teacher asked the students to share the definition of the word before letting the students give examples for the affixes. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint to circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a great job of asking the students different questions after they circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a good job of using popsicle sticks to call on different students. The students received a whiteboard to write their answers on. The teacher explained the "Go For The Gold!" game to the students. The teacher did a great job of explaining the rules for the whiteboards. The teacher explained in detail how the students would write the answers to the questions on the whiteboard. Great job-explaining how to write the correct answers and talk with the partner. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You began your lesson by asking what they had been studying. *suggestion- Always start with a prompting question such as "We have been studying about the middle colonies. Who can tell me why we called them the middle colonies?" Or any type question that will reel them into your lesson and get them thinking. You can then begin to piggyback off their answers with more questioning. You transitioned well into each activity. Good job! *Before the video at beginning, give them a focus to watch for. What do you want them to gain from video? Good job of asking questions. Keep digging deeper.  This will come with experience.  *Continue to work on higher level questioning. Before slides of pictures start, talk about what it means to earn a living back then and how different it is from today. For example, "Many of the pictures you are about to see are very different than today." Then elaborate on earning a living and what that meant to the middle colonies. Loved the apprentice idea 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Activated prior learning.  Explained meaning of unknown terms. Encouraged students to answer and ask questions. Had students explain why adjectives go in order.  You had them explain their answers/thinking. Lots of student discussion to come to correct answer.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		The Powerpoint was well constructed & proved to be an excellent guide for the lesson. The pictures invoked a great class discussion. Great job leading the discussion for the lesson. Your questions were thought provoking and the students gave great responses. The transition between the class discussion and the activity was very smooth & no time was wasted. Good job giving encouraging feedback throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Class in math centers.  Directions for centers were clear.  Expectations for quality of work and behavior were stated.  Small group-discussed strategy for division,  Tied lesson to real world with Halloween goody bags and candy.  Reviewed the names for the parts of a division problem.  There was guided instruction, student practice, independent work and use of technology. You checked student work giving them immediate feedback on accuracy. Try to incorporate open ended, higher order questions into lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The compare and contrast visual for the class is on chart paper and the characteristics listed are on small cards that can be moved when determine what they have in common. It helps the teacher to differentiate in certain ways... she reads to the students as many of them cannot read at the level of the two books. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate led students in a discussion of the highlights of Benjamin Frankin’s life. Students were eager to share their ideas and responses about Benjamin Franklin. The students were engaged in the invention process – which was the hands-on component of the lesson. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		As your lesson was about informational writing on the topic of turkeys, you launched the lesson with a turkey caller. You asked the students to tell you what they thought the sound was and why you were making it. How creative! You accessed prior knowledge regarding informational writing, as you connected to the writing done about Davy Crockett previously. You helped students remember this type of writing contains facts about the topic. You reviewed what it meant for something to be a fact. Great support and scaffolding! You read previously chosen pages from a couple of books about turkeys, asking students to listen for important turkey facts. As a class, it was decided what the important facts were and you put them on a chart for the students to see. You built up the excitement and anticipation for the second book you read when you asked, "Are you ready to listen to this special book?"  They will think it is special because you think it is special! At one point you said, "I don't know, I need help."  Again, this age student loves to think they are helping their teacher and all were happy to do so. Using the Elmo you demonstrated how the students were to add sections to their turkey books, made previously. Excellent, visual support. You had the gifted students look for facts, in othere resource books, that were not on the chart. You guided the students through labeling the parts of a turkey, the life cycle, and writing 3 facts chosen from the chart.  You then allowed the students to pick three more facts they wished to add to their turkey books using the chart you had created with them.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were working with a guided reading group when I arrived.  All other students were actively engaged in their center work. The students in your guided reading group were all tracking print as they took turns reading aloud.  You asked questions to assess understanding of the story during the reading. You modeled the reading of the story students were to read with their parents that night. That group was then dismissed to begin working on their center assignments. This was done quickly and quietly. You then called the next G.R. group to your table.  You began by asking questions about the book up to the point they had finished reading.  The word depressed came up in the reading and you asked the students what the word meant. Great vocabulary support! You had students, in the centers, working on math, spelling and sight words, as well as students working on the computers in order to improve their letter recognition. Great way to differentiate! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was conducting a small Reading group for the observation. The teacher began the lesson by explaining general academic and domain specific vocabulary. The teacher used the Reading passages they had been studing about to select the different vocabuary. The teacher gave positive feedback as the students worked hard during the lesson. The changing of reading groups was very smooth. The students are very focused on learning during their Reading time. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		A two-minute video about the major rivers of the US added to the lesson introduction. Students were engaged in the video and asked to recall the rivers immediately following the video. Students were also given a fact sheet about the rivers. The teacher candidate asked questions based on the fact sheet and some that were from the video. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There were multiple pauses with no direction given nor any expectation for what students should be doing. The actual lesson took less than half of th 40 minutes noted in the plan. Students were instructed to either read a book or work on tasks from other subjects. At one time, 3 students were seated, only one of those reading. The other two were talking. Two of the students that were up were looking for books. The others were simply off task and not being redirected.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The hands on activity gave students the opportunity to test or experiment with various objects throughout the room to determine their attraction to magnets. This allowed them to move around which is certainly an accommodation for  for those  learners that have a difficult time sitting at a desk all day.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Use of rap song video to introduce text features was an ideal choice. Students were thinking about the content of this rap thoughout the lesson! The stations set up with various books gave sutdents the chance to identify text features in a variety of literature.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved your beginning! YEA! Asking about what an acronym was and connecting that to the acronym they would hear on video. *As the video ends, create a real life meaning about why division is important to learn. And why do we have to KNOW the steps to divide? Why can't we do them in another order? All these are important to go over. Power point was creative. Your questioning was much better!  Good job! *Just a thought....Before they take out paper to practice with you, do some direct instruction, where they are just watching you. You are teaching/ reviewing about these steps. *Stay consistent while you are teaching the word problem. For example, you never mentioned the Daddy, Mother, Sister, Brother while working it. You wrote D, M, S, B but remember you are trying to connect to the acronym to help them remember.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good delivery of content about lines. As you went through the Power point, they took notes on their paper. After PP was over and you had taught each, you went back over each to review. Good job. They loved the Mrs. Bruce says.... game. Also, the name game they used was a very creative idea to help them understand different points. *Ask your " thinking" questions as you are going over the answers. For example, in your name. As you ask what kind of line, have them tell you why it's called that.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		*Wow! I love this idea. Very creative thinking on how to integrate math with Social Studies. Such a natural way of using the Mayflower SS standard to create word problems to solve. Most of the work today was independent and group work. Since this was a SS lesson with math integrated, spend some instruction time on 4th grade Standard of the colonies and the first Thanksgiving. There was too much down time toward the end. What can the other students do when finished early? I think if you had spent more time instructing they would not have gotten finished. Time management is tough. It's hard to estimate the length of time you need.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.  Students were engaged when making predictions of what book you were going to be reading.  Students loved the book.  The activity of having them write the sequel for the book related to the lesson on parts of speech.You asked students to explain the meanings of the parts of speech.  You monitored them as they worked. You set expectations for the work they were to do-encouraging them to do their best.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The ability to think on her feet was an asset when students were slow to respond. She redirected their questions effectively and helped students remain ready to learn throughout the lesson. The students in the classroom began to make connections from the previous questions and even the previous lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Using the graphic organizer on the projector helped students as they were looking at the same one on their desks. It was good to know  the 2nd graders are practicing constructed response as they will have to do on standardized tests next year,

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students were engaged in the lesson and excited to play the game of Scoot.  Several students seem to struggle with the concept of prepositional phrases.  More guided instruction as a group might have helped.  You did stop the game when you noticed the struggle and clarified the difference in preposition and prepositional phrase.  Glad to see you monitoring the students so closely and picking up on the confusion.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great opening video! The students enjoyed it but appeared to learn from it as well. Lesson was well planned and you presented it well! It was obvious that you knew the subject matter that you taught! The power point was well constructed and definitely aided in presently the key points of your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		 Brain Pop video is a great way to open the lesson. The students love these and they are typically very informative!! Spend more time teaching the lesson (BrainPop Notes) before moving on to a quiz. Put a copy of the quiz on the board as a reference. It might help if you had an anchor chart for key terms such as prepositions, prepositional phrases, etc. Lesson needed more guided practice before moving on to quiz.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You began by reminding them that they had been studying electricity. Showed a Brain Pop video. Before video, you told them they would have a quiz. After video, you presented questions to asses understanding of the video. (done aloud with whole group) The assessment was supportive of the info in the brain pop video. *you showed slides that gave the info students were to copy into the blanks of graphic organizer. They took notes as lesson was taught. (More time needed for some). You had a diagram of a circuit on the G.O. for students to complete the part. Some students didn't have time to complete this from slides on board. * When a student got an answer incorrect, you did not explain why it was wrong. Students were not asked to explain why they chose those answers. No higher level questioning was used. Be sure to call on students without hands up. This ensures all students know they are expected to stay on task and learn the content. *No differentiation used in lesson plan or lesson. *Be sure and use reinforcement and feedback when students give correct answers. First transition back to desks was good, but the second transition to groups was chaotic.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for the lesson. You jumped right into the lesson by presenting the standard & focus questions. Good questioning throughout the lesson. You allowed the students to respond before repeating the answer and asking for an explanation of the process. Taking time to define key terms promoted understanding as the lesson progressed. I thought it was neat how you promoted several students to give their thoughts on ways to remember greater than/ less than symbols!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of prior lessons on comparing fractions. You guided students through plotting fractions on a number line in order to compare them. You planned stations in order that you and Mrs. Lewis could work with small groups to review for the upcoming fractions test. You said, "Good job, " as a response to students when they got something right.  Work on being more specific with your praise. Explain what they did well. Include H.O.T. questions in order to increase the students' depth of knowledge. Have them explain their thinking. Your students used white boards to work the problems. Your using one as well would have enabled you to model/help students visually see what you were verbally telling them. Orderly transitions between stations. No instructional time was lost. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of what had been discussed during the first part of the lesson taught before lunch. You asked the students to "foreshadow" regarding how the U.S. would acquire all of the land you indicated on the map west of the Mississippi River. You showed the students, on the map, what the U.S. owned before and after the Louisiana Purchase. Excellent modeling of map skills. You had the students track print during the reading of the text. Love this!  Holds all students accountable and on task. You asked the students why it was important to have good major ports. Good higher order questioning. You pointed out the map in the book that highlighted how much the L.P. added to the U.S. Good reinforcement. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Before starting the lesson you had students stand up. You told each one which side of the room they were to move to and which tables they were to sit in during the lesson. This was for differentiation purposes, as you divided them according to levels. You accessed prior knowledge asking students what they knew regarding what government can do. You shared a PowerPoint and conducted a discussion of the Mayor of Carrollton, the State of GA., and the National Government....discussing the duties of each. This was a lot of information for one lesson. It would have been better to teach one at a time. When asking questions about the information of the slides perhaps ask if they could find it on the slide. Visuals would have been helpful, as there was so much reading/information on the slides. After the group discussion you had the students complete a government "sort" according to their level. You also had the directions for the sort on a slide for them to refer to as they worked. The activity seemed a little difficult because all 3 levels of government were included. I am not sure they had had enough support/instruction/practice of each level in order to complete these with a high rate of success. The students in the higher group seemed to be struggling with not only where ot place their cards, but how to read some of the words. Because there was so much information, you spent the majority of the instructional delivery time explaining the duties of each level of government. Therefore, there were few HOT questions. I did not observe the closing of your lesson, as I had to leave for another observation. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did a good job allowing appropriate wait time for students to respond. This allowed for students who were slower to respond a chance to provide an answer. TC was very encouraging to the students as they attempted to complete the assignments. The lesson allowed for a good balance of instructional time & student participation. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You were doing a Musical Task Card activity. Your students seem to be having fun, while learning at same time. What a great idea to get them moving and reviewing at same time! Very interactive and engaging Your instruction came through individual instruction as they were working. This activity can also be used as an assesment. Smooth transition as they moved back to their seat for closing. Great activity for them to anaylize their own work by self checking. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lesson was well prepared and executed. Students were readily engaged in the lesson. It might be beneficial to have the definition of key vocabulary posted so that the students can see them. Also, I would spend a little more time on a basic verb lesson before adding past, present, & future tense verbs. Once you move on, show the comparison on the same screen. I think it would help them put it into perspective.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Small group lesson with a skills group.  Asked lots of recall questions-lesson focused on constructed responses from text.  Tied to real world experiences. Instead of giving the students th main idea sentence-ask them if they can tell you.  What do they think and why.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Overall a good lesson on the 13 colonies.  Students had an opportunity to go over previously learned information and learn new facts.  Worsheet on promethean board needed to be bigger...it could not be seen at the back of the room.  Glad you went over the first 5 questions together with the class.  Students then had  to opportunity to work with their chromebooks to complete the worksheet.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Students were involved in lesson when I arrived. They were doing creative writing. Students had graphic organizers to help them organize their thoughts. You did a great job of montoring the students as they worked. You gave additional help when needed and encouraged students as they worked. You kept students engaged-quickly redirecting when they got a little talkative. You encouraged them to do their nest writing.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge of antonyms. Their responses were priceless. You led the discussion of antonyms being two words with opposite meanings. Beautiful, orderly, quiet transition the rug. No instructional time lost! Once you came together on the rug, you had the students again say what antonyms are. You made an anchor chart using the letters in the word antonym....giving the definition of the word and examples. Very creative. The students had a part in the creation of the anchor chart! Students had a clear understanding of what you were doing with the chart and they were anxious to share their examples. You read The Foot Book and asked students to look/listen for examples of antonyms as you read. Before reading you once again reminded students what antonyms are. The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the book. After the reading of the book students shared antonym pairs and they were added to the anchor chart. After filling out the chart, you choral read all the antonym pairs on the chart and you revisited the meaning of antonyms once again. Such excellent support for your students' learning. The students went back to their table groups. You showed them a slide on the P. Board and again discussed the meaning of antonyms. You had an example sentence: An antonym for happy is _______. The students readily told you an appropriate answer. You next had students brainstorm in their table groups some examples of antonyms that had not been discussed before. Students were able to give examples which clearly showed they were understanding. The next slide you had the students match pairs of antonym pictures. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You access ed what students remembered from the previous days lesson.  You drew a web on the board and the students gave you adjectives to describe PEEPS. Great way to combine L. Arts with Science.  You told students they were going to make a prediction. You asked the students what this word means and they were able to tell you it is a guess.  You asked the students to predict if the PEEP, when placed in a cup of water, would sink or float. A student asked you, "What if our prediction is wrong?"  You quickly emphasized a prediction was their "guess" and there was no right or wrong.  On the graphic organizer you gave the students you asked them to circle either "sink" or "float" as their prediction.  You clarified the meaning of the word sink.  You took a count of the number of students who thought the PEEP would sink or float. You then collected their prediction papers.  You told the students they would observe the PEEPS in water the next day. You then told the students they would predict what would happen to the PEEP once it was put into the water, besides sink or float.  The students had many excellent predictions which you wrote on the board. The students then wrote a sentence on their G.O. telling what they thought would happen.  When they wrote their sentence it would have been good go have them use the word "predict".  I predict..... 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		You were teaching a  whole group lesson on using pronouns correctly.  The Power point was large, colorful and easy to read.  There was a good balance of instruction and practicing independently.  You gave individually instruction as you assisted students working independently.  Smooth transition as you lined them up to go to lunch. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Opening was great as you gave them the Agenda of the day. Did you hear their "yeas" as you told them about Musical Chairs?" Awesome instructions on what they would be doing in their activities. Very creative ideas for activities. Today is Friday and it makes learning fun when the students can move around the room instead of just sitting. Side to Side was such a simple game, but powerful. You did a great job of asking high challenging questions such as ways to change the verb. (it was obvious that you took in to consideration of what we talked about) Transitions wers smooth and directions were given. Loved, loved the musical chairs story activity.  The students loved it too.  Great music! **- As students asked questions, use that time to quickly review.  For example, when the girl asked about writing in 1st, 2nd or 3rd person, have her remind the class what that means.  ** Keep reinterating that the story has to flow or it won't make sense.  Not only from the verb standpoint but the type story. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were going over Daily Language Review as I came into the room. Perfect that you took the time to go over the words "biology" when so many were confused.  We, as teachers, have to listen to our students so that when we are confused we can help them! *Love the Agenda on the board.  Do you do this every day?  That's a wonderful idea! You transitioned into their skills groups.  You gave explicit directions on what they would be doing in their groups.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson began with a 6 minute test that took approximately 20 minutes to complete. The lesson really had no opening or focus. TC reviewed the 5 question test with the students & had individual students work the problems on the board. Lesson transitioned to a work sheet & the TC worked the problems with the help of the students using the CUBES system. None of the terms mentioned in the I Can statements (time, length, volume and weight) were mentioned even though the problems were comprised of problems relating to some of them. Not all students were called on & several students appeared bored &/or lost :(

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Engaged students.  Tied to real life with them using themselves as examples.  Students were engaged in lesson.  Centers allowed students hands on participation.  Very encouraging with students. Good job incorporating high order questions in lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You opened with a review of prior learning to set the stage for the activity part of your lesson.  Students loved the slide show and were able to recall facts and details and answer your questions.  You incorporated higher order questions-"why-expain", "what happens when".  Good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students worked to create a map of Ga that incorporated all they had learned about the regions.  They were so excited to work on this and hated to stop for lunch. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good variety in your presentation...Flocabulary, anchor chart, reading paragraph for main idea and supporting details, graphic organizer, independent work.  I liked how you used a paragraph about what they were learning in science for them to read and find main idea/supporting details.  Anchor chart was hard to see with the lights off and it was held very low.  Students were not very responsive at the beginning but got better.  

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary about different math vocabulary terms that would help solve math word problems. After the Flocabulary video, the teacher explained the students would be playing around the world. The students thoroughly enjoyed the Around the World game. The teacher explained the C.U.B.E.S. strategy. The teacher reviewed what C.U.B.E.S. means. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the different C.U.B.E.S strategies. The teacher had great advice for the students when they take the Milestones test. GLOW-The teacher had the class read the word problem together. The teacher instructed the students to solve the problem on their whiteboard. The students did a good job of sharing information while trying to solve the word problem. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		The students were engaged throughout the lesson. Good use of the document camera so that the students could analyze a problem that had some issues. You were very encouraging to your students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When you passed back the students writing, you told them they were to proofread their letters to their favorite author.  You reminded them they could look back to their book, Dear Mr. Henshaw, for help regarding ideas as to what to say in their letters. You circulated throughout the classroom offering assistance as was needed. After finishing the letters you directed the students to swap papers with their partners. Each student was to pretend to be the author the fellow student had written to and answer the questions as they thought the author would.  So creative!! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You activated the lesson with a video forecast. You led the class in a discussion of what the numbers on a forecast map represent and how those numbers are determined. You connected the temperatures on the map to their real lives, asking the students if their parents listen to the weather report in order to determine what they should wear to school each day. You asked the students what the person telling the forecast is called and had the students discuss this in their groups.  You had the groups share their responses. You then asked the students what the study of weather is called, once again letting the students discuss in groups.  There was a discussion afterwards. You asked the students what temperature measures and you led them to the understanding it is how hot or cold something is. You shared a thermometer with the class and explained it was an instrument used to measure temperature. You had made an anchor chart of a thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celcius represented on both sides. You explained fahrenheit was considered the "customary system" and celcius was part of the metric system. Each student had a G.O. picture of a thermometer and you had them color theirs in using your anchor chart as their example!  Well done! You pointed out certain temperatures can be controlled with examples such as room temperature, freezer temperature. You pointed out outdoor temperatures cannot be controlled. You demonstrated water boils at 212 degrees farenheit by putting a thermometer into a pan of boiling water and letting the students look at the thermometer. You also had the students fill in the boiling point for fahrenheit on their G.O. You explained water freezes at 32 degrees fahrenheit. You demonstrated this by sharing a couple of thermometers that had been sitting in ice water for a couple of  hours. On the celsius side you explained water boils at 100 degrees and freezes at 0 degrees. This information was also recorded on their G.O. You had students use their G.Os and your anchor chart to predict temperatures of the various seasons. This was great application for what they were learning. You conducted a quick review of information at the end of the lesson. Don't forget to include your E.Qs in the review, as they were your learning goals. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Not a bad introductory lesson on Heat.  You had their attention when you said they were going to experiment with chocolate.  Might have been better to show "Experiment sheet" on the promethean board so that they could see what you were trying to explain.  Also might have tried to find a video to help introduce the standard.  Liked your "Think about in your head what it feels like in your hand" instruction.  Good questioning techniques throughout the lesson.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Prezi...it really allowed you to incorporate everything needed to address the standard in a variety of ways.  Personal reference made about your husband, the coach, who needs to know the weather...students are always interested in the lives of their teachers.  Referring back to previous knowledge is also a good way to reinforce their learning.  Students seemed to really enjoy the lesson and were eager to share what they had done.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great subject knowledge.  Had them get their page ready in binder before starting.  Liked the way you had the reading done in three different styles:  popcorn, speed, and independent.  Stressed "Cite the evidence correctly from the text"...so important!  Also had them look at questions before they read independently so they would be reading to find the answers.  Loved your example of "seeing" the flashlight through child's body and through his ear cartlidge.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good opening asking students what they knew about the words...transparent, translucent, and opaque...also the "cheesy" video.  Good graphic organizer for them the write down if items were t,t,or o.  Group activity got a little chaotic with the rotation.  Might also have been better if there had been a flashlight on each table so that the students could actually shine the light "through" the items.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You really did not teach.  You did a quick review of the names of the 3 people in history that they were studying.  Then you just go them go into groups and work on their books.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job of incorporating higher order questioning.  Lots of positive reinforcement for students as they answered questions and participated in discussions.  Good balance of student participation and instructional time. When student had outburst-you kept the rest of the class on task and the lesson continued. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lesson on solving word problems.  You asked students to tell you what they found difficult about woed problems and then had them tell you about key words they should look for.  You also had students discuss they strategies they could use.  Asking them to explain the strategies, tell how and why they would use them would expand their understanding. Make a flip chart for smart board with only one problem at a time for guided instruction.  Document camera is awkward-paper moving, shows part of the next problem, your hand covered the screen.  This would get you out from behind the desk and in front of the class. Very weak strategies for dealing with struggling learners. Leson continued.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher explained what a noun is and how to identify the nouns. The teacher had a powerpoint about nouns. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint and circle the nouns in each sentence. GROW-Be careful with spelling of words-sandwhiches should be sandwiches. The teacher asked good questions about the sentences-What is the subject? What is the predicate? The teacher shared a powerpoint on verbs. The teacher let the students read the definitions. The teacher had a powerpoint about identify the verbs. The teacher had another powerpoint on adjectives. The teacher asked good questions about the review powerpoints. When the students selected the wrong words, the teacher had a great way of questioning the students until they arrived at the right answer. GROW-The teacher needed to instruct the students that most of adverbs end in "ly". The teacher had different sentences on the powerpoint. The teacher read the directions for the powerpoint before letting the students answer the questions. GROW-The directions on the powerpoint had the wrong "to". Draw "to" should be draw "two" line under the adjective or the adverb in each sentence. The teacher explained the rules for the Jeopardy game. The teacher did a good job of making sure the students understood how to play the game according to the rules. GROW-"Inturpted" should be "interrupted". 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked questions at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher wrote the question-Who likes jellybeans?-on the board.  The teacher asked the students questions during the lesson to create a bar graph. The teacher gave explicit directions about the jelly beans which would be used for the graph. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students bean to work on the worksheet. The teacher explained how to graph the jellybeans by color. The teacher posted the questions that the students would answer at the end of the lesson. The teacher had the questions posted the questions on the powerpoint. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good job defining the key terms for the lesson (compare & contrast). It would be beneficial for you to have the definitions posted on the PB as part of your Powerpoint or on an anchor chart so the students would have a visual to look at if they became confused. Compare & contrast is a confusing leson for some students! TC was very encouraging to the students. This promoted a positive learning environment! It would have been beneficial for the reading passage sheet to be visable on the PB so that you can refer to it as you went over it with the students. By doing so, it would have provided you a visual to refer to & write on as the lesson progressed. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students by discussing the election of the class mascot and how girls would have felt if they could not vote.  Good place to ask what they thought about this and why?  How does it make the girls feel, what about the boys? Reviewed vocabulary to be sure students undersood the terms being used.  You had a printed definition sheet ready for students to put in notebooks. Brain Pop video talked about subject.  Took quiz at end--involve all students by having them discuss answers or signal answers or write on white board.  When only one student answers you only know about their understanding. Students were to make a Twitter profile for Susan B. Anthony-some were not familiar with Twitter.  When using something like that be sure students understand the concept. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		When reading to the class, a larger book would have been better so students could see the pictures clearly. Your page of pictures for sequencing was too busy, not really utilized in lesson and a distraction. With kindergarten-a real plant , seed and sprout would have been great. PPt example was discussed and sequenced verbally.  It would be great if you could move the pictures into the correct order so students have that visual.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of Thomas Jefferson. You read a book about him and asked questions as you were reading. After reading the book, you put a picture of T.J. on an easel. You asked students to recall certain information and as they responded correctly you put the picture of the correct answer on the easel.  Great visuals.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You were playing a review game of 3 dimensional figures using the Jeopardy format.  You asked students to access prior knowledge of these figures. Students moved to their teams in a nice orderly fashion. When questions were chosen you allowed the teams to confer on the answer. Great team effort! You allowed students to use the anchor chart for help. Great way to demonstrate the resources in the classroom are helpful! When students struggled with an answer you stopped and helped them understand why the answer was what it was.  Excellent support for your students' learning! I did not see the closing of the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The Powerpoint greatly aided to the presentation of the information. It was clearly organized and well put together. You did a super job involving the students in the learning process. You encouraged the students to participate in the lesson. Very appropriate amount of guided vs. independent practice.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Good beginning having them answer a question on Google classroom about what they were going over in class before you taught.  REally the the "Zearn" teaching program.  It teaches while it allowed you to pause and highlight important knowledge.  Very good practice.  You did a great job of stressing important points throughout the lesson.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students take out their journals to write the problems from the powerpoint. The teacher knows the metric system subject matter very well! The teacher is a natural teaching the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats in their journals. The teacher does a good job of including the students in her lesson by letting them come to the powerpoint and show how to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of letting the students raise their hands if they agree or disagreed with the student's answer. GLOW-Loved the part of the lesson when the teacher had the students represent the number and the decimal. The teacher had great reminders for the students about the correct way to write answers using inches and feet. The teacher passed out the metric worksheets for the students.  The teacher did a good job of explaining the directions to the students. The teacher presented the worksheet on the image machine for the powerpoint. The teacher made the sheet a little harder by crossing out the measurement units.  The students had to figure out which measurement unit would be used to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet before letting the students begin. The lesson was very sequential and very educational. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		It would benefit the students if you used real-life examples for volume. The goal is for the students to relate something in their life to the subject being taught. This is the way the brain learns & remembers! The egg carton was a a good example but the students appeared to be somewhat confused. It might help if you wrote on the package with a marker. Encourage individual students to answer your questions. When several call out possible answers, the slower students tend to have a difficult time following. Remeber students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times to learn. For the lower students, work the mulitpli cation problems on the side of the board. Refer the students back to the wording of the problems when they are giving an anwer. Also, write on the board to clarify which side/area that you are talking about in order to make it clear.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video. The teacher began the lesson by reading Explore South America. The teacher asked good questions before beginning the read aloud. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary for the book as she read the book. The teacher did a good job of pointing out the different uses of the vocabulary as she explained the book. The teacher had a card on each desk. The teacher provided several non-fiction books for the students. The teacher shared the Text Feature Scavenger Hunt with the students using the Image Maker. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a great job or role modeling how to complete the worksheet using a partner. The teacher had cards on each desk. The students had to find their partners and then stand on the rug. The teacher instructed the students which table they would need to sit at before beginning their worksheet.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Powerpoint use realistic illustrations and aided in presenting information. Make sure Key Terms are in larger print of in bold so they are not over looked. There was 4 major vocabulary terms fo this lesson (simple machines, fulcrum, lever, force). The students would benefit from them being posted throughout the lesson. The PP pictures were great but students benefit more from seeing the actual item when possible.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson even with the "technical issues".  Students were excited to know they were going to make a thermometer after the lesson.  Good questioning and discussion with the students.  It  was interesting seeing the students try to make the temperature rise "up the straw".  

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Your opening of Text Structures was fine, but a little vague. Start out by saying "You have been studying text structures.. What does that mean to have a text structure?" Begin questioning about what the words text and structure even mean. " Where do we get that phrase? Let's see if we can remember 5 different text structures that we have learned about. Who can name one?" These are all great questions to enter you into the Standard and I Cans. Brag on your students. Make them feel smart! They gave you some really good answers. Don't just say "Ok" and move on. This is so important! Good job giving directions and expectations for stations. Ask for questions to make sure everyone is clear. Are they working in groups or individually? Make that clear as well. You had 5 stations going on with 5 different worksheets. Does every station have to be worksheet oriented? It takes more time but there can be a sequencing game, maybe 2 small hoops to practice with compare and contrast, etc. Try changing this up and making this more creative. Use a variety of strategies. The Kahoot was a good summary of what they were reviewing. Have students hold up their cards at one time (when you say "flash". This way you can see at a glance who really knows it.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Using a graphic organizer was perfect for this topic. It might help if you had a posted copy of the same GO. This can be accomplished by putting the GO on an anchor chart or drawing it on the whiteboard. Great PP pictures - very realistic!. Good handwriting - large and clear formation of letters. You were very receptive to the students answers. Also vey positive attitude!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video Hip-Hop Around the Clock. The teacher asked questions about the video after the students had viewed it. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions about time. When the teacher realized the students did not understand half hour, she had a good explanation for the students. The teacher discussed analog and digital clocks with the students. The teacher instructed the students to get the clocks out of the bucket at their table. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around and check the clocks of the different students when they were showing a certain time. The teacher instructed the students to place the clocks back in the bucket at their table. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great presentation.  Your power point allowed all students to "get" the material in a way they could be successful in learning and doing the center activities.  Great discussion with the students about each inventor.  Liked you emphasizing a quote from Thomas Edison..."We can always make things better."  Describing what to do in each center made the transition  easy.  Make sure you know how to say the last names of some of the inventors that you had in your power point.  I know they were not the inventors that they had to know something about but you only called them by their first name.  You can get the  pronunciations on Google.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		There's got to be discussion about the video. The first question I was waiting for you to shout out was "What in the world did they mean about being excited about elbow room? The video was squelched when you turned it off and told them to do a KWL sheet on LA purchase. Was your intention for them to write about things they heard or remembered in the video? Wouldn't it make sense to have them share some ideas they know before you get started? That's part of your opening. Your Power Point was good. The visuals were very good to help them see what the US looked like before and after the purchase. The activity matched your Standard with showing the expansion that the purchase gave the US, but it was too hard. Good lesson learned here. It would have been perfect just to have a simple blank US map that showed the states already there. Then their job was to add the expansion. Then maybe add the rivers in that expansion only. Keep in view of your Standard. Just expansion of LA purchase. Also make sure you have resources (SS book) available. This is important for those who need it. Make sure you explain the directions well. Even a reminder of what a "key" is.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Grabbed the students attention with the bag of items for them to get something out of--students had to infer what that item meant.  Power point allowed students to practice inferencing as a large group.  Case files allowed students to work in small groups to infer.  Loved all the real world objects you included in the case files.  Students were so excited to do this lesson.  All were engaged in the evidence. Brought students back together to discuss the evidence found and their inferences as to what had happened.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I love your "Class Agenda"...lets the students know what to expect in class.  You did a good job of introducing how to multiply fractions.  Good differentiation of activities...video, step-by-step rules, practice, and game.  Be careful when you put information in the "Gifted" section....not all gifted students are gifted in math.  

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		When you are going over questions on Power Point, show these answers visually. Example, when the little girl said "numerators of the fraction" show that on board just to remind over and over. You went over the steps of mixed numbers. The instruction today was a little confusing. Was it an introduction to mixed numbers? If so , it needs to be kept simple like 3 6/10 + 4 3/10 = 7 9/10. You don't want to leave them with more of a proper fraction. Did they need to add mixed numbers or should it have been to add 2 fractions to get the mixed number. 3/4 + 5/4 = 8/4 Then show how that changes into a mixed number. You were trying to go further and add the whole numbers with it.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The lesson began with a Brain Pop Video about the clock and five minute intervals. The teacher explained the worksheet to the students. *The teacher needed to pass out the worksheet and then explain it to the students. *There were too many questions about the worksheet. The teacher colored a strip on the promethean board to explain it further to the students. *The teacher needs to work around and monitor the students closely to make sure they are completing the worksheet correctly.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You began the lesson with a mixed review. You worked through a few of the problems with the students. You reminded students how to subtract fractions with unlike denominators.  Very good questioning during mixed review. All were given a handout. You worked the first 2 multiplication problem with students which was a great way to support and review.  You then worked the first division problem. You modeled your own thinking when you said, "I like to rewrite my problem so I don't get confused with all the little marks."  Modeling your thinking supports students in developing their own thoughts regarding how to solve problems. When/if students "catch you" making a mistake, this is a good thing!  This means they are engaged and questioning what you are doing! You can even thank them for pointing out your mistakes. You then moved the lesson on to work problems with multiplication and division and you told the students which problems to work on the handout.  You cautioned students to "think logically" when it comes to their answers and you gave an example of what you meant by this. You gave the students a time limit for finishing the task. I left before the closing of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You led the students through the steps of adding/subtracting fractions with like and unlike denominators. You modeled this and reminded the students how to find the L.C.M.  Students had handouts to follow along as you worked through several problems with them on the P. Board.  This was great support for your students. A student pointed out an answer could be simplified which let to a review of finding the G.C.F. You modeled how to find a common denominator when the problem had unlike denominators. Remember to ask more H.O.T. questions. Ask students more why, how, explain questions. For instance: How is solving an addition/subtraction problem with like denominators different from ones with unlike denominators? You gave each student a domino and they were to get with a partner and add and subtract using the numbers as fractions.  It is always a good idea to model how to do something like this. Some of the students were not exactly sure what you meant for them to do. When students are able to explain their thought processes they have a deeper depth of knowledge regarding the topic. Fractions practice. You had the students complete one column with you, one with a partner, and one on their own.  Be sure to remember to use the correct termonology....numerators and denominatiors. The handout with the columns seemed a little crowded and left little room for students to work out the answer.  Would it have been possible to adjust the sheet, giving the students more room to show their work? 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had a good delivery about the different graphs-bar and line graphs. The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in their hands-on Science experiments. The teacher explained the bar and line graphs before letting the students begin their experiments. At the closing of the lesson, the teacher had the students pass their bar creations down to the end of the table. The teacher had the students switch tables during the lesson. The students separated the M and M's by color. The students created the bar graph by graphing the different colors of M and M's. The teacher was very observant of each student during the rotation activities. After the station rotation, the teacher asked different questions about the graphs. The teacher shared a Flocabulary video about the scientific method. GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment to see if the students understood the subject matter about the graphs. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Loved the Super Powers emerge picture and how it connected with Cold War, Good beginning as you segwayed into the Brain Pop video about the Cold War, As your teacher walked in, the two of you co taught.  This was great that you had things to interject.  Good questioning!  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was a monthly review lesson on physical and chemical change. You did a fabulous job of asking review questions to get their brains back in gear after long holiday break. Very impressed that your students knew all the answers. Loved that you gave them a few minutes to complete the review sheet before you would go over it together. **As you move into a video, remember to give it purpose. Tell your students what they will see in the video or how it will help them. The quiz after video was good. This would have been a great assessment if they answered on paper and not aloud. suggestion- Instead of you reading each answer, have them read the answers silently before someone gives correct answer. This gives them good practice for the Ga Milestone. Loved that you referred back to the EQ as you read one of the questions on quiz. Awesome experiment to help them see physical and chemical change. So glad you allowed them to predict what would happen. They can do this on paper OR talk with a partner about it. This allows great discussion if they do a "elbow partner chat" for a minute. Your instruction came all during lesson as they were hands on with experiment. Awesome! Transitions were smooth as you moved from each activity to the next. You didn't miss a beat. No wasted or down time.

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Good review lesson over PEMDAS.  Flocabulary was a great was to get them back into thinking about order of operation.  Like the way you explained the centers before having the students begin.  Might have been better in the Dice and Popsicle Stick centers to have the students fill their sheets in and then go back to their seats to work the problems.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson with a youtube with John F. Kennedy.  The teacher instructed these students to listen and be ready to remark on the quote-"One stop for man, one giant leap for mankind." The teacher instructed the students to discuss with their table what they thought the quote meant. The teacher did an outstanding job explaining how to create their own moon lander. The teacher used the materials provided to explain in detail how to create their own moon lander. For five minutes, the teacher instructed the students to brainstorm their ideas for the creation of their moon lander. The teacher constantly visited each small Science group working on their moon lander.  The teacher interacted with the students as they worked. The activity was very interesting for the students.  The students were very involved throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to return to their seats.  The teacher had a journal ticket out the door that included three questions.  The students were instructed to answer the questions in their journals. The different groups went to the front on the classroom and observed if their moon lander landed on the moon safely. The teacher had good questions for the students about their moon lander creations. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher opened the lesson by showing a youtube video about animal adaptations. After the video, the teacher answered questions about the animal adaptations. The teacher had a powerpoint that explained about different subject matter related to the animal adaptations. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the powerpoint presentation. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the powerpoint to include them in the presentation more. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their own animal with a partner at the table. The teacher had the students read the different parts of the animal adaptation sheet at their seats. Each partner group got four environments on their sheets. The teacher had good examples of animal creations on her powerpoint that she shared with the students. GROW-After reading the instructions for the sheet, the teacher needs to ask if there are any questions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher shared a flocabulary video at the beginning of the lesson on backing up opinions with reasons. The teacher read aloud the book, The Perfect Pet. The teacher has great animation throughout the read aloud lesson. The teacher posted the powerpoint that showed the opinion graphic organizer. The teacher had great questions abut the graphic organizer. The teacher wrote her opinion about the book on the powerpoint The teacher had good questions about the graphic organizer. The teacher called on different students to suggest different opinions for the graphic organizer. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by explaining the students would be learning about main idea. The teacher was teaching a Reading small group. The teacher let the students read different parts of the passage. The teacher let each student complete the Main Idea worksheet. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the information that supports the main idea in the passage. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Review lesson for Milestones 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about her powerpoint. The students were instructed to do think-pair-share with the lesson. The teacher has good thought provoking questions for the lesson. *The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint to complete the problems. *The teacher needed the students to work at their desks as she worked at the front of the classroom. *The teacher needed to walk around the students at their seats to monitor their behavior closely. THe teacher had the stations posted on her powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the powerpoint to the students before letting them begin. The teacher counted off the students to assign them to their correct station. The students were very focused when they began their stations. The noise level reduced and the students worked very hard! 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were doing a small group reading group. The remaining students were involved in centers.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You were doing a review on Text Structures. Great opening as you had groups to write on chart paper everything they could remember about Text Structures. Tip: After bringing charts to front, possibly have one spokesperson for the group or either you read them so it can go quicker. The entire group can come up front but not necessary. (Ha- you realized this quickly and changed it! Good for you!) Awesome how you connected the Milestone to what they are learning today. Using strategies and asking questions of how to help yourself! Loved the graphic organizer for text structure. Doing the emojis really helped them remember these! Awesome job at delivering these text structures through colorful, creative organizers. Using sports as your topics connected your kids (especially boys)!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening was good as you grabbed their attention by having them tell you what they know about the shape you were drawing. *This is your time to question! Don't just allow them to give you some facts they notice, but question them on these facts. For example, "What is a quadilateral shape? What does that mean?" The flip books were a good idea for them to write down review facts and examples on these quad shapes.  When you pass these out, explain exactly what they will be doing in these.  Give specific directions.  Remember not to teach from the board too much. I know it's hard when you are typing on the Smart board, but after you write your facts, then get up and move around while they are working. This allows you to be sure they are on task.  Be a part of your class....don't set yourself away from the group.  Don't allow too much time for writing in their booklets. Set a time and move on. This got a little boring and "draggy". That's why you need to walk around and monitor. Great question "What makes a square different than a quadilateral?" Anytime you mention a term (perpendicular, quadilateral, classifying, parellel lines, etc. make SURE they remember what these are. Don't just assume. This is reviewing as you go along.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened lesson by going outside and having students find 3 rocks.  Students were excited and engaged to go out.  You asked students to recall how to categorize rocks. Students worked with a partned to look at their rocks. Have a partner list ready so you don't have to staqnd there and figure out pairs. Have the students share the characteristics of their rock with the group since that was the standard.  That insures that they understand the terms and how to apply them.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Showed short video to engage students and prepare them for lesson on greater than/less than.  Did an oral example with the class-writing the numbers on the board will help more students understand the concept. Incorporated a higher order question-try to get more into lesson. Instruction was brief and independent activity took most of the time.  Students worked with a partner and di to create numbers to compare.  Students were engaged in the activity. I want to see you do more direct teaching.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Opening was relative as you showed a beautiful mansion and then in comparison a run down house. You were describing how the Soviet Union went from strong to collapsing. Very proud of your questioning. You have a strength with this! That's awesome! Your instruction/review  needs to be longer.  You can combine teacher directed instruction along with guided instruction.  The balance was good, but each section needs to be longer (Instruction and practice) You don't want to have too much time left over!  Great job on closing! You summarized well and recapped the Standard and EQ. The video was a good idea to finish up after you discussed but it didn't match. You realized this after a few minutes.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with the monstter picture to describe using adjectives. Monitored students, Good balance of guided instruction and student practice. Very encouraging. Set behavior expecttions. Tie to real world,

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Video was a good idea but you were not prepared and an ad covered at least a third of the screen.  You should have this planned before the last minute. There was a good balance of instruction with student participation as they sorted the adverbs onto your chart. Independent practice with students completing their own sorting sheet of adverbs.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Nice opening as you explained and posted the Agenda for the lesson. This got your students excited about what they would be doing. You did a good job of stating expectations. Smooth transition from Standard into getting your students thinking about the book you would be reading aloud. *Good job giving them real experiences of eating out. Dig a little deeper into paying the bill, tip, etc. and why we should do that. (real life experiences). Remember to always think, "Why do these 5th graders need to be learning this?' *Another suggestion is to start out in a different direction....ask who has ever been on a money hunt? We all have found money in odd places. How important is money to live, eat, etc.? This is important! The activity of The Pig Family eating out was creative. This allowed them to work in groups, getting along and working together. *It was obvious this was a bright group. Think about how would you teach this same lesson to an inclusion group? More instruction would probably be needed. *Don't forget to do a closing, summary.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were doing guided practice on dividing fractions.  The game made it fun for them.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a powerpoint on possession and possessive nouns. The teacher needs to use the powepoint as a reference tool. The teacher had a powerpoint on the singular possessives for the students to complete. The teacher did a good job of having the students complete the singular possessives powepoint. The teacher had a worksheet for the students to complete. The teacher instructed the students to wait and listen to the instructions for completing the worksheet before she let them begin. *The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. The teacher rotated different Reading groups to check their work. The teacher closed the lesson by asking a question about apostrophes used with possessive nouns. *The teacher needed to have more creative ways to teach the subject matter. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson what a dichotomous chart is and how it is used by scientists. You shared an example of how mammals can be classified. You moved to modeling how to use the dichotomous chart in order to classify jelly beans. You worked through two examples, giving the students the scaffolding they needed in order to work independently. You pointed out as they went through the process/chart the classifications got more specific and harder to judge. You had the students work with a partner to classify, using the dichotomous chart, the jelly beans you had given them in a little cup.  They each had their own dichotomous chart as well as a chart to record their findings. You closed the lesson with a discussion regarding why classifying is helpful to scientists and how it can be used.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You conducted a practice "illuminate Quiz" and then assigned the students the one what would be graded. All students were engaged and working quietly as they took their quiz on their chrome books.  You cautioned students to think very carefully about number 5.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		To me, you seemed very unsure of the material and teaching it correctly.  You can check on Google how to say "distributive".  You said it about three different ways during the lesson.  It might have been better to leave the students at their seats as you went through the instruction, as they seemed to be to bunched under the promethean board.  Your anchor chart was good but don't depend on it to teach...it is only an example of how to do.  You need more energy and excitement in your teaching.  Also your voice is very monotone.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. It was a transition from seats to rug to read aloud a story.. Great job in reading aloud. You used a lot of expression and had your students intriqued by story. The story was also interactive. Glad you allowed them to be silly since it was Halloween. **As you move to rug, try a countdown to get them there quickly. When you see that it's taking too long to get settled, tell them they have 10 seconds to get ready. This works every time. Good transitions back to their seat after story to begin the listening activity from story..

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Loved your opening. You even pulled in Easter as the students reconstructed an Easter puzzle. Proud of how you tied it together with Reconstruction of South after Civil War. As you are moving into instruction, talk about what had happened during Civil War and connect that to why and how they would reconstruct. These three amendments would help do this in Lincoln and Johnson's plan. Make sure they see this connection. Keep referring back to I Can Statements. The Power Point was creative and good information. You used this to instruct and ask questions. Your questioning was so much improved today! Awesome! *Explain words such as humility, radical, etc. Be careful not to just read the Power point. Know it well enough to tell about it instead of reading it off the chart. Your positive comments and feedback was good today. Differentiation could have been used as you allowed this class to only do 4 questions or even 6 questions instead of 8. Or ahead or time found out who in the class needs 4, 6 or 8 questions and use this as differentiation in a discreet way. Summarize/close lesson with your I Can Statements. What they are writing on their constructions paper is just fictional and not a type of assessment.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You launched the lesson asking students what the words past and present mean. You gave students baggies with pictures in them. They were to place the picture under the correct heading, past or present, on a graphic organizer you gave each student. Sorting was an xcellent way for students to show their understanding of past and present. You told students they would be taking notes. You gave each student a G.O. to write their notes. You had a chart to write on so students were easily able to see where and how to write their notes. You showed numerous slides depicting the life of the Creek Indians and guided the students through the note taking. Afterwards, you had the students filp to the opposite side of the G.O. and write the same information they had written about the Creek children about themselves.  Excellent use of HOT using compare/contrast.  You helped students understand what to write about themselves with your questioning. Terrific support. Students were then aked to create paper dollsof themselves and a Creek Indian.  You had slides with pictures of Creek children in order to help your students. You also made model paper dolls to share. As your closure, you had students pick a Creek picture from their baggies and write, on a sticky note, a sentence describing how the creek Indians used it. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You were leading a discussion about a time students accomplished over time. You shared a personal story regarding learning how to play tennis over a period of time.  You directed students to write a paragraph

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		I liked the way you used the "Alexander" book to walk through subtracting money together as a class.  It is really a handicap when you do not have enough board space or technology to show the problems adequately.  Be careful...if you use a cent sign don't use a decimal point.  Also you wrote 8 cents as .8 and 5 cents as .5.  The students were copying and what they copy needs to be correct.  Students did a good job working on the story problems as a group.  Glad you walked around and checked each group's work and had them explain the process.  They also enjoyed finding out how much money their name was worth.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had the students do group counting to 60. The teacher does a good job calling on individual students to answer the different powerpoint questions. The students are very responsive to the questions. The teacher did a good job of clarifying columns and rows. The teacher used a powerpoint presentation with the different multiplication problems to teach the subject matter. Good use of powerpoint and student involvement. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Opening of the lesson engaged the students. Good job relating Ruby Bridges to the students everyday life. You were encouraging to the students even when they became restless.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Engaged students by having them tear a piece of paper. RElated to real world-why we can use or don't use certain materials for clothes. Had students describe the properties of a shirt. Most of lesson that was observed was you reading to students from text.  You did ask recall questions to be sure students were staying engaged. Lesson continued

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were immediately engaged in questions regarding some animal facts and making some predictions about the various animals in the classroom that are undergoing metamorphosis (chicks, ladybugs, butterfly chrysalis, praying mantis).  The students are making observations and writing in their journals about the changes they see in the animals. Making sketches with the journal entries is an important exercise in visual literacy.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The class discussion included a variety of questioning techniques that helped students in the learning expene The appropriate use of technology enhanced the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You were teaching on pitch and volume.  Good job reviewing and great questioning Loved the partner work of answering review questions Awesome idea to do the Mannequin Challenge.  Such a trend right now.  Students can relate to it.  Glad you showed a short video clip to help them see a visual.  The students had a blast getting to act out what they were learning while doing this challenge.  using hands and mouths to demonstrate was right on. You did a nice job of explaining the rules and what the mannequin challenge was and the purpose. Good balance of instruction to get ready for test.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Students were transitioning into math groups. You made vertain the students doing independent work were set and then started with you small group. You continued to monitor the independent work while working with your group. You explained why students were working with you. You presented material clearly and encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before".  Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts.  They were small.  Good visuals as you showed the maps.  Remember the fun facts are not what they have to know.  Bring them out for fun, but keep the main focus on what their purpose was and how they changed America.  *Great questioning but what are the real reasons a dog was brought with them?  When they give you answers, expand on them.  Transitions were smooth and effective. The travel activity allowed them to get up out of their seat. This was a creative idea to act out the story of Lewis and Clark travels. Remember to keep referring back to Standard and I Can Statements. That's your focus!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite supports students in mathematics by giving individual assistance as needed in a way that keeps the conversation one on one so that students know her focus is on them. She provides an expertly balanced mix of guided practice and independent work.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Eureka Math is the math curriculum required by the school system. In addition to following our UWG guidelines, Shante's lesson had to remain within the confines of the Eureka software which determines much of the detail regarding instructional approach. -nice job leading guided practice -provided extra support & feedback during hands on measuring activity -collaborates with regular classroom teacher & special education teacher to differentiate for a variety of students

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		You started out by asking the question, "What is a decimal?" But you never answered it or allowed them to answer the question. You actually started three things all at one time. 1. You asked what a deciimal was. 2. You told them there were papers all around the wall they would be working on. 3. You told them they were watching a video first. Even though this was a review, you have to give some instruction besides a Flocabulary video. You gave no directions about how your centers would work. I was very confused about what they were to do. This saves your sanity when they understand directions. *You have to understand your content before you teach it.  It was obvious that you were vague on knowing it.  You have to be ready to help them as they are solving on the board, giving them strategies and helpful hints.  Your students can sense this too. It was good when you brought up about the acronym, but you didn't know it.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Engaged students. Reviewed important vocabulary. Monitored students as they worked. Encouraged students to do their best. Lesson continued to next day.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Incorporated higher order questions.  Monitored students as they worked.  Encouraged students.  Opened with short video to engage students. Students were having a hard time spelling the words for the graphic organizer.  This kept you busy helping them individually.  Maybe have a chart with key words, or PPT that displays the items for graphic organizer. Students had hard time with the second activity language since it differed from language in the lesson.  You might want to stop and clarify for the class when you see several with the same question. Closed lesson by showing a website on Ga. Govt.  You need to go back to the standard and have students discuss what they learned from the lesson to close it.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good opening to lesson - all students were on task. You are encouraging to your students and they clearly enjoyed your lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I loved how you started the lesson with the balloon making sound.  Good video that showed some of what they would be doing during the activity.  Good subject knowledge and good energy throughout the lesson.  Good use of graphic organizer. Almost too much time allowed for them to figure out what needed to go in the balloon to have it make the same noise that yours made.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You began your lesson with a great question about World War 1. You asked several high thinking questions that were awesome! Very impressive! Pictures were a great visual to help them see what it was like during World War 1 as you gave instruction. Transitioned smoothly into activity by saying "So, this is our problem. We have to use resources to figure it out." Building the bridge was a creative activity for them to have hands on. The language that goes on in the groups is great strategies of thinking. Nothing better than small groups working together. (even adults)! Your students LOVED this activity. It was such a challenge. Good job!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You were teaching a review on the segregation times in history. Questioning was good. Some visuals, etc. would have been good to help review. Loved the 3 group projects on an event in history. Part of the loudness was when they found out they were doing a rap song or play. They focused on acting it out more than getting the info down. Try waiting until info is down before you give them their options.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good opening from your Standard and I Cans as you flowed right into the power point review of what they needed to know about dividing fractions. You showed them strategies and common errors that they sometimes make. You showed them how to watch for this. Good! You did a great job of delivering information. Helping them see why they make common mistakes was great. Loved the white boards. Good guided practice. You also gave them some independent practice on their recording sheet. Wonderful! Such a creative idea to use the Twizzlers to help them understand dividing fractions in a fun way. Having the directions also on the board was an added bonus. You gave out great directions and expectations for the materials you were passing out.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Students came into the classroom and immediately began working on their warm-up problems.  You walked around the room giving help as needed. This also helped to keep all students engaged and on task. You guided the students through these problems having them explain HOW they arrived at their answer. Well done! You then played a video called "King Gallon" This video explained gallons, quarts, pints, and cups. Excellent examples for students in the video. Well worth the instructional time to show it.  All engaged. You then help up examples of the various ways to measure. You asked how many qts. would make a gallon etc. as you shared the items.  These were great examples.  Remember to pronounce "pint" correctly.  It has a long i sound.  The questioning allowed the students to demonstrate what they had learned from the video as you reminded them of several examples. You shared a second video, which was a rap, reviewing this information again. All students were again engaged.  Think of lighting. This video would have been easier to see had you turned off the front lights of the classroom. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You accessed prior knowledge of action verbs. You asked students why action verbs would be like musicians. The students were not clear as to how to respond to this.  You explained helping verbs help the action verb. You shared the G.O. and went over each part...how helping verbs are like the instruments and they help the musicians create the music....and linking verbs are the speakers, as they link the music to the listeners. You showed a video song about helping verbs. You pointed out there is an anchor chart in the classroom with helping verbs. Action verbs coming right after the helping verb needed to be pointed out. You shared a video about linking verbs. You may not want to share a second time, especially if there are no words for students to follow along with. This gives you less instructional time, and there is never enough of this. A student said "is nice" is a linking verb and you said this was correct. Be sure to listen to your students' responses carefully and respond appropriately. Lesson needed more scaffolding and guided practice, unless this was a review lesson. When a student has an incorrect answer, you tend to say nothing. Try helping them arrive at the correct answer with your questioning. Add more HOT questions. Have students explain their answers. Why would this word be a linking verb?  Because it links the subject with the predicate.  This needed to be emphasized a lot more in the lesson, as that is the "job" of the linking verb. You had students write 3 sentences using helping verbs and then switch papers and have a classmated circle the helping verb....the same was done with linking verbs. Having students share some of their sentences and have classmates listen  and identify the helping and linking verbs would have given an opportunity for more practice.  It would have allowed you to ask students to explain their choices. Just working with a partner does not suffice for differentiation. You revisited the meaning of helping and linking verbs at the end of the lesson. Always, good to do this in order to assess students' understanding of the lesson goals.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You were beginning a lesson on multiples.  They were using their textbooks and volunteers were coming to the board for practice.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Perfect opening for after lunch. You allowed them to move around based on genetic traits and learned behaviors. *Question them more at this point. This allows you to see prior knowledge before you start reviewing. * You had them give you examples of inherited traits and learned behaviors. There wasn't a lot of instruction, however you covered the Standard that you were using. I would suggest each time you talk about the trait, keep bringing back of why this is a genetic trait and not learned behavior. *You spent a lot of time of counting and figuring out how many in class had each. Is this the goal here? Refer back to the Standard. In two weeks, they take the Milestone Science. They have to know these answers. What about the part that environment plays in making a person who they are? *You integrated math (converting their numbers into percentages). Again, was this your focus? You didn't have a math standard. *The Creature Feature worksheet was the best one. You were trying to cram too much by moving on to monster baby. Focus on this one sheet and use it to teach. You could have added two questions of your own from the Standard and this would have been a perfect assessment.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Lesson engaged students from the beginning and kept their attention throughout the lesson.  There was a good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students were encouraged to answer questions and add to the discussion.  Independent work allowed them to construct the own version of the life cycle.  Good use of technology.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was opened with a review of prior learning and quick review of the types of poems.  Students shared their original poems and the class wrote what kind of poem it was. Would have been a great time to ask students "why".  Why did they choose that type of poem.  Have them explain their thinking. Some students put more than one type of poem on white board.  White board became a distraction to some pairs. You were very patient and encouraging with timid students who weren't sure about sharing.Closed lesson by having students describe what eas needed to be a certain type of poem.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with activating prior learning.  Quick review of the types of literature.  Standard posted, read, discussed. PPt -had examples.  Practiced looking at poems to find their elements.  Good wait time, encouragement. Watch the font size on slides-some students were having a hard time reading them.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Engaged students with the time capsule and having them figure out which historical figure they would be learning about.  Students picked up on the clues and had the answer quickly.  Big book on T. J.-you seamlessly wove in language arts with the parts of the book, usng the table of contents and glossary. Lots of questions to assess student understanding.  Lots of reenforcement for students for answering questions. Closed the lesson by having students restate what they had learned.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good lesson over comparing and contrasting literature. " the Story House" video was really good to show the concept and even showed using a venn diagram.  Students enjoyed watching the reading of "The Three Little Javelinas"...you did a great job of finishing the reading of the book when technology quit.  Good use of double bubble map to show compare and contrast of the two stories.  One student didn't give you an answer when you called on him and you told him you would come to him for his answer...and you never did.  Also, be careful when you give a direction that you don't then say "OK?"...do you want to give them a choice??

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the Great Depression. The teacher asked questions about the picture focused o the Great Depression. The teacher instructed the students that they would be reading a passage. *The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter with the students as she passed out the worksheets. The students were instructed to read the material and mark the material that was important. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher asked the students questions about the passage after they read it. THe teacher had a fill in the Blanks powerpoint that enable the students to fill in the blanks. The teacher issued a Facebook paper to the students. The teacher read the Social Media part of the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to fill out the Facebook post with how they would have felt during the Depression. The teacher asked different students to share their post to the class about their Facebook post about Depression. The teacher asked good questions about their posts after they shared them with the class. Good job having students stand with the different months of the year. The teacher posted questions about the passage they read. *The teacher needed to call up different students to the powerpoint to read the questions and answers to the class. *The teacher needed to get the students more invovled in the powerpoints. *The teacher needed to make sure the powerpoints did not have any MISTAKES in the powerpoint shared with the students. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson over referring to text to answer questions.  Also good review of test taking strategies as they were crossing out answers that they knew were not right.  You did a good job of following up with "why" when they gave an answer.  Might have given a little less time for them to find the sentences with the answer. Be careful when you are saying numbers over 100 that you do not say AND when you say the number.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I'm not sure the lesson went with the lesson plan.  You definitely used the CUBE method but you did not break down two-step problems with the students.  The problems given were very easy for 3rd grade but you did a good job of reinforcing the CUBE method of solving story problems.  Glad you referred to "commutative" property with multiplication.which they had already learned.  Please make sure you call on students in the back of the room.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a BrainPop video on immigration. Very supportive of learning goals and students clearly engaged. You explained why immigrants came to American and from what countries they came. You explained the process for getting permission to enter the U.S. You included map skills when you showed why certain immigrants entered the U.S. through Ellis Island and others through Angel Island.  Well done!  Love the inclusion of the map....gave a "picture" regarding why different immigrants entered the U.S. at either Ellis or Angel Islands. You had the students get out  textbooks and popcorn read the information regarding entering the U.S. You used a variety of strategies to teach this lesson:  direct and guided instruction, technology, visual aids You asked HOT questions having the students remember, understand, apply and evaluate the content. You differentiated when you had Mrs. Thigpen working with a group of struggling readers. Transitions were done quickly and wthout any loss of instructional time.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You shared the lesson standard and goals for the lesson. You passed out a passage and asked students to underline JFK, RFK, and MLK.  You clarified the meaning of the word assassination for your students. You connected the deaths of these 3 men to what is going on now. You had students popcorn read which keeps all on task!  When domestic issues was mentioned you stopped to explain...as well as predominately.  Some probably needed support with the word mourning. After reading the passage aloud and discussing it, you had students flip over their papers and answer questions about the passage.  You circulated throughout the classroom as the students worked offering help as needed. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		-effective opening engaged students quickly in timed exercise -multiple strategies used to address various learning styles (discuss with a friend, individual practice, whole group questioning, & more) -responds to confusion/incorrect answers by including additional explanation -appropriately uses technology (smart board) and other tools for learning (individual dry erase boards) 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Despite the challenges that come with spring in the elementary school (testing, post spring break student anticipation of the end of the year), the teacher intern maintains student attention and is able to elicit the information needed through skillful questioning.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The pace of questioning allows for students to look at the board and their papers again before responding - which is important during a math lesson. Good job encouraging students to continue their thought on a math problem or any task comes up in your lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher candidate shares in class discussion a local, real life example of how it was noticeable in a creek and lake that there had been disruption in the water cycle the last time the area experienced a major drought. The students used laptop computers at their own desk to draw/sketch out the steps of the water cycle. This was formative assessment to inform the teacher candidate of their initial understanding of the steps of the cycle. (nearpod.com) This lesson used technology in multiple ways. A short video on the water cycle was viewed, and then students took an online quiz. This gave the teacher candidate more detailed assessment that could be used formatively.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lesson was in progress-class was working on collective nouns.  Students were giving examples and discussing how the spelling changed or what the word meant.  Students had a chance to practice the skill while working in small groups.  Students transitioned quickly and quietly.  Students were praised for their behavior.  You monitored the room and asked questions of groups.  When some groups finished early you gave them a challenge activity.  You encouraged students to do their best work and when they were writing you reminded them to use the rules for writing sentences.  You had each group sharing their work and the other students offering praise for the work. 

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Video lesson... Playing Jeopardy is a good way to review previously leaned information.  Very well explained.  I liked the way you reviewed the men important in WWII before playing the game to give everyone a refresher about important information.  Interesting addition about Winston Churchill being nicknamed "bulldog" and why.  Students will remember trivia like that and it will help them remember him. Be careful of saying "OK" too much.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were immediately sent to centers when I arrived.  As students transitioned to stations, there was a good deal of talking and off-task behavior.  You circulated throughout the classroom in order to settle students down and get them on task, before moving to your guided reading group. This was extremely beneficial. You worked with group 4 in guided reading.  The students in this book were reading a book, taking turns, aloud.  It is a good idea to have students track print when reading as a group. This will help them to remain on task. Asking questions during the reading helps you to assess their understanding of the various plot, setting and characters rather than waiting to ask all questions at the end of the book. This helps them understand what they are reading as they are reading and allows you to correct an misunderstandings.  If you know you are going to ask students to complete something written be sure to either have pencils for them in the guided reading group or have them bring them with them.  When you asked them to go get their pencils valuable learning time was lost, because they had to be refocused. The other students were on task in their centers as you were working with your guided reading centers. I did notice, as I walked around, that it seemed many students were close to finishing the week's center work and it was only Tuesday. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson asking the students what they thought it meant to count "like" coins.  The students were able to tell you it meant to count coins that were alike. Each time you held up a large, true depiction of a coin you had the students give the name of the coin and the value of each coin. You had an anchor chart for the students to place the coins in the correct row.  Each row gave specific information regarding the coin. Anchor chart was supportive. Using different color markers would have helped students determine the information of one coin from another. Spending a little time going over the completed chart  would have also driven home the point the anchor chart could be used for a reference tool during this lesson or any other dealing with money in the future. Teach them to use the references that are available to them. You had students sing a song, from the chart, which described each coin and its value. Music is a powerful tool in helping students learn/understand concepts. When you drew a circle with a N in the center, it would have been more supportive of their learning had you written a 5 under the circle to remind the students the value of a nickel and so on with the other coins. Practicing their skip counting of 5s and 10s would have also scaffolded this lesson more efficiently. There was quite a bit of "calling out" of answers, therefore the students gave you very little time to give the ones who needed a little more time to think enough "wait time". The students transitioned to the rug and you read a picture book which contained money amounts in the plot. You had students tell the coins and the value of the coins. Terrific wait to integrate reading with math! You have an expressive, engaging read aloud voice! The transition to the rug went more smoothly than the transition back to their desks. Try asking them to move, one group at a time, to their desks without talking....and to tiptoe. You gave directions for the activity the students were to do. However, the students did not have the handouts in their hands to be able to see what you were talking about as you gave the directions. This would have helped your visual and auditory learners who need to see and hear at the same time. Modeling the first one is always a good idea. This helps the students to see what you expect them to do. Some of them did not understand they could/should separate the strip with the money amounts from the larger handout with the problems on it. Excellent planning to have something for those who finished first to do that was fun and continued to practice the learning goal. A review before the TOTD is always a good idea when students are learning something new. You gave students a picutre with coins  (all the same) and had them write how much money was on their picture. Perfect TOTD for this lesson. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Loved the hand signals to represent the branches of national and state government.  This is a great way to get it in "their heads".  Good also referring to tools and resources around the room to help them answer their questions and for spelling.  Writing activity was excellent...they can't do too much writing...KEEP THEM WRITING!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review lesson on Producers, Consumers, and Decomposers.  Students always enjoy "Brain Pop" videos to help reinforce their learning.  Good variety of activities to allow all students to be successful with their work.  For the last day before a holiday vacation, you kept their attention.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review over lines and angles.  I loved how you went back to the video and used it to introduce new words and concepts of complimentary and supplementary angles.  Good center activities that allowed them to review in different ways information - new and old.  Students seemed to really enjoy the different activities.  Be careful of saying "Guys" too many times.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher had a powerpoint that explained the different regions. After the sharing the powerpoint information, the teacher asked higher order thinking questions about the information. The teacher had the students already placed into groups. Good job of grouping students before the lesson. The teacher had the groups on a powepoint. This was a great job of organizing the students before beginning the lesson. The students were divided into groups before the Adaptation stations. Great job of organizing the stations before the lesson. The students were very on task and busy at each station. Every teacher was working at a station in the room.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		When teaching money, it's always a good idea to use the real items! Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good job using visuals to guide your lesson. The large money on the board allows for all academic levels to See & Hear the information presented. You always do a great job encouraging your students! It's obvious the students enjoy your teaching! Yea - group listed on board provide for a smooth transition. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Working with rulers Good transition during lesson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Students were working on a "Red Ribbon Week" project. Say no to drugs! They were making red flags and decorating them. *use this time to really discuss this. These 1sr graders think it's fun to decorate the flag, but you never know when you may say something that one day saves their life!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The class is studying line plots. You asked the students how data is displayed on a line plot.  You explained that the students data would be different from each others and therefore, their line plots would be different. You scaffolded the lesson asking what they needed to draw first in order to complete a line plot.  You asked for some of the students' data and explained each object = X  You then asked the students to gather all the data from their group, beginning with the smallest number before placing the data on the line.  You then explained what numbers would be used on the line plots in order to know where to place the data. You and Mrs. Dunham each took two groups to assist.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You started with a PowerPoint with an explanation of the national level of government. You had students copy the information onto a G.O. You asked if the President had complete control  and they were quick to respond no because of separation of power. You leeach of the dutiesd the students to understand, through your slides, the Natlional Government is led by the President and who the president of the U.S. is now. You connected this information to the current election season and we would have a new President soon. You discusssed the various duties of the National Government. These were also on a slide for the students to copy.  The Prezi was very supportive in helping the students learn to take notes and understanding the content.! You were very careful to explain the duties. There was a very orderly transition, as you had the students put away their notes. There was no instructional time lost between taking notes and the next part of the lesson. You again reviewed the local, state, and national governments before beginning the task card portion of the lesson. You labeled 3 corners of the classroom as the National, State and Local levels of government. The students worked in pairs and were given a task card. They were to read the duty on their card and determine which level of government their duty applied. They were then to walk to the corner that had the appropriate label.  Once in their corners, the students discussed whether all members were in the correct corners. After you and Mrs. McKenzie determined all were in the correct corner , you had each pair of students share the duty they had on their card with the rest of the class. This was another way for the students to hear the duties and to which level of government they applied. You closed the lesson with a TOD, having the students write on a sticky note one new thing they learned about the National Government.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good activities for a review lesson on heat.  You probably needed to demonstrate the activity about bending the hanger.  The lightbulb also needed to be a higher wattage to get the material hot.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson over cause and effect.  Good video to refresh their memories.  Foldable gave them another way to remember and "write down" definitions, key words, and sentence examples.  I felt the students really had a good understanding of the standard.  Another good activity was reading the passage and filling in cause and effect on the worksheet. You might have made the reading information on the promethean board a little larger.  You also did a good job of correcting students grammar when you restated their sentences.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		The video was good.  You told them to listen for words.  Afterwards, you asked for words they heard and what the chorus in the song told about prepositions.  (They were position words) The power point was a good teaching tool.  It helped you with instruction. *suggestion- Explain what the word "phrase" means.(part of a sentence- a few words).   Then that helps them understand "preposition" and "prepositional phrase." The quiz during Power point was an added guided instruction.  Glad you asked why it WASN'T certain answers.  Loved that you divided up into teams for next activity.  This got them moving and they enjoyed it.  Gave them additional practice. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked the way you went back over the parts of the book that had been read by having them put the pieces of paper in the plastic bags in chronological order.  Good reading voice and have the students fill in the word or phrase when you stopped reading.  After reading that chapter, you asked them to make a "prediction" and "brainstorm" before going back to their seats.  Students struggled with the word "narrative".  you finally had to give them the definition.  Liked the way the students generated the story and you wrote it on the board for them to copy.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You entered the room with "smarties candies" taped to your pants and asked the students what they thought.  They immediately said "smarty pants".  You led the students to understand this means someone is smart and not the pants. Such a clever and engaging way to introduce the lesson! You shared examples of idioms and discussed what each meant. You asked students to share and explain idioms they knew. You modeled many idioms using visuals on slides which was very supportive of your students' understanding of the lesson goal. You scaffolded the lesson using a text passage having the students look for the examples of idioms. Students quickly found them and were able to share their meanings. You then shared and discussed the idioms anchor chart , having students share the literal and non-literal meanings of the examples. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You were guiding students through a review assignment when I arrived.  You were reviewing picture graphs, and interpreting data.  You had the students share their thoughts regarding how to solve the problems. You guided students to understanding how to create their own pictograph and giving help as needed.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Good review lesson.  The activity that you planned - Habitat Charades - was great.  The students did a good job working together in their groups to come up with the five description to act out.  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your students were in the middle of playing a review game of SCOOT.  You were instructing individually as you asked high level thinking questions, etc.  Awesome! This was a great idea to do the day after Halloween.  It allowed them to move around in the hall as they practiced their skill of adverbs.  Nice transition from Scoot to reading silently.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about terms presented in the standard or EQ to ensure clear understanding. Your words were great but by adding visuals, your instruction will be much stronger (Ex. Brainpop video - you did a great job reviewing the information presented but visuals would have really enhanced your instruction) SInce this was an introductory lesson for bar graphs, it would have beneficial for your students to See & Hear more examples of actual bar graphs. I would also suggest spending additional time of the actiual formation of a bar graphs!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video about World War 1. The teacher reviewed the main points of the video. THe teacher shared the meaning of a glogster with the students. *The teacher could let the students come to the powepoint and read different parts of the glogster. World War One Web Quest was shared with the students. The technology that went along with the lesson was very informative. The teacher instructed the students to use their chromebooks to research the information about the World War 1. The students were instructed to complete the MAIN worksheet that centered around the Causes of World War 1. *The teacher needed to give more explicit directions for the completion of the MAIN Causes of Word War 1 worksheet. *Too many questions about what to do once the students began the task. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good lesson.  After you showed the video, you asked the students questions about it.  When you have students read from your power point, make sure they are saying the words correctly.  You need to give correct pronunciation and then have the entire class repeat it.  I liked the activity of them filling out the map with the regions of Georgia.  The students really did a good job filling it out.  Human Compass activity was good but you needed to give all the directions at one time.  If need be, put directions on the board.  Students enjoyed the Bingo game and again knew the material.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Activated prior learning.  Had concrete examples of non-fiction books.  Incorporated technology in lesson.  Students worked in groups to locate assignes text features in books. Closed the lesson by having students explain the different text features and why they would use them. Keep working on higher order questions.  Differentiation needs to be detailed more in lesson plan.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened lesson with discussion on what students knew about the circus.  This was the theme for the lesson. Activated prior learning on main idea.  Read a book and students worked on an activity to find the main idea and supporting details.  Students were engaged and eager to answer questions.  Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Good wait time and encouragement for participation.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You were reaching a lesson on Extreme Weather.  They all had individual books, as they took turns reading aloud.  Good questionng as you went through the book.  They would eventually move into projects. All transitions were smooth. *Continue to work on giving postivie comments to your students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson to see how much knowledge the students had about the Social Studies subject matter. The teacher posted different vocabulary words on the powerpoint about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the different vocabulary words and sharing the information. Great idea about remembering latitude and longitude by having the students pronounce the word and recognize if their mouth goes up and down or side to side. The teacher shared a Brain Pop about the map. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the Brain Pop to ask questions about the information. The teacher had the students observe the map on their desks and share what they see. The teacher is asking higher order thinking questions about the map which makes them the students think. The teacher used a real globe to share with the students to ask questions. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the degress of the maps. The teacher had the students locate different states and tell the latitude and longitude. The teacher had the students choose partners for a game. The students separated the papers into stacks. *The teacher needed to have the students into partners before beginning the lesson. The students would select a card and find the place on the map.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher explained the different vocabulary of the lesson by using a powerpoint with the definitions. The teacher passed out oranges to each of the students at their desks. The teacher posed questions to the students to locate the North and South Poles on the orange. The students placed a N on the North pole, etc... The teacher asked great questions about the Poles, equator, ... The teacher does a good job of asking higher order thinking questions to make the students think about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher explained a game to the students. The students were back to back. The students explain where the marks are on their oranges. *The teacher needed to do one example for the game to prevent questions. The teache does a good job of monitoring the students as they work through the back to back game of questioning. Good lesson with a lot of creative ideas to present the information.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Even though this was a review lesson, you kept the students' attention.  Brain Pop video was good since it went over using a clock and t-chart to work out elapse time problems.  The story problems you put up on the promethean board were hard to read.  When you are using something like this, make sure you practice with the board to see if you can see it.  Glad you went through some of the problem together with the students but when you turned them loose to do one on their own, it was a different type of problem.  You probably should have done a problem like this together before having them do one on their own.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		You started the lesson with a short rap video. Some of the students did not understand what the video was about. Maybe next time give more explanation and why you wanted to use the clip besides I thought it was cute. You asked some recall questions a few understanding. Good job modeling the strategy and reviewing, but you may want to make the line graph bigger or use the smart board. Maybe even have students come up and plot the points. You converted the fractions, but some students did not follow the procedure. You guided the students to place plots on the graph by asking is the number between this number and that number? You titled and labeled the line plot graph. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Students talked in pairs about homework. You allowed for questions. You wrote letters on the board: and asked students what they represented. You allowed them to discuss this in their groups. You then went over the meanings of the letters with the entire group allowing students to volunteer their responses. You shared the metric conversion chart. You asked them "what they noticed".  This is great questioning!  It allows them to make connections without your input! You then led a discussion/explanation of K, M, and Cm and a video was shown to help students with understanding these measurements. You then shared a T-Chart changing meters to centimeters Students had word problems to solve. You then went over them as a class. You asked the students to measure their desk tops. You asked the students what they learned from completing this task. You then had the groups measure various distances such as the distance from their classroom to Mr. Childer's office. They were to report back with their information. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with a slide that had a chart on it....two sides....one for relative pronouns and the other side for relative adverbs. There was a word bank for students to refer to in order to fill in which words belonged under each heading. After this word sort, you went into detail regarding the meaning of relative pronouns and adverbs and how they are used. You used many strategies to meet the needs of your students. Always read /go over the directions for any assignment you give students.  You may even want to model how to do the first one for them. I think, on the monkey sheet, some students did not realize the directions have them the words from which to choose.  If students are allowed to use resources, such as anchor charts, remind the students.  I You had all materials ready for the students to complete the independent practice. Rather than calling 3 students to the board at one time, call only one.  This will keep the rest of the students on their toes because they will not know if you are going to call them to the board next. Remind students that reading over the sentences, after they have chosen their answers ,will help them decide if they have made the correct choices. Point out when refers to time as in "the first to arrive". 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used Popsicle sticks to call on students- good management technique. Related activities to the Georgia Milestones. Started lesson with Brain Pop and then moved to handout where students had to read, highlight the text evidence, and then fill out a graphic organizer. Great activity that will help some remember key information since they had to read, highlight and write it down in two different places. As students were working you monitored and asked questions… much better this lesson. You differentiated the lesson by having the text evidence marked for the lower level students and placed them with a higher level partner. After the partner reading activity, you reviewed the answers to ensure students had the correct answers before moving to Tree Map. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Guided practice takes place in the whole group with a passage projected on the promethean board. Selected students put the information in evidence-based paragraphs. This lesson was packed with various approaches to learning. Students have whole group practice, and then work in pairs. Each student had independent practice on an additional passage. To make sure students all read/heard the same thing, the teacher candidate read aloud the passage that would be used independently. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern is clear and succinct in her delivery of the review. She uses technology to enhance the lesson. Her ability to frame questions in a positive way helps students believe that they can answer correctly. Her students are collectively growing in their understanding of key concepts surrounding slavery and the Civil War.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Engaged students with the book you read.  Kept students listening by having them spot types of measurement. Asked higher order questions throughout the lesson. Did a mini review lesson when you noticed students struggling with the concept. Be careful with the size of letters and color of pen you use on the chart-students couldn't see it clearly. Your example of perimeter was incorrect that you drew on board. If students finish quickly, be sure to challenge them to do another drawing. Lesson continued after specials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with a short video clip which students discussed.  Direct instruction with student participation.  Students completed graphic organizer to use in homework assignment. Graphic organizer was differentiated by student need. Revisited video as a closure and had students discuss what they learned when watching it after the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Lesson built on the lesson from prtor day.  Provided notes for students to add to their notebooks.  Students had to read passage and answer the questions on what they knrew and what they inferred.  Students were all on task.  Lesson had some guided teaching and lots of student practice. Remember to ask open ended questions, discuss when we use inference and why.  When students finished activity-they took a quiz.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened by reading a book.  You read with lots of expression so students were engaged.  All materials for lesson were prepared and ready.  Anchor charts were available after students completed their work to check for accuracy. Incorporated higher order question-"What would happen if..." You had seeds for students to plant-not observed as lesson continued after lunch.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Set expectations for centers.  Students had a station for research, building a circuit and working with static electricity.  Students were engaged in the centers.  Good job of asking students "why" and having them try to explain their thinking. Closed lesson with a review of the centers and students explaining why things happened at the centers.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a powerpoint on the property of addition. The teacher shared a problem with the students 2+3=5. The teacher did a good job of sharing the powerpoint with the students. The teacher explained the commutative property to the students. The teacher had different popcorn buckets with the problems 1+2=3 and the popcorn had 2+1=3. The students had to explain why the popcorn and the bucket of popcorn match. The teacher did a great job of including the students in the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Discussing "how to do" in addition to "what to do" made the whole group part of the lesson effective and exemplary. Whether instinctive of purposeful, this contributed to making the student engagement exemplary. Participating in the conversation about how to attend to the details and work on the conclusion of their paper gave the class ownership of the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-using an article from a real news source was a good experience for students -appropriate/helpful to project article in addition to the printed copies in students' hands. -Class discussion of the article supports students' understanding -Uses poster list of signal words -models use of graphic organizer -Gives students time for independent work & circulates to check for understanding

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good Powerpoint to enhance the lesson. (may want to increase font size) The visuals were very beneficial. You did a good job relating the lesson to real-life experiences. Yea! You included the vocabulary (definitions) and clearly labeled the important components within the lesson PP. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		The lesson was a continuation of reading groups from the previous day.  Prior learning was reviewed and directions and expectations were given.  In your small group you were asking lots of higher order questions and doing a great job of relating the content to the real world.  As you were winding up, you closed your group by having the students reastate the branches of government and give details of what they do.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well organized lesson. Geometry is a difficult topic but you made it look easy. You always do a great job using technology to enhance your lessons

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Lesson on cause and effect.  Students liked the opening book and it was the basis for examples used in guided practice and centers.  Had an anchor chart for student reference.  Called on lots of students during guided teaching keeping them engaged. Students were well thought out and met diverse students needs. Incorporated, guided instruction, independent practice, technology, visual aids and manipulatives in one lesson and did it well.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Video on plants was beautiful and showed the parts of a plant that were the lesson focus and discussed what each part did for the plant.  Students were engaged.  Students then read about and discussed plants.  Loved that each student had a copy and you had it on the smart board. You asked several higher order thinking questions. Loved that you had the large real plant for the students to examine and that the root system was visible. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good opening to lesson. Looking at the prefix 'RE' was a great review and it reinforced your lesson. The Brainpop segment was appropriate & it was very beneficial for you to stop the video & discuss the information with the students! Post key vocabulary terms as a reference to the students. You can also use it as teaching tool. Remember: students need to see and hear the information several times in order for it to go into long term memory. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It is commendable for an intern to use hands-on materials. In this case, having  the students use body heat while holding chocolate kisses gave them  literally "hands-on" access to experience the science. The students' reactions ranged from excited to disgusted. But even the disgusted students were learning and engaged. Excellent!

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		“Writing an opinion piece, supporting a point of view with reasons” Read aloud, “Turkey Problem” all about the turkey and how he disguises himself to avoid being eaten. Some check points in the story were used as a time to pause and check for understanding and keeping students on task. The students were very attentive to their writing assignment as the teacher candidate finished the read aloud. It was very impressive that the students were so engaged and eager to write about how to disguise a turkey as it related to the story. She reminded students occasionally during their writing to give details that would support their opinions, as well as reasons for their opinion. One of the teacher candidate’s strengths is being calm and straightforward throughout the lessons she delivers. It seems that this is most often a result of being well prepared with a thorough lesson plan. The time she has put into the plans and in becoming familiar with her students shows, and optimizes their learning experience.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Drop in observation. Opened with standard.  Discussed that they were continuing with decimals but looking at them in the context of money.  Had students brainstorm ways to make a number with bills and coins.  Explained the correlation between the money and previous work with decimals.  Had manipulatives for students to use to solve problems.  Students engaged.  Lots of student participation.  Good job calling on all students.  Lesson contained guided practice and independent practice.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video on planets to engage the students.  Had students write facts on a "Graffiti Wall".  Students then were given directions for completing a travel brochure about assigned planet.  Students worked independently using ipads to research and create brochure. Lesson had very little direct or guided teaching.  Most of the lesson was student work time. Lesson closing was a Kahoot quiz on the computer.  This can not really be used as an assessment because students used made up names and some were clowning and marking the wrong answers.  While it may have given you a feel for class understandings it was weak. Remember to relate lesson to real world experiences. Remember to incorporate higher order questions. Remediation and accomodations were written in lesson plan but not implemented in lesson.  All students did the eact same thing.

		Responses (n): 		223

		Response Rate: 		65.98%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		3		3		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		3		3		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		3		3		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing the students understanding ss they were writing on their G.O.s. You led your students, with excellent questioning, how to best describe each step in making the PB&J sandwich.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal assessment takes place as students are aksed questions regarding the components of re-telling a story.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good job choosing a multi-tiered project for formal/summative assessment

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students have had discussion that included informal, formative assessment. The intern has considered the needs of all students and grouped them with various roles to accomodate their needs.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The chart with the manipulative cards goes along with the classroom discussion as informal formative and summative assessment and is ongoing throughout the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		I did not see diagnostic testing, however it had to have been done as students were grouped according to ability for G.R. and some of the centers they were participating in.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You conferenced with individual students in order to assess their knowledge of writing facts on a particular topic. Questioning students is definitely a strength of yours! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was little questioning that got results from students. In the opening, she finally got enough of an answer out of two or three students to fill in the gaps and give them a handout to complete. The handout had examples of making inferences, but they were not reveiwed with the group, and there was no time when the intern went around the room to check on everyone's progress. Some students brought papers to her with questions. She spent the other time sharpening pencils and discussing with students whether they should be out of their seats or not.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		A great deal of information was gathered from the teacher-intern questioning throughout. - helpful with formative assessment.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate checked for understanding throughout the lesson as a part of student assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Awareness of the ongoing need for assessment is a strength for Ms. Burton.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There were several math problems completed as guided practice, and additional problems completed as independent practice.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		If you are using the record sheet from the game as an assessment, then don't allow students to correct it before you look at it.  If you want them to make corrections-have them do it in a different color so you can see their errors.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your questioning ability has improved with each lesson. You do a great job asking question that encourage higher level processing! (HOTS) 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson but I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the basics of the lesson before moving on! Some of your students were verbalizing that they did not understand.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Very little questioning during instruction. This was perfect lesson for you to ask higher level thinking questions. You circulated through the room to assess understanding as they were making circuits.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good use of questioning throughout the lesson! Your students remained actively engaged throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good questioning techniques were used througout the lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		More questioning during instruction is necessary to assess understanding.  Again, a lot of information for this age group to absorb and understand. Sort activity was a little difficult for the higher group.  I would suggest teaching one level of government a day or doing one of the word sorts together on one day and the other one independently on another day. The idea of the sort activity was a very good one, however more support for learning was needed. You used reading levels to determine which "sort" organizer the students would be given.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job using quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Students were given extra help by your CT and parapros in the room, due to their ability levels. For your assessment you had words posted across the front of the room on the P. B. and the regular dry erase board. The students were allowed to choose a word and write a synonym on a sticky note. They then placed their sticky note under the corresponding antonym they had chosen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Informal assesment was questioning and discussion.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		TC questioned students throughout the entire lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		If you are using a rubric to grade the project-give students a copy of it as they start the project.  They need to know the criteria for assessment.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There was a parapro working with the struggling readers/learners.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC conducted good questioning throughout lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostic testing not applicable for this lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Your questions on the game board were higher order thinking questions!  The students really had to know the content in order to answer the questions correctly!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Various levels of questioning were used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC conducted quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the instructional part of the lesson. It might help if you slow down & allow more time for students to respond before moving on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Good questing throughout the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		questioning, informal quiz, experiment

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a ticket out the door journal questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had each group come to the front of the classroom to see if the moon lander worked. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment at the end of the lesson to make sure the students understood the subject matter. 

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		what was your assessment?  The flip books were just an activity since they copied from the board.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Not sure if the recording sheet could be used as an assesment since the answers were brought out in groups.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		There was no need for diagnostic testing for this lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson's questions during the introduction gave the opportunity for success to students at various skill levels. It also gave her formative assessment data that could be used to plan instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The formative assessment was a good one.  Emphasis things that must be in the letter.  (Refer back to Standard and I Cans for this).  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Skillful questioning helps her understand  how students are progressing toward meeting standards.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		-appropriate wait time for questions/rephrasing provide student support

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Assessment was not completed individually as planned.  You and peers assisted lots of students so it really does not tell you what they know.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		The students each made a "Gallon Man" which demonstrated their knowledge of the learning goals of the day.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the students complete a word sort, gluing the words you gave them under the correct heading of HELPING VERB, LINKING VERB, or BOTH. Diagnostic testing was not applicable.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You asked HOT questions throughout as well as questioning to assess the students' understanding of the learning goals. You guided students through taking notes on their interactive notebook inserts. Reading levels were used to determine which students would be sitting with Mrs. Thigpen for extra support.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The expressions and excitement of the students as they raised their hands to answer questions in the beginning of the lesson were priceless. About 95% of the students were so enthusiastic that they brought the others along. The teacher intern has a strength in the area of questioning, and there is also an opportunity to continue to grow and be an "expert" at asking the perfect questions to help students reach conclusions.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern does a good job of the verbal and visual informal assessment to determine where students are in their learning.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Diagnostic testing not apllicable to this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The students coming to you during guided reading indicates leveling has been done.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job questioning throughout the lesson to check for understanding. You picked up on a couple of issues by doing this consistently and calling on a variety of students.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Quick assessment, how many can use a ruler?

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As students were working, you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding. The task card activity was engaging and so effective! Diagnostice testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had the students choose  an idiom, draw pictures and explain the literal and non-literal meaning on a graphic organizer you had provided. You had students work with you in small group according to ability. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job questionng throughout the lesson to ensure understanding of information presented.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The front side was students’ following along as you modeled the strategy. The back side was questions for the students to apply the information to the questions and answer the questions. Many students were lost. Maybe do each question individually and maybe even have students explain how they arrived at that answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Ask students to explain their choices. This gives them a deepter depth of knowledge when they are able to explain their choices. You gave the students a quiz at the end of the lesson. Would there have been time for one more short review using your anchor chart before they took the quiz?

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent higher order thinking questioning throughout the lesson!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Liked how you used two organizers to review answers. The students enjoyed creating the tree maps.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good job with questioning  - particularly on knowing what level of question to ask 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		An Exemplary rating was earned for summative assessment because of the effective way in which Ms. Witcher provided tools for success for the papers. These guidelines let students know what was expected and were explained and discussed thoroughly. The presentation of the parameters/guidelines was the key to improving upon simply assigning students to write a paper.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Great questions... aided in formative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate is adept at gathering informal assessment data by checking on students throughout the classroom as they do their independent work.

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		22.49%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		3		3		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		3		3		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		3		3		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		3		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		3		3		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		3		3		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		3		3		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Stations are going to be rowdy and loud. Expect this. As long as they are being productive and staying on task, it's all good.  State your rules, directions, and what you expect them to accomplish in their stations before you begin. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This is a difficult room to keep their attention.  You have put some good procedures in place. Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms. Cleveland" and "Haven't grew out yet' are incorrect.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Nice "teacher" voice. You held their interest as you talked. They seemed to be engaged during the lesson. **Be ready for your class as they are walking in the door. This sets your standard on what you expect. Be prepared with your materials so you can bring them in and welcome them. Also you can tell them what you need them to do as they come in. This also goes for lining your students up to leave. You are in charge, so they are waiting on you.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were very well-behaved in the small Math group. The students constantly answered the questions posed by the teacher. GROW-The lesson was too long in the beginning with the discussion. GROW-The teacher needed hands-on materials to cover the area and perimeter. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		When your class began getting their paper ready for activity, they were waiting for you to set the directions and expectations. Stop them all and explain. Don't threaten to tell Mrs. Young. Remember you are in control. You set the limits. You were letting them be in control of you. This is hard but be stern and stay on top of it.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You made a couple of slips with grammar..."me and Mr. Stephens" and "me and Mrs. Savidge".  The students were very talkative and disrespectful to you and other students.  You did a great job of trying to keep them focused.  If putting their names on the board would have helped...you needed to try it.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		When the sorting was completed you told the students, "I need you to put all the shapes back in the bucket." These directions were very clear. You may want to add, "without talking." Be sure to set expectations for group work.  Allowing the students to get loud during work sends the message that the assignment is not important and is not to be taken seriously. I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over the students' voices.  Try lowering your voice instead. They will need to be quiet in order to hear you.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You were quick to correct anyone off task. You used techniques like, "If you agree, thumbs up."  Great management, as this does not require the students to shout out answers.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are going to have to be more assertive as the teacher.  You are not their friend when you are the teacher.  Also, learning can't  always fun.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  This is hard!  Keep a timer going on your phone or on board to keep everyone on track. Make sure everyone is listening when you are giving directions.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were very attentive during the Jeopardy review game. The teacher has a great way with the students.  The teacher is very caring and the students know it. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You always do a good job of managing your students.  Transitions were good.  Even managing lunch choices 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You monitored your students ensuring they were all on task.  You challenged them to do their best throughout the lesson.  Quickly brought students back to acceptable talk level when they started to get too loud during transition.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*Make sure that you are aware of student behavior during the lesson. Redirect inappropriate behavior immediately! (ex. the student yelling out, the student sliding across the floor on the turned over chair, *Make sure that the students are following the rules or procedure for the activity. Review this before the activity begins. The students were a bit confused, I think it would have helped to have the "flipping the coin' rules listed on the board. * You tone of voice was appropriate & you were professionally dressed (as always).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Always so professional in manner and appearance.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		- No behavior problems are evident; students are clear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with students! 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		management tip: 1. Don't ever say to your students "Your teacher is listening and you need to be quiet." or "Mrs. G. can hear you. She's standing in the hall."  You are their teacher at this moment.  They need to respect you.  Don't threaten them with what their teacher will do when she gets back in the room if they aren't quiet. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		It is highly likely that one of the main reasons for cooperative, on task student behavior is the well planned lesson that is presented. As in a previous lesson, "not observed" was marked for correcting off task behavior because there was no off task behavior observed. You did a good job encouraging students, and also placing trust in them to complete a project based learning experience. They seemed to respond well to this opportunity.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Off task behavior was not observed, the redirection of off task behavior is "not observed". This is a good thing! An "exemplary" rating was earned for challenging students to do their best during activitiy and throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate consistently supports and encourages students to work cooperatively in their groups to solve problems. Students are on task and excited about learning .

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Nice "teacher" voice! Good expression as you delivered. Great management of your class. You redirected immediately as you needed to. So glad you stopped two boys talking as someone else was giving an answer.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students are very attentive during the lesson.  The students were very aware of what the lesson revolved around and gave great answers for the teacher's questions. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. Good lesson! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Make sure to scan room frequently even while working with a group.  You want to be sure all students are engaged.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job guiding the discussion and not letting it get out of hand. You encouraged the students to participate but at the same time you managed the situation well since ALL students wanted to contribute! I think it would help to have a quiet signal for this group. They, for the most part, stayed on task during the experiment but there was times when they needed a little guidance!

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room frequently-one student with hand raised for quite a while.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		One of your consistent strengths is that you are calm and straightforward during the delivery of your lessons. You show excitement over learning, but are not rattled nor distracted from the task at hand. Students tend to follow your lead on that.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Excellent behavior management techniques.  You are quick to notice anyone off task and redirect them. Your "teacher voice" is exciting, annimated, and supportive. You have a lovely command of the classroom. The students respond to you beautifully!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques!  All students on task and engaged in their learning.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students are very involved in the lesson. The students respond very well to the teacher throughout the small group Reading lesson. The teacher is extremely familiar with the subject matter for the lesson. The teacher is an excellent student teacher. Her professionalism and willing to work are above average in every way. The teacher is an awesome teacher! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – the customary consequences in this classroom (adding student name to a list on the board & recess laps) were mentioned individually as appropriate. An improvement - There was less use of “shhh” to remind students to listen. A suggestion might be to use words instead of the “shhh” sound. Perhaps say something like one of these: “Use your ears to listen, no mouth needed.” Or “ It’s quiet time – use your ears not your mouth.” You might even choose a phrase that requires the students to respond in unison. Some teachers use “Eyeballs: Locked”. The teacher says the word “eyeballs” and students respond by being quiet and looking at the teacher and saying the word “locked” in unison. You might even come up with a phrase that is original and unique to your classroom. Even though these notes above are for suggestions to improve, it should be noted that your classroom management in this lesson far exceeded the previous lesson. You are capable of maintaining good behavior. The key is often to make sure the lesson is engaging and that students have a clear understanding of what they should be doing.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was a lot of teacher talk about the class not being quiet and a significant amount of time spent pausing that I could sometimes assume was wait time for a few talkative students to stop. The intern could use tone to demonstrate concern and/or seriousness regarding student behavior. She talked a great deal about the talking and off task behavior, but it did not appear to be said with great concern or feeling. The students responded minimally, as it seems repetitive and monotonous. This cannot be pinned on the student behavior individually or as a group. Today it was clear that the lack of focus by the intern opens the window to students finding time to be off task. It perpetuates when there are long periods of either wait time or discussion about the behavior.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The plans for this lesson were thorough and gave the teacher candidate the opportunity to focus on her students. She encouraged them as they carried out their work and moved from station to station.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your professionalism throughout your field experience has been exemplary. Being a cooperative team player will serve you well. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Some management tips.... *As your students are entering the classroom,  tell then what you need them to do. For example, "Come in and find a seat quietly".  Don't wait until they have become rowdy.  Give them their boundaries. *Work on bringing your voice out louder. It's hard to hear you in the back. *Don't stand at board too much.  Move around whioe you teach.  Students in back of room were not focused at times. You were teaching to the front of the class. *Monitor your students while they are working.  This ensures that your students are being productive. *Always have plenty to do for those who finish early.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Management was good! Thumbs up/ thumbs down was a good incentive to see who understood. Nice "teacher" voice. Good expression used in your delivery. *Roam through the classroom as you teach. Don't stand in one place. This enables you to be sure that everyone is on task and engaged. It got very loud and rowdy toward the end. It was because they were finished and needed more to do.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You always seem so confident in your teaching. You really seem to know the material well that you are teaching. You have great management techniques.  They work well for you.  Your teacher was absent, but your students respected you as their teacher.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		A well planned and executed lesson helped the students remain focused and on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is able to keep the class under control not only during instruction  during transitions and less structured times.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		All students were on task throughout the lesson. Even though it is a cloudy Monday morning, your lesson excited the students! They were very involved with the lesson!

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great job involving the entire class into the lesson! The students actively participated the entire time! TC was dressed appropriately (as always)! Your encouraging tone of voice & disposition led the way for encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Set expectations for behavior beforehand. Don't allow students to talk while you are giving instructions. Be sure to circulate through all groups. Some groups had 2 completing projects while the other 2 were playing. When modeling, possibly turn on lights. It was hard for students to see. Perhaps assign groups to ensure compatible students are together. Saying, "I want you to get into groups" got out of hand. Nice teacher voice when you were going through slides. At times you got louder to be heard by students. Do you need a microphone?

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students remained on task throughout the lesson. You used good voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		You did an excellent job involving all of the students in the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always)! Your voice tone has improved throughout the semester. You voice was encouraging to your students yet authoritative!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You were quick to redirect a student, in your small group, when he got off task. Your voice was monotone and did not exhibit enthusiasm for what you were teaching.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC used appropriate voice level & tone throughout the lesson. TC was dressed in appropriate attire. TC was encouraging to student even when they did not choose the correct answer.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding of the "sort" activity.  Your proximity to the students also helps keep the students behavior in check! You have an enthusiastic, engaging voice. I can tell you are excited to teach your lessons!

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job monitoring your class as they worked. Everyone seemed to be on task.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job managing the entire classroom even with the additional students that were added from the class next door. Great voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always). Excellent job encouraging the students during the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Be careful saying "You guys" and "guys" all the time.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent classroom management!  The "ticket" is such a positive technique.  They really want those tickets!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You use excellent behavior management techniques! Your teacher voice is engaging, annimated, and enthusiastic. You make your students WANT to engage with you and learn!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Your class was well managed.  They were quiet, attentive and engaged.  They love and respect you as their teacher.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I love the fact that you take control as soon as they walk in the room. Telling them "good morning" is awesome! Don't be afraid to redirect students who may not be participating in the interactive game as they should. Anytime we play a "game" it will get noisy.  That is OK!  As long as they are being productive and following rules, it's all GOOD.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your management is so good. You have different techniques that work for you nicely.  You redirected behavior as needed.  Awesome!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		*I was concerned that a student laid the back of her head on the desk and propped her feet on the seat but you did ot address it even though you were in close proximity. Next she sat backwards in the chair & titled the chair backwards. Both were safety issues that should have been addressed. The same students moved to a front desk directly in front of you & leaned/rocked her chair the majority of the time. It would have been easy for you to put your hand on her chair but you did not acknowledge her at all. Why not? Remember - student safety is always first & foremost!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a great job redirecting the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job of keeping the attention of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats throughout the lesson. The lesson was very organized. The teacher included several different ways of teaching to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		When praising an individual child please be more specific than saying..."Good job".

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You use an encouraging tone when you speak to the students but you need to increase your voice level in order to sure all students. You were professionally dressed (as always)! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The class was engaged in the activity and there was no off-task behavior.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had high expectations for your students' behavior and they rose to the challenge! Your teacher voice was louder and you are really learning to "take command" of the classroom!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Be careful say "OK?" sooooo much.  "Guys, when I am talking, you are not.  OK?"

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You still need to be a little firmer with your students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It is hard to monitor the class when sitting down at desk.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.   The teacher was very aware of off task behavior and immediately dealt with all situations. The teacher did a great job with her delivery.  The lesson was very organized and planned out. GROW-The teacher needs to be very careful with the spelling of words on all of her power points and lesson plans. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive throughout the lesson. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC was dressed in professional attire. TC used a good/consistent voice throughout the lesson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Terrific  and engaging voice!  You actually sounded like a game show host. The students were all engaged and having a great time with their learning!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job monitoring the entire classroom as a means to ensure that all students were involved. You voice level was appropriate & very encouraging. The activity you chose was appropriate and challenging for the students

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has an awesome voice quality that is so entertaining. The teacher is and will be a great teacher! The teacher had a lot of involvement from the students to make the lesson fun and educational! The students were very well-behaved and very attentive throughout the entire lesson. Great lesson! 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC did a good job monitoring the classroom by walking around to each table. TC was profesionally dressed. TC used a strong authoratative voice throughout the lesson. The students easily understood as she was instructing. The voice level of the students was appropriate throughout the lesson.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved and attentive throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job moving the students from desks to floor and back to desks. Good lesson!

		Green		Megan		917463432		TC did a good job monitoring the various groups during the activity. TC used appropriate voice level and tone with students. Make sure voice levels are appropriate for the activity. Some students were being loud due to playing. Instructions would have been helpful for 1) the Activity, 2) Group Work!!!! Students know what is expected of them. Great idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the PB! 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Don't stay seated at the computer while you teach. This is not attending to the entire class. Move to the board and around the room as you question. I realize you have to flip the screen to the next slide, but you can move back to the computer to do that.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		TC did a good job monitoring the classrom and correcting inappropriate behavior. TC used a authorative voice that also had a caring tone. TC was profesionally dressed.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very organized.  The teacher did a good job redirecting off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job or praising the students when they worked hard at finding the correct time. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."so HIM and another guy"...should be..."so HE and another guy"...

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-attended to all students, gives encouragement & facilitates student engagement, effective transition time, demonstrated skill at differentiating instruction.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have near perfect, tone, and speaking habits for teaching 5th grade! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Always so warm and positive with the students.  You monitored the room as students worked.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Be careful of saying "OK?" so much...especially after you give a direction.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Behavior management was good. You have some techniques that work for you such as the randomizer app and the counting back from 5. The balloons were a creative idea. Depending on the class, you may need to leave these in the back of room until ready. They could be distracting for some kids. Move around the room even as you doing the guided instruction with volunteers at the board. This ensures that your workers in the back are engaged like you hope they are.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed to monitor the noise during the Brain pop Video. *The teacher needed to walk around the classroom during the Brain Pop Video to monitor the students more closely. The students were very well-behaved once they began completing the worksheet.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Great behavior management skills!  All students were engaged and on task.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Look for students off task to call on during instruction.  This sends the message all must stay engaged in the lesson and are responsible for their learning.  Be sure to call on students who do not have their hands up as well as the ones who do. You have a good teacher voice.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher monitored the students during their Science experiments.  The teacher continued to ask questions about what the students were observing during their bar graph exploration. The students were very involved throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You are so enthusiastic and use great expression. You are very confident as you are teaching. It was obvious that you knew your material well. That is so important! Great voice level! Good management techniques. "Thumbs up if you are ready." and "If you can hear my voice clap once." You students responded to you so well. They definitely respect you as their teacher. There no never any redirects needed! Wonderful!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your management of your class was good. You brought them in from restroom and had them settled quickly. Good job!

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Be careful of your grammar...you said "Me and Mrs Bailey" twice.  Should be "Mrs Bailey and I".

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was constantly monitoring the students as they worked throughout the lesson. The students were very involved in the lesson.  The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The lesson was very organized and hands-on. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! Great Stem lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked by answering all of their questions as they began their creation of the animals. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter for the lesson very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher had a very organized lesson that included several different types of learning to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher is very natural in her teaching.  The students respect her and are always on task. The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very attentive to the Main Idea subject matter in the lesson.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strong teacher presence... Good use of voice levels. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The lesson was very sequential in the development of the subject matter. *The students needed to be redirected several times during the lesson. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the beginning of the lesson during her delivery. The lesson overall was a good instructional lesson just needed a little fine tuning. The teacher's station was the teacher led station. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You did a nice job of managing your class while you taught small groups. You were asking some challenging questions about drugs. They seemed to be attentive and interested in what they were learning.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The class was very chatty today.  You did everything you could to keep them in tact.  You handled each situation very well.  Even stopping to give a pep talk seemed to help....but they were just chatty! This happens some days. Real world! (and maybe full moon!) Management tip: Have quiet volunteers to pass out papers so you can begin giving directions about the video and the quiz. (Once again- you figured this out! You read my mind and did it!)

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		* Don't chew gum during your lesson. If you watched yourself on video, you would see what I mean. * When you transitioned into the drawing activity, your class fell out of sync. Pass out the marker first and tell them not to touch it. Then give all directions. I would not make this be a silent activity. They enjoyed it. After a period of time, have them write 2 facts in the speech bubble.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Try to interact with the students while monitoring the room.  Stop and ask questions, encourage, etc.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Your class was well managed.  They listened and were all engaged.  This is very bright class so challenge them!  *Don't teach from the board.  I know you were moving your power point, but move around as you are talking about the questions.  Don't instruct from your desk.  *Be conscious of your grammar. Also be mindful of what goes on the board (spelling, etc.) On the board you had written "Began reading on page 448." It should say "Begin" Pay attention to these things. They are important.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		God job attending to the class as you went over the conventions of speech. The game was confusing. It was hard for me to follow, much less your kids. Did you notice that when you started that  your class got very rowdy at times?  Try to do more instruction. Does your class have to be divided up at all into groups?  Try whole group instruction and then divide into groups of 2 or 3 at their seats.  This keeps your piece of mind and their rowdiness under control.  

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Your class was engaged in this lesson and seemed to be enjoying learning. Expect it to be louder than usual. As long as they are being productive, it's good. *Be involved with your groups more. Find out what they are talking about, thinking about, etc. Don't just walk around.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were teaching a lesson on dividing fractions.  You didn't miss a beat when I walked in. Your class was well behaved and listening to you.  Don't get caught standing by the board too much.  Did you notice how Miss Strickland began noticing and bringing out points to help them?  Move around the room and make sure all are engaged.  Give them hints.  You are co teaching.  It's ok.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The students are very well-behaved.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Have students put away privacy boards when going over the quiz.  This will allow you to see what all students are doing.   A couple were not paying attention behind their boards.  One student was logged out of the quiz and therefore did not benefit from going over the answers. You asked students to explain the ABC tool they used in answering the questions.  It is important to call on students even if their hands are not raised. This keeps all students accountable for their learning.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You have high expectations for your students' behavior and are consistent with them.  You are careful to be aware of who you have and have not called on during the lesson, thus holding all students accountable for their learning. You have an excellent "teacher voice".  It conveys to the students that you are in "command" of the classroom.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."DO everyone agree"...should be..."DOES everyone agree"...

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th observation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Today was Halloween and you did a good job of managing your class on this "out of sorts" day. I noticed a big improvement on how you moved quicker when you were in midst of activity. Keep it moving so there isn't dead time for "cut up."

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Remember to walk around the room as you teach from Power point. This shows presence. You are monitoring your class to be sure they are listening and pay attention.  You stood in the same place almost entire time of teaching.  Management was much better today. You used different strategies to get everyone quiet. You chose different people to read from Power point which helped keep their attention.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Always tell students what they are to do when they are finished with a portion of the lesson. Be sure to use an attention getter when students are talking and you need them to listen. Some students continued talking as you were explaining/teaching.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You redirected several students as was needed. Explain/act out how students can be a good audience for each other. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher had the students begin the lesson immedately. The teacher is very positive in her teaching. The students respond well to her lesson. The students are very well-behaved. The students raise their hands to answer the different questions posed by the teacher. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. Good lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Even though this was a good lesson, I think it was a little overwhelming for the students. The video was a little long for this age group.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		High student participation in the lesson and practice indicates that students know why and what they are learning. The teacher candidate has two class leaders. She asks them to walk the field placement visitors from one table to the other. Your positivity encourages students to take responsibiilty for their learning,

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Your classroom management skills continue to shine just as they did when Ms. Sonnier was out on leave. I admire your willingness to work with classroom animals. I also appreciate giving students a writing assignment in science. Writing about science helps students make sense of information. 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		During the acting out of the story, you brought your class back into control in a quick way. Good job! You do a great job of monitoring your class during independent work.  Management tips: *Be careful not to teach to one group. When throwing the ball stand to the side so everyone can see. *When someone gives an answer, be sure everyone hears the question and answer. * As far as the Power Point, You may want to read these instead of having students read for this reason.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite is able to help students who are struggling and those who are excelling. She moves seamlessly supporting students who need an extra challenge or extra help.

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Slow down as you begin.  Get everyone in their seats first so they are ready to listen.  Do not start giving instructions until everyone is quiet.  The young student is the one who said to everyone "Be QUIET!"  This should have been you redirecting. Don't allow individual students to distract you when you are giving directions.  You stopped two times to listen to them whispering something to you.  Your students never really knew what to do. Work on your management plans and strategies. You are in control. You are the teacher.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Very attentive to the needs of your students. Always dressed in professional attire.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Your class was well behaved and respect you as their teacher. suggestions about management... Be careful not to squelch your students when they answer. I understand you want them to raise their hands, but they get excited and forget. When you ask a question like "Is it hard or easy to go on this bridge?" Allow them all to answer. Then call on someone to tell why. Try not to say "nope" when someone gives you wrong answer. Instead, try to say "good try. Glad you are thinking". Nobody wants to answer a question if they feel it may be wrong. Keep your lesson moving quickly. Don't allow for distractions when someone says something. Just keep moving.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today you saw the "real world". Some days as a teacher, we are worn out from constantly telling them they are too loud or to get quiet or to settle down. Today was that day for you. It is NORMAL! Here are a few suggestions that helped me before... 1. Have eveyone's full attention before you talk. This is hard because it may take longer. Tell them they are wasting your time, so you will waste their time at reces.. 2. State your expectations and directions to a quiet class. Don't allow them to start transitioning into their groups until directions, questions are clear and answered. 3. Use consequences. Use your discipline system and stick to it. That's why we have it. Come up with your own for the lesson if you need to. (ex. write AWESOME on board and take away letters as they lose them if needed) 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Class management was phenomenal. You could not have handled this class any better. You redirected quickly and sternly. This is a very trying class. I couldn't have done it any better and I am a verteran. You handled the interruptions well. Ex. The boy coming in needing a homework packet. You had to find it. It's just part of a teaching day. You saw some real world today. Proud of you!! The timer on the board was awesome for class management. * Be careful about throwing out a blanket statement. *Don't become consumed with the little things.  Ex. When the Twizzlers are given out, they are going to talk a little.  It's common.  Just keep your part going and they will come back to you.  Don't redirect for every little thing.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I saw more enthusiasm today!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and engaging for your students. Well done!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You reminded students when it was not appropriate to talk. You redirected students who were off task. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding as well as keeping them on task. You told the students they had a min. to finish....good time management.  You might want to let them know a little farther out, time wise, in case someone has been off task ...they can then refocus and get the work done by the allotted time. Always tell the students what they are to do when finished with an assignment. Work on putting more enthusiasm and annimation into your voice.  This will make your students want to engage with you and listen. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You managed your class well.  They were trying you at times, but you kept them at bay by redirecting the behavior. You monitored and assisted your class as they worked. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		White boards-pairs drawing and coloring and not listening.  Some students erasing and rewriting over and over-not really addressed.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needs to show more enthusiasm for her lesson. The teacher has a lesson that involves several different types of learning to learn the subject matter. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students were on task and engaged throughout the lesson.  You circulated around the class during the entire lesson which allowed you to assess student understanding as well keep them on task. You have a very nice "command" of the classroom. Your "teacher voice" is enthusiastic and engaging!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You have outstanding behavior management skills!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		I see that you generally have students focused on learning. As I have said to you in person, the key to this is often having a well planned lesson that begins with making sure students know the focus of learning. Keep working on this next semester. As students move through the school year, you'll potentially notice behavior differences or a change in class dynamics as see some students mature. It has been a pleasure serving as your University supervisor this semester. I look forward to seeing more growth next semester as you continue your field experience.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There are no classroom management issues for this teacher intern. There seem to be two major reasons for this: 1. She consistently uses the appropriate tone and voice levels that express her enthusiasm for the lessons. As a result, students are drawn in to listen and learn. (This earned an exemplary rating above.) 2. In my opinion, the best classroom management is a thoughtfully, well-organized lesson plan. That is always the case for Ms. Smith. Her plans are exemplary, and the students know what they are doing and why. Their purpose for learning is clearly outlined, and it sets them up for success both academically and in their individual behavior.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Effective classroom management results in part from a well-planned lesson that keeps students engaged. The teacher candidate appropriately and briefly uses humor to get students attention and keep them on task. The professional demeanor of the teacher candidate  set the tone for the students.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern maintains a calm conversational voice  level for instruction. This helps to keep students calm at times when they might be excitable. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Continue to work on behavior management.   You have implemented a new behavior management plan which appears to be helping.  Be certain when you have students in a group on the rug, all students are with you and engaged. After playing the Kidz Bop video, it would have been a good idea to have all students sit down, calm down . This would have been the perfect time to remind students of expectations as they transitioned to centers and began their work.  This age group, especially, needs constant reminders of your expectations. Then you can hold them accountable.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		During the instruction portion of your lesson you had students shouting out answers even when they were not called upon to answer. Be sure to correct them.  You want to be able to call on any and all students in order to assess the understanding of those who might not raise their hands or blurt out. This ensures that all students know they are responsible for their learning. You circulated through the classroom as the students were working. You were assessing their understanding and giving help, as needed. You use an excellent time management technique when you told the students they had two more minutes to work. This teaches the students to stay on task in order to comeplete their assignment in a timely manner! You have an engaging teacher voice! 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Hand signal count down really seemed to work.  So much better than using your voice to get their attention.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."What DO a great white shark eat?"  Should be "What DOES a great white shark eat?"  Be careful also saying "Guys" sooooo much.  Be more specific with your praise...don't just say "Good job".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of various activites on the PB. Good job with teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. Great voice levels - all could hear clearly. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The students were very on task during the entire lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students while they were working at their stations. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher was very involved throughout the lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Good classroom control

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		All students were engaged in the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to get all students' attention when speaking/giving directions. You were quick to notice off task behaviors of several students. You have a entertaining, enthusiastic, engaging, "I am in command", teacher voice!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students were a little off task in the centers at times.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Thank you, thank you for starting out asking for funny Thanksgiving stories from your students.  Awesome!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		All students were engaged and participating in the lesson.  You use excellent behavior management techniques. You have a fantastic "teacher voice".  It is engaging, annimated, and exciting.  You make the students WANT to listen to what you are teaching them. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected students as needed.  Be sure to set expectations for when students are finished with a task. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through...  Great job! Your students were well behaved and attentive.  They love and respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good discipline techniques used throughout the lesson(ex. Close monitoring of class, use of attention grabb ers such as class - class. Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved and on task. The teacher monitored the students while they worked at their seats. 

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Your class was well managed.  They were attentive and engaged.  It is obvious that they respect you as their teacher.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Better attending of the classroom as a whole. Voice level much better. Always professionally dressed.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the attention of the students when they were off task. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their game at their seats.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students are very well-behaved. The students are very on task during the lesson. The teacher does a great job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats copying the vocabulary and definitions of the powerpoint. The teacher knows the subject matter of the lesson very well. The students were very attentive to the lesson. Great creative way to teach the different concepts of North and South poles, East and West Hemisphere, prime meridian, equator, ...

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		After the students began their independent work, some were off task and not engaged, There were students who had their hand up for help and it took you awhile to get to them. You walked around and helped a few, but you were not aware of students who were off task. If you had several students with the same problem or misunderstanding, it would have been a great time to go back to the board and work some of the questions together as a class. I heard several students say to the CT that they did not know what to do or what to do next. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked one of the students if they had a serious answer. This helped the student rethink what he was about to say, as he changed his mind. You circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding.  This is the hard part....as you are helping keep an eye out for off task behaviors. There were a few off task. Be sure to tell students what to do when they have finished, because there is no way they are all going to finish at the same time. Continue working on speaking louder and with more command and enthusiasm.  Remember, enthusiasm is contagious!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You quickly redirected any students who were off task. You still need to get an attention getter.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Next lesson write down some higher level questions on note card to ask. You still are asking recall. When partners were working on tree maps, some groups were off task. Be sure to watch all parts of the class. The admoinisrtations will be aware of this. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Remember to challenge the students to do their best.

		West		Sydney		917437847		I have never seen significant behavior issues in the times I have visited Ms. West. She is attentive and focused, and sets an example for how students should also be focused.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good rapport with students is evident in the discourse/conversation that centers on the four main text structures that will be the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You monitored students as they worked, checked their answers.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Make ure you have all students attention before talking.  I felt like you were talking over students who were having their own conversations.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very involved in the lesson from start to end. The teacher has a great variety of ways to learn the commutative property of addition. The teacher constantly gives positive feedback for the students when they answer the problems correctly. The lesson plan was very thought out and sequential. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students throughout the entire lesson. Great job again!
Excellent student teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-nice job offering appropriate praise when warranted

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Teaching fifth graders near the end of the week and near the end of the day can be a challenge, but  the ability of the student teacher to engage students in learning activities make this classroom feel like a Monday morning when students are ready to learn. In this lesson, the command of the classroom during whole group instruction and the intuitive conversation with individual students as they needed guidance during independent work were elements that made these aspects of the lesson exemplary.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Your voice level was appropriate and you were very encouraging to your students. Good job seeking out the students that were not readily wanting to answer your verbal questions. Student behavior was appropriate due to your consistency with reminders! You were professionally dressed (as usual)!

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Monitored the class while you were in small group.  You made sure everyone was working and following behavior expectations.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well managed classroom. Good voice quality throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job calling on a variety of students throughout the lesson. All students were actively engaged in the lesson. Excellent job redirecting the class when the noise level was too loud. Yea - you refused to go on until they were quiet! The students quickly realized this & stopped talking! TC was appropriately dressed.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Classroom management – The teacher candidate used the phrase “everybody freeze” which let the students know to stop what they were doing and listen for a moment. Excellent! She compliments students when warranted for a good academic choice or for staying on task and following directions. Positive reinforcement seems to encourage engagement and cooperation. A mild, appropriate dose of humor keeps the mood in the classroom upbeat and positive.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The courage of an intern to conduct hands on  is exemplary in itself. Maintaining control of the classroom is extraordinary!

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		I have enjoyed all your lessons this semester.  Good luck to you in Block 3.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good lesson!  I am proud of your growth in the area of behavior management!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good solid lesson!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Your LP was well written & organized. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. You used an appropriate tone of voice throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Make sure all students are focused before moving on with the lesson. 2. Always a good idea to post instructions for activity on an anchor chart or include it as a part of your PP. 3. Its imperative that you are aware of all activities during your lesson & make adjustments as needed. 4. After you've redirected the class (with a verbal chant or directive), don't move on until ALL students are quiet & focused! If not, you send the message that it is okay to keep talking! 5. Make sure the materials are not presented too quickly!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor. You have grown so much as a  teacher during the time I have worked with you. You've earned the respect of your school and all those who work with you. I look forward to visiting your classroom at LSES this fall. Your new students are going to love you!

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney exhibits the habits of a teacher with experience, and will do well her first official year.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate shows promise in the area of creative science lessons. Project-based teaching and learning is successfully working in this classroom, and promoting STEM. It has been a pleasure being your University supervisor this semester. I have enjoyed watching your lessons, and I hope you'll continue to be creative and courageous in your teaching.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Area of concern in PGP was classroom management.  There are no concerns this semester with classroom management.  Students were engaged in the activities, they rotated centers quickly and without disruption.  Expectation for behavior is set at beginning of lesson and reenforced-voice level.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. You did a great job encouraging the students to participate in the lesson. You were open to their thoughts & letting them share their previous learned knowledge. 2. The PP was well constructed and definitely enhanced the lesson. The pictures obviously provoked much thought! 3. Great guide sheet for the experiment. 4. Materials for the experiment were well organized & easily accessible to the students. GROWS: 1. Include a copy of your instructional sheet in your PP so that you can use it as a point of reference. 2. When you tell the students to get quiet, don't move on until everyone has stopped talking & is focused on you! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Continue to think about how you can incorporate active learning like you have in this lesson. Think about how to make activities like the invention as relevant as possible to the standards and learning goal. For young students, you may want to consider giving them a couple of choices of problems to solve with an invention, but open ended inquiry is one of the most pure forms of learning. I am proud of you for including this activity, and for not being afraid of the very active learning strategies.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The intern/teacher can identify problems that students are having (such as not comprehending math skill or any situation in which a student doesn't quite understand certain vocabulary). She is great at identifying times when it is appropriate to abandon a strategy that is not working. I am so pleased to have been your university supervisor, and to have seen you grow. Remember to "Plan, plan, plan" your best lessons when school starts in the fall and show them your very best. Your students are going to love you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding centers and guided reading!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson!  Keep up the terrific work you are doing!  I am proud of you!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Continue to use what you have learned to plan good lessons. Work on unique ways to engage student at the beginning of a lesson. Sometimes a video clip is good, and other times an active learning strategy is best. Something to think about- The standard does not necessarily lend itself to higher order questioning. However, you might consider asking students to think about what the beginning or end of rivers have in common and why. For instance, the majority of rivers end by flowing into an ocean or gulf. These large bodies of water can handle the flow of millions of gallons of water.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The intern and supervisor will meet with Ms. Steed Thursday, March 16. Goals for a professional growth plan will be shared at that time. There will be a goal for classroom management and a goal for instructional planning/lesson delivery. It is possible that there will be additional goals.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Excellent ideas put into action in this plan! I am proud of the work you have done this semester. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		I am so grateful to have been your supervisor for Block 3 and internship. You have continued  grow. Now I see a confident young lady teaching. You are going to be a teacher that students will respect. If I may ever help you my West Georgia email will remain even into my retirement.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Use your sub. Find a job for her. Maybe she could help with small group or strugglers. Your sub can be used walking around helping students understand directions as you were explaining activity using their name.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		It is a privilege to have been your university supervisor. You have made tremendous growth during the school year, and I know you will set an example for your students. Continue to do your best as you learn and grow and start your career.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate has shown improvement in many areas, most notably starting the lesson with the purpose for learning and keeping students focused on the related goals.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great introduction to lesson. The video clips grabbed the students attention & energized the lesson! 2. Excellent use of a power point to enhance the lesson. The pictures that were used greatly enhanced the lesson 3. Lesson was well organized & flowed smoothly throughout the allotted time! GROWS: 1. This was a great time to talk about earth quakes in Georgia. This would make it even more realistic for the students.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent Powerpoint & presentation of the lesson. 2.Your students appeared to love the lesson & actively participated throughout the entire lesson. 3. It was obvious that you knew the material you presented to the students. 4. Great overall lesson! You did an excellent lesson from start to finish. GROWS: 1. It would more productive to post a group list on the board so the students could readily see where to go when you began the group activity!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Placing the Standard & I can statement at the top of the instructional sheet was an excellent idea! 2. Excellent use of a student select system as a means to chose students to answer the questions. 3. Lesson was well prepared & you had all of the materials readily available. 4. Yea - Group list was posted. (might be beneficial to put all groups on one post). GROWS: 1. It is always beneficial to put a copy of the instructional sheet on the PBoard so you can refer to it as you teach. Remember students need to see and hear numerous times in order to learn.! 2. More time was needed on the basics of the lesson before moving on. You had students to verbalize that they did not understand some of the lesson. 3. Don't be afraid to let a student sing a song that was learned in a previous class (about prepositions) as a means to encourage prior knowledge.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was obviously well prepared & executed in a professional manner. I was impressed with your knowledge of the lesson. 2. Yea - you posted the activity sheet on the board! 3. Great authoritative, yet caring, tone of voice. 4. You were very open to the students giving you a variety of ways to remember less than/ greater than GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to go over rules for group work before beginning a group activity. I would post the rules as well. 2. Make sure the noise level is appropriate for the activity. Practice an appropriate noise level!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Remember to always study the content and prepare, in advance, for how you are going to instruct the students. Do not wait until the morning of the lesson to prepare and study.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned and organized lesson!  I can tell you know the content!  I am proud of how you have come into your own during your two weeks of teaching!!!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As you spend more time with your students, you will better know "how much" is too much for your age group to handle in one lesson. All teachers have to learn this with each new group of students they get each year. I am proud of your professional manner and willingness to grow and learn.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. TC uses good voice tone and level. It projected clearly throughout the room. 2. TC was familiar with the information that she was presenting. 3. TC was at ease with the students throughout the lesson and readily redirected students who were off task. 4. Good job making the students feel at ease throughout the lesson. The student readily offered their answers. GROWS: 1. In order to provide focus for the lesson, always begin the lesson with a EQ, focus question, I Can statements, etc. 2. If possible put the paragraph that the class is reading as a group on the PB so that you can point to the various parts as you go over it. Struggling students tend to get lost and this is a good way to make sure they are focused on the appropriate part of the passage. It also allows the teacher the opportunity to remain mobile. 3. I think it would have been a great lesson to have vocabulary listed on the PB or an anchor chart. (Idiom, hyperbole, etc) so the TC & students could quickly refer back to it as needed. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was an unannounced/ walk through observation. You are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and your Powerpoint content was very appropriate. You might want to increase the size of your font and make sure it can be seen clearly from the back of the room. 2. You were dressed professionally (as always). 3. Your voice was enthusiastic throughout the lesson. 4. Great job redirecting students to look on the board for information when they get confused. 5. I was impressed with your willingness to include the neighboring students in the lesson. GROWS: 1. When using a chant with the student, make sure the length of the phrase is appropriate for age level of the students. 2. Make sure all students are focused during your lesson. Stop and refocus the group as needed. 3. This lesson (past, present, & future) can be confusing. It might help to list the examples on a chart similar to what you used during the lesson where the students put the verb in the Past Tense, Present Tense, or Future Tense column 

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson! You are a natural! Keep up the fantastic job!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well planned and organized lesson. You gave the students the support necessary to be ready for the experiment.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through.  Great job!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity, you are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons so much. Looking forward to next semester.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This observation was unannounced.  You were right on target teaching and managing your class.  You are every bit as good on an uannounced visit as you are when it's a planned observation!   You are AWESOME!!!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1.  I could tell that you struggled during the lesson but you kept your cool and moved forward to the end. 2. You were keyed in to the lesson and quickly rsponded when you saw that students were not understanding. GROWS: 1. Important details of the problem are marked through - same concern as last time. Instead of using the document camera to show the worksheet, it might help to retype the problem in a larger font & use that to demonstrate with on the board.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Great handwriting (on the board). It's very clear & precise! 2. Transition between activities was very smooth & took little time GROWS: 1. Make sure visuals are large (& clear) enough for  the students to see. 2. You MUST increase the your voice volume in order for all students to be able to clearly understand what you are teaching. I had to strain to listen to what you were saying. You are louder when you stand than when you are sitting so you might want to adjust your voice accordingly.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent, engaging, well planned and organized lesson. Keep up the hard work!!  I am proud of you!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Terrific, creative writing idea.  You have truly "come into your own" as a teacher this semester!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. TC posted & reviewed Standard & I Can statements. 2. Good clear Powerpoint 3. Excellent use of real-life examples for the students to compare & contrast (ex. McDonalds & Chic fil a) GROWS: 1. Arrange Powerpoint so that the students have a large area to respond to the problem presented. This allows for all students to see what is recorded on the board. 2. Add a PP slide for the definitions or put info on an anchor chart. The defined key terms should be visable at all times. 3. Add reading passage to your PP so that you can refer to it as the students give you their responses.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Excellent, fun, and comprehensive review of the learning goals!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done introduction lesson on  Thomas Jefferson!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. You were very thorough in presenting the lesson, You provided verbal & visual assistance throughout the lesson. 3. You were professionally dressed (as always). 4. You did an excellent job questioning all the students during the lesson and reminding them to try to decide the answer without looking at the various instructional charts post throughout the room. 5. You used a very encouraging voice throughout the lesson! 6. Yea! You followed student progress closely and redirected students GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to read the story with the students. Lower students tend to raise their hand if everyone else in the class does. Remember the lower students are the ones that need the most reinforcement ( they are typically score the lowest on standardized test)

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. It was obvious that the TC had a clear understanding of the subject that was taught. GROWS: 1. DIscuss the role volume plays in everyday life. Relating it to prior knowledge is how the brain learns & retains information! 2. Use the manipulatives under the document camera so that all can see. 3. This type lesson is a great opportnity to use color fill. 4. If a problem is causing confusion, do not go on until you are satisfied that the students have a clear understanding. 5. When a student is presenting his/her information to the class, make sure the other students are attentive

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. Standard and EQ was adressed in LP & presented to the students though a PP slide & verbal communication 2. Good PP: colrful, realistic pictures with informative text. 3. Neat activity - great idea to have all the material already made! Students really enjoyed participating 4. Great Idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the board so that you could go over it with the students! 5. It was obvious that you had reviewed & was familar with the lesson. The students had several questions & you readily gave good constructive responses! GROWS: 1. Don't allow constant chatter. Stop, address the issue and don't move forward until all eyes on you & room is quiet. 2. Good PP but use a larger font size for the definitons of key term. If not it will blend in with the other information. 3. Pictures are great but demonstrate with something concrete if possble. (ex. the lever & fulcrum, scissosrs, etc) 4. Great lesson for a PP vocabulary slide or anchor chart (AC could be posted on the board while you use the PB) 5. Instructions for activity? Instructions for group work? REMEMBER: STUDENTS NEED TO SEE & HEAR NUMEROUS TIMES IN ORER TO LEARN! 6. Group List? How are groups differentiated?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were posted & clearly articulated to students. 2. You voice was authoratative but you also had a caring tone! 3. Lesson was well planned & executed! GROWS: 1. Use the same type of GO as the students. Yours was similar but not the same. 2. Talk with the students about local wetlands that they possibly see on a regular basis. (you may have to ask a local to tell you their location) 3. It might help to stop the video & point out important facts. The students can write them on their paper.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Even though you realized quickly that this was too hard, you gained a ton of experience of what 4th graders can do. Make sure you go over the activity with your teacher beforehand. She would have told you it was too confusing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lessons and rapport with your students have been good and Mrs. Carter and I both agree that improvements still come along when we think the lessons are good!

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You were an excellent student, and you're now an  excellent teacher. 

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. I have also included concerns voiced by CT these were shared with Ms. Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson Courtney!  Continue the hard work in order to keep growing and glowing!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well done, Courtney!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and gave plenty of support to the students!

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		I am so proud of you, Brooke. You have proved to be a great teacher candidate. I have enjoyed your lessons and they have gotten better each time. Looking forward to Block 4.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was an unannounced observation.  You were teaching about the Cold War and the Iron Curtain. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Good opening to lesson - students were actively engaged. *Your enthusiasm and knowledge of the topics was amazing and the students were obviously impressed *By having the students read along with you, it gave the struggling readers an opportunity to read aloud even though the passage was a little difficult for them. I observed all students reading! Overall excellent job once more!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through. Good job!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson was great today.  I have enjoyed so much being your supervisor this semester.  You have truly got a gift of teaching.  Good luck to you as you enter your internship in the fall!  

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You are going to be a great teacher.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This was an unannounced observation.  Good job 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very well planned, organized and taught lesson!  Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th obsservation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. Good job!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to work on your confidence in teaching.  Get over your nervousness and give it your all like you did on your final lesson.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent writing lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing the lesson and relating it to real life. 2. It was obvious that knew the subject that you were teaching. GROWS: 1. The lesson in general appeared to be a little overwhelming for this age group. 2. Don't be afraid to stop or condense the lesson if you see there are issues.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan - You are a great teacher. In many ways you seem like a natural teacher - just born with what it takes. You have also worked hard to plan good lessons, and that is what sets you a part. Even though you have faced a heart breaking personal loss in the past year, you've shown up for your cooperating teacher and your students. You are an inspiration to me, and I hope you have peace in that area of your life. It is a privilege to be your professor. I remember you introducing yourself the first day of science methods.:-)

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ease with which you talk to kids makes them feel comfortable talking wtih you. You also skillfully manage the learning environment by working closely with students to keep their learning activities on track.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Really enjoyed your lesson.  You are a natural enthusiast!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Good job!  I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You have improved each lesson and I am very proud of you!  Good luck as you enter your internship!!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Depite your concern regarding mathematics not being your strength and the confines of the school system's math curriculum, you did an admirable job with this lesson. Your ability to guide students through math problems and to elicit the type of discussion and answers you need is a strength! Have confidence that you are a good math teacher.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		I am thankful for the opportunity to be your university supervisor over the past two semesters. Your maturity level in the fall semester dealing with change gave me the chance to more clearly see the good character that you have. You're going to have a successful career!

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Today was great experience for you because your teacher was not here. It allowed you to see the real world. I think you were very nervous today. You were like a "deer in headlights " at times. Learn from this experience and reflect on it.  I don't feel like you were prepared today.  I have seen you do a lot better. I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester. I hope you have gained some good advice and I wish you luck as you enter your internship.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized 2. Well rounded lesson. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to repeat important ideas presented in the lesson several times. 2. Work on increasing voice level so that all students can clearly hear you.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		I have enjoyed your lessons. This one today was the best yet! Looking forward to Block 4.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today was hard for you because you were worn out physically and emotionally from being with your sick grandmother.  However, I am proud of you for coming in to school and doing this lesson.  In a real job as a teacher, this is real life.  You have to show up even if your "mind" is not all there.  I applaud your efforts. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am so proud of your improvements in behavior management techniques. Well done! This lesson was lacking rigor.  There needed to be more high-level thinking....higher level questioning... There was very little instructional time or guided practice time. Part of this time was taken up with the videos. Videos have their place, but they do not take the place of good solid instruction and guided practice. A simple thing like using the white boards which you had listed in your lesson plan would have been more engaging for the students. This would also allow you to see their responses much more easily than on the notebook paper.  They love using white boards and these can be used to practice anything! 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		This was an unannounced visit/ walk through. I have enjoyed your lessons.  You will be a great teacher.  Good luck as you graduate and enter your new career!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to continue to work on questioning .Good luck to you as you enter your internship.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well done, Alexis!  Keep up the great teaching!  I am proud of you!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well planned and organized lesson!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Sometimes teachers have students that make good grades consistently, and it is difficult to see growth  As her teacher for science methods, Block 3 field experience, and her internship, I recognized Jordan's ability and performance levels early.  During this internship, even with a good evaluation of an observed lesson, I saw the effort to refine and consistently improve practice. One of the highest compliments of an intern is for them to be offered a job at the school of their placement. I was so proud to learn that this had happened for Jordan. Her future students at LSES will be in good hands. I am so honored and privileged to have been your professor for three semesters. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your individual teaching style is beginning to shine through as you gain experience and self confidence. One of your strengths is being well organized and prepared for each lesson. When a teacher candidate does as well as you, it's a challenge to find ways to continue in your professional growth, so I will leave this question for you. Feel free to discuss this with Ms. Fields. As you continue your field experience, I would like you to consider this question: What are my options as the teacher when students indicate a lack of understanding of a concept or skill? What reasons or evidence guides me as I make decisions on these options?

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Continue on the path you are on. You are making good instrcutional choices. You can be confident in your lesson delivery when you know that you have made good plans. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Get ready for the fast pace of a full time teaching job! Congratulations on being hired for the fall1

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Behavior better, but still needs setting expectations, sticking to those expectations, and consistency. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good lesson. Think about some of the things we discussed when planning and teaching your next lesson so you will continue to grow and glow!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with a lot of visuals throughout the lesson 2. Great classroom management throughout the lesson. 3. Your voice was very encouraging. I felt very motivated! 4. Thrilled that you pre-grouped your students. GROWS: 1. Try to use real items (money) when possible. The hands on is so beneficial to the students! 2. SLow down a little so that all of your students have a clear understnding ofwhat you are teaching.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Students were working in groups Counting squares Measure with ruler Good directions Started with group needing the most help Connected to prior learning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		This was an unannounced observation. You brought them back from Connections and began a Drug Awarenss lesson. Good job!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Outstanding lesson, Kaitlyn!   Keep up the hard work and dedication!  I am proud of you!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		What a difficult concept to teach!  You did a great job explaining and answering the students questions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was well planned, organized, beautifully scaffolded, and taught!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared & oraganized lesson. 2. You were very encouraging to your students but also very firm. 3. Great use of technolgy to enhance the lesson. (ex. Brainpop on PB, document camera) GROWS: 1. Since this is a new skill, it might be beneficial to spend additional time of the makeup of a bar graph. 2. This would be a great place to use an anchor chart so that the students could have a visual to refer to. I would suggest using bright colors and labels. 3. Teaching bar graphs is a great time to use hands on items such as counting blocks to demonstrate a bargraph.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		This was an unannounced 0bservation/ walk through during two weeks of student teaching.  Good job!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson. You have improved this sememster. 2. You have a great relationship with your students. You are very genuine & the students respond accordingly. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to stop and restart the lesson if the students are not following your directives.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Video lesson observation

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS; 1. Well planned lesson. Great video to open the lesson. 2. It's obviouss that the students respect you & consider you as one of their teachers. 3. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure all instructional items are ready before the day begins. 2. If you're going to play a background, I would suggest turning it down to a low level. 3. Work on transition time so to best utilize time! 4. Have items for the worksheet pre-cut for the students to better use your instructional time. This is a dificult skill for some and can be very time consuming!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall the lesson went fine, but it was not your best lesson. You lesson was shorter than the others and I believe it had to do with the time you were given to teach the lesson. I understand it is harder to go into another class with a different teacher to teach just one lesson. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Good lesson, Taylor.  Continue to grow and glow!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done, Taylor!!  I am so proud of you!  You have worked hard and it certainly shows!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Overall this was a good lesson. I have seen growth in your skills and proud of how you continue to improve!!

		West		Sydney		917437847		It has been an honor to be your university supervisor over these two semesters. I have enjoyed the growth in your confidence level. Even though you started out doing well, I see you polish your teaching style every time I visit. Your enthusiasm for teaching reminds me of what a privilege it is to work with elementary students. You are already a great teacher!

		West		Sydney		917437847		This lesson contained a large amount of information, but was presented in such a way that students could keep up with various tasks assigned. I am so pleased that I had the privilege of serving as your supervising profesor this semester at North Douglas. Continue on your path toward the goals for high expectations of yourself and of your students. You've mastered so many areas. One that we all can work on is incorporating even more higher order thinking skills and questions; As I said in person, I am proud of your work this semester, and you should be too.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are growing as a teacher and have the basic skills you need to plan effective lessons. As you continue in field placement, consider this question: What are the reasons for the instructional choices I make when students do not understand? Why do I make these choices? It has been a pleasure working with you this semester. I look forward to seeing continuing growth next semester.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn   - Thank you for the privilege of witnessing the final year and a half of your undergraduate degree. Although you were doing some good work in the fall semester, you have grown so much this spring semester. Look at all the exemplary marks on this observation form!! I am thankful for the way you have worked with Mr. McAlexander, both honoring his plans and classroom rituals/rules. I also like the way you have been able to use your own ideas and teaching style to help these students in whatever subject you are teaching. Observing your lessons has been a pleasure. Keep up the good work this semester, and hit the ground running when you're in your own classroom as THE teacher. :-)

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & executed! 2. The Powerpoint was well constructed & included all the key information presented in the lesson. 3. You were careful to choose students who did not readily raise their hand to answer the questions. 4. You were very encouraging to your students. Several class members responding to your comments with a smile. 5. Overall very good lesson! GROWS: 1. Increase size of font for PP. 2. Don't rush through the key concepts of the lesson. Some students need more examples & process time.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Excellent Powerpoint to help students better understand key terms 3. You were obviously well prepared for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Slow down & repeat information as you notice any students struggling to understand. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson well planned & organized. The information was presented using a variety of good instructional techniques(informational video, direct instruction, hands-on activity) 2. Material for the activity was readily available & clearly labeled. It contributed to the activity going smoothly. 3. Great job making sure that all students remained on task throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to have the key terms & definitions on an anchor chart or as part of the Powerpoint. 2. Don't rush the students - allow them time to give the answer before you provide it. Remember: Ask don't tell! 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Additional comments: It is a pleasure to watch you teach a lesson in part because you obviously enjoy working with your students and helping them discover and express new ideas. I am very proud of your efforts and the results I have seen with your students in the lessons I have observed. You are moving forward with solid classroom experience. When you graduate and have your own classroom, I can only imagine the learning experiences your students will have.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It has been a privilege to be your professor for 3 semesters. You are already a great teacher. I look forward to hearing about your own classroom in the future. There are some lucky children out there who will have you as a teacher. Thank you for doing hands on science (not just today). It is important to the future of our country and the world. 

		Responses (n): 		119

		Response Rate: 		35.21%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Ric

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Reler

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Ricb

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve  Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		191

		Response Rate: 		56.51%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/10/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/06/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/14/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/21/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/24/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/10/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/16/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/16/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		04/16/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/10/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2015

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		04/10/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/17/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/17/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/15/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/13/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		04/16/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/21/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/29/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/03/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/21/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/06/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/21/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/13/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/10/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/12/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/07/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/11/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/21/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/10/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/08/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/27/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		11/07/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/27/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/29/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/27/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/11/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/17/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		04/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/10/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/03/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/10/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/03/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/06/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/21/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/10/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/07/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/29/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/21/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/07/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		04/10/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/08/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/13/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%
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Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher 
observation) 2 0.59% 58 17.16% 217 64.2% 19 5.62% 6 1.78% 36 10.65% 338 2.85 0.52
Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, 
journals, projects) 0 0% 11 3.25% 64 18.93% 3 0.89% 222 65.68% 38 11.24% 338 2.9 0.41
Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for 
determining student level 0 0% 2 0.59% 20 5.92% 1 0.3% 278 82.25% 37 10.95% 338 2.96 0.36
Total/Percentage 2 0.2% 71 7% 301 29.68% 23 2.27% 506 49.9% 111 10.95% 1014


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Breanna Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jesica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaydock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brpwm

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Camon Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Ducan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allson Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jamine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacy Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rahel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haiyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Saannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alxander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Aleis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbi Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Tayor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh  Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caoline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Desiree Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		329

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/08/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/02/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/15/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/15/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/18/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/09/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/25/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/29/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/16/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		03/27/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		11/02/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/12/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/09/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		11/09/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/01/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/27/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		04/11/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		11/02/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/28/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/16/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/21/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/26/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/23/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/09/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/27/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/14/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/16/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/09/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/30/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/18/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/11/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/14/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/15/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/14/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/23/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/02/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/23/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/14/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/28/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/02/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/14/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/29/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/29/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		11/09/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/11/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/29/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/07/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		11/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/15/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/11/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/15/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/09/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		04/11/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		03/16/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		11/09/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/09/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/17/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/14/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/14/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/29/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/04/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/11/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/26/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/17/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/17/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		10/26/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/16/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/22/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/15/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/31/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		04/10/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/14/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/23/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/26/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/09/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/31/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/13/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/23/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/16/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/02/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/21/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		11/14/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/29/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/13/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/02/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/07/2016

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/23/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/23/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/17/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/23/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/16/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/13/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/09/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/02/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/09/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/21/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/10/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/12/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/22/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/02/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/27/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/28/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/18/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/10/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/16/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/09/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/26/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/18/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/22/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		03/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/16/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/26/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/29/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/12/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/11/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/28/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		03/13/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/29/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/04/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/12/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/07/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/26/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/29/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/14/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/20/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/28/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/11/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/14/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/11/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/25/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/15/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/28/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/29/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/27/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/29/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		11/11/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/14/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/31/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/12/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/11/2016

		Responses (n): 		323

		Response Rate: 		95.56%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary S

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary Scool

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt ZIon Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Hill

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		GHES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		IES

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		IES

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		IES

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		IES

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		327

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1 ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Science

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math Drop in

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  SS

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  S

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		2nd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		5th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		4th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		2nd 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 SS

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3 ELA

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 S

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 SS

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  S

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  Math

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4 Science

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 SS

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		3

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 Math

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		2

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5  Math

		Jones		Darius		917396692		3

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		12nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Math

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  Math

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		2

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4 S

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2 ELA

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Math

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3   Math

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		3

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  SS

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 SS

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 S

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  ELA

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  S

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4 SS

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		4

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  Math

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4-Video Lesson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		315

		Response Rate: 		93.20%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		s

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Rz emler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		SteveRich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen /Muzio

		Responses (n): 		313

		Response Rate: 		92.60%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		3		3		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		3		3		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome job of posting and presenting Standard and learning goals.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standard and essential question were posted and standard. The teacher let the students read the standards. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson a little faster to keep the attention of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write down the information from the T chart on a whiteboard or notebook paper to keep their attention.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I could not do a drop-in because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I was not able to observe Asia on the day chosen for observations. Her teacher was out and she preferred that I not observed her without her teacher.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		No standard was posted or presented

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Observation sheet copied to Notes section

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document was completed on the other observation form and the document was uploaded under notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Using an  "I can" statement is an appropriate way to convey the learning goals to the students at the beginning of the lesson.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You need to add more information to Differentiation Section

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Standard wasn't posted or presented. Make sure this is done.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating and discussing the standard and essential questions.  The teacher had a good powerpoint with "Let's Talk!" questions and information about the lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		observation was done mid lesson so the above not observed

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Frop in lesson-no lesson plan available.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez consistently makes sure students are aware of the learning goal(s).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The "I can" statement puts the standard in student-friendloy language, and is posted on the table top chart for the small group.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		 Students were well aware of the learning goals of the lesson and were able to participate in the classroom discussion with ease. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney has done an excellent job planning a meaningful unit of learning for her students. Today they are embarking on a webquest to get information on the planets in our solar system. The students are responsible for their own learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Good job posting and presenting Standard

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very sequential and organized. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Drop in visit.  Standard discussed with students in small group.  Each student received a copy of the standard to put in their notebook.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I love the way you let the students share their thoughts as they reviewed the standards and EQ.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Comparing two texts

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Thank you for consistently posting the standards you teach and for clearly stating learning goals for your students.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		The students were already engaged in their centers and guided reading group when I arrived.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You shared the learning goals with the students. The lesson was well planned, organized, and taught. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Carrying out the opening took a longer time than it should have. Many students were off task. Once the reveal of the purpose was made, what could have been an effecive opening was lost because of the lack of classroom management.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The purpose for learning was clearly stated, as well as the standard, and the specific portion of the standard to be addressed in this lesson.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose of the lesson and the students understand what they are to do and why.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thorough lesson plan sets teacher candidate up for success in delivery.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No Standard or EQ posted or presented

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Learning goals right on track

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You had already started when I arrived

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students respond to a written piece with a graphic organizer.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate related the learning goals for the day to the students from their work from the previous day of class. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job reviewing the vocabulary for the lesson with great visuals! 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job focusing your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Yea - Great idea to put the standard & I Can statement on top of your instructional sheet!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You reminded students they had been studying electricity.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You explained the standard, however you forgot to discuss the "I can statements" with the students you had in your plan.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was a drop in visit

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I Can statements were precise and well written.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		I was not able to do observation because her class went on a field trip the day her team scheduled their observations.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Lesson in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standard and learning goals were not discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Standards were posted.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Standard was posted and presented.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This was an uannounced observation so some things I did not observe.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standard was posted but no reference was made to it. I Can statements are listed in the LP but not posted & no reference was made to them during the lesson????

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard posted, read, discussed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question.  The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP. Spend additional time focusing your lesson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was a continuation of a previous lesson. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You clearly articulated the standard and the learning goals for this lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great way to "develop" the standard by teaching it.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You do a good job of explaining the standard so your students understand the language of the standard and how it applies to the lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated and posted the standard. The teacher went over the standard with the students. The teacher explained the lesson goals at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher drew an example of the tally chart. GROW-The students could use a whiteboard at their seat as the teacher explained the different graphs.  The teacher could have let the students draw the different graphs as she explained them. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Standard and I Can statements on opening slide-missed by observer.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Lesson already in progress.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher let a student read the standard-great job! The teacher explained to the class what they would be studying about in the lesson-metric system. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The standard and essential questions needed to be reviewed more before beginning the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Love that you put it on a PP slide but a larger font size was needed. Relate topic to an area the students are familiar with such as a local swamp area! The brain learns better if we tie the new learning to something that we alrady know. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		I was not able to observe Jessica. She had to be out of school on the day of observations..

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job by letting the students come up and point out the words that would be hard to understand. 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Break down the standard and explain your I Can Statements. They need to understand what they are learning today.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Consistent use of the purpose for learning and the use of i-can statements help you and your students.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Well organized lesson; well planned.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard posted, read, discussed,  EQ and I Can statements read and discussed.  Agenda for lesson and At the end of the lesson, I will be able to ... all shared, discussed.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher needs to review the key words in the standard. The teacher needs to spend more time on explaining the standard and essential questions.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Be sure to point out standard, even if it is on the wall. Always articulate the learning goals for each lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards and EQs discussed.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question on the powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter.  The teacher explained the goals for the lesson. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Great job of presenting Standard and EQ's.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher included the students in the explanation of the standard and essential question. 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed to explain the standard and essential questions in more detail at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential questions are stated and posted. The teacher stated the goals at the beginning of the lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		GROW-Even in small group, the teacher needs to state and post the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher explained the goals for the lesson in the beginning of the lesson. The lesson plan was organized.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher started the lesson by stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standards in depth.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Informal visit. Didn't observe beginning of lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		You posted and presented your Standard and EQs.  Be sure to explain these EQs after you present them.  You told them that you would be studying these today, but have them answer questions about them before you start.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Read and discussed standard

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Standards not posted or discussed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Discussed the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No standard posted, read or discussed.  At the end of Block 4, you know this is expected. Lesson plan was very brief with 1 section left blank.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		unannounced observation

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brain Pop video about Possessive Nouns. The teacher addressed the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. *The lesson plan was late.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		After the Standard, begin to explain the learning goals and why they are learning this.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards being addressed.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Read and explained the standards for the lesson.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate is clear on what she is teaching, and she confirms this with her students. When it might be natural for the straightforward content of a math problem to make it seem dull,  the ability  ability to lead discussion thoroughly

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Through a variety of questions students were engaged both in recall and higher order thinking skills. During questioning, the purpose of the lesson was also made clear.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Class in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before". Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts. They were small. Good visuals as you showed the maps.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate followed the Eureka math plans regarding not specifically stating standards but placing more value on the students knowing the purpose of learning. There was no doubt that the students knew the purpose for learning. They were very much engaged in learning.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher-intern clearly states the learning objectives. Students are clearly aware of the purpose for learning.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard posted, read and explained.  Had students discuss meanings of key words.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good job presenting and posting Standard

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good job presenting the Standard and I Can Statements. Explain the I Cans as much as you do the Standard.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You need to have and articulate the standard and an E.Q. or I can statement (s).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard. Remember you can always put the standard into "kid friendly" terms to help them better understand it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard read and discussed.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You discussed the standard and the I Can statements.  You also revisited the standard during the lesson.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the Great Depression. *The powerpoint was too small. THe teacher enlarged the powerpoint as the lesson progressed. The standard and essential questions were posted and stated. *The teacher needed to go in more detail about the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and E.Qs displayed on slides and thoroughly explained. Lesson is well planned, organized, and well taught.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Video Lesson... I liked your power point going over representing fractions on a number line.  It was difficult for me to tell if the one slide had numbers in the wrong place...you said something about that.  Human number line was a good way to have students become part of the lesson.  You might have expanded the questions with some "greater than"/"less than" to make them to expand their thinking.  Paint chip activity was good. You need to do more teaching to the students other than teaching from a power point.  They need to be more involved and "into" the lesson.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Standard posted

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The anchor charts that Ms. Smith creates for her lessons are exemplary. The "I can" statements give students a frame of reference to go back to throughout the lesson. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The students clearly understand the purpose of learning and are engaged in classroom discussion and ready to take part in independent work. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Drop in visit-lesson in progress.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard posted or discussed. You had E.Q on the board, however it was not pointed out or discussed.  This is so important....it tells the students up front what they are responsible for learning during any lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was the drop-in observation.  Students were going to centers as soon as I entered the class.  Therefore, standards and learning objectives were not seen.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester, I was unable to do a drop-in visit.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		A partial lesson so I didn't observe the Standard being presented

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards/EQ clearly stated and explained. You told the students they would be responsible for learning the answer to the EQ by the end of the lesson.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job posting and presenting Standard.  Also breaking it down for meaning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You clarified what the meaning of literal and nonliteral means when it comes to interpreting idioms.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Discussed standard.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Standards were posted 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		THe teacher did a good job of stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher had the students read the standard and essential questions.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The lesson had already started when I began my observation.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Great instructional video but to enhance the lesson it might help to revisit the EQ after the video is complete. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Standard was reviewed and learning goals reviewed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Standard and learning goals clearly communicated to students. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Review lesson for Georgia Milestones

		West		Sydney		917437847		The students were clearly informed of the goals of the lesson, and in fact participated in defining the key terms from the previous day giving the background information for today’s lesson. The appropriate use of technology (document camera) enhances the lesson and supports classroom discussion. The students had multiple examples and ample scaffolding to support learning and reinforce the review of terms from the previous day/lesson. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose for learning and the students are in full understanding of the goals and objectives.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Use of graphic organizer Modeling Good attention gettters Management strategies used Polishers: Validate Praise Language Function needed only for reading and writing lessons

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Good job going over the standard and I can Statements with the class,

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with the standard-posted, read, discussed.  Discussed the agenda for the lesson-what students would be doing, the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Independent practice Good Student Discussion Good use of Anchor Charts Good time spent practicing the skill Grows: Use more mgt strategies Continue to find teacher voice and expression Use more HOT questions More feedback

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Drop in lesson. No lesson plans available. Don't forgrt to discuss the standard as the new group comes in. Standards were posted in room.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened with I Can statements and then read standard.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted and read along with the EQ.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential qution for the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Exemplary marks were earned in clear learning goals as explained below: The learning goals were very clearly stated and discussed with the class. As the goals were discussed a list of three guidelines that went with them was developed with student input and posted on the screen. An additional screen showed the three options for what students should be working on when they moved to independent work. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-standard posted, I can statement posted & stated 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Drop in visit--no lesson plans available

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Purpose for watching video Good Classroom Management strategies 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Discussed standard and I Can statements. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard was shared.  It was not posted due to a last minute room swap because of technology failure.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Having the lesson main ideas and a graphic on the screen further informed the students of the learning goals. It also referred back to prior knowledge.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The students were informed of the learning goals of this lesson. They knew what they were to do, and attended to their learning responding to the clear instructions of the teacher. 

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Discussed standard.
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		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		3		3		0.51
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		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		3		3		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		3		3		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		3		3		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		3		3		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		3		3		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		3		3		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great idea to play Bingo for a review of terms for electromagnets. This got their brain reconnected from the weekend.  Loved how you had terms and definitions on power point.  This showed questions and answers to Bingo game. Your questioning is always good.  You were reviewing for a test, however you gave a lot of individualized instruction as they worked in stations.  The balance of instruction was a good one because of you helping students individually. Smooth transitions from stations.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good beginning lesson on declarative and interrogative sentences.  Powerpoint had a great deal of information.  Not sure that the students understood what an "alter ego" was...might have needed more definition/meaning.  The Egyption Pyramid paragraph was very informative but I'm not sure from your directions that they need to identify the types of sentences.  Might have highlighted each sentence as you were reading it and identifying it.  Activity was good practice and students seemed to be very successful in identifying types of sentences. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good science lesson for 1st grade about plants.  Students had previous knowledge about the parts of the plants and what plants needed to survive.  Good use of graphic organizer - circle map.  Giving the students the options to draw their plant or write about it gave them success in what they chose.  Good prompting.  Had to move to another room because of technical difficulties.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good opening question, "What is a colony?" *But you never really got the answer. You have to listen to what they are saying. Give your students your attention when they are answering questions that you asked. Don't be getting your materials together while they are answering. Listening closely allows you to piggyback off their answers. Good job of going over what they would be learning. Your questioning was really good. I am very proud of questions you came up with. But once they answer, have them tell the "why". Expand more about it. Use the Power point to give a lot of direct instruction. Your instruction was vague at times, assuming they already knew the information. It was confusing info at times for me. Possibly keep referring back to map to help them understand. Try comparing to today's economy. Do we still have the kinds of jobs they had back in the early colony days? *Having a student read each teaching point took a lof time. Use this time for you to read and explain as you read. The activities at the end were confusing. Possibly too much to complete, even for your ALP class.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students that they would be making an area chart. The teacher had a powerpoint that included the learning target. The teacher let the students know they would use key words to figure out the different area problems. The teacher created a T chart that included what area is, what area can do and what area looks like. The teacher asked different questions to encourage the students to provide the answers to the questions. The teacher had a small Math group. The teacher constantly gave the students positive feedback as they progressed through the lesson. The teacher had a lot of delivery of the subject matter in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher posted different word problems on the powerpoint.  The teacher instructed these students to write "A" or "P" to solve the word problem. The teacher asked good questions. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Hook your students in your opening by giving them something to think about. Don't ever let "what have you been talking about in science?" What about a video about his failure before he became famous?. I have seen one of these. Or start the class off with a large picture of Thomas Edison on the screen. Begin asking cool questions about him or have them write down on an index card three things they already know about this person (don't say his name) It was obvious that the class I watched was a bright class. They need to be challenged with higher level questions. Know what to ask beforehand. The flip book activity was fine, but not sure what the purpose was if they were just copying from board. After you deliver the material, they should be able to think of three facts on their own. The index card summary was basically the same thing as the flip book.  Could they use their three facts and put in paragraph? **keep a timer on.  The flip book should have taken 7-10 min. at the most.  They had far too long to work.   I think that was  part of the management problem. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Even though this was a review of previous taught information it was evident that the students did not have a good grasp of the information.  You did a good job of going over each component and showing examples.  You stressed the difference between heading - subheading and photograph - illustration.  Game of SKOOT was a great way for them to become more familiar with the with the components through real life examples.  You did a good job of not saying "OK".  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Comapring fractions...good video showing the "cross multiplying" method of comparing fractions.  Almost too much information in this lesson.  Students were somewhat confused about cross multiplying and visually looking at the fraction models.  Glad you called on students with their hands down and had those students that said they were confused to work out problems on the board.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good lesson.  Good review of "heat" terms.  You differientiated by having a song, power point of terms, and experiment.  Might have put the worksheet up on the board so that the students could see it as you were describing what they were to do and before you handed it out.  Students worked well during the experiment and on the worksheet.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		I don't think you were as prepared as needed. Good idea using a taco to "build" an image of the four types of productive resources.  Referring back to previous knowledge good to build a foundation.  Timing off when allowing students to get parts ready for taco.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson by telling the students they were going to sort shapes. You asked them what it meant to sort shapes. You clarified what the word "sorts" means. You led a discussion regarding how shapes could be sorted....number of sides, vertices, etc. You used the term "defining attribute".  You explained size was not a defining attribute. After giving students the support needed, you asked them to sort the shapes, by their defining attributes,  in the container in the middle of their groups.  The students worked well together and I could see them discussing the various shapes. After the students had sorted their shapes, you asked them to write sentences explaining how the shapes were sorted. Excellent!  This shows higher order thinking when they are able to explain the  thoughts behind their groups!  You did an excellent job modeling how to write a sentence explaining how a group of shapes was grouped together. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You had the students look at the things you had sitting on a table. You asked them to predict, looking at the items, what they would be doing.  They were able to correctly predict PB&J sandwiches were going to be made. You first led a discussion of what ingredients and utensils would be needed.   You listed these on a chart as students shared. You then had the students break down, into steps, how a PB&J sandwich is made.   You made them think carefully about how the directions were to be written. This was very evident when one student told you to put the peanut butter and jelly on the bread and you literally took the containers and placed them on the bread!  Your point was made! As the steps were given, you had different students come up to the chart and write them on the chart.  After actually demonstrating how to make the sandwich you discussed how the transition words helped with the process of making the sandwich. You then shared a G.O. and explained how they were to write the "how to" directions, along with pictures on it. Students went back to their tables and began to copy the piece of writing created as a class. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pictures were good.  Not sure students knew exactly what you wanted them to say about each picture of animal related to Georgia region.   You needed to give them an example by going over the answers you wanted.  You mentioned something about them going to the zoo and then the lesson was on Georgia regions.  It was confusing. When you are asking questions, it is always good to use the "sticks" the teachers have with the students' names so that everyone gets an opportunity to be heard. Transition was chaotic with putting on their hats.  Not sure hats were needed.  You might need to think of activities that are more challenging to 3rd grade.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Awesome, awesome questions after video. When they answer, have them tell you what that means. Even though this is a review, do more review instruction before they get started with centers. 4 questions about the video is not quite enough. This will create a good balance of instruction and practice. Take the time to explain the stations well. Set your expectations, rules and consequences for what they are to be doing. State the purpose of each station and what they will accomplish.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating that the students would be studying about context clues. The teacher had a Jeopardy game for context clue review. The teacher did a good job of explaining the rules about their Jeopardy game. The lesson was a good review lesson for the upcoming third grade Milestones. The teacher constantly asked the students different questions as they discussed the answer for the Jeopardy game. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You were doing a whole group language arts lesson on "Table of Contents"

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lesson was in progress.  Students were working in math groups.  Small group with you incorporated guided instruction and independent practice time.  You made sure students practiced the skill and then made sure they checked their work.  Independent work groups included technology, partner work, indeendent practice,  Students transitioned to new groups well.  You are very encouraging to your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*You had a well constructed PP . The font was appropriate & key terms defined. *Have an organized way for the students to give you the answers as a group. It is easy for lower students to merge into the group when in fact they may not know the answer. *Sometimes its more productive to provide each group the information (4 sheets per group) instead of having them rotate. *Give the students an opportunity to give you numerous examples and list them on the board or anchor chart.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used a variety of strategies and materials such as wipe off boards, practice clocks, and observations of different watches or other clocks.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		-Teacher uses hand signal to help students recall main character. (Later, hand signals are used to recall all the parts of the "re-telling rope." ) - the students were able recall the setting and the characters. - the problem in the story was that no one wanted to share. - beginning-middle-end. - student understanding checked by asking them to put fingers on correct spot on paper. - teacher uses table-top chart & post-it notes to guide students on starting their graphic organizer. - Students are encouraged as they worked independently on writing about the beginning/middle/end of the story book. The hand motions were a good way to wralear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with stup up the lesson and review for understanding.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You were doing a review in math on fractions, place value and comparing numbers The 3 stations was a good practice idea. I would have liked to seen a simple quiet game, etc. instead of 3 worksheets back to back to back. Be careful not to say, "You need to be quiet so we can finish this and get to the fun stuff." Good idea to have the teams work out problems at their desks while participating team members worked out at the board during Jeopardy game.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Each student is assigned a role, and all students must work as a team to explore the solar system on a webquest. Students will create a final product that they will use to present to the class.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate used real examples of cities and climate regions in the US. Students were given the scenario that the meteorologist at a local news station was sick. Their current assignment is to do research on the city’s weather patterns for this time of year and create a 10 day weather forecast. A variety of technology increases the means by which students may learn. The students are engaged in using laptops to gather data on the city and region assigned. Students will record information on charts in the classroom. Because they are departmentalized, there will be two sets of data - one from each science class. This will help students see the importance of gathering as much data as possible in science. Using the names of real life meteorologists, the teacher(s) related the activity to the students’ world. Making their own weather cast will be exciting for the students.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher is discussing the root words as she goes over the information on the powerpoint. The students were very attentive with their answers to the different questions about the root words and their meanings. When introducing the new powerpoint, the teacher asked the students to share the definition of the word before letting the students give examples for the affixes. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint to circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a great job of asking the students different questions after they circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a good job of using popsicle sticks to call on different students. The students received a whiteboard to write their answers on. The teacher explained the "Go For The Gold!" game to the students. The teacher did a great job of explaining the rules for the whiteboards. The teacher explained in detail how the students would write the answers to the questions on the whiteboard. Great job-explaining how to write the correct answers and talk with the partner. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You began your lesson by asking what they had been studying. *suggestion- Always start with a prompting question such as "We have been studying about the middle colonies. Who can tell me why we called them the middle colonies?" Or any type question that will reel them into your lesson and get them thinking. You can then begin to piggyback off their answers with more questioning. You transitioned well into each activity. Good job! *Before the video at beginning, give them a focus to watch for. What do you want them to gain from video? Good job of asking questions. Keep digging deeper.  This will come with experience.  *Continue to work on higher level questioning. Before slides of pictures start, talk about what it means to earn a living back then and how different it is from today. For example, "Many of the pictures you are about to see are very different than today." Then elaborate on earning a living and what that meant to the middle colonies. Loved the apprentice idea 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Activated prior learning.  Explained meaning of unknown terms. Encouraged students to answer and ask questions. Had students explain why adjectives go in order.  You had them explain their answers/thinking. Lots of student discussion to come to correct answer.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		The Powerpoint was well constructed & proved to be an excellent guide for the lesson. The pictures invoked a great class discussion. Great job leading the discussion for the lesson. Your questions were thought provoking and the students gave great responses. The transition between the class discussion and the activity was very smooth & no time was wasted. Good job giving encouraging feedback throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Class in math centers.  Directions for centers were clear.  Expectations for quality of work and behavior were stated.  Small group-discussed strategy for division,  Tied lesson to real world with Halloween goody bags and candy.  Reviewed the names for the parts of a division problem.  There was guided instruction, student practice, independent work and use of technology. You checked student work giving them immediate feedback on accuracy. Try to incorporate open ended, higher order questions into lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The compare and contrast visual for the class is on chart paper and the characteristics listed are on small cards that can be moved when determine what they have in common. It helps the teacher to differentiate in certain ways... she reads to the students as many of them cannot read at the level of the two books. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate led students in a discussion of the highlights of Benjamin Frankin’s life. Students were eager to share their ideas and responses about Benjamin Franklin. The students were engaged in the invention process – which was the hands-on component of the lesson. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		As your lesson was about informational writing on the topic of turkeys, you launched the lesson with a turkey caller. You asked the students to tell you what they thought the sound was and why you were making it. How creative! You accessed prior knowledge regarding informational writing, as you connected to the writing done about Davy Crockett previously. You helped students remember this type of writing contains facts about the topic. You reviewed what it meant for something to be a fact. Great support and scaffolding! You read previously chosen pages from a couple of books about turkeys, asking students to listen for important turkey facts. As a class, it was decided what the important facts were and you put them on a chart for the students to see. You built up the excitement and anticipation for the second book you read when you asked, "Are you ready to listen to this special book?"  They will think it is special because you think it is special! At one point you said, "I don't know, I need help."  Again, this age student loves to think they are helping their teacher and all were happy to do so. Using the Elmo you demonstrated how the students were to add sections to their turkey books, made previously. Excellent, visual support. You had the gifted students look for facts, in othere resource books, that were not on the chart. You guided the students through labeling the parts of a turkey, the life cycle, and writing 3 facts chosen from the chart.  You then allowed the students to pick three more facts they wished to add to their turkey books using the chart you had created with them.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were working with a guided reading group when I arrived.  All other students were actively engaged in their center work. The students in your guided reading group were all tracking print as they took turns reading aloud.  You asked questions to assess understanding of the story during the reading. You modeled the reading of the story students were to read with their parents that night. That group was then dismissed to begin working on their center assignments. This was done quickly and quietly. You then called the next G.R. group to your table.  You began by asking questions about the book up to the point they had finished reading.  The word depressed came up in the reading and you asked the students what the word meant. Great vocabulary support! You had students, in the centers, working on math, spelling and sight words, as well as students working on the computers in order to improve their letter recognition. Great way to differentiate! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was conducting a small Reading group for the observation. The teacher began the lesson by explaining general academic and domain specific vocabulary. The teacher used the Reading passages they had been studing about to select the different vocabuary. The teacher gave positive feedback as the students worked hard during the lesson. The changing of reading groups was very smooth. The students are very focused on learning during their Reading time. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		A two-minute video about the major rivers of the US added to the lesson introduction. Students were engaged in the video and asked to recall the rivers immediately following the video. Students were also given a fact sheet about the rivers. The teacher candidate asked questions based on the fact sheet and some that were from the video. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There were multiple pauses with no direction given nor any expectation for what students should be doing. The actual lesson took less than half of th 40 minutes noted in the plan. Students were instructed to either read a book or work on tasks from other subjects. At one time, 3 students were seated, only one of those reading. The other two were talking. Two of the students that were up were looking for books. The others were simply off task and not being redirected.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The hands on activity gave students the opportunity to test or experiment with various objects throughout the room to determine their attraction to magnets. This allowed them to move around which is certainly an accommodation for  for those  learners that have a difficult time sitting at a desk all day.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Use of rap song video to introduce text features was an ideal choice. Students were thinking about the content of this rap thoughout the lesson! The stations set up with various books gave sutdents the chance to identify text features in a variety of literature.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved your beginning! YEA! Asking about what an acronym was and connecting that to the acronym they would hear on video. *As the video ends, create a real life meaning about why division is important to learn. And why do we have to KNOW the steps to divide? Why can't we do them in another order? All these are important to go over. Power point was creative. Your questioning was much better!  Good job! *Just a thought....Before they take out paper to practice with you, do some direct instruction, where they are just watching you. You are teaching/ reviewing about these steps. *Stay consistent while you are teaching the word problem. For example, you never mentioned the Daddy, Mother, Sister, Brother while working it. You wrote D, M, S, B but remember you are trying to connect to the acronym to help them remember.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good delivery of content about lines. As you went through the Power point, they took notes on their paper. After PP was over and you had taught each, you went back over each to review. Good job. They loved the Mrs. Bruce says.... game. Also, the name game they used was a very creative idea to help them understand different points. *Ask your " thinking" questions as you are going over the answers. For example, in your name. As you ask what kind of line, have them tell you why it's called that.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		*Wow! I love this idea. Very creative thinking on how to integrate math with Social Studies. Such a natural way of using the Mayflower SS standard to create word problems to solve. Most of the work today was independent and group work. Since this was a SS lesson with math integrated, spend some instruction time on 4th grade Standard of the colonies and the first Thanksgiving. There was too much down time toward the end. What can the other students do when finished early? I think if you had spent more time instructing they would not have gotten finished. Time management is tough. It's hard to estimate the length of time you need.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.  Students were engaged when making predictions of what book you were going to be reading.  Students loved the book.  The activity of having them write the sequel for the book related to the lesson on parts of speech.You asked students to explain the meanings of the parts of speech.  You monitored them as they worked. You set expectations for the work they were to do-encouraging them to do their best.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The ability to think on her feet was an asset when students were slow to respond. She redirected their questions effectively and helped students remain ready to learn throughout the lesson. The students in the classroom began to make connections from the previous questions and even the previous lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Using the graphic organizer on the projector helped students as they were looking at the same one on their desks. It was good to know  the 2nd graders are practicing constructed response as they will have to do on standardized tests next year,

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students were engaged in the lesson and excited to play the game of Scoot.  Several students seem to struggle with the concept of prepositional phrases.  More guided instruction as a group might have helped.  You did stop the game when you noticed the struggle and clarified the difference in preposition and prepositional phrase.  Glad to see you monitoring the students so closely and picking up on the confusion.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great opening video! The students enjoyed it but appeared to learn from it as well. Lesson was well planned and you presented it well! It was obvious that you knew the subject matter that you taught! The power point was well constructed and definitely aided in presently the key points of your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		 Brain Pop video is a great way to open the lesson. The students love these and they are typically very informative!! Spend more time teaching the lesson (BrainPop Notes) before moving on to a quiz. Put a copy of the quiz on the board as a reference. It might help if you had an anchor chart for key terms such as prepositions, prepositional phrases, etc. Lesson needed more guided practice before moving on to quiz.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You began by reminding them that they had been studying electricity. Showed a Brain Pop video. Before video, you told them they would have a quiz. After video, you presented questions to asses understanding of the video. (done aloud with whole group) The assessment was supportive of the info in the brain pop video. *you showed slides that gave the info students were to copy into the blanks of graphic organizer. They took notes as lesson was taught. (More time needed for some). You had a diagram of a circuit on the G.O. for students to complete the part. Some students didn't have time to complete this from slides on board. * When a student got an answer incorrect, you did not explain why it was wrong. Students were not asked to explain why they chose those answers. No higher level questioning was used. Be sure to call on students without hands up. This ensures all students know they are expected to stay on task and learn the content. *No differentiation used in lesson plan or lesson. *Be sure and use reinforcement and feedback when students give correct answers. First transition back to desks was good, but the second transition to groups was chaotic.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for the lesson. You jumped right into the lesson by presenting the standard & focus questions. Good questioning throughout the lesson. You allowed the students to respond before repeating the answer and asking for an explanation of the process. Taking time to define key terms promoted understanding as the lesson progressed. I thought it was neat how you promoted several students to give their thoughts on ways to remember greater than/ less than symbols!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of prior lessons on comparing fractions. You guided students through plotting fractions on a number line in order to compare them. You planned stations in order that you and Mrs. Lewis could work with small groups to review for the upcoming fractions test. You said, "Good job, " as a response to students when they got something right.  Work on being more specific with your praise. Explain what they did well. Include H.O.T. questions in order to increase the students' depth of knowledge. Have them explain their thinking. Your students used white boards to work the problems. Your using one as well would have enabled you to model/help students visually see what you were verbally telling them. Orderly transitions between stations. No instructional time was lost. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of what had been discussed during the first part of the lesson taught before lunch. You asked the students to "foreshadow" regarding how the U.S. would acquire all of the land you indicated on the map west of the Mississippi River. You showed the students, on the map, what the U.S. owned before and after the Louisiana Purchase. Excellent modeling of map skills. You had the students track print during the reading of the text. Love this!  Holds all students accountable and on task. You asked the students why it was important to have good major ports. Good higher order questioning. You pointed out the map in the book that highlighted how much the L.P. added to the U.S. Good reinforcement. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Before starting the lesson you had students stand up. You told each one which side of the room they were to move to and which tables they were to sit in during the lesson. This was for differentiation purposes, as you divided them according to levels. You accessed prior knowledge asking students what they knew regarding what government can do. You shared a PowerPoint and conducted a discussion of the Mayor of Carrollton, the State of GA., and the National Government....discussing the duties of each. This was a lot of information for one lesson. It would have been better to teach one at a time. When asking questions about the information of the slides perhaps ask if they could find it on the slide. Visuals would have been helpful, as there was so much reading/information on the slides. After the group discussion you had the students complete a government "sort" according to their level. You also had the directions for the sort on a slide for them to refer to as they worked. The activity seemed a little difficult because all 3 levels of government were included. I am not sure they had had enough support/instruction/practice of each level in order to complete these with a high rate of success. The students in the higher group seemed to be struggling with not only where ot place their cards, but how to read some of the words. Because there was so much information, you spent the majority of the instructional delivery time explaining the duties of each level of government. Therefore, there were few HOT questions. I did not observe the closing of your lesson, as I had to leave for another observation. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did a good job allowing appropriate wait time for students to respond. This allowed for students who were slower to respond a chance to provide an answer. TC was very encouraging to the students as they attempted to complete the assignments. The lesson allowed for a good balance of instructional time & student participation. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You were doing a Musical Task Card activity. Your students seem to be having fun, while learning at same time. What a great idea to get them moving and reviewing at same time! Very interactive and engaging Your instruction came through individual instruction as they were working. This activity can also be used as an assesment. Smooth transition as they moved back to their seat for closing. Great activity for them to anaylize their own work by self checking. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lesson was well prepared and executed. Students were readily engaged in the lesson. It might be beneficial to have the definition of key vocabulary posted so that the students can see them. Also, I would spend a little more time on a basic verb lesson before adding past, present, & future tense verbs. Once you move on, show the comparison on the same screen. I think it would help them put it into perspective.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Small group lesson with a skills group.  Asked lots of recall questions-lesson focused on constructed responses from text.  Tied to real world experiences. Instead of giving the students th main idea sentence-ask them if they can tell you.  What do they think and why.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Overall a good lesson on the 13 colonies.  Students had an opportunity to go over previously learned information and learn new facts.  Worsheet on promethean board needed to be bigger...it could not be seen at the back of the room.  Glad you went over the first 5 questions together with the class.  Students then had  to opportunity to work with their chromebooks to complete the worksheet.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Students were involved in lesson when I arrived. They were doing creative writing. Students had graphic organizers to help them organize their thoughts. You did a great job of montoring the students as they worked. You gave additional help when needed and encouraged students as they worked. You kept students engaged-quickly redirecting when they got a little talkative. You encouraged them to do their nest writing.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge of antonyms. Their responses were priceless. You led the discussion of antonyms being two words with opposite meanings. Beautiful, orderly, quiet transition the rug. No instructional time lost! Once you came together on the rug, you had the students again say what antonyms are. You made an anchor chart using the letters in the word antonym....giving the definition of the word and examples. Very creative. The students had a part in the creation of the anchor chart! Students had a clear understanding of what you were doing with the chart and they were anxious to share their examples. You read The Foot Book and asked students to look/listen for examples of antonyms as you read. Before reading you once again reminded students what antonyms are. The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the book. After the reading of the book students shared antonym pairs and they were added to the anchor chart. After filling out the chart, you choral read all the antonym pairs on the chart and you revisited the meaning of antonyms once again. Such excellent support for your students' learning. The students went back to their table groups. You showed them a slide on the P. Board and again discussed the meaning of antonyms. You had an example sentence: An antonym for happy is _______. The students readily told you an appropriate answer. You next had students brainstorm in their table groups some examples of antonyms that had not been discussed before. Students were able to give examples which clearly showed they were understanding. The next slide you had the students match pairs of antonym pictures. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You access ed what students remembered from the previous days lesson.  You drew a web on the board and the students gave you adjectives to describe PEEPS. Great way to combine L. Arts with Science.  You told students they were going to make a prediction. You asked the students what this word means and they were able to tell you it is a guess.  You asked the students to predict if the PEEP, when placed in a cup of water, would sink or float. A student asked you, "What if our prediction is wrong?"  You quickly emphasized a prediction was their "guess" and there was no right or wrong.  On the graphic organizer you gave the students you asked them to circle either "sink" or "float" as their prediction.  You clarified the meaning of the word sink.  You took a count of the number of students who thought the PEEP would sink or float. You then collected their prediction papers.  You told the students they would observe the PEEPS in water the next day. You then told the students they would predict what would happen to the PEEP once it was put into the water, besides sink or float.  The students had many excellent predictions which you wrote on the board. The students then wrote a sentence on their G.O. telling what they thought would happen.  When they wrote their sentence it would have been good go have them use the word "predict".  I predict..... 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		You were teaching a  whole group lesson on using pronouns correctly.  The Power point was large, colorful and easy to read.  There was a good balance of instruction and practicing independently.  You gave individually instruction as you assisted students working independently.  Smooth transition as you lined them up to go to lunch. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Opening was great as you gave them the Agenda of the day. Did you hear their "yeas" as you told them about Musical Chairs?" Awesome instructions on what they would be doing in their activities. Very creative ideas for activities. Today is Friday and it makes learning fun when the students can move around the room instead of just sitting. Side to Side was such a simple game, but powerful. You did a great job of asking high challenging questions such as ways to change the verb. (it was obvious that you took in to consideration of what we talked about) Transitions wers smooth and directions were given. Loved, loved the musical chairs story activity.  The students loved it too.  Great music! **- As students asked questions, use that time to quickly review.  For example, when the girl asked about writing in 1st, 2nd or 3rd person, have her remind the class what that means.  ** Keep reinterating that the story has to flow or it won't make sense.  Not only from the verb standpoint but the type story. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were going over Daily Language Review as I came into the room. Perfect that you took the time to go over the words "biology" when so many were confused.  We, as teachers, have to listen to our students so that when we are confused we can help them! *Love the Agenda on the board.  Do you do this every day?  That's a wonderful idea! You transitioned into their skills groups.  You gave explicit directions on what they would be doing in their groups.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson began with a 6 minute test that took approximately 20 minutes to complete. The lesson really had no opening or focus. TC reviewed the 5 question test with the students & had individual students work the problems on the board. Lesson transitioned to a work sheet & the TC worked the problems with the help of the students using the CUBES system. None of the terms mentioned in the I Can statements (time, length, volume and weight) were mentioned even though the problems were comprised of problems relating to some of them. Not all students were called on & several students appeared bored &/or lost :(

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Engaged students.  Tied to real life with them using themselves as examples.  Students were engaged in lesson.  Centers allowed students hands on participation.  Very encouraging with students. Good job incorporating high order questions in lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You opened with a review of prior learning to set the stage for the activity part of your lesson.  Students loved the slide show and were able to recall facts and details and answer your questions.  You incorporated higher order questions-"why-expain", "what happens when".  Good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students worked to create a map of Ga that incorporated all they had learned about the regions.  They were so excited to work on this and hated to stop for lunch. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good variety in your presentation...Flocabulary, anchor chart, reading paragraph for main idea and supporting details, graphic organizer, independent work.  I liked how you used a paragraph about what they were learning in science for them to read and find main idea/supporting details.  Anchor chart was hard to see with the lights off and it was held very low.  Students were not very responsive at the beginning but got better.  

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary about different math vocabulary terms that would help solve math word problems. After the Flocabulary video, the teacher explained the students would be playing around the world. The students thoroughly enjoyed the Around the World game. The teacher explained the C.U.B.E.S. strategy. The teacher reviewed what C.U.B.E.S. means. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the different C.U.B.E.S strategies. The teacher had great advice for the students when they take the Milestones test. GLOW-The teacher had the class read the word problem together. The teacher instructed the students to solve the problem on their whiteboard. The students did a good job of sharing information while trying to solve the word problem. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		The students were engaged throughout the lesson. Good use of the document camera so that the students could analyze a problem that had some issues. You were very encouraging to your students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When you passed back the students writing, you told them they were to proofread their letters to their favorite author.  You reminded them they could look back to their book, Dear Mr. Henshaw, for help regarding ideas as to what to say in their letters. You circulated throughout the classroom offering assistance as was needed. After finishing the letters you directed the students to swap papers with their partners. Each student was to pretend to be the author the fellow student had written to and answer the questions as they thought the author would.  So creative!! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You activated the lesson with a video forecast. You led the class in a discussion of what the numbers on a forecast map represent and how those numbers are determined. You connected the temperatures on the map to their real lives, asking the students if their parents listen to the weather report in order to determine what they should wear to school each day. You asked the students what the person telling the forecast is called and had the students discuss this in their groups.  You had the groups share their responses. You then asked the students what the study of weather is called, once again letting the students discuss in groups.  There was a discussion afterwards. You asked the students what temperature measures and you led them to the understanding it is how hot or cold something is. You shared a thermometer with the class and explained it was an instrument used to measure temperature. You had made an anchor chart of a thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celcius represented on both sides. You explained fahrenheit was considered the "customary system" and celcius was part of the metric system. Each student had a G.O. picture of a thermometer and you had them color theirs in using your anchor chart as their example!  Well done! You pointed out certain temperatures can be controlled with examples such as room temperature, freezer temperature. You pointed out outdoor temperatures cannot be controlled. You demonstrated water boils at 212 degrees farenheit by putting a thermometer into a pan of boiling water and letting the students look at the thermometer. You also had the students fill in the boiling point for fahrenheit on their G.O. You explained water freezes at 32 degrees fahrenheit. You demonstrated this by sharing a couple of thermometers that had been sitting in ice water for a couple of  hours. On the celsius side you explained water boils at 100 degrees and freezes at 0 degrees. This information was also recorded on their G.O. You had students use their G.Os and your anchor chart to predict temperatures of the various seasons. This was great application for what they were learning. You conducted a quick review of information at the end of the lesson. Don't forget to include your E.Qs in the review, as they were your learning goals. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Not a bad introductory lesson on Heat.  You had their attention when you said they were going to experiment with chocolate.  Might have been better to show "Experiment sheet" on the promethean board so that they could see what you were trying to explain.  Also might have tried to find a video to help introduce the standard.  Liked your "Think about in your head what it feels like in your hand" instruction.  Good questioning techniques throughout the lesson.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Prezi...it really allowed you to incorporate everything needed to address the standard in a variety of ways.  Personal reference made about your husband, the coach, who needs to know the weather...students are always interested in the lives of their teachers.  Referring back to previous knowledge is also a good way to reinforce their learning.  Students seemed to really enjoy the lesson and were eager to share what they had done.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great subject knowledge.  Had them get their page ready in binder before starting.  Liked the way you had the reading done in three different styles:  popcorn, speed, and independent.  Stressed "Cite the evidence correctly from the text"...so important!  Also had them look at questions before they read independently so they would be reading to find the answers.  Loved your example of "seeing" the flashlight through child's body and through his ear cartlidge.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good opening asking students what they knew about the words...transparent, translucent, and opaque...also the "cheesy" video.  Good graphic organizer for them the write down if items were t,t,or o.  Group activity got a little chaotic with the rotation.  Might also have been better if there had been a flashlight on each table so that the students could actually shine the light "through" the items.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You really did not teach.  You did a quick review of the names of the 3 people in history that they were studying.  Then you just go them go into groups and work on their books.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job of incorporating higher order questioning.  Lots of positive reinforcement for students as they answered questions and participated in discussions.  Good balance of student participation and instructional time. When student had outburst-you kept the rest of the class on task and the lesson continued. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lesson on solving word problems.  You asked students to tell you what they found difficult about woed problems and then had them tell you about key words they should look for.  You also had students discuss they strategies they could use.  Asking them to explain the strategies, tell how and why they would use them would expand their understanding. Make a flip chart for smart board with only one problem at a time for guided instruction.  Document camera is awkward-paper moving, shows part of the next problem, your hand covered the screen.  This would get you out from behind the desk and in front of the class. Very weak strategies for dealing with struggling learners. Leson continued.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher explained what a noun is and how to identify the nouns. The teacher had a powerpoint about nouns. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint and circle the nouns in each sentence. GROW-Be careful with spelling of words-sandwhiches should be sandwiches. The teacher asked good questions about the sentences-What is the subject? What is the predicate? The teacher shared a powerpoint on verbs. The teacher let the students read the definitions. The teacher had a powerpoint about identify the verbs. The teacher had another powerpoint on adjectives. The teacher asked good questions about the review powerpoints. When the students selected the wrong words, the teacher had a great way of questioning the students until they arrived at the right answer. GROW-The teacher needed to instruct the students that most of adverbs end in "ly". The teacher had different sentences on the powerpoint. The teacher read the directions for the powerpoint before letting the students answer the questions. GROW-The directions on the powerpoint had the wrong "to". Draw "to" should be draw "two" line under the adjective or the adverb in each sentence. The teacher explained the rules for the Jeopardy game. The teacher did a good job of making sure the students understood how to play the game according to the rules. GROW-"Inturpted" should be "interrupted". 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked questions at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher wrote the question-Who likes jellybeans?-on the board.  The teacher asked the students questions during the lesson to create a bar graph. The teacher gave explicit directions about the jelly beans which would be used for the graph. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students bean to work on the worksheet. The teacher explained how to graph the jellybeans by color. The teacher posted the questions that the students would answer at the end of the lesson. The teacher had the questions posted the questions on the powerpoint. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good job defining the key terms for the lesson (compare & contrast). It would be beneficial for you to have the definitions posted on the PB as part of your Powerpoint or on an anchor chart so the students would have a visual to look at if they became confused. Compare & contrast is a confusing leson for some students! TC was very encouraging to the students. This promoted a positive learning environment! It would have been beneficial for the reading passage sheet to be visable on the PB so that you can refer to it as you went over it with the students. By doing so, it would have provided you a visual to refer to & write on as the lesson progressed. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students by discussing the election of the class mascot and how girls would have felt if they could not vote.  Good place to ask what they thought about this and why?  How does it make the girls feel, what about the boys? Reviewed vocabulary to be sure students undersood the terms being used.  You had a printed definition sheet ready for students to put in notebooks. Brain Pop video talked about subject.  Took quiz at end--involve all students by having them discuss answers or signal answers or write on white board.  When only one student answers you only know about their understanding. Students were to make a Twitter profile for Susan B. Anthony-some were not familiar with Twitter.  When using something like that be sure students understand the concept. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		When reading to the class, a larger book would have been better so students could see the pictures clearly. Your page of pictures for sequencing was too busy, not really utilized in lesson and a distraction. With kindergarten-a real plant , seed and sprout would have been great. PPt example was discussed and sequenced verbally.  It would be great if you could move the pictures into the correct order so students have that visual.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of Thomas Jefferson. You read a book about him and asked questions as you were reading. After reading the book, you put a picture of T.J. on an easel. You asked students to recall certain information and as they responded correctly you put the picture of the correct answer on the easel.  Great visuals.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You were playing a review game of 3 dimensional figures using the Jeopardy format.  You asked students to access prior knowledge of these figures. Students moved to their teams in a nice orderly fashion. When questions were chosen you allowed the teams to confer on the answer. Great team effort! You allowed students to use the anchor chart for help. Great way to demonstrate the resources in the classroom are helpful! When students struggled with an answer you stopped and helped them understand why the answer was what it was.  Excellent support for your students' learning! I did not see the closing of the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The Powerpoint greatly aided to the presentation of the information. It was clearly organized and well put together. You did a super job involving the students in the learning process. You encouraged the students to participate in the lesson. Very appropriate amount of guided vs. independent practice.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Good beginning having them answer a question on Google classroom about what they were going over in class before you taught.  REally the the "Zearn" teaching program.  It teaches while it allowed you to pause and highlight important knowledge.  Very good practice.  You did a great job of stressing important points throughout the lesson.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students take out their journals to write the problems from the powerpoint. The teacher knows the metric system subject matter very well! The teacher is a natural teaching the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats in their journals. The teacher does a good job of including the students in her lesson by letting them come to the powerpoint and show how to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of letting the students raise their hands if they agree or disagreed with the student's answer. GLOW-Loved the part of the lesson when the teacher had the students represent the number and the decimal. The teacher had great reminders for the students about the correct way to write answers using inches and feet. The teacher passed out the metric worksheets for the students.  The teacher did a good job of explaining the directions to the students. The teacher presented the worksheet on the image machine for the powerpoint. The teacher made the sheet a little harder by crossing out the measurement units.  The students had to figure out which measurement unit would be used to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet before letting the students begin. The lesson was very sequential and very educational. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		It would benefit the students if you used real-life examples for volume. The goal is for the students to relate something in their life to the subject being taught. This is the way the brain learns & remembers! The egg carton was a a good example but the students appeared to be somewhat confused. It might help if you wrote on the package with a marker. Encourage individual students to answer your questions. When several call out possible answers, the slower students tend to have a difficult time following. Remeber students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times to learn. For the lower students, work the mulitpli cation problems on the side of the board. Refer the students back to the wording of the problems when they are giving an anwer. Also, write on the board to clarify which side/area that you are talking about in order to make it clear.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video. The teacher began the lesson by reading Explore South America. The teacher asked good questions before beginning the read aloud. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary for the book as she read the book. The teacher did a good job of pointing out the different uses of the vocabulary as she explained the book. The teacher had a card on each desk. The teacher provided several non-fiction books for the students. The teacher shared the Text Feature Scavenger Hunt with the students using the Image Maker. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a great job or role modeling how to complete the worksheet using a partner. The teacher had cards on each desk. The students had to find their partners and then stand on the rug. The teacher instructed the students which table they would need to sit at before beginning their worksheet.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Powerpoint use realistic illustrations and aided in presenting information. Make sure Key Terms are in larger print of in bold so they are not over looked. There was 4 major vocabulary terms fo this lesson (simple machines, fulcrum, lever, force). The students would benefit from them being posted throughout the lesson. The PP pictures were great but students benefit more from seeing the actual item when possible.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson even with the "technical issues".  Students were excited to know they were going to make a thermometer after the lesson.  Good questioning and discussion with the students.  It  was interesting seeing the students try to make the temperature rise "up the straw".  

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Your opening of Text Structures was fine, but a little vague. Start out by saying "You have been studying text structures.. What does that mean to have a text structure?" Begin questioning about what the words text and structure even mean. " Where do we get that phrase? Let's see if we can remember 5 different text structures that we have learned about. Who can name one?" These are all great questions to enter you into the Standard and I Cans. Brag on your students. Make them feel smart! They gave you some really good answers. Don't just say "Ok" and move on. This is so important! Good job giving directions and expectations for stations. Ask for questions to make sure everyone is clear. Are they working in groups or individually? Make that clear as well. You had 5 stations going on with 5 different worksheets. Does every station have to be worksheet oriented? It takes more time but there can be a sequencing game, maybe 2 small hoops to practice with compare and contrast, etc. Try changing this up and making this more creative. Use a variety of strategies. The Kahoot was a good summary of what they were reviewing. Have students hold up their cards at one time (when you say "flash". This way you can see at a glance who really knows it.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Using a graphic organizer was perfect for this topic. It might help if you had a posted copy of the same GO. This can be accomplished by putting the GO on an anchor chart or drawing it on the whiteboard. Great PP pictures - very realistic!. Good handwriting - large and clear formation of letters. You were very receptive to the students answers. Also vey positive attitude!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video Hip-Hop Around the Clock. The teacher asked questions about the video after the students had viewed it. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions about time. When the teacher realized the students did not understand half hour, she had a good explanation for the students. The teacher discussed analog and digital clocks with the students. The teacher instructed the students to get the clocks out of the bucket at their table. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around and check the clocks of the different students when they were showing a certain time. The teacher instructed the students to place the clocks back in the bucket at their table. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great presentation.  Your power point allowed all students to "get" the material in a way they could be successful in learning and doing the center activities.  Great discussion with the students about each inventor.  Liked you emphasizing a quote from Thomas Edison..."We can always make things better."  Describing what to do in each center made the transition  easy.  Make sure you know how to say the last names of some of the inventors that you had in your power point.  I know they were not the inventors that they had to know something about but you only called them by their first name.  You can get the  pronunciations on Google.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		There's got to be discussion about the video. The first question I was waiting for you to shout out was "What in the world did they mean about being excited about elbow room? The video was squelched when you turned it off and told them to do a KWL sheet on LA purchase. Was your intention for them to write about things they heard or remembered in the video? Wouldn't it make sense to have them share some ideas they know before you get started? That's part of your opening. Your Power Point was good. The visuals were very good to help them see what the US looked like before and after the purchase. The activity matched your Standard with showing the expansion that the purchase gave the US, but it was too hard. Good lesson learned here. It would have been perfect just to have a simple blank US map that showed the states already there. Then their job was to add the expansion. Then maybe add the rivers in that expansion only. Keep in view of your Standard. Just expansion of LA purchase. Also make sure you have resources (SS book) available. This is important for those who need it. Make sure you explain the directions well. Even a reminder of what a "key" is.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Grabbed the students attention with the bag of items for them to get something out of--students had to infer what that item meant.  Power point allowed students to practice inferencing as a large group.  Case files allowed students to work in small groups to infer.  Loved all the real world objects you included in the case files.  Students were so excited to do this lesson.  All were engaged in the evidence. Brought students back together to discuss the evidence found and their inferences as to what had happened.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I love your "Class Agenda"...lets the students know what to expect in class.  You did a good job of introducing how to multiply fractions.  Good differentiation of activities...video, step-by-step rules, practice, and game.  Be careful when you put information in the "Gifted" section....not all gifted students are gifted in math.  

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		When you are going over questions on Power Point, show these answers visually. Example, when the little girl said "numerators of the fraction" show that on board just to remind over and over. You went over the steps of mixed numbers. The instruction today was a little confusing. Was it an introduction to mixed numbers? If so , it needs to be kept simple like 3 6/10 + 4 3/10 = 7 9/10. You don't want to leave them with more of a proper fraction. Did they need to add mixed numbers or should it have been to add 2 fractions to get the mixed number. 3/4 + 5/4 = 8/4 Then show how that changes into a mixed number. You were trying to go further and add the whole numbers with it.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The lesson began with a Brain Pop Video about the clock and five minute intervals. The teacher explained the worksheet to the students. *The teacher needed to pass out the worksheet and then explain it to the students. *There were too many questions about the worksheet. The teacher colored a strip on the promethean board to explain it further to the students. *The teacher needs to work around and monitor the students closely to make sure they are completing the worksheet correctly.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You began the lesson with a mixed review. You worked through a few of the problems with the students. You reminded students how to subtract fractions with unlike denominators.  Very good questioning during mixed review. All were given a handout. You worked the first 2 multiplication problem with students which was a great way to support and review.  You then worked the first division problem. You modeled your own thinking when you said, "I like to rewrite my problem so I don't get confused with all the little marks."  Modeling your thinking supports students in developing their own thoughts regarding how to solve problems. When/if students "catch you" making a mistake, this is a good thing!  This means they are engaged and questioning what you are doing! You can even thank them for pointing out your mistakes. You then moved the lesson on to work problems with multiplication and division and you told the students which problems to work on the handout.  You cautioned students to "think logically" when it comes to their answers and you gave an example of what you meant by this. You gave the students a time limit for finishing the task. I left before the closing of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You led the students through the steps of adding/subtracting fractions with like and unlike denominators. You modeled this and reminded the students how to find the L.C.M.  Students had handouts to follow along as you worked through several problems with them on the P. Board.  This was great support for your students. A student pointed out an answer could be simplified which let to a review of finding the G.C.F. You modeled how to find a common denominator when the problem had unlike denominators. Remember to ask more H.O.T. questions. Ask students more why, how, explain questions. For instance: How is solving an addition/subtraction problem with like denominators different from ones with unlike denominators? You gave each student a domino and they were to get with a partner and add and subtract using the numbers as fractions.  It is always a good idea to model how to do something like this. Some of the students were not exactly sure what you meant for them to do. When students are able to explain their thought processes they have a deeper depth of knowledge regarding the topic. Fractions practice. You had the students complete one column with you, one with a partner, and one on their own.  Be sure to remember to use the correct termonology....numerators and denominatiors. The handout with the columns seemed a little crowded and left little room for students to work out the answer.  Would it have been possible to adjust the sheet, giving the students more room to show their work? 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had a good delivery about the different graphs-bar and line graphs. The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in their hands-on Science experiments. The teacher explained the bar and line graphs before letting the students begin their experiments. At the closing of the lesson, the teacher had the students pass their bar creations down to the end of the table. The teacher had the students switch tables during the lesson. The students separated the M and M's by color. The students created the bar graph by graphing the different colors of M and M's. The teacher was very observant of each student during the rotation activities. After the station rotation, the teacher asked different questions about the graphs. The teacher shared a Flocabulary video about the scientific method. GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment to see if the students understood the subject matter about the graphs. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Loved the Super Powers emerge picture and how it connected with Cold War, Good beginning as you segwayed into the Brain Pop video about the Cold War, As your teacher walked in, the two of you co taught.  This was great that you had things to interject.  Good questioning!  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was a monthly review lesson on physical and chemical change. You did a fabulous job of asking review questions to get their brains back in gear after long holiday break. Very impressed that your students knew all the answers. Loved that you gave them a few minutes to complete the review sheet before you would go over it together. **As you move into a video, remember to give it purpose. Tell your students what they will see in the video or how it will help them. The quiz after video was good. This would have been a great assessment if they answered on paper and not aloud. suggestion- Instead of you reading each answer, have them read the answers silently before someone gives correct answer. This gives them good practice for the Ga Milestone. Loved that you referred back to the EQ as you read one of the questions on quiz. Awesome experiment to help them see physical and chemical change. So glad you allowed them to predict what would happen. They can do this on paper OR talk with a partner about it. This allows great discussion if they do a "elbow partner chat" for a minute. Your instruction came all during lesson as they were hands on with experiment. Awesome! Transitions were smooth as you moved from each activity to the next. You didn't miss a beat. No wasted or down time.

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Good review lesson over PEMDAS.  Flocabulary was a great was to get them back into thinking about order of operation.  Like the way you explained the centers before having the students begin.  Might have been better in the Dice and Popsicle Stick centers to have the students fill their sheets in and then go back to their seats to work the problems.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson with a youtube with John F. Kennedy.  The teacher instructed these students to listen and be ready to remark on the quote-"One stop for man, one giant leap for mankind." The teacher instructed the students to discuss with their table what they thought the quote meant. The teacher did an outstanding job explaining how to create their own moon lander. The teacher used the materials provided to explain in detail how to create their own moon lander. For five minutes, the teacher instructed the students to brainstorm their ideas for the creation of their moon lander. The teacher constantly visited each small Science group working on their moon lander.  The teacher interacted with the students as they worked. The activity was very interesting for the students.  The students were very involved throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to return to their seats.  The teacher had a journal ticket out the door that included three questions.  The students were instructed to answer the questions in their journals. The different groups went to the front on the classroom and observed if their moon lander landed on the moon safely. The teacher had good questions for the students about their moon lander creations. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher opened the lesson by showing a youtube video about animal adaptations. After the video, the teacher answered questions about the animal adaptations. The teacher had a powerpoint that explained about different subject matter related to the animal adaptations. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the powerpoint presentation. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the powerpoint to include them in the presentation more. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their own animal with a partner at the table. The teacher had the students read the different parts of the animal adaptation sheet at their seats. Each partner group got four environments on their sheets. The teacher had good examples of animal creations on her powerpoint that she shared with the students. GROW-After reading the instructions for the sheet, the teacher needs to ask if there are any questions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher shared a flocabulary video at the beginning of the lesson on backing up opinions with reasons. The teacher read aloud the book, The Perfect Pet. The teacher has great animation throughout the read aloud lesson. The teacher posted the powerpoint that showed the opinion graphic organizer. The teacher had great questions abut the graphic organizer. The teacher wrote her opinion about the book on the powerpoint The teacher had good questions about the graphic organizer. The teacher called on different students to suggest different opinions for the graphic organizer. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by explaining the students would be learning about main idea. The teacher was teaching a Reading small group. The teacher let the students read different parts of the passage. The teacher let each student complete the Main Idea worksheet. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the information that supports the main idea in the passage. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Review lesson for Milestones 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about her powerpoint. The students were instructed to do think-pair-share with the lesson. The teacher has good thought provoking questions for the lesson. *The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint to complete the problems. *The teacher needed the students to work at their desks as she worked at the front of the classroom. *The teacher needed to walk around the students at their seats to monitor their behavior closely. THe teacher had the stations posted on her powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the powerpoint to the students before letting them begin. The teacher counted off the students to assign them to their correct station. The students were very focused when they began their stations. The noise level reduced and the students worked very hard! 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were doing a small group reading group. The remaining students were involved in centers.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You were doing a review on Text Structures. Great opening as you had groups to write on chart paper everything they could remember about Text Structures. Tip: After bringing charts to front, possibly have one spokesperson for the group or either you read them so it can go quicker. The entire group can come up front but not necessary. (Ha- you realized this quickly and changed it! Good for you!) Awesome how you connected the Milestone to what they are learning today. Using strategies and asking questions of how to help yourself! Loved the graphic organizer for text structure. Doing the emojis really helped them remember these! Awesome job at delivering these text structures through colorful, creative organizers. Using sports as your topics connected your kids (especially boys)!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening was good as you grabbed their attention by having them tell you what they know about the shape you were drawing. *This is your time to question! Don't just allow them to give you some facts they notice, but question them on these facts. For example, "What is a quadilateral shape? What does that mean?" The flip books were a good idea for them to write down review facts and examples on these quad shapes.  When you pass these out, explain exactly what they will be doing in these.  Give specific directions.  Remember not to teach from the board too much. I know it's hard when you are typing on the Smart board, but after you write your facts, then get up and move around while they are working. This allows you to be sure they are on task.  Be a part of your class....don't set yourself away from the group.  Don't allow too much time for writing in their booklets. Set a time and move on. This got a little boring and "draggy". That's why you need to walk around and monitor. Great question "What makes a square different than a quadilateral?" Anytime you mention a term (perpendicular, quadilateral, classifying, parellel lines, etc. make SURE they remember what these are. Don't just assume. This is reviewing as you go along.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened lesson by going outside and having students find 3 rocks.  Students were excited and engaged to go out.  You asked students to recall how to categorize rocks. Students worked with a partned to look at their rocks. Have a partner list ready so you don't have to staqnd there and figure out pairs. Have the students share the characteristics of their rock with the group since that was the standard.  That insures that they understand the terms and how to apply them.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Showed short video to engage students and prepare them for lesson on greater than/less than.  Did an oral example with the class-writing the numbers on the board will help more students understand the concept. Incorporated a higher order question-try to get more into lesson. Instruction was brief and independent activity took most of the time.  Students worked with a partner and di to create numbers to compare.  Students were engaged in the activity. I want to see you do more direct teaching.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Opening was relative as you showed a beautiful mansion and then in comparison a run down house. You were describing how the Soviet Union went from strong to collapsing. Very proud of your questioning. You have a strength with this! That's awesome! Your instruction/review  needs to be longer.  You can combine teacher directed instruction along with guided instruction.  The balance was good, but each section needs to be longer (Instruction and practice) You don't want to have too much time left over!  Great job on closing! You summarized well and recapped the Standard and EQ. The video was a good idea to finish up after you discussed but it didn't match. You realized this after a few minutes.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with the monstter picture to describe using adjectives. Monitored students, Good balance of guided instruction and student practice. Very encouraging. Set behavior expecttions. Tie to real world,

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Video was a good idea but you were not prepared and an ad covered at least a third of the screen.  You should have this planned before the last minute. There was a good balance of instruction with student participation as they sorted the adverbs onto your chart. Independent practice with students completing their own sorting sheet of adverbs.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Nice opening as you explained and posted the Agenda for the lesson. This got your students excited about what they would be doing. You did a good job of stating expectations. Smooth transition from Standard into getting your students thinking about the book you would be reading aloud. *Good job giving them real experiences of eating out. Dig a little deeper into paying the bill, tip, etc. and why we should do that. (real life experiences). Remember to always think, "Why do these 5th graders need to be learning this?' *Another suggestion is to start out in a different direction....ask who has ever been on a money hunt? We all have found money in odd places. How important is money to live, eat, etc.? This is important! The activity of The Pig Family eating out was creative. This allowed them to work in groups, getting along and working together. *It was obvious this was a bright group. Think about how would you teach this same lesson to an inclusion group? More instruction would probably be needed. *Don't forget to do a closing, summary.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were doing guided practice on dividing fractions.  The game made it fun for them.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a powerpoint on possession and possessive nouns. The teacher needs to use the powepoint as a reference tool. The teacher had a powerpoint on the singular possessives for the students to complete. The teacher did a good job of having the students complete the singular possessives powepoint. The teacher had a worksheet for the students to complete. The teacher instructed the students to wait and listen to the instructions for completing the worksheet before she let them begin. *The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. The teacher rotated different Reading groups to check their work. The teacher closed the lesson by asking a question about apostrophes used with possessive nouns. *The teacher needed to have more creative ways to teach the subject matter. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson what a dichotomous chart is and how it is used by scientists. You shared an example of how mammals can be classified. You moved to modeling how to use the dichotomous chart in order to classify jelly beans. You worked through two examples, giving the students the scaffolding they needed in order to work independently. You pointed out as they went through the process/chart the classifications got more specific and harder to judge. You had the students work with a partner to classify, using the dichotomous chart, the jelly beans you had given them in a little cup.  They each had their own dichotomous chart as well as a chart to record their findings. You closed the lesson with a discussion regarding why classifying is helpful to scientists and how it can be used.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You conducted a practice "illuminate Quiz" and then assigned the students the one what would be graded. All students were engaged and working quietly as they took their quiz on their chrome books.  You cautioned students to think very carefully about number 5.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		To me, you seemed very unsure of the material and teaching it correctly.  You can check on Google how to say "distributive".  You said it about three different ways during the lesson.  It might have been better to leave the students at their seats as you went through the instruction, as they seemed to be to bunched under the promethean board.  Your anchor chart was good but don't depend on it to teach...it is only an example of how to do.  You need more energy and excitement in your teaching.  Also your voice is very monotone.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. It was a transition from seats to rug to read aloud a story.. Great job in reading aloud. You used a lot of expression and had your students intriqued by story. The story was also interactive. Glad you allowed them to be silly since it was Halloween. **As you move to rug, try a countdown to get them there quickly. When you see that it's taking too long to get settled, tell them they have 10 seconds to get ready. This works every time. Good transitions back to their seat after story to begin the listening activity from story..

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Loved your opening. You even pulled in Easter as the students reconstructed an Easter puzzle. Proud of how you tied it together with Reconstruction of South after Civil War. As you are moving into instruction, talk about what had happened during Civil War and connect that to why and how they would reconstruct. These three amendments would help do this in Lincoln and Johnson's plan. Make sure they see this connection. Keep referring back to I Can Statements. The Power Point was creative and good information. You used this to instruct and ask questions. Your questioning was so much improved today! Awesome! *Explain words such as humility, radical, etc. Be careful not to just read the Power point. Know it well enough to tell about it instead of reading it off the chart. Your positive comments and feedback was good today. Differentiation could have been used as you allowed this class to only do 4 questions or even 6 questions instead of 8. Or ahead or time found out who in the class needs 4, 6 or 8 questions and use this as differentiation in a discreet way. Summarize/close lesson with your I Can Statements. What they are writing on their constructions paper is just fictional and not a type of assessment.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You launched the lesson asking students what the words past and present mean. You gave students baggies with pictures in them. They were to place the picture under the correct heading, past or present, on a graphic organizer you gave each student. Sorting was an xcellent way for students to show their understanding of past and present. You told students they would be taking notes. You gave each student a G.O. to write their notes. You had a chart to write on so students were easily able to see where and how to write their notes. You showed numerous slides depicting the life of the Creek Indians and guided the students through the note taking. Afterwards, you had the students filp to the opposite side of the G.O. and write the same information they had written about the Creek children about themselves.  Excellent use of HOT using compare/contrast.  You helped students understand what to write about themselves with your questioning. Terrific support. Students were then aked to create paper dollsof themselves and a Creek Indian.  You had slides with pictures of Creek children in order to help your students. You also made model paper dolls to share. As your closure, you had students pick a Creek picture from their baggies and write, on a sticky note, a sentence describing how the creek Indians used it. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You were leading a discussion about a time students accomplished over time. You shared a personal story regarding learning how to play tennis over a period of time.  You directed students to write a paragraph

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		I liked the way you used the "Alexander" book to walk through subtracting money together as a class.  It is really a handicap when you do not have enough board space or technology to show the problems adequately.  Be careful...if you use a cent sign don't use a decimal point.  Also you wrote 8 cents as .8 and 5 cents as .5.  The students were copying and what they copy needs to be correct.  Students did a good job working on the story problems as a group.  Glad you walked around and checked each group's work and had them explain the process.  They also enjoyed finding out how much money their name was worth.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had the students do group counting to 60. The teacher does a good job calling on individual students to answer the different powerpoint questions. The students are very responsive to the questions. The teacher did a good job of clarifying columns and rows. The teacher used a powerpoint presentation with the different multiplication problems to teach the subject matter. Good use of powerpoint and student involvement. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Opening of the lesson engaged the students. Good job relating Ruby Bridges to the students everyday life. You were encouraging to the students even when they became restless.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Engaged students by having them tear a piece of paper. RElated to real world-why we can use or don't use certain materials for clothes. Had students describe the properties of a shirt. Most of lesson that was observed was you reading to students from text.  You did ask recall questions to be sure students were staying engaged. Lesson continued

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were immediately engaged in questions regarding some animal facts and making some predictions about the various animals in the classroom that are undergoing metamorphosis (chicks, ladybugs, butterfly chrysalis, praying mantis).  The students are making observations and writing in their journals about the changes they see in the animals. Making sketches with the journal entries is an important exercise in visual literacy.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The class discussion included a variety of questioning techniques that helped students in the learning expene The appropriate use of technology enhanced the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You were teaching on pitch and volume.  Good job reviewing and great questioning Loved the partner work of answering review questions Awesome idea to do the Mannequin Challenge.  Such a trend right now.  Students can relate to it.  Glad you showed a short video clip to help them see a visual.  The students had a blast getting to act out what they were learning while doing this challenge.  using hands and mouths to demonstrate was right on. You did a nice job of explaining the rules and what the mannequin challenge was and the purpose. Good balance of instruction to get ready for test.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Students were transitioning into math groups. You made vertain the students doing independent work were set and then started with you small group. You continued to monitor the independent work while working with your group. You explained why students were working with you. You presented material clearly and encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before".  Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts.  They were small.  Good visuals as you showed the maps.  Remember the fun facts are not what they have to know.  Bring them out for fun, but keep the main focus on what their purpose was and how they changed America.  *Great questioning but what are the real reasons a dog was brought with them?  When they give you answers, expand on them.  Transitions were smooth and effective. The travel activity allowed them to get up out of their seat. This was a creative idea to act out the story of Lewis and Clark travels. Remember to keep referring back to Standard and I Can Statements. That's your focus!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite supports students in mathematics by giving individual assistance as needed in a way that keeps the conversation one on one so that students know her focus is on them. She provides an expertly balanced mix of guided practice and independent work.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Eureka Math is the math curriculum required by the school system. In addition to following our UWG guidelines, Shante's lesson had to remain within the confines of the Eureka software which determines much of the detail regarding instructional approach. -nice job leading guided practice -provided extra support & feedback during hands on measuring activity -collaborates with regular classroom teacher & special education teacher to differentiate for a variety of students

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		You started out by asking the question, "What is a decimal?" But you never answered it or allowed them to answer the question. You actually started three things all at one time. 1. You asked what a deciimal was. 2. You told them there were papers all around the wall they would be working on. 3. You told them they were watching a video first. Even though this was a review, you have to give some instruction besides a Flocabulary video. You gave no directions about how your centers would work. I was very confused about what they were to do. This saves your sanity when they understand directions. *You have to understand your content before you teach it.  It was obvious that you were vague on knowing it.  You have to be ready to help them as they are solving on the board, giving them strategies and helpful hints.  Your students can sense this too. It was good when you brought up about the acronym, but you didn't know it.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Engaged students. Reviewed important vocabulary. Monitored students as they worked. Encouraged students to do their best. Lesson continued to next day.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Incorporated higher order questions.  Monitored students as they worked.  Encouraged students.  Opened with short video to engage students. Students were having a hard time spelling the words for the graphic organizer.  This kept you busy helping them individually.  Maybe have a chart with key words, or PPT that displays the items for graphic organizer. Students had hard time with the second activity language since it differed from language in the lesson.  You might want to stop and clarify for the class when you see several with the same question. Closed lesson by showing a website on Ga. Govt.  You need to go back to the standard and have students discuss what they learned from the lesson to close it.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good opening to lesson - all students were on task. You are encouraging to your students and they clearly enjoyed your lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I loved how you started the lesson with the balloon making sound.  Good video that showed some of what they would be doing during the activity.  Good subject knowledge and good energy throughout the lesson.  Good use of graphic organizer. Almost too much time allowed for them to figure out what needed to go in the balloon to have it make the same noise that yours made.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You began your lesson with a great question about World War 1. You asked several high thinking questions that were awesome! Very impressive! Pictures were a great visual to help them see what it was like during World War 1 as you gave instruction. Transitioned smoothly into activity by saying "So, this is our problem. We have to use resources to figure it out." Building the bridge was a creative activity for them to have hands on. The language that goes on in the groups is great strategies of thinking. Nothing better than small groups working together. (even adults)! Your students LOVED this activity. It was such a challenge. Good job!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You were teaching a review on the segregation times in history. Questioning was good. Some visuals, etc. would have been good to help review. Loved the 3 group projects on an event in history. Part of the loudness was when they found out they were doing a rap song or play. They focused on acting it out more than getting the info down. Try waiting until info is down before you give them their options.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good opening from your Standard and I Cans as you flowed right into the power point review of what they needed to know about dividing fractions. You showed them strategies and common errors that they sometimes make. You showed them how to watch for this. Good! You did a great job of delivering information. Helping them see why they make common mistakes was great. Loved the white boards. Good guided practice. You also gave them some independent practice on their recording sheet. Wonderful! Such a creative idea to use the Twizzlers to help them understand dividing fractions in a fun way. Having the directions also on the board was an added bonus. You gave out great directions and expectations for the materials you were passing out.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Students came into the classroom and immediately began working on their warm-up problems.  You walked around the room giving help as needed. This also helped to keep all students engaged and on task. You guided the students through these problems having them explain HOW they arrived at their answer. Well done! You then played a video called "King Gallon" This video explained gallons, quarts, pints, and cups. Excellent examples for students in the video. Well worth the instructional time to show it.  All engaged. You then help up examples of the various ways to measure. You asked how many qts. would make a gallon etc. as you shared the items.  These were great examples.  Remember to pronounce "pint" correctly.  It has a long i sound.  The questioning allowed the students to demonstrate what they had learned from the video as you reminded them of several examples. You shared a second video, which was a rap, reviewing this information again. All students were again engaged.  Think of lighting. This video would have been easier to see had you turned off the front lights of the classroom. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You accessed prior knowledge of action verbs. You asked students why action verbs would be like musicians. The students were not clear as to how to respond to this.  You explained helping verbs help the action verb. You shared the G.O. and went over each part...how helping verbs are like the instruments and they help the musicians create the music....and linking verbs are the speakers, as they link the music to the listeners. You showed a video song about helping verbs. You pointed out there is an anchor chart in the classroom with helping verbs. Action verbs coming right after the helping verb needed to be pointed out. You shared a video about linking verbs. You may not want to share a second time, especially if there are no words for students to follow along with. This gives you less instructional time, and there is never enough of this. A student said "is nice" is a linking verb and you said this was correct. Be sure to listen to your students' responses carefully and respond appropriately. Lesson needed more scaffolding and guided practice, unless this was a review lesson. When a student has an incorrect answer, you tend to say nothing. Try helping them arrive at the correct answer with your questioning. Add more HOT questions. Have students explain their answers. Why would this word be a linking verb?  Because it links the subject with the predicate.  This needed to be emphasized a lot more in the lesson, as that is the "job" of the linking verb. You had students write 3 sentences using helping verbs and then switch papers and have a classmated circle the helping verb....the same was done with linking verbs. Having students share some of their sentences and have classmates listen  and identify the helping and linking verbs would have given an opportunity for more practice.  It would have allowed you to ask students to explain their choices. Just working with a partner does not suffice for differentiation. You revisited the meaning of helping and linking verbs at the end of the lesson. Always, good to do this in order to assess students' understanding of the lesson goals.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You were beginning a lesson on multiples.  They were using their textbooks and volunteers were coming to the board for practice.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Perfect opening for after lunch. You allowed them to move around based on genetic traits and learned behaviors. *Question them more at this point. This allows you to see prior knowledge before you start reviewing. * You had them give you examples of inherited traits and learned behaviors. There wasn't a lot of instruction, however you covered the Standard that you were using. I would suggest each time you talk about the trait, keep bringing back of why this is a genetic trait and not learned behavior. *You spent a lot of time of counting and figuring out how many in class had each. Is this the goal here? Refer back to the Standard. In two weeks, they take the Milestone Science. They have to know these answers. What about the part that environment plays in making a person who they are? *You integrated math (converting their numbers into percentages). Again, was this your focus? You didn't have a math standard. *The Creature Feature worksheet was the best one. You were trying to cram too much by moving on to monster baby. Focus on this one sheet and use it to teach. You could have added two questions of your own from the Standard and this would have been a perfect assessment.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Lesson engaged students from the beginning and kept their attention throughout the lesson.  There was a good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students were encouraged to answer questions and add to the discussion.  Independent work allowed them to construct the own version of the life cycle.  Good use of technology.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was opened with a review of prior learning and quick review of the types of poems.  Students shared their original poems and the class wrote what kind of poem it was. Would have been a great time to ask students "why".  Why did they choose that type of poem.  Have them explain their thinking. Some students put more than one type of poem on white board.  White board became a distraction to some pairs. You were very patient and encouraging with timid students who weren't sure about sharing.Closed lesson by having students describe what eas needed to be a certain type of poem.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with activating prior learning.  Quick review of the types of literature.  Standard posted, read, discussed. PPt -had examples.  Practiced looking at poems to find their elements.  Good wait time, encouragement. Watch the font size on slides-some students were having a hard time reading them.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Engaged students with the time capsule and having them figure out which historical figure they would be learning about.  Students picked up on the clues and had the answer quickly.  Big book on T. J.-you seamlessly wove in language arts with the parts of the book, usng the table of contents and glossary. Lots of questions to assess student understanding.  Lots of reenforcement for students for answering questions. Closed the lesson by having students restate what they had learned.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good lesson over comparing and contrasting literature. " the Story House" video was really good to show the concept and even showed using a venn diagram.  Students enjoyed watching the reading of "The Three Little Javelinas"...you did a great job of finishing the reading of the book when technology quit.  Good use of double bubble map to show compare and contrast of the two stories.  One student didn't give you an answer when you called on him and you told him you would come to him for his answer...and you never did.  Also, be careful when you give a direction that you don't then say "OK?"...do you want to give them a choice??

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the Great Depression. The teacher asked questions about the picture focused o the Great Depression. The teacher instructed the students that they would be reading a passage. *The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter with the students as she passed out the worksheets. The students were instructed to read the material and mark the material that was important. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher asked the students questions about the passage after they read it. THe teacher had a fill in the Blanks powerpoint that enable the students to fill in the blanks. The teacher issued a Facebook paper to the students. The teacher read the Social Media part of the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to fill out the Facebook post with how they would have felt during the Depression. The teacher asked different students to share their post to the class about their Facebook post about Depression. The teacher asked good questions about their posts after they shared them with the class. Good job having students stand with the different months of the year. The teacher posted questions about the passage they read. *The teacher needed to call up different students to the powerpoint to read the questions and answers to the class. *The teacher needed to get the students more invovled in the powerpoints. *The teacher needed to make sure the powerpoints did not have any MISTAKES in the powerpoint shared with the students. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson over referring to text to answer questions.  Also good review of test taking strategies as they were crossing out answers that they knew were not right.  You did a good job of following up with "why" when they gave an answer.  Might have given a little less time for them to find the sentences with the answer. Be careful when you are saying numbers over 100 that you do not say AND when you say the number.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I'm not sure the lesson went with the lesson plan.  You definitely used the CUBE method but you did not break down two-step problems with the students.  The problems given were very easy for 3rd grade but you did a good job of reinforcing the CUBE method of solving story problems.  Glad you referred to "commutative" property with multiplication.which they had already learned.  Please make sure you call on students in the back of the room.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a BrainPop video on immigration. Very supportive of learning goals and students clearly engaged. You explained why immigrants came to American and from what countries they came. You explained the process for getting permission to enter the U.S. You included map skills when you showed why certain immigrants entered the U.S. through Ellis Island and others through Angel Island.  Well done!  Love the inclusion of the map....gave a "picture" regarding why different immigrants entered the U.S. at either Ellis or Angel Islands. You had the students get out  textbooks and popcorn read the information regarding entering the U.S. You used a variety of strategies to teach this lesson:  direct and guided instruction, technology, visual aids You asked HOT questions having the students remember, understand, apply and evaluate the content. You differentiated when you had Mrs. Thigpen working with a group of struggling readers. Transitions were done quickly and wthout any loss of instructional time.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You shared the lesson standard and goals for the lesson. You passed out a passage and asked students to underline JFK, RFK, and MLK.  You clarified the meaning of the word assassination for your students. You connected the deaths of these 3 men to what is going on now. You had students popcorn read which keeps all on task!  When domestic issues was mentioned you stopped to explain...as well as predominately.  Some probably needed support with the word mourning. After reading the passage aloud and discussing it, you had students flip over their papers and answer questions about the passage.  You circulated throughout the classroom as the students worked offering help as needed. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		-effective opening engaged students quickly in timed exercise -multiple strategies used to address various learning styles (discuss with a friend, individual practice, whole group questioning, & more) -responds to confusion/incorrect answers by including additional explanation -appropriately uses technology (smart board) and other tools for learning (individual dry erase boards) 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Despite the challenges that come with spring in the elementary school (testing, post spring break student anticipation of the end of the year), the teacher intern maintains student attention and is able to elicit the information needed through skillful questioning.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The pace of questioning allows for students to look at the board and their papers again before responding - which is important during a math lesson. Good job encouraging students to continue their thought on a math problem or any task comes up in your lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher candidate shares in class discussion a local, real life example of how it was noticeable in a creek and lake that there had been disruption in the water cycle the last time the area experienced a major drought. The students used laptop computers at their own desk to draw/sketch out the steps of the water cycle. This was formative assessment to inform the teacher candidate of their initial understanding of the steps of the cycle. (nearpod.com) This lesson used technology in multiple ways. A short video on the water cycle was viewed, and then students took an online quiz. This gave the teacher candidate more detailed assessment that could be used formatively.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lesson was in progress-class was working on collective nouns.  Students were giving examples and discussing how the spelling changed or what the word meant.  Students had a chance to practice the skill while working in small groups.  Students transitioned quickly and quietly.  Students were praised for their behavior.  You monitored the room and asked questions of groups.  When some groups finished early you gave them a challenge activity.  You encouraged students to do their best work and when they were writing you reminded them to use the rules for writing sentences.  You had each group sharing their work and the other students offering praise for the work. 

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Video lesson... Playing Jeopardy is a good way to review previously leaned information.  Very well explained.  I liked the way you reviewed the men important in WWII before playing the game to give everyone a refresher about important information.  Interesting addition about Winston Churchill being nicknamed "bulldog" and why.  Students will remember trivia like that and it will help them remember him. Be careful of saying "OK" too much.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were immediately sent to centers when I arrived.  As students transitioned to stations, there was a good deal of talking and off-task behavior.  You circulated throughout the classroom in order to settle students down and get them on task, before moving to your guided reading group. This was extremely beneficial. You worked with group 4 in guided reading.  The students in this book were reading a book, taking turns, aloud.  It is a good idea to have students track print when reading as a group. This will help them to remain on task. Asking questions during the reading helps you to assess their understanding of the various plot, setting and characters rather than waiting to ask all questions at the end of the book. This helps them understand what they are reading as they are reading and allows you to correct an misunderstandings.  If you know you are going to ask students to complete something written be sure to either have pencils for them in the guided reading group or have them bring them with them.  When you asked them to go get their pencils valuable learning time was lost, because they had to be refocused. The other students were on task in their centers as you were working with your guided reading centers. I did notice, as I walked around, that it seemed many students were close to finishing the week's center work and it was only Tuesday. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson asking the students what they thought it meant to count "like" coins.  The students were able to tell you it meant to count coins that were alike. Each time you held up a large, true depiction of a coin you had the students give the name of the coin and the value of each coin. You had an anchor chart for the students to place the coins in the correct row.  Each row gave specific information regarding the coin. Anchor chart was supportive. Using different color markers would have helped students determine the information of one coin from another. Spending a little time going over the completed chart  would have also driven home the point the anchor chart could be used for a reference tool during this lesson or any other dealing with money in the future. Teach them to use the references that are available to them. You had students sing a song, from the chart, which described each coin and its value. Music is a powerful tool in helping students learn/understand concepts. When you drew a circle with a N in the center, it would have been more supportive of their learning had you written a 5 under the circle to remind the students the value of a nickel and so on with the other coins. Practicing their skip counting of 5s and 10s would have also scaffolded this lesson more efficiently. There was quite a bit of "calling out" of answers, therefore the students gave you very little time to give the ones who needed a little more time to think enough "wait time". The students transitioned to the rug and you read a picture book which contained money amounts in the plot. You had students tell the coins and the value of the coins. Terrific wait to integrate reading with math! You have an expressive, engaging read aloud voice! The transition to the rug went more smoothly than the transition back to their desks. Try asking them to move, one group at a time, to their desks without talking....and to tiptoe. You gave directions for the activity the students were to do. However, the students did not have the handouts in their hands to be able to see what you were talking about as you gave the directions. This would have helped your visual and auditory learners who need to see and hear at the same time. Modeling the first one is always a good idea. This helps the students to see what you expect them to do. Some of them did not understand they could/should separate the strip with the money amounts from the larger handout with the problems on it. Excellent planning to have something for those who finished first to do that was fun and continued to practice the learning goal. A review before the TOTD is always a good idea when students are learning something new. You gave students a picutre with coins  (all the same) and had them write how much money was on their picture. Perfect TOTD for this lesson. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Loved the hand signals to represent the branches of national and state government.  This is a great way to get it in "their heads".  Good also referring to tools and resources around the room to help them answer their questions and for spelling.  Writing activity was excellent...they can't do too much writing...KEEP THEM WRITING!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review lesson on Producers, Consumers, and Decomposers.  Students always enjoy "Brain Pop" videos to help reinforce their learning.  Good variety of activities to allow all students to be successful with their work.  For the last day before a holiday vacation, you kept their attention.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review over lines and angles.  I loved how you went back to the video and used it to introduce new words and concepts of complimentary and supplementary angles.  Good center activities that allowed them to review in different ways information - new and old.  Students seemed to really enjoy the different activities.  Be careful of saying "Guys" too many times.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher had a powerpoint that explained the different regions. After the sharing the powerpoint information, the teacher asked higher order thinking questions about the information. The teacher had the students already placed into groups. Good job of grouping students before the lesson. The teacher had the groups on a powepoint. This was a great job of organizing the students before beginning the lesson. The students were divided into groups before the Adaptation stations. Great job of organizing the stations before the lesson. The students were very on task and busy at each station. Every teacher was working at a station in the room.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		When teaching money, it's always a good idea to use the real items! Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good job using visuals to guide your lesson. The large money on the board allows for all academic levels to See & Hear the information presented. You always do a great job encouraging your students! It's obvious the students enjoy your teaching! Yea - group listed on board provide for a smooth transition. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Working with rulers Good transition during lesson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Students were working on a "Red Ribbon Week" project. Say no to drugs! They were making red flags and decorating them. *use this time to really discuss this. These 1sr graders think it's fun to decorate the flag, but you never know when you may say something that one day saves their life!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The class is studying line plots. You asked the students how data is displayed on a line plot.  You explained that the students data would be different from each others and therefore, their line plots would be different. You scaffolded the lesson asking what they needed to draw first in order to complete a line plot.  You asked for some of the students' data and explained each object = X  You then asked the students to gather all the data from their group, beginning with the smallest number before placing the data on the line.  You then explained what numbers would be used on the line plots in order to know where to place the data. You and Mrs. Dunham each took two groups to assist.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You started with a PowerPoint with an explanation of the national level of government. You had students copy the information onto a G.O. You asked if the President had complete control  and they were quick to respond no because of separation of power. You leeach of the dutiesd the students to understand, through your slides, the Natlional Government is led by the President and who the president of the U.S. is now. You connected this information to the current election season and we would have a new President soon. You discusssed the various duties of the National Government. These were also on a slide for the students to copy.  The Prezi was very supportive in helping the students learn to take notes and understanding the content.! You were very careful to explain the duties. There was a very orderly transition, as you had the students put away their notes. There was no instructional time lost between taking notes and the next part of the lesson. You again reviewed the local, state, and national governments before beginning the task card portion of the lesson. You labeled 3 corners of the classroom as the National, State and Local levels of government. The students worked in pairs and were given a task card. They were to read the duty on their card and determine which level of government their duty applied. They were then to walk to the corner that had the appropriate label.  Once in their corners, the students discussed whether all members were in the correct corners. After you and Mrs. McKenzie determined all were in the correct corner , you had each pair of students share the duty they had on their card with the rest of the class. This was another way for the students to hear the duties and to which level of government they applied. You closed the lesson with a TOD, having the students write on a sticky note one new thing they learned about the National Government.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good activities for a review lesson on heat.  You probably needed to demonstrate the activity about bending the hanger.  The lightbulb also needed to be a higher wattage to get the material hot.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson over cause and effect.  Good video to refresh their memories.  Foldable gave them another way to remember and "write down" definitions, key words, and sentence examples.  I felt the students really had a good understanding of the standard.  Another good activity was reading the passage and filling in cause and effect on the worksheet. You might have made the reading information on the promethean board a little larger.  You also did a good job of correcting students grammar when you restated their sentences.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		The video was good.  You told them to listen for words.  Afterwards, you asked for words they heard and what the chorus in the song told about prepositions.  (They were position words) The power point was a good teaching tool.  It helped you with instruction. *suggestion- Explain what the word "phrase" means.(part of a sentence- a few words).   Then that helps them understand "preposition" and "prepositional phrase." The quiz during Power point was an added guided instruction.  Glad you asked why it WASN'T certain answers.  Loved that you divided up into teams for next activity.  This got them moving and they enjoyed it.  Gave them additional practice. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked the way you went back over the parts of the book that had been read by having them put the pieces of paper in the plastic bags in chronological order.  Good reading voice and have the students fill in the word or phrase when you stopped reading.  After reading that chapter, you asked them to make a "prediction" and "brainstorm" before going back to their seats.  Students struggled with the word "narrative".  you finally had to give them the definition.  Liked the way the students generated the story and you wrote it on the board for them to copy.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You entered the room with "smarties candies" taped to your pants and asked the students what they thought.  They immediately said "smarty pants".  You led the students to understand this means someone is smart and not the pants. Such a clever and engaging way to introduce the lesson! You shared examples of idioms and discussed what each meant. You asked students to share and explain idioms they knew. You modeled many idioms using visuals on slides which was very supportive of your students' understanding of the lesson goal. You scaffolded the lesson using a text passage having the students look for the examples of idioms. Students quickly found them and were able to share their meanings. You then shared and discussed the idioms anchor chart , having students share the literal and non-literal meanings of the examples. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You were guiding students through a review assignment when I arrived.  You were reviewing picture graphs, and interpreting data.  You had the students share their thoughts regarding how to solve the problems. You guided students to understanding how to create their own pictograph and giving help as needed.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Good review lesson.  The activity that you planned - Habitat Charades - was great.  The students did a good job working together in their groups to come up with the five description to act out.  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your students were in the middle of playing a review game of SCOOT.  You were instructing individually as you asked high level thinking questions, etc.  Awesome! This was a great idea to do the day after Halloween.  It allowed them to move around in the hall as they practiced their skill of adverbs.  Nice transition from Scoot to reading silently.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about terms presented in the standard or EQ to ensure clear understanding. Your words were great but by adding visuals, your instruction will be much stronger (Ex. Brainpop video - you did a great job reviewing the information presented but visuals would have really enhanced your instruction) SInce this was an introductory lesson for bar graphs, it would have beneficial for your students to See & Hear more examples of actual bar graphs. I would also suggest spending additional time of the actiual formation of a bar graphs!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video about World War 1. The teacher reviewed the main points of the video. THe teacher shared the meaning of a glogster with the students. *The teacher could let the students come to the powepoint and read different parts of the glogster. World War One Web Quest was shared with the students. The technology that went along with the lesson was very informative. The teacher instructed the students to use their chromebooks to research the information about the World War 1. The students were instructed to complete the MAIN worksheet that centered around the Causes of World War 1. *The teacher needed to give more explicit directions for the completion of the MAIN Causes of Word War 1 worksheet. *Too many questions about what to do once the students began the task. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good lesson.  After you showed the video, you asked the students questions about it.  When you have students read from your power point, make sure they are saying the words correctly.  You need to give correct pronunciation and then have the entire class repeat it.  I liked the activity of them filling out the map with the regions of Georgia.  The students really did a good job filling it out.  Human Compass activity was good but you needed to give all the directions at one time.  If need be, put directions on the board.  Students enjoyed the Bingo game and again knew the material.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Activated prior learning.  Had concrete examples of non-fiction books.  Incorporated technology in lesson.  Students worked in groups to locate assignes text features in books. Closed the lesson by having students explain the different text features and why they would use them. Keep working on higher order questions.  Differentiation needs to be detailed more in lesson plan.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened lesson with discussion on what students knew about the circus.  This was the theme for the lesson. Activated prior learning on main idea.  Read a book and students worked on an activity to find the main idea and supporting details.  Students were engaged and eager to answer questions.  Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Good wait time and encouragement for participation.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You were reaching a lesson on Extreme Weather.  They all had individual books, as they took turns reading aloud.  Good questionng as you went through the book.  They would eventually move into projects. All transitions were smooth. *Continue to work on giving postivie comments to your students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson to see how much knowledge the students had about the Social Studies subject matter. The teacher posted different vocabulary words on the powerpoint about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the different vocabulary words and sharing the information. Great idea about remembering latitude and longitude by having the students pronounce the word and recognize if their mouth goes up and down or side to side. The teacher shared a Brain Pop about the map. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the Brain Pop to ask questions about the information. The teacher had the students observe the map on their desks and share what they see. The teacher is asking higher order thinking questions about the map which makes them the students think. The teacher used a real globe to share with the students to ask questions. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the degress of the maps. The teacher had the students locate different states and tell the latitude and longitude. The teacher had the students choose partners for a game. The students separated the papers into stacks. *The teacher needed to have the students into partners before beginning the lesson. The students would select a card and find the place on the map.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher explained the different vocabulary of the lesson by using a powerpoint with the definitions. The teacher passed out oranges to each of the students at their desks. The teacher posed questions to the students to locate the North and South Poles on the orange. The students placed a N on the North pole, etc... The teacher asked great questions about the Poles, equator, ... The teacher does a good job of asking higher order thinking questions to make the students think about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher explained a game to the students. The students were back to back. The students explain where the marks are on their oranges. *The teacher needed to do one example for the game to prevent questions. The teache does a good job of monitoring the students as they work through the back to back game of questioning. Good lesson with a lot of creative ideas to present the information.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Even though this was a review lesson, you kept the students' attention.  Brain Pop video was good since it went over using a clock and t-chart to work out elapse time problems.  The story problems you put up on the promethean board were hard to read.  When you are using something like this, make sure you practice with the board to see if you can see it.  Glad you went through some of the problem together with the students but when you turned them loose to do one on their own, it was a different type of problem.  You probably should have done a problem like this together before having them do one on their own.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		You started the lesson with a short rap video. Some of the students did not understand what the video was about. Maybe next time give more explanation and why you wanted to use the clip besides I thought it was cute. You asked some recall questions a few understanding. Good job modeling the strategy and reviewing, but you may want to make the line graph bigger or use the smart board. Maybe even have students come up and plot the points. You converted the fractions, but some students did not follow the procedure. You guided the students to place plots on the graph by asking is the number between this number and that number? You titled and labeled the line plot graph. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Students talked in pairs about homework. You allowed for questions. You wrote letters on the board: and asked students what they represented. You allowed them to discuss this in their groups. You then went over the meanings of the letters with the entire group allowing students to volunteer their responses. You shared the metric conversion chart. You asked them "what they noticed".  This is great questioning!  It allows them to make connections without your input! You then led a discussion/explanation of K, M, and Cm and a video was shown to help students with understanding these measurements. You then shared a T-Chart changing meters to centimeters Students had word problems to solve. You then went over them as a class. You asked the students to measure their desk tops. You asked the students what they learned from completing this task. You then had the groups measure various distances such as the distance from their classroom to Mr. Childer's office. They were to report back with their information. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with a slide that had a chart on it....two sides....one for relative pronouns and the other side for relative adverbs. There was a word bank for students to refer to in order to fill in which words belonged under each heading. After this word sort, you went into detail regarding the meaning of relative pronouns and adverbs and how they are used. You used many strategies to meet the needs of your students. Always read /go over the directions for any assignment you give students.  You may even want to model how to do the first one for them. I think, on the monkey sheet, some students did not realize the directions have them the words from which to choose.  If students are allowed to use resources, such as anchor charts, remind the students.  I You had all materials ready for the students to complete the independent practice. Rather than calling 3 students to the board at one time, call only one.  This will keep the rest of the students on their toes because they will not know if you are going to call them to the board next. Remind students that reading over the sentences, after they have chosen their answers ,will help them decide if they have made the correct choices. Point out when refers to time as in "the first to arrive". 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used Popsicle sticks to call on students- good management technique. Related activities to the Georgia Milestones. Started lesson with Brain Pop and then moved to handout where students had to read, highlight the text evidence, and then fill out a graphic organizer. Great activity that will help some remember key information since they had to read, highlight and write it down in two different places. As students were working you monitored and asked questions… much better this lesson. You differentiated the lesson by having the text evidence marked for the lower level students and placed them with a higher level partner. After the partner reading activity, you reviewed the answers to ensure students had the correct answers before moving to Tree Map. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Guided practice takes place in the whole group with a passage projected on the promethean board. Selected students put the information in evidence-based paragraphs. This lesson was packed with various approaches to learning. Students have whole group practice, and then work in pairs. Each student had independent practice on an additional passage. To make sure students all read/heard the same thing, the teacher candidate read aloud the passage that would be used independently. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern is clear and succinct in her delivery of the review. She uses technology to enhance the lesson. Her ability to frame questions in a positive way helps students believe that they can answer correctly. Her students are collectively growing in their understanding of key concepts surrounding slavery and the Civil War.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Engaged students with the book you read.  Kept students listening by having them spot types of measurement. Asked higher order questions throughout the lesson. Did a mini review lesson when you noticed students struggling with the concept. Be careful with the size of letters and color of pen you use on the chart-students couldn't see it clearly. Your example of perimeter was incorrect that you drew on board. If students finish quickly, be sure to challenge them to do another drawing. Lesson continued after specials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with a short video clip which students discussed.  Direct instruction with student participation.  Students completed graphic organizer to use in homework assignment. Graphic organizer was differentiated by student need. Revisited video as a closure and had students discuss what they learned when watching it after the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Lesson built on the lesson from prtor day.  Provided notes for students to add to their notebooks.  Students had to read passage and answer the questions on what they knrew and what they inferred.  Students were all on task.  Lesson had some guided teaching and lots of student practice. Remember to ask open ended questions, discuss when we use inference and why.  When students finished activity-they took a quiz.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened by reading a book.  You read with lots of expression so students were engaged.  All materials for lesson were prepared and ready.  Anchor charts were available after students completed their work to check for accuracy. Incorporated higher order question-"What would happen if..." You had seeds for students to plant-not observed as lesson continued after lunch.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Set expectations for centers.  Students had a station for research, building a circuit and working with static electricity.  Students were engaged in the centers.  Good job of asking students "why" and having them try to explain their thinking. Closed lesson with a review of the centers and students explaining why things happened at the centers.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a powerpoint on the property of addition. The teacher shared a problem with the students 2+3=5. The teacher did a good job of sharing the powerpoint with the students. The teacher explained the commutative property to the students. The teacher had different popcorn buckets with the problems 1+2=3 and the popcorn had 2+1=3. The students had to explain why the popcorn and the bucket of popcorn match. The teacher did a great job of including the students in the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Discussing "how to do" in addition to "what to do" made the whole group part of the lesson effective and exemplary. Whether instinctive of purposeful, this contributed to making the student engagement exemplary. Participating in the conversation about how to attend to the details and work on the conclusion of their paper gave the class ownership of the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-using an article from a real news source was a good experience for students -appropriate/helpful to project article in addition to the printed copies in students' hands. -Class discussion of the article supports students' understanding -Uses poster list of signal words -models use of graphic organizer -Gives students time for independent work & circulates to check for understanding

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good Powerpoint to enhance the lesson. (may want to increase font size) The visuals were very beneficial. You did a good job relating the lesson to real-life experiences. Yea! You included the vocabulary (definitions) and clearly labeled the important components within the lesson PP. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		The lesson was a continuation of reading groups from the previous day.  Prior learning was reviewed and directions and expectations were given.  In your small group you were asking lots of higher order questions and doing a great job of relating the content to the real world.  As you were winding up, you closed your group by having the students reastate the branches of government and give details of what they do.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well organized lesson. Geometry is a difficult topic but you made it look easy. You always do a great job using technology to enhance your lessons

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Lesson on cause and effect.  Students liked the opening book and it was the basis for examples used in guided practice and centers.  Had an anchor chart for student reference.  Called on lots of students during guided teaching keeping them engaged. Students were well thought out and met diverse students needs. Incorporated, guided instruction, independent practice, technology, visual aids and manipulatives in one lesson and did it well.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Video on plants was beautiful and showed the parts of a plant that were the lesson focus and discussed what each part did for the plant.  Students were engaged.  Students then read about and discussed plants.  Loved that each student had a copy and you had it on the smart board. You asked several higher order thinking questions. Loved that you had the large real plant for the students to examine and that the root system was visible. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good opening to lesson. Looking at the prefix 'RE' was a great review and it reinforced your lesson. The Brainpop segment was appropriate & it was very beneficial for you to stop the video & discuss the information with the students! Post key vocabulary terms as a reference to the students. You can also use it as teaching tool. Remember: students need to see and hear the information several times in order for it to go into long term memory. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It is commendable for an intern to use hands-on materials. In this case, having  the students use body heat while holding chocolate kisses gave them  literally "hands-on" access to experience the science. The students' reactions ranged from excited to disgusted. But even the disgusted students were learning and engaged. Excellent!

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		“Writing an opinion piece, supporting a point of view with reasons” Read aloud, “Turkey Problem” all about the turkey and how he disguises himself to avoid being eaten. Some check points in the story were used as a time to pause and check for understanding and keeping students on task. The students were very attentive to their writing assignment as the teacher candidate finished the read aloud. It was very impressive that the students were so engaged and eager to write about how to disguise a turkey as it related to the story. She reminded students occasionally during their writing to give details that would support their opinions, as well as reasons for their opinion. One of the teacher candidate’s strengths is being calm and straightforward throughout the lessons she delivers. It seems that this is most often a result of being well prepared with a thorough lesson plan. The time she has put into the plans and in becoming familiar with her students shows, and optimizes their learning experience.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Drop in observation. Opened with standard.  Discussed that they were continuing with decimals but looking at them in the context of money.  Had students brainstorm ways to make a number with bills and coins.  Explained the correlation between the money and previous work with decimals.  Had manipulatives for students to use to solve problems.  Students engaged.  Lots of student participation.  Good job calling on all students.  Lesson contained guided practice and independent practice.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video on planets to engage the students.  Had students write facts on a "Graffiti Wall".  Students then were given directions for completing a travel brochure about assigned planet.  Students worked independently using ipads to research and create brochure. Lesson had very little direct or guided teaching.  Most of the lesson was student work time. Lesson closing was a Kahoot quiz on the computer.  This can not really be used as an assessment because students used made up names and some were clowning and marking the wrong answers.  While it may have given you a feel for class understandings it was weak. Remember to relate lesson to real world experiences. Remember to incorporate higher order questions. Remediation and accomodations were written in lesson plan but not implemented in lesson.  All students did the eact same thing.

		Responses (n): 		223

		Response Rate: 		65.98%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		3		3		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		3		3		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		3		3		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing the students understanding ss they were writing on their G.O.s. You led your students, with excellent questioning, how to best describe each step in making the PB&J sandwich.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal assessment takes place as students are aksed questions regarding the components of re-telling a story.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good job choosing a multi-tiered project for formal/summative assessment

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students have had discussion that included informal, formative assessment. The intern has considered the needs of all students and grouped them with various roles to accomodate their needs.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The chart with the manipulative cards goes along with the classroom discussion as informal formative and summative assessment and is ongoing throughout the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		I did not see diagnostic testing, however it had to have been done as students were grouped according to ability for G.R. and some of the centers they were participating in.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You conferenced with individual students in order to assess their knowledge of writing facts on a particular topic. Questioning students is definitely a strength of yours! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was little questioning that got results from students. In the opening, she finally got enough of an answer out of two or three students to fill in the gaps and give them a handout to complete. The handout had examples of making inferences, but they were not reveiwed with the group, and there was no time when the intern went around the room to check on everyone's progress. Some students brought papers to her with questions. She spent the other time sharpening pencils and discussing with students whether they should be out of their seats or not.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		A great deal of information was gathered from the teacher-intern questioning throughout. - helpful with formative assessment.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate checked for understanding throughout the lesson as a part of student assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Awareness of the ongoing need for assessment is a strength for Ms. Burton.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There were several math problems completed as guided practice, and additional problems completed as independent practice.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		If you are using the record sheet from the game as an assessment, then don't allow students to correct it before you look at it.  If you want them to make corrections-have them do it in a different color so you can see their errors.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your questioning ability has improved with each lesson. You do a great job asking question that encourage higher level processing! (HOTS) 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson but I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the basics of the lesson before moving on! Some of your students were verbalizing that they did not understand.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Very little questioning during instruction. This was perfect lesson for you to ask higher level thinking questions. You circulated through the room to assess understanding as they were making circuits.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good use of questioning throughout the lesson! Your students remained actively engaged throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good questioning techniques were used througout the lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		More questioning during instruction is necessary to assess understanding.  Again, a lot of information for this age group to absorb and understand. Sort activity was a little difficult for the higher group.  I would suggest teaching one level of government a day or doing one of the word sorts together on one day and the other one independently on another day. The idea of the sort activity was a very good one, however more support for learning was needed. You used reading levels to determine which "sort" organizer the students would be given.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job using quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Students were given extra help by your CT and parapros in the room, due to their ability levels. For your assessment you had words posted across the front of the room on the P. B. and the regular dry erase board. The students were allowed to choose a word and write a synonym on a sticky note. They then placed their sticky note under the corresponding antonym they had chosen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Informal assesment was questioning and discussion.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		TC questioned students throughout the entire lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		If you are using a rubric to grade the project-give students a copy of it as they start the project.  They need to know the criteria for assessment.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There was a parapro working with the struggling readers/learners.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC conducted good questioning throughout lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostic testing not applicable for this lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Your questions on the game board were higher order thinking questions!  The students really had to know the content in order to answer the questions correctly!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Various levels of questioning were used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC conducted quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the instructional part of the lesson. It might help if you slow down & allow more time for students to respond before moving on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Good questing throughout the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		questioning, informal quiz, experiment

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a ticket out the door journal questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had each group come to the front of the classroom to see if the moon lander worked. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment at the end of the lesson to make sure the students understood the subject matter. 

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		what was your assessment?  The flip books were just an activity since they copied from the board.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Not sure if the recording sheet could be used as an assesment since the answers were brought out in groups.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		There was no need for diagnostic testing for this lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson's questions during the introduction gave the opportunity for success to students at various skill levels. It also gave her formative assessment data that could be used to plan instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The formative assessment was a good one.  Emphasis things that must be in the letter.  (Refer back to Standard and I Cans for this).  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Skillful questioning helps her understand  how students are progressing toward meeting standards.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		-appropriate wait time for questions/rephrasing provide student support

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Assessment was not completed individually as planned.  You and peers assisted lots of students so it really does not tell you what they know.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		The students each made a "Gallon Man" which demonstrated their knowledge of the learning goals of the day.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the students complete a word sort, gluing the words you gave them under the correct heading of HELPING VERB, LINKING VERB, or BOTH. Diagnostic testing was not applicable.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You asked HOT questions throughout as well as questioning to assess the students' understanding of the learning goals. You guided students through taking notes on their interactive notebook inserts. Reading levels were used to determine which students would be sitting with Mrs. Thigpen for extra support.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The expressions and excitement of the students as they raised their hands to answer questions in the beginning of the lesson were priceless. About 95% of the students were so enthusiastic that they brought the others along. The teacher intern has a strength in the area of questioning, and there is also an opportunity to continue to grow and be an "expert" at asking the perfect questions to help students reach conclusions.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern does a good job of the verbal and visual informal assessment to determine where students are in their learning.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Diagnostic testing not apllicable to this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The students coming to you during guided reading indicates leveling has been done.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job questioning throughout the lesson to check for understanding. You picked up on a couple of issues by doing this consistently and calling on a variety of students.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Quick assessment, how many can use a ruler?

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As students were working, you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding. The task card activity was engaging and so effective! Diagnostice testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had the students choose  an idiom, draw pictures and explain the literal and non-literal meaning on a graphic organizer you had provided. You had students work with you in small group according to ability. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job questionng throughout the lesson to ensure understanding of information presented.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The front side was students’ following along as you modeled the strategy. The back side was questions for the students to apply the information to the questions and answer the questions. Many students were lost. Maybe do each question individually and maybe even have students explain how they arrived at that answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Ask students to explain their choices. This gives them a deepter depth of knowledge when they are able to explain their choices. You gave the students a quiz at the end of the lesson. Would there have been time for one more short review using your anchor chart before they took the quiz?

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent higher order thinking questioning throughout the lesson!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Liked how you used two organizers to review answers. The students enjoyed creating the tree maps.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good job with questioning  - particularly on knowing what level of question to ask 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		An Exemplary rating was earned for summative assessment because of the effective way in which Ms. Witcher provided tools for success for the papers. These guidelines let students know what was expected and were explained and discussed thoroughly. The presentation of the parameters/guidelines was the key to improving upon simply assigning students to write a paper.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Great questions... aided in formative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate is adept at gathering informal assessment data by checking on students throughout the classroom as they do their independent work.

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		22.49%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		3		3		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		3		3		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		3		3		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		3		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		3		3		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		3		3		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		3		3		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Stations are going to be rowdy and loud. Expect this. As long as they are being productive and staying on task, it's all good.  State your rules, directions, and what you expect them to accomplish in their stations before you begin. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This is a difficult room to keep their attention.  You have put some good procedures in place. Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms. Cleveland" and "Haven't grew out yet' are incorrect.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Nice "teacher" voice. You held their interest as you talked. They seemed to be engaged during the lesson. **Be ready for your class as they are walking in the door. This sets your standard on what you expect. Be prepared with your materials so you can bring them in and welcome them. Also you can tell them what you need them to do as they come in. This also goes for lining your students up to leave. You are in charge, so they are waiting on you.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were very well-behaved in the small Math group. The students constantly answered the questions posed by the teacher. GROW-The lesson was too long in the beginning with the discussion. GROW-The teacher needed hands-on materials to cover the area and perimeter. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		When your class began getting their paper ready for activity, they were waiting for you to set the directions and expectations. Stop them all and explain. Don't threaten to tell Mrs. Young. Remember you are in control. You set the limits. You were letting them be in control of you. This is hard but be stern and stay on top of it.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You made a couple of slips with grammar..."me and Mr. Stephens" and "me and Mrs. Savidge".  The students were very talkative and disrespectful to you and other students.  You did a great job of trying to keep them focused.  If putting their names on the board would have helped...you needed to try it.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		When the sorting was completed you told the students, "I need you to put all the shapes back in the bucket." These directions were very clear. You may want to add, "without talking." Be sure to set expectations for group work.  Allowing the students to get loud during work sends the message that the assignment is not important and is not to be taken seriously. I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over the students' voices.  Try lowering your voice instead. They will need to be quiet in order to hear you.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You were quick to correct anyone off task. You used techniques like, "If you agree, thumbs up."  Great management, as this does not require the students to shout out answers.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are going to have to be more assertive as the teacher.  You are not their friend when you are the teacher.  Also, learning can't  always fun.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  This is hard!  Keep a timer going on your phone or on board to keep everyone on track. Make sure everyone is listening when you are giving directions.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were very attentive during the Jeopardy review game. The teacher has a great way with the students.  The teacher is very caring and the students know it. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You always do a good job of managing your students.  Transitions were good.  Even managing lunch choices 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You monitored your students ensuring they were all on task.  You challenged them to do their best throughout the lesson.  Quickly brought students back to acceptable talk level when they started to get too loud during transition.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*Make sure that you are aware of student behavior during the lesson. Redirect inappropriate behavior immediately! (ex. the student yelling out, the student sliding across the floor on the turned over chair, *Make sure that the students are following the rules or procedure for the activity. Review this before the activity begins. The students were a bit confused, I think it would have helped to have the "flipping the coin' rules listed on the board. * You tone of voice was appropriate & you were professionally dressed (as always).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Always so professional in manner and appearance.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		- No behavior problems are evident; students are clear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with students! 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		management tip: 1. Don't ever say to your students "Your teacher is listening and you need to be quiet." or "Mrs. G. can hear you. She's standing in the hall."  You are their teacher at this moment.  They need to respect you.  Don't threaten them with what their teacher will do when she gets back in the room if they aren't quiet. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		It is highly likely that one of the main reasons for cooperative, on task student behavior is the well planned lesson that is presented. As in a previous lesson, "not observed" was marked for correcting off task behavior because there was no off task behavior observed. You did a good job encouraging students, and also placing trust in them to complete a project based learning experience. They seemed to respond well to this opportunity.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Off task behavior was not observed, the redirection of off task behavior is "not observed". This is a good thing! An "exemplary" rating was earned for challenging students to do their best during activitiy and throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate consistently supports and encourages students to work cooperatively in their groups to solve problems. Students are on task and excited about learning .

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Nice "teacher" voice! Good expression as you delivered. Great management of your class. You redirected immediately as you needed to. So glad you stopped two boys talking as someone else was giving an answer.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students are very attentive during the lesson.  The students were very aware of what the lesson revolved around and gave great answers for the teacher's questions. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. Good lesson! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Make sure to scan room frequently even while working with a group.  You want to be sure all students are engaged.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job guiding the discussion and not letting it get out of hand. You encouraged the students to participate but at the same time you managed the situation well since ALL students wanted to contribute! I think it would help to have a quiet signal for this group. They, for the most part, stayed on task during the experiment but there was times when they needed a little guidance!

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room frequently-one student with hand raised for quite a while.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		One of your consistent strengths is that you are calm and straightforward during the delivery of your lessons. You show excitement over learning, but are not rattled nor distracted from the task at hand. Students tend to follow your lead on that.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Excellent behavior management techniques.  You are quick to notice anyone off task and redirect them. Your "teacher voice" is exciting, annimated, and supportive. You have a lovely command of the classroom. The students respond to you beautifully!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques!  All students on task and engaged in their learning.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students are very involved in the lesson. The students respond very well to the teacher throughout the small group Reading lesson. The teacher is extremely familiar with the subject matter for the lesson. The teacher is an excellent student teacher. Her professionalism and willing to work are above average in every way. The teacher is an awesome teacher! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – the customary consequences in this classroom (adding student name to a list on the board & recess laps) were mentioned individually as appropriate. An improvement - There was less use of “shhh” to remind students to listen. A suggestion might be to use words instead of the “shhh” sound. Perhaps say something like one of these: “Use your ears to listen, no mouth needed.” Or “ It’s quiet time – use your ears not your mouth.” You might even choose a phrase that requires the students to respond in unison. Some teachers use “Eyeballs: Locked”. The teacher says the word “eyeballs” and students respond by being quiet and looking at the teacher and saying the word “locked” in unison. You might even come up with a phrase that is original and unique to your classroom. Even though these notes above are for suggestions to improve, it should be noted that your classroom management in this lesson far exceeded the previous lesson. You are capable of maintaining good behavior. The key is often to make sure the lesson is engaging and that students have a clear understanding of what they should be doing.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was a lot of teacher talk about the class not being quiet and a significant amount of time spent pausing that I could sometimes assume was wait time for a few talkative students to stop. The intern could use tone to demonstrate concern and/or seriousness regarding student behavior. She talked a great deal about the talking and off task behavior, but it did not appear to be said with great concern or feeling. The students responded minimally, as it seems repetitive and monotonous. This cannot be pinned on the student behavior individually or as a group. Today it was clear that the lack of focus by the intern opens the window to students finding time to be off task. It perpetuates when there are long periods of either wait time or discussion about the behavior.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The plans for this lesson were thorough and gave the teacher candidate the opportunity to focus on her students. She encouraged them as they carried out their work and moved from station to station.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your professionalism throughout your field experience has been exemplary. Being a cooperative team player will serve you well. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Some management tips.... *As your students are entering the classroom,  tell then what you need them to do. For example, "Come in and find a seat quietly".  Don't wait until they have become rowdy.  Give them their boundaries. *Work on bringing your voice out louder. It's hard to hear you in the back. *Don't stand at board too much.  Move around whioe you teach.  Students in back of room were not focused at times. You were teaching to the front of the class. *Monitor your students while they are working.  This ensures that your students are being productive. *Always have plenty to do for those who finish early.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Management was good! Thumbs up/ thumbs down was a good incentive to see who understood. Nice "teacher" voice. Good expression used in your delivery. *Roam through the classroom as you teach. Don't stand in one place. This enables you to be sure that everyone is on task and engaged. It got very loud and rowdy toward the end. It was because they were finished and needed more to do.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You always seem so confident in your teaching. You really seem to know the material well that you are teaching. You have great management techniques.  They work well for you.  Your teacher was absent, but your students respected you as their teacher.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		A well planned and executed lesson helped the students remain focused and on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is able to keep the class under control not only during instruction  during transitions and less structured times.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		All students were on task throughout the lesson. Even though it is a cloudy Monday morning, your lesson excited the students! They were very involved with the lesson!

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great job involving the entire class into the lesson! The students actively participated the entire time! TC was dressed appropriately (as always)! Your encouraging tone of voice & disposition led the way for encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Set expectations for behavior beforehand. Don't allow students to talk while you are giving instructions. Be sure to circulate through all groups. Some groups had 2 completing projects while the other 2 were playing. When modeling, possibly turn on lights. It was hard for students to see. Perhaps assign groups to ensure compatible students are together. Saying, "I want you to get into groups" got out of hand. Nice teacher voice when you were going through slides. At times you got louder to be heard by students. Do you need a microphone?

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students remained on task throughout the lesson. You used good voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		You did an excellent job involving all of the students in the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always)! Your voice tone has improved throughout the semester. You voice was encouraging to your students yet authoritative!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You were quick to redirect a student, in your small group, when he got off task. Your voice was monotone and did not exhibit enthusiasm for what you were teaching.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC used appropriate voice level & tone throughout the lesson. TC was dressed in appropriate attire. TC was encouraging to student even when they did not choose the correct answer.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding of the "sort" activity.  Your proximity to the students also helps keep the students behavior in check! You have an enthusiastic, engaging voice. I can tell you are excited to teach your lessons!

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job monitoring your class as they worked. Everyone seemed to be on task.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job managing the entire classroom even with the additional students that were added from the class next door. Great voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always). Excellent job encouraging the students during the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Be careful saying "You guys" and "guys" all the time.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent classroom management!  The "ticket" is such a positive technique.  They really want those tickets!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You use excellent behavior management techniques! Your teacher voice is engaging, annimated, and enthusiastic. You make your students WANT to engage with you and learn!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Your class was well managed.  They were quiet, attentive and engaged.  They love and respect you as their teacher.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I love the fact that you take control as soon as they walk in the room. Telling them "good morning" is awesome! Don't be afraid to redirect students who may not be participating in the interactive game as they should. Anytime we play a "game" it will get noisy.  That is OK!  As long as they are being productive and following rules, it's all GOOD.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your management is so good. You have different techniques that work for you nicely.  You redirected behavior as needed.  Awesome!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		*I was concerned that a student laid the back of her head on the desk and propped her feet on the seat but you did ot address it even though you were in close proximity. Next she sat backwards in the chair & titled the chair backwards. Both were safety issues that should have been addressed. The same students moved to a front desk directly in front of you & leaned/rocked her chair the majority of the time. It would have been easy for you to put your hand on her chair but you did not acknowledge her at all. Why not? Remember - student safety is always first & foremost!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a great job redirecting the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job of keeping the attention of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats throughout the lesson. The lesson was very organized. The teacher included several different ways of teaching to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		When praising an individual child please be more specific than saying..."Good job".

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You use an encouraging tone when you speak to the students but you need to increase your voice level in order to sure all students. You were professionally dressed (as always)! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The class was engaged in the activity and there was no off-task behavior.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had high expectations for your students' behavior and they rose to the challenge! Your teacher voice was louder and you are really learning to "take command" of the classroom!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Be careful say "OK?" sooooo much.  "Guys, when I am talking, you are not.  OK?"

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You still need to be a little firmer with your students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It is hard to monitor the class when sitting down at desk.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.   The teacher was very aware of off task behavior and immediately dealt with all situations. The teacher did a great job with her delivery.  The lesson was very organized and planned out. GROW-The teacher needs to be very careful with the spelling of words on all of her power points and lesson plans. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive throughout the lesson. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC was dressed in professional attire. TC used a good/consistent voice throughout the lesson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Terrific  and engaging voice!  You actually sounded like a game show host. The students were all engaged and having a great time with their learning!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job monitoring the entire classroom as a means to ensure that all students were involved. You voice level was appropriate & very encouraging. The activity you chose was appropriate and challenging for the students

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has an awesome voice quality that is so entertaining. The teacher is and will be a great teacher! The teacher had a lot of involvement from the students to make the lesson fun and educational! The students were very well-behaved and very attentive throughout the entire lesson. Great lesson! 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC did a good job monitoring the classroom by walking around to each table. TC was profesionally dressed. TC used a strong authoratative voice throughout the lesson. The students easily understood as she was instructing. The voice level of the students was appropriate throughout the lesson.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved and attentive throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job moving the students from desks to floor and back to desks. Good lesson!

		Green		Megan		917463432		TC did a good job monitoring the various groups during the activity. TC used appropriate voice level and tone with students. Make sure voice levels are appropriate for the activity. Some students were being loud due to playing. Instructions would have been helpful for 1) the Activity, 2) Group Work!!!! Students know what is expected of them. Great idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the PB! 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Don't stay seated at the computer while you teach. This is not attending to the entire class. Move to the board and around the room as you question. I realize you have to flip the screen to the next slide, but you can move back to the computer to do that.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		TC did a good job monitoring the classrom and correcting inappropriate behavior. TC used a authorative voice that also had a caring tone. TC was profesionally dressed.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very organized.  The teacher did a good job redirecting off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job or praising the students when they worked hard at finding the correct time. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."so HIM and another guy"...should be..."so HE and another guy"...

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-attended to all students, gives encouragement & facilitates student engagement, effective transition time, demonstrated skill at differentiating instruction.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have near perfect, tone, and speaking habits for teaching 5th grade! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Always so warm and positive with the students.  You monitored the room as students worked.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Be careful of saying "OK?" so much...especially after you give a direction.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Behavior management was good. You have some techniques that work for you such as the randomizer app and the counting back from 5. The balloons were a creative idea. Depending on the class, you may need to leave these in the back of room until ready. They could be distracting for some kids. Move around the room even as you doing the guided instruction with volunteers at the board. This ensures that your workers in the back are engaged like you hope they are.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed to monitor the noise during the Brain pop Video. *The teacher needed to walk around the classroom during the Brain Pop Video to monitor the students more closely. The students were very well-behaved once they began completing the worksheet.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Great behavior management skills!  All students were engaged and on task.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Look for students off task to call on during instruction.  This sends the message all must stay engaged in the lesson and are responsible for their learning.  Be sure to call on students who do not have their hands up as well as the ones who do. You have a good teacher voice.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher monitored the students during their Science experiments.  The teacher continued to ask questions about what the students were observing during their bar graph exploration. The students were very involved throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You are so enthusiastic and use great expression. You are very confident as you are teaching. It was obvious that you knew your material well. That is so important! Great voice level! Good management techniques. "Thumbs up if you are ready." and "If you can hear my voice clap once." You students responded to you so well. They definitely respect you as their teacher. There no never any redirects needed! Wonderful!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your management of your class was good. You brought them in from restroom and had them settled quickly. Good job!

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Be careful of your grammar...you said "Me and Mrs Bailey" twice.  Should be "Mrs Bailey and I".

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was constantly monitoring the students as they worked throughout the lesson. The students were very involved in the lesson.  The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The lesson was very organized and hands-on. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! Great Stem lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked by answering all of their questions as they began their creation of the animals. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter for the lesson very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher had a very organized lesson that included several different types of learning to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher is very natural in her teaching.  The students respect her and are always on task. The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very attentive to the Main Idea subject matter in the lesson.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strong teacher presence... Good use of voice levels. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The lesson was very sequential in the development of the subject matter. *The students needed to be redirected several times during the lesson. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the beginning of the lesson during her delivery. The lesson overall was a good instructional lesson just needed a little fine tuning. The teacher's station was the teacher led station. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You did a nice job of managing your class while you taught small groups. You were asking some challenging questions about drugs. They seemed to be attentive and interested in what they were learning.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The class was very chatty today.  You did everything you could to keep them in tact.  You handled each situation very well.  Even stopping to give a pep talk seemed to help....but they were just chatty! This happens some days. Real world! (and maybe full moon!) Management tip: Have quiet volunteers to pass out papers so you can begin giving directions about the video and the quiz. (Once again- you figured this out! You read my mind and did it!)

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		* Don't chew gum during your lesson. If you watched yourself on video, you would see what I mean. * When you transitioned into the drawing activity, your class fell out of sync. Pass out the marker first and tell them not to touch it. Then give all directions. I would not make this be a silent activity. They enjoyed it. After a period of time, have them write 2 facts in the speech bubble.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Try to interact with the students while monitoring the room.  Stop and ask questions, encourage, etc.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Your class was well managed.  They listened and were all engaged.  This is very bright class so challenge them!  *Don't teach from the board.  I know you were moving your power point, but move around as you are talking about the questions.  Don't instruct from your desk.  *Be conscious of your grammar. Also be mindful of what goes on the board (spelling, etc.) On the board you had written "Began reading on page 448." It should say "Begin" Pay attention to these things. They are important.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		God job attending to the class as you went over the conventions of speech. The game was confusing. It was hard for me to follow, much less your kids. Did you notice that when you started that  your class got very rowdy at times?  Try to do more instruction. Does your class have to be divided up at all into groups?  Try whole group instruction and then divide into groups of 2 or 3 at their seats.  This keeps your piece of mind and their rowdiness under control.  

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Your class was engaged in this lesson and seemed to be enjoying learning. Expect it to be louder than usual. As long as they are being productive, it's good. *Be involved with your groups more. Find out what they are talking about, thinking about, etc. Don't just walk around.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were teaching a lesson on dividing fractions.  You didn't miss a beat when I walked in. Your class was well behaved and listening to you.  Don't get caught standing by the board too much.  Did you notice how Miss Strickland began noticing and bringing out points to help them?  Move around the room and make sure all are engaged.  Give them hints.  You are co teaching.  It's ok.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The students are very well-behaved.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Have students put away privacy boards when going over the quiz.  This will allow you to see what all students are doing.   A couple were not paying attention behind their boards.  One student was logged out of the quiz and therefore did not benefit from going over the answers. You asked students to explain the ABC tool they used in answering the questions.  It is important to call on students even if their hands are not raised. This keeps all students accountable for their learning.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You have high expectations for your students' behavior and are consistent with them.  You are careful to be aware of who you have and have not called on during the lesson, thus holding all students accountable for their learning. You have an excellent "teacher voice".  It conveys to the students that you are in "command" of the classroom.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."DO everyone agree"...should be..."DOES everyone agree"...

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th observation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Today was Halloween and you did a good job of managing your class on this "out of sorts" day. I noticed a big improvement on how you moved quicker when you were in midst of activity. Keep it moving so there isn't dead time for "cut up."

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Remember to walk around the room as you teach from Power point. This shows presence. You are monitoring your class to be sure they are listening and pay attention.  You stood in the same place almost entire time of teaching.  Management was much better today. You used different strategies to get everyone quiet. You chose different people to read from Power point which helped keep their attention.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Always tell students what they are to do when they are finished with a portion of the lesson. Be sure to use an attention getter when students are talking and you need them to listen. Some students continued talking as you were explaining/teaching.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You redirected several students as was needed. Explain/act out how students can be a good audience for each other. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher had the students begin the lesson immedately. The teacher is very positive in her teaching. The students respond well to her lesson. The students are very well-behaved. The students raise their hands to answer the different questions posed by the teacher. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. Good lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Even though this was a good lesson, I think it was a little overwhelming for the students. The video was a little long for this age group.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		High student participation in the lesson and practice indicates that students know why and what they are learning. The teacher candidate has two class leaders. She asks them to walk the field placement visitors from one table to the other. Your positivity encourages students to take responsibiilty for their learning,

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Your classroom management skills continue to shine just as they did when Ms. Sonnier was out on leave. I admire your willingness to work with classroom animals. I also appreciate giving students a writing assignment in science. Writing about science helps students make sense of information. 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		During the acting out of the story, you brought your class back into control in a quick way. Good job! You do a great job of monitoring your class during independent work.  Management tips: *Be careful not to teach to one group. When throwing the ball stand to the side so everyone can see. *When someone gives an answer, be sure everyone hears the question and answer. * As far as the Power Point, You may want to read these instead of having students read for this reason.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite is able to help students who are struggling and those who are excelling. She moves seamlessly supporting students who need an extra challenge or extra help.

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Slow down as you begin.  Get everyone in their seats first so they are ready to listen.  Do not start giving instructions until everyone is quiet.  The young student is the one who said to everyone "Be QUIET!"  This should have been you redirecting. Don't allow individual students to distract you when you are giving directions.  You stopped two times to listen to them whispering something to you.  Your students never really knew what to do. Work on your management plans and strategies. You are in control. You are the teacher.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Very attentive to the needs of your students. Always dressed in professional attire.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Your class was well behaved and respect you as their teacher. suggestions about management... Be careful not to squelch your students when they answer. I understand you want them to raise their hands, but they get excited and forget. When you ask a question like "Is it hard or easy to go on this bridge?" Allow them all to answer. Then call on someone to tell why. Try not to say "nope" when someone gives you wrong answer. Instead, try to say "good try. Glad you are thinking". Nobody wants to answer a question if they feel it may be wrong. Keep your lesson moving quickly. Don't allow for distractions when someone says something. Just keep moving.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today you saw the "real world". Some days as a teacher, we are worn out from constantly telling them they are too loud or to get quiet or to settle down. Today was that day for you. It is NORMAL! Here are a few suggestions that helped me before... 1. Have eveyone's full attention before you talk. This is hard because it may take longer. Tell them they are wasting your time, so you will waste their time at reces.. 2. State your expectations and directions to a quiet class. Don't allow them to start transitioning into their groups until directions, questions are clear and answered. 3. Use consequences. Use your discipline system and stick to it. That's why we have it. Come up with your own for the lesson if you need to. (ex. write AWESOME on board and take away letters as they lose them if needed) 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Class management was phenomenal. You could not have handled this class any better. You redirected quickly and sternly. This is a very trying class. I couldn't have done it any better and I am a verteran. You handled the interruptions well. Ex. The boy coming in needing a homework packet. You had to find it. It's just part of a teaching day. You saw some real world today. Proud of you!! The timer on the board was awesome for class management. * Be careful about throwing out a blanket statement. *Don't become consumed with the little things.  Ex. When the Twizzlers are given out, they are going to talk a little.  It's common.  Just keep your part going and they will come back to you.  Don't redirect for every little thing.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I saw more enthusiasm today!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and engaging for your students. Well done!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You reminded students when it was not appropriate to talk. You redirected students who were off task. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding as well as keeping them on task. You told the students they had a min. to finish....good time management.  You might want to let them know a little farther out, time wise, in case someone has been off task ...they can then refocus and get the work done by the allotted time. Always tell the students what they are to do when finished with an assignment. Work on putting more enthusiasm and annimation into your voice.  This will make your students want to engage with you and listen. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You managed your class well.  They were trying you at times, but you kept them at bay by redirecting the behavior. You monitored and assisted your class as they worked. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		White boards-pairs drawing and coloring and not listening.  Some students erasing and rewriting over and over-not really addressed.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needs to show more enthusiasm for her lesson. The teacher has a lesson that involves several different types of learning to learn the subject matter. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students were on task and engaged throughout the lesson.  You circulated around the class during the entire lesson which allowed you to assess student understanding as well keep them on task. You have a very nice "command" of the classroom. Your "teacher voice" is enthusiastic and engaging!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You have outstanding behavior management skills!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		I see that you generally have students focused on learning. As I have said to you in person, the key to this is often having a well planned lesson that begins with making sure students know the focus of learning. Keep working on this next semester. As students move through the school year, you'll potentially notice behavior differences or a change in class dynamics as see some students mature. It has been a pleasure serving as your University supervisor this semester. I look forward to seeing more growth next semester as you continue your field experience.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There are no classroom management issues for this teacher intern. There seem to be two major reasons for this: 1. She consistently uses the appropriate tone and voice levels that express her enthusiasm for the lessons. As a result, students are drawn in to listen and learn. (This earned an exemplary rating above.) 2. In my opinion, the best classroom management is a thoughtfully, well-organized lesson plan. That is always the case for Ms. Smith. Her plans are exemplary, and the students know what they are doing and why. Their purpose for learning is clearly outlined, and it sets them up for success both academically and in their individual behavior.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Effective classroom management results in part from a well-planned lesson that keeps students engaged. The teacher candidate appropriately and briefly uses humor to get students attention and keep them on task. The professional demeanor of the teacher candidate  set the tone for the students.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern maintains a calm conversational voice  level for instruction. This helps to keep students calm at times when they might be excitable. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Continue to work on behavior management.   You have implemented a new behavior management plan which appears to be helping.  Be certain when you have students in a group on the rug, all students are with you and engaged. After playing the Kidz Bop video, it would have been a good idea to have all students sit down, calm down . This would have been the perfect time to remind students of expectations as they transitioned to centers and began their work.  This age group, especially, needs constant reminders of your expectations. Then you can hold them accountable.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		During the instruction portion of your lesson you had students shouting out answers even when they were not called upon to answer. Be sure to correct them.  You want to be able to call on any and all students in order to assess the understanding of those who might not raise their hands or blurt out. This ensures that all students know they are responsible for their learning. You circulated through the classroom as the students were working. You were assessing their understanding and giving help, as needed. You use an excellent time management technique when you told the students they had two more minutes to work. This teaches the students to stay on task in order to comeplete their assignment in a timely manner! You have an engaging teacher voice! 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Hand signal count down really seemed to work.  So much better than using your voice to get their attention.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."What DO a great white shark eat?"  Should be "What DOES a great white shark eat?"  Be careful also saying "Guys" sooooo much.  Be more specific with your praise...don't just say "Good job".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of various activites on the PB. Good job with teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. Great voice levels - all could hear clearly. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The students were very on task during the entire lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students while they were working at their stations. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher was very involved throughout the lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Good classroom control

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		All students were engaged in the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to get all students' attention when speaking/giving directions. You were quick to notice off task behaviors of several students. You have a entertaining, enthusiastic, engaging, "I am in command", teacher voice!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students were a little off task in the centers at times.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Thank you, thank you for starting out asking for funny Thanksgiving stories from your students.  Awesome!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		All students were engaged and participating in the lesson.  You use excellent behavior management techniques. You have a fantastic "teacher voice".  It is engaging, annimated, and exciting.  You make the students WANT to listen to what you are teaching them. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected students as needed.  Be sure to set expectations for when students are finished with a task. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through...  Great job! Your students were well behaved and attentive.  They love and respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good discipline techniques used throughout the lesson(ex. Close monitoring of class, use of attention grabb ers such as class - class. Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved and on task. The teacher monitored the students while they worked at their seats. 

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Your class was well managed.  They were attentive and engaged.  It is obvious that they respect you as their teacher.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Better attending of the classroom as a whole. Voice level much better. Always professionally dressed.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the attention of the students when they were off task. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their game at their seats.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students are very well-behaved. The students are very on task during the lesson. The teacher does a great job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats copying the vocabulary and definitions of the powerpoint. The teacher knows the subject matter of the lesson very well. The students were very attentive to the lesson. Great creative way to teach the different concepts of North and South poles, East and West Hemisphere, prime meridian, equator, ...

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		After the students began their independent work, some were off task and not engaged, There were students who had their hand up for help and it took you awhile to get to them. You walked around and helped a few, but you were not aware of students who were off task. If you had several students with the same problem or misunderstanding, it would have been a great time to go back to the board and work some of the questions together as a class. I heard several students say to the CT that they did not know what to do or what to do next. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked one of the students if they had a serious answer. This helped the student rethink what he was about to say, as he changed his mind. You circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding.  This is the hard part....as you are helping keep an eye out for off task behaviors. There were a few off task. Be sure to tell students what to do when they have finished, because there is no way they are all going to finish at the same time. Continue working on speaking louder and with more command and enthusiasm.  Remember, enthusiasm is contagious!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You quickly redirected any students who were off task. You still need to get an attention getter.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Next lesson write down some higher level questions on note card to ask. You still are asking recall. When partners were working on tree maps, some groups were off task. Be sure to watch all parts of the class. The admoinisrtations will be aware of this. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Remember to challenge the students to do their best.

		West		Sydney		917437847		I have never seen significant behavior issues in the times I have visited Ms. West. She is attentive and focused, and sets an example for how students should also be focused.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good rapport with students is evident in the discourse/conversation that centers on the four main text structures that will be the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You monitored students as they worked, checked their answers.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Make ure you have all students attention before talking.  I felt like you were talking over students who were having their own conversations.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very involved in the lesson from start to end. The teacher has a great variety of ways to learn the commutative property of addition. The teacher constantly gives positive feedback for the students when they answer the problems correctly. The lesson plan was very thought out and sequential. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students throughout the entire lesson. Great job again!
Excellent student teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-nice job offering appropriate praise when warranted

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Teaching fifth graders near the end of the week and near the end of the day can be a challenge, but  the ability of the student teacher to engage students in learning activities make this classroom feel like a Monday morning when students are ready to learn. In this lesson, the command of the classroom during whole group instruction and the intuitive conversation with individual students as they needed guidance during independent work were elements that made these aspects of the lesson exemplary.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Your voice level was appropriate and you were very encouraging to your students. Good job seeking out the students that were not readily wanting to answer your verbal questions. Student behavior was appropriate due to your consistency with reminders! You were professionally dressed (as usual)!

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Monitored the class while you were in small group.  You made sure everyone was working and following behavior expectations.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well managed classroom. Good voice quality throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job calling on a variety of students throughout the lesson. All students were actively engaged in the lesson. Excellent job redirecting the class when the noise level was too loud. Yea - you refused to go on until they were quiet! The students quickly realized this & stopped talking! TC was appropriately dressed.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Classroom management – The teacher candidate used the phrase “everybody freeze” which let the students know to stop what they were doing and listen for a moment. Excellent! She compliments students when warranted for a good academic choice or for staying on task and following directions. Positive reinforcement seems to encourage engagement and cooperation. A mild, appropriate dose of humor keeps the mood in the classroom upbeat and positive.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The courage of an intern to conduct hands on  is exemplary in itself. Maintaining control of the classroom is extraordinary!

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		I have enjoyed all your lessons this semester.  Good luck to you in Block 3.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good lesson!  I am proud of your growth in the area of behavior management!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good solid lesson!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Your LP was well written & organized. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. You used an appropriate tone of voice throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Make sure all students are focused before moving on with the lesson. 2. Always a good idea to post instructions for activity on an anchor chart or include it as a part of your PP. 3. Its imperative that you are aware of all activities during your lesson & make adjustments as needed. 4. After you've redirected the class (with a verbal chant or directive), don't move on until ALL students are quiet & focused! If not, you send the message that it is okay to keep talking! 5. Make sure the materials are not presented too quickly!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor. You have grown so much as a  teacher during the time I have worked with you. You've earned the respect of your school and all those who work with you. I look forward to visiting your classroom at LSES this fall. Your new students are going to love you!

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney exhibits the habits of a teacher with experience, and will do well her first official year.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate shows promise in the area of creative science lessons. Project-based teaching and learning is successfully working in this classroom, and promoting STEM. It has been a pleasure being your University supervisor this semester. I have enjoyed watching your lessons, and I hope you'll continue to be creative and courageous in your teaching.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Area of concern in PGP was classroom management.  There are no concerns this semester with classroom management.  Students were engaged in the activities, they rotated centers quickly and without disruption.  Expectation for behavior is set at beginning of lesson and reenforced-voice level.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. You did a great job encouraging the students to participate in the lesson. You were open to their thoughts & letting them share their previous learned knowledge. 2. The PP was well constructed and definitely enhanced the lesson. The pictures obviously provoked much thought! 3. Great guide sheet for the experiment. 4. Materials for the experiment were well organized & easily accessible to the students. GROWS: 1. Include a copy of your instructional sheet in your PP so that you can use it as a point of reference. 2. When you tell the students to get quiet, don't move on until everyone has stopped talking & is focused on you! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Continue to think about how you can incorporate active learning like you have in this lesson. Think about how to make activities like the invention as relevant as possible to the standards and learning goal. For young students, you may want to consider giving them a couple of choices of problems to solve with an invention, but open ended inquiry is one of the most pure forms of learning. I am proud of you for including this activity, and for not being afraid of the very active learning strategies.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The intern/teacher can identify problems that students are having (such as not comprehending math skill or any situation in which a student doesn't quite understand certain vocabulary). She is great at identifying times when it is appropriate to abandon a strategy that is not working. I am so pleased to have been your university supervisor, and to have seen you grow. Remember to "Plan, plan, plan" your best lessons when school starts in the fall and show them your very best. Your students are going to love you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding centers and guided reading!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson!  Keep up the terrific work you are doing!  I am proud of you!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Continue to use what you have learned to plan good lessons. Work on unique ways to engage student at the beginning of a lesson. Sometimes a video clip is good, and other times an active learning strategy is best. Something to think about- The standard does not necessarily lend itself to higher order questioning. However, you might consider asking students to think about what the beginning or end of rivers have in common and why. For instance, the majority of rivers end by flowing into an ocean or gulf. These large bodies of water can handle the flow of millions of gallons of water.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The intern and supervisor will meet with Ms. Steed Thursday, March 16. Goals for a professional growth plan will be shared at that time. There will be a goal for classroom management and a goal for instructional planning/lesson delivery. It is possible that there will be additional goals.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Excellent ideas put into action in this plan! I am proud of the work you have done this semester. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		I am so grateful to have been your supervisor for Block 3 and internship. You have continued  grow. Now I see a confident young lady teaching. You are going to be a teacher that students will respect. If I may ever help you my West Georgia email will remain even into my retirement.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Use your sub. Find a job for her. Maybe she could help with small group or strugglers. Your sub can be used walking around helping students understand directions as you were explaining activity using their name.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		It is a privilege to have been your university supervisor. You have made tremendous growth during the school year, and I know you will set an example for your students. Continue to do your best as you learn and grow and start your career.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate has shown improvement in many areas, most notably starting the lesson with the purpose for learning and keeping students focused on the related goals.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great introduction to lesson. The video clips grabbed the students attention & energized the lesson! 2. Excellent use of a power point to enhance the lesson. The pictures that were used greatly enhanced the lesson 3. Lesson was well organized & flowed smoothly throughout the allotted time! GROWS: 1. This was a great time to talk about earth quakes in Georgia. This would make it even more realistic for the students.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent Powerpoint & presentation of the lesson. 2.Your students appeared to love the lesson & actively participated throughout the entire lesson. 3. It was obvious that you knew the material you presented to the students. 4. Great overall lesson! You did an excellent lesson from start to finish. GROWS: 1. It would more productive to post a group list on the board so the students could readily see where to go when you began the group activity!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Placing the Standard & I can statement at the top of the instructional sheet was an excellent idea! 2. Excellent use of a student select system as a means to chose students to answer the questions. 3. Lesson was well prepared & you had all of the materials readily available. 4. Yea - Group list was posted. (might be beneficial to put all groups on one post). GROWS: 1. It is always beneficial to put a copy of the instructional sheet on the PBoard so you can refer to it as you teach. Remember students need to see and hear numerous times in order to learn.! 2. More time was needed on the basics of the lesson before moving on. You had students to verbalize that they did not understand some of the lesson. 3. Don't be afraid to let a student sing a song that was learned in a previous class (about prepositions) as a means to encourage prior knowledge.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was obviously well prepared & executed in a professional manner. I was impressed with your knowledge of the lesson. 2. Yea - you posted the activity sheet on the board! 3. Great authoritative, yet caring, tone of voice. 4. You were very open to the students giving you a variety of ways to remember less than/ greater than GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to go over rules for group work before beginning a group activity. I would post the rules as well. 2. Make sure the noise level is appropriate for the activity. Practice an appropriate noise level!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Remember to always study the content and prepare, in advance, for how you are going to instruct the students. Do not wait until the morning of the lesson to prepare and study.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned and organized lesson!  I can tell you know the content!  I am proud of how you have come into your own during your two weeks of teaching!!!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As you spend more time with your students, you will better know "how much" is too much for your age group to handle in one lesson. All teachers have to learn this with each new group of students they get each year. I am proud of your professional manner and willingness to grow and learn.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. TC uses good voice tone and level. It projected clearly throughout the room. 2. TC was familiar with the information that she was presenting. 3. TC was at ease with the students throughout the lesson and readily redirected students who were off task. 4. Good job making the students feel at ease throughout the lesson. The student readily offered their answers. GROWS: 1. In order to provide focus for the lesson, always begin the lesson with a EQ, focus question, I Can statements, etc. 2. If possible put the paragraph that the class is reading as a group on the PB so that you can point to the various parts as you go over it. Struggling students tend to get lost and this is a good way to make sure they are focused on the appropriate part of the passage. It also allows the teacher the opportunity to remain mobile. 3. I think it would have been a great lesson to have vocabulary listed on the PB or an anchor chart. (Idiom, hyperbole, etc) so the TC & students could quickly refer back to it as needed. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was an unannounced/ walk through observation. You are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and your Powerpoint content was very appropriate. You might want to increase the size of your font and make sure it can be seen clearly from the back of the room. 2. You were dressed professionally (as always). 3. Your voice was enthusiastic throughout the lesson. 4. Great job redirecting students to look on the board for information when they get confused. 5. I was impressed with your willingness to include the neighboring students in the lesson. GROWS: 1. When using a chant with the student, make sure the length of the phrase is appropriate for age level of the students. 2. Make sure all students are focused during your lesson. Stop and refocus the group as needed. 3. This lesson (past, present, & future) can be confusing. It might help to list the examples on a chart similar to what you used during the lesson where the students put the verb in the Past Tense, Present Tense, or Future Tense column 

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson! You are a natural! Keep up the fantastic job!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well planned and organized lesson. You gave the students the support necessary to be ready for the experiment.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through.  Great job!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity, you are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons so much. Looking forward to next semester.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This observation was unannounced.  You were right on target teaching and managing your class.  You are every bit as good on an uannounced visit as you are when it's a planned observation!   You are AWESOME!!!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1.  I could tell that you struggled during the lesson but you kept your cool and moved forward to the end. 2. You were keyed in to the lesson and quickly rsponded when you saw that students were not understanding. GROWS: 1. Important details of the problem are marked through - same concern as last time. Instead of using the document camera to show the worksheet, it might help to retype the problem in a larger font & use that to demonstrate with on the board.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Great handwriting (on the board). It's very clear & precise! 2. Transition between activities was very smooth & took little time GROWS: 1. Make sure visuals are large (& clear) enough for  the students to see. 2. You MUST increase the your voice volume in order for all students to be able to clearly understand what you are teaching. I had to strain to listen to what you were saying. You are louder when you stand than when you are sitting so you might want to adjust your voice accordingly.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent, engaging, well planned and organized lesson. Keep up the hard work!!  I am proud of you!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Terrific, creative writing idea.  You have truly "come into your own" as a teacher this semester!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. TC posted & reviewed Standard & I Can statements. 2. Good clear Powerpoint 3. Excellent use of real-life examples for the students to compare & contrast (ex. McDonalds & Chic fil a) GROWS: 1. Arrange Powerpoint so that the students have a large area to respond to the problem presented. This allows for all students to see what is recorded on the board. 2. Add a PP slide for the definitions or put info on an anchor chart. The defined key terms should be visable at all times. 3. Add reading passage to your PP so that you can refer to it as the students give you their responses.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Excellent, fun, and comprehensive review of the learning goals!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done introduction lesson on  Thomas Jefferson!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. You were very thorough in presenting the lesson, You provided verbal & visual assistance throughout the lesson. 3. You were professionally dressed (as always). 4. You did an excellent job questioning all the students during the lesson and reminding them to try to decide the answer without looking at the various instructional charts post throughout the room. 5. You used a very encouraging voice throughout the lesson! 6. Yea! You followed student progress closely and redirected students GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to read the story with the students. Lower students tend to raise their hand if everyone else in the class does. Remember the lower students are the ones that need the most reinforcement ( they are typically score the lowest on standardized test)

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. It was obvious that the TC had a clear understanding of the subject that was taught. GROWS: 1. DIscuss the role volume plays in everyday life. Relating it to prior knowledge is how the brain learns & retains information! 2. Use the manipulatives under the document camera so that all can see. 3. This type lesson is a great opportnity to use color fill. 4. If a problem is causing confusion, do not go on until you are satisfied that the students have a clear understanding. 5. When a student is presenting his/her information to the class, make sure the other students are attentive

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. Standard and EQ was adressed in LP & presented to the students though a PP slide & verbal communication 2. Good PP: colrful, realistic pictures with informative text. 3. Neat activity - great idea to have all the material already made! Students really enjoyed participating 4. Great Idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the board so that you could go over it with the students! 5. It was obvious that you had reviewed & was familar with the lesson. The students had several questions & you readily gave good constructive responses! GROWS: 1. Don't allow constant chatter. Stop, address the issue and don't move forward until all eyes on you & room is quiet. 2. Good PP but use a larger font size for the definitons of key term. If not it will blend in with the other information. 3. Pictures are great but demonstrate with something concrete if possble. (ex. the lever & fulcrum, scissosrs, etc) 4. Great lesson for a PP vocabulary slide or anchor chart (AC could be posted on the board while you use the PB) 5. Instructions for activity? Instructions for group work? REMEMBER: STUDENTS NEED TO SEE & HEAR NUMEROUS TIMES IN ORER TO LEARN! 6. Group List? How are groups differentiated?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were posted & clearly articulated to students. 2. You voice was authoratative but you also had a caring tone! 3. Lesson was well planned & executed! GROWS: 1. Use the same type of GO as the students. Yours was similar but not the same. 2. Talk with the students about local wetlands that they possibly see on a regular basis. (you may have to ask a local to tell you their location) 3. It might help to stop the video & point out important facts. The students can write them on their paper.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Even though you realized quickly that this was too hard, you gained a ton of experience of what 4th graders can do. Make sure you go over the activity with your teacher beforehand. She would have told you it was too confusing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lessons and rapport with your students have been good and Mrs. Carter and I both agree that improvements still come along when we think the lessons are good!

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You were an excellent student, and you're now an  excellent teacher. 

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. I have also included concerns voiced by CT these were shared with Ms. Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson Courtney!  Continue the hard work in order to keep growing and glowing!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well done, Courtney!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and gave plenty of support to the students!

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		I am so proud of you, Brooke. You have proved to be a great teacher candidate. I have enjoyed your lessons and they have gotten better each time. Looking forward to Block 4.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was an unannounced observation.  You were teaching about the Cold War and the Iron Curtain. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Good opening to lesson - students were actively engaged. *Your enthusiasm and knowledge of the topics was amazing and the students were obviously impressed *By having the students read along with you, it gave the struggling readers an opportunity to read aloud even though the passage was a little difficult for them. I observed all students reading! Overall excellent job once more!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through. Good job!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson was great today.  I have enjoyed so much being your supervisor this semester.  You have truly got a gift of teaching.  Good luck to you as you enter your internship in the fall!  

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You are going to be a great teacher.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This was an unannounced observation.  Good job 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very well planned, organized and taught lesson!  Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th obsservation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. Good job!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to work on your confidence in teaching.  Get over your nervousness and give it your all like you did on your final lesson.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent writing lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing the lesson and relating it to real life. 2. It was obvious that knew the subject that you were teaching. GROWS: 1. The lesson in general appeared to be a little overwhelming for this age group. 2. Don't be afraid to stop or condense the lesson if you see there are issues.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan - You are a great teacher. In many ways you seem like a natural teacher - just born with what it takes. You have also worked hard to plan good lessons, and that is what sets you a part. Even though you have faced a heart breaking personal loss in the past year, you've shown up for your cooperating teacher and your students. You are an inspiration to me, and I hope you have peace in that area of your life. It is a privilege to be your professor. I remember you introducing yourself the first day of science methods.:-)

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ease with which you talk to kids makes them feel comfortable talking wtih you. You also skillfully manage the learning environment by working closely with students to keep their learning activities on track.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Really enjoyed your lesson.  You are a natural enthusiast!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Good job!  I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You have improved each lesson and I am very proud of you!  Good luck as you enter your internship!!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Depite your concern regarding mathematics not being your strength and the confines of the school system's math curriculum, you did an admirable job with this lesson. Your ability to guide students through math problems and to elicit the type of discussion and answers you need is a strength! Have confidence that you are a good math teacher.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		I am thankful for the opportunity to be your university supervisor over the past two semesters. Your maturity level in the fall semester dealing with change gave me the chance to more clearly see the good character that you have. You're going to have a successful career!

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Today was great experience for you because your teacher was not here. It allowed you to see the real world. I think you were very nervous today. You were like a "deer in headlights " at times. Learn from this experience and reflect on it.  I don't feel like you were prepared today.  I have seen you do a lot better. I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester. I hope you have gained some good advice and I wish you luck as you enter your internship.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized 2. Well rounded lesson. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to repeat important ideas presented in the lesson several times. 2. Work on increasing voice level so that all students can clearly hear you.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		I have enjoyed your lessons. This one today was the best yet! Looking forward to Block 4.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today was hard for you because you were worn out physically and emotionally from being with your sick grandmother.  However, I am proud of you for coming in to school and doing this lesson.  In a real job as a teacher, this is real life.  You have to show up even if your "mind" is not all there.  I applaud your efforts. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am so proud of your improvements in behavior management techniques. Well done! This lesson was lacking rigor.  There needed to be more high-level thinking....higher level questioning... There was very little instructional time or guided practice time. Part of this time was taken up with the videos. Videos have their place, but they do not take the place of good solid instruction and guided practice. A simple thing like using the white boards which you had listed in your lesson plan would have been more engaging for the students. This would also allow you to see their responses much more easily than on the notebook paper.  They love using white boards and these can be used to practice anything! 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		This was an unannounced visit/ walk through. I have enjoyed your lessons.  You will be a great teacher.  Good luck as you graduate and enter your new career!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to continue to work on questioning .Good luck to you as you enter your internship.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well done, Alexis!  Keep up the great teaching!  I am proud of you!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well planned and organized lesson!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Sometimes teachers have students that make good grades consistently, and it is difficult to see growth  As her teacher for science methods, Block 3 field experience, and her internship, I recognized Jordan's ability and performance levels early.  During this internship, even with a good evaluation of an observed lesson, I saw the effort to refine and consistently improve practice. One of the highest compliments of an intern is for them to be offered a job at the school of their placement. I was so proud to learn that this had happened for Jordan. Her future students at LSES will be in good hands. I am so honored and privileged to have been your professor for three semesters. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your individual teaching style is beginning to shine through as you gain experience and self confidence. One of your strengths is being well organized and prepared for each lesson. When a teacher candidate does as well as you, it's a challenge to find ways to continue in your professional growth, so I will leave this question for you. Feel free to discuss this with Ms. Fields. As you continue your field experience, I would like you to consider this question: What are my options as the teacher when students indicate a lack of understanding of a concept or skill? What reasons or evidence guides me as I make decisions on these options?

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Continue on the path you are on. You are making good instrcutional choices. You can be confident in your lesson delivery when you know that you have made good plans. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Get ready for the fast pace of a full time teaching job! Congratulations on being hired for the fall1

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Behavior better, but still needs setting expectations, sticking to those expectations, and consistency. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good lesson. Think about some of the things we discussed when planning and teaching your next lesson so you will continue to grow and glow!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with a lot of visuals throughout the lesson 2. Great classroom management throughout the lesson. 3. Your voice was very encouraging. I felt very motivated! 4. Thrilled that you pre-grouped your students. GROWS: 1. Try to use real items (money) when possible. The hands on is so beneficial to the students! 2. SLow down a little so that all of your students have a clear understnding ofwhat you are teaching.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Students were working in groups Counting squares Measure with ruler Good directions Started with group needing the most help Connected to prior learning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		This was an unannounced observation. You brought them back from Connections and began a Drug Awarenss lesson. Good job!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Outstanding lesson, Kaitlyn!   Keep up the hard work and dedication!  I am proud of you!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		What a difficult concept to teach!  You did a great job explaining and answering the students questions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was well planned, organized, beautifully scaffolded, and taught!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared & oraganized lesson. 2. You were very encouraging to your students but also very firm. 3. Great use of technolgy to enhance the lesson. (ex. Brainpop on PB, document camera) GROWS: 1. Since this is a new skill, it might be beneficial to spend additional time of the makeup of a bar graph. 2. This would be a great place to use an anchor chart so that the students could have a visual to refer to. I would suggest using bright colors and labels. 3. Teaching bar graphs is a great time to use hands on items such as counting blocks to demonstrate a bargraph.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		This was an unannounced 0bservation/ walk through during two weeks of student teaching.  Good job!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson. You have improved this sememster. 2. You have a great relationship with your students. You are very genuine & the students respond accordingly. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to stop and restart the lesson if the students are not following your directives.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Video lesson observation

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS; 1. Well planned lesson. Great video to open the lesson. 2. It's obviouss that the students respect you & consider you as one of their teachers. 3. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure all instructional items are ready before the day begins. 2. If you're going to play a background, I would suggest turning it down to a low level. 3. Work on transition time so to best utilize time! 4. Have items for the worksheet pre-cut for the students to better use your instructional time. This is a dificult skill for some and can be very time consuming!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall the lesson went fine, but it was not your best lesson. You lesson was shorter than the others and I believe it had to do with the time you were given to teach the lesson. I understand it is harder to go into another class with a different teacher to teach just one lesson. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Good lesson, Taylor.  Continue to grow and glow!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done, Taylor!!  I am so proud of you!  You have worked hard and it certainly shows!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Overall this was a good lesson. I have seen growth in your skills and proud of how you continue to improve!!

		West		Sydney		917437847		It has been an honor to be your university supervisor over these two semesters. I have enjoyed the growth in your confidence level. Even though you started out doing well, I see you polish your teaching style every time I visit. Your enthusiasm for teaching reminds me of what a privilege it is to work with elementary students. You are already a great teacher!

		West		Sydney		917437847		This lesson contained a large amount of information, but was presented in such a way that students could keep up with various tasks assigned. I am so pleased that I had the privilege of serving as your supervising profesor this semester at North Douglas. Continue on your path toward the goals for high expectations of yourself and of your students. You've mastered so many areas. One that we all can work on is incorporating even more higher order thinking skills and questions; As I said in person, I am proud of your work this semester, and you should be too.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are growing as a teacher and have the basic skills you need to plan effective lessons. As you continue in field placement, consider this question: What are the reasons for the instructional choices I make when students do not understand? Why do I make these choices? It has been a pleasure working with you this semester. I look forward to seeing continuing growth next semester.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn   - Thank you for the privilege of witnessing the final year and a half of your undergraduate degree. Although you were doing some good work in the fall semester, you have grown so much this spring semester. Look at all the exemplary marks on this observation form!! I am thankful for the way you have worked with Mr. McAlexander, both honoring his plans and classroom rituals/rules. I also like the way you have been able to use your own ideas and teaching style to help these students in whatever subject you are teaching. Observing your lessons has been a pleasure. Keep up the good work this semester, and hit the ground running when you're in your own classroom as THE teacher. :-)

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & executed! 2. The Powerpoint was well constructed & included all the key information presented in the lesson. 3. You were careful to choose students who did not readily raise their hand to answer the questions. 4. You were very encouraging to your students. Several class members responding to your comments with a smile. 5. Overall very good lesson! GROWS: 1. Increase size of font for PP. 2. Don't rush through the key concepts of the lesson. Some students need more examples & process time.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Excellent Powerpoint to help students better understand key terms 3. You were obviously well prepared for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Slow down & repeat information as you notice any students struggling to understand. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson well planned & organized. The information was presented using a variety of good instructional techniques(informational video, direct instruction, hands-on activity) 2. Material for the activity was readily available & clearly labeled. It contributed to the activity going smoothly. 3. Great job making sure that all students remained on task throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to have the key terms & definitions on an anchor chart or as part of the Powerpoint. 2. Don't rush the students - allow them time to give the answer before you provide it. Remember: Ask don't tell! 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Additional comments: It is a pleasure to watch you teach a lesson in part because you obviously enjoy working with your students and helping them discover and express new ideas. I am very proud of your efforts and the results I have seen with your students in the lessons I have observed. You are moving forward with solid classroom experience. When you graduate and have your own classroom, I can only imagine the learning experiences your students will have.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It has been a privilege to be your professor for 3 semesters. You are already a great teacher. I look forward to hearing about your own classroom in the future. There are some lucky children out there who will have you as a teacher. Thank you for doing hands on science (not just today). It is important to the future of our country and the world. 

		Responses (n): 		119
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		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Ric

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Reler

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Ricb

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve  Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		191

		Response Rate: 		56.51%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/10/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/06/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/14/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/21/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/24/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/10/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/16/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/16/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		04/16/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/10/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2015

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		04/10/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/17/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/17/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/15/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/13/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		04/16/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/21/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/29/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/03/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/21/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/06/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/21/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/13/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/10/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/12/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/07/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/11/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/21/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/10/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/08/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/27/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		11/07/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/27/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/29/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/27/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/11/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/17/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		04/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/10/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/03/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/10/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/03/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/06/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/21/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/10/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/07/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/29/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/21/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/07/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		04/10/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/08/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/13/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%
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Attends to all areas of the classroom 2 0.59% 60 17.75% 216 63.91% 34 10.06% 0 0% 26 7.69% 338 2.9 0.56
Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 1 0.3% 70 20.71% 210 62.13% 27 7.99% 3 0.89% 27 7.99% 338 2.85 0.55
Challenges students to do their best during activity and 
throughout lesson 0 0% 84 24.85% 181 53.55% 45 13.31% 2 0.59% 26 7.69% 338 2.87 0.63
Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and 
materials 0 0% 40 11.83% 234 69.23% 40 11.83% 0 0% 24 7.1% 338 3 0.5
Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure 0 0% 22 6.51% 244 72.19% 46 13.61% 0 0% 26 7.69% 338 3.08 0.46
Uses appropriate tone and voice levels 0 0% 23 6.8% 240 71.01% 50 14.79% 1 0.3% 24 7.1% 338 3.09 0.48
Maintains a professional appearance 0 0% 12 3.55% 256 75.74% 45 13.31% 0 0% 25 7.4% 338 3.11 0.41
Total/Percentage 3 0.13% 311 13.14% 1581 66.82% 287 12.13% 6 0.25% 178 7.52% 2366

Response Number of Responses Percent
Yes 3 1.08%
No 275 98.92%

Professional Growth Plan:


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Breanna Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jesica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaydock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brpwm

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Camon Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Ducan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allson Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jamine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacy Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rahel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haiyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Saannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alxander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Aleis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbi Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Tayor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh  Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caoline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Desiree Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		329

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/08/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/02/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/15/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/15/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/18/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/09/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/25/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/29/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/16/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		03/27/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		11/02/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/12/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/09/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		11/09/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/01/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/27/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		04/11/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		11/02/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/28/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/16/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/21/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/26/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/23/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/09/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/27/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/14/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/16/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/09/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/30/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/18/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/11/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/14/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/15/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/14/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/23/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/02/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/23/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/14/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/28/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/02/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/14/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/29/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/29/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		11/09/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/11/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/29/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/07/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		11/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/15/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/11/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/15/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/09/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		04/11/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		03/16/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		11/09/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/09/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/17/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/14/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/14/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/29/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/04/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/11/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/26/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/17/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/17/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		10/26/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/16/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/22/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/15/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/31/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		04/10/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/14/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/23/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/26/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/09/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/31/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/13/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/23/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/16/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/02/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/21/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		11/14/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/29/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/13/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/02/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/07/2016

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/23/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/23/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/17/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/23/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/16/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/13/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/09/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/02/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/09/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/21/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/10/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/12/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/22/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/02/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/27/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/28/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/18/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/10/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/16/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/09/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/26/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/18/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/22/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		03/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/16/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/26/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/29/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/12/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/11/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/28/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		03/13/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/29/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/04/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/12/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/07/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/26/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/29/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/14/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/20/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/28/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/11/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/14/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/11/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/25/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/15/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/28/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/29/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/27/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/29/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		11/11/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/14/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/31/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/12/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/11/2016

		Responses (n): 		323

		Response Rate: 		95.56%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary S

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary Scool

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt ZIon Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Hill

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		GHES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		IES

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		IES

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		IES

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		IES

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		327

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1 ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Science

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math Drop in

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  SS

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  S

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		2nd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		5th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		4th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		2nd 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 SS

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3 ELA

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 S

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 SS

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  S

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  Math

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4 Science

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 SS

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		3

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 Math

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		2

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5  Math

		Jones		Darius		917396692		3

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		12nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Math

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  Math

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		2

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4 S

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2 ELA

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Math

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3   Math

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		3

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  SS

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 SS

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 S

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  ELA

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  S

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4 SS

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		4

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  Math

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4-Video Lesson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		315

		Response Rate: 		93.20%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		s

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Rz emler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		SteveRich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen /Muzio

		Responses (n): 		313

		Response Rate: 		92.60%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		3		3		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		3		3		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome job of posting and presenting Standard and learning goals.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standard and essential question were posted and standard. The teacher let the students read the standards. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson a little faster to keep the attention of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write down the information from the T chart on a whiteboard or notebook paper to keep their attention.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I could not do a drop-in because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I was not able to observe Asia on the day chosen for observations. Her teacher was out and she preferred that I not observed her without her teacher.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		No standard was posted or presented

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Observation sheet copied to Notes section

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document was completed on the other observation form and the document was uploaded under notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Using an  "I can" statement is an appropriate way to convey the learning goals to the students at the beginning of the lesson.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You need to add more information to Differentiation Section

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Standard wasn't posted or presented. Make sure this is done.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating and discussing the standard and essential questions.  The teacher had a good powerpoint with "Let's Talk!" questions and information about the lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		observation was done mid lesson so the above not observed

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Frop in lesson-no lesson plan available.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez consistently makes sure students are aware of the learning goal(s).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The "I can" statement puts the standard in student-friendloy language, and is posted on the table top chart for the small group.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		 Students were well aware of the learning goals of the lesson and were able to participate in the classroom discussion with ease. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney has done an excellent job planning a meaningful unit of learning for her students. Today they are embarking on a webquest to get information on the planets in our solar system. The students are responsible for their own learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Good job posting and presenting Standard

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very sequential and organized. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Drop in visit.  Standard discussed with students in small group.  Each student received a copy of the standard to put in their notebook.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I love the way you let the students share their thoughts as they reviewed the standards and EQ.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Comparing two texts

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Thank you for consistently posting the standards you teach and for clearly stating learning goals for your students.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		The students were already engaged in their centers and guided reading group when I arrived.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You shared the learning goals with the students. The lesson was well planned, organized, and taught. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Carrying out the opening took a longer time than it should have. Many students were off task. Once the reveal of the purpose was made, what could have been an effecive opening was lost because of the lack of classroom management.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The purpose for learning was clearly stated, as well as the standard, and the specific portion of the standard to be addressed in this lesson.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose of the lesson and the students understand what they are to do and why.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thorough lesson plan sets teacher candidate up for success in delivery.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No Standard or EQ posted or presented

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Learning goals right on track

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You had already started when I arrived

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students respond to a written piece with a graphic organizer.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate related the learning goals for the day to the students from their work from the previous day of class. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job reviewing the vocabulary for the lesson with great visuals! 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job focusing your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Yea - Great idea to put the standard & I Can statement on top of your instructional sheet!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You reminded students they had been studying electricity.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You explained the standard, however you forgot to discuss the "I can statements" with the students you had in your plan.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was a drop in visit

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I Can statements were precise and well written.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		I was not able to do observation because her class went on a field trip the day her team scheduled their observations.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Lesson in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standard and learning goals were not discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Standards were posted.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Standard was posted and presented.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This was an uannounced observation so some things I did not observe.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standard was posted but no reference was made to it. I Can statements are listed in the LP but not posted & no reference was made to them during the lesson????

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard posted, read, discussed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question.  The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP. Spend additional time focusing your lesson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was a continuation of a previous lesson. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You clearly articulated the standard and the learning goals for this lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great way to "develop" the standard by teaching it.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You do a good job of explaining the standard so your students understand the language of the standard and how it applies to the lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated and posted the standard. The teacher went over the standard with the students. The teacher explained the lesson goals at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher drew an example of the tally chart. GROW-The students could use a whiteboard at their seat as the teacher explained the different graphs.  The teacher could have let the students draw the different graphs as she explained them. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Standard and I Can statements on opening slide-missed by observer.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Lesson already in progress.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher let a student read the standard-great job! The teacher explained to the class what they would be studying about in the lesson-metric system. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The standard and essential questions needed to be reviewed more before beginning the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Love that you put it on a PP slide but a larger font size was needed. Relate topic to an area the students are familiar with such as a local swamp area! The brain learns better if we tie the new learning to something that we alrady know. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		I was not able to observe Jessica. She had to be out of school on the day of observations..

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job by letting the students come up and point out the words that would be hard to understand. 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Break down the standard and explain your I Can Statements. They need to understand what they are learning today.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Consistent use of the purpose for learning and the use of i-can statements help you and your students.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Well organized lesson; well planned.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard posted, read, discussed,  EQ and I Can statements read and discussed.  Agenda for lesson and At the end of the lesson, I will be able to ... all shared, discussed.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher needs to review the key words in the standard. The teacher needs to spend more time on explaining the standard and essential questions.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Be sure to point out standard, even if it is on the wall. Always articulate the learning goals for each lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards and EQs discussed.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question on the powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter.  The teacher explained the goals for the lesson. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Great job of presenting Standard and EQ's.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher included the students in the explanation of the standard and essential question. 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed to explain the standard and essential questions in more detail at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential questions are stated and posted. The teacher stated the goals at the beginning of the lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		GROW-Even in small group, the teacher needs to state and post the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher explained the goals for the lesson in the beginning of the lesson. The lesson plan was organized.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher started the lesson by stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standards in depth.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Informal visit. Didn't observe beginning of lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		You posted and presented your Standard and EQs.  Be sure to explain these EQs after you present them.  You told them that you would be studying these today, but have them answer questions about them before you start.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Read and discussed standard

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Standards not posted or discussed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Discussed the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No standard posted, read or discussed.  At the end of Block 4, you know this is expected. Lesson plan was very brief with 1 section left blank.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		unannounced observation

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brain Pop video about Possessive Nouns. The teacher addressed the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. *The lesson plan was late.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		After the Standard, begin to explain the learning goals and why they are learning this.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards being addressed.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Read and explained the standards for the lesson.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate is clear on what she is teaching, and she confirms this with her students. When it might be natural for the straightforward content of a math problem to make it seem dull,  the ability  ability to lead discussion thoroughly

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Through a variety of questions students were engaged both in recall and higher order thinking skills. During questioning, the purpose of the lesson was also made clear.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Class in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before". Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts. They were small. Good visuals as you showed the maps.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate followed the Eureka math plans regarding not specifically stating standards but placing more value on the students knowing the purpose of learning. There was no doubt that the students knew the purpose for learning. They were very much engaged in learning.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher-intern clearly states the learning objectives. Students are clearly aware of the purpose for learning.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard posted, read and explained.  Had students discuss meanings of key words.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good job presenting and posting Standard

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good job presenting the Standard and I Can Statements. Explain the I Cans as much as you do the Standard.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You need to have and articulate the standard and an E.Q. or I can statement (s).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard. Remember you can always put the standard into "kid friendly" terms to help them better understand it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard read and discussed.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You discussed the standard and the I Can statements.  You also revisited the standard during the lesson.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the Great Depression. *The powerpoint was too small. THe teacher enlarged the powerpoint as the lesson progressed. The standard and essential questions were posted and stated. *The teacher needed to go in more detail about the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and E.Qs displayed on slides and thoroughly explained. Lesson is well planned, organized, and well taught.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Video Lesson... I liked your power point going over representing fractions on a number line.  It was difficult for me to tell if the one slide had numbers in the wrong place...you said something about that.  Human number line was a good way to have students become part of the lesson.  You might have expanded the questions with some "greater than"/"less than" to make them to expand their thinking.  Paint chip activity was good. You need to do more teaching to the students other than teaching from a power point.  They need to be more involved and "into" the lesson.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Standard posted

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The anchor charts that Ms. Smith creates for her lessons are exemplary. The "I can" statements give students a frame of reference to go back to throughout the lesson. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The students clearly understand the purpose of learning and are engaged in classroom discussion and ready to take part in independent work. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Drop in visit-lesson in progress.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard posted or discussed. You had E.Q on the board, however it was not pointed out or discussed.  This is so important....it tells the students up front what they are responsible for learning during any lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was the drop-in observation.  Students were going to centers as soon as I entered the class.  Therefore, standards and learning objectives were not seen.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester, I was unable to do a drop-in visit.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		A partial lesson so I didn't observe the Standard being presented

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards/EQ clearly stated and explained. You told the students they would be responsible for learning the answer to the EQ by the end of the lesson.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job posting and presenting Standard.  Also breaking it down for meaning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You clarified what the meaning of literal and nonliteral means when it comes to interpreting idioms.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Discussed standard.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Standards were posted 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		THe teacher did a good job of stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher had the students read the standard and essential questions.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The lesson had already started when I began my observation.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Great instructional video but to enhance the lesson it might help to revisit the EQ after the video is complete. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Standard was reviewed and learning goals reviewed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Standard and learning goals clearly communicated to students. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Review lesson for Georgia Milestones

		West		Sydney		917437847		The students were clearly informed of the goals of the lesson, and in fact participated in defining the key terms from the previous day giving the background information for today’s lesson. The appropriate use of technology (document camera) enhances the lesson and supports classroom discussion. The students had multiple examples and ample scaffolding to support learning and reinforce the review of terms from the previous day/lesson. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose for learning and the students are in full understanding of the goals and objectives.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Use of graphic organizer Modeling Good attention gettters Management strategies used Polishers: Validate Praise Language Function needed only for reading and writing lessons

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Good job going over the standard and I can Statements with the class,

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with the standard-posted, read, discussed.  Discussed the agenda for the lesson-what students would be doing, the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Independent practice Good Student Discussion Good use of Anchor Charts Good time spent practicing the skill Grows: Use more mgt strategies Continue to find teacher voice and expression Use more HOT questions More feedback

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Drop in lesson. No lesson plans available. Don't forgrt to discuss the standard as the new group comes in. Standards were posted in room.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened with I Can statements and then read standard.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted and read along with the EQ.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential qution for the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Exemplary marks were earned in clear learning goals as explained below: The learning goals were very clearly stated and discussed with the class. As the goals were discussed a list of three guidelines that went with them was developed with student input and posted on the screen. An additional screen showed the three options for what students should be working on when they moved to independent work. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-standard posted, I can statement posted & stated 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Drop in visit--no lesson plans available

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Purpose for watching video Good Classroom Management strategies 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Discussed standard and I Can statements. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard was shared.  It was not posted due to a last minute room swap because of technology failure.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Having the lesson main ideas and a graphic on the screen further informed the students of the learning goals. It also referred back to prior knowledge.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The students were informed of the learning goals of this lesson. They knew what they were to do, and attended to their learning responding to the clear instructions of the teacher. 

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Discussed standard.
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		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		3		3		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		3		3		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		3		3		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		3		3		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		3		3		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		3		3		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		3		3		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great idea to play Bingo for a review of terms for electromagnets. This got their brain reconnected from the weekend.  Loved how you had terms and definitions on power point.  This showed questions and answers to Bingo game. Your questioning is always good.  You were reviewing for a test, however you gave a lot of individualized instruction as they worked in stations.  The balance of instruction was a good one because of you helping students individually. Smooth transitions from stations.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good beginning lesson on declarative and interrogative sentences.  Powerpoint had a great deal of information.  Not sure that the students understood what an "alter ego" was...might have needed more definition/meaning.  The Egyption Pyramid paragraph was very informative but I'm not sure from your directions that they need to identify the types of sentences.  Might have highlighted each sentence as you were reading it and identifying it.  Activity was good practice and students seemed to be very successful in identifying types of sentences. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good science lesson for 1st grade about plants.  Students had previous knowledge about the parts of the plants and what plants needed to survive.  Good use of graphic organizer - circle map.  Giving the students the options to draw their plant or write about it gave them success in what they chose.  Good prompting.  Had to move to another room because of technical difficulties.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good opening question, "What is a colony?" *But you never really got the answer. You have to listen to what they are saying. Give your students your attention when they are answering questions that you asked. Don't be getting your materials together while they are answering. Listening closely allows you to piggyback off their answers. Good job of going over what they would be learning. Your questioning was really good. I am very proud of questions you came up with. But once they answer, have them tell the "why". Expand more about it. Use the Power point to give a lot of direct instruction. Your instruction was vague at times, assuming they already knew the information. It was confusing info at times for me. Possibly keep referring back to map to help them understand. Try comparing to today's economy. Do we still have the kinds of jobs they had back in the early colony days? *Having a student read each teaching point took a lof time. Use this time for you to read and explain as you read. The activities at the end were confusing. Possibly too much to complete, even for your ALP class.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students that they would be making an area chart. The teacher had a powerpoint that included the learning target. The teacher let the students know they would use key words to figure out the different area problems. The teacher created a T chart that included what area is, what area can do and what area looks like. The teacher asked different questions to encourage the students to provide the answers to the questions. The teacher had a small Math group. The teacher constantly gave the students positive feedback as they progressed through the lesson. The teacher had a lot of delivery of the subject matter in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher posted different word problems on the powerpoint.  The teacher instructed these students to write "A" or "P" to solve the word problem. The teacher asked good questions. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Hook your students in your opening by giving them something to think about. Don't ever let "what have you been talking about in science?" What about a video about his failure before he became famous?. I have seen one of these. Or start the class off with a large picture of Thomas Edison on the screen. Begin asking cool questions about him or have them write down on an index card three things they already know about this person (don't say his name) It was obvious that the class I watched was a bright class. They need to be challenged with higher level questions. Know what to ask beforehand. The flip book activity was fine, but not sure what the purpose was if they were just copying from board. After you deliver the material, they should be able to think of three facts on their own. The index card summary was basically the same thing as the flip book.  Could they use their three facts and put in paragraph? **keep a timer on.  The flip book should have taken 7-10 min. at the most.  They had far too long to work.   I think that was  part of the management problem. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Even though this was a review of previous taught information it was evident that the students did not have a good grasp of the information.  You did a good job of going over each component and showing examples.  You stressed the difference between heading - subheading and photograph - illustration.  Game of SKOOT was a great way for them to become more familiar with the with the components through real life examples.  You did a good job of not saying "OK".  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Comapring fractions...good video showing the "cross multiplying" method of comparing fractions.  Almost too much information in this lesson.  Students were somewhat confused about cross multiplying and visually looking at the fraction models.  Glad you called on students with their hands down and had those students that said they were confused to work out problems on the board.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good lesson.  Good review of "heat" terms.  You differientiated by having a song, power point of terms, and experiment.  Might have put the worksheet up on the board so that the students could see it as you were describing what they were to do and before you handed it out.  Students worked well during the experiment and on the worksheet.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		I don't think you were as prepared as needed. Good idea using a taco to "build" an image of the four types of productive resources.  Referring back to previous knowledge good to build a foundation.  Timing off when allowing students to get parts ready for taco.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson by telling the students they were going to sort shapes. You asked them what it meant to sort shapes. You clarified what the word "sorts" means. You led a discussion regarding how shapes could be sorted....number of sides, vertices, etc. You used the term "defining attribute".  You explained size was not a defining attribute. After giving students the support needed, you asked them to sort the shapes, by their defining attributes,  in the container in the middle of their groups.  The students worked well together and I could see them discussing the various shapes. After the students had sorted their shapes, you asked them to write sentences explaining how the shapes were sorted. Excellent!  This shows higher order thinking when they are able to explain the  thoughts behind their groups!  You did an excellent job modeling how to write a sentence explaining how a group of shapes was grouped together. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You had the students look at the things you had sitting on a table. You asked them to predict, looking at the items, what they would be doing.  They were able to correctly predict PB&J sandwiches were going to be made. You first led a discussion of what ingredients and utensils would be needed.   You listed these on a chart as students shared. You then had the students break down, into steps, how a PB&J sandwich is made.   You made them think carefully about how the directions were to be written. This was very evident when one student told you to put the peanut butter and jelly on the bread and you literally took the containers and placed them on the bread!  Your point was made! As the steps were given, you had different students come up to the chart and write them on the chart.  After actually demonstrating how to make the sandwich you discussed how the transition words helped with the process of making the sandwich. You then shared a G.O. and explained how they were to write the "how to" directions, along with pictures on it. Students went back to their tables and began to copy the piece of writing created as a class. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pictures were good.  Not sure students knew exactly what you wanted them to say about each picture of animal related to Georgia region.   You needed to give them an example by going over the answers you wanted.  You mentioned something about them going to the zoo and then the lesson was on Georgia regions.  It was confusing. When you are asking questions, it is always good to use the "sticks" the teachers have with the students' names so that everyone gets an opportunity to be heard. Transition was chaotic with putting on their hats.  Not sure hats were needed.  You might need to think of activities that are more challenging to 3rd grade.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Awesome, awesome questions after video. When they answer, have them tell you what that means. Even though this is a review, do more review instruction before they get started with centers. 4 questions about the video is not quite enough. This will create a good balance of instruction and practice. Take the time to explain the stations well. Set your expectations, rules and consequences for what they are to be doing. State the purpose of each station and what they will accomplish.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating that the students would be studying about context clues. The teacher had a Jeopardy game for context clue review. The teacher did a good job of explaining the rules about their Jeopardy game. The lesson was a good review lesson for the upcoming third grade Milestones. The teacher constantly asked the students different questions as they discussed the answer for the Jeopardy game. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You were doing a whole group language arts lesson on "Table of Contents"

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lesson was in progress.  Students were working in math groups.  Small group with you incorporated guided instruction and independent practice time.  You made sure students practiced the skill and then made sure they checked their work.  Independent work groups included technology, partner work, indeendent practice,  Students transitioned to new groups well.  You are very encouraging to your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*You had a well constructed PP . The font was appropriate & key terms defined. *Have an organized way for the students to give you the answers as a group. It is easy for lower students to merge into the group when in fact they may not know the answer. *Sometimes its more productive to provide each group the information (4 sheets per group) instead of having them rotate. *Give the students an opportunity to give you numerous examples and list them on the board or anchor chart.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used a variety of strategies and materials such as wipe off boards, practice clocks, and observations of different watches or other clocks.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		-Teacher uses hand signal to help students recall main character. (Later, hand signals are used to recall all the parts of the "re-telling rope." ) - the students were able recall the setting and the characters. - the problem in the story was that no one wanted to share. - beginning-middle-end. - student understanding checked by asking them to put fingers on correct spot on paper. - teacher uses table-top chart & post-it notes to guide students on starting their graphic organizer. - Students are encouraged as they worked independently on writing about the beginning/middle/end of the story book. The hand motions were a good way to wralear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with stup up the lesson and review for understanding.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You were doing a review in math on fractions, place value and comparing numbers The 3 stations was a good practice idea. I would have liked to seen a simple quiet game, etc. instead of 3 worksheets back to back to back. Be careful not to say, "You need to be quiet so we can finish this and get to the fun stuff." Good idea to have the teams work out problems at their desks while participating team members worked out at the board during Jeopardy game.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Each student is assigned a role, and all students must work as a team to explore the solar system on a webquest. Students will create a final product that they will use to present to the class.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate used real examples of cities and climate regions in the US. Students were given the scenario that the meteorologist at a local news station was sick. Their current assignment is to do research on the city’s weather patterns for this time of year and create a 10 day weather forecast. A variety of technology increases the means by which students may learn. The students are engaged in using laptops to gather data on the city and region assigned. Students will record information on charts in the classroom. Because they are departmentalized, there will be two sets of data - one from each science class. This will help students see the importance of gathering as much data as possible in science. Using the names of real life meteorologists, the teacher(s) related the activity to the students’ world. Making their own weather cast will be exciting for the students.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher is discussing the root words as she goes over the information on the powerpoint. The students were very attentive with their answers to the different questions about the root words and their meanings. When introducing the new powerpoint, the teacher asked the students to share the definition of the word before letting the students give examples for the affixes. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint to circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a great job of asking the students different questions after they circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a good job of using popsicle sticks to call on different students. The students received a whiteboard to write their answers on. The teacher explained the "Go For The Gold!" game to the students. The teacher did a great job of explaining the rules for the whiteboards. The teacher explained in detail how the students would write the answers to the questions on the whiteboard. Great job-explaining how to write the correct answers and talk with the partner. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You began your lesson by asking what they had been studying. *suggestion- Always start with a prompting question such as "We have been studying about the middle colonies. Who can tell me why we called them the middle colonies?" Or any type question that will reel them into your lesson and get them thinking. You can then begin to piggyback off their answers with more questioning. You transitioned well into each activity. Good job! *Before the video at beginning, give them a focus to watch for. What do you want them to gain from video? Good job of asking questions. Keep digging deeper.  This will come with experience.  *Continue to work on higher level questioning. Before slides of pictures start, talk about what it means to earn a living back then and how different it is from today. For example, "Many of the pictures you are about to see are very different than today." Then elaborate on earning a living and what that meant to the middle colonies. Loved the apprentice idea 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Activated prior learning.  Explained meaning of unknown terms. Encouraged students to answer and ask questions. Had students explain why adjectives go in order.  You had them explain their answers/thinking. Lots of student discussion to come to correct answer.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		The Powerpoint was well constructed & proved to be an excellent guide for the lesson. The pictures invoked a great class discussion. Great job leading the discussion for the lesson. Your questions were thought provoking and the students gave great responses. The transition between the class discussion and the activity was very smooth & no time was wasted. Good job giving encouraging feedback throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Class in math centers.  Directions for centers were clear.  Expectations for quality of work and behavior were stated.  Small group-discussed strategy for division,  Tied lesson to real world with Halloween goody bags and candy.  Reviewed the names for the parts of a division problem.  There was guided instruction, student practice, independent work and use of technology. You checked student work giving them immediate feedback on accuracy. Try to incorporate open ended, higher order questions into lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The compare and contrast visual for the class is on chart paper and the characteristics listed are on small cards that can be moved when determine what they have in common. It helps the teacher to differentiate in certain ways... she reads to the students as many of them cannot read at the level of the two books. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate led students in a discussion of the highlights of Benjamin Frankin’s life. Students were eager to share their ideas and responses about Benjamin Franklin. The students were engaged in the invention process – which was the hands-on component of the lesson. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		As your lesson was about informational writing on the topic of turkeys, you launched the lesson with a turkey caller. You asked the students to tell you what they thought the sound was and why you were making it. How creative! You accessed prior knowledge regarding informational writing, as you connected to the writing done about Davy Crockett previously. You helped students remember this type of writing contains facts about the topic. You reviewed what it meant for something to be a fact. Great support and scaffolding! You read previously chosen pages from a couple of books about turkeys, asking students to listen for important turkey facts. As a class, it was decided what the important facts were and you put them on a chart for the students to see. You built up the excitement and anticipation for the second book you read when you asked, "Are you ready to listen to this special book?"  They will think it is special because you think it is special! At one point you said, "I don't know, I need help."  Again, this age student loves to think they are helping their teacher and all were happy to do so. Using the Elmo you demonstrated how the students were to add sections to their turkey books, made previously. Excellent, visual support. You had the gifted students look for facts, in othere resource books, that were not on the chart. You guided the students through labeling the parts of a turkey, the life cycle, and writing 3 facts chosen from the chart.  You then allowed the students to pick three more facts they wished to add to their turkey books using the chart you had created with them.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were working with a guided reading group when I arrived.  All other students were actively engaged in their center work. The students in your guided reading group were all tracking print as they took turns reading aloud.  You asked questions to assess understanding of the story during the reading. You modeled the reading of the story students were to read with their parents that night. That group was then dismissed to begin working on their center assignments. This was done quickly and quietly. You then called the next G.R. group to your table.  You began by asking questions about the book up to the point they had finished reading.  The word depressed came up in the reading and you asked the students what the word meant. Great vocabulary support! You had students, in the centers, working on math, spelling and sight words, as well as students working on the computers in order to improve their letter recognition. Great way to differentiate! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was conducting a small Reading group for the observation. The teacher began the lesson by explaining general academic and domain specific vocabulary. The teacher used the Reading passages they had been studing about to select the different vocabuary. The teacher gave positive feedback as the students worked hard during the lesson. The changing of reading groups was very smooth. The students are very focused on learning during their Reading time. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		A two-minute video about the major rivers of the US added to the lesson introduction. Students were engaged in the video and asked to recall the rivers immediately following the video. Students were also given a fact sheet about the rivers. The teacher candidate asked questions based on the fact sheet and some that were from the video. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There were multiple pauses with no direction given nor any expectation for what students should be doing. The actual lesson took less than half of th 40 minutes noted in the plan. Students were instructed to either read a book or work on tasks from other subjects. At one time, 3 students were seated, only one of those reading. The other two were talking. Two of the students that were up were looking for books. The others were simply off task and not being redirected.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The hands on activity gave students the opportunity to test or experiment with various objects throughout the room to determine their attraction to magnets. This allowed them to move around which is certainly an accommodation for  for those  learners that have a difficult time sitting at a desk all day.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Use of rap song video to introduce text features was an ideal choice. Students were thinking about the content of this rap thoughout the lesson! The stations set up with various books gave sutdents the chance to identify text features in a variety of literature.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved your beginning! YEA! Asking about what an acronym was and connecting that to the acronym they would hear on video. *As the video ends, create a real life meaning about why division is important to learn. And why do we have to KNOW the steps to divide? Why can't we do them in another order? All these are important to go over. Power point was creative. Your questioning was much better!  Good job! *Just a thought....Before they take out paper to practice with you, do some direct instruction, where they are just watching you. You are teaching/ reviewing about these steps. *Stay consistent while you are teaching the word problem. For example, you never mentioned the Daddy, Mother, Sister, Brother while working it. You wrote D, M, S, B but remember you are trying to connect to the acronym to help them remember.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good delivery of content about lines. As you went through the Power point, they took notes on their paper. After PP was over and you had taught each, you went back over each to review. Good job. They loved the Mrs. Bruce says.... game. Also, the name game they used was a very creative idea to help them understand different points. *Ask your " thinking" questions as you are going over the answers. For example, in your name. As you ask what kind of line, have them tell you why it's called that.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		*Wow! I love this idea. Very creative thinking on how to integrate math with Social Studies. Such a natural way of using the Mayflower SS standard to create word problems to solve. Most of the work today was independent and group work. Since this was a SS lesson with math integrated, spend some instruction time on 4th grade Standard of the colonies and the first Thanksgiving. There was too much down time toward the end. What can the other students do when finished early? I think if you had spent more time instructing they would not have gotten finished. Time management is tough. It's hard to estimate the length of time you need.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.  Students were engaged when making predictions of what book you were going to be reading.  Students loved the book.  The activity of having them write the sequel for the book related to the lesson on parts of speech.You asked students to explain the meanings of the parts of speech.  You monitored them as they worked. You set expectations for the work they were to do-encouraging them to do their best.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The ability to think on her feet was an asset when students were slow to respond. She redirected their questions effectively and helped students remain ready to learn throughout the lesson. The students in the classroom began to make connections from the previous questions and even the previous lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Using the graphic organizer on the projector helped students as they were looking at the same one on their desks. It was good to know  the 2nd graders are practicing constructed response as they will have to do on standardized tests next year,

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students were engaged in the lesson and excited to play the game of Scoot.  Several students seem to struggle with the concept of prepositional phrases.  More guided instruction as a group might have helped.  You did stop the game when you noticed the struggle and clarified the difference in preposition and prepositional phrase.  Glad to see you monitoring the students so closely and picking up on the confusion.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great opening video! The students enjoyed it but appeared to learn from it as well. Lesson was well planned and you presented it well! It was obvious that you knew the subject matter that you taught! The power point was well constructed and definitely aided in presently the key points of your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		 Brain Pop video is a great way to open the lesson. The students love these and they are typically very informative!! Spend more time teaching the lesson (BrainPop Notes) before moving on to a quiz. Put a copy of the quiz on the board as a reference. It might help if you had an anchor chart for key terms such as prepositions, prepositional phrases, etc. Lesson needed more guided practice before moving on to quiz.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You began by reminding them that they had been studying electricity. Showed a Brain Pop video. Before video, you told them they would have a quiz. After video, you presented questions to asses understanding of the video. (done aloud with whole group) The assessment was supportive of the info in the brain pop video. *you showed slides that gave the info students were to copy into the blanks of graphic organizer. They took notes as lesson was taught. (More time needed for some). You had a diagram of a circuit on the G.O. for students to complete the part. Some students didn't have time to complete this from slides on board. * When a student got an answer incorrect, you did not explain why it was wrong. Students were not asked to explain why they chose those answers. No higher level questioning was used. Be sure to call on students without hands up. This ensures all students know they are expected to stay on task and learn the content. *No differentiation used in lesson plan or lesson. *Be sure and use reinforcement and feedback when students give correct answers. First transition back to desks was good, but the second transition to groups was chaotic.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for the lesson. You jumped right into the lesson by presenting the standard & focus questions. Good questioning throughout the lesson. You allowed the students to respond before repeating the answer and asking for an explanation of the process. Taking time to define key terms promoted understanding as the lesson progressed. I thought it was neat how you promoted several students to give their thoughts on ways to remember greater than/ less than symbols!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of prior lessons on comparing fractions. You guided students through plotting fractions on a number line in order to compare them. You planned stations in order that you and Mrs. Lewis could work with small groups to review for the upcoming fractions test. You said, "Good job, " as a response to students when they got something right.  Work on being more specific with your praise. Explain what they did well. Include H.O.T. questions in order to increase the students' depth of knowledge. Have them explain their thinking. Your students used white boards to work the problems. Your using one as well would have enabled you to model/help students visually see what you were verbally telling them. Orderly transitions between stations. No instructional time was lost. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of what had been discussed during the first part of the lesson taught before lunch. You asked the students to "foreshadow" regarding how the U.S. would acquire all of the land you indicated on the map west of the Mississippi River. You showed the students, on the map, what the U.S. owned before and after the Louisiana Purchase. Excellent modeling of map skills. You had the students track print during the reading of the text. Love this!  Holds all students accountable and on task. You asked the students why it was important to have good major ports. Good higher order questioning. You pointed out the map in the book that highlighted how much the L.P. added to the U.S. Good reinforcement. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Before starting the lesson you had students stand up. You told each one which side of the room they were to move to and which tables they were to sit in during the lesson. This was for differentiation purposes, as you divided them according to levels. You accessed prior knowledge asking students what they knew regarding what government can do. You shared a PowerPoint and conducted a discussion of the Mayor of Carrollton, the State of GA., and the National Government....discussing the duties of each. This was a lot of information for one lesson. It would have been better to teach one at a time. When asking questions about the information of the slides perhaps ask if they could find it on the slide. Visuals would have been helpful, as there was so much reading/information on the slides. After the group discussion you had the students complete a government "sort" according to their level. You also had the directions for the sort on a slide for them to refer to as they worked. The activity seemed a little difficult because all 3 levels of government were included. I am not sure they had had enough support/instruction/practice of each level in order to complete these with a high rate of success. The students in the higher group seemed to be struggling with not only where ot place their cards, but how to read some of the words. Because there was so much information, you spent the majority of the instructional delivery time explaining the duties of each level of government. Therefore, there were few HOT questions. I did not observe the closing of your lesson, as I had to leave for another observation. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did a good job allowing appropriate wait time for students to respond. This allowed for students who were slower to respond a chance to provide an answer. TC was very encouraging to the students as they attempted to complete the assignments. The lesson allowed for a good balance of instructional time & student participation. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You were doing a Musical Task Card activity. Your students seem to be having fun, while learning at same time. What a great idea to get them moving and reviewing at same time! Very interactive and engaging Your instruction came through individual instruction as they were working. This activity can also be used as an assesment. Smooth transition as they moved back to their seat for closing. Great activity for them to anaylize their own work by self checking. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lesson was well prepared and executed. Students were readily engaged in the lesson. It might be beneficial to have the definition of key vocabulary posted so that the students can see them. Also, I would spend a little more time on a basic verb lesson before adding past, present, & future tense verbs. Once you move on, show the comparison on the same screen. I think it would help them put it into perspective.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Small group lesson with a skills group.  Asked lots of recall questions-lesson focused on constructed responses from text.  Tied to real world experiences. Instead of giving the students th main idea sentence-ask them if they can tell you.  What do they think and why.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Overall a good lesson on the 13 colonies.  Students had an opportunity to go over previously learned information and learn new facts.  Worsheet on promethean board needed to be bigger...it could not be seen at the back of the room.  Glad you went over the first 5 questions together with the class.  Students then had  to opportunity to work with their chromebooks to complete the worksheet.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Students were involved in lesson when I arrived. They were doing creative writing. Students had graphic organizers to help them organize their thoughts. You did a great job of montoring the students as they worked. You gave additional help when needed and encouraged students as they worked. You kept students engaged-quickly redirecting when they got a little talkative. You encouraged them to do their nest writing.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge of antonyms. Their responses were priceless. You led the discussion of antonyms being two words with opposite meanings. Beautiful, orderly, quiet transition the rug. No instructional time lost! Once you came together on the rug, you had the students again say what antonyms are. You made an anchor chart using the letters in the word antonym....giving the definition of the word and examples. Very creative. The students had a part in the creation of the anchor chart! Students had a clear understanding of what you were doing with the chart and they were anxious to share their examples. You read The Foot Book and asked students to look/listen for examples of antonyms as you read. Before reading you once again reminded students what antonyms are. The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the book. After the reading of the book students shared antonym pairs and they were added to the anchor chart. After filling out the chart, you choral read all the antonym pairs on the chart and you revisited the meaning of antonyms once again. Such excellent support for your students' learning. The students went back to their table groups. You showed them a slide on the P. Board and again discussed the meaning of antonyms. You had an example sentence: An antonym for happy is _______. The students readily told you an appropriate answer. You next had students brainstorm in their table groups some examples of antonyms that had not been discussed before. Students were able to give examples which clearly showed they were understanding. The next slide you had the students match pairs of antonym pictures. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You access ed what students remembered from the previous days lesson.  You drew a web on the board and the students gave you adjectives to describe PEEPS. Great way to combine L. Arts with Science.  You told students they were going to make a prediction. You asked the students what this word means and they were able to tell you it is a guess.  You asked the students to predict if the PEEP, when placed in a cup of water, would sink or float. A student asked you, "What if our prediction is wrong?"  You quickly emphasized a prediction was their "guess" and there was no right or wrong.  On the graphic organizer you gave the students you asked them to circle either "sink" or "float" as their prediction.  You clarified the meaning of the word sink.  You took a count of the number of students who thought the PEEP would sink or float. You then collected their prediction papers.  You told the students they would observe the PEEPS in water the next day. You then told the students they would predict what would happen to the PEEP once it was put into the water, besides sink or float.  The students had many excellent predictions which you wrote on the board. The students then wrote a sentence on their G.O. telling what they thought would happen.  When they wrote their sentence it would have been good go have them use the word "predict".  I predict..... 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		You were teaching a  whole group lesson on using pronouns correctly.  The Power point was large, colorful and easy to read.  There was a good balance of instruction and practicing independently.  You gave individually instruction as you assisted students working independently.  Smooth transition as you lined them up to go to lunch. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Opening was great as you gave them the Agenda of the day. Did you hear their "yeas" as you told them about Musical Chairs?" Awesome instructions on what they would be doing in their activities. Very creative ideas for activities. Today is Friday and it makes learning fun when the students can move around the room instead of just sitting. Side to Side was such a simple game, but powerful. You did a great job of asking high challenging questions such as ways to change the verb. (it was obvious that you took in to consideration of what we talked about) Transitions wers smooth and directions were given. Loved, loved the musical chairs story activity.  The students loved it too.  Great music! **- As students asked questions, use that time to quickly review.  For example, when the girl asked about writing in 1st, 2nd or 3rd person, have her remind the class what that means.  ** Keep reinterating that the story has to flow or it won't make sense.  Not only from the verb standpoint but the type story. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were going over Daily Language Review as I came into the room. Perfect that you took the time to go over the words "biology" when so many were confused.  We, as teachers, have to listen to our students so that when we are confused we can help them! *Love the Agenda on the board.  Do you do this every day?  That's a wonderful idea! You transitioned into their skills groups.  You gave explicit directions on what they would be doing in their groups.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson began with a 6 minute test that took approximately 20 minutes to complete. The lesson really had no opening or focus. TC reviewed the 5 question test with the students & had individual students work the problems on the board. Lesson transitioned to a work sheet & the TC worked the problems with the help of the students using the CUBES system. None of the terms mentioned in the I Can statements (time, length, volume and weight) were mentioned even though the problems were comprised of problems relating to some of them. Not all students were called on & several students appeared bored &/or lost :(

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Engaged students.  Tied to real life with them using themselves as examples.  Students were engaged in lesson.  Centers allowed students hands on participation.  Very encouraging with students. Good job incorporating high order questions in lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You opened with a review of prior learning to set the stage for the activity part of your lesson.  Students loved the slide show and were able to recall facts and details and answer your questions.  You incorporated higher order questions-"why-expain", "what happens when".  Good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students worked to create a map of Ga that incorporated all they had learned about the regions.  They were so excited to work on this and hated to stop for lunch. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good variety in your presentation...Flocabulary, anchor chart, reading paragraph for main idea and supporting details, graphic organizer, independent work.  I liked how you used a paragraph about what they were learning in science for them to read and find main idea/supporting details.  Anchor chart was hard to see with the lights off and it was held very low.  Students were not very responsive at the beginning but got better.  

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary about different math vocabulary terms that would help solve math word problems. After the Flocabulary video, the teacher explained the students would be playing around the world. The students thoroughly enjoyed the Around the World game. The teacher explained the C.U.B.E.S. strategy. The teacher reviewed what C.U.B.E.S. means. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the different C.U.B.E.S strategies. The teacher had great advice for the students when they take the Milestones test. GLOW-The teacher had the class read the word problem together. The teacher instructed the students to solve the problem on their whiteboard. The students did a good job of sharing information while trying to solve the word problem. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		The students were engaged throughout the lesson. Good use of the document camera so that the students could analyze a problem that had some issues. You were very encouraging to your students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When you passed back the students writing, you told them they were to proofread their letters to their favorite author.  You reminded them they could look back to their book, Dear Mr. Henshaw, for help regarding ideas as to what to say in their letters. You circulated throughout the classroom offering assistance as was needed. After finishing the letters you directed the students to swap papers with their partners. Each student was to pretend to be the author the fellow student had written to and answer the questions as they thought the author would.  So creative!! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You activated the lesson with a video forecast. You led the class in a discussion of what the numbers on a forecast map represent and how those numbers are determined. You connected the temperatures on the map to their real lives, asking the students if their parents listen to the weather report in order to determine what they should wear to school each day. You asked the students what the person telling the forecast is called and had the students discuss this in their groups.  You had the groups share their responses. You then asked the students what the study of weather is called, once again letting the students discuss in groups.  There was a discussion afterwards. You asked the students what temperature measures and you led them to the understanding it is how hot or cold something is. You shared a thermometer with the class and explained it was an instrument used to measure temperature. You had made an anchor chart of a thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celcius represented on both sides. You explained fahrenheit was considered the "customary system" and celcius was part of the metric system. Each student had a G.O. picture of a thermometer and you had them color theirs in using your anchor chart as their example!  Well done! You pointed out certain temperatures can be controlled with examples such as room temperature, freezer temperature. You pointed out outdoor temperatures cannot be controlled. You demonstrated water boils at 212 degrees farenheit by putting a thermometer into a pan of boiling water and letting the students look at the thermometer. You also had the students fill in the boiling point for fahrenheit on their G.O. You explained water freezes at 32 degrees fahrenheit. You demonstrated this by sharing a couple of thermometers that had been sitting in ice water for a couple of  hours. On the celsius side you explained water boils at 100 degrees and freezes at 0 degrees. This information was also recorded on their G.O. You had students use their G.Os and your anchor chart to predict temperatures of the various seasons. This was great application for what they were learning. You conducted a quick review of information at the end of the lesson. Don't forget to include your E.Qs in the review, as they were your learning goals. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Not a bad introductory lesson on Heat.  You had their attention when you said they were going to experiment with chocolate.  Might have been better to show "Experiment sheet" on the promethean board so that they could see what you were trying to explain.  Also might have tried to find a video to help introduce the standard.  Liked your "Think about in your head what it feels like in your hand" instruction.  Good questioning techniques throughout the lesson.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Prezi...it really allowed you to incorporate everything needed to address the standard in a variety of ways.  Personal reference made about your husband, the coach, who needs to know the weather...students are always interested in the lives of their teachers.  Referring back to previous knowledge is also a good way to reinforce their learning.  Students seemed to really enjoy the lesson and were eager to share what they had done.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great subject knowledge.  Had them get their page ready in binder before starting.  Liked the way you had the reading done in three different styles:  popcorn, speed, and independent.  Stressed "Cite the evidence correctly from the text"...so important!  Also had them look at questions before they read independently so they would be reading to find the answers.  Loved your example of "seeing" the flashlight through child's body and through his ear cartlidge.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good opening asking students what they knew about the words...transparent, translucent, and opaque...also the "cheesy" video.  Good graphic organizer for them the write down if items were t,t,or o.  Group activity got a little chaotic with the rotation.  Might also have been better if there had been a flashlight on each table so that the students could actually shine the light "through" the items.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You really did not teach.  You did a quick review of the names of the 3 people in history that they were studying.  Then you just go them go into groups and work on their books.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job of incorporating higher order questioning.  Lots of positive reinforcement for students as they answered questions and participated in discussions.  Good balance of student participation and instructional time. When student had outburst-you kept the rest of the class on task and the lesson continued. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lesson on solving word problems.  You asked students to tell you what they found difficult about woed problems and then had them tell you about key words they should look for.  You also had students discuss they strategies they could use.  Asking them to explain the strategies, tell how and why they would use them would expand their understanding. Make a flip chart for smart board with only one problem at a time for guided instruction.  Document camera is awkward-paper moving, shows part of the next problem, your hand covered the screen.  This would get you out from behind the desk and in front of the class. Very weak strategies for dealing with struggling learners. Leson continued.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher explained what a noun is and how to identify the nouns. The teacher had a powerpoint about nouns. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint and circle the nouns in each sentence. GROW-Be careful with spelling of words-sandwhiches should be sandwiches. The teacher asked good questions about the sentences-What is the subject? What is the predicate? The teacher shared a powerpoint on verbs. The teacher let the students read the definitions. The teacher had a powerpoint about identify the verbs. The teacher had another powerpoint on adjectives. The teacher asked good questions about the review powerpoints. When the students selected the wrong words, the teacher had a great way of questioning the students until they arrived at the right answer. GROW-The teacher needed to instruct the students that most of adverbs end in "ly". The teacher had different sentences on the powerpoint. The teacher read the directions for the powerpoint before letting the students answer the questions. GROW-The directions on the powerpoint had the wrong "to". Draw "to" should be draw "two" line under the adjective or the adverb in each sentence. The teacher explained the rules for the Jeopardy game. The teacher did a good job of making sure the students understood how to play the game according to the rules. GROW-"Inturpted" should be "interrupted". 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked questions at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher wrote the question-Who likes jellybeans?-on the board.  The teacher asked the students questions during the lesson to create a bar graph. The teacher gave explicit directions about the jelly beans which would be used for the graph. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students bean to work on the worksheet. The teacher explained how to graph the jellybeans by color. The teacher posted the questions that the students would answer at the end of the lesson. The teacher had the questions posted the questions on the powerpoint. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good job defining the key terms for the lesson (compare & contrast). It would be beneficial for you to have the definitions posted on the PB as part of your Powerpoint or on an anchor chart so the students would have a visual to look at if they became confused. Compare & contrast is a confusing leson for some students! TC was very encouraging to the students. This promoted a positive learning environment! It would have been beneficial for the reading passage sheet to be visable on the PB so that you can refer to it as you went over it with the students. By doing so, it would have provided you a visual to refer to & write on as the lesson progressed. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students by discussing the election of the class mascot and how girls would have felt if they could not vote.  Good place to ask what they thought about this and why?  How does it make the girls feel, what about the boys? Reviewed vocabulary to be sure students undersood the terms being used.  You had a printed definition sheet ready for students to put in notebooks. Brain Pop video talked about subject.  Took quiz at end--involve all students by having them discuss answers or signal answers or write on white board.  When only one student answers you only know about their understanding. Students were to make a Twitter profile for Susan B. Anthony-some were not familiar with Twitter.  When using something like that be sure students understand the concept. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		When reading to the class, a larger book would have been better so students could see the pictures clearly. Your page of pictures for sequencing was too busy, not really utilized in lesson and a distraction. With kindergarten-a real plant , seed and sprout would have been great. PPt example was discussed and sequenced verbally.  It would be great if you could move the pictures into the correct order so students have that visual.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of Thomas Jefferson. You read a book about him and asked questions as you were reading. After reading the book, you put a picture of T.J. on an easel. You asked students to recall certain information and as they responded correctly you put the picture of the correct answer on the easel.  Great visuals.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You were playing a review game of 3 dimensional figures using the Jeopardy format.  You asked students to access prior knowledge of these figures. Students moved to their teams in a nice orderly fashion. When questions were chosen you allowed the teams to confer on the answer. Great team effort! You allowed students to use the anchor chart for help. Great way to demonstrate the resources in the classroom are helpful! When students struggled with an answer you stopped and helped them understand why the answer was what it was.  Excellent support for your students' learning! I did not see the closing of the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The Powerpoint greatly aided to the presentation of the information. It was clearly organized and well put together. You did a super job involving the students in the learning process. You encouraged the students to participate in the lesson. Very appropriate amount of guided vs. independent practice.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Good beginning having them answer a question on Google classroom about what they were going over in class before you taught.  REally the the "Zearn" teaching program.  It teaches while it allowed you to pause and highlight important knowledge.  Very good practice.  You did a great job of stressing important points throughout the lesson.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students take out their journals to write the problems from the powerpoint. The teacher knows the metric system subject matter very well! The teacher is a natural teaching the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats in their journals. The teacher does a good job of including the students in her lesson by letting them come to the powerpoint and show how to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of letting the students raise their hands if they agree or disagreed with the student's answer. GLOW-Loved the part of the lesson when the teacher had the students represent the number and the decimal. The teacher had great reminders for the students about the correct way to write answers using inches and feet. The teacher passed out the metric worksheets for the students.  The teacher did a good job of explaining the directions to the students. The teacher presented the worksheet on the image machine for the powerpoint. The teacher made the sheet a little harder by crossing out the measurement units.  The students had to figure out which measurement unit would be used to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet before letting the students begin. The lesson was very sequential and very educational. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		It would benefit the students if you used real-life examples for volume. The goal is for the students to relate something in their life to the subject being taught. This is the way the brain learns & remembers! The egg carton was a a good example but the students appeared to be somewhat confused. It might help if you wrote on the package with a marker. Encourage individual students to answer your questions. When several call out possible answers, the slower students tend to have a difficult time following. Remeber students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times to learn. For the lower students, work the mulitpli cation problems on the side of the board. Refer the students back to the wording of the problems when they are giving an anwer. Also, write on the board to clarify which side/area that you are talking about in order to make it clear.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video. The teacher began the lesson by reading Explore South America. The teacher asked good questions before beginning the read aloud. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary for the book as she read the book. The teacher did a good job of pointing out the different uses of the vocabulary as she explained the book. The teacher had a card on each desk. The teacher provided several non-fiction books for the students. The teacher shared the Text Feature Scavenger Hunt with the students using the Image Maker. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a great job or role modeling how to complete the worksheet using a partner. The teacher had cards on each desk. The students had to find their partners and then stand on the rug. The teacher instructed the students which table they would need to sit at before beginning their worksheet.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Powerpoint use realistic illustrations and aided in presenting information. Make sure Key Terms are in larger print of in bold so they are not over looked. There was 4 major vocabulary terms fo this lesson (simple machines, fulcrum, lever, force). The students would benefit from them being posted throughout the lesson. The PP pictures were great but students benefit more from seeing the actual item when possible.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson even with the "technical issues".  Students were excited to know they were going to make a thermometer after the lesson.  Good questioning and discussion with the students.  It  was interesting seeing the students try to make the temperature rise "up the straw".  

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Your opening of Text Structures was fine, but a little vague. Start out by saying "You have been studying text structures.. What does that mean to have a text structure?" Begin questioning about what the words text and structure even mean. " Where do we get that phrase? Let's see if we can remember 5 different text structures that we have learned about. Who can name one?" These are all great questions to enter you into the Standard and I Cans. Brag on your students. Make them feel smart! They gave you some really good answers. Don't just say "Ok" and move on. This is so important! Good job giving directions and expectations for stations. Ask for questions to make sure everyone is clear. Are they working in groups or individually? Make that clear as well. You had 5 stations going on with 5 different worksheets. Does every station have to be worksheet oriented? It takes more time but there can be a sequencing game, maybe 2 small hoops to practice with compare and contrast, etc. Try changing this up and making this more creative. Use a variety of strategies. The Kahoot was a good summary of what they were reviewing. Have students hold up their cards at one time (when you say "flash". This way you can see at a glance who really knows it.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Using a graphic organizer was perfect for this topic. It might help if you had a posted copy of the same GO. This can be accomplished by putting the GO on an anchor chart or drawing it on the whiteboard. Great PP pictures - very realistic!. Good handwriting - large and clear formation of letters. You were very receptive to the students answers. Also vey positive attitude!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video Hip-Hop Around the Clock. The teacher asked questions about the video after the students had viewed it. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions about time. When the teacher realized the students did not understand half hour, she had a good explanation for the students. The teacher discussed analog and digital clocks with the students. The teacher instructed the students to get the clocks out of the bucket at their table. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around and check the clocks of the different students when they were showing a certain time. The teacher instructed the students to place the clocks back in the bucket at their table. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great presentation.  Your power point allowed all students to "get" the material in a way they could be successful in learning and doing the center activities.  Great discussion with the students about each inventor.  Liked you emphasizing a quote from Thomas Edison..."We can always make things better."  Describing what to do in each center made the transition  easy.  Make sure you know how to say the last names of some of the inventors that you had in your power point.  I know they were not the inventors that they had to know something about but you only called them by their first name.  You can get the  pronunciations on Google.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		There's got to be discussion about the video. The first question I was waiting for you to shout out was "What in the world did they mean about being excited about elbow room? The video was squelched when you turned it off and told them to do a KWL sheet on LA purchase. Was your intention for them to write about things they heard or remembered in the video? Wouldn't it make sense to have them share some ideas they know before you get started? That's part of your opening. Your Power Point was good. The visuals were very good to help them see what the US looked like before and after the purchase. The activity matched your Standard with showing the expansion that the purchase gave the US, but it was too hard. Good lesson learned here. It would have been perfect just to have a simple blank US map that showed the states already there. Then their job was to add the expansion. Then maybe add the rivers in that expansion only. Keep in view of your Standard. Just expansion of LA purchase. Also make sure you have resources (SS book) available. This is important for those who need it. Make sure you explain the directions well. Even a reminder of what a "key" is.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Grabbed the students attention with the bag of items for them to get something out of--students had to infer what that item meant.  Power point allowed students to practice inferencing as a large group.  Case files allowed students to work in small groups to infer.  Loved all the real world objects you included in the case files.  Students were so excited to do this lesson.  All were engaged in the evidence. Brought students back together to discuss the evidence found and their inferences as to what had happened.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I love your "Class Agenda"...lets the students know what to expect in class.  You did a good job of introducing how to multiply fractions.  Good differentiation of activities...video, step-by-step rules, practice, and game.  Be careful when you put information in the "Gifted" section....not all gifted students are gifted in math.  

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		When you are going over questions on Power Point, show these answers visually. Example, when the little girl said "numerators of the fraction" show that on board just to remind over and over. You went over the steps of mixed numbers. The instruction today was a little confusing. Was it an introduction to mixed numbers? If so , it needs to be kept simple like 3 6/10 + 4 3/10 = 7 9/10. You don't want to leave them with more of a proper fraction. Did they need to add mixed numbers or should it have been to add 2 fractions to get the mixed number. 3/4 + 5/4 = 8/4 Then show how that changes into a mixed number. You were trying to go further and add the whole numbers with it.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The lesson began with a Brain Pop Video about the clock and five minute intervals. The teacher explained the worksheet to the students. *The teacher needed to pass out the worksheet and then explain it to the students. *There were too many questions about the worksheet. The teacher colored a strip on the promethean board to explain it further to the students. *The teacher needs to work around and monitor the students closely to make sure they are completing the worksheet correctly.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You began the lesson with a mixed review. You worked through a few of the problems with the students. You reminded students how to subtract fractions with unlike denominators.  Very good questioning during mixed review. All were given a handout. You worked the first 2 multiplication problem with students which was a great way to support and review.  You then worked the first division problem. You modeled your own thinking when you said, "I like to rewrite my problem so I don't get confused with all the little marks."  Modeling your thinking supports students in developing their own thoughts regarding how to solve problems. When/if students "catch you" making a mistake, this is a good thing!  This means they are engaged and questioning what you are doing! You can even thank them for pointing out your mistakes. You then moved the lesson on to work problems with multiplication and division and you told the students which problems to work on the handout.  You cautioned students to "think logically" when it comes to their answers and you gave an example of what you meant by this. You gave the students a time limit for finishing the task. I left before the closing of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You led the students through the steps of adding/subtracting fractions with like and unlike denominators. You modeled this and reminded the students how to find the L.C.M.  Students had handouts to follow along as you worked through several problems with them on the P. Board.  This was great support for your students. A student pointed out an answer could be simplified which let to a review of finding the G.C.F. You modeled how to find a common denominator when the problem had unlike denominators. Remember to ask more H.O.T. questions. Ask students more why, how, explain questions. For instance: How is solving an addition/subtraction problem with like denominators different from ones with unlike denominators? You gave each student a domino and they were to get with a partner and add and subtract using the numbers as fractions.  It is always a good idea to model how to do something like this. Some of the students were not exactly sure what you meant for them to do. When students are able to explain their thought processes they have a deeper depth of knowledge regarding the topic. Fractions practice. You had the students complete one column with you, one with a partner, and one on their own.  Be sure to remember to use the correct termonology....numerators and denominatiors. The handout with the columns seemed a little crowded and left little room for students to work out the answer.  Would it have been possible to adjust the sheet, giving the students more room to show their work? 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had a good delivery about the different graphs-bar and line graphs. The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in their hands-on Science experiments. The teacher explained the bar and line graphs before letting the students begin their experiments. At the closing of the lesson, the teacher had the students pass their bar creations down to the end of the table. The teacher had the students switch tables during the lesson. The students separated the M and M's by color. The students created the bar graph by graphing the different colors of M and M's. The teacher was very observant of each student during the rotation activities. After the station rotation, the teacher asked different questions about the graphs. The teacher shared a Flocabulary video about the scientific method. GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment to see if the students understood the subject matter about the graphs. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Loved the Super Powers emerge picture and how it connected with Cold War, Good beginning as you segwayed into the Brain Pop video about the Cold War, As your teacher walked in, the two of you co taught.  This was great that you had things to interject.  Good questioning!  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was a monthly review lesson on physical and chemical change. You did a fabulous job of asking review questions to get their brains back in gear after long holiday break. Very impressed that your students knew all the answers. Loved that you gave them a few minutes to complete the review sheet before you would go over it together. **As you move into a video, remember to give it purpose. Tell your students what they will see in the video or how it will help them. The quiz after video was good. This would have been a great assessment if they answered on paper and not aloud. suggestion- Instead of you reading each answer, have them read the answers silently before someone gives correct answer. This gives them good practice for the Ga Milestone. Loved that you referred back to the EQ as you read one of the questions on quiz. Awesome experiment to help them see physical and chemical change. So glad you allowed them to predict what would happen. They can do this on paper OR talk with a partner about it. This allows great discussion if they do a "elbow partner chat" for a minute. Your instruction came all during lesson as they were hands on with experiment. Awesome! Transitions were smooth as you moved from each activity to the next. You didn't miss a beat. No wasted or down time.

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Good review lesson over PEMDAS.  Flocabulary was a great was to get them back into thinking about order of operation.  Like the way you explained the centers before having the students begin.  Might have been better in the Dice and Popsicle Stick centers to have the students fill their sheets in and then go back to their seats to work the problems.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson with a youtube with John F. Kennedy.  The teacher instructed these students to listen and be ready to remark on the quote-"One stop for man, one giant leap for mankind." The teacher instructed the students to discuss with their table what they thought the quote meant. The teacher did an outstanding job explaining how to create their own moon lander. The teacher used the materials provided to explain in detail how to create their own moon lander. For five minutes, the teacher instructed the students to brainstorm their ideas for the creation of their moon lander. The teacher constantly visited each small Science group working on their moon lander.  The teacher interacted with the students as they worked. The activity was very interesting for the students.  The students were very involved throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to return to their seats.  The teacher had a journal ticket out the door that included three questions.  The students were instructed to answer the questions in their journals. The different groups went to the front on the classroom and observed if their moon lander landed on the moon safely. The teacher had good questions for the students about their moon lander creations. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher opened the lesson by showing a youtube video about animal adaptations. After the video, the teacher answered questions about the animal adaptations. The teacher had a powerpoint that explained about different subject matter related to the animal adaptations. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the powerpoint presentation. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the powerpoint to include them in the presentation more. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their own animal with a partner at the table. The teacher had the students read the different parts of the animal adaptation sheet at their seats. Each partner group got four environments on their sheets. The teacher had good examples of animal creations on her powerpoint that she shared with the students. GROW-After reading the instructions for the sheet, the teacher needs to ask if there are any questions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher shared a flocabulary video at the beginning of the lesson on backing up opinions with reasons. The teacher read aloud the book, The Perfect Pet. The teacher has great animation throughout the read aloud lesson. The teacher posted the powerpoint that showed the opinion graphic organizer. The teacher had great questions abut the graphic organizer. The teacher wrote her opinion about the book on the powerpoint The teacher had good questions about the graphic organizer. The teacher called on different students to suggest different opinions for the graphic organizer. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by explaining the students would be learning about main idea. The teacher was teaching a Reading small group. The teacher let the students read different parts of the passage. The teacher let each student complete the Main Idea worksheet. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the information that supports the main idea in the passage. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Review lesson for Milestones 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about her powerpoint. The students were instructed to do think-pair-share with the lesson. The teacher has good thought provoking questions for the lesson. *The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint to complete the problems. *The teacher needed the students to work at their desks as she worked at the front of the classroom. *The teacher needed to walk around the students at their seats to monitor their behavior closely. THe teacher had the stations posted on her powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the powerpoint to the students before letting them begin. The teacher counted off the students to assign them to their correct station. The students were very focused when they began their stations. The noise level reduced and the students worked very hard! 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were doing a small group reading group. The remaining students were involved in centers.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You were doing a review on Text Structures. Great opening as you had groups to write on chart paper everything they could remember about Text Structures. Tip: After bringing charts to front, possibly have one spokesperson for the group or either you read them so it can go quicker. The entire group can come up front but not necessary. (Ha- you realized this quickly and changed it! Good for you!) Awesome how you connected the Milestone to what they are learning today. Using strategies and asking questions of how to help yourself! Loved the graphic organizer for text structure. Doing the emojis really helped them remember these! Awesome job at delivering these text structures through colorful, creative organizers. Using sports as your topics connected your kids (especially boys)!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening was good as you grabbed their attention by having them tell you what they know about the shape you were drawing. *This is your time to question! Don't just allow them to give you some facts they notice, but question them on these facts. For example, "What is a quadilateral shape? What does that mean?" The flip books were a good idea for them to write down review facts and examples on these quad shapes.  When you pass these out, explain exactly what they will be doing in these.  Give specific directions.  Remember not to teach from the board too much. I know it's hard when you are typing on the Smart board, but after you write your facts, then get up and move around while they are working. This allows you to be sure they are on task.  Be a part of your class....don't set yourself away from the group.  Don't allow too much time for writing in their booklets. Set a time and move on. This got a little boring and "draggy". That's why you need to walk around and monitor. Great question "What makes a square different than a quadilateral?" Anytime you mention a term (perpendicular, quadilateral, classifying, parellel lines, etc. make SURE they remember what these are. Don't just assume. This is reviewing as you go along.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened lesson by going outside and having students find 3 rocks.  Students were excited and engaged to go out.  You asked students to recall how to categorize rocks. Students worked with a partned to look at their rocks. Have a partner list ready so you don't have to staqnd there and figure out pairs. Have the students share the characteristics of their rock with the group since that was the standard.  That insures that they understand the terms and how to apply them.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Showed short video to engage students and prepare them for lesson on greater than/less than.  Did an oral example with the class-writing the numbers on the board will help more students understand the concept. Incorporated a higher order question-try to get more into lesson. Instruction was brief and independent activity took most of the time.  Students worked with a partner and di to create numbers to compare.  Students were engaged in the activity. I want to see you do more direct teaching.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Opening was relative as you showed a beautiful mansion and then in comparison a run down house. You were describing how the Soviet Union went from strong to collapsing. Very proud of your questioning. You have a strength with this! That's awesome! Your instruction/review  needs to be longer.  You can combine teacher directed instruction along with guided instruction.  The balance was good, but each section needs to be longer (Instruction and practice) You don't want to have too much time left over!  Great job on closing! You summarized well and recapped the Standard and EQ. The video was a good idea to finish up after you discussed but it didn't match. You realized this after a few minutes.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with the monstter picture to describe using adjectives. Monitored students, Good balance of guided instruction and student practice. Very encouraging. Set behavior expecttions. Tie to real world,

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Video was a good idea but you were not prepared and an ad covered at least a third of the screen.  You should have this planned before the last minute. There was a good balance of instruction with student participation as they sorted the adverbs onto your chart. Independent practice with students completing their own sorting sheet of adverbs.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Nice opening as you explained and posted the Agenda for the lesson. This got your students excited about what they would be doing. You did a good job of stating expectations. Smooth transition from Standard into getting your students thinking about the book you would be reading aloud. *Good job giving them real experiences of eating out. Dig a little deeper into paying the bill, tip, etc. and why we should do that. (real life experiences). Remember to always think, "Why do these 5th graders need to be learning this?' *Another suggestion is to start out in a different direction....ask who has ever been on a money hunt? We all have found money in odd places. How important is money to live, eat, etc.? This is important! The activity of The Pig Family eating out was creative. This allowed them to work in groups, getting along and working together. *It was obvious this was a bright group. Think about how would you teach this same lesson to an inclusion group? More instruction would probably be needed. *Don't forget to do a closing, summary.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were doing guided practice on dividing fractions.  The game made it fun for them.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a powerpoint on possession and possessive nouns. The teacher needs to use the powepoint as a reference tool. The teacher had a powerpoint on the singular possessives for the students to complete. The teacher did a good job of having the students complete the singular possessives powepoint. The teacher had a worksheet for the students to complete. The teacher instructed the students to wait and listen to the instructions for completing the worksheet before she let them begin. *The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. The teacher rotated different Reading groups to check their work. The teacher closed the lesson by asking a question about apostrophes used with possessive nouns. *The teacher needed to have more creative ways to teach the subject matter. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson what a dichotomous chart is and how it is used by scientists. You shared an example of how mammals can be classified. You moved to modeling how to use the dichotomous chart in order to classify jelly beans. You worked through two examples, giving the students the scaffolding they needed in order to work independently. You pointed out as they went through the process/chart the classifications got more specific and harder to judge. You had the students work with a partner to classify, using the dichotomous chart, the jelly beans you had given them in a little cup.  They each had their own dichotomous chart as well as a chart to record their findings. You closed the lesson with a discussion regarding why classifying is helpful to scientists and how it can be used.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You conducted a practice "illuminate Quiz" and then assigned the students the one what would be graded. All students were engaged and working quietly as they took their quiz on their chrome books.  You cautioned students to think very carefully about number 5.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		To me, you seemed very unsure of the material and teaching it correctly.  You can check on Google how to say "distributive".  You said it about three different ways during the lesson.  It might have been better to leave the students at their seats as you went through the instruction, as they seemed to be to bunched under the promethean board.  Your anchor chart was good but don't depend on it to teach...it is only an example of how to do.  You need more energy and excitement in your teaching.  Also your voice is very monotone.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. It was a transition from seats to rug to read aloud a story.. Great job in reading aloud. You used a lot of expression and had your students intriqued by story. The story was also interactive. Glad you allowed them to be silly since it was Halloween. **As you move to rug, try a countdown to get them there quickly. When you see that it's taking too long to get settled, tell them they have 10 seconds to get ready. This works every time. Good transitions back to their seat after story to begin the listening activity from story..

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Loved your opening. You even pulled in Easter as the students reconstructed an Easter puzzle. Proud of how you tied it together with Reconstruction of South after Civil War. As you are moving into instruction, talk about what had happened during Civil War and connect that to why and how they would reconstruct. These three amendments would help do this in Lincoln and Johnson's plan. Make sure they see this connection. Keep referring back to I Can Statements. The Power Point was creative and good information. You used this to instruct and ask questions. Your questioning was so much improved today! Awesome! *Explain words such as humility, radical, etc. Be careful not to just read the Power point. Know it well enough to tell about it instead of reading it off the chart. Your positive comments and feedback was good today. Differentiation could have been used as you allowed this class to only do 4 questions or even 6 questions instead of 8. Or ahead or time found out who in the class needs 4, 6 or 8 questions and use this as differentiation in a discreet way. Summarize/close lesson with your I Can Statements. What they are writing on their constructions paper is just fictional and not a type of assessment.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You launched the lesson asking students what the words past and present mean. You gave students baggies with pictures in them. They were to place the picture under the correct heading, past or present, on a graphic organizer you gave each student. Sorting was an xcellent way for students to show their understanding of past and present. You told students they would be taking notes. You gave each student a G.O. to write their notes. You had a chart to write on so students were easily able to see where and how to write their notes. You showed numerous slides depicting the life of the Creek Indians and guided the students through the note taking. Afterwards, you had the students filp to the opposite side of the G.O. and write the same information they had written about the Creek children about themselves.  Excellent use of HOT using compare/contrast.  You helped students understand what to write about themselves with your questioning. Terrific support. Students were then aked to create paper dollsof themselves and a Creek Indian.  You had slides with pictures of Creek children in order to help your students. You also made model paper dolls to share. As your closure, you had students pick a Creek picture from their baggies and write, on a sticky note, a sentence describing how the creek Indians used it. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You were leading a discussion about a time students accomplished over time. You shared a personal story regarding learning how to play tennis over a period of time.  You directed students to write a paragraph

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		I liked the way you used the "Alexander" book to walk through subtracting money together as a class.  It is really a handicap when you do not have enough board space or technology to show the problems adequately.  Be careful...if you use a cent sign don't use a decimal point.  Also you wrote 8 cents as .8 and 5 cents as .5.  The students were copying and what they copy needs to be correct.  Students did a good job working on the story problems as a group.  Glad you walked around and checked each group's work and had them explain the process.  They also enjoyed finding out how much money their name was worth.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had the students do group counting to 60. The teacher does a good job calling on individual students to answer the different powerpoint questions. The students are very responsive to the questions. The teacher did a good job of clarifying columns and rows. The teacher used a powerpoint presentation with the different multiplication problems to teach the subject matter. Good use of powerpoint and student involvement. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Opening of the lesson engaged the students. Good job relating Ruby Bridges to the students everyday life. You were encouraging to the students even when they became restless.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Engaged students by having them tear a piece of paper. RElated to real world-why we can use or don't use certain materials for clothes. Had students describe the properties of a shirt. Most of lesson that was observed was you reading to students from text.  You did ask recall questions to be sure students were staying engaged. Lesson continued

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were immediately engaged in questions regarding some animal facts and making some predictions about the various animals in the classroom that are undergoing metamorphosis (chicks, ladybugs, butterfly chrysalis, praying mantis).  The students are making observations and writing in their journals about the changes they see in the animals. Making sketches with the journal entries is an important exercise in visual literacy.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The class discussion included a variety of questioning techniques that helped students in the learning expene The appropriate use of technology enhanced the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You were teaching on pitch and volume.  Good job reviewing and great questioning Loved the partner work of answering review questions Awesome idea to do the Mannequin Challenge.  Such a trend right now.  Students can relate to it.  Glad you showed a short video clip to help them see a visual.  The students had a blast getting to act out what they were learning while doing this challenge.  using hands and mouths to demonstrate was right on. You did a nice job of explaining the rules and what the mannequin challenge was and the purpose. Good balance of instruction to get ready for test.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Students were transitioning into math groups. You made vertain the students doing independent work were set and then started with you small group. You continued to monitor the independent work while working with your group. You explained why students were working with you. You presented material clearly and encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before".  Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts.  They were small.  Good visuals as you showed the maps.  Remember the fun facts are not what they have to know.  Bring them out for fun, but keep the main focus on what their purpose was and how they changed America.  *Great questioning but what are the real reasons a dog was brought with them?  When they give you answers, expand on them.  Transitions were smooth and effective. The travel activity allowed them to get up out of their seat. This was a creative idea to act out the story of Lewis and Clark travels. Remember to keep referring back to Standard and I Can Statements. That's your focus!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite supports students in mathematics by giving individual assistance as needed in a way that keeps the conversation one on one so that students know her focus is on them. She provides an expertly balanced mix of guided practice and independent work.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Eureka Math is the math curriculum required by the school system. In addition to following our UWG guidelines, Shante's lesson had to remain within the confines of the Eureka software which determines much of the detail regarding instructional approach. -nice job leading guided practice -provided extra support & feedback during hands on measuring activity -collaborates with regular classroom teacher & special education teacher to differentiate for a variety of students

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		You started out by asking the question, "What is a decimal?" But you never answered it or allowed them to answer the question. You actually started three things all at one time. 1. You asked what a deciimal was. 2. You told them there were papers all around the wall they would be working on. 3. You told them they were watching a video first. Even though this was a review, you have to give some instruction besides a Flocabulary video. You gave no directions about how your centers would work. I was very confused about what they were to do. This saves your sanity when they understand directions. *You have to understand your content before you teach it.  It was obvious that you were vague on knowing it.  You have to be ready to help them as they are solving on the board, giving them strategies and helpful hints.  Your students can sense this too. It was good when you brought up about the acronym, but you didn't know it.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Engaged students. Reviewed important vocabulary. Monitored students as they worked. Encouraged students to do their best. Lesson continued to next day.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Incorporated higher order questions.  Monitored students as they worked.  Encouraged students.  Opened with short video to engage students. Students were having a hard time spelling the words for the graphic organizer.  This kept you busy helping them individually.  Maybe have a chart with key words, or PPT that displays the items for graphic organizer. Students had hard time with the second activity language since it differed from language in the lesson.  You might want to stop and clarify for the class when you see several with the same question. Closed lesson by showing a website on Ga. Govt.  You need to go back to the standard and have students discuss what they learned from the lesson to close it.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good opening to lesson - all students were on task. You are encouraging to your students and they clearly enjoyed your lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I loved how you started the lesson with the balloon making sound.  Good video that showed some of what they would be doing during the activity.  Good subject knowledge and good energy throughout the lesson.  Good use of graphic organizer. Almost too much time allowed for them to figure out what needed to go in the balloon to have it make the same noise that yours made.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You began your lesson with a great question about World War 1. You asked several high thinking questions that were awesome! Very impressive! Pictures were a great visual to help them see what it was like during World War 1 as you gave instruction. Transitioned smoothly into activity by saying "So, this is our problem. We have to use resources to figure it out." Building the bridge was a creative activity for them to have hands on. The language that goes on in the groups is great strategies of thinking. Nothing better than small groups working together. (even adults)! Your students LOVED this activity. It was such a challenge. Good job!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You were teaching a review on the segregation times in history. Questioning was good. Some visuals, etc. would have been good to help review. Loved the 3 group projects on an event in history. Part of the loudness was when they found out they were doing a rap song or play. They focused on acting it out more than getting the info down. Try waiting until info is down before you give them their options.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good opening from your Standard and I Cans as you flowed right into the power point review of what they needed to know about dividing fractions. You showed them strategies and common errors that they sometimes make. You showed them how to watch for this. Good! You did a great job of delivering information. Helping them see why they make common mistakes was great. Loved the white boards. Good guided practice. You also gave them some independent practice on their recording sheet. Wonderful! Such a creative idea to use the Twizzlers to help them understand dividing fractions in a fun way. Having the directions also on the board was an added bonus. You gave out great directions and expectations for the materials you were passing out.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Students came into the classroom and immediately began working on their warm-up problems.  You walked around the room giving help as needed. This also helped to keep all students engaged and on task. You guided the students through these problems having them explain HOW they arrived at their answer. Well done! You then played a video called "King Gallon" This video explained gallons, quarts, pints, and cups. Excellent examples for students in the video. Well worth the instructional time to show it.  All engaged. You then help up examples of the various ways to measure. You asked how many qts. would make a gallon etc. as you shared the items.  These were great examples.  Remember to pronounce "pint" correctly.  It has a long i sound.  The questioning allowed the students to demonstrate what they had learned from the video as you reminded them of several examples. You shared a second video, which was a rap, reviewing this information again. All students were again engaged.  Think of lighting. This video would have been easier to see had you turned off the front lights of the classroom. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You accessed prior knowledge of action verbs. You asked students why action verbs would be like musicians. The students were not clear as to how to respond to this.  You explained helping verbs help the action verb. You shared the G.O. and went over each part...how helping verbs are like the instruments and they help the musicians create the music....and linking verbs are the speakers, as they link the music to the listeners. You showed a video song about helping verbs. You pointed out there is an anchor chart in the classroom with helping verbs. Action verbs coming right after the helping verb needed to be pointed out. You shared a video about linking verbs. You may not want to share a second time, especially if there are no words for students to follow along with. This gives you less instructional time, and there is never enough of this. A student said "is nice" is a linking verb and you said this was correct. Be sure to listen to your students' responses carefully and respond appropriately. Lesson needed more scaffolding and guided practice, unless this was a review lesson. When a student has an incorrect answer, you tend to say nothing. Try helping them arrive at the correct answer with your questioning. Add more HOT questions. Have students explain their answers. Why would this word be a linking verb?  Because it links the subject with the predicate.  This needed to be emphasized a lot more in the lesson, as that is the "job" of the linking verb. You had students write 3 sentences using helping verbs and then switch papers and have a classmated circle the helping verb....the same was done with linking verbs. Having students share some of their sentences and have classmates listen  and identify the helping and linking verbs would have given an opportunity for more practice.  It would have allowed you to ask students to explain their choices. Just working with a partner does not suffice for differentiation. You revisited the meaning of helping and linking verbs at the end of the lesson. Always, good to do this in order to assess students' understanding of the lesson goals.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You were beginning a lesson on multiples.  They were using their textbooks and volunteers were coming to the board for practice.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Perfect opening for after lunch. You allowed them to move around based on genetic traits and learned behaviors. *Question them more at this point. This allows you to see prior knowledge before you start reviewing. * You had them give you examples of inherited traits and learned behaviors. There wasn't a lot of instruction, however you covered the Standard that you were using. I would suggest each time you talk about the trait, keep bringing back of why this is a genetic trait and not learned behavior. *You spent a lot of time of counting and figuring out how many in class had each. Is this the goal here? Refer back to the Standard. In two weeks, they take the Milestone Science. They have to know these answers. What about the part that environment plays in making a person who they are? *You integrated math (converting their numbers into percentages). Again, was this your focus? You didn't have a math standard. *The Creature Feature worksheet was the best one. You were trying to cram too much by moving on to monster baby. Focus on this one sheet and use it to teach. You could have added two questions of your own from the Standard and this would have been a perfect assessment.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Lesson engaged students from the beginning and kept their attention throughout the lesson.  There was a good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students were encouraged to answer questions and add to the discussion.  Independent work allowed them to construct the own version of the life cycle.  Good use of technology.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was opened with a review of prior learning and quick review of the types of poems.  Students shared their original poems and the class wrote what kind of poem it was. Would have been a great time to ask students "why".  Why did they choose that type of poem.  Have them explain their thinking. Some students put more than one type of poem on white board.  White board became a distraction to some pairs. You were very patient and encouraging with timid students who weren't sure about sharing.Closed lesson by having students describe what eas needed to be a certain type of poem.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with activating prior learning.  Quick review of the types of literature.  Standard posted, read, discussed. PPt -had examples.  Practiced looking at poems to find their elements.  Good wait time, encouragement. Watch the font size on slides-some students were having a hard time reading them.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Engaged students with the time capsule and having them figure out which historical figure they would be learning about.  Students picked up on the clues and had the answer quickly.  Big book on T. J.-you seamlessly wove in language arts with the parts of the book, usng the table of contents and glossary. Lots of questions to assess student understanding.  Lots of reenforcement for students for answering questions. Closed the lesson by having students restate what they had learned.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good lesson over comparing and contrasting literature. " the Story House" video was really good to show the concept and even showed using a venn diagram.  Students enjoyed watching the reading of "The Three Little Javelinas"...you did a great job of finishing the reading of the book when technology quit.  Good use of double bubble map to show compare and contrast of the two stories.  One student didn't give you an answer when you called on him and you told him you would come to him for his answer...and you never did.  Also, be careful when you give a direction that you don't then say "OK?"...do you want to give them a choice??

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the Great Depression. The teacher asked questions about the picture focused o the Great Depression. The teacher instructed the students that they would be reading a passage. *The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter with the students as she passed out the worksheets. The students were instructed to read the material and mark the material that was important. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher asked the students questions about the passage after they read it. THe teacher had a fill in the Blanks powerpoint that enable the students to fill in the blanks. The teacher issued a Facebook paper to the students. The teacher read the Social Media part of the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to fill out the Facebook post with how they would have felt during the Depression. The teacher asked different students to share their post to the class about their Facebook post about Depression. The teacher asked good questions about their posts after they shared them with the class. Good job having students stand with the different months of the year. The teacher posted questions about the passage they read. *The teacher needed to call up different students to the powerpoint to read the questions and answers to the class. *The teacher needed to get the students more invovled in the powerpoints. *The teacher needed to make sure the powerpoints did not have any MISTAKES in the powerpoint shared with the students. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson over referring to text to answer questions.  Also good review of test taking strategies as they were crossing out answers that they knew were not right.  You did a good job of following up with "why" when they gave an answer.  Might have given a little less time for them to find the sentences with the answer. Be careful when you are saying numbers over 100 that you do not say AND when you say the number.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I'm not sure the lesson went with the lesson plan.  You definitely used the CUBE method but you did not break down two-step problems with the students.  The problems given were very easy for 3rd grade but you did a good job of reinforcing the CUBE method of solving story problems.  Glad you referred to "commutative" property with multiplication.which they had already learned.  Please make sure you call on students in the back of the room.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a BrainPop video on immigration. Very supportive of learning goals and students clearly engaged. You explained why immigrants came to American and from what countries they came. You explained the process for getting permission to enter the U.S. You included map skills when you showed why certain immigrants entered the U.S. through Ellis Island and others through Angel Island.  Well done!  Love the inclusion of the map....gave a "picture" regarding why different immigrants entered the U.S. at either Ellis or Angel Islands. You had the students get out  textbooks and popcorn read the information regarding entering the U.S. You used a variety of strategies to teach this lesson:  direct and guided instruction, technology, visual aids You asked HOT questions having the students remember, understand, apply and evaluate the content. You differentiated when you had Mrs. Thigpen working with a group of struggling readers. Transitions were done quickly and wthout any loss of instructional time.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You shared the lesson standard and goals for the lesson. You passed out a passage and asked students to underline JFK, RFK, and MLK.  You clarified the meaning of the word assassination for your students. You connected the deaths of these 3 men to what is going on now. You had students popcorn read which keeps all on task!  When domestic issues was mentioned you stopped to explain...as well as predominately.  Some probably needed support with the word mourning. After reading the passage aloud and discussing it, you had students flip over their papers and answer questions about the passage.  You circulated throughout the classroom as the students worked offering help as needed. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		-effective opening engaged students quickly in timed exercise -multiple strategies used to address various learning styles (discuss with a friend, individual practice, whole group questioning, & more) -responds to confusion/incorrect answers by including additional explanation -appropriately uses technology (smart board) and other tools for learning (individual dry erase boards) 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Despite the challenges that come with spring in the elementary school (testing, post spring break student anticipation of the end of the year), the teacher intern maintains student attention and is able to elicit the information needed through skillful questioning.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The pace of questioning allows for students to look at the board and their papers again before responding - which is important during a math lesson. Good job encouraging students to continue their thought on a math problem or any task comes up in your lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher candidate shares in class discussion a local, real life example of how it was noticeable in a creek and lake that there had been disruption in the water cycle the last time the area experienced a major drought. The students used laptop computers at their own desk to draw/sketch out the steps of the water cycle. This was formative assessment to inform the teacher candidate of their initial understanding of the steps of the cycle. (nearpod.com) This lesson used technology in multiple ways. A short video on the water cycle was viewed, and then students took an online quiz. This gave the teacher candidate more detailed assessment that could be used formatively.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lesson was in progress-class was working on collective nouns.  Students were giving examples and discussing how the spelling changed or what the word meant.  Students had a chance to practice the skill while working in small groups.  Students transitioned quickly and quietly.  Students were praised for their behavior.  You monitored the room and asked questions of groups.  When some groups finished early you gave them a challenge activity.  You encouraged students to do their best work and when they were writing you reminded them to use the rules for writing sentences.  You had each group sharing their work and the other students offering praise for the work. 

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Video lesson... Playing Jeopardy is a good way to review previously leaned information.  Very well explained.  I liked the way you reviewed the men important in WWII before playing the game to give everyone a refresher about important information.  Interesting addition about Winston Churchill being nicknamed "bulldog" and why.  Students will remember trivia like that and it will help them remember him. Be careful of saying "OK" too much.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were immediately sent to centers when I arrived.  As students transitioned to stations, there was a good deal of talking and off-task behavior.  You circulated throughout the classroom in order to settle students down and get them on task, before moving to your guided reading group. This was extremely beneficial. You worked with group 4 in guided reading.  The students in this book were reading a book, taking turns, aloud.  It is a good idea to have students track print when reading as a group. This will help them to remain on task. Asking questions during the reading helps you to assess their understanding of the various plot, setting and characters rather than waiting to ask all questions at the end of the book. This helps them understand what they are reading as they are reading and allows you to correct an misunderstandings.  If you know you are going to ask students to complete something written be sure to either have pencils for them in the guided reading group or have them bring them with them.  When you asked them to go get their pencils valuable learning time was lost, because they had to be refocused. The other students were on task in their centers as you were working with your guided reading centers. I did notice, as I walked around, that it seemed many students were close to finishing the week's center work and it was only Tuesday. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson asking the students what they thought it meant to count "like" coins.  The students were able to tell you it meant to count coins that were alike. Each time you held up a large, true depiction of a coin you had the students give the name of the coin and the value of each coin. You had an anchor chart for the students to place the coins in the correct row.  Each row gave specific information regarding the coin. Anchor chart was supportive. Using different color markers would have helped students determine the information of one coin from another. Spending a little time going over the completed chart  would have also driven home the point the anchor chart could be used for a reference tool during this lesson or any other dealing with money in the future. Teach them to use the references that are available to them. You had students sing a song, from the chart, which described each coin and its value. Music is a powerful tool in helping students learn/understand concepts. When you drew a circle with a N in the center, it would have been more supportive of their learning had you written a 5 under the circle to remind the students the value of a nickel and so on with the other coins. Practicing their skip counting of 5s and 10s would have also scaffolded this lesson more efficiently. There was quite a bit of "calling out" of answers, therefore the students gave you very little time to give the ones who needed a little more time to think enough "wait time". The students transitioned to the rug and you read a picture book which contained money amounts in the plot. You had students tell the coins and the value of the coins. Terrific wait to integrate reading with math! You have an expressive, engaging read aloud voice! The transition to the rug went more smoothly than the transition back to their desks. Try asking them to move, one group at a time, to their desks without talking....and to tiptoe. You gave directions for the activity the students were to do. However, the students did not have the handouts in their hands to be able to see what you were talking about as you gave the directions. This would have helped your visual and auditory learners who need to see and hear at the same time. Modeling the first one is always a good idea. This helps the students to see what you expect them to do. Some of them did not understand they could/should separate the strip with the money amounts from the larger handout with the problems on it. Excellent planning to have something for those who finished first to do that was fun and continued to practice the learning goal. A review before the TOTD is always a good idea when students are learning something new. You gave students a picutre with coins  (all the same) and had them write how much money was on their picture. Perfect TOTD for this lesson. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Loved the hand signals to represent the branches of national and state government.  This is a great way to get it in "their heads".  Good also referring to tools and resources around the room to help them answer their questions and for spelling.  Writing activity was excellent...they can't do too much writing...KEEP THEM WRITING!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review lesson on Producers, Consumers, and Decomposers.  Students always enjoy "Brain Pop" videos to help reinforce their learning.  Good variety of activities to allow all students to be successful with their work.  For the last day before a holiday vacation, you kept their attention.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review over lines and angles.  I loved how you went back to the video and used it to introduce new words and concepts of complimentary and supplementary angles.  Good center activities that allowed them to review in different ways information - new and old.  Students seemed to really enjoy the different activities.  Be careful of saying "Guys" too many times.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher had a powerpoint that explained the different regions. After the sharing the powerpoint information, the teacher asked higher order thinking questions about the information. The teacher had the students already placed into groups. Good job of grouping students before the lesson. The teacher had the groups on a powepoint. This was a great job of organizing the students before beginning the lesson. The students were divided into groups before the Adaptation stations. Great job of organizing the stations before the lesson. The students were very on task and busy at each station. Every teacher was working at a station in the room.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		When teaching money, it's always a good idea to use the real items! Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good job using visuals to guide your lesson. The large money on the board allows for all academic levels to See & Hear the information presented. You always do a great job encouraging your students! It's obvious the students enjoy your teaching! Yea - group listed on board provide for a smooth transition. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Working with rulers Good transition during lesson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Students were working on a "Red Ribbon Week" project. Say no to drugs! They were making red flags and decorating them. *use this time to really discuss this. These 1sr graders think it's fun to decorate the flag, but you never know when you may say something that one day saves their life!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The class is studying line plots. You asked the students how data is displayed on a line plot.  You explained that the students data would be different from each others and therefore, their line plots would be different. You scaffolded the lesson asking what they needed to draw first in order to complete a line plot.  You asked for some of the students' data and explained each object = X  You then asked the students to gather all the data from their group, beginning with the smallest number before placing the data on the line.  You then explained what numbers would be used on the line plots in order to know where to place the data. You and Mrs. Dunham each took two groups to assist.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You started with a PowerPoint with an explanation of the national level of government. You had students copy the information onto a G.O. You asked if the President had complete control  and they were quick to respond no because of separation of power. You leeach of the dutiesd the students to understand, through your slides, the Natlional Government is led by the President and who the president of the U.S. is now. You connected this information to the current election season and we would have a new President soon. You discusssed the various duties of the National Government. These were also on a slide for the students to copy.  The Prezi was very supportive in helping the students learn to take notes and understanding the content.! You were very careful to explain the duties. There was a very orderly transition, as you had the students put away their notes. There was no instructional time lost between taking notes and the next part of the lesson. You again reviewed the local, state, and national governments before beginning the task card portion of the lesson. You labeled 3 corners of the classroom as the National, State and Local levels of government. The students worked in pairs and were given a task card. They were to read the duty on their card and determine which level of government their duty applied. They were then to walk to the corner that had the appropriate label.  Once in their corners, the students discussed whether all members were in the correct corners. After you and Mrs. McKenzie determined all were in the correct corner , you had each pair of students share the duty they had on their card with the rest of the class. This was another way for the students to hear the duties and to which level of government they applied. You closed the lesson with a TOD, having the students write on a sticky note one new thing they learned about the National Government.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good activities for a review lesson on heat.  You probably needed to demonstrate the activity about bending the hanger.  The lightbulb also needed to be a higher wattage to get the material hot.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson over cause and effect.  Good video to refresh their memories.  Foldable gave them another way to remember and "write down" definitions, key words, and sentence examples.  I felt the students really had a good understanding of the standard.  Another good activity was reading the passage and filling in cause and effect on the worksheet. You might have made the reading information on the promethean board a little larger.  You also did a good job of correcting students grammar when you restated their sentences.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		The video was good.  You told them to listen for words.  Afterwards, you asked for words they heard and what the chorus in the song told about prepositions.  (They were position words) The power point was a good teaching tool.  It helped you with instruction. *suggestion- Explain what the word "phrase" means.(part of a sentence- a few words).   Then that helps them understand "preposition" and "prepositional phrase." The quiz during Power point was an added guided instruction.  Glad you asked why it WASN'T certain answers.  Loved that you divided up into teams for next activity.  This got them moving and they enjoyed it.  Gave them additional practice. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked the way you went back over the parts of the book that had been read by having them put the pieces of paper in the plastic bags in chronological order.  Good reading voice and have the students fill in the word or phrase when you stopped reading.  After reading that chapter, you asked them to make a "prediction" and "brainstorm" before going back to their seats.  Students struggled with the word "narrative".  you finally had to give them the definition.  Liked the way the students generated the story and you wrote it on the board for them to copy.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You entered the room with "smarties candies" taped to your pants and asked the students what they thought.  They immediately said "smarty pants".  You led the students to understand this means someone is smart and not the pants. Such a clever and engaging way to introduce the lesson! You shared examples of idioms and discussed what each meant. You asked students to share and explain idioms they knew. You modeled many idioms using visuals on slides which was very supportive of your students' understanding of the lesson goal. You scaffolded the lesson using a text passage having the students look for the examples of idioms. Students quickly found them and were able to share their meanings. You then shared and discussed the idioms anchor chart , having students share the literal and non-literal meanings of the examples. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You were guiding students through a review assignment when I arrived.  You were reviewing picture graphs, and interpreting data.  You had the students share their thoughts regarding how to solve the problems. You guided students to understanding how to create their own pictograph and giving help as needed.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Good review lesson.  The activity that you planned - Habitat Charades - was great.  The students did a good job working together in their groups to come up with the five description to act out.  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your students were in the middle of playing a review game of SCOOT.  You were instructing individually as you asked high level thinking questions, etc.  Awesome! This was a great idea to do the day after Halloween.  It allowed them to move around in the hall as they practiced their skill of adverbs.  Nice transition from Scoot to reading silently.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about terms presented in the standard or EQ to ensure clear understanding. Your words were great but by adding visuals, your instruction will be much stronger (Ex. Brainpop video - you did a great job reviewing the information presented but visuals would have really enhanced your instruction) SInce this was an introductory lesson for bar graphs, it would have beneficial for your students to See & Hear more examples of actual bar graphs. I would also suggest spending additional time of the actiual formation of a bar graphs!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video about World War 1. The teacher reviewed the main points of the video. THe teacher shared the meaning of a glogster with the students. *The teacher could let the students come to the powepoint and read different parts of the glogster. World War One Web Quest was shared with the students. The technology that went along with the lesson was very informative. The teacher instructed the students to use their chromebooks to research the information about the World War 1. The students were instructed to complete the MAIN worksheet that centered around the Causes of World War 1. *The teacher needed to give more explicit directions for the completion of the MAIN Causes of Word War 1 worksheet. *Too many questions about what to do once the students began the task. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good lesson.  After you showed the video, you asked the students questions about it.  When you have students read from your power point, make sure they are saying the words correctly.  You need to give correct pronunciation and then have the entire class repeat it.  I liked the activity of them filling out the map with the regions of Georgia.  The students really did a good job filling it out.  Human Compass activity was good but you needed to give all the directions at one time.  If need be, put directions on the board.  Students enjoyed the Bingo game and again knew the material.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Activated prior learning.  Had concrete examples of non-fiction books.  Incorporated technology in lesson.  Students worked in groups to locate assignes text features in books. Closed the lesson by having students explain the different text features and why they would use them. Keep working on higher order questions.  Differentiation needs to be detailed more in lesson plan.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened lesson with discussion on what students knew about the circus.  This was the theme for the lesson. Activated prior learning on main idea.  Read a book and students worked on an activity to find the main idea and supporting details.  Students were engaged and eager to answer questions.  Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Good wait time and encouragement for participation.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You were reaching a lesson on Extreme Weather.  They all had individual books, as they took turns reading aloud.  Good questionng as you went through the book.  They would eventually move into projects. All transitions were smooth. *Continue to work on giving postivie comments to your students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson to see how much knowledge the students had about the Social Studies subject matter. The teacher posted different vocabulary words on the powerpoint about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the different vocabulary words and sharing the information. Great idea about remembering latitude and longitude by having the students pronounce the word and recognize if their mouth goes up and down or side to side. The teacher shared a Brain Pop about the map. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the Brain Pop to ask questions about the information. The teacher had the students observe the map on their desks and share what they see. The teacher is asking higher order thinking questions about the map which makes them the students think. The teacher used a real globe to share with the students to ask questions. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the degress of the maps. The teacher had the students locate different states and tell the latitude and longitude. The teacher had the students choose partners for a game. The students separated the papers into stacks. *The teacher needed to have the students into partners before beginning the lesson. The students would select a card and find the place on the map.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher explained the different vocabulary of the lesson by using a powerpoint with the definitions. The teacher passed out oranges to each of the students at their desks. The teacher posed questions to the students to locate the North and South Poles on the orange. The students placed a N on the North pole, etc... The teacher asked great questions about the Poles, equator, ... The teacher does a good job of asking higher order thinking questions to make the students think about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher explained a game to the students. The students were back to back. The students explain where the marks are on their oranges. *The teacher needed to do one example for the game to prevent questions. The teache does a good job of monitoring the students as they work through the back to back game of questioning. Good lesson with a lot of creative ideas to present the information.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Even though this was a review lesson, you kept the students' attention.  Brain Pop video was good since it went over using a clock and t-chart to work out elapse time problems.  The story problems you put up on the promethean board were hard to read.  When you are using something like this, make sure you practice with the board to see if you can see it.  Glad you went through some of the problem together with the students but when you turned them loose to do one on their own, it was a different type of problem.  You probably should have done a problem like this together before having them do one on their own.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		You started the lesson with a short rap video. Some of the students did not understand what the video was about. Maybe next time give more explanation and why you wanted to use the clip besides I thought it was cute. You asked some recall questions a few understanding. Good job modeling the strategy and reviewing, but you may want to make the line graph bigger or use the smart board. Maybe even have students come up and plot the points. You converted the fractions, but some students did not follow the procedure. You guided the students to place plots on the graph by asking is the number between this number and that number? You titled and labeled the line plot graph. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Students talked in pairs about homework. You allowed for questions. You wrote letters on the board: and asked students what they represented. You allowed them to discuss this in their groups. You then went over the meanings of the letters with the entire group allowing students to volunteer their responses. You shared the metric conversion chart. You asked them "what they noticed".  This is great questioning!  It allows them to make connections without your input! You then led a discussion/explanation of K, M, and Cm and a video was shown to help students with understanding these measurements. You then shared a T-Chart changing meters to centimeters Students had word problems to solve. You then went over them as a class. You asked the students to measure their desk tops. You asked the students what they learned from completing this task. You then had the groups measure various distances such as the distance from their classroom to Mr. Childer's office. They were to report back with their information. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with a slide that had a chart on it....two sides....one for relative pronouns and the other side for relative adverbs. There was a word bank for students to refer to in order to fill in which words belonged under each heading. After this word sort, you went into detail regarding the meaning of relative pronouns and adverbs and how they are used. You used many strategies to meet the needs of your students. Always read /go over the directions for any assignment you give students.  You may even want to model how to do the first one for them. I think, on the monkey sheet, some students did not realize the directions have them the words from which to choose.  If students are allowed to use resources, such as anchor charts, remind the students.  I You had all materials ready for the students to complete the independent practice. Rather than calling 3 students to the board at one time, call only one.  This will keep the rest of the students on their toes because they will not know if you are going to call them to the board next. Remind students that reading over the sentences, after they have chosen their answers ,will help them decide if they have made the correct choices. Point out when refers to time as in "the first to arrive". 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used Popsicle sticks to call on students- good management technique. Related activities to the Georgia Milestones. Started lesson with Brain Pop and then moved to handout where students had to read, highlight the text evidence, and then fill out a graphic organizer. Great activity that will help some remember key information since they had to read, highlight and write it down in two different places. As students were working you monitored and asked questions… much better this lesson. You differentiated the lesson by having the text evidence marked for the lower level students and placed them with a higher level partner. After the partner reading activity, you reviewed the answers to ensure students had the correct answers before moving to Tree Map. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Guided practice takes place in the whole group with a passage projected on the promethean board. Selected students put the information in evidence-based paragraphs. This lesson was packed with various approaches to learning. Students have whole group practice, and then work in pairs. Each student had independent practice on an additional passage. To make sure students all read/heard the same thing, the teacher candidate read aloud the passage that would be used independently. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern is clear and succinct in her delivery of the review. She uses technology to enhance the lesson. Her ability to frame questions in a positive way helps students believe that they can answer correctly. Her students are collectively growing in their understanding of key concepts surrounding slavery and the Civil War.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Engaged students with the book you read.  Kept students listening by having them spot types of measurement. Asked higher order questions throughout the lesson. Did a mini review lesson when you noticed students struggling with the concept. Be careful with the size of letters and color of pen you use on the chart-students couldn't see it clearly. Your example of perimeter was incorrect that you drew on board. If students finish quickly, be sure to challenge them to do another drawing. Lesson continued after specials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with a short video clip which students discussed.  Direct instruction with student participation.  Students completed graphic organizer to use in homework assignment. Graphic organizer was differentiated by student need. Revisited video as a closure and had students discuss what they learned when watching it after the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Lesson built on the lesson from prtor day.  Provided notes for students to add to their notebooks.  Students had to read passage and answer the questions on what they knrew and what they inferred.  Students were all on task.  Lesson had some guided teaching and lots of student practice. Remember to ask open ended questions, discuss when we use inference and why.  When students finished activity-they took a quiz.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened by reading a book.  You read with lots of expression so students were engaged.  All materials for lesson were prepared and ready.  Anchor charts were available after students completed their work to check for accuracy. Incorporated higher order question-"What would happen if..." You had seeds for students to plant-not observed as lesson continued after lunch.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Set expectations for centers.  Students had a station for research, building a circuit and working with static electricity.  Students were engaged in the centers.  Good job of asking students "why" and having them try to explain their thinking. Closed lesson with a review of the centers and students explaining why things happened at the centers.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a powerpoint on the property of addition. The teacher shared a problem with the students 2+3=5. The teacher did a good job of sharing the powerpoint with the students. The teacher explained the commutative property to the students. The teacher had different popcorn buckets with the problems 1+2=3 and the popcorn had 2+1=3. The students had to explain why the popcorn and the bucket of popcorn match. The teacher did a great job of including the students in the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Discussing "how to do" in addition to "what to do" made the whole group part of the lesson effective and exemplary. Whether instinctive of purposeful, this contributed to making the student engagement exemplary. Participating in the conversation about how to attend to the details and work on the conclusion of their paper gave the class ownership of the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-using an article from a real news source was a good experience for students -appropriate/helpful to project article in addition to the printed copies in students' hands. -Class discussion of the article supports students' understanding -Uses poster list of signal words -models use of graphic organizer -Gives students time for independent work & circulates to check for understanding

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good Powerpoint to enhance the lesson. (may want to increase font size) The visuals were very beneficial. You did a good job relating the lesson to real-life experiences. Yea! You included the vocabulary (definitions) and clearly labeled the important components within the lesson PP. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		The lesson was a continuation of reading groups from the previous day.  Prior learning was reviewed and directions and expectations were given.  In your small group you were asking lots of higher order questions and doing a great job of relating the content to the real world.  As you were winding up, you closed your group by having the students reastate the branches of government and give details of what they do.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well organized lesson. Geometry is a difficult topic but you made it look easy. You always do a great job using technology to enhance your lessons

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Lesson on cause and effect.  Students liked the opening book and it was the basis for examples used in guided practice and centers.  Had an anchor chart for student reference.  Called on lots of students during guided teaching keeping them engaged. Students were well thought out and met diverse students needs. Incorporated, guided instruction, independent practice, technology, visual aids and manipulatives in one lesson and did it well.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Video on plants was beautiful and showed the parts of a plant that were the lesson focus and discussed what each part did for the plant.  Students were engaged.  Students then read about and discussed plants.  Loved that each student had a copy and you had it on the smart board. You asked several higher order thinking questions. Loved that you had the large real plant for the students to examine and that the root system was visible. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good opening to lesson. Looking at the prefix 'RE' was a great review and it reinforced your lesson. The Brainpop segment was appropriate & it was very beneficial for you to stop the video & discuss the information with the students! Post key vocabulary terms as a reference to the students. You can also use it as teaching tool. Remember: students need to see and hear the information several times in order for it to go into long term memory. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It is commendable for an intern to use hands-on materials. In this case, having  the students use body heat while holding chocolate kisses gave them  literally "hands-on" access to experience the science. The students' reactions ranged from excited to disgusted. But even the disgusted students were learning and engaged. Excellent!

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		“Writing an opinion piece, supporting a point of view with reasons” Read aloud, “Turkey Problem” all about the turkey and how he disguises himself to avoid being eaten. Some check points in the story were used as a time to pause and check for understanding and keeping students on task. The students were very attentive to their writing assignment as the teacher candidate finished the read aloud. It was very impressive that the students were so engaged and eager to write about how to disguise a turkey as it related to the story. She reminded students occasionally during their writing to give details that would support their opinions, as well as reasons for their opinion. One of the teacher candidate’s strengths is being calm and straightforward throughout the lessons she delivers. It seems that this is most often a result of being well prepared with a thorough lesson plan. The time she has put into the plans and in becoming familiar with her students shows, and optimizes their learning experience.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Drop in observation. Opened with standard.  Discussed that they were continuing with decimals but looking at them in the context of money.  Had students brainstorm ways to make a number with bills and coins.  Explained the correlation between the money and previous work with decimals.  Had manipulatives for students to use to solve problems.  Students engaged.  Lots of student participation.  Good job calling on all students.  Lesson contained guided practice and independent practice.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video on planets to engage the students.  Had students write facts on a "Graffiti Wall".  Students then were given directions for completing a travel brochure about assigned planet.  Students worked independently using ipads to research and create brochure. Lesson had very little direct or guided teaching.  Most of the lesson was student work time. Lesson closing was a Kahoot quiz on the computer.  This can not really be used as an assessment because students used made up names and some were clowning and marking the wrong answers.  While it may have given you a feel for class understandings it was weak. Remember to relate lesson to real world experiences. Remember to incorporate higher order questions. Remediation and accomodations were written in lesson plan but not implemented in lesson.  All students did the eact same thing.

		Responses (n): 		223

		Response Rate: 		65.98%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		3		3		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		3		3		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		3		3		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing the students understanding ss they were writing on their G.O.s. You led your students, with excellent questioning, how to best describe each step in making the PB&J sandwich.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal assessment takes place as students are aksed questions regarding the components of re-telling a story.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good job choosing a multi-tiered project for formal/summative assessment

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students have had discussion that included informal, formative assessment. The intern has considered the needs of all students and grouped them with various roles to accomodate their needs.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The chart with the manipulative cards goes along with the classroom discussion as informal formative and summative assessment and is ongoing throughout the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		I did not see diagnostic testing, however it had to have been done as students were grouped according to ability for G.R. and some of the centers they were participating in.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You conferenced with individual students in order to assess their knowledge of writing facts on a particular topic. Questioning students is definitely a strength of yours! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was little questioning that got results from students. In the opening, she finally got enough of an answer out of two or three students to fill in the gaps and give them a handout to complete. The handout had examples of making inferences, but they were not reveiwed with the group, and there was no time when the intern went around the room to check on everyone's progress. Some students brought papers to her with questions. She spent the other time sharpening pencils and discussing with students whether they should be out of their seats or not.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		A great deal of information was gathered from the teacher-intern questioning throughout. - helpful with formative assessment.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate checked for understanding throughout the lesson as a part of student assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Awareness of the ongoing need for assessment is a strength for Ms. Burton.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There were several math problems completed as guided practice, and additional problems completed as independent practice.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		If you are using the record sheet from the game as an assessment, then don't allow students to correct it before you look at it.  If you want them to make corrections-have them do it in a different color so you can see their errors.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your questioning ability has improved with each lesson. You do a great job asking question that encourage higher level processing! (HOTS) 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson but I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the basics of the lesson before moving on! Some of your students were verbalizing that they did not understand.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Very little questioning during instruction. This was perfect lesson for you to ask higher level thinking questions. You circulated through the room to assess understanding as they were making circuits.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good use of questioning throughout the lesson! Your students remained actively engaged throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good questioning techniques were used througout the lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		More questioning during instruction is necessary to assess understanding.  Again, a lot of information for this age group to absorb and understand. Sort activity was a little difficult for the higher group.  I would suggest teaching one level of government a day or doing one of the word sorts together on one day and the other one independently on another day. The idea of the sort activity was a very good one, however more support for learning was needed. You used reading levels to determine which "sort" organizer the students would be given.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job using quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Students were given extra help by your CT and parapros in the room, due to their ability levels. For your assessment you had words posted across the front of the room on the P. B. and the regular dry erase board. The students were allowed to choose a word and write a synonym on a sticky note. They then placed their sticky note under the corresponding antonym they had chosen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Informal assesment was questioning and discussion.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		TC questioned students throughout the entire lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		If you are using a rubric to grade the project-give students a copy of it as they start the project.  They need to know the criteria for assessment.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There was a parapro working with the struggling readers/learners.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC conducted good questioning throughout lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostic testing not applicable for this lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Your questions on the game board were higher order thinking questions!  The students really had to know the content in order to answer the questions correctly!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Various levels of questioning were used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC conducted quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the instructional part of the lesson. It might help if you slow down & allow more time for students to respond before moving on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Good questing throughout the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		questioning, informal quiz, experiment

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a ticket out the door journal questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had each group come to the front of the classroom to see if the moon lander worked. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment at the end of the lesson to make sure the students understood the subject matter. 

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		what was your assessment?  The flip books were just an activity since they copied from the board.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Not sure if the recording sheet could be used as an assesment since the answers were brought out in groups.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		There was no need for diagnostic testing for this lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson's questions during the introduction gave the opportunity for success to students at various skill levels. It also gave her formative assessment data that could be used to plan instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The formative assessment was a good one.  Emphasis things that must be in the letter.  (Refer back to Standard and I Cans for this).  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Skillful questioning helps her understand  how students are progressing toward meeting standards.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		-appropriate wait time for questions/rephrasing provide student support

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Assessment was not completed individually as planned.  You and peers assisted lots of students so it really does not tell you what they know.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		The students each made a "Gallon Man" which demonstrated their knowledge of the learning goals of the day.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the students complete a word sort, gluing the words you gave them under the correct heading of HELPING VERB, LINKING VERB, or BOTH. Diagnostic testing was not applicable.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You asked HOT questions throughout as well as questioning to assess the students' understanding of the learning goals. You guided students through taking notes on their interactive notebook inserts. Reading levels were used to determine which students would be sitting with Mrs. Thigpen for extra support.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The expressions and excitement of the students as they raised their hands to answer questions in the beginning of the lesson were priceless. About 95% of the students were so enthusiastic that they brought the others along. The teacher intern has a strength in the area of questioning, and there is also an opportunity to continue to grow and be an "expert" at asking the perfect questions to help students reach conclusions.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern does a good job of the verbal and visual informal assessment to determine where students are in their learning.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Diagnostic testing not apllicable to this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The students coming to you during guided reading indicates leveling has been done.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job questioning throughout the lesson to check for understanding. You picked up on a couple of issues by doing this consistently and calling on a variety of students.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Quick assessment, how many can use a ruler?

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As students were working, you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding. The task card activity was engaging and so effective! Diagnostice testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had the students choose  an idiom, draw pictures and explain the literal and non-literal meaning on a graphic organizer you had provided. You had students work with you in small group according to ability. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job questionng throughout the lesson to ensure understanding of information presented.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The front side was students’ following along as you modeled the strategy. The back side was questions for the students to apply the information to the questions and answer the questions. Many students were lost. Maybe do each question individually and maybe even have students explain how they arrived at that answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Ask students to explain their choices. This gives them a deepter depth of knowledge when they are able to explain their choices. You gave the students a quiz at the end of the lesson. Would there have been time for one more short review using your anchor chart before they took the quiz?

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent higher order thinking questioning throughout the lesson!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Liked how you used two organizers to review answers. The students enjoyed creating the tree maps.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good job with questioning  - particularly on knowing what level of question to ask 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		An Exemplary rating was earned for summative assessment because of the effective way in which Ms. Witcher provided tools for success for the papers. These guidelines let students know what was expected and were explained and discussed thoroughly. The presentation of the parameters/guidelines was the key to improving upon simply assigning students to write a paper.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Great questions... aided in formative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate is adept at gathering informal assessment data by checking on students throughout the classroom as they do their independent work.

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		22.49%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		3		3		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		3		3		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		3		3		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		3		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		3		3		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		3		3		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		3		3		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Stations are going to be rowdy and loud. Expect this. As long as they are being productive and staying on task, it's all good.  State your rules, directions, and what you expect them to accomplish in their stations before you begin. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This is a difficult room to keep their attention.  You have put some good procedures in place. Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms. Cleveland" and "Haven't grew out yet' are incorrect.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Nice "teacher" voice. You held their interest as you talked. They seemed to be engaged during the lesson. **Be ready for your class as they are walking in the door. This sets your standard on what you expect. Be prepared with your materials so you can bring them in and welcome them. Also you can tell them what you need them to do as they come in. This also goes for lining your students up to leave. You are in charge, so they are waiting on you.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were very well-behaved in the small Math group. The students constantly answered the questions posed by the teacher. GROW-The lesson was too long in the beginning with the discussion. GROW-The teacher needed hands-on materials to cover the area and perimeter. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		When your class began getting their paper ready for activity, they were waiting for you to set the directions and expectations. Stop them all and explain. Don't threaten to tell Mrs. Young. Remember you are in control. You set the limits. You were letting them be in control of you. This is hard but be stern and stay on top of it.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You made a couple of slips with grammar..."me and Mr. Stephens" and "me and Mrs. Savidge".  The students were very talkative and disrespectful to you and other students.  You did a great job of trying to keep them focused.  If putting their names on the board would have helped...you needed to try it.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		When the sorting was completed you told the students, "I need you to put all the shapes back in the bucket." These directions were very clear. You may want to add, "without talking." Be sure to set expectations for group work.  Allowing the students to get loud during work sends the message that the assignment is not important and is not to be taken seriously. I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over the students' voices.  Try lowering your voice instead. They will need to be quiet in order to hear you.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You were quick to correct anyone off task. You used techniques like, "If you agree, thumbs up."  Great management, as this does not require the students to shout out answers.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are going to have to be more assertive as the teacher.  You are not their friend when you are the teacher.  Also, learning can't  always fun.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  This is hard!  Keep a timer going on your phone or on board to keep everyone on track. Make sure everyone is listening when you are giving directions.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were very attentive during the Jeopardy review game. The teacher has a great way with the students.  The teacher is very caring and the students know it. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You always do a good job of managing your students.  Transitions were good.  Even managing lunch choices 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You monitored your students ensuring they were all on task.  You challenged them to do their best throughout the lesson.  Quickly brought students back to acceptable talk level when they started to get too loud during transition.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*Make sure that you are aware of student behavior during the lesson. Redirect inappropriate behavior immediately! (ex. the student yelling out, the student sliding across the floor on the turned over chair, *Make sure that the students are following the rules or procedure for the activity. Review this before the activity begins. The students were a bit confused, I think it would have helped to have the "flipping the coin' rules listed on the board. * You tone of voice was appropriate & you were professionally dressed (as always).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Always so professional in manner and appearance.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		- No behavior problems are evident; students are clear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with students! 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		management tip: 1. Don't ever say to your students "Your teacher is listening and you need to be quiet." or "Mrs. G. can hear you. She's standing in the hall."  You are their teacher at this moment.  They need to respect you.  Don't threaten them with what their teacher will do when she gets back in the room if they aren't quiet. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		It is highly likely that one of the main reasons for cooperative, on task student behavior is the well planned lesson that is presented. As in a previous lesson, "not observed" was marked for correcting off task behavior because there was no off task behavior observed. You did a good job encouraging students, and also placing trust in them to complete a project based learning experience. They seemed to respond well to this opportunity.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Off task behavior was not observed, the redirection of off task behavior is "not observed". This is a good thing! An "exemplary" rating was earned for challenging students to do their best during activitiy and throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate consistently supports and encourages students to work cooperatively in their groups to solve problems. Students are on task and excited about learning .

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Nice "teacher" voice! Good expression as you delivered. Great management of your class. You redirected immediately as you needed to. So glad you stopped two boys talking as someone else was giving an answer.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students are very attentive during the lesson.  The students were very aware of what the lesson revolved around and gave great answers for the teacher's questions. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. Good lesson! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Make sure to scan room frequently even while working with a group.  You want to be sure all students are engaged.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job guiding the discussion and not letting it get out of hand. You encouraged the students to participate but at the same time you managed the situation well since ALL students wanted to contribute! I think it would help to have a quiet signal for this group. They, for the most part, stayed on task during the experiment but there was times when they needed a little guidance!

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room frequently-one student with hand raised for quite a while.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		One of your consistent strengths is that you are calm and straightforward during the delivery of your lessons. You show excitement over learning, but are not rattled nor distracted from the task at hand. Students tend to follow your lead on that.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Excellent behavior management techniques.  You are quick to notice anyone off task and redirect them. Your "teacher voice" is exciting, annimated, and supportive. You have a lovely command of the classroom. The students respond to you beautifully!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques!  All students on task and engaged in their learning.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students are very involved in the lesson. The students respond very well to the teacher throughout the small group Reading lesson. The teacher is extremely familiar with the subject matter for the lesson. The teacher is an excellent student teacher. Her professionalism and willing to work are above average in every way. The teacher is an awesome teacher! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – the customary consequences in this classroom (adding student name to a list on the board & recess laps) were mentioned individually as appropriate. An improvement - There was less use of “shhh” to remind students to listen. A suggestion might be to use words instead of the “shhh” sound. Perhaps say something like one of these: “Use your ears to listen, no mouth needed.” Or “ It’s quiet time – use your ears not your mouth.” You might even choose a phrase that requires the students to respond in unison. Some teachers use “Eyeballs: Locked”. The teacher says the word “eyeballs” and students respond by being quiet and looking at the teacher and saying the word “locked” in unison. You might even come up with a phrase that is original and unique to your classroom. Even though these notes above are for suggestions to improve, it should be noted that your classroom management in this lesson far exceeded the previous lesson. You are capable of maintaining good behavior. The key is often to make sure the lesson is engaging and that students have a clear understanding of what they should be doing.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was a lot of teacher talk about the class not being quiet and a significant amount of time spent pausing that I could sometimes assume was wait time for a few talkative students to stop. The intern could use tone to demonstrate concern and/or seriousness regarding student behavior. She talked a great deal about the talking and off task behavior, but it did not appear to be said with great concern or feeling. The students responded minimally, as it seems repetitive and monotonous. This cannot be pinned on the student behavior individually or as a group. Today it was clear that the lack of focus by the intern opens the window to students finding time to be off task. It perpetuates when there are long periods of either wait time or discussion about the behavior.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The plans for this lesson were thorough and gave the teacher candidate the opportunity to focus on her students. She encouraged them as they carried out their work and moved from station to station.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your professionalism throughout your field experience has been exemplary. Being a cooperative team player will serve you well. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Some management tips.... *As your students are entering the classroom,  tell then what you need them to do. For example, "Come in and find a seat quietly".  Don't wait until they have become rowdy.  Give them their boundaries. *Work on bringing your voice out louder. It's hard to hear you in the back. *Don't stand at board too much.  Move around whioe you teach.  Students in back of room were not focused at times. You were teaching to the front of the class. *Monitor your students while they are working.  This ensures that your students are being productive. *Always have plenty to do for those who finish early.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Management was good! Thumbs up/ thumbs down was a good incentive to see who understood. Nice "teacher" voice. Good expression used in your delivery. *Roam through the classroom as you teach. Don't stand in one place. This enables you to be sure that everyone is on task and engaged. It got very loud and rowdy toward the end. It was because they were finished and needed more to do.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You always seem so confident in your teaching. You really seem to know the material well that you are teaching. You have great management techniques.  They work well for you.  Your teacher was absent, but your students respected you as their teacher.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		A well planned and executed lesson helped the students remain focused and on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is able to keep the class under control not only during instruction  during transitions and less structured times.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		All students were on task throughout the lesson. Even though it is a cloudy Monday morning, your lesson excited the students! They were very involved with the lesson!

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great job involving the entire class into the lesson! The students actively participated the entire time! TC was dressed appropriately (as always)! Your encouraging tone of voice & disposition led the way for encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Set expectations for behavior beforehand. Don't allow students to talk while you are giving instructions. Be sure to circulate through all groups. Some groups had 2 completing projects while the other 2 were playing. When modeling, possibly turn on lights. It was hard for students to see. Perhaps assign groups to ensure compatible students are together. Saying, "I want you to get into groups" got out of hand. Nice teacher voice when you were going through slides. At times you got louder to be heard by students. Do you need a microphone?

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students remained on task throughout the lesson. You used good voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		You did an excellent job involving all of the students in the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always)! Your voice tone has improved throughout the semester. You voice was encouraging to your students yet authoritative!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You were quick to redirect a student, in your small group, when he got off task. Your voice was monotone and did not exhibit enthusiasm for what you were teaching.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC used appropriate voice level & tone throughout the lesson. TC was dressed in appropriate attire. TC was encouraging to student even when they did not choose the correct answer.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding of the "sort" activity.  Your proximity to the students also helps keep the students behavior in check! You have an enthusiastic, engaging voice. I can tell you are excited to teach your lessons!

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job monitoring your class as they worked. Everyone seemed to be on task.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job managing the entire classroom even with the additional students that were added from the class next door. Great voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always). Excellent job encouraging the students during the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Be careful saying "You guys" and "guys" all the time.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent classroom management!  The "ticket" is such a positive technique.  They really want those tickets!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You use excellent behavior management techniques! Your teacher voice is engaging, annimated, and enthusiastic. You make your students WANT to engage with you and learn!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Your class was well managed.  They were quiet, attentive and engaged.  They love and respect you as their teacher.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I love the fact that you take control as soon as they walk in the room. Telling them "good morning" is awesome! Don't be afraid to redirect students who may not be participating in the interactive game as they should. Anytime we play a "game" it will get noisy.  That is OK!  As long as they are being productive and following rules, it's all GOOD.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your management is so good. You have different techniques that work for you nicely.  You redirected behavior as needed.  Awesome!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		*I was concerned that a student laid the back of her head on the desk and propped her feet on the seat but you did ot address it even though you were in close proximity. Next she sat backwards in the chair & titled the chair backwards. Both were safety issues that should have been addressed. The same students moved to a front desk directly in front of you & leaned/rocked her chair the majority of the time. It would have been easy for you to put your hand on her chair but you did not acknowledge her at all. Why not? Remember - student safety is always first & foremost!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a great job redirecting the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job of keeping the attention of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats throughout the lesson. The lesson was very organized. The teacher included several different ways of teaching to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		When praising an individual child please be more specific than saying..."Good job".

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You use an encouraging tone when you speak to the students but you need to increase your voice level in order to sure all students. You were professionally dressed (as always)! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The class was engaged in the activity and there was no off-task behavior.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had high expectations for your students' behavior and they rose to the challenge! Your teacher voice was louder and you are really learning to "take command" of the classroom!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Be careful say "OK?" sooooo much.  "Guys, when I am talking, you are not.  OK?"

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You still need to be a little firmer with your students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It is hard to monitor the class when sitting down at desk.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.   The teacher was very aware of off task behavior and immediately dealt with all situations. The teacher did a great job with her delivery.  The lesson was very organized and planned out. GROW-The teacher needs to be very careful with the spelling of words on all of her power points and lesson plans. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive throughout the lesson. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC was dressed in professional attire. TC used a good/consistent voice throughout the lesson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Terrific  and engaging voice!  You actually sounded like a game show host. The students were all engaged and having a great time with their learning!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job monitoring the entire classroom as a means to ensure that all students were involved. You voice level was appropriate & very encouraging. The activity you chose was appropriate and challenging for the students

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has an awesome voice quality that is so entertaining. The teacher is and will be a great teacher! The teacher had a lot of involvement from the students to make the lesson fun and educational! The students were very well-behaved and very attentive throughout the entire lesson. Great lesson! 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC did a good job monitoring the classroom by walking around to each table. TC was profesionally dressed. TC used a strong authoratative voice throughout the lesson. The students easily understood as she was instructing. The voice level of the students was appropriate throughout the lesson.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved and attentive throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job moving the students from desks to floor and back to desks. Good lesson!

		Green		Megan		917463432		TC did a good job monitoring the various groups during the activity. TC used appropriate voice level and tone with students. Make sure voice levels are appropriate for the activity. Some students were being loud due to playing. Instructions would have been helpful for 1) the Activity, 2) Group Work!!!! Students know what is expected of them. Great idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the PB! 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Don't stay seated at the computer while you teach. This is not attending to the entire class. Move to the board and around the room as you question. I realize you have to flip the screen to the next slide, but you can move back to the computer to do that.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		TC did a good job monitoring the classrom and correcting inappropriate behavior. TC used a authorative voice that also had a caring tone. TC was profesionally dressed.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very organized.  The teacher did a good job redirecting off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job or praising the students when they worked hard at finding the correct time. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."so HIM and another guy"...should be..."so HE and another guy"...

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-attended to all students, gives encouragement & facilitates student engagement, effective transition time, demonstrated skill at differentiating instruction.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have near perfect, tone, and speaking habits for teaching 5th grade! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Always so warm and positive with the students.  You monitored the room as students worked.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Be careful of saying "OK?" so much...especially after you give a direction.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Behavior management was good. You have some techniques that work for you such as the randomizer app and the counting back from 5. The balloons were a creative idea. Depending on the class, you may need to leave these in the back of room until ready. They could be distracting for some kids. Move around the room even as you doing the guided instruction with volunteers at the board. This ensures that your workers in the back are engaged like you hope they are.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed to monitor the noise during the Brain pop Video. *The teacher needed to walk around the classroom during the Brain Pop Video to monitor the students more closely. The students were very well-behaved once they began completing the worksheet.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Great behavior management skills!  All students were engaged and on task.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Look for students off task to call on during instruction.  This sends the message all must stay engaged in the lesson and are responsible for their learning.  Be sure to call on students who do not have their hands up as well as the ones who do. You have a good teacher voice.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher monitored the students during their Science experiments.  The teacher continued to ask questions about what the students were observing during their bar graph exploration. The students were very involved throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You are so enthusiastic and use great expression. You are very confident as you are teaching. It was obvious that you knew your material well. That is so important! Great voice level! Good management techniques. "Thumbs up if you are ready." and "If you can hear my voice clap once." You students responded to you so well. They definitely respect you as their teacher. There no never any redirects needed! Wonderful!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your management of your class was good. You brought them in from restroom and had them settled quickly. Good job!

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Be careful of your grammar...you said "Me and Mrs Bailey" twice.  Should be "Mrs Bailey and I".

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was constantly monitoring the students as they worked throughout the lesson. The students were very involved in the lesson.  The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The lesson was very organized and hands-on. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! Great Stem lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked by answering all of their questions as they began their creation of the animals. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter for the lesson very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher had a very organized lesson that included several different types of learning to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher is very natural in her teaching.  The students respect her and are always on task. The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very attentive to the Main Idea subject matter in the lesson.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strong teacher presence... Good use of voice levels. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The lesson was very sequential in the development of the subject matter. *The students needed to be redirected several times during the lesson. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the beginning of the lesson during her delivery. The lesson overall was a good instructional lesson just needed a little fine tuning. The teacher's station was the teacher led station. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You did a nice job of managing your class while you taught small groups. You were asking some challenging questions about drugs. They seemed to be attentive and interested in what they were learning.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The class was very chatty today.  You did everything you could to keep them in tact.  You handled each situation very well.  Even stopping to give a pep talk seemed to help....but they were just chatty! This happens some days. Real world! (and maybe full moon!) Management tip: Have quiet volunteers to pass out papers so you can begin giving directions about the video and the quiz. (Once again- you figured this out! You read my mind and did it!)

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		* Don't chew gum during your lesson. If you watched yourself on video, you would see what I mean. * When you transitioned into the drawing activity, your class fell out of sync. Pass out the marker first and tell them not to touch it. Then give all directions. I would not make this be a silent activity. They enjoyed it. After a period of time, have them write 2 facts in the speech bubble.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Try to interact with the students while monitoring the room.  Stop and ask questions, encourage, etc.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Your class was well managed.  They listened and were all engaged.  This is very bright class so challenge them!  *Don't teach from the board.  I know you were moving your power point, but move around as you are talking about the questions.  Don't instruct from your desk.  *Be conscious of your grammar. Also be mindful of what goes on the board (spelling, etc.) On the board you had written "Began reading on page 448." It should say "Begin" Pay attention to these things. They are important.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		God job attending to the class as you went over the conventions of speech. The game was confusing. It was hard for me to follow, much less your kids. Did you notice that when you started that  your class got very rowdy at times?  Try to do more instruction. Does your class have to be divided up at all into groups?  Try whole group instruction and then divide into groups of 2 or 3 at their seats.  This keeps your piece of mind and their rowdiness under control.  

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Your class was engaged in this lesson and seemed to be enjoying learning. Expect it to be louder than usual. As long as they are being productive, it's good. *Be involved with your groups more. Find out what they are talking about, thinking about, etc. Don't just walk around.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were teaching a lesson on dividing fractions.  You didn't miss a beat when I walked in. Your class was well behaved and listening to you.  Don't get caught standing by the board too much.  Did you notice how Miss Strickland began noticing and bringing out points to help them?  Move around the room and make sure all are engaged.  Give them hints.  You are co teaching.  It's ok.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The students are very well-behaved.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Have students put away privacy boards when going over the quiz.  This will allow you to see what all students are doing.   A couple were not paying attention behind their boards.  One student was logged out of the quiz and therefore did not benefit from going over the answers. You asked students to explain the ABC tool they used in answering the questions.  It is important to call on students even if their hands are not raised. This keeps all students accountable for their learning.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You have high expectations for your students' behavior and are consistent with them.  You are careful to be aware of who you have and have not called on during the lesson, thus holding all students accountable for their learning. You have an excellent "teacher voice".  It conveys to the students that you are in "command" of the classroom.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."DO everyone agree"...should be..."DOES everyone agree"...

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th observation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Today was Halloween and you did a good job of managing your class on this "out of sorts" day. I noticed a big improvement on how you moved quicker when you were in midst of activity. Keep it moving so there isn't dead time for "cut up."

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Remember to walk around the room as you teach from Power point. This shows presence. You are monitoring your class to be sure they are listening and pay attention.  You stood in the same place almost entire time of teaching.  Management was much better today. You used different strategies to get everyone quiet. You chose different people to read from Power point which helped keep their attention.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Always tell students what they are to do when they are finished with a portion of the lesson. Be sure to use an attention getter when students are talking and you need them to listen. Some students continued talking as you were explaining/teaching.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You redirected several students as was needed. Explain/act out how students can be a good audience for each other. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher had the students begin the lesson immedately. The teacher is very positive in her teaching. The students respond well to her lesson. The students are very well-behaved. The students raise their hands to answer the different questions posed by the teacher. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. Good lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Even though this was a good lesson, I think it was a little overwhelming for the students. The video was a little long for this age group.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		High student participation in the lesson and practice indicates that students know why and what they are learning. The teacher candidate has two class leaders. She asks them to walk the field placement visitors from one table to the other. Your positivity encourages students to take responsibiilty for their learning,

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Your classroom management skills continue to shine just as they did when Ms. Sonnier was out on leave. I admire your willingness to work with classroom animals. I also appreciate giving students a writing assignment in science. Writing about science helps students make sense of information. 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		During the acting out of the story, you brought your class back into control in a quick way. Good job! You do a great job of monitoring your class during independent work.  Management tips: *Be careful not to teach to one group. When throwing the ball stand to the side so everyone can see. *When someone gives an answer, be sure everyone hears the question and answer. * As far as the Power Point, You may want to read these instead of having students read for this reason.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite is able to help students who are struggling and those who are excelling. She moves seamlessly supporting students who need an extra challenge or extra help.

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Slow down as you begin.  Get everyone in their seats first so they are ready to listen.  Do not start giving instructions until everyone is quiet.  The young student is the one who said to everyone "Be QUIET!"  This should have been you redirecting. Don't allow individual students to distract you when you are giving directions.  You stopped two times to listen to them whispering something to you.  Your students never really knew what to do. Work on your management plans and strategies. You are in control. You are the teacher.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Very attentive to the needs of your students. Always dressed in professional attire.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Your class was well behaved and respect you as their teacher. suggestions about management... Be careful not to squelch your students when they answer. I understand you want them to raise their hands, but they get excited and forget. When you ask a question like "Is it hard or easy to go on this bridge?" Allow them all to answer. Then call on someone to tell why. Try not to say "nope" when someone gives you wrong answer. Instead, try to say "good try. Glad you are thinking". Nobody wants to answer a question if they feel it may be wrong. Keep your lesson moving quickly. Don't allow for distractions when someone says something. Just keep moving.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today you saw the "real world". Some days as a teacher, we are worn out from constantly telling them they are too loud or to get quiet or to settle down. Today was that day for you. It is NORMAL! Here are a few suggestions that helped me before... 1. Have eveyone's full attention before you talk. This is hard because it may take longer. Tell them they are wasting your time, so you will waste their time at reces.. 2. State your expectations and directions to a quiet class. Don't allow them to start transitioning into their groups until directions, questions are clear and answered. 3. Use consequences. Use your discipline system and stick to it. That's why we have it. Come up with your own for the lesson if you need to. (ex. write AWESOME on board and take away letters as they lose them if needed) 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Class management was phenomenal. You could not have handled this class any better. You redirected quickly and sternly. This is a very trying class. I couldn't have done it any better and I am a verteran. You handled the interruptions well. Ex. The boy coming in needing a homework packet. You had to find it. It's just part of a teaching day. You saw some real world today. Proud of you!! The timer on the board was awesome for class management. * Be careful about throwing out a blanket statement. *Don't become consumed with the little things.  Ex. When the Twizzlers are given out, they are going to talk a little.  It's common.  Just keep your part going and they will come back to you.  Don't redirect for every little thing.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I saw more enthusiasm today!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and engaging for your students. Well done!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You reminded students when it was not appropriate to talk. You redirected students who were off task. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding as well as keeping them on task. You told the students they had a min. to finish....good time management.  You might want to let them know a little farther out, time wise, in case someone has been off task ...they can then refocus and get the work done by the allotted time. Always tell the students what they are to do when finished with an assignment. Work on putting more enthusiasm and annimation into your voice.  This will make your students want to engage with you and listen. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You managed your class well.  They were trying you at times, but you kept them at bay by redirecting the behavior. You monitored and assisted your class as they worked. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		White boards-pairs drawing and coloring and not listening.  Some students erasing and rewriting over and over-not really addressed.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needs to show more enthusiasm for her lesson. The teacher has a lesson that involves several different types of learning to learn the subject matter. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students were on task and engaged throughout the lesson.  You circulated around the class during the entire lesson which allowed you to assess student understanding as well keep them on task. You have a very nice "command" of the classroom. Your "teacher voice" is enthusiastic and engaging!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You have outstanding behavior management skills!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		I see that you generally have students focused on learning. As I have said to you in person, the key to this is often having a well planned lesson that begins with making sure students know the focus of learning. Keep working on this next semester. As students move through the school year, you'll potentially notice behavior differences or a change in class dynamics as see some students mature. It has been a pleasure serving as your University supervisor this semester. I look forward to seeing more growth next semester as you continue your field experience.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There are no classroom management issues for this teacher intern. There seem to be two major reasons for this: 1. She consistently uses the appropriate tone and voice levels that express her enthusiasm for the lessons. As a result, students are drawn in to listen and learn. (This earned an exemplary rating above.) 2. In my opinion, the best classroom management is a thoughtfully, well-organized lesson plan. That is always the case for Ms. Smith. Her plans are exemplary, and the students know what they are doing and why. Their purpose for learning is clearly outlined, and it sets them up for success both academically and in their individual behavior.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Effective classroom management results in part from a well-planned lesson that keeps students engaged. The teacher candidate appropriately and briefly uses humor to get students attention and keep them on task. The professional demeanor of the teacher candidate  set the tone for the students.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern maintains a calm conversational voice  level for instruction. This helps to keep students calm at times when they might be excitable. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Continue to work on behavior management.   You have implemented a new behavior management plan which appears to be helping.  Be certain when you have students in a group on the rug, all students are with you and engaged. After playing the Kidz Bop video, it would have been a good idea to have all students sit down, calm down . This would have been the perfect time to remind students of expectations as they transitioned to centers and began their work.  This age group, especially, needs constant reminders of your expectations. Then you can hold them accountable.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		During the instruction portion of your lesson you had students shouting out answers even when they were not called upon to answer. Be sure to correct them.  You want to be able to call on any and all students in order to assess the understanding of those who might not raise their hands or blurt out. This ensures that all students know they are responsible for their learning. You circulated through the classroom as the students were working. You were assessing their understanding and giving help, as needed. You use an excellent time management technique when you told the students they had two more minutes to work. This teaches the students to stay on task in order to comeplete their assignment in a timely manner! You have an engaging teacher voice! 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Hand signal count down really seemed to work.  So much better than using your voice to get their attention.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."What DO a great white shark eat?"  Should be "What DOES a great white shark eat?"  Be careful also saying "Guys" sooooo much.  Be more specific with your praise...don't just say "Good job".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of various activites on the PB. Good job with teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. Great voice levels - all could hear clearly. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The students were very on task during the entire lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students while they were working at their stations. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher was very involved throughout the lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Good classroom control

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		All students were engaged in the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to get all students' attention when speaking/giving directions. You were quick to notice off task behaviors of several students. You have a entertaining, enthusiastic, engaging, "I am in command", teacher voice!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students were a little off task in the centers at times.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Thank you, thank you for starting out asking for funny Thanksgiving stories from your students.  Awesome!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		All students were engaged and participating in the lesson.  You use excellent behavior management techniques. You have a fantastic "teacher voice".  It is engaging, annimated, and exciting.  You make the students WANT to listen to what you are teaching them. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected students as needed.  Be sure to set expectations for when students are finished with a task. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through...  Great job! Your students were well behaved and attentive.  They love and respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good discipline techniques used throughout the lesson(ex. Close monitoring of class, use of attention grabb ers such as class - class. Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved and on task. The teacher monitored the students while they worked at their seats. 

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Your class was well managed.  They were attentive and engaged.  It is obvious that they respect you as their teacher.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Better attending of the classroom as a whole. Voice level much better. Always professionally dressed.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the attention of the students when they were off task. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their game at their seats.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students are very well-behaved. The students are very on task during the lesson. The teacher does a great job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats copying the vocabulary and definitions of the powerpoint. The teacher knows the subject matter of the lesson very well. The students were very attentive to the lesson. Great creative way to teach the different concepts of North and South poles, East and West Hemisphere, prime meridian, equator, ...

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		After the students began their independent work, some were off task and not engaged, There were students who had their hand up for help and it took you awhile to get to them. You walked around and helped a few, but you were not aware of students who were off task. If you had several students with the same problem or misunderstanding, it would have been a great time to go back to the board and work some of the questions together as a class. I heard several students say to the CT that they did not know what to do or what to do next. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked one of the students if they had a serious answer. This helped the student rethink what he was about to say, as he changed his mind. You circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding.  This is the hard part....as you are helping keep an eye out for off task behaviors. There were a few off task. Be sure to tell students what to do when they have finished, because there is no way they are all going to finish at the same time. Continue working on speaking louder and with more command and enthusiasm.  Remember, enthusiasm is contagious!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You quickly redirected any students who were off task. You still need to get an attention getter.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Next lesson write down some higher level questions on note card to ask. You still are asking recall. When partners were working on tree maps, some groups were off task. Be sure to watch all parts of the class. The admoinisrtations will be aware of this. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Remember to challenge the students to do their best.

		West		Sydney		917437847		I have never seen significant behavior issues in the times I have visited Ms. West. She is attentive and focused, and sets an example for how students should also be focused.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good rapport with students is evident in the discourse/conversation that centers on the four main text structures that will be the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You monitored students as they worked, checked their answers.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Make ure you have all students attention before talking.  I felt like you were talking over students who were having their own conversations.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very involved in the lesson from start to end. The teacher has a great variety of ways to learn the commutative property of addition. The teacher constantly gives positive feedback for the students when they answer the problems correctly. The lesson plan was very thought out and sequential. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students throughout the entire lesson. Great job again!
Excellent student teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-nice job offering appropriate praise when warranted

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Teaching fifth graders near the end of the week and near the end of the day can be a challenge, but  the ability of the student teacher to engage students in learning activities make this classroom feel like a Monday morning when students are ready to learn. In this lesson, the command of the classroom during whole group instruction and the intuitive conversation with individual students as they needed guidance during independent work were elements that made these aspects of the lesson exemplary.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Your voice level was appropriate and you were very encouraging to your students. Good job seeking out the students that were not readily wanting to answer your verbal questions. Student behavior was appropriate due to your consistency with reminders! You were professionally dressed (as usual)!

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Monitored the class while you were in small group.  You made sure everyone was working and following behavior expectations.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well managed classroom. Good voice quality throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job calling on a variety of students throughout the lesson. All students were actively engaged in the lesson. Excellent job redirecting the class when the noise level was too loud. Yea - you refused to go on until they were quiet! The students quickly realized this & stopped talking! TC was appropriately dressed.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Classroom management – The teacher candidate used the phrase “everybody freeze” which let the students know to stop what they were doing and listen for a moment. Excellent! She compliments students when warranted for a good academic choice or for staying on task and following directions. Positive reinforcement seems to encourage engagement and cooperation. A mild, appropriate dose of humor keeps the mood in the classroom upbeat and positive.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The courage of an intern to conduct hands on  is exemplary in itself. Maintaining control of the classroom is extraordinary!

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		I have enjoyed all your lessons this semester.  Good luck to you in Block 3.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good lesson!  I am proud of your growth in the area of behavior management!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good solid lesson!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Your LP was well written & organized. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. You used an appropriate tone of voice throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Make sure all students are focused before moving on with the lesson. 2. Always a good idea to post instructions for activity on an anchor chart or include it as a part of your PP. 3. Its imperative that you are aware of all activities during your lesson & make adjustments as needed. 4. After you've redirected the class (with a verbal chant or directive), don't move on until ALL students are quiet & focused! If not, you send the message that it is okay to keep talking! 5. Make sure the materials are not presented too quickly!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor. You have grown so much as a  teacher during the time I have worked with you. You've earned the respect of your school and all those who work with you. I look forward to visiting your classroom at LSES this fall. Your new students are going to love you!

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney exhibits the habits of a teacher with experience, and will do well her first official year.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate shows promise in the area of creative science lessons. Project-based teaching and learning is successfully working in this classroom, and promoting STEM. It has been a pleasure being your University supervisor this semester. I have enjoyed watching your lessons, and I hope you'll continue to be creative and courageous in your teaching.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Area of concern in PGP was classroom management.  There are no concerns this semester with classroom management.  Students were engaged in the activities, they rotated centers quickly and without disruption.  Expectation for behavior is set at beginning of lesson and reenforced-voice level.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. You did a great job encouraging the students to participate in the lesson. You were open to their thoughts & letting them share their previous learned knowledge. 2. The PP was well constructed and definitely enhanced the lesson. The pictures obviously provoked much thought! 3. Great guide sheet for the experiment. 4. Materials for the experiment were well organized & easily accessible to the students. GROWS: 1. Include a copy of your instructional sheet in your PP so that you can use it as a point of reference. 2. When you tell the students to get quiet, don't move on until everyone has stopped talking & is focused on you! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Continue to think about how you can incorporate active learning like you have in this lesson. Think about how to make activities like the invention as relevant as possible to the standards and learning goal. For young students, you may want to consider giving them a couple of choices of problems to solve with an invention, but open ended inquiry is one of the most pure forms of learning. I am proud of you for including this activity, and for not being afraid of the very active learning strategies.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The intern/teacher can identify problems that students are having (such as not comprehending math skill or any situation in which a student doesn't quite understand certain vocabulary). She is great at identifying times when it is appropriate to abandon a strategy that is not working. I am so pleased to have been your university supervisor, and to have seen you grow. Remember to "Plan, plan, plan" your best lessons when school starts in the fall and show them your very best. Your students are going to love you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding centers and guided reading!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson!  Keep up the terrific work you are doing!  I am proud of you!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Continue to use what you have learned to plan good lessons. Work on unique ways to engage student at the beginning of a lesson. Sometimes a video clip is good, and other times an active learning strategy is best. Something to think about- The standard does not necessarily lend itself to higher order questioning. However, you might consider asking students to think about what the beginning or end of rivers have in common and why. For instance, the majority of rivers end by flowing into an ocean or gulf. These large bodies of water can handle the flow of millions of gallons of water.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The intern and supervisor will meet with Ms. Steed Thursday, March 16. Goals for a professional growth plan will be shared at that time. There will be a goal for classroom management and a goal for instructional planning/lesson delivery. It is possible that there will be additional goals.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Excellent ideas put into action in this plan! I am proud of the work you have done this semester. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		I am so grateful to have been your supervisor for Block 3 and internship. You have continued  grow. Now I see a confident young lady teaching. You are going to be a teacher that students will respect. If I may ever help you my West Georgia email will remain even into my retirement.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Use your sub. Find a job for her. Maybe she could help with small group or strugglers. Your sub can be used walking around helping students understand directions as you were explaining activity using their name.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		It is a privilege to have been your university supervisor. You have made tremendous growth during the school year, and I know you will set an example for your students. Continue to do your best as you learn and grow and start your career.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate has shown improvement in many areas, most notably starting the lesson with the purpose for learning and keeping students focused on the related goals.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great introduction to lesson. The video clips grabbed the students attention & energized the lesson! 2. Excellent use of a power point to enhance the lesson. The pictures that were used greatly enhanced the lesson 3. Lesson was well organized & flowed smoothly throughout the allotted time! GROWS: 1. This was a great time to talk about earth quakes in Georgia. This would make it even more realistic for the students.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent Powerpoint & presentation of the lesson. 2.Your students appeared to love the lesson & actively participated throughout the entire lesson. 3. It was obvious that you knew the material you presented to the students. 4. Great overall lesson! You did an excellent lesson from start to finish. GROWS: 1. It would more productive to post a group list on the board so the students could readily see where to go when you began the group activity!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Placing the Standard & I can statement at the top of the instructional sheet was an excellent idea! 2. Excellent use of a student select system as a means to chose students to answer the questions. 3. Lesson was well prepared & you had all of the materials readily available. 4. Yea - Group list was posted. (might be beneficial to put all groups on one post). GROWS: 1. It is always beneficial to put a copy of the instructional sheet on the PBoard so you can refer to it as you teach. Remember students need to see and hear numerous times in order to learn.! 2. More time was needed on the basics of the lesson before moving on. You had students to verbalize that they did not understand some of the lesson. 3. Don't be afraid to let a student sing a song that was learned in a previous class (about prepositions) as a means to encourage prior knowledge.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was obviously well prepared & executed in a professional manner. I was impressed with your knowledge of the lesson. 2. Yea - you posted the activity sheet on the board! 3. Great authoritative, yet caring, tone of voice. 4. You were very open to the students giving you a variety of ways to remember less than/ greater than GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to go over rules for group work before beginning a group activity. I would post the rules as well. 2. Make sure the noise level is appropriate for the activity. Practice an appropriate noise level!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Remember to always study the content and prepare, in advance, for how you are going to instruct the students. Do not wait until the morning of the lesson to prepare and study.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned and organized lesson!  I can tell you know the content!  I am proud of how you have come into your own during your two weeks of teaching!!!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As you spend more time with your students, you will better know "how much" is too much for your age group to handle in one lesson. All teachers have to learn this with each new group of students they get each year. I am proud of your professional manner and willingness to grow and learn.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. TC uses good voice tone and level. It projected clearly throughout the room. 2. TC was familiar with the information that she was presenting. 3. TC was at ease with the students throughout the lesson and readily redirected students who were off task. 4. Good job making the students feel at ease throughout the lesson. The student readily offered their answers. GROWS: 1. In order to provide focus for the lesson, always begin the lesson with a EQ, focus question, I Can statements, etc. 2. If possible put the paragraph that the class is reading as a group on the PB so that you can point to the various parts as you go over it. Struggling students tend to get lost and this is a good way to make sure they are focused on the appropriate part of the passage. It also allows the teacher the opportunity to remain mobile. 3. I think it would have been a great lesson to have vocabulary listed on the PB or an anchor chart. (Idiom, hyperbole, etc) so the TC & students could quickly refer back to it as needed. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was an unannounced/ walk through observation. You are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and your Powerpoint content was very appropriate. You might want to increase the size of your font and make sure it can be seen clearly from the back of the room. 2. You were dressed professionally (as always). 3. Your voice was enthusiastic throughout the lesson. 4. Great job redirecting students to look on the board for information when they get confused. 5. I was impressed with your willingness to include the neighboring students in the lesson. GROWS: 1. When using a chant with the student, make sure the length of the phrase is appropriate for age level of the students. 2. Make sure all students are focused during your lesson. Stop and refocus the group as needed. 3. This lesson (past, present, & future) can be confusing. It might help to list the examples on a chart similar to what you used during the lesson where the students put the verb in the Past Tense, Present Tense, or Future Tense column 

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson! You are a natural! Keep up the fantastic job!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well planned and organized lesson. You gave the students the support necessary to be ready for the experiment.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through.  Great job!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity, you are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons so much. Looking forward to next semester.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This observation was unannounced.  You were right on target teaching and managing your class.  You are every bit as good on an uannounced visit as you are when it's a planned observation!   You are AWESOME!!!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1.  I could tell that you struggled during the lesson but you kept your cool and moved forward to the end. 2. You were keyed in to the lesson and quickly rsponded when you saw that students were not understanding. GROWS: 1. Important details of the problem are marked through - same concern as last time. Instead of using the document camera to show the worksheet, it might help to retype the problem in a larger font & use that to demonstrate with on the board.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Great handwriting (on the board). It's very clear & precise! 2. Transition between activities was very smooth & took little time GROWS: 1. Make sure visuals are large (& clear) enough for  the students to see. 2. You MUST increase the your voice volume in order for all students to be able to clearly understand what you are teaching. I had to strain to listen to what you were saying. You are louder when you stand than when you are sitting so you might want to adjust your voice accordingly.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent, engaging, well planned and organized lesson. Keep up the hard work!!  I am proud of you!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Terrific, creative writing idea.  You have truly "come into your own" as a teacher this semester!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. TC posted & reviewed Standard & I Can statements. 2. Good clear Powerpoint 3. Excellent use of real-life examples for the students to compare & contrast (ex. McDonalds & Chic fil a) GROWS: 1. Arrange Powerpoint so that the students have a large area to respond to the problem presented. This allows for all students to see what is recorded on the board. 2. Add a PP slide for the definitions or put info on an anchor chart. The defined key terms should be visable at all times. 3. Add reading passage to your PP so that you can refer to it as the students give you their responses.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Excellent, fun, and comprehensive review of the learning goals!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done introduction lesson on  Thomas Jefferson!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. You were very thorough in presenting the lesson, You provided verbal & visual assistance throughout the lesson. 3. You were professionally dressed (as always). 4. You did an excellent job questioning all the students during the lesson and reminding them to try to decide the answer without looking at the various instructional charts post throughout the room. 5. You used a very encouraging voice throughout the lesson! 6. Yea! You followed student progress closely and redirected students GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to read the story with the students. Lower students tend to raise their hand if everyone else in the class does. Remember the lower students are the ones that need the most reinforcement ( they are typically score the lowest on standardized test)

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. It was obvious that the TC had a clear understanding of the subject that was taught. GROWS: 1. DIscuss the role volume plays in everyday life. Relating it to prior knowledge is how the brain learns & retains information! 2. Use the manipulatives under the document camera so that all can see. 3. This type lesson is a great opportnity to use color fill. 4. If a problem is causing confusion, do not go on until you are satisfied that the students have a clear understanding. 5. When a student is presenting his/her information to the class, make sure the other students are attentive

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. Standard and EQ was adressed in LP & presented to the students though a PP slide & verbal communication 2. Good PP: colrful, realistic pictures with informative text. 3. Neat activity - great idea to have all the material already made! Students really enjoyed participating 4. Great Idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the board so that you could go over it with the students! 5. It was obvious that you had reviewed & was familar with the lesson. The students had several questions & you readily gave good constructive responses! GROWS: 1. Don't allow constant chatter. Stop, address the issue and don't move forward until all eyes on you & room is quiet. 2. Good PP but use a larger font size for the definitons of key term. If not it will blend in with the other information. 3. Pictures are great but demonstrate with something concrete if possble. (ex. the lever & fulcrum, scissosrs, etc) 4. Great lesson for a PP vocabulary slide or anchor chart (AC could be posted on the board while you use the PB) 5. Instructions for activity? Instructions for group work? REMEMBER: STUDENTS NEED TO SEE & HEAR NUMEROUS TIMES IN ORER TO LEARN! 6. Group List? How are groups differentiated?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were posted & clearly articulated to students. 2. You voice was authoratative but you also had a caring tone! 3. Lesson was well planned & executed! GROWS: 1. Use the same type of GO as the students. Yours was similar but not the same. 2. Talk with the students about local wetlands that they possibly see on a regular basis. (you may have to ask a local to tell you their location) 3. It might help to stop the video & point out important facts. The students can write them on their paper.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Even though you realized quickly that this was too hard, you gained a ton of experience of what 4th graders can do. Make sure you go over the activity with your teacher beforehand. She would have told you it was too confusing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lessons and rapport with your students have been good and Mrs. Carter and I both agree that improvements still come along when we think the lessons are good!

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You were an excellent student, and you're now an  excellent teacher. 

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. I have also included concerns voiced by CT these were shared with Ms. Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson Courtney!  Continue the hard work in order to keep growing and glowing!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well done, Courtney!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and gave plenty of support to the students!

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		I am so proud of you, Brooke. You have proved to be a great teacher candidate. I have enjoyed your lessons and they have gotten better each time. Looking forward to Block 4.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was an unannounced observation.  You were teaching about the Cold War and the Iron Curtain. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Good opening to lesson - students were actively engaged. *Your enthusiasm and knowledge of the topics was amazing and the students were obviously impressed *By having the students read along with you, it gave the struggling readers an opportunity to read aloud even though the passage was a little difficult for them. I observed all students reading! Overall excellent job once more!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through. Good job!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson was great today.  I have enjoyed so much being your supervisor this semester.  You have truly got a gift of teaching.  Good luck to you as you enter your internship in the fall!  

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You are going to be a great teacher.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This was an unannounced observation.  Good job 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very well planned, organized and taught lesson!  Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th obsservation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. Good job!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to work on your confidence in teaching.  Get over your nervousness and give it your all like you did on your final lesson.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent writing lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing the lesson and relating it to real life. 2. It was obvious that knew the subject that you were teaching. GROWS: 1. The lesson in general appeared to be a little overwhelming for this age group. 2. Don't be afraid to stop or condense the lesson if you see there are issues.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan - You are a great teacher. In many ways you seem like a natural teacher - just born with what it takes. You have also worked hard to plan good lessons, and that is what sets you a part. Even though you have faced a heart breaking personal loss in the past year, you've shown up for your cooperating teacher and your students. You are an inspiration to me, and I hope you have peace in that area of your life. It is a privilege to be your professor. I remember you introducing yourself the first day of science methods.:-)

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ease with which you talk to kids makes them feel comfortable talking wtih you. You also skillfully manage the learning environment by working closely with students to keep their learning activities on track.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Really enjoyed your lesson.  You are a natural enthusiast!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Good job!  I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You have improved each lesson and I am very proud of you!  Good luck as you enter your internship!!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Depite your concern regarding mathematics not being your strength and the confines of the school system's math curriculum, you did an admirable job with this lesson. Your ability to guide students through math problems and to elicit the type of discussion and answers you need is a strength! Have confidence that you are a good math teacher.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		I am thankful for the opportunity to be your university supervisor over the past two semesters. Your maturity level in the fall semester dealing with change gave me the chance to more clearly see the good character that you have. You're going to have a successful career!

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Today was great experience for you because your teacher was not here. It allowed you to see the real world. I think you were very nervous today. You were like a "deer in headlights " at times. Learn from this experience and reflect on it.  I don't feel like you were prepared today.  I have seen you do a lot better. I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester. I hope you have gained some good advice and I wish you luck as you enter your internship.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized 2. Well rounded lesson. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to repeat important ideas presented in the lesson several times. 2. Work on increasing voice level so that all students can clearly hear you.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		I have enjoyed your lessons. This one today was the best yet! Looking forward to Block 4.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today was hard for you because you were worn out physically and emotionally from being with your sick grandmother.  However, I am proud of you for coming in to school and doing this lesson.  In a real job as a teacher, this is real life.  You have to show up even if your "mind" is not all there.  I applaud your efforts. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am so proud of your improvements in behavior management techniques. Well done! This lesson was lacking rigor.  There needed to be more high-level thinking....higher level questioning... There was very little instructional time or guided practice time. Part of this time was taken up with the videos. Videos have their place, but they do not take the place of good solid instruction and guided practice. A simple thing like using the white boards which you had listed in your lesson plan would have been more engaging for the students. This would also allow you to see their responses much more easily than on the notebook paper.  They love using white boards and these can be used to practice anything! 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		This was an unannounced visit/ walk through. I have enjoyed your lessons.  You will be a great teacher.  Good luck as you graduate and enter your new career!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to continue to work on questioning .Good luck to you as you enter your internship.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well done, Alexis!  Keep up the great teaching!  I am proud of you!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well planned and organized lesson!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Sometimes teachers have students that make good grades consistently, and it is difficult to see growth  As her teacher for science methods, Block 3 field experience, and her internship, I recognized Jordan's ability and performance levels early.  During this internship, even with a good evaluation of an observed lesson, I saw the effort to refine and consistently improve practice. One of the highest compliments of an intern is for them to be offered a job at the school of their placement. I was so proud to learn that this had happened for Jordan. Her future students at LSES will be in good hands. I am so honored and privileged to have been your professor for three semesters. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your individual teaching style is beginning to shine through as you gain experience and self confidence. One of your strengths is being well organized and prepared for each lesson. When a teacher candidate does as well as you, it's a challenge to find ways to continue in your professional growth, so I will leave this question for you. Feel free to discuss this with Ms. Fields. As you continue your field experience, I would like you to consider this question: What are my options as the teacher when students indicate a lack of understanding of a concept or skill? What reasons or evidence guides me as I make decisions on these options?

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Continue on the path you are on. You are making good instrcutional choices. You can be confident in your lesson delivery when you know that you have made good plans. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Get ready for the fast pace of a full time teaching job! Congratulations on being hired for the fall1

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Behavior better, but still needs setting expectations, sticking to those expectations, and consistency. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good lesson. Think about some of the things we discussed when planning and teaching your next lesson so you will continue to grow and glow!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with a lot of visuals throughout the lesson 2. Great classroom management throughout the lesson. 3. Your voice was very encouraging. I felt very motivated! 4. Thrilled that you pre-grouped your students. GROWS: 1. Try to use real items (money) when possible. The hands on is so beneficial to the students! 2. SLow down a little so that all of your students have a clear understnding ofwhat you are teaching.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Students were working in groups Counting squares Measure with ruler Good directions Started with group needing the most help Connected to prior learning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		This was an unannounced observation. You brought them back from Connections and began a Drug Awarenss lesson. Good job!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Outstanding lesson, Kaitlyn!   Keep up the hard work and dedication!  I am proud of you!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		What a difficult concept to teach!  You did a great job explaining and answering the students questions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was well planned, organized, beautifully scaffolded, and taught!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared & oraganized lesson. 2. You were very encouraging to your students but also very firm. 3. Great use of technolgy to enhance the lesson. (ex. Brainpop on PB, document camera) GROWS: 1. Since this is a new skill, it might be beneficial to spend additional time of the makeup of a bar graph. 2. This would be a great place to use an anchor chart so that the students could have a visual to refer to. I would suggest using bright colors and labels. 3. Teaching bar graphs is a great time to use hands on items such as counting blocks to demonstrate a bargraph.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		This was an unannounced 0bservation/ walk through during two weeks of student teaching.  Good job!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson. You have improved this sememster. 2. You have a great relationship with your students. You are very genuine & the students respond accordingly. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to stop and restart the lesson if the students are not following your directives.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Video lesson observation

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS; 1. Well planned lesson. Great video to open the lesson. 2. It's obviouss that the students respect you & consider you as one of their teachers. 3. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure all instructional items are ready before the day begins. 2. If you're going to play a background, I would suggest turning it down to a low level. 3. Work on transition time so to best utilize time! 4. Have items for the worksheet pre-cut for the students to better use your instructional time. This is a dificult skill for some and can be very time consuming!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall the lesson went fine, but it was not your best lesson. You lesson was shorter than the others and I believe it had to do with the time you were given to teach the lesson. I understand it is harder to go into another class with a different teacher to teach just one lesson. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Good lesson, Taylor.  Continue to grow and glow!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done, Taylor!!  I am so proud of you!  You have worked hard and it certainly shows!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Overall this was a good lesson. I have seen growth in your skills and proud of how you continue to improve!!

		West		Sydney		917437847		It has been an honor to be your university supervisor over these two semesters. I have enjoyed the growth in your confidence level. Even though you started out doing well, I see you polish your teaching style every time I visit. Your enthusiasm for teaching reminds me of what a privilege it is to work with elementary students. You are already a great teacher!

		West		Sydney		917437847		This lesson contained a large amount of information, but was presented in such a way that students could keep up with various tasks assigned. I am so pleased that I had the privilege of serving as your supervising profesor this semester at North Douglas. Continue on your path toward the goals for high expectations of yourself and of your students. You've mastered so many areas. One that we all can work on is incorporating even more higher order thinking skills and questions; As I said in person, I am proud of your work this semester, and you should be too.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are growing as a teacher and have the basic skills you need to plan effective lessons. As you continue in field placement, consider this question: What are the reasons for the instructional choices I make when students do not understand? Why do I make these choices? It has been a pleasure working with you this semester. I look forward to seeing continuing growth next semester.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn   - Thank you for the privilege of witnessing the final year and a half of your undergraduate degree. Although you were doing some good work in the fall semester, you have grown so much this spring semester. Look at all the exemplary marks on this observation form!! I am thankful for the way you have worked with Mr. McAlexander, both honoring his plans and classroom rituals/rules. I also like the way you have been able to use your own ideas and teaching style to help these students in whatever subject you are teaching. Observing your lessons has been a pleasure. Keep up the good work this semester, and hit the ground running when you're in your own classroom as THE teacher. :-)

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & executed! 2. The Powerpoint was well constructed & included all the key information presented in the lesson. 3. You were careful to choose students who did not readily raise their hand to answer the questions. 4. You were very encouraging to your students. Several class members responding to your comments with a smile. 5. Overall very good lesson! GROWS: 1. Increase size of font for PP. 2. Don't rush through the key concepts of the lesson. Some students need more examples & process time.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Excellent Powerpoint to help students better understand key terms 3. You were obviously well prepared for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Slow down & repeat information as you notice any students struggling to understand. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson well planned & organized. The information was presented using a variety of good instructional techniques(informational video, direct instruction, hands-on activity) 2. Material for the activity was readily available & clearly labeled. It contributed to the activity going smoothly. 3. Great job making sure that all students remained on task throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to have the key terms & definitions on an anchor chart or as part of the Powerpoint. 2. Don't rush the students - allow them time to give the answer before you provide it. Remember: Ask don't tell! 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Additional comments: It is a pleasure to watch you teach a lesson in part because you obviously enjoy working with your students and helping them discover and express new ideas. I am very proud of your efforts and the results I have seen with your students in the lessons I have observed. You are moving forward with solid classroom experience. When you graduate and have your own classroom, I can only imagine the learning experiences your students will have.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It has been a privilege to be your professor for 3 semesters. You are already a great teacher. I look forward to hearing about your own classroom in the future. There are some lucky children out there who will have you as a teacher. Thank you for doing hands on science (not just today). It is important to the future of our country and the world. 

		Responses (n): 		119

		Response Rate: 		35.21%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Ric

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Reler

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Ricb

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve  Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		191

		Response Rate: 		56.51%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/10/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/06/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/14/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/21/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/24/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/10/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/16/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/16/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		04/16/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/10/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2015

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		04/10/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/17/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/17/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/15/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/13/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		04/16/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/21/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/29/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/03/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/21/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/06/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/21/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/13/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/10/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/12/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/07/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/11/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/21/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/10/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/08/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/27/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		11/07/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/27/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/29/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/27/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/11/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/17/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		04/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/10/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/03/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/10/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/03/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/06/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/21/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/10/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/07/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/29/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/21/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/07/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		04/10/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/08/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/13/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%
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Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Faculty

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Breanna Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura Bennett

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jesica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaydock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		S Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brpwm

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Camon Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		C Cole

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelius

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		S Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara  Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		K Ducan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allson Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jamine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Sumer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacy Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		student withdrew

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		T Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Madeleine Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rahel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haiyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Saannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		E Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emly Paris

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		P Partlow

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan Patterson

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alxander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		M Phillips

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Randi Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinion

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		E Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		M Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hanna Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millicent Simonds

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Milli Simonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Aleis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Claire Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Britany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		N Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbi Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Tayor Washington

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Stephanie Watts

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		L Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Whorton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh  Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		D wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Leandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Katlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caoline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Desiree Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		T Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jena Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		329

		Response Rate: 		97.34%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/08/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/2017

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/02/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/15/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/15/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/18/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/09/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		10/25/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/29/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/16/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/29/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		03/27/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		11/02/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/12/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/09/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		11/09/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/01/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/27/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		04/11/2017

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		11/02/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/28/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/16/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/21/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/26/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		03/23/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/09/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/27/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/14/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/16/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/09/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/30/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/08/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/18/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/11/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/14/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/15/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/14/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/23/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/02/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/23/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/14/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/28/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/02/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/14/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/29/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/29/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		11/09/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/11/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/29/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/07/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		11/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/15/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/11/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/14/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/15/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/09/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		04/11/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		03/16/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		11/09/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/09/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/17/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/14/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/14/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/29/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/04/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/11/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/26/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/17/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/17/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		10/26/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/16/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/22/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/15/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		03/31/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		04/10/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/14/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/23/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/26/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/09/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		10/31/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/13/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/23/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/16/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/02/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/21/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		11/14/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/29/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/13/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/02/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/07/2016

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/23/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/23/2017

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		11/09/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/17/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		03/23/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/29/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/16/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/13/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/09/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/02/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/22/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/09/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/21/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/10/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/12/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/22/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/02/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/27/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		03/28/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/26/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/18/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/10/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/16/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/09/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/26/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/18/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/22/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		03/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		11/16/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/26/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/29/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/12/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/11/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/28/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		03/13/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/29/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/04/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/12/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/07/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/26/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/29/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		11/14/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/20/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/28/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/11/2017

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		11/14/2016

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/11/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/25/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/15/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/28/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/29/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/14/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/27/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/29/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		11/11/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/14/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/31/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/12/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/11/2016

		Responses (n): 		323

		Response Rate: 		95.56%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRES

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elem

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		VRES

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		VRES

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		VRES

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elem

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary S

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary School

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Bowdon Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		SC

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary School

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary Scool

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Mt ZIon Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill 

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		SHES

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		SH

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		shes

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		SH

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		shes

		Day		Shayla		917469816		SH

		Day		Shayla		917469816		shes

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elem

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		SH

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		shes

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary School

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elem

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		VRES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		IES

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elem

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Coweta Charter Academy

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg

		George		Laurel		917434253		IES

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elem

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		SHES

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SH

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		SHES

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elementary

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elem

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elem

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carrollton Middle

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		GHES

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		BSES

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		SH

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		S Hill

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elem

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Carrollton Middle

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elem

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elem

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		BSES

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		IES

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elem

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		SC

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside Elementary

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		BSES

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		SH

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		shes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		North Douglas Elementary School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		SH

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		shes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary School

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SH

		Powers		Emily		917436927		shes

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		GHES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elem

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		SH

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		IES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		GHES

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		GHES

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		GHES

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elem

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		GHES

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		BSES

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elem

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		GHES

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elem

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		IES

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		IES

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		SH

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		shes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		IES

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Carrollton Middle

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		IES

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		BSES

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary School

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Providence

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		SH

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		shes

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Sharp Creek

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Sharp Creek

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street Elementary

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		BSES

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary School

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		327

		Response Rate: 		96.75%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1 ELA

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		1  Science

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3  ELA

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 Math Drop in

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3 S

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3  SS

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		First

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3  S

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Fourth

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		3rd

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4th

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4th

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		2nd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Third

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		3

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		First

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		First

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		5th

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		1

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		4th

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4th

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		5

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Fourth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5th

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Second

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		2nd 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4 SS

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		First

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Fifth

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		2

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3 ELA

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Fourth

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3 S

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4  S

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4 Science

		Fick		Dani		917440660		2 SS

		Fick		Dani		917440660		4  S

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4th 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		K

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		First

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5  Math

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1

		Green		Megan		917463432		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4 Science

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		3rd

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5 SS

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		3

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		4

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5 Math

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		4th

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Fifth

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		2

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Fifth

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Third

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5  Math

		Jones		Darius		917396692		3

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		First

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Fourth

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		12nd

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		1

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5th

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Fifth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		3 Math

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3rd

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		First

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5th

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Second

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2  Math

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		4

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		1

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		2

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4th

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4 S

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5th

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Fourth

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		1

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2 ELA

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3  ELA

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3 Math

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Fifth

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3   Math

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		1

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		2

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		3

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5  SS

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Second

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3 SS

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4  Math

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4 S

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1st

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Fifth

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Third

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3  ELA

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3 S

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5  ELA

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Third

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3  S

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4 SS

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		4

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3  Math

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		1st 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Fourth

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		2

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		4

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4-Video Lesson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		2

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		1

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4

		Responses (n): 		315

		Response Rate: 		93.20%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Peggy Baugh

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Pam Haynes

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Eileen Muzio

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Carol Thomas

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Pam Haynes

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Strain

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Strain

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Eileen Muzio

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Alice Lee Remler

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Eileen Muzio

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Eileen Muzio

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Carol Thomas

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carol Thomas

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Carol Thomas

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		R Strain

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Strain

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Carol Thomas

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		RS

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Carol Thomas

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Eileen Muzio

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		RS

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Strain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Eileen Muzio

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Pam Haynes

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Carol Thomas

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Eileen Muzio

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		RS

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		s

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Carol Thomas

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Eileen Muzio

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Alice Lee Remler

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Remler

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carol Thomas

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Carol Thomas

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Eileen Muzio

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Carol Thomas

		George		Laurel		917434253		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Carol Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carol Thomas

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Megan		917463432		Carol Thomas

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Carol Thomas

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Strain

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		RS

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Strain

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Alice Lee Remler

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Eileen Muzio

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Carol Thomas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Alice Lee Remler

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Alice Lee Remler

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Baugh

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Alice Lee Remler

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		RS

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strain

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Alice Lee Remler

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eileen Muzio

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eileen Muzio

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Alice Lee Rz emler

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Pam Haynes

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Carol Thomas

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Alice Lee Remler

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Strain

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eileen Muzio

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		RS

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Eileen Muzio

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		RS

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Alice Lee Remler

		Powers		Emily		917436927		RS

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Strain

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Eileen Muzio

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carol Thomas

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		RS

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carol Thomas

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Eileen Muzio

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Alice Lee Remler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		SteveRich

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Eileen Muzio

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Alice Lee Remler

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Carol Thomas

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Alice Lee Remler

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Alice Lee Remler

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Carol Thomas

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		RS

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Eileen Muzio

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Alice Lee Remler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Alice Lee Remler

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Diana Roberts-Pruyn

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Carol Thomas

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L steed

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		RS

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		strain

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		White		Zachary		917456354		Strain

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		R Strain

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Eileen Muzio

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Peggy Baugh

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		strain

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Strain

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Eileen Muzio

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Alice Lee Remler

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Carol Thomas

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Eileen Muzio

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Carol Thomas

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Baugh

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Strain

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Eileen Muzio

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Carol Thomas

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen Muzio

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Eileen /Muzio

		Responses (n): 		313

		Response Rate: 		92.60%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		3		3		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		3		3		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		3		3		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Awesome job of posting and presenting Standard and learning goals.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The standard and essential question were posted and standard. The teacher let the students read the standards. GROW-The teacher needed to move the lesson a little faster to keep the attention of the students. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students write down the information from the T chart on a whiteboard or notebook paper to keep their attention.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I could not do a drop-in because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester.

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		I was not able to observe Asia on the day chosen for observations. Her teacher was out and she preferred that I not observed her without her teacher.

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		No standard was posted or presented

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Observation sheet copied to Notes section

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		This document was completed on the other observation form and the document was uploaded under notes under assessments.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Using an  "I can" statement is an appropriate way to convey the learning goals to the students at the beginning of the lesson.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You need to add more information to Differentiation Section

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Standard wasn't posted or presented. Make sure this is done.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating and discussing the standard and essential questions.  The teacher had a good powerpoint with "Let's Talk!" questions and information about the lesson.

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		observation was done mid lesson so the above not observed

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Frop in lesson-no lesson plan available.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez consistently makes sure students are aware of the learning goal(s).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The "I can" statement puts the standard in student-friendloy language, and is posted on the table top chart for the small group.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		 Students were well aware of the learning goals of the lesson and were able to participate in the classroom discussion with ease. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney has done an excellent job planning a meaningful unit of learning for her students. Today they are embarking on a webquest to get information on the planets in our solar system. The students are responsible for their own learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Good job posting and presenting Standard

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The lesson plan was very sequential and organized. 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Drop in visit.  Standard discussed with students in small group.  Each student received a copy of the standard to put in their notebook.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I love the way you let the students share their thoughts as they reviewed the standards and EQ.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Comparing two texts

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Thank you for consistently posting the standards you teach and for clearly stating learning goals for your students.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		The students were already engaged in their centers and guided reading group when I arrived.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You shared the learning goals with the students. The lesson was well planned, organized, and taught. 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The standards and essential questions were stated at the beginning of the lesson.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Carrying out the opening took a longer time than it should have. Many students were off task. Once the reveal of the purpose was made, what could have been an effecive opening was lost because of the lack of classroom management.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The purpose for learning was clearly stated, as well as the standard, and the specific portion of the standard to be addressed in this lesson.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose of the lesson and the students understand what they are to do and why.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Thorough lesson plan sets teacher candidate up for success in delivery.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		No Standard or EQ posted or presented

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Learning goals right on track

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You had already started when I arrived

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students respond to a written piece with a graphic organizer.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate related the learning goals for the day to the students from their work from the previous day of class. 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job reviewing the vocabulary for the lesson with great visuals! 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Excellent job focusing your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Yea - Great idea to put the standard & I Can statement on top of your instructional sheet!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You reminded students they had been studying electricity.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You explained the standard, however you forgot to discuss the "I can statements" with the students you had in your plan.

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was a drop in visit

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. I Can statements were precise and well written.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		I was not able to do observation because her class went on a field trip the day her team scheduled their observations.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Lesson in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standard and learning goals were not discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Standards were posted.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Standard was posted and presented.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This was an uannounced observation so some things I did not observe.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standard was posted but no reference was made to it. I Can statements are listed in the LP but not posted & no reference was made to them during the lesson????

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Standard posted, read, discussed.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question.  The teacher did a good job of explaining to the students what they would be studying in the lesson. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP. Spend additional time focusing your lesson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson was a continuation of a previous lesson. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You clearly articulated the standard and the learning goals for this lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great way to "develop" the standard by teaching it.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		You do a good job of explaining the standard so your students understand the language of the standard and how it applies to the lesson.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher stated and posted the standard. The teacher went over the standard with the students. The teacher explained the lesson goals at the beginning of the lesson. The teacher drew an example of the tally chart. GROW-The students could use a whiteboard at their seat as the teacher explained the different graphs.  The teacher could have let the students draw the different graphs as she explained them. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Standard and I Can statements on opening slide-missed by observer.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Lesson already in progress.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question. The teacher let a student read the standard-great job! The teacher explained to the class what they would be studying about in the lesson-metric system. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The standard and essential questions needed to be reviewed more before beginning the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. Love that you put it on a PP slide but a larger font size was needed. Relate topic to an area the students are familiar with such as a local swamp area! The brain learns better if we tie the new learning to something that we alrady know. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		I was not able to observe Jessica. She had to be out of school on the day of observations..

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question. The teacher did a good job by letting the students come up and point out the words that would be hard to understand. 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Break down the standard and explain your I Can Statements. They need to understand what they are learning today.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Consistent use of the purpose for learning and the use of i-can statements help you and your students.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Well organized lesson; well planned.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standard posted, read, discussed,  EQ and I Can statements read and discussed.  Agenda for lesson and At the end of the lesson, I will be able to ... all shared, discussed.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The teacher needs to review the key words in the standard. The teacher needs to spend more time on explaining the standard and essential questions.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Be sure to point out standard, even if it is on the wall. Always articulate the learning goals for each lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards and EQs discussed.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher posted and stated the standard and essential question on the powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the subject matter.  The teacher explained the goals for the lesson. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Great job of presenting Standard and EQ's.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher included the students in the explanation of the standard and essential question. 

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed to explain the standard and essential questions in more detail at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The standard and essential questions are stated and posted. The teacher stated the goals at the beginning of the lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		GROW-Even in small group, the teacher needs to state and post the standard and essential questions for the lesson. The teacher explained the goals for the lesson in the beginning of the lesson. The lesson plan was organized.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher started the lesson by stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher did a good job of discussing the standards in depth.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Informal visit. Didn't observe beginning of lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		You posted and presented your Standard and EQs.  Be sure to explain these EQs after you present them.  You told them that you would be studying these today, but have them answer questions about them before you start.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Read and discussed standard

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Standards not posted or discussed.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Discussed the standard.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		No standard posted, read or discussed.  At the end of Block 4, you know this is expected. Lesson plan was very brief with 1 section left blank.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		unannounced observation

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Brain Pop video about Possessive Nouns. The teacher addressed the standard and essential question at the beginning of the lesson. *The lesson plan was late.

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		After the Standard, begin to explain the learning goals and why they are learning this.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived, therefore I did not see the standards being addressed.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential question.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Read and explained the standards for the lesson.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The teacher candidate is clear on what she is teaching, and she confirms this with her students. When it might be natural for the straightforward content of a math problem to make it seem dull,  the ability  ability to lead discussion thoroughly

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Through a variety of questions students were engaged both in recall and higher order thinking skills. During questioning, the purpose of the lesson was also made clear.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Class in progress. Unannounced observation during full time teaching.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before". Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts. They were small. Good visuals as you showed the maps.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher candidate followed the Eureka math plans regarding not specifically stating standards but placing more value on the students knowing the purpose of learning. There was no doubt that the students knew the purpose for learning. They were very much engaged in learning.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		The teacher-intern clearly states the learning objectives. Students are clearly aware of the purpose for learning.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Standard posted, read and explained.  Had students discuss meanings of key words.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Good job presenting and posting Standard

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good job presenting the Standard and I Can Statements. Explain the I Cans as much as you do the Standard.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You need to have and articulate the standard and an E.Q. or I can statement (s).

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You read the standard. Remember you can always put the standard into "kid friendly" terms to help them better understand it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Standard read and discussed.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		You discussed the standard and the I Can statements.  You also revisited the standard during the lesson.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by discussing the Great Depression. *The powerpoint was too small. THe teacher enlarged the powerpoint as the lesson progressed. The standard and essential questions were posted and stated. *The teacher needed to go in more detail about the standard.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Standards and E.Qs displayed on slides and thoroughly explained. Lesson is well planned, organized, and well taught.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Video Lesson... I liked your power point going over representing fractions on a number line.  It was difficult for me to tell if the one slide had numbers in the wrong place...you said something about that.  Human number line was a good way to have students become part of the lesson.  You might have expanded the questions with some "greater than"/"less than" to make them to expand their thinking.  Paint chip activity was good. You need to do more teaching to the students other than teaching from a power point.  They need to be more involved and "into" the lesson.  

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Standard posted

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The anchor charts that Ms. Smith creates for her lessons are exemplary. The "I can" statements give students a frame of reference to go back to throughout the lesson. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The students clearly understand the purpose of learning and are engaged in classroom discussion and ready to take part in independent work. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Drop in visit-lesson in progress.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		No standard posted or discussed. You had E.Q on the board, however it was not pointed out or discussed.  This is so important....it tells the students up front what they are responsible for learning during any lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		This was the drop-in observation.  Students were going to centers as soon as I entered the class.  Therefore, standards and learning objectives were not seen.

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Because of scheduling conflicts during spring semester, I was unable to do a drop-in visit.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The standard and essential questions were stated and posted.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		A partial lesson so I didn't observe the Standard being presented

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards/EQ clearly stated and explained. You told the students they would be responsible for learning the answer to the EQ by the end of the lesson.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Good job posting and presenting Standard.  Also breaking it down for meaning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Lesson was already in progress when I arrived.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You clarified what the meaning of literal and nonliteral means when it comes to interpreting idioms.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher stated and posted the standard and essential questions at the beginning of the lesson.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Discussed standard.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Standards were posted 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		THe teacher did a good job of stating the standard and essential questions. The teacher had the students read the standard and essential questions.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The lesson had already started when I began my observation.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & presented to the students. Great instructional video but to enhance the lesson it might help to revisit the EQ after the video is complete. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Standard was reviewed and learning goals reviewed.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Standard and learning goals clearly communicated to students. 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Review lesson for Georgia Milestones

		West		Sydney		917437847		The students were clearly informed of the goals of the lesson, and in fact participated in defining the key terms from the previous day giving the background information for today’s lesson. The appropriate use of technology (document camera) enhances the lesson and supports classroom discussion. The students had multiple examples and ample scaffolding to support learning and reinforce the review of terms from the previous day/lesson. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern clearly states the purpose for learning and the students are in full understanding of the goals and objectives.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Keepers: Use of graphic organizer Modeling Good attention gettters Management strategies used Polishers: Validate Praise Language Function needed only for reading and writing lessons

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Good job going over the standard and I can Statements with the class,

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with the standard-posted, read, discussed.  Discussed the agenda for the lesson-what students would be doing, the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Glows: Independent practice Good Student Discussion Good use of Anchor Charts Good time spent practicing the skill Grows: Use more mgt strategies Continue to find teacher voice and expression Use more HOT questions More feedback

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Drop in lesson. No lesson plans available. Don't forgrt to discuss the standard as the new group comes in. Standards were posted in room.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened with I Can statements and then read standard.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Standard was posted and read along with the EQ.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by stating the standard and essential qution for the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Exemplary marks were earned in clear learning goals as explained below: The learning goals were very clearly stated and discussed with the class. As the goals were discussed a list of three guidelines that went with them was developed with student input and posted on the screen. An additional screen showed the three options for what students should be working on when they moved to independent work. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-standard posted, I can statement posted & stated 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Drop in visit--no lesson plans available

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & clearly presented to the students. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Glows: Purpose for watching video Good Classroom Management strategies 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Discussed standard and I Can statements. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Standard was shared.  It was not posted due to a last minute room swap because of technology failure.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Appropriate Standards & EQ’s were posted in the LP & the clearly presented to the students. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Having the lesson main ideas and a graphic on the screen further informed the students of the learning goals. It also referred back to prior knowledge.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The students were informed of the learning goals of this lesson. They knew what they were to do, and attended to their learning responding to the clear instructions of the teacher. 

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Discussed standard.

		Responses (n): 		170

		Response Rate: 		50.30%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		3		3		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		3		3		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		3		3		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		3		3		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		3		3		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		3		3		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		3		3		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		3		3		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great idea to play Bingo for a review of terms for electromagnets. This got their brain reconnected from the weekend.  Loved how you had terms and definitions on power point.  This showed questions and answers to Bingo game. Your questioning is always good.  You were reviewing for a test, however you gave a lot of individualized instruction as they worked in stations.  The balance of instruction was a good one because of you helping students individually. Smooth transitions from stations.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good beginning lesson on declarative and interrogative sentences.  Powerpoint had a great deal of information.  Not sure that the students understood what an "alter ego" was...might have needed more definition/meaning.  The Egyption Pyramid paragraph was very informative but I'm not sure from your directions that they need to identify the types of sentences.  Might have highlighted each sentence as you were reading it and identifying it.  Activity was good practice and students seemed to be very successful in identifying types of sentences. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Good science lesson for 1st grade about plants.  Students had previous knowledge about the parts of the plants and what plants needed to survive.  Good use of graphic organizer - circle map.  Giving the students the options to draw their plant or write about it gave them success in what they chose.  Good prompting.  Had to move to another room because of technical difficulties.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good opening question, "What is a colony?" *But you never really got the answer. You have to listen to what they are saying. Give your students your attention when they are answering questions that you asked. Don't be getting your materials together while they are answering. Listening closely allows you to piggyback off their answers. Good job of going over what they would be learning. Your questioning was really good. I am very proud of questions you came up with. But once they answer, have them tell the "why". Expand more about it. Use the Power point to give a lot of direct instruction. Your instruction was vague at times, assuming they already knew the information. It was confusing info at times for me. Possibly keep referring back to map to help them understand. Try comparing to today's economy. Do we still have the kinds of jobs they had back in the early colony days? *Having a student read each teaching point took a lof time. Use this time for you to read and explain as you read. The activities at the end were confusing. Possibly too much to complete, even for your ALP class.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The teacher began the lesson by instructing the students that they would be making an area chart. The teacher had a powerpoint that included the learning target. The teacher let the students know they would use key words to figure out the different area problems. The teacher created a T chart that included what area is, what area can do and what area looks like. The teacher asked different questions to encourage the students to provide the answers to the questions. The teacher had a small Math group. The teacher constantly gave the students positive feedback as they progressed through the lesson. The teacher had a lot of delivery of the subject matter in the beginning of the lesson. The teacher posted different word problems on the powerpoint.  The teacher instructed these students to write "A" or "P" to solve the word problem. The teacher asked good questions. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Hook your students in your opening by giving them something to think about. Don't ever let "what have you been talking about in science?" What about a video about his failure before he became famous?. I have seen one of these. Or start the class off with a large picture of Thomas Edison on the screen. Begin asking cool questions about him or have them write down on an index card three things they already know about this person (don't say his name) It was obvious that the class I watched was a bright class. They need to be challenged with higher level questions. Know what to ask beforehand. The flip book activity was fine, but not sure what the purpose was if they were just copying from board. After you deliver the material, they should be able to think of three facts on their own. The index card summary was basically the same thing as the flip book.  Could they use their three facts and put in paragraph? **keep a timer on.  The flip book should have taken 7-10 min. at the most.  They had far too long to work.   I think that was  part of the management problem. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Even though this was a review of previous taught information it was evident that the students did not have a good grasp of the information.  You did a good job of going over each component and showing examples.  You stressed the difference between heading - subheading and photograph - illustration.  Game of SKOOT was a great way for them to become more familiar with the with the components through real life examples.  You did a good job of not saying "OK".  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Comapring fractions...good video showing the "cross multiplying" method of comparing fractions.  Almost too much information in this lesson.  Students were somewhat confused about cross multiplying and visually looking at the fraction models.  Glad you called on students with their hands down and had those students that said they were confused to work out problems on the board.  

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Good lesson.  Good review of "heat" terms.  You differientiated by having a song, power point of terms, and experiment.  Might have put the worksheet up on the board so that the students could see it as you were describing what they were to do and before you handed it out.  Students worked well during the experiment and on the worksheet.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		I don't think you were as prepared as needed. Good idea using a taco to "build" an image of the four types of productive resources.  Referring back to previous knowledge good to build a foundation.  Timing off when allowing students to get parts ready for taco.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You began the lesson by telling the students they were going to sort shapes. You asked them what it meant to sort shapes. You clarified what the word "sorts" means. You led a discussion regarding how shapes could be sorted....number of sides, vertices, etc. You used the term "defining attribute".  You explained size was not a defining attribute. After giving students the support needed, you asked them to sort the shapes, by their defining attributes,  in the container in the middle of their groups.  The students worked well together and I could see them discussing the various shapes. After the students had sorted their shapes, you asked them to write sentences explaining how the shapes were sorted. Excellent!  This shows higher order thinking when they are able to explain the  thoughts behind their groups!  You did an excellent job modeling how to write a sentence explaining how a group of shapes was grouped together. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You had the students look at the things you had sitting on a table. You asked them to predict, looking at the items, what they would be doing.  They were able to correctly predict PB&J sandwiches were going to be made. You first led a discussion of what ingredients and utensils would be needed.   You listed these on a chart as students shared. You then had the students break down, into steps, how a PB&J sandwich is made.   You made them think carefully about how the directions were to be written. This was very evident when one student told you to put the peanut butter and jelly on the bread and you literally took the containers and placed them on the bread!  Your point was made! As the steps were given, you had different students come up to the chart and write them on the chart.  After actually demonstrating how to make the sandwich you discussed how the transition words helped with the process of making the sandwich. You then shared a G.O. and explained how they were to write the "how to" directions, along with pictures on it. Students went back to their tables and began to copy the piece of writing created as a class. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pictures were good.  Not sure students knew exactly what you wanted them to say about each picture of animal related to Georgia region.   You needed to give them an example by going over the answers you wanted.  You mentioned something about them going to the zoo and then the lesson was on Georgia regions.  It was confusing. When you are asking questions, it is always good to use the "sticks" the teachers have with the students' names so that everyone gets an opportunity to be heard. Transition was chaotic with putting on their hats.  Not sure hats were needed.  You might need to think of activities that are more challenging to 3rd grade.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Awesome, awesome questions after video. When they answer, have them tell you what that means. Even though this is a review, do more review instruction before they get started with centers. 4 questions about the video is not quite enough. This will create a good balance of instruction and practice. Take the time to explain the stations well. Set your expectations, rules and consequences for what they are to be doing. State the purpose of each station and what they will accomplish.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The teacher began the lesson by stating that the students would be studying about context clues. The teacher had a Jeopardy game for context clue review. The teacher did a good job of explaining the rules about their Jeopardy game. The lesson was a good review lesson for the upcoming third grade Milestones. The teacher constantly asked the students different questions as they discussed the answer for the Jeopardy game. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You were doing a whole group language arts lesson on "Table of Contents"

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lesson was in progress.  Students were working in math groups.  Small group with you incorporated guided instruction and independent practice time.  You made sure students practiced the skill and then made sure they checked their work.  Independent work groups included technology, partner work, indeendent practice,  Students transitioned to new groups well.  You are very encouraging to your students.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*You had a well constructed PP . The font was appropriate & key terms defined. *Have an organized way for the students to give you the answers as a group. It is easy for lower students to merge into the group when in fact they may not know the answer. *Sometimes its more productive to provide each group the information (4 sheets per group) instead of having them rotate. *Give the students an opportunity to give you numerous examples and list them on the board or anchor chart.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used a variety of strategies and materials such as wipe off boards, practice clocks, and observations of different watches or other clocks.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		-Teacher uses hand signal to help students recall main character. (Later, hand signals are used to recall all the parts of the "re-telling rope." ) - the students were able recall the setting and the characters. - the problem in the story was that no one wanted to share. - beginning-middle-end. - student understanding checked by asking them to put fingers on correct spot on paper. - teacher uses table-top chart & post-it notes to guide students on starting their graphic organizer. - Students are encouraged as they worked independently on writing about the beginning/middle/end of the story book. The hand motions were a good way to wralear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with stup up the lesson and review for understanding.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		You were doing a review in math on fractions, place value and comparing numbers The 3 stations was a good practice idea. I would have liked to seen a simple quiet game, etc. instead of 3 worksheets back to back to back. Be careful not to say, "You need to be quiet so we can finish this and get to the fun stuff." Good idea to have the teams work out problems at their desks while participating team members worked out at the board during Jeopardy game.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Each student is assigned a role, and all students must work as a team to explore the solar system on a webquest. Students will create a final product that they will use to present to the class.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate used real examples of cities and climate regions in the US. Students were given the scenario that the meteorologist at a local news station was sick. Their current assignment is to do research on the city’s weather patterns for this time of year and create a 10 day weather forecast. A variety of technology increases the means by which students may learn. The students are engaged in using laptops to gather data on the city and region assigned. Students will record information on charts in the classroom. Because they are departmentalized, there will be two sets of data - one from each science class. This will help students see the importance of gathering as much data as possible in science. Using the names of real life meteorologists, the teacher(s) related the activity to the students’ world. Making their own weather cast will be exciting for the students.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The teacher is discussing the root words as she goes over the information on the powerpoint. The students were very attentive with their answers to the different questions about the root words and their meanings. When introducing the new powerpoint, the teacher asked the students to share the definition of the word before letting the students give examples for the affixes. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint to circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a great job of asking the students different questions after they circle the correct part of the word. The teacher did a good job of using popsicle sticks to call on different students. The students received a whiteboard to write their answers on. The teacher explained the "Go For The Gold!" game to the students. The teacher did a great job of explaining the rules for the whiteboards. The teacher explained in detail how the students would write the answers to the questions on the whiteboard. Great job-explaining how to write the correct answers and talk with the partner. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You began your lesson by asking what they had been studying. *suggestion- Always start with a prompting question such as "We have been studying about the middle colonies. Who can tell me why we called them the middle colonies?" Or any type question that will reel them into your lesson and get them thinking. You can then begin to piggyback off their answers with more questioning. You transitioned well into each activity. Good job! *Before the video at beginning, give them a focus to watch for. What do you want them to gain from video? Good job of asking questions. Keep digging deeper.  This will come with experience.  *Continue to work on higher level questioning. Before slides of pictures start, talk about what it means to earn a living back then and how different it is from today. For example, "Many of the pictures you are about to see are very different than today." Then elaborate on earning a living and what that meant to the middle colonies. Loved the apprentice idea 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Activated prior learning.  Explained meaning of unknown terms. Encouraged students to answer and ask questions. Had students explain why adjectives go in order.  You had them explain their answers/thinking. Lots of student discussion to come to correct answer.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		The Powerpoint was well constructed & proved to be an excellent guide for the lesson. The pictures invoked a great class discussion. Great job leading the discussion for the lesson. Your questions were thought provoking and the students gave great responses. The transition between the class discussion and the activity was very smooth & no time was wasted. Good job giving encouraging feedback throughout the lesson.

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Class in math centers.  Directions for centers were clear.  Expectations for quality of work and behavior were stated.  Small group-discussed strategy for division,  Tied lesson to real world with Halloween goody bags and candy.  Reviewed the names for the parts of a division problem.  There was guided instruction, student practice, independent work and use of technology. You checked student work giving them immediate feedback on accuracy. Try to incorporate open ended, higher order questions into lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The compare and contrast visual for the class is on chart paper and the characteristics listed are on small cards that can be moved when determine what they have in common. It helps the teacher to differentiate in certain ways... she reads to the students as many of them cannot read at the level of the two books. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The teacher candidate led students in a discussion of the highlights of Benjamin Frankin’s life. Students were eager to share their ideas and responses about Benjamin Franklin. The students were engaged in the invention process – which was the hands-on component of the lesson. 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		As your lesson was about informational writing on the topic of turkeys, you launched the lesson with a turkey caller. You asked the students to tell you what they thought the sound was and why you were making it. How creative! You accessed prior knowledge regarding informational writing, as you connected to the writing done about Davy Crockett previously. You helped students remember this type of writing contains facts about the topic. You reviewed what it meant for something to be a fact. Great support and scaffolding! You read previously chosen pages from a couple of books about turkeys, asking students to listen for important turkey facts. As a class, it was decided what the important facts were and you put them on a chart for the students to see. You built up the excitement and anticipation for the second book you read when you asked, "Are you ready to listen to this special book?"  They will think it is special because you think it is special! At one point you said, "I don't know, I need help."  Again, this age student loves to think they are helping their teacher and all were happy to do so. Using the Elmo you demonstrated how the students were to add sections to their turkey books, made previously. Excellent, visual support. You had the gifted students look for facts, in othere resource books, that were not on the chart. You guided the students through labeling the parts of a turkey, the life cycle, and writing 3 facts chosen from the chart.  You then allowed the students to pick three more facts they wished to add to their turkey books using the chart you had created with them.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You were working with a guided reading group when I arrived.  All other students were actively engaged in their center work. The students in your guided reading group were all tracking print as they took turns reading aloud.  You asked questions to assess understanding of the story during the reading. You modeled the reading of the story students were to read with their parents that night. That group was then dismissed to begin working on their center assignments. This was done quickly and quietly. You then called the next G.R. group to your table.  You began by asking questions about the book up to the point they had finished reading.  The word depressed came up in the reading and you asked the students what the word meant. Great vocabulary support! You had students, in the centers, working on math, spelling and sight words, as well as students working on the computers in order to improve their letter recognition. Great way to differentiate! 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The teacher was conducting a small Reading group for the observation. The teacher began the lesson by explaining general academic and domain specific vocabulary. The teacher used the Reading passages they had been studing about to select the different vocabuary. The teacher gave positive feedback as the students worked hard during the lesson. The changing of reading groups was very smooth. The students are very focused on learning during their Reading time. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		A two-minute video about the major rivers of the US added to the lesson introduction. Students were engaged in the video and asked to recall the rivers immediately following the video. Students were also given a fact sheet about the rivers. The teacher candidate asked questions based on the fact sheet and some that were from the video. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There were multiple pauses with no direction given nor any expectation for what students should be doing. The actual lesson took less than half of th 40 minutes noted in the plan. Students were instructed to either read a book or work on tasks from other subjects. At one time, 3 students were seated, only one of those reading. The other two were talking. Two of the students that were up were looking for books. The others were simply off task and not being redirected.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The hands on activity gave students the opportunity to test or experiment with various objects throughout the room to determine their attraction to magnets. This allowed them to move around which is certainly an accommodation for  for those  learners that have a difficult time sitting at a desk all day.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Use of rap song video to introduce text features was an ideal choice. Students were thinking about the content of this rap thoughout the lesson! The stations set up with various books gave sutdents the chance to identify text features in a variety of literature.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Loved your beginning! YEA! Asking about what an acronym was and connecting that to the acronym they would hear on video. *As the video ends, create a real life meaning about why division is important to learn. And why do we have to KNOW the steps to divide? Why can't we do them in another order? All these are important to go over. Power point was creative. Your questioning was much better!  Good job! *Just a thought....Before they take out paper to practice with you, do some direct instruction, where they are just watching you. You are teaching/ reviewing about these steps. *Stay consistent while you are teaching the word problem. For example, you never mentioned the Daddy, Mother, Sister, Brother while working it. You wrote D, M, S, B but remember you are trying to connect to the acronym to help them remember.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good delivery of content about lines. As you went through the Power point, they took notes on their paper. After PP was over and you had taught each, you went back over each to review. Good job. They loved the Mrs. Bruce says.... game. Also, the name game they used was a very creative idea to help them understand different points. *Ask your " thinking" questions as you are going over the answers. For example, in your name. As you ask what kind of line, have them tell you why it's called that.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		*Wow! I love this idea. Very creative thinking on how to integrate math with Social Studies. Such a natural way of using the Mayflower SS standard to create word problems to solve. Most of the work today was independent and group work. Since this was a SS lesson with math integrated, spend some instruction time on 4th grade Standard of the colonies and the first Thanksgiving. There was too much down time toward the end. What can the other students do when finished early? I think if you had spent more time instructing they would not have gotten finished. Time management is tough. It's hard to estimate the length of time you need.

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Lesson in progress.  Students were engaged when making predictions of what book you were going to be reading.  Students loved the book.  The activity of having them write the sequel for the book related to the lesson on parts of speech.You asked students to explain the meanings of the parts of speech.  You monitored them as they worked. You set expectations for the work they were to do-encouraging them to do their best.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The ability to think on her feet was an asset when students were slow to respond. She redirected their questions effectively and helped students remain ready to learn throughout the lesson. The students in the classroom began to make connections from the previous questions and even the previous lesson.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Using the graphic organizer on the projector helped students as they were looking at the same one on their desks. It was good to know  the 2nd graders are practicing constructed response as they will have to do on standardized tests next year,

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students were engaged in the lesson and excited to play the game of Scoot.  Several students seem to struggle with the concept of prepositional phrases.  More guided instruction as a group might have helped.  You did stop the game when you noticed the struggle and clarified the difference in preposition and prepositional phrase.  Glad to see you monitoring the students so closely and picking up on the confusion.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great opening video! The students enjoyed it but appeared to learn from it as well. Lesson was well planned and you presented it well! It was obvious that you knew the subject matter that you taught! The power point was well constructed and definitely aided in presently the key points of your lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		 Brain Pop video is a great way to open the lesson. The students love these and they are typically very informative!! Spend more time teaching the lesson (BrainPop Notes) before moving on to a quiz. Put a copy of the quiz on the board as a reference. It might help if you had an anchor chart for key terms such as prepositions, prepositional phrases, etc. Lesson needed more guided practice before moving on to quiz.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		You began by reminding them that they had been studying electricity. Showed a Brain Pop video. Before video, you told them they would have a quiz. After video, you presented questions to asses understanding of the video. (done aloud with whole group) The assessment was supportive of the info in the brain pop video. *you showed slides that gave the info students were to copy into the blanks of graphic organizer. They took notes as lesson was taught. (More time needed for some). You had a diagram of a circuit on the G.O. for students to complete the part. Some students didn't have time to complete this from slides on board. * When a student got an answer incorrect, you did not explain why it was wrong. Students were not asked to explain why they chose those answers. No higher level questioning was used. Be sure to call on students without hands up. This ensures all students know they are expected to stay on task and learn the content. *No differentiation used in lesson plan or lesson. *Be sure and use reinforcement and feedback when students give correct answers. First transition back to desks was good, but the second transition to groups was chaotic.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good opening for the lesson. You jumped right into the lesson by presenting the standard & focus questions. Good questioning throughout the lesson. You allowed the students to respond before repeating the answer and asking for an explanation of the process. Taking time to define key terms promoted understanding as the lesson progressed. I thought it was neat how you promoted several students to give their thoughts on ways to remember greater than/ less than symbols!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of prior lessons on comparing fractions. You guided students through plotting fractions on a number line in order to compare them. You planned stations in order that you and Mrs. Lewis could work with small groups to review for the upcoming fractions test. You said, "Good job, " as a response to students when they got something right.  Work on being more specific with your praise. Explain what they did well. Include H.O.T. questions in order to increase the students' depth of knowledge. Have them explain their thinking. Your students used white boards to work the problems. Your using one as well would have enabled you to model/help students visually see what you were verbally telling them. Orderly transitions between stations. No instructional time was lost. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You began the lesson with a review of what had been discussed during the first part of the lesson taught before lunch. You asked the students to "foreshadow" regarding how the U.S. would acquire all of the land you indicated on the map west of the Mississippi River. You showed the students, on the map, what the U.S. owned before and after the Louisiana Purchase. Excellent modeling of map skills. You had the students track print during the reading of the text. Love this!  Holds all students accountable and on task. You asked the students why it was important to have good major ports. Good higher order questioning. You pointed out the map in the book that highlighted how much the L.P. added to the U.S. Good reinforcement. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Before starting the lesson you had students stand up. You told each one which side of the room they were to move to and which tables they were to sit in during the lesson. This was for differentiation purposes, as you divided them according to levels. You accessed prior knowledge asking students what they knew regarding what government can do. You shared a PowerPoint and conducted a discussion of the Mayor of Carrollton, the State of GA., and the National Government....discussing the duties of each. This was a lot of information for one lesson. It would have been better to teach one at a time. When asking questions about the information of the slides perhaps ask if they could find it on the slide. Visuals would have been helpful, as there was so much reading/information on the slides. After the group discussion you had the students complete a government "sort" according to their level. You also had the directions for the sort on a slide for them to refer to as they worked. The activity seemed a little difficult because all 3 levels of government were included. I am not sure they had had enough support/instruction/practice of each level in order to complete these with a high rate of success. The students in the higher group seemed to be struggling with not only where ot place their cards, but how to read some of the words. Because there was so much information, you spent the majority of the instructional delivery time explaining the duties of each level of government. Therefore, there were few HOT questions. I did not observe the closing of your lesson, as I had to leave for another observation. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC did a good job allowing appropriate wait time for students to respond. This allowed for students who were slower to respond a chance to provide an answer. TC was very encouraging to the students as they attempted to complete the assignments. The lesson allowed for a good balance of instructional time & student participation. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		You were doing a Musical Task Card activity. Your students seem to be having fun, while learning at same time. What a great idea to get them moving and reviewing at same time! Very interactive and engaging Your instruction came through individual instruction as they were working. This activity can also be used as an assesment. Smooth transition as they moved back to their seat for closing. Great activity for them to anaylize their own work by self checking. 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lesson was well prepared and executed. Students were readily engaged in the lesson. It might be beneficial to have the definition of key vocabulary posted so that the students can see them. Also, I would spend a little more time on a basic verb lesson before adding past, present, & future tense verbs. Once you move on, show the comparison on the same screen. I think it would help them put it into perspective.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Small group lesson with a skills group.  Asked lots of recall questions-lesson focused on constructed responses from text.  Tied to real world experiences. Instead of giving the students th main idea sentence-ask them if they can tell you.  What do they think and why.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Overall a good lesson on the 13 colonies.  Students had an opportunity to go over previously learned information and learn new facts.  Worsheet on promethean board needed to be bigger...it could not be seen at the back of the room.  Glad you went over the first 5 questions together with the class.  Students then had  to opportunity to work with their chromebooks to complete the worksheet.

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Students were involved in lesson when I arrived. They were doing creative writing. Students had graphic organizers to help them organize their thoughts. You did a great job of montoring the students as they worked. You gave additional help when needed and encouraged students as they worked. You kept students engaged-quickly redirecting when they got a little talkative. You encouraged them to do their nest writing.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You accessed prior knowledge of antonyms. Their responses were priceless. You led the discussion of antonyms being two words with opposite meanings. Beautiful, orderly, quiet transition the rug. No instructional time lost! Once you came together on the rug, you had the students again say what antonyms are. You made an anchor chart using the letters in the word antonym....giving the definition of the word and examples. Very creative. The students had a part in the creation of the anchor chart! Students had a clear understanding of what you were doing with the chart and they were anxious to share their examples. You read The Foot Book and asked students to look/listen for examples of antonyms as you read. Before reading you once again reminded students what antonyms are. The students were clearly engaged and enjoying the book. After the reading of the book students shared antonym pairs and they were added to the anchor chart. After filling out the chart, you choral read all the antonym pairs on the chart and you revisited the meaning of antonyms once again. Such excellent support for your students' learning. The students went back to their table groups. You showed them a slide on the P. Board and again discussed the meaning of antonyms. You had an example sentence: An antonym for happy is _______. The students readily told you an appropriate answer. You next had students brainstorm in their table groups some examples of antonyms that had not been discussed before. Students were able to give examples which clearly showed they were understanding. The next slide you had the students match pairs of antonym pictures. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You access ed what students remembered from the previous days lesson.  You drew a web on the board and the students gave you adjectives to describe PEEPS. Great way to combine L. Arts with Science.  You told students they were going to make a prediction. You asked the students what this word means and they were able to tell you it is a guess.  You asked the students to predict if the PEEP, when placed in a cup of water, would sink or float. A student asked you, "What if our prediction is wrong?"  You quickly emphasized a prediction was their "guess" and there was no right or wrong.  On the graphic organizer you gave the students you asked them to circle either "sink" or "float" as their prediction.  You clarified the meaning of the word sink.  You took a count of the number of students who thought the PEEP would sink or float. You then collected their prediction papers.  You told the students they would observe the PEEPS in water the next day. You then told the students they would predict what would happen to the PEEP once it was put into the water, besides sink or float.  The students had many excellent predictions which you wrote on the board. The students then wrote a sentence on their G.O. telling what they thought would happen.  When they wrote their sentence it would have been good go have them use the word "predict".  I predict..... 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		You were teaching a  whole group lesson on using pronouns correctly.  The Power point was large, colorful and easy to read.  There was a good balance of instruction and practicing independently.  You gave individually instruction as you assisted students working independently.  Smooth transition as you lined them up to go to lunch. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Opening was great as you gave them the Agenda of the day. Did you hear their "yeas" as you told them about Musical Chairs?" Awesome instructions on what they would be doing in their activities. Very creative ideas for activities. Today is Friday and it makes learning fun when the students can move around the room instead of just sitting. Side to Side was such a simple game, but powerful. You did a great job of asking high challenging questions such as ways to change the verb. (it was obvious that you took in to consideration of what we talked about) Transitions wers smooth and directions were given. Loved, loved the musical chairs story activity.  The students loved it too.  Great music! **- As students asked questions, use that time to quickly review.  For example, when the girl asked about writing in 1st, 2nd or 3rd person, have her remind the class what that means.  ** Keep reinterating that the story has to flow or it won't make sense.  Not only from the verb standpoint but the type story. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You were going over Daily Language Review as I came into the room. Perfect that you took the time to go over the words "biology" when so many were confused.  We, as teachers, have to listen to our students so that when we are confused we can help them! *Love the Agenda on the board.  Do you do this every day?  That's a wonderful idea! You transitioned into their skills groups.  You gave explicit directions on what they would be doing in their groups.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson began with a 6 minute test that took approximately 20 minutes to complete. The lesson really had no opening or focus. TC reviewed the 5 question test with the students & had individual students work the problems on the board. Lesson transitioned to a work sheet & the TC worked the problems with the help of the students using the CUBES system. None of the terms mentioned in the I Can statements (time, length, volume and weight) were mentioned even though the problems were comprised of problems relating to some of them. Not all students were called on & several students appeared bored &/or lost :(

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Engaged students.  Tied to real life with them using themselves as examples.  Students were engaged in lesson.  Centers allowed students hands on participation.  Very encouraging with students. Good job incorporating high order questions in lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		You opened with a review of prior learning to set the stage for the activity part of your lesson.  Students loved the slide show and were able to recall facts and details and answer your questions.  You incorporated higher order questions-"why-expain", "what happens when".  Good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students worked to create a map of Ga that incorporated all they had learned about the regions.  They were so excited to work on this and hated to stop for lunch. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Good variety in your presentation...Flocabulary, anchor chart, reading paragraph for main idea and supporting details, graphic organizer, independent work.  I liked how you used a paragraph about what they were learning in science for them to read and find main idea/supporting details.  Anchor chart was hard to see with the lights off and it was held very low.  Students were not very responsive at the beginning but got better.  

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a Flocabulary about different math vocabulary terms that would help solve math word problems. After the Flocabulary video, the teacher explained the students would be playing around the world. The students thoroughly enjoyed the Around the World game. The teacher explained the C.U.B.E.S. strategy. The teacher reviewed what C.U.B.E.S. means. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the different C.U.B.E.S strategies. The teacher had great advice for the students when they take the Milestones test. GLOW-The teacher had the class read the word problem together. The teacher instructed the students to solve the problem on their whiteboard. The students did a good job of sharing information while trying to solve the word problem. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		The students were engaged throughout the lesson. Good use of the document camera so that the students could analyze a problem that had some issues. You were very encouraging to your students.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		When you passed back the students writing, you told them they were to proofread their letters to their favorite author.  You reminded them they could look back to their book, Dear Mr. Henshaw, for help regarding ideas as to what to say in their letters. You circulated throughout the classroom offering assistance as was needed. After finishing the letters you directed the students to swap papers with their partners. Each student was to pretend to be the author the fellow student had written to and answer the questions as they thought the author would.  So creative!! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You activated the lesson with a video forecast. You led the class in a discussion of what the numbers on a forecast map represent and how those numbers are determined. You connected the temperatures on the map to their real lives, asking the students if their parents listen to the weather report in order to determine what they should wear to school each day. You asked the students what the person telling the forecast is called and had the students discuss this in their groups.  You had the groups share their responses. You then asked the students what the study of weather is called, once again letting the students discuss in groups.  There was a discussion afterwards. You asked the students what temperature measures and you led them to the understanding it is how hot or cold something is. You shared a thermometer with the class and explained it was an instrument used to measure temperature. You had made an anchor chart of a thermometer with Fahrenheit and Celcius represented on both sides. You explained fahrenheit was considered the "customary system" and celcius was part of the metric system. Each student had a G.O. picture of a thermometer and you had them color theirs in using your anchor chart as their example!  Well done! You pointed out certain temperatures can be controlled with examples such as room temperature, freezer temperature. You pointed out outdoor temperatures cannot be controlled. You demonstrated water boils at 212 degrees farenheit by putting a thermometer into a pan of boiling water and letting the students look at the thermometer. You also had the students fill in the boiling point for fahrenheit on their G.O. You explained water freezes at 32 degrees fahrenheit. You demonstrated this by sharing a couple of thermometers that had been sitting in ice water for a couple of  hours. On the celsius side you explained water boils at 100 degrees and freezes at 0 degrees. This information was also recorded on their G.O. You had students use their G.Os and your anchor chart to predict temperatures of the various seasons. This was great application for what they were learning. You conducted a quick review of information at the end of the lesson. Don't forget to include your E.Qs in the review, as they were your learning goals. 

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Not a bad introductory lesson on Heat.  You had their attention when you said they were going to experiment with chocolate.  Might have been better to show "Experiment sheet" on the promethean board so that they could see what you were trying to explain.  Also might have tried to find a video to help introduce the standard.  Liked your "Think about in your head what it feels like in your hand" instruction.  Good questioning techniques throughout the lesson.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Prezi...it really allowed you to incorporate everything needed to address the standard in a variety of ways.  Personal reference made about your husband, the coach, who needs to know the weather...students are always interested in the lives of their teachers.  Referring back to previous knowledge is also a good way to reinforce their learning.  Students seemed to really enjoy the lesson and were eager to share what they had done.  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great subject knowledge.  Had them get their page ready in binder before starting.  Liked the way you had the reading done in three different styles:  popcorn, speed, and independent.  Stressed "Cite the evidence correctly from the text"...so important!  Also had them look at questions before they read independently so they would be reading to find the answers.  Loved your example of "seeing" the flashlight through child's body and through his ear cartlidge.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Good opening asking students what they knew about the words...transparent, translucent, and opaque...also the "cheesy" video.  Good graphic organizer for them the write down if items were t,t,or o.  Group activity got a little chaotic with the rotation.  Might also have been better if there had been a flashlight on each table so that the students could actually shine the light "through" the items.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You really did not teach.  You did a quick review of the names of the 3 people in history that they were studying.  Then you just go them go into groups and work on their books.  

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Good job of incorporating higher order questioning.  Lots of positive reinforcement for students as they answered questions and participated in discussions.  Good balance of student participation and instructional time. When student had outburst-you kept the rest of the class on task and the lesson continued. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Lesson on solving word problems.  You asked students to tell you what they found difficult about woed problems and then had them tell you about key words they should look for.  You also had students discuss they strategies they could use.  Asking them to explain the strategies, tell how and why they would use them would expand their understanding. Make a flip chart for smart board with only one problem at a time for guided instruction.  Document camera is awkward-paper moving, shows part of the next problem, your hand covered the screen.  This would get you out from behind the desk and in front of the class. Very weak strategies for dealing with struggling learners. Leson continued.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The teacher explained what a noun is and how to identify the nouns. The teacher had a powerpoint about nouns. The teacher let the students come up to the powerpoint and circle the nouns in each sentence. GROW-Be careful with spelling of words-sandwhiches should be sandwiches. The teacher asked good questions about the sentences-What is the subject? What is the predicate? The teacher shared a powerpoint on verbs. The teacher let the students read the definitions. The teacher had a powerpoint about identify the verbs. The teacher had another powerpoint on adjectives. The teacher asked good questions about the review powerpoints. When the students selected the wrong words, the teacher had a great way of questioning the students until they arrived at the right answer. GROW-The teacher needed to instruct the students that most of adverbs end in "ly". The teacher had different sentences on the powerpoint. The teacher read the directions for the powerpoint before letting the students answer the questions. GROW-The directions on the powerpoint had the wrong "to". Draw "to" should be draw "two" line under the adjective or the adverb in each sentence. The teacher explained the rules for the Jeopardy game. The teacher did a good job of making sure the students understood how to play the game according to the rules. GROW-"Inturpted" should be "interrupted". 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The teacher asked questions at the beginning of the lesson.  The teacher wrote the question-Who likes jellybeans?-on the board.  The teacher asked the students questions during the lesson to create a bar graph. The teacher gave explicit directions about the jelly beans which would be used for the graph. The teacher explained the worksheet before the students bean to work on the worksheet. The teacher explained how to graph the jellybeans by color. The teacher posted the questions that the students would answer at the end of the lesson. The teacher had the questions posted the questions on the powerpoint. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good job defining the key terms for the lesson (compare & contrast). It would be beneficial for you to have the definitions posted on the PB as part of your Powerpoint or on an anchor chart so the students would have a visual to look at if they became confused. Compare & contrast is a confusing leson for some students! TC was very encouraging to the students. This promoted a positive learning environment! It would have been beneficial for the reading passage sheet to be visable on the PB so that you can refer to it as you went over it with the students. By doing so, it would have provided you a visual to refer to & write on as the lesson progressed. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Engaged students by discussing the election of the class mascot and how girls would have felt if they could not vote.  Good place to ask what they thought about this and why?  How does it make the girls feel, what about the boys? Reviewed vocabulary to be sure students undersood the terms being used.  You had a printed definition sheet ready for students to put in notebooks. Brain Pop video talked about subject.  Took quiz at end--involve all students by having them discuss answers or signal answers or write on white board.  When only one student answers you only know about their understanding. Students were to make a Twitter profile for Susan B. Anthony-some were not familiar with Twitter.  When using something like that be sure students understand the concept. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		When reading to the class, a larger book would have been better so students could see the pictures clearly. Your page of pictures for sequencing was too busy, not really utilized in lesson and a distraction. With kindergarten-a real plant , seed and sprout would have been great. PPt example was discussed and sequenced verbally.  It would be great if you could move the pictures into the correct order so students have that visual.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You accessed prior knowledge of Thomas Jefferson. You read a book about him and asked questions as you were reading. After reading the book, you put a picture of T.J. on an easel. You asked students to recall certain information and as they responded correctly you put the picture of the correct answer on the easel.  Great visuals.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		You were playing a review game of 3 dimensional figures using the Jeopardy format.  You asked students to access prior knowledge of these figures. Students moved to their teams in a nice orderly fashion. When questions were chosen you allowed the teams to confer on the answer. Great team effort! You allowed students to use the anchor chart for help. Great way to demonstrate the resources in the classroom are helpful! When students struggled with an answer you stopped and helped them understand why the answer was what it was.  Excellent support for your students' learning! I did not see the closing of the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		The Powerpoint greatly aided to the presentation of the information. It was clearly organized and well put together. You did a super job involving the students in the learning process. You encouraged the students to participate in the lesson. Very appropriate amount of guided vs. independent practice.

		George		Laurel		917434253		Good beginning having them answer a question on Google classroom about what they were going over in class before you taught.  REally the the "Zearn" teaching program.  It teaches while it allowed you to pause and highlight important knowledge.  Very good practice.  You did a great job of stressing important points throughout the lesson.  

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher had the students take out their journals to write the problems from the powerpoint. The teacher knows the metric system subject matter very well! The teacher is a natural teaching the lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats in their journals. The teacher does a good job of including the students in her lesson by letting them come to the powerpoint and show how to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of letting the students raise their hands if they agree or disagreed with the student's answer. GLOW-Loved the part of the lesson when the teacher had the students represent the number and the decimal. The teacher had great reminders for the students about the correct way to write answers using inches and feet. The teacher passed out the metric worksheets for the students.  The teacher did a good job of explaining the directions to the students. The teacher presented the worksheet on the image machine for the powerpoint. The teacher made the sheet a little harder by crossing out the measurement units.  The students had to figure out which measurement unit would be used to solve the problems The teacher did a good job of explaining the worksheet before letting the students begin. The lesson was very sequential and very educational. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		It would benefit the students if you used real-life examples for volume. The goal is for the students to relate something in their life to the subject being taught. This is the way the brain learns & remembers! The egg carton was a a good example but the students appeared to be somewhat confused. It might help if you wrote on the package with a marker. Encourage individual students to answer your questions. When several call out possible answers, the slower students tend to have a difficult time following. Remeber students need to SEE & HEAR multiple times to learn. For the lower students, work the mulitpli cation problems on the side of the board. Refer the students back to the wording of the problems when they are giving an anwer. Also, write on the board to clarify which side/area that you are talking about in order to make it clear.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a youtube video. The teacher began the lesson by reading Explore South America. The teacher asked good questions before beginning the read aloud. The teacher reviewed the vocabulary for the book as she read the book. The teacher did a good job of pointing out the different uses of the vocabulary as she explained the book. The teacher had a card on each desk. The teacher provided several non-fiction books for the students. The teacher shared the Text Feature Scavenger Hunt with the students using the Image Maker. The teacher gave explicit instructions for the completion of the worksheet. The teacher did a great job or role modeling how to complete the worksheet using a partner. The teacher had cards on each desk. The students had to find their partners and then stand on the rug. The teacher instructed the students which table they would need to sit at before beginning their worksheet.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Powerpoint use realistic illustrations and aided in presenting information. Make sure Key Terms are in larger print of in bold so they are not over looked. There was 4 major vocabulary terms fo this lesson (simple machines, fulcrum, lever, force). The students would benefit from them being posted throughout the lesson. The PP pictures were great but students benefit more from seeing the actual item when possible.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson even with the "technical issues".  Students were excited to know they were going to make a thermometer after the lesson.  Good questioning and discussion with the students.  It  was interesting seeing the students try to make the temperature rise "up the straw".  

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Your opening of Text Structures was fine, but a little vague. Start out by saying "You have been studying text structures.. What does that mean to have a text structure?" Begin questioning about what the words text and structure even mean. " Where do we get that phrase? Let's see if we can remember 5 different text structures that we have learned about. Who can name one?" These are all great questions to enter you into the Standard and I Cans. Brag on your students. Make them feel smart! They gave you some really good answers. Don't just say "Ok" and move on. This is so important! Good job giving directions and expectations for stations. Ask for questions to make sure everyone is clear. Are they working in groups or individually? Make that clear as well. You had 5 stations going on with 5 different worksheets. Does every station have to be worksheet oriented? It takes more time but there can be a sequencing game, maybe 2 small hoops to practice with compare and contrast, etc. Try changing this up and making this more creative. Use a variety of strategies. The Kahoot was a good summary of what they were reviewing. Have students hold up their cards at one time (when you say "flash". This way you can see at a glance who really knows it.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Using a graphic organizer was perfect for this topic. It might help if you had a posted copy of the same GO. This can be accomplished by putting the GO on an anchor chart or drawing it on the whiteboard. Great PP pictures - very realistic!. Good handwriting - large and clear formation of letters. You were very receptive to the students answers. Also vey positive attitude!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video Hip-Hop Around the Clock. The teacher asked questions about the video after the students had viewed it. The teacher asked good higher order thinking questions about time. When the teacher realized the students did not understand half hour, she had a good explanation for the students. The teacher discussed analog and digital clocks with the students. The teacher instructed the students to get the clocks out of the bucket at their table. GROW-The teacher needed to walk around and check the clocks of the different students when they were showing a certain time. The teacher instructed the students to place the clocks back in the bucket at their table. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great presentation.  Your power point allowed all students to "get" the material in a way they could be successful in learning and doing the center activities.  Great discussion with the students about each inventor.  Liked you emphasizing a quote from Thomas Edison..."We can always make things better."  Describing what to do in each center made the transition  easy.  Make sure you know how to say the last names of some of the inventors that you had in your power point.  I know they were not the inventors that they had to know something about but you only called them by their first name.  You can get the  pronunciations on Google.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		There's got to be discussion about the video. The first question I was waiting for you to shout out was "What in the world did they mean about being excited about elbow room? The video was squelched when you turned it off and told them to do a KWL sheet on LA purchase. Was your intention for them to write about things they heard or remembered in the video? Wouldn't it make sense to have them share some ideas they know before you get started? That's part of your opening. Your Power Point was good. The visuals were very good to help them see what the US looked like before and after the purchase. The activity matched your Standard with showing the expansion that the purchase gave the US, but it was too hard. Good lesson learned here. It would have been perfect just to have a simple blank US map that showed the states already there. Then their job was to add the expansion. Then maybe add the rivers in that expansion only. Keep in view of your Standard. Just expansion of LA purchase. Also make sure you have resources (SS book) available. This is important for those who need it. Make sure you explain the directions well. Even a reminder of what a "key" is.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Grabbed the students attention with the bag of items for them to get something out of--students had to infer what that item meant.  Power point allowed students to practice inferencing as a large group.  Case files allowed students to work in small groups to infer.  Loved all the real world objects you included in the case files.  Students were so excited to do this lesson.  All were engaged in the evidence. Brought students back together to discuss the evidence found and their inferences as to what had happened.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I love your "Class Agenda"...lets the students know what to expect in class.  You did a good job of introducing how to multiply fractions.  Good differentiation of activities...video, step-by-step rules, practice, and game.  Be careful when you put information in the "Gifted" section....not all gifted students are gifted in math.  

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		When you are going over questions on Power Point, show these answers visually. Example, when the little girl said "numerators of the fraction" show that on board just to remind over and over. You went over the steps of mixed numbers. The instruction today was a little confusing. Was it an introduction to mixed numbers? If so , it needs to be kept simple like 3 6/10 + 4 3/10 = 7 9/10. You don't want to leave them with more of a proper fraction. Did they need to add mixed numbers or should it have been to add 2 fractions to get the mixed number. 3/4 + 5/4 = 8/4 Then show how that changes into a mixed number. You were trying to go further and add the whole numbers with it.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		The lesson began with a Brain Pop Video about the clock and five minute intervals. The teacher explained the worksheet to the students. *The teacher needed to pass out the worksheet and then explain it to the students. *There were too many questions about the worksheet. The teacher colored a strip on the promethean board to explain it further to the students. *The teacher needs to work around and monitor the students closely to make sure they are completing the worksheet correctly.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You began the lesson with a mixed review. You worked through a few of the problems with the students. You reminded students how to subtract fractions with unlike denominators.  Very good questioning during mixed review. All were given a handout. You worked the first 2 multiplication problem with students which was a great way to support and review.  You then worked the first division problem. You modeled your own thinking when you said, "I like to rewrite my problem so I don't get confused with all the little marks."  Modeling your thinking supports students in developing their own thoughts regarding how to solve problems. When/if students "catch you" making a mistake, this is a good thing!  This means they are engaged and questioning what you are doing! You can even thank them for pointing out your mistakes. You then moved the lesson on to work problems with multiplication and division and you told the students which problems to work on the handout.  You cautioned students to "think logically" when it comes to their answers and you gave an example of what you meant by this. You gave the students a time limit for finishing the task. I left before the closing of the lesson.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		You led the students through the steps of adding/subtracting fractions with like and unlike denominators. You modeled this and reminded the students how to find the L.C.M.  Students had handouts to follow along as you worked through several problems with them on the P. Board.  This was great support for your students. A student pointed out an answer could be simplified which let to a review of finding the G.C.F. You modeled how to find a common denominator when the problem had unlike denominators. Remember to ask more H.O.T. questions. Ask students more why, how, explain questions. For instance: How is solving an addition/subtraction problem with like denominators different from ones with unlike denominators? You gave each student a domino and they were to get with a partner and add and subtract using the numbers as fractions.  It is always a good idea to model how to do something like this. Some of the students were not exactly sure what you meant for them to do. When students are able to explain their thought processes they have a deeper depth of knowledge regarding the topic. Fractions practice. You had the students complete one column with you, one with a partner, and one on their own.  Be sure to remember to use the correct termonology....numerators and denominatiors. The handout with the columns seemed a little crowded and left little room for students to work out the answer.  Would it have been possible to adjust the sheet, giving the students more room to show their work? 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher had a good delivery about the different graphs-bar and line graphs. The teacher explained to the students what they would be doing in their hands-on Science experiments. The teacher explained the bar and line graphs before letting the students begin their experiments. At the closing of the lesson, the teacher had the students pass their bar creations down to the end of the table. The teacher had the students switch tables during the lesson. The students separated the M and M's by color. The students created the bar graph by graphing the different colors of M and M's. The teacher was very observant of each student during the rotation activities. After the station rotation, the teacher asked different questions about the graphs. The teacher shared a Flocabulary video about the scientific method. GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment to see if the students understood the subject matter about the graphs. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Loved the Super Powers emerge picture and how it connected with Cold War, Good beginning as you segwayed into the Brain Pop video about the Cold War, As your teacher walked in, the two of you co taught.  This was great that you had things to interject.  Good questioning!  

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was a monthly review lesson on physical and chemical change. You did a fabulous job of asking review questions to get their brains back in gear after long holiday break. Very impressed that your students knew all the answers. Loved that you gave them a few minutes to complete the review sheet before you would go over it together. **As you move into a video, remember to give it purpose. Tell your students what they will see in the video or how it will help them. The quiz after video was good. This would have been a great assessment if they answered on paper and not aloud. suggestion- Instead of you reading each answer, have them read the answers silently before someone gives correct answer. This gives them good practice for the Ga Milestone. Loved that you referred back to the EQ as you read one of the questions on quiz. Awesome experiment to help them see physical and chemical change. So glad you allowed them to predict what would happen. They can do this on paper OR talk with a partner about it. This allows great discussion if they do a "elbow partner chat" for a minute. Your instruction came all during lesson as they were hands on with experiment. Awesome! Transitions were smooth as you moved from each activity to the next. You didn't miss a beat. No wasted or down time.

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Good review lesson over PEMDAS.  Flocabulary was a great was to get them back into thinking about order of operation.  Like the way you explained the centers before having the students begin.  Might have been better in the Dice and Popsicle Stick centers to have the students fill their sheets in and then go back to their seats to work the problems.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher began the lesson with a youtube with John F. Kennedy.  The teacher instructed these students to listen and be ready to remark on the quote-"One stop for man, one giant leap for mankind." The teacher instructed the students to discuss with their table what they thought the quote meant. The teacher did an outstanding job explaining how to create their own moon lander. The teacher used the materials provided to explain in detail how to create their own moon lander. For five minutes, the teacher instructed the students to brainstorm their ideas for the creation of their moon lander. The teacher constantly visited each small Science group working on their moon lander.  The teacher interacted with the students as they worked. The activity was very interesting for the students.  The students were very involved throughout the lesson. The teacher instructed the students to return to their seats.  The teacher had a journal ticket out the door that included three questions.  The students were instructed to answer the questions in their journals. The different groups went to the front on the classroom and observed if their moon lander landed on the moon safely. The teacher had good questions for the students about their moon lander creations. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The teacher opened the lesson by showing a youtube video about animal adaptations. After the video, the teacher answered questions about the animal adaptations. The teacher had a powerpoint that explained about different subject matter related to the animal adaptations. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the powerpoint presentation. GROW-The teacher needed to let the students read the powerpoint to include them in the presentation more. The teacher explained to the students that they would be creating their own animal with a partner at the table. The teacher had the students read the different parts of the animal adaptation sheet at their seats. Each partner group got four environments on their sheets. The teacher had good examples of animal creations on her powerpoint that she shared with the students. GROW-After reading the instructions for the sheet, the teacher needs to ask if there are any questions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The teacher shared a flocabulary video at the beginning of the lesson on backing up opinions with reasons. The teacher read aloud the book, The Perfect Pet. The teacher has great animation throughout the read aloud lesson. The teacher posted the powerpoint that showed the opinion graphic organizer. The teacher had great questions abut the graphic organizer. The teacher wrote her opinion about the book on the powerpoint The teacher had good questions about the graphic organizer. The teacher called on different students to suggest different opinions for the graphic organizer. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher began the lesson by explaining the students would be learning about main idea. The teacher was teaching a Reading small group. The teacher let the students read different parts of the passage. The teacher let each student complete the Main Idea worksheet. The teacher instructed the students to highlight the information that supports the main idea in the passage. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Review lesson for Milestones 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about her powerpoint. The students were instructed to do think-pair-share with the lesson. The teacher has good thought provoking questions for the lesson. *The teacher needed to let the students come up to the powerpoint to complete the problems. *The teacher needed the students to work at their desks as she worked at the front of the classroom. *The teacher needed to walk around the students at their seats to monitor their behavior closely. THe teacher had the stations posted on her powerpoint. The teacher did a good job of explaining the powerpoint to the students before letting them begin. The teacher counted off the students to assign them to their correct station. The students were very focused when they began their stations. The noise level reduced and the students worked very hard! 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You were doing a small group reading group. The remaining students were involved in centers.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		You were doing a review on Text Structures. Great opening as you had groups to write on chart paper everything they could remember about Text Structures. Tip: After bringing charts to front, possibly have one spokesperson for the group or either you read them so it can go quicker. The entire group can come up front but not necessary. (Ha- you realized this quickly and changed it! Good for you!) Awesome how you connected the Milestone to what they are learning today. Using strategies and asking questions of how to help yourself! Loved the graphic organizer for text structure. Doing the emojis really helped them remember these! Awesome job at delivering these text structures through colorful, creative organizers. Using sports as your topics connected your kids (especially boys)!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Your opening was good as you grabbed their attention by having them tell you what they know about the shape you were drawing. *This is your time to question! Don't just allow them to give you some facts they notice, but question them on these facts. For example, "What is a quadilateral shape? What does that mean?" The flip books were a good idea for them to write down review facts and examples on these quad shapes.  When you pass these out, explain exactly what they will be doing in these.  Give specific directions.  Remember not to teach from the board too much. I know it's hard when you are typing on the Smart board, but after you write your facts, then get up and move around while they are working. This allows you to be sure they are on task.  Be a part of your class....don't set yourself away from the group.  Don't allow too much time for writing in their booklets. Set a time and move on. This got a little boring and "draggy". That's why you need to walk around and monitor. Great question "What makes a square different than a quadilateral?" Anytime you mention a term (perpendicular, quadilateral, classifying, parellel lines, etc. make SURE they remember what these are. Don't just assume. This is reviewing as you go along.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Opened lesson by going outside and having students find 3 rocks.  Students were excited and engaged to go out.  You asked students to recall how to categorize rocks. Students worked with a partned to look at their rocks. Have a partner list ready so you don't have to staqnd there and figure out pairs. Have the students share the characteristics of their rock with the group since that was the standard.  That insures that they understand the terms and how to apply them.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Showed short video to engage students and prepare them for lesson on greater than/less than.  Did an oral example with the class-writing the numbers on the board will help more students understand the concept. Incorporated a higher order question-try to get more into lesson. Instruction was brief and independent activity took most of the time.  Students worked with a partner and di to create numbers to compare.  Students were engaged in the activity. I want to see you do more direct teaching.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Opening was relative as you showed a beautiful mansion and then in comparison a run down house. You were describing how the Soviet Union went from strong to collapsing. Very proud of your questioning. You have a strength with this! That's awesome! Your instruction/review  needs to be longer.  You can combine teacher directed instruction along with guided instruction.  The balance was good, but each section needs to be longer (Instruction and practice) You don't want to have too much time left over!  Great job on closing! You summarized well and recapped the Standard and EQ. The video was a good idea to finish up after you discussed but it didn't match. You realized this after a few minutes.

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Engaged the students with the monstter picture to describe using adjectives. Monitored students, Good balance of guided instruction and student practice. Very encouraging. Set behavior expecttions. Tie to real world,

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Video was a good idea but you were not prepared and an ad covered at least a third of the screen.  You should have this planned before the last minute. There was a good balance of instruction with student participation as they sorted the adverbs onto your chart. Independent practice with students completing their own sorting sheet of adverbs.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Nice opening as you explained and posted the Agenda for the lesson. This got your students excited about what they would be doing. You did a good job of stating expectations. Smooth transition from Standard into getting your students thinking about the book you would be reading aloud. *Good job giving them real experiences of eating out. Dig a little deeper into paying the bill, tip, etc. and why we should do that. (real life experiences). Remember to always think, "Why do these 5th graders need to be learning this?' *Another suggestion is to start out in a different direction....ask who has ever been on a money hunt? We all have found money in odd places. How important is money to live, eat, etc.? This is important! The activity of The Pig Family eating out was creative. This allowed them to work in groups, getting along and working together. *It was obvious this was a bright group. Think about how would you teach this same lesson to an inclusion group? More instruction would probably be needed. *Don't forget to do a closing, summary.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were doing guided practice on dividing fractions.  The game made it fun for them.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The teacher had a powerpoint on possession and possessive nouns. The teacher needs to use the powepoint as a reference tool. The teacher had a powerpoint on the singular possessives for the students to complete. The teacher did a good job of having the students complete the singular possessives powepoint. The teacher had a worksheet for the students to complete. The teacher instructed the students to wait and listen to the instructions for completing the worksheet before she let them begin. *The teacher needed to ask if there were any questions before letting the students begin. The teacher rotated different Reading groups to check their work. The teacher closed the lesson by asking a question about apostrophes used with possessive nouns. *The teacher needed to have more creative ways to teach the subject matter. 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You began the lesson what a dichotomous chart is and how it is used by scientists. You shared an example of how mammals can be classified. You moved to modeling how to use the dichotomous chart in order to classify jelly beans. You worked through two examples, giving the students the scaffolding they needed in order to work independently. You pointed out as they went through the process/chart the classifications got more specific and harder to judge. You had the students work with a partner to classify, using the dichotomous chart, the jelly beans you had given them in a little cup.  They each had their own dichotomous chart as well as a chart to record their findings. You closed the lesson with a discussion regarding why classifying is helpful to scientists and how it can be used.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You conducted a practice "illuminate Quiz" and then assigned the students the one what would be graded. All students were engaged and working quietly as they took their quiz on their chrome books.  You cautioned students to think very carefully about number 5.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		To me, you seemed very unsure of the material and teaching it correctly.  You can check on Google how to say "distributive".  You said it about three different ways during the lesson.  It might have been better to leave the students at their seats as you went through the instruction, as they seemed to be to bunched under the promethean board.  Your anchor chart was good but don't depend on it to teach...it is only an example of how to do.  You need more energy and excitement in your teaching.  Also your voice is very monotone.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. It was a transition from seats to rug to read aloud a story.. Great job in reading aloud. You used a lot of expression and had your students intriqued by story. The story was also interactive. Glad you allowed them to be silly since it was Halloween. **As you move to rug, try a countdown to get them there quickly. When you see that it's taking too long to get settled, tell them they have 10 seconds to get ready. This works every time. Good transitions back to their seat after story to begin the listening activity from story..

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Loved your opening. You even pulled in Easter as the students reconstructed an Easter puzzle. Proud of how you tied it together with Reconstruction of South after Civil War. As you are moving into instruction, talk about what had happened during Civil War and connect that to why and how they would reconstruct. These three amendments would help do this in Lincoln and Johnson's plan. Make sure they see this connection. Keep referring back to I Can Statements. The Power Point was creative and good information. You used this to instruct and ask questions. Your questioning was so much improved today! Awesome! *Explain words such as humility, radical, etc. Be careful not to just read the Power point. Know it well enough to tell about it instead of reading it off the chart. Your positive comments and feedback was good today. Differentiation could have been used as you allowed this class to only do 4 questions or even 6 questions instead of 8. Or ahead or time found out who in the class needs 4, 6 or 8 questions and use this as differentiation in a discreet way. Summarize/close lesson with your I Can Statements. What they are writing on their constructions paper is just fictional and not a type of assessment.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You launched the lesson asking students what the words past and present mean. You gave students baggies with pictures in them. They were to place the picture under the correct heading, past or present, on a graphic organizer you gave each student. Sorting was an xcellent way for students to show their understanding of past and present. You told students they would be taking notes. You gave each student a G.O. to write their notes. You had a chart to write on so students were easily able to see where and how to write their notes. You showed numerous slides depicting the life of the Creek Indians and guided the students through the note taking. Afterwards, you had the students filp to the opposite side of the G.O. and write the same information they had written about the Creek children about themselves.  Excellent use of HOT using compare/contrast.  You helped students understand what to write about themselves with your questioning. Terrific support. Students were then aked to create paper dollsof themselves and a Creek Indian.  You had slides with pictures of Creek children in order to help your students. You also made model paper dolls to share. As your closure, you had students pick a Creek picture from their baggies and write, on a sticky note, a sentence describing how the creek Indians used it. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You were leading a discussion about a time students accomplished over time. You shared a personal story regarding learning how to play tennis over a period of time.  You directed students to write a paragraph

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		I liked the way you used the "Alexander" book to walk through subtracting money together as a class.  It is really a handicap when you do not have enough board space or technology to show the problems adequately.  Be careful...if you use a cent sign don't use a decimal point.  Also you wrote 8 cents as .8 and 5 cents as .5.  The students were copying and what they copy needs to be correct.  Students did a good job working on the story problems as a group.  Glad you walked around and checked each group's work and had them explain the process.  They also enjoyed finding out how much money their name was worth.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The teacher had the students do group counting to 60. The teacher does a good job calling on individual students to answer the different powerpoint questions. The students are very responsive to the questions. The teacher did a good job of clarifying columns and rows. The teacher used a powerpoint presentation with the different multiplication problems to teach the subject matter. Good use of powerpoint and student involvement. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Opening of the lesson engaged the students. Good job relating Ruby Bridges to the students everyday life. You were encouraging to the students even when they became restless.

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Engaged students by having them tear a piece of paper. RElated to real world-why we can use or don't use certain materials for clothes. Had students describe the properties of a shirt. Most of lesson that was observed was you reading to students from text.  You did ask recall questions to be sure students were staying engaged. Lesson continued

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Notes for this observation are posted under advisement/notes

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Students were immediately engaged in questions regarding some animal facts and making some predictions about the various animals in the classroom that are undergoing metamorphosis (chicks, ladybugs, butterfly chrysalis, praying mantis).  The students are making observations and writing in their journals about the changes they see in the animals. Making sketches with the journal entries is an important exercise in visual literacy.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The class discussion included a variety of questioning techniques that helped students in the learning expene The appropriate use of technology enhanced the lesson.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		You were teaching on pitch and volume.  Good job reviewing and great questioning Loved the partner work of answering review questions Awesome idea to do the Mannequin Challenge.  Such a trend right now.  Students can relate to it.  Glad you showed a short video clip to help them see a visual.  The students had a blast getting to act out what they were learning while doing this challenge.  using hands and mouths to demonstrate was right on. You did a nice job of explaining the rules and what the mannequin challenge was and the purpose. Good balance of instruction to get ready for test.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Students were transitioning into math groups. You made vertain the students doing independent work were set and then started with you small group. You continued to monitor the independent work while working with your group. You explained why students were working with you. You presented material clearly and encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		What a great opening to your lesson! You really grabbed their attention by asking the question "Think of a place that no one has ever been before".  Neat idea to use the ball to throw as you ask a question. Good choice of video as you transitioned into Lewis and Clark traveling to a place that no one had ever been. Power point had good facts, but make sure they all can see the facts.  They were small.  Good visuals as you showed the maps.  Remember the fun facts are not what they have to know.  Bring them out for fun, but keep the main focus on what their purpose was and how they changed America.  *Great questioning but what are the real reasons a dog was brought with them?  When they give you answers, expand on them.  Transitions were smooth and effective. The travel activity allowed them to get up out of their seat. This was a creative idea to act out the story of Lewis and Clark travels. Remember to keep referring back to Standard and I Can Statements. That's your focus!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite supports students in mathematics by giving individual assistance as needed in a way that keeps the conversation one on one so that students know her focus is on them. She provides an expertly balanced mix of guided practice and independent work.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Eureka Math is the math curriculum required by the school system. In addition to following our UWG guidelines, Shante's lesson had to remain within the confines of the Eureka software which determines much of the detail regarding instructional approach. -nice job leading guided practice -provided extra support & feedback during hands on measuring activity -collaborates with regular classroom teacher & special education teacher to differentiate for a variety of students

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		You started out by asking the question, "What is a decimal?" But you never answered it or allowed them to answer the question. You actually started three things all at one time. 1. You asked what a deciimal was. 2. You told them there were papers all around the wall they would be working on. 3. You told them they were watching a video first. Even though this was a review, you have to give some instruction besides a Flocabulary video. You gave no directions about how your centers would work. I was very confused about what they were to do. This saves your sanity when they understand directions. *You have to understand your content before you teach it.  It was obvious that you were vague on knowing it.  You have to be ready to help them as they are solving on the board, giving them strategies and helpful hints.  Your students can sense this too. It was good when you brought up about the acronym, but you didn't know it.  

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Engaged students. Reviewed important vocabulary. Monitored students as they worked. Encouraged students to do their best. Lesson continued to next day.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Incorporated higher order questions.  Monitored students as they worked.  Encouraged students.  Opened with short video to engage students. Students were having a hard time spelling the words for the graphic organizer.  This kept you busy helping them individually.  Maybe have a chart with key words, or PPT that displays the items for graphic organizer. Students had hard time with the second activity language since it differed from language in the lesson.  You might want to stop and clarify for the class when you see several with the same question. Closed lesson by showing a website on Ga. Govt.  You need to go back to the standard and have students discuss what they learned from the lesson to close it.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good opening to lesson - all students were on task. You are encouraging to your students and they clearly enjoyed your lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I loved how you started the lesson with the balloon making sound.  Good video that showed some of what they would be doing during the activity.  Good subject knowledge and good energy throughout the lesson.  Good use of graphic organizer. Almost too much time allowed for them to figure out what needed to go in the balloon to have it make the same noise that yours made.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You began your lesson with a great question about World War 1. You asked several high thinking questions that were awesome! Very impressive! Pictures were a great visual to help them see what it was like during World War 1 as you gave instruction. Transitioned smoothly into activity by saying "So, this is our problem. We have to use resources to figure it out." Building the bridge was a creative activity for them to have hands on. The language that goes on in the groups is great strategies of thinking. Nothing better than small groups working together. (even adults)! Your students LOVED this activity. It was such a challenge. Good job!

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		You were teaching a review on the segregation times in history. Questioning was good. Some visuals, etc. would have been good to help review. Loved the 3 group projects on an event in history. Part of the loudness was when they found out they were doing a rap song or play. They focused on acting it out more than getting the info down. Try waiting until info is down before you give them their options.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Good opening from your Standard and I Cans as you flowed right into the power point review of what they needed to know about dividing fractions. You showed them strategies and common errors that they sometimes make. You showed them how to watch for this. Good! You did a great job of delivering information. Helping them see why they make common mistakes was great. Loved the white boards. Good guided practice. You also gave them some independent practice on their recording sheet. Wonderful! Such a creative idea to use the Twizzlers to help them understand dividing fractions in a fun way. Having the directions also on the board was an added bonus. You gave out great directions and expectations for the materials you were passing out.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Students came into the classroom and immediately began working on their warm-up problems.  You walked around the room giving help as needed. This also helped to keep all students engaged and on task. You guided the students through these problems having them explain HOW they arrived at their answer. Well done! You then played a video called "King Gallon" This video explained gallons, quarts, pints, and cups. Excellent examples for students in the video. Well worth the instructional time to show it.  All engaged. You then help up examples of the various ways to measure. You asked how many qts. would make a gallon etc. as you shared the items.  These were great examples.  Remember to pronounce "pint" correctly.  It has a long i sound.  The questioning allowed the students to demonstrate what they had learned from the video as you reminded them of several examples. You shared a second video, which was a rap, reviewing this information again. All students were again engaged.  Think of lighting. This video would have been easier to see had you turned off the front lights of the classroom. 

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You accessed prior knowledge of action verbs. You asked students why action verbs would be like musicians. The students were not clear as to how to respond to this.  You explained helping verbs help the action verb. You shared the G.O. and went over each part...how helping verbs are like the instruments and they help the musicians create the music....and linking verbs are the speakers, as they link the music to the listeners. You showed a video song about helping verbs. You pointed out there is an anchor chart in the classroom with helping verbs. Action verbs coming right after the helping verb needed to be pointed out. You shared a video about linking verbs. You may not want to share a second time, especially if there are no words for students to follow along with. This gives you less instructional time, and there is never enough of this. A student said "is nice" is a linking verb and you said this was correct. Be sure to listen to your students' responses carefully and respond appropriately. Lesson needed more scaffolding and guided practice, unless this was a review lesson. When a student has an incorrect answer, you tend to say nothing. Try helping them arrive at the correct answer with your questioning. Add more HOT questions. Have students explain their answers. Why would this word be a linking verb?  Because it links the subject with the predicate.  This needed to be emphasized a lot more in the lesson, as that is the "job" of the linking verb. You had students write 3 sentences using helping verbs and then switch papers and have a classmated circle the helping verb....the same was done with linking verbs. Having students share some of their sentences and have classmates listen  and identify the helping and linking verbs would have given an opportunity for more practice.  It would have allowed you to ask students to explain their choices. Just working with a partner does not suffice for differentiation. You revisited the meaning of helping and linking verbs at the end of the lesson. Always, good to do this in order to assess students' understanding of the lesson goals.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You were beginning a lesson on multiples.  They were using their textbooks and volunteers were coming to the board for practice.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Perfect opening for after lunch. You allowed them to move around based on genetic traits and learned behaviors. *Question them more at this point. This allows you to see prior knowledge before you start reviewing. * You had them give you examples of inherited traits and learned behaviors. There wasn't a lot of instruction, however you covered the Standard that you were using. I would suggest each time you talk about the trait, keep bringing back of why this is a genetic trait and not learned behavior. *You spent a lot of time of counting and figuring out how many in class had each. Is this the goal here? Refer back to the Standard. In two weeks, they take the Milestone Science. They have to know these answers. What about the part that environment plays in making a person who they are? *You integrated math (converting their numbers into percentages). Again, was this your focus? You didn't have a math standard. *The Creature Feature worksheet was the best one. You were trying to cram too much by moving on to monster baby. Focus on this one sheet and use it to teach. You could have added two questions of your own from the Standard and this would have been a perfect assessment.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Lesson engaged students from the beginning and kept their attention throughout the lesson.  There was a good balance of instructional time and student participation.  Students were encouraged to answer questions and add to the discussion.  Independent work allowed them to construct the own version of the life cycle.  Good use of technology.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Lesson was opened with a review of prior learning and quick review of the types of poems.  Students shared their original poems and the class wrote what kind of poem it was. Would have been a great time to ask students "why".  Why did they choose that type of poem.  Have them explain their thinking. Some students put more than one type of poem on white board.  White board became a distraction to some pairs. You were very patient and encouraging with timid students who weren't sure about sharing.Closed lesson by having students describe what eas needed to be a certain type of poem.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Opened with activating prior learning.  Quick review of the types of literature.  Standard posted, read, discussed. PPt -had examples.  Practiced looking at poems to find their elements.  Good wait time, encouragement. Watch the font size on slides-some students were having a hard time reading them.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Engaged students with the time capsule and having them figure out which historical figure they would be learning about.  Students picked up on the clues and had the answer quickly.  Big book on T. J.-you seamlessly wove in language arts with the parts of the book, usng the table of contents and glossary. Lots of questions to assess student understanding.  Lots of reenforcement for students for answering questions. Closed the lesson by having students restate what they had learned.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Good lesson over comparing and contrasting literature. " the Story House" video was really good to show the concept and even showed using a venn diagram.  Students enjoyed watching the reading of "The Three Little Javelinas"...you did a great job of finishing the reading of the book when technology quit.  Good use of double bubble map to show compare and contrast of the two stories.  One student didn't give you an answer when you called on him and you told him you would come to him for his answer...and you never did.  Also, be careful when you give a direction that you don't then say "OK?"...do you want to give them a choice??

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The teacher began the lesson by asking questions about the Great Depression. The teacher asked questions about the picture focused o the Great Depression. The teacher instructed the students that they would be reading a passage. *The teacher needed to discuss the subject matter with the students as she passed out the worksheets. The students were instructed to read the material and mark the material that was important. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked at their seats. The teacher asked the students questions about the passage after they read it. THe teacher had a fill in the Blanks powerpoint that enable the students to fill in the blanks. The teacher issued a Facebook paper to the students. The teacher read the Social Media part of the powerpoint. The teacher instructed the students to fill out the Facebook post with how they would have felt during the Depression. The teacher asked different students to share their post to the class about their Facebook post about Depression. The teacher asked good questions about their posts after they shared them with the class. Good job having students stand with the different months of the year. The teacher posted questions about the passage they read. *The teacher needed to call up different students to the powerpoint to read the questions and answers to the class. *The teacher needed to get the students more invovled in the powerpoints. *The teacher needed to make sure the powerpoints did not have any MISTAKES in the powerpoint shared with the students. 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Good review lesson over referring to text to answer questions.  Also good review of test taking strategies as they were crossing out answers that they knew were not right.  You did a good job of following up with "why" when they gave an answer.  Might have given a little less time for them to find the sentences with the answer. Be careful when you are saying numbers over 100 that you do not say AND when you say the number.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		I'm not sure the lesson went with the lesson plan.  You definitely used the CUBE method but you did not break down two-step problems with the students.  The problems given were very easy for 3rd grade but you did a good job of reinforcing the CUBE method of solving story problems.  Glad you referred to "commutative" property with multiplication.which they had already learned.  Please make sure you call on students in the back of the room.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You activated the lesson with a BrainPop video on immigration. Very supportive of learning goals and students clearly engaged. You explained why immigrants came to American and from what countries they came. You explained the process for getting permission to enter the U.S. You included map skills when you showed why certain immigrants entered the U.S. through Ellis Island and others through Angel Island.  Well done!  Love the inclusion of the map....gave a "picture" regarding why different immigrants entered the U.S. at either Ellis or Angel Islands. You had the students get out  textbooks and popcorn read the information regarding entering the U.S. You used a variety of strategies to teach this lesson:  direct and guided instruction, technology, visual aids You asked HOT questions having the students remember, understand, apply and evaluate the content. You differentiated when you had Mrs. Thigpen working with a group of struggling readers. Transitions were done quickly and wthout any loss of instructional time.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You shared the lesson standard and goals for the lesson. You passed out a passage and asked students to underline JFK, RFK, and MLK.  You clarified the meaning of the word assassination for your students. You connected the deaths of these 3 men to what is going on now. You had students popcorn read which keeps all on task!  When domestic issues was mentioned you stopped to explain...as well as predominately.  Some probably needed support with the word mourning. After reading the passage aloud and discussing it, you had students flip over their papers and answer questions about the passage.  You circulated throughout the classroom as the students worked offering help as needed. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		-effective opening engaged students quickly in timed exercise -multiple strategies used to address various learning styles (discuss with a friend, individual practice, whole group questioning, & more) -responds to confusion/incorrect answers by including additional explanation -appropriately uses technology (smart board) and other tools for learning (individual dry erase boards) 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Despite the challenges that come with spring in the elementary school (testing, post spring break student anticipation of the end of the year), the teacher intern maintains student attention and is able to elicit the information needed through skillful questioning.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The pace of questioning allows for students to look at the board and their papers again before responding - which is important during a math lesson. Good job encouraging students to continue their thought on a math problem or any task comes up in your lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher candidate shares in class discussion a local, real life example of how it was noticeable in a creek and lake that there had been disruption in the water cycle the last time the area experienced a major drought. The students used laptop computers at their own desk to draw/sketch out the steps of the water cycle. This was formative assessment to inform the teacher candidate of their initial understanding of the steps of the cycle. (nearpod.com) This lesson used technology in multiple ways. A short video on the water cycle was viewed, and then students took an online quiz. This gave the teacher candidate more detailed assessment that could be used formatively.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lesson was in progress-class was working on collective nouns.  Students were giving examples and discussing how the spelling changed or what the word meant.  Students had a chance to practice the skill while working in small groups.  Students transitioned quickly and quietly.  Students were praised for their behavior.  You monitored the room and asked questions of groups.  When some groups finished early you gave them a challenge activity.  You encouraged students to do their best work and when they were writing you reminded them to use the rules for writing sentences.  You had each group sharing their work and the other students offering praise for the work. 

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Video lesson... Playing Jeopardy is a good way to review previously leaned information.  Very well explained.  I liked the way you reviewed the men important in WWII before playing the game to give everyone a refresher about important information.  Interesting addition about Winston Churchill being nicknamed "bulldog" and why.  Students will remember trivia like that and it will help them remember him. Be careful of saying "OK" too much.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were immediately sent to centers when I arrived.  As students transitioned to stations, there was a good deal of talking and off-task behavior.  You circulated throughout the classroom in order to settle students down and get them on task, before moving to your guided reading group. This was extremely beneficial. You worked with group 4 in guided reading.  The students in this book were reading a book, taking turns, aloud.  It is a good idea to have students track print when reading as a group. This will help them to remain on task. Asking questions during the reading helps you to assess their understanding of the various plot, setting and characters rather than waiting to ask all questions at the end of the book. This helps them understand what they are reading as they are reading and allows you to correct an misunderstandings.  If you know you are going to ask students to complete something written be sure to either have pencils for them in the guided reading group or have them bring them with them.  When you asked them to go get their pencils valuable learning time was lost, because they had to be refocused. The other students were on task in their centers as you were working with your guided reading centers. I did notice, as I walked around, that it seemed many students were close to finishing the week's center work and it was only Tuesday. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You began the lesson asking the students what they thought it meant to count "like" coins.  The students were able to tell you it meant to count coins that were alike. Each time you held up a large, true depiction of a coin you had the students give the name of the coin and the value of each coin. You had an anchor chart for the students to place the coins in the correct row.  Each row gave specific information regarding the coin. Anchor chart was supportive. Using different color markers would have helped students determine the information of one coin from another. Spending a little time going over the completed chart  would have also driven home the point the anchor chart could be used for a reference tool during this lesson or any other dealing with money in the future. Teach them to use the references that are available to them. You had students sing a song, from the chart, which described each coin and its value. Music is a powerful tool in helping students learn/understand concepts. When you drew a circle with a N in the center, it would have been more supportive of their learning had you written a 5 under the circle to remind the students the value of a nickel and so on with the other coins. Practicing their skip counting of 5s and 10s would have also scaffolded this lesson more efficiently. There was quite a bit of "calling out" of answers, therefore the students gave you very little time to give the ones who needed a little more time to think enough "wait time". The students transitioned to the rug and you read a picture book which contained money amounts in the plot. You had students tell the coins and the value of the coins. Terrific wait to integrate reading with math! You have an expressive, engaging read aloud voice! The transition to the rug went more smoothly than the transition back to their desks. Try asking them to move, one group at a time, to their desks without talking....and to tiptoe. You gave directions for the activity the students were to do. However, the students did not have the handouts in their hands to be able to see what you were talking about as you gave the directions. This would have helped your visual and auditory learners who need to see and hear at the same time. Modeling the first one is always a good idea. This helps the students to see what you expect them to do. Some of them did not understand they could/should separate the strip with the money amounts from the larger handout with the problems on it. Excellent planning to have something for those who finished first to do that was fun and continued to practice the learning goal. A review before the TOTD is always a good idea when students are learning something new. You gave students a picutre with coins  (all the same) and had them write how much money was on their picture. Perfect TOTD for this lesson. 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Loved the hand signals to represent the branches of national and state government.  This is a great way to get it in "their heads".  Good also referring to tools and resources around the room to help them answer their questions and for spelling.  Writing activity was excellent...they can't do too much writing...KEEP THEM WRITING!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review lesson on Producers, Consumers, and Decomposers.  Students always enjoy "Brain Pop" videos to help reinforce their learning.  Good variety of activities to allow all students to be successful with their work.  For the last day before a holiday vacation, you kept their attention.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Good review over lines and angles.  I loved how you went back to the video and used it to introduce new words and concepts of complimentary and supplementary angles.  Good center activities that allowed them to review in different ways information - new and old.  Students seemed to really enjoy the different activities.  Be careful of saying "Guys" too many times.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The teacher had a powerpoint that explained the different regions. After the sharing the powerpoint information, the teacher asked higher order thinking questions about the information. The teacher had the students already placed into groups. Good job of grouping students before the lesson. The teacher had the groups on a powepoint. This was a great job of organizing the students before beginning the lesson. The students were divided into groups before the Adaptation stations. Great job of organizing the stations before the lesson. The students were very on task and busy at each station. Every teacher was working at a station in the room.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		When teaching money, it's always a good idea to use the real items! Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good job using visuals to guide your lesson. The large money on the board allows for all academic levels to See & Hear the information presented. You always do a great job encouraging your students! It's obvious the students enjoy your teaching! Yea - group listed on board provide for a smooth transition. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Working with rulers Good transition during lesson

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Students were working on a "Red Ribbon Week" project. Say no to drugs! They were making red flags and decorating them. *use this time to really discuss this. These 1sr graders think it's fun to decorate the flag, but you never know when you may say something that one day saves their life!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The class is studying line plots. You asked the students how data is displayed on a line plot.  You explained that the students data would be different from each others and therefore, their line plots would be different. You scaffolded the lesson asking what they needed to draw first in order to complete a line plot.  You asked for some of the students' data and explained each object = X  You then asked the students to gather all the data from their group, beginning with the smallest number before placing the data on the line.  You then explained what numbers would be used on the line plots in order to know where to place the data. You and Mrs. Dunham each took two groups to assist.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		You started with a PowerPoint with an explanation of the national level of government. You had students copy the information onto a G.O. You asked if the President had complete control  and they were quick to respond no because of separation of power. You leeach of the dutiesd the students to understand, through your slides, the Natlional Government is led by the President and who the president of the U.S. is now. You connected this information to the current election season and we would have a new President soon. You discusssed the various duties of the National Government. These were also on a slide for the students to copy.  The Prezi was very supportive in helping the students learn to take notes and understanding the content.! You were very careful to explain the duties. There was a very orderly transition, as you had the students put away their notes. There was no instructional time lost between taking notes and the next part of the lesson. You again reviewed the local, state, and national governments before beginning the task card portion of the lesson. You labeled 3 corners of the classroom as the National, State and Local levels of government. The students worked in pairs and were given a task card. They were to read the duty on their card and determine which level of government their duty applied. They were then to walk to the corner that had the appropriate label.  Once in their corners, the students discussed whether all members were in the correct corners. After you and Mrs. McKenzie determined all were in the correct corner , you had each pair of students share the duty they had on their card with the rest of the class. This was another way for the students to hear the duties and to which level of government they applied. You closed the lesson with a TOD, having the students write on a sticky note one new thing they learned about the National Government.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good activities for a review lesson on heat.  You probably needed to demonstrate the activity about bending the hanger.  The lightbulb also needed to be a higher wattage to get the material hot.  

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Good review lesson over cause and effect.  Good video to refresh their memories.  Foldable gave them another way to remember and "write down" definitions, key words, and sentence examples.  I felt the students really had a good understanding of the standard.  Another good activity was reading the passage and filling in cause and effect on the worksheet. You might have made the reading information on the promethean board a little larger.  You also did a good job of correcting students grammar when you restated their sentences.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		The video was good.  You told them to listen for words.  Afterwards, you asked for words they heard and what the chorus in the song told about prepositions.  (They were position words) The power point was a good teaching tool.  It helped you with instruction. *suggestion- Explain what the word "phrase" means.(part of a sentence- a few words).   Then that helps them understand "preposition" and "prepositional phrase." The quiz during Power point was an added guided instruction.  Glad you asked why it WASN'T certain answers.  Loved that you divided up into teams for next activity.  This got them moving and they enjoyed it.  Gave them additional practice. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked the way you went back over the parts of the book that had been read by having them put the pieces of paper in the plastic bags in chronological order.  Good reading voice and have the students fill in the word or phrase when you stopped reading.  After reading that chapter, you asked them to make a "prediction" and "brainstorm" before going back to their seats.  Students struggled with the word "narrative".  you finally had to give them the definition.  Liked the way the students generated the story and you wrote it on the board for them to copy.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You entered the room with "smarties candies" taped to your pants and asked the students what they thought.  They immediately said "smarty pants".  You led the students to understand this means someone is smart and not the pants. Such a clever and engaging way to introduce the lesson! You shared examples of idioms and discussed what each meant. You asked students to share and explain idioms they knew. You modeled many idioms using visuals on slides which was very supportive of your students' understanding of the lesson goal. You scaffolded the lesson using a text passage having the students look for the examples of idioms. Students quickly found them and were able to share their meanings. You then shared and discussed the idioms anchor chart , having students share the literal and non-literal meanings of the examples. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You were guiding students through a review assignment when I arrived.  You were reviewing picture graphs, and interpreting data.  You had the students share their thoughts regarding how to solve the problems. You guided students to understanding how to create their own pictograph and giving help as needed.

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Good review lesson.  The activity that you planned - Habitat Charades - was great.  The students did a good job working together in their groups to come up with the five description to act out.  

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Your students were in the middle of playing a review game of SCOOT.  You were instructing individually as you asked high level thinking questions, etc.  Awesome! This was a great idea to do the day after Halloween.  It allowed them to move around in the hall as they practiced their skill of adverbs.  Nice transition from Scoot to reading silently.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. Good idea to ask questions about terms presented in the standard or EQ to ensure clear understanding. Your words were great but by adding visuals, your instruction will be much stronger (Ex. Brainpop video - you did a great job reviewing the information presented but visuals would have really enhanced your instruction) SInce this was an introductory lesson for bar graphs, it would have beneficial for your students to See & Hear more examples of actual bar graphs. I would also suggest spending additional time of the actiual formation of a bar graphs!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a video about World War 1. The teacher reviewed the main points of the video. THe teacher shared the meaning of a glogster with the students. *The teacher could let the students come to the powepoint and read different parts of the glogster. World War One Web Quest was shared with the students. The technology that went along with the lesson was very informative. The teacher instructed the students to use their chromebooks to research the information about the World War 1. The students were instructed to complete the MAIN worksheet that centered around the Causes of World War 1. *The teacher needed to give more explicit directions for the completion of the MAIN Causes of Word War 1 worksheet. *Too many questions about what to do once the students began the task. 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Good lesson.  After you showed the video, you asked the students questions about it.  When you have students read from your power point, make sure they are saying the words correctly.  You need to give correct pronunciation and then have the entire class repeat it.  I liked the activity of them filling out the map with the regions of Georgia.  The students really did a good job filling it out.  Human Compass activity was good but you needed to give all the directions at one time.  If need be, put directions on the board.  Students enjoyed the Bingo game and again knew the material.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Activated prior learning.  Had concrete examples of non-fiction books.  Incorporated technology in lesson.  Students worked in groups to locate assignes text features in books. Closed the lesson by having students explain the different text features and why they would use them. Keep working on higher order questions.  Differentiation needs to be detailed more in lesson plan.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Opened lesson with discussion on what students knew about the circus.  This was the theme for the lesson. Activated prior learning on main idea.  Read a book and students worked on an activity to find the main idea and supporting details.  Students were engaged and eager to answer questions.  Good balance of instruction and student participation.  Good wait time and encouragement for participation.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		You were reaching a lesson on Extreme Weather.  They all had individual books, as they took turns reading aloud.  Good questionng as you went through the book.  They would eventually move into projects. All transitions were smooth. *Continue to work on giving postivie comments to your students. 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher asked good questions in the beginning of the lesson to see how much knowledge the students had about the Social Studies subject matter. The teacher posted different vocabulary words on the powerpoint about the lesson. The teacher did a good job of asking the students questions about the different vocabulary words and sharing the information. Great idea about remembering latitude and longitude by having the students pronounce the word and recognize if their mouth goes up and down or side to side. The teacher shared a Brain Pop about the map. The teacher did a good job of stopping and starting the Brain Pop to ask questions about the information. The teacher had the students observe the map on their desks and share what they see. The teacher is asking higher order thinking questions about the map which makes them the students think. The teacher used a real globe to share with the students to ask questions. *The teacher needed to be more explicit about the degress of the maps. The teacher had the students locate different states and tell the latitude and longitude. The teacher had the students choose partners for a game. The students separated the papers into stacks. *The teacher needed to have the students into partners before beginning the lesson. The students would select a card and find the place on the map.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The teacher explained the different vocabulary of the lesson by using a powerpoint with the definitions. The teacher passed out oranges to each of the students at their desks. The teacher posed questions to the students to locate the North and South Poles on the orange. The students placed a N on the North pole, etc... The teacher asked great questions about the Poles, equator, ... The teacher does a good job of asking higher order thinking questions to make the students think about the subject matter of the lesson. The teacher explained a game to the students. The students were back to back. The students explain where the marks are on their oranges. *The teacher needed to do one example for the game to prevent questions. The teache does a good job of monitoring the students as they work through the back to back game of questioning. Good lesson with a lot of creative ideas to present the information.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Even though this was a review lesson, you kept the students' attention.  Brain Pop video was good since it went over using a clock and t-chart to work out elapse time problems.  The story problems you put up on the promethean board were hard to read.  When you are using something like this, make sure you practice with the board to see if you can see it.  Glad you went through some of the problem together with the students but when you turned them loose to do one on their own, it was a different type of problem.  You probably should have done a problem like this together before having them do one on their own.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good Opening for lesson. It sparked the interest of the students and provided a platform for the entire lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		You started the lesson with a short rap video. Some of the students did not understand what the video was about. Maybe next time give more explanation and why you wanted to use the clip besides I thought it was cute. You asked some recall questions a few understanding. Good job modeling the strategy and reviewing, but you may want to make the line graph bigger or use the smart board. Maybe even have students come up and plot the points. You converted the fractions, but some students did not follow the procedure. You guided the students to place plots on the graph by asking is the number between this number and that number? You titled and labeled the line plot graph. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Students talked in pairs about homework. You allowed for questions. You wrote letters on the board: and asked students what they represented. You allowed them to discuss this in their groups. You then went over the meanings of the letters with the entire group allowing students to volunteer their responses. You shared the metric conversion chart. You asked them "what they noticed".  This is great questioning!  It allows them to make connections without your input! You then led a discussion/explanation of K, M, and Cm and a video was shown to help students with understanding these measurements. You then shared a T-Chart changing meters to centimeters Students had word problems to solve. You then went over them as a class. You asked the students to measure their desk tops. You asked the students what they learned from completing this task. You then had the groups measure various distances such as the distance from their classroom to Mr. Childer's office. They were to report back with their information. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You activated the lesson with a slide that had a chart on it....two sides....one for relative pronouns and the other side for relative adverbs. There was a word bank for students to refer to in order to fill in which words belonged under each heading. After this word sort, you went into detail regarding the meaning of relative pronouns and adverbs and how they are used. You used many strategies to meet the needs of your students. Always read /go over the directions for any assignment you give students.  You may even want to model how to do the first one for them. I think, on the monkey sheet, some students did not realize the directions have them the words from which to choose.  If students are allowed to use resources, such as anchor charts, remind the students.  I You had all materials ready for the students to complete the independent practice. Rather than calling 3 students to the board at one time, call only one.  This will keep the rest of the students on their toes because they will not know if you are going to call them to the board next. Remind students that reading over the sentences, after they have chosen their answers ,will help them decide if they have made the correct choices. Point out when refers to time as in "the first to arrive". 

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Used Popsicle sticks to call on students- good management technique. Related activities to the Georgia Milestones. Started lesson with Brain Pop and then moved to handout where students had to read, highlight the text evidence, and then fill out a graphic organizer. Great activity that will help some remember key information since they had to read, highlight and write it down in two different places. As students were working you monitored and asked questions… much better this lesson. You differentiated the lesson by having the text evidence marked for the lower level students and placed them with a higher level partner. After the partner reading activity, you reviewed the answers to ensure students had the correct answers before moving to Tree Map. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Guided practice takes place in the whole group with a passage projected on the promethean board. Selected students put the information in evidence-based paragraphs. This lesson was packed with various approaches to learning. Students have whole group practice, and then work in pairs. Each student had independent practice on an additional passage. To make sure students all read/heard the same thing, the teacher candidate read aloud the passage that would be used independently. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		The teacher-intern is clear and succinct in her delivery of the review. She uses technology to enhance the lesson. Her ability to frame questions in a positive way helps students believe that they can answer correctly. Her students are collectively growing in their understanding of key concepts surrounding slavery and the Civil War.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Engaged students with the book you read.  Kept students listening by having them spot types of measurement. Asked higher order questions throughout the lesson. Did a mini review lesson when you noticed students struggling with the concept. Be careful with the size of letters and color of pen you use on the chart-students couldn't see it clearly. Your example of perimeter was incorrect that you drew on board. If students finish quickly, be sure to challenge them to do another drawing. Lesson continued after specials.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Opened with a short video clip which students discussed.  Direct instruction with student participation.  Students completed graphic organizer to use in homework assignment. Graphic organizer was differentiated by student need. Revisited video as a closure and had students discuss what they learned when watching it after the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Lesson built on the lesson from prtor day.  Provided notes for students to add to their notebooks.  Students had to read passage and answer the questions on what they knrew and what they inferred.  Students were all on task.  Lesson had some guided teaching and lots of student practice. Remember to ask open ended questions, discuss when we use inference and why.  When students finished activity-they took a quiz.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Opened by reading a book.  You read with lots of expression so students were engaged.  All materials for lesson were prepared and ready.  Anchor charts were available after students completed their work to check for accuracy. Incorporated higher order question-"What would happen if..." You had seeds for students to plant-not observed as lesson continued after lunch.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tied lesson to prior learning.  Set expectations for centers.  Students had a station for research, building a circuit and working with static electricity.  Students were engaged in the centers.  Good job of asking students "why" and having them try to explain their thinking. Closed lesson with a review of the centers and students explaining why things happened at the centers.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The teacher began the lesson by sharing a powerpoint on the property of addition. The teacher shared a problem with the students 2+3=5. The teacher did a good job of sharing the powerpoint with the students. The teacher explained the commutative property to the students. The teacher had different popcorn buckets with the problems 1+2=3 and the popcorn had 2+1=3. The students had to explain why the popcorn and the bucket of popcorn match. The teacher did a great job of including the students in the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Discussing "how to do" in addition to "what to do" made the whole group part of the lesson effective and exemplary. Whether instinctive of purposeful, this contributed to making the student engagement exemplary. Participating in the conversation about how to attend to the details and work on the conclusion of their paper gave the class ownership of the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-using an article from a real news source was a good experience for students -appropriate/helpful to project article in addition to the printed copies in students' hands. -Class discussion of the article supports students' understanding -Uses poster list of signal words -models use of graphic organizer -Gives students time for independent work & circulates to check for understanding

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Good Powerpoint to enhance the lesson. (may want to increase font size) The visuals were very beneficial. You did a good job relating the lesson to real-life experiences. Yea! You included the vocabulary (definitions) and clearly labeled the important components within the lesson PP. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		The lesson was a continuation of reading groups from the previous day.  Prior learning was reviewed and directions and expectations were given.  In your small group you were asking lots of higher order questions and doing a great job of relating the content to the real world.  As you were winding up, you closed your group by having the students reastate the branches of government and give details of what they do.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well organized lesson. Geometry is a difficult topic but you made it look easy. You always do a great job using technology to enhance your lessons

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Lesson on cause and effect.  Students liked the opening book and it was the basis for examples used in guided practice and centers.  Had an anchor chart for student reference.  Called on lots of students during guided teaching keeping them engaged. Students were well thought out and met diverse students needs. Incorporated, guided instruction, independent practice, technology, visual aids and manipulatives in one lesson and did it well.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Video on plants was beautiful and showed the parts of a plant that were the lesson focus and discussed what each part did for the plant.  Students were engaged.  Students then read about and discussed plants.  Loved that each student had a copy and you had it on the smart board. You asked several higher order thinking questions. Loved that you had the large real plant for the students to examine and that the root system was visible. Lesson continued after lunch.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good opening to lesson. Looking at the prefix 'RE' was a great review and it reinforced your lesson. The Brainpop segment was appropriate & it was very beneficial for you to stop the video & discuss the information with the students! Post key vocabulary terms as a reference to the students. You can also use it as teaching tool. Remember: students need to see and hear the information several times in order for it to go into long term memory. 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It is commendable for an intern to use hands-on materials. In this case, having  the students use body heat while holding chocolate kisses gave them  literally "hands-on" access to experience the science. The students' reactions ranged from excited to disgusted. But even the disgusted students were learning and engaged. Excellent!

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		“Writing an opinion piece, supporting a point of view with reasons” Read aloud, “Turkey Problem” all about the turkey and how he disguises himself to avoid being eaten. Some check points in the story were used as a time to pause and check for understanding and keeping students on task. The students were very attentive to their writing assignment as the teacher candidate finished the read aloud. It was very impressive that the students were so engaged and eager to write about how to disguise a turkey as it related to the story. She reminded students occasionally during their writing to give details that would support their opinions, as well as reasons for their opinion. One of the teacher candidate’s strengths is being calm and straightforward throughout the lessons she delivers. It seems that this is most often a result of being well prepared with a thorough lesson plan. The time she has put into the plans and in becoming familiar with her students shows, and optimizes their learning experience.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Drop in observation. Opened with standard.  Discussed that they were continuing with decimals but looking at them in the context of money.  Had students brainstorm ways to make a number with bills and coins.  Explained the correlation between the money and previous work with decimals.  Had manipulatives for students to use to solve problems.  Students engaged.  Lots of student participation.  Good job calling on all students.  Lesson contained guided practice and independent practice.

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Opened with a video on planets to engage the students.  Had students write facts on a "Graffiti Wall".  Students then were given directions for completing a travel brochure about assigned planet.  Students worked independently using ipads to research and create brochure. Lesson had very little direct or guided teaching.  Most of the lesson was student work time. Lesson closing was a Kahoot quiz on the computer.  This can not really be used as an assessment because students used made up names and some were clowning and marking the wrong answers.  While it may have given you a feel for class understandings it was weak. Remember to relate lesson to real world experiences. Remember to incorporate higher order questions. Remediation and accomodations were written in lesson plan but not implemented in lesson.  All students did the eact same thing.

		Responses (n): 		223

		Response Rate: 		65.98%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		3		3		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		3		3		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		3		3		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Diagnostics were not necessary for this lesson.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing the students understanding ss they were writing on their G.O.s. You led your students, with excellent questioning, how to best describe each step in making the PB&J sandwich.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal assessment takes place as students are aksed questions regarding the components of re-telling a story.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good job choosing a multi-tiered project for formal/summative assessment

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The students have had discussion that included informal, formative assessment. The intern has considered the needs of all students and grouped them with various roles to accomodate their needs.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The chart with the manipulative cards goes along with the classroom discussion as informal formative and summative assessment and is ongoing throughout the lesson.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		I did not see diagnostic testing, however it had to have been done as students were grouped according to ability for G.R. and some of the centers they were participating in.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		You conferenced with individual students in order to assess their knowledge of writing facts on a particular topic. Questioning students is definitely a strength of yours! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was little questioning that got results from students. In the opening, she finally got enough of an answer out of two or three students to fill in the gaps and give them a handout to complete. The handout had examples of making inferences, but they were not reveiwed with the group, and there was no time when the intern went around the room to check on everyone's progress. Some students brought papers to her with questions. She spent the other time sharpening pencils and discussing with students whether they should be out of their seats or not.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		A great deal of information was gathered from the teacher-intern questioning throughout. - helpful with formative assessment.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The teacher candidate checked for understanding throughout the lesson as a part of student assessment.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Awareness of the ongoing need for assessment is a strength for Ms. Burton.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		There were several math problems completed as guided practice, and additional problems completed as independent practice.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		If you are using the record sheet from the game as an assessment, then don't allow students to correct it before you look at it.  If you want them to make corrections-have them do it in a different color so you can see their errors.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Your questioning ability has improved with each lesson. You do a great job asking question that encourage higher level processing! (HOTS) 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Excellent questioning throughout the lesson!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Good questioning throughout the lesson but I think it would have been beneficial to spend additional time on the basics of the lesson before moving on! Some of your students were verbalizing that they did not understand.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Very little questioning during instruction. This was perfect lesson for you to ask higher level thinking questions. You circulated through the room to assess understanding as they were making circuits.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Good use of questioning throughout the lesson! Your students remained actively engaged throughout the lesson.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Diagnostic testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Good questioning techniques were used througout the lesson.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		More questioning during instruction is necessary to assess understanding.  Again, a lot of information for this age group to absorb and understand. Sort activity was a little difficult for the higher group.  I would suggest teaching one level of government a day or doing one of the word sorts together on one day and the other one independently on another day. The idea of the sort activity was a very good one, however more support for learning was needed. You used reading levels to determine which "sort" organizer the students would be given.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job using quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Students were given extra help by your CT and parapros in the room, due to their ability levels. For your assessment you had words posted across the front of the room on the P. B. and the regular dry erase board. The students were allowed to choose a word and write a synonym on a sticky note. They then placed their sticky note under the corresponding antonym they had chosen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Informal assesment was questioning and discussion.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		TC questioned students throughout the entire lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		If you are using a rubric to grade the project-give students a copy of it as they start the project.  They need to know the criteria for assessment.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Good questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		There was a parapro working with the struggling readers/learners.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC conducted good questioning throughout lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Diagnostic testing not applicable for this lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Your questions on the game board were higher order thinking questions!  The students really had to know the content in order to answer the questions correctly!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Various levels of questioning were used throughout the lesson.

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC conducted quality questioning throughout the lesson.

		Green		Megan		917463432		Good questioning was used during the instructional part of the lesson. It might help if you slow down & allow more time for students to respond before moving on.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Good questing throughout the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		questioning, informal quiz, experiment

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher had a ticket out the door journal questions posted on the powerpoint. The teacher had each group come to the front of the classroom to see if the moon lander worked. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		GROW-The teacher needed a better assessment at the end of the lesson to make sure the students understood the subject matter. 

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		what was your assessment?  The flip books were just an activity since they copied from the board.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Not sure if the recording sheet could be used as an assesment since the answers were brought out in groups.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		There was no need for diagnostic testing for this lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Ms. Patterson's questions during the introduction gave the opportunity for success to students at various skill levels. It also gave her formative assessment data that could be used to plan instruction.

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		The formative assessment was a good one.  Emphasis things that must be in the letter.  (Refer back to Standard and I Cans for this).  

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Skillful questioning helps her understand  how students are progressing toward meeting standards.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		-appropriate wait time for questions/rephrasing provide student support

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Assessment was not completed individually as planned.  You and peers assisted lots of students so it really does not tell you what they know.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		The students each made a "Gallon Man" which demonstrated their knowledge of the learning goals of the day.

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You had the students complete a word sort, gluing the words you gave them under the correct heading of HELPING VERB, LINKING VERB, or BOTH. Diagnostic testing was not applicable.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You asked HOT questions throughout as well as questioning to assess the students' understanding of the learning goals. You guided students through taking notes on their interactive notebook inserts. Reading levels were used to determine which students would be sitting with Mrs. Thigpen for extra support.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		The expressions and excitement of the students as they raised their hands to answer questions in the beginning of the lesson were priceless. About 95% of the students were so enthusiastic that they brought the others along. The teacher intern has a strength in the area of questioning, and there is also an opportunity to continue to grow and be an "expert" at asking the perfect questions to help students reach conclusions.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern does a good job of the verbal and visual informal assessment to determine where students are in their learning.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Diagnostic testing not apllicable to this lesson.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The students coming to you during guided reading indicates leveling has been done.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great job questioning throughout the lesson to check for understanding. You picked up on a couple of issues by doing this consistently and calling on a variety of students.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Quick assessment, how many can use a ruler?

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		As students were working, you circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding. The task card activity was engaging and so effective! Diagnostice testing was not applicable to this lesson.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You had the students choose  an idiom, draw pictures and explain the literal and non-literal meaning on a graphic organizer you had provided. You had students work with you in small group according to ability. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good job questionng throughout the lesson to ensure understanding of information presented.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		The front side was students’ following along as you modeled the strategy. The back side was questions for the students to apply the information to the questions and answer the questions. Many students were lost. Maybe do each question individually and maybe even have students explain how they arrived at that answer.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Ask students to explain their choices. This gives them a deepter depth of knowledge when they are able to explain their choices. You gave the students a quiz at the end of the lesson. Would there have been time for one more short review using your anchor chart before they took the quiz?

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Excellent higher order thinking questioning throughout the lesson!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Liked how you used two organizers to review answers. The students enjoyed creating the tree maps.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good job with questioning  - particularly on knowing what level of question to ask 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		An Exemplary rating was earned for summative assessment because of the effective way in which Ms. Witcher provided tools for success for the papers. These guidelines let students know what was expected and were explained and discussed thoroughly. The presentation of the parameters/guidelines was the key to improving upon simply assigning students to write a paper.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson. 

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Quality questioning was used throughout the lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good questioning throughout the lesson.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Great questions... aided in formative assessment.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The teacher candidate is adept at gathering informal assessment data by checking on students throughout the classroom as they do their independent work.

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		22.49%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		3		3		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		3		3		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		3		3		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		3		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		3		3		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		3		3		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		3		3		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Stations are going to be rowdy and loud. Expect this. As long as they are being productive and staying on task, it's all good.  State your rules, directions, and what you expect them to accomplish in their stations before you begin. 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This is a difficult room to keep their attention.  You have put some good procedures in place. Be careful of your grammar...."Me and Ms. Cleveland" and "Haven't grew out yet' are incorrect.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Nice "teacher" voice. You held their interest as you talked. They seemed to be engaged during the lesson. **Be ready for your class as they are walking in the door. This sets your standard on what you expect. Be prepared with your materials so you can bring them in and welcome them. Also you can tell them what you need them to do as they come in. This also goes for lining your students up to leave. You are in charge, so they are waiting on you.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		The students were very well-behaved in the small Math group. The students constantly answered the questions posed by the teacher. GROW-The lesson was too long in the beginning with the discussion. GROW-The teacher needed hands-on materials to cover the area and perimeter. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		When your class began getting their paper ready for activity, they were waiting for you to set the directions and expectations. Stop them all and explain. Don't threaten to tell Mrs. Young. Remember you are in control. You set the limits. You were letting them be in control of you. This is hard but be stern and stay on top of it.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You made a couple of slips with grammar..."me and Mr. Stephens" and "me and Mrs. Savidge".  The students were very talkative and disrespectful to you and other students.  You did a great job of trying to keep them focused.  If putting their names on the board would have helped...you needed to try it.  

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		When the sorting was completed you told the students, "I need you to put all the shapes back in the bucket." These directions were very clear. You may want to add, "without talking." Be sure to set expectations for group work.  Allowing the students to get loud during work sends the message that the assignment is not important and is not to be taken seriously. I noticed you had to get louder to be heard over the students' voices.  Try lowering your voice instead. They will need to be quiet in order to hear you.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		You were quick to correct anyone off task. You used techniques like, "If you agree, thumbs up."  Great management, as this does not require the students to shout out answers.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		You are going to have to be more assertive as the teacher.  You are not their friend when you are the teacher.  Also, learning can't  always fun.

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Good time management.  This is hard!  Keep a timer going on your phone or on board to keep everyone on track. Make sure everyone is listening when you are giving directions.  

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		The students were very attentive during the Jeopardy review game. The teacher has a great way with the students.  The teacher is very caring and the students know it. 

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		You always do a good job of managing your students.  Transitions were good.  Even managing lunch choices 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		You monitored your students ensuring they were all on task.  You challenged them to do their best throughout the lesson.  Quickly brought students back to acceptable talk level when they started to get too loud during transition.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		*Make sure that you are aware of student behavior during the lesson. Redirect inappropriate behavior immediately! (ex. the student yelling out, the student sliding across the floor on the turned over chair, *Make sure that the students are following the rules or procedure for the activity. Review this before the activity begins. The students were a bit confused, I think it would have helped to have the "flipping the coin' rules listed on the board. * You tone of voice was appropriate & you were professionally dressed (as always).

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Always so professional in manner and appearance.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		- No behavior problems are evident; students are clear on the lesson purpose & are focussed on their work.  Excellent rapport with students! 

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		management tip: 1. Don't ever say to your students "Your teacher is listening and you need to be quiet." or "Mrs. G. can hear you. She's standing in the hall."  You are their teacher at this moment.  They need to respect you.  Don't threaten them with what their teacher will do when she gets back in the room if they aren't quiet. 

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		It is highly likely that one of the main reasons for cooperative, on task student behavior is the well planned lesson that is presented. As in a previous lesson, "not observed" was marked for correcting off task behavior because there was no off task behavior observed. You did a good job encouraging students, and also placing trust in them to complete a project based learning experience. They seemed to respond well to this opportunity.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Off task behavior was not observed, the redirection of off task behavior is "not observed". This is a good thing! An "exemplary" rating was earned for challenging students to do their best during activitiy and throughout the lesson. The teacher candidate consistently supports and encourages students to work cooperatively in their groups to solve problems. Students are on task and excited about learning .

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Nice "teacher" voice! Good expression as you delivered. Great management of your class. You redirected immediately as you needed to. So glad you stopped two boys talking as someone else was giving an answer.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The students are very attentive during the lesson.  The students were very aware of what the lesson revolved around and gave great answers for the teacher's questions. The teacher has great command of the subject matter. Good lesson! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Make sure to scan room frequently even while working with a group.  You want to be sure all students are engaged.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job guiding the discussion and not letting it get out of hand. You encouraged the students to participate but at the same time you managed the situation well since ALL students wanted to contribute! I think it would help to have a quiet signal for this group. They, for the most part, stayed on task during the experiment but there was times when they needed a little guidance!

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Scan the room frequently-one student with hand raised for quite a while.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		One of your consistent strengths is that you are calm and straightforward during the delivery of your lessons. You show excitement over learning, but are not rattled nor distracted from the task at hand. Students tend to follow your lead on that.

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Excellent behavior management techniques.  You are quick to notice anyone off task and redirect them. Your "teacher voice" is exciting, annimated, and supportive. You have a lovely command of the classroom. The students respond to you beautifully!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding behavior management techniques!  All students on task and engaged in their learning.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students are very involved in the lesson. The students respond very well to the teacher throughout the small group Reading lesson. The teacher is extremely familiar with the subject matter for the lesson. The teacher is an excellent student teacher. Her professionalism and willing to work are above average in every way. The teacher is an awesome teacher! 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management – the customary consequences in this classroom (adding student name to a list on the board & recess laps) were mentioned individually as appropriate. An improvement - There was less use of “shhh” to remind students to listen. A suggestion might be to use words instead of the “shhh” sound. Perhaps say something like one of these: “Use your ears to listen, no mouth needed.” Or “ It’s quiet time – use your ears not your mouth.” You might even choose a phrase that requires the students to respond in unison. Some teachers use “Eyeballs: Locked”. The teacher says the word “eyeballs” and students respond by being quiet and looking at the teacher and saying the word “locked” in unison. You might even come up with a phrase that is original and unique to your classroom. Even though these notes above are for suggestions to improve, it should be noted that your classroom management in this lesson far exceeded the previous lesson. You are capable of maintaining good behavior. The key is often to make sure the lesson is engaging and that students have a clear understanding of what they should be doing.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was a lot of teacher talk about the class not being quiet and a significant amount of time spent pausing that I could sometimes assume was wait time for a few talkative students to stop. The intern could use tone to demonstrate concern and/or seriousness regarding student behavior. She talked a great deal about the talking and off task behavior, but it did not appear to be said with great concern or feeling. The students responded minimally, as it seems repetitive and monotonous. This cannot be pinned on the student behavior individually or as a group. Today it was clear that the lack of focus by the intern opens the window to students finding time to be off task. It perpetuates when there are long periods of either wait time or discussion about the behavior.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		The plans for this lesson were thorough and gave the teacher candidate the opportunity to focus on her students. She encouraged them as they carried out their work and moved from station to station.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Your professionalism throughout your field experience has been exemplary. Being a cooperative team player will serve you well. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Some management tips.... *As your students are entering the classroom,  tell then what you need them to do. For example, "Come in and find a seat quietly".  Don't wait until they have become rowdy.  Give them their boundaries. *Work on bringing your voice out louder. It's hard to hear you in the back. *Don't stand at board too much.  Move around whioe you teach.  Students in back of room were not focused at times. You were teaching to the front of the class. *Monitor your students while they are working.  This ensures that your students are being productive. *Always have plenty to do for those who finish early.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Management was good! Thumbs up/ thumbs down was a good incentive to see who understood. Nice "teacher" voice. Good expression used in your delivery. *Roam through the classroom as you teach. Don't stand in one place. This enables you to be sure that everyone is on task and engaged. It got very loud and rowdy toward the end. It was because they were finished and needed more to do.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You always seem so confident in your teaching. You really seem to know the material well that you are teaching. You have great management techniques.  They work well for you.  Your teacher was absent, but your students respected you as their teacher.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		A well planned and executed lesson helped the students remain focused and on task.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is able to keep the class under control not only during instruction  during transitions and less structured times.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		All students were on task throughout the lesson. Even though it is a cloudy Monday morning, your lesson excited the students! They were very involved with the lesson!

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Great job involving the entire class into the lesson! The students actively participated the entire time! TC was dressed appropriately (as always)! Your encouraging tone of voice & disposition led the way for encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Set expectations for behavior beforehand. Don't allow students to talk while you are giving instructions. Be sure to circulate through all groups. Some groups had 2 completing projects while the other 2 were playing. When modeling, possibly turn on lights. It was hard for students to see. Perhaps assign groups to ensure compatible students are together. Saying, "I want you to get into groups" got out of hand. Nice teacher voice when you were going through slides. At times you got louder to be heard by students. Do you need a microphone?

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students remained on task throughout the lesson. You used good voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		You did an excellent job involving all of the students in the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always)! Your voice tone has improved throughout the semester. You voice was encouraging to your students yet authoritative!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All students on task and engaged in the lesson!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You were quick to redirect a student, in your small group, when he got off task. Your voice was monotone and did not exhibit enthusiasm for what you were teaching.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		TC used appropriate voice level & tone throughout the lesson. TC was dressed in appropriate attire. TC was encouraging to student even when they did not choose the correct answer.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding of the "sort" activity.  Your proximity to the students also helps keep the students behavior in check! You have an enthusiastic, engaging voice. I can tell you are excited to teach your lessons!

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Good job monitoring your class as they worked. Everyone seemed to be on task.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Good job managing the entire classroom even with the additional students that were added from the class next door. Great voice quality throughout the lesson. You were professionally dressed (as always). Excellent job encouraging the students during the lesson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Be careful saying "You guys" and "guys" all the time.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Excellent classroom management!  The "ticket" is such a positive technique.  They really want those tickets!!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		You use excellent behavior management techniques! Your teacher voice is engaging, annimated, and enthusiastic. You make your students WANT to engage with you and learn!

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Your class was well managed.  They were quiet, attentive and engaged.  They love and respect you as their teacher.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I love the fact that you take control as soon as they walk in the room. Telling them "good morning" is awesome! Don't be afraid to redirect students who may not be participating in the interactive game as they should. Anytime we play a "game" it will get noisy.  That is OK!  As long as they are being productive and following rules, it's all GOOD.  

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your management is so good. You have different techniques that work for you nicely.  You redirected behavior as needed.  Awesome!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		*I was concerned that a student laid the back of her head on the desk and propped her feet on the seat but you did ot address it even though you were in close proximity. Next she sat backwards in the chair & titled the chair backwards. Both were safety issues that should have been addressed. The same students moved to a front desk directly in front of you & leaned/rocked her chair the majority of the time. It would have been easy for you to put your hand on her chair but you did not acknowledge her at all. Why not? Remember - student safety is always first & foremost!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The teacher did a great job redirecting the off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job of keeping the attention of the students throughout the lesson. The teacher did a good job monitoring the students as they worked at their seats throughout the lesson. The lesson was very organized. The teacher included several different ways of teaching to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		When praising an individual child please be more specific than saying..."Good job".

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		You use an encouraging tone when you speak to the students but you need to increase your voice level in order to sure all students. You were professionally dressed (as always)! 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The class was engaged in the activity and there was no off-task behavior.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		You had high expectations for your students' behavior and they rose to the challenge! Your teacher voice was louder and you are really learning to "take command" of the classroom!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Be careful say "OK?" sooooo much.  "Guys, when I am talking, you are not.  OK?"

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		You still need to be a little firmer with your students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		It is hard to monitor the class when sitting down at desk.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson.   The teacher was very aware of off task behavior and immediately dealt with all situations. The teacher did a great job with her delivery.  The lesson was very organized and planned out. GROW-The teacher needs to be very careful with the spelling of words on all of her power points and lesson plans. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		The students were very well-behaved.  The students were very attentive throughout the lesson. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		TC was dressed in professional attire. TC used a good/consistent voice throughout the lesson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Terrific  and engaging voice!  You actually sounded like a game show host. The students were all engaged and having a great time with their learning!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job monitoring the entire classroom as a means to ensure that all students were involved. You voice level was appropriate & very encouraging. The activity you chose was appropriate and challenging for the students

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		The teacher has an awesome voice quality that is so entertaining. The teacher is and will be a great teacher! The teacher had a lot of involvement from the students to make the lesson fun and educational! The students were very well-behaved and very attentive throughout the entire lesson. Great lesson! 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		TC did a good job monitoring the classroom by walking around to each table. TC was profesionally dressed. TC used a strong authoratative voice throughout the lesson. The students easily understood as she was instructing. The voice level of the students was appropriate throughout the lesson.

		Green		Leshea		917440472		The students were very well-behaved and attentive throughout the lesson. The teacher did a great job moving the students from desks to floor and back to desks. Good lesson!

		Green		Megan		917463432		TC did a good job monitoring the various groups during the activity. TC used appropriate voice level and tone with students. Make sure voice levels are appropriate for the activity. Some students were being loud due to playing. Instructions would have been helpful for 1) the Activity, 2) Group Work!!!! Students know what is expected of them. Great idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the PB! 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Don't stay seated at the computer while you teach. This is not attending to the entire class. Move to the board and around the room as you question. I realize you have to flip the screen to the next slide, but you can move back to the computer to do that.

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		TC did a good job monitoring the classrom and correcting inappropriate behavior. TC used a authorative voice that also had a caring tone. TC was profesionally dressed.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The lesson plan was very organized.  The teacher did a good job redirecting off task behavior of the students. The teacher did a good job or praising the students when they worked hard at finding the correct time. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."so HIM and another guy"...should be..."so HE and another guy"...

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		-attended to all students, gives encouragement & facilitates student engagement, effective transition time, demonstrated skill at differentiating instruction.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You have near perfect, tone, and speaking habits for teaching 5th grade! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Always so warm and positive with the students.  You monitored the room as students worked.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Be careful of saying "OK?" so much...especially after you give a direction.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Behavior management was good. You have some techniques that work for you such as the randomizer app and the counting back from 5. The balloons were a creative idea. Depending on the class, you may need to leave these in the back of room until ready. They could be distracting for some kids. Move around the room even as you doing the guided instruction with volunteers at the board. This ensures that your workers in the back are engaged like you hope they are.

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		*The teacher needed to monitor the noise during the Brain pop Video. *The teacher needed to walk around the classroom during the Brain Pop Video to monitor the students more closely. The students were very well-behaved once they began completing the worksheet.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Great behavior management skills!  All students were engaged and on task.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Look for students off task to call on during instruction.  This sends the message all must stay engaged in the lesson and are responsible for their learning.  Be sure to call on students who do not have their hands up as well as the ones who do. You have a good teacher voice.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		The teacher monitored the students during their Science experiments.  The teacher continued to ask questions about what the students were observing during their bar graph exploration. The students were very involved throughout the lesson. Good lesson!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You are so enthusiastic and use great expression. You are very confident as you are teaching. It was obvious that you knew your material well. That is so important! Great voice level! Good management techniques. "Thumbs up if you are ready." and "If you can hear my voice clap once." You students responded to you so well. They definitely respect you as their teacher. There no never any redirects needed! Wonderful!

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Your management of your class was good. You brought them in from restroom and had them settled quickly. Good job!

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Be careful of your grammar...you said "Me and Mrs Bailey" twice.  Should be "Mrs Bailey and I".

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		The teacher was constantly monitoring the students as they worked throughout the lesson. The students were very involved in the lesson.  The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The lesson was very organized and hands-on. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher! Great Stem lesson!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher monitored the students as they worked by answering all of their questions as they began their creation of the animals. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The teacher knew the subject matter for the lesson very well. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher. The teacher had a very organized lesson that included several different types of learning to make the lesson fun and educational. The teacher is and will be an awesome teacher!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		The teacher is very natural in her teaching.  The students respect her and are always on task. The students were very well-behaved throughout the lesson. The students were very attentive to the Main Idea subject matter in the lesson.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Strong teacher presence... Good use of voice levels. 

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		The lesson was very sequential in the development of the subject matter. *The students needed to be redirected several times during the lesson. *The teacher needed to involve the students more in the beginning of the lesson during her delivery. The lesson overall was a good instructional lesson just needed a little fine tuning. The teacher's station was the teacher led station. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		You did a nice job of managing your class while you taught small groups. You were asking some challenging questions about drugs. They seemed to be attentive and interested in what they were learning.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The class was very chatty today.  You did everything you could to keep them in tact.  You handled each situation very well.  Even stopping to give a pep talk seemed to help....but they were just chatty! This happens some days. Real world! (and maybe full moon!) Management tip: Have quiet volunteers to pass out papers so you can begin giving directions about the video and the quiz. (Once again- you figured this out! You read my mind and did it!)

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		* Don't chew gum during your lesson. If you watched yourself on video, you would see what I mean. * When you transitioned into the drawing activity, your class fell out of sync. Pass out the marker first and tell them not to touch it. Then give all directions. I would not make this be a silent activity. They enjoyed it. After a period of time, have them write 2 facts in the speech bubble.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Try to interact with the students while monitoring the room.  Stop and ask questions, encourage, etc.

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Your class was well managed.  They listened and were all engaged.  This is very bright class so challenge them!  *Don't teach from the board.  I know you were moving your power point, but move around as you are talking about the questions.  Don't instruct from your desk.  *Be conscious of your grammar. Also be mindful of what goes on the board (spelling, etc.) On the board you had written "Began reading on page 448." It should say "Begin" Pay attention to these things. They are important.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		God job attending to the class as you went over the conventions of speech. The game was confusing. It was hard for me to follow, much less your kids. Did you notice that when you started that  your class got very rowdy at times?  Try to do more instruction. Does your class have to be divided up at all into groups?  Try whole group instruction and then divide into groups of 2 or 3 at their seats.  This keeps your piece of mind and their rowdiness under control.  

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Your class was engaged in this lesson and seemed to be enjoying learning. Expect it to be louder than usual. As long as they are being productive, it's good. *Be involved with your groups more. Find out what they are talking about, thinking about, etc. Don't just walk around.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		You were teaching a lesson on dividing fractions.  You didn't miss a beat when I walked in. Your class was well behaved and listening to you.  Don't get caught standing by the board too much.  Did you notice how Miss Strickland began noticing and bringing out points to help them?  Move around the room and make sure all are engaged.  Give them hints.  You are co teaching.  It's ok.  

		Moore		Anna		917418396		The students are very well-behaved.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Have students put away privacy boards when going over the quiz.  This will allow you to see what all students are doing.   A couple were not paying attention behind their boards.  One student was logged out of the quiz and therefore did not benefit from going over the answers. You asked students to explain the ABC tool they used in answering the questions.  It is important to call on students even if their hands are not raised. This keeps all students accountable for their learning.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		You have high expectations for your students' behavior and are consistent with them.  You are careful to be aware of who you have and have not called on during the lesson, thus holding all students accountable for their learning. You have an excellent "teacher voice".  It conveys to the students that you are in "command" of the classroom.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Be careful of your grammar.  You said..."DO everyone agree"...should be..."DOES everyone agree"...

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th observation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Today was Halloween and you did a good job of managing your class on this "out of sorts" day. I noticed a big improvement on how you moved quicker when you were in midst of activity. Keep it moving so there isn't dead time for "cut up."

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Remember to walk around the room as you teach from Power point. This shows presence. You are monitoring your class to be sure they are listening and pay attention.  You stood in the same place almost entire time of teaching.  Management was much better today. You used different strategies to get everyone quiet. You chose different people to read from Power point which helped keep their attention.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Always tell students what they are to do when they are finished with a portion of the lesson. Be sure to use an attention getter when students are talking and you need them to listen. Some students continued talking as you were explaining/teaching.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You redirected several students as was needed. Explain/act out how students can be a good audience for each other. 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		The students were very involved in the lesson. The teacher had the students begin the lesson immedately. The teacher is very positive in her teaching. The students respond well to her lesson. The students are very well-behaved. The students raise their hands to answer the different questions posed by the teacher. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. Good lesson!

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Even though this was a good lesson, I think it was a little overwhelming for the students. The video was a little long for this age group.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		High student participation in the lesson and practice indicates that students know why and what they are learning. The teacher candidate has two class leaders. She asks them to walk the field placement visitors from one table to the other. Your positivity encourages students to take responsibiilty for their learning,

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Your classroom management skills continue to shine just as they did when Ms. Sonnier was out on leave. I admire your willingness to work with classroom animals. I also appreciate giving students a writing assignment in science. Writing about science helps students make sense of information. 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		During the acting out of the story, you brought your class back into control in a quick way. Good job! You do a great job of monitoring your class during independent work.  Management tips: *Be careful not to teach to one group. When throwing the ball stand to the side so everyone can see. *When someone gives an answer, be sure everyone hears the question and answer. * As far as the Power Point, You may want to read these instead of having students read for this reason.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Ms. Polite is able to help students who are struggling and those who are excelling. She moves seamlessly supporting students who need an extra challenge or extra help.

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Slow down as you begin.  Get everyone in their seats first so they are ready to listen.  Do not start giving instructions until everyone is quiet.  The young student is the one who said to everyone "Be QUIET!"  This should have been you redirecting. Don't allow individual students to distract you when you are giving directions.  You stopped two times to listen to them whispering something to you.  Your students never really knew what to do. Work on your management plans and strategies. You are in control. You are the teacher.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Very attentive to the needs of your students. Always dressed in professional attire.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Your class was well behaved and respect you as their teacher. suggestions about management... Be careful not to squelch your students when they answer. I understand you want them to raise their hands, but they get excited and forget. When you ask a question like "Is it hard or easy to go on this bridge?" Allow them all to answer. Then call on someone to tell why. Try not to say "nope" when someone gives you wrong answer. Instead, try to say "good try. Glad you are thinking". Nobody wants to answer a question if they feel it may be wrong. Keep your lesson moving quickly. Don't allow for distractions when someone says something. Just keep moving.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today you saw the "real world". Some days as a teacher, we are worn out from constantly telling them they are too loud or to get quiet or to settle down. Today was that day for you. It is NORMAL! Here are a few suggestions that helped me before... 1. Have eveyone's full attention before you talk. This is hard because it may take longer. Tell them they are wasting your time, so you will waste their time at reces.. 2. State your expectations and directions to a quiet class. Don't allow them to start transitioning into their groups until directions, questions are clear and answered. 3. Use consequences. Use your discipline system and stick to it. That's why we have it. Come up with your own for the lesson if you need to. (ex. write AWESOME on board and take away letters as they lose them if needed) 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Class management was phenomenal. You could not have handled this class any better. You redirected quickly and sternly. This is a very trying class. I couldn't have done it any better and I am a verteran. You handled the interruptions well. Ex. The boy coming in needing a homework packet. You had to find it. It's just part of a teaching day. You saw some real world today. Proud of you!! The timer on the board was awesome for class management. * Be careful about throwing out a blanket statement. *Don't become consumed with the little things.  Ex. When the Twizzlers are given out, they are going to talk a little.  It's common.  Just keep your part going and they will come back to you.  Don't redirect for every little thing.  

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I saw more enthusiasm today!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and engaging for your students. Well done!

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		You reminded students when it was not appropriate to talk. You redirected students who were off task. You circulated throughout the classroom assessing understanding as well as keeping them on task. You told the students they had a min. to finish....good time management.  You might want to let them know a little farther out, time wise, in case someone has been off task ...they can then refocus and get the work done by the allotted time. Always tell the students what they are to do when finished with an assignment. Work on putting more enthusiasm and annimation into your voice.  This will make your students want to engage with you and listen. 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		You managed your class well.  They were trying you at times, but you kept them at bay by redirecting the behavior. You monitored and assisted your class as they worked. 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		White boards-pairs drawing and coloring and not listening.  Some students erasing and rewriting over and over-not really addressed.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		*The teacher needs to show more enthusiasm for her lesson. The teacher has a lesson that involves several different types of learning to learn the subject matter. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		All students were on task and engaged throughout the lesson.  You circulated around the class during the entire lesson which allowed you to assess student understanding as well keep them on task. You have a very nice "command" of the classroom. Your "teacher voice" is enthusiastic and engaging!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		You have outstanding behavior management skills!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		I see that you generally have students focused on learning. As I have said to you in person, the key to this is often having a well planned lesson that begins with making sure students know the focus of learning. Keep working on this next semester. As students move through the school year, you'll potentially notice behavior differences or a change in class dynamics as see some students mature. It has been a pleasure serving as your University supervisor this semester. I look forward to seeing more growth next semester as you continue your field experience.

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		There are no classroom management issues for this teacher intern. There seem to be two major reasons for this: 1. She consistently uses the appropriate tone and voice levels that express her enthusiasm for the lessons. As a result, students are drawn in to listen and learn. (This earned an exemplary rating above.) 2. In my opinion, the best classroom management is a thoughtfully, well-organized lesson plan. That is always the case for Ms. Smith. Her plans are exemplary, and the students know what they are doing and why. Their purpose for learning is clearly outlined, and it sets them up for success both academically and in their individual behavior.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Effective classroom management results in part from a well-planned lesson that keeps students engaged. The teacher candidate appropriately and briefly uses humor to get students attention and keep them on task. The professional demeanor of the teacher candidate  set the tone for the students.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		The teacher intern maintains a calm conversational voice  level for instruction. This helps to keep students calm at times when they might be excitable. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Continue to work on behavior management.   You have implemented a new behavior management plan which appears to be helping.  Be certain when you have students in a group on the rug, all students are with you and engaged. After playing the Kidz Bop video, it would have been a good idea to have all students sit down, calm down . This would have been the perfect time to remind students of expectations as they transitioned to centers and began their work.  This age group, especially, needs constant reminders of your expectations. Then you can hold them accountable.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		During the instruction portion of your lesson you had students shouting out answers even when they were not called upon to answer. Be sure to correct them.  You want to be able to call on any and all students in order to assess the understanding of those who might not raise their hands or blurt out. This ensures that all students know they are responsible for their learning. You circulated through the classroom as the students were working. You were assessing their understanding and giving help, as needed. You use an excellent time management technique when you told the students they had two more minutes to work. This teaches the students to stay on task in order to comeplete their assignment in a timely manner! You have an engaging teacher voice! 

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Hand signal count down really seemed to work.  So much better than using your voice to get their attention.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be careful of your grammar..."What DO a great white shark eat?"  Should be "What DOES a great white shark eat?"  Be careful also saying "Guys" sooooo much.  Be more specific with your praise...don't just say "Good job".

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of various activites on the PB. Good job with teacher guided instruction/questioning before group activity. Great voice levels - all could hear clearly. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		The students were very on task during the entire lesson. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students while they were working at their stations. The teacher knew her subject matter very well. The teacher was very involved throughout the lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Good classroom control

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		All students were engaged in the lesson.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Remember to get all students' attention when speaking/giving directions. You were quick to notice off task behaviors of several students. You have a entertaining, enthusiastic, engaging, "I am in command", teacher voice!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Students were a little off task in the centers at times.  

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Thank you, thank you for starting out asking for funny Thanksgiving stories from your students.  Awesome!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		All students were engaged and participating in the lesson.  You use excellent behavior management techniques. You have a fantastic "teacher voice".  It is engaging, annimated, and exciting.  You make the students WANT to listen to what you are teaching them. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		You redirected students as needed.  Be sure to set expectations for when students are finished with a task. 

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through...  Great job! Your students were well behaved and attentive.  They love and respect you as their teacher.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Good discipline techniques used throughout the lesson(ex. Close monitoring of class, use of attention grabb ers such as class - class. Good questioning during opening of lesson & during completion of graphic organizer. Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the activity. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The students were very well-behaved and on task. The teacher monitored the students while they worked at their seats. 

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Your class was well managed.  They were attentive and engaged.  It is obvious that they respect you as their teacher.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Better attending of the classroom as a whole. Voice level much better. Always professionally dressed.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The teacher did a good job of redirecting the attention of the students when they were off task. The teacher did a good job of monitoring the students as they worked on their game at their seats.

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		The students are very well-behaved. The students are very on task during the lesson. The teacher does a great job of monitoring the students as they work at their seats copying the vocabulary and definitions of the powerpoint. The teacher knows the subject matter of the lesson very well. The students were very attentive to the lesson. Great creative way to teach the different concepts of North and South poles, East and West Hemisphere, prime meridian, equator, ...

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Good classroom management. The noise level of the class was appropriate for the activity. Good job walking around the room & monitoring the various groups. TC was professionally dressed. You were very encouraging to the students throughout the lesson. 

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		After the students began their independent work, some were off task and not engaged, There were students who had their hand up for help and it took you awhile to get to them. You walked around and helped a few, but you were not aware of students who were off task. If you had several students with the same problem or misunderstanding, it would have been a great time to go back to the board and work some of the questions together as a class. I heard several students say to the CT that they did not know what to do or what to do next. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You asked one of the students if they had a serious answer. This helped the student rethink what he was about to say, as he changed his mind. You circulated throughout the classroom checking for understanding.  This is the hard part....as you are helping keep an eye out for off task behaviors. There were a few off task. Be sure to tell students what to do when they have finished, because there is no way they are all going to finish at the same time. Continue working on speaking louder and with more command and enthusiasm.  Remember, enthusiasm is contagious!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You quickly redirected any students who were off task. You still need to get an attention getter.

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Next lesson write down some higher level questions on note card to ask. You still are asking recall. When partners were working on tree maps, some groups were off task. Be sure to watch all parts of the class. The admoinisrtations will be aware of this. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Remember to challenge the students to do their best.

		West		Sydney		917437847		I have never seen significant behavior issues in the times I have visited Ms. West. She is attentive and focused, and sets an example for how students should also be focused.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Good rapport with students is evident in the discourse/conversation that centers on the four main text structures that will be the focus.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		You monitored students as they worked, checked their answers.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Make ure you have all students attention before talking.  I felt like you were talking over students who were having their own conversations.

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		The students are very involved in the lesson from start to end. The teacher has a great variety of ways to learn the commutative property of addition. The teacher constantly gives positive feedback for the students when they answer the problems correctly. The lesson plan was very thought out and sequential. The teacher did a great job of monitoring the students throughout the entire lesson. Great job again!
Excellent student teacher!

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		-nice job offering appropriate praise when warranted

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Teaching fifth graders near the end of the week and near the end of the day can be a challenge, but  the ability of the student teacher to engage students in learning activities make this classroom feel like a Monday morning when students are ready to learn. In this lesson, the command of the classroom during whole group instruction and the intuitive conversation with individual students as they needed guidance during independent work were elements that made these aspects of the lesson exemplary.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Your voice level was appropriate and you were very encouraging to your students. Good job seeking out the students that were not readily wanting to answer your verbal questions. Student behavior was appropriate due to your consistency with reminders! You were professionally dressed (as usual)!

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Monitored the class while you were in small group.  You made sure everyone was working and following behavior expectations.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Well managed classroom. Good voice quality throughout lesson.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Good job calling on a variety of students throughout the lesson. All students were actively engaged in the lesson. Excellent job redirecting the class when the noise level was too loud. Yea - you refused to go on until they were quiet! The students quickly realized this & stopped talking! TC was appropriately dressed.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Classroom management – The teacher candidate used the phrase “everybody freeze” which let the students know to stop what they were doing and listen for a moment. Excellent! She compliments students when warranted for a good academic choice or for staying on task and following directions. Positive reinforcement seems to encourage engagement and cooperation. A mild, appropriate dose of humor keeps the mood in the classroom upbeat and positive.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		The courage of an intern to conduct hands on  is exemplary in itself. Maintaining control of the classroom is extraordinary!

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		I have enjoyed all your lessons this semester.  Good luck to you in Block 3.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good lesson!  I am proud of your growth in the area of behavior management!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Good solid lesson!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		GLOWS: 1. Your LP was well written & organized. 2. You were professionally dressed. 3. You used an appropriate tone of voice throughout the lesson GROWS: 1. Make sure all students are focused before moving on with the lesson. 2. Always a good idea to post instructions for activity on an anchor chart or include it as a part of your PP. 3. Its imperative that you are aware of all activities during your lesson & make adjustments as needed. 4. After you've redirected the class (with a verbal chant or directive), don't move on until ALL students are quiet & focused! If not, you send the message that it is okay to keep talking! 5. Make sure the materials are not presented too quickly!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		It has been a privilege to be your university supervisor. You have grown so much as a  teacher during the time I have worked with you. You've earned the respect of your school and all those who work with you. I look forward to visiting your classroom at LSES this fall. Your new students are going to love you!

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney exhibits the habits of a teacher with experience, and will do well her first official year.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The teacher candidate shows promise in the area of creative science lessons. Project-based teaching and learning is successfully working in this classroom, and promoting STEM. It has been a pleasure being your University supervisor this semester. I have enjoyed watching your lessons, and I hope you'll continue to be creative and courageous in your teaching.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Area of concern in PGP was classroom management.  There are no concerns this semester with classroom management.  Students were engaged in the activities, they rotated centers quickly and without disruption.  Expectation for behavior is set at beginning of lesson and reenforced-voice level.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		GLOWS: 1. You did a great job encouraging the students to participate in the lesson. You were open to their thoughts & letting them share their previous learned knowledge. 2. The PP was well constructed and definitely enhanced the lesson. The pictures obviously provoked much thought! 3. Great guide sheet for the experiment. 4. Materials for the experiment were well organized & easily accessible to the students. GROWS: 1. Include a copy of your instructional sheet in your PP so that you can use it as a point of reference. 2. When you tell the students to get quiet, don't move on until everyone has stopped talking & is focused on you! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Continue to think about how you can incorporate active learning like you have in this lesson. Think about how to make activities like the invention as relevant as possible to the standards and learning goal. For young students, you may want to consider giving them a couple of choices of problems to solve with an invention, but open ended inquiry is one of the most pure forms of learning. I am proud of you for including this activity, and for not being afraid of the very active learning strategies.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The intern/teacher can identify problems that students are having (such as not comprehending math skill or any situation in which a student doesn't quite understand certain vocabulary). She is great at identifying times when it is appropriate to abandon a strategy that is not working. I am so pleased to have been your university supervisor, and to have seen you grow. Remember to "Plan, plan, plan" your best lessons when school starts in the fall and show them your very best. Your students are going to love you!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding centers and guided reading!

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Outstanding lesson!  Keep up the terrific work you are doing!  I am proud of you!

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Continue to use what you have learned to plan good lessons. Work on unique ways to engage student at the beginning of a lesson. Sometimes a video clip is good, and other times an active learning strategy is best. Something to think about- The standard does not necessarily lend itself to higher order questioning. However, you might consider asking students to think about what the beginning or end of rivers have in common and why. For instance, the majority of rivers end by flowing into an ocean or gulf. These large bodies of water can handle the flow of millions of gallons of water.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The intern and supervisor will meet with Ms. Steed Thursday, March 16. Goals for a professional growth plan will be shared at that time. There will be a goal for classroom management and a goal for instructional planning/lesson delivery. It is possible that there will be additional goals.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Excellent ideas put into action in this plan! I am proud of the work you have done this semester. 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		I am so grateful to have been your supervisor for Block 3 and internship. You have continued  grow. Now I see a confident young lady teaching. You are going to be a teacher that students will respect. If I may ever help you my West Georgia email will remain even into my retirement.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Use your sub. Find a job for her. Maybe she could help with small group or strugglers. Your sub can be used walking around helping students understand directions as you were explaining activity using their name.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		It is a privilege to have been your university supervisor. You have made tremendous growth during the school year, and I know you will set an example for your students. Continue to do your best as you learn and grow and start your career.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The teacher candidate has shown improvement in many areas, most notably starting the lesson with the purpose for learning and keeping students focused on the related goals.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		GLOWS: 1. Great introduction to lesson. The video clips grabbed the students attention & energized the lesson! 2. Excellent use of a power point to enhance the lesson. The pictures that were used greatly enhanced the lesson 3. Lesson was well organized & flowed smoothly throughout the allotted time! GROWS: 1. This was a great time to talk about earth quakes in Georgia. This would make it even more realistic for the students.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		GLOWS: 1. Excellent Powerpoint & presentation of the lesson. 2.Your students appeared to love the lesson & actively participated throughout the entire lesson. 3. It was obvious that you knew the material you presented to the students. 4. Great overall lesson! You did an excellent lesson from start to finish. GROWS: 1. It would more productive to post a group list on the board so the students could readily see where to go when you began the group activity!

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		GLOWS: 1. Placing the Standard & I can statement at the top of the instructional sheet was an excellent idea! 2. Excellent use of a student select system as a means to chose students to answer the questions. 3. Lesson was well prepared & you had all of the materials readily available. 4. Yea - Group list was posted. (might be beneficial to put all groups on one post). GROWS: 1. It is always beneficial to put a copy of the instructional sheet on the PBoard so you can refer to it as you teach. Remember students need to see and hear numerous times in order to learn.! 2. More time was needed on the basics of the lesson before moving on. You had students to verbalize that they did not understand some of the lesson. 3. Don't be afraid to let a student sing a song that was learned in a previous class (about prepositions) as a means to encourage prior knowledge.

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was obviously well prepared & executed in a professional manner. I was impressed with your knowledge of the lesson. 2. Yea - you posted the activity sheet on the board! 3. Great authoritative, yet caring, tone of voice. 4. You were very open to the students giving you a variety of ways to remember less than/ greater than GROWS: 1. It would be beneficial to go over rules for group work before beginning a group activity. I would post the rules as well. 2. Make sure the noise level is appropriate for the activity. Practice an appropriate noise level!

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Remember to always study the content and prepare, in advance, for how you are going to instruct the students. Do not wait until the morning of the lesson to prepare and study.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Well planned and organized lesson!  I can tell you know the content!  I am proud of how you have come into your own during your two weeks of teaching!!!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		As you spend more time with your students, you will better know "how much" is too much for your age group to handle in one lesson. All teachers have to learn this with each new group of students they get each year. I am proud of your professional manner and willingness to grow and learn.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		GLOWS: 1. TC uses good voice tone and level. It projected clearly throughout the room. 2. TC was familiar with the information that she was presenting. 3. TC was at ease with the students throughout the lesson and readily redirected students who were off task. 4. Good job making the students feel at ease throughout the lesson. The student readily offered their answers. GROWS: 1. In order to provide focus for the lesson, always begin the lesson with a EQ, focus question, I Can statements, etc. 2. If possible put the paragraph that the class is reading as a group on the PB so that you can point to the various parts as you go over it. Struggling students tend to get lost and this is a good way to make sure they are focused on the appropriate part of the passage. It also allows the teacher the opportunity to remain mobile. 3. I think it would have been a great lesson to have vocabulary listed on the PB or an anchor chart. (Idiom, hyperbole, etc) so the TC & students could quickly refer back to it as needed. 

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		This was an unannounced/ walk through observation. You are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons. Good luck as you persue your career!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and your Powerpoint content was very appropriate. You might want to increase the size of your font and make sure it can be seen clearly from the back of the room. 2. You were dressed professionally (as always). 3. Your voice was enthusiastic throughout the lesson. 4. Great job redirecting students to look on the board for information when they get confused. 5. I was impressed with your willingness to include the neighboring students in the lesson. GROWS: 1. When using a chant with the student, make sure the length of the phrase is appropriate for age level of the students. 2. Make sure all students are focused during your lesson. Stop and refocus the group as needed. 3. This lesson (past, present, & future) can be confusing. It might help to list the examples on a chart similar to what you used during the lesson where the students put the verb in the Past Tense, Present Tense, or Future Tense column 

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Outstanding lesson! You are a natural! Keep up the fantastic job!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Well planned and organized lesson. You gave the students the support necessary to be ready for the experiment.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through.  Great job!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity, you are a natural born teacher. I have enjoyed your lessons so much. Looking forward to next semester.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		This observation was unannounced.  You were right on target teaching and managing your class.  You are every bit as good on an uannounced visit as you are when it's a planned observation!   You are AWESOME!!!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		GLOWS: 1.  I could tell that you struggled during the lesson but you kept your cool and moved forward to the end. 2. You were keyed in to the lesson and quickly rsponded when you saw that students were not understanding. GROWS: 1. Important details of the problem are marked through - same concern as last time. Instead of using the document camera to show the worksheet, it might help to retype the problem in a larger font & use that to demonstrate with on the board.

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		GLOWS: 1. Great handwriting (on the board). It's very clear & precise! 2. Transition between activities was very smooth & took little time GROWS: 1. Make sure visuals are large (& clear) enough for  the students to see. 2. You MUST increase the your voice volume in order for all students to be able to clearly understand what you are teaching. I had to strain to listen to what you were saying. You are louder when you stand than when you are sitting so you might want to adjust your voice accordingly.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Excellent, engaging, well planned and organized lesson. Keep up the hard work!!  I am proud of you!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Terrific, creative writing idea.  You have truly "come into your own" as a teacher this semester!  I am so proud of you!

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		GLOWS: 1. TC posted & reviewed Standard & I Can statements. 2. Good clear Powerpoint 3. Excellent use of real-life examples for the students to compare & contrast (ex. McDonalds & Chic fil a) GROWS: 1. Arrange Powerpoint so that the students have a large area to respond to the problem presented. This allows for all students to see what is recorded on the board. 2. Add a PP slide for the definitions or put info on an anchor chart. The defined key terms should be visable at all times. 3. Add reading passage to your PP so that you can refer to it as the students give you their responses.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Excellent, fun, and comprehensive review of the learning goals!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Well done introduction lesson on  Thomas Jefferson!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson. 2. You were very thorough in presenting the lesson, You provided verbal & visual assistance throughout the lesson. 3. You were professionally dressed (as always). 4. You did an excellent job questioning all the students during the lesson and reminding them to try to decide the answer without looking at the various instructional charts post throughout the room. 5. You used a very encouraging voice throughout the lesson! 6. Yea! You followed student progress closely and redirected students GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to read the story with the students. Lower students tend to raise their hand if everyone else in the class does. Remember the lower students are the ones that need the most reinforcement ( they are typically score the lowest on standardized test)

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned and executed. 2. It was obvious that the TC had a clear understanding of the subject that was taught. GROWS: 1. DIscuss the role volume plays in everyday life. Relating it to prior knowledge is how the brain learns & retains information! 2. Use the manipulatives under the document camera so that all can see. 3. This type lesson is a great opportnity to use color fill. 4. If a problem is causing confusion, do not go on until you are satisfied that the students have a clear understanding. 5. When a student is presenting his/her information to the class, make sure the other students are attentive

		Green		Megan		917463432		GLOWS: 1. Standard and EQ was adressed in LP & presented to the students though a PP slide & verbal communication 2. Good PP: colrful, realistic pictures with informative text. 3. Neat activity - great idea to have all the material already made! Students really enjoyed participating 4. Great Idea to post & complete the activity data sheet on the board so that you could go over it with the students! 5. It was obvious that you had reviewed & was familar with the lesson. The students had several questions & you readily gave good constructive responses! GROWS: 1. Don't allow constant chatter. Stop, address the issue and don't move forward until all eyes on you & room is quiet. 2. Good PP but use a larger font size for the definitons of key term. If not it will blend in with the other information. 3. Pictures are great but demonstrate with something concrete if possble. (ex. the lever & fulcrum, scissosrs, etc) 4. Great lesson for a PP vocabulary slide or anchor chart (AC could be posted on the board while you use the PB) 5. Instructions for activity? Instructions for group work? REMEMBER: STUDENTS NEED TO SEE & HEAR NUMEROUS TIMES IN ORER TO LEARN! 6. Group List? How are groups differentiated?

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		GLOWS: 1. Standard & I Can statements were posted & clearly articulated to students. 2. You voice was authoratative but you also had a caring tone! 3. Lesson was well planned & executed! GROWS: 1. Use the same type of GO as the students. Yours was similar but not the same. 2. Talk with the students about local wetlands that they possibly see on a regular basis. (you may have to ask a local to tell you their location) 3. It might help to stop the video & point out important facts. The students can write them on their paper.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Even though you realized quickly that this was too hard, you gained a ton of experience of what 4th graders can do. Make sure you go over the activity with your teacher beforehand. She would have told you it was too confusing.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Your lessons and rapport with your students have been good and Mrs. Carter and I both agree that improvements still come along when we think the lessons are good!

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		You were an excellent student, and you're now an  excellent teacher. 

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. I have also included concerns voiced by CT these were shared with Ms. Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Good lesson Courtney!  Continue the hard work in order to keep growing and glowing!

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Well done, Courtney!  The lesson was well-planned, organized and gave plenty of support to the students!

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		I am so proud of you, Brooke. You have proved to be a great teacher candidate. I have enjoyed your lessons and they have gotten better each time. Looking forward to Block 4.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		This was an unannounced observation.  You were teaching about the Cold War and the Iron Curtain. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		*Good opening to lesson - students were actively engaged. *Your enthusiasm and knowledge of the topics was amazing and the students were obviously impressed *By having the students read along with you, it gave the struggling readers an opportunity to read aloud even though the passage was a little difficult for them. I observed all students reading! Overall excellent job once more!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This was an unannounced observation/ walk through. Good job!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson was great today.  I have enjoyed so much being your supervisor this semester.  You have truly got a gift of teaching.  Good luck to you as you enter your internship in the fall!  

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You are going to be a great teacher.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		This was an unannounced observation.  Good job 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Very well planned, organized and taught lesson!  Keep up the great work!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments. A 4th obsservation is located in notes as well.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		This was an unannounced observation. Good job!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to work on your confidence in teaching.  Get over your nervousness and give it your all like you did on your final lesson.  Good luck to you as you enter internship.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Excellent writing lesson.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		GLOWS: 1. Good job introducing the lesson and relating it to real life. 2. It was obvious that knew the subject that you were teaching. GROWS: 1. The lesson in general appeared to be a little overwhelming for this age group. 2. Don't be afraid to stop or condense the lesson if you see there are issues.

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Morgan - You are a great teacher. In many ways you seem like a natural teacher - just born with what it takes. You have also worked hard to plan good lessons, and that is what sets you a part. Even though you have faced a heart breaking personal loss in the past year, you've shown up for your cooperating teacher and your students. You are an inspiration to me, and I hope you have peace in that area of your life. It is a privilege to be your professor. I remember you introducing yourself the first day of science methods.:-)

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		The ease with which you talk to kids makes them feel comfortable talking wtih you. You also skillfully manage the learning environment by working closely with students to keep their learning activities on track.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Really enjoyed your lesson.  You are a natural enthusiast!

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Good job!  I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  You have improved each lesson and I am very proud of you!  Good luck as you enter your internship!!

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Depite your concern regarding mathematics not being your strength and the confines of the school system's math curriculum, you did an admirable job with this lesson. Your ability to guide students through math problems and to elicit the type of discussion and answers you need is a strength! Have confidence that you are a good math teacher.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		I am thankful for the opportunity to be your university supervisor over the past two semesters. Your maturity level in the fall semester dealing with change gave me the chance to more clearly see the good character that you have. You're going to have a successful career!

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Today was great experience for you because your teacher was not here. It allowed you to see the real world. I think you were very nervous today. You were like a "deer in headlights " at times. Learn from this experience and reflect on it.  I don't feel like you were prepared today.  I have seen you do a lot better. I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester. I hope you have gained some good advice and I wish you luck as you enter your internship.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & organized 2. Well rounded lesson. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to repeat important ideas presented in the lesson several times. 2. Work on increasing voice level so that all students can clearly hear you.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		I have enjoyed your lessons. This one today was the best yet! Looking forward to Block 4.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Today was hard for you because you were worn out physically and emotionally from being with your sick grandmother.  However, I am proud of you for coming in to school and doing this lesson.  In a real job as a teacher, this is real life.  You have to show up even if your "mind" is not all there.  I applaud your efforts. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Entire observation form posted under notes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		I am so proud of your improvements in behavior management techniques. Well done! This lesson was lacking rigor.  There needed to be more high-level thinking....higher level questioning... There was very little instructional time or guided practice time. Part of this time was taken up with the videos. Videos have their place, but they do not take the place of good solid instruction and guided practice. A simple thing like using the white boards which you had listed in your lesson plan would have been more engaging for the students. This would also allow you to see their responses much more easily than on the notebook paper.  They love using white boards and these can be used to practice anything! 

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		This was an unannounced visit/ walk through. I have enjoyed your lessons.  You will be a great teacher.  Good luck as you graduate and enter your new career!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I have enjoyed being your supervisor this semester.  I want you to continue to work on questioning .Good luck to you as you enter your internship.  

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well done, Alexis!  Keep up the great teaching!  I am proud of you!

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Well planned and organized lesson!

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Sometimes teachers have students that make good grades consistently, and it is difficult to see growth  As her teacher for science methods, Block 3 field experience, and her internship, I recognized Jordan's ability and performance levels early.  During this internship, even with a good evaluation of an observed lesson, I saw the effort to refine and consistently improve practice. One of the highest compliments of an intern is for them to be offered a job at the school of their placement. I was so proud to learn that this had happened for Jordan. Her future students at LSES will be in good hands. I am so honored and privileged to have been your professor for three semesters. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Your individual teaching style is beginning to shine through as you gain experience and self confidence. One of your strengths is being well organized and prepared for each lesson. When a teacher candidate does as well as you, it's a challenge to find ways to continue in your professional growth, so I will leave this question for you. Feel free to discuss this with Ms. Fields. As you continue your field experience, I would like you to consider this question: What are my options as the teacher when students indicate a lack of understanding of a concept or skill? What reasons or evidence guides me as I make decisions on these options?

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Continue on the path you are on. You are making good instrcutional choices. You can be confident in your lesson delivery when you know that you have made good plans. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Get ready for the fast pace of a full time teaching job! Congratulations on being hired for the fall1

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Behavior better, but still needs setting expectations, sticking to those expectations, and consistency. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good lesson. Think about some of the things we discussed when planning and teaching your next lesson so you will continue to grow and glow!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		GLOWS: 1. Well planned lesson with a lot of visuals throughout the lesson 2. Great classroom management throughout the lesson. 3. Your voice was very encouraging. I felt very motivated! 4. Thrilled that you pre-grouped your students. GROWS: 1. Try to use real items (money) when possible. The hands on is so beneficial to the students! 2. SLow down a little so that all of your students have a clear understnding ofwhat you are teaching.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Students were working in groups Counting squares Measure with ruler Good directions Started with group needing the most help Connected to prior learning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		This was an unannounced observation. You brought them back from Connections and began a Drug Awarenss lesson. Good job!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Outstanding lesson, Kaitlyn!   Keep up the hard work and dedication!  I am proud of you!!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		What a difficult concept to teach!  You did a great job explaining and answering the students questions.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was well planned, organized, beautifully scaffolded, and taught!  I am proud of your hard work!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		GLOWS: 1. Well prepared & oraganized lesson. 2. You were very encouraging to your students but also very firm. 3. Great use of technolgy to enhance the lesson. (ex. Brainpop on PB, document camera) GROWS: 1. Since this is a new skill, it might be beneficial to spend additional time of the makeup of a bar graph. 2. This would be a great place to use an anchor chart so that the students could have a visual to refer to. I would suggest using bright colors and labels. 3. Teaching bar graphs is a great time to use hands on items such as counting blocks to demonstrate a bargraph.

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		This was an unannounced 0bservation/ walk through during two weeks of student teaching.  Good job!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		GLOWS: 1. Good overall lesson. You have improved this sememster. 2. You have a great relationship with your students. You are very genuine & the students respond accordingly. GROWS: 1. Don't be afraid to stop and restart the lesson if the students are not following your directives.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Video lesson observation

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		GLOWS; 1. Well planned lesson. Great video to open the lesson. 2. It's obviouss that the students respect you & consider you as one of their teachers. 3. Standards & EQ were addressed at the beginning of the lesson. GROWS: 1. Make sure all instructional items are ready before the day begins. 2. If you're going to play a background, I would suggest turning it down to a low level. 3. Work on transition time so to best utilize time! 4. Have items for the worksheet pre-cut for the students to better use your instructional time. This is a dificult skill for some and can be very time consuming!

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Overall the lesson went fine, but it was not your best lesson. You lesson was shorter than the others and I believe it had to do with the time you were given to teach the lesson. I understand it is harder to go into another class with a different teacher to teach just one lesson. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Good lesson, Taylor.  Continue to grow and glow!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Well done, Taylor!!  I am so proud of you!  You have worked hard and it certainly shows!

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		Overall this was a good lesson. I have seen growth in your skills and proud of how you continue to improve!!

		West		Sydney		917437847		It has been an honor to be your university supervisor over these two semesters. I have enjoyed the growth in your confidence level. Even though you started out doing well, I see you polish your teaching style every time I visit. Your enthusiasm for teaching reminds me of what a privilege it is to work with elementary students. You are already a great teacher!

		West		Sydney		917437847		This lesson contained a large amount of information, but was presented in such a way that students could keep up with various tasks assigned. I am so pleased that I had the privilege of serving as your supervising profesor this semester at North Douglas. Continue on your path toward the goals for high expectations of yourself and of your students. You've mastered so many areas. One that we all can work on is incorporating even more higher order thinking skills and questions; As I said in person, I am proud of your work this semester, and you should be too.

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Entire observation form posted under notes with added comments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		You are growing as a teacher and have the basic skills you need to plan effective lessons. As you continue in field placement, consider this question: What are the reasons for the instructional choices I make when students do not understand? Why do I make these choices? It has been a pleasure working with you this semester. I look forward to seeing continuing growth next semester.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn   - Thank you for the privilege of witnessing the final year and a half of your undergraduate degree. Although you were doing some good work in the fall semester, you have grown so much this spring semester. Look at all the exemplary marks on this observation form!! I am thankful for the way you have worked with Mr. McAlexander, both honoring his plans and classroom rituals/rules. I also like the way you have been able to use your own ideas and teaching style to help these students in whatever subject you are teaching. Observing your lessons has been a pleasure. Keep up the good work this semester, and hit the ground running when you're in your own classroom as THE teacher. :-)

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		GLOWS: 1. Lesson was well planned & executed! 2. The Powerpoint was well constructed & included all the key information presented in the lesson. 3. You were careful to choose students who did not readily raise their hand to answer the questions. 4. You were very encouraging to your students. Several class members responding to your comments with a smile. 5. Overall very good lesson! GROWS: 1. Increase size of font for PP. 2. Don't rush through the key concepts of the lesson. Some students need more examples & process time.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		GLOWS: 1. Well planned & organized lesson. 2. Excellent Powerpoint to help students better understand key terms 3. You were obviously well prepared for the lesson. GROWS: 1. Slow down & repeat information as you notice any students struggling to understand. 

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		GLOWS: 1. Lesson well planned & organized. The information was presented using a variety of good instructional techniques(informational video, direct instruction, hands-on activity) 2. Material for the activity was readily available & clearly labeled. It contributed to the activity going smoothly. 3. Great job making sure that all students remained on task throughout the lesson. GROWS: 1. I think it would have been beneficial for you to have the key terms & definitions on an anchor chart or as part of the Powerpoint. 2. Don't rush the students - allow them time to give the answer before you provide it. Remember: Ask don't tell! 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Additional comments: It is a pleasure to watch you teach a lesson in part because you obviously enjoy working with your students and helping them discover and express new ideas. I am very proud of your efforts and the results I have seen with your students in the lessons I have observed. You are moving forward with solid classroom experience. When you graduate and have your own classroom, I can only imagine the learning experiences your students will have.

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		It has been a privilege to be your professor for 3 semesters. You are already a great teacher. I look forward to hearing about your own classroom in the future. There are some lucky children out there who will have you as a teacher. Thank you for doing hands on science (not just today). It is important to the future of our country and the world. 

		Responses (n): 		119
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		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Pam Haynes

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Vivian Johnson

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DJRP

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		DRP

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Alice Lee Remler

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Pam Haynes

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Vivian Johnson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DJRP

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		DRP

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		DJRP

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Kathy Ferguson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		DJRP

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Vivian Johnson

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Alice Lee Remler

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Pam Haynes

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Steve Rich

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pam Haynes

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Steve Rich

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Alice Lee Remler

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Eileen Muzio

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Carol Thomas

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Vivian Johnson

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Steve Rich

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kathy Ferguson

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Steve Rich

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Ric

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Steve Rich

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pam Haynes

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Vivian Johnson

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Pam Haynes

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Steve Rich

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Kathy Ferguson

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Kathy Ferguson

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Pam Haynes

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Vivian Johnson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Peggy Baugh

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		DRP

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Vivian Johnson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Kathy Ferguson

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Vivian Johnson

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Pam Haynes

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Alice Lee Remler

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		DRP

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Kathy Ferguson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		DRP

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Peggy Baugh

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DJRP

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		DRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DJRP

		Fick		Dani		917440660		DRP

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carol Thomas

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Alice Lee Reler

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Kathy Ferguson

		George		Laurel		917434253		DJRP

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Alice Lee Remler

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Vivian Johnson

		Green		Quantia		917413808		DRP

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Pam Haynes

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Alice Lee Remler

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Baugh

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Peggy Baugh

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		DRP

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Pam Haynes

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Steve Rich

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Peggy Baugh

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Peggy Baugh

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		DRP

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Pam Haynes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Kathy Ferguson

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Peggy Baugh

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Vivian Johnson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Alice Lee Remler

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vivian Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Pam Haynes

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		DJRP

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Alice Lee Remler

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Alice Lee Remler

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carol Thomas

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alice Lee Remler

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Vivian Johnson

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Pam Haynes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Pam Haynes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Pam Haynes

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Pam Haynes

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Pam Haynes

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Kathy Ferguson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		DRP

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Peggy Baugh

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Baugh

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Vivian Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Pam Haynes

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Kathy Ferguson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		DJRP

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Carol Thomas

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Baugh

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Ricb

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		Steve Rich

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Pam Haynes

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Pam Haynes

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve Rich

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Steve  Rich

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Pam Haynes

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Carol Thomas

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		DJRP

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Pam Haynes

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Pam Haynes

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Peggy Baugh

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Pam Haynes

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Kathy Ferguson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Pam Haynes

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Pam Haynes

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DJRP

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		DRP

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Kathy Ferguson

		Smith		Donna		917461645		DJRP

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Steve Rich

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		DJRP

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Kathy Ferguson

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		DRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DJRP

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		DRP

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Vivian Johnson

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Baugh

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Pam Haynes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Vivian Johnson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kathy Ferguson

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DJRP

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		DRP

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Pam Haynes

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		DJRP

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Kathy Ferguson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		DJRP

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Pam Haynes

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		DJRP

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Pam Haynes

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Peggy Baugh

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Carol Thomas

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		DJRP

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Steed

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Baugh

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Lyn Steed

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Kathy Ferguson

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		L Steed

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		West		Sydney		917437847		Steve Rich

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Peggy Baugh

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Peggy Baugh

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Steve Rich

		Responses (n): 		191

		Response Rate: 		56.51%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/10/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/14/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/06/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/31/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/13/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/19/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/17/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/14/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/21/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/24/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/10/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/16/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/31/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/14/2016

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/26/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/27/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/16/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/31/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/24/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/09/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		04/16/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/26/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/07/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		04/13/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/10/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/13/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/16/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		04/24/2017

		Brown		Calie		917411525		10/17/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/16/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/08/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		11/16/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		04/26/2015

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/07/2016

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/14/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		04/10/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/17/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/09/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/17/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/10/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/15/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/13/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/10/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		04/16/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		03/06/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		11/11/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/21/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/29/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/03/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/21/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/06/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/10/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		11/21/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/07/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/29/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		04/13/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		11/16/2016

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/10/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		04/12/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/07/2016

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/06/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/11/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/28/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		11/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		04/26/2017

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		03/28/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/21/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		03/08/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/10/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/08/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/31/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/27/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/27/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		11/07/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		02/27/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/27/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/29/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		04/11/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		03/13/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/27/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/28/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		03/27/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/29/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/09/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/29/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/27/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/28/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		11/11/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		04/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/17/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/10/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		11/28/2016

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		04/25/2017

		Patterson		Morgan		917426013		10/17/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		04/24/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		09/28/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		11/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		04/10/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/10/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		11/14/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/29/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		10/14/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/03/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/12/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/19/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/10/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/03/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/06/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		11/21/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/24/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/07/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/11/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/28/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/10/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/07/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/29/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/21/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/28/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/07/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		11/01/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		05/01/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/15/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		04/10/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/08/2016

		Watts		Stephanie		917493100		04/13/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		04/24/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/16/2016

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		03/31/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		03/31/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/23/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/12/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		04/25/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/16/2016

		Responses (n): 		173

		Response Rate: 		51.18%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 US

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - US

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		6		1.78%		35		10.36%		204		60.36%		21		6.21%		49		14.5%		23		6.8%		338		2.9		0.54

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		2		0.59%		47		13.91%		209		61.83%		24		7.1%		32		9.47%		24		7.1%		338		2.9		0.52

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		28		8.28%		244		72.19%		20		5.92%		20		5.92%		26		7.69%		338		2.97		0.4

		Total/Percentage		8		0.79%		110		10.85%		657		64.79%		65		6.41%		101		9.96%		73		7.2%		1014				

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		44		13.02%		201		59.47%		29		8.58%		35		10.36%		29		8.58%		338		2.95		0.51

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.3%		96		28.4%		185		54.73%		29		8.58%		1		0.3%		26		7.69%		338		2.78		0.6

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		43		12.72%		225		66.57%		35		10.36%		2		0.59%		33		9.76%		338		2.97		0.51

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		85		25.15%		192		56.8%		29		8.58%		2		0.59%		30		8.88%		338		2.82		0.58

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		0		0%		137		40.53%		147		43.49%		20		5.92%		6		1.78%		28		8.28%		338		2.62		0.61

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		1		0.3%		108		31.95%		134		39.64%		9		2.66%		47		13.91%		39		11.54%		338		2.6		0.57

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		57		16.86%		219		64.79%		24		7.1%		5		1.48%		33		9.76%		338		2.89		0.51

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		59		17.46%		208		61.54%		42		12.43%		2		0.59%		27		7.99%		338		2.94		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		54		15.98%		215		63.61%		29		8.58%		9		2.66%		31		9.17%		338		2.92		0.52

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.3%		76		22.49%		188		55.62%		31		9.17%		8		2.37%		34		10.06%		338		2.84		0.59

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		1		0.3%		56		16.57%		150		44.38%		8		2.37%		75		22.19%		48		14.2%		338		2.77		0.51

		Total/Percentage		4		0.11%		815		21.92%		2064		55.51%		285		7.67%		192		5.16%		358		9.63%		3718				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		2		0.59%		58		17.16%		217		64.2%		19		5.62%		6		1.78%		36		10.65%		338		2.85		0.52

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		11		3.25%		64		18.93%		3		0.89%		222		65.68%		38		11.24%		338		2.9		0.41

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		2		0.59%		20		5.92%		1		0.3%		278		82.25%		37		10.95%		338		2.96		0.36

		Total/Percentage		2		0.2%		71		7%		301		29.68%		23		2.27%		506		49.9%		111		10.95%		1014				











































		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		2		0.59%		60		17.75%		216		63.91%		34		10.06%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		2.9		0.56

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.3%		70		20.71%		210		62.13%		27		7.99%		3		0.89%		27		7.99%		338		2.85		0.55

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		84		24.85%		181		53.55%		45		13.31%		2		0.59%		26		7.69%		338		2.87		0.63

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		40		11.83%		234		69.23%		40		11.83%		0		0%		24		7.1%		338		3		0.5

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		22		6.51%		244		72.19%		46		13.61%		0		0%		26		7.69%		338		3.08		0.46

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		23		6.8%		240		71.01%		50		14.79%		1		0.3%		24		7.1%		338		3.09		0.48

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		12		3.55%		256		75.74%		45		13.31%		0		0%		25		7.4%		338		3.11		0.41

		Total/Percentage		3		0.13%		311		13.14%		1581		66.82%		287		12.13%		6		0.25%		178		7.52%		2366				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		3		1.08%

		No		275		98.92%
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FE Lesson Observation forms 1- 3
as completed by the CT



FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - CT 

LESSON DESIGN # U
nacce
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# Profic
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ot O
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% Not O
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# N
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% No Resp
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Total R
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Mean
Standard 
Deviation

Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students 3 0.63% 65 13.68% 262 55.16% 119 25.05% 22 4.63% 4 0.84% 475 3.11 0.65
Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable 1 0.21% 69 14.53% 286 60.21% 107 22.53% 6 1.26% 6 1.26% 475 3.08 0.62
Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced 2 0.42% 49 10.32% 293 61.68% 122 25.68% 3 0.63% 6 1.26% 475 3.15 0.6
Total/Percentage 6 0.42% 183 12.84% 841 59.02% 348 24.42% 31 2.18% 16 1.12% 1425


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:49 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		1

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna-Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		cara Brooks

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumbley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Britttney Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessicar Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan  Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriella Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Alyssa Graham

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret (Alissa) Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Rebekah Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taiylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Taylor Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Jarrell, Ashleigh

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Keirce 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Myers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alexander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Daniel Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie Simmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna "Alex" Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Romero

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		A

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jens Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Lauren Veal

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Rya Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Horton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Chelsea Zambujo

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CHELSEA ZAMBUJO

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		472

		Response Rate: 		99.37%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/13/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/19/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/11/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		02/06/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/13/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		02/27/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		12/02/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/16/2017

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		02/01/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		11/17/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		12/09/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/12/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		03/07/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/11/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/27/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/15/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/23/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/20/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/08/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		12/09/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/08/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/28/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/21/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/27/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/16

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/15/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		11/03/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/08/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/15/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		09/23/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		01/31/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		03/07/2017

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/23/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/13/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/07/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/12/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/18/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/02/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		02/23/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/11/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		03/02/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/26/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/17

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/09/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/05/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		11/08/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/27/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/28/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/09/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		03/02/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/20/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/13/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/19/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		11/17/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/27/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/27/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/16/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/01/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/22/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/06/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/05/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/17/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/15/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		01/31/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/01/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/09/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/13/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/01/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/27/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/23/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/27/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/08/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		03/06/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/30/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/06/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		09/29/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/27/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		08/25/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/01/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/05/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/15/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		11/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		09/28/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		08/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		08/22/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/10/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/23/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/27/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/21/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		09/21/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/05/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/08/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/17/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/19/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/06/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		11/17/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/06/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		09/09/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		02/15/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		467

		Response Rate: 		98.32%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elemen

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		H.A. Jones Elementary

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		University of West Georgia 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elemtnary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		CES

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary School

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary School

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elem.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Coweta Charter Academy at Senoia

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill Elementary

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		University of West Ga 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary School

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sandhill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand HIll Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem. School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		 Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		University of West Ga 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elem.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill ELementary

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG Pre-K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg ES

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elem

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill Elementary

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary School

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elementary School

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Bright Star Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHE

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg E. S. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		RES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia SPrings Elementary

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		CES

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Ville Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRE

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary School

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		NDES

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		CES

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand Hill Elementary

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LIthia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LITHIA SPRINGS ELEMENTRAY

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG Pre-K

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary School

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		COWETA CHARTER ACADEMY

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		1st

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Kindergarten

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Second

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1st

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Pre-K

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		1st

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pre-K

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		K

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		1st.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		K

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1st

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		PreK

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Kindergarten

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		First

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Kindergarten

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pre-K

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		1

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3rd

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		K

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		First

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kindergarten

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		1st

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Kindergarten

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		1

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		K

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st grade

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1st

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		PreK

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		1

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kindergarten 

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre-K

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Second Grade

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Pre K

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		First

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Kindergarten

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		First

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Kindergarten

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kindergarten

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		second grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Fifth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Grade 4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Kindergarten

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Kindergarten

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		kindergarten

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		1st

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kindergarten

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		First

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		K

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4th

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1st

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Math - The Doorbell Rang

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Second

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1st

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Kindergarten

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Pre-K

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garner		Kara		917494141		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kindergarten 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2nd

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Pre- K  

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th 

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Kindergarten

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		First

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kindergarten

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Kindergarten

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		kindergarten

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		fourth

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		First

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Pre-K

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1st grade

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		PreK

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2nd grade

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Pre-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1st

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Kindergarten 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1st 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Second

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		First

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kdg

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Prek

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kindergarten

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		First

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1st

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		pre-k

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		kindergarten

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2nd

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kindergarten

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		first

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Kindergarten

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd grade

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		first

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		third

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Fourth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Third

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st Grade

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		k

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		First 

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		PK

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2nd

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kindergarten

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		First

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		PK

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		First

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Kindergarten

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade Math

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		First Grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		K

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2`

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kindergarten

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2nd

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kindergarten

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		PreK

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		1

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First Grade

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Kindergarten

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Third

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		First

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Kindergarten

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade ELA (Coordinating Conjunctions)

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2nd 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Kindergarten

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5th

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3rd 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Pre-K

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1st grade

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		PreK

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3rd

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1st

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3rd

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		First 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Kindergarten

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		kindergarten

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		PK

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		1

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2nd

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Pre k

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		1

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Pre-K

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		1

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		1st

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kindergarten

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2ND 

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Kindergarten

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Debra Muse

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Rebecca Barrett

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena Cox

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Kim Cargal

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby ( in place of S. Thompson) 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Jennifer Gay

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mimi Stephens

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Craig Long

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kim Cargal

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Jessica Kemp

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		KIrstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thompson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Sharon Johnson

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Rikki Chandler

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Amy Muse

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		JIll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Heather McCain

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson/Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Jana Snow 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Johnnie Samples 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Amy Muse

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Erin Gladden

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Tracie Gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr 

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stephanie Langford

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhodes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		teresa Metzger

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Rebecca Key

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna  Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kimberly R. Moen

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Brownikng

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Mabry Blevins

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Nina Adair

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Amy Sneddon

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Holmes

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea Hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jennifer Gilliland

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Amy Sneddon

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Nicki McGovern

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Anay Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mrs. Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		 Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Mrs. Tracie Gossett

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jen Scruggs

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Debra Sheats

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Debbie Rambo

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lisa Weaver

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Samiha Alexander

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Teresa Metzger

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa  Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Darlene Beam

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy DiVinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		3		3		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Lesson plan was very organized and well-prepared!  Very impressive!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I loved the Caps for Sale to introduce Plural Nouns.  The students were able to recognize that we add s to make the words plural with the use of the tree map.  You stated the rules for playing the 2 corners game.   You used higher order thinking by having students justify their choices.   The students enjoyed playing the game and you reinforced good behavior by having students sit down when they did not follow the rules.    You also gave them a chance to come back in and play correctly.   Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers did research and found math literature to accompany an introductory lesson on division.  She also found a student participation booklet that students were able to do as the book was read.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standards and EQ's were posted and shared with the class. Make sure they are addressed throughout the lesson so students are clear on what they are suppose to be learning. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Exceptional lesson plan- This is the best Block 1 lesson plan that I have ever seen with these students. Remember to ask essential questions and choose some vocabulary to discuss from the book.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Great job explaining, the sometimes complicated standards, in terms the students can understand.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		We discussed the lesson thouroughly.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Fine Art Lesson - Billy Goat Gruff  Students was introduced to guided drama play. * more clarification for students to understand the characters of the play and the narrator 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Safety Lesson: Identify safety signs - hazard sign, emergency sign, chemical waste sign, railroad sign, exit sign

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Lesson plan is very vague. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		No standards were posted, but it was a Health lesson and no standards are applicable.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Lesson Plan was very organized and easy to follow. *Gave advice to have an extension activity planned for the students that finish early.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass did a good job of explaining to students the progression the lessons would follow this week.  Students were introduced to the concept of comparing and contrasting during this lesson. She let the students know how they would use this skill for our first grade standard of comparing characters and events in stories during the week.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Lesson plan was organized and prepared within the approriate time frame! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The students are learning about how to write explanatory text. The standards are aligned to this lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		We do not post standards in Pre-k.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Due to PLTW STEM program, Mrs. Williams was not required to create an individual lesson plan, but implemented the plan as outlined in the module.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job planning this lesson and focusing on specific standars and learning goals.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		What a fun learning experience for the kids! 
You did tell the students what the standards/learning goals were for this lesson, you just didn't post them.  However, they were already familiar with the standards as we cut and pasted them in math rotations this week.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Students were reviewing adaptations in general, but the lesson needed to be focused on specific adaptations for the GA habitat. 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Well organized Lesson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie provided me with a copy of her lesson plans. The standards and goals were clearly articulated. Her lesson plan was organized and easy to follow.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears has done a great job planning and designing her lessons. She takes into consideration the student personalities and needs as well as the standards.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was planned very well.  You used the learning data for individual students to plan your instruction.  Your plan met the needs of all students.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your plans are clear, logical, and sequential. Content mastery, pacing, and transitions were planned effectively. Your lesson was aligned with state and local curricula and standards. It included real-world experiences. You used best practice based on current research.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan was well written. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Lesson plans very organized and have a nice flow. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Before beginning the lesson it would be beneficial to post the standards that will be covered in the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The lesson standard was appropriately addressed but it wasn't stated are articulated throughout the lesson. Maybe you should have started by asking a few open ended quesitons prior to giving the pre-test.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline takes this portion of the lesson very seriously. She always has her plans b=prepared before the due date and is willing to take any suggestion that would enhance the lesson. I am impressed with her work ethic and initiative with regard to lesson planning.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Goals and standards were stated but not written. It was quickly stated and not reinforced.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standards were listed  on Anchor chart. Goals were given.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda taught the science lesson to three classes. After the first class, she realized that a small change would enhance the flow of her lesson. On the second and third classes, Amanda had the children complete questions 1 and 2 on their lab sheet prior to putting their textbook away. This definitely helped the lesson flow in a more natural way.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students are 4-5 years of age.  The standards are posted but explanation with visuals and materials is more developmentally appropriate.   Ms. Butler showed the students the book and explained they were to look and listen to find the main character while she read.  

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She asked many questions before preparing the lesson. She made sure it was a natural progression of material that had already been introduces. Her lesson was highly engaging and tactile.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher verified the standard and explained goals of lesson well.  Teacher expected students to answer question at end of lesson showing their learning.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Increasing knowledge about FDR through nonfiction text and incorporating reading skills.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher introduced the standa and essential question. The teacher ask students about prior knowledge! - Disagree or agree with Native Americans and westward expansion. The teacher gave students opportunity to answer questions. The teacher used a powerpoint to review prior knowledge of what Westward Expansion. The teacher involved the students with reading the powerpoint to help keep them engaged! 
 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor uses the standards to plan her lessons, and also uses them throughout her lesson. She has the students review the I Can statements that we use in the classroom that state the learning goals. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Georgia Standards posted and introduced to students. In addition to standards, Ashley also brings student attention to the Georgia Achievement Level Descriptor statements (ALDS) for each concept.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had a well, thought out lesson.  I liked the powerpoint you created and how you incorporated your standards and I can statements in the slideshow.  It was also great to have a visual of the mayor, governor, and president along with their jobs and responsibilities.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Your lesson plans are very age appropriate and well written.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica is more than willing to put forth the extra effort.  She isn't afraid to ask questions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lots of planning went into lesson Powerpoint, Tree Map, Match Activity 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job mapping out all the details of the lesson and following the classroom guided math model in use. 

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis' lesson was very effectively organized and well prepared. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Don't forget to refer back to the standard and essential question throughout your leson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Scripted lesson opener with clear goals stated

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney is always prepared with her lessons and is very knowledgeable of the standards she is teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standards were clearly stated on the board. They were written so that students were able to understand. The essential question was clearly stated and discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was going over Grammar Bites.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Great planning! Materials prepared and ready.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She followed the Signs for Sounds Intervention Program correctly and assessed for knowledge. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your key questions require critical thinking. That is excellent.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Make sure you state the learning goals for the lesson.  It will help remind you what you are teaching and will give the students a little bit of information prior to teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards were posted

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and the students knew the expectations of the lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She used I can statements- perfect! Review Parts of Speech with Brain Pop, Sort list, group worksheets, individual assessments with choice of which words to use.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a wonderful job planning for her lesson over Map Skills. She used the class pacing guide and decided what she wanted to teach. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Nice job on lesson plan and having it to me in enough time for us both to look over it. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organization is one of Alli's strongest characteristics.  Her clear organization helps her lesson to flow and stay on task for what she want to accomplish.  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Well planned and thought out lesson, Allie knew what she was planning to teach and all materials were ready in advance of the lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick does an excellent job of planning. Ease with articulating the standards will come with time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincer did an excellent job using technology and a video to capture student interest and to help communicate objective of lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The lesson observed today clearly aligned to the plans and to the state/district standards. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Very prepared and knowledgable of the standard being taught.  Well, prepared for the lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan! 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Lesson was very organized and planned out clearly with specific objectives and learning goals. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Dental Health is not a kindergarten standard, therefore Breanna was unable to state the standard prior to starting the lesson. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your lesson plan was very well written and organized. All of the material appropriately addressed the standards we are learning.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan lesson plan and  materials were organized and ready for her group. Megan had a beginning and middle point and ending . Megan handled behavior issues with care and  appropriate tone level. Megan I discussed other ways she could try to keep all children occupied . The children enjoyed the activity. 

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson plan was written very well! Next time, be sure to identify the learning goal and final result that you are expecting from the students.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Clear expectations were given to the students to begin the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant prepared the lesson plan and emailed it to me for review 48 hours before she taught her lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standards and learning goals were posted on powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley used the standard to guide her lesson from begining to end. She was very aware of her end goal and worked with that in mind as she planned and exacuted this lesson.  

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		The students were engaged from the on-set because Ms. Hainley used a song to activate her lesson.  The students were excited that the flipchart was interactive adn they could write on their desks to take notes as well.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She does a good job of introducing the standards and essential questions. We are going to work on breaking the standards down for the students to apply meaning. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standards were written in the lesson but were not posted for the students.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You may want to brainstorm a little or use the anchor charts in the room to help them think of other American symbols. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Great lesson which reviewed health (hand-washing) after colds and sniffles started in our classroom.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Great job listening to student responses Great idea of getting the kids to find their script...good reading skill also

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Standards and Learning Goals were not posted, there was an Essential Question observed. *Discussed with Tyler to make sure that the standard used for the lesson fits the activity...This lesson was on the Life Cycle of Butterfly and being able to retell/sequence out the steps and the standard that goes along with that was not used for the lesson. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standards were presented in a powerpoint lesson for the students.  Students read the "I can" statements which were apporpriate for the grade level.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your lesson was well planned out and executed.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		You let the students know multiple times what they were doing by talking through it, but if it is supposed to be posted, make sure to post it. Your lesson plan flowed well, but multiple times you let the students lead of it a tangent. Make sure to nip the things that will get you off track and talk about the ones that will help the lesson. 

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Tells the students what they need to know about collective nouns and irregular plural nouns but also ties back to the students' prior knowledge. Lesson plan was well planned and organized. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey, you did a great job planning out your lesson. Remember when planning a lesson there could be more than one standard that is covered in your lesson so make sure to include them all. Many standards are taught all year long and can be included within several lessons you teacher or be used multiple times. I loved how you included your standard in your power point on the first slide and explain some of the difficult vocabulary that is found in the standard to make it kid-friendly. Great job. I loved how you asked students to see if thery were familiar with the voc. before explaining it. That is a great way to check prior knowledge. You lesson plan was very well writen and detailed. I loved how you sat down with me and went over it step by step and listened to my suggestions. That is a great way to grow and become more comfortable with writing lesson plans. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nice powerpoint! EQ is clearly posted. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Lesson plans appear to be well thought out, adhere to the standards,  and are without grammatical errors.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor reviewed the standards with the students via a powerpoint presentation.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey did not state a standard prior to the lesson. Good introduction to the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The lesson plan was very detailed. Preparing the books and cutting the materials ahead of time helped to maximize classtime.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones exhibits understanding of the standards based design of a lesson.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Told students what they would be doing....might be helpful to tell how they would be doing it.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria posted standards, stated them to students and provided her typed, detailed lesson plan four days prior to teaching her lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade Social Studies Challenges of a New Nation Unit SS4H5c. EQ Why is a "separation of powers" essential to our form of government?

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce used our GELDS appropriately to design her lesson plans. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Standards were posted. The students did read them. You did not break the standard down, though, to ensure clear understanding. I do not feel that the students knew the goal of the lesson. Your lesson plan looked good.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The lesson plan was very good except the use of the word I where The teacher should be. It was a small mistake and she used 3rd person correctly in the rest of the lesson plan. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job breaking down the vocabulary of the standard, so that all students understood what the standard meant.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Students did not see standards, but teacher did state the purpose of the lesson.  I'm not sure if students knew what they were doing today until later in the lesson. 
Maybe ask students to look at the social studies learning goal board in the back of the room where standard is written, or you could write the learning goal for the day on the board. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students clearly understood the purpose of this lesson.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha did an amazing job at creating a rigorous activity for the students on her own that clearly matched the standards. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The lesson plan was very well thought out and in a logical sequece to give students the best learning experience.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya started her lesson by stating the standard and essential questions.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		The social studies standards and essential qustions are posted within the flipchart.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Amazing lesson for a Block 2 student!! It was as perfect as one could get it!!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson plan follow a logical sequence.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Standards were posted but they weren't stated and emphasized throughout the lesson. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson plans was very clear, detailed and planned out well.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's lesson was organized and well sequenced. She engages the students with use of manipulates and technology.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Clearly tell students what is expected of them in each lesson. Model and demonstrate as much as possible.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job designing a lesson that was age-appropriate for the students that she serves.  The lesson was interactive and engaging as she involved constant student feedback, technology and scaffolded and independent practice.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great introduction.  You did a great job setting your expectations

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I really enjoy listening to you speak to the kids on a one-on-one basis. You are respectful of them, but you talk to them in a manner in which they understand. :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		You can break down the standard, especially the unknown words, so they better understand what is expected of them.  For example if the standard says "idenitfy" talk about what that word means. This will come as you study the standards more, but be sure to include academic language.  For example, a compound sentence is made up of two simple sentences, or independent clauses.  Take the time to really study the standards on the front end so you know what the goal of your lesson is.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith's lessons are always given to me ahead of me and are always very detailed. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lesson well organized and presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lesson was well prepared with teacher made and bought materials. She used dental models, posters, and technology.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Miss Norton's powerpoint included the standards and learning goals that were relevent to today's lesson. Her lesson plan was organized and included modifications to meet the needs of various learners, including ELL, IEP, and gifted learners. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		The typed lesson plan was very clear, organized and detailed. I can tell you took your time while developing this lesson. It was clearly a standards based lesson plan.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The lesson progresson was great. As we are developing EQ's we will discuss higher order questions.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very well organized, detailed, and clear lesson plan. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The lesson was age appropriate and designed on 2nd grade standards.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Learning goals were clearly in view: "I can give an example of which foods are good or bad for my teeth."

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms. Partlow planned her lesson to be hands-on and engaging for the students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Ms. Percy had to teach a difficult concept regarding Protrators, measurement, and angles. She kept the students on track and checked for understandiing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were clear on what Standards were being assessed. Lesson Plan flows in a timely manner.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is reviewing with students for the GMA Narrative Writing Practice Questions and the rubric.  She is going over expectations with the students whole group and then giving them time to write independently.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Students wrote the "I can" statement in their notebooks to refer back to while they worked.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted on the board and referred to during lesson. -Plan included an activator, task, and summarizer. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I liked that you had your EQ and Standards at the beginning of your power point.  Next time, be sure to elaborate a little more on what you want the students to understand from your lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Students worked as a whole group and in small groups to complete a Jigsaw Activity *Social Studies was integrated with Reading Comprehension

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H4 Explain America's involvement in WWII:  Pearl Harbor "Today we are going to learn which event caused America to enter the war."

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson plan posted standards and was sequenced well.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was sequenced and well organized.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson Plan is very articulate and easy to follow. 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job posted and reading the lesson's standards to the students.  Her lesson was VERY organized and her supplies were ready ahead of time.  Rebecca's PowerPoint was very clear and sequential.  The Powerpoint was engaging for students and specifically taught the lesson's standard.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The standards and learning goals were posted in a place that all students could clearly see the standards and learning goals for the lesson. The standards were discussed with the students before the lesson began. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Great planning! You started the lesson by activating their knowledge about books they like to check out from the library. You then introduced the vocabulary fiction and non fiction. The children were excited to share what they knew about the vocabulary. The books you chose to read were good examples and the children enjoyed them. The fiction/ non-fiction song was a great movement activity that also taught them about the two types of literature. Perfect for my class.   They love to move!  I loved the writing activity you incorporated into it and the kids did too. The summarizer (powerpoint) was great to see who understood the two types of literature and they got better with each book that you showed them plus, they got to move again. It was a good way to see who got it! Great job!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I gave Ms. Rudolph notes about how to streamline her lesson in order to prevent some distractions that occurred during her lesson.  Overall, the lesson was well put together.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Standards and learning goals were posted.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence provided using GA Standards.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton did not post the standard for the lesson. Lesson plans were not submitted to the teacher.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton's lesson was well planed and clearly articulated to students. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith clearly stated expectations before starting her lesson.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The standards were presented orally and posted on the promethean board at the beginning of the lesson.  The beginning of the lesson also presented a picture clue of teeth to help students understand the topic of the upcoming lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned and organized his lesson according to our FOSS unit of study.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You need to tell the students the objective of the lesson. The EQ

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Maybe hang the standard next time, or I have the standard hanging in my room and you can just refer to that instead of printing it off

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		EQ was clearly presented. Lesson plans were organized well.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Lesson was started before teacher came back into the room, so I didn't see standard presented.  It was on Hannah's powerpoint though.  No EQ was posted.  Remember to have your essential question posted during your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart was well prepared and enthusiastic about this lesson. She did a wonderful job!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra did a fabulous job. Afterwards, we discussed how she felt she did and she thought that she could have differentiated better. She thought that adding visuals and perhaps a small group would have been more effective. I tend to agree.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lesson was presented in an order that flowed well. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you post your standard and clearly state what you want the students to learn.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Lesson flowed nicely. 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math-
Stated standards
 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Standard was posted and paraphrased. The learning goals were stated. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kailtyn does a great job of sending in her lesson plans in advanced.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Who was the American Hero, Mary McLeod Bethune?

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke was more than adequately prepared for her lesson with the lesson plan being stellar and the activities prepared ahead of time and ready for the kids. She had everything planned and ready so that the lesson flowed well and was fun and engaging for the kids. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Displayed on a powerpoint for Grammar Review

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Very well organized powerpoint  with I can statements, standards, and essential questions.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is prepared and knowledgeable about content.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Lesson was on fractions.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson plan was extremely organized and standards stated. The learning goals were clearly articulated to the student with expectations.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		All standards were noted on agenda board along with objectives which were clearly stated and student friendly.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was planned to meet the given standard.  Stuents could give the learning goal.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Great job on the layout of the lesson plan...nice and organized and even included the picture of what will be made by the students. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Great way to get the students listening-  " Mrs Bassett told me a secret".....   Using the money kept them listening and engaged.  The pictures for main idea were perfect.  Great time management and class managment.  Great way to extend vocabulary.  "What is an artic habitat". 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Not as prepared as he needed to be.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-Be prepared for all answers- life span, how to find pics -see notes

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Using lyrics to practice theme is a great way to engage students! I like how your essential question on not only finding the theme, but also proving it with text evidence.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Plans were well develpoed.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		The standards are usually written in a "teacher-friendly manner." It  is a good idea to present these in a more "kid-friendly" manner. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lesson plan and teaching flip chart did not contain the same materials. Teaching flip chart contained all the standards and good essential questions/learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You did well posting and understanding the standards. You were interested to know what the students have previously learned and what they were learning.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Standards and Learning goals were displayed on the promethean board and shared with the students.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Encourage students to say the EQ before the lesson begins.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson presented the lesson by first introducing the concept by actively engaging students in a table discussion about adding 10 more and ten less. Students were engaged in a dance video counting forward and backward using ten more, ten less. She explained ten more/ten less by providing manipulatives modeling for them and having them model ten more/ten less of a number. Word problems were very well taught by students drawing examples of longs and units, adding and subtracting. The lesson culminating activity went well with students finding their partners with numbers of ten more and ten less. Students were engaged and enjoyed the activity and learning process.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		I can statement to help students make sense of what they need to know. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st Grade assigned read aloud Journal response Who, what, when, where, why, and how questions

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Great explanation of why and how we are doing this/ Good ?? about characters Liked the connection to Cinderella ?? about Otis Spofford were perfect for the lesson monitored each group carefully use of timer helped maintain order Ending of the lesson related back to the importance of tracking characters 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher was teaching a writing lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response. Her essential question matched her teaching goals perfectly, and the sequence of the lesson flowed. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna turned in her typed lesson plans well in advance so we could discuss her ideas. Her lesson plans are thorough and well developed. I appreciate that she included challenges for a gifted student in our classroom.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		She clearly posted the standards, as well as addressed to the students what standards would be covered during the lesson.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee used a variety of strategies to gain the attention of the pre-k students. She was diligent in keeping up with behavior issues before they got out of hand. She was an extremely good listener when working with me because she used similar strateties that worked for my group of children. She was very well prepared for her lesson on the Five Senses. She had props and cards that she used to allow the students to be interactive with the lesson. They were given a turn choosing a card out of a bag and then placing the card under the sense that they would use with the photo on the card. The students were easily engaged in the lesson.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always posts the standard and asks the essential question before each lesson.  Her ideas are always on point and she plans appropriate activities.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		This was a math lesson for missing addends. It included an opening, guided practice, independent practice, and closing activity.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Good job touching on this! This is always tough...

		Responses (n): 		195

		Response Rate: 		41.05%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		3		0.63%		96		20.21%		277		58.32%		92		19.37%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.98		3		3		0.65

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		3		0.63%		103		21.68%		283		59.58%		79		16.63%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.94		3		3		0.64

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.42%		82		17.26%		282		59.37%		100		21.05%		0		0%		9		1.89%		475		3.03		3		3		0.64

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		92		19.37%		275		57.89%		100		21.05%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		3		3		0.64

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		5		1.05%		181		38.11%		219		46.11%		58		12.21%		7		1.47%		5		1.05%		475		2.71		3		3		0.69

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.63%		166		34.95%		213		44.84%		54		11.37%		34		7.16%		5		1.05%		475		2.73		3		3		0.68

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		2		0.42%		78		16.42%		305		64.21%		82		17.26%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3		3		3		0.6

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		295		62.11%		104		21.89%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.07		3		3		0.62

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.21%		67		14.11%		301		63.37%		91		19.16%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		3.05		3		3		0.59

		Effective transitions between activities 		2		0.42%		121		25.47%		265		55.79%		61		12.84%		17		3.58%		9		1.89%		475		2.86		3		3		0.63

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		4		0.84%		116		24.42%		265		55.79%		73		15.37%		10		2.11%		7		1.47%		475		2.89		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		28		0.54%		1167		22.33%		2980		57.03%		894		17.11%		85		1.63%		71		1.36%		5225								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great engaging activity at the beginning of the lesson.  The students were very excited to see what was going to happen with the bags of pretzels (land) and the play money.  You were very clear with your expectations at the beginning, telling students they needed to listen closely for the activity to work.  The lesson closing was very effective.  Students discussed questions that were printed on small posters as a way to summarize what they had learned.  One suggestion:  take a few more minutes at the beginning to connect the previous lesson (day before) to what you are about to teach.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The students enjoyed building numbers with pretzels and marshmallows.   Food was a great way to get them excited about building numbers.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers prepared and presented a hands-on, engaging lesson in which students shared paper "cookies" several times.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*Using a powerpoint helps focus and guide the lesson *Good job moving away from the board and monitoring what the students were doing. *The pace of the lesson was very slow, too much time was allowed for story sharing. *There was to be note taking through out the lesson by filling in the blank, make this more clear and check to see that everyone is where they need to be.  *More specific directions were needed for the independent part of the lesson. *Overall, the lesson needs to be more focused.  Really practice the lesson before presenting it. Focus greatly on the learning goal or EQ so you can continually return to it during the lesson, and will help you focus your lesson. * Be mindful of time.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia did very well.  It was an engaging lesson that students enjoyed.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		The summarizer was very creative: during the lesson, students received different colored leaves to complete assignment. Then one student from each color shared their 'talking leaf'.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Opening: Great job writing student's responses into the web, so they can "see" exactly what they've said. Brainpop video was to the point. I suggest watching the whole video ~4 mins, because it had great examples, but stop it and ask questions Teaching: Keep in mind: Try to do 1 example of the task with students. Never assume they understand or knows what to do, after given oral directions. Try not to have more than 1 students at the promethean board. That can be very distracting to both sets of students. I love how you connected the lesson's fractional parts with Jahsya's birthday today. It shows that you listened and they are important.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You did a great job including the children within your lesson. A variety of strategies were used to present the material. The Halloween instrumental music was great to open your lesson. Good job!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan loves children and it's evident in the way she interacts with them. She has a soft voice but an encouraging tone. The students were engaged for the lesson and she did a great job.

		Atkins		David		917436457		David did a great job introducing each safety signs and how each sign had a name, for example Harry the Hazard sign.  The students were engaged while he was talking. Few suggestion for lesson: *could have asked the students to hold up their signs *redirect students if they were not listening

		Atkins		David		917436457		The visual aid for the students were props, three billy goat masks, troll mask and bridge. *One suggestion was to make the three billy goats mask different sizes - small , medium and large. *Could have used different voice tones for each characters. *Using props was great for the students, they loved it.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I would like to suggest the following for Ally's Lesson" -have a better direction of what the lesson and activity was about -include more higher-thinking questions and allow students to answer with no help -give feedback after the students answer -have a better transition from the carpet to the table

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The lesson did not have a good start to it. There was a lot of wasted time due to Miss A not having her sentences prepared ahead of time. I suggested in when she taught it again in the afternoon to have the sentences prewritten to keep the students focused on the task. 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		The lesson was engaging and hands on. The students really emjoyed it and it reinforced previous lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-very good organization of lesson -I loved the questioning during the opening of the lesson. Every child got to talk and ve a part of the lesson. -The short video was long enough to give the students good information about the heart, but not so long that they lost interest. -The game was fun and served the purpose of increasing their heart rate.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Opening was good-I liked how the video was engaging to the students and gave the students an extra opportunity for music and movement time. *Did a good job linking prior knowledge to the lesson and reviewing concepts already learned. *Differentiation: Gave advice that could either tell some of the students which color to put where proir to them starting the activity or have the sheets pre-colored for the students as PreK students cannot read yet. *Nice job on giving the students positive reinforecement. *Gave advice on having an extension activity planned for the students that finish early. *Watch transition times-Dismiss activity in sections, not as a whole group. *Closing activity needed-this helps you to see if the students understood the concept, possibly could ask questions about the activity the students just completed. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber wrote a terrific lesson plan and had very smooth transitions between whole group, guided instruction, and individual work time. She used hula hoops to teach Venn Diagrams which kept all of  the students engaged. She asked many open ended questions when students put their response in the correct spot and gave everyone a chance to participate. Some students could have benefited from a differentiated task for the individual writing postcard.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Great use of differentiation through words and descriptions of apples and oranges on the index cards.  Struggling readers received cards with words they could decode.  Higher leveled readers were given challenge words and phrases. Higher order thinking skills were used as she gave additional words such as "appearance" and "personality" when comparing and contrasting the two students.  Children learned these new vocabulary words and were allowed the opportunity to add more details to their comparisons.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I love the way you used "Sponge Bob" as your activator. The students are familiar with the cartoon and they were able to identify the characters and the setting from the show. The powerpoint with pictures from the show was a great visual. Good job!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The lesson was planned well and the activator was great because the video was interesting to the students. The teaching portion of the lesson was engaging and allowed students to communicate with partners. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used previous writing that the students did to show their understanding of writing steps. She followed the directions they provided to make peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. The students were able to self evaluate how well they explained how to do this, or if they need to expand what they wrote in the fuuture.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The lesson was age appropriate and students enjoyed the lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great facilitation of whole group and small group discussion and allowing students to lead the discussion. Mrs. Williams allowed students to think through the concepts to make connections naturally. Lesson was definitely student-centered.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Stations were well planned, organized, and executed. Transitions were smooth.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You thoroughly thought out this plan and incorporated many fun activities for the students to complete to show their mastery of arrays. Your opening YouTube song totally engaged the students and they were ready to listen and learn! You stopped and asked for questions at just the right spots.  One suggestion I have is to wait a little longer before you call on a student to answer.  That way you allow others to process the question before it is answered. You're directions were very detailed for the students activity/game.  I liked how you described which child goes first in a group.  That takes care of  unnecessary questions so that you can get to the activity.  :) Reviewing the lesson at the end was perfect!   

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Be sure to think through what want to ask the students to address higher order thinking.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie kept the students involved throughout her lesson. She started her lesson by reviewing previous skills with the students. She then moved in to her lesson. She had students take turns counting various objects on the promethean board. She then explained that the students would use their own counting strategies to count shapes on their pizzas. The students used shapes to make a "shape pizza". The focus of the lesson was that the students could count the number of each shape they put on their pizzas. Throughout the lesson Julie was questioning the students. She asked what strategy they used when counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did an excellent job of setting lesson goals and reviewing them throughout the lesson. The kids came away with the vocabulary and comprehension needed and enjoyed it. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The continent song along with the the visual map allowed students with different learning styles to master the names and locations of the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your introduction reviewed prior learning with movement and social interaction. The students really enjoyed it. You used several best practice strategies including partner talk, inquiry based learning, and the use of aural, visual, and kinesthetic modalities. Be sure to research the content that you are teaching so that you do not teach misconceptions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		When asking for thumbs up was a good cue. Great higher order thinking questions about the titles of work. Next time use the white board to help with engagement or down time. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Opening was great! Had the students watch a video of the book being read. Also, had an enlarged version of the planned activity and had the students come up and help make the graph. This was a great visual for the students and helped to show a better understanding as to what they would be working on. *Loved how Cara had the lesson materials prepped and sat out prior to the start of the activity. *First transition was nice-dismissed the students by what color row they sat in. *Gave advice to make sure to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep the students on task and to help give them a better understanding of what is expected. *Nice job giving positive feedback to the students and monitoring the work being done. Gave one-one assistance when needed. *Gave advice to make sure have an extension activity for the students that finish early. *Watch ending transitions and closing the activity up.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		I had to interrupt the lesson at one point because Ms. Brown was telling the kids that the job of the Judicial Branch was to enforce the laws, which is not the job of the Judicial Branch Students were very confused about the "game" because directions were not clearly stated, and instead of explaining the directions better, Ms. Brown got aggitated with the kids and proceded to give them attitude. Guided practice that was included with the lesson was not explained well at all, leaving the kids confused. The closing of the lesson was "give a thumbs up if you understood the lesson" which does not check for understanding.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students started working independently, after seeing students were struggling with the task at hand (asking questions, off task), and seeing that Ms. Brown was getting frustrated, I asked her if it would be ok for students to work in partner (to cut down on the amount of help being asked). Students were put into partners at that time. Ms Brown provides too much wait time for students, which causes them to become off task during the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brainpopjr video engaged students and was an excellent way to introduce the topic. The students enjoyed learning a song accompanied by a real guitar on the topic discussed. It would be beneficial to introduce the song to students by singing it through alone while showing the motions, then break the motions down for students, and then asking students to join in the song with you. At the end of center time students could be brought back together for a 'wrap-up' activity and briefly discuss activities and information learned. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You started with a pre-test.  Good job of explaining unfamiliar words that were on the pre-test.  Too much teacher led 'lecture like" instruction.   I needed to see more student-centered instruction. They were required to take notes during the powerpoint which kept them actively engaged during that time.  They also had a worksheet to do afterwards. Not enough open-ended questions. Very knowledgeable of the content. Make sure you have everyone's attention before giving instructions or when preparing to make a transition.  Try "give me 5' or "if you can hear my voice clap once" techniques when preparing to transition.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a natural and seems very comfortable in front of the class. She has a great repore with our students and they respond to her in a positive way. Her lesson flows and the transitions were seamless. Love how she is constantly interacting with the students as they work through the stations she had planned.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		For the t-chart, calling for a certain activity rather than having them volunteer would have been a good strategy. Loved your supervisor's idea! Think-Pair-Share: For the pair step have them pair up and give you a thumbs up when they are ready. Then have the whole class talk with their partner at once. Then, refocus them and prepare them to share with their discussion with the class.
 
*(You did a really good job going around to the pairs of students and questioning them about their discussion during this part of the lesson.)

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She rushed through reading the book and discussion to make sure there was enough time for the task. In doing that she did not question the students well. She did a great job encouraging them during their independent work. She failed to close the lesson when she ran out of time.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She did a very good job engaging the whole class. The lesson was well thought out and developmentally appropriate.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were working on how to be fluent readers. A  mini lesson on reading with expression was given to students. They they were split into groups and were asked read a readers theatre book based on reading level. At the end of work times students were allowed to share with the whole group. Readers workshop was modeled during the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Her activities were appropriate for level and age of the students. When there were technical difficluties with the song/computer she utilized the time to review key topics with the students.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has a pleasant manner and speaking voice.  The students showed engagement by looking at the book, commenting, answering questions and remaining in the group while she read.  Ms. Butler shared the environment with a co-teacher and both worked to transition the students when it was time to switch groups and repeat the follow -up small group lesson following the story.  Ms. Butler showed an understanding of student ability in her choice of questions and asked several open-ended question.  The follow-up activity was well received and developmentally appropriate.  She had objects and sensory components to the lesson.  Studnets took turns participating in the hands-on lesson that included guided practice of sequencing the props to retell the story.  Some of the students were more independent than others.  During our discussion of the lesson, Ms. Butler thought of ways to improve upon the coloring sheet to allow differentiation based on ability of the students within the groups.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The children were thoroughly engaged in this lesson. They displayed higher order thinking through investigation.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Who Am I activity got student talking about our "mystery" today.  Made reference and connection to square and quadrilateral.  It was easy to see that student need to really understand the family and attributes of quadrilaterals.  Constantly talking to students and kept them engaged.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Activator: What would you change in the world? What would you discuss with the world to bring change? Prior Knowledge Assessed with questions New information was learned by reading the next chapter of the biography Questions were combatted timely and patiently A Venn diagram was  used to do a compare contrast of today's first lady and the first lady during FDR's presidency. Bubble map about facts was filled in (cut and paste) Wrap-UP: Spoke to students individually while doing independent work.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Her lesson was open ended enough to provide support for struggling learners and a challenge for stronger math students. Students had choices and were allowed to create shapes during the lesson. They really liked the activity and enjoyed describing how they made their shapes.  With the class.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your props and demonstrations were age appropriate and engaged the students.  You did a good job monitoring the students during their independent work. When closing your lessons, go back over the standard and restate the object of the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lessons are balanced and differentiated; however, we are continuing to look for ways to improve in that area. We will look over unit test data and standards based quick quizes to provide for more differentiated instruiction in the future. Taylor does a good job at providing students with straight foward feedback that will encourage improvement.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher gave students cloze notes to fill in as they went over the powerpoint. D For Differeintation , some students highlighted the bold words! During the activity, the teacher went over the choices for the activity. Each group had a word and had to choose which option to use to present the information. 2 groups pick to act it out and 2 groups pick to make a poster. 
The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Group 1: Students were engaged and did a great job! - Mid 1800’s  and Early 1900’s . Group 2: Relocation- Acting Out . Group 3: Created a poster and presented. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah demonstrated a huge growth between her first lesson and her second lesson. She intergrated the use of technology in her lesson and maintained students attention by keeping them all involved. Her standards were posted and she refered to them while teaching to check for student understanding. She closed her lesson with a quick (tell your neighbor one thing you learned about a fable or a folktale).

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Good introduction - "My goal for you today..." Good expectations were clearly announced (listen, quiet, be respectful) Glad you explained what chronological order is. It might have been helpful to have an answer key for the students to check themselves instead of you doing it all.  Let other students check a competing group, etc. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley paused frequently during the lesson to assess student understanding.  Suggestion:  Think about utilizing tickets out the door or think-pair-share type strategies rather than calling on tables.  Ashley has collaborated with regular education and resource teacher to organize lesson plans and made group assignments.  As with any teacher-in-training, Ashley is learning strategies for classroom management.  

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Your lesson was well organized.  The students enjoyed the powerpoint, activity, and compare/contrast activity.  The activity was differentiated.  

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		You may want to use a "hook" to engage the students before the book begins for instance (play a game...if I say a healthy snack hop, if I say an unhealthy snack slump down to the ground...as examples of what the foods can/cannot do to your body) You did do a good job establishing the objective of the lesson and determining prior knowledge. I like when you paused to clarify what "sweetzie cola and chum chums" are, especially since you will be using these later in the lesson. Great job with higher order thinking questions (this is not an easy thing to do and you did a great job) and introducing new vocabulary. I like how you discussed the foods during the sort, by giving examples of what the healthy/unhealthy foods will do for our body. I am so impressed with how well you keep the kids engaged. At this age it is so important to chunk lessons using transistions so that students are not sitting in the same place for a long time. The time on rug was just the right amount of time and then you send them to the tables for more independent work. I like how you gave our gifted student more food choices to add a challenge for her. Great differentiation. The bright colors of the assessment were very appealing to the students. It wasn't necessary because you had control of the class the whole time but try to use an attention getter when transitioning and before giving a new set of instruction. You scanned/walked the room well offering assistance to those who needed it. Work on a signal for transistion. There was a lot of random movement during the assessment portion. This is also a good place to incorporate an attention getter to bring the students back to focus. Closing was a good idea, however you seemed to lose them. Maybe use a circle map to close (write what they have for snack in the map) just an idea to keep them engaged.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. cole used both direct instriuction and leveled small groups to reach all students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		You could have challenged the students a little more.  You could have let them have a little more time engaged in the activity.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox asked questions pertaining to the development of Georgia. Asking higher order questions may aid in student understanding.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Asks open-ended, higher oder thinking questions - This comes with practice.  The more "how", "why", "explain your thinking", "prove your answer" questions you use during lessons, the easier and more natural it becomes.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great converstion starter! Effective lesson showing examples before talking about each one's characteristics. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		I loved the video used at the beginning of the lesson!  Anything with animation and music is very engaging for students at this age.   The power point was clear with good visuals.  Delivery of the power point was good and included friendly reminders (raise your hand please) and positive reinforcement for students who were making good choices.  One piece of constructive advice...  Watch your plurals in your presentation.  I noticed a couple of words that were in singular form that might need an "s" at the end.  It is an easy fix.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Use of song to begin transition to the rug would be very helpful. Allowing students to demonstrate proper brushing technique with toothbrushs would involve learners even more.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job intergrating all types of strategies within the lesson. I liked how you used the technology virtual manipulatives, hands on manipulatives, and the drawing technique to support the subtraction regrouping process. When the technology didn't work for you-you quickly switched to another technique. You made sure to use the academic vocabulary within the lesson and followed our classroom guided math model (mini lesson, guided TASK groups) You always use such a pleasant, kind tone with the students when redirecting them and with feedback. Areas to work on: Transitions from one activity/task to the next. Example: When passing out boards to students once each student has what you need to go on to the next step have them give you a sign (thumbs up, high five, etc.). Then you can easily spot who needs what--and everyone will be engaged in the next phase of the lesson. Increase your wait time before starting the next task.  Give clear expectations before using white boards/manipulatives/etc. Example: When you get your white board write the number on the board, draw the picture, etc. Do not erase until I tell you to, etc. For student guided group jobs let's work on having an example of what the job should look like... or a "ask an expert" option. Student engagment: When using the boards another way to keep them engaged and encouraging some higher level thinking would be to call two students (or more) to the front of the room with their boards and discuss the strategies they would use to solve.   

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used authentic literature, Lily's Purple Plastic Purse, to teach verbs and how to effectively use them in writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		A closing to the lesson was not included. The lesson just stopped once the game was over. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Students were divided into groups to complete math review centers. One group worked on the computer based program Education Galaxy, one group worked on multi-step word problems, one group worked on multiplication and division word problems, and the final group worked with Ms. Day to review several math concepts. It might have been a little more beneficial to group the students by ability level instead of randomly. It appeared that some of the groups, especially the groups working on word problems, were being carried by a couple of students while the rest just wrote down the answers they were given. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep control of the class during transitions.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Try to make sure you model steps on the board before you ask them to do independently.  Great job walking around monitoring student understanding. This was a difficult lesson to teach.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was planned so students were engaged in the activity.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo called on students to answer questions. Differentiates the lesson to meet all needs of students.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan covered Grammar Bites, which is a daily spiral review of Language and Reading skills. She had students move to the front with a clipboard if they felt they did not have a good view. They also used magic pens to correct with (they only write teh correct answers). Morgan called in students by drawing sticks with their numbers on them. She gave ample think time, allowing them to ask a friend if they did not know the correct answer. Students were not allowed to just give an answer, they had to also say why that was the correct answer.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She did an excellent job due to the fact the class just came back from a Howdown and were extremely excited.   The students focused on the lesson and listened to her attentively. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak asked the class to make predicitons about the story before reading the text. She identified the quotation marks in the text and discussed the proper times for them to be used. She discussed hte difference between the author and the illustrator. She had all students focused and engaged in the lesson.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When you think of open ended questions think of the Bloom's when you create open-ended questions.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Brain Pop was for recalling prior knowledge Only area to think about for next time is to use lower case letters on the word sort cards that were for whole class instruction/review. Vanessa also used HOTS- asked questions like "What made you think that?" and "Can you support your answer?"

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included different types of practice throughout her lesson. She included technology, read aloud practice, partner practice, and individual practice. The students were engaged in each activity. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The students played a "Trashcan Ball" to explore fractions. Students were engaged and truly enjoyed the lesson. Raikel did a great job explaining the activity and guiding learning. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did an excellent job at keeping students engaged and making sure her instruction was presented in a student friendly manner. One aspect of her lesson that stood out to me was the way she provided differentiation for students. She provided a Prezi presentation for students to copy into their flipbooks. Students who were not able to copy from the Prezi were provided with a short hand version of the notes. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's lesson was well planned and laid our before she started teaching. She had put a lot of thought into how to present the content in a way that encouraged the students to make inference about the skill that was taught. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Work on transitioning to the tables in smaller groups. Explain the opening a little better that way you can discuss what is happening and what you were looking for. Stop and discuss the topics from the book a little more often.  Ask what are some of the ways we can keep from sharing our germs. Good job asking questions after the story! 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Your lesson was based on a great children's book. Students were asked to retell the story using a flow map. When your flow map from Publisher didn't work, you were quick to think on your feet and draw one using the IWB. Remember to use the question "Why?" to encourage higher level thinking. Your flow map and guided instruction helped the students when it was their turn to write. It was a nice balance of "i do, you do."

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli provides varied activities to keep the students engaged and learning. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson to transfer the eating or gobbling of a cookie to understanding the importance of first and second reading of information.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job, learning so much and incorporating into your lesson. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		More time was needed for guided practice.  They had a lot of questions about how to complete the worksheet.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher used questioning strategies during the lesson to ensure student understanding.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Ms. Fleming did a great job explaining directions to the students.  She engaged students with her enthusiasm during the lesson and involved every student.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Called on students to answer questions Praised students 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica is very good with the students. She provides adequate rigor with support so that each student feels engaged and succesful.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning-of course you could always ask more open-ended/higher-order thinking questions. I liked how you modeled and explained the word problems. Students were asked to complete word problems on their own. Appropriate wait-time was given. Students were all actively engaged with no down time.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Throughout the lesson, the students were engaged and actively participated as Ms. Fuller asked them open-ended questions. The lesson was well thought out and prepared for, which made the lesson run smoothly. Ms. Fuller provided the students with positive feedback as the student's answered questions. At the end of the lesson, she re-addressed the steps in which to wash hands by allowing the students to participate in a visual language chart.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		My one suggestion would be to start with lower level one step word problems for the students to have success before moving to the higher thinking skilled questions.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson was clear, concise and age- appropriate. She kept the students engaged and provided a plethora of learning resources to convery the meaning of Groundhog Day. She provided positive feedback and reinforcement.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You did a wonderful job of clearly explaining the directions for the sprint. I love that you related the concept of comparing fractions to real life by asking students which fraction they would want if sharing something with others. Using examples of comparing whole numbers was a great way to activate prior knowledge. The problem set reviewed concepts from the lesson. The problems encouraged students to apply their knowledge.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		I was impressed with her organization and fluent transitions.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Good choice of video for opening. Using a model of teeth and a real toothbrush to demonstrate proper brushing technique would have enhanced your lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson was very creative! The students really enjoyed your PowerPoint presentation and the "Where am I in the world" activity! There were some students who struggled and needed remediation/accomodations. Next time, maybe have their materials precut and labeled for them.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant taught her lesson with a diverse group of students. She put them into groups based off of their readiblitly. She then gave each group a passage over theme that was based on their own level of understanding.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Using Kahoot and quizziz is a great method of assessing the students and seeing understanding. The students were involved and enjoying the lesson. When planning, always incorporate differentiation and acceleration.  

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Good use of technology. Short movie and book was used to show the standard.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The lesson was great. Many of the activities were based on the academic level of students. Students were very engaged in the lesson. Great job! Powerpoint was engaging for the students. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Met with each student to discuss their writing.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley did a fantastic job engaing the students in a creative lesson on adjectives.  She had a well developed lesson plan which included differentiation and a formative assessment. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley started with whole group instructions and ended with a small group student led group.  The students were able to solidify their understanding and clarify any misunderstasndings.  This small group instruction created a good reinforcement of the lesson.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Glow: She does a fantastic job of encouraging the students. She is doing a much better job of using the clip system and addressing bad behavior choices. Grow: She is still working on the organization of her lesson flow and the transitions between instruction.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were presented with a well organized visual aid that activated thieir prior knowledge of multiplication strategies. It was well developed and helpful to students who required more scaffolding throughout the independent work time. When providing direction to students, it is a good practice to provide modeling and a solid visual of how you want them to complete the assignment. While the oral directions were proficient, it would have added great value to use the Promethean board to display and demonstrate how they should begin their work. This is just a sugestion for the future. You provide great encouragment all students! That is a quality that will go a long way when it comes to effort and overall student success in your classroom. Good Job!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Lesson is over Opinion Writing Haley started the lesson using a ball with numbers on it- throwing it around the room- asking the kids questions Showed the students a graphic anchor chart of the OREO O- Opinion R-reasons E-examples 0-opinion 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Time ran out before the lesson could come to  a natural end. Instruction,  delivery, and student engagement were excellent!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Be sure to make sure behavior is under control before beginning. Classroom management comes as you do more lessons and have more experience working in front of the kids. While writing, have them help you sound out words. Always ask them to refer back to anchor charts in the room. Be careful with giving them an example that is completed because most of them may just copy that. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		I loved the idea of putting glitter in the sanitizer so the children could pass the "germs" around the room.  Perhaps next time, put more in one childs hand and see if it passes all the way to the last person....to show them that you don't have to put the "germ" directly in their hand, but that it passes as we touch or shake hands.  Great lesson with much enthusiasm and great technology additions! 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		The end of the day is tough with 1st graders... You did an excellent job keeping them on track and focused.  You did a great job differentiating the lesson. 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*The opening to lesson was great and very engaging. The video played was very informative and helped the students to get a better understanding of the Life Cycle Butterfly. Also, I liked how Tyler asked questions about butterflies to engage students with prior knowledge. *Gave Tyler the suggestion to go over the activity the students are about to complete in a whole group setting on the carpet first so the students know what to expect to do and can fully understand and see example. *Transitions were great! Used the "Give me 5!" *Gave Tyler the suggestions to have an extension activity for the students that finish early as well as having the activity prepped BEFORE the lesson begins. This way there is more time for him to focus on the needs of the students instead of passing out materials. *Loved how he went through and had the students do each part of the Butterfly Cycle together. Point to right spot and had a "helper" glue down the pieces for the students. *Also reminded Tyler to watch behavior management for the whole class, not just one area. Overall, he did very good at keeping the students on track. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*used anchor chart and power point lesson to present material.  *students made suggestions for real life ways to use money *an agenda was presented to keep lesson on track and organized *students were highly engaged throughout the lesson through the use of charts and questioning and answering *constantly encouraged students with praise for a job well done

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		The lesson opener caught their attention; however, it was a little long to not be teaching. Instructional time is precious. 30 seconds of that would have been fine. Make sure you are on top of your game. When you are counting in front of them you are the leader, the expert, own it. Have high energy...I know we were laughing about how excited I was about distributive property one day, but you have to be high energy for them to be high energy. Good job with trasitioning quickly from activity to activity and using the timer. Write Application problem bigger and darker, it was hard to see. Anything that goes in front of them needs to be visually pleasing. GREAT job questioning about EACH and talking through the word problem. Have the students explain why for the numbers in the multiplication sentence. Why did you chose 4? Why did you chose 6? Word problems should have been written out if longer than one or two sentences. Make sure to KNOW the problem you are answering before you start, When you found the total of 40 in the problem you lost them. You lost them after the first problem...sometimes you just have to stop and transition, everyone is not going to get it the first day. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Lesson was 1st-grade appropriate. Students were engaged. Opened lesson with activator. Read story and discussed previously taught concepts/skills (compound words, suffixes, proper nouns). Writing expectations were explained such as capital letters, finger spacing, and ending punctuation.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You tied the lesson back together by going back to the topic of collective nouns and irregular plural nouns. Students haven't been exposed to much poetry, maybe you could show multiple pictures of shape poems, and then write your example or have students write poems then put them into the shape.. Students loved making their own shapes, which is a great way to engage students. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I loved your activiating strategy for your lesson. The students were so excited about dancing to the song "Move-it, Move-it" and then checking their heart rate. Great job asking them to explain what the word Pulse meant and then explaining how to find it by using two fingers. You did a wonderful job showing the students and helping students locate their pulse in their neck. You wanted everyone to be successful and that is a great way to get students excited about learning something new. Awesome job! I loved seeing the student's reaction when they realized their heartbeat/pulse increased when they exercised and danced. You did a great job answering questions throughout lesson. Try to include higher order questions to challenge their thinking and keeping them engaged. I loved how you made a real life connection to help students understand how much exercise they need daily (30 minutes=length of Creek Time). This made it easy for them to understand that concept easier. Students were excited the entire lesson! For you first lesson it was a great one! 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Students were actively engaged during the entire lesson.  They were very interested in the book that she read and did a great job of identifying character traits as well as proving how they knew the answer by using text evidence.  Catherine did a great job of asking higher level questions to get students to prove their answers.  They LOVED defending their answers to the other students.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the level of inquiry! Students are engaged!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Even though there were problems with the Smart Board working properly (not Taylor's fault), she was flexible with the lesson and was able to present the material in an effective manner.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The lesson on area provided the students with a chance to work as a whole group, in a small group, and independenlty.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Taught students new vocabulary. Should have used pictures in the eggs instead of words. This comes from experience. Her lesson was very informative and the students enjoyed it.  Gave clear expectations for students

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The teacher introduced the standard and essential question. The teacher talked about the relevance of the standard. The teacher asked students to tell what a physical feature is. Called on several students to respond. Gave good/encouraging feedback to students that did not answer correctly. Used a video Man-made vs Natural. Good choice in video. Stopped the video to explain/elaborate and then returned to viewing. Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating: Plan for this by preparing the questions a head of time and having a set point in the lesson to require the students to push their cognitive abilities and expand thinking/learning. Be more specific in how you plan to differentiation. With struggling learners sometimes we have to adjust to product or the process to getting to the task completed. Example: checklists, templates, pairing, oral and written directions, fewer requirements. Utilizing the timer on the Promethean Board was a really good idea. It helped to manage time and behavior. I liked the way you placed students in groups. It allowed some students that have never worked together an opportunity to get to know more classmates as well as reduced the chances of misconduct.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones does a great job with maintaining the flow of the lesson in an enagaging way for all students.  He uses great questioning techniques and constantly reinforces comprehension.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Might cut out for R, C. and Z.  Could have it already cut out and in baggies to save time.  Have every student's attention before going over closing. Students needed a time to discuss and give you the correct order.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria was very calm and reassuring during her lesson. She chose a book our students were very interested in and it showed in the way they sat and listened.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You secured student’s attention before starting lesson. Students were attentive when you were reading King Louis’ story. You used expression and inflection when reading. 
Idea: Ask students to discuss “King Louis’ problem”. Have them brainstorm how they might fix the problem.
Students were given different scenarios. They had to decide which category their scenario would go in by sorting them on the board. Speaking and Listening standards are incorporated as students read their scenarios to the class.
 
You had students connect King Louis’ departments to the three branches of government.
Thinking question: Why do we need three branches of government?
 
 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used multiple teaching strategies and appealed to a variety of learners throughout her lesson. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The kids were highly engaged in the lesson. They loved the video provided. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		I really liked Courtney's use of the short video about a shark to grab students' attention. In a world full of technology, more often than not, children are more likely to pay attention if there is a technology hook. Courtney did a very good job with her lesson and keeping kids engaged in the learning process about main characters, setting and the story sequence. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students spent a lot of time waiting to find out what would happen next. I feel that objects pulled from aliens should have been done one at a time and should have been discussed more. I do not feel that students were appropriately engaged. I do appreciate that a variety of strategies were presented. You did differentiate via the jobs you assigned. Both guided and independent practice were evident.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		I loved the activating strategy. Anna did a wonderful job activating, engaging, and including the students throughout the lesson. She did an awesome job activating the students prior knowledge. She consistently used the whole brain teaching model and cues to engage students. She had a picture of some of the characters from the movie cars to introduce and connect personification to student&#39;s prior knowledge. I thought this was a fantastic real life/experience example because most students have seen that movie! She did a nice job creating differentiated worksheets based on fables at different reading levels.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		You stated that students were going to take notes during the Bill video, but students had nothing to take notes on. Next time try to have paper pulled out for them to use.  Instead of just "raise your hand" during the lesson, it was a good strategy to pick sticks out of the bucket. You could also try table talk or partner talk. This helps students be more engaged. Flow maps are a great graphic organizer. I like how you called on students to repeat what you'd heard in their table group and reinforces correct answers. This gives students that were behind extra support to hear another child answer instead of you. Be sure to check in with EIP students or those struggling while they work in table groups. Good table group discussion strategy.  I liked the hand clap repeat to grab attention. Take charge :) be sure of what you are doing (even if you aren't) The kids will never know if you don't show it :)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		This lesson included great practice as well as individual remediation as needed. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Game was eye opening for many students.  It allowed practice in a fun environment.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Great job getting student's attention with the masking tape ball.  Great way to get students engaged and thinking.  The human battleship game was perfect for application of information learned. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		From the beginning to the end Martha did great at her lesson. He lesson started out with high expectations and students knew what to do. She started her lesson off with a bell work to get the student's brains ready to engage in mathematics. She had the students engaged into the bell work and responded quickly to her questions. Students showed her respect as she showed them in her lesson.  For the lesson she had essentially a game for the students to play to work on multi-digit multiplication. She gave example problems and solutions, addressed the expectations and guidelines for the task, and encouraged/guided students throughout the lesson that needed assitance. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I could tell your lesson was well thougt out by the organization of it. You were very encouraging as students responded to your questions.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*I missed the opening of the lesson due to another teacher speaking with me about a separate situation that happened earlier. Miss Lopez did an opening with the class. *Once you give some think/struggle time to students who are trying to answer quesetion, you may call on someone else. Wait time is important, but be sure not to wait too long because you will lose other students attention. *Great job letting students explain their own strageties for learning fractions. Sometimes "kids language" helps struggling students figure it out. *Great job ignoring distractions that were out of your control. *Great use of why and how do you know questions. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students have really been engaged in Ms. Lovette's lesson. She began to find out students' prior knowledge and added to their knowledge. They've added notes to their flipbooks about Olegthorpe, Tomochichi, and Mary Musgrove. They made a real life connection between Georgia, themselves, and the historical figures. She gave extra support to students who needed it while asked open ended questions to those to will research more about these historical figures.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The quilt was really go everyone excited.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to state what the students will learn before starting the lesson. You did an excellent job with your discussion of the term goals.  It would be beneficial to expand and give more  real life examples.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was very advanced for 4th graders.  They didn't get a clear understanding of the Bill of Rights.  A lot of the terminology was too advanced for them.  They should have been presented in a more kid friendly way perhaps in a powerpoint that gives the actual amendment and then a simplified version.  They needed a little bit more exposure in order to successfully complete the group and independent activities. The cartoon sheet with the pictures and short descriptions of the Bill of Rights  should have been more of an emphasis than anything else.   Also, there was a closing portion  of the lesson where students were supposed to volunteer and explain each amendment accurately.  She didn't get to that part due to time constraints; but,  I'm not sure they would have been able to do this correctly.  The group poster was a great idea; but, they weren't quite sure of what to put on them.  In the future, always have an example for the students to go by.  There needed to be something else like a video or a powerpoint to help drive it home for them.   It was a lot of teacher led instruction and it needed to be more of a self discovery type of approach.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah engaged her students and had clear instructions to properly present the lesson. Students were actively involved and were given appropriate support though out the lesson. She had effective feedback and wait time for the students needs. She showed effective transitions between activites. We discussed having a stronger closer to review the lesson before transitioning to the next activity.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		she did a great job with the lesson and reteching and reenforcing the subtraction skills. She could work on transitoning between groups and activites. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Transition ideas were given to Breanna on her written documentation form. Examples: call students to chairs by tables, hair color, clothing color, boys/girls.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job drawing and explaining models of decimals with students.  Be sure to circulate the room and check for understanding as you go.  Feel free to ask questions throughout the lesson, not just at the end to summarize.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job creating an agenda that had few transitions and down-time.  The students were led in some points in the lesson (direct instruction) and then were allowed to work at their pace.  She circulated the room and cater to students who needed extra help.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey engaged the students by watching a Parts of Speech video from Flocabulary. Afterwards, she was able to build background knowledge by reviewing sentence structure. I loved how Ms. Nacey modeled the writing activitty before she allowed the students to begin. After giving directions, Ms. Nacey made the students repeat the directions given so they would be confident in what to do.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - When giving directions, be REALLY specific so that you avoid any confusion with the assignment *suggestion* - After the last activity of your lesson, bring the kids together for a group or partner discussion of what you taught - like a TOTD activity - so that you can have a verbal assessment of what they learned

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		When the students seem confused, like they did with the FANBOYS concept, it is ok to stop and reteach that.  They need to have a foundation before moving on.  Also, there are great videos on Flocabulary that you can use to really catch their attention.  Lots of times that will stick with them more than what we say to them. Also, make sure you talk loudly and that your expectations are clear before the students start moving.  You may even want them to repeat your directions back to you.  Sometimes, I even write them on the board so they know what I expect.  When the students are working independently I encourage you to walk around and check over their shoulders or talk to them to make sure they understand.  This is how you know if you need to do a quick reteach or if they students understand the concept.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students are always highly engaged and enjoy learning from Ms. Nesmith. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I loved the thermometer craft you did with the students. Providing hands on manipulatives is very important especially at this age. Make sure to pause and get the class' attention throughout the lesson to ensure all students are following directions and clearly understand thier expectations. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton is very soft-spoken and is encouraged to use inflection or intonation with her voice so to capture and keep student focus. Ms. Norton is encouraged to use the school behavior system to reinforce appropriate behaviors and discourage inappropriate ones. Student transitions from the rug to their seats went well. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your activities were varied and provided good review of plant classification. The celery lab provided clarification of how vascular tissue (xylem) carries water and nutrients throughout a plant. Students were able to state their hypothesis, and better grasp this concept. The venn diagram activity helped students to review the characteristics of vascular v. nonvascular plants. Suggestion: Divide students into groups before completing the venn diagram. (Complete the venn diagram as part of that station.) Some students seemed unsure of where to place the vocabulary cards on the venn diagram. Be prepared to help them with the definition so they can place it in the correct category. Good use of higher order questioning at the close of your lesson. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The students were engaged in the game. This held their attention the entire time. There was a great balance of instruction and participation. The white boards helped make sure all students were participating. You moved around the room making sure that all students were understanding as your lesson progressed.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was very well thought out. Miss Norwood did a great job meeting the needs of all learners. She included sentence stems and leveled paragraphs.

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Students were engaged and interested. Real-world connections were made throughout lesson Transitions were smooth. Lesson activity allowed students to collaborate as well as work independently. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		The opening song on Flocabulary was great! It really got the students attention. I like when they tranisitioned from the carpet to their seats you gave very clear directions on how you expected them move. You provided modeling, whole group instruction, movement, and individual work. This is a great way to reach all learning styles. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She opened the lesson with a season sort with pictures (students worked together on this).  She read a book on Seasons and asked several questions related back to the seasonal sort.  She ended the lesson with a graphic organizer and with student help filled in the correct answers to the sort activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		I really  LOVED how students used "toothpaste" (shaving cream) to brush the "sugar bugs" off the teeth.  I kept hearing several students say, "That was FUN!"

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of introducing new vocabulary- cocoon, chrysalis, camouflage, symmetry.  She also stopped to question learners throughout the lesson to check for comprehension.  Children were asked to go to their seats from the rug.  Dividing children into groups to transition to their seats will provide a smoother transition (ex: 4 year-olds and 5 year-olds or boys and then girls). 

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Loved the 'Who am I" opening

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige provided poem frames to help struggling writers. For advanced writers, Paige instructed the to write more complex poems.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students respond well to Ms. Partlow and were engaged in her lesson throughout. No down-time was noted.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at differentiating. She uses her time wisely in teaching lessons to allow for students to think and respond. She is able to change each classes lesson to meet the students needs. If something in the lesson wasn't flowing she would modify or change to meet the students needs and then challenge those who understand.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Excellent anchor chart to spark class discussion during lesson. Alex's enthusiasm while teaching also helps keep all students engaged. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		After students began to write, Ms. Phillips pulled a small group of EIP students to her table and discussed the prompt with them in detail.  They were able to verbalize the directions after reading the prompt.  Students discussed key words and reviewed narrative strategies before going to their seats to write independently.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Excellent use of anchor chart and referencing it during instruction.  Students were aware of it and how to use it to help them during their writing.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily interacts extremely well with the students.  She is very encouraging and patient!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your lesson was very encouraging to the students. I loved that you used guided practice and independent practice with the students. You can use strategies like "thumbs up/thumbs down" to monitor student understanding. Make sure you do a variety of problems to ensure the students understand the concept and can practice it effectively. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Great job using a varirty of technology (Promethean & Activotes) -Calm demeanor withthe students and responded well to theit questions. -When the students struggled, you asked open-ended questions to help prompt them to the correct answer. -Began to deliver positive priase in transitions, so kids will follow directions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glows: Good job activating students prior knowledge.  "Put pencils down" is a good strategy to show when students are reay to move on.   You asked guiding questions while they stuents read.  This is a good way to monitor and check for understanding. Your posters were good visuals for the students.   I also like the post-it activity to check for understanding and misconceptions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		They enjoyed you asking them to teach you! They enjoyed the song and activity! Next time try to let them know how much time they have left so they can manage their time throughout the activity. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		* Students knew lesson was beginning when you gave an "Attention Getter" *You connected to prior knowledge and real-life experiences.  "Who can tell me what an inventor is?" "How are lightbulbs today different from lightbulbs in the past?" *You provided graphic organizers with partial information included to assist struggling learners and learners that work at a slower pace! *Closing the lesson and asking individuals to summarize what they learned can be missed due to time constraints (I struggle with this myself).  Allow time to incorporate a summarizing strategy.  Ticket Out the Door, Tell elbow partner 2 things they learned about inventors, etc.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to state causes of WWII in Europe to review previous learning. -Graphic Organizer enabled students to focus on meaningful information. -Excellent job explaining vocabulary words in a way students could understand. -Comparing notes with elbow partner allowed students with omitted information an opportunity to add information to notes. -In closing, students shared key points from their notes.  This prepared them to plan for the assessment activity. -You circulated room to give students feedback.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Great student engagement! They loved the interactive power point!

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The students were engaged and you provided adequate feedback.  You modeled retelling the story and allowed practice time.  Your feedback was specific.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with this lesson as she had SPED students in here that are normally not in here at this time.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job differentiating for instruction for students. She is an excellent teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		I would like to see Rebecca increase the engagment and excitement in her lesson's introduction.  She did an AMAZING JOB teaching the content of the lesson and I would like to her TEACH MORE!  She is very fun to listen to!!  Rebecca called on students to come up to the board to participate and work out the math problems.  She challenged students to think for themselves.  I loved her delivery of the rules for multiplying fractions.  I would recommend a little quicker pacing when moving from one acticity to the next.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The lesson had a good flow and fit in the time allotted.  The students enjoyed the lab and were able to easily see the difference between vascular and nonvascular plants in a way that they will remember.    The PowerPoint that Ms. Roberts used to guide her lesson was very thoughtout and allowed the students to have clear directions at each step of the lesson and lab.  

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The lesson on rounding was well planned to engage all students. Mrs. Beaird used a varity of instructional materials in her lessons, technology, direct instruction. There were times in the lesson when the studets guided the lesson with inquiry.  Mrs. Beaird used positive comments to keep the studetnts engaged in the lesson as well as redirect them if they were off task. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Giving "wait time" was one of the pieces of advice that I offered to Ms. Rudolph at the end of her lesson.  I encouraged her to wait a little longer, and then if the student was still having trouble, I suggested that she give prompts instead of just giving the answer.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job presenting the material.  She understood how to teach multiplying fractions with whole numbers, and she seemed to be confident during this time in front of the class despite it being her first time teaching in front of these students.  I did suggest not giving the students too many materials at one time, as this can become a distraction (working out the problems with fraction tiles and on white boards at the same time seemed to be too much).  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! I love the music and movement! That's always a plus when teaching young, wiggly learners. My suggestion is to make sure the shapes aren't stretched. Perhaps hold up shapes as reference if the technology is being glitchy. Good bounce back when your video didn't play at the beginning. You just kept going. My last suggestion is to have a picture clue on your follow up/assessment piece. Students may not be able to read shape words yet. Providing a picture clue next to each word on the "My Shape Pizza" counging page would help them complete the activity a little more indepentently.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal presented the lesson and activly engaged the students. By using hands-on manipulatives, the students were better able to grasp the concepts presented.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Reading block should be more than 18 minutes.  Make sure your spending majority of your time on core subject areas. Started reading at 11:42 am.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah helped guide a student towards the correct answer by restating the question. This students has low self-confidence and this helped him to feel successful in front of his peers.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		 
The students were confused during the lesson. They did not  the purpose of the graphic organizer . 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith uses an encouraging tone with the students and makes sure to compliment them when they achieve. She is very thorough in her presentation of content and explains all of her points fully. Due to time constraints in the Social Studies curriculum, it is hard to indepth on the topics presented. That is what extra credit acrtivities and early finisher projects were assigned if time permits.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The lesson plan was organized and clearly presented.  Questions were age and developmentally appropriate, but not necessarily higher order thinking.  The questions were great in helping spark discussion among children.  Students had ample "talk time" to discuss foods that are bad for our teeth.  I would suggest bringing in floss and tooth brushes for students to see and feel.  Visual aids are a huge benefit when teaching.  Many times, you can ask dentists to donate floss and toothbrushes and they will do so.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		His openinig was great to engage students into the lesson. He did a planet sort. After reading from our book and the lesson on gravity he had the students answer questions based on the lesson and reading.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		I really like that the students were able to get up and model on the floor model. The students got to work alone and ask for help from teacher if they needed it. During the math modeling explain thta all they were doing is add the zero. He was answering the questions very knowledgeably. One thing I wanted to mention is that one the problem set, make sure you finish a section before moving on.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		The enthusiasm for the lesson really flowed to the students. They were excited because you were. You added in extra information like Churchill being called "Bulldog" that the students remembered and will definitely remember forever. You taught the standard, but extemded it, which was great!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great powerpoint!  It was a great reinforcement to practice answering questions using the powerpoint on pictograph.  The students were actively engaged in this lesson.  Great job! Some pointers for next time you teach on pictographs.  Make sure, especially since the key is more than one, you reinforce to look at the key before you answer the questions.  Also another question I would've like to see was How many more ___ were there than ____.  This is a higher order thinking question that is sometimes hard for 2nd graders. When students are asking questions or telling about something from the graph, such as a tomato is a fruit, it is okay to respond instead of saying, "We're not talking about that".  Many students actually do not know that a tomato is really a fruit, so it would've been a fun fact for them to have learned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did a great job using different types of teaching strategies. The more strategies you use, the more students you will reach. Great job! One idea since this is a new concept for the students is to make sure to go over each 2nd word that could be in a contraction and make an anchor chart for students to look at on how to change the 2nd word into the contraction.  The use of technology worked well in your lesson. This provided practice for the students and gave them good support. Remember to use high order thinking questions to provide rigor to the learners. You did scaffold learning for the students. This was great!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Students were engaged and on task throughout the lesson. Ms. Stewart did a wonderful job of teaching to each learning style to reach each student. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Strengths: * engaged all students * gave time for students to think before answering Things to work on: * do not be afraid to redirect the students when behavior is not appropriate * for wrong answers say "that is a great thought, but let's look at it again" * be mindful of  a 1st grader's attention span....do not make the lesson super long

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Activating strategy was very effective. Students were given pea pods to examine and observe. A variety of methods were used to deliver the content, including visuals. powerpoint, written text, and media. Lesson contained level 3 DOK questions which provided higher order thinking, not just recall. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Remember the Why? and How? questions are higher order thinking. You gave great reinforcement and feedback to the students. Material was clear but make sure you give clear directions and have a child repeat them back to you.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to remind students that a multiplication sentence can also be changed into a division sentence (fact family). Storey gave many examples and went in different orders to insure understanding. Great job getting the studetns attention.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math- engaged all students and used 5 in particular to help with calendar activities. Many skills addressed: place value, odd/even, addition, subtraction, greater/less than, dates, etc.

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		-Wait time a little long based on the amount of class time available. -good transitions -independnent work in stations -stations used that involved using evidence -good support of students

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn did a great job with activating the lesson and connecting the learning to prior knowledge. Students were required to discuss, take notes, share ideas with peers and investigate their own learning with the text. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn does a great job of coming up with engaging lessons that the students enjoy.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked how you asked the students to explain how they knew the answer. I like how you revisited the items from the beginning of the lesson and revealed the correct answers.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The students were actively engaged and excited about the activities. The PowerPoint was very interesting and informational and the activities helped the kids understand the material wonderfully. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Closing activity was differentiated.   Brittany did a great job giving detailed instructions before beginning the independent activity   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great review powerpoint with skills for the students to practice skills.  Then the students played a scoot game.   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The video clips you choose were engaging and provided students with background knowledge for the lesson. Remember to give students time to think about and discuss new information.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Asked opened ended questions to students.  Lesson was guided well by student teacher.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over synonyms and antonyms. The standards were addressed and goals presented to the students. The lesson was well organized and engaging. Her presentation of the lesson was clear and organized. The students enjoyed the hands on part when they got to go to the board and decided what was a synonym or antonym.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		One suggestion I have would be to break up the instructions for the activity.  When given multistep directions at the beginning of the activity the students usually have a difficult time remembering everything they are suppose to accomplish.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Technology and music were great intro/attention grabber.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson was planned well and Ms. Ulstad was organized and prepared.  Students were engaged throughout the lesson and all students were provided with opportunities interact on board during lesson.  Students also had opportunity to work together before working independently.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You did a great job teaching to all the learning styles. You had a song for your auditory learners, pictures for visual learners and a big phone to press buttons for our kinesthetic learners.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was organized and prepared for students.  The lesson had good flow and you used good questioning throughout the lesson. Spend more time making sure the directions are clear and the students know exactly what is expected of them with their assignment.  After you give directions, ask several students to share the directions with you.  Gain students attention before giving the directions. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		* Have one presenter  present all animals from their group * always be aware of calling on different students.  You can use the "stick method"- pull a stick with a student name * You used higher level activities that met the needs of all students. * The activity was application and analyzing as they will have to compare their animals with other animals from different groups along with how they had to apply what they have learned about main idea and details. Great lesson!!!

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*The opening was great. Asked if the students had ever read that book before, asked about the Author/Illustrator and also asked the students questions throughout reading the book! *Loved how Lauren demonstrated with the students BEFORE starting the activity and had the actual finished materials being used in the demonstration. *Suggested to have the students sequence out ONE thing at a time on their sticks instead of trying to sequence out the parts of the story AND the stages of the Life Cycle of Butterfly. All of that was too much at once for the students and there wasn't enough room on the sticks for ALL the pieces. *Also suggested to go over the Life Cycle of Butterfly because the students had not been taught that information yet so many students did not know the correct stages of the Butterfly Life Cycle. *Great transitions! *Loved how Lauren had an extension activity for the early finishers...just make sure to explain what to do on the extension activity first. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Unclear directions as to what he wanted the kids to do.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-see specific notes on evaluation

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Great job explaining beginning, middle, and end!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The kids loved the song that you chose! Great job helping them make connections to the evidence while they were reading. One way to help support lower achieving students is to have them do a "think, pair, share" with a partner after a question is asked.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! The "octopus eggs" were awesome! It really made the kids interested! - Great video! - Good use of technology - The kids could have used more independent practice. -I like how you had them "fix" the sentence you wrote. - Good questioning using PebbleGo 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lines of symmetry are not just vertical and horizontal but can be diagonal. Give the students opportunities to touch and manipulate the objects. Make sure your handouts copy correctly and that you will use all the material. If not, redo handout to prevent confusion.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You understood the material, but remember to make sure you say your problems correctly - one hundred thirty seven not one hundred and thirty-seven. Try to ask more thinking, connecting, analyzing questions. These are the questions that will ensure the students understand the material. Give students time to answer and correct misconceptions. Your Ticket Out the Door was very good. It covered the material needed to be mastered.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lesson involved student participation and physical movement.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		This was a great lesson! The students loved the hands on activity of moving plates and making earthquakes and mountains. You gave the guided instruction and worked along with them then allowed them to explore and discuss on their own. Your questioning kept them on track and engaged. You gave them situations and they had to problem solve and think through the situation. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		A formative assessment was given with student participation in identifying ten more/ten less with partners.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams showed little enthusiasm when teaching her lesson.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		The activity used characters the students know to engage. Posititve tone of voice to redirect students when needed. Why and how questions are always great to engage their higher order thinking skills. Good job incorporating the opinion writing we are working on in ELA into your lesson. Instead of just correcting the students, you engaged them in "why" questions so students could form their own thoughts. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has grown an incredible amount since her last semester here at Elm Street.  I am so pleased with her overall planning and instructional strategies.  Can't wait to see her in full swing in October!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is working to include higher order thinking skills questions into her lessons by using the DOK - Depth of Knowledge levels as a guide. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Students were actively engaged and enjoyed the chapter.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response had texts on varying reading levels. The questions she asked the students were related to the texts and were higher order thinking related. She transitioned between guided practice and independent practice with ease.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job throughout her lesson keeping the students engaged in the lesson. She would ask questions frequently to see if the students understood the lesson being taught. She gave positive/encouraging comments to students throughout the lesson for numerous tasks such as paying attention, answering questions, staying on task.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna is performing beyond expectation - like a more advanced student. It is evident that she has lots of experience in the classroom. She is a loving and encouraging teacher. Her abilty to "read the room" is excellent. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides positive feedback to the students as well as encourgment.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		When Destinee observed the students getting a little restless, she stopped the lesson and used little exercises to regain the student's attention.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always uses meaningful activators to get the students engaged in learning.  She allowed the students to move around as she taught as it related to her activity.  Her visuals need to be hung up before the lesson and ready to go without any distractions around them so that she does not lose the class focus as she hangs things up.  She gets very into her lesson and does not always notice off task behaviors.  She needs to redirect more often as she loses a child's focus.  As she teaches/reviews she always praises the children with positive feedback and gives clues and wait time for those who are struggling.  She used a wide variety of instructional materials (videos, promethean, direct instruction, guided instruction, visual aids).  The only area she really needs to improve on is differentiation.  She should have pulled a small group to help low readers to assess basic NSEW directions and the latitude/longitude lines.  She also could have done the coordinates activity with the advanced students who finished the task early. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson began with a review using Kahoot to engage students. Students were able to share their best strategy for solving the problems and numbered sticks were utilized to ensure all students had the opportunity to participate.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		This was a very engaging lesson.  

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget higher order thinking questions! Asking "how do you know" and "why" are awesome ways to assess their reasoning!
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		You checked for understanding as the text was read by questioning the students.  This kept them engaged and focused.  You even told them to raise their hands if they heard something in the text that you had just mentioned.  This was excellent, as it gave them a purpose for reading and keeping up.  It was a great idea to tell them to pay attention to a particular section because it would be part of their independent work later on. Venn diagram assignment for independent practice was appropriate, and was differentiated as needed (one was open-ended and one was "cloze" format).

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This group responds well to videos and you know that.  I liked the one you chose.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Students were not clear on what needed to be in their picture. Make sure directions are very specific. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		I love  how you utilized partners during the lesson activity so that students can share/ help/ discuss with each other. Some students have problem visualizing how one shape can be a fractional part of another. I was great to see how you integrated Edward, our non-english speaker, to be part of the activity by writing the fraction cards in english and spanish. Awesome differentiation with the various fraction cards levels and with integration of spanish.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The children enjoyed creating their character from the book, and writing about it. Good job!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She did a good job facilitating math centers during this time. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		No assessments was used for this lesson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The assessment was whole group and Miss A would call on one child to help come up with a sentences to add the correct quotation marks.... only a few students were called upon, so a true picture if the students learned the lesson was not observed. 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-The assessment was very effective. You could easily see if the students understood the difference between active and inactive.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Gave advice to either check the work of the students as they finish or ask questions to see if the students understood the concept of the activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass asked questions throughout the lesson to ensure that students understood key vocabulary terms of compare and contrast.  She helped students who weren't confident of where their index card should go by asking students questions and using "think aloud" statements to help them understand.  

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		After you read the story, you had the students identify the characters and the setting in "Green Eggs and Ham". The students were able to identify the characters and the setting. They were eager to participate and remained on task!!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Your activity to show mastery was good, but it would be useful to provide a more rigorous assessment piece. For example, instead of students simply copying your dream catcher, they could create their own rules and provide an example to prove their rule is necessary. The activity was cute, but could have had more "meat" to it! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students self assessed their previous writing. Ms. Benitez assessed their writing in order to continue engaging areas students need more practice.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The summative and diagnostic assessments were not necessary for this particular lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great job observing student conversations to to determining understanding of science concepts.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You are starting to see how I group kids based on diagnostic data and using this data. As the year progresses, I would like to see you become more comfortable with doing this on your own. This is definitely a learning process, and you are on the right track with getting to know students and their individual needs.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You were able to walk around to each group to assess their knowledge of arrays.  I liked the way you traveled to each group and told them what you liked about their creation of arrays.  You were also able to ask them to show you how to create a certain array.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie asked questions throughout the lesson. At the end of the activity, Julie called 4 to 5 students to the Elmo to show the pizza they created. The students told their various strategies for counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did a great job formatively assessing throughout the lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		After naming and locating the continents on a map, having students locate and write the names of the continents on a blank map was an excellent way to evaluate which students knew the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The formative assessment that you used showed student understanding or misconceptions of the lesson that you taught. The questioning that you used also informed you of mastery and struggling students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Use white board or sticky notes to assess students skill. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Did a very nice job of going around and observing/monitoring the progress of the students. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The game would have been a great assessment if it would have been explained clearly, but it was not.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pre-test- beginning of the activity. Ticket out door- culminating activity. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Students were actively engaged in all activities assigned during their center rotations.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		THe lesson asked the students to explain their understanding through several activities including reading text and discussion, illustrating the water cycle in a drawing and then wirting about the water cycle. She will be able to assess this lesson in a variety of ways.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Diagnostic not necessary for this task/book.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		You gave immediate feedback when needed and led students to the correct answer without just giving them the answer. You also did a good job having students explain why they chose active or non-active. It's always good to have kids explain their thinking. Questioning is one of your strengths! :)

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She used a variety of assessments to make sure the students understood the content. She was able to differentiate and accommodate different learning styles.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were assessed during lesson by Ms. Burton as she went from group to group during work time and observed and asked questions. During sharing time questions were also asked.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The lab sheet provided written student feedback and observations about what they were discovering.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		there was a culminating hands on product the students created to see their mastery of the regions of Georgia.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		This was an instructional lesson and Ms. Butler's first lesson.  Her materials were sufficient to be used for diagnostic understanding of the learning targets.  Formal or summative assessments were not appropriate at this time.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Writing three properties of each shape was powerful in your lesson.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Questioning is on point, although being sure to only plan what can be accomplished during that time period will lead to better data collection at the end of each lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Students seem to retain the information learned from todays lesson. Great job!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley conducts running records each week for Tier 3 students. She has been able to participate and lead formal and summative assessments. Ashley has also participated in SST meetings, collegial planning, team planning, and pod planning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		I like that you used a differentiated assessment to check for understanding.  The difficulty level of the activity was a little high for both groups.  It might have been a good idea to have an activity like your closing compare/contrast activity to review before giving out the assessment.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		very good job, asking questions during the sort and the story to establish understanding by the students. I like how you brought attention to the french fries and discussed them with the class.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		A gradual release was used. Students transitioned from following along with the teacher, to working with support, to working independently.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		No diagnostic testing is used.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Students seemed to enjoy creating their umbrella with raindrops.  Use of the ELMO projector in show students what was expected was great.  Students at this age need LOTS of visuals to accompany verbal directions.  One piece of advice, while sharing is encouraged and wonderful, it may help keep the peace to ensure each student has their own supplies if available.  Students tend to fuss over taking turns with glue sticks and suck during art activities.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used the student writing to access the students' writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The work done in Ms. Day's small group was checked as they went along, but there was not a lot of assessment (formative) done for the other groups. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney uses the star reading and math test to determine students level of ability.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was used during the lesson to make sure the students understood the concept.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The Grammar Bites is tested at the end of the week over the skills reviewed that week. For this lesson, the actual review was their assessment where they indicated the mistakes on their own using the magic pen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I like that you are able to use informal assessments during your instructional teaching to determine if students are understanding the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessment for the lesson was perfect and easy to grade- She was able to give next day feed back to those that needed it.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included questioning throughout her lesson to check student's understanding. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara provided formative assessments and homework with her lesson. I also used a short quiz from her lesson today for a grade!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Try to question more when reading aloud and when having students respond to your prompts. If they don't give you the answer you're looking for, lead them to it by questioning them. You did a nice job of helping students retell the beginning, middle, and ending of the book. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson offered opportunities for students to think about the relationship between eating cookeis and reading information.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		This lesson did not provide opportunities for assessing.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Assessments went well, students are doing a great job assessing from the materials taught.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Good job!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diagnostic observation/record not a part of this lesson; learning was of a review and extend lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students answered questions and you called on various students to check for understanding. Then, a 'ticket-out-the-door" was used to check all students understanding of the material presented. This was in the form of a Quizziz. The students used technology to log onto quizziz and complete a two-question quizz. The results showed that 35 out of 40 students mastered the standard. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students used their Reading Workshop Journals, Math Journals and a Scholastic reader to demonstrate their understanding of the material.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a great job making sure the students were learning and helping others learn.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara used a lot of questioning throughout the lesson to make sure all students were understanding and remembering the concept. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like the way you asked questions to review important concepts, but also lead the students to reach the correct conclusion.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The activity was great for covering the standard that you taught.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant asking high order thinking questions throughout her lesson and recaped what the students learned by having them write about theme on the back of their handout.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The mini kahoot review game was great for students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is working towards gaining data from the formal and informal assessments she is using within her lessons.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Your skill of questioning will improve as your experience and content knowledge deepens. You are gaining a more thorough understanding of the students' skill levels and what questions to prompt their thinking.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Using tthe Oreo graphic organizer, students will choose their own topic to form an opinion. A list is also given as ideas if students can't come up with their own. Students were to state opinion and relate my ideas in an organizational structure. They seemed understand and be able to do this step. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The assessments were appropriate for the lesson.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Good  job helpeing them remember facts about symbols.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Didn't really see HOW the assessment was done for this lesson?! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*constant questioning during the lesson *students were given examples of the work they were expected to do on the board before they were given a worksheet *worksheet was aligned with the standards and a good measure of whether skill was understood 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Explained writing rubric.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Teacher checked for understanding of irregular plural nouns and collective nouns multiple times throughout the lesson. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		There are so many different kinds of assessments and as you move throughout your block you will discover so many different ones that can be used with a lesson. Assessments are important in guiding your instruction and differentiation. This is the key to student success and growth. As you go through your blocks you will become stronger in this area and you will learn more on how to use assessments to plan and differentiate for students. You did a great job for your first lesson and you used one assessment a checklist. You also show students the rubric to follow while writing. Rubrics are very good tools to use for guiding students and helping them know the expectations of an assignment. As you go through your blocks try to write down some different types of assessments you see teachers use so that you have a bank to pull from when you get your own classroom or when you are teaching your 4th block. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor asked a variety/level of questions to keep students on task and check for understanding.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones constantly assesses understanding informally through questioning during instruction and student work time.  He also provides an assessment of knowledge at the end of the lesson during the summarizer.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Needed to talk about the order of story.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Questioning was appropriate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students summarized what they learned in their own words.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie did not incorporate higher level questioning in the lesson.  I was hoping to see that. However, she did ask many recall questions for scaffolding and making connections.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce stopped many times throughout the lesson to check for understanding. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The assessments were there and were very appropriate, implementation needs a bit of work.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		There were lots of questions asked during the story and after the reading of the story. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a nice job using both formal and informal assessment strategies. She looked at each student&#39;s reading level to determine which fable would be best for them. She engaged students with teacher observation by walking around the room, while students talked to their shoulder buddy.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		The worksheet at the end allowed teachers to assist student who were struggling and see students that understood the concept.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha's lesson did not reguire the student to take any type of formal/summative/or diagnostic testing.  When students had an issue or a question from the student she was able to explain how to help the student come up with a reasonable answer that made sense to the problem at hand. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The work assignment and homework were appropriate for first grade students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students had books about these historical figures to find out more in their leveled book boxes. She asked great questions to clarify students' understandings of the figures.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Worksheet and poster.  I really liked the worksheet; although, it probably should have been open book or open note. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's informal questioning and the practice worksheet strongly supported her lesson. The formal review was very helpful in evaluationg the students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		She uses informal assessments, observing students work, asking questions and evaluating thier work.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Great questioning throughout the lesson! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey led the lesson using grade-appropriate questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Again, as students are working make sure you are walking around and asking questions to ensure they are successful.  Also, have some sort of closing at the end of your lesson, ticket out the door, think pair share.  Something so you can make sure they have understood what was taught.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You did a good job with closing questions, but be sure to ask students questions during the lesson as well to check for understanding along the way. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was constant informa assessments throughout-white boards, hands up, students answering.

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The student wrote a paragraph on "Their Favorite Seaon"  and then drew a picture.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Children were asked to sit in their regular seats for a heterogeneous grouping.  This is very appropriate for this type of activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostics were not applicable during this activity.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students answered questions pertaining to Columbus and the article she assigned. Student understanding was measured based on their response to the questions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students wrote their own poem about a color. 

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Wonderful questioning during the lesson and good quick-check after the lesson to see individual understanding. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has used Diagnostic assessments to form small groups and modify instruction.  She gives informal or short formative quizzes as warm up, review, or a Ticket out the Door to formulate groups for the following day, or adjust plans. Ms. Phillips uses GMA Writing samples and the state rubrics to help students improve their writing.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding.    Students used the anchor chart and sandwich method taught to them to write an opinion piece about their favorite cookie.  Mrs. Polite directed students to take a second look at their writing and make changes as needed to ensure they had all the components of a great opinion paper.  Student work was graded using a rubric and commentary was given.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Grows: Do not always pick kids with their hands raised.  That allows for the others to not have to pay attention. Move around the room more and use "proximity control".  Especially while reading.  A few students were off task.This was a difficult concept for many students.  Next time, consider pairing students with hgh-med med-low for the task.  Also, not sure what post-its were used...but always make sure they are name brand so they stick.  Many were falling off onto the floor.  Its worth the investment. :) Overall, you did great!  I absolutely love how you are always to particiate and interact with the kids!  You offer to help me out and do whatever is necessary.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to predict meanings of words.  This allowed you to check prior knowledge of the vocabulary.  -Students planned a broadcast using key vocabulary to explain important facts about the bombing at Pearl Harbor.  You provided a checklist to ensure students included necessary information.  Students were able to self-assess their work and demonstrated the information learned. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		You used the  assessment prompt (Thumbs Up/ Thumbs Down) for a quick observation of students' knowledge of the skill.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan does a nice job utilizing diagnostic data to provide appropriate leveled reading material for different groups.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job with assessments and using student data to help drive instruction.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts had thoughtful, pre-planned questions.  Many of her questions met the rigor of higher order thinking skills.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The teacher used questioning and observation to understand whether or not the students understood the material or not.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of providing students with plenty of opportunities to show comprehension and understanding of the standards that were covered (multiplying fractions with whole numbers).  She had several different problems for the students to work together, and then they were given problems that were taken for a grade.  Ms. Rudolph ensured that all students would have a chance to show the level that they comprehended the information.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job walking around and checking for student understanding throughout the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal planned a game called "Stacks" as the culminating activity. The children LOVED the competition while she was able to observe and assess the children's ability to count the coins at the same time.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Thumbs up and Thumbs down to determine understanding and whole group participation. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The lesson was stopped due to student confussion.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. mith walked around and checked students interactive notebooks to observe understanding of content.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Smith did a wonderful job asking appropriate questions and encouraging student conversation throughout the lesson.  At the end of the lesson, students were asked to complete for following sentence stem: "I can brush my _________."  The assignment was a good follow-up and developmentally appropriate for students' writing skills at this point in the year.    I would suggest looking into asking a question that is a little more open ended  when it comes to assessing student knowledge.  For an example,  "I can take care of my teeth by (flossing, eating healthy, brushing my teeth, going to the dentist."  Another bit of advice is to make dotted letters and have studnets trace letters this way.   If you draw a liine after the word my it has a "fill in the blank" feel that will help students remember that their sentence isn't complete after simply tracing.     Diagnostic testing was not applicaple during this lesson.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He has been teaching about the solar systema and he gave students an assessment on the planet order.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job of checking understanding with thumbs up. Work on time management- didn't get to do activity that was planned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were actively engaged in the assignment given.  The activity had really good questions comparing/contrasting the greatest/least amounts of the colors of skittles.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart gave immediate feedback to students and graded their work their work in a timely manner. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Students were encouraged to complete their inquires regarding inherited traits at home through family discussion. What a great way to make the lesson meaningful and facilitate a home connection! 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		informal oral assessing and redirecting/ reinforcement as needed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Informal questioning was used to check for learning. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The summarizing activity was great and really showed what the students learned. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was a social studies lesson and she did a good job questioning during the lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Readinng passages were assigned based on Lexile Levels.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie questioning and hands on with the students allowed her to understand better which students understood the curriculum being taught and the ones who may have had trouble understanding. She was able to guide all students to understand the difference between the two. Instruction was excellent.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Used formative and summative assessments.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Work samples and verbal q and a were used for assessment

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good job questioning.  Referenced key vocabulary to check for real understanding of standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		It's okay to let the lesson itself bring up questions, but always have 2 or 3 really great, deep questions for students that make them think. Questions that might be a little too hard for them, that can't be answered in one word or even one sentence.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great questioning from group to group as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Liked how the sticks were taken from each student to check for completion and had the students in a whole group setting check to make sure their pieces were in the correct order first. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Presentations were a great way to see what the students learned about the animals and main idea 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did a great job of questioning the students throughout the lesson. You could incorporate a ticket out the door with another text to help measure their independent understanding. I like that you used a sentence frame to model the first part of their explanation, but had them them make their own connections.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Good questioning! - I loved how you used thinking maps!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job allowing students to add knowledge to the lesson or ask questions about the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to summarize the results or the summarizer. Give feedback so students know if they are correct or incorrect.


		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your questions during class are giving you information but you're not using that information during class. Make sure to correct and address misconceptions.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey performs a variety of assessments with students on a weekly basis.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great use of the journal writing to sum up the activity and have the students reflect on what they had done. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Groups of students were called back to the carpet and asked to demonstrate the motion that went with the street sign to check for understanding.  Students were doing independent practice at their seats during this time.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson questioned students during the teaching process and observed student understanding when covering the room for student participation and understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		During the course of this lesson Ms. Witcher used teacher observation and questioning to determine abilities of students and she also used running records as an assessment as well. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job of using both informal and formal assessments with her lesson. She assigned the students a homework activity that went along with her lesson to make sure the students grasped her lesson that was taught. She asked students to return the homework to her in order to make sure the students understood the role that both the Native Americans and the Pilgrims played in the first Thanksgiving. She asked students to draw pictures and write sentences of things that both the Native Americans and Pilgrims did to help one another for the first Thanksgiving.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna took anecdotal notes while in our classroom and used them to develop her lesson plans appropriately. She allowed rigor for our gifted student, movement for our entire class, and remediation for a child with fine motor challenges.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline used a variety of formative assessments to determine the progress of students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She does great with informal observations and questioning.  She is great at making sure the children understand the concepts.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Students used thumbs up to indicate understanding and their work was monitored during independent practice. Students were in self selected groups to assess learning through a game that Jenna monitored.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Great way to make assessment fun!

		Responses (n): 		156

		Response Rate: 		32.84%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		3		3		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		3		3		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		3		3		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		3		3		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		3		3		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Good redirection as needed when you saw students playing with or touching the money in the bags.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*"Is everyone ready?" is going to call for many students to answer out, be more specific, "If you are ready, raise your hand" *Don't call on students who are off task. If students are off task, start praising those students who are not.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		I have enjoyed having Claudia in the classroom. From her very first day, she immediately started working with students and didn't just sit back waiting for direction. The students responded very well to her as well.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Classroom mangement comes with experience. You are gaining knowlege in this area. Remember to be firm, consistent, and continue to provide love to the students.  I had to intervene during the lesson.  Management is developing.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She is a natural teacher. She managed the students well.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions: Use color print for signs

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions for completing lesson plans: *double check spelling and wording when typing lesson plan. *use better handwriting when writing on poster boards. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		An area of concern for Miss A is her classroom management. She  often focuses on one student while the rest of the class is not on task. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Suggestion for Ally's Lesson Plans: -Use a louder tone and voice level while talking to the students -try to re-direct stuents that were not focused during the lesson 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-It is hard to manage allowing movement around the room and maintaining a calm, quiet environment. You do a good job with this, but it gets easier the more practice you have.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Watch transition times- perhaps dismissing in groups, not all at once. *Did a great job acting/dressing professional. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber has been extremely professional and attends to every area of the classroom well. I felt very comfortable having her teach the class.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass uses a friendly and approachable manner that makes the students comfortable.  They enjoyed this lesson and had fun placing cards on the hula hoop Venn diagram.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Thank you for always being positive, attentive, and compassionate with the students. Your lesson went over the allotted time because you wanted to be sure all students understood and had a firm grasp on the concept which shows you are invested in the students actually understanding the topic. In the future, those who are struggling could be pulled into a small group while the others complete the task. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez runs a well organized classroom that stays on tasks. Off task students were quickly, and appropriately redirected to become reengaged in the class conversations.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan is a true natural in the classroom. She is very loving and caring person. Our pre-k students felt comfortable going to Ms. Jordan when a problem would arise. She would be an asset to any school.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams did a good job of redirecting a student that blurted out during whole group discussion. I also liked that she returned to the student to allow him to share.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You do a great job exhibiting professionalism in the classroom. You are working hard to maintain consistent and fair classroom expectations and management. I am proud of your use of procedures to ensure a positive learning environment.

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica is very punctual. She is actively engaged in the class during lessons, small/whole group instruction. She takes iniative to assist students as well as the teacher. She has a passion to learn more about teaching. She reaches out for assistance and inquires how she can better herself as an educator. I am so glad I had the opportunity to work with her. Best wishes! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I liked how you showed vocabulary with the actually "words", "pictures", and later "students" with the "human array".

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When students are on the floor be sure to monitor all students.  Keep them up close to you.  Don't allow students to call out.  Be mindful of correct grammar.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Throughout the lesson, Julie monitored the students by walking around the room. She questioned the students as she walked around. The students loved creating their own pizzas. Excellent Lesson!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears is completely progessional in all ways. She has a great balance as far as not being stuffy or unapproachable, but still being a great model of behavior for peers and students. 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		She did a great job keeping the class engaged.  They really enjoyed the lesson and learned some valuable information.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your classroom management skills are better developed than most beginning teachers.  The students know that they will have fun learning but also know the behavioral expectations will be enforced.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great voice, able to keep students attention. Make sure to grab those other students who tend to drift off.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Great job encouraging the students and giving help when needed. *Watch all transition times. *Remember to have an extension activity for the early finishers. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was one student reading a book the entire lesson, had she been walking around the room, she would have caught that. Ms. Brown got very aggitated with students when they didn't know what to do becuase directions were not clear at all. She began giving students attitude when she was aggitated. If assigment had been explained clearly, frustration levels wouldn't have been as high.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		While students were working in partners, and getting increasingly off task, Ms. Brown remained seated while helping students. I explained to her after the lesson, that if she was walking around the room more, and checking in on groups, the off task behavior would have been increasingly lower. During the lesson, I could hear and feel her getting increasingly frustrated with the students, which caused her to to get a little snappy with them.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Behavior management is one of the toughest areas to master when facilitating a classroom. Students became rowdy and you redirected them but they seemed to ignore many of your requests. This will come as they begin to view you as a leadership figure in the classroom. Perhaps a strategy you could use is calling students specifically by their names instead of making general statements about listening and student behavior.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You moved around some but not quite enough to make sure they all knew they had to stay on task. Make sure to correct off task behavior immediately before it gets out of hand. Make sure to give behavior expectations at the beginning of a lesson.  You have a soft voice; so make sure to use a microphone when you teach a lesson.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am so glad to have Caroline back with me this semester!  She is a fantastic teacher and my students love it when she teaches.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		She looks like a teacher, sounds like a teacher, carries herself like a teacher - She is on her way to becoming a teacher!

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Make sure to call on a variety of students when asking questions. You can use index cards, popsicle sticks, etc. with student names to help with this. Don't talk over the kids. Stop, take a deep breath, and use a management strategy to refocus the kids. (If you can hear my voice clap once, if you can hear my voice clap twice, etc.)
 
When students blurt out, ignore them. Make a point to call on someone with their hand up and thank them for raising their hand for permission to speak.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She read where all students could see the book and hear her. She also put the model of the assignment under the Hover Cam for them to see.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She attends to all areas of the classroom to make sure students are engaged. She maintains a professional apperance at school.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda is very professional and comfortable in the classroom.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Excellent classroom management. Students responding well to re-direction, when needed.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has good presence and speaks clearly and respectfully to the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna is a highly motivated and professional teacher.  She steps in at any time and is very flexible about what/how she is working with the students.  Time management is a key for her.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Ms. Callahan did an excellent job of following through with behavior consequences that were given to students who made wrong choices.  Classroom management is a very difficult thing to grasp and Ms. Callahan listens to suggestions and is open to trying positive behavior management techniques as well as consequences for bad behavior.  She has gotten some good experiences in our classroom and has handled all situations well with the students.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your lesson incorporated things in a totally different manner than when the Tooth Fairy came earlier this week.  Even though the students had already gone over some of this with the Tooth Fairy, your lesson was fun and interesting to the students and held their attention.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		  To help students stay organize, remember to list the word for each table so that they willl know what word they are doing.   Also remember to put a timer on the board to help the students stay on track with the time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Waiting on students to settle down - that is not wasted time! Make sure you include the students in the back of the room...always sweep the room with your eyes to see what's up!  Stroll through and stand in the back to let all students know that you expect them all to pay attention.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley is clearly formulating her classroom behavior plan.  I have encouraged her to try out strategies learned to see which "plan" is the best fit.  She has an excellent rapport with students in my classroom.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had great enthusiasm and energy during the lesson.  You responded appropriately to all behaviors during the lesson.  I like the way you encouraged the students and gave positive feedback.  Many of the students became off-task during the independent activity.  It might have been a good idea to work through the task together when you realized the activity was too difficult.  However, I like that you changed things up and allowed them to work together in groups.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		several students were off task when finished, make sure you pay attention to those so that the noise level does not get out of hand. always have a plan for those students who finish early.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Only one station.  

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox is working on maintaining a quieter classroom environment.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students were yelling out, but that may not bother you Very engaging lesson

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel dresses for success every day!  He has wonderful rapport with the children.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel walked all areas of the classroom during the lesson to address student needs and concerns.  He is very encouraging to students!

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Good circulation around the classroom and helping individual students who had issues. We are still working on a classroom management plan together to help with off task students. You did a good job redirecting the off task student in the beginning of the lesson who was looking at a book.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis does an excellent job of working with the students. She is an assest to my classroom. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students involved in Ms. Day's group were on task, but the other groups seemed to contain a lot of off task behavior. The groups working individually were not closely monitored for work completion or correctness. I know that it is difficult to maintain a close eye on the whole class when you are working with a small group, but it is needed in order to make sure all students are benefiting from the lesson/learning activity.  One way that I have found helpful is to let my small group work on something individually, maybe one or two problems, while I quickly circulate around the room just to check on the other groups before returning to my small group. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure all students are on the right page and following along.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep the students focused and on task. There were several students talking during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom management is professional. Miss Dermo attends all areas of the classroom and always re-directs students who are off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Her behavior management skills are great.  She is always re-directing students who are off task and makes sure they are working.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan did a great job of explaining and providing additional information on the skills covered. She also had students give explanantions prior to her giving them, so they could make personal connections.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Classroom management will be the most difficult. You will have to find a classroom management system that works best for you. Great first start!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great Job!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak used the "Thumbs up if you are listening to me" classroom management device. When the students began to talk over one another, she gave verbal reminders to listen when others are speaking.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When teaching make sure you kind of rotate around the room and monitor students working.  You will pick up on the students that need you by them more often.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		My suggestion was to make the directions for the early finishers clear- students should know the expectations of what their teacher would like for them to do.  This will be easier when you do these everyday.  Students learn at the beginning of the year - the classroom management rules and expectations.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a great job managing the room. She used proximity control to manage behaviors as well as redirection when off task. Students were well behaved under her guidance, even with a game that involved throwing wadded up paper!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I thoroughly enjoy having Kara in my classroom! She helps out tremendously and keeps a professional approach to everything she completes in the classroom. She is wonderful!!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Keep working on your voice, sometimes it's hard to hear you.  Great job!  This was an excellent start!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's was extremely professional in her attire and interaction with the students throughout her semester here.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli exibits utmost professionalism in the classroom and school setting. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has the "look" and professionalism of a teacher. She is working to find her "teacher voice" that gets attention WITHOUT yelling at or above the kids. She did not use a yelling voice at all! She does need to find that stern tone that is needed a times. Alli was aware of what was going on with the students during the lesson. She and I discussed being sure to walk the room as she teachers and use proximity to students to maintain on task behavior.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job! So impress with your excitement in teaching our VR students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick is always poised and professional, even when events or language that are out of the ordinary are presented.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher executes lessons in a format appropriate for students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Small groups were called to the back table to complete a hands on activity.  The rest of the class was working on a worksheet related to the standard being taught.  They needed more guided practice before working independently, so they had a lot of questions for me.  Since Ms. Fincher was helping with the hands on activity, she was unable to answer their questions as often as they needed. It would have been better to complete the hands on activity the next day to review.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You maintained classroom management by walking around the room and calling on students to check for understanding. Randomly calling on various students helped keep them all on task. At times, there were some students that appeared to not be paying attention. Walk over near those students during the lesson. Sometimes this helps get their attention without ever having to call their name.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer is going to be an effective and inspiring teacher for our young learners! She'll be an asset to the teaching profession.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students truly enjoy the classroom when you are there.  The loved your lesson and very interested in the lesson.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Students were very engaged in the lesson. Work on attention getters to get the students attention after lesson has begun. Classroom management will come with more practice. Also, for the students who finish quickly- what can they do when they are finished. It's important to keep them busy and engaged so that you don't get that off- task behavior. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job circulating around the room and helping those students that needed support. Good job redirecting off task behavior throughout the lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		You gave great motivation throughout your lesson.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Off task behaviors were redirected immediately to not interfere with instruction. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with variation of levels. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley is always professional in appearence and her interactions with the students.  She has a great relationship with them and they respect her and love having her in class.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Overall, this lesson was both effective and beneficial to the students' conceptual knowledge of what multplication means. Nice work!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and aware of her students.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		include math vocabulary when appropriate

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job on this. Make sure you are asking students for the information more than you are giving it to them. It makes it more student centered. This is difficut to do especially when you are first learning to teach. :)

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany is reflective and realizes she needs to monitor all areas of the classroom more frequently.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stay on their behavior during lesson. I had to redirect several during your lesson so they would not disrupt you lesson. You may also need to have some of the clip up or down to show them that you mean business! 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Always has a smile on her face and pleasant appearance.  Very uplifting and positive attitude!

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Suggested to watch behaviors in ALL areas of the classroom. *Did like how Tyler used the "Give me 5" to get the students back on track. *Also suggested to make sure to give the students a lot of positive reinforcement. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Continue to work on classroom management of students yelling out.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*very professional in mannerisms and dress *most students were highly engaged during independent work time *suggest that be a bit firmer with some off-task challenging students

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Don't be afraid to move around! I did like how you were very positive in redirecting. Make sure you attend to ones off task, even if it is "If you can hear me...."

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		The students were very engaged throughout the lesson, however once they started the poems a few finished quickly and were roaming around the room. Maybe we could have an additional activity the finished students could begin or work on while they're done. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Classroom management is one of the most challenging parts of teaching. It is so important to set your expectations early in the year and then hold students to those expectations. As you go through your block you will get stronger and stronger in this area. You did a great job explaining your expecations in the beginning of your lesson. Try to collect a list of different type tools you can use to get students attention or to correct off task behavior. Things like "clap once if you hear me, clap twice if you are ready", Give Me Five, or complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior. By complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior this gets others to notice and what to do the correct thing. This also reminds students of your expectations. For your first lesson, I thought you did an incredible job!

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Voice inflection is showing improvement! Good circulation around the room. Make sure to wait untill ALL are listening to proceed with instructions. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson. I heard such statements as, "Think it through. You can figure it out."

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey is very professional and loves kids.  She will be a great teacher someday.  She challenges students to do their best in a loving way  but still lets them know she is in charge.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Classroom management has improved a lot. Doing a great job addressing things right away.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Professionalism is definitely a strength for Mr. Jones.  He always maintains professional apperance and communication in the classroom.  He is also very observant and promptly redirects off taks behavior.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' is always willing to help out in any way.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria reminded a student, "We've moved past that." and carried on with instruction. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Good classroom management: “Give me a thumbs up, if you know where your card goes.”
You were mobile in the classroom monitoring behavior and checking on student understanding.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie is working on being more direct with students.  She knows she needs to speak louder and engage students to keep their attention.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce impressed me with her ability to remember every child's name (22) within her first week in our room. She jumped in and helped with lessons and small groups. She was an active participate and never needed to be told what to do. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney does an excellent job of communicating to students with clear directions and expectations. I truly appreciated her efforts to help our classroom prepare for our STEM certification day. She did a wonderful job showcasing the students work. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		You are quite professional and that is very much appreciated. You obviously knew the standard, and used appropriate grammar and vocabulary throughout the lesson. You do need to develop a management technique that includes more than threatening to take things away.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job consistently using Class Dojo and the Trojan Gold clip chart to monitor student&#39;s behavior. She did a fantastic job positively redirecting off task behavior in a timely manner.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups. This is very beneficial to all students.  Class was engaged in groups and on-task majority of lesson.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Ms.Lee has always been very professional with the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Throughout the entire lesson Martha circulated around the room in order to help any student that needed it. Her positive attitude encouraged the students to do their best and she always used the correct mathematical terms as she was talking to the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You presented yoursellf in a way that was very easy to understand. You spoke clearly and with correct grammar. You are very professional at all times and have an ease with speaking in front of the students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*Great use of Hands and Eyes to grab the students attention at the end of the lesson. Use this strategy to regain control of the classroom when students begin to lose focus. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She did a beautiful lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison is a natural!! She works extremely well with the children. Shas a positive, upbeat attitude at all times. Madison is not affraid to jump in a get her hands dirty :) She motivates and encourages the children every step of the way!! Just an amazing teacher!! Love having her in my classroom!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to employ the behavior system as you are teaching.   Stop throughout lesson and redirect as needed.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Work on  facial expressions and tone when correcting the students as  well as when  teaching.  The students need to know that you care about them.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's calm and confident teaching stlye allowed for a well taught lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Sh e is developing the skills for watching those students who are quite but off task and redircting thier behavior. Overall she does a greqat job of managing students and their conduct, she also is very professional and creates a pleasant environment for children. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Don't be afraid to be more vocal with the students.  Demand their attention and respect with body language and confidence.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Just make sure that the students know that you are in charge.  Take command of the room.  This can be done by your presence and by your voice.  Also, if you are excited about something, they will be excited, too.  They pick up on our body language and cues.  Make them want to engage and do their best.  You are in charge of setting the tone.  This will come with experience, but as you move between our classes notice what each of us does to keep their attention and ensure that they are engaged.  :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - Walk around the entire room to make sure you have eyes on the kids in each seat. I have the biggest class in school, and it's easy for them to get off-task and in trouble if they think you're not paying attention to them *suggestion* - Make sure to project your voice to the back of the room... you lost several students in the back because it was so hard to hear you and they lost interest. Change the tone and volume throughout your lesson to keep the students engaged *suggestion* - If you're doing a fill-in-the-blank-while-you're-reading activity, read slower than you normally would so you can give the slower writers a chance to be successful. A few of the students I was watching became frustrated becuase they couldn't focus on writing their answers AND listening to you reading.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students respect Ms. Nesmith and want to please her while in class. She does a great job at reinforcing our Trojan Gold expectations. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Good job on classroom management, use as little " don't want playground time" as possible.  This comes with experience.  Overall, very good. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure your voice level is a little louder so all students can hear you clearly. At one point during the whole group venn diagram activity, several students were out of their seat and at the board, pause and redirect students back to their seats. Try taking a link from the chart on the board, or using "Give Me 5" to gain their attention.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton maintains professionalism in appearance and actions.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You have created a good bond with my students during your experience in my classroom. I know being nervous hindered your ability to keep students engaed and on task througout the entire lesson. Believe in yourself, block 1 is a learning experience.  With each lesson you will get more comfortable. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Miss Norwood always does an exceptional job attending to all areas of the classroom. She has a great tone with the children. They know that she expects their best, but she also shows love.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You did make sure that you moved the entire time. You have worked hard to make sure to incorporate the classroom behavior system. Next time make it a little more tricky for the students to gain points. Use it to address positive behavior rather than correct answers.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great classroom management! Good job encouraging students to participate.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You have a great relationship with the students, they really respect you.  You make an effort to call on a variety of students during a lesson. You make sure to walk around the room while they are working, this is a great way to check to see if each student is understanding the content. Next time make sure to have a signal for the whole class when the whole group needs redirecting. Great job!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She did work on getting all of the student's attention.  This will improve the longer she is in the classroom.  My students were difficult that day - even with me.  She has a soft voice but that is fine as long as she waits until she has everyones attention.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda is a natural, and has a wonderful way with children.  Her teacher voice is wonderful and she always involves learners throughout the lesson.  

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Project your voice more. It was hard to hear you in the back.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms Partlow keeps students' attention using various attention grabbers.They respond well to her instructions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige handles classroom disruptions and addresses any off task behaviors.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex does a great job introducing some new vocabulary to the students while mostly speaking on their level. He is very professional in his delivery, making it a very safe environment for all learners. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has done a great job with the students and is now able to handle the classroom without any intervention from me.  She redirects students, makes decisions based on behavior and gives consequences when needed.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Corrected spelling on the board and recognized mistakes. -Began to redirect by saying, "All eyes on me." Be sure to wait until they are looking at you before you give the next directions. -You walked around the room when the students were writing.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Great job redirecting students who weren't on task.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Great job circulating the room and monitoring/assisting groups. *You addressed off task behaviors immediately before they became a bigger problem.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		I spoke with Brianna about finding her teacher voice. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Explain behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson to reduce so many students talking at once.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Your classroom management was good.  You mimiced what I did to redirect students who were off task. I liked your use of close proximity to correct behavior.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts has excellent classroom management.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has established a wonderful rapport with the students.  They respect her and she connects with them easily.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca is gaining confidence in controlling the classroom.  I would recommend speaking louder and walking around the classroom more to be aware and attentive to all areas of the classroom.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Ms. Beaird was postive with any redirection of students that were off taask during the lesson. She was attentive to all students by teaching from different areas of the classroom to ensure all students remained on task and were participating in the lesson being taught. If a student made a mistake she did a good job to encourage them to ask questions for help and then to continue to try their best to master the standard being taught. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph was appeared to be very confident in front of the classroom.  I know my presence made a difference in the students' behaviors, but she was able to take control of the class without my having to step in and redirect.  She was able to maintain control of the classroom and had all students on task and listening to the lesson that was being delivered. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudoph's lesson on emotions was grade level appropriate.  The activities were enjoyed by the students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		You reminded the kids to respect their classmates. The kids were actively engaged and enjoyed the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! You appear very natural in front of the classroom and walking around helping students.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal did a good job with classroom management.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Make sure when you are teaching centers, you are aware what other groups are doing.  High group were playing during vocabulary center.  During small group, PZ was playing with hairbands and JN was playing with pens in cup on the teacher's desk.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		When asked to read, 4 girls were talking to each other.  When asking for response, boys were playing with desks.  You quickly corrected attention using "Pirates."  AL was working on ELA sheet during reading block up until the last 2 minutes. 

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Had students give her 5 in order to insure that all students were listening to the directions.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith announciates and is clear in her verbal and written language. She is careful to write content so children can see. She repeats herself to make sure all heard.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and courteous with staff and students. Students really enjoy being in class with him. He has got to know all students by name and knows their abilities.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson on comparing and contrasting stories!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great job on this lesson with classroom management.  Majority of the time, students were on task and doing what was asked.  You did a great job walking throughout the room helping students with questions they had.  One note:  always make sure that every student is working and understands the task.  One student in the front wasn't working like he should have been.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		If students are off task, make them move a stick from the behavior plan from the classroom. Make sure to set your expectations and do not be scared have a consequence to students who chose to not behave accordingly. If students aren't engaged, bring them back into the lesson by reinforcing good behaviors or asking them questions about learning. Having the students leave in groups from the rug was a great transition. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart does a wonderful job of keeping the students entertained, while at the same time, having very effective classroom management and provides redirection for the students who need it. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Overall, great classroom management. Redirect those students who might not be on task. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good job of redirecting off task behavior. Moving their card and calling their name.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah feels comfortable in my classroom and works well with the students. I recommended she make sure to have all students' attention before moving on to the next point of the lesson. She responded to my request and made sure all students were focused when needed from that point on.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		very professional, competent

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		She is good about correcting behaviors.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The students know what is expected. Kaitlyn moved around the room while they worked and encouraged their learning. She dealt with off task behaviors immediatly. Students were redirected as needed. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great review lesson on context clues.  Students loved participating in the stations.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		You are very postive when you interact with students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		From the start, Brittany has  had  great classroom management and is able to give appropriate redirection when needed.   Great job with the lesson! You had great control over the classsroom and handled disruptions well.  You moved clips and gave positive praise and hole punches with behavior card.  Ideas to improve lesson:   Maybe answer a couple of scout cards at first for guided instruction.   Remember I do, We do, and you do to help guide students to independent instruction.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Suggestion for next time:  I like to play scoot with the class when I play the game.  The students love it when you play with them.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is well on her way to becoming a great teacher!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Classroom management was used appropriately.  Students stayed well engaged in the lesson.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She maintained a positive learning environment for all the students in the classroom. She redirects students in a positive manner and they respond back to her positively. Natalie is very professional in the classroom.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Miss Turner did a nice job of presenting her lesson.  The video and power point were well done. The students enjoyed the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Remember that lessons shouild be kept short for the younger ones.  Sometimes longer lessons with more content should be broken up into segments where movement activities are involved as transitions.  Their attention span(s) are not very long. at all.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Maintains professionalism throughout the day.  During lesson tone of voice is good, excitement for lesson and when students understand.  Doing a good job developing "teacher voice" when attention is needed from students.  Used academic vocabualry during lesson to model for students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad has been doing a great job in the area of classroom management.  She has gotten firm with the students when needed but is still very nurturing with the children.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You shine in this area!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job moving around the room as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		I am impressed with the level and thought put into the lesson plan.  Keep up the good work. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Make sure to watch ALL areas of the classroom and watch the students especially towards the end of the lesson. *Loved the positive reinforcement! *Great tone/voice with the students! 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Classroom management is an area of weakness. Ideas were shared for getting and keeping control of the class.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		When the students worked independently you circulated the room to help clear up any misconceptions about the task or standard. When the students were losing focus, you brought them back together by clapping and that helped them to stay on task. You could also try using some class calls or playing a game of "teacher vs. student" to help students stay on task.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You are very calm and supportive of the students!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		My one big complaint is a lack of confidence. You are going to make a fabulous teacher if you allow yourself to do it. You have the knowledge and understanding of teacher - now let the students see this by taking charge of the class and entertaining the students. Remember, they will watch your enthusiasm. If you don't have any, neither will they.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to keep the lesson going. You have to entertain students and make them want to stay focused. You can do this by changing your motions, tone of voice and classroom activities.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey does a great job managing the students. They respect her because she respects them.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Awesome job circulating the room and keeping students on task. Don't be afraid to speak directly to the students who are off task. They will respond well. Great lesson and over all presence in the classroom. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary is very patient with the students and will redirect behavior when it needs to be addressed but does so in an appropriate manner.  The kids respect Zachary.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locati

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Great job with the students participating in the activity, maybe for next time show students a specific cheer they can do while cheering on their teammates. Positive reinforcement (especially at this age) is a great way to keeps students motivated and on task; great job giving Dojo points for positive behavior. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area in which I have seen tremendous growth in Ms. Williams.  She is not shy and has no problem telling a student to get back on task. She expects proper hallway behavior and can now control a classroom on her own.  She expects alot and exhibits professionalism in the way she treats her students.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla is always very well spoken and professional.  She has high expectations for all students.  Kayla addressed a behavior issue during the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In terms of professionalism, Ms. Witcher displayed all the necessary and integral elements of an effective teacher candidate. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna does a fantastic job of making sure all students stay on task! She does an extremely good job with students who struggle to stay on task or have behavior problems! I cannot say enough about how well she did with several of my students who have behavior issues. Without being asked she would see a need and meet with the student to help get them focused and back on task, or meet with them to discuss what they may have done wrong and what/how they could fix the problem at hand. She will make a great teacher!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna was early each day and offered to help beyond contract hours (after 3:30pm). She was always positive, encouraging, and smiling. She performed far beyond our expectations and like that of a Block 4 student teacher. I would love for my own children to have her as their teacher in the future. Thank you for a superior attitude and a job well done, Anna. You were a pleasure to work with.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is always professional!  She gives the children many chances to be successful.  When she is teaches, she needs to move around whole room from time to time.  Some students need more teacher proximity than others.  All in all, it was a fabulous lesson!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I would have selected students for the groups at the end of the lesson to ensure success of each small group.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You interact well with the students and address off-task behavior when it occurs.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget to ask questions while they're crafting.  Make sure they're thinking and engaged the whole time!
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		Professional Growth Plan:
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		*Great job checking for understanding in between each activity & engaging the students *Using actual objects to measure makes the lesson more concrete *Students enjoyed your lesson & were very excited *Liked how you explained the meaning of about in measurement....how it's not exact & item size might differ *Next time, try recording answers as you discuss measurement of that object :) 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, a very effective lesson introduces students to the concept of equal sharing (division).

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby is on the right track to becoming a great teacher!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Overall job - Great for a Block 1 student. You are going to be a fabulous teacher one day! Thank you!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She takes initiative and is willing to help in any way. We are enjoying her so much.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Overall, David did a great job with his lesson and still needs guidance developing his lesson plans.  He listen to any suggestions and ideas for lesson plans.  The students enjoyed the lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally needs to be more involved with the students and teachers, she was very quiet and had a hard time interacting with others.  Ally would sit with the students but not communicate with the students until one of the teachers would prompt her.  When giving directions or suggestion, she would sometimes ignore or didn't follow the given directions. Ally would not ask for suggestion or permission if she wanted to do a special activity with the class or give a special treat to the class.  She would interrupt our daily routine by handing out specail treats to our students and  interfere the flow of the transition. We asked her several times to ask before giviing out treats, which we didn't mind if she asked.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have spoken with Miss A’s supervisor about the concerns I am having. She also mentioned that she was seeing them as well and would speak with her.  Miss A is not gaining the classes attention before starting a lesson and is afraid to get on to them when they are off task. Another concern is she is not reaching all learners. Instead of varying her activities to include several forms of assessment, there was none.  

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		I am unsure what the meaning of  Professional Growth Plan means at this time of his practicum.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Overall, Casey did a great job on her first independant lesson. Great opening and the flow of the lesson was pretty good. The students loved the activity and did really well. Main advice was to make sure to plan extension activities and to go over the directions throughout the lesson so that the students fully understand what is expected and helps to keep the students on task. Also, dont forget the closing-make sure to ask questions about what the students just did, this will also help to see if they understood the concept. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber is a highly qualified Block 1 student teacher. She is extremely organized, shows initiative, and never needed to be told what to do to help in the classroom. I was out for a couple of days during her student teaching and she did have the opportunity to teach the whole day to help the substitute and she did a fabulous job. She will be a great teacher. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber was a fabulous Block 1 student teacher. She was very professional, organized and  energetic.  Amber will make an awesome teacher in the future!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I thought this was a good lesson, especially for your first time teaching fifth grade. You have a GREAT presence in the classroom! You connect with the students and want to get to know them, but understand the importance of discipline as well. I truly appreciate your willingness to always help and the positive attitude you bring each day. Thank you for being a hard worker!!! :)

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		We have enjoyed having you in our class! I wish you the best in your teaching career, you are going to be a great teacher!!!!

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory has the potential to make a good teacher.  She lacks confidence and needs a strong, helpful supervising teacher during Block 2 to help her progress.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, this lesson went very well and improved as the day progressed. Students were engaged in learning throughout the day within each station and during whole group time.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great lesson!  You are doing a wonderful job in the classroom!  Keep up the good work. 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie's lesson was great. The students were actively involved thorughout the lesson. She made sure she gave me a copy of her lesson plan ahead of time. After her lesson, she wanted to know if there was anything that she needed to change. Great job!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears will be a wonderful teacher one day. She is an asset to any classroom where she works. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, your lesson was exceptional. The student engagement and excitement was the best that I have seen with this group of students. You responded to disruptions and inattentiveness quickly and appropriately. It is obvious that the students feel respected and loved during your lesson. They also had the trust that allowed them to take risks with their learning. Your two goals for this lesson which were getting all student's attention before giving instruction and giving clear directions were excellently achieved in this lesson. For your next lesson, add more higher order questioning and differentiation for struggling students.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always do fantastic when working with students.  You have a natural ability to think on your feet, adapt to unexpected interruptions, and assess student learning so that you can make adjustments to your instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Overall lesson was very good and effective.  

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Overall I thought that Cara did a great job on her first independant lesson. Loved the opening to her lesson with the engaging video and the enlarged activity preview. Really got the students involved as well. Told Cara to remember to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep students on task and refresh what they are suppose to be doing.  

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job teaching the Branches of Government lesson!! I love the question at the end of the lesson "Would you have created 3 branches?" and love some of the students' responses!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job on this lesson! Your enthusiasm about the topic encouraged the students to actively engage in the lesson.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Ms. Bryan doesn't seem to be invested in teaching. She would do what was asked of her and did the plans, accumulated the materials and taught the lesson. But the enthusiasm is lacking.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		The students really enjoyed this lesson! I thought you did a good job explaining active and non-active activities. The kids really enjoyed the energizer at the beginning of the lesson. You had a great variety of active activities I wouldn't have thought of myself. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton always is the first to volunteer to help with duties not only in the classroom, but also duties that affect the school. She helps subs in the building, helps clean and set up for school wide parties, works with small groups that need extra support from her class and other classes. She also rides the bus to help monitor student behavior. She goes above and beyond her duties on a daily basis. She takes initiative all day/every day. She is a huge asset to both our classroom and to our school

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Butler demonstrates poise and confidence with the students.  She seems to have strong observational skills and adjusts her instruction and expectations in a natural way.  The students responded positively to her leading of the lesson and remained engaged.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		none

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		As I have told you before, you are a natural. I am very impressed with you so far and I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you and I will miss you so much. You have already won the hearts of the kids in such a short time and you present a sincere joy of teaching. I hope you will be able to come back and work with me more. I would love to be a part of your incredible journey.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great start with a book that addresses the topic/lesson.  First graders' attention is easily captured with a read aloud.  Was the book an AR book?  If not, try to choose books that are AR because it will help retain their attention throughout the book if they know they will be able to earn points also.  In addition, you can choose books that review skills/concepts from other areas (Reading, ELA, etc.) to help enhance learning and make lessons cross-curricular.  "Show-me" boards were an excellent engaging activity.  I loved the "challenge" question at the end.  Centers were also an appropriate choice.  Overall, great job!

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis presented the information in a clear manner which facilitated learning  She is quick to evaluate her lesson and look for ways to make sure that all students are understanding the concept taught and how to remediate for those who are still struggling. She works well  with her students and has a positive rapport with them. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Overall, Ms. Day did a great job with the lesson on the Parts of Speech Jeopardy review. The students enjoyed the game, and they were engaged throughout. One suggestion that i have revolves around the management of the game itself. According to the lesson plan, each team was going to have a spokesperson fo reach question and teams could anser incorrect quetions for additional points. However, it seemed that only a couple of students wee answering the majority of the questions instead of making sure everyone had an opportunity to answer. It would have probably helped in assessing the knowledge of all students if they all had to write down the answers to the questions. It would have helped to make sure all students were actively participating. Depsite the technical issues with the Power Point, I think Ms. Day did a great job on this ELA lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Next time, don't forget to refer back to your standard and E.Q. You did a great job getting the studnet's attention at the beginning of the lesson, but started to loose them as the lesson progressed. This is a rough group, but you must demand their respect and attention. Also, make sure you have all of your lesson materials ready to go before the lesson. Overall, good job on your first lesson. I can't wait to see how much you grow.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Awesome lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Super Teacher

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job in her block. Sudents have been very responsive to her teaching.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Continue to work on transition time during classroom actvities.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa's first lesson was well prepared and she demonstrated undertanding of the topic. Student's were engaged and actively participating throughout lesson. Activities were rigourous and maximized student learning.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well reteaching 4.NF.3

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Overall your lesson was great. You responded well to ideas and suggestions about planning and changing your lesson to meet the needs of the learners in our class. I am excited to see how you grow and develop as an educator!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has many positive traits of a young beginning teacher. She is knowlegable and well planned and organized. The students respond very well to her, and she maintains an appropriate teacher/student relationship.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan was incredibly helpful in our classroom. She was on time, courteous, dressed professionally, and friendly to students, parents, and school staff. Her lessons were emailed on time and  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Job, Ms. Andrews! You are on your way! Continue a job well done!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, Mrs. Faulkner has done a Superb teaching my 4th grade class. She will be a great asset to any school working with children. SHe knows the curriculum and technology that will enhance her teaching performance tremendously! Good job, Mrs. Faulkner!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displays a heart for teaching and this is shown in her lessons.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students really enjoyed the lesson on graphing. The questions you used during the formative assessment were rigorous. You walked around and provided appropriate feedback. Great Work! 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Ms. Fuller has been a huge asset to our Pre-K classroom throughout her experience here. The students respond and want to perform well, which shows the positive impact that she has made on our class and my students. Ms. Fuller is going to make an excellent teacher one day!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great lesson introducing students to temporal words. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Wonderful lesson on compound words!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Ms. Garner maintained a professional attitude throughout her time with us. She had positive interactions with students and participated in activities when encouraged. Ms. Garner would benefit from showing initiative in the classroom. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I have not seen it, but she may have one.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You are doing a great job in the classroom. I really enjoyed watching your lessons. You did a great job self-correcting throughout the day. You also accepted and implemented suggestions I gave you throughout the day.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant is a very caring person who has developed a relationship with all of the students in her class (and other classes). She works well with students one-to-one or with a large group. All of the students recognize her caring ways. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with the lesson overall. 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Great job using the frameworks cumulative assessment with the class!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great first lesson. Good start to an Opinion writing. I'd suggest letting the students come up with the example at the beginning, and ask for more student input. ex: instead of using the Chic-Fil-A example- let them come up with one, or even the ideas, After students have completed the graphic organizer, they needed smething to do to stay busy, such as read and AR book, or work on unfinished work.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby is phenomenal in her planning and delivery of lessons. She is well organized and the students love it when she teaches. She has a high level of rogor in her lessons as well as differentiation for the lower and struggling students. Her lessons are engaging and the activities are fun for the students. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Great lesson!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby presented a well planned and engaging lesson on the introduction of money and use of word problems using money.  She monitored throughout the lesson and kept students on task.  She was very professional and works very well with the students.

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I have loved having you in my classroom and wish you could stay with me forever. I love your excitement for teaching and your love for children. You are going to be an incredible teacher and I cannot wait to hear about all the wonderful things you end up doing in your blocks. You are a very hard worker and so easy going. I appreciate you always helping me and just jumping in and helping. You  really made my job much easier the four weeks you were with me. I am going to really miss you. I wish you the best of luck as you move through your blocks and I hope you learn to love teaching even more than you do right now. You are going to grow so much over the next 3 blocks! The children in my classroom are so sad you are leaving and they love how fun you made learning. You were always so encouraging and positive with them and that meant so much to me and them. You really have a love for teaching and it just shines when you are working with the students. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students enjoyed the lesson on area. Designing the robots allowed for creativity which is often missing from math lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		B Jones Observation 1/30/17
Earth Science LessonGreat lesson. Very engaging. This lesson was well thought out and organized. You did a great job facilitating learning. 
Opener: Chocolate Plate Boundary
Stations: WebQuest and Book Walk

Glow:
Instructs students to use hand sanitizer.
Set expectations for the activity.
Plate Boundaries anchor chart was detailed and great visual for students.
Use of timer to manage time. Good practice to display it on the board for students. Grow:
Address student behavior more directly. When many are off task, gain the attention of the whole class and set expectations before moving on.
Provide students with written and oral directions for what to do so that they can refer back to it throughout the lesson.

Closure Feedback:
DI Idea- Supply pictures of the features, link titles to a slide that elaborates on how the features are constructive, destructive, or both.
The class discussion over the table of surface features was good but not all students were engaged.
How can you make sure students are gaining knowledge from what their peers are saying.
How can you get all students engaged in the lesson closure?
How can you assess what individual students gained from the lesson?
Good job revisiting the EQ’s of the lesson to summarize the activity.

Notes:
Make sure lesson plans are complete with all materials and resources that would be used supplied with the lesson plan.
Support students reading goals by having them take an AR test over the books they read in the book walk.Be sure to review content prior to the lesson. Floods, faults, volcanoes, earthquakes,

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones had a very organized, engaging lesson. The children enjoyed creating "a backbone"  and learning about vertebrates.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Great job reading story and using different voices.  I liked how you had  the activity already on the student's desks.  

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		I enjoyed The Dark by Lemony Snicket and have added it to our classroom library, thank you!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce will be an asset to the teaching field. She has a wonderful presence and makes the children feel loved and cared for. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney shows tremendous potential as a teacher. She has wonderful relationships with students and parents. She is very curious about different aspects of being a teacher and asked lots of questions about phonemic awareness, phonics, guided reading and guided math. She came in the classroom each day with an eagerness to be here. Although she is just in Block 1, I can see Courtney becoming an excellent teacher as she moves toward her degree. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a wonderful job with every part of this lesson. She did a FANTASTIC job activating students&#39; prior knowledge, engaging every student, and holding them all to high expectations in every area of the classroom.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You did a remarkable job with your lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a wonderful job managing the classroom, and led a very fun and interactive quotation marks lesson!
I enjoyed watching her teach!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I noticed an immediate ability to engage children. You picked up quickly on the routine of the classroom. You were always positive and helpful. You were born to teach.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Overall Savannah did a great job with her, lesson, plans, and teaching the students. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna was on time to each class segment. She utilized her time wisely and was interacting with childrem throughout the day. She assisted in morning powertime small groups, center small groups, AR testing, and one on one sight word cards weekly. She improved on all her #2 scores on her next evaluation. Transitions were much more smooth.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great teaching potential!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well-planned lesson! 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne, I really enjoyed watching you with the kids. They are definitely a difficult class, but you didn't let them get to you at all! Great job!

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith is an asset to our classroom. She is a very hard worker and take suggestions easily. Her lessons are always engaging and informative! She's a valuable part of my classroom! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great job! She has such a positive attitude that it rubs off on the students!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I see no reason for a plan at the moment.  She is only in Block 1.  As long as she continues to work on improving (all teachers have room to improve -  even me), she will do great.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of teaching her lesson, and the children benefited much from it.  I especially enjoyed the use of the puppet and the adorable song.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Great lesson! :)

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige always designs engaging and hands-on lessons that addresses all student needs. Her poetry lesson was very challenging as well as fun for the students.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is AWESOME!

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily started the lesson with a game which engaged the students quickly.   She linked prior knowledge of animal groups and mammals when introducing the Scholastic News therefore making the activity interesting to the students.  We have discussed asking higher order questioning and she incorporated this very effectively into her lesson.  She maintained the students interest the entire time and they enjoyed the lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Great lesson.  Here are a few suggestions for the next one: Explain your behavior expectations before the lesson:  sit up straight, feet on the floor, raise hand to speak Give directions before passing out materials.  Many students are distracted by this and miss directions. Advanced learners could independently answer the last question instead of doing it whole group.  I suggest having a student leader from each group to present information and allow student-led discussion.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Overall, her lesson was very organized. The students were actively engaged and enjoyed the activities she planned.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was well planned and engaging for the students.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts is an outstanding teacher.  I would love for my child to be in her classroom.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Miss Rustin has been a joy to share my classroom with! Good job on your shape lesson today!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		N/A

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Continue to work on your time management.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis is direct and to the point with the children and I really enjoyed her lesson about the Presidents of the Civil War. She used technology and a notetaking interactive notebook in her lesson. The only thing I can think of for Alexis to work on for the next lesson is directing students to write subject matter in notebook in more "kid friendly" termmonology and not let the kids "take over" her lesson by blurting out. Overall, the lesson was great and Alexis is a wonderful student teacher.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great lesson!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I am so proud of Ms. Stewart. She has grown so much! She started out as a great student teacher. She is now a true teacher and ready for a classroom of her own! 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great job for your first taught lesson! The children were a little "off" today because of Picture Day, but you did a good job keeping them on task.  FYI: anything that is out of the norm (picture day, assemblies, etc.) will throw the day off. You did great keeping the children on track. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great Scienct Lesson! Your PowerPoint was very good. The kiddos were engaged during the lesson and PowerPoint. You did a wonderful job teaching the parts of a flower and then letting the kids create their own flower. You did an excellent job expalining each step of the flower activity and allowing the kids time to create the flower. I aslo liked the way you questioned the kiddos as they glued each part to their plant. You are developing into a wonderful teacher. You are very paitient with the kids and they love you so much!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You did an overall good job.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Ms. Taylor did a wonderful job engaging the sudents in her lesson.  She checked for understanding and involved students in giving directions for activity.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ms. Temples is a blessing to have this year and she is doing wonderfully! The kids love her and respond to her well and she takes lots of time preparing her lessons for the students. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Miss Thompson taught a great language review game with skills that were tough for the students.  She did a wonderful job with transitions and keeping the students engaged.   I always enjoy her exit tickets because they are differentiated to meet the needs of all the students in the classroom.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is  such an asset to our classroom!  We are so lucky to have her with us this semester!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She did an excellent job with this lesson and the students enjoyed it.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad is doing a really good job in class with the students. She has gained student trust and respect.  During lesson planning dicussions, Ms. Ulstad is very receptive to ideas and working out her plans to ensure that it flows with what is going on in the days prior to lesson.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job clipping down students who were off task.  
If you have a command for them to follow, teach them how it works so that you can use it effectively throughout your lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Your lesson was engaging and you helped students understand how to support their ideas on the theme with text evidence. Adding the writing connection really helped to bring it all together.

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Great job on multiplying fractions! Its a hard topic and you did well!

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey has grown over the months. She will make an awesome addition to the eduation community. The students respect and love her. She knows the grade level content. Whatever she doesn't know, she takes the time to go research and find it. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locating Georgia regions.
Students were engaged in the lesson and activity!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Appropriate engaging activity! Students enjoyed and were able to share factual information from the activity.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		The students loved acting out the idiom!  Very engaging!

		Responses (n): 		112

		Response Rate: 		23.58%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		jennifer Gay

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kirstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thomspn

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah WIlliamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		tracie gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhdoes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Marttin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wiilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		390

		Response Rate: 		82.11%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/16/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/20/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/13/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/06/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		12/02/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/19/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/27/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/02/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/21/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/27/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/16/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		12/07/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		03/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		09/21/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		05/08/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/26/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2106

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/31/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		01/13/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/14/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/21/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/07/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		10/12/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/06/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/14/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		11/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/16/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/09/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		03/01/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		12/08/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/28/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/08/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/03/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		12/02/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/20/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/03/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		04/19/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/04/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/20/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/24/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/12/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/21/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/27/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		12/08/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/24/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/17/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/29/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/29/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/17/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		10/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/07/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/01/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/21/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		393

		Response Rate: 		82.74%





FE Lesson Obs Form 1 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		3		0.63%		96		20.21%		277		58.32%		92		19.37%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.98		0.65

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		3		0.63%		103		21.68%		283		59.58%		79		16.63%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.94		0.64

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.42%		82		17.26%		282		59.37%		100		21.05%		0		0%		9		1.89%		475		3.03		0.64

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		92		19.37%		275		57.89%		100		21.05%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		5		1.05%		181		38.11%		219		46.11%		58		12.21%		7		1.47%		5		1.05%		475		2.71		0.69

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.63%		166		34.95%		213		44.84%		54		11.37%		34		7.16%		5		1.05%		475		2.73		0.68

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		2		0.42%		78		16.42%		305		64.21%		82		17.26%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3		0.6

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		295		62.11%		104		21.89%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.07		0.62

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.21%		67		14.11%		301		63.37%		91		19.16%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		3.05		0.59

		Effective transitions between activities 		2		0.42%		121		25.47%		265		55.79%		61		12.84%		17		3.58%		9		1.89%		475		2.86		0.63

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		4		0.84%		116		24.42%		265		55.79%		73		15.37%		10		2.11%		7		1.47%		475		2.89		0.66

		Total/Percentage		28		0.54%		1167		22.33%		2980		57.03%		894		17.11%		85		1.63%		71		1.36%		5225				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		1		0.21%		102		21.47%		278		58.53%		79		16.63%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		2.95		0.63

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		2		0.42%		73		15.37%		188		39.58%		54		11.37%		147		30.95%		11		2.32%		475		2.93		0.65

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.21%		63		13.26%		123		25.89%		25		5.26%		250		52.63%		13		2.74%		475		2.81		0.63

		Total/Percentage		4		0.28%		238		16.7%		589		41.33%		158		11.09%		406		28.49%		30		2.11%		1425				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		12		3.51%

		No		330		96.49%
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Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 3 0.63% 96 20.21% 277 58.32% 92 19.37% 1 0.21% 6 1.26% 475 2.98 0.65
Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free 3 0.63% 103 21.68% 283 59.58% 79 16.63% 1 0.21% 6 1.26% 475 2.94 0.64
Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation 2 0.42% 82 17.26% 282 59.37% 100 21.05% 0 0% 9 1.89% 475 3.03 0.64
Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- 
Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 0 0% 92 19.37% 275 57.89% 100 21.05% 2 0.42% 6 1.26% 475 3.02 0.64
Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- 
Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating 5 1.05% 181 38.11% 219 46.11% 58 12.21% 7 1.47% 5 1.05% 475 2.71 0.69
Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- 
Problem-solving  3 0.63% 166 34.95% 213 44.84% 54 11.37% 34 7.16% 5 1.05% 475 2.73 0.68
Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 2 0.42% 78 16.42% 305 64.21% 82 17.26% 2 0.42% 6 1.26% 475 3 0.6
Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 3 0.63% 65 13.68% 295 62.11% 104 21.89% 2 0.42% 6 1.26% 475 3.07 0.62
Lesson has guided practice and independent practice 1 0.21% 67 14.11% 301 63.37% 91 19.16% 9 1.89% 6 1.26% 475 3.05 0.59
Effective transitions between activities 2 0.42% 121 25.47% 265 55.79% 61 12.84% 17 3.58% 9 1.89% 475 2.86 0.63
Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance 4 0.84% 116 24.42% 265 55.79% 73 15.37% 10 2.11% 7 1.47% 475 2.89 0.66
Total/Percentage 28 0.54% 1167 22.33% 2980 57.03% 894 17.11% 85 1.63% 71 1.36% 5225


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:49 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		1

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna-Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		cara Brooks

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumbley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Britttney Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessicar Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan  Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriella Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Alyssa Graham

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret (Alissa) Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Rebekah Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taiylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Taylor Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Jarrell, Ashleigh

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Keirce 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Myers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alexander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Daniel Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie Simmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna "Alex" Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Romero

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		A

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jens Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Lauren Veal

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Rya Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Horton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Chelsea Zambujo

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CHELSEA ZAMBUJO

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		472

		Response Rate: 		99.37%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/13/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/19/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/11/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		02/06/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/13/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		02/27/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		12/02/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/16/2017

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		02/01/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		11/17/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		12/09/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/12/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		03/07/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/11/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/27/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/15/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/23/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/20/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/08/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		12/09/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/08/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/28/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/21/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/27/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/16

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/15/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		11/03/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/08/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/15/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		09/23/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		01/31/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		03/07/2017

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/23/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/13/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/07/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/12/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/18/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/02/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		02/23/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/11/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		03/02/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/26/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/17

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/09/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/05/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		11/08/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/27/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/28/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/09/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		03/02/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/20/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/13/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/19/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		11/17/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/27/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/27/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/16/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/01/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/22/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/06/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/05/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/17/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/15/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		01/31/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/01/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/09/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/13/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/01/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/27/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/23/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/27/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/08/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		03/06/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/30/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/06/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		09/29/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/27/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		08/25/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/01/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/05/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/15/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		11/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		09/28/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		08/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		08/22/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/10/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/23/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/27/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/21/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		09/21/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/05/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/08/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/17/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/19/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/06/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		11/17/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/06/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		09/09/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		02/15/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		467

		Response Rate: 		98.32%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elemen

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		H.A. Jones Elementary

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		University of West Georgia 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elemtnary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		CES

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary School

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary School

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elem.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Coweta Charter Academy at Senoia

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill Elementary

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		University of West Ga 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary School

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sandhill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand HIll Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem. School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		 Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		University of West Ga 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elem.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill ELementary

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG Pre-K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg ES

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elem

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill Elementary

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary School

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elementary School

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Bright Star Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHE

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg E. S. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		RES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia SPrings Elementary

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		CES

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Ville Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRE

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary School

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		NDES

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		CES

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand Hill Elementary

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LIthia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LITHIA SPRINGS ELEMENTRAY

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG Pre-K

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary School

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		COWETA CHARTER ACADEMY

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		1st

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Kindergarten

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Second

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1st

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Pre-K

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		1st

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pre-K

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		K

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		1st.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		K

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1st

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		PreK

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Kindergarten

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		First

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Kindergarten

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pre-K

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		1

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3rd

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		K

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		First

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kindergarten

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		1st

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Kindergarten

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		1

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		K

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st grade

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1st

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		PreK

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		1

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kindergarten 

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre-K

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Second Grade

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Pre K

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		First

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Kindergarten

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		First

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Kindergarten

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kindergarten

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		second grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Fifth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Grade 4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Kindergarten

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Kindergarten

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		kindergarten

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		1st

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kindergarten

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		First

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		K

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4th

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1st

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Math - The Doorbell Rang

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Second

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1st

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Kindergarten

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Pre-K

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garner		Kara		917494141		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kindergarten 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2nd

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Pre- K  

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th 

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Kindergarten

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		First

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kindergarten

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Kindergarten

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		kindergarten

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		fourth

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		First

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Pre-K

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1st grade

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		PreK

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2nd grade

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Pre-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1st

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Kindergarten 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1st 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Second

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		First

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kdg

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Prek

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kindergarten

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		First

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1st

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		pre-k

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		kindergarten

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2nd

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kindergarten

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		first

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Kindergarten

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd grade

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		first

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		third

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Fourth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Third

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st Grade

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		k

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		First 

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		PK

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2nd

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kindergarten

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		First

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		PK

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		First

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Kindergarten

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade Math

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		First Grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		K

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2`

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kindergarten

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2nd

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kindergarten

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		PreK

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		1

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First Grade

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Kindergarten

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Third

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		First

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Kindergarten

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade ELA (Coordinating Conjunctions)

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2nd 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Kindergarten

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5th

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3rd 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Pre-K

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1st grade

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		PreK

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3rd

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1st

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3rd

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		First 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Kindergarten

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		kindergarten

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		PK

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		1

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2nd

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Pre k

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		1

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Pre-K

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		1

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		1st

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kindergarten

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2ND 

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Kindergarten

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Debra Muse

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Rebecca Barrett

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena Cox

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Kim Cargal

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby ( in place of S. Thompson) 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Jennifer Gay

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mimi Stephens

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Craig Long

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kim Cargal

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Jessica Kemp

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		KIrstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thompson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Sharon Johnson

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Rikki Chandler

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Amy Muse

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		JIll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Heather McCain

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson/Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Jana Snow 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Johnnie Samples 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Amy Muse

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Erin Gladden

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Tracie Gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr 

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stephanie Langford

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhodes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		teresa Metzger

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Rebecca Key

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna  Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kimberly R. Moen

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Brownikng

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Mabry Blevins

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Nina Adair

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Amy Sneddon

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Holmes

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea Hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jennifer Gilliland

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Amy Sneddon

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Nicki McGovern

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Anay Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mrs. Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		 Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Mrs. Tracie Gossett

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jen Scruggs

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Debra Sheats

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Debbie Rambo

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lisa Weaver

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Samiha Alexander

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Teresa Metzger

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa  Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Darlene Beam

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy DiVinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		3		3		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Lesson plan was very organized and well-prepared!  Very impressive!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I loved the Caps for Sale to introduce Plural Nouns.  The students were able to recognize that we add s to make the words plural with the use of the tree map.  You stated the rules for playing the 2 corners game.   You used higher order thinking by having students justify their choices.   The students enjoyed playing the game and you reinforced good behavior by having students sit down when they did not follow the rules.    You also gave them a chance to come back in and play correctly.   Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers did research and found math literature to accompany an introductory lesson on division.  She also found a student participation booklet that students were able to do as the book was read.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standards and EQ's were posted and shared with the class. Make sure they are addressed throughout the lesson so students are clear on what they are suppose to be learning. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Exceptional lesson plan- This is the best Block 1 lesson plan that I have ever seen with these students. Remember to ask essential questions and choose some vocabulary to discuss from the book.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Great job explaining, the sometimes complicated standards, in terms the students can understand.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		We discussed the lesson thouroughly.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Fine Art Lesson - Billy Goat Gruff  Students was introduced to guided drama play. * more clarification for students to understand the characters of the play and the narrator 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Safety Lesson: Identify safety signs - hazard sign, emergency sign, chemical waste sign, railroad sign, exit sign

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Lesson plan is very vague. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		No standards were posted, but it was a Health lesson and no standards are applicable.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Lesson Plan was very organized and easy to follow. *Gave advice to have an extension activity planned for the students that finish early.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass did a good job of explaining to students the progression the lessons would follow this week.  Students were introduced to the concept of comparing and contrasting during this lesson. She let the students know how they would use this skill for our first grade standard of comparing characters and events in stories during the week.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Lesson plan was organized and prepared within the approriate time frame! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The students are learning about how to write explanatory text. The standards are aligned to this lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		We do not post standards in Pre-k.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Due to PLTW STEM program, Mrs. Williams was not required to create an individual lesson plan, but implemented the plan as outlined in the module.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job planning this lesson and focusing on specific standars and learning goals.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		What a fun learning experience for the kids! 
You did tell the students what the standards/learning goals were for this lesson, you just didn't post them.  However, they were already familiar with the standards as we cut and pasted them in math rotations this week.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Students were reviewing adaptations in general, but the lesson needed to be focused on specific adaptations for the GA habitat. 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Well organized Lesson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie provided me with a copy of her lesson plans. The standards and goals were clearly articulated. Her lesson plan was organized and easy to follow.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears has done a great job planning and designing her lessons. She takes into consideration the student personalities and needs as well as the standards.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was planned very well.  You used the learning data for individual students to plan your instruction.  Your plan met the needs of all students.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your plans are clear, logical, and sequential. Content mastery, pacing, and transitions were planned effectively. Your lesson was aligned with state and local curricula and standards. It included real-world experiences. You used best practice based on current research.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan was well written. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Lesson plans very organized and have a nice flow. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Before beginning the lesson it would be beneficial to post the standards that will be covered in the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The lesson standard was appropriately addressed but it wasn't stated are articulated throughout the lesson. Maybe you should have started by asking a few open ended quesitons prior to giving the pre-test.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline takes this portion of the lesson very seriously. She always has her plans b=prepared before the due date and is willing to take any suggestion that would enhance the lesson. I am impressed with her work ethic and initiative with regard to lesson planning.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Goals and standards were stated but not written. It was quickly stated and not reinforced.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standards were listed  on Anchor chart. Goals were given.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda taught the science lesson to three classes. After the first class, she realized that a small change would enhance the flow of her lesson. On the second and third classes, Amanda had the children complete questions 1 and 2 on their lab sheet prior to putting their textbook away. This definitely helped the lesson flow in a more natural way.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students are 4-5 years of age.  The standards are posted but explanation with visuals and materials is more developmentally appropriate.   Ms. Butler showed the students the book and explained they were to look and listen to find the main character while she read.  

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She asked many questions before preparing the lesson. She made sure it was a natural progression of material that had already been introduces. Her lesson was highly engaging and tactile.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher verified the standard and explained goals of lesson well.  Teacher expected students to answer question at end of lesson showing their learning.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Increasing knowledge about FDR through nonfiction text and incorporating reading skills.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher introduced the standa and essential question. The teacher ask students about prior knowledge! - Disagree or agree with Native Americans and westward expansion. The teacher gave students opportunity to answer questions. The teacher used a powerpoint to review prior knowledge of what Westward Expansion. The teacher involved the students with reading the powerpoint to help keep them engaged! 
 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor uses the standards to plan her lessons, and also uses them throughout her lesson. She has the students review the I Can statements that we use in the classroom that state the learning goals. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Georgia Standards posted and introduced to students. In addition to standards, Ashley also brings student attention to the Georgia Achievement Level Descriptor statements (ALDS) for each concept.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had a well, thought out lesson.  I liked the powerpoint you created and how you incorporated your standards and I can statements in the slideshow.  It was also great to have a visual of the mayor, governor, and president along with their jobs and responsibilities.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Your lesson plans are very age appropriate and well written.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica is more than willing to put forth the extra effort.  She isn't afraid to ask questions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lots of planning went into lesson Powerpoint, Tree Map, Match Activity 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job mapping out all the details of the lesson and following the classroom guided math model in use. 

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis' lesson was very effectively organized and well prepared. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Don't forget to refer back to the standard and essential question throughout your leson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Scripted lesson opener with clear goals stated

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney is always prepared with her lessons and is very knowledgeable of the standards she is teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standards were clearly stated on the board. They were written so that students were able to understand. The essential question was clearly stated and discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was going over Grammar Bites.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Great planning! Materials prepared and ready.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She followed the Signs for Sounds Intervention Program correctly and assessed for knowledge. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your key questions require critical thinking. That is excellent.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Make sure you state the learning goals for the lesson.  It will help remind you what you are teaching and will give the students a little bit of information prior to teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards were posted

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and the students knew the expectations of the lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She used I can statements- perfect! Review Parts of Speech with Brain Pop, Sort list, group worksheets, individual assessments with choice of which words to use.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a wonderful job planning for her lesson over Map Skills. She used the class pacing guide and decided what she wanted to teach. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Nice job on lesson plan and having it to me in enough time for us both to look over it. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organization is one of Alli's strongest characteristics.  Her clear organization helps her lesson to flow and stay on task for what she want to accomplish.  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Well planned and thought out lesson, Allie knew what she was planning to teach and all materials were ready in advance of the lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick does an excellent job of planning. Ease with articulating the standards will come with time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincer did an excellent job using technology and a video to capture student interest and to help communicate objective of lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The lesson observed today clearly aligned to the plans and to the state/district standards. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Very prepared and knowledgable of the standard being taught.  Well, prepared for the lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan! 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Lesson was very organized and planned out clearly with specific objectives and learning goals. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Dental Health is not a kindergarten standard, therefore Breanna was unable to state the standard prior to starting the lesson. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your lesson plan was very well written and organized. All of the material appropriately addressed the standards we are learning.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan lesson plan and  materials were organized and ready for her group. Megan had a beginning and middle point and ending . Megan handled behavior issues with care and  appropriate tone level. Megan I discussed other ways she could try to keep all children occupied . The children enjoyed the activity. 

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson plan was written very well! Next time, be sure to identify the learning goal and final result that you are expecting from the students.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Clear expectations were given to the students to begin the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant prepared the lesson plan and emailed it to me for review 48 hours before she taught her lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standards and learning goals were posted on powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley used the standard to guide her lesson from begining to end. She was very aware of her end goal and worked with that in mind as she planned and exacuted this lesson.  

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		The students were engaged from the on-set because Ms. Hainley used a song to activate her lesson.  The students were excited that the flipchart was interactive adn they could write on their desks to take notes as well.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She does a good job of introducing the standards and essential questions. We are going to work on breaking the standards down for the students to apply meaning. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standards were written in the lesson but were not posted for the students.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You may want to brainstorm a little or use the anchor charts in the room to help them think of other American symbols. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Great lesson which reviewed health (hand-washing) after colds and sniffles started in our classroom.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Great job listening to student responses Great idea of getting the kids to find their script...good reading skill also

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Standards and Learning Goals were not posted, there was an Essential Question observed. *Discussed with Tyler to make sure that the standard used for the lesson fits the activity...This lesson was on the Life Cycle of Butterfly and being able to retell/sequence out the steps and the standard that goes along with that was not used for the lesson. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standards were presented in a powerpoint lesson for the students.  Students read the "I can" statements which were apporpriate for the grade level.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your lesson was well planned out and executed.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		You let the students know multiple times what they were doing by talking through it, but if it is supposed to be posted, make sure to post it. Your lesson plan flowed well, but multiple times you let the students lead of it a tangent. Make sure to nip the things that will get you off track and talk about the ones that will help the lesson. 

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Tells the students what they need to know about collective nouns and irregular plural nouns but also ties back to the students' prior knowledge. Lesson plan was well planned and organized. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey, you did a great job planning out your lesson. Remember when planning a lesson there could be more than one standard that is covered in your lesson so make sure to include them all. Many standards are taught all year long and can be included within several lessons you teacher or be used multiple times. I loved how you included your standard in your power point on the first slide and explain some of the difficult vocabulary that is found in the standard to make it kid-friendly. Great job. I loved how you asked students to see if thery were familiar with the voc. before explaining it. That is a great way to check prior knowledge. You lesson plan was very well writen and detailed. I loved how you sat down with me and went over it step by step and listened to my suggestions. That is a great way to grow and become more comfortable with writing lesson plans. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nice powerpoint! EQ is clearly posted. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Lesson plans appear to be well thought out, adhere to the standards,  and are without grammatical errors.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor reviewed the standards with the students via a powerpoint presentation.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey did not state a standard prior to the lesson. Good introduction to the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The lesson plan was very detailed. Preparing the books and cutting the materials ahead of time helped to maximize classtime.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones exhibits understanding of the standards based design of a lesson.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Told students what they would be doing....might be helpful to tell how they would be doing it.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria posted standards, stated them to students and provided her typed, detailed lesson plan four days prior to teaching her lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade Social Studies Challenges of a New Nation Unit SS4H5c. EQ Why is a "separation of powers" essential to our form of government?

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce used our GELDS appropriately to design her lesson plans. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Standards were posted. The students did read them. You did not break the standard down, though, to ensure clear understanding. I do not feel that the students knew the goal of the lesson. Your lesson plan looked good.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The lesson plan was very good except the use of the word I where The teacher should be. It was a small mistake and she used 3rd person correctly in the rest of the lesson plan. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job breaking down the vocabulary of the standard, so that all students understood what the standard meant.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Students did not see standards, but teacher did state the purpose of the lesson.  I'm not sure if students knew what they were doing today until later in the lesson. 
Maybe ask students to look at the social studies learning goal board in the back of the room where standard is written, or you could write the learning goal for the day on the board. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students clearly understood the purpose of this lesson.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha did an amazing job at creating a rigorous activity for the students on her own that clearly matched the standards. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The lesson plan was very well thought out and in a logical sequece to give students the best learning experience.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya started her lesson by stating the standard and essential questions.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		The social studies standards and essential qustions are posted within the flipchart.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Amazing lesson for a Block 2 student!! It was as perfect as one could get it!!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson plan follow a logical sequence.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Standards were posted but they weren't stated and emphasized throughout the lesson. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson plans was very clear, detailed and planned out well.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's lesson was organized and well sequenced. She engages the students with use of manipulates and technology.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Clearly tell students what is expected of them in each lesson. Model and demonstrate as much as possible.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job designing a lesson that was age-appropriate for the students that she serves.  The lesson was interactive and engaging as she involved constant student feedback, technology and scaffolded and independent practice.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great introduction.  You did a great job setting your expectations

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I really enjoy listening to you speak to the kids on a one-on-one basis. You are respectful of them, but you talk to them in a manner in which they understand. :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		You can break down the standard, especially the unknown words, so they better understand what is expected of them.  For example if the standard says "idenitfy" talk about what that word means. This will come as you study the standards more, but be sure to include academic language.  For example, a compound sentence is made up of two simple sentences, or independent clauses.  Take the time to really study the standards on the front end so you know what the goal of your lesson is.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith's lessons are always given to me ahead of me and are always very detailed. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lesson well organized and presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lesson was well prepared with teacher made and bought materials. She used dental models, posters, and technology.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Miss Norton's powerpoint included the standards and learning goals that were relevent to today's lesson. Her lesson plan was organized and included modifications to meet the needs of various learners, including ELL, IEP, and gifted learners. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		The typed lesson plan was very clear, organized and detailed. I can tell you took your time while developing this lesson. It was clearly a standards based lesson plan.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The lesson progresson was great. As we are developing EQ's we will discuss higher order questions.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very well organized, detailed, and clear lesson plan. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The lesson was age appropriate and designed on 2nd grade standards.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Learning goals were clearly in view: "I can give an example of which foods are good or bad for my teeth."

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms. Partlow planned her lesson to be hands-on and engaging for the students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Ms. Percy had to teach a difficult concept regarding Protrators, measurement, and angles. She kept the students on track and checked for understandiing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were clear on what Standards were being assessed. Lesson Plan flows in a timely manner.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is reviewing with students for the GMA Narrative Writing Practice Questions and the rubric.  She is going over expectations with the students whole group and then giving them time to write independently.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Students wrote the "I can" statement in their notebooks to refer back to while they worked.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted on the board and referred to during lesson. -Plan included an activator, task, and summarizer. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I liked that you had your EQ and Standards at the beginning of your power point.  Next time, be sure to elaborate a little more on what you want the students to understand from your lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Students worked as a whole group and in small groups to complete a Jigsaw Activity *Social Studies was integrated with Reading Comprehension

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H4 Explain America's involvement in WWII:  Pearl Harbor "Today we are going to learn which event caused America to enter the war."

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson plan posted standards and was sequenced well.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was sequenced and well organized.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson Plan is very articulate and easy to follow. 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job posted and reading the lesson's standards to the students.  Her lesson was VERY organized and her supplies were ready ahead of time.  Rebecca's PowerPoint was very clear and sequential.  The Powerpoint was engaging for students and specifically taught the lesson's standard.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The standards and learning goals were posted in a place that all students could clearly see the standards and learning goals for the lesson. The standards were discussed with the students before the lesson began. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Great planning! You started the lesson by activating their knowledge about books they like to check out from the library. You then introduced the vocabulary fiction and non fiction. The children were excited to share what they knew about the vocabulary. The books you chose to read were good examples and the children enjoyed them. The fiction/ non-fiction song was a great movement activity that also taught them about the two types of literature. Perfect for my class.   They love to move!  I loved the writing activity you incorporated into it and the kids did too. The summarizer (powerpoint) was great to see who understood the two types of literature and they got better with each book that you showed them plus, they got to move again. It was a good way to see who got it! Great job!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I gave Ms. Rudolph notes about how to streamline her lesson in order to prevent some distractions that occurred during her lesson.  Overall, the lesson was well put together.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Standards and learning goals were posted.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence provided using GA Standards.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton did not post the standard for the lesson. Lesson plans were not submitted to the teacher.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton's lesson was well planed and clearly articulated to students. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith clearly stated expectations before starting her lesson.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The standards were presented orally and posted on the promethean board at the beginning of the lesson.  The beginning of the lesson also presented a picture clue of teeth to help students understand the topic of the upcoming lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned and organized his lesson according to our FOSS unit of study.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You need to tell the students the objective of the lesson. The EQ

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Maybe hang the standard next time, or I have the standard hanging in my room and you can just refer to that instead of printing it off

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		EQ was clearly presented. Lesson plans were organized well.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Lesson was started before teacher came back into the room, so I didn't see standard presented.  It was on Hannah's powerpoint though.  No EQ was posted.  Remember to have your essential question posted during your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart was well prepared and enthusiastic about this lesson. She did a wonderful job!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra did a fabulous job. Afterwards, we discussed how she felt she did and she thought that she could have differentiated better. She thought that adding visuals and perhaps a small group would have been more effective. I tend to agree.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lesson was presented in an order that flowed well. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you post your standard and clearly state what you want the students to learn.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Lesson flowed nicely. 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math-
Stated standards
 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Standard was posted and paraphrased. The learning goals were stated. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kailtyn does a great job of sending in her lesson plans in advanced.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Who was the American Hero, Mary McLeod Bethune?

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke was more than adequately prepared for her lesson with the lesson plan being stellar and the activities prepared ahead of time and ready for the kids. She had everything planned and ready so that the lesson flowed well and was fun and engaging for the kids. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Displayed on a powerpoint for Grammar Review

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Very well organized powerpoint  with I can statements, standards, and essential questions.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is prepared and knowledgeable about content.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Lesson was on fractions.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson plan was extremely organized and standards stated. The learning goals were clearly articulated to the student with expectations.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		All standards were noted on agenda board along with objectives which were clearly stated and student friendly.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was planned to meet the given standard.  Stuents could give the learning goal.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Great job on the layout of the lesson plan...nice and organized and even included the picture of what will be made by the students. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Great way to get the students listening-  " Mrs Bassett told me a secret".....   Using the money kept them listening and engaged.  The pictures for main idea were perfect.  Great time management and class managment.  Great way to extend vocabulary.  "What is an artic habitat". 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Not as prepared as he needed to be.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-Be prepared for all answers- life span, how to find pics -see notes

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Using lyrics to practice theme is a great way to engage students! I like how your essential question on not only finding the theme, but also proving it with text evidence.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Plans were well develpoed.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		The standards are usually written in a "teacher-friendly manner." It  is a good idea to present these in a more "kid-friendly" manner. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lesson plan and teaching flip chart did not contain the same materials. Teaching flip chart contained all the standards and good essential questions/learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You did well posting and understanding the standards. You were interested to know what the students have previously learned and what they were learning.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Standards and Learning goals were displayed on the promethean board and shared with the students.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Encourage students to say the EQ before the lesson begins.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson presented the lesson by first introducing the concept by actively engaging students in a table discussion about adding 10 more and ten less. Students were engaged in a dance video counting forward and backward using ten more, ten less. She explained ten more/ten less by providing manipulatives modeling for them and having them model ten more/ten less of a number. Word problems were very well taught by students drawing examples of longs and units, adding and subtracting. The lesson culminating activity went well with students finding their partners with numbers of ten more and ten less. Students were engaged and enjoyed the activity and learning process.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		I can statement to help students make sense of what they need to know. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st Grade assigned read aloud Journal response Who, what, when, where, why, and how questions

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Great explanation of why and how we are doing this/ Good ?? about characters Liked the connection to Cinderella ?? about Otis Spofford were perfect for the lesson monitored each group carefully use of timer helped maintain order Ending of the lesson related back to the importance of tracking characters 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher was teaching a writing lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response. Her essential question matched her teaching goals perfectly, and the sequence of the lesson flowed. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna turned in her typed lesson plans well in advance so we could discuss her ideas. Her lesson plans are thorough and well developed. I appreciate that she included challenges for a gifted student in our classroom.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		She clearly posted the standards, as well as addressed to the students what standards would be covered during the lesson.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee used a variety of strategies to gain the attention of the pre-k students. She was diligent in keeping up with behavior issues before they got out of hand. She was an extremely good listener when working with me because she used similar strateties that worked for my group of children. She was very well prepared for her lesson on the Five Senses. She had props and cards that she used to allow the students to be interactive with the lesson. They were given a turn choosing a card out of a bag and then placing the card under the sense that they would use with the photo on the card. The students were easily engaged in the lesson.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always posts the standard and asks the essential question before each lesson.  Her ideas are always on point and she plans appropriate activities.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		This was a math lesson for missing addends. It included an opening, guided practice, independent practice, and closing activity.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Good job touching on this! This is always tough...
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great engaging activity at the beginning of the lesson.  The students were very excited to see what was going to happen with the bags of pretzels (land) and the play money.  You were very clear with your expectations at the beginning, telling students they needed to listen closely for the activity to work.  The lesson closing was very effective.  Students discussed questions that were printed on small posters as a way to summarize what they had learned.  One suggestion:  take a few more minutes at the beginning to connect the previous lesson (day before) to what you are about to teach.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The students enjoyed building numbers with pretzels and marshmallows.   Food was a great way to get them excited about building numbers.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers prepared and presented a hands-on, engaging lesson in which students shared paper "cookies" several times.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*Using a powerpoint helps focus and guide the lesson *Good job moving away from the board and monitoring what the students were doing. *The pace of the lesson was very slow, too much time was allowed for story sharing. *There was to be note taking through out the lesson by filling in the blank, make this more clear and check to see that everyone is where they need to be.  *More specific directions were needed for the independent part of the lesson. *Overall, the lesson needs to be more focused.  Really practice the lesson before presenting it. Focus greatly on the learning goal or EQ so you can continually return to it during the lesson, and will help you focus your lesson. * Be mindful of time.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia did very well.  It was an engaging lesson that students enjoyed.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		The summarizer was very creative: during the lesson, students received different colored leaves to complete assignment. Then one student from each color shared their 'talking leaf'.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Opening: Great job writing student's responses into the web, so they can "see" exactly what they've said. Brainpop video was to the point. I suggest watching the whole video ~4 mins, because it had great examples, but stop it and ask questions Teaching: Keep in mind: Try to do 1 example of the task with students. Never assume they understand or knows what to do, after given oral directions. Try not to have more than 1 students at the promethean board. That can be very distracting to both sets of students. I love how you connected the lesson's fractional parts with Jahsya's birthday today. It shows that you listened and they are important.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You did a great job including the children within your lesson. A variety of strategies were used to present the material. The Halloween instrumental music was great to open your lesson. Good job!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan loves children and it's evident in the way she interacts with them. She has a soft voice but an encouraging tone. The students were engaged for the lesson and she did a great job.

		Atkins		David		917436457		David did a great job introducing each safety signs and how each sign had a name, for example Harry the Hazard sign.  The students were engaged while he was talking. Few suggestion for lesson: *could have asked the students to hold up their signs *redirect students if they were not listening

		Atkins		David		917436457		The visual aid for the students were props, three billy goat masks, troll mask and bridge. *One suggestion was to make the three billy goats mask different sizes - small , medium and large. *Could have used different voice tones for each characters. *Using props was great for the students, they loved it.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I would like to suggest the following for Ally's Lesson" -have a better direction of what the lesson and activity was about -include more higher-thinking questions and allow students to answer with no help -give feedback after the students answer -have a better transition from the carpet to the table

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The lesson did not have a good start to it. There was a lot of wasted time due to Miss A not having her sentences prepared ahead of time. I suggested in when she taught it again in the afternoon to have the sentences prewritten to keep the students focused on the task. 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		The lesson was engaging and hands on. The students really emjoyed it and it reinforced previous lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-very good organization of lesson -I loved the questioning during the opening of the lesson. Every child got to talk and ve a part of the lesson. -The short video was long enough to give the students good information about the heart, but not so long that they lost interest. -The game was fun and served the purpose of increasing their heart rate.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Opening was good-I liked how the video was engaging to the students and gave the students an extra opportunity for music and movement time. *Did a good job linking prior knowledge to the lesson and reviewing concepts already learned. *Differentiation: Gave advice that could either tell some of the students which color to put where proir to them starting the activity or have the sheets pre-colored for the students as PreK students cannot read yet. *Nice job on giving the students positive reinforecement. *Gave advice on having an extension activity planned for the students that finish early. *Watch transition times-Dismiss activity in sections, not as a whole group. *Closing activity needed-this helps you to see if the students understood the concept, possibly could ask questions about the activity the students just completed. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber wrote a terrific lesson plan and had very smooth transitions between whole group, guided instruction, and individual work time. She used hula hoops to teach Venn Diagrams which kept all of  the students engaged. She asked many open ended questions when students put their response in the correct spot and gave everyone a chance to participate. Some students could have benefited from a differentiated task for the individual writing postcard.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Great use of differentiation through words and descriptions of apples and oranges on the index cards.  Struggling readers received cards with words they could decode.  Higher leveled readers were given challenge words and phrases. Higher order thinking skills were used as she gave additional words such as "appearance" and "personality" when comparing and contrasting the two students.  Children learned these new vocabulary words and were allowed the opportunity to add more details to their comparisons.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I love the way you used "Sponge Bob" as your activator. The students are familiar with the cartoon and they were able to identify the characters and the setting from the show. The powerpoint with pictures from the show was a great visual. Good job!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The lesson was planned well and the activator was great because the video was interesting to the students. The teaching portion of the lesson was engaging and allowed students to communicate with partners. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used previous writing that the students did to show their understanding of writing steps. She followed the directions they provided to make peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. The students were able to self evaluate how well they explained how to do this, or if they need to expand what they wrote in the fuuture.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The lesson was age appropriate and students enjoyed the lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great facilitation of whole group and small group discussion and allowing students to lead the discussion. Mrs. Williams allowed students to think through the concepts to make connections naturally. Lesson was definitely student-centered.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Stations were well planned, organized, and executed. Transitions were smooth.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You thoroughly thought out this plan and incorporated many fun activities for the students to complete to show their mastery of arrays. Your opening YouTube song totally engaged the students and they were ready to listen and learn! You stopped and asked for questions at just the right spots.  One suggestion I have is to wait a little longer before you call on a student to answer.  That way you allow others to process the question before it is answered. You're directions were very detailed for the students activity/game.  I liked how you described which child goes first in a group.  That takes care of  unnecessary questions so that you can get to the activity.  :) Reviewing the lesson at the end was perfect!   

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Be sure to think through what want to ask the students to address higher order thinking.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie kept the students involved throughout her lesson. She started her lesson by reviewing previous skills with the students. She then moved in to her lesson. She had students take turns counting various objects on the promethean board. She then explained that the students would use their own counting strategies to count shapes on their pizzas. The students used shapes to make a "shape pizza". The focus of the lesson was that the students could count the number of each shape they put on their pizzas. Throughout the lesson Julie was questioning the students. She asked what strategy they used when counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did an excellent job of setting lesson goals and reviewing them throughout the lesson. The kids came away with the vocabulary and comprehension needed and enjoyed it. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The continent song along with the the visual map allowed students with different learning styles to master the names and locations of the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your introduction reviewed prior learning with movement and social interaction. The students really enjoyed it. You used several best practice strategies including partner talk, inquiry based learning, and the use of aural, visual, and kinesthetic modalities. Be sure to research the content that you are teaching so that you do not teach misconceptions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		When asking for thumbs up was a good cue. Great higher order thinking questions about the titles of work. Next time use the white board to help with engagement or down time. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Opening was great! Had the students watch a video of the book being read. Also, had an enlarged version of the planned activity and had the students come up and help make the graph. This was a great visual for the students and helped to show a better understanding as to what they would be working on. *Loved how Cara had the lesson materials prepped and sat out prior to the start of the activity. *First transition was nice-dismissed the students by what color row they sat in. *Gave advice to make sure to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep the students on task and to help give them a better understanding of what is expected. *Nice job giving positive feedback to the students and monitoring the work being done. Gave one-one assistance when needed. *Gave advice to make sure have an extension activity for the students that finish early. *Watch ending transitions and closing the activity up.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		I had to interrupt the lesson at one point because Ms. Brown was telling the kids that the job of the Judicial Branch was to enforce the laws, which is not the job of the Judicial Branch Students were very confused about the "game" because directions were not clearly stated, and instead of explaining the directions better, Ms. Brown got aggitated with the kids and proceded to give them attitude. Guided practice that was included with the lesson was not explained well at all, leaving the kids confused. The closing of the lesson was "give a thumbs up if you understood the lesson" which does not check for understanding.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students started working independently, after seeing students were struggling with the task at hand (asking questions, off task), and seeing that Ms. Brown was getting frustrated, I asked her if it would be ok for students to work in partner (to cut down on the amount of help being asked). Students were put into partners at that time. Ms Brown provides too much wait time for students, which causes them to become off task during the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brainpopjr video engaged students and was an excellent way to introduce the topic. The students enjoyed learning a song accompanied by a real guitar on the topic discussed. It would be beneficial to introduce the song to students by singing it through alone while showing the motions, then break the motions down for students, and then asking students to join in the song with you. At the end of center time students could be brought back together for a 'wrap-up' activity and briefly discuss activities and information learned. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You started with a pre-test.  Good job of explaining unfamiliar words that were on the pre-test.  Too much teacher led 'lecture like" instruction.   I needed to see more student-centered instruction. They were required to take notes during the powerpoint which kept them actively engaged during that time.  They also had a worksheet to do afterwards. Not enough open-ended questions. Very knowledgeable of the content. Make sure you have everyone's attention before giving instructions or when preparing to make a transition.  Try "give me 5' or "if you can hear my voice clap once" techniques when preparing to transition.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a natural and seems very comfortable in front of the class. She has a great repore with our students and they respond to her in a positive way. Her lesson flows and the transitions were seamless. Love how she is constantly interacting with the students as they work through the stations she had planned.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		For the t-chart, calling for a certain activity rather than having them volunteer would have been a good strategy. Loved your supervisor's idea! Think-Pair-Share: For the pair step have them pair up and give you a thumbs up when they are ready. Then have the whole class talk with their partner at once. Then, refocus them and prepare them to share with their discussion with the class.
 
*(You did a really good job going around to the pairs of students and questioning them about their discussion during this part of the lesson.)

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She rushed through reading the book and discussion to make sure there was enough time for the task. In doing that she did not question the students well. She did a great job encouraging them during their independent work. She failed to close the lesson when she ran out of time.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She did a very good job engaging the whole class. The lesson was well thought out and developmentally appropriate.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were working on how to be fluent readers. A  mini lesson on reading with expression was given to students. They they were split into groups and were asked read a readers theatre book based on reading level. At the end of work times students were allowed to share with the whole group. Readers workshop was modeled during the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Her activities were appropriate for level and age of the students. When there were technical difficluties with the song/computer she utilized the time to review key topics with the students.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has a pleasant manner and speaking voice.  The students showed engagement by looking at the book, commenting, answering questions and remaining in the group while she read.  Ms. Butler shared the environment with a co-teacher and both worked to transition the students when it was time to switch groups and repeat the follow -up small group lesson following the story.  Ms. Butler showed an understanding of student ability in her choice of questions and asked several open-ended question.  The follow-up activity was well received and developmentally appropriate.  She had objects and sensory components to the lesson.  Studnets took turns participating in the hands-on lesson that included guided practice of sequencing the props to retell the story.  Some of the students were more independent than others.  During our discussion of the lesson, Ms. Butler thought of ways to improve upon the coloring sheet to allow differentiation based on ability of the students within the groups.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The children were thoroughly engaged in this lesson. They displayed higher order thinking through investigation.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Who Am I activity got student talking about our "mystery" today.  Made reference and connection to square and quadrilateral.  It was easy to see that student need to really understand the family and attributes of quadrilaterals.  Constantly talking to students and kept them engaged.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Activator: What would you change in the world? What would you discuss with the world to bring change? Prior Knowledge Assessed with questions New information was learned by reading the next chapter of the biography Questions were combatted timely and patiently A Venn diagram was  used to do a compare contrast of today's first lady and the first lady during FDR's presidency. Bubble map about facts was filled in (cut and paste) Wrap-UP: Spoke to students individually while doing independent work.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Her lesson was open ended enough to provide support for struggling learners and a challenge for stronger math students. Students had choices and were allowed to create shapes during the lesson. They really liked the activity and enjoyed describing how they made their shapes.  With the class.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your props and demonstrations were age appropriate and engaged the students.  You did a good job monitoring the students during their independent work. When closing your lessons, go back over the standard and restate the object of the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lessons are balanced and differentiated; however, we are continuing to look for ways to improve in that area. We will look over unit test data and standards based quick quizes to provide for more differentiated instruiction in the future. Taylor does a good job at providing students with straight foward feedback that will encourage improvement.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher gave students cloze notes to fill in as they went over the powerpoint. D For Differeintation , some students highlighted the bold words! During the activity, the teacher went over the choices for the activity. Each group had a word and had to choose which option to use to present the information. 2 groups pick to act it out and 2 groups pick to make a poster. 
The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Group 1: Students were engaged and did a great job! - Mid 1800’s  and Early 1900’s . Group 2: Relocation- Acting Out . Group 3: Created a poster and presented. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah demonstrated a huge growth between her first lesson and her second lesson. She intergrated the use of technology in her lesson and maintained students attention by keeping them all involved. Her standards were posted and she refered to them while teaching to check for student understanding. She closed her lesson with a quick (tell your neighbor one thing you learned about a fable or a folktale).

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Good introduction - "My goal for you today..." Good expectations were clearly announced (listen, quiet, be respectful) Glad you explained what chronological order is. It might have been helpful to have an answer key for the students to check themselves instead of you doing it all.  Let other students check a competing group, etc. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley paused frequently during the lesson to assess student understanding.  Suggestion:  Think about utilizing tickets out the door or think-pair-share type strategies rather than calling on tables.  Ashley has collaborated with regular education and resource teacher to organize lesson plans and made group assignments.  As with any teacher-in-training, Ashley is learning strategies for classroom management.  

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Your lesson was well organized.  The students enjoyed the powerpoint, activity, and compare/contrast activity.  The activity was differentiated.  

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		You may want to use a "hook" to engage the students before the book begins for instance (play a game...if I say a healthy snack hop, if I say an unhealthy snack slump down to the ground...as examples of what the foods can/cannot do to your body) You did do a good job establishing the objective of the lesson and determining prior knowledge. I like when you paused to clarify what "sweetzie cola and chum chums" are, especially since you will be using these later in the lesson. Great job with higher order thinking questions (this is not an easy thing to do and you did a great job) and introducing new vocabulary. I like how you discussed the foods during the sort, by giving examples of what the healthy/unhealthy foods will do for our body. I am so impressed with how well you keep the kids engaged. At this age it is so important to chunk lessons using transistions so that students are not sitting in the same place for a long time. The time on rug was just the right amount of time and then you send them to the tables for more independent work. I like how you gave our gifted student more food choices to add a challenge for her. Great differentiation. The bright colors of the assessment were very appealing to the students. It wasn't necessary because you had control of the class the whole time but try to use an attention getter when transitioning and before giving a new set of instruction. You scanned/walked the room well offering assistance to those who needed it. Work on a signal for transistion. There was a lot of random movement during the assessment portion. This is also a good place to incorporate an attention getter to bring the students back to focus. Closing was a good idea, however you seemed to lose them. Maybe use a circle map to close (write what they have for snack in the map) just an idea to keep them engaged.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. cole used both direct instriuction and leveled small groups to reach all students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		You could have challenged the students a little more.  You could have let them have a little more time engaged in the activity.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox asked questions pertaining to the development of Georgia. Asking higher order questions may aid in student understanding.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Asks open-ended, higher oder thinking questions - This comes with practice.  The more "how", "why", "explain your thinking", "prove your answer" questions you use during lessons, the easier and more natural it becomes.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great converstion starter! Effective lesson showing examples before talking about each one's characteristics. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		I loved the video used at the beginning of the lesson!  Anything with animation and music is very engaging for students at this age.   The power point was clear with good visuals.  Delivery of the power point was good and included friendly reminders (raise your hand please) and positive reinforcement for students who were making good choices.  One piece of constructive advice...  Watch your plurals in your presentation.  I noticed a couple of words that were in singular form that might need an "s" at the end.  It is an easy fix.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Use of song to begin transition to the rug would be very helpful. Allowing students to demonstrate proper brushing technique with toothbrushs would involve learners even more.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job intergrating all types of strategies within the lesson. I liked how you used the technology virtual manipulatives, hands on manipulatives, and the drawing technique to support the subtraction regrouping process. When the technology didn't work for you-you quickly switched to another technique. You made sure to use the academic vocabulary within the lesson and followed our classroom guided math model (mini lesson, guided TASK groups) You always use such a pleasant, kind tone with the students when redirecting them and with feedback. Areas to work on: Transitions from one activity/task to the next. Example: When passing out boards to students once each student has what you need to go on to the next step have them give you a sign (thumbs up, high five, etc.). Then you can easily spot who needs what--and everyone will be engaged in the next phase of the lesson. Increase your wait time before starting the next task.  Give clear expectations before using white boards/manipulatives/etc. Example: When you get your white board write the number on the board, draw the picture, etc. Do not erase until I tell you to, etc. For student guided group jobs let's work on having an example of what the job should look like... or a "ask an expert" option. Student engagment: When using the boards another way to keep them engaged and encouraging some higher level thinking would be to call two students (or more) to the front of the room with their boards and discuss the strategies they would use to solve.   

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used authentic literature, Lily's Purple Plastic Purse, to teach verbs and how to effectively use them in writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		A closing to the lesson was not included. The lesson just stopped once the game was over. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Students were divided into groups to complete math review centers. One group worked on the computer based program Education Galaxy, one group worked on multi-step word problems, one group worked on multiplication and division word problems, and the final group worked with Ms. Day to review several math concepts. It might have been a little more beneficial to group the students by ability level instead of randomly. It appeared that some of the groups, especially the groups working on word problems, were being carried by a couple of students while the rest just wrote down the answers they were given. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep control of the class during transitions.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Try to make sure you model steps on the board before you ask them to do independently.  Great job walking around monitoring student understanding. This was a difficult lesson to teach.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was planned so students were engaged in the activity.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo called on students to answer questions. Differentiates the lesson to meet all needs of students.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan covered Grammar Bites, which is a daily spiral review of Language and Reading skills. She had students move to the front with a clipboard if they felt they did not have a good view. They also used magic pens to correct with (they only write teh correct answers). Morgan called in students by drawing sticks with their numbers on them. She gave ample think time, allowing them to ask a friend if they did not know the correct answer. Students were not allowed to just give an answer, they had to also say why that was the correct answer.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She did an excellent job due to the fact the class just came back from a Howdown and were extremely excited.   The students focused on the lesson and listened to her attentively. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak asked the class to make predicitons about the story before reading the text. She identified the quotation marks in the text and discussed the proper times for them to be used. She discussed hte difference between the author and the illustrator. She had all students focused and engaged in the lesson.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When you think of open ended questions think of the Bloom's when you create open-ended questions.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Brain Pop was for recalling prior knowledge Only area to think about for next time is to use lower case letters on the word sort cards that were for whole class instruction/review. Vanessa also used HOTS- asked questions like "What made you think that?" and "Can you support your answer?"

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included different types of practice throughout her lesson. She included technology, read aloud practice, partner practice, and individual practice. The students were engaged in each activity. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The students played a "Trashcan Ball" to explore fractions. Students were engaged and truly enjoyed the lesson. Raikel did a great job explaining the activity and guiding learning. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did an excellent job at keeping students engaged and making sure her instruction was presented in a student friendly manner. One aspect of her lesson that stood out to me was the way she provided differentiation for students. She provided a Prezi presentation for students to copy into their flipbooks. Students who were not able to copy from the Prezi were provided with a short hand version of the notes. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's lesson was well planned and laid our before she started teaching. She had put a lot of thought into how to present the content in a way that encouraged the students to make inference about the skill that was taught. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Work on transitioning to the tables in smaller groups. Explain the opening a little better that way you can discuss what is happening and what you were looking for. Stop and discuss the topics from the book a little more often.  Ask what are some of the ways we can keep from sharing our germs. Good job asking questions after the story! 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Your lesson was based on a great children's book. Students were asked to retell the story using a flow map. When your flow map from Publisher didn't work, you were quick to think on your feet and draw one using the IWB. Remember to use the question "Why?" to encourage higher level thinking. Your flow map and guided instruction helped the students when it was their turn to write. It was a nice balance of "i do, you do."

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli provides varied activities to keep the students engaged and learning. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson to transfer the eating or gobbling of a cookie to understanding the importance of first and second reading of information.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job, learning so much and incorporating into your lesson. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		More time was needed for guided practice.  They had a lot of questions about how to complete the worksheet.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher used questioning strategies during the lesson to ensure student understanding.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Ms. Fleming did a great job explaining directions to the students.  She engaged students with her enthusiasm during the lesson and involved every student.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Called on students to answer questions Praised students 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica is very good with the students. She provides adequate rigor with support so that each student feels engaged and succesful.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning-of course you could always ask more open-ended/higher-order thinking questions. I liked how you modeled and explained the word problems. Students were asked to complete word problems on their own. Appropriate wait-time was given. Students were all actively engaged with no down time.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Throughout the lesson, the students were engaged and actively participated as Ms. Fuller asked them open-ended questions. The lesson was well thought out and prepared for, which made the lesson run smoothly. Ms. Fuller provided the students with positive feedback as the student's answered questions. At the end of the lesson, she re-addressed the steps in which to wash hands by allowing the students to participate in a visual language chart.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		My one suggestion would be to start with lower level one step word problems for the students to have success before moving to the higher thinking skilled questions.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson was clear, concise and age- appropriate. She kept the students engaged and provided a plethora of learning resources to convery the meaning of Groundhog Day. She provided positive feedback and reinforcement.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You did a wonderful job of clearly explaining the directions for the sprint. I love that you related the concept of comparing fractions to real life by asking students which fraction they would want if sharing something with others. Using examples of comparing whole numbers was a great way to activate prior knowledge. The problem set reviewed concepts from the lesson. The problems encouraged students to apply their knowledge.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		I was impressed with her organization and fluent transitions.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Good choice of video for opening. Using a model of teeth and a real toothbrush to demonstrate proper brushing technique would have enhanced your lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson was very creative! The students really enjoyed your PowerPoint presentation and the "Where am I in the world" activity! There were some students who struggled and needed remediation/accomodations. Next time, maybe have their materials precut and labeled for them.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant taught her lesson with a diverse group of students. She put them into groups based off of their readiblitly. She then gave each group a passage over theme that was based on their own level of understanding.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Using Kahoot and quizziz is a great method of assessing the students and seeing understanding. The students were involved and enjoying the lesson. When planning, always incorporate differentiation and acceleration.  

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Good use of technology. Short movie and book was used to show the standard.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The lesson was great. Many of the activities were based on the academic level of students. Students were very engaged in the lesson. Great job! Powerpoint was engaging for the students. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Met with each student to discuss their writing.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley did a fantastic job engaing the students in a creative lesson on adjectives.  She had a well developed lesson plan which included differentiation and a formative assessment. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley started with whole group instructions and ended with a small group student led group.  The students were able to solidify their understanding and clarify any misunderstasndings.  This small group instruction created a good reinforcement of the lesson.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Glow: She does a fantastic job of encouraging the students. She is doing a much better job of using the clip system and addressing bad behavior choices. Grow: She is still working on the organization of her lesson flow and the transitions between instruction.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were presented with a well organized visual aid that activated thieir prior knowledge of multiplication strategies. It was well developed and helpful to students who required more scaffolding throughout the independent work time. When providing direction to students, it is a good practice to provide modeling and a solid visual of how you want them to complete the assignment. While the oral directions were proficient, it would have added great value to use the Promethean board to display and demonstrate how they should begin their work. This is just a sugestion for the future. You provide great encouragment all students! That is a quality that will go a long way when it comes to effort and overall student success in your classroom. Good Job!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Lesson is over Opinion Writing Haley started the lesson using a ball with numbers on it- throwing it around the room- asking the kids questions Showed the students a graphic anchor chart of the OREO O- Opinion R-reasons E-examples 0-opinion 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Time ran out before the lesson could come to  a natural end. Instruction,  delivery, and student engagement were excellent!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Be sure to make sure behavior is under control before beginning. Classroom management comes as you do more lessons and have more experience working in front of the kids. While writing, have them help you sound out words. Always ask them to refer back to anchor charts in the room. Be careful with giving them an example that is completed because most of them may just copy that. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		I loved the idea of putting glitter in the sanitizer so the children could pass the "germs" around the room.  Perhaps next time, put more in one childs hand and see if it passes all the way to the last person....to show them that you don't have to put the "germ" directly in their hand, but that it passes as we touch or shake hands.  Great lesson with much enthusiasm and great technology additions! 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		The end of the day is tough with 1st graders... You did an excellent job keeping them on track and focused.  You did a great job differentiating the lesson. 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*The opening to lesson was great and very engaging. The video played was very informative and helped the students to get a better understanding of the Life Cycle Butterfly. Also, I liked how Tyler asked questions about butterflies to engage students with prior knowledge. *Gave Tyler the suggestion to go over the activity the students are about to complete in a whole group setting on the carpet first so the students know what to expect to do and can fully understand and see example. *Transitions were great! Used the "Give me 5!" *Gave Tyler the suggestions to have an extension activity for the students that finish early as well as having the activity prepped BEFORE the lesson begins. This way there is more time for him to focus on the needs of the students instead of passing out materials. *Loved how he went through and had the students do each part of the Butterfly Cycle together. Point to right spot and had a "helper" glue down the pieces for the students. *Also reminded Tyler to watch behavior management for the whole class, not just one area. Overall, he did very good at keeping the students on track. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*used anchor chart and power point lesson to present material.  *students made suggestions for real life ways to use money *an agenda was presented to keep lesson on track and organized *students were highly engaged throughout the lesson through the use of charts and questioning and answering *constantly encouraged students with praise for a job well done

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		The lesson opener caught their attention; however, it was a little long to not be teaching. Instructional time is precious. 30 seconds of that would have been fine. Make sure you are on top of your game. When you are counting in front of them you are the leader, the expert, own it. Have high energy...I know we were laughing about how excited I was about distributive property one day, but you have to be high energy for them to be high energy. Good job with trasitioning quickly from activity to activity and using the timer. Write Application problem bigger and darker, it was hard to see. Anything that goes in front of them needs to be visually pleasing. GREAT job questioning about EACH and talking through the word problem. Have the students explain why for the numbers in the multiplication sentence. Why did you chose 4? Why did you chose 6? Word problems should have been written out if longer than one or two sentences. Make sure to KNOW the problem you are answering before you start, When you found the total of 40 in the problem you lost them. You lost them after the first problem...sometimes you just have to stop and transition, everyone is not going to get it the first day. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Lesson was 1st-grade appropriate. Students were engaged. Opened lesson with activator. Read story and discussed previously taught concepts/skills (compound words, suffixes, proper nouns). Writing expectations were explained such as capital letters, finger spacing, and ending punctuation.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You tied the lesson back together by going back to the topic of collective nouns and irregular plural nouns. Students haven't been exposed to much poetry, maybe you could show multiple pictures of shape poems, and then write your example or have students write poems then put them into the shape.. Students loved making their own shapes, which is a great way to engage students. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I loved your activiating strategy for your lesson. The students were so excited about dancing to the song "Move-it, Move-it" and then checking their heart rate. Great job asking them to explain what the word Pulse meant and then explaining how to find it by using two fingers. You did a wonderful job showing the students and helping students locate their pulse in their neck. You wanted everyone to be successful and that is a great way to get students excited about learning something new. Awesome job! I loved seeing the student's reaction when they realized their heartbeat/pulse increased when they exercised and danced. You did a great job answering questions throughout lesson. Try to include higher order questions to challenge their thinking and keeping them engaged. I loved how you made a real life connection to help students understand how much exercise they need daily (30 minutes=length of Creek Time). This made it easy for them to understand that concept easier. Students were excited the entire lesson! For you first lesson it was a great one! 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Students were actively engaged during the entire lesson.  They were very interested in the book that she read and did a great job of identifying character traits as well as proving how they knew the answer by using text evidence.  Catherine did a great job of asking higher level questions to get students to prove their answers.  They LOVED defending their answers to the other students.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the level of inquiry! Students are engaged!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Even though there were problems with the Smart Board working properly (not Taylor's fault), she was flexible with the lesson and was able to present the material in an effective manner.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The lesson on area provided the students with a chance to work as a whole group, in a small group, and independenlty.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Taught students new vocabulary. Should have used pictures in the eggs instead of words. This comes from experience. Her lesson was very informative and the students enjoyed it.  Gave clear expectations for students

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The teacher introduced the standard and essential question. The teacher talked about the relevance of the standard. The teacher asked students to tell what a physical feature is. Called on several students to respond. Gave good/encouraging feedback to students that did not answer correctly. Used a video Man-made vs Natural. Good choice in video. Stopped the video to explain/elaborate and then returned to viewing. Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating: Plan for this by preparing the questions a head of time and having a set point in the lesson to require the students to push their cognitive abilities and expand thinking/learning. Be more specific in how you plan to differentiation. With struggling learners sometimes we have to adjust to product or the process to getting to the task completed. Example: checklists, templates, pairing, oral and written directions, fewer requirements. Utilizing the timer on the Promethean Board was a really good idea. It helped to manage time and behavior. I liked the way you placed students in groups. It allowed some students that have never worked together an opportunity to get to know more classmates as well as reduced the chances of misconduct.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones does a great job with maintaining the flow of the lesson in an enagaging way for all students.  He uses great questioning techniques and constantly reinforces comprehension.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Might cut out for R, C. and Z.  Could have it already cut out and in baggies to save time.  Have every student's attention before going over closing. Students needed a time to discuss and give you the correct order.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria was very calm and reassuring during her lesson. She chose a book our students were very interested in and it showed in the way they sat and listened.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You secured student’s attention before starting lesson. Students were attentive when you were reading King Louis’ story. You used expression and inflection when reading. 
Idea: Ask students to discuss “King Louis’ problem”. Have them brainstorm how they might fix the problem.
Students were given different scenarios. They had to decide which category their scenario would go in by sorting them on the board. Speaking and Listening standards are incorporated as students read their scenarios to the class.
 
You had students connect King Louis’ departments to the three branches of government.
Thinking question: Why do we need three branches of government?
 
 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used multiple teaching strategies and appealed to a variety of learners throughout her lesson. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The kids were highly engaged in the lesson. They loved the video provided. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		I really liked Courtney's use of the short video about a shark to grab students' attention. In a world full of technology, more often than not, children are more likely to pay attention if there is a technology hook. Courtney did a very good job with her lesson and keeping kids engaged in the learning process about main characters, setting and the story sequence. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students spent a lot of time waiting to find out what would happen next. I feel that objects pulled from aliens should have been done one at a time and should have been discussed more. I do not feel that students were appropriately engaged. I do appreciate that a variety of strategies were presented. You did differentiate via the jobs you assigned. Both guided and independent practice were evident.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		I loved the activating strategy. Anna did a wonderful job activating, engaging, and including the students throughout the lesson. She did an awesome job activating the students prior knowledge. She consistently used the whole brain teaching model and cues to engage students. She had a picture of some of the characters from the movie cars to introduce and connect personification to student&#39;s prior knowledge. I thought this was a fantastic real life/experience example because most students have seen that movie! She did a nice job creating differentiated worksheets based on fables at different reading levels.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		You stated that students were going to take notes during the Bill video, but students had nothing to take notes on. Next time try to have paper pulled out for them to use.  Instead of just "raise your hand" during the lesson, it was a good strategy to pick sticks out of the bucket. You could also try table talk or partner talk. This helps students be more engaged. Flow maps are a great graphic organizer. I like how you called on students to repeat what you'd heard in their table group and reinforces correct answers. This gives students that were behind extra support to hear another child answer instead of you. Be sure to check in with EIP students or those struggling while they work in table groups. Good table group discussion strategy.  I liked the hand clap repeat to grab attention. Take charge :) be sure of what you are doing (even if you aren't) The kids will never know if you don't show it :)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		This lesson included great practice as well as individual remediation as needed. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Game was eye opening for many students.  It allowed practice in a fun environment.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Great job getting student's attention with the masking tape ball.  Great way to get students engaged and thinking.  The human battleship game was perfect for application of information learned. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		From the beginning to the end Martha did great at her lesson. He lesson started out with high expectations and students knew what to do. She started her lesson off with a bell work to get the student's brains ready to engage in mathematics. She had the students engaged into the bell work and responded quickly to her questions. Students showed her respect as she showed them in her lesson.  For the lesson she had essentially a game for the students to play to work on multi-digit multiplication. She gave example problems and solutions, addressed the expectations and guidelines for the task, and encouraged/guided students throughout the lesson that needed assitance. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I could tell your lesson was well thougt out by the organization of it. You were very encouraging as students responded to your questions.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*I missed the opening of the lesson due to another teacher speaking with me about a separate situation that happened earlier. Miss Lopez did an opening with the class. *Once you give some think/struggle time to students who are trying to answer quesetion, you may call on someone else. Wait time is important, but be sure not to wait too long because you will lose other students attention. *Great job letting students explain their own strageties for learning fractions. Sometimes "kids language" helps struggling students figure it out. *Great job ignoring distractions that were out of your control. *Great use of why and how do you know questions. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students have really been engaged in Ms. Lovette's lesson. She began to find out students' prior knowledge and added to their knowledge. They've added notes to their flipbooks about Olegthorpe, Tomochichi, and Mary Musgrove. They made a real life connection between Georgia, themselves, and the historical figures. She gave extra support to students who needed it while asked open ended questions to those to will research more about these historical figures.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The quilt was really go everyone excited.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to state what the students will learn before starting the lesson. You did an excellent job with your discussion of the term goals.  It would be beneficial to expand and give more  real life examples.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was very advanced for 4th graders.  They didn't get a clear understanding of the Bill of Rights.  A lot of the terminology was too advanced for them.  They should have been presented in a more kid friendly way perhaps in a powerpoint that gives the actual amendment and then a simplified version.  They needed a little bit more exposure in order to successfully complete the group and independent activities. The cartoon sheet with the pictures and short descriptions of the Bill of Rights  should have been more of an emphasis than anything else.   Also, there was a closing portion  of the lesson where students were supposed to volunteer and explain each amendment accurately.  She didn't get to that part due to time constraints; but,  I'm not sure they would have been able to do this correctly.  The group poster was a great idea; but, they weren't quite sure of what to put on them.  In the future, always have an example for the students to go by.  There needed to be something else like a video or a powerpoint to help drive it home for them.   It was a lot of teacher led instruction and it needed to be more of a self discovery type of approach.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah engaged her students and had clear instructions to properly present the lesson. Students were actively involved and were given appropriate support though out the lesson. She had effective feedback and wait time for the students needs. She showed effective transitions between activites. We discussed having a stronger closer to review the lesson before transitioning to the next activity.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		she did a great job with the lesson and reteching and reenforcing the subtraction skills. She could work on transitoning between groups and activites. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Transition ideas were given to Breanna on her written documentation form. Examples: call students to chairs by tables, hair color, clothing color, boys/girls.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job drawing and explaining models of decimals with students.  Be sure to circulate the room and check for understanding as you go.  Feel free to ask questions throughout the lesson, not just at the end to summarize.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job creating an agenda that had few transitions and down-time.  The students were led in some points in the lesson (direct instruction) and then were allowed to work at their pace.  She circulated the room and cater to students who needed extra help.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey engaged the students by watching a Parts of Speech video from Flocabulary. Afterwards, she was able to build background knowledge by reviewing sentence structure. I loved how Ms. Nacey modeled the writing activitty before she allowed the students to begin. After giving directions, Ms. Nacey made the students repeat the directions given so they would be confident in what to do.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - When giving directions, be REALLY specific so that you avoid any confusion with the assignment *suggestion* - After the last activity of your lesson, bring the kids together for a group or partner discussion of what you taught - like a TOTD activity - so that you can have a verbal assessment of what they learned

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		When the students seem confused, like they did with the FANBOYS concept, it is ok to stop and reteach that.  They need to have a foundation before moving on.  Also, there are great videos on Flocabulary that you can use to really catch their attention.  Lots of times that will stick with them more than what we say to them. Also, make sure you talk loudly and that your expectations are clear before the students start moving.  You may even want them to repeat your directions back to you.  Sometimes, I even write them on the board so they know what I expect.  When the students are working independently I encourage you to walk around and check over their shoulders or talk to them to make sure they understand.  This is how you know if you need to do a quick reteach or if they students understand the concept.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students are always highly engaged and enjoy learning from Ms. Nesmith. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I loved the thermometer craft you did with the students. Providing hands on manipulatives is very important especially at this age. Make sure to pause and get the class' attention throughout the lesson to ensure all students are following directions and clearly understand thier expectations. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton is very soft-spoken and is encouraged to use inflection or intonation with her voice so to capture and keep student focus. Ms. Norton is encouraged to use the school behavior system to reinforce appropriate behaviors and discourage inappropriate ones. Student transitions from the rug to their seats went well. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your activities were varied and provided good review of plant classification. The celery lab provided clarification of how vascular tissue (xylem) carries water and nutrients throughout a plant. Students were able to state their hypothesis, and better grasp this concept. The venn diagram activity helped students to review the characteristics of vascular v. nonvascular plants. Suggestion: Divide students into groups before completing the venn diagram. (Complete the venn diagram as part of that station.) Some students seemed unsure of where to place the vocabulary cards on the venn diagram. Be prepared to help them with the definition so they can place it in the correct category. Good use of higher order questioning at the close of your lesson. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The students were engaged in the game. This held their attention the entire time. There was a great balance of instruction and participation. The white boards helped make sure all students were participating. You moved around the room making sure that all students were understanding as your lesson progressed.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was very well thought out. Miss Norwood did a great job meeting the needs of all learners. She included sentence stems and leveled paragraphs.

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Students were engaged and interested. Real-world connections were made throughout lesson Transitions were smooth. Lesson activity allowed students to collaborate as well as work independently. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		The opening song on Flocabulary was great! It really got the students attention. I like when they tranisitioned from the carpet to their seats you gave very clear directions on how you expected them move. You provided modeling, whole group instruction, movement, and individual work. This is a great way to reach all learning styles. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She opened the lesson with a season sort with pictures (students worked together on this).  She read a book on Seasons and asked several questions related back to the seasonal sort.  She ended the lesson with a graphic organizer and with student help filled in the correct answers to the sort activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		I really  LOVED how students used "toothpaste" (shaving cream) to brush the "sugar bugs" off the teeth.  I kept hearing several students say, "That was FUN!"

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of introducing new vocabulary- cocoon, chrysalis, camouflage, symmetry.  She also stopped to question learners throughout the lesson to check for comprehension.  Children were asked to go to their seats from the rug.  Dividing children into groups to transition to their seats will provide a smoother transition (ex: 4 year-olds and 5 year-olds or boys and then girls). 

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Loved the 'Who am I" opening

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige provided poem frames to help struggling writers. For advanced writers, Paige instructed the to write more complex poems.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students respond well to Ms. Partlow and were engaged in her lesson throughout. No down-time was noted.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at differentiating. She uses her time wisely in teaching lessons to allow for students to think and respond. She is able to change each classes lesson to meet the students needs. If something in the lesson wasn't flowing she would modify or change to meet the students needs and then challenge those who understand.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Excellent anchor chart to spark class discussion during lesson. Alex's enthusiasm while teaching also helps keep all students engaged. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		After students began to write, Ms. Phillips pulled a small group of EIP students to her table and discussed the prompt with them in detail.  They were able to verbalize the directions after reading the prompt.  Students discussed key words and reviewed narrative strategies before going to their seats to write independently.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Excellent use of anchor chart and referencing it during instruction.  Students were aware of it and how to use it to help them during their writing.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily interacts extremely well with the students.  She is very encouraging and patient!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your lesson was very encouraging to the students. I loved that you used guided practice and independent practice with the students. You can use strategies like "thumbs up/thumbs down" to monitor student understanding. Make sure you do a variety of problems to ensure the students understand the concept and can practice it effectively. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Great job using a varirty of technology (Promethean & Activotes) -Calm demeanor withthe students and responded well to theit questions. -When the students struggled, you asked open-ended questions to help prompt them to the correct answer. -Began to deliver positive priase in transitions, so kids will follow directions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glows: Good job activating students prior knowledge.  "Put pencils down" is a good strategy to show when students are reay to move on.   You asked guiding questions while they stuents read.  This is a good way to monitor and check for understanding. Your posters were good visuals for the students.   I also like the post-it activity to check for understanding and misconceptions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		They enjoyed you asking them to teach you! They enjoyed the song and activity! Next time try to let them know how much time they have left so they can manage their time throughout the activity. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		* Students knew lesson was beginning when you gave an "Attention Getter" *You connected to prior knowledge and real-life experiences.  "Who can tell me what an inventor is?" "How are lightbulbs today different from lightbulbs in the past?" *You provided graphic organizers with partial information included to assist struggling learners and learners that work at a slower pace! *Closing the lesson and asking individuals to summarize what they learned can be missed due to time constraints (I struggle with this myself).  Allow time to incorporate a summarizing strategy.  Ticket Out the Door, Tell elbow partner 2 things they learned about inventors, etc.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to state causes of WWII in Europe to review previous learning. -Graphic Organizer enabled students to focus on meaningful information. -Excellent job explaining vocabulary words in a way students could understand. -Comparing notes with elbow partner allowed students with omitted information an opportunity to add information to notes. -In closing, students shared key points from their notes.  This prepared them to plan for the assessment activity. -You circulated room to give students feedback.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Great student engagement! They loved the interactive power point!

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The students were engaged and you provided adequate feedback.  You modeled retelling the story and allowed practice time.  Your feedback was specific.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with this lesson as she had SPED students in here that are normally not in here at this time.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job differentiating for instruction for students. She is an excellent teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		I would like to see Rebecca increase the engagment and excitement in her lesson's introduction.  She did an AMAZING JOB teaching the content of the lesson and I would like to her TEACH MORE!  She is very fun to listen to!!  Rebecca called on students to come up to the board to participate and work out the math problems.  She challenged students to think for themselves.  I loved her delivery of the rules for multiplying fractions.  I would recommend a little quicker pacing when moving from one acticity to the next.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The lesson had a good flow and fit in the time allotted.  The students enjoyed the lab and were able to easily see the difference between vascular and nonvascular plants in a way that they will remember.    The PowerPoint that Ms. Roberts used to guide her lesson was very thoughtout and allowed the students to have clear directions at each step of the lesson and lab.  

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The lesson on rounding was well planned to engage all students. Mrs. Beaird used a varity of instructional materials in her lessons, technology, direct instruction. There were times in the lesson when the studets guided the lesson with inquiry.  Mrs. Beaird used positive comments to keep the studetnts engaged in the lesson as well as redirect them if they were off task. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Giving "wait time" was one of the pieces of advice that I offered to Ms. Rudolph at the end of her lesson.  I encouraged her to wait a little longer, and then if the student was still having trouble, I suggested that she give prompts instead of just giving the answer.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job presenting the material.  She understood how to teach multiplying fractions with whole numbers, and she seemed to be confident during this time in front of the class despite it being her first time teaching in front of these students.  I did suggest not giving the students too many materials at one time, as this can become a distraction (working out the problems with fraction tiles and on white boards at the same time seemed to be too much).  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! I love the music and movement! That's always a plus when teaching young, wiggly learners. My suggestion is to make sure the shapes aren't stretched. Perhaps hold up shapes as reference if the technology is being glitchy. Good bounce back when your video didn't play at the beginning. You just kept going. My last suggestion is to have a picture clue on your follow up/assessment piece. Students may not be able to read shape words yet. Providing a picture clue next to each word on the "My Shape Pizza" counging page would help them complete the activity a little more indepentently.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal presented the lesson and activly engaged the students. By using hands-on manipulatives, the students were better able to grasp the concepts presented.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Reading block should be more than 18 minutes.  Make sure your spending majority of your time on core subject areas. Started reading at 11:42 am.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah helped guide a student towards the correct answer by restating the question. This students has low self-confidence and this helped him to feel successful in front of his peers.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		 
The students were confused during the lesson. They did not  the purpose of the graphic organizer . 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith uses an encouraging tone with the students and makes sure to compliment them when they achieve. She is very thorough in her presentation of content and explains all of her points fully. Due to time constraints in the Social Studies curriculum, it is hard to indepth on the topics presented. That is what extra credit acrtivities and early finisher projects were assigned if time permits.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The lesson plan was organized and clearly presented.  Questions were age and developmentally appropriate, but not necessarily higher order thinking.  The questions were great in helping spark discussion among children.  Students had ample "talk time" to discuss foods that are bad for our teeth.  I would suggest bringing in floss and tooth brushes for students to see and feel.  Visual aids are a huge benefit when teaching.  Many times, you can ask dentists to donate floss and toothbrushes and they will do so.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		His openinig was great to engage students into the lesson. He did a planet sort. After reading from our book and the lesson on gravity he had the students answer questions based on the lesson and reading.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		I really like that the students were able to get up and model on the floor model. The students got to work alone and ask for help from teacher if they needed it. During the math modeling explain thta all they were doing is add the zero. He was answering the questions very knowledgeably. One thing I wanted to mention is that one the problem set, make sure you finish a section before moving on.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		The enthusiasm for the lesson really flowed to the students. They were excited because you were. You added in extra information like Churchill being called "Bulldog" that the students remembered and will definitely remember forever. You taught the standard, but extemded it, which was great!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great powerpoint!  It was a great reinforcement to practice answering questions using the powerpoint on pictograph.  The students were actively engaged in this lesson.  Great job! Some pointers for next time you teach on pictographs.  Make sure, especially since the key is more than one, you reinforce to look at the key before you answer the questions.  Also another question I would've like to see was How many more ___ were there than ____.  This is a higher order thinking question that is sometimes hard for 2nd graders. When students are asking questions or telling about something from the graph, such as a tomato is a fruit, it is okay to respond instead of saying, "We're not talking about that".  Many students actually do not know that a tomato is really a fruit, so it would've been a fun fact for them to have learned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did a great job using different types of teaching strategies. The more strategies you use, the more students you will reach. Great job! One idea since this is a new concept for the students is to make sure to go over each 2nd word that could be in a contraction and make an anchor chart for students to look at on how to change the 2nd word into the contraction.  The use of technology worked well in your lesson. This provided practice for the students and gave them good support. Remember to use high order thinking questions to provide rigor to the learners. You did scaffold learning for the students. This was great!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Students were engaged and on task throughout the lesson. Ms. Stewart did a wonderful job of teaching to each learning style to reach each student. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Strengths: * engaged all students * gave time for students to think before answering Things to work on: * do not be afraid to redirect the students when behavior is not appropriate * for wrong answers say "that is a great thought, but let's look at it again" * be mindful of  a 1st grader's attention span....do not make the lesson super long

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Activating strategy was very effective. Students were given pea pods to examine and observe. A variety of methods were used to deliver the content, including visuals. powerpoint, written text, and media. Lesson contained level 3 DOK questions which provided higher order thinking, not just recall. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Remember the Why? and How? questions are higher order thinking. You gave great reinforcement and feedback to the students. Material was clear but make sure you give clear directions and have a child repeat them back to you.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to remind students that a multiplication sentence can also be changed into a division sentence (fact family). Storey gave many examples and went in different orders to insure understanding. Great job getting the studetns attention.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math- engaged all students and used 5 in particular to help with calendar activities. Many skills addressed: place value, odd/even, addition, subtraction, greater/less than, dates, etc.

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		-Wait time a little long based on the amount of class time available. -good transitions -independnent work in stations -stations used that involved using evidence -good support of students

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn did a great job with activating the lesson and connecting the learning to prior knowledge. Students were required to discuss, take notes, share ideas with peers and investigate their own learning with the text. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn does a great job of coming up with engaging lessons that the students enjoy.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked how you asked the students to explain how they knew the answer. I like how you revisited the items from the beginning of the lesson and revealed the correct answers.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The students were actively engaged and excited about the activities. The PowerPoint was very interesting and informational and the activities helped the kids understand the material wonderfully. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Closing activity was differentiated.   Brittany did a great job giving detailed instructions before beginning the independent activity   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great review powerpoint with skills for the students to practice skills.  Then the students played a scoot game.   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The video clips you choose were engaging and provided students with background knowledge for the lesson. Remember to give students time to think about and discuss new information.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Asked opened ended questions to students.  Lesson was guided well by student teacher.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over synonyms and antonyms. The standards were addressed and goals presented to the students. The lesson was well organized and engaging. Her presentation of the lesson was clear and organized. The students enjoyed the hands on part when they got to go to the board and decided what was a synonym or antonym.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		One suggestion I have would be to break up the instructions for the activity.  When given multistep directions at the beginning of the activity the students usually have a difficult time remembering everything they are suppose to accomplish.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Technology and music were great intro/attention grabber.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson was planned well and Ms. Ulstad was organized and prepared.  Students were engaged throughout the lesson and all students were provided with opportunities interact on board during lesson.  Students also had opportunity to work together before working independently.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You did a great job teaching to all the learning styles. You had a song for your auditory learners, pictures for visual learners and a big phone to press buttons for our kinesthetic learners.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was organized and prepared for students.  The lesson had good flow and you used good questioning throughout the lesson. Spend more time making sure the directions are clear and the students know exactly what is expected of them with their assignment.  After you give directions, ask several students to share the directions with you.  Gain students attention before giving the directions. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		* Have one presenter  present all animals from their group * always be aware of calling on different students.  You can use the "stick method"- pull a stick with a student name * You used higher level activities that met the needs of all students. * The activity was application and analyzing as they will have to compare their animals with other animals from different groups along with how they had to apply what they have learned about main idea and details. Great lesson!!!

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*The opening was great. Asked if the students had ever read that book before, asked about the Author/Illustrator and also asked the students questions throughout reading the book! *Loved how Lauren demonstrated with the students BEFORE starting the activity and had the actual finished materials being used in the demonstration. *Suggested to have the students sequence out ONE thing at a time on their sticks instead of trying to sequence out the parts of the story AND the stages of the Life Cycle of Butterfly. All of that was too much at once for the students and there wasn't enough room on the sticks for ALL the pieces. *Also suggested to go over the Life Cycle of Butterfly because the students had not been taught that information yet so many students did not know the correct stages of the Butterfly Life Cycle. *Great transitions! *Loved how Lauren had an extension activity for the early finishers...just make sure to explain what to do on the extension activity first. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Unclear directions as to what he wanted the kids to do.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-see specific notes on evaluation

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Great job explaining beginning, middle, and end!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The kids loved the song that you chose! Great job helping them make connections to the evidence while they were reading. One way to help support lower achieving students is to have them do a "think, pair, share" with a partner after a question is asked.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! The "octopus eggs" were awesome! It really made the kids interested! - Great video! - Good use of technology - The kids could have used more independent practice. -I like how you had them "fix" the sentence you wrote. - Good questioning using PebbleGo 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lines of symmetry are not just vertical and horizontal but can be diagonal. Give the students opportunities to touch and manipulate the objects. Make sure your handouts copy correctly and that you will use all the material. If not, redo handout to prevent confusion.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You understood the material, but remember to make sure you say your problems correctly - one hundred thirty seven not one hundred and thirty-seven. Try to ask more thinking, connecting, analyzing questions. These are the questions that will ensure the students understand the material. Give students time to answer and correct misconceptions. Your Ticket Out the Door was very good. It covered the material needed to be mastered.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lesson involved student participation and physical movement.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		This was a great lesson! The students loved the hands on activity of moving plates and making earthquakes and mountains. You gave the guided instruction and worked along with them then allowed them to explore and discuss on their own. Your questioning kept them on track and engaged. You gave them situations and they had to problem solve and think through the situation. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		A formative assessment was given with student participation in identifying ten more/ten less with partners.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams showed little enthusiasm when teaching her lesson.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		The activity used characters the students know to engage. Posititve tone of voice to redirect students when needed. Why and how questions are always great to engage their higher order thinking skills. Good job incorporating the opinion writing we are working on in ELA into your lesson. Instead of just correcting the students, you engaged them in "why" questions so students could form their own thoughts. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has grown an incredible amount since her last semester here at Elm Street.  I am so pleased with her overall planning and instructional strategies.  Can't wait to see her in full swing in October!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is working to include higher order thinking skills questions into her lessons by using the DOK - Depth of Knowledge levels as a guide. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Students were actively engaged and enjoyed the chapter.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response had texts on varying reading levels. The questions she asked the students were related to the texts and were higher order thinking related. She transitioned between guided practice and independent practice with ease.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job throughout her lesson keeping the students engaged in the lesson. She would ask questions frequently to see if the students understood the lesson being taught. She gave positive/encouraging comments to students throughout the lesson for numerous tasks such as paying attention, answering questions, staying on task.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna is performing beyond expectation - like a more advanced student. It is evident that she has lots of experience in the classroom. She is a loving and encouraging teacher. Her abilty to "read the room" is excellent. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides positive feedback to the students as well as encourgment.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		When Destinee observed the students getting a little restless, she stopped the lesson and used little exercises to regain the student's attention.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always uses meaningful activators to get the students engaged in learning.  She allowed the students to move around as she taught as it related to her activity.  Her visuals need to be hung up before the lesson and ready to go without any distractions around them so that she does not lose the class focus as she hangs things up.  She gets very into her lesson and does not always notice off task behaviors.  She needs to redirect more often as she loses a child's focus.  As she teaches/reviews she always praises the children with positive feedback and gives clues and wait time for those who are struggling.  She used a wide variety of instructional materials (videos, promethean, direct instruction, guided instruction, visual aids).  The only area she really needs to improve on is differentiation.  She should have pulled a small group to help low readers to assess basic NSEW directions and the latitude/longitude lines.  She also could have done the coordinates activity with the advanced students who finished the task early. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson began with a review using Kahoot to engage students. Students were able to share their best strategy for solving the problems and numbered sticks were utilized to ensure all students had the opportunity to participate.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		This was a very engaging lesson.  

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget higher order thinking questions! Asking "how do you know" and "why" are awesome ways to assess their reasoning!
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		You checked for understanding as the text was read by questioning the students.  This kept them engaged and focused.  You even told them to raise their hands if they heard something in the text that you had just mentioned.  This was excellent, as it gave them a purpose for reading and keeping up.  It was a great idea to tell them to pay attention to a particular section because it would be part of their independent work later on. Venn diagram assignment for independent practice was appropriate, and was differentiated as needed (one was open-ended and one was "cloze" format).

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This group responds well to videos and you know that.  I liked the one you chose.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Students were not clear on what needed to be in their picture. Make sure directions are very specific. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		I love  how you utilized partners during the lesson activity so that students can share/ help/ discuss with each other. Some students have problem visualizing how one shape can be a fractional part of another. I was great to see how you integrated Edward, our non-english speaker, to be part of the activity by writing the fraction cards in english and spanish. Awesome differentiation with the various fraction cards levels and with integration of spanish.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The children enjoyed creating their character from the book, and writing about it. Good job!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She did a good job facilitating math centers during this time. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		No assessments was used for this lesson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The assessment was whole group and Miss A would call on one child to help come up with a sentences to add the correct quotation marks.... only a few students were called upon, so a true picture if the students learned the lesson was not observed. 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-The assessment was very effective. You could easily see if the students understood the difference between active and inactive.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Gave advice to either check the work of the students as they finish or ask questions to see if the students understood the concept of the activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass asked questions throughout the lesson to ensure that students understood key vocabulary terms of compare and contrast.  She helped students who weren't confident of where their index card should go by asking students questions and using "think aloud" statements to help them understand.  

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		After you read the story, you had the students identify the characters and the setting in "Green Eggs and Ham". The students were able to identify the characters and the setting. They were eager to participate and remained on task!!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Your activity to show mastery was good, but it would be useful to provide a more rigorous assessment piece. For example, instead of students simply copying your dream catcher, they could create their own rules and provide an example to prove their rule is necessary. The activity was cute, but could have had more "meat" to it! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students self assessed their previous writing. Ms. Benitez assessed their writing in order to continue engaging areas students need more practice.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The summative and diagnostic assessments were not necessary for this particular lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great job observing student conversations to to determining understanding of science concepts.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You are starting to see how I group kids based on diagnostic data and using this data. As the year progresses, I would like to see you become more comfortable with doing this on your own. This is definitely a learning process, and you are on the right track with getting to know students and their individual needs.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You were able to walk around to each group to assess their knowledge of arrays.  I liked the way you traveled to each group and told them what you liked about their creation of arrays.  You were also able to ask them to show you how to create a certain array.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie asked questions throughout the lesson. At the end of the activity, Julie called 4 to 5 students to the Elmo to show the pizza they created. The students told their various strategies for counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did a great job formatively assessing throughout the lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		After naming and locating the continents on a map, having students locate and write the names of the continents on a blank map was an excellent way to evaluate which students knew the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The formative assessment that you used showed student understanding or misconceptions of the lesson that you taught. The questioning that you used also informed you of mastery and struggling students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Use white board or sticky notes to assess students skill. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Did a very nice job of going around and observing/monitoring the progress of the students. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The game would have been a great assessment if it would have been explained clearly, but it was not.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pre-test- beginning of the activity. Ticket out door- culminating activity. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Students were actively engaged in all activities assigned during their center rotations.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		THe lesson asked the students to explain their understanding through several activities including reading text and discussion, illustrating the water cycle in a drawing and then wirting about the water cycle. She will be able to assess this lesson in a variety of ways.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Diagnostic not necessary for this task/book.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		You gave immediate feedback when needed and led students to the correct answer without just giving them the answer. You also did a good job having students explain why they chose active or non-active. It's always good to have kids explain their thinking. Questioning is one of your strengths! :)

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She used a variety of assessments to make sure the students understood the content. She was able to differentiate and accommodate different learning styles.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were assessed during lesson by Ms. Burton as she went from group to group during work time and observed and asked questions. During sharing time questions were also asked.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The lab sheet provided written student feedback and observations about what they were discovering.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		there was a culminating hands on product the students created to see their mastery of the regions of Georgia.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		This was an instructional lesson and Ms. Butler's first lesson.  Her materials were sufficient to be used for diagnostic understanding of the learning targets.  Formal or summative assessments were not appropriate at this time.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Writing three properties of each shape was powerful in your lesson.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Questioning is on point, although being sure to only plan what can be accomplished during that time period will lead to better data collection at the end of each lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Students seem to retain the information learned from todays lesson. Great job!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley conducts running records each week for Tier 3 students. She has been able to participate and lead formal and summative assessments. Ashley has also participated in SST meetings, collegial planning, team planning, and pod planning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		I like that you used a differentiated assessment to check for understanding.  The difficulty level of the activity was a little high for both groups.  It might have been a good idea to have an activity like your closing compare/contrast activity to review before giving out the assessment.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		very good job, asking questions during the sort and the story to establish understanding by the students. I like how you brought attention to the french fries and discussed them with the class.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		A gradual release was used. Students transitioned from following along with the teacher, to working with support, to working independently.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		No diagnostic testing is used.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Students seemed to enjoy creating their umbrella with raindrops.  Use of the ELMO projector in show students what was expected was great.  Students at this age need LOTS of visuals to accompany verbal directions.  One piece of advice, while sharing is encouraged and wonderful, it may help keep the peace to ensure each student has their own supplies if available.  Students tend to fuss over taking turns with glue sticks and suck during art activities.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used the student writing to access the students' writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The work done in Ms. Day's small group was checked as they went along, but there was not a lot of assessment (formative) done for the other groups. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney uses the star reading and math test to determine students level of ability.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was used during the lesson to make sure the students understood the concept.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The Grammar Bites is tested at the end of the week over the skills reviewed that week. For this lesson, the actual review was their assessment where they indicated the mistakes on their own using the magic pen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I like that you are able to use informal assessments during your instructional teaching to determine if students are understanding the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessment for the lesson was perfect and easy to grade- She was able to give next day feed back to those that needed it.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included questioning throughout her lesson to check student's understanding. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara provided formative assessments and homework with her lesson. I also used a short quiz from her lesson today for a grade!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Try to question more when reading aloud and when having students respond to your prompts. If they don't give you the answer you're looking for, lead them to it by questioning them. You did a nice job of helping students retell the beginning, middle, and ending of the book. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson offered opportunities for students to think about the relationship between eating cookeis and reading information.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		This lesson did not provide opportunities for assessing.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Assessments went well, students are doing a great job assessing from the materials taught.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Good job!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diagnostic observation/record not a part of this lesson; learning was of a review and extend lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students answered questions and you called on various students to check for understanding. Then, a 'ticket-out-the-door" was used to check all students understanding of the material presented. This was in the form of a Quizziz. The students used technology to log onto quizziz and complete a two-question quizz. The results showed that 35 out of 40 students mastered the standard. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students used their Reading Workshop Journals, Math Journals and a Scholastic reader to demonstrate their understanding of the material.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a great job making sure the students were learning and helping others learn.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara used a lot of questioning throughout the lesson to make sure all students were understanding and remembering the concept. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like the way you asked questions to review important concepts, but also lead the students to reach the correct conclusion.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The activity was great for covering the standard that you taught.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant asking high order thinking questions throughout her lesson and recaped what the students learned by having them write about theme on the back of their handout.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The mini kahoot review game was great for students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is working towards gaining data from the formal and informal assessments she is using within her lessons.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Your skill of questioning will improve as your experience and content knowledge deepens. You are gaining a more thorough understanding of the students' skill levels and what questions to prompt their thinking.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Using tthe Oreo graphic organizer, students will choose their own topic to form an opinion. A list is also given as ideas if students can't come up with their own. Students were to state opinion and relate my ideas in an organizational structure. They seemed understand and be able to do this step. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The assessments were appropriate for the lesson.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Good  job helpeing them remember facts about symbols.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Didn't really see HOW the assessment was done for this lesson?! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*constant questioning during the lesson *students were given examples of the work they were expected to do on the board before they were given a worksheet *worksheet was aligned with the standards and a good measure of whether skill was understood 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Explained writing rubric.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Teacher checked for understanding of irregular plural nouns and collective nouns multiple times throughout the lesson. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		There are so many different kinds of assessments and as you move throughout your block you will discover so many different ones that can be used with a lesson. Assessments are important in guiding your instruction and differentiation. This is the key to student success and growth. As you go through your blocks you will become stronger in this area and you will learn more on how to use assessments to plan and differentiate for students. You did a great job for your first lesson and you used one assessment a checklist. You also show students the rubric to follow while writing. Rubrics are very good tools to use for guiding students and helping them know the expectations of an assignment. As you go through your blocks try to write down some different types of assessments you see teachers use so that you have a bank to pull from when you get your own classroom or when you are teaching your 4th block. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor asked a variety/level of questions to keep students on task and check for understanding.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones constantly assesses understanding informally through questioning during instruction and student work time.  He also provides an assessment of knowledge at the end of the lesson during the summarizer.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Needed to talk about the order of story.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Questioning was appropriate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students summarized what they learned in their own words.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie did not incorporate higher level questioning in the lesson.  I was hoping to see that. However, she did ask many recall questions for scaffolding and making connections.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce stopped many times throughout the lesson to check for understanding. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The assessments were there and were very appropriate, implementation needs a bit of work.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		There were lots of questions asked during the story and after the reading of the story. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a nice job using both formal and informal assessment strategies. She looked at each student&#39;s reading level to determine which fable would be best for them. She engaged students with teacher observation by walking around the room, while students talked to their shoulder buddy.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		The worksheet at the end allowed teachers to assist student who were struggling and see students that understood the concept.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha's lesson did not reguire the student to take any type of formal/summative/or diagnostic testing.  When students had an issue or a question from the student she was able to explain how to help the student come up with a reasonable answer that made sense to the problem at hand. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The work assignment and homework were appropriate for first grade students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students had books about these historical figures to find out more in their leveled book boxes. She asked great questions to clarify students' understandings of the figures.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Worksheet and poster.  I really liked the worksheet; although, it probably should have been open book or open note. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's informal questioning and the practice worksheet strongly supported her lesson. The formal review was very helpful in evaluationg the students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		She uses informal assessments, observing students work, asking questions and evaluating thier work.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Great questioning throughout the lesson! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey led the lesson using grade-appropriate questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Again, as students are working make sure you are walking around and asking questions to ensure they are successful.  Also, have some sort of closing at the end of your lesson, ticket out the door, think pair share.  Something so you can make sure they have understood what was taught.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You did a good job with closing questions, but be sure to ask students questions during the lesson as well to check for understanding along the way. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was constant informa assessments throughout-white boards, hands up, students answering.

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The student wrote a paragraph on "Their Favorite Seaon"  and then drew a picture.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Children were asked to sit in their regular seats for a heterogeneous grouping.  This is very appropriate for this type of activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostics were not applicable during this activity.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students answered questions pertaining to Columbus and the article she assigned. Student understanding was measured based on their response to the questions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students wrote their own poem about a color. 

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Wonderful questioning during the lesson and good quick-check after the lesson to see individual understanding. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has used Diagnostic assessments to form small groups and modify instruction.  She gives informal or short formative quizzes as warm up, review, or a Ticket out the Door to formulate groups for the following day, or adjust plans. Ms. Phillips uses GMA Writing samples and the state rubrics to help students improve their writing.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding.    Students used the anchor chart and sandwich method taught to them to write an opinion piece about their favorite cookie.  Mrs. Polite directed students to take a second look at their writing and make changes as needed to ensure they had all the components of a great opinion paper.  Student work was graded using a rubric and commentary was given.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Grows: Do not always pick kids with their hands raised.  That allows for the others to not have to pay attention. Move around the room more and use "proximity control".  Especially while reading.  A few students were off task.This was a difficult concept for many students.  Next time, consider pairing students with hgh-med med-low for the task.  Also, not sure what post-its were used...but always make sure they are name brand so they stick.  Many were falling off onto the floor.  Its worth the investment. :) Overall, you did great!  I absolutely love how you are always to particiate and interact with the kids!  You offer to help me out and do whatever is necessary.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to predict meanings of words.  This allowed you to check prior knowledge of the vocabulary.  -Students planned a broadcast using key vocabulary to explain important facts about the bombing at Pearl Harbor.  You provided a checklist to ensure students included necessary information.  Students were able to self-assess their work and demonstrated the information learned. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		You used the  assessment prompt (Thumbs Up/ Thumbs Down) for a quick observation of students' knowledge of the skill.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan does a nice job utilizing diagnostic data to provide appropriate leveled reading material for different groups.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job with assessments and using student data to help drive instruction.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts had thoughtful, pre-planned questions.  Many of her questions met the rigor of higher order thinking skills.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The teacher used questioning and observation to understand whether or not the students understood the material or not.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of providing students with plenty of opportunities to show comprehension and understanding of the standards that were covered (multiplying fractions with whole numbers).  She had several different problems for the students to work together, and then they were given problems that were taken for a grade.  Ms. Rudolph ensured that all students would have a chance to show the level that they comprehended the information.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job walking around and checking for student understanding throughout the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal planned a game called "Stacks" as the culminating activity. The children LOVED the competition while she was able to observe and assess the children's ability to count the coins at the same time.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Thumbs up and Thumbs down to determine understanding and whole group participation. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The lesson was stopped due to student confussion.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. mith walked around and checked students interactive notebooks to observe understanding of content.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Smith did a wonderful job asking appropriate questions and encouraging student conversation throughout the lesson.  At the end of the lesson, students were asked to complete for following sentence stem: "I can brush my _________."  The assignment was a good follow-up and developmentally appropriate for students' writing skills at this point in the year.    I would suggest looking into asking a question that is a little more open ended  when it comes to assessing student knowledge.  For an example,  "I can take care of my teeth by (flossing, eating healthy, brushing my teeth, going to the dentist."  Another bit of advice is to make dotted letters and have studnets trace letters this way.   If you draw a liine after the word my it has a "fill in the blank" feel that will help students remember that their sentence isn't complete after simply tracing.     Diagnostic testing was not applicaple during this lesson.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He has been teaching about the solar systema and he gave students an assessment on the planet order.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job of checking understanding with thumbs up. Work on time management- didn't get to do activity that was planned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were actively engaged in the assignment given.  The activity had really good questions comparing/contrasting the greatest/least amounts of the colors of skittles.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart gave immediate feedback to students and graded their work their work in a timely manner. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Students were encouraged to complete their inquires regarding inherited traits at home through family discussion. What a great way to make the lesson meaningful and facilitate a home connection! 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		informal oral assessing and redirecting/ reinforcement as needed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Informal questioning was used to check for learning. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The summarizing activity was great and really showed what the students learned. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was a social studies lesson and she did a good job questioning during the lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Readinng passages were assigned based on Lexile Levels.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie questioning and hands on with the students allowed her to understand better which students understood the curriculum being taught and the ones who may have had trouble understanding. She was able to guide all students to understand the difference between the two. Instruction was excellent.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Used formative and summative assessments.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Work samples and verbal q and a were used for assessment

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good job questioning.  Referenced key vocabulary to check for real understanding of standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		It's okay to let the lesson itself bring up questions, but always have 2 or 3 really great, deep questions for students that make them think. Questions that might be a little too hard for them, that can't be answered in one word or even one sentence.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great questioning from group to group as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Liked how the sticks were taken from each student to check for completion and had the students in a whole group setting check to make sure their pieces were in the correct order first. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Presentations were a great way to see what the students learned about the animals and main idea 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did a great job of questioning the students throughout the lesson. You could incorporate a ticket out the door with another text to help measure their independent understanding. I like that you used a sentence frame to model the first part of their explanation, but had them them make their own connections.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Good questioning! - I loved how you used thinking maps!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job allowing students to add knowledge to the lesson or ask questions about the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to summarize the results or the summarizer. Give feedback so students know if they are correct or incorrect.


		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your questions during class are giving you information but you're not using that information during class. Make sure to correct and address misconceptions.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey performs a variety of assessments with students on a weekly basis.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great use of the journal writing to sum up the activity and have the students reflect on what they had done. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Groups of students were called back to the carpet and asked to demonstrate the motion that went with the street sign to check for understanding.  Students were doing independent practice at their seats during this time.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson questioned students during the teaching process and observed student understanding when covering the room for student participation and understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		During the course of this lesson Ms. Witcher used teacher observation and questioning to determine abilities of students and she also used running records as an assessment as well. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job of using both informal and formal assessments with her lesson. She assigned the students a homework activity that went along with her lesson to make sure the students grasped her lesson that was taught. She asked students to return the homework to her in order to make sure the students understood the role that both the Native Americans and the Pilgrims played in the first Thanksgiving. She asked students to draw pictures and write sentences of things that both the Native Americans and Pilgrims did to help one another for the first Thanksgiving.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna took anecdotal notes while in our classroom and used them to develop her lesson plans appropriately. She allowed rigor for our gifted student, movement for our entire class, and remediation for a child with fine motor challenges.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline used a variety of formative assessments to determine the progress of students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She does great with informal observations and questioning.  She is great at making sure the children understand the concepts.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Students used thumbs up to indicate understanding and their work was monitored during independent practice. Students were in self selected groups to assess learning through a game that Jenna monitored.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Great way to make assessment fun!

		Responses (n): 		156

		Response Rate: 		32.84%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		3		3		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		3		3		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		3		3		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		3		3		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		3		3		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Good redirection as needed when you saw students playing with or touching the money in the bags.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*"Is everyone ready?" is going to call for many students to answer out, be more specific, "If you are ready, raise your hand" *Don't call on students who are off task. If students are off task, start praising those students who are not.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		I have enjoyed having Claudia in the classroom. From her very first day, she immediately started working with students and didn't just sit back waiting for direction. The students responded very well to her as well.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Classroom mangement comes with experience. You are gaining knowlege in this area. Remember to be firm, consistent, and continue to provide love to the students.  I had to intervene during the lesson.  Management is developing.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She is a natural teacher. She managed the students well.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions: Use color print for signs

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions for completing lesson plans: *double check spelling and wording when typing lesson plan. *use better handwriting when writing on poster boards. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		An area of concern for Miss A is her classroom management. She  often focuses on one student while the rest of the class is not on task. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Suggestion for Ally's Lesson Plans: -Use a louder tone and voice level while talking to the students -try to re-direct stuents that were not focused during the lesson 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-It is hard to manage allowing movement around the room and maintaining a calm, quiet environment. You do a good job with this, but it gets easier the more practice you have.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Watch transition times- perhaps dismissing in groups, not all at once. *Did a great job acting/dressing professional. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber has been extremely professional and attends to every area of the classroom well. I felt very comfortable having her teach the class.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass uses a friendly and approachable manner that makes the students comfortable.  They enjoyed this lesson and had fun placing cards on the hula hoop Venn diagram.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Thank you for always being positive, attentive, and compassionate with the students. Your lesson went over the allotted time because you wanted to be sure all students understood and had a firm grasp on the concept which shows you are invested in the students actually understanding the topic. In the future, those who are struggling could be pulled into a small group while the others complete the task. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez runs a well organized classroom that stays on tasks. Off task students were quickly, and appropriately redirected to become reengaged in the class conversations.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan is a true natural in the classroom. She is very loving and caring person. Our pre-k students felt comfortable going to Ms. Jordan when a problem would arise. She would be an asset to any school.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams did a good job of redirecting a student that blurted out during whole group discussion. I also liked that she returned to the student to allow him to share.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You do a great job exhibiting professionalism in the classroom. You are working hard to maintain consistent and fair classroom expectations and management. I am proud of your use of procedures to ensure a positive learning environment.

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica is very punctual. She is actively engaged in the class during lessons, small/whole group instruction. She takes iniative to assist students as well as the teacher. She has a passion to learn more about teaching. She reaches out for assistance and inquires how she can better herself as an educator. I am so glad I had the opportunity to work with her. Best wishes! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I liked how you showed vocabulary with the actually "words", "pictures", and later "students" with the "human array".

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When students are on the floor be sure to monitor all students.  Keep them up close to you.  Don't allow students to call out.  Be mindful of correct grammar.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Throughout the lesson, Julie monitored the students by walking around the room. She questioned the students as she walked around. The students loved creating their own pizzas. Excellent Lesson!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears is completely progessional in all ways. She has a great balance as far as not being stuffy or unapproachable, but still being a great model of behavior for peers and students. 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		She did a great job keeping the class engaged.  They really enjoyed the lesson and learned some valuable information.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your classroom management skills are better developed than most beginning teachers.  The students know that they will have fun learning but also know the behavioral expectations will be enforced.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great voice, able to keep students attention. Make sure to grab those other students who tend to drift off.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Great job encouraging the students and giving help when needed. *Watch all transition times. *Remember to have an extension activity for the early finishers. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was one student reading a book the entire lesson, had she been walking around the room, she would have caught that. Ms. Brown got very aggitated with students when they didn't know what to do becuase directions were not clear at all. She began giving students attitude when she was aggitated. If assigment had been explained clearly, frustration levels wouldn't have been as high.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		While students were working in partners, and getting increasingly off task, Ms. Brown remained seated while helping students. I explained to her after the lesson, that if she was walking around the room more, and checking in on groups, the off task behavior would have been increasingly lower. During the lesson, I could hear and feel her getting increasingly frustrated with the students, which caused her to to get a little snappy with them.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Behavior management is one of the toughest areas to master when facilitating a classroom. Students became rowdy and you redirected them but they seemed to ignore many of your requests. This will come as they begin to view you as a leadership figure in the classroom. Perhaps a strategy you could use is calling students specifically by their names instead of making general statements about listening and student behavior.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You moved around some but not quite enough to make sure they all knew they had to stay on task. Make sure to correct off task behavior immediately before it gets out of hand. Make sure to give behavior expectations at the beginning of a lesson.  You have a soft voice; so make sure to use a microphone when you teach a lesson.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am so glad to have Caroline back with me this semester!  She is a fantastic teacher and my students love it when she teaches.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		She looks like a teacher, sounds like a teacher, carries herself like a teacher - She is on her way to becoming a teacher!

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Make sure to call on a variety of students when asking questions. You can use index cards, popsicle sticks, etc. with student names to help with this. Don't talk over the kids. Stop, take a deep breath, and use a management strategy to refocus the kids. (If you can hear my voice clap once, if you can hear my voice clap twice, etc.)
 
When students blurt out, ignore them. Make a point to call on someone with their hand up and thank them for raising their hand for permission to speak.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She read where all students could see the book and hear her. She also put the model of the assignment under the Hover Cam for them to see.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She attends to all areas of the classroom to make sure students are engaged. She maintains a professional apperance at school.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda is very professional and comfortable in the classroom.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Excellent classroom management. Students responding well to re-direction, when needed.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has good presence and speaks clearly and respectfully to the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna is a highly motivated and professional teacher.  She steps in at any time and is very flexible about what/how she is working with the students.  Time management is a key for her.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Ms. Callahan did an excellent job of following through with behavior consequences that were given to students who made wrong choices.  Classroom management is a very difficult thing to grasp and Ms. Callahan listens to suggestions and is open to trying positive behavior management techniques as well as consequences for bad behavior.  She has gotten some good experiences in our classroom and has handled all situations well with the students.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your lesson incorporated things in a totally different manner than when the Tooth Fairy came earlier this week.  Even though the students had already gone over some of this with the Tooth Fairy, your lesson was fun and interesting to the students and held their attention.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		  To help students stay organize, remember to list the word for each table so that they willl know what word they are doing.   Also remember to put a timer on the board to help the students stay on track with the time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Waiting on students to settle down - that is not wasted time! Make sure you include the students in the back of the room...always sweep the room with your eyes to see what's up!  Stroll through and stand in the back to let all students know that you expect them all to pay attention.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley is clearly formulating her classroom behavior plan.  I have encouraged her to try out strategies learned to see which "plan" is the best fit.  She has an excellent rapport with students in my classroom.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had great enthusiasm and energy during the lesson.  You responded appropriately to all behaviors during the lesson.  I like the way you encouraged the students and gave positive feedback.  Many of the students became off-task during the independent activity.  It might have been a good idea to work through the task together when you realized the activity was too difficult.  However, I like that you changed things up and allowed them to work together in groups.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		several students were off task when finished, make sure you pay attention to those so that the noise level does not get out of hand. always have a plan for those students who finish early.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Only one station.  

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox is working on maintaining a quieter classroom environment.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students were yelling out, but that may not bother you Very engaging lesson

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel dresses for success every day!  He has wonderful rapport with the children.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel walked all areas of the classroom during the lesson to address student needs and concerns.  He is very encouraging to students!

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Good circulation around the classroom and helping individual students who had issues. We are still working on a classroom management plan together to help with off task students. You did a good job redirecting the off task student in the beginning of the lesson who was looking at a book.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis does an excellent job of working with the students. She is an assest to my classroom. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students involved in Ms. Day's group were on task, but the other groups seemed to contain a lot of off task behavior. The groups working individually were not closely monitored for work completion or correctness. I know that it is difficult to maintain a close eye on the whole class when you are working with a small group, but it is needed in order to make sure all students are benefiting from the lesson/learning activity.  One way that I have found helpful is to let my small group work on something individually, maybe one or two problems, while I quickly circulate around the room just to check on the other groups before returning to my small group. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure all students are on the right page and following along.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep the students focused and on task. There were several students talking during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom management is professional. Miss Dermo attends all areas of the classroom and always re-directs students who are off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Her behavior management skills are great.  She is always re-directing students who are off task and makes sure they are working.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan did a great job of explaining and providing additional information on the skills covered. She also had students give explanantions prior to her giving them, so they could make personal connections.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Classroom management will be the most difficult. You will have to find a classroom management system that works best for you. Great first start!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great Job!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak used the "Thumbs up if you are listening to me" classroom management device. When the students began to talk over one another, she gave verbal reminders to listen when others are speaking.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When teaching make sure you kind of rotate around the room and monitor students working.  You will pick up on the students that need you by them more often.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		My suggestion was to make the directions for the early finishers clear- students should know the expectations of what their teacher would like for them to do.  This will be easier when you do these everyday.  Students learn at the beginning of the year - the classroom management rules and expectations.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a great job managing the room. She used proximity control to manage behaviors as well as redirection when off task. Students were well behaved under her guidance, even with a game that involved throwing wadded up paper!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I thoroughly enjoy having Kara in my classroom! She helps out tremendously and keeps a professional approach to everything she completes in the classroom. She is wonderful!!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Keep working on your voice, sometimes it's hard to hear you.  Great job!  This was an excellent start!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's was extremely professional in her attire and interaction with the students throughout her semester here.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli exibits utmost professionalism in the classroom and school setting. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has the "look" and professionalism of a teacher. She is working to find her "teacher voice" that gets attention WITHOUT yelling at or above the kids. She did not use a yelling voice at all! She does need to find that stern tone that is needed a times. Alli was aware of what was going on with the students during the lesson. She and I discussed being sure to walk the room as she teachers and use proximity to students to maintain on task behavior.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job! So impress with your excitement in teaching our VR students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick is always poised and professional, even when events or language that are out of the ordinary are presented.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher executes lessons in a format appropriate for students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Small groups were called to the back table to complete a hands on activity.  The rest of the class was working on a worksheet related to the standard being taught.  They needed more guided practice before working independently, so they had a lot of questions for me.  Since Ms. Fincher was helping with the hands on activity, she was unable to answer their questions as often as they needed. It would have been better to complete the hands on activity the next day to review.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You maintained classroom management by walking around the room and calling on students to check for understanding. Randomly calling on various students helped keep them all on task. At times, there were some students that appeared to not be paying attention. Walk over near those students during the lesson. Sometimes this helps get their attention without ever having to call their name.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer is going to be an effective and inspiring teacher for our young learners! She'll be an asset to the teaching profession.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students truly enjoy the classroom when you are there.  The loved your lesson and very interested in the lesson.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Students were very engaged in the lesson. Work on attention getters to get the students attention after lesson has begun. Classroom management will come with more practice. Also, for the students who finish quickly- what can they do when they are finished. It's important to keep them busy and engaged so that you don't get that off- task behavior. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job circulating around the room and helping those students that needed support. Good job redirecting off task behavior throughout the lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		You gave great motivation throughout your lesson.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Off task behaviors were redirected immediately to not interfere with instruction. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with variation of levels. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley is always professional in appearence and her interactions with the students.  She has a great relationship with them and they respect her and love having her in class.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Overall, this lesson was both effective and beneficial to the students' conceptual knowledge of what multplication means. Nice work!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and aware of her students.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		include math vocabulary when appropriate

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job on this. Make sure you are asking students for the information more than you are giving it to them. It makes it more student centered. This is difficut to do especially when you are first learning to teach. :)

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany is reflective and realizes she needs to monitor all areas of the classroom more frequently.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stay on their behavior during lesson. I had to redirect several during your lesson so they would not disrupt you lesson. You may also need to have some of the clip up or down to show them that you mean business! 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Always has a smile on her face and pleasant appearance.  Very uplifting and positive attitude!

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Suggested to watch behaviors in ALL areas of the classroom. *Did like how Tyler used the "Give me 5" to get the students back on track. *Also suggested to make sure to give the students a lot of positive reinforcement. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Continue to work on classroom management of students yelling out.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*very professional in mannerisms and dress *most students were highly engaged during independent work time *suggest that be a bit firmer with some off-task challenging students

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Don't be afraid to move around! I did like how you were very positive in redirecting. Make sure you attend to ones off task, even if it is "If you can hear me...."

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		The students were very engaged throughout the lesson, however once they started the poems a few finished quickly and were roaming around the room. Maybe we could have an additional activity the finished students could begin or work on while they're done. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Classroom management is one of the most challenging parts of teaching. It is so important to set your expectations early in the year and then hold students to those expectations. As you go through your block you will get stronger and stronger in this area. You did a great job explaining your expecations in the beginning of your lesson. Try to collect a list of different type tools you can use to get students attention or to correct off task behavior. Things like "clap once if you hear me, clap twice if you are ready", Give Me Five, or complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior. By complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior this gets others to notice and what to do the correct thing. This also reminds students of your expectations. For your first lesson, I thought you did an incredible job!

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Voice inflection is showing improvement! Good circulation around the room. Make sure to wait untill ALL are listening to proceed with instructions. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson. I heard such statements as, "Think it through. You can figure it out."

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey is very professional and loves kids.  She will be a great teacher someday.  She challenges students to do their best in a loving way  but still lets them know she is in charge.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Classroom management has improved a lot. Doing a great job addressing things right away.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Professionalism is definitely a strength for Mr. Jones.  He always maintains professional apperance and communication in the classroom.  He is also very observant and promptly redirects off taks behavior.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' is always willing to help out in any way.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria reminded a student, "We've moved past that." and carried on with instruction. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Good classroom management: “Give me a thumbs up, if you know where your card goes.”
You were mobile in the classroom monitoring behavior and checking on student understanding.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie is working on being more direct with students.  She knows she needs to speak louder and engage students to keep their attention.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce impressed me with her ability to remember every child's name (22) within her first week in our room. She jumped in and helped with lessons and small groups. She was an active participate and never needed to be told what to do. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney does an excellent job of communicating to students with clear directions and expectations. I truly appreciated her efforts to help our classroom prepare for our STEM certification day. She did a wonderful job showcasing the students work. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		You are quite professional and that is very much appreciated. You obviously knew the standard, and used appropriate grammar and vocabulary throughout the lesson. You do need to develop a management technique that includes more than threatening to take things away.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job consistently using Class Dojo and the Trojan Gold clip chart to monitor student&#39;s behavior. She did a fantastic job positively redirecting off task behavior in a timely manner.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups. This is very beneficial to all students.  Class was engaged in groups and on-task majority of lesson.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Ms.Lee has always been very professional with the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Throughout the entire lesson Martha circulated around the room in order to help any student that needed it. Her positive attitude encouraged the students to do their best and she always used the correct mathematical terms as she was talking to the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You presented yoursellf in a way that was very easy to understand. You spoke clearly and with correct grammar. You are very professional at all times and have an ease with speaking in front of the students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*Great use of Hands and Eyes to grab the students attention at the end of the lesson. Use this strategy to regain control of the classroom when students begin to lose focus. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She did a beautiful lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison is a natural!! She works extremely well with the children. Shas a positive, upbeat attitude at all times. Madison is not affraid to jump in a get her hands dirty :) She motivates and encourages the children every step of the way!! Just an amazing teacher!! Love having her in my classroom!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to employ the behavior system as you are teaching.   Stop throughout lesson and redirect as needed.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Work on  facial expressions and tone when correcting the students as  well as when  teaching.  The students need to know that you care about them.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's calm and confident teaching stlye allowed for a well taught lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Sh e is developing the skills for watching those students who are quite but off task and redircting thier behavior. Overall she does a greqat job of managing students and their conduct, she also is very professional and creates a pleasant environment for children. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Don't be afraid to be more vocal with the students.  Demand their attention and respect with body language and confidence.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Just make sure that the students know that you are in charge.  Take command of the room.  This can be done by your presence and by your voice.  Also, if you are excited about something, they will be excited, too.  They pick up on our body language and cues.  Make them want to engage and do their best.  You are in charge of setting the tone.  This will come with experience, but as you move between our classes notice what each of us does to keep their attention and ensure that they are engaged.  :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - Walk around the entire room to make sure you have eyes on the kids in each seat. I have the biggest class in school, and it's easy for them to get off-task and in trouble if they think you're not paying attention to them *suggestion* - Make sure to project your voice to the back of the room... you lost several students in the back because it was so hard to hear you and they lost interest. Change the tone and volume throughout your lesson to keep the students engaged *suggestion* - If you're doing a fill-in-the-blank-while-you're-reading activity, read slower than you normally would so you can give the slower writers a chance to be successful. A few of the students I was watching became frustrated becuase they couldn't focus on writing their answers AND listening to you reading.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students respect Ms. Nesmith and want to please her while in class. She does a great job at reinforcing our Trojan Gold expectations. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Good job on classroom management, use as little " don't want playground time" as possible.  This comes with experience.  Overall, very good. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure your voice level is a little louder so all students can hear you clearly. At one point during the whole group venn diagram activity, several students were out of their seat and at the board, pause and redirect students back to their seats. Try taking a link from the chart on the board, or using "Give Me 5" to gain their attention.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton maintains professionalism in appearance and actions.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You have created a good bond with my students during your experience in my classroom. I know being nervous hindered your ability to keep students engaed and on task througout the entire lesson. Believe in yourself, block 1 is a learning experience.  With each lesson you will get more comfortable. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Miss Norwood always does an exceptional job attending to all areas of the classroom. She has a great tone with the children. They know that she expects their best, but she also shows love.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You did make sure that you moved the entire time. You have worked hard to make sure to incorporate the classroom behavior system. Next time make it a little more tricky for the students to gain points. Use it to address positive behavior rather than correct answers.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great classroom management! Good job encouraging students to participate.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You have a great relationship with the students, they really respect you.  You make an effort to call on a variety of students during a lesson. You make sure to walk around the room while they are working, this is a great way to check to see if each student is understanding the content. Next time make sure to have a signal for the whole class when the whole group needs redirecting. Great job!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She did work on getting all of the student's attention.  This will improve the longer she is in the classroom.  My students were difficult that day - even with me.  She has a soft voice but that is fine as long as she waits until she has everyones attention.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda is a natural, and has a wonderful way with children.  Her teacher voice is wonderful and she always involves learners throughout the lesson.  

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Project your voice more. It was hard to hear you in the back.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms Partlow keeps students' attention using various attention grabbers.They respond well to her instructions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige handles classroom disruptions and addresses any off task behaviors.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex does a great job introducing some new vocabulary to the students while mostly speaking on their level. He is very professional in his delivery, making it a very safe environment for all learners. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has done a great job with the students and is now able to handle the classroom without any intervention from me.  She redirects students, makes decisions based on behavior and gives consequences when needed.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Corrected spelling on the board and recognized mistakes. -Began to redirect by saying, "All eyes on me." Be sure to wait until they are looking at you before you give the next directions. -You walked around the room when the students were writing.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Great job redirecting students who weren't on task.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Great job circulating the room and monitoring/assisting groups. *You addressed off task behaviors immediately before they became a bigger problem.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		I spoke with Brianna about finding her teacher voice. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Explain behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson to reduce so many students talking at once.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Your classroom management was good.  You mimiced what I did to redirect students who were off task. I liked your use of close proximity to correct behavior.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts has excellent classroom management.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has established a wonderful rapport with the students.  They respect her and she connects with them easily.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca is gaining confidence in controlling the classroom.  I would recommend speaking louder and walking around the classroom more to be aware and attentive to all areas of the classroom.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Ms. Beaird was postive with any redirection of students that were off taask during the lesson. She was attentive to all students by teaching from different areas of the classroom to ensure all students remained on task and were participating in the lesson being taught. If a student made a mistake she did a good job to encourage them to ask questions for help and then to continue to try their best to master the standard being taught. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph was appeared to be very confident in front of the classroom.  I know my presence made a difference in the students' behaviors, but she was able to take control of the class without my having to step in and redirect.  She was able to maintain control of the classroom and had all students on task and listening to the lesson that was being delivered. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudoph's lesson on emotions was grade level appropriate.  The activities were enjoyed by the students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		You reminded the kids to respect their classmates. The kids were actively engaged and enjoyed the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! You appear very natural in front of the classroom and walking around helping students.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal did a good job with classroom management.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Make sure when you are teaching centers, you are aware what other groups are doing.  High group were playing during vocabulary center.  During small group, PZ was playing with hairbands and JN was playing with pens in cup on the teacher's desk.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		When asked to read, 4 girls were talking to each other.  When asking for response, boys were playing with desks.  You quickly corrected attention using "Pirates."  AL was working on ELA sheet during reading block up until the last 2 minutes. 

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Had students give her 5 in order to insure that all students were listening to the directions.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith announciates and is clear in her verbal and written language. She is careful to write content so children can see. She repeats herself to make sure all heard.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and courteous with staff and students. Students really enjoy being in class with him. He has got to know all students by name and knows their abilities.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson on comparing and contrasting stories!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great job on this lesson with classroom management.  Majority of the time, students were on task and doing what was asked.  You did a great job walking throughout the room helping students with questions they had.  One note:  always make sure that every student is working and understands the task.  One student in the front wasn't working like he should have been.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		If students are off task, make them move a stick from the behavior plan from the classroom. Make sure to set your expectations and do not be scared have a consequence to students who chose to not behave accordingly. If students aren't engaged, bring them back into the lesson by reinforcing good behaviors or asking them questions about learning. Having the students leave in groups from the rug was a great transition. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart does a wonderful job of keeping the students entertained, while at the same time, having very effective classroom management and provides redirection for the students who need it. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Overall, great classroom management. Redirect those students who might not be on task. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good job of redirecting off task behavior. Moving their card and calling their name.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah feels comfortable in my classroom and works well with the students. I recommended she make sure to have all students' attention before moving on to the next point of the lesson. She responded to my request and made sure all students were focused when needed from that point on.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		very professional, competent

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		She is good about correcting behaviors.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The students know what is expected. Kaitlyn moved around the room while they worked and encouraged their learning. She dealt with off task behaviors immediatly. Students were redirected as needed. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great review lesson on context clues.  Students loved participating in the stations.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		You are very postive when you interact with students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		From the start, Brittany has  had  great classroom management and is able to give appropriate redirection when needed.   Great job with the lesson! You had great control over the classsroom and handled disruptions well.  You moved clips and gave positive praise and hole punches with behavior card.  Ideas to improve lesson:   Maybe answer a couple of scout cards at first for guided instruction.   Remember I do, We do, and you do to help guide students to independent instruction.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Suggestion for next time:  I like to play scoot with the class when I play the game.  The students love it when you play with them.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is well on her way to becoming a great teacher!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Classroom management was used appropriately.  Students stayed well engaged in the lesson.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She maintained a positive learning environment for all the students in the classroom. She redirects students in a positive manner and they respond back to her positively. Natalie is very professional in the classroom.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Miss Turner did a nice job of presenting her lesson.  The video and power point were well done. The students enjoyed the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Remember that lessons shouild be kept short for the younger ones.  Sometimes longer lessons with more content should be broken up into segments where movement activities are involved as transitions.  Their attention span(s) are not very long. at all.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Maintains professionalism throughout the day.  During lesson tone of voice is good, excitement for lesson and when students understand.  Doing a good job developing "teacher voice" when attention is needed from students.  Used academic vocabualry during lesson to model for students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad has been doing a great job in the area of classroom management.  She has gotten firm with the students when needed but is still very nurturing with the children.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You shine in this area!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job moving around the room as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		I am impressed with the level and thought put into the lesson plan.  Keep up the good work. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Make sure to watch ALL areas of the classroom and watch the students especially towards the end of the lesson. *Loved the positive reinforcement! *Great tone/voice with the students! 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Classroom management is an area of weakness. Ideas were shared for getting and keeping control of the class.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		When the students worked independently you circulated the room to help clear up any misconceptions about the task or standard. When the students were losing focus, you brought them back together by clapping and that helped them to stay on task. You could also try using some class calls or playing a game of "teacher vs. student" to help students stay on task.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You are very calm and supportive of the students!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		My one big complaint is a lack of confidence. You are going to make a fabulous teacher if you allow yourself to do it. You have the knowledge and understanding of teacher - now let the students see this by taking charge of the class and entertaining the students. Remember, they will watch your enthusiasm. If you don't have any, neither will they.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to keep the lesson going. You have to entertain students and make them want to stay focused. You can do this by changing your motions, tone of voice and classroom activities.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey does a great job managing the students. They respect her because she respects them.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Awesome job circulating the room and keeping students on task. Don't be afraid to speak directly to the students who are off task. They will respond well. Great lesson and over all presence in the classroom. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary is very patient with the students and will redirect behavior when it needs to be addressed but does so in an appropriate manner.  The kids respect Zachary.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locati

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Great job with the students participating in the activity, maybe for next time show students a specific cheer they can do while cheering on their teammates. Positive reinforcement (especially at this age) is a great way to keeps students motivated and on task; great job giving Dojo points for positive behavior. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area in which I have seen tremendous growth in Ms. Williams.  She is not shy and has no problem telling a student to get back on task. She expects proper hallway behavior and can now control a classroom on her own.  She expects alot and exhibits professionalism in the way she treats her students.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla is always very well spoken and professional.  She has high expectations for all students.  Kayla addressed a behavior issue during the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In terms of professionalism, Ms. Witcher displayed all the necessary and integral elements of an effective teacher candidate. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna does a fantastic job of making sure all students stay on task! She does an extremely good job with students who struggle to stay on task or have behavior problems! I cannot say enough about how well she did with several of my students who have behavior issues. Without being asked she would see a need and meet with the student to help get them focused and back on task, or meet with them to discuss what they may have done wrong and what/how they could fix the problem at hand. She will make a great teacher!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna was early each day and offered to help beyond contract hours (after 3:30pm). She was always positive, encouraging, and smiling. She performed far beyond our expectations and like that of a Block 4 student teacher. I would love for my own children to have her as their teacher in the future. Thank you for a superior attitude and a job well done, Anna. You were a pleasure to work with.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is always professional!  She gives the children many chances to be successful.  When she is teaches, she needs to move around whole room from time to time.  Some students need more teacher proximity than others.  All in all, it was a fabulous lesson!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I would have selected students for the groups at the end of the lesson to ensure success of each small group.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You interact well with the students and address off-task behavior when it occurs.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget to ask questions while they're crafting.  Make sure they're thinking and engaged the whole time!
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		*Great job checking for understanding in between each activity & engaging the students *Using actual objects to measure makes the lesson more concrete *Students enjoyed your lesson & were very excited *Liked how you explained the meaning of about in measurement....how it's not exact & item size might differ *Next time, try recording answers as you discuss measurement of that object :) 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, a very effective lesson introduces students to the concept of equal sharing (division).

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby is on the right track to becoming a great teacher!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Overall job - Great for a Block 1 student. You are going to be a fabulous teacher one day! Thank you!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She takes initiative and is willing to help in any way. We are enjoying her so much.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Overall, David did a great job with his lesson and still needs guidance developing his lesson plans.  He listen to any suggestions and ideas for lesson plans.  The students enjoyed the lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally needs to be more involved with the students and teachers, she was very quiet and had a hard time interacting with others.  Ally would sit with the students but not communicate with the students until one of the teachers would prompt her.  When giving directions or suggestion, she would sometimes ignore or didn't follow the given directions. Ally would not ask for suggestion or permission if she wanted to do a special activity with the class or give a special treat to the class.  She would interrupt our daily routine by handing out specail treats to our students and  interfere the flow of the transition. We asked her several times to ask before giviing out treats, which we didn't mind if she asked.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have spoken with Miss A’s supervisor about the concerns I am having. She also mentioned that she was seeing them as well and would speak with her.  Miss A is not gaining the classes attention before starting a lesson and is afraid to get on to them when they are off task. Another concern is she is not reaching all learners. Instead of varying her activities to include several forms of assessment, there was none.  

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		I am unsure what the meaning of  Professional Growth Plan means at this time of his practicum.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Overall, Casey did a great job on her first independant lesson. Great opening and the flow of the lesson was pretty good. The students loved the activity and did really well. Main advice was to make sure to plan extension activities and to go over the directions throughout the lesson so that the students fully understand what is expected and helps to keep the students on task. Also, dont forget the closing-make sure to ask questions about what the students just did, this will also help to see if they understood the concept. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber is a highly qualified Block 1 student teacher. She is extremely organized, shows initiative, and never needed to be told what to do to help in the classroom. I was out for a couple of days during her student teaching and she did have the opportunity to teach the whole day to help the substitute and she did a fabulous job. She will be a great teacher. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber was a fabulous Block 1 student teacher. She was very professional, organized and  energetic.  Amber will make an awesome teacher in the future!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I thought this was a good lesson, especially for your first time teaching fifth grade. You have a GREAT presence in the classroom! You connect with the students and want to get to know them, but understand the importance of discipline as well. I truly appreciate your willingness to always help and the positive attitude you bring each day. Thank you for being a hard worker!!! :)

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		We have enjoyed having you in our class! I wish you the best in your teaching career, you are going to be a great teacher!!!!

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory has the potential to make a good teacher.  She lacks confidence and needs a strong, helpful supervising teacher during Block 2 to help her progress.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, this lesson went very well and improved as the day progressed. Students were engaged in learning throughout the day within each station and during whole group time.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great lesson!  You are doing a wonderful job in the classroom!  Keep up the good work. 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie's lesson was great. The students were actively involved thorughout the lesson. She made sure she gave me a copy of her lesson plan ahead of time. After her lesson, she wanted to know if there was anything that she needed to change. Great job!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears will be a wonderful teacher one day. She is an asset to any classroom where she works. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, your lesson was exceptional. The student engagement and excitement was the best that I have seen with this group of students. You responded to disruptions and inattentiveness quickly and appropriately. It is obvious that the students feel respected and loved during your lesson. They also had the trust that allowed them to take risks with their learning. Your two goals for this lesson which were getting all student's attention before giving instruction and giving clear directions were excellently achieved in this lesson. For your next lesson, add more higher order questioning and differentiation for struggling students.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always do fantastic when working with students.  You have a natural ability to think on your feet, adapt to unexpected interruptions, and assess student learning so that you can make adjustments to your instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Overall lesson was very good and effective.  

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Overall I thought that Cara did a great job on her first independant lesson. Loved the opening to her lesson with the engaging video and the enlarged activity preview. Really got the students involved as well. Told Cara to remember to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep students on task and refresh what they are suppose to be doing.  

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job teaching the Branches of Government lesson!! I love the question at the end of the lesson "Would you have created 3 branches?" and love some of the students' responses!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job on this lesson! Your enthusiasm about the topic encouraged the students to actively engage in the lesson.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Ms. Bryan doesn't seem to be invested in teaching. She would do what was asked of her and did the plans, accumulated the materials and taught the lesson. But the enthusiasm is lacking.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		The students really enjoyed this lesson! I thought you did a good job explaining active and non-active activities. The kids really enjoyed the energizer at the beginning of the lesson. You had a great variety of active activities I wouldn't have thought of myself. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton always is the first to volunteer to help with duties not only in the classroom, but also duties that affect the school. She helps subs in the building, helps clean and set up for school wide parties, works with small groups that need extra support from her class and other classes. She also rides the bus to help monitor student behavior. She goes above and beyond her duties on a daily basis. She takes initiative all day/every day. She is a huge asset to both our classroom and to our school

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Butler demonstrates poise and confidence with the students.  She seems to have strong observational skills and adjusts her instruction and expectations in a natural way.  The students responded positively to her leading of the lesson and remained engaged.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		none

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		As I have told you before, you are a natural. I am very impressed with you so far and I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you and I will miss you so much. You have already won the hearts of the kids in such a short time and you present a sincere joy of teaching. I hope you will be able to come back and work with me more. I would love to be a part of your incredible journey.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great start with a book that addresses the topic/lesson.  First graders' attention is easily captured with a read aloud.  Was the book an AR book?  If not, try to choose books that are AR because it will help retain their attention throughout the book if they know they will be able to earn points also.  In addition, you can choose books that review skills/concepts from other areas (Reading, ELA, etc.) to help enhance learning and make lessons cross-curricular.  "Show-me" boards were an excellent engaging activity.  I loved the "challenge" question at the end.  Centers were also an appropriate choice.  Overall, great job!

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis presented the information in a clear manner which facilitated learning  She is quick to evaluate her lesson and look for ways to make sure that all students are understanding the concept taught and how to remediate for those who are still struggling. She works well  with her students and has a positive rapport with them. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Overall, Ms. Day did a great job with the lesson on the Parts of Speech Jeopardy review. The students enjoyed the game, and they were engaged throughout. One suggestion that i have revolves around the management of the game itself. According to the lesson plan, each team was going to have a spokesperson fo reach question and teams could anser incorrect quetions for additional points. However, it seemed that only a couple of students wee answering the majority of the questions instead of making sure everyone had an opportunity to answer. It would have probably helped in assessing the knowledge of all students if they all had to write down the answers to the questions. It would have helped to make sure all students were actively participating. Depsite the technical issues with the Power Point, I think Ms. Day did a great job on this ELA lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Next time, don't forget to refer back to your standard and E.Q. You did a great job getting the studnet's attention at the beginning of the lesson, but started to loose them as the lesson progressed. This is a rough group, but you must demand their respect and attention. Also, make sure you have all of your lesson materials ready to go before the lesson. Overall, good job on your first lesson. I can't wait to see how much you grow.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Awesome lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Super Teacher

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job in her block. Sudents have been very responsive to her teaching.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Continue to work on transition time during classroom actvities.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa's first lesson was well prepared and she demonstrated undertanding of the topic. Student's were engaged and actively participating throughout lesson. Activities were rigourous and maximized student learning.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well reteaching 4.NF.3

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Overall your lesson was great. You responded well to ideas and suggestions about planning and changing your lesson to meet the needs of the learners in our class. I am excited to see how you grow and develop as an educator!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has many positive traits of a young beginning teacher. She is knowlegable and well planned and organized. The students respond very well to her, and she maintains an appropriate teacher/student relationship.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan was incredibly helpful in our classroom. She was on time, courteous, dressed professionally, and friendly to students, parents, and school staff. Her lessons were emailed on time and  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Job, Ms. Andrews! You are on your way! Continue a job well done!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, Mrs. Faulkner has done a Superb teaching my 4th grade class. She will be a great asset to any school working with children. SHe knows the curriculum and technology that will enhance her teaching performance tremendously! Good job, Mrs. Faulkner!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displays a heart for teaching and this is shown in her lessons.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students really enjoyed the lesson on graphing. The questions you used during the formative assessment were rigorous. You walked around and provided appropriate feedback. Great Work! 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Ms. Fuller has been a huge asset to our Pre-K classroom throughout her experience here. The students respond and want to perform well, which shows the positive impact that she has made on our class and my students. Ms. Fuller is going to make an excellent teacher one day!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great lesson introducing students to temporal words. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Wonderful lesson on compound words!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Ms. Garner maintained a professional attitude throughout her time with us. She had positive interactions with students and participated in activities when encouraged. Ms. Garner would benefit from showing initiative in the classroom. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I have not seen it, but she may have one.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You are doing a great job in the classroom. I really enjoyed watching your lessons. You did a great job self-correcting throughout the day. You also accepted and implemented suggestions I gave you throughout the day.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant is a very caring person who has developed a relationship with all of the students in her class (and other classes). She works well with students one-to-one or with a large group. All of the students recognize her caring ways. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with the lesson overall. 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Great job using the frameworks cumulative assessment with the class!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great first lesson. Good start to an Opinion writing. I'd suggest letting the students come up with the example at the beginning, and ask for more student input. ex: instead of using the Chic-Fil-A example- let them come up with one, or even the ideas, After students have completed the graphic organizer, they needed smething to do to stay busy, such as read and AR book, or work on unfinished work.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby is phenomenal in her planning and delivery of lessons. She is well organized and the students love it when she teaches. She has a high level of rogor in her lessons as well as differentiation for the lower and struggling students. Her lessons are engaging and the activities are fun for the students. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Great lesson!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby presented a well planned and engaging lesson on the introduction of money and use of word problems using money.  She monitored throughout the lesson and kept students on task.  She was very professional and works very well with the students.

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I have loved having you in my classroom and wish you could stay with me forever. I love your excitement for teaching and your love for children. You are going to be an incredible teacher and I cannot wait to hear about all the wonderful things you end up doing in your blocks. You are a very hard worker and so easy going. I appreciate you always helping me and just jumping in and helping. You  really made my job much easier the four weeks you were with me. I am going to really miss you. I wish you the best of luck as you move through your blocks and I hope you learn to love teaching even more than you do right now. You are going to grow so much over the next 3 blocks! The children in my classroom are so sad you are leaving and they love how fun you made learning. You were always so encouraging and positive with them and that meant so much to me and them. You really have a love for teaching and it just shines when you are working with the students. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students enjoyed the lesson on area. Designing the robots allowed for creativity which is often missing from math lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		B Jones Observation 1/30/17
Earth Science LessonGreat lesson. Very engaging. This lesson was well thought out and organized. You did a great job facilitating learning. 
Opener: Chocolate Plate Boundary
Stations: WebQuest and Book Walk

Glow:
Instructs students to use hand sanitizer.
Set expectations for the activity.
Plate Boundaries anchor chart was detailed and great visual for students.
Use of timer to manage time. Good practice to display it on the board for students. Grow:
Address student behavior more directly. When many are off task, gain the attention of the whole class and set expectations before moving on.
Provide students with written and oral directions for what to do so that they can refer back to it throughout the lesson.

Closure Feedback:
DI Idea- Supply pictures of the features, link titles to a slide that elaborates on how the features are constructive, destructive, or both.
The class discussion over the table of surface features was good but not all students were engaged.
How can you make sure students are gaining knowledge from what their peers are saying.
How can you get all students engaged in the lesson closure?
How can you assess what individual students gained from the lesson?
Good job revisiting the EQ’s of the lesson to summarize the activity.

Notes:
Make sure lesson plans are complete with all materials and resources that would be used supplied with the lesson plan.
Support students reading goals by having them take an AR test over the books they read in the book walk.Be sure to review content prior to the lesson. Floods, faults, volcanoes, earthquakes,

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones had a very organized, engaging lesson. The children enjoyed creating "a backbone"  and learning about vertebrates.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Great job reading story and using different voices.  I liked how you had  the activity already on the student's desks.  

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		I enjoyed The Dark by Lemony Snicket and have added it to our classroom library, thank you!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce will be an asset to the teaching field. She has a wonderful presence and makes the children feel loved and cared for. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney shows tremendous potential as a teacher. She has wonderful relationships with students and parents. She is very curious about different aspects of being a teacher and asked lots of questions about phonemic awareness, phonics, guided reading and guided math. She came in the classroom each day with an eagerness to be here. Although she is just in Block 1, I can see Courtney becoming an excellent teacher as she moves toward her degree. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a wonderful job with every part of this lesson. She did a FANTASTIC job activating students&#39; prior knowledge, engaging every student, and holding them all to high expectations in every area of the classroom.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You did a remarkable job with your lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a wonderful job managing the classroom, and led a very fun and interactive quotation marks lesson!
I enjoyed watching her teach!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I noticed an immediate ability to engage children. You picked up quickly on the routine of the classroom. You were always positive and helpful. You were born to teach.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Overall Savannah did a great job with her, lesson, plans, and teaching the students. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna was on time to each class segment. She utilized her time wisely and was interacting with childrem throughout the day. She assisted in morning powertime small groups, center small groups, AR testing, and one on one sight word cards weekly. She improved on all her #2 scores on her next evaluation. Transitions were much more smooth.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great teaching potential!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well-planned lesson! 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne, I really enjoyed watching you with the kids. They are definitely a difficult class, but you didn't let them get to you at all! Great job!

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith is an asset to our classroom. She is a very hard worker and take suggestions easily. Her lessons are always engaging and informative! She's a valuable part of my classroom! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great job! She has such a positive attitude that it rubs off on the students!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I see no reason for a plan at the moment.  She is only in Block 1.  As long as she continues to work on improving (all teachers have room to improve -  even me), she will do great.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of teaching her lesson, and the children benefited much from it.  I especially enjoyed the use of the puppet and the adorable song.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Great lesson! :)

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige always designs engaging and hands-on lessons that addresses all student needs. Her poetry lesson was very challenging as well as fun for the students.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is AWESOME!

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily started the lesson with a game which engaged the students quickly.   She linked prior knowledge of animal groups and mammals when introducing the Scholastic News therefore making the activity interesting to the students.  We have discussed asking higher order questioning and she incorporated this very effectively into her lesson.  She maintained the students interest the entire time and they enjoyed the lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Great lesson.  Here are a few suggestions for the next one: Explain your behavior expectations before the lesson:  sit up straight, feet on the floor, raise hand to speak Give directions before passing out materials.  Many students are distracted by this and miss directions. Advanced learners could independently answer the last question instead of doing it whole group.  I suggest having a student leader from each group to present information and allow student-led discussion.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Overall, her lesson was very organized. The students were actively engaged and enjoyed the activities she planned.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was well planned and engaging for the students.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts is an outstanding teacher.  I would love for my child to be in her classroom.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Miss Rustin has been a joy to share my classroom with! Good job on your shape lesson today!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		N/A

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Continue to work on your time management.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis is direct and to the point with the children and I really enjoyed her lesson about the Presidents of the Civil War. She used technology and a notetaking interactive notebook in her lesson. The only thing I can think of for Alexis to work on for the next lesson is directing students to write subject matter in notebook in more "kid friendly" termmonology and not let the kids "take over" her lesson by blurting out. Overall, the lesson was great and Alexis is a wonderful student teacher.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great lesson!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I am so proud of Ms. Stewart. She has grown so much! She started out as a great student teacher. She is now a true teacher and ready for a classroom of her own! 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great job for your first taught lesson! The children were a little "off" today because of Picture Day, but you did a good job keeping them on task.  FYI: anything that is out of the norm (picture day, assemblies, etc.) will throw the day off. You did great keeping the children on track. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great Scienct Lesson! Your PowerPoint was very good. The kiddos were engaged during the lesson and PowerPoint. You did a wonderful job teaching the parts of a flower and then letting the kids create their own flower. You did an excellent job expalining each step of the flower activity and allowing the kids time to create the flower. I aslo liked the way you questioned the kiddos as they glued each part to their plant. You are developing into a wonderful teacher. You are very paitient with the kids and they love you so much!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You did an overall good job.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Ms. Taylor did a wonderful job engaging the sudents in her lesson.  She checked for understanding and involved students in giving directions for activity.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ms. Temples is a blessing to have this year and she is doing wonderfully! The kids love her and respond to her well and she takes lots of time preparing her lessons for the students. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Miss Thompson taught a great language review game with skills that were tough for the students.  She did a wonderful job with transitions and keeping the students engaged.   I always enjoy her exit tickets because they are differentiated to meet the needs of all the students in the classroom.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is  such an asset to our classroom!  We are so lucky to have her with us this semester!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She did an excellent job with this lesson and the students enjoyed it.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad is doing a really good job in class with the students. She has gained student trust and respect.  During lesson planning dicussions, Ms. Ulstad is very receptive to ideas and working out her plans to ensure that it flows with what is going on in the days prior to lesson.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job clipping down students who were off task.  
If you have a command for them to follow, teach them how it works so that you can use it effectively throughout your lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Your lesson was engaging and you helped students understand how to support their ideas on the theme with text evidence. Adding the writing connection really helped to bring it all together.

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Great job on multiplying fractions! Its a hard topic and you did well!

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey has grown over the months. She will make an awesome addition to the eduation community. The students respect and love her. She knows the grade level content. Whatever she doesn't know, she takes the time to go research and find it. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locating Georgia regions.
Students were engaged in the lesson and activity!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Appropriate engaging activity! Students enjoyed and were able to share factual information from the activity.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		The students loved acting out the idiom!  Very engaging!

		Responses (n): 		112

		Response Rate: 		23.58%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		jennifer Gay

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kirstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thomspn

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah WIlliamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		tracie gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhdoes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Marttin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wiilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		390

		Response Rate: 		82.11%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/16/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/20/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/13/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/06/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		12/02/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/19/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/27/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/02/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/21/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/27/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/16/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		12/07/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		03/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		09/21/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		05/08/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/26/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2106

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/31/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		01/13/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/14/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/21/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/07/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		10/12/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/06/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/14/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		11/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/16/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/09/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		03/01/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		12/08/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/28/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/08/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/03/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		12/02/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/20/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/03/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		04/19/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/04/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/20/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/24/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/12/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/21/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/27/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		12/08/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/24/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/17/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/29/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/29/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/17/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		10/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/07/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/01/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/21/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		393

		Response Rate: 		82.74%





FE Lesson Obs Form 1 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		3		0.63%		96		20.21%		277		58.32%		92		19.37%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.98		0.65

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		3		0.63%		103		21.68%		283		59.58%		79		16.63%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.94		0.64

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.42%		82		17.26%		282		59.37%		100		21.05%		0		0%		9		1.89%		475		3.03		0.64

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		92		19.37%		275		57.89%		100		21.05%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		5		1.05%		181		38.11%		219		46.11%		58		12.21%		7		1.47%		5		1.05%		475		2.71		0.69

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.63%		166		34.95%		213		44.84%		54		11.37%		34		7.16%		5		1.05%		475		2.73		0.68

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		2		0.42%		78		16.42%		305		64.21%		82		17.26%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3		0.6

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		295		62.11%		104		21.89%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.07		0.62

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.21%		67		14.11%		301		63.37%		91		19.16%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		3.05		0.59

		Effective transitions between activities 		2		0.42%		121		25.47%		265		55.79%		61		12.84%		17		3.58%		9		1.89%		475		2.86		0.63

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		4		0.84%		116		24.42%		265		55.79%		73		15.37%		10		2.11%		7		1.47%		475		2.89		0.66

		Total/Percentage		28		0.54%		1167		22.33%		2980		57.03%		894		17.11%		85		1.63%		71		1.36%		5225				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		1		0.21%		102		21.47%		278		58.53%		79		16.63%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		2.95		0.63

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		2		0.42%		73		15.37%		188		39.58%		54		11.37%		147		30.95%		11		2.32%		475		2.93		0.65

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.21%		63		13.26%		123		25.89%		25		5.26%		250		52.63%		13		2.74%		475		2.81		0.63

		Total/Percentage		4		0.28%		238		16.7%		589		41.33%		158		11.09%		406		28.49%		30		2.11%		1425				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325				
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		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		12		3.51%

		No		330		96.49%
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Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation 1 0.21% 102 21.47% 278 58.53% 79 16.63% 9 1.89% 6 1.26% 475 2.95 0.63
Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects) 2 0.42% 73 15.37% 188 39.58% 54 11.37% 147 30.95% 11 2.32% 475 2.93 0.65
Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining 
student level 1 0.21% 63 13.26% 123 25.89% 25 5.26% 250 52.63% 13 2.74% 475 2.81 0.63
Total/Percentage 4 0.28% 238 16.7% 589 41.33% 158 11.09% 406 28.49% 30 2.11% 1425


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:49 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		1

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna-Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		cara Brooks

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumbley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Britttney Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessicar Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan  Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriella Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Alyssa Graham

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret (Alissa) Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Rebekah Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taiylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Taylor Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Jarrell, Ashleigh

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Keirce 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Myers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alexander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Daniel Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie Simmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna "Alex" Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Romero

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		A

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jens Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Lauren Veal

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Rya Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Horton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Chelsea Zambujo

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CHELSEA ZAMBUJO

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		472

		Response Rate: 		99.37%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/13/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/19/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/11/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		02/06/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/13/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		02/27/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		12/02/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/16/2017

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		02/01/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		11/17/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		12/09/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/12/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		03/07/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/11/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/27/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/15/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/23/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/20/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/08/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		12/09/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/08/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/28/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/21/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/27/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/16

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/15/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		11/03/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/08/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/15/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		09/23/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		01/31/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		03/07/2017

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/23/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/13/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/07/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/12/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/18/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/02/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		02/23/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/11/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		03/02/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/26/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/17

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/09/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/05/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		11/08/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/27/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/28/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/09/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		03/02/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/20/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/13/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/19/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		11/17/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/27/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/27/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/16/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/01/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/22/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/06/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/05/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/17/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/15/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		01/31/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/01/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/09/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/13/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/01/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/27/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/23/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/27/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/08/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		03/06/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/30/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/06/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		09/29/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/27/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		08/25/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/01/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/05/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/15/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		11/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		09/28/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		08/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		08/22/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/10/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/23/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/27/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/21/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		09/21/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/05/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/08/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/17/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/19/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/06/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		11/17/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/06/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		09/09/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		02/15/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		467

		Response Rate: 		98.32%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elemen

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		H.A. Jones Elementary

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		University of West Georgia 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elemtnary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		CES

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary School

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary School

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elem.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Coweta Charter Academy at Senoia

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill Elementary

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		University of West Ga 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary School

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sandhill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand HIll Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem. School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		 Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		University of West Ga 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elem.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill ELementary

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG Pre-K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg ES

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elem

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill Elementary

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary School

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elementary School

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Bright Star Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHE

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg E. S. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		RES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia SPrings Elementary

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		CES

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Ville Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRE

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary School

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		NDES

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		CES

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand Hill Elementary

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LIthia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LITHIA SPRINGS ELEMENTRAY

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG Pre-K

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary School

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		COWETA CHARTER ACADEMY

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		1st

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Kindergarten

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Second

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1st

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Pre-K

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		1st

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pre-K

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		K

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		1st.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		K

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1st

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		PreK

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Kindergarten

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		First

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Kindergarten

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pre-K

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		1

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3rd

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		K

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		First

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kindergarten

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		1st

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Kindergarten

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		1

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		K

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st grade

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1st

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		PreK

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		1

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kindergarten 

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre-K

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Second Grade

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Pre K

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		First

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Kindergarten

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		First

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Kindergarten

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kindergarten

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		second grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Fifth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Grade 4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Kindergarten

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Kindergarten

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		kindergarten

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		1st

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kindergarten

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		First

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		K

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4th

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1st

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Math - The Doorbell Rang

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Second

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1st

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Kindergarten

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Pre-K

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garner		Kara		917494141		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kindergarten 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2nd

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Pre- K  

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th 

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Kindergarten

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		First

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kindergarten

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Kindergarten

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		kindergarten

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		fourth

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		First

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Pre-K

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1st grade

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		PreK

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2nd grade

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Pre-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1st

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Kindergarten 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1st 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Second

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		First

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kdg

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Prek

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kindergarten

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		First

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1st

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		pre-k

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		kindergarten

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2nd

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kindergarten

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		first

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Kindergarten

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd grade

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		first

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		third

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Fourth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Third

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st Grade

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		k

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		First 

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		PK

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2nd

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kindergarten

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		First

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		PK

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		First

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Kindergarten

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade Math

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		First Grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		K

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2`

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kindergarten

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2nd

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kindergarten

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		PreK

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		1

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First Grade

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Kindergarten

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Third

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		First

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Kindergarten

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade ELA (Coordinating Conjunctions)

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2nd 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Kindergarten

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5th

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3rd 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Pre-K

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1st grade

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		PreK

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3rd

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1st

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3rd

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		First 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Kindergarten

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		kindergarten

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		PK

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		1

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2nd

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Pre k

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		1

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Pre-K

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		1

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		1st

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kindergarten

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2ND 

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Kindergarten

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Debra Muse

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Rebecca Barrett

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena Cox

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Kim Cargal

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby ( in place of S. Thompson) 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Jennifer Gay

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mimi Stephens

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Craig Long

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kim Cargal

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Jessica Kemp

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		KIrstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thompson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Sharon Johnson

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Rikki Chandler

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Amy Muse

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		JIll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Heather McCain

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson/Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Jana Snow 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Johnnie Samples 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Amy Muse

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Erin Gladden

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Tracie Gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr 

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stephanie Langford

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhodes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		teresa Metzger

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Rebecca Key

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna  Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kimberly R. Moen

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Brownikng

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Mabry Blevins

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Nina Adair

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Amy Sneddon

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Holmes

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea Hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jennifer Gilliland

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Amy Sneddon

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Nicki McGovern

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Anay Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mrs. Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		 Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Mrs. Tracie Gossett

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jen Scruggs

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Debra Sheats

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Debbie Rambo

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lisa Weaver

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Samiha Alexander

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Teresa Metzger

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa  Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Darlene Beam

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy DiVinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		3		3		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Lesson plan was very organized and well-prepared!  Very impressive!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I loved the Caps for Sale to introduce Plural Nouns.  The students were able to recognize that we add s to make the words plural with the use of the tree map.  You stated the rules for playing the 2 corners game.   You used higher order thinking by having students justify their choices.   The students enjoyed playing the game and you reinforced good behavior by having students sit down when they did not follow the rules.    You also gave them a chance to come back in and play correctly.   Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers did research and found math literature to accompany an introductory lesson on division.  She also found a student participation booklet that students were able to do as the book was read.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standards and EQ's were posted and shared with the class. Make sure they are addressed throughout the lesson so students are clear on what they are suppose to be learning. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Exceptional lesson plan- This is the best Block 1 lesson plan that I have ever seen with these students. Remember to ask essential questions and choose some vocabulary to discuss from the book.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Great job explaining, the sometimes complicated standards, in terms the students can understand.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		We discussed the lesson thouroughly.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Fine Art Lesson - Billy Goat Gruff  Students was introduced to guided drama play. * more clarification for students to understand the characters of the play and the narrator 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Safety Lesson: Identify safety signs - hazard sign, emergency sign, chemical waste sign, railroad sign, exit sign

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Lesson plan is very vague. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		No standards were posted, but it was a Health lesson and no standards are applicable.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Lesson Plan was very organized and easy to follow. *Gave advice to have an extension activity planned for the students that finish early.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass did a good job of explaining to students the progression the lessons would follow this week.  Students were introduced to the concept of comparing and contrasting during this lesson. She let the students know how they would use this skill for our first grade standard of comparing characters and events in stories during the week.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Lesson plan was organized and prepared within the approriate time frame! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The students are learning about how to write explanatory text. The standards are aligned to this lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		We do not post standards in Pre-k.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Due to PLTW STEM program, Mrs. Williams was not required to create an individual lesson plan, but implemented the plan as outlined in the module.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job planning this lesson and focusing on specific standars and learning goals.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		What a fun learning experience for the kids! 
You did tell the students what the standards/learning goals were for this lesson, you just didn't post them.  However, they were already familiar with the standards as we cut and pasted them in math rotations this week.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Students were reviewing adaptations in general, but the lesson needed to be focused on specific adaptations for the GA habitat. 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Well organized Lesson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie provided me with a copy of her lesson plans. The standards and goals were clearly articulated. Her lesson plan was organized and easy to follow.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears has done a great job planning and designing her lessons. She takes into consideration the student personalities and needs as well as the standards.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was planned very well.  You used the learning data for individual students to plan your instruction.  Your plan met the needs of all students.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your plans are clear, logical, and sequential. Content mastery, pacing, and transitions were planned effectively. Your lesson was aligned with state and local curricula and standards. It included real-world experiences. You used best practice based on current research.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan was well written. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Lesson plans very organized and have a nice flow. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Before beginning the lesson it would be beneficial to post the standards that will be covered in the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The lesson standard was appropriately addressed but it wasn't stated are articulated throughout the lesson. Maybe you should have started by asking a few open ended quesitons prior to giving the pre-test.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline takes this portion of the lesson very seriously. She always has her plans b=prepared before the due date and is willing to take any suggestion that would enhance the lesson. I am impressed with her work ethic and initiative with regard to lesson planning.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Goals and standards were stated but not written. It was quickly stated and not reinforced.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standards were listed  on Anchor chart. Goals were given.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda taught the science lesson to three classes. After the first class, she realized that a small change would enhance the flow of her lesson. On the second and third classes, Amanda had the children complete questions 1 and 2 on their lab sheet prior to putting their textbook away. This definitely helped the lesson flow in a more natural way.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students are 4-5 years of age.  The standards are posted but explanation with visuals and materials is more developmentally appropriate.   Ms. Butler showed the students the book and explained they were to look and listen to find the main character while she read.  

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She asked many questions before preparing the lesson. She made sure it was a natural progression of material that had already been introduces. Her lesson was highly engaging and tactile.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher verified the standard and explained goals of lesson well.  Teacher expected students to answer question at end of lesson showing their learning.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Increasing knowledge about FDR through nonfiction text and incorporating reading skills.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher introduced the standa and essential question. The teacher ask students about prior knowledge! - Disagree or agree with Native Americans and westward expansion. The teacher gave students opportunity to answer questions. The teacher used a powerpoint to review prior knowledge of what Westward Expansion. The teacher involved the students with reading the powerpoint to help keep them engaged! 
 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor uses the standards to plan her lessons, and also uses them throughout her lesson. She has the students review the I Can statements that we use in the classroom that state the learning goals. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Georgia Standards posted and introduced to students. In addition to standards, Ashley also brings student attention to the Georgia Achievement Level Descriptor statements (ALDS) for each concept.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had a well, thought out lesson.  I liked the powerpoint you created and how you incorporated your standards and I can statements in the slideshow.  It was also great to have a visual of the mayor, governor, and president along with their jobs and responsibilities.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Your lesson plans are very age appropriate and well written.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica is more than willing to put forth the extra effort.  She isn't afraid to ask questions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lots of planning went into lesson Powerpoint, Tree Map, Match Activity 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job mapping out all the details of the lesson and following the classroom guided math model in use. 

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis' lesson was very effectively organized and well prepared. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Don't forget to refer back to the standard and essential question throughout your leson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Scripted lesson opener with clear goals stated

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney is always prepared with her lessons and is very knowledgeable of the standards she is teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standards were clearly stated on the board. They were written so that students were able to understand. The essential question was clearly stated and discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was going over Grammar Bites.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Great planning! Materials prepared and ready.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She followed the Signs for Sounds Intervention Program correctly and assessed for knowledge. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your key questions require critical thinking. That is excellent.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Make sure you state the learning goals for the lesson.  It will help remind you what you are teaching and will give the students a little bit of information prior to teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards were posted

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and the students knew the expectations of the lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She used I can statements- perfect! Review Parts of Speech with Brain Pop, Sort list, group worksheets, individual assessments with choice of which words to use.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a wonderful job planning for her lesson over Map Skills. She used the class pacing guide and decided what she wanted to teach. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Nice job on lesson plan and having it to me in enough time for us both to look over it. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organization is one of Alli's strongest characteristics.  Her clear organization helps her lesson to flow and stay on task for what she want to accomplish.  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Well planned and thought out lesson, Allie knew what she was planning to teach and all materials were ready in advance of the lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick does an excellent job of planning. Ease with articulating the standards will come with time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincer did an excellent job using technology and a video to capture student interest and to help communicate objective of lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The lesson observed today clearly aligned to the plans and to the state/district standards. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Very prepared and knowledgable of the standard being taught.  Well, prepared for the lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan! 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Lesson was very organized and planned out clearly with specific objectives and learning goals. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Dental Health is not a kindergarten standard, therefore Breanna was unable to state the standard prior to starting the lesson. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your lesson plan was very well written and organized. All of the material appropriately addressed the standards we are learning.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan lesson plan and  materials were organized and ready for her group. Megan had a beginning and middle point and ending . Megan handled behavior issues with care and  appropriate tone level. Megan I discussed other ways she could try to keep all children occupied . The children enjoyed the activity. 

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson plan was written very well! Next time, be sure to identify the learning goal and final result that you are expecting from the students.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Clear expectations were given to the students to begin the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant prepared the lesson plan and emailed it to me for review 48 hours before she taught her lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standards and learning goals were posted on powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley used the standard to guide her lesson from begining to end. She was very aware of her end goal and worked with that in mind as she planned and exacuted this lesson.  

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		The students were engaged from the on-set because Ms. Hainley used a song to activate her lesson.  The students were excited that the flipchart was interactive adn they could write on their desks to take notes as well.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She does a good job of introducing the standards and essential questions. We are going to work on breaking the standards down for the students to apply meaning. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standards were written in the lesson but were not posted for the students.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You may want to brainstorm a little or use the anchor charts in the room to help them think of other American symbols. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Great lesson which reviewed health (hand-washing) after colds and sniffles started in our classroom.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Great job listening to student responses Great idea of getting the kids to find their script...good reading skill also

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Standards and Learning Goals were not posted, there was an Essential Question observed. *Discussed with Tyler to make sure that the standard used for the lesson fits the activity...This lesson was on the Life Cycle of Butterfly and being able to retell/sequence out the steps and the standard that goes along with that was not used for the lesson. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standards were presented in a powerpoint lesson for the students.  Students read the "I can" statements which were apporpriate for the grade level.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your lesson was well planned out and executed.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		You let the students know multiple times what they were doing by talking through it, but if it is supposed to be posted, make sure to post it. Your lesson plan flowed well, but multiple times you let the students lead of it a tangent. Make sure to nip the things that will get you off track and talk about the ones that will help the lesson. 

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Tells the students what they need to know about collective nouns and irregular plural nouns but also ties back to the students' prior knowledge. Lesson plan was well planned and organized. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey, you did a great job planning out your lesson. Remember when planning a lesson there could be more than one standard that is covered in your lesson so make sure to include them all. Many standards are taught all year long and can be included within several lessons you teacher or be used multiple times. I loved how you included your standard in your power point on the first slide and explain some of the difficult vocabulary that is found in the standard to make it kid-friendly. Great job. I loved how you asked students to see if thery were familiar with the voc. before explaining it. That is a great way to check prior knowledge. You lesson plan was very well writen and detailed. I loved how you sat down with me and went over it step by step and listened to my suggestions. That is a great way to grow and become more comfortable with writing lesson plans. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nice powerpoint! EQ is clearly posted. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Lesson plans appear to be well thought out, adhere to the standards,  and are without grammatical errors.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor reviewed the standards with the students via a powerpoint presentation.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey did not state a standard prior to the lesson. Good introduction to the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The lesson plan was very detailed. Preparing the books and cutting the materials ahead of time helped to maximize classtime.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones exhibits understanding of the standards based design of a lesson.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Told students what they would be doing....might be helpful to tell how they would be doing it.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria posted standards, stated them to students and provided her typed, detailed lesson plan four days prior to teaching her lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade Social Studies Challenges of a New Nation Unit SS4H5c. EQ Why is a "separation of powers" essential to our form of government?

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce used our GELDS appropriately to design her lesson plans. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Standards were posted. The students did read them. You did not break the standard down, though, to ensure clear understanding. I do not feel that the students knew the goal of the lesson. Your lesson plan looked good.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The lesson plan was very good except the use of the word I where The teacher should be. It was a small mistake and she used 3rd person correctly in the rest of the lesson plan. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job breaking down the vocabulary of the standard, so that all students understood what the standard meant.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Students did not see standards, but teacher did state the purpose of the lesson.  I'm not sure if students knew what they were doing today until later in the lesson. 
Maybe ask students to look at the social studies learning goal board in the back of the room where standard is written, or you could write the learning goal for the day on the board. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students clearly understood the purpose of this lesson.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha did an amazing job at creating a rigorous activity for the students on her own that clearly matched the standards. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The lesson plan was very well thought out and in a logical sequece to give students the best learning experience.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya started her lesson by stating the standard and essential questions.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		The social studies standards and essential qustions are posted within the flipchart.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Amazing lesson for a Block 2 student!! It was as perfect as one could get it!!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson plan follow a logical sequence.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Standards were posted but they weren't stated and emphasized throughout the lesson. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson plans was very clear, detailed and planned out well.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's lesson was organized and well sequenced. She engages the students with use of manipulates and technology.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Clearly tell students what is expected of them in each lesson. Model and demonstrate as much as possible.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job designing a lesson that was age-appropriate for the students that she serves.  The lesson was interactive and engaging as she involved constant student feedback, technology and scaffolded and independent practice.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great introduction.  You did a great job setting your expectations

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I really enjoy listening to you speak to the kids on a one-on-one basis. You are respectful of them, but you talk to them in a manner in which they understand. :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		You can break down the standard, especially the unknown words, so they better understand what is expected of them.  For example if the standard says "idenitfy" talk about what that word means. This will come as you study the standards more, but be sure to include academic language.  For example, a compound sentence is made up of two simple sentences, or independent clauses.  Take the time to really study the standards on the front end so you know what the goal of your lesson is.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith's lessons are always given to me ahead of me and are always very detailed. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lesson well organized and presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lesson was well prepared with teacher made and bought materials. She used dental models, posters, and technology.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Miss Norton's powerpoint included the standards and learning goals that were relevent to today's lesson. Her lesson plan was organized and included modifications to meet the needs of various learners, including ELL, IEP, and gifted learners. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		The typed lesson plan was very clear, organized and detailed. I can tell you took your time while developing this lesson. It was clearly a standards based lesson plan.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The lesson progresson was great. As we are developing EQ's we will discuss higher order questions.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very well organized, detailed, and clear lesson plan. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The lesson was age appropriate and designed on 2nd grade standards.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Learning goals were clearly in view: "I can give an example of which foods are good or bad for my teeth."

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms. Partlow planned her lesson to be hands-on and engaging for the students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Ms. Percy had to teach a difficult concept regarding Protrators, measurement, and angles. She kept the students on track and checked for understandiing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were clear on what Standards were being assessed. Lesson Plan flows in a timely manner.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is reviewing with students for the GMA Narrative Writing Practice Questions and the rubric.  She is going over expectations with the students whole group and then giving them time to write independently.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Students wrote the "I can" statement in their notebooks to refer back to while they worked.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted on the board and referred to during lesson. -Plan included an activator, task, and summarizer. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I liked that you had your EQ and Standards at the beginning of your power point.  Next time, be sure to elaborate a little more on what you want the students to understand from your lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Students worked as a whole group and in small groups to complete a Jigsaw Activity *Social Studies was integrated with Reading Comprehension

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H4 Explain America's involvement in WWII:  Pearl Harbor "Today we are going to learn which event caused America to enter the war."

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson plan posted standards and was sequenced well.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was sequenced and well organized.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson Plan is very articulate and easy to follow. 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job posted and reading the lesson's standards to the students.  Her lesson was VERY organized and her supplies were ready ahead of time.  Rebecca's PowerPoint was very clear and sequential.  The Powerpoint was engaging for students and specifically taught the lesson's standard.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The standards and learning goals were posted in a place that all students could clearly see the standards and learning goals for the lesson. The standards were discussed with the students before the lesson began. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Great planning! You started the lesson by activating their knowledge about books they like to check out from the library. You then introduced the vocabulary fiction and non fiction. The children were excited to share what they knew about the vocabulary. The books you chose to read were good examples and the children enjoyed them. The fiction/ non-fiction song was a great movement activity that also taught them about the two types of literature. Perfect for my class.   They love to move!  I loved the writing activity you incorporated into it and the kids did too. The summarizer (powerpoint) was great to see who understood the two types of literature and they got better with each book that you showed them plus, they got to move again. It was a good way to see who got it! Great job!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I gave Ms. Rudolph notes about how to streamline her lesson in order to prevent some distractions that occurred during her lesson.  Overall, the lesson was well put together.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Standards and learning goals were posted.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence provided using GA Standards.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton did not post the standard for the lesson. Lesson plans were not submitted to the teacher.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton's lesson was well planed and clearly articulated to students. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith clearly stated expectations before starting her lesson.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The standards were presented orally and posted on the promethean board at the beginning of the lesson.  The beginning of the lesson also presented a picture clue of teeth to help students understand the topic of the upcoming lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned and organized his lesson according to our FOSS unit of study.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You need to tell the students the objective of the lesson. The EQ

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Maybe hang the standard next time, or I have the standard hanging in my room and you can just refer to that instead of printing it off

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		EQ was clearly presented. Lesson plans were organized well.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Lesson was started before teacher came back into the room, so I didn't see standard presented.  It was on Hannah's powerpoint though.  No EQ was posted.  Remember to have your essential question posted during your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart was well prepared and enthusiastic about this lesson. She did a wonderful job!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra did a fabulous job. Afterwards, we discussed how she felt she did and she thought that she could have differentiated better. She thought that adding visuals and perhaps a small group would have been more effective. I tend to agree.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lesson was presented in an order that flowed well. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you post your standard and clearly state what you want the students to learn.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Lesson flowed nicely. 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math-
Stated standards
 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Standard was posted and paraphrased. The learning goals were stated. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kailtyn does a great job of sending in her lesson plans in advanced.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Who was the American Hero, Mary McLeod Bethune?

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke was more than adequately prepared for her lesson with the lesson plan being stellar and the activities prepared ahead of time and ready for the kids. She had everything planned and ready so that the lesson flowed well and was fun and engaging for the kids. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Displayed on a powerpoint for Grammar Review

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Very well organized powerpoint  with I can statements, standards, and essential questions.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is prepared and knowledgeable about content.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Lesson was on fractions.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson plan was extremely organized and standards stated. The learning goals were clearly articulated to the student with expectations.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		All standards were noted on agenda board along with objectives which were clearly stated and student friendly.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was planned to meet the given standard.  Stuents could give the learning goal.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Great job on the layout of the lesson plan...nice and organized and even included the picture of what will be made by the students. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Great way to get the students listening-  " Mrs Bassett told me a secret".....   Using the money kept them listening and engaged.  The pictures for main idea were perfect.  Great time management and class managment.  Great way to extend vocabulary.  "What is an artic habitat". 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Not as prepared as he needed to be.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-Be prepared for all answers- life span, how to find pics -see notes

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Using lyrics to practice theme is a great way to engage students! I like how your essential question on not only finding the theme, but also proving it with text evidence.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Plans were well develpoed.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		The standards are usually written in a "teacher-friendly manner." It  is a good idea to present these in a more "kid-friendly" manner. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lesson plan and teaching flip chart did not contain the same materials. Teaching flip chart contained all the standards and good essential questions/learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You did well posting and understanding the standards. You were interested to know what the students have previously learned and what they were learning.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Standards and Learning goals were displayed on the promethean board and shared with the students.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Encourage students to say the EQ before the lesson begins.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson presented the lesson by first introducing the concept by actively engaging students in a table discussion about adding 10 more and ten less. Students were engaged in a dance video counting forward and backward using ten more, ten less. She explained ten more/ten less by providing manipulatives modeling for them and having them model ten more/ten less of a number. Word problems were very well taught by students drawing examples of longs and units, adding and subtracting. The lesson culminating activity went well with students finding their partners with numbers of ten more and ten less. Students were engaged and enjoyed the activity and learning process.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		I can statement to help students make sense of what they need to know. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st Grade assigned read aloud Journal response Who, what, when, where, why, and how questions

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Great explanation of why and how we are doing this/ Good ?? about characters Liked the connection to Cinderella ?? about Otis Spofford were perfect for the lesson monitored each group carefully use of timer helped maintain order Ending of the lesson related back to the importance of tracking characters 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher was teaching a writing lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response. Her essential question matched her teaching goals perfectly, and the sequence of the lesson flowed. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna turned in her typed lesson plans well in advance so we could discuss her ideas. Her lesson plans are thorough and well developed. I appreciate that she included challenges for a gifted student in our classroom.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		She clearly posted the standards, as well as addressed to the students what standards would be covered during the lesson.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee used a variety of strategies to gain the attention of the pre-k students. She was diligent in keeping up with behavior issues before they got out of hand. She was an extremely good listener when working with me because she used similar strateties that worked for my group of children. She was very well prepared for her lesson on the Five Senses. She had props and cards that she used to allow the students to be interactive with the lesson. They were given a turn choosing a card out of a bag and then placing the card under the sense that they would use with the photo on the card. The students were easily engaged in the lesson.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always posts the standard and asks the essential question before each lesson.  Her ideas are always on point and she plans appropriate activities.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		This was a math lesson for missing addends. It included an opening, guided practice, independent practice, and closing activity.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Good job touching on this! This is always tough...
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great engaging activity at the beginning of the lesson.  The students were very excited to see what was going to happen with the bags of pretzels (land) and the play money.  You were very clear with your expectations at the beginning, telling students they needed to listen closely for the activity to work.  The lesson closing was very effective.  Students discussed questions that were printed on small posters as a way to summarize what they had learned.  One suggestion:  take a few more minutes at the beginning to connect the previous lesson (day before) to what you are about to teach.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The students enjoyed building numbers with pretzels and marshmallows.   Food was a great way to get them excited about building numbers.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers prepared and presented a hands-on, engaging lesson in which students shared paper "cookies" several times.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*Using a powerpoint helps focus and guide the lesson *Good job moving away from the board and monitoring what the students were doing. *The pace of the lesson was very slow, too much time was allowed for story sharing. *There was to be note taking through out the lesson by filling in the blank, make this more clear and check to see that everyone is where they need to be.  *More specific directions were needed for the independent part of the lesson. *Overall, the lesson needs to be more focused.  Really practice the lesson before presenting it. Focus greatly on the learning goal or EQ so you can continually return to it during the lesson, and will help you focus your lesson. * Be mindful of time.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia did very well.  It was an engaging lesson that students enjoyed.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		The summarizer was very creative: during the lesson, students received different colored leaves to complete assignment. Then one student from each color shared their 'talking leaf'.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Opening: Great job writing student's responses into the web, so they can "see" exactly what they've said. Brainpop video was to the point. I suggest watching the whole video ~4 mins, because it had great examples, but stop it and ask questions Teaching: Keep in mind: Try to do 1 example of the task with students. Never assume they understand or knows what to do, after given oral directions. Try not to have more than 1 students at the promethean board. That can be very distracting to both sets of students. I love how you connected the lesson's fractional parts with Jahsya's birthday today. It shows that you listened and they are important.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You did a great job including the children within your lesson. A variety of strategies were used to present the material. The Halloween instrumental music was great to open your lesson. Good job!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan loves children and it's evident in the way she interacts with them. She has a soft voice but an encouraging tone. The students were engaged for the lesson and she did a great job.

		Atkins		David		917436457		David did a great job introducing each safety signs and how each sign had a name, for example Harry the Hazard sign.  The students were engaged while he was talking. Few suggestion for lesson: *could have asked the students to hold up their signs *redirect students if they were not listening

		Atkins		David		917436457		The visual aid for the students were props, three billy goat masks, troll mask and bridge. *One suggestion was to make the three billy goats mask different sizes - small , medium and large. *Could have used different voice tones for each characters. *Using props was great for the students, they loved it.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I would like to suggest the following for Ally's Lesson" -have a better direction of what the lesson and activity was about -include more higher-thinking questions and allow students to answer with no help -give feedback after the students answer -have a better transition from the carpet to the table

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The lesson did not have a good start to it. There was a lot of wasted time due to Miss A not having her sentences prepared ahead of time. I suggested in when she taught it again in the afternoon to have the sentences prewritten to keep the students focused on the task. 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		The lesson was engaging and hands on. The students really emjoyed it and it reinforced previous lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-very good organization of lesson -I loved the questioning during the opening of the lesson. Every child got to talk and ve a part of the lesson. -The short video was long enough to give the students good information about the heart, but not so long that they lost interest. -The game was fun and served the purpose of increasing their heart rate.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Opening was good-I liked how the video was engaging to the students and gave the students an extra opportunity for music and movement time. *Did a good job linking prior knowledge to the lesson and reviewing concepts already learned. *Differentiation: Gave advice that could either tell some of the students which color to put where proir to them starting the activity or have the sheets pre-colored for the students as PreK students cannot read yet. *Nice job on giving the students positive reinforecement. *Gave advice on having an extension activity planned for the students that finish early. *Watch transition times-Dismiss activity in sections, not as a whole group. *Closing activity needed-this helps you to see if the students understood the concept, possibly could ask questions about the activity the students just completed. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber wrote a terrific lesson plan and had very smooth transitions between whole group, guided instruction, and individual work time. She used hula hoops to teach Venn Diagrams which kept all of  the students engaged. She asked many open ended questions when students put their response in the correct spot and gave everyone a chance to participate. Some students could have benefited from a differentiated task for the individual writing postcard.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Great use of differentiation through words and descriptions of apples and oranges on the index cards.  Struggling readers received cards with words they could decode.  Higher leveled readers were given challenge words and phrases. Higher order thinking skills were used as she gave additional words such as "appearance" and "personality" when comparing and contrasting the two students.  Children learned these new vocabulary words and were allowed the opportunity to add more details to their comparisons.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I love the way you used "Sponge Bob" as your activator. The students are familiar with the cartoon and they were able to identify the characters and the setting from the show. The powerpoint with pictures from the show was a great visual. Good job!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The lesson was planned well and the activator was great because the video was interesting to the students. The teaching portion of the lesson was engaging and allowed students to communicate with partners. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used previous writing that the students did to show their understanding of writing steps. She followed the directions they provided to make peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. The students were able to self evaluate how well they explained how to do this, or if they need to expand what they wrote in the fuuture.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The lesson was age appropriate and students enjoyed the lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great facilitation of whole group and small group discussion and allowing students to lead the discussion. Mrs. Williams allowed students to think through the concepts to make connections naturally. Lesson was definitely student-centered.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Stations were well planned, organized, and executed. Transitions were smooth.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You thoroughly thought out this plan and incorporated many fun activities for the students to complete to show their mastery of arrays. Your opening YouTube song totally engaged the students and they were ready to listen and learn! You stopped and asked for questions at just the right spots.  One suggestion I have is to wait a little longer before you call on a student to answer.  That way you allow others to process the question before it is answered. You're directions were very detailed for the students activity/game.  I liked how you described which child goes first in a group.  That takes care of  unnecessary questions so that you can get to the activity.  :) Reviewing the lesson at the end was perfect!   

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Be sure to think through what want to ask the students to address higher order thinking.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie kept the students involved throughout her lesson. She started her lesson by reviewing previous skills with the students. She then moved in to her lesson. She had students take turns counting various objects on the promethean board. She then explained that the students would use their own counting strategies to count shapes on their pizzas. The students used shapes to make a "shape pizza". The focus of the lesson was that the students could count the number of each shape they put on their pizzas. Throughout the lesson Julie was questioning the students. She asked what strategy they used when counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did an excellent job of setting lesson goals and reviewing them throughout the lesson. The kids came away with the vocabulary and comprehension needed and enjoyed it. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The continent song along with the the visual map allowed students with different learning styles to master the names and locations of the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your introduction reviewed prior learning with movement and social interaction. The students really enjoyed it. You used several best practice strategies including partner talk, inquiry based learning, and the use of aural, visual, and kinesthetic modalities. Be sure to research the content that you are teaching so that you do not teach misconceptions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		When asking for thumbs up was a good cue. Great higher order thinking questions about the titles of work. Next time use the white board to help with engagement or down time. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Opening was great! Had the students watch a video of the book being read. Also, had an enlarged version of the planned activity and had the students come up and help make the graph. This was a great visual for the students and helped to show a better understanding as to what they would be working on. *Loved how Cara had the lesson materials prepped and sat out prior to the start of the activity. *First transition was nice-dismissed the students by what color row they sat in. *Gave advice to make sure to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep the students on task and to help give them a better understanding of what is expected. *Nice job giving positive feedback to the students and monitoring the work being done. Gave one-one assistance when needed. *Gave advice to make sure have an extension activity for the students that finish early. *Watch ending transitions and closing the activity up.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		I had to interrupt the lesson at one point because Ms. Brown was telling the kids that the job of the Judicial Branch was to enforce the laws, which is not the job of the Judicial Branch Students were very confused about the "game" because directions were not clearly stated, and instead of explaining the directions better, Ms. Brown got aggitated with the kids and proceded to give them attitude. Guided practice that was included with the lesson was not explained well at all, leaving the kids confused. The closing of the lesson was "give a thumbs up if you understood the lesson" which does not check for understanding.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students started working independently, after seeing students were struggling with the task at hand (asking questions, off task), and seeing that Ms. Brown was getting frustrated, I asked her if it would be ok for students to work in partner (to cut down on the amount of help being asked). Students were put into partners at that time. Ms Brown provides too much wait time for students, which causes them to become off task during the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brainpopjr video engaged students and was an excellent way to introduce the topic. The students enjoyed learning a song accompanied by a real guitar on the topic discussed. It would be beneficial to introduce the song to students by singing it through alone while showing the motions, then break the motions down for students, and then asking students to join in the song with you. At the end of center time students could be brought back together for a 'wrap-up' activity and briefly discuss activities and information learned. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You started with a pre-test.  Good job of explaining unfamiliar words that were on the pre-test.  Too much teacher led 'lecture like" instruction.   I needed to see more student-centered instruction. They were required to take notes during the powerpoint which kept them actively engaged during that time.  They also had a worksheet to do afterwards. Not enough open-ended questions. Very knowledgeable of the content. Make sure you have everyone's attention before giving instructions or when preparing to make a transition.  Try "give me 5' or "if you can hear my voice clap once" techniques when preparing to transition.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a natural and seems very comfortable in front of the class. She has a great repore with our students and they respond to her in a positive way. Her lesson flows and the transitions were seamless. Love how she is constantly interacting with the students as they work through the stations she had planned.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		For the t-chart, calling for a certain activity rather than having them volunteer would have been a good strategy. Loved your supervisor's idea! Think-Pair-Share: For the pair step have them pair up and give you a thumbs up when they are ready. Then have the whole class talk with their partner at once. Then, refocus them and prepare them to share with their discussion with the class.
 
*(You did a really good job going around to the pairs of students and questioning them about their discussion during this part of the lesson.)

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She rushed through reading the book and discussion to make sure there was enough time for the task. In doing that she did not question the students well. She did a great job encouraging them during their independent work. She failed to close the lesson when she ran out of time.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She did a very good job engaging the whole class. The lesson was well thought out and developmentally appropriate.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were working on how to be fluent readers. A  mini lesson on reading with expression was given to students. They they were split into groups and were asked read a readers theatre book based on reading level. At the end of work times students were allowed to share with the whole group. Readers workshop was modeled during the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Her activities were appropriate for level and age of the students. When there were technical difficluties with the song/computer she utilized the time to review key topics with the students.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has a pleasant manner and speaking voice.  The students showed engagement by looking at the book, commenting, answering questions and remaining in the group while she read.  Ms. Butler shared the environment with a co-teacher and both worked to transition the students when it was time to switch groups and repeat the follow -up small group lesson following the story.  Ms. Butler showed an understanding of student ability in her choice of questions and asked several open-ended question.  The follow-up activity was well received and developmentally appropriate.  She had objects and sensory components to the lesson.  Studnets took turns participating in the hands-on lesson that included guided practice of sequencing the props to retell the story.  Some of the students were more independent than others.  During our discussion of the lesson, Ms. Butler thought of ways to improve upon the coloring sheet to allow differentiation based on ability of the students within the groups.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The children were thoroughly engaged in this lesson. They displayed higher order thinking through investigation.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Who Am I activity got student talking about our "mystery" today.  Made reference and connection to square and quadrilateral.  It was easy to see that student need to really understand the family and attributes of quadrilaterals.  Constantly talking to students and kept them engaged.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Activator: What would you change in the world? What would you discuss with the world to bring change? Prior Knowledge Assessed with questions New information was learned by reading the next chapter of the biography Questions were combatted timely and patiently A Venn diagram was  used to do a compare contrast of today's first lady and the first lady during FDR's presidency. Bubble map about facts was filled in (cut and paste) Wrap-UP: Spoke to students individually while doing independent work.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Her lesson was open ended enough to provide support for struggling learners and a challenge for stronger math students. Students had choices and were allowed to create shapes during the lesson. They really liked the activity and enjoyed describing how they made their shapes.  With the class.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your props and demonstrations were age appropriate and engaged the students.  You did a good job monitoring the students during their independent work. When closing your lessons, go back over the standard and restate the object of the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lessons are balanced and differentiated; however, we are continuing to look for ways to improve in that area. We will look over unit test data and standards based quick quizes to provide for more differentiated instruiction in the future. Taylor does a good job at providing students with straight foward feedback that will encourage improvement.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher gave students cloze notes to fill in as they went over the powerpoint. D For Differeintation , some students highlighted the bold words! During the activity, the teacher went over the choices for the activity. Each group had a word and had to choose which option to use to present the information. 2 groups pick to act it out and 2 groups pick to make a poster. 
The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Group 1: Students were engaged and did a great job! - Mid 1800’s  and Early 1900’s . Group 2: Relocation- Acting Out . Group 3: Created a poster and presented. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah demonstrated a huge growth between her first lesson and her second lesson. She intergrated the use of technology in her lesson and maintained students attention by keeping them all involved. Her standards were posted and she refered to them while teaching to check for student understanding. She closed her lesson with a quick (tell your neighbor one thing you learned about a fable or a folktale).

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Good introduction - "My goal for you today..." Good expectations were clearly announced (listen, quiet, be respectful) Glad you explained what chronological order is. It might have been helpful to have an answer key for the students to check themselves instead of you doing it all.  Let other students check a competing group, etc. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley paused frequently during the lesson to assess student understanding.  Suggestion:  Think about utilizing tickets out the door or think-pair-share type strategies rather than calling on tables.  Ashley has collaborated with regular education and resource teacher to organize lesson plans and made group assignments.  As with any teacher-in-training, Ashley is learning strategies for classroom management.  

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Your lesson was well organized.  The students enjoyed the powerpoint, activity, and compare/contrast activity.  The activity was differentiated.  

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		You may want to use a "hook" to engage the students before the book begins for instance (play a game...if I say a healthy snack hop, if I say an unhealthy snack slump down to the ground...as examples of what the foods can/cannot do to your body) You did do a good job establishing the objective of the lesson and determining prior knowledge. I like when you paused to clarify what "sweetzie cola and chum chums" are, especially since you will be using these later in the lesson. Great job with higher order thinking questions (this is not an easy thing to do and you did a great job) and introducing new vocabulary. I like how you discussed the foods during the sort, by giving examples of what the healthy/unhealthy foods will do for our body. I am so impressed with how well you keep the kids engaged. At this age it is so important to chunk lessons using transistions so that students are not sitting in the same place for a long time. The time on rug was just the right amount of time and then you send them to the tables for more independent work. I like how you gave our gifted student more food choices to add a challenge for her. Great differentiation. The bright colors of the assessment were very appealing to the students. It wasn't necessary because you had control of the class the whole time but try to use an attention getter when transitioning and before giving a new set of instruction. You scanned/walked the room well offering assistance to those who needed it. Work on a signal for transistion. There was a lot of random movement during the assessment portion. This is also a good place to incorporate an attention getter to bring the students back to focus. Closing was a good idea, however you seemed to lose them. Maybe use a circle map to close (write what they have for snack in the map) just an idea to keep them engaged.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. cole used both direct instriuction and leveled small groups to reach all students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		You could have challenged the students a little more.  You could have let them have a little more time engaged in the activity.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox asked questions pertaining to the development of Georgia. Asking higher order questions may aid in student understanding.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Asks open-ended, higher oder thinking questions - This comes with practice.  The more "how", "why", "explain your thinking", "prove your answer" questions you use during lessons, the easier and more natural it becomes.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great converstion starter! Effective lesson showing examples before talking about each one's characteristics. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		I loved the video used at the beginning of the lesson!  Anything with animation and music is very engaging for students at this age.   The power point was clear with good visuals.  Delivery of the power point was good and included friendly reminders (raise your hand please) and positive reinforcement for students who were making good choices.  One piece of constructive advice...  Watch your plurals in your presentation.  I noticed a couple of words that were in singular form that might need an "s" at the end.  It is an easy fix.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Use of song to begin transition to the rug would be very helpful. Allowing students to demonstrate proper brushing technique with toothbrushs would involve learners even more.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job intergrating all types of strategies within the lesson. I liked how you used the technology virtual manipulatives, hands on manipulatives, and the drawing technique to support the subtraction regrouping process. When the technology didn't work for you-you quickly switched to another technique. You made sure to use the academic vocabulary within the lesson and followed our classroom guided math model (mini lesson, guided TASK groups) You always use such a pleasant, kind tone with the students when redirecting them and with feedback. Areas to work on: Transitions from one activity/task to the next. Example: When passing out boards to students once each student has what you need to go on to the next step have them give you a sign (thumbs up, high five, etc.). Then you can easily spot who needs what--and everyone will be engaged in the next phase of the lesson. Increase your wait time before starting the next task.  Give clear expectations before using white boards/manipulatives/etc. Example: When you get your white board write the number on the board, draw the picture, etc. Do not erase until I tell you to, etc. For student guided group jobs let's work on having an example of what the job should look like... or a "ask an expert" option. Student engagment: When using the boards another way to keep them engaged and encouraging some higher level thinking would be to call two students (or more) to the front of the room with their boards and discuss the strategies they would use to solve.   

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used authentic literature, Lily's Purple Plastic Purse, to teach verbs and how to effectively use them in writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		A closing to the lesson was not included. The lesson just stopped once the game was over. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Students were divided into groups to complete math review centers. One group worked on the computer based program Education Galaxy, one group worked on multi-step word problems, one group worked on multiplication and division word problems, and the final group worked with Ms. Day to review several math concepts. It might have been a little more beneficial to group the students by ability level instead of randomly. It appeared that some of the groups, especially the groups working on word problems, were being carried by a couple of students while the rest just wrote down the answers they were given. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep control of the class during transitions.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Try to make sure you model steps on the board before you ask them to do independently.  Great job walking around monitoring student understanding. This was a difficult lesson to teach.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was planned so students were engaged in the activity.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo called on students to answer questions. Differentiates the lesson to meet all needs of students.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan covered Grammar Bites, which is a daily spiral review of Language and Reading skills. She had students move to the front with a clipboard if they felt they did not have a good view. They also used magic pens to correct with (they only write teh correct answers). Morgan called in students by drawing sticks with their numbers on them. She gave ample think time, allowing them to ask a friend if they did not know the correct answer. Students were not allowed to just give an answer, they had to also say why that was the correct answer.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She did an excellent job due to the fact the class just came back from a Howdown and were extremely excited.   The students focused on the lesson and listened to her attentively. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak asked the class to make predicitons about the story before reading the text. She identified the quotation marks in the text and discussed the proper times for them to be used. She discussed hte difference between the author and the illustrator. She had all students focused and engaged in the lesson.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When you think of open ended questions think of the Bloom's when you create open-ended questions.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Brain Pop was for recalling prior knowledge Only area to think about for next time is to use lower case letters on the word sort cards that were for whole class instruction/review. Vanessa also used HOTS- asked questions like "What made you think that?" and "Can you support your answer?"

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included different types of practice throughout her lesson. She included technology, read aloud practice, partner practice, and individual practice. The students were engaged in each activity. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The students played a "Trashcan Ball" to explore fractions. Students were engaged and truly enjoyed the lesson. Raikel did a great job explaining the activity and guiding learning. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did an excellent job at keeping students engaged and making sure her instruction was presented in a student friendly manner. One aspect of her lesson that stood out to me was the way she provided differentiation for students. She provided a Prezi presentation for students to copy into their flipbooks. Students who were not able to copy from the Prezi were provided with a short hand version of the notes. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's lesson was well planned and laid our before she started teaching. She had put a lot of thought into how to present the content in a way that encouraged the students to make inference about the skill that was taught. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Work on transitioning to the tables in smaller groups. Explain the opening a little better that way you can discuss what is happening and what you were looking for. Stop and discuss the topics from the book a little more often.  Ask what are some of the ways we can keep from sharing our germs. Good job asking questions after the story! 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Your lesson was based on a great children's book. Students were asked to retell the story using a flow map. When your flow map from Publisher didn't work, you were quick to think on your feet and draw one using the IWB. Remember to use the question "Why?" to encourage higher level thinking. Your flow map and guided instruction helped the students when it was their turn to write. It was a nice balance of "i do, you do."

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli provides varied activities to keep the students engaged and learning. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson to transfer the eating or gobbling of a cookie to understanding the importance of first and second reading of information.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job, learning so much and incorporating into your lesson. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		More time was needed for guided practice.  They had a lot of questions about how to complete the worksheet.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher used questioning strategies during the lesson to ensure student understanding.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Ms. Fleming did a great job explaining directions to the students.  She engaged students with her enthusiasm during the lesson and involved every student.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Called on students to answer questions Praised students 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica is very good with the students. She provides adequate rigor with support so that each student feels engaged and succesful.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning-of course you could always ask more open-ended/higher-order thinking questions. I liked how you modeled and explained the word problems. Students were asked to complete word problems on their own. Appropriate wait-time was given. Students were all actively engaged with no down time.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Throughout the lesson, the students were engaged and actively participated as Ms. Fuller asked them open-ended questions. The lesson was well thought out and prepared for, which made the lesson run smoothly. Ms. Fuller provided the students with positive feedback as the student's answered questions. At the end of the lesson, she re-addressed the steps in which to wash hands by allowing the students to participate in a visual language chart.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		My one suggestion would be to start with lower level one step word problems for the students to have success before moving to the higher thinking skilled questions.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson was clear, concise and age- appropriate. She kept the students engaged and provided a plethora of learning resources to convery the meaning of Groundhog Day. She provided positive feedback and reinforcement.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You did a wonderful job of clearly explaining the directions for the sprint. I love that you related the concept of comparing fractions to real life by asking students which fraction they would want if sharing something with others. Using examples of comparing whole numbers was a great way to activate prior knowledge. The problem set reviewed concepts from the lesson. The problems encouraged students to apply their knowledge.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		I was impressed with her organization and fluent transitions.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Good choice of video for opening. Using a model of teeth and a real toothbrush to demonstrate proper brushing technique would have enhanced your lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson was very creative! The students really enjoyed your PowerPoint presentation and the "Where am I in the world" activity! There were some students who struggled and needed remediation/accomodations. Next time, maybe have their materials precut and labeled for them.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant taught her lesson with a diverse group of students. She put them into groups based off of their readiblitly. She then gave each group a passage over theme that was based on their own level of understanding.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Using Kahoot and quizziz is a great method of assessing the students and seeing understanding. The students were involved and enjoying the lesson. When planning, always incorporate differentiation and acceleration.  

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Good use of technology. Short movie and book was used to show the standard.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The lesson was great. Many of the activities were based on the academic level of students. Students were very engaged in the lesson. Great job! Powerpoint was engaging for the students. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Met with each student to discuss their writing.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley did a fantastic job engaing the students in a creative lesson on adjectives.  She had a well developed lesson plan which included differentiation and a formative assessment. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley started with whole group instructions and ended with a small group student led group.  The students were able to solidify their understanding and clarify any misunderstasndings.  This small group instruction created a good reinforcement of the lesson.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Glow: She does a fantastic job of encouraging the students. She is doing a much better job of using the clip system and addressing bad behavior choices. Grow: She is still working on the organization of her lesson flow and the transitions between instruction.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were presented with a well organized visual aid that activated thieir prior knowledge of multiplication strategies. It was well developed and helpful to students who required more scaffolding throughout the independent work time. When providing direction to students, it is a good practice to provide modeling and a solid visual of how you want them to complete the assignment. While the oral directions were proficient, it would have added great value to use the Promethean board to display and demonstrate how they should begin their work. This is just a sugestion for the future. You provide great encouragment all students! That is a quality that will go a long way when it comes to effort and overall student success in your classroom. Good Job!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Lesson is over Opinion Writing Haley started the lesson using a ball with numbers on it- throwing it around the room- asking the kids questions Showed the students a graphic anchor chart of the OREO O- Opinion R-reasons E-examples 0-opinion 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Time ran out before the lesson could come to  a natural end. Instruction,  delivery, and student engagement were excellent!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Be sure to make sure behavior is under control before beginning. Classroom management comes as you do more lessons and have more experience working in front of the kids. While writing, have them help you sound out words. Always ask them to refer back to anchor charts in the room. Be careful with giving them an example that is completed because most of them may just copy that. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		I loved the idea of putting glitter in the sanitizer so the children could pass the "germs" around the room.  Perhaps next time, put more in one childs hand and see if it passes all the way to the last person....to show them that you don't have to put the "germ" directly in their hand, but that it passes as we touch or shake hands.  Great lesson with much enthusiasm and great technology additions! 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		The end of the day is tough with 1st graders... You did an excellent job keeping them on track and focused.  You did a great job differentiating the lesson. 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*The opening to lesson was great and very engaging. The video played was very informative and helped the students to get a better understanding of the Life Cycle Butterfly. Also, I liked how Tyler asked questions about butterflies to engage students with prior knowledge. *Gave Tyler the suggestion to go over the activity the students are about to complete in a whole group setting on the carpet first so the students know what to expect to do and can fully understand and see example. *Transitions were great! Used the "Give me 5!" *Gave Tyler the suggestions to have an extension activity for the students that finish early as well as having the activity prepped BEFORE the lesson begins. This way there is more time for him to focus on the needs of the students instead of passing out materials. *Loved how he went through and had the students do each part of the Butterfly Cycle together. Point to right spot and had a "helper" glue down the pieces for the students. *Also reminded Tyler to watch behavior management for the whole class, not just one area. Overall, he did very good at keeping the students on track. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*used anchor chart and power point lesson to present material.  *students made suggestions for real life ways to use money *an agenda was presented to keep lesson on track and organized *students were highly engaged throughout the lesson through the use of charts and questioning and answering *constantly encouraged students with praise for a job well done

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		The lesson opener caught their attention; however, it was a little long to not be teaching. Instructional time is precious. 30 seconds of that would have been fine. Make sure you are on top of your game. When you are counting in front of them you are the leader, the expert, own it. Have high energy...I know we were laughing about how excited I was about distributive property one day, but you have to be high energy for them to be high energy. Good job with trasitioning quickly from activity to activity and using the timer. Write Application problem bigger and darker, it was hard to see. Anything that goes in front of them needs to be visually pleasing. GREAT job questioning about EACH and talking through the word problem. Have the students explain why for the numbers in the multiplication sentence. Why did you chose 4? Why did you chose 6? Word problems should have been written out if longer than one or two sentences. Make sure to KNOW the problem you are answering before you start, When you found the total of 40 in the problem you lost them. You lost them after the first problem...sometimes you just have to stop and transition, everyone is not going to get it the first day. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Lesson was 1st-grade appropriate. Students were engaged. Opened lesson with activator. Read story and discussed previously taught concepts/skills (compound words, suffixes, proper nouns). Writing expectations were explained such as capital letters, finger spacing, and ending punctuation.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You tied the lesson back together by going back to the topic of collective nouns and irregular plural nouns. Students haven't been exposed to much poetry, maybe you could show multiple pictures of shape poems, and then write your example or have students write poems then put them into the shape.. Students loved making their own shapes, which is a great way to engage students. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I loved your activiating strategy for your lesson. The students were so excited about dancing to the song "Move-it, Move-it" and then checking their heart rate. Great job asking them to explain what the word Pulse meant and then explaining how to find it by using two fingers. You did a wonderful job showing the students and helping students locate their pulse in their neck. You wanted everyone to be successful and that is a great way to get students excited about learning something new. Awesome job! I loved seeing the student's reaction when they realized their heartbeat/pulse increased when they exercised and danced. You did a great job answering questions throughout lesson. Try to include higher order questions to challenge their thinking and keeping them engaged. I loved how you made a real life connection to help students understand how much exercise they need daily (30 minutes=length of Creek Time). This made it easy for them to understand that concept easier. Students were excited the entire lesson! For you first lesson it was a great one! 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Students were actively engaged during the entire lesson.  They were very interested in the book that she read and did a great job of identifying character traits as well as proving how they knew the answer by using text evidence.  Catherine did a great job of asking higher level questions to get students to prove their answers.  They LOVED defending their answers to the other students.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the level of inquiry! Students are engaged!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Even though there were problems with the Smart Board working properly (not Taylor's fault), she was flexible with the lesson and was able to present the material in an effective manner.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The lesson on area provided the students with a chance to work as a whole group, in a small group, and independenlty.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Taught students new vocabulary. Should have used pictures in the eggs instead of words. This comes from experience. Her lesson was very informative and the students enjoyed it.  Gave clear expectations for students

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The teacher introduced the standard and essential question. The teacher talked about the relevance of the standard. The teacher asked students to tell what a physical feature is. Called on several students to respond. Gave good/encouraging feedback to students that did not answer correctly. Used a video Man-made vs Natural. Good choice in video. Stopped the video to explain/elaborate and then returned to viewing. Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating: Plan for this by preparing the questions a head of time and having a set point in the lesson to require the students to push their cognitive abilities and expand thinking/learning. Be more specific in how you plan to differentiation. With struggling learners sometimes we have to adjust to product or the process to getting to the task completed. Example: checklists, templates, pairing, oral and written directions, fewer requirements. Utilizing the timer on the Promethean Board was a really good idea. It helped to manage time and behavior. I liked the way you placed students in groups. It allowed some students that have never worked together an opportunity to get to know more classmates as well as reduced the chances of misconduct.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones does a great job with maintaining the flow of the lesson in an enagaging way for all students.  He uses great questioning techniques and constantly reinforces comprehension.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Might cut out for R, C. and Z.  Could have it already cut out and in baggies to save time.  Have every student's attention before going over closing. Students needed a time to discuss and give you the correct order.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria was very calm and reassuring during her lesson. She chose a book our students were very interested in and it showed in the way they sat and listened.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You secured student’s attention before starting lesson. Students were attentive when you were reading King Louis’ story. You used expression and inflection when reading. 
Idea: Ask students to discuss “King Louis’ problem”. Have them brainstorm how they might fix the problem.
Students were given different scenarios. They had to decide which category their scenario would go in by sorting them on the board. Speaking and Listening standards are incorporated as students read their scenarios to the class.
 
You had students connect King Louis’ departments to the three branches of government.
Thinking question: Why do we need three branches of government?
 
 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used multiple teaching strategies and appealed to a variety of learners throughout her lesson. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The kids were highly engaged in the lesson. They loved the video provided. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		I really liked Courtney's use of the short video about a shark to grab students' attention. In a world full of technology, more often than not, children are more likely to pay attention if there is a technology hook. Courtney did a very good job with her lesson and keeping kids engaged in the learning process about main characters, setting and the story sequence. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students spent a lot of time waiting to find out what would happen next. I feel that objects pulled from aliens should have been done one at a time and should have been discussed more. I do not feel that students were appropriately engaged. I do appreciate that a variety of strategies were presented. You did differentiate via the jobs you assigned. Both guided and independent practice were evident.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		I loved the activating strategy. Anna did a wonderful job activating, engaging, and including the students throughout the lesson. She did an awesome job activating the students prior knowledge. She consistently used the whole brain teaching model and cues to engage students. She had a picture of some of the characters from the movie cars to introduce and connect personification to student&#39;s prior knowledge. I thought this was a fantastic real life/experience example because most students have seen that movie! She did a nice job creating differentiated worksheets based on fables at different reading levels.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		You stated that students were going to take notes during the Bill video, but students had nothing to take notes on. Next time try to have paper pulled out for them to use.  Instead of just "raise your hand" during the lesson, it was a good strategy to pick sticks out of the bucket. You could also try table talk or partner talk. This helps students be more engaged. Flow maps are a great graphic organizer. I like how you called on students to repeat what you'd heard in their table group and reinforces correct answers. This gives students that were behind extra support to hear another child answer instead of you. Be sure to check in with EIP students or those struggling while they work in table groups. Good table group discussion strategy.  I liked the hand clap repeat to grab attention. Take charge :) be sure of what you are doing (even if you aren't) The kids will never know if you don't show it :)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		This lesson included great practice as well as individual remediation as needed. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Game was eye opening for many students.  It allowed practice in a fun environment.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Great job getting student's attention with the masking tape ball.  Great way to get students engaged and thinking.  The human battleship game was perfect for application of information learned. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		From the beginning to the end Martha did great at her lesson. He lesson started out with high expectations and students knew what to do. She started her lesson off with a bell work to get the student's brains ready to engage in mathematics. She had the students engaged into the bell work and responded quickly to her questions. Students showed her respect as she showed them in her lesson.  For the lesson she had essentially a game for the students to play to work on multi-digit multiplication. She gave example problems and solutions, addressed the expectations and guidelines for the task, and encouraged/guided students throughout the lesson that needed assitance. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I could tell your lesson was well thougt out by the organization of it. You were very encouraging as students responded to your questions.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*I missed the opening of the lesson due to another teacher speaking with me about a separate situation that happened earlier. Miss Lopez did an opening with the class. *Once you give some think/struggle time to students who are trying to answer quesetion, you may call on someone else. Wait time is important, but be sure not to wait too long because you will lose other students attention. *Great job letting students explain their own strageties for learning fractions. Sometimes "kids language" helps struggling students figure it out. *Great job ignoring distractions that were out of your control. *Great use of why and how do you know questions. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students have really been engaged in Ms. Lovette's lesson. She began to find out students' prior knowledge and added to their knowledge. They've added notes to their flipbooks about Olegthorpe, Tomochichi, and Mary Musgrove. They made a real life connection between Georgia, themselves, and the historical figures. She gave extra support to students who needed it while asked open ended questions to those to will research more about these historical figures.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The quilt was really go everyone excited.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to state what the students will learn before starting the lesson. You did an excellent job with your discussion of the term goals.  It would be beneficial to expand and give more  real life examples.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was very advanced for 4th graders.  They didn't get a clear understanding of the Bill of Rights.  A lot of the terminology was too advanced for them.  They should have been presented in a more kid friendly way perhaps in a powerpoint that gives the actual amendment and then a simplified version.  They needed a little bit more exposure in order to successfully complete the group and independent activities. The cartoon sheet with the pictures and short descriptions of the Bill of Rights  should have been more of an emphasis than anything else.   Also, there was a closing portion  of the lesson where students were supposed to volunteer and explain each amendment accurately.  She didn't get to that part due to time constraints; but,  I'm not sure they would have been able to do this correctly.  The group poster was a great idea; but, they weren't quite sure of what to put on them.  In the future, always have an example for the students to go by.  There needed to be something else like a video or a powerpoint to help drive it home for them.   It was a lot of teacher led instruction and it needed to be more of a self discovery type of approach.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah engaged her students and had clear instructions to properly present the lesson. Students were actively involved and were given appropriate support though out the lesson. She had effective feedback and wait time for the students needs. She showed effective transitions between activites. We discussed having a stronger closer to review the lesson before transitioning to the next activity.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		she did a great job with the lesson and reteching and reenforcing the subtraction skills. She could work on transitoning between groups and activites. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Transition ideas were given to Breanna on her written documentation form. Examples: call students to chairs by tables, hair color, clothing color, boys/girls.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job drawing and explaining models of decimals with students.  Be sure to circulate the room and check for understanding as you go.  Feel free to ask questions throughout the lesson, not just at the end to summarize.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job creating an agenda that had few transitions and down-time.  The students were led in some points in the lesson (direct instruction) and then were allowed to work at their pace.  She circulated the room and cater to students who needed extra help.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey engaged the students by watching a Parts of Speech video from Flocabulary. Afterwards, she was able to build background knowledge by reviewing sentence structure. I loved how Ms. Nacey modeled the writing activitty before she allowed the students to begin. After giving directions, Ms. Nacey made the students repeat the directions given so they would be confident in what to do.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - When giving directions, be REALLY specific so that you avoid any confusion with the assignment *suggestion* - After the last activity of your lesson, bring the kids together for a group or partner discussion of what you taught - like a TOTD activity - so that you can have a verbal assessment of what they learned

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		When the students seem confused, like they did with the FANBOYS concept, it is ok to stop and reteach that.  They need to have a foundation before moving on.  Also, there are great videos on Flocabulary that you can use to really catch their attention.  Lots of times that will stick with them more than what we say to them. Also, make sure you talk loudly and that your expectations are clear before the students start moving.  You may even want them to repeat your directions back to you.  Sometimes, I even write them on the board so they know what I expect.  When the students are working independently I encourage you to walk around and check over their shoulders or talk to them to make sure they understand.  This is how you know if you need to do a quick reteach or if they students understand the concept.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students are always highly engaged and enjoy learning from Ms. Nesmith. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I loved the thermometer craft you did with the students. Providing hands on manipulatives is very important especially at this age. Make sure to pause and get the class' attention throughout the lesson to ensure all students are following directions and clearly understand thier expectations. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton is very soft-spoken and is encouraged to use inflection or intonation with her voice so to capture and keep student focus. Ms. Norton is encouraged to use the school behavior system to reinforce appropriate behaviors and discourage inappropriate ones. Student transitions from the rug to their seats went well. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your activities were varied and provided good review of plant classification. The celery lab provided clarification of how vascular tissue (xylem) carries water and nutrients throughout a plant. Students were able to state their hypothesis, and better grasp this concept. The venn diagram activity helped students to review the characteristics of vascular v. nonvascular plants. Suggestion: Divide students into groups before completing the venn diagram. (Complete the venn diagram as part of that station.) Some students seemed unsure of where to place the vocabulary cards on the venn diagram. Be prepared to help them with the definition so they can place it in the correct category. Good use of higher order questioning at the close of your lesson. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The students were engaged in the game. This held their attention the entire time. There was a great balance of instruction and participation. The white boards helped make sure all students were participating. You moved around the room making sure that all students were understanding as your lesson progressed.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was very well thought out. Miss Norwood did a great job meeting the needs of all learners. She included sentence stems and leveled paragraphs.

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Students were engaged and interested. Real-world connections were made throughout lesson Transitions were smooth. Lesson activity allowed students to collaborate as well as work independently. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		The opening song on Flocabulary was great! It really got the students attention. I like when they tranisitioned from the carpet to their seats you gave very clear directions on how you expected them move. You provided modeling, whole group instruction, movement, and individual work. This is a great way to reach all learning styles. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She opened the lesson with a season sort with pictures (students worked together on this).  She read a book on Seasons and asked several questions related back to the seasonal sort.  She ended the lesson with a graphic organizer and with student help filled in the correct answers to the sort activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		I really  LOVED how students used "toothpaste" (shaving cream) to brush the "sugar bugs" off the teeth.  I kept hearing several students say, "That was FUN!"

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of introducing new vocabulary- cocoon, chrysalis, camouflage, symmetry.  She also stopped to question learners throughout the lesson to check for comprehension.  Children were asked to go to their seats from the rug.  Dividing children into groups to transition to their seats will provide a smoother transition (ex: 4 year-olds and 5 year-olds or boys and then girls). 

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Loved the 'Who am I" opening

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige provided poem frames to help struggling writers. For advanced writers, Paige instructed the to write more complex poems.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students respond well to Ms. Partlow and were engaged in her lesson throughout. No down-time was noted.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at differentiating. She uses her time wisely in teaching lessons to allow for students to think and respond. She is able to change each classes lesson to meet the students needs. If something in the lesson wasn't flowing she would modify or change to meet the students needs and then challenge those who understand.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Excellent anchor chart to spark class discussion during lesson. Alex's enthusiasm while teaching also helps keep all students engaged. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		After students began to write, Ms. Phillips pulled a small group of EIP students to her table and discussed the prompt with them in detail.  They were able to verbalize the directions after reading the prompt.  Students discussed key words and reviewed narrative strategies before going to their seats to write independently.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Excellent use of anchor chart and referencing it during instruction.  Students were aware of it and how to use it to help them during their writing.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily interacts extremely well with the students.  She is very encouraging and patient!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your lesson was very encouraging to the students. I loved that you used guided practice and independent practice with the students. You can use strategies like "thumbs up/thumbs down" to monitor student understanding. Make sure you do a variety of problems to ensure the students understand the concept and can practice it effectively. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Great job using a varirty of technology (Promethean & Activotes) -Calm demeanor withthe students and responded well to theit questions. -When the students struggled, you asked open-ended questions to help prompt them to the correct answer. -Began to deliver positive priase in transitions, so kids will follow directions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glows: Good job activating students prior knowledge.  "Put pencils down" is a good strategy to show when students are reay to move on.   You asked guiding questions while they stuents read.  This is a good way to monitor and check for understanding. Your posters were good visuals for the students.   I also like the post-it activity to check for understanding and misconceptions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		They enjoyed you asking them to teach you! They enjoyed the song and activity! Next time try to let them know how much time they have left so they can manage their time throughout the activity. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		* Students knew lesson was beginning when you gave an "Attention Getter" *You connected to prior knowledge and real-life experiences.  "Who can tell me what an inventor is?" "How are lightbulbs today different from lightbulbs in the past?" *You provided graphic organizers with partial information included to assist struggling learners and learners that work at a slower pace! *Closing the lesson and asking individuals to summarize what they learned can be missed due to time constraints (I struggle with this myself).  Allow time to incorporate a summarizing strategy.  Ticket Out the Door, Tell elbow partner 2 things they learned about inventors, etc.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to state causes of WWII in Europe to review previous learning. -Graphic Organizer enabled students to focus on meaningful information. -Excellent job explaining vocabulary words in a way students could understand. -Comparing notes with elbow partner allowed students with omitted information an opportunity to add information to notes. -In closing, students shared key points from their notes.  This prepared them to plan for the assessment activity. -You circulated room to give students feedback.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Great student engagement! They loved the interactive power point!

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The students were engaged and you provided adequate feedback.  You modeled retelling the story and allowed practice time.  Your feedback was specific.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with this lesson as she had SPED students in here that are normally not in here at this time.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job differentiating for instruction for students. She is an excellent teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		I would like to see Rebecca increase the engagment and excitement in her lesson's introduction.  She did an AMAZING JOB teaching the content of the lesson and I would like to her TEACH MORE!  She is very fun to listen to!!  Rebecca called on students to come up to the board to participate and work out the math problems.  She challenged students to think for themselves.  I loved her delivery of the rules for multiplying fractions.  I would recommend a little quicker pacing when moving from one acticity to the next.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The lesson had a good flow and fit in the time allotted.  The students enjoyed the lab and were able to easily see the difference between vascular and nonvascular plants in a way that they will remember.    The PowerPoint that Ms. Roberts used to guide her lesson was very thoughtout and allowed the students to have clear directions at each step of the lesson and lab.  

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The lesson on rounding was well planned to engage all students. Mrs. Beaird used a varity of instructional materials in her lessons, technology, direct instruction. There were times in the lesson when the studets guided the lesson with inquiry.  Mrs. Beaird used positive comments to keep the studetnts engaged in the lesson as well as redirect them if they were off task. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Giving "wait time" was one of the pieces of advice that I offered to Ms. Rudolph at the end of her lesson.  I encouraged her to wait a little longer, and then if the student was still having trouble, I suggested that she give prompts instead of just giving the answer.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job presenting the material.  She understood how to teach multiplying fractions with whole numbers, and she seemed to be confident during this time in front of the class despite it being her first time teaching in front of these students.  I did suggest not giving the students too many materials at one time, as this can become a distraction (working out the problems with fraction tiles and on white boards at the same time seemed to be too much).  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! I love the music and movement! That's always a plus when teaching young, wiggly learners. My suggestion is to make sure the shapes aren't stretched. Perhaps hold up shapes as reference if the technology is being glitchy. Good bounce back when your video didn't play at the beginning. You just kept going. My last suggestion is to have a picture clue on your follow up/assessment piece. Students may not be able to read shape words yet. Providing a picture clue next to each word on the "My Shape Pizza" counging page would help them complete the activity a little more indepentently.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal presented the lesson and activly engaged the students. By using hands-on manipulatives, the students were better able to grasp the concepts presented.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Reading block should be more than 18 minutes.  Make sure your spending majority of your time on core subject areas. Started reading at 11:42 am.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah helped guide a student towards the correct answer by restating the question. This students has low self-confidence and this helped him to feel successful in front of his peers.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		 
The students were confused during the lesson. They did not  the purpose of the graphic organizer . 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith uses an encouraging tone with the students and makes sure to compliment them when they achieve. She is very thorough in her presentation of content and explains all of her points fully. Due to time constraints in the Social Studies curriculum, it is hard to indepth on the topics presented. That is what extra credit acrtivities and early finisher projects were assigned if time permits.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The lesson plan was organized and clearly presented.  Questions were age and developmentally appropriate, but not necessarily higher order thinking.  The questions were great in helping spark discussion among children.  Students had ample "talk time" to discuss foods that are bad for our teeth.  I would suggest bringing in floss and tooth brushes for students to see and feel.  Visual aids are a huge benefit when teaching.  Many times, you can ask dentists to donate floss and toothbrushes and they will do so.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		His openinig was great to engage students into the lesson. He did a planet sort. After reading from our book and the lesson on gravity he had the students answer questions based on the lesson and reading.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		I really like that the students were able to get up and model on the floor model. The students got to work alone and ask for help from teacher if they needed it. During the math modeling explain thta all they were doing is add the zero. He was answering the questions very knowledgeably. One thing I wanted to mention is that one the problem set, make sure you finish a section before moving on.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		The enthusiasm for the lesson really flowed to the students. They were excited because you were. You added in extra information like Churchill being called "Bulldog" that the students remembered and will definitely remember forever. You taught the standard, but extemded it, which was great!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great powerpoint!  It was a great reinforcement to practice answering questions using the powerpoint on pictograph.  The students were actively engaged in this lesson.  Great job! Some pointers for next time you teach on pictographs.  Make sure, especially since the key is more than one, you reinforce to look at the key before you answer the questions.  Also another question I would've like to see was How many more ___ were there than ____.  This is a higher order thinking question that is sometimes hard for 2nd graders. When students are asking questions or telling about something from the graph, such as a tomato is a fruit, it is okay to respond instead of saying, "We're not talking about that".  Many students actually do not know that a tomato is really a fruit, so it would've been a fun fact for them to have learned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did a great job using different types of teaching strategies. The more strategies you use, the more students you will reach. Great job! One idea since this is a new concept for the students is to make sure to go over each 2nd word that could be in a contraction and make an anchor chart for students to look at on how to change the 2nd word into the contraction.  The use of technology worked well in your lesson. This provided practice for the students and gave them good support. Remember to use high order thinking questions to provide rigor to the learners. You did scaffold learning for the students. This was great!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Students were engaged and on task throughout the lesson. Ms. Stewart did a wonderful job of teaching to each learning style to reach each student. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Strengths: * engaged all students * gave time for students to think before answering Things to work on: * do not be afraid to redirect the students when behavior is not appropriate * for wrong answers say "that is a great thought, but let's look at it again" * be mindful of  a 1st grader's attention span....do not make the lesson super long

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Activating strategy was very effective. Students were given pea pods to examine and observe. A variety of methods were used to deliver the content, including visuals. powerpoint, written text, and media. Lesson contained level 3 DOK questions which provided higher order thinking, not just recall. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Remember the Why? and How? questions are higher order thinking. You gave great reinforcement and feedback to the students. Material was clear but make sure you give clear directions and have a child repeat them back to you.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to remind students that a multiplication sentence can also be changed into a division sentence (fact family). Storey gave many examples and went in different orders to insure understanding. Great job getting the studetns attention.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math- engaged all students and used 5 in particular to help with calendar activities. Many skills addressed: place value, odd/even, addition, subtraction, greater/less than, dates, etc.

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		-Wait time a little long based on the amount of class time available. -good transitions -independnent work in stations -stations used that involved using evidence -good support of students

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn did a great job with activating the lesson and connecting the learning to prior knowledge. Students were required to discuss, take notes, share ideas with peers and investigate their own learning with the text. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn does a great job of coming up with engaging lessons that the students enjoy.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked how you asked the students to explain how they knew the answer. I like how you revisited the items from the beginning of the lesson and revealed the correct answers.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The students were actively engaged and excited about the activities. The PowerPoint was very interesting and informational and the activities helped the kids understand the material wonderfully. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Closing activity was differentiated.   Brittany did a great job giving detailed instructions before beginning the independent activity   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great review powerpoint with skills for the students to practice skills.  Then the students played a scoot game.   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The video clips you choose were engaging and provided students with background knowledge for the lesson. Remember to give students time to think about and discuss new information.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Asked opened ended questions to students.  Lesson was guided well by student teacher.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over synonyms and antonyms. The standards were addressed and goals presented to the students. The lesson was well organized and engaging. Her presentation of the lesson was clear and organized. The students enjoyed the hands on part when they got to go to the board and decided what was a synonym or antonym.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		One suggestion I have would be to break up the instructions for the activity.  When given multistep directions at the beginning of the activity the students usually have a difficult time remembering everything they are suppose to accomplish.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Technology and music were great intro/attention grabber.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson was planned well and Ms. Ulstad was organized and prepared.  Students were engaged throughout the lesson and all students were provided with opportunities interact on board during lesson.  Students also had opportunity to work together before working independently.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You did a great job teaching to all the learning styles. You had a song for your auditory learners, pictures for visual learners and a big phone to press buttons for our kinesthetic learners.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was organized and prepared for students.  The lesson had good flow and you used good questioning throughout the lesson. Spend more time making sure the directions are clear and the students know exactly what is expected of them with their assignment.  After you give directions, ask several students to share the directions with you.  Gain students attention before giving the directions. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		* Have one presenter  present all animals from their group * always be aware of calling on different students.  You can use the "stick method"- pull a stick with a student name * You used higher level activities that met the needs of all students. * The activity was application and analyzing as they will have to compare their animals with other animals from different groups along with how they had to apply what they have learned about main idea and details. Great lesson!!!

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*The opening was great. Asked if the students had ever read that book before, asked about the Author/Illustrator and also asked the students questions throughout reading the book! *Loved how Lauren demonstrated with the students BEFORE starting the activity and had the actual finished materials being used in the demonstration. *Suggested to have the students sequence out ONE thing at a time on their sticks instead of trying to sequence out the parts of the story AND the stages of the Life Cycle of Butterfly. All of that was too much at once for the students and there wasn't enough room on the sticks for ALL the pieces. *Also suggested to go over the Life Cycle of Butterfly because the students had not been taught that information yet so many students did not know the correct stages of the Butterfly Life Cycle. *Great transitions! *Loved how Lauren had an extension activity for the early finishers...just make sure to explain what to do on the extension activity first. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Unclear directions as to what he wanted the kids to do.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-see specific notes on evaluation

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Great job explaining beginning, middle, and end!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The kids loved the song that you chose! Great job helping them make connections to the evidence while they were reading. One way to help support lower achieving students is to have them do a "think, pair, share" with a partner after a question is asked.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! The "octopus eggs" were awesome! It really made the kids interested! - Great video! - Good use of technology - The kids could have used more independent practice. -I like how you had them "fix" the sentence you wrote. - Good questioning using PebbleGo 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lines of symmetry are not just vertical and horizontal but can be diagonal. Give the students opportunities to touch and manipulate the objects. Make sure your handouts copy correctly and that you will use all the material. If not, redo handout to prevent confusion.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You understood the material, but remember to make sure you say your problems correctly - one hundred thirty seven not one hundred and thirty-seven. Try to ask more thinking, connecting, analyzing questions. These are the questions that will ensure the students understand the material. Give students time to answer and correct misconceptions. Your Ticket Out the Door was very good. It covered the material needed to be mastered.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lesson involved student participation and physical movement.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		This was a great lesson! The students loved the hands on activity of moving plates and making earthquakes and mountains. You gave the guided instruction and worked along with them then allowed them to explore and discuss on their own. Your questioning kept them on track and engaged. You gave them situations and they had to problem solve and think through the situation. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		A formative assessment was given with student participation in identifying ten more/ten less with partners.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams showed little enthusiasm when teaching her lesson.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		The activity used characters the students know to engage. Posititve tone of voice to redirect students when needed. Why and how questions are always great to engage their higher order thinking skills. Good job incorporating the opinion writing we are working on in ELA into your lesson. Instead of just correcting the students, you engaged them in "why" questions so students could form their own thoughts. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has grown an incredible amount since her last semester here at Elm Street.  I am so pleased with her overall planning and instructional strategies.  Can't wait to see her in full swing in October!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is working to include higher order thinking skills questions into her lessons by using the DOK - Depth of Knowledge levels as a guide. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Students were actively engaged and enjoyed the chapter.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response had texts on varying reading levels. The questions she asked the students were related to the texts and were higher order thinking related. She transitioned between guided practice and independent practice with ease.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job throughout her lesson keeping the students engaged in the lesson. She would ask questions frequently to see if the students understood the lesson being taught. She gave positive/encouraging comments to students throughout the lesson for numerous tasks such as paying attention, answering questions, staying on task.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna is performing beyond expectation - like a more advanced student. It is evident that she has lots of experience in the classroom. She is a loving and encouraging teacher. Her abilty to "read the room" is excellent. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides positive feedback to the students as well as encourgment.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		When Destinee observed the students getting a little restless, she stopped the lesson and used little exercises to regain the student's attention.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always uses meaningful activators to get the students engaged in learning.  She allowed the students to move around as she taught as it related to her activity.  Her visuals need to be hung up before the lesson and ready to go without any distractions around them so that she does not lose the class focus as she hangs things up.  She gets very into her lesson and does not always notice off task behaviors.  She needs to redirect more often as she loses a child's focus.  As she teaches/reviews she always praises the children with positive feedback and gives clues and wait time for those who are struggling.  She used a wide variety of instructional materials (videos, promethean, direct instruction, guided instruction, visual aids).  The only area she really needs to improve on is differentiation.  She should have pulled a small group to help low readers to assess basic NSEW directions and the latitude/longitude lines.  She also could have done the coordinates activity with the advanced students who finished the task early. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson began with a review using Kahoot to engage students. Students were able to share their best strategy for solving the problems and numbered sticks were utilized to ensure all students had the opportunity to participate.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		This was a very engaging lesson.  

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget higher order thinking questions! Asking "how do you know" and "why" are awesome ways to assess their reasoning!

		Responses (n): 		244

		Response Rate: 		51.37%
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		You checked for understanding as the text was read by questioning the students.  This kept them engaged and focused.  You even told them to raise their hands if they heard something in the text that you had just mentioned.  This was excellent, as it gave them a purpose for reading and keeping up.  It was a great idea to tell them to pay attention to a particular section because it would be part of their independent work later on. Venn diagram assignment for independent practice was appropriate, and was differentiated as needed (one was open-ended and one was "cloze" format).

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This group responds well to videos and you know that.  I liked the one you chose.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Students were not clear on what needed to be in their picture. Make sure directions are very specific. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		I love  how you utilized partners during the lesson activity so that students can share/ help/ discuss with each other. Some students have problem visualizing how one shape can be a fractional part of another. I was great to see how you integrated Edward, our non-english speaker, to be part of the activity by writing the fraction cards in english and spanish. Awesome differentiation with the various fraction cards levels and with integration of spanish.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The children enjoyed creating their character from the book, and writing about it. Good job!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She did a good job facilitating math centers during this time. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		No assessments was used for this lesson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The assessment was whole group and Miss A would call on one child to help come up with a sentences to add the correct quotation marks.... only a few students were called upon, so a true picture if the students learned the lesson was not observed. 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-The assessment was very effective. You could easily see if the students understood the difference between active and inactive.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Gave advice to either check the work of the students as they finish or ask questions to see if the students understood the concept of the activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass asked questions throughout the lesson to ensure that students understood key vocabulary terms of compare and contrast.  She helped students who weren't confident of where their index card should go by asking students questions and using "think aloud" statements to help them understand.  

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		After you read the story, you had the students identify the characters and the setting in "Green Eggs and Ham". The students were able to identify the characters and the setting. They were eager to participate and remained on task!!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Your activity to show mastery was good, but it would be useful to provide a more rigorous assessment piece. For example, instead of students simply copying your dream catcher, they could create their own rules and provide an example to prove their rule is necessary. The activity was cute, but could have had more "meat" to it! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students self assessed their previous writing. Ms. Benitez assessed their writing in order to continue engaging areas students need more practice.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The summative and diagnostic assessments were not necessary for this particular lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great job observing student conversations to to determining understanding of science concepts.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You are starting to see how I group kids based on diagnostic data and using this data. As the year progresses, I would like to see you become more comfortable with doing this on your own. This is definitely a learning process, and you are on the right track with getting to know students and their individual needs.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You were able to walk around to each group to assess their knowledge of arrays.  I liked the way you traveled to each group and told them what you liked about their creation of arrays.  You were also able to ask them to show you how to create a certain array.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie asked questions throughout the lesson. At the end of the activity, Julie called 4 to 5 students to the Elmo to show the pizza they created. The students told their various strategies for counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did a great job formatively assessing throughout the lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		After naming and locating the continents on a map, having students locate and write the names of the continents on a blank map was an excellent way to evaluate which students knew the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The formative assessment that you used showed student understanding or misconceptions of the lesson that you taught. The questioning that you used also informed you of mastery and struggling students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Use white board or sticky notes to assess students skill. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Did a very nice job of going around and observing/monitoring the progress of the students. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The game would have been a great assessment if it would have been explained clearly, but it was not.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pre-test- beginning of the activity. Ticket out door- culminating activity. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Students were actively engaged in all activities assigned during their center rotations.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		THe lesson asked the students to explain their understanding through several activities including reading text and discussion, illustrating the water cycle in a drawing and then wirting about the water cycle. She will be able to assess this lesson in a variety of ways.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Diagnostic not necessary for this task/book.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		You gave immediate feedback when needed and led students to the correct answer without just giving them the answer. You also did a good job having students explain why they chose active or non-active. It's always good to have kids explain their thinking. Questioning is one of your strengths! :)

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She used a variety of assessments to make sure the students understood the content. She was able to differentiate and accommodate different learning styles.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were assessed during lesson by Ms. Burton as she went from group to group during work time and observed and asked questions. During sharing time questions were also asked.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The lab sheet provided written student feedback and observations about what they were discovering.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		there was a culminating hands on product the students created to see their mastery of the regions of Georgia.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		This was an instructional lesson and Ms. Butler's first lesson.  Her materials were sufficient to be used for diagnostic understanding of the learning targets.  Formal or summative assessments were not appropriate at this time.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Writing three properties of each shape was powerful in your lesson.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Questioning is on point, although being sure to only plan what can be accomplished during that time period will lead to better data collection at the end of each lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Students seem to retain the information learned from todays lesson. Great job!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley conducts running records each week for Tier 3 students. She has been able to participate and lead formal and summative assessments. Ashley has also participated in SST meetings, collegial planning, team planning, and pod planning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		I like that you used a differentiated assessment to check for understanding.  The difficulty level of the activity was a little high for both groups.  It might have been a good idea to have an activity like your closing compare/contrast activity to review before giving out the assessment.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		very good job, asking questions during the sort and the story to establish understanding by the students. I like how you brought attention to the french fries and discussed them with the class.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		A gradual release was used. Students transitioned from following along with the teacher, to working with support, to working independently.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		No diagnostic testing is used.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Students seemed to enjoy creating their umbrella with raindrops.  Use of the ELMO projector in show students what was expected was great.  Students at this age need LOTS of visuals to accompany verbal directions.  One piece of advice, while sharing is encouraged and wonderful, it may help keep the peace to ensure each student has their own supplies if available.  Students tend to fuss over taking turns with glue sticks and suck during art activities.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used the student writing to access the students' writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The work done in Ms. Day's small group was checked as they went along, but there was not a lot of assessment (formative) done for the other groups. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney uses the star reading and math test to determine students level of ability.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was used during the lesson to make sure the students understood the concept.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The Grammar Bites is tested at the end of the week over the skills reviewed that week. For this lesson, the actual review was their assessment where they indicated the mistakes on their own using the magic pen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I like that you are able to use informal assessments during your instructional teaching to determine if students are understanding the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessment for the lesson was perfect and easy to grade- She was able to give next day feed back to those that needed it.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included questioning throughout her lesson to check student's understanding. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara provided formative assessments and homework with her lesson. I also used a short quiz from her lesson today for a grade!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Try to question more when reading aloud and when having students respond to your prompts. If they don't give you the answer you're looking for, lead them to it by questioning them. You did a nice job of helping students retell the beginning, middle, and ending of the book. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson offered opportunities for students to think about the relationship between eating cookeis and reading information.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		This lesson did not provide opportunities for assessing.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Assessments went well, students are doing a great job assessing from the materials taught.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Good job!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diagnostic observation/record not a part of this lesson; learning was of a review and extend lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students answered questions and you called on various students to check for understanding. Then, a 'ticket-out-the-door" was used to check all students understanding of the material presented. This was in the form of a Quizziz. The students used technology to log onto quizziz and complete a two-question quizz. The results showed that 35 out of 40 students mastered the standard. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students used their Reading Workshop Journals, Math Journals and a Scholastic reader to demonstrate their understanding of the material.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a great job making sure the students were learning and helping others learn.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara used a lot of questioning throughout the lesson to make sure all students were understanding and remembering the concept. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like the way you asked questions to review important concepts, but also lead the students to reach the correct conclusion.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The activity was great for covering the standard that you taught.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant asking high order thinking questions throughout her lesson and recaped what the students learned by having them write about theme on the back of their handout.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The mini kahoot review game was great for students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is working towards gaining data from the formal and informal assessments she is using within her lessons.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Your skill of questioning will improve as your experience and content knowledge deepens. You are gaining a more thorough understanding of the students' skill levels and what questions to prompt their thinking.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Using tthe Oreo graphic organizer, students will choose their own topic to form an opinion. A list is also given as ideas if students can't come up with their own. Students were to state opinion and relate my ideas in an organizational structure. They seemed understand and be able to do this step. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The assessments were appropriate for the lesson.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Good  job helpeing them remember facts about symbols.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Didn't really see HOW the assessment was done for this lesson?! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*constant questioning during the lesson *students were given examples of the work they were expected to do on the board before they were given a worksheet *worksheet was aligned with the standards and a good measure of whether skill was understood 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Explained writing rubric.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Teacher checked for understanding of irregular plural nouns and collective nouns multiple times throughout the lesson. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		There are so many different kinds of assessments and as you move throughout your block you will discover so many different ones that can be used with a lesson. Assessments are important in guiding your instruction and differentiation. This is the key to student success and growth. As you go through your blocks you will become stronger in this area and you will learn more on how to use assessments to plan and differentiate for students. You did a great job for your first lesson and you used one assessment a checklist. You also show students the rubric to follow while writing. Rubrics are very good tools to use for guiding students and helping them know the expectations of an assignment. As you go through your blocks try to write down some different types of assessments you see teachers use so that you have a bank to pull from when you get your own classroom or when you are teaching your 4th block. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor asked a variety/level of questions to keep students on task and check for understanding.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones constantly assesses understanding informally through questioning during instruction and student work time.  He also provides an assessment of knowledge at the end of the lesson during the summarizer.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Needed to talk about the order of story.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Questioning was appropriate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students summarized what they learned in their own words.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie did not incorporate higher level questioning in the lesson.  I was hoping to see that. However, she did ask many recall questions for scaffolding and making connections.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce stopped many times throughout the lesson to check for understanding. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The assessments were there and were very appropriate, implementation needs a bit of work.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		There were lots of questions asked during the story and after the reading of the story. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a nice job using both formal and informal assessment strategies. She looked at each student&#39;s reading level to determine which fable would be best for them. She engaged students with teacher observation by walking around the room, while students talked to their shoulder buddy.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		The worksheet at the end allowed teachers to assist student who were struggling and see students that understood the concept.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha's lesson did not reguire the student to take any type of formal/summative/or diagnostic testing.  When students had an issue or a question from the student she was able to explain how to help the student come up with a reasonable answer that made sense to the problem at hand. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The work assignment and homework were appropriate for first grade students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students had books about these historical figures to find out more in their leveled book boxes. She asked great questions to clarify students' understandings of the figures.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Worksheet and poster.  I really liked the worksheet; although, it probably should have been open book or open note. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's informal questioning and the practice worksheet strongly supported her lesson. The formal review was very helpful in evaluationg the students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		She uses informal assessments, observing students work, asking questions and evaluating thier work.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Great questioning throughout the lesson! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey led the lesson using grade-appropriate questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Again, as students are working make sure you are walking around and asking questions to ensure they are successful.  Also, have some sort of closing at the end of your lesson, ticket out the door, think pair share.  Something so you can make sure they have understood what was taught.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You did a good job with closing questions, but be sure to ask students questions during the lesson as well to check for understanding along the way. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was constant informa assessments throughout-white boards, hands up, students answering.

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The student wrote a paragraph on "Their Favorite Seaon"  and then drew a picture.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Children were asked to sit in their regular seats for a heterogeneous grouping.  This is very appropriate for this type of activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostics were not applicable during this activity.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students answered questions pertaining to Columbus and the article she assigned. Student understanding was measured based on their response to the questions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students wrote their own poem about a color. 

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Wonderful questioning during the lesson and good quick-check after the lesson to see individual understanding. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has used Diagnostic assessments to form small groups and modify instruction.  She gives informal or short formative quizzes as warm up, review, or a Ticket out the Door to formulate groups for the following day, or adjust plans. Ms. Phillips uses GMA Writing samples and the state rubrics to help students improve their writing.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding.    Students used the anchor chart and sandwich method taught to them to write an opinion piece about their favorite cookie.  Mrs. Polite directed students to take a second look at their writing and make changes as needed to ensure they had all the components of a great opinion paper.  Student work was graded using a rubric and commentary was given.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Grows: Do not always pick kids with their hands raised.  That allows for the others to not have to pay attention. Move around the room more and use "proximity control".  Especially while reading.  A few students were off task.This was a difficult concept for many students.  Next time, consider pairing students with hgh-med med-low for the task.  Also, not sure what post-its were used...but always make sure they are name brand so they stick.  Many were falling off onto the floor.  Its worth the investment. :) Overall, you did great!  I absolutely love how you are always to particiate and interact with the kids!  You offer to help me out and do whatever is necessary.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to predict meanings of words.  This allowed you to check prior knowledge of the vocabulary.  -Students planned a broadcast using key vocabulary to explain important facts about the bombing at Pearl Harbor.  You provided a checklist to ensure students included necessary information.  Students were able to self-assess their work and demonstrated the information learned. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		You used the  assessment prompt (Thumbs Up/ Thumbs Down) for a quick observation of students' knowledge of the skill.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan does a nice job utilizing diagnostic data to provide appropriate leveled reading material for different groups.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job with assessments and using student data to help drive instruction.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts had thoughtful, pre-planned questions.  Many of her questions met the rigor of higher order thinking skills.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The teacher used questioning and observation to understand whether or not the students understood the material or not.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of providing students with plenty of opportunities to show comprehension and understanding of the standards that were covered (multiplying fractions with whole numbers).  She had several different problems for the students to work together, and then they were given problems that were taken for a grade.  Ms. Rudolph ensured that all students would have a chance to show the level that they comprehended the information.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job walking around and checking for student understanding throughout the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal planned a game called "Stacks" as the culminating activity. The children LOVED the competition while she was able to observe and assess the children's ability to count the coins at the same time.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Thumbs up and Thumbs down to determine understanding and whole group participation. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The lesson was stopped due to student confussion.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. mith walked around and checked students interactive notebooks to observe understanding of content.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Smith did a wonderful job asking appropriate questions and encouraging student conversation throughout the lesson.  At the end of the lesson, students were asked to complete for following sentence stem: "I can brush my _________."  The assignment was a good follow-up and developmentally appropriate for students' writing skills at this point in the year.    I would suggest looking into asking a question that is a little more open ended  when it comes to assessing student knowledge.  For an example,  "I can take care of my teeth by (flossing, eating healthy, brushing my teeth, going to the dentist."  Another bit of advice is to make dotted letters and have studnets trace letters this way.   If you draw a liine after the word my it has a "fill in the blank" feel that will help students remember that their sentence isn't complete after simply tracing.     Diagnostic testing was not applicaple during this lesson.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He has been teaching about the solar systema and he gave students an assessment on the planet order.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job of checking understanding with thumbs up. Work on time management- didn't get to do activity that was planned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were actively engaged in the assignment given.  The activity had really good questions comparing/contrasting the greatest/least amounts of the colors of skittles.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart gave immediate feedback to students and graded their work their work in a timely manner. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Students were encouraged to complete their inquires regarding inherited traits at home through family discussion. What a great way to make the lesson meaningful and facilitate a home connection! 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		informal oral assessing and redirecting/ reinforcement as needed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Informal questioning was used to check for learning. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The summarizing activity was great and really showed what the students learned. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was a social studies lesson and she did a good job questioning during the lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Readinng passages were assigned based on Lexile Levels.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie questioning and hands on with the students allowed her to understand better which students understood the curriculum being taught and the ones who may have had trouble understanding. She was able to guide all students to understand the difference between the two. Instruction was excellent.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Used formative and summative assessments.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Work samples and verbal q and a were used for assessment

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good job questioning.  Referenced key vocabulary to check for real understanding of standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		It's okay to let the lesson itself bring up questions, but always have 2 or 3 really great, deep questions for students that make them think. Questions that might be a little too hard for them, that can't be answered in one word or even one sentence.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great questioning from group to group as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Liked how the sticks were taken from each student to check for completion and had the students in a whole group setting check to make sure their pieces were in the correct order first. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Presentations were a great way to see what the students learned about the animals and main idea 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did a great job of questioning the students throughout the lesson. You could incorporate a ticket out the door with another text to help measure their independent understanding. I like that you used a sentence frame to model the first part of their explanation, but had them them make their own connections.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Good questioning! - I loved how you used thinking maps!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job allowing students to add knowledge to the lesson or ask questions about the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to summarize the results or the summarizer. Give feedback so students know if they are correct or incorrect.


		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your questions during class are giving you information but you're not using that information during class. Make sure to correct and address misconceptions.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey performs a variety of assessments with students on a weekly basis.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great use of the journal writing to sum up the activity and have the students reflect on what they had done. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Groups of students were called back to the carpet and asked to demonstrate the motion that went with the street sign to check for understanding.  Students were doing independent practice at their seats during this time.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson questioned students during the teaching process and observed student understanding when covering the room for student participation and understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		During the course of this lesson Ms. Witcher used teacher observation and questioning to determine abilities of students and she also used running records as an assessment as well. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job of using both informal and formal assessments with her lesson. She assigned the students a homework activity that went along with her lesson to make sure the students grasped her lesson that was taught. She asked students to return the homework to her in order to make sure the students understood the role that both the Native Americans and the Pilgrims played in the first Thanksgiving. She asked students to draw pictures and write sentences of things that both the Native Americans and Pilgrims did to help one another for the first Thanksgiving.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna took anecdotal notes while in our classroom and used them to develop her lesson plans appropriately. She allowed rigor for our gifted student, movement for our entire class, and remediation for a child with fine motor challenges.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline used a variety of formative assessments to determine the progress of students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She does great with informal observations and questioning.  She is great at making sure the children understand the concepts.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Students used thumbs up to indicate understanding and their work was monitored during independent practice. Students were in self selected groups to assess learning through a game that Jenna monitored.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Great way to make assessment fun!

		Responses (n): 		156

		Response Rate: 		32.84%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		3		3		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		3		3		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		3		3		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		3		3		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		3		3		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Good redirection as needed when you saw students playing with or touching the money in the bags.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*"Is everyone ready?" is going to call for many students to answer out, be more specific, "If you are ready, raise your hand" *Don't call on students who are off task. If students are off task, start praising those students who are not.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		I have enjoyed having Claudia in the classroom. From her very first day, she immediately started working with students and didn't just sit back waiting for direction. The students responded very well to her as well.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Classroom mangement comes with experience. You are gaining knowlege in this area. Remember to be firm, consistent, and continue to provide love to the students.  I had to intervene during the lesson.  Management is developing.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She is a natural teacher. She managed the students well.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions: Use color print for signs

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions for completing lesson plans: *double check spelling and wording when typing lesson plan. *use better handwriting when writing on poster boards. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		An area of concern for Miss A is her classroom management. She  often focuses on one student while the rest of the class is not on task. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Suggestion for Ally's Lesson Plans: -Use a louder tone and voice level while talking to the students -try to re-direct stuents that were not focused during the lesson 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-It is hard to manage allowing movement around the room and maintaining a calm, quiet environment. You do a good job with this, but it gets easier the more practice you have.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Watch transition times- perhaps dismissing in groups, not all at once. *Did a great job acting/dressing professional. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber has been extremely professional and attends to every area of the classroom well. I felt very comfortable having her teach the class.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass uses a friendly and approachable manner that makes the students comfortable.  They enjoyed this lesson and had fun placing cards on the hula hoop Venn diagram.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Thank you for always being positive, attentive, and compassionate with the students. Your lesson went over the allotted time because you wanted to be sure all students understood and had a firm grasp on the concept which shows you are invested in the students actually understanding the topic. In the future, those who are struggling could be pulled into a small group while the others complete the task. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez runs a well organized classroom that stays on tasks. Off task students were quickly, and appropriately redirected to become reengaged in the class conversations.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan is a true natural in the classroom. She is very loving and caring person. Our pre-k students felt comfortable going to Ms. Jordan when a problem would arise. She would be an asset to any school.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams did a good job of redirecting a student that blurted out during whole group discussion. I also liked that she returned to the student to allow him to share.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You do a great job exhibiting professionalism in the classroom. You are working hard to maintain consistent and fair classroom expectations and management. I am proud of your use of procedures to ensure a positive learning environment.

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica is very punctual. She is actively engaged in the class during lessons, small/whole group instruction. She takes iniative to assist students as well as the teacher. She has a passion to learn more about teaching. She reaches out for assistance and inquires how she can better herself as an educator. I am so glad I had the opportunity to work with her. Best wishes! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I liked how you showed vocabulary with the actually "words", "pictures", and later "students" with the "human array".

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When students are on the floor be sure to monitor all students.  Keep them up close to you.  Don't allow students to call out.  Be mindful of correct grammar.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Throughout the lesson, Julie monitored the students by walking around the room. She questioned the students as she walked around. The students loved creating their own pizzas. Excellent Lesson!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears is completely progessional in all ways. She has a great balance as far as not being stuffy or unapproachable, but still being a great model of behavior for peers and students. 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		She did a great job keeping the class engaged.  They really enjoyed the lesson and learned some valuable information.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your classroom management skills are better developed than most beginning teachers.  The students know that they will have fun learning but also know the behavioral expectations will be enforced.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great voice, able to keep students attention. Make sure to grab those other students who tend to drift off.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Great job encouraging the students and giving help when needed. *Watch all transition times. *Remember to have an extension activity for the early finishers. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was one student reading a book the entire lesson, had she been walking around the room, she would have caught that. Ms. Brown got very aggitated with students when they didn't know what to do becuase directions were not clear at all. She began giving students attitude when she was aggitated. If assigment had been explained clearly, frustration levels wouldn't have been as high.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		While students were working in partners, and getting increasingly off task, Ms. Brown remained seated while helping students. I explained to her after the lesson, that if she was walking around the room more, and checking in on groups, the off task behavior would have been increasingly lower. During the lesson, I could hear and feel her getting increasingly frustrated with the students, which caused her to to get a little snappy with them.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Behavior management is one of the toughest areas to master when facilitating a classroom. Students became rowdy and you redirected them but they seemed to ignore many of your requests. This will come as they begin to view you as a leadership figure in the classroom. Perhaps a strategy you could use is calling students specifically by their names instead of making general statements about listening and student behavior.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You moved around some but not quite enough to make sure they all knew they had to stay on task. Make sure to correct off task behavior immediately before it gets out of hand. Make sure to give behavior expectations at the beginning of a lesson.  You have a soft voice; so make sure to use a microphone when you teach a lesson.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am so glad to have Caroline back with me this semester!  She is a fantastic teacher and my students love it when she teaches.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		She looks like a teacher, sounds like a teacher, carries herself like a teacher - She is on her way to becoming a teacher!

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Make sure to call on a variety of students when asking questions. You can use index cards, popsicle sticks, etc. with student names to help with this. Don't talk over the kids. Stop, take a deep breath, and use a management strategy to refocus the kids. (If you can hear my voice clap once, if you can hear my voice clap twice, etc.)
 
When students blurt out, ignore them. Make a point to call on someone with their hand up and thank them for raising their hand for permission to speak.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She read where all students could see the book and hear her. She also put the model of the assignment under the Hover Cam for them to see.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She attends to all areas of the classroom to make sure students are engaged. She maintains a professional apperance at school.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda is very professional and comfortable in the classroom.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Excellent classroom management. Students responding well to re-direction, when needed.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has good presence and speaks clearly and respectfully to the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna is a highly motivated and professional teacher.  She steps in at any time and is very flexible about what/how she is working with the students.  Time management is a key for her.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Ms. Callahan did an excellent job of following through with behavior consequences that were given to students who made wrong choices.  Classroom management is a very difficult thing to grasp and Ms. Callahan listens to suggestions and is open to trying positive behavior management techniques as well as consequences for bad behavior.  She has gotten some good experiences in our classroom and has handled all situations well with the students.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your lesson incorporated things in a totally different manner than when the Tooth Fairy came earlier this week.  Even though the students had already gone over some of this with the Tooth Fairy, your lesson was fun and interesting to the students and held their attention.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		  To help students stay organize, remember to list the word for each table so that they willl know what word they are doing.   Also remember to put a timer on the board to help the students stay on track with the time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Waiting on students to settle down - that is not wasted time! Make sure you include the students in the back of the room...always sweep the room with your eyes to see what's up!  Stroll through and stand in the back to let all students know that you expect them all to pay attention.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley is clearly formulating her classroom behavior plan.  I have encouraged her to try out strategies learned to see which "plan" is the best fit.  She has an excellent rapport with students in my classroom.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had great enthusiasm and energy during the lesson.  You responded appropriately to all behaviors during the lesson.  I like the way you encouraged the students and gave positive feedback.  Many of the students became off-task during the independent activity.  It might have been a good idea to work through the task together when you realized the activity was too difficult.  However, I like that you changed things up and allowed them to work together in groups.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		several students were off task when finished, make sure you pay attention to those so that the noise level does not get out of hand. always have a plan for those students who finish early.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Only one station.  

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox is working on maintaining a quieter classroom environment.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students were yelling out, but that may not bother you Very engaging lesson

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel dresses for success every day!  He has wonderful rapport with the children.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel walked all areas of the classroom during the lesson to address student needs and concerns.  He is very encouraging to students!

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Good circulation around the classroom and helping individual students who had issues. We are still working on a classroom management plan together to help with off task students. You did a good job redirecting the off task student in the beginning of the lesson who was looking at a book.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis does an excellent job of working with the students. She is an assest to my classroom. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students involved in Ms. Day's group were on task, but the other groups seemed to contain a lot of off task behavior. The groups working individually were not closely monitored for work completion or correctness. I know that it is difficult to maintain a close eye on the whole class when you are working with a small group, but it is needed in order to make sure all students are benefiting from the lesson/learning activity.  One way that I have found helpful is to let my small group work on something individually, maybe one or two problems, while I quickly circulate around the room just to check on the other groups before returning to my small group. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure all students are on the right page and following along.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep the students focused and on task. There were several students talking during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom management is professional. Miss Dermo attends all areas of the classroom and always re-directs students who are off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Her behavior management skills are great.  She is always re-directing students who are off task and makes sure they are working.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan did a great job of explaining and providing additional information on the skills covered. She also had students give explanantions prior to her giving them, so they could make personal connections.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Classroom management will be the most difficult. You will have to find a classroom management system that works best for you. Great first start!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great Job!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak used the "Thumbs up if you are listening to me" classroom management device. When the students began to talk over one another, she gave verbal reminders to listen when others are speaking.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When teaching make sure you kind of rotate around the room and monitor students working.  You will pick up on the students that need you by them more often.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		My suggestion was to make the directions for the early finishers clear- students should know the expectations of what their teacher would like for them to do.  This will be easier when you do these everyday.  Students learn at the beginning of the year - the classroom management rules and expectations.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a great job managing the room. She used proximity control to manage behaviors as well as redirection when off task. Students were well behaved under her guidance, even with a game that involved throwing wadded up paper!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I thoroughly enjoy having Kara in my classroom! She helps out tremendously and keeps a professional approach to everything she completes in the classroom. She is wonderful!!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Keep working on your voice, sometimes it's hard to hear you.  Great job!  This was an excellent start!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's was extremely professional in her attire and interaction with the students throughout her semester here.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli exibits utmost professionalism in the classroom and school setting. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has the "look" and professionalism of a teacher. She is working to find her "teacher voice" that gets attention WITHOUT yelling at or above the kids. She did not use a yelling voice at all! She does need to find that stern tone that is needed a times. Alli was aware of what was going on with the students during the lesson. She and I discussed being sure to walk the room as she teachers and use proximity to students to maintain on task behavior.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job! So impress with your excitement in teaching our VR students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick is always poised and professional, even when events or language that are out of the ordinary are presented.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher executes lessons in a format appropriate for students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Small groups were called to the back table to complete a hands on activity.  The rest of the class was working on a worksheet related to the standard being taught.  They needed more guided practice before working independently, so they had a lot of questions for me.  Since Ms. Fincher was helping with the hands on activity, she was unable to answer their questions as often as they needed. It would have been better to complete the hands on activity the next day to review.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You maintained classroom management by walking around the room and calling on students to check for understanding. Randomly calling on various students helped keep them all on task. At times, there were some students that appeared to not be paying attention. Walk over near those students during the lesson. Sometimes this helps get their attention without ever having to call their name.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer is going to be an effective and inspiring teacher for our young learners! She'll be an asset to the teaching profession.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students truly enjoy the classroom when you are there.  The loved your lesson and very interested in the lesson.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Students were very engaged in the lesson. Work on attention getters to get the students attention after lesson has begun. Classroom management will come with more practice. Also, for the students who finish quickly- what can they do when they are finished. It's important to keep them busy and engaged so that you don't get that off- task behavior. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job circulating around the room and helping those students that needed support. Good job redirecting off task behavior throughout the lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		You gave great motivation throughout your lesson.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Off task behaviors were redirected immediately to not interfere with instruction. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with variation of levels. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley is always professional in appearence and her interactions with the students.  She has a great relationship with them and they respect her and love having her in class.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Overall, this lesson was both effective and beneficial to the students' conceptual knowledge of what multplication means. Nice work!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and aware of her students.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		include math vocabulary when appropriate

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job on this. Make sure you are asking students for the information more than you are giving it to them. It makes it more student centered. This is difficut to do especially when you are first learning to teach. :)

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany is reflective and realizes she needs to monitor all areas of the classroom more frequently.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stay on their behavior during lesson. I had to redirect several during your lesson so they would not disrupt you lesson. You may also need to have some of the clip up or down to show them that you mean business! 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Always has a smile on her face and pleasant appearance.  Very uplifting and positive attitude!

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Suggested to watch behaviors in ALL areas of the classroom. *Did like how Tyler used the "Give me 5" to get the students back on track. *Also suggested to make sure to give the students a lot of positive reinforcement. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Continue to work on classroom management of students yelling out.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*very professional in mannerisms and dress *most students were highly engaged during independent work time *suggest that be a bit firmer with some off-task challenging students

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Don't be afraid to move around! I did like how you were very positive in redirecting. Make sure you attend to ones off task, even if it is "If you can hear me...."

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		The students were very engaged throughout the lesson, however once they started the poems a few finished quickly and were roaming around the room. Maybe we could have an additional activity the finished students could begin or work on while they're done. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Classroom management is one of the most challenging parts of teaching. It is so important to set your expectations early in the year and then hold students to those expectations. As you go through your block you will get stronger and stronger in this area. You did a great job explaining your expecations in the beginning of your lesson. Try to collect a list of different type tools you can use to get students attention or to correct off task behavior. Things like "clap once if you hear me, clap twice if you are ready", Give Me Five, or complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior. By complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior this gets others to notice and what to do the correct thing. This also reminds students of your expectations. For your first lesson, I thought you did an incredible job!

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Voice inflection is showing improvement! Good circulation around the room. Make sure to wait untill ALL are listening to proceed with instructions. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson. I heard such statements as, "Think it through. You can figure it out."

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey is very professional and loves kids.  She will be a great teacher someday.  She challenges students to do their best in a loving way  but still lets them know she is in charge.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Classroom management has improved a lot. Doing a great job addressing things right away.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Professionalism is definitely a strength for Mr. Jones.  He always maintains professional apperance and communication in the classroom.  He is also very observant and promptly redirects off taks behavior.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' is always willing to help out in any way.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria reminded a student, "We've moved past that." and carried on with instruction. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Good classroom management: “Give me a thumbs up, if you know where your card goes.”
You were mobile in the classroom monitoring behavior and checking on student understanding.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie is working on being more direct with students.  She knows she needs to speak louder and engage students to keep their attention.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce impressed me with her ability to remember every child's name (22) within her first week in our room. She jumped in and helped with lessons and small groups. She was an active participate and never needed to be told what to do. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney does an excellent job of communicating to students with clear directions and expectations. I truly appreciated her efforts to help our classroom prepare for our STEM certification day. She did a wonderful job showcasing the students work. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		You are quite professional and that is very much appreciated. You obviously knew the standard, and used appropriate grammar and vocabulary throughout the lesson. You do need to develop a management technique that includes more than threatening to take things away.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job consistently using Class Dojo and the Trojan Gold clip chart to monitor student&#39;s behavior. She did a fantastic job positively redirecting off task behavior in a timely manner.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups. This is very beneficial to all students.  Class was engaged in groups and on-task majority of lesson.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Ms.Lee has always been very professional with the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Throughout the entire lesson Martha circulated around the room in order to help any student that needed it. Her positive attitude encouraged the students to do their best and she always used the correct mathematical terms as she was talking to the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You presented yoursellf in a way that was very easy to understand. You spoke clearly and with correct grammar. You are very professional at all times and have an ease with speaking in front of the students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*Great use of Hands and Eyes to grab the students attention at the end of the lesson. Use this strategy to regain control of the classroom when students begin to lose focus. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She did a beautiful lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison is a natural!! She works extremely well with the children. Shas a positive, upbeat attitude at all times. Madison is not affraid to jump in a get her hands dirty :) She motivates and encourages the children every step of the way!! Just an amazing teacher!! Love having her in my classroom!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to employ the behavior system as you are teaching.   Stop throughout lesson and redirect as needed.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Work on  facial expressions and tone when correcting the students as  well as when  teaching.  The students need to know that you care about them.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's calm and confident teaching stlye allowed for a well taught lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Sh e is developing the skills for watching those students who are quite but off task and redircting thier behavior. Overall she does a greqat job of managing students and their conduct, she also is very professional and creates a pleasant environment for children. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Don't be afraid to be more vocal with the students.  Demand their attention and respect with body language and confidence.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Just make sure that the students know that you are in charge.  Take command of the room.  This can be done by your presence and by your voice.  Also, if you are excited about something, they will be excited, too.  They pick up on our body language and cues.  Make them want to engage and do their best.  You are in charge of setting the tone.  This will come with experience, but as you move between our classes notice what each of us does to keep their attention and ensure that they are engaged.  :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - Walk around the entire room to make sure you have eyes on the kids in each seat. I have the biggest class in school, and it's easy for them to get off-task and in trouble if they think you're not paying attention to them *suggestion* - Make sure to project your voice to the back of the room... you lost several students in the back because it was so hard to hear you and they lost interest. Change the tone and volume throughout your lesson to keep the students engaged *suggestion* - If you're doing a fill-in-the-blank-while-you're-reading activity, read slower than you normally would so you can give the slower writers a chance to be successful. A few of the students I was watching became frustrated becuase they couldn't focus on writing their answers AND listening to you reading.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students respect Ms. Nesmith and want to please her while in class. She does a great job at reinforcing our Trojan Gold expectations. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Good job on classroom management, use as little " don't want playground time" as possible.  This comes with experience.  Overall, very good. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure your voice level is a little louder so all students can hear you clearly. At one point during the whole group venn diagram activity, several students were out of their seat and at the board, pause and redirect students back to their seats. Try taking a link from the chart on the board, or using "Give Me 5" to gain their attention.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton maintains professionalism in appearance and actions.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You have created a good bond with my students during your experience in my classroom. I know being nervous hindered your ability to keep students engaed and on task througout the entire lesson. Believe in yourself, block 1 is a learning experience.  With each lesson you will get more comfortable. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Miss Norwood always does an exceptional job attending to all areas of the classroom. She has a great tone with the children. They know that she expects their best, but she also shows love.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You did make sure that you moved the entire time. You have worked hard to make sure to incorporate the classroom behavior system. Next time make it a little more tricky for the students to gain points. Use it to address positive behavior rather than correct answers.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great classroom management! Good job encouraging students to participate.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You have a great relationship with the students, they really respect you.  You make an effort to call on a variety of students during a lesson. You make sure to walk around the room while they are working, this is a great way to check to see if each student is understanding the content. Next time make sure to have a signal for the whole class when the whole group needs redirecting. Great job!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She did work on getting all of the student's attention.  This will improve the longer she is in the classroom.  My students were difficult that day - even with me.  She has a soft voice but that is fine as long as she waits until she has everyones attention.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda is a natural, and has a wonderful way with children.  Her teacher voice is wonderful and she always involves learners throughout the lesson.  

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Project your voice more. It was hard to hear you in the back.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms Partlow keeps students' attention using various attention grabbers.They respond well to her instructions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige handles classroom disruptions and addresses any off task behaviors.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex does a great job introducing some new vocabulary to the students while mostly speaking on their level. He is very professional in his delivery, making it a very safe environment for all learners. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has done a great job with the students and is now able to handle the classroom without any intervention from me.  She redirects students, makes decisions based on behavior and gives consequences when needed.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Corrected spelling on the board and recognized mistakes. -Began to redirect by saying, "All eyes on me." Be sure to wait until they are looking at you before you give the next directions. -You walked around the room when the students were writing.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Great job redirecting students who weren't on task.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Great job circulating the room and monitoring/assisting groups. *You addressed off task behaviors immediately before they became a bigger problem.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		I spoke with Brianna about finding her teacher voice. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Explain behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson to reduce so many students talking at once.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Your classroom management was good.  You mimiced what I did to redirect students who were off task. I liked your use of close proximity to correct behavior.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts has excellent classroom management.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has established a wonderful rapport with the students.  They respect her and she connects with them easily.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca is gaining confidence in controlling the classroom.  I would recommend speaking louder and walking around the classroom more to be aware and attentive to all areas of the classroom.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Ms. Beaird was postive with any redirection of students that were off taask during the lesson. She was attentive to all students by teaching from different areas of the classroom to ensure all students remained on task and were participating in the lesson being taught. If a student made a mistake she did a good job to encourage them to ask questions for help and then to continue to try their best to master the standard being taught. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph was appeared to be very confident in front of the classroom.  I know my presence made a difference in the students' behaviors, but she was able to take control of the class without my having to step in and redirect.  She was able to maintain control of the classroom and had all students on task and listening to the lesson that was being delivered. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudoph's lesson on emotions was grade level appropriate.  The activities were enjoyed by the students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		You reminded the kids to respect their classmates. The kids were actively engaged and enjoyed the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! You appear very natural in front of the classroom and walking around helping students.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal did a good job with classroom management.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Make sure when you are teaching centers, you are aware what other groups are doing.  High group were playing during vocabulary center.  During small group, PZ was playing with hairbands and JN was playing with pens in cup on the teacher's desk.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		When asked to read, 4 girls were talking to each other.  When asking for response, boys were playing with desks.  You quickly corrected attention using "Pirates."  AL was working on ELA sheet during reading block up until the last 2 minutes. 

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Had students give her 5 in order to insure that all students were listening to the directions.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith announciates and is clear in her verbal and written language. She is careful to write content so children can see. She repeats herself to make sure all heard.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and courteous with staff and students. Students really enjoy being in class with him. He has got to know all students by name and knows their abilities.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson on comparing and contrasting stories!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great job on this lesson with classroom management.  Majority of the time, students were on task and doing what was asked.  You did a great job walking throughout the room helping students with questions they had.  One note:  always make sure that every student is working and understands the task.  One student in the front wasn't working like he should have been.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		If students are off task, make them move a stick from the behavior plan from the classroom. Make sure to set your expectations and do not be scared have a consequence to students who chose to not behave accordingly. If students aren't engaged, bring them back into the lesson by reinforcing good behaviors or asking them questions about learning. Having the students leave in groups from the rug was a great transition. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart does a wonderful job of keeping the students entertained, while at the same time, having very effective classroom management and provides redirection for the students who need it. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Overall, great classroom management. Redirect those students who might not be on task. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good job of redirecting off task behavior. Moving their card and calling their name.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah feels comfortable in my classroom and works well with the students. I recommended she make sure to have all students' attention before moving on to the next point of the lesson. She responded to my request and made sure all students were focused when needed from that point on.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		very professional, competent

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		She is good about correcting behaviors.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The students know what is expected. Kaitlyn moved around the room while they worked and encouraged their learning. She dealt with off task behaviors immediatly. Students were redirected as needed. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great review lesson on context clues.  Students loved participating in the stations.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		You are very postive when you interact with students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		From the start, Brittany has  had  great classroom management and is able to give appropriate redirection when needed.   Great job with the lesson! You had great control over the classsroom and handled disruptions well.  You moved clips and gave positive praise and hole punches with behavior card.  Ideas to improve lesson:   Maybe answer a couple of scout cards at first for guided instruction.   Remember I do, We do, and you do to help guide students to independent instruction.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Suggestion for next time:  I like to play scoot with the class when I play the game.  The students love it when you play with them.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is well on her way to becoming a great teacher!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Classroom management was used appropriately.  Students stayed well engaged in the lesson.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She maintained a positive learning environment for all the students in the classroom. She redirects students in a positive manner and they respond back to her positively. Natalie is very professional in the classroom.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Miss Turner did a nice job of presenting her lesson.  The video and power point were well done. The students enjoyed the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Remember that lessons shouild be kept short for the younger ones.  Sometimes longer lessons with more content should be broken up into segments where movement activities are involved as transitions.  Their attention span(s) are not very long. at all.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Maintains professionalism throughout the day.  During lesson tone of voice is good, excitement for lesson and when students understand.  Doing a good job developing "teacher voice" when attention is needed from students.  Used academic vocabualry during lesson to model for students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad has been doing a great job in the area of classroom management.  She has gotten firm with the students when needed but is still very nurturing with the children.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You shine in this area!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job moving around the room as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		I am impressed with the level and thought put into the lesson plan.  Keep up the good work. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Make sure to watch ALL areas of the classroom and watch the students especially towards the end of the lesson. *Loved the positive reinforcement! *Great tone/voice with the students! 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Classroom management is an area of weakness. Ideas were shared for getting and keeping control of the class.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		When the students worked independently you circulated the room to help clear up any misconceptions about the task or standard. When the students were losing focus, you brought them back together by clapping and that helped them to stay on task. You could also try using some class calls or playing a game of "teacher vs. student" to help students stay on task.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You are very calm and supportive of the students!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		My one big complaint is a lack of confidence. You are going to make a fabulous teacher if you allow yourself to do it. You have the knowledge and understanding of teacher - now let the students see this by taking charge of the class and entertaining the students. Remember, they will watch your enthusiasm. If you don't have any, neither will they.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to keep the lesson going. You have to entertain students and make them want to stay focused. You can do this by changing your motions, tone of voice and classroom activities.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey does a great job managing the students. They respect her because she respects them.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Awesome job circulating the room and keeping students on task. Don't be afraid to speak directly to the students who are off task. They will respond well. Great lesson and over all presence in the classroom. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary is very patient with the students and will redirect behavior when it needs to be addressed but does so in an appropriate manner.  The kids respect Zachary.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locati

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Great job with the students participating in the activity, maybe for next time show students a specific cheer they can do while cheering on their teammates. Positive reinforcement (especially at this age) is a great way to keeps students motivated and on task; great job giving Dojo points for positive behavior. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area in which I have seen tremendous growth in Ms. Williams.  She is not shy and has no problem telling a student to get back on task. She expects proper hallway behavior and can now control a classroom on her own.  She expects alot and exhibits professionalism in the way she treats her students.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla is always very well spoken and professional.  She has high expectations for all students.  Kayla addressed a behavior issue during the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In terms of professionalism, Ms. Witcher displayed all the necessary and integral elements of an effective teacher candidate. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna does a fantastic job of making sure all students stay on task! She does an extremely good job with students who struggle to stay on task or have behavior problems! I cannot say enough about how well she did with several of my students who have behavior issues. Without being asked she would see a need and meet with the student to help get them focused and back on task, or meet with them to discuss what they may have done wrong and what/how they could fix the problem at hand. She will make a great teacher!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna was early each day and offered to help beyond contract hours (after 3:30pm). She was always positive, encouraging, and smiling. She performed far beyond our expectations and like that of a Block 4 student teacher. I would love for my own children to have her as their teacher in the future. Thank you for a superior attitude and a job well done, Anna. You were a pleasure to work with.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is always professional!  She gives the children many chances to be successful.  When she is teaches, she needs to move around whole room from time to time.  Some students need more teacher proximity than others.  All in all, it was a fabulous lesson!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I would have selected students for the groups at the end of the lesson to ensure success of each small group.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You interact well with the students and address off-task behavior when it occurs.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget to ask questions while they're crafting.  Make sure they're thinking and engaged the whole time!
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		*Great job checking for understanding in between each activity & engaging the students *Using actual objects to measure makes the lesson more concrete *Students enjoyed your lesson & were very excited *Liked how you explained the meaning of about in measurement....how it's not exact & item size might differ *Next time, try recording answers as you discuss measurement of that object :) 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, a very effective lesson introduces students to the concept of equal sharing (division).

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby is on the right track to becoming a great teacher!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Overall job - Great for a Block 1 student. You are going to be a fabulous teacher one day! Thank you!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She takes initiative and is willing to help in any way. We are enjoying her so much.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Overall, David did a great job with his lesson and still needs guidance developing his lesson plans.  He listen to any suggestions and ideas for lesson plans.  The students enjoyed the lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally needs to be more involved with the students and teachers, she was very quiet and had a hard time interacting with others.  Ally would sit with the students but not communicate with the students until one of the teachers would prompt her.  When giving directions or suggestion, she would sometimes ignore or didn't follow the given directions. Ally would not ask for suggestion or permission if she wanted to do a special activity with the class or give a special treat to the class.  She would interrupt our daily routine by handing out specail treats to our students and  interfere the flow of the transition. We asked her several times to ask before giviing out treats, which we didn't mind if she asked.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have spoken with Miss A’s supervisor about the concerns I am having. She also mentioned that she was seeing them as well and would speak with her.  Miss A is not gaining the classes attention before starting a lesson and is afraid to get on to them when they are off task. Another concern is she is not reaching all learners. Instead of varying her activities to include several forms of assessment, there was none.  

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		I am unsure what the meaning of  Professional Growth Plan means at this time of his practicum.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Overall, Casey did a great job on her first independant lesson. Great opening and the flow of the lesson was pretty good. The students loved the activity and did really well. Main advice was to make sure to plan extension activities and to go over the directions throughout the lesson so that the students fully understand what is expected and helps to keep the students on task. Also, dont forget the closing-make sure to ask questions about what the students just did, this will also help to see if they understood the concept. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber is a highly qualified Block 1 student teacher. She is extremely organized, shows initiative, and never needed to be told what to do to help in the classroom. I was out for a couple of days during her student teaching and she did have the opportunity to teach the whole day to help the substitute and she did a fabulous job. She will be a great teacher. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber was a fabulous Block 1 student teacher. She was very professional, organized and  energetic.  Amber will make an awesome teacher in the future!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I thought this was a good lesson, especially for your first time teaching fifth grade. You have a GREAT presence in the classroom! You connect with the students and want to get to know them, but understand the importance of discipline as well. I truly appreciate your willingness to always help and the positive attitude you bring each day. Thank you for being a hard worker!!! :)

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		We have enjoyed having you in our class! I wish you the best in your teaching career, you are going to be a great teacher!!!!

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory has the potential to make a good teacher.  She lacks confidence and needs a strong, helpful supervising teacher during Block 2 to help her progress.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, this lesson went very well and improved as the day progressed. Students were engaged in learning throughout the day within each station and during whole group time.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great lesson!  You are doing a wonderful job in the classroom!  Keep up the good work. 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie's lesson was great. The students were actively involved thorughout the lesson. She made sure she gave me a copy of her lesson plan ahead of time. After her lesson, she wanted to know if there was anything that she needed to change. Great job!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears will be a wonderful teacher one day. She is an asset to any classroom where she works. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, your lesson was exceptional. The student engagement and excitement was the best that I have seen with this group of students. You responded to disruptions and inattentiveness quickly and appropriately. It is obvious that the students feel respected and loved during your lesson. They also had the trust that allowed them to take risks with their learning. Your two goals for this lesson which were getting all student's attention before giving instruction and giving clear directions were excellently achieved in this lesson. For your next lesson, add more higher order questioning and differentiation for struggling students.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always do fantastic when working with students.  You have a natural ability to think on your feet, adapt to unexpected interruptions, and assess student learning so that you can make adjustments to your instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Overall lesson was very good and effective.  

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Overall I thought that Cara did a great job on her first independant lesson. Loved the opening to her lesson with the engaging video and the enlarged activity preview. Really got the students involved as well. Told Cara to remember to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep students on task and refresh what they are suppose to be doing.  

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job teaching the Branches of Government lesson!! I love the question at the end of the lesson "Would you have created 3 branches?" and love some of the students' responses!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job on this lesson! Your enthusiasm about the topic encouraged the students to actively engage in the lesson.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Ms. Bryan doesn't seem to be invested in teaching. She would do what was asked of her and did the plans, accumulated the materials and taught the lesson. But the enthusiasm is lacking.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		The students really enjoyed this lesson! I thought you did a good job explaining active and non-active activities. The kids really enjoyed the energizer at the beginning of the lesson. You had a great variety of active activities I wouldn't have thought of myself. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton always is the first to volunteer to help with duties not only in the classroom, but also duties that affect the school. She helps subs in the building, helps clean and set up for school wide parties, works with small groups that need extra support from her class and other classes. She also rides the bus to help monitor student behavior. She goes above and beyond her duties on a daily basis. She takes initiative all day/every day. She is a huge asset to both our classroom and to our school

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Butler demonstrates poise and confidence with the students.  She seems to have strong observational skills and adjusts her instruction and expectations in a natural way.  The students responded positively to her leading of the lesson and remained engaged.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		none

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		As I have told you before, you are a natural. I am very impressed with you so far and I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you and I will miss you so much. You have already won the hearts of the kids in such a short time and you present a sincere joy of teaching. I hope you will be able to come back and work with me more. I would love to be a part of your incredible journey.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great start with a book that addresses the topic/lesson.  First graders' attention is easily captured with a read aloud.  Was the book an AR book?  If not, try to choose books that are AR because it will help retain their attention throughout the book if they know they will be able to earn points also.  In addition, you can choose books that review skills/concepts from other areas (Reading, ELA, etc.) to help enhance learning and make lessons cross-curricular.  "Show-me" boards were an excellent engaging activity.  I loved the "challenge" question at the end.  Centers were also an appropriate choice.  Overall, great job!

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis presented the information in a clear manner which facilitated learning  She is quick to evaluate her lesson and look for ways to make sure that all students are understanding the concept taught and how to remediate for those who are still struggling. She works well  with her students and has a positive rapport with them. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Overall, Ms. Day did a great job with the lesson on the Parts of Speech Jeopardy review. The students enjoyed the game, and they were engaged throughout. One suggestion that i have revolves around the management of the game itself. According to the lesson plan, each team was going to have a spokesperson fo reach question and teams could anser incorrect quetions for additional points. However, it seemed that only a couple of students wee answering the majority of the questions instead of making sure everyone had an opportunity to answer. It would have probably helped in assessing the knowledge of all students if they all had to write down the answers to the questions. It would have helped to make sure all students were actively participating. Depsite the technical issues with the Power Point, I think Ms. Day did a great job on this ELA lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Next time, don't forget to refer back to your standard and E.Q. You did a great job getting the studnet's attention at the beginning of the lesson, but started to loose them as the lesson progressed. This is a rough group, but you must demand their respect and attention. Also, make sure you have all of your lesson materials ready to go before the lesson. Overall, good job on your first lesson. I can't wait to see how much you grow.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Awesome lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Super Teacher

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job in her block. Sudents have been very responsive to her teaching.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Continue to work on transition time during classroom actvities.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa's first lesson was well prepared and she demonstrated undertanding of the topic. Student's were engaged and actively participating throughout lesson. Activities were rigourous and maximized student learning.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well reteaching 4.NF.3

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Overall your lesson was great. You responded well to ideas and suggestions about planning and changing your lesson to meet the needs of the learners in our class. I am excited to see how you grow and develop as an educator!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has many positive traits of a young beginning teacher. She is knowlegable and well planned and organized. The students respond very well to her, and she maintains an appropriate teacher/student relationship.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan was incredibly helpful in our classroom. She was on time, courteous, dressed professionally, and friendly to students, parents, and school staff. Her lessons were emailed on time and  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Job, Ms. Andrews! You are on your way! Continue a job well done!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, Mrs. Faulkner has done a Superb teaching my 4th grade class. She will be a great asset to any school working with children. SHe knows the curriculum and technology that will enhance her teaching performance tremendously! Good job, Mrs. Faulkner!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displays a heart for teaching and this is shown in her lessons.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students really enjoyed the lesson on graphing. The questions you used during the formative assessment were rigorous. You walked around and provided appropriate feedback. Great Work! 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Ms. Fuller has been a huge asset to our Pre-K classroom throughout her experience here. The students respond and want to perform well, which shows the positive impact that she has made on our class and my students. Ms. Fuller is going to make an excellent teacher one day!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great lesson introducing students to temporal words. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Wonderful lesson on compound words!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Ms. Garner maintained a professional attitude throughout her time with us. She had positive interactions with students and participated in activities when encouraged. Ms. Garner would benefit from showing initiative in the classroom. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I have not seen it, but she may have one.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You are doing a great job in the classroom. I really enjoyed watching your lessons. You did a great job self-correcting throughout the day. You also accepted and implemented suggestions I gave you throughout the day.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant is a very caring person who has developed a relationship with all of the students in her class (and other classes). She works well with students one-to-one or with a large group. All of the students recognize her caring ways. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with the lesson overall. 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Great job using the frameworks cumulative assessment with the class!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great first lesson. Good start to an Opinion writing. I'd suggest letting the students come up with the example at the beginning, and ask for more student input. ex: instead of using the Chic-Fil-A example- let them come up with one, or even the ideas, After students have completed the graphic organizer, they needed smething to do to stay busy, such as read and AR book, or work on unfinished work.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby is phenomenal in her planning and delivery of lessons. She is well organized and the students love it when she teaches. She has a high level of rogor in her lessons as well as differentiation for the lower and struggling students. Her lessons are engaging and the activities are fun for the students. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Great lesson!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby presented a well planned and engaging lesson on the introduction of money and use of word problems using money.  She monitored throughout the lesson and kept students on task.  She was very professional and works very well with the students.

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I have loved having you in my classroom and wish you could stay with me forever. I love your excitement for teaching and your love for children. You are going to be an incredible teacher and I cannot wait to hear about all the wonderful things you end up doing in your blocks. You are a very hard worker and so easy going. I appreciate you always helping me and just jumping in and helping. You  really made my job much easier the four weeks you were with me. I am going to really miss you. I wish you the best of luck as you move through your blocks and I hope you learn to love teaching even more than you do right now. You are going to grow so much over the next 3 blocks! The children in my classroom are so sad you are leaving and they love how fun you made learning. You were always so encouraging and positive with them and that meant so much to me and them. You really have a love for teaching and it just shines when you are working with the students. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students enjoyed the lesson on area. Designing the robots allowed for creativity which is often missing from math lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		B Jones Observation 1/30/17
Earth Science LessonGreat lesson. Very engaging. This lesson was well thought out and organized. You did a great job facilitating learning. 
Opener: Chocolate Plate Boundary
Stations: WebQuest and Book Walk

Glow:
Instructs students to use hand sanitizer.
Set expectations for the activity.
Plate Boundaries anchor chart was detailed and great visual for students.
Use of timer to manage time. Good practice to display it on the board for students. Grow:
Address student behavior more directly. When many are off task, gain the attention of the whole class and set expectations before moving on.
Provide students with written and oral directions for what to do so that they can refer back to it throughout the lesson.

Closure Feedback:
DI Idea- Supply pictures of the features, link titles to a slide that elaborates on how the features are constructive, destructive, or both.
The class discussion over the table of surface features was good but not all students were engaged.
How can you make sure students are gaining knowledge from what their peers are saying.
How can you get all students engaged in the lesson closure?
How can you assess what individual students gained from the lesson?
Good job revisiting the EQ’s of the lesson to summarize the activity.

Notes:
Make sure lesson plans are complete with all materials and resources that would be used supplied with the lesson plan.
Support students reading goals by having them take an AR test over the books they read in the book walk.Be sure to review content prior to the lesson. Floods, faults, volcanoes, earthquakes,

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones had a very organized, engaging lesson. The children enjoyed creating "a backbone"  and learning about vertebrates.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Great job reading story and using different voices.  I liked how you had  the activity already on the student's desks.  

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		I enjoyed The Dark by Lemony Snicket and have added it to our classroom library, thank you!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce will be an asset to the teaching field. She has a wonderful presence and makes the children feel loved and cared for. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney shows tremendous potential as a teacher. She has wonderful relationships with students and parents. She is very curious about different aspects of being a teacher and asked lots of questions about phonemic awareness, phonics, guided reading and guided math. She came in the classroom each day with an eagerness to be here. Although she is just in Block 1, I can see Courtney becoming an excellent teacher as she moves toward her degree. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a wonderful job with every part of this lesson. She did a FANTASTIC job activating students&#39; prior knowledge, engaging every student, and holding them all to high expectations in every area of the classroom.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You did a remarkable job with your lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a wonderful job managing the classroom, and led a very fun and interactive quotation marks lesson!
I enjoyed watching her teach!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I noticed an immediate ability to engage children. You picked up quickly on the routine of the classroom. You were always positive and helpful. You were born to teach.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Overall Savannah did a great job with her, lesson, plans, and teaching the students. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna was on time to each class segment. She utilized her time wisely and was interacting with childrem throughout the day. She assisted in morning powertime small groups, center small groups, AR testing, and one on one sight word cards weekly. She improved on all her #2 scores on her next evaluation. Transitions were much more smooth.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great teaching potential!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well-planned lesson! 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne, I really enjoyed watching you with the kids. They are definitely a difficult class, but you didn't let them get to you at all! Great job!

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith is an asset to our classroom. She is a very hard worker and take suggestions easily. Her lessons are always engaging and informative! She's a valuable part of my classroom! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great job! She has such a positive attitude that it rubs off on the students!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I see no reason for a plan at the moment.  She is only in Block 1.  As long as she continues to work on improving (all teachers have room to improve -  even me), she will do great.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of teaching her lesson, and the children benefited much from it.  I especially enjoyed the use of the puppet and the adorable song.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Great lesson! :)

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige always designs engaging and hands-on lessons that addresses all student needs. Her poetry lesson was very challenging as well as fun for the students.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is AWESOME!

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily started the lesson with a game which engaged the students quickly.   She linked prior knowledge of animal groups and mammals when introducing the Scholastic News therefore making the activity interesting to the students.  We have discussed asking higher order questioning and she incorporated this very effectively into her lesson.  She maintained the students interest the entire time and they enjoyed the lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Great lesson.  Here are a few suggestions for the next one: Explain your behavior expectations before the lesson:  sit up straight, feet on the floor, raise hand to speak Give directions before passing out materials.  Many students are distracted by this and miss directions. Advanced learners could independently answer the last question instead of doing it whole group.  I suggest having a student leader from each group to present information and allow student-led discussion.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Overall, her lesson was very organized. The students were actively engaged and enjoyed the activities she planned.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was well planned and engaging for the students.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts is an outstanding teacher.  I would love for my child to be in her classroom.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Miss Rustin has been a joy to share my classroom with! Good job on your shape lesson today!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		N/A

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Continue to work on your time management.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis is direct and to the point with the children and I really enjoyed her lesson about the Presidents of the Civil War. She used technology and a notetaking interactive notebook in her lesson. The only thing I can think of for Alexis to work on for the next lesson is directing students to write subject matter in notebook in more "kid friendly" termmonology and not let the kids "take over" her lesson by blurting out. Overall, the lesson was great and Alexis is a wonderful student teacher.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great lesson!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I am so proud of Ms. Stewart. She has grown so much! She started out as a great student teacher. She is now a true teacher and ready for a classroom of her own! 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great job for your first taught lesson! The children were a little "off" today because of Picture Day, but you did a good job keeping them on task.  FYI: anything that is out of the norm (picture day, assemblies, etc.) will throw the day off. You did great keeping the children on track. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great Scienct Lesson! Your PowerPoint was very good. The kiddos were engaged during the lesson and PowerPoint. You did a wonderful job teaching the parts of a flower and then letting the kids create their own flower. You did an excellent job expalining each step of the flower activity and allowing the kids time to create the flower. I aslo liked the way you questioned the kiddos as they glued each part to their plant. You are developing into a wonderful teacher. You are very paitient with the kids and they love you so much!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You did an overall good job.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Ms. Taylor did a wonderful job engaging the sudents in her lesson.  She checked for understanding and involved students in giving directions for activity.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ms. Temples is a blessing to have this year and she is doing wonderfully! The kids love her and respond to her well and she takes lots of time preparing her lessons for the students. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Miss Thompson taught a great language review game with skills that were tough for the students.  She did a wonderful job with transitions and keeping the students engaged.   I always enjoy her exit tickets because they are differentiated to meet the needs of all the students in the classroom.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is  such an asset to our classroom!  We are so lucky to have her with us this semester!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She did an excellent job with this lesson and the students enjoyed it.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad is doing a really good job in class with the students. She has gained student trust and respect.  During lesson planning dicussions, Ms. Ulstad is very receptive to ideas and working out her plans to ensure that it flows with what is going on in the days prior to lesson.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job clipping down students who were off task.  
If you have a command for them to follow, teach them how it works so that you can use it effectively throughout your lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Your lesson was engaging and you helped students understand how to support their ideas on the theme with text evidence. Adding the writing connection really helped to bring it all together.

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Great job on multiplying fractions! Its a hard topic and you did well!

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey has grown over the months. She will make an awesome addition to the eduation community. The students respect and love her. She knows the grade level content. Whatever she doesn't know, she takes the time to go research and find it. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locating Georgia regions.
Students were engaged in the lesson and activity!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Appropriate engaging activity! Students enjoyed and were able to share factual information from the activity.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		The students loved acting out the idiom!  Very engaging!

		Responses (n): 		112

		Response Rate: 		23.58%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		jennifer Gay

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kirstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thomspn

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah WIlliamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		tracie gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhdoes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Marttin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wiilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		390

		Response Rate: 		82.11%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/16/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/20/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/13/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/06/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		12/02/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/19/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/27/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/02/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/21/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/27/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/16/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		12/07/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		03/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		09/21/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		05/08/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/26/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2106

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/31/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		01/13/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/14/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/21/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/07/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		10/12/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/06/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/14/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		11/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/16/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/09/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		03/01/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		12/08/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/28/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/08/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/03/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		12/02/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/20/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/03/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		04/19/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/04/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/20/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/24/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/12/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/21/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/27/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		12/08/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/24/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/17/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/29/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/29/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/17/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		10/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/07/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/01/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/21/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		393

		Response Rate: 		82.74%





FE Lesson Obs Form 1 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		3		0.63%		96		20.21%		277		58.32%		92		19.37%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.98		0.65

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		3		0.63%		103		21.68%		283		59.58%		79		16.63%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.94		0.64

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.42%		82		17.26%		282		59.37%		100		21.05%		0		0%		9		1.89%		475		3.03		0.64

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		92		19.37%		275		57.89%		100		21.05%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		5		1.05%		181		38.11%		219		46.11%		58		12.21%		7		1.47%		5		1.05%		475		2.71		0.69

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.63%		166		34.95%		213		44.84%		54		11.37%		34		7.16%		5		1.05%		475		2.73		0.68

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		2		0.42%		78		16.42%		305		64.21%		82		17.26%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3		0.6

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		295		62.11%		104		21.89%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.07		0.62

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.21%		67		14.11%		301		63.37%		91		19.16%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		3.05		0.59

		Effective transitions between activities 		2		0.42%		121		25.47%		265		55.79%		61		12.84%		17		3.58%		9		1.89%		475		2.86		0.63

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		4		0.84%		116		24.42%		265		55.79%		73		15.37%		10		2.11%		7		1.47%		475		2.89		0.66

		Total/Percentage		28		0.54%		1167		22.33%		2980		57.03%		894		17.11%		85		1.63%		71		1.36%		5225				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		1		0.21%		102		21.47%		278		58.53%		79		16.63%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		2.95		0.63

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		2		0.42%		73		15.37%		188		39.58%		54		11.37%		147		30.95%		11		2.32%		475		2.93		0.65

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		1		0.21%		63		13.26%		123		25.89%		25		5.26%		250		52.63%		13		2.74%		475		2.81		0.63

		Total/Percentage		4		0.28%		238		16.7%		589		41.33%		158		11.09%		406		28.49%		30		2.11%		1425				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325				
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		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		12		3.51%

		No		330		96.49%
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Attends to all areas of the classroom 6 1.26% 113 23.79% 250 52.63% 99 20.84% 2 0.42% 5 1.05% 475 2.94 0.71
Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 5 1.05% 140 29.47% 235 49.47% 88 18.53% 2 0.42% 5 1.05% 475 2.87 0.72
Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson 5 1.05% 76 16% 289 60.84% 97 20.42% 2 0.42% 6 1.26% 475 3.02 0.64
Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 1 0.21% 51 10.74% 297 62.53% 118 24.84% 1 0.21% 7 1.47% 475 3.14 0.59
Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure 0 0% 48 10.11% 305 64.21% 115 24.21% 2 0.42% 5 1.05% 475 3.14 0.57
Uses appropriate tone and voice levels 0 0% 72 15.16% 266 56% 131 27.58% 0 0% 6 1.26% 475 3.13 0.65
Maintains a professional appearance 0 0% 25 5.26% 271 57.05% 174 36.63% 0 0% 5 1.05% 475 3.32 0.57
Total/Percentage 17 0.51% 525 15.79% 1913 57.53% 822 24.72% 9 0.27% 39 1.17% 3325

Response Number of Responses Percent
Yes 12 3.51%
No 330 96.49%

Professional Growth Plan:


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:49 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		1

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna-Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		cara Brooks

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumbley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Britttney Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessicar Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan  Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriella Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Alyssa Graham

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret (Alissa) Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Rebekah Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taiylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Taylor Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Jarrell, Ashleigh

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Keirce 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Myers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alexander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Daniel Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie Simmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna "Alex" Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Romero

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		A

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jens Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Lauren Veal

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Rya Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Horton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Chelsea Zambujo

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CHELSEA ZAMBUJO

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		472

		Response Rate: 		99.37%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/13/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/19/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/11/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		02/06/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/13/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		02/27/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		12/02/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/16/2017

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		02/01/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		11/17/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		12/09/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/12/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		03/07/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/11/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/27/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/15/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/23/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/20/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/08/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		12/09/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/08/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/28/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/21/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/27/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/16

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/15/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		11/03/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/08/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/15/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		09/23/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		01/31/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		03/07/2017

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/23/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/13/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/07/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/12/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/18/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/02/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		02/23/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/11/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		03/02/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/26/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/17

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/09/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/05/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		11/08/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/27/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/28/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/09/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		03/02/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/20/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/13/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/19/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		11/17/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/27/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/27/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/16/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/01/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/22/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/06/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/05/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/17/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/15/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		01/31/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/01/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/09/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/13/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/01/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/27/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/23/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/27/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/08/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		03/06/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/30/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/06/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		09/29/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/27/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		08/25/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/01/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/05/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/15/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		11/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		09/28/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		08/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		08/22/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/10/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/23/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/27/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/21/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		09/21/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/05/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/08/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/17/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/19/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/06/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		11/17/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/06/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		09/09/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		02/15/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		467

		Response Rate: 		98.32%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elemen

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		H.A. Jones Elementary

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		University of West Georgia 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elemtnary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		CES

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary School

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary School

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elem.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Coweta Charter Academy at Senoia

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill Elementary

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		University of West Ga 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary School

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sandhill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand HIll Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem. School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		 Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		University of West Ga 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elem.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill ELementary

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG Pre-K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg ES

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elem

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill Elementary

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary School

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elementary School

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Bright Star Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHE

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg E. S. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		RES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia SPrings Elementary

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		CES

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Ville Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRE

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary School

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		NDES

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		CES

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand Hill Elementary

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LIthia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LITHIA SPRINGS ELEMENTRAY

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG Pre-K

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary School

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		COWETA CHARTER ACADEMY

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		1st

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Kindergarten

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Second

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1st

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Pre-K

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		1st

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pre-K

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		K

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		1st.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		K

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1st

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		PreK

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Kindergarten

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		First

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Kindergarten

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pre-K

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		1

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3rd

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		K

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		First

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kindergarten

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		1st

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Kindergarten

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		1

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		K

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st grade

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1st

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		PreK

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		1

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kindergarten 

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre-K

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Second Grade

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Pre K

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		First

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Kindergarten

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		First

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Kindergarten

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kindergarten

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		second grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Fifth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Grade 4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Kindergarten

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Kindergarten

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		kindergarten

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		1st

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kindergarten

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		First

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		K

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4th

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1st

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Math - The Doorbell Rang

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Second

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1st

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Kindergarten

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Pre-K

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garner		Kara		917494141		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kindergarten 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2nd

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Pre- K  

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th 

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Kindergarten

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		First

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kindergarten

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Kindergarten

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		kindergarten

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		fourth

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		First

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Pre-K

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1st grade

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		PreK

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2nd grade

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Pre-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1st

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Kindergarten 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1st 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Second

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		First

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kdg

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Prek

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kindergarten

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		First

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1st

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		pre-k

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		kindergarten

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2nd

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kindergarten

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		first

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Kindergarten

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd grade

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		first

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		third

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Fourth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Third

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st Grade

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		k

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		First 

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		PK

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2nd

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kindergarten

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		First

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		PK

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		First

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Kindergarten

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade Math

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		First Grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		K

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2`

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kindergarten

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2nd

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kindergarten

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		PreK

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		1

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First Grade

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Kindergarten

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Third

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		First

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Kindergarten

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade ELA (Coordinating Conjunctions)

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2nd 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Kindergarten

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5th

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3rd 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Pre-K

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1st grade

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		PreK

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3rd

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1st

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3rd

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		First 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Kindergarten

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		kindergarten

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		PK

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		1

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2nd

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Pre k

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		1

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Pre-K

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		1

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		1st

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kindergarten

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2ND 

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Kindergarten

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Debra Muse

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Rebecca Barrett

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena Cox

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Kim Cargal

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby ( in place of S. Thompson) 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Jennifer Gay

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mimi Stephens

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Craig Long

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kim Cargal

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Jessica Kemp

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		KIrstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thompson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Sharon Johnson

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Rikki Chandler

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Amy Muse

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		JIll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Heather McCain

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson/Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Jana Snow 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Johnnie Samples 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Amy Muse

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Erin Gladden

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Tracie Gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr 

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stephanie Langford

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhodes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		teresa Metzger

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Rebecca Key

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna  Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kimberly R. Moen

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Brownikng

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Mabry Blevins

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Nina Adair

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Amy Sneddon

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Holmes

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea Hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jennifer Gilliland

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Amy Sneddon

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Nicki McGovern

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Anay Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mrs. Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		 Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Mrs. Tracie Gossett

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jen Scruggs

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Debra Sheats

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Debbie Rambo

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lisa Weaver

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Samiha Alexander

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Teresa Metzger

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa  Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Darlene Beam

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy DiVinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		3		3		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Lesson plan was very organized and well-prepared!  Very impressive!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I loved the Caps for Sale to introduce Plural Nouns.  The students were able to recognize that we add s to make the words plural with the use of the tree map.  You stated the rules for playing the 2 corners game.   You used higher order thinking by having students justify their choices.   The students enjoyed playing the game and you reinforced good behavior by having students sit down when they did not follow the rules.    You also gave them a chance to come back in and play correctly.   Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers did research and found math literature to accompany an introductory lesson on division.  She also found a student participation booklet that students were able to do as the book was read.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standards and EQ's were posted and shared with the class. Make sure they are addressed throughout the lesson so students are clear on what they are suppose to be learning. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Exceptional lesson plan- This is the best Block 1 lesson plan that I have ever seen with these students. Remember to ask essential questions and choose some vocabulary to discuss from the book.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Great job explaining, the sometimes complicated standards, in terms the students can understand.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		We discussed the lesson thouroughly.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Fine Art Lesson - Billy Goat Gruff  Students was introduced to guided drama play. * more clarification for students to understand the characters of the play and the narrator 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Safety Lesson: Identify safety signs - hazard sign, emergency sign, chemical waste sign, railroad sign, exit sign

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Lesson plan is very vague. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		No standards were posted, but it was a Health lesson and no standards are applicable.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Lesson Plan was very organized and easy to follow. *Gave advice to have an extension activity planned for the students that finish early.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass did a good job of explaining to students the progression the lessons would follow this week.  Students were introduced to the concept of comparing and contrasting during this lesson. She let the students know how they would use this skill for our first grade standard of comparing characters and events in stories during the week.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Lesson plan was organized and prepared within the approriate time frame! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The students are learning about how to write explanatory text. The standards are aligned to this lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		We do not post standards in Pre-k.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Due to PLTW STEM program, Mrs. Williams was not required to create an individual lesson plan, but implemented the plan as outlined in the module.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job planning this lesson and focusing on specific standars and learning goals.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		What a fun learning experience for the kids! 
You did tell the students what the standards/learning goals were for this lesson, you just didn't post them.  However, they were already familiar with the standards as we cut and pasted them in math rotations this week.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Students were reviewing adaptations in general, but the lesson needed to be focused on specific adaptations for the GA habitat. 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Well organized Lesson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie provided me with a copy of her lesson plans. The standards and goals were clearly articulated. Her lesson plan was organized and easy to follow.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears has done a great job planning and designing her lessons. She takes into consideration the student personalities and needs as well as the standards.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was planned very well.  You used the learning data for individual students to plan your instruction.  Your plan met the needs of all students.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your plans are clear, logical, and sequential. Content mastery, pacing, and transitions were planned effectively. Your lesson was aligned with state and local curricula and standards. It included real-world experiences. You used best practice based on current research.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan was well written. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Lesson plans very organized and have a nice flow. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Before beginning the lesson it would be beneficial to post the standards that will be covered in the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The lesson standard was appropriately addressed but it wasn't stated are articulated throughout the lesson. Maybe you should have started by asking a few open ended quesitons prior to giving the pre-test.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline takes this portion of the lesson very seriously. She always has her plans b=prepared before the due date and is willing to take any suggestion that would enhance the lesson. I am impressed with her work ethic and initiative with regard to lesson planning.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Goals and standards were stated but not written. It was quickly stated and not reinforced.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standards were listed  on Anchor chart. Goals were given.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda taught the science lesson to three classes. After the first class, she realized that a small change would enhance the flow of her lesson. On the second and third classes, Amanda had the children complete questions 1 and 2 on their lab sheet prior to putting their textbook away. This definitely helped the lesson flow in a more natural way.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students are 4-5 years of age.  The standards are posted but explanation with visuals and materials is more developmentally appropriate.   Ms. Butler showed the students the book and explained they were to look and listen to find the main character while she read.  

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She asked many questions before preparing the lesson. She made sure it was a natural progression of material that had already been introduces. Her lesson was highly engaging and tactile.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher verified the standard and explained goals of lesson well.  Teacher expected students to answer question at end of lesson showing their learning.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Increasing knowledge about FDR through nonfiction text and incorporating reading skills.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher introduced the standa and essential question. The teacher ask students about prior knowledge! - Disagree or agree with Native Americans and westward expansion. The teacher gave students opportunity to answer questions. The teacher used a powerpoint to review prior knowledge of what Westward Expansion. The teacher involved the students with reading the powerpoint to help keep them engaged! 
 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor uses the standards to plan her lessons, and also uses them throughout her lesson. She has the students review the I Can statements that we use in the classroom that state the learning goals. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Georgia Standards posted and introduced to students. In addition to standards, Ashley also brings student attention to the Georgia Achievement Level Descriptor statements (ALDS) for each concept.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had a well, thought out lesson.  I liked the powerpoint you created and how you incorporated your standards and I can statements in the slideshow.  It was also great to have a visual of the mayor, governor, and president along with their jobs and responsibilities.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Your lesson plans are very age appropriate and well written.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica is more than willing to put forth the extra effort.  She isn't afraid to ask questions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lots of planning went into lesson Powerpoint, Tree Map, Match Activity 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job mapping out all the details of the lesson and following the classroom guided math model in use. 

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis' lesson was very effectively organized and well prepared. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Don't forget to refer back to the standard and essential question throughout your leson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Scripted lesson opener with clear goals stated

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney is always prepared with her lessons and is very knowledgeable of the standards she is teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standards were clearly stated on the board. They were written so that students were able to understand. The essential question was clearly stated and discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was going over Grammar Bites.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Great planning! Materials prepared and ready.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She followed the Signs for Sounds Intervention Program correctly and assessed for knowledge. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your key questions require critical thinking. That is excellent.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Make sure you state the learning goals for the lesson.  It will help remind you what you are teaching and will give the students a little bit of information prior to teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards were posted

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and the students knew the expectations of the lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She used I can statements- perfect! Review Parts of Speech with Brain Pop, Sort list, group worksheets, individual assessments with choice of which words to use.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a wonderful job planning for her lesson over Map Skills. She used the class pacing guide and decided what she wanted to teach. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Nice job on lesson plan and having it to me in enough time for us both to look over it. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organization is one of Alli's strongest characteristics.  Her clear organization helps her lesson to flow and stay on task for what she want to accomplish.  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Well planned and thought out lesson, Allie knew what she was planning to teach and all materials were ready in advance of the lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick does an excellent job of planning. Ease with articulating the standards will come with time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincer did an excellent job using technology and a video to capture student interest and to help communicate objective of lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The lesson observed today clearly aligned to the plans and to the state/district standards. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Very prepared and knowledgable of the standard being taught.  Well, prepared for the lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan! 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Lesson was very organized and planned out clearly with specific objectives and learning goals. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Dental Health is not a kindergarten standard, therefore Breanna was unable to state the standard prior to starting the lesson. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your lesson plan was very well written and organized. All of the material appropriately addressed the standards we are learning.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan lesson plan and  materials were organized and ready for her group. Megan had a beginning and middle point and ending . Megan handled behavior issues with care and  appropriate tone level. Megan I discussed other ways she could try to keep all children occupied . The children enjoyed the activity. 

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson plan was written very well! Next time, be sure to identify the learning goal and final result that you are expecting from the students.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Clear expectations were given to the students to begin the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant prepared the lesson plan and emailed it to me for review 48 hours before she taught her lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standards and learning goals were posted on powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley used the standard to guide her lesson from begining to end. She was very aware of her end goal and worked with that in mind as she planned and exacuted this lesson.  

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		The students were engaged from the on-set because Ms. Hainley used a song to activate her lesson.  The students were excited that the flipchart was interactive adn they could write on their desks to take notes as well.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She does a good job of introducing the standards and essential questions. We are going to work on breaking the standards down for the students to apply meaning. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standards were written in the lesson but were not posted for the students.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You may want to brainstorm a little or use the anchor charts in the room to help them think of other American symbols. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Great lesson which reviewed health (hand-washing) after colds and sniffles started in our classroom.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Great job listening to student responses Great idea of getting the kids to find their script...good reading skill also

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Standards and Learning Goals were not posted, there was an Essential Question observed. *Discussed with Tyler to make sure that the standard used for the lesson fits the activity...This lesson was on the Life Cycle of Butterfly and being able to retell/sequence out the steps and the standard that goes along with that was not used for the lesson. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standards were presented in a powerpoint lesson for the students.  Students read the "I can" statements which were apporpriate for the grade level.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your lesson was well planned out and executed.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		You let the students know multiple times what they were doing by talking through it, but if it is supposed to be posted, make sure to post it. Your lesson plan flowed well, but multiple times you let the students lead of it a tangent. Make sure to nip the things that will get you off track and talk about the ones that will help the lesson. 

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Tells the students what they need to know about collective nouns and irregular plural nouns but also ties back to the students' prior knowledge. Lesson plan was well planned and organized. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey, you did a great job planning out your lesson. Remember when planning a lesson there could be more than one standard that is covered in your lesson so make sure to include them all. Many standards are taught all year long and can be included within several lessons you teacher or be used multiple times. I loved how you included your standard in your power point on the first slide and explain some of the difficult vocabulary that is found in the standard to make it kid-friendly. Great job. I loved how you asked students to see if thery were familiar with the voc. before explaining it. That is a great way to check prior knowledge. You lesson plan was very well writen and detailed. I loved how you sat down with me and went over it step by step and listened to my suggestions. That is a great way to grow and become more comfortable with writing lesson plans. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nice powerpoint! EQ is clearly posted. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Lesson plans appear to be well thought out, adhere to the standards,  and are without grammatical errors.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor reviewed the standards with the students via a powerpoint presentation.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey did not state a standard prior to the lesson. Good introduction to the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The lesson plan was very detailed. Preparing the books and cutting the materials ahead of time helped to maximize classtime.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones exhibits understanding of the standards based design of a lesson.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Told students what they would be doing....might be helpful to tell how they would be doing it.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria posted standards, stated them to students and provided her typed, detailed lesson plan four days prior to teaching her lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade Social Studies Challenges of a New Nation Unit SS4H5c. EQ Why is a "separation of powers" essential to our form of government?

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce used our GELDS appropriately to design her lesson plans. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Standards were posted. The students did read them. You did not break the standard down, though, to ensure clear understanding. I do not feel that the students knew the goal of the lesson. Your lesson plan looked good.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The lesson plan was very good except the use of the word I where The teacher should be. It was a small mistake and she used 3rd person correctly in the rest of the lesson plan. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job breaking down the vocabulary of the standard, so that all students understood what the standard meant.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Students did not see standards, but teacher did state the purpose of the lesson.  I'm not sure if students knew what they were doing today until later in the lesson. 
Maybe ask students to look at the social studies learning goal board in the back of the room where standard is written, or you could write the learning goal for the day on the board. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students clearly understood the purpose of this lesson.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha did an amazing job at creating a rigorous activity for the students on her own that clearly matched the standards. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The lesson plan was very well thought out and in a logical sequece to give students the best learning experience.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya started her lesson by stating the standard and essential questions.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		The social studies standards and essential qustions are posted within the flipchart.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Amazing lesson for a Block 2 student!! It was as perfect as one could get it!!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson plan follow a logical sequence.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Standards were posted but they weren't stated and emphasized throughout the lesson. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson plans was very clear, detailed and planned out well.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's lesson was organized and well sequenced. She engages the students with use of manipulates and technology.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Clearly tell students what is expected of them in each lesson. Model and demonstrate as much as possible.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job designing a lesson that was age-appropriate for the students that she serves.  The lesson was interactive and engaging as she involved constant student feedback, technology and scaffolded and independent practice.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great introduction.  You did a great job setting your expectations

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I really enjoy listening to you speak to the kids on a one-on-one basis. You are respectful of them, but you talk to them in a manner in which they understand. :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		You can break down the standard, especially the unknown words, so they better understand what is expected of them.  For example if the standard says "idenitfy" talk about what that word means. This will come as you study the standards more, but be sure to include academic language.  For example, a compound sentence is made up of two simple sentences, or independent clauses.  Take the time to really study the standards on the front end so you know what the goal of your lesson is.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith's lessons are always given to me ahead of me and are always very detailed. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lesson well organized and presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lesson was well prepared with teacher made and bought materials. She used dental models, posters, and technology.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Miss Norton's powerpoint included the standards and learning goals that were relevent to today's lesson. Her lesson plan was organized and included modifications to meet the needs of various learners, including ELL, IEP, and gifted learners. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		The typed lesson plan was very clear, organized and detailed. I can tell you took your time while developing this lesson. It was clearly a standards based lesson plan.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The lesson progresson was great. As we are developing EQ's we will discuss higher order questions.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very well organized, detailed, and clear lesson plan. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The lesson was age appropriate and designed on 2nd grade standards.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Learning goals were clearly in view: "I can give an example of which foods are good or bad for my teeth."

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms. Partlow planned her lesson to be hands-on and engaging for the students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Ms. Percy had to teach a difficult concept regarding Protrators, measurement, and angles. She kept the students on track and checked for understandiing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were clear on what Standards were being assessed. Lesson Plan flows in a timely manner.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is reviewing with students for the GMA Narrative Writing Practice Questions and the rubric.  She is going over expectations with the students whole group and then giving them time to write independently.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Students wrote the "I can" statement in their notebooks to refer back to while they worked.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted on the board and referred to during lesson. -Plan included an activator, task, and summarizer. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I liked that you had your EQ and Standards at the beginning of your power point.  Next time, be sure to elaborate a little more on what you want the students to understand from your lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Students worked as a whole group and in small groups to complete a Jigsaw Activity *Social Studies was integrated with Reading Comprehension

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H4 Explain America's involvement in WWII:  Pearl Harbor "Today we are going to learn which event caused America to enter the war."

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson plan posted standards and was sequenced well.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was sequenced and well organized.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson Plan is very articulate and easy to follow. 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job posted and reading the lesson's standards to the students.  Her lesson was VERY organized and her supplies were ready ahead of time.  Rebecca's PowerPoint was very clear and sequential.  The Powerpoint was engaging for students and specifically taught the lesson's standard.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The standards and learning goals were posted in a place that all students could clearly see the standards and learning goals for the lesson. The standards were discussed with the students before the lesson began. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Great planning! You started the lesson by activating their knowledge about books they like to check out from the library. You then introduced the vocabulary fiction and non fiction. The children were excited to share what they knew about the vocabulary. The books you chose to read were good examples and the children enjoyed them. The fiction/ non-fiction song was a great movement activity that also taught them about the two types of literature. Perfect for my class.   They love to move!  I loved the writing activity you incorporated into it and the kids did too. The summarizer (powerpoint) was great to see who understood the two types of literature and they got better with each book that you showed them plus, they got to move again. It was a good way to see who got it! Great job!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I gave Ms. Rudolph notes about how to streamline her lesson in order to prevent some distractions that occurred during her lesson.  Overall, the lesson was well put together.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Standards and learning goals were posted.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence provided using GA Standards.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton did not post the standard for the lesson. Lesson plans were not submitted to the teacher.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton's lesson was well planed and clearly articulated to students. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith clearly stated expectations before starting her lesson.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The standards were presented orally and posted on the promethean board at the beginning of the lesson.  The beginning of the lesson also presented a picture clue of teeth to help students understand the topic of the upcoming lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned and organized his lesson according to our FOSS unit of study.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You need to tell the students the objective of the lesson. The EQ

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Maybe hang the standard next time, or I have the standard hanging in my room and you can just refer to that instead of printing it off

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		EQ was clearly presented. Lesson plans were organized well.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Lesson was started before teacher came back into the room, so I didn't see standard presented.  It was on Hannah's powerpoint though.  No EQ was posted.  Remember to have your essential question posted during your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart was well prepared and enthusiastic about this lesson. She did a wonderful job!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra did a fabulous job. Afterwards, we discussed how she felt she did and she thought that she could have differentiated better. She thought that adding visuals and perhaps a small group would have been more effective. I tend to agree.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lesson was presented in an order that flowed well. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you post your standard and clearly state what you want the students to learn.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Lesson flowed nicely. 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math-
Stated standards
 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Standard was posted and paraphrased. The learning goals were stated. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kailtyn does a great job of sending in her lesson plans in advanced.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Who was the American Hero, Mary McLeod Bethune?

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke was more than adequately prepared for her lesson with the lesson plan being stellar and the activities prepared ahead of time and ready for the kids. She had everything planned and ready so that the lesson flowed well and was fun and engaging for the kids. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Displayed on a powerpoint for Grammar Review

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Very well organized powerpoint  with I can statements, standards, and essential questions.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is prepared and knowledgeable about content.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Lesson was on fractions.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson plan was extremely organized and standards stated. The learning goals were clearly articulated to the student with expectations.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		All standards were noted on agenda board along with objectives which were clearly stated and student friendly.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was planned to meet the given standard.  Stuents could give the learning goal.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Great job on the layout of the lesson plan...nice and organized and even included the picture of what will be made by the students. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Great way to get the students listening-  " Mrs Bassett told me a secret".....   Using the money kept them listening and engaged.  The pictures for main idea were perfect.  Great time management and class managment.  Great way to extend vocabulary.  "What is an artic habitat". 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Not as prepared as he needed to be.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-Be prepared for all answers- life span, how to find pics -see notes

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Using lyrics to practice theme is a great way to engage students! I like how your essential question on not only finding the theme, but also proving it with text evidence.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Plans were well develpoed.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		The standards are usually written in a "teacher-friendly manner." It  is a good idea to present these in a more "kid-friendly" manner. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lesson plan and teaching flip chart did not contain the same materials. Teaching flip chart contained all the standards and good essential questions/learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You did well posting and understanding the standards. You were interested to know what the students have previously learned and what they were learning.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Standards and Learning goals were displayed on the promethean board and shared with the students.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Encourage students to say the EQ before the lesson begins.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson presented the lesson by first introducing the concept by actively engaging students in a table discussion about adding 10 more and ten less. Students were engaged in a dance video counting forward and backward using ten more, ten less. She explained ten more/ten less by providing manipulatives modeling for them and having them model ten more/ten less of a number. Word problems were very well taught by students drawing examples of longs and units, adding and subtracting. The lesson culminating activity went well with students finding their partners with numbers of ten more and ten less. Students were engaged and enjoyed the activity and learning process.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		I can statement to help students make sense of what they need to know. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st Grade assigned read aloud Journal response Who, what, when, where, why, and how questions

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Great explanation of why and how we are doing this/ Good ?? about characters Liked the connection to Cinderella ?? about Otis Spofford were perfect for the lesson monitored each group carefully use of timer helped maintain order Ending of the lesson related back to the importance of tracking characters 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher was teaching a writing lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response. Her essential question matched her teaching goals perfectly, and the sequence of the lesson flowed. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna turned in her typed lesson plans well in advance so we could discuss her ideas. Her lesson plans are thorough and well developed. I appreciate that she included challenges for a gifted student in our classroom.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		She clearly posted the standards, as well as addressed to the students what standards would be covered during the lesson.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee used a variety of strategies to gain the attention of the pre-k students. She was diligent in keeping up with behavior issues before they got out of hand. She was an extremely good listener when working with me because she used similar strateties that worked for my group of children. She was very well prepared for her lesson on the Five Senses. She had props and cards that she used to allow the students to be interactive with the lesson. They were given a turn choosing a card out of a bag and then placing the card under the sense that they would use with the photo on the card. The students were easily engaged in the lesson.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always posts the standard and asks the essential question before each lesson.  Her ideas are always on point and she plans appropriate activities.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		This was a math lesson for missing addends. It included an opening, guided practice, independent practice, and closing activity.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Good job touching on this! This is always tough...

		Responses (n): 		195

		Response Rate: 		41.05%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		3		0.63%		96		20.21%		277		58.32%		92		19.37%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.98		3		3		0.65

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		3		0.63%		103		21.68%		283		59.58%		79		16.63%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.94		3		3		0.64

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.42%		82		17.26%		282		59.37%		100		21.05%		0		0%		9		1.89%		475		3.03		3		3		0.64

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		92		19.37%		275		57.89%		100		21.05%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		3		3		0.64

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		5		1.05%		181		38.11%		219		46.11%		58		12.21%		7		1.47%		5		1.05%		475		2.71		3		3		0.69

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.63%		166		34.95%		213		44.84%		54		11.37%		34		7.16%		5		1.05%		475		2.73		3		3		0.68

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		2		0.42%		78		16.42%		305		64.21%		82		17.26%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3		3		3		0.6

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		295		62.11%		104		21.89%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.07		3		3		0.62

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.21%		67		14.11%		301		63.37%		91		19.16%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		3.05		3		3		0.59

		Effective transitions between activities 		2		0.42%		121		25.47%		265		55.79%		61		12.84%		17		3.58%		9		1.89%		475		2.86		3		3		0.63

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		4		0.84%		116		24.42%		265		55.79%		73		15.37%		10		2.11%		7		1.47%		475		2.89		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		28		0.54%		1167		22.33%		2980		57.03%		894		17.11%		85		1.63%		71		1.36%		5225								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great engaging activity at the beginning of the lesson.  The students were very excited to see what was going to happen with the bags of pretzels (land) and the play money.  You were very clear with your expectations at the beginning, telling students they needed to listen closely for the activity to work.  The lesson closing was very effective.  Students discussed questions that were printed on small posters as a way to summarize what they had learned.  One suggestion:  take a few more minutes at the beginning to connect the previous lesson (day before) to what you are about to teach.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The students enjoyed building numbers with pretzels and marshmallows.   Food was a great way to get them excited about building numbers.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers prepared and presented a hands-on, engaging lesson in which students shared paper "cookies" several times.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*Using a powerpoint helps focus and guide the lesson *Good job moving away from the board and monitoring what the students were doing. *The pace of the lesson was very slow, too much time was allowed for story sharing. *There was to be note taking through out the lesson by filling in the blank, make this more clear and check to see that everyone is where they need to be.  *More specific directions were needed for the independent part of the lesson. *Overall, the lesson needs to be more focused.  Really practice the lesson before presenting it. Focus greatly on the learning goal or EQ so you can continually return to it during the lesson, and will help you focus your lesson. * Be mindful of time.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia did very well.  It was an engaging lesson that students enjoyed.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		The summarizer was very creative: during the lesson, students received different colored leaves to complete assignment. Then one student from each color shared their 'talking leaf'.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Opening: Great job writing student's responses into the web, so they can "see" exactly what they've said. Brainpop video was to the point. I suggest watching the whole video ~4 mins, because it had great examples, but stop it and ask questions Teaching: Keep in mind: Try to do 1 example of the task with students. Never assume they understand or knows what to do, after given oral directions. Try not to have more than 1 students at the promethean board. That can be very distracting to both sets of students. I love how you connected the lesson's fractional parts with Jahsya's birthday today. It shows that you listened and they are important.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You did a great job including the children within your lesson. A variety of strategies were used to present the material. The Halloween instrumental music was great to open your lesson. Good job!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan loves children and it's evident in the way she interacts with them. She has a soft voice but an encouraging tone. The students were engaged for the lesson and she did a great job.

		Atkins		David		917436457		David did a great job introducing each safety signs and how each sign had a name, for example Harry the Hazard sign.  The students were engaged while he was talking. Few suggestion for lesson: *could have asked the students to hold up their signs *redirect students if they were not listening

		Atkins		David		917436457		The visual aid for the students were props, three billy goat masks, troll mask and bridge. *One suggestion was to make the three billy goats mask different sizes - small , medium and large. *Could have used different voice tones for each characters. *Using props was great for the students, they loved it.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I would like to suggest the following for Ally's Lesson" -have a better direction of what the lesson and activity was about -include more higher-thinking questions and allow students to answer with no help -give feedback after the students answer -have a better transition from the carpet to the table

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The lesson did not have a good start to it. There was a lot of wasted time due to Miss A not having her sentences prepared ahead of time. I suggested in when she taught it again in the afternoon to have the sentences prewritten to keep the students focused on the task. 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		The lesson was engaging and hands on. The students really emjoyed it and it reinforced previous lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-very good organization of lesson -I loved the questioning during the opening of the lesson. Every child got to talk and ve a part of the lesson. -The short video was long enough to give the students good information about the heart, but not so long that they lost interest. -The game was fun and served the purpose of increasing their heart rate.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Opening was good-I liked how the video was engaging to the students and gave the students an extra opportunity for music and movement time. *Did a good job linking prior knowledge to the lesson and reviewing concepts already learned. *Differentiation: Gave advice that could either tell some of the students which color to put where proir to them starting the activity or have the sheets pre-colored for the students as PreK students cannot read yet. *Nice job on giving the students positive reinforecement. *Gave advice on having an extension activity planned for the students that finish early. *Watch transition times-Dismiss activity in sections, not as a whole group. *Closing activity needed-this helps you to see if the students understood the concept, possibly could ask questions about the activity the students just completed. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber wrote a terrific lesson plan and had very smooth transitions between whole group, guided instruction, and individual work time. She used hula hoops to teach Venn Diagrams which kept all of  the students engaged. She asked many open ended questions when students put their response in the correct spot and gave everyone a chance to participate. Some students could have benefited from a differentiated task for the individual writing postcard.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Great use of differentiation through words and descriptions of apples and oranges on the index cards.  Struggling readers received cards with words they could decode.  Higher leveled readers were given challenge words and phrases. Higher order thinking skills were used as she gave additional words such as "appearance" and "personality" when comparing and contrasting the two students.  Children learned these new vocabulary words and were allowed the opportunity to add more details to their comparisons.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I love the way you used "Sponge Bob" as your activator. The students are familiar with the cartoon and they were able to identify the characters and the setting from the show. The powerpoint with pictures from the show was a great visual. Good job!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The lesson was planned well and the activator was great because the video was interesting to the students. The teaching portion of the lesson was engaging and allowed students to communicate with partners. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used previous writing that the students did to show their understanding of writing steps. She followed the directions they provided to make peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. The students were able to self evaluate how well they explained how to do this, or if they need to expand what they wrote in the fuuture.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The lesson was age appropriate and students enjoyed the lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great facilitation of whole group and small group discussion and allowing students to lead the discussion. Mrs. Williams allowed students to think through the concepts to make connections naturally. Lesson was definitely student-centered.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Stations were well planned, organized, and executed. Transitions were smooth.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You thoroughly thought out this plan and incorporated many fun activities for the students to complete to show their mastery of arrays. Your opening YouTube song totally engaged the students and they were ready to listen and learn! You stopped and asked for questions at just the right spots.  One suggestion I have is to wait a little longer before you call on a student to answer.  That way you allow others to process the question before it is answered. You're directions were very detailed for the students activity/game.  I liked how you described which child goes first in a group.  That takes care of  unnecessary questions so that you can get to the activity.  :) Reviewing the lesson at the end was perfect!   

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Be sure to think through what want to ask the students to address higher order thinking.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie kept the students involved throughout her lesson. She started her lesson by reviewing previous skills with the students. She then moved in to her lesson. She had students take turns counting various objects on the promethean board. She then explained that the students would use their own counting strategies to count shapes on their pizzas. The students used shapes to make a "shape pizza". The focus of the lesson was that the students could count the number of each shape they put on their pizzas. Throughout the lesson Julie was questioning the students. She asked what strategy they used when counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did an excellent job of setting lesson goals and reviewing them throughout the lesson. The kids came away with the vocabulary and comprehension needed and enjoyed it. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The continent song along with the the visual map allowed students with different learning styles to master the names and locations of the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your introduction reviewed prior learning with movement and social interaction. The students really enjoyed it. You used several best practice strategies including partner talk, inquiry based learning, and the use of aural, visual, and kinesthetic modalities. Be sure to research the content that you are teaching so that you do not teach misconceptions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		When asking for thumbs up was a good cue. Great higher order thinking questions about the titles of work. Next time use the white board to help with engagement or down time. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Opening was great! Had the students watch a video of the book being read. Also, had an enlarged version of the planned activity and had the students come up and help make the graph. This was a great visual for the students and helped to show a better understanding as to what they would be working on. *Loved how Cara had the lesson materials prepped and sat out prior to the start of the activity. *First transition was nice-dismissed the students by what color row they sat in. *Gave advice to make sure to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep the students on task and to help give them a better understanding of what is expected. *Nice job giving positive feedback to the students and monitoring the work being done. Gave one-one assistance when needed. *Gave advice to make sure have an extension activity for the students that finish early. *Watch ending transitions and closing the activity up.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		I had to interrupt the lesson at one point because Ms. Brown was telling the kids that the job of the Judicial Branch was to enforce the laws, which is not the job of the Judicial Branch Students were very confused about the "game" because directions were not clearly stated, and instead of explaining the directions better, Ms. Brown got aggitated with the kids and proceded to give them attitude. Guided practice that was included with the lesson was not explained well at all, leaving the kids confused. The closing of the lesson was "give a thumbs up if you understood the lesson" which does not check for understanding.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students started working independently, after seeing students were struggling with the task at hand (asking questions, off task), and seeing that Ms. Brown was getting frustrated, I asked her if it would be ok for students to work in partner (to cut down on the amount of help being asked). Students were put into partners at that time. Ms Brown provides too much wait time for students, which causes them to become off task during the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brainpopjr video engaged students and was an excellent way to introduce the topic. The students enjoyed learning a song accompanied by a real guitar on the topic discussed. It would be beneficial to introduce the song to students by singing it through alone while showing the motions, then break the motions down for students, and then asking students to join in the song with you. At the end of center time students could be brought back together for a 'wrap-up' activity and briefly discuss activities and information learned. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You started with a pre-test.  Good job of explaining unfamiliar words that were on the pre-test.  Too much teacher led 'lecture like" instruction.   I needed to see more student-centered instruction. They were required to take notes during the powerpoint which kept them actively engaged during that time.  They also had a worksheet to do afterwards. Not enough open-ended questions. Very knowledgeable of the content. Make sure you have everyone's attention before giving instructions or when preparing to make a transition.  Try "give me 5' or "if you can hear my voice clap once" techniques when preparing to transition.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a natural and seems very comfortable in front of the class. She has a great repore with our students and they respond to her in a positive way. Her lesson flows and the transitions were seamless. Love how she is constantly interacting with the students as they work through the stations she had planned.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		For the t-chart, calling for a certain activity rather than having them volunteer would have been a good strategy. Loved your supervisor's idea! Think-Pair-Share: For the pair step have them pair up and give you a thumbs up when they are ready. Then have the whole class talk with their partner at once. Then, refocus them and prepare them to share with their discussion with the class.
 
*(You did a really good job going around to the pairs of students and questioning them about their discussion during this part of the lesson.)

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She rushed through reading the book and discussion to make sure there was enough time for the task. In doing that she did not question the students well. She did a great job encouraging them during their independent work. She failed to close the lesson when she ran out of time.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She did a very good job engaging the whole class. The lesson was well thought out and developmentally appropriate.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were working on how to be fluent readers. A  mini lesson on reading with expression was given to students. They they were split into groups and were asked read a readers theatre book based on reading level. At the end of work times students were allowed to share with the whole group. Readers workshop was modeled during the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Her activities were appropriate for level and age of the students. When there were technical difficluties with the song/computer she utilized the time to review key topics with the students.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has a pleasant manner and speaking voice.  The students showed engagement by looking at the book, commenting, answering questions and remaining in the group while she read.  Ms. Butler shared the environment with a co-teacher and both worked to transition the students when it was time to switch groups and repeat the follow -up small group lesson following the story.  Ms. Butler showed an understanding of student ability in her choice of questions and asked several open-ended question.  The follow-up activity was well received and developmentally appropriate.  She had objects and sensory components to the lesson.  Studnets took turns participating in the hands-on lesson that included guided practice of sequencing the props to retell the story.  Some of the students were more independent than others.  During our discussion of the lesson, Ms. Butler thought of ways to improve upon the coloring sheet to allow differentiation based on ability of the students within the groups.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The children were thoroughly engaged in this lesson. They displayed higher order thinking through investigation.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Who Am I activity got student talking about our "mystery" today.  Made reference and connection to square and quadrilateral.  It was easy to see that student need to really understand the family and attributes of quadrilaterals.  Constantly talking to students and kept them engaged.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Activator: What would you change in the world? What would you discuss with the world to bring change? Prior Knowledge Assessed with questions New information was learned by reading the next chapter of the biography Questions were combatted timely and patiently A Venn diagram was  used to do a compare contrast of today's first lady and the first lady during FDR's presidency. Bubble map about facts was filled in (cut and paste) Wrap-UP: Spoke to students individually while doing independent work.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Her lesson was open ended enough to provide support for struggling learners and a challenge for stronger math students. Students had choices and were allowed to create shapes during the lesson. They really liked the activity and enjoyed describing how they made their shapes.  With the class.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your props and demonstrations were age appropriate and engaged the students.  You did a good job monitoring the students during their independent work. When closing your lessons, go back over the standard and restate the object of the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lessons are balanced and differentiated; however, we are continuing to look for ways to improve in that area. We will look over unit test data and standards based quick quizes to provide for more differentiated instruiction in the future. Taylor does a good job at providing students with straight foward feedback that will encourage improvement.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher gave students cloze notes to fill in as they went over the powerpoint. D For Differeintation , some students highlighted the bold words! During the activity, the teacher went over the choices for the activity. Each group had a word and had to choose which option to use to present the information. 2 groups pick to act it out and 2 groups pick to make a poster. 
The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Group 1: Students were engaged and did a great job! - Mid 1800’s  and Early 1900’s . Group 2: Relocation- Acting Out . Group 3: Created a poster and presented. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah demonstrated a huge growth between her first lesson and her second lesson. She intergrated the use of technology in her lesson and maintained students attention by keeping them all involved. Her standards were posted and she refered to them while teaching to check for student understanding. She closed her lesson with a quick (tell your neighbor one thing you learned about a fable or a folktale).

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Good introduction - "My goal for you today..." Good expectations were clearly announced (listen, quiet, be respectful) Glad you explained what chronological order is. It might have been helpful to have an answer key for the students to check themselves instead of you doing it all.  Let other students check a competing group, etc. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley paused frequently during the lesson to assess student understanding.  Suggestion:  Think about utilizing tickets out the door or think-pair-share type strategies rather than calling on tables.  Ashley has collaborated with regular education and resource teacher to organize lesson plans and made group assignments.  As with any teacher-in-training, Ashley is learning strategies for classroom management.  

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Your lesson was well organized.  The students enjoyed the powerpoint, activity, and compare/contrast activity.  The activity was differentiated.  

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		You may want to use a "hook" to engage the students before the book begins for instance (play a game...if I say a healthy snack hop, if I say an unhealthy snack slump down to the ground...as examples of what the foods can/cannot do to your body) You did do a good job establishing the objective of the lesson and determining prior knowledge. I like when you paused to clarify what "sweetzie cola and chum chums" are, especially since you will be using these later in the lesson. Great job with higher order thinking questions (this is not an easy thing to do and you did a great job) and introducing new vocabulary. I like how you discussed the foods during the sort, by giving examples of what the healthy/unhealthy foods will do for our body. I am so impressed with how well you keep the kids engaged. At this age it is so important to chunk lessons using transistions so that students are not sitting in the same place for a long time. The time on rug was just the right amount of time and then you send them to the tables for more independent work. I like how you gave our gifted student more food choices to add a challenge for her. Great differentiation. The bright colors of the assessment were very appealing to the students. It wasn't necessary because you had control of the class the whole time but try to use an attention getter when transitioning and before giving a new set of instruction. You scanned/walked the room well offering assistance to those who needed it. Work on a signal for transistion. There was a lot of random movement during the assessment portion. This is also a good place to incorporate an attention getter to bring the students back to focus. Closing was a good idea, however you seemed to lose them. Maybe use a circle map to close (write what they have for snack in the map) just an idea to keep them engaged.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. cole used both direct instriuction and leveled small groups to reach all students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		You could have challenged the students a little more.  You could have let them have a little more time engaged in the activity.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox asked questions pertaining to the development of Georgia. Asking higher order questions may aid in student understanding.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Asks open-ended, higher oder thinking questions - This comes with practice.  The more "how", "why", "explain your thinking", "prove your answer" questions you use during lessons, the easier and more natural it becomes.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great converstion starter! Effective lesson showing examples before talking about each one's characteristics. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		I loved the video used at the beginning of the lesson!  Anything with animation and music is very engaging for students at this age.   The power point was clear with good visuals.  Delivery of the power point was good and included friendly reminders (raise your hand please) and positive reinforcement for students who were making good choices.  One piece of constructive advice...  Watch your plurals in your presentation.  I noticed a couple of words that were in singular form that might need an "s" at the end.  It is an easy fix.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Use of song to begin transition to the rug would be very helpful. Allowing students to demonstrate proper brushing technique with toothbrushs would involve learners even more.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job intergrating all types of strategies within the lesson. I liked how you used the technology virtual manipulatives, hands on manipulatives, and the drawing technique to support the subtraction regrouping process. When the technology didn't work for you-you quickly switched to another technique. You made sure to use the academic vocabulary within the lesson and followed our classroom guided math model (mini lesson, guided TASK groups) You always use such a pleasant, kind tone with the students when redirecting them and with feedback. Areas to work on: Transitions from one activity/task to the next. Example: When passing out boards to students once each student has what you need to go on to the next step have them give you a sign (thumbs up, high five, etc.). Then you can easily spot who needs what--and everyone will be engaged in the next phase of the lesson. Increase your wait time before starting the next task.  Give clear expectations before using white boards/manipulatives/etc. Example: When you get your white board write the number on the board, draw the picture, etc. Do not erase until I tell you to, etc. For student guided group jobs let's work on having an example of what the job should look like... or a "ask an expert" option. Student engagment: When using the boards another way to keep them engaged and encouraging some higher level thinking would be to call two students (or more) to the front of the room with their boards and discuss the strategies they would use to solve.   

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used authentic literature, Lily's Purple Plastic Purse, to teach verbs and how to effectively use them in writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		A closing to the lesson was not included. The lesson just stopped once the game was over. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Students were divided into groups to complete math review centers. One group worked on the computer based program Education Galaxy, one group worked on multi-step word problems, one group worked on multiplication and division word problems, and the final group worked with Ms. Day to review several math concepts. It might have been a little more beneficial to group the students by ability level instead of randomly. It appeared that some of the groups, especially the groups working on word problems, were being carried by a couple of students while the rest just wrote down the answers they were given. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep control of the class during transitions.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Try to make sure you model steps on the board before you ask them to do independently.  Great job walking around monitoring student understanding. This was a difficult lesson to teach.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was planned so students were engaged in the activity.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo called on students to answer questions. Differentiates the lesson to meet all needs of students.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan covered Grammar Bites, which is a daily spiral review of Language and Reading skills. She had students move to the front with a clipboard if they felt they did not have a good view. They also used magic pens to correct with (they only write teh correct answers). Morgan called in students by drawing sticks with their numbers on them. She gave ample think time, allowing them to ask a friend if they did not know the correct answer. Students were not allowed to just give an answer, they had to also say why that was the correct answer.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She did an excellent job due to the fact the class just came back from a Howdown and were extremely excited.   The students focused on the lesson and listened to her attentively. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak asked the class to make predicitons about the story before reading the text. She identified the quotation marks in the text and discussed the proper times for them to be used. She discussed hte difference between the author and the illustrator. She had all students focused and engaged in the lesson.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When you think of open ended questions think of the Bloom's when you create open-ended questions.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Brain Pop was for recalling prior knowledge Only area to think about for next time is to use lower case letters on the word sort cards that were for whole class instruction/review. Vanessa also used HOTS- asked questions like "What made you think that?" and "Can you support your answer?"

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included different types of practice throughout her lesson. She included technology, read aloud practice, partner practice, and individual practice. The students were engaged in each activity. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The students played a "Trashcan Ball" to explore fractions. Students were engaged and truly enjoyed the lesson. Raikel did a great job explaining the activity and guiding learning. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did an excellent job at keeping students engaged and making sure her instruction was presented in a student friendly manner. One aspect of her lesson that stood out to me was the way she provided differentiation for students. She provided a Prezi presentation for students to copy into their flipbooks. Students who were not able to copy from the Prezi were provided with a short hand version of the notes. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's lesson was well planned and laid our before she started teaching. She had put a lot of thought into how to present the content in a way that encouraged the students to make inference about the skill that was taught. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Work on transitioning to the tables in smaller groups. Explain the opening a little better that way you can discuss what is happening and what you were looking for. Stop and discuss the topics from the book a little more often.  Ask what are some of the ways we can keep from sharing our germs. Good job asking questions after the story! 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Your lesson was based on a great children's book. Students were asked to retell the story using a flow map. When your flow map from Publisher didn't work, you were quick to think on your feet and draw one using the IWB. Remember to use the question "Why?" to encourage higher level thinking. Your flow map and guided instruction helped the students when it was their turn to write. It was a nice balance of "i do, you do."

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli provides varied activities to keep the students engaged and learning. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson to transfer the eating or gobbling of a cookie to understanding the importance of first and second reading of information.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job, learning so much and incorporating into your lesson. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		More time was needed for guided practice.  They had a lot of questions about how to complete the worksheet.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher used questioning strategies during the lesson to ensure student understanding.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Ms. Fleming did a great job explaining directions to the students.  She engaged students with her enthusiasm during the lesson and involved every student.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Called on students to answer questions Praised students 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica is very good with the students. She provides adequate rigor with support so that each student feels engaged and succesful.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning-of course you could always ask more open-ended/higher-order thinking questions. I liked how you modeled and explained the word problems. Students were asked to complete word problems on their own. Appropriate wait-time was given. Students were all actively engaged with no down time.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Throughout the lesson, the students were engaged and actively participated as Ms. Fuller asked them open-ended questions. The lesson was well thought out and prepared for, which made the lesson run smoothly. Ms. Fuller provided the students with positive feedback as the student's answered questions. At the end of the lesson, she re-addressed the steps in which to wash hands by allowing the students to participate in a visual language chart.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		My one suggestion would be to start with lower level one step word problems for the students to have success before moving to the higher thinking skilled questions.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson was clear, concise and age- appropriate. She kept the students engaged and provided a plethora of learning resources to convery the meaning of Groundhog Day. She provided positive feedback and reinforcement.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You did a wonderful job of clearly explaining the directions for the sprint. I love that you related the concept of comparing fractions to real life by asking students which fraction they would want if sharing something with others. Using examples of comparing whole numbers was a great way to activate prior knowledge. The problem set reviewed concepts from the lesson. The problems encouraged students to apply their knowledge.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		I was impressed with her organization and fluent transitions.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Good choice of video for opening. Using a model of teeth and a real toothbrush to demonstrate proper brushing technique would have enhanced your lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson was very creative! The students really enjoyed your PowerPoint presentation and the "Where am I in the world" activity! There were some students who struggled and needed remediation/accomodations. Next time, maybe have their materials precut and labeled for them.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant taught her lesson with a diverse group of students. She put them into groups based off of their readiblitly. She then gave each group a passage over theme that was based on their own level of understanding.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Using Kahoot and quizziz is a great method of assessing the students and seeing understanding. The students were involved and enjoying the lesson. When planning, always incorporate differentiation and acceleration.  

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Good use of technology. Short movie and book was used to show the standard.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The lesson was great. Many of the activities were based on the academic level of students. Students were very engaged in the lesson. Great job! Powerpoint was engaging for the students. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Met with each student to discuss their writing.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley did a fantastic job engaing the students in a creative lesson on adjectives.  She had a well developed lesson plan which included differentiation and a formative assessment. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley started with whole group instructions and ended with a small group student led group.  The students were able to solidify their understanding and clarify any misunderstasndings.  This small group instruction created a good reinforcement of the lesson.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Glow: She does a fantastic job of encouraging the students. She is doing a much better job of using the clip system and addressing bad behavior choices. Grow: She is still working on the organization of her lesson flow and the transitions between instruction.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were presented with a well organized visual aid that activated thieir prior knowledge of multiplication strategies. It was well developed and helpful to students who required more scaffolding throughout the independent work time. When providing direction to students, it is a good practice to provide modeling and a solid visual of how you want them to complete the assignment. While the oral directions were proficient, it would have added great value to use the Promethean board to display and demonstrate how they should begin their work. This is just a sugestion for the future. You provide great encouragment all students! That is a quality that will go a long way when it comes to effort and overall student success in your classroom. Good Job!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Lesson is over Opinion Writing Haley started the lesson using a ball with numbers on it- throwing it around the room- asking the kids questions Showed the students a graphic anchor chart of the OREO O- Opinion R-reasons E-examples 0-opinion 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Time ran out before the lesson could come to  a natural end. Instruction,  delivery, and student engagement were excellent!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Be sure to make sure behavior is under control before beginning. Classroom management comes as you do more lessons and have more experience working in front of the kids. While writing, have them help you sound out words. Always ask them to refer back to anchor charts in the room. Be careful with giving them an example that is completed because most of them may just copy that. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		I loved the idea of putting glitter in the sanitizer so the children could pass the "germs" around the room.  Perhaps next time, put more in one childs hand and see if it passes all the way to the last person....to show them that you don't have to put the "germ" directly in their hand, but that it passes as we touch or shake hands.  Great lesson with much enthusiasm and great technology additions! 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		The end of the day is tough with 1st graders... You did an excellent job keeping them on track and focused.  You did a great job differentiating the lesson. 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*The opening to lesson was great and very engaging. The video played was very informative and helped the students to get a better understanding of the Life Cycle Butterfly. Also, I liked how Tyler asked questions about butterflies to engage students with prior knowledge. *Gave Tyler the suggestion to go over the activity the students are about to complete in a whole group setting on the carpet first so the students know what to expect to do and can fully understand and see example. *Transitions were great! Used the "Give me 5!" *Gave Tyler the suggestions to have an extension activity for the students that finish early as well as having the activity prepped BEFORE the lesson begins. This way there is more time for him to focus on the needs of the students instead of passing out materials. *Loved how he went through and had the students do each part of the Butterfly Cycle together. Point to right spot and had a "helper" glue down the pieces for the students. *Also reminded Tyler to watch behavior management for the whole class, not just one area. Overall, he did very good at keeping the students on track. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*used anchor chart and power point lesson to present material.  *students made suggestions for real life ways to use money *an agenda was presented to keep lesson on track and organized *students were highly engaged throughout the lesson through the use of charts and questioning and answering *constantly encouraged students with praise for a job well done

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		The lesson opener caught their attention; however, it was a little long to not be teaching. Instructional time is precious. 30 seconds of that would have been fine. Make sure you are on top of your game. When you are counting in front of them you are the leader, the expert, own it. Have high energy...I know we were laughing about how excited I was about distributive property one day, but you have to be high energy for them to be high energy. Good job with trasitioning quickly from activity to activity and using the timer. Write Application problem bigger and darker, it was hard to see. Anything that goes in front of them needs to be visually pleasing. GREAT job questioning about EACH and talking through the word problem. Have the students explain why for the numbers in the multiplication sentence. Why did you chose 4? Why did you chose 6? Word problems should have been written out if longer than one or two sentences. Make sure to KNOW the problem you are answering before you start, When you found the total of 40 in the problem you lost them. You lost them after the first problem...sometimes you just have to stop and transition, everyone is not going to get it the first day. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Lesson was 1st-grade appropriate. Students were engaged. Opened lesson with activator. Read story and discussed previously taught concepts/skills (compound words, suffixes, proper nouns). Writing expectations were explained such as capital letters, finger spacing, and ending punctuation.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You tied the lesson back together by going back to the topic of collective nouns and irregular plural nouns. Students haven't been exposed to much poetry, maybe you could show multiple pictures of shape poems, and then write your example or have students write poems then put them into the shape.. Students loved making their own shapes, which is a great way to engage students. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I loved your activiating strategy for your lesson. The students were so excited about dancing to the song "Move-it, Move-it" and then checking their heart rate. Great job asking them to explain what the word Pulse meant and then explaining how to find it by using two fingers. You did a wonderful job showing the students and helping students locate their pulse in their neck. You wanted everyone to be successful and that is a great way to get students excited about learning something new. Awesome job! I loved seeing the student's reaction when they realized their heartbeat/pulse increased when they exercised and danced. You did a great job answering questions throughout lesson. Try to include higher order questions to challenge their thinking and keeping them engaged. I loved how you made a real life connection to help students understand how much exercise they need daily (30 minutes=length of Creek Time). This made it easy for them to understand that concept easier. Students were excited the entire lesson! For you first lesson it was a great one! 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Students were actively engaged during the entire lesson.  They were very interested in the book that she read and did a great job of identifying character traits as well as proving how they knew the answer by using text evidence.  Catherine did a great job of asking higher level questions to get students to prove their answers.  They LOVED defending their answers to the other students.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the level of inquiry! Students are engaged!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Even though there were problems with the Smart Board working properly (not Taylor's fault), she was flexible with the lesson and was able to present the material in an effective manner.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The lesson on area provided the students with a chance to work as a whole group, in a small group, and independenlty.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Taught students new vocabulary. Should have used pictures in the eggs instead of words. This comes from experience. Her lesson was very informative and the students enjoyed it.  Gave clear expectations for students

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The teacher introduced the standard and essential question. The teacher talked about the relevance of the standard. The teacher asked students to tell what a physical feature is. Called on several students to respond. Gave good/encouraging feedback to students that did not answer correctly. Used a video Man-made vs Natural. Good choice in video. Stopped the video to explain/elaborate and then returned to viewing. Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating: Plan for this by preparing the questions a head of time and having a set point in the lesson to require the students to push their cognitive abilities and expand thinking/learning. Be more specific in how you plan to differentiation. With struggling learners sometimes we have to adjust to product or the process to getting to the task completed. Example: checklists, templates, pairing, oral and written directions, fewer requirements. Utilizing the timer on the Promethean Board was a really good idea. It helped to manage time and behavior. I liked the way you placed students in groups. It allowed some students that have never worked together an opportunity to get to know more classmates as well as reduced the chances of misconduct.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones does a great job with maintaining the flow of the lesson in an enagaging way for all students.  He uses great questioning techniques and constantly reinforces comprehension.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Might cut out for R, C. and Z.  Could have it already cut out and in baggies to save time.  Have every student's attention before going over closing. Students needed a time to discuss and give you the correct order.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria was very calm and reassuring during her lesson. She chose a book our students were very interested in and it showed in the way they sat and listened.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You secured student’s attention before starting lesson. Students were attentive when you were reading King Louis’ story. You used expression and inflection when reading. 
Idea: Ask students to discuss “King Louis’ problem”. Have them brainstorm how they might fix the problem.
Students were given different scenarios. They had to decide which category their scenario would go in by sorting them on the board. Speaking and Listening standards are incorporated as students read their scenarios to the class.
 
You had students connect King Louis’ departments to the three branches of government.
Thinking question: Why do we need three branches of government?
 
 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used multiple teaching strategies and appealed to a variety of learners throughout her lesson. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The kids were highly engaged in the lesson. They loved the video provided. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		I really liked Courtney's use of the short video about a shark to grab students' attention. In a world full of technology, more often than not, children are more likely to pay attention if there is a technology hook. Courtney did a very good job with her lesson and keeping kids engaged in the learning process about main characters, setting and the story sequence. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students spent a lot of time waiting to find out what would happen next. I feel that objects pulled from aliens should have been done one at a time and should have been discussed more. I do not feel that students were appropriately engaged. I do appreciate that a variety of strategies were presented. You did differentiate via the jobs you assigned. Both guided and independent practice were evident.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		I loved the activating strategy. Anna did a wonderful job activating, engaging, and including the students throughout the lesson. She did an awesome job activating the students prior knowledge. She consistently used the whole brain teaching model and cues to engage students. She had a picture of some of the characters from the movie cars to introduce and connect personification to student&#39;s prior knowledge. I thought this was a fantastic real life/experience example because most students have seen that movie! She did a nice job creating differentiated worksheets based on fables at different reading levels.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		You stated that students were going to take notes during the Bill video, but students had nothing to take notes on. Next time try to have paper pulled out for them to use.  Instead of just "raise your hand" during the lesson, it was a good strategy to pick sticks out of the bucket. You could also try table talk or partner talk. This helps students be more engaged. Flow maps are a great graphic organizer. I like how you called on students to repeat what you'd heard in their table group and reinforces correct answers. This gives students that were behind extra support to hear another child answer instead of you. Be sure to check in with EIP students or those struggling while they work in table groups. Good table group discussion strategy.  I liked the hand clap repeat to grab attention. Take charge :) be sure of what you are doing (even if you aren't) The kids will never know if you don't show it :)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		This lesson included great practice as well as individual remediation as needed. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Game was eye opening for many students.  It allowed practice in a fun environment.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Great job getting student's attention with the masking tape ball.  Great way to get students engaged and thinking.  The human battleship game was perfect for application of information learned. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		From the beginning to the end Martha did great at her lesson. He lesson started out with high expectations and students knew what to do. She started her lesson off with a bell work to get the student's brains ready to engage in mathematics. She had the students engaged into the bell work and responded quickly to her questions. Students showed her respect as she showed them in her lesson.  For the lesson she had essentially a game for the students to play to work on multi-digit multiplication. She gave example problems and solutions, addressed the expectations and guidelines for the task, and encouraged/guided students throughout the lesson that needed assitance. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I could tell your lesson was well thougt out by the organization of it. You were very encouraging as students responded to your questions.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*I missed the opening of the lesson due to another teacher speaking with me about a separate situation that happened earlier. Miss Lopez did an opening with the class. *Once you give some think/struggle time to students who are trying to answer quesetion, you may call on someone else. Wait time is important, but be sure not to wait too long because you will lose other students attention. *Great job letting students explain their own strageties for learning fractions. Sometimes "kids language" helps struggling students figure it out. *Great job ignoring distractions that were out of your control. *Great use of why and how do you know questions. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students have really been engaged in Ms. Lovette's lesson. She began to find out students' prior knowledge and added to their knowledge. They've added notes to their flipbooks about Olegthorpe, Tomochichi, and Mary Musgrove. They made a real life connection between Georgia, themselves, and the historical figures. She gave extra support to students who needed it while asked open ended questions to those to will research more about these historical figures.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The quilt was really go everyone excited.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to state what the students will learn before starting the lesson. You did an excellent job with your discussion of the term goals.  It would be beneficial to expand and give more  real life examples.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was very advanced for 4th graders.  They didn't get a clear understanding of the Bill of Rights.  A lot of the terminology was too advanced for them.  They should have been presented in a more kid friendly way perhaps in a powerpoint that gives the actual amendment and then a simplified version.  They needed a little bit more exposure in order to successfully complete the group and independent activities. The cartoon sheet with the pictures and short descriptions of the Bill of Rights  should have been more of an emphasis than anything else.   Also, there was a closing portion  of the lesson where students were supposed to volunteer and explain each amendment accurately.  She didn't get to that part due to time constraints; but,  I'm not sure they would have been able to do this correctly.  The group poster was a great idea; but, they weren't quite sure of what to put on them.  In the future, always have an example for the students to go by.  There needed to be something else like a video or a powerpoint to help drive it home for them.   It was a lot of teacher led instruction and it needed to be more of a self discovery type of approach.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah engaged her students and had clear instructions to properly present the lesson. Students were actively involved and were given appropriate support though out the lesson. She had effective feedback and wait time for the students needs. She showed effective transitions between activites. We discussed having a stronger closer to review the lesson before transitioning to the next activity.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		she did a great job with the lesson and reteching and reenforcing the subtraction skills. She could work on transitoning between groups and activites. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Transition ideas were given to Breanna on her written documentation form. Examples: call students to chairs by tables, hair color, clothing color, boys/girls.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job drawing and explaining models of decimals with students.  Be sure to circulate the room and check for understanding as you go.  Feel free to ask questions throughout the lesson, not just at the end to summarize.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job creating an agenda that had few transitions and down-time.  The students were led in some points in the lesson (direct instruction) and then were allowed to work at their pace.  She circulated the room and cater to students who needed extra help.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey engaged the students by watching a Parts of Speech video from Flocabulary. Afterwards, she was able to build background knowledge by reviewing sentence structure. I loved how Ms. Nacey modeled the writing activitty before she allowed the students to begin. After giving directions, Ms. Nacey made the students repeat the directions given so they would be confident in what to do.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - When giving directions, be REALLY specific so that you avoid any confusion with the assignment *suggestion* - After the last activity of your lesson, bring the kids together for a group or partner discussion of what you taught - like a TOTD activity - so that you can have a verbal assessment of what they learned

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		When the students seem confused, like they did with the FANBOYS concept, it is ok to stop and reteach that.  They need to have a foundation before moving on.  Also, there are great videos on Flocabulary that you can use to really catch their attention.  Lots of times that will stick with them more than what we say to them. Also, make sure you talk loudly and that your expectations are clear before the students start moving.  You may even want them to repeat your directions back to you.  Sometimes, I even write them on the board so they know what I expect.  When the students are working independently I encourage you to walk around and check over their shoulders or talk to them to make sure they understand.  This is how you know if you need to do a quick reteach or if they students understand the concept.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students are always highly engaged and enjoy learning from Ms. Nesmith. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I loved the thermometer craft you did with the students. Providing hands on manipulatives is very important especially at this age. Make sure to pause and get the class' attention throughout the lesson to ensure all students are following directions and clearly understand thier expectations. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton is very soft-spoken and is encouraged to use inflection or intonation with her voice so to capture and keep student focus. Ms. Norton is encouraged to use the school behavior system to reinforce appropriate behaviors and discourage inappropriate ones. Student transitions from the rug to their seats went well. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your activities were varied and provided good review of plant classification. The celery lab provided clarification of how vascular tissue (xylem) carries water and nutrients throughout a plant. Students were able to state their hypothesis, and better grasp this concept. The venn diagram activity helped students to review the characteristics of vascular v. nonvascular plants. Suggestion: Divide students into groups before completing the venn diagram. (Complete the venn diagram as part of that station.) Some students seemed unsure of where to place the vocabulary cards on the venn diagram. Be prepared to help them with the definition so they can place it in the correct category. Good use of higher order questioning at the close of your lesson. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The students were engaged in the game. This held their attention the entire time. There was a great balance of instruction and participation. The white boards helped make sure all students were participating. You moved around the room making sure that all students were understanding as your lesson progressed.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was very well thought out. Miss Norwood did a great job meeting the needs of all learners. She included sentence stems and leveled paragraphs.

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Students were engaged and interested. Real-world connections were made throughout lesson Transitions were smooth. Lesson activity allowed students to collaborate as well as work independently. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		The opening song on Flocabulary was great! It really got the students attention. I like when they tranisitioned from the carpet to their seats you gave very clear directions on how you expected them move. You provided modeling, whole group instruction, movement, and individual work. This is a great way to reach all learning styles. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She opened the lesson with a season sort with pictures (students worked together on this).  She read a book on Seasons and asked several questions related back to the seasonal sort.  She ended the lesson with a graphic organizer and with student help filled in the correct answers to the sort activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		I really  LOVED how students used "toothpaste" (shaving cream) to brush the "sugar bugs" off the teeth.  I kept hearing several students say, "That was FUN!"

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of introducing new vocabulary- cocoon, chrysalis, camouflage, symmetry.  She also stopped to question learners throughout the lesson to check for comprehension.  Children were asked to go to their seats from the rug.  Dividing children into groups to transition to their seats will provide a smoother transition (ex: 4 year-olds and 5 year-olds or boys and then girls). 

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Loved the 'Who am I" opening

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige provided poem frames to help struggling writers. For advanced writers, Paige instructed the to write more complex poems.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students respond well to Ms. Partlow and were engaged in her lesson throughout. No down-time was noted.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at differentiating. She uses her time wisely in teaching lessons to allow for students to think and respond. She is able to change each classes lesson to meet the students needs. If something in the lesson wasn't flowing she would modify or change to meet the students needs and then challenge those who understand.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Excellent anchor chart to spark class discussion during lesson. Alex's enthusiasm while teaching also helps keep all students engaged. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		After students began to write, Ms. Phillips pulled a small group of EIP students to her table and discussed the prompt with them in detail.  They were able to verbalize the directions after reading the prompt.  Students discussed key words and reviewed narrative strategies before going to their seats to write independently.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Excellent use of anchor chart and referencing it during instruction.  Students were aware of it and how to use it to help them during their writing.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily interacts extremely well with the students.  She is very encouraging and patient!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your lesson was very encouraging to the students. I loved that you used guided practice and independent practice with the students. You can use strategies like "thumbs up/thumbs down" to monitor student understanding. Make sure you do a variety of problems to ensure the students understand the concept and can practice it effectively. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Great job using a varirty of technology (Promethean & Activotes) -Calm demeanor withthe students and responded well to theit questions. -When the students struggled, you asked open-ended questions to help prompt them to the correct answer. -Began to deliver positive priase in transitions, so kids will follow directions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glows: Good job activating students prior knowledge.  "Put pencils down" is a good strategy to show when students are reay to move on.   You asked guiding questions while they stuents read.  This is a good way to monitor and check for understanding. Your posters were good visuals for the students.   I also like the post-it activity to check for understanding and misconceptions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		They enjoyed you asking them to teach you! They enjoyed the song and activity! Next time try to let them know how much time they have left so they can manage their time throughout the activity. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		* Students knew lesson was beginning when you gave an "Attention Getter" *You connected to prior knowledge and real-life experiences.  "Who can tell me what an inventor is?" "How are lightbulbs today different from lightbulbs in the past?" *You provided graphic organizers with partial information included to assist struggling learners and learners that work at a slower pace! *Closing the lesson and asking individuals to summarize what they learned can be missed due to time constraints (I struggle with this myself).  Allow time to incorporate a summarizing strategy.  Ticket Out the Door, Tell elbow partner 2 things they learned about inventors, etc.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to state causes of WWII in Europe to review previous learning. -Graphic Organizer enabled students to focus on meaningful information. -Excellent job explaining vocabulary words in a way students could understand. -Comparing notes with elbow partner allowed students with omitted information an opportunity to add information to notes. -In closing, students shared key points from their notes.  This prepared them to plan for the assessment activity. -You circulated room to give students feedback.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Great student engagement! They loved the interactive power point!

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The students were engaged and you provided adequate feedback.  You modeled retelling the story and allowed practice time.  Your feedback was specific.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with this lesson as she had SPED students in here that are normally not in here at this time.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job differentiating for instruction for students. She is an excellent teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		I would like to see Rebecca increase the engagment and excitement in her lesson's introduction.  She did an AMAZING JOB teaching the content of the lesson and I would like to her TEACH MORE!  She is very fun to listen to!!  Rebecca called on students to come up to the board to participate and work out the math problems.  She challenged students to think for themselves.  I loved her delivery of the rules for multiplying fractions.  I would recommend a little quicker pacing when moving from one acticity to the next.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The lesson had a good flow and fit in the time allotted.  The students enjoyed the lab and were able to easily see the difference between vascular and nonvascular plants in a way that they will remember.    The PowerPoint that Ms. Roberts used to guide her lesson was very thoughtout and allowed the students to have clear directions at each step of the lesson and lab.  

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The lesson on rounding was well planned to engage all students. Mrs. Beaird used a varity of instructional materials in her lessons, technology, direct instruction. There were times in the lesson when the studets guided the lesson with inquiry.  Mrs. Beaird used positive comments to keep the studetnts engaged in the lesson as well as redirect them if they were off task. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Giving "wait time" was one of the pieces of advice that I offered to Ms. Rudolph at the end of her lesson.  I encouraged her to wait a little longer, and then if the student was still having trouble, I suggested that she give prompts instead of just giving the answer.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job presenting the material.  She understood how to teach multiplying fractions with whole numbers, and she seemed to be confident during this time in front of the class despite it being her first time teaching in front of these students.  I did suggest not giving the students too many materials at one time, as this can become a distraction (working out the problems with fraction tiles and on white boards at the same time seemed to be too much).  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! I love the music and movement! That's always a plus when teaching young, wiggly learners. My suggestion is to make sure the shapes aren't stretched. Perhaps hold up shapes as reference if the technology is being glitchy. Good bounce back when your video didn't play at the beginning. You just kept going. My last suggestion is to have a picture clue on your follow up/assessment piece. Students may not be able to read shape words yet. Providing a picture clue next to each word on the "My Shape Pizza" counging page would help them complete the activity a little more indepentently.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal presented the lesson and activly engaged the students. By using hands-on manipulatives, the students were better able to grasp the concepts presented.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Reading block should be more than 18 minutes.  Make sure your spending majority of your time on core subject areas. Started reading at 11:42 am.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah helped guide a student towards the correct answer by restating the question. This students has low self-confidence and this helped him to feel successful in front of his peers.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		 
The students were confused during the lesson. They did not  the purpose of the graphic organizer . 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith uses an encouraging tone with the students and makes sure to compliment them when they achieve. She is very thorough in her presentation of content and explains all of her points fully. Due to time constraints in the Social Studies curriculum, it is hard to indepth on the topics presented. That is what extra credit acrtivities and early finisher projects were assigned if time permits.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The lesson plan was organized and clearly presented.  Questions were age and developmentally appropriate, but not necessarily higher order thinking.  The questions were great in helping spark discussion among children.  Students had ample "talk time" to discuss foods that are bad for our teeth.  I would suggest bringing in floss and tooth brushes for students to see and feel.  Visual aids are a huge benefit when teaching.  Many times, you can ask dentists to donate floss and toothbrushes and they will do so.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		His openinig was great to engage students into the lesson. He did a planet sort. After reading from our book and the lesson on gravity he had the students answer questions based on the lesson and reading.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		I really like that the students were able to get up and model on the floor model. The students got to work alone and ask for help from teacher if they needed it. During the math modeling explain thta all they were doing is add the zero. He was answering the questions very knowledgeably. One thing I wanted to mention is that one the problem set, make sure you finish a section before moving on.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		The enthusiasm for the lesson really flowed to the students. They were excited because you were. You added in extra information like Churchill being called "Bulldog" that the students remembered and will definitely remember forever. You taught the standard, but extemded it, which was great!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great powerpoint!  It was a great reinforcement to practice answering questions using the powerpoint on pictograph.  The students were actively engaged in this lesson.  Great job! Some pointers for next time you teach on pictographs.  Make sure, especially since the key is more than one, you reinforce to look at the key before you answer the questions.  Also another question I would've like to see was How many more ___ were there than ____.  This is a higher order thinking question that is sometimes hard for 2nd graders. When students are asking questions or telling about something from the graph, such as a tomato is a fruit, it is okay to respond instead of saying, "We're not talking about that".  Many students actually do not know that a tomato is really a fruit, so it would've been a fun fact for them to have learned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did a great job using different types of teaching strategies. The more strategies you use, the more students you will reach. Great job! One idea since this is a new concept for the students is to make sure to go over each 2nd word that could be in a contraction and make an anchor chart for students to look at on how to change the 2nd word into the contraction.  The use of technology worked well in your lesson. This provided practice for the students and gave them good support. Remember to use high order thinking questions to provide rigor to the learners. You did scaffold learning for the students. This was great!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Students were engaged and on task throughout the lesson. Ms. Stewart did a wonderful job of teaching to each learning style to reach each student. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Strengths: * engaged all students * gave time for students to think before answering Things to work on: * do not be afraid to redirect the students when behavior is not appropriate * for wrong answers say "that is a great thought, but let's look at it again" * be mindful of  a 1st grader's attention span....do not make the lesson super long

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Activating strategy was very effective. Students were given pea pods to examine and observe. A variety of methods were used to deliver the content, including visuals. powerpoint, written text, and media. Lesson contained level 3 DOK questions which provided higher order thinking, not just recall. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Remember the Why? and How? questions are higher order thinking. You gave great reinforcement and feedback to the students. Material was clear but make sure you give clear directions and have a child repeat them back to you.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to remind students that a multiplication sentence can also be changed into a division sentence (fact family). Storey gave many examples and went in different orders to insure understanding. Great job getting the studetns attention.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math- engaged all students and used 5 in particular to help with calendar activities. Many skills addressed: place value, odd/even, addition, subtraction, greater/less than, dates, etc.

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		-Wait time a little long based on the amount of class time available. -good transitions -independnent work in stations -stations used that involved using evidence -good support of students

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn did a great job with activating the lesson and connecting the learning to prior knowledge. Students were required to discuss, take notes, share ideas with peers and investigate their own learning with the text. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn does a great job of coming up with engaging lessons that the students enjoy.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked how you asked the students to explain how they knew the answer. I like how you revisited the items from the beginning of the lesson and revealed the correct answers.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The students were actively engaged and excited about the activities. The PowerPoint was very interesting and informational and the activities helped the kids understand the material wonderfully. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Closing activity was differentiated.   Brittany did a great job giving detailed instructions before beginning the independent activity   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great review powerpoint with skills for the students to practice skills.  Then the students played a scoot game.   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The video clips you choose were engaging and provided students with background knowledge for the lesson. Remember to give students time to think about and discuss new information.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Asked opened ended questions to students.  Lesson was guided well by student teacher.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over synonyms and antonyms. The standards were addressed and goals presented to the students. The lesson was well organized and engaging. Her presentation of the lesson was clear and organized. The students enjoyed the hands on part when they got to go to the board and decided what was a synonym or antonym.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		One suggestion I have would be to break up the instructions for the activity.  When given multistep directions at the beginning of the activity the students usually have a difficult time remembering everything they are suppose to accomplish.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Technology and music were great intro/attention grabber.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson was planned well and Ms. Ulstad was organized and prepared.  Students were engaged throughout the lesson and all students were provided with opportunities interact on board during lesson.  Students also had opportunity to work together before working independently.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You did a great job teaching to all the learning styles. You had a song for your auditory learners, pictures for visual learners and a big phone to press buttons for our kinesthetic learners.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was organized and prepared for students.  The lesson had good flow and you used good questioning throughout the lesson. Spend more time making sure the directions are clear and the students know exactly what is expected of them with their assignment.  After you give directions, ask several students to share the directions with you.  Gain students attention before giving the directions. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		* Have one presenter  present all animals from their group * always be aware of calling on different students.  You can use the "stick method"- pull a stick with a student name * You used higher level activities that met the needs of all students. * The activity was application and analyzing as they will have to compare their animals with other animals from different groups along with how they had to apply what they have learned about main idea and details. Great lesson!!!

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*The opening was great. Asked if the students had ever read that book before, asked about the Author/Illustrator and also asked the students questions throughout reading the book! *Loved how Lauren demonstrated with the students BEFORE starting the activity and had the actual finished materials being used in the demonstration. *Suggested to have the students sequence out ONE thing at a time on their sticks instead of trying to sequence out the parts of the story AND the stages of the Life Cycle of Butterfly. All of that was too much at once for the students and there wasn't enough room on the sticks for ALL the pieces. *Also suggested to go over the Life Cycle of Butterfly because the students had not been taught that information yet so many students did not know the correct stages of the Butterfly Life Cycle. *Great transitions! *Loved how Lauren had an extension activity for the early finishers...just make sure to explain what to do on the extension activity first. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Unclear directions as to what he wanted the kids to do.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-see specific notes on evaluation

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Great job explaining beginning, middle, and end!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The kids loved the song that you chose! Great job helping them make connections to the evidence while they were reading. One way to help support lower achieving students is to have them do a "think, pair, share" with a partner after a question is asked.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! The "octopus eggs" were awesome! It really made the kids interested! - Great video! - Good use of technology - The kids could have used more independent practice. -I like how you had them "fix" the sentence you wrote. - Good questioning using PebbleGo 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lines of symmetry are not just vertical and horizontal but can be diagonal. Give the students opportunities to touch and manipulate the objects. Make sure your handouts copy correctly and that you will use all the material. If not, redo handout to prevent confusion.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You understood the material, but remember to make sure you say your problems correctly - one hundred thirty seven not one hundred and thirty-seven. Try to ask more thinking, connecting, analyzing questions. These are the questions that will ensure the students understand the material. Give students time to answer and correct misconceptions. Your Ticket Out the Door was very good. It covered the material needed to be mastered.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lesson involved student participation and physical movement.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		This was a great lesson! The students loved the hands on activity of moving plates and making earthquakes and mountains. You gave the guided instruction and worked along with them then allowed them to explore and discuss on their own. Your questioning kept them on track and engaged. You gave them situations and they had to problem solve and think through the situation. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		A formative assessment was given with student participation in identifying ten more/ten less with partners.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams showed little enthusiasm when teaching her lesson.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		The activity used characters the students know to engage. Posititve tone of voice to redirect students when needed. Why and how questions are always great to engage their higher order thinking skills. Good job incorporating the opinion writing we are working on in ELA into your lesson. Instead of just correcting the students, you engaged them in "why" questions so students could form their own thoughts. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has grown an incredible amount since her last semester here at Elm Street.  I am so pleased with her overall planning and instructional strategies.  Can't wait to see her in full swing in October!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is working to include higher order thinking skills questions into her lessons by using the DOK - Depth of Knowledge levels as a guide. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Students were actively engaged and enjoyed the chapter.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response had texts on varying reading levels. The questions she asked the students were related to the texts and were higher order thinking related. She transitioned between guided practice and independent practice with ease.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job throughout her lesson keeping the students engaged in the lesson. She would ask questions frequently to see if the students understood the lesson being taught. She gave positive/encouraging comments to students throughout the lesson for numerous tasks such as paying attention, answering questions, staying on task.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna is performing beyond expectation - like a more advanced student. It is evident that she has lots of experience in the classroom. She is a loving and encouraging teacher. Her abilty to "read the room" is excellent. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides positive feedback to the students as well as encourgment.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		When Destinee observed the students getting a little restless, she stopped the lesson and used little exercises to regain the student's attention.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always uses meaningful activators to get the students engaged in learning.  She allowed the students to move around as she taught as it related to her activity.  Her visuals need to be hung up before the lesson and ready to go without any distractions around them so that she does not lose the class focus as she hangs things up.  She gets very into her lesson and does not always notice off task behaviors.  She needs to redirect more often as she loses a child's focus.  As she teaches/reviews she always praises the children with positive feedback and gives clues and wait time for those who are struggling.  She used a wide variety of instructional materials (videos, promethean, direct instruction, guided instruction, visual aids).  The only area she really needs to improve on is differentiation.  She should have pulled a small group to help low readers to assess basic NSEW directions and the latitude/longitude lines.  She also could have done the coordinates activity with the advanced students who finished the task early. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson began with a review using Kahoot to engage students. Students were able to share their best strategy for solving the problems and numbered sticks were utilized to ensure all students had the opportunity to participate.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		This was a very engaging lesson.  

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget higher order thinking questions! Asking "how do you know" and "why" are awesome ways to assess their reasoning!

		Responses (n): 		244

		Response Rate: 		51.37%
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       level
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		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		You checked for understanding as the text was read by questioning the students.  This kept them engaged and focused.  You even told them to raise their hands if they heard something in the text that you had just mentioned.  This was excellent, as it gave them a purpose for reading and keeping up.  It was a great idea to tell them to pay attention to a particular section because it would be part of their independent work later on. Venn diagram assignment for independent practice was appropriate, and was differentiated as needed (one was open-ended and one was "cloze" format).

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This group responds well to videos and you know that.  I liked the one you chose.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Students were not clear on what needed to be in their picture. Make sure directions are very specific. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		I love  how you utilized partners during the lesson activity so that students can share/ help/ discuss with each other. Some students have problem visualizing how one shape can be a fractional part of another. I was great to see how you integrated Edward, our non-english speaker, to be part of the activity by writing the fraction cards in english and spanish. Awesome differentiation with the various fraction cards levels and with integration of spanish.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The children enjoyed creating their character from the book, and writing about it. Good job!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She did a good job facilitating math centers during this time. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		No assessments was used for this lesson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The assessment was whole group and Miss A would call on one child to help come up with a sentences to add the correct quotation marks.... only a few students were called upon, so a true picture if the students learned the lesson was not observed. 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-The assessment was very effective. You could easily see if the students understood the difference between active and inactive.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Gave advice to either check the work of the students as they finish or ask questions to see if the students understood the concept of the activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass asked questions throughout the lesson to ensure that students understood key vocabulary terms of compare and contrast.  She helped students who weren't confident of where their index card should go by asking students questions and using "think aloud" statements to help them understand.  

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		After you read the story, you had the students identify the characters and the setting in "Green Eggs and Ham". The students were able to identify the characters and the setting. They were eager to participate and remained on task!!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Your activity to show mastery was good, but it would be useful to provide a more rigorous assessment piece. For example, instead of students simply copying your dream catcher, they could create their own rules and provide an example to prove their rule is necessary. The activity was cute, but could have had more "meat" to it! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students self assessed their previous writing. Ms. Benitez assessed their writing in order to continue engaging areas students need more practice.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The summative and diagnostic assessments were not necessary for this particular lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great job observing student conversations to to determining understanding of science concepts.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You are starting to see how I group kids based on diagnostic data and using this data. As the year progresses, I would like to see you become more comfortable with doing this on your own. This is definitely a learning process, and you are on the right track with getting to know students and their individual needs.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You were able to walk around to each group to assess their knowledge of arrays.  I liked the way you traveled to each group and told them what you liked about their creation of arrays.  You were also able to ask them to show you how to create a certain array.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie asked questions throughout the lesson. At the end of the activity, Julie called 4 to 5 students to the Elmo to show the pizza they created. The students told their various strategies for counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did a great job formatively assessing throughout the lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		After naming and locating the continents on a map, having students locate and write the names of the continents on a blank map was an excellent way to evaluate which students knew the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The formative assessment that you used showed student understanding or misconceptions of the lesson that you taught. The questioning that you used also informed you of mastery and struggling students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Use white board or sticky notes to assess students skill. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Did a very nice job of going around and observing/monitoring the progress of the students. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The game would have been a great assessment if it would have been explained clearly, but it was not.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pre-test- beginning of the activity. Ticket out door- culminating activity. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Students were actively engaged in all activities assigned during their center rotations.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		THe lesson asked the students to explain their understanding through several activities including reading text and discussion, illustrating the water cycle in a drawing and then wirting about the water cycle. She will be able to assess this lesson in a variety of ways.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Diagnostic not necessary for this task/book.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		You gave immediate feedback when needed and led students to the correct answer without just giving them the answer. You also did a good job having students explain why they chose active or non-active. It's always good to have kids explain their thinking. Questioning is one of your strengths! :)

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She used a variety of assessments to make sure the students understood the content. She was able to differentiate and accommodate different learning styles.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were assessed during lesson by Ms. Burton as she went from group to group during work time and observed and asked questions. During sharing time questions were also asked.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The lab sheet provided written student feedback and observations about what they were discovering.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		there was a culminating hands on product the students created to see their mastery of the regions of Georgia.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		This was an instructional lesson and Ms. Butler's first lesson.  Her materials were sufficient to be used for diagnostic understanding of the learning targets.  Formal or summative assessments were not appropriate at this time.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Writing three properties of each shape was powerful in your lesson.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Questioning is on point, although being sure to only plan what can be accomplished during that time period will lead to better data collection at the end of each lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Students seem to retain the information learned from todays lesson. Great job!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley conducts running records each week for Tier 3 students. She has been able to participate and lead formal and summative assessments. Ashley has also participated in SST meetings, collegial planning, team planning, and pod planning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		I like that you used a differentiated assessment to check for understanding.  The difficulty level of the activity was a little high for both groups.  It might have been a good idea to have an activity like your closing compare/contrast activity to review before giving out the assessment.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		very good job, asking questions during the sort and the story to establish understanding by the students. I like how you brought attention to the french fries and discussed them with the class.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		A gradual release was used. Students transitioned from following along with the teacher, to working with support, to working independently.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		No diagnostic testing is used.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Students seemed to enjoy creating their umbrella with raindrops.  Use of the ELMO projector in show students what was expected was great.  Students at this age need LOTS of visuals to accompany verbal directions.  One piece of advice, while sharing is encouraged and wonderful, it may help keep the peace to ensure each student has their own supplies if available.  Students tend to fuss over taking turns with glue sticks and suck during art activities.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used the student writing to access the students' writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The work done in Ms. Day's small group was checked as they went along, but there was not a lot of assessment (formative) done for the other groups. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney uses the star reading and math test to determine students level of ability.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was used during the lesson to make sure the students understood the concept.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The Grammar Bites is tested at the end of the week over the skills reviewed that week. For this lesson, the actual review was their assessment where they indicated the mistakes on their own using the magic pen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I like that you are able to use informal assessments during your instructional teaching to determine if students are understanding the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessment for the lesson was perfect and easy to grade- She was able to give next day feed back to those that needed it.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included questioning throughout her lesson to check student's understanding. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara provided formative assessments and homework with her lesson. I also used a short quiz from her lesson today for a grade!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Try to question more when reading aloud and when having students respond to your prompts. If they don't give you the answer you're looking for, lead them to it by questioning them. You did a nice job of helping students retell the beginning, middle, and ending of the book. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson offered opportunities for students to think about the relationship between eating cookeis and reading information.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		This lesson did not provide opportunities for assessing.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Assessments went well, students are doing a great job assessing from the materials taught.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Good job!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diagnostic observation/record not a part of this lesson; learning was of a review and extend lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students answered questions and you called on various students to check for understanding. Then, a 'ticket-out-the-door" was used to check all students understanding of the material presented. This was in the form of a Quizziz. The students used technology to log onto quizziz and complete a two-question quizz. The results showed that 35 out of 40 students mastered the standard. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students used their Reading Workshop Journals, Math Journals and a Scholastic reader to demonstrate their understanding of the material.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a great job making sure the students were learning and helping others learn.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara used a lot of questioning throughout the lesson to make sure all students were understanding and remembering the concept. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like the way you asked questions to review important concepts, but also lead the students to reach the correct conclusion.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The activity was great for covering the standard that you taught.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant asking high order thinking questions throughout her lesson and recaped what the students learned by having them write about theme on the back of their handout.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The mini kahoot review game was great for students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is working towards gaining data from the formal and informal assessments she is using within her lessons.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Your skill of questioning will improve as your experience and content knowledge deepens. You are gaining a more thorough understanding of the students' skill levels and what questions to prompt their thinking.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Using tthe Oreo graphic organizer, students will choose their own topic to form an opinion. A list is also given as ideas if students can't come up with their own. Students were to state opinion and relate my ideas in an organizational structure. They seemed understand and be able to do this step. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The assessments were appropriate for the lesson.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Good  job helpeing them remember facts about symbols.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Didn't really see HOW the assessment was done for this lesson?! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*constant questioning during the lesson *students were given examples of the work they were expected to do on the board before they were given a worksheet *worksheet was aligned with the standards and a good measure of whether skill was understood 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Explained writing rubric.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Teacher checked for understanding of irregular plural nouns and collective nouns multiple times throughout the lesson. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		There are so many different kinds of assessments and as you move throughout your block you will discover so many different ones that can be used with a lesson. Assessments are important in guiding your instruction and differentiation. This is the key to student success and growth. As you go through your blocks you will become stronger in this area and you will learn more on how to use assessments to plan and differentiate for students. You did a great job for your first lesson and you used one assessment a checklist. You also show students the rubric to follow while writing. Rubrics are very good tools to use for guiding students and helping them know the expectations of an assignment. As you go through your blocks try to write down some different types of assessments you see teachers use so that you have a bank to pull from when you get your own classroom or when you are teaching your 4th block. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor asked a variety/level of questions to keep students on task and check for understanding.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones constantly assesses understanding informally through questioning during instruction and student work time.  He also provides an assessment of knowledge at the end of the lesson during the summarizer.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Needed to talk about the order of story.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Questioning was appropriate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students summarized what they learned in their own words.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie did not incorporate higher level questioning in the lesson.  I was hoping to see that. However, she did ask many recall questions for scaffolding and making connections.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce stopped many times throughout the lesson to check for understanding. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The assessments were there and were very appropriate, implementation needs a bit of work.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		There were lots of questions asked during the story and after the reading of the story. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a nice job using both formal and informal assessment strategies. She looked at each student&#39;s reading level to determine which fable would be best for them. She engaged students with teacher observation by walking around the room, while students talked to their shoulder buddy.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		The worksheet at the end allowed teachers to assist student who were struggling and see students that understood the concept.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha's lesson did not reguire the student to take any type of formal/summative/or diagnostic testing.  When students had an issue or a question from the student she was able to explain how to help the student come up with a reasonable answer that made sense to the problem at hand. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The work assignment and homework were appropriate for first grade students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students had books about these historical figures to find out more in their leveled book boxes. She asked great questions to clarify students' understandings of the figures.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Worksheet and poster.  I really liked the worksheet; although, it probably should have been open book or open note. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's informal questioning and the practice worksheet strongly supported her lesson. The formal review was very helpful in evaluationg the students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		She uses informal assessments, observing students work, asking questions and evaluating thier work.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Great questioning throughout the lesson! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey led the lesson using grade-appropriate questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Again, as students are working make sure you are walking around and asking questions to ensure they are successful.  Also, have some sort of closing at the end of your lesson, ticket out the door, think pair share.  Something so you can make sure they have understood what was taught.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You did a good job with closing questions, but be sure to ask students questions during the lesson as well to check for understanding along the way. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was constant informa assessments throughout-white boards, hands up, students answering.

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The student wrote a paragraph on "Their Favorite Seaon"  and then drew a picture.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Children were asked to sit in their regular seats for a heterogeneous grouping.  This is very appropriate for this type of activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostics were not applicable during this activity.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students answered questions pertaining to Columbus and the article she assigned. Student understanding was measured based on their response to the questions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students wrote their own poem about a color. 

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Wonderful questioning during the lesson and good quick-check after the lesson to see individual understanding. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has used Diagnostic assessments to form small groups and modify instruction.  She gives informal or short formative quizzes as warm up, review, or a Ticket out the Door to formulate groups for the following day, or adjust plans. Ms. Phillips uses GMA Writing samples and the state rubrics to help students improve their writing.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding.    Students used the anchor chart and sandwich method taught to them to write an opinion piece about their favorite cookie.  Mrs. Polite directed students to take a second look at their writing and make changes as needed to ensure they had all the components of a great opinion paper.  Student work was graded using a rubric and commentary was given.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Grows: Do not always pick kids with their hands raised.  That allows for the others to not have to pay attention. Move around the room more and use "proximity control".  Especially while reading.  A few students were off task.This was a difficult concept for many students.  Next time, consider pairing students with hgh-med med-low for the task.  Also, not sure what post-its were used...but always make sure they are name brand so they stick.  Many were falling off onto the floor.  Its worth the investment. :) Overall, you did great!  I absolutely love how you are always to particiate and interact with the kids!  You offer to help me out and do whatever is necessary.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to predict meanings of words.  This allowed you to check prior knowledge of the vocabulary.  -Students planned a broadcast using key vocabulary to explain important facts about the bombing at Pearl Harbor.  You provided a checklist to ensure students included necessary information.  Students were able to self-assess their work and demonstrated the information learned. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		You used the  assessment prompt (Thumbs Up/ Thumbs Down) for a quick observation of students' knowledge of the skill.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan does a nice job utilizing diagnostic data to provide appropriate leveled reading material for different groups.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job with assessments and using student data to help drive instruction.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts had thoughtful, pre-planned questions.  Many of her questions met the rigor of higher order thinking skills.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The teacher used questioning and observation to understand whether or not the students understood the material or not.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of providing students with plenty of opportunities to show comprehension and understanding of the standards that were covered (multiplying fractions with whole numbers).  She had several different problems for the students to work together, and then they were given problems that were taken for a grade.  Ms. Rudolph ensured that all students would have a chance to show the level that they comprehended the information.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job walking around and checking for student understanding throughout the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal planned a game called "Stacks" as the culminating activity. The children LOVED the competition while she was able to observe and assess the children's ability to count the coins at the same time.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Thumbs up and Thumbs down to determine understanding and whole group participation. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The lesson was stopped due to student confussion.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. mith walked around and checked students interactive notebooks to observe understanding of content.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Smith did a wonderful job asking appropriate questions and encouraging student conversation throughout the lesson.  At the end of the lesson, students were asked to complete for following sentence stem: "I can brush my _________."  The assignment was a good follow-up and developmentally appropriate for students' writing skills at this point in the year.    I would suggest looking into asking a question that is a little more open ended  when it comes to assessing student knowledge.  For an example,  "I can take care of my teeth by (flossing, eating healthy, brushing my teeth, going to the dentist."  Another bit of advice is to make dotted letters and have studnets trace letters this way.   If you draw a liine after the word my it has a "fill in the blank" feel that will help students remember that their sentence isn't complete after simply tracing.     Diagnostic testing was not applicaple during this lesson.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He has been teaching about the solar systema and he gave students an assessment on the planet order.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job of checking understanding with thumbs up. Work on time management- didn't get to do activity that was planned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were actively engaged in the assignment given.  The activity had really good questions comparing/contrasting the greatest/least amounts of the colors of skittles.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart gave immediate feedback to students and graded their work their work in a timely manner. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Students were encouraged to complete their inquires regarding inherited traits at home through family discussion. What a great way to make the lesson meaningful and facilitate a home connection! 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		informal oral assessing and redirecting/ reinforcement as needed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Informal questioning was used to check for learning. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The summarizing activity was great and really showed what the students learned. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was a social studies lesson and she did a good job questioning during the lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Readinng passages were assigned based on Lexile Levels.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie questioning and hands on with the students allowed her to understand better which students understood the curriculum being taught and the ones who may have had trouble understanding. She was able to guide all students to understand the difference between the two. Instruction was excellent.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Used formative and summative assessments.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Work samples and verbal q and a were used for assessment

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good job questioning.  Referenced key vocabulary to check for real understanding of standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		It's okay to let the lesson itself bring up questions, but always have 2 or 3 really great, deep questions for students that make them think. Questions that might be a little too hard for them, that can't be answered in one word or even one sentence.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great questioning from group to group as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Liked how the sticks were taken from each student to check for completion and had the students in a whole group setting check to make sure their pieces were in the correct order first. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Presentations were a great way to see what the students learned about the animals and main idea 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did a great job of questioning the students throughout the lesson. You could incorporate a ticket out the door with another text to help measure their independent understanding. I like that you used a sentence frame to model the first part of their explanation, but had them them make their own connections.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Good questioning! - I loved how you used thinking maps!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job allowing students to add knowledge to the lesson or ask questions about the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to summarize the results or the summarizer. Give feedback so students know if they are correct or incorrect.


		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your questions during class are giving you information but you're not using that information during class. Make sure to correct and address misconceptions.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey performs a variety of assessments with students on a weekly basis.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great use of the journal writing to sum up the activity and have the students reflect on what they had done. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Groups of students were called back to the carpet and asked to demonstrate the motion that went with the street sign to check for understanding.  Students were doing independent practice at their seats during this time.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson questioned students during the teaching process and observed student understanding when covering the room for student participation and understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		During the course of this lesson Ms. Witcher used teacher observation and questioning to determine abilities of students and she also used running records as an assessment as well. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job of using both informal and formal assessments with her lesson. She assigned the students a homework activity that went along with her lesson to make sure the students grasped her lesson that was taught. She asked students to return the homework to her in order to make sure the students understood the role that both the Native Americans and the Pilgrims played in the first Thanksgiving. She asked students to draw pictures and write sentences of things that both the Native Americans and Pilgrims did to help one another for the first Thanksgiving.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna took anecdotal notes while in our classroom and used them to develop her lesson plans appropriately. She allowed rigor for our gifted student, movement for our entire class, and remediation for a child with fine motor challenges.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline used a variety of formative assessments to determine the progress of students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She does great with informal observations and questioning.  She is great at making sure the children understand the concepts.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Students used thumbs up to indicate understanding and their work was monitored during independent practice. Students were in self selected groups to assess learning through a game that Jenna monitored.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Great way to make assessment fun!

		Responses (n): 		156

		Response Rate: 		32.84%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		3		3		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		3		3		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		3		3		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		3		3		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		3		3		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Good redirection as needed when you saw students playing with or touching the money in the bags.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*"Is everyone ready?" is going to call for many students to answer out, be more specific, "If you are ready, raise your hand" *Don't call on students who are off task. If students are off task, start praising those students who are not.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		I have enjoyed having Claudia in the classroom. From her very first day, she immediately started working with students and didn't just sit back waiting for direction. The students responded very well to her as well.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Classroom mangement comes with experience. You are gaining knowlege in this area. Remember to be firm, consistent, and continue to provide love to the students.  I had to intervene during the lesson.  Management is developing.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She is a natural teacher. She managed the students well.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions: Use color print for signs

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions for completing lesson plans: *double check spelling and wording when typing lesson plan. *use better handwriting when writing on poster boards. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		An area of concern for Miss A is her classroom management. She  often focuses on one student while the rest of the class is not on task. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Suggestion for Ally's Lesson Plans: -Use a louder tone and voice level while talking to the students -try to re-direct stuents that were not focused during the lesson 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-It is hard to manage allowing movement around the room and maintaining a calm, quiet environment. You do a good job with this, but it gets easier the more practice you have.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Watch transition times- perhaps dismissing in groups, not all at once. *Did a great job acting/dressing professional. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber has been extremely professional and attends to every area of the classroom well. I felt very comfortable having her teach the class.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass uses a friendly and approachable manner that makes the students comfortable.  They enjoyed this lesson and had fun placing cards on the hula hoop Venn diagram.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Thank you for always being positive, attentive, and compassionate with the students. Your lesson went over the allotted time because you wanted to be sure all students understood and had a firm grasp on the concept which shows you are invested in the students actually understanding the topic. In the future, those who are struggling could be pulled into a small group while the others complete the task. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez runs a well organized classroom that stays on tasks. Off task students were quickly, and appropriately redirected to become reengaged in the class conversations.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan is a true natural in the classroom. She is very loving and caring person. Our pre-k students felt comfortable going to Ms. Jordan when a problem would arise. She would be an asset to any school.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams did a good job of redirecting a student that blurted out during whole group discussion. I also liked that she returned to the student to allow him to share.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You do a great job exhibiting professionalism in the classroom. You are working hard to maintain consistent and fair classroom expectations and management. I am proud of your use of procedures to ensure a positive learning environment.

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica is very punctual. She is actively engaged in the class during lessons, small/whole group instruction. She takes iniative to assist students as well as the teacher. She has a passion to learn more about teaching. She reaches out for assistance and inquires how she can better herself as an educator. I am so glad I had the opportunity to work with her. Best wishes! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I liked how you showed vocabulary with the actually "words", "pictures", and later "students" with the "human array".

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When students are on the floor be sure to monitor all students.  Keep them up close to you.  Don't allow students to call out.  Be mindful of correct grammar.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Throughout the lesson, Julie monitored the students by walking around the room. She questioned the students as she walked around. The students loved creating their own pizzas. Excellent Lesson!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears is completely progessional in all ways. She has a great balance as far as not being stuffy or unapproachable, but still being a great model of behavior for peers and students. 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		She did a great job keeping the class engaged.  They really enjoyed the lesson and learned some valuable information.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your classroom management skills are better developed than most beginning teachers.  The students know that they will have fun learning but also know the behavioral expectations will be enforced.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great voice, able to keep students attention. Make sure to grab those other students who tend to drift off.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Great job encouraging the students and giving help when needed. *Watch all transition times. *Remember to have an extension activity for the early finishers. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was one student reading a book the entire lesson, had she been walking around the room, she would have caught that. Ms. Brown got very aggitated with students when they didn't know what to do becuase directions were not clear at all. She began giving students attitude when she was aggitated. If assigment had been explained clearly, frustration levels wouldn't have been as high.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		While students were working in partners, and getting increasingly off task, Ms. Brown remained seated while helping students. I explained to her after the lesson, that if she was walking around the room more, and checking in on groups, the off task behavior would have been increasingly lower. During the lesson, I could hear and feel her getting increasingly frustrated with the students, which caused her to to get a little snappy with them.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Behavior management is one of the toughest areas to master when facilitating a classroom. Students became rowdy and you redirected them but they seemed to ignore many of your requests. This will come as they begin to view you as a leadership figure in the classroom. Perhaps a strategy you could use is calling students specifically by their names instead of making general statements about listening and student behavior.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You moved around some but not quite enough to make sure they all knew they had to stay on task. Make sure to correct off task behavior immediately before it gets out of hand. Make sure to give behavior expectations at the beginning of a lesson.  You have a soft voice; so make sure to use a microphone when you teach a lesson.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am so glad to have Caroline back with me this semester!  She is a fantastic teacher and my students love it when she teaches.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		She looks like a teacher, sounds like a teacher, carries herself like a teacher - She is on her way to becoming a teacher!

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Make sure to call on a variety of students when asking questions. You can use index cards, popsicle sticks, etc. with student names to help with this. Don't talk over the kids. Stop, take a deep breath, and use a management strategy to refocus the kids. (If you can hear my voice clap once, if you can hear my voice clap twice, etc.)
 
When students blurt out, ignore them. Make a point to call on someone with their hand up and thank them for raising their hand for permission to speak.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She read where all students could see the book and hear her. She also put the model of the assignment under the Hover Cam for them to see.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She attends to all areas of the classroom to make sure students are engaged. She maintains a professional apperance at school.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda is very professional and comfortable in the classroom.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Excellent classroom management. Students responding well to re-direction, when needed.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has good presence and speaks clearly and respectfully to the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna is a highly motivated and professional teacher.  She steps in at any time and is very flexible about what/how she is working with the students.  Time management is a key for her.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Ms. Callahan did an excellent job of following through with behavior consequences that were given to students who made wrong choices.  Classroom management is a very difficult thing to grasp and Ms. Callahan listens to suggestions and is open to trying positive behavior management techniques as well as consequences for bad behavior.  She has gotten some good experiences in our classroom and has handled all situations well with the students.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your lesson incorporated things in a totally different manner than when the Tooth Fairy came earlier this week.  Even though the students had already gone over some of this with the Tooth Fairy, your lesson was fun and interesting to the students and held their attention.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		  To help students stay organize, remember to list the word for each table so that they willl know what word they are doing.   Also remember to put a timer on the board to help the students stay on track with the time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Waiting on students to settle down - that is not wasted time! Make sure you include the students in the back of the room...always sweep the room with your eyes to see what's up!  Stroll through and stand in the back to let all students know that you expect them all to pay attention.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley is clearly formulating her classroom behavior plan.  I have encouraged her to try out strategies learned to see which "plan" is the best fit.  She has an excellent rapport with students in my classroom.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had great enthusiasm and energy during the lesson.  You responded appropriately to all behaviors during the lesson.  I like the way you encouraged the students and gave positive feedback.  Many of the students became off-task during the independent activity.  It might have been a good idea to work through the task together when you realized the activity was too difficult.  However, I like that you changed things up and allowed them to work together in groups.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		several students were off task when finished, make sure you pay attention to those so that the noise level does not get out of hand. always have a plan for those students who finish early.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Only one station.  

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox is working on maintaining a quieter classroom environment.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students were yelling out, but that may not bother you Very engaging lesson

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel dresses for success every day!  He has wonderful rapport with the children.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel walked all areas of the classroom during the lesson to address student needs and concerns.  He is very encouraging to students!

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Good circulation around the classroom and helping individual students who had issues. We are still working on a classroom management plan together to help with off task students. You did a good job redirecting the off task student in the beginning of the lesson who was looking at a book.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis does an excellent job of working with the students. She is an assest to my classroom. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students involved in Ms. Day's group were on task, but the other groups seemed to contain a lot of off task behavior. The groups working individually were not closely monitored for work completion or correctness. I know that it is difficult to maintain a close eye on the whole class when you are working with a small group, but it is needed in order to make sure all students are benefiting from the lesson/learning activity.  One way that I have found helpful is to let my small group work on something individually, maybe one or two problems, while I quickly circulate around the room just to check on the other groups before returning to my small group. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure all students are on the right page and following along.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep the students focused and on task. There were several students talking during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom management is professional. Miss Dermo attends all areas of the classroom and always re-directs students who are off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Her behavior management skills are great.  She is always re-directing students who are off task and makes sure they are working.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan did a great job of explaining and providing additional information on the skills covered. She also had students give explanantions prior to her giving them, so they could make personal connections.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Classroom management will be the most difficult. You will have to find a classroom management system that works best for you. Great first start!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great Job!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak used the "Thumbs up if you are listening to me" classroom management device. When the students began to talk over one another, she gave verbal reminders to listen when others are speaking.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When teaching make sure you kind of rotate around the room and monitor students working.  You will pick up on the students that need you by them more often.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		My suggestion was to make the directions for the early finishers clear- students should know the expectations of what their teacher would like for them to do.  This will be easier when you do these everyday.  Students learn at the beginning of the year - the classroom management rules and expectations.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a great job managing the room. She used proximity control to manage behaviors as well as redirection when off task. Students were well behaved under her guidance, even with a game that involved throwing wadded up paper!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I thoroughly enjoy having Kara in my classroom! She helps out tremendously and keeps a professional approach to everything she completes in the classroom. She is wonderful!!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Keep working on your voice, sometimes it's hard to hear you.  Great job!  This was an excellent start!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's was extremely professional in her attire and interaction with the students throughout her semester here.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli exibits utmost professionalism in the classroom and school setting. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has the "look" and professionalism of a teacher. She is working to find her "teacher voice" that gets attention WITHOUT yelling at or above the kids. She did not use a yelling voice at all! She does need to find that stern tone that is needed a times. Alli was aware of what was going on with the students during the lesson. She and I discussed being sure to walk the room as she teachers and use proximity to students to maintain on task behavior.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job! So impress with your excitement in teaching our VR students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick is always poised and professional, even when events or language that are out of the ordinary are presented.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher executes lessons in a format appropriate for students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Small groups were called to the back table to complete a hands on activity.  The rest of the class was working on a worksheet related to the standard being taught.  They needed more guided practice before working independently, so they had a lot of questions for me.  Since Ms. Fincher was helping with the hands on activity, she was unable to answer their questions as often as they needed. It would have been better to complete the hands on activity the next day to review.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You maintained classroom management by walking around the room and calling on students to check for understanding. Randomly calling on various students helped keep them all on task. At times, there were some students that appeared to not be paying attention. Walk over near those students during the lesson. Sometimes this helps get their attention without ever having to call their name.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer is going to be an effective and inspiring teacher for our young learners! She'll be an asset to the teaching profession.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students truly enjoy the classroom when you are there.  The loved your lesson and very interested in the lesson.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Students were very engaged in the lesson. Work on attention getters to get the students attention after lesson has begun. Classroom management will come with more practice. Also, for the students who finish quickly- what can they do when they are finished. It's important to keep them busy and engaged so that you don't get that off- task behavior. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job circulating around the room and helping those students that needed support. Good job redirecting off task behavior throughout the lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		You gave great motivation throughout your lesson.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Off task behaviors were redirected immediately to not interfere with instruction. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with variation of levels. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley is always professional in appearence and her interactions with the students.  She has a great relationship with them and they respect her and love having her in class.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Overall, this lesson was both effective and beneficial to the students' conceptual knowledge of what multplication means. Nice work!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and aware of her students.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		include math vocabulary when appropriate

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job on this. Make sure you are asking students for the information more than you are giving it to them. It makes it more student centered. This is difficut to do especially when you are first learning to teach. :)

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany is reflective and realizes she needs to monitor all areas of the classroom more frequently.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stay on their behavior during lesson. I had to redirect several during your lesson so they would not disrupt you lesson. You may also need to have some of the clip up or down to show them that you mean business! 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Always has a smile on her face and pleasant appearance.  Very uplifting and positive attitude!

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Suggested to watch behaviors in ALL areas of the classroom. *Did like how Tyler used the "Give me 5" to get the students back on track. *Also suggested to make sure to give the students a lot of positive reinforcement. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Continue to work on classroom management of students yelling out.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*very professional in mannerisms and dress *most students were highly engaged during independent work time *suggest that be a bit firmer with some off-task challenging students

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Don't be afraid to move around! I did like how you were very positive in redirecting. Make sure you attend to ones off task, even if it is "If you can hear me...."

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		The students were very engaged throughout the lesson, however once they started the poems a few finished quickly and were roaming around the room. Maybe we could have an additional activity the finished students could begin or work on while they're done. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Classroom management is one of the most challenging parts of teaching. It is so important to set your expectations early in the year and then hold students to those expectations. As you go through your block you will get stronger and stronger in this area. You did a great job explaining your expecations in the beginning of your lesson. Try to collect a list of different type tools you can use to get students attention or to correct off task behavior. Things like "clap once if you hear me, clap twice if you are ready", Give Me Five, or complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior. By complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior this gets others to notice and what to do the correct thing. This also reminds students of your expectations. For your first lesson, I thought you did an incredible job!

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Voice inflection is showing improvement! Good circulation around the room. Make sure to wait untill ALL are listening to proceed with instructions. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson. I heard such statements as, "Think it through. You can figure it out."

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey is very professional and loves kids.  She will be a great teacher someday.  She challenges students to do their best in a loving way  but still lets them know she is in charge.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Classroom management has improved a lot. Doing a great job addressing things right away.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Professionalism is definitely a strength for Mr. Jones.  He always maintains professional apperance and communication in the classroom.  He is also very observant and promptly redirects off taks behavior.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' is always willing to help out in any way.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria reminded a student, "We've moved past that." and carried on with instruction. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Good classroom management: “Give me a thumbs up, if you know where your card goes.”
You were mobile in the classroom monitoring behavior and checking on student understanding.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie is working on being more direct with students.  She knows she needs to speak louder and engage students to keep their attention.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce impressed me with her ability to remember every child's name (22) within her first week in our room. She jumped in and helped with lessons and small groups. She was an active participate and never needed to be told what to do. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney does an excellent job of communicating to students with clear directions and expectations. I truly appreciated her efforts to help our classroom prepare for our STEM certification day. She did a wonderful job showcasing the students work. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		You are quite professional and that is very much appreciated. You obviously knew the standard, and used appropriate grammar and vocabulary throughout the lesson. You do need to develop a management technique that includes more than threatening to take things away.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job consistently using Class Dojo and the Trojan Gold clip chart to monitor student&#39;s behavior. She did a fantastic job positively redirecting off task behavior in a timely manner.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups. This is very beneficial to all students.  Class was engaged in groups and on-task majority of lesson.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Ms.Lee has always been very professional with the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Throughout the entire lesson Martha circulated around the room in order to help any student that needed it. Her positive attitude encouraged the students to do their best and she always used the correct mathematical terms as she was talking to the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You presented yoursellf in a way that was very easy to understand. You spoke clearly and with correct grammar. You are very professional at all times and have an ease with speaking in front of the students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*Great use of Hands and Eyes to grab the students attention at the end of the lesson. Use this strategy to regain control of the classroom when students begin to lose focus. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She did a beautiful lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison is a natural!! She works extremely well with the children. Shas a positive, upbeat attitude at all times. Madison is not affraid to jump in a get her hands dirty :) She motivates and encourages the children every step of the way!! Just an amazing teacher!! Love having her in my classroom!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to employ the behavior system as you are teaching.   Stop throughout lesson and redirect as needed.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Work on  facial expressions and tone when correcting the students as  well as when  teaching.  The students need to know that you care about them.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's calm and confident teaching stlye allowed for a well taught lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Sh e is developing the skills for watching those students who are quite but off task and redircting thier behavior. Overall she does a greqat job of managing students and their conduct, she also is very professional and creates a pleasant environment for children. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Don't be afraid to be more vocal with the students.  Demand their attention and respect with body language and confidence.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Just make sure that the students know that you are in charge.  Take command of the room.  This can be done by your presence and by your voice.  Also, if you are excited about something, they will be excited, too.  They pick up on our body language and cues.  Make them want to engage and do their best.  You are in charge of setting the tone.  This will come with experience, but as you move between our classes notice what each of us does to keep their attention and ensure that they are engaged.  :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - Walk around the entire room to make sure you have eyes on the kids in each seat. I have the biggest class in school, and it's easy for them to get off-task and in trouble if they think you're not paying attention to them *suggestion* - Make sure to project your voice to the back of the room... you lost several students in the back because it was so hard to hear you and they lost interest. Change the tone and volume throughout your lesson to keep the students engaged *suggestion* - If you're doing a fill-in-the-blank-while-you're-reading activity, read slower than you normally would so you can give the slower writers a chance to be successful. A few of the students I was watching became frustrated becuase they couldn't focus on writing their answers AND listening to you reading.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students respect Ms. Nesmith and want to please her while in class. She does a great job at reinforcing our Trojan Gold expectations. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Good job on classroom management, use as little " don't want playground time" as possible.  This comes with experience.  Overall, very good. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure your voice level is a little louder so all students can hear you clearly. At one point during the whole group venn diagram activity, several students were out of their seat and at the board, pause and redirect students back to their seats. Try taking a link from the chart on the board, or using "Give Me 5" to gain their attention.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton maintains professionalism in appearance and actions.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You have created a good bond with my students during your experience in my classroom. I know being nervous hindered your ability to keep students engaed and on task througout the entire lesson. Believe in yourself, block 1 is a learning experience.  With each lesson you will get more comfortable. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Miss Norwood always does an exceptional job attending to all areas of the classroom. She has a great tone with the children. They know that she expects their best, but she also shows love.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You did make sure that you moved the entire time. You have worked hard to make sure to incorporate the classroom behavior system. Next time make it a little more tricky for the students to gain points. Use it to address positive behavior rather than correct answers.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great classroom management! Good job encouraging students to participate.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You have a great relationship with the students, they really respect you.  You make an effort to call on a variety of students during a lesson. You make sure to walk around the room while they are working, this is a great way to check to see if each student is understanding the content. Next time make sure to have a signal for the whole class when the whole group needs redirecting. Great job!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She did work on getting all of the student's attention.  This will improve the longer she is in the classroom.  My students were difficult that day - even with me.  She has a soft voice but that is fine as long as she waits until she has everyones attention.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda is a natural, and has a wonderful way with children.  Her teacher voice is wonderful and she always involves learners throughout the lesson.  

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Project your voice more. It was hard to hear you in the back.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms Partlow keeps students' attention using various attention grabbers.They respond well to her instructions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige handles classroom disruptions and addresses any off task behaviors.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex does a great job introducing some new vocabulary to the students while mostly speaking on their level. He is very professional in his delivery, making it a very safe environment for all learners. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has done a great job with the students and is now able to handle the classroom without any intervention from me.  She redirects students, makes decisions based on behavior and gives consequences when needed.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Corrected spelling on the board and recognized mistakes. -Began to redirect by saying, "All eyes on me." Be sure to wait until they are looking at you before you give the next directions. -You walked around the room when the students were writing.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Great job redirecting students who weren't on task.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Great job circulating the room and monitoring/assisting groups. *You addressed off task behaviors immediately before they became a bigger problem.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		I spoke with Brianna about finding her teacher voice. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Explain behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson to reduce so many students talking at once.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Your classroom management was good.  You mimiced what I did to redirect students who were off task. I liked your use of close proximity to correct behavior.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts has excellent classroom management.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has established a wonderful rapport with the students.  They respect her and she connects with them easily.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca is gaining confidence in controlling the classroom.  I would recommend speaking louder and walking around the classroom more to be aware and attentive to all areas of the classroom.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Ms. Beaird was postive with any redirection of students that were off taask during the lesson. She was attentive to all students by teaching from different areas of the classroom to ensure all students remained on task and were participating in the lesson being taught. If a student made a mistake she did a good job to encourage them to ask questions for help and then to continue to try their best to master the standard being taught. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph was appeared to be very confident in front of the classroom.  I know my presence made a difference in the students' behaviors, but she was able to take control of the class without my having to step in and redirect.  She was able to maintain control of the classroom and had all students on task and listening to the lesson that was being delivered. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudoph's lesson on emotions was grade level appropriate.  The activities were enjoyed by the students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		You reminded the kids to respect their classmates. The kids were actively engaged and enjoyed the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! You appear very natural in front of the classroom and walking around helping students.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal did a good job with classroom management.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Make sure when you are teaching centers, you are aware what other groups are doing.  High group were playing during vocabulary center.  During small group, PZ was playing with hairbands and JN was playing with pens in cup on the teacher's desk.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		When asked to read, 4 girls were talking to each other.  When asking for response, boys were playing with desks.  You quickly corrected attention using "Pirates."  AL was working on ELA sheet during reading block up until the last 2 minutes. 

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Had students give her 5 in order to insure that all students were listening to the directions.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith announciates and is clear in her verbal and written language. She is careful to write content so children can see. She repeats herself to make sure all heard.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and courteous with staff and students. Students really enjoy being in class with him. He has got to know all students by name and knows their abilities.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson on comparing and contrasting stories!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great job on this lesson with classroom management.  Majority of the time, students were on task and doing what was asked.  You did a great job walking throughout the room helping students with questions they had.  One note:  always make sure that every student is working and understands the task.  One student in the front wasn't working like he should have been.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		If students are off task, make them move a stick from the behavior plan from the classroom. Make sure to set your expectations and do not be scared have a consequence to students who chose to not behave accordingly. If students aren't engaged, bring them back into the lesson by reinforcing good behaviors or asking them questions about learning. Having the students leave in groups from the rug was a great transition. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart does a wonderful job of keeping the students entertained, while at the same time, having very effective classroom management and provides redirection for the students who need it. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Overall, great classroom management. Redirect those students who might not be on task. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good job of redirecting off task behavior. Moving their card and calling their name.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah feels comfortable in my classroom and works well with the students. I recommended she make sure to have all students' attention before moving on to the next point of the lesson. She responded to my request and made sure all students were focused when needed from that point on.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		very professional, competent

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		She is good about correcting behaviors.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The students know what is expected. Kaitlyn moved around the room while they worked and encouraged their learning. She dealt with off task behaviors immediatly. Students were redirected as needed. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great review lesson on context clues.  Students loved participating in the stations.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		You are very postive when you interact with students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		From the start, Brittany has  had  great classroom management and is able to give appropriate redirection when needed.   Great job with the lesson! You had great control over the classsroom and handled disruptions well.  You moved clips and gave positive praise and hole punches with behavior card.  Ideas to improve lesson:   Maybe answer a couple of scout cards at first for guided instruction.   Remember I do, We do, and you do to help guide students to independent instruction.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Suggestion for next time:  I like to play scoot with the class when I play the game.  The students love it when you play with them.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is well on her way to becoming a great teacher!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Classroom management was used appropriately.  Students stayed well engaged in the lesson.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She maintained a positive learning environment for all the students in the classroom. She redirects students in a positive manner and they respond back to her positively. Natalie is very professional in the classroom.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Miss Turner did a nice job of presenting her lesson.  The video and power point were well done. The students enjoyed the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Remember that lessons shouild be kept short for the younger ones.  Sometimes longer lessons with more content should be broken up into segments where movement activities are involved as transitions.  Their attention span(s) are not very long. at all.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Maintains professionalism throughout the day.  During lesson tone of voice is good, excitement for lesson and when students understand.  Doing a good job developing "teacher voice" when attention is needed from students.  Used academic vocabualry during lesson to model for students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad has been doing a great job in the area of classroom management.  She has gotten firm with the students when needed but is still very nurturing with the children.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You shine in this area!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job moving around the room as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		I am impressed with the level and thought put into the lesson plan.  Keep up the good work. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Make sure to watch ALL areas of the classroom and watch the students especially towards the end of the lesson. *Loved the positive reinforcement! *Great tone/voice with the students! 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Classroom management is an area of weakness. Ideas were shared for getting and keeping control of the class.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		When the students worked independently you circulated the room to help clear up any misconceptions about the task or standard. When the students were losing focus, you brought them back together by clapping and that helped them to stay on task. You could also try using some class calls or playing a game of "teacher vs. student" to help students stay on task.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You are very calm and supportive of the students!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		My one big complaint is a lack of confidence. You are going to make a fabulous teacher if you allow yourself to do it. You have the knowledge and understanding of teacher - now let the students see this by taking charge of the class and entertaining the students. Remember, they will watch your enthusiasm. If you don't have any, neither will they.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to keep the lesson going. You have to entertain students and make them want to stay focused. You can do this by changing your motions, tone of voice and classroom activities.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey does a great job managing the students. They respect her because she respects them.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Awesome job circulating the room and keeping students on task. Don't be afraid to speak directly to the students who are off task. They will respond well. Great lesson and over all presence in the classroom. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary is very patient with the students and will redirect behavior when it needs to be addressed but does so in an appropriate manner.  The kids respect Zachary.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locati

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Great job with the students participating in the activity, maybe for next time show students a specific cheer they can do while cheering on their teammates. Positive reinforcement (especially at this age) is a great way to keeps students motivated and on task; great job giving Dojo points for positive behavior. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area in which I have seen tremendous growth in Ms. Williams.  She is not shy and has no problem telling a student to get back on task. She expects proper hallway behavior and can now control a classroom on her own.  She expects alot and exhibits professionalism in the way she treats her students.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla is always very well spoken and professional.  She has high expectations for all students.  Kayla addressed a behavior issue during the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In terms of professionalism, Ms. Witcher displayed all the necessary and integral elements of an effective teacher candidate. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna does a fantastic job of making sure all students stay on task! She does an extremely good job with students who struggle to stay on task or have behavior problems! I cannot say enough about how well she did with several of my students who have behavior issues. Without being asked she would see a need and meet with the student to help get them focused and back on task, or meet with them to discuss what they may have done wrong and what/how they could fix the problem at hand. She will make a great teacher!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna was early each day and offered to help beyond contract hours (after 3:30pm). She was always positive, encouraging, and smiling. She performed far beyond our expectations and like that of a Block 4 student teacher. I would love for my own children to have her as their teacher in the future. Thank you for a superior attitude and a job well done, Anna. You were a pleasure to work with.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is always professional!  She gives the children many chances to be successful.  When she is teaches, she needs to move around whole room from time to time.  Some students need more teacher proximity than others.  All in all, it was a fabulous lesson!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I would have selected students for the groups at the end of the lesson to ensure success of each small group.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You interact well with the students and address off-task behavior when it occurs.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget to ask questions while they're crafting.  Make sure they're thinking and engaged the whole time!

		Responses (n): 		207

		Response Rate: 		43.58%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		12		3.51%

		No		330		96.49%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		*Great job checking for understanding in between each activity & engaging the students *Using actual objects to measure makes the lesson more concrete *Students enjoyed your lesson & were very excited *Liked how you explained the meaning of about in measurement....how it's not exact & item size might differ *Next time, try recording answers as you discuss measurement of that object :) 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, a very effective lesson introduces students to the concept of equal sharing (division).

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby is on the right track to becoming a great teacher!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Overall job - Great for a Block 1 student. You are going to be a fabulous teacher one day! Thank you!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She takes initiative and is willing to help in any way. We are enjoying her so much.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Overall, David did a great job with his lesson and still needs guidance developing his lesson plans.  He listen to any suggestions and ideas for lesson plans.  The students enjoyed the lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally needs to be more involved with the students and teachers, she was very quiet and had a hard time interacting with others.  Ally would sit with the students but not communicate with the students until one of the teachers would prompt her.  When giving directions or suggestion, she would sometimes ignore or didn't follow the given directions. Ally would not ask for suggestion or permission if she wanted to do a special activity with the class or give a special treat to the class.  She would interrupt our daily routine by handing out specail treats to our students and  interfere the flow of the transition. We asked her several times to ask before giviing out treats, which we didn't mind if she asked.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have spoken with Miss A’s supervisor about the concerns I am having. She also mentioned that she was seeing them as well and would speak with her.  Miss A is not gaining the classes attention before starting a lesson and is afraid to get on to them when they are off task. Another concern is she is not reaching all learners. Instead of varying her activities to include several forms of assessment, there was none.  

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		I am unsure what the meaning of  Professional Growth Plan means at this time of his practicum.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Overall, Casey did a great job on her first independant lesson. Great opening and the flow of the lesson was pretty good. The students loved the activity and did really well. Main advice was to make sure to plan extension activities and to go over the directions throughout the lesson so that the students fully understand what is expected and helps to keep the students on task. Also, dont forget the closing-make sure to ask questions about what the students just did, this will also help to see if they understood the concept. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber is a highly qualified Block 1 student teacher. She is extremely organized, shows initiative, and never needed to be told what to do to help in the classroom. I was out for a couple of days during her student teaching and she did have the opportunity to teach the whole day to help the substitute and she did a fabulous job. She will be a great teacher. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber was a fabulous Block 1 student teacher. She was very professional, organized and  energetic.  Amber will make an awesome teacher in the future!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I thought this was a good lesson, especially for your first time teaching fifth grade. You have a GREAT presence in the classroom! You connect with the students and want to get to know them, but understand the importance of discipline as well. I truly appreciate your willingness to always help and the positive attitude you bring each day. Thank you for being a hard worker!!! :)

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		We have enjoyed having you in our class! I wish you the best in your teaching career, you are going to be a great teacher!!!!

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory has the potential to make a good teacher.  She lacks confidence and needs a strong, helpful supervising teacher during Block 2 to help her progress.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, this lesson went very well and improved as the day progressed. Students were engaged in learning throughout the day within each station and during whole group time.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great lesson!  You are doing a wonderful job in the classroom!  Keep up the good work. 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie's lesson was great. The students were actively involved thorughout the lesson. She made sure she gave me a copy of her lesson plan ahead of time. After her lesson, she wanted to know if there was anything that she needed to change. Great job!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears will be a wonderful teacher one day. She is an asset to any classroom where she works. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, your lesson was exceptional. The student engagement and excitement was the best that I have seen with this group of students. You responded to disruptions and inattentiveness quickly and appropriately. It is obvious that the students feel respected and loved during your lesson. They also had the trust that allowed them to take risks with their learning. Your two goals for this lesson which were getting all student's attention before giving instruction and giving clear directions were excellently achieved in this lesson. For your next lesson, add more higher order questioning and differentiation for struggling students.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always do fantastic when working with students.  You have a natural ability to think on your feet, adapt to unexpected interruptions, and assess student learning so that you can make adjustments to your instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Overall lesson was very good and effective.  

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Overall I thought that Cara did a great job on her first independant lesson. Loved the opening to her lesson with the engaging video and the enlarged activity preview. Really got the students involved as well. Told Cara to remember to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep students on task and refresh what they are suppose to be doing.  

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job teaching the Branches of Government lesson!! I love the question at the end of the lesson "Would you have created 3 branches?" and love some of the students' responses!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job on this lesson! Your enthusiasm about the topic encouraged the students to actively engage in the lesson.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Ms. Bryan doesn't seem to be invested in teaching. She would do what was asked of her and did the plans, accumulated the materials and taught the lesson. But the enthusiasm is lacking.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		The students really enjoyed this lesson! I thought you did a good job explaining active and non-active activities. The kids really enjoyed the energizer at the beginning of the lesson. You had a great variety of active activities I wouldn't have thought of myself. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton always is the first to volunteer to help with duties not only in the classroom, but also duties that affect the school. She helps subs in the building, helps clean and set up for school wide parties, works with small groups that need extra support from her class and other classes. She also rides the bus to help monitor student behavior. She goes above and beyond her duties on a daily basis. She takes initiative all day/every day. She is a huge asset to both our classroom and to our school

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Butler demonstrates poise and confidence with the students.  She seems to have strong observational skills and adjusts her instruction and expectations in a natural way.  The students responded positively to her leading of the lesson and remained engaged.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		none

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		As I have told you before, you are a natural. I am very impressed with you so far and I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you and I will miss you so much. You have already won the hearts of the kids in such a short time and you present a sincere joy of teaching. I hope you will be able to come back and work with me more. I would love to be a part of your incredible journey.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great start with a book that addresses the topic/lesson.  First graders' attention is easily captured with a read aloud.  Was the book an AR book?  If not, try to choose books that are AR because it will help retain their attention throughout the book if they know they will be able to earn points also.  In addition, you can choose books that review skills/concepts from other areas (Reading, ELA, etc.) to help enhance learning and make lessons cross-curricular.  "Show-me" boards were an excellent engaging activity.  I loved the "challenge" question at the end.  Centers were also an appropriate choice.  Overall, great job!

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis presented the information in a clear manner which facilitated learning  She is quick to evaluate her lesson and look for ways to make sure that all students are understanding the concept taught and how to remediate for those who are still struggling. She works well  with her students and has a positive rapport with them. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Overall, Ms. Day did a great job with the lesson on the Parts of Speech Jeopardy review. The students enjoyed the game, and they were engaged throughout. One suggestion that i have revolves around the management of the game itself. According to the lesson plan, each team was going to have a spokesperson fo reach question and teams could anser incorrect quetions for additional points. However, it seemed that only a couple of students wee answering the majority of the questions instead of making sure everyone had an opportunity to answer. It would have probably helped in assessing the knowledge of all students if they all had to write down the answers to the questions. It would have helped to make sure all students were actively participating. Depsite the technical issues with the Power Point, I think Ms. Day did a great job on this ELA lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Next time, don't forget to refer back to your standard and E.Q. You did a great job getting the studnet's attention at the beginning of the lesson, but started to loose them as the lesson progressed. This is a rough group, but you must demand their respect and attention. Also, make sure you have all of your lesson materials ready to go before the lesson. Overall, good job on your first lesson. I can't wait to see how much you grow.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Awesome lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Super Teacher

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job in her block. Sudents have been very responsive to her teaching.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Continue to work on transition time during classroom actvities.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa's first lesson was well prepared and she demonstrated undertanding of the topic. Student's were engaged and actively participating throughout lesson. Activities were rigourous and maximized student learning.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well reteaching 4.NF.3

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Overall your lesson was great. You responded well to ideas and suggestions about planning and changing your lesson to meet the needs of the learners in our class. I am excited to see how you grow and develop as an educator!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has many positive traits of a young beginning teacher. She is knowlegable and well planned and organized. The students respond very well to her, and she maintains an appropriate teacher/student relationship.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan was incredibly helpful in our classroom. She was on time, courteous, dressed professionally, and friendly to students, parents, and school staff. Her lessons were emailed on time and  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Job, Ms. Andrews! You are on your way! Continue a job well done!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, Mrs. Faulkner has done a Superb teaching my 4th grade class. She will be a great asset to any school working with children. SHe knows the curriculum and technology that will enhance her teaching performance tremendously! Good job, Mrs. Faulkner!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displays a heart for teaching and this is shown in her lessons.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students really enjoyed the lesson on graphing. The questions you used during the formative assessment were rigorous. You walked around and provided appropriate feedback. Great Work! 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Ms. Fuller has been a huge asset to our Pre-K classroom throughout her experience here. The students respond and want to perform well, which shows the positive impact that she has made on our class and my students. Ms. Fuller is going to make an excellent teacher one day!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great lesson introducing students to temporal words. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Wonderful lesson on compound words!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Ms. Garner maintained a professional attitude throughout her time with us. She had positive interactions with students and participated in activities when encouraged. Ms. Garner would benefit from showing initiative in the classroom. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I have not seen it, but she may have one.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You are doing a great job in the classroom. I really enjoyed watching your lessons. You did a great job self-correcting throughout the day. You also accepted and implemented suggestions I gave you throughout the day.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant is a very caring person who has developed a relationship with all of the students in her class (and other classes). She works well with students one-to-one or with a large group. All of the students recognize her caring ways. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with the lesson overall. 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Great job using the frameworks cumulative assessment with the class!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great first lesson. Good start to an Opinion writing. I'd suggest letting the students come up with the example at the beginning, and ask for more student input. ex: instead of using the Chic-Fil-A example- let them come up with one, or even the ideas, After students have completed the graphic organizer, they needed smething to do to stay busy, such as read and AR book, or work on unfinished work.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby is phenomenal in her planning and delivery of lessons. She is well organized and the students love it when she teaches. She has a high level of rogor in her lessons as well as differentiation for the lower and struggling students. Her lessons are engaging and the activities are fun for the students. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Great lesson!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby presented a well planned and engaging lesson on the introduction of money and use of word problems using money.  She monitored throughout the lesson and kept students on task.  She was very professional and works very well with the students.

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I have loved having you in my classroom and wish you could stay with me forever. I love your excitement for teaching and your love for children. You are going to be an incredible teacher and I cannot wait to hear about all the wonderful things you end up doing in your blocks. You are a very hard worker and so easy going. I appreciate you always helping me and just jumping in and helping. You  really made my job much easier the four weeks you were with me. I am going to really miss you. I wish you the best of luck as you move through your blocks and I hope you learn to love teaching even more than you do right now. You are going to grow so much over the next 3 blocks! The children in my classroom are so sad you are leaving and they love how fun you made learning. You were always so encouraging and positive with them and that meant so much to me and them. You really have a love for teaching and it just shines when you are working with the students. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students enjoyed the lesson on area. Designing the robots allowed for creativity which is often missing from math lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		B Jones Observation 1/30/17
Earth Science LessonGreat lesson. Very engaging. This lesson was well thought out and organized. You did a great job facilitating learning. 
Opener: Chocolate Plate Boundary
Stations: WebQuest and Book Walk

Glow:
Instructs students to use hand sanitizer.
Set expectations for the activity.
Plate Boundaries anchor chart was detailed and great visual for students.
Use of timer to manage time. Good practice to display it on the board for students. Grow:
Address student behavior more directly. When many are off task, gain the attention of the whole class and set expectations before moving on.
Provide students with written and oral directions for what to do so that they can refer back to it throughout the lesson.

Closure Feedback:
DI Idea- Supply pictures of the features, link titles to a slide that elaborates on how the features are constructive, destructive, or both.
The class discussion over the table of surface features was good but not all students were engaged.
How can you make sure students are gaining knowledge from what their peers are saying.
How can you get all students engaged in the lesson closure?
How can you assess what individual students gained from the lesson?
Good job revisiting the EQ’s of the lesson to summarize the activity.

Notes:
Make sure lesson plans are complete with all materials and resources that would be used supplied with the lesson plan.
Support students reading goals by having them take an AR test over the books they read in the book walk.Be sure to review content prior to the lesson. Floods, faults, volcanoes, earthquakes,

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones had a very organized, engaging lesson. The children enjoyed creating "a backbone"  and learning about vertebrates.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Great job reading story and using different voices.  I liked how you had  the activity already on the student's desks.  

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		I enjoyed The Dark by Lemony Snicket and have added it to our classroom library, thank you!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce will be an asset to the teaching field. She has a wonderful presence and makes the children feel loved and cared for. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney shows tremendous potential as a teacher. She has wonderful relationships with students and parents. She is very curious about different aspects of being a teacher and asked lots of questions about phonemic awareness, phonics, guided reading and guided math. She came in the classroom each day with an eagerness to be here. Although she is just in Block 1, I can see Courtney becoming an excellent teacher as she moves toward her degree. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a wonderful job with every part of this lesson. She did a FANTASTIC job activating students&#39; prior knowledge, engaging every student, and holding them all to high expectations in every area of the classroom.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You did a remarkable job with your lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a wonderful job managing the classroom, and led a very fun and interactive quotation marks lesson!
I enjoyed watching her teach!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I noticed an immediate ability to engage children. You picked up quickly on the routine of the classroom. You were always positive and helpful. You were born to teach.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Overall Savannah did a great job with her, lesson, plans, and teaching the students. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna was on time to each class segment. She utilized her time wisely and was interacting with childrem throughout the day. She assisted in morning powertime small groups, center small groups, AR testing, and one on one sight word cards weekly. She improved on all her #2 scores on her next evaluation. Transitions were much more smooth.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great teaching potential!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well-planned lesson! 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne, I really enjoyed watching you with the kids. They are definitely a difficult class, but you didn't let them get to you at all! Great job!

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith is an asset to our classroom. She is a very hard worker and take suggestions easily. Her lessons are always engaging and informative! She's a valuable part of my classroom! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great job! She has such a positive attitude that it rubs off on the students!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I see no reason for a plan at the moment.  She is only in Block 1.  As long as she continues to work on improving (all teachers have room to improve -  even me), she will do great.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of teaching her lesson, and the children benefited much from it.  I especially enjoyed the use of the puppet and the adorable song.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Great lesson! :)

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige always designs engaging and hands-on lessons that addresses all student needs. Her poetry lesson was very challenging as well as fun for the students.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is AWESOME!

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily started the lesson with a game which engaged the students quickly.   She linked prior knowledge of animal groups and mammals when introducing the Scholastic News therefore making the activity interesting to the students.  We have discussed asking higher order questioning and she incorporated this very effectively into her lesson.  She maintained the students interest the entire time and they enjoyed the lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Great lesson.  Here are a few suggestions for the next one: Explain your behavior expectations before the lesson:  sit up straight, feet on the floor, raise hand to speak Give directions before passing out materials.  Many students are distracted by this and miss directions. Advanced learners could independently answer the last question instead of doing it whole group.  I suggest having a student leader from each group to present information and allow student-led discussion.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Overall, her lesson was very organized. The students were actively engaged and enjoyed the activities she planned.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was well planned and engaging for the students.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts is an outstanding teacher.  I would love for my child to be in her classroom.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Miss Rustin has been a joy to share my classroom with! Good job on your shape lesson today!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		N/A

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Continue to work on your time management.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis is direct and to the point with the children and I really enjoyed her lesson about the Presidents of the Civil War. She used technology and a notetaking interactive notebook in her lesson. The only thing I can think of for Alexis to work on for the next lesson is directing students to write subject matter in notebook in more "kid friendly" termmonology and not let the kids "take over" her lesson by blurting out. Overall, the lesson was great and Alexis is a wonderful student teacher.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great lesson!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I am so proud of Ms. Stewart. She has grown so much! She started out as a great student teacher. She is now a true teacher and ready for a classroom of her own! 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great job for your first taught lesson! The children were a little "off" today because of Picture Day, but you did a good job keeping them on task.  FYI: anything that is out of the norm (picture day, assemblies, etc.) will throw the day off. You did great keeping the children on track. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great Scienct Lesson! Your PowerPoint was very good. The kiddos were engaged during the lesson and PowerPoint. You did a wonderful job teaching the parts of a flower and then letting the kids create their own flower. You did an excellent job expalining each step of the flower activity and allowing the kids time to create the flower. I aslo liked the way you questioned the kiddos as they glued each part to their plant. You are developing into a wonderful teacher. You are very paitient with the kids and they love you so much!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You did an overall good job.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Ms. Taylor did a wonderful job engaging the sudents in her lesson.  She checked for understanding and involved students in giving directions for activity.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ms. Temples is a blessing to have this year and she is doing wonderfully! The kids love her and respond to her well and she takes lots of time preparing her lessons for the students. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Miss Thompson taught a great language review game with skills that were tough for the students.  She did a wonderful job with transitions and keeping the students engaged.   I always enjoy her exit tickets because they are differentiated to meet the needs of all the students in the classroom.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is  such an asset to our classroom!  We are so lucky to have her with us this semester!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She did an excellent job with this lesson and the students enjoyed it.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad is doing a really good job in class with the students. She has gained student trust and respect.  During lesson planning dicussions, Ms. Ulstad is very receptive to ideas and working out her plans to ensure that it flows with what is going on in the days prior to lesson.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job clipping down students who were off task.  
If you have a command for them to follow, teach them how it works so that you can use it effectively throughout your lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Your lesson was engaging and you helped students understand how to support their ideas on the theme with text evidence. Adding the writing connection really helped to bring it all together.

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Great job on multiplying fractions! Its a hard topic and you did well!

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey has grown over the months. She will make an awesome addition to the eduation community. The students respect and love her. She knows the grade level content. Whatever she doesn't know, she takes the time to go research and find it. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locating Georgia regions.
Students were engaged in the lesson and activity!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Appropriate engaging activity! Students enjoyed and were able to share factual information from the activity.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		The students loved acting out the idiom!  Very engaging!

		Responses (n): 		112

		Response Rate: 		23.58%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		jennifer Gay

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kirstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thomspn

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah WIlliamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		tracie gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhdoes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Marttin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wiilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		390

		Response Rate: 		82.11%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/16/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/20/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/13/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/06/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		12/02/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/19/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/27/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/02/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/21/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/27/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/16/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		12/07/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		03/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		09/21/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		05/08/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/26/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2106

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/31/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		01/13/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/14/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/21/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/07/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		10/12/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/06/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/14/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		11/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/16/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/09/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		03/01/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		12/08/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/28/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/08/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/03/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		12/02/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/20/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/03/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		04/19/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/04/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/20/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/24/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/12/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/21/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/27/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		12/08/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/24/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/17/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/29/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/29/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/17/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		10/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/07/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/01/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/21/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		393

		Response Rate: 		82.74%





FE Lesson Obs Form 1 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		3		0.63%		96		20.21%		277		58.32%		92		19.37%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.98		0.65

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		3		0.63%		103		21.68%		283		59.58%		79		16.63%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.94		0.64

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.42%		82		17.26%		282		59.37%		100		21.05%		0		0%		9		1.89%		475		3.03		0.64

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		92		19.37%		275		57.89%		100		21.05%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		5		1.05%		181		38.11%		219		46.11%		58		12.21%		7		1.47%		5		1.05%		475		2.71		0.69

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.63%		166		34.95%		213		44.84%		54		11.37%		34		7.16%		5		1.05%		475		2.73		0.68

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		2		0.42%		78		16.42%		305		64.21%		82		17.26%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3		0.6

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		295		62.11%		104		21.89%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.07		0.62

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.21%		67		14.11%		301		63.37%		91		19.16%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		3.05		0.59

		Effective transitions between activities 		2		0.42%		121		25.47%		265		55.79%		61		12.84%		17		3.58%		9		1.89%		475		2.86		0.63

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		4		0.84%		116		24.42%		265		55.79%		73		15.37%		10		2.11%		7		1.47%		475		2.89		0.66

		Total/Percentage		28		0.54%		1167		22.33%		2980		57.03%		894		17.11%		85		1.63%		71		1.36%		5225				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		1		0.21%		102		21.47%		278		58.53%		79		16.63%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		2.95		0.63

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		2		0.42%		73		15.37%		188		39.58%		54		11.37%		147		30.95%		11		2.32%		475		2.93		0.65

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		1		0.21%		63		13.26%		123		25.89%		25		5.26%		250		52.63%		13		2.74%		475		2.81		0.63

		Total/Percentage		4		0.28%		238		16.7%		589		41.33%		158		11.09%		406		28.49%		30		2.11%		1425				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		12		3.51%

		No		330		96.49%
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Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 02:49 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 03 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		 ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282) Fall 2016, ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		1

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Atkins		David		917436457		David Atkins

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally Augello

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Jordan Austin

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Casey Baccarny

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber Bartram

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Brianna-Naomi Bates

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory Beard

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Monica Boddie

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		cara Brooks

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Cara Brooks

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Chelsi Bryan

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Lauren Callahan

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumbley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Kelsey Clarke

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Britttney Noles

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica Cowart

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Daniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Harry Lamar Daniel

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan Estes

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Andrews

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Macie Fleming

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessicar Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara Garner

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Magen Gentry

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan  Gentry

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Jessika Gilbert

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriela Hernandez

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Gabriella Hernandez

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Alyssa Graham

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Margaret (Alissa) Graham

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Rebekah Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taiylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Lauren Harrell

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Tyler Hinesley

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Jacey Hull

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey Hulsey 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Catherine Hurt

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Veronica Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Taylor Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Jarrell, Ashleigh

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey Johnson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Haley Johnson

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Jasmine Jones

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' Jordan

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Keirce 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Lau

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Myers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Kendra Oree

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Taylor Ozment

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miranda Parker

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Savannah Parker 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alexander Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jade Reese

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Brianna Rice

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Tiffany Beaird

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Danielle Ruttinger

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Daniel Ruttinger

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie Simmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna "Alex" Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Romero

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Jailene Soto

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Christie Szalankiewicz

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		A

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jena Tittle

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jens Tittle

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Harper

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Lauren Veal

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Rebecca Veal

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Rya Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Emily Horton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Julia Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Chelsea Zambujo

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		CHELSEA ZAMBUJO

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		472

		Response Rate: 		99.37%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/13/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		02/13/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/19/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		04/11/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		02/06/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/13/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		01/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/05/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		02/27/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		12/02/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/19/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		03/16/2017

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/13/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		02/01/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		11/17/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		12/09/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/12/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		03/07/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/11/2017

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		09/27/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		02/15/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		02/23/2017

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/20/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/08/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		12/09/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		09/29/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/08/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/28/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		09/21/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		02/27/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/16

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/15/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		11/03/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		10/05/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		02/15/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/08/2016

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		02/15/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		09/23/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		01/31/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		03/07/2017

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		04/13/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		09/21/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		09/28/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/23/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		09/29/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		01/13/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		02/07/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		02/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/13/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/12/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/18/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		10/26/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		09/28/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		03/02/2017

		Garner		Kara		917494141		04/20/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		09/29/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		02/23/2017

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		04/11/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		03/02/2017

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		10/26/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		02/13/2017

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		01/19/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/17

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/21/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/09/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/05/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		11/08/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/27/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/15/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/03/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		02/28/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		09/28/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		03/09/2017

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		03/02/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		02/20/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/13/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		01/19/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/19/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		02/28/2017

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		04/13/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		11/17/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/11/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		10/03/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/27/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		09/27/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		09/27/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		09/16/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/01/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		02/22/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		10/06/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/08/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/05/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/17/2017

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		10/17/2016

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		09/15/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		09/15/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		01/31/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		10/04/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/01/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		03/09/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		09/28/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		04/13/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		02/27/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/01/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		09/26/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/18/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/27/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/23/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		09/27/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/08/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		03/06/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		08/30/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		02/27/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/06/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		09/29/2016

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/27/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		02/28/2017

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		08/25/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		02/15/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/01/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/05/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		09/06/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/15/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		10/24/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		02/02/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		02/08/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		11/17/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		03/22/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		09/28/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		08/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		08/22/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/02/2017

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/21/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/14/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/03/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/10/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		09/23/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/27/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/02/2017

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/06/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/15/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		10/04/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		10/21/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		09/21/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		02/05/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		09/29/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		02/27/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/08/2017

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/10/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Williams		Julia		917462487		04/17/2017

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		09/19/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		10/03/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		03/06/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		11/17/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/06/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		09/28/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		10/04/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		09/09/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		02/15/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		467

		Response Rate: 		98.32%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elemen

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Winston Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Carrollton Elementary School

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Atkins		David		917436457		University of West Georgia Pre-K Program

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		H.A. Jones Elementary

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		University of West Georgia 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Temple Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Pepperell Primary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elemtnary

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		CES

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Roopville Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Temple Elementary School

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Pepperell Primary School

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Villa Rica Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elem.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas Elementary

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Temple Elementary

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Robert J Burch Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Central Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Carrollton Elementary

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Carrollton Middle School

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Bowdon Elementary 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Sand Hill Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Coweta Charter Academy at Senoia

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill Elementary

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Carrollton Elementary School

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Central Elementary School

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones Elementary

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary School

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Pepperell Primary

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ithica Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Sand Hill Elementary

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		UWG Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Villa Rica Elementary

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary School

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Carrollton Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		University of West Ga 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Carrollton Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Bowdon Elementary School

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads 

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary School

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sandhill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand HIll Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem. School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Ithica Elementary School

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Villa Rica Elementary

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		 Central Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		University of West Ga 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Carrollton Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Central Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elem.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Sand Hill ELementary

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		UWG Pre-K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Central Elementary

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Jones Elementary

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Whitesburg ES

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate Elementary School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elem

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Sand Hill Elementary

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Roopville Elementary School

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ithica Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Whitesburg Elementary

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Ithica Elementary School

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Central Elementary School

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Bright Star Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Whitesburg Elementary

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		SHE

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg E. S. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		RES

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Winston Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Villa Rica Elementary

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Central Elementary School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Central Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia SPrings Elementary

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sand Hill Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		CES

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Ville Rica Elementary

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		VRE

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elementary School 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Buchanan Primary

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Roopville Elementary

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Carrollton Elementary School

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		NDES

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary School

		White		Zachary		917456354		CES

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Temple Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Sand Hill Elementary

		Williams		Julia		917462487		UWG 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LIthia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LITHIA SPRINGS ELEMENTRAY

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		UWG Pre-K

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Bowdon Elementary School

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Buchanan Primary School

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		COWETA CHARTER ACADEMY

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy
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		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		1st

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4th

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Kindergarten

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Second

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		1st

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kindergarten

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Pre-K

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Atkins		David		917436457		Pre-K

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		1st

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Pre-K

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		1

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		K

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		1st.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		K

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		1st

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		PreK

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		1

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Kindergarten

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		First

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		2

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Kindergarten

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		2

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Pre-K

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		1

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3rd

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		K

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		4th 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		First

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kindergarten

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		1st

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Kindergarten

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		1

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		K

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st grade

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		1st

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		PreK

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		1

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Kindergarten 

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Pre-K

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Second Grade

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Kindergarten

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Pre K

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		First

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Kindergarten

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		First

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Kindergarten

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5th 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kindergarten

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		second grade

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Fifth

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4th 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Grade 4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Kindergarten

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		2

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Kindergarten

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		kindergarten

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Pre-K

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		4th

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		1st

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kindergarten

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		First

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		K

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4th

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		1st

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Pre-K

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Math - The Doorbell Rang

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Second

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		1st

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Kindergarten

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		2

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Pre-K

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garner		Kara		917494141		First

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kindergarten 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		K

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		2nd

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Pre- K  

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th 

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		2

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Kindergarten

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		First

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kindergarten

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		2

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Kindergarten

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		4th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Ashton		917456467		kindergarten

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		fourth

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		First

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Kindergarten

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Pre-K

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		1st grade

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		PreK

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		2nd grade

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Pre-K

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		1st

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Kindergarten 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		1st 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Second

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		First

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		2

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Kdg

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Prek

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		1

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kindergarten

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		First

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		K

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		1st

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		pre-k

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		K

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Pre K

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		kindergarten

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		PK

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		2nd

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kindergarten

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		first

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		1st

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Kindergarten

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd grade

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		1

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		first

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		third

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Fourth

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Third

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1st Grade

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		k

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		First 

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		PK

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		2nd

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kindergarten

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Pre-K

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		4

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		2nd

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kindergarten

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		2

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		5

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		First

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		PK

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		First

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Kindergarten

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade Math

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		First Grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		K

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2`

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kindergarten

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		2nd

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Kindergarten

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th 

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Kindergarten

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Kindergarten

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		PreK

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		1

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First Grade

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		2

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Kindergarten

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Third

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		First

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Kindergarten

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Kindergarten

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade ELA (Coordinating Conjunctions)

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		2nd 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Kindergarten

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5th

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3rd 

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Kindergarten

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Pre-K

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		K

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		1st grade

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		PreK

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3rd

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		1st

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		3rd

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		First 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Kindergarten

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		kindergarten

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		PK

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		White		Zachary		917456354		K

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		1

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Julia		917462487		2nd

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Pre k

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		1

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Pre-K

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		1

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Pre-K

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		1st

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kindergarten

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		2ND 

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Kindergarten

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Debra Muse

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Rebecca Barrett

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena Cox

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Kim Cargal

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby ( in place of S. Thompson) 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Jennifer Gay

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mimi Stephens

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Craig Long

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Kim Cargal

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Jessica Kemp

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		KIrstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thompson

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Sharon Johnson

		Clarke		Kelsey		917415860		Rikki Chandler

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Amy Muse

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		JIll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Heather McCain

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Mrs. Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson/Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Jana Snow 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Johnnie Samples 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Amy Muse

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Erin Gladden

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		Tracie Gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr 

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stephanie Langford

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhodes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		teresa Metzger

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Rebecca Key

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna  Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams 

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Kimberly R. Moen

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace 

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Brownikng

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Mabry Blevins

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Nina Adair

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Amy Sneddon

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Holmes

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea Hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Jennifer Gilliland

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Amy Sneddon

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Nicki McGovern

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Anay Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mrs. Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		 Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Mrs. Tracie Gossett

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Jen Scruggs

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Debra Sheats

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Debbie Rambo

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lisa Weaver

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Samiha Alexander

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Teresa Metzger

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa  Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Darlene Beam

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy DiVinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		471

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		3		3		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		3		3		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Lesson plan was very organized and well-prepared!  Very impressive!

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I loved the Caps for Sale to introduce Plural Nouns.  The students were able to recognize that we add s to make the words plural with the use of the tree map.  You stated the rules for playing the 2 corners game.   You used higher order thinking by having students justify their choices.   The students enjoyed playing the game and you reinforced good behavior by having students sit down when they did not follow the rules.    You also gave them a chance to come back in and play correctly.   Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers did research and found math literature to accompany an introductory lesson on division.  She also found a student participation booklet that students were able to do as the book was read.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standards and EQ's were posted and shared with the class. Make sure they are addressed throughout the lesson so students are clear on what they are suppose to be learning. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Exceptional lesson plan- This is the best Block 1 lesson plan that I have ever seen with these students. Remember to ask essential questions and choose some vocabulary to discuss from the book.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Great job explaining, the sometimes complicated standards, in terms the students can understand.

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		We discussed the lesson thouroughly.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Fine Art Lesson - Billy Goat Gruff  Students was introduced to guided drama play. * more clarification for students to understand the characters of the play and the narrator 

		Atkins		David		917436457		Safety Lesson: Identify safety signs - hazard sign, emergency sign, chemical waste sign, railroad sign, exit sign

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Lesson plan is very vague. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		No standards were posted, but it was a Health lesson and no standards are applicable.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Lesson Plan was very organized and easy to follow. *Gave advice to have an extension activity planned for the students that finish early.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass did a good job of explaining to students the progression the lessons would follow this week.  Students were introduced to the concept of comparing and contrasting during this lesson. She let the students know how they would use this skill for our first grade standard of comparing characters and events in stories during the week.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Lesson plan was organized and prepared within the approriate time frame! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		The students are learning about how to write explanatory text. The standards are aligned to this lesson.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		We do not post standards in Pre-k.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Due to PLTW STEM program, Mrs. Williams was not required to create an individual lesson plan, but implemented the plan as outlined in the module.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job planning this lesson and focusing on specific standars and learning goals.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		What a fun learning experience for the kids! 
You did tell the students what the standards/learning goals were for this lesson, you just didn't post them.  However, they were already familiar with the standards as we cut and pasted them in math rotations this week.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Students were reviewing adaptations in general, but the lesson needed to be focused on specific adaptations for the GA habitat. 

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Well organized Lesson

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie provided me with a copy of her lesson plans. The standards and goals were clearly articulated. Her lesson plan was organized and easy to follow.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears has done a great job planning and designing her lessons. She takes into consideration the student personalities and needs as well as the standards.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was planned very well.  You used the learning data for individual students to plan your instruction.  Your plan met the needs of all students.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your plans are clear, logical, and sequential. Content mastery, pacing, and transitions were planned effectively. Your lesson was aligned with state and local curricula and standards. It included real-world experiences. You used best practice based on current research.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan was well written. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Lesson plans very organized and have a nice flow. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Before beginning the lesson it would be beneficial to post the standards that will be covered in the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The lesson standard was appropriately addressed but it wasn't stated are articulated throughout the lesson. Maybe you should have started by asking a few open ended quesitons prior to giving the pre-test.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline takes this portion of the lesson very seriously. She always has her plans b=prepared before the due date and is willing to take any suggestion that would enhance the lesson. I am impressed with her work ethic and initiative with regard to lesson planning.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Goals and standards were stated but not written. It was quickly stated and not reinforced.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Standards were listed  on Anchor chart. Goals were given.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda taught the science lesson to three classes. After the first class, she realized that a small change would enhance the flow of her lesson. On the second and third classes, Amanda had the children complete questions 1 and 2 on their lab sheet prior to putting their textbook away. This definitely helped the lesson flow in a more natural way.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Students are 4-5 years of age.  The standards are posted but explanation with visuals and materials is more developmentally appropriate.   Ms. Butler showed the students the book and explained they were to look and listen to find the main character while she read.  

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She asked many questions before preparing the lesson. She made sure it was a natural progression of material that had already been introduces. Her lesson was highly engaging and tactile.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher verified the standard and explained goals of lesson well.  Teacher expected students to answer question at end of lesson showing their learning.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Increasing knowledge about FDR through nonfiction text and incorporating reading skills.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher introduced the standa and essential question. The teacher ask students about prior knowledge! - Disagree or agree with Native Americans and westward expansion. The teacher gave students opportunity to answer questions. The teacher used a powerpoint to review prior knowledge of what Westward Expansion. The teacher involved the students with reading the powerpoint to help keep them engaged! 
 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor uses the standards to plan her lessons, and also uses them throughout her lesson. She has the students review the I Can statements that we use in the classroom that state the learning goals. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Georgia Standards posted and introduced to students. In addition to standards, Ashley also brings student attention to the Georgia Achievement Level Descriptor statements (ALDS) for each concept.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had a well, thought out lesson.  I liked the powerpoint you created and how you incorporated your standards and I can statements in the slideshow.  It was also great to have a visual of the mayor, governor, and president along with their jobs and responsibilities.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Your lesson plans are very age appropriate and well written.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Angelica is more than willing to put forth the extra effort.  She isn't afraid to ask questions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Lots of planning went into lesson Powerpoint, Tree Map, Match Activity 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job mapping out all the details of the lesson and following the classroom guided math model in use. 

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis' lesson was very effectively organized and well prepared. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Don't forget to refer back to the standard and essential question throughout your leson.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Scripted lesson opener with clear goals stated

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney is always prepared with her lessons and is very knowledgeable of the standards she is teaching.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Standards were clearly stated on the board. They were written so that students were able to understand. The essential question was clearly stated and discussed.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was going over Grammar Bites.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Great planning! Materials prepared and ready.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She followed the Signs for Sounds Intervention Program correctly and assessed for knowledge. 

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Your key questions require critical thinking. That is excellent.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Make sure you state the learning goals for the lesson.  It will help remind you what you are teaching and will give the students a little bit of information prior to teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Standards were posted

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and the students knew the expectations of the lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She used I can statements- perfect! Review Parts of Speech with Brain Pop, Sort list, group worksheets, individual assessments with choice of which words to use.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a wonderful job planning for her lesson over Map Skills. She used the class pacing guide and decided what she wanted to teach. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Nice job on lesson plan and having it to me in enough time for us both to look over it. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organization is one of Alli's strongest characteristics.  Her clear organization helps her lesson to flow and stay on task for what she want to accomplish.  

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Well planned and thought out lesson, Allie knew what she was planning to teach and all materials were ready in advance of the lesson.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick does an excellent job of planning. Ease with articulating the standards will come with time.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincer did an excellent job using technology and a video to capture student interest and to help communicate objective of lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The lesson observed today clearly aligned to the plans and to the state/district standards. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Very prepared and knowledgable of the standard being taught.  Well, prepared for the lesson.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan! 

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Lesson was very organized and planned out clearly with specific objectives and learning goals. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Dental Health is not a kindergarten standard, therefore Breanna was unable to state the standard prior to starting the lesson. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Your lesson plan was very well written and organized. All of the material appropriately addressed the standards we are learning.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Megan lesson plan and  materials were organized and ready for her group. Megan had a beginning and middle point and ending . Megan handled behavior issues with care and  appropriate tone level. Megan I discussed other ways she could try to keep all children occupied . The children enjoyed the activity. 

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson plan was written very well! Next time, be sure to identify the learning goal and final result that you are expecting from the students.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Clear expectations were given to the students to begin the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant prepared the lesson plan and emailed it to me for review 48 hours before she taught her lesson.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Standards and learning goals were posted on powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley used the standard to guide her lesson from begining to end. She was very aware of her end goal and worked with that in mind as she planned and exacuted this lesson.  

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		The students were engaged from the on-set because Ms. Hainley used a song to activate her lesson.  The students were excited that the flipchart was interactive adn they could write on their desks to take notes as well.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She does a good job of introducing the standards and essential questions. We are going to work on breaking the standards down for the students to apply meaning. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Standards were written in the lesson but were not posted for the students.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		You may want to brainstorm a little or use the anchor charts in the room to help them think of other American symbols. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Great lesson which reviewed health (hand-washing) after colds and sniffles started in our classroom.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Great job listening to student responses Great idea of getting the kids to find their script...good reading skill also

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Standards and Learning Goals were not posted, there was an Essential Question observed. *Discussed with Tyler to make sure that the standard used for the lesson fits the activity...This lesson was on the Life Cycle of Butterfly and being able to retell/sequence out the steps and the standard that goes along with that was not used for the lesson. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Standards were presented in a powerpoint lesson for the students.  Students read the "I can" statements which were apporpriate for the grade level.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Your lesson was well planned out and executed.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		You let the students know multiple times what they were doing by talking through it, but if it is supposed to be posted, make sure to post it. Your lesson plan flowed well, but multiple times you let the students lead of it a tangent. Make sure to nip the things that will get you off track and talk about the ones that will help the lesson. 

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Tells the students what they need to know about collective nouns and irregular plural nouns but also ties back to the students' prior knowledge. Lesson plan was well planned and organized. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Lindsey, you did a great job planning out your lesson. Remember when planning a lesson there could be more than one standard that is covered in your lesson so make sure to include them all. Many standards are taught all year long and can be included within several lessons you teacher or be used multiple times. I loved how you included your standard in your power point on the first slide and explain some of the difficult vocabulary that is found in the standard to make it kid-friendly. Great job. I loved how you asked students to see if thery were familiar with the voc. before explaining it. That is a great way to check prior knowledge. You lesson plan was very well writen and detailed. I loved how you sat down with me and went over it step by step and listened to my suggestions. That is a great way to grow and become more comfortable with writing lesson plans. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nice powerpoint! EQ is clearly posted. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Lesson plans appear to be well thought out, adhere to the standards,  and are without grammatical errors.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor reviewed the standards with the students via a powerpoint presentation.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey did not state a standard prior to the lesson. Good introduction to the lesson.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The lesson plan was very detailed. Preparing the books and cutting the materials ahead of time helped to maximize classtime.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones exhibits understanding of the standards based design of a lesson.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Told students what they would be doing....might be helpful to tell how they would be doing it.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria posted standards, stated them to students and provided her typed, detailed lesson plan four days prior to teaching her lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade Social Studies Challenges of a New Nation Unit SS4H5c. EQ Why is a "separation of powers" essential to our form of government?

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce used our GELDS appropriately to design her lesson plans. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Standards were posted. The students did read them. You did not break the standard down, though, to ensure clear understanding. I do not feel that the students knew the goal of the lesson. Your lesson plan looked good.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The lesson plan was very good except the use of the word I where The teacher should be. It was a small mistake and she used 3rd person correctly in the rest of the lesson plan. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job breaking down the vocabulary of the standard, so that all students understood what the standard meant.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Students did not see standards, but teacher did state the purpose of the lesson.  I'm not sure if students knew what they were doing today until later in the lesson. 
Maybe ask students to look at the social studies learning goal board in the back of the room where standard is written, or you could write the learning goal for the day on the board. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students clearly understood the purpose of this lesson.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha did an amazing job at creating a rigorous activity for the students on her own that clearly matched the standards. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The lesson plan was very well thought out and in a logical sequece to give students the best learning experience.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya started her lesson by stating the standard and essential questions.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		The social studies standards and essential qustions are posted within the flipchart.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Amazing lesson for a Block 2 student!! It was as perfect as one could get it!!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Your lesson plan follow a logical sequence.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Standards were posted but they weren't stated and emphasized throughout the lesson. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lesson plans was very clear, detailed and planned out well.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's lesson was organized and well sequenced. She engages the students with use of manipulates and technology.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Clearly tell students what is expected of them in each lesson. Model and demonstrate as much as possible.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job designing a lesson that was age-appropriate for the students that she serves.  The lesson was interactive and engaging as she involved constant student feedback, technology and scaffolded and independent practice.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great introduction.  You did a great job setting your expectations

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I really enjoy listening to you speak to the kids on a one-on-one basis. You are respectful of them, but you talk to them in a manner in which they understand. :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		You can break down the standard, especially the unknown words, so they better understand what is expected of them.  For example if the standard says "idenitfy" talk about what that word means. This will come as you study the standards more, but be sure to include academic language.  For example, a compound sentence is made up of two simple sentences, or independent clauses.  Take the time to really study the standards on the front end so you know what the goal of your lesson is.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith's lessons are always given to me ahead of me and are always very detailed. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lesson well organized and presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lesson was well prepared with teacher made and bought materials. She used dental models, posters, and technology.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Miss Norton's powerpoint included the standards and learning goals that were relevent to today's lesson. Her lesson plan was organized and included modifications to meet the needs of various learners, including ELL, IEP, and gifted learners. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		The typed lesson plan was very clear, organized and detailed. I can tell you took your time while developing this lesson. It was clearly a standards based lesson plan.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The lesson progresson was great. As we are developing EQ's we will discuss higher order questions.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very well organized, detailed, and clear lesson plan. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The lesson was age appropriate and designed on 2nd grade standards.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Learning goals were clearly in view: "I can give an example of which foods are good or bad for my teeth."

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms. Partlow planned her lesson to be hands-on and engaging for the students.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Ms. Percy had to teach a difficult concept regarding Protrators, measurement, and angles. She kept the students on track and checked for understandiing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were clear on what Standards were being assessed. Lesson Plan flows in a timely manner.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is reviewing with students for the GMA Narrative Writing Practice Questions and the rubric.  She is going over expectations with the students whole group and then giving them time to write independently.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Students wrote the "I can" statement in their notebooks to refer back to while they worked.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted on the board and referred to during lesson. -Plan included an activator, task, and summarizer. 

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		I liked that you had your EQ and Standards at the beginning of your power point.  Next time, be sure to elaborate a little more on what you want the students to understand from your lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Students worked as a whole group and in small groups to complete a Jigsaw Activity *Social Studies was integrated with Reading Comprehension

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H4 Explain America's involvement in WWII:  Pearl Harbor "Today we are going to learn which event caused America to enter the war."

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson plan posted standards and was sequenced well.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was sequenced and well organized.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson Plan is very articulate and easy to follow. 

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job posted and reading the lesson's standards to the students.  Her lesson was VERY organized and her supplies were ready ahead of time.  Rebecca's PowerPoint was very clear and sequential.  The Powerpoint was engaging for students and specifically taught the lesson's standard.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The standards and learning goals were posted in a place that all students could clearly see the standards and learning goals for the lesson. The standards were discussed with the students before the lesson began. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Great planning! You started the lesson by activating their knowledge about books they like to check out from the library. You then introduced the vocabulary fiction and non fiction. The children were excited to share what they knew about the vocabulary. The books you chose to read were good examples and the children enjoyed them. The fiction/ non-fiction song was a great movement activity that also taught them about the two types of literature. Perfect for my class.   They love to move!  I loved the writing activity you incorporated into it and the kids did too. The summarizer (powerpoint) was great to see who understood the two types of literature and they got better with each book that you showed them plus, they got to move again. It was a good way to see who got it! Great job!

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		I gave Ms. Rudolph notes about how to streamline her lesson in order to prevent some distractions that occurred during her lesson.  Overall, the lesson was well put together.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Standards and learning goals were posted.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence provided using GA Standards.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton did not post the standard for the lesson. Lesson plans were not submitted to the teacher.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ms. Shelton's lesson was well planed and clearly articulated to students. 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith clearly stated expectations before starting her lesson.  

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The standards were presented orally and posted on the promethean board at the beginning of the lesson.  The beginning of the lesson also presented a picture clue of teeth to help students understand the topic of the upcoming lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned and organized his lesson according to our FOSS unit of study.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		You need to tell the students the objective of the lesson. The EQ

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Maybe hang the standard next time, or I have the standard hanging in my room and you can just refer to that instead of printing it off

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		EQ was clearly presented. Lesson plans were organized well.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Lesson was started before teacher came back into the room, so I didn't see standard presented.  It was on Hannah's powerpoint though.  No EQ was posted.  Remember to have your essential question posted during your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart was well prepared and enthusiastic about this lesson. She did a wonderful job!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra did a fabulous job. Afterwards, we discussed how she felt she did and she thought that she could have differentiated better. She thought that adding visuals and perhaps a small group would have been more effective. I tend to agree.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lesson was presented in an order that flowed well. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you post your standard and clearly state what you want the students to learn.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Lesson flowed nicely. 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math-
Stated standards
 

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Standard was posted and paraphrased. The learning goals were stated. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kailtyn does a great job of sending in her lesson plans in advanced.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Who was the American Hero, Mary McLeod Bethune?

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke was more than adequately prepared for her lesson with the lesson plan being stellar and the activities prepared ahead of time and ready for the kids. She had everything planned and ready so that the lesson flowed well and was fun and engaging for the kids. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Displayed on a powerpoint for Grammar Review

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Very well organized powerpoint  with I can statements, standards, and essential questions.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is prepared and knowledgeable about content.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Lesson was on fractions.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson plan was extremely organized and standards stated. The learning goals were clearly articulated to the student with expectations.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		All standards were noted on agenda board along with objectives which were clearly stated and student friendly.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was planned to meet the given standard.  Stuents could give the learning goal.

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Great job on the layout of the lesson plan...nice and organized and even included the picture of what will be made by the students. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Great way to get the students listening-  " Mrs Bassett told me a secret".....   Using the money kept them listening and engaged.  The pictures for main idea were perfect.  Great time management and class managment.  Great way to extend vocabulary.  "What is an artic habitat". 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Not as prepared as he needed to be.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-Be prepared for all answers- life span, how to find pics -see notes

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Using lyrics to practice theme is a great way to engage students! I like how your essential question on not only finding the theme, but also proving it with text evidence.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Plans were well develpoed.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		The standards are usually written in a "teacher-friendly manner." It  is a good idea to present these in a more "kid-friendly" manner. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lesson plan and teaching flip chart did not contain the same materials. Teaching flip chart contained all the standards and good essential questions/learning goals.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You did well posting and understanding the standards. You were interested to know what the students have previously learned and what they were learning.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Standards and Learning goals were displayed on the promethean board and shared with the students.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Encourage students to say the EQ before the lesson begins.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson presented the lesson by first introducing the concept by actively engaging students in a table discussion about adding 10 more and ten less. Students were engaged in a dance video counting forward and backward using ten more, ten less. She explained ten more/ten less by providing manipulatives modeling for them and having them model ten more/ten less of a number. Word problems were very well taught by students drawing examples of longs and units, adding and subtracting. The lesson culminating activity went well with students finding their partners with numbers of ten more and ten less. Students were engaged and enjoyed the activity and learning process.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		I can statement to help students make sense of what they need to know. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st Grade assigned read aloud Journal response Who, what, when, where, why, and how questions

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Great explanation of why and how we are doing this/ Good ?? about characters Liked the connection to Cinderella ?? about Otis Spofford were perfect for the lesson monitored each group carefully use of timer helped maintain order Ending of the lesson related back to the importance of tracking characters 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher was teaching a writing lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response. Her essential question matched her teaching goals perfectly, and the sequence of the lesson flowed. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna turned in her typed lesson plans well in advance so we could discuss her ideas. Her lesson plans are thorough and well developed. I appreciate that she included challenges for a gifted student in our classroom.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		She clearly posted the standards, as well as addressed to the students what standards would be covered during the lesson.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee used a variety of strategies to gain the attention of the pre-k students. She was diligent in keeping up with behavior issues before they got out of hand. She was an extremely good listener when working with me because she used similar strateties that worked for my group of children. She was very well prepared for her lesson on the Five Senses. She had props and cards that she used to allow the students to be interactive with the lesson. They were given a turn choosing a card out of a bag and then placing the card under the sense that they would use with the photo on the card. The students were easily engaged in the lesson.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always posts the standard and asks the essential question before each lesson.  Her ideas are always on point and she plans appropriate activities.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		This was a math lesson for missing addends. It included an opening, guided practice, independent practice, and closing activity.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Good job touching on this! This is always tough...

		Responses (n): 		195

		Response Rate: 		41.05%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		3		0.63%		96		20.21%		277		58.32%		92		19.37%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.98		3		3		0.65

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		3		0.63%		103		21.68%		283		59.58%		79		16.63%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.94		3		3		0.64

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.42%		82		17.26%		282		59.37%		100		21.05%		0		0%		9		1.89%		475		3.03		3		3		0.64

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		92		19.37%		275		57.89%		100		21.05%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		3		3		0.64

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		5		1.05%		181		38.11%		219		46.11%		58		12.21%		7		1.47%		5		1.05%		475		2.71		3		3		0.69

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.63%		166		34.95%		213		44.84%		54		11.37%		34		7.16%		5		1.05%		475		2.73		3		3		0.68

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		2		0.42%		78		16.42%		305		64.21%		82		17.26%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3		3		3		0.6

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		295		62.11%		104		21.89%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.07		3		3		0.62

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.21%		67		14.11%		301		63.37%		91		19.16%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		3.05		3		3		0.59

		Effective transitions between activities 		2		0.42%		121		25.47%		265		55.79%		61		12.84%		17		3.58%		9		1.89%		475		2.86		3		3		0.63

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		4		0.84%		116		24.42%		265		55.79%		73		15.37%		10		2.11%		7		1.47%		475		2.89		3		3		0.66

		Total/Percentage		28		0.54%		1167		22.33%		2980		57.03%		894		17.11%		85		1.63%		71		1.36%		5225								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great engaging activity at the beginning of the lesson.  The students were very excited to see what was going to happen with the bags of pretzels (land) and the play money.  You were very clear with your expectations at the beginning, telling students they needed to listen closely for the activity to work.  The lesson closing was very effective.  Students discussed questions that were printed on small posters as a way to summarize what they had learned.  One suggestion:  take a few more minutes at the beginning to connect the previous lesson (day before) to what you are about to teach.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The students enjoyed building numbers with pretzels and marshmallows.   Food was a great way to get them excited about building numbers.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Ms. Albers prepared and presented a hands-on, engaging lesson in which students shared paper "cookies" several times.

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*Using a powerpoint helps focus and guide the lesson *Good job moving away from the board and monitoring what the students were doing. *The pace of the lesson was very slow, too much time was allowed for story sharing. *There was to be note taking through out the lesson by filling in the blank, make this more clear and check to see that everyone is where they need to be.  *More specific directions were needed for the independent part of the lesson. *Overall, the lesson needs to be more focused.  Really practice the lesson before presenting it. Focus greatly on the learning goal or EQ so you can continually return to it during the lesson, and will help you focus your lesson. * Be mindful of time.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia did very well.  It was an engaging lesson that students enjoyed.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		The summarizer was very creative: during the lesson, students received different colored leaves to complete assignment. Then one student from each color shared their 'talking leaf'.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Opening: Great job writing student's responses into the web, so they can "see" exactly what they've said. Brainpop video was to the point. I suggest watching the whole video ~4 mins, because it had great examples, but stop it and ask questions Teaching: Keep in mind: Try to do 1 example of the task with students. Never assume they understand or knows what to do, after given oral directions. Try not to have more than 1 students at the promethean board. That can be very distracting to both sets of students. I love how you connected the lesson's fractional parts with Jahsya's birthday today. It shows that you listened and they are important.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		You did a great job including the children within your lesson. A variety of strategies were used to present the material. The Halloween instrumental music was great to open your lesson. Good job!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan loves children and it's evident in the way she interacts with them. She has a soft voice but an encouraging tone. The students were engaged for the lesson and she did a great job.

		Atkins		David		917436457		David did a great job introducing each safety signs and how each sign had a name, for example Harry the Hazard sign.  The students were engaged while he was talking. Few suggestion for lesson: *could have asked the students to hold up their signs *redirect students if they were not listening

		Atkins		David		917436457		The visual aid for the students were props, three billy goat masks, troll mask and bridge. *One suggestion was to make the three billy goats mask different sizes - small , medium and large. *Could have used different voice tones for each characters. *Using props was great for the students, they loved it.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I would like to suggest the following for Ally's Lesson" -have a better direction of what the lesson and activity was about -include more higher-thinking questions and allow students to answer with no help -give feedback after the students answer -have a better transition from the carpet to the table

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The lesson did not have a good start to it. There was a lot of wasted time due to Miss A not having her sentences prepared ahead of time. I suggested in when she taught it again in the afternoon to have the sentences prewritten to keep the students focused on the task. 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		The lesson was engaging and hands on. The students really emjoyed it and it reinforced previous lessons.

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-very good organization of lesson -I loved the questioning during the opening of the lesson. Every child got to talk and ve a part of the lesson. -The short video was long enough to give the students good information about the heart, but not so long that they lost interest. -The game was fun and served the purpose of increasing their heart rate.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Opening was good-I liked how the video was engaging to the students and gave the students an extra opportunity for music and movement time. *Did a good job linking prior knowledge to the lesson and reviewing concepts already learned. *Differentiation: Gave advice that could either tell some of the students which color to put where proir to them starting the activity or have the sheets pre-colored for the students as PreK students cannot read yet. *Nice job on giving the students positive reinforecement. *Gave advice on having an extension activity planned for the students that finish early. *Watch transition times-Dismiss activity in sections, not as a whole group. *Closing activity needed-this helps you to see if the students understood the concept, possibly could ask questions about the activity the students just completed. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber wrote a terrific lesson plan and had very smooth transitions between whole group, guided instruction, and individual work time. She used hula hoops to teach Venn Diagrams which kept all of  the students engaged. She asked many open ended questions when students put their response in the correct spot and gave everyone a chance to participate. Some students could have benefited from a differentiated task for the individual writing postcard.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Great use of differentiation through words and descriptions of apples and oranges on the index cards.  Struggling readers received cards with words they could decode.  Higher leveled readers were given challenge words and phrases. Higher order thinking skills were used as she gave additional words such as "appearance" and "personality" when comparing and contrasting the two students.  Children learned these new vocabulary words and were allowed the opportunity to add more details to their comparisons.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I love the way you used "Sponge Bob" as your activator. The students are familiar with the cartoon and they were able to identify the characters and the setting from the show. The powerpoint with pictures from the show was a great visual. Good job!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		The lesson was planned well and the activator was great because the video was interesting to the students. The teaching portion of the lesson was engaging and allowed students to communicate with partners. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez used previous writing that the students did to show their understanding of writing steps. She followed the directions they provided to make peanut butter and jelly sandwiches. The students were able to self evaluate how well they explained how to do this, or if they need to expand what they wrote in the fuuture.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The lesson was age appropriate and students enjoyed the lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great facilitation of whole group and small group discussion and allowing students to lead the discussion. Mrs. Williams allowed students to think through the concepts to make connections naturally. Lesson was definitely student-centered.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Stations were well planned, organized, and executed. Transitions were smooth.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You thoroughly thought out this plan and incorporated many fun activities for the students to complete to show their mastery of arrays. Your opening YouTube song totally engaged the students and they were ready to listen and learn! You stopped and asked for questions at just the right spots.  One suggestion I have is to wait a little longer before you call on a student to answer.  That way you allow others to process the question before it is answered. You're directions were very detailed for the students activity/game.  I liked how you described which child goes first in a group.  That takes care of  unnecessary questions so that you can get to the activity.  :) Reviewing the lesson at the end was perfect!   

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Be sure to think through what want to ask the students to address higher order thinking.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie kept the students involved throughout her lesson. She started her lesson by reviewing previous skills with the students. She then moved in to her lesson. She had students take turns counting various objects on the promethean board. She then explained that the students would use their own counting strategies to count shapes on their pizzas. The students used shapes to make a "shape pizza". The focus of the lesson was that the students could count the number of each shape they put on their pizzas. Throughout the lesson Julie was questioning the students. She asked what strategy they used when counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did an excellent job of setting lesson goals and reviewing them throughout the lesson. The kids came away with the vocabulary and comprehension needed and enjoyed it. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The continent song along with the the visual map allowed students with different learning styles to master the names and locations of the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your introduction reviewed prior learning with movement and social interaction. The students really enjoyed it. You used several best practice strategies including partner talk, inquiry based learning, and the use of aural, visual, and kinesthetic modalities. Be sure to research the content that you are teaching so that you do not teach misconceptions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		When asking for thumbs up was a good cue. Great higher order thinking questions about the titles of work. Next time use the white board to help with engagement or down time. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Opening was great! Had the students watch a video of the book being read. Also, had an enlarged version of the planned activity and had the students come up and help make the graph. This was a great visual for the students and helped to show a better understanding as to what they would be working on. *Loved how Cara had the lesson materials prepped and sat out prior to the start of the activity. *First transition was nice-dismissed the students by what color row they sat in. *Gave advice to make sure to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep the students on task and to help give them a better understanding of what is expected. *Nice job giving positive feedback to the students and monitoring the work being done. Gave one-one assistance when needed. *Gave advice to make sure have an extension activity for the students that finish early. *Watch ending transitions and closing the activity up.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		I had to interrupt the lesson at one point because Ms. Brown was telling the kids that the job of the Judicial Branch was to enforce the laws, which is not the job of the Judicial Branch Students were very confused about the "game" because directions were not clearly stated, and instead of explaining the directions better, Ms. Brown got aggitated with the kids and proceded to give them attitude. Guided practice that was included with the lesson was not explained well at all, leaving the kids confused. The closing of the lesson was "give a thumbs up if you understood the lesson" which does not check for understanding.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Students started working independently, after seeing students were struggling with the task at hand (asking questions, off task), and seeing that Ms. Brown was getting frustrated, I asked her if it would be ok for students to work in partner (to cut down on the amount of help being asked). Students were put into partners at that time. Ms Brown provides too much wait time for students, which causes them to become off task during the lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brainpopjr video engaged students and was an excellent way to introduce the topic. The students enjoyed learning a song accompanied by a real guitar on the topic discussed. It would be beneficial to introduce the song to students by singing it through alone while showing the motions, then break the motions down for students, and then asking students to join in the song with you. At the end of center time students could be brought back together for a 'wrap-up' activity and briefly discuss activities and information learned. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You started with a pre-test.  Good job of explaining unfamiliar words that were on the pre-test.  Too much teacher led 'lecture like" instruction.   I needed to see more student-centered instruction. They were required to take notes during the powerpoint which kept them actively engaged during that time.  They also had a worksheet to do afterwards. Not enough open-ended questions. Very knowledgeable of the content. Make sure you have everyone's attention before giving instructions or when preparing to make a transition.  Try "give me 5' or "if you can hear my voice clap once" techniques when preparing to transition.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a natural and seems very comfortable in front of the class. She has a great repore with our students and they respond to her in a positive way. Her lesson flows and the transitions were seamless. Love how she is constantly interacting with the students as they work through the stations she had planned.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		For the t-chart, calling for a certain activity rather than having them volunteer would have been a good strategy. Loved your supervisor's idea! Think-Pair-Share: For the pair step have them pair up and give you a thumbs up when they are ready. Then have the whole class talk with their partner at once. Then, refocus them and prepare them to share with their discussion with the class.
 
*(You did a really good job going around to the pairs of students and questioning them about their discussion during this part of the lesson.)

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She rushed through reading the book and discussion to make sure there was enough time for the task. In doing that she did not question the students well. She did a great job encouraging them during their independent work. She failed to close the lesson when she ran out of time.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She did a very good job engaging the whole class. The lesson was well thought out and developmentally appropriate.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were working on how to be fluent readers. A  mini lesson on reading with expression was given to students. They they were split into groups and were asked read a readers theatre book based on reading level. At the end of work times students were allowed to share with the whole group. Readers workshop was modeled during the lesson.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Her activities were appropriate for level and age of the students. When there were technical difficluties with the song/computer she utilized the time to review key topics with the students.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has a pleasant manner and speaking voice.  The students showed engagement by looking at the book, commenting, answering questions and remaining in the group while she read.  Ms. Butler shared the environment with a co-teacher and both worked to transition the students when it was time to switch groups and repeat the follow -up small group lesson following the story.  Ms. Butler showed an understanding of student ability in her choice of questions and asked several open-ended question.  The follow-up activity was well received and developmentally appropriate.  She had objects and sensory components to the lesson.  Studnets took turns participating in the hands-on lesson that included guided practice of sequencing the props to retell the story.  Some of the students were more independent than others.  During our discussion of the lesson, Ms. Butler thought of ways to improve upon the coloring sheet to allow differentiation based on ability of the students within the groups.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The children were thoroughly engaged in this lesson. They displayed higher order thinking through investigation.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Who Am I activity got student talking about our "mystery" today.  Made reference and connection to square and quadrilateral.  It was easy to see that student need to really understand the family and attributes of quadrilaterals.  Constantly talking to students and kept them engaged.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Activator: What would you change in the world? What would you discuss with the world to bring change? Prior Knowledge Assessed with questions New information was learned by reading the next chapter of the biography Questions were combatted timely and patiently A Venn diagram was  used to do a compare contrast of today's first lady and the first lady during FDR's presidency. Bubble map about facts was filled in (cut and paste) Wrap-UP: Spoke to students individually while doing independent work.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Her lesson was open ended enough to provide support for struggling learners and a challenge for stronger math students. Students had choices and were allowed to create shapes during the lesson. They really liked the activity and enjoyed describing how they made their shapes.  With the class.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your props and demonstrations were age appropriate and engaged the students.  You did a good job monitoring the students during their independent work. When closing your lessons, go back over the standard and restate the object of the lesson.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lessons are balanced and differentiated; however, we are continuing to look for ways to improve in that area. We will look over unit test data and standards based quick quizes to provide for more differentiated instruiction in the future. Taylor does a good job at providing students with straight foward feedback that will encourage improvement.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The teacher gave students cloze notes to fill in as they went over the powerpoint. D For Differeintation , some students highlighted the bold words! During the activity, the teacher went over the choices for the activity. Each group had a word and had to choose which option to use to present the information. 2 groups pick to act it out and 2 groups pick to make a poster. 
The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Group 1: Students were engaged and did a great job! - Mid 1800’s  and Early 1900’s . Group 2: Relocation- Acting Out . Group 3: Created a poster and presented. 

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah demonstrated a huge growth between her first lesson and her second lesson. She intergrated the use of technology in her lesson and maintained students attention by keeping them all involved. Her standards were posted and she refered to them while teaching to check for student understanding. She closed her lesson with a quick (tell your neighbor one thing you learned about a fable or a folktale).

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Good introduction - "My goal for you today..." Good expectations were clearly announced (listen, quiet, be respectful) Glad you explained what chronological order is. It might have been helpful to have an answer key for the students to check themselves instead of you doing it all.  Let other students check a competing group, etc. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley paused frequently during the lesson to assess student understanding.  Suggestion:  Think about utilizing tickets out the door or think-pair-share type strategies rather than calling on tables.  Ashley has collaborated with regular education and resource teacher to organize lesson plans and made group assignments.  As with any teacher-in-training, Ashley is learning strategies for classroom management.  

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Your lesson was well organized.  The students enjoyed the powerpoint, activity, and compare/contrast activity.  The activity was differentiated.  

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		You may want to use a "hook" to engage the students before the book begins for instance (play a game...if I say a healthy snack hop, if I say an unhealthy snack slump down to the ground...as examples of what the foods can/cannot do to your body) You did do a good job establishing the objective of the lesson and determining prior knowledge. I like when you paused to clarify what "sweetzie cola and chum chums" are, especially since you will be using these later in the lesson. Great job with higher order thinking questions (this is not an easy thing to do and you did a great job) and introducing new vocabulary. I like how you discussed the foods during the sort, by giving examples of what the healthy/unhealthy foods will do for our body. I am so impressed with how well you keep the kids engaged. At this age it is so important to chunk lessons using transistions so that students are not sitting in the same place for a long time. The time on rug was just the right amount of time and then you send them to the tables for more independent work. I like how you gave our gifted student more food choices to add a challenge for her. Great differentiation. The bright colors of the assessment were very appealing to the students. It wasn't necessary because you had control of the class the whole time but try to use an attention getter when transitioning and before giving a new set of instruction. You scanned/walked the room well offering assistance to those who needed it. Work on a signal for transistion. There was a lot of random movement during the assessment portion. This is also a good place to incorporate an attention getter to bring the students back to focus. Closing was a good idea, however you seemed to lose them. Maybe use a circle map to close (write what they have for snack in the map) just an idea to keep them engaged.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. cole used both direct instriuction and leveled small groups to reach all students.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		You could have challenged the students a little more.  You could have let them have a little more time engaged in the activity.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox asked questions pertaining to the development of Georgia. Asking higher order questions may aid in student understanding.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Asks open-ended, higher oder thinking questions - This comes with practice.  The more "how", "why", "explain your thinking", "prove your answer" questions you use during lessons, the easier and more natural it becomes.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great converstion starter! Effective lesson showing examples before talking about each one's characteristics. 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		I loved the video used at the beginning of the lesson!  Anything with animation and music is very engaging for students at this age.   The power point was clear with good visuals.  Delivery of the power point was good and included friendly reminders (raise your hand please) and positive reinforcement for students who were making good choices.  One piece of constructive advice...  Watch your plurals in your presentation.  I noticed a couple of words that were in singular form that might need an "s" at the end.  It is an easy fix.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Use of song to begin transition to the rug would be very helpful. Allowing students to demonstrate proper brushing technique with toothbrushs would involve learners even more.

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You did a great job intergrating all types of strategies within the lesson. I liked how you used the technology virtual manipulatives, hands on manipulatives, and the drawing technique to support the subtraction regrouping process. When the technology didn't work for you-you quickly switched to another technique. You made sure to use the academic vocabulary within the lesson and followed our classroom guided math model (mini lesson, guided TASK groups) You always use such a pleasant, kind tone with the students when redirecting them and with feedback. Areas to work on: Transitions from one activity/task to the next. Example: When passing out boards to students once each student has what you need to go on to the next step have them give you a sign (thumbs up, high five, etc.). Then you can easily spot who needs what--and everyone will be engaged in the next phase of the lesson. Increase your wait time before starting the next task.  Give clear expectations before using white boards/manipulatives/etc. Example: When you get your white board write the number on the board, draw the picture, etc. Do not erase until I tell you to, etc. For student guided group jobs let's work on having an example of what the job should look like... or a "ask an expert" option. Student engagment: When using the boards another way to keep them engaged and encouraging some higher level thinking would be to call two students (or more) to the front of the room with their boards and discuss the strategies they would use to solve.   

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used authentic literature, Lily's Purple Plastic Purse, to teach verbs and how to effectively use them in writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		A closing to the lesson was not included. The lesson just stopped once the game was over. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Students were divided into groups to complete math review centers. One group worked on the computer based program Education Galaxy, one group worked on multi-step word problems, one group worked on multiplication and division word problems, and the final group worked with Ms. Day to review several math concepts. It might have been a little more beneficial to group the students by ability level instead of randomly. It appeared that some of the groups, especially the groups working on word problems, were being carried by a couple of students while the rest just wrote down the answers they were given. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep control of the class during transitions.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Try to make sure you model steps on the board before you ask them to do independently.  Great job walking around monitoring student understanding. This was a difficult lesson to teach.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was planned so students were engaged in the activity.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo called on students to answer questions. Differentiates the lesson to meet all needs of students.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan covered Grammar Bites, which is a daily spiral review of Language and Reading skills. She had students move to the front with a clipboard if they felt they did not have a good view. They also used magic pens to correct with (they only write teh correct answers). Morgan called in students by drawing sticks with their numbers on them. She gave ample think time, allowing them to ask a friend if they did not know the correct answer. Students were not allowed to just give an answer, they had to also say why that was the correct answer.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		She did an excellent job due to the fact the class just came back from a Howdown and were extremely excited.   The students focused on the lesson and listened to her attentively. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak asked the class to make predicitons about the story before reading the text. She identified the quotation marks in the text and discussed the proper times for them to be used. She discussed hte difference between the author and the illustrator. She had all students focused and engaged in the lesson.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When you think of open ended questions think of the Bloom's when you create open-ended questions.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Brain Pop was for recalling prior knowledge Only area to think about for next time is to use lower case letters on the word sort cards that were for whole class instruction/review. Vanessa also used HOTS- asked questions like "What made you think that?" and "Can you support your answer?"

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included different types of practice throughout her lesson. She included technology, read aloud practice, partner practice, and individual practice. The students were engaged in each activity. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The students played a "Trashcan Ball" to explore fractions. Students were engaged and truly enjoyed the lesson. Raikel did a great job explaining the activity and guiding learning. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did an excellent job at keeping students engaged and making sure her instruction was presented in a student friendly manner. One aspect of her lesson that stood out to me was the way she provided differentiation for students. She provided a Prezi presentation for students to copy into their flipbooks. Students who were not able to copy from the Prezi were provided with a short hand version of the notes. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's lesson was well planned and laid our before she started teaching. She had put a lot of thought into how to present the content in a way that encouraged the students to make inference about the skill that was taught. 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Work on transitioning to the tables in smaller groups. Explain the opening a little better that way you can discuss what is happening and what you were looking for. Stop and discuss the topics from the book a little more often.  Ask what are some of the ways we can keep from sharing our germs. Good job asking questions after the story! 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Your lesson was based on a great children's book. Students were asked to retell the story using a flow map. When your flow map from Publisher didn't work, you were quick to think on your feet and draw one using the IWB. Remember to use the question "Why?" to encourage higher level thinking. Your flow map and guided instruction helped the students when it was their turn to write. It was a nice balance of "i do, you do."

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli provides varied activities to keep the students engaged and learning. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great lesson to transfer the eating or gobbling of a cookie to understanding the importance of first and second reading of information.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job, learning so much and incorporating into your lesson. You are on your way to becoming a great teacher!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		More time was needed for guided practice.  They had a lot of questions about how to complete the worksheet.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher used questioning strategies during the lesson to ensure student understanding.

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Ms. Fleming did a great job explaining directions to the students.  She engaged students with her enthusiasm during the lesson and involved every student.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Called on students to answer questions Praised students 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica is very good with the students. She provides adequate rigor with support so that each student feels engaged and succesful.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Good questioning-of course you could always ask more open-ended/higher-order thinking questions. I liked how you modeled and explained the word problems. Students were asked to complete word problems on their own. Appropriate wait-time was given. Students were all actively engaged with no down time.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Throughout the lesson, the students were engaged and actively participated as Ms. Fuller asked them open-ended questions. The lesson was well thought out and prepared for, which made the lesson run smoothly. Ms. Fuller provided the students with positive feedback as the student's answered questions. At the end of the lesson, she re-addressed the steps in which to wash hands by allowing the students to participate in a visual language chart.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		My one suggestion would be to start with lower level one step word problems for the students to have success before moving to the higher thinking skilled questions.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson was clear, concise and age- appropriate. She kept the students engaged and provided a plethora of learning resources to convery the meaning of Groundhog Day. She provided positive feedback and reinforcement.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You did a wonderful job of clearly explaining the directions for the sprint. I love that you related the concept of comparing fractions to real life by asking students which fraction they would want if sharing something with others. Using examples of comparing whole numbers was a great way to activate prior knowledge. The problem set reviewed concepts from the lesson. The problems encouraged students to apply their knowledge.

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		I was impressed with her organization and fluent transitions.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Good choice of video for opening. Using a model of teeth and a real toothbrush to demonstrate proper brushing technique would have enhanced your lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The lesson was very creative! The students really enjoyed your PowerPoint presentation and the "Where am I in the world" activity! There were some students who struggled and needed remediation/accomodations. Next time, maybe have their materials precut and labeled for them.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant taught her lesson with a diverse group of students. She put them into groups based off of their readiblitly. She then gave each group a passage over theme that was based on their own level of understanding.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Using Kahoot and quizziz is a great method of assessing the students and seeing understanding. The students were involved and enjoying the lesson. When planning, always incorporate differentiation and acceleration.  

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Good use of technology. Short movie and book was used to show the standard.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The lesson was great. Many of the activities were based on the academic level of students. Students were very engaged in the lesson. Great job! Powerpoint was engaging for the students. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Met with each student to discuss their writing.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley did a fantastic job engaing the students in a creative lesson on adjectives.  She had a well developed lesson plan which included differentiation and a formative assessment. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley started with whole group instructions and ended with a small group student led group.  The students were able to solidify their understanding and clarify any misunderstasndings.  This small group instruction created a good reinforcement of the lesson.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Glow: She does a fantastic job of encouraging the students. She is doing a much better job of using the clip system and addressing bad behavior choices. Grow: She is still working on the organization of her lesson flow and the transitions between instruction.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		The students were presented with a well organized visual aid that activated thieir prior knowledge of multiplication strategies. It was well developed and helpful to students who required more scaffolding throughout the independent work time. When providing direction to students, it is a good practice to provide modeling and a solid visual of how you want them to complete the assignment. While the oral directions were proficient, it would have added great value to use the Promethean board to display and demonstrate how they should begin their work. This is just a sugestion for the future. You provide great encouragment all students! That is a quality that will go a long way when it comes to effort and overall student success in your classroom. Good Job!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Lesson is over Opinion Writing Haley started the lesson using a ball with numbers on it- throwing it around the room- asking the kids questions Showed the students a graphic anchor chart of the OREO O- Opinion R-reasons E-examples 0-opinion 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Time ran out before the lesson could come to  a natural end. Instruction,  delivery, and student engagement were excellent!

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Be sure to make sure behavior is under control before beginning. Classroom management comes as you do more lessons and have more experience working in front of the kids. While writing, have them help you sound out words. Always ask them to refer back to anchor charts in the room. Be careful with giving them an example that is completed because most of them may just copy that. 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		I loved the idea of putting glitter in the sanitizer so the children could pass the "germs" around the room.  Perhaps next time, put more in one childs hand and see if it passes all the way to the last person....to show them that you don't have to put the "germ" directly in their hand, but that it passes as we touch or shake hands.  Great lesson with much enthusiasm and great technology additions! 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		The end of the day is tough with 1st graders... You did an excellent job keeping them on track and focused.  You did a great job differentiating the lesson. 

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*The opening to lesson was great and very engaging. The video played was very informative and helped the students to get a better understanding of the Life Cycle Butterfly. Also, I liked how Tyler asked questions about butterflies to engage students with prior knowledge. *Gave Tyler the suggestion to go over the activity the students are about to complete in a whole group setting on the carpet first so the students know what to expect to do and can fully understand and see example. *Transitions were great! Used the "Give me 5!" *Gave Tyler the suggestions to have an extension activity for the students that finish early as well as having the activity prepped BEFORE the lesson begins. This way there is more time for him to focus on the needs of the students instead of passing out materials. *Loved how he went through and had the students do each part of the Butterfly Cycle together. Point to right spot and had a "helper" glue down the pieces for the students. *Also reminded Tyler to watch behavior management for the whole class, not just one area. Overall, he did very good at keeping the students on track. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*used anchor chart and power point lesson to present material.  *students made suggestions for real life ways to use money *an agenda was presented to keep lesson on track and organized *students were highly engaged throughout the lesson through the use of charts and questioning and answering *constantly encouraged students with praise for a job well done

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		The lesson opener caught their attention; however, it was a little long to not be teaching. Instructional time is precious. 30 seconds of that would have been fine. Make sure you are on top of your game. When you are counting in front of them you are the leader, the expert, own it. Have high energy...I know we were laughing about how excited I was about distributive property one day, but you have to be high energy for them to be high energy. Good job with trasitioning quickly from activity to activity and using the timer. Write Application problem bigger and darker, it was hard to see. Anything that goes in front of them needs to be visually pleasing. GREAT job questioning about EACH and talking through the word problem. Have the students explain why for the numbers in the multiplication sentence. Why did you chose 4? Why did you chose 6? Word problems should have been written out if longer than one or two sentences. Make sure to KNOW the problem you are answering before you start, When you found the total of 40 in the problem you lost them. You lost them after the first problem...sometimes you just have to stop and transition, everyone is not going to get it the first day. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Lesson was 1st-grade appropriate. Students were engaged. Opened lesson with activator. Read story and discussed previously taught concepts/skills (compound words, suffixes, proper nouns). Writing expectations were explained such as capital letters, finger spacing, and ending punctuation.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		You tied the lesson back together by going back to the topic of collective nouns and irregular plural nouns. Students haven't been exposed to much poetry, maybe you could show multiple pictures of shape poems, and then write your example or have students write poems then put them into the shape.. Students loved making their own shapes, which is a great way to engage students. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I loved your activiating strategy for your lesson. The students were so excited about dancing to the song "Move-it, Move-it" and then checking their heart rate. Great job asking them to explain what the word Pulse meant and then explaining how to find it by using two fingers. You did a wonderful job showing the students and helping students locate their pulse in their neck. You wanted everyone to be successful and that is a great way to get students excited about learning something new. Awesome job! I loved seeing the student's reaction when they realized their heartbeat/pulse increased when they exercised and danced. You did a great job answering questions throughout lesson. Try to include higher order questions to challenge their thinking and keeping them engaged. I loved how you made a real life connection to help students understand how much exercise they need daily (30 minutes=length of Creek Time). This made it easy for them to understand that concept easier. Students were excited the entire lesson! For you first lesson it was a great one! 

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Students were actively engaged during the entire lesson.  They were very interested in the book that she read and did a great job of identifying character traits as well as proving how they knew the answer by using text evidence.  Catherine did a great job of asking higher level questions to get students to prove their answers.  They LOVED defending their answers to the other students.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the level of inquiry! Students are engaged!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Even though there were problems with the Smart Board working properly (not Taylor's fault), she was flexible with the lesson and was able to present the material in an effective manner.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The lesson on area provided the students with a chance to work as a whole group, in a small group, and independenlty.

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Taught students new vocabulary. Should have used pictures in the eggs instead of words. This comes from experience. Her lesson was very informative and the students enjoyed it.  Gave clear expectations for students

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The teacher introduced the standard and essential question. The teacher talked about the relevance of the standard. The teacher asked students to tell what a physical feature is. Called on several students to respond. Gave good/encouraging feedback to students that did not answer correctly. Used a video Man-made vs Natural. Good choice in video. Stopped the video to explain/elaborate and then returned to viewing. Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating: Plan for this by preparing the questions a head of time and having a set point in the lesson to require the students to push their cognitive abilities and expand thinking/learning. Be more specific in how you plan to differentiation. With struggling learners sometimes we have to adjust to product or the process to getting to the task completed. Example: checklists, templates, pairing, oral and written directions, fewer requirements. Utilizing the timer on the Promethean Board was a really good idea. It helped to manage time and behavior. I liked the way you placed students in groups. It allowed some students that have never worked together an opportunity to get to know more classmates as well as reduced the chances of misconduct.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones does a great job with maintaining the flow of the lesson in an enagaging way for all students.  He uses great questioning techniques and constantly reinforces comprehension.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Might cut out for R, C. and Z.  Could have it already cut out and in baggies to save time.  Have every student's attention before going over closing. Students needed a time to discuss and give you the correct order.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria was very calm and reassuring during her lesson. She chose a book our students were very interested in and it showed in the way they sat and listened.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You secured student’s attention before starting lesson. Students were attentive when you were reading King Louis’ story. You used expression and inflection when reading. 
Idea: Ask students to discuss “King Louis’ problem”. Have them brainstorm how they might fix the problem.
Students were given different scenarios. They had to decide which category their scenario would go in by sorting them on the board. Speaking and Listening standards are incorporated as students read their scenarios to the class.
 
You had students connect King Louis’ departments to the three branches of government.
Thinking question: Why do we need three branches of government?
 
 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used multiple teaching strategies and appealed to a variety of learners throughout her lesson. 

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		The kids were highly engaged in the lesson. They loved the video provided. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		I really liked Courtney's use of the short video about a shark to grab students' attention. In a world full of technology, more often than not, children are more likely to pay attention if there is a technology hook. Courtney did a very good job with her lesson and keeping kids engaged in the learning process about main characters, setting and the story sequence. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The students spent a lot of time waiting to find out what would happen next. I feel that objects pulled from aliens should have been done one at a time and should have been discussed more. I do not feel that students were appropriately engaged. I do appreciate that a variety of strategies were presented. You did differentiate via the jobs you assigned. Both guided and independent practice were evident.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		I loved the activating strategy. Anna did a wonderful job activating, engaging, and including the students throughout the lesson. She did an awesome job activating the students prior knowledge. She consistently used the whole brain teaching model and cues to engage students. She had a picture of some of the characters from the movie cars to introduce and connect personification to student&#39;s prior knowledge. I thought this was a fantastic real life/experience example because most students have seen that movie! She did a nice job creating differentiated worksheets based on fables at different reading levels.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		You stated that students were going to take notes during the Bill video, but students had nothing to take notes on. Next time try to have paper pulled out for them to use.  Instead of just "raise your hand" during the lesson, it was a good strategy to pick sticks out of the bucket. You could also try table talk or partner talk. This helps students be more engaged. Flow maps are a great graphic organizer. I like how you called on students to repeat what you'd heard in their table group and reinforces correct answers. This gives students that were behind extra support to hear another child answer instead of you. Be sure to check in with EIP students or those struggling while they work in table groups. Good table group discussion strategy.  I liked the hand clap repeat to grab attention. Take charge :) be sure of what you are doing (even if you aren't) The kids will never know if you don't show it :)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		This lesson included great practice as well as individual remediation as needed. 

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Game was eye opening for many students.  It allowed practice in a fun environment.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Great job getting student's attention with the masking tape ball.  Great way to get students engaged and thinking.  The human battleship game was perfect for application of information learned. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		From the beginning to the end Martha did great at her lesson. He lesson started out with high expectations and students knew what to do. She started her lesson off with a bell work to get the student's brains ready to engage in mathematics. She had the students engaged into the bell work and responded quickly to her questions. Students showed her respect as she showed them in her lesson.  For the lesson she had essentially a game for the students to play to work on multi-digit multiplication. She gave example problems and solutions, addressed the expectations and guidelines for the task, and encouraged/guided students throughout the lesson that needed assitance. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I could tell your lesson was well thougt out by the organization of it. You were very encouraging as students responded to your questions.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*I missed the opening of the lesson due to another teacher speaking with me about a separate situation that happened earlier. Miss Lopez did an opening with the class. *Once you give some think/struggle time to students who are trying to answer quesetion, you may call on someone else. Wait time is important, but be sure not to wait too long because you will lose other students attention. *Great job letting students explain their own strageties for learning fractions. Sometimes "kids language" helps struggling students figure it out. *Great job ignoring distractions that were out of your control. *Great use of why and how do you know questions. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students have really been engaged in Ms. Lovette's lesson. She began to find out students' prior knowledge and added to their knowledge. They've added notes to their flipbooks about Olegthorpe, Tomochichi, and Mary Musgrove. They made a real life connection between Georgia, themselves, and the historical figures. She gave extra support to students who needed it while asked open ended questions to those to will research more about these historical figures.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		The quilt was really go everyone excited.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to state what the students will learn before starting the lesson. You did an excellent job with your discussion of the term goals.  It would be beneficial to expand and give more  real life examples.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was very advanced for 4th graders.  They didn't get a clear understanding of the Bill of Rights.  A lot of the terminology was too advanced for them.  They should have been presented in a more kid friendly way perhaps in a powerpoint that gives the actual amendment and then a simplified version.  They needed a little bit more exposure in order to successfully complete the group and independent activities. The cartoon sheet with the pictures and short descriptions of the Bill of Rights  should have been more of an emphasis than anything else.   Also, there was a closing portion  of the lesson where students were supposed to volunteer and explain each amendment accurately.  She didn't get to that part due to time constraints; but,  I'm not sure they would have been able to do this correctly.  The group poster was a great idea; but, they weren't quite sure of what to put on them.  In the future, always have an example for the students to go by.  There needed to be something else like a video or a powerpoint to help drive it home for them.   It was a lot of teacher led instruction and it needed to be more of a self discovery type of approach.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah engaged her students and had clear instructions to properly present the lesson. Students were actively involved and were given appropriate support though out the lesson. She had effective feedback and wait time for the students needs. She showed effective transitions between activites. We discussed having a stronger closer to review the lesson before transitioning to the next activity.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		she did a great job with the lesson and reteching and reenforcing the subtraction skills. She could work on transitoning between groups and activites. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Transition ideas were given to Breanna on her written documentation form. Examples: call students to chairs by tables, hair color, clothing color, boys/girls.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great job drawing and explaining models of decimals with students.  Be sure to circulate the room and check for understanding as you go.  Feel free to ask questions throughout the lesson, not just at the end to summarize.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did a great job creating an agenda that had few transitions and down-time.  The students were led in some points in the lesson (direct instruction) and then were allowed to work at their pace.  She circulated the room and cater to students who needed extra help.

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey engaged the students by watching a Parts of Speech video from Flocabulary. Afterwards, she was able to build background knowledge by reviewing sentence structure. I loved how Ms. Nacey modeled the writing activitty before she allowed the students to begin. After giving directions, Ms. Nacey made the students repeat the directions given so they would be confident in what to do.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - When giving directions, be REALLY specific so that you avoid any confusion with the assignment *suggestion* - After the last activity of your lesson, bring the kids together for a group or partner discussion of what you taught - like a TOTD activity - so that you can have a verbal assessment of what they learned

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		When the students seem confused, like they did with the FANBOYS concept, it is ok to stop and reteach that.  They need to have a foundation before moving on.  Also, there are great videos on Flocabulary that you can use to really catch their attention.  Lots of times that will stick with them more than what we say to them. Also, make sure you talk loudly and that your expectations are clear before the students start moving.  You may even want them to repeat your directions back to you.  Sometimes, I even write them on the board so they know what I expect.  When the students are working independently I encourage you to walk around and check over their shoulders or talk to them to make sure they understand.  This is how you know if you need to do a quick reteach or if they students understand the concept.  

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students are always highly engaged and enjoy learning from Ms. Nesmith. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I loved the thermometer craft you did with the students. Providing hands on manipulatives is very important especially at this age. Make sure to pause and get the class' attention throughout the lesson to ensure all students are following directions and clearly understand thier expectations. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton is very soft-spoken and is encouraged to use inflection or intonation with her voice so to capture and keep student focus. Ms. Norton is encouraged to use the school behavior system to reinforce appropriate behaviors and discourage inappropriate ones. Student transitions from the rug to their seats went well. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your activities were varied and provided good review of plant classification. The celery lab provided clarification of how vascular tissue (xylem) carries water and nutrients throughout a plant. Students were able to state their hypothesis, and better grasp this concept. The venn diagram activity helped students to review the characteristics of vascular v. nonvascular plants. Suggestion: Divide students into groups before completing the venn diagram. (Complete the venn diagram as part of that station.) Some students seemed unsure of where to place the vocabulary cards on the venn diagram. Be prepared to help them with the definition so they can place it in the correct category. Good use of higher order questioning at the close of your lesson. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		The students were engaged in the game. This held their attention the entire time. There was a great balance of instruction and participation. The white boards helped make sure all students were participating. You moved around the room making sure that all students were understanding as your lesson progressed.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was very well thought out. Miss Norwood did a great job meeting the needs of all learners. She included sentence stems and leveled paragraphs.

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Students were engaged and interested. Real-world connections were made throughout lesson Transitions were smooth. Lesson activity allowed students to collaborate as well as work independently. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		The opening song on Flocabulary was great! It really got the students attention. I like when they tranisitioned from the carpet to their seats you gave very clear directions on how you expected them move. You provided modeling, whole group instruction, movement, and individual work. This is a great way to reach all learning styles. 

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She opened the lesson with a season sort with pictures (students worked together on this).  She read a book on Seasons and asked several questions related back to the seasonal sort.  She ended the lesson with a graphic organizer and with student help filled in the correct answers to the sort activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		I really  LOVED how students used "toothpaste" (shaving cream) to brush the "sugar bugs" off the teeth.  I kept hearing several students say, "That was FUN!"

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of introducing new vocabulary- cocoon, chrysalis, camouflage, symmetry.  She also stopped to question learners throughout the lesson to check for comprehension.  Children were asked to go to their seats from the rug.  Dividing children into groups to transition to their seats will provide a smoother transition (ex: 4 year-olds and 5 year-olds or boys and then girls). 

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Loved the 'Who am I" opening

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige provided poem frames to help struggling writers. For advanced writers, Paige instructed the to write more complex poems.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students respond well to Ms. Partlow and were engaged in her lesson throughout. No down-time was noted.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at differentiating. She uses her time wisely in teaching lessons to allow for students to think and respond. She is able to change each classes lesson to meet the students needs. If something in the lesson wasn't flowing she would modify or change to meet the students needs and then challenge those who understand.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Excellent anchor chart to spark class discussion during lesson. Alex's enthusiasm while teaching also helps keep all students engaged. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		After students began to write, Ms. Phillips pulled a small group of EIP students to her table and discussed the prompt with them in detail.  They were able to verbalize the directions after reading the prompt.  Students discussed key words and reviewed narrative strategies before going to their seats to write independently.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Excellent use of anchor chart and referencing it during instruction.  Students were aware of it and how to use it to help them during their writing.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily interacts extremely well with the students.  She is very encouraging and patient!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Your lesson was very encouraging to the students. I loved that you used guided practice and independent practice with the students. You can use strategies like "thumbs up/thumbs down" to monitor student understanding. Make sure you do a variety of problems to ensure the students understand the concept and can practice it effectively. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Great job using a varirty of technology (Promethean & Activotes) -Calm demeanor withthe students and responded well to theit questions. -When the students struggled, you asked open-ended questions to help prompt them to the correct answer. -Began to deliver positive priase in transitions, so kids will follow directions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glows: Good job activating students prior knowledge.  "Put pencils down" is a good strategy to show when students are reay to move on.   You asked guiding questions while they stuents read.  This is a good way to monitor and check for understanding. Your posters were good visuals for the students.   I also like the post-it activity to check for understanding and misconceptions.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		They enjoyed you asking them to teach you! They enjoyed the song and activity! Next time try to let them know how much time they have left so they can manage their time throughout the activity. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		* Students knew lesson was beginning when you gave an "Attention Getter" *You connected to prior knowledge and real-life experiences.  "Who can tell me what an inventor is?" "How are lightbulbs today different from lightbulbs in the past?" *You provided graphic organizers with partial information included to assist struggling learners and learners that work at a slower pace! *Closing the lesson and asking individuals to summarize what they learned can be missed due to time constraints (I struggle with this myself).  Allow time to incorporate a summarizing strategy.  Ticket Out the Door, Tell elbow partner 2 things they learned about inventors, etc.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to state causes of WWII in Europe to review previous learning. -Graphic Organizer enabled students to focus on meaningful information. -Excellent job explaining vocabulary words in a way students could understand. -Comparing notes with elbow partner allowed students with omitted information an opportunity to add information to notes. -In closing, students shared key points from their notes.  This prepared them to plan for the assessment activity. -You circulated room to give students feedback.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Great student engagement! They loved the interactive power point!

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The students were engaged and you provided adequate feedback.  You modeled retelling the story and allowed practice time.  Your feedback was specific.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with this lesson as she had SPED students in here that are normally not in here at this time.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job differentiating for instruction for students. She is an excellent teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		I would like to see Rebecca increase the engagment and excitement in her lesson's introduction.  She did an AMAZING JOB teaching the content of the lesson and I would like to her TEACH MORE!  She is very fun to listen to!!  Rebecca called on students to come up to the board to participate and work out the math problems.  She challenged students to think for themselves.  I loved her delivery of the rules for multiplying fractions.  I would recommend a little quicker pacing when moving from one acticity to the next.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The lesson had a good flow and fit in the time allotted.  The students enjoyed the lab and were able to easily see the difference between vascular and nonvascular plants in a way that they will remember.    The PowerPoint that Ms. Roberts used to guide her lesson was very thoughtout and allowed the students to have clear directions at each step of the lesson and lab.  

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		The lesson on rounding was well planned to engage all students. Mrs. Beaird used a varity of instructional materials in her lessons, technology, direct instruction. There were times in the lesson when the studets guided the lesson with inquiry.  Mrs. Beaird used positive comments to keep the studetnts engaged in the lesson as well as redirect them if they were off task. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Giving "wait time" was one of the pieces of advice that I offered to Ms. Rudolph at the end of her lesson.  I encouraged her to wait a little longer, and then if the student was still having trouble, I suggested that she give prompts instead of just giving the answer.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job presenting the material.  She understood how to teach multiplying fractions with whole numbers, and she seemed to be confident during this time in front of the class despite it being her first time teaching in front of these students.  I did suggest not giving the students too many materials at one time, as this can become a distraction (working out the problems with fraction tiles and on white boards at the same time seemed to be too much).  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! I love the music and movement! That's always a plus when teaching young, wiggly learners. My suggestion is to make sure the shapes aren't stretched. Perhaps hold up shapes as reference if the technology is being glitchy. Good bounce back when your video didn't play at the beginning. You just kept going. My last suggestion is to have a picture clue on your follow up/assessment piece. Students may not be able to read shape words yet. Providing a picture clue next to each word on the "My Shape Pizza" counging page would help them complete the activity a little more indepentently.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal presented the lesson and activly engaged the students. By using hands-on manipulatives, the students were better able to grasp the concepts presented.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Reading block should be more than 18 minutes.  Make sure your spending majority of your time on core subject areas. Started reading at 11:42 am.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah helped guide a student towards the correct answer by restating the question. This students has low self-confidence and this helped him to feel successful in front of his peers.

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		 
The students were confused during the lesson. They did not  the purpose of the graphic organizer . 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith uses an encouraging tone with the students and makes sure to compliment them when they achieve. She is very thorough in her presentation of content and explains all of her points fully. Due to time constraints in the Social Studies curriculum, it is hard to indepth on the topics presented. That is what extra credit acrtivities and early finisher projects were assigned if time permits.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		The lesson plan was organized and clearly presented.  Questions were age and developmentally appropriate, but not necessarily higher order thinking.  The questions were great in helping spark discussion among children.  Students had ample "talk time" to discuss foods that are bad for our teeth.  I would suggest bringing in floss and tooth brushes for students to see and feel.  Visual aids are a huge benefit when teaching.  Many times, you can ask dentists to donate floss and toothbrushes and they will do so.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		His openinig was great to engage students into the lesson. He did a planet sort. After reading from our book and the lesson on gravity he had the students answer questions based on the lesson and reading.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		I really like that the students were able to get up and model on the floor model. The students got to work alone and ask for help from teacher if they needed it. During the math modeling explain thta all they were doing is add the zero. He was answering the questions very knowledgeably. One thing I wanted to mention is that one the problem set, make sure you finish a section before moving on.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		The enthusiasm for the lesson really flowed to the students. They were excited because you were. You added in extra information like Churchill being called "Bulldog" that the students remembered and will definitely remember forever. You taught the standard, but extemded it, which was great!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great powerpoint!  It was a great reinforcement to practice answering questions using the powerpoint on pictograph.  The students were actively engaged in this lesson.  Great job! Some pointers for next time you teach on pictographs.  Make sure, especially since the key is more than one, you reinforce to look at the key before you answer the questions.  Also another question I would've like to see was How many more ___ were there than ____.  This is a higher order thinking question that is sometimes hard for 2nd graders. When students are asking questions or telling about something from the graph, such as a tomato is a fruit, it is okay to respond instead of saying, "We're not talking about that".  Many students actually do not know that a tomato is really a fruit, so it would've been a fun fact for them to have learned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You did a great job using different types of teaching strategies. The more strategies you use, the more students you will reach. Great job! One idea since this is a new concept for the students is to make sure to go over each 2nd word that could be in a contraction and make an anchor chart for students to look at on how to change the 2nd word into the contraction.  The use of technology worked well in your lesson. This provided practice for the students and gave them good support. Remember to use high order thinking questions to provide rigor to the learners. You did scaffold learning for the students. This was great!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Students were engaged and on task throughout the lesson. Ms. Stewart did a wonderful job of teaching to each learning style to reach each student. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Strengths: * engaged all students * gave time for students to think before answering Things to work on: * do not be afraid to redirect the students when behavior is not appropriate * for wrong answers say "that is a great thought, but let's look at it again" * be mindful of  a 1st grader's attention span....do not make the lesson super long

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Activating strategy was very effective. Students were given pea pods to examine and observe. A variety of methods were used to deliver the content, including visuals. powerpoint, written text, and media. Lesson contained level 3 DOK questions which provided higher order thinking, not just recall. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Remember the Why? and How? questions are higher order thinking. You gave great reinforcement and feedback to the students. Material was clear but make sure you give clear directions and have a child repeat them back to you.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to remind students that a multiplication sentence can also be changed into a division sentence (fact family). Storey gave many examples and went in different orders to insure understanding. Great job getting the studetns attention.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Calendar Math- engaged all students and used 5 in particular to help with calendar activities. Many skills addressed: place value, odd/even, addition, subtraction, greater/less than, dates, etc.

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		-Wait time a little long based on the amount of class time available. -good transitions -independnent work in stations -stations used that involved using evidence -good support of students

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn did a great job with activating the lesson and connecting the learning to prior knowledge. Students were required to discuss, take notes, share ideas with peers and investigate their own learning with the text. 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn does a great job of coming up with engaging lessons that the students enjoy.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		I liked how you asked the students to explain how they knew the answer. I like how you revisited the items from the beginning of the lesson and revealed the correct answers.

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The students were actively engaged and excited about the activities. The PowerPoint was very interesting and informational and the activities helped the kids understand the material wonderfully. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Closing activity was differentiated.   Brittany did a great job giving detailed instructions before beginning the independent activity   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great review powerpoint with skills for the students to practice skills.  Then the students played a scoot game.   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		The video clips you choose were engaging and provided students with background knowledge for the lesson. Remember to give students time to think about and discuss new information.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Asked opened ended questions to students.  Lesson was guided well by student teacher.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over synonyms and antonyms. The standards were addressed and goals presented to the students. The lesson was well organized and engaging. Her presentation of the lesson was clear and organized. The students enjoyed the hands on part when they got to go to the board and decided what was a synonym or antonym.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		One suggestion I have would be to break up the instructions for the activity.  When given multistep directions at the beginning of the activity the students usually have a difficult time remembering everything they are suppose to accomplish.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Technology and music were great intro/attention grabber.  

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson was planned well and Ms. Ulstad was organized and prepared.  Students were engaged throughout the lesson and all students were provided with opportunities interact on board during lesson.  Students also had opportunity to work together before working independently.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You did a great job teaching to all the learning styles. You had a song for your auditory learners, pictures for visual learners and a big phone to press buttons for our kinesthetic learners.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson was organized and prepared for students.  The lesson had good flow and you used good questioning throughout the lesson. Spend more time making sure the directions are clear and the students know exactly what is expected of them with their assignment.  After you give directions, ask several students to share the directions with you.  Gain students attention before giving the directions. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		* Have one presenter  present all animals from their group * always be aware of calling on different students.  You can use the "stick method"- pull a stick with a student name * You used higher level activities that met the needs of all students. * The activity was application and analyzing as they will have to compare their animals with other animals from different groups along with how they had to apply what they have learned about main idea and details. Great lesson!!!

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*The opening was great. Asked if the students had ever read that book before, asked about the Author/Illustrator and also asked the students questions throughout reading the book! *Loved how Lauren demonstrated with the students BEFORE starting the activity and had the actual finished materials being used in the demonstration. *Suggested to have the students sequence out ONE thing at a time on their sticks instead of trying to sequence out the parts of the story AND the stages of the Life Cycle of Butterfly. All of that was too much at once for the students and there wasn't enough room on the sticks for ALL the pieces. *Also suggested to go over the Life Cycle of Butterfly because the students had not been taught that information yet so many students did not know the correct stages of the Butterfly Life Cycle. *Great transitions! *Loved how Lauren had an extension activity for the early finishers...just make sure to explain what to do on the extension activity first. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Unclear directions as to what he wanted the kids to do.

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		-see specific notes on evaluation

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Great job explaining beginning, middle, and end!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		The kids loved the song that you chose! Great job helping them make connections to the evidence while they were reading. One way to help support lower achieving students is to have them do a "think, pair, share" with a partner after a question is asked.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! The "octopus eggs" were awesome! It really made the kids interested! - Great video! - Good use of technology - The kids could have used more independent practice. -I like how you had them "fix" the sentence you wrote. - Good questioning using PebbleGo 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Lines of symmetry are not just vertical and horizontal but can be diagonal. Give the students opportunities to touch and manipulate the objects. Make sure your handouts copy correctly and that you will use all the material. If not, redo handout to prevent confusion.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		You understood the material, but remember to make sure you say your problems correctly - one hundred thirty seven not one hundred and thirty-seven. Try to ask more thinking, connecting, analyzing questions. These are the questions that will ensure the students understand the material. Give students time to answer and correct misconceptions. Your Ticket Out the Door was very good. It covered the material needed to be mastered.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lesson involved student participation and physical movement.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		This was a great lesson! The students loved the hands on activity of moving plates and making earthquakes and mountains. You gave the guided instruction and worked along with them then allowed them to explore and discuss on their own. Your questioning kept them on track and engaged. You gave them situations and they had to problem solve and think through the situation. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		A formative assessment was given with student participation in identifying ten more/ten less with partners.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams showed little enthusiasm when teaching her lesson.

		Williams		Julia		917462487		The activity used characters the students know to engage. Posititve tone of voice to redirect students when needed. Why and how questions are always great to engage their higher order thinking skills. Good job incorporating the opinion writing we are working on in ELA into your lesson. Instead of just correcting the students, you engaged them in "why" questions so students could form their own thoughts. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has grown an incredible amount since her last semester here at Elm Street.  I am so pleased with her overall planning and instructional strategies.  Can't wait to see her in full swing in October!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is working to include higher order thinking skills questions into her lessons by using the DOK - Depth of Knowledge levels as a guide. 

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Students were actively engaged and enjoyed the chapter.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The lesson over comparing and contrasting informational texts to write a constructed response had texts on varying reading levels. The questions she asked the students were related to the texts and were higher order thinking related. She transitioned between guided practice and independent practice with ease.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job throughout her lesson keeping the students engaged in the lesson. She would ask questions frequently to see if the students understood the lesson being taught. She gave positive/encouraging comments to students throughout the lesson for numerous tasks such as paying attention, answering questions, staying on task.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna is performing beyond expectation - like a more advanced student. It is evident that she has lots of experience in the classroom. She is a loving and encouraging teacher. Her abilty to "read the room" is excellent. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides positive feedback to the students as well as encourgment.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		When Destinee observed the students getting a little restless, she stopped the lesson and used little exercises to regain the student's attention.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren always uses meaningful activators to get the students engaged in learning.  She allowed the students to move around as she taught as it related to her activity.  Her visuals need to be hung up before the lesson and ready to go without any distractions around them so that she does not lose the class focus as she hangs things up.  She gets very into her lesson and does not always notice off task behaviors.  She needs to redirect more often as she loses a child's focus.  As she teaches/reviews she always praises the children with positive feedback and gives clues and wait time for those who are struggling.  She used a wide variety of instructional materials (videos, promethean, direct instruction, guided instruction, visual aids).  The only area she really needs to improve on is differentiation.  She should have pulled a small group to help low readers to assess basic NSEW directions and the latitude/longitude lines.  She also could have done the coordinates activity with the advanced students who finished the task early. 

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson began with a review using Kahoot to engage students. Students were able to share their best strategy for solving the problems and numbered sticks were utilized to ensure all students had the opportunity to participate.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		This was a very engaging lesson.  

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget higher order thinking questions! Asking "how do you know" and "why" are awesome ways to assess their reasoning!

		Responses (n): 		244

		Response Rate: 		51.37%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		1		0.21%		102		21.47%		278		58.53%		79		16.63%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		2.95		3		3		0.63

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		2		0.42%		73		15.37%		188		39.58%		54		11.37%		147		30.95%		11		2.32%		475		2.93		3		3		0.65

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.21%		63		13.26%		123		25.89%		25		5.26%		250		52.63%		13		2.74%		475		2.81		3		3		0.63

		Total/Percentage		4		0.28%		238		16.7%		589		41.33%		158		11.09%		406		28.49%		30		2.11%		1425								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		You checked for understanding as the text was read by questioning the students.  This kept them engaged and focused.  You even told them to raise their hands if they heard something in the text that you had just mentioned.  This was excellent, as it gave them a purpose for reading and keeping up.  It was a great idea to tell them to pay attention to a particular section because it would be part of their independent work later on. Venn diagram assignment for independent practice was appropriate, and was differentiated as needed (one was open-ended and one was "cloze" format).

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		This group responds well to videos and you know that.  I liked the one you chose.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Students were not clear on what needed to be in their picture. Make sure directions are very specific. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		I love  how you utilized partners during the lesson activity so that students can share/ help/ discuss with each other. Some students have problem visualizing how one shape can be a fractional part of another. I was great to see how you integrated Edward, our non-english speaker, to be part of the activity by writing the fraction cards in english and spanish. Awesome differentiation with the various fraction cards levels and with integration of spanish.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The children enjoyed creating their character from the book, and writing about it. Good job!

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She did a good job facilitating math centers during this time. 

		Atkins		David		917436457		No assessments was used for this lesson

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The assessment was whole group and Miss A would call on one child to help come up with a sentences to add the correct quotation marks.... only a few students were called upon, so a true picture if the students learned the lesson was not observed. 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-The assessment was very effective. You could easily see if the students understood the difference between active and inactive.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Gave advice to either check the work of the students as they finish or ask questions to see if the students understood the concept of the activity. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass asked questions throughout the lesson to ensure that students understood key vocabulary terms of compare and contrast.  She helped students who weren't confident of where their index card should go by asking students questions and using "think aloud" statements to help them understand.  

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		After you read the story, you had the students identify the characters and the setting in "Green Eggs and Ham". The students were able to identify the characters and the setting. They were eager to participate and remained on task!!!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Your activity to show mastery was good, but it would be useful to provide a more rigorous assessment piece. For example, instead of students simply copying your dream catcher, they could create their own rules and provide an example to prove their rule is necessary. The activity was cute, but could have had more "meat" to it! :)

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Students self assessed their previous writing. Ms. Benitez assessed their writing in order to continue engaging areas students need more practice.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		The summative and diagnostic assessments were not necessary for this particular lesson.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Great job observing student conversations to to determining understanding of science concepts.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You are starting to see how I group kids based on diagnostic data and using this data. As the year progresses, I would like to see you become more comfortable with doing this on your own. This is definitely a learning process, and you are on the right track with getting to know students and their individual needs.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		You were able to walk around to each group to assess their knowledge of arrays.  I liked the way you traveled to each group and told them what you liked about their creation of arrays.  You were also able to ask them to show you how to create a certain array.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie asked questions throughout the lesson. At the end of the activity, Julie called 4 to 5 students to the Elmo to show the pizza they created. The students told their various strategies for counting.

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears did a great job formatively assessing throughout the lesson. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		After naming and locating the continents on a map, having students locate and write the names of the continents on a blank map was an excellent way to evaluate which students knew the continents.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The formative assessment that you used showed student understanding or misconceptions of the lesson that you taught. The questioning that you used also informed you of mastery and struggling students.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Use white board or sticky notes to assess students skill. 

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Did a very nice job of going around and observing/monitoring the progress of the students. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		The game would have been a great assessment if it would have been explained clearly, but it was not.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Pre-test- beginning of the activity. Ticket out door- culminating activity. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Students were actively engaged in all activities assigned during their center rotations.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		THe lesson asked the students to explain their understanding through several activities including reading text and discussion, illustrating the water cycle in a drawing and then wirting about the water cycle. She will be able to assess this lesson in a variety of ways.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Diagnostic not necessary for this task/book.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		You gave immediate feedback when needed and led students to the correct answer without just giving them the answer. You also did a good job having students explain why they chose active or non-active. It's always good to have kids explain their thinking. Questioning is one of your strengths! :)

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She used a variety of assessments to make sure the students understood the content. She was able to differentiate and accommodate different learning styles.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were assessed during lesson by Ms. Burton as she went from group to group during work time and observed and asked questions. During sharing time questions were also asked.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The lab sheet provided written student feedback and observations about what they were discovering.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		there was a culminating hands on product the students created to see their mastery of the regions of Georgia.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		This was an instructional lesson and Ms. Butler's first lesson.  Her materials were sufficient to be used for diagnostic understanding of the learning targets.  Formal or summative assessments were not appropriate at this time.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Writing three properties of each shape was powerful in your lesson.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Questioning is on point, although being sure to only plan what can be accomplished during that time period will lead to better data collection at the end of each lesson. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		The students were engaged with making the posters and acting it out. Students seem to retain the information learned from todays lesson. Great job!

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley conducts running records each week for Tier 3 students. She has been able to participate and lead formal and summative assessments. Ashley has also participated in SST meetings, collegial planning, team planning, and pod planning.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		I like that you used a differentiated assessment to check for understanding.  The difficulty level of the activity was a little high for both groups.  It might have been a good idea to have an activity like your closing compare/contrast activity to review before giving out the assessment.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		very good job, asking questions during the sort and the story to establish understanding by the students. I like how you brought attention to the french fries and discussed them with the class.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		A gradual release was used. Students transitioned from following along with the teacher, to working with support, to working independently.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		No diagnostic testing is used.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Students seemed to enjoy creating their umbrella with raindrops.  Use of the ELMO projector in show students what was expected was great.  Students at this age need LOTS of visuals to accompany verbal directions.  One piece of advice, while sharing is encouraged and wonderful, it may help keep the peace to ensure each student has their own supplies if available.  Students tend to fuss over taking turns with glue sticks and suck during art activities.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis used the student writing to access the students' writing. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The work done in Ms. Day's small group was checked as they went along, but there was not a lot of assessment (formative) done for the other groups. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney uses the star reading and math test to determine students level of ability.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was used during the lesson to make sure the students understood the concept.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The Grammar Bites is tested at the end of the week over the skills reviewed that week. For this lesson, the actual review was their assessment where they indicated the mistakes on their own using the magic pen.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I like that you are able to use informal assessments during your instructional teaching to determine if students are understanding the lesson.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessment for the lesson was perfect and easy to grade- She was able to give next day feed back to those that needed it.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa included questioning throughout her lesson to check student's understanding. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara provided formative assessments and homework with her lesson. I also used a short quiz from her lesson today for a grade!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Try to question more when reading aloud and when having students respond to your prompts. If they don't give you the answer you're looking for, lead them to it by questioning them. You did a nice job of helping students retell the beginning, middle, and ending of the book. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The lesson offered opportunities for students to think about the relationship between eating cookeis and reading information.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		This lesson did not provide opportunities for assessing.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Assessments went well, students are doing a great job assessing from the materials taught.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Good job!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Diagnostic observation/record not a part of this lesson; learning was of a review and extend lesson.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students answered questions and you called on various students to check for understanding. Then, a 'ticket-out-the-door" was used to check all students understanding of the material presented. This was in the form of a Quizziz. The students used technology to log onto quizziz and complete a two-question quizz. The results showed that 35 out of 40 students mastered the standard. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students used their Reading Workshop Journals, Math Journals and a Scholastic reader to demonstrate their understanding of the material.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You did a great job making sure the students were learning and helping others learn.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Kara used a lot of questioning throughout the lesson to make sure all students were understanding and remembering the concept. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like the way you asked questions to review important concepts, but also lead the students to reach the correct conclusion.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		The activity was great for covering the standard that you taught.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant asking high order thinking questions throughout her lesson and recaped what the students learned by having them write about theme on the back of their handout.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The mini kahoot review game was great for students. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is working towards gaining data from the formal and informal assessments she is using within her lessons.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Your skill of questioning will improve as your experience and content knowledge deepens. You are gaining a more thorough understanding of the students' skill levels and what questions to prompt their thinking.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Using tthe Oreo graphic organizer, students will choose their own topic to form an opinion. A list is also given as ideas if students can't come up with their own. Students were to state opinion and relate my ideas in an organizational structure. They seemed understand and be able to do this step. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		The assessments were appropriate for the lesson.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Good  job helpeing them remember facts about symbols.

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Didn't really see HOW the assessment was done for this lesson?! 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*constant questioning during the lesson *students were given examples of the work they were expected to do on the board before they were given a worksheet *worksheet was aligned with the standards and a good measure of whether skill was understood 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Explained writing rubric.

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Teacher checked for understanding of irregular plural nouns and collective nouns multiple times throughout the lesson. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		There are so many different kinds of assessments and as you move throughout your block you will discover so many different ones that can be used with a lesson. Assessments are important in guiding your instruction and differentiation. This is the key to student success and growth. As you go through your blocks you will become stronger in this area and you will learn more on how to use assessments to plan and differentiate for students. You did a great job for your first lesson and you used one assessment a checklist. You also show students the rubric to follow while writing. Rubrics are very good tools to use for guiding students and helping them know the expectations of an assignment. As you go through your blocks try to write down some different types of assessments you see teachers use so that you have a bank to pull from when you get your own classroom or when you are teaching your 4th block. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor asked a variety/level of questions to keep students on task and check for understanding.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones constantly assesses understanding informally through questioning during instruction and student work time.  He also provides an assessment of knowledge at the end of the lesson during the summarizer.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Needed to talk about the order of story.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Questioning was appropriate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students summarized what they learned in their own words.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie did not incorporate higher level questioning in the lesson.  I was hoping to see that. However, she did ask many recall questions for scaffolding and making connections.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce stopped many times throughout the lesson to check for understanding. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		The assessments were there and were very appropriate, implementation needs a bit of work.

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		There were lots of questions asked during the story and after the reading of the story. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a nice job using both formal and informal assessment strategies. She looked at each student&#39;s reading level to determine which fable would be best for them. She engaged students with teacher observation by walking around the room, while students talked to their shoulder buddy.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		The worksheet at the end allowed teachers to assist student who were struggling and see students that understood the concept.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha's lesson did not reguire the student to take any type of formal/summative/or diagnostic testing.  When students had an issue or a question from the student she was able to explain how to help the student come up with a reasonable answer that made sense to the problem at hand. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The work assignment and homework were appropriate for first grade students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students had books about these historical figures to find out more in their leveled book boxes. She asked great questions to clarify students' understandings of the figures.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Worksheet and poster.  I really liked the worksheet; although, it probably should have been open book or open note. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's informal questioning and the practice worksheet strongly supported her lesson. The formal review was very helpful in evaluationg the students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		She uses informal assessments, observing students work, asking questions and evaluating thier work.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Great questioning throughout the lesson! 

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Ms. Nacey led the lesson using grade-appropriate questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Again, as students are working make sure you are walking around and asking questions to ensure they are successful.  Also, have some sort of closing at the end of your lesson, ticket out the door, think pair share.  Something so you can make sure they have understood what was taught.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You did a good job with closing questions, but be sure to ask students questions during the lesson as well to check for understanding along the way. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		There was constant informa assessments throughout-white boards, hands up, students answering.

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		The student wrote a paragraph on "Their Favorite Seaon"  and then drew a picture.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Children were asked to sit in their regular seats for a heterogeneous grouping.  This is very appropriate for this type of activity.

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Diagnostics were not applicable during this activity.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students answered questions pertaining to Columbus and the article she assigned. Student understanding was measured based on their response to the questions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students wrote their own poem about a color. 

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Wonderful questioning during the lesson and good quick-check after the lesson to see individual understanding. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has used Diagnostic assessments to form small groups and modify instruction.  She gives informal or short formative quizzes as warm up, review, or a Ticket out the Door to formulate groups for the following day, or adjust plans. Ms. Phillips uses GMA Writing samples and the state rubrics to help students improve their writing.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding.    Students used the anchor chart and sandwich method taught to them to write an opinion piece about their favorite cookie.  Mrs. Polite directed students to take a second look at their writing and make changes as needed to ensure they had all the components of a great opinion paper.  Student work was graded using a rubric and commentary was given.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Grows: Do not always pick kids with their hands raised.  That allows for the others to not have to pay attention. Move around the room more and use "proximity control".  Especially while reading.  A few students were off task.This was a difficult concept for many students.  Next time, consider pairing students with hgh-med med-low for the task.  Also, not sure what post-its were used...but always make sure they are name brand so they stick.  Many were falling off onto the floor.  Its worth the investment. :) Overall, you did great!  I absolutely love how you are always to particiate and interact with the kids!  You offer to help me out and do whatever is necessary.  

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-You asked students to predict meanings of words.  This allowed you to check prior knowledge of the vocabulary.  -Students planned a broadcast using key vocabulary to explain important facts about the bombing at Pearl Harbor.  You provided a checklist to ensure students included necessary information.  Students were able to self-assess their work and demonstrated the information learned. 

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		You used the  assessment prompt (Thumbs Up/ Thumbs Down) for a quick observation of students' knowledge of the skill.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan does a nice job utilizing diagnostic data to provide appropriate leveled reading material for different groups.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job with assessments and using student data to help drive instruction.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts had thoughtful, pre-planned questions.  Many of her questions met the rigor of higher order thinking skills.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		The teacher used questioning and observation to understand whether or not the students understood the material or not.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of providing students with plenty of opportunities to show comprehension and understanding of the standards that were covered (multiplying fractions with whole numbers).  She had several different problems for the students to work together, and then they were given problems that were taken for a grade.  Ms. Rudolph ensured that all students would have a chance to show the level that they comprehended the information.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job walking around and checking for student understanding throughout the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal planned a game called "Stacks" as the culminating activity. The children LOVED the competition while she was able to observe and assess the children's ability to count the coins at the same time.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Thumbs up and Thumbs down to determine understanding and whole group participation. 

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		The lesson was stopped due to student confussion.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. mith walked around and checked students interactive notebooks to observe understanding of content.

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Smith did a wonderful job asking appropriate questions and encouraging student conversation throughout the lesson.  At the end of the lesson, students were asked to complete for following sentence stem: "I can brush my _________."  The assignment was a good follow-up and developmentally appropriate for students' writing skills at this point in the year.    I would suggest looking into asking a question that is a little more open ended  when it comes to assessing student knowledge.  For an example,  "I can take care of my teeth by (flossing, eating healthy, brushing my teeth, going to the dentist."  Another bit of advice is to make dotted letters and have studnets trace letters this way.   If you draw a liine after the word my it has a "fill in the blank" feel that will help students remember that their sentence isn't complete after simply tracing.     Diagnostic testing was not applicaple during this lesson.  

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He has been teaching about the solar systema and he gave students an assessment on the planet order.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job of checking understanding with thumbs up. Work on time management- didn't get to do activity that was planned.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Students were actively engaged in the assignment given.  The activity had really good questions comparing/contrasting the greatest/least amounts of the colors of skittles.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart gave immediate feedback to students and graded their work their work in a timely manner. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Students were encouraged to complete their inquires regarding inherited traits at home through family discussion. What a great way to make the lesson meaningful and facilitate a home connection! 

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		informal oral assessing and redirecting/ reinforcement as needed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Informal questioning was used to check for learning. 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		The summarizing activity was great and really showed what the students learned. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		This lesson was a social studies lesson and she did a good job questioning during the lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Readinng passages were assigned based on Lexile Levels.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie questioning and hands on with the students allowed her to understand better which students understood the curriculum being taught and the ones who may have had trouble understanding. She was able to guide all students to understand the difference between the two. Instruction was excellent.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Used formative and summative assessments.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Work samples and verbal q and a were used for assessment

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good job questioning.  Referenced key vocabulary to check for real understanding of standard.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		It's okay to let the lesson itself bring up questions, but always have 2 or 3 really great, deep questions for students that make them think. Questions that might be a little too hard for them, that can't be answered in one word or even one sentence.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Great questioning from group to group as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Liked how the sticks were taken from each student to check for completion and had the students in a whole group setting check to make sure their pieces were in the correct order first. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Presentations were a great way to see what the students learned about the animals and main idea 

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		You did a great job of questioning the students throughout the lesson. You could incorporate a ticket out the door with another text to help measure their independent understanding. I like that you used a sentence frame to model the first part of their explanation, but had them them make their own connections.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Good questioning! - I loved how you used thinking maps!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job allowing students to add knowledge to the lesson or ask questions about the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to summarize the results or the summarizer. Give feedback so students know if they are correct or incorrect.


		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your questions during class are giving you information but you're not using that information during class. Make sure to correct and address misconceptions.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey performs a variety of assessments with students on a weekly basis.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great use of the journal writing to sum up the activity and have the students reflect on what they had done. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Groups of students were called back to the carpet and asked to demonstrate the motion that went with the street sign to check for understanding.  Students were doing independent practice at their seats during this time.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ms. Wilkerson questioned students during the teaching process and observed student understanding when covering the room for student participation and understanding.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		During the course of this lesson Ms. Witcher used teacher observation and questioning to determine abilities of students and she also used running records as an assessment as well. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna did a good job of using both informal and formal assessments with her lesson. She assigned the students a homework activity that went along with her lesson to make sure the students grasped her lesson that was taught. She asked students to return the homework to her in order to make sure the students understood the role that both the Native Americans and the Pilgrims played in the first Thanksgiving. She asked students to draw pictures and write sentences of things that both the Native Americans and Pilgrims did to help one another for the first Thanksgiving.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna took anecdotal notes while in our classroom and used them to develop her lesson plans appropriately. She allowed rigor for our gifted student, movement for our entire class, and remediation for a child with fine motor challenges.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline used a variety of formative assessments to determine the progress of students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She does great with informal observations and questioning.  She is great at making sure the children understand the concepts.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Students used thumbs up to indicate understanding and their work was monitored during independent practice. Students were in self selected groups to assess learning through a game that Jenna monitored.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Great way to make assessment fun!

		Responses (n): 		156

		Response Rate: 		32.84%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		3		3		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		3		3		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		3		3		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		3		3		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		3		3		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Good redirection as needed when you saw students playing with or touching the money in the bags.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		*"Is everyone ready?" is going to call for many students to answer out, be more specific, "If you are ready, raise your hand" *Don't call on students who are off task. If students are off task, start praising those students who are not.

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		I have enjoyed having Claudia in the classroom. From her very first day, she immediately started working with students and didn't just sit back waiting for direction. The students responded very well to her as well.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Classroom mangement comes with experience. You are gaining knowlege in this area. Remember to be firm, consistent, and continue to provide love to the students.  I had to intervene during the lesson.  Management is developing.  

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She is a natural teacher. She managed the students well.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions: Use color print for signs

		Atkins		David		917436457		Suggestions for completing lesson plans: *double check spelling and wording when typing lesson plan. *use better handwriting when writing on poster boards. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		An area of concern for Miss A is her classroom management. She  often focuses on one student while the rest of the class is not on task. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Suggestion for Ally's Lesson Plans: -Use a louder tone and voice level while talking to the students -try to re-direct stuents that were not focused during the lesson 

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		-It is hard to manage allowing movement around the room and maintaining a calm, quiet environment. You do a good job with this, but it gets easier the more practice you have.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		*Watch transition times- perhaps dismissing in groups, not all at once. *Did a great job acting/dressing professional. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber has been extremely professional and attends to every area of the classroom well. I felt very comfortable having her teach the class.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass uses a friendly and approachable manner that makes the students comfortable.  They enjoyed this lesson and had fun placing cards on the hula hoop Venn diagram.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Thank you for always being positive, attentive, and compassionate with the students. Your lesson went over the allotted time because you wanted to be sure all students understood and had a firm grasp on the concept which shows you are invested in the students actually understanding the topic. In the future, those who are struggling could be pulled into a small group while the others complete the task. 

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Ms. Benitez runs a well organized classroom that stays on tasks. Off task students were quickly, and appropriately redirected to become reengaged in the class conversations.

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan is a true natural in the classroom. She is very loving and caring person. Our pre-k students felt comfortable going to Ms. Jordan when a problem would arise. She would be an asset to any school.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams did a good job of redirecting a student that blurted out during whole group discussion. I also liked that she returned to the student to allow him to share.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You do a great job exhibiting professionalism in the classroom. You are working hard to maintain consistent and fair classroom expectations and management. I am proud of your use of procedures to ensure a positive learning environment.

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica is very punctual. She is actively engaged in the class during lessons, small/whole group instruction. She takes iniative to assist students as well as the teacher. She has a passion to learn more about teaching. She reaches out for assistance and inquires how she can better herself as an educator. I am so glad I had the opportunity to work with her. Best wishes! 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I liked how you showed vocabulary with the actually "words", "pictures", and later "students" with the "human array".

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When students are on the floor be sure to monitor all students.  Keep them up close to you.  Don't allow students to call out.  Be mindful of correct grammar.

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Throughout the lesson, Julie monitored the students by walking around the room. She questioned the students as she walked around. The students loved creating their own pizzas. Excellent Lesson!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears is completely progessional in all ways. She has a great balance as far as not being stuffy or unapproachable, but still being a great model of behavior for peers and students. 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		She did a great job keeping the class engaged.  They really enjoyed the lesson and learned some valuable information.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your classroom management skills are better developed than most beginning teachers.  The students know that they will have fun learning but also know the behavioral expectations will be enforced.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great voice, able to keep students attention. Make sure to grab those other students who tend to drift off.

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		*Great job encouraging the students and giving help when needed. *Watch all transition times. *Remember to have an extension activity for the early finishers. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		There was one student reading a book the entire lesson, had she been walking around the room, she would have caught that. Ms. Brown got very aggitated with students when they didn't know what to do becuase directions were not clear at all. She began giving students attitude when she was aggitated. If assigment had been explained clearly, frustration levels wouldn't have been as high.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		While students were working in partners, and getting increasingly off task, Ms. Brown remained seated while helping students. I explained to her after the lesson, that if she was walking around the room more, and checking in on groups, the off task behavior would have been increasingly lower. During the lesson, I could hear and feel her getting increasingly frustrated with the students, which caused her to to get a little snappy with them.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Behavior management is one of the toughest areas to master when facilitating a classroom. Students became rowdy and you redirected them but they seemed to ignore many of your requests. This will come as they begin to view you as a leadership figure in the classroom. Perhaps a strategy you could use is calling students specifically by their names instead of making general statements about listening and student behavior.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You moved around some but not quite enough to make sure they all knew they had to stay on task. Make sure to correct off task behavior immediately before it gets out of hand. Make sure to give behavior expectations at the beginning of a lesson.  You have a soft voice; so make sure to use a microphone when you teach a lesson.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am so glad to have Caroline back with me this semester!  She is a fantastic teacher and my students love it when she teaches.  

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		She looks like a teacher, sounds like a teacher, carries herself like a teacher - She is on her way to becoming a teacher!

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Make sure to call on a variety of students when asking questions. You can use index cards, popsicle sticks, etc. with student names to help with this. Don't talk over the kids. Stop, take a deep breath, and use a management strategy to refocus the kids. (If you can hear my voice clap once, if you can hear my voice clap twice, etc.)
 
When students blurt out, ignore them. Make a point to call on someone with their hand up and thank them for raising their hand for permission to speak.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		She read where all students could see the book and hear her. She also put the model of the assignment under the Hover Cam for them to see.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		She attends to all areas of the classroom to make sure students are engaged. She maintains a professional apperance at school.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda is very professional and comfortable in the classroom.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Excellent classroom management. Students responding well to re-direction, when needed.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler has good presence and speaks clearly and respectfully to the students.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna is a highly motivated and professional teacher.  She steps in at any time and is very flexible about what/how she is working with the students.  Time management is a key for her.  

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Ms. Callahan did an excellent job of following through with behavior consequences that were given to students who made wrong choices.  Classroom management is a very difficult thing to grasp and Ms. Callahan listens to suggestions and is open to trying positive behavior management techniques as well as consequences for bad behavior.  She has gotten some good experiences in our classroom and has handled all situations well with the students.

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Your lesson incorporated things in a totally different manner than when the Tooth Fairy came earlier this week.  Even though the students had already gone over some of this with the Tooth Fairy, your lesson was fun and interesting to the students and held their attention.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		  To help students stay organize, remember to list the word for each table so that they willl know what word they are doing.   Also remember to put a timer on the board to help the students stay on track with the time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Waiting on students to settle down - that is not wasted time! Make sure you include the students in the back of the room...always sweep the room with your eyes to see what's up!  Stroll through and stand in the back to let all students know that you expect them all to pay attention.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley is clearly formulating her classroom behavior plan.  I have encouraged her to try out strategies learned to see which "plan" is the best fit.  She has an excellent rapport with students in my classroom.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		You had great enthusiasm and energy during the lesson.  You responded appropriately to all behaviors during the lesson.  I like the way you encouraged the students and gave positive feedback.  Many of the students became off-task during the independent activity.  It might have been a good idea to work through the task together when you realized the activity was too difficult.  However, I like that you changed things up and allowed them to work together in groups.

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		several students were off task when finished, make sure you pay attention to those so that the noise level does not get out of hand. always have a plan for those students who finish early.

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Only one station.  

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox is working on maintaining a quieter classroom environment.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students were yelling out, but that may not bother you Very engaging lesson

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel dresses for success every day!  He has wonderful rapport with the children.

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Mr. Daniel walked all areas of the classroom during the lesson to address student needs and concerns.  He is very encouraging to students!

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Good circulation around the classroom and helping individual students who had issues. We are still working on a classroom management plan together to help with off task students. You did a good job redirecting the off task student in the beginning of the lesson who was looking at a book.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis does an excellent job of working with the students. She is an assest to my classroom. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students involved in Ms. Day's group were on task, but the other groups seemed to contain a lot of off task behavior. The groups working individually were not closely monitored for work completion or correctness. I know that it is difficult to maintain a close eye on the whole class when you are working with a small group, but it is needed in order to make sure all students are benefiting from the lesson/learning activity.  One way that I have found helpful is to let my small group work on something individually, maybe one or two problems, while I quickly circulate around the room just to check on the other groups before returning to my small group. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure all students are on the right page and following along.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Make sure to keep the students focused and on task. There were several students talking during the lesson.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom management is professional. Miss Dermo attends all areas of the classroom and always re-directs students who are off task.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Her behavior management skills are great.  She is always re-directing students who are off task and makes sure they are working.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan did a great job of explaining and providing additional information on the skills covered. She also had students give explanantions prior to her giving them, so they could make personal connections.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Classroom management will be the most difficult. You will have to find a classroom management system that works best for you. Great first start!

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great Job!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak used the "Thumbs up if you are listening to me" classroom management device. When the students began to talk over one another, she gave verbal reminders to listen when others are speaking.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		When teaching make sure you kind of rotate around the room and monitor students working.  You will pick up on the students that need you by them more often.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		My suggestion was to make the directions for the early finishers clear- students should know the expectations of what their teacher would like for them to do.  This will be easier when you do these everyday.  Students learn at the beginning of the year - the classroom management rules and expectations.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a great job managing the room. She used proximity control to manage behaviors as well as redirection when off task. Students were well behaved under her guidance, even with a game that involved throwing wadded up paper!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I thoroughly enjoy having Kara in my classroom! She helps out tremendously and keeps a professional approach to everything she completes in the classroom. She is wonderful!!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Keep working on your voice, sometimes it's hard to hear you.  Great job!  This was an excellent start!

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ms. Edward's was extremely professional in her attire and interaction with the students throughout her semester here.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli exibits utmost professionalism in the classroom and school setting. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has the "look" and professionalism of a teacher. She is working to find her "teacher voice" that gets attention WITHOUT yelling at or above the kids. She did not use a yelling voice at all! She does need to find that stern tone that is needed a times. Alli was aware of what was going on with the students during the lesson. She and I discussed being sure to walk the room as she teachers and use proximity to students to maintain on task behavior.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job! So impress with your excitement in teaching our VR students.

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ms. Fick is always poised and professional, even when events or language that are out of the ordinary are presented.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher executes lessons in a format appropriate for students.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Small groups were called to the back table to complete a hands on activity.  The rest of the class was working on a worksheet related to the standard being taught.  They needed more guided practice before working independently, so they had a lot of questions for me.  Since Ms. Fincher was helping with the hands on activity, she was unable to answer their questions as often as they needed. It would have been better to complete the hands on activity the next day to review.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You maintained classroom management by walking around the room and calling on students to check for understanding. Randomly calling on various students helped keep them all on task. At times, there were some students that appeared to not be paying attention. Walk over near those students during the lesson. Sometimes this helps get their attention without ever having to call their name.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer is going to be an effective and inspiring teacher for our young learners! She'll be an asset to the teaching profession.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students truly enjoy the classroom when you are there.  The loved your lesson and very interested in the lesson.

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Students were very engaged in the lesson. Work on attention getters to get the students attention after lesson has begun. Classroom management will come with more practice. Also, for the students who finish quickly- what can they do when they are finished. It's important to keep them busy and engaged so that you don't get that off- task behavior. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great job circulating around the room and helping those students that needed support. Good job redirecting off task behavior throughout the lesson.

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		You gave great motivation throughout your lesson.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Off task behaviors were redirected immediately to not interfere with instruction. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with variation of levels. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Ms. Hainley is always professional in appearence and her interactions with the students.  She has a great relationship with them and they respect her and love having her in class.  

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Overall, this lesson was both effective and beneficial to the students' conceptual knowledge of what multplication means. Nice work!

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and aware of her students.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		include math vocabulary when appropriate

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good job on this. Make sure you are asking students for the information more than you are giving it to them. It makes it more student centered. This is difficut to do especially when you are first learning to teach. :)

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany is reflective and realizes she needs to monitor all areas of the classroom more frequently.

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Stay on their behavior during lesson. I had to redirect several during your lesson so they would not disrupt you lesson. You may also need to have some of the clip up or down to show them that you mean business! 

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Always has a smile on her face and pleasant appearance.  Very uplifting and positive attitude!

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		*Suggested to watch behaviors in ALL areas of the classroom. *Did like how Tyler used the "Give me 5" to get the students back on track. *Also suggested to make sure to give the students a lot of positive reinforcement. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Continue to work on classroom management of students yelling out.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		*very professional in mannerisms and dress *most students were highly engaged during independent work time *suggest that be a bit firmer with some off-task challenging students

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Don't be afraid to move around! I did like how you were very positive in redirecting. Make sure you attend to ones off task, even if it is "If you can hear me...."

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		The students were very engaged throughout the lesson, however once they started the poems a few finished quickly and were roaming around the room. Maybe we could have an additional activity the finished students could begin or work on while they're done. 

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Classroom management is one of the most challenging parts of teaching. It is so important to set your expectations early in the year and then hold students to those expectations. As you go through your block you will get stronger and stronger in this area. You did a great job explaining your expecations in the beginning of your lesson. Try to collect a list of different type tools you can use to get students attention or to correct off task behavior. Things like "clap once if you hear me, clap twice if you are ready", Give Me Five, or complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior. By complimenting students who are demonstrating on task behavior this gets others to notice and what to do the correct thing. This also reminds students of your expectations. For your first lesson, I thought you did an incredible job!

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Voice inflection is showing improvement! Good circulation around the room. Make sure to wait untill ALL are listening to proceed with instructions. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.Taylor encouraged students throughout the lesson. I heard such statements as, "Think it through. You can figure it out."

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Hailey is very professional and loves kids.  She will be a great teacher someday.  She challenges students to do their best in a loving way  but still lets them know she is in charge.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Classroom management has improved a lot. Doing a great job addressing things right away.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Professionalism is definitely a strength for Mr. Jones.  He always maintains professional apperance and communication in the classroom.  He is also very observant and promptly redirects off taks behavior.  

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Sade' is always willing to help out in any way.

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Adoria reminded a student, "We've moved past that." and carried on with instruction. 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Good classroom management: “Give me a thumbs up, if you know where your card goes.”
You were mobile in the classroom monitoring behavior and checking on student understanding.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie is working on being more direct with students.  She knows she needs to speak louder and engage students to keep their attention.

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce impressed me with her ability to remember every child's name (22) within her first week in our room. She jumped in and helped with lessons and small groups. She was an active participate and never needed to be told what to do. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney does an excellent job of communicating to students with clear directions and expectations. I truly appreciated her efforts to help our classroom prepare for our STEM certification day. She did a wonderful job showcasing the students work. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		You are quite professional and that is very much appreciated. You obviously knew the standard, and used appropriate grammar and vocabulary throughout the lesson. You do need to develop a management technique that includes more than threatening to take things away.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job consistently using Class Dojo and the Trojan Gold clip chart to monitor student&#39;s behavior. She did a fantastic job positively redirecting off task behavior in a timely manner.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups. This is very beneficial to all students.  Class was engaged in groups and on-task majority of lesson.

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Ms.Lee has always been very professional with the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Throughout the entire lesson Martha circulated around the room in order to help any student that needed it. Her positive attitude encouraged the students to do their best and she always used the correct mathematical terms as she was talking to the students. 

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You presented yoursellf in a way that was very easy to understand. You spoke clearly and with correct grammar. You are very professional at all times and have an ease with speaking in front of the students.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		*Great use of Hands and Eyes to grab the students attention at the end of the lesson. Use this strategy to regain control of the classroom when students begin to lose focus. 

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She did a beautiful lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison is a natural!! She works extremely well with the children. Shas a positive, upbeat attitude at all times. Madison is not affraid to jump in a get her hands dirty :) She motivates and encourages the children every step of the way!! Just an amazing teacher!! Love having her in my classroom!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Be sure to employ the behavior system as you are teaching.   Stop throughout lesson and redirect as needed.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Work on  facial expressions and tone when correcting the students as  well as when  teaching.  The students need to know that you care about them.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah's calm and confident teaching stlye allowed for a well taught lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Sh e is developing the skills for watching those students who are quite but off task and redircting thier behavior. Overall she does a greqat job of managing students and their conduct, she also is very professional and creates a pleasant environment for children. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Don't be afraid to be more vocal with the students.  Demand their attention and respect with body language and confidence.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Just make sure that the students know that you are in charge.  Take command of the room.  This can be done by your presence and by your voice.  Also, if you are excited about something, they will be excited, too.  They pick up on our body language and cues.  Make them want to engage and do their best.  You are in charge of setting the tone.  This will come with experience, but as you move between our classes notice what each of us does to keep their attention and ensure that they are engaged.  :)

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		*suggestion* - Walk around the entire room to make sure you have eyes on the kids in each seat. I have the biggest class in school, and it's easy for them to get off-task and in trouble if they think you're not paying attention to them *suggestion* - Make sure to project your voice to the back of the room... you lost several students in the back because it was so hard to hear you and they lost interest. Change the tone and volume throughout your lesson to keep the students engaged *suggestion* - If you're doing a fill-in-the-blank-while-you're-reading activity, read slower than you normally would so you can give the slower writers a chance to be successful. A few of the students I was watching became frustrated becuase they couldn't focus on writing their answers AND listening to you reading.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		The students respect Ms. Nesmith and want to please her while in class. She does a great job at reinforcing our Trojan Gold expectations. 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Good job on classroom management, use as little " don't want playground time" as possible.  This comes with experience.  Overall, very good. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure your voice level is a little louder so all students can hear you clearly. At one point during the whole group venn diagram activity, several students were out of their seat and at the board, pause and redirect students back to their seats. Try taking a link from the chart on the board, or using "Give Me 5" to gain their attention.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ms. Norton maintains professionalism in appearance and actions.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You have created a good bond with my students during your experience in my classroom. I know being nervous hindered your ability to keep students engaed and on task througout the entire lesson. Believe in yourself, block 1 is a learning experience.  With each lesson you will get more comfortable. 

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Miss Norwood always does an exceptional job attending to all areas of the classroom. She has a great tone with the children. They know that she expects their best, but she also shows love.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		You did make sure that you moved the entire time. You have worked hard to make sure to incorporate the classroom behavior system. Next time make it a little more tricky for the students to gain points. Use it to address positive behavior rather than correct answers.

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great classroom management! Good job encouraging students to participate.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You have a great relationship with the students, they really respect you.  You make an effort to call on a variety of students during a lesson. You make sure to walk around the room while they are working, this is a great way to check to see if each student is understanding the content. Next time make sure to have a signal for the whole class when the whole group needs redirecting. Great job!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		She did work on getting all of the student's attention.  This will improve the longer she is in the classroom.  My students were difficult that day - even with me.  She has a soft voice but that is fine as long as she waits until she has everyones attention.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda is a natural, and has a wonderful way with children.  Her teacher voice is wonderful and she always involves learners throughout the lesson.  

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Project your voice more. It was hard to hear you in the back.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Ms Partlow keeps students' attention using various attention grabbers.They respond well to her instructions.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige handles classroom disruptions and addresses any off task behaviors.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex does a great job introducing some new vocabulary to the students while mostly speaking on their level. He is very professional in his delivery, making it a very safe environment for all learners. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips has done a great job with the students and is now able to handle the classroom without any intervention from me.  She redirects students, makes decisions based on behavior and gives consequences when needed.

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Corrected spelling on the board and recognized mistakes. -Began to redirect by saying, "All eyes on me." Be sure to wait until they are looking at you before you give the next directions. -You walked around the room when the students were writing.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Great job redirecting students who weren't on task.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		*Great job circulating the room and monitoring/assisting groups. *You addressed off task behaviors immediately before they became a bigger problem.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		I spoke with Brianna about finding her teacher voice. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Explain behavior expectations at the beginning of the lesson to reduce so many students talking at once.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Your classroom management was good.  You mimiced what I did to redirect students who were off task. I liked your use of close proximity to correct behavior.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts has excellent classroom management.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has established a wonderful rapport with the students.  They respect her and she connects with them easily.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca is gaining confidence in controlling the classroom.  I would recommend speaking louder and walking around the classroom more to be aware and attentive to all areas of the classroom.

		Rosser		Tiffany		917318563		Ms. Beaird was postive with any redirection of students that were off taask during the lesson. She was attentive to all students by teaching from different areas of the classroom to ensure all students remained on task and were participating in the lesson being taught. If a student made a mistake she did a good job to encourage them to ask questions for help and then to continue to try their best to master the standard being taught. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph was appeared to be very confident in front of the classroom.  I know my presence made a difference in the students' behaviors, but she was able to take control of the class without my having to step in and redirect.  She was able to maintain control of the classroom and had all students on task and listening to the lesson that was being delivered. 

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudoph's lesson on emotions was grade level appropriate.  The activities were enjoyed by the students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		You reminded the kids to respect their classmates. The kids were actively engaged and enjoyed the lesson.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Great job! You appear very natural in front of the classroom and walking around helping students.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal did a good job with classroom management.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Make sure when you are teaching centers, you are aware what other groups are doing.  High group were playing during vocabulary center.  During small group, PZ was playing with hairbands and JN was playing with pens in cup on the teacher's desk.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		When asked to read, 4 girls were talking to each other.  When asking for response, boys were playing with desks.  You quickly corrected attention using "Pirates."  AL was working on ELA sheet during reading block up until the last 2 minutes. 

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Had students give her 5 in order to insure that all students were listening to the directions.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Ms. Smith announciates and is clear in her verbal and written language. She is careful to write content so children can see. She repeats herself to make sure all heard.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and courteous with staff and students. Students really enjoy being in class with him. He has got to know all students by name and knows their abilities.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson on comparing and contrasting stories!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great job on this lesson with classroom management.  Majority of the time, students were on task and doing what was asked.  You did a great job walking throughout the room helping students with questions they had.  One note:  always make sure that every student is working and understands the task.  One student in the front wasn't working like he should have been.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		If students are off task, make them move a stick from the behavior plan from the classroom. Make sure to set your expectations and do not be scared have a consequence to students who chose to not behave accordingly. If students aren't engaged, bring them back into the lesson by reinforcing good behaviors or asking them questions about learning. Having the students leave in groups from the rug was a great transition. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Ms. Stewart does a wonderful job of keeping the students entertained, while at the same time, having very effective classroom management and provides redirection for the students who need it. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Overall, great classroom management. Redirect those students who might not be on task. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good job of redirecting off task behavior. Moving their card and calling their name.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah feels comfortable in my classroom and works well with the students. I recommended she make sure to have all students' attention before moving on to the next point of the lesson. She responded to my request and made sure all students were focused when needed from that point on.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		very professional, competent

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		She is good about correcting behaviors.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		The students know what is expected. Kaitlyn moved around the room while they worked and encouraged their learning. She dealt with off task behaviors immediatly. Students were redirected as needed. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great review lesson on context clues.  Students loved participating in the stations.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		You are very postive when you interact with students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		From the start, Brittany has  had  great classroom management and is able to give appropriate redirection when needed.   Great job with the lesson! You had great control over the classsroom and handled disruptions well.  You moved clips and gave positive praise and hole punches with behavior card.  Ideas to improve lesson:   Maybe answer a couple of scout cards at first for guided instruction.   Remember I do, We do, and you do to help guide students to independent instruction.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Suggestion for next time:  I like to play scoot with the class when I play the game.  The students love it when you play with them.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is well on her way to becoming a great teacher!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Classroom management was used appropriately.  Students stayed well engaged in the lesson.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She maintained a positive learning environment for all the students in the classroom. She redirects students in a positive manner and they respond back to her positively. Natalie is very professional in the classroom.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Miss Turner did a nice job of presenting her lesson.  The video and power point were well done. The students enjoyed the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Remember that lessons shouild be kept short for the younger ones.  Sometimes longer lessons with more content should be broken up into segments where movement activities are involved as transitions.  Their attention span(s) are not very long. at all.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Maintains professionalism throughout the day.  During lesson tone of voice is good, excitement for lesson and when students understand.  Doing a good job developing "teacher voice" when attention is needed from students.  Used academic vocabualry during lesson to model for students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad has been doing a great job in the area of classroom management.  She has gotten firm with the students when needed but is still very nurturing with the children.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		You shine in this area!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job moving around the room as students were working. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		I am impressed with the level and thought put into the lesson plan.  Keep up the good work. 

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		*Make sure to watch ALL areas of the classroom and watch the students especially towards the end of the lesson. *Loved the positive reinforcement! *Great tone/voice with the students! 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Classroom management is an area of weakness. Ideas were shared for getting and keeping control of the class.

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		When the students worked independently you circulated the room to help clear up any misconceptions about the task or standard. When the students were losing focus, you brought them back together by clapping and that helped them to stay on task. You could also try using some class calls or playing a game of "teacher vs. student" to help students stay on task.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You are very calm and supportive of the students!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		My one big complaint is a lack of confidence. You are going to make a fabulous teacher if you allow yourself to do it. You have the knowledge and understanding of teacher - now let the students see this by taking charge of the class and entertaining the students. Remember, they will watch your enthusiasm. If you don't have any, neither will they.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to keep the lesson going. You have to entertain students and make them want to stay focused. You can do this by changing your motions, tone of voice and classroom activities.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey does a great job managing the students. They respect her because she respects them.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Awesome job circulating the room and keeping students on task. Don't be afraid to speak directly to the students who are off task. They will respond well. Great lesson and over all presence in the classroom. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary is very patient with the students and will redirect behavior when it needs to be addressed but does so in an appropriate manner.  The kids respect Zachary.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locati

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Great job with the students participating in the activity, maybe for next time show students a specific cheer they can do while cheering on their teammates. Positive reinforcement (especially at this age) is a great way to keeps students motivated and on task; great job giving Dojo points for positive behavior. 

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area in which I have seen tremendous growth in Ms. Williams.  She is not shy and has no problem telling a student to get back on task. She expects proper hallway behavior and can now control a classroom on her own.  She expects alot and exhibits professionalism in the way she treats her students.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla is always very well spoken and professional.  She has high expectations for all students.  Kayla addressed a behavior issue during the lesson.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In terms of professionalism, Ms. Witcher displayed all the necessary and integral elements of an effective teacher candidate. 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna does a fantastic job of making sure all students stay on task! She does an extremely good job with students who struggle to stay on task or have behavior problems! I cannot say enough about how well she did with several of my students who have behavior issues. Without being asked she would see a need and meet with the student to help get them focused and back on task, or meet with them to discuss what they may have done wrong and what/how they could fix the problem at hand. She will make a great teacher!

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna was early each day and offered to help beyond contract hours (after 3:30pm). She was always positive, encouraging, and smiling. She performed far beyond our expectations and like that of a Block 4 student teacher. I would love for my own children to have her as their teacher in the future. Thank you for a superior attitude and a job well done, Anna. You were a pleasure to work with.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is always professional!  She gives the children many chances to be successful.  When she is teaches, she needs to move around whole room from time to time.  Some students need more teacher proximity than others.  All in all, it was a fabulous lesson!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I would have selected students for the groups at the end of the lesson to ensure success of each small group.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You interact well with the students and address off-task behavior when it occurs.

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Don't forget to ask questions while they're crafting.  Make sure they're thinking and engaged the whole time!

		Responses (n): 		207

		Response Rate: 		43.58%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		12		3.51%
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		*Great job checking for understanding in between each activity & engaging the students *Using actual objects to measure makes the lesson more concrete *Students enjoyed your lesson & were very excited *Liked how you explained the meaning of about in measurement....how it's not exact & item size might differ *Next time, try recording answers as you discuss measurement of that object :) 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, a very effective lesson introduces students to the concept of equal sharing (division).

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abby is on the right track to becoming a great teacher!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Overall job - Great for a Block 1 student. You are going to be a fabulous teacher one day! Thank you!

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		She takes initiative and is willing to help in any way. We are enjoying her so much.

		Atkins		David		917436457		Overall, David did a great job with his lesson and still needs guidance developing his lesson plans.  He listen to any suggestions and ideas for lesson plans.  The students enjoyed the lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Ally needs to be more involved with the students and teachers, she was very quiet and had a hard time interacting with others.  Ally would sit with the students but not communicate with the students until one of the teachers would prompt her.  When giving directions or suggestion, she would sometimes ignore or didn't follow the given directions. Ally would not ask for suggestion or permission if she wanted to do a special activity with the class or give a special treat to the class.  She would interrupt our daily routine by handing out specail treats to our students and  interfere the flow of the transition. We asked her several times to ask before giviing out treats, which we didn't mind if she asked.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have spoken with Miss A’s supervisor about the concerns I am having. She also mentioned that she was seeing them as well and would speak with her.  Miss A is not gaining the classes attention before starting a lesson and is afraid to get on to them when they are off task. Another concern is she is not reaching all learners. Instead of varying her activities to include several forms of assessment, there was none.  

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		I am unsure what the meaning of  Professional Growth Plan means at this time of his practicum.

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Overall, Casey did a great job on her first independant lesson. Great opening and the flow of the lesson was pretty good. The students loved the activity and did really well. Main advice was to make sure to plan extension activities and to go over the directions throughout the lesson so that the students fully understand what is expected and helps to keep the students on task. Also, dont forget the closing-make sure to ask questions about what the students just did, this will also help to see if they understood the concept. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber is a highly qualified Block 1 student teacher. She is extremely organized, shows initiative, and never needed to be told what to do to help in the classroom. I was out for a couple of days during her student teaching and she did have the opportunity to teach the whole day to help the substitute and she did a fabulous job. She will be a great teacher. 

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Amber was a fabulous Block 1 student teacher. She was very professional, organized and  energetic.  Amber will make an awesome teacher in the future!

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		I thought this was a good lesson, especially for your first time teaching fifth grade. You have a GREAT presence in the classroom! You connect with the students and want to get to know them, but understand the importance of discipline as well. I truly appreciate your willingness to always help and the positive attitude you bring each day. Thank you for being a hard worker!!! :)

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		We have enjoyed having you in our class! I wish you the best in your teaching career, you are going to be a great teacher!!!!

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		Mallory has the potential to make a good teacher.  She lacks confidence and needs a strong, helpful supervising teacher during Block 2 to help her progress.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, this lesson went very well and improved as the day progressed. Students were engaged in learning throughout the day within each station and during whole group time.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Great lesson!  You are doing a wonderful job in the classroom!  Keep up the good work. 

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie's lesson was great. The students were actively involved thorughout the lesson. She made sure she gave me a copy of her lesson plan ahead of time. After her lesson, she wanted to know if there was anything that she needed to change. Great job!

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears will be a wonderful teacher one day. She is an asset to any classroom where she works. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Overall, your lesson was exceptional. The student engagement and excitement was the best that I have seen with this group of students. You responded to disruptions and inattentiveness quickly and appropriately. It is obvious that the students feel respected and loved during your lesson. They also had the trust that allowed them to take risks with their learning. Your two goals for this lesson which were getting all student's attention before giving instruction and giving clear directions were excellently achieved in this lesson. For your next lesson, add more higher order questioning and differentiation for struggling students.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always do fantastic when working with students.  You have a natural ability to think on your feet, adapt to unexpected interruptions, and assess student learning so that you can make adjustments to your instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Overall lesson was very good and effective.  

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Overall I thought that Cara did a great job on her first independant lesson. Loved the opening to her lesson with the engaging video and the enlarged activity preview. Really got the students involved as well. Told Cara to remember to redirect and go over the instructions several times throughout the lesson to help keep students on task and refresh what they are suppose to be doing.  

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job teaching the Branches of Government lesson!! I love the question at the end of the lesson "Would you have created 3 branches?" and love some of the students' responses!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job on this lesson! Your enthusiasm about the topic encouraged the students to actively engage in the lesson.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Ms. Bryan doesn't seem to be invested in teaching. She would do what was asked of her and did the plans, accumulated the materials and taught the lesson. But the enthusiasm is lacking.

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		The students really enjoyed this lesson! I thought you did a good job explaining active and non-active activities. The kids really enjoyed the energizer at the beginning of the lesson. You had a great variety of active activities I wouldn't have thought of myself. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton always is the first to volunteer to help with duties not only in the classroom, but also duties that affect the school. She helps subs in the building, helps clean and set up for school wide parties, works with small groups that need extra support from her class and other classes. She also rides the bus to help monitor student behavior. She goes above and beyond her duties on a daily basis. She takes initiative all day/every day. She is a huge asset to both our classroom and to our school

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Butler demonstrates poise and confidence with the students.  She seems to have strong observational skills and adjusts her instruction and expectations in a natural way.  The students responded positively to her leading of the lesson and remained engaged.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		none

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		As I have told you before, you are a natural. I am very impressed with you so far and I have thoroughly enjoyed working with you and I will miss you so much. You have already won the hearts of the kids in such a short time and you present a sincere joy of teaching. I hope you will be able to come back and work with me more. I would love to be a part of your incredible journey.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Great start with a book that addresses the topic/lesson.  First graders' attention is easily captured with a read aloud.  Was the book an AR book?  If not, try to choose books that are AR because it will help retain their attention throughout the book if they know they will be able to earn points also.  In addition, you can choose books that review skills/concepts from other areas (Reading, ELA, etc.) to help enhance learning and make lessons cross-curricular.  "Show-me" boards were an excellent engaging activity.  I loved the "challenge" question at the end.  Centers were also an appropriate choice.  Overall, great job!

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis presented the information in a clear manner which facilitated learning  She is quick to evaluate her lesson and look for ways to make sure that all students are understanding the concept taught and how to remediate for those who are still struggling. She works well  with her students and has a positive rapport with them. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Overall, Ms. Day did a great job with the lesson on the Parts of Speech Jeopardy review. The students enjoyed the game, and they were engaged throughout. One suggestion that i have revolves around the management of the game itself. According to the lesson plan, each team was going to have a spokesperson fo reach question and teams could anser incorrect quetions for additional points. However, it seemed that only a couple of students wee answering the majority of the questions instead of making sure everyone had an opportunity to answer. It would have probably helped in assessing the knowledge of all students if they all had to write down the answers to the questions. It would have helped to make sure all students were actively participating. Depsite the technical issues with the Power Point, I think Ms. Day did a great job on this ELA lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Next time, don't forget to refer back to your standard and E.Q. You did a great job getting the studnet's attention at the beginning of the lesson, but started to loose them as the lesson progressed. This is a rough group, but you must demand their respect and attention. Also, make sure you have all of your lesson materials ready to go before the lesson. Overall, good job on your first lesson. I can't wait to see how much you grow.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Awesome lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Super Teacher

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job in her block. Sudents have been very responsive to her teaching.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Continue to work on transition time during classroom actvities.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa's first lesson was well prepared and she demonstrated undertanding of the topic. Student's were engaged and actively participating throughout lesson. Activities were rigourous and maximized student learning.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well reteaching 4.NF.3

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Overall your lesson was great. You responded well to ideas and suggestions about planning and changing your lesson to meet the needs of the learners in our class. I am excited to see how you grow and develop as an educator!

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has many positive traits of a young beginning teacher. She is knowlegable and well planned and organized. The students respond very well to her, and she maintains an appropriate teacher/student relationship.

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Morgan was incredibly helpful in our classroom. She was on time, courteous, dressed professionally, and friendly to students, parents, and school staff. Her lessons were emailed on time and  

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great Job, Ms. Andrews! You are on your way! Continue a job well done!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, Mrs. Faulkner has done a Superb teaching my 4th grade class. She will be a great asset to any school working with children. SHe knows the curriculum and technology that will enhance her teaching performance tremendously! Good job, Mrs. Faulkner!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displays a heart for teaching and this is shown in her lessons.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		The students really enjoyed the lesson on graphing. The questions you used during the formative assessment were rigorous. You walked around and provided appropriate feedback. Great Work! 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Ms. Fuller has been a huge asset to our Pre-K classroom throughout her experience here. The students respond and want to perform well, which shows the positive impact that she has made on our class and my students. Ms. Fuller is going to make an excellent teacher one day!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great lesson introducing students to temporal words. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Wonderful lesson on compound words!

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Ms. Garner maintained a professional attitude throughout her time with us. She had positive interactions with students and participated in activities when encouraged. Ms. Garner would benefit from showing initiative in the classroom. 

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I have not seen it, but she may have one.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		You are doing a great job in the classroom. I really enjoyed watching your lessons. You did a great job self-correcting throughout the day. You also accepted and implemented suggestions I gave you throughout the day.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant is a very caring person who has developed a relationship with all of the students in her class (and other classes). She works well with students one-to-one or with a large group. All of the students recognize her caring ways. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great job with the lesson overall. 

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Great job using the frameworks cumulative assessment with the class!

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Great first lesson. Good start to an Opinion writing. I'd suggest letting the students come up with the example at the beginning, and ask for more student input. ex: instead of using the Chic-Fil-A example- let them come up with one, or even the ideas, After students have completed the graphic organizer, they needed smething to do to stay busy, such as read and AR book, or work on unfinished work.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby is phenomenal in her planning and delivery of lessons. She is well organized and the students love it when she teaches. She has a high level of rogor in her lessons as well as differentiation for the lower and struggling students. Her lessons are engaging and the activities are fun for the students. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Great lesson!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby presented a well planned and engaging lesson on the introduction of money and use of word problems using money.  She monitored throughout the lesson and kept students on task.  She was very professional and works very well with the students.

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		I have loved having you in my classroom and wish you could stay with me forever. I love your excitement for teaching and your love for children. You are going to be an incredible teacher and I cannot wait to hear about all the wonderful things you end up doing in your blocks. You are a very hard worker and so easy going. I appreciate you always helping me and just jumping in and helping. You  really made my job much easier the four weeks you were with me. I am going to really miss you. I wish you the best of luck as you move through your blocks and I hope you learn to love teaching even more than you do right now. You are going to grow so much over the next 3 blocks! The children in my classroom are so sad you are leaving and they love how fun you made learning. You were always so encouraging and positive with them and that meant so much to me and them. You really have a love for teaching and it just shines when you are working with the students. 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students enjoyed the lesson on area. Designing the robots allowed for creativity which is often missing from math lessons.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		B Jones Observation 1/30/17
Earth Science LessonGreat lesson. Very engaging. This lesson was well thought out and organized. You did a great job facilitating learning. 
Opener: Chocolate Plate Boundary
Stations: WebQuest and Book Walk

Glow:
Instructs students to use hand sanitizer.
Set expectations for the activity.
Plate Boundaries anchor chart was detailed and great visual for students.
Use of timer to manage time. Good practice to display it on the board for students. Grow:
Address student behavior more directly. When many are off task, gain the attention of the whole class and set expectations before moving on.
Provide students with written and oral directions for what to do so that they can refer back to it throughout the lesson.

Closure Feedback:
DI Idea- Supply pictures of the features, link titles to a slide that elaborates on how the features are constructive, destructive, or both.
The class discussion over the table of surface features was good but not all students were engaged.
How can you make sure students are gaining knowledge from what their peers are saying.
How can you get all students engaged in the lesson closure?
How can you assess what individual students gained from the lesson?
Good job revisiting the EQ’s of the lesson to summarize the activity.

Notes:
Make sure lesson plans are complete with all materials and resources that would be used supplied with the lesson plan.
Support students reading goals by having them take an AR test over the books they read in the book walk.Be sure to review content prior to the lesson. Floods, faults, volcanoes, earthquakes,

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones had a very organized, engaging lesson. The children enjoyed creating "a backbone"  and learning about vertebrates.

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Great job reading story and using different voices.  I liked how you had  the activity already on the student's desks.  

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		I enjoyed The Dark by Lemony Snicket and have added it to our classroom library, thank you!

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Ms. Kierce will be an asset to the teaching field. She has a wonderful presence and makes the children feel loved and cared for. 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney shows tremendous potential as a teacher. She has wonderful relationships with students and parents. She is very curious about different aspects of being a teacher and asked lots of questions about phonemic awareness, phonics, guided reading and guided math. She came in the classroom each day with an eagerness to be here. Although she is just in Block 1, I can see Courtney becoming an excellent teacher as she moves toward her degree. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a wonderful job with every part of this lesson. She did a FANTASTIC job activating students&#39; prior knowledge, engaging every student, and holding them all to high expectations in every area of the classroom.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		You did a remarkable job with your lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a wonderful job managing the classroom, and led a very fun and interactive quotation marks lesson!
I enjoyed watching her teach!

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I noticed an immediate ability to engage children. You picked up quickly on the routine of the classroom. You were always positive and helpful. You were born to teach.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Overall Savannah did a great job with her, lesson, plans, and teaching the students. 

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna was on time to each class segment. She utilized her time wisely and was interacting with childrem throughout the day. She assisted in morning powertime small groups, center small groups, AR testing, and one on one sight word cards weekly. She improved on all her #2 scores on her next evaluation. Transitions were much more smooth.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great teaching potential!!

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Well-planned lesson! 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne, I really enjoyed watching you with the kids. They are definitely a difficult class, but you didn't let them get to you at all! Great job!

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith is an asset to our classroom. She is a very hard worker and take suggestions easily. Her lessons are always engaging and informative! She's a valuable part of my classroom! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Great job! She has such a positive attitude that it rubs off on the students!

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		I see no reason for a plan at the moment.  She is only in Block 1.  As long as she continues to work on improving (all teachers have room to improve -  even me), she will do great.  

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Miss Miranda did a wonderful job of teaching her lesson, and the children benefited much from it.  I especially enjoyed the use of the puppet and the adorable song.

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Great lesson! :)

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige always designs engaging and hands-on lessons that addresses all student needs. Her poetry lesson was very challenging as well as fun for the students.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is AWESOME!

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily started the lesson with a game which engaged the students quickly.   She linked prior knowledge of animal groups and mammals when introducing the Scholastic News therefore making the activity interesting to the students.  We have discussed asking higher order questioning and she incorporated this very effectively into her lesson.  She maintained the students interest the entire time and they enjoyed the lesson.

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Great lesson.  Here are a few suggestions for the next one: Explain your behavior expectations before the lesson:  sit up straight, feet on the floor, raise hand to speak Give directions before passing out materials.  Many students are distracted by this and miss directions. Advanced learners could independently answer the last question instead of doing it whole group.  I suggest having a student leader from each group to present information and allow student-led discussion.

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Overall, her lesson was very organized. The students were actively engaged and enjoyed the activities she planned.

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		The lesson was well planned and engaging for the students.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts is an outstanding teacher.  I would love for my child to be in her classroom.

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Miss Rustin has been a joy to share my classroom with! Good job on your shape lesson today!

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		N/A

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Continue to work on your time management.

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis is direct and to the point with the children and I really enjoyed her lesson about the Presidents of the Civil War. She used technology and a notetaking interactive notebook in her lesson. The only thing I can think of for Alexis to work on for the next lesson is directing students to write subject matter in notebook in more "kid friendly" termmonology and not let the kids "take over" her lesson by blurting out. Overall, the lesson was great and Alexis is a wonderful student teacher.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great lesson!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		I am so proud of Ms. Stewart. She has grown so much! She started out as a great student teacher. She is now a true teacher and ready for a classroom of her own! 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great job for your first taught lesson! The children were a little "off" today because of Picture Day, but you did a good job keeping them on task.  FYI: anything that is out of the norm (picture day, assemblies, etc.) will throw the day off. You did great keeping the children on track. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great Scienct Lesson! Your PowerPoint was very good. The kiddos were engaged during the lesson and PowerPoint. You did a wonderful job teaching the parts of a flower and then letting the kids create their own flower. You did an excellent job expalining each step of the flower activity and allowing the kids time to create the flower. I aslo liked the way you questioned the kiddos as they glued each part to their plant. You are developing into a wonderful teacher. You are very paitient with the kids and they love you so much!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You did an overall good job.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Ms. Taylor did a wonderful job engaging the sudents in her lesson.  She checked for understanding and involved students in giving directions for activity.  

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ms. Temples is a blessing to have this year and she is doing wonderfully! The kids love her and respond to her well and she takes lots of time preparing her lessons for the students. 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Miss Thompson taught a great language review game with skills that were tough for the students.  She did a wonderful job with transitions and keeping the students engaged.   I always enjoy her exit tickets because they are differentiated to meet the needs of all the students in the classroom.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is  such an asset to our classroom!  We are so lucky to have her with us this semester!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		She did an excellent job with this lesson and the students enjoyed it.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad is doing a really good job in class with the students. She has gained student trust and respect.  During lesson planning dicussions, Ms. Ulstad is very receptive to ideas and working out her plans to ensure that it flows with what is going on in the days prior to lesson.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good job clipping down students who were off task.  
If you have a command for them to follow, teach them how it works so that you can use it effectively throughout your lesson.  

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Your lesson was engaging and you helped students understand how to support their ideas on the theme with text evidence. Adding the writing connection really helped to bring it all together.

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Great job on multiplying fractions! Its a hard topic and you did well!

		West		Sydney		917437847		Syndey has grown over the months. She will make an awesome addition to the eduation community. The students respect and love her. She knows the grade level content. Whatever she doesn't know, she takes the time to go research and find it. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great lesson on locating Georgia regions.
Students were engaged in the lesson and activity!

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Appropriate engaging activity! Students enjoyed and were able to share factual information from the activity.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		The students loved acting out the idiom!  Very engaging!

		Responses (n): 		112

		Response Rate: 		23.58%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Anita Smith

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Cynthia Grantham

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Kristi Simpson

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Laurie Parmer

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Atkins		David		917436457		Nena  Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Nena Cox

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Taylor Miller 

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		Amber Wilburn

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Allison Cook

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Trish O'Hara

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kara Fretwell

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		Kirstie Bassett

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Liz Duncan

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		Natalie Dudley

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Malinda Brewer

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		jennifer Gay

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Tereasa Pate

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Robert Tolbert 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Amber Wilburn

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Amy Hilton

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		Kristan Nichols

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		LeAnne Landers

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Erika Krebs

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Jeanne Dent

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kara Fretwell

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		Kirstie Bassett

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Daphine Wynne

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		Katrina Wagner

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Linda Barkoot

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Mrs. Lori O'Bar

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Elizabeth Thornton

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Heather Thomspn

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Amy Ware

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Nicole Hannon

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Patsy Davis

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		Rebecca Key

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Brittany Smith 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah WIlliamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Dawn Widener

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		Michelle Bauch

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		Roseanna Martin

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Tammy McDaniel 

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Kim Helton

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		Shea Hall

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Kathy Pence

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Desiree Vides 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Beth Brewer

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Melissa Dearman

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Stephanie Langford

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		Ashley Hassler

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		JoAnna Browning

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Kellie Maddox

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Marie Wallace

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		Patsy Davis

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Danielle Jackson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jenna Pharis

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Jennifer Roberts

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garner		Kara		917494141		Shana Ellis

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kristine Rowland-Storey

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Morgan Hulsey

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		Ashlyn Lewis

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		Roseanna Martin

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Edith Sullivan

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		Kristy Bass

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		tracie gossett

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Katrina Thomas

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Lindsay Carr

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Emily Springer

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Katie Watson

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		Beth Brewer

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Lisa Rhdoes

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Sherry Flowers

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kara Fretwell

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		Kirstie Bassett

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Kristi Gilley

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		Carly Collins

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Danielle Carter

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		Mrs. Kristina Bivins

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		Jen Scruggs

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Nicole Hannon

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		Ashlyn Lewis

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Heather Thompson

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		Pat McArthur

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		Marie Wallace

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Gina Kincaid

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		Regina Rivers

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		Ashley Hassler

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		JoAnna Browning

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Elizabeth Thornton

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Heather Thompson

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Blair Peeples

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Donna R. Eaves

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Courtney Cook

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		Kimi Redford 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Tonya Crawford

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Linda Whorton

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Sharon Lee

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Tanya McCall

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Ashley Hassler

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Freddy Bennett

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Stacey Morris

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Jill Eison

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kristy Spruill

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Leanne Minton

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		Delana Heath

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lea Camp

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Beth Little

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		Dana Norton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Kim Helton

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		Shea hall

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		Cameron Sheldon 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		A. Driver

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Kati Brown 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Sandy Durham

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Monica Brown

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		Delana Heath

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Cameron Crumbley

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Karen Bragg

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Michelle Culberson

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Laura Cleveland

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Melinda Agan

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Shea Hall

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Erin Gladden

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		Lindsey Gore

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Shea Hall

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Elizabeth Thornton

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		Heather Thompson

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Ashley Hassler

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		Patsy Davis

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Amanda West

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Lilly Ann Russell

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Mimi Stephens

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		Patsy Davis

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Emily Springer

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Lisa Rhodes

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Andrea Conner

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Tracey Cleek

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kara Fretwell

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		Kirstie Bassett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Terrie Tyler

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Dawn Widener

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Molly Smith

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Blair Peeples

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Donna Eaves

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Katie Watson

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Denice Walther

		Whorton		Emily		917438434		Gayla Blanton

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Julia		917462487		Carly Collins

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Catalina Pline

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		JoAnna Browning

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Lisa Stitcher

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Marttin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Jamie Martin

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Amanda West

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wiilson

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Lilly Ann Russell

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		Emily Carnes

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		KRISTIN CRAYTON

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		390

		Response Rate: 		82.11%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		02/16/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		09/21/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/14/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		02/15/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		01/20/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/16/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/08/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		02/13/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		10/04/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		11/15/2016

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		10/14/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		09/27/2016

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		03/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Atkins		David		917436457		04/06/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		12/02/2016

		Austin		Jordan		917428199		11/18/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/08/2016

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		11/29/2016

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		03/10/2017

		Baccarny		Casey		917431477		04/18/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		09/21/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/05/2016

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/19/2017

		Bartram		Amber		917505038		04/27/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/02/2017

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		10/13/2016

		Beard		Mallory		917412496		04/21/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		02/28/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		09/30/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/08/2017

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		12/01/2016

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/07/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/21/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/22/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/05/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		11/18/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		09/09/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/08/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/03/2016

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		02/28/2017

		Boddie		Monica		917150103		04/26/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		02/13/2017

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		11/27/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		02/22/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		10/04/2016

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		11/15/2016

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/29/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		03/22/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/19/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		01/26/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		02/16/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		09/14/2016

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		03/10/2017

		Brooks		Cara		917519385		04/18/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		09/23/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		09/26/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		02/13/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		09/26/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/16/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		10/11/2016

		Bryan		Chelsi		917474137		12/07/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		09/08/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		03/08/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		09/21/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		02/13/2017

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		09/29/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		11/03/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		01/30/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		10/13/2016

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		11/30/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		02/15/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/15/2016

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		11/28/2016

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		03/09/2017

		Callahan		Lauren		917480923		04/13/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		02/24/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		11/09/2016

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		12/06/2016

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		02/01/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		10/28/2016

		Cochran		Brittney		917246498		03/09/2017

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		09/14/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		09/14/2016

		Cowart		Angelica		917312458		05/08/2017

		Cox		Helen		917469851		10/26/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/08/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/26/2016

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		02/23/2017

		Daniel		Harry		917475451		04/18/2017

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		02/07/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/20/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/14/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		02/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		10/26/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		10/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		09/26/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/20/2106

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		02/13/2017

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		10/27/2016

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/15/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		09/23/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		02/06/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/26/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		02/06/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		09/28/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		02/06/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		09/21/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		03/31/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		10/03/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		10/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		11/08/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		01/13/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/21/2016

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		03/09/2017

		Estes		Morgan		917467501		04/11/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		02/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		09/28/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		10/24/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/08/2017

		Fick		Dani		917440660		09/28/2016

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/01/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/14/2016

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		03/02/2017

		Fleming		Macie		917475767		04/21/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/15/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		10/12/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/06/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		02/13/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		10/17/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		12/01/2016

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		02/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/07/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/12/2016

		Garner		Kara		917494141		05/07/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/15/2017

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		10/12/2016

		Gentry		Magen		917457027		04/11/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/10/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/12/2016

		Gilbert		Jessika		917459206		02/16/2017

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		10/13/2016

		Goree		Gabriela		917450597		11/08/2016

		Graham		Margaret		917327749		04/11/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/01/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/06/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		10/13/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		09/23/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/09/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		02/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		03/24/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		10/17/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		02/13/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		02/14/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/23/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/08/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/17/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		02/15/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/14/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		02/06/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		11/04/2016

		Harrell		Madeleine		917465010		10/11/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		10/13/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		11/08/2016

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		02/28/2017

		Hinesley		Tyler		917418141		04/18/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		02/16/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/05/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/28/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		09/28/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		02/24/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		09/28/2016

		Hull		Jacey		917487194		04/11/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		02/28/2017

		Hulsey		Lindsey		917462469		04/13/2017

		Hurt		Catherine		917431049		04/11/2017

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		09/09/2016

		Jackson		Veronica		917467780		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		02/09/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		09/28/2016

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		02/23/2017

		Johnson		Haley		917407532		04/18/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		01/30/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/26/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/27/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/10/2016

		Jones		Jasmine		917494097		03/01/2017

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		10/11/2016

		Jordan		Sade'		917443079		12/08/2016

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		03/07/2017

		Kelley		Adoria		917458687		04/11/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		02/28/2017

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/04/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		11/15/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		10/27/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		02/27/2017

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		10/14/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		11/17/2016

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		02/21/2017

		Lau		Courtney		917462565		04/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		02/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/03/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		02/27/2017

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		09/28/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		02/21/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/01/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		01/25/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/02/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/08/2017

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		10/13/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		10/18/2016

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		11/03/2016

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		09/26/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		12/02/2016

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		10/13/2016

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		10/11/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/14/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/02/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		10/21/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/21/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		10/07/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		02/20/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/15/2017

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		11/03/2016

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		04/19/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		01/27/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		09/21/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		02/16/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/31/2016

		Oree		Kendra		917441066		02/28/2017

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		03/01/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		10/05/2016

		Ozment		Taylor		917471631		12/04/2016

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		02/23/2017

		Parker		Miranda		917459658		04/20/2017

		Parker		Savannah		917400871		09/22/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		09/28/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		01/24/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/16/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		03/28/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		10/04/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		11/29/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		01/27/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/02/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/12/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		09/21/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		02/22/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/21/2016

		Rice		Brianna		917465608		04/13/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		02/01/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/07/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		02/15/2017

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/15/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		11/30/2016

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		03/30/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		09/28/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		02/17/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/24/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		02/06/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		10/19/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/27/2017

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		10/04/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		11/29/2016

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		11/15/2016

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		02/16/2017

		Ruttinger		Danielle		917498565		04/20/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		02/16/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		02/27/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		09/14/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Donna		917461645		10/11/2016

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/19/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/05/2016

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		02/23/2017

		Soto Romero		Jailene		917472841		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		03/01/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/19/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/11/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/08/2017

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		12/08/2016

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		02/15/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		09/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		04/14/2017

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/22/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		04/14/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/03/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		03/13/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		09/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		01/26/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		02/17/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		10/14/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/18/2016

		Szalankiewicz		Christie		917463005		03/30/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		02/07/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/24/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		03/17/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/17/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/24/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		10/26/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		02/20/2017

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		10/04/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		11/29/2016

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/13/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		09/29/2016

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/01/2016

		Tittle		Jena		917394574		03/30/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		01/27/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		09/21/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		02/17/2017

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		11/17/2016

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		03/27/2017

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		09/01/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		02/08/2017

		Vance		Darby		917457706		10/04/2016

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/10/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		09/28/2016

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		02/28/2017

		Veal		Rebecca		917484160		04/11/2017

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		10/01/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		02/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		09/27/2016

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		12/06/2016

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/06/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		09/28/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		02/24/2017

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		10/13/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		11/17/2016

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		09/21/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		01/30/2017

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		10/24/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		10/10/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		10/04/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		02/10/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		10/04/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/13/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/05/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/05/2016

		Williams		Julia		917462487		03/07/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		02/03/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/05/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		10/13/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		11/08/2016

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/01/2017

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		12/07/2016

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		08/25/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		02/01/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		02/15/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/01/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		11/10/2016

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		02/14/2017

		Zambujo		Chelsea Marie		917489068		04/21/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		10/28/2016

		Responses (n): 		393

		Response Rate: 		82.74%





FE Lesson Obs Form 1 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 1 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		262		55.16%		119		25.05%		22		4.63%		4		0.84%		475		3.11		0.65

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		1		0.21%		69		14.53%		286		60.21%		107		22.53%		6		1.26%		6		1.26%		475		3.08		0.62

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		2		0.42%		49		10.32%		293		61.68%		122		25.68%		3		0.63%		6		1.26%		475		3.15		0.6

		Total/Percentage		6		0.42%		183		12.84%		841		59.02%		348		24.42%		31		2.18%		16		1.12%		1425				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		3		0.63%		96		20.21%		277		58.32%		92		19.37%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.98		0.65

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		3		0.63%		103		21.68%		283		59.58%		79		16.63%		1		0.21%		6		1.26%		475		2.94		0.64

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		2		0.42%		82		17.26%		282		59.37%		100		21.05%		0		0%		9		1.89%		475		3.03		0.64

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		92		19.37%		275		57.89%		100		21.05%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		5		1.05%		181		38.11%		219		46.11%		58		12.21%		7		1.47%		5		1.05%		475		2.71		0.69

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		0.63%		166		34.95%		213		44.84%		54		11.37%		34		7.16%		5		1.05%		475		2.73		0.68

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		2		0.42%		78		16.42%		305		64.21%		82		17.26%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3		0.6

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		3		0.63%		65		13.68%		295		62.11%		104		21.89%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.07		0.62

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.21%		67		14.11%		301		63.37%		91		19.16%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		3.05		0.59

		Effective transitions between activities 		2		0.42%		121		25.47%		265		55.79%		61		12.84%		17		3.58%		9		1.89%		475		2.86		0.63

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		4		0.84%		116		24.42%		265		55.79%		73		15.37%		10		2.11%		7		1.47%		475		2.89		0.66

		Total/Percentage		28		0.54%		1167		22.33%		2980		57.03%		894		17.11%		85		1.63%		71		1.36%		5225				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		1		0.21%		102		21.47%		278		58.53%		79		16.63%		9		1.89%		6		1.26%		475		2.95		0.63

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		2		0.42%		73		15.37%		188		39.58%		54		11.37%		147		30.95%		11		2.32%		475		2.93		0.65

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		1		0.21%		63		13.26%		123		25.89%		25		5.26%		250		52.63%		13		2.74%		475		2.81		0.63

		Total/Percentage		4		0.28%		238		16.7%		589		41.33%		158		11.09%		406		28.49%		30		2.11%		1425				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		6		1.26%		113		23.79%		250		52.63%		99		20.84%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.94		0.71

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		5		1.05%		140		29.47%		235		49.47%		88		18.53%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		2.87		0.72

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		5		1.05%		76		16%		289		60.84%		97		20.42%		2		0.42%		6		1.26%		475		3.02		0.64

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.21%		51		10.74%		297		62.53%		118		24.84%		1		0.21%		7		1.47%		475		3.14		0.59

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		48		10.11%		305		64.21%		115		24.21%		2		0.42%		5		1.05%		475		3.14		0.57

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		72		15.16%		266		56%		131		27.58%		0		0%		6		1.26%		475		3.13		0.65

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		25		5.26%		271		57.05%		174		36.63%		0		0%		5		1.05%		475		3.32		0.57

		Total/Percentage		17		0.51%		525		15.79%		1913		57.53%		822		24.72%		9		0.27%		39		1.17%		3325				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		12		3.51%

		No		330		96.49%
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FE Lesson Observation Form 2 - CT 

LESSON DESIGN # U
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Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students 0 0% 24 7.77% 183 59.22% 95 30.74% 5 1.62% 2 0.65% 309 3.24 0.58
Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable 0 0% 32 10.36% 179 57.93% 93 30.1% 2 0.65% 3 0.97% 309 3.2 0.61
Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced 0 0% 18 5.83% 184 59.55% 105 33.98% 0 0% 2 0.65% 309 3.28 0.57
Total/Percentage 0 0% 74 7.98% 546 58.9% 293 31.61% 7 0.76% 7 0.76% 927


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laure Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennet

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Kaissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ditmitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dil

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Micaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Ms. Alli Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Corny Grade

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Lorea

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie SImmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexs Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zyas

		Responses (n): 		307

		Response Rate: 		99.35%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/03/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/02/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/02/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/31/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/07/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/10/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/29/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/21/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/25/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/05/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/09/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/12/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/15/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/16/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/12/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/26/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/17/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/12/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/25/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/29/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/26/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/09/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/24/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/20/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/30/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/29/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/02/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/17/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/14/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/30/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		04/20/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/13/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/16/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/12/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/09/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		04/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/09/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		10/25/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/22/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/21/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/14/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/26/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/20/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/12/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/15/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/24/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/06/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/05/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/13/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/18/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/15/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/20/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/26/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		10/03/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		306

		Response Rate: 		99.03%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRE

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		CMS

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Spings Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elemetary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary School

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementay

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementart

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary SChool

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		BES

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary School 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elem

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ES

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		CES 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton HIndsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy
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		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		third grade

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3rd

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		first

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th grade

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		fourth grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		B

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4th

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th Math

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Fossils

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Third

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th Grade

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4th grade

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd Grade

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5th

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth - quotation marks

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st grade

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First Grade

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade (Reading) Theme

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5th

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th Grade

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		309

		Response Rate: 		100.00%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Kristy McCord

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Jessica Beck/Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law`

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Traci Rainwater (math/science teacher)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis, Social Studies

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lisa Weaver

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Jennifer Sample

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smth 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Saidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		JamieMartin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Hannah Garrett

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Amy Musick (ELA)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		308

		Response Rate: 		99.68%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		3		3		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You started the lesson by having the students solve a subtraction story problem.  You had them use the draw a model strategy previously learned to solve the problemm and to discuss subtraction.   You used many of the vocabulary words such as minus, difference, and you had them talk about he fact that when we subtract, the answer is smaller or less.   The kids enjoyed the Subtract with a Pirate video and were very engaged in solving the problems.    I like that you had 2 small groups for the subtraction practice.  The kids really enjoyed bowling and writing their subtraction sentences.   The group that I did enjoyed telling and drawing out subtraction stories.    Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job of breaking down the standard.  You allowed students to explain key vocabulary in the standard.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Standards & E.Q - Explained in language understandable to students using visual examples.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When introducing learning objective for the day, good job of reinforcing math vocabulary.  Students had to differentiate betwen factors and multiples.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Standards were posted and addressed to students. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You thoroughly covered this standard.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		The students are well aware of the standards and their learning goals.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job of refering to fraction bars- using things they know.  You also mentioned the giant Chocolate bar.  The 1st standard you mentioned 5/5ths.  You should have continued on with that and let the students give you examples. A students asked about fractions on a numberline and you said, "We are kinda using fractions."  No- we are using fractions on the numberline. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Standards and/or I Can statements were not posted.  Ms. Bowman reviewed the skill that the students have been working on all week.  By doing this, she made clear to the students the goals of the lesson. The activities to practice and learn to use reading strategies to determine unknown word meaning were developmentally sequenced. Have you thought about asking ( and telling) why the learning is important for students?

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was clear, logical and sequential. It was aligned to state and county curricula and standards.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan is well desgined, and hits the standards, the higher order questions, and how students are going to apply the information to the skill.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Very well thought out on her lesson plans.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brain Pop was shown as an introduction.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline adapted this lesson to meet the needs of my ALP students in the morning and taught the lesson plan as she planned it originally.  This lesson is appropriated for this level of students and they were engaged throughout the lesson. I observed this lesson with the morning group and again with the afternoon group.  The morning group is an ALP group and the afternoon is Inclusion.  She did a great job adapting the lesson for both groups.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a great planner! She studies the standard and plans lessons that effectively teach the standard. Her students are always in her mind as she plans lessons to reach the most struggling learner as well as the most gifted student. I have throughly enjoyed each lesson she has taught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Stardards are posted on the wall and goals are clearly stated.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		My only suggestion was that Amanda point out, in the textbook,  the standard in the upper left hand corner.  I suggested she read over the standard with the children while their books were open.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The lesson had a clear beginning, middle, and end. Students were quickly engaged with a review of parts of speech! Error analysis occurred throughout the lesson. Then a game was played in groups to show understanding of the parts of speech.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lesson was prepared using data collected in the classroom to address a "needs improvement" standard. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All of the necessary part of the lesson plan were included.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran gave clear instructions to students and presented the lesson in an organized manner.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. Cole put alot of time and investigation in to preparing a lesson on introducing fractions. She became familiar with the academic language of fractions.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		This was a small group lesson taught to students who are struggling in subtracting larger numbers. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		I loved your anchor chart and worksheet you provded for your lesson on idioms!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The lesson was very well organized and students were on task during the lesson and the students were involved in the activities.  This lesson was on Annie Oakley.  This was a rotation day and Miss Dermo taught the same lesson throughout the day to all first grade students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was instructing students on the French explorer Jaques Cartier.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Remember to define all important words in the standard and repeat it through out the lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You have consistently posted and engaged the students by asking relevant questions to assess if students understand the standards.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		I can see the growth in your lesson planning and you are making progress.  Remember to state the learning goals as a way to direct your lesson, and to allow the students to know what they are going to be assessed on.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lesson is age appropriate and standards based.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		All standards were addressed and she also used I can statements- It was fun for the students because the statements were hiding under an individual desk- and they had to find the envelope.  This was her first try in designing centers for this group.  It went very well.  We did discuss some of my strategies of centers before hand that helped.  Having clear and easy directions to movement in the classroom is key.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and organized. She let students know the expectations and goal of the lesson.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a great job planning her lesson on opinion writing. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided directions for her hands-on lesson discovery lesson,The lesson was well received and helpful for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organized and presented in  a powerpoint for the students 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your standards matched your content. Your essential questions outlined your learning goals.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Great activities to help students understand the concepts.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher interacted well with students.  She had good activities and pieces of the lesson.  The lesson did need to be moved through a bit faster to keep students' attention.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		She did an excellent job of explaining the standard taught and engaging the students in the discussion. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Always check powerpoint for typos and spelling errors. **Type in word and cut & paste into Ppt. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Great Lesson! I hate that time ran out before you were able to do all that you had planned. However, it is always better to have more planned than not enough! 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer does an awesome job correlating the standards with her lesson plans and executing them appropriately.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You have adapted to CCAS and the agenda board quite well.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach pronouns. I love the way your lesson flows!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Standard posted in powerpoint and student teacher read and discussed. -Standard is a 3rd grade requied state standard.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant was great with our students, she really was able to take charge and keep them engaged. They loved her but also respected her. Her lessons were well taught as a teacher canidate.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The standards and learning goals were posted in a powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		She is a motivated, hard-working, and organized teacher who encourages her students to learn, grow, and stretch themselves to reach their potential.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She opened the lesson with a hook. Very cute math video that helped explain telling time to the nearest hour. She introduced the standard and then had the students come up and underline unknown words within the standard. She does a good job of calling on students of different demographics and abilities. She used a model clock to explain the unknown vocabulary words and then she modeled making times to the nearest hour and half-hour on the clock. Needs to explain that half hour is really just thirty minutes. Needs to talk more about what qualities an analog and a digital clock have.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson delivery went much better on the second attempt.  That's the great thing about teaching the same lesson to different classes.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany began with an opening question before displaying the EQ and standard. This allowed for the students to explore the concept in an organic way before the EQ and standard were revealed and discussed. .

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez' lesson plan was organized with standards, essential question, and learning goals for the student.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby used a power point to guide the lesson.  Students read the standards, essential questions and I Can statements.  She included an agenda to keep the lesson focused and on track.  The lesson was organized and age appropriate.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I like how you went straight from the I can statement to pulling out their prior knowledge within the circle map. The pow toons was an awesome way to present material in a fun way. Make sure that you use it through the lesson to connect the learning to that pow toon information. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Effective lesson design for cell review.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey incorporates this consistently at the beginning of every lesson I have observed.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor's plans included a powerpoint shared with students that posted standards and content vocabulary.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor taught a lesson on metric mass. She had several visuals for students: paper clip and graham crackers to represent grams, textbook and liter of water to represent kilograms, spring scales, balance scales

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure that all of the information in the lesson match what the students are doing. If you state in the lesson that there will be directions for each station, make sure the information is in the station. 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones' lessons are organized and learning focused.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade History Louisiana Purchase

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fabulous job engaging the students' prior knowledge. She broke down the vocabulary of the standard, so that every student understood the standard. She circled and underlined the focus of the lesson, so students knew exactly what they were going to learn. The students were excited to learn because of her positive energy!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Put on chartpaper, have sticky notes for hard words.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I liked how you stated your goals. I think it helps focus the students and allows them to see what they are supposed to learn from the lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		It is apparent that lots of planning was put into this lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students are learning about irregular past tense verbs.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Another wonderful lesson!! Remarkable teaching style!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		There needed to be more interaction within the lesson. I suggested that a video or some type of media be added to the lesson to make it more exciting.  My advice was taken and she added a video to the lesson before she actually taught it.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of introducing interview skills with asking questions and statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna's Lesson has wonderful, engaging and wrapped up our unit perfectly.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Activities are stated by teacher.It would help to have them repeat instructions to ensure students understand activities. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students rotated throughout the room "shopping" for items.  The used manipulatives (play money) well as they had a real-life learning experience. I liked the acitivity - Shopping with Decimals; the related back to a book you read to the students in a previous lesson.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson's lesson on angles was very thorough. She hooked the students with an upbeat Youtube video. Her lesson consisted of group/individual work.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon's lesson was well presented and engaging. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your standards and learning goals were clearly stated and communicated to the students.  Your lesson plans were organized and included activities to meet the needs of all learners.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Great sequence of events in the lesson. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Well planned and appropriate for 5th grade Social Studies. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very organized and detailed lesson plan.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige's lesson was well thought-out and thoroughly planned.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a Powerpoint to display standards, EQ, and instructions 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were very clear on the Standards being taught. There was check points  throughout the lesson to make sure the students were understanding and could share back what had been taught.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda is reading "There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom" by Louis Sachar.  They are focusing on characterization, theme, and plot.  This is a great book for the beginning or end of the year to reinforce that everyone can change if they believe in themselves.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite taught a Eureka Math Lesson on Place Value.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job introducing the lesson by stating the objective and standards. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted and clear. -Lesson included activator, task, and summarizer. -Remember you can refer to the standard durign the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia did a wonderful job with this review lesson on Geometry.  The flipchart was organized well and the students were able to follow and engage.  Her student response time was great and progress monitoring were very timely and appropriate. She gave a thorough explanation of center expectations.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H8:  The student will describe the importance of key people, events, and developments between 1950-1975. D) discuss the significance of the technologies of television and space exploration

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job of presenting "Flashback Writing" to students.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson plan is clearly written and easy to follow.  It is in the format provided by the university.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The lesson plan was not really detailed. 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence alligned with the GA Standards.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned his lesson well in advance and taught about the students learning needs.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students knew what lesson objective they were going to be working on. It was clearly stated at teh beggining.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		"I Can" statements were stated clearly at the beginning of the lesson via PowerPoint. The lesson was extremely organized.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard nor EQ was presented to students.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was  posted on a power point slide, but was not gone over during the lesson.  There was no EQ.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Very relaxed and poised in delivery.  The lesson is flowing nicely.  Students are engaged and are exhibiting good behavior. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great use of "I can" Statement. "I can count on and make ten when one addend is 8." 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Powerpoint was a great hook and intro.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You went over the standard and clearly stated what they were to learn Great Job!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Ms. Sullivan writes explicit plans and clearly articulates learning goals and standards to students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Lesson was standards based and appropriate for the classroom! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards were stated and explained to students. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Last lesson of the 2 weeks. Kids were involved with the class novel and review of previously covered material.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job introducing the standards and essential questions.  I love how you use a powerpoint to use to display the standards.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job presenting the standards with the powerpoint.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Introduction to British Colonial America, included standard and set a purpose for the lesson. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was reviewing main idea of passages.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This lesson was graphing with fruit loops. The lesson plan was well written in a logically sequential order. The standards were stated in the lesson plan and talked about with the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan is well done and easy to follow

		Vance		Darby		917457706		very clearly addressed

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Standard was introduced.  Focus more on the key vocabulary in the learning goal. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Noticed improvement from first lesson but still choppy.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Remember to discuss fact and opinion more in detail before you begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your lesson is organized. Students can easily identify learning goals and standards. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney did an awesome job delivering the lesson. It was a complex lesson on synthesizing. However, she was able to make the lesson clear and understandable for students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great job planning with the end in mind. The lesson was well thought out and organized. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is going to make a wonderful teacher. She is enthusiastic and engages the students with well thought out lessons and activities. 

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan. She was prepared and organized.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Organized nicely. Used students in groups very well. wording prompted action. Students knew there assignments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher makes very detailed plans, and it very cognizant of the needs of her students. Lessons are planned and implemented very appropriately.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher taught a lesson about the settings in "Steal Away Home" and "Sitti's Secret." She posted the standards and essential question on the board prior to the lesson. She ordered her lesson carefully and intelligently.  

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were clearly told the objective of the lesson about character traits.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She is very good at this portion of the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson goal was well stated at the beginning of the lesson and activities were well sequenced with time management in mind (papers passed out while students watched brainpop).

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-You had the standards posted. Remember you can refer to them and explain them to the students. -Great job having an activator, task, and summarizer for your lesson. It was very organized and sequenced. 

		Responses (n): 		128

		Response Rate: 		41.42%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		3		3		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		3		3		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		3		3		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		3		3		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		3		3		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great opening - played audio of a train and asked students what they were hearing.  This led right into the transcontinental railroad, cattle trails, etc. The student practice assignment was appropriately differentiated - students were working on their level which allowed them to be successful.  Your lesson closure allowed students to summarize what they had learned with each others.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The video chosen clearly helped the students to see the needs and parts of the plant.  I liked that the students were to be scientists and observe and draw the plants.   The kids were using the key vocabulary like roots, stem, and leaves.  I even heard buds.   You used a graphic organizer to model the needs of the plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		As students are working, share with the class what you see that students are doing correctly and this will bring others to do the same. When asking questions, make sure the students response answers the question.  If it does not, make sure you clarify. Good use of the promethean board as well as manipulatives. Students were able to work with the teacher, with partners and independently.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Activator - You-tube video on the Okeefeenokee swamp; engaging; students were asking questions and curious. Lesson went very well and covered the standards appropriately. Summarizer - Glad that you got to re-emphasize what the students had learned. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Differentiates instruction: (2)  this was hard to do with our groups teachers stayed very active the whole lesson to assit struggling students.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She completed a GREAT hands on lesson with oreo cookies teaching halves and fourths.  Logan has learned that food is a GREAT way to engage and capture this group of kids.  

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		The children were excited to learn about light.  Ms. Bass asked questions and clarified misunderstandings students had about natural and artificial light sources.  The students were engaged and participating.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Opening engaged students with characters they love (Elephant and Piggie).  They were introduced to comic strips and encouraged to write dialogue.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The fluency review used as the opening provided students with an opportunity to review prime and composite numbers.  Loved the correction of prime numbers as EXACTLY two factors and not two or more factors.  Students had to "prove" if the given numbers were prime or composite. Good visual represenation for students to follow as instruction was given.  The lesson reinforced place vakue understanding by having students refer to 80 as 8 tens.  Great job of directing students to know that division is repeated subtraction and not rote steps that include "bring down."  Student expectations were clear before sending them off to work independently.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Differentiated notes for gifted and SPED students. Ms. Bennet asked open ended questions. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The instructional practices that you used flowed smoothly. You had a good balance of instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica was well prepared for this lesson on a Monday morning!  I could tell she prepped over the weekend to be successful.  :)

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When giving the directions, you could say, "It should look like a plus sign."  As they work doing the 3rd line you said, "Is the circle equally divided?"  (NO)   Great example of a Higher Order Thinking. Good Question:  "How many pieces of your pizza are in 1/4?"  2/8's "What's a 1/2?"  4/8's It may help to explain it first and then question it.  You could have used the powerpoint to model it.  Power point- extremely relevant to the lesson.  Nice job! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman continually engages most students in active learning.  During this lesson, she observed students that were not engaged and not listening.  She then moved those students to the front of the class to ensure engagement of the students.  Ms. Bowman used a variety of strategies to teach the content.  She used direct instruction, guided practice, a visual aid using technology, and independent practice. Ms. Bowman gives positive reinforcement and feedback that encourages student's to feel safe and take risks participating. Ms. Bowman differentiated her instruction by using questioning that was on each student's level of understanding. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was engaging and students were involved in active learning. Your lesson had instructional time and student participation. You asked several higher-order questions such as: "Why is it opaque? How are shadow formed? Why do you think that? How do you know?". Your use of questioning during the student activity helped the students to better understand the concept. Think of ways that you could add more differentiation to your lessons.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with use of time, and asking higher order thinking questions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson was engaging, and kept students thinking by using white boards, and sharing students answers. Be sure to walk around, allow for more wait time, choose different students.  Even if they don't give you anything try to pull some type of answer from them. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Make sure proper capitalization and punctuation is used when your slides. Students look to you to model the correct way to write. Let students think before they respond and before calling on others.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown said that she had some manipulatives for the students to use, but left them at home. Too much wait time is causing students to become off task.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job modeling for the students how to select a small moment and brainstorm details to support the small moment! Ask questions throughout the writing process

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You kept the students engaged by having them to complete a fill in the blank sheet during the powerpoint. Good use of the bubble map for vocabulary. Good job of bringing an actual guitar to class in order to help the students further understand how sound is produced on a guitar. The partner work using the cookie cutter and rbberbands added another way for the material to be presented and understood. Good job of using a variety of material to present the lesson. You addressed several different learning styles. Ask more open ended questions such as: Can you feel or see something happening when you pluck the rubberbads? And, does the different sizes of rubberbands matter? If so , explain. Be sure to give positive feedback during your lessons. Ticket out the door was done as lesson closing. Get everyone's attention before you speak and before you make a transition. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caaroline plans lessons that reach students through a variety of modalitles. Students are engaged and excited about answering her questions. Each part of the lesson moved smoothly and the transitions were quick. Students worked with her to learn the skill, then quickly moved to an activity to that allowed the students to show what they have learned. Great Lesson!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		To differentiate for this group, students were grouped by reading level.  All students are reading below level so the reading instruction is leveled based on their ability. Caroline did a good job moving the students into groups and then moving from one activity to another activity.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria is working on including more higher order thinking questions into her lessons. The lesson was new brand new content for the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were learning how to subtract with regrouping. Mini lesson was given. Problems were then completed whole group before students had their work time. The "I do", "We do," "You do" model was used to make sure students understood. Ms. Burton pulled a small group of students to work with during work time to give a differentiated assignment and to provide extra support.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The word problem examples chosen to teach in class had a direct link to real-life situations.  The students were able to make that connection.  Amanda asked students struggling to respond to her questions if they needed "help" from a friend to take the pressure off of them.  One student completed a problem in his head, and Amanda told him, "I'm glad you can do it in your head, but take me through the steps so everyone can see it."  I loved this comment and strategy she used to help all students understand the need to "show your work."  The use of a youtube.com math video clip as an introductory feature, then again as re-enforcement of the process was well received.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Great questions allowing the students to participate in min lesson.  The students had opportunities to work independently with teacher with effective instruction.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The students were engaged in sorting a part of speech into the correct category. Each student had a sticky note with a word to place in the correct category. One table at a time was called to the board to place the word in the correct category. Each category was reviewed and discussed. Words placed in the incorrect category was discussed and then placed in the correct category. Each time needed student thinking was redirected to the correct answer. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to not let certain students dictate and control the class discussion. Be sure that all activities planned will fall within the lesson range time. This may mean adjusting during the lesson and decreasing the amount of class whole group pracitice to get to everything planned. All parts of the lesson are standards based and rigorous enough to meet the needs of the students in the class. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was well taught, but it was  a simple review for the students.  Brandon could have made it mor challenging and indepth for 4th grade. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Your activator was a good review of light information video of prism activity - fabulous!  I'll use this next year!  Thanks for sharing! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The October Stem staions were engaging, well organized, and required higher order thinking skills to master.  The lesson was highly motivating for the students.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Nice use of models to introduce the concept of equivalent fractions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GREAT way of differentiating the notes and the independent activity. Higher-order questioning is something you will continue to develop even when you are years into teaching.  At times there were kids who finished the graphic organizer early were just sitting there and they began getting off task. Make sure you have everyone's full attention before giving directions. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		The students were engaged in the lesson and really catching on to the strategies you showed. I liked how you used an opener explaining what the focus of the lesson was and reviewing previous lessons. Let's work on not rushing through the lesson and giving the students a little more time for transitions & to answer questions/respond. As you finish the mini lesson have a "wrap up" or "closing" question that summarizes the lesson. It can be as simple as "who could tell me a strategy they like" or "turn to your neighbor and tell them you favorite strategy". Just a quick question that wraps up the lesson before you go to the ticket job/groups. Great job with working with the small group table and then coming back to the students that were struggling with their seat jobs. Good questioning techniques with individual students.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Visual aids ( virtual manipulatives) were used and well as the added benefit of  a small group. The students in this group struggle with math and attention. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		For the opening/activator- Since this lesson served as an introduction to Paul Revere and the Boston Tea Party, it might have been more effective to show a smaller section of the video clip just to highlight the Boston Tea Party. The lesson closing was not observed because we ran out of time in our class period. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The lesson was a review of verb tenses. It began with a class discussion and short Flocabulary video/song reviewing verb tenses. After the review, the students played a Quizizz game on the Promethean Board answering questions about the different verb tenses and how to use them correctly in sentences.  Students were actively engaged throughout. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The only thing I would add to this lesson would be technology. Have the students watch a video in order to reach students who have different ways of learning things. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Great job wokring on those transition times. Those can be hard when there is a talkative class! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The students learned many interesting facts about Annie Oakley and they had many questions at the end of the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Used a variety of strategies with the students to meet all needs.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a lesson with the students using graphic organizers to complete using a reading about Jacques Cartier. They had to tell the obstacles and accomplishment of the exploration, as well as who sponsored the expedition. When they completed the graphic orgaizer, they were allowed to begin a reading comprehension. Morgan provided highlighted and lined graphic organizer to a student with modfications, and read aloud the passage for two other students who had modifications.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Differentiate your lesson by giving each group a different activity or an additional resource to help with the given assignment.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I liked your activating strategy for teaching theme.  Using the commercial showing a young Darth Vader trying to use the" force" was fun for the students and also a great way to explain theme.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed with the students thier prior knowledge on the subject. She used "hairy money" to work with the students to remember how to count money, She made purposeful mistakes in the lesson to help the students recognize common errors and correct them. Classwork started out whole group, the moved to small group and then finally to individual. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		With your activator  make sure you don't spend a lot of time on this.  It should not last 15 minutes.  Also, give a variety of feedback which encourages them to work even harder for you.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The lesson began with a powerpoint uploaded to google classroom, which was easy for students to log in and see the Georgia region map very clear.  The second point she covered was the vocabulary for the Georgia regions.  Students had differentiated worksheets to fill out using the science text book.  The last center was independent reading in which all books were pre-selected by Lexile level and staying within the topic.  Students could choose to read by themselves or with a partner.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa did a great job engaging the students in the opening of her lesson. She brought in materials to help connect them to the idea of the lesson, but also differentiated the materials according to the class she was teaching. The opening activity met the needs of the student's ability.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The lesson opened with a read aloud that the students were fully engaged in. The students then connected graphing to real world examples, such as their daily lunch choices. The lesson covered the information they need to know, and went in an order that made sense. The independent work went well with the lesson and provided good feedback for where to go next with the instruction.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara based her differentiation on student needs. EIP students needed three facts with their writing, regular education student students needed five, and gifted students needed 7 facts for their opinion. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided many items and examples fo transparent, translucent and opaque objects. She allowed the students to explore and discover before elaborating. She also provided great open ended questions for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has exibited much growth in the area of instructional delivery since beginning Block III.  She now seems comfortable teaching, questioning, and redirecting students.  She is good at questioning to get them to think about their work as well. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your activating activity was excellent. The students followed your thought process and were engaged. Your small group setting was productive. You redirected off task behavior and helped students achieve lesson understanding and mastery.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job, eaching the difference between Climate vs Weather. Love the Prezi, videos etc... so students gets a clear understanding the difference.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go, with the SS lesson!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		I felt the lesson opening was very good for the standard being taught.  The students picked up on the fact that she was not reading fluently nor with expression.  She also planned her small groups ahead of time making sure she had strong readers with weaker readers.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did not have time to complete all components of the lesson.  She planned for this, but execution of the lesson took longer than she expected.  She included good components in the lesson plan, but did not move at a fast enough pace to complete all components.  She is aware and is working towards improving this piece.  She demonstrated appropriate wait time during the lesson when questioning students and works hard to engage all students. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		BP is a great way to start a lesson. They used their vote system for the quiz. This is a great way to check for understanding quickly. Have the students read the questions out loud & volunteer. Good examples of each rule on the power point. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The experiment grabbed their attention and settled them down quickly. Students loved the activity. The questions really brought the lesson together to meet the standard.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		May want to keep the worksheet for those early finishers next time.  Next time you may want to have them pair off and do one of the poems together and then work on the other two independently.  Or you could have the early finishers help the struggling students.  I really loved the choosing of a cause or effect and having them find their pair.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer utilized the document camera and jelly beans as a manipulative to convey the meaning of addition equations. This was an excellent introduction to her lesson. It engaged the children and allowed them to make connections and participate in the class discussion. The powerPoint presentation was clear and concise.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great flow with your lesson. I loved your powerpoint!!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Had students compare their lives with Lyndon B Johnson life. -You made comments like, "good connection." -You had students justify their answers and thoughts by asking, "Why" and "How do you know?" -Great job usign real phtographs of that time period. -idea: In the activator of the lesson, you could discuss what they see. Have them list on their whiteboards some of their observations. This can help them come to conclusion of his job and who he might be on our timeline. -Kids asked about the word assassination and what it meant-good that you discussed what it means. -Great idea to have kids think/pair/share -Connected to terms they know like segregation. -idea: Next time, write on the board injustice and take it a part based on it's suffix and root word. Have the kids come up with the definition. -idea: Connect to math by having them subtract the money amouts on th bar line. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson. Students were very engaged in the lesson. I loved the you tube video. Continue to work on asking students open -ended questions. The activities were also very engaging. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Use vocabulary to help understanding.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor works hard on all tasks that are placed in front of her.  Her work ethic is superb.  She is proactive in her assignments.  Taylor is very organized and makes sure she stays on track.  She has always turned in her lesson plans, assignments, and projects in a timely manner.  She plans well thought out lessons.  Taylor always includes a range of activities that correlate to multiple learning styles.  Taylor has been a huge help with our after school tutoring program.  She volunteered to help organize and lead a small group of students to bolster their comprehension skills.     <o:p></o:p>

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She instructed the students to build times by the hour and half hour on their individual clocks. I like that she used tactile forms of telling time as well as a written assessment. She made sure there was an understanding with the child who was not paying attention. She made sure there was an understanding of the instructions before passing out the papers. Ms. Jessi gave a lot of encouragement throughout the lesson. She redirected behaviors that needed to be addressed and then returned back to the lesson in a timely manner.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley did a lesson on Theme vs. Main Idea.  She used a very neat anchor chart that she created herself.  The students took notes as she presented the information to them.  She then had the students get into pre-chosen groups and they had to classify cards that had main idea or theme on them into the correct category.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students didn't have as much background on the Louisiana Purchase as needed for the assignment.  They seemed to get a basic understanding of the objective though.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany strives for student mastery of concepts. Time ran out as a result.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez used learning centers and group students accordingly. Some tasks were more difficult while others were below level. This worked great for our SPED group. Asking higher order questions will come with practice as an educator and understanding of content matter. She is off to a great start!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Due to time constraints, part of the lesson had to be trimmed for some classes. You might want to run through how long the KWL will take and  do a shorter introduction. Make sure to call on students of all abilities. You tend to go to the students who will have the answers. Class DOJO has the random button to help make sure you include all ranges of learners.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Starting off the lesson with making a chart "What is a friend" gets the students involved in thinking about the context of the story, "Enemy Pie".  After reading the story and discussing it, they did a chart of  Problem and Resolutaion with student input.  The use of the anchor chart comparing beginning, middle and end to a roller coaster, helped students to see how a story evolves from beginning to end.  Great job of guiding students through the activity B-M-E sheet with clues to help them figure out what to do.  Students were given lots of encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I liked the cartoon video that you worked through to discuss the facts of the lesson. The music was a little loud that it was louder than the discussion the students were having. Make sure to zero in on those key vocabulary words such as minerals, hard parts, etc. I heard you say mold and cast a lot, but remember the words that will help them understand what those things are. Great job giving instructions of how to do each of the hands on experiements.  Make sure to ask WHY or HOW do you know... this will help you gauge whether they are learning or not. Make them explain their thinking. Make sure that when you have someone reading out loud that the others in the room are being respectful and listening. Also do spot checks and make that child stop to see if the others are listening by asking questions or giving thumbs up and thumbs down. MAKE SURE you have the group with you. There were many times when students were giving answers that only two or three were listening. It is okay to stop and say "Materials down" "eyes on whomever". At the end of the students drawing would have been a great time to ask WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN the mold and the cast. The gummy bear and bread activity was in their interactive booklet that they could have read through the steps and procedure. This would have helped with the process. Do each step at a time. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were actively engaged. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		I suggested to Chelsey to provide adequate wait time when asking questions. Additionally, I suggested she make sure that every student has her attention before proceeding. She made these adjustments and did a splendid job! She is very open to suggetions.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students made different  arrays with tiles to represent 24 chairs placed in front of a stage. Students worked in pairs to complete this activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The powerpoint was clear and concise. The students were engaged some of the time during the prezi. Maybe next time , have the students act out some of the sentences.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson flowed very well from one part to the next with well managed transitions between activities.  Researched based instructional strategies were used effectively.  I am starting to see Mr. Jones recognizing individual student needs more frequently and using differentiation to accommodate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Hooked the students with having them draw their own landmass.
Applied what they know about fractions.
Compared your landmass to theirs.
“Let’s Make a Deal” - made students think about the choice.
Loved the School House Rock video “Elbow Room”.  Describe what “elbow room” means.  Higher Order Thinking Question Compared US before purchase and after purchase.  Purchase “doubled the size” Coloring map great for visual learners. Love the math integration.  The word problems incorporated the history and the math standards.  You could tell the “math minded” students loved this activity. “Write me a Check”  great way to connect to real life activity.  

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used a great visual aid,  She also checked for understanding and provided assistance for some struggling learners in a small group setting. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used Flocabulary to engage the students at the start of her lesson. The students stayed engaged in the video and watched it intently. She asked students to share with their shoulder buddies what conjunctions were after the video. She walked around the room to listen and observe students sharing their thinking. Anna created a FANBOYS fan with appropriate sayings for students to recall when to use the conjunction. Anna had practice sentences on the board that students used their show me board to choose the right answer. She told the students specific instructions, so there were no misunderstandings.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students were able to do the activity about common and least common characteristics.  This allowed them to start thinking about what this means when discussing genes.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Groups were determined by data from a previous quiz. Transition to groups was smooth. Differentiation occurred through modification of double bubble maps and colored coded grouping.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Students were very engaged in you opening with the Brain Pop video. Your rapport and student questioning kept the students engaged.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette used a powerpoint which included the standard and essential question. She had students engaged and listening. She encouraged the ones who needed extra support and had students write sentences using the correct form of irregular past verbs.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Showing the pictures of the setting of the story was a great way to assess prior knowledge.  There needed to be more interaction within the lesson.   Good job of focusing on the vocabulary at the beginning of the lesson.  Ask more open ended questions.  Maybe you could have given them a portion of a cartoon strip, and then have them to make an inference about what would happen next. Then, have them draw and color the rest of the story or the conclusion. (Just an idea).

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students were actively engaged during the lesson. They were looking through their story for information on the questions. The closing incorporated all the standards ,and allowed for review of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students really enjoyed this lesson and activity.  Savanna did a great job facilitaing the lesson.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Students should figure out on ther own which textiles fit each animal.In this clas she told them the answer. Not many oppotunities for questoning. The lesson has independent practice that is checked by the teacher before they move on. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did an excellent job modeling multiplying fractions.  She created an easy way for students to remember the order of the steps needed to multiply whole numbers and fractions.  She also used drawings and manipulatives to demonstrate multiplying fractions.  The students were engaged and asked great questions.  Ms. Montgomery answered the questions well and posed higher level thinking questions to the students.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students were very engaged and worked well moving throughout the room.  Great job handling manipulatives and maximizing teaching/learning time.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		The lesson was informative and engaging. She had multiple hands on activities.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		She presented a very creative lesson and it was well presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I like the changes you made to your lesson. Your opening activity was fun, and the students were actively engaged. They had fun "testing" to see if they had the inherited traits, and you did a good job with follow up questions to help them better understand inherited traits. You allowed students to work in small groups (opening activity) and used guided instruction throughthe reading (News Reporters). My Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way for students to show understanding of main idea and supportive details of today's lesson. It also gave students the opportunity to work independently.  Continue to work on transitions from one activity to the next to make your lesson flow more smoothly.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Students were on task and engaged throughout.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This was a fast paced lesson that the children really enjoyed!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Introduction was strong and students were engaged. You did a great job letting the students know they were on task and positively reinforce them. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very good activator, really grabbed their attention with the Flocabulary song and reviewing what an adjective was. They also loved the summary, when they had to think about adjectives to describe themselves. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher introduced new lesson as students sat down.  Instructions were explained and lesson was immediately started.  Students were attentive and excited about the game.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of strategies during the lesson such as a powerpoint presentation, a video and punctuation magnets, which allowed students to move around and place the magnets in the sentences where punctuation was needed.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Show don't tell writing lesson gave students practice in rewriting sentences to be more descriptive by adding sensory details to their writing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great use of Technology and written information. Great use of timing to make sure students understood what was being assessed. Students were activiely engaged and focused. Great use of making sure students stayed focused and understood the Standards assessed  in the lesson. Memory chants were used to help students remember the Water Cycle.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		This was a wonderful lesson! Alex spent the week teaching about different characteristics of the different types of soil. He used a variety of methods to teach and reinforcet this concept. Today he had stations with each of the tpes of soil that allowed the students to observe them using hand lenses, touch them, and view how they hold water. This allowed students to better wrap their heads around the words and illustrations they had been exposed to earlier in the week. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Students are discussing each chapter in small groups.  Ms. Phillips asked thought provoking questions such as:  Would you have acted the same as the character?  Why or why not?  If you would have acted differently, what would you have done and why?  What evidence in the text backs up your decisions?

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily is so comfortable in the teaching role.  She was able to redirect the students and keep the lesson & activity moving along. The students were completely engaged in making their "main idea" map.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Use of video was a good introduction to get the students thinking as well as a visual of the topic being taught.  You made connections to our novel we are reading for the students to understand the reality of the events taking place.  You asked thought provoking questions that made the students think about what was happening.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You do a great job of talking to the students in positive encouraging voices. This really helps encourage the students to keep trying even if they get stuck. I love the way that you ask students "what" questions to keep them on track and making them justify every step of their problems. I loved that your lesson used white boards, task cards and teacher instruction. To add peer interaction to this lesson you can utalize strategies like turn and talk, check your partners board or share your answers with your table. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Reffered to real world experience (Referred to the lesson we did previously were the students touch and mainpulted the different types of soil.) -Had them follow along with you when you went over directions. -Highlighted headings for hte lowere students. -Included positive praise to students following directions. (Moved clips up) 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Showing a silent video with actual photographs of immigrants on a ship and seeing the Statue of Liberty made an impact on students.  These primary sources/artifacts really makes history come to life for students! Viewing guide worked well for all types of learners.  This enabled students to note which information from the powerpoint was the most important to remember.  Powerpoint was full of rich vocabulary.  You may want to include the meaning of a few higher level words.  Ex:  origin (where immigrants came from) Melting Pot example was execellent!  You compared the meaning to the ingredients in Chicken Noodle Soup and gave students a visual example to connect the meaning.  Great job! I would have liked more pictures  throughout the powerpoint. You used higher levels of questions in your closing that stimulated a deeper level of thinking.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Lesson connected to prior learning (After WWII American soldiers returned home.) -Lesson was engaging and students were excited about the topic. -You used higher order questions (How would veterans help boost the economy?) -Use of PPT kept the lesson flowing and provided a visual with content vocabulary.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with the students, especially since third graders have difficulty with the element of time.  The students also loved the opening video clip.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was on the Jim Crow Laws.  The activator was very engaging and memorable.  Ms. Roberts showed a reading of Dr. Suess' Sneetches and related it to how unfair Jim Crow Laws were in the Reconstruction Era.  The students were able to make a connection.  The information Ms. Roberts shared on a PowerPoint was clear, easy to understand, and accurate.  The students read a passage to get more inforation about Jim Crow Laws and then used what they learned to complete a graphic organizer to show their understanding.  Ms. Robert also provided several higher order thinking questions on a Ticket Out the Door.  For differentiation, she provided a non-english speaking student a translated copy of the passage and questions.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The activity was very creative and a fun game for students. Ms. Rudolph did not seem very prepared with the lesson. There were times that she was unsure of what some parts of Point of View were. Students were engaged in the activity. But unsure or what to do. The class that she worked with is low, so they need more guidance and practice. Other pointers: Be more prepared…. When reviewing the lesson and going thru the lesson.  Ask students open ended questions like. .... POV- 1st-  “ I” “me” “my” 2nd-  Your and you 3rd-  all knowing … ominscient ; limited- he, she, they 

Activity- Sentences could have had more variety and more complex for some students in the group who are above.

Overall students liked the game! 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The children were presented the Language lesson on compound words. Kristal went over a Google Chart that provided the children the opportunity to use the interactive board (which they love!) and receive immediate feedback! Once the children were in small groups, Kristal differentiated the lesson depending on the reading level of the children. She read the book "If You Give a Pig a Pancake." The children found the compound words and made their own plate of pancakes with the compound words written on it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Excellent lesson.  I really like that you reviewed information from the two previous days.  Great job modeling what is expected of the students and providing high order thinking.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ms. Shelton used a quick video that helped explain "how" and "why" we show respect to our Veterans. She then made a T chart to list the How and Why. She clarified misconceptions along the way. All students were highly engaged.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He brought a guitar to teach the students about sound and he explain using examples what each vocabulary word means. Students were engaged and participating during the lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lesson had time he worked whole group as well as time where students worked alone. It gave him time to walk around and help the students who were struggling with a problem. I think for his opening it was good but maybe add some movement to it.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The theme of the lesson, "Contraction Surgery", hooked the students immediately. They were thoroughly engaged throughout the lessson as they put on their imaginary gloves and mask in preparation for "contraction surgery." Highlights of the lesson included diffentiated learning activities for each of the five groups as well as smooth transitions and positive feedback for student responses.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		This  was such a great lesson on Point of View in narratives. The lesson ran smoothly, and the students had no room for play. They were actively  engaged the entire time. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make a connection to the learning goal that is being taught.  At the beginning of each lesson, make sure you let the students know what they are going to be learning. You made good use of the powerpoint that was created to explain subtraction with regrouping.  Even though the students have some prior knowledge of this task, breaking the problems down more and slowing down your explanations for the students will benefit their understanding.  Your explanation of why you bowwored a set of ten and added the number to the ones place was great!  Always walk around the classroom checking the students for understanding.  Make sure to set expectations for the boards so students do not get off task by doodling. You had good thought into your game for the students to play.  However, make sure the students understand fully how to play before dismissing them to their groups.  Always "play" the game for them so they can see the expectations of how to accomplish the task at hand.  Many students did not understand and they had many off tasks behaviors because of it.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Before you start a lesson, make sure that you have all student's attention and you set the expectations before starting.  Another suggestion is to make sure certain students are not beside each other when you call students down to the rug.  Go ahead and avoid negative behaviors that you know will arise by them sitting together. You started off asking the students to tell you what an antonym is as a quick review.  This was a great use of prior knowledge and led you into the lesson about synonyms. You had in your plans to start off why a synonym song. However, you did not play the synonym song in your activator until after you taught them about synonyms in your lesson.  Going over your lessons before you teach is key to a smooth lesson. The power point you used to help teach synonyms was great.  The students really seemed to enjoy the power point.  I would have liked to have seen you explain what a synonym is, how you can use synonyms to enhance your writing, or where you could find synonyms such as a thesaurus.  You did state that you can use a thesaurus like we have done previously (in your explanation of the task you had them do), but did not go into detail about using one.  It would have been good to reiterate how to use one (Review like they have never seen one before). You did have to stop several times because of negative behaviors.  Remember it is okay to stop your lesson until you can gain the attention of all learners.  You did ask them to stop talking, etc.. however they kept on doing it.  Make sure your tone is in a positive way and not negative. The sentence strip partner activity was a great activity to have the students up and moving around.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Nice class participation! Good questioning.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		The children loved the Easter hunt and activity! They were engaged and actively involved in the lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great discussion with students at conclusion of lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you allow students to explain key points of the lesson. Good job on giving back reinforcement. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure you are walking around the room and talking with the students to ensure that they are understanding the material taught. Also, make sure you are explaining what you are talking about while you are writing on the board. When students are answering a question make sure you restate the question and the answer that the student has given. This will help the studetns to remember what the question was and understand the answer to that question.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Read Aloud used to anchor lesson...wonderful oral reader, great questioning and feedback. Great guided practice and independent practice for "Sentence/Non-Sentence" Even though lesson had to be broken up due to schedule, it flowed beautifully and all activites meshed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		I really liked how you used the sticky notes, that engaged the students to answer and stay on task! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Students were asked to explain the responsibilty of the national government. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Review lesson on area and perimeter.  Ms. Taylor did an excellent job of reviewing both skills using Brain Pop, Promethean, and indepedent practice.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		T-Chart in lesson kept students involved and popcorn Reading was effective for the class novel

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany previewed social studies skills for 4th grade with the students. She introduced the social studies skill with a reading standard of comparing and contrasting.   I loved how you compared and contrasted the two indian tribes. It was a well thought out lesson with technology and graphic organizers.   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students were engaged with the Flovocabulary Branches of Government video. I reallly enjoyed your lesson on separation of power and how you presented it to the class.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Students really enjoyed the Flocabulary video over theme. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		What happened to the settlers of Roanoke Colony?  Mystery "hooked" the students from the beginning of the lesson to the end.  Reading and writing across the curriculum integrated in Social Studies.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson began by Ms. Traylor building with prior knowledge of surveying, tally charts, and bar graphs. The lesson was presented clearly and well organized. The students were given Fruit Loops to sort by color. They then created a tally chart identifying the colors. After this the students created their own bar graph based on their surveys. Ms. Traylor asked high order thinking questions. The students actively participated.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This review lesson was a well guided review on main idea of passages.  Natalie gave excellent feedback to students as she was conducting the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Make sure to gain the attention of students before giving directions.  When providing feedback, be specific.  Don't leave them with, "That was vague."

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate had a great tone with tone students throughout the lesson.  With so many varying student levels Ms. Ulstad did a good job with managing the classroom during the reading lesson.  Pleased with how Ms. Ulstad carries on the expectations of the classroom using some of the same managment methods she observes.  

		Vance		Darby		917457706		needed a strong activator

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good use of word problems to build problem solving skills.  Spend more time on reviewing what students already know with the array.  It is important to building the tape diagram.  Spend more time on establishing the know and unkown in the problem.  Good use of questioning throughout the lesson.  ("How do you know?, What do you already know about this problem?)  Don't ask questions like "Are yall ready?"  , students will always answer no!  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The real or imposter game was very engaging!  The kids loved it!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Students spent time in groups. Maybe you could split up students who have frequent behavior problems. Be sure to attend all areas of the classroom. Many students were off task. Giving students a visual timer allows them to keep track of their time. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job showing students different ways to get the answer.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Your activator was great! - Try having the groups written down to help with effective transitions - Make sure each group has a "leader" in order to help them run smoothly. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your activity engaged students by discovering how much a kilogram actually weighs. You controlled the class to limit disruptions. You were able to discuss the results with students while they were making a second attempt. Your closing allowed students to identify newly learned material.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You questioned students for understanding throughout the lesson delivery. Students were engaged and involved throughout the process. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Differentiation will be used during independent centers.
Great introduction of vocabulary review.
Good explanation of text features!
Students were engaged and prepared with all materials necessary for the lesson.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be confident when you teach! Keep the kids involved and on task.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In this lesson, Ms. Witcher read aloud from the texts and she asked multiple thought-provoking during the course of her reading. The lesson transitioned between texts perfectly. She offered remediation and enrichment to students on varying levels of ability. After she led the class, she then broke the students into groups with their leveled texts and guided a group as well. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The activities planned correlate perfectly with standards covered. The motivator and differentiation keep the students interest all throughout the lesson. Transistions and summarizers are present throught the lesson.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides clear encouragment to students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Great open ended questions; comprehension focus was awesome

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren appropriately delivers information to the students. She uses a wide variety of things to teach...promethean, visual aids, real life examples (hamburger) videos etc. She had materials out and ready to go! This minimized distractions and maximized instruction.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like that you utilized the Judy clock when students were having difficulty with the concept.  During the kahoot a student couldn't tell why they answered a certain way, so you may have wanted to prompt her more to verbalize her reasoning. You did a nice job of redirecting off task behaviors.  Students didn't have the opportunity to utilize individual clocks or play time bingo as planned due to time constraints and needing to spend more time with guided practice.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-The lesson helped the students to visualize the impact of water pollution. They loved being involved in the process! -The use of the graphic organizer allowed students to respond throughout the lesson independently. -I liked that you made necessary changes between the two times that you taught the lesson. That's what teachers need to do! 

		Responses (n): 		159

		Response Rate: 		51.46%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		3		3		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I liked the 3-2-1 writing activity.  That was a good way to see if they understood the plant needs and parts of a plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Be very mindful of what students are doing.  Try to catch mistakes early. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The differentiated groups had different modes of learning. It was good to see that the activities involved teamwork and open discussions within the group. The various informative worksheets were engaging and self-directed.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal Assessment was used to determine that students needed extra practice with writing dialogue.  This was determined by looking through the previous week's writing about Pigeon.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Informal observations made throughout the lesson to provide direct feedback to students.  Students were given a short exit ticket to assess learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ticket out the door. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You assess work effectively. Let's continue to work on using their scores for grouping and working with students on skills they are still lacking.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Students had a variety of assessments including completing interactive journal pages in their spiral notebooks, teacher observation, and completing a math page to show what they learned from the lesspn.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Diagnostic- N/A

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears used our data to choose her writing topic.  I love this.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman's questioning skills during the lesson were exceptional.  She used the questioning to keep the students engaged, along with using student responses to informally assess learning and adjust her instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with creating assessment on illuminate and using data after the lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		You have great questioning during instruction, your questions are usually why instead of recall.  You have effective assignments that challenge yet seek students understanding. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown will ask questions of students, but answer them before the student has a chance to answer them. This will not help her understand what the students are missing and what information they truly understand.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Informal observations can be done using verbal questioning and answering. Ticket out the door... 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is great at pointing out the students that throughout the lesson show they are have a difficult time. During the independent time, she takes time to go back to those students and make sure they have a good understanding of the skill.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The variety of activities each will allow her to assess the learning.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Graphic Organizer used to assess students understanding. Also informal questions was used.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Problem sets were used as an assessment.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler involved all the students in the class through asking them questions related to the vocabulary of the topic or process of working the problems.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Quizzizz was used to question students for today's lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		A parts of speech spoons game was played for students to show understanding of the skill. Students were placed in groups and were monitored throughout to check for understanding. A follow up activity: Fill in the mad libs to create a silly story.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students were allowed to work on their own writing *(revision) and apply the skills taught in class. The closing of the lesson allowed for a "check" but also a class discussion to get a pulse on where everyone was. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Assessments were varied and gave you good information about how the student comprehended your lessons.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was simple and completed with in the secssion.  Homework nor quizzes were needed for the lesson.  He should have collected and assessed the sequencing activity. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran asked questions throughout the stem activities and students had to record their attempts and findings.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Great questioning; What does the numerator represent in a fraction?

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis effectively monitored the students' progress throughout the lesson. She looked at their work afterward to gage who was still struggling and who was making progress. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		An informal assessment was given at the end of the lesson.  Students were able to complete the task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The graphic organizer was graded on if they gathered the correct information. The reading comp was a continuation, so it would be continued the following day.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job creating above, on level, and below level assessments!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		She used observation and questioning during the lesson to assess studnent understanding during the lesson, and then she used a ticket out the door for final comprehension.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessments for the lesson was teacher observations because it was the beginning of the unt.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Documentation in journal and classroom allowed opportunities for students to discover and elaborate on in classroom discussions. Ms. Duncan also provided open-ended questions engaging students prompting them to think.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well with her assessments. She used the assessments to provide individual conferences for students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The questions you asked in small group help guide your instruction. You knew where the students were struggling and how to help them understand.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great worksheet activity that was well created for the students to understand the diffferences of the two. It also, had the students to reason within themselves of why we have climate vs weather.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Writings were Awesome, from the teaching... the students knew exactly what to do because they incorporated in their discussion. It showed evidence that they understood and knew the material! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Having students come up and correct sentences was a great way to involve them and check for understanding. Ask the class- Is this correct? How many errors? This will help keep those focused while the student is physically making the corrections on the board. Rubric was clear and detailed. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		It was great that you incorporated writing in the science lesson. Having them write a summary is perfect to know who understood the lesson and who did not. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I like that you utilized their interactive journals.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Good questioing and teacher observation. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to display a variety of assessment methods throughout the lesson. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She used the tactile building of time on the individual clocks as well as the data she gained from the hour and half-hour telling time worksheet.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Use of STAR Reading scores to determine what support was needed, as well as the use of the IEP plans.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diagnostic was not used in this lesson- so I did not have a way to score it.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Used questioning during and after instruction and teacher observation of students working to informally assess students. Students completed a project B-M-E as a closing activity.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor used a Kohoots array game as part of the assessment/review. The students were very engaged and enjoyed the activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure when you are assessing students that you are assess based on their level. This class performances at a higher level of learning, so the lessons should have been tailored towards their level . 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones is very observant and recognizes students who are and are not "getting" the material presented.  He does extremely well with informal assessments.  He also uses quizzes and writing prompts to get a more accurate picture of how well the students are progressing to master standards.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Discussed and shared territories resources. What is the “Big Deal”?  Why did we want this land?  Many kids had opportunities to share suggestions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna created differentiated worksheets for students based on their reading levels. She constantly allowed students to share their thinking with one another, and she walked around the room to check for understanding. Allowed students to think for an appropriate time before they share their answer.
She allowed students to voice their reasoning, even if their answer was not correct. Students feel like it is okay to make mistakes, it is a natural part of learning. She allowed students to use their fan to think about which conjunction is the best for each sentence.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The peanut book was a very clever assessment tool. The students enjoyed making it and were excited about the facts they learned about George Washington Carver.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Great lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Use of the worksheet to assess what they learned. Try 3, 2, 1 strategy or maybe you could have started a KWL chart at the beginning of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of questioning! I like how you used vocabulary of both statement and telling sentence to familiarize the students with vocabulary words that mean the same thing. The self checklist was useful for them to evaluate themselves on their use of questions and telling sentences.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Skills that were assessed were a culmination of the skills that had been taught throughout the unit.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson differentiated her lesson for higher achieving students.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You were able to evaluate student learning through effective questioning (What is is an inherited trait? What is a dominant trait? What is a recessive trait? What is the difference between a recessive and a dominant trait? Compare/contrast learned behavior and inherited trait.)  The Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way to assess student understanding of main idea and supporting details.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson included several components for assessment of information. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Try to incorporate more questioning and higher order thinking questions. You had great recall questions which is DOK 1 and 2. Try to get in those level 3 and 4.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding. This is a great way to see what students are understanding the concept. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher walked around to help with anyone who needed help.  Offered scaffolding and informally assessed students.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		As a summarizer, Paige gave students a chance to show how to use quotation marks by having them complete a worksheet. Students checked their partner's worksheet.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		During her writing lesson, she broke the activity down into an "I do/You do" writing assignment that helped to scaffold their learning. Advanced students could write their own show don't tell sentences while lower student had vocabulary words to help build their sentences.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is proficient in using all three types of assessments.  She reviewed previous events in the story by asking 5-W's and H questions.  Then students also summarized after reading each chapter and discussed major events that  lead to a change in the character's behavior.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The lesson had wonderful questioning techniques and checking for student mistakes. This allows for students to understand where they made mistakes. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-The students loved the "What Am I?" summarizer. -Students worked together on the task, but showed their indivdual knowledge with the ticket out the door. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Student answers to questions allowed you to check for understanding.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts always does a nice job observing students during instruction and adjusting instruction accordingly.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal informally questioned the children during the large group instruction. Once the children were in small group, the students had to find the compound words.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		After completeing the T chart whole group, the students went back to their tables to fill in their writing web with the "how" and "whys" they want to use in their writing. Then they used their graphic organizer to write their paragraph. Attention was made to remember to write a topic sentence, details, and a closure that lets the reader know to stop reading.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		A Ticket Out the Door was used as a summarizing activity to quickly check student mastery of the lesson. The Ticket Out the Door resembled a doctor's nametag to go along with the lesson's "surgery" theme.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Having the poster with their responses travel around the room not only gave them an opportunity to show what they know, but it also provided examples from previous groups. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The synonym color bucket activity was a fun activity to have students complete to check for understanding. One suggestion would be to give the students all the materials that are needed when you gave out the paint swatches.  You only handed them the color bucket when they completed writing on the paint swatches.  By giving them all the proper materials will help them accomplish the task faster then waiting on you to go to each student to hand them the material.  One students sat and played instead of telling you he was finished.  You did a good job walking around the room during the task, but reiterate to those that aren't doing their work to complete it and not play.  You did a good job praising the student who was working quietly.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to question the students as you are teaching (like a review).. This will help the students understand the concepts taught and will give them so extra practice from the previous lessons. Go over what was taught the day before or even the previous weeks.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Super!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great questioning! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job asking open ended questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Students were encouraaged to share their theories on what happened to the colonists.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Formative and summative assessments were given appropriately. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor observed the students mastory of the lesson by observation during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Build a good habit of always questioning students to check their understanding.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember that students need feedback. This is in lesson, during classwork and summative assessments. You must let the students know how they did and how they can improve.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic not observed

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		All  assessing was done with integrity. Ms. Witcher's assessing was done throughout the lesson; during guided practice with her group she assessed them on recognizing settings. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students are assessed correctly through exit tickets, Ms. Witcher takes diagnostic notes over what students are struggling with, and makes detailed recommendations on how to assist them. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She asked multiple questions to help her observe mastery of the subject taught. There was a balance between guided instruction and independent practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		During the lesson you determined that students were not understanding based on questioning and did not continue with the lesson, but instead took the time to reteach.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You did well with questions but you want to give them more questions that involve the "why." Have them explain there thoughts even when they are wrong. It's important to hear what they are thinking, so that you can clear up any misconceptions.

		Responses (n): 		90

		Response Rate: 		29.13%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		3		3		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		3		3		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		3		3		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Classroom management is a skill that is developed over time. You are doing a very good job - especially considering you are with these students only 2 days a week.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I'm sorry for the technical difficulties  I know that getting them out of their normal routine and in a different classroom made it more difficult.   The lesson was well organized and the kids are excited about taking care of "their" plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, The lesson had good flow.  Make sure you are giving very clear, specific directions.  This will cut down on confussion and the students will be more on task.  Also, make sure you don't ask them "are you ready", say "I'm looking to see who is ready".  If you ask, they will surely answer you.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		keep in mind that when you are planning lessons, think ahead of what kind of movements you'll like to see..... that either create or prevents classroom disruptions. Always try to address blurting out or repeated interruptions immediately because it can be very distracting to others and rob other students of a chance to share their ideas. Order is important. Too much chatter while you were giving directions ; cannot turn your backs on students for long... 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		spoke with intern regarding her lesson with the following points to consider 1. being more assertive (having more of a teacher type voice and telling the students information when teaching instead of an inquiring tone) 2. being the teacher instead of relating to the students in a child like way.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass quickly corrected students who were off task and brought them back into the discussion.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good classroom management.  Students were engaged the entire lesson and felt comfortable sharing their thoughts and ideas.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Professionalism is a strength!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Make sure all students remain in there seats. Use the Dojo system. You could have had an advanced student as a "pizza checker" to help check papers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The students were distracted today but you did a great job of redirecting and keeping them engaged. You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		When Ms. Bowman saw that a student was off-task, she redirected him by asking that student a question, and/or moved the student closer to her to encourage on-task behavior. Ms. Bowman uses a lot of humor during her instruction which to students really enjoy. Ms. Bowman is very professional in her appearance and actions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students love you. You attend to every child, your professional, you seek constructive critism, and you work very hard in the classroom to make sure you are putting kids first. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown was unable to control the behavior of the students during this lesson, which caused her to become frustrated and end the lesson early. During the lesson, Ms. Brown tends to stay at the front of the room, instead of circling to make sure students remain on task during the lesson. Too much time is spent on redirecting the students' behavior, which causes them to get off task even more,

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		When correcting off task behaviors, make sure you call out individual students and not just the students as a whole group.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Communicate behavior expectations at the beginning of your lessons. Re-direct off task behavior immediately. This observation was made by Kati Brown and I completed this eval. based on notes that Ms. Brown gave me. It seems like it was a really good lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Great classroom manager

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am pleased with the way Caroline manages the classroom. She tolerated more noise than I do, but has not problem redirecting off task students and bringing students back together after group work.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton shows professionalism in the classroom.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is doing an incredible job at LSES. She truly gets to know each student and cares about them. She gives positive feedback and also redirects behavior when needed. She went into a classroom and saw a substitute demeaning two struggling students for not completing work correctly and she pulled those students into our classroom and provided extra support in a positive manner. She is an exceptional teacher because she not only teaches the student, she also cares about the student.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She quietly redirected a student to get back on task and pay attention.  Well done.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Had a teacher at one center and monitored other. Students were engaged.  Warned student about noise level and losing the privilege of working in groups.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Behavior was addressed as needed. Having a way to call the class' attention back to you would be beneficial. Using give me 5 or another attention getter would be effective.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You exhibited fabulous classroom control...much improved since the beginning of the year! You always dressed appropriately and looked very professional. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All groups were engaged and maintaining appropriate behaviors.  

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The closing activity was a great idea, but may have needed to be modified for this class. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You always use such a pleasant, encouraging voice with the students. It's OK to take Dojos points (or any other behavior management ideas you may want to try) -with off task behavior. Sometimes the students are "trying you out" and want to see how far they can push it. Try to "nip that" from the beginning. Good job sending N away from D once you realized they were off task. You traveled around the classroom well and attended to those that needed help.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		During the explanation of how taxes impacted the Boston Tea Party, the example was given that the taxes were unfair and "it sucks." It is not professional behavior to use that phrase in front of students as part of the lesson. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		You have done such a great job taking over the classroom! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior management was maintained throughout the day while teaching all students in first grade.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior was re-directed when students were off task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students seem engaged and eager to learn more about Jacques Cartier.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed the behavior expectation before the lesson. She used the classroom management devices, "clap once if you hear my voice..." and "If my back is turned, there is no talking."

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The center rotations seemed to be a bit tricky, but were perfect by the end of the day.  This does take time to learn how to manage enthusiastic learners. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a fantastic job managing the classroom. The students respond well to her. The lesson today required rulers, which were a distraction for most children. In the beginning, she asked students to put all rulers down, but as the lesson went on, students were not redirected to place them on their desk so they could focus on the instruction. During the lesson, she also had to write on the board to collect the data, which caused her to have her back turned to the class. Next time, have a student be the data recorder to ensure all areas of the room are being watched. Also, remember to use calls, such as "Ready to Listen, Ready to Learn" when trying to pull the students back together.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is very professional in the school atmosphere. She even attended PTO on Thursday night, which is not an obligation of her. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan manages the classroom well keeping the students engaged. She allows them to discover, discuss and engage managing the volume and attentitiveness in a positie manner.  She moels what she expects after they have explored. She is always dressed professionally. She has gone above and beyond helping fill in where she can. She volunteered to fill in as an assistant for my STEM Club when I had a conflict. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		She continues to be very professional with students, administrators, coworkers, and parents.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your conversation with the students made them want to do well for you. You noticed off-task behavior. Remember that you are the teacher and you can correct this behavior when you see it. My only complaint is to increase your voice level. Gain the attention of all students prior to giving instructions or discussions. Good job.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic job monitoring and keeping the students on task and focused!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Superb job! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Rubric- Have students read each level to clearly understand the expectations. You can even use an example of a level 4 or 5. Also you can give them a mini rubric to keep at their desk. This can also be stapled to their paper for grading. Time- set a time limit and work expectations. Topic- Great way to involve the students in the topic choices. Brain Pop- You can skip questions if they are too hard or above the standard. BP jr has only 5 questions and are usually more appropriate. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You moved around the room calling on various tables/students which helped to keep everyone focused. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I liked that you knew to challenge Brooke to do the work on her own first.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You wlaked around and helped kids during independent practice. Remember you can also do this during the task part of your lesson. -Redirect kids that are off taks (ie. playign with pencils etc.) You can do this by simply taping htem on the shoulder or removing the item that is distracting them. You may need readdress your expectations to the class if you noticed several off task. -Model vocabulary by breaking it down into its prefix/root word/ suffix. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GREAT job!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor has a great affinity with people of all ages, especially her students and other children. She is skilled in connecting with students.  Taylor is advanced in her ability to teach simple concepts, as well as more advanced topics. She also has exceptional written and verbal communication skills with both parents and teachers.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and a joy to work with.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Much better with assertiveness with the students.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez always comes to class prepared. She is very one-to-one with the students  and cares a great deal about them. She takes initiative and has gone above and beyond since her first day with me. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		There was constant monitoring of all students and any students getting off task were immediately redirected. Students were praised for good behavior and encouraged to do their best during the activity. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Watch for those students yelling out. You might want to set the expectation before you begin.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Do not talk over them. Take a second to stop and make sure you have everyone with you, especially during instructions. You could easily say, "If you can hear my voice, clap once" or clap to get their attention. Just make sure that they are in control, even though you do want them to have fun. The front table was off task the entire time. They were shouting out and being very disrespectful...you could have stayed with that table, taken away DOJO, or seperated anyone from the group. I loved the positive praise of the ones on task, but when that is not working, you have to do something in order to get those children's attention. This is why quick 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey is always professional in her demeanor. She works very hard to do her very best in all she does. She will make a fantastic educator!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students enjoyed the lesson on arrays.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure to keep students attention throughtout the lesson. When students are working in stations, remember to remind them of the expectations in the station. One of the groups was constantly talking and not working as instructed.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Classroom management and professionalism are consistently Mr. Jones' strongest areas!

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		“All set - you bet” regained students attention.  Don’t be hesitant to use your teacher voice.  “Ok, let’s reel it back in.”  Kids are really antsy with Spring Break coming up.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job making sure that students knew how to use "mirrors" correctly. She stopped, explained it, and then the students tried again. She did a wonderful job using positive redirection, "if you are out of your seat, please find it." If I see the eraser in the air, it is mine." She used an appropriate voice level throughout the whole lesson. She encouraged students to make the smart choice. She used class dojo to maintain positive reinforcement when students chose the right behavior.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Management is improving! :)

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She redirects students and regains their attention of ones who aren't paying attention in a positive way. She gives lots of praise to students who are working quietly and participaing in the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I realize that I should not give all exemplary, however, I would be doing Madison and The University of West Georgia an injustice if I gave her anything less!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure to monitor all areas of the classroom when you are teaching as well as when you are working with another teacher.  Watch the tone of your voice as well as your facial expressions.  Give them a little bit more time to answer a question before you move on.  Encourage them with positive feedback. and if they answer a question incorrectly, say something positive like: "You're on the right track." "or that's not quite right; but, good try.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students were actively engaged and involved inthe lesson as you monitored their activites through walking around the room.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson displays a professional demeanor. I encourage her to make sure to address all areas of students. Once during the lesson, it seemed as if Ms. Nelson was only talking to those in the front half of the room.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon has worked very hard on syntax, and grammar and has nearly completed her goal.  Well done!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure to position yourself in the room so that your back isn't to any one group of students for an extended period of time.  Remember to try taking the "links" as that seems to help and is a "quiet" attention getter, but also allow for appropriate noise when doing certain group activities.

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sometimes she is just a little quiet, but has a nice voice.  :)

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Good job getting every student's attention before you began teaching!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Have confidence in yourself and what you are doing. You had a great lesson and were prepared. Don't let the small humans intimidate you. They need to know that you are in control. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan is always professional and has a great relationship with the students.  She did a great job of walking around the room to monitor students as they worked in partners and invdivdually.  Remember to use the behavior clip system if/when neccessary whe students are off task or showing great behavior. This will ensure they are all listening and completing work in a timely manner. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher kept students attentive and their attention on her.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige uses attention signals and praises when needed to keep students motivated and engaged throughout the lesson.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students were actively engaged in her lesson with little to no disruptions.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at making sure all students stay focused. She redirects immediately any issues that arise. She conferences when necessary one on one with a student. She motivates them to do their best and is more than willing to differentiate and teach to the top as well as reaching those who are struggling.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is an amazing teacher and truly has a heart for students.  She will inspire her students to achieve great things.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite consistently uses an appropriate tone with the students and addresses inapporpriate behavior immediatley.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily continues to impress me with her rapport with the students.  She always maintains control - in a kind and encouraging manner.  The students ( and me)  love her!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job managing the class. Students were engaged and participated throughout the whole lesson. I love your tone and the use of timers to keep students on task. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Used "All Eyes on Me" consistently. -Encouraged kids toward the correct directions when they were stuck. -Consider adding a question to your activity sheet that allowes the students to apply the knowledge gained. This will up the rigor of the lesson. (open-ended) -Great job using adjectives to describe the soils Neice way to integrate subjects. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You explained your expectations at the beginning of the lesson. You addressed off task behaviors immediately and effectively.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Explain behavior  expectations before the lesson and consistently implement it.  (You did this with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th blocks) -You had a student at the computer to transition between slides.  This allowed you to circulate the room. -Good job complimenting tables that were on task.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has been able to make a connection with even some of the more challenging students.  She maintains control of the classroom easily and redirects or uses our classroom management system when necessary.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Check your grammar/spelling when writing your lesson plans. During the lesson with the children, grammar/directions were well thought out.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Quickly handled off task behavior.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie consistently uses strategies to make sure students are engaged and not misbehaving.  She sticks to consequences and uses positive reinforcement.  She is able to manage the classroom, so that students are learning. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and is well prepared for all his lessons.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Student behavior was outstanding throughout the lesson. Although all students transitioned to the floor for group work during part of the lesson, the voice level remained low and students were focused and engaged throughout the learning activity.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sometimes with this group, it is necessary to be a little louder so you can be heard over them. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Again, by making sure you have everyone's attention before starting the lesson and setting expectations is key to having a smooth lesson.  Remember, positive reinforcements help with students who are not doing the right thing.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make sure you have the full classes attention before starting a lesson.  This will promote your expectations.  Don't be afraid to discipline as needed.  The behavior plan is put in place to help off task behaviors. You did a good job moving around to the different groups to check for understanding. Set expectations before you have students move throughout the classroom.  Students need explicit directions and consistent behavior consequences. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good job calling on children who were not paying attention. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You have done an amazing job this year. I have enjoyed watching you grow as a teacher this year. You are an incredible teacher. The children love you! We are all going to miss you terribly! GREAT JOB!!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good modeling of how to handle materials, classroom management was much better this lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure if you are giving them a warning that you follow through with the warning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Impeccable grammar, syntax, etc.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Professional and well spoken.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Really enforced vocabulary! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany, I really enjoyed watching you teach this lesson on the Spearation of power. This is a very tough skill for students to master. Students were engaged and you controled the classroom when it was a partner activity using the strategy NOISE. The differentiated activity was well thought out. Next tim, another way to differentiate is to give the lower students the phrases for them to paste on the graphic organzier. Also, when presenting on the board, make sure your words are large enough for students to see. Great job!!!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		She maintains a well structured class.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		It is obvious the students respect Ms. Towe.  She does  a great job maintaining classroom procedures and keeping students on task.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Challenged students during the lesson on main idea.  Appropriate classroom management.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor's classroom management is extremely professional. She attends to all areas of the classroom and redirects behavior in a positive and timely manner. She challenges students to do their best.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad did a great job on her lesson.  She is attentive to students and does well setting high expectations and maintaining them. She will make an excellent teacher!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Redirects well and calmness!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		You are always very positive and encouraging.  Be mindful of off task behavior and take care of it right away.  

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great monitoring in the classroom! - It is obvious how comfortable you are with the kids!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		When students are taking notes, walk around for a little quick check to make sure they are understanding the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to make sure subject/verb agreement is correct prior to writing comments on graded papers. For example, "Where is your units?" This should be, "Where are your units?". This could be a poor reflection on you by parents.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney does a great job of observing my teaching and using similar techniques in her own teaching experience. She also puts her own twist on teaching the skill and makes it a lot of fun for the students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You monitored the class and redirected students that were off task. The timer was a great way to keep the centers moving. You used strategies that the students are used to using. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara was very able to take her initial lesson and rethink it in a way that fit students' needs, which is an important skill as a teacher.  

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Good job redirecting off task behavior.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams was monotone throughout the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is an area where Ms. Williams will definitely get stronger with more experience and her own classroom.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher had no behavioral problems during her lesson. She modeled effective teaching in her lesson delivery, her vocabulary, and tone. She challenged the students to do their best. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher is the model of professionalism. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		We have a very difficult student in the classroom, and Caroline redirects the student in a timely manner with dignity as well as consistency.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Overall, the lesson was very good. Lauren is an excellent teacher who makes learning exciting and fun!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna is quick to take care of needed redirection.  She is always professional in her mannerisms. Jenna puts forth effort to support our students and school by attending after hours school functions.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Great job adding prefixes to the lesson. It is always good to integrate the subjects when possible. 

		Responses (n): 		121

		Response Rate: 		39.16%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Loved the use of Google maps! The students got so excited when you demonstrated how to locate the state, city & school on the map in 3D.  Great use of technology! The flip books helped bring the lesson together! Great job!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		It was my pleasure to be your teacher-supervisor.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A should work on her professionalism (mannerisms and actions) towards the students.  It is okay to relate with students and talk to them but not on their social/emotional level.   It seems as if Miss A wants the students to like her and my goal was to convey to her that she is the teacher in the class not their friend.  You don't have to be mean to be the teacher in the classroom but she will need to be more firm and assertive.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Grow: Challenge students to turn facts into opinions and vice versa Glow: Nice teacher made anchor chart! Good use of technology timer to pace students!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		This was a great lesson that focused on what students were interested in, yet provided them with with a rigorous activity that required a lot of thoughtfulness.  Students were extremely engaged in the writing process.  Alexis used previous assessment to determine that this was an area of need for the students in her class.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, very well thought out and organized lesson plan. Be sure to work on wait time and off task behavior. Most students seemed engaged and excited to learn the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your lessons are very strong and you are showing growth and improvement as the semester progresses. You are open to feedback and welcome suggestions for improvement. Keep up the great work!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Awsome lesson!  Great job on getting down to the students' level.  You used a variety of teaching strategies to reach all learners.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		It has been a pleasure having Ms. Bowman in my classroom this year.  Anyone can see through her actions, that she really loves helping children learn and become better people.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The test of a good teacher is that the teacher is able to adjust instruction based on student's grasp of the concept being presented. You asked thorough questions and determined that students had misconceptions about the concept. You then adjusted your lesson to reteach and clarify misconceptions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Teaching has improved some since last lesson, however classrroom management is still an area of concern. Remember it is ok to give kids consequences. You are here to be their teacher, not their friend.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good lesson!

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		I thoroughly enjoyed this lesson.  The students were engaged and learned the process for multiplying fractoins.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Overall, this lesson was a great review of intro and conclusion to help support the students with their current writing project. Be sure to not get focused on the Social Studies aspects of the lesson and spend too much time explaining concepts they should already know. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You have grown so much during your time at CES!  I can't wait to hear about your creative teaching at SHE!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.  The use of technology retained their attention, and was a great method to deliver instruction, as well as assess their level of understanding.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis taught a science  lesson on pollution. It included hands on activities and kept the students engaged and involved.  She did an excellent job of presenting the information.  

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Our time was limited due to a previous lesson running longer than expected, but Ms. Day did a good job of adapting to the time we had to implement the lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		This was a very engaging lesson for students.  They could really feel, see, and experience the lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo demonstrates lots of good attibutes of becoming a great teacher. Teaching seems to come so easy to her.   She is a natural in the classroom and among the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Very well planned lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Work on time management to ensure that you are able to manage all areas of the classroom

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are ready for your own classroom!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		See notes that I typed for you to help guide your next lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Super!  Students loved the lesson and the movement within the classroom.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Keep up the great work! We are blessed to have Raikel in our classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I enjoy having Kara in my classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan would be an asset to any team. I would be proud to work with her. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		An all around person who has done a Fantastic job in the classroom! The students have learned so much under her teaching ability! Kudos, to Mrs. Faulkner!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was great and it was well planned out. Truly feel the kids understands the difference between Climate vs Weather.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher works well with students and is sensentive to diverse learning styles.  She recognizes areas where she needs to improve in regards to lesson planning and execution.  She exhibits a love for the students and is open to growth.  

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Great job!! Keep it up! Thanks for always having a great attitude. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Awesome, fun lesson! You did a great job teaching this science standard!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		This was a great lesson to teach students about ten more, ten less, one more, and one less. Excellent job!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great Job! I enjoyed your lesson and so did the kids! 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor accomplishes all tasks with both a positive attitude and with great initiative.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley was able to revisit the lesson in the second class due to struggles on the first delivery.  The lesson was more focused on the standard the 2nd time and provided students time to do the activity.  I think this whole lesson was a good learning experience.  Concepts are taught in different grades to a deeper extent- so its important to cover the standard only- avoiding additional information that could be confusing.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby's lessons are well designed and innovative and interesteing for the students. She puts lots of timne in to her planning to ensure that she is engaging of all of the students throughout the lesson. She delivers well, has good and positive classroom management and is an overall asset to my classroom. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		High expectations are evident.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		She is one of the better student teachers that I have had the pleasure to have in my classroom. She will be an awesome and effective educator.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson!  Very well thought out and delivered!  

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I loved the cards with plant parts that students had to identify using everyday foods.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Taylor in my classroom. She has provided much needed small group instruction and one-on-one instruction. During her whole group lessons and her 2 week teaching period, I have been able to work with needy students individually.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You did very well during your second full week of instruction. The lesson you created on cells was very engaging. The activities you created aligned perfectly with the standard and it was easy to assess if the students mastered the standard based on their performance task. You've did a great job this year! 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones created a organized lesson plan. The students were engaged in the different centers she created. They were involved and answered rigorous questions throughout the lesson.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna is a fantastic teaching candidate. She teaches with such grace and natural ability. She maintains classroom management, while providing a rigorous and challenging learning environment for every student. She uses whole brain teaching, and a variety of teaching strategies throughout her lesson. She amazes me and is always willing to grow!!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a fantastic job leading a small group reading lesson! She worked hard and helped students who were struggling and provided great supports to ensure fluent reading!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great review of strategies for opening. :)

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Very creative lesson!

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Wonderful lesson, very engaging, and creative. Great job overall.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great potential.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith has the makings of a true teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		She makes math fun for the students!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Great job! The students enjoyed the activity. 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		I have thoroughly enjoyed working with Emily this year.  I am overjoyed to be teaching with her next year!! She is an asset to Sand Hill!!!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I loved your lesson. It was a great review of adding and subtracting mixed numbers while reviewing common denominators, borrowing and simplifying. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Students were engaged during the lesson.  You described the immigration era in a meaningful way and fostered a desire in students to learn more about that particular time period.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job in all areas.  This lesson was particularly challenging for the students, and she did a wonderful job of incorporating our literature to help the children relate the concept.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does an outstanding job in all areas.  She will make a wonderful teacher.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was a great review for my students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Awesome lesson!  Students loved working in groups to create a spider to show the main idea and details. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great lesson! You are really settling into teaching lessons. You seemed more "in the element" today. I liked the way you kept the children on track. Do not feel like you cannot take recess time from the repeat offenders. =0) Again....great job today!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Still working on articulation and slowing down with speech. Classroom management skills have improved. Sarah has a great relationship with the students, resulting in a safe learning atmosphere.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great Lesson! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Fantastic review lesson!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great lesson on government review.  Video did not work, but moved on quickly.  Great job!  Used graphic organizer to help students visualize  branches of government.  Involved students using show me boards.  Also, included challenge questions that involved math.  Fantastic way to incorporate multiple academic areas.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great lesson!  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is doing a fantastic job!!!  She does a wonderful job working with on-grade level students,  above-level students, and at-risk students!  She can adapt to any situation at the school or any group that she is working with during the day. I have been very impressed with Olivia's flexibility!!! 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor is doing an excellent job within my classroom. She works well with all students. My classroom is an extremely diverse and challenging one. She has adapted to all of their needs.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate did a great for a first.  She put together a good lesson plan and worked hard to maintain classroom expectations already set. Suggestions:  Do not be afraid to take the time to get student attention. Call outs should be used consistently.  Would also suggest wait time when questioning students so that students have a good amount of think time.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Overall a really good job.  Lesson was very clearly laid out ad delivered with confidence.  A little soft spoken which seemed to be hard to get back the students attention, but her give me five was a great tool she used!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson was well planned and thought through.  Your voice was much louder than last time and you seemed more at ease. Continue to work to really understand what the students should know and reinforce it throughout the lesson. Don't be afraid to say no, or redirect off task behavior.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Overall, Taylor has made a lot of improvement this semester. She is open to suggestions and enjoys teaching. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		The lesson plan was well thought out and planned. Having students complete a polygon scavneger hunt was a great activator. Expectations were given on class behavior and what students should be searching for. However, it may have benefited students more if more instruction on polygons was given beforehand, since this was a fairly new concept. Allowing students to make connections to what they've previously learned is extremely beneficial. The Number Talk was great and allowed the students to classify their polygon. Perhaps try starting with a Number Talk, before having students complete the Scavenger Hunt. Additionally, I would suggest shortening the Number Talk as well, to maintatin engagement. Lastly, you provided great differentiated assessments. This means that you know your students. Perhaps save the assessment for the end, and have students practice via Math Playground beforehand. To increase the rigor of the assessment, you may consider asking richer questions.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Ms. Williams is definitely growning and gaining more confidence the more she teachers.  I have been impressed how far she has grown this semester.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Great job!  It's hard to find something that isn't perfect in your lessons.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This students loved this hands-on lesson.  It was a wonderful opportunity to see a real-world example of a chemical change while making butter.  

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You rock! I loved the lesson and the students enjoyed it too! 

		Responses (n): 		79

		Response Rate: 		25.57%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		christine carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne.Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		D. McClendon

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		KImberlee Wright

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		traci rainwater

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Marcus Byrd (Science Teacher) 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smith 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		MRs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKEnzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Amy Musick

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		261

		Response Rate: 		84.47%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/26/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/01/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		12/01/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		03/31/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		04/12/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/10/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/23/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		12/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/26/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/07/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/24/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/31/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/22/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/25/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/28/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/17/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/28/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/03/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/08/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/26/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/17/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/30/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/18/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/16/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/09/2016

		Responses (n): 		269

		Response Rate: 		87.06%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%
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Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 0 0% 33 10.68% 182 58.9% 91 29.45% 0 0% 3 0.97% 309 3.19 0.61
Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free 1 0.32 47 15.21% 185 59.87% 75 24.27% 0 0% 1 0.32% 309 3.08 0.63
Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation 0 0% 32 10.36% 194 62.78% 79 25.57% 0 0% 4 1.29% 309 3.15 0.58
Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided 
Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- 
Manipulatives 0 0% 33 10.68% 193 62.46% 79 25.57% 2 0.65% 2 0.65% 309 3.15 0.59
Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- 
Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating 1 0.32 87 28.16% 161 52.1% 54 17.48% 4 1.29% 2 0.65% 309 2.88 0.68
Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- 
Enrichment--- Problem-solving  0 0% 72 23.3% 179 57.93% 41 13.27% 14 4.53% 3 0.97% 309 2.89 0.61
Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 1 0.32 38 12.3% 188 60.84% 81 26.21% 0 0% 1 0.32% 309 3.13 0.62
Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 1 0.32 28 9.06% 191 61.81% 88 28.48% 0 0% 1 0.32% 309 3.19 0.6
Lesson has guided practice and independent practice 0 0% 24 7.77% 192 62.14% 88 28.48% 4 1.29% 1 0.32% 309 3.21 0.57
Effective transitions between activities 0 0% 58 18.77% 186 60.19% 61 19.74% 1 0.32% 3 0.97% 309 3.01 0.62
Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its 
relevance 0 0% 42 13.59% 201 65.05% 57 18.45% 7 2.27% 2 0.65% 309 3.05 0.57
Total/Percentage 4 0.12 494 14.53% 2052 60.37% 794 23.36% 32 0.94% 23 0.68% 3399


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laure Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennet

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Kaissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ditmitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dil

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Micaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Ms. Alli Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Corny Grade

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Lorea

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie SImmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexs Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zyas

		Responses (n): 		307

		Response Rate: 		99.35%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/03/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/02/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/02/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/31/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/07/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/10/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/29/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/21/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/25/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/05/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/09/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/12/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/15/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/16/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/12/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/26/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/17/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/12/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/25/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/29/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/26/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/09/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/24/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/20/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/30/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/29/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/02/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/17/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/14/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/30/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		04/20/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/13/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/16/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/12/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/09/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		04/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/09/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		10/25/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/22/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/21/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/14/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/26/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/20/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/12/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/15/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/24/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/06/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/05/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/13/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/18/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/15/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/20/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/26/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		10/03/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		306

		Response Rate: 		99.03%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRE

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		CMS

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Spings Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elemetary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary School

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementay

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementart

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary SChool

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		BES

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary School 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elem

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ES

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		CES 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton HIndsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		309

		Response Rate: 		100.00%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		third grade

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3rd

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		first

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th grade

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		fourth grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		B

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4th

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th Math

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Fossils

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Third

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th Grade

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4th grade

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd Grade

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5th

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth - quotation marks

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st grade

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First Grade

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade (Reading) Theme

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5th

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th Grade

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		309

		Response Rate: 		100.00%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Kristy McCord

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Jessica Beck/Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law`

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Traci Rainwater (math/science teacher)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis, Social Studies

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lisa Weaver

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Jennifer Sample

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smth 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Saidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		JamieMartin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Hannah Garrett

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Amy Musick (ELA)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		308

		Response Rate: 		99.68%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		3		3		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You started the lesson by having the students solve a subtraction story problem.  You had them use the draw a model strategy previously learned to solve the problemm and to discuss subtraction.   You used many of the vocabulary words such as minus, difference, and you had them talk about he fact that when we subtract, the answer is smaller or less.   The kids enjoyed the Subtract with a Pirate video and were very engaged in solving the problems.    I like that you had 2 small groups for the subtraction practice.  The kids really enjoyed bowling and writing their subtraction sentences.   The group that I did enjoyed telling and drawing out subtraction stories.    Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job of breaking down the standard.  You allowed students to explain key vocabulary in the standard.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Standards & E.Q - Explained in language understandable to students using visual examples.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When introducing learning objective for the day, good job of reinforcing math vocabulary.  Students had to differentiate betwen factors and multiples.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Standards were posted and addressed to students. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You thoroughly covered this standard.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		The students are well aware of the standards and their learning goals.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job of refering to fraction bars- using things they know.  You also mentioned the giant Chocolate bar.  The 1st standard you mentioned 5/5ths.  You should have continued on with that and let the students give you examples. A students asked about fractions on a numberline and you said, "We are kinda using fractions."  No- we are using fractions on the numberline. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Standards and/or I Can statements were not posted.  Ms. Bowman reviewed the skill that the students have been working on all week.  By doing this, she made clear to the students the goals of the lesson. The activities to practice and learn to use reading strategies to determine unknown word meaning were developmentally sequenced. Have you thought about asking ( and telling) why the learning is important for students?

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was clear, logical and sequential. It was aligned to state and county curricula and standards.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan is well desgined, and hits the standards, the higher order questions, and how students are going to apply the information to the skill.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Very well thought out on her lesson plans.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brain Pop was shown as an introduction.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline adapted this lesson to meet the needs of my ALP students in the morning and taught the lesson plan as she planned it originally.  This lesson is appropriated for this level of students and they were engaged throughout the lesson. I observed this lesson with the morning group and again with the afternoon group.  The morning group is an ALP group and the afternoon is Inclusion.  She did a great job adapting the lesson for both groups.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a great planner! She studies the standard and plans lessons that effectively teach the standard. Her students are always in her mind as she plans lessons to reach the most struggling learner as well as the most gifted student. I have throughly enjoyed each lesson she has taught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Stardards are posted on the wall and goals are clearly stated.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		My only suggestion was that Amanda point out, in the textbook,  the standard in the upper left hand corner.  I suggested she read over the standard with the children while their books were open.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The lesson had a clear beginning, middle, and end. Students were quickly engaged with a review of parts of speech! Error analysis occurred throughout the lesson. Then a game was played in groups to show understanding of the parts of speech.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lesson was prepared using data collected in the classroom to address a "needs improvement" standard. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All of the necessary part of the lesson plan were included.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran gave clear instructions to students and presented the lesson in an organized manner.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. Cole put alot of time and investigation in to preparing a lesson on introducing fractions. She became familiar with the academic language of fractions.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		This was a small group lesson taught to students who are struggling in subtracting larger numbers. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		I loved your anchor chart and worksheet you provded for your lesson on idioms!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The lesson was very well organized and students were on task during the lesson and the students were involved in the activities.  This lesson was on Annie Oakley.  This was a rotation day and Miss Dermo taught the same lesson throughout the day to all first grade students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was instructing students on the French explorer Jaques Cartier.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Remember to define all important words in the standard and repeat it through out the lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You have consistently posted and engaged the students by asking relevant questions to assess if students understand the standards.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		I can see the growth in your lesson planning and you are making progress.  Remember to state the learning goals as a way to direct your lesson, and to allow the students to know what they are going to be assessed on.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lesson is age appropriate and standards based.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		All standards were addressed and she also used I can statements- It was fun for the students because the statements were hiding under an individual desk- and they had to find the envelope.  This was her first try in designing centers for this group.  It went very well.  We did discuss some of my strategies of centers before hand that helped.  Having clear and easy directions to movement in the classroom is key.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and organized. She let students know the expectations and goal of the lesson.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a great job planning her lesson on opinion writing. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided directions for her hands-on lesson discovery lesson,The lesson was well received and helpful for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organized and presented in  a powerpoint for the students 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your standards matched your content. Your essential questions outlined your learning goals.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Great activities to help students understand the concepts.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher interacted well with students.  She had good activities and pieces of the lesson.  The lesson did need to be moved through a bit faster to keep students' attention.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		She did an excellent job of explaining the standard taught and engaging the students in the discussion. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Always check powerpoint for typos and spelling errors. **Type in word and cut & paste into Ppt. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Great Lesson! I hate that time ran out before you were able to do all that you had planned. However, it is always better to have more planned than not enough! 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer does an awesome job correlating the standards with her lesson plans and executing them appropriately.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You have adapted to CCAS and the agenda board quite well.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach pronouns. I love the way your lesson flows!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Standard posted in powerpoint and student teacher read and discussed. -Standard is a 3rd grade requied state standard.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant was great with our students, she really was able to take charge and keep them engaged. They loved her but also respected her. Her lessons were well taught as a teacher canidate.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The standards and learning goals were posted in a powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		She is a motivated, hard-working, and organized teacher who encourages her students to learn, grow, and stretch themselves to reach their potential.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She opened the lesson with a hook. Very cute math video that helped explain telling time to the nearest hour. She introduced the standard and then had the students come up and underline unknown words within the standard. She does a good job of calling on students of different demographics and abilities. She used a model clock to explain the unknown vocabulary words and then she modeled making times to the nearest hour and half-hour on the clock. Needs to explain that half hour is really just thirty minutes. Needs to talk more about what qualities an analog and a digital clock have.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson delivery went much better on the second attempt.  That's the great thing about teaching the same lesson to different classes.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany began with an opening question before displaying the EQ and standard. This allowed for the students to explore the concept in an organic way before the EQ and standard were revealed and discussed. .

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez' lesson plan was organized with standards, essential question, and learning goals for the student.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby used a power point to guide the lesson.  Students read the standards, essential questions and I Can statements.  She included an agenda to keep the lesson focused and on track.  The lesson was organized and age appropriate.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I like how you went straight from the I can statement to pulling out their prior knowledge within the circle map. The pow toons was an awesome way to present material in a fun way. Make sure that you use it through the lesson to connect the learning to that pow toon information. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Effective lesson design for cell review.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey incorporates this consistently at the beginning of every lesson I have observed.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor's plans included a powerpoint shared with students that posted standards and content vocabulary.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor taught a lesson on metric mass. She had several visuals for students: paper clip and graham crackers to represent grams, textbook and liter of water to represent kilograms, spring scales, balance scales

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure that all of the information in the lesson match what the students are doing. If you state in the lesson that there will be directions for each station, make sure the information is in the station. 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones' lessons are organized and learning focused.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade History Louisiana Purchase

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fabulous job engaging the students' prior knowledge. She broke down the vocabulary of the standard, so that every student understood the standard. She circled and underlined the focus of the lesson, so students knew exactly what they were going to learn. The students were excited to learn because of her positive energy!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Put on chartpaper, have sticky notes for hard words.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I liked how you stated your goals. I think it helps focus the students and allows them to see what they are supposed to learn from the lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		It is apparent that lots of planning was put into this lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students are learning about irregular past tense verbs.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Another wonderful lesson!! Remarkable teaching style!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		There needed to be more interaction within the lesson. I suggested that a video or some type of media be added to the lesson to make it more exciting.  My advice was taken and she added a video to the lesson before she actually taught it.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of introducing interview skills with asking questions and statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna's Lesson has wonderful, engaging and wrapped up our unit perfectly.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Activities are stated by teacher.It would help to have them repeat instructions to ensure students understand activities. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students rotated throughout the room "shopping" for items.  The used manipulatives (play money) well as they had a real-life learning experience. I liked the acitivity - Shopping with Decimals; the related back to a book you read to the students in a previous lesson.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson's lesson on angles was very thorough. She hooked the students with an upbeat Youtube video. Her lesson consisted of group/individual work.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon's lesson was well presented and engaging. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your standards and learning goals were clearly stated and communicated to the students.  Your lesson plans were organized and included activities to meet the needs of all learners.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Great sequence of events in the lesson. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Well planned and appropriate for 5th grade Social Studies. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very organized and detailed lesson plan.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige's lesson was well thought-out and thoroughly planned.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a Powerpoint to display standards, EQ, and instructions 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were very clear on the Standards being taught. There was check points  throughout the lesson to make sure the students were understanding and could share back what had been taught.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda is reading "There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom" by Louis Sachar.  They are focusing on characterization, theme, and plot.  This is a great book for the beginning or end of the year to reinforce that everyone can change if they believe in themselves.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite taught a Eureka Math Lesson on Place Value.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job introducing the lesson by stating the objective and standards. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted and clear. -Lesson included activator, task, and summarizer. -Remember you can refer to the standard durign the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia did a wonderful job with this review lesson on Geometry.  The flipchart was organized well and the students were able to follow and engage.  Her student response time was great and progress monitoring were very timely and appropriate. She gave a thorough explanation of center expectations.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H8:  The student will describe the importance of key people, events, and developments between 1950-1975. D) discuss the significance of the technologies of television and space exploration

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job of presenting "Flashback Writing" to students.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson plan is clearly written and easy to follow.  It is in the format provided by the university.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The lesson plan was not really detailed. 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence alligned with the GA Standards.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned his lesson well in advance and taught about the students learning needs.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students knew what lesson objective they were going to be working on. It was clearly stated at teh beggining.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		"I Can" statements were stated clearly at the beginning of the lesson via PowerPoint. The lesson was extremely organized.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard nor EQ was presented to students.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was  posted on a power point slide, but was not gone over during the lesson.  There was no EQ.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Very relaxed and poised in delivery.  The lesson is flowing nicely.  Students are engaged and are exhibiting good behavior. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great use of "I can" Statement. "I can count on and make ten when one addend is 8." 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Powerpoint was a great hook and intro.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You went over the standard and clearly stated what they were to learn Great Job!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Ms. Sullivan writes explicit plans and clearly articulates learning goals and standards to students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Lesson was standards based and appropriate for the classroom! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards were stated and explained to students. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Last lesson of the 2 weeks. Kids were involved with the class novel and review of previously covered material.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job introducing the standards and essential questions.  I love how you use a powerpoint to use to display the standards.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job presenting the standards with the powerpoint.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Introduction to British Colonial America, included standard and set a purpose for the lesson. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was reviewing main idea of passages.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This lesson was graphing with fruit loops. The lesson plan was well written in a logically sequential order. The standards were stated in the lesson plan and talked about with the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan is well done and easy to follow

		Vance		Darby		917457706		very clearly addressed

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Standard was introduced.  Focus more on the key vocabulary in the learning goal. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Noticed improvement from first lesson but still choppy.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Remember to discuss fact and opinion more in detail before you begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your lesson is organized. Students can easily identify learning goals and standards. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney did an awesome job delivering the lesson. It was a complex lesson on synthesizing. However, she was able to make the lesson clear and understandable for students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great job planning with the end in mind. The lesson was well thought out and organized. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is going to make a wonderful teacher. She is enthusiastic and engages the students with well thought out lessons and activities. 

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan. She was prepared and organized.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Organized nicely. Used students in groups very well. wording prompted action. Students knew there assignments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher makes very detailed plans, and it very cognizant of the needs of her students. Lessons are planned and implemented very appropriately.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher taught a lesson about the settings in "Steal Away Home" and "Sitti's Secret." She posted the standards and essential question on the board prior to the lesson. She ordered her lesson carefully and intelligently.  

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were clearly told the objective of the lesson about character traits.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She is very good at this portion of the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson goal was well stated at the beginning of the lesson and activities were well sequenced with time management in mind (papers passed out while students watched brainpop).

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-You had the standards posted. Remember you can refer to them and explain them to the students. -Great job having an activator, task, and summarizer for your lesson. It was very organized and sequenced. 

		Responses (n): 		128

		Response Rate: 		41.42%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		3		3		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		3		3		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		3		3		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		3		3		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		3		3		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great opening - played audio of a train and asked students what they were hearing.  This led right into the transcontinental railroad, cattle trails, etc. The student practice assignment was appropriately differentiated - students were working on their level which allowed them to be successful.  Your lesson closure allowed students to summarize what they had learned with each others.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The video chosen clearly helped the students to see the needs and parts of the plant.  I liked that the students were to be scientists and observe and draw the plants.   The kids were using the key vocabulary like roots, stem, and leaves.  I even heard buds.   You used a graphic organizer to model the needs of the plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		As students are working, share with the class what you see that students are doing correctly and this will bring others to do the same. When asking questions, make sure the students response answers the question.  If it does not, make sure you clarify. Good use of the promethean board as well as manipulatives. Students were able to work with the teacher, with partners and independently.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Activator - You-tube video on the Okeefeenokee swamp; engaging; students were asking questions and curious. Lesson went very well and covered the standards appropriately. Summarizer - Glad that you got to re-emphasize what the students had learned. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Differentiates instruction: (2)  this was hard to do with our groups teachers stayed very active the whole lesson to assit struggling students.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She completed a GREAT hands on lesson with oreo cookies teaching halves and fourths.  Logan has learned that food is a GREAT way to engage and capture this group of kids.  

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		The children were excited to learn about light.  Ms. Bass asked questions and clarified misunderstandings students had about natural and artificial light sources.  The students were engaged and participating.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Opening engaged students with characters they love (Elephant and Piggie).  They were introduced to comic strips and encouraged to write dialogue.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The fluency review used as the opening provided students with an opportunity to review prime and composite numbers.  Loved the correction of prime numbers as EXACTLY two factors and not two or more factors.  Students had to "prove" if the given numbers were prime or composite. Good visual represenation for students to follow as instruction was given.  The lesson reinforced place vakue understanding by having students refer to 80 as 8 tens.  Great job of directing students to know that division is repeated subtraction and not rote steps that include "bring down."  Student expectations were clear before sending them off to work independently.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Differentiated notes for gifted and SPED students. Ms. Bennet asked open ended questions. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The instructional practices that you used flowed smoothly. You had a good balance of instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica was well prepared for this lesson on a Monday morning!  I could tell she prepped over the weekend to be successful.  :)

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When giving the directions, you could say, "It should look like a plus sign."  As they work doing the 3rd line you said, "Is the circle equally divided?"  (NO)   Great example of a Higher Order Thinking. Good Question:  "How many pieces of your pizza are in 1/4?"  2/8's "What's a 1/2?"  4/8's It may help to explain it first and then question it.  You could have used the powerpoint to model it.  Power point- extremely relevant to the lesson.  Nice job! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman continually engages most students in active learning.  During this lesson, she observed students that were not engaged and not listening.  She then moved those students to the front of the class to ensure engagement of the students.  Ms. Bowman used a variety of strategies to teach the content.  She used direct instruction, guided practice, a visual aid using technology, and independent practice. Ms. Bowman gives positive reinforcement and feedback that encourages student's to feel safe and take risks participating. Ms. Bowman differentiated her instruction by using questioning that was on each student's level of understanding. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was engaging and students were involved in active learning. Your lesson had instructional time and student participation. You asked several higher-order questions such as: "Why is it opaque? How are shadow formed? Why do you think that? How do you know?". Your use of questioning during the student activity helped the students to better understand the concept. Think of ways that you could add more differentiation to your lessons.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with use of time, and asking higher order thinking questions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson was engaging, and kept students thinking by using white boards, and sharing students answers. Be sure to walk around, allow for more wait time, choose different students.  Even if they don't give you anything try to pull some type of answer from them. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Make sure proper capitalization and punctuation is used when your slides. Students look to you to model the correct way to write. Let students think before they respond and before calling on others.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown said that she had some manipulatives for the students to use, but left them at home. Too much wait time is causing students to become off task.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job modeling for the students how to select a small moment and brainstorm details to support the small moment! Ask questions throughout the writing process

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You kept the students engaged by having them to complete a fill in the blank sheet during the powerpoint. Good use of the bubble map for vocabulary. Good job of bringing an actual guitar to class in order to help the students further understand how sound is produced on a guitar. The partner work using the cookie cutter and rbberbands added another way for the material to be presented and understood. Good job of using a variety of material to present the lesson. You addressed several different learning styles. Ask more open ended questions such as: Can you feel or see something happening when you pluck the rubberbads? And, does the different sizes of rubberbands matter? If so , explain. Be sure to give positive feedback during your lessons. Ticket out the door was done as lesson closing. Get everyone's attention before you speak and before you make a transition. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caaroline plans lessons that reach students through a variety of modalitles. Students are engaged and excited about answering her questions. Each part of the lesson moved smoothly and the transitions were quick. Students worked with her to learn the skill, then quickly moved to an activity to that allowed the students to show what they have learned. Great Lesson!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		To differentiate for this group, students were grouped by reading level.  All students are reading below level so the reading instruction is leveled based on their ability. Caroline did a good job moving the students into groups and then moving from one activity to another activity.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria is working on including more higher order thinking questions into her lessons. The lesson was new brand new content for the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were learning how to subtract with regrouping. Mini lesson was given. Problems were then completed whole group before students had their work time. The "I do", "We do," "You do" model was used to make sure students understood. Ms. Burton pulled a small group of students to work with during work time to give a differentiated assignment and to provide extra support.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The word problem examples chosen to teach in class had a direct link to real-life situations.  The students were able to make that connection.  Amanda asked students struggling to respond to her questions if they needed "help" from a friend to take the pressure off of them.  One student completed a problem in his head, and Amanda told him, "I'm glad you can do it in your head, but take me through the steps so everyone can see it."  I loved this comment and strategy she used to help all students understand the need to "show your work."  The use of a youtube.com math video clip as an introductory feature, then again as re-enforcement of the process was well received.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Great questions allowing the students to participate in min lesson.  The students had opportunities to work independently with teacher with effective instruction.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The students were engaged in sorting a part of speech into the correct category. Each student had a sticky note with a word to place in the correct category. One table at a time was called to the board to place the word in the correct category. Each category was reviewed and discussed. Words placed in the incorrect category was discussed and then placed in the correct category. Each time needed student thinking was redirected to the correct answer. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to not let certain students dictate and control the class discussion. Be sure that all activities planned will fall within the lesson range time. This may mean adjusting during the lesson and decreasing the amount of class whole group pracitice to get to everything planned. All parts of the lesson are standards based and rigorous enough to meet the needs of the students in the class. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was well taught, but it was  a simple review for the students.  Brandon could have made it mor challenging and indepth for 4th grade. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Your activator was a good review of light information video of prism activity - fabulous!  I'll use this next year!  Thanks for sharing! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The October Stem staions were engaging, well organized, and required higher order thinking skills to master.  The lesson was highly motivating for the students.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Nice use of models to introduce the concept of equivalent fractions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GREAT way of differentiating the notes and the independent activity. Higher-order questioning is something you will continue to develop even when you are years into teaching.  At times there were kids who finished the graphic organizer early were just sitting there and they began getting off task. Make sure you have everyone's full attention before giving directions. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		The students were engaged in the lesson and really catching on to the strategies you showed. I liked how you used an opener explaining what the focus of the lesson was and reviewing previous lessons. Let's work on not rushing through the lesson and giving the students a little more time for transitions & to answer questions/respond. As you finish the mini lesson have a "wrap up" or "closing" question that summarizes the lesson. It can be as simple as "who could tell me a strategy they like" or "turn to your neighbor and tell them you favorite strategy". Just a quick question that wraps up the lesson before you go to the ticket job/groups. Great job with working with the small group table and then coming back to the students that were struggling with their seat jobs. Good questioning techniques with individual students.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Visual aids ( virtual manipulatives) were used and well as the added benefit of  a small group. The students in this group struggle with math and attention. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		For the opening/activator- Since this lesson served as an introduction to Paul Revere and the Boston Tea Party, it might have been more effective to show a smaller section of the video clip just to highlight the Boston Tea Party. The lesson closing was not observed because we ran out of time in our class period. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The lesson was a review of verb tenses. It began with a class discussion and short Flocabulary video/song reviewing verb tenses. After the review, the students played a Quizizz game on the Promethean Board answering questions about the different verb tenses and how to use them correctly in sentences.  Students were actively engaged throughout. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The only thing I would add to this lesson would be technology. Have the students watch a video in order to reach students who have different ways of learning things. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Great job wokring on those transition times. Those can be hard when there is a talkative class! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The students learned many interesting facts about Annie Oakley and they had many questions at the end of the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Used a variety of strategies with the students to meet all needs.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a lesson with the students using graphic organizers to complete using a reading about Jacques Cartier. They had to tell the obstacles and accomplishment of the exploration, as well as who sponsored the expedition. When they completed the graphic orgaizer, they were allowed to begin a reading comprehension. Morgan provided highlighted and lined graphic organizer to a student with modfications, and read aloud the passage for two other students who had modifications.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Differentiate your lesson by giving each group a different activity or an additional resource to help with the given assignment.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I liked your activating strategy for teaching theme.  Using the commercial showing a young Darth Vader trying to use the" force" was fun for the students and also a great way to explain theme.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed with the students thier prior knowledge on the subject. She used "hairy money" to work with the students to remember how to count money, She made purposeful mistakes in the lesson to help the students recognize common errors and correct them. Classwork started out whole group, the moved to small group and then finally to individual. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		With your activator  make sure you don't spend a lot of time on this.  It should not last 15 minutes.  Also, give a variety of feedback which encourages them to work even harder for you.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The lesson began with a powerpoint uploaded to google classroom, which was easy for students to log in and see the Georgia region map very clear.  The second point she covered was the vocabulary for the Georgia regions.  Students had differentiated worksheets to fill out using the science text book.  The last center was independent reading in which all books were pre-selected by Lexile level and staying within the topic.  Students could choose to read by themselves or with a partner.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa did a great job engaging the students in the opening of her lesson. She brought in materials to help connect them to the idea of the lesson, but also differentiated the materials according to the class she was teaching. The opening activity met the needs of the student's ability.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The lesson opened with a read aloud that the students were fully engaged in. The students then connected graphing to real world examples, such as their daily lunch choices. The lesson covered the information they need to know, and went in an order that made sense. The independent work went well with the lesson and provided good feedback for where to go next with the instruction.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara based her differentiation on student needs. EIP students needed three facts with their writing, regular education student students needed five, and gifted students needed 7 facts for their opinion. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided many items and examples fo transparent, translucent and opaque objects. She allowed the students to explore and discover before elaborating. She also provided great open ended questions for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has exibited much growth in the area of instructional delivery since beginning Block III.  She now seems comfortable teaching, questioning, and redirecting students.  She is good at questioning to get them to think about their work as well. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your activating activity was excellent. The students followed your thought process and were engaged. Your small group setting was productive. You redirected off task behavior and helped students achieve lesson understanding and mastery.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job, eaching the difference between Climate vs Weather. Love the Prezi, videos etc... so students gets a clear understanding the difference.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go, with the SS lesson!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		I felt the lesson opening was very good for the standard being taught.  The students picked up on the fact that she was not reading fluently nor with expression.  She also planned her small groups ahead of time making sure she had strong readers with weaker readers.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did not have time to complete all components of the lesson.  She planned for this, but execution of the lesson took longer than she expected.  She included good components in the lesson plan, but did not move at a fast enough pace to complete all components.  She is aware and is working towards improving this piece.  She demonstrated appropriate wait time during the lesson when questioning students and works hard to engage all students. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		BP is a great way to start a lesson. They used their vote system for the quiz. This is a great way to check for understanding quickly. Have the students read the questions out loud & volunteer. Good examples of each rule on the power point. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The experiment grabbed their attention and settled them down quickly. Students loved the activity. The questions really brought the lesson together to meet the standard.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		May want to keep the worksheet for those early finishers next time.  Next time you may want to have them pair off and do one of the poems together and then work on the other two independently.  Or you could have the early finishers help the struggling students.  I really loved the choosing of a cause or effect and having them find their pair.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer utilized the document camera and jelly beans as a manipulative to convey the meaning of addition equations. This was an excellent introduction to her lesson. It engaged the children and allowed them to make connections and participate in the class discussion. The powerPoint presentation was clear and concise.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great flow with your lesson. I loved your powerpoint!!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Had students compare their lives with Lyndon B Johnson life. -You made comments like, "good connection." -You had students justify their answers and thoughts by asking, "Why" and "How do you know?" -Great job usign real phtographs of that time period. -idea: In the activator of the lesson, you could discuss what they see. Have them list on their whiteboards some of their observations. This can help them come to conclusion of his job and who he might be on our timeline. -Kids asked about the word assassination and what it meant-good that you discussed what it means. -Great idea to have kids think/pair/share -Connected to terms they know like segregation. -idea: Next time, write on the board injustice and take it a part based on it's suffix and root word. Have the kids come up with the definition. -idea: Connect to math by having them subtract the money amouts on th bar line. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson. Students were very engaged in the lesson. I loved the you tube video. Continue to work on asking students open -ended questions. The activities were also very engaging. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Use vocabulary to help understanding.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor works hard on all tasks that are placed in front of her.  Her work ethic is superb.  She is proactive in her assignments.  Taylor is very organized and makes sure she stays on track.  She has always turned in her lesson plans, assignments, and projects in a timely manner.  She plans well thought out lessons.  Taylor always includes a range of activities that correlate to multiple learning styles.  Taylor has been a huge help with our after school tutoring program.  She volunteered to help organize and lead a small group of students to bolster their comprehension skills.     <o:p></o:p>

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She instructed the students to build times by the hour and half hour on their individual clocks. I like that she used tactile forms of telling time as well as a written assessment. She made sure there was an understanding with the child who was not paying attention. She made sure there was an understanding of the instructions before passing out the papers. Ms. Jessi gave a lot of encouragement throughout the lesson. She redirected behaviors that needed to be addressed and then returned back to the lesson in a timely manner.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley did a lesson on Theme vs. Main Idea.  She used a very neat anchor chart that she created herself.  The students took notes as she presented the information to them.  She then had the students get into pre-chosen groups and they had to classify cards that had main idea or theme on them into the correct category.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students didn't have as much background on the Louisiana Purchase as needed for the assignment.  They seemed to get a basic understanding of the objective though.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany strives for student mastery of concepts. Time ran out as a result.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez used learning centers and group students accordingly. Some tasks were more difficult while others were below level. This worked great for our SPED group. Asking higher order questions will come with practice as an educator and understanding of content matter. She is off to a great start!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Due to time constraints, part of the lesson had to be trimmed for some classes. You might want to run through how long the KWL will take and  do a shorter introduction. Make sure to call on students of all abilities. You tend to go to the students who will have the answers. Class DOJO has the random button to help make sure you include all ranges of learners.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Starting off the lesson with making a chart "What is a friend" gets the students involved in thinking about the context of the story, "Enemy Pie".  After reading the story and discussing it, they did a chart of  Problem and Resolutaion with student input.  The use of the anchor chart comparing beginning, middle and end to a roller coaster, helped students to see how a story evolves from beginning to end.  Great job of guiding students through the activity B-M-E sheet with clues to help them figure out what to do.  Students were given lots of encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I liked the cartoon video that you worked through to discuss the facts of the lesson. The music was a little loud that it was louder than the discussion the students were having. Make sure to zero in on those key vocabulary words such as minerals, hard parts, etc. I heard you say mold and cast a lot, but remember the words that will help them understand what those things are. Great job giving instructions of how to do each of the hands on experiements.  Make sure to ask WHY or HOW do you know... this will help you gauge whether they are learning or not. Make them explain their thinking. Make sure that when you have someone reading out loud that the others in the room are being respectful and listening. Also do spot checks and make that child stop to see if the others are listening by asking questions or giving thumbs up and thumbs down. MAKE SURE you have the group with you. There were many times when students were giving answers that only two or three were listening. It is okay to stop and say "Materials down" "eyes on whomever". At the end of the students drawing would have been a great time to ask WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN the mold and the cast. The gummy bear and bread activity was in their interactive booklet that they could have read through the steps and procedure. This would have helped with the process. Do each step at a time. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were actively engaged. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		I suggested to Chelsey to provide adequate wait time when asking questions. Additionally, I suggested she make sure that every student has her attention before proceeding. She made these adjustments and did a splendid job! She is very open to suggetions.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students made different  arrays with tiles to represent 24 chairs placed in front of a stage. Students worked in pairs to complete this activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The powerpoint was clear and concise. The students were engaged some of the time during the prezi. Maybe next time , have the students act out some of the sentences.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson flowed very well from one part to the next with well managed transitions between activities.  Researched based instructional strategies were used effectively.  I am starting to see Mr. Jones recognizing individual student needs more frequently and using differentiation to accommodate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Hooked the students with having them draw their own landmass.
Applied what they know about fractions.
Compared your landmass to theirs.
“Let’s Make a Deal” - made students think about the choice.
Loved the School House Rock video “Elbow Room”.  Describe what “elbow room” means.  Higher Order Thinking Question Compared US before purchase and after purchase.  Purchase “doubled the size” Coloring map great for visual learners. Love the math integration.  The word problems incorporated the history and the math standards.  You could tell the “math minded” students loved this activity. “Write me a Check”  great way to connect to real life activity.  

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used a great visual aid,  She also checked for understanding and provided assistance for some struggling learners in a small group setting. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used Flocabulary to engage the students at the start of her lesson. The students stayed engaged in the video and watched it intently. She asked students to share with their shoulder buddies what conjunctions were after the video. She walked around the room to listen and observe students sharing their thinking. Anna created a FANBOYS fan with appropriate sayings for students to recall when to use the conjunction. Anna had practice sentences on the board that students used their show me board to choose the right answer. She told the students specific instructions, so there were no misunderstandings.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students were able to do the activity about common and least common characteristics.  This allowed them to start thinking about what this means when discussing genes.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Groups were determined by data from a previous quiz. Transition to groups was smooth. Differentiation occurred through modification of double bubble maps and colored coded grouping.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Students were very engaged in you opening with the Brain Pop video. Your rapport and student questioning kept the students engaged.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette used a powerpoint which included the standard and essential question. She had students engaged and listening. She encouraged the ones who needed extra support and had students write sentences using the correct form of irregular past verbs.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Showing the pictures of the setting of the story was a great way to assess prior knowledge.  There needed to be more interaction within the lesson.   Good job of focusing on the vocabulary at the beginning of the lesson.  Ask more open ended questions.  Maybe you could have given them a portion of a cartoon strip, and then have them to make an inference about what would happen next. Then, have them draw and color the rest of the story or the conclusion. (Just an idea).

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students were actively engaged during the lesson. They were looking through their story for information on the questions. The closing incorporated all the standards ,and allowed for review of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students really enjoyed this lesson and activity.  Savanna did a great job facilitaing the lesson.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Students should figure out on ther own which textiles fit each animal.In this clas she told them the answer. Not many oppotunities for questoning. The lesson has independent practice that is checked by the teacher before they move on. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did an excellent job modeling multiplying fractions.  She created an easy way for students to remember the order of the steps needed to multiply whole numbers and fractions.  She also used drawings and manipulatives to demonstrate multiplying fractions.  The students were engaged and asked great questions.  Ms. Montgomery answered the questions well and posed higher level thinking questions to the students.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students were very engaged and worked well moving throughout the room.  Great job handling manipulatives and maximizing teaching/learning time.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		The lesson was informative and engaging. She had multiple hands on activities.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		She presented a very creative lesson and it was well presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I like the changes you made to your lesson. Your opening activity was fun, and the students were actively engaged. They had fun "testing" to see if they had the inherited traits, and you did a good job with follow up questions to help them better understand inherited traits. You allowed students to work in small groups (opening activity) and used guided instruction throughthe reading (News Reporters). My Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way for students to show understanding of main idea and supportive details of today's lesson. It also gave students the opportunity to work independently.  Continue to work on transitions from one activity to the next to make your lesson flow more smoothly.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Students were on task and engaged throughout.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This was a fast paced lesson that the children really enjoyed!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Introduction was strong and students were engaged. You did a great job letting the students know they were on task and positively reinforce them. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very good activator, really grabbed their attention with the Flocabulary song and reviewing what an adjective was. They also loved the summary, when they had to think about adjectives to describe themselves. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher introduced new lesson as students sat down.  Instructions were explained and lesson was immediately started.  Students were attentive and excited about the game.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of strategies during the lesson such as a powerpoint presentation, a video and punctuation magnets, which allowed students to move around and place the magnets in the sentences where punctuation was needed.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Show don't tell writing lesson gave students practice in rewriting sentences to be more descriptive by adding sensory details to their writing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great use of Technology and written information. Great use of timing to make sure students understood what was being assessed. Students were activiely engaged and focused. Great use of making sure students stayed focused and understood the Standards assessed  in the lesson. Memory chants were used to help students remember the Water Cycle.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		This was a wonderful lesson! Alex spent the week teaching about different characteristics of the different types of soil. He used a variety of methods to teach and reinforcet this concept. Today he had stations with each of the tpes of soil that allowed the students to observe them using hand lenses, touch them, and view how they hold water. This allowed students to better wrap their heads around the words and illustrations they had been exposed to earlier in the week. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Students are discussing each chapter in small groups.  Ms. Phillips asked thought provoking questions such as:  Would you have acted the same as the character?  Why or why not?  If you would have acted differently, what would you have done and why?  What evidence in the text backs up your decisions?

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily is so comfortable in the teaching role.  She was able to redirect the students and keep the lesson & activity moving along. The students were completely engaged in making their "main idea" map.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Use of video was a good introduction to get the students thinking as well as a visual of the topic being taught.  You made connections to our novel we are reading for the students to understand the reality of the events taking place.  You asked thought provoking questions that made the students think about what was happening.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You do a great job of talking to the students in positive encouraging voices. This really helps encourage the students to keep trying even if they get stuck. I love the way that you ask students "what" questions to keep them on track and making them justify every step of their problems. I loved that your lesson used white boards, task cards and teacher instruction. To add peer interaction to this lesson you can utalize strategies like turn and talk, check your partners board or share your answers with your table. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Reffered to real world experience (Referred to the lesson we did previously were the students touch and mainpulted the different types of soil.) -Had them follow along with you when you went over directions. -Highlighted headings for hte lowere students. -Included positive praise to students following directions. (Moved clips up) 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Showing a silent video with actual photographs of immigrants on a ship and seeing the Statue of Liberty made an impact on students.  These primary sources/artifacts really makes history come to life for students! Viewing guide worked well for all types of learners.  This enabled students to note which information from the powerpoint was the most important to remember.  Powerpoint was full of rich vocabulary.  You may want to include the meaning of a few higher level words.  Ex:  origin (where immigrants came from) Melting Pot example was execellent!  You compared the meaning to the ingredients in Chicken Noodle Soup and gave students a visual example to connect the meaning.  Great job! I would have liked more pictures  throughout the powerpoint. You used higher levels of questions in your closing that stimulated a deeper level of thinking.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Lesson connected to prior learning (After WWII American soldiers returned home.) -Lesson was engaging and students were excited about the topic. -You used higher order questions (How would veterans help boost the economy?) -Use of PPT kept the lesson flowing and provided a visual with content vocabulary.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with the students, especially since third graders have difficulty with the element of time.  The students also loved the opening video clip.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was on the Jim Crow Laws.  The activator was very engaging and memorable.  Ms. Roberts showed a reading of Dr. Suess' Sneetches and related it to how unfair Jim Crow Laws were in the Reconstruction Era.  The students were able to make a connection.  The information Ms. Roberts shared on a PowerPoint was clear, easy to understand, and accurate.  The students read a passage to get more inforation about Jim Crow Laws and then used what they learned to complete a graphic organizer to show their understanding.  Ms. Robert also provided several higher order thinking questions on a Ticket Out the Door.  For differentiation, she provided a non-english speaking student a translated copy of the passage and questions.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The activity was very creative and a fun game for students. Ms. Rudolph did not seem very prepared with the lesson. There were times that she was unsure of what some parts of Point of View were. Students were engaged in the activity. But unsure or what to do. The class that she worked with is low, so they need more guidance and practice. Other pointers: Be more prepared…. When reviewing the lesson and going thru the lesson.  Ask students open ended questions like. .... POV- 1st-  “ I” “me” “my” 2nd-  Your and you 3rd-  all knowing … ominscient ; limited- he, she, they 

Activity- Sentences could have had more variety and more complex for some students in the group who are above.

Overall students liked the game! 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The children were presented the Language lesson on compound words. Kristal went over a Google Chart that provided the children the opportunity to use the interactive board (which they love!) and receive immediate feedback! Once the children were in small groups, Kristal differentiated the lesson depending on the reading level of the children. She read the book "If You Give a Pig a Pancake." The children found the compound words and made their own plate of pancakes with the compound words written on it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Excellent lesson.  I really like that you reviewed information from the two previous days.  Great job modeling what is expected of the students and providing high order thinking.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ms. Shelton used a quick video that helped explain "how" and "why" we show respect to our Veterans. She then made a T chart to list the How and Why. She clarified misconceptions along the way. All students were highly engaged.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He brought a guitar to teach the students about sound and he explain using examples what each vocabulary word means. Students were engaged and participating during the lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lesson had time he worked whole group as well as time where students worked alone. It gave him time to walk around and help the students who were struggling with a problem. I think for his opening it was good but maybe add some movement to it.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The theme of the lesson, "Contraction Surgery", hooked the students immediately. They were thoroughly engaged throughout the lessson as they put on their imaginary gloves and mask in preparation for "contraction surgery." Highlights of the lesson included diffentiated learning activities for each of the five groups as well as smooth transitions and positive feedback for student responses.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		This  was such a great lesson on Point of View in narratives. The lesson ran smoothly, and the students had no room for play. They were actively  engaged the entire time. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make a connection to the learning goal that is being taught.  At the beginning of each lesson, make sure you let the students know what they are going to be learning. You made good use of the powerpoint that was created to explain subtraction with regrouping.  Even though the students have some prior knowledge of this task, breaking the problems down more and slowing down your explanations for the students will benefit their understanding.  Your explanation of why you bowwored a set of ten and added the number to the ones place was great!  Always walk around the classroom checking the students for understanding.  Make sure to set expectations for the boards so students do not get off task by doodling. You had good thought into your game for the students to play.  However, make sure the students understand fully how to play before dismissing them to their groups.  Always "play" the game for them so they can see the expectations of how to accomplish the task at hand.  Many students did not understand and they had many off tasks behaviors because of it.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Before you start a lesson, make sure that you have all student's attention and you set the expectations before starting.  Another suggestion is to make sure certain students are not beside each other when you call students down to the rug.  Go ahead and avoid negative behaviors that you know will arise by them sitting together. You started off asking the students to tell you what an antonym is as a quick review.  This was a great use of prior knowledge and led you into the lesson about synonyms. You had in your plans to start off why a synonym song. However, you did not play the synonym song in your activator until after you taught them about synonyms in your lesson.  Going over your lessons before you teach is key to a smooth lesson. The power point you used to help teach synonyms was great.  The students really seemed to enjoy the power point.  I would have liked to have seen you explain what a synonym is, how you can use synonyms to enhance your writing, or where you could find synonyms such as a thesaurus.  You did state that you can use a thesaurus like we have done previously (in your explanation of the task you had them do), but did not go into detail about using one.  It would have been good to reiterate how to use one (Review like they have never seen one before). You did have to stop several times because of negative behaviors.  Remember it is okay to stop your lesson until you can gain the attention of all learners.  You did ask them to stop talking, etc.. however they kept on doing it.  Make sure your tone is in a positive way and not negative. The sentence strip partner activity was a great activity to have the students up and moving around.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Nice class participation! Good questioning.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		The children loved the Easter hunt and activity! They were engaged and actively involved in the lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great discussion with students at conclusion of lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you allow students to explain key points of the lesson. Good job on giving back reinforcement. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure you are walking around the room and talking with the students to ensure that they are understanding the material taught. Also, make sure you are explaining what you are talking about while you are writing on the board. When students are answering a question make sure you restate the question and the answer that the student has given. This will help the studetns to remember what the question was and understand the answer to that question.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Read Aloud used to anchor lesson...wonderful oral reader, great questioning and feedback. Great guided practice and independent practice for "Sentence/Non-Sentence" Even though lesson had to be broken up due to schedule, it flowed beautifully and all activites meshed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		I really liked how you used the sticky notes, that engaged the students to answer and stay on task! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Students were asked to explain the responsibilty of the national government. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Review lesson on area and perimeter.  Ms. Taylor did an excellent job of reviewing both skills using Brain Pop, Promethean, and indepedent practice.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		T-Chart in lesson kept students involved and popcorn Reading was effective for the class novel

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany previewed social studies skills for 4th grade with the students. She introduced the social studies skill with a reading standard of comparing and contrasting.   I loved how you compared and contrasted the two indian tribes. It was a well thought out lesson with technology and graphic organizers.   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students were engaged with the Flovocabulary Branches of Government video. I reallly enjoyed your lesson on separation of power and how you presented it to the class.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Students really enjoyed the Flocabulary video over theme. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		What happened to the settlers of Roanoke Colony?  Mystery "hooked" the students from the beginning of the lesson to the end.  Reading and writing across the curriculum integrated in Social Studies.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson began by Ms. Traylor building with prior knowledge of surveying, tally charts, and bar graphs. The lesson was presented clearly and well organized. The students were given Fruit Loops to sort by color. They then created a tally chart identifying the colors. After this the students created their own bar graph based on their surveys. Ms. Traylor asked high order thinking questions. The students actively participated.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This review lesson was a well guided review on main idea of passages.  Natalie gave excellent feedback to students as she was conducting the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Make sure to gain the attention of students before giving directions.  When providing feedback, be specific.  Don't leave them with, "That was vague."

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate had a great tone with tone students throughout the lesson.  With so many varying student levels Ms. Ulstad did a good job with managing the classroom during the reading lesson.  Pleased with how Ms. Ulstad carries on the expectations of the classroom using some of the same managment methods she observes.  

		Vance		Darby		917457706		needed a strong activator

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good use of word problems to build problem solving skills.  Spend more time on reviewing what students already know with the array.  It is important to building the tape diagram.  Spend more time on establishing the know and unkown in the problem.  Good use of questioning throughout the lesson.  ("How do you know?, What do you already know about this problem?)  Don't ask questions like "Are yall ready?"  , students will always answer no!  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The real or imposter game was very engaging!  The kids loved it!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Students spent time in groups. Maybe you could split up students who have frequent behavior problems. Be sure to attend all areas of the classroom. Many students were off task. Giving students a visual timer allows them to keep track of their time. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job showing students different ways to get the answer.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Your activator was great! - Try having the groups written down to help with effective transitions - Make sure each group has a "leader" in order to help them run smoothly. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your activity engaged students by discovering how much a kilogram actually weighs. You controlled the class to limit disruptions. You were able to discuss the results with students while they were making a second attempt. Your closing allowed students to identify newly learned material.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You questioned students for understanding throughout the lesson delivery. Students were engaged and involved throughout the process. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Differentiation will be used during independent centers.
Great introduction of vocabulary review.
Good explanation of text features!
Students were engaged and prepared with all materials necessary for the lesson.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be confident when you teach! Keep the kids involved and on task.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In this lesson, Ms. Witcher read aloud from the texts and she asked multiple thought-provoking during the course of her reading. The lesson transitioned between texts perfectly. She offered remediation and enrichment to students on varying levels of ability. After she led the class, she then broke the students into groups with their leveled texts and guided a group as well. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The activities planned correlate perfectly with standards covered. The motivator and differentiation keep the students interest all throughout the lesson. Transistions and summarizers are present throught the lesson.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides clear encouragment to students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Great open ended questions; comprehension focus was awesome

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren appropriately delivers information to the students. She uses a wide variety of things to teach...promethean, visual aids, real life examples (hamburger) videos etc. She had materials out and ready to go! This minimized distractions and maximized instruction.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like that you utilized the Judy clock when students were having difficulty with the concept.  During the kahoot a student couldn't tell why they answered a certain way, so you may have wanted to prompt her more to verbalize her reasoning. You did a nice job of redirecting off task behaviors.  Students didn't have the opportunity to utilize individual clocks or play time bingo as planned due to time constraints and needing to spend more time with guided practice.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-The lesson helped the students to visualize the impact of water pollution. They loved being involved in the process! -The use of the graphic organizer allowed students to respond throughout the lesson independently. -I liked that you made necessary changes between the two times that you taught the lesson. That's what teachers need to do! 

		Responses (n): 		159

		Response Rate: 		51.46%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		3		3		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I liked the 3-2-1 writing activity.  That was a good way to see if they understood the plant needs and parts of a plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Be very mindful of what students are doing.  Try to catch mistakes early. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The differentiated groups had different modes of learning. It was good to see that the activities involved teamwork and open discussions within the group. The various informative worksheets were engaging and self-directed.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal Assessment was used to determine that students needed extra practice with writing dialogue.  This was determined by looking through the previous week's writing about Pigeon.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Informal observations made throughout the lesson to provide direct feedback to students.  Students were given a short exit ticket to assess learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ticket out the door. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You assess work effectively. Let's continue to work on using their scores for grouping and working with students on skills they are still lacking.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Students had a variety of assessments including completing interactive journal pages in their spiral notebooks, teacher observation, and completing a math page to show what they learned from the lesspn.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Diagnostic- N/A

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears used our data to choose her writing topic.  I love this.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman's questioning skills during the lesson were exceptional.  She used the questioning to keep the students engaged, along with using student responses to informally assess learning and adjust her instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with creating assessment on illuminate and using data after the lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		You have great questioning during instruction, your questions are usually why instead of recall.  You have effective assignments that challenge yet seek students understanding. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown will ask questions of students, but answer them before the student has a chance to answer them. This will not help her understand what the students are missing and what information they truly understand.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Informal observations can be done using verbal questioning and answering. Ticket out the door... 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is great at pointing out the students that throughout the lesson show they are have a difficult time. During the independent time, she takes time to go back to those students and make sure they have a good understanding of the skill.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The variety of activities each will allow her to assess the learning.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Graphic Organizer used to assess students understanding. Also informal questions was used.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Problem sets were used as an assessment.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler involved all the students in the class through asking them questions related to the vocabulary of the topic or process of working the problems.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Quizzizz was used to question students for today's lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		A parts of speech spoons game was played for students to show understanding of the skill. Students were placed in groups and were monitored throughout to check for understanding. A follow up activity: Fill in the mad libs to create a silly story.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students were allowed to work on their own writing *(revision) and apply the skills taught in class. The closing of the lesson allowed for a "check" but also a class discussion to get a pulse on where everyone was. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Assessments were varied and gave you good information about how the student comprehended your lessons.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was simple and completed with in the secssion.  Homework nor quizzes were needed for the lesson.  He should have collected and assessed the sequencing activity. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran asked questions throughout the stem activities and students had to record their attempts and findings.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Great questioning; What does the numerator represent in a fraction?

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis effectively monitored the students' progress throughout the lesson. She looked at their work afterward to gage who was still struggling and who was making progress. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		An informal assessment was given at the end of the lesson.  Students were able to complete the task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The graphic organizer was graded on if they gathered the correct information. The reading comp was a continuation, so it would be continued the following day.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job creating above, on level, and below level assessments!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		She used observation and questioning during the lesson to assess studnent understanding during the lesson, and then she used a ticket out the door for final comprehension.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessments for the lesson was teacher observations because it was the beginning of the unt.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Documentation in journal and classroom allowed opportunities for students to discover and elaborate on in classroom discussions. Ms. Duncan also provided open-ended questions engaging students prompting them to think.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well with her assessments. She used the assessments to provide individual conferences for students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The questions you asked in small group help guide your instruction. You knew where the students were struggling and how to help them understand.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great worksheet activity that was well created for the students to understand the diffferences of the two. It also, had the students to reason within themselves of why we have climate vs weather.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Writings were Awesome, from the teaching... the students knew exactly what to do because they incorporated in their discussion. It showed evidence that they understood and knew the material! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Having students come up and correct sentences was a great way to involve them and check for understanding. Ask the class- Is this correct? How many errors? This will help keep those focused while the student is physically making the corrections on the board. Rubric was clear and detailed. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		It was great that you incorporated writing in the science lesson. Having them write a summary is perfect to know who understood the lesson and who did not. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I like that you utilized their interactive journals.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Good questioing and teacher observation. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to display a variety of assessment methods throughout the lesson. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She used the tactile building of time on the individual clocks as well as the data she gained from the hour and half-hour telling time worksheet.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Use of STAR Reading scores to determine what support was needed, as well as the use of the IEP plans.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diagnostic was not used in this lesson- so I did not have a way to score it.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Used questioning during and after instruction and teacher observation of students working to informally assess students. Students completed a project B-M-E as a closing activity.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor used a Kohoots array game as part of the assessment/review. The students were very engaged and enjoyed the activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure when you are assessing students that you are assess based on their level. This class performances at a higher level of learning, so the lessons should have been tailored towards their level . 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones is very observant and recognizes students who are and are not "getting" the material presented.  He does extremely well with informal assessments.  He also uses quizzes and writing prompts to get a more accurate picture of how well the students are progressing to master standards.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Discussed and shared territories resources. What is the “Big Deal”?  Why did we want this land?  Many kids had opportunities to share suggestions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna created differentiated worksheets for students based on their reading levels. She constantly allowed students to share their thinking with one another, and she walked around the room to check for understanding. Allowed students to think for an appropriate time before they share their answer.
She allowed students to voice their reasoning, even if their answer was not correct. Students feel like it is okay to make mistakes, it is a natural part of learning. She allowed students to use their fan to think about which conjunction is the best for each sentence.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The peanut book was a very clever assessment tool. The students enjoyed making it and were excited about the facts they learned about George Washington Carver.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Great lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Use of the worksheet to assess what they learned. Try 3, 2, 1 strategy or maybe you could have started a KWL chart at the beginning of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of questioning! I like how you used vocabulary of both statement and telling sentence to familiarize the students with vocabulary words that mean the same thing. The self checklist was useful for them to evaluate themselves on their use of questions and telling sentences.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Skills that were assessed were a culmination of the skills that had been taught throughout the unit.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson differentiated her lesson for higher achieving students.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You were able to evaluate student learning through effective questioning (What is is an inherited trait? What is a dominant trait? What is a recessive trait? What is the difference between a recessive and a dominant trait? Compare/contrast learned behavior and inherited trait.)  The Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way to assess student understanding of main idea and supporting details.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson included several components for assessment of information. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Try to incorporate more questioning and higher order thinking questions. You had great recall questions which is DOK 1 and 2. Try to get in those level 3 and 4.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding. This is a great way to see what students are understanding the concept. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher walked around to help with anyone who needed help.  Offered scaffolding and informally assessed students.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		As a summarizer, Paige gave students a chance to show how to use quotation marks by having them complete a worksheet. Students checked their partner's worksheet.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		During her writing lesson, she broke the activity down into an "I do/You do" writing assignment that helped to scaffold their learning. Advanced students could write their own show don't tell sentences while lower student had vocabulary words to help build their sentences.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is proficient in using all three types of assessments.  She reviewed previous events in the story by asking 5-W's and H questions.  Then students also summarized after reading each chapter and discussed major events that  lead to a change in the character's behavior.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The lesson had wonderful questioning techniques and checking for student mistakes. This allows for students to understand where they made mistakes. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-The students loved the "What Am I?" summarizer. -Students worked together on the task, but showed their indivdual knowledge with the ticket out the door. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Student answers to questions allowed you to check for understanding.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts always does a nice job observing students during instruction and adjusting instruction accordingly.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal informally questioned the children during the large group instruction. Once the children were in small group, the students had to find the compound words.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		After completeing the T chart whole group, the students went back to their tables to fill in their writing web with the "how" and "whys" they want to use in their writing. Then they used their graphic organizer to write their paragraph. Attention was made to remember to write a topic sentence, details, and a closure that lets the reader know to stop reading.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		A Ticket Out the Door was used as a summarizing activity to quickly check student mastery of the lesson. The Ticket Out the Door resembled a doctor's nametag to go along with the lesson's "surgery" theme.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Having the poster with their responses travel around the room not only gave them an opportunity to show what they know, but it also provided examples from previous groups. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The synonym color bucket activity was a fun activity to have students complete to check for understanding. One suggestion would be to give the students all the materials that are needed when you gave out the paint swatches.  You only handed them the color bucket when they completed writing on the paint swatches.  By giving them all the proper materials will help them accomplish the task faster then waiting on you to go to each student to hand them the material.  One students sat and played instead of telling you he was finished.  You did a good job walking around the room during the task, but reiterate to those that aren't doing their work to complete it and not play.  You did a good job praising the student who was working quietly.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to question the students as you are teaching (like a review).. This will help the students understand the concepts taught and will give them so extra practice from the previous lessons. Go over what was taught the day before or even the previous weeks.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Super!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great questioning! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job asking open ended questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Students were encouraaged to share their theories on what happened to the colonists.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Formative and summative assessments were given appropriately. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor observed the students mastory of the lesson by observation during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Build a good habit of always questioning students to check their understanding.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember that students need feedback. This is in lesson, during classwork and summative assessments. You must let the students know how they did and how they can improve.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic not observed

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		All  assessing was done with integrity. Ms. Witcher's assessing was done throughout the lesson; during guided practice with her group she assessed them on recognizing settings. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students are assessed correctly through exit tickets, Ms. Witcher takes diagnostic notes over what students are struggling with, and makes detailed recommendations on how to assist them. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She asked multiple questions to help her observe mastery of the subject taught. There was a balance between guided instruction and independent practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		During the lesson you determined that students were not understanding based on questioning and did not continue with the lesson, but instead took the time to reteach.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You did well with questions but you want to give them more questions that involve the "why." Have them explain there thoughts even when they are wrong. It's important to hear what they are thinking, so that you can clear up any misconceptions.

		Responses (n): 		90

		Response Rate: 		29.13%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		3		3		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		3		3		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		3		3		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Classroom management is a skill that is developed over time. You are doing a very good job - especially considering you are with these students only 2 days a week.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I'm sorry for the technical difficulties  I know that getting them out of their normal routine and in a different classroom made it more difficult.   The lesson was well organized and the kids are excited about taking care of "their" plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, The lesson had good flow.  Make sure you are giving very clear, specific directions.  This will cut down on confussion and the students will be more on task.  Also, make sure you don't ask them "are you ready", say "I'm looking to see who is ready".  If you ask, they will surely answer you.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		keep in mind that when you are planning lessons, think ahead of what kind of movements you'll like to see..... that either create or prevents classroom disruptions. Always try to address blurting out or repeated interruptions immediately because it can be very distracting to others and rob other students of a chance to share their ideas. Order is important. Too much chatter while you were giving directions ; cannot turn your backs on students for long... 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		spoke with intern regarding her lesson with the following points to consider 1. being more assertive (having more of a teacher type voice and telling the students information when teaching instead of an inquiring tone) 2. being the teacher instead of relating to the students in a child like way.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass quickly corrected students who were off task and brought them back into the discussion.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good classroom management.  Students were engaged the entire lesson and felt comfortable sharing their thoughts and ideas.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Professionalism is a strength!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Make sure all students remain in there seats. Use the Dojo system. You could have had an advanced student as a "pizza checker" to help check papers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The students were distracted today but you did a great job of redirecting and keeping them engaged. You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		When Ms. Bowman saw that a student was off-task, she redirected him by asking that student a question, and/or moved the student closer to her to encourage on-task behavior. Ms. Bowman uses a lot of humor during her instruction which to students really enjoy. Ms. Bowman is very professional in her appearance and actions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students love you. You attend to every child, your professional, you seek constructive critism, and you work very hard in the classroom to make sure you are putting kids first. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown was unable to control the behavior of the students during this lesson, which caused her to become frustrated and end the lesson early. During the lesson, Ms. Brown tends to stay at the front of the room, instead of circling to make sure students remain on task during the lesson. Too much time is spent on redirecting the students' behavior, which causes them to get off task even more,

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		When correcting off task behaviors, make sure you call out individual students and not just the students as a whole group.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Communicate behavior expectations at the beginning of your lessons. Re-direct off task behavior immediately. This observation was made by Kati Brown and I completed this eval. based on notes that Ms. Brown gave me. It seems like it was a really good lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Great classroom manager

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am pleased with the way Caroline manages the classroom. She tolerated more noise than I do, but has not problem redirecting off task students and bringing students back together after group work.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton shows professionalism in the classroom.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is doing an incredible job at LSES. She truly gets to know each student and cares about them. She gives positive feedback and also redirects behavior when needed. She went into a classroom and saw a substitute demeaning two struggling students for not completing work correctly and she pulled those students into our classroom and provided extra support in a positive manner. She is an exceptional teacher because she not only teaches the student, she also cares about the student.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She quietly redirected a student to get back on task and pay attention.  Well done.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Had a teacher at one center and monitored other. Students were engaged.  Warned student about noise level and losing the privilege of working in groups.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Behavior was addressed as needed. Having a way to call the class' attention back to you would be beneficial. Using give me 5 or another attention getter would be effective.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You exhibited fabulous classroom control...much improved since the beginning of the year! You always dressed appropriately and looked very professional. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All groups were engaged and maintaining appropriate behaviors.  

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The closing activity was a great idea, but may have needed to be modified for this class. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You always use such a pleasant, encouraging voice with the students. It's OK to take Dojos points (or any other behavior management ideas you may want to try) -with off task behavior. Sometimes the students are "trying you out" and want to see how far they can push it. Try to "nip that" from the beginning. Good job sending N away from D once you realized they were off task. You traveled around the classroom well and attended to those that needed help.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		During the explanation of how taxes impacted the Boston Tea Party, the example was given that the taxes were unfair and "it sucks." It is not professional behavior to use that phrase in front of students as part of the lesson. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		You have done such a great job taking over the classroom! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior management was maintained throughout the day while teaching all students in first grade.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior was re-directed when students were off task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students seem engaged and eager to learn more about Jacques Cartier.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed the behavior expectation before the lesson. She used the classroom management devices, "clap once if you hear my voice..." and "If my back is turned, there is no talking."

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The center rotations seemed to be a bit tricky, but were perfect by the end of the day.  This does take time to learn how to manage enthusiastic learners. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a fantastic job managing the classroom. The students respond well to her. The lesson today required rulers, which were a distraction for most children. In the beginning, she asked students to put all rulers down, but as the lesson went on, students were not redirected to place them on their desk so they could focus on the instruction. During the lesson, she also had to write on the board to collect the data, which caused her to have her back turned to the class. Next time, have a student be the data recorder to ensure all areas of the room are being watched. Also, remember to use calls, such as "Ready to Listen, Ready to Learn" when trying to pull the students back together.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is very professional in the school atmosphere. She even attended PTO on Thursday night, which is not an obligation of her. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan manages the classroom well keeping the students engaged. She allows them to discover, discuss and engage managing the volume and attentitiveness in a positie manner.  She moels what she expects after they have explored. She is always dressed professionally. She has gone above and beyond helping fill in where she can. She volunteered to fill in as an assistant for my STEM Club when I had a conflict. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		She continues to be very professional with students, administrators, coworkers, and parents.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your conversation with the students made them want to do well for you. You noticed off-task behavior. Remember that you are the teacher and you can correct this behavior when you see it. My only complaint is to increase your voice level. Gain the attention of all students prior to giving instructions or discussions. Good job.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic job monitoring and keeping the students on task and focused!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Superb job! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Rubric- Have students read each level to clearly understand the expectations. You can even use an example of a level 4 or 5. Also you can give them a mini rubric to keep at their desk. This can also be stapled to their paper for grading. Time- set a time limit and work expectations. Topic- Great way to involve the students in the topic choices. Brain Pop- You can skip questions if they are too hard or above the standard. BP jr has only 5 questions and are usually more appropriate. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You moved around the room calling on various tables/students which helped to keep everyone focused. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I liked that you knew to challenge Brooke to do the work on her own first.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You wlaked around and helped kids during independent practice. Remember you can also do this during the task part of your lesson. -Redirect kids that are off taks (ie. playign with pencils etc.) You can do this by simply taping htem on the shoulder or removing the item that is distracting them. You may need readdress your expectations to the class if you noticed several off task. -Model vocabulary by breaking it down into its prefix/root word/ suffix. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GREAT job!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor has a great affinity with people of all ages, especially her students and other children. She is skilled in connecting with students.  Taylor is advanced in her ability to teach simple concepts, as well as more advanced topics. She also has exceptional written and verbal communication skills with both parents and teachers.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and a joy to work with.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Much better with assertiveness with the students.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez always comes to class prepared. She is very one-to-one with the students  and cares a great deal about them. She takes initiative and has gone above and beyond since her first day with me. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		There was constant monitoring of all students and any students getting off task were immediately redirected. Students were praised for good behavior and encouraged to do their best during the activity. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Watch for those students yelling out. You might want to set the expectation before you begin.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Do not talk over them. Take a second to stop and make sure you have everyone with you, especially during instructions. You could easily say, "If you can hear my voice, clap once" or clap to get their attention. Just make sure that they are in control, even though you do want them to have fun. The front table was off task the entire time. They were shouting out and being very disrespectful...you could have stayed with that table, taken away DOJO, or seperated anyone from the group. I loved the positive praise of the ones on task, but when that is not working, you have to do something in order to get those children's attention. This is why quick 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey is always professional in her demeanor. She works very hard to do her very best in all she does. She will make a fantastic educator!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students enjoyed the lesson on arrays.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure to keep students attention throughtout the lesson. When students are working in stations, remember to remind them of the expectations in the station. One of the groups was constantly talking and not working as instructed.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Classroom management and professionalism are consistently Mr. Jones' strongest areas!

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		“All set - you bet” regained students attention.  Don’t be hesitant to use your teacher voice.  “Ok, let’s reel it back in.”  Kids are really antsy with Spring Break coming up.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job making sure that students knew how to use "mirrors" correctly. She stopped, explained it, and then the students tried again. She did a wonderful job using positive redirection, "if you are out of your seat, please find it." If I see the eraser in the air, it is mine." She used an appropriate voice level throughout the whole lesson. She encouraged students to make the smart choice. She used class dojo to maintain positive reinforcement when students chose the right behavior.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Management is improving! :)

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She redirects students and regains their attention of ones who aren't paying attention in a positive way. She gives lots of praise to students who are working quietly and participaing in the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I realize that I should not give all exemplary, however, I would be doing Madison and The University of West Georgia an injustice if I gave her anything less!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure to monitor all areas of the classroom when you are teaching as well as when you are working with another teacher.  Watch the tone of your voice as well as your facial expressions.  Give them a little bit more time to answer a question before you move on.  Encourage them with positive feedback. and if they answer a question incorrectly, say something positive like: "You're on the right track." "or that's not quite right; but, good try.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students were actively engaged and involved inthe lesson as you monitored their activites through walking around the room.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson displays a professional demeanor. I encourage her to make sure to address all areas of students. Once during the lesson, it seemed as if Ms. Nelson was only talking to those in the front half of the room.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon has worked very hard on syntax, and grammar and has nearly completed her goal.  Well done!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure to position yourself in the room so that your back isn't to any one group of students for an extended period of time.  Remember to try taking the "links" as that seems to help and is a "quiet" attention getter, but also allow for appropriate noise when doing certain group activities.

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sometimes she is just a little quiet, but has a nice voice.  :)

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Good job getting every student's attention before you began teaching!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Have confidence in yourself and what you are doing. You had a great lesson and were prepared. Don't let the small humans intimidate you. They need to know that you are in control. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan is always professional and has a great relationship with the students.  She did a great job of walking around the room to monitor students as they worked in partners and invdivdually.  Remember to use the behavior clip system if/when neccessary whe students are off task or showing great behavior. This will ensure they are all listening and completing work in a timely manner. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher kept students attentive and their attention on her.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige uses attention signals and praises when needed to keep students motivated and engaged throughout the lesson.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students were actively engaged in her lesson with little to no disruptions.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at making sure all students stay focused. She redirects immediately any issues that arise. She conferences when necessary one on one with a student. She motivates them to do their best and is more than willing to differentiate and teach to the top as well as reaching those who are struggling.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is an amazing teacher and truly has a heart for students.  She will inspire her students to achieve great things.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite consistently uses an appropriate tone with the students and addresses inapporpriate behavior immediatley.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily continues to impress me with her rapport with the students.  She always maintains control - in a kind and encouraging manner.  The students ( and me)  love her!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job managing the class. Students were engaged and participated throughout the whole lesson. I love your tone and the use of timers to keep students on task. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Used "All Eyes on Me" consistently. -Encouraged kids toward the correct directions when they were stuck. -Consider adding a question to your activity sheet that allowes the students to apply the knowledge gained. This will up the rigor of the lesson. (open-ended) -Great job using adjectives to describe the soils Neice way to integrate subjects. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You explained your expectations at the beginning of the lesson. You addressed off task behaviors immediately and effectively.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Explain behavior  expectations before the lesson and consistently implement it.  (You did this with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th blocks) -You had a student at the computer to transition between slides.  This allowed you to circulate the room. -Good job complimenting tables that were on task.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has been able to make a connection with even some of the more challenging students.  She maintains control of the classroom easily and redirects or uses our classroom management system when necessary.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Check your grammar/spelling when writing your lesson plans. During the lesson with the children, grammar/directions were well thought out.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Quickly handled off task behavior.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie consistently uses strategies to make sure students are engaged and not misbehaving.  She sticks to consequences and uses positive reinforcement.  She is able to manage the classroom, so that students are learning. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and is well prepared for all his lessons.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Student behavior was outstanding throughout the lesson. Although all students transitioned to the floor for group work during part of the lesson, the voice level remained low and students were focused and engaged throughout the learning activity.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sometimes with this group, it is necessary to be a little louder so you can be heard over them. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Again, by making sure you have everyone's attention before starting the lesson and setting expectations is key to having a smooth lesson.  Remember, positive reinforcements help with students who are not doing the right thing.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make sure you have the full classes attention before starting a lesson.  This will promote your expectations.  Don't be afraid to discipline as needed.  The behavior plan is put in place to help off task behaviors. You did a good job moving around to the different groups to check for understanding. Set expectations before you have students move throughout the classroom.  Students need explicit directions and consistent behavior consequences. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good job calling on children who were not paying attention. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You have done an amazing job this year. I have enjoyed watching you grow as a teacher this year. You are an incredible teacher. The children love you! We are all going to miss you terribly! GREAT JOB!!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good modeling of how to handle materials, classroom management was much better this lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure if you are giving them a warning that you follow through with the warning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Impeccable grammar, syntax, etc.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Professional and well spoken.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Really enforced vocabulary! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany, I really enjoyed watching you teach this lesson on the Spearation of power. This is a very tough skill for students to master. Students were engaged and you controled the classroom when it was a partner activity using the strategy NOISE. The differentiated activity was well thought out. Next tim, another way to differentiate is to give the lower students the phrases for them to paste on the graphic organzier. Also, when presenting on the board, make sure your words are large enough for students to see. Great job!!!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		She maintains a well structured class.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		It is obvious the students respect Ms. Towe.  She does  a great job maintaining classroom procedures and keeping students on task.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Challenged students during the lesson on main idea.  Appropriate classroom management.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor's classroom management is extremely professional. She attends to all areas of the classroom and redirects behavior in a positive and timely manner. She challenges students to do their best.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad did a great job on her lesson.  She is attentive to students and does well setting high expectations and maintaining them. She will make an excellent teacher!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Redirects well and calmness!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		You are always very positive and encouraging.  Be mindful of off task behavior and take care of it right away.  

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great monitoring in the classroom! - It is obvious how comfortable you are with the kids!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		When students are taking notes, walk around for a little quick check to make sure they are understanding the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to make sure subject/verb agreement is correct prior to writing comments on graded papers. For example, "Where is your units?" This should be, "Where are your units?". This could be a poor reflection on you by parents.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney does a great job of observing my teaching and using similar techniques in her own teaching experience. She also puts her own twist on teaching the skill and makes it a lot of fun for the students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You monitored the class and redirected students that were off task. The timer was a great way to keep the centers moving. You used strategies that the students are used to using. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara was very able to take her initial lesson and rethink it in a way that fit students' needs, which is an important skill as a teacher.  

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Good job redirecting off task behavior.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams was monotone throughout the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is an area where Ms. Williams will definitely get stronger with more experience and her own classroom.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher had no behavioral problems during her lesson. She modeled effective teaching in her lesson delivery, her vocabulary, and tone. She challenged the students to do their best. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher is the model of professionalism. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		We have a very difficult student in the classroom, and Caroline redirects the student in a timely manner with dignity as well as consistency.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Overall, the lesson was very good. Lauren is an excellent teacher who makes learning exciting and fun!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna is quick to take care of needed redirection.  She is always professional in her mannerisms. Jenna puts forth effort to support our students and school by attending after hours school functions.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Great job adding prefixes to the lesson. It is always good to integrate the subjects when possible. 
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Loved the use of Google maps! The students got so excited when you demonstrated how to locate the state, city & school on the map in 3D.  Great use of technology! The flip books helped bring the lesson together! Great job!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		It was my pleasure to be your teacher-supervisor.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A should work on her professionalism (mannerisms and actions) towards the students.  It is okay to relate with students and talk to them but not on their social/emotional level.   It seems as if Miss A wants the students to like her and my goal was to convey to her that she is the teacher in the class not their friend.  You don't have to be mean to be the teacher in the classroom but she will need to be more firm and assertive.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Grow: Challenge students to turn facts into opinions and vice versa Glow: Nice teacher made anchor chart! Good use of technology timer to pace students!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		This was a great lesson that focused on what students were interested in, yet provided them with with a rigorous activity that required a lot of thoughtfulness.  Students were extremely engaged in the writing process.  Alexis used previous assessment to determine that this was an area of need for the students in her class.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, very well thought out and organized lesson plan. Be sure to work on wait time and off task behavior. Most students seemed engaged and excited to learn the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your lessons are very strong and you are showing growth and improvement as the semester progresses. You are open to feedback and welcome suggestions for improvement. Keep up the great work!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Awsome lesson!  Great job on getting down to the students' level.  You used a variety of teaching strategies to reach all learners.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		It has been a pleasure having Ms. Bowman in my classroom this year.  Anyone can see through her actions, that she really loves helping children learn and become better people.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The test of a good teacher is that the teacher is able to adjust instruction based on student's grasp of the concept being presented. You asked thorough questions and determined that students had misconceptions about the concept. You then adjusted your lesson to reteach and clarify misconceptions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Teaching has improved some since last lesson, however classrroom management is still an area of concern. Remember it is ok to give kids consequences. You are here to be their teacher, not their friend.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good lesson!

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		I thoroughly enjoyed this lesson.  The students were engaged and learned the process for multiplying fractoins.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Overall, this lesson was a great review of intro and conclusion to help support the students with their current writing project. Be sure to not get focused on the Social Studies aspects of the lesson and spend too much time explaining concepts they should already know. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You have grown so much during your time at CES!  I can't wait to hear about your creative teaching at SHE!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.  The use of technology retained their attention, and was a great method to deliver instruction, as well as assess their level of understanding.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis taught a science  lesson on pollution. It included hands on activities and kept the students engaged and involved.  She did an excellent job of presenting the information.  

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Our time was limited due to a previous lesson running longer than expected, but Ms. Day did a good job of adapting to the time we had to implement the lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		This was a very engaging lesson for students.  They could really feel, see, and experience the lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo demonstrates lots of good attibutes of becoming a great teacher. Teaching seems to come so easy to her.   She is a natural in the classroom and among the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Very well planned lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Work on time management to ensure that you are able to manage all areas of the classroom

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are ready for your own classroom!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		See notes that I typed for you to help guide your next lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Super!  Students loved the lesson and the movement within the classroom.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Keep up the great work! We are blessed to have Raikel in our classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I enjoy having Kara in my classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan would be an asset to any team. I would be proud to work with her. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		An all around person who has done a Fantastic job in the classroom! The students have learned so much under her teaching ability! Kudos, to Mrs. Faulkner!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was great and it was well planned out. Truly feel the kids understands the difference between Climate vs Weather.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher works well with students and is sensentive to diverse learning styles.  She recognizes areas where she needs to improve in regards to lesson planning and execution.  She exhibits a love for the students and is open to growth.  

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Great job!! Keep it up! Thanks for always having a great attitude. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Awesome, fun lesson! You did a great job teaching this science standard!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		This was a great lesson to teach students about ten more, ten less, one more, and one less. Excellent job!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great Job! I enjoyed your lesson and so did the kids! 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor accomplishes all tasks with both a positive attitude and with great initiative.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley was able to revisit the lesson in the second class due to struggles on the first delivery.  The lesson was more focused on the standard the 2nd time and provided students time to do the activity.  I think this whole lesson was a good learning experience.  Concepts are taught in different grades to a deeper extent- so its important to cover the standard only- avoiding additional information that could be confusing.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby's lessons are well designed and innovative and interesteing for the students. She puts lots of timne in to her planning to ensure that she is engaging of all of the students throughout the lesson. She delivers well, has good and positive classroom management and is an overall asset to my classroom. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		High expectations are evident.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		She is one of the better student teachers that I have had the pleasure to have in my classroom. She will be an awesome and effective educator.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson!  Very well thought out and delivered!  

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I loved the cards with plant parts that students had to identify using everyday foods.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Taylor in my classroom. She has provided much needed small group instruction and one-on-one instruction. During her whole group lessons and her 2 week teaching period, I have been able to work with needy students individually.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You did very well during your second full week of instruction. The lesson you created on cells was very engaging. The activities you created aligned perfectly with the standard and it was easy to assess if the students mastered the standard based on their performance task. You've did a great job this year! 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones created a organized lesson plan. The students were engaged in the different centers she created. They were involved and answered rigorous questions throughout the lesson.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna is a fantastic teaching candidate. She teaches with such grace and natural ability. She maintains classroom management, while providing a rigorous and challenging learning environment for every student. She uses whole brain teaching, and a variety of teaching strategies throughout her lesson. She amazes me and is always willing to grow!!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a fantastic job leading a small group reading lesson! She worked hard and helped students who were struggling and provided great supports to ensure fluent reading!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great review of strategies for opening. :)

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Very creative lesson!

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Wonderful lesson, very engaging, and creative. Great job overall.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great potential.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith has the makings of a true teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		She makes math fun for the students!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Great job! The students enjoyed the activity. 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		I have thoroughly enjoyed working with Emily this year.  I am overjoyed to be teaching with her next year!! She is an asset to Sand Hill!!!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I loved your lesson. It was a great review of adding and subtracting mixed numbers while reviewing common denominators, borrowing and simplifying. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Students were engaged during the lesson.  You described the immigration era in a meaningful way and fostered a desire in students to learn more about that particular time period.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job in all areas.  This lesson was particularly challenging for the students, and she did a wonderful job of incorporating our literature to help the children relate the concept.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does an outstanding job in all areas.  She will make a wonderful teacher.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was a great review for my students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Awesome lesson!  Students loved working in groups to create a spider to show the main idea and details. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great lesson! You are really settling into teaching lessons. You seemed more "in the element" today. I liked the way you kept the children on track. Do not feel like you cannot take recess time from the repeat offenders. =0) Again....great job today!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Still working on articulation and slowing down with speech. Classroom management skills have improved. Sarah has a great relationship with the students, resulting in a safe learning atmosphere.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great Lesson! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Fantastic review lesson!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great lesson on government review.  Video did not work, but moved on quickly.  Great job!  Used graphic organizer to help students visualize  branches of government.  Involved students using show me boards.  Also, included challenge questions that involved math.  Fantastic way to incorporate multiple academic areas.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great lesson!  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is doing a fantastic job!!!  She does a wonderful job working with on-grade level students,  above-level students, and at-risk students!  She can adapt to any situation at the school or any group that she is working with during the day. I have been very impressed with Olivia's flexibility!!! 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor is doing an excellent job within my classroom. She works well with all students. My classroom is an extremely diverse and challenging one. She has adapted to all of their needs.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate did a great for a first.  She put together a good lesson plan and worked hard to maintain classroom expectations already set. Suggestions:  Do not be afraid to take the time to get student attention. Call outs should be used consistently.  Would also suggest wait time when questioning students so that students have a good amount of think time.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Overall a really good job.  Lesson was very clearly laid out ad delivered with confidence.  A little soft spoken which seemed to be hard to get back the students attention, but her give me five was a great tool she used!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson was well planned and thought through.  Your voice was much louder than last time and you seemed more at ease. Continue to work to really understand what the students should know and reinforce it throughout the lesson. Don't be afraid to say no, or redirect off task behavior.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Overall, Taylor has made a lot of improvement this semester. She is open to suggestions and enjoys teaching. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		The lesson plan was well thought out and planned. Having students complete a polygon scavneger hunt was a great activator. Expectations were given on class behavior and what students should be searching for. However, it may have benefited students more if more instruction on polygons was given beforehand, since this was a fairly new concept. Allowing students to make connections to what they've previously learned is extremely beneficial. The Number Talk was great and allowed the students to classify their polygon. Perhaps try starting with a Number Talk, before having students complete the Scavenger Hunt. Additionally, I would suggest shortening the Number Talk as well, to maintatin engagement. Lastly, you provided great differentiated assessments. This means that you know your students. Perhaps save the assessment for the end, and have students practice via Math Playground beforehand. To increase the rigor of the assessment, you may consider asking richer questions.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Ms. Williams is definitely growning and gaining more confidence the more she teachers.  I have been impressed how far she has grown this semester.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Great job!  It's hard to find something that isn't perfect in your lessons.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This students loved this hands-on lesson.  It was a wonderful opportunity to see a real-world example of a chemical change while making butter.  

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You rock! I loved the lesson and the students enjoyed it too! 

		Responses (n): 		79

		Response Rate: 		25.57%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		christine carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne.Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		D. McClendon

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		KImberlee Wright

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		traci rainwater

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Marcus Byrd (Science Teacher) 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smith 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		MRs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKEnzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Amy Musick

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		261

		Response Rate: 		84.47%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/26/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/01/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		12/01/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		03/31/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		04/12/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/10/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/23/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		12/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/26/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/07/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/24/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/31/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/22/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/25/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/28/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/17/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/28/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/03/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/08/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/26/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/17/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/30/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/18/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/16/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/09/2016

		Responses (n): 		269

		Response Rate: 		87.06%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%
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Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher 
observation) 0 0% 44 14.24% 202 65.37% 59 19.09% 1 0.32% 3 0.97% 309 3.05 0.58
Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, 
projects) 0 0% 37 11.97% 140 45.31% 55 17.8% 71 22.98% 6 1.94% 309 3.08 0.62
Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining 
student level 1 0.32 33 10.68% 98 31.72% 32 10.36% 137 44.34% 8 2.59% 309 2.98 0.65
Total/Percentage 1 0.11 114 12.3% 440 47.46% 146 15.75% 209 22.55% 17 1.83% 927


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laure Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennet

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Kaissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ditmitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dil

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Micaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Ms. Alli Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Corny Grade

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Lorea

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie SImmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexs Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zyas

		Responses (n): 		307

		Response Rate: 		99.35%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/03/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/02/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/02/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/31/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/07/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/10/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/29/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/21/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/25/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/05/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/09/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/12/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/15/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/16/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/12/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/26/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/17/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/12/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/25/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/29/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/26/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/09/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/24/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/20/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/30/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/29/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/02/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/17/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/14/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/30/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		04/20/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/13/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/16/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/12/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/09/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		04/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/09/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		10/25/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/22/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/21/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/14/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/26/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/20/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/12/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/15/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/24/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/06/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/05/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/13/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/18/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/15/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/20/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/26/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		10/03/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		306

		Response Rate: 		99.03%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRE

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		CMS

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Spings Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elemetary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary School

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementay

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementart

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary SChool

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		BES

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary School 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elem

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ES

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		CES 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton HIndsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy
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		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		third grade

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3rd

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		first

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th grade

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		fourth grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		B

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4th

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th Math

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Fossils

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Third

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th Grade

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4th grade

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd Grade

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5th

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth - quotation marks

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st grade

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First Grade

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade (Reading) Theme

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5th

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th Grade

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		309

		Response Rate: 		100.00%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Kristy McCord

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Jessica Beck/Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law`

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Traci Rainwater (math/science teacher)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis, Social Studies

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lisa Weaver

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Jennifer Sample

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smth 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Saidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		JamieMartin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Hannah Garrett

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Amy Musick (ELA)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		308

		Response Rate: 		99.68%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		3		3		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You started the lesson by having the students solve a subtraction story problem.  You had them use the draw a model strategy previously learned to solve the problemm and to discuss subtraction.   You used many of the vocabulary words such as minus, difference, and you had them talk about he fact that when we subtract, the answer is smaller or less.   The kids enjoyed the Subtract with a Pirate video and were very engaged in solving the problems.    I like that you had 2 small groups for the subtraction practice.  The kids really enjoyed bowling and writing their subtraction sentences.   The group that I did enjoyed telling and drawing out subtraction stories.    Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job of breaking down the standard.  You allowed students to explain key vocabulary in the standard.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Standards & E.Q - Explained in language understandable to students using visual examples.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When introducing learning objective for the day, good job of reinforcing math vocabulary.  Students had to differentiate betwen factors and multiples.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Standards were posted and addressed to students. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You thoroughly covered this standard.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		The students are well aware of the standards and their learning goals.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job of refering to fraction bars- using things they know.  You also mentioned the giant Chocolate bar.  The 1st standard you mentioned 5/5ths.  You should have continued on with that and let the students give you examples. A students asked about fractions on a numberline and you said, "We are kinda using fractions."  No- we are using fractions on the numberline. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Standards and/or I Can statements were not posted.  Ms. Bowman reviewed the skill that the students have been working on all week.  By doing this, she made clear to the students the goals of the lesson. The activities to practice and learn to use reading strategies to determine unknown word meaning were developmentally sequenced. Have you thought about asking ( and telling) why the learning is important for students?

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was clear, logical and sequential. It was aligned to state and county curricula and standards.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan is well desgined, and hits the standards, the higher order questions, and how students are going to apply the information to the skill.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Very well thought out on her lesson plans.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brain Pop was shown as an introduction.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline adapted this lesson to meet the needs of my ALP students in the morning and taught the lesson plan as she planned it originally.  This lesson is appropriated for this level of students and they were engaged throughout the lesson. I observed this lesson with the morning group and again with the afternoon group.  The morning group is an ALP group and the afternoon is Inclusion.  She did a great job adapting the lesson for both groups.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a great planner! She studies the standard and plans lessons that effectively teach the standard. Her students are always in her mind as she plans lessons to reach the most struggling learner as well as the most gifted student. I have throughly enjoyed each lesson she has taught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Stardards are posted on the wall and goals are clearly stated.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		My only suggestion was that Amanda point out, in the textbook,  the standard in the upper left hand corner.  I suggested she read over the standard with the children while their books were open.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The lesson had a clear beginning, middle, and end. Students were quickly engaged with a review of parts of speech! Error analysis occurred throughout the lesson. Then a game was played in groups to show understanding of the parts of speech.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lesson was prepared using data collected in the classroom to address a "needs improvement" standard. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All of the necessary part of the lesson plan were included.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran gave clear instructions to students and presented the lesson in an organized manner.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. Cole put alot of time and investigation in to preparing a lesson on introducing fractions. She became familiar with the academic language of fractions.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		This was a small group lesson taught to students who are struggling in subtracting larger numbers. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		I loved your anchor chart and worksheet you provded for your lesson on idioms!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The lesson was very well organized and students were on task during the lesson and the students were involved in the activities.  This lesson was on Annie Oakley.  This was a rotation day and Miss Dermo taught the same lesson throughout the day to all first grade students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was instructing students on the French explorer Jaques Cartier.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Remember to define all important words in the standard and repeat it through out the lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You have consistently posted and engaged the students by asking relevant questions to assess if students understand the standards.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		I can see the growth in your lesson planning and you are making progress.  Remember to state the learning goals as a way to direct your lesson, and to allow the students to know what they are going to be assessed on.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lesson is age appropriate and standards based.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		All standards were addressed and she also used I can statements- It was fun for the students because the statements were hiding under an individual desk- and they had to find the envelope.  This was her first try in designing centers for this group.  It went very well.  We did discuss some of my strategies of centers before hand that helped.  Having clear and easy directions to movement in the classroom is key.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and organized. She let students know the expectations and goal of the lesson.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a great job planning her lesson on opinion writing. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided directions for her hands-on lesson discovery lesson,The lesson was well received and helpful for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organized and presented in  a powerpoint for the students 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your standards matched your content. Your essential questions outlined your learning goals.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Great activities to help students understand the concepts.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher interacted well with students.  She had good activities and pieces of the lesson.  The lesson did need to be moved through a bit faster to keep students' attention.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		She did an excellent job of explaining the standard taught and engaging the students in the discussion. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Always check powerpoint for typos and spelling errors. **Type in word and cut & paste into Ppt. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Great Lesson! I hate that time ran out before you were able to do all that you had planned. However, it is always better to have more planned than not enough! 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer does an awesome job correlating the standards with her lesson plans and executing them appropriately.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You have adapted to CCAS and the agenda board quite well.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach pronouns. I love the way your lesson flows!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Standard posted in powerpoint and student teacher read and discussed. -Standard is a 3rd grade requied state standard.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant was great with our students, she really was able to take charge and keep them engaged. They loved her but also respected her. Her lessons were well taught as a teacher canidate.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The standards and learning goals were posted in a powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		She is a motivated, hard-working, and organized teacher who encourages her students to learn, grow, and stretch themselves to reach their potential.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She opened the lesson with a hook. Very cute math video that helped explain telling time to the nearest hour. She introduced the standard and then had the students come up and underline unknown words within the standard. She does a good job of calling on students of different demographics and abilities. She used a model clock to explain the unknown vocabulary words and then she modeled making times to the nearest hour and half-hour on the clock. Needs to explain that half hour is really just thirty minutes. Needs to talk more about what qualities an analog and a digital clock have.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson delivery went much better on the second attempt.  That's the great thing about teaching the same lesson to different classes.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany began with an opening question before displaying the EQ and standard. This allowed for the students to explore the concept in an organic way before the EQ and standard were revealed and discussed. .

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez' lesson plan was organized with standards, essential question, and learning goals for the student.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby used a power point to guide the lesson.  Students read the standards, essential questions and I Can statements.  She included an agenda to keep the lesson focused and on track.  The lesson was organized and age appropriate.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I like how you went straight from the I can statement to pulling out their prior knowledge within the circle map. The pow toons was an awesome way to present material in a fun way. Make sure that you use it through the lesson to connect the learning to that pow toon information. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Effective lesson design for cell review.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey incorporates this consistently at the beginning of every lesson I have observed.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor's plans included a powerpoint shared with students that posted standards and content vocabulary.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor taught a lesson on metric mass. She had several visuals for students: paper clip and graham crackers to represent grams, textbook and liter of water to represent kilograms, spring scales, balance scales

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure that all of the information in the lesson match what the students are doing. If you state in the lesson that there will be directions for each station, make sure the information is in the station. 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones' lessons are organized and learning focused.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade History Louisiana Purchase

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fabulous job engaging the students' prior knowledge. She broke down the vocabulary of the standard, so that every student understood the standard. She circled and underlined the focus of the lesson, so students knew exactly what they were going to learn. The students were excited to learn because of her positive energy!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Put on chartpaper, have sticky notes for hard words.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I liked how you stated your goals. I think it helps focus the students and allows them to see what they are supposed to learn from the lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		It is apparent that lots of planning was put into this lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students are learning about irregular past tense verbs.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Another wonderful lesson!! Remarkable teaching style!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		There needed to be more interaction within the lesson. I suggested that a video or some type of media be added to the lesson to make it more exciting.  My advice was taken and she added a video to the lesson before she actually taught it.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of introducing interview skills with asking questions and statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna's Lesson has wonderful, engaging and wrapped up our unit perfectly.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Activities are stated by teacher.It would help to have them repeat instructions to ensure students understand activities. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students rotated throughout the room "shopping" for items.  The used manipulatives (play money) well as they had a real-life learning experience. I liked the acitivity - Shopping with Decimals; the related back to a book you read to the students in a previous lesson.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson's lesson on angles was very thorough. She hooked the students with an upbeat Youtube video. Her lesson consisted of group/individual work.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon's lesson was well presented and engaging. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your standards and learning goals were clearly stated and communicated to the students.  Your lesson plans were organized and included activities to meet the needs of all learners.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Great sequence of events in the lesson. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Well planned and appropriate for 5th grade Social Studies. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very organized and detailed lesson plan.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige's lesson was well thought-out and thoroughly planned.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a Powerpoint to display standards, EQ, and instructions 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were very clear on the Standards being taught. There was check points  throughout the lesson to make sure the students were understanding and could share back what had been taught.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda is reading "There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom" by Louis Sachar.  They are focusing on characterization, theme, and plot.  This is a great book for the beginning or end of the year to reinforce that everyone can change if they believe in themselves.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite taught a Eureka Math Lesson on Place Value.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job introducing the lesson by stating the objective and standards. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted and clear. -Lesson included activator, task, and summarizer. -Remember you can refer to the standard durign the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia did a wonderful job with this review lesson on Geometry.  The flipchart was organized well and the students were able to follow and engage.  Her student response time was great and progress monitoring were very timely and appropriate. She gave a thorough explanation of center expectations.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H8:  The student will describe the importance of key people, events, and developments between 1950-1975. D) discuss the significance of the technologies of television and space exploration

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job of presenting "Flashback Writing" to students.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson plan is clearly written and easy to follow.  It is in the format provided by the university.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The lesson plan was not really detailed. 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence alligned with the GA Standards.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned his lesson well in advance and taught about the students learning needs.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students knew what lesson objective they were going to be working on. It was clearly stated at teh beggining.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		"I Can" statements were stated clearly at the beginning of the lesson via PowerPoint. The lesson was extremely organized.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard nor EQ was presented to students.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was  posted on a power point slide, but was not gone over during the lesson.  There was no EQ.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Very relaxed and poised in delivery.  The lesson is flowing nicely.  Students are engaged and are exhibiting good behavior. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great use of "I can" Statement. "I can count on and make ten when one addend is 8." 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Powerpoint was a great hook and intro.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You went over the standard and clearly stated what they were to learn Great Job!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Ms. Sullivan writes explicit plans and clearly articulates learning goals and standards to students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Lesson was standards based and appropriate for the classroom! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards were stated and explained to students. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Last lesson of the 2 weeks. Kids were involved with the class novel and review of previously covered material.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job introducing the standards and essential questions.  I love how you use a powerpoint to use to display the standards.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job presenting the standards with the powerpoint.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Introduction to British Colonial America, included standard and set a purpose for the lesson. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was reviewing main idea of passages.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This lesson was graphing with fruit loops. The lesson plan was well written in a logically sequential order. The standards were stated in the lesson plan and talked about with the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan is well done and easy to follow

		Vance		Darby		917457706		very clearly addressed

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Standard was introduced.  Focus more on the key vocabulary in the learning goal. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Noticed improvement from first lesson but still choppy.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Remember to discuss fact and opinion more in detail before you begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your lesson is organized. Students can easily identify learning goals and standards. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney did an awesome job delivering the lesson. It was a complex lesson on synthesizing. However, she was able to make the lesson clear and understandable for students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great job planning with the end in mind. The lesson was well thought out and organized. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is going to make a wonderful teacher. She is enthusiastic and engages the students with well thought out lessons and activities. 

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan. She was prepared and organized.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Organized nicely. Used students in groups very well. wording prompted action. Students knew there assignments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher makes very detailed plans, and it very cognizant of the needs of her students. Lessons are planned and implemented very appropriately.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher taught a lesson about the settings in "Steal Away Home" and "Sitti's Secret." She posted the standards and essential question on the board prior to the lesson. She ordered her lesson carefully and intelligently.  

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were clearly told the objective of the lesson about character traits.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She is very good at this portion of the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson goal was well stated at the beginning of the lesson and activities were well sequenced with time management in mind (papers passed out while students watched brainpop).

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-You had the standards posted. Remember you can refer to them and explain them to the students. -Great job having an activator, task, and summarizer for your lesson. It was very organized and sequenced. 

		Responses (n): 		128

		Response Rate: 		41.42%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		3		3		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		3		3		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		3		3		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		3		3		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		3		3		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great opening - played audio of a train and asked students what they were hearing.  This led right into the transcontinental railroad, cattle trails, etc. The student practice assignment was appropriately differentiated - students were working on their level which allowed them to be successful.  Your lesson closure allowed students to summarize what they had learned with each others.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The video chosen clearly helped the students to see the needs and parts of the plant.  I liked that the students were to be scientists and observe and draw the plants.   The kids were using the key vocabulary like roots, stem, and leaves.  I even heard buds.   You used a graphic organizer to model the needs of the plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		As students are working, share with the class what you see that students are doing correctly and this will bring others to do the same. When asking questions, make sure the students response answers the question.  If it does not, make sure you clarify. Good use of the promethean board as well as manipulatives. Students were able to work with the teacher, with partners and independently.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Activator - You-tube video on the Okeefeenokee swamp; engaging; students were asking questions and curious. Lesson went very well and covered the standards appropriately. Summarizer - Glad that you got to re-emphasize what the students had learned. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Differentiates instruction: (2)  this was hard to do with our groups teachers stayed very active the whole lesson to assit struggling students.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She completed a GREAT hands on lesson with oreo cookies teaching halves and fourths.  Logan has learned that food is a GREAT way to engage and capture this group of kids.  

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		The children were excited to learn about light.  Ms. Bass asked questions and clarified misunderstandings students had about natural and artificial light sources.  The students were engaged and participating.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Opening engaged students with characters they love (Elephant and Piggie).  They were introduced to comic strips and encouraged to write dialogue.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The fluency review used as the opening provided students with an opportunity to review prime and composite numbers.  Loved the correction of prime numbers as EXACTLY two factors and not two or more factors.  Students had to "prove" if the given numbers were prime or composite. Good visual represenation for students to follow as instruction was given.  The lesson reinforced place vakue understanding by having students refer to 80 as 8 tens.  Great job of directing students to know that division is repeated subtraction and not rote steps that include "bring down."  Student expectations were clear before sending them off to work independently.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Differentiated notes for gifted and SPED students. Ms. Bennet asked open ended questions. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The instructional practices that you used flowed smoothly. You had a good balance of instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica was well prepared for this lesson on a Monday morning!  I could tell she prepped over the weekend to be successful.  :)

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When giving the directions, you could say, "It should look like a plus sign."  As they work doing the 3rd line you said, "Is the circle equally divided?"  (NO)   Great example of a Higher Order Thinking. Good Question:  "How many pieces of your pizza are in 1/4?"  2/8's "What's a 1/2?"  4/8's It may help to explain it first and then question it.  You could have used the powerpoint to model it.  Power point- extremely relevant to the lesson.  Nice job! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman continually engages most students in active learning.  During this lesson, she observed students that were not engaged and not listening.  She then moved those students to the front of the class to ensure engagement of the students.  Ms. Bowman used a variety of strategies to teach the content.  She used direct instruction, guided practice, a visual aid using technology, and independent practice. Ms. Bowman gives positive reinforcement and feedback that encourages student's to feel safe and take risks participating. Ms. Bowman differentiated her instruction by using questioning that was on each student's level of understanding. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was engaging and students were involved in active learning. Your lesson had instructional time and student participation. You asked several higher-order questions such as: "Why is it opaque? How are shadow formed? Why do you think that? How do you know?". Your use of questioning during the student activity helped the students to better understand the concept. Think of ways that you could add more differentiation to your lessons.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with use of time, and asking higher order thinking questions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson was engaging, and kept students thinking by using white boards, and sharing students answers. Be sure to walk around, allow for more wait time, choose different students.  Even if they don't give you anything try to pull some type of answer from them. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Make sure proper capitalization and punctuation is used when your slides. Students look to you to model the correct way to write. Let students think before they respond and before calling on others.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown said that she had some manipulatives for the students to use, but left them at home. Too much wait time is causing students to become off task.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job modeling for the students how to select a small moment and brainstorm details to support the small moment! Ask questions throughout the writing process

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You kept the students engaged by having them to complete a fill in the blank sheet during the powerpoint. Good use of the bubble map for vocabulary. Good job of bringing an actual guitar to class in order to help the students further understand how sound is produced on a guitar. The partner work using the cookie cutter and rbberbands added another way for the material to be presented and understood. Good job of using a variety of material to present the lesson. You addressed several different learning styles. Ask more open ended questions such as: Can you feel or see something happening when you pluck the rubberbads? And, does the different sizes of rubberbands matter? If so , explain. Be sure to give positive feedback during your lessons. Ticket out the door was done as lesson closing. Get everyone's attention before you speak and before you make a transition. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caaroline plans lessons that reach students through a variety of modalitles. Students are engaged and excited about answering her questions. Each part of the lesson moved smoothly and the transitions were quick. Students worked with her to learn the skill, then quickly moved to an activity to that allowed the students to show what they have learned. Great Lesson!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		To differentiate for this group, students were grouped by reading level.  All students are reading below level so the reading instruction is leveled based on their ability. Caroline did a good job moving the students into groups and then moving from one activity to another activity.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria is working on including more higher order thinking questions into her lessons. The lesson was new brand new content for the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were learning how to subtract with regrouping. Mini lesson was given. Problems were then completed whole group before students had their work time. The "I do", "We do," "You do" model was used to make sure students understood. Ms. Burton pulled a small group of students to work with during work time to give a differentiated assignment and to provide extra support.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The word problem examples chosen to teach in class had a direct link to real-life situations.  The students were able to make that connection.  Amanda asked students struggling to respond to her questions if they needed "help" from a friend to take the pressure off of them.  One student completed a problem in his head, and Amanda told him, "I'm glad you can do it in your head, but take me through the steps so everyone can see it."  I loved this comment and strategy she used to help all students understand the need to "show your work."  The use of a youtube.com math video clip as an introductory feature, then again as re-enforcement of the process was well received.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Great questions allowing the students to participate in min lesson.  The students had opportunities to work independently with teacher with effective instruction.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The students were engaged in sorting a part of speech into the correct category. Each student had a sticky note with a word to place in the correct category. One table at a time was called to the board to place the word in the correct category. Each category was reviewed and discussed. Words placed in the incorrect category was discussed and then placed in the correct category. Each time needed student thinking was redirected to the correct answer. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to not let certain students dictate and control the class discussion. Be sure that all activities planned will fall within the lesson range time. This may mean adjusting during the lesson and decreasing the amount of class whole group pracitice to get to everything planned. All parts of the lesson are standards based and rigorous enough to meet the needs of the students in the class. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was well taught, but it was  a simple review for the students.  Brandon could have made it mor challenging and indepth for 4th grade. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Your activator was a good review of light information video of prism activity - fabulous!  I'll use this next year!  Thanks for sharing! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The October Stem staions were engaging, well organized, and required higher order thinking skills to master.  The lesson was highly motivating for the students.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Nice use of models to introduce the concept of equivalent fractions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GREAT way of differentiating the notes and the independent activity. Higher-order questioning is something you will continue to develop even when you are years into teaching.  At times there were kids who finished the graphic organizer early were just sitting there and they began getting off task. Make sure you have everyone's full attention before giving directions. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		The students were engaged in the lesson and really catching on to the strategies you showed. I liked how you used an opener explaining what the focus of the lesson was and reviewing previous lessons. Let's work on not rushing through the lesson and giving the students a little more time for transitions & to answer questions/respond. As you finish the mini lesson have a "wrap up" or "closing" question that summarizes the lesson. It can be as simple as "who could tell me a strategy they like" or "turn to your neighbor and tell them you favorite strategy". Just a quick question that wraps up the lesson before you go to the ticket job/groups. Great job with working with the small group table and then coming back to the students that were struggling with their seat jobs. Good questioning techniques with individual students.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Visual aids ( virtual manipulatives) were used and well as the added benefit of  a small group. The students in this group struggle with math and attention. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		For the opening/activator- Since this lesson served as an introduction to Paul Revere and the Boston Tea Party, it might have been more effective to show a smaller section of the video clip just to highlight the Boston Tea Party. The lesson closing was not observed because we ran out of time in our class period. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The lesson was a review of verb tenses. It began with a class discussion and short Flocabulary video/song reviewing verb tenses. After the review, the students played a Quizizz game on the Promethean Board answering questions about the different verb tenses and how to use them correctly in sentences.  Students were actively engaged throughout. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The only thing I would add to this lesson would be technology. Have the students watch a video in order to reach students who have different ways of learning things. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Great job wokring on those transition times. Those can be hard when there is a talkative class! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The students learned many interesting facts about Annie Oakley and they had many questions at the end of the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Used a variety of strategies with the students to meet all needs.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a lesson with the students using graphic organizers to complete using a reading about Jacques Cartier. They had to tell the obstacles and accomplishment of the exploration, as well as who sponsored the expedition. When they completed the graphic orgaizer, they were allowed to begin a reading comprehension. Morgan provided highlighted and lined graphic organizer to a student with modfications, and read aloud the passage for two other students who had modifications.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Differentiate your lesson by giving each group a different activity or an additional resource to help with the given assignment.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I liked your activating strategy for teaching theme.  Using the commercial showing a young Darth Vader trying to use the" force" was fun for the students and also a great way to explain theme.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed with the students thier prior knowledge on the subject. She used "hairy money" to work with the students to remember how to count money, She made purposeful mistakes in the lesson to help the students recognize common errors and correct them. Classwork started out whole group, the moved to small group and then finally to individual. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		With your activator  make sure you don't spend a lot of time on this.  It should not last 15 minutes.  Also, give a variety of feedback which encourages them to work even harder for you.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The lesson began with a powerpoint uploaded to google classroom, which was easy for students to log in and see the Georgia region map very clear.  The second point she covered was the vocabulary for the Georgia regions.  Students had differentiated worksheets to fill out using the science text book.  The last center was independent reading in which all books were pre-selected by Lexile level and staying within the topic.  Students could choose to read by themselves or with a partner.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa did a great job engaging the students in the opening of her lesson. She brought in materials to help connect them to the idea of the lesson, but also differentiated the materials according to the class she was teaching. The opening activity met the needs of the student's ability.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The lesson opened with a read aloud that the students were fully engaged in. The students then connected graphing to real world examples, such as their daily lunch choices. The lesson covered the information they need to know, and went in an order that made sense. The independent work went well with the lesson and provided good feedback for where to go next with the instruction.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara based her differentiation on student needs. EIP students needed three facts with their writing, regular education student students needed five, and gifted students needed 7 facts for their opinion. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided many items and examples fo transparent, translucent and opaque objects. She allowed the students to explore and discover before elaborating. She also provided great open ended questions for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has exibited much growth in the area of instructional delivery since beginning Block III.  She now seems comfortable teaching, questioning, and redirecting students.  She is good at questioning to get them to think about their work as well. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your activating activity was excellent. The students followed your thought process and were engaged. Your small group setting was productive. You redirected off task behavior and helped students achieve lesson understanding and mastery.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job, eaching the difference between Climate vs Weather. Love the Prezi, videos etc... so students gets a clear understanding the difference.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go, with the SS lesson!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		I felt the lesson opening was very good for the standard being taught.  The students picked up on the fact that she was not reading fluently nor with expression.  She also planned her small groups ahead of time making sure she had strong readers with weaker readers.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did not have time to complete all components of the lesson.  She planned for this, but execution of the lesson took longer than she expected.  She included good components in the lesson plan, but did not move at a fast enough pace to complete all components.  She is aware and is working towards improving this piece.  She demonstrated appropriate wait time during the lesson when questioning students and works hard to engage all students. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		BP is a great way to start a lesson. They used their vote system for the quiz. This is a great way to check for understanding quickly. Have the students read the questions out loud & volunteer. Good examples of each rule on the power point. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The experiment grabbed their attention and settled them down quickly. Students loved the activity. The questions really brought the lesson together to meet the standard.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		May want to keep the worksheet for those early finishers next time.  Next time you may want to have them pair off and do one of the poems together and then work on the other two independently.  Or you could have the early finishers help the struggling students.  I really loved the choosing of a cause or effect and having them find their pair.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer utilized the document camera and jelly beans as a manipulative to convey the meaning of addition equations. This was an excellent introduction to her lesson. It engaged the children and allowed them to make connections and participate in the class discussion. The powerPoint presentation was clear and concise.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great flow with your lesson. I loved your powerpoint!!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Had students compare their lives with Lyndon B Johnson life. -You made comments like, "good connection." -You had students justify their answers and thoughts by asking, "Why" and "How do you know?" -Great job usign real phtographs of that time period. -idea: In the activator of the lesson, you could discuss what they see. Have them list on their whiteboards some of their observations. This can help them come to conclusion of his job and who he might be on our timeline. -Kids asked about the word assassination and what it meant-good that you discussed what it means. -Great idea to have kids think/pair/share -Connected to terms they know like segregation. -idea: Next time, write on the board injustice and take it a part based on it's suffix and root word. Have the kids come up with the definition. -idea: Connect to math by having them subtract the money amouts on th bar line. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson. Students were very engaged in the lesson. I loved the you tube video. Continue to work on asking students open -ended questions. The activities were also very engaging. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Use vocabulary to help understanding.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor works hard on all tasks that are placed in front of her.  Her work ethic is superb.  She is proactive in her assignments.  Taylor is very organized and makes sure she stays on track.  She has always turned in her lesson plans, assignments, and projects in a timely manner.  She plans well thought out lessons.  Taylor always includes a range of activities that correlate to multiple learning styles.  Taylor has been a huge help with our after school tutoring program.  She volunteered to help organize and lead a small group of students to bolster their comprehension skills.     <o:p></o:p>

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She instructed the students to build times by the hour and half hour on their individual clocks. I like that she used tactile forms of telling time as well as a written assessment. She made sure there was an understanding with the child who was not paying attention. She made sure there was an understanding of the instructions before passing out the papers. Ms. Jessi gave a lot of encouragement throughout the lesson. She redirected behaviors that needed to be addressed and then returned back to the lesson in a timely manner.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley did a lesson on Theme vs. Main Idea.  She used a very neat anchor chart that she created herself.  The students took notes as she presented the information to them.  She then had the students get into pre-chosen groups and they had to classify cards that had main idea or theme on them into the correct category.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students didn't have as much background on the Louisiana Purchase as needed for the assignment.  They seemed to get a basic understanding of the objective though.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany strives for student mastery of concepts. Time ran out as a result.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez used learning centers and group students accordingly. Some tasks were more difficult while others were below level. This worked great for our SPED group. Asking higher order questions will come with practice as an educator and understanding of content matter. She is off to a great start!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Due to time constraints, part of the lesson had to be trimmed for some classes. You might want to run through how long the KWL will take and  do a shorter introduction. Make sure to call on students of all abilities. You tend to go to the students who will have the answers. Class DOJO has the random button to help make sure you include all ranges of learners.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Starting off the lesson with making a chart "What is a friend" gets the students involved in thinking about the context of the story, "Enemy Pie".  After reading the story and discussing it, they did a chart of  Problem and Resolutaion with student input.  The use of the anchor chart comparing beginning, middle and end to a roller coaster, helped students to see how a story evolves from beginning to end.  Great job of guiding students through the activity B-M-E sheet with clues to help them figure out what to do.  Students were given lots of encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I liked the cartoon video that you worked through to discuss the facts of the lesson. The music was a little loud that it was louder than the discussion the students were having. Make sure to zero in on those key vocabulary words such as minerals, hard parts, etc. I heard you say mold and cast a lot, but remember the words that will help them understand what those things are. Great job giving instructions of how to do each of the hands on experiements.  Make sure to ask WHY or HOW do you know... this will help you gauge whether they are learning or not. Make them explain their thinking. Make sure that when you have someone reading out loud that the others in the room are being respectful and listening. Also do spot checks and make that child stop to see if the others are listening by asking questions or giving thumbs up and thumbs down. MAKE SURE you have the group with you. There were many times when students were giving answers that only two or three were listening. It is okay to stop and say "Materials down" "eyes on whomever". At the end of the students drawing would have been a great time to ask WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN the mold and the cast. The gummy bear and bread activity was in their interactive booklet that they could have read through the steps and procedure. This would have helped with the process. Do each step at a time. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were actively engaged. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		I suggested to Chelsey to provide adequate wait time when asking questions. Additionally, I suggested she make sure that every student has her attention before proceeding. She made these adjustments and did a splendid job! She is very open to suggetions.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students made different  arrays with tiles to represent 24 chairs placed in front of a stage. Students worked in pairs to complete this activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The powerpoint was clear and concise. The students were engaged some of the time during the prezi. Maybe next time , have the students act out some of the sentences.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson flowed very well from one part to the next with well managed transitions between activities.  Researched based instructional strategies were used effectively.  I am starting to see Mr. Jones recognizing individual student needs more frequently and using differentiation to accommodate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Hooked the students with having them draw their own landmass.
Applied what they know about fractions.
Compared your landmass to theirs.
“Let’s Make a Deal” - made students think about the choice.
Loved the School House Rock video “Elbow Room”.  Describe what “elbow room” means.  Higher Order Thinking Question Compared US before purchase and after purchase.  Purchase “doubled the size” Coloring map great for visual learners. Love the math integration.  The word problems incorporated the history and the math standards.  You could tell the “math minded” students loved this activity. “Write me a Check”  great way to connect to real life activity.  

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used a great visual aid,  She also checked for understanding and provided assistance for some struggling learners in a small group setting. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used Flocabulary to engage the students at the start of her lesson. The students stayed engaged in the video and watched it intently. She asked students to share with their shoulder buddies what conjunctions were after the video. She walked around the room to listen and observe students sharing their thinking. Anna created a FANBOYS fan with appropriate sayings for students to recall when to use the conjunction. Anna had practice sentences on the board that students used their show me board to choose the right answer. She told the students specific instructions, so there were no misunderstandings.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students were able to do the activity about common and least common characteristics.  This allowed them to start thinking about what this means when discussing genes.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Groups were determined by data from a previous quiz. Transition to groups was smooth. Differentiation occurred through modification of double bubble maps and colored coded grouping.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Students were very engaged in you opening with the Brain Pop video. Your rapport and student questioning kept the students engaged.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette used a powerpoint which included the standard and essential question. She had students engaged and listening. She encouraged the ones who needed extra support and had students write sentences using the correct form of irregular past verbs.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Showing the pictures of the setting of the story was a great way to assess prior knowledge.  There needed to be more interaction within the lesson.   Good job of focusing on the vocabulary at the beginning of the lesson.  Ask more open ended questions.  Maybe you could have given them a portion of a cartoon strip, and then have them to make an inference about what would happen next. Then, have them draw and color the rest of the story or the conclusion. (Just an idea).

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students were actively engaged during the lesson. They were looking through their story for information on the questions. The closing incorporated all the standards ,and allowed for review of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students really enjoyed this lesson and activity.  Savanna did a great job facilitaing the lesson.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Students should figure out on ther own which textiles fit each animal.In this clas she told them the answer. Not many oppotunities for questoning. The lesson has independent practice that is checked by the teacher before they move on. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did an excellent job modeling multiplying fractions.  She created an easy way for students to remember the order of the steps needed to multiply whole numbers and fractions.  She also used drawings and manipulatives to demonstrate multiplying fractions.  The students were engaged and asked great questions.  Ms. Montgomery answered the questions well and posed higher level thinking questions to the students.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students were very engaged and worked well moving throughout the room.  Great job handling manipulatives and maximizing teaching/learning time.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		The lesson was informative and engaging. She had multiple hands on activities.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		She presented a very creative lesson and it was well presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I like the changes you made to your lesson. Your opening activity was fun, and the students were actively engaged. They had fun "testing" to see if they had the inherited traits, and you did a good job with follow up questions to help them better understand inherited traits. You allowed students to work in small groups (opening activity) and used guided instruction throughthe reading (News Reporters). My Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way for students to show understanding of main idea and supportive details of today's lesson. It also gave students the opportunity to work independently.  Continue to work on transitions from one activity to the next to make your lesson flow more smoothly.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Students were on task and engaged throughout.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This was a fast paced lesson that the children really enjoyed!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Introduction was strong and students were engaged. You did a great job letting the students know they were on task and positively reinforce them. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very good activator, really grabbed their attention with the Flocabulary song and reviewing what an adjective was. They also loved the summary, when they had to think about adjectives to describe themselves. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher introduced new lesson as students sat down.  Instructions were explained and lesson was immediately started.  Students were attentive and excited about the game.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of strategies during the lesson such as a powerpoint presentation, a video and punctuation magnets, which allowed students to move around and place the magnets in the sentences where punctuation was needed.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Show don't tell writing lesson gave students practice in rewriting sentences to be more descriptive by adding sensory details to their writing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great use of Technology and written information. Great use of timing to make sure students understood what was being assessed. Students were activiely engaged and focused. Great use of making sure students stayed focused and understood the Standards assessed  in the lesson. Memory chants were used to help students remember the Water Cycle.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		This was a wonderful lesson! Alex spent the week teaching about different characteristics of the different types of soil. He used a variety of methods to teach and reinforcet this concept. Today he had stations with each of the tpes of soil that allowed the students to observe them using hand lenses, touch them, and view how they hold water. This allowed students to better wrap their heads around the words and illustrations they had been exposed to earlier in the week. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Students are discussing each chapter in small groups.  Ms. Phillips asked thought provoking questions such as:  Would you have acted the same as the character?  Why or why not?  If you would have acted differently, what would you have done and why?  What evidence in the text backs up your decisions?

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily is so comfortable in the teaching role.  She was able to redirect the students and keep the lesson & activity moving along. The students were completely engaged in making their "main idea" map.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Use of video was a good introduction to get the students thinking as well as a visual of the topic being taught.  You made connections to our novel we are reading for the students to understand the reality of the events taking place.  You asked thought provoking questions that made the students think about what was happening.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You do a great job of talking to the students in positive encouraging voices. This really helps encourage the students to keep trying even if they get stuck. I love the way that you ask students "what" questions to keep them on track and making them justify every step of their problems. I loved that your lesson used white boards, task cards and teacher instruction. To add peer interaction to this lesson you can utalize strategies like turn and talk, check your partners board or share your answers with your table. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Reffered to real world experience (Referred to the lesson we did previously were the students touch and mainpulted the different types of soil.) -Had them follow along with you when you went over directions. -Highlighted headings for hte lowere students. -Included positive praise to students following directions. (Moved clips up) 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Showing a silent video with actual photographs of immigrants on a ship and seeing the Statue of Liberty made an impact on students.  These primary sources/artifacts really makes history come to life for students! Viewing guide worked well for all types of learners.  This enabled students to note which information from the powerpoint was the most important to remember.  Powerpoint was full of rich vocabulary.  You may want to include the meaning of a few higher level words.  Ex:  origin (where immigrants came from) Melting Pot example was execellent!  You compared the meaning to the ingredients in Chicken Noodle Soup and gave students a visual example to connect the meaning.  Great job! I would have liked more pictures  throughout the powerpoint. You used higher levels of questions in your closing that stimulated a deeper level of thinking.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Lesson connected to prior learning (After WWII American soldiers returned home.) -Lesson was engaging and students were excited about the topic. -You used higher order questions (How would veterans help boost the economy?) -Use of PPT kept the lesson flowing and provided a visual with content vocabulary.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with the students, especially since third graders have difficulty with the element of time.  The students also loved the opening video clip.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was on the Jim Crow Laws.  The activator was very engaging and memorable.  Ms. Roberts showed a reading of Dr. Suess' Sneetches and related it to how unfair Jim Crow Laws were in the Reconstruction Era.  The students were able to make a connection.  The information Ms. Roberts shared on a PowerPoint was clear, easy to understand, and accurate.  The students read a passage to get more inforation about Jim Crow Laws and then used what they learned to complete a graphic organizer to show their understanding.  Ms. Robert also provided several higher order thinking questions on a Ticket Out the Door.  For differentiation, she provided a non-english speaking student a translated copy of the passage and questions.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The activity was very creative and a fun game for students. Ms. Rudolph did not seem very prepared with the lesson. There were times that she was unsure of what some parts of Point of View were. Students were engaged in the activity. But unsure or what to do. The class that she worked with is low, so they need more guidance and practice. Other pointers: Be more prepared…. When reviewing the lesson and going thru the lesson.  Ask students open ended questions like. .... POV- 1st-  “ I” “me” “my” 2nd-  Your and you 3rd-  all knowing … ominscient ; limited- he, she, they 

Activity- Sentences could have had more variety and more complex for some students in the group who are above.

Overall students liked the game! 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The children were presented the Language lesson on compound words. Kristal went over a Google Chart that provided the children the opportunity to use the interactive board (which they love!) and receive immediate feedback! Once the children were in small groups, Kristal differentiated the lesson depending on the reading level of the children. She read the book "If You Give a Pig a Pancake." The children found the compound words and made their own plate of pancakes with the compound words written on it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Excellent lesson.  I really like that you reviewed information from the two previous days.  Great job modeling what is expected of the students and providing high order thinking.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ms. Shelton used a quick video that helped explain "how" and "why" we show respect to our Veterans. She then made a T chart to list the How and Why. She clarified misconceptions along the way. All students were highly engaged.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He brought a guitar to teach the students about sound and he explain using examples what each vocabulary word means. Students were engaged and participating during the lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lesson had time he worked whole group as well as time where students worked alone. It gave him time to walk around and help the students who were struggling with a problem. I think for his opening it was good but maybe add some movement to it.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The theme of the lesson, "Contraction Surgery", hooked the students immediately. They were thoroughly engaged throughout the lessson as they put on their imaginary gloves and mask in preparation for "contraction surgery." Highlights of the lesson included diffentiated learning activities for each of the five groups as well as smooth transitions and positive feedback for student responses.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		This  was such a great lesson on Point of View in narratives. The lesson ran smoothly, and the students had no room for play. They were actively  engaged the entire time. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make a connection to the learning goal that is being taught.  At the beginning of each lesson, make sure you let the students know what they are going to be learning. You made good use of the powerpoint that was created to explain subtraction with regrouping.  Even though the students have some prior knowledge of this task, breaking the problems down more and slowing down your explanations for the students will benefit their understanding.  Your explanation of why you bowwored a set of ten and added the number to the ones place was great!  Always walk around the classroom checking the students for understanding.  Make sure to set expectations for the boards so students do not get off task by doodling. You had good thought into your game for the students to play.  However, make sure the students understand fully how to play before dismissing them to their groups.  Always "play" the game for them so they can see the expectations of how to accomplish the task at hand.  Many students did not understand and they had many off tasks behaviors because of it.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Before you start a lesson, make sure that you have all student's attention and you set the expectations before starting.  Another suggestion is to make sure certain students are not beside each other when you call students down to the rug.  Go ahead and avoid negative behaviors that you know will arise by them sitting together. You started off asking the students to tell you what an antonym is as a quick review.  This was a great use of prior knowledge and led you into the lesson about synonyms. You had in your plans to start off why a synonym song. However, you did not play the synonym song in your activator until after you taught them about synonyms in your lesson.  Going over your lessons before you teach is key to a smooth lesson. The power point you used to help teach synonyms was great.  The students really seemed to enjoy the power point.  I would have liked to have seen you explain what a synonym is, how you can use synonyms to enhance your writing, or where you could find synonyms such as a thesaurus.  You did state that you can use a thesaurus like we have done previously (in your explanation of the task you had them do), but did not go into detail about using one.  It would have been good to reiterate how to use one (Review like they have never seen one before). You did have to stop several times because of negative behaviors.  Remember it is okay to stop your lesson until you can gain the attention of all learners.  You did ask them to stop talking, etc.. however they kept on doing it.  Make sure your tone is in a positive way and not negative. The sentence strip partner activity was a great activity to have the students up and moving around.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Nice class participation! Good questioning.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		The children loved the Easter hunt and activity! They were engaged and actively involved in the lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great discussion with students at conclusion of lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you allow students to explain key points of the lesson. Good job on giving back reinforcement. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure you are walking around the room and talking with the students to ensure that they are understanding the material taught. Also, make sure you are explaining what you are talking about while you are writing on the board. When students are answering a question make sure you restate the question and the answer that the student has given. This will help the studetns to remember what the question was and understand the answer to that question.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Read Aloud used to anchor lesson...wonderful oral reader, great questioning and feedback. Great guided practice and independent practice for "Sentence/Non-Sentence" Even though lesson had to be broken up due to schedule, it flowed beautifully and all activites meshed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		I really liked how you used the sticky notes, that engaged the students to answer and stay on task! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Students were asked to explain the responsibilty of the national government. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Review lesson on area and perimeter.  Ms. Taylor did an excellent job of reviewing both skills using Brain Pop, Promethean, and indepedent practice.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		T-Chart in lesson kept students involved and popcorn Reading was effective for the class novel

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany previewed social studies skills for 4th grade with the students. She introduced the social studies skill with a reading standard of comparing and contrasting.   I loved how you compared and contrasted the two indian tribes. It was a well thought out lesson with technology and graphic organizers.   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students were engaged with the Flovocabulary Branches of Government video. I reallly enjoyed your lesson on separation of power and how you presented it to the class.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Students really enjoyed the Flocabulary video over theme. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		What happened to the settlers of Roanoke Colony?  Mystery "hooked" the students from the beginning of the lesson to the end.  Reading and writing across the curriculum integrated in Social Studies.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson began by Ms. Traylor building with prior knowledge of surveying, tally charts, and bar graphs. The lesson was presented clearly and well organized. The students were given Fruit Loops to sort by color. They then created a tally chart identifying the colors. After this the students created their own bar graph based on their surveys. Ms. Traylor asked high order thinking questions. The students actively participated.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This review lesson was a well guided review on main idea of passages.  Natalie gave excellent feedback to students as she was conducting the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Make sure to gain the attention of students before giving directions.  When providing feedback, be specific.  Don't leave them with, "That was vague."

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate had a great tone with tone students throughout the lesson.  With so many varying student levels Ms. Ulstad did a good job with managing the classroom during the reading lesson.  Pleased with how Ms. Ulstad carries on the expectations of the classroom using some of the same managment methods she observes.  

		Vance		Darby		917457706		needed a strong activator

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good use of word problems to build problem solving skills.  Spend more time on reviewing what students already know with the array.  It is important to building the tape diagram.  Spend more time on establishing the know and unkown in the problem.  Good use of questioning throughout the lesson.  ("How do you know?, What do you already know about this problem?)  Don't ask questions like "Are yall ready?"  , students will always answer no!  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The real or imposter game was very engaging!  The kids loved it!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Students spent time in groups. Maybe you could split up students who have frequent behavior problems. Be sure to attend all areas of the classroom. Many students were off task. Giving students a visual timer allows them to keep track of their time. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job showing students different ways to get the answer.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Your activator was great! - Try having the groups written down to help with effective transitions - Make sure each group has a "leader" in order to help them run smoothly. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your activity engaged students by discovering how much a kilogram actually weighs. You controlled the class to limit disruptions. You were able to discuss the results with students while they were making a second attempt. Your closing allowed students to identify newly learned material.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You questioned students for understanding throughout the lesson delivery. Students were engaged and involved throughout the process. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Differentiation will be used during independent centers.
Great introduction of vocabulary review.
Good explanation of text features!
Students were engaged and prepared with all materials necessary for the lesson.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be confident when you teach! Keep the kids involved and on task.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In this lesson, Ms. Witcher read aloud from the texts and she asked multiple thought-provoking during the course of her reading. The lesson transitioned between texts perfectly. She offered remediation and enrichment to students on varying levels of ability. After she led the class, she then broke the students into groups with their leveled texts and guided a group as well. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The activities planned correlate perfectly with standards covered. The motivator and differentiation keep the students interest all throughout the lesson. Transistions and summarizers are present throught the lesson.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides clear encouragment to students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Great open ended questions; comprehension focus was awesome

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren appropriately delivers information to the students. She uses a wide variety of things to teach...promethean, visual aids, real life examples (hamburger) videos etc. She had materials out and ready to go! This minimized distractions and maximized instruction.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like that you utilized the Judy clock when students were having difficulty with the concept.  During the kahoot a student couldn't tell why they answered a certain way, so you may have wanted to prompt her more to verbalize her reasoning. You did a nice job of redirecting off task behaviors.  Students didn't have the opportunity to utilize individual clocks or play time bingo as planned due to time constraints and needing to spend more time with guided practice.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-The lesson helped the students to visualize the impact of water pollution. They loved being involved in the process! -The use of the graphic organizer allowed students to respond throughout the lesson independently. -I liked that you made necessary changes between the two times that you taught the lesson. That's what teachers need to do! 

		Responses (n): 		159

		Response Rate: 		51.46%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		3		3		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I liked the 3-2-1 writing activity.  That was a good way to see if they understood the plant needs and parts of a plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Be very mindful of what students are doing.  Try to catch mistakes early. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The differentiated groups had different modes of learning. It was good to see that the activities involved teamwork and open discussions within the group. The various informative worksheets were engaging and self-directed.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal Assessment was used to determine that students needed extra practice with writing dialogue.  This was determined by looking through the previous week's writing about Pigeon.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Informal observations made throughout the lesson to provide direct feedback to students.  Students were given a short exit ticket to assess learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ticket out the door. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You assess work effectively. Let's continue to work on using their scores for grouping and working with students on skills they are still lacking.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Students had a variety of assessments including completing interactive journal pages in their spiral notebooks, teacher observation, and completing a math page to show what they learned from the lesspn.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Diagnostic- N/A

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears used our data to choose her writing topic.  I love this.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman's questioning skills during the lesson were exceptional.  She used the questioning to keep the students engaged, along with using student responses to informally assess learning and adjust her instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with creating assessment on illuminate and using data after the lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		You have great questioning during instruction, your questions are usually why instead of recall.  You have effective assignments that challenge yet seek students understanding. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown will ask questions of students, but answer them before the student has a chance to answer them. This will not help her understand what the students are missing and what information they truly understand.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Informal observations can be done using verbal questioning and answering. Ticket out the door... 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is great at pointing out the students that throughout the lesson show they are have a difficult time. During the independent time, she takes time to go back to those students and make sure they have a good understanding of the skill.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The variety of activities each will allow her to assess the learning.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Graphic Organizer used to assess students understanding. Also informal questions was used.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Problem sets were used as an assessment.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler involved all the students in the class through asking them questions related to the vocabulary of the topic or process of working the problems.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Quizzizz was used to question students for today's lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		A parts of speech spoons game was played for students to show understanding of the skill. Students were placed in groups and were monitored throughout to check for understanding. A follow up activity: Fill in the mad libs to create a silly story.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students were allowed to work on their own writing *(revision) and apply the skills taught in class. The closing of the lesson allowed for a "check" but also a class discussion to get a pulse on where everyone was. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Assessments were varied and gave you good information about how the student comprehended your lessons.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was simple and completed with in the secssion.  Homework nor quizzes were needed for the lesson.  He should have collected and assessed the sequencing activity. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran asked questions throughout the stem activities and students had to record their attempts and findings.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Great questioning; What does the numerator represent in a fraction?

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis effectively monitored the students' progress throughout the lesson. She looked at their work afterward to gage who was still struggling and who was making progress. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		An informal assessment was given at the end of the lesson.  Students were able to complete the task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The graphic organizer was graded on if they gathered the correct information. The reading comp was a continuation, so it would be continued the following day.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job creating above, on level, and below level assessments!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		She used observation and questioning during the lesson to assess studnent understanding during the lesson, and then she used a ticket out the door for final comprehension.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessments for the lesson was teacher observations because it was the beginning of the unt.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Documentation in journal and classroom allowed opportunities for students to discover and elaborate on in classroom discussions. Ms. Duncan also provided open-ended questions engaging students prompting them to think.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well with her assessments. She used the assessments to provide individual conferences for students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The questions you asked in small group help guide your instruction. You knew where the students were struggling and how to help them understand.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great worksheet activity that was well created for the students to understand the diffferences of the two. It also, had the students to reason within themselves of why we have climate vs weather.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Writings were Awesome, from the teaching... the students knew exactly what to do because they incorporated in their discussion. It showed evidence that they understood and knew the material! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Having students come up and correct sentences was a great way to involve them and check for understanding. Ask the class- Is this correct? How many errors? This will help keep those focused while the student is physically making the corrections on the board. Rubric was clear and detailed. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		It was great that you incorporated writing in the science lesson. Having them write a summary is perfect to know who understood the lesson and who did not. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I like that you utilized their interactive journals.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Good questioing and teacher observation. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to display a variety of assessment methods throughout the lesson. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She used the tactile building of time on the individual clocks as well as the data she gained from the hour and half-hour telling time worksheet.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Use of STAR Reading scores to determine what support was needed, as well as the use of the IEP plans.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diagnostic was not used in this lesson- so I did not have a way to score it.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Used questioning during and after instruction and teacher observation of students working to informally assess students. Students completed a project B-M-E as a closing activity.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor used a Kohoots array game as part of the assessment/review. The students were very engaged and enjoyed the activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure when you are assessing students that you are assess based on their level. This class performances at a higher level of learning, so the lessons should have been tailored towards their level . 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones is very observant and recognizes students who are and are not "getting" the material presented.  He does extremely well with informal assessments.  He also uses quizzes and writing prompts to get a more accurate picture of how well the students are progressing to master standards.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Discussed and shared territories resources. What is the “Big Deal”?  Why did we want this land?  Many kids had opportunities to share suggestions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna created differentiated worksheets for students based on their reading levels. She constantly allowed students to share their thinking with one another, and she walked around the room to check for understanding. Allowed students to think for an appropriate time before they share their answer.
She allowed students to voice their reasoning, even if their answer was not correct. Students feel like it is okay to make mistakes, it is a natural part of learning. She allowed students to use their fan to think about which conjunction is the best for each sentence.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The peanut book was a very clever assessment tool. The students enjoyed making it and were excited about the facts they learned about George Washington Carver.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Great lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Use of the worksheet to assess what they learned. Try 3, 2, 1 strategy or maybe you could have started a KWL chart at the beginning of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of questioning! I like how you used vocabulary of both statement and telling sentence to familiarize the students with vocabulary words that mean the same thing. The self checklist was useful for them to evaluate themselves on their use of questions and telling sentences.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Skills that were assessed were a culmination of the skills that had been taught throughout the unit.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson differentiated her lesson for higher achieving students.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You were able to evaluate student learning through effective questioning (What is is an inherited trait? What is a dominant trait? What is a recessive trait? What is the difference between a recessive and a dominant trait? Compare/contrast learned behavior and inherited trait.)  The Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way to assess student understanding of main idea and supporting details.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson included several components for assessment of information. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Try to incorporate more questioning and higher order thinking questions. You had great recall questions which is DOK 1 and 2. Try to get in those level 3 and 4.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding. This is a great way to see what students are understanding the concept. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher walked around to help with anyone who needed help.  Offered scaffolding and informally assessed students.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		As a summarizer, Paige gave students a chance to show how to use quotation marks by having them complete a worksheet. Students checked their partner's worksheet.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		During her writing lesson, she broke the activity down into an "I do/You do" writing assignment that helped to scaffold their learning. Advanced students could write their own show don't tell sentences while lower student had vocabulary words to help build their sentences.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is proficient in using all three types of assessments.  She reviewed previous events in the story by asking 5-W's and H questions.  Then students also summarized after reading each chapter and discussed major events that  lead to a change in the character's behavior.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The lesson had wonderful questioning techniques and checking for student mistakes. This allows for students to understand where they made mistakes. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-The students loved the "What Am I?" summarizer. -Students worked together on the task, but showed their indivdual knowledge with the ticket out the door. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Student answers to questions allowed you to check for understanding.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts always does a nice job observing students during instruction and adjusting instruction accordingly.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal informally questioned the children during the large group instruction. Once the children were in small group, the students had to find the compound words.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		After completeing the T chart whole group, the students went back to their tables to fill in their writing web with the "how" and "whys" they want to use in their writing. Then they used their graphic organizer to write their paragraph. Attention was made to remember to write a topic sentence, details, and a closure that lets the reader know to stop reading.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		A Ticket Out the Door was used as a summarizing activity to quickly check student mastery of the lesson. The Ticket Out the Door resembled a doctor's nametag to go along with the lesson's "surgery" theme.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Having the poster with their responses travel around the room not only gave them an opportunity to show what they know, but it also provided examples from previous groups. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The synonym color bucket activity was a fun activity to have students complete to check for understanding. One suggestion would be to give the students all the materials that are needed when you gave out the paint swatches.  You only handed them the color bucket when they completed writing on the paint swatches.  By giving them all the proper materials will help them accomplish the task faster then waiting on you to go to each student to hand them the material.  One students sat and played instead of telling you he was finished.  You did a good job walking around the room during the task, but reiterate to those that aren't doing their work to complete it and not play.  You did a good job praising the student who was working quietly.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to question the students as you are teaching (like a review).. This will help the students understand the concepts taught and will give them so extra practice from the previous lessons. Go over what was taught the day before or even the previous weeks.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Super!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great questioning! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job asking open ended questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Students were encouraaged to share their theories on what happened to the colonists.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Formative and summative assessments were given appropriately. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor observed the students mastory of the lesson by observation during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Build a good habit of always questioning students to check their understanding.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember that students need feedback. This is in lesson, during classwork and summative assessments. You must let the students know how they did and how they can improve.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic not observed

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		All  assessing was done with integrity. Ms. Witcher's assessing was done throughout the lesson; during guided practice with her group she assessed them on recognizing settings. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students are assessed correctly through exit tickets, Ms. Witcher takes diagnostic notes over what students are struggling with, and makes detailed recommendations on how to assist them. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She asked multiple questions to help her observe mastery of the subject taught. There was a balance between guided instruction and independent practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		During the lesson you determined that students were not understanding based on questioning and did not continue with the lesson, but instead took the time to reteach.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You did well with questions but you want to give them more questions that involve the "why." Have them explain there thoughts even when they are wrong. It's important to hear what they are thinking, so that you can clear up any misconceptions.

		Responses (n): 		90

		Response Rate: 		29.13%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		3		3		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		3		3		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		3		3		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Classroom management is a skill that is developed over time. You are doing a very good job - especially considering you are with these students only 2 days a week.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I'm sorry for the technical difficulties  I know that getting them out of their normal routine and in a different classroom made it more difficult.   The lesson was well organized and the kids are excited about taking care of "their" plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, The lesson had good flow.  Make sure you are giving very clear, specific directions.  This will cut down on confussion and the students will be more on task.  Also, make sure you don't ask them "are you ready", say "I'm looking to see who is ready".  If you ask, they will surely answer you.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		keep in mind that when you are planning lessons, think ahead of what kind of movements you'll like to see..... that either create or prevents classroom disruptions. Always try to address blurting out or repeated interruptions immediately because it can be very distracting to others and rob other students of a chance to share their ideas. Order is important. Too much chatter while you were giving directions ; cannot turn your backs on students for long... 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		spoke with intern regarding her lesson with the following points to consider 1. being more assertive (having more of a teacher type voice and telling the students information when teaching instead of an inquiring tone) 2. being the teacher instead of relating to the students in a child like way.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass quickly corrected students who were off task and brought them back into the discussion.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good classroom management.  Students were engaged the entire lesson and felt comfortable sharing their thoughts and ideas.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Professionalism is a strength!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Make sure all students remain in there seats. Use the Dojo system. You could have had an advanced student as a "pizza checker" to help check papers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The students were distracted today but you did a great job of redirecting and keeping them engaged. You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		When Ms. Bowman saw that a student was off-task, she redirected him by asking that student a question, and/or moved the student closer to her to encourage on-task behavior. Ms. Bowman uses a lot of humor during her instruction which to students really enjoy. Ms. Bowman is very professional in her appearance and actions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students love you. You attend to every child, your professional, you seek constructive critism, and you work very hard in the classroom to make sure you are putting kids first. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown was unable to control the behavior of the students during this lesson, which caused her to become frustrated and end the lesson early. During the lesson, Ms. Brown tends to stay at the front of the room, instead of circling to make sure students remain on task during the lesson. Too much time is spent on redirecting the students' behavior, which causes them to get off task even more,

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		When correcting off task behaviors, make sure you call out individual students and not just the students as a whole group.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Communicate behavior expectations at the beginning of your lessons. Re-direct off task behavior immediately. This observation was made by Kati Brown and I completed this eval. based on notes that Ms. Brown gave me. It seems like it was a really good lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Great classroom manager

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am pleased with the way Caroline manages the classroom. She tolerated more noise than I do, but has not problem redirecting off task students and bringing students back together after group work.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton shows professionalism in the classroom.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is doing an incredible job at LSES. She truly gets to know each student and cares about them. She gives positive feedback and also redirects behavior when needed. She went into a classroom and saw a substitute demeaning two struggling students for not completing work correctly and she pulled those students into our classroom and provided extra support in a positive manner. She is an exceptional teacher because she not only teaches the student, she also cares about the student.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She quietly redirected a student to get back on task and pay attention.  Well done.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Had a teacher at one center and monitored other. Students were engaged.  Warned student about noise level and losing the privilege of working in groups.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Behavior was addressed as needed. Having a way to call the class' attention back to you would be beneficial. Using give me 5 or another attention getter would be effective.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You exhibited fabulous classroom control...much improved since the beginning of the year! You always dressed appropriately and looked very professional. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All groups were engaged and maintaining appropriate behaviors.  

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The closing activity was a great idea, but may have needed to be modified for this class. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You always use such a pleasant, encouraging voice with the students. It's OK to take Dojos points (or any other behavior management ideas you may want to try) -with off task behavior. Sometimes the students are "trying you out" and want to see how far they can push it. Try to "nip that" from the beginning. Good job sending N away from D once you realized they were off task. You traveled around the classroom well and attended to those that needed help.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		During the explanation of how taxes impacted the Boston Tea Party, the example was given that the taxes were unfair and "it sucks." It is not professional behavior to use that phrase in front of students as part of the lesson. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		You have done such a great job taking over the classroom! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior management was maintained throughout the day while teaching all students in first grade.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior was re-directed when students were off task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students seem engaged and eager to learn more about Jacques Cartier.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed the behavior expectation before the lesson. She used the classroom management devices, "clap once if you hear my voice..." and "If my back is turned, there is no talking."

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The center rotations seemed to be a bit tricky, but were perfect by the end of the day.  This does take time to learn how to manage enthusiastic learners. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a fantastic job managing the classroom. The students respond well to her. The lesson today required rulers, which were a distraction for most children. In the beginning, she asked students to put all rulers down, but as the lesson went on, students were not redirected to place them on their desk so they could focus on the instruction. During the lesson, she also had to write on the board to collect the data, which caused her to have her back turned to the class. Next time, have a student be the data recorder to ensure all areas of the room are being watched. Also, remember to use calls, such as "Ready to Listen, Ready to Learn" when trying to pull the students back together.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is very professional in the school atmosphere. She even attended PTO on Thursday night, which is not an obligation of her. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan manages the classroom well keeping the students engaged. She allows them to discover, discuss and engage managing the volume and attentitiveness in a positie manner.  She moels what she expects after they have explored. She is always dressed professionally. She has gone above and beyond helping fill in where she can. She volunteered to fill in as an assistant for my STEM Club when I had a conflict. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		She continues to be very professional with students, administrators, coworkers, and parents.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your conversation with the students made them want to do well for you. You noticed off-task behavior. Remember that you are the teacher and you can correct this behavior when you see it. My only complaint is to increase your voice level. Gain the attention of all students prior to giving instructions or discussions. Good job.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic job monitoring and keeping the students on task and focused!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Superb job! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Rubric- Have students read each level to clearly understand the expectations. You can even use an example of a level 4 or 5. Also you can give them a mini rubric to keep at their desk. This can also be stapled to their paper for grading. Time- set a time limit and work expectations. Topic- Great way to involve the students in the topic choices. Brain Pop- You can skip questions if they are too hard or above the standard. BP jr has only 5 questions and are usually more appropriate. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You moved around the room calling on various tables/students which helped to keep everyone focused. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I liked that you knew to challenge Brooke to do the work on her own first.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You wlaked around and helped kids during independent practice. Remember you can also do this during the task part of your lesson. -Redirect kids that are off taks (ie. playign with pencils etc.) You can do this by simply taping htem on the shoulder or removing the item that is distracting them. You may need readdress your expectations to the class if you noticed several off task. -Model vocabulary by breaking it down into its prefix/root word/ suffix. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GREAT job!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor has a great affinity with people of all ages, especially her students and other children. She is skilled in connecting with students.  Taylor is advanced in her ability to teach simple concepts, as well as more advanced topics. She also has exceptional written and verbal communication skills with both parents and teachers.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and a joy to work with.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Much better with assertiveness with the students.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez always comes to class prepared. She is very one-to-one with the students  and cares a great deal about them. She takes initiative and has gone above and beyond since her first day with me. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		There was constant monitoring of all students and any students getting off task were immediately redirected. Students were praised for good behavior and encouraged to do their best during the activity. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Watch for those students yelling out. You might want to set the expectation before you begin.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Do not talk over them. Take a second to stop and make sure you have everyone with you, especially during instructions. You could easily say, "If you can hear my voice, clap once" or clap to get their attention. Just make sure that they are in control, even though you do want them to have fun. The front table was off task the entire time. They were shouting out and being very disrespectful...you could have stayed with that table, taken away DOJO, or seperated anyone from the group. I loved the positive praise of the ones on task, but when that is not working, you have to do something in order to get those children's attention. This is why quick 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey is always professional in her demeanor. She works very hard to do her very best in all she does. She will make a fantastic educator!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students enjoyed the lesson on arrays.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure to keep students attention throughtout the lesson. When students are working in stations, remember to remind them of the expectations in the station. One of the groups was constantly talking and not working as instructed.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Classroom management and professionalism are consistently Mr. Jones' strongest areas!

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		“All set - you bet” regained students attention.  Don’t be hesitant to use your teacher voice.  “Ok, let’s reel it back in.”  Kids are really antsy with Spring Break coming up.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job making sure that students knew how to use "mirrors" correctly. She stopped, explained it, and then the students tried again. She did a wonderful job using positive redirection, "if you are out of your seat, please find it." If I see the eraser in the air, it is mine." She used an appropriate voice level throughout the whole lesson. She encouraged students to make the smart choice. She used class dojo to maintain positive reinforcement when students chose the right behavior.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Management is improving! :)

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She redirects students and regains their attention of ones who aren't paying attention in a positive way. She gives lots of praise to students who are working quietly and participaing in the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I realize that I should not give all exemplary, however, I would be doing Madison and The University of West Georgia an injustice if I gave her anything less!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure to monitor all areas of the classroom when you are teaching as well as when you are working with another teacher.  Watch the tone of your voice as well as your facial expressions.  Give them a little bit more time to answer a question before you move on.  Encourage them with positive feedback. and if they answer a question incorrectly, say something positive like: "You're on the right track." "or that's not quite right; but, good try.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students were actively engaged and involved inthe lesson as you monitored their activites through walking around the room.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson displays a professional demeanor. I encourage her to make sure to address all areas of students. Once during the lesson, it seemed as if Ms. Nelson was only talking to those in the front half of the room.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon has worked very hard on syntax, and grammar and has nearly completed her goal.  Well done!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure to position yourself in the room so that your back isn't to any one group of students for an extended period of time.  Remember to try taking the "links" as that seems to help and is a "quiet" attention getter, but also allow for appropriate noise when doing certain group activities.

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sometimes she is just a little quiet, but has a nice voice.  :)

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Good job getting every student's attention before you began teaching!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Have confidence in yourself and what you are doing. You had a great lesson and were prepared. Don't let the small humans intimidate you. They need to know that you are in control. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan is always professional and has a great relationship with the students.  She did a great job of walking around the room to monitor students as they worked in partners and invdivdually.  Remember to use the behavior clip system if/when neccessary whe students are off task or showing great behavior. This will ensure they are all listening and completing work in a timely manner. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher kept students attentive and their attention on her.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige uses attention signals and praises when needed to keep students motivated and engaged throughout the lesson.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students were actively engaged in her lesson with little to no disruptions.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at making sure all students stay focused. She redirects immediately any issues that arise. She conferences when necessary one on one with a student. She motivates them to do their best and is more than willing to differentiate and teach to the top as well as reaching those who are struggling.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is an amazing teacher and truly has a heart for students.  She will inspire her students to achieve great things.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite consistently uses an appropriate tone with the students and addresses inapporpriate behavior immediatley.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily continues to impress me with her rapport with the students.  She always maintains control - in a kind and encouraging manner.  The students ( and me)  love her!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job managing the class. Students were engaged and participated throughout the whole lesson. I love your tone and the use of timers to keep students on task. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Used "All Eyes on Me" consistently. -Encouraged kids toward the correct directions when they were stuck. -Consider adding a question to your activity sheet that allowes the students to apply the knowledge gained. This will up the rigor of the lesson. (open-ended) -Great job using adjectives to describe the soils Neice way to integrate subjects. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You explained your expectations at the beginning of the lesson. You addressed off task behaviors immediately and effectively.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Explain behavior  expectations before the lesson and consistently implement it.  (You did this with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th blocks) -You had a student at the computer to transition between slides.  This allowed you to circulate the room. -Good job complimenting tables that were on task.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has been able to make a connection with even some of the more challenging students.  She maintains control of the classroom easily and redirects or uses our classroom management system when necessary.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Check your grammar/spelling when writing your lesson plans. During the lesson with the children, grammar/directions were well thought out.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Quickly handled off task behavior.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie consistently uses strategies to make sure students are engaged and not misbehaving.  She sticks to consequences and uses positive reinforcement.  She is able to manage the classroom, so that students are learning. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and is well prepared for all his lessons.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Student behavior was outstanding throughout the lesson. Although all students transitioned to the floor for group work during part of the lesson, the voice level remained low and students were focused and engaged throughout the learning activity.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sometimes with this group, it is necessary to be a little louder so you can be heard over them. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Again, by making sure you have everyone's attention before starting the lesson and setting expectations is key to having a smooth lesson.  Remember, positive reinforcements help with students who are not doing the right thing.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make sure you have the full classes attention before starting a lesson.  This will promote your expectations.  Don't be afraid to discipline as needed.  The behavior plan is put in place to help off task behaviors. You did a good job moving around to the different groups to check for understanding. Set expectations before you have students move throughout the classroom.  Students need explicit directions and consistent behavior consequences. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good job calling on children who were not paying attention. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You have done an amazing job this year. I have enjoyed watching you grow as a teacher this year. You are an incredible teacher. The children love you! We are all going to miss you terribly! GREAT JOB!!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good modeling of how to handle materials, classroom management was much better this lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure if you are giving them a warning that you follow through with the warning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Impeccable grammar, syntax, etc.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Professional and well spoken.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Really enforced vocabulary! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany, I really enjoyed watching you teach this lesson on the Spearation of power. This is a very tough skill for students to master. Students were engaged and you controled the classroom when it was a partner activity using the strategy NOISE. The differentiated activity was well thought out. Next tim, another way to differentiate is to give the lower students the phrases for them to paste on the graphic organzier. Also, when presenting on the board, make sure your words are large enough for students to see. Great job!!!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		She maintains a well structured class.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		It is obvious the students respect Ms. Towe.  She does  a great job maintaining classroom procedures and keeping students on task.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Challenged students during the lesson on main idea.  Appropriate classroom management.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor's classroom management is extremely professional. She attends to all areas of the classroom and redirects behavior in a positive and timely manner. She challenges students to do their best.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad did a great job on her lesson.  She is attentive to students and does well setting high expectations and maintaining them. She will make an excellent teacher!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Redirects well and calmness!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		You are always very positive and encouraging.  Be mindful of off task behavior and take care of it right away.  

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great monitoring in the classroom! - It is obvious how comfortable you are with the kids!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		When students are taking notes, walk around for a little quick check to make sure they are understanding the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to make sure subject/verb agreement is correct prior to writing comments on graded papers. For example, "Where is your units?" This should be, "Where are your units?". This could be a poor reflection on you by parents.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney does a great job of observing my teaching and using similar techniques in her own teaching experience. She also puts her own twist on teaching the skill and makes it a lot of fun for the students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You monitored the class and redirected students that were off task. The timer was a great way to keep the centers moving. You used strategies that the students are used to using. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara was very able to take her initial lesson and rethink it in a way that fit students' needs, which is an important skill as a teacher.  

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Good job redirecting off task behavior.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams was monotone throughout the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is an area where Ms. Williams will definitely get stronger with more experience and her own classroom.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher had no behavioral problems during her lesson. She modeled effective teaching in her lesson delivery, her vocabulary, and tone. She challenged the students to do their best. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher is the model of professionalism. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		We have a very difficult student in the classroom, and Caroline redirects the student in a timely manner with dignity as well as consistency.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Overall, the lesson was very good. Lauren is an excellent teacher who makes learning exciting and fun!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna is quick to take care of needed redirection.  She is always professional in her mannerisms. Jenna puts forth effort to support our students and school by attending after hours school functions.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Great job adding prefixes to the lesson. It is always good to integrate the subjects when possible. 

		Responses (n): 		121

		Response Rate: 		39.16%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Loved the use of Google maps! The students got so excited when you demonstrated how to locate the state, city & school on the map in 3D.  Great use of technology! The flip books helped bring the lesson together! Great job!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		It was my pleasure to be your teacher-supervisor.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A should work on her professionalism (mannerisms and actions) towards the students.  It is okay to relate with students and talk to them but not on their social/emotional level.   It seems as if Miss A wants the students to like her and my goal was to convey to her that she is the teacher in the class not their friend.  You don't have to be mean to be the teacher in the classroom but she will need to be more firm and assertive.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Grow: Challenge students to turn facts into opinions and vice versa Glow: Nice teacher made anchor chart! Good use of technology timer to pace students!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		This was a great lesson that focused on what students were interested in, yet provided them with with a rigorous activity that required a lot of thoughtfulness.  Students were extremely engaged in the writing process.  Alexis used previous assessment to determine that this was an area of need for the students in her class.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, very well thought out and organized lesson plan. Be sure to work on wait time and off task behavior. Most students seemed engaged and excited to learn the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your lessons are very strong and you are showing growth and improvement as the semester progresses. You are open to feedback and welcome suggestions for improvement. Keep up the great work!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Awsome lesson!  Great job on getting down to the students' level.  You used a variety of teaching strategies to reach all learners.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		It has been a pleasure having Ms. Bowman in my classroom this year.  Anyone can see through her actions, that she really loves helping children learn and become better people.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The test of a good teacher is that the teacher is able to adjust instruction based on student's grasp of the concept being presented. You asked thorough questions and determined that students had misconceptions about the concept. You then adjusted your lesson to reteach and clarify misconceptions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Teaching has improved some since last lesson, however classrroom management is still an area of concern. Remember it is ok to give kids consequences. You are here to be their teacher, not their friend.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good lesson!

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		I thoroughly enjoyed this lesson.  The students were engaged and learned the process for multiplying fractoins.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Overall, this lesson was a great review of intro and conclusion to help support the students with their current writing project. Be sure to not get focused on the Social Studies aspects of the lesson and spend too much time explaining concepts they should already know. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You have grown so much during your time at CES!  I can't wait to hear about your creative teaching at SHE!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.  The use of technology retained their attention, and was a great method to deliver instruction, as well as assess their level of understanding.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis taught a science  lesson on pollution. It included hands on activities and kept the students engaged and involved.  She did an excellent job of presenting the information.  

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Our time was limited due to a previous lesson running longer than expected, but Ms. Day did a good job of adapting to the time we had to implement the lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		This was a very engaging lesson for students.  They could really feel, see, and experience the lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo demonstrates lots of good attibutes of becoming a great teacher. Teaching seems to come so easy to her.   She is a natural in the classroom and among the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Very well planned lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Work on time management to ensure that you are able to manage all areas of the classroom

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are ready for your own classroom!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		See notes that I typed for you to help guide your next lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Super!  Students loved the lesson and the movement within the classroom.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Keep up the great work! We are blessed to have Raikel in our classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I enjoy having Kara in my classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan would be an asset to any team. I would be proud to work with her. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		An all around person who has done a Fantastic job in the classroom! The students have learned so much under her teaching ability! Kudos, to Mrs. Faulkner!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was great and it was well planned out. Truly feel the kids understands the difference between Climate vs Weather.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher works well with students and is sensentive to diverse learning styles.  She recognizes areas where she needs to improve in regards to lesson planning and execution.  She exhibits a love for the students and is open to growth.  

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Great job!! Keep it up! Thanks for always having a great attitude. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Awesome, fun lesson! You did a great job teaching this science standard!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		This was a great lesson to teach students about ten more, ten less, one more, and one less. Excellent job!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great Job! I enjoyed your lesson and so did the kids! 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor accomplishes all tasks with both a positive attitude and with great initiative.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley was able to revisit the lesson in the second class due to struggles on the first delivery.  The lesson was more focused on the standard the 2nd time and provided students time to do the activity.  I think this whole lesson was a good learning experience.  Concepts are taught in different grades to a deeper extent- so its important to cover the standard only- avoiding additional information that could be confusing.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby's lessons are well designed and innovative and interesteing for the students. She puts lots of timne in to her planning to ensure that she is engaging of all of the students throughout the lesson. She delivers well, has good and positive classroom management and is an overall asset to my classroom. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		High expectations are evident.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		She is one of the better student teachers that I have had the pleasure to have in my classroom. She will be an awesome and effective educator.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson!  Very well thought out and delivered!  

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I loved the cards with plant parts that students had to identify using everyday foods.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Taylor in my classroom. She has provided much needed small group instruction and one-on-one instruction. During her whole group lessons and her 2 week teaching period, I have been able to work with needy students individually.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You did very well during your second full week of instruction. The lesson you created on cells was very engaging. The activities you created aligned perfectly with the standard and it was easy to assess if the students mastered the standard based on their performance task. You've did a great job this year! 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones created a organized lesson plan. The students were engaged in the different centers she created. They were involved and answered rigorous questions throughout the lesson.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna is a fantastic teaching candidate. She teaches with such grace and natural ability. She maintains classroom management, while providing a rigorous and challenging learning environment for every student. She uses whole brain teaching, and a variety of teaching strategies throughout her lesson. She amazes me and is always willing to grow!!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a fantastic job leading a small group reading lesson! She worked hard and helped students who were struggling and provided great supports to ensure fluent reading!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great review of strategies for opening. :)

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Very creative lesson!

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Wonderful lesson, very engaging, and creative. Great job overall.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great potential.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith has the makings of a true teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		She makes math fun for the students!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Great job! The students enjoyed the activity. 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		I have thoroughly enjoyed working with Emily this year.  I am overjoyed to be teaching with her next year!! She is an asset to Sand Hill!!!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I loved your lesson. It was a great review of adding and subtracting mixed numbers while reviewing common denominators, borrowing and simplifying. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Students were engaged during the lesson.  You described the immigration era in a meaningful way and fostered a desire in students to learn more about that particular time period.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job in all areas.  This lesson was particularly challenging for the students, and she did a wonderful job of incorporating our literature to help the children relate the concept.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does an outstanding job in all areas.  She will make a wonderful teacher.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was a great review for my students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Awesome lesson!  Students loved working in groups to create a spider to show the main idea and details. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great lesson! You are really settling into teaching lessons. You seemed more "in the element" today. I liked the way you kept the children on track. Do not feel like you cannot take recess time from the repeat offenders. =0) Again....great job today!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Still working on articulation and slowing down with speech. Classroom management skills have improved. Sarah has a great relationship with the students, resulting in a safe learning atmosphere.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great Lesson! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Fantastic review lesson!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great lesson on government review.  Video did not work, but moved on quickly.  Great job!  Used graphic organizer to help students visualize  branches of government.  Involved students using show me boards.  Also, included challenge questions that involved math.  Fantastic way to incorporate multiple academic areas.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great lesson!  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is doing a fantastic job!!!  She does a wonderful job working with on-grade level students,  above-level students, and at-risk students!  She can adapt to any situation at the school or any group that she is working with during the day. I have been very impressed with Olivia's flexibility!!! 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor is doing an excellent job within my classroom. She works well with all students. My classroom is an extremely diverse and challenging one. She has adapted to all of their needs.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate did a great for a first.  She put together a good lesson plan and worked hard to maintain classroom expectations already set. Suggestions:  Do not be afraid to take the time to get student attention. Call outs should be used consistently.  Would also suggest wait time when questioning students so that students have a good amount of think time.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Overall a really good job.  Lesson was very clearly laid out ad delivered with confidence.  A little soft spoken which seemed to be hard to get back the students attention, but her give me five was a great tool she used!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson was well planned and thought through.  Your voice was much louder than last time and you seemed more at ease. Continue to work to really understand what the students should know and reinforce it throughout the lesson. Don't be afraid to say no, or redirect off task behavior.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Overall, Taylor has made a lot of improvement this semester. She is open to suggestions and enjoys teaching. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		The lesson plan was well thought out and planned. Having students complete a polygon scavneger hunt was a great activator. Expectations were given on class behavior and what students should be searching for. However, it may have benefited students more if more instruction on polygons was given beforehand, since this was a fairly new concept. Allowing students to make connections to what they've previously learned is extremely beneficial. The Number Talk was great and allowed the students to classify their polygon. Perhaps try starting with a Number Talk, before having students complete the Scavenger Hunt. Additionally, I would suggest shortening the Number Talk as well, to maintatin engagement. Lastly, you provided great differentiated assessments. This means that you know your students. Perhaps save the assessment for the end, and have students practice via Math Playground beforehand. To increase the rigor of the assessment, you may consider asking richer questions.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Ms. Williams is definitely growning and gaining more confidence the more she teachers.  I have been impressed how far she has grown this semester.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Great job!  It's hard to find something that isn't perfect in your lessons.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This students loved this hands-on lesson.  It was a wonderful opportunity to see a real-world example of a chemical change while making butter.  

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You rock! I loved the lesson and the students enjoyed it too! 

		Responses (n): 		79

		Response Rate: 		25.57%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		christine carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne.Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		D. McClendon

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		KImberlee Wright

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		traci rainwater

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Marcus Byrd (Science Teacher) 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smith 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		MRs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKEnzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Amy Musick

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		261

		Response Rate: 		84.47%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/26/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/01/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		12/01/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		03/31/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		04/12/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/10/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/23/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		12/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/26/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/07/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/24/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/31/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/22/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/25/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/28/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/17/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/28/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/03/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/08/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/26/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/17/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/30/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/18/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/16/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/09/2016

		Responses (n): 		269

		Response Rate: 		87.06%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%
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Attends to all areas of the classroom 0 0% 47 15.21% 191 61.81% 69 22.33% 0 0% 2 0.65% 309 3.07 0.61
Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 1 0.32 61 19.74% 169 54.69% 74 23.95% 1 0.32% 3 0.97% 309 3.04 0.67
Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson 1 0.32 25 8.09% 198 64.08% 83 26.86% 0 0% 2 0.65% 309 3.18 0.58
Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 0 0% 21 6.8% 198 64.08% 88 28.48% 0 0% 2 0.65% 309 3.22 0.55
Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure 0 0% 16 5.18% 205 66.34% 84 27.18% 1 0.32% 3 0.97% 309 3.22 0.53
Uses appropriate tone and voice levels 2 0.65 30 9.71% 175 56.63% 98 31.72% 0 0% 4 1.29% 309 3.21 0.63
Maintains a professional appearance 0 0% 8 2.59% 171 55.34% 125 40.45% 0 0% 5 1.62% 309 3.38 0.54
Total/Percentage 4 0.18 208 9.62% 1307 60.43% 621 28.71% 2 0.09% 21 0.97% 2163

Response Number of Responses Percent
Yes 6 2.67%
No 219 97.33%

Professional Growth Plan:


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laure Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennet

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Kaissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ditmitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dil

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Micaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Ms. Alli Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Corny Grade

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Lorea

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie SImmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexs Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zyas

		Responses (n): 		307

		Response Rate: 		99.35%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/03/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/02/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/02/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/31/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/07/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/10/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/29/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/21/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/25/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/05/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/09/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/12/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/15/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/16/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/12/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/26/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/17/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/12/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/25/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/29/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/26/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/09/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/24/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/20/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/30/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/29/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/02/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/17/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/14/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/30/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		04/20/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/13/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/16/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/12/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/09/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		04/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/09/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		10/25/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/22/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/21/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/14/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/26/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/20/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/12/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/15/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/24/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/06/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/05/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/13/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/18/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/15/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/20/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/26/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		10/03/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		306

		Response Rate: 		99.03%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRE

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		CMS

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Spings Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elemetary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary School

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementay

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementart

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary SChool

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		BES

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary School 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elem

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ES

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		CES 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton HIndsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		309

		Response Rate: 		100.00%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		third grade

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3rd

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		first

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th grade

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		fourth grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		B

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4th

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th Math

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Fossils

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Third

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th Grade

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4th grade

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd Grade

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5th

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth - quotation marks

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st grade

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First Grade

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade (Reading) Theme

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5th

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th Grade

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		309

		Response Rate: 		100.00%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Kristy McCord

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Jessica Beck/Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law`

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Traci Rainwater (math/science teacher)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis, Social Studies

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lisa Weaver

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Jennifer Sample

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smth 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Saidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		JamieMartin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Hannah Garrett

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Amy Musick (ELA)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		308

		Response Rate: 		99.68%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		3		3		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You started the lesson by having the students solve a subtraction story problem.  You had them use the draw a model strategy previously learned to solve the problemm and to discuss subtraction.   You used many of the vocabulary words such as minus, difference, and you had them talk about he fact that when we subtract, the answer is smaller or less.   The kids enjoyed the Subtract with a Pirate video and were very engaged in solving the problems.    I like that you had 2 small groups for the subtraction practice.  The kids really enjoyed bowling and writing their subtraction sentences.   The group that I did enjoyed telling and drawing out subtraction stories.    Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job of breaking down the standard.  You allowed students to explain key vocabulary in the standard.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Standards & E.Q - Explained in language understandable to students using visual examples.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When introducing learning objective for the day, good job of reinforcing math vocabulary.  Students had to differentiate betwen factors and multiples.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Standards were posted and addressed to students. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You thoroughly covered this standard.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		The students are well aware of the standards and their learning goals.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job of refering to fraction bars- using things they know.  You also mentioned the giant Chocolate bar.  The 1st standard you mentioned 5/5ths.  You should have continued on with that and let the students give you examples. A students asked about fractions on a numberline and you said, "We are kinda using fractions."  No- we are using fractions on the numberline. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Standards and/or I Can statements were not posted.  Ms. Bowman reviewed the skill that the students have been working on all week.  By doing this, she made clear to the students the goals of the lesson. The activities to practice and learn to use reading strategies to determine unknown word meaning were developmentally sequenced. Have you thought about asking ( and telling) why the learning is important for students?

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was clear, logical and sequential. It was aligned to state and county curricula and standards.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan is well desgined, and hits the standards, the higher order questions, and how students are going to apply the information to the skill.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Very well thought out on her lesson plans.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brain Pop was shown as an introduction.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline adapted this lesson to meet the needs of my ALP students in the morning and taught the lesson plan as she planned it originally.  This lesson is appropriated for this level of students and they were engaged throughout the lesson. I observed this lesson with the morning group and again with the afternoon group.  The morning group is an ALP group and the afternoon is Inclusion.  She did a great job adapting the lesson for both groups.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a great planner! She studies the standard and plans lessons that effectively teach the standard. Her students are always in her mind as she plans lessons to reach the most struggling learner as well as the most gifted student. I have throughly enjoyed each lesson she has taught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Stardards are posted on the wall and goals are clearly stated.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		My only suggestion was that Amanda point out, in the textbook,  the standard in the upper left hand corner.  I suggested she read over the standard with the children while their books were open.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The lesson had a clear beginning, middle, and end. Students were quickly engaged with a review of parts of speech! Error analysis occurred throughout the lesson. Then a game was played in groups to show understanding of the parts of speech.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lesson was prepared using data collected in the classroom to address a "needs improvement" standard. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All of the necessary part of the lesson plan were included.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran gave clear instructions to students and presented the lesson in an organized manner.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. Cole put alot of time and investigation in to preparing a lesson on introducing fractions. She became familiar with the academic language of fractions.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		This was a small group lesson taught to students who are struggling in subtracting larger numbers. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		I loved your anchor chart and worksheet you provded for your lesson on idioms!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The lesson was very well organized and students were on task during the lesson and the students were involved in the activities.  This lesson was on Annie Oakley.  This was a rotation day and Miss Dermo taught the same lesson throughout the day to all first grade students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was instructing students on the French explorer Jaques Cartier.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Remember to define all important words in the standard and repeat it through out the lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You have consistently posted and engaged the students by asking relevant questions to assess if students understand the standards.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		I can see the growth in your lesson planning and you are making progress.  Remember to state the learning goals as a way to direct your lesson, and to allow the students to know what they are going to be assessed on.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lesson is age appropriate and standards based.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		All standards were addressed and she also used I can statements- It was fun for the students because the statements were hiding under an individual desk- and they had to find the envelope.  This was her first try in designing centers for this group.  It went very well.  We did discuss some of my strategies of centers before hand that helped.  Having clear and easy directions to movement in the classroom is key.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and organized. She let students know the expectations and goal of the lesson.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a great job planning her lesson on opinion writing. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided directions for her hands-on lesson discovery lesson,The lesson was well received and helpful for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organized and presented in  a powerpoint for the students 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your standards matched your content. Your essential questions outlined your learning goals.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Great activities to help students understand the concepts.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher interacted well with students.  She had good activities and pieces of the lesson.  The lesson did need to be moved through a bit faster to keep students' attention.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		She did an excellent job of explaining the standard taught and engaging the students in the discussion. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Always check powerpoint for typos and spelling errors. **Type in word and cut & paste into Ppt. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Great Lesson! I hate that time ran out before you were able to do all that you had planned. However, it is always better to have more planned than not enough! 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer does an awesome job correlating the standards with her lesson plans and executing them appropriately.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You have adapted to CCAS and the agenda board quite well.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach pronouns. I love the way your lesson flows!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Standard posted in powerpoint and student teacher read and discussed. -Standard is a 3rd grade requied state standard.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant was great with our students, she really was able to take charge and keep them engaged. They loved her but also respected her. Her lessons were well taught as a teacher canidate.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The standards and learning goals were posted in a powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		She is a motivated, hard-working, and organized teacher who encourages her students to learn, grow, and stretch themselves to reach their potential.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She opened the lesson with a hook. Very cute math video that helped explain telling time to the nearest hour. She introduced the standard and then had the students come up and underline unknown words within the standard. She does a good job of calling on students of different demographics and abilities. She used a model clock to explain the unknown vocabulary words and then she modeled making times to the nearest hour and half-hour on the clock. Needs to explain that half hour is really just thirty minutes. Needs to talk more about what qualities an analog and a digital clock have.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson delivery went much better on the second attempt.  That's the great thing about teaching the same lesson to different classes.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany began with an opening question before displaying the EQ and standard. This allowed for the students to explore the concept in an organic way before the EQ and standard were revealed and discussed. .

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez' lesson plan was organized with standards, essential question, and learning goals for the student.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby used a power point to guide the lesson.  Students read the standards, essential questions and I Can statements.  She included an agenda to keep the lesson focused and on track.  The lesson was organized and age appropriate.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I like how you went straight from the I can statement to pulling out their prior knowledge within the circle map. The pow toons was an awesome way to present material in a fun way. Make sure that you use it through the lesson to connect the learning to that pow toon information. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Effective lesson design for cell review.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey incorporates this consistently at the beginning of every lesson I have observed.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor's plans included a powerpoint shared with students that posted standards and content vocabulary.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor taught a lesson on metric mass. She had several visuals for students: paper clip and graham crackers to represent grams, textbook and liter of water to represent kilograms, spring scales, balance scales

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure that all of the information in the lesson match what the students are doing. If you state in the lesson that there will be directions for each station, make sure the information is in the station. 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones' lessons are organized and learning focused.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade History Louisiana Purchase

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fabulous job engaging the students' prior knowledge. She broke down the vocabulary of the standard, so that every student understood the standard. She circled and underlined the focus of the lesson, so students knew exactly what they were going to learn. The students were excited to learn because of her positive energy!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Put on chartpaper, have sticky notes for hard words.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I liked how you stated your goals. I think it helps focus the students and allows them to see what they are supposed to learn from the lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		It is apparent that lots of planning was put into this lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students are learning about irregular past tense verbs.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Another wonderful lesson!! Remarkable teaching style!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		There needed to be more interaction within the lesson. I suggested that a video or some type of media be added to the lesson to make it more exciting.  My advice was taken and she added a video to the lesson before she actually taught it.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of introducing interview skills with asking questions and statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna's Lesson has wonderful, engaging and wrapped up our unit perfectly.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Activities are stated by teacher.It would help to have them repeat instructions to ensure students understand activities. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students rotated throughout the room "shopping" for items.  The used manipulatives (play money) well as they had a real-life learning experience. I liked the acitivity - Shopping with Decimals; the related back to a book you read to the students in a previous lesson.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson's lesson on angles was very thorough. She hooked the students with an upbeat Youtube video. Her lesson consisted of group/individual work.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon's lesson was well presented and engaging. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your standards and learning goals were clearly stated and communicated to the students.  Your lesson plans were organized and included activities to meet the needs of all learners.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Great sequence of events in the lesson. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Well planned and appropriate for 5th grade Social Studies. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very organized and detailed lesson plan.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige's lesson was well thought-out and thoroughly planned.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a Powerpoint to display standards, EQ, and instructions 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were very clear on the Standards being taught. There was check points  throughout the lesson to make sure the students were understanding and could share back what had been taught.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda is reading "There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom" by Louis Sachar.  They are focusing on characterization, theme, and plot.  This is a great book for the beginning or end of the year to reinforce that everyone can change if they believe in themselves.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite taught a Eureka Math Lesson on Place Value.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job introducing the lesson by stating the objective and standards. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted and clear. -Lesson included activator, task, and summarizer. -Remember you can refer to the standard durign the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia did a wonderful job with this review lesson on Geometry.  The flipchart was organized well and the students were able to follow and engage.  Her student response time was great and progress monitoring were very timely and appropriate. She gave a thorough explanation of center expectations.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H8:  The student will describe the importance of key people, events, and developments between 1950-1975. D) discuss the significance of the technologies of television and space exploration

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job of presenting "Flashback Writing" to students.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson plan is clearly written and easy to follow.  It is in the format provided by the university.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The lesson plan was not really detailed. 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence alligned with the GA Standards.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned his lesson well in advance and taught about the students learning needs.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students knew what lesson objective they were going to be working on. It was clearly stated at teh beggining.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		"I Can" statements were stated clearly at the beginning of the lesson via PowerPoint. The lesson was extremely organized.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard nor EQ was presented to students.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was  posted on a power point slide, but was not gone over during the lesson.  There was no EQ.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Very relaxed and poised in delivery.  The lesson is flowing nicely.  Students are engaged and are exhibiting good behavior. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great use of "I can" Statement. "I can count on and make ten when one addend is 8." 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Powerpoint was a great hook and intro.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You went over the standard and clearly stated what they were to learn Great Job!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Ms. Sullivan writes explicit plans and clearly articulates learning goals and standards to students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Lesson was standards based and appropriate for the classroom! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards were stated and explained to students. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Last lesson of the 2 weeks. Kids were involved with the class novel and review of previously covered material.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job introducing the standards and essential questions.  I love how you use a powerpoint to use to display the standards.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job presenting the standards with the powerpoint.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Introduction to British Colonial America, included standard and set a purpose for the lesson. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was reviewing main idea of passages.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This lesson was graphing with fruit loops. The lesson plan was well written in a logically sequential order. The standards were stated in the lesson plan and talked about with the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan is well done and easy to follow

		Vance		Darby		917457706		very clearly addressed

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Standard was introduced.  Focus more on the key vocabulary in the learning goal. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Noticed improvement from first lesson but still choppy.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Remember to discuss fact and opinion more in detail before you begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your lesson is organized. Students can easily identify learning goals and standards. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney did an awesome job delivering the lesson. It was a complex lesson on synthesizing. However, she was able to make the lesson clear and understandable for students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great job planning with the end in mind. The lesson was well thought out and organized. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is going to make a wonderful teacher. She is enthusiastic and engages the students with well thought out lessons and activities. 

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan. She was prepared and organized.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Organized nicely. Used students in groups very well. wording prompted action. Students knew there assignments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher makes very detailed plans, and it very cognizant of the needs of her students. Lessons are planned and implemented very appropriately.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher taught a lesson about the settings in "Steal Away Home" and "Sitti's Secret." She posted the standards and essential question on the board prior to the lesson. She ordered her lesson carefully and intelligently.  

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were clearly told the objective of the lesson about character traits.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She is very good at this portion of the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson goal was well stated at the beginning of the lesson and activities were well sequenced with time management in mind (papers passed out while students watched brainpop).

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-You had the standards posted. Remember you can refer to them and explain them to the students. -Great job having an activator, task, and summarizer for your lesson. It was very organized and sequenced. 

		Responses (n): 		128

		Response Rate: 		41.42%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		3		3		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		3		3		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		3		3		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		3		3		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		3		3		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great opening - played audio of a train and asked students what they were hearing.  This led right into the transcontinental railroad, cattle trails, etc. The student practice assignment was appropriately differentiated - students were working on their level which allowed them to be successful.  Your lesson closure allowed students to summarize what they had learned with each others.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The video chosen clearly helped the students to see the needs and parts of the plant.  I liked that the students were to be scientists and observe and draw the plants.   The kids were using the key vocabulary like roots, stem, and leaves.  I even heard buds.   You used a graphic organizer to model the needs of the plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		As students are working, share with the class what you see that students are doing correctly and this will bring others to do the same. When asking questions, make sure the students response answers the question.  If it does not, make sure you clarify. Good use of the promethean board as well as manipulatives. Students were able to work with the teacher, with partners and independently.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Activator - You-tube video on the Okeefeenokee swamp; engaging; students were asking questions and curious. Lesson went very well and covered the standards appropriately. Summarizer - Glad that you got to re-emphasize what the students had learned. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Differentiates instruction: (2)  this was hard to do with our groups teachers stayed very active the whole lesson to assit struggling students.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She completed a GREAT hands on lesson with oreo cookies teaching halves and fourths.  Logan has learned that food is a GREAT way to engage and capture this group of kids.  

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		The children were excited to learn about light.  Ms. Bass asked questions and clarified misunderstandings students had about natural and artificial light sources.  The students were engaged and participating.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Opening engaged students with characters they love (Elephant and Piggie).  They were introduced to comic strips and encouraged to write dialogue.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The fluency review used as the opening provided students with an opportunity to review prime and composite numbers.  Loved the correction of prime numbers as EXACTLY two factors and not two or more factors.  Students had to "prove" if the given numbers were prime or composite. Good visual represenation for students to follow as instruction was given.  The lesson reinforced place vakue understanding by having students refer to 80 as 8 tens.  Great job of directing students to know that division is repeated subtraction and not rote steps that include "bring down."  Student expectations were clear before sending them off to work independently.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Differentiated notes for gifted and SPED students. Ms. Bennet asked open ended questions. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The instructional practices that you used flowed smoothly. You had a good balance of instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica was well prepared for this lesson on a Monday morning!  I could tell she prepped over the weekend to be successful.  :)

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When giving the directions, you could say, "It should look like a plus sign."  As they work doing the 3rd line you said, "Is the circle equally divided?"  (NO)   Great example of a Higher Order Thinking. Good Question:  "How many pieces of your pizza are in 1/4?"  2/8's "What's a 1/2?"  4/8's It may help to explain it first and then question it.  You could have used the powerpoint to model it.  Power point- extremely relevant to the lesson.  Nice job! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman continually engages most students in active learning.  During this lesson, she observed students that were not engaged and not listening.  She then moved those students to the front of the class to ensure engagement of the students.  Ms. Bowman used a variety of strategies to teach the content.  She used direct instruction, guided practice, a visual aid using technology, and independent practice. Ms. Bowman gives positive reinforcement and feedback that encourages student's to feel safe and take risks participating. Ms. Bowman differentiated her instruction by using questioning that was on each student's level of understanding. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was engaging and students were involved in active learning. Your lesson had instructional time and student participation. You asked several higher-order questions such as: "Why is it opaque? How are shadow formed? Why do you think that? How do you know?". Your use of questioning during the student activity helped the students to better understand the concept. Think of ways that you could add more differentiation to your lessons.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with use of time, and asking higher order thinking questions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson was engaging, and kept students thinking by using white boards, and sharing students answers. Be sure to walk around, allow for more wait time, choose different students.  Even if they don't give you anything try to pull some type of answer from them. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Make sure proper capitalization and punctuation is used when your slides. Students look to you to model the correct way to write. Let students think before they respond and before calling on others.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown said that she had some manipulatives for the students to use, but left them at home. Too much wait time is causing students to become off task.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job modeling for the students how to select a small moment and brainstorm details to support the small moment! Ask questions throughout the writing process

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You kept the students engaged by having them to complete a fill in the blank sheet during the powerpoint. Good use of the bubble map for vocabulary. Good job of bringing an actual guitar to class in order to help the students further understand how sound is produced on a guitar. The partner work using the cookie cutter and rbberbands added another way for the material to be presented and understood. Good job of using a variety of material to present the lesson. You addressed several different learning styles. Ask more open ended questions such as: Can you feel or see something happening when you pluck the rubberbads? And, does the different sizes of rubberbands matter? If so , explain. Be sure to give positive feedback during your lessons. Ticket out the door was done as lesson closing. Get everyone's attention before you speak and before you make a transition. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caaroline plans lessons that reach students through a variety of modalitles. Students are engaged and excited about answering her questions. Each part of the lesson moved smoothly and the transitions were quick. Students worked with her to learn the skill, then quickly moved to an activity to that allowed the students to show what they have learned. Great Lesson!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		To differentiate for this group, students were grouped by reading level.  All students are reading below level so the reading instruction is leveled based on their ability. Caroline did a good job moving the students into groups and then moving from one activity to another activity.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria is working on including more higher order thinking questions into her lessons. The lesson was new brand new content for the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were learning how to subtract with regrouping. Mini lesson was given. Problems were then completed whole group before students had their work time. The "I do", "We do," "You do" model was used to make sure students understood. Ms. Burton pulled a small group of students to work with during work time to give a differentiated assignment and to provide extra support.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The word problem examples chosen to teach in class had a direct link to real-life situations.  The students were able to make that connection.  Amanda asked students struggling to respond to her questions if they needed "help" from a friend to take the pressure off of them.  One student completed a problem in his head, and Amanda told him, "I'm glad you can do it in your head, but take me through the steps so everyone can see it."  I loved this comment and strategy she used to help all students understand the need to "show your work."  The use of a youtube.com math video clip as an introductory feature, then again as re-enforcement of the process was well received.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Great questions allowing the students to participate in min lesson.  The students had opportunities to work independently with teacher with effective instruction.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The students were engaged in sorting a part of speech into the correct category. Each student had a sticky note with a word to place in the correct category. One table at a time was called to the board to place the word in the correct category. Each category was reviewed and discussed. Words placed in the incorrect category was discussed and then placed in the correct category. Each time needed student thinking was redirected to the correct answer. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to not let certain students dictate and control the class discussion. Be sure that all activities planned will fall within the lesson range time. This may mean adjusting during the lesson and decreasing the amount of class whole group pracitice to get to everything planned. All parts of the lesson are standards based and rigorous enough to meet the needs of the students in the class. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was well taught, but it was  a simple review for the students.  Brandon could have made it mor challenging and indepth for 4th grade. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Your activator was a good review of light information video of prism activity - fabulous!  I'll use this next year!  Thanks for sharing! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The October Stem staions were engaging, well organized, and required higher order thinking skills to master.  The lesson was highly motivating for the students.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Nice use of models to introduce the concept of equivalent fractions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GREAT way of differentiating the notes and the independent activity. Higher-order questioning is something you will continue to develop even when you are years into teaching.  At times there were kids who finished the graphic organizer early were just sitting there and they began getting off task. Make sure you have everyone's full attention before giving directions. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		The students were engaged in the lesson and really catching on to the strategies you showed. I liked how you used an opener explaining what the focus of the lesson was and reviewing previous lessons. Let's work on not rushing through the lesson and giving the students a little more time for transitions & to answer questions/respond. As you finish the mini lesson have a "wrap up" or "closing" question that summarizes the lesson. It can be as simple as "who could tell me a strategy they like" or "turn to your neighbor and tell them you favorite strategy". Just a quick question that wraps up the lesson before you go to the ticket job/groups. Great job with working with the small group table and then coming back to the students that were struggling with their seat jobs. Good questioning techniques with individual students.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Visual aids ( virtual manipulatives) were used and well as the added benefit of  a small group. The students in this group struggle with math and attention. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		For the opening/activator- Since this lesson served as an introduction to Paul Revere and the Boston Tea Party, it might have been more effective to show a smaller section of the video clip just to highlight the Boston Tea Party. The lesson closing was not observed because we ran out of time in our class period. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The lesson was a review of verb tenses. It began with a class discussion and short Flocabulary video/song reviewing verb tenses. After the review, the students played a Quizizz game on the Promethean Board answering questions about the different verb tenses and how to use them correctly in sentences.  Students were actively engaged throughout. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The only thing I would add to this lesson would be technology. Have the students watch a video in order to reach students who have different ways of learning things. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Great job wokring on those transition times. Those can be hard when there is a talkative class! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The students learned many interesting facts about Annie Oakley and they had many questions at the end of the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Used a variety of strategies with the students to meet all needs.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a lesson with the students using graphic organizers to complete using a reading about Jacques Cartier. They had to tell the obstacles and accomplishment of the exploration, as well as who sponsored the expedition. When they completed the graphic orgaizer, they were allowed to begin a reading comprehension. Morgan provided highlighted and lined graphic organizer to a student with modfications, and read aloud the passage for two other students who had modifications.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Differentiate your lesson by giving each group a different activity or an additional resource to help with the given assignment.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I liked your activating strategy for teaching theme.  Using the commercial showing a young Darth Vader trying to use the" force" was fun for the students and also a great way to explain theme.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed with the students thier prior knowledge on the subject. She used "hairy money" to work with the students to remember how to count money, She made purposeful mistakes in the lesson to help the students recognize common errors and correct them. Classwork started out whole group, the moved to small group and then finally to individual. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		With your activator  make sure you don't spend a lot of time on this.  It should not last 15 minutes.  Also, give a variety of feedback which encourages them to work even harder for you.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The lesson began with a powerpoint uploaded to google classroom, which was easy for students to log in and see the Georgia region map very clear.  The second point she covered was the vocabulary for the Georgia regions.  Students had differentiated worksheets to fill out using the science text book.  The last center was independent reading in which all books were pre-selected by Lexile level and staying within the topic.  Students could choose to read by themselves or with a partner.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa did a great job engaging the students in the opening of her lesson. She brought in materials to help connect them to the idea of the lesson, but also differentiated the materials according to the class she was teaching. The opening activity met the needs of the student's ability.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The lesson opened with a read aloud that the students were fully engaged in. The students then connected graphing to real world examples, such as their daily lunch choices. The lesson covered the information they need to know, and went in an order that made sense. The independent work went well with the lesson and provided good feedback for where to go next with the instruction.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara based her differentiation on student needs. EIP students needed three facts with their writing, regular education student students needed five, and gifted students needed 7 facts for their opinion. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided many items and examples fo transparent, translucent and opaque objects. She allowed the students to explore and discover before elaborating. She also provided great open ended questions for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has exibited much growth in the area of instructional delivery since beginning Block III.  She now seems comfortable teaching, questioning, and redirecting students.  She is good at questioning to get them to think about their work as well. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your activating activity was excellent. The students followed your thought process and were engaged. Your small group setting was productive. You redirected off task behavior and helped students achieve lesson understanding and mastery.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job, eaching the difference between Climate vs Weather. Love the Prezi, videos etc... so students gets a clear understanding the difference.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go, with the SS lesson!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		I felt the lesson opening was very good for the standard being taught.  The students picked up on the fact that she was not reading fluently nor with expression.  She also planned her small groups ahead of time making sure she had strong readers with weaker readers.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did not have time to complete all components of the lesson.  She planned for this, but execution of the lesson took longer than she expected.  She included good components in the lesson plan, but did not move at a fast enough pace to complete all components.  She is aware and is working towards improving this piece.  She demonstrated appropriate wait time during the lesson when questioning students and works hard to engage all students. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		BP is a great way to start a lesson. They used their vote system for the quiz. This is a great way to check for understanding quickly. Have the students read the questions out loud & volunteer. Good examples of each rule on the power point. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The experiment grabbed their attention and settled them down quickly. Students loved the activity. The questions really brought the lesson together to meet the standard.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		May want to keep the worksheet for those early finishers next time.  Next time you may want to have them pair off and do one of the poems together and then work on the other two independently.  Or you could have the early finishers help the struggling students.  I really loved the choosing of a cause or effect and having them find their pair.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer utilized the document camera and jelly beans as a manipulative to convey the meaning of addition equations. This was an excellent introduction to her lesson. It engaged the children and allowed them to make connections and participate in the class discussion. The powerPoint presentation was clear and concise.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great flow with your lesson. I loved your powerpoint!!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Had students compare their lives with Lyndon B Johnson life. -You made comments like, "good connection." -You had students justify their answers and thoughts by asking, "Why" and "How do you know?" -Great job usign real phtographs of that time period. -idea: In the activator of the lesson, you could discuss what they see. Have them list on their whiteboards some of their observations. This can help them come to conclusion of his job and who he might be on our timeline. -Kids asked about the word assassination and what it meant-good that you discussed what it means. -Great idea to have kids think/pair/share -Connected to terms they know like segregation. -idea: Next time, write on the board injustice and take it a part based on it's suffix and root word. Have the kids come up with the definition. -idea: Connect to math by having them subtract the money amouts on th bar line. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson. Students were very engaged in the lesson. I loved the you tube video. Continue to work on asking students open -ended questions. The activities were also very engaging. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Use vocabulary to help understanding.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor works hard on all tasks that are placed in front of her.  Her work ethic is superb.  She is proactive in her assignments.  Taylor is very organized and makes sure she stays on track.  She has always turned in her lesson plans, assignments, and projects in a timely manner.  She plans well thought out lessons.  Taylor always includes a range of activities that correlate to multiple learning styles.  Taylor has been a huge help with our after school tutoring program.  She volunteered to help organize and lead a small group of students to bolster their comprehension skills.     <o:p></o:p>

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She instructed the students to build times by the hour and half hour on their individual clocks. I like that she used tactile forms of telling time as well as a written assessment. She made sure there was an understanding with the child who was not paying attention. She made sure there was an understanding of the instructions before passing out the papers. Ms. Jessi gave a lot of encouragement throughout the lesson. She redirected behaviors that needed to be addressed and then returned back to the lesson in a timely manner.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley did a lesson on Theme vs. Main Idea.  She used a very neat anchor chart that she created herself.  The students took notes as she presented the information to them.  She then had the students get into pre-chosen groups and they had to classify cards that had main idea or theme on them into the correct category.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students didn't have as much background on the Louisiana Purchase as needed for the assignment.  They seemed to get a basic understanding of the objective though.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany strives for student mastery of concepts. Time ran out as a result.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez used learning centers and group students accordingly. Some tasks were more difficult while others were below level. This worked great for our SPED group. Asking higher order questions will come with practice as an educator and understanding of content matter. She is off to a great start!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Due to time constraints, part of the lesson had to be trimmed for some classes. You might want to run through how long the KWL will take and  do a shorter introduction. Make sure to call on students of all abilities. You tend to go to the students who will have the answers. Class DOJO has the random button to help make sure you include all ranges of learners.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Starting off the lesson with making a chart "What is a friend" gets the students involved in thinking about the context of the story, "Enemy Pie".  After reading the story and discussing it, they did a chart of  Problem and Resolutaion with student input.  The use of the anchor chart comparing beginning, middle and end to a roller coaster, helped students to see how a story evolves from beginning to end.  Great job of guiding students through the activity B-M-E sheet with clues to help them figure out what to do.  Students were given lots of encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I liked the cartoon video that you worked through to discuss the facts of the lesson. The music was a little loud that it was louder than the discussion the students were having. Make sure to zero in on those key vocabulary words such as minerals, hard parts, etc. I heard you say mold and cast a lot, but remember the words that will help them understand what those things are. Great job giving instructions of how to do each of the hands on experiements.  Make sure to ask WHY or HOW do you know... this will help you gauge whether they are learning or not. Make them explain their thinking. Make sure that when you have someone reading out loud that the others in the room are being respectful and listening. Also do spot checks and make that child stop to see if the others are listening by asking questions or giving thumbs up and thumbs down. MAKE SURE you have the group with you. There were many times when students were giving answers that only two or three were listening. It is okay to stop and say "Materials down" "eyes on whomever". At the end of the students drawing would have been a great time to ask WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN the mold and the cast. The gummy bear and bread activity was in their interactive booklet that they could have read through the steps and procedure. This would have helped with the process. Do each step at a time. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were actively engaged. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		I suggested to Chelsey to provide adequate wait time when asking questions. Additionally, I suggested she make sure that every student has her attention before proceeding. She made these adjustments and did a splendid job! She is very open to suggetions.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students made different  arrays with tiles to represent 24 chairs placed in front of a stage. Students worked in pairs to complete this activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The powerpoint was clear and concise. The students were engaged some of the time during the prezi. Maybe next time , have the students act out some of the sentences.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson flowed very well from one part to the next with well managed transitions between activities.  Researched based instructional strategies were used effectively.  I am starting to see Mr. Jones recognizing individual student needs more frequently and using differentiation to accommodate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Hooked the students with having them draw their own landmass.
Applied what they know about fractions.
Compared your landmass to theirs.
“Let’s Make a Deal” - made students think about the choice.
Loved the School House Rock video “Elbow Room”.  Describe what “elbow room” means.  Higher Order Thinking Question Compared US before purchase and after purchase.  Purchase “doubled the size” Coloring map great for visual learners. Love the math integration.  The word problems incorporated the history and the math standards.  You could tell the “math minded” students loved this activity. “Write me a Check”  great way to connect to real life activity.  

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used a great visual aid,  She also checked for understanding and provided assistance for some struggling learners in a small group setting. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used Flocabulary to engage the students at the start of her lesson. The students stayed engaged in the video and watched it intently. She asked students to share with their shoulder buddies what conjunctions were after the video. She walked around the room to listen and observe students sharing their thinking. Anna created a FANBOYS fan with appropriate sayings for students to recall when to use the conjunction. Anna had practice sentences on the board that students used their show me board to choose the right answer. She told the students specific instructions, so there were no misunderstandings.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students were able to do the activity about common and least common characteristics.  This allowed them to start thinking about what this means when discussing genes.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Groups were determined by data from a previous quiz. Transition to groups was smooth. Differentiation occurred through modification of double bubble maps and colored coded grouping.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Students were very engaged in you opening with the Brain Pop video. Your rapport and student questioning kept the students engaged.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette used a powerpoint which included the standard and essential question. She had students engaged and listening. She encouraged the ones who needed extra support and had students write sentences using the correct form of irregular past verbs.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Showing the pictures of the setting of the story was a great way to assess prior knowledge.  There needed to be more interaction within the lesson.   Good job of focusing on the vocabulary at the beginning of the lesson.  Ask more open ended questions.  Maybe you could have given them a portion of a cartoon strip, and then have them to make an inference about what would happen next. Then, have them draw and color the rest of the story or the conclusion. (Just an idea).

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students were actively engaged during the lesson. They were looking through their story for information on the questions. The closing incorporated all the standards ,and allowed for review of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students really enjoyed this lesson and activity.  Savanna did a great job facilitaing the lesson.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Students should figure out on ther own which textiles fit each animal.In this clas she told them the answer. Not many oppotunities for questoning. The lesson has independent practice that is checked by the teacher before they move on. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did an excellent job modeling multiplying fractions.  She created an easy way for students to remember the order of the steps needed to multiply whole numbers and fractions.  She also used drawings and manipulatives to demonstrate multiplying fractions.  The students were engaged and asked great questions.  Ms. Montgomery answered the questions well and posed higher level thinking questions to the students.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students were very engaged and worked well moving throughout the room.  Great job handling manipulatives and maximizing teaching/learning time.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		The lesson was informative and engaging. She had multiple hands on activities.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		She presented a very creative lesson and it was well presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I like the changes you made to your lesson. Your opening activity was fun, and the students were actively engaged. They had fun "testing" to see if they had the inherited traits, and you did a good job with follow up questions to help them better understand inherited traits. You allowed students to work in small groups (opening activity) and used guided instruction throughthe reading (News Reporters). My Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way for students to show understanding of main idea and supportive details of today's lesson. It also gave students the opportunity to work independently.  Continue to work on transitions from one activity to the next to make your lesson flow more smoothly.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Students were on task and engaged throughout.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This was a fast paced lesson that the children really enjoyed!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Introduction was strong and students were engaged. You did a great job letting the students know they were on task and positively reinforce them. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very good activator, really grabbed their attention with the Flocabulary song and reviewing what an adjective was. They also loved the summary, when they had to think about adjectives to describe themselves. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher introduced new lesson as students sat down.  Instructions were explained and lesson was immediately started.  Students were attentive and excited about the game.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of strategies during the lesson such as a powerpoint presentation, a video and punctuation magnets, which allowed students to move around and place the magnets in the sentences where punctuation was needed.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Show don't tell writing lesson gave students practice in rewriting sentences to be more descriptive by adding sensory details to their writing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great use of Technology and written information. Great use of timing to make sure students understood what was being assessed. Students were activiely engaged and focused. Great use of making sure students stayed focused and understood the Standards assessed  in the lesson. Memory chants were used to help students remember the Water Cycle.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		This was a wonderful lesson! Alex spent the week teaching about different characteristics of the different types of soil. He used a variety of methods to teach and reinforcet this concept. Today he had stations with each of the tpes of soil that allowed the students to observe them using hand lenses, touch them, and view how they hold water. This allowed students to better wrap their heads around the words and illustrations they had been exposed to earlier in the week. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Students are discussing each chapter in small groups.  Ms. Phillips asked thought provoking questions such as:  Would you have acted the same as the character?  Why or why not?  If you would have acted differently, what would you have done and why?  What evidence in the text backs up your decisions?

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily is so comfortable in the teaching role.  She was able to redirect the students and keep the lesson & activity moving along. The students were completely engaged in making their "main idea" map.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Use of video was a good introduction to get the students thinking as well as a visual of the topic being taught.  You made connections to our novel we are reading for the students to understand the reality of the events taking place.  You asked thought provoking questions that made the students think about what was happening.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You do a great job of talking to the students in positive encouraging voices. This really helps encourage the students to keep trying even if they get stuck. I love the way that you ask students "what" questions to keep them on track and making them justify every step of their problems. I loved that your lesson used white boards, task cards and teacher instruction. To add peer interaction to this lesson you can utalize strategies like turn and talk, check your partners board or share your answers with your table. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Reffered to real world experience (Referred to the lesson we did previously were the students touch and mainpulted the different types of soil.) -Had them follow along with you when you went over directions. -Highlighted headings for hte lowere students. -Included positive praise to students following directions. (Moved clips up) 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Showing a silent video with actual photographs of immigrants on a ship and seeing the Statue of Liberty made an impact on students.  These primary sources/artifacts really makes history come to life for students! Viewing guide worked well for all types of learners.  This enabled students to note which information from the powerpoint was the most important to remember.  Powerpoint was full of rich vocabulary.  You may want to include the meaning of a few higher level words.  Ex:  origin (where immigrants came from) Melting Pot example was execellent!  You compared the meaning to the ingredients in Chicken Noodle Soup and gave students a visual example to connect the meaning.  Great job! I would have liked more pictures  throughout the powerpoint. You used higher levels of questions in your closing that stimulated a deeper level of thinking.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Lesson connected to prior learning (After WWII American soldiers returned home.) -Lesson was engaging and students were excited about the topic. -You used higher order questions (How would veterans help boost the economy?) -Use of PPT kept the lesson flowing and provided a visual with content vocabulary.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with the students, especially since third graders have difficulty with the element of time.  The students also loved the opening video clip.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was on the Jim Crow Laws.  The activator was very engaging and memorable.  Ms. Roberts showed a reading of Dr. Suess' Sneetches and related it to how unfair Jim Crow Laws were in the Reconstruction Era.  The students were able to make a connection.  The information Ms. Roberts shared on a PowerPoint was clear, easy to understand, and accurate.  The students read a passage to get more inforation about Jim Crow Laws and then used what they learned to complete a graphic organizer to show their understanding.  Ms. Robert also provided several higher order thinking questions on a Ticket Out the Door.  For differentiation, she provided a non-english speaking student a translated copy of the passage and questions.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The activity was very creative and a fun game for students. Ms. Rudolph did not seem very prepared with the lesson. There were times that she was unsure of what some parts of Point of View were. Students were engaged in the activity. But unsure or what to do. The class that she worked with is low, so they need more guidance and practice. Other pointers: Be more prepared…. When reviewing the lesson and going thru the lesson.  Ask students open ended questions like. .... POV- 1st-  “ I” “me” “my” 2nd-  Your and you 3rd-  all knowing … ominscient ; limited- he, she, they 

Activity- Sentences could have had more variety and more complex for some students in the group who are above.

Overall students liked the game! 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The children were presented the Language lesson on compound words. Kristal went over a Google Chart that provided the children the opportunity to use the interactive board (which they love!) and receive immediate feedback! Once the children were in small groups, Kristal differentiated the lesson depending on the reading level of the children. She read the book "If You Give a Pig a Pancake." The children found the compound words and made their own plate of pancakes with the compound words written on it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Excellent lesson.  I really like that you reviewed information from the two previous days.  Great job modeling what is expected of the students and providing high order thinking.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ms. Shelton used a quick video that helped explain "how" and "why" we show respect to our Veterans. She then made a T chart to list the How and Why. She clarified misconceptions along the way. All students were highly engaged.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He brought a guitar to teach the students about sound and he explain using examples what each vocabulary word means. Students were engaged and participating during the lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lesson had time he worked whole group as well as time where students worked alone. It gave him time to walk around and help the students who were struggling with a problem. I think for his opening it was good but maybe add some movement to it.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The theme of the lesson, "Contraction Surgery", hooked the students immediately. They were thoroughly engaged throughout the lessson as they put on their imaginary gloves and mask in preparation for "contraction surgery." Highlights of the lesson included diffentiated learning activities for each of the five groups as well as smooth transitions and positive feedback for student responses.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		This  was such a great lesson on Point of View in narratives. The lesson ran smoothly, and the students had no room for play. They were actively  engaged the entire time. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make a connection to the learning goal that is being taught.  At the beginning of each lesson, make sure you let the students know what they are going to be learning. You made good use of the powerpoint that was created to explain subtraction with regrouping.  Even though the students have some prior knowledge of this task, breaking the problems down more and slowing down your explanations for the students will benefit their understanding.  Your explanation of why you bowwored a set of ten and added the number to the ones place was great!  Always walk around the classroom checking the students for understanding.  Make sure to set expectations for the boards so students do not get off task by doodling. You had good thought into your game for the students to play.  However, make sure the students understand fully how to play before dismissing them to their groups.  Always "play" the game for them so they can see the expectations of how to accomplish the task at hand.  Many students did not understand and they had many off tasks behaviors because of it.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Before you start a lesson, make sure that you have all student's attention and you set the expectations before starting.  Another suggestion is to make sure certain students are not beside each other when you call students down to the rug.  Go ahead and avoid negative behaviors that you know will arise by them sitting together. You started off asking the students to tell you what an antonym is as a quick review.  This was a great use of prior knowledge and led you into the lesson about synonyms. You had in your plans to start off why a synonym song. However, you did not play the synonym song in your activator until after you taught them about synonyms in your lesson.  Going over your lessons before you teach is key to a smooth lesson. The power point you used to help teach synonyms was great.  The students really seemed to enjoy the power point.  I would have liked to have seen you explain what a synonym is, how you can use synonyms to enhance your writing, or where you could find synonyms such as a thesaurus.  You did state that you can use a thesaurus like we have done previously (in your explanation of the task you had them do), but did not go into detail about using one.  It would have been good to reiterate how to use one (Review like they have never seen one before). You did have to stop several times because of negative behaviors.  Remember it is okay to stop your lesson until you can gain the attention of all learners.  You did ask them to stop talking, etc.. however they kept on doing it.  Make sure your tone is in a positive way and not negative. The sentence strip partner activity was a great activity to have the students up and moving around.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Nice class participation! Good questioning.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		The children loved the Easter hunt and activity! They were engaged and actively involved in the lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great discussion with students at conclusion of lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you allow students to explain key points of the lesson. Good job on giving back reinforcement. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure you are walking around the room and talking with the students to ensure that they are understanding the material taught. Also, make sure you are explaining what you are talking about while you are writing on the board. When students are answering a question make sure you restate the question and the answer that the student has given. This will help the studetns to remember what the question was and understand the answer to that question.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Read Aloud used to anchor lesson...wonderful oral reader, great questioning and feedback. Great guided practice and independent practice for "Sentence/Non-Sentence" Even though lesson had to be broken up due to schedule, it flowed beautifully and all activites meshed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		I really liked how you used the sticky notes, that engaged the students to answer and stay on task! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Students were asked to explain the responsibilty of the national government. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Review lesson on area and perimeter.  Ms. Taylor did an excellent job of reviewing both skills using Brain Pop, Promethean, and indepedent practice.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		T-Chart in lesson kept students involved and popcorn Reading was effective for the class novel

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany previewed social studies skills for 4th grade with the students. She introduced the social studies skill with a reading standard of comparing and contrasting.   I loved how you compared and contrasted the two indian tribes. It was a well thought out lesson with technology and graphic organizers.   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students were engaged with the Flovocabulary Branches of Government video. I reallly enjoyed your lesson on separation of power and how you presented it to the class.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Students really enjoyed the Flocabulary video over theme. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		What happened to the settlers of Roanoke Colony?  Mystery "hooked" the students from the beginning of the lesson to the end.  Reading and writing across the curriculum integrated in Social Studies.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson began by Ms. Traylor building with prior knowledge of surveying, tally charts, and bar graphs. The lesson was presented clearly and well organized. The students were given Fruit Loops to sort by color. They then created a tally chart identifying the colors. After this the students created their own bar graph based on their surveys. Ms. Traylor asked high order thinking questions. The students actively participated.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This review lesson was a well guided review on main idea of passages.  Natalie gave excellent feedback to students as she was conducting the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Make sure to gain the attention of students before giving directions.  When providing feedback, be specific.  Don't leave them with, "That was vague."

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate had a great tone with tone students throughout the lesson.  With so many varying student levels Ms. Ulstad did a good job with managing the classroom during the reading lesson.  Pleased with how Ms. Ulstad carries on the expectations of the classroom using some of the same managment methods she observes.  

		Vance		Darby		917457706		needed a strong activator

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good use of word problems to build problem solving skills.  Spend more time on reviewing what students already know with the array.  It is important to building the tape diagram.  Spend more time on establishing the know and unkown in the problem.  Good use of questioning throughout the lesson.  ("How do you know?, What do you already know about this problem?)  Don't ask questions like "Are yall ready?"  , students will always answer no!  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The real or imposter game was very engaging!  The kids loved it!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Students spent time in groups. Maybe you could split up students who have frequent behavior problems. Be sure to attend all areas of the classroom. Many students were off task. Giving students a visual timer allows them to keep track of their time. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job showing students different ways to get the answer.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Your activator was great! - Try having the groups written down to help with effective transitions - Make sure each group has a "leader" in order to help them run smoothly. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your activity engaged students by discovering how much a kilogram actually weighs. You controlled the class to limit disruptions. You were able to discuss the results with students while they were making a second attempt. Your closing allowed students to identify newly learned material.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You questioned students for understanding throughout the lesson delivery. Students were engaged and involved throughout the process. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Differentiation will be used during independent centers.
Great introduction of vocabulary review.
Good explanation of text features!
Students were engaged and prepared with all materials necessary for the lesson.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be confident when you teach! Keep the kids involved and on task.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In this lesson, Ms. Witcher read aloud from the texts and she asked multiple thought-provoking during the course of her reading. The lesson transitioned between texts perfectly. She offered remediation and enrichment to students on varying levels of ability. After she led the class, she then broke the students into groups with their leveled texts and guided a group as well. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The activities planned correlate perfectly with standards covered. The motivator and differentiation keep the students interest all throughout the lesson. Transistions and summarizers are present throught the lesson.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides clear encouragment to students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Great open ended questions; comprehension focus was awesome

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren appropriately delivers information to the students. She uses a wide variety of things to teach...promethean, visual aids, real life examples (hamburger) videos etc. She had materials out and ready to go! This minimized distractions and maximized instruction.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like that you utilized the Judy clock when students were having difficulty with the concept.  During the kahoot a student couldn't tell why they answered a certain way, so you may have wanted to prompt her more to verbalize her reasoning. You did a nice job of redirecting off task behaviors.  Students didn't have the opportunity to utilize individual clocks or play time bingo as planned due to time constraints and needing to spend more time with guided practice.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-The lesson helped the students to visualize the impact of water pollution. They loved being involved in the process! -The use of the graphic organizer allowed students to respond throughout the lesson independently. -I liked that you made necessary changes between the two times that you taught the lesson. That's what teachers need to do! 

		Responses (n): 		159

		Response Rate: 		51.46%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		3		3		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I liked the 3-2-1 writing activity.  That was a good way to see if they understood the plant needs and parts of a plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Be very mindful of what students are doing.  Try to catch mistakes early. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The differentiated groups had different modes of learning. It was good to see that the activities involved teamwork and open discussions within the group. The various informative worksheets were engaging and self-directed.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal Assessment was used to determine that students needed extra practice with writing dialogue.  This was determined by looking through the previous week's writing about Pigeon.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Informal observations made throughout the lesson to provide direct feedback to students.  Students were given a short exit ticket to assess learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ticket out the door. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You assess work effectively. Let's continue to work on using their scores for grouping and working with students on skills they are still lacking.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Students had a variety of assessments including completing interactive journal pages in their spiral notebooks, teacher observation, and completing a math page to show what they learned from the lesspn.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Diagnostic- N/A

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears used our data to choose her writing topic.  I love this.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman's questioning skills during the lesson were exceptional.  She used the questioning to keep the students engaged, along with using student responses to informally assess learning and adjust her instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with creating assessment on illuminate and using data after the lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		You have great questioning during instruction, your questions are usually why instead of recall.  You have effective assignments that challenge yet seek students understanding. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown will ask questions of students, but answer them before the student has a chance to answer them. This will not help her understand what the students are missing and what information they truly understand.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Informal observations can be done using verbal questioning and answering. Ticket out the door... 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is great at pointing out the students that throughout the lesson show they are have a difficult time. During the independent time, she takes time to go back to those students and make sure they have a good understanding of the skill.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The variety of activities each will allow her to assess the learning.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Graphic Organizer used to assess students understanding. Also informal questions was used.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Problem sets were used as an assessment.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler involved all the students in the class through asking them questions related to the vocabulary of the topic or process of working the problems.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Quizzizz was used to question students for today's lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		A parts of speech spoons game was played for students to show understanding of the skill. Students were placed in groups and were monitored throughout to check for understanding. A follow up activity: Fill in the mad libs to create a silly story.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students were allowed to work on their own writing *(revision) and apply the skills taught in class. The closing of the lesson allowed for a "check" but also a class discussion to get a pulse on where everyone was. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Assessments were varied and gave you good information about how the student comprehended your lessons.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was simple and completed with in the secssion.  Homework nor quizzes were needed for the lesson.  He should have collected and assessed the sequencing activity. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran asked questions throughout the stem activities and students had to record their attempts and findings.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Great questioning; What does the numerator represent in a fraction?

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis effectively monitored the students' progress throughout the lesson. She looked at their work afterward to gage who was still struggling and who was making progress. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		An informal assessment was given at the end of the lesson.  Students were able to complete the task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The graphic organizer was graded on if they gathered the correct information. The reading comp was a continuation, so it would be continued the following day.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job creating above, on level, and below level assessments!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		She used observation and questioning during the lesson to assess studnent understanding during the lesson, and then she used a ticket out the door for final comprehension.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessments for the lesson was teacher observations because it was the beginning of the unt.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Documentation in journal and classroom allowed opportunities for students to discover and elaborate on in classroom discussions. Ms. Duncan also provided open-ended questions engaging students prompting them to think.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well with her assessments. She used the assessments to provide individual conferences for students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The questions you asked in small group help guide your instruction. You knew where the students were struggling and how to help them understand.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great worksheet activity that was well created for the students to understand the diffferences of the two. It also, had the students to reason within themselves of why we have climate vs weather.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Writings were Awesome, from the teaching... the students knew exactly what to do because they incorporated in their discussion. It showed evidence that they understood and knew the material! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Having students come up and correct sentences was a great way to involve them and check for understanding. Ask the class- Is this correct? How many errors? This will help keep those focused while the student is physically making the corrections on the board. Rubric was clear and detailed. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		It was great that you incorporated writing in the science lesson. Having them write a summary is perfect to know who understood the lesson and who did not. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I like that you utilized their interactive journals.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Good questioing and teacher observation. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to display a variety of assessment methods throughout the lesson. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She used the tactile building of time on the individual clocks as well as the data she gained from the hour and half-hour telling time worksheet.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Use of STAR Reading scores to determine what support was needed, as well as the use of the IEP plans.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diagnostic was not used in this lesson- so I did not have a way to score it.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Used questioning during and after instruction and teacher observation of students working to informally assess students. Students completed a project B-M-E as a closing activity.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor used a Kohoots array game as part of the assessment/review. The students were very engaged and enjoyed the activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure when you are assessing students that you are assess based on their level. This class performances at a higher level of learning, so the lessons should have been tailored towards their level . 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones is very observant and recognizes students who are and are not "getting" the material presented.  He does extremely well with informal assessments.  He also uses quizzes and writing prompts to get a more accurate picture of how well the students are progressing to master standards.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Discussed and shared territories resources. What is the “Big Deal”?  Why did we want this land?  Many kids had opportunities to share suggestions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna created differentiated worksheets for students based on their reading levels. She constantly allowed students to share their thinking with one another, and she walked around the room to check for understanding. Allowed students to think for an appropriate time before they share their answer.
She allowed students to voice their reasoning, even if their answer was not correct. Students feel like it is okay to make mistakes, it is a natural part of learning. She allowed students to use their fan to think about which conjunction is the best for each sentence.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The peanut book was a very clever assessment tool. The students enjoyed making it and were excited about the facts they learned about George Washington Carver.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Great lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Use of the worksheet to assess what they learned. Try 3, 2, 1 strategy or maybe you could have started a KWL chart at the beginning of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of questioning! I like how you used vocabulary of both statement and telling sentence to familiarize the students with vocabulary words that mean the same thing. The self checklist was useful for them to evaluate themselves on their use of questions and telling sentences.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Skills that were assessed were a culmination of the skills that had been taught throughout the unit.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson differentiated her lesson for higher achieving students.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You were able to evaluate student learning through effective questioning (What is is an inherited trait? What is a dominant trait? What is a recessive trait? What is the difference between a recessive and a dominant trait? Compare/contrast learned behavior and inherited trait.)  The Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way to assess student understanding of main idea and supporting details.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson included several components for assessment of information. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Try to incorporate more questioning and higher order thinking questions. You had great recall questions which is DOK 1 and 2. Try to get in those level 3 and 4.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding. This is a great way to see what students are understanding the concept. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher walked around to help with anyone who needed help.  Offered scaffolding and informally assessed students.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		As a summarizer, Paige gave students a chance to show how to use quotation marks by having them complete a worksheet. Students checked their partner's worksheet.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		During her writing lesson, she broke the activity down into an "I do/You do" writing assignment that helped to scaffold their learning. Advanced students could write their own show don't tell sentences while lower student had vocabulary words to help build their sentences.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is proficient in using all three types of assessments.  She reviewed previous events in the story by asking 5-W's and H questions.  Then students also summarized after reading each chapter and discussed major events that  lead to a change in the character's behavior.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The lesson had wonderful questioning techniques and checking for student mistakes. This allows for students to understand where they made mistakes. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-The students loved the "What Am I?" summarizer. -Students worked together on the task, but showed their indivdual knowledge with the ticket out the door. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Student answers to questions allowed you to check for understanding.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts always does a nice job observing students during instruction and adjusting instruction accordingly.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal informally questioned the children during the large group instruction. Once the children were in small group, the students had to find the compound words.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		After completeing the T chart whole group, the students went back to their tables to fill in their writing web with the "how" and "whys" they want to use in their writing. Then they used their graphic organizer to write their paragraph. Attention was made to remember to write a topic sentence, details, and a closure that lets the reader know to stop reading.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		A Ticket Out the Door was used as a summarizing activity to quickly check student mastery of the lesson. The Ticket Out the Door resembled a doctor's nametag to go along with the lesson's "surgery" theme.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Having the poster with their responses travel around the room not only gave them an opportunity to show what they know, but it also provided examples from previous groups. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The synonym color bucket activity was a fun activity to have students complete to check for understanding. One suggestion would be to give the students all the materials that are needed when you gave out the paint swatches.  You only handed them the color bucket when they completed writing on the paint swatches.  By giving them all the proper materials will help them accomplish the task faster then waiting on you to go to each student to hand them the material.  One students sat and played instead of telling you he was finished.  You did a good job walking around the room during the task, but reiterate to those that aren't doing their work to complete it and not play.  You did a good job praising the student who was working quietly.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to question the students as you are teaching (like a review).. This will help the students understand the concepts taught and will give them so extra practice from the previous lessons. Go over what was taught the day before or even the previous weeks.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Super!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great questioning! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job asking open ended questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Students were encouraaged to share their theories on what happened to the colonists.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Formative and summative assessments were given appropriately. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor observed the students mastory of the lesson by observation during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Build a good habit of always questioning students to check their understanding.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember that students need feedback. This is in lesson, during classwork and summative assessments. You must let the students know how they did and how they can improve.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic not observed

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		All  assessing was done with integrity. Ms. Witcher's assessing was done throughout the lesson; during guided practice with her group she assessed them on recognizing settings. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students are assessed correctly through exit tickets, Ms. Witcher takes diagnostic notes over what students are struggling with, and makes detailed recommendations on how to assist them. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She asked multiple questions to help her observe mastery of the subject taught. There was a balance between guided instruction and independent practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		During the lesson you determined that students were not understanding based on questioning and did not continue with the lesson, but instead took the time to reteach.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You did well with questions but you want to give them more questions that involve the "why." Have them explain there thoughts even when they are wrong. It's important to hear what they are thinking, so that you can clear up any misconceptions.

		Responses (n): 		90

		Response Rate: 		29.13%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		3		3		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		3		3		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		3		3		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Classroom management is a skill that is developed over time. You are doing a very good job - especially considering you are with these students only 2 days a week.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I'm sorry for the technical difficulties  I know that getting them out of their normal routine and in a different classroom made it more difficult.   The lesson was well organized and the kids are excited about taking care of "their" plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, The lesson had good flow.  Make sure you are giving very clear, specific directions.  This will cut down on confussion and the students will be more on task.  Also, make sure you don't ask them "are you ready", say "I'm looking to see who is ready".  If you ask, they will surely answer you.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		keep in mind that when you are planning lessons, think ahead of what kind of movements you'll like to see..... that either create or prevents classroom disruptions. Always try to address blurting out or repeated interruptions immediately because it can be very distracting to others and rob other students of a chance to share their ideas. Order is important. Too much chatter while you were giving directions ; cannot turn your backs on students for long... 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		spoke with intern regarding her lesson with the following points to consider 1. being more assertive (having more of a teacher type voice and telling the students information when teaching instead of an inquiring tone) 2. being the teacher instead of relating to the students in a child like way.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass quickly corrected students who were off task and brought them back into the discussion.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good classroom management.  Students were engaged the entire lesson and felt comfortable sharing their thoughts and ideas.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Professionalism is a strength!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Make sure all students remain in there seats. Use the Dojo system. You could have had an advanced student as a "pizza checker" to help check papers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The students were distracted today but you did a great job of redirecting and keeping them engaged. You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		When Ms. Bowman saw that a student was off-task, she redirected him by asking that student a question, and/or moved the student closer to her to encourage on-task behavior. Ms. Bowman uses a lot of humor during her instruction which to students really enjoy. Ms. Bowman is very professional in her appearance and actions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students love you. You attend to every child, your professional, you seek constructive critism, and you work very hard in the classroom to make sure you are putting kids first. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown was unable to control the behavior of the students during this lesson, which caused her to become frustrated and end the lesson early. During the lesson, Ms. Brown tends to stay at the front of the room, instead of circling to make sure students remain on task during the lesson. Too much time is spent on redirecting the students' behavior, which causes them to get off task even more,

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		When correcting off task behaviors, make sure you call out individual students and not just the students as a whole group.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Communicate behavior expectations at the beginning of your lessons. Re-direct off task behavior immediately. This observation was made by Kati Brown and I completed this eval. based on notes that Ms. Brown gave me. It seems like it was a really good lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Great classroom manager

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am pleased with the way Caroline manages the classroom. She tolerated more noise than I do, but has not problem redirecting off task students and bringing students back together after group work.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton shows professionalism in the classroom.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is doing an incredible job at LSES. She truly gets to know each student and cares about them. She gives positive feedback and also redirects behavior when needed. She went into a classroom and saw a substitute demeaning two struggling students for not completing work correctly and she pulled those students into our classroom and provided extra support in a positive manner. She is an exceptional teacher because she not only teaches the student, she also cares about the student.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She quietly redirected a student to get back on task and pay attention.  Well done.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Had a teacher at one center and monitored other. Students were engaged.  Warned student about noise level and losing the privilege of working in groups.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Behavior was addressed as needed. Having a way to call the class' attention back to you would be beneficial. Using give me 5 or another attention getter would be effective.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You exhibited fabulous classroom control...much improved since the beginning of the year! You always dressed appropriately and looked very professional. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All groups were engaged and maintaining appropriate behaviors.  

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The closing activity was a great idea, but may have needed to be modified for this class. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You always use such a pleasant, encouraging voice with the students. It's OK to take Dojos points (or any other behavior management ideas you may want to try) -with off task behavior. Sometimes the students are "trying you out" and want to see how far they can push it. Try to "nip that" from the beginning. Good job sending N away from D once you realized they were off task. You traveled around the classroom well and attended to those that needed help.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		During the explanation of how taxes impacted the Boston Tea Party, the example was given that the taxes were unfair and "it sucks." It is not professional behavior to use that phrase in front of students as part of the lesson. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		You have done such a great job taking over the classroom! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior management was maintained throughout the day while teaching all students in first grade.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior was re-directed when students were off task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students seem engaged and eager to learn more about Jacques Cartier.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed the behavior expectation before the lesson. She used the classroom management devices, "clap once if you hear my voice..." and "If my back is turned, there is no talking."

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The center rotations seemed to be a bit tricky, but were perfect by the end of the day.  This does take time to learn how to manage enthusiastic learners. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a fantastic job managing the classroom. The students respond well to her. The lesson today required rulers, which were a distraction for most children. In the beginning, she asked students to put all rulers down, but as the lesson went on, students were not redirected to place them on their desk so they could focus on the instruction. During the lesson, she also had to write on the board to collect the data, which caused her to have her back turned to the class. Next time, have a student be the data recorder to ensure all areas of the room are being watched. Also, remember to use calls, such as "Ready to Listen, Ready to Learn" when trying to pull the students back together.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is very professional in the school atmosphere. She even attended PTO on Thursday night, which is not an obligation of her. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan manages the classroom well keeping the students engaged. She allows them to discover, discuss and engage managing the volume and attentitiveness in a positie manner.  She moels what she expects after they have explored. She is always dressed professionally. She has gone above and beyond helping fill in where she can. She volunteered to fill in as an assistant for my STEM Club when I had a conflict. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		She continues to be very professional with students, administrators, coworkers, and parents.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your conversation with the students made them want to do well for you. You noticed off-task behavior. Remember that you are the teacher and you can correct this behavior when you see it. My only complaint is to increase your voice level. Gain the attention of all students prior to giving instructions or discussions. Good job.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic job monitoring and keeping the students on task and focused!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Superb job! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Rubric- Have students read each level to clearly understand the expectations. You can even use an example of a level 4 or 5. Also you can give them a mini rubric to keep at their desk. This can also be stapled to their paper for grading. Time- set a time limit and work expectations. Topic- Great way to involve the students in the topic choices. Brain Pop- You can skip questions if they are too hard or above the standard. BP jr has only 5 questions and are usually more appropriate. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You moved around the room calling on various tables/students which helped to keep everyone focused. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I liked that you knew to challenge Brooke to do the work on her own first.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You wlaked around and helped kids during independent practice. Remember you can also do this during the task part of your lesson. -Redirect kids that are off taks (ie. playign with pencils etc.) You can do this by simply taping htem on the shoulder or removing the item that is distracting them. You may need readdress your expectations to the class if you noticed several off task. -Model vocabulary by breaking it down into its prefix/root word/ suffix. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GREAT job!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor has a great affinity with people of all ages, especially her students and other children. She is skilled in connecting with students.  Taylor is advanced in her ability to teach simple concepts, as well as more advanced topics. She also has exceptional written and verbal communication skills with both parents and teachers.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and a joy to work with.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Much better with assertiveness with the students.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez always comes to class prepared. She is very one-to-one with the students  and cares a great deal about them. She takes initiative and has gone above and beyond since her first day with me. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		There was constant monitoring of all students and any students getting off task were immediately redirected. Students were praised for good behavior and encouraged to do their best during the activity. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Watch for those students yelling out. You might want to set the expectation before you begin.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Do not talk over them. Take a second to stop and make sure you have everyone with you, especially during instructions. You could easily say, "If you can hear my voice, clap once" or clap to get their attention. Just make sure that they are in control, even though you do want them to have fun. The front table was off task the entire time. They were shouting out and being very disrespectful...you could have stayed with that table, taken away DOJO, or seperated anyone from the group. I loved the positive praise of the ones on task, but when that is not working, you have to do something in order to get those children's attention. This is why quick 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey is always professional in her demeanor. She works very hard to do her very best in all she does. She will make a fantastic educator!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students enjoyed the lesson on arrays.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure to keep students attention throughtout the lesson. When students are working in stations, remember to remind them of the expectations in the station. One of the groups was constantly talking and not working as instructed.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Classroom management and professionalism are consistently Mr. Jones' strongest areas!

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		“All set - you bet” regained students attention.  Don’t be hesitant to use your teacher voice.  “Ok, let’s reel it back in.”  Kids are really antsy with Spring Break coming up.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job making sure that students knew how to use "mirrors" correctly. She stopped, explained it, and then the students tried again. She did a wonderful job using positive redirection, "if you are out of your seat, please find it." If I see the eraser in the air, it is mine." She used an appropriate voice level throughout the whole lesson. She encouraged students to make the smart choice. She used class dojo to maintain positive reinforcement when students chose the right behavior.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Management is improving! :)

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She redirects students and regains their attention of ones who aren't paying attention in a positive way. She gives lots of praise to students who are working quietly and participaing in the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I realize that I should not give all exemplary, however, I would be doing Madison and The University of West Georgia an injustice if I gave her anything less!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure to monitor all areas of the classroom when you are teaching as well as when you are working with another teacher.  Watch the tone of your voice as well as your facial expressions.  Give them a little bit more time to answer a question before you move on.  Encourage them with positive feedback. and if they answer a question incorrectly, say something positive like: "You're on the right track." "or that's not quite right; but, good try.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students were actively engaged and involved inthe lesson as you monitored their activites through walking around the room.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson displays a professional demeanor. I encourage her to make sure to address all areas of students. Once during the lesson, it seemed as if Ms. Nelson was only talking to those in the front half of the room.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon has worked very hard on syntax, and grammar and has nearly completed her goal.  Well done!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure to position yourself in the room so that your back isn't to any one group of students for an extended period of time.  Remember to try taking the "links" as that seems to help and is a "quiet" attention getter, but also allow for appropriate noise when doing certain group activities.

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sometimes she is just a little quiet, but has a nice voice.  :)

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Good job getting every student's attention before you began teaching!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Have confidence in yourself and what you are doing. You had a great lesson and were prepared. Don't let the small humans intimidate you. They need to know that you are in control. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan is always professional and has a great relationship with the students.  She did a great job of walking around the room to monitor students as they worked in partners and invdivdually.  Remember to use the behavior clip system if/when neccessary whe students are off task or showing great behavior. This will ensure they are all listening and completing work in a timely manner. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher kept students attentive and their attention on her.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige uses attention signals and praises when needed to keep students motivated and engaged throughout the lesson.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students were actively engaged in her lesson with little to no disruptions.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at making sure all students stay focused. She redirects immediately any issues that arise. She conferences when necessary one on one with a student. She motivates them to do their best and is more than willing to differentiate and teach to the top as well as reaching those who are struggling.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is an amazing teacher and truly has a heart for students.  She will inspire her students to achieve great things.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite consistently uses an appropriate tone with the students and addresses inapporpriate behavior immediatley.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily continues to impress me with her rapport with the students.  She always maintains control - in a kind and encouraging manner.  The students ( and me)  love her!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job managing the class. Students were engaged and participated throughout the whole lesson. I love your tone and the use of timers to keep students on task. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Used "All Eyes on Me" consistently. -Encouraged kids toward the correct directions when they were stuck. -Consider adding a question to your activity sheet that allowes the students to apply the knowledge gained. This will up the rigor of the lesson. (open-ended) -Great job using adjectives to describe the soils Neice way to integrate subjects. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You explained your expectations at the beginning of the lesson. You addressed off task behaviors immediately and effectively.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Explain behavior  expectations before the lesson and consistently implement it.  (You did this with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th blocks) -You had a student at the computer to transition between slides.  This allowed you to circulate the room. -Good job complimenting tables that were on task.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has been able to make a connection with even some of the more challenging students.  She maintains control of the classroom easily and redirects or uses our classroom management system when necessary.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Check your grammar/spelling when writing your lesson plans. During the lesson with the children, grammar/directions were well thought out.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Quickly handled off task behavior.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie consistently uses strategies to make sure students are engaged and not misbehaving.  She sticks to consequences and uses positive reinforcement.  She is able to manage the classroom, so that students are learning. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and is well prepared for all his lessons.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Student behavior was outstanding throughout the lesson. Although all students transitioned to the floor for group work during part of the lesson, the voice level remained low and students were focused and engaged throughout the learning activity.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sometimes with this group, it is necessary to be a little louder so you can be heard over them. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Again, by making sure you have everyone's attention before starting the lesson and setting expectations is key to having a smooth lesson.  Remember, positive reinforcements help with students who are not doing the right thing.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make sure you have the full classes attention before starting a lesson.  This will promote your expectations.  Don't be afraid to discipline as needed.  The behavior plan is put in place to help off task behaviors. You did a good job moving around to the different groups to check for understanding. Set expectations before you have students move throughout the classroom.  Students need explicit directions and consistent behavior consequences. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good job calling on children who were not paying attention. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You have done an amazing job this year. I have enjoyed watching you grow as a teacher this year. You are an incredible teacher. The children love you! We are all going to miss you terribly! GREAT JOB!!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good modeling of how to handle materials, classroom management was much better this lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure if you are giving them a warning that you follow through with the warning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Impeccable grammar, syntax, etc.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Professional and well spoken.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Really enforced vocabulary! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany, I really enjoyed watching you teach this lesson on the Spearation of power. This is a very tough skill for students to master. Students were engaged and you controled the classroom when it was a partner activity using the strategy NOISE. The differentiated activity was well thought out. Next tim, another way to differentiate is to give the lower students the phrases for them to paste on the graphic organzier. Also, when presenting on the board, make sure your words are large enough for students to see. Great job!!!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		She maintains a well structured class.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		It is obvious the students respect Ms. Towe.  She does  a great job maintaining classroom procedures and keeping students on task.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Challenged students during the lesson on main idea.  Appropriate classroom management.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor's classroom management is extremely professional. She attends to all areas of the classroom and redirects behavior in a positive and timely manner. She challenges students to do their best.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad did a great job on her lesson.  She is attentive to students and does well setting high expectations and maintaining them. She will make an excellent teacher!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Redirects well and calmness!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		You are always very positive and encouraging.  Be mindful of off task behavior and take care of it right away.  

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great monitoring in the classroom! - It is obvious how comfortable you are with the kids!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		When students are taking notes, walk around for a little quick check to make sure they are understanding the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to make sure subject/verb agreement is correct prior to writing comments on graded papers. For example, "Where is your units?" This should be, "Where are your units?". This could be a poor reflection on you by parents.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney does a great job of observing my teaching and using similar techniques in her own teaching experience. She also puts her own twist on teaching the skill and makes it a lot of fun for the students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You monitored the class and redirected students that were off task. The timer was a great way to keep the centers moving. You used strategies that the students are used to using. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara was very able to take her initial lesson and rethink it in a way that fit students' needs, which is an important skill as a teacher.  

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Good job redirecting off task behavior.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams was monotone throughout the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is an area where Ms. Williams will definitely get stronger with more experience and her own classroom.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher had no behavioral problems during her lesson. She modeled effective teaching in her lesson delivery, her vocabulary, and tone. She challenged the students to do their best. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher is the model of professionalism. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		We have a very difficult student in the classroom, and Caroline redirects the student in a timely manner with dignity as well as consistency.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Overall, the lesson was very good. Lauren is an excellent teacher who makes learning exciting and fun!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna is quick to take care of needed redirection.  She is always professional in her mannerisms. Jenna puts forth effort to support our students and school by attending after hours school functions.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Great job adding prefixes to the lesson. It is always good to integrate the subjects when possible. 

		Responses (n): 		121

		Response Rate: 		39.16%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Loved the use of Google maps! The students got so excited when you demonstrated how to locate the state, city & school on the map in 3D.  Great use of technology! The flip books helped bring the lesson together! Great job!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		It was my pleasure to be your teacher-supervisor.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A should work on her professionalism (mannerisms and actions) towards the students.  It is okay to relate with students and talk to them but not on their social/emotional level.   It seems as if Miss A wants the students to like her and my goal was to convey to her that she is the teacher in the class not their friend.  You don't have to be mean to be the teacher in the classroom but she will need to be more firm and assertive.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Grow: Challenge students to turn facts into opinions and vice versa Glow: Nice teacher made anchor chart! Good use of technology timer to pace students!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		This was a great lesson that focused on what students were interested in, yet provided them with with a rigorous activity that required a lot of thoughtfulness.  Students were extremely engaged in the writing process.  Alexis used previous assessment to determine that this was an area of need for the students in her class.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, very well thought out and organized lesson plan. Be sure to work on wait time and off task behavior. Most students seemed engaged and excited to learn the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your lessons are very strong and you are showing growth and improvement as the semester progresses. You are open to feedback and welcome suggestions for improvement. Keep up the great work!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Awsome lesson!  Great job on getting down to the students' level.  You used a variety of teaching strategies to reach all learners.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		It has been a pleasure having Ms. Bowman in my classroom this year.  Anyone can see through her actions, that she really loves helping children learn and become better people.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The test of a good teacher is that the teacher is able to adjust instruction based on student's grasp of the concept being presented. You asked thorough questions and determined that students had misconceptions about the concept. You then adjusted your lesson to reteach and clarify misconceptions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Teaching has improved some since last lesson, however classrroom management is still an area of concern. Remember it is ok to give kids consequences. You are here to be their teacher, not their friend.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good lesson!

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		I thoroughly enjoyed this lesson.  The students were engaged and learned the process for multiplying fractoins.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Overall, this lesson was a great review of intro and conclusion to help support the students with their current writing project. Be sure to not get focused on the Social Studies aspects of the lesson and spend too much time explaining concepts they should already know. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You have grown so much during your time at CES!  I can't wait to hear about your creative teaching at SHE!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.  The use of technology retained their attention, and was a great method to deliver instruction, as well as assess their level of understanding.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis taught a science  lesson on pollution. It included hands on activities and kept the students engaged and involved.  She did an excellent job of presenting the information.  

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Our time was limited due to a previous lesson running longer than expected, but Ms. Day did a good job of adapting to the time we had to implement the lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		This was a very engaging lesson for students.  They could really feel, see, and experience the lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo demonstrates lots of good attibutes of becoming a great teacher. Teaching seems to come so easy to her.   She is a natural in the classroom and among the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Very well planned lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Work on time management to ensure that you are able to manage all areas of the classroom

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are ready for your own classroom!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		See notes that I typed for you to help guide your next lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Super!  Students loved the lesson and the movement within the classroom.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Keep up the great work! We are blessed to have Raikel in our classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I enjoy having Kara in my classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan would be an asset to any team. I would be proud to work with her. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		An all around person who has done a Fantastic job in the classroom! The students have learned so much under her teaching ability! Kudos, to Mrs. Faulkner!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was great and it was well planned out. Truly feel the kids understands the difference between Climate vs Weather.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher works well with students and is sensentive to diverse learning styles.  She recognizes areas where she needs to improve in regards to lesson planning and execution.  She exhibits a love for the students and is open to growth.  

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Great job!! Keep it up! Thanks for always having a great attitude. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Awesome, fun lesson! You did a great job teaching this science standard!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		This was a great lesson to teach students about ten more, ten less, one more, and one less. Excellent job!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great Job! I enjoyed your lesson and so did the kids! 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor accomplishes all tasks with both a positive attitude and with great initiative.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley was able to revisit the lesson in the second class due to struggles on the first delivery.  The lesson was more focused on the standard the 2nd time and provided students time to do the activity.  I think this whole lesson was a good learning experience.  Concepts are taught in different grades to a deeper extent- so its important to cover the standard only- avoiding additional information that could be confusing.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby's lessons are well designed and innovative and interesteing for the students. She puts lots of timne in to her planning to ensure that she is engaging of all of the students throughout the lesson. She delivers well, has good and positive classroom management and is an overall asset to my classroom. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		High expectations are evident.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		She is one of the better student teachers that I have had the pleasure to have in my classroom. She will be an awesome and effective educator.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson!  Very well thought out and delivered!  

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I loved the cards with plant parts that students had to identify using everyday foods.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Taylor in my classroom. She has provided much needed small group instruction and one-on-one instruction. During her whole group lessons and her 2 week teaching period, I have been able to work with needy students individually.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You did very well during your second full week of instruction. The lesson you created on cells was very engaging. The activities you created aligned perfectly with the standard and it was easy to assess if the students mastered the standard based on their performance task. You've did a great job this year! 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones created a organized lesson plan. The students were engaged in the different centers she created. They were involved and answered rigorous questions throughout the lesson.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna is a fantastic teaching candidate. She teaches with such grace and natural ability. She maintains classroom management, while providing a rigorous and challenging learning environment for every student. She uses whole brain teaching, and a variety of teaching strategies throughout her lesson. She amazes me and is always willing to grow!!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a fantastic job leading a small group reading lesson! She worked hard and helped students who were struggling and provided great supports to ensure fluent reading!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great review of strategies for opening. :)

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Very creative lesson!

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Wonderful lesson, very engaging, and creative. Great job overall.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great potential.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith has the makings of a true teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		She makes math fun for the students!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Great job! The students enjoyed the activity. 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		I have thoroughly enjoyed working with Emily this year.  I am overjoyed to be teaching with her next year!! She is an asset to Sand Hill!!!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I loved your lesson. It was a great review of adding and subtracting mixed numbers while reviewing common denominators, borrowing and simplifying. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Students were engaged during the lesson.  You described the immigration era in a meaningful way and fostered a desire in students to learn more about that particular time period.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job in all areas.  This lesson was particularly challenging for the students, and she did a wonderful job of incorporating our literature to help the children relate the concept.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does an outstanding job in all areas.  She will make a wonderful teacher.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was a great review for my students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Awesome lesson!  Students loved working in groups to create a spider to show the main idea and details. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great lesson! You are really settling into teaching lessons. You seemed more "in the element" today. I liked the way you kept the children on track. Do not feel like you cannot take recess time from the repeat offenders. =0) Again....great job today!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Still working on articulation and slowing down with speech. Classroom management skills have improved. Sarah has a great relationship with the students, resulting in a safe learning atmosphere.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great Lesson! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Fantastic review lesson!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great lesson on government review.  Video did not work, but moved on quickly.  Great job!  Used graphic organizer to help students visualize  branches of government.  Involved students using show me boards.  Also, included challenge questions that involved math.  Fantastic way to incorporate multiple academic areas.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great lesson!  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is doing a fantastic job!!!  She does a wonderful job working with on-grade level students,  above-level students, and at-risk students!  She can adapt to any situation at the school or any group that she is working with during the day. I have been very impressed with Olivia's flexibility!!! 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor is doing an excellent job within my classroom. She works well with all students. My classroom is an extremely diverse and challenging one. She has adapted to all of their needs.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate did a great for a first.  She put together a good lesson plan and worked hard to maintain classroom expectations already set. Suggestions:  Do not be afraid to take the time to get student attention. Call outs should be used consistently.  Would also suggest wait time when questioning students so that students have a good amount of think time.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Overall a really good job.  Lesson was very clearly laid out ad delivered with confidence.  A little soft spoken which seemed to be hard to get back the students attention, but her give me five was a great tool she used!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson was well planned and thought through.  Your voice was much louder than last time and you seemed more at ease. Continue to work to really understand what the students should know and reinforce it throughout the lesson. Don't be afraid to say no, or redirect off task behavior.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Overall, Taylor has made a lot of improvement this semester. She is open to suggestions and enjoys teaching. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		The lesson plan was well thought out and planned. Having students complete a polygon scavneger hunt was a great activator. Expectations were given on class behavior and what students should be searching for. However, it may have benefited students more if more instruction on polygons was given beforehand, since this was a fairly new concept. Allowing students to make connections to what they've previously learned is extremely beneficial. The Number Talk was great and allowed the students to classify their polygon. Perhaps try starting with a Number Talk, before having students complete the Scavenger Hunt. Additionally, I would suggest shortening the Number Talk as well, to maintatin engagement. Lastly, you provided great differentiated assessments. This means that you know your students. Perhaps save the assessment for the end, and have students practice via Math Playground beforehand. To increase the rigor of the assessment, you may consider asking richer questions.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Ms. Williams is definitely growning and gaining more confidence the more she teachers.  I have been impressed how far she has grown this semester.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Great job!  It's hard to find something that isn't perfect in your lessons.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This students loved this hands-on lesson.  It was a wonderful opportunity to see a real-world example of a chemical change while making butter.  

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You rock! I loved the lesson and the students enjoyed it too! 

		Responses (n): 		79

		Response Rate: 		25.57%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		christine carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne.Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		D. McClendon

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		KImberlee Wright

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		traci rainwater

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Marcus Byrd (Science Teacher) 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smith 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		MRs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKEnzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Amy Musick

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		261

		Response Rate: 		84.47%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/26/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/01/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		12/01/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		03/31/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		04/12/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/10/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/23/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		12/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/26/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/07/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/24/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/31/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/22/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/25/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/28/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/17/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/28/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/03/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/08/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/26/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/17/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/30/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/18/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/16/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/09/2016

		Responses (n): 		269

		Response Rate: 		87.06%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%
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Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 3282 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 3282 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED 3282 Field Experience Binder Template, Import of ECED Block I Field Experience Binder (3282)-2 CT/1US, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Ms. Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha Barron

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laure Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitez

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennet

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Kaissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ditmitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Chassi Cole

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittney Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dil

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Micaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allison Eidson

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Ms. Alli Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Corny Grade

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazlyn Grier

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Paige Griffin

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rachel Holloway

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Ashleigh Jarrell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Caresse Jones

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Darius Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Jessie Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Lorea

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya Lopez

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaes

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson 

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Caysie Newburn

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Emily Osmer

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda Phillips

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Shante Polite

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Waverli Pritchett

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Nikki Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Rayana Shelton

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie SImmonds

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexis Smith

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Alexs Smith

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy Sutton

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Floristine Tigner 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignett

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lauren Wear

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney West

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zach White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Alondra Williams

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zyas

		Responses (n): 		307

		Response Rate: 		99.35%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/03/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/03/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		04/18/17

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/26/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/01/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		02/02/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/01/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		09/29/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/02/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		10/17/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/01/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		10/31/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/07/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/06/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/06/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/10/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		03/29/2017

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/01/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/21/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/25/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/07/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/05/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/09/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/27/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/07/2016

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		03/17/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/19/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/07/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/12/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		02/15/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/16/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/16/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/12/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/12/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		10/26/2016

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		10/17/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		03/17/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/12/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/12/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		10/25/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		03/29/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/26/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/09/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		02/06/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		10/24/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		03/20/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		03/30/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		09/26/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		03/29/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/02/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		10/17/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/15/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		10/17/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/27/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		10/14/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		02/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/30/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		04/20/2017

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/13/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/01/2017

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		02/16/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/05/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/12/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		02/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		11/09/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		04/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		03/09/2017

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		02/13/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		10/25/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		02/27/2017

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		11/16/2016

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		03/07/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/22/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/21/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/14/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		09/07/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/26/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		10/12/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		10/26/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/29/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/10/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/20/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		10/12/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		03/15/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		04/24/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/02/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		03/15/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		02/06/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/05/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		03/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		02/13/2017

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/18/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/15/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/20/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		10/26/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		10/05/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		10/03/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		306

		Response Rate: 		99.03%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School 

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		VRE

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		CMS

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Villa Rica Elementary

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Central Elementary School 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary 

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Spings Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Mt. Zion Ele.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Bowdon Elementary School

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Sand Hill

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western Elementary

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton Middle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton Hindsman Elemetary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary School

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementay

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		TES

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica Elementary

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementart

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary School

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		BSES

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary SChool

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary School

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Bowdon Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Roopville Elementary School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary School

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star Elementary

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		BES

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Roopville Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones Elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary School 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright Star Elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Carrollton Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elem

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill Elementary

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		North Douglas Elementary

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard County Elementary School

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand Hill

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Carrollton Middle School

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg ES

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary School

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Heard County Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary School

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary School

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary School

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		CES 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton HIndsman Elementary

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School 

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Carrollton Middle School 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary School

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopville Elementary

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Sand Hill Elementary School

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary School

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		309

		Response Rate: 		100.00%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3rd Grade

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		third grade

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3rd

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th Grade

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		first

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th grade

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		fourth grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st Grade 

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st Grade

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		third

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		2

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		B

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4th

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade 

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3rd

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		4th

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		3rd

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		4th Math

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Fossils

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth Grade

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Cortny		917416570		First

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Third

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		5

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Third

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		3rd

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5th 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5th Grade

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		5

		Jones		Darius		917396692		5th 

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3rd

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		5th

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4th grade

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		2

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th 

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		First

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd Grade

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		5th

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth - quotation marks

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4th

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		4

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		1st

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		5

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4th

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st grade

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3rd

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		2

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First Grade

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		5th

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		3rd

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Second

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2nd

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4th

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		First

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4/5

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4th

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd grade

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd Grade

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		4th Grade (Reading) Theme

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		4

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4th

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		5th

		West		Sydney		917437847		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5th

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		5th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th Grade

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd Grade

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		4th

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		309

		Response Rate: 		100.00%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Kristy McCord

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley H. Williams

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry 

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Jessica Beck/Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Connie Ross

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Melissa Mobley

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Rebekah Phillips

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law`

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Traci Rainwater (math/science teacher)

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie Williamson

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis, Social Studies

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Lisa Weaver

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Jennifer Sample

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Amanda Dent

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smth 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Sandy Barber

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Saidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		LaKeia King 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		JamieMartin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		Lindsay McKenzie

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Hannah Garrett

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Will McAlexander 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Amy Musick (ELA)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		308

		Response Rate: 		99.68%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		3		3		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		3		3		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You started the lesson by having the students solve a subtraction story problem.  You had them use the draw a model strategy previously learned to solve the problemm and to discuss subtraction.   You used many of the vocabulary words such as minus, difference, and you had them talk about he fact that when we subtract, the answer is smaller or less.   The kids enjoyed the Subtract with a Pirate video and were very engaged in solving the problems.    I like that you had 2 small groups for the subtraction practice.  The kids really enjoyed bowling and writing their subtraction sentences.   The group that I did enjoyed telling and drawing out subtraction stories.    Very good lesson! 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good job of breaking down the standard.  You allowed students to explain key vocabulary in the standard.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Standards & E.Q - Explained in language understandable to students using visual examples.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		When introducing learning objective for the day, good job of reinforcing math vocabulary.  Students had to differentiate betwen factors and multiples.  

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Standards were posted and addressed to students. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You thoroughly covered this standard.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		The students are well aware of the standards and their learning goals.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Good job of refering to fraction bars- using things they know.  You also mentioned the giant Chocolate bar.  The 1st standard you mentioned 5/5ths.  You should have continued on with that and let the students give you examples. A students asked about fractions on a numberline and you said, "We are kinda using fractions."  No- we are using fractions on the numberline. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Standards and/or I Can statements were not posted.  Ms. Bowman reviewed the skill that the students have been working on all week.  By doing this, she made clear to the students the goals of the lesson. The activities to practice and learn to use reading strategies to determine unknown word meaning were developmentally sequenced. Have you thought about asking ( and telling) why the learning is important for students?

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was clear, logical and sequential. It was aligned to state and county curricula and standards.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson plan is well desgined, and hits the standards, the higher order questions, and how students are going to apply the information to the skill.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Very well thought out on her lesson plans.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Brain Pop was shown as an introduction.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline adapted this lesson to meet the needs of my ALP students in the morning and taught the lesson plan as she planned it originally.  This lesson is appropriated for this level of students and they were engaged throughout the lesson. I observed this lesson with the morning group and again with the afternoon group.  The morning group is an ALP group and the afternoon is Inclusion.  She did a great job adapting the lesson for both groups.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is a great planner! She studies the standard and plans lessons that effectively teach the standard. Her students are always in her mind as she plans lessons to reach the most struggling learner as well as the most gifted student. I have throughly enjoyed each lesson she has taught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Stardards are posted on the wall and goals are clearly stated.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		My only suggestion was that Amanda point out, in the textbook,  the standard in the upper left hand corner.  I suggested she read over the standard with the children while their books were open.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The lesson had a clear beginning, middle, and end. Students were quickly engaged with a review of parts of speech! Error analysis occurred throughout the lesson. Then a game was played in groups to show understanding of the parts of speech.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Lesson was prepared using data collected in the classroom to address a "needs improvement" standard. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		All of the necessary part of the lesson plan were included.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran gave clear instructions to students and presented the lesson in an organized manner.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Ms. Cole put alot of time and investigation in to preparing a lesson on introducing fractions. She became familiar with the academic language of fractions.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		This was a small group lesson taught to students who are struggling in subtracting larger numbers. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		I loved your anchor chart and worksheet you provded for your lesson on idioms!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The lesson was very well organized and students were on task during the lesson and the students were involved in the activities.  This lesson was on Annie Oakley.  This was a rotation day and Miss Dermo taught the same lesson throughout the day to all first grade students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan was instructing students on the French explorer Jaques Cartier.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Remember to define all important words in the standard and repeat it through out the lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You have consistently posted and engaged the students by asking relevant questions to assess if students understand the standards.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		I can see the growth in your lesson planning and you are making progress.  Remember to state the learning goals as a way to direct your lesson, and to allow the students to know what they are going to be assessed on.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lesson is age appropriate and standards based.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		All standards were addressed and she also used I can statements- It was fun for the students because the statements were hiding under an individual desk- and they had to find the envelope.  This was her first try in designing centers for this group.  It went very well.  We did discuss some of my strategies of centers before hand that helped.  Having clear and easy directions to movement in the classroom is key.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was well prepared and organized. She let students know the expectations and goal of the lesson.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did a great job planning her lesson on opinion writing. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided directions for her hands-on lesson discovery lesson,The lesson was well received and helpful for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Organized and presented in  a powerpoint for the students 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your standards matched your content. Your essential questions outlined your learning goals.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!!

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Great activities to help students understand the concepts.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher interacted well with students.  She had good activities and pieces of the lesson.  The lesson did need to be moved through a bit faster to keep students' attention.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		She did an excellent job of explaining the standard taught and engaging the students in the discussion. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Always check powerpoint for typos and spelling errors. **Type in word and cut & paste into Ppt. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Great Lesson! I hate that time ran out before you were able to do all that you had planned. However, it is always better to have more planned than not enough! 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer does an awesome job correlating the standards with her lesson plans and executing them appropriately.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		You have adapted to CCAS and the agenda board quite well.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach pronouns. I love the way your lesson flows!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Standard posted in powerpoint and student teacher read and discussed. -Standard is a 3rd grade requied state standard.

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Ms. Grant was great with our students, she really was able to take charge and keep them engaged. They loved her but also respected her. Her lessons were well taught as a teacher canidate.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		The standards and learning goals were posted in a powerpoint. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		She is a motivated, hard-working, and organized teacher who encourages her students to learn, grow, and stretch themselves to reach their potential.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She opened the lesson with a hook. Very cute math video that helped explain telling time to the nearest hour. She introduced the standard and then had the students come up and underline unknown words within the standard. She does a good job of calling on students of different demographics and abilities. She used a model clock to explain the unknown vocabulary words and then she modeled making times to the nearest hour and half-hour on the clock. Needs to explain that half hour is really just thirty minutes. Needs to talk more about what qualities an analog and a digital clock have.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson delivery went much better on the second attempt.  That's the great thing about teaching the same lesson to different classes.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany began with an opening question before displaying the EQ and standard. This allowed for the students to explore the concept in an organic way before the EQ and standard were revealed and discussed. .

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez' lesson plan was organized with standards, essential question, and learning goals for the student.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby used a power point to guide the lesson.  Students read the standards, essential questions and I Can statements.  She included an agenda to keep the lesson focused and on track.  The lesson was organized and age appropriate.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I like how you went straight from the I can statement to pulling out their prior knowledge within the circle map. The pow toons was an awesome way to present material in a fun way. Make sure that you use it through the lesson to connect the learning to that pow toon information. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Effective lesson design for cell review.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey incorporates this consistently at the beginning of every lesson I have observed.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor's plans included a powerpoint shared with students that posted standards and content vocabulary.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor taught a lesson on metric mass. She had several visuals for students: paper clip and graham crackers to represent grams, textbook and liter of water to represent kilograms, spring scales, balance scales

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure that all of the information in the lesson match what the students are doing. If you state in the lesson that there will be directions for each station, make sure the information is in the station. 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones' lessons are organized and learning focused.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		4th Grade History Louisiana Purchase

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fabulous job engaging the students' prior knowledge. She broke down the vocabulary of the standard, so that every student understood the standard. She circled and underlined the focus of the lesson, so students knew exactly what they were going to learn. The students were excited to learn because of her positive energy!

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Put on chartpaper, have sticky notes for hard words.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		I liked how you stated your goals. I think it helps focus the students and allows them to see what they are supposed to learn from the lesson.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		It is apparent that lots of planning was put into this lesson!

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Students are learning about irregular past tense verbs.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Another wonderful lesson!! Remarkable teaching style!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		There needed to be more interaction within the lesson. I suggested that a video or some type of media be added to the lesson to make it more exciting.  My advice was taken and she added a video to the lesson before she actually taught it.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of introducing interview skills with asking questions and statements.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna's Lesson has wonderful, engaging and wrapped up our unit perfectly.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Activities are stated by teacher.It would help to have them repeat instructions to ensure students understand activities. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students rotated throughout the room "shopping" for items.  The used manipulatives (play money) well as they had a real-life learning experience. I liked the acitivity - Shopping with Decimals; the related back to a book you read to the students in a previous lesson.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson's lesson on angles was very thorough. She hooked the students with an upbeat Youtube video. Her lesson consisted of group/individual work.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon's lesson was well presented and engaging. 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Your standards and learning goals were clearly stated and communicated to the students.  Your lesson plans were organized and included activities to meet the needs of all learners.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Great sequence of events in the lesson. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Well planned and appropriate for 5th grade Social Studies. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very organized and detailed lesson plan.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige's lesson was well thought-out and thoroughly planned.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a Powerpoint to display standards, EQ, and instructions 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Students were very clear on the Standards being taught. There was check points  throughout the lesson to make sure the students were understanding and could share back what had been taught.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Miranda is reading "There's a Boy in the Girls' Bathroom" by Louis Sachar.  They are focusing on characterization, theme, and plot.  This is a great book for the beginning or end of the year to reinforce that everyone can change if they believe in themselves.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite taught a Eureka Math Lesson on Place Value.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job introducing the lesson by stating the objective and standards. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Standards were posted and clear. -Lesson included activator, task, and summarizer. -Remember you can refer to the standard durign the lesson.

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia did a wonderful job with this review lesson on Geometry.  The flipchart was organized well and the students were able to follow and engage.  Her student response time was great and progress monitoring were very timely and appropriate. She gave a thorough explanation of center expectations.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		SS5H8:  The student will describe the importance of key people, events, and developments between 1950-1975. D) discuss the significance of the technologies of television and space exploration

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did an excellent job of presenting "Flashback Writing" to students.  

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Lesson plan is clearly written and easy to follow.  It is in the format provided by the university.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The lesson plan was not really detailed. 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal followed the Scope and Sequence alligned with the GA Standards.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He planned his lesson well in advance and taught about the students learning needs.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Students knew what lesson objective they were going to be working on. It was clearly stated at teh beggining.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		"I Can" statements were stated clearly at the beginning of the lesson via PowerPoint. The lesson was extremely organized.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard nor EQ was presented to students.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was  posted on a power point slide, but was not gone over during the lesson.  There was no EQ.  

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Very relaxed and poised in delivery.  The lesson is flowing nicely.  Students are engaged and are exhibiting good behavior. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great use of "I can" Statement. "I can count on and make ten when one addend is 8." 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Powerpoint was a great hook and intro.

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		You went over the standard and clearly stated what they were to learn Great Job!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Ms. Sullivan writes explicit plans and clearly articulates learning goals and standards to students.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Lesson was standards based and appropriate for the classroom! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Standards were stated and explained to students. 

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Last lesson of the 2 weeks. Kids were involved with the class novel and review of previously covered material.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job introducing the standards and essential questions.  I love how you use a powerpoint to use to display the standards.  

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job presenting the standards with the powerpoint.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Introduction to British Colonial America, included standard and set a purpose for the lesson. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was reviewing main idea of passages.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This lesson was graphing with fruit loops. The lesson plan was well written in a logically sequential order. The standards were stated in the lesson plan and talked about with the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan is well done and easy to follow

		Vance		Darby		917457706		very clearly addressed

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Standard was introduced.  Focus more on the key vocabulary in the learning goal. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Noticed improvement from first lesson but still choppy.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Remember to discuss fact and opinion more in detail before you begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your lesson is organized. Students can easily identify learning goals and standards. 

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney did an awesome job delivering the lesson. It was a complex lesson on synthesizing. However, she was able to make the lesson clear and understandable for students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Great job planning with the end in mind. The lesson was well thought out and organized. 

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is going to make a wonderful teacher. She is enthusiastic and engages the students with well thought out lessons and activities. 

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams had a well developed lesson plan. She was prepared and organized.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Organized nicely. Used students in groups very well. wording prompted action. Students knew there assignments.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher makes very detailed plans, and it very cognizant of the needs of her students. Lessons are planned and implemented very appropriately.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher taught a lesson about the settings in "Steal Away Home" and "Sitti's Secret." She posted the standards and essential question on the board prior to the lesson. She ordered her lesson carefully and intelligently.  

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Students were clearly told the objective of the lesson about character traits.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She is very good at this portion of the lesson.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The lesson goal was well stated at the beginning of the lesson and activities were well sequenced with time management in mind (papers passed out while students watched brainpop).

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-You had the standards posted. Remember you can refer to them and explain them to the students. -Great job having an activator, task, and summarizer for your lesson. It was very organized and sequenced. 

		Responses (n): 		128

		Response Rate: 		41.42%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		3		3		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		3		3		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		3		3		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		3		3		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		3		3		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		3		3		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		3		3		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		3		3		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		3		3		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Great opening - played audio of a train and asked students what they were hearing.  This led right into the transcontinental railroad, cattle trails, etc. The student practice assignment was appropriately differentiated - students were working on their level which allowed them to be successful.  Your lesson closure allowed students to summarize what they had learned with each others.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		The video chosen clearly helped the students to see the needs and parts of the plant.  I liked that the students were to be scientists and observe and draw the plants.   The kids were using the key vocabulary like roots, stem, and leaves.  I even heard buds.   You used a graphic organizer to model the needs of the plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		As students are working, share with the class what you see that students are doing correctly and this will bring others to do the same. When asking questions, make sure the students response answers the question.  If it does not, make sure you clarify. Good use of the promethean board as well as manipulatives. Students were able to work with the teacher, with partners and independently.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Activator - You-tube video on the Okeefeenokee swamp; engaging; students were asking questions and curious. Lesson went very well and covered the standards appropriately. Summarizer - Glad that you got to re-emphasize what the students had learned. 

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Differentiates instruction: (2)  this was hard to do with our groups teachers stayed very active the whole lesson to assit struggling students.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		She completed a GREAT hands on lesson with oreo cookies teaching halves and fourths.  Logan has learned that food is a GREAT way to engage and capture this group of kids.  

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		The children were excited to learn about light.  Ms. Bass asked questions and clarified misunderstandings students had about natural and artificial light sources.  The students were engaged and participating.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Opening engaged students with characters they love (Elephant and Piggie).  They were introduced to comic strips and encouraged to write dialogue.  

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		The fluency review used as the opening provided students with an opportunity to review prime and composite numbers.  Loved the correction of prime numbers as EXACTLY two factors and not two or more factors.  Students had to "prove" if the given numbers were prime or composite. Good visual represenation for students to follow as instruction was given.  The lesson reinforced place vakue understanding by having students refer to 80 as 8 tens.  Great job of directing students to know that division is repeated subtraction and not rote steps that include "bring down."  Student expectations were clear before sending them off to work independently.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Differentiated notes for gifted and SPED students. Ms. Bennet asked open ended questions. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		The instructional practices that you used flowed smoothly. You had a good balance of instruction, guided practice, and independent practice.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica was well prepared for this lesson on a Monday morning!  I could tell she prepped over the weekend to be successful.  :)

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		When giving the directions, you could say, "It should look like a plus sign."  As they work doing the 3rd line you said, "Is the circle equally divided?"  (NO)   Great example of a Higher Order Thinking. Good Question:  "How many pieces of your pizza are in 1/4?"  2/8's "What's a 1/2?"  4/8's It may help to explain it first and then question it.  You could have used the powerpoint to model it.  Power point- extremely relevant to the lesson.  Nice job! 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman continually engages most students in active learning.  During this lesson, she observed students that were not engaged and not listening.  She then moved those students to the front of the class to ensure engagement of the students.  Ms. Bowman used a variety of strategies to teach the content.  She used direct instruction, guided practice, a visual aid using technology, and independent practice. Ms. Bowman gives positive reinforcement and feedback that encourages student's to feel safe and take risks participating. Ms. Bowman differentiated her instruction by using questioning that was on each student's level of understanding. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Your lesson was engaging and students were involved in active learning. Your lesson had instructional time and student participation. You asked several higher-order questions such as: "Why is it opaque? How are shadow formed? Why do you think that? How do you know?". Your use of questioning during the student activity helped the students to better understand the concept. Think of ways that you could add more differentiation to your lessons.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with use of time, and asking higher order thinking questions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Lesson was engaging, and kept students thinking by using white boards, and sharing students answers. Be sure to walk around, allow for more wait time, choose different students.  Even if they don't give you anything try to pull some type of answer from them. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Make sure proper capitalization and punctuation is used when your slides. Students look to you to model the correct way to write. Let students think before they respond and before calling on others.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown said that she had some manipulatives for the students to use, but left them at home. Too much wait time is causing students to become off task.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job modeling for the students how to select a small moment and brainstorm details to support the small moment! Ask questions throughout the writing process

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		You kept the students engaged by having them to complete a fill in the blank sheet during the powerpoint. Good use of the bubble map for vocabulary. Good job of bringing an actual guitar to class in order to help the students further understand how sound is produced on a guitar. The partner work using the cookie cutter and rbberbands added another way for the material to be presented and understood. Good job of using a variety of material to present the lesson. You addressed several different learning styles. Ask more open ended questions such as: Can you feel or see something happening when you pluck the rubberbads? And, does the different sizes of rubberbands matter? If so , explain. Be sure to give positive feedback during your lessons. Ticket out the door was done as lesson closing. Get everyone's attention before you speak and before you make a transition. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caaroline plans lessons that reach students through a variety of modalitles. Students are engaged and excited about answering her questions. Each part of the lesson moved smoothly and the transitions were quick. Students worked with her to learn the skill, then quickly moved to an activity to that allowed the students to show what they have learned. Great Lesson!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		To differentiate for this group, students were grouped by reading level.  All students are reading below level so the reading instruction is leveled based on their ability. Caroline did a good job moving the students into groups and then moving from one activity to another activity.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria is working on including more higher order thinking questions into her lessons. The lesson was new brand new content for the students.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Students were learning how to subtract with regrouping. Mini lesson was given. Problems were then completed whole group before students had their work time. The "I do", "We do," "You do" model was used to make sure students understood. Ms. Burton pulled a small group of students to work with during work time to give a differentiated assignment and to provide extra support.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		The word problem examples chosen to teach in class had a direct link to real-life situations.  The students were able to make that connection.  Amanda asked students struggling to respond to her questions if they needed "help" from a friend to take the pressure off of them.  One student completed a problem in his head, and Amanda told him, "I'm glad you can do it in your head, but take me through the steps so everyone can see it."  I loved this comment and strategy she used to help all students understand the need to "show your work."  The use of a youtube.com math video clip as an introductory feature, then again as re-enforcement of the process was well received.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Great questions allowing the students to participate in min lesson.  The students had opportunities to work independently with teacher with effective instruction.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		The students were engaged in sorting a part of speech into the correct category. Each student had a sticky note with a word to place in the correct category. One table at a time was called to the board to place the word in the correct category. Each category was reviewed and discussed. Words placed in the incorrect category was discussed and then placed in the correct category. Each time needed student thinking was redirected to the correct answer. 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to not let certain students dictate and control the class discussion. Be sure that all activities planned will fall within the lesson range time. This may mean adjusting during the lesson and decreasing the amount of class whole group pracitice to get to everything planned. All parts of the lesson are standards based and rigorous enough to meet the needs of the students in the class. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was well taught, but it was  a simple review for the students.  Brandon could have made it mor challenging and indepth for 4th grade. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Your activator was a good review of light information video of prism activity - fabulous!  I'll use this next year!  Thanks for sharing! 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The October Stem staions were engaging, well organized, and required higher order thinking skills to master.  The lesson was highly motivating for the students.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Nice use of models to introduce the concept of equivalent fractions.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		GREAT way of differentiating the notes and the independent activity. Higher-order questioning is something you will continue to develop even when you are years into teaching.  At times there were kids who finished the graphic organizer early were just sitting there and they began getting off task. Make sure you have everyone's full attention before giving directions. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		The students were engaged in the lesson and really catching on to the strategies you showed. I liked how you used an opener explaining what the focus of the lesson was and reviewing previous lessons. Let's work on not rushing through the lesson and giving the students a little more time for transitions & to answer questions/respond. As you finish the mini lesson have a "wrap up" or "closing" question that summarizes the lesson. It can be as simple as "who could tell me a strategy they like" or "turn to your neighbor and tell them you favorite strategy". Just a quick question that wraps up the lesson before you go to the ticket job/groups. Great job with working with the small group table and then coming back to the students that were struggling with their seat jobs. Good questioning techniques with individual students.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Visual aids ( virtual manipulatives) were used and well as the added benefit of  a small group. The students in this group struggle with math and attention. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		For the opening/activator- Since this lesson served as an introduction to Paul Revere and the Boston Tea Party, it might have been more effective to show a smaller section of the video clip just to highlight the Boston Tea Party. The lesson closing was not observed because we ran out of time in our class period. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The lesson was a review of verb tenses. It began with a class discussion and short Flocabulary video/song reviewing verb tenses. After the review, the students played a Quizizz game on the Promethean Board answering questions about the different verb tenses and how to use them correctly in sentences.  Students were actively engaged throughout. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The only thing I would add to this lesson would be technology. Have the students watch a video in order to reach students who have different ways of learning things. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Great job wokring on those transition times. Those can be hard when there is a talkative class! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		The students learned many interesting facts about Annie Oakley and they had many questions at the end of the lesson.  

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Used a variety of strategies with the students to meet all needs.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a lesson with the students using graphic organizers to complete using a reading about Jacques Cartier. They had to tell the obstacles and accomplishment of the exploration, as well as who sponsored the expedition. When they completed the graphic orgaizer, they were allowed to begin a reading comprehension. Morgan provided highlighted and lined graphic organizer to a student with modfications, and read aloud the passage for two other students who had modifications.

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Differentiate your lesson by giving each group a different activity or an additional resource to help with the given assignment.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		I liked your activating strategy for teaching theme.  Using the commercial showing a young Darth Vader trying to use the" force" was fun for the students and also a great way to explain theme.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed with the students thier prior knowledge on the subject. She used "hairy money" to work with the students to remember how to count money, She made purposeful mistakes in the lesson to help the students recognize common errors and correct them. Classwork started out whole group, the moved to small group and then finally to individual. 

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		With your activator  make sure you don't spend a lot of time on this.  It should not last 15 minutes.  Also, give a variety of feedback which encourages them to work even harder for you.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The lesson began with a powerpoint uploaded to google classroom, which was easy for students to log in and see the Georgia region map very clear.  The second point she covered was the vocabulary for the Georgia regions.  Students had differentiated worksheets to fill out using the science text book.  The last center was independent reading in which all books were pre-selected by Lexile level and staying within the topic.  Students could choose to read by themselves or with a partner.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa did a great job engaging the students in the opening of her lesson. She brought in materials to help connect them to the idea of the lesson, but also differentiated the materials according to the class she was teaching. The opening activity met the needs of the student's ability.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		The lesson opened with a read aloud that the students were fully engaged in. The students then connected graphing to real world examples, such as their daily lunch choices. The lesson covered the information they need to know, and went in an order that made sense. The independent work went well with the lesson and provided good feedback for where to go next with the instruction.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara based her differentiation on student needs. EIP students needed three facts with their writing, regular education student students needed five, and gifted students needed 7 facts for their opinion. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan provided many items and examples fo transparent, translucent and opaque objects. She allowed the students to explore and discover before elaborating. She also provided great open ended questions for the students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli has exibited much growth in the area of instructional delivery since beginning Block III.  She now seems comfortable teaching, questioning, and redirecting students.  She is good at questioning to get them to think about their work as well. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your activating activity was excellent. The students followed your thought process and were engaged. Your small group setting was productive. You redirected off task behavior and helped students achieve lesson understanding and mastery.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome job, eaching the difference between Climate vs Weather. Love the Prezi, videos etc... so students gets a clear understanding the difference.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go, with the SS lesson!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		I felt the lesson opening was very good for the standard being taught.  The students picked up on the fact that she was not reading fluently nor with expression.  She also planned her small groups ahead of time making sure she had strong readers with weaker readers.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did not have time to complete all components of the lesson.  She planned for this, but execution of the lesson took longer than she expected.  She included good components in the lesson plan, but did not move at a fast enough pace to complete all components.  She is aware and is working towards improving this piece.  She demonstrated appropriate wait time during the lesson when questioning students and works hard to engage all students. 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		BP is a great way to start a lesson. They used their vote system for the quiz. This is a great way to check for understanding quickly. Have the students read the questions out loud & volunteer. Good examples of each rule on the power point. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		The experiment grabbed their attention and settled them down quickly. Students loved the activity. The questions really brought the lesson together to meet the standard.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		May want to keep the worksheet for those early finishers next time.  Next time you may want to have them pair off and do one of the poems together and then work on the other two independently.  Or you could have the early finishers help the struggling students.  I really loved the choosing of a cause or effect and having them find their pair.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer utilized the document camera and jelly beans as a manipulative to convey the meaning of addition equations. This was an excellent introduction to her lesson. It engaged the children and allowed them to make connections and participate in the class discussion. The powerPoint presentation was clear and concise.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great flow with your lesson. I loved your powerpoint!!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Had students compare their lives with Lyndon B Johnson life. -You made comments like, "good connection." -You had students justify their answers and thoughts by asking, "Why" and "How do you know?" -Great job usign real phtographs of that time period. -idea: In the activator of the lesson, you could discuss what they see. Have them list on their whiteboards some of their observations. This can help them come to conclusion of his job and who he might be on our timeline. -Kids asked about the word assassination and what it meant-good that you discussed what it means. -Great idea to have kids think/pair/share -Connected to terms they know like segregation. -idea: Next time, write on the board injustice and take it a part based on it's suffix and root word. Have the kids come up with the definition. -idea: Connect to math by having them subtract the money amouts on th bar line. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Great lesson. Students were very engaged in the lesson. I loved the you tube video. Continue to work on asking students open -ended questions. The activities were also very engaging. 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Use vocabulary to help understanding.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor works hard on all tasks that are placed in front of her.  Her work ethic is superb.  She is proactive in her assignments.  Taylor is very organized and makes sure she stays on track.  She has always turned in her lesson plans, assignments, and projects in a timely manner.  She plans well thought out lessons.  Taylor always includes a range of activities that correlate to multiple learning styles.  Taylor has been a huge help with our after school tutoring program.  She volunteered to help organize and lead a small group of students to bolster their comprehension skills.     <o:p></o:p>

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She instructed the students to build times by the hour and half hour on their individual clocks. I like that she used tactile forms of telling time as well as a written assessment. She made sure there was an understanding with the child who was not paying attention. She made sure there was an understanding of the instructions before passing out the papers. Ms. Jessi gave a lot of encouragement throughout the lesson. She redirected behaviors that needed to be addressed and then returned back to the lesson in a timely manner.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley did a lesson on Theme vs. Main Idea.  She used a very neat anchor chart that she created herself.  The students took notes as she presented the information to them.  She then had the students get into pre-chosen groups and they had to classify cards that had main idea or theme on them into the correct category.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students didn't have as much background on the Louisiana Purchase as needed for the assignment.  They seemed to get a basic understanding of the objective though.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany strives for student mastery of concepts. Time ran out as a result.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez used learning centers and group students accordingly. Some tasks were more difficult while others were below level. This worked great for our SPED group. Asking higher order questions will come with practice as an educator and understanding of content matter. She is off to a great start!

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Due to time constraints, part of the lesson had to be trimmed for some classes. You might want to run through how long the KWL will take and  do a shorter introduction. Make sure to call on students of all abilities. You tend to go to the students who will have the answers. Class DOJO has the random button to help make sure you include all ranges of learners.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Starting off the lesson with making a chart "What is a friend" gets the students involved in thinking about the context of the story, "Enemy Pie".  After reading the story and discussing it, they did a chart of  Problem and Resolutaion with student input.  The use of the anchor chart comparing beginning, middle and end to a roller coaster, helped students to see how a story evolves from beginning to end.  Great job of guiding students through the activity B-M-E sheet with clues to help them figure out what to do.  Students were given lots of encouragement throughout the lesson.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		I liked the cartoon video that you worked through to discuss the facts of the lesson. The music was a little loud that it was louder than the discussion the students were having. Make sure to zero in on those key vocabulary words such as minerals, hard parts, etc. I heard you say mold and cast a lot, but remember the words that will help them understand what those things are. Great job giving instructions of how to do each of the hands on experiements.  Make sure to ask WHY or HOW do you know... this will help you gauge whether they are learning or not. Make them explain their thinking. Make sure that when you have someone reading out loud that the others in the room are being respectful and listening. Also do spot checks and make that child stop to see if the others are listening by asking questions or giving thumbs up and thumbs down. MAKE SURE you have the group with you. There were many times when students were giving answers that only two or three were listening. It is okay to stop and say "Materials down" "eyes on whomever". At the end of the students drawing would have been a great time to ask WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN the mold and the cast. The gummy bear and bread activity was in their interactive booklet that they could have read through the steps and procedure. This would have helped with the process. Do each step at a time. 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were actively engaged. 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		I suggested to Chelsey to provide adequate wait time when asking questions. Additionally, I suggested she make sure that every student has her attention before proceeding. She made these adjustments and did a splendid job! She is very open to suggetions.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		The students made different  arrays with tiles to represent 24 chairs placed in front of a stage. Students worked in pairs to complete this activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		The powerpoint was clear and concise. The students were engaged some of the time during the prezi. Maybe next time , have the students act out some of the sentences.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		The lesson flowed very well from one part to the next with well managed transitions between activities.  Researched based instructional strategies were used effectively.  I am starting to see Mr. Jones recognizing individual student needs more frequently and using differentiation to accommodate.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Hooked the students with having them draw their own landmass.
Applied what they know about fractions.
Compared your landmass to theirs.
“Let’s Make a Deal” - made students think about the choice.
Loved the School House Rock video “Elbow Room”.  Describe what “elbow room” means.  Higher Order Thinking Question Compared US before purchase and after purchase.  Purchase “doubled the size” Coloring map great for visual learners. Love the math integration.  The word problems incorporated the history and the math standards.  You could tell the “math minded” students loved this activity. “Write me a Check”  great way to connect to real life activity.  

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie used a great visual aid,  She also checked for understanding and provided assistance for some struggling learners in a small group setting. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used Flocabulary to engage the students at the start of her lesson. The students stayed engaged in the video and watched it intently. She asked students to share with their shoulder buddies what conjunctions were after the video. She walked around the room to listen and observe students sharing their thinking. Anna created a FANBOYS fan with appropriate sayings for students to recall when to use the conjunction. Anna had practice sentences on the board that students used their show me board to choose the right answer. She told the students specific instructions, so there were no misunderstandings.

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Students were able to do the activity about common and least common characteristics.  This allowed them to start thinking about what this means when discussing genes.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Groups were determined by data from a previous quiz. Transition to groups was smooth. Differentiation occurred through modification of double bubble maps and colored coded grouping.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Students were very engaged in you opening with the Brain Pop video. Your rapport and student questioning kept the students engaged.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette used a powerpoint which included the standard and essential question. She had students engaged and listening. She encouraged the ones who needed extra support and had students write sentences using the correct form of irregular past verbs.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Showing the pictures of the setting of the story was a great way to assess prior knowledge.  There needed to be more interaction within the lesson.   Good job of focusing on the vocabulary at the beginning of the lesson.  Ask more open ended questions.  Maybe you could have given them a portion of a cartoon strip, and then have them to make an inference about what would happen next. Then, have them draw and color the rest of the story or the conclusion. (Just an idea).

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Students were actively engaged during the lesson. They were looking through their story for information on the questions. The closing incorporated all the standards ,and allowed for review of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students really enjoyed this lesson and activity.  Savanna did a great job facilitaing the lesson.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Students should figure out on ther own which textiles fit each animal.In this clas she told them the answer. Not many oppotunities for questoning. The lesson has independent practice that is checked by the teacher before they move on. 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ms. Montgomery did an excellent job modeling multiplying fractions.  She created an easy way for students to remember the order of the steps needed to multiply whole numbers and fractions.  She also used drawings and manipulatives to demonstrate multiplying fractions.  The students were engaged and asked great questions.  Ms. Montgomery answered the questions well and posed higher level thinking questions to the students.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Students were very engaged and worked well moving throughout the room.  Great job handling manipulatives and maximizing teaching/learning time.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		The lesson was informative and engaging. She had multiple hands on activities.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		She presented a very creative lesson and it was well presented.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		I like the changes you made to your lesson. Your opening activity was fun, and the students were actively engaged. They had fun "testing" to see if they had the inherited traits, and you did a good job with follow up questions to help them better understand inherited traits. You allowed students to work in small groups (opening activity) and used guided instruction throughthe reading (News Reporters). My Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way for students to show understanding of main idea and supportive details of today's lesson. It also gave students the opportunity to work independently.  Continue to work on transitions from one activity to the next to make your lesson flow more smoothly.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Students were on task and engaged throughout.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This was a fast paced lesson that the children really enjoyed!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Introduction was strong and students were engaged. You did a great job letting the students know they were on task and positively reinforce them. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very good activator, really grabbed their attention with the Flocabulary song and reviewing what an adjective was. They also loved the summary, when they had to think about adjectives to describe themselves. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher introduced new lesson as students sat down.  Instructions were explained and lesson was immediately started.  Students were attentive and excited about the game.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of strategies during the lesson such as a powerpoint presentation, a video and punctuation magnets, which allowed students to move around and place the magnets in the sentences where punctuation was needed.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Show don't tell writing lesson gave students practice in rewriting sentences to be more descriptive by adding sensory details to their writing.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Great use of Technology and written information. Great use of timing to make sure students understood what was being assessed. Students were activiely engaged and focused. Great use of making sure students stayed focused and understood the Standards assessed  in the lesson. Memory chants were used to help students remember the Water Cycle.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		This was a wonderful lesson! Alex spent the week teaching about different characteristics of the different types of soil. He used a variety of methods to teach and reinforcet this concept. Today he had stations with each of the tpes of soil that allowed the students to observe them using hand lenses, touch them, and view how they hold water. This allowed students to better wrap their heads around the words and illustrations they had been exposed to earlier in the week. 

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Students are discussing each chapter in small groups.  Ms. Phillips asked thought provoking questions such as:  Would you have acted the same as the character?  Why or why not?  If you would have acted differently, what would you have done and why?  What evidence in the text backs up your decisions?

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily is so comfortable in the teaching role.  She was able to redirect the students and keep the lesson & activity moving along. The students were completely engaged in making their "main idea" map.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Use of video was a good introduction to get the students thinking as well as a visual of the topic being taught.  You made connections to our novel we are reading for the students to understand the reality of the events taking place.  You asked thought provoking questions that made the students think about what was happening.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You do a great job of talking to the students in positive encouraging voices. This really helps encourage the students to keep trying even if they get stuck. I love the way that you ask students "what" questions to keep them on track and making them justify every step of their problems. I loved that your lesson used white boards, task cards and teacher instruction. To add peer interaction to this lesson you can utalize strategies like turn and talk, check your partners board or share your answers with your table. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Reffered to real world experience (Referred to the lesson we did previously were the students touch and mainpulted the different types of soil.) -Had them follow along with you when you went over directions. -Highlighted headings for hte lowere students. -Included positive praise to students following directions. (Moved clips up) 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Showing a silent video with actual photographs of immigrants on a ship and seeing the Statue of Liberty made an impact on students.  These primary sources/artifacts really makes history come to life for students! Viewing guide worked well for all types of learners.  This enabled students to note which information from the powerpoint was the most important to remember.  Powerpoint was full of rich vocabulary.  You may want to include the meaning of a few higher level words.  Ex:  origin (where immigrants came from) Melting Pot example was execellent!  You compared the meaning to the ingredients in Chicken Noodle Soup and gave students a visual example to connect the meaning.  Great job! I would have liked more pictures  throughout the powerpoint. You used higher levels of questions in your closing that stimulated a deeper level of thinking.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Lesson connected to prior learning (After WWII American soldiers returned home.) -Lesson was engaging and students were excited about the topic. -You used higher order questions (How would veterans help boost the economy?) -Use of PPT kept the lesson flowing and provided a visual with content vocabulary.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job with the students, especially since third graders have difficulty with the element of time.  The students also loved the opening video clip.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was on the Jim Crow Laws.  The activator was very engaging and memorable.  Ms. Roberts showed a reading of Dr. Suess' Sneetches and related it to how unfair Jim Crow Laws were in the Reconstruction Era.  The students were able to make a connection.  The information Ms. Roberts shared on a PowerPoint was clear, easy to understand, and accurate.  The students read a passage to get more inforation about Jim Crow Laws and then used what they learned to complete a graphic organizer to show their understanding.  Ms. Robert also provided several higher order thinking questions on a Ticket Out the Door.  For differentiation, she provided a non-english speaking student a translated copy of the passage and questions.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		The activity was very creative and a fun game for students. Ms. Rudolph did not seem very prepared with the lesson. There were times that she was unsure of what some parts of Point of View were. Students were engaged in the activity. But unsure or what to do. The class that she worked with is low, so they need more guidance and practice. Other pointers: Be more prepared…. When reviewing the lesson and going thru the lesson.  Ask students open ended questions like. .... POV- 1st-  “ I” “me” “my” 2nd-  Your and you 3rd-  all knowing … ominscient ; limited- he, she, they 

Activity- Sentences could have had more variety and more complex for some students in the group who are above.

Overall students liked the game! 

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		The children were presented the Language lesson on compound words. Kristal went over a Google Chart that provided the children the opportunity to use the interactive board (which they love!) and receive immediate feedback! Once the children were in small groups, Kristal differentiated the lesson depending on the reading level of the children. She read the book "If You Give a Pig a Pancake." The children found the compound words and made their own plate of pancakes with the compound words written on it.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Excellent lesson.  I really like that you reviewed information from the two previous days.  Great job modeling what is expected of the students and providing high order thinking.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ms. Shelton used a quick video that helped explain "how" and "why" we show respect to our Veterans. She then made a T chart to list the How and Why. She clarified misconceptions along the way. All students were highly engaged.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He brought a guitar to teach the students about sound and he explain using examples what each vocabulary word means. Students were engaged and participating during the lesson.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lesson had time he worked whole group as well as time where students worked alone. It gave him time to walk around and help the students who were struggling with a problem. I think for his opening it was good but maybe add some movement to it.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The theme of the lesson, "Contraction Surgery", hooked the students immediately. They were thoroughly engaged throughout the lessson as they put on their imaginary gloves and mask in preparation for "contraction surgery." Highlights of the lesson included diffentiated learning activities for each of the five groups as well as smooth transitions and positive feedback for student responses.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		This  was such a great lesson on Point of View in narratives. The lesson ran smoothly, and the students had no room for play. They were actively  engaged the entire time. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make a connection to the learning goal that is being taught.  At the beginning of each lesson, make sure you let the students know what they are going to be learning. You made good use of the powerpoint that was created to explain subtraction with regrouping.  Even though the students have some prior knowledge of this task, breaking the problems down more and slowing down your explanations for the students will benefit their understanding.  Your explanation of why you bowwored a set of ten and added the number to the ones place was great!  Always walk around the classroom checking the students for understanding.  Make sure to set expectations for the boards so students do not get off task by doodling. You had good thought into your game for the students to play.  However, make sure the students understand fully how to play before dismissing them to their groups.  Always "play" the game for them so they can see the expectations of how to accomplish the task at hand.  Many students did not understand and they had many off tasks behaviors because of it.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Before you start a lesson, make sure that you have all student's attention and you set the expectations before starting.  Another suggestion is to make sure certain students are not beside each other when you call students down to the rug.  Go ahead and avoid negative behaviors that you know will arise by them sitting together. You started off asking the students to tell you what an antonym is as a quick review.  This was a great use of prior knowledge and led you into the lesson about synonyms. You had in your plans to start off why a synonym song. However, you did not play the synonym song in your activator until after you taught them about synonyms in your lesson.  Going over your lessons before you teach is key to a smooth lesson. The power point you used to help teach synonyms was great.  The students really seemed to enjoy the power point.  I would have liked to have seen you explain what a synonym is, how you can use synonyms to enhance your writing, or where you could find synonyms such as a thesaurus.  You did state that you can use a thesaurus like we have done previously (in your explanation of the task you had them do), but did not go into detail about using one.  It would have been good to reiterate how to use one (Review like they have never seen one before). You did have to stop several times because of negative behaviors.  Remember it is okay to stop your lesson until you can gain the attention of all learners.  You did ask them to stop talking, etc.. however they kept on doing it.  Make sure your tone is in a positive way and not negative. The sentence strip partner activity was a great activity to have the students up and moving around.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Nice class participation! Good questioning.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		The children loved the Easter hunt and activity! They were engaged and actively involved in the lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Great discussion with students at conclusion of lesson. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Make sure you allow students to explain key points of the lesson. Good job on giving back reinforcement. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure you are walking around the room and talking with the students to ensure that they are understanding the material taught. Also, make sure you are explaining what you are talking about while you are writing on the board. When students are answering a question make sure you restate the question and the answer that the student has given. This will help the studetns to remember what the question was and understand the answer to that question.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Read Aloud used to anchor lesson...wonderful oral reader, great questioning and feedback. Great guided practice and independent practice for "Sentence/Non-Sentence" Even though lesson had to be broken up due to schedule, it flowed beautifully and all activites meshed.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		I really liked how you used the sticky notes, that engaged the students to answer and stay on task! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Students were asked to explain the responsibilty of the national government. 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Review lesson on area and perimeter.  Ms. Taylor did an excellent job of reviewing both skills using Brain Pop, Promethean, and indepedent practice.

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		T-Chart in lesson kept students involved and popcorn Reading was effective for the class novel

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany previewed social studies skills for 4th grade with the students. She introduced the social studies skill with a reading standard of comparing and contrasting.   I loved how you compared and contrasted the two indian tribes. It was a well thought out lesson with technology and graphic organizers.   

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students were engaged with the Flovocabulary Branches of Government video. I reallly enjoyed your lesson on separation of power and how you presented it to the class.

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		Students really enjoyed the Flocabulary video over theme. 

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		What happened to the settlers of Roanoke Colony?  Mystery "hooked" the students from the beginning of the lesson to the end.  Reading and writing across the curriculum integrated in Social Studies.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson began by Ms. Traylor building with prior knowledge of surveying, tally charts, and bar graphs. The lesson was presented clearly and well organized. The students were given Fruit Loops to sort by color. They then created a tally chart identifying the colors. After this the students created their own bar graph based on their surveys. Ms. Traylor asked high order thinking questions. The students actively participated.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This review lesson was a well guided review on main idea of passages.  Natalie gave excellent feedback to students as she was conducting the lesson.

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Make sure to gain the attention of students before giving directions.  When providing feedback, be specific.  Don't leave them with, "That was vague."

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate had a great tone with tone students throughout the lesson.  With so many varying student levels Ms. Ulstad did a good job with managing the classroom during the reading lesson.  Pleased with how Ms. Ulstad carries on the expectations of the classroom using some of the same managment methods she observes.  

		Vance		Darby		917457706		needed a strong activator

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Good use of word problems to build problem solving skills.  Spend more time on reviewing what students already know with the array.  It is important to building the tape diagram.  Spend more time on establishing the know and unkown in the problem.  Good use of questioning throughout the lesson.  ("How do you know?, What do you already know about this problem?)  Don't ask questions like "Are yall ready?"  , students will always answer no!  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The real or imposter game was very engaging!  The kids loved it!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Students spent time in groups. Maybe you could split up students who have frequent behavior problems. Be sure to attend all areas of the classroom. Many students were off task. Giving students a visual timer allows them to keep track of their time. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Great job showing students different ways to get the answer.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Your activator was great! - Try having the groups written down to help with effective transitions - Make sure each group has a "leader" in order to help them run smoothly. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Your activity engaged students by discovering how much a kilogram actually weighs. You controlled the class to limit disruptions. You were able to discuss the results with students while they were making a second attempt. Your closing allowed students to identify newly learned material.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You questioned students for understanding throughout the lesson delivery. Students were engaged and involved throughout the process. 

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Differentiation will be used during independent centers.
Great introduction of vocabulary review.
Good explanation of text features!
Students were engaged and prepared with all materials necessary for the lesson.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Be confident when you teach! Keep the kids involved and on task.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		In this lesson, Ms. Witcher read aloud from the texts and she asked multiple thought-provoking during the course of her reading. The lesson transitioned between texts perfectly. She offered remediation and enrichment to students on varying levels of ability. After she led the class, she then broke the students into groups with their leveled texts and guided a group as well. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		The activities planned correlate perfectly with standards covered. The motivator and differentiation keep the students interest all throughout the lesson. Transistions and summarizers are present throught the lesson.

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline provides clear encouragment to students.

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Great open ended questions; comprehension focus was awesome

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren appropriately delivers information to the students. She uses a wide variety of things to teach...promethean, visual aids, real life examples (hamburger) videos etc. She had materials out and ready to go! This minimized distractions and maximized instruction.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like that you utilized the Judy clock when students were having difficulty with the concept.  During the kahoot a student couldn't tell why they answered a certain way, so you may have wanted to prompt her more to verbalize her reasoning. You did a nice job of redirecting off task behaviors.  Students didn't have the opportunity to utilize individual clocks or play time bingo as planned due to time constraints and needing to spend more time with guided practice.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		-The lesson helped the students to visualize the impact of water pollution. They loved being involved in the process! -The use of the graphic organizer allowed students to respond throughout the lesson independently. -I liked that you made necessary changes between the two times that you taught the lesson. That's what teachers need to do! 

		Responses (n): 		159

		Response Rate: 		51.46%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		3		3		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		3		3		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		3		3		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I liked the 3-2-1 writing activity.  That was a good way to see if they understood the plant needs and parts of a plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Be very mindful of what students are doing.  Try to catch mistakes early. 

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		The differentiated groups had different modes of learning. It was good to see that the activities involved teamwork and open discussions within the group. The various informative worksheets were engaging and self-directed.

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Informal Assessment was used to determine that students needed extra practice with writing dialogue.  This was determined by looking through the previous week's writing about Pigeon.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Informal observations made throughout the lesson to provide direct feedback to students.  Students were given a short exit ticket to assess learning.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ticket out the door. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		You assess work effectively. Let's continue to work on using their scores for grouping and working with students on skills they are still lacking.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Students had a variety of assessments including completing interactive journal pages in their spiral notebooks, teacher observation, and completing a math page to show what they learned from the lesspn.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Diagnostic- N/A

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears used our data to choose her writing topic.  I love this.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Ms. Bowman's questioning skills during the lesson were exceptional.  She used the questioning to keep the students engaged, along with using student responses to informally assess learning and adjust her instruction.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great job with creating assessment on illuminate and using data after the lesson.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		You have great questioning during instruction, your questions are usually why instead of recall.  You have effective assignments that challenge yet seek students understanding. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown will ask questions of students, but answer them before the student has a chance to answer them. This will not help her understand what the students are missing and what information they truly understand.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Informal observations can be done using verbal questioning and answering. Ticket out the door... 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is great at pointing out the students that throughout the lesson show they are have a difficult time. During the independent time, she takes time to go back to those students and make sure they have a good understanding of the skill.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		The variety of activities each will allow her to assess the learning.  

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Graphic Organizer used to assess students understanding. Also informal questions was used.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Problem sets were used as an assessment.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Ms. Butler involved all the students in the class through asking them questions related to the vocabulary of the topic or process of working the problems.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Quizzizz was used to question students for today's lesson.

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		A parts of speech spoons game was played for students to show understanding of the skill. Students were placed in groups and were monitored throughout to check for understanding. A follow up activity: Fill in the mad libs to create a silly story.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Students were allowed to work on their own writing *(revision) and apply the skills taught in class. The closing of the lesson allowed for a "check" but also a class discussion to get a pulse on where everyone was. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Assessments were varied and gave you good information about how the student comprehended your lessons.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		The lesson was simple and completed with in the secssion.  Homework nor quizzes were needed for the lesson.  He should have collected and assessed the sequencing activity. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran asked questions throughout the stem activities and students had to record their attempts and findings.

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Great questioning; What does the numerator represent in a fraction?

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis effectively monitored the students' progress throughout the lesson. She looked at their work afterward to gage who was still struggling and who was making progress. 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		An informal assessment was given at the end of the lesson.  Students were able to complete the task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		The graphic organizer was graded on if they gathered the correct information. The reading comp was a continuation, so it would be continued the following day.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Great job creating above, on level, and below level assessments!

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		She used observation and questioning during the lesson to assess studnent understanding during the lesson, and then she used a ticket out the door for final comprehension.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Assessments for the lesson was teacher observations because it was the beginning of the unt.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Documentation in journal and classroom allowed opportunities for students to discover and elaborate on in classroom discussions. Ms. Duncan also provided open-ended questions engaging students prompting them to think.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara did very well with her assessments. She used the assessments to provide individual conferences for students. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		The questions you asked in small group help guide your instruction. You knew where the students were struggling and how to help them understand.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great worksheet activity that was well created for the students to understand the diffferences of the two. It also, had the students to reason within themselves of why we have climate vs weather.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Writings were Awesome, from the teaching... the students knew exactly what to do because they incorporated in their discussion. It showed evidence that they understood and knew the material! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Having students come up and correct sentences was a great way to involve them and check for understanding. Ask the class- Is this correct? How many errors? This will help keep those focused while the student is physically making the corrections on the board. Rubric was clear and detailed. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		It was great that you incorporated writing in the science lesson. Having them write a summary is perfect to know who understood the lesson and who did not. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I like that you utilized their interactive journals.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Good questioing and teacher observation. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to display a variety of assessment methods throughout the lesson. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She used the tactile building of time on the individual clocks as well as the data she gained from the hour and half-hour telling time worksheet.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Use of STAR Reading scores to determine what support was needed, as well as the use of the IEP plans.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Diagnostic was not used in this lesson- so I did not have a way to score it.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Used questioning during and after instruction and teacher observation of students working to informally assess students. Students completed a project B-M-E as a closing activity.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor used a Kohoots array game as part of the assessment/review. The students were very engaged and enjoyed the activity.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure when you are assessing students that you are assess based on their level. This class performances at a higher level of learning, so the lessons should have been tailored towards their level . 

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Mr. Jones is very observant and recognizes students who are and are not "getting" the material presented.  He does extremely well with informal assessments.  He also uses quizzes and writing prompts to get a more accurate picture of how well the students are progressing to master standards.  

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Discussed and shared territories resources. What is the “Big Deal”?  Why did we want this land?  Many kids had opportunities to share suggestions.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna created differentiated worksheets for students based on their reading levels. She constantly allowed students to share their thinking with one another, and she walked around the room to check for understanding. Allowed students to think for an appropriate time before they share their answer.
She allowed students to voice their reasoning, even if their answer was not correct. Students feel like it is okay to make mistakes, it is a natural part of learning. She allowed students to use their fan to think about which conjunction is the best for each sentence.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The peanut book was a very clever assessment tool. The students enjoyed making it and were excited about the facts they learned about George Washington Carver.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Great lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Use of the worksheet to assess what they learned. Try 3, 2, 1 strategy or maybe you could have started a KWL chart at the beginning of the lesson.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Great use of questioning! I like how you used vocabulary of both statement and telling sentence to familiarize the students with vocabulary words that mean the same thing. The self checklist was useful for them to evaluate themselves on their use of questions and telling sentences.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Skills that were assessed were a culmination of the skills that had been taught throughout the unit.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson differentiated her lesson for higher achieving students.

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		You were able to evaluate student learning through effective questioning (What is is an inherited trait? What is a dominant trait? What is a recessive trait? What is the difference between a recessive and a dominant trait? Compare/contrast learned behavior and inherited trait.)  The Inherited Traits Tree was a creative way to assess student understanding of main idea and supporting details.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson included several components for assessment of information. 

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Try to incorporate more questioning and higher order thinking questions. You had great recall questions which is DOK 1 and 2. Try to get in those level 3 and 4.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		You asked questions throughout the lesson to check for understanding. This is a great way to see what students are understanding the concept. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher walked around to help with anyone who needed help.  Offered scaffolding and informally assessed students.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		As a summarizer, Paige gave students a chance to show how to use quotation marks by having them complete a worksheet. Students checked their partner's worksheet.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		During her writing lesson, she broke the activity down into an "I do/You do" writing assignment that helped to scaffold their learning. Advanced students could write their own show don't tell sentences while lower student had vocabulary words to help build their sentences.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is proficient in using all three types of assessments.  She reviewed previous events in the story by asking 5-W's and H questions.  Then students also summarized after reading each chapter and discussed major events that  lead to a change in the character's behavior.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		The lesson had wonderful questioning techniques and checking for student mistakes. This allows for students to understand where they made mistakes. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-The students loved the "What Am I?" summarizer. -Students worked together on the task, but showed their indivdual knowledge with the ticket out the door. 

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Student answers to questions allowed you to check for understanding.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts always does a nice job observing students during instruction and adjusting instruction accordingly.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal informally questioned the children during the large group instruction. Once the children were in small group, the students had to find the compound words.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		After completeing the T chart whole group, the students went back to their tables to fill in their writing web with the "how" and "whys" they want to use in their writing. Then they used their graphic organizer to write their paragraph. Attention was made to remember to write a topic sentence, details, and a closure that lets the reader know to stop reading.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		A Ticket Out the Door was used as a summarizing activity to quickly check student mastery of the lesson. The Ticket Out the Door resembled a doctor's nametag to go along with the lesson's "surgery" theme.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Having the poster with their responses travel around the room not only gave them an opportunity to show what they know, but it also provided examples from previous groups. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		The synonym color bucket activity was a fun activity to have students complete to check for understanding. One suggestion would be to give the students all the materials that are needed when you gave out the paint swatches.  You only handed them the color bucket when they completed writing on the paint swatches.  By giving them all the proper materials will help them accomplish the task faster then waiting on you to go to each student to hand them the material.  One students sat and played instead of telling you he was finished.  You did a good job walking around the room during the task, but reiterate to those that aren't doing their work to complete it and not play.  You did a good job praising the student who was working quietly.

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to question the students as you are teaching (like a review).. This will help the students understand the concepts taught and will give them so extra practice from the previous lessons. Go over what was taught the day before or even the previous weeks.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Super!

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great questioning! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great job asking open ended questions.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Students were encouraaged to share their theories on what happened to the colonists.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Formative and summative assessments were given appropriately. 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor observed the students mastory of the lesson by observation during the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Build a good habit of always questioning students to check their understanding.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember that students need feedback. This is in lesson, during classwork and summative assessments. You must let the students know how they did and how they can improve.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic not observed

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		All  assessing was done with integrity. Ms. Witcher's assessing was done throughout the lesson; during guided practice with her group she assessed them on recognizing settings. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Students are assessed correctly through exit tickets, Ms. Witcher takes diagnostic notes over what students are struggling with, and makes detailed recommendations on how to assist them. 

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		She asked multiple questions to help her observe mastery of the subject taught. There was a balance between guided instruction and independent practice.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		During the lesson you determined that students were not understanding based on questioning and did not continue with the lesson, but instead took the time to reteach.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You did well with questions but you want to give them more questions that involve the "why." Have them explain there thoughts even when they are wrong. It's important to hear what they are thinking, so that you can clear up any misconceptions.

		Responses (n): 		90

		Response Rate: 		29.13%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		3		3		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		3		3		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		3		3		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		3		3		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		3		3		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		3		3		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Classroom management is a skill that is developed over time. You are doing a very good job - especially considering you are with these students only 2 days a week.  

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		I'm sorry for the technical difficulties  I know that getting them out of their normal routine and in a different classroom made it more difficult.   The lesson was well organized and the kids are excited about taking care of "their" plant.  

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Overall, The lesson had good flow.  Make sure you are giving very clear, specific directions.  This will cut down on confussion and the students will be more on task.  Also, make sure you don't ask them "are you ready", say "I'm looking to see who is ready".  If you ask, they will surely answer you.

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		keep in mind that when you are planning lessons, think ahead of what kind of movements you'll like to see..... that either create or prevents classroom disruptions. Always try to address blurting out or repeated interruptions immediately because it can be very distracting to others and rob other students of a chance to share their ideas. Order is important. Too much chatter while you were giving directions ; cannot turn your backs on students for long... 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		spoke with intern regarding her lesson with the following points to consider 1. being more assertive (having more of a teacher type voice and telling the students information when teaching instead of an inquiring tone) 2. being the teacher instead of relating to the students in a child like way.

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass quickly corrected students who were off task and brought them back into the discussion.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Good classroom management.  Students were engaged the entire lesson and felt comfortable sharing their thoughts and ideas.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Professionalism is a strength!

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Make sure all students remain in there seats. Use the Dojo system. You could have had an advanced student as a "pizza checker" to help check papers.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The students were distracted today but you did a great job of redirecting and keeping them engaged. You are always very professional.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		When Ms. Bowman saw that a student was off-task, she redirected him by asking that student a question, and/or moved the student closer to her to encourage on-task behavior. Ms. Bowman uses a lot of humor during her instruction which to students really enjoy. Ms. Bowman is very professional in her appearance and actions.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		The students love you. You attend to every child, your professional, you seek constructive critism, and you work very hard in the classroom to make sure you are putting kids first. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ms. Brown was unable to control the behavior of the students during this lesson, which caused her to become frustrated and end the lesson early. During the lesson, Ms. Brown tends to stay at the front of the room, instead of circling to make sure students remain on task during the lesson. Too much time is spent on redirecting the students' behavior, which causes them to get off task even more,

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		When correcting off task behaviors, make sure you call out individual students and not just the students as a whole group.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Communicate behavior expectations at the beginning of your lessons. Re-direct off task behavior immediately. This observation was made by Kati Brown and I completed this eval. based on notes that Ms. Brown gave me. It seems like it was a really good lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Great classroom manager

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		I am pleased with the way Caroline manages the classroom. She tolerated more noise than I do, but has not problem redirecting off task students and bringing students back together after group work.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton shows professionalism in the classroom.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Ms. Burton is doing an incredible job at LSES. She truly gets to know each student and cares about them. She gives positive feedback and also redirects behavior when needed. She went into a classroom and saw a substitute demeaning two struggling students for not completing work correctly and she pulled those students into our classroom and provided extra support in a positive manner. She is an exceptional teacher because she not only teaches the student, she also cares about the student.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		She quietly redirected a student to get back on task and pay attention.  Well done.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Had a teacher at one center and monitored other. Students were engaged.  Warned student about noise level and losing the privilege of working in groups.  

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Behavior was addressed as needed. Having a way to call the class' attention back to you would be beneficial. Using give me 5 or another attention getter would be effective.

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You exhibited fabulous classroom control...much improved since the beginning of the year! You always dressed appropriately and looked very professional. 

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All groups were engaged and maintaining appropriate behaviors.  

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The closing activity was a great idea, but may have needed to be modified for this class. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You always use such a pleasant, encouraging voice with the students. It's OK to take Dojos points (or any other behavior management ideas you may want to try) -with off task behavior. Sometimes the students are "trying you out" and want to see how far they can push it. Try to "nip that" from the beginning. Good job sending N away from D once you realized they were off task. You traveled around the classroom well and attended to those that needed help.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		During the explanation of how taxes impacted the Boston Tea Party, the example was given that the taxes were unfair and "it sucks." It is not professional behavior to use that phrase in front of students as part of the lesson. 

		Depena		Emily		917401090		You have done such a great job taking over the classroom! 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior management was maintained throughout the day while teaching all students in first grade.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Behavior was re-directed when students were off task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students seem engaged and eager to learn more about Jacques Cartier.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak discussed the behavior expectation before the lesson. She used the classroom management devices, "clap once if you hear my voice..." and "If my back is turned, there is no talking."

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		The center rotations seemed to be a bit tricky, but were perfect by the end of the day.  This does take time to learn how to manage enthusiastic learners. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel does a fantastic job managing the classroom. The students respond well to her. The lesson today required rulers, which were a distraction for most children. In the beginning, she asked students to put all rulers down, but as the lesson went on, students were not redirected to place them on their desk so they could focus on the instruction. During the lesson, she also had to write on the board to collect the data, which caused her to have her back turned to the class. Next time, have a student be the data recorder to ensure all areas of the room are being watched. Also, remember to use calls, such as "Ready to Listen, Ready to Learn" when trying to pull the students back together.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is very professional in the school atmosphere. She even attended PTO on Thursday night, which is not an obligation of her. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan manages the classroom well keeping the students engaged. She allows them to discover, discuss and engage managing the volume and attentitiveness in a positie manner.  She moels what she expects after they have explored. She is always dressed professionally. She has gone above and beyond helping fill in where she can. She volunteered to fill in as an assistant for my STEM Club when I had a conflict. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		She continues to be very professional with students, administrators, coworkers, and parents.

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Your conversation with the students made them want to do well for you. You noticed off-task behavior. Remember that you are the teacher and you can correct this behavior when you see it. My only complaint is to increase your voice level. Gain the attention of all students prior to giving instructions or discussions. Good job.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Fantastic job monitoring and keeping the students on task and focused!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Superb job! 

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Rubric- Have students read each level to clearly understand the expectations. You can even use an example of a level 4 or 5. Also you can give them a mini rubric to keep at their desk. This can also be stapled to their paper for grading. Time- set a time limit and work expectations. Topic- Great way to involve the students in the topic choices. Brain Pop- You can skip questions if they are too hard or above the standard. BP jr has only 5 questions and are usually more appropriate. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		You moved around the room calling on various tables/students which helped to keep everyone focused. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		I liked that you knew to challenge Brooke to do the work on her own first.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You wlaked around and helped kids during independent practice. Remember you can also do this during the task part of your lesson. -Redirect kids that are off taks (ie. playign with pencils etc.) You can do this by simply taping htem on the shoulder or removing the item that is distracting them. You may need readdress your expectations to the class if you noticed several off task. -Model vocabulary by breaking it down into its prefix/root word/ suffix. 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		GREAT job!!

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor has a great affinity with people of all ages, especially her students and other children. She is skilled in connecting with students.  Taylor is advanced in her ability to teach simple concepts, as well as more advanced topics. She also has exceptional written and verbal communication skills with both parents and teachers.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and a joy to work with.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Much better with assertiveness with the students.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Ms. Hernandez always comes to class prepared. She is very one-to-one with the students  and cares a great deal about them. She takes initiative and has gone above and beyond since her first day with me. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		There was constant monitoring of all students and any students getting off task were immediately redirected. Students were praised for good behavior and encouraged to do their best during the activity. 

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Watch for those students yelling out. You might want to set the expectation before you begin.

		Holloway		Rachel		917402653		Do not talk over them. Take a second to stop and make sure you have everyone with you, especially during instructions. You could easily say, "If you can hear my voice, clap once" or clap to get their attention. Just make sure that they are in control, even though you do want them to have fun. The front table was off task the entire time. They were shouting out and being very disrespectful...you could have stayed with that table, taken away DOJO, or seperated anyone from the group. I loved the positive praise of the ones on task, but when that is not working, you have to do something in order to get those children's attention. This is why quick 

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey is always professional in her demeanor. She works very hard to do her very best in all she does. She will make a fantastic educator!

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students enjoyed the lesson on arrays.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Make sure to keep students attention throughtout the lesson. When students are working in stations, remember to remind them of the expectations in the station. One of the groups was constantly talking and not working as instructed.

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Classroom management and professionalism are consistently Mr. Jones' strongest areas!

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		“All set - you bet” regained students attention.  Don’t be hesitant to use your teacher voice.  “Ok, let’s reel it back in.”  Kids are really antsy with Spring Break coming up.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job making sure that students knew how to use "mirrors" correctly. She stopped, explained it, and then the students tried again. She did a wonderful job using positive redirection, "if you are out of your seat, please find it." If I see the eraser in the air, it is mine." She used an appropriate voice level throughout the whole lesson. She encouraged students to make the smart choice. She used class dojo to maintain positive reinforcement when students chose the right behavior.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Management is improving! :)

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		She redirects students and regains their attention of ones who aren't paying attention in a positive way. She gives lots of praise to students who are working quietly and participaing in the lesson.

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		I realize that I should not give all exemplary, however, I would be doing Madison and The University of West Georgia an injustice if I gave her anything less!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Make sure to monitor all areas of the classroom when you are teaching as well as when you are working with another teacher.  Watch the tone of your voice as well as your facial expressions.  Give them a little bit more time to answer a question before you move on.  Encourage them with positive feedback. and if they answer a question incorrectly, say something positive like: "You're on the right track." "or that's not quite right; but, good try.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		The students were actively engaged and involved inthe lesson as you monitored their activites through walking around the room.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Ms. Nelson displays a professional demeanor. I encourage her to make sure to address all areas of students. Once during the lesson, it seemed as if Ms. Nelson was only talking to those in the front half of the room.

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Ms. Nixon has worked very hard on syntax, and grammar and has nearly completed her goal.  Well done!

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Make sure to position yourself in the room so that your back isn't to any one group of students for an extended period of time.  Remember to try taking the "links" as that seems to help and is a "quiet" attention getter, but also allow for appropriate noise when doing certain group activities.

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sometimes she is just a little quiet, but has a nice voice.  :)

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Good job getting every student's attention before you began teaching!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Have confidence in yourself and what you are doing. You had a great lesson and were prepared. Don't let the small humans intimidate you. They need to know that you are in control. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan is always professional and has a great relationship with the students.  She did a great job of walking around the room to monitor students as they worked in partners and invdivdually.  Remember to use the behavior clip system if/when neccessary whe students are off task or showing great behavior. This will ensure they are all listening and completing work in a timely manner. 

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Teacher kept students attentive and their attention on her.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige uses attention signals and praises when needed to keep students motivated and engaged throughout the lesson.

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Students were actively engaged in her lesson with little to no disruptions.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana is great at making sure all students stay focused. She redirects immediately any issues that arise. She conferences when necessary one on one with a student. She motivates them to do their best and is more than willing to differentiate and teach to the top as well as reaching those who are struggling.

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Ms. Phillips is an amazing teacher and truly has a heart for students.  She will inspire her students to achieve great things.

		Polite		Shante'		917475633		Mrs. Polite consistently uses an appropriate tone with the students and addresses inapporpriate behavior immediatley.

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily continues to impress me with her rapport with the students.  She always maintains control - in a kind and encouraging manner.  The students ( and me)  love her!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a great job managing the class. Students were engaged and participated throughout the whole lesson. I love your tone and the use of timers to keep students on task. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		-Used "All Eyes on Me" consistently. -Encouraged kids toward the correct directions when they were stuck. -Consider adding a question to your activity sheet that allowes the students to apply the knowledge gained. This will up the rigor of the lesson. (open-ended) -Great job using adjectives to describe the soils Neice way to integrate subjects. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You explained your expectations at the beginning of the lesson. You addressed off task behaviors immediately and effectively.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Explain behavior  expectations before the lesson and consistently implement it.  (You did this with the 2nd, 3rd and 4th blocks) -You had a student at the computer to transition between slides.  This allowed you to circulate the room. -Good job complimenting tables that were on task.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Ms. Roberts has been able to make a connection with even some of the more challenging students.  She maintains control of the classroom easily and redirects or uses our classroom management system when necessary.  

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Check your grammar/spelling when writing your lesson plans. During the lesson with the children, grammar/directions were well thought out.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Quickly handled off task behavior.

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Millie consistently uses strategies to make sure students are engaged and not misbehaving.  She sticks to consequences and uses positive reinforcement.  She is able to manage the classroom, so that students are learning. 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		He is always very professional and is well prepared for all his lessons.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Student behavior was outstanding throughout the lesson. Although all students transitioned to the floor for group work during part of the lesson, the voice level remained low and students were focused and engaged throughout the learning activity.

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Sometimes with this group, it is necessary to be a little louder so you can be heard over them. 

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Again, by making sure you have everyone's attention before starting the lesson and setting expectations is key to having a smooth lesson.  Remember, positive reinforcements help with students who are not doing the right thing.  

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Always make sure you have the full classes attention before starting a lesson.  This will promote your expectations.  Don't be afraid to discipline as needed.  The behavior plan is put in place to help off task behaviors. You did a good job moving around to the different groups to check for understanding. Set expectations before you have students move throughout the classroom.  Students need explicit directions and consistent behavior consequences. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good job calling on children who were not paying attention. 

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You have done an amazing job this year. I have enjoyed watching you grow as a teacher this year. You are an incredible teacher. The children love you! We are all going to miss you terribly! GREAT JOB!!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Good modeling of how to handle materials, classroom management was much better this lesson. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure if you are giving them a warning that you follow through with the warning.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Impeccable grammar, syntax, etc.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Professional and well spoken.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Really enforced vocabulary! 

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany, I really enjoyed watching you teach this lesson on the Spearation of power. This is a very tough skill for students to master. Students were engaged and you controled the classroom when it was a partner activity using the strategy NOISE. The differentiated activity was well thought out. Next tim, another way to differentiate is to give the lower students the phrases for them to paste on the graphic organzier. Also, when presenting on the board, make sure your words are large enough for students to see. Great job!!!

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		She maintains a well structured class.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		It is obvious the students respect Ms. Towe.  She does  a great job maintaining classroom procedures and keeping students on task.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Challenged students during the lesson on main idea.  Appropriate classroom management.

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor's classroom management is extremely professional. She attends to all areas of the classroom and redirects behavior in a positive and timely manner. She challenges students to do their best.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad did a great job on her lesson.  She is attentive to students and does well setting high expectations and maintaining them. She will make an excellent teacher!

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Redirects well and calmness!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		You are always very positive and encouraging.  Be mindful of off task behavior and take care of it right away.  

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great monitoring in the classroom! - It is obvious how comfortable you are with the kids!

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		When students are taking notes, walk around for a little quick check to make sure they are understanding the lesson.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Remember to make sure subject/verb agreement is correct prior to writing comments on graded papers. For example, "Where is your units?" This should be, "Where are your units?". This could be a poor reflection on you by parents.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney does a great job of observing my teaching and using similar techniques in her own teaching experience. She also puts her own twist on teaching the skill and makes it a lot of fun for the students.

		White		Zachary		917456354		You monitored the class and redirected students that were off task. The timer was a great way to keep the centers moving. You used strategies that the students are used to using. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara was very able to take her initial lesson and rethink it in a way that fit students' needs, which is an important skill as a teacher.  

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Good job redirecting off task behavior.

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Mrs. Williams was monotone throughout the lesson.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is an area where Ms. Williams will definitely get stronger with more experience and her own classroom.

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher had no behavioral problems during her lesson. She modeled effective teaching in her lesson delivery, her vocabulary, and tone. She challenged the students to do their best. 

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Ms. Witcher is the model of professionalism. 

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		We have a very difficult student in the classroom, and Caroline redirects the student in a timely manner with dignity as well as consistency.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Overall, the lesson was very good. Lauren is an excellent teacher who makes learning exciting and fun!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna is quick to take care of needed redirection.  She is always professional in her mannerisms. Jenna puts forth effort to support our students and school by attending after hours school functions.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Great job adding prefixes to the lesson. It is always good to integrate the subjects when possible. 

		Responses (n): 		121

		Response Rate: 		39.16%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Loved the use of Google maps! The students got so excited when you demonstrated how to locate the state, city & school on the map in 3D.  Great use of technology! The flip books helped bring the lesson together! Great job!

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		It was my pleasure to be your teacher-supervisor.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A should work on her professionalism (mannerisms and actions) towards the students.  It is okay to relate with students and talk to them but not on their social/emotional level.   It seems as if Miss A wants the students to like her and my goal was to convey to her that she is the teacher in the class not their friend.  You don't have to be mean to be the teacher in the classroom but she will need to be more firm and assertive.

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Grow: Challenge students to turn facts into opinions and vice versa Glow: Nice teacher made anchor chart! Good use of technology timer to pace students!

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		This was a great lesson that focused on what students were interested in, yet provided them with with a rigorous activity that required a lot of thoughtfulness.  Students were extremely engaged in the writing process.  Alexis used previous assessment to determine that this was an area of need for the students in her class.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Overall, very well thought out and organized lesson plan. Be sure to work on wait time and off task behavior. Most students seemed engaged and excited to learn the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Your lessons are very strong and you are showing growth and improvement as the semester progresses. You are open to feedback and welcome suggestions for improvement. Keep up the great work!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Awsome lesson!  Great job on getting down to the students' level.  You used a variety of teaching strategies to reach all learners.

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		It has been a pleasure having Ms. Bowman in my classroom this year.  Anyone can see through her actions, that she really loves helping children learn and become better people.  

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		The test of a good teacher is that the teacher is able to adjust instruction based on student's grasp of the concept being presented. You asked thorough questions and determined that students had misconceptions about the concept. You then adjusted your lesson to reteach and clarify misconceptions.

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Teaching has improved some since last lesson, however classrroom management is still an area of concern. Remember it is ok to give kids consequences. You are here to be their teacher, not their friend.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Good lesson!

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		I thoroughly enjoyed this lesson.  The students were engaged and learned the process for multiplying fractoins.  

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Overall, this lesson was a great review of intro and conclusion to help support the students with their current writing project. Be sure to not get focused on the Social Studies aspects of the lesson and spend too much time explaining concepts they should already know. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You have grown so much during your time at CES!  I can't wait to hear about your creative teaching at SHE!

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		The students were engaged throughout the lesson.  The use of technology retained their attention, and was a great method to deliver instruction, as well as assess their level of understanding.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Ms. Davis taught a science  lesson on pollution. It included hands on activities and kept the students engaged and involved.  She did an excellent job of presenting the information.  

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Our time was limited due to a previous lesson running longer than expected, but Ms. Day did a good job of adapting to the time we had to implement the lesson. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		This was a very engaging lesson for students.  They could really feel, see, and experience the lesson!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo demonstrates lots of good attibutes of becoming a great teacher. Teaching seems to come so easy to her.   She is a natural in the classroom and among the students.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Very well planned lesson.

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Work on time management to ensure that you are able to manage all areas of the classroom

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		You are ready for your own classroom!  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		See notes that I typed for you to help guide your next lesson. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Super!  Students loved the lesson and the movement within the classroom.

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Keep up the great work! We are blessed to have Raikel in our classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I enjoy having Kara in my classroom!

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Ms. Duncan would be an asset to any team. I would be proud to work with her. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		An all around person who has done a Fantastic job in the classroom! The students have learned so much under her teaching ability! Kudos, to Mrs. Faulkner!

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was great and it was well planned out. Truly feel the kids understands the difference between Climate vs Weather.

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher works well with students and is sensentive to diverse learning styles.  She recognizes areas where she needs to improve in regards to lesson planning and execution.  She exhibits a love for the students and is open to growth.  

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Great job!! Keep it up! Thanks for always having a great attitude. 

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Awesome, fun lesson! You did a great job teaching this science standard!

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		This was a great lesson to teach students about ten more, ten less, one more, and one less. Excellent job!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Great Job! I enjoyed your lesson and so did the kids! 

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor accomplishes all tasks with both a positive attitude and with great initiative.  

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley was able to revisit the lesson in the second class due to struggles on the first delivery.  The lesson was more focused on the standard the 2nd time and provided students time to do the activity.  I think this whole lesson was a good learning experience.  Concepts are taught in different grades to a deeper extent- so its important to cover the standard only- avoiding additional information that could be confusing.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ms. Hamby's lessons are well designed and innovative and interesteing for the students. She puts lots of timne in to her planning to ensure that she is engaging of all of the students throughout the lesson. She delivers well, has good and positive classroom management and is an overall asset to my classroom. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		High expectations are evident.

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		She is one of the better student teachers that I have had the pleasure to have in my classroom. She will be an awesome and effective educator.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson!  Very well thought out and delivered!  

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		I loved the cards with plant parts that students had to identify using everyday foods.

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Taylor in my classroom. She has provided much needed small group instruction and one-on-one instruction. During her whole group lessons and her 2 week teaching period, I have been able to work with needy students individually.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		You did very well during your second full week of instruction. The lesson you created on cells was very engaging. The activities you created aligned perfectly with the standard and it was easy to assess if the students mastered the standard based on their performance task. You've did a great job this year! 

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Ms. Jones created a organized lesson plan. The students were engaged in the different centers she created. They were involved and answered rigorous questions throughout the lesson.

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna is a fantastic teaching candidate. She teaches with such grace and natural ability. She maintains classroom management, while providing a rigorous and challenging learning environment for every student. She uses whole brain teaching, and a variety of teaching strategies throughout her lesson. She amazes me and is always willing to grow!!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cintya did a fantastic job leading a small group reading lesson! She worked hard and helped students who were struggling and provided great supports to ensure fluent reading!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great review of strategies for opening. :)

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Very creative lesson!

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Wonderful lesson, very engaging, and creative. Great job overall.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Great potential.

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Ms. Nesmith has the makings of a true teacher! 

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		She makes math fun for the students!

		Osmer		Emily		917460220		Great job! The students enjoyed the activity. 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		I have thoroughly enjoyed working with Emily this year.  I am overjoyed to be teaching with her next year!! She is an asset to Sand Hill!!!

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I loved your lesson. It was a great review of adding and subtracting mixed numbers while reviewing common denominators, borrowing and simplifying. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Students were engaged during the lesson.  You described the immigration era in a meaningful way and fostered a desire in students to learn more about that particular time period.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does a great job in all areas.  This lesson was particularly challenging for the students, and she did a wonderful job of incorporating our literature to help the children relate the concept.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts does an outstanding job in all areas.  She will make a wonderful teacher.

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		This lesson was a great review for my students.

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Awesome lesson!  Students loved working in groups to create a spider to show the main idea and details. 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding lesson!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Great lesson! You are really settling into teaching lessons. You seemed more "in the element" today. I liked the way you kept the children on track. Do not feel like you cannot take recess time from the repeat offenders. =0) Again....great job today!!!

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Still working on articulation and slowing down with speech. Classroom management skills have improved. Sarah has a great relationship with the students, resulting in a safe learning atmosphere.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Great Lesson! 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Fantastic review lesson!

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Great lesson on government review.  Video did not work, but moved on quickly.  Great job!  Used graphic organizer to help students visualize  branches of government.  Involved students using show me boards.  Also, included challenge questions that involved math.  Fantastic way to incorporate multiple academic areas.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Great lesson!  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia is doing a fantastic job!!!  She does a wonderful job working with on-grade level students,  above-level students, and at-risk students!  She can adapt to any situation at the school or any group that she is working with during the day. I have been very impressed with Olivia's flexibility!!! 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor is doing an excellent job within my classroom. She works well with all students. My classroom is an extremely diverse and challenging one. She has adapted to all of their needs.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Candidate did a great for a first.  She put together a good lesson plan and worked hard to maintain classroom expectations already set. Suggestions:  Do not be afraid to take the time to get student attention. Call outs should be used consistently.  Would also suggest wait time when questioning students so that students have a good amount of think time.

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Overall a really good job.  Lesson was very clearly laid out ad delivered with confidence.  A little soft spoken which seemed to be hard to get back the students attention, but her give me five was a great tool she used!

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson was well planned and thought through.  Your voice was much louder than last time and you seemed more at ease. Continue to work to really understand what the students should know and reinforce it throughout the lesson. Don't be afraid to say no, or redirect off task behavior.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Overall, Taylor has made a lot of improvement this semester. She is open to suggestions and enjoys teaching. 

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		The lesson plan was well thought out and planned. Having students complete a polygon scavneger hunt was a great activator. Expectations were given on class behavior and what students should be searching for. However, it may have benefited students more if more instruction on polygons was given beforehand, since this was a fairly new concept. Allowing students to make connections to what they've previously learned is extremely beneficial. The Number Talk was great and allowed the students to classify their polygon. Perhaps try starting with a Number Talk, before having students complete the Scavenger Hunt. Additionally, I would suggest shortening the Number Talk as well, to maintatin engagement. Lastly, you provided great differentiated assessments. This means that you know your students. Perhaps save the assessment for the end, and have students practice via Math Playground beforehand. To increase the rigor of the assessment, you may consider asking richer questions.

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Ms. Williams is definitely growning and gaining more confidence the more she teachers.  I have been impressed how far she has grown this semester.  

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Great job!  It's hard to find something that isn't perfect in your lessons.

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		This students loved this hands-on lesson.  It was a wonderful opportunity to see a real-world example of a chemical change while making butter.  

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		You rock! I loved the lesson and the students enjoyed it too! 

		Responses (n): 		79

		Response Rate: 		25.57%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		christine carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Dawn George

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne.Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Myrna LaRonde

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Heather Gribben

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Kristy McCord

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		D. McClendon

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Catalina Pline

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Ashley H. Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Kati Brown 

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kati Brown

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		KImberlee Wright

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Erika Prewett

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Tracie Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Jodie Isbell

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Anita Deese

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Patty Edison

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		Lara McNeirney

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Selena Strickland

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		J. Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kimberly Thomas

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Ginny Edwards

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Anita Deese

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Christina Lewis

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Rana Raughton

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Anissa Weaver

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Pat Browning

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		Lindsay McKenzie

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Laura Harris 

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Katrina Thomas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Leslie Morgan

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brittany Smith 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		Breanna Bailey

		Jones		Darius		917396692		Ashley H. Williams

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Mandy Cardell

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Christine Carter

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		traci rainwater

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		Christie WIlliamson

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Valarie Davis

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Kristin Law

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Donna Sullivan

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tracy Rainwater

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Marcus Byrd (Science Teacher) 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Lynda Bingham

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Lisa Alexander

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Lynn Peek

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Ellen Aiken

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Morgan Hulsey

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		Tracy Eaves

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		Brittany Young

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Kim Wilson

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Beth Childers

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Jennifer Saylor

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Brittany Smith 

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		Gretta Harris

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Tamecia Moore

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		MRs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Joe Driver

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKEnzie

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Maleigh Dunham 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Anissa Weaver

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Ashley Weiler

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Christine Carroll

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Mabry Blevins

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Mrs. Mannino

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Erin Price

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Christina (Tina) Lewis

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Patty Edison

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Lea Camp

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Crystal Manis

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		Breanna Bailey

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Terry Allison

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Amy Musick

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kim Wilson

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		261

		Response Rate: 		84.47%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		10/26/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		11/01/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		03/01/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		12/01/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		04/14/2017

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		09/26/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		03/15/2017

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/10/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/05/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		03/31/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		12/02/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/07/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		04/20/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/15/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		03/01/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		03/15/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		10/03/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		09/23/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		03/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		04/13/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		10/28/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		02/13/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		03/08/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		10/26/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		02/24/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		10/26/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		04/12/2017

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		10/03/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		03/29/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		09/30/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		04/21/2017

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		10/24/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		03/14/2017

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/07/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		03/21/2017

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/05/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		03/08/2017

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		10/21/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/09/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		03/06/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		11/02/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		02/24/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/19/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		10/13/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		02/10/2017

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/08/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/06/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/23/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		03/03/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/14/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		03/29/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		12/02/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/02/2016

		Cole		Chassi		917383300		10/26/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		10/18/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/02/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		02/24/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		10/31/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		10/26/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		03/03/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		03/22/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		10/24/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		03/23/2017

		Day		Shayla		917469816		10/26/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/04/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		04/22/2017

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		10/07/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		10/27/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/01/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		02/21/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/05/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/13/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		10/31/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		03/01/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		10/19/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/13/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		10/19/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		02/21/2017

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/11/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		05/04/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		03/24/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		10/26/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		04/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		04/24/2017

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/04/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		02/22/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		02/10/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		10/31/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/17/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/14/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		02/22/2017

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/01/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/16/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		02/21/2017

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/19/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		02/22/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		02/27/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		10/26/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/07/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/01/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		02/28/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/19/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/18/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/01/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/10/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/14/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/01/2017

		Griffin		Rebekah		917408121		03/20/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		01/31/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		09/28/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		03/29/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		10/24/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		03/13/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		03/08/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/13/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		10/11/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/08/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/10/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		03/29/2017

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		10/19/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		04/11/2017

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/02/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		03/03/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		10/19/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		04/22/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/05/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		03/24/2017

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		10/14/2016

		Jones		Caresse		917352026		03/30/2017

		Jones		Darius		917396692		11/25/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/15/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/06/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		10/17/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/01/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/09/2016

		Lee		Jessie		917414314		10/28/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		10/19/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		02/21/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		11/09/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/13/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/01/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		02/15/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		10/25/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/19/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		02/22/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		02/16/2017

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/18/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		11/18/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		03/28/2017

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		11/09/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/17/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		02/24/2017

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		02/28/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		02/14/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		02/10/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		10/05/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		04/24/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		09/28/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		03/15/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/09/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		03/24/2017

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		10/26/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		09/28/2016

		Phillips		Miranda		917422352		04/27/2017

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/03/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		04/19/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/09/2016

		Pritchett		Waverli		917463240		04/21/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		10/28/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		02/15/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		10/05/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/15/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		10/28/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/15/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/08/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		03/13/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		02/14/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/07/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/08/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		10/05/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/02/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		03/06/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		03/23/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		10/19/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Simonds		Millicent		917436770		11/11/2016

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		04/24/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		04/26/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		10/26/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		04/24/2017

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		10/24/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		11/16/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		02/22/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		04/18/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		10/14/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		10/21/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		01/24/2017

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/26/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		04/17/2017

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		10/24/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		02/23/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/02/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		10/26/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		03/07/2017

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/09/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		10/26/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		03/06/2017

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		10/28/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		04/20/2017

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		02/28/2017

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/09/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/06/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		04/19/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/30/2017

		Tigner		Floristine		917360550		09/07/2016

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/24/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		03/30/2017

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/18/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		09/16/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		10/06/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/08/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		02/27/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		10/03/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/06/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		02/24/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		10/12/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/02/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		03/22/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		10/14/2016

		Wear		Lauren		917420841		03/06/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		03/02/2017

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/07/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		02/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/06/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		10/20/2016

		Williams		Alondra		917417861		10/12/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/16/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		03/24/2017

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		10/19/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		02/22/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		10/12/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		02/22/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/08/2017

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/29/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		04/24/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/09/2016

		Responses (n): 		269

		Response Rate: 		87.06%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 2 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 2 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		0		0%		24		7.77%		183		59.22%		95		30.74%		5		1.62%		2		0.65%		309		3.24		0.58

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		32		10.36%		179		57.93%		93		30.1%		2		0.65%		3		0.97%		309		3.2		0.61

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		0		0%		18		5.83%		184		59.55%		105		33.98%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.28		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		74		7.98%		546		58.9%		293		31.61%		7		0.76%		7		0.76%		927				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		0		0%		33		10.68%		182		58.9%		91		29.45%		0		0%		3		0.97%		309		3.19		0.61

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		1		0.32%		47		15.21%		185		59.87%		75		24.27%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.08		0.63

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		0		0%		32		10.36%		194		62.78%		79		25.57%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.15		0.58

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		33		10.68%		193		62.46%		79		25.57%		2		0.65%		2		0.65%		309		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.32%		87		28.16%		161		52.1%		54		17.48%		4		1.29%		2		0.65%		309		2.88		0.68

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		0		0%		72		23.3%		179		57.93%		41		13.27%		14		4.53%		3		0.97%		309		2.89		0.61

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		1		0.32%		38		12.3%		188		60.84%		81		26.21%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.13		0.62

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		1		0.32%		28		9.06%		191		61.81%		88		28.48%		0		0%		1		0.32%		309		3.19		0.6

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		0		0%		24		7.77%		192		62.14%		88		28.48%		4		1.29%		1		0.32%		309		3.21		0.57

		Effective transitions between activities 		0		0%		58		18.77%		186		60.19%		61		19.74%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.01		0.62

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		0		0%		42		13.59%		201		65.05%		57		18.45%		7		2.27%		2		0.65%		309		3.05		0.57

		Total/Percentage		4		0.12%		494		14.53%		2052		60.37%		794		23.36%		32		0.94%		23		0.68%		3399				

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		44		14.24%		202		65.37%		59		19.09%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.05		0.58

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		37		11.97%		140		45.31%		55		17.8%		71		22.98%		6		1.94%		309		3.08		0.62

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		1		0.32%		33		10.68%		98		31.72%		32		10.36%		137		44.34%		8		2.59%		309		2.98		0.65

		Total/Percentage		1		0.11%		114		12.3%		440		47.46%		146		15.75%		209		22.55%		17		1.83%		927				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		0		0%		47		15.21%		191		61.81%		69		22.33%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.07		0.61

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		1		0.32%		61		19.74%		169		54.69%		74		23.95%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.04		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		1		0.32%		25		8.09%		198		64.08%		83		26.86%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.18		0.58

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		0		0%		21		6.8%		198		64.08%		88		28.48%		0		0%		2		0.65%		309		3.22		0.55

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		16		5.18%		205		66.34%		84		27.18%		1		0.32%		3		0.97%		309		3.22		0.53

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		2		0.65%		30		9.71%		175		56.63%		98		31.72%		0		0%		4		1.29%		309		3.21		0.63

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		8		2.59%		171		55.34%		125		40.45%		0		0%		5		1.62%		309		3.38		0.54

		Total/Percentage		4		0.18%		208		9.62%		1307		60.43%		621		28.71%		2		0.09%		21		0.97%		2163				





PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		6		2.67%

		No		219		97.33%
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FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - CT 

LESSON DESIGN # U
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Deviation

Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students 2 0.84% 13 5.44% 136 56.9% 80 33.47% 6 2.51% 2 0.84% 239 3.27 0.6
Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable 0 0% 16 6.69% 142 59.41% 78 32.64% 1 0.42% 2 0.84% 239 3.26 0.57
Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced 1 0.42% 8 3.35% 138 57.74% 87 36.4% 2 0.84% 3 1.26% 239 3.33 0.56
Total/Percentage 3 0.42% 37 5.16% 416 58.02% 245 34.17% 9 1.26% 7 0.98% 717


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers 

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitex

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carolina Bruce 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyashsa Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaew

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren  Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		98.74%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/23/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/02/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/19/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/11/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/02/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/27/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/07/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/24/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/28/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		12/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/28/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/16/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/16/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/18/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/07/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/10/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/19/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		04/10/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		04/10/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/16/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/29/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/11/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		11/03/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/17

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/10/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/02/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/03/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/28/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/14/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/13/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/12/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/30/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/12/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/07/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/14/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/04/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/02/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/27/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/09/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		04/14/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/28/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		04/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/14/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/01/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/16/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		235

		Response Rate: 		98.33%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle School

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle School

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary 

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elemementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary Schoool

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs ELementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		MZE

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mount Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School 

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary School

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Bright Star Elementary

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright star elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary School

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopvlle

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Fourth Grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third Grade

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3rd

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3rd

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th SS

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Heat

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4th

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Second

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1st

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Second

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Secoond

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5th

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4th

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Brittany Young

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Harmonie McMahan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Maden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kyndel Pirkle

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline-Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Nikki Williams

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina  Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kim Wilson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S.Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savdige

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensbereger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Joshua Underwood

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Lindsay Long (Beth Little)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		3		3		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		3		3		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You introduced verb usage by reading a fun story and having students listen for and act out the verbs in the story.    You then had students pick noun and verb cards and listen to see if they matched.  You were able to see if the students were able to hear matching verbs instantly by seeing whether they put them in the right bag or not.  That was a good assessment activity.   The children enjoyed the game matching the verbs.   You also reflected on your lesson, and decided you would have them write some of their sentences next time you teach the lesson. 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standard was not shared, but students we made aware of the learning goal.  Lesson plan had good flow.(look at multiplication and division word problems, discuss key words and then write your own from a given multiplication and division sentence)

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander designed this lesson with a team of teachers, including myself. This is evidence of collaboration among grade level. This is a very strong skill for Ms. Alexander.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The standard does not meet the objective being taught. Miss A taught on dictionary skills and she did, however the skill she taught was not a third grade skill. It was a second grade skill, being able to locate the guide words on a page.  When I asked her about the standard, she mentioned that it was listed on the Brain Pop video. We discussed how Brain Pop uses many standards to reach as many as possible, but it is our job to make sure they are third grade standards and they are correct. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass explained the week's phonics skill and explained how to identify "floss" words.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams activated students background knowledge and connected it to the standards/goals for the current lesson.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Very prepared.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica does a great job letting the students know the "I Can" statements or what they need to know.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Tell students what EQ stands for (Essential Question) 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always have your standards and I Can statements posted. You read and explain these to the students. Your lessons always follow a logical order.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		This lesson was a reteaching lesson for verb tenses. We were able to look at the data together to determine what are students needed and then divided into groups. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Lessons have become better develped. Time management stil needs to be improved upon.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job of intergrating Social Studies and ELA standards in your lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline followed my lead today.  I taught the lesson on estimating quitients and then she taught the same lesson to the other group.  The standards are clearly posted in my classroom and the learning goal was discussed. She did not write the lesson plan for this lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is an excellent planner.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton gave the students extra guided practice using the white boards to allow for understanding.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard posted on board, read, and discussed by Ms. Butler. Lesson plan well thought out.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Lesson plan submitted on time and spoke with teacher about lesson prior to teaching to meet learner's needs.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Standards were posted and reviewed by students at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was reviewing a concepts of revision, and there was a balance of student driven and teacher driven work time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You used the correct standards but you didn't research to see what was meant by the standards and how to teach the information. In order to be effective, you must understand what the students have learned and where their learning is headed.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Expectations were made clear at the beginning of the lesson.  Lesson plan was well prepared and thought out.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was organized.  The learning goals were clear so the students knew what was expected from the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Review over Explorers for upcoming test.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Learning Goals need to be stated for yourself and your students,.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was able to introduce the math unit of elapsed time.  I modeled my questioning techniques with the first group, and she taught the other 3 groups.  With the beginning of any unit, its best to know what they know so you can build on skills or re-test necessary parts.   She did a perfect job with her questioning and HOTS questions.  She also was able to relate to their previous mapping unit with another teacher about the prime meridian.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was extremly prepared for this lesson. She used different types of teaching techniques throughout the lesson and expectations were clearly stated. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara has done an awesome job of making sure her lessons coinside with the standards we are working on in our units. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great job on lesson design

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job presenting the objective and standards.  The lesson was sequenced in an orderly fashion.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lesson plan was never sent or shown to me (the supervising teacher).

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson plans are concise and age-appropriate. She does a wonderful job providing details so the reader knows what to expect. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach types of sentences.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Lesson plan had a clear beginning, middle, and end. You went over the standard at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You flowed the lesson to build excitement and keep the students engaged. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Great intro. with a review of the standard.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor taught a lesson on area. She engaged the students with a fun interactive power point. She built on their previous knowledge and expanded their understanding.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She explained what an attribute is (vocabulary word within the standard). Needs to go into more detail about what a characteristic is and maybe give examples. Good use of the anchor chart and involvement of the class to complete the attributes of the basic shapes. Students gave real life examples of shapes in the real world.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good lesson reviewing the RACE strategy.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Great job discussing shapes and how when they are put together can make a new shape (i.e- robot). 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Standards were posted but not presented.  We discussed the lesson, but I did not view the lesson plan.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Powerpoint was made that clearly defines learning goals and standards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor discussed the standards as she presented them to the students in a powerpoint presentation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Be more specific about how you will address students needs such as ESOL students, students with learning disabilities, etc..

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5th Grade Conflict in Middle East Creation of Isreal

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna showed the students the standard and essential questions after they watched the Flocabulary video. "How do I use quotations in Dialogue?" *What are quotation marks? Anna used whole brain teaching cues to introduce the information.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Lesson was on Paul Revere and the purpose was to describe a sequence of historical events.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This lesson was on shades of meaning of verbs and adjectives (2L5b). This particular lesson focused on adjectives. The standard and essential question were in the flipchart. The flipchart gave examples of shades of meaning for adjectives (good, nice, big,..). Students had to give their own adjectives to add to Ms. Lovette's flipchart. When she was confident about students' understanding, she had them create a scarecrow. Students created a scarecrow adding shades of meaning to adjectives to the patches of the scarecrow.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Preparation of the lesson was good.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson plans are well written and student engaged.  Lessons ar every creative and get he students directly invovled in their learning.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Planned a review game over the skills/strategies that students have learned in their academic class.  Students are attending an afterschool program that will help remediate weak academics.  This activity kept the students motivated with high energy after a full school day!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Try to come up with a kid-friendly way to explain the standards and connect it to the kids' lives.  The wording in the standards is complicated, so, to most of the kids, you're just reading words instead of explaining what the standards mean.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Standard was stated in the powerpoint and addressed in delivery 2.  Great Powerpoint. You could consider showing half one day and the other half the next day. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very clear and organized lesson plan. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige planned a thorough lesson on personification. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Lesson was  creative and differentiated as needed based on Inclusion, reg. or gifted classroom setting.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a good job reviewing the standard over the letter writing process and the Civil War. At the end of the lesson try to ask students the I can statement to check for their understanding, 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Used student friendly language to explain standards and learning goals. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Learning Goal:  What caused fighting in Europe beginning the Great War?

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Lesson plan was written clearly.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students will describe the importance of the 23rd, 24th, 26th amendments and explain how they connect to protect voting rights.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was not presented or visible. You had the essential question posted, but you never went over it with the students.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Don't forget to introduce and refer back to the standard and essential question during your lesson.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good Lesson! Great use of the RDW strategy.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice ALWAYS goes the extra mile and her lesson plans are impeccably organized and thorough.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn submitted her lesson plan in time to review and make changes. She states the goals for the lesson on her plan and posts on the board for students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Enjoyed the powerpoint with the standards and eq's.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		EQ:  Why is the Spanish American War considered a turning point in American History?  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over the three branches of government. The lesson plan was well written with the appropriate standards addressed. The learning goals were clearly stated to the students. The lesson was organized and in a logical sequence.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan written well, with clear objectives

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson:  Reference materials Lesson plan was well planned, but the plan was not followed. Standards and learning goals were not specifically adressed, but metioned within the lesson.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor's lesson plan is clear and thorough.  It is evident she is prepared to teach her lesson.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White did a thorough job describing the standards involved with the lesson (MGSE5.MD.1 Convert among different-sized standard measurement units (mass, weight, length, time, etc.) within a given measurement system (customary and metric) (e.g., convert 5cm to 0.05m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems).  Mr. White also displayed the learning objectives by creating appropriate Essential Questions.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Awesome!

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Have the students state the EQ.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is very organized and plans interesting, engaging lessons. 

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		31.80%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		3		3		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		3		3		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		3		3		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		3		3		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		3		3		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		3		3		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your lesson openings are always great!  You did a wonderful job incorporating math into the immigration lesson by tying in the prices then versus now and having students determine the difference.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You obviously thought about the students you paired together.  Very good lesson!

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good examples for students to use.  Good use of good multiplication and division vocabulary.  The pace of the lesson has to be much faster. Make sure you are not allowing one student to answer most of the questions.  Instead of asking if anyone is confused,  use their work to know.  Give all the directions before the students leave to get the eggs and make sure they have their materials before they go.  Many students were struggling to write these problems.  Most students were not aware of the closing.  Overall, the biggest thing to work on is the pace of the lesson.  This can improve when students are on task and when directions are clear.  

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses a variety of instructional strategies to engage students and support student learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A started her video by a Brain Pop video without giving any background knowledge to the students to gain their attention. She then broke the students into groups without assessing them to see which group they should be on based on what they know. Also all groups did the same lesson… finding guided words. After the lesson, Miss A mentioned that she thought the students did very well. I explained that the lesson she taught was a previous lesson from last year and the students should of done well. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Children were active in the phonics lesson, moving from "writing" on each others' backs to practicing decoding spelling words on a sheet.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Lesson had a great mix of teacher-led and student led discussions.  Mrs. Williams included music, video, and physical movement to engage students throught the lesson.  I  loved the body movements used to allow students to recall different weather instruments and its purpose.  Students were provided with a visaul image to include with the ineteractive notebook flipbook created to use as a study guide.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job relating to real world situations. Guided reading when needed. Differentiated for all groups.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica always asks the students question which require the students to "dig deeper" in their thinking.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Powerpoint was a great review tool Related to the Kudzu in the surrounding area- good Make a slide with a question to pose to the students that is a higher order thinking question Differentiation- you could have a word bank You had the students repeat back the "facts" x2 that was good

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		All the students were engaged in each part of the lesson. You used several different instructional practices, such as direct instruction, explicit modeling, guided instruction, and student directed learning. Using the pictures of each emotion provided an excellent visual support to the ESOL students. Having students practice each emotion face with a partner provided a chance for lower students to practice before presenting their ideas.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great mini lesson smooth transitions allowed students more independent practice, and open discussion guided practice and reteaching was critical in these groups, the questions and teaching was very good and hit the skill for mastery

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Time management still can be improved upon.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job setting the expectations for the students. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*There were spelling mistakes on the student worksheets. * The students were a little overwhelmed by the material and I think it would have been beneficial to discuss the topic in greater depth before having students complete assignments on their own. Perhaps have students physically come up and label the continents and oceans instead of all of the children yelling out the answers at one time. This led to confusion and uncertainty about the information.  Allowing students to use the power point slide to complete one of the activities was a positive strategy that work for this lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Use of a graphic organizer to compare the explorers and Peter Rabbit was great. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline follow the lesson plan as I did in the morning.  We adapted the pace for the ALP group and she monitored the students as they moved through the lesson.  Her questions to the students were on point and relivant tot the lesson.  She had a good understanding of the content and skill being taught. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Your lessons are engagiing and interactive.  I enjoy watching you teach and watching my students learn.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The school uses Eureka math curriculum to teach math Mrs. Burton followed this curriculum her lesson. She did a good job teaching the content.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Called on students to tell what they knew about the Oregon Trail. Video opener - engaging; students recalled many details Ms. Butler explained the Oregon Trail was not the only pathway westward. Encouraged students - positive feedback for answers Some students used calculators; others did not (differentiation according to ability) 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher seems to be at ease with moving from one area to another.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to allot time at the end of review the concepts, as well as checking for understanding. You were good about asking if students understood, or if they had questions. Next time spend a few minutes going over the overall concept at the end of checking their work. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You spent a lot of time telling and showing rather than allowing the students to find out on their own. You can improve this by asking different questions requiring thinking and linking information. When students answer incorrectly, guide them to the correct answer rather than calling on someone totally different. If student answered wrong, explain why their answer was incorrect. Monitor your transitions. You cannot wait for all the students to complete before you move to another task.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The lesson had a great balance of hands on activities, review with Prezi, and a I have Who has money game.  The students loved the opportunity to visit the store and spend their money.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox added some hundreds as tens and ones.  She discovered the error and corrected it.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Another way to differentiate would be to determine another set of data, divide into groups, and allow each group to create one of the presentations (tally table, pictograph, or bar graph).

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students enjoyed the "I have, who has" game! I heard them say that they wanted to play it again and that it was so fun. Getting them out of their seats is a great way to get their minds going. Make sure when showing things on the hover cam, that you take out the papers underneath so they can see exactly what you are showing them. Students were engaged during the task card activity and you did a great job of walking to groups and discussing their decisions. Asking higher-order thinking questions takes a lot of practice to master. You did a great job of differentiating the answer sheets for the task cards. The transistions seemed a little rushed. Take your time, and if it runs into another activity its okay. It's better to take your time making sure they understand than making sure all activities get done. The kahoot activity was a great way to summarize their learning. They enjoy the technology.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The lesson was involving developing characters for a story.  The students loved listening to the book, Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day.  They were then guided in a discussion on describing the character in the book. Both internal and external character traits were discussed.  They were then directed to come up with a character on their own. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The purpose of the lesson was to review area and perimeter by using a game format. The lesson began by showing a Flocabulary video that modeled how to find area and perimeter. After the video, Ms. Day modeled the exact same problem that was shown on the video. Alternate examples would have been more effective so the students could have seen several different examples. The directions to the game were not clearly modeled or articulated. A small group of students were pulled to differentiate the lesson, however, many of the students in the larger group seemed unclear or confused about how to play the game. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great questioning and use of technolgy!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo moninitored the classroom throughout the lesson to make sure the students were engaged and completing the activity. The students were provided with a time-line to complete after watching a small clip on Theordore Roosevelt.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a Jeopardy game reviewing Explorers. She grouped students on teams of odd and even numbers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Overall a good lesson, but you seem to relax more when you teach small group and these are your strugglers.  Keep up the hard work.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson was on life cycles. Ms. Dolak used Brainpopjr to discuss butterflies. She started lesson by discussing prior knowledge with the class. She used Kahoot game to increase student interest and engagement. She had a practice sheet for independent practice. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She was able to incorporate class discussions into workbook pages questions with ease.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa has improved tremendously on the type of questions she asks the students. She allows them to use higher order and collaborative thinking skills. She makes sure she include in her lesson guided and independent practice that engages the students. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel did a wonderful job reviewing strategies such as CUBES to help students solve two-step word problems. The students were engaged in the lesson and the standards were covered in an exciting way. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is wonderful at differentiating her lessons. She instructs, gives a formative assessent, and differentiates based on student needs. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job accomodating students with special needs.  She had an appropriate guided and independent practice activity.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Slow Down Relax Involve students as much as possible Tell tables ahead of time what they will be reading. Set a timer or time limit. Review partner rules. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		No lesson opening present. She just went straight to having students write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks. Student expectations were unclear. She wanted the students to write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks, but students (as well as I) were confused on what they were suppose to write. No differentiation present. Closing did not have students explain keys points of the lesson and was simply a repeat of the independent practice.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students were actively involved in the lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer provided a variety of opportunities for students to share their thoughts and make connections with sequential  events. She related her lesson to the story, "The Tiny Seed" by Eric Carle.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		I like the way you asked questions throughout your lesson. Great job of keeping them thinking!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Walked around to gove feedback during lesson. -May need to write larger on the board for students to follow better with you. -Great balance of independent, whole group, and partner work! -Its okay to add info on the Venn Diagram that the students mention that is correct even if its not one of your points of the lesson. For example, one child said that owls are noctournal. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Even though expectations and directions had to be repeated, you clearly had defined expectations for the students. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Students were given clear instructions. Ms. Green had a checklist to make sure that ALL students were given an opportunity to answer and participate. Game was fun and challenging, but it was also easily adaptable to all learning levels. Everyone was made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were not as engaged in the lesson. It was a lot of writing and hard for students with  modifications. There should have been a cloze note sheet for them when discussing the Black Cowboys, Great Western Trial , and Chisholom Trial. It was a lot of information. It would have been helpful to give them guided notes. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Miss Hale needs to work on effectively transistioning between activities. Off task behavior was observed when students were waiting for her to transition to the next activity. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She did a good job of addressing behaviors. She used the worksheet as the assessment piece. The students had to use the classroom to identify basic shapes and then list them on the worksheet. I would love to see more use of tactile learning opportunities.....using actual blocks, etc.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		There are some students in the class that don't like to participate in discussions.  This less

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson went smoothly and the students were able to discuss the steps as well as write a constructed response. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany will consider partnering students during work periods to provide peer support/interaction, and overall engagement. She will also consider using manipulatives to support conceptual growth of students. Open-ended questions encouraged students to extend their thinking. One student stated "I love this, so much!"

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson wrapping up unit on fractions.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Very cute review for the benchmark. You nught want to clarify all game rules before beginning.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Could possibly ask more in depth questions with this particular group.  However, I know it was overwhelming. Closing with review of the theme they chose.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were very engaged during the lesson. They were able to give input in the lesson because you incorporated previously taught material (shapes names/attributes, tally marks, graphing, discussion of more/less than.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the research and writing component of this lesson! Way to incorporate this across the curriculum! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students worked in pairs/groups to solve multiplication word problems.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Delivery has improved. Make sure directions are provided verbally and in writting for students to refer back to.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students compared and contrasted two maps of Palestine. You modeled your own thinking and asked higher order thinking questions. Students were asked to view problem from multiple perspectives. Higher Order! Students discussed possible solutions to the problems facing the Middle East. You extended the lesson with discussion of current Middle East events. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job allowing students to think about the questions before they answered them. She gave the students a comic and allowed them to analyze them. She also hooked the students using Flocabulary-"Quotation Marks"
She asked students to act out the comic. Each student had a different role in Dialogue. Example: two students were quotation marks" Anna used whole brain teaching cues to keep the students engaged during the lesson.
What are the bubbles next to the character? What do we know about them?
Anna allowed the students to analyze the comic and create dialogue tags for the characters. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Great job! My only suggestion is to allow students to work with you as you create the graphs - perhaps on notebook, white boards, or a pre-filled in sheet.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah did a good job of breaking students up into different groups based on their reading level and gave them leveled passages to read. This was more appropriate for children to read a passage according to their reading level. Having them in groups worked well. Ms. Lee did a good job of activating background knowledge by having students think and share what they already knew about Paul Revere. Next time, think about having them share with their partner before sharing out. Like a think-pair-share. Remember to have a little bit of instructional/model time before releasing students to work in small groups. Next time, I would have a plan for something students can do when they finish early. Maybe they have an extended writing task that's a DOK 3 or 4. Or even have a short answer question they could repond to. Ending question(students write to answer)- Why do you think that all sources about Paul Revere give the same information? How are they related? Good to draw students back into the standard/goal for the day.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed the opening to your lesson.  It was beneficial to provide the kinestheticc aspect to the lesson.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette worked wonderful with this group of students. She has worked with high achievers with well above second grade students while some are working at a first grade level.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was a good lesson and the fact that Ms. Marlow was nervous was evident.  She did better after Mr. Tolbert taught the lesson with one class.  She finished the lessons with the other classes.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson is engaging, hands on, challegeing for students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah did a great job reviewing the topic of verbs and asking for examples.When students needed spelling help she readily realized this need and used the promthean board to assist in unknown  words for the students to use.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The lesson idea together was very cute and unique. However students were unwaware of what to do. Ask questions to make sure that students are aware of what to do, 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		To help pace the lesson, set a small timer each round to help push the students to finish within a designated time.  Think of things the grouips can do if they finish quickly.  This will help with management issues.  Students enjoyed being able to move around and shoot the ball after answering questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I'd like to see you ask more "why" and "how" questions to really get the kids thinking.  Any time a student gives their word pair and whether it is a synonym or antonym, ask them "why they know that" or 'how do you know the word pair is a synonym?".

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Students "reconstructed" a puzzle to introduce lesson 2.  Some print on slides was too small and needed a darker font. 3.  After students worked on their own, designing their own plan for Reconstruction, you showed struggling learners examples of a Reconstruction plan to help with ideas 4. Students summarized what they learned to close the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was effective and well balanced. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good job at getting their attention with the Flocabulary song on Main Idea.  They enjoyed the interactive Main Idea game on the Promethean Board.  I loved the closing activity.  The "Chit Chat Cards" were a great quick way to assess the students learning. Good transition between whole group and individual group. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of activities to teach this lesson. The class really enjoyed the video commericals she used. It brought real world learning in the classroom.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana always makes the students explain and think deeper into the answer.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex has been reading Helen Keller with the class over the last few weeks. Today he did a small group lesson using the book The Black Book of Colors  to help students make text to world connections and better understand what it would be like to be blind. The book did not have any color and had Braille to read alongside the words. There were also raised illustrations to help envision what a blind person's perception would be on items such as strawberries or rain. Each student was able to read several pages to feel the Braille. This was very engaging and helped them to get a glimpse into some of the challenges that Helen faced. 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I liked the way you opened with having them create a vision. You can utalize this by having students share out what they imagined. Students were a little unclear about the parts of a letter. When this happens you can always stop their independent practice and review the parts before having them continue. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Make sure you explain how you are going to check the sprint. That will help the students follow along. I like the practice round to check for understnading of the directions. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Connected opposing teams in a football game to the Allied and Central Powers. Content Vocabulary was explained.  You showed interesting pictures with soldiers in the trenches.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students drew a graphic organizer in their science journal.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students used authentic literacy tests and registration forms to give them a real life experience and to understand the unfairness of the questions.  -The class discussed how these discriminated against African Americans and other minorities. -Students wrote meanings of amendments in their own words on a graphic organizer. -Struggling learners were given a list of the amendments to refer to as they completed the graphic organizer. This list was not given until students had time to work on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job differentiating instruction utilizing Google Classroom and Google Slides for students to create multiple and division word problems.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of presenting this information to the students in this classroom.  She seemed to be very confident during the presentation of this lesson, and she has shown great improvement from the beginning of the year.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job of keeping students engaged, and she promoted higher level thinking as she went above the standards that were to be taught during this lesson.  Her presentation of line plots introduced vocabulary that is not a fifth grade standard (mean, median, mode, range), and she presented this well to the class.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Tied previous learning to todays lesson. Then introduced our action point (learning target) and had the students act it out while they stated the learning target.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		This lesson was on the Water Cycle and he introduced a new technology feature that was excellent way to keep students engaged. Nearpod was the website he used and I found it very interesting. One comment I will make is to open the lesson by using a song, video or book to get the students into the lesson.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The lesson was well planned and organized with a good balance of discussion and experimentation.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great use of the anchor chart at the beginning of your lesson. You did a great job attracting the visual learners to your lesson. Anchor charts are a great tool to use and a great reinforcement for students. It gives them something to go back and reference. I like how you had the students sing the money song. Music is a great teaching tool as well and an easy way for students to memorize material they need to know. You did a better job in this lesson having students transition from one area to another. Remember, the less chaos, the better. When you have students at the rug, call them back to their seats by shirt color, birthday month, etc... Also tell them what you expect: walk quietly back to your seat, tiptoe back to your seat, etc... The activity you had planned was good, but some of the students were a bit confused. When going over a sheet, make sure either you have given each student the sheet or have it projected over the elmo for students to see while you are going over directions. Also it is always beneficial to do the first one together or do an example together like the task you are giving the students. You did a great job with the early finishers. You had something prepared for them to do that was fun and reinforced what they had been working on. The closing (TOTD) was a great way to close out your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Awesome job saying things in ways that are easy fir students to understand and relate to. I also like that the activity gave them choices, but requried them to elaborate on their answer and explain why.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		I liked the way you involved the children in the lesson. Calling them to the board and letting them write the answers..they love that! You used great questioning. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to ensure that studetns understand the material before moving on (especially your "bubble" kids).

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		compare/contrast 2 books...Was wonderful, engaging, and well-managed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn restated the learning objectives throughout the lesson. She monitored students while they worked independently and provide assistance when needed. Students were encouraged to locate evidence in the text.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students really loved the smarties on your pants and quickly understood that you were doing something with nonliteral langague.   I enjoyed the anchor chart that went along with your lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Video clips on Spanish American War and Theodore Roosevelt introduced students to the topic and provided background knowledge.  Differentiation was provided by assigning content related reading passages based on Lexile Levels.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The standards and goals were clearly stated to the students at the beginning of the lesson. She activated by building background knowledge with the students. Ms. Traylor began by showing the students a PowerPoint of Washington D.C. and the branches of government. The students created a flipbook over the three branches. They then had to write the branches, who is over each branch, and what their duties are for that particular branch. The lesson included guided and indecent work. The students were engaged at all times.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good use of power point to help organize the lesson and keep the kids on track and focused.  Ms. Ulstad's lesson protected class time, students were engaged and on task, and Ms. Ulstad was prepared for all protions of the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Students were unclear about the lesson and the direction of the lesson. Visual aid to be used by students was too small.  Students were having a difficult time seeing the material to write in their notebook. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Students were given a lot of information at a fast pace.  Suggested he slow down and explain concepts to students more clearly.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! - I loved the thinking map! (Tree Map) - The "I Spy" game was a great way to get them involved. - Great differentiation. I thought it was great that some kids created their own thinking maps and you had thinking maps pre-made for some. - I would go over the vocabulary on the independent practice before they begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		This lesson was a difficult concept for the students.  You managed their confusion very well and answered their questions clearly.  It was great reflection to think of how you would reteach for further understanding by the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney has grown a lot since August. She is a lot more free and comfortable in making the classroom and material her own. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White included a great opening introduction by using a MobyMax video presentation to grab the students attention in the lesson he was teaching. He stopped the video several times to incorporate the standard and essential question. With the varying strategies of independent and guided instruction, the students were able to master the standard while the teacher was taking notes for future differentiation. This lesson was the initial introduction of this standard for the fifth grade students. Differentiation was impossible to observe because this was the opening of Unit 6. The students responded to his lesson and showed knowledge of MGSE5.MD.1 as it was incorporated throughout the next month of the unit. Mr. White did an excellent job teaching the standard to the students.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Time constraints caused  closing explanation shortened.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great activator!
Good job drawing an example on the board for students to work through with the teacher.
*Differentiation will be used during math centers

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has definitely come a long way over these past two semesters.  She is more confident and is more assertive in all areas of the classroom and classroom management. I know when she has her own classroom, she will be grow and become even stronger.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		This was a well thought out lesson. However, there was too much review and sitting time at first. The kids needed more movement opportunities. The review needed to be quick in order to put the main focus on the meat of the lesson (labels and timelines). I loved the technology used to teach this lesson. She used a powerpoint, a rap video, the Ladybug document camera, anchor charts, graphc organizers and mini books.. Also the use of higher order thinkkiing questions was very evident. She used phrases like "How did you know?" "Why would you use the glossary and not the index?" She also made them explain their answers and give evidence! Even though the guided practice was too lengthy, she did manage to differentiate her instruction with a variety of whole group, partner practice, independent practice and her pulling a small group of struggling readers.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna's lesson was very well planned. She reviewed student benchmark scores in advance and thought about student engagement levels in the classroom to create small groups. She differentiated activites and brought highly engaging activies for the students to do. Students were highly engaged.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The students didn't seem settled when you began the lesson.  It may have been more effective to have them all focused before continuing. During the second part of the lesson, you asked students to get everything except lesson pertinent material away and redirected students before beginning - great! Redirected off topic question without discouraging the student's participation.

		Responses (n): 		111

		Response Rate: 		46.44%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		3		3		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Lots of questioning during the lesson.  Make sure you are moving about the room looking at their work throughout the lesson. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses formative and summative assessments to ensure student growth.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Formal and Diagnostic:  We did not have this as a requirement for this lesson.  It was not observed.  It is an on-going process in this classroom we work on together.  Logan is fully capable of conducting these type of assesments although they were not observed in this particular lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		From the beginning till know, Miss A has made some improvements to her assessments. She is now giving the students a type of assessment. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great questioning throughout the lesson.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Habitat project

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears planned an activity that was very similar to what the students would experience on the Milestones assessment the very next day.  This lesson was extremely beneficial for the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		I like the way that you used a student self assessment so that each student could determine what she thought about her learning today.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Data was used to perform this task the assignment was effective to the reteaching skill

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Ask more open ended questions instead of "yes/no" questions.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Checking students progress by walking from student to student keep everyone on taks and moving toward the learning goal..

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You have a great questioning technique and you always use a variety of assessments to know who and what needs to be retaught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Eureka math has all the types of assessment included to evaluate students understanding of the skill.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Engaging activities planned - higher order thinking (Pack Your Wagon - math involved) Quizlet vocabulary assigned using Chromebooks for further study/knowledge

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		partners and game

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Look at the products produced by your students. For example, the ticket-out-the-door, should have been reviewed by you so you know what students are mastering the content and who needs help.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran used approriate questioning and provided appropriate feedback while observing students count money at the store.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Be specific when giving feedback instead of just "okay"{ or "good job"

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The students' writing was used as a formative to assess how well the students were able to develop a character and write about it. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		While questions were used to assess student understanding during the introduction of the lesson, the game cards and student work of finding area and perimeter were not assessed. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The webquest kept students engaged and was a great way to check for understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was administered throughout the lesson with questions and the students raising their hands to answer.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students really enjoyed the game. Morgan encouraged deeper answers if students weren&#39;t quite there with their answers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ticket out the door for assessment.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Reteach page and practice page used for this lesson- Unit 12 Elapsed Time

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara does very well with assessing

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Super job!!!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		If time, the students could have completed a writing activity to show how to compare/contrast. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students drew pictures to show their understanding of plants and how they grow. She modified her assessment method by writing the words, "first, second and third" for several students to trace. The other students were able to write the words without assistance.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like that you included a bar graph for them to do! Its great to intergrate the subjects. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to work on the delivery method of the standards with a lot of information on it. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students were assessed on the answering of the questions using the RACE method.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You went through and found hte most challenging standards to add to the game. Students were actively engaged and reviewing.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Completed shape robot with writing is your evidence students understood the standard and essential question. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Try doing a ticket out the door or three question quiz using something such as "Plickers" to assess student learning at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You paused discussion at appropriate times to ask questions. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used STAR reading and running records data to determine which student got which worksheet. She did a great job using positive feedback throughout her lesson. The worksheets were appropriate for each student's independent reading level. Anna was asking questions during the lesson and students were answering her questions. Anna walked around the room and checked for student understanding during her lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Most questions from the passage were dok 1 and 2. Next time, you could include at least one question that's higher order like a dok 3 or 4. Hanniyah used current reading groups based on lexile level to group students ahead of time. After checking in with students in their small groups, they all came back together to check answers. Students did have different passages, but the questions were the same. Students that answered in incomplete sentences were re-directed to answer in a complete sentence. Good!

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students were very engaged in the game, and was a great way to assess the student's learning.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		I like how you used notecards as your informal assessment. The students were able to write their ownn equation.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Awesome lesson!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Assessed prior knowledge in a creative way. The use of hands own shapes were a plus. It was clear that the students understood enough details about the quadrilaterals to create one and give facts about it in speech bubbles.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		This lesson was more informal, this was the end of a unit and was designed for reinforcement and review for the student sunit test.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Liked the organization of checking for understanding on the spot and error correcting, as well. The students did a great job completing the tasks each round.  The students loved your encouragment on the shots and question. Nice management strategies!! Positive reinforcement!!

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You asked higher order thinking questions to check for understanding.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students played a game matching amendments to the correct meaning. -Students answered essential questions. In the future, review essential questions and then have each student write an answer on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		As students created & solved word problems, Megan Roberts offered excellent constructive feedback to help students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph provided informal questioning as a way to determine student comprehension.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah had the students do a whole group activity to demonstrate understanding of the Learning Target. She then asked key questions after the video to check for understanding. Students then completed an individual project. Hannah walked around and monitored students on task.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Excellent questioning/discussion during the lesson on pollution.  Students shared and discussed examples of pollution in our community.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Great questioning to lead the students to the correct answers.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You used the Exit Ticket as your assessment to see who fully grasped the skill taught today. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Great job showing students thier mistakes and giving them another chance to correct.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Chart done whole group with student participation

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Good job, with your exit ticket!   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Questions were consistently being asked by Ms. Towe to check for understanding during the lesson.  Comprehension questions were checked by teacher at the end of the lesson for evaluation purposes.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor measured understanding of the standards by giving observing and helping students as they completed the flipbook. After the lesson she gave an informal/formative worksheet which was used to determine mastery of the lesson. This was well prepared and extremely appropriate.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good Activity with students.  Would suggest that the Thinking Map done as a class and use the points made from the TM for students to write with.  This will bring the lesson full circle.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Only several students were participating in the lesson.  

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Game directions were unclear and students struggled with understanding.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor used formative assessmment though informal questioning to assess their understanding.  She judged their level of reading through prior knowledge of the students.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White had both formal and summative assessments included in the lesson.  Mr. White provided the students with activities during the lesson and a summative assignment to assess whether the students mastered the lesson.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Diagnostic NA

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic information came from me to determine appropriate grouping

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like the way you helped a student solve his problem of not having enough space on the graphic organizer. You modeled the writing activity so students knew the expectation of the assignment and circulated around the room to support students while they were writing. Great way to end by having students share their writing!

		Responses (n): 		65

		Response Rate: 		27.20%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		3		3		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		3		3		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		3		3		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		3		3		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		When sending the students to work independently, give very clear directions so that they know what is expected and then if they are not on task, there can be a consequence. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander continues to create a positive classroom environment.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have seen a huge improvement with Miss A with classroom management.  She is asking for 5 from the students, clapping to get their attention and trying to be more aware of the whole class instead of just one student at a time. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass kept everyone engaged and on task by saying things like, "Let's hear it loud and proud!" as students were arm tapping and spelling words out loud.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Counting to 5 strategy very effective!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica is always encouraging to our students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Use Class Dojo for good listeners Classroom management- be sure to tell them to "Raise your hand" Language- said "Don't it" instead of "Doesn't it" "Saw" instead of "seen"

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional in your appearance and language. One student was off task during your mini-lesson but we know that this student has problems with focus.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Worked with all students encouraged students to ask questions able to maintain classroom behavior in a professional matter

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management has improved througout the time spent in my classroom. Still needs to work on following through with consequencews once a student gets in trouble.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*Attends to all areas of the classroom: During center time students at all centers must be monitored periodically throughout the session for understanding. *Antarctica was misspelled on the worksheets. * Students were very inattentive during the lesson. Several were playing in their desk, talking to a neighbor, and one child was dancing and singing. *Students kept yelling out and shouting answers. This led to confusion during the lesson. Students should raise their hand and be called upon to answer.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Good job of letting them know your expectations ahead of time. You corrected off task behavior immediately. Move around more during seat work time.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline hade been a pleasure to have as an intern in my room during this school year.  She has not only been a great teaching partner, she has also been such a support to me as I have dealt with my own personal health crisis this school year.  Caroline is a wonderful teacher! I have so enjoyed having her in my room!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is going to make a wonderful teacher.  I am glad she has been able to spend the time in my classroom. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton did a good job giving students think time and coming back to students that needed more time to think about the solution.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Encouraged students to stay focused and with her.  Quiet, but effective, reminders to stay on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Redirected student who kept blurting out well with ease and understanding.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		When you have students that are taking control of the classroom by dominating the conversation, it is okay to stop the lesson and remind the student/s that this is a class discussion. Students are with you and engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Make sure to know what is going on in the classroom at all times. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Take control of the class before you begin instruction. Your dress and grammar has always been very good.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All materials were well organized and Mrs. Cochran was prepared for the lesson.  Her demeanor with the students was appropriate and the class responded to her redirection.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Make sure to  command all of their attention.  Stopping and providing wait time can help.  They'll catch on very quickly.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have a great rapport with students and do an excellent job making sure you are moving around the room.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students not pulled into the small group were a little off task and not actively participating in the game. They were rolling the dice and coloring in squares, but they were not accurately finding the area and perimeter of the squares as the game went along. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Small group lesson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom behavior was monitored again throughout the lesson.  Students who were off task were quickly re-directed to complete work.  Miss Dermo walked around the room to make sure students were on task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job preparing studenst for the upcoming assessment.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Just a note, when you are out of school go to the school you will be at next year or that you want to work at in the future and volunteer in the school to have more hands on watching and learning from a variety of teaching styles.  The more you are in the classroom the better you will get and the more comfortable you will feel teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak addressed misbehavior quickly and efficiently. SHe used the correct terminology from the lesson and encouraged the students to use the correct terminlogy as well. "Clap once if you hear my voice," classroom management device used. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is well rounded in the classroom. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allie's voice should be louder and she should be more confident in her delivery of the lesson.  Each lesson showed improvement.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go!!!

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Raise hands- remind the students Rotate around room while students are working Use clip system 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		A student at the front of the classroom was reading a book throughout the entire lesson and was never redirected. Students were laying down on the rug. She did ask them to sit up, but students ignored. She did not redirect again.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students respond very well to Ms. Summer and she has developed a positive rapport with the class. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Good rapport with students!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You moved around and spoke and encouraged all groups. -Remember you can give verabl warnings to individuals and use the behavior clips for positive and negative consequences. -The students realy respond to your calm nature and delivery. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You monitored the groups and maintained focus on the instructional piece of the lesson. Students were active and no off task behaviors were observed. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Again, Ms. Green set up the rules of the game clearly. Students were all activily involved. Even though game did not end in a tie, there was a group that "won", there were no hard feelings and children were all made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to give students higher order thinking questions for the ones that need acceleration. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and she conducts herself in a very professional manner.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		By mid-lesson, Brittany was circulating well throughout the class.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Do not let this children intimidate you. You can begin the lesson with expectations and hold them accountable. You are a very capable teacher. They just get excited at times and may need a quiet time to get themselves back together.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey has developed a great "teacher voice" that exudes confidence! She conducts herself in the classroom like a seasoned teacher! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor ended the lesson with a Kahoot activity which the students enjoyed.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		 Your management has improved greatly. You are doing a lot better with addressing student behavior right away.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You encouraged students to share opinions "no right or wrong answers".  You created a "safe" environment for learning. I have absolutely loved having you for this student teaching block.  You are on your way to becoming a fantastic teacher!  

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee used the classroom behavior system, "Blurt Beans". Beans were taken from students that shouted out without permission.
Anna also utilized Class Dojo for positive/negative behavior reinforcement. Anna chose quiet students to come to the board for examples. Anna made sure that each student held themselves to a high learning expectation. 
She did a great job encouraging the students to raise their hand for permission to speak.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups of students to direct and re-direct learning and writing from passage. Hanniyah had good classroom management and used the repeat clap to get students attention.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Your positivity is contagious! You can tell that you are excited about working with students and the material being presented. This is key to having students engaged!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great job! Your management is improving! Remember that some of our kiddos are impulsive----it's important to set expectations before the beginning of the lesson. As you get to know the students better, you will know which behaviors to specify. For now, stick with GOLD behavior and what you know.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Excellent teacher and lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Classroom management needs some work;  this could be due to Ms. Marlow being nervous.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna provides a safe, fun, and stimulating environment for students, she is very professional in working with students, and adults.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Walk around all areas of the classroom. Make sure to get off task children 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		This was an engaging lesson and designed to review content standards.  The powerpoint included rich vocabulary and you did a great job answering student questions, as well as checking for understanding.  Thank you for reviewing this standard.  I would love a copy of the powerpoint.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan does a great job at praising the students throughout the lesson. Remember to redirect students if they are not on task, this just helps everyone be able to concentrate.  She is always professional and takes her internship very seriously.  Great lesson! 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige is very caring and understanding to all students' needs. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Many students displayed challenging behaviors due to having two subs filling in the other classes.  You dealt with off task behaviors effectively and consistently.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job keeping the attention of the class and presenting the information in a way that was easy to comprehend.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah is always very caring and patient with all the students.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Off task behavior was redirected when needed throughout the lesson as students were encouraged to stay on task so they could be "helpers" in the experiment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You attended to all areas of the classroom  by walking around assessing to make sure students had understanding.  You helped as needed. One suggestion would be to keep setting clear expectations  and have student raise their hand to answer questions.  If you tell them not to shout out and they still do, give them a consequence (balls taken away, move a stick). Do not be afraid to correct them. Your time management was great.  You notified the students when they had a couple of minutes left to finish working.  You let them know exactly how much time they had left. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be more confident! You are doing a wonderful job. Make sure to establish yourself to the students so that they listen to you and respect you. :)

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good classroom management. You called on the children who were not paying attention at the time. This drew their attention back to you and the lesson being taught. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Continue to work on voice inflection and pacing of speech. Sarah's lesson was the best one yet! We have been working hard on classroom procedures, transition strategies, and teaching methods. I am proud of her progress this semester! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn is professional and uses good judgement when correcting behaviors. Students were engaged while learning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I really enjoyed your lesson.   You pulled a small group at the front which was appropriate for a differentiated reteaching activity.  I liked how you had two sets of worksheets for the lower achieving and the on grade level.  Remember to help expand the higher achieving students.   Great lesson to watch!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Teaching and learning with Ms. Towe has been a joy.  She is on he

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor maintained appropriate classroom management. Any student that needed to be redirected she did in a positive way. The students were challenged throughout the lesson. She works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad kept students on task and engaged.  She was firm with students to ensure they were on task but maintained repect for students.  Students were redirected as needed.  Ms. Ulstad challenged students to think during the lesson and provided needed support from students that required more support.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Many students were off task.  Make sure you follow through with classroom consequences that  are in place. Maintain classroom control. Make sure students are in appropriate areas and on task. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great job redirecting off-task students!!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor has the appropriate look of a teacher.  She maintains appropriate student/teacher relationships and interactions.  She is working to improve and  maintain classroom control through transitions and lesson excitement.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great job moving around the room to enhance proximity.
Students were engaged and excited to work.
Great lesson!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area that Ms. Williams has grown, but it is an area where she needs to become even more assertive with students who are talkative and out of control.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren moved around the room and made herself visible from all areas of the classroom. She even got down on their level to speak or listen. She gave verbal and non verbal cues to students who needed redirection.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna attended to all the students while they were working on their small group lessons. She observed a student not working well within her group and redirected her to properly.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You do a great job of redirecting students appropriately.  You continue to use grade level vocabulary throughout the lesson - fiction, non fiction, graphic organizer.  

		Responses (n): 		78

		Response Rate: 		32.64%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		1		0.6%

		No		167		99.4%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Writing lesson on My Favorite Animal- -Good opener-Graph of My Favorite Animal. It got the students thinking about his/her favorite animal. We had just taken a trip to Zoo Atlanta & we had been studying all about animals. I loved the connection of math & writing!!! -Used a tree map to help students organize information -Great monitoring & questioning!! -Students enjoyed your lesson! 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Overall, the lesson was one of her better lesson.  She gained the students attention before starting the lesson. I am concerned about the standards and not knowing how to check to make sure not matching the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am very proud of the growth that I have witnessed during this semester in Ms. Bennett's overall planning and teaching.  She does very well with classroom management and pacing, and she consistently prepares engaging lessons that accurately address standards and learning objectives.  She is also above and beyond in the area of professionalism!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I love to watch Jessica teach the class.  She has grown so much as a teacher in the little time she has been in our classroom.  She is going to make a wonderful teacher!!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Great plan, Great Instruction!!!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The power point was interesting and the children seemed to enjoy this part of the lesson. I would like to see you venture out and use other opening strategies besides Brainpopjr at the beginning of your lesson. I do agree Brianpopjr is an important tool to use but perhaps you could show the video and then also incorporate another opener.  Behavior management is a critical component for a successful classroom environment. The students need to view you as a teacher and not just a friend to joke around with. There is a fine line between these two roles and until they respect you as a teacher they will not listen to what you have to teach them. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You've grown so much throughout our time together. I've enjoyed seeing you take ideas and make them your own. You have a natural demeanor around children and it shows. Remember that teaching is a constantly evolving and changing profession. You'll always be learning and changing the way you do things in order to be the best you can be as a teacher... and what is best for the students you are teaching at that time! Once you have your own classroom you will be able to "fine tune" your skills. Don't doubt yourself! I can't wait to see you in your own classroom.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Awesome job! You have shown so much progress since September! Keep up the hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		This was a great lesson taught throughout the day to the first grade students.  Miss Dermo is so dedicated to teaching and you can see this through the way she reacts to all students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job, and will do well as a teacher upon completion of the program.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Kara in my classroom this semester. I will greatly miss her next semester. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli will be a great teacher when she develops her confidence in her teaching ability.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was super! The students have learned and retained so much on this unit that will last them a lifetime.  You have done a great job! Looking forward to the second half of the school year with you!. Keep up the good work!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displayed great improvement in her execution of her lessons.  She is striving to be an excellent teacher in training.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		You were much more relaxed and confident the second delivery of the lesson. Never rush, take a deep breath, and stay focused. Overall your management was better and their time on task improved. They enjoyed being involved with the poems, sharing answers, and discussing the moods. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		FIrst half of the lesson was almost identical to what I (the supervising teacher) had already done with the students the on Monday (the last day Mrs. Frazier was here). What she had students put into their notebooks was already in their notebooks. She also was not prepared for the lesson before she arrived. She made copies and got things ready while I was teaching (and being observed by my administrator) instead of walking around and being involved with the students.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		You have a great relationship with the children in the class.  You present imformation in a very patient way that they respond well to.  Using a manipulative during the lesson along with your paper pencil gave the students extra support that was needed during the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Overall, great lesson. The students enjoyed the activity and learned a lot about birds and their adaptations. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley did a great job of reviewing with the students for the Milestones.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		It was great working with you and watching you grow this semester. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job creating a fun and engaging lesson about Dialogue. She encouraged the students and kept the expectations high in the classroom. The students enjoyed participating in this lesson and she did a great job maintaing classroom management the whole lesson. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Overall, this was a good lesson! I can tell that you've used newly gained knowledge of teaching strategies to enhance your teaching. :)

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed this lesson greatly. Even though phonics was something you were reluctant to do, I thought it was your best lesson. You seemed very comfortable during the lesson. I am so happy that you will be a member of the teaching profession. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna is developing her craft and is an excellent teacher.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I am so proud of how much progress you've made this semester!  Your lesson was great!  I loved the game, and so did the kids.  I appreciate your willingness to be flexible at the last minute and teach in a completely new classroom. You handled that situation like a true professional; I apologize for the last-minute change, but you definitely showed how flexible you are.  During the lesson, I definitely noticed that your voice was more captivating.  You were able to keep the kids engaged and clearly articulate your expectations, and you kept them interested by changing the inflection in your voice.  I also noticed that you walked around the perimeter of the classroom during your lesson, which kept unfavorable behaviors to a minimum.  Excellent! I can't wait to see you next semester, and I appreciate all of your hard work this semester.  Thank you for everything!

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Ms. Reese is an amazing student teacher. She is wonderful to work with, and she doesn't have to be asked to do things within the class. She is willing and able to do what is expected of her and beyond. I have loved having her in my class for both Math and Science.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts will make an outstanding teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		My students loved the lesson on converting Inches to Feet. Mrs. Roberts explained the content very clearly and deeply.  GREAT JOB!!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job presenting a lesson on adding and subtracting fractions with unlike denominators. It is evident she has a connection with students and truly enjoys being in the classroom. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Ms. Smith will be an excellent teacher!

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding hands-on science lesson!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job, Hannah!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You are very encouraging to studnets and provide wonderful feedback. The main thing that you could grow in is your classroom management. It's not bad, you just need to be a little more assertive to the students. You are doing a great job and will be an awersome teacher!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		WOW! You have really grown in your teaching this semester! I can tell that you were much more comfortable and confident in your teaching today. You have done an amazing job this semester! You have been a huge help to our First Grade team and me. The children love you!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Miss Sullivan is an asset to our classroom, It has been a joy to have her. She is wonderful.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Did a good job with reading group. Pulled kids to side after group and challenged them with harder levels.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Lesson on using text evidence.  Great job modeling how to go back to the passage and find evidence.  Reinforced using sentence stems.  Let students work in groups to answer questions independently.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		I am so excited that Olivia will be with us the first semester of the 2017-2018 school year!!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This was an excellent lesson over the three branches of government. It was a great review for the upcoming assessment the students will be taking. The students responded extremely well to Ms. Traylor. She creates a positive atmosphere and works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms Ulstad did a good job with this lesson. She was well prepared and students were engaged and on task.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson did not go as planned.  Use this to really think about how to put in place a well written lesson plan.  Make it a point to make sure that all students are engaged, on task and learning.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students loved the egg and spoon relay race!  They also enjoyed reviewing using Kahoot!  They stayed engaged the entire lesson!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson was observed by Casey Loveless (Math)

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You have grown so much throughout the year! I am so proud of you!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		For this lesson, the plans were very well organized, thought out, and standards were posted for the lesson. I would suggest using "Kid Friendly" I can statements or essential questions. The lesson opened with a Jeopardy game, which was engaging for students. There were occasional wait times in between one part of the lesson to the next. Also, during the lesson, some students were confused on the directions. You did a good job of addressing them, when possible. In future lessons, you may consider asking higher level and/or open ended questions that requires students to explain. At the conclusion of the lesson, students didn't seem 100% comfortable with the concept, which allow for some follow instruction of some sort.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Great teacher!!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		I really admire her professional nature and the way she treats all students with respect.  I am proud of the teacher that Ms. Williams has become and know that she will continue to grow in her own classroom.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is a phenomenal teacher and provided an awesome lesson on figurative language for my students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is a superior student teacher. She is confident and independent. She knows good practice techniques and is willing to listen and improve when necessary. I think she will make a terrific teaching candidate to any school. She is a natural!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		It has been great to see your growth during this experience!  I have noticed you refer to other lessons as students are working.  You have learned a valuable tool to reinforce what students are learning throughout the day and how it applies in different learning situations.  Effective teaching requires use of concepts across all subjects.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton, you made wonderful attempts to adjust your lesson each time you taught! It was good thinking on your part to try a shorter book with the second class. Having the last class use their writing journals to make predictions helped the dirt pudding activity be more calm and structured. I also think moving the dirt pudding to the end of the lesson helped the lesson be more effective. 

		Responses (n): 		51

		Response Rate: 		21.34%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Skelton

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		TIna Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jilll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		kristy mccord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Ms. Noelle Jones

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		I see a lot of growth since the first lesson.  Keep working hard and you will be a great educatior

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Lindsay Long

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		203

		Response Rate: 		84.94%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		04/12/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/13/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/20/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/30/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/18/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		05/01/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/26/2015

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/27/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		12/01/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/17/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/28/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/14/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/30/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/18/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/28/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/28/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		04/10/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		04/12/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/09/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/17/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/14/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/30/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/04/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		04/19/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/07/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/30/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/17/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		12/08/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		05/02/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/28/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/11/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/11/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/11/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/16/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/27/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/02/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		208

		Response Rate: 		87.03%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629				











































		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		1		0.6%

		No		167		99.4%
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Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 2 0.84% 18 7.53% 148 61.92% 69 28.87% 0 0% 2 0.84% 239 3.2 0.6
Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free 2 0.84% 22 9.21% 144 60.25% 69 28.87% 0 0% 2 0.84% 239 3.18 0.62
Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation 1 0.42% 17 7.11% 156 65.27% 61 25.52% 1 0.42% 3 1.26% 239 3.18 0.56
Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided 
Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- 
Manipulatives 0 0% 25 10.46% 149 62.34% 61 25.52% 2 0.84% 2 0.84% 239 3.15 0.59
Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- 
Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating 1 0.42% 48 20.08% 142 59.41% 41 17.15% 5 2.09% 2 0.84% 239 2.96 0.63
Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- 
Enrichment--- Problem-solving  3 1.26% 43 17.99% 135 56.49% 38 15.9% 17 7.11% 3 1.26% 239 2.95 0.65
Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 0 0% 18 7.53% 157 65.69% 60 25.1% 0 0% 4 1.67% 239 3.18 0.55
Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 0 0% 18 7.53% 146 61.09% 71 29.71% 1 0.42% 3 1.26% 239 3.23 0.57
Lesson has guided practice and independent practice 1 0.42% 13 5.44% 158 66.11% 62 25.94% 3 1.26% 2 0.84% 239 3.2 0.55
Effective transitions between activities 1 0.42% 30 12.55% 150 62.76% 51 21.34% 3 1.26% 4 1.67% 239 3.08 0.6
Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance 2 0.84% 25 10.46% 158 66.11% 49 20.5% 2 0.84% 3 1.26% 239 3.09 0.59
Total/Percentage 13 0.49% 277 10.54% 1643 62.5% 632 24.04% 34 1.29% 30 1.14% 2629


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers 

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitex

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carolina Bruce 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyashsa Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaew

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren  Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		98.74%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/23/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/02/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/19/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/11/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/02/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/27/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/07/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/24/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/28/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		12/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/28/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/16/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/16/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/18/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/07/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/10/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/19/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		04/10/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		04/10/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/16/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/29/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/11/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		11/03/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/17

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/10/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/02/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/03/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/28/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/14/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/13/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/12/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/30/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/12/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/07/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/14/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/04/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/02/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/27/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/09/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		04/14/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/28/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		04/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/14/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/01/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/16/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		235

		Response Rate: 		98.33%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle School

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle School

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary 

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elemementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary Schoool

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs ELementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		MZE

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mount Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School 

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary School

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Bright Star Elementary

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright star elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary School

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopvlle

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Fourth Grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third Grade

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3rd

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3rd

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th SS

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Heat

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4th

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Second

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1st

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Second

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Secoond

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5th

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4th

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Brittany Young

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Harmonie McMahan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Maden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kyndel Pirkle

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline-Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Nikki Williams

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina  Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kim Wilson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S.Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savdige

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensbereger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Joshua Underwood

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Lindsay Long (Beth Little)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		3		3		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		3		3		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You introduced verb usage by reading a fun story and having students listen for and act out the verbs in the story.    You then had students pick noun and verb cards and listen to see if they matched.  You were able to see if the students were able to hear matching verbs instantly by seeing whether they put them in the right bag or not.  That was a good assessment activity.   The children enjoyed the game matching the verbs.   You also reflected on your lesson, and decided you would have them write some of their sentences next time you teach the lesson. 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standard was not shared, but students we made aware of the learning goal.  Lesson plan had good flow.(look at multiplication and division word problems, discuss key words and then write your own from a given multiplication and division sentence)

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander designed this lesson with a team of teachers, including myself. This is evidence of collaboration among grade level. This is a very strong skill for Ms. Alexander.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The standard does not meet the objective being taught. Miss A taught on dictionary skills and she did, however the skill she taught was not a third grade skill. It was a second grade skill, being able to locate the guide words on a page.  When I asked her about the standard, she mentioned that it was listed on the Brain Pop video. We discussed how Brain Pop uses many standards to reach as many as possible, but it is our job to make sure they are third grade standards and they are correct. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass explained the week's phonics skill and explained how to identify "floss" words.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams activated students background knowledge and connected it to the standards/goals for the current lesson.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Very prepared.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica does a great job letting the students know the "I Can" statements or what they need to know.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Tell students what EQ stands for (Essential Question) 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always have your standards and I Can statements posted. You read and explain these to the students. Your lessons always follow a logical order.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		This lesson was a reteaching lesson for verb tenses. We were able to look at the data together to determine what are students needed and then divided into groups. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Lessons have become better develped. Time management stil needs to be improved upon.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job of intergrating Social Studies and ELA standards in your lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline followed my lead today.  I taught the lesson on estimating quitients and then she taught the same lesson to the other group.  The standards are clearly posted in my classroom and the learning goal was discussed. She did not write the lesson plan for this lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is an excellent planner.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton gave the students extra guided practice using the white boards to allow for understanding.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard posted on board, read, and discussed by Ms. Butler. Lesson plan well thought out.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Lesson plan submitted on time and spoke with teacher about lesson prior to teaching to meet learner's needs.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Standards were posted and reviewed by students at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was reviewing a concepts of revision, and there was a balance of student driven and teacher driven work time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You used the correct standards but you didn't research to see what was meant by the standards and how to teach the information. In order to be effective, you must understand what the students have learned and where their learning is headed.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Expectations were made clear at the beginning of the lesson.  Lesson plan was well prepared and thought out.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was organized.  The learning goals were clear so the students knew what was expected from the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Review over Explorers for upcoming test.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Learning Goals need to be stated for yourself and your students,.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was able to introduce the math unit of elapsed time.  I modeled my questioning techniques with the first group, and she taught the other 3 groups.  With the beginning of any unit, its best to know what they know so you can build on skills or re-test necessary parts.   She did a perfect job with her questioning and HOTS questions.  She also was able to relate to their previous mapping unit with another teacher about the prime meridian.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was extremly prepared for this lesson. She used different types of teaching techniques throughout the lesson and expectations were clearly stated. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara has done an awesome job of making sure her lessons coinside with the standards we are working on in our units. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great job on lesson design

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job presenting the objective and standards.  The lesson was sequenced in an orderly fashion.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lesson plan was never sent or shown to me (the supervising teacher).

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson plans are concise and age-appropriate. She does a wonderful job providing details so the reader knows what to expect. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach types of sentences.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Lesson plan had a clear beginning, middle, and end. You went over the standard at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You flowed the lesson to build excitement and keep the students engaged. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Great intro. with a review of the standard.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor taught a lesson on area. She engaged the students with a fun interactive power point. She built on their previous knowledge and expanded their understanding.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She explained what an attribute is (vocabulary word within the standard). Needs to go into more detail about what a characteristic is and maybe give examples. Good use of the anchor chart and involvement of the class to complete the attributes of the basic shapes. Students gave real life examples of shapes in the real world.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good lesson reviewing the RACE strategy.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Great job discussing shapes and how when they are put together can make a new shape (i.e- robot). 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Standards were posted but not presented.  We discussed the lesson, but I did not view the lesson plan.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Powerpoint was made that clearly defines learning goals and standards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor discussed the standards as she presented them to the students in a powerpoint presentation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Be more specific about how you will address students needs such as ESOL students, students with learning disabilities, etc..

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5th Grade Conflict in Middle East Creation of Isreal

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna showed the students the standard and essential questions after they watched the Flocabulary video. "How do I use quotations in Dialogue?" *What are quotation marks? Anna used whole brain teaching cues to introduce the information.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Lesson was on Paul Revere and the purpose was to describe a sequence of historical events.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This lesson was on shades of meaning of verbs and adjectives (2L5b). This particular lesson focused on adjectives. The standard and essential question were in the flipchart. The flipchart gave examples of shades of meaning for adjectives (good, nice, big,..). Students had to give their own adjectives to add to Ms. Lovette's flipchart. When she was confident about students' understanding, she had them create a scarecrow. Students created a scarecrow adding shades of meaning to adjectives to the patches of the scarecrow.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Preparation of the lesson was good.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson plans are well written and student engaged.  Lessons ar every creative and get he students directly invovled in their learning.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Planned a review game over the skills/strategies that students have learned in their academic class.  Students are attending an afterschool program that will help remediate weak academics.  This activity kept the students motivated with high energy after a full school day!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Try to come up with a kid-friendly way to explain the standards and connect it to the kids' lives.  The wording in the standards is complicated, so, to most of the kids, you're just reading words instead of explaining what the standards mean.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Standard was stated in the powerpoint and addressed in delivery 2.  Great Powerpoint. You could consider showing half one day and the other half the next day. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very clear and organized lesson plan. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige planned a thorough lesson on personification. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Lesson was  creative and differentiated as needed based on Inclusion, reg. or gifted classroom setting.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a good job reviewing the standard over the letter writing process and the Civil War. At the end of the lesson try to ask students the I can statement to check for their understanding, 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Used student friendly language to explain standards and learning goals. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Learning Goal:  What caused fighting in Europe beginning the Great War?

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Lesson plan was written clearly.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students will describe the importance of the 23rd, 24th, 26th amendments and explain how they connect to protect voting rights.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was not presented or visible. You had the essential question posted, but you never went over it with the students.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Don't forget to introduce and refer back to the standard and essential question during your lesson.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good Lesson! Great use of the RDW strategy.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice ALWAYS goes the extra mile and her lesson plans are impeccably organized and thorough.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn submitted her lesson plan in time to review and make changes. She states the goals for the lesson on her plan and posts on the board for students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Enjoyed the powerpoint with the standards and eq's.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		EQ:  Why is the Spanish American War considered a turning point in American History?  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over the three branches of government. The lesson plan was well written with the appropriate standards addressed. The learning goals were clearly stated to the students. The lesson was organized and in a logical sequence.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan written well, with clear objectives

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson:  Reference materials Lesson plan was well planned, but the plan was not followed. Standards and learning goals were not specifically adressed, but metioned within the lesson.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor's lesson plan is clear and thorough.  It is evident she is prepared to teach her lesson.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White did a thorough job describing the standards involved with the lesson (MGSE5.MD.1 Convert among different-sized standard measurement units (mass, weight, length, time, etc.) within a given measurement system (customary and metric) (e.g., convert 5cm to 0.05m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems).  Mr. White also displayed the learning objectives by creating appropriate Essential Questions.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Awesome!

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Have the students state the EQ.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is very organized and plans interesting, engaging lessons. 

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		31.80%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		3		3		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		3		3		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		3		3		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		3		3		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		3		3		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		3		3		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your lesson openings are always great!  You did a wonderful job incorporating math into the immigration lesson by tying in the prices then versus now and having students determine the difference.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You obviously thought about the students you paired together.  Very good lesson!

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good examples for students to use.  Good use of good multiplication and division vocabulary.  The pace of the lesson has to be much faster. Make sure you are not allowing one student to answer most of the questions.  Instead of asking if anyone is confused,  use their work to know.  Give all the directions before the students leave to get the eggs and make sure they have their materials before they go.  Many students were struggling to write these problems.  Most students were not aware of the closing.  Overall, the biggest thing to work on is the pace of the lesson.  This can improve when students are on task and when directions are clear.  

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses a variety of instructional strategies to engage students and support student learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A started her video by a Brain Pop video without giving any background knowledge to the students to gain their attention. She then broke the students into groups without assessing them to see which group they should be on based on what they know. Also all groups did the same lesson… finding guided words. After the lesson, Miss A mentioned that she thought the students did very well. I explained that the lesson she taught was a previous lesson from last year and the students should of done well. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Children were active in the phonics lesson, moving from "writing" on each others' backs to practicing decoding spelling words on a sheet.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Lesson had a great mix of teacher-led and student led discussions.  Mrs. Williams included music, video, and physical movement to engage students throught the lesson.  I  loved the body movements used to allow students to recall different weather instruments and its purpose.  Students were provided with a visaul image to include with the ineteractive notebook flipbook created to use as a study guide.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job relating to real world situations. Guided reading when needed. Differentiated for all groups.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica always asks the students question which require the students to "dig deeper" in their thinking.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Powerpoint was a great review tool Related to the Kudzu in the surrounding area- good Make a slide with a question to pose to the students that is a higher order thinking question Differentiation- you could have a word bank You had the students repeat back the "facts" x2 that was good

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		All the students were engaged in each part of the lesson. You used several different instructional practices, such as direct instruction, explicit modeling, guided instruction, and student directed learning. Using the pictures of each emotion provided an excellent visual support to the ESOL students. Having students practice each emotion face with a partner provided a chance for lower students to practice before presenting their ideas.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great mini lesson smooth transitions allowed students more independent practice, and open discussion guided practice and reteaching was critical in these groups, the questions and teaching was very good and hit the skill for mastery

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Time management still can be improved upon.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job setting the expectations for the students. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*There were spelling mistakes on the student worksheets. * The students were a little overwhelmed by the material and I think it would have been beneficial to discuss the topic in greater depth before having students complete assignments on their own. Perhaps have students physically come up and label the continents and oceans instead of all of the children yelling out the answers at one time. This led to confusion and uncertainty about the information.  Allowing students to use the power point slide to complete one of the activities was a positive strategy that work for this lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Use of a graphic organizer to compare the explorers and Peter Rabbit was great. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline follow the lesson plan as I did in the morning.  We adapted the pace for the ALP group and she monitored the students as they moved through the lesson.  Her questions to the students were on point and relivant tot the lesson.  She had a good understanding of the content and skill being taught. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Your lessons are engagiing and interactive.  I enjoy watching you teach and watching my students learn.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The school uses Eureka math curriculum to teach math Mrs. Burton followed this curriculum her lesson. She did a good job teaching the content.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Called on students to tell what they knew about the Oregon Trail. Video opener - engaging; students recalled many details Ms. Butler explained the Oregon Trail was not the only pathway westward. Encouraged students - positive feedback for answers Some students used calculators; others did not (differentiation according to ability) 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher seems to be at ease with moving from one area to another.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to allot time at the end of review the concepts, as well as checking for understanding. You were good about asking if students understood, or if they had questions. Next time spend a few minutes going over the overall concept at the end of checking their work. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You spent a lot of time telling and showing rather than allowing the students to find out on their own. You can improve this by asking different questions requiring thinking and linking information. When students answer incorrectly, guide them to the correct answer rather than calling on someone totally different. If student answered wrong, explain why their answer was incorrect. Monitor your transitions. You cannot wait for all the students to complete before you move to another task.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The lesson had a great balance of hands on activities, review with Prezi, and a I have Who has money game.  The students loved the opportunity to visit the store and spend their money.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox added some hundreds as tens and ones.  She discovered the error and corrected it.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Another way to differentiate would be to determine another set of data, divide into groups, and allow each group to create one of the presentations (tally table, pictograph, or bar graph).

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students enjoyed the "I have, who has" game! I heard them say that they wanted to play it again and that it was so fun. Getting them out of their seats is a great way to get their minds going. Make sure when showing things on the hover cam, that you take out the papers underneath so they can see exactly what you are showing them. Students were engaged during the task card activity and you did a great job of walking to groups and discussing their decisions. Asking higher-order thinking questions takes a lot of practice to master. You did a great job of differentiating the answer sheets for the task cards. The transistions seemed a little rushed. Take your time, and if it runs into another activity its okay. It's better to take your time making sure they understand than making sure all activities get done. The kahoot activity was a great way to summarize their learning. They enjoy the technology.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The lesson was involving developing characters for a story.  The students loved listening to the book, Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day.  They were then guided in a discussion on describing the character in the book. Both internal and external character traits were discussed.  They were then directed to come up with a character on their own. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The purpose of the lesson was to review area and perimeter by using a game format. The lesson began by showing a Flocabulary video that modeled how to find area and perimeter. After the video, Ms. Day modeled the exact same problem that was shown on the video. Alternate examples would have been more effective so the students could have seen several different examples. The directions to the game were not clearly modeled or articulated. A small group of students were pulled to differentiate the lesson, however, many of the students in the larger group seemed unclear or confused about how to play the game. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great questioning and use of technolgy!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo moninitored the classroom throughout the lesson to make sure the students were engaged and completing the activity. The students were provided with a time-line to complete after watching a small clip on Theordore Roosevelt.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a Jeopardy game reviewing Explorers. She grouped students on teams of odd and even numbers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Overall a good lesson, but you seem to relax more when you teach small group and these are your strugglers.  Keep up the hard work.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson was on life cycles. Ms. Dolak used Brainpopjr to discuss butterflies. She started lesson by discussing prior knowledge with the class. She used Kahoot game to increase student interest and engagement. She had a practice sheet for independent practice. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She was able to incorporate class discussions into workbook pages questions with ease.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa has improved tremendously on the type of questions she asks the students. She allows them to use higher order and collaborative thinking skills. She makes sure she include in her lesson guided and independent practice that engages the students. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel did a wonderful job reviewing strategies such as CUBES to help students solve two-step word problems. The students were engaged in the lesson and the standards were covered in an exciting way. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is wonderful at differentiating her lessons. She instructs, gives a formative assessent, and differentiates based on student needs. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job accomodating students with special needs.  She had an appropriate guided and independent practice activity.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Slow Down Relax Involve students as much as possible Tell tables ahead of time what they will be reading. Set a timer or time limit. Review partner rules. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		No lesson opening present. She just went straight to having students write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks. Student expectations were unclear. She wanted the students to write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks, but students (as well as I) were confused on what they were suppose to write. No differentiation present. Closing did not have students explain keys points of the lesson and was simply a repeat of the independent practice.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students were actively involved in the lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer provided a variety of opportunities for students to share their thoughts and make connections with sequential  events. She related her lesson to the story, "The Tiny Seed" by Eric Carle.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		I like the way you asked questions throughout your lesson. Great job of keeping them thinking!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Walked around to gove feedback during lesson. -May need to write larger on the board for students to follow better with you. -Great balance of independent, whole group, and partner work! -Its okay to add info on the Venn Diagram that the students mention that is correct even if its not one of your points of the lesson. For example, one child said that owls are noctournal. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Even though expectations and directions had to be repeated, you clearly had defined expectations for the students. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Students were given clear instructions. Ms. Green had a checklist to make sure that ALL students were given an opportunity to answer and participate. Game was fun and challenging, but it was also easily adaptable to all learning levels. Everyone was made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were not as engaged in the lesson. It was a lot of writing and hard for students with  modifications. There should have been a cloze note sheet for them when discussing the Black Cowboys, Great Western Trial , and Chisholom Trial. It was a lot of information. It would have been helpful to give them guided notes. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Miss Hale needs to work on effectively transistioning between activities. Off task behavior was observed when students were waiting for her to transition to the next activity. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She did a good job of addressing behaviors. She used the worksheet as the assessment piece. The students had to use the classroom to identify basic shapes and then list them on the worksheet. I would love to see more use of tactile learning opportunities.....using actual blocks, etc.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		There are some students in the class that don't like to participate in discussions.  This less

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson went smoothly and the students were able to discuss the steps as well as write a constructed response. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany will consider partnering students during work periods to provide peer support/interaction, and overall engagement. She will also consider using manipulatives to support conceptual growth of students. Open-ended questions encouraged students to extend their thinking. One student stated "I love this, so much!"

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson wrapping up unit on fractions.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Very cute review for the benchmark. You nught want to clarify all game rules before beginning.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Could possibly ask more in depth questions with this particular group.  However, I know it was overwhelming. Closing with review of the theme they chose.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were very engaged during the lesson. They were able to give input in the lesson because you incorporated previously taught material (shapes names/attributes, tally marks, graphing, discussion of more/less than.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the research and writing component of this lesson! Way to incorporate this across the curriculum! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students worked in pairs/groups to solve multiplication word problems.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Delivery has improved. Make sure directions are provided verbally and in writting for students to refer back to.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students compared and contrasted two maps of Palestine. You modeled your own thinking and asked higher order thinking questions. Students were asked to view problem from multiple perspectives. Higher Order! Students discussed possible solutions to the problems facing the Middle East. You extended the lesson with discussion of current Middle East events. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job allowing students to think about the questions before they answered them. She gave the students a comic and allowed them to analyze them. She also hooked the students using Flocabulary-"Quotation Marks"
She asked students to act out the comic. Each student had a different role in Dialogue. Example: two students were quotation marks" Anna used whole brain teaching cues to keep the students engaged during the lesson.
What are the bubbles next to the character? What do we know about them?
Anna allowed the students to analyze the comic and create dialogue tags for the characters. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Great job! My only suggestion is to allow students to work with you as you create the graphs - perhaps on notebook, white boards, or a pre-filled in sheet.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah did a good job of breaking students up into different groups based on their reading level and gave them leveled passages to read. This was more appropriate for children to read a passage according to their reading level. Having them in groups worked well. Ms. Lee did a good job of activating background knowledge by having students think and share what they already knew about Paul Revere. Next time, think about having them share with their partner before sharing out. Like a think-pair-share. Remember to have a little bit of instructional/model time before releasing students to work in small groups. Next time, I would have a plan for something students can do when they finish early. Maybe they have an extended writing task that's a DOK 3 or 4. Or even have a short answer question they could repond to. Ending question(students write to answer)- Why do you think that all sources about Paul Revere give the same information? How are they related? Good to draw students back into the standard/goal for the day.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed the opening to your lesson.  It was beneficial to provide the kinestheticc aspect to the lesson.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette worked wonderful with this group of students. She has worked with high achievers with well above second grade students while some are working at a first grade level.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was a good lesson and the fact that Ms. Marlow was nervous was evident.  She did better after Mr. Tolbert taught the lesson with one class.  She finished the lessons with the other classes.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson is engaging, hands on, challegeing for students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah did a great job reviewing the topic of verbs and asking for examples.When students needed spelling help she readily realized this need and used the promthean board to assist in unknown  words for the students to use.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The lesson idea together was very cute and unique. However students were unwaware of what to do. Ask questions to make sure that students are aware of what to do, 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		To help pace the lesson, set a small timer each round to help push the students to finish within a designated time.  Think of things the grouips can do if they finish quickly.  This will help with management issues.  Students enjoyed being able to move around and shoot the ball after answering questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I'd like to see you ask more "why" and "how" questions to really get the kids thinking.  Any time a student gives their word pair and whether it is a synonym or antonym, ask them "why they know that" or 'how do you know the word pair is a synonym?".

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Students "reconstructed" a puzzle to introduce lesson 2.  Some print on slides was too small and needed a darker font. 3.  After students worked on their own, designing their own plan for Reconstruction, you showed struggling learners examples of a Reconstruction plan to help with ideas 4. Students summarized what they learned to close the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was effective and well balanced. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good job at getting their attention with the Flocabulary song on Main Idea.  They enjoyed the interactive Main Idea game on the Promethean Board.  I loved the closing activity.  The "Chit Chat Cards" were a great quick way to assess the students learning. Good transition between whole group and individual group. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of activities to teach this lesson. The class really enjoyed the video commericals she used. It brought real world learning in the classroom.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana always makes the students explain and think deeper into the answer.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex has been reading Helen Keller with the class over the last few weeks. Today he did a small group lesson using the book The Black Book of Colors  to help students make text to world connections and better understand what it would be like to be blind. The book did not have any color and had Braille to read alongside the words. There were also raised illustrations to help envision what a blind person's perception would be on items such as strawberries or rain. Each student was able to read several pages to feel the Braille. This was very engaging and helped them to get a glimpse into some of the challenges that Helen faced. 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I liked the way you opened with having them create a vision. You can utalize this by having students share out what they imagined. Students were a little unclear about the parts of a letter. When this happens you can always stop their independent practice and review the parts before having them continue. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Make sure you explain how you are going to check the sprint. That will help the students follow along. I like the practice round to check for understnading of the directions. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Connected opposing teams in a football game to the Allied and Central Powers. Content Vocabulary was explained.  You showed interesting pictures with soldiers in the trenches.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students drew a graphic organizer in their science journal.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students used authentic literacy tests and registration forms to give them a real life experience and to understand the unfairness of the questions.  -The class discussed how these discriminated against African Americans and other minorities. -Students wrote meanings of amendments in their own words on a graphic organizer. -Struggling learners were given a list of the amendments to refer to as they completed the graphic organizer. This list was not given until students had time to work on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job differentiating instruction utilizing Google Classroom and Google Slides for students to create multiple and division word problems.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of presenting this information to the students in this classroom.  She seemed to be very confident during the presentation of this lesson, and she has shown great improvement from the beginning of the year.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job of keeping students engaged, and she promoted higher level thinking as she went above the standards that were to be taught during this lesson.  Her presentation of line plots introduced vocabulary that is not a fifth grade standard (mean, median, mode, range), and she presented this well to the class.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Tied previous learning to todays lesson. Then introduced our action point (learning target) and had the students act it out while they stated the learning target.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		This lesson was on the Water Cycle and he introduced a new technology feature that was excellent way to keep students engaged. Nearpod was the website he used and I found it very interesting. One comment I will make is to open the lesson by using a song, video or book to get the students into the lesson.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The lesson was well planned and organized with a good balance of discussion and experimentation.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great use of the anchor chart at the beginning of your lesson. You did a great job attracting the visual learners to your lesson. Anchor charts are a great tool to use and a great reinforcement for students. It gives them something to go back and reference. I like how you had the students sing the money song. Music is a great teaching tool as well and an easy way for students to memorize material they need to know. You did a better job in this lesson having students transition from one area to another. Remember, the less chaos, the better. When you have students at the rug, call them back to their seats by shirt color, birthday month, etc... Also tell them what you expect: walk quietly back to your seat, tiptoe back to your seat, etc... The activity you had planned was good, but some of the students were a bit confused. When going over a sheet, make sure either you have given each student the sheet or have it projected over the elmo for students to see while you are going over directions. Also it is always beneficial to do the first one together or do an example together like the task you are giving the students. You did a great job with the early finishers. You had something prepared for them to do that was fun and reinforced what they had been working on. The closing (TOTD) was a great way to close out your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Awesome job saying things in ways that are easy fir students to understand and relate to. I also like that the activity gave them choices, but requried them to elaborate on their answer and explain why.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		I liked the way you involved the children in the lesson. Calling them to the board and letting them write the answers..they love that! You used great questioning. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to ensure that studetns understand the material before moving on (especially your "bubble" kids).

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		compare/contrast 2 books...Was wonderful, engaging, and well-managed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn restated the learning objectives throughout the lesson. She monitored students while they worked independently and provide assistance when needed. Students were encouraged to locate evidence in the text.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students really loved the smarties on your pants and quickly understood that you were doing something with nonliteral langague.   I enjoyed the anchor chart that went along with your lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Video clips on Spanish American War and Theodore Roosevelt introduced students to the topic and provided background knowledge.  Differentiation was provided by assigning content related reading passages based on Lexile Levels.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The standards and goals were clearly stated to the students at the beginning of the lesson. She activated by building background knowledge with the students. Ms. Traylor began by showing the students a PowerPoint of Washington D.C. and the branches of government. The students created a flipbook over the three branches. They then had to write the branches, who is over each branch, and what their duties are for that particular branch. The lesson included guided and indecent work. The students were engaged at all times.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good use of power point to help organize the lesson and keep the kids on track and focused.  Ms. Ulstad's lesson protected class time, students were engaged and on task, and Ms. Ulstad was prepared for all protions of the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Students were unclear about the lesson and the direction of the lesson. Visual aid to be used by students was too small.  Students were having a difficult time seeing the material to write in their notebook. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Students were given a lot of information at a fast pace.  Suggested he slow down and explain concepts to students more clearly.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! - I loved the thinking map! (Tree Map) - The "I Spy" game was a great way to get them involved. - Great differentiation. I thought it was great that some kids created their own thinking maps and you had thinking maps pre-made for some. - I would go over the vocabulary on the independent practice before they begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		This lesson was a difficult concept for the students.  You managed their confusion very well and answered their questions clearly.  It was great reflection to think of how you would reteach for further understanding by the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney has grown a lot since August. She is a lot more free and comfortable in making the classroom and material her own. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White included a great opening introduction by using a MobyMax video presentation to grab the students attention in the lesson he was teaching. He stopped the video several times to incorporate the standard and essential question. With the varying strategies of independent and guided instruction, the students were able to master the standard while the teacher was taking notes for future differentiation. This lesson was the initial introduction of this standard for the fifth grade students. Differentiation was impossible to observe because this was the opening of Unit 6. The students responded to his lesson and showed knowledge of MGSE5.MD.1 as it was incorporated throughout the next month of the unit. Mr. White did an excellent job teaching the standard to the students.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Time constraints caused  closing explanation shortened.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great activator!
Good job drawing an example on the board for students to work through with the teacher.
*Differentiation will be used during math centers

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has definitely come a long way over these past two semesters.  She is more confident and is more assertive in all areas of the classroom and classroom management. I know when she has her own classroom, she will be grow and become even stronger.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		This was a well thought out lesson. However, there was too much review and sitting time at first. The kids needed more movement opportunities. The review needed to be quick in order to put the main focus on the meat of the lesson (labels and timelines). I loved the technology used to teach this lesson. She used a powerpoint, a rap video, the Ladybug document camera, anchor charts, graphc organizers and mini books.. Also the use of higher order thinkkiing questions was very evident. She used phrases like "How did you know?" "Why would you use the glossary and not the index?" She also made them explain their answers and give evidence! Even though the guided practice was too lengthy, she did manage to differentiate her instruction with a variety of whole group, partner practice, independent practice and her pulling a small group of struggling readers.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna's lesson was very well planned. She reviewed student benchmark scores in advance and thought about student engagement levels in the classroom to create small groups. She differentiated activites and brought highly engaging activies for the students to do. Students were highly engaged.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The students didn't seem settled when you began the lesson.  It may have been more effective to have them all focused before continuing. During the second part of the lesson, you asked students to get everything except lesson pertinent material away and redirected students before beginning - great! Redirected off topic question without discouraging the student's participation.

		Responses (n): 		111

		Response Rate: 		46.44%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		3		3		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Lots of questioning during the lesson.  Make sure you are moving about the room looking at their work throughout the lesson. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses formative and summative assessments to ensure student growth.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Formal and Diagnostic:  We did not have this as a requirement for this lesson.  It was not observed.  It is an on-going process in this classroom we work on together.  Logan is fully capable of conducting these type of assesments although they were not observed in this particular lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		From the beginning till know, Miss A has made some improvements to her assessments. She is now giving the students a type of assessment. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great questioning throughout the lesson.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Habitat project

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears planned an activity that was very similar to what the students would experience on the Milestones assessment the very next day.  This lesson was extremely beneficial for the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		I like the way that you used a student self assessment so that each student could determine what she thought about her learning today.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Data was used to perform this task the assignment was effective to the reteaching skill

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Ask more open ended questions instead of "yes/no" questions.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Checking students progress by walking from student to student keep everyone on taks and moving toward the learning goal..

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You have a great questioning technique and you always use a variety of assessments to know who and what needs to be retaught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Eureka math has all the types of assessment included to evaluate students understanding of the skill.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Engaging activities planned - higher order thinking (Pack Your Wagon - math involved) Quizlet vocabulary assigned using Chromebooks for further study/knowledge

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		partners and game

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Look at the products produced by your students. For example, the ticket-out-the-door, should have been reviewed by you so you know what students are mastering the content and who needs help.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran used approriate questioning and provided appropriate feedback while observing students count money at the store.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Be specific when giving feedback instead of just "okay"{ or "good job"

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The students' writing was used as a formative to assess how well the students were able to develop a character and write about it. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		While questions were used to assess student understanding during the introduction of the lesson, the game cards and student work of finding area and perimeter were not assessed. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The webquest kept students engaged and was a great way to check for understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was administered throughout the lesson with questions and the students raising their hands to answer.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students really enjoyed the game. Morgan encouraged deeper answers if students weren&#39;t quite there with their answers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ticket out the door for assessment.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Reteach page and practice page used for this lesson- Unit 12 Elapsed Time

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara does very well with assessing

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Super job!!!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		If time, the students could have completed a writing activity to show how to compare/contrast. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students drew pictures to show their understanding of plants and how they grow. She modified her assessment method by writing the words, "first, second and third" for several students to trace. The other students were able to write the words without assistance.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like that you included a bar graph for them to do! Its great to intergrate the subjects. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to work on the delivery method of the standards with a lot of information on it. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students were assessed on the answering of the questions using the RACE method.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You went through and found hte most challenging standards to add to the game. Students were actively engaged and reviewing.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Completed shape robot with writing is your evidence students understood the standard and essential question. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Try doing a ticket out the door or three question quiz using something such as "Plickers" to assess student learning at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You paused discussion at appropriate times to ask questions. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used STAR reading and running records data to determine which student got which worksheet. She did a great job using positive feedback throughout her lesson. The worksheets were appropriate for each student's independent reading level. Anna was asking questions during the lesson and students were answering her questions. Anna walked around the room and checked for student understanding during her lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Most questions from the passage were dok 1 and 2. Next time, you could include at least one question that's higher order like a dok 3 or 4. Hanniyah used current reading groups based on lexile level to group students ahead of time. After checking in with students in their small groups, they all came back together to check answers. Students did have different passages, but the questions were the same. Students that answered in incomplete sentences were re-directed to answer in a complete sentence. Good!

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students were very engaged in the game, and was a great way to assess the student's learning.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		I like how you used notecards as your informal assessment. The students were able to write their ownn equation.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Awesome lesson!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Assessed prior knowledge in a creative way. The use of hands own shapes were a plus. It was clear that the students understood enough details about the quadrilaterals to create one and give facts about it in speech bubbles.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		This lesson was more informal, this was the end of a unit and was designed for reinforcement and review for the student sunit test.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Liked the organization of checking for understanding on the spot and error correcting, as well. The students did a great job completing the tasks each round.  The students loved your encouragment on the shots and question. Nice management strategies!! Positive reinforcement!!

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You asked higher order thinking questions to check for understanding.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students played a game matching amendments to the correct meaning. -Students answered essential questions. In the future, review essential questions and then have each student write an answer on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		As students created & solved word problems, Megan Roberts offered excellent constructive feedback to help students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph provided informal questioning as a way to determine student comprehension.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah had the students do a whole group activity to demonstrate understanding of the Learning Target. She then asked key questions after the video to check for understanding. Students then completed an individual project. Hannah walked around and monitored students on task.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Excellent questioning/discussion during the lesson on pollution.  Students shared and discussed examples of pollution in our community.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Great questioning to lead the students to the correct answers.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You used the Exit Ticket as your assessment to see who fully grasped the skill taught today. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Great job showing students thier mistakes and giving them another chance to correct.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Chart done whole group with student participation

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Good job, with your exit ticket!   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Questions were consistently being asked by Ms. Towe to check for understanding during the lesson.  Comprehension questions were checked by teacher at the end of the lesson for evaluation purposes.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor measured understanding of the standards by giving observing and helping students as they completed the flipbook. After the lesson she gave an informal/formative worksheet which was used to determine mastery of the lesson. This was well prepared and extremely appropriate.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good Activity with students.  Would suggest that the Thinking Map done as a class and use the points made from the TM for students to write with.  This will bring the lesson full circle.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Only several students were participating in the lesson.  

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Game directions were unclear and students struggled with understanding.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor used formative assessmment though informal questioning to assess their understanding.  She judged their level of reading through prior knowledge of the students.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White had both formal and summative assessments included in the lesson.  Mr. White provided the students with activities during the lesson and a summative assignment to assess whether the students mastered the lesson.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Diagnostic NA

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic information came from me to determine appropriate grouping

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like the way you helped a student solve his problem of not having enough space on the graphic organizer. You modeled the writing activity so students knew the expectation of the assignment and circulated around the room to support students while they were writing. Great way to end by having students share their writing!

		Responses (n): 		65

		Response Rate: 		27.20%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		3		3		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		3		3		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		3		3		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		3		3		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		When sending the students to work independently, give very clear directions so that they know what is expected and then if they are not on task, there can be a consequence. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander continues to create a positive classroom environment.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have seen a huge improvement with Miss A with classroom management.  She is asking for 5 from the students, clapping to get their attention and trying to be more aware of the whole class instead of just one student at a time. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass kept everyone engaged and on task by saying things like, "Let's hear it loud and proud!" as students were arm tapping and spelling words out loud.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Counting to 5 strategy very effective!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica is always encouraging to our students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Use Class Dojo for good listeners Classroom management- be sure to tell them to "Raise your hand" Language- said "Don't it" instead of "Doesn't it" "Saw" instead of "seen"

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional in your appearance and language. One student was off task during your mini-lesson but we know that this student has problems with focus.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Worked with all students encouraged students to ask questions able to maintain classroom behavior in a professional matter

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management has improved througout the time spent in my classroom. Still needs to work on following through with consequencews once a student gets in trouble.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*Attends to all areas of the classroom: During center time students at all centers must be monitored periodically throughout the session for understanding. *Antarctica was misspelled on the worksheets. * Students were very inattentive during the lesson. Several were playing in their desk, talking to a neighbor, and one child was dancing and singing. *Students kept yelling out and shouting answers. This led to confusion during the lesson. Students should raise their hand and be called upon to answer.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Good job of letting them know your expectations ahead of time. You corrected off task behavior immediately. Move around more during seat work time.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline hade been a pleasure to have as an intern in my room during this school year.  She has not only been a great teaching partner, she has also been such a support to me as I have dealt with my own personal health crisis this school year.  Caroline is a wonderful teacher! I have so enjoyed having her in my room!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is going to make a wonderful teacher.  I am glad she has been able to spend the time in my classroom. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton did a good job giving students think time and coming back to students that needed more time to think about the solution.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Encouraged students to stay focused and with her.  Quiet, but effective, reminders to stay on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Redirected student who kept blurting out well with ease and understanding.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		When you have students that are taking control of the classroom by dominating the conversation, it is okay to stop the lesson and remind the student/s that this is a class discussion. Students are with you and engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Make sure to know what is going on in the classroom at all times. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Take control of the class before you begin instruction. Your dress and grammar has always been very good.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All materials were well organized and Mrs. Cochran was prepared for the lesson.  Her demeanor with the students was appropriate and the class responded to her redirection.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Make sure to  command all of their attention.  Stopping and providing wait time can help.  They'll catch on very quickly.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have a great rapport with students and do an excellent job making sure you are moving around the room.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students not pulled into the small group were a little off task and not actively participating in the game. They were rolling the dice and coloring in squares, but they were not accurately finding the area and perimeter of the squares as the game went along. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Small group lesson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom behavior was monitored again throughout the lesson.  Students who were off task were quickly re-directed to complete work.  Miss Dermo walked around the room to make sure students were on task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job preparing studenst for the upcoming assessment.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Just a note, when you are out of school go to the school you will be at next year or that you want to work at in the future and volunteer in the school to have more hands on watching and learning from a variety of teaching styles.  The more you are in the classroom the better you will get and the more comfortable you will feel teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak addressed misbehavior quickly and efficiently. SHe used the correct terminology from the lesson and encouraged the students to use the correct terminlogy as well. "Clap once if you hear my voice," classroom management device used. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is well rounded in the classroom. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allie's voice should be louder and she should be more confident in her delivery of the lesson.  Each lesson showed improvement.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go!!!

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Raise hands- remind the students Rotate around room while students are working Use clip system 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		A student at the front of the classroom was reading a book throughout the entire lesson and was never redirected. Students were laying down on the rug. She did ask them to sit up, but students ignored. She did not redirect again.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students respond very well to Ms. Summer and she has developed a positive rapport with the class. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Good rapport with students!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You moved around and spoke and encouraged all groups. -Remember you can give verabl warnings to individuals and use the behavior clips for positive and negative consequences. -The students realy respond to your calm nature and delivery. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You monitored the groups and maintained focus on the instructional piece of the lesson. Students were active and no off task behaviors were observed. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Again, Ms. Green set up the rules of the game clearly. Students were all activily involved. Even though game did not end in a tie, there was a group that "won", there were no hard feelings and children were all made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to give students higher order thinking questions for the ones that need acceleration. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and she conducts herself in a very professional manner.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		By mid-lesson, Brittany was circulating well throughout the class.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Do not let this children intimidate you. You can begin the lesson with expectations and hold them accountable. You are a very capable teacher. They just get excited at times and may need a quiet time to get themselves back together.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey has developed a great "teacher voice" that exudes confidence! She conducts herself in the classroom like a seasoned teacher! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor ended the lesson with a Kahoot activity which the students enjoyed.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		 Your management has improved greatly. You are doing a lot better with addressing student behavior right away.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You encouraged students to share opinions "no right or wrong answers".  You created a "safe" environment for learning. I have absolutely loved having you for this student teaching block.  You are on your way to becoming a fantastic teacher!  

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee used the classroom behavior system, "Blurt Beans". Beans were taken from students that shouted out without permission.
Anna also utilized Class Dojo for positive/negative behavior reinforcement. Anna chose quiet students to come to the board for examples. Anna made sure that each student held themselves to a high learning expectation. 
She did a great job encouraging the students to raise their hand for permission to speak.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups of students to direct and re-direct learning and writing from passage. Hanniyah had good classroom management and used the repeat clap to get students attention.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Your positivity is contagious! You can tell that you are excited about working with students and the material being presented. This is key to having students engaged!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great job! Your management is improving! Remember that some of our kiddos are impulsive----it's important to set expectations before the beginning of the lesson. As you get to know the students better, you will know which behaviors to specify. For now, stick with GOLD behavior and what you know.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Excellent teacher and lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Classroom management needs some work;  this could be due to Ms. Marlow being nervous.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna provides a safe, fun, and stimulating environment for students, she is very professional in working with students, and adults.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Walk around all areas of the classroom. Make sure to get off task children 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		This was an engaging lesson and designed to review content standards.  The powerpoint included rich vocabulary and you did a great job answering student questions, as well as checking for understanding.  Thank you for reviewing this standard.  I would love a copy of the powerpoint.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan does a great job at praising the students throughout the lesson. Remember to redirect students if they are not on task, this just helps everyone be able to concentrate.  She is always professional and takes her internship very seriously.  Great lesson! 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige is very caring and understanding to all students' needs. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Many students displayed challenging behaviors due to having two subs filling in the other classes.  You dealt with off task behaviors effectively and consistently.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job keeping the attention of the class and presenting the information in a way that was easy to comprehend.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah is always very caring and patient with all the students.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Off task behavior was redirected when needed throughout the lesson as students were encouraged to stay on task so they could be "helpers" in the experiment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You attended to all areas of the classroom  by walking around assessing to make sure students had understanding.  You helped as needed. One suggestion would be to keep setting clear expectations  and have student raise their hand to answer questions.  If you tell them not to shout out and they still do, give them a consequence (balls taken away, move a stick). Do not be afraid to correct them. Your time management was great.  You notified the students when they had a couple of minutes left to finish working.  You let them know exactly how much time they had left. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be more confident! You are doing a wonderful job. Make sure to establish yourself to the students so that they listen to you and respect you. :)

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good classroom management. You called on the children who were not paying attention at the time. This drew their attention back to you and the lesson being taught. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Continue to work on voice inflection and pacing of speech. Sarah's lesson was the best one yet! We have been working hard on classroom procedures, transition strategies, and teaching methods. I am proud of her progress this semester! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn is professional and uses good judgement when correcting behaviors. Students were engaged while learning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I really enjoyed your lesson.   You pulled a small group at the front which was appropriate for a differentiated reteaching activity.  I liked how you had two sets of worksheets for the lower achieving and the on grade level.  Remember to help expand the higher achieving students.   Great lesson to watch!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Teaching and learning with Ms. Towe has been a joy.  She is on he

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor maintained appropriate classroom management. Any student that needed to be redirected she did in a positive way. The students were challenged throughout the lesson. She works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad kept students on task and engaged.  She was firm with students to ensure they were on task but maintained repect for students.  Students were redirected as needed.  Ms. Ulstad challenged students to think during the lesson and provided needed support from students that required more support.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Many students were off task.  Make sure you follow through with classroom consequences that  are in place. Maintain classroom control. Make sure students are in appropriate areas and on task. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great job redirecting off-task students!!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor has the appropriate look of a teacher.  She maintains appropriate student/teacher relationships and interactions.  She is working to improve and  maintain classroom control through transitions and lesson excitement.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great job moving around the room to enhance proximity.
Students were engaged and excited to work.
Great lesson!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area that Ms. Williams has grown, but it is an area where she needs to become even more assertive with students who are talkative and out of control.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren moved around the room and made herself visible from all areas of the classroom. She even got down on their level to speak or listen. She gave verbal and non verbal cues to students who needed redirection.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna attended to all the students while they were working on their small group lessons. She observed a student not working well within her group and redirected her to properly.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You do a great job of redirecting students appropriately.  You continue to use grade level vocabulary throughout the lesson - fiction, non fiction, graphic organizer.  

		Responses (n): 		78

		Response Rate: 		32.64%

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		1		0.6%

		No		167		99.4%





































		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Writing lesson on My Favorite Animal- -Good opener-Graph of My Favorite Animal. It got the students thinking about his/her favorite animal. We had just taken a trip to Zoo Atlanta & we had been studying all about animals. I loved the connection of math & writing!!! -Used a tree map to help students organize information -Great monitoring & questioning!! -Students enjoyed your lesson! 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Overall, the lesson was one of her better lesson.  She gained the students attention before starting the lesson. I am concerned about the standards and not knowing how to check to make sure not matching the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am very proud of the growth that I have witnessed during this semester in Ms. Bennett's overall planning and teaching.  She does very well with classroom management and pacing, and she consistently prepares engaging lessons that accurately address standards and learning objectives.  She is also above and beyond in the area of professionalism!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I love to watch Jessica teach the class.  She has grown so much as a teacher in the little time she has been in our classroom.  She is going to make a wonderful teacher!!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Great plan, Great Instruction!!!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The power point was interesting and the children seemed to enjoy this part of the lesson. I would like to see you venture out and use other opening strategies besides Brainpopjr at the beginning of your lesson. I do agree Brianpopjr is an important tool to use but perhaps you could show the video and then also incorporate another opener.  Behavior management is a critical component for a successful classroom environment. The students need to view you as a teacher and not just a friend to joke around with. There is a fine line between these two roles and until they respect you as a teacher they will not listen to what you have to teach them. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You've grown so much throughout our time together. I've enjoyed seeing you take ideas and make them your own. You have a natural demeanor around children and it shows. Remember that teaching is a constantly evolving and changing profession. You'll always be learning and changing the way you do things in order to be the best you can be as a teacher... and what is best for the students you are teaching at that time! Once you have your own classroom you will be able to "fine tune" your skills. Don't doubt yourself! I can't wait to see you in your own classroom.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Awesome job! You have shown so much progress since September! Keep up the hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		This was a great lesson taught throughout the day to the first grade students.  Miss Dermo is so dedicated to teaching and you can see this through the way she reacts to all students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job, and will do well as a teacher upon completion of the program.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Kara in my classroom this semester. I will greatly miss her next semester. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli will be a great teacher when she develops her confidence in her teaching ability.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was super! The students have learned and retained so much on this unit that will last them a lifetime.  You have done a great job! Looking forward to the second half of the school year with you!. Keep up the good work!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displayed great improvement in her execution of her lessons.  She is striving to be an excellent teacher in training.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		You were much more relaxed and confident the second delivery of the lesson. Never rush, take a deep breath, and stay focused. Overall your management was better and their time on task improved. They enjoyed being involved with the poems, sharing answers, and discussing the moods. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		FIrst half of the lesson was almost identical to what I (the supervising teacher) had already done with the students the on Monday (the last day Mrs. Frazier was here). What she had students put into their notebooks was already in their notebooks. She also was not prepared for the lesson before she arrived. She made copies and got things ready while I was teaching (and being observed by my administrator) instead of walking around and being involved with the students.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		You have a great relationship with the children in the class.  You present imformation in a very patient way that they respond well to.  Using a manipulative during the lesson along with your paper pencil gave the students extra support that was needed during the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Overall, great lesson. The students enjoyed the activity and learned a lot about birds and their adaptations. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley did a great job of reviewing with the students for the Milestones.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		It was great working with you and watching you grow this semester. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job creating a fun and engaging lesson about Dialogue. She encouraged the students and kept the expectations high in the classroom. The students enjoyed participating in this lesson and she did a great job maintaing classroom management the whole lesson. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Overall, this was a good lesson! I can tell that you've used newly gained knowledge of teaching strategies to enhance your teaching. :)

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed this lesson greatly. Even though phonics was something you were reluctant to do, I thought it was your best lesson. You seemed very comfortable during the lesson. I am so happy that you will be a member of the teaching profession. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna is developing her craft and is an excellent teacher.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I am so proud of how much progress you've made this semester!  Your lesson was great!  I loved the game, and so did the kids.  I appreciate your willingness to be flexible at the last minute and teach in a completely new classroom. You handled that situation like a true professional; I apologize for the last-minute change, but you definitely showed how flexible you are.  During the lesson, I definitely noticed that your voice was more captivating.  You were able to keep the kids engaged and clearly articulate your expectations, and you kept them interested by changing the inflection in your voice.  I also noticed that you walked around the perimeter of the classroom during your lesson, which kept unfavorable behaviors to a minimum.  Excellent! I can't wait to see you next semester, and I appreciate all of your hard work this semester.  Thank you for everything!

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Ms. Reese is an amazing student teacher. She is wonderful to work with, and she doesn't have to be asked to do things within the class. She is willing and able to do what is expected of her and beyond. I have loved having her in my class for both Math and Science.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts will make an outstanding teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		My students loved the lesson on converting Inches to Feet. Mrs. Roberts explained the content very clearly and deeply.  GREAT JOB!!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job presenting a lesson on adding and subtracting fractions with unlike denominators. It is evident she has a connection with students and truly enjoys being in the classroom. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Ms. Smith will be an excellent teacher!

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding hands-on science lesson!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job, Hannah!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You are very encouraging to studnets and provide wonderful feedback. The main thing that you could grow in is your classroom management. It's not bad, you just need to be a little more assertive to the students. You are doing a great job and will be an awersome teacher!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		WOW! You have really grown in your teaching this semester! I can tell that you were much more comfortable and confident in your teaching today. You have done an amazing job this semester! You have been a huge help to our First Grade team and me. The children love you!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Miss Sullivan is an asset to our classroom, It has been a joy to have her. She is wonderful.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Did a good job with reading group. Pulled kids to side after group and challenged them with harder levels.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Lesson on using text evidence.  Great job modeling how to go back to the passage and find evidence.  Reinforced using sentence stems.  Let students work in groups to answer questions independently.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		I am so excited that Olivia will be with us the first semester of the 2017-2018 school year!!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This was an excellent lesson over the three branches of government. It was a great review for the upcoming assessment the students will be taking. The students responded extremely well to Ms. Traylor. She creates a positive atmosphere and works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms Ulstad did a good job with this lesson. She was well prepared and students were engaged and on task.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson did not go as planned.  Use this to really think about how to put in place a well written lesson plan.  Make it a point to make sure that all students are engaged, on task and learning.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students loved the egg and spoon relay race!  They also enjoyed reviewing using Kahoot!  They stayed engaged the entire lesson!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson was observed by Casey Loveless (Math)

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You have grown so much throughout the year! I am so proud of you!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		For this lesson, the plans were very well organized, thought out, and standards were posted for the lesson. I would suggest using "Kid Friendly" I can statements or essential questions. The lesson opened with a Jeopardy game, which was engaging for students. There were occasional wait times in between one part of the lesson to the next. Also, during the lesson, some students were confused on the directions. You did a good job of addressing them, when possible. In future lessons, you may consider asking higher level and/or open ended questions that requires students to explain. At the conclusion of the lesson, students didn't seem 100% comfortable with the concept, which allow for some follow instruction of some sort.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Great teacher!!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		I really admire her professional nature and the way she treats all students with respect.  I am proud of the teacher that Ms. Williams has become and know that she will continue to grow in her own classroom.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is a phenomenal teacher and provided an awesome lesson on figurative language for my students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is a superior student teacher. She is confident and independent. She knows good practice techniques and is willing to listen and improve when necessary. I think she will make a terrific teaching candidate to any school. She is a natural!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		It has been great to see your growth during this experience!  I have noticed you refer to other lessons as students are working.  You have learned a valuable tool to reinforce what students are learning throughout the day and how it applies in different learning situations.  Effective teaching requires use of concepts across all subjects.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton, you made wonderful attempts to adjust your lesson each time you taught! It was good thinking on your part to try a shorter book with the second class. Having the last class use their writing journals to make predictions helped the dirt pudding activity be more calm and structured. I also think moving the dirt pudding to the end of the lesson helped the lesson be more effective. 

		Responses (n): 		51

		Response Rate: 		21.34%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Skelton

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		TIna Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jilll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		kristy mccord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Ms. Noelle Jones

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		I see a lot of growth since the first lesson.  Keep working hard and you will be a great educatior

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Lindsay Long

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		203

		Response Rate: 		84.94%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		04/12/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/13/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/20/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/30/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/18/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		05/01/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/26/2015

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/27/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		12/01/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/17/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/28/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/14/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/30/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/18/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/28/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/28/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		04/10/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		04/12/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/09/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/17/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/14/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/30/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/04/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		04/19/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/07/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/30/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/17/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		12/08/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		05/02/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/28/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/11/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/11/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/11/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/16/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/27/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/02/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		208

		Response Rate: 		87.03%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629				











































		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		1		0.6%

		No		167		99.4%
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Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation) 0 0% 25 10.46% 155 64.85% 57 23.85% 0 0% 2 0.84% 239 3.14 0.57
Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects) 0 0% 18 7.53% 121 50.63% 35 14.64% 61 25.52% 4 1.67% 239 3.1 0.54
Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level 0 0% 12 5.02% 75 31.38% 28 11.72% 119 49.79% 5 2.09% 239 3.14 0.57
Total/Percentage 0 0% 55 7.67% 351 48.95% 120 16.74% 180 25.1% 11 1.53% 717


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers 

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitex

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carolina Bruce 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyashsa Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaew

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren  Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		98.74%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/23/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/02/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/19/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/11/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/02/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/27/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/07/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/24/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/28/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		12/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/28/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/16/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/16/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/18/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/07/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/10/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/19/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		04/10/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		04/10/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/16/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/29/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/11/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		11/03/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/17

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/10/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/02/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/03/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/28/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/14/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/13/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/12/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/30/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/12/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/07/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/14/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/04/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/02/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/27/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/09/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		04/14/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/28/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		04/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/14/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/01/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/16/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		235

		Response Rate: 		98.33%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle School

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle School

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary 

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elemementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary Schoool

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs ELementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		MZE

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mount Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School 

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary School

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Bright Star Elementary

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright star elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary School

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopvlle

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Fourth Grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third Grade

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3rd

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3rd

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th SS

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Heat

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4th

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Second

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1st

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Second

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Secoond

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5th

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4th

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Brittany Young

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Harmonie McMahan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Maden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kyndel Pirkle

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline-Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Nikki Williams

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina  Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kim Wilson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S.Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savdige

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensbereger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Joshua Underwood

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Lindsay Long (Beth Little)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		3		3		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		3		3		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You introduced verb usage by reading a fun story and having students listen for and act out the verbs in the story.    You then had students pick noun and verb cards and listen to see if they matched.  You were able to see if the students were able to hear matching verbs instantly by seeing whether they put them in the right bag or not.  That was a good assessment activity.   The children enjoyed the game matching the verbs.   You also reflected on your lesson, and decided you would have them write some of their sentences next time you teach the lesson. 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standard was not shared, but students we made aware of the learning goal.  Lesson plan had good flow.(look at multiplication and division word problems, discuss key words and then write your own from a given multiplication and division sentence)

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander designed this lesson with a team of teachers, including myself. This is evidence of collaboration among grade level. This is a very strong skill for Ms. Alexander.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The standard does not meet the objective being taught. Miss A taught on dictionary skills and she did, however the skill she taught was not a third grade skill. It was a second grade skill, being able to locate the guide words on a page.  When I asked her about the standard, she mentioned that it was listed on the Brain Pop video. We discussed how Brain Pop uses many standards to reach as many as possible, but it is our job to make sure they are third grade standards and they are correct. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass explained the week's phonics skill and explained how to identify "floss" words.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams activated students background knowledge and connected it to the standards/goals for the current lesson.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Very prepared.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica does a great job letting the students know the "I Can" statements or what they need to know.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Tell students what EQ stands for (Essential Question) 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always have your standards and I Can statements posted. You read and explain these to the students. Your lessons always follow a logical order.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		This lesson was a reteaching lesson for verb tenses. We were able to look at the data together to determine what are students needed and then divided into groups. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Lessons have become better develped. Time management stil needs to be improved upon.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job of intergrating Social Studies and ELA standards in your lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline followed my lead today.  I taught the lesson on estimating quitients and then she taught the same lesson to the other group.  The standards are clearly posted in my classroom and the learning goal was discussed. She did not write the lesson plan for this lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is an excellent planner.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton gave the students extra guided practice using the white boards to allow for understanding.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard posted on board, read, and discussed by Ms. Butler. Lesson plan well thought out.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Lesson plan submitted on time and spoke with teacher about lesson prior to teaching to meet learner's needs.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Standards were posted and reviewed by students at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was reviewing a concepts of revision, and there was a balance of student driven and teacher driven work time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You used the correct standards but you didn't research to see what was meant by the standards and how to teach the information. In order to be effective, you must understand what the students have learned and where their learning is headed.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Expectations were made clear at the beginning of the lesson.  Lesson plan was well prepared and thought out.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was organized.  The learning goals were clear so the students knew what was expected from the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Review over Explorers for upcoming test.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Learning Goals need to be stated for yourself and your students,.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was able to introduce the math unit of elapsed time.  I modeled my questioning techniques with the first group, and she taught the other 3 groups.  With the beginning of any unit, its best to know what they know so you can build on skills or re-test necessary parts.   She did a perfect job with her questioning and HOTS questions.  She also was able to relate to their previous mapping unit with another teacher about the prime meridian.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was extremly prepared for this lesson. She used different types of teaching techniques throughout the lesson and expectations were clearly stated. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara has done an awesome job of making sure her lessons coinside with the standards we are working on in our units. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great job on lesson design

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job presenting the objective and standards.  The lesson was sequenced in an orderly fashion.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lesson plan was never sent or shown to me (the supervising teacher).

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson plans are concise and age-appropriate. She does a wonderful job providing details so the reader knows what to expect. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach types of sentences.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Lesson plan had a clear beginning, middle, and end. You went over the standard at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You flowed the lesson to build excitement and keep the students engaged. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Great intro. with a review of the standard.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor taught a lesson on area. She engaged the students with a fun interactive power point. She built on their previous knowledge and expanded their understanding.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She explained what an attribute is (vocabulary word within the standard). Needs to go into more detail about what a characteristic is and maybe give examples. Good use of the anchor chart and involvement of the class to complete the attributes of the basic shapes. Students gave real life examples of shapes in the real world.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good lesson reviewing the RACE strategy.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Great job discussing shapes and how when they are put together can make a new shape (i.e- robot). 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Standards were posted but not presented.  We discussed the lesson, but I did not view the lesson plan.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Powerpoint was made that clearly defines learning goals and standards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor discussed the standards as she presented them to the students in a powerpoint presentation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Be more specific about how you will address students needs such as ESOL students, students with learning disabilities, etc..

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5th Grade Conflict in Middle East Creation of Isreal

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna showed the students the standard and essential questions after they watched the Flocabulary video. "How do I use quotations in Dialogue?" *What are quotation marks? Anna used whole brain teaching cues to introduce the information.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Lesson was on Paul Revere and the purpose was to describe a sequence of historical events.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This lesson was on shades of meaning of verbs and adjectives (2L5b). This particular lesson focused on adjectives. The standard and essential question were in the flipchart. The flipchart gave examples of shades of meaning for adjectives (good, nice, big,..). Students had to give their own adjectives to add to Ms. Lovette's flipchart. When she was confident about students' understanding, she had them create a scarecrow. Students created a scarecrow adding shades of meaning to adjectives to the patches of the scarecrow.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Preparation of the lesson was good.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson plans are well written and student engaged.  Lessons ar every creative and get he students directly invovled in their learning.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Planned a review game over the skills/strategies that students have learned in their academic class.  Students are attending an afterschool program that will help remediate weak academics.  This activity kept the students motivated with high energy after a full school day!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Try to come up with a kid-friendly way to explain the standards and connect it to the kids' lives.  The wording in the standards is complicated, so, to most of the kids, you're just reading words instead of explaining what the standards mean.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Standard was stated in the powerpoint and addressed in delivery 2.  Great Powerpoint. You could consider showing half one day and the other half the next day. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very clear and organized lesson plan. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige planned a thorough lesson on personification. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Lesson was  creative and differentiated as needed based on Inclusion, reg. or gifted classroom setting.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a good job reviewing the standard over the letter writing process and the Civil War. At the end of the lesson try to ask students the I can statement to check for their understanding, 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Used student friendly language to explain standards and learning goals. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Learning Goal:  What caused fighting in Europe beginning the Great War?

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Lesson plan was written clearly.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students will describe the importance of the 23rd, 24th, 26th amendments and explain how they connect to protect voting rights.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was not presented or visible. You had the essential question posted, but you never went over it with the students.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Don't forget to introduce and refer back to the standard and essential question during your lesson.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good Lesson! Great use of the RDW strategy.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice ALWAYS goes the extra mile and her lesson plans are impeccably organized and thorough.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn submitted her lesson plan in time to review and make changes. She states the goals for the lesson on her plan and posts on the board for students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Enjoyed the powerpoint with the standards and eq's.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		EQ:  Why is the Spanish American War considered a turning point in American History?  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over the three branches of government. The lesson plan was well written with the appropriate standards addressed. The learning goals were clearly stated to the students. The lesson was organized and in a logical sequence.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan written well, with clear objectives

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson:  Reference materials Lesson plan was well planned, but the plan was not followed. Standards and learning goals were not specifically adressed, but metioned within the lesson.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor's lesson plan is clear and thorough.  It is evident she is prepared to teach her lesson.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White did a thorough job describing the standards involved with the lesson (MGSE5.MD.1 Convert among different-sized standard measurement units (mass, weight, length, time, etc.) within a given measurement system (customary and metric) (e.g., convert 5cm to 0.05m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems).  Mr. White also displayed the learning objectives by creating appropriate Essential Questions.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Awesome!

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Have the students state the EQ.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is very organized and plans interesting, engaging lessons. 

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		31.80%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		3		3		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		3		3		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		3		3		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		3		3		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		3		3		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		3		3		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your lesson openings are always great!  You did a wonderful job incorporating math into the immigration lesson by tying in the prices then versus now and having students determine the difference.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You obviously thought about the students you paired together.  Very good lesson!

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good examples for students to use.  Good use of good multiplication and division vocabulary.  The pace of the lesson has to be much faster. Make sure you are not allowing one student to answer most of the questions.  Instead of asking if anyone is confused,  use their work to know.  Give all the directions before the students leave to get the eggs and make sure they have their materials before they go.  Many students were struggling to write these problems.  Most students were not aware of the closing.  Overall, the biggest thing to work on is the pace of the lesson.  This can improve when students are on task and when directions are clear.  

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses a variety of instructional strategies to engage students and support student learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A started her video by a Brain Pop video without giving any background knowledge to the students to gain their attention. She then broke the students into groups without assessing them to see which group they should be on based on what they know. Also all groups did the same lesson… finding guided words. After the lesson, Miss A mentioned that she thought the students did very well. I explained that the lesson she taught was a previous lesson from last year and the students should of done well. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Children were active in the phonics lesson, moving from "writing" on each others' backs to practicing decoding spelling words on a sheet.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Lesson had a great mix of teacher-led and student led discussions.  Mrs. Williams included music, video, and physical movement to engage students throught the lesson.  I  loved the body movements used to allow students to recall different weather instruments and its purpose.  Students were provided with a visaul image to include with the ineteractive notebook flipbook created to use as a study guide.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job relating to real world situations. Guided reading when needed. Differentiated for all groups.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica always asks the students question which require the students to "dig deeper" in their thinking.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Powerpoint was a great review tool Related to the Kudzu in the surrounding area- good Make a slide with a question to pose to the students that is a higher order thinking question Differentiation- you could have a word bank You had the students repeat back the "facts" x2 that was good

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		All the students were engaged in each part of the lesson. You used several different instructional practices, such as direct instruction, explicit modeling, guided instruction, and student directed learning. Using the pictures of each emotion provided an excellent visual support to the ESOL students. Having students practice each emotion face with a partner provided a chance for lower students to practice before presenting their ideas.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great mini lesson smooth transitions allowed students more independent practice, and open discussion guided practice and reteaching was critical in these groups, the questions and teaching was very good and hit the skill for mastery

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Time management still can be improved upon.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job setting the expectations for the students. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*There were spelling mistakes on the student worksheets. * The students were a little overwhelmed by the material and I think it would have been beneficial to discuss the topic in greater depth before having students complete assignments on their own. Perhaps have students physically come up and label the continents and oceans instead of all of the children yelling out the answers at one time. This led to confusion and uncertainty about the information.  Allowing students to use the power point slide to complete one of the activities was a positive strategy that work for this lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Use of a graphic organizer to compare the explorers and Peter Rabbit was great. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline follow the lesson plan as I did in the morning.  We adapted the pace for the ALP group and she monitored the students as they moved through the lesson.  Her questions to the students were on point and relivant tot the lesson.  She had a good understanding of the content and skill being taught. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Your lessons are engagiing and interactive.  I enjoy watching you teach and watching my students learn.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The school uses Eureka math curriculum to teach math Mrs. Burton followed this curriculum her lesson. She did a good job teaching the content.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Called on students to tell what they knew about the Oregon Trail. Video opener - engaging; students recalled many details Ms. Butler explained the Oregon Trail was not the only pathway westward. Encouraged students - positive feedback for answers Some students used calculators; others did not (differentiation according to ability) 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher seems to be at ease with moving from one area to another.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to allot time at the end of review the concepts, as well as checking for understanding. You were good about asking if students understood, or if they had questions. Next time spend a few minutes going over the overall concept at the end of checking their work. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You spent a lot of time telling and showing rather than allowing the students to find out on their own. You can improve this by asking different questions requiring thinking and linking information. When students answer incorrectly, guide them to the correct answer rather than calling on someone totally different. If student answered wrong, explain why their answer was incorrect. Monitor your transitions. You cannot wait for all the students to complete before you move to another task.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The lesson had a great balance of hands on activities, review with Prezi, and a I have Who has money game.  The students loved the opportunity to visit the store and spend their money.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox added some hundreds as tens and ones.  She discovered the error and corrected it.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Another way to differentiate would be to determine another set of data, divide into groups, and allow each group to create one of the presentations (tally table, pictograph, or bar graph).

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students enjoyed the "I have, who has" game! I heard them say that they wanted to play it again and that it was so fun. Getting them out of their seats is a great way to get their minds going. Make sure when showing things on the hover cam, that you take out the papers underneath so they can see exactly what you are showing them. Students were engaged during the task card activity and you did a great job of walking to groups and discussing their decisions. Asking higher-order thinking questions takes a lot of practice to master. You did a great job of differentiating the answer sheets for the task cards. The transistions seemed a little rushed. Take your time, and if it runs into another activity its okay. It's better to take your time making sure they understand than making sure all activities get done. The kahoot activity was a great way to summarize their learning. They enjoy the technology.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The lesson was involving developing characters for a story.  The students loved listening to the book, Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day.  They were then guided in a discussion on describing the character in the book. Both internal and external character traits were discussed.  They were then directed to come up with a character on their own. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The purpose of the lesson was to review area and perimeter by using a game format. The lesson began by showing a Flocabulary video that modeled how to find area and perimeter. After the video, Ms. Day modeled the exact same problem that was shown on the video. Alternate examples would have been more effective so the students could have seen several different examples. The directions to the game were not clearly modeled or articulated. A small group of students were pulled to differentiate the lesson, however, many of the students in the larger group seemed unclear or confused about how to play the game. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great questioning and use of technolgy!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo moninitored the classroom throughout the lesson to make sure the students were engaged and completing the activity. The students were provided with a time-line to complete after watching a small clip on Theordore Roosevelt.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a Jeopardy game reviewing Explorers. She grouped students on teams of odd and even numbers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Overall a good lesson, but you seem to relax more when you teach small group and these are your strugglers.  Keep up the hard work.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson was on life cycles. Ms. Dolak used Brainpopjr to discuss butterflies. She started lesson by discussing prior knowledge with the class. She used Kahoot game to increase student interest and engagement. She had a practice sheet for independent practice. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She was able to incorporate class discussions into workbook pages questions with ease.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa has improved tremendously on the type of questions she asks the students. She allows them to use higher order and collaborative thinking skills. She makes sure she include in her lesson guided and independent practice that engages the students. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel did a wonderful job reviewing strategies such as CUBES to help students solve two-step word problems. The students were engaged in the lesson and the standards were covered in an exciting way. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is wonderful at differentiating her lessons. She instructs, gives a formative assessent, and differentiates based on student needs. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job accomodating students with special needs.  She had an appropriate guided and independent practice activity.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Slow Down Relax Involve students as much as possible Tell tables ahead of time what they will be reading. Set a timer or time limit. Review partner rules. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		No lesson opening present. She just went straight to having students write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks. Student expectations were unclear. She wanted the students to write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks, but students (as well as I) were confused on what they were suppose to write. No differentiation present. Closing did not have students explain keys points of the lesson and was simply a repeat of the independent practice.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students were actively involved in the lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer provided a variety of opportunities for students to share their thoughts and make connections with sequential  events. She related her lesson to the story, "The Tiny Seed" by Eric Carle.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		I like the way you asked questions throughout your lesson. Great job of keeping them thinking!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Walked around to gove feedback during lesson. -May need to write larger on the board for students to follow better with you. -Great balance of independent, whole group, and partner work! -Its okay to add info on the Venn Diagram that the students mention that is correct even if its not one of your points of the lesson. For example, one child said that owls are noctournal. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Even though expectations and directions had to be repeated, you clearly had defined expectations for the students. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Students were given clear instructions. Ms. Green had a checklist to make sure that ALL students were given an opportunity to answer and participate. Game was fun and challenging, but it was also easily adaptable to all learning levels. Everyone was made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were not as engaged in the lesson. It was a lot of writing and hard for students with  modifications. There should have been a cloze note sheet for them when discussing the Black Cowboys, Great Western Trial , and Chisholom Trial. It was a lot of information. It would have been helpful to give them guided notes. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Miss Hale needs to work on effectively transistioning between activities. Off task behavior was observed when students were waiting for her to transition to the next activity. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She did a good job of addressing behaviors. She used the worksheet as the assessment piece. The students had to use the classroom to identify basic shapes and then list them on the worksheet. I would love to see more use of tactile learning opportunities.....using actual blocks, etc.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		There are some students in the class that don't like to participate in discussions.  This less

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson went smoothly and the students were able to discuss the steps as well as write a constructed response. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany will consider partnering students during work periods to provide peer support/interaction, and overall engagement. She will also consider using manipulatives to support conceptual growth of students. Open-ended questions encouraged students to extend their thinking. One student stated "I love this, so much!"

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson wrapping up unit on fractions.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Very cute review for the benchmark. You nught want to clarify all game rules before beginning.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Could possibly ask more in depth questions with this particular group.  However, I know it was overwhelming. Closing with review of the theme they chose.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were very engaged during the lesson. They were able to give input in the lesson because you incorporated previously taught material (shapes names/attributes, tally marks, graphing, discussion of more/less than.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the research and writing component of this lesson! Way to incorporate this across the curriculum! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students worked in pairs/groups to solve multiplication word problems.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Delivery has improved. Make sure directions are provided verbally and in writting for students to refer back to.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students compared and contrasted two maps of Palestine. You modeled your own thinking and asked higher order thinking questions. Students were asked to view problem from multiple perspectives. Higher Order! Students discussed possible solutions to the problems facing the Middle East. You extended the lesson with discussion of current Middle East events. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job allowing students to think about the questions before they answered them. She gave the students a comic and allowed them to analyze them. She also hooked the students using Flocabulary-"Quotation Marks"
She asked students to act out the comic. Each student had a different role in Dialogue. Example: two students were quotation marks" Anna used whole brain teaching cues to keep the students engaged during the lesson.
What are the bubbles next to the character? What do we know about them?
Anna allowed the students to analyze the comic and create dialogue tags for the characters. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Great job! My only suggestion is to allow students to work with you as you create the graphs - perhaps on notebook, white boards, or a pre-filled in sheet.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah did a good job of breaking students up into different groups based on their reading level and gave them leveled passages to read. This was more appropriate for children to read a passage according to their reading level. Having them in groups worked well. Ms. Lee did a good job of activating background knowledge by having students think and share what they already knew about Paul Revere. Next time, think about having them share with their partner before sharing out. Like a think-pair-share. Remember to have a little bit of instructional/model time before releasing students to work in small groups. Next time, I would have a plan for something students can do when they finish early. Maybe they have an extended writing task that's a DOK 3 or 4. Or even have a short answer question they could repond to. Ending question(students write to answer)- Why do you think that all sources about Paul Revere give the same information? How are they related? Good to draw students back into the standard/goal for the day.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed the opening to your lesson.  It was beneficial to provide the kinestheticc aspect to the lesson.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette worked wonderful with this group of students. She has worked with high achievers with well above second grade students while some are working at a first grade level.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was a good lesson and the fact that Ms. Marlow was nervous was evident.  She did better after Mr. Tolbert taught the lesson with one class.  She finished the lessons with the other classes.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson is engaging, hands on, challegeing for students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah did a great job reviewing the topic of verbs and asking for examples.When students needed spelling help she readily realized this need and used the promthean board to assist in unknown  words for the students to use.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The lesson idea together was very cute and unique. However students were unwaware of what to do. Ask questions to make sure that students are aware of what to do, 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		To help pace the lesson, set a small timer each round to help push the students to finish within a designated time.  Think of things the grouips can do if they finish quickly.  This will help with management issues.  Students enjoyed being able to move around and shoot the ball after answering questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I'd like to see you ask more "why" and "how" questions to really get the kids thinking.  Any time a student gives their word pair and whether it is a synonym or antonym, ask them "why they know that" or 'how do you know the word pair is a synonym?".

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Students "reconstructed" a puzzle to introduce lesson 2.  Some print on slides was too small and needed a darker font. 3.  After students worked on their own, designing their own plan for Reconstruction, you showed struggling learners examples of a Reconstruction plan to help with ideas 4. Students summarized what they learned to close the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was effective and well balanced. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good job at getting their attention with the Flocabulary song on Main Idea.  They enjoyed the interactive Main Idea game on the Promethean Board.  I loved the closing activity.  The "Chit Chat Cards" were a great quick way to assess the students learning. Good transition between whole group and individual group. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of activities to teach this lesson. The class really enjoyed the video commericals she used. It brought real world learning in the classroom.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana always makes the students explain and think deeper into the answer.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex has been reading Helen Keller with the class over the last few weeks. Today he did a small group lesson using the book The Black Book of Colors  to help students make text to world connections and better understand what it would be like to be blind. The book did not have any color and had Braille to read alongside the words. There were also raised illustrations to help envision what a blind person's perception would be on items such as strawberries or rain. Each student was able to read several pages to feel the Braille. This was very engaging and helped them to get a glimpse into some of the challenges that Helen faced. 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I liked the way you opened with having them create a vision. You can utalize this by having students share out what they imagined. Students were a little unclear about the parts of a letter. When this happens you can always stop their independent practice and review the parts before having them continue. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Make sure you explain how you are going to check the sprint. That will help the students follow along. I like the practice round to check for understnading of the directions. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Connected opposing teams in a football game to the Allied and Central Powers. Content Vocabulary was explained.  You showed interesting pictures with soldiers in the trenches.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students drew a graphic organizer in their science journal.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students used authentic literacy tests and registration forms to give them a real life experience and to understand the unfairness of the questions.  -The class discussed how these discriminated against African Americans and other minorities. -Students wrote meanings of amendments in their own words on a graphic organizer. -Struggling learners were given a list of the amendments to refer to as they completed the graphic organizer. This list was not given until students had time to work on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job differentiating instruction utilizing Google Classroom and Google Slides for students to create multiple and division word problems.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of presenting this information to the students in this classroom.  She seemed to be very confident during the presentation of this lesson, and she has shown great improvement from the beginning of the year.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job of keeping students engaged, and she promoted higher level thinking as she went above the standards that were to be taught during this lesson.  Her presentation of line plots introduced vocabulary that is not a fifth grade standard (mean, median, mode, range), and she presented this well to the class.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Tied previous learning to todays lesson. Then introduced our action point (learning target) and had the students act it out while they stated the learning target.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		This lesson was on the Water Cycle and he introduced a new technology feature that was excellent way to keep students engaged. Nearpod was the website he used and I found it very interesting. One comment I will make is to open the lesson by using a song, video or book to get the students into the lesson.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The lesson was well planned and organized with a good balance of discussion and experimentation.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great use of the anchor chart at the beginning of your lesson. You did a great job attracting the visual learners to your lesson. Anchor charts are a great tool to use and a great reinforcement for students. It gives them something to go back and reference. I like how you had the students sing the money song. Music is a great teaching tool as well and an easy way for students to memorize material they need to know. You did a better job in this lesson having students transition from one area to another. Remember, the less chaos, the better. When you have students at the rug, call them back to their seats by shirt color, birthday month, etc... Also tell them what you expect: walk quietly back to your seat, tiptoe back to your seat, etc... The activity you had planned was good, but some of the students were a bit confused. When going over a sheet, make sure either you have given each student the sheet or have it projected over the elmo for students to see while you are going over directions. Also it is always beneficial to do the first one together or do an example together like the task you are giving the students. You did a great job with the early finishers. You had something prepared for them to do that was fun and reinforced what they had been working on. The closing (TOTD) was a great way to close out your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Awesome job saying things in ways that are easy fir students to understand and relate to. I also like that the activity gave them choices, but requried them to elaborate on their answer and explain why.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		I liked the way you involved the children in the lesson. Calling them to the board and letting them write the answers..they love that! You used great questioning. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to ensure that studetns understand the material before moving on (especially your "bubble" kids).

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		compare/contrast 2 books...Was wonderful, engaging, and well-managed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn restated the learning objectives throughout the lesson. She monitored students while they worked independently and provide assistance when needed. Students were encouraged to locate evidence in the text.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students really loved the smarties on your pants and quickly understood that you were doing something with nonliteral langague.   I enjoyed the anchor chart that went along with your lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Video clips on Spanish American War and Theodore Roosevelt introduced students to the topic and provided background knowledge.  Differentiation was provided by assigning content related reading passages based on Lexile Levels.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The standards and goals were clearly stated to the students at the beginning of the lesson. She activated by building background knowledge with the students. Ms. Traylor began by showing the students a PowerPoint of Washington D.C. and the branches of government. The students created a flipbook over the three branches. They then had to write the branches, who is over each branch, and what their duties are for that particular branch. The lesson included guided and indecent work. The students were engaged at all times.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good use of power point to help organize the lesson and keep the kids on track and focused.  Ms. Ulstad's lesson protected class time, students were engaged and on task, and Ms. Ulstad was prepared for all protions of the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Students were unclear about the lesson and the direction of the lesson. Visual aid to be used by students was too small.  Students were having a difficult time seeing the material to write in their notebook. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Students were given a lot of information at a fast pace.  Suggested he slow down and explain concepts to students more clearly.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! - I loved the thinking map! (Tree Map) - The "I Spy" game was a great way to get them involved. - Great differentiation. I thought it was great that some kids created their own thinking maps and you had thinking maps pre-made for some. - I would go over the vocabulary on the independent practice before they begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		This lesson was a difficult concept for the students.  You managed their confusion very well and answered their questions clearly.  It was great reflection to think of how you would reteach for further understanding by the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney has grown a lot since August. She is a lot more free and comfortable in making the classroom and material her own. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White included a great opening introduction by using a MobyMax video presentation to grab the students attention in the lesson he was teaching. He stopped the video several times to incorporate the standard and essential question. With the varying strategies of independent and guided instruction, the students were able to master the standard while the teacher was taking notes for future differentiation. This lesson was the initial introduction of this standard for the fifth grade students. Differentiation was impossible to observe because this was the opening of Unit 6. The students responded to his lesson and showed knowledge of MGSE5.MD.1 as it was incorporated throughout the next month of the unit. Mr. White did an excellent job teaching the standard to the students.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Time constraints caused  closing explanation shortened.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great activator!
Good job drawing an example on the board for students to work through with the teacher.
*Differentiation will be used during math centers

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has definitely come a long way over these past two semesters.  She is more confident and is more assertive in all areas of the classroom and classroom management. I know when she has her own classroom, she will be grow and become even stronger.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		This was a well thought out lesson. However, there was too much review and sitting time at first. The kids needed more movement opportunities. The review needed to be quick in order to put the main focus on the meat of the lesson (labels and timelines). I loved the technology used to teach this lesson. She used a powerpoint, a rap video, the Ladybug document camera, anchor charts, graphc organizers and mini books.. Also the use of higher order thinkkiing questions was very evident. She used phrases like "How did you know?" "Why would you use the glossary and not the index?" She also made them explain their answers and give evidence! Even though the guided practice was too lengthy, she did manage to differentiate her instruction with a variety of whole group, partner practice, independent practice and her pulling a small group of struggling readers.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna's lesson was very well planned. She reviewed student benchmark scores in advance and thought about student engagement levels in the classroom to create small groups. She differentiated activites and brought highly engaging activies for the students to do. Students were highly engaged.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The students didn't seem settled when you began the lesson.  It may have been more effective to have them all focused before continuing. During the second part of the lesson, you asked students to get everything except lesson pertinent material away and redirected students before beginning - great! Redirected off topic question without discouraging the student's participation.

		Responses (n): 		111

		Response Rate: 		46.44%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		3		3		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Lots of questioning during the lesson.  Make sure you are moving about the room looking at their work throughout the lesson. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses formative and summative assessments to ensure student growth.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Formal and Diagnostic:  We did not have this as a requirement for this lesson.  It was not observed.  It is an on-going process in this classroom we work on together.  Logan is fully capable of conducting these type of assesments although they were not observed in this particular lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		From the beginning till know, Miss A has made some improvements to her assessments. She is now giving the students a type of assessment. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great questioning throughout the lesson.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Habitat project

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears planned an activity that was very similar to what the students would experience on the Milestones assessment the very next day.  This lesson was extremely beneficial for the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		I like the way that you used a student self assessment so that each student could determine what she thought about her learning today.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Data was used to perform this task the assignment was effective to the reteaching skill

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Ask more open ended questions instead of "yes/no" questions.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Checking students progress by walking from student to student keep everyone on taks and moving toward the learning goal..

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You have a great questioning technique and you always use a variety of assessments to know who and what needs to be retaught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Eureka math has all the types of assessment included to evaluate students understanding of the skill.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Engaging activities planned - higher order thinking (Pack Your Wagon - math involved) Quizlet vocabulary assigned using Chromebooks for further study/knowledge

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		partners and game

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Look at the products produced by your students. For example, the ticket-out-the-door, should have been reviewed by you so you know what students are mastering the content and who needs help.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran used approriate questioning and provided appropriate feedback while observing students count money at the store.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Be specific when giving feedback instead of just "okay"{ or "good job"

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The students' writing was used as a formative to assess how well the students were able to develop a character and write about it. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		While questions were used to assess student understanding during the introduction of the lesson, the game cards and student work of finding area and perimeter were not assessed. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The webquest kept students engaged and was a great way to check for understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was administered throughout the lesson with questions and the students raising their hands to answer.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students really enjoyed the game. Morgan encouraged deeper answers if students weren&#39;t quite there with their answers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ticket out the door for assessment.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Reteach page and practice page used for this lesson- Unit 12 Elapsed Time

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara does very well with assessing

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Super job!!!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		If time, the students could have completed a writing activity to show how to compare/contrast. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students drew pictures to show their understanding of plants and how they grow. She modified her assessment method by writing the words, "first, second and third" for several students to trace. The other students were able to write the words without assistance.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like that you included a bar graph for them to do! Its great to intergrate the subjects. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to work on the delivery method of the standards with a lot of information on it. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students were assessed on the answering of the questions using the RACE method.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You went through and found hte most challenging standards to add to the game. Students were actively engaged and reviewing.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Completed shape robot with writing is your evidence students understood the standard and essential question. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Try doing a ticket out the door or three question quiz using something such as "Plickers" to assess student learning at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You paused discussion at appropriate times to ask questions. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used STAR reading and running records data to determine which student got which worksheet. She did a great job using positive feedback throughout her lesson. The worksheets were appropriate for each student's independent reading level. Anna was asking questions during the lesson and students were answering her questions. Anna walked around the room and checked for student understanding during her lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Most questions from the passage were dok 1 and 2. Next time, you could include at least one question that's higher order like a dok 3 or 4. Hanniyah used current reading groups based on lexile level to group students ahead of time. After checking in with students in their small groups, they all came back together to check answers. Students did have different passages, but the questions were the same. Students that answered in incomplete sentences were re-directed to answer in a complete sentence. Good!

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students were very engaged in the game, and was a great way to assess the student's learning.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		I like how you used notecards as your informal assessment. The students were able to write their ownn equation.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Awesome lesson!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Assessed prior knowledge in a creative way. The use of hands own shapes were a plus. It was clear that the students understood enough details about the quadrilaterals to create one and give facts about it in speech bubbles.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		This lesson was more informal, this was the end of a unit and was designed for reinforcement and review for the student sunit test.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Liked the organization of checking for understanding on the spot and error correcting, as well. The students did a great job completing the tasks each round.  The students loved your encouragment on the shots and question. Nice management strategies!! Positive reinforcement!!

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You asked higher order thinking questions to check for understanding.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students played a game matching amendments to the correct meaning. -Students answered essential questions. In the future, review essential questions and then have each student write an answer on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		As students created & solved word problems, Megan Roberts offered excellent constructive feedback to help students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph provided informal questioning as a way to determine student comprehension.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah had the students do a whole group activity to demonstrate understanding of the Learning Target. She then asked key questions after the video to check for understanding. Students then completed an individual project. Hannah walked around and monitored students on task.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Excellent questioning/discussion during the lesson on pollution.  Students shared and discussed examples of pollution in our community.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Great questioning to lead the students to the correct answers.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You used the Exit Ticket as your assessment to see who fully grasped the skill taught today. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Great job showing students thier mistakes and giving them another chance to correct.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Chart done whole group with student participation

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Good job, with your exit ticket!   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Questions were consistently being asked by Ms. Towe to check for understanding during the lesson.  Comprehension questions were checked by teacher at the end of the lesson for evaluation purposes.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor measured understanding of the standards by giving observing and helping students as they completed the flipbook. After the lesson she gave an informal/formative worksheet which was used to determine mastery of the lesson. This was well prepared and extremely appropriate.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good Activity with students.  Would suggest that the Thinking Map done as a class and use the points made from the TM for students to write with.  This will bring the lesson full circle.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Only several students were participating in the lesson.  

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Game directions were unclear and students struggled with understanding.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor used formative assessmment though informal questioning to assess their understanding.  She judged their level of reading through prior knowledge of the students.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White had both formal and summative assessments included in the lesson.  Mr. White provided the students with activities during the lesson and a summative assignment to assess whether the students mastered the lesson.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Diagnostic NA

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic information came from me to determine appropriate grouping

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like the way you helped a student solve his problem of not having enough space on the graphic organizer. You modeled the writing activity so students knew the expectation of the assignment and circulated around the room to support students while they were writing. Great way to end by having students share their writing!

		Responses (n): 		65

		Response Rate: 		27.20%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		3		3		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		3		3		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		3		3		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		3		3		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		When sending the students to work independently, give very clear directions so that they know what is expected and then if they are not on task, there can be a consequence. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander continues to create a positive classroom environment.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have seen a huge improvement with Miss A with classroom management.  She is asking for 5 from the students, clapping to get their attention and trying to be more aware of the whole class instead of just one student at a time. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass kept everyone engaged and on task by saying things like, "Let's hear it loud and proud!" as students were arm tapping and spelling words out loud.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Counting to 5 strategy very effective!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica is always encouraging to our students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Use Class Dojo for good listeners Classroom management- be sure to tell them to "Raise your hand" Language- said "Don't it" instead of "Doesn't it" "Saw" instead of "seen"

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional in your appearance and language. One student was off task during your mini-lesson but we know that this student has problems with focus.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Worked with all students encouraged students to ask questions able to maintain classroom behavior in a professional matter

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management has improved througout the time spent in my classroom. Still needs to work on following through with consequencews once a student gets in trouble.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*Attends to all areas of the classroom: During center time students at all centers must be monitored periodically throughout the session for understanding. *Antarctica was misspelled on the worksheets. * Students were very inattentive during the lesson. Several were playing in their desk, talking to a neighbor, and one child was dancing and singing. *Students kept yelling out and shouting answers. This led to confusion during the lesson. Students should raise their hand and be called upon to answer.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Good job of letting them know your expectations ahead of time. You corrected off task behavior immediately. Move around more during seat work time.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline hade been a pleasure to have as an intern in my room during this school year.  She has not only been a great teaching partner, she has also been such a support to me as I have dealt with my own personal health crisis this school year.  Caroline is a wonderful teacher! I have so enjoyed having her in my room!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is going to make a wonderful teacher.  I am glad she has been able to spend the time in my classroom. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton did a good job giving students think time and coming back to students that needed more time to think about the solution.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Encouraged students to stay focused and with her.  Quiet, but effective, reminders to stay on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Redirected student who kept blurting out well with ease and understanding.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		When you have students that are taking control of the classroom by dominating the conversation, it is okay to stop the lesson and remind the student/s that this is a class discussion. Students are with you and engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Make sure to know what is going on in the classroom at all times. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Take control of the class before you begin instruction. Your dress and grammar has always been very good.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All materials were well organized and Mrs. Cochran was prepared for the lesson.  Her demeanor with the students was appropriate and the class responded to her redirection.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Make sure to  command all of their attention.  Stopping and providing wait time can help.  They'll catch on very quickly.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have a great rapport with students and do an excellent job making sure you are moving around the room.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students not pulled into the small group were a little off task and not actively participating in the game. They were rolling the dice and coloring in squares, but they were not accurately finding the area and perimeter of the squares as the game went along. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Small group lesson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom behavior was monitored again throughout the lesson.  Students who were off task were quickly re-directed to complete work.  Miss Dermo walked around the room to make sure students were on task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job preparing studenst for the upcoming assessment.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Just a note, when you are out of school go to the school you will be at next year or that you want to work at in the future and volunteer in the school to have more hands on watching and learning from a variety of teaching styles.  The more you are in the classroom the better you will get and the more comfortable you will feel teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak addressed misbehavior quickly and efficiently. SHe used the correct terminology from the lesson and encouraged the students to use the correct terminlogy as well. "Clap once if you hear my voice," classroom management device used. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is well rounded in the classroom. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allie's voice should be louder and she should be more confident in her delivery of the lesson.  Each lesson showed improvement.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go!!!

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Raise hands- remind the students Rotate around room while students are working Use clip system 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		A student at the front of the classroom was reading a book throughout the entire lesson and was never redirected. Students were laying down on the rug. She did ask them to sit up, but students ignored. She did not redirect again.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students respond very well to Ms. Summer and she has developed a positive rapport with the class. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Good rapport with students!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You moved around and spoke and encouraged all groups. -Remember you can give verabl warnings to individuals and use the behavior clips for positive and negative consequences. -The students realy respond to your calm nature and delivery. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You monitored the groups and maintained focus on the instructional piece of the lesson. Students were active and no off task behaviors were observed. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Again, Ms. Green set up the rules of the game clearly. Students were all activily involved. Even though game did not end in a tie, there was a group that "won", there were no hard feelings and children were all made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to give students higher order thinking questions for the ones that need acceleration. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and she conducts herself in a very professional manner.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		By mid-lesson, Brittany was circulating well throughout the class.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Do not let this children intimidate you. You can begin the lesson with expectations and hold them accountable. You are a very capable teacher. They just get excited at times and may need a quiet time to get themselves back together.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey has developed a great "teacher voice" that exudes confidence! She conducts herself in the classroom like a seasoned teacher! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor ended the lesson with a Kahoot activity which the students enjoyed.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		 Your management has improved greatly. You are doing a lot better with addressing student behavior right away.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You encouraged students to share opinions "no right or wrong answers".  You created a "safe" environment for learning. I have absolutely loved having you for this student teaching block.  You are on your way to becoming a fantastic teacher!  

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee used the classroom behavior system, "Blurt Beans". Beans were taken from students that shouted out without permission.
Anna also utilized Class Dojo for positive/negative behavior reinforcement. Anna chose quiet students to come to the board for examples. Anna made sure that each student held themselves to a high learning expectation. 
She did a great job encouraging the students to raise their hand for permission to speak.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups of students to direct and re-direct learning and writing from passage. Hanniyah had good classroom management and used the repeat clap to get students attention.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Your positivity is contagious! You can tell that you are excited about working with students and the material being presented. This is key to having students engaged!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great job! Your management is improving! Remember that some of our kiddos are impulsive----it's important to set expectations before the beginning of the lesson. As you get to know the students better, you will know which behaviors to specify. For now, stick with GOLD behavior and what you know.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Excellent teacher and lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Classroom management needs some work;  this could be due to Ms. Marlow being nervous.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna provides a safe, fun, and stimulating environment for students, she is very professional in working with students, and adults.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Walk around all areas of the classroom. Make sure to get off task children 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		This was an engaging lesson and designed to review content standards.  The powerpoint included rich vocabulary and you did a great job answering student questions, as well as checking for understanding.  Thank you for reviewing this standard.  I would love a copy of the powerpoint.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan does a great job at praising the students throughout the lesson. Remember to redirect students if they are not on task, this just helps everyone be able to concentrate.  She is always professional and takes her internship very seriously.  Great lesson! 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige is very caring and understanding to all students' needs. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Many students displayed challenging behaviors due to having two subs filling in the other classes.  You dealt with off task behaviors effectively and consistently.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job keeping the attention of the class and presenting the information in a way that was easy to comprehend.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah is always very caring and patient with all the students.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Off task behavior was redirected when needed throughout the lesson as students were encouraged to stay on task so they could be "helpers" in the experiment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You attended to all areas of the classroom  by walking around assessing to make sure students had understanding.  You helped as needed. One suggestion would be to keep setting clear expectations  and have student raise their hand to answer questions.  If you tell them not to shout out and they still do, give them a consequence (balls taken away, move a stick). Do not be afraid to correct them. Your time management was great.  You notified the students when they had a couple of minutes left to finish working.  You let them know exactly how much time they had left. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be more confident! You are doing a wonderful job. Make sure to establish yourself to the students so that they listen to you and respect you. :)

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good classroom management. You called on the children who were not paying attention at the time. This drew their attention back to you and the lesson being taught. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Continue to work on voice inflection and pacing of speech. Sarah's lesson was the best one yet! We have been working hard on classroom procedures, transition strategies, and teaching methods. I am proud of her progress this semester! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn is professional and uses good judgement when correcting behaviors. Students were engaged while learning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I really enjoyed your lesson.   You pulled a small group at the front which was appropriate for a differentiated reteaching activity.  I liked how you had two sets of worksheets for the lower achieving and the on grade level.  Remember to help expand the higher achieving students.   Great lesson to watch!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Teaching and learning with Ms. Towe has been a joy.  She is on he

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor maintained appropriate classroom management. Any student that needed to be redirected she did in a positive way. The students were challenged throughout the lesson. She works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad kept students on task and engaged.  She was firm with students to ensure they were on task but maintained repect for students.  Students were redirected as needed.  Ms. Ulstad challenged students to think during the lesson and provided needed support from students that required more support.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Many students were off task.  Make sure you follow through with classroom consequences that  are in place. Maintain classroom control. Make sure students are in appropriate areas and on task. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great job redirecting off-task students!!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor has the appropriate look of a teacher.  She maintains appropriate student/teacher relationships and interactions.  She is working to improve and  maintain classroom control through transitions and lesson excitement.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great job moving around the room to enhance proximity.
Students were engaged and excited to work.
Great lesson!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area that Ms. Williams has grown, but it is an area where she needs to become even more assertive with students who are talkative and out of control.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren moved around the room and made herself visible from all areas of the classroom. She even got down on their level to speak or listen. She gave verbal and non verbal cues to students who needed redirection.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna attended to all the students while they were working on their small group lessons. She observed a student not working well within her group and redirected her to properly.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You do a great job of redirecting students appropriately.  You continue to use grade level vocabulary throughout the lesson - fiction, non fiction, graphic organizer.  
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Writing lesson on My Favorite Animal- -Good opener-Graph of My Favorite Animal. It got the students thinking about his/her favorite animal. We had just taken a trip to Zoo Atlanta & we had been studying all about animals. I loved the connection of math & writing!!! -Used a tree map to help students organize information -Great monitoring & questioning!! -Students enjoyed your lesson! 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Overall, the lesson was one of her better lesson.  She gained the students attention before starting the lesson. I am concerned about the standards and not knowing how to check to make sure not matching the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am very proud of the growth that I have witnessed during this semester in Ms. Bennett's overall planning and teaching.  She does very well with classroom management and pacing, and she consistently prepares engaging lessons that accurately address standards and learning objectives.  She is also above and beyond in the area of professionalism!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I love to watch Jessica teach the class.  She has grown so much as a teacher in the little time she has been in our classroom.  She is going to make a wonderful teacher!!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Great plan, Great Instruction!!!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The power point was interesting and the children seemed to enjoy this part of the lesson. I would like to see you venture out and use other opening strategies besides Brainpopjr at the beginning of your lesson. I do agree Brianpopjr is an important tool to use but perhaps you could show the video and then also incorporate another opener.  Behavior management is a critical component for a successful classroom environment. The students need to view you as a teacher and not just a friend to joke around with. There is a fine line between these two roles and until they respect you as a teacher they will not listen to what you have to teach them. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You've grown so much throughout our time together. I've enjoyed seeing you take ideas and make them your own. You have a natural demeanor around children and it shows. Remember that teaching is a constantly evolving and changing profession. You'll always be learning and changing the way you do things in order to be the best you can be as a teacher... and what is best for the students you are teaching at that time! Once you have your own classroom you will be able to "fine tune" your skills. Don't doubt yourself! I can't wait to see you in your own classroom.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Awesome job! You have shown so much progress since September! Keep up the hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		This was a great lesson taught throughout the day to the first grade students.  Miss Dermo is so dedicated to teaching and you can see this through the way she reacts to all students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job, and will do well as a teacher upon completion of the program.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Kara in my classroom this semester. I will greatly miss her next semester. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli will be a great teacher when she develops her confidence in her teaching ability.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was super! The students have learned and retained so much on this unit that will last them a lifetime.  You have done a great job! Looking forward to the second half of the school year with you!. Keep up the good work!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displayed great improvement in her execution of her lessons.  She is striving to be an excellent teacher in training.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		You were much more relaxed and confident the second delivery of the lesson. Never rush, take a deep breath, and stay focused. Overall your management was better and their time on task improved. They enjoyed being involved with the poems, sharing answers, and discussing the moods. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		FIrst half of the lesson was almost identical to what I (the supervising teacher) had already done with the students the on Monday (the last day Mrs. Frazier was here). What she had students put into their notebooks was already in their notebooks. She also was not prepared for the lesson before she arrived. She made copies and got things ready while I was teaching (and being observed by my administrator) instead of walking around and being involved with the students.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		You have a great relationship with the children in the class.  You present imformation in a very patient way that they respond well to.  Using a manipulative during the lesson along with your paper pencil gave the students extra support that was needed during the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Overall, great lesson. The students enjoyed the activity and learned a lot about birds and their adaptations. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley did a great job of reviewing with the students for the Milestones.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		It was great working with you and watching you grow this semester. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job creating a fun and engaging lesson about Dialogue. She encouraged the students and kept the expectations high in the classroom. The students enjoyed participating in this lesson and she did a great job maintaing classroom management the whole lesson. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Overall, this was a good lesson! I can tell that you've used newly gained knowledge of teaching strategies to enhance your teaching. :)

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed this lesson greatly. Even though phonics was something you were reluctant to do, I thought it was your best lesson. You seemed very comfortable during the lesson. I am so happy that you will be a member of the teaching profession. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna is developing her craft and is an excellent teacher.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I am so proud of how much progress you've made this semester!  Your lesson was great!  I loved the game, and so did the kids.  I appreciate your willingness to be flexible at the last minute and teach in a completely new classroom. You handled that situation like a true professional; I apologize for the last-minute change, but you definitely showed how flexible you are.  During the lesson, I definitely noticed that your voice was more captivating.  You were able to keep the kids engaged and clearly articulate your expectations, and you kept them interested by changing the inflection in your voice.  I also noticed that you walked around the perimeter of the classroom during your lesson, which kept unfavorable behaviors to a minimum.  Excellent! I can't wait to see you next semester, and I appreciate all of your hard work this semester.  Thank you for everything!

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Ms. Reese is an amazing student teacher. She is wonderful to work with, and she doesn't have to be asked to do things within the class. She is willing and able to do what is expected of her and beyond. I have loved having her in my class for both Math and Science.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts will make an outstanding teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		My students loved the lesson on converting Inches to Feet. Mrs. Roberts explained the content very clearly and deeply.  GREAT JOB!!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job presenting a lesson on adding and subtracting fractions with unlike denominators. It is evident she has a connection with students and truly enjoys being in the classroom. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Ms. Smith will be an excellent teacher!

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding hands-on science lesson!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job, Hannah!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You are very encouraging to studnets and provide wonderful feedback. The main thing that you could grow in is your classroom management. It's not bad, you just need to be a little more assertive to the students. You are doing a great job and will be an awersome teacher!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		WOW! You have really grown in your teaching this semester! I can tell that you were much more comfortable and confident in your teaching today. You have done an amazing job this semester! You have been a huge help to our First Grade team and me. The children love you!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Miss Sullivan is an asset to our classroom, It has been a joy to have her. She is wonderful.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Did a good job with reading group. Pulled kids to side after group and challenged them with harder levels.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Lesson on using text evidence.  Great job modeling how to go back to the passage and find evidence.  Reinforced using sentence stems.  Let students work in groups to answer questions independently.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		I am so excited that Olivia will be with us the first semester of the 2017-2018 school year!!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This was an excellent lesson over the three branches of government. It was a great review for the upcoming assessment the students will be taking. The students responded extremely well to Ms. Traylor. She creates a positive atmosphere and works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms Ulstad did a good job with this lesson. She was well prepared and students were engaged and on task.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson did not go as planned.  Use this to really think about how to put in place a well written lesson plan.  Make it a point to make sure that all students are engaged, on task and learning.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students loved the egg and spoon relay race!  They also enjoyed reviewing using Kahoot!  They stayed engaged the entire lesson!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson was observed by Casey Loveless (Math)

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You have grown so much throughout the year! I am so proud of you!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		For this lesson, the plans were very well organized, thought out, and standards were posted for the lesson. I would suggest using "Kid Friendly" I can statements or essential questions. The lesson opened with a Jeopardy game, which was engaging for students. There were occasional wait times in between one part of the lesson to the next. Also, during the lesson, some students were confused on the directions. You did a good job of addressing them, when possible. In future lessons, you may consider asking higher level and/or open ended questions that requires students to explain. At the conclusion of the lesson, students didn't seem 100% comfortable with the concept, which allow for some follow instruction of some sort.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Great teacher!!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		I really admire her professional nature and the way she treats all students with respect.  I am proud of the teacher that Ms. Williams has become and know that she will continue to grow in her own classroom.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is a phenomenal teacher and provided an awesome lesson on figurative language for my students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is a superior student teacher. She is confident and independent. She knows good practice techniques and is willing to listen and improve when necessary. I think she will make a terrific teaching candidate to any school. She is a natural!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		It has been great to see your growth during this experience!  I have noticed you refer to other lessons as students are working.  You have learned a valuable tool to reinforce what students are learning throughout the day and how it applies in different learning situations.  Effective teaching requires use of concepts across all subjects.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton, you made wonderful attempts to adjust your lesson each time you taught! It was good thinking on your part to try a shorter book with the second class. Having the last class use their writing journals to make predictions helped the dirt pudding activity be more calm and structured. I also think moving the dirt pudding to the end of the lesson helped the lesson be more effective. 

		Responses (n): 		51

		Response Rate: 		21.34%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Skelton

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		TIna Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jilll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		kristy mccord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Ms. Noelle Jones

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		I see a lot of growth since the first lesson.  Keep working hard and you will be a great educatior

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Lindsay Long

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		203

		Response Rate: 		84.94%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		04/12/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/13/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/20/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/30/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/18/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		05/01/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/26/2015

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/27/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		12/01/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/17/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/28/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/14/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/30/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/18/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/28/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/28/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		04/10/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		04/12/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/09/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/17/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/14/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/30/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/04/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		04/19/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/07/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/30/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/17/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		12/08/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		05/02/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/28/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/11/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/11/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/11/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/16/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/27/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/02/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		208

		Response Rate: 		87.03%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629				











































		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673				
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		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		1		0.6%

		No		167		99.4%
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Attends to all areas of the classroom 3 1.26% 25 10.46% 142 59.41% 66 27.62% 1 0.42% 2 0.84% 239 3.15 0.64
Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 3 1.26% 35 14.64% 139 58.16% 59 24.69% 1 0.42% 2 0.84% 239 3.08 0.67
Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson 0 0% 15 6.28% 149 62.34% 72 30.13% 0 0% 3 1.26% 239 3.24 0.56
Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 1 0.42% 6 2.51% 146 61.09% 83 34.73% 1 0.42% 2 0.84% 239 3.32 0.54
Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure 0 0% 11 4.6% 145 60.67% 79 33.05% 1 0.42% 3 1.26% 239 3.29 0.55
Uses appropriate tone and voice levels 0 0% 20 8.37% 136 56.9% 80 33.47% 0 0% 3 1.26% 239 3.25 0.6
Maintains a professional appearance 0 0% 1 0.42% 126 52.72% 106 44.35% 0 0% 6 2.51% 239 3.45 0.51
Total/Percentage 7 0.42% 113 6.75% 983 58.76% 545 32.58% 4 0.24% 21 1.26% 1673

Response Number of Responses Percent
Yes 1 0.6%
No 167 99.4%

Professional Growth Plan:


Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers 

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitex

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carolina Bruce 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyashsa Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaew

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren  Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		98.74%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/23/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/02/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/19/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/11/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/02/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/27/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/07/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/24/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/28/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		12/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/28/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/16/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/16/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/18/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/07/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/10/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/19/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		04/10/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		04/10/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/16/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/29/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/11/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		11/03/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/17

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/10/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/02/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/03/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/28/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/14/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/13/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/12/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/30/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/12/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/07/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/14/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/04/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/02/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/27/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/09/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		04/14/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/28/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		04/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/14/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/01/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/16/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		235

		Response Rate: 		98.33%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle School

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle School

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary 

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elemementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary Schoool

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs ELementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		MZE

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mount Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School 

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary School

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Bright Star Elementary

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright star elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary School

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopvlle

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Fourth Grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third Grade

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3rd

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3rd

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th SS

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Heat

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4th

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Second

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1st

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Second

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Secoond

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5th

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4th

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Brittany Young

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Harmonie McMahan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Maden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kyndel Pirkle

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline-Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Nikki Williams

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina  Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kim Wilson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S.Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savdige

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensbereger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Joshua Underwood

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Lindsay Long (Beth Little)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		3		3		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		3		3		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You introduced verb usage by reading a fun story and having students listen for and act out the verbs in the story.    You then had students pick noun and verb cards and listen to see if they matched.  You were able to see if the students were able to hear matching verbs instantly by seeing whether they put them in the right bag or not.  That was a good assessment activity.   The children enjoyed the game matching the verbs.   You also reflected on your lesson, and decided you would have them write some of their sentences next time you teach the lesson. 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standard was not shared, but students we made aware of the learning goal.  Lesson plan had good flow.(look at multiplication and division word problems, discuss key words and then write your own from a given multiplication and division sentence)

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander designed this lesson with a team of teachers, including myself. This is evidence of collaboration among grade level. This is a very strong skill for Ms. Alexander.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The standard does not meet the objective being taught. Miss A taught on dictionary skills and she did, however the skill she taught was not a third grade skill. It was a second grade skill, being able to locate the guide words on a page.  When I asked her about the standard, she mentioned that it was listed on the Brain Pop video. We discussed how Brain Pop uses many standards to reach as many as possible, but it is our job to make sure they are third grade standards and they are correct. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass explained the week's phonics skill and explained how to identify "floss" words.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams activated students background knowledge and connected it to the standards/goals for the current lesson.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Very prepared.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica does a great job letting the students know the "I Can" statements or what they need to know.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Tell students what EQ stands for (Essential Question) 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always have your standards and I Can statements posted. You read and explain these to the students. Your lessons always follow a logical order.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		This lesson was a reteaching lesson for verb tenses. We were able to look at the data together to determine what are students needed and then divided into groups. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Lessons have become better develped. Time management stil needs to be improved upon.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job of intergrating Social Studies and ELA standards in your lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline followed my lead today.  I taught the lesson on estimating quitients and then she taught the same lesson to the other group.  The standards are clearly posted in my classroom and the learning goal was discussed. She did not write the lesson plan for this lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is an excellent planner.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton gave the students extra guided practice using the white boards to allow for understanding.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard posted on board, read, and discussed by Ms. Butler. Lesson plan well thought out.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Lesson plan submitted on time and spoke with teacher about lesson prior to teaching to meet learner's needs.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Standards were posted and reviewed by students at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was reviewing a concepts of revision, and there was a balance of student driven and teacher driven work time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You used the correct standards but you didn't research to see what was meant by the standards and how to teach the information. In order to be effective, you must understand what the students have learned and where their learning is headed.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Expectations were made clear at the beginning of the lesson.  Lesson plan was well prepared and thought out.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was organized.  The learning goals were clear so the students knew what was expected from the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Review over Explorers for upcoming test.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Learning Goals need to be stated for yourself and your students,.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was able to introduce the math unit of elapsed time.  I modeled my questioning techniques with the first group, and she taught the other 3 groups.  With the beginning of any unit, its best to know what they know so you can build on skills or re-test necessary parts.   She did a perfect job with her questioning and HOTS questions.  She also was able to relate to their previous mapping unit with another teacher about the prime meridian.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was extremly prepared for this lesson. She used different types of teaching techniques throughout the lesson and expectations were clearly stated. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara has done an awesome job of making sure her lessons coinside with the standards we are working on in our units. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great job on lesson design

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job presenting the objective and standards.  The lesson was sequenced in an orderly fashion.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lesson plan was never sent or shown to me (the supervising teacher).

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson plans are concise and age-appropriate. She does a wonderful job providing details so the reader knows what to expect. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach types of sentences.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Lesson plan had a clear beginning, middle, and end. You went over the standard at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You flowed the lesson to build excitement and keep the students engaged. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Great intro. with a review of the standard.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor taught a lesson on area. She engaged the students with a fun interactive power point. She built on their previous knowledge and expanded their understanding.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She explained what an attribute is (vocabulary word within the standard). Needs to go into more detail about what a characteristic is and maybe give examples. Good use of the anchor chart and involvement of the class to complete the attributes of the basic shapes. Students gave real life examples of shapes in the real world.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good lesson reviewing the RACE strategy.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Great job discussing shapes and how when they are put together can make a new shape (i.e- robot). 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Standards were posted but not presented.  We discussed the lesson, but I did not view the lesson plan.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Powerpoint was made that clearly defines learning goals and standards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor discussed the standards as she presented them to the students in a powerpoint presentation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Be more specific about how you will address students needs such as ESOL students, students with learning disabilities, etc..

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5th Grade Conflict in Middle East Creation of Isreal

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna showed the students the standard and essential questions after they watched the Flocabulary video. "How do I use quotations in Dialogue?" *What are quotation marks? Anna used whole brain teaching cues to introduce the information.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Lesson was on Paul Revere and the purpose was to describe a sequence of historical events.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This lesson was on shades of meaning of verbs and adjectives (2L5b). This particular lesson focused on adjectives. The standard and essential question were in the flipchart. The flipchart gave examples of shades of meaning for adjectives (good, nice, big,..). Students had to give their own adjectives to add to Ms. Lovette's flipchart. When she was confident about students' understanding, she had them create a scarecrow. Students created a scarecrow adding shades of meaning to adjectives to the patches of the scarecrow.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Preparation of the lesson was good.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson plans are well written and student engaged.  Lessons ar every creative and get he students directly invovled in their learning.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Planned a review game over the skills/strategies that students have learned in their academic class.  Students are attending an afterschool program that will help remediate weak academics.  This activity kept the students motivated with high energy after a full school day!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Try to come up with a kid-friendly way to explain the standards and connect it to the kids' lives.  The wording in the standards is complicated, so, to most of the kids, you're just reading words instead of explaining what the standards mean.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Standard was stated in the powerpoint and addressed in delivery 2.  Great Powerpoint. You could consider showing half one day and the other half the next day. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very clear and organized lesson plan. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige planned a thorough lesson on personification. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Lesson was  creative and differentiated as needed based on Inclusion, reg. or gifted classroom setting.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a good job reviewing the standard over the letter writing process and the Civil War. At the end of the lesson try to ask students the I can statement to check for their understanding, 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Used student friendly language to explain standards and learning goals. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Learning Goal:  What caused fighting in Europe beginning the Great War?

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Lesson plan was written clearly.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students will describe the importance of the 23rd, 24th, 26th amendments and explain how they connect to protect voting rights.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was not presented or visible. You had the essential question posted, but you never went over it with the students.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Don't forget to introduce and refer back to the standard and essential question during your lesson.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good Lesson! Great use of the RDW strategy.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice ALWAYS goes the extra mile and her lesson plans are impeccably organized and thorough.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn submitted her lesson plan in time to review and make changes. She states the goals for the lesson on her plan and posts on the board for students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Enjoyed the powerpoint with the standards and eq's.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		EQ:  Why is the Spanish American War considered a turning point in American History?  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over the three branches of government. The lesson plan was well written with the appropriate standards addressed. The learning goals were clearly stated to the students. The lesson was organized and in a logical sequence.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan written well, with clear objectives

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson:  Reference materials Lesson plan was well planned, but the plan was not followed. Standards and learning goals were not specifically adressed, but metioned within the lesson.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor's lesson plan is clear and thorough.  It is evident she is prepared to teach her lesson.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White did a thorough job describing the standards involved with the lesson (MGSE5.MD.1 Convert among different-sized standard measurement units (mass, weight, length, time, etc.) within a given measurement system (customary and metric) (e.g., convert 5cm to 0.05m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems).  Mr. White also displayed the learning objectives by creating appropriate Essential Questions.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Awesome!

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Have the students state the EQ.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is very organized and plans interesting, engaging lessons. 

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		31.80%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		3		3		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		3		3		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		3		3		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		3		3		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		3		3		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		3		3		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your lesson openings are always great!  You did a wonderful job incorporating math into the immigration lesson by tying in the prices then versus now and having students determine the difference.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You obviously thought about the students you paired together.  Very good lesson!

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good examples for students to use.  Good use of good multiplication and division vocabulary.  The pace of the lesson has to be much faster. Make sure you are not allowing one student to answer most of the questions.  Instead of asking if anyone is confused,  use their work to know.  Give all the directions before the students leave to get the eggs and make sure they have their materials before they go.  Many students were struggling to write these problems.  Most students were not aware of the closing.  Overall, the biggest thing to work on is the pace of the lesson.  This can improve when students are on task and when directions are clear.  

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses a variety of instructional strategies to engage students and support student learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A started her video by a Brain Pop video without giving any background knowledge to the students to gain their attention. She then broke the students into groups without assessing them to see which group they should be on based on what they know. Also all groups did the same lesson… finding guided words. After the lesson, Miss A mentioned that she thought the students did very well. I explained that the lesson she taught was a previous lesson from last year and the students should of done well. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Children were active in the phonics lesson, moving from "writing" on each others' backs to practicing decoding spelling words on a sheet.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Lesson had a great mix of teacher-led and student led discussions.  Mrs. Williams included music, video, and physical movement to engage students throught the lesson.  I  loved the body movements used to allow students to recall different weather instruments and its purpose.  Students were provided with a visaul image to include with the ineteractive notebook flipbook created to use as a study guide.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job relating to real world situations. Guided reading when needed. Differentiated for all groups.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica always asks the students question which require the students to "dig deeper" in their thinking.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Powerpoint was a great review tool Related to the Kudzu in the surrounding area- good Make a slide with a question to pose to the students that is a higher order thinking question Differentiation- you could have a word bank You had the students repeat back the "facts" x2 that was good

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		All the students were engaged in each part of the lesson. You used several different instructional practices, such as direct instruction, explicit modeling, guided instruction, and student directed learning. Using the pictures of each emotion provided an excellent visual support to the ESOL students. Having students practice each emotion face with a partner provided a chance for lower students to practice before presenting their ideas.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great mini lesson smooth transitions allowed students more independent practice, and open discussion guided practice and reteaching was critical in these groups, the questions and teaching was very good and hit the skill for mastery

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Time management still can be improved upon.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job setting the expectations for the students. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*There were spelling mistakes on the student worksheets. * The students were a little overwhelmed by the material and I think it would have been beneficial to discuss the topic in greater depth before having students complete assignments on their own. Perhaps have students physically come up and label the continents and oceans instead of all of the children yelling out the answers at one time. This led to confusion and uncertainty about the information.  Allowing students to use the power point slide to complete one of the activities was a positive strategy that work for this lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Use of a graphic organizer to compare the explorers and Peter Rabbit was great. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline follow the lesson plan as I did in the morning.  We adapted the pace for the ALP group and she monitored the students as they moved through the lesson.  Her questions to the students were on point and relivant tot the lesson.  She had a good understanding of the content and skill being taught. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Your lessons are engagiing and interactive.  I enjoy watching you teach and watching my students learn.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The school uses Eureka math curriculum to teach math Mrs. Burton followed this curriculum her lesson. She did a good job teaching the content.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Called on students to tell what they knew about the Oregon Trail. Video opener - engaging; students recalled many details Ms. Butler explained the Oregon Trail was not the only pathway westward. Encouraged students - positive feedback for answers Some students used calculators; others did not (differentiation according to ability) 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher seems to be at ease with moving from one area to another.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to allot time at the end of review the concepts, as well as checking for understanding. You were good about asking if students understood, or if they had questions. Next time spend a few minutes going over the overall concept at the end of checking their work. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You spent a lot of time telling and showing rather than allowing the students to find out on their own. You can improve this by asking different questions requiring thinking and linking information. When students answer incorrectly, guide them to the correct answer rather than calling on someone totally different. If student answered wrong, explain why their answer was incorrect. Monitor your transitions. You cannot wait for all the students to complete before you move to another task.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The lesson had a great balance of hands on activities, review with Prezi, and a I have Who has money game.  The students loved the opportunity to visit the store and spend their money.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox added some hundreds as tens and ones.  She discovered the error and corrected it.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Another way to differentiate would be to determine another set of data, divide into groups, and allow each group to create one of the presentations (tally table, pictograph, or bar graph).

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students enjoyed the "I have, who has" game! I heard them say that they wanted to play it again and that it was so fun. Getting them out of their seats is a great way to get their minds going. Make sure when showing things on the hover cam, that you take out the papers underneath so they can see exactly what you are showing them. Students were engaged during the task card activity and you did a great job of walking to groups and discussing their decisions. Asking higher-order thinking questions takes a lot of practice to master. You did a great job of differentiating the answer sheets for the task cards. The transistions seemed a little rushed. Take your time, and if it runs into another activity its okay. It's better to take your time making sure they understand than making sure all activities get done. The kahoot activity was a great way to summarize their learning. They enjoy the technology.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The lesson was involving developing characters for a story.  The students loved listening to the book, Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day.  They were then guided in a discussion on describing the character in the book. Both internal and external character traits were discussed.  They were then directed to come up with a character on their own. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The purpose of the lesson was to review area and perimeter by using a game format. The lesson began by showing a Flocabulary video that modeled how to find area and perimeter. After the video, Ms. Day modeled the exact same problem that was shown on the video. Alternate examples would have been more effective so the students could have seen several different examples. The directions to the game were not clearly modeled or articulated. A small group of students were pulled to differentiate the lesson, however, many of the students in the larger group seemed unclear or confused about how to play the game. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great questioning and use of technolgy!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo moninitored the classroom throughout the lesson to make sure the students were engaged and completing the activity. The students were provided with a time-line to complete after watching a small clip on Theordore Roosevelt.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a Jeopardy game reviewing Explorers. She grouped students on teams of odd and even numbers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Overall a good lesson, but you seem to relax more when you teach small group and these are your strugglers.  Keep up the hard work.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson was on life cycles. Ms. Dolak used Brainpopjr to discuss butterflies. She started lesson by discussing prior knowledge with the class. She used Kahoot game to increase student interest and engagement. She had a practice sheet for independent practice. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She was able to incorporate class discussions into workbook pages questions with ease.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa has improved tremendously on the type of questions she asks the students. She allows them to use higher order and collaborative thinking skills. She makes sure she include in her lesson guided and independent practice that engages the students. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel did a wonderful job reviewing strategies such as CUBES to help students solve two-step word problems. The students were engaged in the lesson and the standards were covered in an exciting way. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is wonderful at differentiating her lessons. She instructs, gives a formative assessent, and differentiates based on student needs. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job accomodating students with special needs.  She had an appropriate guided and independent practice activity.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Slow Down Relax Involve students as much as possible Tell tables ahead of time what they will be reading. Set a timer or time limit. Review partner rules. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		No lesson opening present. She just went straight to having students write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks. Student expectations were unclear. She wanted the students to write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks, but students (as well as I) were confused on what they were suppose to write. No differentiation present. Closing did not have students explain keys points of the lesson and was simply a repeat of the independent practice.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students were actively involved in the lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer provided a variety of opportunities for students to share their thoughts and make connections with sequential  events. She related her lesson to the story, "The Tiny Seed" by Eric Carle.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		I like the way you asked questions throughout your lesson. Great job of keeping them thinking!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Walked around to gove feedback during lesson. -May need to write larger on the board for students to follow better with you. -Great balance of independent, whole group, and partner work! -Its okay to add info on the Venn Diagram that the students mention that is correct even if its not one of your points of the lesson. For example, one child said that owls are noctournal. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Even though expectations and directions had to be repeated, you clearly had defined expectations for the students. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Students were given clear instructions. Ms. Green had a checklist to make sure that ALL students were given an opportunity to answer and participate. Game was fun and challenging, but it was also easily adaptable to all learning levels. Everyone was made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were not as engaged in the lesson. It was a lot of writing and hard for students with  modifications. There should have been a cloze note sheet for them when discussing the Black Cowboys, Great Western Trial , and Chisholom Trial. It was a lot of information. It would have been helpful to give them guided notes. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Miss Hale needs to work on effectively transistioning between activities. Off task behavior was observed when students were waiting for her to transition to the next activity. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She did a good job of addressing behaviors. She used the worksheet as the assessment piece. The students had to use the classroom to identify basic shapes and then list them on the worksheet. I would love to see more use of tactile learning opportunities.....using actual blocks, etc.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		There are some students in the class that don't like to participate in discussions.  This less

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson went smoothly and the students were able to discuss the steps as well as write a constructed response. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany will consider partnering students during work periods to provide peer support/interaction, and overall engagement. She will also consider using manipulatives to support conceptual growth of students. Open-ended questions encouraged students to extend their thinking. One student stated "I love this, so much!"

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson wrapping up unit on fractions.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Very cute review for the benchmark. You nught want to clarify all game rules before beginning.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Could possibly ask more in depth questions with this particular group.  However, I know it was overwhelming. Closing with review of the theme they chose.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were very engaged during the lesson. They were able to give input in the lesson because you incorporated previously taught material (shapes names/attributes, tally marks, graphing, discussion of more/less than.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the research and writing component of this lesson! Way to incorporate this across the curriculum! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students worked in pairs/groups to solve multiplication word problems.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Delivery has improved. Make sure directions are provided verbally and in writting for students to refer back to.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students compared and contrasted two maps of Palestine. You modeled your own thinking and asked higher order thinking questions. Students were asked to view problem from multiple perspectives. Higher Order! Students discussed possible solutions to the problems facing the Middle East. You extended the lesson with discussion of current Middle East events. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job allowing students to think about the questions before they answered them. She gave the students a comic and allowed them to analyze them. She also hooked the students using Flocabulary-"Quotation Marks"
She asked students to act out the comic. Each student had a different role in Dialogue. Example: two students were quotation marks" Anna used whole brain teaching cues to keep the students engaged during the lesson.
What are the bubbles next to the character? What do we know about them?
Anna allowed the students to analyze the comic and create dialogue tags for the characters. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Great job! My only suggestion is to allow students to work with you as you create the graphs - perhaps on notebook, white boards, or a pre-filled in sheet.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah did a good job of breaking students up into different groups based on their reading level and gave them leveled passages to read. This was more appropriate for children to read a passage according to their reading level. Having them in groups worked well. Ms. Lee did a good job of activating background knowledge by having students think and share what they already knew about Paul Revere. Next time, think about having them share with their partner before sharing out. Like a think-pair-share. Remember to have a little bit of instructional/model time before releasing students to work in small groups. Next time, I would have a plan for something students can do when they finish early. Maybe they have an extended writing task that's a DOK 3 or 4. Or even have a short answer question they could repond to. Ending question(students write to answer)- Why do you think that all sources about Paul Revere give the same information? How are they related? Good to draw students back into the standard/goal for the day.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed the opening to your lesson.  It was beneficial to provide the kinestheticc aspect to the lesson.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette worked wonderful with this group of students. She has worked with high achievers with well above second grade students while some are working at a first grade level.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was a good lesson and the fact that Ms. Marlow was nervous was evident.  She did better after Mr. Tolbert taught the lesson with one class.  She finished the lessons with the other classes.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson is engaging, hands on, challegeing for students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah did a great job reviewing the topic of verbs and asking for examples.When students needed spelling help she readily realized this need and used the promthean board to assist in unknown  words for the students to use.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The lesson idea together was very cute and unique. However students were unwaware of what to do. Ask questions to make sure that students are aware of what to do, 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		To help pace the lesson, set a small timer each round to help push the students to finish within a designated time.  Think of things the grouips can do if they finish quickly.  This will help with management issues.  Students enjoyed being able to move around and shoot the ball after answering questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I'd like to see you ask more "why" and "how" questions to really get the kids thinking.  Any time a student gives their word pair and whether it is a synonym or antonym, ask them "why they know that" or 'how do you know the word pair is a synonym?".

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Students "reconstructed" a puzzle to introduce lesson 2.  Some print on slides was too small and needed a darker font. 3.  After students worked on their own, designing their own plan for Reconstruction, you showed struggling learners examples of a Reconstruction plan to help with ideas 4. Students summarized what they learned to close the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was effective and well balanced. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good job at getting their attention with the Flocabulary song on Main Idea.  They enjoyed the interactive Main Idea game on the Promethean Board.  I loved the closing activity.  The "Chit Chat Cards" were a great quick way to assess the students learning. Good transition between whole group and individual group. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of activities to teach this lesson. The class really enjoyed the video commericals she used. It brought real world learning in the classroom.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana always makes the students explain and think deeper into the answer.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex has been reading Helen Keller with the class over the last few weeks. Today he did a small group lesson using the book The Black Book of Colors  to help students make text to world connections and better understand what it would be like to be blind. The book did not have any color and had Braille to read alongside the words. There were also raised illustrations to help envision what a blind person's perception would be on items such as strawberries or rain. Each student was able to read several pages to feel the Braille. This was very engaging and helped them to get a glimpse into some of the challenges that Helen faced. 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I liked the way you opened with having them create a vision. You can utalize this by having students share out what they imagined. Students were a little unclear about the parts of a letter. When this happens you can always stop their independent practice and review the parts before having them continue. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Make sure you explain how you are going to check the sprint. That will help the students follow along. I like the practice round to check for understnading of the directions. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Connected opposing teams in a football game to the Allied and Central Powers. Content Vocabulary was explained.  You showed interesting pictures with soldiers in the trenches.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students drew a graphic organizer in their science journal.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students used authentic literacy tests and registration forms to give them a real life experience and to understand the unfairness of the questions.  -The class discussed how these discriminated against African Americans and other minorities. -Students wrote meanings of amendments in their own words on a graphic organizer. -Struggling learners were given a list of the amendments to refer to as they completed the graphic organizer. This list was not given until students had time to work on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job differentiating instruction utilizing Google Classroom and Google Slides for students to create multiple and division word problems.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of presenting this information to the students in this classroom.  She seemed to be very confident during the presentation of this lesson, and she has shown great improvement from the beginning of the year.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job of keeping students engaged, and she promoted higher level thinking as she went above the standards that were to be taught during this lesson.  Her presentation of line plots introduced vocabulary that is not a fifth grade standard (mean, median, mode, range), and she presented this well to the class.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Tied previous learning to todays lesson. Then introduced our action point (learning target) and had the students act it out while they stated the learning target.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		This lesson was on the Water Cycle and he introduced a new technology feature that was excellent way to keep students engaged. Nearpod was the website he used and I found it very interesting. One comment I will make is to open the lesson by using a song, video or book to get the students into the lesson.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The lesson was well planned and organized with a good balance of discussion and experimentation.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great use of the anchor chart at the beginning of your lesson. You did a great job attracting the visual learners to your lesson. Anchor charts are a great tool to use and a great reinforcement for students. It gives them something to go back and reference. I like how you had the students sing the money song. Music is a great teaching tool as well and an easy way for students to memorize material they need to know. You did a better job in this lesson having students transition from one area to another. Remember, the less chaos, the better. When you have students at the rug, call them back to their seats by shirt color, birthday month, etc... Also tell them what you expect: walk quietly back to your seat, tiptoe back to your seat, etc... The activity you had planned was good, but some of the students were a bit confused. When going over a sheet, make sure either you have given each student the sheet or have it projected over the elmo for students to see while you are going over directions. Also it is always beneficial to do the first one together or do an example together like the task you are giving the students. You did a great job with the early finishers. You had something prepared for them to do that was fun and reinforced what they had been working on. The closing (TOTD) was a great way to close out your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Awesome job saying things in ways that are easy fir students to understand and relate to. I also like that the activity gave them choices, but requried them to elaborate on their answer and explain why.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		I liked the way you involved the children in the lesson. Calling them to the board and letting them write the answers..they love that! You used great questioning. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to ensure that studetns understand the material before moving on (especially your "bubble" kids).

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		compare/contrast 2 books...Was wonderful, engaging, and well-managed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn restated the learning objectives throughout the lesson. She monitored students while they worked independently and provide assistance when needed. Students were encouraged to locate evidence in the text.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students really loved the smarties on your pants and quickly understood that you were doing something with nonliteral langague.   I enjoyed the anchor chart that went along with your lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Video clips on Spanish American War and Theodore Roosevelt introduced students to the topic and provided background knowledge.  Differentiation was provided by assigning content related reading passages based on Lexile Levels.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The standards and goals were clearly stated to the students at the beginning of the lesson. She activated by building background knowledge with the students. Ms. Traylor began by showing the students a PowerPoint of Washington D.C. and the branches of government. The students created a flipbook over the three branches. They then had to write the branches, who is over each branch, and what their duties are for that particular branch. The lesson included guided and indecent work. The students were engaged at all times.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good use of power point to help organize the lesson and keep the kids on track and focused.  Ms. Ulstad's lesson protected class time, students were engaged and on task, and Ms. Ulstad was prepared for all protions of the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Students were unclear about the lesson and the direction of the lesson. Visual aid to be used by students was too small.  Students were having a difficult time seeing the material to write in their notebook. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Students were given a lot of information at a fast pace.  Suggested he slow down and explain concepts to students more clearly.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! - I loved the thinking map! (Tree Map) - The "I Spy" game was a great way to get them involved. - Great differentiation. I thought it was great that some kids created their own thinking maps and you had thinking maps pre-made for some. - I would go over the vocabulary on the independent practice before they begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		This lesson was a difficult concept for the students.  You managed their confusion very well and answered their questions clearly.  It was great reflection to think of how you would reteach for further understanding by the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney has grown a lot since August. She is a lot more free and comfortable in making the classroom and material her own. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White included a great opening introduction by using a MobyMax video presentation to grab the students attention in the lesson he was teaching. He stopped the video several times to incorporate the standard and essential question. With the varying strategies of independent and guided instruction, the students were able to master the standard while the teacher was taking notes for future differentiation. This lesson was the initial introduction of this standard for the fifth grade students. Differentiation was impossible to observe because this was the opening of Unit 6. The students responded to his lesson and showed knowledge of MGSE5.MD.1 as it was incorporated throughout the next month of the unit. Mr. White did an excellent job teaching the standard to the students.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Time constraints caused  closing explanation shortened.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great activator!
Good job drawing an example on the board for students to work through with the teacher.
*Differentiation will be used during math centers

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has definitely come a long way over these past two semesters.  She is more confident and is more assertive in all areas of the classroom and classroom management. I know when she has her own classroom, she will be grow and become even stronger.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		This was a well thought out lesson. However, there was too much review and sitting time at first. The kids needed more movement opportunities. The review needed to be quick in order to put the main focus on the meat of the lesson (labels and timelines). I loved the technology used to teach this lesson. She used a powerpoint, a rap video, the Ladybug document camera, anchor charts, graphc organizers and mini books.. Also the use of higher order thinkkiing questions was very evident. She used phrases like "How did you know?" "Why would you use the glossary and not the index?" She also made them explain their answers and give evidence! Even though the guided practice was too lengthy, she did manage to differentiate her instruction with a variety of whole group, partner practice, independent practice and her pulling a small group of struggling readers.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna's lesson was very well planned. She reviewed student benchmark scores in advance and thought about student engagement levels in the classroom to create small groups. She differentiated activites and brought highly engaging activies for the students to do. Students were highly engaged.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The students didn't seem settled when you began the lesson.  It may have been more effective to have them all focused before continuing. During the second part of the lesson, you asked students to get everything except lesson pertinent material away and redirected students before beginning - great! Redirected off topic question without discouraging the student's participation.

		Responses (n): 		111

		Response Rate: 		46.44%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		3		3		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Lots of questioning during the lesson.  Make sure you are moving about the room looking at their work throughout the lesson. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses formative and summative assessments to ensure student growth.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Formal and Diagnostic:  We did not have this as a requirement for this lesson.  It was not observed.  It is an on-going process in this classroom we work on together.  Logan is fully capable of conducting these type of assesments although they were not observed in this particular lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		From the beginning till know, Miss A has made some improvements to her assessments. She is now giving the students a type of assessment. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great questioning throughout the lesson.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Habitat project

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears planned an activity that was very similar to what the students would experience on the Milestones assessment the very next day.  This lesson was extremely beneficial for the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		I like the way that you used a student self assessment so that each student could determine what she thought about her learning today.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Data was used to perform this task the assignment was effective to the reteaching skill

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Ask more open ended questions instead of "yes/no" questions.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Checking students progress by walking from student to student keep everyone on taks and moving toward the learning goal..

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You have a great questioning technique and you always use a variety of assessments to know who and what needs to be retaught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Eureka math has all the types of assessment included to evaluate students understanding of the skill.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Engaging activities planned - higher order thinking (Pack Your Wagon - math involved) Quizlet vocabulary assigned using Chromebooks for further study/knowledge

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		partners and game

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Look at the products produced by your students. For example, the ticket-out-the-door, should have been reviewed by you so you know what students are mastering the content and who needs help.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran used approriate questioning and provided appropriate feedback while observing students count money at the store.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Be specific when giving feedback instead of just "okay"{ or "good job"

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The students' writing was used as a formative to assess how well the students were able to develop a character and write about it. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		While questions were used to assess student understanding during the introduction of the lesson, the game cards and student work of finding area and perimeter were not assessed. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The webquest kept students engaged and was a great way to check for understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was administered throughout the lesson with questions and the students raising their hands to answer.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students really enjoyed the game. Morgan encouraged deeper answers if students weren&#39;t quite there with their answers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ticket out the door for assessment.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Reteach page and practice page used for this lesson- Unit 12 Elapsed Time

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara does very well with assessing

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Super job!!!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		If time, the students could have completed a writing activity to show how to compare/contrast. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students drew pictures to show their understanding of plants and how they grow. She modified her assessment method by writing the words, "first, second and third" for several students to trace. The other students were able to write the words without assistance.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like that you included a bar graph for them to do! Its great to intergrate the subjects. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to work on the delivery method of the standards with a lot of information on it. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students were assessed on the answering of the questions using the RACE method.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You went through and found hte most challenging standards to add to the game. Students were actively engaged and reviewing.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Completed shape robot with writing is your evidence students understood the standard and essential question. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Try doing a ticket out the door or three question quiz using something such as "Plickers" to assess student learning at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You paused discussion at appropriate times to ask questions. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used STAR reading and running records data to determine which student got which worksheet. She did a great job using positive feedback throughout her lesson. The worksheets were appropriate for each student's independent reading level. Anna was asking questions during the lesson and students were answering her questions. Anna walked around the room and checked for student understanding during her lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Most questions from the passage were dok 1 and 2. Next time, you could include at least one question that's higher order like a dok 3 or 4. Hanniyah used current reading groups based on lexile level to group students ahead of time. After checking in with students in their small groups, they all came back together to check answers. Students did have different passages, but the questions were the same. Students that answered in incomplete sentences were re-directed to answer in a complete sentence. Good!

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students were very engaged in the game, and was a great way to assess the student's learning.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		I like how you used notecards as your informal assessment. The students were able to write their ownn equation.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Awesome lesson!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Assessed prior knowledge in a creative way. The use of hands own shapes were a plus. It was clear that the students understood enough details about the quadrilaterals to create one and give facts about it in speech bubbles.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		This lesson was more informal, this was the end of a unit and was designed for reinforcement and review for the student sunit test.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Liked the organization of checking for understanding on the spot and error correcting, as well. The students did a great job completing the tasks each round.  The students loved your encouragment on the shots and question. Nice management strategies!! Positive reinforcement!!

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You asked higher order thinking questions to check for understanding.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students played a game matching amendments to the correct meaning. -Students answered essential questions. In the future, review essential questions and then have each student write an answer on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		As students created & solved word problems, Megan Roberts offered excellent constructive feedback to help students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph provided informal questioning as a way to determine student comprehension.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah had the students do a whole group activity to demonstrate understanding of the Learning Target. She then asked key questions after the video to check for understanding. Students then completed an individual project. Hannah walked around and monitored students on task.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Excellent questioning/discussion during the lesson on pollution.  Students shared and discussed examples of pollution in our community.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Great questioning to lead the students to the correct answers.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You used the Exit Ticket as your assessment to see who fully grasped the skill taught today. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Great job showing students thier mistakes and giving them another chance to correct.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Chart done whole group with student participation

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Good job, with your exit ticket!   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Questions were consistently being asked by Ms. Towe to check for understanding during the lesson.  Comprehension questions were checked by teacher at the end of the lesson for evaluation purposes.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor measured understanding of the standards by giving observing and helping students as they completed the flipbook. After the lesson she gave an informal/formative worksheet which was used to determine mastery of the lesson. This was well prepared and extremely appropriate.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good Activity with students.  Would suggest that the Thinking Map done as a class and use the points made from the TM for students to write with.  This will bring the lesson full circle.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Only several students were participating in the lesson.  

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Game directions were unclear and students struggled with understanding.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor used formative assessmment though informal questioning to assess their understanding.  She judged their level of reading through prior knowledge of the students.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White had both formal and summative assessments included in the lesson.  Mr. White provided the students with activities during the lesson and a summative assignment to assess whether the students mastered the lesson.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Diagnostic NA

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic information came from me to determine appropriate grouping

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like the way you helped a student solve his problem of not having enough space on the graphic organizer. You modeled the writing activity so students knew the expectation of the assignment and circulated around the room to support students while they were writing. Great way to end by having students share their writing!

		Responses (n): 		65

		Response Rate: 		27.20%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		3		3		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		3		3		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		3		3		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		3		3		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		When sending the students to work independently, give very clear directions so that they know what is expected and then if they are not on task, there can be a consequence. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander continues to create a positive classroom environment.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have seen a huge improvement with Miss A with classroom management.  She is asking for 5 from the students, clapping to get their attention and trying to be more aware of the whole class instead of just one student at a time. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass kept everyone engaged and on task by saying things like, "Let's hear it loud and proud!" as students were arm tapping and spelling words out loud.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Counting to 5 strategy very effective!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica is always encouraging to our students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Use Class Dojo for good listeners Classroom management- be sure to tell them to "Raise your hand" Language- said "Don't it" instead of "Doesn't it" "Saw" instead of "seen"

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional in your appearance and language. One student was off task during your mini-lesson but we know that this student has problems with focus.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Worked with all students encouraged students to ask questions able to maintain classroom behavior in a professional matter

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management has improved througout the time spent in my classroom. Still needs to work on following through with consequencews once a student gets in trouble.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*Attends to all areas of the classroom: During center time students at all centers must be monitored periodically throughout the session for understanding. *Antarctica was misspelled on the worksheets. * Students were very inattentive during the lesson. Several were playing in their desk, talking to a neighbor, and one child was dancing and singing. *Students kept yelling out and shouting answers. This led to confusion during the lesson. Students should raise their hand and be called upon to answer.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Good job of letting them know your expectations ahead of time. You corrected off task behavior immediately. Move around more during seat work time.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline hade been a pleasure to have as an intern in my room during this school year.  She has not only been a great teaching partner, she has also been such a support to me as I have dealt with my own personal health crisis this school year.  Caroline is a wonderful teacher! I have so enjoyed having her in my room!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is going to make a wonderful teacher.  I am glad she has been able to spend the time in my classroom. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton did a good job giving students think time and coming back to students that needed more time to think about the solution.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Encouraged students to stay focused and with her.  Quiet, but effective, reminders to stay on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Redirected student who kept blurting out well with ease and understanding.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		When you have students that are taking control of the classroom by dominating the conversation, it is okay to stop the lesson and remind the student/s that this is a class discussion. Students are with you and engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Make sure to know what is going on in the classroom at all times. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Take control of the class before you begin instruction. Your dress and grammar has always been very good.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All materials were well organized and Mrs. Cochran was prepared for the lesson.  Her demeanor with the students was appropriate and the class responded to her redirection.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Make sure to  command all of their attention.  Stopping and providing wait time can help.  They'll catch on very quickly.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have a great rapport with students and do an excellent job making sure you are moving around the room.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students not pulled into the small group were a little off task and not actively participating in the game. They were rolling the dice and coloring in squares, but they were not accurately finding the area and perimeter of the squares as the game went along. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Small group lesson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom behavior was monitored again throughout the lesson.  Students who were off task were quickly re-directed to complete work.  Miss Dermo walked around the room to make sure students were on task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job preparing studenst for the upcoming assessment.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Just a note, when you are out of school go to the school you will be at next year or that you want to work at in the future and volunteer in the school to have more hands on watching and learning from a variety of teaching styles.  The more you are in the classroom the better you will get and the more comfortable you will feel teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak addressed misbehavior quickly and efficiently. SHe used the correct terminology from the lesson and encouraged the students to use the correct terminlogy as well. "Clap once if you hear my voice," classroom management device used. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is well rounded in the classroom. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allie's voice should be louder and she should be more confident in her delivery of the lesson.  Each lesson showed improvement.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go!!!

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Raise hands- remind the students Rotate around room while students are working Use clip system 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		A student at the front of the classroom was reading a book throughout the entire lesson and was never redirected. Students were laying down on the rug. She did ask them to sit up, but students ignored. She did not redirect again.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students respond very well to Ms. Summer and she has developed a positive rapport with the class. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Good rapport with students!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You moved around and spoke and encouraged all groups. -Remember you can give verabl warnings to individuals and use the behavior clips for positive and negative consequences. -The students realy respond to your calm nature and delivery. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You monitored the groups and maintained focus on the instructional piece of the lesson. Students were active and no off task behaviors were observed. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Again, Ms. Green set up the rules of the game clearly. Students were all activily involved. Even though game did not end in a tie, there was a group that "won", there were no hard feelings and children were all made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to give students higher order thinking questions for the ones that need acceleration. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and she conducts herself in a very professional manner.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		By mid-lesson, Brittany was circulating well throughout the class.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Do not let this children intimidate you. You can begin the lesson with expectations and hold them accountable. You are a very capable teacher. They just get excited at times and may need a quiet time to get themselves back together.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey has developed a great "teacher voice" that exudes confidence! She conducts herself in the classroom like a seasoned teacher! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor ended the lesson with a Kahoot activity which the students enjoyed.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		 Your management has improved greatly. You are doing a lot better with addressing student behavior right away.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You encouraged students to share opinions "no right or wrong answers".  You created a "safe" environment for learning. I have absolutely loved having you for this student teaching block.  You are on your way to becoming a fantastic teacher!  

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee used the classroom behavior system, "Blurt Beans". Beans were taken from students that shouted out without permission.
Anna also utilized Class Dojo for positive/negative behavior reinforcement. Anna chose quiet students to come to the board for examples. Anna made sure that each student held themselves to a high learning expectation. 
She did a great job encouraging the students to raise their hand for permission to speak.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups of students to direct and re-direct learning and writing from passage. Hanniyah had good classroom management and used the repeat clap to get students attention.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Your positivity is contagious! You can tell that you are excited about working with students and the material being presented. This is key to having students engaged!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great job! Your management is improving! Remember that some of our kiddos are impulsive----it's important to set expectations before the beginning of the lesson. As you get to know the students better, you will know which behaviors to specify. For now, stick with GOLD behavior and what you know.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Excellent teacher and lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Classroom management needs some work;  this could be due to Ms. Marlow being nervous.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna provides a safe, fun, and stimulating environment for students, she is very professional in working with students, and adults.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Walk around all areas of the classroom. Make sure to get off task children 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		This was an engaging lesson and designed to review content standards.  The powerpoint included rich vocabulary and you did a great job answering student questions, as well as checking for understanding.  Thank you for reviewing this standard.  I would love a copy of the powerpoint.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan does a great job at praising the students throughout the lesson. Remember to redirect students if they are not on task, this just helps everyone be able to concentrate.  She is always professional and takes her internship very seriously.  Great lesson! 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige is very caring and understanding to all students' needs. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Many students displayed challenging behaviors due to having two subs filling in the other classes.  You dealt with off task behaviors effectively and consistently.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job keeping the attention of the class and presenting the information in a way that was easy to comprehend.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah is always very caring and patient with all the students.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Off task behavior was redirected when needed throughout the lesson as students were encouraged to stay on task so they could be "helpers" in the experiment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You attended to all areas of the classroom  by walking around assessing to make sure students had understanding.  You helped as needed. One suggestion would be to keep setting clear expectations  and have student raise their hand to answer questions.  If you tell them not to shout out and they still do, give them a consequence (balls taken away, move a stick). Do not be afraid to correct them. Your time management was great.  You notified the students when they had a couple of minutes left to finish working.  You let them know exactly how much time they had left. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be more confident! You are doing a wonderful job. Make sure to establish yourself to the students so that they listen to you and respect you. :)

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good classroom management. You called on the children who were not paying attention at the time. This drew their attention back to you and the lesson being taught. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Continue to work on voice inflection and pacing of speech. Sarah's lesson was the best one yet! We have been working hard on classroom procedures, transition strategies, and teaching methods. I am proud of her progress this semester! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn is professional and uses good judgement when correcting behaviors. Students were engaged while learning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I really enjoyed your lesson.   You pulled a small group at the front which was appropriate for a differentiated reteaching activity.  I liked how you had two sets of worksheets for the lower achieving and the on grade level.  Remember to help expand the higher achieving students.   Great lesson to watch!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Teaching and learning with Ms. Towe has been a joy.  She is on he

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor maintained appropriate classroom management. Any student that needed to be redirected she did in a positive way. The students were challenged throughout the lesson. She works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad kept students on task and engaged.  She was firm with students to ensure they were on task but maintained repect for students.  Students were redirected as needed.  Ms. Ulstad challenged students to think during the lesson and provided needed support from students that required more support.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Many students were off task.  Make sure you follow through with classroom consequences that  are in place. Maintain classroom control. Make sure students are in appropriate areas and on task. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great job redirecting off-task students!!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor has the appropriate look of a teacher.  She maintains appropriate student/teacher relationships and interactions.  She is working to improve and  maintain classroom control through transitions and lesson excitement.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great job moving around the room to enhance proximity.
Students were engaged and excited to work.
Great lesson!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area that Ms. Williams has grown, but it is an area where she needs to become even more assertive with students who are talkative and out of control.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren moved around the room and made herself visible from all areas of the classroom. She even got down on their level to speak or listen. She gave verbal and non verbal cues to students who needed redirection.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna attended to all the students while they were working on their small group lessons. She observed a student not working well within her group and redirected her to properly.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You do a great job of redirecting students appropriately.  You continue to use grade level vocabulary throughout the lesson - fiction, non fiction, graphic organizer.  
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Writing lesson on My Favorite Animal- -Good opener-Graph of My Favorite Animal. It got the students thinking about his/her favorite animal. We had just taken a trip to Zoo Atlanta & we had been studying all about animals. I loved the connection of math & writing!!! -Used a tree map to help students organize information -Great monitoring & questioning!! -Students enjoyed your lesson! 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Overall, the lesson was one of her better lesson.  She gained the students attention before starting the lesson. I am concerned about the standards and not knowing how to check to make sure not matching the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am very proud of the growth that I have witnessed during this semester in Ms. Bennett's overall planning and teaching.  She does very well with classroom management and pacing, and she consistently prepares engaging lessons that accurately address standards and learning objectives.  She is also above and beyond in the area of professionalism!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I love to watch Jessica teach the class.  She has grown so much as a teacher in the little time she has been in our classroom.  She is going to make a wonderful teacher!!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Great plan, Great Instruction!!!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The power point was interesting and the children seemed to enjoy this part of the lesson. I would like to see you venture out and use other opening strategies besides Brainpopjr at the beginning of your lesson. I do agree Brianpopjr is an important tool to use but perhaps you could show the video and then also incorporate another opener.  Behavior management is a critical component for a successful classroom environment. The students need to view you as a teacher and not just a friend to joke around with. There is a fine line between these two roles and until they respect you as a teacher they will not listen to what you have to teach them. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You've grown so much throughout our time together. I've enjoyed seeing you take ideas and make them your own. You have a natural demeanor around children and it shows. Remember that teaching is a constantly evolving and changing profession. You'll always be learning and changing the way you do things in order to be the best you can be as a teacher... and what is best for the students you are teaching at that time! Once you have your own classroom you will be able to "fine tune" your skills. Don't doubt yourself! I can't wait to see you in your own classroom.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Awesome job! You have shown so much progress since September! Keep up the hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		This was a great lesson taught throughout the day to the first grade students.  Miss Dermo is so dedicated to teaching and you can see this through the way she reacts to all students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job, and will do well as a teacher upon completion of the program.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Kara in my classroom this semester. I will greatly miss her next semester. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli will be a great teacher when she develops her confidence in her teaching ability.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was super! The students have learned and retained so much on this unit that will last them a lifetime.  You have done a great job! Looking forward to the second half of the school year with you!. Keep up the good work!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displayed great improvement in her execution of her lessons.  She is striving to be an excellent teacher in training.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		You were much more relaxed and confident the second delivery of the lesson. Never rush, take a deep breath, and stay focused. Overall your management was better and their time on task improved. They enjoyed being involved with the poems, sharing answers, and discussing the moods. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		FIrst half of the lesson was almost identical to what I (the supervising teacher) had already done with the students the on Monday (the last day Mrs. Frazier was here). What she had students put into their notebooks was already in their notebooks. She also was not prepared for the lesson before she arrived. She made copies and got things ready while I was teaching (and being observed by my administrator) instead of walking around and being involved with the students.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		You have a great relationship with the children in the class.  You present imformation in a very patient way that they respond well to.  Using a manipulative during the lesson along with your paper pencil gave the students extra support that was needed during the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Overall, great lesson. The students enjoyed the activity and learned a lot about birds and their adaptations. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley did a great job of reviewing with the students for the Milestones.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		It was great working with you and watching you grow this semester. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job creating a fun and engaging lesson about Dialogue. She encouraged the students and kept the expectations high in the classroom. The students enjoyed participating in this lesson and she did a great job maintaing classroom management the whole lesson. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Overall, this was a good lesson! I can tell that you've used newly gained knowledge of teaching strategies to enhance your teaching. :)

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed this lesson greatly. Even though phonics was something you were reluctant to do, I thought it was your best lesson. You seemed very comfortable during the lesson. I am so happy that you will be a member of the teaching profession. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna is developing her craft and is an excellent teacher.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I am so proud of how much progress you've made this semester!  Your lesson was great!  I loved the game, and so did the kids.  I appreciate your willingness to be flexible at the last minute and teach in a completely new classroom. You handled that situation like a true professional; I apologize for the last-minute change, but you definitely showed how flexible you are.  During the lesson, I definitely noticed that your voice was more captivating.  You were able to keep the kids engaged and clearly articulate your expectations, and you kept them interested by changing the inflection in your voice.  I also noticed that you walked around the perimeter of the classroom during your lesson, which kept unfavorable behaviors to a minimum.  Excellent! I can't wait to see you next semester, and I appreciate all of your hard work this semester.  Thank you for everything!

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Ms. Reese is an amazing student teacher. She is wonderful to work with, and she doesn't have to be asked to do things within the class. She is willing and able to do what is expected of her and beyond. I have loved having her in my class for both Math and Science.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts will make an outstanding teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		My students loved the lesson on converting Inches to Feet. Mrs. Roberts explained the content very clearly and deeply.  GREAT JOB!!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job presenting a lesson on adding and subtracting fractions with unlike denominators. It is evident she has a connection with students and truly enjoys being in the classroom. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Ms. Smith will be an excellent teacher!

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding hands-on science lesson!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job, Hannah!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You are very encouraging to studnets and provide wonderful feedback. The main thing that you could grow in is your classroom management. It's not bad, you just need to be a little more assertive to the students. You are doing a great job and will be an awersome teacher!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		WOW! You have really grown in your teaching this semester! I can tell that you were much more comfortable and confident in your teaching today. You have done an amazing job this semester! You have been a huge help to our First Grade team and me. The children love you!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Miss Sullivan is an asset to our classroom, It has been a joy to have her. She is wonderful.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Did a good job with reading group. Pulled kids to side after group and challenged them with harder levels.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Lesson on using text evidence.  Great job modeling how to go back to the passage and find evidence.  Reinforced using sentence stems.  Let students work in groups to answer questions independently.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		I am so excited that Olivia will be with us the first semester of the 2017-2018 school year!!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This was an excellent lesson over the three branches of government. It was a great review for the upcoming assessment the students will be taking. The students responded extremely well to Ms. Traylor. She creates a positive atmosphere and works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms Ulstad did a good job with this lesson. She was well prepared and students were engaged and on task.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson did not go as planned.  Use this to really think about how to put in place a well written lesson plan.  Make it a point to make sure that all students are engaged, on task and learning.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students loved the egg and spoon relay race!  They also enjoyed reviewing using Kahoot!  They stayed engaged the entire lesson!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson was observed by Casey Loveless (Math)

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You have grown so much throughout the year! I am so proud of you!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		For this lesson, the plans were very well organized, thought out, and standards were posted for the lesson. I would suggest using "Kid Friendly" I can statements or essential questions. The lesson opened with a Jeopardy game, which was engaging for students. There were occasional wait times in between one part of the lesson to the next. Also, during the lesson, some students were confused on the directions. You did a good job of addressing them, when possible. In future lessons, you may consider asking higher level and/or open ended questions that requires students to explain. At the conclusion of the lesson, students didn't seem 100% comfortable with the concept, which allow for some follow instruction of some sort.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Great teacher!!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		I really admire her professional nature and the way she treats all students with respect.  I am proud of the teacher that Ms. Williams has become and know that she will continue to grow in her own classroom.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is a phenomenal teacher and provided an awesome lesson on figurative language for my students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is a superior student teacher. She is confident and independent. She knows good practice techniques and is willing to listen and improve when necessary. I think she will make a terrific teaching candidate to any school. She is a natural!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		It has been great to see your growth during this experience!  I have noticed you refer to other lessons as students are working.  You have learned a valuable tool to reinforce what students are learning throughout the day and how it applies in different learning situations.  Effective teaching requires use of concepts across all subjects.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton, you made wonderful attempts to adjust your lesson each time you taught! It was good thinking on your part to try a shorter book with the second class. Having the last class use their writing journals to make predictions helped the dirt pudding activity be more calm and structured. I also think moving the dirt pudding to the end of the lesson helped the lesson be more effective. 
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		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Skelton

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		TIna Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jilll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		kristy mccord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Ms. Noelle Jones

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		I see a lot of growth since the first lesson.  Keep working hard and you will be a great educatior

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Lindsay Long

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		203

		Response Rate: 		84.94%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		04/12/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/13/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/20/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/30/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/18/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		05/01/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/26/2015

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/27/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		12/01/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/17/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/28/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/14/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/30/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/18/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/28/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/28/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		04/10/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		04/12/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/09/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/17/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/14/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/30/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/04/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		04/19/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/07/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/30/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/17/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		12/08/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		05/02/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/28/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/11/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/11/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/11/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/16/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/27/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/02/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		208

		Response Rate: 		87.03%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629				











































		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		1		0.6%

		No		167		99.4%
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Sheet 1

		Field Experience 002: Student Field Assessment Report

		Tuesday, August 08, 2017 08:29 AM | Prepared By Unit Administrator Tk20 UWG

		Form Active Status: 		Select All

		Field Experience Forms: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Form Instance: 		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 | Active

		Assessment Status: 		Not Started, Saved, Submitted

		Term(s): 		Spring Semester 2017, Fall Semester 2016

		Course(s): 		ECED 4283 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4283 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4283 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 02 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4284 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4284 | 91 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 01 | Fall Semester 2016, ECED 4286 | 01 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 02 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 03 | Spring Semester 2017, ECED 4286 | 91 | Fall Semester 2016

		Assessor's Role: 		Cooperating Teacher

		District: 		Atlanta Public Schools, Baldwin County Schools, Barrow County Schools, Bartow County Schools, Ben Hill County Schools, Bibb County Schools, Bremen City Schools, Brooks County Schools, Butt County, Calhoun City Schools, Carroll County Schools, Carrollton City Schools, Cartersville City Schools, Catoosa County Schools, Charter/Private, Chatham County Schools, Chattooga County Schools, Cherokee County Schools, Clayton County Schools, Cleburn County, Cobb County Schools, Colquitt County Schools, Columbia County Schools, Coweta County Schools, Crisp County Schools, Dalton City Schools, DeKalb County Schools, Dodge County Schools, Dougherty County Schools, Douglas County Schools, Fannin County Schools, Fayette County Schools, Floyd County Schools, Forsyth County, Fulton County Schools, Gordon County Schools, Greene County, Gwinnett County Schools, Hall County Schools, Haralson County Schools, Harris County Schools, Heard County Schools, Henry County Schools, Houston County Schools, Irwin County Schools, Jefferson County School, Lamar School District, Laurens County Schools, Lee County Schools, Liberty County Schools, Long County Schools, Lowndes County Schools, Marietta City Schools, McDuffie County Schools, McIntosh County Schools, Meriwether County Schools, Montgomery County Schools, Morgan County, Muscogee County Schools, Newton County Schools, Non-School Sites, Paulding County Schools, Pickens County Schools, Pike County Schools, Pinellas County Schools, Polk School District, Private Schools, Putnam County, Richmond County, Rockdale County Schools, Rome City Schools, Spalding County Schools, Stephens County Schools, Study Abroad, Thomaston-Upson County, Troup County Schools, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, UWG/PreK, Victoria TX school district, Vidalia City Schools, Walker County Schools, Walton County, Ware County Schools, Whitfield County Schools, Wilcox County Schools, Worth County School District

		Site: 		Academy of Richmond County High School, Acworth Intermediate School, Alexander High School, Allatoona High School, Allgood Elementary School, Alto Park Elementary School, Anchor Hospital of Atlanta, Anderson Mill and Health Rehab, A New Start Counseling Center, Annette Winn Elementary School, Arabia Mountain High School, Arbor Springs Elementary School, Arbor Station Elementary School, Archer High School, Argyle Elementary School, Arlington Christian School, Armuchee Elementary School, Armuchee High School, Arnall Middle School, Arnco-Sargent Elementary School, Art It Out, Atkinson Elementary School, Atkinson Elementary School, Atlanta Country Day School, Atlanta Relationship Institute, AZ Kelsey Academy, Babb Middle School, Baldwin High Schools, Banneker High School, Barber Middle School, Barksdale Elementary School, Bay Springs Middle School, Bear Creek Middle School, Beaverdale Elementary School, Belwood Elementary School, Ben Hill County Middle School, Bennett's Mill Middle School, Berkmar High School, Berkmar Middle School, Berta Weathersbee Elementary School, Bessie L. Baggett Elementary, Beulah Elementary School, Bill Arp Elementary School, Blanchard Elementary School, Blessed Trinity Catholic High School, Blue Ridge Elementary, Booker T. Washington - Early College Small School, Booth Middle School, Bowdon Elementary School, Bowdon High School, Bowdon Middle School, Bradwell Institute, Braelinn Elementary School, Brandon Hall, Bremen 4th & 5th Grade Academy, Bremen High School, Bremen Middle School, Brighten Academy, Bright Star Elementary School, Brooks County High School, Brooks Elementary, Brooks Elementary School, Brookwood Elementary, Brookwood High School, Browns Mill Elementary School, Brumby Elementary School, Buchanan Elementary School, Buchanan Primary School, Building Bridges Therapy, Burnett Elementary School, Burwell Center, Burwell Psychoeducational Center, Calhoun Elementary School, Calhoun Middle School, Callaway High School, Cambridge High School, Campbell Elementary School, Campbell High School, Campbell Middle School, Camp Southernground, Canongate Elementary School, Carl Scoggins Middle School, Carrollton Elementary School, Carrollton High School, Carrollton Jr High School, Carrollton Middle-Upper Elementary School, Carrollton Performance Learning Center, Cartersville Medical System, Cartersville Primary School, Cass High School, Cave Springs Elementary, Cedar Grove High School, Cedar Grove Middle School, Cedartown High School, Cedarwood GNETS, Centerville Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Elementary School, Central Gwinnett High School, Centralhatchee Elementary School, Central High School, Central Middle School, Champion Partners in Rehab, Chandler Elementary School, Chapel Hill Elementary School, Chapel Hill High School, Chapel Hill Middle School, Chattahoochee High School, Cheatham Hill Elementary School, Cherokee Elementary School, Cherokee High School, Chestatee High School, Chestatee Middle School, Chestnut Log Middle School, CHOA-Alpharetta, CHOA-Cobb, CHOA-Fayetteville, CHOA-Gwinnett, CHOA - Roswell, CHOA-Scottish Rite, CHOA-Stockbridge, Clarkdale Elementary School, Clarkston High School, Clayton Behavioral Center, Clayton Center CSB, Clear Creek Elementary School, Clements Middle School, Cleveland Elementary School, Coahulla Creek High School, Cobb County Community Service Board, College Park Elementary School, Columbia Middle School, Columbus Regional Medical Center, Columbus Speech and Hearing Clinic, Communicare Therapy, Communication Partners, Community Christian School, Compton Elementary School, Conley Hills Elementary School, Connie Dugan Elementary School, Continental Colony Elementary School, Cooper Middle School, Coosa High School, Coosa Middle School, Coralwood Education Center, Coretta Scott King YWLA (Women's Leadership Academy), Costa Rica, Counseling and Career Development Center @ Southern Poly, Counseling & Career Development Center @ UWG, Coweta Charter Academy, Coweta County Drug Court, Crabapple Lane Elementary, Creekside High School, Creekview High School, Crisp County High School, C & T Counseling, LLC, CURE Counseling & Assessment Training, Cypress Woods Elementary School, Dacula High School, Davis Elementary School, DeKalb Alternative School, Dekalb Prepatory Academy, Department of Juvenile Justice, D.H Stanton Elementary School, Dickerson Middle School, Dodge County High School, Dodge County Middle School, Dorsett Shoals Elementary School, Douglas County High School, Douglas County School District, Douglasville Children's Therapy Services, Dowell Elementary School, Duluth High School, Dunaire Elementary, Durham Middle School, Eagle's Landing Middle School, Early College High School at Carver, East Central Alabama United Cerebral Palsy, East Central UCP, East Coweta High School, East Coweta Middle School, East Hall High School, East Paulding High School, East Paulding Middle School, Eastside Elementary School-Coweta, Eastside Elementary School-Douglas, Eastside Elementary School-Polk, Ecuador Study Abroad, Eddie White Middle Academy, Eddy Middle School, E.L. Connally Elementary School, Elkins Pointe Middle School, Elm Street Elementary School, Emerson Elementary School, Emory Healthcare - Wesley Woods, Enlightening Streams Guidance and Counseling Service, Ephesus Elementary School, Erlanger Health Systems, Ethel Kight Magnet Elementary School, Evans Middle School, Evoline C. West Elementary School, Factory Shoals Elementary, Factory Shoals Middle School, Fair Oaks Elementary School, Fairplay Middle School, Fayette County High School, Fayette Middle School, Fayetteville Elementary School, Fayetteville Intermediate School, Fickett Elementary School, Fitzgerald High School, Flat Rock Middle School, Flowery Branch Hill School, Floyd County Schools College & Career Academy, Floyd Medical Center, Floyd Middle School, Ford Elementary School, Forest Park Rehab Facility, Franklin Forest Elementary School, Garden Lakes Elementary School, Gardner-Newman Middle School, Genisis Alliance for Mental Health, George Washington Carver High School, Georgia Highlands, Georgia Perimeter College, Georgia Vocational Rehabilitaion Center, Gilbert Elementary School, Glanton Elementary, Glanton Hindsman Elementary School, Glenwood Primary School, Golden Living Center Decatur, Golden Living Center Glenwood, Golden Living Center Kennestone, Greater Atlanta Speech Clinic, Greensboro Elementary, Greenville High School, Griffin High School, Gullatt Elementary School, Gwinnett InterVention Education (GIVE) Center West High School, Gwin Oaks Elementary, Habersham County Medical Center Home, Hal Hutchens Elementary School, Hambrick Elementary School, Hamilton Crossing Elementary School, Hands-On-Healing, Haralson Behavioral Health Services, Haralson County High School, Haralson County Middle School, Harlem High School, Harris County Carver Middle School, Harris County High School, Harris Elementary School, Harrison High School, Head Elementary School, Healthsouth Rehab Hospital, Heard County High School, Heard County Middle School, Heard Elementary School, Heard Middle School, Henry County High School, Henry County Middle School, Heritage Academy Elementary, Heritage Elementary School, Heritage Healthcare, Heritage High School, Heritage High School, Herschel Jones Middle School, Hickory Flat Elementary School, Highland Rivers Center, Hightower Trail Middle School, Hillgrove High School, Hiram Elementary School, Hiram High School, Hollydale Elementary School, Holly Springs Elementary, Honey Creek Elementary, Huddleston Elementary School, Humphries Elementary School, Integra Rehabilitation, Interactiv Therpay Services, Irma C. Austin Middle School, Irwin County High School, Ithica Elementary School, I-Xcel, Jackson Elementary School, Jackson High School, J. A. Dobbins Middle School, Jamestown Elementary School, J. C. Booth Middle School, Jeannie Dollar & Associates, Jefferson Parkway Elementary School, Johns Creek High School, Johnson Elementary, Jonesboro Nursing & Rehab - Tara Healthcare, Jones Elementary School, Jordan Vocational High School, Journey Counseling & Psychology Services, J.R. Trippe Middle School, Kedron Elementary School, Keheley Elementary School, Kell High School, Kelly Mill Elementary School, Kemp Elementary School, Kendrick Middle School, KidsPeace, Kindred Hospital - RehabCare, Kindred Spirits of Rome, King Middle School, Kipp Strive Academy, Knoxville Center for Autism, LaFayette High School, Lamar County High School, Langston Hughes High School, Lanier High School, Lanier Middle School, Laurel Heights, Lawrenceville Elementary School, Lee County Middle School, Lee Middle School, Lena Mae Moses Middle School, Let's Talk Therapy, Level Creek Elementary, Liberty Middle Schools, Liberty Point Elementary School, Lilburn Middle School, Lithia Springs Comprehensive High School, Lithia Springs Elementary School, Lithonia Middle School, Little River Elementary School, Loganville High School, Long Cane Middle School, Long County Middle School, Long Middle School, Looper Health, Lost Mountain Middle School, Louisville Middle School, Lovinggood Middle School, Lowndes Middle School, Luella High School, Mabry Middle School, Madras Middle School, Magill Elementary, Manchester Middle School, Manning Oaks Elementary School, Marian Baker School, Marietta Middle School, Marietta Sixth Grade Academy, Martin Luther King, Jr. High School, Mary McLeod Bethune Middle School, Mason Creek Elementary School, Mason Creek Middle School, Matt Elementary School, Maynard H. Jackson Jr. High School, McCleskey Middle School, McEachern High School, McGarity Elementary, McGarity Elementary School, McHenry Primary, McIntosh County Academy, McIntosh High School, McIntosh Trail, McKenna Farms, McNair High School, Meadowcreek High School, Menlo Elementary School, Miami Children's Hospital, Midland Middle School, Midway Elementary School, Midway Primary, Mill Creek High School, Mill Creek Middle School, Miller Grove Middle School, Milton High School, Mirror Lake Elementary School, Model Elementary, Model High School, Model MIddle School, Monroe High School, Montgomery County High School, Moreland Elementary School, Morgan County Elementary School, Morgan County High School, Morningside Elementary School, Morris Innovative High School, Morrow High School, Mountain Park Elementary School, Mountain View High School, Mt Carmel Elementary School, Mt. Zion Elementary School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion High School, Mt. Zion Middle School, Mundy Mills Middle School, Murdock Elementary School, Murphy SLP Clinic, Nebo Elementary School, Nesbit Elementary School, New Georgia Elementary School, New Manchester Elementary School, New Manchester High School, New Mountain Elementary School, Newnan Crossing Elementary School, Newnan High School, Newton High School, New Vision Counseling Center, Nolan Elementary School, Norcross High School, Norman Park Elementary School, North Atlanta High School, North Clayton Middle School, North Douglas Elementary School, North Fayette Elementary School, Northgate High School, North Paulding High School, North Paulding Speech and Language Clinic, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary, Northside Elementary School, Norton Elementary School, Oak Grove Elementary, Oak Grove Elementary School, Oak Maor, Osborne High School, Our Lady of Mercy, Palmer Middle School, Palmetto Elementary School, Parkview High School, Parsons Elementary School, Pathways Center, Paulding County High School, Paulding RYDC, Peachtree Charter Middle School, Peachtree City Elementary, Peachtree Elementary, Pebblebrook High School, Peeples Elementary School, Pepperell Elementary School, PEPPERELL HIGH SCHOOL, Pepperell Primary, Perry High School, Phoenix Resource Center, Inc., Pickens County High School, Pickens County Middle School, Piedmont Mountainside, Pike County Middle School, Pinecrest Academy, Pine Grove Middle School, Pine Mountain Middle School, Pine Ridge Elementary School, Pointe South Middle School, Pope High School, Poplar Road Elementary School, Positive Impact Health Centers, Positive Outlook, Potters Behavioral Medicine, Presbyterian Village, Princeton Elementary School, Professional Speech & Language Therapy Inc., Providence Elementary School, Puckett's Mill Elementary School, Putnam County High School, Ranburne Elementary School, Recovery Unlimited, Regional Medical Center, Rehoboth Road Middle School, Renaissance Elementary School, Resolutions Counseling Center, Restore Health Group, Ridgeland High School, Rising Starr Middle School, Ritch Elementary School, River Ridge High School, Robert A. Cross Middle Magnet School, Robert J. Burch Elementary School, Roberts Elementary School, Rockdale County High School, Rockmart High School, Rockmart Middle School, Rocky Mount Elementary School, Roland W. Russom Elementary, Rome High School, Rome Middle School, Ronald E. McNair Middle School, Roopville Elementary School, Roosevelt Warm Springs Institute, Rossville Middle School, Roswell High School, Roswell North Elementary, Ruth Hill Elementary School, SafePath Children's Advocacy Center, Salem High School, Sam D. Panter Elementary School, Sand Hill Elementary, Sandy Creek High School, Sandy Springs Middle School, Sara Harper Minter Elementary, Sara M. Ragsdale Elementary, Savannah High School, Scoggins Middle School, Sedalia Park Elementary School, Sego Middle School, Sequoyah High School, Sequoyah Middle School, Settles Bridge Elementary School, Shallowford Falls Elementary School, Sharp Creek Elementary School, Shepherd Center - Atlanta, Shepherd Pathways, Shiloh Middle School, Simpson Elementary School, Sixes Elementary School, Skyland Trail, Slater Elementary School, Smokey Road Middle School, Sonoraville High School, Sope Creek Elementary School, SOUTH ATLANTA HIGH SCHOOL, South Central Middle School, South Cobb High School, South Douglas Elementary School, Southeast Whitfield County High School, South Forsyth Middle School, Southland Health and Rehab, South Paulding High School, South Paulding Middle School, Southwest High School, Sovereign Pediatric Therapy, Spalding High School, Spalding Regional Hospital, Sprayberry High School, Springdale Park Elementary, Spring Hill Elementary School, StarCrest of Cartersville, Stark Elementary School, Starrs Mill High School, Starrs Mill High School, Stellar Therapy Services, Stephens County High School, Stephenson High School, StillWaters, St. Jude Medical Center, Stockbridge Middle School, Stone Mill Elementary, Stone Mountain High School, Stonewall Tell Elementary School, Summerour Middle School, Summit Ridge Hospital, Sunshine House, Sutton Middle School, Swain Elementary School, Sweetwater Elementary, Sycamore Elementary School, Sylvan Hills Middle School, Tallapoosa Primary School, Tanner Behavioral Health, Tapp Middle School, Tara Elementary, Taylor Elementary School, Teasley Elementary School, Teasley Middle School, Temple Elementary School, Temple Elementary School, Temple High School, Temple Middle School, The Community School, The Globe Academy, The Place at Deans Bridge, Therapy Land, Therrell High School, The Shephard Center, The Speech Coach, The Speech Path, The Speech Place, Thomas Crossroad Elementary, Thomas-McDuffie Middle School, Thrive Counseling Center, Timber Ridge Elementary School, Tolbert Elementary School, Towers High School, Tri-Cities High School, Tritt Elementary School, Troup County High School, Tucker High School, Turner Middle School, Turning Point, Twin Rivers Middle School, Tyrone Elementary School, Union General Hospital, University of West Georgia, University of West Georgia/Athletics, University of West Georgia/LAI Area, University of West Georgia PreK, Upson-Lee Middle School, Upson-Lee South Elementary School, UWG Community Clinic, UWG Counseling & Community Development Center, UWG/GaVirtualSchool, Van Wert Elementary School, Varner Elementary School, Villa Rica Elementary School, Villa Rica High School, Villa Rica Middle School, Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center, Walton High School, Ware County High School, Washington High School, Welch Elementary School, Wellspring Living, Wellstar-Kennestone, Wellstar Paulding, Wellstar Sylvan Grove, West Central Elementary School, Western Elementary School, West Georgia Medical, West Hall High School, West Haralson Elementary School, Westlake High School, West Laurens High School, West Newton Elementary, Westside Elementary, White Oak Elementary, White Oak Elementary School, Whitesburg Elementary School, Whitewater High School, Whitewater Middle School, Wilcox County High School, Willis Road Elementary, Willowbrooke @ Tanner Hospital, Winder Barrow High School, Winston Elementary, Winston Elementary School, Woodland Middle School, Woodstock Middle School, Worth County High School, Yeager Middle School, Youngs Grove Elementary

		Placement Type: 		ECED 3282 - Practicum I, ECED 4283 - Practicum II, ECED 4284 - Practicum III, ECED 4286 - Internship

		Binder Template: 		ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283) Fall 2016, ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284) Fall 2016, ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder Fall 2016, Import of ECED Block II Field Experience Binder (4283), Import of ECED Block III Field Experience Binder (4284), Import of ECED Block IV (Internship-4286) Field Experience Binder

		Program: 		None, Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Administration and Supervisio::Master of Education, Anthropology::Bachelor of Science, Applied Computer Science::Master of Science, Art:Art Education (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Art Studio (BA):Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Arts, Art::Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Ceramics (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Art:Graphic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Photographic Design (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Printmaking (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art:Sculpture (BFA):Bachelor of Fine Arts, Art Teacher Education::Master of Education, Biology::Bachelor of Science, Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Biology::BS, Biology:General track (Biol):Bachelor of Science, Biology:General track (Biol):BS, Biology::Master of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio:Bachelor of Science, Biology:Pre-professional Concent (Bio):BS, Biology/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Business Administration::Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT:Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu:Master of Business Administra, Business Administration, MGT::Master of Business Administra, Business Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Business Education::BSED, Business Education::Master of Education, Business Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:Building Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership PB:System Level (COE):Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Chemistry (BA)::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry::Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BA):Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry:Biochemistry Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry (BS):Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Science, Chemistry:Chemistry, General Track:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry:Pre-professional Concent (Chm:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Chemistry/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Arts, Chemistry/Secondary Education:Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac:Bachelor of Sci. in Chemistry, Composition::Bachelor of Music, Computer Science::Bachelor of Science, Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Criminology (MA)::Master of Arts, Data Analys & Eval Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Early Childhood Education::Master of Education, Early Childhood Education::Specialist in Education, Earth Science/Secondary Educ::Bachelor of Science, ECE non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Economics::Bachelor of Science, Economics (BBA)::Bachelor of Business Administ, Economics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Economics/Secondary Education::BS, Educational Leadership:Building Level (COE):Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership::Master of Education, Educational Leadership::MED, Educational Leadership::Specialist in Education, Educational Leadership:System Level (COE):Specialist in Education, English::Bachelor of Arts, English:English Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, English::Master of Arts, Environmental Science::Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Biology Conce:Bachelor of Science, Environmental Science:Environ Science-Geology Conce:Bachelor of Science, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::999999, ESOL Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Foreign Languages & Literatur::Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:French w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:German:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish:Bachelor of Arts, Foreign Languages & Literatur:Spanish w/P-12 Certification:Bachelor of Arts, French Language Teacher Educ.::Master of Education, Geography::Bachelor of Science, Geography:Environmental Sustainability:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Human Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geography:Physical Geography Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Environmental Concen:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce:Bachelor of Science, Geology:Geology Pre-Prof Concen:Bachelor of Science, Global Studies::Bachelor of Arts, Health & Community Wellness::Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Community Education and Care:Bachelor of Science, Health & Community Wellness:Fitness & Wellness Leadership:Bachelor of Science, History::Bachelor of Arts, History:History Certification Concent:Bachelor of Arts, History::Master of Arts, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, K-5 Science Endorsement::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Management Information System::Bachelor of Business Administ, Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Mass Communications:Convergence Journalism (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Digital Media & Telecomm.:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film and Media Arts (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Film & Video Production (COMM:Bachelor of Science, Mass Communications:Public Relations (COMM):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Actuarial Science Concen(BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Computational (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Discrete (BS):Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Math Concentrtn (MS):Master of Science, Mathematics:Applied Mathematics:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Applied Statistics Concen (BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics::Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics::Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Arts, Mathematics:Secondary Education Concen(BS:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Statistics & Actuarial Math:Bachelor of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):Master of Science, Mathematics:Teaching Concentration (MS-M):MS, Mathematics:Traditional Math Concentrat:Bachelor of Science, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Master of Education, Media:Instruction Technology Concen:Specialist in Education, Media:IT School Library Media Cert:Specialist in Education, Media::Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Master of Education, Media:Media Specialist Concentrat:Specialist in Education, Media non-degree:Instruction Technology Concen:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree:Media Specialist Concentrat:Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Media:Sch Library Media & Instr Tec:Master of Education, Media::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::BSED, Middle Grades Education::EDS, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts Concent (MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc:BSED, Middle Grades Education::Master of Education, Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Middle Grades Education::MED, Middle Grades Education:Social Studies Concent(MGE):Master of Education, Middle Grades Education::Specialist in Education, Middle Grades non-degree::999999, Middle Grades non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education::Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Keyboard,String,Guitar:Bachelor of Music, Music Education::Master of Music, Music Education non-degree::999999, Music Education non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Music Education:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Music Education:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat::Post-Baccalaureate Certificat, Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Performance:Jazz Studies Concentration:Bachelor of Music, Performance::Master of Music, Performance:Performance-Pedagogy:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Piano Pedagogy Concentrat:BM, Performance:Voice:Bachelor of Music, Performance:Woodwind,Brass,Percussion:Bachelor of Music, Philosophy::Bachelor of Arts, Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Physical Education::Master of Education, Physical Education::MED, Physical Educ. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Physics::Bachelor of Science, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin::Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan B:Bachelor of Science, Physics:Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ:Bachelor of Science, Physics/Secondary Education::Bachelor of Science, Political Science::Bachelor of Arts, Political Science::Bachelor of Science, Political Science:General Concentration (BS):Bachelor of Science, Political Science Non-Degree::999999, Political Science Non-Degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Arts, Political Science:Pre-Law Track (POLS):Bachelor of Science, Pre-Accounting::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Art::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Biology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology:Biology-Secondary Edu Concent:Bachelor of Science, Pre-Biology::BS, Pre-Business Education Teache::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Criminology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Early Childhood Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education::BSED, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Childhood Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Early Childhood Education:Early Chld/Spec Concentration:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Engineering::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Finance::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Management Information Sy::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Marketing::Bachelor of Business Administ, Pre-Mass Communications::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Middle Grades Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education::BSED, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Language Arts/Soc Studies Con:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Middle Grades Education:Mathematics/Science Concentra:Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Nursing::Bachelor of Science in Nursin, Pre-Nursing::BSN, Pre-Physical Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Physical Education::BSED, Pre-Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Pre-Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Special Education::BSED, Pre-Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Pre-Speech Pathology::BSED, Pre-Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Pre-Sport Management::BS, Pre-Sport Management:Sport Management Concentratio:Bachelor of Science, Prof. Counseling non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Doctor of Education in Counsl, Prof Counseling & Supervision::Specialist in Education, Professional Accounting::Master of Professional Accoun, Professional Counseling:Clinical Mental Hth Counselin:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:College Student Affairs:Master of Education, Professional Counseling:Community Counseling Concentr:Master of Education, Professional Counseling::Master of Education, Professional Counseling:School Counseling Concentrat:Master of Education, Psychology::Bachelor of Arts, Psychology::Bachelor of Science, Psychology::Master of Arts, Public Administration::Master of Public Administrat., Reading Endorsement (COE)::999999, Reading Endorsement (COE)::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Reading Instruction::Master of Education, Reading Instruction non-dgr::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, School Improvement::Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Early Childhood Concentration:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Educational Leadership:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:English Speak Other Lang- ESO:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Individual:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Instruction Technology Concen:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:K-12 Online Learning:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Media Specialist Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Reading:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:School Counseling Concentrat:Doctor of Education, School Improvement:Special Ed General Curriculum:Doctor of Education, SEC-Biology non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Chemistry non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Earth Science non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Economics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC English non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC French non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC History non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Math non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Secondary Education English::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teaching::MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-English:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Math:EDS, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Education-Social Std:MED, Secondary Education & Teaching:Secondary Science Education:EDS, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin::Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Biology:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-English:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-History:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Math:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Education-Social St:Specialist in Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Arts Teach Colla, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Master of Education, Secondary Education & Teachin:Secondary Science Education:Specialist in Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Physics non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Social Std. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, SEC Spanish non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Sociology::Bachelor of Science, Sociology::Master of Arts, Spanish Language Teacher Educ.::MED, Special Ed (LD/BD) non-degree::999999, Special Ed (MR) non-degree::Undeclared - US, Special Education::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Special Education::BSED, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):EDS, Special Education:Curriculum Specialist (EdS):Specialist in Education, Special Education::EDS, Special Education (Leadership::Specialist in Education, Special Education::Master of Education, Special Education::MED, Special Education::Specialist in Education, Speech Path. non-degree::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Speech Pathology::Bachelor of Sci. in Education, Speech Pathology::Master of Education, Speech Pathology::MED, Sport Management::Bachelor of Science, Teacher Education:Biology (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Broad Field Sciences  (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Business Education (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Chemistry (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Economics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:English (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:History (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education::MAT, Teacher Education:Mathematics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Physics (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Political Science (6-12):Master of Arts in Teaching, Teacher Education:Special Education General Cur:Master of Arts in Teaching, Theatre::Bachelor of Arts, Unassigned, Undecided - Business::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Education::Undeclared - US, Undecided - Math/Science::Undeclared - US, Undeclared::Non-degree Undergrads, Undeclared::Non-dgree/Undeclared GS, Undeclared::Undeclared - US, Urban and Regional Planning::Master of Urb & Reg Planning

		Major: 		None, --, Accounting--, Administration and Supervisio--, Anthropology--, Applied Computer Science--, Art--, Art--Art Education (BFA), Art--Art Studio (BA), Art--Ceramics (BFA), Art Education non-degree--, Art--Graphic Design (BFA), Art--Photographic Design (BFA), Art--Printmaking (BFA), Art--Sculpture (BFA), Art Teacher Education--, -BBA ACCOUNT-, Biology--, Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Biology--General track (Biol), Biology--Pre-professional Concent (Bio, Biology/Secondary Education--, Biology--Secondary Education-Biology, Business Administration--, Business Administration-MBA WEB-, Business Administration, MGT--, Business Administration, MGT--Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secu, Business Education--, Business Education-BSED BUED-, Business Education non-degree--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--, Cert Ed Leadership PB--Building Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership PB--System Level (COE), Cert Ed Leadership Tier One, Cert Ed Leadership Tier One--, Chemistry--, Chemistry (BA)--, Chemistry (BA)--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry--Biochemistry Concentration, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry (BS)--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Chemistry, General Track, Chemistry--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Chemistry--Pre-professional Concent (Chm, Chemistry/Secondary Education--, Chemistry/Secondary Education--Chemistry, Secondary Edu Trac, Composition--, Computer Science--, Criminology--, Criminology (MA)--, Data Analys & Eval Certificat--, Early Childhood Education--, Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Early Childhood Education-MED ECED-, Earth Science/Secondary Educ--, ECE non-degree--, Economics--, Economics (BBA)--, Economics/Secondary Education--, Economics/Secondary Education-BS ECON ED-, Educational Leadership--, Educational Leadership--Building Level (COE), Educational Leadership--System Level (COE), English--, English--English Certification Concent, Environmental Science--, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Biology Conce, Environmental Science--Environ Science-Geology Conce, ESOL Endorsement (COE)--, Finance--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French, Foreign Languages & Literatur--French w/P-12 Certification, Foreign Languages & Literatur--German, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish, Foreign Languages & Literatur--Spanish w/P-12 Certification, French Language Teacher Educ.--, Geography--, Geography--Environmental Sustainability, Geography--Human Geography Concentrat, Geography--Physical Geography Concentrat, Geology--Geology Environmental Concen, Geology--Geology Erth Sci-Sec Ed Conce, Geology--Geology Pre-Prof Concen, Global Studies--, Health & Community Wellness--, Health & Community Wellness--Community Education and Care, Health & Community Wellness--Fitness & Wellness Leadership, History--, History--History Certification Concent, K-5 Math Endorsement (COE)--, K-5 Science Endorsement--, Management--, Management Information System--, Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Marketing--, Mass Communications--Convergence Journalism (COMM), Mass Communications--Digital Media & Telecomm., Mass Communications--Film and Media Arts (COMM), Mass Communications--Film & Video Production (COMM, Mass Communications--Public Relations (COMM), Mathematics--, Mathematics--Actuarial Science Concen(BS), Mathematics--Applied Computational (BS), Mathematics--Applied Discrete (BS), Mathematics--Applied Math Concentrtn (MS), Mathematics--Applied Mathematics, Mathematics--Applied Statistics Concen (BS, Mathematics--Secondary Education Concen(BS, Mathematics--Statistics & Actuarial Math, Mathematics--Teaching Concentration (MS-M), Mathematics--Traditional Math Concentrat, Media--, Media--Instruction Technology Concen, Media--IT School Library Media Cert, Media--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media non-degree--, Media non-degree--Instruction Technology Concen, Media non-degree--Media Specialist Concentrat, Media--Sch Library Media & Instr Tec, Middle Grades Education--, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Language Arts Concent (MGE), Middle Grades Education--Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Middle Grades Education--Social Studies Concent(MGE), Middle Grades non-degree--, Music Education--, Music Education--Keyboard,String,Guitar, Music Education non-degree--, Music Education--Voice, Music Education--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, NP Mgmt & Comm Dev Certificat--, Nursing--, Nursing-BSN-, Performance--, Performance--Jazz Studies Concentration, Performance--Performance-Pedagogy, Performance--Piano Pedagogy Concentrat, Performance--Voice, Performance--Woodwind,Brass,Percussion, Philosophy--, Physical Education--, Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Physical Educ. non-degree--, Physics--, Physics/Dual Degr Engineerin--, Physics--Physics Plan B, Physics--Physics Plan D-Secondary Educ, Physics/Secondary Education--, Political Science--, Political Science--General Concentration (BS), Political Science Non-Degree--, Political Science--Pre-Law Track (POLS), Pre-Accounting--, Pre-Art--, Pre-Biology--, Pre-Biology--Biology-Secondary Edu Concent, Pre-Business Education Teache--, Pre-Criminology--, Pre-Early Childhood Education--, Pre-Early Childhood Education-BSED ECE-, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Childhood Concentration, Pre-Early Childhood Education--Early Chld/Spec Concentration, Pre-Engineering--, Pre-Finance--, Pre-Hlth & Community Wellness--, Pre-Management--, Pre-Management Information Sy--, Pre-Management-MGNT GENERAL-, Pre-Marketing--, Pre-Mass Communications--, Pre-Middle Grades Education--, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGLS-Language Arts/Soc Studies Con, Pre-Middle Grades Education-BSED MGMS-, Pre-Middle Grades Education--Mathematics/Science Concentra, Pre-Nursing--, Pre-Physical Education--, Pre-Physical Education-PHYS ED-, Pre-Psychology--, Pre-Sociology--, Pre-Special Education--, Pre-Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Pre-Special Education-SPED MR-, Pre-Speech Pathology--, Pre-Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Pre-Sport Management--, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Pre-Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-Sport Management Concentratio, Prof. Counseling non-degree--, Prof Counseling & Supervision--, Professional Accounting--, Professional Counseling--, Professional Counseling--Clinical Mental Hth Counselin, Professional Counseling--College Student Affairs, Professional Counseling--Community Counseling Concentr, Professional Counseling--School Counseling Concentrat, Psychology--, Public Administration--, Reading Endorsement (COE)--, Reading Instruction--, Reading Instruction non-dgr--, School Improvement--, School Improvement--Early Childhood Concentration, School Improvement--Educational Leadership, School Improvement--English Speak Other Lang- ESO, School Improvement--Individual, School Improvement--Instruction Technology Concen, School Improvement--K-12 Online Learning, School Improvement--Media Specialist Concentrat, School Improvement--Reading, School Improvement--School Counseling Concentrat, School Improvement--Special Ed General Curriculum, SEC-Biology non-degree--, SEC Chemistry non-degree--, SEC Earth Science non-degree--, SEC Economics non-degree--, SEC English non-degree--, SEC French non-degree--, SEC History non-degree--, SEC Math non-degree--, --Secondary Education Concen(BS, Secondary Education & Teachin--, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin-MAT_SCEM-Secondary Science Education, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Biology, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-English, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-History, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Math, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Education-Social St, Secondary Education & Teachin--Secondary Science Education, Secondary Sci Ed. non-degree--, SEC Physics non-degree--, SEC Social Std. non-degree--, SEC Spanish non-degree--, Sociology--, Special Ed (MR) non-degree--, Special Education--, Special Education--, Special Education--Curriculum Specialist (EdS), Special Education (Leadership--, Special Education-SPED GENERAL-, Special Education-SPED MR-, Speech Path. non-degree--, Speech Pathology--, Speech Pathology-SPEECH LANG-, Sport Management--, Sport Management-BS SPRT MGMT-, Teacher Education--, Teacher Education--Biology (6-12), Teacher Education--Broad Field Sciences  (6-12), Teacher Education--Business Education (6-12), Teacher Education--Chemistry (6-12), Teacher Education--Economics (6-12), Teacher Education--English (6-12), Teacher Education--History (6-12), Teacher Education--Mathematics (6-12), Teacher Education--Physics (6-12), Teacher Education--Political Science (6-12), Teacher Education--Special Education General Cur, Theatre--, Undecided - Business--, Undecided - Education--, Undecided - Math/Science--, Undeclared--, Urban and Regional Planning--

		Minor: 		None

		Teacher Candidate:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Douglas Adams

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Nicole Adams

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Jesse Albers 

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Asia Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Sidney Alexander

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Claudia Amaya

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Abigail Amos

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Abbie Anderson

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Morgan Anderson

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Logan Ashe

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Alexandra Augello

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Benito Aviles

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Kali Bailey

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Samantha 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Lauren Bass

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Briana-Naomi Bates

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Alexis Benitez

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Jordan Benitex

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Courtney Williams

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Allie Bennett 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Laura "Allie" Bennett 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Jessica Bettis

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica Birr

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Molli Blaylock

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Julie Bohannon

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Savannah Boshears

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Tabitha Bowen

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Jasmine Bowman

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Kelsea Breedlove

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Chloe Bridges 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Ashley Brown

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Calie Brown

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Shelby Brownlee

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carolina Bruce 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline Bruce

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Emily Burns

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Dimitria Burton

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Amanda Butler

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Anna Estes

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Cameron Cable

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Taylor Campbell

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Hannah Chumley

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Brandon Clifton

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Ashley Cochran

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Taylor Cornelious

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Helen Cox

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Ashlin Cruz

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Joanna Davidson

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Danielle Davis

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Marquita Davis

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Shayla Day

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Taryn Dean

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Emily DePena

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Brittany Dermo

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan Dill

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Michaela Dillard

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Charity Dobbs

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolack

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Natalie Dolak

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa Dougherty 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel Doyle

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara Duncan

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Crystal Edwards 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli Eidson

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Hannah Faucher

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Ms. Hannah Faucher

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Caitlyn Faulkner

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Dani Fick

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Dara Fincher

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Jasmine Ford 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Jessica Frazier

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Madison Fuller

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer Galindo

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Stacey Gante

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Breanna Garrett

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		George		Laurel		917434253		Laurel George

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyasha Grant

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Nyashsa Grant

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Ashton Green

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Cortny Green

		Green		Leshea		917440472		LeShea Green

		Green		Megan		917463432		Megan Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Quantia Green

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Jazyln Grier

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor Hainley

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessica Hale

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Jessi Hale

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Mahaley Hallmark

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley Hamby

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Michelle Hamrick 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany Harper

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Rebecca Hernandez

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Shelby Douglas

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Brittany Holmes

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Courtney Howard

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Britney Hudgins

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey Jackson

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor Jarrell

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Brooke Jones

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Lindsey Kelley

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Kennington

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		McKenzie Kierce 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Haniyyah Lee

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah Lee

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Samantha Lindsey

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Martha Loera

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Cyntia Lopez

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Darianna Lovette

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Madison Magalhaew

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Leigh Marlow

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah Meacham

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna Meacham

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Tiana Meadows

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Breanna Meyers

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Alyssa Montgomery

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Victoria Montgomery

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Anna Moore

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Monica Nacey 

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Jazzmyne Nelson

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Marysa Nesmith 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		caysie Newbern

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Mary Nixon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Lauren Norton

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Victoria Norwood

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Sydney O'Carroll

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Kendal Olinger

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan Ott

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Emily Paris

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige Partlow

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana Percy

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex Petch 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Leslie Pinon

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Jessica Pope

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Emily Powers

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Mildred Rabun

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Alexis Ramsey

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Kinthia Reese

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Erin Rhinehart

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Coni Ritchie

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Pilly Rivera Estrada

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca Roberts

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Cara Robertson

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Shantee Rudolph

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Kristal Rustin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Roxanne Seaman

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah Shelton

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Donna Smith

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Jordan Smith

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Tyler Spence

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Maegan Stalvey

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Virginia Staples

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Hannah Starnes

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Grant Stephens

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tierra Stewart

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Sarah Stinson

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Sarah Stohr

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kamryn Storey

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice Sullivan

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Betsy McElhannon

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Samuel Sykes

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn Tankersley

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Quaesha Taylor

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Claudia Telleria

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Brooke Temples

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Brittany Thompson

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ashley Thornton

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Olivia Towe

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Natalie Traylor

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Rebecca Turner

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ashley Ulstad

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Jessica Uzamere

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Darby Vance

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Abbigayle Van Lede

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Ryan Vignetti

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Morgan Wagy

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Hannah Walker 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Tayari Walker

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Mikayla Ward

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor Washington

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Zachary White

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Sara Wieda

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Haleigh Wilbanks

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja Wilkerson

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Tracey Jo Williams

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Kayla Wilson

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		Kaytlyn Witcher 

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Anna Wolford

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Caroline Woodhead

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Destinee Woods

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren  Woodson

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Tierra Wooten

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna Wulf

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton Wulf

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Ashlee Zachmeyer

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Dynasty Zayas

		Responses (n): 		236

		Response Rate: 		98.74%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		03/23/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/02/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/19/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/02/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/11/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		03/13/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/02/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		03/27/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		02/13/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		11/07/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		04/19/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/24/2017

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		11/28/2016

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		03/15/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		12/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		11/28/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/15/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/27/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		11/14/2016

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/10/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/16/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/14/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		11/16/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/18/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/09/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		03/31/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		03/31/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Ashton		917456467		03/29/2017

		Green		Cortny		917416570		10/26/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/14/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		11/07/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/10/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		10/19/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/09/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		04/10/2017

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		04/10/2017

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		11/16/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/29/2017

		Loera		Martha		917389886		11/11/2016

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		11/03/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		03/27/17

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		04/10/2017

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		03/08/2017

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/02/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		11/03/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		09/28/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/29/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		11/14/2016

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		10/18/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		03/27/2017

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		10/13/2016

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		03/15/2017

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/12/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/06/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		11/30/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		04/12/2017

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		03/27/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/07/2016

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		11/04/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/10/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		11/07/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/14/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/04/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/02/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		11/04/2016

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		03/27/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		02/24/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/02/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/09/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		White		Zachary		917456354		03/15/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		03/29/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		04/14/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		11/28/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		04/14/2017

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		10/14/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/01/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/27/2016

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		11/16/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		11/02/2016

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		09/26/2016

		Responses (n): 		235

		Response Rate: 		98.33%

		School:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Carrollton Middle School

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Jones Elementary School

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Villa Rica Elementary

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Carrollton Middle School

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Roopville Elementary

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Villa Rica Elementary

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Carrollton Middle School

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Jones Elementary

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Arbor Station Elementary

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Villa Rica Elementary 

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		VRES

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		CES

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Villa Rica Elemementary

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		Van Wert Elementary School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Carrollton Middle School

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Roopville Elementary School

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Carrollton Elementary School

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Elm Street Elementary

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Whitesburg Elementary

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Carrollton Middle School

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		North Douglas Elementary

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Carrollton Middle School 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Roopville Elementary School

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		BES

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		MZE

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Van Wert Elementary School

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Peeples Elementary

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Lithia Springs Elementary Schoool

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Central Elementary

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Heard County Elementary School

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		North Douglas Elementary

		Brown		Calie		917411525		North Douglas

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Carrollton Middle School

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Jones Elementary

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Carrollton Middle School

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Sara Harp Minter Elementary

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Lithia Springs ELementary

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		White Oak Elementary

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		MZE

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Mt. Zion 

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Mt. Zion Elementary

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		MZE

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Central Elementary

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Central Elementary School

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Carrollton Middle

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Johnson Elementary

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Mount Zion Elementary

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Western

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Sand Hill

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Sand Hill Elementary

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Jones

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Elm Street Elementary 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Central Elementary 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Carrollton MIddle School

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Van Wert Elementary

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Carrollton Middle School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Bowdon Elementary School

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Glanton- Hindsman Elementary

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Canongate Elem. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Coweta Charter Academy 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Carrollton Elementary 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Villa Rica Elementary

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Sand Hill Elementary 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Mount Zion Elementary

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Central Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Arbor Station Elementary

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Villa Rica Elementary School

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Villa Rica Elementary School 

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Ithica Elementary School

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Coweta Charter Academy

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Thomas Crossroads

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Carrollton Elementary

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Temple Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Carrollton Elementary

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Temple Elementary

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Bowdon Elementary School

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Canongate Elementary

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		CCAS

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Central Elementary

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Whitesburg Elementary School 

		George		Laurel		917434253		Ithica

		George		Laurel		917434253		Temple Elementary

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Roopville Elementary School

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Temple Elementary

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Bowdon Elementary

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Buchanan Primary

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Carrollton Elementary School

		Green		Megan		917463432		Bowdon Elementary School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Carrollton Middle School

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Ithica Elementary School

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Bowdon Elementary

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Sand Hill Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Carrollton Elementary

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Ithica Elementary School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Arbor Station Elem School

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Bright Star Elementary

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Carrollton Middle School

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Ithica Elementary School

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Roopville Elementary 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Temple Elementary

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Canongate

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Villa Rica Elementary

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Carrollton Elementary School

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Central Elementary

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Buchanan Elementary School

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Temple Elementary School

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Roopville Elementary

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Buchanan Elementary

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Carrollton Middle School

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Roopville Elementary

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Bright Star

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Roopville Elementary 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Bowdon Elementary

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Sand Hill Elementary

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Buchanan Elementary School

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Jones elementary

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Carrollton Elementary School

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Carrollton Elementary School

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Carrollton Middle School

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Carrollton Middle School

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Canongate

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Eastside Elementary

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		CMS

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Carrollton Middle School 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Eastside Elementary

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Carrollton Middle School

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Carrollton Elementary

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Central Elementary

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Arbor Station Elementary School

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Carrollton Elementary 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Bright star elementary

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Johnson

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Carrollton Middle School

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Central Elementary School

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Ithica Elementary

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		CES

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Whitesburg Elementary

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Eastside

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Sand Hill

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Carrollton Middle School

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Elm Street Elementary 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Carrollton Middle School 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Heard Elementary

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Sand HIll Elementary

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Coweta Charter Academy

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Thomas Crossroads Elementary

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Whitesburg Elementary

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Carrollton Middle School

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Carrollton Middle

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Whitesburg Elementary

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Arbor Station Elementary

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Sand Hill Elementary

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Carrollton Middle School

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Whitesburg Elementary

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Central Elementary School

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Carrollton Middle School

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		White Oak Elementary

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Coweta Charter Academy

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Crabapple Lane Elementary

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Ithica Elementary 

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Central Elementary

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Lithia Springs Elementary

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Lithia Springs Elementary 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Huddleston Elementary School

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Glanton-Hindsman Elementary

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Central Elementary School

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Villa Rica Elementary

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Glanton-Hindsman

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Johnson Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Bowdon Elementary School

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Roopville Elementary

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Bright Star Elementary

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Carrollton Elementary

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Buchanan Elementary School

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Carrollton Elem

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Central Elem.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Glanton Hindsman Elementary

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		Carrollton Middle School

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Ithica Elementary School

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Central Elementary School

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Ithica

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Bowdon Elementary School

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Roopville Elementary 

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Sand Hill Elementary School

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Ithica Elementary School

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Coweta Charter Academy

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		CMS

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Temple Elementary School

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Roopville Elementary

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Whitesburg Elementary School

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Roopvlle

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Ithica Elementary School

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Providence Elementary

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bowdon Elementary School

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Bright Star

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Providence Elementary

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Central Elementary

		West		Sydney		917437847		North Douglas Elementary

		White		Zachary		917456354		Sharp Creek Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Thomas Crossroads Elementary School

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Western Elementary School

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Temple Elementary

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Sharp Creek

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Temple Elementary

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elm Street

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Canongate

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Western Elementary School

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Carrollton Elementary School

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		LSES

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Huddleston Elementary

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Whitesburg Elementary

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Bright Star

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Sharp Creek Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Canongate Elementary

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Coweta Charter Academy

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Whitesburg Elementary

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		North Douglas Elementary

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Coweta Charter Academy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Grade:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		5th

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		First

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		First Grade

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		3

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		4

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		5th

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		5

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		First

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		3

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		3

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		3

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		3rd

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		1

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		3

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		4

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		3

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		5th

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Third

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		1st

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		5th

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		1

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		4

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		4

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		5th 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		3

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		4th

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		3rd

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Fourth Grade

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		3rd 

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Third Grade

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		4

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		1st

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		1st 

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		5th

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		3rd

		Brown		Calie		917411525		3rd Grade

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		1

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		4th

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		4

		Burns		Emily		917405476		3rd

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		First Grade

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		4

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		5th Grade

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		3

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		5

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		4

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		4

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Second

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		5

		Cox		Helen		917469851		2nd

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		5th

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		First Grade

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		3rd

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		5

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Third

		Day		Shayla		917469816		3rd

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		1

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		4

		Depena		Emily		917401090		4th 

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		First Grade

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Fourth

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		5

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		5th

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		4th Grade

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		second

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		3

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		5th 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		3rd

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		4th 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		5th SS

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		4

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		3rd Science- Heat

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		5

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		4th grade

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Fourth

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		3rd

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		4

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		2nd

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		3

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		2

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		4th

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		4

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		3rd

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Kindergarten

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		1

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		3rd

		George		Laurel		917434253		2

		George		Laurel		917434253		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		5th

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Fourth

		Green		Ashton		917456467		5

		Green		Cortny		917416570		1

		Green		Leshea		917440472		1st

		Green		Megan		917463432		4

		Green		Quantia		917413808		4th

		Green		Quantia		917413808		5th

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		third

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		3rd

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		1

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		fourth

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		4th

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		5

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		4th

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		5th

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		4

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		5th

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Fourth

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		2

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		5

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		2nd

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		5

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		1

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		5th Grade

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		4

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		3

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		5

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		1st

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		4th

		Lee		Anna		917418928		3rd

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Third

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		3

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		5

		Loera		Martha		917389886		4

		Loera		Martha		917389886		first

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		3rd

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Second

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		4th

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		4th

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		3rd

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		First

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		5

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		5th

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Second

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		5th

		Moore		Anna		917418396		3

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		5

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		4

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		3

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		1st

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		1

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		5

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		2

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		3rd

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		3

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		1st

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		4th

		Paris		Emily		917432002		5

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Fourth

		Percy		Briana		917492726		4

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		3rd 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		4

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		2nd

		Powers		Emily		917436927		1st

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		4

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		5

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		1st

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		3rd

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		4th

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Fifth

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		5th

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		3

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		3

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		5th Grade

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		4th grade

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		5th

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Second

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		4

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		First

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		2

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		5th

		Smith		Donna		917461645		3rd

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Secoond

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		4th

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		2

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		5th

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		2

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		3

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		4

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		1st

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		2nd

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		4

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		3rd

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		1

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		5th

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		2nd

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		3

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		3

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		4

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		5th

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		3rd

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		3

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		1st

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		5

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		3

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		4th

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		2nd

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		4th

		Vance		Darby		917457706		5

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		3

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		5th

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		3

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Third

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		3rd

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		3

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		First Grade

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		4th

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		4

		West		Sydney		917437847		4th

		White		Zachary		917456354		5th

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		3

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		5

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		2

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		1st grade

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		4th

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		5th

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Second

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		1st

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		5

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		5th

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		3rd

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		4th

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		3

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		4th

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		3

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		First

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		3rd

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		3rd

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Fourth

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		Observer:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Brittany Young

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		Tracey Pirkle

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		Harmonie McMahan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Laura Hightower

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Laurie Strawn

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Bohannon		Julie		917499095		Cathy Albea

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		Andi McPeak

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Maden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Dr. Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle Barker

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Ginny Edwards

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Kyndel Pirkle

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Davenport/Skelton

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Emily McGee

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline-Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Tina Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Kristy McCord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie WIlliamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman 

		Green		Ashton		917456467		Kelly Christopher

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Mrs. Andrea Lawson

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Noelle Jones

		Lindsey		Samantha		917435236		Christina Shoemaker

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Drew Moon

		Loera		Martha		917389886		Tonya Crawford

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Kristie Staples

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Meadows		Tiana		917442044		Nikki Williams

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Jennifer Morrow 

		Montgomery		Alyssa		917475103		Lisa Bourque

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Newbern		Caysie		917370866		Gina  Moody

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Kim Wilson

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Amber Sambdman 

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert 

		Pope		Jessica		917419934		Camille Prichard

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Shirley Freeland

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S.Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Rustin		Kristal		917503189		Sharon Liebe

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Ronda Hall

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas 

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savdige

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Manda Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensbereger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Amy Baxter

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Angela Heath

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		White		Zachary		917456354		Joshua Underwood

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Ann Christensen

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Erica Mitchell

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Sandra Hogan

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Witcher		Kaytlyn		917436497		WILL MCALEXANDER

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Lindsay Long (Beth Little)

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wooten		Tierra		917412310		Jennifer Vaught

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		917478809		Likisha Coffee

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		237

		Response Rate: 		99.16%

		LESSON DESIGN 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		3		3		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		3		3		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		3		3		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You introduced verb usage by reading a fun story and having students listen for and act out the verbs in the story.    You then had students pick noun and verb cards and listen to see if they matched.  You were able to see if the students were able to hear matching verbs instantly by seeing whether they put them in the right bag or not.  That was a good assessment activity.   The children enjoyed the game matching the verbs.   You also reflected on your lesson, and decided you would have them write some of their sentences next time you teach the lesson. 

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Standard was not shared, but students we made aware of the learning goal.  Lesson plan had good flow.(look at multiplication and division word problems, discuss key words and then write your own from a given multiplication and division sentence)

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander designed this lesson with a team of teachers, including myself. This is evidence of collaboration among grade level. This is a very strong skill for Ms. Alexander.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		The standard does not meet the objective being taught. Miss A taught on dictionary skills and she did, however the skill she taught was not a third grade skill. It was a second grade skill, being able to locate the guide words on a page.  When I asked her about the standard, she mentioned that it was listed on the Brain Pop video. We discussed how Brain Pop uses many standards to reach as many as possible, but it is our job to make sure they are third grade standards and they are correct. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass explained the week's phonics skill and explained how to identify "floss" words.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Mrs. Williams activated students background knowledge and connected it to the standards/goals for the current lesson.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Very prepared.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica does a great job letting the students know the "I Can" statements or what they need to know.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Tell students what EQ stands for (Essential Question) 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You always have your standards and I Can statements posted. You read and explain these to the students. Your lessons always follow a logical order.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		This lesson was a reteaching lesson for verb tenses. We were able to look at the data together to determine what are students needed and then divided into groups. 

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Lessons have become better develped. Time management stil needs to be improved upon.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Great job of intergrating Social Studies and ELA standards in your lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline followed my lead today.  I taught the lesson on estimating quitients and then she taught the same lesson to the other group.  The standards are clearly posted in my classroom and the learning goal was discussed. She did not write the lesson plan for this lesson.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is an excellent planner.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton gave the students extra guided practice using the white boards to allow for understanding.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Standard posted on board, read, and discussed by Ms. Butler. Lesson plan well thought out.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Lesson plan submitted on time and spoke with teacher about lesson prior to teaching to meet learner's needs.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Standards were posted and reviewed by students at the beginning of the lesson. The lesson was reviewing a concepts of revision, and there was a balance of student driven and teacher driven work time. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You used the correct standards but you didn't research to see what was meant by the standards and how to teach the information. In order to be effective, you must understand what the students have learned and where their learning is headed.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Expectations were made clear at the beginning of the lesson.  Lesson plan was well prepared and thought out.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Lesson was organized.  The learning goals were clear so the students knew what was expected from the lesson.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Review over Explorers for upcoming test.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Learning Goals need to be stated for yourself and your students,.  

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was able to introduce the math unit of elapsed time.  I modeled my questioning techniques with the first group, and she taught the other 3 groups.  With the beginning of any unit, its best to know what they know so you can build on skills or re-test necessary parts.   She did a perfect job with her questioning and HOTS questions.  She also was able to relate to their previous mapping unit with another teacher about the prime meridian.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa was extremly prepared for this lesson. She used different types of teaching techniques throughout the lesson and expectations were clearly stated. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara has done an awesome job of making sure her lessons coinside with the standards we are working on in our units. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Great job on lesson design

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Awesome!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job presenting the objective and standards.  The lesson was sequenced in an orderly fashion.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lesson plan was never sent or shown to me (the supervising teacher).

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer's lesson plans are concise and age-appropriate. She does a wonderful job providing details so the reader knows what to expect. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Great plan to teach types of sentences.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Lesson plan had a clear beginning, middle, and end. You went over the standard at the beginning of the lesson. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You flowed the lesson to build excitement and keep the students engaged. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Great intro. with a review of the standard.

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Taylor taught a lesson on area. She engaged the students with a fun interactive power point. She built on their previous knowledge and expanded their understanding.

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She explained what an attribute is (vocabulary word within the standard). Needs to go into more detail about what a characteristic is and maybe give examples. Good use of the anchor chart and involvement of the class to complete the attributes of the basic shapes. Students gave real life examples of shapes in the real world.

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Good lesson reviewing the RACE strategy.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Great job discussing shapes and how when they are put together can make a new shape (i.e- robot). 

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Standards were posted but not presented.  We discussed the lesson, but I did not view the lesson plan.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Powerpoint was made that clearly defines learning goals and standards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor discussed the standards as she presented them to the students in a powerpoint presentation.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Be more specific about how you will address students needs such as ESOL students, students with learning disabilities, etc..

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		5th Grade Conflict in Middle East Creation of Isreal

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna showed the students the standard and essential questions after they watched the Flocabulary video. "How do I use quotations in Dialogue?" *What are quotation marks? Anna used whole brain teaching cues to introduce the information.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Lesson was on Paul Revere and the purpose was to describe a sequence of historical events.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		This lesson was on shades of meaning of verbs and adjectives (2L5b). This particular lesson focused on adjectives. The standard and essential question were in the flipchart. The flipchart gave examples of shades of meaning for adjectives (good, nice, big,..). Students had to give their own adjectives to add to Ms. Lovette's flipchart. When she was confident about students' understanding, she had them create a scarecrow. Students created a scarecrow adding shades of meaning to adjectives to the patches of the scarecrow.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Preparation of the lesson was good.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson plans are well written and student engaged.  Lessons ar every creative and get he students directly invovled in their learning.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Planned a review game over the skills/strategies that students have learned in their academic class.  Students are attending an afterschool program that will help remediate weak academics.  This activity kept the students motivated with high energy after a full school day!

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Try to come up with a kid-friendly way to explain the standards and connect it to the kids' lives.  The wording in the standards is complicated, so, to most of the kids, you're just reading words instead of explaining what the standards mean.  

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Standard was stated in the powerpoint and addressed in delivery 2.  Great Powerpoint. You could consider showing half one day and the other half the next day. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Very clear and organized lesson plan. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige planned a thorough lesson on personification. 

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Lesson was  creative and differentiated as needed based on Inclusion, reg. or gifted classroom setting.

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		You did a good job reviewing the standard over the letter writing process and the Civil War. At the end of the lesson try to ask students the I can statement to check for their understanding, 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Used student friendly language to explain standards and learning goals. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Learning Goal:  What caused fighting in Europe beginning the Great War?

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Lesson plan was written clearly.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students will describe the importance of the 23rd, 24th, 26th amendments and explain how they connect to protect voting rights.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Standard was not presented or visible. You had the essential question posted, but you never went over it with the students.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Don't forget to introduce and refer back to the standard and essential question during your lesson.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good Lesson! Great use of the RDW strategy.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Alice ALWAYS goes the extra mile and her lesson plans are impeccably organized and thorough.

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn submitted her lesson plan in time to review and make changes. She states the goals for the lesson on her plan and posts on the board for students.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Enjoyed the powerpoint with the standards and eq's.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		EQ:  Why is the Spanish American War considered a turning point in American History?  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The lesson was over the three branches of government. The lesson plan was well written with the appropriate standards addressed. The learning goals were clearly stated to the students. The lesson was organized and in a logical sequence.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Lesson Plan written well, with clear objectives

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Lesson:  Reference materials Lesson plan was well planned, but the plan was not followed. Standards and learning goals were not specifically adressed, but metioned within the lesson.  

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor's lesson plan is clear and thorough.  It is evident she is prepared to teach her lesson.

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White did a thorough job describing the standards involved with the lesson (MGSE5.MD.1 Convert among different-sized standard measurement units (mass, weight, length, time, etc.) within a given measurement system (customary and metric) (e.g., convert 5cm to 0.05m), and use these conversions in solving multi-step, real world problems).  Mr. White also displayed the learning objectives by creating appropriate Essential Questions.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Awesome!

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Have the students state the EQ.

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		Deja is very organized and plans interesting, engaging lessons. 

		Responses (n): 		76

		Response Rate: 		31.80%

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		3		3		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		3		3		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		3		3		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		3		3		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		3		3		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		3		3		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		3		3		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		3		3		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		3		3		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Your lesson openings are always great!  You did a wonderful job incorporating math into the immigration lesson by tying in the prices then versus now and having students determine the difference.

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		You obviously thought about the students you paired together.  Very good lesson!

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Good examples for students to use.  Good use of good multiplication and division vocabulary.  The pace of the lesson has to be much faster. Make sure you are not allowing one student to answer most of the questions.  Instead of asking if anyone is confused,  use their work to know.  Give all the directions before the students leave to get the eggs and make sure they have their materials before they go.  Many students were struggling to write these problems.  Most students were not aware of the closing.  Overall, the biggest thing to work on is the pace of the lesson.  This can improve when students are on task and when directions are clear.  

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses a variety of instructional strategies to engage students and support student learning.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Miss A started her video by a Brain Pop video without giving any background knowledge to the students to gain their attention. She then broke the students into groups without assessing them to see which group they should be on based on what they know. Also all groups did the same lesson… finding guided words. After the lesson, Miss A mentioned that she thought the students did very well. I explained that the lesson she taught was a previous lesson from last year and the students should of done well. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Children were active in the phonics lesson, moving from "writing" on each others' backs to practicing decoding spelling words on a sheet.

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Lesson had a great mix of teacher-led and student led discussions.  Mrs. Williams included music, video, and physical movement to engage students throught the lesson.  I  loved the body movements used to allow students to recall different weather instruments and its purpose.  Students were provided with a visaul image to include with the ineteractive notebook flipbook created to use as a study guide.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great job relating to real world situations. Guided reading when needed. Differentiated for all groups.

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica always asks the students question which require the students to "dig deeper" in their thinking.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Powerpoint was a great review tool Related to the Kudzu in the surrounding area- good Make a slide with a question to pose to the students that is a higher order thinking question Differentiation- you could have a word bank You had the students repeat back the "facts" x2 that was good

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		All the students were engaged in each part of the lesson. You used several different instructional practices, such as direct instruction, explicit modeling, guided instruction, and student directed learning. Using the pictures of each emotion provided an excellent visual support to the ESOL students. Having students practice each emotion face with a partner provided a chance for lower students to practice before presenting their ideas.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Great mini lesson smooth transitions allowed students more independent practice, and open discussion guided practice and reteaching was critical in these groups, the questions and teaching was very good and hit the skill for mastery

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Time management still can be improved upon.

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Great Job setting the expectations for the students. 

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*There were spelling mistakes on the student worksheets. * The students were a little overwhelmed by the material and I think it would have been beneficial to discuss the topic in greater depth before having students complete assignments on their own. Perhaps have students physically come up and label the continents and oceans instead of all of the children yelling out the answers at one time. This led to confusion and uncertainty about the information.  Allowing students to use the power point slide to complete one of the activities was a positive strategy that work for this lesson.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Use of a graphic organizer to compare the explorers and Peter Rabbit was great. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline follow the lesson plan as I did in the morning.  We adapted the pace for the ALP group and she monitored the students as they moved through the lesson.  Her questions to the students were on point and relivant tot the lesson.  She had a good understanding of the content and skill being taught. 

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Your lessons are engagiing and interactive.  I enjoy watching you teach and watching my students learn.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		The school uses Eureka math curriculum to teach math Mrs. Burton followed this curriculum her lesson. She did a good job teaching the content.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Called on students to tell what they knew about the Oregon Trail. Video opener - engaging; students recalled many details Ms. Butler explained the Oregon Trail was not the only pathway westward. Encouraged students - positive feedback for answers Some students used calculators; others did not (differentiation according to ability) 

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Teacher seems to be at ease with moving from one area to another.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Be sure to allot time at the end of review the concepts, as well as checking for understanding. You were good about asking if students understood, or if they had questions. Next time spend a few minutes going over the overall concept at the end of checking their work. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		You spent a lot of time telling and showing rather than allowing the students to find out on their own. You can improve this by asking different questions requiring thinking and linking information. When students answer incorrectly, guide them to the correct answer rather than calling on someone totally different. If student answered wrong, explain why their answer was incorrect. Monitor your transitions. You cannot wait for all the students to complete before you move to another task.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		The lesson had a great balance of hands on activities, review with Prezi, and a I have Who has money game.  The students loved the opportunity to visit the store and spend their money.

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Mrs. Cox added some hundreds as tens and ones.  She discovered the error and corrected it.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Another way to differentiate would be to determine another set of data, divide into groups, and allow each group to create one of the presentations (tally table, pictograph, or bar graph).

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Students enjoyed the "I have, who has" game! I heard them say that they wanted to play it again and that it was so fun. Getting them out of their seats is a great way to get their minds going. Make sure when showing things on the hover cam, that you take out the papers underneath so they can see exactly what you are showing them. Students were engaged during the task card activity and you did a great job of walking to groups and discussing their decisions. Asking higher-order thinking questions takes a lot of practice to master. You did a great job of differentiating the answer sheets for the task cards. The transistions seemed a little rushed. Take your time, and if it runs into another activity its okay. It's better to take your time making sure they understand than making sure all activities get done. The kahoot activity was a great way to summarize their learning. They enjoy the technology.

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The lesson was involving developing characters for a story.  The students loved listening to the book, Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible, No Good, Very Bad Day.  They were then guided in a discussion on describing the character in the book. Both internal and external character traits were discussed.  They were then directed to come up with a character on their own. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The purpose of the lesson was to review area and perimeter by using a game format. The lesson began by showing a Flocabulary video that modeled how to find area and perimeter. After the video, Ms. Day modeled the exact same problem that was shown on the video. Alternate examples would have been more effective so the students could have seen several different examples. The directions to the game were not clearly modeled or articulated. A small group of students were pulled to differentiate the lesson, however, many of the students in the larger group seemed unclear or confused about how to play the game. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Great questioning and use of technolgy!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Miss Dermo moninitored the classroom throughout the lesson to make sure the students were engaged and completing the activity. The students were provided with a time-line to complete after watching a small clip on Theordore Roosevelt.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan had a Jeopardy game reviewing Explorers. She grouped students on teams of odd and even numbers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Overall a good lesson, but you seem to relax more when you teach small group and these are your strugglers.  Keep up the hard work.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		The lesson was on life cycles. Ms. Dolak used Brainpopjr to discuss butterflies. She started lesson by discussing prior knowledge with the class. She used Kahoot game to increase student interest and engagement. She had a practice sheet for independent practice. 

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		She was able to incorporate class discussions into workbook pages questions with ease.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Vanessa has improved tremendously on the type of questions she asks the students. She allows them to use higher order and collaborative thinking skills. She makes sure she include in her lesson guided and independent practice that engages the students. 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Raikel did a wonderful job reviewing strategies such as CUBES to help students solve two-step word problems. The students were engaged in the lesson and the standards were covered in an exciting way. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is wonderful at differentiating her lessons. She instructs, gives a formative assessent, and differentiates based on student needs. 

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Great job!!!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher did a good job accomodating students with special needs.  She had an appropriate guided and independent practice activity.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Slow Down Relax Involve students as much as possible Tell tables ahead of time what they will be reading. Set a timer or time limit. Review partner rules. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		No lesson opening present. She just went straight to having students write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks. Student expectations were unclear. She wanted the students to write things off of the anchor chart into their notebooks, but students (as well as I) were confused on what they were suppose to write. No differentiation present. Closing did not have students explain keys points of the lesson and was simply a repeat of the independent practice.

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Students were actively involved in the lesson. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Summer provided a variety of opportunities for students to share their thoughts and make connections with sequential  events. She related her lesson to the story, "The Tiny Seed" by Eric Carle.

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		I like the way you asked questions throughout your lesson. Great job of keeping them thinking!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-Walked around to gove feedback during lesson. -May need to write larger on the board for students to follow better with you. -Great balance of independent, whole group, and partner work! -Its okay to add info on the Venn Diagram that the students mention that is correct even if its not one of your points of the lesson. For example, one child said that owls are noctournal. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Even though expectations and directions had to be repeated, you clearly had defined expectations for the students. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Students were given clear instructions. Ms. Green had a checklist to make sure that ALL students were given an opportunity to answer and participate. Game was fun and challenging, but it was also easily adaptable to all learning levels. Everyone was made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Students were not as engaged in the lesson. It was a lot of writing and hard for students with  modifications. There should have been a cloze note sheet for them when discussing the Black Cowboys, Great Western Trial , and Chisholom Trial. It was a lot of information. It would have been helpful to give them guided notes. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Miss Hale needs to work on effectively transistioning between activities. Off task behavior was observed when students were waiting for her to transition to the next activity. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She did a good job of addressing behaviors. She used the worksheet as the assessment piece. The students had to use the classroom to identify basic shapes and then list them on the worksheet. I would love to see more use of tactile learning opportunities.....using actual blocks, etc.

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		There are some students in the class that don't like to participate in discussions.  This less

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The lesson went smoothly and the students were able to discuss the steps as well as write a constructed response. 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Brittany will consider partnering students during work periods to provide peer support/interaction, and overall engagement. She will also consider using manipulatives to support conceptual growth of students. Open-ended questions encouraged students to extend their thinking. One student stated "I love this, so much!"

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Great lesson wrapping up unit on fractions.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Very cute review for the benchmark. You nught want to clarify all game rules before beginning.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Could possibly ask more in depth questions with this particular group.  However, I know it was overwhelming. Closing with review of the theme they chose.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Students were very engaged during the lesson. They were able to give input in the lesson because you incorporated previously taught material (shapes names/attributes, tally marks, graphing, discussion of more/less than.  

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Love the research and writing component of this lesson! Way to incorporate this across the curriculum! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Students worked in pairs/groups to solve multiplication word problems.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Delivery has improved. Make sure directions are provided verbally and in writting for students to refer back to.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		Students compared and contrasted two maps of Palestine. You modeled your own thinking and asked higher order thinking questions. Students were asked to view problem from multiple perspectives. Higher Order! Students discussed possible solutions to the problems facing the Middle East. You extended the lesson with discussion of current Middle East events. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a great job allowing students to think about the questions before they answered them. She gave the students a comic and allowed them to analyze them. She also hooked the students using Flocabulary-"Quotation Marks"
She asked students to act out the comic. Each student had a different role in Dialogue. Example: two students were quotation marks" Anna used whole brain teaching cues to keep the students engaged during the lesson.
What are the bubbles next to the character? What do we know about them?
Anna allowed the students to analyze the comic and create dialogue tags for the characters. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Great job! My only suggestion is to allow students to work with you as you create the graphs - perhaps on notebook, white boards, or a pre-filled in sheet.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Hanniyah did a good job of breaking students up into different groups based on their reading level and gave them leveled passages to read. This was more appropriate for children to read a passage according to their reading level. Having them in groups worked well. Ms. Lee did a good job of activating background knowledge by having students think and share what they already knew about Paul Revere. Next time, think about having them share with their partner before sharing out. Like a think-pair-share. Remember to have a little bit of instructional/model time before releasing students to work in small groups. Next time, I would have a plan for something students can do when they finish early. Maybe they have an extended writing task that's a DOK 3 or 4. Or even have a short answer question they could repond to. Ending question(students write to answer)- Why do you think that all sources about Paul Revere give the same information? How are they related? Good to draw students back into the standard/goal for the day.

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed the opening to your lesson.  It was beneficial to provide the kinestheticc aspect to the lesson.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Ms. Lovette worked wonderful with this group of students. She has worked with high achievers with well above second grade students while some are working at a first grade level.

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		The lesson was a good lesson and the fact that Ms. Marlow was nervous was evident.  She did better after Mr. Tolbert taught the lesson with one class.  She finished the lessons with the other classes.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		lesson is engaging, hands on, challegeing for students.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savannah did a great job reviewing the topic of verbs and asking for examples.When students needed spelling help she readily realized this need and used the promthean board to assist in unknown  words for the students to use.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		The lesson idea together was very cute and unique. However students were unwaware of what to do. Ask questions to make sure that students are aware of what to do, 

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		To help pace the lesson, set a small timer each round to help push the students to finish within a designated time.  Think of things the grouips can do if they finish quickly.  This will help with management issues.  Students enjoyed being able to move around and shoot the ball after answering questions.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I'd like to see you ask more "why" and "how" questions to really get the kids thinking.  Any time a student gives their word pair and whether it is a synonym or antonym, ask them "why they know that" or 'how do you know the word pair is a synonym?".

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		1.  Students "reconstructed" a puzzle to introduce lesson 2.  Some print on slides was too small and needed a darker font. 3.  After students worked on their own, designing their own plan for Reconstruction, you showed struggling learners examples of a Reconstruction plan to help with ideas 4. Students summarized what they learned to close the lesson.

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		This lesson was effective and well balanced. 

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Good job at getting their attention with the Flocabulary song on Main Idea.  They enjoyed the interactive Main Idea game on the Promethean Board.  I loved the closing activity.  The "Chit Chat Cards" were a great quick way to assess the students learning. Good transition between whole group and individual group. 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige used a variety of activities to teach this lesson. The class really enjoyed the video commericals she used. It brought real world learning in the classroom.

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Briana always makes the students explain and think deeper into the answer.

		Petch		Alexander		917386087		Alex has been reading Helen Keller with the class over the last few weeks. Today he did a small group lesson using the book The Black Book of Colors  to help students make text to world connections and better understand what it would be like to be blind. The book did not have any color and had Braille to read alongside the words. There were also raised illustrations to help envision what a blind person's perception would be on items such as strawberries or rain. Each student was able to read several pages to feel the Braille. This was very engaging and helped them to get a glimpse into some of the challenges that Helen faced. 

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		I liked the way you opened with having them create a vision. You can utalize this by having students share out what they imagined. Students were a little unclear about the parts of a letter. When this happens you can always stop their independent practice and review the parts before having them continue. 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Make sure you explain how you are going to check the sprint. That will help the students follow along. I like the practice round to check for understnading of the directions. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Connected opposing teams in a football game to the Allied and Central Powers. Content Vocabulary was explained.  You showed interesting pictures with soldiers in the trenches.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Students drew a graphic organizer in their science journal.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students used authentic literacy tests and registration forms to give them a real life experience and to understand the unfairness of the questions.  -The class discussed how these discriminated against African Americans and other minorities. -Students wrote meanings of amendments in their own words on a graphic organizer. -Struggling learners were given a list of the amendments to refer to as they completed the graphic organizer. This list was not given until students had time to work on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts did a great job differentiating instruction utilizing Google Classroom and Google Slides for students to create multiple and division word problems.  

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job of presenting this information to the students in this classroom.  She seemed to be very confident during the presentation of this lesson, and she has shown great improvement from the beginning of the year.  Ms. Rudolph did a good job of keeping students engaged, and she promoted higher level thinking as she went above the standards that were to be taught during this lesson.  Her presentation of line plots introduced vocabulary that is not a fifth grade standard (mean, median, mode, range), and she presented this well to the class.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Tied previous learning to todays lesson. Then introduced our action point (learning target) and had the students act it out while they stated the learning target.

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		This lesson was on the Water Cycle and he introduced a new technology feature that was excellent way to keep students engaged. Nearpod was the website he used and I found it very interesting. One comment I will make is to open the lesson by using a song, video or book to get the students into the lesson.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		The lesson was well planned and organized with a good balance of discussion and experimentation.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Great use of the anchor chart at the beginning of your lesson. You did a great job attracting the visual learners to your lesson. Anchor charts are a great tool to use and a great reinforcement for students. It gives them something to go back and reference. I like how you had the students sing the money song. Music is a great teaching tool as well and an easy way for students to memorize material they need to know. You did a better job in this lesson having students transition from one area to another. Remember, the less chaos, the better. When you have students at the rug, call them back to their seats by shirt color, birthday month, etc... Also tell them what you expect: walk quietly back to your seat, tiptoe back to your seat, etc... The activity you had planned was good, but some of the students were a bit confused. When going over a sheet, make sure either you have given each student the sheet or have it projected over the elmo for students to see while you are going over directions. Also it is always beneficial to do the first one together or do an example together like the task you are giving the students. You did a great job with the early finishers. You had something prepared for them to do that was fun and reinforced what they had been working on. The closing (TOTD) was a great way to close out your lesson.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Awesome job saying things in ways that are easy fir students to understand and relate to. I also like that the activity gave them choices, but requried them to elaborate on their answer and explain why.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		I liked the way you involved the children in the lesson. Calling them to the board and letting them write the answers..they love that! You used great questioning. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Make sure to ensure that studetns understand the material before moving on (especially your "bubble" kids).

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		compare/contrast 2 books...Was wonderful, engaging, and well-managed

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn restated the learning objectives throughout the lesson. She monitored students while they worked independently and provide assistance when needed. Students were encouraged to locate evidence in the text.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Students really loved the smarties on your pants and quickly understood that you were doing something with nonliteral langague.   I enjoyed the anchor chart that went along with your lesson.  

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Video clips on Spanish American War and Theodore Roosevelt introduced students to the topic and provided background knowledge.  Differentiation was provided by assigning content related reading passages based on Lexile Levels.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		The standards and goals were clearly stated to the students at the beginning of the lesson. She activated by building background knowledge with the students. Ms. Traylor began by showing the students a PowerPoint of Washington D.C. and the branches of government. The students created a flipbook over the three branches. They then had to write the branches, who is over each branch, and what their duties are for that particular branch. The lesson included guided and indecent work. The students were engaged at all times.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good use of power point to help organize the lesson and keep the kids on track and focused.  Ms. Ulstad's lesson protected class time, students were engaged and on task, and Ms. Ulstad was prepared for all protions of the lesson.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Students were unclear about the lesson and the direction of the lesson. Visual aid to be used by students was too small.  Students were having a difficult time seeing the material to write in their notebook. 

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Students were given a lot of information at a fast pace.  Suggested he slow down and explain concepts to students more clearly.

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great activator! - I loved the thinking map! (Tree Map) - The "I Spy" game was a great way to get them involved. - Great differentiation. I thought it was great that some kids created their own thinking maps and you had thinking maps pre-made for some. - I would go over the vocabulary on the independent practice before they begin. 

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		This lesson was a difficult concept for the students.  You managed their confusion very well and answered their questions clearly.  It was great reflection to think of how you would reteach for further understanding by the students.

		West		Sydney		917437847		Sydney has grown a lot since August. She is a lot more free and comfortable in making the classroom and material her own. 

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White included a great opening introduction by using a MobyMax video presentation to grab the students attention in the lesson he was teaching. He stopped the video several times to incorporate the standard and essential question. With the varying strategies of independent and guided instruction, the students were able to master the standard while the teacher was taking notes for future differentiation. This lesson was the initial introduction of this standard for the fifth grade students. Differentiation was impossible to observe because this was the opening of Unit 6. The students responded to his lesson and showed knowledge of MGSE5.MD.1 as it was incorporated throughout the next month of the unit. Mr. White did an excellent job teaching the standard to the students.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Time constraints caused  closing explanation shortened.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great activator!
Good job drawing an example on the board for students to work through with the teacher.
*Differentiation will be used during math centers

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		LeSandra has definitely come a long way over these past two semesters.  She is more confident and is more assertive in all areas of the classroom and classroom management. I know when she has her own classroom, she will be grow and become even stronger.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		This was a well thought out lesson. However, there was too much review and sitting time at first. The kids needed more movement opportunities. The review needed to be quick in order to put the main focus on the meat of the lesson (labels and timelines). I loved the technology used to teach this lesson. She used a powerpoint, a rap video, the Ladybug document camera, anchor charts, graphc organizers and mini books.. Also the use of higher order thinkkiing questions was very evident. She used phrases like "How did you know?" "Why would you use the glossary and not the index?" She also made them explain their answers and give evidence! Even though the guided practice was too lengthy, she did manage to differentiate her instruction with a variety of whole group, partner practice, independent practice and her pulling a small group of struggling readers.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna's lesson was very well planned. She reviewed student benchmark scores in advance and thought about student engagement levels in the classroom to create small groups. She differentiated activites and brought highly engaging activies for the students to do. Students were highly engaged.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		The students didn't seem settled when you began the lesson.  It may have been more effective to have them all focused before continuing. During the second part of the lesson, you asked students to get everything except lesson pertinent material away and redirected students before beginning - great! Redirected off topic question without discouraging the student's participation.

		Responses (n): 		111

		Response Rate: 		46.44%

		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		3		3		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student 
       level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		3		3		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Lots of questioning during the lesson.  Make sure you are moving about the room looking at their work throughout the lesson. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander uses formative and summative assessments to ensure student growth.

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Formal and Diagnostic:  We did not have this as a requirement for this lesson.  It was not observed.  It is an on-going process in this classroom we work on together.  Logan is fully capable of conducting these type of assesments although they were not observed in this particular lesson. 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		From the beginning till know, Miss A has made some improvements to her assessments. She is now giving the students a type of assessment. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Great questioning throughout the lesson.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Habitat project

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Ms. Boshears planned an activity that was very similar to what the students would experience on the Milestones assessment the very next day.  This lesson was extremely beneficial for the students. 

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		I like the way that you used a student self assessment so that each student could determine what she thought about her learning today.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Data was used to perform this task the assignment was effective to the reteaching skill

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Ask more open ended questions instead of "yes/no" questions.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Checking students progress by walking from student to student keep everyone on taks and moving toward the learning goal..

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		You have a great questioning technique and you always use a variety of assessments to know who and what needs to be retaught.

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Eureka math has all the types of assessment included to evaluate students understanding of the skill.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Engaging activities planned - higher order thinking (Pack Your Wagon - math involved) Quizlet vocabulary assigned using Chromebooks for further study/knowledge

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		partners and game

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Look at the products produced by your students. For example, the ticket-out-the-door, should have been reviewed by you so you know what students are mastering the content and who needs help.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Mrs. Cochran used approriate questioning and provided appropriate feedback while observing students count money at the store.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Be specific when giving feedback instead of just "okay"{ or "good job"

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		The students' writing was used as a formative to assess how well the students were able to develop a character and write about it. 

		Day		Shayla		917469816		While questions were used to assess student understanding during the introduction of the lesson, the game cards and student work of finding area and perimeter were not assessed. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		The webquest kept students engaged and was a great way to check for understanding.

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Informal assessment was administered throughout the lesson with questions and the students raising their hands to answer.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Students really enjoyed the game. Morgan encouraged deeper answers if students weren&#39;t quite there with their answers.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ticket out the door for assessment.

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Reteach page and practice page used for this lesson- Unit 12 Elapsed Time

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara does very well with assessing

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Super job!!!

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		If time, the students could have completed a writing activity to show how to compare/contrast. 

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Students drew pictures to show their understanding of plants and how they grow. She modified her assessment method by writing the words, "first, second and third" for several students to trace. The other students were able to write the words without assistance.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		I like that you included a bar graph for them to do! Its great to intergrate the subjects. 

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to work on the delivery method of the standards with a lot of information on it. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		The students were assessed on the answering of the questions using the RACE method.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		You went through and found hte most challenging standards to add to the game. Students were actively engaged and reviewing.

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Completed shape robot with writing is your evidence students understood the standard and essential question. 

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Try doing a ticket out the door or three question quiz using something such as "Plickers" to assess student learning at the end of the lesson.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You paused discussion at appropriate times to ask questions. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna used STAR reading and running records data to determine which student got which worksheet. She did a great job using positive feedback throughout her lesson. The worksheets were appropriate for each student's independent reading level. Anna was asking questions during the lesson and students were answering her questions. Anna walked around the room and checked for student understanding during her lesson.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Most questions from the passage were dok 1 and 2. Next time, you could include at least one question that's higher order like a dok 3 or 4. Hanniyah used current reading groups based on lexile level to group students ahead of time. After checking in with students in their small groups, they all came back together to check answers. Students did have different passages, but the questions were the same. Students that answered in incomplete sentences were re-directed to answer in a complete sentence. Good!

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students were very engaged in the game, and was a great way to assess the student's learning.

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		I like how you used notecards as your informal assessment. The students were able to write their ownn equation.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Awesome lesson!!

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Assessed prior knowledge in a creative way. The use of hands own shapes were a plus. It was clear that the students understood enough details about the quadrilaterals to create one and give facts about it in speech bubbles.

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		This lesson was more informal, this was the end of a unit and was designed for reinforcement and review for the student sunit test.

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Liked the organization of checking for understanding on the spot and error correcting, as well. The students did a great job completing the tasks each round.  The students loved your encouragment on the shots and question. Nice management strategies!! Positive reinforcement!!

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		You asked higher order thinking questions to check for understanding.

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		-Students played a game matching amendments to the correct meaning. -Students answered essential questions. In the future, review essential questions and then have each student write an answer on their own.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		As students created & solved word problems, Megan Roberts offered excellent constructive feedback to help students.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph provided informal questioning as a way to determine student comprehension.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah had the students do a whole group activity to demonstrate understanding of the Learning Target. She then asked key questions after the video to check for understanding. Students then completed an individual project. Hannah walked around and monitored students on task.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Excellent questioning/discussion during the lesson on pollution.  Students shared and discussed examples of pollution in our community.

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Great questioning to lead the students to the correct answers.

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		You used the Exit Ticket as your assessment to see who fully grasped the skill taught today. 

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Great job showing students thier mistakes and giving them another chance to correct.

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Chart done whole group with student participation

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		Good job, with your exit ticket!   

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Questions were consistently being asked by Ms. Towe to check for understanding during the lesson.  Comprehension questions were checked by teacher at the end of the lesson for evaluation purposes.  

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor measured understanding of the standards by giving observing and helping students as they completed the flipbook. After the lesson she gave an informal/formative worksheet which was used to determine mastery of the lesson. This was well prepared and extremely appropriate.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Good Activity with students.  Would suggest that the Thinking Map done as a class and use the points made from the TM for students to write with.  This will bring the lesson full circle.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Only several students were participating in the lesson.  

		Vignetti		Ryan		917396177		Game directions were unclear and students struggled with understanding.

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor used formative assessmment though informal questioning to assess their understanding.  She judged their level of reading through prior knowledge of the students.  

		White		Zachary		917456354		Mr. White had both formal and summative assessments included in the lesson.  Mr. White provided the students with activities during the lesson and a summative assignment to assess whether the students mastered the lesson.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Diagnostic NA

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Diagnostic information came from me to determine appropriate grouping

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		I like the way you helped a student solve his problem of not having enough space on the graphic organizer. You modeled the writing activity so students knew the expectation of the assignment and circulated around the room to support students while they were writing. Great way to end by having students share their writing!

		Responses (n): 		65

		Response Rate: 		27.20%

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Median		Mode		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		3		3		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		3		3		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		3		3		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		3		3		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		3		3		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		3		3		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		3		3		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673								











































		Notes:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		When sending the students to work independently, give very clear directions so that they know what is expected and then if they are not on task, there can be a consequence. 

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Ms. Alexander continues to create a positive classroom environment.

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		I have seen a huge improvement with Miss A with classroom management.  She is asking for 5 from the students, clapping to get their attention and trying to be more aware of the whole class instead of just one student at a time. 

		Bass		Lauren		917329881		Ms. Bass kept everyone engaged and on task by saying things like, "Let's hear it loud and proud!" as students were arm tapping and spelling words out loud.

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Counting to 5 strategy very effective!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jessica is always encouraging to our students.

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Use Class Dojo for good listeners Classroom management- be sure to tell them to "Raise your hand" Language- said "Don't it" instead of "Doesn't it" "Saw" instead of "seen"

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		You are always very professional in your appearance and language. One student was off task during your mini-lesson but we know that this student has problems with focus.

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Worked with all students encouraged students to ask questions able to maintain classroom behavior in a professional matter

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		Classroom management has improved througout the time spent in my classroom. Still needs to work on following through with consequencews once a student gets in trouble.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		*Attends to all areas of the classroom: During center time students at all centers must be monitored periodically throughout the session for understanding. *Antarctica was misspelled on the worksheets. * Students were very inattentive during the lesson. Several were playing in their desk, talking to a neighbor, and one child was dancing and singing. *Students kept yelling out and shouting answers. This led to confusion during the lesson. Students should raise their hand and be called upon to answer.

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Good job of letting them know your expectations ahead of time. You corrected off task behavior immediately. Move around more during seat work time.

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline hade been a pleasure to have as an intern in my room during this school year.  She has not only been a great teaching partner, she has also been such a support to me as I have dealt with my own personal health crisis this school year.  Caroline is a wonderful teacher! I have so enjoyed having her in my room!

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Caroline is going to make a wonderful teacher.  I am glad she has been able to spend the time in my classroom. 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Burton did a good job giving students think time and coming back to students that needed more time to think about the solution.

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Encouraged students to stay focused and with her.  Quiet, but effective, reminders to stay on task.

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		Redirected student who kept blurting out well with ease and understanding.

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		When you have students that are taking control of the classroom by dominating the conversation, it is okay to stop the lesson and remind the student/s that this is a class discussion. Students are with you and engaged throughout the lesson. 

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Make sure to know what is going on in the classroom at all times. Redirect off task behavior quickly. Take control of the class before you begin instruction. Your dress and grammar has always been very good.

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		All materials were well organized and Mrs. Cochran was prepared for the lesson.  Her demeanor with the students was appropriate and the class responded to her redirection.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Make sure to  command all of their attention.  Stopping and providing wait time can help.  They'll catch on very quickly.

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		You have a great rapport with students and do an excellent job making sure you are moving around the room.

		Day		Shayla		917469816		The students not pulled into the small group were a little off task and not actively participating in the game. They were rolling the dice and coloring in squares, but they were not accurately finding the area and perimeter of the squares as the game went along. 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Small group lesson

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Classroom behavior was monitored again throughout the lesson.  Students who were off task were quickly re-directed to complete work.  Miss Dermo walked around the room to make sure students were on task.

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job preparing studenst for the upcoming assessment.

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Just a note, when you are out of school go to the school you will be at next year or that you want to work at in the future and volunteer in the school to have more hands on watching and learning from a variety of teaching styles.  The more you are in the classroom the better you will get and the more comfortable you will feel teaching.  

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ms. Dolak addressed misbehavior quickly and efficiently. SHe used the correct terminology from the lesson and encouraged the students to use the correct terminlogy as well. "Clap once if you hear my voice," classroom management device used. 

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kara is well rounded in the classroom. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Allie's voice should be louder and she should be more confident in her delivery of the lesson.  Each lesson showed improvement.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Way to go!!!

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Raise hands- remind the students Rotate around room while students are working Use clip system 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		A student at the front of the classroom was reading a book throughout the entire lesson and was never redirected. Students were laying down on the rug. She did ask them to sit up, but students ignored. She did not redirect again.

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		The students respond very well to Ms. Summer and she has developed a positive rapport with the class. 

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Good rapport with students!

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		-You moved around and spoke and encouraged all groups. -Remember you can give verabl warnings to individuals and use the behavior clips for positive and negative consequences. -The students realy respond to your calm nature and delivery. 

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		You monitored the groups and maintained focus on the instructional piece of the lesson. Students were active and no off task behaviors were observed. 

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Again, Ms. Green set up the rules of the game clearly. Students were all activily involved. Even though game did not end in a tie, there was a group that "won", there were no hard feelings and children were all made to feel successful.

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Continue to give students higher order thinking questions for the ones that need acceleration. 

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		She is always very professional and she conducts herself in a very professional manner.

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		By mid-lesson, Brittany was circulating well throughout the class.

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Do not let this children intimidate you. You can begin the lesson with expectations and hold them accountable. You are a very capable teacher. They just get excited at times and may need a quiet time to get themselves back together.

		Jackson		Chelsey		917437605		Chelsey has developed a great "teacher voice" that exudes confidence! She conducts herself in the classroom like a seasoned teacher! 

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Taylor ended the lesson with a Kahoot activity which the students enjoyed.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		 Your management has improved greatly. You are doing a lot better with addressing student behavior right away.

		Kelley		Lindsey		917438892		You encouraged students to share opinions "no right or wrong answers".  You created a "safe" environment for learning. I have absolutely loved having you for this student teaching block.  You are on your way to becoming a fantastic teacher!  

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna Lee used the classroom behavior system, "Blurt Beans". Beans were taken from students that shouted out without permission.
Anna also utilized Class Dojo for positive/negative behavior reinforcement. Anna chose quiet students to come to the board for examples. Anna made sure that each student held themselves to a high learning expectation. 
She did a great job encouraging the students to raise their hand for permission to speak.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Good job checking in with all groups of students to direct and re-direct learning and writing from passage. Hanniyah had good classroom management and used the repeat clap to get students attention.

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Your positivity is contagious! You can tell that you are excited about working with students and the material being presented. This is key to having students engaged!

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Great job! Your management is improving! Remember that some of our kiddos are impulsive----it's important to set expectations before the beginning of the lesson. As you get to know the students better, you will know which behaviors to specify. For now, stick with GOLD behavior and what you know.

		Lovette		Darianna		917399582		Excellent teacher and lesson

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Classroom management needs some work;  this could be due to Ms. Marlow being nervous.  

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna provides a safe, fun, and stimulating environment for students, she is very professional in working with students, and adults.

		Meyers		Breanna		917465048		Walk around all areas of the classroom. Make sure to get off task children 

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		This was an engaging lesson and designed to review content standards.  The powerpoint included rich vocabulary and you did a great job answering student questions, as well as checking for understanding.  Thank you for reviewing this standard.  I would love a copy of the powerpoint.

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Morgan does a great job at praising the students throughout the lesson. Remember to redirect students if they are not on task, this just helps everyone be able to concentrate.  She is always professional and takes her internship very seriously.  Great lesson! 

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Paige is very caring and understanding to all students' needs. 

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Many students displayed challenging behaviors due to having two subs filling in the other classes.  You dealt with off task behaviors effectively and consistently.

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Ms. Rudolph did a good job keeping the attention of the class and presenting the information in a way that was easy to comprehend.

		Shelton		Hannah		917402407		Hannah is always very caring and patient with all the students.

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Off task behavior was redirected when needed throughout the lesson as students were encouraged to stay on task so they could be "helpers" in the experiment.

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		You attended to all areas of the classroom  by walking around assessing to make sure students had understanding.  You helped as needed. One suggestion would be to keep setting clear expectations  and have student raise their hand to answer questions.  If you tell them not to shout out and they still do, give them a consequence (balls taken away, move a stick). Do not be afraid to correct them. Your time management was great.  You notified the students when they had a couple of minutes left to finish working.  You let them know exactly how much time they had left. 

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Be more confident! You are doing a wonderful job. Make sure to establish yourself to the students so that they listen to you and respect you. :)

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Good classroom management. You called on the children who were not paying attention at the time. This drew their attention back to you and the lesson being taught. 

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Continue to work on voice inflection and pacing of speech. Sarah's lesson was the best one yet! We have been working hard on classroom procedures, transition strategies, and teaching methods. I am proud of her progress this semester! 

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Kaitlyn is professional and uses good judgement when correcting behaviors. Students were engaged while learning.

		Thompson		Brittany		917497038		I really enjoyed your lesson.   You pulled a small group at the front which was appropriate for a differentiated reteaching activity.  I liked how you had two sets of worksheets for the lower achieving and the on grade level.  Remember to help expand the higher achieving students.   Great lesson to watch!

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Teaching and learning with Ms. Towe has been a joy.  She is on he

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Ms. Traylor maintained appropriate classroom management. Any student that needed to be redirected she did in a positive way. The students were challenged throughout the lesson. She works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms. Ulstad kept students on task and engaged.  She was firm with students to ensure they were on task but maintained repect for students.  Students were redirected as needed.  Ms. Ulstad challenged students to think during the lesson and provided needed support from students that required more support.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Many students were off task.  Make sure you follow through with classroom consequences that  are in place. Maintain classroom control. Make sure students are in appropriate areas and on task. 

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		- Great job redirecting off-task students!!

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Taylor has the appropriate look of a teacher.  She maintains appropriate student/teacher relationships and interactions.  She is working to improve and  maintain classroom control through transitions and lesson excitement.

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Great job moving around the room to enhance proximity.
Students were engaged and excited to work.
Great lesson!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		This is another area that Ms. Williams has grown, but it is an area where she needs to become even more assertive with students who are talkative and out of control.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren moved around the room and made herself visible from all areas of the classroom. She even got down on their level to speak or listen. She gave verbal and non verbal cues to students who needed redirection.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Jenna attended to all the students while they were working on their small group lessons. She observed a student not working well within her group and redirected her to properly.

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		You do a great job of redirecting students appropriately.  You continue to use grade level vocabulary throughout the lesson - fiction, non fiction, graphic organizer.  
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		Comments:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Writing lesson on My Favorite Animal- -Good opener-Graph of My Favorite Animal. It got the students thinking about his/her favorite animal. We had just taken a trip to Zoo Atlanta & we had been studying all about animals. I loved the connection of math & writing!!! -Used a tree map to help students organize information -Great monitoring & questioning!! -Students enjoyed your lesson! 

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Overall, the lesson was one of her better lesson.  She gained the students attention before starting the lesson. I am concerned about the standards and not knowing how to check to make sure not matching the lesson. 

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		I am very proud of the growth that I have witnessed during this semester in Ms. Bennett's overall planning and teaching.  She does very well with classroom management and pacing, and she consistently prepares engaging lessons that accurately address standards and learning objectives.  She is also above and beyond in the area of professionalism!

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		I love to watch Jessica teach the class.  She has grown so much as a teacher in the little time she has been in our classroom.  She is going to make a wonderful teacher!!

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Great plan, Great Instruction!!!

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		The power point was interesting and the children seemed to enjoy this part of the lesson. I would like to see you venture out and use other opening strategies besides Brainpopjr at the beginning of your lesson. I do agree Brianpopjr is an important tool to use but perhaps you could show the video and then also incorporate another opener.  Behavior management is a critical component for a successful classroom environment. The students need to view you as a teacher and not just a friend to joke around with. There is a fine line between these two roles and until they respect you as a teacher they will not listen to what you have to teach them. 

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		You've grown so much throughout our time together. I've enjoyed seeing you take ideas and make them your own. You have a natural demeanor around children and it shows. Remember that teaching is a constantly evolving and changing profession. You'll always be learning and changing the way you do things in order to be the best you can be as a teacher... and what is best for the students you are teaching at that time! Once you have your own classroom you will be able to "fine tune" your skills. Don't doubt yourself! I can't wait to see you in your own classroom.

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Awesome job! You have shown so much progress since September! Keep up the hard work!

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		This was a great lesson taught throughout the day to the first grade students.  Miss Dermo is so dedicated to teaching and you can see this through the way she reacts to all students. 

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Morgan is doing a great job, and will do well as a teacher upon completion of the program.

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		I have thoroughly enjoyed having Kara in my classroom this semester. I will greatly miss her next semester. 

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Alli will be a great teacher when she develops her confidence in her teaching ability.

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Overall, the lesson was super! The students have learned and retained so much on this unit that will last them a lifetime.  You have done a great job! Looking forward to the second half of the school year with you!. Keep up the good work!

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Ms. Fincher displayed great improvement in her execution of her lessons.  She is striving to be an excellent teacher in training.

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		You were much more relaxed and confident the second delivery of the lesson. Never rush, take a deep breath, and stay focused. Overall your management was better and their time on task improved. They enjoyed being involved with the poems, sharing answers, and discussing the moods. 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		FIrst half of the lesson was almost identical to what I (the supervising teacher) had already done with the students the on Monday (the last day Mrs. Frazier was here). What she had students put into their notebooks was already in their notebooks. She also was not prepared for the lesson before she arrived. She made copies and got things ready while I was teaching (and being observed by my administrator) instead of walking around and being involved with the students.

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		You have a great relationship with the children in the class.  You present imformation in a very patient way that they respond well to.  Using a manipulative during the lesson along with your paper pencil gave the students extra support that was needed during the lesson.

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Overall, great lesson. The students enjoyed the activity and learned a lot about birds and their adaptations. 

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Haley did a great job of reviewing with the students for the Milestones.

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		It was great working with you and watching you grow this semester. 

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Anna did a fantastic job creating a fun and engaging lesson about Dialogue. She encouraged the students and kept the expectations high in the classroom. The students enjoyed participating in this lesson and she did a great job maintaing classroom management the whole lesson. 

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Overall, this was a good lesson! I can tell that you've used newly gained knowledge of teaching strategies to enhance your teaching. :)

		Loera		Martha		917389886		The students enjoyed this lesson greatly. Even though phonics was something you were reluctant to do, I thought it was your best lesson. You seemed very comfortable during the lesson. I am so happy that you will be a member of the teaching profession. 

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Savanna is developing her craft and is an excellent teacher.

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		I am so proud of how much progress you've made this semester!  Your lesson was great!  I loved the game, and so did the kids.  I appreciate your willingness to be flexible at the last minute and teach in a completely new classroom. You handled that situation like a true professional; I apologize for the last-minute change, but you definitely showed how flexible you are.  During the lesson, I definitely noticed that your voice was more captivating.  You were able to keep the kids engaged and clearly articulate your expectations, and you kept them interested by changing the inflection in your voice.  I also noticed that you walked around the perimeter of the classroom during your lesson, which kept unfavorable behaviors to a minimum.  Excellent! I can't wait to see you next semester, and I appreciate all of your hard work this semester.  Thank you for everything!

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Ms. Reese is an amazing student teacher. She is wonderful to work with, and she doesn't have to be asked to do things within the class. She is willing and able to do what is expected of her and beyond. I have loved having her in my class for both Math and Science.

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Megan Roberts will make an outstanding teacher!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		My students loved the lesson on converting Inches to Feet. Mrs. Roberts explained the content very clearly and deeply.  GREAT JOB!!

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Rebecca did a great job presenting a lesson on adding and subtracting fractions with unlike denominators. It is evident she has a connection with students and truly enjoys being in the classroom. 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		Ms. Smith will be an excellent teacher!

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Outstanding hands-on science lesson!

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Good job, Hannah!

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		You are very encouraging to studnets and provide wonderful feedback. The main thing that you could grow in is your classroom management. It's not bad, you just need to be a little more assertive to the students. You are doing a great job and will be an awersome teacher!

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		WOW! You have really grown in your teaching this semester! I can tell that you were much more comfortable and confident in your teaching today. You have done an amazing job this semester! You have been a huge help to our First Grade team and me. The children love you!

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Miss Sullivan is an asset to our classroom, It has been a joy to have her. She is wonderful.

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Did a good job with reading group. Pulled kids to side after group and challenged them with harder levels.

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Lesson on using text evidence.  Great job modeling how to go back to the passage and find evidence.  Reinforced using sentence stems.  Let students work in groups to answer questions independently.

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		I am so excited that Olivia will be with us the first semester of the 2017-2018 school year!!!

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		This was an excellent lesson over the three branches of government. It was a great review for the upcoming assessment the students will be taking. The students responded extremely well to Ms. Traylor. She creates a positive atmosphere and works well with all the students.

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Ms Ulstad did a good job with this lesson. She was well prepared and students were engaged and on task.

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Overall, the lesson did not go as planned.  Use this to really think about how to put in place a well written lesson plan.  Make it a point to make sure that all students are engaged, on task and learning.  

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		The students loved the egg and spoon relay race!  They also enjoyed reviewing using Kahoot!  They stayed engaged the entire lesson!

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Lesson was observed by Casey Loveless (Math)

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		You have grown so much throughout the year! I am so proud of you!

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		For this lesson, the plans were very well organized, thought out, and standards were posted for the lesson. I would suggest using "Kid Friendly" I can statements or essential questions. The lesson opened with a Jeopardy game, which was engaging for students. There were occasional wait times in between one part of the lesson to the next. Also, during the lesson, some students were confused on the directions. You did a good job of addressing them, when possible. In future lessons, you may consider asking higher level and/or open ended questions that requires students to explain. At the conclusion of the lesson, students didn't seem 100% comfortable with the concept, which allow for some follow instruction of some sort.

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Great teacher!!!

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		I really admire her professional nature and the way she treats all students with respect.  I am proud of the teacher that Ms. Williams has become and know that she will continue to grow in her own classroom.

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Mrs. Williams is a phenomenal teacher and provided an awesome lesson on figurative language for my students.

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Lauren is a superior student teacher. She is confident and independent. She knows good practice techniques and is willing to listen and improve when necessary. I think she will make a terrific teaching candidate to any school. She is a natural!

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		It has been great to see your growth during this experience!  I have noticed you refer to other lessons as students are working.  You have learned a valuable tool to reinforce what students are learning throughout the day and how it applies in different learning situations.  Effective teaching requires use of concepts across all subjects.

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Peyton, you made wonderful attempts to adjust your lesson each time you taught! It was good thinking on your part to try a shorter book with the second class. Having the last class use their writing journals to make predictions helped the dirt pudding activity be more calm and structured. I also think moving the dirt pudding to the end of the lesson helped the lesson be more effective. 
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		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Selena Hamil

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		Tracy Rainwater

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		Laura Cleveland

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		Christine Carroll

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		DeAngela Dothard

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		Suzanne Palagano

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		Janet Schrews

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		Mindy savidge

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		Emily Duncan

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		Stephanie Rainwater

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		Harmonie McMahan

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		B. Formby

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Allison Akins

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		Ruth Roessel

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		Tabitha Walker

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		Beth Childers

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		Cory Bell

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		Laura Holloway

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		Anitra Paige

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Donna Sullivan

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		Mrs. Ashley Williams 

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		Tara Ferguson

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		Jo Elen Mills

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		Melissa Trippe

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		Mrs. Tanja Cochran

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		Terri Miller

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		Katie Madden

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		Karissa Chamblin

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		G. Perry

		Brown		Calie		917411525		Kendra Carter

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Kori Guyton

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		Tanya McCall

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		Amanda Holliday

		Burns		Emily		917405476		Kimberlee Wright 

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		Mrs. Bell

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		Gayle M. Barker

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		Hodges

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		Sarah Williamson

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		Pam Comer

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		Christina Lewis

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		Angie Hawkesworth

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		Freddy Bennett

		Cox		Helen		917469851		Christina Alexander

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		Amanda Skelton

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		Susan Cline Arguilla

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		Antoinette DeLoach

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		Rhonda Pless

		Day		Shayla		917469816		Dana Cole 

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		Abby McCain

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		TIna Thompson

		Depena		Emily		917401090		Jessika Allen

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		Dalenie Jones

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		Jilll Lyn Rooks

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		Jennifer Moss

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		Mrs. Little

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Lisa Gilmore

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		Ronda Stapleton

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Dorina Winslow

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		Mrs. Vides 

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		kristy mccord

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		Mandy Kelly

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		Kristin Huddleston 

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		Jessica Beck

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		Patty Edison

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Kristina Glenn

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		Myrna LaRonde

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		Deliska Cooley

		Fick		Dani		917440660		Brandon Ledford

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Catherine Upchurch

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		Rebecca Arant

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amber Thompson

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		Amy Robinson 

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Lisa Fowlkes

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		Meghann Jacobs

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		Rana Raughton

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Ruthie Prost

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		Tianna Jarrell

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		Andrea Brown

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		Kim Wilson

		George		Laurel		917434253		Lisa Fletcher

		George		Laurel		917434253		Mrs. Aleja Turner

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Christie Williamson

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		Taryn Layman

		Green		Cortny		917416570		Krista Robinson

		Green		Leshea		917440472		Darci Sawyer

		Green		Megan		917463432		Amanda Preston

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Brittany Smith

		Green		Quantia		917413808		Jenny Hermann

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		Mandy Cardell

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		Alyssa Cook

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Brandon Ledford

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		Erin Porter

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Kelda Brewer

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		Macharla Dayal

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Courtney Chastain

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		Jill Lyn Rooks

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		Mandy Payton 

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		Athea Carter

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		Taryn Layman

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Sherry Lott

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		Vicki Bell

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		Shannon Walsingham

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		Stefani McCluskey

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Amber Wilburn

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		Sandy Edwards

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		Vickie Cash

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		Tanish Springer

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		Rebecca Carden

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		Mandy Payton

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Kristin Law

		Lee		Anna		917418928		Patricia Browning

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Alison Crawford

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		Ms. Noelle Jones

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		Elizabeth Gable

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		Dawn George

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		Robert Tolbert

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		April Deleshaw

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		Lisa Wilson

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		Ashley Strickland

		Moore		Anna		917418396		Christine Carter

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		Anna Albright

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		Pam Cooper

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		Amy Robinson 

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		Cameron Allmon

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		Cindy Lamb

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		Lorena Cook

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		Mary Crider

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		Chaleen Sceals

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Lindsay Long

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		Nina Adair

		Paris		Emily		917432002		Ms. Smoot

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		Missy Calas

		Percy		Briana		917492726		Mary Miller

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		Robert Tolbert

		Powers		Emily		917436927		Staci Owens

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		Kasey Sewell

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		Morgan Hulsey 

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		S. Lee

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		Mrs. Almon

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Cindy Lamb

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		Jennifer Saylor

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		Tracey Pirkle

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		Tammy Cobb

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Allison Akins

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		Beth Childers

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		Brandy Maxwell

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		Russ Martin

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		Chrissti Widdowson

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		Melanie Stapler

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		Rosemary Thigpen

		Smith		Donna		917461645		Mrs. Driver 

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		JoAnne Fields

		Spence		Tyler		917294901		Mrs. Barajas

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		Lucy Coleman

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		Emily McGee

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		Megan Foster

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		Mindy Savidge

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		Tina Thompson

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		Lana Jones

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Dr. Campbell

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		Kathy Estes

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		Kristin Thomspon

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		Beverly McGinnis

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		Sandy Edwards

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		Ebensberger

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		Katy McKenzie 

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		Allison Driver

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		DeAngela Dothard

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		Courtney Chastain

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		Debbie Rambo

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Andrea Lawson

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		Jamie Martin

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		Monica Young

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		Jenny Hermann

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		Kristina Cade

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		Dawn George

		Vance		Darby		917457706		Katlynn Bizzell 

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Catalina Pline

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		Ruth Roessel

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		Beth Robinson

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		Amber Jensen/Casey Loveless

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Amy Spiva

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		Kristy Bass

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		Patti Saylor

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		Anita Deese

		West		Sydney		917437847		Linda Charles

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Shavonnda Teagle

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		Terry Allison

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		Jennifer Bragg

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		I see a lot of growth since the first lesson.  Keep working hard and you will be a great educatior

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		Elizabeth Rance

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		Crystal Manis

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		Amy Murphy

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		Jennifer Saylor

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		Jennifer Martin

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		Beth Little for Lindsay Long

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		Amy Spiva

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Nancy Divinitz

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		Susan Kelly

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		Kristy Gulledge

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		Crystal Hardy

		Responses (n): 		203

		Response Rate: 		84.94%

		Date:

		Last Name		First Name		PID		Response

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		04/12/2017

		Adams		Douglas		917412476		11/13/2016

		Adams		Nicole		917403061		10/20/2016

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		04/21/2017

		Albers		Jesse		917439085		11/30/2016

		Alexander		Asia		917366112		11/18/2016

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		04/10/2017

		Alexander		Sidney		917439341		11/14/2016

		Amaya		Claudia		917456953		03/29/2017

		Amos		Abigail		917445046		04/25/2017

		Anderson		Abbie		917431948		11/18/2016

		Anderson		Morgan		917493094		03/22/2017

		Ashe		Logan		917418824		11/16/2016

		Augello		Alexandra		917460630		04/19/2017

		Aviles		Benito		917500326		04/17/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		04/14/2017

		Bailey		Kali		917455414		11/17/2016

		Barron		Samantha		917399340		10/28/2016

		Bates		Brianna-Naomi		917432903		05/01/2017

		Benitez		Alexis		917367583		11/04/2016

		Benitez		Jordan		917461309		03/03/2017

		Bennett		Courtney		917450332		11/11/2016

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		03/17/2017

		Bennett		Laura		917436858		11/02/2016

		Bettis		Jessica		917451268		03/26/2015

		Birr		Jessica		917212308		11/01/2016

		Blaylock		Molli		917465503		02/27/2017

		Boshears		Savannah		917467016		04/12/2017

		Bowen		Tabitha		917390605		10/03/2016

		Bowman		Jasmine		917412427		11/16/2016

		Breedlove		Kelsea		917427605		11/16/2016

		Bridges		Chloe		917437848		10/19/2016

		Brown		Ashley		917438659		12/01/2016

		Brown		Calie		917411525		11/11/2016

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		04/12/2017

		Brownlee		Shelby		917440494		10/31/2016

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		03/03/2017

		Bruce		Caroline		917435901		10/24/2016

		Burns		Emily		917405476		11/17/2016

		Burton		Dimitria		917394222		11/04/2016

		Butler		Amanda		917447672		03/17/2017

		Buttrill		Anna		917448804		03/28/2017

		Cable		Cameron		917457185		03/27/2017

		Campbell		Taylor		917388933		04/10/2017

		Chumley		Hannah		917464473		03/27/2017

		Clifton		Brandon		917438857		11/11/2016

		Cochran		Ashley		917389500		11/09/2016

		Cornelius		Taylor		917422829		11/11/2016

		Cox		Helen		917469851		11/11/2016

		Cruz		Ashlin		917445484		03/06/2017

		Davidson		Joanna		917349030		11/09/2016

		Davis		Danielle		917418314		04/14/2017

		Davis		Marquita		917435935		11/07/2016

		Day		Shayla		917469816		11/09/2016

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		03/01/2017

		Dean		Taryn		917348968		11/14/2016

		Depena		Emily		917401090		11/16/2016

		Dermo		Brittney		917436965		11/16/2016

		Dill		Morgan		917420090		11/01/2016

		Dillard		Michaela		917471575		03/29/2017

		Dobbs		Charity		917395096		10/24/2016

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		03/15/2017

		Dolak		Natalie		917445721		11/07/2016

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		04/10/2017

		Dougherty		Vanessa		917410962		11/16/2016

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		03/29/2017

		Doyle		Raikel		917443807		11/30/2016

		Duncan		Kara		917438891		11/18/2016

		Edwards		Crystal		917435876		03/06/2017

		Eidson		Allison		917390906		11/02/2016

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		03/10/2017

		Faucher		Hannah		917410282		10/19/2016

		Faulkner		Caitlyn		917453859		11/28/2016

		Fick		Dani		917440660		03/17/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		03/15/2017

		Fincher		Dara		917387161		11/28/2016

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		03/01/2017

		Ford		Jasmine		917429471		11/28/2016

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		03/13/2017

		Frazier		Jessica		917436647		11/30/2016

		Fuller		Madison		917473877		03/15/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		04/10/2017

		Galindo		Summer		917110898		10/19/2016

		Gante		Stacey		917392936		10/28/2016

		Garrett		Breanna		917415181		03/13/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		03/08/2017

		George		Laurel		917434253		11/30/2016

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		04/12/2017

		Grant		Nyasha		917441771		12/08/2016

		Green		Cortny		917416570		11/09/2016

		Green		Leshea		917440472		11/28/2016

		Green		Megan		917463432		03/08/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		04/12/2017

		Green		Quantia		917413808		11/16/2016

		Grier		Jazlyn		917460829		03/15/2017

		Hainley		Taylor		917449293		10/26/2016

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		04/10/2017

		Hale		Jessica		917445643		11/28/2016

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		04/17/2017

		Hallmark		Mahaley		917433417		12/01/2016

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		04/14/2017

		Hamby		Haley		917433387		10/11/2016

		Hamrick		Kimberly		917072972		11/15/2016

		Harper		Brittany		917349386		12/07/2016

		Hernandez		Rebecca		917469393		03/30/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		03/29/2017

		Holley		Shelby		917418093		11/16/2016

		Holmes		Brittany		917427243		11/09/2016

		Howard		Courtney		917440749		11/09/2016

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		04/10/2017

		Hudgins		Britney		917434635		11/16/2016

		Jarrell		Ashleigh		917445917		10/21/2016

		Jones		Brooke		917437794		11/28/2016

		Kennington		Rebecca		917414581		11/18/2016

		Kierce		Mckenzie		917463742		03/29/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		03/13/2017

		Lee		Anna		917418928		11/09/2016

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		03/13/2017

		Lee		Haniyyah		917417442		11/11/2016

		Loera		Martha		917389886		04/04/2017

		Lopez		Cintya		917437254		10/14/2016

		Magalhaes		Madison		917350458		02/22/2017

		Marlow		Leigh		917451683		04/19/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		04/12/2017

		Meacham		Savannah		917394359		11/07/2016

		Montgomery		Victoria		917441119		11/28/2016

		Moore		Anna		917418396		12/07/2016

		Nacey		Monica		917445787		09/14/2016

		Nelson		Jazzmyne		917359456		04/14/2017

		Nesmith		Marysa		917417012		11/18/2016

		Nixon		Mary		917179020		11/07/2016

		Norton		Lauren		917489234		03/30/2017

		Norwood		Victoria		917447135		11/02/2016

		O'Carroll		Sydney		917431327		03/06/2017

		Olinger		Kendal		917397406		10/14/2016

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		04/10/2017

		Ott		Morgan		917442383		11/30/2016

		Paris		Emily		917432002		11/30/2016

		Partlow		Pagie		917435837		11/09/2016

		Percy		Briana		917492726		11/14/2016

		Pinon		Leslie		917474759		05/15/2017

		Powers		Emily		917436927		11/07/2016

		Rabun		Mildred		917456894		11/09/2016

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		03/01/2017

		Ramsey		Alexis		917417201		11/02/2016

		Reese		Kinthia		917435983		03/27/2017

		Rhinehart		Erin		917473006		12/02/2016

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		03/17/2017

		Ritchie		Coni		917239881		12/02/2016

		Rivera Estrada		Pilly		917436757		04/19/2017

		Roberts		Megan		917409783		11/16/2016

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		03/29/2017

		Roberts		Rebecca		917413794		12/08/2016

		Robertson		Cara		917417987		11/16/2016

		Rudolph		Shantee		917465662		05/02/2017

		Seaman		Roxanne		917341512		11/28/2016

		Shelton		Rayana		917427072		04/26/2017

		Smith		Alexis		917432925		11/15/2016

		Smith		Donna		917461645		03/27/2017

		Smith		Jordan		917438736		11/09/2016

		Stalvey		Maegan		917380130		10/24/2016

		Staples		Virginia		917519853		03/27/2017

		Starnes		Hannah		917411160		11/02/2016

		Stephens		Grant		917456763		11/02/2016

		Stewart		Tierra		917443884		10/12/2016

		Stinson		Sarah		917404372		11/14/2016

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		03/16/2017

		Stohr		Sarah		917427490		11/11/2016

		Storey		Kamryn		917415598		11/03/2016

		Sullivan		Alice		917400733		10/11/2016

		Sutton		Betsy		917304352		11/16/2016

		Sykes		Samuel		917398451		11/09/2016

		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		917412068		11/15/2016

		Taylor		Quaesha		917434050		11/07/2016

		Telleria		Claudia		917424189		11/16/2016

		Temples		Brooke		917459709		03/29/2017

		Thornton		Ashley		917454181		04/13/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		04/17/2017

		Towe		Olivia		917437185		10/26/2016

		Traylor		Natalie		917437678		11/16/2016

		Turner		Rebecca		917460146		04/05/2017

		Ulstad		Ashley		917403437		11/04/2016

		Uzamere		Jessica		917416944		11/14/2016

		Vance		Darby		917457706		03/15/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		04/12/2017

		Van Lede		Abbigayle		917438378		11/16/2016

		Wagy		Morgan		917461072		03/29/2017

		Walker		Hannah		917454114		04/18/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		03/10/2017

		Walker		Tayari		917415736		11/11/2016

		Ward		Mikayla		917462442		03/13/2017

		Washington		Taylor		917440031		11/16/2016

		West		Sydney		917437847		11/28/2016

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		03/13/2017

		Wieda		Sara		917473746		11/30/2016

		Wilbanks		Haleigh		917438447		04/09/2017

		Wilkerson		Deja		917444694		11/09/2016

		Williams		Lesandra		917362927		10/27/2016

		Williams		Tracey Jo		917316851		11/30/2016

		Wilson		Kayla		917434861		11/02/2016

		Wolford		Anna		917457755		03/29/2017

		Woodhead		Caroline		917400150		11/02/2016

		Woods		Destinee		917458213		03/13/2017

		Woodson		Lauren		917421676		10/28/2016

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		03/29/2017

		Wulf		Jenna		917458182		11/09/2016

		Wulf		Peyton		917454123		03/13/2017

		Zayas		Dynasty		917439427		11/14/2016

		Responses (n): 		208

		Response Rate: 		87.03%





FE Lesson Obs. Form 3 CT

		FE Lesson Observation Form 3 - CT 

		LESSON DESIGN 		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Standards are posted and clearly articulated to students		2		0.84%		13		5.44%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		6		2.51%		2		0.84%		239		3.27		0.6

		Learning goals are clearly stated and measurable		0		0%		16		6.69%		142		59.41%		78		32.64%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.26		0.57

		Lesson plan is organized and logically sequenced		1		0.42%		8		3.35%		138		57.74%		87		36.4%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.33		0.56

		Total/Percentage		3		0.42%		37		5.16%		416		58.02%		245		34.17%		9		1.26%		7		0.98%		717				











































		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             

		INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY             		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Lesson opening engages students and clearly communicates expectations 		2		0.84%		18		7.53%		148		61.92%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.6

		Presentation of material is clear, organized, and error-free		2		0.84%		22		9.21%		144		60.25%		69		28.87%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.18		0.62

		Lesson has balance of instructional time with student participation		1		0.42%		17		7.11%		156		65.27%		61		25.52%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.18		0.56

		Uses  a variety of strategies to present material: Direct instruction-- Guided Instruction--- Inquiry--- Student Directed--- Technology--- Visual Aids--- Manipulatives 
		0		0%		25		10.46%		149		62.34%		61		25.52%		2		0.84%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.59

		Asks open-ended, higher-order-thinking questions: Remembering--- Understanding--- Applying--- Analyzing--- Evaluating--- Creating
		1		0.42%		48		20.08%		142		59.41%		41		17.15%		5		2.09%		2		0.84%		239		2.96		0.63

		Differentiates instruction: Remediation--- Modification--- Accommodation--- Enrichment--- Problem-solving  		3		1.26%		43		17.99%		135		56.49%		38		15.9%		17		7.11%		3		1.26%		239		2.95		0.65

		Provides adequate �wait time� before calling on/ responding to students 		0		0%		18		7.53%		157		65.69%		60		25.1%		0		0%		4		1.67%		239		3.18		0.55

		Gives reinforcement and feedback that encourages student engagement 		0		0%		18		7.53%		146		61.09%		71		29.71%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.23		0.57

		Lesson has guided practice and independent practice		1		0.42%		13		5.44%		158		66.11%		62		25.94%		3		1.26%		2		0.84%		239		3.2		0.55

		Effective transitions between activities 		1		0.42%		30		12.55%		150		62.76%		51		21.34%		3		1.26%		4		1.67%		239		3.08		0.6

		Lesson closing encourages students to explain key points of lesson and its relevance		2		0.84%		25		10.46%		158		66.11%		49		20.5%		2		0.84%		3		1.26%		239		3.09		0.59

		Total/Percentage		13		0.49%		277		10.54%		1643		62.5%		632		24.04%		34		1.29%		30		1.14%		2629				











































		ASSESSMENTS     

		ASSESSMENTS     		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Informal/Formative  (ex:  questioning during instruction, teacher observation)		0		0%		25		10.46%		155		64.85%		57		23.85%		0		0%		2		0.84%		239		3.14		0.57

		Formal/Summative  (ex:  quizzes, homework assignments, journals, projects)		0		0%		18		7.53%		121		50.63%		35		14.64%		61		25.52%		4		1.67%		239		3.1		0.54

		Diagnostic  (ex:  reading inventory, running records) used for determining student level
		0		0%		12		5.02%		75		31.38%		28		11.72%		119		49.79%		5		2.09%		239		3.14		0.57

		Total/Percentage		0		0%		55		7.67%		351		48.95%		120		16.74%		180		25.1%		11		1.53%		717				

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  

		CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT/PROFESSIONALISM  		# Unacceptable		% Unacceptable		# Developing		% Developing		# Proficient		% Proficient		# Exemplary		% Exemplary		# Not Observed		% Not Observed		# No Response		% No Response		Total Response		Mean		Standard Deviation

		Attends to all areas of the classroom 		3		1.26%		25		10.46%		142		59.41%		66		27.62%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.15		0.64

		Redirects off-task behavior in a consistent and timely manner 		3		1.26%		35		14.64%		139		58.16%		59		24.69%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.08		0.67

		Challenges students to do their best during activity and throughout lesson		0		0%		15		6.28%		149		62.34%		72		30.13%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.24		0.56

		Uses correct syntax, spelling and grammar throughout lesson and materials 		1		0.42%		6		2.51%		146		61.09%		83		34.73%		1		0.42%		2		0.84%		239		3.32		0.54

		Models appropriate vocabulary and sentence structure		0		0%		11		4.6%		145		60.67%		79		33.05%		1		0.42%		3		1.26%		239		3.29		0.55

		Uses appropriate tone and voice levels		0		0%		20		8.37%		136		56.9%		80		33.47%		0		0%		3		1.26%		239		3.25		0.6

		Maintains a professional appearance		0		0%		1		0.42%		126		52.72%		106		44.35%		0		0%		6		2.51%		239		3.45		0.51

		Total/Percentage		7		0.42%		113		6.75%		983		58.76%		545		32.58%		4		0.24%		21		1.26%		1673				















































PGP

		Professional Growth Plan:

		Response		Number of Responses		Percent

		Yes		1		0.6%

		No		167		99.4%
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ACTIVE MAJORS, AND GRADUATION TREND DATA

FY 2012-2013 FY 2013-2014 FY 2014-2015 FY 2015-2016 FY 2016-2017
ACTIVE MAJORS 410 369 318 260 257
GRADUATES 178 147 149 126 96
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 B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	410	369	318	260	257	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	178	147	149	126	96	
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		sid		lname		fname		campus		degree		major		minor		concentration 1		concentration 2		pt/ft		admitterm		term		US_OGPA		GS_OGPA		Race		Gender		pr_phone		business_email		home_email		UWG_EMAIL		street1		street2		city		state		zip

		917017003		Walsh		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201205		3.59		4		White		F				NA		cew1714@yahoo.com		NA

		917022558		Blum		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205		2.72		3.84		White		M		770 4879817		blum.kenneth@mail.fcboe.org		NA		kblum1@my.westga.edu		126 Magnolia Dr				Tyrone		GA		30290-2318

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				System Level (COE)				P		201008		201205		2.72		3.85		Black		F		678 7496475		NA		monica_mitcherson@hotmail.com		mmitche1@my.westga.edu		6086 Allpoint Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4682

		917058741		Willingham		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201205		3.12		3.95		White		F		770 5839971		NA		jenwil48@bellsouth.net		jwillin1@my.westga.edu		343 Grandma Branch Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1746

		917112101		Poulicek		Paula		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201205		4		4		White		F		706 2321165		NA		ppoulicek@aol.com		ppoulic1@my.westga.edu		510 E 8th St SE				Rome		GA		30161-6208

		917102279		Harris		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200808		201205		3.64		3.91		White		M		770 8806575		NA		NA		mlharris@westga.edu		131 Rhudy St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3146

		917161583		Freyman		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201205		3.94		4		White		F		770 3285516		amanda.freyman@cowetaschools.net		NA		afreyma1@my.westga.edu		150 Rooks Road				Gay		GA		30218

		917146985		Martin		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205		3.91		3.84		White		F		770 6325859		NA		sharmartin@earthlink.net		smartin2@my.westga.edu		116 Rolling Grn				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1239

		917098450		Hart		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201008		201205		3.29		3.66		White		F		706 5701847		lindsay.hart@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		lglisso1@my.westga.edu		124 South St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3815

		917158163		Evers		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205		3.66		3.95		White		F		770 5996152		NA		andrea.evers@cowetaschools.org		aevers1@my.westga.edu		80 Rock Mill Ct				Senoia		GA		30276-4801

		917195495		Morning-Parker		Rabiah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201205		3.83		3.9		Black		F		678 7991392		NA		parkerra@fultonschools.org		rmornin1@my.westga.edu		964 Victory Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4612

		917227484		Arnette		Rosetta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201205		3.5		3.47		Black		F		770 4739185		NA		roselight51@yahoo.com		rarnett1@my.westga.edu		2470 Greenfield Ln				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6195

		917117362		Smith		Molly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200705		201205		3.84		4		White		F		770 5742657		molly.smith@carrollcountyschools.com		bridetobe917@aol.com		mstowe1@my.westga.edu		150 Providence Lake Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3988

		917211566		Tucker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201005		201205		3.84		4		White		F		770 7480181		NA		jentuck87@bellsouth.net		jtucker2@my.westga.edu		43 Watts Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5373

		917174941		Jarrett		Teryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200905		201205		3.14		3.18		White		F		706 9360783		NA		NA		tjarret1@my.westga.edu		300 McDonald St NW				Rome		GA		30165-2540

		917254788		Legagneur		Francis		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200705		201205				3.91		Black		M		770 3062421		NA		ominus@bellsouth.net		flegagn1@my.westga.edu		7505 Old Chapel				Atlanta		GA		30349-7947

		917179843		McArthur		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201005		201205		3.69		4		White		F		770 9261939		NA		gogreenwgs@yahoo.com		kmcarth2@my.westga.edu		105 Eubanks Ct				Woodstock		GA		30188-1903

		917084279		Young		Sadie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205		3.6		4		White		F		678 8501541		NA		NA		NA		136 Dallas Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2135

		917209286		Swanson		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.19		3.57		White		F				NA		melinda.e.bryant@gmail.com		mbryant5@my.westga.edu		4073 Chatham View Ct				Buford		GA		30518-4925

		917205689		Hart		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.76		3.69		White		F				NA		melissahart87@gmail.com		mhart3@my.westga.edu		1005 Covington Dr				Rocky Face		GA		30740-8707

		917212020		Harris		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		200701		201205		3.22		3.59		Black		F		404 3090945		NA		tharris4172@gmail.com		tharris6@my.westga.edu		2605 The Canyons				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201205		3.4		3.86		White		F		770 8769825		NA		NA		jcourtr1@my.westga.edu		2140 Indian Shoals Dr.				Loganville		GA		30052

		917283785		Canavan		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201205				3.57		White		F		770 6935142		NA		lcanavan2001@yahoo.com		lcanava1@my.westga.edu		1210 Wynford Colony SW				Marietta		GA		30064-3780

		917139250		McCaghren		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201205		3.22		3.9		White		F		770 3282012		bethany.mccaghren@haralson.k12.ga.us		NA		bstitch1@my.westga.edu		105 Holly Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917103188		Moore		Scott		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		2.99		3.83		White		M		770 5005182		NA		scotttmoore@hotmail.com		smoore4@my.westga.edu		15 Mulberry Dr				Senoia		GA		30276-1341

		917285597		Brandon		Aja		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201205		3.8		4		Black		F		770 3546956		NA		ajabrandon@gmail.com		abrando2@my.westga.edu		2237 Capella Cir SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-3864

		917245599		Baker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.47		3.76		White		F		706 6756999		NA		NA		jboggus1@my.westga.edu		212 Noles Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-6414

		917206154		Awbrey		Kathy Leigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.24		3.76		White		F		770 2528046		NA		awbreyk@bellsouth.net		kawbrey1@my.westga.edu		100 Ellis Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-3377

		917284072		Ross		Bryonia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201205		3.44		2.66		Black		F		404 9043079		NA		NA		bross2@my.westga.edu		7408 Cavalier Crossing				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917092809		Jones		Kourtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		3.76		3.93		White		F		404 229-9322		NA		NA		kbryant2@my.westga.edu		5499 Brookstone Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-4564

		917297237		Elrod		Zacharia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200708		201205		2.74				White		M		706 4980603		NA		NA		zelrod1@my.westga.edu		75 Plymouth Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-8855

		917244550		Pence		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.83		3.76		White		F		706 7669294		NA		NA		lpence1@my.westga.edu		410 Dewberry Ln SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1428

		917152623		Kent		Kati		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		3.4		4		White		F				NA		ktleigh1311@aol.com		klanier2@my.westga.edu		115 Deer Park Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-1231

		917281794		Wood		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		200801		201205		2.79		3.75		White		F		770 6467755		NA		ciwood@bellsouth.net		cwood7@my.westga.edu		762 Macedonia Church Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4809

		917307063		Cobb		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200808		201205		3		3.63		Black		F		678 5219750		NA		cmariec2003@yahoo.com		ccobb3@my.westga.edu		4252 Pkwy Court				Stone Mountain		GA		30083

		917056518		Fincher		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205		3		3.97		White		F		678 4238738		linda.fincher@cowetaschools.org		larryberryprince@aol.com		lfinche2@my.westga.edu		133 Fincher Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2993

		917248006		Meadows		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.38		3.38		White		F		770 8234875		NA		kmeadows@cleburneschools.net		krunels1@my.westga.edu		295 County Road 45				Ranburne		AL		36273-8035

		917111029		Mobley		Jane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201205				3.95		White		F		678 4329203		jmobley@henry.k12.ga.us		bookbabe202@gmail.com		jmobley1@my.westga.edu		101 Westminster Way				McDonough		GA		30253-8722

		917133021		Whitman		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200805		201205				3.71		White		F		678 3607059		NA		jbldwhitman@comcast.net		jwhitma1@my.westga.edu		137 Crescent Woode Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-5724

		917183009		Saxon		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		4		3.91		White		F		770 5964456		NA		courtney.s.jackson1@gmail.com		NA		6001 Monticello Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8690

		917317764		Wilson		Alexander		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		200808		201205		3.12				White		M		404 4088995		NA		awjacket331@aol.com		awilso14@my.westga.edu		110 Oak Hill Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-3552

		917320049		Sams		Shane				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		200808		201205		3.33				White		M		478 9536396		NA		basketballfanatic0156@yahoo.com		ssams2@my.westga.edu		1107 Overpass Ln				Warner Robins		GA		31088-2209

		917321927		Bazan		Kiefer				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201205		3.59						M		404 6603055		NA		NA		kbazan1@my.westga.edu		461 Old Dixie Way Apt 5308				Forest Park		GA		30297-3293

		917313571		Smigelsky		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		200808		201205		3.88		3.9		White		F		770 3660565		NA		NA		ksmigel1@my.westga.edu		5022 Oak Farm Way				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917316260		McEntyre		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201205		3.04				White		F		770 2142050		NA		NA		jmcenty1@my.westga.edu		844 Simonton Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-7867

		917296955		Adams		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201205		3.39				White		F		678 8970395		NA		NA		madams7@my.westga.edu		77 Katie St				Temple		GA		30179-4218

		917325824		Turman		Terrence		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200808		201205		3.08				Black		M		706 9884944		NA		T.Turman12@gmail.com		tturman1@my.westga.edu		3492 Highway 5 Apt 801				Douglasville		GA		30135-6911

		917321553		Plouffe		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201205		3.05				White		F				NA		NA		aplouff1@my.westga.edu		1013 Northwoods Lake Ct				Duluth		GA		30096-7983

		917151624		Russell-Wright		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200901		201205		4		3.93				F		678 9455799		NA		NA		mrussel5@my.westga.edu		6738 Gallant Ct SE				Mableton		GA		30126-4693

		917310978		Gholston		Jeremy				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201205		2.58						M		770 9426679		NA		NA		jgholst1@my.westga.edu		5695 Deer Trail Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-5881

		917224436		Jenkins		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.09						F		770 5922855		NA		NA		ejenkin1@my.westga.edu		1007 Ashfern Walk				Woodstock		GA		30189-6203

		917301922		Kornegay		Lamar				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201205		3.06				Black		M		770 2223165		NA		NA		lkorneg1@my.westga.edu		106 Heartwood Xing				Dallas		GA		30157-5242

		917172214		Vlastnik		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200905		201205				3.95		White		F		770 4861655		pvlastnik@clayton.k12.ga.us		runmastr@bellsouth.net		pvlastn1@my.westga.edu		100 Jumpers Run				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1507

		917328115		Strickland		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200905		201205		3				White		F		770 6396333		NA		NA		mstrick4@my.westga.edu		5055 Foxfield Ln SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-7380

		917337990		Hurd		Rachaele		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200905		201205		4		4		White		F		770 6302968		NA		rnlamanna@charter.net		rhurd1@my.westga.edu		606 S Lee St				LaGrange		GA		30240-4945

		917341202		Hussmann		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.91		3.76		White		M		706 9369059		NA		hussmll@gmail.com		lhussma1@my.westga.edu		310 Clark Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-6036

		917304651		Fox		Carol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Middle Grades Education								P		201005		201205		4		3.95		White		F		770 4870350		NA		carol.l.fox@gmail.com		cfox1@my.westga.edu		114 Wensley Cor				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2721

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		200905		201205				3.72		Black		M		678 7688502		NA		kofosuhene@atlanta.k12.ga.us		kofosuh1@my.westga.edu		4942 Larkspur Lane		728		Atlanta		GA		30049

		917334890		Hutchinson-Cozart		Marsha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Administration and Supervision								F		200905		201205				3.78		Black		F		404 9937366		NA		marshacozart@yahoo.com		mhutchi1@my.westga.edu		4449 White Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917171595		Deal		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201001		201205				3.64		White		M		678 4271211		NA		adamdeal9@gmail.com		adeal1@my.westga.edu		207 Adamson Sq Apt J				Carrollton		GA		30117-3260

		917210560		Hancock		Beverly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201205		3.69		4		White		F		404 9176104		NA		beverylynbas@aol.com		bhancoc1@my.westga.edu		690 Old Alabama Rd SE				Cartersville		GA		30120-6521

		917264935		Daniel		DeVona		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201205		2.97		4		White		F		678 2315081		NA		deejason@hughes.net		ddaniel7@my.westga.edu		20 Sutton Trl NW				Cartersville		GA		30121-4520

		917339791		Clark		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.85		3.6		White		F		706 8294841		NA		laneafer252@aol.com		cclark10@my.westga.edu		4128 Shady Oaks Dr				Martinez		GA		30907-7917

		917150294		Keel		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.9		3.71		White		F		770 3282815		NA		laura_keel@hotmail.com		lkeel1@my.westga.edu		164 Wynridge Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8805

		917322511		Greene		Tamika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201205		3.78		3.61		Black		F		770 9298935		NA		NA		tgreene1@my.westga.edu		1396 Fall River Dr				Conyers		GA		30013-7416

		917303028		Alford		Ann Marie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201205		4		3.73		White		F		706 5942505		NA		NA		aalford5@my.westga.edu		1750 Mount Vernon Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3501

		917318610		Entrekin		Christina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.9		3.78		White		F		404 4098714		NA		NA		centrek1@my.westga.edu		1163 Fairway Gdns NE				Atlanta		GA		30319-5371

		917344841		Fendt		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.83		3.85		White		F		770 7549001		NA		katelin.fendt@gmail.com		kfendt1@my.westga.edu		5735 Commons Ln				Alpharetta		GA		30005-7285

		917344523		Hernandez		Annette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.83		3.86				F		770 891		NA		Ahpr783@hotmail.com		ahernan1@my.westga.edu

		917344533		Kabu		Erika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		4		3.93		White		F		404 6641304		NA		elaibson@yahoo.com		elaibso1@my.westga.edu		185 Montag Cir NE Unit 223				Atlanta		GA		30307-5532

		917033668		Massey		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200908		201205				3.95		White		F		706 3980863		NA		kellymassey@walkerschools.org		kmassey1@my.westga.edu		13913 Highway 157				Rising Fawn		GA		30738-2312

		917015259		Vallone		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201001		201205		3.07				White		M		678 6449236		NA		NA		jvallon1@my.westga.edu		100 Peachtree Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1870

		917364196		Lyons		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201205		4		4		White		M		678 3336436		NA		ericlyons@juno.com		wlyons2@my.westga.edu		4641 Waterford Ct				Dunwoody		GA		30338-3137

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201001		201205		3.35		3.8		White		F		678 3262594		NA		NA		jmccull3@my.westga.edu		10390 Rivertown Rd				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917365414		Bodnar		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								P		201005		201205		2.38		3.5		White		M		678 4787923		NA		NA		mbodnar1@my.westga.edu		170 Boulevard SE Apt H501				Atlanta		GA		30312-2394

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201001		201205		3.81		4		White		F		404 403		NA		NA		mperry8@my.westga.edu		326 Mill Run Drive				Bremen		GA		30110

		917246299		Lingrell		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201001		201205				3.71		White		F		678 8908764		NA		NA		klingrel@westga.edu		303 Tanglewood Traiil				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917355319		McConnell		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201205		4		3.8		White		F		770 3060044		NA		sheiladmc@comcast.net		smcconn1@my.westga.edu		701 Creekmist Ln				Fairburn		GA		30213-4616

		917348576		Cope		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201205				4		White		F		678 4456763		wendy.cope@cherokee.k12.ga.us		litrateacher@yahoo.com		wcope@westga.edu		4379 Mikandy Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1397

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201205				3.83		White		F		678 8990470		NA		aldavis2@samford.edu		adavis32@my.westga.edu		7410 Polo Hill				Cumming		GA		30040

		917257955		Revear		Alanna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201005		201205		2.55				Black		F		770 7748101		NA		NA		arevear1@my.westga.edu		3760 Hansberry Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349-7931

		917312614		Smith		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				3.8		White		F		770 2531253		jennifer.smith@cowetaschools.org		jennifersmith07@bellsouth.net		jsmith64@my.westga.edu		162 Brandish Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7443

		917381674		Allen		Molly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201205				4		White		F		706 8826371		NA		mollyallen@bellsouth.net		mallen11@my.westga.edu		235 Ashford Cir				LaGrange		GA		30240-8839

		917379366		Moreland		Earthwind		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								F		201005		201205		3.46		3.53		Black		M		404 3469912		NA		earthwind-moreland@hotmail.com		emorela1@my.westga.edu		5437 Stone Cove Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-8941

		917383606		Jones		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201008		201205		2.93				Black		F		334 2680787		NA		NA		vjones2@my.westga.edu		514 Barron Rd				Troy		AL		36081-6115

		917389652		Betsill		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201205				3.88		White		F		770 4633754		NA		deanna.betsill@cowetaschools.net		dbetsil1@my.westga.edu		52 Blaze Ct				Palmetto		GA		30268-1563

		917389422		Reynolds		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201205				3.25		White		M		770 4393230		NA		brandonkylereynolds@gmail.com		breynol3@my.westga.edu		2781 Old Barn Trl				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5036

		917005126		Spinks		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201101		201205				3.81		White		F		706 6376555		NA		spinkssc@troup.org		sspinks1@my.westga.edu		4551 Hammett Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2511

		917307501		Butts		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.12		3.85		White		F		770 8982379		NA		NA		mbutts2@my.westga.edu		1102 Sequoia Trail				McDonough		GA		30252

		917400211		Trammell		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205				3.87		Black		F		770 251-3883		melinda.trammell@cowetaschools.org		trammell5@charter.net		mtramme2@my.westga.edu		95 Woodstream Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1789

		917400219		Luke		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205				3.87		Black		F		310 936-4027		christina.luke@cowetaschools.net		NA		cluke1@my.westga.edu		11997 Scottish Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8052

		917383674		Rogers		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205				3.86		White		F		706 5948770		NA		jamie.rogers87@yahoo.com		jroger17@my.westga.edu		203 Alverson Rd				LaGrange		GA		30241-8192

		917298141		Whittle		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205		3.42		3.86		White		F		404 3102797		NA		kayla.r.whittle@gmail.com		kwest3@my.westga.edu		45 Birchwood Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1934

		917384516		Maddox		Sarah-Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				4		White		F		678 5654506		NA		smm0624@yahoo.com		smaddox3@my.westga.edu		184 Country Lake Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-2679

		917141396		Ragan		Tyrus		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Middle Grades Education								P		201008		201205		3.41		3.53		White		M		678 3817237		NA		runnernvr88@gmail.com		tragan1@my.westga.edu		2025 Barrett Lakes Blvd.		Apt. 7303		Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917150580		Boisjolie		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				3.7		White		F		678 9655424		NA		NA		sboisjo1@my.westga.edu		310 Fairpointe Pl				Suwanee		GA		30024-6897

		917018462		Entrekin		Hayley		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205		3		4		White		F		770 5379078		NA		NA		hentrek1@my.westga.edu		101 Shady Holw				Bremen		GA		30110-7906

		917181994		Williams		Donjanea		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		Black		F		404 4357162		NA		NA		NA		2735 Tanglewood Trl				East Point		GA		30344-6630

		917370982		Hill		Jean		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		White		F		770 9265777		NA		jean2588@comcast.net		jhill15@my.westga.edu		423 Brookes Walk				Woodstock		GA		30188-5184

		917005802		Schmitt		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		White		F		SEE COMMENT		NA		NA		sschmit1@my.westga.edu		85 Beaver Creek Run				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2233

		917168286		Dement		David		Carrollton Campus		MED		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201008		201205		3.11		4		White		M		678 4167973		david.dement@cowetaschools.org		NA		ddement1@my.westga.edu		47 Parks Avenue				Newnan		GA		30263

		917383632		Sands		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201205		2.9				Black		F		706 6438125		NA		NA		asands1@my.westga.edu		603 E 10th St				West Point		GA		31833-1735

		917374775		Childers		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205				3.88		White		F		770 8099340		beth.childers@carrollcountyschools.com		beth.harrison2@gmail.com		echilde3@my.westga.edu		243 Clara Bell Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-7576

		917204556		Bowen		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.77		3.61		White		F				NA		NA		rbowen2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 722				Woodbury		GA		30293-0722

		917173396		Williams		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				F		201105		201205		4		4		White		F		770 5463587		ashley.williams@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		ahardin1@my.westga.edu		1816 Pleasant Grove Road				Temple		GA		30179

		917303360		Harper		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.58		3.61		White		F		404 5834430		NA		NA		dcain2@my.westga.edu		107 Village Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1846

		917270049		Chitwood		Katlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.68		3.55		White		F		770 8453602		NA		NA		kchitwo1@my.westga.edu		1085 Forsyth Yatesville Rd				Yatesville		GA		31097-4355

		917391657		Horn		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				4		White		F		770 4853114		NA		mary.horn@cobbk12.org		mhorn3@my.westga.edu		3150 Inman Park Ct				Marietta		GA		30062-4865

		917185603		Jackson		Leila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.13		3.5		Black		F		770 9440493		NA		NA		ljacks11@my.westga.edu		1201 Matt Moore Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-2447

		917371147		Klein		Emma		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205				3.76		White		F		770 3910272		NA		emma.k.klein@gmail.com		eklein1@my.westga.edu		5073 Sirron Ct				Atlanta		GA		30338-5653

		917212739		Longworth		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.91		3.91		White		F		205 4056226		NA		NA		clongwo1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 974				Heflin		AL		36264-1500

		917215902		Troglin		Kathy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.54		3.61		White		F		404 3915145		NA		troglin5@att.net		ktrogli1@my.westga.edu		155 Valleyside Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-9353

		917382870		Hall		Haley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201205				3.71		White		F		706 5063843		NA		hethomas30@gmail.co		hthomas3@my.westga.edu		137 Peppers Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8010

		917022866		Abel		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201108		201205				3.78		White		F		770 5993513		NA		abel.abigail@mail.fcboe.org		aabel1@my.westga.edu		705 Carl Williams Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-3137

		917347481		Simmons		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		200905		201205				3.9		White		M		706 6478702		NA		andy_simmons_30286@yahoo.com		asimmon3@my.westga.edu		448 Bent St				Thomaston		GA		30286-2501

		917009925		Wheelus		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201108		201205				4		White		F		770 3280460		NA		angiew5@yahoo.com		awheelu1@my.westga.edu		4 London Lane				Rome		GA		30161

		917391902		Robertson		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				4		White		M		615 5799778		NA		drobertson777@aol.com		drobert9@my.westga.edu		2410 Ravenwood Dr				Murfreesboro		TN		37129-6679

		917353931		Clark		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		3.18		3.78		White		F		678 6219638		NA		rclark6561@gmail.com		rburrel1@my.westga.edu		285 Whooping Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4804

		917146167		Gray-Robinson		Summer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201105		201205				3.91		White		F		678 3466002		NA		blusum72@yahoo.com		sgrayro1@my.westga.edu		59 Bridgewater Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-3109

		917385862		McAdoo		Charlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201008		201205				3.75		Black		M		404 2280110		NA		charliemcadoo@yahoo.com		cmcadoo1@my.westga.edu		440 Princeton Way NE				Atlanta		GA		30307-1131

		917300302		Daniel		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.54		3.91		White		F		770 7756433		NA		NA		sdanie12@my.westga.edu		732 Franklin St				Jackson		GA		30233-2517

		917305420		Perrotta		Gina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205				4		White		F				NA		gina.perrotta@cowetaschools.net		gzollo1@my.westga.edu		102 Clarin Way				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3437

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.97		4		White		F		678 8508766		NA		NA		cshoema2@my.westga.edu		1131 Indian Creek Road				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201205				3.86		Black		F		404 4355864		NA		brittneysburns@gmail.com		bburns1@my.westga.edu		394 Anvil Way				Austell		GA		30168

		917381877		Andrews		Sara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				4		White		F		404 9189122		NA		sarastick@yahoo.com		sandrew4@my.westga.edu		1020 Riverbend Club Dr SE				Atlanta		GA		30339-2802

		917378526		Hinds		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				3.78		Black		F		770 4397541		NA		emily_hinds@ymail.com		ehinds1@my.westga.edu		25 Horseshoe Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-2362

		917383722		Patterson		Kerry		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205				3.93		White		F		678 9832887		NA		kerry.m.patterson@gmail.com		kpatte11@my.westga.edu		6470 Whitestone Pl				Duluth		GA		30097-7819

		917027449		Maxwell		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		3.1		3.24		White		F		678 3733425		kimberly.maxwell@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		kmaxwell@westga.edu		2145 Tyus Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917008527		Anderson		Marie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201205		2.42		3.81		White		F		770 2140957		marie.anderson@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		manders1@my.westga.edu		110 Don Rich Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-6939

		917067856		Byers		Kristie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201208		3.69				White		F		770 8232187		NA		NA		krogers4@my.westga.edu		1205 Garrett Creek Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2635

		917047930		Bobick		Sally				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200908		201208		3.32				White		F		770 8342380		NA		NA		sbobick1@my.westga.edu		201 Habersham Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4153

		917032426		Bailey		Antonio		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201208		2.54				Black		M		404 5790026		NA		tdbailey01@yahoo.com		tbailey4@my.westga.edu		5980 Castlegate Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-9021

		917071039		Crawford		Trisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201208		3.34		3.57		White		F		770 3130947		trisha.crawford@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		tcrawfo3@my.westga.edu		7320 Oak Arms Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7687

		917064746		Moseley		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		2.83		3.54		White		F		404 7137448		NA		uwgkmoseley@hotmail.com		kmosele1@my.westga.edu		91 Red Oak Trl				Carrollton		GA		30116-5600

		917059490		Hood		Sonya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201001		201208		2.31		3.37		Black		F		678 7689645		sonya_l_hood@fc.dekalb.k12.ga.us		hood_sonyal@yahoo.com		shood1@my.westga.edu		2250 Hampton Dr				Decatur		GA		30035-3634

		917087506		Lanford		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		4		White		F		770 2187493		nan.lanford@cobbk12.org		enan@bellsouth.net		elanfor1@my.westga.edu		1404 Shiloh Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5237

		917108260		Peoples		Danica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		3.61		Black		F		404 4567851		NA		dip2atl@gmail.com		dpeople1@my.westga.edu		245 N Highland Ave 230-375				Atlanta		GA		30307

		917147592		Andrey		Antoinette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200901		201208		3.81		3.69				F		770 9428223		NA		amnandrey@gmail.com		aandrey1@my.westga.edu		3811 Starlight Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-7203

		917102716		Fearrington		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		2.81		3.65		Black		M		404 2761187		NA		NA		cfearri1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 481				Tucker		GA		30085

		917109750		Clark		Corina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Secondary Education & Teaching								P		201105		201208		2.97		3.66		Black		F		404 9857943		NA		miss.c_c@hotmail.com		cclark2@my.westga.edu		2972 Stonecrest Pointe				Conyers		GA		30094

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200908		201208		2.98		3.85		White		F		770 8627253		NA		NA		amelear1@my.westga.edu		95 Emerald Hills Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3915

		917162921		Laird		Brittany				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200308		201208		2.87				White		F		678 982-0169		NA		NA		blaird1@my.westga.edu		966 Little Vine Church Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4055

		917085428		Davis		Janice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		2.98		4		White		F		770 2537326		NA		jdavis152@charter.net		jdavis8@my.westga.edu		1520 New Corinth Rd				Newnan		GA		30263

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201005		201208		4		4		Black		F		770 5777662		NA		walkertameka3@hotmail.com		twalker3@my.westga.edu		92 Brookewood  Lane				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917157055		Thompson		Carla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200908		201208				3.61		Black		F		706 6014769		NA		cthompson105walker@yahoo.com		cthomps5@my.westga.edu		105 Walker Rd				Woodbury		GA		30293-3549

		917166138		Pitts		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		3.62		3.85		White		F		770 3013152		NA		Jennifer.pitts@cowetaschools.net		jevans1@my.westga.edu		1645 Bradbury Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-2109

		917207310		Walls		Kevin				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200501		201208		3.33				White		M		770 5021794		NA		NA		kwalls1@my.westga.edu		95 General Lee Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1393

		917113776		Adams		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		3.24		3.58		Black		F		770 7719741		NA		pamela.adams59@yahoo.com		padams1@my.westga.edu		628 Buffalo Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-8877

		917053592		Ferguson		Tara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		3.2		3.7		White		F		770 8342009		NA		tara.ferguson@carrollcountyschools.com		tsmith17@my.westga.edu		104 Candlewood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-4825

		917050708		O'Miller		Karyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201208		3.66		3.75		White		F		770 4218389		NA		clancysrose@yahoo.com		komille1@my.westga.edu		5806 Fairwood Circle				Acworth		GA		30101

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		2.88		4		White		M		678 4277422		NA		NA		londovc1@my.westga.edu		100 Creekside Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6082

		917179541		King		Stanetress		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				F		201105		201208		3.54		3.75		Black		F		678 5487424		NA		stanetress.king@yahoo.com		sking3@my.westga.edu		414 Preston Landing Circle				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917203762		Kilgore		Leah				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200905		201208		3.67						F		770 2584624		NA		NA		lderthi1@my.westga.edu		2115 County Road 48				Heflin		AL		36264-5247

		917244257		Hosford		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208				4		White		F		404 5566178		christina.hosford@douglas.k12.ga.us		christinahosford@gmail.com		cwicker1@my.westga.edu		2451 Spring Dr SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-2529

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201001		201208		3.36		3.83		White		F		678 3783815		NA		NA		cparry@westga.edu		161 N Carroll Street				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917256035		Sheffield		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200605		201208				3.92				F		770 4018629		NA		ugaga199@yahoo.com		ssheffi1@my.westga.edu		1628 E Kellogg Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-2049

		917221729		Pollard		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201208		3.71		4		White		F		770 8568942		NA		virginia.pollard@gmail.com		vawalt1@my.westga.edu		104 Dixie Ave S				Bremen		GA		30110-2206

		917156139		McAlexander		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201208		3.1		3.66		White		M				NA		NA		wmcalex1@my.westga.edu		6627 Forestdale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917250356		Edwards		John				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200608		201208		2.68				White		M		478 4727982		NA		NA		NA		3797 Ga Highway 26 E				Montezuma		GA		31063-2513

		917240513		Moffat		Callen		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200608		201208		3.06		4		White		F		404 6428338		NA		NA		cmoffat1@my.westga.edu		182 Central Heights Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-4722

		917287222		Webb		Ahmad				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200701		201208		2.74				Black		M		404 9061921		NA		NA		awebb4@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd Apt 1109				Carrollton		GA		30117-2630

		917291640		King		Jill		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		678 7739193		NA		jkk1123@bellsouth.net		jking12@my.westga.edu		4090 Lakeland Hills Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-2959

		917072617		White		Richard		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		2.73		4		White		M		770 5056603		NA		rjwhite7031@yahoo.com		rwhite4@my.westga.edu		237 Silver Spring St				Dallas		GA		30157-8289

		917291513		Lambert		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200705		201208				3.85				F		404 8407014		virginiaasa@hotmail.com		NA		vcrabtr1@my.westga.edu		310 S Shore Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5927

		917303921		Holcomb		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		770 9576478		NA		holcomb.ca@gmail.com		cholcom2@my.westga.edu		1208 Lullwater Way				McDonough		GA		30252-5771

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		3.37		3.71		White		M		256 2013662		NA		NA		amcguir2@my.westga.edu		673 County Road 448				Muscadine		AL		36269

		917244318		Walker		Syrenda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.98				Black		F		770 8301743		NA		NA		swalker8@my.westga.edu		5 Rook Ln				Carrollton		GA		30116-8634

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology						F		200708		201208		3.43		4		Black		F		404 4525873		NA		NA		wbrown6@my.westga.edu		3183 Christian Springs Drive				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917288140		Chandler		Clinton		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200708		201208		3.36				White		M		770 6468854		NA		NA		cchandl5@my.westga.edu		1285 Wildcat Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-2319

		917007077		Shellabarger		Tara Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200708		201208		3.83				White		F		770 2518938		NA		tshellabarger3@gmail.com		tshella1@my.westga.edu		1370 Bethlehem Church Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1829

		917298212		Harris		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.88				Black		F		770 2540801		NA		NA		aharri16@my.westga.edu		1786 Millard Farmer Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5137

		917276475		Jones		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201208		3.63		3.5		White		F		678 3400674		NA		NA		ewoodco1@my.westga.edu		401 North Page Street				Lagrange		GA		30241

		917282768		Qualls		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		3.11				White		F		770 6316628		NA		NA		equalls1@my.westga.edu		100 Danbury Yard				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1182

		917101202		Dismuke		LeMetra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201005		201208				3.88		Black		F		770 3617090		Dismuke@fultonschools.org		Lacamp00@aol.com		lcampbe2@my.westga.edu		6503 Foggy Oak Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917283751		Poff		Kristina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education-Math				F		200708		201208		3.64				White		F		678 4643400		NA		poffkid@yahoo.com		kpoff3@my.westga.edu		3654 Quincy Place				Gainesville		GA		30504

		917287197		Brock		Anzlee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200708		201208		2.96				White		F		770 5136830		NA		NA		abrock2@my.westga.edu		5066 Old Orr Rd				Flowery Br		GA		30542-3482

		917296353		Holly		Clarissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200708		201208		3.31				White		F		678 6013927		NA		NA		cholly1@my.westga.edu		747 South St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2854

		917252277		Kemp		Andrea				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.86				White		F				NA		NA		akemp1@my.westga.edu		505 Sleepy Hollow Rd				La Fayette		GA		30728-2624

		917276806		Mashburn		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		3.5						F		770 3281519		NA		NA		aclayto3@my.westga.edu		310 Gold Dust Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-7722

		917304990		Neal		Charli				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200708		201208		2.75				White		F		770 8319140		NA		NA		cneal3@my.westga.edu		2317 Copper Grove Ln				Buford		GA		30518-2494

		917293085		Hannah		Caleb				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		200708		201208		2.8				White		M		706 5943435		NA		NA		channah2@my.westga.edu		420 Newnan St				Franklin		GA		30217-5681

		917305143		Queener		Aaron				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				F		200708		201208		3.34						M		302 3789317		NA		NA		aqueene1@my.westga.edu		Calysta Queener		305 Pheasant Dr		Middletown		DE		19709-9203

		917272469		Ray-Scagnelli		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				3.91		Black		M				NA		sray002@gmail.com		sray4@my.westga.edu		936 ALMADEN CIR				Oakley		CA		94561

		917032964		Brownlow		Alisha				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200801		201208		3.05				White		F		404 3233958		NA		NA		abrownl1@my.westga.edu		300 Tony Trl SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3655

		917289632		Pitelli		Maritza		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201001		201208		3.26		4		White		F		770 3428882		NA		mpitelli@westga.edu		mpitelli@westga.edu		263 Almon Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917281650		Hunt		Leigh-Ann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200805		201208				4		White		F		706 6020186		NA		jlnchunt@bellsouth.net		lhunt2@my.westga.edu		365 Floyd Rd NE				Calhoun		GA		30701-9701

		917313916		Middlebrooks		Shakeirra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.41				Black		F		706 9750165		NA		NA		smiddle4@my.westga.edu		122 Longview Loop				Thomaston		GA		30286-2377

		917316468		Phillips		Hamilton				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201208		3.08				White		M		678 6178147		NA		NA		hphillips@westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd		Apt C4		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917317854		Bryant		Brianna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology		English-Literature		Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201208		3.52				White		F		770 8546249		NA		NA		bbryant4@my.westga.edu		2796 Bethesda Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9688

		917307727		Raston		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.94				Black		F		404 6756422		NA		NA		jraston1@my.westga.edu		4225 Apple Cir				Conley		GA		30288-1639

		917329172		Raymond		Cydney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.8				White		F		502 2283439		NA		NA		craymon2@my.westga.edu		1002 Donovan Ct				Goshen		KY		40026-9432

		917326175		Betsill		Alma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.54				White		F		770 4088003		NA		NA		aeason1@my.westga.edu		1272 Highway 16 W				Newnan		GA		30263-4557

		917313473		McMurdo		Lea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.19		2.66		White		F		404 2197685		NA		NA		lmcmurd1@my.westga.edu		1405 S Burnt Hickory Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917311393		McPhail		D'Andra		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		200808		201208		3.1				Black		M		770 2882003		NA		NA		dmcphai1@my.westga.edu		516 Howell Dr				Locust Grove		GA		30248-7059

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200901		201208		3.92		3.57		White		F		678 3153439		NA		asheATL26@gmail.com		ewilson5@my.westga.edu		8123 Evergreen Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917341620		Dawsey		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing		Special Education - MAT				F		200901		201208		2.85		3.28		Black		M		229 630		NA		kells0812@gmail.com		kdawsey1@my.westga.edu		219  BOLLEN LN				HIRAM		GA		30141

		917320528		Smith		Analeigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.09				White		F		478 2139075		NA		analeighfrances@gmail.com		asmith49@my.westga.edu		223 Jefferson Ave				Canton		GA		30114

		917305368		Larson		Candice		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		200808		201208		3.71		3.72		White		F		404 8892128		NA		candiceflarson@hotmail.com		clarson@westga.edu		45 Waterbury Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917318068		Gray		Mallory		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201208		3				White		F		770 2517767		NA		NA		mgray4@my.westga.edu		75 Bay Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5944

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.06		3.91		White		F		678 4385101		NA		NA		kingram2@my.westga.edu		6640  AKERS MILL RD		APT 5111		ATLANTA		GA		30339

		917313159		Sansenbach		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.34				White		F		678 2057445		NA		NA		ssansen1@my.westga.edu		2865 Stratfield Ct				Cumming		GA		30041-8286

		917316702		Tolbert		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.96		3.75		White		M		706 9740000		NA		NA		rtolber1@my.westga.edu		212 Stoney Brook drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201208		3.19		3.68		Black		F		678 9144525		NA		NA		jharri31@my.westga.edu		807 Battle Creek Road				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917327398		Snyder		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201208		3.69				White		F				NA		NA		cmcclun2@my.westga.edu		221 Cedars Glen Cir				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4479

		917143611		Willoughby		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.47				White		F		678 6403104		NA		NA		rwillou2@my.westga.edu		122 White Creek Loop				Rockmart		GA		30153-8104

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.29		3.33				F		404 5093228		NA		NA		avela1@my.westga.edu		7042 Preserve Pkwy				Fairburn		GA		30213-4287

		917247952		Fountain		Phillip		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		200808		201208		2.79				White		M		770 9773565		NA		NA		pfounta1@my.westga.edu		310 Farleigh Trce				Marietta		GA		30068-3020

		917306877		Harrison		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Finance						F		200808		201208		2.79				White		M		706 4427270		NA		NA		jharri34@my.westga.edu		333 Eastside Dr Apt 15				Fortson		GA		31808-4451

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.53		3.58		White		F		770 5004614		NA		NA		mspence2@my.westga.edu		110 Hugh Brown Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917312800		Carey		Angel		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46		3		Black		F		678 8774920		NA		NA		acarey2@my.westga.edu		24 Shepherd Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1183

		917321963		Baker		Jakeshialin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.3				Black		F		678 2940477		NA		NA		jbaker10@my.westga.edu

		917296911		Williams		Margaret				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.22				White		F		706 6639521		NA		NA		mwilli32@my.westga.edu		4912 Piedmont Lake Rd				Pine Mountain		GA		31822-3539

		917317341		Stovall		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		770 8884118		NA		NA		astoval2@my.westga.edu		804 Lakemere Crst				Suwanee		GA		30024-3468

		917304184		Booker		Keamber				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.03				Black		F		706 2968014		NA		NA		kbooker2@my.westga.edu		180 Beverly Dr.				Athens		GA		30606

		917311906		Parks		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.9				White		F		770 5629114		NA		yjacket18@aol.com		rparks2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 433				Temple		GA		30179-0433

		917317739		Straughan		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.26				White		F		678 4788691		NA		NA		jstraug1@my.westga.edu		3511 Smoke Rise Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-4806

		917306408		Cooper		Kira		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3				Black		F		770 4601893		NA		NA		kcooper3@my.westga.edu		310 Brandon Mill Cir				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1256

		917315683		Barry		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		770 2378727		NA		NA		tjones19@my.westga.edu		6920 Big Sky Dr				Flowery Branch		GA		30542-5770

		917304265		Fuller		Agnes				BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		678 3824381		NA		NA		afuller4@my.westga.edu		255 Reese Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-3348

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Secondary Education-Math				F		200808		201208		3.3		3.41		Black		F		678 6421720		NA		NA		bmcclai2@my.westga.edu		822 Lenox Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917312668		Newell		Chloe'		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.06				Black		F		678 7608154		NA		NA		cnewell1@my.westga.edu		3057 Vineyard Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30082-1851

		917320311		Purcell		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		200808		201208		2.81		3.66		White		F		678 3637914		NA		alpurcell7@hotmail.com		apurcel1@my.westga.edu		85 Cynthia Court				Dallas		GA		30157

		917304134		Smith		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.57				White		F		404 3158533		NA		NA		jsmith69@my.westga.edu		1622 Princess Cir NE				Atlanta		GA		30345-4160

		917293692		Eidenire		Erika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.14				White		F		770 9242933		NA		NA		eeideni1@my.westga.edu		109 Estates At The Lake Dr				Canton		GA		30114-8838

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology		School Counseling Concentrat				F		200808		201208		3		3.5		Black		F		770 7159324		NA		NA		bgray2@my.westga.edu		2924 Clairmont Road Apt. #249				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917318635		Gregory		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.35				White		F		770 5376913		NA		NA		kgregor2@my.westga.edu		115 Hamilton Cir				Bremen		GA		30110-1715

		917320895		Johnson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.37		4		Black		F		706 6135659		NA		NA		tjohns21@my.westga.edu		140 Oliver Circle				Athens		GA		30601

		917288450		Bass		Kristy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.6		4		White		F		404 7134432		NA		NA		kroyer1@my.westga.edu		101 Providence Ct.				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917323403		Alcock		Karissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.26				Black		F		404 5104393		NA		NA		kalcock1@my.westga.edu		2318 Oak Glenn Cir				Duluth		GA		30096-5665

		917284632		Hinkel		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.8						F		706 6383792		NA		NA		ehinkel1@my.westga.edu

		917307016		Hitt		Alexa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.45				White		F		770 9797799		NA		dannypower@bellsouth.net		ahitt1@my.westga.edu		% Tracy Power		900 Brentwood Ave		Lawrenceville		GA		30044-6138

		917328901		Robinson		Kerina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics								F		200808		201208		3.64				Black		F		770 4983580		NA		NA		krobin15@my.westga.edu		5218 Hollyfield Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3817

		917230820		Solomon		Piper		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201208		3.53		3.75		White		F		678 2341672		NA		NA		psolomo1@my.westga.edu		4450 Evandale Way				Cumming		GA		30040-4922

		917142849		McCommons		Quinae		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200808		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 2132506		NA		NA		qmccomm1@my.westga.edu		3246 Belfort Rd				Atlanta		GA		30354

		917337661		Wafer		Cashmera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200901		201208		4		3.94				F		404 7177170		NA		cashme7@hotmail.com		cwafer1@my.westga.edu		2212 Trees Of Avalon Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7610

		917340957		Wilde		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200901		201208				3.75		White		M		678 4238944		tim.wilde@cowetaschools.org		NA		rwilde1@my.westga.edu		62 Tillinghast Trce				Newnan		GA		30265-6010

		917317185		Perkins		Judith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		200901		201208				3.52		Black		F		404 3442126		NA		NA		jperkin4@my.westga.edu		3725 High Point Lane				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917340964		Terry		Shirley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201005		201208				3.33		Black		F		678 7721876		NA		NA		sterry6@my.westga.edu		19 Madrid Avenue				Newnan		GA		30263

		917296622		Morris		Terri Lynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201208		3.34				White		F		678 9397117		NA		pinkhuffybike@yahoo.com		tmorris8@my.westga.edu		101 Creekstone Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-4933

		917326075		Beauford		Anthandus		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		200901		201208		2		3.6		Black		M		404 5428809		NA		NA		abeaufo1@my.westga.edu		7548 Broadhurst Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917346387		Odorizzi		Kari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200905		201208		4		4		White		F				NA		kari.lensing@gmail.com		klensin1@my.westga.edu		558 E Maplehurst St				Ferndale		MI		48220-1381

		917304439		Spencer		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.6				White		F		770 7140112		NA		NA		hspence1@my.westga.edu		185 Little Vine Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5620

		917330719		Short		Lynne		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201208				4		White		F		706 3023370		shortlr@troup.org		lynnershort69@bellsouth.net		lshort1@my.westga.edu		111 Woodstream Trl				LaGrange		GA		30240-7560

		917069126		Skinner		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201208		4		4		White		F		770 2548657		lynn.skinner@cowetaschools.org		NA		dskinne2@my.westga.edu		60 Temple Ave				Newnan		GA		30263-2023

		917344731		Moss		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.69				White		F		770 5408906		NA		NA		tmoss2@my.westga.edu		2848 Pinecrest Dr				Gainesville		GA		30504-5838

		917326285		Arrington		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Secondary Education-History				F		200908		201208		3.9		4		White		M		256 4496569		NA		NA		tarring1@my.westga.edu		1371 County Road 71				Woodland		AL		36280-6909

		917344673		Chapman		Michele		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.78				White		F		770 9468161		NA		NA		mchapma3@my.westga.edu		180 Red Maple Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-2850

		917307637		Kierbow		Jennifer Alissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.75				White		F		678 9881240		NA		NA		jkierbo3@my.westga.edu		278 Kierbow Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-4995

		917175299		Saylor		Mallori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201208		3.56		3.96		White		F		770 2549753		mallori.saylor@cowetaschools.org		NA		msaylor1@my.westga.edu		25 Summerfield Court				Newnan		GA		30265

		917290606		Cross		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.45				White		F		678 8365146		NA		ccross04@gmail.com		ccross4@my.westga.edu		4281 Anneewakee Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4201

		917288806		Henry		Amberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.21				Black		F		678 6631841		NA		NA		ahenry5@my.westga.edu		7013 N Shore Dr				Lithonia		GA		30058-5951

		917285773		Cosby		Sean				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201208		2.53				White		M		770 6169960		NA		NA		scosby1@my.westga.edu		124 Clack Cir				Eatonton		GA		31024-5565

		917350759		Simms		Malaina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200908		201208		3.15		3.71		Black		F		678 4579064		NA		mlburton38@hotmail.com		msimms1@my.westga.edu		358 Parducci Trl				College Park		GA		30349-8124

		917246163		Cooper		Tracie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		201208		3.76		4		White		F		770 5622266		tracie@southand.com		tmc3boys@bellsouth.net		tcooper1@my.westga.edu		32 Grove Isle Dr				Temple		GA		30179-4309

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Business Education		Marketing		Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201208		3.57		4		White		F		770 5007483		NA		NA		seidson2@my.westga.edu		22 South Creek Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917390171		Lenz		Christi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		770 8317545		NA		lenzg@bellsouth.net		clenz1@my.westga.edu		3890 Portico Run Dr				Buford		GA		30519-8411

		917370678		Milligan		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201001		201208				3.94		White		F		678 7723764		NA		sl.milligan@hotmail.com		smillig1@my.westga.edu		100 Old Mill Way				Senoia		GA		30276

		917351170		Arrington		Felicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.2				White		F		256 4499028		NA		NA		farring1@my.westga.edu		15668 County Road 87				Woodland		AL		36280-5816

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201208				3.95		White		F		310 8467256		NA		kaly1908@gmail.com		ejeffer2@my.westga.edu		400 W Peachtree St NW		Unit 2013		Atlanta		GA		30308-3551

		917356137		Edwards		Algernetta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201001		201208				3.66		Black		F		404 6913450		NA		researchpro@bellsouth.net		aedwar13@my.westga.edu		160 Lost Springs Ln SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-7399

		917350649		Rausch		Rachel		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201208		3.66				White		F		404 7291509		NA		NA		rrausch1@my.westga.edu		23 Turner St				Newnan		GA		30263-2615

		917377233		Delgado		Darlene		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201208		3		3.14		Black		F		678 9882572		NA		dee_sign5@yahoo.com		ddelgad1@my.westga.edu		122 Nicole Cir				Rockmart		GA		30153-3773

		917362847		Gaba		Laud		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201208		3		3.55		Black		M		770 3304609		NA		clgaba@msn.com		lgaba1@my.westga.edu		7676 Marabou Lane				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917145519		Mobley		Marlena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201005		201208		4		3.35		White		F		770 3372944		NA		marlena_mobley@yahoo.com		mmobley3@my.westga.edu		4822 17th Ave				Columbus		GA		31904-6337

		917324099		Collins		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.5				White		F		404 3160874		NA		NA		ccollin5@my.westga.edu		90 Watson Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3470

		917366042		Witte		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201208				4		White		F		770 9263900		NA		aurora30040@yahoo.com		mwitte1@my.westga.edu		4385 Hawkins Store Ct NE				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1508

		917381152		Keith		Britney		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				F		201005		201208				4		White		F		706 8829302		NA		keithbm@troup.org		bkeith2@my.westga.edu		117 Cedar Ridge Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9435

		917379197		Brackett		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201208				4		White		F		770 3457378		lori.brackett@cherokee.k12.ga.us		NA		lbracke2@my.westga.edu		216 Windy Hill Rd				Canton		GA		30114-9724

		917005716		Boss		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								F		201005		201208		3.68		3.69		White		F		770 9495005		shannon.boss@douglas.k12.ga.us		K_boss@bellsouth.net		sboss1@my.westga.edu		5770 W Chapel Hill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-5800

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.03		3.53		White		F		305 5050993		NA		NA		hholcom2@my.westga.edu		4563 Allen Park Path				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917362462		Barner		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.24				White		F		678 8257252		NA		NA		jbarner1@my.westga.edu		115 Elizabeth Pl				Hiram		GA		30141-5608

		917141239		Phillips		Lou		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		200901		201208				3.91		White		M				NA		phillips525@centurytel.net		lphilli6@my.westga.edu		1516 County Road 96				Heflin		AL		36264-4914

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		3.78		4		White		F		678 6899589		ashley.hjemvick@cowetaschools.net		NA		ahjemvi1@my.westga.edu		6 Water Oak Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2744

		917345034		Lovinggood		Joel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		2.95				White		M		770 3077018		NA		NA		jloving1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 611				Winder		GA		30680-0611

		917388715		Sapp		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201208				3.33		Black		M		678 8524402		NA		christopherwayne55@gmail.com		csapp2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1272				Mableton		GA		30126-1004

		917298288		Sharpe		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		2.95				White		F		706 8448215		NA		NA		ksharpe3@my.westga.edu		209 E Wilson St Apt 143				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917384152		Moles		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		678 8800914		NA		Robin1989UCFAlumni@yahoo.com		rmoles1@my.westga.edu		135 Woods Ct				Ball Ground		GA		30107-3698

		917323540		Emerson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.47						F		770 3139796		NA		NA		semerso4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 656				Cartersville		GA		30120-0656

		917384556		Delph		Krystalyn		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201208		3.73		3.6		White		F				NA		NA		kdelph1@my.westga.edu		8442 US. Highway 78				Bremen		GA		30110

		917326267		Khazaw		Yadgar		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201208		2.99				Asian		M		770 2764887		NA		NA		ykhazaw1@my.westga.edu		210 Bledsoe St Apt D1				Carrollton		GA		30117-4025

		917376203		Olson		Olivia				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.15				White		F		678 6431162		NA		NA		oolson1@my.westga.edu		216 Albemarle Lane				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917365919		Culberson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201208		3.75				Black		F		404 2294355		NA		NA		jculber1@my.westga.edu		3999 Ansley Bnd				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4217

		917345404		Mcmeans-Lukiri		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				F		201105		201208				3.75		Black		F		770 9464642		NA		slukiri@clayton.k12.ga.us		smcmean1@my.westga.edu		519 Gristmill Ln				Hampton		GA		30228-4927

		917200409		Cray		Shamieka		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201005		201208		3.03		3.71		Black		F				NA		NA		scray1@my.westga.edu		2660 Holly Berry Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-3997

		917157798		Freeman		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201208				3.78		Black		M		678 4816708		NA		chris.freeman23@yahoo.com		cfreema8@my.westga.edu		8223 Glenwoods Dr				Riverdale		GA		30274-4301

		917384596		Ridge		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201208				3.87		Black		F		404 3462000		NA		jowimmer2003@yahoo.com		kridge1@my.westga.edu		3373 Parc Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-5226

		917383158		Bunce		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201008		201208				3.66		White		F		770 7694464		NA		amber.bunce@bartow.k12.ga.us		abunce1@my.westga.edu		11 Wesley Mill Dr				Adairsville		GA		30103-4567

		917233500		Westmoreland		Trinity		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201208		3.59		3.91		White		F		404 6307142		NA		twestmoreland10@yahoo.com		tbrown16@my.westga.edu		250 Georgia Highway 120				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3100

		917380581		Alderson		Kaia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208				4		Black		F		404 9937755		NA		kaia_alderson@yahoo.com		kalders1@my.westga.edu		2688 Sherwood Dr				Austell		GA		30168-4123

		917320550		Andrews		Anissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				3.95		White		F		678 6105249		NA		NA		aandrew3@my.westga.edu		1233 Browns Country Ln				Locust Grove		GA		30248-3171

		917378632		Waters		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201208		4		3.93		White		F		706 7413902		NA		lauraswaters@yahoo.com		lwaters1@my.westga.edu		105 Barron Ave				Thomaston		GA		30286-4530

		917382245		McDowell		Elisabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201008		201208				3.91		White		F		404 3759884		NA		elisabeth930@gmail.com		emcdowe1@my.westga.edu		4082 Morgan Rd				Tucker		GA		30084-3452

		917403168		Flanagan		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 4333966		NA		mslflanagan@yahoo.com		lflanag1@my.westga.edu		1195 Regency Center Drive				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917388104		Justice		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				3.83		White		F		770 8555762		NA		emilyelaine@bellsouth.net		ejustic2@my.westga.edu		178 Bob Hunton Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917240773		Williams		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201101		201208		3.32		3.91		White		F		770 7178233		NA		carriewilliams327@gmail.com		cwilli26@my.westga.edu		1241 Sheppard Dr SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-6740

		917394935		Hart		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201208				3.76		White		F		678 3677725		NA		nancyhart1955@gmail.com		nhart2@my.westga.edu		11408 Vinea Lane				Hampton		GA		30228

		917400206		Bishop		Scott		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		M		706 8650801		sbishop@white.k12.ga.us		NA		sbishop5@my.westga.edu		50 Whistle Stop Trl				Sautee Nacoochee		GA		30571-3228

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201208		3.94		4		White		F		423 8029827		jenniferjackson@walkerschools.org		NA		jjacks12@my.westga.edu		70 Leon Lane				Rising Fawn		GA		30738

		917400761		Huss		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.66		White		F		678 9781804		NA		megan.huss@cobbk12.org		mhuss1@my.westga.edu		1795 Walker Ridge Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4800

		917404491		Lusk		Cecilia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.66		White		F		706 4833031		NA		delynlusk40@aol.com		clusk3@my.westga.edu		3015 Lamory Ln				Rocky Face		GA		30740-9103

		917166421		Teat		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201208				4		White		F		706 2327174		NA		kteat@gmail.com		kteat1@my.westga.edu		13 Benvenue Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-6224

		917403221		Brownell		Stacie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.5		White		F		770 8937360		NA		staciebrownell@yahoo.com		sbrowne2@my.westga.edu		637 Jordan Rd				Ball Ground		GA		30107

		917383816		White		Brett		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201008		201208		3		3.61		White		M		706 7668384		NA		bwhite@floydboe.net		bwhite11@my.westga.edu		309 Ship Island Rd SW				Plainville		GA		30733-9628

		917020625		McCain		Joyce		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201208		3.78		3.91		White		F		770 3019739		joyce.mccain@cowetaschools.org		NA		jrobbin3@my.westga.edu		64 Brown Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1851

		917308220		Mcbride		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201008		201208		3.38				White		F		404 5673434		NA		NA		lmcbrid1@my.westga.edu		174 Joolio Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-7305

		917386636		Mitchell		Eric		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201008		201208				3.75		White		M		706 5946748		NA		ehmitchell521@yahoo.com		emitche7@my.westga.edu		217 Perimeter Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9424

		917196429		Wilder		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201208				4		White		F		770 3781025		NA		scottnangela1988@yahoo.com		awilder3@my.westga.edu		5494 Holly springs Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917379355		Bonner		Mallory		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201208				3.78		White		F		404 5207188		NA		mallory.bonner@vikings.berry.edu		mbonner2@my.westga.edu		6080 Tyree Rd		6080 Tyree Rd		Winston		GA		30187-1112

		917210190		Edmonds		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201208		3.23		3.71		Black		F		770 8980457		NA		NA		tedmond2@my.westga.edu		270 Albertas Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-6641

		917306157		World		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201208				4		Black		F		706 8080808		tworld@chattooga.k12.ga.us		HTW90@aol.com		tworld1@my.westga.edu		90 Hinton St				Summerville		GA		30747-2142

		917097585		Harris		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208		3.06		3.77		White		M		423 9911496		NA		NA		mharris9@my.westga.edu		285 Edgemond Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-5222

		917191548		Korizon		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201208		3.4		4		White		F		678 4819321		NA		NA		akorizo1@my.westga.edu		2655 Elsinore St				East Point		GA		30344-6723

		917301483		Rohan		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.71		White		F		404 2855333		NA		ashleighrohan@gmail.com		abradle4@my.westga.edu		418 Gordon St				Bremen		GA		30110-1574

		917372662		Fahrney		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201208				4		White		F		404 9319582		NA		NA		rfahrne1@my.westga.edu		97 Gordon Forester Rd				Menlo		GA		30731-5116

		917393803		Mortensen		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 8506066		nancy.mortensen@cowetaschools.net		NA		nmorten1@my.westga.edu		20 Watson Wynd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1537

		917396685		Haynes-Johnson		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 8845129		johnsok@pike.k12.ga.us		kimjohson66@gmail.com		khaynes5@my.westga.edu		453 Beeks Rd				Williamson		GA		30292-3350

		917400214		Melton		William		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		678 3694921		NA		billmelton@earthlink.net		wmelton1@my.westga.edu		385 Cedar Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30214-4730

		917404864		Dotson		William		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.33		White		M		706 4830975		brett.dotson@murray.k12.ga.us		NA		wdotson1@my.westga.edu		912 Long Ave				Chatsworth		GA		30705-2210

		917389506		Robinson		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				3.91		White		F		678 2966010		NA		sorr82@yahoo.com		srobin10@my.westga.edu		215 Indian Lake Trl				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5537

		917404776		Pope		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 7890321		NA		mpope58@bellsouth.net		mpope5@my.westga.edu		3395 Falling Brook Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-5368

		917401066		Way		Jonna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 6555013		jonna.way@cobbk12.org		NA		jway1@my.westga.edu		2189 Major Loring Way SW				Marietta		GA		30064-3899

		917117375		Young		Randall		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		2.89		4		White		M		706 5068489		NA		luke18young@gmail.com		ryoung2@my.westga.edu		101 Meadow Side Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917342143		Lynn		Beverly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201108		201208		4		3.92		White		F		770 3138480		NA		belynn@Numail.org		blynn1@my.westga.edu		35 Stillwater Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-7017

		917025034		Dunlap		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				3.89		White		F		770 3879196		NA		sharondunlap@bellsouth.net		sdunlap2@my.westga.edu		23 Timberwalk Ct SE				Cartersville		GA		30121-7395

		917332981		Kicklighter		Cliff		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.76		White		M		912 3340187		NA		cliff.kicklighter@gmail.com		ckickli1@my.westga.edu		5167 Saddle Cir				Evans		GA		30809-4893

		917398593		Schorn		Inga		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		404 9666932		NA		ischorn@comcast.net		ischorn1@my.westga.edu		3379 Saxony Gln				Marietta		GA		30066-4797

		917400697		Erskine		Monique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		Black		F		678 6654895		NA		mo_q2002@hotmail.com		merskin1@my.westga.edu		1759 Rice Sq				Lithonia		GA		30058-3258

		917086694		Mckinley		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		2.86		3.66		White		F		404 7862711		NA		NA		kmckinl2@my.westga.edu		130 Creekwood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-4633

		917404220		Bacallao		Aldo		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		770 461-1220		NA		abacallao@bellsouth.net		abacall1@my.westga.edu		160 Brandenburg Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5971

		917383563		Pilcher		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201208				3.83		White		F		706 7670025		NA		andrearagan@aol.com		apilche2@my.westga.edu		9 Lakeview Dr SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1514

		917286519		Fite		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.95		White		M		706 4830143		NA		atomite123@comcast.net		afite1@my.westga.edu		167 Regency Row SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-3541

		917401731		Conner		Tonia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 2870282		NA		tonconner@bellsouth.net		tconner1@my.westga.edu		4937 Letha Dr				Gainesville		GA		30506-2646

		917400414		Cape		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.77		White		F		478 2900212		NA		sarah.cape@hcbe.net		scape1@my.westga.edu		301 S Corder Rd Apt 909				Warner Robins		GA		31088-5720

		917403940		Levie		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		478 3336563		NA		lindsey.levie@gmail.com		llevie1@my.westga.edu		106 Jane Dr				Warner Robins		GA		31093-3808

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				3.88		White		F		770 3137653		NA		jsc800@hotmail.com		joconno1@my.westga.edu		715 Hamby Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917404040		Farrington		Kaelin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		706 3383315		NA		klfsftball@aol.com		kfarrin1@my.westga.edu		1050 Creek Bridge Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-4906

		917404234		Grayburn		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 423-9271		margaret.grayburn@cobbk12.org		NA		mgraybu1@my.westga.edu		2933 Steadman Vly SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2496

		917330213		Fitzgerald		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 8624185		NA		NA		pfitzge1@my.westga.edu		67 Pine Valley Cir SW				Cartersville		GA		30120-6052

		917389981		Ellison		Charles		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				4		White		M		770 3149062		NA		ctellison@mindspring.com		celliso2@my.westga.edu		711 Providence Club Dr				Monroe		GA		30656-6204

		917300007		Mitchell		Malena		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 2752756		NA		mitchellmalena@gmail.com		mmitch16@my.westga.edu		521 Shyrewood Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6482

		917117049		Jordan		Marianne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		F		706 442-8780		NA		phimubabe24@aol.com		mfaison2@my.westga.edu		6419 Malibu Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-3416

		917209281		Armstead		DeIvory		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		3.72		4		Black		F		678 2898592		NA		darmste@gmail.com		darmste1@my.westga.edu		425 Gresham Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7714

		917400282		Lim		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201105		201208		0		3.88		White		F		678 9180121		NA		lisammcbrayer@gmail.com		lmcbray1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 24314				St Simons Island		GA		31522

		917136783		Schirmer		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				4		White		F		770 5996120		schirmer.robin@fcboe.org		rschirmer66@gmail.com		rschirm1@my.westga.edu		30 Colonial Ct				Senoia		GA		30276-1354

		917397959		Halvorson		Bliss		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.77		White		F		229 7243411		NA		NA		blucas1@my.westga.edu		3239 W Britt David Road				Columbus		GA		31909

		917398620		West		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 3582177		NA		queenawest@aol.com		awest12@my.westga.edu		4645 Shallowford Rd				Roswell		GA		30075-3127

		917163118		Hudson		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208		3.46		4		White		F		770 6088644		amanda.hudson@bartow.k12.ga.us		NA		ahudson2@my.westga.edu		289 Riverboat Dr SW				Adairsville		GA		30103-3477

		917404780		Stephenson		Milton		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.55		Black		M		404 9641441		NA		illton@yahoo.com		mstephe7@my.westga.edu		5408 Bighorn Pass SW				Atlanta		GA		30349-8789

		917399817		Tompkins		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		M		770 7865647		NA		jtompkins@gepetosoftware.com		jtompki2@my.westga.edu		130 Wintergreen Ct				Covington		GA		30016-8003

		917303460		Wall		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		3.46		White		F		770 3615422		NA		rlp526@bellsouth.net		rpaxton1@my.westga.edu		910 Riley Farm Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-4396

		917407544		Gisi		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				4		White		F		678 7971022		NA		ajgisi@bellsouth.net		agisi1@my.westga.edu		1043 Amberton Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6947

		917401533		Jones		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		706 9690522		NA		bulldogjones@hotmail.com		pjones6@my.westga.edu		16 Kenimer Cir				Dahlonega		GA		30533-0323

		917397162		Stanard		Cherry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 8500448		cherry.stanard@cowetaschools.net		NA		cstanar1@my.westga.edu		120 West Fork Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917394521		Purucker		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		706 3109525		puruckers@clarke.k12.ga.us		NA		spuruck1@my.westga.edu		1480 Hillcrest Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2357

		917400415		Brazile		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		678 6569621		NA		shane.brazile@cobbk12.org		tbrazil1@my.westga.edu		1510 Haven Crest Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4960

		917008831		Cain		Cari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201301		2.07		3.75		White		F		770 841		NA		cari.cain@cherokee.k12.ga.us		ccain1@my.westga.edu		211 Golf Course Road				Canton		GA		30114

		917020500		Dingle		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201301				3.65		Black		F		770 7396719		NA		NA		pdingle1@my.westga.edu		4568 Duron Pl SW				Mableton		GA		30126-1177

		917049144		Ledbetter		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		404 9358411		NA		nccsledbetter@yahoo.com		aledbet2@my.westga.edu		291 Hames Rd				Woodstock		GA		30188-6385

		917044040		White		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201301		3				White		F		770 9008219		NA		melissaann38@hotmail.com		mswoffo1@my.westga.edu		71 W Jonesville Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2301

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.84		3.95		White		F		770 3289612		Jntower@bellsouth.net		JDaisy143@aol.com		jneuman1@my.westga.edu		103 Grand Manor				Bremen		GA		30110

		917062389		Loftin		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		201008		201301		3.71		4		White		M		770 2537724		NA		Paperplane77@yahoo.com		jloftin2@my.westga.edu		18 Bethlehem Ch Rd.				Moreland		GA		30259

		917075969		Chupp		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201301				3.89		White		F		770 5955614		NA		a.chuupp@hotmail.com		achupp1@my.westga.edu		359 Fairview Oak Pl				Dallas		GA		30157-8853

		917065640		Richardson		Mandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201301		2.76		3.47		White		F		770 3247088		NA		mandy00r@aol.com		mrichar9@my.westga.edu		140 Rhinehart Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-4439

		917057836		Gore		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.05		3.92		White		F		678 4237845		rebecca.gore@cowetaschools.org		ragore@charter.net		rgore1@my.westga.edu		564 Smith Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3983

		917119175		Figgins		Lori		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201101		201301		3.05				White		F		269 9860084		NA		NA		lfiggin1@my.westga.edu		312 W Church St				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1919

		917111317		Cochran		Vickie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.87		White		F		706 3670994		NA		vickiecochran@hotmail.com		vcochra1@my.westga.edu		456 Isaiah Dr				Jefferson		GA		30549-3872

		917090669		Muzio		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201301		4		4		White		F		770 8511490		NA		NA		mmuzio1@my.westga.edu		264 Baldwin Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-6953

		917114654		Benson		Bruce		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		M		678 7052952		NA		NA		bbenson1@my.westga.edu		3635 East Paces Circle		Unit 1105		Atlanta		GA		30326

		917069798		Stafford		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.67		3.17		Black		M		770 3581716		wstaffor@westga.edu		williamhenrystaffordstafford@gmail.com		wstaffo1@my.westga.edu		314 Roberts Rd				Barnesville		GA		30204-3366

		917106944		Norton		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								P		201205		201301		3.47		3.66		White		F		404 2173211		NA		stephanienorton1981@yahoo.com		snorton1@my.westga.edu		301 Bradley St Apt A307				Carrollton		GA		30117-3256

		917123472		Summers		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201301		3.48		3.92		White		F		770 3015433		NA		arsummers03@yahoo.com		asummer1@my.westga.edu		309 Allegheny Ave				Dallas		GA		30132-0962

		917126851		Holt		Cherie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200201		201301		3.79				White		F		770 3010478		NA		NA		cholt4@my.westga.edu		655 Lowell Rd Lot 13A				Carrollton		GA		30116-9517

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201205		201301				3.29		Black		F		404 5569005		NA		NA		ccooper5@my.westga.edu		3160 Golfe Links Dr				Snellville		GA		30039-4710

		917148087		Haney		Sandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201301		3.17				White		F		770 7149467		NA		NA		shart2@my.westga.edu		519 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2330

		917079801		Harbin		Sandy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201301		3.07		3.87		White		F		678 7961268		NA		redsks13@hotmail.com		sshield1@my.westga.edu		141 Virginia Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-5269

		917138547		Gregaydis		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200305		201301				3.81		White		M				NA		jginga22@comcast.net		jgregay1@my.westga.edu		292 Independence Ave				Dallas		GA		30132-4422

		917124624		Stewart		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201008		201301		3		3.81		White		M		423 5448416		NA		NA		NA		21 Timber Ridge Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-8886

		917153225		Liverman		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201301		3.57		3.89		White		F				NA		NA		dliverm1@my.westga.edu		105 Mallard Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917130740		Hill		Cody		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.44		4		White		F		404 2006728		NA		NA		mpaulus1@my.westga.edu		54 Waterford Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1444

		917152666		Coleman		Caley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301		3.68		4		White		F		678 6773349		NA		richarc_@excite.com		crichar3@my.westga.edu		46 Villa Rosa Trl				Temple		GA		30179-4228

		917181910		Farley		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201301		3.31		3.33		White		F		770 5482750		kfarley@gcbe.org		NA		kphilli3@my.westga.edu		232 Lakecrest Cir SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-3565

		917209093		Baptiste		Carleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		2.68		3.28		Black		F				NA		clbaptiste32@hotmail.com		cbaptis1@my.westga.edu		6225 Garden Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-6747

		917165074		Reid		Joyce		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200705		201301		3.77		3.86		White		F		770 4830032		NA		jreid624@yahoo.com		jreid3@my.westga.edu		3320 Spring Creek Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30013-2367

		917194171		Deloney		Oscar		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201201		201301		3		4		Black		M		678 6408212		NA		odeloney@yahoo.com		odelone1@my.westga.edu		5193 Saint Claire Pl				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5397

		917180756		Lacey-Bushell		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200505		201301				3.77		Black		F		314 4523612		NA		bushellfive@yahoo.com		alaceyb1@my.westga.edu		7325 Ravinia Drive				St. Louis		MO		63121

		917219357		Reid		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.6		3.92		White		F				NA		amandareid82@gmail.com		areid1@my.westga.edu		130 Prescott Ct				Newnan		GA		30265-6035

		917215931		Stevenson		Lea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201301		3.05				Black		F		404 5575127		NA		NA		lsteven2@my.westga.edu		139 Pebblebrook Way				Temple		GA		30179-4097

		917207826		Minaird		Julian				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200708		201301		2.82				Black		M		770 3075602		NA		NA		jminair1@my.westga.edu		1550 Sedgefield Trl				Bethlehem		GA		30620-3325

		917155060		Pittman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		201301		3.26		4		White		F		678 4786006		NA		ashleyh3185@yahoo.com		ahinson1@my.westga.edu		136 Yellowstone Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6771

		917180947		Evans		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.89		4		White		F		770 6832794		NA		emily.evans@cowetaschools.org		ehammet1@my.westga.edu		112 Spring Forest Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917203687		Brooks		James				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201001		201301		2.78				Black		M		404 6607250		NA		merckury25@yahoo.com		jbrooks7@my.westga.edu		413 Spring Creek Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-1689

		917407543		Gillespie		Eden		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301				3.83		White		F		706 7883827		NA		gillespiee@yymail.com		egilles1@my.westga.edu		149 Scogin Rd				Colbert		GA		30628-1912

		917131086		Adesanya		Aminat		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200601		201301		2.93				Black		F		678 6225483		NA		NA		aadesan1@my.westga.edu		4500 Shannon Blvd Apt 4A				Union City		GA		30291-1532

		917200053		Bowen		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201301		3.1		3.66		White		F		678 8383851		jessicarenee715@bellsouth.net		NA		jbowen3@my.westga.edu		117 Regent Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134-5423

		917161173		Hahn		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201301		3.06		3.93		White		F		404 9063378		NA		alhahn1984@yahoo.com		ahahn1@my.westga.edu		1960 Poplar Springs Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4012

		917169251		Mosley		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201005		201301		3.21		4		White		F		770 2672051		NA		NA		NA		3125 Old Monroe Madison Hwy				Monroe		GA		30655-7682

		917219192		Maglione		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		201201		201301				3.51		White		F		678 3889094		NA		gaylemaglione@yahoo.com		gmaglio1@my.westga.edu		1047 Electric Dam Rd				Dallas		GA		30132-8478

		917253354		Lachmayr		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200808		201301		4		3.76		White		F		770 4607874		NA		hannah1@peoplepc.com		mlachma1@my.westga.edu		100 Highview Trce				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2371

		917251611		Gallamore		William		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Business Education (6-12)				F		200908		201301		3.06		3.59				M				NA		NA		wgallam1@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St. Apt D102				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917271060		White		James		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200608		201301		2.74				White		M		770 9658465		NA		NA		jwhite12@my.westga.edu		5185 Cash Rd				Flowery Branch		GA		30542-5107

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201301		2.84		3.81		White		F		770 6561792		NA		NA		adunlea1@my.westga.edu		60 Alexandria Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-4433

		917202763		Young		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200608		201301		3.16		3.75		White		M		678 7565909		NA		NA		jyoung9@my.westga.edu		564 Kuglar Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917274750		Beasley		Kimbula		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200608		201301		3.35		0		Black		F				NA		NA		kbeasle2@my.westga.edu		220 Mallard Overlook				Newnan		GA		30263

		917249062		Jochum		Kalyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200608		201301		2.85						F		770 5774433		NA		NA		kjochum1@my.westga.edu		7450 Biltmore Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-6455

		917247179		Ponder		Latoya				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200608		201301		2.9				Black		F				NA		NA		lponder1@my.westga.edu		1431 Conley Rd.				Conley		GA		30288

		917070450		Swint		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		770 2189076		NA		NA		sswint1@my.westga.edu		2253 Byron Ct SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4083

		917208610		Parmer		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.23		3.75		White		F		404 5122331		NA		saparmer1@gmail.com		sparmer1@my.westga.edu		145 Chimney Springs Rd				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917282933		Dangar		Paula		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201301				4		White		F		770 5914223		NA		pdangar@mindspring.com		pdangar1@my.westga.edu		133 Fairway Overlook				Woodstock		GA		30188-3519

		917040308		Mason		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201301		3.26		3.76		Black		F				masons@fultonschools.org		dandsmason@hotmail.com		smason5@my.westga.edu		23 Black Diamond Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917274668		Williams		Rontashala		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200705		201301				3		Black		F		318 7306268		NA		rontashala@hotmail.com		rwilli18@my.westga.edu		612 Greenfield Dr				Alexandria		LA		71302-5113

		917284307		Johnson		Mykel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.87		2.66		Black		F				NA		NA		mjohns28@my.westga.edu		7762 Wethersfield Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917297992		Banks		Justin				BSED		Physical Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200708		201301		2.74				Black		M		404 4680019		NA		NA		jbanks3@my.westga.edu		2852 Chapel Lake Ct.				Decatur		GA		30034

		917290627		Garner		Grant		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200708		201301		3.93				White		M		770 6469060		NA		NA		ggarner1@my.westga.edu		665 Rockmart Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4622

		917253569		Berry		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.57		3.54		Black		F		678 9006299		courtney@westga.edu		NA		cberry2@my.westga.edu		712 Bedford Court				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917298733		Strickland		Dwate				BSED		Special Education								F		200705		201301		3.3				Black		M		678 7773214		NA		NA		dstrick3@my.westga.edu		425 Maintree Ct.				Carrrollton		GA		30116

		917238959		Cox		Felicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		2.74		3		Black		F				NA		NA		fcox@westga.edu		328 Foster St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917296895		Tysver		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201301		4		4		White		F		404 3530820		NA		cammie.tiz@gmail.com		ctysver1@my.westga.edu		5189 Eastbrook Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-7436

		917296105		Martin		Venita		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Business Education								F		200708		201301		2.85				Black		F		404 6928943		NA		emmimalli@gmail.com		vmartin1@my.westga.edu		418 Sweet Ashley Way				Loganville		GA		30052

		917287023		Melendez		Rozalia		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201008		201301		3.43				White		F		770 8711532		NA		rosapazyuk@hotmail.com		rpazyuk1@my.westga.edu		367 Mobley Ave Apt. Unit C				Sacramento 		GA		95838

		917271471		Murphy		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200708		201301		3.2				White		F		770 5374921		NA		NA		lmurphy3@my.westga.edu		517 Knollwood Ave				Bremen		GA		30110-2215

		917295669		Drane		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		200708		201301		3.35				White		F		678 5831561		NA		NA		adrane1@my.westga.edu		610 Pine Knoll Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-8404

		917301989		Padgett		Kyle				BSED		Physical Education								F		200708		201301		2.8				White		M				NA		NA		kpadget1@my.westga.edu		118 Richards St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3734

		917286802		Duncan		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.99				White		F		770 4592878		NA		NA		ewynn3@my.westga.edu		341 Bay Springs Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3734

		917251765		Robinson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.98				White		F		770 4390371		NA		NA		jrobin19@my.westga.edu		123 Pat Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4120

		917334151		Davis		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.46				White		F		770 8519575		NA		NA		wdavis5@my.westga.edu		1147 Pine Grove Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3150

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201301		2.88		3.5		Black		F		770 8084060		NA		NA		athoma14@my.westga.edu		1855 Quailwood Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3907

		917206470		Hurey		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201301		3.07		4		White		M		678 9860858		NA		NA		mhurey1@my.westga.edu		4674 Raiders Ridge Ct				Lithonia		GA		30038-3605

		917275186		Carrillo		July		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.94		3.63		White		F		404 3456441		NA		julypcarrillo@gmail.com		jcarril1@my.westga.edu		301 Natchez Circle				Winder		GA		30680

		917300215		DeAngelis		Bryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200708		201301		3.53				White		M		404 8059723		NA		NA		bdeange1@my.westga.edu		105 Fawn Ln				Temple		GA		30179-4283

		917164624		Williams		Johnathan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.73		3.81		White		M		912 6561269		NA		NA		jwilliam@westga.edu		217 Belle Grove Cir				Richmond Hill		GA		31324

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		3.61		3.94		White		F		678 9538260		NA		tommieann76@yahoo.com		tabercr1@my.westga.edu		410 Hwy 34 W				Newnan		GA		30263

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.6		3.83		White		F		678 9341654		NA		NA		cellis3@my.westga.edu		3848 Welham Green Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917282638		Merrell		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301		3.28		3.91		White		F				NA		NA		jpratt1@my.westga.edu		27 Woodside Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7701

		917306172		Parker		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.48				White		F		770 2510323		NA		NA		ehammon3@my.westga.edu		75 Johnson Pl				Moreland		GA		30259-2340

		917291051		Zuppan		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.97				White		M		678 8171636		NA		NA		czuppan1@my.westga.edu		125 Woodberry Pl				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5688

		917301815		Kizer		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200801		201301		3.14		3.61		Black		M		678 4721572		NA		NA		akizer1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 2343				Newnan		GA		30264

		917317217		Johnson		Roy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Psychology						F		200805		201301		3.09				White		M		770 7079892		NA		NA		rjohns17@my.westga.edu		121 Andrea Ln				McDonough		GA		30253-6315

		917325474		Hollers		Kristopher		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.8		White		M		404 2271778		bhollers@btcatholic.org		NA		kholler1@my.westga.edu		1121 Rook Pl				Woodstock		GA		30188-4399

		917311112		Patrick		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.91				Black		F				NA		NA		tpatric1@my.westga.edu		5904 Chesnut Rd Apt D				Columbia		SC		29206-5763

		917309113		Ridings		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.54				White		F		770 7047057		NA		NA		ariding2@my.westga.edu		4291 Sherry Ln				Canton		GA		30114-8939

		917322476		Kiker		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.64				White		M		770 6460967		NA		NA		jkiker1@my.westga.edu		7810 Georgia Highway 120				Buchanan		GA		30113-4758

		917289172		Yates		Bianca				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.79				White		F		678 4693706		NA		bma816@hotmail.com		balfaro1@my.westga.edu		310 S Jeff Davis Dr Apt 2				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8297

		917317824		Lawrence		Jesse				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		2.82						M		770 4457585		NA		NA		jlawren8@my.westga.edu		285 Thomason Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-0501

		917301041		Tharpe		Mackenzie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.13				White		F		770 2712424		NA		NA		mtharpe1@my.westga.edu		237 Boomerang Trl				Fair Play		SC		29643-2008

		917314919		Watts		Shamaiya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.89				Black		F		770 5298655		NA		NA		swatts6@my.westga.edu		5138 Waldenbrooke Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30101-5747

		917310184		Lovell		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		200808		201301		3.36		3.75		White		F		706 2327158		NA		ejemhol@aol.com		mholsom1@my.westga.edu		3 Treehouse Trail NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917303293		Rowe		William		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Biology		Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.65				White		M		770 4590554		NA		NA		wrowe1@my.westga.edu		65 Brookside Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305653		Browning		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		3.01				Black		M		770 9818632		NA		NA		mbrowni1@my.westga.edu		180 Kingswood Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-3164

		917306296		Ferrell		Ellen				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.17				White		F		770 2515245		NA		NA		eferrel1@my.westga.edu		5 Longwood Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-4789

		917314718		Nelson		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.31		3.87		White		F		678 6374726		NA		NA		airvin2@my.westga.edu		137 Kingsbrook Circle				Newnan		GA		30265

		917324937		Minto		Aeisha		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200808		201301		3.12				Black		F		770 4836335		NA		NA		aminto1@my.westga.edu		2207 Ridgewood Ct NE				Conyers		GA		30013-5734

		917316321		Waldroup		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.92				White		F				NA		NA		awaldro6@my.westga.edu		15 Maley Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9517

		917316592		Holder		Patrick				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201301		2.76				White		M		706 4858820		NA		NA		pholder2@my.westga.edu		120 Sugar Creek Trl				Eatonton		GA		31024-5717

		917324515		Moore		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.99						F				NA		NA		hmoore3@my.westga.edu		212 Deer Run Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1998

		917308229		Morrow		Brittany				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		2.82				White		F		256 4052729		NA		NA		bmorrow1@my.westga.edu		764 County Road 444				Fruithurst		AL		36262-3015

		917140796		Johnson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.73				White		F		770 2312097		NA		NA		cjohns22@my.westga.edu		3525 Red Maple Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-2671

		917290952		Nicholson		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200805		201301		3.11		4		White		F				NA		NA		jnichol6@my.westga.edu		7164 Tara Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917242881		Broadwater		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.66				White		F		770 4635204		NA		NA		abroadw1@my.westga.edu		265 N Alexander Creek Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3578

		917327306		Stroud		Brandon				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201301		2.79				Black		M				NA		NA		bstroud1@my.westga.edu		155 Wright Cir				Athens		GA		30601-3443

		917333488		LaMolinare		Cari		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		3.44				White		F		770 6332809		NA		NA		clamoli1@my.westga.edu		994 Hitchcock Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-6683

		917310152		Wheelus		Christen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		2.89				White		F		706 6376112		NA		NA		cwheelu3@my.westga.edu		217 Collier St				Hogansville		GA		30230-1313

		917339890		Urban		Dacia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		2.92						F		770 7267085		NA		NA		durban1@my.westga.edu		6536 Pleasant Dr				Winston		GA		30187-1620

		917249169		Sweany		Tara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.86		3.63		White		F				NA		NA		tsweany1@my.westga.edu		122 Camden Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1683

		917313395		Ingle		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201301		3.23				White		F				NA		NA		bingle1@my.westga.edu		153 Dogwood Circle				Chatsworth		GA		30705-2754

		917293430		Riggs		Keith				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.13						M		770 2531163		NA		NA		kriggs2@my.westga.edu		430 Holbrook Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5016

		917308151		Economy		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201301		3.31				White		F		770 4965522		NA		NA		jeconom1@my.westga.edu		1833 Smokerise Smt				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2325

		917310621		Griner		Braden				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.42				White		M		770 3048984		NA		NA		bgriner1@my.westga.edu		50 Inland Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-5903

		917304259		Fowler		Cecilie		Carrollton Campus		BA		History		Spanish		History Certification Concentr				F		200808		201301		3.81				White		F		770 2523928		NA		NA		cfowler4@my.westga.edu		159 Hubbard Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4634

		917320688		Tauber		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.5		2.85		White		F		404 3124942		NA		NA		atauber2@my.westga.edu		7366 Butler Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305896		Smith		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F		770 5681		NA		NA		hsmith9@my.westga.edu

		917317330		Smith		Abbey		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.63				White		F		770 8433870		NA		abbey.rowe@hotmail.com		arowe1@my.westga.edu		125 W Triple Tree Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-6920

		917317133		Stapler		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		2.91				White		F		770 8439962		NA		NA		bstapler@westga.edu		185 Rachels Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4955

		917320417		Alexander		Courtenay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.97				Black		F		678 4130701		NA		courtenay_alexander@yahoo.com		calexan8@my.westga.edu		4824 Michael Jay St				Snellville		GA		30039-5637

		917316875		Boileau		Elyse		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.37						F		604 9888757		NA		NA		eboilea1@my.westga.edu		5588 Molina Road				North Vancouver		BC		V7R 4P4

		917310617		Garber		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.41				White		F		770 2965249		NA		NA		mgarber1@my.westga.edu		1250 Eagles Nest Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5475

		917304357		Millard		Parks		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.58				White		M		770 2518733		NA		NA		pmillar1@my.westga.edu		147 Saint James Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2304

		917268812		Copeland		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200808		201301		3.73				White		F		678 4817303		NA		NA		vcopela1@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd #4333				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Theatre						F		200808		201301		3.04		3.9		Black		F		404 4549355		NA		NA		lbailey5@my.westga.edu		500 Willow Creek Lane		Apartment 500-309		Woodstock		GA		30188

		917315676		Harkins		Charmayne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.04				Black		F		678 3804545		NA		NA		charkin1@my.westga.edu		2971 Dowry Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-2671

		917283545		Hudson		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education		Psychology						F		200808		201301		3.67				White		F		770 2513217		NA		NA		rhudson2@my.westga.edu		881 Wagers Mill Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3716

		917307254		Braun		Angela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.88				White		F		678 7333473		NA		NA		abraun1@my.westga.edu		2931 Bomar Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917306487		Harris		Charisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.44				Black		F		706 4449542		NA		NA		charri21@my.westga.edu		130 Martin Luther King Jr St				Sparta		GA		31087-3528

		917319145		Khorramzadeh		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201301		3.17				White		F		770 9635199		NA		sarahak114@yahoo.com		skhorra1@my.westga.edu		62 Saint Aurics Dr				Suwanee		GA		30024-2789

		917283962		Martin		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3		0		Black		M		404 5452062		NA		FoSho174@gmail.com		cmarti19@my.westga.edu		125 Greenwood Trace				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917310712		Misutka		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.18				White		F		678 5208289		NA		NA		mmisutk1@my.westga.edu		163 Ivy Trace Blvd				Newnan		GA		30265-2293

		917314271		Triggs		Ashley				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.26				Black		F		770 9399601		NA		NA		atriggs1@my.westga.edu		5034 Hugh Howell Rd				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-1144

		917286177		Starnes		Charles				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.48						M		770 4891621		NA		NA		cstarne1@my.westga.edu		4030 Macduff Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-3806

		917312305		Sullivan		Jacob				BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.38				White		M		770 3183683		NA		NA		jsulliv5@my.westga.edu		6708 Lucille Ave				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1951

		917322286		Verdell		Keri		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.26				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 8835758		NA		NA		kverdel1@my.westga.edu		2713 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8495

		917315481		Jackson		Tishanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.94		3.5		Black		F		334 6461572		NA		NA		tjacks10@my.westga.edu		1213 Lindsey Street				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917318619		Littlejohn		Jillian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201301		3.69				White		F		404 3923191		NA		jillian_littlejohn@msn.com		jlittle3@my.westga.edu		870 W Ellis Rd				Griffin		GA		30223-7129

		917315966		Smith		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.61				White		F		678 8770373		NA		NA		asmith52@my.westga.edu		555 Mandeville Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917303549		Rogers		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.26		3.72		White		F		678 9729044		NA		NA		mguinn1@my.westga.edu		226 Glazier Rd.				Senoia		GA		30276

		917320985		Murphey		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.05				White		F		770 2537883		NA		NA		kmurphe1@my.westga.edu		23 Brookside Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1514

		917318508		Sharp		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.05				Black		F				NA		jasmined.sharp@gmail.com		jsharp2@my.westga.edu		5350 Crestwood Circle				College Park		GA		30349

		917314115		Pitts		Yasmeen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.92				Black		F		404 7354938		NA		NA		ypitts1@my.westga.edu		1898 Sandtown Rd SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-3465

		917312357		Barr		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.04				White		F		770 8516728		NA		liza12lee@yahoo.com		ebarr2@my.westga.edu		2291 Tyus Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917308585		BonneCarrere		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.88		2.77		White		F		770 2387990		NA		carrolltown2008@charter.net		tbonnec1@my.westga.edu		109 Leigh Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917298767		Benefield		Chastity				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.3				White		F		770 8239064		NA		NA		clewis10@my.westga.edu		121 Sue Ave				Bowdon		GA		30108-1217

		917318877		Bul		Kellie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201301		3.38				White		F		770 5745403		NA		NA		kbul1@my.westga.edu		1207 Jacksonville Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-2417

		917256167		Hogan		Jarrod		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		2.99				White		M		678 8585391		NA		NA		jhogan4@my.westga.edu		115 Ruth Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2152

		917304136		Walker		Jessica				BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.22				White		F		770 6562603		NA		NA		jwalke19@my.westga.edu		1975 Bethwick Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-6105

		917317800		Baty		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature		German						F		200808		201301		3.92		4		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		678 3785191		NA		NA		kbaty1@my.westga.edu		85 Southwind Circle				Newnan		GA		30265

		917299998		Ennis		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200808		201301		3.08				White		F		706 2660451		NA		NA		cennis1@my.westga.edu		28 Pine Valley Rd SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.4		3.91		White		F		706 2341676		NA		NA		smaddox2@my.westga.edu		4 Belmont Court 				Rome		GA		30161

		917297105		Mallory		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.1				White		F		770 9421264		NA		NA		jmallor1@my.westga.edu		7615 Banks Mill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		200808		201301				4		White		F		706 3752841		NA		jcrane5117@hotmail.com		jcrane3@my.westga.edu		23 Glass Mill Pointe Drive				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917331646		Lamprey		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201301		0		3.85		White		F		770 5970171		NA		NA		abanks3@my.westga.edu		501 Shady Lane Cir				Canton		GA		30115-2946

		917327655		Jones		Troy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201301				3.44		Black		M		770 6089137		NA		NA		tjones21@my.westga.edu		3581 Providence Pl				Douglasville		GA		30135-3050

		917097682		Dudley		Holly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200901		201301		3.04		4		White		F		770 3244866		NA		NA		hdudley1@my.westga.edu		5725 Highway 29				Grantville		GA		30220

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education								F		200901		201301		3.49		3.9		White		F		678 2347440		NA		NA		ksumner1@my.westga.edu		1378 Dowdy Road				Roopville		GA		30170

		917114621		Skinner		Summer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201301		3.28		3.75		White		F		770 2541251		NA		NA		sskinne1@my.westga.edu		265 Waters Edge Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3594

		917331482		Gallas		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics		Psychology		Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200901		201301		3.12				White		F		770 8099232		NA		NA		rgallas1@my.westga.edu		203 Baywood Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3856

		917330969		Moss		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.24				White		F		770 3774541		NA		NA		emoss1@my.westga.edu		160 River Cove Meadows				Social Circle		GA		30025

		917345999		Robbins		Lyndsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.26				White		F		770 9492418		NA		NA		lrobbin1@my.westga.edu		8596 Timberlane Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-1085

		917352285		Lucas		Mikki		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		3.31		4		White		F		678 8408004		NA		mikki.d.lucas@gmail.com		mlucas2@my.westga.edu		93 Richmond Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7237

		917328568		Justice		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.06				White		F		770 9496752		NA		NA		tjustic1@my.westga.edu		3677 Cedartree Pt				Douglasville		GA		30135-1948

		917348940		Houston		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201301		2.82				Black		F				NA		NA		ahousto4@my.westga.edu		106 HAMILTON ST				Bremen		GA		30110

		917344743		Schofield		Latreskle		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		200905		201301		4		4		Black		F		229 8860533		NA		latreskle.schofield@gmail.com		lschofi1@my.westga.edu		1301 Crest Ridge Dr				East Point		GA		30344-5767

		917341856		Taliaferro		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200905		201301		3.07				White		F		678 5349673		NA		NA		ltaliaf1@my.westga.edu		1 Fairgreen Trace				Newnan		GA		30265

		917342503		Sansom		Robin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		200905		201301				4		White		F		770 7957707		NA		rdsansom@comcast.net		rsansom1@my.westga.edu		3034 Bristlewood Ln NW				Marietta		GA		30064-5111

		917329745		Nelms		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.58				White		F		770 2537730		NA		NA		lnelms3@my.westga.edu		5 Crepe Myrtle Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3103

		917326391		Abernathy		Asiah				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		2.84				Black		F		678 3496151		NA		NA		aaberna1@my.westga.edu		5335 Lake Beech Dr.				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917341257		Covic		Anja		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.43				White		F		770 4266875		NA		NA		acovic1@my.westga.edu		1306 Bustling Ln SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2769

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.75		4		White		F		706 6764065		NA		NA		wdixon3@my.westga.edu		4 South Central Ave				Lindale		GA		30147

		917310615		Eubanks		Rachael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		2.94				White		F		770 4860437		NA		NA		reubank3@my.westga.edu		225 Columns Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2765

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.79		4		White		F		404 6179970		NA		NA		chosea1@my.westga.edu		213 Crown Vista Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917338060		Pearson		Sharnise		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.76				Black		F		770 5069256		NA		shjus@aol.com		spearso1@my.westga.edu		207 Solomon Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4508

		917301889		Ross		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		2.83		0		Black		F		678 6986525		NA		NA		jross6@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St Apt E208				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917338886		Smith		Angela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.86				White		F		770 3867153		NA		angeladsmith54@gmail.com		asmith54@my.westga.edu		35 Abbey Ln NW				Cartersville		GA		30120-7739

		917332674		Socotch		Jayme		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.92				White		F		770 3041286		NA		NA		jsocotc1@my.westga.edu		35 Stonemill Ct				Newnan		GA		30265-2715

		917327800		Van Rhee		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		770 4280535		NA		W.VanRhee@gmail.com		wvanrhe1@my.westga.edu		3850 Casteel Club Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4405

		917336111		Zaluski		Brianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.56				White		F		678 3154259		NA		richardzaluski@bellsouth.net		bzalusk1@my.westga.edu		92 Waburn Walk				Dallas		GA		30132-8494

		917311789		Ariail		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.39				White		F		706 6386705		NA		NA		kariail1@my.westga.edu		50 Herons Cove Ln				La Fayette		GA		30728-6989

		917304821		Robinson		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.35						F		848 4680858		NA		NA		erobins3@my.westga.edu		319 Hawthorn Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-9798

		917336900		Walker		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.64				White		F		770 5929777		NA		NA		lwalker8@my.westga.edu		304 West Ln				Woodstock		GA		30188-1948

		917306523		Anderson		Dominique		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47				Black		F				NA		NA		danders8@my.westga.edu

		917332742		Bethea		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.1		3.77		Black		F		678 3716212		NA		laurenbdancin@hotmail.com		lbethea1@my.westga.edu		4021 McGinnis Ferry Rd APT 1431				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917333864		Castleberry		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F				NA		NA		ecastle1@my.westga.edu		2451 Cumberland Parkway SE  #3844				Atlanta		GA		30339-6136

		917334933		Ross		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.59				White		F		706 8457286		NA		NA		sross6@my.westga.edu		124 Taylor Len Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-8500

		917352520		Barnett		Chelly				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.25						F		678 7762728		NA		NA		cbarnet4@my.westga.edu		2551 Acacia Park Pl				Marietta		GA		30062-4768

		917332668		Hunt		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.48				White		F		770 9320688		NA		NA		jhunt6@my.westga.edu		1664 Trilogy Park Dr				Hoschton		GA		30548-1745

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		2.98		3.81		White		F		770 3091821		NA		NA		ecannon1@my.westga.edu		104 Ida Lane				Dallas		GA		30132

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.72		3.91		Black		F		770 2189652		NA		NA		abrunso2@my.westga.edu		2973 Garland Dr				Marietta		GA		30008

		917328596		Mathews		Wayne				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201301		3.91				White		M		770 4439596		NA		NA		wmathew1@my.westga.edu		167 Hollyberry Ct				Dallas		GA		30157-6104

		917332633		Petry		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.27				White		F		609 9474570		NA		NA		spetry1@my.westga.edu		93 Molly Pl				Dadeville		AL		36853-4802

		917334287		Wright		Randall		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.85				White		M		770 8545037		NA		NA		rwright2@my.westga.edu		182 Ephesus Church Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2840

		917339984		Conenna		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.61				White		F		678 8700700		NA		NA		lconenn1@my.westga.edu		132 Andover Dr				Kendall Park		NJ		08824-7025

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		3.05		3.66		White		F		770 3289951		NA		NA		agilvin1@my.westga.edu		707 Mattan Point				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.17		4		White		F		770 8237180		NA		NA		ahart5@my.westga.edu		1 Ellis Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917303575		Phillips		Meagan				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		770 2538701		NA		NA		mphill11@my.westga.edu		210 Barrington Farms Pkwy				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1871

		917328861		Sperry		Joshua				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		3.51				White		M		770 4299966		NA		NA		jsperry1@my.westga.edu		5524 Corn Mill Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6234

		917254588		Price		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology						P		200908		201301		2.84		3.7		Black		F		770 2861746		NA		NA		bprice1@my.westga.edu		823 Meadow Glen Parkway				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917312334		Carney		Magen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.13				White		F		678 8326466		NA		NA		mcarney1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Road Apt #1110				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917353620		Godfrey		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200908		201301		2.79				White		M				NA		NA		rgodfre2@my.westga.edu

		917308628		Painter		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47				White		F		770 4892920		NA		NA		mpainte1@my.westga.edu		6096 Yoni Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-6923

		917354454		Seljak		Brett		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201301		3.87				White		M		404 3762562		NA		NA		bseljak1@my.westga.edu		1255 Timberline Place				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917339594		Yates		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.3				White		M		706 8843963		NA		NA		jyates3@my.westga.edu		278 McCosh Mill Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9423

		917301171		Lambert		Raquel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.22				White		F				NA		NA		rlamber3@my.westga.edu		2801 Priestcliff Dr.				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917304479		Whaley		Andrew				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		2.89				White		M		229 7742268		NA		NA		awhaley1@my.westga.edu		6201 Mosely Rd				Iron City		GA		39859-4016

		917330372		Grantham		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301		3.69		4		White		F		770 9285673		NA		NA		agranth3@my.westga.edu		508 Sable Trace Way				Acworth		GA		30102-7638

		917386855		Hubbard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		201301		4		3.73		White		F		706 8465477		hubbard-a@harris.k12.ga.us		NA		ahubbar3@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 725				Shiloh		GA		31826

		917344636		Byrd		Trazette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		2.99				Black		F		678 8405865		NA		NA		tbyrd3@my.westga.edu		3490 Judge Bobs Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305953		Thompson		Kalisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.31		4		Black		F		404 6260596		NA		NA		kfagan1@my.westga.edu		6004 Hendrix Lane 				Mableton 		GA		30126

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.37		3.83		White		F		770 7158073		NA		NA		lstatha1@my.westga.edu		141 MILLPOND CROSSING		UNIT J5		Carrollton		GA		30116

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.94		4		White		F		706 2634343		NA		NA		mcaldwe3@my.westga.edu

		917349745		Preston		Annette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.28				Black		F		770 4564665		NA		NA		apresto2@my.westga.edu		1012 Rolling Meadows Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-6969

		917330772		Stratton		Steven		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		3.96		4		White		M		678 9833514		sstratto@westga.edu		NA		sstratto@westga.edu		717 Burns Road		Apt 5321		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917351188		Hood		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201301		201301		4		3.93		White		F		770 3126483		NA		hood.stephanie@hotmail.com		shood3@my.westga.edu		2910 Southpark Terrace				Conyers		GA		30094

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201301		4		4		White		F		678 6213664		NA		NA		bhajzak1@my.westga.edu		125 Harris Estates Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917341821		Henley		Kimber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.11				White		F		229 7586368		NA		NA		khenley1@my.westga.edu		857 Cooktown Rd				Colquitt		GA		39837-6729

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47		3.72		White		F		404 5788103		NA		NA		lspinks1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvron Rd Apt 1021				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917330784		Moses		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.9		3.92		White		F		706 2909702		NA		NA		amoses3@my.westga.edu		206 Brown Fox Drive SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917337072		Cooper		James				BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.3				White		M		770 5622266		NA		NA		jcoope12@my.westga.edu		32 Grove Isle Dr				Temple		GA		30179-4309

		917323842		Kiser		John				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.38				White		M		706 5173237		NA		NA		jkiser1@my.westga.edu		224 Nichols Ln				Chatsworth		GA		30705-4613

		917288342		Loveall		Jason		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Studio Art						F		200908		201301		3.42				White		M		770 4439402		NA		NA		jloveal1@my.westga.edu		141 Nellrose Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-1449

		917350694		Graham		Synesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		2.77				Black		F		678 8869052		NA		NA		sgraham5@my.westga.edu		1519 Athens Ave SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4701

		917334290		Hague		Ashley				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201301		2.78				White		F		770 7518780		NA		ahague2@my.westga.edu		ahague2@my.westga.edu		1015 Chesson Ct				Alpharetta		GA		30022-7174

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		2.89		3.41		Black		F		678 4130547		NA		NA		speters2@my.westga.edu		106 Goode Road				Conyers		GA		30094

		917336806		Janney		Zachary				BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200908		201301		3.33				White		M		706 6753364		NA		NA		zjanney1@my.westga.edu		211 Red Oak Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-4061

		917331896		Kennedy		Sammantha				BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F		706 6772102		NA		NA		skenned2@my.westga.edu

		917339963		Hanley		Mary Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		678 2326382		NA		NA		mhanley1@my.westga.edu		2821 Brookside Run				Snellville		GA		30078

		917329871		Altares		Marianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.79				Asian		F				NA		NA		maltare1@my.westga.edu		175 Laurel Dr				Athens		GA		30606

		917343596		Adams		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.88						F		912 9277355		NA		NA		madams9@my.westga.edu		121 Cherryfield Ln				Savannah		GA		31419-9098

		917333810		Gaddy		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.2				White		M		706 8606464		NA		NA		agaddy2@my.westga.edu		336 High Chaparral Dr				Martinez		GA		30907-5106

		917317113		Zeigler		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.8				White		M		706 6958016		NA		NA		jzeigle2@my.westga.edu		162 Parson Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-5687

		917338139		Moguel		Selena		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.08						F		678 2895420		NA		bk_chic09@yahoo.com		smoguel1@my.westga.edu		1449 Buckingham Pl				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7952

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				College Student Affairs				F		200908		201301		3.39		4		White		F		770 3628481		NA		NA		erichar2@my.westga.edu		2120 Castle Lake Drive				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917341299		Pitts		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.6				White		F		706 7795732		NA		NA		bpitts1@my.westga.edu		1377 S Yow Mill Rd				Toccoa		GA		30577-8231

		917338565		Johnson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.9				White		F		770 4892551		NA		NA		jjohns53@my.westga.edu		5550 Liberty Rd				Winston		GA		30187-1121

		917323673		Tuck		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.17						F		678 4230647		NA		NA		jtuck2@my.westga.edu		30 Hope Shirey Way				Newnan		GA		30263-4452

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200908		201301		3.6		3.95		Black		F				NA		sundirosser@yahoo.com		scowser1@my.westga.edu		53 Carrington Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917337397		Wills		Erich		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.32				White		M		678 5849208		NA		NA		ewills1@my.westga.edu		470 Victorian Ln				Johns Creek		GA		30097-5767

		917317351		Fuller		De'sa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.28				Black		F		706 8846433		NA		NA		dfuller2@my.westga.edu		62 Southern Pine Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9655

		917329237		Elliott		Meghann		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		4				White		F		770 5622523		NA		NA		melliot4@my.westga.edu		122 Creek Crossing Ln				Temple		GA		30179-5826

		917332670		Palmer		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201301		3		3.2		White		F		770 3130914		NA		scooter109@bellsouth.net		apalmer1@my.westga.edu		3949 Lullwater Main NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5706

		917318344		Peterson		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Secondary Education-History				F		200908		201301		3.14				White		F		770 6841410		NA		Xhmacx09@gmail.com		hmcdowe1@my.westga.edu		1057 Fairview Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917113392		Williamson		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201301		4		3.86		White		M		770 3164543		NA		mattbwilliamson@gmail.com		mwilli42@my.westga.edu		118 Kyle Way				Carrollton		GA		30117-4823

		917307703		Owens		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.13				White		F				NA		NA		jowens6@my.westga.edu		101 Henry Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1989

		917351066		Swank		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		2.92				White		F		770 5528346		NA		NA		kswank1@my.westga.edu		11670 Highland Colony Dr				Roswell		GA		30075-2197

		917346527		Rainey		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.2				White		F		770 4642157		NA		NA		arainey1@my.westga.edu		1102 Highway 11 N Apt A				Social Circle		GA		30025-4948

		917305550		Durham		Arielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		3.09				Black		F		770 2222843		NA		NA		adurham1@my.westga.edu		3216 Macedonia Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-2113

		917336047		Shelby		Shana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		3.24				White		F		404 5740811		NA		NA		sshelby1@my.westga.edu		1908 Tara Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917210189		Dye		William				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		2.88				White		M		770 8287908		NA		NA		wdye1@my.westga.edu		7011 Blueberry Rdg SE				Acworth		GA		30102-6836

		917331800		Hamilton		Vickie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		3.76				White		F		678 5635555		NA		NA		vhamilt1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 572				Villa Rica		GA		30180-0572

		917306981		Kidney		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201005		201301		2.92				White		F		770 4891406		NA		okidney1@my.westga.edu		okidney1@my.westga.edu		7431 Biltmore Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-6464

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201005		201301		3.44		3.91		White		F		770 6809289		NA		NA		rcarl1@my.westga.edu		159 Creekside Bluff				Hiram		GA		30141

		917350008		Caswell		Hillary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.54				White		F				NA		NA		hcaswel1@my.westga.edu		664 Corinth Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917356535		McGuffey		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		3.21				White		M		770 5848156		NA		NA		rmcguff2@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Rd Apt 1423				Carrollton		GA		30117-2652

		917307077		Cook		Jessica Marie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201301		3.9				White		F		678 4013520		NA		NA		jcook15@my.westga.edu		2620 E Piney Point Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-4424

		917350646		Burd		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201301		3.45				White		F		770 6050033		NA		NA		aburd1@my.westga.edu		7647 Hwy 101 N				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917356728		Thach		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201001		201301				4		White		F		770 4434545		NA		suethach@bellsouth.net		sthach1@my.westga.edu		303 Meryton Ct				Dallas		GA		30157-6572

		917350814		Laidlaw		Alton		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201301		4		3.71		Black		M		678 3910889		alaidlaw@paulding.k12.ga.us		alaidlaw@bellsouth.net		alaidla1@my.westga.edu		4448 Mill Grove Ter				Douglasville		GA		30135-4197

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201301				3.95		Black		F		404 9979405		antionette.dickerson@cobbk12.org		NA		adicker3@my.westga.edu		7214 Gold Mine Avenue				Austell		GA		30168

		917389279		Snell		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.4				White		M		770 4667793		NA		NA		jsnell2@my.westga.edu		7204 Sunset Blvd				Loganville		GA		30052-4160

		917346406		Begy		Kara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.5				White		F		770 9457798		NA		NA		kbegy1@my.westga.edu		3372 Forest Vista Dr				Dacula		GA		30019-4652

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.84		3.91		White		F		706 2639629		NA		NA		jevelti1@my.westga.edu		110 Countryside Dr				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917351872		Richards		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.37				White		F		706 9804522		NA		NA		jricha14@my.westga.edu		945 Cohutta Beaverdale Road				Cohutta		GA		30710

		917310058		Bryant		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.71				White		F		706 7343655		NA		NA		vbryant3@my.westga.edu		150 Green Meadow Dr				Trion		GA		30753-1149

		917246866		Turner		Terri		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201101		201301				3.78		White		F		678 3729585		NA		territurner413@gmail.com		tturner9@my.westga.edu		2575 Center Point Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917298751		Cowart		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201008		201301		3.35				White		F		678 6013803		NA		NA		tcowart2@my.westga.edu		881 Cole Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9165

		917318062		Fields		Paige		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.38		3.83		White		F		404 7044446		NA		NA		pfields1@my.westga.edu		6577 Forestdale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-3229

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.78		3.91		White		F		678 7871337		NA		NA		kmahone4@my.westga.edu		3840 Jiles Road NW Apt. 518				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917350659		Lane		Dustin		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201301		3.42				White		M		678 3338714		NA		NA		dlane4@my.westga.edu		1430 Joe Cook Road				Franklin		GA		30217

		917378662		Cooper		Hannah		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		201008		201301		3.53				White		F		770 3245197		NA		NA		hcooper4@my.westga.edu		301 Victoria Ave				Cedartown		GA		30125-2637

		917377972		Miles		Kaylin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.84				White		F		770 3374355		NA		NA		kmiles4@my.westga.edu		2020 Corner Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-1270

		917131124		Drage		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201301		4		4		White		F		404 5743740		NA		rldrage@gmail.com		rward2@my.westga.edu		764 Barnes Mill Trce				Marietta		GA		30062-3228

		917356901		Waldrop		Kody		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201301		3.11				White		M				NA		NA		kwaldro3@my.westga.edu		6477 County Road 59				Roanoke		AL		36274-6733

		917373251		Roggermeier		Elizabeth Ann		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.38				White		F		770 4879127		NA		NA		erogger1@my.westga.edu		105 Berrycheck Hl				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1170

		917304199		Henderson		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.79				White		F		770 6340991		NA		NA		ahender9@my.westga.edu		9655 Bark Chip Way				Douglasville		GA		30135-2498

		917311740		Mallory		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.44				White		F		770 2583373		NA		NA		bmallor1@my.westga.edu		431 E College St				Bowdon		GA		30108-1112

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.44		4		White		F		706 5662836		NA		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		1323 Preston Road				Cataula		GA		31804

		917316847		Emerson		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.46						F		770 3828507		NA		NA		semerso3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 656				Cartersville		GA		30120-0656

		917379129		Marinelli		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.06				White		M		770 5924942		NA		NA		amarine2@my.westga.edu		1118 Towne Lake Hls E				Woodstock		GA		30189-7013

		917381506		Ray		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201301		3.24		3.16		White		M		770 3138477		NA		NA		jray9@my.westga.edu		145 canterbury dr.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917294426		Bishop		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		2.86				Black		F		706 8021267		NA		NA		abishop9@my.westga.edu		915 Villas Ridge Drive				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917384053		Collins		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.3				White		M		706 4357482		NA		NA		scollin7@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-2610

		917377778		Ray		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.19				White		M				NA		NA		jray8@my.westga.edu		101 Trees Of Avalon Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7592

		917247558		Duffey		Ryan				BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.35						M		770 7752782		NA		NA		rduffey1@my.westga.edu		675 Saint Andrews Dr				Jackson		GA		30233-2777

		917302778		Gibbs		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.26				White		F		256 8461350		NA		NA		hgibbs1@my.westga.edu		1624 County Road 48				Heflin		AL		36264-5277

		917245882		Nasert		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201301		2.82				White		F		706 3752625		NA		NA		tnasert1@my.westga.edu		36 English Oak Way				Dallas		GA		30157-3863

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201301		2.96		3.44		White		F		256 3632867		NA		NA		asanfor3@my.westga.edu		477 Pineywoods Drive				Wedowee		AL		36278

		917386046		Brown		Regina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201008		201301		3.54				Black		F		404 734		NA		regina_brown03@yahoo.com		rbrown18@my.westga.edu

		917353527		Dunbar		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201008		201301		3.14				White		M		770 7251575		NA		NA		jdunbar1@my.westga.edu

		917342776		Schnitter		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.15		3.8		White		M				NA		NA		pschnit1@my.westga.edu		3172 Mia Court				Dacula		GA		30019

		917226158		Walker		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201301				4		White		F		770 5466002		NA		whitney.walker@vikings.berry.edu		wwalker4@my.westga.edu		342 Oakwood Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-6308

		917382867		Watkins		Donna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201301				4		White		F		404 3881401		NA		equi_nrg@yahoo.com		dwatkin4@my.westga.edu		6721 Knollwood Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-1663

		917191577		Bice		Meranda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201101		201301		3.18		3.84		White		F				NA		NA		mmckelv4@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive		apt 1104		carrollton		GA		30117

		917384369		Burgess		Elsa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201301				4		White		F		770 9823960		NA		et4tango@yahoo.com		eburges1@my.westga.edu		1368 Rivermist Dr SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-7512

		917374715		Newton		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.63				White		F		770 5840548		NA		NA		khelms1@my.westga.edu		501 Weston Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7426

		917399598		Johnson		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201108		201301		3.32		2.78		White		F		706 3311220		NA		NA		kjones33@my.westga.edu		19 Conns Lake Rd SE				Lindale		GA		30147

		917399811		Boggs		Terrie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.78				White		F		706 2048999		NA		NA		tboggs1@my.westga.edu		438 Kraftsman Rd SW				Rome		GA		30165-9248

		917327347		Colding		Kristi		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.45				White		F		706 2903510		NA		NA		khand1@my.westga.edu		17 Garden Court North 				Rome		GA		30165

		917398594		Shelton		Ashanti		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.63		Black		F		731 4141805		NA		assheltn@memphis.edu		ashelto4@my.westga.edu		236 Fairview Dr				Humboldt		TN		38343-8513

		917177045		Cool		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Mathematics (6-12)				P		201201		201301		3.36		3.4		White		M		678 5224668		NA		NA		ccool1@my.westga.edu		143 Terrane Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-4015

		917343776		Richardson		Montana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201101		201301		3.26		2.83		White		F		334 8852552		NA		NA		mrichar8@my.westga.edu		2824 Louina Road				Roanoke		AL		36274

		917244884		Walker		Charlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201301				3		Black		M		404 2919046		charlie.walker@gscs.org		cjw3t@mtsu.edu		cwalke14@my.westga.edu		3306 Summer Brooke Ln				Union City		GA		30291-7210

		917329405		Bullock		Dara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.19				Black		F		770 8709072		NA		NA		dbulloc1@my.westga.edu		4158 Jody Ct NE				Marietta		GA		30066-1939

		917399709		Lawrence		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				3.83		Black		F		770 7701819		NA		tabathalawrence@bellsouth.net		tlawren4@my.westga.edu		642 Mayfern Cir				Fairburn		GA		30213-6002

		917078311		Campbell		Paula		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.28				White		F				NA		NA		pcampbe3@my.westga.edu		1466 Old Highway 100				Waco		GA		30182

		917303290		Rampley		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201301		2.73				White		M		706 2324161		NA		NA		wrample1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 336				Lindale		GA		30147-0336

		917404496		Samm		Patrice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201105		201301				3.55		Black		F		323 2412646		NA		psamm@rockdale.k12.ga.us		psamm1@my.westga.edu		7204 Kensington Trail				Cumming		GA		30028

		917397216		Player-Delgado		Luis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		M		612 2421015		lplayer@westga.edu		kalplayer@att.net		lplayer@westga.edu		343 Stillwood Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6226

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				3.85		White		M		845 2346113		mark.sanker@douglas.k12.ga.us		msanker@hotmail.com		msanker1@my.westga.edu		716 Safe Harbor Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917125243		Ralls		Enrique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301		3.08		3.76		Black		M		404 8211263		NA		NA		eralls1@my.westga.edu		124 WESTCHESTER DRIVE				Barnesville		GA		30204

		917399158		Anderson		Jarrell		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.36		Black		M				NA		Janderson38@student.gsu.edu		jander24@my.westga.edu

		917396056		Gossett		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		F		540 8454947		NA		lmgosset@samford.edu		lgosset2@my.westga.edu		254 Gentle Breeze Cir				Fredericksburg		VA		22406-5045

		917272332		Wilkes		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301		3.72		3.93		White		F		678 8775745		NA		NA		agrayso1@my.westga.edu		25 Inland Circle				Newnan		GA		30263

		917402862		Vinson		Alecia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201301				3.85		White		F		478 454		NA		alecia.vinson@yahoo.com		avinson1@my.westga.edu		1059 Fortville Milledgeville				Haddock		GA		31033-2345

		917397963		Pitcock		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		F		404 8196027		NA		kpitcock17@gmail.com		kpitcoc1@my.westga.edu		4649 Montauk Rd SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-3934

		917296186		Widener		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 8521588		NA		NA		cwidene1@my.westga.edu		8730 Wolf Creek Dr				Winston		GA		30187-2310

		917416180		Ellenberg		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				4		White		M		770 8199936		NA		NA		jellenb1@my.westga.edu		1385 Lucky Ln SW				Mableton		GA		30126-4703

		917384367		Bata		Rebekah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3		4		White		F		706 2357519		NA		rdwalker5687@yahoo.com		rwalker7@my.westga.edu		260 Blacks Bluff Road				Rome		GA		30161

		917354787		Turner		Jannette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201108		201301		3.52				White		F		706 5482186		NA		NA		jjones45@my.westga.edu		5560 Barnett Shoals RD				Athens		GA		30605

		917230324		Sparling		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201301		3.62		3.77		White		F		404 4214782		NA		beckysparling@hotmail.com		rsparli1@my.westga.edu		4896 Port Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917315506		Cowart		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.28				White		F		770 8455591		stephaniecowart@greenwaymedical.com		NA		scowart1@my.westga.edu		881 Cole Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9165

		917152694		Jones		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201301				3.71		White		F		770 4891465		anna.jones@douglas.k12.ga.us		annakatherine@bellsouth.net		ajones44@my.westga.edu		8002 Downs Rd				Winston		GA		30187-1363

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201301		2.63		3.81		White		F		678 6409313		mmckelvy@dcboe.com		mmckelv5@gmail.com		mmckelv5@my.westga.edu		204 N Morris Ave				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917376169		Roberts		Jessica		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.56				White		F		770 7488614		NA		NA		jrober21@my.westga.edu		610 Garden Ln				Cedartown		GA		30125-2710

		917312028		Moon		Kaleigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.64				White		F		770 5748261		NA		NA		kpatte12@my.westga.edu		314 Salem Church Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-2346

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.26		3.35		Black		F		770 4734130		NA		NA		jknight7@my.westga.edu		8126 Englewood Trl				Riverdale		GA		30274-4210

		917211254		Alexander		Ronald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.63		Black		M		404 8080637		NA		ralexander7@student.gsu.edu		ralexan2@my.westga.edu		1900 Belmont Boulevard		Maddox Hall RD Box #1		Nashville		TN		37212

		917404261		Lewis		Shaun		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				3.62		Black		M		678 7059857		NA		shaun672@hotmail.com		slewis15@my.westga.edu		2396 Pendergrass Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-6249

		917150009		Brock		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301				3.4		White		F		706 6049844		NA		mmckinn3@westga.edu		mmckinn3@my.westga.edu		14823 US Hwy 27 N				Hamilton		GA		31811

		917390973		McFather		Celina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				3.66		White		F		706 9363596		NA		jcmcfather@comcast.net		cmcfath1@my.westga.edu		18 S Edenfield Ridge Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-3812

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201105		201301		3.9		4		White		F		770 3286377		NA		NA		tgibbs3@my.westga.edu		32433 Highway 48				Graham		AL		36263-4065

		917126988		Nicholson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.57		3.91		White		F		423 6456929		sball@floydboe.net		NA		snichol1@my.westga.edu		8 Trillium Trl NE				Rome		GA		30165-9616

		917398605		Pineda		Kristina		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.37				White		F		770 3240105		NA		NA		kpineda1@my.westga.edu		51 Jenni Ln				Cedartown		GA		30125-7157

		917195727		Hinton		Judson		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201201		201301				3.81		White		M		678 5653331		NA		NA		jhinton1@my.westga.edu		1876 McGarity Rd				McDonough		GA		30252-3014

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201301		3.68		3.83		White		F		706 5064847		NA		NA		lpettyj1@my.westga.edu		1000 West Spring Creek Road				Trion		GA		30753

		917376408		Simonds		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.31				White		F		706 2660627		NA		NA		ksimond1@my.westga.edu		310 Lavender Road				Rome		GA		30165

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.93		3.57		White		F		706 8443891		NA		NA		lgodfre1@my.westga.edu		405 East 20th St				Rome		GA		30161

		917408200		Brock		Jolie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301				3.77		White		F		706 5770236		NA		NA		jbrock5@my.westga.edu		3037 Bentley Dr				Upatoi		GA		31829-1786

		917395919		Shane		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.33				White		F		678 4317460		NA		NA		hshane1@my.westga.edu		4188 Oak Springs Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917331626		McCloud		Donna		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.95				White		F		770 6848427		NA		NA		dmcclou1@my.westga.edu		72 Dogwood Ct				Aragon		GA		30104-5313

		917327741		Fallin		Kristen		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.49				White		F		706 7672855		NA		kdf9290@bellsouth.net		kfallin2@my.westga.edu		751 Old Dalton Rd NE Apt A				Rome		GA		30165-9022

		917027202		Crawford		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301		3.11		4		White		M		770 3369908		NA		joseph_crawford@live.com		jcrawfo2@my.westga.edu		150 Alford Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8308

		917058808		Helms		Frances		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 5923299		NA		NA		fhelms1@my.westga.edu		1375 Olde Mill Trce				Woodstock		GA		30188-4052

		917327311		McMillan		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		2.83		3.16		Black		F		678 9937029		NA		NA		lmcmill2@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle #208				Newnan		GA		30265

		917283495		Lowther		April		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.11		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		alowthe1@my.westga.edu		9 Leesburg Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917316131		Basiletti		Marcie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201301		3.36				White		F		404 6684877		NA		NA		mbasile1@my.westga.edu		121 Estates at the Lake Drive				Canton		GA		30114

		917406629		Aldridge		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		770 9068457		NA		NA		aaldrid3@my.westga.edu		108 Jefferson Pkwy Unit 518				Newnan		GA		30263-5872

		917318268		Stinson		Emily		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.93				White		F				NA		NA		egore1@my.westga.edu

		917398307		Waugh		Celeste		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		F		334 4809239		NA		clw0003@tigermail.auburn.edu		cwaugh1@my.westga.edu		574 Lee Road 550				Phenix City		AL		36870-9158

		917398903		Kahera		Zeinab		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.45		Black		F				NA		zainab.kahera@gmail.com		zkahera1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 16775				Atlanta		GA		30321-0775

		917404384		Smith		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201108		201301				4		White		M		770 228-9392		NA		smithjcpa@aol.com		jsmith99@my.westga.edu		203 Sheraton Dr				Griffin		GA		30224-5047

		917407419		Phyall		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.8		Black		F		404 4517521		NA		NA		cphyall1@my.westga.edu

		917407314		Phyall		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.8		Black		M		404 4517126		NA		NA		aphyall1@my.westga.edu		160 Fairway Trl				Covington		GA		30014-3974

		917396364		Patterson		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				4		Black		F		678 3420600		NA		nmbrown24@aol.com		npatter2@my.westga.edu		180 Oak Manor Dr				Covington		GA		30016-0232

		917405696		Barnett		Kimberlee		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		678 5658252		NA		NA		kbarnet3@my.westga.edu		1001 Grace Marie Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4539

		917141989		Powers		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				3.62		White		F		706 6180012		pcoon@gcbe.org		ppc@optilink.us		ppowers1@my.westga.edu		81 Lake Haven Dr				Cartersville		GA		30120-8468

		917405154		Meshanko		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		White		M		912 506		NA		chrismeshanko@gmail.com		cmeshan1@my.westga.edu		3220 Hunters Rest Dr				Charleston		SC		29414

		917283614		Phillips		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				3.9		White		M		706 8610323		NA		NA		jphill20@my.westga.edu		276 Dailey Hill Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-8156

		917385487		Falls		Christy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		678 7158395		NA		falls5560@bellsouth.net		cfalls1@my.westga.edu		41 Wynthorpe Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-6315

		917399016		Casey		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 6011314		NA		ml_sellers@bellsouth.net		mseller4@my.westga.edu		3143 Mill Grove Terrace				Dacula		GA		30019

		917318679		Graves		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 8555996		NA		ratuck@gmail.com		rtuck1@my.westga.edu		512 Lakeview Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2023

		917266795		Moreen		Shakeala		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.01				Black		F		770 5742858		NA		NA		smoreen1@my.westga.edu		225 Michigan Avenue				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917319231		Hanson		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.74				White		F		770 4635551		NA		NA		thanson5@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1251				Palmetto		GA		30268-7251

		917342569		Adams		Brittany		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.44				White		F		706 2341681		NA		NA		badams8@my.westga.edu		31 Lyons Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-1948

		917412095		Chastain		Jeff		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				3.9		White		M		423 8862931		NA		NA		jchasta4@my.westga.edu		3123 Edgewood Dr				Signal Mountain		TN		37377-1003

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		678 3788407		NA		cecopeland@valdosta.edu		ccopela5@my.westga.edu		210 Bill Hart Road				Newnan		GA		30265

		917233931		Bray		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		770 8308705		NA		margaret.t.bray@gmail.com		mbray1@my.westga.edu		107 Sentinel Walk				Carrollton		GA		30116-8809

		917407429		Condit		Mandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201301				4		White		F		770 4749870		NA		NA		mcondit1@my.westga.edu		190 Old Conyers Way				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917237647		McAbee		Terry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301		2.38		3.78		White		M		706 2350461		NA		NA		tmcabee1@my.westga.edu		600 Biddy Rd				Rome		GA		30161

		917399064		Whitfield		Jamar		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		M		704 5479607		NA		jwhitfield07@gmail.com		jwhitfi2@my.westga.edu		1667 Sanridge Wind Ln				Charlotte		NC		28262-3463

		917397220		Bello Escobar		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		M		678 3100096		NA		belloescobarc@yahoo.com		cbelloe1@my.westga.edu		141 Park Rd SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3522

		917407667		Chillis		Eboni		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201108		201301				3.33		Black		F				NA		NA		echilli1@my.westga.edu		855 Peachtree St NE Unit 1204				Atlanta		GA		30308-7402

		917400488		Abney		Anne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 3097509		anne.abney@cherokee.k12.ga.us		annemcneil@yahoo.com		aabney1@my.westga.edu		5120 Oakwood Cir				Cumming		GA		30028-7906

		917413026		Witcher		Curetarrah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301				3.61		Black		F		770 402		NA		NA		cwitche3@my.westga.edu		1442 South Gordon 				Atlanta		GA		30310

		917408189		Busch		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.5		White		F		678 8257698		NA		NA		sbusch1@my.westga.edu		133 Bentley Pkwy Apt C				Woodstock		GA		30188-5598

		917053151		Via		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201301		0		3.7		White		M		770 8330244		NA		michaelwvia@gmail.com		mvia1@my.westga.edu		110 Ellenwood Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2920

		917393357		Harris		Cortina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201301				3.61		Black		F		770 7127344		cortina_harris@gwinnett.k12.ga.us		NA		charri26@my.westga.edu		1804 Lake Heights Cir				Dacula		GA		30019-3235

		917142612		Weaver		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.65		4		White		F		404 8862989		NA		lisa.weaver@carrollcountyschools.com		lpower1@my.westga.edu		232 River Ridge Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-7719

		917326028		Hixson		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301				3.84		White		F		770 2536980		katie.hixson@cowetaschools.org		NA		khixson1@my.westga.edu		375 Northcrest Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1280

		917201218		Thomas		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301				4		White		F		770 9426065		NA		emily.thomas@students.shorter.edu		ethomas7@my.westga.edu		4753 Old Briar Trail				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917411802		Beaudoin		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.9		Black		F		404 2329939		NA		NA		kbeaudo1@my.westga.edu		6018 Birdseye Trl				Atlanta		GA		30349-8813

		917261793		Chapman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201301		3.59		4		White		F		404 2137643		NA		NA		achapma5@my.westga.edu		1258 Westover Trace				Acworth		GA		30102

		917401144		Roberts		Marcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		229 8286705		NA		teacher_31824@yahoo.com		mrobert6@my.westga.edu		151 Dacus St				Preston		GA		31824-5208

		917272327		Rhoades		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 315-6542		NA		amrh318@yahoo.com		arhoade1@my.westga.edu		2412 Fenwick Village Dr				Savannah		GA		31419-8468

		917388503		Scarber		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201101		201301				4		White		F		706 7671421		NA		kristen.gaylor@comcast.net		kscarbe1@my.westga.edu		201 Winchester Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201105		201301				3.84		White		F		847 8091228		NA		Jenniferheflin1@netzero.net		jrosehe1@my.westga.edu		110 Birchwood Pass				Canton		GA		30114

		917176376		McLucas		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301		3.39		3.9		White		M		770 5993634		mclucas.john@mail.fcboe.org		NA		jmcluca1@my.westga.edu		57 Cumberland Trl				Senoia		GA		30276-2798

		917290637		Henderson		Jourdain		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		3.5		3		Black		M				NA		jourdain.henderson@gmail.com		jhender7@my.westga.edu		Jourdain D. Henderson 		Housing & Residence Life - GMU		Farifax 		VA		22030

		917405352		Arnold		Latasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		770 6275829		NA		NA		larnold1@my.westga.edu		554 S Fortune Way				Dallas		GA		30157-7494

		917403993		Renfroe		Katlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201301				3.63		White		F		229 4034232		NA		kmrenfroe@valdosta.edu		krenfro1@my.westga.edu		2840 Horry Ave				Cairo		GA		39828-3710

		917403657		Dyer		Davida		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.91		Black		F		678 925-1127		NA		dyer.davida@gmail.com		ddyer2@my.westga.edu		107 Lenore Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-2009

		917306698		Stills		Kelvin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201301		4		3.68		Black		M		770 7456234		NA		stillsk@bellsouth.net		kstills1@my.westga.edu		4867 Sweetwater Valley Rd				Austell		GA		30106

		917395882		Coleman		Curtis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		Black		M		912 3561396		NA		curtiscolem@gmail.com		ccolem10@my.westga.edu		3 Long Bow Ct				Savannah		GA		31406-4126

		917400717		Harp		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.67				White		F				NA		NA		wharp1@my.westga.edu		200 Roper Road				Aragon		GA		30104

		917390487		Carter		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.59				White		F		706 8550892		NA		NA		jcarte22@my.westga.edu		5420 Kiokee Ridge Rd				Evans		GA		30809-7418

		917231558		Bailey		DeAundria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201301		3.7		3.76		Black		F		770 7155783		NA		NA		dbailey4@my.westga.edu		251 Katherine Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917306824		Bentley		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 8389636		NA		bentleyjessica@bellsouth.net		jbentle4@my.westga.edu		150 Terry Ter Apt E				Carrollton		GA		30117-7516

		917403556		Letendre		Claire		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				3.91		White		F		636 2366375		NA		caletendre@gmail.com		cletend1@my.westga.edu		2510 Forrest Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3414

		917255032		Holcombe		Avery		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		2.8				White		F		706 2324446		NA		NA		aholcom4@my.westga.edu		21 River Place Dr SW				Rome		GA		30165-8689

		917399746		Hale		Brooke		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.48				White		F		706 2669574		NA		NA		bhale2@my.westga.edu		12 Eden Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-1821

		917401224		Weatherly		Lauren		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.37				White		F		770 4568354		NA		NA		lweathe4@my.westga.edu		3515 Liberty Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3304

		917401204		Bailey		Hillary		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.38				White		F		678 3508872		NA		NA		hagan1@my.westga.edu		33 Daisy Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2638

		917402484		Sellears		Amelia		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.75				White		F		706 9366218		NA		NA		asellea1@my.westga.edu		566 Mountain Home Loop				Cedartown		GA		30125-4234

		917399497		Bozeman		Amber		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.29				White		F		770 3150265		NA		NA		abozema1@my.westga.edu		920 Wimberly Hill Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5078

		917396120		Williams		Erica		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.75				White		F		770 6848469		NA		jazzmatazz8469@gmail.com		ewilli19@my.westga.edu		PO Box 598				Aragon		GA		30104-0598

		917401400		Moeller		Kathy		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.23				White		F		770 8450862		NA		NA		kmoelle1@my.westga.edu		9 Creek Side Ln				Rockmart		GA		30153-3991

		917393840		Hinkle		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.5				White		F		770 3101806		NA		NA		jhinkle1@my.westga.edu		5155 Thousand Oaks Cove				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917404634		Marsh		Roger		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.77		White		M		770 8450932		NA		rogermarsh@mac.com		rmarsh1@my.westga.edu		107 Cedar Woods Trl				Canton		GA		30114-7769

		917032215		North		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.55		4		White		F		770 8548061		heather.north@carrollcountyschools.com		clashnorth@att.net		hnorth1@my.westga.edu		2380 E Highway 5				Carrollton		GA		30116-9535

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.53		3.91		Asian		F		706 2328317		NA		NA		wrogers2@my.westga.edu		210 Lumpkin Road				Lindale		GA		30147

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201105		201301				4		Black		F		678 5367880		NA		NA		fazuana1@my.westga.edu		541 10th St. NW #253				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917293433		Robertson		Kayley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.12				White		F		678 4166197		NA		kayleyrobertson33@gmail.com		krober17@my.westga.edu		495 Arthur Storey Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4288

		917390335		Elfers		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201301				4		White		F		770 3544672		NA		maryelfers@gmail.com		melfers1@my.westga.edu		285 S Colonial Homes Cir NW				Atlanta		GA		30309-1226

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201201		201301		2.96		4		White		M		678 8985910		NA		LFCARR@yahoo.com		lcarr@westga.edu		126 Pinecrest Cir				Dallas		GA		30132-4011

		917398580		McCarty		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		White		M		678 9830324		NA		christopher.j.mccarty@gmail.com		cmccart3@my.westga.edu		7555 Heard Rd				Cumming		GA		30041-8128

		917389648		Dunagan		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		404 6639760		NA		loidunagan@comcast.com		ldunaga1@my.westga.edu		Ct2		136 Peachtree Memorial Dr NW		Atlanta		GA		30309-1096

		917395314		Cosey		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.27		White		M		770 8913459		NA		amcosey@gmail.com		acosey1@my.westga.edu		2783 Spring Dr.				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917399019		Steward		Misti		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		White		F		706 2766827		NA		reallyprettylady@gmail.com		mstewar6@my.westga.edu		363 Chadwick Rd				Ellijay		GA		30536-3897

		917411445		Temple		Michell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				4		Black		F		770 7601807		NA		michelltemple@gmail.com		mtemple1@my.westga.edu		2140 Lost Forest Lane SW				Conyers		GA		30094

		917395951		Printup		Virnilisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				4		Black		F		404381 0855		NA		vprintup@yahoo.com		vprintu1@my.westga.edu		1200 Gates Cir SE				Atlanta		GA		30316-4093

		917386798		Brown		Lita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201101		201301				3.66		White		F		404 2725595		NA		lita.librarian@gmail.com		lbrown27@my.westga.edu		1705-A 1st Ave				Tuscaloosa		AL		35401

		917405198		Robbins		Keri		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		478 3971801		NA		thornburg.keri@gmail.com		krobbin3@my.westga.edu		111 Vinings Way SE				Calhoun		GA		30701-7015

		917251560		Clark		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 3240138		NA		elizabeth.clark87@gmail.com		eclark4@my.westga.edu		58 Hatfield Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4169

		917062999		Mitchell		Barbara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201301				3.75		Black		F		770 4439662		NA		NA		bmitche7@my.westga.edu		284 Johnstons Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-7001

		917399195		Cole		Gambria		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.9		Black		F		478 2131559		NA		gtcole1908@yahoo.com		gcole1@my.westga.edu		4000 Dunwoody Park 1314				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917390901		King		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201301				3.91		White		F		478 9926825		NA		blueathena623@gmail.com		eking8@my.westga.edu		200 Saint James St				Forsyth		GA		31029-3965

		917404378		Smith		Kindal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		478 957-9866		NA		kindal21@hotmail.com		ksmith52@my.westga.edu		310 S 6th St				Vienna		GA		31092-1534

		917410178		Agan		Linden		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201201		201301				4		White		F		770 6088551		NA		NA		lagan2@my.westga.edu		30 Westchester Dr				Cartersville		GA		30120-6468

		917141529		Elder		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301		1.84		4		Black		F		770 7395716		NA		NA		relder1@my.westga.edu		6200 Mount Pisgah Ct				Austell		GA		30168-5253

		917087072		Bissell		Shawn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		4		3.62		White		M		770 4562820		NA		NA		sbissel1@my.westga.edu		2074 Dartmoth Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5860

		917024448		Ball		Erin		eCore		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305		2.75		3.91		White		F		423 7629219		NA		NA		eball2@my.westga.edu		215 Timber Ridge Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917090598		Baker		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305				4		White		F		706 7660350		NA		NA		sressea1@my.westga.edu		187 Lynn Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-6167

		917029078		Lanier		A.		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305		3		3.69		White		F		770 5472339		NA		larkelanier66@gmail.com		alanier1@my.westga.edu		485 Old Cedartown Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4156

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201305		3.9		4		White		F		404 374		NA		NA		schapma5@my.westga.edu		183 Camden Trail				Dallas		GA		30157

		917098984		Pope		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201305		2.64		3.78		White		F		678 3719662		NA		aferguson03@yahoo.com		afergus1@my.westga.edu		9 Green View West				Newnan		GA		30265-5943

		917140023		Garner		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				P		201008		201305		3.26		3.5		White		M		770 7228990		NA		JohnGarner12@gmail.com		jgarner2@my.westga.edu		204 Stagecoach Pass				Temple		GA		30179-5474

		917013370		McRae		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		3.19		3.95		White		F		770 3289021		NA		NA		smcrae1@my.westga.edu		272 Alford Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-5500

		917167521		Merritt		Sherlene		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				P		201201		201305		3.88		3.5		Black		F		404 5365953		NA		forsheboutique@aol.com		smerrit1@my.westga.edu		4332 Savannah Lane				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917044756		Revere		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305		2.75		4		Black		F		770 7556348		NA		dawnrevere@numail.org		drevere1@my.westga.edu		23 Hammock Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6701

		917194543		Dowling		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305		3.78		3.77		White		F		770 5289113		NA		NA		sdowlin2@my.westga.edu		2163 Southbrook Rdg NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3192

		917154948		Hagins		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305		3.22		3.93		White		F		404 2025665		NA		NA		ahagins1@my.westga.edu		308 Champion Drive W				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917121643		Atchison		April		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201305		3.41		3.7		Black		F		678 9384160		NA		alashoun@yahoo.com		aatchis1@my.westga.edu		4798 HAIRSTON CROSSING RD				Stone Mountain		GA		30083

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201305				3.76		Black		F		404 8491956		NA		jackiecook07@gmail.com		jcook8@my.westga.edu		3489 Robin Point Dr				Decatur		GA		30034

		917207487		Storey		Blaine		Carrollton Campus		BS		Physics/Secondary Education								P		200608		201305		2.86						M		706 2954770		NA		NA		bstorey1@my.westga.edu		17 Saddlebrook Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-7242

		917150170		Thornton		Lonnie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201305				3.29		Black		M		706 4022002		NA		llthornton706@gmail.com		lthornt1@my.westga.edu		120 Amhurst Dr				West Point		GA		31833

		917010241		Woods		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201305		3.44		3.8		White		F		706 3311223		tawoods@rcs.rome.ga.us		NA		twoods5@my.westga.edu		160 Pine Pitch Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-4700

		917292887		Keller		Brittany				BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200708		201305		2.85				Black		F		678 3539232		NA		NA		bkeller2@my.westga.edu		200 Somerset Pl Apt N1				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917255049		Johnson		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200708		201305		3.02						M		770 8327030		NA		NA		cjohns18@my.westga.edu		105 Folds Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6160

		917093926		Bentley		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201305		3.03		4		White		F		770 8462826		kbentley@polk.k12.ga.us		NA		kbentle1@my.westga.edu		301 Tallapoosa Hwy				Cedartown		GA		30125-5832

		917273819		Eubanks		Dekeitha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201305		3.08		1.33		Black		F		770 3042726		NA		NA		deubank1@my.westga.edu		40 Stonehaven Dr				Newnan		GA		30265

		917299993		York		Janecia				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				P		200708		201305		2.93				Black		F		706 6478215		NA		NA		jyork2@my.westga.edu		1036 Cardinal St				Thomaston		GA		30286-2508

		917306903		Isham		Rob		Carrollton Campus		MED		French Language Teacher Educ.								P		200908		201305		4		3.66		White		M		770 2529025		NA		risham@bellsouth.net		risham1@my.westga.edu		1020 Corinth Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917290884		Miller		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200708		201305		3.95		4		White		F		678 3910497		NA		ITISMILLERTIME@COMCAST.NET		smille12@my.westga.edu		3582 Lanier Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-7161

		917312929		Camp		Josie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200808		201305		2.74		0		White		F		678557 5585		NA		NA		jcamp4@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive 		Apt 502		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917332046		Huffman		Corey				BSED		Physical Education								P		200901		201305		3.28				White		M		770 6463187		NA		NA		chuffma2@my.westga.edu		271 Perry Ln				Buchanan		GA		30113-4870

		917324619		Snyder		Hannah Sharai		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201305		3.02				White		F		256 2011945		NA		HannahbSnyder@yahoo.com		hsnyder1@my.westga.edu

		917326324		Cantrell		Kaitlyn				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200808		201305		2.84				White		F		256 4499901		NA		NA		kparker7@my.westga.edu		8563 County Road 56				Woodland		AL		36280-7209

		917319107		Langford		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200808		201305		2.75				White		F		770 4458329		NA		NA		elangfo1@my.westga.edu		2204 Mount Olivet Rd				Dallas		GA		30132-2816

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200808		201305		2.94		3.83		Black		F		678 6159507		NA		NA		kjohns31@my.westga.edu		2127 Red Oak Circle				Union City		GA		30291

		917317501		Chastain		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201305		2.88				White		F		770 7395252		NA		NA		bchasta2@my.westga.edu		2413 Anderson Mill Rd				Austell		GA		30106

		917320118		Creel		Kenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201305		2.92		1.6		White		F		678 4719943		NA		khcreel1989@yahoo.com		kcreel1@my.westga.edu		2014 Maple Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917319274		Biddle		Aubrey				BSED		Physical Education		Psychology						P		200808		201305		3.03				White		F		706 2597902		NA		NA		abiddle1@my.westga.edu		910 Popular Springs Rd NW				Dalton		GA		30720-6955

		917081251		Davidson		Sabrina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201305				4		White		F		678 5190788		davidson.sabrina@fcboe.org		NA		sdavids2@my.westga.edu		162 Grant Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7094

		917341713		Graham		David		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Criminology						F		200908		201305		3.6				White		M		770 5602730		NA		NA		dgraham1@my.westga.edu		204 Lower Creek Pass				McDonough		GA		30252-7508

		917340751		Bennett		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201305		2.93		0		White		F		678 6339421		NA		NA		tbennet2@my.westga.edu		1632 Zacharys Way				McDonough		GA		30253

		917302945		Deloach		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200908		201305		2.99						M		404 9932687		NA		NA		ndeloac1@my.westga.edu		1059 De Leon Ct				Clarkston		GA		30021-1031

		917306370		Workman		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201305		2.81				White		M		256 6490832		NA		NA		jworkma1@my.westga.edu		128 Winston Drive				Talladega		AL		35160

		917351820		Fernander		Aaron				BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201305		2.88				Black		M		404 7921619		NA		NA		afernan1@my.westga.edu		833 Kings Grant Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6021

		917345525		Martin		Lindsey				BS		Sport Management		Management						F		200908		201305		3.5				White		F		770 9149694		NA		NA		lmartin6@my.westga.edu		155 Southmoor Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4925

		917337020		Boggus		William		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201305		3.31		3.4		White		M		770 2581537		NA		NA		jboggus@westga.edu		315 Tarpley Ave				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917348911		Mimbs		Jeffery		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201305		2.88				White		M				NA		NA		jmimbs1@my.westga.edu		336 Wilson Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917342233		Turner		Francesca				BS		Sport Management		Management						F		200908		201305		3.1				Black		F				NA		NA		fturner2@my.westga.edu		6335 Amberly Rd				Rex		GA		30273-1254

		917322541		Pineda		Nereyda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				P		200908		201305		2.99						F		770 2965114		NA		NA		npineda1@my.westga.edu		51 Edgewood Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2857

		917243451		Harvard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.32		3.91		White		F		678 9873573		NA		ashley_harvard@hotmail.com		aharvar1@my.westga.edu		2910 Buford Drive		Apt. 919		Buford		GA		30519

		917072631		Hargrett		Teresa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		201005		201305		3.16		3.85		Black		F		404 2106531		NA		taw244@bellsouth.net		thargre1@my.westga.edu		720 Knox Springs Rd				Austell		GA		30168-6314

		917354959		Henson		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201305		3.07				Black		F				NA		NA		bhenson2@my.westga.edu

		917345080		Allen		Fenitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.77		3.93		Black		F		404 4353515		NA		NA		fallen1@my.westga.edu		578 Woods Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6177

		917310671		Garriott		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201208		201305		3.78		3.66		White		F		404 5193069		NA		NA		dpresco1@my.westga.edu		5220 Punkintown Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-5715

		917312376		Ballard		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201305		2.8				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 5624042		NA		NA		jballar2@my.westga.edu		274 Greentree Trl				Temple		GA		30179-4091

		917381749		Diaz		Antoinette				BS		Sport Management		Studio Art						F		201008		201305		3.47						F		575 2024266		NA		NA		adiaz1@my.westga.edu		5815 Organ Peak Dr				Las Cruces		NM		88012-7940

		917375504		Weddle		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201305		2.92				Black		F				NA		NA		rweddle1@my.westga.edu		5640 Toccoa Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917409074		Brendle		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.91		White		F		404 5749222		NA		NA		jbrendi1@my.westga.edu		2443 Shadydale Ln				Decatur		GA		30033-4824

		917173819		Bass		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.68		3.9		White		F		770 8513499		NA		megan.s.bass@gmail.com		msteche1@my.westga.edu		3125 Olde Cornell Court				Cumming		GA		30041

		917377723		Muhammad		Sharien		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201305				3.5		Black		F		404 9257297		NA		smuhammad@clayton.k12.ga.us		smuhamm1@my.westga.edu		117 Ethan Moor				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917283786		Hundly		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		2.85				Black		F		678 5080305		NA		NA		vhundly1@my.westga.edu		6750 Brookfield Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-1461

		917380039		Anderson		Haleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.44		3.85		White		F		912 2864470		NA		NA		handers3@my.westga.edu		255 Hillbrook Rd				Alma		GA		31510-5746

		917367029		Cooper		Darrel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.8		3.94		White		M		678 9862429		NA		darrel_cooper@comcast.net		dcooper4@my.westga.edu		17 Rosebury Ct NW				Cartersville		GA		30120-7722

		917374584		Johnson		Becky		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.9		3.92		White		F		850 2943594		NA		bljohnson022@gmail.com		bjohns27@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3734				LaGrange		GA		30241-1608

		917252606		Simon		Connie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201305		4		3.93		White		F		770 3040640		NA		DONSIMON@INBOX.COM		csimon3@my.westga.edu		23 Pear Ct				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2036

		917368833		Henry		Jacinta		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 3397334		NA		jhenry35@bellsouth.net		jhenry5@my.westga.edu		3900 Brushy Fork Rd				Loganville		GA		30052-5144

		917165948		Brooks		Kati		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305		3.11		4		White		F		770 3288768		NA		NA		kbrooks2@my.westga.edu		239 Cranford Mill Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2259

		917181662		Walker		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305		2.8		3.63		Black		F		404 7544146		NA		NA		cwalker5@my.westga.edu		591 Woods Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6105

		917397359		McDermott		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.85		White		F		770 6322754		NA		mysummersoff@aol.com		cmcderm1@my.westga.edu		151 Rockspray Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2491

		917086587		Peek		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.86		White		F		706 295-1362		NA		sdpeek@gmail.com		sdurret1@my.westga.edu		13 Saddlebrook Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-7240

		917372442		Sta. Maria-Nase		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		4		4		Asian		F		678 5759640		NA		ging@nase247.com		astamar1@my.westga.edu		3352 Carluke Ct				Marietta		GA		30066-7701

		917149713		Hardy		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201305				3.84		Black		F		678 4924416		NA		withinpeace@yahoo.com		mhardy2@my.westga.edu		4583 Valley Pkwy SE Apt H				Smyrna		GA		30082-4975

		917409262		Harris		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		478 8625155		NA		NA		kharri30@my.westga.edu		60 Peacock Acres				Butler		GA		31006-6001

		917381448		Clouse		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201305				3.82		White		F		404 3161464		NA		rachagriff@gmail.com		rgriffi6@my.westga.edu		180 Wallnut Hall Cir				Woodstock		GA		30189-4210

		917162168		Callaway		Chase		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201305				4		White		M		706 8027032		NA		chasecallaway@walkerschools.org		ccallaw3@my.westga.edu		18 Butternut Lane NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917416999		Moore		Lesline		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.5		Black		F		678 4851635		NA		NA		lmoore24@my.westga.edu		1645 Ivey Pointe Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-2651

		917092347		Ratzlaff		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				P		201108		201305		3.43		3.91		White		F		678 4233316		NA		dratzlaff@bellsouth.net		dratzla1@my.westga.edu		115 Beaver Creek Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2238

		917376818		Carlisle		Tonya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305				3.88		White		F		404 2183628		NA		NA		tcarlis1@my.westga.edu		4786 Burford Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30102-6441

		917426256		Carroll		Tasia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 8569403		NA		NA		tcarrol5@my.westga.edu		115 Mountain Laurel Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7743

		917040404		Davis		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305				3.77		White		F		678 4680299		NA		geneva518@yahoo.com		tdavis25@my.westga.edu		3140 Kennesaw View Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917399803		Davison		Katonya		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.57		Black		F		770 9481754		NA		kdavison924@msn.com		kdaviso1@my.westga.edu		2170 Valley Creek Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3647

		917416820		Delhey		Trudy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 7958159		NA		NA		tdelhey1@my.westga.edu		2164 Jockey Hollow Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-7312

		917397865		DeMuro		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.75		White		F		734 8120257		NA		whitney.demuro@yahoo.com		wdemuro1@my.westga.edu		18175 Queensbury Dr				Livonia		MI		48152-3945

		917395892		Dietz		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.76		White		F		727 3190828		NA		katherineedietz@ufl.edu		kdietz1@my.westga.edu		9011 Merrimoor Blvd				Seminole		FL		33777-3142

		917133885		Driver		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305		3.18		3.77		White		F		404 3143186		NA		NA		jdriver2@my.westga.edu		3020 Raymonds Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-4302

		917393604		van den Heuvel		Vanessa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201305				4		White		F		770 7126595		NA		vanessa.vandenheuvel@gmail.com		vvanden1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3988				Peachtree City		GA		30269-7988

		917399698		Horovitz		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201305				3.92		White		F				NA		rehorovitz@gmail.com		rhorovi1@my.westga.edu		1050 Lenox Park Blvd Apt 4304				Atlanta		GA		30319

		917091942		Hentz		Autumn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		3.52		4		White		F		706 3759524		autumnhentz@walkerschools.org		NA		ahentz1@my.westga.edu		221 Wilder Rd				Chickamauga		GA		30707-1736

		917173907		Ivory		Pateakia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.56		3.86		White		F		404 5470475		Pateakia.ivory@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		pivory1@my.westga.edu		214 Spring St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3050

		917432215		Clarke		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305				4		White		F		706 7148412		NA		NA		aclarke2@my.westga.edu		1226 Casper Lane				Winder		GA		30680

		917397501		Jacobs		Renee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.75		White		F		334 409-9371		NA		ReneeJ814@yahoo.com		rjacobs2@my.westga.edu		157 Kent St				Montgomery		AL		36109-2140

		917428801		Jones		Keri Beth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305				3.88		White		F		706 3403565		NA		keribethjones@gmail.com		kjones39@my.westga.edu		410 Logmont Trce				Bogart		GA		30622-1818

		917259038		Jones		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201305				4		White		F		404 6419166		sarah.jones@douglas.k12.ga.us		NA		sjones16@my.westga.edu		5625 Doe Trot Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-4892

		917140362		Riley		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		4		3.95		White		F		777 3449196		NA		amyrileyoped@gmail.com		ariley2@my.westga.edu

		917177838		Sargent		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.93		White		M		404 638-6365		NA		NA		wsargen1@my.westga.edu		1371 Merry Ln NE				Atlanta		GA		30329-3903

		917399614		Staak		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.83		White		F		770 5798675		NA		kstaak01@saintmarys.edu		kstaak1@my.westga.edu		3353 Perrington Pointe				Marietta		GA		30066-8722

		917284995		Sumner		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.72		3.83		White		F		770 3121374		NA		NA		amcalis1@my.westga.edu		15 Russell Rdg				Euharlee		GA		30145-2774

		917407623		Swift		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201305				3.87		White		F		404 6637036		NA		kaswift1@yahoo.com		kswift1@my.westga.edu		1539 Endurance Hill Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-4400

		917415498		Tedesco		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		404 8220160		NA		NA		atedesc1@my.westga.edu		2133 Line Tree Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-1450

		917425843		Thiers		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201305				4				F		678 2304447		NA		NA		lthiers1@my.westga.edu		1140 Lilac Arbor Rd				Dacula		GA		30019-2465

		917167787		Tumlin		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201205		201305				3.55		White		M		404 9830335		NA		jacobtumlin@yahoo.com		jtumlin2@my.westga.edu		502 Wakefield Ct SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-5526

		917149342		Underwood		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201305		3.6		3.96		White		F		706 8442823		NA		NA		jgilber2@my.westga.edu		3301 Garden Lakes Parkway Apt 68B				Rome		GA		30165

		917395965		Winters		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.91		White		M		386 8482061		NA		caroline.winters28@gmail.com		cwinter4@my.westga.edu		1535 Covered Bridge Dr				DeLand		FL		32724-7990

		917404385		Williams		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		Black		F		770 355-4588		pam_j_williams@gwinnett.k12.ga.us		NA		pwillia9@my.westga.edu		1881 Mountain Park Run				Loganville		GA		30052-8413

		917157200		Womack		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201305		3.98		3.95		White		F		706 6765135		NA		mrs.katiewomack@gmail.com		kwalker5@my.westga.edu		408 Rockford Pass SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4670

		917248503		Aker		Shenna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.4		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		saker1@my.westga.edu		343 Maplewood Dr SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-7612

		917400669		Bartlett		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				French w/P-12 Certification				P		201105		201305		3.83				White		F		770 9484871		jennifer@metrorenovations.com		NA		jbartle4@my.westga.edu		3120 Old Douglasville Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1100

		917291564		Breland		Aundryel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.91		Black		F		678 4995544		NA		aundryel@yahoo.com		abrelan3@my.westga.edu		955 Chapman Ln				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-2551

		917406095		Kidd		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201108		201305				4		White		M		706 6297280		NA		Russkidd77@live.com		kkidd3@my.westga.edu		146 Rosemont Dr NE				Resaca		GA		30735-6480

		917426682		Lewis		Arsha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				3.8		Black		F		407 4894981		NA		NA		alewis19@my.westga.edu		2132 Waterford Park Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-1823

		917415808		McCurdy		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 5583377		NA		NA		amccurd2@my.westga.edu		1981 Flowering Dr				Grayson		GA		30017-1891

		917411052		Phillips		Gale		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		678 3766183		NA		NA		gphilli4@my.westga.edu		2040 Beckenham Walk Ln				Dacula		GA		30019-6840

		917412379		Schwefler		Jane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 9458844		NA		NA		jschwef1@my.westga.edu		3676 Winter Jasmine Ct				Dacula		GA		30019-7235

		917406561		Wilbanks		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				4		White		F		706 7688341		NA		lisa.guenther14@gmail.com		lwilban2@my.westga.edu		496 Tuxedo Dr				Commerce		GA		30530-8233

		917228070		Tyner		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201305				4		White		F		706 5174971		NA		pdtyner@windstream.net		ptyner1@my.westga.edu		121 Magalynn Way				Chatsworth		GA		30705-3227

		917289868		Taylor		Kaleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.86		4		White		F		706 3838542		ktaylo14@my.westga.edu		NA		ktaylo14@my.westga.edu		122 Lindsey Ct NE				Calhoun		GA		30701-2076

		917400212		Brooks		Anitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201305				3.6		Black		F		404 8197849		NA		anitrabrooks1@aol.com		rocabro1@my.westga.edu		625 Walden Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917281566		Bishop		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201305		3.78		3.91		White		F		678 3781744		NA		NA		wwalker2@my.westga.edu		445 Emmett Young Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1892

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201305		3.94		4		White		F		404 2772199		NA		angela.kapella@gmail.com		akapell1@my.westga.edu		2386 Chateau Lane				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917408427		Kimble		Tamisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305				3.81		Black		F		770 6791486		NA		tamishakimble@yahoo.com		tkimble1@my.westga.edu		3127 Avondale Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30013-5133

		917424147		Lester		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 6764227		NA		NA		klester2@my.westga.edu		2738 Rolling Downs Way				Loganville		GA		30052

		917429287		Matich		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305				4		White		F		406 4918262		matikayl@d91.k12.id.us		NA		kmatich1@my.westga.edu		1112 Portal Stone Dr				Idaho Falls		ID		83401-6245

		917426589		Melvin		Edith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201305				4		White		F		678 6371123		NA		NA		emelvin1@my.westga.edu		278 Eureka Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30305-4215

		917397214		Almanzar-Mendez		Rafaelina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.83		White		F		718 8272601		NA		almanz90@gmail.com		ralmanz1@my.westga.edu		1191 Park Pl Apt 9A				Brooklyn		NY		11213-2758

		917251708		Millican		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.93		3.91		White		F		423 2271737		NA		katiemillican@hotmail.com		kmillic1@my.westga.edu		1622 Back Valley Rd				Trenton		GA		30752-4641

		917398583		Mouton		Alenya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3		3.83		Black		F				NA		alenyakristin@yahoo.com		amouton1@my.westga.edu

		917416911		McKenzie		Sherry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.58		Black		F		770 5050992		NA		NA		smckenz3@my.westga.edu		10 Franklin Park				Dallas		GA		30157-1063

		917414961		Parks		Lewis		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201305				3.27		Black		M		678 8776011		NA		NA		lparks3@my.westga.edu		335 Lafayette Ave				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1813

		917168260		Peacock		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201305		3.59		4		White		F		770 4616037		NA		NA		hpeacoc1@my.westga.edu		200 Woodgate Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214-2402

		917424962		Piper		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201305				3.63		White		F		404 3889433		NA		NA		dpiper1@my.westga.edu		112 Fountain Head				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2202

		917409350		Pszczola		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				4		White		F		770 4490137		NA		NA		jpszczo1@my.westga.edu		1867 Clay Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-6001

		917430304		Blackwell		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201305				3.77		White		F		404 7719982		NA		NA		rblackw2@my.westga.edu		234 Clara Bell Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-7577

		917404664		Brown		Nina Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201305				3.91		Asian		F		706 6159780		NA		nncherry@hotmail.com		nbrown4@my.westga.edu		4525 Greenridge Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-3213

		917407932		Caldwell		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		678 5711303		NA		sccaldwell_78@yahoo.com		scaldwe2@my.westga.edu		1216 Rockmart Cir NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5178

		917400242		Cummins		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		770 3398848		NA		cumminse@bellsouth.net		ecummin1@my.westga.edu		2682 Herndon Rd				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6140

		917303326		Daniel		Martha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.31		3.75		White		F		770 7756433		NA		NA		mdaniel4@my.westga.edu		732 Franklin St				Jackson		GA		30233-2517

		917415964		Potts Datema		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.91		White		F		678 3733042		NA		NA		sdatema1@my.westga.edu		1412 Sever Creek Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-5189

		917253839		Sosa		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				4		White		F		678 8144623		NA		sosa.i.sandra@gmail.com		ssosa1@my.westga.edu		150 Garden Walk				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7324

		917407928		Reed		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				3.75		Black		F		770 5720503		NA		NA		sreed6@my.westga.edu		3597 Beacon Ct				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1476

		917114310		McRae		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 9148813		NA		NA		kmcrae2@my.westga.edu		125 Fisher Mill Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-5833

		917334375		Moore		Angelica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201101		201305		2.84				White		F		678 9102499		NA		NA		amoore19@my.westga.edu		29 wildrose ct				newnan		GA		30265

		917276247		Beatenbough		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.29		3.67		White		F		770 2535332		NA		NA		agordy1@my.westga.edu		940 Moore Rd				Newnan		GA		30263

		917172928		Durden		Vernisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201201		201305				3.31		Black		F		678 6469296		NA		butterflynisa@yahoo.com		vdurden1@my.westga.edu		155 Gabion Loop				Ellenwood		GA		30294-2798

		917416917		Suarez		German		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.83		White		M		687 7930403		NA		NA		gsuarez1@my.westga.edu		450 Darter Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5088

		917245477		Dunn		Claudia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201305		3.6		3.58		White		F		770 5475578		NA		NA		cdunn4@my.westga.edu		401 1/2 Main St Apt B				Cedartown		GA		30125-3464

		917111631		Amonette		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201305				3.93		White		F		404 3623825		samonette@clayton.k12.ga.us		NA		samonet1@my.westga.edu		323 Sawgrass Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8092

		917044820		Tanner		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201005		201308		2.76		4		White		F		678 9833387		NA		NA		jtanner1@my.westga.edu		328 Freeman Forest Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-5930

		917066760		Chaney		Penny		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201308				3.91		White		F		770 8198886		NA		pjhippiechick@comcast.net		pprice2@my.westga.edu		7197 Old Beulah Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-2024

		917044895		Dinino		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.42		4		White		M		678 2016749		NA		NA		jdinino1@my.westga.edu		113 Cooks Way				McDonough		GA		30252-3106

		917002102		DeAngelis		Dana		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201205		201308		3.56		3.5		White		F		404 8058001		NA		NA		ddeange1@my.westga.edu		105 Fawn Lawn				Temple		GA		30179

		917093470		Le		Diana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201308		3.1		3.92		White		F		732 2617054		NA		dianamariele@yahoo.com		dle2@my.westga.edu		102 Larkins Ldg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6933

		917067579		Robbins		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		2.53		4		White		M		404 3587938		randy.robbins@cowetaschools.org		NA		rrobbin3@my.westga.edu		3201 Corinth Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917011920		Gillard		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308		3.07		4		White		F		770 4633038		NA		NA		sgillar1@my.westga.edu		165 Carriage Gate Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1687

		917074545		Harper		Jessi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308		3.52		4		White		F		678 5195773		harper.jessi@mail.fcboe.org		NA		jharpe12@my.westga.edu		405 Rabbits Run				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1828

		917095373		Richards		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201308		2.43		3.54		White		F		770 6397583		NA		NA		NA		4991 Oakdale Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5236

		917065322		Pope		Teresa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		2.91		3.78		White		F		770 8455404		teresa.pope@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		tpope3@my.westga.edu		30 S Hill St				Carrollton		GA		30117-9585

		917123287		Trice		Suzanne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.87		White		F		404 2810881		suzanne.trice@cobbk12.org		NA		strice1@my.westga.edu		33 Point Breeze Rd				Wolfeboro		NH		03894-4903

		917022249		Wigley		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201308		2.33		3.85		White		F		770 8342144		michaelann.wigley@carrollcountyschools.com		michaelannwigley@yahoo.com		mwigley1@my.westga.edu		36 Pine Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-8896

		917002769		Lombard		Theodore		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200205		201308		3.66		3.96		White		M		770 6310917		lombard.ted@mail.fcboe.org		tjlptc@comcast.net		tlombar1@my.westga.edu		603 Saltlick Trce				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1851

		917137974		Wilkie		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308		3.62		3.92		White		F				NA		Heather_Marie27@hotmail.com		hwilkie1@my.westga.edu		3650 Santa Rosa Way				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917143427		Storey		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201308		3.38				White		F		770 3283028		NA		laurendavis85@hotmail.com		ldavis2@my.westga.edu		101 Muscadine Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-4652

		917170497		Daniel		Nadra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308				3.82		Black		F		678 4804844		NA		NA		ndaniel1@my.westga.edu		3532 Willow Meadow Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-7907

		917128475		Jones-Rozier		Carol Ann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201308		3.28		3.71		Black		F		470 2553265		NA		hudsoncommons@msn.com		crozier1@my.westga.edu		2757 Nautical Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917056324		Smith		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201308		3.41		3.57		White		F		770 7483172		lesmith@rcs.rome.ga.us		NA		lsmith12@my.westga.edu		465 Club View Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-7187

		917156758		Smith		Janee				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201308		2.9				White		F		404 6065130		NA		NA		jpatter5@my.westga.edu		1593 Old Highway 85				Senoia		GA		30276-2748

		917180484		Dewberry		Monique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201308		0		3.8		Black		F				NA		mndewberry@gmail.com		mwaldon1@my.westga.edu

		917169295		Nolin		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201201		201308		3.32				White		F		678 2313276		NA		NA		lcarrol1@my.westga.edu		190 Legend Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3700

		917121034		Powell		Corey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		2.52		3.44		White		M		912 4012266		NA		NA		cpowell2@my.westga.edu		115 Rachels Retreat				Savannah		GA		31406-5369

		917218062		Stewart		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308		1.85		3.91		White		F		770 2529952		NA		NA		mstewar2@my.westga.edu		11 Barrington Farms Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1848

		917104885		Odom		Landon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201308		2.65		3.81		White		M		678 9360868		NA		landonkodom@gmail.com		lodom1@my.westga.edu		2672 Brass Lantern Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-7501

		917205900		Thomas		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201308		3.17		3.23		White		F		404 9758816		NA		jennbrown8@gmail.com		jbrown19@my.westga.edu		8625 Nolandwood Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917158612		Richards		Alyicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.13		4		Black		F		404 7291258		NA		NA		arichar2@my.westga.edu		117 Preston Landing Cir.				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917238050		Johnson		Jon		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		201308				3.82		White		M		678 4623733		NA		NA		jjohns30@my.westga.edu		40 Palladian Dr				Senoia		GA		30276

		917135772		Rossi-Espagnet		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201308		3.49		3.93		White		F		770 7781590		NA		tabatha.rossi.espagnet@gmail.com		thaney1@my.westga.edu		405 Crescent Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-3812

		917094714		White		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200605		201308		3.95		4		White		F		770 2548462		NA		NA		awhite3@my.westga.edu		85 Barrington Grange Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1857

		917035205		Denmon		Lisanne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201308		3.09		4		White		F		770 8322530		lisanne.denmon@carrollcountyschools.com		denmondr@aol.com		ldenmon1@my.westga.edu		51 Laurel Lakes Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-5801

		917213493		Soli		Faamoemoe		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201308		3.33		3.16		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		M		404 3959906		NA		jr_soli@yahoo.com		fsoli1@my.westga.edu		4050 Big Sage Dr.				College Park		GA		30349

		917272478		Womack		Simona		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		201308		3		3.55		Black		F		770 8769996		NA		simonawomack@comcast.net		swomack1@my.westga.edu		1544 Woodmore Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30008-7629

		917197315		Carmichael-Rogers		Sueneece		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308		4		3.81		Black		F		770 6931230		NA		Neeceq@Yahoo.com		scarmic1@my.westga.edu		1816 Wellborn Way SW				Marietta		GA		30008-7667

		917235735		Owens		Kelen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201308		2.99		3.69		White		F		404 4014359		NA		kowens4@my.westga.edu		kowens4@my.westga.edu		2305 Vineyard Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5869

		917136287		Reaves		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201101		201308		3.28		3.73		White		F				NA		ElizabethJReaves@gmail.com		ejustic1@my.westga.edu		56 Highland CT				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917223456		Booker		Rafael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201308		3.19		3.84		Black		M		404 6617683		NA		NA		rbooker1@my.westga.edu		1994 bent creek way apt b101				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917291406		Sallas		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		678 2909436		cynthia.sallas@cobbk12.org		NA		csallas1@my.westga.edu		3410 English Oaks Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-7396

		917283035		Hartz		Moreen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200701		201308		3.34		0		White		F		404 4344873		NA		NA		mhartz1@my.westga.edu		77 Canyon View Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6090

		917286712		Hok		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 8413056		NA		NA		jhok1@my.westga.edu		17 Wellington Walk				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917287157		Blaydes		Martha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		770 6452684		martha.blaydes@cobbk12.org		NA		mblayde1@my.westga.edu		3182 Westfield Walk NE				Roswell		GA		30075-3149

		917296251		Martin		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200705		201308		3.58				White		F		404 3869941		NA		NA		mmarti11@my.westga.edu		215 Kyles Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-4695

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Mass Communications						F		200708		201308		2.79		3.46		Black		F		770 9468486		NA		NA		cfloyd2@my.westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd Apt A4				Carrollton		GA		30117-4214

		917296097		Byrd		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201308		2.81		3.1		White		M		678 2341608		NA		NA		mbyrd4@my.westga.edu		224 Bear Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917143504		Walker		Chasity		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201208		201308		3.57		3.82		White		F		678 2007370		NA		chas9733@hotmail.com		cwalker6@my.westga.edu		2491 W Bridge Pl NE				Marietta		GA		30062-2526

		917306031		Owens		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201308		2.73		3.93		Black		F		678 8871433		NA		NA		nowens2@my.westga.edu		7761 Melanie Dr				Douglasvlle		GA		30134

		917388495		Burkett		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		201308		4		3.83		White		F		404 3046544		NA		amandanelliott@gmail.com		aelliot3@my.westga.edu		2527 Hickory Rd				Canton		GA		30115-8388

		917288598		Wynter		Pamela				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201308		2.95		3		Black		F		770 2983596		NA		NA		pwynter1@my.westga.edu		980 Chapel Hill Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917256558		Jones		Scott		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200708		201308		2.73				White		M		770 9486368		NA		NA		sjones21@my.westga.edu		1675 Madison Pl				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3030

		917184749		Little		Dustin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201105		201308		3.43		3.83		White		M		770 7152617		NA		dj0408@aol.com		dlittle2@my.westga.edu		5052 Buchanan Hwy				Buchanan		GA		30113-2135

		917177908		Mitchell		Tracy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201205		201308		3.39		3.96		Black		F		678 8394838		NA		NA		tmitchel@westga.edu		107 Country Cottage Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5428

		917085340		Collins		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201308		3.59		3.95		White		F				NA		okatiecollins@gmail.com		mcollin7@my.westga.edu		923 ROME ST				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917272724		Sloan		Octavia				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200801		201308		3.16						F				NA		NA		osloan1@my.westga.edu		5851 San Gabriel Lane				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917250551		Burton		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201308		3.23		4		White		F				NA		eburton2@bellsouth.net		eburton2@my.westga.edu		6555 Blue Creek Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-6703

		917304424		Schutter		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201308		2.7				White		M		770 2776743		NA		NA		cschutt2@my.westga.edu		207 Creek Front Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6089

		917307099		Brown		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.82				White		F		770 7755872		NA		NA		ebrown10@my.westga.edu		123 Bridgewater Dr				Jackson		GA		30233-3828

		917276294		Jones		Chandra		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201308		3.27		3		White		F		256 5373013		NA		cej101688@aol.com		cjones30@my.westga.edu		4017 Wheeler Woods Rd Apt C				Augusta		GA		30909-1858

		917284330		Poore		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201308		2.75		0		White		M		770 8813562		NA		NA		jpoore1@my.westga.edu		148 Brasch Park Drive				Grantville		GA		30220

		917312872		Baines		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201308		2.75				White		F		770 8368863		NA		NA		ebaines1@my.westga.edu		425 Blandenburg Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4887

		917321074		Wiggs		Kriste		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.8				Black		F		770 7391356		NA		NA		kwiggs1@my.westga.edu		1394 Ling Dr				Austell		GA		30168-5847

		917299773		Thompson		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		3.25				Black		F		770 8087477		NA		cmt1223@gmail.com		athomp10@my.westga.edu		3822 Brookvale Pl				Decatur		GA		30034-5632

		917311304		Hanson		Rinese		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201308		2.87				Black		F		404 6046641		NA		NA		rhanson2@my.westga.edu		1975 W. Kimberly Mill Rd				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917320289		Ledford		David		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201008		201308		3.35		3.7		White		M				NA		NA		dledfor2@my.westga.edu

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201308		3.32		3.42		White		M		770 9004050		NA		NA		rbowman1@my.westga.edu		95 Peeks Crossing Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1774

		917312117		Murray		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.78				White		F		770 5544218		NA		NA		lmurray2@my.westga.edu		224 Amelia Way				Loganville		GA		30052-2984

		917305796		Shedd		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.79				White		F		770 8624631		NA		NA		sray5@my.westga.edu		385 Creekside Overlook				Hiram		GA		30141-5340

		917328942		Padgett		Rex				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201308		2.94				White		M		770 3040667		NA		llpadgett@gmail.com		rpadget1@my.westga.edu		15 Troon Trl				Newnan		GA		30265-2082

		917305994		Jones		Tahra		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		3.12				White		F		678 5170024		NA		NA		tjones23@my.westga.edu		190 Chestlehurst Road				Senoia		GA		30276

		917273132		Gay		Dorsey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201308		3.67				White		M		770 4590804		NA		NA		dgay1@my.westga.edu		2708 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8494

		917109549		Parry		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201308		2.95		4		White		M		404 5455689		NA		Sbluff45@cs.com		mparry1@my.westga.edu		8025 Sweetwater Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5951

		917310992		Green		Hayleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201308		3.49		3.75		White		F		404 5026474		NA		NA		hgreen3@my.westga.edu		993 Tall Pine Ct				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2980

		917318866		Titlow		Laura				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200908		201308		3.11				White		F		770 2717972		NA		NA		ltitlow1@my.westga.edu		3200 Lakecrest Dr				Dacula		GA		30019-4605

		917351263		Acres		Ti-Sha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.05		2.55		Black		F		229 8898956		NA		NA		tacres1@my.westga.edu		106 Lisa lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917346884		Livesay		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201308		3.33				White		F		770 7142279		NA		NA		mlivesa1@my.westga.edu		2007 Massey Lane 				Winder		GA		30680

		917352492		Smith		Pandora Lynne		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200908		201308		3.68				White		F		770 289		NA		NA		psmith11@my.westga.edu		1339 Karen Drive				Venice		FL		30110-1876

		917301927		West		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201308		2.87		4		White		F		404 9443825		NA		NA		kwest4@my.westga.edu		226 Woodview Lane				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917347490		Wells		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201308				3.92		White		F		706 3340191		NA		bwabwells@rocketmail.com		wwells1@my.westga.edu		48 Flintlock Dr				Talking Rock		GA		30175-4401

		917352658		Gillis		Erin		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		2.93				White		F		770 2517472		NA		NA		egillis1@my.westga.edu		86 Crescent Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1854

		917324176		Ingram		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Music						F		200905		201308		3.4				White		F		770 4896532		NA		NA		mingram1@my.westga.edu		4765 Oak Grove Ct				Winston		GA		30187-2053

		917299502		Ray		Ashley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.72				White		F		770 2528892		NA		NA		aray2@my.westga.edu		60 Peachtree Lake Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1827

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.95		3.8		Black		M				NA		NA		dgilber2@my.westga.edu		126 Jones Street				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917328525		Gromoll		Tessa		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201308		3.75				White		F		770 9570521		NA		NA		tgromol1@my.westga.edu		165 Stratford Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7136

		917333268		Turco		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.66				White		F				NA		NA		eturco1@my.westga.edu		880 Glenwood Ave SE Unit 3183				Atlanta		GA		30316-1955

		917331305		Bauer		Christina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.93				White		F		770 2532150		NA		NA		cbauer1@my.westga.edu		4272 Lower Fayetteville Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3170

		917321426		Wynn		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.52				White		F		770 4592878		NA		NA		jwynn4@my.westga.edu		341 Bay Springs Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3734

		917342958		Millican		Sunni		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.06				White		F				NA		NA		scook10@my.westga.edu		1 Overlook Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2036

		917086259		Byrnes		Anna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		770 5998380		micki.byrnes@cowetaschools.org		NA		abyrnes1@my.westga.edu		102 Whisper Creek Drive				Senoia		GA		30276

		917350960		Nickelson		Bethany				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200908		201308		3.5				White		F		404 3841806		NA		NA		bnickel2@my.westga.edu		20 Pineview Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1929

		917317364		Powell		Misty		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.13				White		F				NA		NA		mpowell5@my.westga.edu		124 Sam Harris Rd				Rome		GA		30161

		917336890		Adams		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.37				Black		F		770 9947207		NA		NA		aadams12@my.westga.edu		6755 Greenbower Ln				College Park		GA		30349-4981

		917324896		Mayo		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		200908		201308		2.97				White		F		678 8774221		NA		NA		emayo1@my.westga.edu		235 Springwater Chase				Newnan		GA		30265-2298

		917304426		Scroggins		Sankeisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201308		2.92		4		Black		F		770 3227663		NA		NA		sscrogg1@my.westga.edu		3778 Berdon Ln				Decatur		GA		30034-6440

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201308		3.23		3.57		White		F		404 7710734		NA		NA		elynch2@my.westga.edu		4207 Daniel Dr				Winston		GA		30187

		917347447		Payne		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.37				White		F		678 3677356		NA		NA		jteague3@my.westga.edu		4154 N Highway 27				Carrollton		GA		30117-7908

		917320606		O'Dell		Taryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.49				White		F		404 9338657		NA		NA		todell3@my.westga.edu		675 Kinney Lake Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4619

		917343036		Buterbaugh		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201308		3.27				White		M				NA		NA		jbuterb1@my.westga.edu		1854 Potomac Pl				Douglasville		GA		30134-3235

		917338423		Lee		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.33				White		F		770 4398177		NA		NA		jlee20@my.westga.edu		4731 Covenant Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5220

		917338843		Wooten		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.29		3.75		Black		F		404 8608026		NA		tamarawooten19@yahoo.com		twooten2@my.westga.edu		400 Northside Dr.		Apt. E3		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201308		3.28		4		Black		F		678 4256441		NA		NA		nsmith19@my.westga.edu		249 Wood Ave Apt 8				Winder		GA		30680-7154

		917336751		Stevens		Leanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.4				White		F		770 5373483		NA		NA		lsteven4@my.westga.edu		35 Garland Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-4363

		917338384		Rimmer		Hilary		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201308		3.59				White		F		770 2713131		NA		NA		hrimmer2@my.westga.edu		215 Highland Gate Cir				Suwanee		GA		30024-1795

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.94		3.83		Black		F		404 5196578		NA		NA		jjones40@my.westga.edu		332 Garrettts Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917330077		Truelove		Fredda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.8				White		F		770 8361609		NA		NA		ftruelo1@my.westga.edu		288 Laurel Trce				Carrollton		GA		30116-5214

		917329261		Walker		Zaahidah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.26				Black		F		678 5985293		NA		NA		zwalker1@my.westga.edu		3802 Alderwoods Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236-1371

		917319872		Elliot		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		200908		201308				3.61		Black		F		770 6937651		NA		NA		lraines1@my.westga.edu		4520 Spring Mtn Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-8226

		917336739		Hall		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education-Math				F		200908		201308		3.43		3.5		Black		F		404 2476168		NA		NA		khall14@my.westga.edu		612 Montglade Ct				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917345624		Harrison		Courtlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.1		2.75		White		F		706 4534088		NA		NA		charri24@my.westga.edu		507 South East St.				Greensboro		GA		30642

		917328816		Howington		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.57				White		F		404 2950985		NA		NA		jhowing1@my.westga.edu		3085 Walnut Creek Dr				Alpharetta		GA		30005-7454

		917342982		Marks		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.72				White		F				NA		NA		amarks1@my.westga.edu		347 Shoemake Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6709

		917355574		Shaw		Austin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201308		3.29				White		M				NA		NA		ashaw8@my.westga.edu		6001 PRINTERY ST UNIT 106				Tampa		FL		33616

		917341894		Cross		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Keyboard,String,Guitar				P		200908		201308		3.41				White		M		404 2649457		NA		NA		dcross2@my.westga.edu		2890 Elliott Cir NE				Atlanta		GA		30305-2727

		917342906		Ault		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200908		201308		3.54				White		F				NA		NA		kault1@my.westga.edu		333 Woodbrook Crst				Canton		GA		30114-7730

		917352429		Kilgore		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201308		2.97		3.5		Black		M		678 6992518		NA		NA		rkilgor1@my.westga.edu		4885 Charlene Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917351171		Kincaid		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.71				White		F		770 8322759		NA		NA		mkincai1@my.westga.edu		7069 Brigade Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8668

		917304350		McCord		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.43				White		M		770 4592055		NA		NA		bmccord1@my.westga.edu		655 McCurdy Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4557

		917340179		Sloan		Callie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.15				White		F		770 4432041		NA		NA		csloan1@my.westga.edu		102 Saddle Brooke Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-8302

		917333962		Culpepper		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201308		3.74				White		F		770 8547567		NA		sugarsmakz@bellsouth.net		ahorsle2@my.westga.edu		572 Bonner Goldmine Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2014

		917139975		Hathcock		Kimberlee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education								F		201001		201308		3.29		0		White		F		678 6419080		NA		NA		kboyd2@my.westga.edu		125 Creek Crossing Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917374225		Biggs		Juanita		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		201005		201308		2.92		3.75		White		F		256 6103752		NA		davidbiggs@hughes.net		jtatum2@my.westga.edu		471 County Road 2401				Wedowee		AL		36278

		917357190		Humphrey		Eugene		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				F		201001		201308		2.95				White		M		706 2716545		NA		NA		ehumphr2@my.westga.edu		73 Bailie Ln				Chatsworth		GA		30705-7348

		917376389		Reeve		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201308		3.29						F		770 8369912		NA		NA		mreeve1@my.westga.edu		344 W Club Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-4163

		917381883		Kehlringer		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.06				White		F		630 8969771		NA		NA		akehlri1@my.westga.edu		726 Pinecreek Dr				North Aurora		IL		60542-9140

		917112196		Ross		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201205		201308		3.19		3.5		Black		F		404 2731429		NA		sheilaross_noah@numail.org		sross7@my.westga.edu		33 Noah Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1997

		917360425		Mason		Kharizma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.58				Black		F		678 3911748		NA		NA		kmason3@my.westga.edu		5263 Inverness Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-6748

		917354526		Pomeroy		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BA		Chemistry/Secondary Education								F		201008		201308		3.77				White		F				NA		katie.pomeroy@gmail.com		kpomero1@my.westga.edu		3942 Summer Pl				Snellville		GA		30039-5325

		917385922		Harris		Luther				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201008		201308		3.18				Black		M		404 9234082		NA		NA		lharri12@my.westga.edu		1178 Graymont Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-3768

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.16		4		Black		F		678 7242065		NA		NA		bogletr1@my.westga.edu		1925 Waycrest Dr #3401				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917332329		Chapman		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.21				Black		F		678 6033177		NA		NA		jchapma8@my.westga.edu		105 Princess Cir				Griffin		GA		30224-8307

		917328560		Jensen		Mark		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.64				White		M		770 9497127		NA		NA		mjensen3@my.westga.edu		3391 Spring Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-1438

		917318144		Shelton		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.21				White		F		678 3623122		NA		NA		mshelto2@my.westga.edu		5322 Kanawha Ct				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2108

		917416154		Martin		Ruth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 4190789		NA		NA		rmartin9@my.westga.edu		2083 Powers Ferry Trce SE				Marietta		GA		30067-6694

		917320604		McGhee		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Economics/Secondary Education								F		201008		201308		3.08				Black		M				NA		NA		cmcghee2@my.westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd Apt B1				Carrollton		GA		30117-4214

		917367023		Ramsey		Jennifer		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		2.85				White		F		770 4871307		NA		NA		jramsey4@my.westga.edu		129 Fielding Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3249

		917303523		Smith		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201308		2.84				White		F		404 3886029		NA		NA		ssmith56@my.westga.edu		411 Lullwater Circle				Newnan		GA		30263

		917431752		Bolton		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		201308				3.47		White		M		864 9658451		NA		NA		cbolton3@my.westga.edu		113 Meadowview Road				Marion		SC		29571

		917374683		Ray		Staci		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.51				White		F		770 4711074		NA		NA		sray6@my.westga.edu		1298 Panhandle Way				Hampton		GA		30228-1593

		917208375		Kell		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201208		201308		2.92		3.6		White		F		770 9491161		NA		NA		bkell1@my.westga.edu		341 Braxton Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-4984

		917237424		Brown		Heidi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 4147911		NA		NA		hbrown5@my.westga.edu		212 Flat Creek Ct				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3514

		917378244		Mitchell		Kimberly		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		3.33				White		F		404 3451051		NA		NA		kmitch18@my.westga.edu		1918 Dalton Way				Hampton		GA		30228-3464

		917170341		Cooper		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201308		3.62		3.9		White		F		770 6337697		NA		NA		pcooper1@my.westga.edu		548 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2357

		917414377		Kranzlein		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		770 5659738		NA		NA		kkranzl1@my.westga.edu		2708 Riderwood Pl NE				Marietta		GA		30062-4690

		917312389		Quilici		Theresa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		F		770 4568900		NA		trunnerQ@comcast.net		tquilic1@my.westga.edu		9805 Lakefall Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3355

		917002353		Thomasson		Akilah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201308		3.58		3.82		Black		F		770 8306226		NA		shukura75@yahoo.com		athomas4@my.westga.edu		446 Westbrook Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-8970

		917356384		Sears		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201308				3.91		White		F		770 7145129		NA		candice_sears@hotmail.com		csears1@my.westga.edu		36 Nimmons Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917335034		Martin		Austen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.45				White		M		770 4804198		NA		austenmrtn13@yahoo.com		amarti17@my.westga.edu		50 Bonnie Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1844

		917153592		Hofius		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201008		201308		3.07		4		White		F		706 8885761		NA		NA		NA		316 College St Apt B				Carrollton		GA		30117-3128

		917386397		Canders		Jaen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308				3.07		White		F		770 6084992		NA		jaencanders@aol.com		jcander1@my.westga.edu		636 Goat Rd NW				Resaca		GA		30735-6226

		917045089		Okyere		Mensah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		0		3.62		Black		M		404 4744009		NA		NA		mokyere1@my.westga.edu		5673 RexMill Drive				Rex		GA		30273

		917171309		DeMonti		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308		1.65		3.8		White		F		770 6310539		NA		smdemonti21@yahoo.com		sdemont1@my.westga.edu		100 Bridger Point Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5213

		917438402		Greenlee		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		678 7252050		NA		NA		lgreenl1@my.westga.edu		655 Joes Trl				Winder		GA		30680-2976

		917302349		Manns		Charmane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		3.38		3.46		Black		F				NA		NA		cmanns1@my.westga.edu		405 Philip Blvd Apt 1202				Lawrenceville		GA		30046-8759

		917421023		Bassett		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201205		201308				3.6		White		M		334 8635503		NA		NA		jbasset1@my.westga.edu		558 Bud Cummings Rd				Roanoke		AL		36274-7129

		917413241		Roberts		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201308				3.9		White		F		229 4021241		NA		NA		erobert9@my.westga.edu		408 Brushy Creek Road				Ocilla		GA		31774

		917407460		Burnette		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201308				3.33		Black		F		678 9108508		NA		NA		sburnet4@my.westga.edu		109 James Ridge Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-1482

		917414383		Cochran		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.66		White		F		678 3868051		NA		NA		scochra5@my.westga.edu		326 Schroeder Way				Hiram		GA		30141-5724

		917404231		Crawford		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		770 684-0805		NA		rs_craw@bellsouth.net		scrawfo5@my.westga.edu		683 Stringer Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4386

		917438299		Inglett		Traci		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		770 7579378		NA		NA		tinglet1@my.westga.edu		866 Ode Peppers Ct				Winder		GA		30680-4724

		917356133		Gray		Margeaux		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.54		Black		F		404 8950530		NA		m.d.gray@hotmail.com		mgray6@my.westga.edu		1196 Matt Moore Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917428590		Kelly		Alison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308				4		White		F		352 5144666		NA		NA		akelly6@my.westga.edu		1108 S. Candler St				Decatur		GA		30030

		917358236		Sood		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308		4		4		White		F		856 6307532		NA		soodstacey@gmail.com		ssood1@my.westga.edu		70 Fox Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6218

		917321165		Bowlick		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.31		4		White		F		770 5987393		NA		NA		mbowlic1@my.westga.edu		3964 Wedgewood Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135-6001

		917160405		Baker		Tammera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308				3.78		Black		F		678 6126006		NA		miss_teb@yahoo.com		tbaker10@my.westga.edu		5360 Vanity Joys Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4337

		917199830		Anderson		Colby		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		201308		2.51		3.9		White		M		678 3785284		NA		NA		canders6@my.westga.edu		615 Cantrell Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2436

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201308		4		3.26		Black		F		678 8735270		NA		NA		ldougla3@my.westga.edu		178  MISSION OAK  DR				GRAYSON		GA		30017

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		3.78		4		White		F		678 6899589		ashley.hjemvick@cowetaschools.net		NA		ahjemvi1@my.westga.edu		6 Water Oak Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2744

		917421038		Jones		Casie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201205		201308				3.92		White		F		678 8980370		NA		NA		cjones47@my.westga.edu		156 Duncans Mill Dr				Locust Grove		GA		30248-2609

		917314869		McKinnon-Gary		Nerissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				3.44		Black		F		404 4090061		NA		NA		nmckinn1@my.westga.edu		204 Wimberly Rdg				McDonough		GA		30253-8259

		917415685		Proctor		Laverne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.58		Black		F		912 4329240		NA		NA		lprocto1@my.westga.edu		311 Cowart Rd				Hinesville		GA		31313-7110

		917415774		Bradley		Stormy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		404 8080562		NA		NA		sbradle4@my.westga.edu		5183 Upper Elm St				Atlanta		GA		30349-1686

		917319168		Brown		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201308				3.95		White		F		317 9088724		NA		emilymbrown1@gmail.com		eayers1@my.westga.edu		2901 Steadman Vly SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2495

		917400832		Stiltz		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		678 2963650		NA		katherine.stiltz@cobbk12.org		kstiltz1@my.westga.edu		1975 Cobblewood Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-7422

		917406311		Williams		Marion		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.67		Black		F				NA		mdwwilliams@hotmail.com		mwilli51@my.westga.edu		319 Hawthorn Dr				Dallas		GA		30132

		917065376		O'Meara		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		M		404 4069460		NA		NA		komeara1@my.westga.edu		159 Darbys Crossing Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-2297

		917172206		Emory		Darian		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201308				4		Black		M		678 7559952		NA		darianemory@yahoo.com		demory1@my.westga.edu		1262 Clearbrook Drive				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917412921		Foushee		Loraine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.41		Black		F		678 5210142		NA		NA		lfoushe1@my.westga.edu		124 Hiram Ter				Hiram		GA		30141-2174

		917389825		Obaidullah		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201101		201308				3.85		Asian		F		404 395		NA		tnobaidullah13@gmail.com		tobaidu1@my.westga.edu

		917409532		Sherman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		404 5194272		NA		ashleybd2008@gmail.com		aboyd5@my.westga.edu		5089 Newpark Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-8095

		917419087		Davison		Tara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.91		Black		F		770 7031946		NA		NA		tdaviso1@my.westga.edu		115 S Shore Ter				Fayetteville		GA		30214-7399

		917428921		Macquarrie		Leigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 6957044		NA		NA		lmacqua1@my.westga.edu		321 Leyden St				Decatur		GA		30030-3523

		917264939		Cox		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.88		White		F		404 4887811		NA		NA		mcox4@my.westga.edu		252 Bristol Ln				Marietta		GA		30066-5154

		917411117		Mardis		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 9108803		NA		NA		kmardis1@my.westga.edu		2285 Woodsfield Ln NE				Marietta		GA		30062-5365

		917411407		Fritts		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.54		White		F		404 3104004		NA		NA		hfritts1@my.westga.edu		72 Waterstone Pt				Acworth		GA		30101-5904

		917431882		Hammond		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		White		F		770 3312404		NA		NA		bhammon4@my.westga.edu		21 N Village Cir				Rydal		GA		30171-1698

		917369475		Richardson		Ayodele		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		Black		F		404 2029558		NA		ayorichardson@yahoo.com		arichar9@my.westga.edu		3317 Pine Heights Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30324-2844

		917414133		Brooks		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201308				3.91		Black		M		410 2090782		NA		NA		rbrooks5@my.westga.edu		986 Ellison Ct				Austell		GA		30168

		917396384		Brown		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201205		201308				4		White		F		404 5939383		NA		slbrown530@hotmail.com		sbrown33@my.westga.edu		584 Braidwood Drive				Acworth		GA		30101

		917399285		Bailey		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201308		3.41				White		F		678 8506184		NA		NA		bbailey3@my.westga.edu		106 Fairview Ave				Bremen		GA		30110-2212

		917416733		Harris		Regina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201205		201308				4		Black		F		678 5745234		NA		NA		rharri22@my.westga.edu		98 Ryans Pt				Dallas		GA		30132-0543

		917406463		Snelling		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201308				4		White		F		770 4436338		NA		dsnelling1@bellsouth.net		dsnelli1@my.westga.edu		1033 Due West Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-2525

		917304334		Lewis		Kirstin		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201205		201308		2.9				White		F		706 4680732		NA		NA		klewis13@my.westga.edu		342 Madison Rd				Monticello		GA		31064-1148

		917071223		Trask		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		M		770 7160500		NA		coachtrask@yahoo.com		jtrask1@my.westga.edu		430 Fitzgerald Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7902

		917374507		Richardson		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201308				3.85		White		F		770 7879424		NA		m_richardson@charter.net		mricha10@my.westga.edu		40 Cohutta Dr				Covington		GA		30014-7906

		917386436		Jones		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201101		201308				4		White		F				NA		NA		NA		198 Highland Drive				Temple		GA		30179

		917406250		Thompson		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201308				3.6		White		F		404 7176111		NA		marybeth.uga@gmail.com		mthomp17@my.westga.edu		160 Adams Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30214-4401

		917416617		Mays		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		M		770 8919761		NA		NA		cmays3@my.westga.edu		112 Salem Glen Way SE				Conyers		GA		30013-5323

		917408823		Turner		Lauren		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201308				3.88		White		F		706 4903489		NA		lturner@white.k12.ga.us		lturne13@my.westga.edu		2548 Fairfax Street				Denver		CO		80207

		917411174		Kriete		Steven		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201308				4		White		M		770 6820914		NA		NA		skriete1@my.westga.edu		2010 Turtle Dove Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-8339

		917264287		Eutsey		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308		2.38		3.76		Black		F		404 5995528		NA		NA		aeutsey1@my.westga.edu		2505 East Williams Field Road		Apt 1090		Gilbert		AZ		85295

		917408996		Duncan		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		713 8237338		NA		NA		tduncan3@my.westga.edu		117B Peach Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-8374

		917407527		Carr		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		478 4768917		NA		NA		ecarr2@my.westga.edu		151 Deer Ridge Trl				Macon		GA		31210-5714

		917428664		Davis		Tania		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		Black		F		678 4673052		NA		NA		tdavis27@my.westga.edu		820 Chapman St				Jonesboro		GA		30238-5683

		917151053		Baker		Dolly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				4		Black		F		706 5618303		NA		NA		dbaker5@my.westga.edu		6824 Ironstone Dr				Columbus		GA		31907-5711

		917355074		Bird		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 3380288		NA		sarajbird@gmail.com		sbird1@my.westga.edu		1056 Kimberly Cir				Hull		GA		30646-6915

		917416630		Kennedy		Tolana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		Black		F		770 5069702		NA		NA		tkenned7@my.westga.edu		1209 Opal Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7672

		917428498		Fowler		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 3546409		NA		NA		kfowler4@my.westga.edu		3196 Clairwood Ter				Atlanta		GA		30341-3214

		917429636		Mentouri		Wassim		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		201308				4				M		678 5980216		NA		NA		wmentou1@my.westga.edu		4611 Wyck Ct				Buford		GA		30518-3551

		917432664		Fenton		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 4367161		NA		NA		afenton1@my.westga.edu		940 Eleanor Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-4138

		917432037		Foxwell		Marianna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 3960413		NA		NA		mfoxwel1@my.westga.edu		1760 Northridge Rd				Atlanta		GA		30350-3419

		917023542		Gardner		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308		2.81		3.78		White		F		770 5370000		NA		NA		lgardne2@my.westga.edu		593 McGukin Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-4821

		917430667		Washington		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		Black		F		404 8630829		NA		NA		swashin5@my.westga.edu		135 Olde Oak Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-5647

		917210460		Sweat		Corey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201208		201308				3.77		White		M		404 4449521		NA		NA		csweat2@my.westga.edu		6015 Cochran Mill Rd				Palmetto		GA		30268-1730

		917400216		Rich		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201105		201308				3.66		White		F		706 2183664		NA		emilyrich2002@yahoo.com		erich2@my.westga.edu		103 Lisa Lane				Dalton		GA		30720-7170

		917400719		Marable		Sally		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		706 2022649		NA		sallymarable@gmail.com		smarabl1@my.westga.edu		1580 Hillcrest Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2359

		917420611		Sherman		Pablo		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201308				3.65		White		M		828 8352232		NA		NA		psherma1@my.westga.edu		249 Lance Mountain Rd				Blairsville		GA		30512-1154

		917423097		Littleton		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 3401533		NA		NA		alittle7@my.westga.edu		23 Glass Mill Pointe Dr				Chickamauga		GA		30707-3477

		917271472		Cardell		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.25		3.08		White		F		770 8553617		NA		NA		amusick4@my.westga.edu		1408 Eagles Nest Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917136466		Lindsey		Lyneeca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201201		201308		3.36		3.92		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		770 9693010		NA		NA		llindse1@my.westga.edu		95 NE Broad St				Fairburn		GA		30213-1473

		917082889		Williams		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				3.77		Black		M		706 8501413		NA		NA		awilli65@my.westga.edu		515 Bethany Court				Athens		GA		30606

		917431889		Province		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308				3.5		White		F		706 9874635		NA		NA		rprovin1@my.westga.edu		6026 Frazier Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-4013

		917436015		Lewis		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		Black		F		404 4018428		NA		tlteach@bellsouth.net		tlewis10@my.westga.edu		148 Barley Ct SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3663

		917440409		Moore		Yolanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201301		201308				3.73		Black		F		678 9772885		NA		NA		ymoore1@my.westga.edu		1449 Shelnut Court				Hampton		GA		30228

		917355327		Bouma		Christina		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201108		201308				3.9		White		F		770 4632545		NA		ktmkb@numail.org		cbouma1@my.westga.edu		189 French Village Blvd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1561

		917355045		Hanley		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 7893722		hhanley@madison.k12.ga.us		NA		hhanley1@my.westga.edu		1320 Highway 106 S				Hull		GA		30646-1522

		917057214		Gibson		Tanji		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.41		Black		F		678 5248109		NA		NA		tgibson3@my.westga.edu		300 Flagstone Way				Austell		GA		30168-6849

		917427180		Dudley		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308				3.77		White		M		706 4570421		NA		NA		jdudley1@my.westga.edu		712 Mobley Rd				Hamilton		GA		31811-6099

		917163551		Headrick		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.72		4		White		M		706 4837349		NA		NA		bheadri1@my.westga.edu		11123 Hwy 225 North				Crandall		GA		30711

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201308				3.55		Black		M		678 4571934		NA		NA		amccrae1@my.westga.edu		10891 Tara Village Way				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917407014		Price		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.8		Black		F		404 273		NA		NA		eprice4@my.westga.edu		817 Wade Farm Drive				Austell		GA		30168

		917438301		Ansley		Katie		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		706 2021536		NA		NA		kansley1@my.westga.edu		215 Providence Rd				Athens		GA		30606-1929

		917410995		Gerena		Adriana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		Black		F		770 3066476		NA		NA		agerena1@my.westga.edu		7882 Waterlace Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213-4647

		917425299		Britt		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		678 4280914		NA		NA		sbritt6@my.westga.edu		151 Timbervalley Ln				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3648

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		2.88		4		White		M		678 4277422		NA		NA		londovc1@my.westga.edu		100 Creekside Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6082

		917324335		Eubanks		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201205		201308				3.96		White		M		770 6932764		NA		eubanksjs@mailbox.sc.edu		jeubank4@my.westga.edu		110 Silverthorne Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-7404

		917338036		Blankinship		Sarahlynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.2				White		F		678 4099440		NA		NA		scunnin2@my.westga.edu		105 S Meadowcliff Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-7419

		917412129		Allen		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201201		201308				3.75		White		M		706 8851896		NA		NA		ballen8@my.westga.edu		106 Cedar Rock Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-8064

		917430349		Russell		Tina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 4565943		NA		NA		trussel7@my.westga.edu		200 Miracle Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1993

		917399699		Houpt		Jacklyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 3615405		NA		jackiehoupt@gmail.com		jhoupt1@my.westga.edu		380 Doles Blvd.		Apt. B		Milledgeville		GA		31061

		917320982		Kincaid		Caitlin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201308		3.51		3.83		White		F		404 7025912		NA		ckincaid08@gmail.com		cpittma4@my.westga.edu		542 Trestle Rd				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917425326		Melton		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		F		678 7531494		NA		NA		cmelton2@my.westga.edu		1820 Eisenhower Ave				Watkinsville		GA		30677-8322

		917425327		Melton		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		M		912 6829124		NA		NA		rmelton1@my.westga.edu		1820 Eisenhower Ave				Watkinsville		GA		30677-8322

		917404861		Bearden		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		706 6189293		NA		lindsaybearden@hotmail.com		lbearde3@my.westga.edu		1564 Treadwell Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-6339

		917407431		Butts		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201201		201308				3.8		Black		F		770 7106291		NA		NA		tbutts2@my.westga.edu		105 Wellington Pt				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8130

		917283402		Edwards		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201308				3.41		White		M		770 3172043		NA		NA		jedwar22@my.westga.edu		111 windrift drive				dallas		GA		30132

		917392736		Brown		Sheri		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201308		4		4		White		F		229 4260026		NA		NA		sbrown32@my.westga.edu		170 Peacock Rd				Fitzgerald		GA		31750-9410

		917425471		Hogan		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308				3.62		Black		M		404 4030026		NA		NA		jhogan6@my.westga.edu		3845 Brookview Pt				Decatur		GA		30034-5720

		917153234		Smith		Angel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		423 5052171		NA		NA		asmith3@my.westga.edu		360 Frank Gass Rd				Trenton		GA		30752-5381

		917285730		Jameson		Jontae'		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201308		3.71		4		Black		F		770 9694207		NA		NA		jjameso1@my.westga.edu		530 Buckingham Ter				Fairburn		GA		30213-6440

		917415789		Coney		Tynetta		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.63		Black		F		678 4632427		NA		NA		tconey2@my.westga.edu		11054 Pebble Ridge Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-6140

		917343037		Cahill		Amanda		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		3.82				White		F		678 314		NA		NA		acahill1@my.westga.edu		4037 Eula Circle				Doraville		GA		30360

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201308		3.9		3.9		White		F		706 2178848		NA		NA		jjordan@westga.edu		3363 Lakeview Pkwy				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917409651		Widener		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201108		201308				3		White		M		706 4665838		NA		NA		wwidene1@my.westga.edu		8730 Wolf Creek Dr				Winston		GA		30187-2310

		917406492		Jenkins		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201308				3.75		Black		M		770 7865649		NA		randyroj2@aol.com		rjenkin5@my.westga.edu		508 Baker Rd				Oxford		GA		30054

		917043254		Surginer		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201308		3.32		4		White		F		678 8405611		NA		NA		lsurgin1@my.westga.edu		103 Hunters Pl				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4486

		917182333		Smith		Jerol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201308				3.81		Black		F		404 9643747		NA		sjean18@gmail.com		jking6@my.westga.edu		1225 Oakcrest Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-3053

		917062762		Maffett		Loretta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201005		201401		2.93		3.75		Black		F		404 3124179		NA		ljmaffet@gmail.com		lmaffet1@my.westga.edu		56 Inverness Way				Hiram		GA		30141

		917045834		Bristow		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.9		White		F		770 8558405		NA		NA		nbristo1@my.westga.edu		473 Gaillardia Way NW				Acworth		GA		30102-8126

		917019653		Malcolm		Janette		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.63		Black		F		678 4232133		NA		jmalcolm@charter.net		jmalcol2@my.westga.edu		48 Lamb Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2634

		917077255		Hester		Paula		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				3.92		White		F		678 7581309		NA		NA		phester2@my.westga.edu		6971 Diamond Court				Winston		GA		30187

		917011132		Stewart		Heather		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200508		201401		2.96						F		678 876		NA		NA		hbrooks1@my.westga.edu		797 Newton Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9034

		917026793		Fell		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		200908		201401		2.88		3.3		White		F		770 5427338		NA		NA		lfell1@my.westga.edu		510 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2331

		917018591		Campbell		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401		3.19		4		White		F		770 3286107		NA		NA		acampb12@my.westga.edu		255 Head Ave				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-1258

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.58		3.77		Black		F		404 3745953		NA		NA		rgibbs1@my.westga.edu		104 Teton Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917122899		Greaves		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				4		Black		F		770 6764731		NA		NA		dgreave1@my.westga.edu		1962 Lown Farm Trail				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917124989		Sharrow		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		2.33		3.91		White		F		770 8463287		NA		NA		mmorris6@my.westga.edu		640 Sweetwater Bridge Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-5590

		917123457		Crocker		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201105		201401		3.16				White		M		770 8515447		NA		NA		jcrocke4@my.westga.edu		1670 Northwood Court				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917014071		Egas		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201301		201401				3.76		White		F		678 7797901		NA		NA		jegas@westga.edu		27120 Perdido Beach Blvd		#2015		Orange Beach		AL		36561

		917100511		Ginther		Christine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		3.12		3.72		White		F		770 8626258		NA		NA		jginther@westga.edu		101 Creekstone Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917152575		Gaither		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				3.83		Black		F		404 2740540		NA		NA		lgaithe1@my.westga.edu		7263 Thoreau Circle				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917045197		Beers		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201401		3.17		3.89		White		F		770 8307007		NA		cyntabeers@charter.net		cbeers1@my.westga.edu		25 Belle Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-8861

		917130278		Terry		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201401		3.27		4		White		F		770 5484886		NA		NA		pterry1@my.westga.edu		207 Oakwood St NW				Rome		GA		30165-1631

		917167931		Potts		Casey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201401				3.94		White		F		706 7451672		NA		NA		cpotts1@my.westga.edu		459 Apache Bnd				Blairsville		GA		30512-1012

		917172095		Nickels		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201301		201401		2.88		3.5		White		F		770 2288828		NA		NA		bnickel1@my.westga.edu		1291 Wood Creek Rd				Williamson		GA		30292-3361

		917186240		Mills		Donna		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				3.8		White		F		706 8884236		NA		NA		dmills1@my.westga.edu		118 Lee Road 002				Smiths		AL		36877

		917166633		Ruark		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201105		201401		3.08		3.83		White		M		770 3244984		jsruark@polk.k12.ga.us		NA		jruark1@my.westga.edu		233 Lakeside Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2240

		917176704		Weaver		Staci		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401		4		3.9		White		F		678 6991248		NA		NA		sweaver2@my.westga.edu		165 Camden Woods Pl				Dallas		GA		30157-8734

		917141678		Wright		Norris		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		4		3.57		Black		M		404 6915112		NA		norriswright27@comcast.net		nwright1@my.westga.edu		482 Hiawassee Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-1902

		917216494		Eskut		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		404 4282911		eskut.donna@fcboe.org		deskutuwg@gmail.com		deskut1@my.westga.edu		135 Ridgewood Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8153

		917229424		Lawson		Levi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		History						F		200608		201401		2.61				Black		M				NA		NA		llawson1@my.westga.edu		3485 Rockfort Dr				College Park		GA		30349-4473

		917244768		Blanford		Theresa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200608		201401		2.89				White		F				NA		NA		tblanfo1@my.westga.edu		2664 Heath Ln				Duluth		GA		30096-3620

		917201224		Cruey		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.03				White		F		770 3770701		NA		acruey88@aol.com		acruey1@my.westga.edu		103 Orange Pass				Carrollton		GA		30117-8373

		917202438		Buchholz		Francis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.3		4		White		M		678 3718512		NA		NA		fbuchho1@my.westga.edu		1327 Riverwind Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6420

		917293732		Wagner		Shawn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200705		201401		3.63				White		F		404 2814176		NA		NA		swagner1@my.westga.edu		1158 Airport Road				Bridgewater		VA		22812

		917285869		Moore		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201401		3.13		3.81		White		F		706 8448319		NA		NA		bmoore7@my.westga.edu		36 Lakeview Drive				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917285801		Miller		Brad		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200708		201401		2.7				White		M		770 6516412		NA		NA		bmiller7@my.westga.edu		4507 Chapel Hill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4903

		917251529		Bishop		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		2.95				White		F		770 7149985		NA		NA		jbishop8@my.westga.edu		493 Old Sandhill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-5024

		917301296		Wright		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200708		201401		3.26				Black		F		770 9824209		NA		NA		awrigh12@my.westga.edu		3993 Laurel Bend Dr				Snellville		GA		30039-4123

		917304569		Mompoint		Shamika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201401		2.97				Black		F		678 7902264		NA		NA		smompoi1@my.westga.edu		7135 Stonecreek Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-3663

		917249517		Jones		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401		3.58		3.71		White		F		770 3173273		NA		NA		khancoc2@my.westga.edu		1009 Stone Brook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110

		917276402		Saint		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201401		3.56				White		M		770 8549068		NA		NA		msaint1@my.westga.edu		1462 Roopville Veal Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2388

		917234180		Wiggins		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		3.37		4		White		F				NA		jessicaau15@aol.com		jwiggins@westga.edu		1693 County Road 96				Heflin		AL		36264

		917058918		Hensley		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				3.87		White		F		706 2715015		jill.hensley@murray.k12.ga.us		NA		jhensle2@my.westga.edu		197 Red Cut Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-5974

		917127278		Henderson		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201401		3.32		4		White		F		770 8459528		NA		henderson2902@bellsouth.net		pparris1@my.westga.edu		698 Miss Mae Ln				Bremen		GA		30110

		917318934		von Biberstein		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200805		201401				4		White		F		770 4573808		NA		AVonbBiberstein@marietta-city.k12.ga.us		avonbib1@my.westga.edu		3897 Brenton Way NE				Atlanta		GA		30319-1838

		917294127		Broach		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201401		3.2		2		White		F		678 6738004		NA		amber72290@aol.com		abroach1@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive Apt 306				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917328310		Tulloch		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.05				Black		F		770 8758412		NA		copperpenny@bellsouth.net		ttulloc1@my.westga.edu		1439 Stoneleigh Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3429

		917286522		Yarborough		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.32				White		F		678 4486907		NA		NA		scrispe1@my.westga.edu		6076 Yoni Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135-5318

		917298152		Berrios		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								P		200901		201401		3.05		3.83		White		M		770 6869836		NA		NA		jberrio1@my.westga.edu		450 Burbury Close				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917305985		Hollis		Dominique				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201401		2.77				White		F		770 8207183		NA		NA		dhollis1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Rd Apt 224A				Carrollton		GA		30117-2636

		917286134		Merritt		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201401		3.58						F		404 2342820		NA		NA		lmerrit2@my.westga.edu		3821 Oak Hill Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917319141		Smith		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		2.93		2		White		M		678 3335309		NA		NA		csmith50@my.westga.edu		190 Pine Hill Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917309607		Cearbaugh		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201401		3.19				White		M		678 4729809		NA		NA		mcearba1@my.westga.edu		140 Driftwood Trl				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7620

		917315197		Hudson		Malesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Studio Art						P		200808		201401		2.97				Asian		F		404 3614383		NA		NA		mcraig1@my.westga.edu		1264 Rocksprings St				Forest Park		GA		30297-1536

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201401		3.44		4		White		F		404 5168614		NA		NA		anichol7@my.westga.edu		6670 Fox Creek Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-6682

		917317212		Andros		Harrison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		2.68				White		M		770 3389117		NA		NA		handros1@my.westga.edu		186 Comstock Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-4519

		917328030		Hunter		Justin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201305		201401		3.7		3.58		Black		M		404 7830373		NA		NA		jhunter7@my.westga.edu		4357 Sterling Forest Dr				Decatur		GA		30034

		917325039		Blair		Constance				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.03				White		F		770 4897341		NA		cblair2312@gmail.com		cblair3@my.westga.edu		34 Hawk Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-5144

		917069874		Parker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.05				White		F		770 8464711		NA		NA		jparke11@my.westga.edu		105 Mara St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3944

		917329327		Dennis		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				4		White		F		404 6633310		NA		mandyb7711@gmail.com		abrown29@my.westga.edu		228 Deerhill Dr				Bogart		GA		30622-1741

		917302698		Green		Zerick		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.28				Black		M		706 6753645		NA		NA		zgreen2@my.westga.edu		900 S River Rd Apt 1004				Franklin		GA		30217-6518

		917318237		Dennis		Ethan				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.68						M		770 8545960		NA		NA		edennis1@my.westga.edu		8511 Frolona Road				Franklin		GA		30217

		917093554		Hammitt		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201401		2.54		3.83		White		M		678 4915742		NA		Kevinhammitt@aol.com		jhammit1@my.westga.edu		68 Oliveria Way				Dallas		GA		30132-0445

		917265098		Tillotson		Fatou		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201301		201401		2.83		3.8		Black		F		474 0045664		NA		fatou.sarr@gmail.com		fsarr1@my.westga.edu		Arbeidergata 4				3050 Mjondalen		ZZ		99999

		917111881		Sales		Sara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.89				White		F		770 8307013		NA		NA		ssales1@my.westga.edu		130 Riviera Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-7006

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201401		2.99		3.75		Black		F		786 2624872		NA		NA		jbeason1@my.westga.edu		4491 White Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917318524		Ray		Nichole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201401		3.11		3.69		White		F		678 5173989		NA		dr34ming4ever@aol.com		nray@westga.edu		80 Sage Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917269957		Brown		Kelvin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.91				White		M		678 9867161		NA		NA		kbrown17@my.westga.edu		900 Fairview Rd NW				Calhoun		GA		30701-8307

		917352873		Crutchfield		James		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.14				White		M		770 8154296		NA		NA		jcrutch2@my.westga.edu		212 Chattahoochee Cir				Roswell		GA		30075-5100

		917340891		Smith		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.38				White		F		706 6287313		NA		NA		tsmith42@my.westga.edu		251 R St				Hamilton		GA		31811-4636

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.05		4		Black		F		404 9336833		NA		NA		tjohns27@my.westga.edu		4223 Winston Circle				College Park 		GA		30349

		917004571		Fowler		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200905		201401				3.4		White		F		678 6349693		NA		Kalina061@charter.net		sfowler8@my.westga.edu		40 Lamp Post Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-1351

		917347223		Cannata		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201308		201401		4		4		White		F		678 4889826		NA		enclannata@aol.com		lcannat1@my.westga.edu		506 Peachtree Club Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917352551		Alston		Misti		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201401		3.25				White		F		770 301-9215		NA		NA		malston2@my.westga.edu		31 Indiana Ave				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917302408		Allen		Eston		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		404 6936365		NA		NA		eallen2@my.westga.edu		200 Shiraz Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917188735		Bolding		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				3.95		Black		F		404 5498474		NA		NA		cneal2@my.westga.edu		395 Birchmere Close SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917344419		McKee		Yolanda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Building Level (COE)				P		200905		201401				4		Black		F		770 9073857		NA		ydcooper@hotmail.com		ymckee1@my.westga.edu		1701 Bethsaida Rd				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917342364		Aluko		Stephen				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201401		2.82				Black		M		770 9740483		NA		NA		saluko2@my.westga.edu		5255 Camden Lake Pkwy NW				Acworth		GA		30101-8077

		917355693		Crumbley		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.14				White		M				NA		NA		bcrumbl1@my.westga.edu		1151 McRees Mill Rd				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2914

		917324262		Shea		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 5549203		NA		NA		tshea2@my.westga.edu		1830 Harvest Way				Loganville		GA		30052-3318

		917305643		Bonner		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		2.97				Black		F		770 4212760		NA		NA		abonner1@my.westga.edu		459 Washington Ave NE				Marietta		GA		30060-8210

		917345391		Cousins		Elliot				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		2.92				American Indian or Alaskan Native		M		770 4987411		NA		elcousins@comcast.net		ecousin1@my.westga.edu		7295 Wood Hollow Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-6158

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications		College Student Affairs				F		200908		201401		3.25		3.9		White		M				NA		NA		ctripp@westga.edu		30 Pine Crescent				Newnan		GA		30265

		917344407		Cason		Raquel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201401		2.92				Black		F		706 5600341		NA		NA		rcason1@my.westga.edu		2306 Timothy Bowles				San Antonio		TX		78236

		917309976		Culpepper		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Keyboard,String,Guitar		Jazz Studies Concentration		P		200908		201401		3.57				Black		F		706 8316173		NA		NA		aculpep2@my.westga.edu		508 Flowers Creek Dr		Apt 508		McDonough		GA		30253

		917332806		Shultis		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		3.16				White		F		678 4421036		NA		NA		bshulti1@my.westga.edu		4279 Sierra Creek Dr				Hoschton		GA		30548-6270

		917342985		Milledge		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201401		2.85				Black		M		229 9246134		NA		NA		jmilled1@my.westga.edu		1349 Ga Highway 27 E				Americus		GA		31709-5703

		917336639		Wright		Randi				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 4438195		NA		debmikew@comcast.net		rwright1@my.westga.edu		32 Blackhawk Trail				Dallas		GA		30157

		917339965		Caulk		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		M				NA		NA		bcaulk1@my.westga.edu		4270 Edgewater Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1371

		917335560		Lee		Deangelo		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.06				Black		M		770 8992840		NA		NA		dlee6@my.westga.edu		1249 Fairview Dr				Monroe		GA		30656-4718

		917305397		Runels		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		2.73				White		M		770 8545173		NA		NA		trunels1@my.westga.edu		2805 Bethesda Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5851

		917342506		Smith		John		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.14				White		M		770 5375443		NA		NA		jsmith85@my.westga.edu		988 Georgia Ave S				Bremen		GA		30110-4466

		917342189		Alexander		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.03				White		F		770 5427922		NA		calexancherie@gmail.com		calexan9@my.westga.edu		486 Millers Mill Rd				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4741

		917335321		Hassan		Mariam		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		2.96				Asian		F		678 3771574		NA		NA		mhassan1@my.westga.edu		1213 Briley Ct				Dacula		GA		30019-3079

		917342633		Penland		Brandon				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.19						M		770 7198101		NA		NA		bpenlan1@my.westga.edu		474 Kelley Rd				Brooks		GA		30205-1728

		917184720		Miller		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201401		3.83		4		White		F		770 8625393		NA		NA		kgilles1@my.westga.edu		235 Yarbrough Road				Aragon		GA		30104

		917323548		Scott		Gerron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.26		3.45		Black		M				NA		NA		gscott1@my.westga.edu		95 Manomet St				Providence		RI		2909

		917354324		Greene		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		4		3.66		Black		F		404 7862316		NA		greene.ec@gmail.com		egreene1@my.westga.edu		6335 Klondike River Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038-4265

		917341948		Williams		Carlye'		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		200908		201401		3.47				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 7569203		NA		carlye.williams_lhs@yahoo.com		cwilli50@my.westga.edu		560 Andrews Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-3427

		917344215		Gowen		Heather		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.16				White		F		770 3285436		NA		NA		hgowen1@my.westga.edu		2628 Smokey Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5034

		917324096		Cochran		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.5				White		F		423 7626312		NA		jessicadawn91@gmail.com		jcochra6@my.westga.edu

		917336874		Evans		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				F		201108		201401		3.56		4		Black		F		404 7346608		NA		NA		pevans2@my.westga.edu		3120 Robin Road				Decatur		GA		30032

		917350796		Jordan		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		200908		201401		2.96		3		Black		F		706 2848147		NA		msjordan149@yahoo.com		jjordan4@my.westga.edu		427 Carrington Ridge				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201401		3.59		3.76		White		F				NA		NA		esexton2@my.westga.edu		228 Blue Holly Dr.				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917351300		Turner		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		3.13				White		F		770 2714159		NA		NA		aturne10@my.westga.edu		205 Oak Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117-3725

		917310727		Barnett		Cydney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.12				White		F		770 2513830		NA		NA		cbarnet3@my.westga.edu		170 Bill Hart Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-3321

		917330785		Hines		Sharon				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		3.33				White		F				NA		shines917@gmail.com		shines5@my.westga.edu

		917343498		Woodall		Laura				BSED		Special Education		Psychology						F		200908		201401		3.03				White		F		770 4596663		NA		NA		lwoodal1@my.westga.edu		174 Brookside Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4429

		917342327		Bishop		Peyton				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201401		3.63				White		F		706 5126949		NA		NA		pbishop2@my.westga.edu		2 Camphor Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1202

		917306006		Lott		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.23		3.72		White		F		706 5903503		NA		NA		wlott1@my.westga.edu		342 Mill Pond Xing Unit A2				Carrollton		GA		30116-1210

		917342038		Priddy		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.51				White		F		770 5927761		NA		NA		apriddy1@my.westga.edu		3025 Summer Point Dr				Woodstock		GA		30189-8153

		917318629		Carroll		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.82				White		F		706 5698484		NA		NA		scarrol2@my.westga.edu		7452 Wood Duck Ln				Midland		GA		31820-3805

		917334400		Cook		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.15				White		F		770 8545539		NA		NA		bsmith30@my.westga.edu		318 N Highway 27				Roopville		GA		30170-2145

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				College Student Affairs				F		200908		201401		2.99		3.72		Black		F		678 8574461		NA		camille.barber16@gmail.com		mbarber3@my.westga.edu		327 Lakeside Way				Newnan		GA		30265

		917305554		Garrard		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art								F		200908		201401		2.72				White		F		770 8465848		NA		NA		agarrar1@my.westga.edu		122 N. Street NW				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917156900		Gordon		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201401		3.78		3.66		White		M		678 7568154		NA		NA		rgordon4@my.westga.edu		6152 Post Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917330044		Rose		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.01				White		F		770 4258739		NA		NA		brose2@my.westga.edu		353 Carl Creek Trl NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-5732

		917341123		Hicks		Ashley				BSED		Early Childhood Education		Sociology						F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 9247829		NA		NA		ahicks4@my.westga.edu		423 Woodruff Xing				Woodstock		GA		30189-6148

		917328130		Jones		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		2.99				White		M		770 574		NA		NA		cjones35@my.westga.edu		239 Meadow St				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-1420

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201401		4		4		White		F		678 2094677		NA		NA		elamb1@my.westga.edu		205 E Greenwood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917351366		McLin		Shakiyla				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200908		201401		3.26				White		F		423 5447131		NA		NA		smclin1@my.westga.edu		109 Lail Rd				Chickamauga		GA		30707-1963

		917342478		Allbritton		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.47				White		F		770 8310841		NA		NA		mallbri1@my.westga.edu		4919 Duncans Lake Pt				Buford		GA		30519-5335

		917323487		Alceac		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.86				Black		F		770 2226628		NA		NA		calceac1@my.westga.edu		1 Central Park Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-8700

		917352700		Wilkerson		Ben		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.13				Black		M		912 3129905		NA		NA		bwilker1@my.westga.edu		7203 Albert St				Savannah		GA		31406-4281

		917345228		Weathers		Sasceria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201401				3		Black		F		770 9909476		NA		weathers83@hotmail.com		sweathe2@my.westga.edu		3636 Sugar Maple Street				Decatur		GA		30034

		917364816		Terry		Millette		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201401		3				Black		F		678 8501708		NA		NA		mterry4@my.westga.edu		814 Overby Park Dr.				Newnan		GA		30263

		917350256		Long		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.43				White		F		770 8544016		NA		NA		owright1@my.westga.edu		1074 Glenloch Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2544

		917354674		Chitwood		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201401				3.75		White		F				NA		jennlei02@yahoo.com		jchitwo1@my.westga.edu		323 Heritage Park Trace				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917381186		Marville		Helene		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201005		201401		3.68		4		White		F		678 5311705		NA		NA		hmarvil1@my.westga.edu		4210 Kings Hwy				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917312016		Galloway		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201005		201401		2.75		4		White		M		404 9892872		NA		NA		mgallow2@my.westga.edu		926 Dr King Spur				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917363130		Volkmer		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201401		3.62		4		White		F		770 4161812		NA		NA		agriff10@my.westga.edu		572 Mount Carmel Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4203

		917362482		Newman		Sarah		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.97				White		F		770 3287106		NA		NA		smyatt1@my.westga.edu		2222 George Brown Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-5245

		917168338		McKoy		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		2.88				White		M		770 2519524		NA		NA		smckoy1@my.westga.edu		733 Sid Hunter Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917362976		Garner		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.97				White		F				NA		NA		lgarner6@my.westga.edu		11 Buford Village Walk				Buford		GA		30518-8840

		917376937		Carr		Charles		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		3.12				Black		M		770 7570977		NA		NA		ccarr5@my.westga.edu

		917299018		Ricks		Frederick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201401		2.72		3.87		Black		M		770 7229076		NA		NA		fricks1@my.westga.edu		42 Buell Jones Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917067256		Johnson		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201401		3.01		3.73		White		F				NA		denisesreid@gmail.com		dreid3@my.westga.edu		50 Butler Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-6144

		917377979		Yokem		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		2.84				White		F		970 3104452		NA		NA		jyokem1@my.westga.edu		103 Meadowbrook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110-7903

		917326285		Arrington		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201301		201401		3.9		4		White		M		256 4496569		NA		NA		tarring1@my.westga.edu		1371 County Road 71				Woodland		AL		36280-6909

		917365517		Jones		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F		770 3144902		NA		NA		bjones22@my.westga.edu		404 Majestic Court				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917337801		Pleasant		Elisabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.76				Black		F		770 9817885		NA		NA		epleasa1@my.westga.edu		3941 Harvest Hill Rd				Decatur		GA		30034-5167

		917353888		Girvan		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201101		201401		3.32				White		F		770 6634322		NA		NA		sgirvan1@my.westga.edu		14191 Yacht Terrace				Milton		GA		30004

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.41		3.06		White		F		770 4606418		NA		NA		tclark6@my.westga.edu		492 W McIntosh Rd				Brooks		GA		30205

		917305219		Boulware		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.32				White		F		770 4396975		NA		NA		mboulwa1@my.westga.edu		172 Ashley Ln				Hiram		GA		30141-4220

		917365403		Clark		Ali		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201401				3.75		White		F		404 6448016		NA		ali.clark@cherokee.k12.ga.us		aclark16@my.westga.edu		223 Crescent Moon Way				Canton		GA		30114-5124

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201301		201401		3.3		3.41		Black		F		678 6421720		NA		NA		bmcclai2@my.westga.edu		822 Lenox Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917360234		Smith		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.49				White		F		678 9475219		NA		NA		lsmith37@my.westga.edu		5945 Laurel Oak Dr				Suwanee		GA		30024-3366

		917350579		Wiggins		Christina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.37		3.75		White		F		770 2948206		NA		NA		cthaxto5@my.westga.edu		5048 Yankee Doodle Drive				McDonough		GA		30252

		917384221		White		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.06		2.9		White		F		901 6263054		NA		NA		kvaller1@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Road Apt D3				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917352707		Davis		Lyndsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.64				White		F		770 2540824		NA		lyndseyfaye_1992@hotmail.com		ldavis23@my.westga.edu		189 Newman Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-3925

		917346039		Webb		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.17						F		770 9623701		NA		NA		nwebb2@my.westga.edu		204 Trentwood Pl				Grayson		GA		30017-4114

		917302648		Wehunt		Savana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.18				White		F		678 7610703		NA		NA		swehunt1@my.westga.edu		540 Kennesaw Dr SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-1307

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.41		3.64		White		F		706 6762392		NA		NA		egantt1@my.westga.edu		364 Terhune Road				Rome		GA		30161

		917360655		Rush		Lacey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F		678 8775026		NA		NA		lrush1@my.westga.edu		507 Dunella Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6935

		917371714		Scott		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.71				White		F		404 2015857		NA		NA		ascott7@my.westga.edu		6121 Plumcrest Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4731

		917361016		Kremer		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.86				White		F				NA		NA		ekremer2@my.westga.edu		4107 Hughes Lea				Tucker		GA		30084

		917359110		Mills		Monica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		3.24				White		F		706 2702952		NA		NA		mmills1@my.westga.edu		608 Blackwood Terrace				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917376383		Barney		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.52				White		F		404 7045140		NA		NA		mbarney1@my.westga.edu		135 Ansley Way				Roswell		GA		30075

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.44		3.8		Black		F		678 4712664		NA		NA		lbess1@my.westga.edu		11367 Michelle Way				Hampton		GA		30228

		917341532		Dunn		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Spanish						F		201008		201401		3.97						F		770 9625293		NA		NA		sdunn3@my.westga.edu		2407 Mahogany Glen Pl				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3485

		917353641		Kline		Leeanne		Carrollton Campus		BA		English		Spanish						P		201008		201401		3.75		4		White		F		770 5950109		NA		NA		lhooves1@my.westga.edu		2003 Powers Ferry Rd. SE		Apt. K		Marietta		GA		30067

		917368425		Couch		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.8		4		White		F		678 6339304		NA		NA		acouch3@my.westga.edu		28 Festiva Dr				Newnan		GA		30263

		917360809		Yarbrough		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.58		4		White		F				NA		NA		mhousto3@my.westga.edu		1481 Centerpoint Rd.				Temple		GA		30179

		917353540		Jones		Brandi		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.69				White		F		770 4893967		NA		NA		bjones25@my.westga.edu		480 Dillon Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-4990

		917343435		Riggs		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.72				White		F		678 3833989		NA		NA		lriggs1@my.westga.edu		81 Boulder Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-9481

		917373895		McInerney		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F				NA		NA		mmciner1@my.westga.edu		500 NORWICH RD APT 3				Augusta		GA		30909

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.58		3.92		White		F		256 5687644		NA		NA		vwalker4@my.westga.edu		1526 County Road 424				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917373898		Walker		Kalleasha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Psychology		Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		2.86				Black		F		678 5480477		NA		NA		kwalke18@my.westga.edu		2652 Downing Park Drive				Conyers		GA		30094

		917376361		Williams		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.83				White		F		770 3135322		NA		NA		mbradle4@my.westga.edu		38 Hatties Fancy				Dallas		GA		30157-0685

		917382228		Castellanos		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		2.93						M		678 5499286		NA		NA		ccastel2@my.westga.edu		5970 Castlegate Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-9021

		917368496		Smith		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.36				Black		F		770 4659700		NA		NA		csmith74@my.westga.edu		499 Stonemont Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-5034

		917360299		Black		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.21				White		F		770 4437363		NA		NA		ablack3@my.westga.edu		242 Hunters Xing				Dallas		GA		30157-9423

		917343466		Stockton		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.52				White		F		678 4750498		NA		NA		ostockt1@my.westga.edu		1741 River Bluff View				Duluth		GA		30097

		917351326		Banks		Tambria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Management						F		201008		201401		3.21				Black		F		404 9185870		NA		NA		tbanks4@my.westga.edu		840 Bramlett Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917383819		Horne		Emma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.16				White		F				NA		NA		ehorne3@my.westga.edu		40 Meadow Lakes Terrace				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917368300		Hooper		Eden		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.71				White		F		706 2128720		NA		NA		ehooper1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Rd Apt 2305				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.54		3.71		White		F				NA		NA		jbrown56@my.westga.edu		304 Hargrove St.				Vienna		GA		31092

		917367859		Brownlow		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.45				White		M		678 3762713		NA		NA		nbrownl1@my.westga.edu		2446 Verner Rd				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3432

		917361545		Floor		Philip		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.13				White		M		678 2908514		NA		NA		pfloor1@my.westga.edu		3602 Hampstead Ct NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-7329

		917360803		Gresham		Dalton		Carrollton Campus		BA		Chemistry/Secondary Education								F		201008		201401		3.9				White		M		770 6898047		NA		NA		dgresha2@my.westga.edu		1930 Carrollton Hwy				Temple		GA		30179-4910

		917359634		Anjorin		Fatimah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.8				Black		F		678 5236117		NA		NA		fanjori1@my.westga.edu		417 Valley Hill Rd SW Apt A5				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917375646		Strakose		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.4				White		M				NA		NA		astrako1@my.westga.edu		10 Maple Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1613

		917372291		Clay		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.49						F		404 3199490		NA		NA		lclay3@my.westga.edu		222 Brenda Ellen Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2247

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.53		3.92		White		F		404 7860038		NA		NA		lcrook1@my.westga.edu		165 North Woods Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917343277		Dovak		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.27				White		F		770 7450424		NA		NA		sdovak1@my.westga.edu		6181 Greenbrook Cir				Austell		GA		30168-5146

		917351692		Welch		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201401		2.96				White		M		770 3042307		NA		NA		jwelch2@my.westga.edu		16 Tonis Way				Grantville		GA		30220-1781

		917367305		Fain		Darby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.35				White		F		770 2514166		NA		NA		dfain1@my.westga.edu		9 Waters Edge Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3589

		917356784		Simon		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.66		3.66		White		M		404 9385262		NA		NA		ssimon2@my.westga.edu		98 Thompson Morris Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917357681		Kuras		Alison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.62				White		F				NA		NA		akuras1@my.westga.edu		115 Jordan Place				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917378362		Sengkhammee		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.21				Asian		F		770 9674422		NA		NA		asengkh1@my.westga.edu		6148 Bendcreek Ln				Braselton		GA		30517-1642

		917372973		Putters		Chelcee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.61				White		F		770 6312472		NA		NA		cputter2@my.westga.edu		219 Copperplate Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2603

		917374703		Blackwell		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.83				White		F		706 9375055		NA		NA		kblackw2@my.westga.edu		423 Smoketree Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-3312

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		4		3.92		White		F		706 9362228		NA		NA		bmathis2@my.westga.edu		1416 Eastland Court SE				Rome		GA		30161

		917210241		Greiner		Cali		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201008		201401		2.78				White		F				NA		greiner_cali@yahoo.com		cgreine1@my.westga.edu		123 Saint Charles Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-6953

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.52		4		White		F		678 6222307		NA		NA		aruggie1@my.westga.edu		5050 Verbena Dr				Acworth		GA		30102

		917365573		Dean		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.16				Black		F		770 4837357		NA		NA		mdean8@my.westga.edu		3100 Edinburgh Ct				Conyers		GA		30094-6863

		917366630		Brown		Avery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.86				White		F		770 2583605		NA		NA		abrown40@my.westga.edu		692 Barnes Mill Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-3090

		917355231		Caulk		Karlie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.5		3.5		White		F		404 4576145		NA		NA		krichar8@my.westga.edu		172 Overlook Circle				Canton		GA		30115

		917355428		Dunham		Karissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.57				White		F		770 7163760		NA		kswissa@bellsouth.net		kdunham1@my.westga.edu		220 Braemar Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1833

		917344416		Allen		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		2.87				White		F		540 7850904		NA		NA		lallen7@my.westga.edu		606 Piney Woods Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-2016

		917342204		Crook		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		2.9				White		M		770 9202361		NA		NA		ccrook2@my.westga.edu		5143 Lazy Acres Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5164

		917359640		Bloom		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.56				White		F				NA		NA		rbloom1@my.westga.edu		1130 Cotton Gin Dr				Woodstock		GA		30188-2484

		917366177		Cheely		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.08		2		Black		F		678 5650826		NA		NA		jcheely1@my.westga.edu		3762 Laramie Road				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.67		3.78		White		F		770 9438440		NA		NA		mfennel3@my.westga.edu		530 Rosedale Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917335792		Janney		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.89				White		F		6786731696		NA		zoegirl1218@aol.com		sjanney1@my.westga.edu		177 Fincher Road 				Moreland 		GA		30259

		917364546		Kalb		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.46				White		F		770 9742127		NA		NA		akalb1@my.westga.edu		3681 Summit Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-4077

		917351608		Lee		Giana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.42				Asian		F		770 6329318		NA		NA		glee3@my.westga.edu		432 Tyrone Rd				Tyrone		GA		30290-2613

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201401		3.45		3.83		Black		F		770 4771105		NA		NA		aburton4@my.westga.edu		903 Ring Necked Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4475

		917359432		Talley		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.84				White		F		404 9449493		NA		NA		btalley1@my.westga.edu		3839 Briarcliff Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-3215

		917307327		Norman		Hillary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.65				White		F		770 7619594		NA		NA		hnorman2@my.westga.edu		507 Nicole Ct SE				Conyers		GA		30094-4187

		917378455		Cole		Julie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		4				White		F		770 8342950		NA		NA		jritchi1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Rd		Apt 1110		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917363805		Simonton		Sara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.53						F		770 2514448		NA		NA		ssimont1@my.westga.edu		78 Warrior Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-4625

		917372790		Martin		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.8				White		F		404 3964226		NA		NA		kmarti18@my.westga.edu		215 Kyles Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-4695

		917373333		White		Diamond		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3		2		Black		F		478 4719178		NA		NA		dwhite16@my.westga.edu		118 Ravenel Court				Macon		GA		31210

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201205		201401		3.44		3.85		Black		F		404 4325435		NA		parizah@bellsouth.net		pknowle1@my.westga.edu		2634 Smoke House Pl SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917383379		Sparks		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.72				White		M		770 4398883		NA		NA		zsparks1@my.westga.edu		3001 Chesilhurst Ct				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5353

		917313056		Thompson		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201401		2.68				White		M		478 5500140		NA		NA		mthomp12@my.westga.edu		214 Wrasling Way				Bonaire		GA		31005-3259

		917089452		Thomaston		Travis		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401		3.33		3.9		Black		M		678 7963292		NA		NA		tthoma13@my.westga.edu		198 Hawthorn Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917332650		Griffith		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201105		201401		3.95				White		M		706 2945855		NA		NA		jgriff22@my.westga.edu

		917376569		Sanders		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201401		3.8				White		M				NA		NA		ssander8@my.westga.edu		702 Jackson St				Rockmart		GA		30153-2716

		917044443		Benoskie		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				3.72		White		F		770 5004644		NA		jennifer.benoskie@att.net		jbenosk1@my.westga.edu		156 Governor Ln				Temple		GA		30179

		917402486		Thigpen		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201108		201401		3		3.41		Black		F		678 8174543		NA		sacth107@bellsouth.net		sthigpe1@my.westga.edu		68 Lake Crossing Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8514

		917357148		Wickham		Nyoca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201401				3.76		Black		F				NA		famu8888@yahoo.com		nwickha1@my.westga.edu

		917089734		Walker		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201401		3.06		3.77		White		F		850 6870215		NA		NA		swalke10@my.westga.edu		4060 Oak Stone Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-2717

		917383380		Thayer		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.93				White		F		770 4608177		NA		NA		mthayer1@my.westga.edu		1421 Antioch Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7019

		917372531		Whorton		Marissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Science Education				P		201008		201401				3.91		White		F		770 5778112		NA		whorton5940@bellsouth.net		mwhorto1@my.westga.edu		5940 Azalea Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5588

		917225267		Pace		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201208		201401		2.66		3		Black		F		404 2937492		NA		NA		NA		9148 Fairfield Approach				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6159

		917405592		Crumley		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.12				White		M		678 5028684		NA		NA		ccrumle1@my.westga.edu		495 Valerie Circle				Hiram		GA		30141

		917251568		Cole		Dawlon		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201101		201401		3.08				White		M		404 7546548		NA		NA		dcole6@my.westga.edu		313 Morning Star dr.				Temple		GA		30179

		917423032		Thornton		Allison		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.8				White		F		706 2340924		NA		NA		athornt8@my.westga.edu		29 Greenvalley Rd SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2773

		917196620		Queener		Anna-Maria		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401		3.8		3.95		White		F		706 2789521		NA		NA		aqueene2@my.westga.edu		932 Black Bass Rd				Cohutta		GA		30710

		917416626		Davila		Andree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201401				4		White		F		404 5094102		NA		NA		adavila1@my.westga.edu		2451 Cumberland Pkwy SE		Ste 3473		Atlanta		GA		30339-6136

		917422715		Wilkins		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		770 5777582		NA		NA		awilkin4@my.westga.edu		3380 Thorneridge Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-3065

		917420961		Finley		Oxzavia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.09		Black		M				NA		NA		ofinley1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 6392				Greenville		SC		29606

		917324173		Hunter		Ventrail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		2.91				Black		M		404 2104219		NA		NA		vhunter1@my.westga.edu		1431 Bouldercrest Cir				Watkinsville		GA		30677-1921

		917332965		Murphy		Kandara		Carrollton Campus		BA		History		Spanish		History Certification Concentr				F		201108		201401		3.65				Black		F		678 7150651		NA		NA		kmurphy8@my.westga.edu		7746 Melanie Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-3666

		917038390		Young		Tracey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201401				4		White		F		770 838-0909		NA		NA		tyoung5@my.westga.edu		101 Meadow Side Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116-8833

		917247074		Bradley		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				3.95		White		F		706 4025279		bradleydl@troup.org		NA		dbradle3@my.westga.edu		1123 Alverson Rd				LaGrange		GA		30241-8005

		917389504		Daaga		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201105		201401				3.83		Black		F		678 8957640		NA		scleman1@gmail.com		scolema4@my.westga.edu		117 W White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2332

		917427377		Lee		Judith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201208		201401				4		Asian		F		678 9212492		NA		NA		jlee30@my.westga.edu		4642 Hampton Chase NE				Marietta		GA		30068-2007

		917060865		Jones Coachman		Tammye		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F				NA		NA		tjones41@my.westga.edu		2667 Candler Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4278

		917382870		Hall		Haley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.71		White		F		706 5063843		NA		hethomas30@gmail.co		hthomas3@my.westga.edu		137 Peppers Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8010

		917422512		Greer		Jonna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201208		201401				3.81		White		F		256 5278991		NA		NA		jgreer3@my.westga.edu		1341 Lane Switch Rd				Albertville		AL		35951-3628

		917421624		Ford		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 4239626		NA		NA		cford6@my.westga.edu		4726 Oakleigh Manor Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917434839		Gass		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201401				3.62		White		F		423 5441683		NA		NA		kgass1@my.westga.edu		476 Hulsey Dr				Ringgold		GA		30736-2937

		917287777		Watkins		Shamair		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401		2.5		3.5		Black		F		404 3996535		NA		shamairwatkins@gmail.com		swatkin3@my.westga.edu		62 Winward Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30082-1952

		917428337		Tench		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		423 7629247		NA		NA		lvaughn3@my.westga.edu		906 Diamond Circle				LaFayette		GA		30728

		917347534		Skinner		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201401		3.28				White		M		678 4167285		NA		NA		cskinne3@my.westga.edu		79 County Road 651				Ranburne		AL		36273-3037

		917290184		Lewis		Carla		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201105		201401		2.78				Black		F		678 9075579		NA		NA		clewis11@my.westga.edu

		917403938		Hughes		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401				3.3		White		F		706 7670923		NA		lisahughes@walkerschools.org		lhughes2@my.westga.edu		144 Calland Dr				Summerville		GA		30747-6366

		917425439		Alexander		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								F		201208		201401				3.84		White		F				NA		NA		aalexa13@my.westga.edu		1121 Rome Street Apt 905				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917172413		Engram		Yontrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201401		3.45		3.7		Black		F		678 6642103		NA		yontrea.engram@carrolltoncityschools.net		yengram1@my.westga.edu		33 Holly Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116-5564

		917428497		Caldwell		Emil		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.88		White		M		404 4321444		NA		NA		ecaldwe2@my.westga.edu		296 Keller Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-7502

		917307589		Harling		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BM		Mass Communications				Film and Media Arts (COMM)				F		200801		201401		3.18				Black		F				NA		denihar06@gmail.com		aharlin1@my.westga.edu

		917425600		Jacobson		Bryan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		201401				4		White		M		770 7577315		NA		NA		bjacobs3@my.westga.edu		505 Asher Ct				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917423930		Bretch		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201208		201401				3.9		White		F		770 3161679		NA		NA		abretch@westga.edu		755 Vinings Estates Dr SE				Mableton		GA		30126-5914

		917429162		Coombe		Peter		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		M		770 5480756		NA		NA		pcoombe1@my.westga.edu		102 Bob White Cir				Calhoun		GA		30701-5225

		917422985		Hill		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 3338200		NA		NA		lhill9@my.westga.edu		308 Country Club Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-2110

		917084309		Brock		Sarita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201401		3.62		3.14		White		F		706 5082124		NA		saritabrock@gmail.com		sflores1@my.westga.edu		1A Highpoint Ct SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2473

		917425525		Bailey		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.66		White		F		910 7850790		NA		NA		nbailey1@my.westga.edu		3346 Collins Dr				Lumberton		NC		28358-6492

		917317118		Wedhorn		Kaley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.4				White		F		770 5777495		NA		NA		kwedhor1@my.westga.edu		280 Whitby Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-7361

		917402949		Grant		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.4				Black		F		770 7742109		NA		NA		kgrant2@my.westga.edu		4982 Burberry Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4387

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201108		201401		3.04		3.66		Black		F		404 3581804		NA		NA		tleak1@my.westga.edu		109-A WAVERLY WAY				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917372358		Hickman		Brian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201401		3.71				White		M		770 7121918		NA		NA		bhickma1@my.westga.edu		6010 Heartford Cir				Roswell		GA		30075-6463

		917386800		Lee		Taaluwt		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		2.93						M		404 9887720		NA		NA		tlee7@my.westga.edu		PO Box 102				Clarkston		GA		30021-0102

		917436216		Brandon		Amy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 9238353		NA		NA		abrando3@my.westga.edu		1402 Catalpa Ln NW				Acworth		GA		30101-7888

		917283574		Wesley		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201108		201401		3.36				White		F		770 6550342		NA		NA		jhendri9@my.westga.edu		7 Polk Path				Dallas		GA		30132-2916

		917367334		Thompson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.36				White		F				NA		NA		cthomp20@my.westga.edu		416 The Blvd				Newnan		GA		30263-6286

		917396681		Wise		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201401		3.28				White		F		305 2940315		NA		NA		pwise1@my.westga.edu		2618 Staples Ave				Key West		FL		33040-3925

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.88		4		White		F		706 6764823		NA		NA		jweems2@my.westga.edu		35 Cross Creek Dr				Rome		GA		30165

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.24		4		White		F		404 7022139		NA		NA		aowens6@my.westga.edu		225 Country Roads Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917399156		Williams		Corshell		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.76		4		Black		F		678 4133381		NA		NA		cwilli61@my.westga.edu		1682 Balmoral Drive				Conyers		GA		30094

		917252363		Clark		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.51				Black		F				NA		NA		dclark5@my.westga.edu		3141 W Point Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-1389

		917432266		Bailey		David		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201401		2.96						M		912 9966063		NA		NA		dbailey7@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd Apt 506D				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917399017		Sheppard		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				System Level (COE)				P		201105		201401				3.95		White		F		770 5004582		NA		sheppard06@yahoo.com		ksheppa1@my.westga.edu		2048 Reserve Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7433

		917334760		Synan		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201105		201401				4		White		F		706 3675354		NA		sharonsynan@gmail.com		ssynan1@my.westga.edu		176 Palmer Ct				Jefferson		GA		30549-7307

		917402821		Perdue		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		770 2248827		NA		mperdue03@gmail.com		mperdue1@my.westga.edu		315 Breeze Ct				Canton		GA		30114

		917422454		Banks		Earl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201205		201401				3.93		Black		M		404 8386674		NA		NA		ebanks3@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 94111				Atlanta		GA		30377

		917339340		Register		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201401		3.13				White		F		770 4619404		NA		NA		cregist1@my.westga.edu		145 Asbury Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2683

		917398281		Brown		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.7				White		M		404 7316708		NA		NA		rbrown20@my.westga.edu		60 Trotters Walk				Covington		GA		30016-8113

		917427768		Freeman		Tiffany		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.21				Asian		F		706 6765806		NA		NA		tfreema8@my.westga.edu		51 Hickory St NE				Rome		GA		30161-4902

		917366918		Vaughn		Manisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.97				Black		F		770 8309622		NA		NA		mvaughn7@my.westga.edu		1169 Bowdon Junction Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9488

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201205		201401		3.95		3.78		White		F		423 9024265		NA		NA		jforres2@my.westga.edu		361 Carmack Rd				Flintstone		GA		30725

		917340692		Rowell		Casey		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.33				White		F				NA		NA		crowell1@my.westga.edu		396 Misty Cir				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3273

		917422527		Lewis		Denise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 5915306		NA		NA		dlewis9@my.westga.edu		107 Lake Latimer Cv NE				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1596

		917411400		Tolleson		Arielle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201201		201401		3.39				White		F		678 9779840		NA		NA		agarner6@my.westga.edu		1542 Bowdon Junction Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5907

		917310270		Lovelace		Shabre		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201401		3.23				Black		F		706 5903842		NA		NA		slovela4@my.westga.edu		611 Plum St				West Point		GA		31833-5232

		917411770		Reeves		Caley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201401		3.97				White		F		205 7339056		NA		NA		creeves7@my.westga.edu		3109 Huntington Way				Hoover		AL		35216-6172

		917011954		Gann		Donna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201101		201401		3.91				White		F		770 2583822		NA		NA		dgann1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 355				Bowdon		GA		30108-0355

		917421003		Larrew		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201301		201401		4		4		White		F				NA		NA		clarrew2@my.westga.edu		4980 W RIDGE DR				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917181655		Bailey		Derrick		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401		3.15		3.76		Black		M		770 2223567		NA		subject3000@hotmail.com		dbailey3@my.westga.edu		42 Crestover Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5745

		917216659		Copeland		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.66		Black		M		678 6701247		NA		davidlcopeland10@gmail.com		dcopela2@my.westga.edu		206 Station Club Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30060-7550

		917414042		Stark		Nathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401				4				M		678 5610126		NA		NA		nstark1@my.westga.edu		722 Jamie Way NE				Woodstock		GA		30188-4079

		917422013		Mathis		Laura		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.95				White		F		706 2357262		NA		NA		lmathis4@my.westga.edu		1296 Old Dalton Rd NE				Rome		GA		30165-8980

		917393231		Carroll		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		3.07				White		M		678 3787129		NA		NA		jcarro10@my.westga.edu		714 Ragsdale Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2733

		917301345		Thomas		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201401		3.85				White		F		678 3131696		NA		NA		athoma26@my.westga.edu		3470 Glen Devon Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5467

		917407050		Coleman		Dylan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201108		201401		3.12				White		M		423 2633536		NA		NA		dcolema7@my.westga.edu		510 County Road 890				Etowah		TN		37331-5570

		917119391		Waddell		Ronnie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.51				White		M		706 8444604		NA		NA		rwaddel1@my.westga.edu		307 Alfred Ave SE				Rome		GA		30161-6905

		917418738		Norman		Spenser		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		M		828 6971648		snorman4@my.westga.edu		smnorman1@catamount.wcu.edu		snorman4@my.westga.edu		1323 4th Ave W				Hendersonville		NC		28739-4717

		917317666		Burch		Sarah		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.43				White		F		706 2521286		NA		NA		sburch2@my.westga.edu		389 Clements Rd NE				Rome		GA		30161-9664

		917322705		Huddleston		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201201		201401		3.13				White		M		770 4600893		NA		NA		jhuddle2@my.westga.edu		140 Watertown Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2649

		917197927		Pelletier		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201205		201401		3.87		4		White		F		770 9421151		NA		NA		kpellet1@my.westga.edu		4331 Tanyard Creek Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-4067

		917400808		Mcbrayer		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201401				4		White		F		770 5524886		NA		hollymcbrayer@gmail.com		rmcbray2@my.westga.edu		215 Chesterfield Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2753

		917392017		Berg		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Special Ed General Curriculum				P		201105		201401				4		White		M		706 8602359		NA		otterbuys@comcast.net		mberg1@my.westga.edu		616 Archard Dr				Evans		GA		30809-7058

		917395987		Roycroft		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201105		201401				3.93		White		F		850 2911364		NA		anneroycroft@gmail.com		eroycro1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 94				Saxapahaw		NC		27340

		917398289		Alexander		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		419 6582565		NA		acrawford71@hotmail.com		aalexa10@my.westga.edu		4297 Flickinger Rd				Ney		OH		43549-9732

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.86		Black		F		404 9440317		NA		NA		khaile1@my.westga.edu		6610 Fairway Ridge Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917241286		Alexander		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201401				4		White		F		404 4449608		NA		lisaalexander@ymail.com		lalexan3@my.westga.edu		2982 Forest Chase Ter NE				Marietta		GA		30066-1461

		917242243		Sheldon		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401		3.39		3.85		White		F		770 7122158		NA		NA		csmith28@my.westga.edu		224 Depot Ln				Dallas		GA		30157

		917429212		Goode		Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		770 5786165		NA		NA		jgoode4@my.westga.edu		3531 Winter Wood Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-1237

		917404932		Leonce		Kerlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201401				4		Black		F				NA		kleon003@fiu.edu		kleonce1@my.westga.edu		20218 Sw 85th Place				Miami		FL		33189

		917144558		Farley		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		3.45		4		White		F		770 8274669		NA		NA		cfarley2@my.westga.edu		407 Northlake Dr Unit G1				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917437437		Williams		Alycia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 4858567		NA		NA		awilli71@my.westga.edu		42 Brookshire Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917437159		Terens		Dominique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 4385876		NA		NA		dterens1@my.westga.edu		5613 Woolwich Ln NW				Acworth		GA		30101-6914

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		3.94		4		White		F		423 8029827		jenniferjackson@walkerschools.org		NA		jjacks12@my.westga.edu		70 Leon Lane				Rising Fawn		GA		30738

		917345575		Estabaya		Tracy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.63				Asian		F		770 6295757		NA		NA		testaba1@my.westga.edu		701 Henna Pl				Peachtree City		GA		30269-4005

		917388096		Lecates		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.53				White		F		770 5134256		NA		NA		alecate1@my.westga.edu		2382 Robin Ridge Dr				Dacula		GA		30019

		917349402		Correa		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.44		4		White		F		678 4473030		NA		xjessicax35you@yahoo.com		jcorrea1@my.westga.edu		821 Ralph McGill Blvd NE Apt. 3203				Atlanta		GA		30306

		917428482		Parker		Leah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.15				Black		F		770 5654079		NA		NA		lparke10@my.westga.edu		2929 Ashebrooke Dr NE				Marietta		GA		30068-2304

		917407110		Ellis		Raven		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201401		3.27				White		F		706 8080204		NA		NA		rellis2@my.westga.edu		212 Highway 48				Summerville		GA		30747-1501

		917400882		Griffith		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201108		201401				3.58		White		F		770 9170178		NA		christiangriffith@att.net		cgriffi8@my.westga.edu		22 Haven Crest Ct				Dallas		GA		30132-0809

		917150137		Stevenson		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201101		201401				4		White		F		678 6999738		NA		tiff_o_nye86@yahoo.com		tsteven3@my.westga.edu		428 Bakers Bridge Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-5013

		917400384		Tatum		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.4				White		F		770 8893818		NA		NA		ktatum3@my.westga.edu		3355 Aldrich Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-2893

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		2.85		4		Black		F		678 5241754		NA		NA		tclonts1@my.westga.edu		6093 Vallie Oaks Place				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917396002		Goff		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		M		404 7998399		NA		goff99@bellsouth.net		egoff2@my.westga.edu		1874 Perry Blvd NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-4008

		917402961		Johnston		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201105		201401		3.43				White		F				NA		NA		jjohnst5@my.westga.edu

		917345595		Law		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.75		3.92		White		F		706 6483118		NA		lrlaw@alltel.net		hlaw1@my.westga.edu		212 Riverside Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917329831		Poole		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.13				Black		F		770 8626456		NA		laurenresha@gmail.com		lpoole4@my.westga.edu		3704 Lakeside Way				Newnan		GA		30265

		917413144		Knight		Honesty		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.97				White		F		706 2662508		NA		NA		hknight2@my.westga.edu		65 Pineridge Dr SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2371

		917410324		West		April		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.55				White		F		706 2636257		NA		NA		awest13@my.westga.edu		212 Shepherd St				Calhoun		GA		30701-3102

		917374197		Shelby		Cathy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.9				White		F		678 2960290		NA		deniseshelby00@yahoo.com		cshelby2@my.westga.edu		319 Willis Drive 				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917406427		Rucker		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201401		0		2.93		Black		M		678 5959916		NA		NA		mrucker2@my.westga.edu		321 Bridge Landing				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917149487		Cardinal		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201401				3.95		White		F		706 4571068		NA		NA		scardin1@my.westga.edu		116 Whitetail Way				Pine Mountain		GA		31822-3442

		917371123		Eubanks		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201205		201401		3.53		3		White		F		770 4284811		NA		NA		thern1@my.westga.edu		220 Huntleigh Chase Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-6093

		917325481		McCown		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401				4		White		M		404 9933538		NA		smccown@gmail.com		rmccown1@my.westga.edu		4236 Paces Ferry Rd SE				Atlanta		GA		30339-3781

		917420320		Miller		William		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.51				White		M		706 2354654		NA		NA		wmiller5@my.westga.edu		2792 Sand Springs Rd NW				Rome		GA		30165-9581

		917383625		Vasser		April		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.26				White		F		706 2667222		NA		NA		avasser1@my.westga.edu		2877 Cedartown Hwy SE				Rome		GA		30161-3895

		917399627		Seda		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201401				4		Black		F		770 8708202		NA		NA		pseda1@my.westga.edu		3620 Cameron Hills Pl				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1480

		917171110		Perry		Cindy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201401				3.95		White		F		706 7457626		NA		NA		cperry1@my.westga.edu		451 Lori Ln				Blairsville		GA		30512-0937

		917426323		Campbell		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201401				4		White		F		330 4657725		NA		NA		mcampbe7@my.westga.edu		761 Amberton Crossing				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917422986		Pierre		Luceandy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.81		Black		F		617 3316691		NA		NA		lpierre3@my.westga.edu		254 Blue Hill Ave				Milton		MA		02186-1148

		917424013		Ucci		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		M				mucci@westga.edu		NA		mucci1@my.westga.edu		305 Montgomery Ave				Jenkintown		PA		19046-4233

		917399176		Bryan		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		678 3529772		NA		valerie.bryan@cobbk12.org		vbryan1@my.westga.edu		4495 Irvington Ct NE				Roswell		GA		30075-5722

		917438816		Rossi		Gwen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 3127456		NA		NA		grossi1@my.westga.edu		36 Samuel Way NW				Cartersville		GA		30121-4638

		917055364		Kirk		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201301		201401		3.21		3.83		White		F		678 3867371		NA		shypepper@aol.com		mellis4@my.westga.edu		264 W McIntosh Rd				Brooks		GA		30205-2113

		917239473		Hutchins		Jennie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201208		201401		2.5		4		White		F				NA		NA		jfindla1@my.westga.edu		2245 Norwood Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8442

		917167067		Eastlake		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201205		201401				3.72		White		M		912 4329551		NA		NA		peastla1@my.westga.edu		223 Jamey Ln				Hinesville		GA		31313-8721

		917293982		Zingaretti		Connie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				3.6		White		F		770 4592281		NA		NA		czingar1@my.westga.edu		355 Hanover Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7203

		917212472		Fischer		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201401		3.23		4		White		F		423 5036081		NA		aidryane@msn.com		afische1@my.westga.edu		227 Brumbelow Rd Apt C11				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917157027		Judy		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201401		3.79		3.91		White		F		678 4816385		NA		NA		arosser1@my.westga.edu		150 Autumn Creek				Senoia		GA		30276

		917431938		Chastain		Ahna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 3693139		NA		NA		achasta1@my.westga.edu		344 Bullock Rd				Arnoldsville		GA		30619-2500

		917425442		Davis		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 3516848		NA		NA		edavis12@my.westga.edu		389 Indian Lake Court				Hiram		GA		30141

		917409969		Brown		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201401				3.7		White		M		678 5234963		NA		brownkbjb@aol.com		kbrown31@my.westga.edu		24 Crestbrook Drive				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.97		3.92		White		F		678 5444501		NA		NA		enewman4@my.westga.edu		127 Buttrill Ct				Jackson		GA		30233

		917255283		Clay		Santana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.42		3.25		Black		F				NA		NA		sclay1@my.westga.edu		2730 Larkspur Dr				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917376571		Mathis		Lesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201108		201401		3.88				White		F		706 9364345		NA		NA		lmathis3@my.westga.edu		2836 Kingston Hwy SE				Rome		GA		30161-2101

		917427333		Dupree		Lacey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.84				White		F		770 4020120		NA		NA		lallen9@my.westga.edu		1470 Kansas Jake Rd				Waco		GA		30182-3162

		917394112		Grgetic		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Physics/Secondary Education								F		201108		201401		3.01				White		M		770 9329505		NA		NA		rgrgeti1@my.westga.edu		390 Highland Gate Cir				Suwanee		GA		30024-1794

		917184052		Earnest		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201401		3.49				White		F		770 8381938		NA		NA		jearnes1@my.westga.edu		41 Brock Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-9482

		917418443		Bateman		Kristie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.66		White		F		678 6971040		NA		NA		kbatema1@my.westga.edu		426 Mount Carmel Rd N				Hampton		GA		30228-2731

		917411350		Hanson		Ingrid		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201401				4		White		F		770 4851935		NA		NA		ihanson1@my.westga.edu		1703 Kenbrook Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30101-3522

		917431783		Madison		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F		404 7991208		NA		NA		emadiso1@my.westga.edu		1750 Shiloh Rd NW Apt 808				Kennesaw		GA		30144-6465

		917431947		Simpson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F				NA		sarah.simpson.atl@gmail.com		ssimpso5@my.westga.edu

		917429843		Aldridge		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		404 3074613		NA		NA		kaldrid1@my.westga.edu		7110 Martha Ct SE				Covington		GA		30014-3979

		917397355		Williams		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201301		201401				3.91		White		F		404 4235872		NA		NA		jwilli79@my.westga.edu		4333 Highland Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917336390		Green		Ginger		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201401		3.21		2.5		White		F		706 7771919		NA		NA		ggreen4@my.westga.edu		1860 McGee Bend Rd SW				Cave Spring		GA		30124-2169

		917301389		De Gazon		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		404 4165369		NA		NA		adegazo1@my.westga.edu		2281 Midway Rd Apt 37				Douglasville		GA		30135-1396

		917268698		Miller		Jo		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201401				4		White		F		678 3911111		NA		NA		jmiller@westga.edu		5354 Legacy Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-5864

		917431421		King		Rose		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201208		201401				4		White		F				NA		NA		rking7@my.westga.edu

		917167127		Huguelet		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 3577559		NA		NA		ahuguel1@my.westga.edu		102 Maple Grove Ter				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6638

		917256302		Shepherd		Denise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201401				4		Black		F		770 4161307		NA		NA		dshephe2@my.westga.edu		73 Northwynn Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917414363		Axson		Dashan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.75		Black		M		347 6235701		NA		NA		daxson1@my.westga.edu		225 Vandalia Ave Apt 5E				Brooklyn		NY		11239-1421

		917423633		Jeter		Kenyatta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		Black		F		864 4662078		NA		NA		kjeter1@my.westga.edu		133 Hopt Ln				Union		SC		29379-8986

		917437823		Rickard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 8834908		NA		NA		arickar1@my.westga.edu		2044 Windfield Dr				Monroe		GA		30655-8522

		917400434		Cookston		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201201		201401		3.45				White		F		770 4410227		NA		NA		kcookst1@my.westga.edu		4094 Treaddur Bay Ln				Norcross		GA		30092-2152

		917318867		Brown		DaeSha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.06				Black		F		404 9937899		NA		NA		dbrown36@my.westga.edu		3488 Hill Pond Dr				Buford		GA		30519

		917394270		Cannon		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201401		3.05		4		Black		F		770 4868707		NA		NA		ccannon4@my.westga.edu		110 Holly Springs Dr				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3042

		917429321		Dowdy		William		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.24				White		M				NA		NA		wdowdy1@my.westga.edu		109-5 Beard Dr.				Rome		GA		30161

		917402182		Caldwell		Seth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201401		3.43				White		M		404 8621305		NA		NA		ssmith59@my.westga.edu		856 Watts Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2753

		917399451		Barnes		Christina		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.79				White		F		706 9365856		NA		NA		cbarnes9@my.westga.edu		3604 Garden Lakes Pkwy NW				Rome		GA		30165-1770

		917415770		Willis		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.88				White		F		706 6478009		NA		NA		jwillis9@my.westga.edu		109 A Peach Trail 				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917189466		Groover		Jaclyn		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.48				White		F		678 9186543		NA		NA		jgroove1@my.westga.edu		400 Pine Pitch Rd.				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917428613		Carver		Connie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.16				White		F		706 5063034		NA		NA		cgray1@my.westga.edu		7 echota circle				Rome		GA		30165

		917418424		James		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201401		3.1				White		M		828 5265685		NA		NA		bjames6@my.westga.edu		3821 Bald Mountain Rd				Dillard		GA		30537

		917417513		Roberts		Stacy		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.85				White		F		678 8482810		NA		slahgirlsr@yahoo.com		srober16@my.westga.edu		1 Honeytree Trl NE				Rome		GA		30165-9640

		917419470		Blake		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.81		Black		F		843 8210773		NA		NA		brandib@westga.edu		101 Obannon Ct				Summerville		SC		29483-7549

		917422400		Parris		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Asian		M		864 7067489		bigzebowski@me.com		NA		zparris1@my.westga.edu		2145 Lake Park Dr. SE		Apt. T		Smyrna		GA		30080

		917404493		Pogue		Jared		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201401				3.76		White		M		770 5956924		NA		jaredapogue@gmail.com		jpogue1@my.westga.edu		6549 Pisgah Rd				Austell		GA		30168-5222

		917422017		Ocasio		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201205		201401				3.83				F		404 8246554		NA		NA		docasio1@my.westga.edu		501 Cameron Landing Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-6845

		917434493		Karg		John		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		201401				3.25		White		M		770 8530930		NA		NA		jkarg1@my.westga.edu		3992 Spalding Holw				Norcross		GA		30092-1976

		917006761		Smith		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201101		201401		2.78		3.85		White		F		404 3752036		NA		laotsu3@gmail.com		lsmith22@my.westga.edu		129 Oxford Sq				Carrollton		GA		30117-2456

		917419237		Jones		Alison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		F		360 5462177		NA		NA		ajones53@my.westga.edu		13906 NW 10th Ct				Vancouver		WA		98685-1397

		917423023		Taniguchi		Stacie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		Asian		F		310 2940658		NA		NA		stanigu1@my.westga.edu		6463 Nancy Street				Los Angeles		CA		90045

		917435384		Moss		Kelly		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				3.88		White		F		706 6601314		NA		NA		kmoss2@my.westga.edu		3721 18th Ave				Columbus		GA		31904-7909

		917241711		Rex		Carley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201208		201401				4		White		F		404 4884298		NA		carleyrex15@gmail.com		crex1@my.westga.edu		1022 Chastain Park Ct				Atlanta		GA		30342-3246

		917041234		McArthur		Deanna Kaye		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401				3.86		White		F		404 7755007		NA		NA		dmcarth2@my.westga.edu		645 N Fairfield Dr				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3929

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401		3.81		4		White		F		770 7483553		NA		NA		esorrel1@my.westga.edu		802 N Cave Spring Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-2156

		917346188		Gardner		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				3.97		White		F		919 2728125		NA		lauren@chiggerland.com		lgardne6@my.westga.edu		361 Lovvorn Rd Apt 130				Carrollton		GA		30117-2849

		917016180		Woodruff		Janice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201301		201401		3.1		3.86		White		F		770 8531709		NA		Jmcook123@aol.com		jcook3@my.westga.edu		17035 Hwy 46				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917443216		Parker		Alison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.87		White		F		229 2263944		NA		NA		aparke20@my.westga.edu		2176 Hall Road				Thomasville		GA		31757

		917243350		Perrotta		Elena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		3.16		3.46		White		F				NA		perrotta.elena@gmail.com		eperrot1@my.westga.edu

		917191358		Blevins		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		2.86				White		F		770 696		NA		NA		mblevin1@my.westga.edu		145 Sweetwater Church Road				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917396053		Wheeler		McKensey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201401				3.25		Black		F		678 988-0653		NA		mckenseywheeler@yahoo.com		mwheele4@my.westga.edu		313 Central St				Cedartown		GA		30125-3609

		917415671		Beverly		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201401				3.66		White		F		404 4885133		NA		NA		jbeverl1@my.westga.edu		1650 Barnes Mill Rd Apt 521				Marietta		GA		30062-7557

		917293817		Simonds		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401		3.2		3.72		White		F		678 3082703		NA		NA		bsimond1@my.westga.edu		131 Timber Walk Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3521

		917441387		Lovett		Caprina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.25		Black		F		229 8352105		NA		NA		clovett2@my.westga.edu		12429 Georgia Highway 216				Edison		GA		39846

		917403105		Harden		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		423 4998540		NA		hardensarah@yahoo.com		sharden2@my.westga.edu		8117 Hamilton Mill Dr				Chattanooga		TN		37421-2766

		917438397		Cooke		Karen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 4645860		NA		NA		kcooke3@my.westga.edu		1561 Oakdale Bluffs Dr SE				Mableton		GA		30126-2959

		917409581		Bowie		Prince		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				3.75		Black		M		850 3228434		NA		NA		pbowie1@my.westga.edu		867 Victoria PL SW				Atlanta		GA		30310

		917431470		Greene		Bretton		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.77		White		M		706 2545444		NA		NA		bgreene3@my.westga.edu		85 Orchard Ln				Rossville		GA		30741-7253

		917135002		Edmonds		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		2.87		3.9		White		F		678 8395419		NA		NA		ledmonds@westga.edu		114 Wooddale Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-6103

		917429167		Langford		Bradley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201208		201401				4		White		M		423 6451061		NA		NA		blangfo2@my.westga.edu		193 JD Drive				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917429729		Campbell		Leonard		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4				M		423 2383885		NA		NA		lcampbe4@my.westga.edu		6722 Flagcrest Dr				Ooltewah		TN		37363-8381

		917442633		Johnson		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201401		3.4				White		F		229 8948694		NA		NA		mmclend2@my.westga.edu		4848 Betty Wise Rd				Bronwood		GA		39826

		917416181		Fore		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				4		White		M				NA		NA		kfore1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3414				Cumming		GA		30028-6520

		917438113		Fitzgerald		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4				M		770 4436846		NA		NA		jfitzge3@my.westga.edu		238 Legacy Pointe Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-0837

		917429892		Pike		Celeste		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 4435168		NA		pike30241@gmail.com		cpike2@my.westga.edu		119 Churchill Ct				LaGrange		GA		30241-7730

		917432391		Bonner		Lakisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		770 4609427		NA		NA		lbonner2@my.westga.edu		115 Briar Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1937

		917053105		Dutch		Lawanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		Black		F		404 5789699		NA		NA		lbell9@my.westga.edu		663 Rock Hill Pkwy				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3658

		917427700		McInvale		Lesley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 9770491		NA		NA		lmcinva1@my.westga.edu

		917439926		Banks		Fajetta		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201301		201401				3.4		Black		F		404 6433527		NA		NA		fbanks3@my.westga.edu		925 Villas Ridge Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-6843

		917119145		Brewer		Malinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201401		3.2		3.83		Black		F		770 8364859		NA		NA		msimpso3@my.westga.edu		501 Hollis Thompson Dr				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2463

		917431885		Meade-Franklin		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.3		Black		F		513 9025502		NA		NA		nmeadef1@my.westga.edu		3385 Wrenwood Ct				Loganville		GA		30052-7874

		917406258		Merriman		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201401		2.83				White		M		770 5184702		NA		NA		dmerrim1@my.westga.edu		3518 Clubland Dr				Marietta		GA		30068-2510

		917414366		Mccollum		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		770 5961650		NA		NA		amccoll1@my.westga.edu		2113 Keswick Village Court				Conyers		GA		30013

		917407400		Racine		Keith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401				3.81		Black		M		678 2133506		NA		keithracine@yahoo.com		kracine1@my.westga.edu		9127 Loxford St				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-6414

		917115671		Martin		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		4		3.85		Black		F		404 7344567		NA		ebonyimani19@yahoo.com		emartin8@my.westga.edu		847 Hartford Pl SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4250

		917404708		Marsh		Maxine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.66		Black		F		770 7618156		maxine.marsh@henry.k12.ga.us		NA		mmarsh1@my.westga.edu		2312 Blackburn Pass				Conyers		GA		30013-7432

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201305		201401				4		White		F		678 4598788		jessica.bolton@cherokee.k12.ga.us		jbolton6@yahoo.com		jbolton4@my.westga.edu		11 Frontier Road				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917428986		Spurley		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				4		Black		M		404 4543615		NA		NA		jspurle1@my.westga.edu		7838 Bluefin Trail				Union City		GA		30291

		917039720		Keen		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		3.08		4		Black		F				NA		NA		kfarmer1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 913				Newnan		GA		30264-0913

		917306457		Voltz		Spring		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.85		White		F		678 4807202		NA		ga231@yahoo.com		svoltz1@my.westga.edu		1951 Brittania Circle				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917437827		Beck		Erika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.9		White		F		770 9431590		NA		NA		ebeck3@my.westga.edu		2699 Lost Lakes Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6035

		917294512		Chisholm		Arlena		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.29		Black		F		404 6440919		NA		NA		aperkin3@my.westga.edu		910 Elbethel Road				Fayette		AL		35555

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201401		3.53		3.58		White		F		770 5004614		NA		NA		mspence2@my.westga.edu		110 Hugh Brown Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917418804		Griffin		Gerren		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401		0		4		Black		M		404 8193193		NA		NA		ggriffi3@my.westga.edu		175 Winterberry Rdg				Fayetteville		GA		30214-2679

		917436224		Snider		Erika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 8704104		NA		NA		esnider2@my.westga.edu		5875 Due West Rd NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3721

		917430841		Carner-Wylie		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				3.91		Black		F		770 3749107		NA		NA		acarner1@my.westga.edu		328 Crystal Downs Way				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917437620		Washington		Angelo		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.5		Black		M		770 9432180		NA		NA		awashi12@my.westga.edu		2842 Black Oak Hollow Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917429111		Drew		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.88		White		M		706 5629474		NA		NA		tdrew1@my.westga.edu		18989 Ga Highway 315				Ellerslie		GA		31807-5351

		917063259		Mayfield		Layla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201405		2.4		4		White		F		678 3786139		NA		NA		lmayfie1@my.westga.edu		2689 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8497

		917011146		Brown		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201108		201405		2.86		3.91		White		F		801 7176070		NA		rebrown1977@aol.com		rbrown22@my.westga.edu		172 Calico Loop				Grantville		GA		30220

		917044672		Woods		Chadrick		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				P		201308		201405		2.76		3.69		White		M				cwoods@darlingtonschool.org		NA		cwoods1@my.westga.edu		1014 Cave Spring Rd SW				Rome		GA		30161

		917044181		Gaddy		Carla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201405		2.58		3.82		White		F		678 2287951		carla.gaddy@dougals.k12.ga.us		NA		cgaddy1@my.westga.edu		11 Ridgeview Court				Newnan		GA		30263-5564

		917037580		Veal		Sunny		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201205		201405		3.46		4		White		F		770 2530955		NA		sunny.veal@cowetaschools.net		sveal1@my.westga.edu		247 Fincher Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2995

		917095246		Jones		Della		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 9747706		NA		NA		djones34@my.westga.edu		1837 Fernwood Rd NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-2556

		917014871		Cox		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200805		201405		4		3.96		White		F		770 2359406		lcox@marietta-city.k12.ga.us		NA		lcox2@my.westga.edu		252 Bristol Ln				Marietta		GA		30066-5154

		917096268		Davis		April		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201405		3.15		3.73		Black		F		404 2185720		NA		apr_davis1@yahoo.com		adavis17@my.westga.edu		1581 Marshall Lane SE				Conyers		GA		30094

		917033912		Carroll		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201405		3.51		3.9		White		F		404 4062679		NA		meg9087@yahoo.com		lbolt1@my.westga.edu		190 Balouse Gilley Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917153042		Kotsianis		Andreas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405		3.2		3.11		White		M		770 5991082		NA		NA		akotsia1@my.westga.edu		215 McIntosh Estates Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3013

		917156854		Carnes		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		201405		201405		3.08				White		M		770 6963020		NA		NA		wcarnes1@my.westga.edu		4051 Harvest Ridge Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917166479		Davis		Jill		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				P		201105		201405		4		3.75		White		F		404 5422722		NA		nonnie.jill@gmail.com		jcollin5@my.westga.edu		28 Seven Pines Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1397

		917167760		Lee		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201405		4		3.75		Black		F		706 8129341		NA		pdlee1@aol.com		plee1@my.westga.edu		207 Brookcrest Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-1327

		917075470		Goolsby		Katy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201405		3.1		3.95		White		F		770 8381761		NA		NA		knorman1@my.westga.edu		65 Ponderosa Rd.				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917133279		Lane		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201401		201405		3		3.76		White		F				holly.lane@douglas.k12.ga.us		NA		hmcgee1@my.westga.edu		5379 Kings Highway				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917170417		Johnson		Jared		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201405		2.7						M		770 4971960		NA		NA		jjohns11@my.westga.edu		3701 Whitney Pl				Duluth		GA		30096-3170

		917181507		Hinton		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201405		2		3.77				F		678 3780295		NA		NA		mhinton2@my.westga.edu		81 Oconee Woods Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-4617

		917194946		Cain		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		F		770 3648005		pamela.cain@cobbk12.org		NA		pcain1@my.westga.edu		6114 Buck Hollow Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-7694

		917374618		Hancock		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405		3.44		3.94		White		F		678 3336222		NA		whitneyhancock@pickenscountyschools.org		whancoc1@my.westga.edu		274 Peachtree St				Fairmount		GA		30139-3023

		917174397		Hicks		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201405		3.61		3.3		White		F		678 9788945		NA		hicksah@hotmail.com		ahicks2@my.westga.edu		400 Pleasant Way				Temple		GA		30179-5047

		917156037		Ewing		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201405		3.4		3.87		White		F		404 6251258		NA		NA		eewing1@my.westga.edu		238 Emily Circle				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917169122		Harber		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.41		3.75		White		M		770 9479779		NA		NA		bharber1@my.westga.edu		8259 Louisville Dr				Winston		GA		30187-1089

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				System Level (COE)				F		201401		201405		3.65		3.79		Black		F		404 5367648		NA		NA		kchambl1@my.westga.edu		213 Sequoia Pointe				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917250739		Bolton		Myra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.16		Black		F		770 8994724		NA		NA		mbolton3@my.westga.edu		5487 Trumpet Vine Trl SE				Mableton		GA		30126-5649

		917201613		Carter		Otashia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201405		3.4		3.77		Black		F		404 9063474		NA		NA		ocarter1@my.westga.edu		713 Carrington Green Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30252-7686

		917236901		Olson		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200605		201405				3.89				F		770 2985607		jill.olson@bartow.k12.ga.us		jillolson1@comcast.net		jgustaf1@my.westga.edu		321 Hunt Creek Dr				Acworth		GA		30101-2292

		917260906		Charles		Ciara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.72		4		White		F		678 8494299		NA		ciara071986@yahoo.com		ccharle2@my.westga.edu		15 Forest Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917267662		Thurman		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201405		3.57		4		White		F		770 8460308		NA		honeybee0114@yahoo.com		lfrista1@my.westga.edu		240 Raleigh Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917044999		Neighbors		Tara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.68		4		White		F		706 3020573		NA		NA		tneighb1@my.westga.edu		15030 US Highway 27				Franklin		GA		30217-5335

		917285753		Gaither		Freddie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201405		3.21		3.41		Black		M		404 5193879		NA		Freddiesgaither@yahoo.com		fgaithe1@my.westga.edu		3586 Tulip Dr				Decatur		GA		30032-4847

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201205		201405		2.92		3.83		Black		F		770 4037083		NA		NA		chollan1@my.westga.edu		368 Mallard Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917011825		Cuellar		Jose		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200705		201405		2.93		3.86		White		M		770 8514665		NA		JMCuellar65@aol.com		jcuella1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 588				Carrollton		GA		30112-0011

		917287265		Weems		Aubrey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200801		201405		2.69				Black		M		770 9941764		NA		NA		aweems1@my.westga.edu		6071 Highway 85 Apt 22D				Riverdale		GA		30274-1551

		917252162		Thomas		Shalicia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.33		3.5		Black		F		770 5960278		NA		NA		sthoma24@my.westga.edu		115 Country Cottage Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5428

		917292808		Rice		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.72		3.91		White		F		678 3334470		NA		NA		aschuld1@my.westga.edu		407 Northlake Drive		Unit F-6		Carrollton		GA		30117-3008

		917251779		Schultz		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.73		3.87		White		F		770 4432778		NA		NA		aschult2@my.westga.edu		178 Scott Blvd				Dallas		GA		30157-3290

		917294256		Hooper		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201405		2.76						F		770 9600146		NA		NA		dhooper1@my.westga.edu		3101 Rock Creek Dr				Rex		GA		30273-2441

		917323978		Colas		Manesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200808		201405		3.07				Black		F		678 9782974		NA		NA		mcolas1@my.westga.edu		460 Hays Mill Rd Apt C6				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917326250		White		Sean		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management		Special Education - MAT				F		201108		201405		2.82		2.83		White		M		770 5615218		NA		NA		swhite10@my.westga.edu		5185 Cash Road				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917339102		LaPointe		Madeline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		200908		201405		3.27				White		F		770 9498921		NA		NA		mlapoin1@my.westga.edu		3224 Plymouth Rock Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-6629

		917343692		Griffin		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				P		200908		201405		3.6				White		F		770 5624699		NA		NA		agriffi9@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1065				Temple		GA		30179-1065

		917344224		Galatian		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200908		201405		3.31				White		M		770 2521160		NA		NA		zgalati1@my.westga.edu		20 Brittain Way				Newnan		GA		30263-6935

		917348654		Hendricks		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201405		4		3.66		Black		F				NA		ebh8@comcast.net		ehendri2@my.westga.edu		2493 Sunridge Ave SE				Atlanta		GA		30315

		917335901		Coker		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		200908		201405		2.85				Black		F		478 7189665		NA		coker.jessica@gmail.com		jcoker4@my.westga.edu		3405 Sweetwater Road 915				Lawrenceville		GA		30044

		917199907		McGuire		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.26		3.67		White		F		770 8562859		NA		NA		cmcguir2@my.westga.edu		663 Rogers St				Roopville		GA		30170-3148

		917314244		Zacarias		Joanne		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201405		3.68				Asian		F		678 8505602		NA		NA		jzacari1@my.westga.edu		218 River Park Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2235

		917294615		Patrick		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405		2.96		3.95				F		678 6013966		NA		NA		mmeher1@my.westga.edu		35 Deerfield Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917372289		Sears		Nyree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201405				3.16		Black		F		757 2928116		NA		nyreesultan@yahoo.com		nsultan1@my.westga.edu		412 Mahogany Avenida				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917314946		Akins		Allison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201405		4		4		White		F		770 3289525		NA		allison.lee.lambert@gmail.com		alamber1@my.westga.edu		238 Hidden Lakes Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917317949		Shiver		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201405		3.29				White		M		770 6467117		NA		NA		mshiver2@my.westga.edu		114 Morris Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-3772

		917455313		Martiniere		Meghan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				4		White		F		404 3093083		NA		NA		mmarti21@my.westga.edu		984 Longley Ave NW				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917381462		Taylor-Hamilton		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Biology						F		201008		201405		3.44				White		F		770 8381075		NA		NA		ataylo20@my.westga.edu		15 S Hillside Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8656

		917381838		Newman		Judson		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		201008		201405		2.79				White		M		706 4020861		NA		NA		jnewman8@my.westga.edu		1036 Country Club Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-1002

		917381744		Holt		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201101		201405		3.11				White		F		757 8702480		NA		NA		mholt4@my.westga.edu		92 Dillwyn Drive				Newport News		VA		23602

		917369057		Reed		Keondra		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.1				Black		F		404 7516842		NA		NA		kreed5@my.westga.edu		2407 Fripp Ter				Riverdale		GA		30296-6017

		917361298		Higgs		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.83				White		M				NA		NA		jhiggs2@my.westga.edu		166 Carson Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4647

		917374587		Despinasse		Noah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.41				Black		M		770 2109764		NA		NA		ndespin1@my.westga.edu		718 Millstone Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-4130

		917376154		Law		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201405		3.54		4		White		F		770 6086720		NA		NA		klaw1@my.westga.edu		1238 Main Street				Covington		GA		30014

		917123081		Young		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201405		2.52		3.72				M		770 7489587		NA		NA		kyoung5@my.westga.edu		1993 Grady Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5919

		917385396		Cornejo		Alice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201405				3.6		White		F		404 6446500		NA		asusan76@hotmail.com		adavis34@my.westga.edu		75 Oak Park Square				Newnan		GA		30265-5509

		917347968		Ragsdale		Trista		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				3.9		White		F		706 2669783		NA		tcgille2070@aol.com		tgilles2@my.westga.edu		1499 Tennis Court Road Apt 6A				Blue Ridge		GA		30513

		917065244		Morin		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.6		3.91		White		F		678 9082771		NA		NA		hmorin1@my.westga.edu		184 Oak Mountain Pkwy				Carrollton		GA		30116-6421

		917399204		Diener		Ross		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201405				3.94		White		M		516 623-1870		NA		forestpark26@optonline.net		rdiener1@my.westga.edu		1481 Kenneth Ave				North Baldwin		NY		11510-1600

		917354030		Wynn		Mirna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				3.96				F		678 7564332		NA		NA		mwynn2@my.westga.edu		3311 Mapleleaf Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917438811		Collins		Sabrina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201301		201405				4		White		F		770 5628320		NA		NA		scollin9@my.westga.edu		548 McGukin Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-4820

		917264856		Huett		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201405				4		White		F		678 6013405		NA		khuett@westga.edu		khuett@westga.edu		11 Sunny Brk				Carrollton		GA		30117-6100

		917416610		Coston		Charice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201205		201405				3.33		Black		F		678 4295823		NA		NA		ccoston1@my.westga.edu		724 Outlook Way				Atlanta		GA		30349-3984

		917126890		Brooks		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405		2.75		3.77		White		M				NA		jcbrooks82@yahoo.com		jbrooks8@my.westga.edu		230 West Avenue Apt 6				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917252539		Harvey		Tina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201201		201405		2.79		4		White		F				NA		NA		trussel3@my.westga.edu		123 Baldwin Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-6949

		917429207		Campbell		Sasha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		0		3.83		Black		F		470 5548151		NA		NA		scampb14@my.westga.edu		870 Mayson Turner Rd Unit 1104				Atlanta		GA		30314

		917413386		Smith		Carla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201405				4		White		F		706 2067162		NA		NA		csmith82@my.westga.edu		127 Lucy Lane				Athens		GA		30606

		917424781		Harper		Willie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201405				3.62		Black		M		678 4784082		NA		jrwh90@gmail.com		wharper3@my.westga.edu		2700 Pine Tree Rd NE Unit 1316				Atlanta		GA		30324-5678

		917107273		Wofford		William		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201405				3.97		White		M		770 3562600		NA		NA		wwoffor1@my.westga.edu		154 Infantry Way SW				Marietta		GA		30064-5003

		917425295		Green		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201205		201405				3.32		White		M		662 4017619		NA		NA		zgreen3@my.westga.edu		304 Road 122				Nettleton		MS		38858-9356

		917308663		Castile		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201105		201405				3.9		White		M		706 3461380		NA		jcastile24@gmail.com		jcastil1@my.westga.edu		2981 Summit Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6252

		917297564		Huckeba		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201405				3.37		White		M		678 7876329		NA		NA		dhuckeb1@my.westga.edu		272 Mashburn Rd				Roopville		GA		30170

		917398584		Owens		Abby		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Reading				P		201105		201405				3.94		White		F		912 7568418		NA		abbyowens@gmail.com		aowens5@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3112				Richmond Hill		GA		31324-7112

		917381744		Holt		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BBA		Sport Management								F		201101		201405		3.11				White		F		757 8702480		NA		NA		mholt4@my.westga.edu		92 Dillwyn Drive				Newport News		VA		23602

		917447421		Ferrier		Alina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				3.9		White		F		504 3297787		NA		NA		aferrie1@my.westga.edu		3826 Upland Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917448523		Denson		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				3.77		Black		F		478 3204101		NA		NA		adillar4@my.westga.edu		2815 Virginia Drive				Macon		GA		31206

		917447865		Stanard		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201405				4		White		M		678 8501828		NA		NA		dstanar1@my.westga.edu		120 West Fork Dr				Newnan		GA		30263

		917415295		Kelley		Charles		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		678 4674063		NA		NA		ckelley8@my.westga.edu		34 Terrace St				Griffin		GA		30224

		917439256		Sayago		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		White		F		706 2559622		NA		NA		msayago1@my.westga.edu		100 Country Roads Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917437284		Logan		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		Black		F		404 5127092		NA		NA		tlogan1@my.westga.edu		9525 Lakeview Road				Union City		GA		30291

		917291364		Cuthbert		Kellye		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201305		201405				3.63		Black		F		404 5050010		NA		NA		kcuthbe1@my.westga.edu		3427 Spreading Oak Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917449295		Koudele		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201405				4		White		M		404 5835164		NA		NA		rkoudel1@my.westga.edu		4822 Helga Way				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917445231		Aumann		Alan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201405				3.66		White		M		678 3868962		NA		NA		aaumann1@my.westga.edu		2575 Oak Hill Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-1554

		917437625		Salomon		Kari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 5966161		NA		NA		ksalomo1@my.westga.edu		1330 Rivershyre Pkwy				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917438403		Barilow		Greg		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		M		770 9660725		NA		NA		gbarilo1@my.westga.edu		141 Clubhouse Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5025

		917399168		Blackmon		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		404 9430385		NA		blackmon70@comcast.net		eblackm2@my.westga.edu		Condo Apt1		5137 Roswell Rd		Atlanta		GA		30342-2242

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201205		201405		2.42		3.58		Black		M		678 6379352		NA		griffin_jd@yahoo.com		jgriff14@my.westga.edu		1155 Windbrooke Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917212250		Peoples		Trona		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201405				3.41		Black		F		770 4716247		NA		NA		twinfre1@my.westga.edu		1901 Flatrock Court				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917432195		Getz		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		706 5733472		NA		NA		bgetz1@my.westga.edu		2620 17th Avenue				Columbus		GA		31901

		917450391		Joiner		LaShelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				3.83		White		F		770 5908455		NA		NA		ljoiner1@my.westga.edu		1122 Bowerie Chase				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917352541		Adams		Tracey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201301		201405				3.5				F		678 6587147		NA		NA		tadams6@my.westga.edu		125 Champion Lane				Covington		GA		30016

		917420601		Cox		William		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		706 566		NA		NA		wcox2@my.westga.edu		6048 Granite Field Drive				Fortson		GA		31808

		917438813		Ogle		Nathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		865 6546546		NA		NA		nogle1@my.westga.edu		5239 N Dearing St SE				Covington		GA		30014-2629

		917454805		Jay		Tony		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		201405				3.55		White		M		770 8427984		NA		NA		tjay1@my.westga.edu		101 Peach Trail				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917414679		Sullivan		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 4165954		NA		NA		ssulliv3@my.westga.edu		211 Preston Cir				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1466

		917417688		Stover		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Accounting						F		201208		201405		3.61				White		F		678 5838792		NA		NA		mstover1@my.westga.edu		1325 Lake Forest Lane				McDonough		GA		30253

		917302410		Bell		Robert		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		770 5994399		NA		NA		rbell11@my.westga.edu		654 Standing Rock Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-1404

		917027274		Daniel		Nicole		Newnan, GA Resident Center		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405		3.29		3.95		White		F				NA		NA		ndaniel2@my.westga.edu

		917202440		Lopera		Carolina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.85		3.92		White		F		678 8862072		NA		clopera1@live.com		clopera1@my.westga.edu		4370 Satellite Blvd Apt 809				Duluth		GA		30096-4064

		917361019		Gawel		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.87		3.91		White		F		770 9905989		NA		NA		kgawel1@my.westga.edu		6221 N Helton Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3925

		917414642		Costantino		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.84		White		F		847 7040238		NA		rdcosta45@yahoo.com		rcostan1@my.westga.edu

		917446276		Kaye		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		F		404 4495567		NA		rebecca.kaye@gmail.com		rkaye1@my.westga.edu		835 Berne St				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917317602		Brown		Wendi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.9		3.91		White		F		229 8150364		NA		NA		wbrown7@my.westga.edu		149 Hidden Falls Walk				Griffin		GA		30224-9002

		917359463		Kenney		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.81		3.91		White		F		770 4803125		NA		NA		jkenney1@my.westga.edu		525 E College St				Griffin		GA		30224-4308

		917364074		Cooper		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201405				3.5		White		F		404 9092987		jcooper@paulding.k12.ga.us		julesb1227@hotmail.com		jcoope13@my.westga.edu		32 Chelsea Walk				Dallas		GA		30157

		917159802		Huguley		Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405		3.18		3.18		Black		F		770 8433929		NA		NA		jhugule1@my.westga.edu		2580 Summer Lake Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3839

		917401097		Baker		Jerrah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201108		201405		2.97				White		F		678 4930461		NA		NA		jbaker14@my.westga.edu		116 Northampton Dr				Canton		GA		30115-6008

		917434315		Jiles		Delinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201405				4		White		F		678 4310039		NA		NA		djiles2@my.westga.edu		76 Hickory Lake Dr				Acworth		GA		30101-8757

		917377360		Howard		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201405				3.93		Black		F		678 9074540		NA		lindahoward305@gmail.com		lhoward2@my.westga.edu		305 Park Court				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917432350		Harris		Octavius		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				3.75		Black		M		678 7324902		NA		NA		oharris2@my.westga.edu		4937 Locherby Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213-4384

		917447881		Daniels		Barbara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201405				4		White		F				NA		NA		bdaniel8@my.westga.edu		1207 Kilian Blvd SE				St. Cloud		MN		56304

		917397202		Wagner		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201405				3.93		White		F		404 8037917		NA		NA		awagner@westga.edu		285 Grapevine Run				Atlanta		GA		30350-4464

		917410027		Horton		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201405				3.85		White		M		334 2159976		NA		NA		jhorton4@my.westga.edu		2 Briarwood Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-1513

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				4		Black		F		678 5367880		NA		NA		fazuana1@my.westga.edu		541 10th St. NW #253				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917179184		Hopkins		Marlie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.28		4		White		F		678 8774094		NA		NA		mjennin2@my.westga.edu		339 Baldwin Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-6956

		917099854		Bass		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 8501523		erin.bass@cowetaschools.org		emj05@uga.edu		ejennin2@my.westga.edu		15 Forest Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-1668

		917166161		LaFontaine		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405		2.43		3.77		White		F		404 4142807		NA		NA		alafont1@my.westga.edu		5330 Evian Xing NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-2806

		917143733		Gillespie		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201405				3.95		Black		F		770 4988583		NA		NA		sgilles2@my.westga.edu		1514 Stoneleigh Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30088

		917122136		Gregg		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201405				4		White		F		706 2596572		lisa.gregg@wcsga.net		NA		lgregg2@my.westga.edu		179 Lindsey Drive				Dalton		GA		30721

		917417202		Gonder		Tyrone		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				4		Black		M		478 2749996		NA		gonderty@aol.com		tgonder1@my.westga.edu		206 Long Leaf Way				Dublin		GA		31021-1680

		917413104		Bailey		Jetaun		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				3.85		Black		F		205 7889975		NA		NA		jbaile13@my.westga.edu		1012 Hillandale Dr				Fairfield		AL		35064-1526

		917297223		Sanya		Mariam		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201208		201405		3.29		3.91		Black		F		404 6419165		NA		NA		msanya1@my.westga.edu		3456 Lehigh Way				Decatur		GA		30034-5744

		917392287		Shelnutt		Gregory		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201405		3.75				White		M		770 4669832		NA		NA		gshelnu1@my.westga.edu		420 Jordan Ct				Monroe		GA		30655-8360

		917390535		Cagle		Shana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201405		2.95				White		F		706 2639584		NA		NA		scagle1@my.westga.edu		101 Granny Smith Dr SE				Calhoun		GA		30701-4584

		917445410		Cox		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201405				3.87		Black		F		770 5973318		NA		NA		kcox5@my.westga.edu		70 Lakeside Court				Covington 		GA		30016

		917450394		Smith		Miatta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				4		Black		F		404 4236611		NA		NA		msmith81@my.westga.edu		19 Silverleaf Lane				Dallas		GA		30157

		917450265		Seagraves		Kerri		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				3.91		White		F		404 4050222		NA		NA		kseagra1@my.westga.edu		86 Spur Lane				Hiram		GA		30141

		917429182		Gorrell		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		404 4058912		NA		NA		agorrel1@my.westga.edu		508 W Atlanta St SE				Marietta		GA		30060

		917419875		Hoptroff		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405				3.95		White		F		678 3137855		NA		NA		kbeer1@my.westga.edu		238 Stone Lake Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				3.84		White		F		847 8091228		NA		Jenniferheflin1@netzero.net		jrosehe1@my.westga.edu		110 Birchwood Pass				Canton		GA		30114

		917398543		Hoyos		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		4		3.91		White		F		770 5993237		NA		kathrynhoyos@gmail.com		khoyos1@my.westga.edu		192 Mulberry Dr				Senoia		GA		30276-1344

		917251445		Ross		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		4		3.93		White		F		678 5886417		NA		NA		lsneed1@my.westga.edu		97 White Bridge Road Apt A9				Nashville		TN		37205

		917157516		Thornton		Courtenay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405		3.55		3.85		White		F		678 4169611		NA		NA		cdavis10@my.westga.edu		526 Old Camp Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917159630		Kemp		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.88		4		Black		F		770 2945045		NA		bkemp1908@yahoo.com		bkemp1@my.westga.edu		2380 Carobet Ter				College Park		GA		30349-4878

		917419969		Walls		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		4		3.83		White		F		404 6950071		NA		wallsa89@gmail.com		awalls3@my.westga.edu		3759 Harts Pl				Atlanta		GA		30341-1754

		917418431		Hogan		Maryellen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 5251897		NA		NA		mhogan1@my.westga.edu		3402 Sean Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-5549

		917394729		Slater		Kara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		4		3.93		White		F		719 6597747		NA		karaslater2@gmail.com		kslater1@my.westga.edu		7845 Scarborough Dr				Colorado Springs		CO		80920-7117

		917414381		Theeck		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.91		White		F		714 5222069		NA		NA		atheeck1@my.westga.edu		15246 Borda Rd				La Mirada		CA		90638-4513

		917417841		Ragole		Lorelei		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		4		3.83		White		F		678 6870119		NA		NA		lragole1@my.westga.edu		2715 Abbottswell Dr				Alpharetta		GA		30022-5278

		917411576		Marable		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.92		White		F		256 6262621		NA		NA		aburke6@my.westga.edu		2202 COUNTRYWOOD CIR				Sylacauga		AL		35150

		917348571		Sykes-Clark		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.16		3.75		Black		F		404 4212896		NA		NA		tsykesc1@my.westga.edu		6179 Chastain Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-2479

		917391205		Bower		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201405				4		White		F		404 8405007		NA		kmmcnair@kent.edu		kbower1@my.westga.edu		4130 Northbrook Bend NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917439636		Wyatt		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201405				4		White		F		678 3139099		NA		NA		hwyatt2@my.westga.edu		1584 Greenbrook Drive				Austell		GA		30168

		917437162		Dimitri		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				3.44		Black		M		706 5656460		NA		NA		adimitr1@my.westga.edu		313 Belfair Dr				Ellerslie		GA		31807-5466

		917437230		Lee		Jon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				3.66		White		M		609 7136185		NA		NA		jlee31@my.westga.edu		85 E Arbor Ave				Vineland		NJ		8360

		917412013		Bailey		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201405				3.77		Black		F		910 8683683		NA		NA		pbailey3@my.westga.edu		1926 Harcourt Cir Apt 202				Fayetteville		NC		28304-0584

		917337288		Pasco		Austin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201405		2.78				White		M		770 3164980		NA		NA		apasco1@my.westga.edu		5118 Central Church Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4114

		917199668		Reynolds		Erica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.35				Black		F		770 9077045		NA		NA		ereynol4@my.westga.edu		1623 Cheryl Leigh Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296-2506

		917412311		Kowalski		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.91		White		F		219 4777447		NA		NA		jkowals1@my.westga.edu		480 Louisa Ln				Chesterton		IN		46304-3379

		917452066		Brooks		Mihaela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201405				3.88		White		F		678 3639941		NA		NA		mbrook13@my.westga.edu		897 Fox Hollow Pkwy				Marietta		GA		30068

		917407683		Andrews		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.7		White		F		678 9475476		NA		NA		aandrew5@my.westga.edu		7115 Balmoral Ct				Cumming		GA		30041-3003

		917412168		Cox		Tierra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.91		Black		F		252 2595829		NA		NA		tcox8@my.westga.edu		1305 Benfield Ave				New Bern		NC		28562-2805

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.35		3.8		White		F		678 3262594		NA		NA		jmccull3@my.westga.edu		10390 Rivertown Rd				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917254117		Lester		Erica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405		3.28		3.85		Black		F		678 9002974		NA		NA		elester1@my.westga.edu		15 Brownsville Court				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917424837		Greene		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201208		201405		3.07				White		M		770 9622630		NA		NA		agreene6@my.westga.edu		995 Sunny Field Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-4598

		917321740		Crowe		Caleb		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201405		3.28				White		M		770 4430936		NA		NA		ccrowe3@my.westga.edu		196 Dupree Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-6153

		917353285		Wilson		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		American Studies		Special Education - MAT				F		201208		201405		2.88		3		White		M		678 2327078		NA		NA		awilso26@my.westga.edu		366 Fenbrook Way				Marietta		GA		30064

		917444294		Hosley		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201405				3.75		Black		F		404 2813033		NA		NA		shosley1@my.westga.edu		6310 Elmshorn Way				Alpharetta		GA		30004

		917452267		Thompson		Winsone		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201405				3.88		Black		F				NA		NA		wthomps4@my.westga.edu		4379 Chestnut Oaks Trace				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917424639		Mitchell		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201405				4		White		F		770 6329741		NA		NA		smitch16@my.westga.edu		101 Retreat Pt				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1439

		917440330		Barnes		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201301		201405				4		White		F		770 8433266		NA		NA		bbarnes1@my.westga.edu		600 Garson Dr NE Apt 6207				Atlanta		GA		30324-3393

		917424504		Reese		Molly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201405				4		White		F		706 5271450		NA		NA		mreese4@my.westga.edu		5852 Winvelly Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-4713

		917436016		Sykes		Phillip		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education				Social Studies Concent(MGE)				F		201301		201405				4		White		M		404 2027395		NA		phillip.sykes@cowetaschools.org		psykes1@my.westga.edu		24 Greenwood Ct				Newnan		GA		30265

		917415520		Blair		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		4		3.92		White		F		678 3444642		NA		NA		eblair2@my.westga.edu		1515 Water Shine Way				Snellville		GA		30078-7765

		917408058		Murray		Katoya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201405				3.9		Black		F		770 2518786		NA		toyahunt@yahoo.com		kmurray5@my.westga.edu		166 Village Park Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6256

		917446497		Wood		Jerry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201405				4		White		M		770 4686665		NA		NA		jwood13@my.westga.edu		270 Loneoak Drive				Senoia		GA		30276

		917250129		Philpot		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.29		4		White		F				NA		NA		jphilpo1@my.westga.edu		3184 Warrenton Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-1395

		917158436		Hodorowski		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201405				4		Asian		M		770 6937694		NA		michaelhodorowski!comcast.net		mhodoro1@my.westga.edu		1837 Babbling Brk NW				Acworth		GA		30102-7975

		917428450		Hurns		Reginald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201208		201405				3.4		Black		M		404 2073422		NA		NA		rhurns1@my.westga.edu		3050 Wexford Walk Dr SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-5738

		917427101		Skelley		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201405				3.75		White		M		770 2772953		NA		joshskelley@hotmail.com		jskelle1@my.westga.edu		1502 Armende Cir				Dacula		GA		30019-1996

		917431683		Dulaney		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.91		White		F		706 9360218		NA		NA		adulane1@my.westga.edu		14 Mimosa Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-3980

		917427372		Bush		N'jemele		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.31		Black		F		404 2710325		NA		NA		nbush1@my.westga.edu		2685 Bluestone Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917446567		Adams		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201405				4		White		F		678 4631940		NA		NA		radams8@my.westga.edu		613 Bellenden Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917432192		Cummings		Steven		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.91		White		M		334 8637720		NA		NA		scummin4@my.westga.edu		120 Barkley Dr				Roanoke		AL		36274-2712

		917428666		Hurst		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201405				3.82		Black		F		770 9699319		NA		NA		phurst1@my.westga.edu		4529 Ravenwood Place				Union City		GA		30291

		917135052		Lincoln		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201405		3.34		3.91		White		F		770 7839004		NA		NA		sslay1@my.westga.edu		2558 Three Wood Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917432347		Scoville		Janice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		770 4999959		NA		NA		jscovil1@my.westga.edu		4242 Stef Ln NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3943

		917303900		Tanner		Tara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201301		201405				3.75		Black		F		678 8637610		NA		taraltanner@aol.com		ttanner2@my.westga.edu		1414 Belfaire Lake Trl				Dacula		GA		30019

		917429374		Treadwell		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201405				3.83		White		M		334 8634265		NA		NA		ctreadw1@my.westga.edu		128 Barkley Dr				Roanoke		AL		36274-2712

		917005246		Crowder		Angie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201408		2.85				Black		F		770 5620697		NA		NA		awilso35@my.westga.edu		275 Henson Circle				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917108500		Parker		George		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201405		201408		3		3.06		Black		M				NA		gmanParker@yahoo.com		gparker1@my.westga.edu		323 Kendrick Estates Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917133046		Tallant		Bronn				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201301		201408		3.42				White		M		770 6563932		NA		NA		btallan1@my.westga.edu		6660 Windwood Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-1661

		917165916		Thompson		Tanika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201408		3.51		3.9		Black		F		404 9187423		NA		NA		tthomps3@my.westga.edu		211 Old Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917126394		Mitchell		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200601		201408				3.81		Black		F		770 8190199		NA		NA		amitche3@my.westga.edu		257 Hillcrest Dr SE				Austell		GA		30168-6709

		917171200		Walters		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201408				4		White		F		770 4615907		NA		NA		lwalter1@my.westga.edu		280 Old Ivy				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5654

		917103136		Sultenfuss		Wendy		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408		4		4		White		F				NA		NA		wsulten1@my.westga.edu		695 Braidwood Ter NW				Acworth		GA		30101-3514

		917182928		Jenkins		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201408		2.99				White		F		770 7143342		NA		NA		kjenkin2@my.westga.edu		3820 100 Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-3815

		917145724		Bender		Allison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201408		2.72		3.5		White		F		770 4762719		NA		NA		abender1@my.westga.edu		3607 Rogers Cv				Duluth		GA		30096-2768

		917206648		Spells		Aisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201408		3.86		3.8		Black		F		678 5229661		NA		iteach_theylearn@yahoo.com		aspells1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 310344				Atlanta		GA		31131-0344

		917238057		Sneed		Ishalah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201408				3.28		Black		F		404 5424816		NA		NA		isneed1@my.westga.edu		8295 Gledstone Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4211

		917178517		Howard		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201101		201408		3.77		4		White		F		404 6805934		NA		jennifer_howard30@yahoo.com		jhoward2@my.westga.edu		1209 S. Van Wert Rd.				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917243480		Rinkiewicz		Karyann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201401		201408		3.1		4		White		F		484 6023001		NA		NA		krinkie1@my.westga.edu		55 Norman Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917164339		Dunson		Amekia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201408		3.21		3.84		Black		F		678 6984393		NA		NA		adunson1@my.westga.edu		142 Chaucer Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-6406

		917255680		Omaivboje		Evelyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201408		2.88		3.42		Black		F		404 4517330		NA		NA		eomaivb1@my.westga.edu		3333 Waldrop Farms Way				Decatur		GA		30034-7303

		917297769		Bohannon		Cyle		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201208		201408				3.87		White		F		770 8320430		NA		NA		cbohann1@my.westga.edu		112 Spring St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3048

		917302627		Howell		Shontel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201201		201408				3.33		Black		F		770 8427758		NA		shontelhowell2@yahoo.com		showell4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3524				McDonough		GA		30253-1783

		917287753		Marsh		Tera		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201408				3		Black		F		678 4380891		NA		NA		tmarsh1@my.westga.edu		3878 Hadley Farm Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917298182		Gillespie		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201408				3.93		Black		F		404 3149118		NA		susanmgillespie@bellsouth.net		sgilles3@my.westga.edu		716 Fieldstone Parkway				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917286143		Brooks		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201408		3.23				White		F		770 8761758		NA		remathay25@gmail.com		rmcguir2@my.westga.edu		11 Galaxy St.				Fort Bragg		NC		28307

		917301910		Radvansky		David		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201301		201408		3.35		3.77		White		M		678 3571198		NA		NA		dradvan1@my.westga.edu		220 Hunters Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4492

		917305274		Sanders		Marion		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201408		3.57		3.85		Black		F		404 3233685		NA		NA		msander5@my.westga.edu		33 Hunters Pass				Dallas		GA		30157-9426

		917289342		Nance		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201408		201408				3.78		White		F		404 3752675		NA		anna.nance@yahoo.com		anance1@my.westga.edu		8 Sixth Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917286703		Denney		Micah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201101		201408		3.9				White		M		770 4568337		NA		NA		mdenney2@my.westga.edu		632 Sheffield Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7427

		917204353		Kerr		Shelley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201205		201408		2.99		3.26		White		F		678 6331682		NA		NA		skerr1@my.westga.edu		284 Chapman Ct				La Fayette		GA		30728-5978

		917028563		Remy		Heidi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201408		3.26		3.77		Black		F		404 4058685		heidi.remy@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		hremypo1@my.westga.edu		643 Rocky Branch Road				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917321247		Henry		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201408		3.04						F		404 4608635		NA		NA		ehenry2@my.westga.edu		51 Blossom Ct				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2028

		917123209		Collins		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201408		3.6				White		F		770 2964805		NA		crystalscollins160@gmail.com		ccolli15@my.westga.edu		3750 Tyus Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9618

		917308567		Albritton		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201305		201408		4		4		White		F		706 6483265		NA		kpavet@yahoo.com		kalbrit2@my.westga.edu		503 Delray Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286-1960

		917310571		Rothwell		William		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200808		201408		2.71				White		M		770 2537650		NA		NA		wrothwe1@my.westga.edu		1856 Fischer Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3430

		917316152		Campbell		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201408		3.36		3.41		Black		F				NA		NA		erinc@westga.edu		788 Woodstone Rd				Lithonia		GA		30058-8297

		917202763		Young		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201305		201408		3.16		3.75		White		M		678 7565909		NA		NA		jyoung9@my.westga.edu		564 Kuglar Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917440345		Drake		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201408				4		White		F		770 6226406		NA		NA		kdrake1@my.westga.edu		2915 Towne Village Dr				Duluth		GA		30097-7612

		917344750		Awalt		William				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201408		3				White		M		770 4596745		NA		NA		wawalt1@my.westga.edu		301 Villa Trce				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1425

		917049206		Roquemore		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201408		2.62		3.6		White		F		404 7885840		julieroquemore@cobbk12.org		NA		jlamber1@my.westga.edu		147 26th Street Unit 3309				Atlanta		GA		30309

		917438980		Gipson		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				3.5		Black		F		770 5772829		NA		NA		lgipson1@my.westga.edu		4140 Jackie Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-4454

		917330029		Price		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		3.04				White		F		770 8303019		NA		NA		wprice2@my.westga.edu		105 Park Forest Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-2304

		917302980		Peterson		John				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201408		3.03				Black		M		404 2981722		NA		NA		jpeters7@my.westga.edu		3835 Wood Path Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-4667

		917257389		Baines		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201408		3.38		4		White		F		678 9186358		NA		NA		bcampbe7@my.westga.edu		1444 Lowey Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917346268		Coles		Joy		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201408		201408		3.13				White		F		770 2511098		NA		NA		jcoles1@my.westga.edu		38 Shoal Creek Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2007

		917118995		Dalrymple		Candice		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		3.59		4		White		F		770 6806743		NA		NA		cdalrym1@my.westga.edu		89 Copeland Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3471

		917290376		Caldwell		Brianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201301		201408		3.07		3.84		Black		F		706 2193057		NA		NA		bcaldwe3@my.westga.edu		128 Caldwell Dr				Cleveland		GA		30528-5858

		917320935		McLean		Barbara		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201408		3.15				White		F		678 7564307		NA		NA		beldrid2@my.westga.edu		142 Cunningham Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-2844

		917343872		Burns		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		3.39				Black		F		678 7615189		NA		NA		cburns8@my.westga.edu		1799 Brewer Blvd SW				Atlanta		GA		30310

		917353595		Daniel		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200908		201408		3.03				White		M		770 3283642		NA		NA		tdanie10@my.westga.edu		709 Valley Run Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2415

		917346885		Wehr		Bonnie		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				F		200908		201408		3.02				White		F		770 5651688		NA		NA		bwehr1@my.westga.edu		461 Springs End Ln NE				Marietta		GA		30068-3076

		917450267		Thompson		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201305		201408				3.9		Black		F		678 6873386		NA		NA		athomp20@my.westga.edu		5459 Beaver Dr				Mableton		GA		30126

		917348805		Edwards		Crayneissa		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200908		201408		2.71				Black		F		770 8653813		NA		NA		cjohns25@my.westga.edu

		917317967		White		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201305		201408		3.9		4		White		F		770 4898219		NA		NA		awhite11@my.westga.edu		3600 Newberry Lane				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917334624		McKenna		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		2.95				Black		M				NA		NA		jmckenn1@my.westga.edu		2243 Swift Current Dr				Decatur		GA		30035-2530

		917352455		Simpson		Travis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200908		201408				3.52		Black		M		706 8846264		NA		trvssmpsn@yahoo.com		tsimpso1@my.westga.edu		209 Hood Road				LaGrange		GA		30241

		917254588		Price		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201408		2.84		3.7		Black		F		770 2861746		NA		NA		bprice1@my.westga.edu		823 Meadow Glen Parkway				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917305749		Davis		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201408		3.77		4		White		F		770 3626517		NA		NA		jmarsha5@my.westga.edu		531 Caney Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6210

		917321244		Helton		Benjamin				BA		Psychology								F		201001		201408		3.34				White		M		770 9228228		NA		NA		bhelton1@my.westga.edu		405 Shadow Oak Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30094-4186

		917170747		Funderburk		Shawna		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201408		3.6				White		F		770 9270295		NA		NA		sbarker2@my.westga.edu		1005 Hines Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2955

		917366626		Yancey		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201001		201408		3				White		F		770 8321634		NA		NA		nyancey1@my.westga.edu		1578 N Highway 16				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2933

		917039468		Scott		Bianca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201408				3.66		Black		F		770 9497352		NA		biancamscott@gmail.com		bscott11@my.westga.edu		5482 dylan ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917322119		Williams		Melanie		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201408		3.66				White		F		770 4631675		NA		NA		mwilli46@my.westga.edu		40 Bagley Cv				Newnan		GA		30265-6106

		917368976		Morris		Mandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201408		3.17		2		White		F		678 3782326		NA		mandym.61209@gmail.com		mmorri13@my.westga.edu		49 Elm Street				Newnan		GA		30263-4445

		917326091		Martin		Kaylie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201408		3.35				White		F		770 4890365		NA		NA		kmarti22@my.westga.edu		120 Ashbury Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2543

		917407565		Dent		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201408				3.87		White		F		423 5802610		NA		NA		adent3@my.westga.edu		566 Poplar Springs Rd				Ringgold		GA		30736

		917341798		Kennedy		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.7				White		F		770 2521977		NA		megan.kennedy24@yahoo.com		mkenned2@my.westga.edu		225 Providence Church Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4479

		917364482		Redding		Meredith		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.56						F		770 9693114		NA		NA		mreddin1@my.westga.edu		6895 Bishop Rd				Fairburn		GA		30213-2612

		917428041		Caldwell		Brentia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201401		201408				3.62		Black		F				NA		NA		bcaldwe4@my.westga.edu

		917330089		Warner		Vincent		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.16				Black		M		706 6724454		NA		NA		vwarner1@my.westga.edu		101 Hugh Oneal Rd				Greenville		GA		30222-2413

		917449110		Wizzard		Duane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201408				3.5		Black		M		706 4058420		NA		NA		dwizzar1@my.westga.edu		2317 Devonshire Drive				Columbus		GA		31904

		917357946		Sims		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.43				White		F				NA		NA		ssims6@my.westga.edu		190 Shallow Ridge Ln NE				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5319

		917179524		Hilliard		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201408				3.5		White		F		404 7904921		NA		NA		ktimber1@my.westga.edu		2662 Sweetwater St				Austell		GA		30106

		917243975		Kilgore		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201305		201408		2.58		3.9		White		F				NA		NA		ekilgor1@my.westga.edu		2652 Berwick Walk				Snellville		GA		30078

		917364739		Reese		Tedra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201408		3.13		2.75		Black		F		706 6378647		NA		NA		treese3@my.westga.edu		111 Margaret Way				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917301034		Summerville		Nickolas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201408		3.58				White		M		770 2149927		NA		NA		nsummer1@my.westga.edu		509 E Highway 78				Temple		GA		30179-4350

		917359981		Wilson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.38				White		F		678 9618301		NA		NA		awilso20@my.westga.edu		727 SouthRidge				Carrollton 		GA		30117

		917373645		Williams		Nikki		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.28				Black		F		229 2280684		NA		NA		nwilli14@my.westga.edu		323 Bartow St				Thomasville		GA		31792-6020

		917373860		Pope		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.74						F		770 4240946		NA		NA		cpope4@my.westga.edu		425 Carmain Ln NW				Marietta		GA		30064-5126

		917370760		Patterson		Kellie		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201408		3.43				White		F		678 9106366		NA		NA		kpatter9@my.westga.edu		225 Creek View Road				Bremen 		GA		30110

		917353395		Merlino		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.04				White		F		770 9148087		NA		NA		smerlin1@my.westga.edu		115 Bent Arrow Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4864

		917346134		Butler		Alison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.54				Black		F		770 9960926		NA		NA		abutler7@my.westga.edu		2925 Old Farm Rd				College Park		GA		30349

		917370439		Mullis		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201008		201408		2.76				White		F				NA		NA		mmullis1@my.westga.edu		176 Barrington Hall Dr				Macon		GA		31220-8737

		917319805		Fisher		Kaila		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201201		201408		3.12		3.67		White		F		404 3797271		NA		NA		kfisher1@my.westga.edu		309 Austin Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917374713		Newman		Frances		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.35				White		F		706 6165723		NA		NA		fnewman1@my.westga.edu		506 Ridgecrest Road 				LaGrange		GA		30240-6303

		917367300		Boatwright		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201408		3.52				White		F		678 6334588		NA		NA		kboatwr2@my.westga.edu

		917366709		Kemp		Kristina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.2				Black		F		770 4899967		NA		NA		kkemp2@my.westga.edu		1778 Jefferson Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-3247

		917233000		Hill		Seandra		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201308		201408		2.32		3.38		Black		F				NA		seandh4@aol.com		shill6@my.westga.edu		4795 Cascade Hills Cir SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917353718		Rotondi		Hope		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.43				White		F				NA		NA		hrotond1@my.westga.edu		213 McDonald Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3036

		917455021		Phillips		Kelli		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201408				4		White		F		770 3166634		NA		NA		kphill18@my.westga.edu		159 Cardinal Ridge				Jefferson		GA		30680

		917316627		Leissa		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.32				White		F		678 654		NA		NA		eleissa1@my.westga.edu		15 Morgan Rd				Covington		GA		30014-5481

		917357215		Gossage		Mallory		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.62				White		F		770 8389903		NA		NA		mgossag1@my.westga.edu		66 Point Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2517

		917365742		Humphries		Wilmani		Carrollton Campus		BS		Economics/Secondary Education								F		201008		201408		3.41				Black		M				NA		NA		whumphri@westga.edu		749 South Street				Carrollton		GA		30117-6304

		917357789		Cook		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201008		201408		3.88				White		F		770 7920921		NA		NA		kcook8@my.westga.edu		5616 Hedge Brooke Ln NW				Acworth		GA		30101-7107

		917366290		Knox		Ricardo		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.15				Black		M				NA		NA		rknox1@my.westga.edu		550 Draycott Ct SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-7675

		917369964		Shaw		Darrius		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201008		201408		3.6				Black		M		770 6077840		NA		NA		dshaw3@my.westga.edu		20 Bucky St				Euharlee		GA		30145-2869

		917344714		Steffes		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201408		3.42				White		F		678 3151074		NA		NA		ssteffe1@my.westga.edu		2498 Luke Edwards Rd				Dacula		GA		30019-2511

		917368681		Young		Clifton		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201408		3.3		4		White		M		706 2347114		NA		NA		cyoung8@my.westga.edu		707 South Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917386131		Jones		Preston		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201408		3		3.29		Black		M		610 5634788		NA		pjones81378@hotmail.com		pjones5@my.westga.edu		4272 Sublime Trail				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917328573		Kilian		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201101		201408		3.17				White		M		478 9604102		NA		NA		mkilian2@my.westga.edu		8973 Stonebridge Blvd				Douglasville		GA		30134-2259

		917321244		Helton		Benjamin				BS		Psychology								F		201001		201408		3.34				White		M		770 9228228		NA		NA		bhelton1@my.westga.edu		405 Shadow Oak Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30094-4186

		917349593		McKee		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201408				3.77		White		F		256 5721394		jmckee@albertk12.org		NA		jtowers1@my.westga.edu		512 Eastview				Albertville		AL		35950

		917349972		Walker		Faith		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201408		3.51				White		F		770 3178428		NA		NA		fwalker2@my.westga.edu		140 Mary Linn Lane				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1132

		917388206		Pennington		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		2.97				White		F		770 3824648		NA		NA		spennin1@my.westga.edu		23 Lake Overlook Dr				White		GA		30184-4812

		917352290		Shivers		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408		4		3.23		Black		F		404 2459500		NA		kim.shivers@hotmail.com		kshiver1@my.westga.edu		29 Spur Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-2313

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201408		4		4		White		F		678 6213664		NA		NA		bhajzak1@my.westga.edu		125 Harris Estates Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917411165		Kammerich		Whitney		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201408		2.94				White		F				NA		NA		wkammer1@my.westga.edu

		917425167		Cochran		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201208		201408				3.38		White		F		404 5188393		NA		NA		jcochr10@my.westga.edu		589 Lassetter Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2053

		917451011		Turner		Kaley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201305		201408				3.66		White		F		678 2450519		NA		NA		khamby2@my.westga.edu		1575 Ridenour Parkway Apt 624				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917429824		Inmon		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201408				4		Asian		F		678 4325623		NA		NA		jinmon1@my.westga.edu		2001 Folkstone Dr				McDonough		GA		30253-3928

		917446508		Tolar		Coty		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201305		201408				3.3		White		F		941 9627097		NA		NA		ctolar1@my.westga.edu		132 Quarry Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917440060		Dean		Martha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				4		White		F		770 5058246		NA		NA		mdean9@my.westga.edu		85 Hunters Grn				Dallas		GA		30157-7355

		917440061		Dean		Craig		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				4		White		M		770 5058246		NA		NA		cdean3@my.westga.edu		85 Hunters Grn				Dallas		GA		30157-7355

		917461715		Gula		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201408				4		White		F		678 4937363		NA		NA		agula1@my.westga.edu		824 Ash St				Canton		GA		30114

		917399096		Brown		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				P		201108		201408		3.57				White		M		229 8696058		NA		NA		jbrown62@my.westga.edu		147 Hawkstead Dr				Leesburg		GA		31763-5348

		917397806		Parmer		Terri		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		2.87				White		F		770 6898482		NA		NA		tparmer1@my.westga.edu		1109 S Park St Apt 504-241				Carrollton		GA		30117-4462

		917446228		Killingsworth		Chelsey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201305		201408				4		White		F		229 9380288		NA		NA		ckillin1@my.westga.edu		1505 Cemetery Road				Preston		GA		31824

		917417137		Slater		Lashairian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201408				3.41		Black		F		404 4825751		NA		NA		lslater2@my.westga.edu		5085 Highland Lake Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349-3924

		917450004		Lewis		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.38		Black		F		404 8606615		NA		NA		llewis10@my.westga.edu		630 Georgetown Lane SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917414038		Scott		Dennis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201408				3.15		Black		M		919 6726072		NA		NA		dscott12@my.westga.edu		C122 Pershing Hall		909 Hitt St		Columbia		MO		65211

		917431782		Davis		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201408				4		White		F		678 7515455		NA		NA		cdavis36@my.westga.edu		1424 Westchester Ridge NE				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917454895		King		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201408				3.64		White		F		229 6300074		NA		NA		mking20@my.westga.edu		4280 Deercrest Dr				Valdosta		GA		31602

		917431926		Sales		Unetkia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408				3.6		Black		F		229 2216449		NA		NA		usales1@my.westga.edu		506 Cedar Trl				Thomasville		GA		31792-6269

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201408				3.83		White		F		678 8990470		NA		aldavis2@samford.edu		adavis32@my.westga.edu		7410 Polo Hill				Cumming		GA		30040

		917275566		Morris		Charlene		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408				4		White		F		770 6319597		NA		NA		cmorris7@my.westga.edu		302 Pemberton Ct				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3826

		917115872		Fitzpatrick		Gina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201108		201408		2.73		3.46		White		F		404 2859042		NA		ms.gina82@gmail.com		gfitzpa1@my.westga.edu		6510 Creekview Ct				Riverdale		GA		30296-2663

		917426307		Kauffman		Christen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201408				3.7		White		F		863 2418371		NA		NA		ckauffm1@my.westga.edu		841 Blackwood Dr				Lake Wales		FL		33898-3401

		917444601		Devitt		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.88		White		F		404 7908889		NA		adevitt76@gmail.com		adevitt1@my.westga.edu		1421 Edinburgh Dr				Tucker		GA		30084

		917446354		McCrary		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201408				3		White		F		770 4561234		NA		NA		kmccrar2@my.westga.edu		41 Holly Bluff Drive				Jasper		GA		30143

		917430854		Prather		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201408		4		3.75		Black		F		678 5712407		NA		NA		kodom3@my.westga.edu		402 Fairlawn Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7777

		917356305		McCullough		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201408				3.11		White		F		770 7168033		NA		mccmc03@gmail.com		mmccull5@my.westga.edu		105 Summit Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30214-3758

		917442352		Whiteside		Hilary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201305		201408				3.25		Black		F		313 7909334		NA		NA		hwhites1@my.westga.edu

		917356384		Sears		Candice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201401		201408				3.91		White		F		770 7145129		NA		candice_sears@hotmail.com		csears1@my.westga.edu		36 Nimmons Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917448875		Wallace		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201408				4		White		F		678 4905278		NA		NA		swallac2@my.westga.edu		145 Rocky Creek Rd				Hampton		GA		30228

		917347603		Snyder		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		3.47		2.5		White		F		404 2453046		NA		NA		ksnyder2@my.westga.edu		23 Ivy Trace Blvd.				Newnan		GA		30265

		917406466		Brown		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201108		201408				3.08		Black		F		404 3094112		NA		NA		nbrown6@my.westga.edu		3263 Dodson Dr				East Point		GA		30344-5321

		917284481		Faulkner		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.85		White		F		229 8867177		NA		NA		rfrazie2@my.westga.edu		3264 Teamon Road				Griffin		GA		30223-5844

		917457097		Johnson		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201401		201408				4		White		M		770 3065162		NA		NA		jjohns92@my.westga.edu		335 Trickum Creek Road				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917448249		Elliott		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201408				4		White		M		706 9876890		NA		NA		jelliot8@my.westga.edu		4444 Ritch Haven Rd				Columbus		GA		31909

		917438400		Norman		Randall		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				3.88		White		M		678 2302781		NA		NA		rnorman2@my.westga.edu		65 Huntington St				Covington		GA		30016-7151

		917452263		Fox		Justina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201408				3.87		Black		F		229 2715422		NA		NA		jfox7@my.westga.edu		109 Rebecca Court				Cordele		GA		31015

		917418441		Sims		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201408				3.71		White		F		770 3801487		NA		NA		bsims8@my.westga.edu		2069 Kinsmon Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-8137

		917003718		Rogers		Summer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408		3.15		3.86		White		F		770 4592610		Summer.Rogers@douglas.k12.ga.us		SummerCRogers@gmail.com		srogers3@my.westga.edu		2495 Rockmart Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917345894		Hart		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.63				White		F		706 9572070		NA		NA		vhart2@my.westga.edu		164 Old Gabbettville Rd				West Point		GA		31833-4808

		917199641		Johnson		Shyreon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201408				3.11		Black		F		404 8222821		NA		NA		sjohns43@my.westga.edu		853 Crestwell Cir SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-8624

		917414897		Janson		Ashley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201408		3.54				White		F		770 5993883		NA		NA		acouch4@my.westga.edu		1385 Dolly Harris Road				Senoia		GA		30276-0336

		917439393		Marion		Quinnisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201408				3.66		Black		F		404 6641672		NA		NA		qmarion1@my.westga.edu		2758 Vining Ridge Ter				Decatur		GA		30034-4196

		917435949		Evans		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201408				4		White		F		770 2276443		NA		NA		jevans10@my.westga.edu		126 Dunwoody Cir				Griffin		GA		30223-6439

		917171362		Wilbor		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201408		4		4		White		F		404 7042054		NA		NA		ecase1@my.westga.edu		349 Sunset Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7709

		917429068		Robertson		Shaneal		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		201408				3.67		Black		F		229 3898505		NA		NA		srober17@my.westga.edu		PO Box 432				Mableton		GA		30126

		917428836		Carr		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201301		201408		2.57		3.85		Black		M		770 4894579		NA		NA		wcarr1@my.westga.edu		1132 Grove Trail Pass				Douglasville		GA		30134-8050

		917147015		Ross		Jacklyn		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408		2.29		4		White		F		770 8433888		NA		jacklyn.l.ross@hotmail.com		jsmith12@my.westga.edu		119 N Jones St				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917432190		Dighton		Burleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201408				3.91		White		M		770 6556951		NA		NA		bdurlei1@my.westga.edu		6 Stonegable Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-9543

		917365908		Wright		Haley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201408		3.42				White		F		770 7199724		NA		NA		hwright4@my.westga.edu		345 Brooks Woolsey Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7204

		917407141		Ritter		Kelley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201408		4		3.85		White		F		678 6038973		NA		NA		kritter1@my.westga.edu		841 Bedford Park				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2861

		917446306		Smith		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201408				4		White		F		404 4054658		NA		NA		lsmith52@my.westga.edu		2100 Shiloh Valley Drive NW Apt 7036				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917446289		Williams		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201408				4		White		F		678 2321773		NA		NA		swilli54@my.westga.edu		2400 Barrett Creek Blvd Apt 714				Marietta		GA		30066

		917452072		Straka		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408				4		White		F		678 3610790		NA		NA		cstraka1@my.westga.edu		352 Friendship Ct SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917094721		Richards		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408		2.46		3.68		Black		M		770 6347162		NA		NA		jrichar4@my.westga.edu		4991 Oakdale Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917414040		Vanzelfden		Chris		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201408		4		3.6		White		M		678 9102453		NA		NA		cvanzel1@my.westga.edu		824 Atlanta Country Club Drive				Marietta		GA		30068

		917454699		Hill		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201308		201408				3.45		Black		F		601 2642659		NA		NA		mhill15@my.westga.edu		102 Fox Run Dr				Hattiesburg		MS		39402

		917433298		Cliver		Christa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201408				3.91		White		F		678 6971377		NA		NA		ccliver1@my.westga.edu		4756 Autumn Rose Trl				Oakwood		GA		30566-2424

		917159370		Pavlak		Shanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201208		201408				4		White		F		404 2139539		NA		NA		spavlak1@my.westga.edu		6828 Pine Knoll Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-1524

		917432545		Campbell		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201301		201408				4		White		M		770 7225916		NA		NA		jcampb10@my.westga.edu

		917321924		Demian		Ann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201408		3.27		3.84		White		F		404 9921388		NA		NA		ademian1@my.westga.edu		2687 Summerbrooke Dr				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917433512		Stephens		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201401		201408				3.9		White		F		404 7978555		NA		NA		astephe7@my.westga.edu		9986 Devonshire St				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917445892		Killingsworth		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201305		201408				4		White		F		229 9428549		NA		NA		ckillin2@my.westga.edu		1505 Cemetery Rd				Preston		GA		31824

		917434314		Greig		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201408				4		White		F		770 7454090		NA		NA		agreig1@my.westga.edu		157 Vinings Lake Ct SW				Mableton		GA		30126-2557

		917314325		Anderson		Marcus				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201408		2.84				Black		M		770 2109837		NA		NA		mander12@my.westga.edu		1113 Lost Ct				Hampton		GA		30228-1597

		917380921		Honey		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201408		3.4				American Indian or Alaskan Native		F				NA		NA		choney1@my.westga.edu

		917172164		Heaberlin		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201408				2.84		White		M		770 3628909		NA		NA		rheaber1@my.westga.edu		187 Rockhouse Ridge				Senoia		GA		30276

		917220449		Freeman		Shanika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								F		201205		201408		3.24		3.64		Black		F		678 3136778		NA		NA		sfreema5@my.westga.edu		603 Post Knoll				Griffin		GA		30224

		917126397		McLean		Lara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201408				4		White		F				NA		NA		lmclean1@my.westga.edu		286 Bateau Cir				Brunswick		GA		31523

		917426517		Bowe		Derek		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201408				3.83		Black		M		256 7974289		NA		NA		dbowe1@my.westga.edu		5032 Grizzard Rd NW				Huntsville		AL		35810-3526

		917130858		Worthey		Shanique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408				4		Black		F		678 5453664		NA		NA		smorri11@my.westga.edu		6534 Yarbrough Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917154437		Sanders		Camille		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408		3.17		3.5		Black		F				NA		NA		csander5@my.westga.edu		321 Wildwood Gln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2421

		917363334		Thompson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201108		201408		3.35				White		F		770 8334821		NA		NA		ethomps8@my.westga.edu		4972 Turtle Rock Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917376452		Davis		Christina				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		3.08				White		F		770 2521463		NA		NA		cdavis25@my.westga.edu		20 Lake Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-3597

		917385535		Lester		Megan		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.82				White		F		678 9376026		NA		NA		mlester1@my.westga.edu		150 Glen Forest Trl				Newnan		GA		30265-1705

		917062984		Marshall		Tyese		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.1				Black		F		770 7155281		NA		NA		tmarsha2@my.westga.edu		4034 Balmoral Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917385302		Parmer		Kathryn		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		3.41				White		F		678 3534479		NA		NA		kmoore17@my.westga.edu		111 ALABAMA RD				Roopville		GA		30170

		917317073		Ravo		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201408		3.73				White		F		678 5428119		jravo.edu@gmail.com		NA		jravo1@my.westga.edu		34 Flame Ct				Palmetto		GA		30268-1562

		917372178		Redding		Malarie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201408		3.22		3.23		Black		F		678 3263896		NA		NA		mreddin2@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle		Apt 606		Newnan		GA		30265

		917419728		Fitzwater		Allyson		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201408		3.39				White		F		770 4863615		NA		NA		afitzwa2@my.westga.edu		539 Lester Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5248

		917294934		Heath		Chantal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201301		201408		3.27		3.83		Black		F		347 7640958		NA		NA		cheath2@my.westga.edu		3801 Rolling Pl				Conley		GA		30288-1460

		917405465		Weidner		Corissa		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		2.84				White		F				NA		NA		cweidne1@my.westga.edu		288 George Wynn Rd				Palmetto		GA		30268-8580

		917404029		Wofford		Trevor		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201408		3.23				White		M		706 2172866		NA		NA		twoffor1@my.westga.edu		2612 Valley View Dr				Rocky Face		GA		30740-8907

		917375211		Guffie		Jamel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.19		3.5		Black		F		404 664		NA		NA		jguffie1@my.westga.edu		2213 Leicester way				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917339523		Faulkner		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		3.08				White		F		770 4618038		NA		NA		jfaulkn2@my.westga.edu		120 Whitney Way				Fayetteville		GA		30214-3752

		917188766		Boles		Carl		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201408		3.52				Black		M		770 3189182		NA		NA		cboles1@my.westga.edu		319 Sparta Hwy				Eatonton		GA		31024-8479

		917423880		Wright		Lawanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201205		201408		4		3.7		Black		F		404 7909212		NA		NA		lwrigh10@my.westga.edu		1233 Evergreen Trl				Lithonia		GA		30058-3115

		917411904		Foster		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201201		201408		3.84				White		F		770 4631211		NA		NA		mfoste11@my.westga.edu		55 Dundee Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917287122		Cheatwood		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201408		3.48		3.83		White		F		678 9531352		NA		NA		jpurvis1@my.westga.edu		103 E Oak St				Luthersville		GA		30251-1604

		917168924		Spratt		Nelson		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		201408		2.92		3.8		White		M		678 9868918		NA		NA		nspratt1@my.westga.edu		342 Lambert Overlook Circle				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917455020		Jhileek		Tasnuva		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201308		201408				4		Asian		F				NA		NA		tjhilee1@my.westga.edu		529 North Ave				Forest Park		GA		30297

		917288171		Hulsey		Callie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201408		3.68		4		White		F		770 6463875		NA		NA		ccrook1@my.westga.edu		152 Oak Cir				Buchanan		GA		30113-5055

		917443066		Baker		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201305		201408				3.63		White		M		770 4614895		NA		NA		jbaker17@my.westga.edu		381 Old Senoia Road				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917424052		Beale-Norris		Darlene		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201208		201408				3.47		Black		F		678 7330892		NA		NA		dbealen1@my.westga.edu		5903 Waggoner Ct				Rex		GA		30273-5206

		917435591		Schell-Bozone		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				3.75		White		F		770 9404034		NA		lsbozone@gmail.com		lschell1@my.westga.edu		202 Beacon Tree Way				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1706

		917449636		Gregg		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201408				4		White		M		706 2596572		NA		NA		sgregg2@my.westga.edu		179 Lindsey Drive				Dalton		GA		30721

		917143007		Holcomb		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201408				3.87		White		F		678 9086131		NA		NA		jholcom4@my.westga.edu		3375 Spring Hill Pkwy SE Apt 1147				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917450261		Jackson		Kawonna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.09		Black		F		404 5672478		NA		NA		kjacks29@my.westga.edu		2305 Battle Creek Village Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917447736		Jones		Nichole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.66		Black		F		678 7908890		NA		NA		njones9@my.westga.edu		2888 Brookford Lane				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917450941		Newsom		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201408				4		White		F		770 5709247		NA		NA		anewsom2@my.westga.edu		4390 Wellbrook Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917432340		Savage		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408				3.37		White		F		678 9362217		NA		NA		nhoard1@my.westga.edu		4017 Old Highway 441 N				Alto		GA		30510-5506

		917401543		Trotter		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201308		201408				4		White		F		678 4169584		NA		trotter34@att.net		strotte2@my.westga.edu		2373 Martin Mill Rd				Newnan		GA		30263

		917375870		Plaisted		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.12				White		F		706 2602929		NA		NA		eplaist1@my.westga.edu		1303 Beverly Dr				Dalton		GA		30720-4002

		917154696		Kirkbride		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201001		201408		3.17		4		White		M		678 4928267		NA		NA		jkirkbr1@my.westga.edu		606 S Park St Apt 4				Carrollton		GA		30117-3835

		917354625		Brookshire		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201205		201408		3.84				White		F		706 8615533		NA		Jbrookshire2@gmail.com		jbrook14@my.westga.edu		721 Fricks Ln				Rossville		GA		30741-2113

		917145652		Hungerford		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				F		201105		201408		4		3.8		White		F		770 8309525		NA		bkhungie@comcast.net		khunger1@my.westga.edu		9066 Tarnwood Cir				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8423

		917090429		Fitts		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408		0		3.22		White		M		706 8305853		NA		NA		tfitts1@my.westga.edu		3375 Spring Hill Parkway SE Apt 122				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917381539		Wiggs		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201201		201408				3.3		White		F		404 5398799		NA		NA		sclough2@my.westga.edu		6014 Terrace Lake Pt				Flowery Branch		GA		30542-2659

		917012261		Gray		Russell		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		201408		2.07		3.9		Black		M		404 2957331		NA		NA		rgray7@my.westga.edu

		917285211		Miller		Natarsha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201408				3.21		Black		F		678 4396209		NA		NA		nmiller8@my.westga.edu		1650 Anderson Mill Rd.		Apt 14101		Austell		GA		30106

		917152758		Aspinwall		Richard		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201408				3.9		White		M		770 5006678		NA		NA		raspinw1@my.westga.edu		5820 River Ridge Lane				Sugar Hill		GA		30518

		917444299		Green		Lashawn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201305		201408				3.54		Black		F		404 6615545		NA		NA		lgreen6@my.westga.edu		1610 Harbin Rd SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-3738

		917306257		Oparinde		Olusola		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				P		201208		201408				3.28		Black		F		770 6358074		NA		NA		ooparin2@my.westga.edu		7234 Cedar Forest Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-1064

		917362665		Crim		Chandler		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.17				White		F		770 9499287		NA		NA		ccrim2@my.westga.edu		1160 Sleepy Hollow Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-8718

		917373988		Ross		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.14		3.57		Black		F				NA		NA		bross7@my.westga.edu		195 Fairburn Rd Apt C11				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917339974		Fensterer		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200908		201408		3.54				White		M		407 8104251		NA		NA		rfenste1@my.westga.edu		1208 Reagans Reserve Blvd				Apopka		FL		32712

		917403241		Heggood		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201408		3.05				White		F		678 7586311		NA		NA		kheggoo1@my.westga.edu		25 Dads Walk				Newnan		GA		30263-3151

		917139334		Wood		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201308		201501		4		4		White		F		770 3015665		NA		NA		kwood7@my.westga.edu		11 Waverly Circle				Newnan		GA		30263

		917143795		Cochran		Lucerita		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201501		3.42				White		F		678 2328677		NA		NA		lalonzo1@my.westga.edu

		917120544		Raymond		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201501		3.19		3.57		White		F		404 8243076		kristen.raymond@carrollcountyschools.com		kristen.raymond@ymail.com		kmoore2@my.westga.edu		224 Central Heights Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917155951		Skaggs		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.49		3.88		White		F		770 8802294		NA		NA		ahiggin1@my.westga.edu		83 Brooke Ridge Trl				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917182443		Moore		Michelle				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201401		201501		3.04				White		F		678 7682652		NA		mmmoore333@gmail.com		mmoore7@my.westga.edu		120 Meadowlark Ct				Bogart		GA		30622

		917231379		Sparks		Isaac		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201501				3.89		Black		M		770 3062131		NA		isparksjr@bellsouth.net		isparks1@my.westga.edu		7608 Cole Ln				College Park		GA		30349-1094

		917273953		Whitley		John				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200608		201501		2.89				White		M		770 8349839		NA		NA		jwhitle2@my.westga.edu		1476 N Highway 16				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2913

		917427099		Hurst		Joseph		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501				4		White		M		770 3851053		NA		NA		jhurst3@my.westga.edu		1575 Henderson Mill Rd				Covington		GA		30014-5736

		917159943		Yeager		Shaquana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201201		201501		3.04		3.94		Black		F		404 3582666		NA		NA		ssmith14@my.westga.edu		200 Atlanta St				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2703

		917408514		Lawler		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201501				4		White		M		770 2142758		NA		NA		slawler2@my.westga.edu		222 Candlewood Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917442564		Woolsey		Connie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201305		201501				4		White		F		770 5909970		NA		NA		cwoolse1@my.westga.edu		3554 Bozeman Lake Road				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917125814		Winchester		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501		2.81		3.57		White		F		678 9382004		NA		sarahuwg@yahoo.com		shahn1@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Rd Apt C5				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917278357		Lane		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201401		201501				4		White		F		478 9523826		NA		melissa.lane@hcbe.net		mlane9@my.westga.edu		211 Grove Lane				Kathleen		GA		31047

		917277900		Broadhead		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201401		201501		2.78		4		Black		F		770 8762157		NA		NA		lbroadh1@my.westga.edu		6130 Sequoia Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917437497		Byers		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201501				3.85		White		F		912 6563613		NA		NA		sbyers1@my.westga.edu		1107 E. 50th St.				Savannah		GA		31404

		917421255		Hawkins		Demetrius		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.16				Black		M		404 6174078		NA		NA		dhawkin3@my.westga.edu		245 Pilgrim Way				Fayetteville		GA		30214-7145

		917080359		Mitchell		LaKisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501		3.25		3.77		Black		F		770 3019387		kisha.mitchell@carrolltoncityschools.net		NA		lthomas1@my.westga.edu		125 Pinehurst Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917451878		Evans		Chantis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201501				4		Black		F		404 2790284		NA		cyourstruly7@gmail.com		cevans17@my.westga.edu		475 Fitzgerald Place				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917064823		Muething		Kay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201501		0		3.6		White		F		404 8698462		NA		kaymuething@hotmail.com		kmuethi1@my.westga.edu		4575 Peachtree Dunwoody Road				Atlanta		GA		30342

		917443560		Woodley		Lateshia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201501				3.5				F		404 3996161		NA		NA		lwoodle1@my.westga.edu		862 Flamingo Drive				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917449740		Beard		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201501				4		White		M				NA		NA		dbeard5@my.westga.edu		191 Carriage Dr				Ringgold		GA		30736

		917294752		Alexander		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201501				3.78		White		M		404 8056024		NA		NA		ralexan5@my.westga.edu		1246 E Rock Springs Rd NE				Atlanta		GA		30306-2265

		917458952		Cole		Karen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201401		201501				3.83		Black		F		954 4836758		NA		NA		kcole12@my.westga.edu		5591 Bear Creek Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5891

		917409285		Cook		Joanne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201501				4		White		F		678 9356656		NA		NA		jcook18@my.westga.edu		129 Hammock Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6705

		917168286		Dement		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201405		201501		3.11		4		White		M		678 4167973		david.dement@cowetaschools.org		NA		ddement1@my.westga.edu		47 Parks Avenue				Newnan		GA		30263

		917418921		Bates		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.44				White		F		678 9869312		NA		NA		hbates2@my.westga.edu		43 Red Top Cir				Emerson		GA		30137-2235

		917363302		Baker		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.84		1		Black		F		678 9726903		NA		NA		abaker10@my.westga.edu		926 Millard Farmer Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5133

		917252032		Miller		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201501		3.5		3.76		Black		M		678 8388834		NA		NA		jmille15@my.westga.edu		467 Greystone Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-4249

		917307938		Pierce		Christopher				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200801		201501		2.93				White		M		678 6730824		NA		NA		cpierce4@my.westga.edu		12 Lightning Ln				La Fayette		GA		30728-3993

		917327317		Rosenberg		Marian		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201501				4		White		F		770 6676914		mrosenberg@spx.org		marian_rosenberg@yahoo.com		mrosenb1@my.westga.edu		1508 Davis Oaks Way				Decatur		GA		30033-1748

		917320344		Walburn		Carrie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201501		3.5		4		White		F		404 4514739		NA		cawalburn@gmail.com		cwalbur1@my.westga.edu		11 elm street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917215934		McMillan		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501		3.35		4		Black		F		678 4384232		NA		NA		smcmill1@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle Apt 208				Newnan		GA		30265

		917427300		Queen		Ann		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201501				3.88		White		F		678 8603297		NA		NA		aqueen1@my.westga.edu		3517 Ridgemill Circle				Dacula		GA		30019

		917180299		Suwinski		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201501		3.05		3.83		White		F		706 3187243		NA		NA		hlewis1@my.westga.edu		342 Madison Rd				Monticello		GA		31064

		917072983		Wells		Dorlisa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201405		201501		2.3		3.34		Black		F		770 5460153		NA		NA		lwilli33@my.westga.edu		303 Walnut Street				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917285178		Robinson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201301		201501		3.08				White		F		770 5587384		NA		NA		csteven3@my.westga.edu		2810 E Highway 166				Carrollton		GA		30116-6100

		917373615		Breeding		Kalyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.27				Black		F		706 5484810		NA		NA		kbreedi1@my.westga.edu		185 Cherokee Forest Dr				Athens		GA		30601-1053

		917075902		Morgan		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201501		3.85		4		White		F		256 6892931		NA		NA		cmorga15@my.westga.edu		231 Webster Lake Dr				Temple		GA		30179-3785

		917451027		Stokes		Toni		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.48				White		F		706 6767536		NA		NA		tstokes2@my.westga.edu		1967 Old Cedartown Hwy				Lindale		GA		30147

		917385078		Mbosi		Evodia		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201501		4		3.54		Black		F		678 8863778		NA		lumshu2006@yahoo.com		embosi1@my.westga.edu		116 Crossings Drive				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917314532		Bonner		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201501		2.91				Black		F		770 3068214		NA		NA		lbonner1@my.westga.edu		730 Millbrook Village Dr				Tyrone		GA		30290-1679

		917323622		Holt		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201501		2.92				White		F		678 5916898		NA		NA		jbrown39@my.westga.edu		39 Wheaton Court				Temple		GA		30179

		917445863		Childers		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		2.89				White		F		770 3046754		NA		NA		jchilde2@my.westga.edu		409 Pebble Drive				LaGrange		GA		30241

		917144479		Gilliard		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201408		201501		3.5		3.56		Black		F		770 6569079		NA		dinkeyusa@yahoo.com		dgillia1@my.westga.edu		622 Shadowmoore Drive				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917319950		Carroll		Richelle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.66		4		White		F		404 8192045		NA		NA		rcarrol5@my.westga.edu		616 Huntwood Circle				Temple		GA		30179

		917082011		Cole		Channa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201501		3.53				White		F		770 2584743		NA		channacole22@gmail.com		ccole11@my.westga.edu		1108 Hillcrest Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2248

		917399911		Gray		Jarett		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		2.89				White		M		770 8547781		NA		NA		jgray13@my.westga.edu		14566 US Highway 27				Franklin		GA		30217-5130

		917383165		Digan		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201401		201501		4		4		White		F		678 8593391		NA		NA		adigan1@my.westga.edu		95 Bradford Station Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917450790		Serrato		Juan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201501				3.55		White		M		678 5170995		NA		NA		jserrat1@my.westga.edu		10190 Twin Oaks Dr				Covington		GA		30014

		917410921		Masinko		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		201501				3.9		White		F		770 7223268		NA		NA		pmasink1@my.westga.edu		325 Summer Shade Ln				Roswell		GA		30075-7700

		917433310		Davis		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201501				3.66		White		F		706 6541772		tiffany.davis@commercecityschools.org		tiffhdavis@gmail.com		tdavis28@my.westga.edu		138 Sullivan Dr				Homer		GA		30547-2255

		917134064		Burnett		Russell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201501		2.64		3.62		White		M		770 2960543		NA		rburnett7@gmail.com		rburnet3@my.westga.edu		129 Birchfield Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917107634		Pritchett		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201501				4		White		F		770 3654541		NA		NA		mpritch2@my.westga.edu		93 Oliveria Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917456929		Greaves		Denise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201501				3.77		Black		F		404 3144209		NA		greavesdenise15@gmail.com		dgreave2@my.westga.edu		6588 Foggy Oak Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917009696		Crymes		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501				3.96		White		F		770 4630067		NA		NA		lcrymes2@my.westga.edu		45 Demaret Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917360490		Wiswall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		201108		201501		3.7		3.94		White		F		770 4601504		NA		NA		swiswal1@my.westga.edu		230 Whitney Way				Fayetteville		GA		30214-3754

		917451632		Boring		Tishcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				3.87		White		F		404 3955637		NA		NA		tboring1@my.westga.edu		195 Lakeside Trail				Covington		GA		30016

		917450266		Zellars		Tywanna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201501				3.08		Black		F				NA		NA		tzellar1@my.westga.edu		1454 Steam Engine Way				Conyers		GA		30013

		917319752		Tabler		Deborrah				BSED		Special Education		Psychology						F		200908		201501		2.88				White		F				NA		NA		dtabler1@my.westga.edu		1360 Choo Choo Dr				Greensboro		GA		30642-2641

		917454185		Greaves		George		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201501				3.77		Black		M		404 4065783		NA		NA		ggreave1@my.westga.edu		6588 Foggy Oak Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917325292		Jeffers		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201501		3.59		4		White		F		678 4163316		NA		NA		cwalke15@my.westga.edu		74 Tanyard Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917344951		Beard		Deaudra				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201501		2.95				Black		F				NA		NA		dbeard3@my.westga.edu		6157 Raintree Bnd				Lithonia		GA		30058-8942

		917348219		Stansel		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200908		201501		3.58				White		F		770 4561641		NA		NA		nstanse1@my.westga.edu		9745 Moss Pointe Path				Villa Rica		GA		30180-6904

		917295072		Lamb		Hilary		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201201		201501		3.14				White		F				NA		NA		hlamb1@my.westga.edu		3524 COBB CT				Decatur		GA		30032

		917323116		Duke		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201501		2.93				White		F				NA		NA		rduke1@my.westga.edu

		917333868		Yokem		Alison		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201501		2.82				White		F		770 5375185		NA		NA		ayokem1@my.westga.edu		103 Meadowbrook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110-7903

		917321430		Young		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Special Education - MAT				F		201308		201501		3.32		4		White		M		678 5911127		NA		NA		jyoung15@my.westga.edu		24592 County Road 87				Graham		AL		36263

		917335492		Hopkins		Erecca		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education								P		200908		201501		2.77		3.4		White		F		404 7911629		NA		NA		ehopkin1@my.westga.edu		3632 Stone Ridge Drive 				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917325581		Carnicom		Layna				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201501		3.04				White		F		770 2539159		NA		NA		lcarnic1@my.westga.edu		173 Thomas Crossing Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2153

		917330822		Moore		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200908		201501		3.16				White		M		770 7814542		NA		NA		tmoore11@my.westga.edu		4075 Mini Trl				Cumming		GA		30041-8815

		917339332		Morris		Rhianon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Music						F		200908		201501		2.88				White		F		706 3342328		NA		NA		rmorris5@my.westga.edu		44 Angus Ct NE				Ranger		GA		30734-7766

		917452903		Anderson		Candice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501				4		Black		F		229 3228292		NA		NA		cander15@my.westga.edu		7302 Stonecrest Trail				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917352295		Gray		Trebla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education		Management		Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201501		2.73		1.5		Black		F		678 2248884		NA		NA		tgray3@my.westga.edu		5550 Fontnot Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-5455

		917332067		Bailey		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201501		3.88				White		M		678 7494636		NA		NA		abaile12@my.westga.edu		8852 Camp  Ridge Ct.				Winston		GA		30187

		917176610		Dudka		Bridget		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201001		201501		3.09				Black		F		770 3282489		NA		bdudka5@gmail.com		bdudka1@my.westga.edu		30 Parthenon Pt				Newnan		GA		30263-6170

		917359145		Smith		Annette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201501		3.17				Black		F		678 6658983		NA		NA		asmith56@my.westga.edu		70 Paradise Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-5243

		917453048		Stubbs		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		201501				3.9		Black		F		678 9643649		NA		NA		mstubbs4@my.westga.edu		298 Windriver Trail				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917075635		Onwukaeme		Chika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201305		201501				3.87		Black		F		770 2229146		NA		NA		conwuka1@my.westga.edu		2250 Windermere Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917049245		Campbell		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201001		201501		4		4		White		F		770 7944686		NA		tamarajcampbell@yahoo.com		tcampbe3@my.westga.edu		928 Checkered Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-7802

		917396866		Brown		Myles		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201105		201501		3.22				White		M		770 7192579		NA		NA		mbrown36@my.westga.edu		373 Twiggs Cor				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1694

		917414291		Poisal		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.87				White		F		404 9312437		NA		NA		ppoisal1@my.westga.edu		2515 Richards Walk				Loganville		GA		30052

		917455963		Saxton		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201401		201501				4		White		M		201 7878409		NA		NA		msaxton1@my.westga.edu		686 Lockton Pl				Atlanta		GA		30342

		917397225		Callahan		Belinda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				F		201105		201501				4		White		F		678 4930113		NA		belinda.callahan@yahoo.com		bcallah1@my.westga.edu		818 Little Creek Ct				Canton		GA		30114-8187

		917229324		Hillsman		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.66		3.95		White		F		404 5025028		NA		NA		jdavis24@my.westga.edu		2565 Speer Court SE				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917264696		McClure		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201501		2.76		3.92		White		F		770 5009061		NA		NA		bmcclur1@my.westga.edu		100 Kimball Bridge Cove				Alpharetta		GA		30022

		917146892		James		Maria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201305		201501				3.12		Black		F		678 5163097		NA		NA		mramos2@my.westga.edu		364 Harbor Pointe Drive				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917093035		Jones		Esther		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201501				4		Asian		F		678 5747348		ejones@paulding.k12.ga.us		NA		ejones6@my.westga.edu		98 Red Bud Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-1141

		917365002		Gilmore		Kenya		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Building Level (COE)				P		201005		201501				4		Black		F		706 3329360		NA		presidio6@yahoo.com		kgilmor1@my.westga.edu		2118 Snellings Dr.				Columbus		GA		31907

		917392195		Dunn		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.75		3.71		White		F				NA		NA		ldunn2@my.westga.edu		2664 Reston Ct				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917451764		Ferguson		Jessica		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.29				White		F		770 2961697		NA		NA		jfergu13@my.westga.edu		577 Chubbtown Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917289228		Euliano		Meghan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201501		3.08				White		F		404 7473588		NA		NA		mplotts1@my.westga.edu		2066 Oakleaf Ln				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-2915

		917320998		Milligan		Matthew				BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201501		3.03						M				NA		NA		mmillig2@my.westga.edu		3130 Plantation Run Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-4921

		917372489		Jenkins		Mia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.04				Black		F		770 9315011		NA		NA		mjenkin3@my.westga.edu		1668 Planters Row				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-1933

		917355201		Marsh		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology		Business Education (6-12)				F		201008		201501		2.71		2		Black		M				NA		NA		jmarsh2@my.westga.edu		175 Hitchcock Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917362038		Cooper		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.32						F		770 4025957		NA		alexandriacooper1@yahoo.com		acoope10@my.westga.edu		3844 Willow Tree Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-7301

		917348967		Ngum		Mercy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201501		3.8		4		Black		F		678 7551582		NA		ngummy@yahoo.com		mngum1@my.westga.edu		3140 Cambrian Terrace				Austell		GA		30106

		917336030		Acord		Kari		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.73				White		F		770 9420705		NA		NA		kbarnes9@my.westga.edu		8611 Foxridge Dr				Winston		GA		30187-1151

		917388282		Edwards		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.28				White		F		706 3978358		NA		NA		sedwar15@my.westga.edu		11825 Highway 136 E				La Fayette		GA		30728-5857

		917393658		Butler		Joanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.71				Asian		F		4047847		NA		NA		jbutle16@my.westga.edu		3000 Weldon Pl SE				Conyers		GA		30094-2078

		917430421		Caylor		Danny		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201501				3.55		White		M		678 5026647		NA		NA		dcaylor1@my.westga.edu		6089 Wildwind Ct				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6314

		917429330		Jones		Rachel		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.52				White		F		770 5474866		NA		NA		rjones26@my.westga.edu		77 Goodwin Dr				Summerville		GA		30747-1102

		917388377		Myers		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201501		3.52				White		F		678 4450879		NA		NA		jmyers4@my.westga.edu		2007 Tully Wren NE				Marietta		GA		30066-4586

		917440170		Dillard		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				4		White		F		678 6345476		NA		NA		kdillar2@my.westga.edu		354 Babrak Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917435326		Draper		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201301		201501				4		White		F		347 5319384		NA		NA		mdraper1@my.westga.edu		53 Line Creek Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1654

		917301101		Dubose		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201501		2.77		3.57		Black		F				NA		NA		adubose1@my.westga.edu		1717 Concept 21 Cir				Austell		GA		30168-6873

		917385980		Shirley		Marshall		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		201501		3.36		3.7		White		M		678 8993385		NA		NA		mshirle3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 31				Temple		GA		30179

		917157268		English		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201501		3.03		3.94		White		F				NA		lauraenglish11@gmail.com		lenglis1@my.westga.edu		407 Northlake Dr F5				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917035133		Etheredge		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201301		201501		2.61		3.81		White		M		678 8395342		NA		wdeiii@aol.com		wethered@westga.edu		40 Brookshire Drive				Temple		GA		30179

		917425790		Pullin		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		2.94				Asian		F		404 9183232		NA		NA		kpullin1@my.westga.edu		2080 Settle Cir				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917310655		McFadden		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.31				White		F				NA		NA		cmcfadd1@my.westga.edu

		917374319		Moss		William		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201501		3.76		3.85		White		M		423 2419297		NA		NA		wmoss1@my.westga.edu		17 Ledford Road				Crandall		GA		30711

		917078013		Stamper		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201501		3		3.79		Black		M		770 7741044		stamperj@fultonschools.org		stampler_j@bellsouth.net		jstampe1@my.westga.edu		7306 Taloga Ln				Union City		GA		30291-5166

		917323939		Sofela		Adesola		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201008		201501		2.81				Black		F		770 5732088		NA		NA		asofela1@my.westga.edu		345 Twin Hill Ct		Bldg Q		Austell		GA		30168

		917382205		Dyer		Ieshia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.93				Black		F				NA		NA		idyer1@my.westga.edu		6750 Clearstream Way				Austell		GA		30168

		917360639		Kiel		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.13				White		F		404 4567189		NA		NA		jkiel1@my.westga.edu		49 Mary Freeman Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-1648

		917347878		Kellar		Leyla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201501		2.88				White		F		404 6334420		NA		supernaturalvillerocks@gmail.com		lkellar1@my.westga.edu		1686 Bristol Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30329-2534

		917394708		Butler		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.77		3.85		White		F		678 4478995		NA		NA		mbutler2@my.westga.edu		186 Butler Road				Brooks		GA		30205

		917334513		Evans		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.82		4		White		M		706 3388601		NA		NA		wevans5@my.westga.edu		119 Meadow Lakes Drive				Lexington		GA		30648

		917449886		Flournoy		Kendra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501				3.69		Black		F		770 8452287		NA		NA		kflourn1@my.westga.edu		6057 Hillandale Drive				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917384494		Sprinkle		Jasmyne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.19				Black		F				NA		NA		jsprink1@my.westga.edu		4169 Rocky Face Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135-4333

		917359277		Vesely		Miranda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.44				White		F				NA		NA		mwilli55@my.westga.edu		3588 Marshall Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-2367

		917432982		Nordenhaug		Olga		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501				4		White		F		912 3986336		NA		NA		onorden1@my.westga.edu		34 E Stillwood Cir				Savannah		GA		31419-2440

		917336739		Hall		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201401		201501		3.43		3.5		Black		F		404 2476168		NA		NA		khall14@my.westga.edu		612 Montglade Ct				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917107341		Cole		Andra'		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201205		201501		2.94		3.78		Black		M		770 4395248		NA		NA		acole1@my.westga.edu		3254 Eloise Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-2182

		917304164		Turner		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Economics/Secondary Education								F		201305		201501		2.96				White		F		678 8775123		NA		NA		taskew1@my.westga.edu		2527 ROOSTERVILLE RD				Roopville		GA		30170

		917365886		Sexton		James		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201501		3.21				White		M		706 6582767		NA		NA		jsexton3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 874				Braselton		GA		30517-0015

		917087631		Hiett		Christy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201205		201501				3.83		White		F		256 4632009		NA		NA		chiett1@my.westga.edu		844 County Road 35				Fruithurst		AL		36262-3606

		917133306		Bechiom		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201205		201501				4		White		F		678 6972057		NA		NA		sbechio1@my.westga.edu		1850 Hampton Pass				Douglasville		GA		30134-3261

		917306459		Bruce		Gina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501		3.19		3.9		White		F		678 9531060		gcriccobono@gmail.com		NA		griccob1@my.westga.edu		192 Welcome Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917390134		Collins		Dana		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201501		3.9				White		F		770 8323622		NA		NA		dcollin5@my.westga.edu		153 Wynridge Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8807

		917346958		Shepherd		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.5		3.78		White		F		706 9366682		NA		jshepherd@floydboe.net		eshephe1@my.westga.edu		830 Youngs Mill Rd				Kingston		GA		30145

		917350907		Justen		Kristi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201501		2.95				White		F		404 7232228		NA		NA		kjusten1@my.westga.edu		2718 Hawk Trce NE				Marietta		GA		30066-1527

		917321000		Murray		Kyle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201501		2.95				Asian		M		770 9574617		NA		NA		kmurray4@my.westga.edu		20 Beechwood Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-4480

		917371791		Castellanos		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201501		2.89						F		678 5499886		NA		NA		acastel2@my.westga.edu		5970 Castlegate Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-9021

		917355146		Denton		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.07				White		F		770 7141005		NA		NA		ldenton1@my.westga.edu		16 Garrett Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917363516		Griffin		Shantise		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.95		4		Black		F		404 3908626		NA		NA		sgriffi8@my.westga.edu		936-B Oak Creek Circle				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917136609		Rabun		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501		4		4		White		F		678 6311263		NA		NA		krabun1@my.westga.edu		101 Laurel Ct				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2028

		917381166		Fordham		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201501		2.87				White		M		770 8629326		NA		NA		jfordha1@my.westga.edu		125 Scenic Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-3072

		917366223		Walker		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.25				Black		F		706 2325633		NA		NA		kwalke17@my.westga.edu		7835 Alabama Hwy SW				Rome		GA		30165-6777

		917181684		Martin		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201501		3.1				White		M		770 8323666		NA		NA		tmartin5@my.westga.edu		209 Habersham Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4153

		917385197		Morrow		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.56				White		F		706 8820627		NA		NA		jmorrow7@my.westga.edu		215 E Yorktown Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-9502

		917427121		Faisst		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201205		201501		3.26				White		F		678 3640420		NA		NA		jfaisst1@my.westga.edu		118 Brookgrove Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1064

		917363540		Snell		Randall		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201501		2.8		3.33		Black		M		404 3769287		NA		NA		rsnell1@my.westga.edu		7288 Raintree Loop				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917340111		Loveless		Jimmy				BA		Chemistry/Secondary Education								F		201008		201501		3.82				White		M		770 2584099		NA		NA		jlovele1@my.westga.edu		3338 Lovvorn Mill Rd				Waco		GA		30182-3049

		917424951		Peay		Joeletta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.88		4		Black		F		404 2343591		NA		NA		jpeay2@my.westga.edu		135 Village Green Cir				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917380583		Stroud		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.31		3.5		Black		F		678 2942074		NA		NA		astroud3@my.westga.edu		228 Hedgewood Dr.				Hampton		GA		30228

		917372147		Jackson		Cortney		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201008		201501		3.53				Black		M		478 9861404		NA		NA		cjacks21@my.westga.edu		203 Firetower Rd				Gray		GA		31032-4033

		917429939		Cox		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.01				Black		F		404 4848685		NA		NA		jcox15@my.westga.edu		3980 Ambrose Ridge Ct				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917317115		Smith		Janice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201501				3.84		White		F		404 7294156		NA		smithdj@numail.org		jsmith66@my.westga.edu		18 Preswick Park Drive				Newnan		GA		30265

		917374038		King		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201501		3.2				White		F		678 2670589		NA		NA		tking6@my.westga.edu		106 David Fields Ct				McDonough		GA		30253-5812

		917375430		Smedley		Lindsey		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.33				White		F				NA		NA		lsmedle1@my.westga.edu		400 ELLIS RD SW				Dalton		GA		30721

		917368238		Thompson		Kristofer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201501		3.01				Black		M		678 3840744		NA		NA		kthomp23@my.westga.edu		4410 Steeplechase Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-2565

		917391375		Deramus		Mckinsley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.19				Black		F		770 3815176		NA		NA		mderamu1@my.westga.edu		1576 Shenta Oak Dr				Norcross		GA		30093-3030

		917387006		Adams		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.58				White		F		770 6312671		NA		NA		sadams13@my.westga.edu		204 Wheatleigh Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2441

		917165552		Hardy		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201301		201501		3.43		4		White		F		770 8769951		NA		cairulunari@hotmail.com		bhardy2@my.westga.edu		12135 Gulf Blvd.		Apartment 1		Treasure Island		FL		33706

		917445184		Holmes		Matika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501				3.36		Black		F		404 5631875		NA		NA		mholmes6@my.westga.edu		6000 River Oak Terrace				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917371000		Orebaugh		Savanna		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		2.86				White		F				NA		NA		sparson2@my.westga.edu		1855 Buttermilk Rd				Cave Spring		GA		30124

		917347266		Jones		Morgan		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.12				White		F		678 9864353		NA		NA		mjones48@my.westga.edu		27 Lake Haven Drive				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917273525		Zimmerman		Grant		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201401		201501		2.74				White		M		770 4298637		NA		NA		gzimmer1@my.westga.edu		252 Grosvenor Pl				Marietta		GA		30064

		917312594		Walker		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201501		3.38				White		F				brwparmer@gmail.com		NA		bwalker9@my.westga.edu

		917385637		Evans		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201205		201501		3.19						F		678 4924120		NA		NA		hwilson3@my.westga.edu		7246 FORREST RD				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917443035		Goodwin		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201501		3.62		4		White		F		706 9514437		NA		NA		egoodwi3@my.westga.edu		3712 Old Petersburg Rd				Augusta		GA		30907

		917351889		Gable		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.18				White		F		678 5443361		NA		NA		agable3@my.westga.edu		10 Peachtree Lake Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1830

		917407062		Barnes		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201108		201501		2.66				White		M				NA		NA		abarnes8@my.westga.edu		846 Bethel Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5646

		917438820		Pilgrim		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.04				White		F		770 8687177		NA		NA		lpilgri1@my.westga.edu		8626 Wood Springs Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917368921		Wendlandt		Meghan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.91		4		White		F				NA		NA		mgrover1@my.westga.edu		87 Tyler Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917428595		Pollock		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.3				Black		F		770 4787791		NA		NA		apolloc1@my.westga.edu		103 Spivey River Cir				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917166237		Klemzak		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201501		0		3.61		White		F		810 4346588		NA		NA		sklemza1@my.westga.edu		58 Grove Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917333552		Simpkins		Victor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201501		2.87				Black		M				NA		NA		vsimpki1@my.westga.edu		4603 Manteo Ct				Augusta		GA		30906-8510

		917028567		Harris		Robin		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201501		3.33				White		F		770 7106529		NA		robinhere@bellsouth.net		rharri18@my.westga.edu		1121 Rome Street		Apt. 104		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917367803		Raston		Jhori		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.4				Black		F		404 6756422		NA		NA		jraston2@my.westga.edu		4225 Apple Circle				Conley		GA		30288-1639

		917421008		Bemis		Lesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.65				White		F		205 8338190		NA		NA		lbemis1@my.westga.edu		400 Esplanade Dr				Birmingham		AL		35206-1609

		917335498		Barton		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.11				White		F		770 7328781		NA		NA		lbarton1@my.westga.edu		5818 Wembley Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917410177		Days-Hoffman		Sherron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201205		201501				3.9		Black		F		404 7897391		NA		NA		sdays1@my.westga.edu		6134 Idlewood Pass				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917330343		Cook		Christian		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.24		3.83		White		F		678 4924341		NA		NA		ccook7@my.westga.edu		2470 Daniel Road				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917389978		Wyman		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.27				White		F		770 8980436		NA		NA		jwyman1@my.westga.edu		160 Windy Oaks Ln				Locust Grove		GA		30248-2825

		917410022		Williams		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201501		3.11				White		F		770 9426973		NA		NA		awilli60@my.westga.edu		634 N Burnt Hickory Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134-4119

		917428640		Hastings		Kalie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201208		201501		3.81				Asian		F		770 8750231		NA		NA		khastin3@my.westga.edu		2640 Oak Grove Church Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917372780		Pipkin		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201501		2.91				White		F		770 2867602		NA		NA		jpipkin1@my.westga.edu		1125 Lakehaven Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-5569

		917387293		Kelly		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.86		3.83		White		F		770 8232744		NA		NA		ckelly7@my.westga.edu		8348 County Road 51				Graham		AL		36263

		917418838		Zachary		Betty		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.9		4		White		F		229 3090517		NA		NA		bzachar1@my.westga.edu		402 Woolfork Avenue				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917315801		Seastrom		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201501		3.22				White		F		678 6546254		NA		NA		sseastr1@my.westga.edu		1594 Rock Springs Ln				Woodstock		GA		30188-3166

		917413549		Dothard		Jason		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201201		201501		2.53				Black		M		678 6013894		NA		NA		jdothar1@my.westga.edu		127 N Garrett St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3929

		917031214		Lackey		Murvin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201208		201501		2.61				Black		M		404 3769978		NA		murvinlackey@gmail.com		mlackey1@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd		Apt 310B		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917411552		Baker		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201201		201501		2.99				Black		M		229 2204040		NA		NA		rbaker8@my.westga.edu		776 N 4th St				Colquitt		GA		39837-3843

		917366667		Jones		Tommy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201501		3.32				White		M		706 6240537		NA		NA		tjones30@my.westga.edu		334 Woodridge Dr NW				Calhoun		GA		30701-9423

		917446106		Morrissey		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				4		White		F		317 4404656		NA		NA		kmorri22@my.westga.edu		9895 Water Crest Drive				Fishers		IN		46038

		917023101		Syverson		Frances		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				3.84		White		F		678 5235582		NA		NA		fsyvers1@my.westga.edu		3178 Ashton Old Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917430357		Kafati		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201501				4		White		F		678 7530187		NA		NA		lkafati1@my.westga.edu		1141 Liberty Ln				Bogart		GA		30622-5308

		917006134		Ingram		Lora		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201501				3.61		Black		F		678 7919090		NA		NA		lingram4@my.westga.edu		335 North Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917030671		Slaton		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201405		201501				4		White		F		770 3289195		jessica.slaton@cowetaschools.org		NA		jslaton1@my.westga.edu		85 Walton Woods Court				Newnan		GA		30263

		917321251		Hill		Aaron				MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				3.33		Black		M		678 6146729		NA		NA		ahill17@my.westga.edu		4570 Glore Crossing Drive				Mableton		GA		30126

		917380528		Thiele		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.78				White		F				NA		NA		mthiele1@my.westga.edu		3635 Rosehaven Way				Suwanee		GA		30024-2259

		917427172		Gunby		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		2.87				White		F				NA		NA		cgunby1@my.westga.edu		4966 Whitlow Ridge Dr				Bishop		GA		30621-6518

		917395917		O'bryan		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.32				White		F		770 8870460		NA		NA		kobryan1@my.westga.edu		5060 Piney Grove Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-9669

		917372874		Rutan		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.29				White		F		770 4250538		NA		NA		erutan1@my.westga.edu		642 Owl Creek Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6229

		917338074		Bostic		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.26		3.83		White		F		770 3804975		NA		NA		rbostic2@my.westga.edu		8186 Woodland Ave SE				Covington		GA		30014-3966

		917416255		Wing		Joel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201501		3.34				White		M		207 5138013		NA		NA		jwing1@my.westga.edu		215 Perry St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2422

		917424829		Drzewiecki		Alliya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201208		201501				3.85		White		F		419 7087583		NA		NA		adrzewi1@my.westga.edu		1564 Amesbury				Toledo		OH		43612

		917055510		Crosby		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201401		201501		2.86		3.86		White		M		770 6967240		john.crosby@cowetaschools.net		nhgt_2000@hotmail.com		jcrosby3@my.westga.edu		141 Millpond Crossing G1				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917310178		Hodges		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.5		3.72		White		F				NA		NA		ahodges2@my.westga.edu		1752 County Road 26				Roanoke		AL		36274-5270

		917446226		Jensen		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201501				4		White		F		770 3120856		NA		NA		mjensen4@my.westga.edu		570 Hogart St				Raeford		NC		28376

		917007057		Lane		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201205		201501				4		White		M		678 3951370		lane.daniel@fcboe.org		NA		dlane2@my.westga.edu		306 Hambrick Park				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5268

		917169591		Griffin		Roxie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				3.88		Black		F		678 7021345		NA		NA		rgriff10@my.westga.edu		4689 Thompson Mill Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917395855		Wren		Rebekah		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201501		3.89		4		White		F		678 9779975		NA		NA		rrhineh1@my.westga.edu		1307 Bo Bo Banks Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1879

		917329157		Maddox		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201501		3.08				White		F		404 4085598		NA		NA		lmaddox1@my.westga.edu		106 Windalier Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3208

		917388083		Pittman		Tiana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201501		3.25				Black		F				NA		NA		tpittma3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 66185				Washington		DC		20035-6185

		917399571		Butler		Kaela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.56		3.92		Black		F		770 8267404		NA		NA		kbutler3@my.westga.edu		505 saddle lake drive				Roswell		GA		30076

		917407437		Barnes		Glenn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.33		3.71		Black		M		770 5702140		NA		NA		gbarnes1@my.westga.edu		9765 Walnut Grove Trail				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917440083		George		Eon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201308		201501				3.86		Black		M		678 7591552		NA		NA		egeorge2@my.westga.edu		354 Kentwood Springs Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-5937

		917154724		Godfrey		Antoinette		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		201501				4		Black		F		770 8566907		NA		NA		agodfre5@my.westga.edu		7429 Absinth Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349-8135

		917386133		Cooper		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201108		201501		4		4		White		F		770 3012427		NA		schlottmanc@yahoo.com		cschlot1@my.westga.edu		74 Spring Street Apt A				Newnan		GA		30263

		917468078		Grimsley		Nakia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201501				4		Black		F		678 8387737		NA		NA		nharris6@my.westga.edu		3881 Monticello Street				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917360645		Walker		Philip		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201501		3.32				White		M		678 3785391		NA		NA		pwalker5@my.westga.edu		353 Norton Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-2733

		917182954		Shirley-Stevens		Renee		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201401		201501		3.25		3.8		White		F		770 5709080		NA		NA		rshirle1@my.westga.edu		1895 Mack Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917440915		Till		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				3.27		White		M		404 8845363		NA		NA		rtill1@my.westga.edu		2116 Renaissance Way NE				Atlanta		GA		30308

		917373723		Ivey		Brana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.61		3.66		Black		F		404 4471745		NA		NA		bivey1@my.westga.edu		504 Riverview Pl				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917362373		McCombs		Whitney		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		2.93				Black		F		770 7482938		NA		wmccombs@student.highlands.edu		wmccomb1@my.westga.edu		109 Hicklen Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-4055

		917395818		Clarke		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Political Science						F		201108		201501		3.54						M		804 7395975		NA		NA		kclarke2@my.westga.edu		6249 Fox Branch Ct				Midlothian		VA		23112-6556

		917304464		Walkup		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.46		3.45		White		F		404 3721178		NA		NA		swalkup1@my.westga.edu		460 Hays Mill Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917428449		Cormany		Leah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201501				3.76		White		F		678 3239636		NA		NA		lcorman1@my.westga.edu		6450 Mill Crossing Ct				Acworth		GA		30102-1579

		917219317		Heaton		Lorin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201501		3.76		4		White		F		770 3013440		NA		NA		NA		168 Brookside Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917323462		Mosley		Wakaith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201305		201501				3.62		Black		F				wakaitha_l_mosley@fc.dekalb.k12.ga.us		wakaithamosley@yahoo.com		wmosley1@my.westga.edu		1040 Strawberry Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917179936		Pope		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201305		201501		3.03		3.84		White		F		706 7660165		NA		NA		smoore6@my.westga.edu		436 Waburn Walk				Dallas		GA		30132

		917288614		Newey		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201308		201501				3.92		White		F		678 3131033		NA		NA		mnewey1@my.westga.edu		142 Narrows Loop				Waleska		GA		30183

		917429200		Over		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201301		201501		0		3.92		White		F		205 5169124		NA		NA		lguthri1@my.westga.edu		401 Cole Creek Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917409130		Dyal		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201401		201501				4		White		F		912 6327902		NA		NA		hdyal1@my.westga.edu		199 John Allen Circle				Alma		GA		31510

		917456798		De La Torre		Alysa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201401		201501				4				F		770 6321572		NA		NA		adelato1@my.westga.edu		166 Ardenlee Drive 				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201308		201501		2.96		4		White		M		678 8985910		NA		LFCARR@yahoo.com		lcarr@westga.edu		126 Pinecrest Cir				Dallas		GA		30132-4011

		917410323		Weaver		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.51				White		F		706 3561777		NA		NA		lweaver3@my.westga.edu		3644 Seymour Rd.				Martin		GA		30557

		917344272		Rogers		DeMia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.39		3.9		Black		F		770 7859387		NA		NA		drogers6@my.westga.edu		2315 Rock Mill Ln NE				Conyers		GA		30013-5726

		917406199		Fleming		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201501				4		White		F		912 7130280		NA		NA		sflemin4@my.westga.edu

		917385281		Luton		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.37				White		F		770 2539077		NA		NA		vluton1@my.westga.edu		217 Overland Trail				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3715

		917443200		Traeger		Callie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201308		201501				4		White		F		770 8807261		NA		NA		ctraege1@my.westga.edu		1800 Benningfield Dr				Marietta		GA		30064

		917421723		Wood		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.47				White		F		478 9943231		NA		NA		awood13@my.westga.edu		131 Fairway Run				Forsyth		GA		31029-4976

		917303990		Weaver		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201501		3.79				White		F		770 4897253		NA		NA		tweaver1@my.westga.edu		6159 Prince Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-4744

		917394879		Buggs		Kenya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.21		3.5		Black		F		706 8465164		NA		NA		kbuggs1@my.westga.edu		160 Cato St				Manchester		GA		31816-1307

		917137142		Macon		Camron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201501				3.3		Black		M		678 6020117		NA		NA		cmacon2@my.westga.edu		163 Christopher Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-2249

		917427810		Pullen		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BS		Physics/Secondary Education								F		201208		201501		3.71				White		M		770 6463691		NA		NA		apullen2@my.westga.edu		2025 Monroe Mill Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-3444

		917414388		Mcgee		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.66				Black		F		678 9382139		NA		NA		dmcgee2@my.westga.edu		5611 Rock Shoals Way				College Park		GA		30349

		917379949		Song		Detong		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201201		201501		3.82				Asian		F				NA		NA		dsong1@my.westga.edu		70 Hawks Nest Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917383768		Stowe		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201501		3.55				White		F				NA		NA		cstowe1@my.westga.edu		591 Denson Rd				Summerville		GA		30747-6558

		917375193		Reeves		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.92				White		F		770 7787052		NA		NA		creeves6@my.westga.edu		896 Everett Mountain Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4553

		917272617		Zavaleta		Alfredo		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201501				3.75		White		M		770 5833778		alfredo_zavaleta@cowetaschools.org		NA		azavale1@my.westga.edu		POB 776				Grantville		GA		30220

		917363280		Edouard		Anastasia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.99				Black		F		678 5193696		NA		NA		aedouar1@my.westga.edu		10419 Ivygate Ter				Jonesboro		GA		30238-7924

		917373496		Huff		Jenai		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.42				Black		F		678 4725930		NA		NA		jlovehu1@my.westga.edu		10103 Deep Creek Dr				Union City		GA		30291-6015

		917386067		Helms		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.46				White		F				NA		NA		lhelms2@my.westga.edu		65 Timberidge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-4102

		917390645		Petcu		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.38				White		F		7703070		NA		NA		mpetcu1@my.westga.edu		128 Ashwood Dr				Winder		GA		30680-3528

		917378780		Sutherland-Johnson		Rosanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.97		3.75		Black		F		404 4227794		NA		NA		rsuther1@my.westga.edu		135 Terry Terrace		Unit 11A		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917244716		Foster		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501		3.41		4		White		F		678 4928810		NA		NA		jfoster4@my.westga.edu		1831 Burwell Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917064836		Mulkey		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201501		3.14		4		White		F				kim.mulkey@woodward.edu		NA		kmulkey2@my.westga.edu		1619 Walker Ave				College Park		GA		30337-1411

		917449739		Allen		La Porsha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201501				4		Black		F		678 5239471		NA		NA		lallen12@my.westga.edu		5514 Village Trace				Union City		GA		30291

		917366208		Wright		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201501		3.07				White		M		678 6013742		NA		NA		jwrigh14@my.westga.edu		308 Hays Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-4215

		917450596		Brown		Megan		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.75				White		F		770 6840957		NA		NA		mbrown45@my.westga.edu		202 Plum Street				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917454959		Youmans		Janet		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				3.88		White		F		678 583		NA		NA		jyouman1@my.westga.edu		730 Stallsworth Rd				McDonough		GA		30252

		917411410		Roberts		Cedric		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201501				3.84		Black		M		229 2515041		NA		NA		crober15@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 237				Sparks		GA		31647

		917404163		Dye		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.27				White		F		678 3262522		NA		NA		edye2@my.westga.edu		6785 Smithfield Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-1919

		917392163		Walker		Kalie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.34				White		F		478 9524847		NA		NA		kwalke19@my.westga.edu		1179 Hwy 83 North				Forsyth		GA		31029

		917365109		Robinson		Latoya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.23						F		678 4691612		NA		NA		lrobin15@my.westga.edu		132 Huntcliff Trail				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917152621		Jackson		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201005		201501		3.17				White		F		770 3145195		NA		NA		cjackso6@my.westga.edu		129 Acorn Lane				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917361762		Moore		Tyehimba		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201501		3.02		3.3		Black		M		1234567		NA		NA		tmoore16@my.westga.edu		4118 Brockett Creek Dr				Tucker		GA		30084

		917345568		Tullis		Ronnie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201501		3.03				Black		M		404 8576162		NA		NA		rtullis1@my.westga.edu		2354 June Springs Drive				Marietta		GA		30008

		917376559		Smith		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.68				White		F		770 5992102		NA		NA		jsmith97@my.westga.edu		673 Standing Rock Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-1405

		917347148		Bell		Shatera		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		200908		201501		3.26				Black		F		770 7394997		NA		NA		sbell6@my.westga.edu		724 Knox Springs Rd				Austell		GA		30168-6314

		917421565		Marx		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.45				White		M		912 6740984		NA		NA		zmarx1@my.westga.edu		901 Riverview Place		PO Box 5474		Saint Marys		GA		31558-5474

		917454831		Meers		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.79				White		F		7066766876		NA		NA		wmeers1@my.westga.edu		17 Cameo Drive				Rome		GA		30165

		917387918		Eaves		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.63				White		F		770 8326731		NA		NA		ceaves2@my.westga.edu		14 Buell Jones Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5413

		917435346		Magwood		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201301		201501		3.49				White		M		678 3927785		NA		NA		smagwoo1@my.westga.edu		1811 Old Lost Mountain Road				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917293981		Lozo		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201301		201501				4		White		F		770 5147417		NA		NA		wlozo1@my.westga.edu		2149 Kensington Ct				Marietta		GA		30064

		917178982		Foster		Adrian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201501		2.46		3.37		Black		F				NA		NA		afoster6@my.westga.edu

		917341792		Nelson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.2				White		F				NA		NA		adawson4@my.westga.edu		185 Tillinghast Trce				Newnan		GA		30265-6000

		917381863		Manomano		George		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.07				Black		M		404 2716853		NA		NA		gmanoma1@my.westga.edu		860 Georgian Hills Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-8697

		917432632		Thompson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201501		3.39				White		F		205 5083052		NA		NA		athomp19@my.westga.edu		112 Georgia Manor Ln				Trussville		AL		35173-1709

		917395880		Ellis		Angel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.07		3.57		Black		F		678 4468907		NA		NA		aellis5@my.westga.edu		190 Trelawney Circle				Covington		GA		30016

		917305580		Whalen		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201301		201501		3.13		4		White		F		678 7147333		NA		NA		jwhalen1@my.westga.edu		780 Sentry Ridge Xing				Suwanee		GA		30024-6445

		917341099		Whitley		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.02		3.54		White		F		678 8771114		NA		NA		rwhitle2@my.westga.edu		1061 Bo Bo Banks Rd				Grantville		GA		30220

		917141158		Williams		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201501				3.8		Black		F		404 372		NA		NA		swillia1@my.westga.edu		327 Carriage Lake Lane				Stockbridge		GA		30273

		917381636		Johnson		RaShaundria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.51				Black		F		678 4572542		NA		NA		rjohns21@my.westga.edu		727 Heritage Post Lane				Grayson		GA		30017

		917361938		Pruitt		Stevanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.82		3.92		White		F		706 3460088		NA		NA		spruitt3@my.westga.edu		1047 Morgan Diary Road SW				Cave Spring		GA		30124

		917330200		Prather		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		2.79		0		Black		F		678 7723783		NA		NA		jprathe1@my.westga.edu		1021 Carrington Ridge				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917411646		Rodriguez		Eliana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201501		3.32		3.92				F		269 5989070		NA		elianarodriguez90@gmail.com		erodrig2@my.westga.edu		25 Greens Court				Newnan		GA		30265

		917377905		Worthy		Hailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		2.92				White		F		770 5429845		NA		NA		hworthy2@my.westga.edu		39 King St				Bremen		GA		30110-4627

		917367458		Warner		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.36				White		F		706 8820912		NA		NA		jwarner3@my.westga.edu		400 Ridge St				LaGrange		GA		30240-3157

		917389992		Huddleston		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201501		3.43				White		F		706 8370294		NA		NA		ahuddle2@my.westga.edu		106 Cedar Creek Ct				LaGrange		GA		30240-9290

		917053301		Bishop		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201501		3.37		3.96		White		M		404 7027859		NA		NA		jbishop1@my.westga.edu		315 Roswell Ave SE				Rome		GA		30161

		917419082		Birkenfeld		Karen		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201205		201501				4		White		F		205 3299616		NA		NA		kbirken1@my.westga.edu		105 Deer Run Dr				Alabaster		AL		35007-6404

		917454892		Bennett		Cole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				4		White		M		706 5816204		NA		NA		cbennet9@my.westga.edu		504 Leightons Lndg				Dalton		GA		30720

		917356962		Offutt		Daphanie Renee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201305		201501		3.01		3.81		Black		F		404 9010587		NA		NA		doffutt1@my.westga.edu		7237 Brittany Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917373167		Smith		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.68				White		F		770 9106099		NA		NA		csmith75@my.westga.edu		6165 Ellis Street				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917392509		Bost		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.67		4		White		F		770 8941377		NA		NA		mbost1@my.westga.edu		6780 Sentara Place				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917356631		Smith		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201501		2.89				White		F		770 9439807		NA		NA		ksmith59@my.westga.edu		441 Carriage Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917437161		Dorsey		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501				3.81		White		F		678 5715075		NA		NA		kdorsey4@my.westga.edu		615 Walden Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-8802

		917420171		Elemen		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201205		201501				3.98		White		F		510 6737374		NA		NA		jelemen1@my.westga.edu		35787 Augustine Ct				Fremont		CA		94536-3301

		917455083		Ryan		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201308		201501				3.9		White		M		509 6758629		NA		NA		pryan2@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Road		Apartment 410C		Carrollton		GA		30116

		917004602		Coleman		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.24				White		F		678 7808099		NA		whitlockd47@yahoo.com		djunge1@my.westga.edu		4355 Highland Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917199925		Williams		Katie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.79				White		F		770 5742672		NA		NA		kwilli63@my.westga.edu		564 Salem Church Road				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917394487		Gill		Arielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.63				White		F		7063972		NA		NA		agill1@my.westga.edu		11828 E Highway 136				La Fayette		GA		30728-5858

		917342704		Denney		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201501		3.33		3.78		White		F		770 3015866		NA		NA		cziglar1@my.westga.edu		535 Garrett Creek Road				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917189461		Korn		Randi Lynn		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201305		201501		3.28		3.8		White		F		404 5425915		NA		r.korn1@yahoo.com		rkorn1@my.westga.edu		60 Green Elm Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917193307		Anderson		Ramona		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501		4		3.67		Black		F		770 9097559		NA		NA		randers4@my.westga.edu		5500 Hampton Ct				College Park		GA		30349

		917463287		Basler		Dana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201401		201501				3.7		White		F		865 5994727		NA		NA		dbasler1@my.westga.edu		3701 Redding Road				Maryville		TN		37415

		917108381		Carden		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501		3.85		4		White		F		770 5372742		amanda.carden@carrolltoncityschools.net		NA		acarden1@my.westga.edu		638 Liberty Church Rd				Bremen		GA		30110

		917140855		Smith		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501				4		White		F				NA		NA		ssmith61@my.westga.edu

		917398464		Peevy		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201108		201501		2.94				White		M		770 9630780		NA		NA		dpeevy1@my.westga.edu		4251 Clack Rd				Auburn		GA		30011-2245

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501		3.39		4		White		F		770 3628481		NA		NA		erichar2@my.westga.edu		2120 Castle Lake Drive				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917444637		Turner		Hiroko		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201305		201501				4		Asian		F		706 7920136		NA		NA		hturner2@my.westga.edu		1845 South Barton Dr.				Augusta		GA		30906

		917450537		Hill		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				4		White		F				NA		NA		lhill10@my.westga.edu		506 Melody Place				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917371003		Lewis		Ashlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.96		0		White		F		770 3287267		NA		NA		alewis13@my.westga.edu		165 Edgewood Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117-8915

		917211604		Daniels		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201501		2.09		3.5		Black		F		678 4676773		NA		NA		rdaniel2@my.westga.edu		3308 Rutherford Glen Circle				Atlanta		GA		30340

		917450534		Sexton		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				3.75		White		F				NA		NA		lsexton2@my.westga.edu		4961 Brittany Drive				Macon		GA		31210

		917406482		Evans		Johnah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3				Black		F		404 3946814		NA		NA		jevans14@my.westga.edu		250 Enon Court SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917368119		Ho-sang		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.24				Black		F		404 5477167		NA		melissahosang@gmail.com		mhosang2@my.westga.edu		705 Arbor Drive				Duluth		GA		30096-5318

		917454767		Jones-Clyne		Jennyve		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				3.75				F		770 4024795		NA		NA		jjonesc1@my.westga.edu		420 White Ingram Parkway				Dallas		GA		30132

		917454705		Miller		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501				3.7		Black		F		404 3165528		NA		NA		amille32@my.westga.edu		3103 Stratford Commons				Decatur		GA		30033

		917334873		Davis		Lindsey		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.73				White		F		770 3246421		NA		NA		ldavis28@my.westga.edu		358 Jake Whorton Rd SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-3019

		917210130		Brown		Gregory		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Special Education - MAT				F		201101		201501		3.1		3.22		White		M		678 633		chadbrown@heardcountyga.com		NA		gbrown3@my.westga.edu		201 Deer Creek Circle				Franklin		GA		30217

		917357140		Whispell		Katelynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.1				White		F		770 5621862		NA		NA		kwhispe1@my.westga.edu		165 Willow Bend Dr				Temple		GA		30179-3961

		917394133		Lipham		Heather		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.54				White		F		770 8306352		NA		NA		hlipham1@my.westga.edu		1715 Tyus Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9613

		917359454		Brown		Travis		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201501		2.79				Black		M		404 6972565		NA		NA		tbrown30@my.westga.edu		1230 McMinn Drive				Snellville		GA		30078

		917333542		Kirvin		Malvern		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201501		2.72				Black		M		687 4897617		NA		NA		mkirvin1@my.westga.edu		9035 Highland Pkwy				Fairburn		GA		30213-4295

		917372613		Browning		Zachery		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201501		3.09				White		M		706 8840461		NA		NA		zbrowni1@my.westga.edu		545 Liberty Hill Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-6614

		917450392		Kleeman		Albert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201305		201501				3		White		M		912 4291773		NA		NA		akleema1@my.westga.edu		26 Brannen Dr				Savannah		GA		31410

		917428402		Malone		Chauncey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.02				Black		M		229 2887894		NA		NA		cmalone2@my.westga.edu		967 Loch Forest Way				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917355017		Norton		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		2.95				White		F		770 8762258		NA		NA		hnorton1@my.westga.edu		790 County Road 448				Muscadine		AL		36269

		917364374		Esposito		April		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201501		2.82						F		770 4867690		NA		NA		aesposi1@my.westga.edu		613 Vermillion Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-4039

		917213849		Goulbourne		Latoya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201501		2.54		3.8		Black		F		678 6004217		NA		NA		lgoulbo1@my.westga.edu		504 Lovvorn Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917364695		Marlow		Madison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.73						F		706 2262203		NA		NA		mmarlow2@my.westga.edu		505 Dalton Ct				Dalton		GA		30721-8966

		917213303		Heard		Lasonya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201405		201501		2.94		0		Black		F		678 4165926		NA		NA		lheard3@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Court		Apt 2405		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917453487		Harting		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201501		3.13				White		F		864 6427947		NA		NA		msmith82@my.westga.edu		50 Arrowhead Drive				Dallas		GA		30132

		917433842		Reilly		Leah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.9		4		White		F		770 4255248		NA		NA		lreilly1@my.westga.edu		1101 Chestnut Hill Cir.				Marietta		GA		30064

		917398350		Poole		Sa'Quetta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.13				Black		F		404 8352393		NA		NA		spoole2@my.westga.edu		3595 Keels Ln				College Park		GA		30349-4547

		917425269		Ligon		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.56				Black		F		706 6634202		NA		NA		wligon2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 274		121 Wood Ave		Pine Mountain		GA		31822

		917367928		Champion		Chantel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.68		3		Black		F		404 2860998		NA		NA		cchampi3@my.westga.edu		2061 Marble Arch Dr				Decatur		GA		30035

		917444221		Dove		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201308		201501		3.34				White		M		678 8177954		NA		NA		rdove1@my.westga.edu		535 Virginia Highlands				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917319748		Strickland		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201501		3.1				White		F				NA		NA		mstrick3@my.westga.edu		275 River Rd				McDonough		GA		30252-8728

		917415811		Holland		Donald		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201501				4		White		M		902 5649490		NA		NA		dhollan3@my.westga.edu		13 Benson Drive				Sydney		NS		B1S2M1

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201501		2.96		3.44		White		F		256 3632867		NA		NA		asanfor3@my.westga.edu		477 Pineywoods Drive				Wedowee		AL		36278

		917397554		Osborn		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201501				4		White		F		206 38773392		NA		rachel.lynn.osborn@gmail.com		rosborn2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1871				Kingston		WA		98346-1871

		917442361		Ray		Arianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				3.45		Black		F		803 4762081		NA		NA		aray7@my.westga.edu		3411 Foxhall Road				Columbia		SC		29204

		917392031		Godwin		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.72				White		F		478 2180490		NA		NA		lgodwin3@my.westga.edu		502 Lattice Bnd				Bonaire		GA		31005-4839

		917374640		Smith		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.02				Black		F		404 7727518		NA		NA		jsmith94@my.westga.edu		5993 Orchard Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4749

		917422060		Walker		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201501				3.37		White		F				NA		NA		dpendry1@my.westga.edu		Po Box 134				Fort Edward		NY		12828

		917444039		Chinnery		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501				3.72		Black		F		478 2139389		NA		NA		jchinne1@my.westga.edu		120 Mary Jay Drive				Warner Robins		GA		31088

		917451633		Bussey		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				4		Black		F		803 6450295		NA		NA		kbussey1@my.westga.edu		220 Cross Park Dr		K131		Pearl		MS		39208

		917329812		Griffin		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201301		201501		3.64				White		F		770 8360090		NA		NA		jgriff20@my.westga.edu		101 Virginia Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-5269

		917363626		Barker		Donovan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		2.9				Black		M		404 2452011		NA		NA		dbarker3@my.westga.edu		1172 Brookhaven Woods Court				Atlanta		GA		30319

		917275723		Kelley		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501		3.1		3.94		White		F		770 8230864		NA		NA		kkelley3@my.westga.edu		97 Couch Street				Moreland		GA		30259

		917166977		Rich		Steve		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201205		201501				3.88		White		M		770 9202783		NA		NA		srich@westga.edu		5460 Lake Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-2512

		917390746		Ritter		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.54				White		F		770 2713983		NA		NA		eritter1@my.westga.edu		2550 Ridgehurst Dr				Buford		GA		30518-2097

		917443373		Patrick		Vanessa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501				3.81		Black		F		731 6680697		NA		NA		vpatric1@my.westga.edu		57 Commanche Trail				Jackson		TN		38305

		917444040		Ramirez Rios		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				4				F		678 5768786		NA		NA		jramire1@my.westga.edu		5075 Winding Branch Dr				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917143360		Richardson		Leah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201301		201501				3.64		Black		F		678 5570278		NA		NA		lrichar7@my.westga.edu		5248 Golfcrest Cir				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-4117

		917444392		Conroy		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				3.27		White		M				NA		NA		rconroy1@my.westga.edu		91 Stella Dr				North Providence		RI		2911

		917298999		McLendon		Juanita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201501		3.1		3.75		White		F		678 3918550		NA		NA		jmclend3@my.westga.edu		6940 Sumpter Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-5350

		917428451		McKeever		Lydia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201501				3.35		Black		F		678 2660469		NA		NA		lthomp15@my.westga.edu		2382 Scotney Castle Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5900

		917383763		Helms		Courtney		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.81				White		F		706 7664768		NA		NA		chelms1@my.westga.edu		107 Park Avenue				Trion		GA		30753

		917342709		Harris		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201108		201501		3.3				White		F		678 7614790		NA		NA		sharri15@my.westga.edu		409 Laurel St 				Bremen		GA		30110

		917391961		Partridge		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201501		3.39				White		M		770 4611381		NA		NA		jpartri1@my.westga.edu		105 Grindstone Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1602

		917364600		Burkhalter		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201308		201501		3.53				White		F		706 5125655		NA		maggiemay299@att.net		mburkha2@my.westga.edu		62 Ridgeview dr				Silver Creek		GA		30173

		917387926		Wise		Crystin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.82				White		F		770 8389765		NA		NA		cwise3@my.westga.edu		119 Pinehurst Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-7558

		917379758		Miller		Mercedes		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				F		201108		201501		3.2				White		F		404 6618163		NA		NA		mmille17@my.westga.edu		7682 Georgia Highway 120				Buchanan		GA		30113-4768

		917372407		Edwards		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.63		3.92		Black		F		404 2187903		NA		NA		aedwar14@my.westga.edu		4711 Cotter Pl				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917392133		Cunningham		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.4		3.7		White		F		678 8508383		NA		NA		kcunnin5@my.westga.edu		205 Peachtree Lane				Newnan		GA		30265

		917334969		Brown		Eriona		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201501		3.56				Black		F		404 5010970		NA		NA		ebrown12@my.westga.edu		4740 Fellswood Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-2625

		917378212		Burum		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						P		201008		201501		2.63				Black		M		706 5542204		NA		NA		bburum1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1240				Waynesboro		GA		30830-2240

		917158233		Horwitz		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201205		201501		2.19		3.93		White		M		770 4553480		NA		NA		jhorwit1@my.westga.edu		2383 Delverton Dr				Dunwoody		GA		30338-5354

		917308354		Wilson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201501				3.07		White		F		678 9200526		NA		NA		ewilson7@my.westga.edu		2746 Brannan Rd				Snellville		GA		30039

		917454473		Haynes		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				4		White		F		770 8422752		NA		NA		jhaynes4@my.westga.edu		3821 Market Street				Clarkston		GA		30021

		917413337		Smith		Marlie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201501		3.46				White		F		770 4394126		NA		marlie.d.smith@gmail.com		msmith60@my.westga.edu		5214 Brown Leaf Trail				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917345961		Crook		Miranda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201501		4				White		F		770 8468041		NA		NA		mmorga15@my.westga.edu		315 Felton Rockmart Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-2812

		917331221		Holton		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201501				3.92		White		F				NA		NA		cholton1@my.westga.edu		1808 Angelique Drive				Decatur		GA		30033

		917436125		Duncan		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501				4		White		F		404 3861867		NA		sdcarroway@yahoo.com		sduncan5@my.westga.edu		2249 Vistamont Dr				Decatur		GA		30033-4703

		917410112		Richardson		Debra		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201201		201501		2.66				White		F		770 7481754		NA		NA		drichar8@my.westga.edu		1110 Culp Lake Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5643

		917325779		Meyer		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201501		3.3		4		White		F		706 2472443		NA		NA		jmeyer1@my.westga.edu		80 Deerfield Lane				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917444638		Duman		Aubrey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				3.9		White		F		248 7875005		NA		NA		aduman1@my.westga.edu		9095 Clubwood Dr				Walled Lake		MI		48390

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201501				4		White		F		706 3752841		NA		jcrane5117@hotmail.com		jcrane3@my.westga.edu		23 Glass Mill Pointe Drive				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917355026		Urquhart		Nathan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201501		3.3				White		M		770 2585369		NA		NA		nurquha1@my.westga.edu		160 Bartlett Cir				Bowdon		GA		30108-1302

		917327252		Gilley		Eric		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200901		201501		3.51				White		M		770 2536777		NA		NA		egilley1@my.westga.edu		35 Creek Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2239

		917292669		Radvansky		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201208		201501		3		3.57		White		F		770 8427378		NA		NA		sking8@my.westga.edu		756 Pine Grove Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3133

		917406825		Burgett		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201501				3.83		White		F		770 5791580		NA		NA		kburget2@my.westga.edu		2274 Pine Warbler Way				Marietta		GA		30062-2875

		917102424		Ross		Kurt		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201308		201501		3.17		4		White		M		770 2865304		NA		NA		kross1@my.westga.edu		801 Hickory Level Road		Apt 5111		Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917337963		Wright		Hope		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201308		201501		4		4				F		678 6214665		NA		NA		hbaldiz1@my.westga.edu		612 Stripling Chapel Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917389756		Austin		Carly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.63		4		White		F		678 6288232		NA		NA		caustin7@my.westga.edu		455 Liberty Church Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917181098		Peay		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.07				Black		F		404 2773490		NA		NA		jpeay1@my.westga.edu		135 Village Green Circle				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917376354		Earl		Ambrey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201501		2.92				White		F		770 9200939		NA		NA		aearl2@my.westga.edu		4477 Bronte Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-4972

		917309315		Bryant		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201501		3.12				White		M		770 9470825		NA		NA		jbryan11@my.westga.edu		284 Bomar Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-5189

		917371569		Couch		Kiana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.24				Black		F		404 5732152		NA		NA		kcouch4@my.westga.edu		6302 Windy Ridge Way				Lithonia		GA		30058-6630

		917385749		Harrell		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201208		201501		3.26				White		F		770 9447407		NA		NA		kharrel1@my.westga.edu		4768 Brent Ct SE				Mableton		GA		30126-1445

		917374973		Griffith		Jillian		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.97		4		White		F		706 2910263		NA		NA		jpilgri1@my.westga.edu		81 Terhune Rd.				Rome		GA		30161

		917364059		Raney		Kasy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		2.98				White		F		404 7915568		NA		NA		kraney3@my.westga.edu		5876 Oak Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-3837

		917363989		Duncan		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.9				White		F		770 9453803		NA		NA		cduncan5@my.westga.edu		4248 Friar Tuck Ln				Buford		GA		30519-3977

		917364726		Wooten		Taria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201501		3.04		3.6		Black		F		404 9573773		NA		NA		twooten3@my.westga.edu		400 Northside Drive		apt. E3		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917405776		Wilson		Hayley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.71				White		F		770 3395406		NA		NA		hwilson2@my.westga.edu		1217 Hadaway Trl				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-4670

		917355139		Clonts		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201501		3.2				White		F		770 5438847		NA		NA		kclonts2@my.westga.edu		926 Lindsey Lake Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-8952

		917399872		McCloud-Speer		Aquinta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.12		3.91		Black		F		404 7750326		NA		NA		amcclou1@my.westga.edu		3773 Emperors Cove				Snellville		GA		30039

		917428518		Gilbert		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201301		201501		2.96				White		F		770 9411718		NA		NA		wjarret1@my.westga.edu		4251 Gregory Manor Ct SW				Smyrna		GA		30082-4477

		917331479		Watson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.09				White		F		706 2421752		NA		medievalgirl@bellsouth.net		twatson6@my.westga.edu		206 Edgemont Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-7753

		917425875		Hale		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201305		201501				4		White		F		770 6320334		NA		NA		ahale3@my.westga.edu		185 Drumcliff Ct				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917142136		Hunt		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201501				3.96		White		F		770 7329799		NA		NA		ahunt3@my.westga.edu		1574 Petal Pt NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917450486		Nix		Lana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201501				4		White		F				NA		NA		lnix3@my.westga.edu		7811 Benchmark Drive				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917204003		Patterson		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201501		3.32		4		White		F		404 6065129		NA		NA		wpatter1@my.westga.edu		135 Tuggle Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917444464		Chan		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501				3.9		Asian		F		646 6238957		NA		NA		vchan1@my.westga.edu		50 Bayard St# 8L				New York		NY		10013

		917425394		Sellers		Bryce		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201501		3.39				Black		M		770 4890534		NA		NA		bseller2@my.westga.edu		57 Brookridge Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134-5378

		917450220		Austin		Anique		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501				3.53		Black		F		404 5503154		NA		NA		aaustin6@my.westga.edu		1685 Boulder Walk Dr				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917451239		Green		Torreon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501		3.06		3.7		Black		F		404 9440209		NA		NA		talmond1@my.westga.edu		4566 Town Manor Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917130339		Mitchell		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201501		3.07		3.72		Black		F		770 6832581		NA		kimberlymitchell81@yahoo.com		kmitche3@my.westga.edu		26 Crescent St				Newnan		GA		30265-6031

		917284604		Moore		Antoine		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Mathematics (6-12)				P		201305		201501		2.5		3.36		Black		M		404 9019132		NA		NA		amoore11@my.westga.edu		5000 Harley Beth Dr				SNELLVILLE		GA		30039

		917396149		Rhyne		Frances		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.78		4		White		F		706 2321409		NA		NA		frhyne1@my.westga.edu		1981 Pleasant Valley Road				Silver Creek		GA		30173

		917394230		Townsend		Abby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.82				White		F		770 2535585		NA		NA		atownse3@my.westga.edu		35 Mansour Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-1507

		917390226		Burgess		Travonta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201501		3.73		4		Black		M		706 4613168		NA		NA		tburges3@my.westga.edu		1175 Old Harris Rd Apt 411				Dallas		GA		30157

		917344312		Norton		Kirby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201501		3.05				White		F		770 845		NA		NA		knorton1@my.westga.edu		123 Windemere Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2317

		917397168		Miller		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.63				White		F		404 5834600		NA		NA		cmille14@my.westga.edu

		917442970		Millsap		Nadia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201501		3.81		3.92		Black		F		678 7361490		NA		NA		nmillsa1@my.westga.edu		2360 GainesMill Road				Gainesville		GA		30507

		917013713		Bennett		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201205		201505		3.55		3.92		White		F		678 6213410		dawnbennett@heard.k12.ga.us		NA		dharman1@my.westga.edu		161 Brookshire Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-6535

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201505		3.94		4		White		F		404 2772199		NA		angela.kapella@gmail.com		akapell1@my.westga.edu		2386 Chateau Lane				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917400907		Jordan		Jonda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201505				3.88		Black		F		407 4323755		NA		jordj6@students.fscj.edu		jjordan5@my.westga.edu		15 Brasseler Blvd G23				Savannah		GA		31419

		917156597		Hollins		Julia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201505		3.39		3.44		Black		F		770 8735945		NA		dtc117@msn.com		jhollin1@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 264				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917411445		Temple		Michell		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201505				4		Black		F		770 7601807		NA		michelltemple@gmail.com		mtemple1@my.westga.edu		2140 Lost Forest Lane SW				Conyers		GA		30094

		917455934		Stanton		Renee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201505				4		White		F		678 5513110		NA		NA		rstanto2@my.westga.edu		3205 Sandalwood Drive				Atlanta		GA		30350

		917445655		Cornelius		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3		Black		M		770 7437055		NA		NA		wcornel2@my.westga.edu		2407 Askew Rd				Edwards		MS		39066

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.37		3.83		White		F		770 7158073		NA		NA		lstatha1@my.westga.edu		141 MILLPOND CROSSING		UNIT J5		Carrollton		GA		30116

		917443962		Carter		Randi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201505				3.08		Black		F		770 7310617		NA		NA		rcarter6@my.westga.edu		12009 Red Ivy Lane				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917468440		Napier		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				F		201405		201505		4		3.8		White		F		706 2185265		NA		NA		tnapier1@my.westga.edu		140 N Davis Rd Apt 615				LaGrange		GA		30241

		917427704		Lewis		Feliciano		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201208		201505		2.66		3.09		Black		M				NA		NA		flewis2@my.westga.edu		5507 Rosehall Place				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917113895		McMillan		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201505				3.76		White		F		706 2556088		NA		NA		amcmill3@my.westga.edu		150 The Preserve Drive		Unit 6D		Athens		GA		30606

		917201033		Brand		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201205		201505		2.85				White		F		770 3286752		NA		NA		wbrand@westga.edu		1410 County Road 68				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917449297		Traynor		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F				NA		NA		ktrayno1@my.westga.edu		635 Daniel Ave				Decatur		GA		30032

		917392264		Ricks		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201101		201505		2.67				Black		M		678 3868413		NA		NA		kricks1@my.westga.edu		3711 Gin Way				Snellville		GA		30039-2732

		917463149		Hall		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201401		201505				4		White		F				NA		NA		khall21@my.westga.edu		9964 Ball Ground Hwy				Ball Ground		GA		30107

		917283495		Lowther		April		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.11		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		alowthe1@my.westga.edu		9 Leesburg Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917419471		Bogle		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		4		4		White		F		615 5857451		NA		NA		jbogle2@my.westga.edu		5251 Kernwood Ct				Palm Harbor		FL		34685

		917347152		Duke		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201408		201505				3.68		White		F		706 3464451		NA		duke.ashleya@gmail.com		aalexan7@my.westga.edu		25 Virginia Circle SW				Rome		GA		30161

		917439193		Demich		Kailyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		352 2092589		NA		NA		kdemich1@my.westga.edu

		917148677		Bush		Marcie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201505		201505		3.3		4		White		F		706 5737594		djohnson@lcboe.us		NA		mneundo1@my.westga.edu		4510 Augusta Hwy				Lincolnton		GA		30118

		917453340		Reid		Bonnie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201308		201505		4		4		White		F		770 4568774		NA		NA		breid7@my.westga.edu		4004 Miners Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201405		201505				3.95		Black		F		404 9979405		antionette.dickerson@cobbk12.org		NA		adicker3@my.westga.edu		7214 Gold Mine Avenue				Austell		GA		30168

		917432611		Benjamin		Chaurita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201505				3.36		Black		F				NA		NA		cbenjam1@my.westga.edu

		917229294		Davis		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201505		3.85		3.55		White		F		404 8675323		NA		NA		bbrown12@my.westga.edu		5 Clayton Rd				Brooks		GA		30205

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505		2.88		3.5		Black		F		770 8084060		NA		NA		athoma14@my.westga.edu		1855 Quailwood Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3907

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505		2.89		3.41		Black		F		678 4130547		NA		NA		speters2@my.westga.edu		106 Goode Road				Conyers		GA		30094

		917317339		Landsman		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Building Level (COE)				F		200905		201505				3.74		Black		F		404 7613853		NA		NA		mhousto2@my.westga.edu		4570 Parkview Sq				College Park		GA		30349-9408

		917166766		Sanders		Bre		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200905		201505				3.71		Black		F		404 5505946		NA		bresanders@msn.com		bpeeler1@my.westga.edu		160 Trotters Way				Dallas		GA		30132-8396

		917414659		Jennings		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201305		201505				4		White		M		801 3684734		NA		stephen.jennings87@gmail.com		sjennin4@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd Apt 7223				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917467788		Whitehead		Alison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201408		201505				4		White		F		678 7211851		NA		NA		aleopar1@my.westga.edu		30 Ashwood Drive				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917453377		Foster		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.9		White		M		678 6916916		NA		NA		rfoster5@my.westga.edu		4606 Mountain Creek Dr NE				Roswell		GA		30075-4037

		917438300		Brice		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				F		201408		201505		4		3.4				M		504 2568542		NA		NA		rbrice1@my.westga.edu		88 Middlebrook Dr				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917066061		Pearce		Alisha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201505				3.58		White		F				NA		NA		apearce1@my.westga.edu		483 Bankstown Rd				Brooks		GA		30205-1614

		917359014		Packer		Heidi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201505				3.85		White		F		770 6580530		NA		creole1965@yahoo.com		hpacker1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1455				Marietta		GA		30061

		917355163		Adkins		Kyrie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				P		201008		201505		3.43				White		F		770 4088552		NA		kyrieG@yzw.blackberry.net		kgarlan1@my.westga.edu		955 Rainey Rd				Temple		GA		30179-3543

		917342990		Payton		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201505		3.03				White		F		678 3786120		NA		NA		spayton3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 382				Waco		GA		30182-0382

		917156139		McAlexander		William		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201505		3.1		3.66		White		M				NA		NA		wmcalex1@my.westga.edu		6627 Forestdale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505		3.84		3.95		White		F		770 3289612		Jntower@bellsouth.net		JDaisy143@aol.com		jneuman1@my.westga.edu		103 Grand Manor				Bremen		GA		30110

		917453044		Asberry		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.33		Black		M		912 2469490		NA		NA		dasberr1@my.westga.edu		116 Crossing Pl				Griffin		GA		30223

		917003851		Noles		Tonia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201505		3.7		3.84		White		F		770 2538401		NA		NA		tnoles1@my.westga.edu		157 Deer Run Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1996

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201505		3.43		4		Black		F		404 4525873		NA		NA		wbrown6@my.westga.edu		3183 Christian Springs Drive				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917435190		Mathews		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				F		201308		201505		4		4		White		M		678 4047872		NA		NA		jmathew1@my.westga.edu		5337 Harris Circle				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917256716		Alexander		Leland		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201201		201505		2.72				Black		M		678 6013905		NA		NA		lalexan4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1264				Carrollton		GA		30112-0023

		917451537		Facey		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201305		201505				3.9		White		M		423 2556597		NA		NA		mfacey1@my.westga.edu		621 1/2 Forest Avenue				Chattanooga		TN		37405

		917020926		Shirah		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505		3.12		3.95		White		F				mshirah@henry.k12.ga.us		GoDawgs898@bellsouth.net		mshirah1@my.westga.edu		2240 LeGuin Mill Rd				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917436832		Hamby		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		770 8330274		NA		NA		loshust1@my.westga.edu		5640 Forkwood Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101

		917456100		Gerbis		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505				4		White		F		478 6976931		NA		NA		kgerbis1@my.westga.edu		333 Spring Creek Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917386907		Derbecker		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201008		201505		3.65				White		M		770 8363133		NA		NA		mderbec1@my.westga.edu		108 Misty Hollow Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8803

		917072888		Williams		Desiree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201505		2.5		3.6		Black		F		678 6125244		NA		NA		dwillia6@my.westga.edu		7571 Avalon Blvd				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917322876		Hiers		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201408		201505				4		White		F		404 9446977		NA		lturner80@yahoo.com		lturner9@my.westga.edu		1209 Wynford Colony				Marietta		GA		30064

		917114588		Harris		Kenita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				3.55		Black		F		229 2541150		NA		NA		kbennet8@my.westga.edu		308 Eastgate Ave				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917385867		Cartwright		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505		4		4		White		F		404 3530517		NA		l.d.raymond@gmail.com		lraymon1@my.westga.edu		4910 Framons Court				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917472484		Walker		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				4		White		F				NA		NA		jwalke35@my.westga.edu		1769 Pleasant Hill Road				Elberton		GA		30635

		917332215		Sitton		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201308		201505		2.61		3.5		White		F		404 3261478		NA		NA		msitton1@my.westga.edu		178 Sims Road				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917403448		Scandrett		Yuri		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201505		2.76				Black		M		678 7631584		NA		NA		yscandr1@my.westga.edu		819 Cormac Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296-7196

		917472220		Pedrick		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201505				4		White		F		941 2343569		NA		NA		epedric1@my.westga.edu		900 Legacy Park Dr Apt 218				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917376350		Jones		Darrell		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								P		201008		201505		2.79				Black		M		478 3207246		NA		NA		djones24@my.westga.edu		4700 West Village Crossing Unit 5418				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917364950		Barrett		Trevor				BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				P		201008		201505		2.96				White		M		706 5931992		NA		NA		tbarret2@my.westga.edu		134 Piney Grove Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917372434		Pittman		Caitlyn		Carrollton Campus		BA		English		Marketing						F		201008		201505		2.45				White		F		770 4897051		NA		NA		cpittma5@my.westga.edu		279 Sleepy Hollow Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6749

		917446330		Hanson		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201505		3.6				White		F		770 9424038		NA		NA		jhanson5@my.westga.edu		5555 Dorsett Shoals Lane				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917210472		Thompson		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201505		2.75		3.66		Black		M		678 9388106		NA		NA		bthomps4@my.westga.edu		2552 HaddenHam Lane 				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917477328		Norman		Allison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201505				4		White		F		678 7879047		NA		NA		anorman4@my.westga.edu		1665 Jackson Lake Road				Mansfield		GA		30055

		917474818		Yoshida		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				4		White		M		423 4135862		NA		NA		jyoshid1@my.westga.edu		708 Snow St				Chattanooga		TN		37405

		917024235		Grindle		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201505		2.94		3.89		White		F		770 4600595		NA		NA		tgrindl1@my.westga.edu		226 Padgett Road				Senoia		GA		30276

		917450356		Castona		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201505		3.55				White		F		404 3687037		NA		NA		ccaston1@my.westga.edu		1258 Callington Pointe				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917311294		Johnson		Ashley				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201301		201505		2.8				Black		F		678 5247119		NA		NA		ajohns46@my.westga.edu		48 Inverness Trce				Riverdale		GA		30274-6925

		917396189		Higginbotham		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201505		2.67		0		Black		M		770 7363223		NA		NA		thiggin1@my.westga.edu		1101 White Cloud Ridge				Snellville		GA		30078

		917372429		Boulus		Gina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201008		201505		3.22				White		F		404 2557121		NA		NA		gboulus1@my.westga.edu		35 Marchman Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30342-1014

		917453050		Duncan		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		423 2983430		NA		NA		jcross2@my.westga.edu		28 Mirror Lake Lane				Tunnel Hill		GA		30755

		917417847		Teasley		Tomekia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201505		2.87				Black		F		678 6878013		NA		NA		tteasle1@my.westga.edu		1517 Pine Log Pl				Austell		GA		30168-5820

		917444026		Sexton		Heather		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201505		3.25				White		F		706 3420118		NA		NA		hsexton1@my.westga.edu		1260 Walton Mill Road				Madison		GA		30650

		917431366		Hill		Latina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201505				3.33		Black		F		770 6744836		NA		NA		lpicken1@my.westga.edu		752 Autumn Meadow Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-7935

		917436833		Rice		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				4		White		F		706 4927356		NA		NA		sowenby1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 223				Epworth		GA		30541-0223

		917328235		Pinigina-Clayton		Marina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201505				3.55		White		F		770 8835321		NA		clayton.marina@gmail.com		mclayto2@my.westga.edu		3380 Woodlake Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917431626		Martin		Elisha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201305		201505				3.78		Black		F		770 8830625		NA		NA		emitche8@my.westga.edu		55 Bollen Lane				Hiram		GA		30141

		917168382		Hamilton		Aprell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201505				4		Black		F		404 4095972		NA		NA		ahamilt6@my.westga.edu		Do not release UWG				Carrollton		GA		30118

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201505		2.79		3.46		Black		F		770 9468486		NA		NA		cfloyd2@my.westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd Apt A4				Carrollton		GA		30117-4214

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201505		3.19		3.68		Black		F		678 9144525		NA		NA		jharri31@my.westga.edu		807 Battle Creek Road				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917452850		Powell		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201505				4		Black		F		706 2665853		NA		NA		cpowel10@my.westga.edu		412 West First Avenue				Summerville		GA		30747

		917440067		Distefano		Justine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		716 7410108		NA		NA		jdistef1@my.westga.edu		5408 Village Station Dr.				Williamsville		NY		14221

		917224208		Parker		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505		3		3.75		White		M		770 8458290		NA		NA		jparker5@my.westga.edu		404 Clarion Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917176217		Hashim		Naina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.37		4		Asian		F		770 5778483		NA		NA		nhashim1@my.westga.edu		9809 Forest Hill Dr.				Douglasville		GA		30135-7464

		917426831		Carter		Jaime		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201505				4		White		F		912 4496452		NA		NA		jcarte25@my.westga.edu		6129 Strickland Ln				Blackshear		GA		31516-4040

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201505		3.84		3.91		White		F		706 2639629		NA		NA		jevelti1@my.westga.edu		110 Countryside Dr				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917034448		Rollins		Barry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								F		201308		201505		3.43		4		White		M		770 3280202		barry.rollins@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		brollins@westga.edu		1028 New Mexico Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917452306		Martin		Stanley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.83		White		M		770 9832582		NA		NA		smarti18@my.westga.edu		6621 H White Rd				Clermont		GA		30527

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.44		3.91		White		F		770 6809289		NA		NA		rcarl1@my.westga.edu		159 Creekside Bluff				Hiram		GA		30141

		917130562		McWhorter		Kellie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201308		201505		3.33		3.67		White		F		770 9428620		NA		kelliemcwhorter@bellsouth.net		kmcwhor1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 7054				Douglasville		GA		30154

		917442341		Schewe		Stefania		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		608 7978159		NA		NA		sjessen1@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd		Apt 2321		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917424924		Dixon		Latisha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201401		201505		4		3.88		Black		F		678 5229019		NA		lmmdixon1@yahoo.com		ldixon4@my.westga.edu		377 Pennybrook Drive				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.93		3.57		White		F		706 8443891		NA		NA		lgodfre1@my.westga.edu		405 East 20th St				Rome		GA		30161

		917318568		Halpin		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				4		White		F		404 4556548		NA		NA		shalpin1@my.westga.edu		335 Stonebridge Trl				Roswell		GA		30075

		917415491		Jamieson		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.92		4		White		F		404 6633081		NA		NA		ejamies1@my.westga.edu		3724 Tulip Tree Rd.				Marietta		GA		30066

		917448263		Wood		Angelia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201505				4		White		F		770 5369609		NA		NA		awood15@my.westga.edu		3520 Poplar Springs Road				Gainesville		GA		30507

		917443988		Brown		Adamika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201305		201505				3.42		Black		F		678 3863399		NA		NA		abrown62@my.westga.edu		3949 Cumberland Trl				Conyers		GA		30094

		917412015		Bober		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		4		4		White		F		770 5975180		NA		NA		emaddox4@my.westga.edu		1905 Brantley Walk Ln NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-1871

		917398534		Walker		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		4		3.91		White		F		706 6274362		NA		katie.chandler03@gmail.com		kchandl1@my.westga.edu		3538 Evans To Locks Rd				Martinez		GA		30907-3366

		917067499		Bassel		Meghen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201401		201505		3.26		4		White		F		404 6634485		NA		meghenbassel@gmail.com		mriese1@my.westga.edu		130 Quail Valley Rd				Social Circle		GA		30025

		917371768		Babbitt		Kaytlen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.29				White		F		423 5954945		NA		NA		kbabbit1@my.westga.edu		435 Sequatchie Trail				Lafayette		GA		30728

		917243591		VanFossen		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				4		White		F				NA		NA		avanfos1@my.westga.edu		4025 Iron Hill Ln				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917140426		Contreras		Vincent		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201301		201505		2.46		3.3		White		M		770 3286272		NA		NA		vcontre1@my.westga.edu		25 Alessie Park Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.75		4		White		F		706 6764065		NA		NA		wdixon3@my.westga.edu		4 South Central Ave				Lindale		GA		30147

		917213408		Davis		Vivian		Ga Highlands ECED Program		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201505		3.54		4		White		F		706 9363892		NA		NA		vdavis3@my.westga.edu		48 Hickory Street NW				Rome		GA		30165

		917292809		Austin		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.9		3.84		Black		F		678 5425502		NA		NA		aaustin5@my.westga.edu		750 City Park Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-1029

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.53		3.91		Asian		F		706 2328317		NA		NA		wrogers2@my.westga.edu		210 Lumpkin Road				Lindale		GA		30147

		917254117		Lester		Erica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201408		201505		3.28		3.85		Black		F		678 9002974		NA		NA		elester1@my.westga.edu		15 Brownsville Court				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917055487		Anderson		Jennifer Dawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201505		3.67		3.57		White		F		678 3400898		NA		NA		jander13@my.westga.edu		100 Rudders Crossing				Newnan		GA		30263

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201308		201505		3.78		3.91		White		F		678 7871337		NA		NA		kmahone4@my.westga.edu		3840 Jiles Road NW Apt. 518				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917251766		Rochester		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.31		4		White		F		678 7619468		NA		NA		broches1@my.westga.edu		416 Cypress Court				Clarkesville		GA		30523

		917455868		Corbin		Landon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505				4		Black		M				NA		NA		lcorbin1@my.westga.edu		2401 Cavalier Crossing				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917440771		King		Shaylyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.75		Black		F		407 2993448		NA		NA		sking12@my.westga.edu		5239 Clarion Oaks Dr				Orlando		FL		32808-1622

		917442214		McCloud		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				4		White		F		803 4949203		NA		NA		kmcclou2@my.westga.edu		3330 Butterworth Circle				Sumter		SC		29154

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.94		4		White		F		706 2634343		NA		NA		mcaldwe3@my.westga.edu

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505		3.37		3.71		White		M		256 2013662		NA		NA		amcguir2@my.westga.edu		673 County Road 448				Muscadine		AL		36269

		917410117		Bowman		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.37		3.92		White		F		678 9789747		NA		NA		ebowman2@my.westga.edu		2953 Cedar Mill Crossing				Acworth		GA		30102

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201305		201505		3.26		3.35		Black		F		770 4734130		NA		NA		jknight7@my.westga.edu		8126 Englewood Trl				Riverdale		GA		30274-4210

		917282919		Arnold		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201208		201505				4		White		F		404 6268408		NA		NA		karnold5@my.westga.edu		201 Butler Industrial Dr		Apt 305		Dallas		GA		30132-0949

		917318498		Pinkett		Tevin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201401		201505		2.87		3.64		Black		M		770 7865968		NA		NA		tpinket1@my.westga.edu		75 Bluegrass Way				Oxford		GA		30054

		917306737		Carter		Alecia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				3.76		Black		F		678 5742784		NA		NA		acarte19@my.westga.edu		1563 Silver Ridge Drive				Austell		GA		30106

		917154439		Kemp		Britaney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201505				3.64		Black		F		678 9139251		NA		NA		bkemp2@my.westga.edu		11631 Bruce Drive				Hampton		GA		30228

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.68		3.83		White		F		706 5064847		NA		NA		lpettyj1@my.westga.edu		1000 West Spring Creek Road				Trion		GA		30753

		917454958		Washington		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				4		White		F				NA		NA		rwashin8@my.westga.edu		712 Broadlands Lane				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917414674		Schneider		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.92		4				F		678 2966756		NA		NA		kschnei1@my.westga.edu		2785 Guthrie St SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-3409

		917065684		Hill		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.68		4		White		F		404 9062538		NA		NA		jpalmer3@my.westga.edu		426 highland falls dr				Hiram		GA		30141

		917429828		Underwood		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201301		201505		3.61				White		M		706 2344330		NA		NA		junderw5@my.westga.edu		48 Timberwood Dr SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2351

		917344719		Orozco		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201505		3.19						F		706 9770142		NA		NA		lorozco1@my.westga.edu		503 Baker Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-1355

		917294467		Hewatt		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201505		3.11		3.91		White		F		404 7239930		NA		NA		lhewatt1@my.westga.edu		1748 Hickory Woods Pass				Marietta		GA		30066

		917316888		Davis		Jessica				BA		History		Criminology						P		200808		201505		2.8				Black		F				NA		NA		jdavis35@my.westga.edu		705 Cate Ave				Rossville		GA		30741

		917450589		Noles		Laurie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201505				4		White		F		770 2077745		NA		NA		lnoles1@my.westga.edu		1156 Ivey Brook Road				Bethlehem		GA		30620

		917251548		Camp		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201505		3.64		4		White		F				NA		NA		kcamp5@my.westga.edu		339 Baldwin Court				Newna		GA		30263

		917165014		Hicks		Chance		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505		1.3		3.66		White		M		678 9866452		NA		NA		chicks2@my.westga.edu		130 Regency Row				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917108388		Bridges		Shenica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505				3.9		Black		F		770 7366438		NA		NA		sbridge3@my.westga.edu		3625 Timberloch Trl				Snellville		GA		30039

		917383960		Kennedy		Maegan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201505		3.38				White		F		770 9641889		NA		NA		mkenned4@my.westga.edu		194 Rivers Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30214-3224

		917313182		Woods		Roberta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201505		2.81		3.2		White		F		912 7274143		NA		halfandhalf08@gmail.com		rwoods3@my.westga.edu		122 Amberly Ct				Richmond Hill		GA		31324-5267

		917424555		Sampson		Vilma		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201505				4		White		F		786 4235811		NA		NA		vsampso2@my.westga.edu		2225 Huntington Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-7338

		917131799		Mann		Charisse		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201505		2.92		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		cmann1@my.westga.edu		35 Washington Drive				Rome		GA		30161

		917303278		Lyons		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201505		3.67		4		White		F		706 4986847		NA		NA		mlyons1@my.westga.edu		222 Kings Way				St Simons Island		GA		31522

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201505				3.86		Black		F		404 4355864		NA		brittneysburns@gmail.com		bburns1@my.westga.edu		394 Anvil Way				Austell		GA		30168

		917452268		Patterson		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201505				3.87		Black		F		678 5606124		NA		NA		jpatte13@my.westga.edu		1508 Rockcrest Way				Marietta		GA		30062

		917352521		Watkins		Richard		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201505		3.3				White		M				NA		NA		rwatkin4@my.westga.edu		105 Ho Lynn Trail				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917056733		Fowler		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201205		201505				3.95		White		M		770 9578430		NA		NA		jfowle11@my.westga.edu		235 Fannin Ln				McDonough		GA		30252-5033

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201505		3.9		4		White		F		404 374		NA		NA		schapma5@my.westga.edu		183 Camden Trail				Dallas		GA		30157

		917422978		Brown Davis		Delawna		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201505				3.71		Black		F		404 2472198		NA		NA		dbrownd1@my.westga.edu		4411 Hampton Mill Pkwy				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917137700		Miller		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201405		201505				4		White		F		770 5777487		NA		NA		lmille17@my.westga.edu		321 Ridge Run Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917428822		Wohlfrom		Maureen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201505				3.75		White		F		770 6432834		NA		NA		mwohlfr1@my.westga.edu		2834 Baccurate Dr				Marietta		GA		30062

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201505		3.23		3.57		White		F		404 7710734		NA		NA		elynch2@my.westga.edu		4207 Daniel Dr				Winston		GA		30187

		917462735		Vandergrift		Jaime		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505				3.9		White		F		972 9746934		NA		NA		jvander2@my.westga.edu		475 Postwood Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917406747		Williams		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								P		201108		201505		3.49				White		M		770 6463981		NA		NA		wwillia7@my.westga.edu		234 Willie Head Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4266

		917275758		Varnadoe		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200708		201505		3.13				White		F		678 8501139		NA		NA		kvarnad1@my.westga.edu		26 Priscilla Dr				Grantville		GA		30220-2021

		917450066		Callahan		Haley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201505				3.92		White		F		678 8583786		NA		NA		hcallah1@my.westga.edu		156 Stanbrough Drive				Dallas		GA		30158

		917445233		Welch		Amiee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201305		201505		3.75				White		F		706 6639715		NA		NA		awelch5@my.westga.edu		125 Perry Mill Road				Pine Mountain		GA		31822

		917360414		Procuro		Lanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201505		3.38				White		F		770 4891407		NA		NA		lprocur1@my.westga.edu		4692 Yeager Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4882

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201505		3.03		3.53		White		F		305 5050993		NA		NA		hholcom2@my.westga.edu		4563 Allen Park Path				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917461610		Parker		Wayne		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201401		201508		2.82				Black		M		770 9579827		NA		NA		wparker3@my.westga.edu		1205 Lavista Rd NE				Atlanta		GA		30324

		917391449		Lee		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.58		4		White		F		770 4873381		NA		NA		vlee1@my.westga.edu		145 Rockspray Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2491

		917383948		Horsley		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201108		201508		3.67				White		M		404 9836587		NA		NA		jhorsle1@my.westga.edu		132 Sims Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917322634		McClain		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201108		201508		3.39				White		F		770 7808075		NA		NA		pmcclai1@my.westga.edu		968 Welcome Sargent Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3811

		917426967		Galbreath		Andrea		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		3.11				White		F		770 2513509		NA		NA		agalbre1@my.westga.edu		711 Moore Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5218

		917026679		Simpson		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201508				3.84		White		F		770 2585913		NA		donnadsimpson@bellsouth.net		dsimpso1@my.westga.edu		1119 Bowdon Tyus Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2659

		917333789		Thomas		LaShawn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201401		201508				3.66		Black		F		678 6652804		NA		NA		lthoma14@my.westga.edu		321 Sterling Trail				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917069789		St. Vrain		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201501		201508				4		White		M		678 4454886		NA		NA		cstvrai1@my.westga.edu		328 Northbrooke Lane				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917428831		Davis		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201508				3.41		White		F		423 4133083		NA		NA		edavis15@my.westga.edu		116 Hays Street				Ft Oglethorpe		GA		30742

		917472742		Nanry		Rose		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201508				3.22		White		F		631 2946563		NA		NA		rnanry1@my.westga.edu		655 Robin Rd				Covington		GA		30016

		917472744		Romanelli		Marco		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201405		201508				3.22		White		M		631 5233016		NA		NA		mromane2@my.westga.edu		655 Robin Rd				Covington		GA		30016

		917378622		Amey		Delontae		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								P		201008		201508		2.8				Black		M		404 7631568		NA		NA		damey1@my.westga.edu		220 Bluebonnet Ct				College Park		GA		30349-3764

		917455314		Shuffield		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201405		201508				3.91				F		678 3717446		NA		NA		rshuffi1@my.westga.edu		5108 Waldenbrooke Court				Acworth		GA		30101

		917396709		Speer		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201508		3.64		4		White		F				NA		NA		msingle4@my.westga.edu		3573 Tyus Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5808

		917382551		Pritchard		Devyn		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.22		2		White		F		770 9425760		NA		NA		dpritch4@my.westga.edu		71 Highland Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-4539

		917397978		Holley		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201508		3.49		3.4		White		M		404 7881219		NA		NA		aholley2@my.westga.edu		220 Tudor Way				Senoia		GA		30276

		917462009		Matthews		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201508				3.91				F		678 9071928		NA		NA		bhaynes5@my.westga.edu		Do not release UWG				Carrollton		GA		30118

		917316999		De Paz Hilton		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				3.91		White		F		404 2192156		NA		jamie.hilton@flagstar.com		jhilton1@my.westga.edu		3190 Gail Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917303430		Douglas		Laila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201508		3.22		3.91		Black		F		678 5884388		NA		NA		ldougla2@my.westga.edu		4371 Winters Chapel Rd Apt 823				Doraville		GA		30360

		917393806		Cole		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201508		3.16				White		F		770 5625110		NA		NA		ccole12@my.westga.edu		606 Olde Mill Pl				Temple		GA		30179-5413

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508				3.86		Black		F		404 9440317		NA		NA		khaile1@my.westga.edu		6610 Fairway Ridge Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917308660		Hawk		Misty		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201501		201508				3.86		White		F		770 3784776		NA		mistybeth@gmail.com		mcain1@my.westga.edu		436 Rockford Pass SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4670

		917407426		Long		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508				3.66		Black		M		770 8959380		NA		palesi26@yahoo.com		plong1@my.westga.edu		1358 Velvet Creek Glen				Marietta		GA		30008

		917471090		Martinez		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.68		White		F		315 2892575		NA		NA		mmarti23@my.westga.edu		8740 Puett Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917336772		Smith		Brandie		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201001		201508		3.13				White		F				NA		NA		bsmith32@my.westga.edu		2050 Newnan Crossing Blvd E APT 3306				Newnan		GA		30265

		917386450		Grieb		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201108		201508		3.78				White		F		770 2517396		NA		NA		cgrieb1@my.westga.edu		41 Lake Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-3597

		917140642		Jones		Caitlin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201405		201508				4		White		F				NA		NA		cjones63@my.westga.edu		1565 Booneford Road				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917073982		Spires		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201508		3.22		3.54		White		F		678 2942984		julie.spires@haralson.k12.ga.us		j_spires@bellsouth.net		NA		7861 Georgia Highway 120				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917254349		Roberts		Hanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.61		4		White		F		678 8500253		NA		NA		hrobert1@my.westga.edu		20 Norma Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917335196		Goodwin		Emily				BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201508		2.78				White		F		770 2511427		NA		NA		egoodwi2@my.westga.edu		236 Ruth Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1340

		917387478		Hammond		Ja'lise		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		3.83				Black		F		404 4845873		NA		NA		jhammon5@my.westga.edu		118 Rolling Meadows Court				Hampton		GA		30228

		917404514		Fosha		Keia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201508		3.08				White		F		706 8448743		NA		NA		kfosha1@my.westga.edu		14 Hickory Mountain Dr SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1734

		917361522		Allen		Bryanne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		2.95		3.5		Black		F		706 5924004		NA		bryanneallen@yahoo.com		ballen7@my.westga.edu		3203 Blockers Branch				Hephzibah		GA		30815

		917314061		Bizzell		Katlynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201508		2.96				White		F		678 8170558		NA		NA		kbizzel1@my.westga.edu		175 Oakview Trce				Fayetteville		GA		30215-6847

		917355013		Kamara		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		2.89				Black		F		770 4856650		NA		NA		ckamara1@my.westga.edu

		917422398		Beule		Maike		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201508		3.77				White		F				NA		NA		mbeule1@my.westga.edu		Am Geisenberg 26				Diez		FN		99999

		917155414		Barron		Jacinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.89		4				F		678 2317212		NA		NA		jbarron2@my.westga.edu		4455 Hwy 101 N				Rocmart		GA		30153

		917379238		Payne		Hailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		3.39				White		F		770 6318053		NA		NA		hpayne1@my.westga.edu		110 Paula Dr				Tyrone		GA		30290-2611

		917473049		Clark		Tonia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				4		Black		F		404 5873745		NA		NA		tclark11@my.westga.edu		1466 High Meadow Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30083

		917346887		Robertson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		200908		201508		4				White		F		770 5952413		NA		NA		srober11@my.westga.edu		105 Rampart St				Dallas		GA		30157-8042

		917473278		Mullins		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201408		201508				3.25		White		F		423 5993292		NA		NA		dmullin1@my.westga.edu		2120 Ollie Street				Cleveland		TN		37323

		917436018		Pringle		LaTonya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201308		201508				3.86		Black		F		770 4841482		NA		latonyam414@hotmail.com		lpringl1@my.westga.edu		7164 Bedrock Cir				Lithonia		GA		30038-3372

		917471385		Speece		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201408		201508				4		White		M		229 2515048		NA		NA		jspeece1@my.westga.edu		5187 Griffin Drive				Hahira		GA		31632

		917251611		Gallamore		William		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201508		3.06		3.59				M				NA		NA		wgallam1@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St. Apt D102				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917432294		Lyles		Maggie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201408		201508				3.91		Black		F		706 3313986		NA		NA		mlyles2@my.westga.edu		106 Towne Lake Dr NE				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917392609		Eady		Jason		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201508		3.27				White		M		770 5998453		NA		NA		jeady3@my.westga.edu		27621 Highway 85				Senoia		GA		30276-2125

		917458617		Moss		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201401		201508				3.27		White		F		404 5161665		NA		NA		jmoss6@my.westga.edu		1061 Brush Arbor Circle				McDonough		GA		30252

		917298026		Anctil		Casey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201308		201508		3.35		3.91		White		F				NA		caseyherb@hotmail.com		canctil1@my.westga.edu		188 Honey Hill Road				Watertown		CT		6795

		917154745		Cole		Eual		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201405		201508		3.49		4		White		M		404 7546546		NA		NA		ecole5@my.westga.edu		2127 Burwell Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917408423		Keovongsak		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201201		201508				3.68		White		F		404 8676418		NA		candicewinkles@yahoo.com		ckeovon1@my.westga.edu		4516 Wilkerson Place SE				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917286395		Thrasher		Jazzmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				P		201405		201508				4		Black		F		404 8955213		NA		NA		jthrash1@my.westga.edu		910 Amanda Drive				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917429142		Galvan		Traci		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201508		4		4		White		F		678 9534696		NA		NA		tgalvan1@my.westga.edu		218 Chandler's Run				Newnan		GA		30263

		917399201		Miller		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.11				White		F		571 4350406		NA		NA		amille22@my.westga.edu		43219 Gatwick Sq				Ashburn		VA		20147-4437

		917344196		Saulnier		Chase		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201508		3.04				White		M		770 8864964		NA		NA		csaulni1@my.westga.edu		6350 Deerwoods trail				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917385298		McWhorter		Tempestt		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.31				Black		F		706 3809084		NA		NA		tmcwhor1@my.westga.edu		110 B Jefferies Court				Athens		GA		30606-2589

		917384027		Lilienkamp		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201508		3.2				White		F		706 6168065		NA		NA		alilien1@my.westga.edu		4566 Hammett Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2540

		917317789		Daffin		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201401		201508		3.3		3.6		Black		F		770 3307927		NA		NA		ddaffin1@my.westga.edu		2121 Appaloosa Mill Circle				Buford		GA		30519

		917010101		Johnson		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508				4		White		M		706 6772961		NA		NA		jjohns87@my.westga.edu		290 Hickory Ridge Rd				Homer		GA		30547

		917130308		Oxenford		Aprille		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508		3.35		3.8		White		F		770 6059924		boiledhamster@yahoo.com		NA		acain1@my.westga.edu		39 Crest Lane				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917294017		Johnson		Scotty		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201508		3.13				Black		M		770 3043794		NA		NA		sjohns24@my.westga.edu		37 Thomas Way				Newnan		GA		30263-1332

		917468699		Donn		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201508				4		White		F		301 6538849		NA		erindonn@yahoo.com		edonn1@my.westga.edu		284 Kigian Trail				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917444436		Anderson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201508				3.71		White		M		770 4865602		NA		NA		tander14@my.westga.edu		217 Calgary Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917408070		Adamson		Anna		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		2.81				White		F				NA		NA		aadamso1@my.westga.edu		14 Northside Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1621

		917307230		Fenton		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201508		2.75		3.75		Black		F				NA		LFENTON8@GMAIL.COM		lfenton1@my.westga.edu		4101 OLD PETERSBURG RD		APT M100		Martinez		GA		30907

		917096093		Hyman		Robin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201508		3.78		3.91		White		F		404 3761728		NA		NA		rworley2@my.westga.edu		606 South Park Street Apt 4				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917223774		Kembel		Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508		4		4				F		770 6317012		NA		NA		jkembel1@my.westga.edu		315 Calgary Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917476178		Ozment		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				4		White		F		706 2953393		NA		NA		lozment1@my.westga.edu		615 S Avery Rd SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917472287		Duncan		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.86		White		F		678 2674049		NA		NA		aduncan8@my.westga.edu		1759 Rangewood Drive				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917478511		Spivey		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201408		201508				3.66				F		478 9516613		NA		NA		jspivey1@my.westga.edu		127 Brittany Drive				Perry		GA		31069

		917222950		Carlson		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				4		White		F		706 4280362		NA		NA		mcarlso1@my.westga.edu		420 Battle Line Drive				Rocky Face		GA		30740

		917445232		Evans		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508		0		3.66		Black		F		404 7870941		NA		NA		kevans7@my.westga.edu		347 Sapphire Bend				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917476429		Barrett		Britney		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		770 5575007		NA		NA		bbarret3@my.westga.edu		1000 Secret Cove Dr				Sugar Hill		GA		30518

		917333707		Mitchell		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508		2.48		3		White		M		678 3405901		NA		NA		rmitche4@my.westga.edu		20148 GA Hwy 34 E				Franklin		GA		30217

		917478650		Gordillo		Ricardo		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201501		201508				3.63				M		404 6437632		NA		NA		rgordil1@my.westga.edu		477 Cathedral Drive				McDonough		GA		30253-1931

		917356989		Saba		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201508		3.77				White		F		678 6331009		NA		NA		ksaba1@my.westga.edu		40 Tillinghast Trce				Newnan		GA		30265-6010

		917233669		Barron		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		912 5068548		NA		NA		mmorton3@my.westga.edu		8 Barcelona Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917454590		Brown		Demetrise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201508				3.02		Black		F		678 3496974		NA		NA		dbrown43@my.westga.edu		55 Lake Lucinda Drive				Covington		GA		30016

		917283264		Clark		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201501		201508				3.86		White		F		404 9337958		NA		elnewey@yahoo.com		enewey1@my.westga.edu		3482 Velma Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917118387		Edmonds		Chase		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201305		201508		3.07		4		White		M		770 8275866		NA		NA		cedmond4@my.westga.edu		114 Wooddale Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917171761		Gallegos		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201508				3.75		White		F		404 8191758		NA		NA		mgalleg1@my.westga.edu		6045 Park Close				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508		2.95		3.8		Black		M				NA		NA		dgilber2@my.westga.edu		126 Jones Street				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917166241		Crandell		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201408		201508		3.41		4		White		M		706 4598880		NA		NA		jcrande1@my.westga.edu		124 Eagles Nest Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917449220		Floyd		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201508				3.64		White		F		770 9793312		NA		NA		mfloyd5@my.westga.edu		2024 Janmar Court				Snellville		GA		30078

		917476929		Womack		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		706 4740427		NA		melissawomack85@gmail.com		mwomack2@my.westga.edu		69 Hopkins Farm Drive				Adairsville		GA		30103

		917024992		Donahue		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201301		201508		3.33		3.92		White		F		770 5021330		NA		NA		ldonahu1@my.westga.edu		11 High Point Cir				Newnan		GA		30265-5929

		917477879		Farrington		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		404 9326117		NA		NA		afarrin2@my.westga.edu		3401 Blaisdell Road				Buford		GA		30519

		917461093		Martin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				4		White		F		678 4629962		NA		NA		jmarti34@my.westga.edu		275 Airstrip Dr				Canton		GA		30114-6603

		917437290		Youmans		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201508		3.57				White		F		478 4537637		NA		NA		cyouman2@my.westga.edu		139 Forest Hill Rd SW				Milledgeville		GA		31061-8033

		917371195		Watkins		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		2.97				White		F		770 9690903		NA		NA		jwatki10@my.westga.edu		6144 Longino Dr				Union City		GA		30291-1332

		917366712		Wimbish		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201508		3.15		4		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		770 2102586		NA		NA		kwimbis2@my.westga.edu		765 Willow Bend Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-5954

		917451932		Turner		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201508		3.79				White		F		770 8321927		NA		NA		kturne15@my.westga.edu		804 Banning Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917379829		Bennett		Sidney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.68				White		F		770 8450695		NA		NA		sbennet9@my.westga.edu		2015 Old Columbus Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-3309

		917426781		Kirksey		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		2.9				Black		F		770 9811008		NA		NA		nkirkse1@my.westga.edu		6136 Hillandale Dr Apt 1007				Lithonia		GA		30058-4773

		917433427		Mero		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201301		201508				4		White		F		770 3240128		NA		tiffy586@aol.com		tmero1@my.westga.edu		31 Autumn Pl NE				White		GA		30184-2776

		917365077		Brooks		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201508		3.18				Black		M		404 4509877		NA		NA		nbrooks4@my.westga.edu		1113 Oxford Dr.				Conyers		GA		30013

		917361898		Mann		Jared		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201508		2.76				Black		M				NA		NA		jmann1@my.westga.edu		278 Salem Green Way SE				Conyers		GA		30013-5333

		917205327		Woods		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201508				3.45		Black		F		404 4335766		NA		NA		kwoods10@my.westga.edu		4596 White Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917472483		Schimenti		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201508				3.7		White		F				NA		NA		sschime1@my.westga.edu		4901 Peachtree Park Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30309

		917429958		Jacobson		Shayna		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201405		201508				3.75		White		F				NA		NA		sjacobs2@my.westga.edu		5820 River Ridge Ln				Sugar Hill		GA		30518

		917405622		Hembree		Kim		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201508		3.79				White		F				NA		NA		khembre1@my.westga.edu		212 Rockmart Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1123

		917466838		Simshauser		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				3.66		White		F		678 8632174		NA		NA		ksimsha1@my.westga.edu		6845 Crofton Drive				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917473246		Conn		Madelyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				3.88		White		F		404 2020338		NA		NA		mconn1@my.westga.edu		30 Brookwood Lane				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917306282		James		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201508		4		4		White		F		678 4789521		NA		NA		smitch10@my.westga.edu		330 Autumn Creek				Senoia		GA		30276

		917210444		Smith		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201508		3.39		4		Black		F		678 9208270		NA		NA		asmith31@my.westga.edu		104 Waverly Way Apt C				Carrollton		GA		30116-4451

		917342606		Stradford		Deon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201508		2.88		0		Black		M				NA		NA		dstradf1@my.westga.edu		2339 Brianna Drive				Hampton		GA		30228

		917426564		Mendence		Donald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201205		201508				3.8		White		M		706 9360031		NA		NA		dmenden1@my.westga.edu		19 Granite Way NE				Rome		GA		30161-9321

		917325531		Harris		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201508		3.44		3.53		Black		F				NA		jazzh3@gacollege411.org		jharri33@my.westga.edu		108 Lincoln St. APT 621				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917340731		Washington		Clarence		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201401		201508				4		Black		M		912 4240075		NA		NA		cwashin8@my.westga.edu		6222 Bryant Lane				Patterson		GA		31557

		917433394		Fleming		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201508		4		4		White		F		304 2167734		NA		NA		tbalsha1@my.westga.edu		180 River Valley Dr.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917359993		Banzhof		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201208		201508		3.08				White		F		256 3574163		NA		NA		bbanzho1@my.westga.edu		383 1st Ave SE				Wedowee		AL		36278-5105

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508				4		White		F		678 3788407		NA		cecopeland@valdosta.edu		ccopela5@my.westga.edu		210 Bill Hart Road				Newnan		GA		30265

		917471459		Lake		Douglas		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201408		201508				3.72		White		M		310 2450162		NA		NA		dlake1@my.westga.edu		1548 Fama Drive NE				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917304342		Manning		Sara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201508		3.55		4		White		F		678 5926065		NA		NA		smannin2@my.westga.edu		1113 Monarda Way NW				Acworth		GA		30102

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508				3.88		White		F		770 3137653		NA		jsc800@hotmail.com		joconno1@my.westga.edu		715 Hamby Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917307319		McLeod-Hanie		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201508				3.92		White		F		706 5946559		NA		megemegg@yahoo.com		mgodwin1@my.westga.edu		40 Tipperary Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917320006		Washington		Josefina		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201208		201508		3.34						F		256 2016413		NA		NA		jgembe1@my.westga.edu		7322 County Road 51				Graham		AL		36263

		917467217		Wible		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508				4		White		F		770 3665974		NA		NA		mwible1@my.westga.edu		1475 Water View Ln				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917023147		Pitts		Tara		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201405		201508		2.04		4		White		F		678 8789517		NA		NA		tbergh1@my.westga.edu		315 Yellowwood Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917465783		Collins		Tamika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201405		201508				4		Black		F		404 4519116		NA		NA		tcollin9@my.westga.edu		6571 Rebecca Lou Ln				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917444353		Burgess		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201305		201508				3.41		White		M				NA		NA		nburges2@my.westga.edu

		917304632		Franz		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508		3.03		3.31		White		F		770 3161798		NA		NA		lfranz1@my.westga.edu		5641 Oak Grove Dr.				Acworth		GA		30102

		917342124		McCarty		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201405		201508		3.74		4		White		M		770 4686769		NA		NA		wmccart1@my.westga.edu		113B Waverly Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917476754		Stewart		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.6		White		F		770 4682777		NA		NA		mstewa10@my.westga.edu		1261 Campground Rd				Zebulon		GA		30295

		917113404		Steverson		Derek		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201508		3.36		4		White		M		678 3824011		NA		wesley.steverson@yahoo.com		wstevers@westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd A1				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917320444		Timmons		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508				4		White		F		678 8497928		NA		NA		eskaff1@my.westga.edu		300 Ashley Park Boulevard		Apt. 515		Newnan		GA		30263

		917382622		Cochran		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201508		2.62				White		M		479 4427857		NA		NA		tcochra2@my.westga.edu		2273 N Berkleigh Dr				Fayetteville		AR		72704-6391

		917427375		Richter		Sally		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201508				4		White		F		706 8850740		NA		NA		srichter@westga.edu		127 Woodchase				LaGrange		GA		30240-9746

		917295054		Madsen		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201508				3.8		White		F		678 5751256		NA		NA		rwilson4@my.westga.edu		4569 Gilhams Rd				Roswell		GA		30075

		917457334		Hollomon		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				3.95		White		F		229 8872420		NA		NA		ahollom1@my.westga.edu		744 Hollomon Ln				Richland		GA		31825

		917241575		Conley		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508				4		White		F				NA		saconley31@windstream.net		sconley2@my.westga.edu		312 Ron Drive				Bethlehem		GA		30620

		917371470		Studley		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						P		201008		201508		2.7				White		M		770 2517292		NA		NA		pstudle1@my.westga.edu		124 Waterford Pl				Newnan		GA		30265-2730

		917245239		Sellers-Gordon		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201508		3.63		4		White		F		678 2941622		NA		NA		kseller3@my.westga.edu		6152 Post Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917461594		Farris		Batini		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201508				3.88		Black		F				NA		NA		bfarris3@my.westga.edu		75 Lakeview Trail				Covington		GA		30016

		917432420		Coleman		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201508				3.44		Black		F		443 7681649		NA		NA		acolem11@my.westga.edu		3531  E. Northern parkway #C1				Baltimore		MD		21206

		917463143		Jones		Jerica		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				F		201401		201508				3.63		Black		F		404 3994153		NA		NA		jjones72@my.westga.edu		800 Verner Street Apt 1				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917257005		Hilton		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201501		201508				3.41		Black		F		770 3564708		NA		NA		chilton1@my.westga.edu		6342 Stonelake Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917086814		Young		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201508		3.2		3.21		White		F		678 2327356		NA		scotttara7106@hotmail.com		straylo2@my.westga.edu		810 Bethel Church Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917462463		Hill		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201401		201508				3.61		White		F				NA		NA		bhill14@my.westga.edu

		917347985		Hughes		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201501		201508				3.9		White		F		404 4289681		NA		britt0214@gmail.com		bpease2@my.westga.edu		370 Greenmont Circl				Alpharetta		GA		30009

		917430258		Hendry		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508				3.77		White		F		770 2622357		NA		NA		dhendry1@my.westga.edu		382 Arboretum Place				Grayson		GA		30017

		917473518		Hughes		Ruby		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		201408		201508				3.6		Black		F		662 8036243		NA		NA		rhughes4@my.westga.edu		3263 Highpoint Weir Rd				Louisville		MS		39339

		917216529		Kastner		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201508		3.25		3.47		White		F		770 4808862		NA		NA		bbarber6@my.westga.edu		95 Gorham Gates Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917286685		Rice		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201508		3.59		3.75		White		F		678 8771222		NA		NA		mrice3@my.westga.edu		315 Ware Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917431731		Slaughter		Joy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508				3.73		Black		F		678 3100149		NA		NA		jslaugh2@my.westga.edu		1111 Spring Creek Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917457172		Smith		Martha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				3.9		White		F		912 8261834		NA		NA		msmith85@my.westga.edu		105 Barrington Cir				Rincon		GA		31326

		917399080		Williams		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201508				3.79		Black		F		909 5679467		NA		55bwalnut@gmail.com		kwilli46@my.westga.edu		55 Black Walnut Trl				Hampton		GA		30228-2870

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201401		201508		3.47		3.72		White		F		404 5788103		NA		NA		lspinks1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvron Rd Apt 1021				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917133027		Thomas		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				3.8		White		F		770 8328114		NA		NA		tthomas3@my.westga.edu		534 Horsley Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917156147		Walker		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201308		201508		3.44		3.58		White		F		678 9933105		NA		NA		thagen1@my.westga.edu		161 Bethany Forrest Ln				Carrollton		GA		30116-7061

		917471462		White		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201508				3.83		Black		F		678 3601814		NA		NA		dwhite23@my.westga.edu		4045 Fox Hunt Lane Apt F				East point		GA		30344

		917406311		Williams		Marion		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.67		Black		F				NA		mdwwilliams@hotmail.com		mwilli51@my.westga.edu		319 Hawthorn Dr				Dallas		GA		30132

		917348787		Brown		Erica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.61				White		F		770 3049077		NA		NA		estudda1@my.westga.edu		771 Joe Stephens Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-3933

		917368969		Ahmed		Fatema		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art		Art History		Art Education (BFA)				F		201101		201508		3.82				Asian		F		404 2740667		NA		NA		fahmed1@my.westga.edu		101 Thomas Powers Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4328

		917350638		Zeigler		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201208		201508				3.68		Black		F		404 747		NA		zeiglerjackie@yahoo.com		jzeigle1@my.westga.edu		386 Kings Walk				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917429803		Mcintyre		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201508		3.49				White		F		770 5463456		NA		NA		tmcinty1@my.westga.edu		1602 Whooping Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6717

		917447152		Duncan		Madeline		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201308		201508		2.57				White		F		706 8021638		NA		NA		mduncan9@my.westga.edu		315 E. 4th Ave				Rome		GA		30161

		917333936		Loredo		Alma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		3.05						F		770 8361555		NA		NA		aloredo1@my.westga.edu		112 Charlcie Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-4988

		917401385		Ansaldo		Elliot		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201508		3.46				White		M		706 8821552		NA		alex.ansoldo1@gmail.com		eansald1@my.westga.edu		107 Linda Ln				LaGrange		GA		30240-9149

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201508		3.92		3.57		White		F		678 3153439		NA		asheATL26@gmail.com		ewilson5@my.westga.edu		8123 Evergreen Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917411296		Miller		Wendee		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201508		3.26				White		F		770 2522485		NA		NA		wmiller4@my.westga.edu		17 Enclave Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3588

		917390847		Sullivan		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.78				White		F		770 8374649		NA		NA		esulliv3@my.westga.edu		90 Woodbine Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917389585		Klein		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.25				White		F		770 5784792		NA		lindseynellklein@yahoo.com		lklein1@my.westga.edu		1617 Hampton Oaks Bnd				Marietta		GA		30066-4451

		917478550		Dalziel		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				4				F		770 8555629		NA		NA		vdalzie1@my.westga.edu		1207 Upper Shoal Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917082624		Wilson		Haley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508		2.38		3.88		White		F		770 6061320		NA		NA		hwilson5@my.westga.edu		115 Mitchell Avenue				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917479060		Greet		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508				3.88				F		678 8488260		NA		NA		lgreet1@my.westga.edu		251 Ascott Lane		None		Woodstock		GA		30189

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.05		4		Black		F		404 9336833		NA		NA		tjohns27@my.westga.edu		4223 Winston Circle				College Park 		GA		30349

		917452384		Lacy		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201508				4		White		F		912 5369291		NA		NA		slacy1@my.westga.edu		7008 Bridgemill Drive				Columbus		GA		31904

		917166848		Thurman		Tequila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.16		4		Black		F		404 6937275		NA		tequila2181@bellsouth.net		twright1@my.westga.edu		211 Villa Cove				Temple		GA		30179

		917253141		Goodling		Tori		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201308		201508		2.71		3.76		White		F		678 9777038		NA		NA		tgoodli1@my.westga.edu		541 NORTH WHITE STREET		APT 20		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917374612		Menard		Tara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201508		3.03				White		F		770 4562534		NA		NA		tmenard2@my.westga.edu		21 GAINESBOROUGH WALK				Dallas		GA		30157-0213

		917280453		Anderson		Jessica		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		3.86				White		F		770 2513750		NA		NA		jander29@my.westga.edu		215 Robinson Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3453

		917254347		Roberts		Rebekah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.76		4		White		F		678 8500238		NA		NA		rrobert3@my.westga.edu		20 Norma Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917392749		Aquil		Shamaya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.12				Black		F		678 7546184		NA		NA		saquil1@my.westga.edu		4276 Boulder Pointe Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1283

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201305		201508				3.29		Black		F		404 5569005		NA		NA		ccooper5@my.westga.edu		3160 Golfe Links Dr				Snellville		GA		30039-4710

		917397894		Hay		Dyamond		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201508		3.24				Black		M		404 8491884		NA		NA		dhay1@my.westga.edu		950 Burning Bush Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-5458

		917396807		Fister		Shiloh		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.66				White		F		770 7556071		NA		NA		sfister1@my.westga.edu		135 Ebenezer Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1746

		917454316		Smelser		Garrett		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201401		201508		2.84				White		M		770 8432047		NA		NA		gsmelse1@my.westga.edu		56 Ashley Ln				Hiram		GA		30141

		917392210		Williams		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		2.97		4		Black		F				NA		NA		wwillia6@my.westga.edu		3785 Glen Ian Dr				Loganville 		GA		30052

		917383956		Kaminski		Mary		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		2.95				White		F		678 4230783		NA		NA		mkamins2@my.westga.edu		15 Camden Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6215

		917404126		Graham		Alicia		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		2.91				Black		F		770 3043523		NA		NA		agraham9@my.westga.edu		20 Stonehaven Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1233

		917409895		Thomason		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201508		3.31		4		White		F		678 9103451		NA		NA		lthoma18@my.westga.edu		457 Cochran Rd.				Dallas		GA		30132

		917397462		Ivy		Kaylee		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						P		201108		201508		3.03				White		F		770 9640527		NA		NA		kivy1@my.westga.edu		4090 Stonewall Tell Rd				College Park		GA		30349-1407

		917388598		Edenfield		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.54				White		F		912 7284113		NA		NA		cedenfi1@my.westga.edu		106 Golden Oak Dr				Guyton		GA		31312-6267

		917451088		Jones		Aisha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201508		3		3.26		Black		F		404 3085073		NA		NA		ajones62@my.westga.edu		337 Shadowood Parkway SE				Atlanta		GA		30339

		917472359		French		Kristi		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201405		201508				4		White		F		770 8985322		NA		NA		kfrench4@my.westga.edu		204 Brixton Place				McDonough		GA		30253

		917429890		Hubbard		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201501		201508		2.5		3.45		Black		F		678 4386991		NA		maryjhub@bellsouth.net		mhubbar2@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 427				FAIRBURN		GA		30213

		917470498		Calvert		Timothy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				4		White		M		770 7158851		NA		NA		tcalver1@my.westga.edu		920 W Goodrich Ave				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917137178		Hightower		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508				4				F		770 5028617		NA		NA		lhighto1@my.westga.edu		94 Preswick Park Drive				Newnan		GA		30265

		917249517		Jones		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508		3.58		3.71		White		F		770 3173273		NA		NA		khancoc2@my.westga.edu		1009 Stone Brook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110

		917306481		Morgan		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201508		3.1		3.75		White		M		423 8835887		NA		neyland1990@bellsouth.net		NA		318 Columbia Drive Apt 1501				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917455848		Sandouby		Naglaa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Science Education				F		201401		201508				4				F		678 7902802		NA		NA		nsandou1@my.westga.edu		727 Carlayle Lk				Decatur		GA		30033

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201401		201508		3.49		3.9		White		F		678 2347440		NA		NA		ksumner1@my.westga.edu		1378 Dowdy Road				Roopville		GA		30170

		917152264		Mainelli-Langer		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201301		201508		4		3.67		White		F				NA		nypeachpit@gmail.com		nmainel1@my.westga.edu		40 Sandstone Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3356

		917370552		Holton		Keana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		2.97		4		Black		F				NA		NA		kholton1@my.westga.edu		2300 Global Forum Blvd		Apt. 737		Atlanta		GA		30340

		917361275		Jackson		Tanisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201508		3.42				Black		F		678 7785728		NA		NA		tjacks16@my.westga.edu		6939 Rogers Pt				Lithonia		GA		30058-7057

		917446496		Cook		Shaleita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201508				3.33		Black		F		770 4853843		NA		NA		scook14@my.westga.edu		4442 Brittany Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917305271		Hicks		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201508				3.91		White		F		770 3012844		NA		NA		emilton1@my.westga.edu		55 Berkeley Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1671

		917291925		Whitehead		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508		2.44		3.69		Black		F		337 3809945		NA		tamaraaw@comcast.net		twhiteh1@my.westga.edu		3720 Long Lake Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917403839		Jackson		Autumn		eCore		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201108		201508		2.72				Black		F				NA		NA		ajacks20@my.westga.edu		2900 Two Lake Cir				College Park		GA		30349-8208

		917454860		Woodruff		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				4		White		F		706 9844210		NA		NA		awoodru2@my.westga.edu		15 Windsweep Court Apt 207				Phenix City		AL		36870

		917330272		Williams		Latifah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508				3.83		Black		F		706 5649589		NA		NA		lwilli47@my.westga.edu		5301 Briarcliff Gables Circle NE				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917448110		Gilbert		Naomi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201308		201508				3.83		White		F		678 4904829		NA		NA		ngilber2@my.westga.edu		8780 Camp Road				Winston		GA		30187

		917454270		Wagner		Richard		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Special Education - MAT				P		201401		201508				3.8		White		M		706 8027621		NA		NA		rwagner2@my.westga.edu		609 Walton Green Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917456275		Barham		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.17		Black		F		770 6886125		NA		NA		jbarham1@my.westga.edu		3860 Pleasant Oaks Drive				Lawrenceville		GA		30044

		917475469		Kratzer		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				4		White		F				NA		NA		rkratze1@my.westga.edu		6607 Station Drive				Clermont		GA		30527

		917393443		Wigley		Peggy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.42				White		F		678 5836825		NA		NA		pwigley1@my.westga.edu		1066 Brush Arbor Cir				McDonough		GA		30252-5597

		917273074		Stanley		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		404 5103649		NA		NA		mstanle3@my.westga.edu		5835 Fairwood Walk				Acworth		GA		30101

		917120463		Dunlap		Paul		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201305		201508		2.69		3		Black		M		404 8310713		NA		NA		pdunlap1@my.westga.edu		153 South Gates Road				Pine Mountain		GA		31822

		917180947		Evans		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508		3.89		4		White		F		770 6832794		NA		emily.evans@cowetaschools.org		ehammet1@my.westga.edu		112 Spring Forest Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917080212		McKinney		Erica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508		4		3.94		White		F		706 2482265		NA		erica.mckinney@gmail.com		egreeso1@my.westga.edu		6 Misty Oaks Ln NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917045222		Knott		Dana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				3.8		White		F		770 3557740		NA		NA		dknott1@my.westga.edu		104 Wooddale Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917476223		Godwin		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		201408		201508				3.86		White		F		229 2946149		NA		NA		rgodwin1@my.westga.edu		2612 GA Hwy 93 North				Pelham		GA		31779

		917470973		Moore		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		201408		201508				4		White		M		404 5029446		NA		NA		lmoore28@my.westga.edu		1040 Cobblestone Lane				Bogart		GA		30622

		917453535		Jackson		Janice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201308		201508				4		Black		F		404 308		NA		NA		jjacks45@my.westga.edu		4113 English Valley Drive				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917460467		Kling		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201508				4		White		F		678 3784727		NA		NA		wkling1@my.westga.edu		1384 Reese Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917068143		Saffo		Melody		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201401		201508		2.01		3.64		Black		F				NA		NA		msaffo1@my.westga.edu

		917305710		Holliday		Jonah		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		201508		2.3		3.47		White		M		770 8328269		NA		NA		jhollid1@my.westga.edu		2307 Tyus Carrollton Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917471374		Long		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201405		201508				3.9		White		M		678 2349715		NA		NA		blong5@my.westga.edu		1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd NW		704		Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917306474		Horn		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201601				3.53		White		F		770 9669927		NA		kimhorn@bellsouth.net		khorn1@my.westga.edu		2320 Fripp Overlook NW				Acworth		GA		30101

		917454241		Lawrence		Jody		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201601				3.78		White		F		678 2474958		NA		NA		jlawre10@my.westga.edu		307 Rabbit Hunt Road				Temple		GA		30179

		917473250		Kimsey		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201601				4		White		F		706 2450383		NA		NA		kkimsey1@my.westga.edu		2751 Harrison Bridge Road				Royston		GA		30662

		917437495		Van Kley		Linda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201601				4		White		F		706 5690473		NA		NA		lvankle1@my.westga.edu		3351 Meadowbrook Dr				Columbus		GA		31907-2050

		917328010		Ladd		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201305		201601				3.87		White		F		770 8565886		NA		NA		mladd1@my.westga.edu		210 Willow Lake Lane				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917473871		Dyson		Larry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201601				3.08		Black		M		678 3444991		NA		NA		ldyson2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 870203				STONE MOUNTAIN		GA		30087

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.6		3.83		White		F		678 9341654		NA		NA		cellis3@my.westga.edu		3848 Welham Green Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917449941		Eulenfeld		Daryl		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201308		201601				4		White		F		770 4879267		NA		NA		deulenf1@my.westga.edu		111 Rolling Green				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917220894		Grubb		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201601		3.35		3.91		White		M		770 7571838		NA		jgrubb411@yahoo.com		jgrubb1@my.westga.edu		5338 Monticello Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917477014		Graichen		Todd		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				3.9		White		M		614 3153579		NA		NA		tgraich1@my.westga.edu		695 Sandstone Dr				Athens		GA		30605

		917463664		Harris		Tijuana		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.15		Black		F		770 8262847		NA		NA		tharri33@my.westga.edu		3745 Park Hill Cir				Loganville		GA		30052-8401

		917456376		Hodorowski		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201601				3.86		White		F		770 6937694		NA		NA		ahodoro1@my.westga.edu		1837 Babbling Brk NW				Acworth		GA		30102

		917456773		James		Robin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.88		White		F		973 8620188		NA		NA		rjames5@my.westga.edu		308 Pirkle Leake Road				Dawsonville		GA		30534

		917472947		Jones		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601		4		4		White		F		770 2355653		NA		NA		kjones53@my.westga.edu		209 Lakewood Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917059064		High		David		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201601		2.84		3.86		White		M		770 9903530		NA		NA		dhigh1@my.westga.edu		70 Torero Trl				Newnan		GA		30263

		917393821		Morris		Ciara		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201208		201601		2.67				Black		F		706 9451542		NA		NA		cmorri12@my.westga.edu		1702 Flagler Rd				Augusta		GA		30909-9572

		917410066		Pirkle		Kyndel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.41				White		F		770 7121818		NA		NA		krunels2@my.westga.edu		144 Duck Pond Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2392

		917438114		Beech		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201601				3.66		Black		F		914 8436594		NA		NA		jbeech1@my.westga.edu		220 Overlook Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917285193		Abercrombie		Kaitlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201601		3.81		4		White		F		404 3743624		NA		NA		kabercr2@my.westga.edu		5632 Stewart Woods Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917350952		Coyt		Morgan				BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200908		201601		2.52				Black		F		404 4024713		NA		NA		mcoyt1@my.westga.edu		125 Williams St Apt 3E				Carrollton		GA		30117-2275

		917483603		Adkins		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				3		White		F		770 2883980		NA		NA		ladkins2@my.westga.edu		3014 Keeneland Blvd				McDonough		GA		30252

		917380716		Cochran		Leonard		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201601		2.88				Black		M		770 8300169		NA		NA		lcochra2@my.westga.edu		80 Hidden Lakes Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8904

		917149232		Davis		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201501		201601				3.81		Black		F		678 6434397		NA		NA		clewis20@my.westga.edu		3210 Kings Bay Circle				Decatur		GA		30034

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201408		201601				3.55		Black		M		678 4571934		NA		NA		amccrae1@my.westga.edu		10891 Tara Village Way				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917462237		Sanders		Javan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201405		201601				3.54		Black		M		404 5513385		NA		NA		jsande18@my.westga.edu		3749 Whirlaway Drive				Decatur		GA		30034

		917398757		Pate		Sara		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				P		201208		201601		3.2		3.83		White		F		770 8368160		NA		NA		spate4@my.westga.edu		1280 Old Newnan Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-9018

		917411945		Turner		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201601		3.97				White		F				NA		NA		kturne14@my.westga.edu		1321 Lovvorn Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917398798		Quintanilla		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201601		2.76				Black		M		770 6790816		NA		NA		dquinta1@my.westga.edu		2520 Meadowmist Pl SE				Conyers		GA		30013-6314

		917384904		Helton		Brigette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education		Sociology		Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201108		201601		3.4		4		White		F		770 8512963		NA		NA		bhelton2@my.westga.edu		1585 Mount Carmel Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917411038		Marinello		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.33				White		F		631 4220937		NA		NA		amarine3@my.westga.edu		16 Brown St				West Babylon		NY		11704-7709

		917442569		Davis		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201305		201601				4		White		F		478 2139140		NA		NA		pdavis7@my.westga.edu		100 Cade Terrace				Warner Robins		GA		31088

		917337604		Loveless		Casey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201601		3				White		F		770 3620187		NA		NA		cpollar2@my.westga.edu		453 Almon Rd.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917364708		Parson		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201601		3.12				White		F		770 2588695		NA		NA		emuse1@my.westga.edu		1280 Robinson Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-1827

		917373405		Hudson		Diamond		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201601		3.46				Black		F		804 3680391		NA		NA		dhudson3@my.westga.edu		1707 W. Omni Ct				Ashland		VA		23005

		917171438		Crowder		Rodriques		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201601		2.91				Black		M		770 6393709		NA		NA		rcrowde1@my.westga.edu		231 Sally Duke Dr				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2455

		917400574		Thompson		Naomi		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201108		201601		3.52				Asian		F		404 784		NA		NA		nthomps4@my.westga.edu		316 Columbia Drive		The Flats 213 C		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917344112		Copeland		Eddrick		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201601		2.95				Black		M		706 4572089		NA		NA		ecopela3@my.westga.edu		2294 Davis Lake Road				Pine Mountain		GA		31822

		917384140		Crawford		Ebonee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201601		3.01				Black		F		678 6412717		NA		NA		ecrawfo2@my.westga.edu		151 Cleburne Parkway Apt 906				Hiram		GA		30141

		917354062		Jarrett		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201601		3.44				White		F		678 7879926		NA		NA		tjarret3@my.westga.edu		252 Kings Crossing Ct				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917336771		Thomas		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201601		2.97		3.83		Black		F		678 4647109		NA		NA		bthoma17@my.westga.edu		2953 Da Vinci Blvd.				Decatur		GA		30034

		917373814		Aramian		Rose		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201601		3.55				White		F		770 9739073		NA		NA		raramia1@my.westga.edu		3532 Tritt Springs Way NE				Marietta		GA		30062-5274

		917336582		Collins		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201601		3.05				White		F		770 8751348		NA		jkblondie09@yahoo.com		kdyer2@my.westga.edu		1202 Rocky Branch Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4700

		917395193		Powell		Carirosa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201601		3.47				White		F		770 6684770		NA		NA		cpowell6@my.westga.edu		2225 Mitchell Rd				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-2226

		917213849		Goulbourne		Latoya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201601		2.54		3.8		Black		F		678 6004217		NA		NA		lgoulbo1@my.westga.edu		504 Lovvorn Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917169650		McElroy		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201601				3.85		White		F		770 9479417		NA		NA		hmcelro2@my.westga.edu		3714 colonial trail				douglasville		GA		30135

		917094425		Ellis		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201505		201601				4		White		F		404 5795286		NA		NA		cmccart4@my.westga.edu		255 Bakers Bridge Circle				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917364641		Jasper		Janaye		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.3				Black		F		706 2341330		NA		NA		jjasper1@my.westga.edu		124 Sequoia Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-8909

		917404587		Cameron		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.6				White		F				NA		NA		khaynie3@my.westga.edu		252 Sweeper Smith Rd.				Newnan		GA		30263

		917399414		Tucker		Cortney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201601		3.7		4		White		F		678 3726474		NA		NA		ctucke10@my.westga.edu		13 Esasky Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116-8038

		917426541		Derico		Sherika		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201601				3.87		Black		F		334 4089474		NA		NA		sderico1@my.westga.edu		56 Lee Road 996				Phenix City		AL		36870-9109

		917473822		Summers		Aliah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201405		201601				3.44		Black		F		205 8214292		NA		NA		asummer7@my.westga.edu		765 Middleton Place				Alpharetta		GA		30004

		917313544		Reed		Latisha		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		3.24				White		F		470 3450619		NA		NA		lrobert8@my.westga.edu		142 Senoia Springs Drive				Senoia		GA		30276

		917346147		Compton		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201301		201601		2.8				White		F		404 7714393		NA		NA		jcompto2@my.westga.edu		6658 Ashebrooke Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917406232		Griffin		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201305		201601				4		White		M		404 4147930		NA		NA		rgriffin@westga.edu		1916 Sheldon Ln				Conyers		GA		30094

		917416854		Roberts		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201601		3.75				White		F		678 2947589		NA		NA		mrobert7@my.westga.edu		146 Mallet Way				Stockbridge		GA		30281-2881

		917419072		Anderson		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.26				Black		F		706 2257411		NA		NA		jander27@my.westga.edu		12203 Northlake Heights Cir NE				Atlanta		GA		30345-2286

		917410815		Kardoes		Bailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.55		2.4		White		F				NA		NA		bkardoe1@my.westga.edu		121 Riverbluff Drive				Lagrange		GA		30240

		917367158		Haywood		Taijohne'A		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.45				Black		F		678 266 7334		NA		NA		thaywoo2@my.westga.edu		316 Columbia Dr Apt 1008 B				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917415278		Wright		William		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201601		3.52				White		M		770 2585565		NA		NA		wwright3@my.westga.edu

		917162370		Jenkins		Jelyne		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		201005		201601				3.44		Black		F		770 8334995		NA		NA		jmarti19@my.westga.edu		2290 Worthing Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917405778		Burkhalter		Tera		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		2.8				White		F		706 5841773		NA		NA		tbrooks9@my.westga.edu		122 SOUTHERN TRACE WAY				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917400031		Curl		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.76				American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		678 6339806		NA		NA		kcurl1@my.westga.edu		10 Lauren Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-7003

		917380509		Pugh		Raven		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201601		3.08				Black		F		770 6053253		NA		NA		rpugh1@my.westga.edu		3096 Goldenrod Ct SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4554

		917405989		Williams		Maegan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.85				White		F		706 8478733		NA		NA		mwilli53@my.westga.edu		4039 Village Dr				Cohutta		GA		30710-7309

		917459290		Patneaude		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		803 3666657		NA		NA		spatnea1@my.westga.edu		670 Wildwood Road				Rock Hill		SC		29730

		917326154		Colston		Kristian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201601				4		White		F		678 5482949		NA		NA		kcolsto2@my.westga.edu		44 Greystone Way				Hiram		GA		30141

		917477015		Heimann		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601				4		White		F				NA		NA		cheiman1@my.westga.edu		231 Middle Blvd				Salisbury		MD		21801

		917475650		Gilmore		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201501		201601				4		Black		F		404 8957214		NA		NA		rgilmor1@my.westga.edu		2603 Graywall Street				East Point		GA		30344

		917461714		DeFusco		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201401		201601				4		White		M		770 4242234		NA		NA		mdefusc1@my.westga.edu		2892 Preakness Dr NW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917110210		Rush		Billijo		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201601		3.5		3.91		White		F		770 7481115		NA		NA		brush1@my.westga.edu		385 Brice Rd SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173

		917410654		Longshore		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.97				White		F		770 7484026		NA		NA		mlongsh1@my.westga.edu		209 W John Hand Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-2015

		917383976		Martin		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201601		3.78				White		M		404 4519531		NA		benjamin7835@gmail.com		bmartin7@my.westga.edu		520 Sullivan Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-1925

		917306889		Dobbin		Daphne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201601		3.1				White		F		678 7088379		NA		NA		ddobbin1@my.westga.edu		319 D College Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917420734		Brown		Kati		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.36				White		F		678 6027144		NA		NA		kbrown35@my.westga.edu		346 Treasure Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-7013

		917367584		McMullen		Tieshia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		2.88				Black		F		770 5391761		NA		NA		tmcmull1@my.westga.edu		21007 Providence Trail 				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917408149		Ross		Jaleen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				F		201208		201601		3.9				Black		M		678 3784259		NA		NA		jross8@my.westga.edu		650 McBrayer Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4979

		917395561		Jeter		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201601		3.62				White		F		706 8842826		NA		NA		ajeter4@my.westga.edu		4325 New Franklin Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2463

		917445746		Perkins		Christy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201405		201601		3.58				White		F		678 8777629		NA		NA		cperkin4@my.westga.edu		156 Mount Carmel Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917312749		Ellegood		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.15				White		F		678 3151528		NA		jazzygirl3634@aol.com		jprice10@my.westga.edu		13040 Carriage Park Ln				Duluth		GA		30097

		917303213		Hutson		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201601		3.5		3.91		White		F		404 2850769		NA		NA		hhutson1@my.westga.edu		3859 Willow Hollow				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917306031		Owens		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601		2.73		3.93		Black		F		678 8871433		NA		NA		nowens2@my.westga.edu		7761 Melanie Dr				Douglasvlle		GA		30134

		917327655		Jones		Troy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201408		201601				3.44		Black		M		770 6089137		NA		NA		tjones21@my.westga.edu		3581 Providence Pl				Douglasville		GA		30135-3050

		917461627		Godfrey		Connillious		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201401		201601		3.75				Black		M		404 6066015		NA		NA		cgodfre3@my.westga.edu		545 Lullaby Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917421572		Burton		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.82				White		F		404 5973237		NA		elizabethmburton14@gmail.com		eburton4@my.westga.edu		1105 River Green Court				McDonough		GA		30252-4832

		917415593		Beasley		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology						F		201208		201601		3.29				White		F		770 4428242		NA		NA		kbeasle5@my.westga.edu		945 Steeplechase Rd				Alpharetta		GA		30004-2425

		917396637		Rogers		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		2.83				White		M		478 9340761		NA		NA		brogers8@my.westga.edu		123 Paula Dr				Cochran		GA		31014-8431

		917155666		Smeeton		Gina		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201601		4		3.96		White		F				gsmeeton@paulding.k12.ga.us		NA		gsmeeto1@my.westga.edu		117 Hunters Lake Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7374

		917455149		Jernigan		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201401		201601		3.2				White		F		770 3554641		NA		NA		ljernig1@my.westga.edu		3000 Summit View Ct.				Snellville		GA		30078

		917442307		Freeman		Bristol		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201601		3.48				White		M		706 2661019		NA		NA		bfreema5@my.westga.edu		2625 Kingston Highway				Rome		GA		30161

		917413072		Porter		Gavin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.47				White		M		678 8500389		NA		NA		gporter2@my.westga.edu		86 Windsor Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4701

		917404358		Lanier		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.62				White		F		770 8321056		NA		NA		llanier2@my.westga.edu		148 Richmond Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-8361

		917418861		Campbell		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.47				White		F		678 4165836		NA		NA		vcampbe2@my.westga.edu		65 Brandenburg Road				Franklin		GA		30217

		917377599		Dowell		Brian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201601		2.75				Black		M		706 333		NA		NA		bdowell1@my.westga.edu		900 Stonewall St				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917411478		Wilson		Russell		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201601		2.95				White		M		706 8829521		NA		NA		rwilso12@my.westga.edu		111 Meadowland Trl				LaGrange		GA		30240-9112

		917415311		Garrett		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.82				White		F		770 9205994		NA		NA		hgarret1@my.westga.edu		4543 Cresant Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-1809

		917418812		Wynett		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.6				White		F		404 8616747		NA		NA		lwynett1@my.westga.edu		305 Sourwood Ln				Canton		GA		30115

		917211274		Gaskin		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201601		2.96				White		M		770 5781277		NA		NA		jgaskin2@my.westga.edu		2105 Jockey Hollow Dr.				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917415988		Peet		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.79		4		White		F		678 4471617		NA		NA		lpeet1@my.westga.edu		4040 Watkins Glen Dr.				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917091726		Bedford		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		770 2357865		vbedford@clayton.k12.ga.us		NA		vbedfor1@my.westga.edu		205 Melrose Way				McDonough		GA		30252

		917474354		Stephens		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				4		White		M		727 4799009		NA		NA		jsteph17@my.westga.edu		547 46th Avenue North 				Saint Petersburg 		FL		33703

		917357024		Callahan		Abbey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		3.28		3.81		White		F		678 2306780		NA		NA		acallah2@my.westga.edu		191 Dogwood Trail				Jasper		GA		30143

		917478837		Rathert		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201501		201601				3.91		White		M		859 5127484		NA		NA		prather1@my.westga.edu		150 Nectarine Drive				Newnan		GA		30265

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201601		3.41		3.06		White		F		770 4606418		NA		NA		tclark6@my.westga.edu		492 W McIntosh Rd				Brooks		GA		30205

		917023490		Cooper		Errica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201601		3.55		3.55		Black		F		770 5996556		NA		NA		ecooper3@my.westga.edu		1001 Gray Girls Road				Senoia		GA		30276

		917413545		Ankney		Conner		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.58				White		F		770 2548295		NA		NA		cankney1@my.westga.edu		690 White Oak Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6024

		917400005		Carroll		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201601		3.25		4		White		F		706 3024370		NA		NA		acarrol8@my.westga.edu		1075 Frolona Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-4232

		917371727		Cabell		Imani		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		2.93		3.72		Black		F		770 3649651		NA		NA		icabell1@my.westga.edu		3370 White Castle Way				Decatur		GA		30034

		917466717		Jones		Alana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601				3.9				F		404 6305698		NA		NA		ajones74@my.westga.edu		4045 Mount Vernon Drive				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917420187		Daniels		Charissa		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201601		3.41						F		404 9669625		NA		NA		cdaniel7@my.westga.edu		977 Rampart Pl				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-2519

		917421191		Allen		Valeetia		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201601		3.97				Black		F				NA		NA		vallen5@my.westga.edu		229 Southern Oaks Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-8574

		917414930		Allen		Valyncia		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201601		3.95				Black		F		404 3438381		NA		NA		vallen6@my.westga.edu		229 Southern Oaks Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-8574

		917418520		Greeson		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201208		201601		3.08				White		F		770 5486638		NA		NA		hgreeso1@my.westga.edu		83 Nally Rd				Rydal		GA		30171-1115

		917337235		Lynum		La'Teisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201601		3.13		1.5		Black		F		678 9251405		NA		NA		llynum1@my.westga.edu		2343 Dawn Court				Decatur		GA		30032

		917377626		Appling		Denarius		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201601		2.62				Black		M		770 2287484		NA		NA		dapplin1@my.westga.edu		1607 Carriage Hills Dr				Griffin		GA		30224-8828

		917364581		Irvin		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201401		201601		3.56		4		White		F		706 8445656		NA		NA		hirvin1@my.westga.edu		2222 Lees Chapel Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917456263		Powell		Dustin		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.95				White		M		706 7674675		NA		NA		dpowell4@my.westga.edu		3749 Martha Berry Hwy				Rome		GA		30165

		917443811		Lunsford		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201601		3.74		3.71		White		F		770 6531707		NA		NA		klunsfo1@my.westga.edu		233 Hays Mill Road Apt F4				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917445042		Johnson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201601		3.33				Black		F		770 5584114		NA		NA		tjohns37@my.westga.edu		2941 Forbes Trl				Snellville		GA		30039

		917403143		Hansberry		Jhessail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201601		3.04				Black		F		404 4467010		NA		NA		jhansbe1@my.westga.edu		179 Ivey Lake Pkwy				Temple		GA		30179-3878

		917378783		Day		Makenzie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201408		201601		3.46				White		F		770 262		NA		NA		mday3@my.westga.edu		112 Vantage Point				Dallas		GA		30157

		917443953		Pearson		Carleigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201601		3.29				White		F		706 5065288		NA		NA		cpearso2@my.westga.edu		13 Amberwood Trl NW				Rome		GA		30165-4428

		917391342		Bryant		Chelcee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201601		2.99				White		F		770 2534229		NA		NA		cbryant7@my.westga.edu		365 Sturgess Run				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-6904

		917452553		Brown		Troy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201601		3.24				White		M		251 6355804		NA		Troybrown1615@yahoo.com		troyb@westga.edu		140 appomatox Drive				daphne		AL		36526

		917404022		Hopper		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		4				White		F		229 5745679		NA		NA		chopper2@my.westga.edu		4034 Egg and Butter Road				Ochlocknee		GA		31773

		917303073		Price		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201601		3.24		3.26		White		F		423 6535288		NA		NA		eprice2@my.westga.edu		102 Lincoln St				Glennville		GA		30427

		917405760		Flood		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201601		3.08				Black		F		404 3461023		NA		NA		kflood2@my.westga.edu		3640 Barbara Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-2856

		917412371		Arellano-Garcia		Carina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.51						F		404 5197987		NA		carinaarellanogarcia@gmail.com		carella1@my.westga.edu		1292 To Lani Path				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-5329

		917461649		Hill		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201401		201601		3.32				White		F		404 8955913		NA		NA		thill10@my.westga.edu		7167 Wildflower Walk				Winston		GA		30187-1753

		917391447		Knox		Diamond		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.27				Black		F		678 8878822		NA		NA		dknox1@my.westga.edu		550 Draycott Ct SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-7675

		917391329		Barnes-Blanton		Tatiana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201601		3.31				Black		F				NA		NA		tbarnes2@my.westga.edu		125 Lazy Water Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917416660		Hawkins		Tamela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.19				Black		F		678 3953467		NA		NA		thawkin1@my.westga.edu		574 Goldfinch Way				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917410181		Paschall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201601		3.27				White		F		770 5346437		NA		NA		spascha2@my.westga.edu		4486 Old Magnolia Ct				Gainesville		GA		30506-5393

		917422126		Pruitt		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201601		2.99				White		M		678 8973252		NA		NA		cpruitt3@my.westga.edu		1991 Miller Academy Rd				Bremen		GA		30110

		917411952		Brackett		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.86				White		F		770 4599193		NA		NA		mbracke2@my.westga.edu		62 Honeysuckle Ln				Temple		GA		30179-2757

		917416874		Agou		Stephany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.76				Black		F		678 5315120		NA		NA		sagou1@my.westga.edu		9385 Meadow Gate Ln				Jonesboro		GA		30236-7423

		917349297		Winders		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201601		3.51				White		F		770 8389311		NA		NA		cwinder1@my.westga.edu		800 Little New York Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2865

		917454419		Bright		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201601		3.26				White		F		770 6835287		NA		NA		jbright4@my.westga.edu		21 Greenview Drive				Newnan		GA		30265

		917399913		Hagood		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.43				White		F		770 5921080		NA		NA		lhagood1@my.westga.edu		804 Hillcrest Ln				Woodstock		GA		30189-2588

		917409796		Echols		Laurel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201401		201601		3.43				White		F		706 9909335		NA		NA		lechols3@my.westga.edu		314 Poplar Dr				Washington		GA		30673-1572

		917413562		Mcclure		Vanessa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.33				White		F		678 9725746		NA		nessa.3267@yahoo.com		vrodrig2@my.westga.edu		75 Creekside Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6063

		917390634		Smith		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.62				White		F		770 3447009		NA		NA		ksmith60@my.westga.edu		195 Oak Shadow Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917447458		Pack		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201308		201601		3.03				White		F		205 9665123		NA		NA		apack1@my.westga.edu		115 Rockland Trail				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917467364		Roselli		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.9		White		M				NA		NA		drosell1@my.westga.edu		1786 Sawgrass Cir				Greenacres		FL		33413

		917479163		Saint Cyr		Harry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				3.88		Black		M		770 5725618		NA		NA		hsaintc1@my.westga.edu		110 Patriots Walk				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917349458		Smith		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				3.88		Black		F		404 5027262		NA		NA		asimon2@my.westga.edu		517 Guinevere Ct				McDonough		GA		30252

		917061329		King		Macie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201601				3.55		Black		F		706 7980844		NA		NA		mking19@my.westga.edu		3441 Heather Dr				Augusta		GA		30909-2707

		917106406		Brown		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201408		201601		3.77		3.84		White		F		770 6847576		NA		brown7664@att.net		dbrown34@my.westga.edu		311 Bellview Road				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917426762		Corbin		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201208		201601		3.59				Black		F		770 9549902		NA		NA		jcorbin3@my.westga.edu		526 Tellico Sq				McDonough		GA		30252-4072

		917442538		Balentyne		Phoebe		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201305		201601				4		White		F		815 3430199		NA		NA		pbalenty@westga.edu		451 W Exchange Street				Sycamore		IL		60178

		917432809		Johnson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201601		3.21				White		F		229 8384436		NA		NA		cjohns42@my.westga.edu		1134 Valley Rd				Lumpkin		GA		31815-6031

		917415261		Richardson		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.11				White		M		770 6468403		NA		NA		jricha20@my.westga.edu		255 Bill Ploof Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4530

		917397600		Hise		Josalynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.16				White		F		678 8776922		NA		NA		jhise1@my.westga.edu		355 Freeman Forest Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-3397

		917103373		Baker		Tara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		2.98						F		678 8780647		NA		NA		tbaker1@my.westga.edu		5479 Steeple Chase				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917326051		Wingo		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201601		2.89				White		F		678 7995918		NA		NA		ewingo@westga.edu		275 Garrett Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917378103		Causey		Sabrina		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.3				White		F				NA		NA		scausey2@my.westga.edu		5 Cliffview Dr SE		Apt 5C		Rome		GA		30161

		917416196		Gordon		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.48				White		F		770 6317638		NA		NA		cgordon5@my.westga.edu		208 Savannah Walk				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3647

		917428961		Miller		Kaitlin		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.21		4		White		F		423 3368288		NA		NA		kmille13@my.westga.edu		227 Kyles Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-4695

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601		3.04		3.66		Black		F		404 3581804		NA		NA		tleak1@my.westga.edu		109-A WAVERLY WAY				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		2.99		3.72		Black		F		678 8574461		NA		camille.barber16@gmail.com		mbarber3@my.westga.edu		327 Lakeside Way				Newnan		GA		30265

		917408173		Ventre		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201308		201601				3.88		White		M		770 4034823		NA		NA		sventre1@my.westga.edu		65 Bluestone Court				Acworth		GA		30101

		917268265		Grizzard		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601		2.93		3.72		White		F		770 8761994		NA		NA		hgrizza1@my.westga.edu		427 Willie Walker Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917246524		Jeter		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201601		3.23		3.53		White		F		706 5943355		NA		NA		ajeter2@my.westga.edu		4325 New Franklin Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2463

		917396818		Ferguson		Sanchetta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.03				Black		F		404 2632259		NA		NA		sfergus6@my.westga.edu		4100 Grant Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-5704

		917445581		Amoroso		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201601		3.95				White		F		678 8771161		NA		NA		vbyous1@my.westga.edu		435 Longview St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3709

		917412548		Desrosiers		Karl		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201205		201601		3.32				Black		M		678 2846242		NA		NA		kdesros1@my.westga.edu		492 Harvick Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4454

		917406790		Taulien		Zacharias		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						P		201108		201601		2.97				White		M		613 97336056		NA		NA		ztaulien@westga.edu		2 Brookes Ct				Mooroolbark		ZZ		99999

		917401303		Johnson		Halle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.28				Black		F		770 5131466		NA		NA		hjohnso6@my.westga.edu		523 Bellbrook Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-9321

		917458951		Waldroup		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201601				3.69		White		F		706 8979534		NA		NA		lalliso2@my.westga.edu		2059 Wesliam Rd				Hiawassee		GA		30546

		917459285		Huffer		Alex		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.9		White		M				NA		NA		ahuffer1@my.westga.edu		311 Pioneer Road				Elida		OH		45807

		917480152		Little		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201601				4		White		F		706 7691845		NA		NA		klittle4@my.westga.edu		1150 S. Rossiter Terr.				Watkinsville		GA		30677

		917360273		Leclerc		Jeff		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201208		201601		2.28				Black		M		770 4020797		NA		NA		jlecler1@my.westga.edu		10122 Tide Ct				Jonesboro		GA		30238-6544

		917410624		Lewis		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.42				Black		F		770 4982957		NA		NA		vlewis2@my.westga.edu		2368 Broad Creek Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-3754

		917372810		Freeman		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201601		2.76				Black		M		770 5068244		NA		NA		jfreema9@my.westga.edu		1029 Grace Marie Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4539

		917428460		Witt		Shanna		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.27				White		F		678 2340123		NA		NA		sknight4@my.westga.edu		303 South Main St				Adairsville		GA		30103

		917380454		Watson		Rakim		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201601		2.62				Black		M		770 6517192		NA		NA		rwatson2@my.westga.edu		2579 Mead Ct				Jonesboro		GA		30236-9203

		917422724		Partain		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.92				White		F		678 3864891		NA		NA		tpartai1@my.westga.edu		610 Kelly Rd				Hartwell		GA		30643

		917388876		Silva		Erica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.66				White		F		404 5108363		NA		NA		esilva1@my.westga.edu		516 Lake Clyde Cir				Bowdon		GA		30108-2957

		917413053		Mcgilberry		Iman		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.02				Black		F		404 2124866		NA		NA		imcgilb1@my.westga.edu		3432 Spring Chase Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1380

		917470781		Wood		Kristi		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.72				White		F		770 6244642		NA		NA		kwood9@my.westga.edu		478 Cason Rd.				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917378618		Lee		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Finance						F		201008		201601		2.85				Black		M		706 8622893		NA		NA		jlee26@my.westga.edu		222 Reece St				Menlo		GA		30731-6432

		917303549		Rogers		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601		3.26		3.72		White		F		678 9729044		NA		NA		mguinn1@my.westga.edu		226 Glazier Rd.				Senoia		GA		30276

		917284545		Castillo		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201601		2.8		3.07		Black		F				NA		NA		ballen4@my.westga.edu		155 Kelley Way				McDonough		GA		30252

		917442213		McClendon		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201305		201601				4		White		M		912 5761939		NA		NA		tmcclen3@my.westga.edu		810 Park Street				Saint Marys		GA		31558

		917078898		Ainsworth		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Special Ed General Curriculum				P		201305		201601		4		3.94		White		F		770 6516811		NA		jessicaainsworth@charter.net		jainswo1@my.westga.edu		139 Chadwick Place				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917300765		Cash		Landria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601		3.18		3.71		Black		F		404 6802329		NA		NA		lbailey4@my.westga.edu		166 Reid Plantation Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5308

		917180867		Comer		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601		3.14		3.5		White		F		404 3265905		NA		NA		kcomer1@my.westga.edu		64 Edgewater Drive				Temple		GA		30179

		917257053		Barton		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201601		3.36		3.75		White		F		404 4069340		NA		NA		jdavis22@my.westga.edu

		917456491		Brown		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201401		201601				4		White		M		229 2730333		NA		NA		bbrown31@my.westga.edu		298 Avery Road				Arabi		GA		31712

		917399008		Renard		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601				3.9		White		F		501 9400157		NA		dasnowfox@gmail.com		jrenard@westga.edu		3671 Delena Farm Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917406198		Eaker		Richard		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201308		201601				3.7		White		M		706 7679950		NA		NA		reaker1@my.westga.edu		365 Mac Johnson Road				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		3.61		3.94		White		F		678 9538260		NA		tommieann76@yahoo.com		tabercr1@my.westga.edu		410 Hwy 34 W				Newnan		GA		30263

		917428798		Williams		Amy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201601				4		White		F		770 4869207		NA		NA		awilli70@my.westga.edu		627 Magnolia Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1151

		917402101		Hays		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201108		201601		3.24				White		M		678 2515162		NA		NA		khays2@my.westga.edu		1092 Sutherland Dr				Winder		GA		30680

		917380473		Arsenault		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.44				White		F		678 3278260		NA		NA		karsena1@my.westga.edu		1500 Chattahoochee Run Dr				Suwanee		GA		30024-3817

		917419278		Hollis		Michaela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.24				White		F		770 9477967		NA		NA		mhollis4@my.westga.edu		4035 S Shelby Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-4141

		917479392		McRae		Alex		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201501		201601				4		White		M		678 7452322		NA		NA		amcrae2@my.westga.edu		6121 Parkmist Court				Buford		GA		30518

		917198700		McEntyre		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201501		201601		3.77		3.95		White		F		770 4683682		NA		jessica.mcentyre@carrollcountyschools.com		jcauthe1@my.westga.edu		13985 HWY 109 E				Meansville		GA		30256

		917452848		Holland		Ronnie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201408		201601				3.5		Black		M		770 6810096		NA		NA		rhollan3@my.westga.edu		3381 Parc Drive				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917042216		Teagle		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201601		3.27		3.29		Black		F		770 9469987		NA		jteaglemcgill@yahoo.com		jteagle1@my.westga.edu		719 Winesap Ct				Hampton		GA		30228

		917081926		Prather		Kimberlie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				3.96		Black		F		404 4064279		NA		NA		kprathe1@my.westga.edu		3435 Concord Loop				College Park		GA		30349

		917476652		McCann		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		770 7225837		NA		NA		cmccann3@my.westga.edu		1435 Barnsley Walk				Snellville		GA		30078

		917477162		Williamson		Donald		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				4		White		M		678 6148658		NA		NA		dwilli72@my.westga.edu		490 Bay Grove Road				Loganville		GA		30052

		917481853		Cobb		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201501		201601				3.69		White		F		229 9429705		NA		NA		scobb3@my.westga.edu		3491 Churchill Rd				Preston		GA		31824

		917189529		Sheridan		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201505		201601		3.58		3.9		White		M		706 3462565		NA		NA		jsherid1@my.westga.edu		125 Deer Run Trl				Rome		GA		30165

		917340569		Buckner		Erica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201401		201601		3.15		4		White		F		770 8561521		NA		NA		ebuckne2@my.westga.edu		2428 Glenloch Rd				Franklin		GA		30217

		917370617		Pinion		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201101		201601		3.25				White		F		770 4744680		NA		NA		npinion1@my.westga.edu		783 Hemphill Rd				Stockbridge		GA		30281-2929

		917479291		Jacobs		Diane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				4		Black		F		404 2002606		NA		diane.eds2016@gmail.com		djacobs1@my.westga.edu		2537 Dakota Trl SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-5774

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601		4		3.26		Black		F		678 8735270		NA		NA		ldougla3@my.westga.edu		178  MISSION OAK  DR				GRAYSON		GA		30017

		917426145		Ford		Chelsee		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		201208		201601		3.39				White		F		404 7134833		NA		NA		cford7@my.westga.edu		1765 Horsley Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6007

		917428337		Tench		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				4		White		F		423 7629247		NA		NA		lvaughn3@my.westga.edu		906 Diamond Circle				LaFayette		GA		30728

		917290634		Harper		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201601		2.88				White		M		770 8087255		NA		NA		aharpe10@my.westga.edu		109 Kingswood Ct				Ellenwood		GA		30294-3156

		917165463		LeBouef		Gwendolyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201601				3.89		White		F		678 8170201		NA		NA		gleboue1@my.westga.edu		285 Carrolls Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917447326		Logan		Alyce		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.23		Black		F				NA		NA		alogan3@my.westga.edu		600 Northern Avenue 		Apt 5306		Clarkston		GA		30021

		917381186		Marville		Helene		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201601		3.68		4		White		F		678 5311705		NA		NA		hmarvil1@my.westga.edu		4210 Kings Hwy				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917468072		McBroon		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.72		White		F		865 8168702		NA		NA		amcbroo1@my.westga.edu		301 Riverbend Dr				Loudon		TN		37774

		917300689		Meade		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201308		201601		3.15		4		White		F		770 5465324		NA		NA		kmeade2@my.westga.edu		2018 Morgan Valley Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917368392		Hill		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management		Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201008		201601		2.8		2.4		White		M		678 8775070		NA		NA		rhill8@my.westga.edu		2526 Joe Stephens Rd				Franklin		GA		30217

		917346233		Bryant		Jamien		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201308		201601		2.34				Black		M		770 5029466		NA		NA		jbryan13@my.westga.edu		18 Keswick Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-2294

		917419803		Parker		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.88				White		F		706 6177587		NA		NA		hparker7@my.westga.edu		1705 Hilton Avenue				Columbus		GA		31906-1516

		917399557		Groveman		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201601		3.35				White		F				NA		NA		agrovem1@my.westga.edu		2905 Abbottswell Dr				Johns Creek		GA		30022-7705

		917416197		Phillips		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201208		201601		3.92				White		M		706 8184587		NA		NA		aphill11@my.westga.edu		976 Harper St				Madison		GA		30650-1472

		917339006		Smith		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Economics						F		201208		201601		3.25				White		M		770 2518153		NA		NA		jsmit114@my.westga.edu		70 Wyngate Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1297

		917362519		Wilkerson		Raeven		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201308		201601		3.09				Black		F		770 8834429		NA		Raeven_Wilkerson@yahoo.com		rwilker1@my.westga.edu		1123 Drewry Avenue				Griffin		GA		30223

		917390644		Patton		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201601		3.42				White		M		706 3869764		NA		NA		mpatton1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 184				Maysville		GA		30558-0184

		917413440		Stevens		Cailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.63				White		F		770 3548631		NA		NA		csteven6@my.westga.edu		1745 Ridgemill Ter				Dacula		GA		30019-2952

		917055519		Rogers		Teresa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201401		201601		2.44		4		White		F		770 3014763		NA		NA		trogers3@my.westga.edu		405 Mill St				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917420682		McDonald		Sydney		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.29		3.5		Black		F		4044887332		NA		NA		smcdona3@my.westga.edu		1909 Hudson Xing Apt 3				Tucker		GA		30084-5660

		917429272		Argo		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.03				White		F		404 6412999		NA		NA		baguila1@my.westga.edu		180 Ryans Ct				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3477

		917133013		Barbour		Keli		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201601		3.21				White		F		404 5833752		NA		NA		kbarbou1@my.westga.edu		9166 Beechwood Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917394435		Roller		Kyle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201601		2.86				White		M		770 3125226		NA		NA		kroller1@my.westga.edu		1808 Stallings Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-1460

		917386825		Terrell		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201601		3.91				White		F				NA		NA		jterrel4@my.westga.edu		583 Johannah Pl SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-3043

		917412986		Walters		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.69				White		F		7063462		NA		skygurl13@gmail.com		hwalter1@my.westga.edu		7 Hillcrest AVE				Rome		GA		30161

		917384002		Rudisill		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.35				White		F		404 3744690		NA		NA		jrudisi1@my.westga.edu		5228 Central Church Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917391827		Weiland		Gretchen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		2.95				White		F		770 4604593		NA		NA		gweilan1@my.westga.edu		100 Streamview Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2977

		917145582		West		Brooke				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		2.95				White		F		770 4891137		NA		NA		bwest7@my.westga.edu		8125 River Pointe Overlook				Winston		GA		30187-1962

		917412313		Broome		Foy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.34				White		F		770 8883434		NA		NA		fbroome1@my.westga.edu		7935 Lanier Drive				Cumming		GA		30041

		917411927		Mobley		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.56		3.57		White		F		706 3313574		NA		NA		lmobley2@my.westga.edu		109 Mountain Home Loop				Cedartown		GA		30125-4231

		917375938		Thomas		Burton		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201601		2.89				White		M		770 8300913		NA		NA		bthoma18@my.westga.edu		534 Horsley Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-8548

		917481637		Croft		Gina		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201601				3.84		White		F		404 9844416		NA		NA		gcroft1@my.westga.edu		2356 Baker Road				Acworth		GA		30101

		917136134		Bailey		Bridget		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201508		201601		3.8		3.8		Black		F		678 8519362		NA		NA		bbailey1@my.westga.edu		5482 Peachtree Landing Drive				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917330329		Khabir		Maisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201601		3.7		3		Black		F		678 3586322		NA		mankhabir@gmail.com		mkhabir1@my.westga.edu		5205 Oakley Commons Blvd				Union City		GA		30291

		917377085		Spicer		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201601		2.82				White		F		678 2945918		NA		NA		aspicer1@my.westga.edu		1505 Cross Plains Hulett Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-7598

		917023167		Hart		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601		3.59		3.95		White		M		770 8322742		NA		NA		jhart1@my.westga.edu		124 South St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201405		201601				3.85		White		M		845 2346113		mark.sanker@douglas.k12.ga.us		msanker@hotmail.com		msanker1@my.westga.edu		716 Safe Harbor Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917395985		Clack		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.16				White		F		770 9147522		NA		NA		cclack1@my.westga.edu		316 Chase Marion Way				McDonough		GA		30253-4260

		917395161		Bridges		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.47				White		F		770 5777245		NA		NA		cbridge7@my.westga.edu		7113 Lamplighter Ln				Winston		GA		30187-1735

		917407243		Hayes		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.28		0		White		F		770 9579562		NA		NA		shayes4@my.westga.edu		1012 Miss Amber Way				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917466537		Alcide-Cineas		Ives		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				3.81		Black		F		678 6589105		NA		NA		ialcide1@my.westga.edu		45 Fairway Trl				Covington		GA		30014-3975

		917478291		Rupert		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		678 8500310		NA		NA		crupert1@my.westga.edu		344 Kory Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917176336		Hibbard		Alison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601		3.17		4		White		F		770 3018509		NA		NA		ahibbar1@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Rd Apt C4				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917058216		Hannah		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201601		1		3.91		White		M		770 3755294		NA		NA		mhannah2@my.westga.edu		118 River Ridge Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917246873		Edmondson		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201601				4		White		F		770 3551382		NA		NA		jedmond2@my.westga.edu		2657 Lenox Road NE H-107				Atlanta		GA		30324

		917355889		Clement		Kira		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201601		3.26				White		F		678 4915871		NA		kira.clement1@gmail.com		kclemen4@my.westga.edu		117 Fielding Ridge				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917388670		Beck		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.92				White		F		770 5462395		NA		NA		jbeck6@my.westga.edu		89 Wilson Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5728

		917349917		Jacobs		Khala		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201601		2.72				Black		F		678 755		NA		NA		kjacobs2@my.westga.edu

		917436038		Partee		Sherrel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201601		3.66				White		F		706 6151807		NA		NA		sbeaird1@my.westga.edu		5314 Sweetsprings Lane SW				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917391435		Johnston		Delara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.2				White		F		770 5742398		NA		NA		djohnst2@my.westga.edu		147 Hart Road Ext				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-4202

		917413733		Wilson		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201601		3.18				Black		F		678 5426783		NA		NA		awilso30@my.westga.edu		1635 Pirkle Road		#812		Norcross		GA		30093

		917438398		Schenck		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201601				4		White		F		770 2526007		NA		NA		kschenc1@my.westga.edu		4607 Happy Valley Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-4061

		917304593		Sharpe		Bernadette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601		3.13		3.72		White		F		770 8233997		NA		NA		bsharpe2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 372				Franklin		GA		30217

		917462012		Silvey		Terry		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.83		White		F		678 4472642		NA		NA		tsilvey1@my.westga.edu		1290 Cedar Grove Road				Greensboro		GA		30642

		917478957		Stallings		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		201601				4				F		706 6762032		NA		NA		estalli2@my.westga.edu		38 Southern Woods Dr NE				Armuchee		GA		30105

		917154334		Stewart		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201601				3.47		White		F		404 2818809		NA		NA		mstewar8@my.westga.edu		254 Raleigh Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917408418		Albright		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201601		3.29		4		White		F		256 5962980		NA		NA		walbrig1@my.westga.edu		8640 Co Rd 56				Woodland		AL		36280

		917379392		Barrera		Soledad		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.51						F		706 3467456		NA		NA		sbarrer1@my.westga.edu		815 Berry Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917476505		Timberlake		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		706 9364502		NA		NA		ktimber2@my.westga.edu		1 Eden Drive				Rome		GA		30165

		917477159		Morton		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				P		201408		201601				3.6		White		F		678 4910925		NA		NA		hmorton1@my.westga.edu		5622 Stewart Woods Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917361951		Gripper		Trevon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601		3.5		3.84		Black		M				NA		NA		NA		500 Northside Circle NW		APT MM5		Atlanta		GA		30309

		917458135		Rager		Darren		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201401		201601				3.9		White		M		404 4568301		NA		NA		drager2@my.westga.edu		4336 Autumn Glo Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917446305		Ploof		LaTasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201405		201601				4		Black		F		770 7310948		NA		NA		lploof1@my.westga.edu		145 Milam Way				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201601		3.44		4		White		F		404 5168614		NA		NA		anichol7@my.westga.edu		6670 Fox Creek Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-6682

		917125191		Poucher		John		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		201601		3.03		3.63		White		M				NA		NA		jpouche1@my.westga.edu		4186 Hwy 27 N				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917476801		Thom		Lois		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				3.77		White		F		678 4948965		NA		NA		lthom1@my.westga.edu		5403 Shotwell Terrace				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917078232		Freeman		Lena		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201308		201601		3.79		3.88		White		F		404 8195330		NA		NA		lfreema1@my.westga.edu		1021 Taylortown Road				Ranger		GA		30734

		917472837		Walsh		Cindy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		229 9412468		NA		NA		cwalsh4@my.westga.edu		4564 GA Hwy 37 W				Moultrie		GA		31768

		917443194		Gabel		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201305		201601				4		White		F		678 7332352		NA		NA		jgabel1@my.westga.edu		2620 Watercrest Ct				Marietta		GA		30062-7713

		917481035		Munford		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				3.88		White		F		678 8171465		NA		NA		mmunfor1@my.westga.edu		260 Miracle Lane				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917185911		Powers		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		4		4		White		F		770 9471932		NA		NA		tpowers@westga.edu		320 Tyson Road				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917366020		Bradford		Bret		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.51				White		M		423 4439333		NA		NA		bbradfo3@my.westga.edu		3786 Hog Jowl Road				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917390485		Bailey		Keirah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		2.91				Black		F		404 2882712		NA		NA		kbaile10@my.westga.edu		3988 Rainbow Dr				Decatur		GA		30034-2217

		917460944		Baxter		Santoya		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				F		201405		201601		3.33		3.77		Black		F		678 4316951		NA		NA		sbaxter2@my.westga.edu		425 Williams Drive #136				Marietta		GA		30066

		917401714		Bennett		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201508		201601				3.69		White		F		423 2846844		NA		jenpb18@hotmail.com		jbennet9@my.westga.edu		5158 Newton Drive NE				Covington		GA		30014

		917185226		Boyd		Irisha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201308		201601		4		3.27		Black		F				NA		NA		iboyd2@my.westga.edu		140 Rocky Ford Rd				Atlanta		GA		30317

		917478374		Huff		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201601				3.73				M		615 4156392		NA		NA		shuff1@my.westga.edu		1535 Richlawn Drive				Brentwood		TN		37027

		917440137		Pope		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201601		3.74				White		M		770 9651585		NA		NA		mpope6@my.westga.edu		6509 Bearing Drive				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917388950		Eison		Ashlynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		4		4		White		F		678 3720525		NA		NA		adeese2@my.westga.edu		3115 Tyus Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917389330		Fugatt		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201108		201601		2.87				White		F		770 8414313		NA		NA		aacree5@my.westga.edu		26 Chris Ct				Temple		GA		30179-4649

		917411560		Shultes		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.52				White		F		770 9142977		NA		NA		kshulte1@my.westga.edu		130 Catie Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-6028

		917341540		Wiley		Monika		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201305		201601				3.95		Black		F		770 4713036		NA		monikawiley@bellsouth.net		mwiley1@my.westga.edu		10980 Southwood Drive				Hampton		GA		30228

		917474910		Griffin		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201601		3.53		4		White		F		404 2759384		NA		NA		cgriff13@my.westga.edu		35 Carriage Oaks Dr. SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917306939		McClenny		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201601				4		White		F		404 2918988		NA		NA		tmcclenn@westga.edu		128 Carriage Oak Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5606

		917405909		Koch		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.34				White		F		770 7180820		NA		NA		akoch1@my.westga.edu		11794 Big Canoe				Jasper		GA		30143

		917467213		Buist		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601				4		White		F		404 2196625		NA		NA		abuist1@my.westga.edu		1317 Wood Hollow Lane				Marietta		GA		30067

		917439250		Thompson		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201305		201601				4		White		M		301 7293132		NA		NA		sthomp19@my.westga.edu		12829 Knobley View Avenue				Cresaptown		MD		21502

		917221034		Burns		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201401		201601				4		White		M		770 3289347		NA		NA		mburns3@my.westga.edu		1850 Ashley Crossing Ln. #25F				Charleston		SC		29414

		917474901		Black		LaJuene		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201601				3.44		Black		F		706 3937599		NA		NA		lblack7@my.westga.edu		3022 Plantation Road 				Columbus 		GA		31903

		917465192		Conley		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201601		3.91		4		Black		F				NA		oklahomageorgia@yahoo.com		dday1@my.westga.edu		293 Huntington Dr				Temple		GA		30179

		917421930		Davis		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201601		3.86		3.85		White		F		678 3268796		NA		lkeyd@live.com		edavis11@my.westga.edu		175 Joe Brown Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5126

		917434513		Furr		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201308		201601		3.94		4		White		F				NA		NA		cfurr1@my.westga.edu		319 Lowell Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917457331		Steczo		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				4		White		F		817 9838479		NA		NA		jcoveri1@my.westga.edu		1505 Watertown Way		Apt # 414		Chesapeake		VA		23320

		917476646		Burgos		Shana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				3.88				F		770 6887409		NA		NA		sburgos1@my.westga.edu		360 Bonnie Sue Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		2.94		3.83		Black		F		404 5196578		NA		NA		jjones40@my.westga.edu		332 Garrettts Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917468068		Dryden		Christy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				4		White		F				NA		NA		cdryden1@my.westga.edu		165 Friendship Trail				Moultrie		GA		31788

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601		3.25		3.9		White		M				NA		NA		ctripp@westga.edu		30 Pine Crescent				Newnan		GA		30265

		917332228		Carter		Juliana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201601		3.38		4		White		F				NA		NA		jcarte20@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St. Apt H203				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917475977		Snyder		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201601		201601				3.83		White		F		706 4244750		NA		NA		msnyder4@my.westga.edu		2034 Emerald Pointe Drive				Winder		GA		30680

		917036356		Brown		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201601				3.75		White		F		770 4686480		NA		NA		hbrown12@my.westga.edu		1425 Zebulon Road				Griffin		GA		30224

		917406503		Ward		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201601				4		White		F		706 3467745		NA		NA		award11@my.westga.edu		27 Princeton Place Drive				Adairsville		GA		30103

		917473573		Yazell		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.72		White		F		515 8221144		NA		NA		syazell1@my.westga.edu		816 W Iowa Ave				Indianola		IA		50125

		917410123		Fluevog		John		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201201		201601		3.54						M		706 2241304		NA		NA		jfluevo1@my.westga.edu

		917418147		Ressler		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.53		4		White		F		404 6734676		NA		NA		kholman2@my.westga.edu		1340 Kansas Jake Rd				Waco		GA		30182-3160

		917340853		Kincaid		Erika		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.16				White		F		770 8646645		NA		NA		ekincai1@my.westga.edu		1200 Newnan Crossing Blvd E		apt 1317		Newnan		GA		30265-6276

		917405363		O'Kelley		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								P		201208		201601		3.83		3.66		White		F		770 9402919		NA		NA		tokelley@westga.edu		227 Brumbelow Rd. Apt A5				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917339794		Kerr		Nikia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.23				Black		F		770 4613306		NA		NA		nkerr1@my.westga.edu		192 Sawgrass Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8026

		917473764		Troutman		Margaret		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.07				White		F		770 7950946		NA		NA		mtroutm2@my.westga.edu		4794 Boxwood Way				Acworth		GA		30102

		917398658		Berry		Jake		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201601		3.15				White		M		706 9374759		NA		NA		jberry@westga.edu		218 Lindsey Dr				Ringgold		GA		30736-5966

		917334560		Heath		Kayla				BS		Mathematics		Music		Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201601		3.31				White		F		770 5549928		NA		NA		kheath6@my.westga.edu		976 Streamwater Cv				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-8661

		917390664		Esmann		Kirsten		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.79				White		F		706 8622040		NA		NA		kesmann1@my.westga.edu		61 Ralph Chamblee Drive				Menlo		GA		30731

		917472364		Whaley		Amanda		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.68				White		F		770 3246218		NA		NA		awhaley2@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 333				Lindale		GA		30147

		917468417		Haygood		Whitney		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.18				White		F		678 9938619		NA		NA		wmathis2@my.westga.edu		240 Amberwood Trl				Euharlee		GA		30145

		917411454		Durham		Laurel		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		201208		201601		3.61		4		White		F		229 2464062		NA		NA		ldurham2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 686				Brinson		GA		39825-0686

		917367932		Ceesay		Habib		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201408		201601		2.75				Black		M		770 6961603		NA		NA		hceesay1@my.westga.edu		4378 Wesley Meadows Dr				Decatur		GA		30035

		917315423		Huff		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		200908		201601		2.47				Black		M		770 3068909		NA		NA		mhuff3@my.westga.edu		4723 Buffalo St				Fairburn		GA		30213-2081

		917469358		Jennings		AlexisGrace		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.81		White		F		423 7185267		NA		NA		ajennin7@my.westga.edu		4 Woodland Way				Chattanooga		TN		37419

		917341837		Meyer		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		English-Creative Writing						F		201201		201601		3.21				White		F		770 3048435		NA		NA		bmeyer2@my.westga.edu		25 Estate Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917435407		Corley		Charles		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201301		201601		2.87				White		M		770 4451685		NA		NA		ccorley1@my.westga.edu		90 Burt Rd				Dallas		GA		30132-8808

		917383898		Campbell		Spencer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201601		3.05				White		M		770 8348148		NA		NA		scampb10@my.westga.edu		28 S Creek Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-4806

		917371565		Clark		Kristol		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201408		201601				4		Black		F		404 5188219		NA		NA		kclark16@my.westga.edu		6179 Chastain Way				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917322008		Belcher		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601		3.01		3.72		White		F		678 4167502		NA		NA		jbelcher@westga.edu		80 Cedar Ridge Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917226255		Carr		Devin Demond		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		3.46		4		Black		M		770 8850198		NA		devindwcarr@gmail.com		dcarr1@my.westga.edu		355 West Lane				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917424829		Drzewiecki		Alliya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201505		201601				3.85		White		F		419 7087583		NA		NA		adrzewi1@my.westga.edu		1564 Amesbury				Toledo		OH		43612

		917433714		Polite		Franklin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201508		201601				3.15		Black		M		404 9637629		NA		NA		fpolite1@my.westga.edu		3641 Utoy Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-8614

		917418780		Cummings		Eric		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201601				3.91		White		M				NA		NA		ecumming@westga.edu		PO BOX 1369				Roanoke		AL		36274

		917310818		Moore		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201601		2.94		3.88		White		F				NA		NA		emoore2@my.westga.edu		104 Dove Rise				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917454474		Mack		Asa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.36		Black		M				NA		NA		amack4@my.westga.edu		2611 Demille St				Durham		NC		27704

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201601		2.85		4		Black		F		678 5241754		NA		NA		tclonts1@my.westga.edu		6093 Vallie Oaks Place				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917245692		Doyle		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				3.88				F		404 9013334		NA		NA		cdoyle1@my.westga.edu		2334 Sandhill Place				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601		3.58		3.77		Black		F		404 3745953		NA		NA		rgibbs1@my.westga.edu		104 Teton Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917195368		Mull		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201405		201601		3.08		4		White		F		770 6019899		NA		NA		jorr1@my.westga.edu		133 Stonebridge Way				Senoia		GA		30276

		917471310		Wooten		Janet		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601				4		White		F		770 7880514		NA		NA		jwooten2@my.westga.edu		265 Pleasant Hills Dr				Covington		GA		30016

		917482117		Driscoll		Mark		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201501		201601				3.86		White		M		617 7218441		NA		NA		mdrisco2@my.westga.edu		4911 Seldon Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917477019		Mullis		Jana		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		478 3742722		NA		NA		jmullis2@my.westga.edu		95 Sugar Creek Lane				Eastman		GA		31023

		917481087		Northern		Ciara		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201601				3.75				F		478 9521426		NA		NA		cnorthe1@my.westga.edu		214 Cumberland Dr.				Byron		GA		31008

		917323068		Payne		Paige		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601		3.45		3.44		White		F		404 2070344		NA		NA		ppayne3@my.westga.edu		64 Marcella Ave				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917457233		Powe		Tenecia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		tpowe1@my.westga.edu		311 Citori Ct				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917459841		Mcreynolds		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		3.58				White		F		770 9141218		NA		NA		lmcreyn1@my.westga.edu		1365 Peeksville Rd				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917429754		Sullivan		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201601		3.92		4		White		F		770 2964830		NA		NA		asulliv5@my.westga.edu		354 Donald Lamb Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2668

		917431716		Landrum		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				4				F		770 8433800		NA		NA		slandru1@my.westga.edu		102 Meadowbrook Ln				Grantville		GA		30220

		917113484		Stone		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201501		201601				4		White		F		770 2883244		NA		NA		jstone8@my.westga.edu		248 Happy Trail				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917155167		Harrison		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201601				3.87		White		F		404 7543566		NA		NA		ktennen1@my.westga.edu		1824 Edington Road				Marietta		GA		30064

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201501		201601		4		4		Black		F		770 5777662		NA		walkertameka3@hotmail.com		twalker3@my.westga.edu		92 Brookewood  Lane				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917026074		Driver		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201601				4		White		M		770 8536733		NA		NA		bdriver2@my.westga.edu		127 South Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917463612		Thornton		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Educational Leadership				P		201405		201601				4		Black		M		770 8711486		NA		NA		jthorn10@my.westga.edu		5338 Savoy Chase Xing				Lithonia		GA		30038-3979

		917476224		Horne		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				3.77		White		M				NA		NA		jhorne4@my.westga.edu		3480 Old Atl Hwy				Barnesville		GA		30204

		917368798		Bentham		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201401		201601		3		3.77		Black		F		678 7155409		NA		cabgirl_2000@yahoo.com		cbentha1@my.westga.edu		61 Sherwood Forest Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917034080		Bonds		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601		2.37		3.22		Black		M		678 6374123		NA		NA		tbonds1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 54493				Atlanta		GA		30308

		917477883		Graham		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201601				3.77		White		F		404 4321735		NA		NA		kgraha12@my.westga.edu		6910 Fletcher Drive				Winston		GA		30187

		917477022		Smith		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201601				3.77		White		F		678 2338334		NA		NA		csmith99@my.westga.edu		1307 Clack Road				Madison		GA		30650

		917474678		Vail		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				3.45		Asian		F		706 4242333		NA		NA		lvail1@my.westga.edu		8545 Hwy 82 Spur				Maysville		GA		30558

		917031730		Taylor		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601		3.33		3.84		Black		F		404 2028072		NA		NA		ptaylor2@my.westga.edu		3961 Ambrose Court				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917473977		Mendola		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201601				3.55		White		M		949 3709979		NA		NA		jmendol1@my.westga.edu		14 Birch Dr				Aliso Viejo		CA		92656

		917428666		Hurst		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201601				3.82		Black		F		770 9699319		NA		NA		phurst1@my.westga.edu		4529 Ravenwood Place				Union City		GA		30291

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201601		2.99		3.75		Black		F		786 2624872		NA		NA		jbeason1@my.westga.edu		4491 White Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917228242		Miller		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent		Media Specialist Concentrat		F		201408		201601		3.38		4				F		770 8626444		NA		mmiller.moses@gmail.com		mmiller6@my.westga.edu		58 Reservation View				Dallas		GA		30132

		917467362		Morris		Jalessa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				4		Black		F		404 2594320		NA		NA		jmorri28@my.westga.edu		195C North Etowah Dr.				Canton		GA		30114

		917296406		Morris		Janelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601				3.9		Black		F		678 5807048		NA		NA		jmorri27@my.westga.edu		195 C North Etowah Drive				Canton		GA		30114

		917000337		Yearta		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201308		201601		2.49		3.81		White		F		770 6469589		NA		NA		vyearta1@my.westga.edu		2378 Poplar Springs Road				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917371864		Liggins		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201601		2.71				Black		M		706 5921515		NA		NA		bliggin1@my.westga.edu		2024 McCoys Mill Rd				Hephzibah		GA		30815-8412

		917476627		Thomas		Latoya		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201601				4		Black		F		770 3026924		NA		NA		lthoma23@my.westga.edu		967 Rock Hill Pkwy				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3634

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201501		201601		3.45		3.83		Black		F		770 4771105		NA		NA		aburton4@my.westga.edu		903 Ring Necked Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4475

		917444946		Clay		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201601		3.87				White		F		706 7642114		NA		NA		aclay3@my.westga.edu		480 Lynn Trail				La Fayette		GA		30728

		917011928		Hennessee		Eleanor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201408		201601		0.54		4		White		F		770 7694398		NA		NA		ehennes1@my.westga.edu		38 Wesley Mill Drive				Adairsville		GA		30103

		917076652		Fannin		Shaneene		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201601		3.45		4		Black		F		404 6067896		NA		NA		sfannin1@my.westga.edu		5612 Baffin Road				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917429925		Elrod		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201601		3.55				White		F		912 6610775		NA		NA		melrod2@my.westga.edu		104 Half Moon River Court				Savannah		GA		31410

		917422041		Slate		Ethan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201601		3.61				White		M		770 6720605		NA		NA		eslate1@my.westga.edu		14 Pine Valley Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4162

		917408081		Williams		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201605		3.03				Black		M		404 3139719		NA		NA		cwilli68@my.westga.edu		5401 Kemper Place				Stone Mtn		GA		30088

		917172486		Julien		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201605		201605		2.98		3.84		Black		F		678 3506999		NA		nicyd@hotmail.com		ndickso1@my.westga.edu		450 South Peachtree parkway		Apt D301		Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917048092		Singleton		Kimberly-Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201605		4		3.88		White		F		678 3630302		NA		NA		jsingle1@my.westga.edu		249 Sentry Rdg				Dallas		GA		30157-7926

		917428121		Hodges		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								P		201208		201605		2.69				Black		F		443 8037506		NA		NA		shodges2@my.westga.edu		6877 Parkway Dr.				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917378520		Eckelberry		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201401		201605		3		4		White		F		678 6543200		NA		NA		ceckelb1@my.westga.edu		5491 Balmoral Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917488773		Aiken		Shakoiya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		Black		F		305 4799232		NA		NA		saiken2@my.westga.edu		6229 Millstone Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-7624

		917467746		Wire		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201605				3.69		Black		F		912 2222028		NA		NA		hwire1@my.westga.edu		103 Sierra Rd				Jesup		GA		31545-5411

		917417002		Emmert		Cortney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201605		3.42				Asian		F		770 2714998		NA		NA		cemmert1@my.westga.edu		2745 Ivy Hill Dr				Buford		GA		30519-7922

		917475457		Roethler		Casey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management Information Systems						F		201408		201605		2.87		3.75		White		F		205 3810369		NA		NA		croethl1@my.westga.edu		421 Daniel Drive				Birmingham		AL		35215

		917426596		Ford		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201301		201605		2.83				Black		F				NA		NA		tford4@my.westga.edu

		917428042		Walker		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201308		201605		2.49				Black		M		770 8513615		NA		NA		jwalke31@my.westga.edu		609 Nottingham Court				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917476610		Borneman		Walker		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201605		3.55				White		M		706 6609003		NA		NA		wbornem1@my.westga.edu		218 Maple Brook Ln				Cataula		GA		31804

		917465520		Goldsmith		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201605		3.1				White		M		706 6287215		NA		NA		bgoldsm1@my.westga.edu		1741 Lower Blue Springs Rd.				Hamilton		GA		31811

		917426204		Shedd		Shandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		3.81		3.66				F		706 6222670		NA		NA		sshedd1@my.westga.edu		106 Tyler Street NW Apt. B				Rome		GA		30165

		917476314		Smith		Donald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				3.75		Black		M		770 9483979		NA		NA		dsmith75@my.westga.edu		7911 Alta Court				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917403421		Stroup		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201605		3.21				White		M		470 2143448		NA		NA		jstroup1@my.westga.edu		1287 Prior Station Road				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201605		3.06		3.91		White		F		678 4385101		NA		NA		kingram2@my.westga.edu		6640  AKERS MILL RD		APT 5111		ATLANTA		GA		30339

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.54		3.71		White		F				NA		NA		jbrown56@my.westga.edu		304 Hargrove St.				Vienna		GA		31092

		917476963		Shelkoff		Jules		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				3.91		White		F		912 6829986		NA		NA		jshelko1@my.westga.edu		2854 Winter Rose Court				Atlanta		GA		30339

		917435544		Rutter		Serena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		3.91		White		F		770 2655564		NA		NA		srutter1@my.westga.edu		2363 Katie Ann Lane				Dacula		GA		30019

		917032393		Shiflett		Janie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605		2.84		3.9		White		F		706 2347175		jshiflett@floydboe.net		shiflett7175@comcast.net		jshifle2@my.westga.edu		20 Conns Lake Rd SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1420

		917354238		Teschner		McKenzie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.85		White		F				NA		NA		mteschn1@my.westga.edu		2000 Huntington Hill Trace 				Buford 		GA		30519

		917158160		Thomas		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.61		3.66		White		F		706 6767379		NA		NA		jthoma16@my.westga.edu		220 Ridgewood Circle				Summerville		GA		30747

		917488776		Lillie		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				3.77		White		M		678 4293555		NA		NA		jlillie1@my.westga.edu		250 Forest Cove Court				Dawsonville		GA		30534

		917476676		Baldwin		Lorna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201605				3.5		Black		F				NA		NA		lbaldwi4@my.westga.edu		4325 Trillium Wood Trail				Snellville		GA		30039

		917491987		Tench		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		White		M		678 9360050		NA		NA		jtench1@my.westga.edu		5557 Clarks Bridge Road				Clermont		GA		30527

		917464348		Cooke		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		4		White		F		717 3342595		NA		NA		scooke1@my.westga.edu		290 Schwartz Rd				Gettysburg		PA		17325

		917329017		Earwood		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		201108		201605		2.83				White		F		678 7130729		NA		NA		cearwoo1@my.westga.edu		469 Airport Rd.		A2		Dublin		GA		31021

		917291504		Hunt		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201605		0		3.23		Black		F		404 9569756		NA		NA		chunt5@my.westga.edu		8407 Sutton Dr				Riverdale		GA		30349

		917026648		Langley		Carol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201605		3.83		3.67		White		F				NA		NA		clangle2@my.westga.edu		129 OLD FIELD RD #1				Franklin		GA		30217

		917478491		Hall		Shaquan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201605		2.48						M		609 3461430		NA		NA		shall13@my.westga.edu		316 Columbia Drive		APT 203D		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917416344		Jenkins		Quantavious		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201605		3.24				Black		M		770 4820121		NA		NA		qjenkin1@my.westga.edu		3149 Painted Rock Pl				Lithonia		GA		30038-3140

		917404820		Jester		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201605		3.34				Black		F		770 9961688		NA		NA		djester1@my.westga.edu		1636 Cheryl Leigh Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296-2507

		917411769		Maples		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201605		3.95				White		F		478 9941758		NA		NA		wmaples1@my.westga.edu		49 Loblolly Ct				Forsyth		GA		31029-3006

		917491984		Dillon		Raegan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		White		F		912 9204546		NA		NA		rdillon1@my.westga.edu		16 Ramsgate Road				Savannah		GA		31419

		917398296		Altman		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201605		3.33				White		F		404 7135302		NA		NA		baltman1@my.westga.edu		1911 Brennan Way				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3444

		917054062		Waycaster		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201605				3.95		White		F		404 8619822		NA		lwaycaster@hotmail.com		lwaycas1@my.westga.edu		347 Nobleman Way				Canton		GA		30114

		917495035		DeLosh		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		F		561 3151197		NA		NA		cdelosh1@my.westga.edu		541 Autumn Ridge Drive				Canton		GA		30115

		917487280		Hugo		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201605				3.93		White		F		904 7186832		NA		NA		mhugo1@my.westga.edu		110 Satcher Rd.				Taylorsville		GA		30178

		917490418		Miller		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		678 7943370		NA		NA		amille39@my.westga.edu		139 Indian Springs Dr				Jefferson		GA		30549

		917468383		Brinson		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201605				3.91		Black		F		478 5018564		NA		NA		wbrinso1@my.westga.edu		4388 Azalea Drive				Macon		GA		31210

		917491166		Daly		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				3.88		White		F		912 8983925		NA		NA		sdaly2@my.westga.edu		124 Teakwood Drive				Savannah		GA		31410

		917492626		Hinely		Constance		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		White		F		912 6583315		NA		NA		chinely1@my.westga.edu		813 Betz Creek road				Savannah		GA		31410

		917179455		Cobin		Tiesha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				3.26		Black		F		912 3732221		NA		NA		tcobin1@my.westga.edu		803 Oglethorpe Court				Pooler		GA		31322

		917415654		Heard		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Real Estate						F		201208		201605		2.94				White		F		770 9634366		NA		NA		eheard5@my.westga.edu		1430 Eugenia Terrace				Lawrenceville		GA		30046-7492

		917469806		Lewis		Callie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201605				4		White		F				NA		NA		clewis17@my.westga.edu		3910 Cole Road				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917320042		Cofield		Brianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		3.85		White		F		256 4496374		NA		NA		bcofiel1@my.westga.edu		596 County Road 51				Woodland		AL		36280

		917178587		Caughman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.22		3.78		Black		F		404 3951528		NA		NA		acaughm1@my.westga.edu		384 Kite Lake Road				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917293440		Sims		Stormy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201208		201605		2.89		3.47		White		F		706 5065693		NA		stormy.sims@gmail.com		ssims@westga.edu		4003 Oster Dr				Cohutta		GA		30710-9123

		917398981		Williams		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201108		201605		3.06				White		M		706 7540735		NA		kkd_willy@hotmail.com		jwilli81@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1390				Demorest		GA		30535-1390

		917431586		Brown		Deontre		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201208		201605		2.77				Black		M		815 4939346		NA		NA		dbrown40@my.westga.edu		2143 Kemmerer Ln				Bolingbrook		IL		60490-5035

		917315840		Blanchard		Nessa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605		3.52		3.55		Black		F		404 5126732		NA		NA		nblanch1@my.westga.edu		5545 Naples Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917460833		Singleton		Anbria		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201605				3.32		Black		F		770 3063395		NA		anbriasingleton@gmail.com		apowel16@my.westga.edu		420 Berkshire Place				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917484881		Hutto		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		White		F		912 3272126		NA		NA		jhutto2@my.westga.edu		259 Frank Vaughn Rd				Douglas		GA		31533

		917488318		Turner		Lynn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		912 6738789		NA		NA		lturne15@my.westga.edu		110 Fairway Drive				Kingsland		GA		31548

		917478469		Reid		Ronica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201408		201605				3.9				F		229 8736929		NA		NA		rreid5@my.westga.edu		7043 Ga. Hwy. 37 West		PO Box 214		Hartsfield		GA		31756

		917423309		Slemp		Kelli		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		3.66		White		F		678 3864653		NA		NA		kslemp1@my.westga.edu		5 Mossy Rock Lane				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917483362		Wright		Kay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201501		201605				4		White		F		678 4889462		NA		NA		kwrigh25@my.westga.edu		1617 Avery Drive				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917399438		Parson		Aubrey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201505		201605		2.87		3.78		White		F		404 7975160		NA		NA		awynne1@my.westga.edu		61 Oak Grove Rd				Temple		GA		30179

		917165849		Robinson		Debrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		4		Black		F		404 3486153		NA		NA		drobin14@my.westga.edu		4149 Rolling Banks Lane				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917473149		Shaifer		Tammie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201605				3.88		Black		F		470 3858613		NA		NA		tshaife1@my.westga.edu		7395 Waters Edge Drive				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917177661		Patterson		Lametric		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201405		201605				3.78				F		770 9948943		NA		lametric.patterson@gmail.com		lpatter2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 796				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917415024		Dickerson		Carol		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		0		3.65		Black		F		478 2875618		NA		NA		cdicker7@my.westga.edu		115 Tom Chapman Blvd		Apt 1006		Warner Robins		GA		31088

		917027590		Ivester		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201508		201605		2.7		3.84		White		F		770 3636075		kim.ivester@carrollcountyschools.com		kim_ivester@yahoo.com		kiveste1@my.westga.edu		24 Camp Lane				CARROLLTON		GA		30117

		917347121		Norris		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201605		3.01		3.8		White		F		706 8451879		NA		NA		anorris6@my.westga.edu		109 Sturbridge Dr				Lagrange		GA		30240

		917425546		Fletcher		Ali		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				P		201208		201605		3.42				White		F		770 2514054		NA		NA		afletch2@my.westga.edu		53 Happy Valley Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-4025

		917465580		Gresham-Jones		Brooklynn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201405		201605		3.2		3.46		Black		F		404 3968157		NA		NA		bmccorm1@my.westga.edu		3620 Waldrop Rd				Decatur		GA		30034

		917401160		Nelson		Derrick		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						P		201108		201605		3.1				Black		M		706 7906647		NA		NA		dnelson7@my.westga.edu		3809 Crest Dr				Hephzibah		GA		30815-6113

		917457597		Gravitt		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.92		White		F				NA		NA		jgravit1@my.westga.edu		3680 Smith Lane				Cumming		GA		30028

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		3.92		White		F		706 9362228		NA		NA		bmathis2@my.westga.edu		1416 Eastland Court SE				Rome		GA		30161

		917494523		Mount		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201605				4		White		M		678 5710148		NA		NA		cmount1@my.westga.edu		103 Summer Chase				Carrollton		GA		30116-8811

		917444173		Gooch		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201605				4		White		F		678 6171628		NA		NA		mgooch1@my.westga.edu		384 Hogans Mill Rd				Jefferson		GA		30549

		917144980		Long		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201605		3.24		3.84		White		F		770 8559535		NA		NA		lnorman1@my.westga.edu		3342 Hutcheson Ferry Rd.				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917421002		White		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		3.83		White		F				NA		NA		hheintz1@my.westga.edu		11 Ironwood Ct				Newnan		GA		30265

		917456126		Roop		Kristina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.71		White		F		770 6833357		NA		NA		kroop1@my.westga.edu		211 Beaconsfield Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917469807		Rozier		Meyail		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201605		4		3.5				F		404 3235452		NA		NA		mrozier1@my.westga.edu		3205 Pine Branch Court				Decatur		GA		30034

		917440909		Borneman		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		4		White		F		678 3578172		NA		NA		mbornem1@my.westga.edu		218 Maple Brook Lane				Cataula		GA		31804

		917073301		Hassler		Diane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				4		White		F		770 6079889		NA		NA		dhassle1@my.westga.edu		41 Brookside Way				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917489324		Fleck		Traci		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		770 3633208		NA		NA		tfleck1@my.westga.edu		5425 Heathridge Terrace				Duluth		GA		30097

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.44		3.85		Black		F		404 4325435		NA		parizah@bellsouth.net		pknowle1@my.westga.edu		2634 Smoke House Pl SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917215758		Wells		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201605				4		White		F				NA		NA		eroddy1@my.westga.edu		3835 E Carlyle Court				Marietta		GA		30062

		917022119		Hadley		Brian		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201501		201605		2.37		4		Black		M		770 2864846		NA		NA		bhadley1@my.westga.edu		205 Kennedy Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917412994		Lefton		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secur				F		201408		201605		3.35		2.42		White		F		404 3764530		NA		NA		tlefton1@my.westga.edu		233 Hays Mill Road		Apt c4		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917392133		Cunningham		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201505		201605		3.4		3.7		White		F		678 8508383		NA		NA		kcunnin5@my.westga.edu		205 Peachtree Lane				Newnan		GA		30265

		917478509		Dixon		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				3.66		White		F		423 9022706		NA		NA		ldixon6@my.westga.edu		172 Childs Street				GRAY		GA		31032

		917408877		Creger		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		M		678 8485515		NA		NA		jcreger1@my.westga.edu		209 Wright Street				Marietta		GA		30064

		917333031		Anderson		Evan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.85		White		F		404 4054125		NA		NA		eanders9@my.westga.edu		5111 Eubanks Rd				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917458136		Sutton		Autumn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				3.88		Black		F				NA		NA		asam1@my.westga.edu		7045 Wind Run Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.58		3.92		White		F		256 5687644		NA		NA		vwalker4@my.westga.edu		1526 County Road 424				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917445636		Elliott		Annette		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201308		201605				4		White		F		651 3988606		NA		NA		aelliot4@my.westga.edu		5480 292nd Ct E				Cannon Falls		MN		55009

		917476710		Overall		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201408		201605				3.7		White		F		423 4130234		NA		NA		joveral1@my.westga.edu		229 Deena Lane				Ringgold		GA		30736

		917434708		Heavlin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		4		White		F				NA		NA		jheavli1@my.westga.edu

		917493768		Albahari		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201505		201605				4		White		M		678 3729301		NA		NA		jalbaha1@my.westga.edu		305 Galahad Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-6989

		917348658		Mitchell		Chandon		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mathematics						F		201108		201605		2.65				Black		M		770 2988109		NA		NA		cmitch11@my.westga.edu		1529 Hampton Hollow Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-5162

		917385842		Knight		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201605		2.87				White		M		678 5838959		NA		NA		jknigh10@my.westga.edu		551 Snapping Shoals Road				McDonough		GA		30252

		917490472		Sanchelli		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		770 6825568		NA		NA		lsanche2@my.westga.edu		1020 Bridle Path Drive				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917330784		Moses		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.9		3.92		White		F		706 2909702		NA		NA		amoses3@my.westga.edu		206 Brown Fox Drive SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917433030		Beesley		Corinne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.92		White		F				NA		NA		cander16@my.westga.edu		4525 North Slope Circle				Marietta		GA		30066

		917077947		Gandy		Barbara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201301		201605		2.57		3.52		Black		F		404 8525503		NA		bgandyus@yahoo.com		bgandy1@my.westga.edu

		917317928		Underwood		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605		4		3.83		White		M				NA		NA		junderw3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 605				Carrollton		GA		30112

		917247618		Vaughn		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201605		3.75		3.94		White		F		706 7668698		NA		NA		ahooker1@my.westga.edu		40 Hickory St NE				Rome		GA		30161-4957

		917473572		Wagley		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201408		201605				4		White		F		678 3987486		NA		NA		vwagley1@my.westga.edu		1194 Larson Lane				Marietta		GA		30064

		917465776		Walker		Kim		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201605				3.7		Black		F		229 8903966		NA		NA		kwalke28@my.westga.edu		1164 6th St SW				Moultrie		GA		31768-5302

		917166720		Williams		Nichelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Biology				F		201405		201605		4		3.91		Black		F		770 2104440		NA		NA		nthornt1@my.westga.edu		7449 Cardinal Way				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917353285		Wilson		Adam		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605		2.88		3		White		M		678 2327078		NA		NA		awilso26@my.westga.edu		366 Fenbrook Way				Marietta		GA		30064

		917471621		Rainge		Eugene		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201605		4		3.88		Black		M				NA		NA		erainge1@my.westga.edu		1761 Fair Oak Way				Mableton		GA		30126

		917257365		Chastine		Natalie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201408		201605				3.9				F				NA		NA		nchasti1@my.westga.edu		228 Bernhard Rd.				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917477720		Perkerson		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				4		White		M		770 8843240		NA		NA		jperker1@my.westga.edu		201 Lawrence Mill Road				Molena		GA		30258

		917057167		Dunson		Makeba		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201408		201605		2.89		3.77		Black		F		404 3543563		NA		NA		mdunson2@my.westga.edu		2010 Reflective Waters Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917438223		Lindsay		Curtis		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management		Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secur				F		201301		201605		3.35		0		Black		M				NA		NA		clindsa1@my.westga.edu		748 Austin Road				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917056661		Stubbs		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201505		201605		2.9		4		White		F				NA		NA		jstubbs1@my.westga.edu

		917376154		Law		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201501		201605		3.54		4		White		F		770 6086720		NA		NA		klaw1@my.westga.edu		1238 Main Street				Covington		GA		30014

		917173087		Ramsay		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605		4		4		White		F		770 8245175		NA		NA		mramsay1@my.westga.edu		217 Creek View Rd				Bremen		GA		30110

		917294667		McCurdy		Jicorya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201605		3.21		3.83		Black		F		404 3883501		NA		NA		jmccurd1@my.westga.edu		5650 Farmin Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605		3.59		3.76		White		F				NA		NA		esexton2@my.westga.edu		228 Blue Holly Dr.				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917412200		Thomas		Dreidan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201605		3.01				Black		F		770 3495016		NA		NA		dthoma17@my.westga.edu		185 Henson Circle				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917423384		Porter		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201208		201605				3.5		White		F		770 9475940		NA		NA		shuggin2@my.westga.edu		3834 Rosedale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-2742

		917440083		George		Eon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201505		201605				3.86		Black		M		678 7591552		NA		NA		egeorge2@my.westga.edu		354 Kentwood Springs Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-5937

		917478067		Maize		Darius		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201508		201605				3.66		Black		M		404 9256687		NA		NA		dmaize1@my.westga.edu		2507 Godfrey Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-7405

		917340863		Manomano		Lionel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201605		2.67				Black		M		404 2713914		NA		NA		lmanoma1@my.westga.edu		860 Georgian Hills Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-8697

		917366665		Walker		Angela		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201001		201605		3.11				Black		F		678 6500009		NA		twospoonsofsugar@outlook.com		awalke18@my.westga.edu		335 Widgeon Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-6058

		917412445		Davis		Dorsica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201605		3.5				Black		F		706 4368526		NA		NA		ddavis10@my.westga.edu		1741 Washington Hwy				Elberton		GA		30635-4831

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201605		3.97		4		White		F		678 8508766		NA		NA		cshoema2@my.westga.edu		1131 Indian Creek Road				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917131872		Sims		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605		3.82		3.94		White		F		770 8611442		NA		jeveuxcroire@gmail.com		kcrawfo2@my.westga.edu		807 Emerald Falls				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917366299		Moffatt		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201401		201605		3.15		3.88		White		F		770 862		NA		NA		amoffat2@my.westga.edu		206 Oak Avenue				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917490465		Grayburn		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201605				3.88		White		F				NA		NA		mgraybu2@my.westga.edu		486 Windcroft Circle				Acworth		GA		30101

		917388514		Kortum		Claire		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		0		4		White		F		706 9804084		NA		NA		ckortum1@my.westga.edu		1227 Arabian Drive				Dalton		GA		30720

		917497275		Leguizamon		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201605				4		White		F				NA		NA		tleguiz1@my.westga.edu		1191 Comet View Trail				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917222427		Long		Shelene		Distance Learning Technology		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201605		3.26		4		White		F		678 4230838		NA		NA		slong2@my.westga.edu		12 Red Oak Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2748

		917028964		Markland		Misty		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605		3.66		4		White		F		770 9271350		misty.markland@cowetaschools.org		NA		mmarkla1@my.westga.edu		766 Caldwell Road				Gay		GA		30218

		917264696		McClure		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision				Building Level (COE)				F		201508		201605		2.76		3.92		White		F		770 5009061		NA		NA		bmcclur1@my.westga.edu		100 Kimball Bridge Cove				Alpharetta		GA		30022

		917128003		McGhee		Sarita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201505		201605				3.42		Black		F		404 7588303		NA		NA		smcghee3@my.westga.edu		1361 Downs Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917135535		Duvall		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201605				4		White		F		678 6025182		NA		NA		aduvall1@my.westga.edu		130 Center Street				Hiram		GA		30141

		917429976		Smith		Damond		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201405		201605				3.72		Black		M		404 4943679		NA		NA		dsmith68@my.westga.edu		2689 Wolf Lake Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917490415		Johnson		Craig		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201505		201605				3.36		Black		M				NA		NA		cjohns63@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 390312				Snellville		GA		30039

		917416827		Ellis		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201605				4		White		F		678 5201534		NA		NA		mellis5@my.westga.edu		105 Peninsula Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-6094

		917480995		Ellison		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201501		201605				3.85		Black		F		706 5619421		NA		NA		kelliso2@my.westga.edu		6014 Norton St				Columbus		GA		31907-2928

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.67		3.78		White		F		770 9438440		NA		NA		mfennel3@my.westga.edu		530 Rosedale Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917484091		Frazier		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201505		201605				4		White		F		404 2459507		NA		NA		jfrazie9@my.westga.edu		2723 Chamblee Tucker Rd.				Chamblee		GA		30341

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.41		3.64		White		F		706 6762392		NA		NA		egantt1@my.westga.edu		364 Terhune Road				Rome		GA		30161

		917491270		Glover		Chancee		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201605				4		White		F		229 8694072		NA		NA		cglover4@my.westga.edu		136 Wisteria Lane				Leesburg		GA		31763

		917479409		Grigsby		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201605				4		White		F		678 3606093		NA		NA		sgrigsb1@my.westga.edu		142 Griffin Way				Canton		GA		30115

		917268876		Harris		Takera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent		Media Specialist Concentrat		P		201408		201605				3.84		Black		F		478 2070062		NA		NA		tharri36@my.westga.edu		3498 Sandy Circle				Macon		GA		31216

		917229324		Hillsman		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201605		3.66		3.95		White		F		404 5025028		NA		NA		jdavis24@my.westga.edu		2565 Speer Court SE				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917409480		Hargrove		Janerria		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201505		201605		2.91		3.36		Black		F		404 7981413		NA		NA		jhargro3@my.westga.edu		1093 West Avenue SW Apt B-333				Atlanta		GA		30315

		917483364		Haynes		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				4		White		M		678 6177396		NA		NA		chaynes5@my.westga.edu		5496 Northwoods Road				Clermont		GA		30527

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.44		4		White		F		706 5662836		NA		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		1323 Preston Road				Cataula		GA		31804

		917492323		Pace		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		678 6547426		NA		NA		cpace3@my.westga.edu		434 Wedmore Ct				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917489472		Mears		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201505		201605				3.9		White		M		678 9180198		NA		NA		amears1@my.westga.edu		218 East John Hand Road				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917175854		Parrott		Toneicya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201605		2.71		3.33		Black		F		404 5565101		NA		NA		tparrot1@my.westga.edu		1211 River Rush Lane				Conyers		GA		30606

		917211358		Phinazee		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201605		2.87		4		White		F		678 7674681		NA		NA		bcrowe1@my.westga.edu		1117 Packer Dairy RD				Summerville		GA		30747

		917478463		Prezzano		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201605				4				F		770 7435359		NA		NA		lprezza1@my.westga.edu		4682 Liberty Square Drive				Acworth		GA		30101

		917463502		Sellars		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201408		201605				3.08		Black		F		910 3547836		NA		NA		bsellar1@my.westga.edu		186 Glynn Addy Drive				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917496373		Webb		Shiree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				3.88		Black		F		404 8628026		NA		NA		swebb5@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 5932				Alpharetta		GA		30023

		917448883		Cowan		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201308		201605				3.82		White		F		770 6344475		NA		NA		hcowan2@my.westga.edu		392 Heritage Park Tr				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917473401		Gray		Juanita		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605		3		3.1		Black		F		770 9698450		NA		NA		jgray17@my.westga.edu		7907 Bluefin Trail				Union City		GA		30291

		917483360		Montgomery		Mia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				3.56		White		F		478 8374642		NA		NA		mwalls5@my.westga.edu		493 Sand Pit Road				Mauk		GA		31058

		917249560		Hill		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201605		3.5		4		White		F				NA		NA		aacree2@my.westga.edu		4092 Hwy 362 W				Williamson		GA		30292

		917479965		Girard		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201605				3.91		White		F		404 3049859		NA		NA		hgirard1@my.westga.edu		259 Blue Creek Lane				Loganville		GA		30052

		917476965		Mayfield		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				4		White		F		770 8511986		NA		NA		hmayfie2@my.westga.edu		167 Magnolia Farms Dr				Milner		GA		30257

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.95		3.78		White		F		423 9024265		NA		NA		jforres2@my.westga.edu		361 Carmack Rd				Flintstone		GA		30725

		917483453		Holloway		Monique		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201501		201605				3.66		Black		F		478 9971295		NA		NA		mhollow4@my.westga.edu		322 Clover Brook Dr.				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.97		3.92		White		F		678 5444501		NA		NA		enewman4@my.westga.edu		127 Buttrill Ct				Jackson		GA		30233

		917466211		Prevatte		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		3.92		White		F		910 8271919		NA		NA		mprevat1@my.westga.edu		60 Courtyard Dr.				Newnan		GA		30265

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.53		3.92		White		F		404 7860038		NA		NA		lcrook1@my.westga.edu		165 North Woods Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917478454		Barnwell		Corey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				4				F		678 7563379		NA		NA		cbarnwe3@my.westga.edu		20 Danbury Walk				Covington		GA		30016

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.88		4		White		F		706 6764823		NA		NA		jweems2@my.westga.edu		35 Cross Creek Dr				Rome		GA		30165

		917064144		Hembree		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605		3.38		3.8		White		F		404 5961111		ali.hembree@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		ahembre1@my.westga.edu		5571 Woodcliff Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917487279		Hoover		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				F		201505		201605				3.57		White		M		404 7889150		NA		NA		jhoover2@my.westga.edu		248 Dallas Road				Dallas		GA		30157

		917478311		Thomason		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605				3.2				F		706 8790394		NA		NA		rthoma13@my.westga.edu		5125 Red Bud Rd Ne				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917365091		Jelks		Carman		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				3.3				F		404 2170287		NA		NA		cjelks1@my.westga.edu		1985 Baker Cir				Conyers		GA		30012

		917452143		Mathews		Kim		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				F		201308		201605		3.33		3.66		White		F		706 3335830		NA		NA		kmathew3@my.westga.edu

		917373891		Escho		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						P		201501		201605		2.37				Black		M		678 3630625		NA		NA		kescho1@my.westga.edu		319 Saddle Brooke Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-8349

		917432935		Binion		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201605				3.93		White		F		706 4022467		NA		NA		lbinion1@my.westga.edu		500 Pine St				LaGrange		GA		30240-3040

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201501		201605		3.57		4		White		F		770 5007483		NA		NA		seidson2@my.westga.edu		22 South Creek Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917311345		Nation		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201308		201605		3.03		4		Black		F		706 3467762		NA		NA		byoung4@my.westga.edu		713 Buttonwood Court				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917411849		Bragdon		Hayley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		201208		201605		2.89				White		F		7065069		NA		NA		hbragdo1@my.westga.edu		644 Plainville Rd NE				Plainville		GA		30733-9505

		917311756		Hite		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Chemistry (6-12)				P		201501		201605		3.01		3.63		White		M		675 5710649		NA		NA		jhite1@my.westga.edu		720 Flintlock Drive				Dacula		GA		30019

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605		2.92		3.83		Black		F		770 4037083		NA		NA		chollan1@my.westga.edu		368 Mallard Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201605				3.76		Black		F		404 8491956		NA		jackiecook07@gmail.com		jcook8@my.westga.edu		3489 Robin Point Dr				Decatur		GA		30034

		917490409		Bailey		Tenisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201505		201605				4		Black		F		404 9074232		NA		NA		tbaile12@my.westga.edu		3216 Grant Way				East Point		GA		30344

		917092962		Farnell		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201605		0.8		3.83		White		F				NA		NA		lfarnel1@my.westga.edu		128 Lakeview Ln				Hiram		GA		30141

		917450262		Meyer		Michele		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201305		201605				3.81		White		F		770 2542865		NA		NA		mmeyer2@my.westga.edu		1 Featherston Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		4		White		F		678 2094677		NA		NA		elamb1@my.westga.edu		205 E Greenwood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917345595		Law		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.75		3.92		White		F		706 6483118		NA		lrlaw@alltel.net		hlaw1@my.westga.edu		212 Riverside Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917475542		Willis		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201408		201605				3.9		White		F		404 8255175		NA		NA		jwill120@my.westga.edu		115 Ridgeview Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917475470		Wyatt		Paula		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				4		White		F		229 9855171		pwyatt@colquitt.k12.ga.us		NA		pwyatt2@my.westga.edu		3182 Tallokas Road				Moultrie		GA		31788

		917495384		Tyson		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		M		706 8254050		NA		NA		atyson3@my.westga.edu		3913 Griese Lane				Grovetown		GA		30813

		917407379		Shadinger		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201605		3.28				White		F		770 6059560		NA		NA		ashadin1@my.westga.edu		4446 Bronte Lane				douglasville		GA		30135

		917223485		Thrasher		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		F		770 7844995		NA		NA		mthrash1@my.westga.edu		140 Nicklaus Circle				Social Circle		GA		30025

		917175065		Mimms		Allison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201605		3.09		3.91		White		F		678 4284220		NA		allison.mimms@gmail.com		amimms1@my.westga.edu		1433 Woodridge Drive				Atlanta		GA		30339

		917476712		Wade		Julia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201605				4		White		F		770 7122052		NA		NA		jwade6@my.westga.edu		6006 Crossbow Lane				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917272033		Windsor		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201408		201605		2.75		4		White		F				NA		NA		kwindso1@my.westga.edu		637 Woodward Ave SE				Atlanta		GA		30312

		917495962		Good		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201508		201605				4		White		F		423 2559215		NA		NA		rgood1@my.westga.edu		130 Acorn Oaks Circle		Apt 206		Chattanooga		TN		37405

		917496543		Himstedt		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		M		678 6447408		NA		NA		jhimste1@my.westga.edu		2057 Bascomb Carmel Rd				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917472410		Miller		Ruhamah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201605				4		Asian		F		770 9494817		NA		NA		rmille14@my.westga.edu		4932 Revere Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917480008		Smith		Amelia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201605				3.91				F		404 9339913		NA		NA		asmith96@my.westga.edu		2566 Caladium Dr.				Atlanta		GA		30345

		917046597		Batey		Samuel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				3.88		Black		M		404 3570600		NA		NA		sbatey1@my.westga.edu		1160 Regency Center Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917141101		Bowles		Nakisha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201605				3.7		Black		F		678 8500961		NA		NA		nhoward4@my.westga.edu		25 Aprils Ct				Union City		GA		30291

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605		3.32		3.42		White		M		770 9004050		NA		NA		rbowman1@my.westga.edu		95 Peeks Crossing Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1774

		917451944		Prather		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201308		201605		2.46						F				NA		NA		aprather@westga.edu		945 Crestmark Blvd		Apt 504		Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917330620		Olorunfemi		April		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201605		3.5		3.8		Black		F		404 7843823		NA		yoaprilmayo@hotmail.com		aolorun1@my.westga.edu		2025 Washington Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917123451		Ransom		Telmeko		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				3.17		Black		F		678 3762420		NA		NA		tsmith73@my.westga.edu		160 Wesley Drive				Athens		GA		30605

		917392209		Boatright		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201508		201605				3.18		White		M		912 6145183		dboatright@wayne.k12.ga.us		NA		dboatri2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 687				Alma		GA		31510

		917478457		Guffey		Felicia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201605				3.83				F		678 7580871		NA		NA		fguffey1@my.westga.edu		14 Horseshoe Ct.				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917427871		Hall		Jimmy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201605				3.93				M		615 8568825		NA		NA		jhall24@my.westga.edu		415 Church Street		Apt 2302		Nashville		TN		37219

		917398912		Sanders		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201605		3.43				White		M		770 6147178		NA		NA		rsander6@my.westga.edu		3772 Havenmist Cv				Suwanee		GA		30024-3767

		917072972		Hamrick		Kimberly				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201608		3.62						F		256 6107036		NA		thehamricks12@yahoo.com		kwilli19@my.westga.edu		404 Pinetucky Lane				Heflin		AL		36264

		917028470		Adams		Lee		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200905		201608				3.54		Black		M				NA		NA		ladams7@my.westga.edu		4049 Fieldway Rd				Rex		GA		30273-2534

		917417012		Nesmith		Marysa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.57				White		F		770 4998136		NA		NA		mnesmit2@my.westga.edu		2669 Tift Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-6002

		917480166		Gamble		Cheniqua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201501		201608				3.5		Black		F		334 3181961		NA		NA		cgamble4@my.westga.edu		6825 Wampold Road				Montgomery		AL		36116

		917340581		Samimi		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201608				3.91		White		F		770 8452903		NA		NA		tsamimi1@my.westga.edu		54 Monarch Court				Dallas		GA		30132

		917464019		Mann		Payton		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201608		3.24				White		M		229 3864912		NA		NA		pmann1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 2361				Tifton		GA		31793

		917166237		Klemzak		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201601		201608		0		3.61		White		F		810 4346588		NA		NA		sklemza1@my.westga.edu		58 Grove Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917479149		Skelton		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		770 9426485		NA		NA		tskelto1@my.westga.edu		15 Kent Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-4882

		917466362		Caswell		Angie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201405		201608				4		White		F		561 7588268		NA		NA		ajohans1@my.westga.edu		2920 Corinth Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5053

		917370866		Newbern		Caysie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201608		3.29				White		F		770 5984303		NA		NA		cnewber1@my.westga.edu		508 Stratford Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-5493

		917495062		Duque		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201508		201608				3.77				F		770 8569652		NA		NA		nduque1@my.westga.edu

		917480049		Hart		Sasha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201608				4		Black		F		305 3190096		NA		NA		shart5@my.westga.edu		10949 NW 22nd Ct				Miami		FL		33167

		917458128		Gordon		Kristie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201408		201608				4		Black		F		478 3351488		NA		NA		kgordon4@my.westga.edu

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608		2.98		3.85		White		F		770 8627253		NA		NA		amelear1@my.westga.edu		95 Emerald Hills Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3915

		917298007		Goss		LaChrislyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201408		201608		3.17		3.76		Black		F				NA		NA		lgoss1@my.westga.edu		1011 FlatRock Road				Madison		GA		30650

		917362927		Williams		Lesandra		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.46		4		Black		F		678 8573486		NA		NA		lwilli37@my.westga.edu		16 Madrid Ave				Newnan		GA		30263-1281

		917424073		Vellucci		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201208		201608		3.41				White		F				NA		NA		jvelluc1@my.westga.edu		11235 SE Causey Circle				Happy Valley		OR		97086

		917412614		Jackson		Xenia		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201208		201608		2.8				Black		F		770 9875014		NA		NA		xjackso1@my.westga.edu		4838 Ardsley Dr				Lithonia		GA		30038-2671

		917415610		Evans		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201208		201608		3.08				White		M		423 4767344		NA		NA		cevans13@my.westga.edu		115 Fieldstone Pl NE				Cleveland		TN		37312-4789

		917247478		Nelson-Graham		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201608				4		White		F		770 4908557		NA		melnel626@gmail.com		mcreel1@my.westga.edu		1558 Mcintosh Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917400733		Sullivan		Alice		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.27				White		F		770 3241395		NA		NA		asulliv4@my.westga.edu		108 Turnberry Circle				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917419809		Roper		Holly		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		201208		201608		3.31				White		F		770 5379030		NA		NA		hroper1@my.westga.edu		103 Luke Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2444

		917418494		Driver		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								F		201308		201608		3.97		4		White		F		770 2141434		NA		lemondrop@pcdetective.net		adriver5@my.westga.edu		147 Roy North Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-7791

		917432544		McBane		Chad		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				F		201305		201608				3.74		White		M		561 7027546		NA		NA		cmcbane1@my.westga.edu		4221 NW 5th Avenue				Boca Raton		FL		33431

		917479898		Holmes		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201608				3.45		White		M		678 5228089		NA		NA		cholmes5@my.westga.edu		5555 Crestwick Way				Cumming		GA		30040

		917447225		Colwell		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201308		201608		3.55				White		M		770 3637123		NA		NA		acolwel1@my.westga.edu		114 Greenfield Ct.				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608		3.23		3.57		White		F		404 7710734		NA		NA		elynch2@my.westga.edu		4207 Daniel Dr				Winston		GA		30187

		917496187		Clarke		Frederick		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				4		Black		M		954 6872115		NA		NA		fclarke1@my.westga.edu		201 Quality Circle NW #111				Huntsville		AL		35806

		917044859		Rineer		Ronald		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608		3.74		3.9				M		770 7279221		NA		NA		rrineer1@my.westga.edu		124 Brittany Lane				Senoia		GA		30276

		917416078		Spann		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		3.59				Black		M		770 2100019		NA		NA		jspann3@my.westga.edu		10 Avalon Way				Riverdale		GA		30274-4410

		917101610		Perry		Ross		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201608		3.52		4		White		M		678 8506352		ross.perry@cowetaschools.org		rperryoutdoors@yahoo.com		rperry1@my.westga.edu		2050 Newnan Crossing Blvd E		Apt 7112		Newnan		GA		30265-2369

		917403624		Brown		Asha		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201608		3.18				Black		F		770 9442228		NA		NA		abrown47@my.westga.edu		2213 Chestnut Log Loop				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3552

		917405476		Burns		Emily		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.01				White		F		901 4132244		NA		NA		ehitchc1@my.westga.edu		170 PINEWOOD DR.				Senoia		GA		30276

		917413995		Matthews		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		3.34				White		M		770 9478012		NA		NA		tmatthe3@my.westga.edu		777 Oberlochen Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-6367

		917463290		Boyd		Anita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201508		201608				4		White		F		404 5974155		NA		NA		aboyd8@my.westga.edu		205 Bruce Court				Dallas		GA		30157

		917311908		Bojo		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201608				3.9		White		F		706 3464758		NA		NA		kbojo1@my.westga.edu		4 Majestic Oaks Way NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917492424		Harris-Ross		Alesha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201608				4		Black		F		404 7648872		NA		NA		aharri42@my.westga.edu		2399 Parkland Dr NE Unit 2147				Atlanta		GA		30324-7021

		917424731		Ballingall		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201505		201608				3.66		White		F		770 4894147		NA		NA		hballin1@my.westga.edu		18 Magnolia Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-6607

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201608		3.44		3.8		Black		F		678 4712664		NA		NA		lbess1@my.westga.edu		11367 Michelle Way				Hampton		GA		30228

		917479465		Baccus		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201501		201608				4		Black		F		404 9173486		NA		NA		dbaccus1@my.westga.edu		2935 Rosebud Road SW		 Apt 614				Loganville		GA		30052

		917402407		Shelton		Hannah		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201608		3.52				White		F		770 5983046		NA		NA		hshelto2@my.westga.edu		160 Saddlebrook Dr				Senoia		GA		30276-3201

		917367202		Bennafield		Mia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		3.17		4		Black		F		678 7638305		NA		NA		mbennafi@westga.edu		550 Mountain Oaks PKWY				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917322799		Meade		Tashira		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201401		201608		2.93		4		Black		F		678 7150656		NA		NA		tmeade1@my.westga.edu		3585 Village Pkwy				Douglasville		GA		30135-8231

		917318563		Rosser		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201608		3.31				White		F		770 355		NA		NA		tbeaird1@my.westga.edu		122 Wildwood Glen				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917419124		Partridge		Bradley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201608		2.93				White		M		678 3143436		NA		bradpartridge94@yahoo.com		bpartri1@my.westga.edu		105 Youngs Cir				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2766

		917226053		Jones		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201208		201608		2.73				White		M		404 732		NA		NA		rjones12@my.westga.edu		1488 County rd. 48				Heflin		AL		36264

		917403480		Jackson		Tachelle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201608		2.73				Black		F		404 4949912		NA		NA		tjacks23@my.westga.edu		5192 Barrington Trace Dr.				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917415796		Frazier		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		2.96				Black		F		770 8972063		NA		NA		afrazie3@my.westga.edu		903 Brisley Cir				Hampton		GA		30228-5948

		917422829		Cornelius		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.74						F		770 5833103		NA		NA		tcornel1@my.westga.edu		85 Grandma Branch Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1757

		917421676		Woodson		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.79				White		F		678 7603969		NA		NA		lwoodso1@my.westga.edu		6122 Bellewood Ash Ln				Tucker		GA		30084-8624

		917420090		Dill		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.61				White		F		678 3262901		NA		NA		mdill1@my.westga.edu		18 Pacific Ave				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-6927

		917480727		Cooper		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201608				4		White		F		478 9860854		NA		NA		acoope14@my.westga.edu		562 Billingswood Dr				Macon		GA		31210-1564

		917320514		Pounds		Iteeah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201505		201608				3.63		Black		F		678 3711840		NA		NA		ipounds@westga.edu		2535 Arlington Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917363977		Bailey		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201501		201608		4		4		White		M		770 8938151		NA		NA		tbailey5@my.westga.edu		141 Katrina Drive				Power Springs		GA		30127

		917413175		Banyard		Ronnie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				3.9		Black		M		678 4572314		NA		NA		rbanyar1@my.westga.edu		1416 Foxhall Lane SE		Unit 5		Atlanta		GA		30316

		917326132		Stewart		Kaywana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.77		Black		F		404 8086548		NA		NA		kwrigh26@my.westga.edu		6830 Derby Avenue				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201608		3.29		3.33				F		404 5093228		NA		NA		avela1@my.westga.edu		7042 Preserve Pkwy				Fairburn		GA		30213-4287

		917229477		Rhinehart		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		2.73		4		White		F				NA		NA		cparker9@my.westga.edu		170 Fountain Rd NE				Calhoun		GA		30701-9309

		917181947		Meyer		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608		3.39		3.88		White		F		423 2608161		NA		NA		lcrump1@my.westga.edu		1407 Bunker Hill Drive				Chattanooga		TN		37421

		917476993		McCrary		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.91		Black		F		334 3130400		NA		NA		tmccrar3@my.westga.edu		6624 Ridgeview Cir				Montgomery		AL		36117

		917480555		Britman		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.91		Black		F		770 8836421		NA		NA		abritma1@my.westga.edu		3351 Golf Ridge Blvd				Douglasville		GA		30135-1934

		917482114		Grimberg		Bruno		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201501		201608		3.13				White		M		229 3760297		NA		NA		bgrimbe1@my.westga.edu		3657 Liberty Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3306

		917420652		Adams		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		3.44				Black		M		770 9947207		NA		NA		wadams4@my.westga.edu		6755 Greenbower Ln				College Park		GA		30349-4981

		917330851		Russell		Carlene		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201608		3.75		3.31		Black		F		478 3651418		NA		NA		crussel2@my.westga.edu		200 Charter Lane Apt. 207				Macon		GA		31210

		917369290		Woods		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Economics						F		201308		201608		2.62				Black		F		404 2286628		NA		NA		kwoods5@my.westga.edu

		917401090		Depena		Emily		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.5						F		770 4634444		NA		NA		edepena1@my.westga.edu		35 Heathridge Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3260

		917414580		Young		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201208		201608		3.12				White		M		770 714		NA		NA		ryoung5@my.westga.edu		203 Walker Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5865

		917475230		Jackson		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201501		201608				3.5				F		404 4492017		NA		NA		cjacks37@my.westga.edu		3127 Baywood Court				Conyers		GA		30013

		917458728		Curley-Cox		Wynena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201608		0		3.64		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		770 3157598		NA		NA		wcox@westga.edu		PO Box 832				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917483356		Lazic		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		678 3341162		NA		NA		alazic1@my.westga.edu		1501 Torrington Drive				Auburn		GA		30011

		917148003		Bennett		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201601		201608				4		White		F		678 9781199		NA		j.megan.griffith@gmail.com		jgriff19@my.westga.edu		19 Lamborne Ct				Hiram		GA		30141

		917307621		Gotreaux		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201608				4		White		F		404 4069718		NA		NA		jjenki13@my.westga.edu		454 Charesa Lane				Dacula		GA		30019

		917454694		Jackson		Martisia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201401		201608		3.36				Black		F		404 5038555		NA		NA		mjacks17@my.westga.edu		2591 Etheridge Drive NW #A418				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917066272		Pewitt		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201505		201608				4		White		F		323 828		NA		NA		kpewitt1@my.westga.edu		425 Rosemont Court				Hiram		GA		30141

		917484636		Graves		Cora		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		Black		F		770 3806512		NA		NA		cgraves2@my.westga.edu		4606 Cedar Wood Drive				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917490473		Schularick		Dustin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		M		678 7723405		NA		NA		dschula1@my.westga.edu		67 Charlotte Place				Hiram		GA		30141

		917489186		Young		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				3.73		White		F		912 2300794		NA		NA		eyoung4@my.westga.edu		103 Dovewood Drive				Brunswick		GA		31523

		917444936		Nganga		JohnPaul		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201608				4		Black		M		8177144272		NA		NA		jnganga1@my.westga.edu		1955 Delwood Drive				Iowa City		IA		52240

		917364726		Wooten		Taria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		3.04		3.6		Black		F		404 9573773		NA		NA		twooten3@my.westga.edu		400 Northside Drive		apt. E3		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917492550		Cockerm		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				4		Black		F		404 5389302		NA		NA		ncocker1@my.westga.edu		1625 Terry Mill Ln				Grayson		GA		30017

		917461944		Crawford		Nakisha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201608				3.83		Black		F		678 5198189		NA		NA		nfambro1@my.westga.edu		P.O Box 451				rex		GA		30273

		917477160		Oliver		Tosha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201501		201608				3.18		Black		F		678 4281514		NA		NA		toliver3@my.westga.edu		5141 Rosewood Place				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917482390		Batdorf		Suzanne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.83		White		F		478 9453779		NA		NA		sbatdor1@my.westga.edu		604 W. Clyde Moore Rd				Cochran		GA		31014

		917407424		Shavers		Martell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				3.86		Black		M		678 3600594		NA		martellshavers@gmail.com		mshaver2@my.westga.edu		4398 Alysheba Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917485134		McCoy		LaShawna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201505		201608				4		Black		F				NA		NA		lmccoy3@my.westga.edu		3040 Manor Place Drive				Roswell		GA		30075

		917393885		Jones		Briana		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201108		201608		3.03				Black		F		678 3689311		NA		NA		bjones27@my.westga.edu		3251 Garden Glade Lane				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917399582		Lovette		Darianna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.5				Black		F				NA		NA		dlovett1@my.westga.edu

		917416944		Uzamere		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.16				Black		F		770 4654948		NA		NA		juzamer1@my.westga.edu		6513 Cheval Ct				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-6077

		917425075		Chen		Janet		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201601		201608				3.77		Asian		F		770 3672352		NA		NA		jchen4@my.westga.edu		1511 Towne Park Court				Lawrenceville		GA		30044

		917501732		Hardin		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201601		201608				3.88		White		F		678 5707067		NA		NA		lhardin2@my.westga.edu		1910 Milfield Circle				Snellville		GA		30078

		917372178		Redding		Malarie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201608		3.22		3.23		Black		F		678 3263896		NA		NA		mreddin2@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle		Apt 606		Newnan		GA		30265

		917454861		Johnson		Brent		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608				3.55		Black		M		678 7700561		NA		NA		bjohns59@my.westga.edu		560 Ventura Lane				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917490466		Hyde		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		F				NA		NA		mhyde2@my.westga.edu		630 Old Draketown Pass				Temple		GA		30179

		917042732		Champion		Jennie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		3.32		4		White		F		770 2578209		NA		NA		jchampi1@my.westga.edu		40 Gales Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917485647		Anglin		Joanna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		678 2098793		NA		NA		janglin1@my.westga.edu		5180 Pratt St SW				Covington		GA		30014

		917420175		Fields		Lewis		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201208		201608		3				Black		M		770 4898151		NA		NA		lfields1@my.westga.edu		6236 Millstone Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-7622

		917490766		Norfleet		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		F		478 3198965		NA		NA		cnorfle1@my.westga.edu		209 Brantley Ridge				Warner Robins		GA		31088

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201401		201608		3.9		4		White		F		770 3286377		NA		NA		tgibbs3@my.westga.edu		32433 Highway 48				Graham		AL		36263-4065

		917127315		Sprayberry		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201608		2.84		3.97		Asian		F		678 4161324		NA		NA		lsmith3@my.westga.edu		725 Avalon Way				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3255

		917335266		Munson		Katrina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608		3.66		3.6		Black		F		678 8408442		NA		NA		kmatthe1@my.westga.edu		2244 Corkscrew Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917496868		Gibbs		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201508		201608				4		White		F		478 9570637		NA		NA		kgibbs5@my.westga.edu		205 Shenandoah Trl				Warner Robins		GA		31088-7732

		917480112		Green		Julia		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201501		201608		2.5		3.33		Black		F		404 6441609		NA		NA		jgreen24@my.westga.edu		106 Whetstone Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917497523		Hourigan		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		404 3883517		NA		NA		thourig1@my.westga.edu		588 Golf Crest Drive				Acworth		GA		30101

		917495291		Williams		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				4		White		F		770 6536314		NA		NA		cwilli98@my.westga.edu		889 Natchez Valley Trace				Grayson		GA		30017

		917255424		Wilkinson		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201608		2.55		3.31		White		F				NA		NA		manders5@my.westga.edu		200 Edgewood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917495696		Gitgood		Kaitlin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201608				3.88		White		F		706 8586244		NA		NA		kgitgoo1@my.westga.edu		243 Cloudcrest Dr				Rossville		GA		30741

		917132167		Cleveland		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201608		3.48		3.9		Black		F		770 8159092		NA		NA		dward1@my.westga.edu		5130 Flatstone Dr				Gainesville		GA		30504-5355

		917489105		Rush		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201608				3.9		White		F		317 3412096		NA		NA		arush2@my.westga.edu		19 Iron Brigade Drive				Marietta		GA		30064

		917276180		Bingham		Austen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201508		201608		3.21		3.74		White		M		770 6394520		NA		NA		abingha1@my.westga.edu		439 Longview St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917475978		McCullough		Lorraine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201601		201608				4				F		678 6431156		NA		NA		lvillas1@my.westga.edu		6243 Shoreview Circle				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917394510		Lanham		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201608				3.74		White		F		770 6160492		NA		BECKYLANHAM@BELLSOUTH.NET		blanham1@my.westga.edu		270 Cherokee Farms Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5392

		917301910		Radvansky		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608		3.35		3.77		White		M		678 3571198		NA		NA		dradvan1@my.westga.edu		220 Hunters Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4492

		917483611		Knox		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		770 6828126		NA		NA		tknox3@my.westga.edu		2029 Hunters Branch Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917380130		Stalvey		Maegan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201608		3.24		4		White		F		678 3641737		NA		NA		mstalve1@my.westga.edu		200 Smokerise Trce				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1378

		917493743		Danley		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201608				4		White		F		404 2730026		NA		NA		jdanley1@my.westga.edu		2005 Brickton Station				Buford		GA		30518

		917383477		Navarro		Luis		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201608		2.37						M		770 4241863		NA		NA		lnavarr2@my.westga.edu		2603 Dreux Ct				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917390605		Bowen		Tabitha		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.79				White		F		678 5881538		NA		NA		tdocker1@my.westga.edu		124 Rocky Way				Williamson		GA		30292

		917433483		Walker		Bianca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201501		201608				3.8		Black		F		404 6440327		NA		NA		bwalke17@my.westga.edu		3846 Plumcrest Road SE				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917075350		Gutierrez		Valarie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608		2.28		3.66		Black		F		404 6411920		NA		NA		vgutier1@my.westga.edu		4666 Creekside Villas Way SE				Smryna		GA		30082

		917490569		Farmer		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88				M		770 6544452		NA		NA		jfarmer5@my.westga.edu		212 Canyon Ct				Winder		GA		30680

		917398379		Crosby		Gregory		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201308		201608		3.76				White		M		678 8960691		NA		NA		gcrosby1@my.westga.edu		3186 Tommy Lee Cook Rd.				Newnan		GA		30263

		917053244		Nixon		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201608		3.48		3.95		White		F		678 3783071		NA		knixon@paulding.k12.ga.us		knixon1@my.westga.edu		3068 Essex Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201608		3.04		3.9		Black		F		404 4549355		NA		NA		lbailey5@my.westga.edu		500 Willow Creek Lane		Apartment 500-309		Woodstock		GA		30188

		917475061		Kassi		Marie		Distance Learning Technology		MED		Media								F		201408		201608		3		3.25		Black		F				NA		NA		mkassi1@my.westga.edu		775 Kaitlyn Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-6935

		917218098		Brinson		Ali		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201405		201608		3.21		3.5		Black		F		678 2469374		NA		NA		abrabso1@my.westga.edu		410 Crestline Way				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917126746		Cunnien		Taffey		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201608		3.42		4		White		F		404 2292363		NA		NA		tcunnie1@my.westga.edu		4930 Chapel Crossing				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917407369		Morrison		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201608		3.5		3.8		White		F		404 4012381		NA		NA		smorris8@my.westga.edu		4791 Port Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917422737		Dixon		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201208		201608		2.97				Black		M		770 4848761		NA		NA		jdixon10@my.westga.edu		7116 Stonebrook Cv				Lithonia		GA		30058-9034

		917329186		Parris		Caleb		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201608		3.05				White		M		706 7773299		NA		NA		cparris4@my.westga.edu		21 Heather Circle				Cave Spring		GA		30124

		917396444		Parker		Jasaun		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201608		2.95				Black		M		678 5486713		NA		NA		jparke18@my.westga.edu		55 Drew Ct				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917411941		Ragland		Tyran		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201608		3.18				Black		M		330 8603962		NA		NA		traglan2@my.westga.edu

		917167490		Bolden		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201208		201608		3.05				White		F		770 8422096		NA		niferbolden@gmail.com		jcrews3@my.westga.edu		135 Tallapoosa St				Buchanan		GA		30113-4876

		917415669		Russell		Dana		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		3.44				White		F		404 8722244		NA		NA		drussel6@my.westga.edu		762 Sherwood Rd NE				Atlanta		GA		30324-5229

		917398933		Eliezer		Joey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						P		201108		201608		2.5				Black		M		678 3248276		NA		NA		jelieze1@my.westga.edu		150 Caledonian Cir				Dallas		GA		30132-2606

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201408		201608		2.84		3.81		White		F		770 6561792		NA		NA		adunlea1@my.westga.edu		60 Alexandria Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-4433

		917414581		Kennington		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.38				White		F				NA		NA		rdavenp2@my.westga.edu		5331 Creek Indian Trail				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917461884		Roy		Jon		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201608				3.71		White		M				jroy@glynn.k12.ga.us		NA		jroy2@my.westga.edu

		917464239		Moriarty		Gwendolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201608				4		Black		F		678 6565984		NA		NA		gmaddox1@my.westga.edu		1575 Ridenour Parkway NW		Apt #2122		Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201608		3.28		4		Black		F		678 4256441		NA		NA		nsmith19@my.westga.edu		249 Wood Ave Apt 8				Winder		GA		30680-7154

		917313247		Burrell		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201505		201608		4		3.81		White		F		770 3018572		NA		NA		hburrel2@my.westga.edu		165 Long Island Drive				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917492698		Mercer		Bridgette		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		F		912 3892016		NA		NA		bmercer1@my.westga.edu		840 Golden Pond Road				Ambrose		GA		31512

		917347286		Petty		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201608		2.69				White		F		770 4017373		NA		NA		epetty1@my.westga.edu		4502 Bryten Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917119284		Badder		Adrianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201401		201608		3.09		3.83		White		F		816 5354523		NA		adriannabadder@gmail.com		abadder1@my.westga.edu		904 SW 44th St				Blue Springs		MO		64015

		917424501		Ward		Gail		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201608				4		White		F		423 3091804		NA		NA		gward3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 237		1165 Long Hollow Rd		Rock Spring		GA		30739-2150

		917280676		Walker		Taiwana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.36		Black		F		404 8340431		NA		NA		twalke10@my.westga.edu		534 Stratford Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917467743		Markwell		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201608				4		White		F		770 8802384		NA		brooke.markwell@gmail.com		kmarkwe1@my.westga.edu		1950 Roswell Road		Apt 11C4		Marietta		GA		30068

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201608		3.72		3.91		Black		F		770 2189652		NA		NA		abrunso2@my.westga.edu		2973 Garland Dr				Marietta		GA		30008

		917488692		Pahl		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		770 7225552		NA		NA		jpahl1@my.westga.edu		70 Hammock Rd				Newnan		GA		30265

		917496124		Thomas		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201608				3.88		White		F		470 7239589		NA		NA		vthomas7@my.westga.edu		1622 Ivy Spring Dr				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917478008		Teklu		Bileni		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201608				3.77		Black		F		678 3138730		NA		NA		bteklu1@my.westga.edu		5918 Brookmere Court				Mableton		GA		30126

		917496494		Payne		Miriam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201608				3.88		Black		F		404 5093898		NA		NA		mpayne5@my.westga.edu		3291 Childress Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201601		201608		2.42		3.58		Black		M		678 6379352		NA		griffin_jd@yahoo.com		jgriff14@my.westga.edu		1155 Windbrooke Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917480065		Cooper		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.88		White		M		785 4240481		NA		NA		jcoope18@my.westga.edu		632 Stonegate Ct.		NA		Lawrence		KS		66049

		917152763		Skelton		Marshal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608		2.9		4		White		M		770 9426485		NA		NA		mskelto2@my.westga.edu		518 Homestead Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917180185		Burley		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201608				3.8		White		F		229 9850559		NA		NA		sburley1@my.westga.edu		103 Poplar Trail				Moultrie		GA		31768

		917485132		Logan		Peter		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201608				3.43		White		M		770 8337219		NA		NA		plogan2@my.westga.edu		2741 Old Mill Pl.				Acworth		GA		30102

		917492136		Robbins		Paige		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				4		White		F		912 6046816		NA		NA		probbin1@my.westga.edu		408 Deergrass Trail				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608		2.94		3.83		Black		F		678 6159507		NA		NA		kjohns31@my.westga.edu		2127 Red Oak Circle				Union City		GA		30291

		917477681		Pilgrim		Cristine		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201408		201608				3.81				F		706 2011095		NA		NA		cpilgri2@my.westga.edu		118 Lakeside Drive				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917490763		Fowler		Tiana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.77		White		F		770 2830414		NA		NA		tfowler5@my.westga.edu		3881 High Falls Road				Griffin		GA		30224

		917492226		Spain		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		F		912 3830206		NA		NA		kspain1@my.westga.edu		499 Bud Hutcheson Road				Douglas		GA		31535

		917481854		Guess		Kaitlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201501		201608				3.9		White		F		912 2886158		NA		NA		kguess1@my.westga.edu		2508-7 Demere Rd				St Simons Island		GA		31522

		917469350		Matthews		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		770 5968467		NA		NA		amatth13@my.westga.edu		1260 Dunwoody CV				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917491125		Miller		Savannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201508		201608				4		White		F		770 7697181		NA		NA		smille25@my.westga.edu		758 Mimms Ct. NW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917212308		Birr		Jessica		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201608		3.46		3.66		White		F		678 9076115		NA		jbirr1987@gmail.com		jbirr1@my.westga.edu		25 Northwoods Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1644

		917423880		Wright		Lawanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608		4		3.7		Black		F		404 7909212		NA		NA		lwrigh10@my.westga.edu		1233 Evergreen Trl				Lithonia		GA		30058-3115

		917491397		McCollister		Marcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		F		706 2351477		NA		NA		mmccoll3@my.westga.edu		47 Turkey Mountain Rd				Armuchee		GA		30105

		917479164		Mace		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		678 3338713		NA		NA		wmace1@my.westga.edu		3700 100 Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917452266		Reynolds		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201608				4		White		F		256 499		NA		NA		creyno10@my.westga.edu		35 Plantation Ln				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917495662		Willoughby		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		770 5998584		NA		NA		wwillou1@my.westga.edu		235 Rock Mill Trail				Senoia		GA		30276

		917495158		Skidmore		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201608				4		White		F		352 3166850		NA		NA		vskidmo1@my.westga.edu		3910 SW 93 Drive 				Gainesville		FL		32608

		917326815		Pratt		Jihad		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201408		201608		3.1		3.73		Black		M				NA		NA		jpratt3@my.westga.edu		4245 Northwind Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917338708		Rogers		Norie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201608		3.74		4		White		F		706 7671769		NA		ncescutti@gmail.com		ncescut1@my.westga.edu		911 Radio Springs Rd				Rome		GA		30165

		917469370		Ivey		Keith		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						P		201408		201608		3.25				Black		M		404 4355033		NA		NA		kivey2@my.westga.edu		5075 Kerry Dr Sw				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917408170		Dickey		Dallas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201208		201608		3.52				White		M		770 8308707		NA		NA		ddickey1@my.westga.edu		305 Champion Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-6076

		917423899		Reid		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Marketing		Community Education and Care				F		201208		201608		3.26				Black		F		770 8993415		NA		NA		jreid11@my.westga.edu		2490 Mead Court				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917351810		Pappas		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201308		201608		3.29				White		F		256 4730601		NA		tpappas11@yahoo.com		tpappas1@my.westga.edu		380 Duke Drive				Heflin		AL		36264

		917329881		Bass		Lauren		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201608		3.09				White		F		770 2529200		NA		NA		lbass3@my.westga.edu		321 Kory Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7071

		917398451		Sykes		Samuel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201608		3.04		3		Black		M		678 7399108		NA		NA		ssykes2@my.westga.edu		110 Old Airport Rd Apt 724				Lagrange		GA		30240-7404

		917420620		Madden		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201608				3.77		Black		F		404 3963612		NA		NA		mmadden1@my.westga.edu		315 Blackbird Court				Bradenton		FL		34212

		917407147		Wilkinson		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201405		201608		2.34				White		M		240 5381263		NA		NA		mwilkin4@my.westga.edu		6061 Ridge Way				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917349030		Davidson		Joanna		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201608		3.92				White		F		404 9176463		NA		NA		jdavids6@my.westga.edu		2038 Dead Oak Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-2828

		917427047		Barbour		Connie		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201608				3.91		White		F		770 5050418		cbarbour@highlands.edu		NA		cbarbour@westga.edu		149 Camden Woods Pl				Dallas		GA		30157-8734

		917377499		Cothran		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Pre-professional Concent (Bio)				F		201108		201608		3.62				White		F		770 5742678		NA		NA		hcothra1@my.westga.edu		661 Gold St				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-1041

		917448408		Henry-Graves		Marlaina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201408		201608				3.78		Black		F		510 8608619		NA		NA		mhenry3@my.westga.edu		6238 Leverett Dr				Lithonia		GA		30038-4251

		917480850		Grimes		Scott		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		M		770 6824815		NA		NA		sgrimes6@my.westga.edu		2068 Tribble View Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917126928		Davis		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608		3.26		3.69		White		F		770 3372849		NA		NA		ahobson1@my.westga.edu		166 Lakeside Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-3068

		917368425		Couch		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201608		3.8		4		White		F		678 6339304		NA		NA		acouch3@my.westga.edu		28 Festiva Dr				Newnan		GA		30263

		917415598		Storey		Kamryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201608		3.52				White		F		678 3911031		NA		NA		kstorey3@my.westga.edu		6960 Fletcher Dr				Winston		GA		30187-2316

		917414314		Lee		Jessie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.57				White		F		770 7482879		NA		NA		jlee29@my.westga.edu		44 Wieuca Way				Cedartown		GA		30125-6246

		917399340		Barron		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.34				White		F		770 2627066		NA		NA		sbarron3@my.westga.edu		93 Church Ln				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2520

		917396692		Jones		Darius		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.3				Black		M		770 9908557		NA		NA		djones31@my.westga.edu		2904 Cobblestone Blvd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7308

		917383862		Henry		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201608		3.11				White		F		770 2319186		NA		NA		jhenry3@my.westga.edu		56 Mallard Overlook				Newnan		GA		30263-6020

		917360550		Tigner		Floristine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201608		3.07				Black		F				NA		NA		ftigner2@my.westga.edu

		917388872		Legree		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201108		201608		2.48				Black		M				NA		NA		jlegree2@my.westga.edu		154 Newry Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917386087		Petch		Alexander		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.86				White		M		404 5149200		NA		NA		apetch1@my.westga.edu		8 Palladio Way				Newnan		GA		30263-6976

		917404802		Addie		Anisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201608		3.1				Black		F		770 2662952		NA		NA		aaddie1@my.westga.edu		811 Rosewood Ln				Monroe		GA		30656-7031

		917476755		Weaver		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201608				3.72		White		M				NA		NA		jweaver9@my.westga.edu

		917420205		Lanier		James		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201205		201608				3.94		White		M		919 8458371		NA		NA		jlanier1@my.westga.edu		289 Newton Rd				Raleigh		NC		27615-6142

		917311023		Huff		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201401		201608				3.55		Black		F		404 7295734		NA		NA		chuff3@my.westga.edu		1225 Mount Pisgah Downs				Austell		GA		30168

		917400150		Woodhead		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.31				Asian		F		770 4860924		NA		NA		cwoodhe1@my.westga.edu		245 Oak Ridge Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214-4763

		917446430		Hernandez		Leighkim		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		201308		201608		3.12				Asian		F				NA		NA		lhernan1@my.westga.edu		2089 Flat Shoals Rd				Conyers		GA		30094

		917344136		Davis		Tommy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201608				3		Black		M		770 3067808		NA		tommydavisxe04@hotmail.com		tdavis19@my.westga.edu		4451 Ravenwood Drive				Union City		GA		30291

		917416595		Mullins		Kayoung		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201608				3.91		Asian		F		331 4727742		NA		NA		kmullin1@my.westga.edu		1634 Hinterlong Lane				Naperville		IL		60563

		917344417		Holliman		Chantrise		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200905		201608				3.81		Black		F		404 6292270		NA		chantrise.sims@gmail.com		csims6@my.westga.edu		7055 Chara Ln SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-3856

		917420200		Elder		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201205		201608				4		White		F		706 5402516		NA		NA		delder2@my.westga.edu		1030 Churchill Ln				Watkinsville		GA		30677-5173

		917397488		Ware		LaRhonda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201608				3.83		Black		F		678 7432973		NA		aware1017@gmail.com		lware3@my.westga.edu		2499 Cravey Drive				Atlanta		GA		30345

		917468388		Tolbert		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201608				3.69		Black		F		678 6258175		NA		NA		ltolber1@my.westga.edu		52 Windcrest Drive				Covington		GA		30016

		917477039		Edgar		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.88		White		F		334 8949149		NA		NA		cedgar1@my.westga.edu		10529 Highway 51 				New Brockton		AL		36351

		917473565		Carlson		Sian		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201608				3.71		White		F		706 4435086		NA		NA		scarlso3@my.westga.edu		112 Ford Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917021125		Royster		Libra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.28		Black		F		404 4414163		NA		NA		lroyste1@my.westga.edu		683 Vinings Estates Drive SE				Mableton		GA		30126

		917374780		Allen		Judith		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201108		201608		2.75				White		F				NA		jka92@gacollege411.org		jallen17@my.westga.edu		2020 1st Ave				Rockmart		GA		30153-2561

		917180692		Adams		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201608		2.76		3.06		White		F		478 2830299		NA		NA		aadams9@my.westga.edu		2779 Riverview Road				Macon		GA		31204

		917037352		Harrell		Lachanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608		2.76		3.9		Black		F		404 9343713		NA		NA		lharrel2@my.westga.edu		533 Hillandale Park Dr				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917494752		Preyer		Tami		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608				4		Black		F		770 4281930		NA		NA		tpreyer1@my.westga.edu		2912 Masonwood Dr				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917488402		Mask		Robyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201608				4		White		F				NA		NA		rmask1@my.westga.edu		65 Tarvin Rd.				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917377374		Ludewig		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201505		201608				3.75		White		F		770 6057768		NA		sayheytojen@gmail.com		jfrankl2@my.westga.edu		2257 Spring Stone Court				Buford		GA		30519

		917417529		Crowder		Kacie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201501		201608				3.36		White		F		706 6764232		NA		NA		kcrowde3@my.westga.edu		34 Woodcliffe Dr NE				Rome		GA		30161

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201608		3.6		3.95		Black		F				NA		sundirosser@yahoo.com		scowser1@my.westga.edu		53 Carrington Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917399011		Rodgers		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Special Ed General Curriculum				P		201105		201608				3.58		White		M		517 5255895		NA		rodgersjs@gmail.com		jrodger7@my.westga.edu		7323 Thoroughbred Dr Apt 3C				Fort Wayne		IN		46804-2350

		917024746		Mathis		Carol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201601		201608		3.36		3.29		White		F		678 4160852		NA		carol.mathis@cowetaschools.org		cmathis3@my.westga.edu		1211 Haynie Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-3014

		917467776		Smith		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201608				3.4		White		M		251 3621531		NA		NA		rsmith47@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd		 Apt. 503C				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		3.4		3.86		White		F		770 8769825		NA		NA		jcourtr1@my.westga.edu		2140 Indian Shoals Dr.				Loganville		GA		30052

		917491241		Pearson		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201505		201608				3.82		White		M		678 8600483		NA		NA		cpearso5@my.westga.edu		140 North Davis Road Apt. 829				LaGrange		GA		30241

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201608		3		3.5		Black		F		770 7159324		NA		NA		bgray2@my.westga.edu		2924 Clairmont Road Apt. #249				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917169133		Queen		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201608		3.56		4		White		M		404 9046215		NA		NA		rqueen1@my.westga.edu		2659 Morgan Rd.				Bremen		GA		30110

		917384554		Jones		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201308		201608		2.84				Black		M		706 4020067		NA		NA		jjones69@my.westga.edu		877 Leonard Rd				Lagrange		GA		30241

		917490006		Snell		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		706 8170620		NA		NA		msnell2@my.westga.edu		1030 Reubens Ct				Greensboro		GA		30642-6823

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201508		201608		3.36		3.83		White		F		678 3783815		NA		NA		cparry@westga.edu		161 N Carroll Street				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917112884		Hanners		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608		3.6		3.95		White		F		770 8918617		NA		NA		mhanner1@my.westga.edu		153 Lynch Road				Brooks		GA		30205

		917294030		Hyppolite		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201601		201608				3.88		Black		F		770 9445852		NA		NA		jhyppol1@my.westga.edu		1137 Rocky Ridge Blvd.				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917478568		Nottingham Wallace		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.78				F		678 7725062		NA		NA		mnottin1@my.westga.edu		432 Lees Trace				Marietta		GA		30064

		917475472		Johnson		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.5		Black		M				NA		NA		mjohns47@my.westga.edu		402 Greenfield Ridge Circle				Brandon		MS		39042

		917491883		Doss		Regina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201505		201608				3.39		White		F		770 8456686		NA		NA		rdoss1@my.westga.edu		110 Sterling Court				Alpharetta		GA		30004

		917418445		Hegwood		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201205		201608				3.76		White		F		706 8598266		NA		NA		jcook20@my.westga.edu		5575 Fitzpatrick Ter				Peachtree Corners		GA		30092-1500

		917483061		Anderson		Tracey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.88		White		F		404 5130850		NA		NA		tander18@my.westga.edu		928 3rd Avenue				Decatur		GA		30030

		917491195		Bennett		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		M		706 6148488		NA		NA		jbenne13@my.westga.edu		145 James Dunham Parkway				Richmond Hill		GA		31324

		917477878		Chatterjee		Shubha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201608				3.77		Asian		F		973 2202271		NA		NA		schatte1@my.westga.edu		2426 Thornhill Rd				Tifton		GA		31793-5727

		917490219		McClenning		Gina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		678 5928197		NA		NA		gmcclen1@my.westga.edu		3222 Isoline Way				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917424153		Singleton		David		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201208		201701		2.82				Black		M				NA		NA		dsingle7@my.westga.edu		165 Tudor Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1363

		917417032		Atchley		Christina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201701		3.35				White		F		678 3987091		NA		NA		catchle1@my.westga.edu		125 Wildwood Gln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2418

		917396016		Barton		Jada		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201701		3.31				White		F		706 2594263		NA		jada6@windstream.net		jbarton2@my.westga.edu		2014 Rinda Dr				Dalton		GA		30721

		917470444		Miller		Erica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201408		201701		3.11				White		F		770 4639012		NA		NA		emiller7@my.westga.edu		215 Line Creek Circle				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917442196		Todd		Shantana		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Anthropology		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201308		201701		3.02				Black		F		770 7719223		NA		NA		stodd3@my.westga.edu		155 Avonlea Drive				Covington		GA		30016

		917449293		Hainley		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.49				White		F		770 8716652		NA		NA		thainle1@my.westga.edu		41 Trace Trail				Dallas		GA		30132

		917387401		Aho		Christy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201105		201701		2.72				White		F		678 4467005		NA		NA		cthoma24@my.westga.edu		221 Crystal Springs Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-7184

		917470751		Reynolds		Kentrell		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201701		2.42				Black		M		706 9628181		NA		NA		kreynol3@my.westga.edu		292 Story Randall Rd				Thomson		GA		30824

		917126907		Moore		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201701				3.97		White		F		706 3982183		lorimoore@dadecountyschools.org		NA		lmoore16@my.westga.edu		10849 Highway 136				Rising Fawn		GA		30738-4320

		917385741		Paul		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201701		3.85				White		F		770 6461166		NA		NA		lpaul3@my.westga.edu		87 Dogwood Dr				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917385092		Ambers		Twila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201508		201701				3.75		Black		F		770 3179908		NA		tambers2010@gmail.com		tambers1@my.westga.edu		1167 Indian Springs Trail				Grovetown		GA		30813

		917159824		Cooper		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201505		201701		3.22		3.81		White		F		770 4872798		NA		NA		bware2@my.westga.edu		208 Ellison Road				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917480618		Parker		Burt		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701				4		White		M		678 6748736		NA		NA		bparker6@my.westga.edu		817 Pownal Lane				Hampton		GA		30228

		917438736		Smith		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.87				White		F		404 2873329		NA		NA		jsmit119@my.westga.edu		305 Fate Fuller Rd				Dallas		GA		30157

		917482191		Hirsch		Alison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201701				4		White		F		770 630		NA		NA		ahirsch1@my.westga.edu		4011 Roswell Road		Apt. 2413		Atlanta		GA		30342

		917492027		Head		Douglas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201608		201701				3.91		White		M		229 3862420		NA		NA		dhead8@my.westga.edu		16 Joe Fletcher Drive				Tifton		GA		31794

		917436497		Witcher		Kaytlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.78				White		F		678 5886574		NA		NA		kwitche1@my.westga.edu		8400 E Carroll Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2292

		917389500		Cochran		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.16				White		F		770 8548924		NA		ashley.elizabeth236@gmail.com		acochra8@my.westga.edu		651 Lowell Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-9557

		917435050		Jones		Erik		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201701		3.31				White		M		610 2562774		NA		NA		ejones11@my.westga.edu		77 Butternut Walk				Hoschton		GA		30548

		917419370		Sellers		Markia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201701		3.69				Black		F		706 2211151		NA		NA		mseller5@my.westga.edu		767 Honey Do Court				Columbus		GA		31907

		917300422		Sanders		Diane		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201701		3.5		3.3		Black		F		404 3944267		NA		NA		dsander2@my.westga.edu		801 Hickory Level Road #6122				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917491193		Vega Ulate		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201701				4		White		F		678 5227168		NA		NA		jvegaul1@my.westga.edu		1916 Suwanee Lane				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917473724		Jacobs		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701				4		Black		F		404 4282281		NA		NA		cjacobs5@my.westga.edu		6055 Capitol Knoll				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917442211		Knight		Denniesha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201701				4		Black		F		404 9666621		NA		NA		dknight5@my.westga.edu		1343 E Fayetteville Rd				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917429474		Frisby		Suzanne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.76				White		F		770 8564925		NA		NA		sfrisby1@my.westga.edu		1662 Coppermine Road				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917375797		Rimi		Giavanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		2.59		3.72		White		F		404 3969447		NA		NA		grimi1@my.westga.edu		354 Seavy Street				Senoia		GA		30276

		917369731		Privett		Avery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.23				White		M		770 3244752		NA		NA		aprivet1@my.westga.edu		512 Seab Green Rd.				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917399872		McCloud-Speer		Aquinta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.12		3.91		Black		F		404 7750326		NA		NA		amcclou1@my.westga.edu		3773 Emperors Cove				Snellville		GA		30039

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201505		201701				3.72		Black		M		678 7688502		NA		kofosuhene@atlanta.k12.ga.us		kofosuh1@my.westga.edu		4942 Larkspur Lane		728		Atlanta		GA		30049

		917054611		Ayers		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201408		201701		3.11						F		770 9471177		NA		NA		mayers5@my.westga.edu		4349 Wellbrook Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917467682		Shepherd		Zana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.19				Black		F		770 7107482		NA		NA		zshephe1@my.westga.edu		2332 Walkers Glen Lane				Buford		GA		30519

		917429533		Mirabella		Leah		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201308		201701		3.92				White		F		706 3236706		NA		NA		lmirabe2@my.westga.edu		4170 Ga Highway 219				Fortson		GA		318084528

		917404372		Stinson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.63				White		F		770 7485573		NA		NA		sstinso1@my.westga.edu		698 Denton Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-4397

		917431948		Anderson		Abbie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.55				White		F		706 6683494		NA		NA		aander24@my.westga.edu		155 Hawthorne Cir				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917453859		Faulkner		Caitlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.83				White		F		770 9498374		NA		NA		candrew4@my.westga.edu		5355 Brookshire Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917428909		Swetmon		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.28				White		F		678 5884281		NA		NA		bswetmo1@my.westga.edu		202 Woodland Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917437646		Houze		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.42				White		F		678 4160295		NA		whitneyhouze@gmail.com		whouze1@my.westga.edu		405 Oliver Potts Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3443

		917435236		Lindsey		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.59				White		F		678 2837948		NA		NA		slindse2@my.westga.edu		192 Ashley Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-2764

		917427605		Breedlove		Kelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.72				White		F		770 7898160		NA		NA		kbreedl2@my.westga.edu		1240 Kenway Dr.				Watkinsville		GA		30677

		917349386		Harper		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701		3.48				Black		F		770 6931398		NA		bharper831@gmail.com		bharper7@my.westga.edu		2831 Aunt Pitty Pat Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-2109

		917445469		Thornton		Chlo'e		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201701		3.19						F		478 9544064		NA		NA		cthornt7@my.westga.edu		130 Clearwater court				Macon		GA		31210

		917440240		Walker		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.48				Black		F		4049184360		NA		NA		owalker2@my.westga.edu		6341 Shallow Creek Lane				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917415614		Holland		David		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201701		3.02				Black		M		770 6556801		NA		NA		dhollan2@my.westga.edu		2068 Club Bay Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5138

		917434114		Hutton		Carlos		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201301		201701		2.68				Black		M		770 8309766		NA		NA		chutton1@my.westga.edu		144 Country Cottage Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5427

		917437794		Jones		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		2.92				Black		F		404 2963145		NA		NA		bjones36@my.westga.edu		733 Weatherborn Pl				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-4735

		917427243		Holmes		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.4				White		F		706 9360038		NA		NA		bholmes3@my.westga.edu		9 The Trl SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1402

		917396906		Bostic		Renee		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201701		3.3				White		F		770 3804975		NA		NA		rbostic1@my.westga.edu		8186 Woodland Ave SE				Covington		GA		30014-3966

		917366112		Alexander		Asia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		2.76				Black		F		678 5574423		NA		NA		aalexan8@my.westga.edu		101 Lost Lake Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4858

		917438857		Clifton		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.52				White		M		770 8545144		NA		NA		bclifto1@my.westga.edu		2892 Roosterville Rd				Roopville		GA		30170

		917437749		Moore		BreAnna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.46				White		F		770 9674669		NA		NA		bmoore15@my.westga.edu		40 Red Holly Gap				Carrollton		GA		30117-9188

		917405574		Cone		Caitlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.77				White		F		706 6681592		NA		NA		ccone2@my.westga.edu		212 Bradfield Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-3992

		917498554		Elston		Jocelyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				3.86		Black		F		770 9062129		NA		NA		jelston2@my.westga.edu		1669 Glen Arm Drive				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917490084		Gable		Carrie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201701				3.83		White		F		678 5169106		NA		NA		cgable1@my.westga.edu		5942 N Helton Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4195

		917406133		Green		Wofford		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201701				3.94		White		M		706 3466374		NA		NA		wgreen4@my.westga.edu		53 Trillium Trl NE				Rome		GA		30165-9618

		917467027		Haymore		Julia		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201505		201701		0		3.55		White		F		301 7178176		NA		NA		jhaymor1@my.westga.edu		116 Hanbury Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917495888		Curran		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		404 3586899		NA		NA		ncurran1@my.westga.edu		1716 Silverchase Dr				Marietta		GA		30008

		917453377		Foster		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.9		White		M		678 6916916		NA		NA		rfoster5@my.westga.edu		4606 Mountain Creek Dr NE				Roswell		GA		30075-4037

		917427372		Bush		N'jemele		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701				3.31		Black		F		404 2710325		NA		NA		nbush1@my.westga.edu		2685 Bluestone Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917474852		Sinapiades		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201701				3.75				F				NA		NA		asinapi1@my.westga.edu		4691 Shadowlawn Road				Arlington		TN		38002

		917388067		Martin		Konica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		3.34		4		Black		F		706 9789090		NA		NA		kmarti20@my.westga.edu		62 STEVEN ST				SUMMERVILLE		GA		30747

		917485383		Washington		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		Black		F		804 2226667		NA		NA		twashin5@my.westga.edu		1741 Hounds Way				Richmond		VA		23231

		917305843		Johnson		Dwayne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.66		Black		M		678 4624687		NA		NA		djohns43@my.westga.edu		2049 Harbour Oaks Dr				Snellville		GA		30078

		917488779		Jordan		Shana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201701				3.91		Black		F		770 7070332		NA		NA		sjorda12@my.westga.edu		12821 Dolphin Point				Hampton		GA		30228

		917384827		Markham		Cara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201508		201701		3.9		3.93		White		F		770 7129798		NA		NA		cmarkha1@my.westga.edu		7165 Cavaletti Circle				Cumming		GA		30040

		917495064		Nguyen		Kim		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4				F		508 3658836		NA		NA		knguyen5@my.westga.edu		1098 Sparkling Cove Drive				Buford		GA		30518

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201601		201701		3.16		4		Black		F		678 7242065		NA		NA		bogletr1@my.westga.edu		1925 Waycrest Dr #3401				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917452346		O'Shea		BrÃ©ana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201408		201701				4		Black		F		770 4784905		NA		NA		bgates2@my.westga.edu		4711 Price Street				Forest Park		GA		30297

		917373191		Ponder		Terrie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		770 2414006		terrie.ponder@carrolltoncityschools.net		ponder6618@bellsouth.net		tponder1@my.westga.edu		212 Taffeny Place				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917475687		Robinson		Jazmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.72		Black		F		770 6958899		NA		NA		jrobin39@my.westga.edu		1885 Harper Drive		 Apt. 14G				Morrow		GA		30260

		917235294		Schwab		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701		3.79		4		White		F		770 6831303		NA		NA		kschwab2@my.westga.edu		295 Kory Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917493153		Walker		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.77		Black		F		256 7836807		NA		NA		cwalke31@my.westga.edu		716 Independence Drive				Acworth		GA		30102

		917500295		Walker		LaRia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201601		201701				3.88		Black		F		478 7180318		NA		NA		lwalke15@my.westga.edu		PO BOX 3394				Macon		GA		31205

		917469237		Weiss		Madison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201701				3.75		White		F				NA		NA		mweiss3@my.westga.edu		110 Sedgewicke Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917162189		Weekes		Damaris		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201701		2.39		3.66		Black		F		678 6634969		NA		NA		dweekes1@my.westga.edu		3841 Clarks Mill Way				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917266069		Payne		Rose		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201408		201701		3.56		4		Black		F		770 5460552		NA		NA		rpayne@westga.edu		200 Somerset Place Apt D5				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917213038		Akers		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.72		White		F		770 5971652		NA		NA		aakers2@my.westga.edu		5997 Aquarian Way				Denver		NC		28037

		917405334		Cox		Tevin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201701		2.44				Black		M		404 9539249		NA		NA		tcox6@my.westga.edu		PO Box 344				Norcross		GA		30091-0344

		917438891		Duncan		Kara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.55				White		F		678 4103971		NA		NA		kduncan6@my.westga.edu		1132 Lakeshore Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917445917		Jarrell		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Biology						F		201305		201701		3.52				White		F		770 5459041		NA		NA		ajarrel1@my.westga.edu		542 Wesley Camp Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917481348		Stanford		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								P		201501		201701		2.48				White		M				NA		NA		astanfo1@my.westga.edu		80 Newnan Lakes Blvd Apt 925				Newnan		GA		30263-5759

		917440749		Howard		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.23				White		F		912 8070078		NA		NA		choward3@my.westga.edu		2703 Sandpebble Dr.				Blackshear		GA		31516

		917387413		Christie		Sharifah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201701		3.1				Black		F		352 2740628		NA		NA		schrist8@my.westga.edu		705 Cobblestone Blvd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-6825

		917508925		Vecsey		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				4		White		F		678 2307795		NA		NA		jvecsey1@my.westga.edu		405 Lakepoint Trace				Canton		GA		30114

		917480971		Young		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201501		201701		3.66				White		F		706 9780466		NA		NA		hyoung4@my.westga.edu		6369 Silver Hill Rd				Summerville		GA		30747-5482

		917420574		Danford		Bruce		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201701		3.62				White		M		706 8827823		NA		NA		bdanfor1@my.westga.edu		131 Baughs Cross Rd				West Point		GA		31833

		917362639		Ellis		Toree		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201101		201701		3.14				Black		F		770 235		NA		NA		tellis6@my.westga.edu

		917427956		Gilbert		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3				Black		F		706 2485896		NA		NA		lgilber4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 401				Madison		GA		30650

		917478099		Milner		Alvita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.72		Black		F				NA		NA		amilner3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 103				Byromville		GA		31007

		917486141		Sandbank		Shayna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.72		White		F		443 9349030		NA		NA		ssandba1@my.westga.edu		570 Rich Mar St				Westminster		MD		21158

		917443986		Siefert		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201305		201701				4		White		F		423 3147367		NA		NA		csiefer1@my.westga.edu		508 Lennox Way				Rocky Face		GA		30740

		917072930		Finley		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701		3.15		3.93		White		F		678 6219546		NA		NA		jrobins2@my.westga.edu		3531 Georgia Highway 120				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3251

		917456518		Gilbert		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201405		201701				4		White		F		207 8774261		NA		NA		kgilber3@my.westga.edu		10 Water Street Apt 443				Waterville		ME		4901

		917396675		Gravitt		Scott		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				F		201105		201701				3.71		White		M		770 4763689		scott_gravitt@gwinnett.k12.ga.us		scottgravitt@hotmail.com		sgravit1@my.westga.edu		2850 E Mount Tabor Cir				Duluth		GA		30096-4234

		917485002		Gilbert		Eileen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701				3.55		White		F		678 8623977		NA		NA		egilber3@my.westga.edu		605 Overhill Drive				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701		3.9		3.9		White		F		706 2178848		NA		NA		jjordan@westga.edu		3363 Lakeview Pkwy				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917494621		Lowen		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				4		White		F		770 2077068		NA		NA		mlowen1@my.westga.edu		3881 Hestertown Rd NE				Madison		GA		30650

		917444974		Ruvalcaba		Judith		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201308		201701				3.93		White		F		678 2673618		NA		NA		jruvalc1@my.westga.edu		205 Pebble Beach Drive				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917439086		Hitchcock		Delaney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.83				White		F		770 6843878		NA		NA		dhitchc1@my.westga.edu		100 Pea Ridge Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-3589

		917435489		Piquette		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.92				White		F		678 3869498		NA		NA		mpiquet1@my.westga.edu		13 Trey Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-5305

		917470804		Wilson		Jan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201701				4		White		F		404 9928039		NA		NA		jwilso28@my.westga.edu		3880 Michaels Creek Ct				Loganville		GA		30052

		917422352		Phillips		Miranda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.54				White		F		770 8235534		NA		NA		mphill19@my.westga.edu		544 North White St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917390906		Eidson		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.52				White		F		770 8548924		NA		NA		aeidson4@my.westga.edu		651 Lowell Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-9557

		917397406		Olinger		Kendal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201701		2.98				White		F		7065179		NA		NA		kolinge1@my.westga.edu		986 Highway 2 W				Crandall		GA		30711-5153

		917478155		Laguda		Precious		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Sociology		Community Education and Care				F		201408		201701		2.92				Black		F		770 4639494		NA		NA		plaguda1@my.westga.edu		47 Cranford Mill Dr				Newnan		GA		30265

		917477678		Loden		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701				3.66		White		F		478 9347653		NA		NA		eloden1@my.westga.edu		705 Georgia Highway 126				Cochran		GA		31014

		917136599		Pritchard		Keely		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.9		White		F		678 8919373		NA		NA		khowell4@my.westga.edu		2181 Day Break Way				Dacula		GA		30019

		917435365		Landers		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.77				White		F		706 5284991		NA		NA		mlander2@my.westga.edu		66 Mango Rd NE				Rome		GA		30161-9619

		917482118		Mata		Tina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.9				F		781 9643002		NA		NA		tmata1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Road #234				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917163814		Luciano		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201308		201701		0		3.73		White		F		678 5241473		NA		NA		jlucian1@my.westga.edu		225 Timberidge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-4161

		917495383		Moore-Akpan		Sebastian		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201508		201701				3.88		Black		M		843 6702690		NA		NA		smoorea1@my.westga.edu		3194 North Druid Hills Road				Decatur		GA		30033

		917478466		Spivey		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201701				4				F		678 4586460		NA		NA		sspivey2@my.westga.edu		4250 Tuckersham Lane				Tucker		GA		30084

		917406990		Smith		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201701		3.23						F		706 6167982		NA		NA		lsmith44@my.westga.edu		302 Canterbury Drive				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917415860		Clarke		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.11				White		F		770 9472568		NA		NA		kclarke3@my.westga.edu		5233 green spring court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917403061		Adams		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.01				Black		F		770 4740002		NA		NA		nadams5@my.westga.edu		170 Stagecoach Rdg				Stockbridge		GA		30281-1957

		917282228		Brown		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201008		201701		2.45				Black		F		404 6609437		NA		NA		sbrown20@my.westga.edu		6914 Rockland Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038-3210

		917395096		Dobbs		Charity		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201701		3.75				Black		F		770 4562327		NA		NA		cdobbs1@my.westga.edu		9810 Lakehill Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3356

		917434861		Wilson		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.97				Black		F		706 9058114		NA		NA		kwilso16@my.westga.edu		9031 Seedling Dr				Midland		GA		31820

		917458895		McWhorter		MacKenzie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.63				White		F		229 4680868		NA		NA		mmcwhor2@my.westga.edu		145 McWhorter Dr				Fitzgerald		GA		31750-5901

		917418620		Sesberry		Kasheria		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201308		201701		3.32				Black		F		678 7684606		NA		NA		ksesber1@my.westga.edu		5039 Golf Link Court				Stone Mountain		GA		30088

		917469816		Day		Shayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201501		201701		3.38				Black		F		404 4943756		NA		NA		sday3@my.westga.edu		5466 Rock Lake Drive				Atlanta		GA		30349-9402

		917456763		Stephens		Grant		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.31				White		M		770 7336830		NA		NA		gstephe2@my.westga.edu		92 Timber Mill Circle				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917421971		Jones-Darrington		Camaron		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.8				Black		F		770 8534423		NA		NA		cjonesd1@my.westga.edu		801 Hickory Level Rd Apt 7231				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7005

		917432135		Evans		Shaniqua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.69				Black		F		912 2423611		NA		NA		sevans7@my.westga.edu		1038 Skunk Ln SE				Townsend		GA		31331-4520

		917434050		Taylor		Quaesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.51				Black		F		770 3582526		NA		NA		qtaylor3@my.westga.edu		138 Banks Rd				Barnesville		GA		302043364

		917417987		Robertson		Cara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701		3.52				White		F		770 9739987		NA		NA		crober17@my.westga.edu		1581 Old Mill Xing				Marietta		GA		30062-5505

		917431286		Deems		Anslee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201308		201701		3.76				White		F		678 8834651		NA		NA		adeems1@my.westga.edu		732 Government Farm Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4416

		917431940		Taylor		Chelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		201308		201701		3.28				Black		F		7709226		NA		NA		ctaylo15@my.westga.edu		1600 Brolington Ct				Conyers		GA		30013-7411

		917449106		Johnston		Ashley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Special Education								F		201305		201701		3.68				White		F		678 8501453		NA		NA		ajohns69@my.westga.edu		7 Festiva Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917440577		Couch		Adrianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.88				White		F		423 7627885		NA		NA		acouch5@my.westga.edu		67 Glen Eden Way				La Fayette		GA		30728-6398

		917461595		Letasz		Maria		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201405		201701				3.57		Asian		F		413 5628052		NA		NA		mletasz1@my.westga.edu		4 College Park Lane				Westfield		MA		1085

		917436046		Lawson		Bailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.68				White		F		706 6467954		NA		NA		blawson2@my.westga.edu		495 Huckaby Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286-7009

		917461108		Fain		Cali		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201401		201701		3.68				White		F		770 2514166		NA		NA		cfain2@my.westga.edu		9 Waters Edge Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3589

		917388694		Baker		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201508		201701		3.4				Black		F		770 8089915		NA		NA		kbaker11@my.westga.edu		4019 Preston Oaks Pl				Lithonia		GA		30038-3987

		917334903		Wyatt		Alonzo		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201408		201701		2.96				Black		M				NA		NA		awyatt5@my.westga.edu

		917342153		Edwards		Brian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201508		201701		2.51				Black		M		404 7902381		NA		brooklynb7@yahoo.com		bedward5@my.westga.edu		4526 King Lear Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-2533

		917433434		Jones		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.8				White		F		770 9852823		NA		haley.jones@aol.com		hjones12@my.westga.edu		3596 Killarney Trl				Snellville		GA		30039-5964

		917434012		Parker		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.67				White		F		706 2651070		NA		NA		jparke20@my.westga.edu		59 Indigo Ln				Dawsonville		GA		30534-3643

		917385243		Edwards		Chloe		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201405		201701		3.74				White		F		706 2175567		NA		NA		cedwar17@my.westga.edu		75 Kingsmill Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-5016

		917412068		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201501		201701		3.54						F		770 4611417		NA		NA		ktanker1@my.westga.edu		120 Stoneridge Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5002

		917494750		Gabriel		Shakeema		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.7		Black		F		678 5926286		NA		NA		sgabrie2@my.westga.edu		2836 Glenn Hills Circle				Augusta		GA		30096

		917498938		Martinez		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201601		201701				4		White		M		423 8341211		NA		NA		amarti36@my.westga.edu		506 Condra Rd				Ringgold		GA		30736

		917217976		Patton		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201601		201701		3.13		4		White		F		770 7225092		NA		NA		cmorris6@my.westga.edu		182 Lost Lake Trl				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917437501		Pinkard		Chaja		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201305		201701				3.94		Black		F		770 6869692		NA		NA		cpinkar3@my.westga.edu		107 East Clinton Drive				Rome		GA		30165

		917436436		Hightower		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		201308		201701		3.48				White		F		770 3829791		NA		NA		shighto2@my.westga.edu		167 Brown Loop RD				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917411213		Samples		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.8				White		F		706 6380306		NA		NA		rsample2@my.westga.edu		4930 Chamberlain Rd				La Fayette		GA		30728-4528

		917491745		Willingham		Brittney		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201505		201701		3.79				White		F				NA		NA		bwillin1@my.westga.edu		2461 Fish Hatchery Rd				Summerville		GA		30747-5636

		917416570		Green		Cortny		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.3				White		F		678 6337500		NA		NA		cgreen12@my.westga.edu

		917359273		McKilligan		Kendall		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.79				White		F		678 2151880		NA		NA		kdarrah1@my.westga.edu		208 Candlewood Dr.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917432925		Smith		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.64				White		F		678 3240080		NA		NA		asmith82@my.westga.edu		162 Sweet Birch Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-9748

		917414156		Bryan		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201701		3.36				White		F		678 8408604		NA		NA		dbryan2@my.westga.edu		455 Wentworth Cir				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7227

		917435837		Partlow		Pagie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.17				Black		F		706 2852947		NA		NA		ppartlo1@my.westga.edu		P.  O Box 441				Tignall		GA		30668

		917436508		Brown		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201701		2.75				Black		F		770 4858201		NA		NA		abrown55@my.westga.edu		2270 Noelle Pl				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5620

		917411160		Starnes		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.25				White		F		770 5162803		NA		hannahg.starnes@gmail.com		hstarne1@my.westga.edu		173 Eagle Glen Dr				Woodstock		GA		30189-6960

		917412303		Maldonado		Jocelyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.26						F		678 5748437		NA		NA		jmaldon1@my.westga.edu		4968 Abbotts Glen Trl NW				Acworth		GA		30101-6284

		917378758		Autry		Elijah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201501		201701		3				White		M		706 6772889		NA		NA		eautry1@my.westga.edu		146 Gardiner Rd.				Homer		GA		30457

		917430960		Wilson		Tanae		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.29				Black		F		770 6827147		NA		NA		twilso21@my.westga.edu		1530 Hedington Cir				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-3718

		917437848		Bridges		Chloe		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.25				White		F		706 6453833		NA		NA		cterry2@my.westga.edu		118 Old Wells Rd.				West Point		GA		31833

		917491887		Searcy		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701				3.69		Black		F		706 9759952		NA		NA		wsearcy1@my.westga.edu		105 Lakebirch Drive				Covington		GA		30016

		917419934		Pope		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201701		3.45				Black		F		706 5381009		NA		NA		jpope5@my.westga.edu		7640 Callaway Rd				Greenville		GA		30222-2798

		917384034		Graham		Travis		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201108		201701		3.4				White		M		770 9478383		NA		travisgraham79@yahoo.com		tgraham7@my.westga.edu		803 Senator Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134-5400

		917445000		Deitz		Johannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.78				White		F		706 7450590		NA		NA		jdeitz2@my.westga.edu		140 Jims Rd				Blairsville		GA		30512-8133

		917436565		Ball		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.47				White		F		770 4432254		NA		NA		lball1@my.westga.edu		38 Creekwood Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-4435

		917473282		McCrina		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201408		201701		3.95		4		White		F		478 9737233		NA		NA		etoluba1@my.westga.edu		404 Stewart St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2345

		917458957		Gutierrez		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.53						F				NA		gcat2sing@gmail.com		cgutier2@my.westga.edu		1768 County Road 628				Roanoke		AL		36274-7040

		917437847		West		Sydney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.79				White		F		770 7226089		NA		NA		swest8@my.westga.edu		420 DeLane Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917438431		Smith		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								P		201308		201701		3.86				White		F		678 8364673		NA		NA		asmith84@my.westga.edu		84 Cottage Way				Carrollton		GA		30117-7075

		917422840		Hurst		Sierra		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201301		201701		3.19				Black		F				NA		NA		shurst1@my.westga.edu		1321 Lovvorn Road Apt.422				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917492480		Wilkerson		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201508		201701				4		White		M		770 4718489		NA		NA		mwilker2@my.westga.edu		7711 Devon Cir				Jonesboro		GA		30236-4216

		917486533		Middleton		Monquell		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.9		Black		M		662 5180844		NA		NA		mmiddle4@my.westga.edu		76 Village Loop		Apt #76		Starkville		MS		39762

		917229557		Wilson		Jon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		M		770 9318565		NA		NA		jwilso33@my.westga.edu		507 Chanterella Road				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917149017		Mezzanotte		Madonna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				4		White		F		678 7781575		NA		NA		mmezzan1@my.westga.edu		1109 Sallete Court				Marietta		GA		30066

		917489617		Castleberry		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701				4		White		F		404 2182944		NA		NA		mcastle2@my.westga.edu		390 Saddlebrook Dr.				Roswell		GA		30075

		917045050		Handley		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				3.95		White		F		678 5953125		NA		NA		chandle2@my.westga.edu		1250 Brentwood Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917439427		Zayas		Dynasty		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201701		3.14				Black		F				NA		NA		dzayas1@my.westga.edu		2501 GODFREY DR NW				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917436401		Gibson		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.88				White		F		678 8802893		NA		NA		lgibson5@my.westga.edu		138 Oak Haven Dr				Canton		GA		30115-6178

		917437678		Traylor		Natalie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.74				White		F		770 4591475		NA		NA		ntraylo3@my.westga.edu		54 Oak Walk				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4802

		917385147		Hortman		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201405		201701				4		White		F		856 4515850		NA		melissa.b.hortman@gmail.com		mhewitt1@my.westga.edu		3766 Tupelo Church Lane				Mount Pleasant		SC		29429

		917492133		Argueta		Elias		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.75				M		630 9239480		NA		NA		earguet1@my.westga.edu		24 E. River Rd.				Montgomery		IL		60538

		917465347		Singh		Bipul		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				F		201405		201701				4		Asian		M		404 8899160		NA		NA		bsingh1@my.westga.edu		4350 Camellia Ridge Way				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917016504		Harris		Duane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701		3.81		3.96		White		M		678 4163231		NA		NA		dharris4@my.westga.edu		82 McPherson Lane				Bremen		GA		30110

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				4		White		F		678 4598788		jessica.bolton@cherokee.k12.ga.us		jbolton6@yahoo.com		jbolton4@my.westga.edu		11 Frontier Road				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917445947		Caldwell		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201701		3.1				White		M		770 5528728		NA		NA		scaldwe3@my.westga.edu		4635 Featherstone Pass				Roswell		GA		30075

		917393272		Russell		Brittane		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201701		3.19				Black		F		404 5520025		NA		NA		brussel2@my.westga.edu		2955 Gwinstone Circle				Snellville		GA		30078

		917418635		Strohbeck		Brianne		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201208		201701		3.48				White		F		404 5803797		NA		NA		bstrohb1@my.westga.edu		1082 Bell Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-4918

		917436137		Dibenedetto		Joanne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.48				White		F		770 7957969		NA		NA		jdibene1@my.westga.edu		716 First Cotton Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917418311		Carroll		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Spanish						F		201305		201701		3.71				White		F		770 8360226		NA		NA		scarrol3@my.westga.edu		101 Lakeside Cv				Carrollton		GA		30117-4816

		917418002		Davis		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness								F		201601		201701		3.23				White		F		770 2517561		NA		NA		adavis41@my.westga.edu		88 Witcher Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-4645

		917481855		Hubbard		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201501		201701				3.55		Black		F		770 6567785		NA		NA		shubbar6@my.westga.edu		3055 Hope Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917480489		Collier Collins		Arika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701				3.88		Black		F		678 5720660		NA		NA		acollie2@my.westga.edu		108 Gardenia Ct				Milner		GA		30257

		917408121		Griffin		Rebekah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.92				White		F		770 3759450		NA		NA		rgriffi8@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1843				Carrollton		GA		30112

		917304352		Sutton		Betsy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.23				White		F		770 7222190		NA		NA		bmcelha1@my.westga.edu		190 Greentree Trail				Temple		GA		30179

		917450388		Ball		Martice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201701		0		3.4		Black		M		678 9253712		NA		NA		mball2@my.westga.edu		130 Ashtonbrook Drive				McDonough		GA		30252

		917174558		Ammons		Laveenya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201305		201701		3.37		3.52		Black		F				NA		NA		lammons1@my.westga.edu		211 Sea Marsh Court				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917041189		Mosley		Angelica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201701		4		3.92		White		F				NA		NA		amosley5@my.westga.edu		7847 Highway 101 N				Rockmart		GA		30153-4943

		917496027		Holmes		Tonya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				3.47		Black		F		678 9738114		NA		NA		tholmes8@my.westga.edu		1907 Windsor Creek Dr.				Conyers		GA		30094

		917455354		Gaylor		Shannen		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201401		201701		3.24				White		F		706 2344745		NA		NA		sgaylor1@my.westga.edu		121 Hycliff Road				Rome		GA		30165

		917411525		Brown		Calie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.08				White		F		770 4398014		NA		NA		cyouman1@my.westga.edu		1052 Laird Rd				Hiram		GA		30141-4813

		917420841		Wear		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.88				White		F		678 4828817		NA		NA		lwear2@my.westga.edu		3643 Buttercup Ct				Buford		GA		30519-1983

		917447745		Chatelain		Lynn-Nelcy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology		French		Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201308		201701		3.11				Black		F		678 3240234		NA		lynnelcha@gmail.com		lchatel1@my.westga.edu		3731 Bondurant Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917435141		Newcomer		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201701		3.57				White		M		770 4605970		NA		NA		tnewcom1@my.westga.edu		180 Gladys Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5768

		917341512		Seaman		Roxanne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.82				White		F		678 6330463		NA		NA		rseaman1@my.westga.edu		40 Greens Ct.				Newnan		GA		30265

		917436927		Powers		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.38				White		F		770 8349976		NA		NA		epowers3@my.westga.edu		2096 Tyus Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917458610		Roberson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201401		201701		3.25				Black		F		678 7324779		NA		NA		arobers5@my.westga.edu		6925 Foxmoor Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917392936		Gante		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201701		3.41						F		706 8475460		NA		stacey_swiming@yahoo.com		sgante1@my.westga.edu		502 Cambridge Dr				Rocky Face		GA		30740-9501

		917399407		Powers		Gabriel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						P		201108		201701		2.86				White		M		770 2584952		NA		NA		gpowers1@my.westga.edu		4499 Lovvorn Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5619

		917469355		Turgut		Sera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201701				4		White		F		770 3629455		NA		NA		sturgut1@my.westga.edu		708 Coventry Township Lane				Marietta		GA		30062

		917454898		Townsley		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201405		201701				4		White		M		319 7215879		NA		NA		mtownsl1@my.westga.edu		212 4th St SW				Mt Vernon		IA		52314

		917347018		Veal		Kendra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		2.63		3.9		White		F				NA		NA		kveal@westga.edu		60 Sweet Bay Lane				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917291371		Williams		Harold		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201701				3.88		White		M		770 3013941		NA		NA		hwilli12@my.westga.edu		59 Lundy St				Newnan		GA		30263

		917021885		Williams		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701		1.61		3.9				F		706 4434171		NA		NA		mwilli79@my.westga.edu		111 Creek River Drive				Franklin		GA		30217

		917141158		Williams		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				3.8		Black		F		404 372		NA		NA		swillia1@my.westga.edu		327 Carriage Lake Lane				Stockbridge		GA		30273

		917337963		Wright		Hope		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701		4		4				F		678 6214665		NA		NA		hbaldiz1@my.westga.edu		612 Stripling Chapel Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917494098		Brazas		Clarice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4				F		603 3972368		NA		NA		cbrazas1@my.westga.edu		702 Stratford Green				Avondale Estates		GA		30002

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701		3.05		3.66		White		F		770 3289951		NA		NA		agilvin1@my.westga.edu		707 Mattan Point				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917323920		Hartsfield		Jhamare		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201701				3.84		Black		M		404 8220405		NA		jhamarehartsfield@yahoo.com		jhartsf1@my.westga.edu		12085 Carolinas Trace				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917494680		Johns		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201701				3.91		White		M		912 6145393		NA		NA		wjohns1@my.westga.edu		112 Country Club Dr				Saint Simons Island		GA		31522-1136

		917481640		Ramirez		Xochil		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4				F		903 2045554		NA		NA		xramire1@my.westga.edu		717 Burns RD Apt. 2122				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917022932		Revelle		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201601		201701		2.59		3.33		White		F		770 8513042		NA		NA		trevell1@my.westga.edu		289 E Memorial Dr				Dallas		GA		30132

		917485579		Solov		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F		469 5346463		NA		NA		hsolov1@my.westga.edu		7904 Clark Springs Drive				Plano		TX		75025

		917434920		Waite		Bridget		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201605		201701				3.92		White		F		404 4573251		NA		NA		bwaite1@my.westga.edu		3368 Conley Downs Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-1198

		917492482		Wilson		Devonte		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.81		Black		M		904 8992660		NA		NA		dwilso23@my.westga.edu		11556 Tori Lane				Jacksonville		FL		32218

		917495968		Tippens		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				4		White		M		770 3176052		NA		NA		btippen2@my.westga.edu		3321 Mills Ridge Drive				Canton		GA		30114

		917496866		Bond		Tracy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		256 3450245		NA		NA		tbond2@my.westga.edu		331 Creekwood Dr				Union Grove		AL		35175

		917065432		Kelley		Sally		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3		4		White		F		678 4168579		NA		NA		skelley4@my.westga.edu		5 Greens Court				Newnan		GA		30265

		917355961		Nixon		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701				4		Black		F		678 4169525		NA		NA		anixon5@my.westga.edu		94 Crescent St.				Newnan		GA		30265

		917472896		Tillman		Chandler		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201405		201701		3.07				White		M		770 4863998		NA		NA		ctillma1@my.westga.edu		642 Grecken Green				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917439847		Golden		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.97				White		F		770 8539525		NA		NA		jgolden3@my.westga.edu		1025 Baxter Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-3946

		917412427		Bowman		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.09				Black		F		7706794261		NA		NA		jbowman5@my.westga.edu		1227 Sweetgum Trl				Conyers		GA		30012-3593

		917438335		Kenyon		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.42				White		F		770 5658867		NA		NA		ekenyon1@my.westga.edu		2661 Shaw Rd NE				Marietta		GA		30066-5621

		917462311		Kilgore		David		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201401		201701		3.12				White		M		404 2635682		NA		NA		dkilgor6@my.westga.edu		1073 Eagles Nest Circle				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917443833		Ganthier		Valery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.2				Black		F		770 6794451		NA		NA		vganthi1@my.westga.edu		5431 Confederate Camp Circle				Conyers		GA		30094

		917429606		Bowen		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201308		201701		3.16				White		M		678 6020005		NA		NA		mbowen7@my.westga.edu

		917391008		Anderson		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201308		201701		3.83				White		F		678 6740803		NA		NA		kander14@my.westga.edu		214 Sunny Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917440701		Moore		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.74				White		F		706 5376013		NA		NA		emoore5@my.westga.edu		1328 Eastbrook Rd. SE				Dalton		GA		30721

		917412881		Williams		Chase		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201701		2.85				White		M		706 2161724		NA		NA		cwilli86@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd		Apt. (4123)		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917451766		Williams		Marla		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201408		201701		3.9				White		F		770 2585455		NA		NA		mwilli63@my.westga.edu		160 Dogwood Lane				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917439914		Webb		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201701		3.13				White		F		678 4711307		NA		NA		mwebb4@my.westga.edu		223 Morgan Street				Senoia		GA		30276

		917464582		West		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201701		3.16				White		M		770 3871817		NA		NA		jwest15@my.westga.edu		16 Trotters Walk				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917494284		Telesco		Lucila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201701				3.9				F		914 5728379		NA		NA		lfarina1@my.westga.edu		46 Hirsch Rd				Stamford		CT		6905

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701		3.4		3.91		White		F		706 2341676		NA		NA		smaddox2@my.westga.edu		4 Belmont Court 				Rome		GA		30161

		917488599		Parker		Aaron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701				3.88		White		M		912 7542367		NA		NA		aparke23@my.westga.edu		516 Berryville Rd				Clyo		GA		31303

		917494340		McDaniel		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		706 2662791		NA		NA		smcdani8@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Road Apt C2				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917449511		Blankenship		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201308		201701				3.8		White		F		229 2422848		NA		NA		sblanke1@my.westga.edu		339 Meadow Lark Rd				Valdosta		GA		31602

		917439260		Turner		Steven		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		2.79				White		M		678 6338414		NA		NA		sturne13@my.westga.edu		796 Tommy Lee Cook Rd				Palmetto		GA		30268

		917425449		Robinson-Simpson		Cashmere		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201701		3.37				Black		F		678 3304021		NA		NA		crobin30@my.westga.edu		3266 Shady Valley Ln				Loganville		GA		30052-7871

		917455628		Aguilar		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201401		201701		3.31				White		F		302 3358380		NA		NA		kaguila2@my.westga.edu		64 Lea Avenue				Frederica		DE		19946

		917478552		Ivery		Tashika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701				3.9		Black		F		404 8496211		NA		NA		tivery2@my.westga.edu		1751 Graywood Drive SE				Mableton		GA		30126

		917421439		Cotton		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Voice				F		201208		201701		2.98				Black		F		706 6164752		NA		NA		scotton1@my.westga.edu		231 Park Hill Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-1937

		917468078		Grimsley		Nakia		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				4		Black		F		678 8387737		NA		NA		nharris6@my.westga.edu		3881 Monticello Street				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917473258		Willis		Riann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201701				3.9		White		F		912 7564944		NA		NA		rwillis4@my.westga.edu		720 Waterford Landing Road				Richmond Hill		GA		31324

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701		3.17		4		White		F		770 8237180		NA		NA		ahart5@my.westga.edu		1 Ellis Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917338074		Bostic		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201701		3.26		3.83		White		F		770 3804975		NA		NA		rbostic2@my.westga.edu		8186 Woodland Ave SE				Covington		GA		30014-3966

		917390892		Panjwani		Shabina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		3.15		3.83		Asian		F		678 8174022		NA		NA		spanjwa2@my.westga.edu		230 Bel-Aire Loop				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917434863		Blinco		Desiree		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201508		201701		3.65		3.81		Asian		F		678 9777785		NA		NA		dmoore22@my.westga.edu		1121 HIGHWAY 34 W				Newnan		GA		30263

		917480402		Garrett		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		Black		F		770 3758167		NA		NA		agarre14@my.westga.edu		326 Young James Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917367583		Benitez		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.31				White		F		305 2134331		NA		NA		abenite1@my.westga.edu		792 rock hill parkway				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917478419		Dupree		Dylan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201501		201701		2.27				White		M		478 9869779		NA		NA		ddupree1@my.westga.edu		876 Greene Settlement Road				Gray		GA		31032

		917470702		Evans		Willie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201701		3.2				Black		M		404 6324212		NA		NA		wevans8@my.westga.edu		316 Columbia Dr Apartment 510				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917067793		Thompson		Stacie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201601		201701		3.19		4		Black		F		678 7965898		NA		NA		sthomp23@my.westga.edu		632 Aspen Brook Drive				McDonough		GA		30253

		917483454		Kline		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.72				F		704 2073181		NA		NA		lkline1@my.westga.edu		218 Kimmswick Rd				Charlotte		NC		28214

		917485735		Burrell		Jaythan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		M		706 8969504		NA		NA		jburrel2@my.westga.edu		House 30 Road 337				Hiawassee		GA		30546

		917500603		Sithole		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				3.13		Black		F		678 9072147		NA		NA		msithol1@my.westga.edu		3065 Sunlight Dr. 				Austell		GA		30106

		917491196		Smith		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201701				4		White		F		770 7165184		NA		NA		msmith96@my.westga.edu		215 Woodsong Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917478898		Yancy		Tamison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.7				F		770 9035223		NA		NA		tyancy1@my.westga.edu		979 Bramble Way				Grayson		GA		30017

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701		3.81		4		White		F		404 403		NA		NA		mperry8@my.westga.edu		326 Mill Run Drive				Bremen		GA		30110

		917193295		McBurnett		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201601		201701				4		White		F		706 7663616		NA		NA		kmcburn2@my.westga.edu		60 January Lane				Ellijay		GA		30540

		917472899		Bryant		Laurie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201501		201701				3.88		White		F		706 3844798		NA		NA		lbryant4@my.westga.edu		565 Paynes Road				Carnesville		GA		30521

		917139108		Campbell		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.95		White		M		770 5994391		NA		NA		jcampbe1@my.westga.edu		160 Whisper Creek Dr				Senoia		GA		30276

		917384703		Martin		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		2.85		3.54		Black		F		404 7351709		NA		NA		bmartin8@my.westga.edu		877 Rock Shoals Ct				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917493294		Moses		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.66		Black		F		229 8730652		NA		NA		smoses1@my.westga.edu		265 Chinaberry Lane				Moultrie		GA		31788

		917496403		Roth		Betsy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		478 3021949		NA		NA		broth1@my.westga.edu		1803 Tucker Rd.				Perry		GA		31069

		917341789		Carson		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201508		201701				3.97		White		F		770 6871205		NA		jcarson988@aol.com		acarson4@my.westga.edu		170 Willowleaf Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917244667		Hannon		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701		3.25		3.66		White		F		770 2583558		NA		NA		nhannon1@my.westga.edu		213 Dashboard Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201508		201701		2.72		3.85		Black		F		678 7496475		NA		monica_mitcherson@hotmail.com		mmitche1@my.westga.edu		6086 Allpoint Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4682

		917496628		Hollis-Moore		Alexcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.6		Black		F		404 6604826		NA		NA		ahollis1@my.westga.edu		3651 Patti Pkwy				Decatur		GA		30034

		917454670		Huff		Gretchen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201701				4		White		F		770 9329546		NA		NA		ghuff2@my.westga.edu		1514 Clydesdale Court				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917478809		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.3				White		F		678 6993736		NA		NA		azachme1@my.westga.edu		211 Villa Ridge Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917388039		Ivester		Aren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201701		3.03				White		M		706 2596350		NA		NA		aiveste2@my.westga.edu		200 Riderwood Dr				Dalton		GA		30721-8213

		917450332		Williams		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.2				Black		F		229 2910585		NA		NA		cwilli88@my.westga.edu		5542 Capstone Way				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917475633		Polite		Shante'		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.15				Black		F		678 4681670		NA		NA		spolite1@my.westga.edu		1123 Busby Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-3717

		917488774		Baker		Jerry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				4		White		M		770 3123023		NA		NA		jbaker20@my.westga.edu		2013 McLain Rd. NW				Acworth		GA		30101

		917142136		Hunt		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				3.96		White		F		770 7329799		NA		NA		ahunt3@my.westga.edu		1574 Petal Pt NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917477719		Ivester		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201601		201701				4		White		F		770 8300424		NA		NA		hiveste1@my.westga.edu		410 Buffalo Creek Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917494679		Johns		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201701				4		White		M		912 2660513		NA		NA		kjohns4@my.westga.edu		107 Emanuel Loop Rd				Brunswick		GA		31523-8404

		917485504		Mitchell		Janekia		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				3.85		Black		F		256 5466297		NA		NA		jmitch30@my.westga.edu		1504 Arrowhead Drive				Gadsden		AL		35903

		917264167		Moore		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201505		201701		1		3.92		White		F		404 4508985		NA		NA		mfreebu1@my.westga.edu		1200 Newnan Crossing Blvd. E		Apt 1311		Newnan		GA		30265

		917304033		Pirie		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201505		201701				4		White		F		678 8770642		NA		NA		kpirie1@my.westga.edu		450 Hewlett South Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917494524		Ryles		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		770 7574790		NA		NA		aryles1@my.westga.edu		3724 Marlborough Dr				Tucker		GA		30084

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701		2.63		3.81		White		F		678 6409313		mmckelvy@dcboe.com		mmckelv5@gmail.com		mmckelv5@my.westga.edu		204 N Morris Ave				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917499170		Colbert		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201601		201701				4		Black		M		706 7185992		NA		NA		dcolber2@my.westga.edu		2549 WHistle Stop Drive				Norcross		GA		30071

		917493050		Resnick		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F				NA		NA		lresnic2@my.westga.edu

		917441815		Sheesley		Lydia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.91				White		F		850 5471247		NA		NA		lsheesl1@my.westga.edu		1926 W. Nottingham Rd.				Bonifay		FL		32425

		917377294		Thompson		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201701		3.36				White		M		770 6463173		NA		NA		zthomps2@my.westga.edu		1740 Coppermine Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4615

		917497038		Thompson		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.77				White		F				NA		NA		bthomp14@my.westga.edu		6565 Fairfield trace				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917485576		Halsey		Lillie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201505		201701				3.93		White		F		865 6599166		NA		NA		lhalsey1@my.westga.edu		8118 Wiebelo Drive				Knoxville		TN		37931

		917448874		Jones		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201605		201701				3.56		White		F		706 4145362		NA		mmerya@aol.com		mjones49@my.westga.edu		565 Providence Circle				Statham		GA		30666

		917060447		Cannon		Claire		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201505		201701		2.63		4		White		F		770 4682926		NA		NA		cjohns61@my.westga.edu		385 Hutchinson Rd.				Williamson		GA		30292

		917494685		Brown		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		706 4741971		NA		NA		mbrown60@my.westga.edu		506 Indian Creek Trail				Rutledge		GA		30663

		917492997		Hutchison		Joie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.9		White		F		402 3056322		NA		NA		jhutchi6@my.westga.edu		902 N 32nd street				Council Bluffs		IA		51501

		917394879		Buggs		Kenya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201701		3.21		3.5		Black		F		706 8465164		NA		NA		kbuggs1@my.westga.edu		160 Cato St				Manchester		GA		31816-1307

		917484900		Campbell		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F		512 3511195		NA		NA		ccampb17@my.westga.edu		4644 Butner Road				College Park		GA		30349

		917485740		Mitchell		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F				NA		NA		amitch22@my.westga.edu

		917487016		Castillo		Eva		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				3.63				F		770 8652967		NA		NA		ecastil1@my.westga.edu		2712 Sardis Chase Court				Buford		GA		30519

		917494747		Alvarado		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				4		White		F		678 3337128		NA		NA		ealvara2@my.westga.edu		118 Arbour Way				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917159277		Costales		Jon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				3.86				M		404 4466768		NA		NA		jcostal1@my.westga.edu		7339 Reinhardt College Pkwy				Waleska		GA		30183

		917418824		Ashe		Logan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.3				White		F		404 8195995		NA		NA		lashe1@my.westga.edu		18 Taff Rd				Taylorsville		GA		30178-1809

		917415386		Gayle		Dejaun		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201701		2.75				Black		M				NA		NA		dgayle2@my.westga.edu		227 Brumbelow Rd Apt A1				Carrollton		GA		30117-2747

		917442638		Jacobi		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.62				White		F		404 4311695		NA		NA		ljacobi2@my.westga.edu		413 the Blvd				Newnan		GA		30263-6296

		917404129		Spangler		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201701		2.92				White		F		770 6140916		NA		NA		aspangl1@my.westga.edu		5086 Oak Grove Dr				Sugar Hill		GA		30518-4658

		917436965		Dermo		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.87				White		F				NA		NA		bdermo1@my.westga.edu		109 Mountain Brooke Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917435989		Wisehart		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201308		201701		3.57				White		F		404 4442494		NA		NA		lwalton1@my.westga.edu		65 Ridge Brooke Court				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917445787		Nacey		Monica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.18				White		F		706 8121556		NA		NA		mnacey1@my.westga.edu		110 Wilson Creek Drive				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917435013		Ell		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		College Student Affairs				F		201308		201701		3.13				Black		M		470 2138710		NA		NA		cell1@my.westga.edu		2421 Fall Creek Ldg				Loganville		GA		30052-8786

		917414315		Smith		Landry		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201208		201701		3.5				Black		M		770 9875987		NA		NA		lsmith47@my.westga.edu		4679 Cedar Ridge Trl				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-5644

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201505		201701		2.98		3.81		White		F		770 3091821		NA		NA		ecannon1@my.westga.edu		104 Ida Lane				Dallas		GA		30132

		917441962		Davis		Makayla		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201308		201701		3.17				White		F		770 7962403		NA		NA		mdavis38@my.westga.edu		17 Salacoa Creek Road				Waleska		GA		30183

		917421887		Shields		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics		Mass Communications		Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201701		2.96				Black		F		770 4828224		NA		NA		lshield1@my.westga.edu		3863 Paper Birch Lane				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917422505		Horton		Jadrienne		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Sociology		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201308		201701		3.74				Black		F		706 9779646		NA		NA		jhorton6@my.westga.edu		340 Pigeon Creek Rd				Manchester		GA		318161354

		917414597		Smith		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201208		201701		2.72				Black		F		7062329		NA		NA		jsmit112@my.westga.edu		31 Rushden Way SE				Rome		GA		30161-8063

		917440031		Washington		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.21				Black		F		404 3613003		NA		NA		twashin2@my.westga.edu		2623 Brenston Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4907

		917492695		Hopson		James		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.9				M		219 9288633		NA		NA		jhopson3@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St.		Unit C-101		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917097541		Johnson		Merian		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701		3.65		3.66		Black		F		678 4384681		NA		DIONE_MJ@yahoo.com		mjohns33@my.westga.edu		3873 Crossvale Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917473063		Bentley		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201605		201701		2.78				White		M		404 7311506		NA		NA		mbentle3@my.westga.edu		30 Cottage Walk NW				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917494089		Placeres		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4				M		813 9289067		NA		NA		tplacer1@my.westga.edu		4528 La Carmen Ct.				Tampa		FL		33611

		917352026		Jones		Caresse		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Early Childhood Concentration				F		200908		201701		2.8				White		F		770 3770466		NA		jonescaresse@gmail.com		cjones34@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St		Apt H104		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917425620		Dortch		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201408		201701		2.42				Black		M		770 9431956		NA		NA		mdortch1@my.westga.edu		1428 Echo Mill Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4958

		917376151		King		Amisha		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201301		201701		2.45				Black		F		404 4031707		NA		NA		aking14@my.westga.edu		72 Moreland Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-2266

		917417410		Keith		Ivan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201205		201701		2.68				Black		M		803 4651664		NA		NA		ikeith1@my.westga.edu		3509 Lake Ave		Apt. 2196		Columbia		SC		29206

		917443573		Pence		Dylan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201308		201701		3.64				White		M		678 4825393		NA		NA		dpence1@my.westga.edu		1928 Autumn Sage Dr				Dacula		GA		300197276

		917383300		Cole		Chassi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.13				White		F		770 8253928		NA		chassi.paige@gmail.com		clockle2@my.westga.edu		313 Morning Star Dr				Temple		GA		30179

		917418746		Maples		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201501		201701		3.48				White		F		706 8574441		NA		NA		emaples1@my.westga.edu		9286 Rome Blvd				Summerville		GA		30747-2160

		917077063		Reese		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201601		201701				3.79		Black		M		770 4721332		NA		christopherreese@bellsouth.net		creese1@my.westga.edu		643 Washington Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-8521

		917494985		Kelly		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.88		Black		F		678 6003318		Ndavies@rockdale.k12.ga.us		NA		nkelly2@my.westga.edu		1409 Cotton Trl SW				Conyers		GA		30094

		917487059		Rector		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				4		White		M		423 3228249		NA		NA		mrector1@my.westga.edu		287 Diamond Way				Chatsworth		GA		30705-7836

		917493721		Osborne		Sharia		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201505		201701				3.66		Black		F		912 3734150		NA		NA		sosborn4@my.westga.edu		3032 Spring Hill Pkwy Apt A				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917396143		Jenkins		Keith		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201108		201701		2.59				Black		M		229 2335152		NA		NA		kjenkin7@my.westga.edu		550 Carrington Cir				Thomasville		GA		31757-2965

		917345746		Schell		Mariah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.04				White		F		678 7566248		NA		NA		mschell2@my.westga.edu		798 Verner St NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-7638

		917447135		Norwood		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.64				White		F		770 3865478		NA		NA		vnorwoo1@my.westga.edu		313 Briar Patch Ln				Cartersville		GA		301208437

		917221738		Young		Kym		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.15		3.75		White		F		706 8924459		NA		NA		kcarlso1@my.westga.edu		152 River View Ct				Hampton		GA		30228

		917228980		Kramer		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201401		201701		4		3.45		White		F		404 5389101		NA		NA		akramer1@my.westga.edu		80 Mossy Oak Lane				Dallas		GA		30157

		917025914		Collins		Christy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.22		4		White		F		770 2526552		NA		NA		ccolli12@my.westga.edu		777 Newton Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-6100

		917341125		Scheel		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		3.17		4		White		F				NA		NA		cscheel@westga.edu		5965 Azalea Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917321430		Young		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201505		201701		3.32		4		White		M		678 5911127		NA		NA		jyoung15@my.westga.edu		24592 County Road 87				Graham		AL		36263

		917485314		Bersey		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F				NA		NA		nbersey1@my.westga.edu

		917492473		Burress		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.63		White		F		502 4573141		NA		NA		wburres1@my.westga.edu		767 Alpar Lane				Shepherdsville		KY		40165

		917283530		Denmon		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		3.17		3.72		White		F				NA		NA		jdenmon1@my.westga.edu		14 Elmwood Street				Rome		GA		30161

		917486491		White		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.81		Black		F		502 4197662		NA		NA		nwhite7@my.westga.edu		1709 Marlow Road				Louisville		KY		40216

		917485505		Trotti		Tama		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201701				4		White		F		404 7312403		NA		NA		ttrotti1@my.westga.edu		265 Mount Vernon Dr				Decatur		GA		30030-1608

		917455727		Strickland		Marques		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201401		201701				4		Black		M		678 3624225		NA		NA		mstrick5@my.westga.edu		963 Olde Town Place				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917494032		Slenczka		Shawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.9		White		M		630 6700505		NA		NA		sslencz1@my.westga.edu		2371 Sawmill Road				Marietta		GA		30064

		917473183		Santiago		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201701		2.92				White		F		850 7120702		NA		NA		asantia1@my.westga.edu		1196 Autumn Breeze Cir				Gulf Breeze		FL		32563-3718

		917496984		Merritt		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.9		White		F		404 4414203		NA		NA		lmerrit3@my.westga.edu		7 Cliffview Dr SE # 7A				Rome		GA		30161-8808

		917493775		Wallace		Shuntia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.88		Black		F		678 9336223		NA		NA		swallac4@my.westga.edu		6258 Wren Way				Morrow		GA		30260

		917345094		Abuellel		Dina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201508		201701		3.13		3.76		White		F		256 4541500		NA		NA		dabuell1@my.westga.edu		317 Hampton Oals Circle				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917464235		Bragelman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201701				3.33		White		F		404 538		NA		NA		abragel1@my.westga.edu		1619 Holly Lake Cove				Snellville		GA		30078

		917276239		Duck		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701		3.42		4		White		F				NA		NA		lfowler3@my.westga.edu		10 New York Avenue				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917156992		Forsyth		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201601		201701				4		White		F		770 3625197		NA		NA		shansar3@my.westga.edu		335 Crestwood Rd				Tyrone		GA		30290-2311

		917220449		Freeman		Shanika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201601		201701		3.24		3.64		Black		F		678 3136778		NA		NA		sfreema5@my.westga.edu		603 Post Knoll				Griffin		GA		30224

		917168504		West		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				3.91		Black		F		770 4329035		NA		NA		kbarnes7@my.westga.edu		1700 North Milford Creek Lane				Marietta		GA		30008

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201601		201701		3.65		3.79		Black		F		404 5367648		NA		NA		kchambl1@my.westga.edu		213 Sequoia Pointe				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201408		201701		3.24		4		White		F		404 7022139		NA		NA		aowens6@my.westga.edu		225 Country Roads Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917496013		Kleiber		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		706 5668951		NA		NA		tkleibe1@my.westga.edu		6932 Sandstone Ct.				Columbus		GA		31907

		917433361		Connolly		Anne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201701				4		White		F				NA		NA		aconnol1@my.westga.edu		361 Lovvorn Road		Apartment 109		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917241681		Santiago		Ethel		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201701		3.41		3.96		Black		F		678 9134434		NA		sntiagoe@bellsouth.net		esantia2@my.westga.edu		981 Laurel Cove Way				Snellville		GA		30078-7320

		917433402		Haynes		Ethan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201408		201701		2.42				Black		M		770 2986832		NA		NA		ehaynes3@my.westga.edu		1577 Hickory Dr SW				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917441119		Montgomery		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.2				White		F		770 6308743		NA		NA		vmontgo2@my.westga.edu		562 Pea Ridge Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-3562

		917369118		Thompson		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.85				White		F		770 8545367		NA		NA		mthomp20@my.westga.edu		118 Deer Creek Cir				Franklin		GA		30217-5002

		917456154		Reville		Mickey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201408		201701		2.99				White		M		706 3646822		NA		NA		mrevill1@my.westga.edu		326 Saddletree Ln				Martinez		GA		30907-2767

		917403437		Ulstad		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.4				White		F		678 4231813		NA		NA		aulstad1@my.westga.edu		320 Brookstone Crst				Newnan		GA		30265-3832

		917450060		Hayes		Garrett		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201701		2.67				White		M		770 9003995		NA		NA		ghayes1@my.westga.edu		8620 Copper Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30187

		917437254		Lopez		Cintya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.44				White		F		404 2269159		NA		NA		clopez2@my.westga.edu		6352 Temple Street				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917310523		Brown		Madeline		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Voice				P		201101		201701		3.26				White		F		770 2536243		NA		NA		mbrown32@my.westga.edu		135 Longwood Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-6218

		917394222		Burton		Dimitria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201701		2.92				Black		F		678 3659673		NA		NA		dburton1@my.westga.edu		4900 Delano Rd Apt 18A				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917392932		Taylor		Nigel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201108		201701		2.44				Black		M		973 2078099		NA		rahlilbus@yahoo.com		ntaylor3@my.westga.edu		2304 lochinver lane				conyers		GA		30094

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701		3.81		4		White		F		770 7483553		NA		NA		esorrel1@my.westga.edu		802 N Cave Spring Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-2156

		917006836		Brown		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201408		201701		3.1		3.88		White		F		770 8452871		NA		NA		jbenne10@my.westga.edu		805 Coppermine Road				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917484878		Hampson		Erica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F		352 2321679		NA		NA		ehampso1@my.westga.edu		15421 Atwater Dr.				Brooksville		FL		34604

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201701		3.52		4		White		F		678 6222307		NA		NA		aruggie1@my.westga.edu		5050 Verbena Dr				Acworth		GA		30102

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201701		3.79		4		White		F		404 6179970		NA		NA		chosea1@my.westga.edu		213 Crown Vista Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917495819		Estes		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.8		White		F		678 7258226		NA		NA		bestes1@my.westga.edu		850 Skyline Drive				Covington		GA		30014

		917206616		Woodcock		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701		3		3.88		White		M		678 6788401		NA		NA		jwoodco1@my.westga.edu		371 Lake Shore Drive				Thomasville		GA		31757

		917167379		Ahern		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201701		2.29		3.94		White		M		678 4643219		NA		NA		jahern1@my.westga.edu		506 C Tanner St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917304653		Talley		Aaron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201608		201701				3.22		White		F		770 3808562		NA		NA		atalley1@my.westga.edu		30 Trailside Way				Hiram		GA		30141-3270

		917476098		Vinson		Jimmy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201701				3.83		Black		M		334 7179033		NA		NA		jvinson5@my.westga.edu		5742 Darien Dr				Montgomery		AL		36117

		917382006		Rhodes		Cathryn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.66		White		F				cati.cochran@cowetaschools.org		NA		crhodes5@my.westga.edu		136 Kory Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				3.95		White		F		310 8467256		NA		kaly1908@gmail.com		ejeffer2@my.westga.edu		400 W Peachtree St NW		Unit 2013		Atlanta		GA		30308-3551

		917506373		Thompson		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201605		201701				3.77		Black		F		770 6174026		NA		NA		sthomp26@my.westga.edu		2118 Gorman Grv SE				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917480095		Garland		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201501		201701				3.84		White		F		678 2309298		NA		NA		mlittle5@my.westga.edu		145 Oak Leaf Circle				Eatonton		GA		31024

		917480249		Winston		Arrie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701				3.46		Black		F		478 2465863		NA		NA		awinsto2@my.westga.edu		614 Somerset Drive				East Dublin		GA		31027

		917480832		Roberson		Erica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701				3.66		Black		F		678 7721878		NA		NA		erobers3@my.westga.edu		2035 Bonny Glen Cir				Austell		GA		30106

		917424189		Telleria		Claudia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.13						F		678 9470696		NA		NA		cteller1@my.westga.edu		3885 Rodalite Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-4977

		917465549		Dixon		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201501		201701		3.01				White		F		478 6976238		NA		NA		bdixon11@my.westga.edu		726 Flanders Ln				Dublin		GA		31021-0447

		917452822		Thompson		Alexander		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201701				3.41		White		M		770 8808903		NA		NA		athomp22@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Road		Apartment 1322		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917507375		Hall		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				4		Black		F		404 3745073		NA		NA		rhall10@my.westga.edu		3002 Bridge Valley Ct				Snellville		GA		30039-7328

		917452941		Jenkins		Jermale		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201308		201701				3.94		Black		M		678 4819185		NA		NA		jjenki10@my.westga.edu		6586 Splitpine Court				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917186159		Delille		Wilson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201701		3.03		3.69		Black		M		315 6946244		NA		NA		wdelill1@my.westga.edu		1137 Grandview Circle				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917481604		Vick		Aaron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.27		White		M				NA		NA		avick3@my.westga.edu		505 Belair Boulevard		 Apt  222				Mobile		AL		36606

		917501974		Gibson		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201601		201701				3.44		White		F				NA		NA		kdover3@my.westga.edu

		917494947		Harris		Johnathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				4		White		M		706 2025941		NA		NA		jharri76@my.westga.edu		55 Smith St				Royston		GA		30662

		917340846		Jones		Steavie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201701				3.5		White		F		678 4388271		NA		NA		sjones60@my.westga.edu		117 Ann Place				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917179013		Moore		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201701		3.58		3.92		White		M		706 7671407		NA		bobby@douglascountysentinel.com		rmoore7@my.westga.edu		79 Turkey Mt Rd				Armuchee		GA		30105

		917417694		Williams		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				French w/P-12 Certification		Spanish w/P-12 Certification		P		201208		201701		3.82				White		F		6788774509		NA		NA		vwillia8@my.westga.edu		634 Curtis Brown Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917496854		Stinson		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201701				3.66		Black		M		770 8658417		NA		mr.stinzsr@gmail.com		tstinso2@my.westga.edu		1038 Forest Gln				Jonesboro		GA		30238-8828

		917402937		Bailey		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201701		3.36				White		F		678 5259155		NA		NA		jsysk1@my.westga.edu		190 Ashley Woods Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5458

		917437363		Reed		Darya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201701		0		3.88		White		F		404 6479668		NA		NA		dreed6@my.westga.edu		521 Cross Pointe Way				Hiram		GA		30141

		917488403		Neubert		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201505		201701				3.43		White		F		678 8070248		NA		NA		cneuber1@my.westga.edu		5025 Olde Yale Way				Cumming		GA		30041

		917019500		Byers		DeAnna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201501		201701		3.39		4				F		770 5058433		NA		NA		dstory2@my.westga.edu		635 Nebo Road				Dallas		GA		30157

		917492549		Bowden		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201605		201701				4		White		F		229 5674037		NA		NA		cbowden1@my.westga.edu		110 S Railroad Ave		PO Box 181		sycamore		GA		31790
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		917447225		Colwell		Ashley		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.55				White		M

		917423899		Reid		Jasmine		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.26				Black		F

		917374780		Allen		Judith		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.75				White		F

		917387401		Aho		Christy		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201105		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.72				White		F

		917478155		Laguda		Precious		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness		Sociology		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				Black		F

		917414597		Smith		Jasmine		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.72				Black		F

		917376151		King		Amisha		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201301		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.45				Black		F

		917425546		Fletcher		Ali		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.42				White		F

		917422737		Dixon		Joshua		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.97				Black		M

		917424153		Singleton		David		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.82				Black		M

		917442196		Todd		Shantana		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness		Anthropology		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.02				Black		F

		917282228		Brown		Stephanie		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201008		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.45				Black		F

		917418620		Sesberry		Kasheria		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.32				Black		F

		917334903		Wyatt		Alonzo		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.96				Black		M

		917441962		Davis		Makayla		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17				White		F

		917422505		Horton		Jadrienne		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness		Sociology		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.74				Black		F

		917396143		Jenkins		Keith		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.59				Black		M

		917392932		Taylor		Nigel		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.44				Black		M

		917418002		Davis		Ashley		BS		Health & Community Wellness		General				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				White		F

		917412994		Lefton		Taylor		BS		Sport Management		Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secur				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.35		2.42		White		F

		917438223		Lindsay		Curtis		BS		Sport Management		Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secur				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201301		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.35		0		Black		M

		917251611		Gallamore		William		BS		Sport Management		Business Education (6-12)				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.06		3.59		Unknown		M

		917355201		Marsh		Jeremiah		BS		Sport Management		Business Education (6-12)				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.71		2		Black		M

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		BS		Sport Management		College Student Affairs				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.25		3.9		White		M

		917435013		Ell		Christopher		BS		Sport Management		College Student Affairs				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13				Black		M

		917368392		Hill		Robert		BS		Sport Management		Media Specialist 				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.8		2.4		White		M

		917341620		Dawsey		Kelly		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.85		3.28		Black		M

		917321430		Young		James		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32		4		White		M

		917210130		Brown		Gregory		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201101		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1		3.22		White		M

		917326250		White		Sean		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.82		2.83		White		M

		917353285		Wilson		Adam		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		American Studies		F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.88		3		White		M

		917032426		Bailey		Antonio		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.54				Black		M

		917250356		Edwards		John		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200608		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.68				White		M

		917316468		Phillips		Hamilton		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.08				White		M

		917306877		Harrison		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Finance		F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.79				White		M

		917285773		Cosby		Sean		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.53				White		M

		917384556		Delph		Krystalyn		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.73		3.6		White		F

		917326267		Khazaw		Yadgar		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.99				Asian		M

		917365919		Culberson		Jennifer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.75				Black		F

		917169295		Nolin		Laura		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.32				White		F

		917304424		Schutter		Christopher		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.7				White		M

		917284330		Poore		James		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75		0		White		M

		917320289		Ledford		David		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.35		3.7		White		M

		917355574		Shaw		Austin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29				White		M

		917352429		Kilgore		Ryan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.97		3.5		Black		M

		917286703		Denney		Micah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.9				White		M

		917344750		Awalt		William		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3				White		M

		917302980		Peterson		John		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.03				Black		M

		917366626		Yancey		Nicole		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201001		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3				White		F

		917328573		Kilian		Michael		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17				White		M

		917314325		Anderson		Marcus		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.84				Black		M

		917404029		Wofford		Trevor		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.23				White		M

		917403241		Heggood		Kayla		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.05				White		F

		917461610		Parker		Wayne		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.82				Black		M

		917422398		Beule		Maike		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.77				White		F

		917392609		Eady		Jason		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.27				White		M

		917344196		Saulnier		Chase		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.04				White		M

		917361898		Mann		Jared		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.76				Black		M

		917382622		Cochran		Taylor		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.62				White		M

		917371470		Studley		Patrick		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		P		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.7				White		M

		917447152		Duncan		Madeline		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.57				White		F

		917397894		Hay		Dyamond		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.24				Black		M

		917454316		Smelser		Garrett		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.84				White		M

		917397462		Ivy		Kaylee		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		P		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03				White		F

		917403839		Jackson		Autumn		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.72				Black		F

		917464019		Mann		Payton		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.24				White		M

		917415610		Evans		Corey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.08				White		M

		917416078		Spann		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.59				Black		M

		917413995		Matthews		Thomas		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.34				White		M

		917419124		Partridge		Bradley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.93				White		M

		917403480		Jackson		Tachelle		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.73				Black		F

		917415796		Frazier		Amber		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.96				Black		F

		917482114		Grimberg		Bruno		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.13				White		M

		917420652		Adams		Wesley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44				Black		M

		917369290		Woods		Kimberly		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Economics		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.62				Black		F

		917414580		Young		Robert		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.12				White		M

		917420175		Fields		Lewis		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3				Black		M

		917383477		Navarro		Luis		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.37				Unknown		M

		917396444		Parker		Jasaun		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.95				Black		M

		917411941		Ragland		Tyran		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.18				Black		M

		917415669		Russell		Dana		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44				White		F

		917398933		Eliezer		Joey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		P		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.5				Black		M

		917347286		Petty		Ellen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.69				White		F

		917469370		Ivey		Keith		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.25				Black		M

		917408170		Dickey		Dallas		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		M

		917407147		Wilkinson		Marcus		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.34				White		M

		917388872		Legree		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.48				Black		M

		917384554		Jones		Jeremy		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.84				Black		M

		917207826		Minaird		Julian		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				Black		M

		917316592		Holder		Patrick		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.76				White		M

		917327306		Stroud		Brandon		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.79				Black		M

		917308151		Economy		Jennifer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31				White		F

		917268812		Copeland		Victoria		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.73				White		F

		917328596		Mathews		Wayne		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.91				White		M

		917328861		Sperry		Joshua		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.51				White		M

		917353620		Godfrey		Ryan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.79				White		M

		917354454		Seljak		Brett		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.87				White		M

		917304479		Whaley		Andrew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.89				White		M

		917330772		Stratton		Steven		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.96		4		White		M

		917334290		Hague		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.78				White		F

		917381506		Ray		Joshua		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.24		3.16		White		M

		917384053		Collins		Stephen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				White		M

		917377778		Ray		Jeremiah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.19				White		M

		917386046		Brown		Regina		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.54				Black		F

		917342776		Schnitter		Patrick		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.15		3.8		White		M

		917352551		Alston		Misti		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.25				White		F

		917342364		Aluko		Stephen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.82				Black		M

		917344407		Cason		Raquel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.92				Black		F

		917377979		Yokem		Jessica		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.84				White		F

		917359110		Mills		Monica		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.24				White		F

		917373895		McInerney		Molly		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.29				White		F

		917382228		Castellanos		Christopher		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93				Unknown		M

		917313056		Thompson		Michael		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.68				White		M

		917290184		Lewis		Carla		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.78				Black		F

		917372358		Hickman		Brian		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.71				White		M

		917396681		Wise		Patricia		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.28				White		F

		917411400		Tolleson		Arielle		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.39				White		F

		917310270		Lovelace		Shabre		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.23				Black		F

		917407050		Coleman		Dylan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12				White		M

		917406258		Merriman		Daniel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.83				White		M

		917285178		Robinson		Courtney		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917325581		Carnicom		Layna		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04				White		F

		917396866		Brown		Myles		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201105		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.22				White		M

		917388377		Myers		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.52				White		F

		917321000		Murray		Kyle		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95				Asian		M

		917381166		Fordham		Justin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.87				White		M

		917363540		Snell		Randall		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.8		3.33		Black		M

		917368238		Thompson		Kristofer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.01				Black		M

		917273525		Zimmerman		Grant		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.74				White		M

		917413549		Dothard		Jason		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.53				Black		M

		917031214		Lackey		Murvin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.61				Black		M

		917395818		Clarke		Kevin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Political Science		F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.54				Unknown		M

		917361762		Moore		Tyehimba		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.02		3.3		Black		M

		917345568		Tullis		Ronnie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.03				Black		M

		917389992		Huddleston		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.43				White		F

		917359454		Brown		Travis		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.79				Black		M

		917333542		Kirvin		Malvern		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.72				Black		M

		917372613		Browning		Zachery		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.09				White		M

		917444221		Dove		Robert		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.34				White		M

		917391961		Partridge		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39				White		M

		917378212		Burum		Bobby		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		P		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.63				Black		M

		917385749		Harrell		Katie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.26				White		F

		917393821		Morris		Ciara		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.67				Black		F

		917350952		Coyt		Morgan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.52				Black		F

		917398798		Quintanilla		Daniel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.76				Black		M

		917171438		Crowder		Rodriques		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.91				Black		M

		917416854		Roberts		Megan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.75				White		F

		917377599		Dowell		Brian		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.75				Black		M

		917420187		Daniels		Charissa		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.41				Unknown		F

		917418520		Greeson		Hannah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.08				White		F

		917377626		Appling		Denarius		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.62				Black		M

		917452553		Brown		Troy		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.24				White		M

		917426762		Corbin		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.59				Black		F

		917412548		Desrosiers		Karl		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201205		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.32				Black		M

		917406790		Taulien		Zacharias		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		P		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.97				White		M

		917360273		Leclerc		Jeff		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.28				Black		M

		917372810		Freeman		Justin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.76				Black		M

		917380454		Watson		Rakim		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.62				Black		M

		917378618		Lee		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Finance		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.85				Black		M

		917290634		Harper		Anthony		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.88				White		M

		917346233		Bryant		Jamien		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.34				Black		M

		917416197		Phillips		Andrew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.92				White		M

		917339006		Smith		Jeremy		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Economics		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.25				White		M

		917362519		Wilkerson		Raeven		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.09				Black		F

		917394435		Roller		Kyle		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.86				White		M

		917349917		Jacobs		Khala		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.72				Black		F

		917413733		Wilson		Amber		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.18				Black		F

		917440137		Pope		Matthew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.74				White		M

		917398658		Berry		Jake		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.15				White		M

		917367932		Ceesay		Habib		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.75				Black		M

		917315423		Huff		Michael		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.47				Black		M

		917470751		Reynolds		Kentrell		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.42				Black		M

		917435050		Jones		Erik		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		M

		917445469		Thornton		Chlo'e		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.19				Unknown		F

		917434114		Hutton		Carlos		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201301		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.68				Black		M

		917405334		Cox		Tevin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.44				Black		M

		917481348		Stanford		Adam		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.48				White		M

		917388694		Baker		Kimberly		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.4				Black		F

		917342153		Edwards		Brian		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.51				Black		M

		917445947		Caldwell		Stephen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.1				White		M

		917435141		Newcomer		Tyler		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.57				White		M

		917399407		Powers		Gabriel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		P		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.86				White		M

		917412881		Williams		Chase		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.85				White		M

		917439914		Webb		Mary		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13				White		F

		917464582		West		Joseph		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.16				White		M

		917478419		Dupree		Dylan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.27				White		M

		917470702		Evans		Willie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.2				Black		M

		917414315		Smith		Landry		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.5				Black		M

		917473063		Bentley		Matthew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.78				White		M

		917425620		Dortch		Marcus		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.42				Black		M

		917417410		Keith		Ivan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201205		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.68				Black		M

		917473183		Santiago		Alexandra		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				White		F

		917433402		Haynes		Ethan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.42				Black		M

		917450060		Hayes		Garrett		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.67				White		M

		917297237		Elrod		Zacharia		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200708		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.74				White		M

		917317764		Wilson		Alexander		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.12				White		M

		917321927		Bazan		Kiefer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.59				Unknown		M

		917313571		Smigelsky		Kimberly		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.88		3.9		White		F

		917296955		Adams		Megan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.39				White		F

		917325824		Turman		Terrence		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.08				Black		M

		917310978		Gholston		Jeremy		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.58				Unknown		M

		917301922		Kornegay		Lamar		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.06				Black		M

		917015259		Vallone		James		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.07				White		M

		917257955		Revear		Alanna		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.55				Black		F

		917383606		Jones		Valerie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.93				Black		F

		917383632		Sands		Alicia		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.9				Black		F

		917292887		Keller		Brittany		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		200708		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.85				Black		F

		917255049		Johnson		Christopher		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200708		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.02				Unknown		M

		917341713		Graham		David		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Criminology		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.6				White		M

		917302945		Deloach		Nicholas		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.99				Unknown		M

		917306370		Workman		Jeffrey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.81				White		M

		917345525		Martin		Lindsey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.5				White		F

		917337020		Boggus		William		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.31		3.4		White		M

		917348911		Mimbs		Jeffery		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.88				White		M

		917342233		Turner		Francesca		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.1				Black		F

		917312376		Ballard		Jennifer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.8				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F

		917381749		Diaz		Antoinette		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Studio Art		F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.47				Unknown		F

		917287265		Weems		Aubrey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200801		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.69				Black		M

		917317949		Shiver		Matthew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.29				White		M

		917381462		Taylor-Hamilton		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Biology		F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.44				White		F

		917381744		Holt		Melissa		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.11				White		F

		917369057		Reed		Keondra		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.1				Black		F

		917361298		Higgs		Jacob		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.83				White		M

		917374587		Despinasse		Noah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.41				Black		M

		917417688		Stover		Meagan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Accounting		F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.61				White		F

		917401097		Baker		Jerrah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.97				White		F

		917392287		Shelnutt		Gregory		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.75				White		M

		917337288		Pasco		Austin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.78				White		M

		917424837		Greene		Andrew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.07				White		M

		917321740		Crowe		Caleb		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.28				White		M

		917201033		Brand		Whitney		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201205		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.85				White		F

		917392264		Ricks		Kenneth		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201101		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.67				Black		M

		917386907		Derbecker		Michael		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.65				White		M

		917403448		Scandrett		Yuri		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.76				Black		M

		917446330		Hanson		Jenna		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.6				White		F

		917450356		Castona		Courtney		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.55				White		F

		917311294		Johnson		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.8				Black		F

		917396189		Higginbotham		Thomas		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.67		0		Black		M

		917417847		Teasley		Tomekia		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.87				Black		F

		917444026		Sexton		Heather		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.25				White		F

		917429828		Underwood		Jacob		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.61				White		M

		917352521		Watkins		Richard		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.3				White		M

		917408081		Williams		Cameron		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.03				Black		M

		917428121		Hodges		Stephanie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.69				Black		F

		917475457		Roethler		Casey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management Information Systems		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.87		3.75		White		F

		917428042		Walker		Joshua		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.49				Black		M

		917476610		Borneman		Walker		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.55				White		M

		917465520		Goldsmith		Brandon		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.1				White		M

		917403421		Stroup		Jesse		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.21				White		M

		917478491		Hall		Shaquan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.48				Unknown		M

		917416344		Jenkins		Quantavious		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.24				Black		M

		917411769		Maples		Whitney		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.95				White		F

		917415654		Heard		Elizabeth		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Real Estate		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.94				White		F

		917398981		Williams		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.06				White		M

		917431586		Brown		Deontre		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.77				Black		M

		917401160		Nelson		Derrick		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		P		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.1				Black		M

		917348658		Mitchell		Chandon		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mathematics		F		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.65				Black		M

		917385842		Knight		James		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.87				White		M

		917340863		Manomano		Lionel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.67				Black		M

		917412445		Davis		Dorsica		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5				Black		F

		917373891		Escho		Kristen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.37				Black		M

		917407379		Shadinger		Anna		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.28				White		F

		917451944		Prather		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.46				Unknown		F

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		BSED		Business Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Business Education		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.57		4		White		F

		917296105		Martin		Venita		BSED		Business Education		General				BSED Business Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.85				Black		F

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		College Student Affairs				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.39		4		White		F

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		College Student Affairs				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.99		3.72		Black		F

		917352026		Jones		Caresse		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Early Childhood 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.8				White		F

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.92		3.57		White		F

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.19		3.68		Black		F

		917304426		Scroggins		Sankeisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.92		4		Black		F

		917372178		Redding		Malarie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.22		3.23		Black		F

		917366712		Wimbish		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.15		4		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917342606		Stradford		Deon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.88		0		Black		M

		917433394		Fleming		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917361275		Jackson		Tanisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.42				Black		F

		917398451		Sykes		Samuel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.04		3		Black		M

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05		3.66		White		F

		917285869		Moore		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200708		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13		3.81		White		F

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.59		3.76		White		F

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.45		3.83		Black		F

		917364726		Wooten		Taria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04		3.6		Black		F

		917399414		Tucker		Cortney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.7		4		White		F

		917395096		Dobbs		Charity		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.75				Black		F

		917284072		Ross		Bryonia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200708		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.44		2.66		Black		F

		917320311		Purcell		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.81		3.66		White		F

		917399598		Johnson		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.32		2.78		White		F

		917343776		Richardson		Montana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26		2.83		White		F

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		BSED		Early Childhood Education		School Counseling 				BSED Early Childhood Education		Psychology		F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.5		Black		F

		917428640		Hastings		Kalie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		School Counseling 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.81				Asian		F

		917434513		Furr		Cassie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		School Counseling 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.94		4		White		F

		917067856		Byers		Kristie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69				White		F

		917244318		Walker		Syrenda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.98				Black		F

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Psychology		F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.43		4		Black		F

		917298212		Harris		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.88				Black		F

		917282768		Qualls		Ellen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.11				White		F

		917296353		Holly		Clarissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.31				White		F

		917252277		Kemp		Andrea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.86				White		F

		917276806		Mashburn		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.5				Unknown		F

		917313916		Middlebrooks		Shakeirra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.41				Black		F

		917307727		Raston		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.94				Black		F

		917329172		Raymond		Cydney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.8				White		F

		917326175		Betsill		Alma		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.54				White		F

		917313473		McMurdo		Lea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.19		2.66		White		F

		917320528		Smith		Analeigh		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.09				White		F

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.06		3.91		White		F

		917313159		Sansenbach		Stephanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917316702		Tolbert		Robert		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.96		3.75		White		M

		917327398		Snyder		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69				White		F

		917143611		Willoughby		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.47				White		F

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.29		3.33		Unknown		F

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.53		3.58		White		F

		917312800		Carey		Angel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46		3		Black		F

		917321963		Baker		Jakeshialin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.3				Black		F

		917296911		Williams		Margaret		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.22				White		F

		917317341		Stovall		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46				White		F

		917304184		Booker		Keamber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.03				Black		F

		917311906		Parks		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.9				White		F

		917317739		Straughan		Jenna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.26				White		F

		917306408		Cooper		Kira		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3				Black		F

		917315683		Barry		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46				White		F

		917312668		Newell		Chloe'		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.06				Black		F

		917304134		Smith		Julia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.57				White		F

		917293692		Eidenire		Erika		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.14				White		F

		917318635		Gregory		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.35				White		F

		917320895		Johnson		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.37		4		Black		F

		917288450		Bass		Kristy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.6		4		White		F

		917323403		Alcock		Karissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.26				Black		F

		917284632		Hinkel		Ebony		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.8				Unknown		F

		917307016		Hitt		Alexa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.45				White		F

		917296622		Morris		Terri Lynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917304439		Spencer		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.6				White		F

		917344731		Moss		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69				White		F

		917344673		Chapman		Michele		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.78				White		F

		917307637		Kierbow		Jennifer Alissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.75				White		F

		917290606		Cross		Cassandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.45				White		F

		917288806		Henry		Amberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.21				Black		F

		917351170		Arrington		Felicia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.2				White		F

		917350649		Rausch		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.66				White		F

		917324099		Collins		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.5				White		F

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.03		3.53		White		F

		917362462		Barner		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.24				White		F

		917345034		Lovinggood		Joel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.95				White		M

		917298288		Sharpe		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.95				White		F

		917323540		Emerson		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.47				Unknown		F

		917376203		Olson		Olivia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.15				White		F

		917283035		Hartz		Moreen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200701		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.34		0		White		F

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Mass Communications		F		200708		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.79		3.46		Black		F

		917288598		Wynter		Pamela		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.95		3		Black		F

		917272724		Sloan		Octavia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200801		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.16				Unknown		F

		917307099		Brown		Erin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.82				White		F

		917276294		Jones		Chandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT		F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.27		3		White		F

		917321074		Wiggs		Kriste		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.8				Black		F

		917299773		Thompson		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.25				Black		F

		917311304		Hanson		Rinese		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.87				Black		F

		917312117		Murray		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.78				White		F

		917305796		Shedd		Stephanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.79				White		F

		917305994		Jones		Tahra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.12				White		F

		917351263		Acres		Ti-Sha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.05		2.55		Black		F

		917346884		Livesay		Marilyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917352658		Gillis		Erin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.93				White		F

		917324176		Ingram		Meagan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Music		F		200905		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917299502		Ray		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.72				White		F

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.95		3.8		Black		M

		917333268		Turco		Erin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.66				White		F

		917331305		Bauer		Christina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.93				White		F

		917321426		Wynn		Jacqueline		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.52				White		F

		917342958		Millican		Sunni		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.06				White		F

		917317364		Powell		Misty		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		F

		917336890		Adams		Andrea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.37				Black		F

		917347447		Payne		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.37				White		F

		917320606		O'Dell		Taryn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.49				White		F

		917338423		Lee		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917338843		Wooten		Tamara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29		3.75		Black		F

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.28		4		Black		F

		917336751		Stevens		Leanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.94		3.83		Black		F

		917330077		Truelove		Fredda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.8				White		F

		917329261		Walker		Zaahidah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.26				Black		F

		917345624		Harrison		Courtlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.1		2.75		White		F

		917328816		Howington		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.57				White		F

		917342982		Marks		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.72				White		F

		917351171		Kincaid		Meagan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.71				White		F

		917304350		McCord		Bobby		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		M

		917340179		Sloan		Callie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.15				White		F

		917333962		Culpepper		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.74				White		F

		917376389		Reeve		Molly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29				Unknown		F

		917381883		Kehlringer		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.06				White		F

		917360425		Mason		Kharizma		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.58				Black		F

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.16		4		Black		F

		917332329		Chapman		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.21				Black		F

		917328560		Jensen		Mark		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.64				White		M

		917318144		Shelton		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.21				White		F

		917367023		Ramsey		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.85				White		F

		917374683		Ray		Staci		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.51				White		F

		917378244		Mitchell		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917335034		Martin		Austen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.45				White		M

		917321165		Bowlick		Meagan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.31		4		White		F

		917399285		Bailey		Breanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.41				White		F

		917271472		Cardell		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.25		3.08		White		F

		917338036		Blankinship		Sarahlynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.2				White		F

		917343037		Cahill		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.82				White		F

		917005246		Crowder		Angie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.85				Black		F

		917182928		Jenkins		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.99				White		F

		917286143		Brooks		Rebecca		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.23				White		F

		917321247		Henry		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.04				Unknown		F

		917123209		Collins		Crystal		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.6				White		F

		917330029		Price		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.04				White		F

		917118995		Dalrymple		Candice		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.59		4		White		F

		917320935		McLean		Barbara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.15				White		F

		917343872		Burns		Chelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.39				Black		F

		917334624		McKenna		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.95				Black		M

		917170747		Funderburk		Shawna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.6				White		F

		917322119		Williams		Melanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.66				White		F

		917368976		Morris		Mandy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17		2		White		F

		917326091		Martin		Kaylie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35				White		F

		917341798		Kennedy		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.7				White		F

		917364482		Redding		Meredith		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.56				Unknown		F

		917330089		Warner		Vincent		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.16				Black		M

		917357946		Sims		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.43				White		F

		917364739		Reese		Tedra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.13		2.75		Black		F

		917301034		Summerville		Nickolas		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.58				White		M

		917359981		Wilson		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.38				White		F

		917373645		Williams		Nikki		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.28				Black		F

		917373860		Pope		Chelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.74				Unknown		F

		917353395		Merlino		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.04				White		F

		917346134		Butler		Alison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.54				Black		F

		917374713		Newman		Frances		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35				White		F

		917366709		Kemp		Kristina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.2				Black		F

		917353718		Rotondi		Hope		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.43				White		F

		917316627		Leissa		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.32				White		F

		917357215		Gossage		Mallory		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.62				White		F

		917366290		Knox		Ricardo		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.15				Black		M

		917344714		Steffes		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.42				White		F

		917349972		Walker		Faith		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.51				White		F

		917388206		Pennington		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.97				White		F

		917411165		Kammerich		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.94				White		F

		917397806		Parmer		Terri		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.87				White		F

		917347603		Snyder		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.47		2.5		White		F

		917345894		Hart		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.63				White		F

		917414897		Janson		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.54				White		F

		917365908		Wright		Haley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.42				White		F

		917380921		Honey		Corey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.4				American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917376452		Davis		Christina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917385535		Lester		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.82				White		F

		917062984		Marshall		Tyese		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.1				Black		F

		917385302		Parmer		Kathryn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.41				White		F

		917317073		Ravo		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.73				White		F

		917419728		Fitzwater		Allyson		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.39				White		F

		917405465		Weidner		Corissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.84				White		F

		917375211		Guffie		Jamel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.19		3.5		Black		F

		917339523		Faulkner		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917188766		Boles		Carl		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.52				Black		M

		917375870		Plaisted		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.12				White		F

		917362665		Crim		Chandler		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17				White		F

		917373988		Ross		Brandy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.14		3.57		Black		F

		917391449		Lee		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.58		4		White		F

		917426967		Galbreath		Andrea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.11				White		F

		917396709		Speer		Melanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.64		4		White		F

		917382551		Pritchard		Devyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.22		2		White		F

		917393806		Cole		Chelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.16				White		F

		917387478		Hammond		Ja'lise		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.83				Black		F

		917404514		Fosha		Keia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.08				White		F

		917361522		Allen		Bryanne		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.95		3.5		Black		F

		917314061		Bizzell		Katlynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.96				White		F

		917355013		Kamara		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.89				Black		F

		917379238		Payne		Hailey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.39				White		F

		917399201		Miller		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.11				White		F

		917385298		McWhorter		Tempestt		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.31				Black		F

		917384027		Lilienkamp		Andrea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.2				White		F

		917294017		Johnson		Scotty		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.13				Black		M

		917408070		Adamson		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.81				White		F

		917437290		Youmans		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.57				White		F

		917371195		Watkins		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.97				White		F

		917451932		Turner		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.79				White		F

		917379829		Bennett		Sidney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.68				White		F

		917426781		Kirksey		Natasha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.9				Black		F

		917365077		Brooks		Nicholas		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.18				Black		M

		917405622		Hembree		Kim		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.79				White		F

		917348787		Brown		Erica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.61				White		F

		917429803		Mcintyre		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.49				White		F

		917333936		Loredo		Alma		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.05				Unknown		F

		917411296		Miller		Wendee		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.26				White		F

		917390847		Sullivan		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.78				White		F

		917389585		Klein		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.25				White		F

		917374612		Menard		Tara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03				White		F

		917280453		Anderson		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.86				White		F

		917392749		Aquil		Shamaya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.12				Black		F

		917396807		Fister		Shiloh		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.66				White		F

		917392210		Williams		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.97		4		Black		F

		917383956		Kaminski		Mary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.95				White		F

		917404126		Graham		Alicia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.91				Black		F

		917409895		Thomason		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.31		4		White		F

		917388598		Edenfield		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.54				White		F

		917370552		Holton		Keana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.97		4		Black		F

		917393443		Wigley		Peggy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.42				White		F

		917072972		Hamrick		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.62				Unknown		F

		917417012		Nesmith		Marysa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.57				White		F

		917370866		Newbern		Caysie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.29				White		F

		917362927		Williams		Lesandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.46		4		Black		F

		917400733		Sullivan		Alice		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.27				White		F

		917405476		Burns		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.01				White		F

		917402407		Shelton		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917318563		Rosser		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		F

		917422829		Cornelius		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.74				Unknown		F

		917421676		Woodson		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917420090		Dill		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.61				White		F

		917401090		Depena		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5				Unknown		F

		917399582		Lovette		Darianna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5				Black		F

		917416944		Uzamere		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.16				Black		F

		917380130		Stalvey		Maegan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.24		4		White		F

		917390605		Bowen		Tabitha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917329186		Parris		Caleb		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.05				White		M

		917414581		Kennington		Rebecca		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.38				White		F

		917212308		Birr		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.46		3.66		White		F

		917329881		Bass		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.09				White		F

		917349030		Davidson		Joanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.92				White		F

		917415598		Storey		Kamryn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917414314		Lee		Jessie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.57				White		F

		917399340		Barron		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.34				White		F

		917396692		Jones		Darius		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.3				Black		M

		917360550		Tigner		Floristine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.07				Black		F

		917386087		Petch		Alexander		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.86				White		M

		917400150		Woodhead		Caroline		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.31				Asian		F

		917044040		White		Melissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3				White		F

		917126851		Holt		Cherie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.79				White		F

		917148087		Haney		Sandy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.17				White		F

		917215931		Stevenson		Lea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05				Black		F

		917247179		Ponder		Latoya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.9				Black		F

		917284307		Johnson		Mykel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.87		2.66		Black		F

		917286802		Duncan		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.99				White		F

		917251765		Robinson		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.98				White		F

		917334151		Davis		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.46				White		F

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.61		3.94		White		F

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.6		3.83		White		F

		917291051		Zuppan		Christopher		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.97				White		M

		917311112		Patrick		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.91				Black		F

		917289172		Yates		Bianca		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.79				White		F

		917301041		Tharpe		Mackenzie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.13				White		F

		917314919		Watts		Shamaiya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.89				Black		F

		917314718		Nelson		Alyssa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31		3.87		White		F

		917316321		Waldroup		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.92				White		F

		917324515		Moore		Haley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.99				Unknown		F

		917140796		Johnson		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.73				White		F

		917290952		Nicholson		Julia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200805		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.11		4		White		F

		917242881		Broadwater		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.66				White		F

		917333488		LaMolinare		Cari		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44				White		F

		917310152		Wheelus		Christen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.89				White		F

		917339890		Urban		Dacia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.92				Unknown		F

		917320688		Tauber		Alexandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.5		2.85		White		F

		917317330		Smith		Abbey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.63				White		F

		917320417		Alexander		Courtenay		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.97				Black		F

		917316875		Boileau		Elyse		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37				Unknown		F

		917310617		Garber		Michael		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.41				White		F

		917304357		Millard		Parks		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.58				White		M

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Theatre		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.04		3.9		Black		F

		917315676		Harkins		Charmayne		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.04				Black		F

		917307254		Braun		Angela		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.88				White		F

		917310712		Misutka		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.18				White		F

		917286177		Starnes		Charles		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48				Unknown		M

		917322286		Verdell		Keri		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F

		917315481		Jackson		Tishanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.94		3.5		Black		F

		917315966		Smith		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.61				White		F

		917314115		Pitts		Yasmeen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.92				Black		F

		917308585		BonneCarrere		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.88		2.77		White		F

		917298767		Benefield		Chastity		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				White		F

		917318877		Bul		Kellie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		F

		917297105		Mallory		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1				White		F

		917097682		Dudley		Holly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.04		4		White		F

		917345999		Robbins		Lyndsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26				White		F

		917348940		Houston		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				Black		F

		917329745		Nelms		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.58				White		F

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.79		4		White		F

		917301889		Ross		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.83		0		Black		F

		917332674		Socotch		Jayme		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.92				White		F

		917311789		Ariail		Kayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.39				White		F

		917336900		Walker		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.64				White		F

		917306523		Anderson		Dominique		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.47				Black		F

		917332742		Bethea		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1		3.77		Black		F

		917333864		Castleberry		Erin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1				White		F

		917334933		Ross		Stephanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.59				White		F

		917332668		Hunt		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48				White		F

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.72		3.91		Black		F

		917332633		Petry		Shannon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.27				White		F

		917339984		Conenna		Lisa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.61				White		F

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.17		4		White		F

		917254588		Price		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Psychology		P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.84		3.7		Black		F

		917308628		Painter		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.47				White		F

		917344636		Byrd		Trazette		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.99				Black		F

		917305953		Thompson		Kalisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31		4		Black		F

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.47		3.72		White		F

		917338139		Moguel		Selena		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.08				Unknown		F

		917341299		Pitts		Breanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.6				White		F

		917323673		Tuck		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.17				Unknown		F

		917337397		Wills		Erich		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.32				White		M

		917329237		Elliott		Meghann		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4				White		F

		917307703		Owens		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.13				White		F

		917346527		Rainey		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.2				White		F

		917350008		Caswell		Hillary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.54				White		F

		917389279		Snell		Joseph		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.4				White		M

		917346406		Begy		Kara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.5				White		F

		917378662		Cooper		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.53				White		F

		917373251		Roggermeier		Elizabeth Ann		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		F

		917304199		Henderson		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.79				White		F

		917311740		Mallory		Bethany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44				White		F

		917294426		Bishop		Ariel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.86				Black		F

		917302778		Gibbs		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26				White		F

		917399811		Boggs		Terrie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.78				White		F

		917327347		Colding		Kristi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.45				White		F

		917329405		Bullock		Dara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.19				Black		F

		917078311		Campbell		Paula		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28				White		F

		917384367		Bata		Rebekah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		4		White		F

		917376169		Roberts		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.56				White		F

		917312028		Moon		Kaleigh		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.64				White		F

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26		3.35		Black		F

		917398605		Pineda		Kristina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37				White		F

		917331626		McCloud		Donna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.95				White		F

		917327741		Fallin		Kristen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.49				White		F

		917327311		McMillan		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.83		3.16		Black		F

		917318268		Stinson		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.93				White		F

		917266795		Moreen		Shakeala		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.01				Black		F

		917319231		Hanson		Tabatha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.74				White		F

		917342569		Adams		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44				White		F

		917400717		Harp		Wendy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.67				White		F

		917255032		Holcombe		Avery		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.8				White		F

		917399746		Hale		Brooke		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48				White		F

		917401224		Weatherly		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37				White		F

		917401204		Bailey		Hillary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		F

		917402484		Sellears		Amelia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.75				White		F

		917399497		Bozeman		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.29				White		F

		917396120		Williams		Erica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.75				White		F

		917401400		Moeller		Kathy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.23				White		F

		917293433		Robertson		Kayley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.12				White		F

		917011132		Stewart		Heather		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200508		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.96				Unknown		F

		917244768		Blanford		Theresa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200608		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.89				White		F

		917304569		Mompoint		Shamika		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.97				Black		F

		917294127		Broach		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.2		2		White		F

		917328310		Tulloch		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.05				Black		F

		917319141		Smith		Cody		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93		2		White		M

		917315197		Hudson		Malesha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Studio Art		P		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.97				Asian		F

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.44		4		White		F

		917325039		Blair		Constance		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917111881		Sales		Sara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.89				White		F

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.99		3.75		Black		F

		917269957		Brown		Kelvin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.91				White		M

		917340891		Smith		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.38				White		F

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.05		4		Black		F

		917336639		Wright		Randi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08				White		F

		917342189		Alexander		Crystal		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917310727		Barnett		Cydney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12				White		F

		917342038		Priddy		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.51				White		F

		917318629		Carroll		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.82				White		F

		917334400		Cook		Brandon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.15				White		F

		917330044		Rose		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.01				White		F

		917341123		Hicks		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Sociology		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08				White		F

		917342478		Allbritton		Mary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.47				White		F

		917323487		Alceac		Cassandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.86				Black		F

		917363130		Volkmer		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.62		4		White		F

		917362482		Newman		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				White		F

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.41		3.06		White		F

		917305219		Boulware		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.32				White		F

		917360234		Smith		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.49				White		F

		917350579		Wiggins		Christina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.37		3.75		White		F

		917352707		Davis		Lyndsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.64				White		F

		917302648		Wehunt		Savana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.18				White		F

		917361016		Kremer		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.86				White		F

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.44		3.8		Black		F

		917341532		Dunn		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Spanish		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				Unknown		F

		917368425		Couch		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8		4		White		F

		917353540		Jones		Brandi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.69				White		F

		917343435		Riggs		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.72				White		F

		917376361		Williams		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.83				White		F

		917383819		Horne		Emma		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		F

		917361545		Floor		Philip		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		M

		917367305		Fain		Darby		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.35				White		F

		917356784		Simon		Stephen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.66		3.66		White		M

		917372973		Putters		Chelcee		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.61				White		F

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.52		4		White		F

		917365573		Dean		Melanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				Black		F

		917366630		Brown		Avery		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.86				White		F

		917355428		Dunham		Karissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.57				White		F

		917344416		Allen		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.87				White		F

		917351608		Lee		Giana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.42				Asian		F

		917359432		Talley		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.84				White		F

		917307327		Norman		Hillary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.65				White		F

		917372790		Martin		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8				White		F

		917423032		Thornton		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8				White		F

		917317118		Wedhorn		Kaley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917399156		Williams		Corshell		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.76		4		Black		F

		917427768		Freeman		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21				Asian		F

		917366918		Vaughn		Manisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				Black		F

		917340692		Rowell		Casey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917422013		Mathis		Laura		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.95				White		F

		917119391		Waddell		Ronnie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.51				White		M

		917317666		Burch		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		F

		917349402		Correa		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.44		4		White		F

		917407110		Ellis		Raven		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.27				White		F

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.85		4		Black		F

		917413144		Knight		Honesty		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				White		F

		917410324		West		April		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.55				White		F

		917374197		Shelby		Cathy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.9				White		F

		917420320		Miller		William		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.51				White		M

		917383625		Vasser		April		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.26				White		F

		917255283		Clay		Santana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.42		3.25		Black		F

		917427333		Dupree		Lacey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.84				White		F

		917184052		Earnest		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.49				White		F

		917318867		Brown		DaeSha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.06				Black		F

		917429321		Dowdy		William		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.24				White		M

		917399451		Barnes		Christina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.79				White		F

		917189466		Groover		Jaclyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.48				White		F

		917428613		Carver		Connie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		F

		917417513		Roberts		Stacy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.85				White		F

		917143795		Cochran		Lucerita		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.42				White		F

		917421255		Hawkins		Demetrius		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.16				Black		M

		917363302		Baker		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.84		1		Black		F

		917451027		Stokes		Toni		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.48				White		F

		917314532		Bonner		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.91				Black		F

		917323622		Holt		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.92				White		F

		917445863		Childers		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.89				White		F

		917319950		Carroll		Richelle		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.66		4		White		F

		917082011		Cole		Channa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.53				White		F

		917399911		Gray		Jarett		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.89				White		M

		917344951		Beard		Deaudra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95				Black		F

		917323116		Duke		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.93				White		F

		917339332		Morris		Rhianon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Music		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.88				White		F

		917176610		Dudka		Bridget		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.09				Black		F

		917414291		Poisal		Priscilla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.87				White		F

		917451764		Ferguson		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.29				White		F

		917289228		Euliano		Meghan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917372489		Jenkins		Mia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04				Black		F

		917362038		Cooper		Alexandria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32				Unknown		F

		917336030		Acord		Kari		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.73				White		F

		917429330		Jones		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.52				White		F

		917382205		Dyer		Ieshia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.93				Black		F

		917394708		Butler		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.77		3.85		White		F

		917359277		Vesely		Miranda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.44				White		F

		917350907		Justen		Kristi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95				White		F

		917355146		Denton		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07				White		F

		917363516		Griffin		Shantise		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95		4		Black		F

		917366223		Walker		Kirsten		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.25				Black		F

		917181684		Martin		Thomas		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1				White		M

		917385197		Morrow		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.56				White		F

		917380583		Stroud		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.31		3.5		Black		F

		917375430		Smedley		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.33				White		F

		917391375		Deramus		Mckinsley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19				Black		F

		917387006		Adams		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.58				White		F

		917371000		Orebaugh		Savanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.86				White		F

		917347266		Jones		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.12				White		F

		917312594		Walker		Brandi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.38				White		F

		917368921		Wendlandt		Meghan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.91		4		White		F

		917367803		Raston		Jhori		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.4				Black		F

		917421008		Bemis		Lesley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.65				White		F

		917335498		Barton		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.11				White		F

		917330343		Cook		Christian		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.24		3.83		White		F

		917389978		Wyman		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.27				White		F

		917410022		Williams		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.11				White		F

		917380528		Thiele		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.78				White		F

		917427172		Gunby		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.87				White		F

		917395917		O'bryan		Kathleen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32				White		F

		917372874		Rutan		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.29				White		F

		917338074		Bostic		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.26		3.83		White		F

		917395855		Wren		Rebekah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.89		4		White		F

		917329157		Maddox		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917373723		Ivey		Brana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.61		3.66		Black		F

		917362373		McCombs		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.93				Black		F

		917303990		Weaver		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.79				White		F

		917394879		Buggs		Kenya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.21		3.5		Black		F

		917375193		Reeves		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.92				White		F

		917363280		Edouard		Anastasia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.99				Black		F

		917386067		Helms		Laura		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.46				White		F

		917450596		Brown		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.75				White		F

		917404163		Dye		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.27				White		F

		917454831		Meers		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.79				White		F

		917387918		Eaves		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63				White		F

		917341792		Nelson		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.2				White		F

		917395880		Ellis		Angel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07		3.57		Black		F

		917330200		Prather		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.79		0		Black		F

		917377905		Worthy		Hailey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.92				White		F

		917367458		Warner		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.36				White		F

		917373167		Smith		Cassie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.68				White		F

		917199925		Williams		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.79				White		F

		917394487		Gill		Arielle		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63				White		F

		917371003		Lewis		Ashlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.96		0		White		F

		917368119		Ho-sang		Melissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.24				Black		F

		917334873		Davis		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.73				White		F

		917357140		Whispell		Katelynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1				White		F

		917394133		Lipham		Heather		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.54				White		F

		917364695		Marlow		Madison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.73				Unknown		F

		917367928		Champion		Chantel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.68		3		Black		F

		917374640		Smith		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.02				Black		F

		917363626		Barker		Donovan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.9				Black		M

		917390746		Ritter		Elizabeth		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.54				White		F

		917383763		Helms		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.81				White		F

		917392133		Cunningham		Kristen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.4		3.7		White		F

		917389756		Austin		Carly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63		4		White		F

		917371569		Couch		Kiana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.24				Black		F

		917399872		McCloud-Speer		Aquinta		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.12		3.91		Black		F

		917331479		Watson		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.09				White		F

		917394230		Townsend		Abby		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.82				White		F

		917344312		Norton		Kirby		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.05				White		F

		917397168		Miller		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63				White		F

		917410066		Pirkle		Kyndel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.41				White		F

		917337604		Loveless		Casey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3				White		F

		917364708		Parson		Ellen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.12				White		F

		917373405		Hudson		Diamond		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.46				Black		F

		917344112		Copeland		Eddrick		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.95				Black		M

		917384140		Crawford		Ebonee		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.01				Black		F

		917354062		Jarrett		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.44				White		F

		917336771		Thomas		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.97		3.83		Black		F

		917373814		Aramian		Rose		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.55				White		F

		917336582		Collins		Kayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.05				White		F

		917313544		Reed		Latisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.24				White		F

		917419072		Anderson		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.26				Black		F

		917410815		Kardoes		Bailey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.55		2.4		White		F

		917367158		Haywood		Taijohne'A		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.45				Black		F

		917405778		Burkhalter		Tera		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.8				White		F

		917400031		Curl		Kayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.76				American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917410654		Longshore		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.97				White		F

		917306889		Dobbin		Daphne		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.1				White		F

		917420734		Brown		Kati		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.36				White		F

		917367584		McMullen		Tieshia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.88				Black		F

		917395561		Jeter		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.62				White		F

		917312749		Ellegood		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.15				White		F

		917421572		Burton		Elizabeth		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.82				White		F

		917415593		Beasley		Kelly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Psychology		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.29				White		F

		917404358		Lanier		Leslie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.62				White		F

		917418861		Campbell		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.47				White		F

		917415311		Garrett		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.82				White		F

		917413545		Ankney		Conner		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58				White		F

		917337235		Lynum		La'Teisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.13		1.5		Black		F

		917456263		Powell		Dustin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.95				White		M

		917412371		Arellano-Garcia		Carina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.51				Unknown		F

		917391447		Knox		Diamond		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.27				Black		F

		917416660		Hawkins		Tamela		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.19				Black		F

		917422126		Pruitt		Cody		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.99				White		M

		917411952		Brackett		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.86				White		F

		917416874		Agou		Stephany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.76				Black		F

		917399913		Hagood		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.43				White		F

		917413562		Mcclure		Vanessa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33				White		F

		917397600		Hise		Josalynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.16				White		F

		917103373		Baker		Tara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.98				Unknown		F

		917326051		Wingo		Elizabeth		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.89				White		F

		917378103		Causey		Sabrina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.3				White		F

		917428961		Miller		Kaitlin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.21		4		White		F

		917396818		Ferguson		Sanchetta		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.03				Black		F

		917445581		Amoroso		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.95				White		F

		917428460		Witt		Shanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.27				White		F

		917422724		Partain		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.92				White		F

		917388876		Silva		Erica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.66				White		F

		917413053		Mcgilberry		Iman		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.02				Black		F

		917470781		Wood		Kristi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.72				White		F

		917380473		Arsenault		Kelly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.44				White		F

		917419278		Hollis		Michaela		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.24				White		F

		917413440		Stevens		Cailey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.63				White		F

		917420682		McDonald		Sydney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.29		3.5		Black		F

		917384002		Rudisill		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.35				White		F

		917391827		Weiland		Gretchen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.95				White		F

		917145582		West		Brooke		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.95				White		F

		917377085		Spicer		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.82				White		F

		917395985		Clack		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.16				White		F

		917395161		Bridges		Chelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.47				White		F

		917407243		Hayes		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.28		0		White		F

		917388670		Beck		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.92				White		F

		917436038		Partee		Sherrel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.66				White		F

		917391435		Johnston		Delara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.2				White		F

		917379392		Barrera		Soledad		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.51				Unknown		F

		917366020		Bradford		Bret		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.51				White		M

		917390485		Bailey		Keirah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.91				Black		F

		917405909		Koch		Alexis		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.34				White		F

		917340853		Kincaid		Erika		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.16				White		F

		917339794		Kerr		Nikia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.23				Black		F

		917473764		Troutman		Margaret		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.07				White		F

		917390664		Esmann		Kirsten		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.79				White		F

		917472364		Whaley		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.68				White		F

		917468417		Haygood		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.18				White		F

		917459841		Mcreynolds		Laura		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58				White		F

		917429754		Sullivan		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.92		4		White		F

		917449293		Hainley		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.49				White		F

		917385741		Paul		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.85				White		F

		917438736		Smith		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.87				White		F

		917436497		Witcher		Kaytlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.78				White		F

		917389500		Cochran		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.16				White		F

		917404372		Stinson		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.63				White		F

		917431948		Anderson		Abbie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.55				White		F

		917453859		Faulkner		Caitlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.83				White		F

		917435236		Lindsey		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.59				White		F

		917427605		Breedlove		Kelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.72				White		F

		917349386		Harper		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.48				Black		F

		917437794		Jones		Brooke		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				Black		F

		917427243		Holmes		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.4				White		F

		917366112		Alexander		Asia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.76				Black		F

		917438857		Clifton		Brandon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		M

		917438891		Duncan		Kara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.55				White		F

		917445917		Jarrell		Ashleigh		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Biology		F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917440749		Howard		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				White		F

		917422352		Phillips		Miranda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.54				White		F

		917390906		Eidson		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917397406		Olinger		Kendal		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.98				White		F

		917415860		Clarke		Kelsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.11				White		F

		917403061		Adams		Nicole		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.01				Black		F

		917434861		Wilson		Kayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.97				Black		F

		917469816		Day		Shayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.38				Black		F

		917456763		Stephens		Grant		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		M

		917434050		Taylor		Quaesha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.51				Black		F

		917417987		Robertson		Cara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917412068		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.54				Unknown		F

		917416570		Green		Cortny		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.3				White		F

		917432925		Smith		Alexis		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.64				White		F

		917435837		Partlow		Pagie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17				Black		F

		917411160		Starnes		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.25				White		F

		917437848		Bridges		Chloe		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.25				White		F

		917419934		Pope		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.45				Black		F

		917437847		West		Sydney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917439427		Zayas		Dynasty		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.14				Black		F

		917437678		Traylor		Natalie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.74				White		F

		917408121		Griffin		Rebekah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.92				White		F

		917304352		Sutton		Betsy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				White		F

		917411525		Brown		Calie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.08				White		F

		917420841		Wear		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.88				White		F

		917341512		Seaman		Roxanne		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.82				White		F

		917436927		Powers		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.38				White		F

		917392936		Gante		Stacey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.41				Unknown		F

		917412427		Bowman		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.09				Black		F

		917367583		Benitez		Alexis		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		F

		917478809		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.3				White		F

		917450332		Williams		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.2				Black		F

		917475633		Polite		Shante'		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.15				Black		F

		917497038		Thompson		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.77				White		F

		917418824		Ashe		Logan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.3				White		F

		917436965		Dermo		Brittney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.87				White		F

		917445787		Nacey		Monica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.18				White		F

		917440031		Washington		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.21				Black		F

		917383300		Cole		Chassi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13				White		F

		917447135		Norwood		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.64				White		F

		917441119		Montgomery		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.2				White		F

		917403437		Ulstad		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.4				White		F

		917437254		Lopez		Cintya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.44				White		F

		917394222		Burton		Dimitria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				Black		F

		917424189		Telleria		Claudia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13				Unknown		F

		917316260		McEntyre		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.04				White		F

		917321553		Plouffe		Alexandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.05				White		F

		917328115		Strickland		Molly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3				White		F

		917307501		Butts		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.12		3.85		White		F

		917324619		Snyder		Hannah Sharai		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.02				White		F

		917317501		Chastain		Brandi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.88				White		F

		917320118		Creel		Kenna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.92		1.6		White		F

		917340751		Bennett		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.93		0		White		F

		917351820		Fernander		Aaron		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.88				Black		M

		917354959		Henson		Brandi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.07				Black		F

		917375504		Weddle		Rebecca		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.92				Black		F

		917294256		Hooper		Danielle		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.76				Unknown		F

		917376154		Law		Kristin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.54		4		White		F

		917390535		Cagle		Shana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.95				White		F

		917342990		Payton		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03				White		F

		917344719		Orozco		Laura		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.19				Unknown		F

		917383960		Kennedy		Maegan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.38				White		F

		917360414		Procuro		Lanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.38				White		F

		917417002		Emmert		Cortney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.42				Asian		F

		917404820		Jester		Danielle		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.34				Black		F

		917347121		Norris		Abigail		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201301		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.01		3.8		White		F

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.88		3.5		Black		F

		917283962		Martin		Christopher		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		0		Black		M

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.4		3.91		White		F

		917352285		Lucas		Mikki		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31		4		White		F

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.89		3.41		Black		F

		917273819		Eubanks		Dekeitha		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200708		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.08		1.33		Black		F

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.94		3.83		Black		F

		917032964		Brownlow		Alisha		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200801		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.05				White		F

		917308220		Mcbride		Lindsey		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		F

		917143427		Storey		Lauren		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.38				White		F

		917343036		Buterbaugh		Joshua		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.27				White		M

		917317824		Lawrence		Jesse		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				Unknown		M

		917305653		Browning		Michael		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.01				Black		M

		917308229		Morrow		Brittany		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				White		F

		917210189		Dye		William		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.88				White		M

		917331800		Hamilton		Vickie		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.76				White		F

		917356535		McGuffey		Ryan		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.21				White		M

		917298751		Cowart		Tiffany		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.35				White		F

		917354787		Turner		Jannette		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.52				White		F

		917342985		Milledge		Jesse		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.85				Black		M

		917342327		Bishop		Peyton		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.63				White		F

		917376571		Mathis		Lesley		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.88				White		F

		917326324		Cantrell		Kaitlyn		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.84				White		F

		917319107		Langford		Emily		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75				White		F

		917344224		Galatian		Zachary		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200908		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.31				White		M

		917381838		Newman		Judson		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.79				White		M

		917304990		Neal		Charli		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.75				White		F

		917156758		Smith		Janee		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.9				White		F

		917296251		Martin		Melissa		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200705		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.58				White		F

		917312872		Baines		Elizabeth		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75				White		F

		917399096		Brown		Justin		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.57				White		M

		917249062		Jochum		Kalyn		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.85				Unknown		F

		917290627		Garner		Grant		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.93				White		M

		917309113		Ridings		Alyssa		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.54				White		F

		917293430		Riggs		Keith		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.13				Unknown		M

		917317133		Stapler		Brandy		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.91				White		F

		917314271		Triggs		Ashley		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26				Black		F

		917318508		Sharp		Jasmine		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05				Black		F

		917312357		Barr		Elizabeth		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.04				White		F

		917341856		Taliaferro		Lauren		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.07				White		F

		917303575		Phillips		Meagan		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917245882		Nasert		Tiffany		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				White		F

		917293732		Wagner		Shawn		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200705		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.63				White		F

		917251529		Bishop		Jessica		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.95				White		F

		917332806		Shultis		Brooke		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		F

		917335321		Hassan		Mariam		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.96				Asian		F

		917168338		McKoy		Stephen		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.88				White		M

		917376937		Carr		Charles		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12				Black		M

		917373898		Walker		Kalleasha		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education		Psychology		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.86				Black		F

		917011954		Gann		Donna		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.91				White		F

		917322541		Pineda		Nereyda		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.99				Unknown		F

		917312929		Camp		Josie		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Media Specialist 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.74		0		White		F

		917336874		Evans		Patricia		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.56		4		Black		F

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Secondary Education-Math				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.3		3.41		Black		F

		917139975		Hathcock		Kimberlee		BSED		Middle Grades Education		General				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201001		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29		0		White		F

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		BSED		Middle Grades Education		General				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.49		3.9		White		F

		917274750		Beasley		Kimbula		BSED		Physical Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Physical Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.35		0		Black		F

		917303293		Rowe		William		BSED		Physical Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Physical Education		Biology		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.65				White		M

		917156900		Gordon		Ryan		BSED		Physical Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.78		3.66		White		M

		917378622		Amey		Delontae		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				P		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.8				Black		M

		917271060		White		James		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.74				White		M

		917297992		Banks		Justin		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		Business Administration, MGT		F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.74				Black		M

		917301989		Padgett		Kyle		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.8				White		M

		917317217		Johnson		Roy		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		Psychology		F		200805		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.09				White		M

		917322476		Kiker		Joshua		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.64				White		M

		917306296		Ferrell		Ellen		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.17				White		F

		917310621		Griner		Braden		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.42				White		M

		917320985		Murphey		Kathryn		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05				White		F

		917341257		Covic		Anja		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.43				White		F

		917338886		Smith		Angela		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.86				White		F

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.98		3.81		White		F

		917334287		Wright		Randall		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.85				White		M

		917339594		Yates		Jacob		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				White		M

		917323842		Kiser		John		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		M

		917288342		Loveall		Jason		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		Studio Art		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.42				White		M

		917350694		Graham		Synesha		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.77				Black		F

		917333810		Gaddy		Andrew		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.2				White		M

		917317113		Zeigler		Joshua		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.8				White		M

		917303290		Rampley		Wesley		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.73				White		M

		917123457		Crocker		Jeffrey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		M

		917229424		Lawson		Levi		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		History		F		200608		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.61				Black		M

		917317212		Andros		Harrison		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.68				White		M

		917069874		Parker		Jennifer		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.05				White		F

		917302698		Green		Zerick		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.28				Black		M

		917318237		Dennis		Ethan		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.68				Unknown		M

		917345391		Cousins		Elliot		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.92				American Indian or Alaskan Native		M

		917339965		Caulk		Benjamin		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08				White		M

		917335560		Lee		Deangelo		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.06				Black		M

		917342506		Smith		John		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.14				White		M

		917342633		Penland		Brandon		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.19				Unknown		M

		917328130		Jones		Corey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.99				White		M

		917352700		Wilkerson		Ben		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				Black		M

		917360299		Black		Amanda		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21				White		F

		917375646		Strakose		Adam		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		M

		917355231		Caulk		Karlie		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.5		3.5		White		F

		917335792		Janney		Stephanie		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.89				White		F

		917383379		Sparks		Zachary		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.72				White		M

		917383380		Thayer		Melinda		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93				White		F

		917324173		Hunter		Ventrail		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.91				Black		M

		917347534		Skinner		Cody		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.28				White		M

		917386800		Lee		Taaluwt		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93				Unknown		M

		917432266		Bailey		David		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.96				Unknown		M

		917393231		Carroll		Jacob		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.07				White		M

		917322705		Huddleston		Jacob		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		M

		917402182		Caldwell		Seth		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		M

		917333552		Simpkins		Victor		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.87				Black		M

		917411552		Baker		Robert		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.99				Black		M

		917366667		Jones		Tommy		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32				White		M

		917360645		Walker		Philip		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32				White		M

		917435346		Magwood		Stephen		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.49				White		M

		917364374		Esposito		April		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.82				Unknown		F

		917376354		Earl		Ambrey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.92				White		F

		917309315		Bryant		Jordan		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.12				White		M

		917355139		Clonts		Kristen		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.2				White		F

		917425394		Sellers		Bryce		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39				Black		M

		917411945		Turner		Kelsey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.97				White		F

		917395193		Powell		Carirosa		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.47				White		F

		917211274		Gaskin		Jeffrey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.96				White		M

		917391342		Bryant		Chelcee		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.99				White		F

		917410181		Paschall		Sarah		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.27				White		F

		917454419		Bright		Jordan		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.26				White		F

		917375938		Thomas		Burton		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.89				White		M

		917410123		Fluevog		John		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201201		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.54				Unknown		M

		917422041		Slate		Ethan		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.61				White		M

		917470444		Miller		Erica		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.11				White		F

		917419370		Sellers		Markia		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.69				Black		F

		917054611		Ayers		Mary		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.11				Unknown		F

		917420574		Danford		Bruce		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.62				White		M

		917406990		Smith		Leslie		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				Unknown		F

		917378758		Autry		Elijah		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3				White		M

		917388039		Ivester		Aren		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.03				White		M

		917332046		Huffman		Corey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				P		200901		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.28				White		M

		917319274		Biddle		Aubrey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		Psychology		P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917170417		Johnson		Jared		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.7				Unknown		M

		917376350		Jones		Darrell		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				P		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.79				Black		M

		917406747		Williams		Wesley		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				P		201108		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.49				White		M

		917275758		Varnadoe		Kathryn		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200708		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.13				White		F

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		BSED		Special Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.32		3.42		White		M

		917352295		Gray		Trebla		BSED		Special Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Special Education		Management		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.73		1.5		Black		F

		917390226		Burgess		Travonta		BSED		Special Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.73		4		Black		M

		917425449		Robinson-Simpson		Cashmere		BSED		Special Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Special Education				F		201205		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.37				Black		F

		917384904		Helton		Brigette		BSED		Special Education		Media Specialist				BSED Special Education		Sociology		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.4		4		White		F

		917408149		Ross		Jaleen		BSED		Special Education		Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.9				Black		M

		917287197		Brock		Anzlee		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.96				White		F

		917318068		Gray		Mallory		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3				White		F

		917247952		Fountain		Phillip		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				P		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.79				White		M

		917119175		Figgins		Lori		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05				White		F

		917131086		Adesanya		Aminat		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200601		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.93				Black		F

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.84		3.81		White		F

		917202763		Young		Joseph		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.16		3.75		White		M

		917298733		Strickland		Dwate		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200705		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				Black		M

		917300215		DeAngelis		Bryan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.53				White		M

		917306172		Parker		Erin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48				White		F

		917283545		Hudson		Rachel		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education		Psychology		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.67				White		F

		917306487		Harris		Charisa		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44				Black		F

		917312305		Sullivan		Jacob		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		M

		917256167		Hogan		Jarrod		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.99				White		M

		917304136		Walker		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.22				White		F

		917310615		Eubanks		Rachael		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.94				White		F

		917304821		Robinson		Elizabeth		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.35				Unknown		F

		917312334		Carney		Magen		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.13				White		F

		917301171		Lambert		Raquel		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.22				White		F

		917349745		Preston		Annette		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28				Black		F

		917337072		Cooper		James		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				White		M

		917331896		Kennedy		Sammantha		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1				White		F

		917307077		Cook		Jessica Marie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.9				White		F

		917350646		Burd		Amanda		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.45				White		F

		917318062		Fields		Paige		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38		3.83		White		F

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917377972		Miles		Kaylin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.84				White		F

		917316847		Emerson		Samantha		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.46				Unknown		F

		917379129		Marinelli		Andrew		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.06				White		M

		917247558		Duffey		Ryan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.35				Unknown		M

		917374715		Newton		Katie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.63				White		F

		917315506		Cowart		Stephanie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28				White		F

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.9		4		White		F

		917201224		Cruey		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917276402		Saint		Michael		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.56				White		M

		917286522		Yarborough		Samantha		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.32				White		F

		917352873		Crutchfield		James		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.14				White		M

		917355693		Crumbley		Brandon		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.14				White		M

		917324262		Shea		Taylor		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08				White		F

		917305397		Runels		Tyler		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.73				White		M

		917344215		Gowen		Heather		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		F

		917324096		Cochran		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.5				White		F

		917343498		Woodall		Laura		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917350256		Long		Olivia		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		F

		917312016		Galloway		Michael		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201005		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.75		4		White		M

		917376383		Barney		Megan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.52				White		F

		917368300		Hooper		Eden		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.71				White		F

		917367859		Brownlow		Nicholas		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.45				White		M

		917372291		Clay		Leslie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.49				Unknown		F

		917374703		Blackwell		Kelsey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.83				White		F

		917342204		Crook		Cody		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.9				White		M

		917364546		Kalb		Alyssa		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.46				White		F

		917378455		Cole		Julie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4				White		F

		917363805		Simonton		Sara		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53				Unknown		F

		917405592		Crumley		Corey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12				White		M

		917402949		Grant		Kristen		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				Black		F

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.24		4		White		F

		917252363		Clark		Deanna		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.51				Black		F

		917398281		Brown		Robert		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.7				White		M

		917402961		Johnston		Jennifer		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		F

		917371123		Eubanks		Taylor		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53		3		White		F

		917336390		Green		Ginger		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21		2.5		White		F

		917191358		Blevins		Molly		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.86				White		F

		917319752		Tabler		Deborrah		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.88				White		F

		917332067		Bailey		Adam		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.88				White		M

		917359145		Smith		Annette		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.17				Black		F

		917320998		Milligan		Matthew		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.03				Unknown		M

		917360639		Kiel		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.13				White		F

		917347878		Kellar		Leyla		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.88				White		F

		917365886		Sexton		James		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.21				White		M

		917371791		Castellanos		Abigail		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.89				Unknown		F

		917372780		Pipkin		Julia		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.91				White		F

		917387293		Kelly		Courtney		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.86		3.83		White		F

		917315801		Seastrom		Sarah		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.22				White		F

		917416255		Wing		Joel		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.34				White		M

		917388083		Pittman		Tiana		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.25				Black		F

		917366208		Wright		Joshua		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07				White		M

		917152621		Jackson		Crystal		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201005		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.17				White		F

		917347148		Bell		Shatera		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				P		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.26				Black		F

		917381863		Manomano		George		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07				Black		M

		917432632		Thompson		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39				White		F

		917356631		Smith		Kayla		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.89				White		F

		917213303		Heard		Lasonya		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.94		0		Black		F

		917453487		Harting		Melissa		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.13				White		F

		917392031		Godwin		Lindsey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.72				White		F

		917329812		Griffin		Jordan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.64				White		F

		917387926		Wise		Crystin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.82				White		F

		917355026		Urquhart		Nathan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.3				White		M

		917364059		Raney		Kasy		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.98				White		F

		917363989		Duncan		Catherine		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.9				White		F

		917405776		Wilson		Hayley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.71				White		F

		917428518		Gilbert		Whitney		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.96				White		F

		917411038		Marinello		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33				White		F

		917404587		Cameron		Kristen		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.6				White		F

		917346147		Compton		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.8				White		F

		917380509		Pugh		Raven		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.08				Black		F

		917405989		Williams		Maegan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.85				White		F

		917445746		Perkins		Christy		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58				White		F

		917461627		Godfrey		Connillious		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.75				Black		M

		917396637		Rogers		Benjamin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.83				White		M

		917455149		Jernigan		Laura		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.2				White		F

		917442307		Freeman		Bristol		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.48				White		M

		917413072		Porter		Gavin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.47				White		M

		917400005		Carroll		Alicia		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.25		4		White		F

		917364581		Irvin		Haley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.56		4		White		F

		917378783		Day		Makenzie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.46				White		F

		917391329		Barnes-Blanton		Tatiana		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.31				Black		F

		917349297		Winders		Catherine		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.51				White		F

		917415261		Richardson		Justin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.11				White		M

		917401303		Johnson		Halle		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.28				Black		F

		917370617		Pinion		Nancy		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201101		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.25				White		F

		917390644		Patton		Matthew		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.42				White		M

		917429272		Argo		Brittany		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.03				White		F

		917412986		Walters		Hannah		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.69				White		F

		917412313		Broome		Foy		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.34				White		F

		917411560		Shultes		Katie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.52				White		F

		917418147		Ressler		Kathryn		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.53		4		White		F

		917371864		Liggins		Bobby		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.71				Black		M

		917444946		Clay		Anna		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.87				White		F

		917429925		Elrod		Morgan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.55				White		F

		917429474		Frisby		Suzanne		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.76				White		F

		917369731		Privett		Avery		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				White		M

		917428909		Swetmon		Brittney		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.28				White		F

		917415614		Holland		David		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.02				Black		M

		917405574		Cone		Caitlyn		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.77				White		F

		917449106		Johnston		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.68				White		F

		917436401		Gibson		Lindsey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.88				White		F

		917393272		Russell		Brittane		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.19				Black		F

		917438335		Kenyon		Emily		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.42				White		F

		917462311		Kilgore		David		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.12				White		M

		917440701		Moore		Emily		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.74				White		F

		917439260		Turner		Steven		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.79				White		M

		917441815		Sheesley		Lydia		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.91				White		F

		917377294		Thompson		Zachary		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.36				White		M

		917415386		Gayle		Dejaun		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.75				Black		M

		917404129		Spangler		Amanda		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				White		F

		917369118		Thompson		Morgan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.85				White		F

		917456154		Reville		Mickey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.99				White		M

		917402937		Bailey		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.36				White		F

		917339102		LaPointe		Madeline		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				P		200908		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.27				White		F

		917411849		Bragdon		Hayley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.89				White		F

		917353888		Girvan		Samantha		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Media Specialist				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.32				White		F

		917431286		Deems		Anslee		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Media Specialist				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.76				White		F

		917377499		Cothran		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Pre-professional 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.62				White		F

		917206470		Hurey		Marcus		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.07		4		White		M

		917310184		Lovell		Megan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.36		3.75		White		F

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.96		3.44		White		F

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.58		3.77		Black		F

		917350796		Jordan		Jasmine		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.96		3		Black		F

		917381186		Marville		Helene		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201005		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.68		4		White		F

		917384221		White		Kayla		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.06		2.9		White		F

		917343466		Stockton		Olivia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.52				White		F

		917366177		Cheely		Jordan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08		2		Black		F

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.04		3.66		Black		F

		917357789		Cook		Kelsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.88				White		F

		917368681		Young		Clifton		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.3		4		White		M

		917404802		Addie		Anisa		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.1				Black		F

		917446430		Hernandez		Leighkim		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Psychology		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.12				Asian		F

		917238959		Cox		Felicia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.74		3		Black		F

		917305896		Smith		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1				White		F

		917299998		Ennis		Caroline		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.08				White		F

		917330969		Moss		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.24				White		F

		917328568		Justice		Taylor		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.06				White		F

		917326391		Abernathy		Asiah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.84				Black		F

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.75		4		White		F

		917338060		Pearson		Sharnise		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.76				Black		F

		917327800		Van Rhee		Whitney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917336111		Zaluski		Brianne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.56				White		F

		917352520		Barnett		Chelly		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.25				Unknown		F

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37		3.83		White		F

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.94		4		White		F

		917341821		Henley		Kimber		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.11				White		F

		917330784		Moses		Anna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.9		3.92		White		F

		917339963		Hanley		Mary Catherine		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917329871		Altares		Marianne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.79				Asian		F

		917343596		Adams		Morgan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.88				Unknown		F

		917338565		Johnson		Jennifer		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.9				White		F

		917317351		Fuller		De'sa		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28				Black		F

		917351066		Swank		Kathryn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.92				White		F

		917305550		Durham		Arielle		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.09				Black		F

		917336047		Shelby		Shana		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.24				White		F

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44		3.91		White		F

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.84		3.91		White		F

		917351872		Richards		Julia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37				White		F

		917310058		Bryant		Virginia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.71				White		F

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44		4		White		F

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.68		3.83		White		F

		917376408		Simonds		Kayla		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31				White		F

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.93		3.57		White		F

		917395919		Shane		Haley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.33				White		F

		917283495		Lowther		April		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.11		3.83		Black		F

		917316131		Basiletti		Marcie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.36				White		F

		917390487		Carter		Jordan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.59				White		F

		917393840		Hinkle		Jenna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.5				White		F

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.53		3.91		Asian		F

		917301296		Wright		Amber		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200708		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.26				Black		F

		917305643		Bonner		Adrienne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.97				Black		F

		917341948		Williams		Carlye'		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.47				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F

		917351300		Turner		Amanda		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		F

		917330785		Hines		Sharon		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917364816		Terry		Millette		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3				Black		F

		917362976		Garner		Lindsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				White		F

		917365517		Jones		Brooke		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.29				White		F

		917337801		Pleasant		Elisabeth		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.76				Black		F

		917346039		Webb		Nicole		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.17				Unknown		F

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.41		3.64		White		F

		917360655		Rush		Lacey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.29				White		F

		917371714		Scott		Alicia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.71				White		F

		917360809		Yarbrough		Mary		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.58		4		White		F

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.58		3.92		White		F

		917368496		Smith		Cassandra		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.36				Black		F

		917351326		Banks		Tambria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Management		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21				Black		F

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.54		3.71		White		F

		917359634		Anjorin		Fatimah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8				Black		F

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53		3.92		White		F

		917343277		Dovak		Samantha		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.27				White		F

		917357681		Kuras		Alison		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.62				White		F

		917378362		Sengkhammee		Amber		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21				Asian		F

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.92		White		F

		917359640		Bloom		Rachel		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.56				White		F

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.67		3.78		White		F

		917373333		White		Diamond		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3		2		Black		F

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.44		3.85		Black		F

		917367334		Thompson		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.36				White		F

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.88		4		White		F

		917339340		Register		Chelsea		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		F

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.95		3.78		White		F

		917411770		Reeves		Caley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				White		F

		917301345		Thomas		Amanda		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.85				White		F

		917345575		Estabaya		Tracy		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.63				Asian		F

		917388096		Lecates		Ashley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53				White		F

		917428482		Parker		Leah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.15				Black		F

		917400384		Tatum		Kelsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917345595		Law		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.75		3.92		White		F

		917329831		Poole		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				Black		F

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97		3.92		White		F

		917394270		Cannon		Carolyn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.05		4		Black		F

		917415770		Willis		Jamie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.88				White		F

		917418424		James		Benjamin		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.1				White		M

		917442633		Johnson		Meagan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917418921		Bates		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.44				White		F

		917373615		Breeding		Kalyn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.27				Black		F

		917360490		Wiswall		Sarah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Psychology		F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.7		3.94		White		F

		917325292		Jeffers		Crystal		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.59		4		White		F

		917392195		Dunn		Laura		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.75		3.71		White		F

		917388282		Edwards		Samantha		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.28				White		F

		917393658		Butler		Joanna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.71				Asian		F

		917425790		Pullin		Krystal		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.94				Asian		F

		917310655		McFadden		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.31				White		F

		917374319		Moss		William		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.76		3.85		White		M

		917384494		Sprinkle		Jasmyne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19				Black		F

		917346958		Shepherd		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		3.78		White		F

		917424951		Peay		Joeletta		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.88		4		Black		F

		917429939		Cox		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.01				Black		F

		917374038		King		Taylor		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.2				White		F

		917385637		Evans		Haley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19				Unknown		F

		917443035		Goodwin		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.62		4		White		F

		917351889		Gable		Amy		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.18				White		F

		917438820		Pilgrim		Lindsay		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04				White		F

		917428595		Pollock		Alicia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.3				Black		F

		917418838		Zachary		Betty		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.9		4		White		F

		917399571		Butler		Kaela		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.56		3.92		Black		F

		917407437		Barnes		Glenn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.33		3.71		Black		M

		917410323		Weaver		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.51				White		F

		917385281		Luton		Victoria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.37				White		F

		917421723		Wood		Ashley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.47				White		F

		917414388		Mcgee		Danielle		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.66				Black		F

		917373496		Huff		Jenai		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.42				Black		F

		917390645		Petcu		Michelle		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.38				White		F

		917378780		Sutherland-Johnson		Rosanna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.97		3.75		Black		F

		917392163		Walker		Kalie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.34				White		F

		917365109		Robinson		Latoya		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.23				Unknown		F

		917376559		Smith		Jenna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.68				White		F

		917421565		Marx		Zachary		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.45				White		M

		917381636		Johnson		RaShaundria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.51				Black		F

		917361938		Pruitt		Stevanie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.82		3.92		White		F

		917411646		Rodriguez		Eliana		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32		3.92		Unknown		F

		917392509		Bost		Morgan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.67		4		White		F

		917004602		Coleman		Deborah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.24				White		F

		917342704		Denney		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.33		3.78		White		F

		917406482		Evans		Johnah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3				Black		F

		917428402		Malone		Chauncey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.02				Black		M

		917355017		Norton		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95				White		F

		917433842		Reilly		Leah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.9		4		White		F

		917398350		Poole		Sa'Quetta		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.13				Black		F

		917425269		Ligon		Whitney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.56				Black		F

		917319748		Strickland		Megan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1				White		F

		917372407		Edwards		Ashley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63		3.92		Black		F

		917334969		Brown		Eriona		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.56				Black		F

		917413337		Smith		Marlie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.46				White		F

		917345961		Crook		Miranda		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4				White		F

		917181098		Peay		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07				Black		F

		917374973		Griffith		Jillian		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.97		4		White		F

		917396149		Rhyne		Frances		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.78		4		White		F

		917442970		Millsap		Nadia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.81		3.92		Black		F

		917364641		Jasper		Janaye		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.3				Black		F

		917418812		Wynett		Lindsay		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.6				White		F

		917415988		Peet		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.79		4		White		F

		917443811		Lunsford		Kelly		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.74		3.71		White		F

		917445042		Johnson		Taylor		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33				Black		F

		917403143		Hansberry		Jhessail		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.04				Black		F

		917443953		Pearson		Carleigh		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.29				White		F

		917404022		Hopper		Cynthia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4				White		F

		917405760		Flood		Kelsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.08				Black		F

		917461649		Hill		Taylor		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.32				White		F

		917409796		Echols		Laurel		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.43				White		F

		917390634		Smith		Kirsten		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.62				White		F

		917432809		Johnson		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.21				White		F

		917416196		Gordon		Caroline		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.48				White		F

		917410624		Lewis		Victoria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.42				Black		F

		917419803		Parker		Haley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.88				White		F

		917399557		Groveman		Alexandra		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.35				White		F

		917133013		Barbour		Keli		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.21				White		F

		917386825		Terrell		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.91				White		F

		917411927		Mobley		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.56		3.57		White		F

		917355889		Clement		Kira		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.26				White		F

		917388950		Eison		Ashlynn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917474910		Griffin		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.53		4		White		F

		917421930		Davis		Erin		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.86		3.85		White		F

		917341837		Meyer		Brittany		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		English-Creative Writing		F		201201		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.21				White		F

		917417032		Atchley		Christina		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.35				White		F

		917396016		Barton		Jada		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		F

		917467682		Shepherd		Zana		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.19				Black		F

		917437646		Houze		Whitney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.42				White		F

		917440240		Walker		Olivia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.48				Black		F

		917437749		Moore		BreAnna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.46				White		F

		917387413		Christie		Sharifah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.1				Black		F

		917480971		Young		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.66				White		F

		917427956		Gilbert		Lindsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3				Black		F

		917439086		Hitchcock		Delaney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.83				White		F

		917435489		Piquette		Mary		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.92				White		F

		917435365		Landers		Megan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.77				White		F

		917458895		McWhorter		MacKenzie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.63				White		F

		917421971		Jones-Darrington		Camaron		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.8				Black		F

		917432135		Evans		Shaniqua		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.69				Black		F

		917431940		Taylor		Chelsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Psychology		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.28				Black		F

		917440577		Couch		Adrianne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.88				White		F

		917436046		Lawson		Bailey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.68				White		F

		917461108		Fain		Cali		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.68				White		F

		917433434		Jones		Haley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.8				White		F

		917434012		Parker		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.67				White		F

		917385243		Edwards		Chloe		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.74				White		F

		917411213		Samples		Rebecca		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.8				White		F

		917491745		Willingham		Brittney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917359273		McKilligan		Kendall		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917436508		Brown		Ashley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.75				Black		F

		917412303		Maldonado		Jocelyn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.26				Unknown		F

		917430960		Wilson		Tanae		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.29				Black		F

		917445000		Deitz		Johannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.78				White		F

		917436565		Ball		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.47				White		F

		917458957		Gutierrez		Catherine		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.53				Unknown		F

		917436137		Dibenedetto		Joanne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.48				White		F

		917418311		Carroll		Sarah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Spanish		F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.71				White		F

		917439847		Golden		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.97				White		F

		917443833		Ganthier		Valery		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.2				Black		F

		917455628		Aguilar		Kirsten		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		F

		917442638		Jacobi		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.62				White		F

		917418746		Maples		Erin		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.48				White		F

		917345746		Schell		Mariah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.04				White		F

		917465549		Dixon		Brittney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.01				White		F

		917224436		Jenkins		Ellen		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.09				Unknown		F

		917283786		Hundly		Virginia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.85				Black		F

		917334375		Moore		Angelica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201101		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.84				White		F

		917323978		Colas		Manesha		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200808		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.07				Black		F

		917335901		Coker		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		200908		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.85				Black		F

		917314244		Zacarias		Joanne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.68				Asian		F

		917199668		Reynolds		Erica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35				Black		F

		917372429		Boulus		Gina		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.22				White		F

		917371768		Babbitt		Kaytlen		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.29				White		F

		917445233		Welch		Amiee		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.75				White		F

		917426596		Ford		Tamara		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201301		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.83				Black		F

		917426204		Shedd		Shandi		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.81		3.66		Unknown		F

		917398296		Altman		Brittany		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.33				White		F

		917412200		Thomas		Dreidan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.01				Black		F

		917427375		Richter		Sally		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917424501		Ward		Gail		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917427047		Barbour		Connie		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		F

		917426541		Derico		Sherika		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.87		Black		F

		917306939		McClenny		Tammy		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917444974		Ruvalcaba		Judith		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.93		White		F

		917449511		Blankenship		Susan		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.8		White		F

		917241681		Santiago		Ethel		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.41		3.96		Black		F

		917426831		Carter		Jaime		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917445636		Elliott		Annette		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917427871		Hall		Jimmy		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.93		Unknown		M

		917126746		Cunnien		Taffey		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.42		4		White		F

		917461884		Roy		Jon		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.71		White		M

		917072930		Finley		Jamie		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.15		3.93		White		F

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.9		3.9		White		F

		917461595		Letasz		Maria		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.57		Asian		F

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917141158		Williams		Stephanie		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.8		Black		F

		917468078		Grimsley		Nakia		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917142136		Hunt		Angela		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.96		White		F

		917485504		Mitchell		Janekia		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.85		Black		F

		917056518		Fincher		Linda		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.97		White		F

		917150580		Boisjolie		Stephanie		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.7		White		F

		917018462		Entrekin		Hayley		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		4		White		F

		917181994		Williams		Donjanea		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917370982		Hill		Jean		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917005802		Schmitt		Susan		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917029078		Lanier		A.		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3		3.69		White		F

		917044756		Revere		Dawn		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75		4		Black		F

		917397359		McDermott		Carolyn		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.85		White		F

		917086587		Peek		Sarah		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.86		White		F

		917399803		Davison		Katonya		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.57		Black		F

		917177838		Sargent		Wesley		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.93		White		M

		917253839		Sosa		Sandra		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917095246		Jones		Della		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917099854		Bass		Erin		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917417202		Gonder		Tyrone		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		M

		917413104		Bailey		Jetaun		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.85		Black		F

		917411445		Temple		Michell		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.9		4		White		F

		917422978		Brown Davis		Delawna		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.71		Black		F

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.76		Black		F

		917344419		McKee		Yolanda		EDD		School Improvement		Building Level 				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917365002		Gilmore		Kenya		EDD		School Improvement		Building Level 				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917317339		Landsman		Melinda		EDD		School Improvement		Building Level 				EDD School Improvement				F		200905		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.74		Black		F

		917399080		Williams		Kelly		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.79		Black		F

		917432544		McBane		Chad		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				F		201305		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.74		White		M

		917420200		Elder		Donna		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917216494		Eskut		Donna		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917087631		Hiett		Christy		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		F

		917007057		Lane		Daniel		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917397554		Osborn		Rachel		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917155666		Smeeton		Gina		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		3.96		White		F

		917442213		McClendon		Thomas		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917341540		Wiley		Monika		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.95		Black		F

		917439250		Thompson		Stephen		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917443986		Siefert		Christina		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917396675		Gravitt		Scott		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				F		201105		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.71		White		M

		917465347		Singh		Bipul		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Asian		M

		917013713		Bennett		Dawn		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.55		3.92		White		F

		917048092		Singleton		Kimberly-Joy		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.88		White		F

		917398289		Alexander		Amy		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917396002		Goff		Elizabeth		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917399176		Bryan		Valerie		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917419082		Birkenfeld		Karen		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917420171		Elemen		Jennifer		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.98		White		F

		917166977		Rich		Steve		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		M

		917456518		Gilbert		Kristen		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917454898		Townsley		Matthew		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917397202		Wagner		Amy		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.93		White		F

		917420620		Madden		Michelle		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917397488		Ware		LaRhonda		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.83		Black		F

		917327317		Rosenberg		Marian		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917064836		Mulkey		Kimberly		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.14		4		White		F

		917053301		Bishop		Jesse		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.37		3.96		White		M

		917415811		Holland		Donald		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917126907		Moore		Lori		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				F		201105		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.97		White		F

		917406133		Green		Wofford		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				F		201205		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.94		White		M

		917399204		Diener		Ross		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				F		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.94		White		M

		917264856		Huett		Kimberly		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917107273		Wofford		William		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.97		White		M

		917420205		Lanier		James		EDD		School Improvement		K-12 Online Learning				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.94		White		M

		917395987		Roycroft		Elizabeth		EDD		School Improvement		K-12 Online Learning				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.93		White		F

		917442538		Balentyne		Phoebe		EDD		School Improvement		K-12 Online Learning				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917385147		Hortman		Melissa		EDD		School Improvement		K-12 Online Learning				EDD School Improvement				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917398584		Owens		Abby		EDD		School Improvement		Reading				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.94		White		F

		917442569		Davis		Pamela		EDD		School Improvement		School Counseling 				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917437501		Pinkard		Chaja		EDD		School Improvement		School Counseling 				EDD School Improvement				F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.94		Black		F

		917399011		Rodgers		Joseph		EDD		School Improvement		Special Ed General Curriculum				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.58		White		M

		917392017		Berg		Michael		EDD		School Improvement		Special Ed General Curriculum				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917078898		Ainsworth		Jessica		EDD		School Improvement		Special Ed General Curriculum				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		3.94		White		F

		917399017		Sheppard		Kimberly		EDD		School Improvement		System Level 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917330719		Short		Lynne		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917069126		Skinner		Deborah		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917002769		Lombard		Theodore		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.66		3.96		White		M

		917135772		Rossi-Espagnet		Tabatha		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.49		3.93		White		F

		917094714		White		Amanda		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200605		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.95		4		White		F

		917126394		Mitchell		Angela		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200601		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.81		Black		F

		917297769		Bohannon		Cyle		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		White		F

		917026679		Simpson		Donna		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.84		White		F

		917028470		Adams		Lee		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200905		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.54		Black		M

		917344417		Holliman		Chantrise		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200905		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.81		Black		F

		917418445		Hegwood		Jessica		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.76		White		F

		917138547		Gregaydis		Jason		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200305		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.81		White		M

		917180756		Lacey-Bushell		Adrienne		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200505		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.77		Black		F

		917045197		Beers		Cynthia		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.17		3.89		White		F

		917318934		von Biberstein		Andrea		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200805		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917334760		Synan		Sharon		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917120544		Raymond		Kristen		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19		3.57		White		F

		917231379		Sparks		Isaac		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.89		Black		M

		917093035		Jones		Esther		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		F

		917078013		Stamper		Jason		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3		3.79		Black		M

		917328010		Ladd		Melissa		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.87		White		F

		917406232		Griffin		Robert		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917162370		Jenkins		Jelyne		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		201005		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		F

		917443194		Gabel		Jamie		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917254788		Legagneur		Francis		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200705		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		Black		M

		917072631		Hargrett		Teresa		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		201005		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.16		3.85		Black		F

		917014871		Cox		Lisa		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200805		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.96		White		F

		917167760		Lee		Priscilla		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.75		Black		F

		917236901		Olson		Jill		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200605		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.89		Unknown		F

		917011825		Cuellar		Jose		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200705		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.93		3.86		White		M

		917308663		Castile		Justin		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		M

		917166766		Sanders		Bre		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200905		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.71		Black		F

		917056733		Fowler		Jason		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.95		White		M

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		Black		F

		917272332		Wilkes		Ashley		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.72		3.93		White		F

		917173396		Williams		Ashley		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917150170		Thornton		Lonnie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.29		Black		M

		917144980		Long		Lindsey		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.24		3.84		White		F

		917149342		Underwood		Jennifer		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.6		3.96		White		F

		917139250		McCaghren		Bethany		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.22		3.9		White		F

		917157027		Judy		Ashley		EDS		Early Childhood Education		System Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.79		3.91		White		F

		917053592		Ferguson		Tara		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.2		3.7		White		F

		917175299		Saylor		Mallori		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.56		3.96		White		F

		917141239		Phillips		Lou		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		M

		917306157		World		Tiffany		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917170341		Cooper		Pamela		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.62		3.9		White		F

		917039468		Scott		Bianca		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		Black		F

		917223774		Kembel		Joy		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		Unknown		F

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917137178		Hightower		Laura		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917180947		Evans		Emily		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.89		4		White		F

		917101610		Perry		Ross		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52		4		White		M

		917495696		Gitgood		Kaitlin		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917496124		Thomas		Valerie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917478008		Teklu		Bileni		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917496494		Payne		Miriam		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917090669		Muzio		Mary		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917089734		Walker		Stephanie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.06		3.77		White		F

		917450790		Serrato		Juan		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.55		White		M

		917009696		Crymes		Laura		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.96		White		F

		917058741		Willingham		Jennifer		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.12		3.95		White		F

		917161583		Freyman		Amanda		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.94		4		White		F

		917152623		Kent		Kati		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.4		4		White		F

		917389652		Betsill		Deanna		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		F

		917374775		Childers		Elizabeth		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		F

		917305420		Perrotta		Gina		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917027449		Maxwell		Kimberly		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.1		3.24		White		F

		917173819		Bass		Megan		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.68		3.9		White		F

		917040404		Davis		Terri		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		F

		917173907		Ivory		Pateakia		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.56		3.86		White		F

		917157200		Womack		Kathleen		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.98		3.95		White		F

		917408427		Kimble		Tamisha		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		F

		917424962		Piper		Deborah		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.63		White		F

		917430304		Blackwell		Rachel		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		F

		917111631		Amonette		Sara		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.93		White		F

		917181507		Hinton		Meagan		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2		3.77		Unknown		F

		917372289		Sears		Nyree		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.16		Black		F

		917447421		Ferrier		Alina		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917159802		Huguley		Joy		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.18		3.18		Black		F

		917377360		Howard		Linda		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.93		Black		F

		917179184		Hopkins		Marlie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.28		4		White		F

		917143733		Gillespie		Stacey		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.95		Black		F

		917157516		Thornton		Courtenay		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.55		3.85		White		F

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35		3.8		White		F

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.94		4		White		F

		917229294		Davis		Brandy		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.85		3.55		White		F

		917156139		McAlexander		William		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.1		3.66		White		M

		917477328		Norman		Allison		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917473149		Shaifer		Tammie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.97		4		White		F

		917497275		Leguizamon		Tiffany		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917135535		Duvall		Alicia		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917229324		Hillsman		Julie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.66		3.95		White		F

		917022249		Wigley		Michael		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.33		3.85		White		F

		917104885		Odom		Landon		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.65		3.81		White		M

		917416154		Martin		Ruth		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917414377		Kranzlein		Kimberly		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917002353		Thomasson		Akilah		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.58		3.82		Black		F

		917415774		Bradley		Stormy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917065376		O'Meara		Kevin		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917172206		Emory		Darian		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		M

		917419087		Davison		Tara		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Black		F

		917414133		Brooks		Randy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Black		M

		917416733		Harris		Regina		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917416617		Mays		Christopher		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917411174		Kriete		Steven		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917416630		Kennedy		Tolana		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917407014		Price		Elizabeth		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.8		Black		F

		917415789		Coney		Tynetta		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.63		Black		F

		917406492		Jenkins		Randy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		Black		M

		917257005		Hilton		Crystal		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.41		Black		F

		917479149		Skelton		Tammy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917044859		Rineer		Ronald		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.74		3.9		Unknown		M

		917413175		Banyard		Ronnie		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Black		M

		917490473		Schularick		Dustin		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917477160		Oliver		Tosha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.18		Black		F

		917485134		McCoy		LaShawna		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917485647		Anglin		Joanna		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917497523		Hourigan		Tiffany		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917053244		Nixon		Kimberly		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.48		3.95		White		F

		917152763		Skelton		Marshal		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.9		4		White		M

		917479164		Mace		Wendy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917480850		Grimes		Scott		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917037352		Harrell		Lachanda		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.76		3.9		Black		F

		917490219		McClenning		Gina		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917407543		Gillespie		Eden		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.83		White		F

		917296895		Tysver		Cameron		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917399709		Lawrence		Tabatha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.83		Black		F

		917404496		Samm		Patrice		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.55		Black		F

		917125243		Ralls		Enrique		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.08		3.76		Black		M

		917416180		Ellenberg		John		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917405696		Barnett		Kimberlee		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917283614		Phillips		John		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		M

		917412095		Chastain		Jeff		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		M

		917237647		McAbee		Terry		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.38		3.78		White		M

		917393357		Harris		Cortina		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.61		Black		F

		917389648		Dunagan		Lori		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917395951		Printup		Virnilisa		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917141529		Elder		Robin		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		1.84		4		Black		F

		917045834		Bristow		Nicole		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917077255		Hester		Paula		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.92		White		F

		917018591		Campbell		Angela		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.19		4		White		F

		917122899		Greaves		Deborah		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917124989		Sharrow		Megan		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.33		3.91		White		F

		917302408		Allen		Eston		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917089452		Thomaston		Travis		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.33		3.9		Black		M

		917044443		Benoskie		Jennifer		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.72		White		F

		917060865		Jones Coachman		Tammye		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917181655		Bailey		Derrick		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.15		3.76		Black		M

		917414042		Stark		Nathan		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		M

		917144558		Farley		Colleen		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.45		4		White		F

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.94		4		White		F

		917438397		Cooke		Karen		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917409581		Bowie		Prince		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.75		Black		M

		917438113		Fitzgerald		Justin		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		M

		917429892		Pike		Celeste		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917432391		Bonner		Lakisha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917053105		Dutch		Lawanda		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917427700		McInvale		Lesley		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917407400		Racine		Keith		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		M

		917437827		Beck		Erika		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917430841		Carner-Wylie		Adrienne		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Black		F

		917437620		Washington		Angelo		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.5		Black		M

		917408514		Lawler		Stacy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917080359		Mitchell		LaKisha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.25		3.77		Black		F

		917443560		Woodley		Lateshia		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.5		Unknown		F

		917449740		Beard		David		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917168286		Dement		David		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.11		4		White		M

		917317115		Smith		Janice		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.84		White		F

		917030671		Slaton		Jessica		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917055510		Crosby		John		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.86		3.86		White		M

		917108381		Carden		Amanda		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.85		4		White		F

		917140855		Smith		Stacey		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917454705		Miller		Andrea		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.7		Black		F

		917477014		Graichen		Todd		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917149232		Davis		Cassandra		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.81		Black		F

		917327655		Jones		Troy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		M

		917479392		McRae		Alex		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917476652		McCann		Christina		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917477162		Williamson		Donald		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.85		White		M

		917446305		Ploof		LaTasha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		4		Black		F

		917373191		Ponder		Terrie		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917498938		Martinez		Adam		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917021885		Williams		Margaret		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		1.61		3.9		Unknown		F

		917323920		Hartsfield		Jhamare		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.84		Black		M

		917488774		Baker		Jerry		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917487016		Castillo		Eva		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.63		Unknown		F

		917077063		Reese		Christopher		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.79		Black		M

		917455727		Strickland		Marques		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		M

		917494947		Harris		Johnathan		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917019500		Byers		DeAnna		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.39		4		Unknown		F

		917087072		Bissell		Shawn		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.62		White		M

		917013370		McRae		Stephanie		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.19		3.95		White		F

		917368833		Henry		Jacinta		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917416999		Moore		Lesline		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.5		Black		F

		917091942		Hentz		Autumn		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.52		4		White		F

		917140362		Riley		Amy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.95		White		F

		917404385		Williams		Pamela		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917426682		Lewis		Arsha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.8		Black		F

		917415808		McCurdy		Amy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917411052		Phillips		Gale		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917412379		Schwefler		Jane		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917424147		Lester		Kimberly		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917416911		McKenzie		Sherry		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.58		Black		F

		917114310		McRae		Kristen		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917194946		Cain		Pamela		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917439256		Sayago		Megan		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917437284		Logan		Terri		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917438403		Barilow		Greg		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917399168		Blackmon		Elizabeth		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917027274		Daniel		Nicole		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.29		3.95		White		F

		917432350		Harris		Octavius		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		Black		M

		917158436		Hodorowski		Michael		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		M

		917022119		Hadley		Brian		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.37		4		Black		M

		917478067		Maize		Darius		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		M

		917490409		Bailey		Tenisha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917392209		Boatright		Daniel		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.18		White		M

		917463612		Thornton		James		EDS		Educational Leadership		Educational Leadership				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		M

		917483356		Lazic		Amy		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917484636		Graves		Cora		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917490466		Hyde		Melanie		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917483611		Knox		Tamara		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917020500		Dingle		Pamela		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.65		Black		F

		917195727		Hinton		Judson		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.81		White		M

		917404384		Smith		James		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917407429		Condit		Mandy		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917407667		Chillis		Eboni		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.33		Black		F

		917429162		Coombe		Peter		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917437437		Williams		Alycia		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917437159		Terens		Dominique		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917399627		Seda		Pamela		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917293982		Zingaretti		Connie		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.6		White		F

		917414366		Mccollum		Amber		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.55		Black		M

		917091726		Bedford		Victoria		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917198700		McEntyre		Jessica		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.77		3.95		White		F

		917081926		Prather		Kimberlie		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.96		Black		F

		917466537		Alcide-Cineas		Ives		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.81		Black		F

		917474678		Vail		Laura		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.45		Asian		F

		917045050		Handley		Cheryl		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.95		White		F

		917193295		McBurnett		Kimberly		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.72		3.85		Black		F

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.65		3.79		Black		F

		917409074		Brendle		Jennifer		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917416820		Delhey		Trudy		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917415498		Tedesco		Adrienne		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917415964		Potts Datema		Susan		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917416917		Suarez		German		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.83		White		M

		917415295		Kelley		Charles		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917446276		Kaye		Rebecca		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917137700		Miller		Jennifer		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917429976		Smith		Damond		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Black		M

		917490415		Johnson		Craig		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.36		Black		M

		917479409		Grigsby		Susan		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917132167		Cleveland		Danielle		EDS		Media		Building Level				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.48		3.9		Black		F

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		EDS		Media		Building Level				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.85		White		M

		917428986		Spurley		Justin		EDS		Media		Building Level				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		M

		917448523		Denson		Adrienne		EDS		Media		Building Level				EDS Media				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.77		Black		F

		917087506		Lanford		Elizabeth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917102716		Fearrington		Christopher		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.81		3.65		Black		M

		917166138		Pitts		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.62		3.85		White		F

		917244257		Hosford		Christina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917072617		White		Richard		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.73		4		White		M

		917303921		Holcomb		Christopher		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917384152		Moles		Robin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917320550		Andrews		Anissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917403168		Flanagan		Lisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917400206		Bishop		Scott		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917400761		Huss		Megan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917404491		Lusk		Cecilia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917097585		Harris		Matthew		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.06		3.77		White		M

		917301483		Rohan		Ashleigh		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917393803		Mortensen		Nancy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917396685		Haynes-Johnson		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917400214		Melton		William		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917404864		Dotson		William		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.33		White		M

		917404776		Pope		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917401066		Way		Jonna		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917332981		Kicklighter		Cliff		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.76		White		M

		917398593		Schorn		Inga		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917400697		Erskine		Monique		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		Black		F

		917404220		Bacallao		Aldo		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917286519		Fite		Adam		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		M

		917401731		Conner		Tonia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917400414		Cape		Sarah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.77		White		F

		917403940		Levie		Lindsey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917404040		Farrington		Kaelin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917404234		Grayburn		Margaret		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917389981		Ellison		Charles		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917300007		Mitchell		Malena		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917117049		Jordan		Marianne		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		F

		917136783		Schirmer		Robin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917397959		Halvorson		Bliss		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.77		White		F

		917398620		West		Amy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917404780		Stephenson		Milton		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.55		Black		M

		917399817		Tompkins		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917303460		Wall		Rebecca		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.46		White		F

		917407544		Gisi		Angela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917401533		Jones		Patrick		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917394521		Purucker		Sharon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917400415		Brazile		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917044895		Dinino		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.42		4		White		M

		917067579		Robbins		Randy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.53		4		White		M

		917011920		Gillard		Susan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.07		4		White		F

		917074545		Harper		Jessi		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.52		4		White		F

		917065322		Pope		Teresa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.91		3.78		White		F

		917123287		Trice		Suzanne		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.87		White		F

		917180484		Dewberry		Monique		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		0		3.8		Black		F

		917121034		Powell		Corey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.52		3.44		White		M

		917158612		Richards		Alyicia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.13		4		Black		F

		917291406		Sallas		Cynthia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917287157		Blaydes		Martha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917086259		Byrnes		Anna		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917237424		Brown		Heidi		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917312389		Quilici		Theresa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917045089		Okyere		Mensah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		0		3.62		Black		M

		917438402		Greenlee		Lisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917302349		Manns		Charmane		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.38		3.46		Black		F

		917438299		Inglett		Traci		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917428590		Kelly		Alison		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.78		4		White		F

		917314869		McKinnon-Gary		Nerissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.44		Black		F

		917428921		Macquarrie		Leigh		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917431882		Hammond		Bethany		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917369475		Richardson		Ayodele		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917071223		Trask		James		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917408823		Turner		Lauren		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917428664		Davis		Tania		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		Black		F

		917428498		Fowler		Katherine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917432664		Fenton		Angela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917432037		Foxwell		Marianna		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917430667		Washington		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		Black		F

		917423097		Littleton		Amy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917082889		Williams		Andrea		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		Black		M

		917436015		Lewis		Terri		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917427180		Dudley		James		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		M

		917163551		Headrick		Brandon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.72		4		White		M

		917438301		Ansley		Katie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.88		4		White		M

		917430349		Russell		Tina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917425326		Melton		Crystal		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917425327		Melton		Robert		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917404861		Bearden		Lindsay		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917153234		Smith		Angel		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917165916		Thompson		Tanika		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.51		3.9		Black		F

		917171200		Walters		Lori		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917103136		Sultenfuss		Wendy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917302627		Howell		Shontel		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.33		Black		F

		917298182		Gillespie		Susan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.93		Black		F

		917438980		Gipson		Lisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		Black		F

		917349593		McKee		Jamie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.77		White		F

		917440060		Dean		Martha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917440061		Dean		Craig		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917461715		Gula		Angela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917454895		King		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.64		White		F

		917426307		Kauffman		Christen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.7		White		F

		917356305		McCullough		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201105		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.11		White		F

		917448249		Elliott		Jacob		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917438400		Norman		Randall		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		M

		917003718		Rogers		Summer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.15		3.86		White		F

		917439393		Marion		Quinnisha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		Black		F

		917452072		Straka		Catherine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917130858		Worthey		Shanique		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917449636		Gregg		Stephen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917090429		Fitts		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		0		3.22		White		M

		917472742		Nanry		Rose		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.22		White		F

		917472744		Romanelli		Marco		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.22		White		M

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		Black		F

		917407426		Long		Patricia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.66		Black		M

		917473049		Clark		Tonia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917010101		Johnson		Jeffrey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917222950		Carlson		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917445232		Evans		Kathryn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		0		3.66		Black		F

		917476929		Womack		Melissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917466838		Simshauser		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.66		White		F

		917473246		Conn		Madelyn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		F

		917295054		Madsen		Rebecca		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		F

		917461594		Farris		Batini		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Black		F

		917133027		Thomas		Tammy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		F

		917082624		Wilson		Haley		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.38		3.88		White		F

		917479060		Greet		Laura		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Unknown		F

		917470498		Calvert		Timothy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917249517		Jones		Katie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.58		3.71		White		F

		917446496		Cook		Shaleita		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.33		Black		F

		917291925		Whitehead		Tamara		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.44		3.69		Black		F

		917045222		Knott		Dana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		F

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.98		3.85		White		F

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.23		3.57		White		F

		917326132		Stewart		Kaywana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917181947		Meyer		Lauren		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.39		3.88		White		F

		917330851		Russell		Carlene		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.75		3.31		Black		F

		917148003		Bennett		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492550		Cockerm		Natasha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917425075		Chen		Janet		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Asian		F

		917501732		Hardin		Lindsay		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917454861		Johnson		Brent		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.55		Black		M

		917042732		Champion		Jennie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.32		4		White		F

		917490766		Norfleet		Cheryl		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917335266		Munson		Katrina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.66		3.6		Black		F

		917493743		Danley		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917075350		Gutierrez		Valarie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.28		3.66		Black		F

		917490569		Farmer		James		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Unknown		M

		917492698		Mercer		Bridgette		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917280676		Walker		Taiwana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.36		Black		F

		917488692		Pahl		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917480065		Cooper		Jeremy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		M

		917490763		Fowler		Tiana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		White		F

		917492226		Spain		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917491397		McCollister		Marcia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917495662		Willoughby		Wendy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917344136		Davis		Tommy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3		Black		M

		917477039		Edgar		Crystal		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917021125		Royster		Libra		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.28		Black		F

		917494752		Preyer		Tami		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.4		3.86		White		F

		917490006		Snell		Melissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917112884		Hanners		Michelle		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.6		3.95		White		F

		917475472		Johnson		Michael		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		Black		M

		917483061		Anderson		Tracey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917491195		Bennett		Jamie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		M

		917194171		Deloney		Oscar		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		4		Black		M

		917200053		Bowen		Jessica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1		3.66		White		F

		917070450		Swint		Sandra		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917150009		Brock		Meagan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.4		White		F

		917408200		Brock		Jolie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.77		White		F

		917027202		Crawford		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.11		4		White		M

		917058808		Helms		Frances		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917407419		Phyall		Christina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.8		Black		F

		917407314		Phyall		Adam		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.8		Black		M

		917405154		Meshanko		Christopher		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917399016		Casey		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917233931		Bray		Margaret		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917413026		Witcher		Curetarrah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.61		Black		F

		917408189		Busch		Sara		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.5		White		F

		917142612		Weaver		Lisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.65		4		White		F

		917176376		McLucas		John		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.39		3.9		White		M

		917405352		Arnold		Latasha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917404634		Marsh		Roger		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.77		White		M

		917386798		Brown		Lita		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917186240		Mills		Donna		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.8		White		F

		917196620		Queener		Anna-Maria		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8		3.95		White		F

		917416626		Davila		Andree		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917428497		Caldwell		Emil		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		M

		917402821		Perdue		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917216659		Copeland		David		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		Black		M

		917429212		Goode		Joy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917438816		Rossi		Gwen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917212472		Fischer		Adrienne		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.23		4		White		F

		917418443		Bateman		Kristie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917431783		Madison		Ebony		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917431947		Simpson		Sarah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917429843		Aldridge		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917435384		Moss		Kelly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917403105		Harden		Sarah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917431470		Greene		Bretton		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		M

		917429729		Campbell		Leonard		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		M

		917431885		Meade-Franklin		Nicole		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.3		Black		F

		917404708		Marsh		Maxine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		Black		F

		917306457		Voltz		Spring		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.85		White		F

		917436224		Snider		Erika		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917429111		Drew		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		M

		917427099		Hurst		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917125814		Winchester		Sarah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.81		3.57		White		F

		917456929		Greaves		Denise		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.77		Black		F

		917454185		Greaves		George		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.77		Black		M

		917157268		English		Laura		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.03		3.94		White		F

		917432982		Nordenhaug		Olga		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917136609		Rabun		Kristin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917023101		Syverson		Frances		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.84		White		F

		917169591		Griffin		Roxie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.88		Black		F

		917272617		Zavaleta		Alfredo		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.75		White		M

		917454959		Youmans		Janet		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		F

		917454892		Bennett		Cole		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917437161		Dorsey		Katie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.81		White		F

		917193307		Anderson		Ramona		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		3.67		Black		F

		917436125		Duncan		Sharon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917451239		Green		Torreon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.06		3.7		Black		F

		917438114		Beech		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.66		Black		F

		917483603		Adkins		Linda		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3		White		F

		917479163		Saint Cyr		Harry		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Black		M

		917349458		Smith		Amber		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Black		F

		917479291		Jacobs		Diane		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		3.26		Black		F

		917428337		Tench		Laura		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917330329		Khabir		Maisha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.7		3		Black		F

		917023167		Hart		John		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.59		3.95		White		M

		917476801		Thom		Lois		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		F

		917472837		Walsh		Cindy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917481035		Munford		Marilyn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		F

		917476646		Burgos		Shana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Unknown		F

		917468068		Dryden		Christy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917245692		Doyle		Chelsea		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Unknown		F

		917431716		Landrum		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917113484		Stone		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917476224		Horne		James		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		M

		917034080		Bonds		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.37		3.22		Black		M

		917477883		Graham		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		F

		917477022		Smith		Christina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		F

		917031730		Taylor		Pamela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33		3.84		Black		F

		917473977		Mendola		John		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.55		White		M

		917076652		Fannin		Shaneene		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.45		4		Black		F

		917480618		Parker		Burt		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917495888		Curran		Nancy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917453377		Foster		Robert		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		M

		917427372		Bush		N'jemele		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.31		Black		F

		917305843		Johnson		Dwayne		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		M

		917493153		Walker		Christina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917500295		Walker		LaRia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917485002		Gilbert		Eileen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.55		White		F

		917229557		Wilson		Jon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917016504		Harris		Duane		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.81		3.96		White		M

		917481855		Hubbard		Stacy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.55		Black		F

		917480489		Collier Collins		Arika		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917450388		Ball		Martice		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		0		3.4		Black		M

		917494098		Brazas		Clarice		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917022932		Revelle		Tammy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.59		3.33		White		F

		917496866		Bond		Tracy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917488599		Parker		Aaron		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		M

		917478552		Ivery		Tashika		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Black		F

		917478898		Yancy		Tamison		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.7		Unknown		F

		917139108		Campbell		John		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.95		White		M

		917493294		Moses		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		F

		917496628		Hollis-Moore		Alexcia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.6		Black		F

		917494524		Ryles		Andrea		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917493050		Resnick		Lindsay		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917494685		Brown		Melissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917097541		Johnson		Merian		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.65		3.66		Black		F

		917494985		Kelly		Nancy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917493775		Wallace		Shuntia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917496013		Kleiber		Tammy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.81		4		White		F

		917206616		Woodcock		Jesse		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3		3.88		White		M

		917382006		Rhodes		Cathryn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		White		F

		917506373		Thompson		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917480832		Roberson		Erica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		F

		917501974		Gibson		Katherine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.44		White		F

		917179013		Moore		Robert		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.58		3.92		White		M

		917496854		Stinson		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		M

		917022558		Blum		Kenneth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.72		3.84		White		M

		917172214		Vlastnik		Patricia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917033668		Massey		Kelly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917312614		Smith		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.8		White		F

		917391657		Horn		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917391902		Robertson		David		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917194543		Dowling		Susan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.78		3.77		White		F

		917376818		Carlisle		Tonya		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917133885		Driver		Jessica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.18		3.77		White		F

		917432215		Clarke		Ashleigh		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917428801		Jones		Keri Beth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917425843		Thiers		Lindsey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		F

		917426589		Melvin		Edith		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917168260		Peacock		Heather		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.59		4		White		F

		917172928		Durden		Vernisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.31		Black		F

		917153042		Kotsianis		Andreas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.2		3.11		White		M

		917250739		Bolton		Myra		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.16		Black		F

		917449295		Koudele		Ryan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917438813		Ogle		Nathan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917302410		Bell		Robert		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917166161		LaFontaine		Alicia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.43		3.77		White		F

		917437162		Dimitri		Anthony		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.44		Black		M

		917437230		Lee		Jon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		White		M

		917412013		Bailey		Pamela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.77		Black		F

		917452066		Brooks		Mihaela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		F

		917452267		Thompson		Winsone		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.88		Black		F

		917424639		Mitchell		Sharon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917408058		Murray		Katoya		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Black		F

		917400907		Jordan		Jonda		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201105		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Black		F

		917156597		Hollins		Julia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.39		3.44		Black		F

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.84		3.95		White		F

		917453044		Asberry		David		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.33		Black		M

		917020926		Shirah		Melanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.12		3.95		White		F

		917456100		Gerbis		Katherine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917072888		Williams		Desiree		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.5		3.6		Black		F

		917114588		Harris		Kenita		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.55		Black		F

		917472484		Walker		Jessica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917474818		Yoshida		Justin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917243591		VanFossen		Amy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917455868		Corbin		Landon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		M

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.37		3.71		White		M

		917306737		Carter		Alecia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.76		Black		F

		917165014		Hicks		Chance		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		1.3		3.66		White		M

		917108388		Bridges		Shenica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		Black		F

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		Black		F

		917462735		Vandergrift		Jaime		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		F

		917032393		Shiflett		Janie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.84		3.9		White		F

		917488776		Lillie		Jonathan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		White		M

		917491987		Tench		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917026648		Langley		Carol		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.83		3.67		White		F

		917491984		Dillon		Raegan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917491166		Daly		Susan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917492626		Hinely		Constance		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917484881		Hutto		Jessica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917177661		Patterson		Lametric		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.78		Unknown		F

		917073301		Hassler		Diane		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917458136		Sutton		Autumn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917490465		Grayburn		Megan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917491270		Glover		Chancee		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917483364		Haynes		Christopher		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917064144		Hembree		Alicia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.38		3.8		White		F

		917432935		Binion		Lindsey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.93		White		F

		917475470		Wyatt		Paula		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917046597		Batey		Samuel		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		M

		917330620		Olorunfemi		April		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5		3.8		Black		F

		917390171		Lenz		Christi		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917381152		Keith		Britney		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917382245		McDowell		Elisabeth		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917218062		Stewart		Margaret		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		1.85		3.91		White		F

		917414383		Cochran		Stacy		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917404231		Crawford		Susan		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917415685		Proctor		Laverne		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.58		Black		F

		917412921		Foushee		Loraine		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.41		Black		F

		917411407		Fritts		Heather		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.54		White		F

		917374507		Richardson		Marilyn		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.85		White		F

		917407527		Carr		Erin		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917151053		Baker		Dolly		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917400719		Marable		Sally		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917057214		Gibson		Tanji		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.41		Black		F

		917049144		Ledbetter		Amanda		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917057836		Gore		Rebecca		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05		3.92		White		F

		917219357		Reid		Amanda		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.6		3.92		White		F

		917126988		Nicholson		Sarah		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.57		3.91		White		F

		917400488		Abney		Anne		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917326028		Hixson		Katelyn		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.84		White		F

		917415671		Beverly		Jill		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917397225		Callahan		Belinda		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				F		201105		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917093926		Bentley		Kelly		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.03		4		White		F

		917149713		Hardy		Michelle		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.84		Black		F

		917409262		Harris		Katie		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917406561		Wilbanks		Lisa		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917409350		Pszczola		Julie		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917407928		Reed		Sheila		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		Black		F

		917379197		Brackett		Lauren		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917066760		Chaney		Penny		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917137974		Wilkie		Heather		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.62		3.92		White		F

		917347490		Wells		Wendy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.92		White		F

		917319168		Brown		Emily		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917355074		Bird		Sara		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917440409		Moore		Yolanda		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.73		Black		F

		917355045		Hanley		Heather		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917425299		Britt		Sharon		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917182333		Smith		Jerol		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		F

		917450004		Lewis		Lisa		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.38		Black		F

		917444601		Devitt		Angela		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		F

		917284481		Faulkner		Robin		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.85		White		F

		917450261		Jackson		Kawonna		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.09		Black		F

		917447736		Jones		Nichole		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		Black		F

		917478511		Spivey		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.66		Unknown		F

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		F

		917467217		Wible		Melanie		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917241575		Conley		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917457172		Smith		Martha		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		F

		917166237		Klemzak		Stacey		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		3.61		White		F

		917495062		Duque		Nicole		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Unknown		F

		917475978		McCullough		Lorraine		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917180185		Burley		Sara		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.8		White		F

		917469350		Matthews		Amy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.6		3.95		Black		F

		917282933		Dangar		Paula		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917401144		Roberts		Marcia		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917272327		Rhoades		Amy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917152575		Gaither		Lisa		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.83		Black		F

		917167931		Potts		Casey		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.94		White		F

		917058918		Hensley		Jill		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.87		White		F

		917329327		Dennis		Amanda		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917247074		Bradley		Donna		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917422527		Lewis		Denise		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917149487		Cardinal		Shannon		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917171110		Perry		Cindy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917426323		Campbell		Melissa		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917431938		Chastain		Ahna		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917278357		Lane		Melissa		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917433310		Davis		Tiffany		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.66		White		F

		917409130		Dyal		Hannah		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917401714		Bennett		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.69		White		F

		917474901		Black		LaJuene		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		F

		917475977		Snyder		Marilyn		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.83		White		F

		917428666		Hurst		Pamela		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.82		Black		F

		917492027		Head		Douglas		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201608		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		M

		917470804		Wilson		Jan		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917067793		Thompson		Stacie		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.19		4		Black		F

		917472899		Bryant		Laurie		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917496403		Roth		Betsy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917485505		Trotti		Tama		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492549		Bowden		Carolyn		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917111029		Mobley		Jane		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917348576		Cope		Wendy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917426256		Carroll		Tasia		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917228070		Tyner		Pamela		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917044181		Gaddy		Carla		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.58		3.82		White		F

		917096268		Davis		April		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.15		3.73		Black		F

		917413386		Smith		Carla		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917359014		Packer		Heidi		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.85		White		F

		917286712		Hok		Jessica		EDS		Media		School Counseling 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917024746		Mathis		Carol		EDS		Media		Secondary Education				EDS Media				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.36		3.29		White		F

		917383158		Bunce		Amber		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917400282		Lim		Lisa		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		0		3.88		White		F

		917177908		Mitchell		Tracy		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.39		3.96		Black		F

		917444299		Green		Lashawn		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.54		Black		F

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.29		Black		F

		917453535		Jackson		Janice		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917422454		Banks		Earl		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.93		Black		M

		917429167		Langford		Bradley		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917277900		Broadhead		Lisa		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.78		4		Black		F

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.96		4		White		M

		917444637		Turner		Hiroko		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		F

		917220449		Freeman		Shanika		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.24		3.64		Black		F

		917438811		Collins		Sabrina		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917034448		Rollins		Barry		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.43		4		White		M

		917483362		Wright		Kay		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917304651		Fox		Carol		EDS		Middle Grades Education		General				EDS Middle Grades Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.95		White		F

		917141396		Ragan		Tyrus		EDS		Middle Grades Education		General				EDS Middle Grades Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.41		3.53		White		M

		917452903		Anderson		Candice		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		Building Level				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917264696		McClure		Bethany		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		Building Level				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.76		3.92		White		F

		917085340		Collins		Mary		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.59		3.95		White		F

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.9		3.9		White		F

		917028563		Remy		Heidi		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.26		3.77		Black		F

		917428041		Caldwell		Brentia		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.62		Black		F

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		F

		917356384		Sears		Candice		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917333789		Thomas		LaShawn		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.66		Black		F

		917069789		St. Vrain		Christopher		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917308660		Hawk		Misty		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917283264		Clark		Elizabeth		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917465783		Collins		Tamika		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917347985		Hughes		Brittany		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		F

		917247478		Nelson-Graham		Melissa		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917276180		Bingham		Austen		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.21		3.74		White		M

		917433483		Walker		Bianca		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.8		Black		F

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.42		3.58		Black		M

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.36		3.83		White		F

		917294030		Hyppolite		Jennifer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917477878		Chatterjee		Shubha		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Asian		F

		917075969		Chupp		Amy		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.89		White		F

		917404261		Lewis		Shaun		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.62		Black		M

		917396364		Patterson		Natasha		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917141989		Powers		Priscilla		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.62		White		F

		917411445		Temple		Michell		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917188735		Bolding		Cassandra		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		Black		F

		917389504		Daaga		Stephanie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.83		Black		F

		917167127		Huguelet		Alexandra		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917256302		Shepherd		Denise		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917006761		Smith		Lisa		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.78		3.85		White		F

		917346188		Gardner		Lauren		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.97		White		F

		917016180		Woodruff		Janice		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.1		3.86		White		F

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917075635		Onwukaeme		Chika		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.87		Black		F

		917468078		Grimsley		Nakia		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917141158		Williams		Stephanie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.8		Black		F

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917142136		Hunt		Angela		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.96		White		F

		917220894		Grubb		Joshua		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.35		3.91		White		M

		917213849		Goulbourne		Latoya		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.54		3.8		Black		F

		917473822		Summers		Aliah		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		F

		917424829		Drzewiecki		Alliya		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201505		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.85		White		F

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Black		M

		917508925		Vecsey		Jamie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917149017		Mezzanotte		Madonna		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917337963		Wright		Hope		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		4		4		Unknown		F

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.81		4		White		F

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.63		3.81		White		F

		917499170		Colbert		David		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		M

		917159277		Costales		Jon		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.86		Unknown		M

		917487059		Rector		Michael		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917168504		West		Kimberly		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.95		White		F

		917507375		Hall		Rebecca		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917171595		Deal		Adam		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.64		White		M

		917022866		Abel		Abigail		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201108		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		White		F

		917009925		Wheelus		Angela		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201108		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917146167		Gray-Robinson		Summer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.9		4		White		F

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.76		Black		F

		917377723		Muhammad		Sharien		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201305		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.5		Black		F

		917455313		Martiniere		Meghan		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917347968		Ragsdale		Trista		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917354030		Wynn		Mirna		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.96		Unknown		F

		917126890		Brooks		Jason		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.75		3.77		White		M

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.84		White		F

		917303900		Tanner		Tara		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		Black		F

		917347152		Duke		Ashley		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.68		White		F

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.95		Black		F

		917467788		Whitehead		Alison		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917322876		Hiers		Lisa		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917168382		Hamilton		Aprell		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917254117		Lester		Erica		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.28		3.85		Black		F

		917054062		Waycaster		Lori		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.95		White		F

		917495035		DeLosh		Colleen		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917027590		Ivester		Kimberly		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.7		3.84		White		F

		917494523		Mount		Cameron		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917408877		Creger		John		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917473572		Wagley		Valerie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917440083		George		Eon		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.86		Black		M

		917131872		Sims		Kayla		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.82		3.94		White		F

		917496373		Webb		Shiree		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.92		3.83		Black		F

		917495384		Tyson		Andrew		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917223485		Thrasher		Megan		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917496543		Himstedt		Jason		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917347481		Simmons		Andrew		EDS		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				EDS Professional Counseling				F		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		M

		917109750		Clark		Corina		EDS		Secondary Education & Teaching		General				EDS Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.97		3.66		Black		F

		917305271		Hicks		Erin		EDS		Special Education		Building Level 				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917477879		Farrington		Ashley		EDS		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist 				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917473518		Hughes		Ruby		EDS		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist 				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.6		Black		F

		917476223		Godwin		Rebecca		EDS		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist 				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917470973		Moore		Leslie		EDS		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist 				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		EDS		Special Education		System Level 				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.55		Black		M

		917071039		Crawford		Trisha		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.34		3.57		White		F

		917059490		Hood		Sonya		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.31		3.37		Black		F

		917025034		Dunlap		Sharon		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.89		White		F

		917330213		Fitzgerald		Pamela		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917163118		Hudson		Amanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46		4		White		F

		917397162		Stanard		Cherry		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917170497		Daniel		Nadra		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.82		Black		F

		917056324		Smith		Lori		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.41		3.57		White		F

		917197315		Carmichael-Rogers		Sueneece		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.81		Black		F

		917356133		Gray		Margeaux		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.54		Black		F

		917358236		Sood		Stacey		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917264939		Cox		Meredith		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917023542		Gardner		Lisa		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.81		3.78		White		F

		917431889		Province		Rebecca		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.5		White		F

		917425471		Hogan		Jonathan		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.62		Black		M

		917206648		Spells		Aisha		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.86		3.8		Black		F

		917287753		Marsh		Tera		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3		Black		F

		917049206		Roquemore		Julie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.62		3.6		White		F

		917407565		Dent		Ashley		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		White		F

		917449110		Wizzard		Duane		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		Black		M

		917179524		Hilliard		Kathryn		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		White		F

		917352290		Shivers		Kimberly		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.23		Black		F

		917431926		Sales		Unetkia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.6		Black		F

		917275566		Morris		Charlene		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917446354		McCrary		Kimberly		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3		White		F

		917448875		Wallace		Sara		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917452263		Fox		Justina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		Black		F

		917094721		Richards		James		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.46		3.68		Black		M

		917126397		McLean		Lara		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917143007		Holcomb		Jessica		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		White		F

		917432340		Savage		Natasha		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.37		White		F

		917428831		Davis		Emily		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.41		White		F

		917471090		Martinez		Michelle		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.68		White		F

		917073982		Spires		Julie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.22		3.54		White		F

		917130308		Oxenford		Aprille		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.35		3.8		White		F

		917468699		Donn		Erin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917476178		Ozment		Laura		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917472287		Duncan		Amber		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917454590		Brown		Demetrise		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.02		Black		F

		917449220		Floyd		Mary		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.64		White		F

		917476754		Stewart		Mary		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.6		White		F

		917432420		Coleman		Angela		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		F

		917086814		Young		Stephanie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.2		3.21		White		F

		917216529		Kastner		Brittany		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.25		3.47		White		F

		917406311		Williams		Marion		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.67		Black		F

		917478550		Dalziel		Valerie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917456275		Barham		Jamie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.17		Black		F

		917475469		Kratzer		Robin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917080212		McKinney		Erica		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.94		White		F

		917460467		Kling		Whitney		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917496187		Clarke		Frederick		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		M

		917480727		Cooper		Amanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917489186		Young		Erin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.73		White		F

		917407424		Shavers		Martell		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.86		Black		M

		917495291		Williams		Catherine		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917301910		Radvansky		David		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.35		3.77		White		M

		917485132		Logan		Peter		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.43		White		M

		917492136		Robbins		Paige		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917423880		Wright		Lawanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.7		Black		F

		917126928		Davis		Amber		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.26		3.69		White		F

		917180692		Adams		Amanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.76		3.06		White		F

		917491883		Doss		Regina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.39		White		F

		917065640		Richardson		Mandy		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.76		3.47		White		F

		917114654		Benson		Bruce		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917318679		Graves		Rachel		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917306698		Stills		Kelvin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.68		Black		M

		917062999		Mitchell		Barbara		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.75		Black		F

		917019653		Malcolm		Janette		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.63		Black		F

		917176704		Weaver		Staci		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.9		White		F

		917093554		Hammitt		James		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.54		3.83		White		M

		917382870		Hall		Haley		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.71		White		F

		917172413		Engram		Yontrea		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.45		3.7		Black		F

		917443216		Parker		Alison		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.87		White		F

		917293817		Simonds		Brandy		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.2		3.72		White		F

		917441387		Lovett		Caprina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.25		Black		F

		917416181		Fore		Kevin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917294512		Chisholm		Arlena		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.29		Black		F

		917155951		Skaggs		Ashleigh		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.49		3.88		White		F

		917064823		Muething		Kay		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		0		3.6		White		F

		917458952		Cole		Karen		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.83		Black		F

		917427300		Queen		Ann		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		F

		917134064		Burnett		Russell		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.64		3.62		White		M

		917107634		Pritchett		Michelle		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917451632		Boring		Tishcia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.87		White		F

		917450266		Zellars		Tywanna		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.08		Black		F

		917430421		Caylor		Danny		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.55		White		M

		917410177		Days-Hoffman		Sherron		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Black		F

		917411410		Roberts		Cedric		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.84		Black		M

		917463287		Basler		Dana		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.7		White		F

		917450537		Hill		Lindsay		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917450534		Sexton		Laura		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.75		White		F

		917454767		Jones-Clyne		Jennyve		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.75		Unknown		F

		917422060		Walker		Destiny		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.37		White		F

		917454473		Haynes		Jennifer		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917306474		Horn		Kimberly		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.53		White		F

		917473871		Dyson		Larry		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.08		Black		M

		917456376		Hodorowski		Angela		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917458951		Waldroup		Lindsey		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.69		White		F

		917480152		Little		Katie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917042216		Teagle		Jennifer		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.27		3.29		Black		F

		917165463		LeBouef		Gwendolyn		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.89		White		F

		917136134		Bailey		Bridget		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.8		3.8		Black		F

		917246873		Edmondson		Julie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917482117		Driscoll		Mark		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		M

		917498554		Elston		Jocelyn		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.86		Black		F

		917494621		Lowen		Mary		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917496027		Holmes		Tonya		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.47		Black		F

		917495968		Tippens		Brandon		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917500603		Sithole		Melanie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.13		Black		F

		917448874		Jones		Mary		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.56		White		F

		917304653		Talley		Aaron		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201608		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.22		White		F

		917488403		Neubert		Colleen		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.43		White		F

		917146985		Martin		Sharon		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.91		3.84		White		F

		917158163		Evers		Andrea		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.66		3.95		White		F

		917005126		Spinks		Sheila		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.81		White		F

		917400211		Trammell		Melinda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.87		Black		F

		917400219		Luke		Christina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.87		Black		F

		917090598		Baker		Susan		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917121643		Atchison		April		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.41		3.7		Black		F

		917010241		Woods		Tanya		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.44		3.8		White		F

		917181662		Walker		Cheryl		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.8		3.63		Black		F

		917393604		van den Heuvel		Vanessa		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917259038		Jones		Sarah		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917407623		Swift		Kathleen		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.87		White		F

		917167787		Tumlin		Jacob		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.55		White		M

		917429287		Matich		Kayla		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917075470		Goolsby		Katy		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.1		3.95		White		F

		917156037		Ewing		Emily		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.4		3.87		White		F

		917424781		Harper		Willie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.62		Black		M

		917447865		Stanard		David		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917364074		Cooper		Julie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		White		F

		917122136		Gregg		Lisa		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917445410		Cox		Kimberly		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		Black		F

		917444294		Hosley		Stephanie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		Black		F

		917446497		Wood		Jerry		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917427101		Skelley		Joshua		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		White		M

		917432611		Benjamin		Chaurita		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.36		Black		F

		917003851		Noles		Tonia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.7		3.84		White		F

		917328235		Pinigina-Clayton		Marina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.55		White		F

		917452268		Patterson		Jacqueline		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.87		Black		F

		917490418		Miller		Amanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917179455		Cobin		Tiesha		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.26		Black		F

		917488318		Turner		Lynn		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917489324		Fleck		Traci		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917490472		Sanchelli		Lori		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917483360		Montgomery		Mia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.56		White		F

		917476712		Wade		Julia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917123451		Ransom		Telmeko		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.17		Black		F

		917208375		Kell		Brittany		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.92		3.6		White		F

		917210460		Sweat		Corey		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		M

		917407431		Butts		Tiffany		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.8		Black		F

		917308567		Albritton		Katherine		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917319805		Fisher		Kaila		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.12		3.67		White		F

		917446228		Killingsworth		Chelsey		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917454699		Hill		Megan		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.45		Black		F

		917445892		Killingsworth		Courtney		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917455020		Jhileek		Tasnuva		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		F

		917471385		Speece		James		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917429958		Jacobson		Shayna		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.75		White		F

		917462463		Hill		Brandy		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.61		White		F

		917120463		Dunlap		Paul		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.69		3		Black		M

		917182954		Shirley-Stevens		Renee		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.25		3.8		White		F

		917189461		Korn		Randi Lynn		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.28		3.8		White		F

		917055519		Rogers		Teresa		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.44		4		White		F

		917378520		Eckelberry		Candice		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201401		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3		4		White		F

		917056661		Stubbs		Jessica		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.9		4		White		F

		917413241		Roberts		Elizabeth		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917283402		Edwards		James		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.41		White		M

		917317967		White		Ashley		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.9		4		White		F

		917433512		Stephens		Andrea		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917434314		Greig		Angela		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917168924		Spratt		Nelson		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.92		3.8		White		M

		917429142		Galvan		Traci		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917233669		Barron		Michelle		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917305710		Holliday		Jonah		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.3		3.47		White		M

		917313247		Burrell		Holly		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.81		White		F

		917053151		Via		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		0		3.7		White		M

		917434839		Gass		Kayla		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.62		White		F

		917167067		Eastlake		Patrick		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.72		White		M

		917431421		King		Rose		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917385980		Shirley		Marshall		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.36		3.7		White		M

		917425875		Hale		Andrea		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917462237		Sanders		Javan		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.54		Black		M

		917478957		Stallings		Emily		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917476505		Timberlake		Kayla		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917458135		Rager		Darren		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917125191		Poucher		John		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.03		3.63		White		M

		917433714		Polite		Franklin		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.15		Black		M

		917434863		Blinco		Desiree		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.65		3.81		Asian		F

		917414961		Parks		Lewis		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.27		Black		M

		917123081		Young		Kenneth		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.52		3.72		Unknown		M

		917420601		Cox		William		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917332215		Sitton		Meagan		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.61		3.5		White		F

		917409480		Hargrove		Janerria		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.91		3.36		Black		F

		917483453		Holloway		Monique		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		F

		917326075		Beauford		Anthandus		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2		3.6		Black		M

		917246163		Cooper		Tracie		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.76		4		White		F

		917383816		White		Brett		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.61		White		M

		917238050		Johnson		Jon		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.82		White		M

		917213493		Soli		Faamoemoe		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.33		3.16		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		M

		917272478		Womack		Simona		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3		3.55		Black		F

		917388495		Burkett		Amanda		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.83		White		F

		917431752		Bolton		Cameron		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.47		White		M

		917199830		Anderson		Colby		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.51		3.9		White		M

		917429636		Mentouri		Wassim		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		M

		917392736		Brown		Sheri		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917233000		Hill		Seandra		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.32		3.38		Black		F

		917429068		Robertson		Shaneal		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.67		Black		F

		917424052		Beale-Norris		Darlene		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.47		Black		F

		917012261		Gray		Russell		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.07		3.9		Black		M

		917152758		Aspinwall		Richard		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		M

		917251611		Gallamore		William		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.06		3.59		Unknown		M

		917432294		Lyles		Maggie		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		Black		F

		917451088		Jones		Aisha		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3		3.26		Black		F

		917491241		Pearson		Cameron		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.82		White		M

		917155060		Pittman		Ashley		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26		4		White		F

		917325474		Hollers		Kristopher		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.8		White		M

		917344743		Schofield		Latreskle		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		Black		F

		917386855		Hubbard		Ashley		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.73		White		F

		917402486		Thigpen		Stephanie		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3		3.41		Black		F

		917287777		Watkins		Shamair		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.5		3.5		Black		F

		917425600		Jacobson		Bryan		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917325481		McCown		Robert		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917434493		Karg		John		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.25		White		M

		917418804		Griffin		Gerren		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		0		4		Black		M

		917383165		Digan		Amanda		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917410921		Masinko		Pamela		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917453048		Stubbs		Michelle		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Black		F

		917455963		Saxton		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917006134		Ingram		Lora		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.61		Black		F

		917154724		Godfrey		Antoinette		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917449739		Allen		La Porsha		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917303213		Hutson		Holly		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.5		3.91		White		F

		917478837		Rathert		Patrick		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		M

		917456491		Brown		Benjamin		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917452848		Holland		Ronnie		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.5		Black		M

		917058216		Hannah		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		1		3.91		White		M

		917478374		Huff		Stephen		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.73		Unknown		M

		917477019		Mullis		Jana		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917476627		Thomas		Latoya		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917454805		Jay		Tony		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.55		White		M

		917480995		Ellison		Kelly		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.85		Black		F

		917141101		Bowles		Nakisha		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.7		Black		F

		917311756		Hite		Joshua		MAT		Teacher Education		Chemistry (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Chemistry (6-12)				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.01		3.63		White		M

		917406427		Rucker		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Community Counseling 				MAT Teacher Education Community Counseling 				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		0		2.93		Black		M

		917002102		DeAngelis		Dana		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.56		3.5		White		F

		917450267		Thompson		Ariel		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Black		F

		917425167		Cochran		Jennifer		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.38		White		F

		917457097		Johnson		Joshua		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917381539		Wiggs		Susan		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.3		White		F

		917471459		Lake		Douglas		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.72		White		M

		917472359		French		Kristi		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917429890		Hubbard		Mary		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.5		3.45		Black		F

		917471374		Long		Benjamin		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917477681		Pilgrim		Cristine		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.81		Unknown		F

		917399195		Cole		Gambria		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917172095		Nickels		Brandy		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.88		3.5		White		F

		917225267		Pace		Alexis		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.66		3		Black		F

		917421003		Larrew		Chelsea		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917239473		Hutchins		Jennie		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.5		4		White		F

		917439926		Banks		Fajetta		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.4		Black		F

		917456798		De La Torre		Alysa		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Unknown		F

		917481853		Cobb		Sandra		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.69		White		F

		917000337		Yearta		Valerie		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.49		3.81		White		F

		917217976		Patton		Caroline		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13		4		White		F

		917477719		Ivester		Heather		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917399438		Parson		Aubrey		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.87		3.78		White		F

		917493768		Albahari		Joseph		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917489472		Mears		Andrew		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		M

		917450262		Meyer		Michele		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201305		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.81		White		F

		917355327		Bouma		Christina		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917324335		Eubanks		James		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.96		White		M

		917243975		Kilgore		Emily		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.58		3.9		White		F

		917414040		Vanzelfden		Chris		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.6		White		M

		917443066		Baker		James		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.63		White		M

		917455314		Shuffield		Rachel		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		Unknown		F

		917154745		Cole		Eual		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.49		4		White		M

		917476429		Barrett		Britney		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917205327		Woods		Kristin		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.45		Black		F

		917023147		Pitts		Tara		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.04		4		White		F

		917273074		Stanley		Melissa		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917479898		Holmes		Christian		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.45		White		M

		917476755		Weaver		Jeffrey		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.72		White		M

		917169133		Queen		Ryan		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.56		4		White		M

		917411802		Beaudoin		Krystal		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917409969		Brown		Kenneth		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.7		White		M

		917308354		Wilson		Emily		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.07		White		F

		917454241		Lawrence		Jody		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.78		White		F

		917059064		High		David		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.84		3.86		White		M

		917110210		Rush		Billijo		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.5		3.91		White		F

		917481637		Croft		Gina		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.84		White		F

		917481087		Northern		Ciara		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.75		Unknown		F

		917492480		Wilkerson		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917341789		Carson		Abigail		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.97		White		F

		917438300		Brice		Robert		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.4		Unknown		M

		917451537		Facey		Matthew		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917140426		Contreras		Vincent		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.46		3.3		White		M

		917487279		Hoover		Joshua		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.57		White		M

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.26		Black		F

		917147015		Ross		Jacklyn		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.29		4		White		F

		917333707		Mitchell		Robert		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.48		3		White		M

		917201218		Thomas		Emily		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917299018		Ricks		Frederick		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.72		3.87		Black		M

		917428337		Tench		Laura		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917072983		Wells		Dorlisa		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.3		3.34		Black		F

		917385078		Mbosi		Evodia		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		3.54		Black		F

		917463664		Harris		Tijuana		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.15		Black		F

		917456773		James		Robin		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		F

		917303073		Price		Elizabeth		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.24		3.26		White		F

		917154334		Stewart		Melissa		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201505		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.47		White		F

		917460833		Singleton		Anbria		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201401		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.32		Black		F

		917465776		Walker		Kim		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.7		Black		F

		917177045		Cool		Christopher		MAT		Teacher Education		Mathematics (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Mathematics (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.36		3.4		White		M

		917284604		Moore		Antoine		MAT		Teacher Education		Mathematics (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Mathematics (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.5		3.36		Black		M

		917316999		De Paz Hilton		Jamie		MAT		Teacher Education		Media Specialist 				MAT Teacher Education Media Specialist 				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917421023		Bassett		Jacob		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.6		White		M

		917446508		Tolar		Coty		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.3		White		F

		917444353		Burgess		Nicholas		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.41		White		M

		917463143		Jones		Jerica		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.63		Black		F

		917494340		McDaniel		Sarah		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917452143		Mathews		Kim		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.33		3.66		White		F

		917408423		Keovongsak		Candice		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201201		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.68		White		F

		917480112		Green		Julia		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.5		3.33		Black		F

		917473565		Carlson		Sian		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.71		White		F

		917320344		Walburn		Carrie		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		4		White		F

		917386133		Cooper		Courtney		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.96		3.44		White		F

		917102424		Ross		Kurt		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.17		4		White		M

		917472947		Jones		Kelly		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917477015		Heimann		Cassandra		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917461714		DeFusco		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.04		3.66		Black		F

		917381186		Marville		Helene		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.68		4		White		F

		917078232		Freeman		Lena		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.79		3.88		White		F

		917460944		Baxter		Santoya		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				F		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33		3.77		Black		F

		917185226		Boyd		Irisha		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		3.27		Black		F

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58		3.77		Black		F

		917323068		Payne		Paige		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.45		3.44		White		F

		917368798		Bentham		Cheryl		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3		3.77		Black		F

		917300422		Sanders		Diane		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.5		3.3		Black		F

		917467027		Haymore		Julia		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		0		3.55		White		F

		917495383		Moore-Akpan		Sebastian		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		M

		917060447		Cannon		Claire		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.63		4		White		F

		917493721		Osborne		Sharia		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		F

		917228980		Kramer		Amanda		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		4		3.45		White		F

		917321430		Young		James		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.32		4		White		M

		917464235		Bragelman		Ashley		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.33		White		F

		917468440		Napier		Tiffany		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				F		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.8		White		F

		917427704		Lewis		Feliciano		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.66		3.09		Black		M

		917435190		Mathews		James		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		M

		917315840		Blanchard		Nessa		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52		3.55		Black		F

		917469807		Rozier		Meyail		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.5		Unknown		F

		917353285		Wilson		Adam		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.88		3		White		M

		917471621		Rainge		Eugene		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.88		Black		M

		917173087		Ramsay		Mary		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917473401		Gray		Juanita		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3		3.1		Black		F

		917478311		Thomason		Rachel		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.2		Unknown		F

		917478650		Gordillo		Ricardo		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.63		Unknown		M

		917322799		Meade		Tashira		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.93		4		Black		F

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.96		4		White		M

		917425439		Alexander		Andrea		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.84		White		F

		917455083		Ryan		Patrick		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		M

		917424924		Dixon		Latisha		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.88		Black		F

		917334890		Hutchinson-Cozart		Marsha		MED		Administration and Supervision		General				MED Administration and Supervision				F		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		Black		F

		917062389		Loftin		Joseph		MED		Art Teacher Education		General				MED Art Teacher Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.71		4		White		M

		917106944		Norton		Stephanie		MED		Art Teacher Education		General				MED Art Teacher Education				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.47		3.66		White		F

		917219192		Maglione		Susan		MED		Art Teacher Education		General				MED Art Teacher Education				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.51		White		F

		917026793		Fell		Lisa		MED		Art Teacher Education		General				MED Art Teacher Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.88		3.3		White		F

		917145519		Mobley		Marlena		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.35		White		F

		917342143		Lynn		Beverly		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.92		White		F

		917428836		Carr		William		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.57		3.85		Black		M

		917062762		Maffett		Loretta		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201005		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93		3.75		Black		F

		917328030		Hunter		Justin		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.7		3.58		Black		M

		917098450		Hart		Lindsay		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.29		3.66		White		F

		917212020		Harris		Tammy		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		200701		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.22		3.59		Black		F

		917281794		Wood		Cynthia		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		200801		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.79		3.75		White		F

		917385862		McAdoo		Charlie		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.75		Black		M

		917453340		Reid		Bonnie		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917130562		McWhorter		Kellie		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.33		3.67		White		F

		917318498		Pinkett		Tevin		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.87		3.64		Black		M

		917057167		Dunson		Makeba		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.89		3.77		Black		F

		917101202		Dismuke		LeMetra		MED		Early Childhood Education		Building Level				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		Black		F

		917285597		Brandon		Aja		MED		Early Childhood Education		Building Level				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.8		4		Black		F

		917372178		Redding		Malarie		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.22		3.23		Black		F

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.84		3.95		White		F

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.86		Black		F

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.45		3.83		Black		F

		917154948		Hagins		Amanda		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.22		3.93		White		F

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.19		3.68		Black		F

		917488773		Aiken		Shakoiya		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.59		3.76		White		F

		917242243		Sheldon		Cameron		MED		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.39		3.85		White		F

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		MED		Early Childhood Education		System Level 				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.65		3.79		Black		F

		917085428		Davis		Janice		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.98		4		White		F

		917156139		McAlexander		William		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.1		3.66		White		M

		917230820		Solomon		Piper		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.53		3.75		White		F

		917370678		Milligan		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.94		White		F

		917020625		McCain		Joyce		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917191548		Korizon		Ashley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.4		4		White		F

		917383563		Pilcher		Andrea		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.83		White		F

		917209281		Armstead		DeIvory		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.72		4		Black		F

		917310992		Green		Hayleigh		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.49		3.75		White		F

		917320982		Kincaid		Caitlin		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.51		3.83		White		F

		917285730		Jameson		Jontae'		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.71		4		Black		F

		917440345		Drake		Kristen		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917257389		Baines		Brittany		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.38		4		White		F

		917254588		Price		Brittany		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.84		3.7		Black		F

		917455021		Phillips		Kelli		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917446306		Smith		Lauren		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917446289		Williams		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917303430		Douglas		Laila		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.22		3.91		Black		F

		917254349		Roberts		Hanna		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.61		4		White		F

		917155414		Barron		Jacinda		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.89		4		Unknown		F

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.95		3.8		Black		M

		917306282		James		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917325531		Harris		Jasmine		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.44		3.53		Black		F

		917304342		Manning		Sara		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.55		4		White		F

		917286685		Rice		Morgan		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.59		3.75		White		F

		917471462		White		Destiny		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.83		Black		F

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.05		4		Black		F

		917166848		Thurman		Tequila		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.16		4		Black		F

		917254347		Roberts		Rebekah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.76		4		White		F

		917330272		Williams		Latifah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.83		Black		F

		917480049		Hart		Sasha		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917492424		Harris-Ross		Alesha		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.29		3.33		Unknown		F

		917127315		Sprayberry		Lindsey		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.84		3.97		Asian		F

		917394510		Lanham		Rebecca		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.74		White		F

		917407369		Morrison		Shannon		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5		3.8		White		F

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.28		4		Black		F

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.72		3.91		Black		F

		917368425		Couch		Amber		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.8		4		White		F

		917130740		Hill		Cody		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44		4		White		F

		917181910		Farley		Katie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31		3.33		White		F

		917180947		Evans		Emily		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.89		4		White		F

		917161173		Hahn		Amanda		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.06		3.93		White		F

		917208610		Parmer		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.23		3.75		White		F

		917301815		Kizer		Anthony		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		200801		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.14		3.61		Black		M

		917296186		Widener		Courtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917230324		Sparling		Rebecca		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.62		3.77		White		F

		917390973		McFather		Celina		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917406629		Aldridge		Adrienne		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917261793		Chapman		Ashley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.59		4		White		F

		917405198		Robbins		Keri		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917127278		Henderson		Priscilla		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.32		4		White		F

		917184720		Miller		Kristen		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.83		4		White		F

		917354674		Chitwood		Jennifer		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		F

		917084309		Brock		Sarita		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.62		3.14		White		F

		917396053		Wheeler		McKensey		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.25		Black		F

		917119145		Brewer		Malinda		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.2		3.83		Black		F

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53		3.58		White		F

		917451878		Evans		Chantis		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917215934		McMillan		Sharon		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.35		4		Black		F

		917229324		Hillsman		Julie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.66		3.95		White		F

		917348967		Ngum		Mercy		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.8		4		Black		F

		917449886		Flournoy		Kendra		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.69		Black		F

		917244716		Foster		Jennifer		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.41		4		White		F

		917275723		Kelley		Katie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1		3.94		White		F

		917298999		McLendon		Juanita		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1		3.75		White		F

		917450220		Austin		Anique		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.53		Black		F

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.6		3.83		White		F

		917169650		McElroy		Heather		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.85		White		F

		917326154		Colston		Kristian		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917475650		Gilmore		Rachel		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.41		3.06		White		F

		917257053		Barton		Julie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.36		3.75		White		F

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.61		3.94		White		F

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.44		4		White		F

		917465192		Conley		Danielle		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.91		4		Black		F

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.94		3.83		Black		F

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.85		4		Black		F

		917155167		Harrison		Karen		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.87		White		F

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.99		3.75		Black		F

		917473724		Jacobs		Christian		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917399872		McCloud-Speer		Aquinta		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.12		3.91		Black		F

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.16		4		Black		F

		917235294		Schwab		Kimberly		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79		4		White		F

		917469237		Weiss		Madison		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.75		White		F

		917477678		Loden		Erin		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		White		F

		917478466		Spivey		Stephanie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917491887		Searcy		Whitney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.69		Black		F

		917489617		Castleberry		Megan		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917065432		Kelley		Sally		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3		4		White		F

		917355961		Nixon		Amber		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17		4		White		F

		917338074		Bostic		Rachel		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.26		3.83		White		F

		917244667		Hannon		Nicole		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.25		3.66		White		F

		917394879		Buggs		Kenya		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.21		3.5		Black		F

		917221738		Young		Kym		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.15		3.75		White		F

		917025914		Collins		Christy		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.22		4		White		F

		917276239		Duck		Lauren		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.42		4		White		F

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52		4		White		F

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79		4		White		F

		917480095		Garland		Melissa		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.84		White		F

		917480249		Winston		Arrie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.46		Black		F

		917340846		Jones		Steavie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.5		White		F

		917103188		Moore		Scott		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.99		3.83		White		M

		917092809		Jones		Kourtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.76		3.93		White		F

		917183009		Saxon		Courtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.91		White		F

		917210560		Hancock		Beverly		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69		4		White		F

		917264935		Daniel		DeVona		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.97		4		White		F

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.35		3.8		White		F

		917353931		Clark		Rachel		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.18		3.78		White		F

		917300302		Daniel		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.54		3.91		White		F

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.97		4		White		F

		917008527		Anderson		Marie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.42		3.81		White		F

		917165948		Brooks		Kati		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.11		4		White		F

		917281566		Bishop		Whitney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.94		4		White		F

		917276247		Beatenbough		Amanda		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29		3.67		White		F

		917245477		Dunn		Claudia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.6		3.58		White		F

		917174397		Hicks		Amber		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		200905		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.61		3.3		White		F

		917201613		Carter		Otashia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.4		3.77		Black		F

		917260906		Charles		Ciara		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.72		4		White		F

		917267662		Thurman		Lindsey		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.57		4		White		F

		917044999		Neighbors		Tara		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.68		4		White		F

		917252162		Thomas		Shalicia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.33		3.5		Black		F

		917314946		Akins		Allison		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917429207		Campbell		Sasha		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		0		3.83		Black		F

		917450391		Joiner		LaShelle		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		F

		917450394		Smith		Miatta		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917450265		Seagraves		Kerri		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917446567		Adams		Rachel		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917135052		Lincoln		Susan		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.34		3.91		White		F

		917455934		Stanton		Renee		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.43		4		Black		F

		917472220		Pedrick		Emily		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917024235		Grindle		Tammy		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.94		3.89		White		F

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.79		3.46		Black		F

		917452850		Powell		Cassandra		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917213408		Davis		Vivian		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.54		4		White		F

		917055487		Anderson		Jennifer Dawn		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.67		3.57		White		F

		917294467		Hewatt		Laura		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.11		3.91		White		F

		917251548		Camp		Kelly		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.64		4		White		F

		917131799		Mann		Charisse		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.92		3.83		Black		F

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03		3.53		White		F

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.06		3.91		White		F

		917291504		Hunt		Courtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		3.23		Black		F

		917487280		Hugo		Megan		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.93		White		F

		917247618		Vaughn		Ashleigh		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.75		3.94		White		F

		917294667		McCurdy		Jicorya		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.21		3.83		Black		F

		917222427		Long		Shelene		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.26		4		White		F

		917478463		Prezzano		Lauren		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917249560		Hill		Ashley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5		4		White		F

		917479965		Girard		Heather		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		F

		917092962		Farnell		Lauren		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		0.8		3.83		White		F

		917480008		Smith		Amelia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Unknown		F

		917478457		Guffey		Felicia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.83		Unknown		F

		917168286		Dement		David		MED		Educational Leadership		Building Level				MED Educational Leadership				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.11		4		White		M

		917306903		Isham		Rob		MED		French Language Teacher Educ.		General				MED French Language Teacher Educ.				P		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.66		White		M

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		MED		Media		Building Level				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.94		4		White		F

		917064746		Moseley		Kimberly		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.83		3.54		White		F

		917108260		Peoples		Danica		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.61		Black		F

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.88		4		White		M

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.37		3.71		White		M

		917272469		Ray-Scagnelli		Stephen		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		Black		M

		917340957		Wilde		Robert		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.75		White		M

		917356137		Edwards		Algernetta		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.66		Black		F

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.78		4		White		F

		917380581		Alderson		Kaia		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917403221		Brownell		Stacie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.5		White		F

		917389506		Robinson		Susan		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917420611		Sherman		Pablo		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.65		White		M

		917417137		Slater		Lashairian		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.41		Black		F

		917431782		Davis		Colleen		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917432190		Dighton		Burleigh		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		M

		917154437		Sanders		Camille		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17		3.5		Black		F

		917435591		Schell-Bozone		Lauren		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		White		F

		917462009		Matthews		Brittany		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		Unknown		F

		917171761		Gallegos		Mary		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.75		White		F

		917113404		Steverson		Derek		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.36		4		White		M

		917320444		Timmons		Erin		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917431731		Slaughter		Joy		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.73		Black		F

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.92		3.57		White		F

		917306481		Morgan		John		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.1		3.75		White		M

		917367202		Bennafield		Mia		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.17		4		Black		F

		917229477		Rhinehart		Candice		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.73		4		White		F

		917476993		McCrary		Tiffany		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917480555		Britman		Amber		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917458728		Curley-Cox		Wynena		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		3.64		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917461944		Crawford		Nakisha		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.83		Black		F

		917482390		Batdorf		Suzanne		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.83		White		F

		917464239		Moriarty		Gwendolyn		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.94		3.83		Black		F

		917452266		Reynolds		Carolyn		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917416595		Mullins		Kayoung		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201201		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Asian		F

		917467776		Smith		Ryan		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.4		White		M		30117

		917478568		Nottingham Wallace		Mary		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.78		Unknown		F

		917008831		Cain		Cari		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.07		3.75		White		F

		917111317		Cochran		Vickie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.87		White		F

		917403657		Dyer		Davida		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.91		Black		F

		917306824		Bentley		Jessica		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917032215		North		Heather		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.55		4		White		F

		917390901		King		Elizabeth		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917130278		Terry		Pamela		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.27		4		White		F

		917249517		Jones		Katie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.58		3.71		White		F

		917437823		Rickard		Ashley		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917180299		Suwinski		Heather		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.05		3.83		White		F

		917430357		Kafati		Lisa		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917321251		Hill		Aaron		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.33		Black		M

		917219317		Heaton		Lorin		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.76		4		White		F

		917137142		Macon		Camron		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.3		Black		M

		917211604		Daniels		Rachel		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.09		3.5		Black		F

		917204003		Patterson		Whitney		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32		4		White		F

		917306031		Owens		Nicole		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.73		3.93		Black		F

		917303549		Rogers		Michelle		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.26		3.72		White		F

		917284545		Castillo		Brittany		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.8		3.07		Black		F

		917300765		Cash		Landria		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.18		3.71		Black		F

		917180867		Comer		Kristin		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.14		3.5		White		F

		917447326		Logan		Alyce		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.23		Black		F

		917176336		Hibbard		Alison		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.17		4		White		F

		917462012		Silvey		Terry		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.83		White		F

		917361951		Gripper		Trevon		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.5		3.84		Black		M

		917467213		Buist		Ashleigh		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917471310		Wooten		Janet		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917457233		Powe		Tenecia		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.83		Black		F

		917228242		Miller		Michelle		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 		Media Specialist Concentration		MED Media				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.38		4		Unknown		F

		917491193		Vega Ulate		Jamie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.05		3.66		White		F

		917494680		Johns		William		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		M

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.4		3.91		White		F

		917494679		Johns		Kevin		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917476098		Vinson		Jimmy		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.83		Black		M

		917186159		Delille		Wilson		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.03		3.69		Black		M

		917102279		Harris		Michael		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.64		3.91		White		M

		917162168		Callaway		Chase		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917033912		Carroll		Laura		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.51		3.9		White		F

		917285753		Gaither		Freddie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.21		3.41		Black		M

		917445231		Aumann		Alan		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		White		M

		917437625		Salomon		Kari		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F

		917431683		Dulaney		Allyson		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917427372		Bush		N'jemele		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.31		Black		F

		917432192		Cummings		Steven		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		M

		917432347		Scoville		Janice		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917429374		Treadwell		Christopher		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		M

		917445655		Cornelius		Wesley		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3		Black		M

		917449297		Traynor		Kelly		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.88		3.5		Black		F

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.89		3.41		Black		F

		917453377		Foster		Robert		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917385867		Cartwright		Lauren		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917210472		Thompson		Brandon		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.75		3.66		Black		M

		917453050		Duncan		Jessica		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917431366		Hill		Latina		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.33		Black		F

		917224208		Parker		Jeremiah		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3		3.75		White		M

		917452306		Martin		Stanley		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.83		White		M

		917454958		Washington		Rachel		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917424555		Sampson		Vilma		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917476314		Smith		Donald		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.75		Black		M

		917476963		Shelkoff		Jules		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		F

		917476676		Baldwin		Lorna		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		Black		F

		917444173		Gooch		Melissa		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917478509		Dixon		Laura		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.66		White		F

		917317928		Underwood		Joshua		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.83		White		M

		917028964		Markland		Misty		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.66		4		White		F

		917268876		Harris		Takera		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 		Media Specialist Concentration		MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.84		Black		F

		917476965		Mayfield		Heather		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917478454		Barnwell		Corey		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917365091		Jelks		Carman		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.3		Unknown		F

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.57		4		White		F

		917175065		Mimms		Allison		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.09		3.91		White		F

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.32		3.42		White		M

		917157055		Thompson		Carla		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.61		Black		F

		917221729		Pollard		Virginia		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.71		4		White		F

		917291640		King		Jill		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917281650		Hunt		Leigh-Ann		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200805		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917366042		Witte		Melissa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917388104		Justice		Emily		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.83		White		F

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		F

		917205900		Thomas		Jennifer		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.17		3.23		White		F

		917421038		Jones		Casie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.92		White		F

		917400832		Stiltz		Katherine		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917409532		Sherman		Ashley		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917400216		Rich		Emily		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917043254		Surginer		Lisa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.32		4		White		F

		917290376		Caldwell		Brianna		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.07		3.84		Black		F

		917429824		Inmon		Jennifer		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		F

		917435949		Evans		Julie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917433298		Cliver		Christa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917159370		Pavlak		Shanna		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917285211		Miller		Natarsha		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.21		Black		F

		917473278		Mullins		Danielle		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.25		White		F

		917461093		Martin		Jennifer		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917307319		McLeod-Hanie		Megan		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.92		White		F

		917457334		Hollomon		Amanda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.95		White		F

		917245239		Sellers-Gordon		Kathryn		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.63		4		White		F

		917430258		Hendry		Deborah		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		F

		917452384		Lacy		Stacy		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917454860		Woodruff		Amanda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917480166		Gamble		Cheniqua		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		Black		F

		917340581		Samimi		Tiffany		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		F

		917463290		Boyd		Anita		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917479465		Baccus		Denise		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F		30052

		917475230		Jackson		Cassandra		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		Unknown		F

		917468388		Tolbert		Lisa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.69		Black		F

		917152666		Coleman		Caley		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.68		4		White		F

		917165074		Reid		Joyce		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200705		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.77		3.86		White		F

		917282638		Merrell		Julie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28		3.91		White		F

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.6		3.95		Black		F

		917356728		Thach		Susan		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917385487		Falls		Christy		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917403556		Letendre		Claire		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917390335		Elfers		Mary		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917404378		Smith		Kindal		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917410178		Agan		Linden		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917038390		Young		Tracey		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917427377		Lee		Judith		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Asian		F

		917421624		Ford		Cynthia		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917411350		Hanson		Ingrid		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917442564		Woolsey		Connie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917437497		Byers		Susan		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.85		White		F

		917409285		Cook		Joanne		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917301101		Dubose		Adrienne		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.77		3.57		Black		F

		917166237		Klemzak		Stacey		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		0		3.61		White		F

		917446226		Jensen		Michelle		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917428451		McKeever		Lydia		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.35		Black		F

		917331221		Holton		Catherine		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.92		White		F

		917406825		Burgett		Kimberly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		F

		917450486		Nix		Lana		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917473250		Kimsey		Karen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917437495		Van Kley		Linda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917023490		Cooper		Errica		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.55		3.55		Black		F

		917438398		Schenck		Kathleen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917408418		Albright		Whitney		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.29		4		White		F

		917036356		Brown		Holly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.75		White		F

		917490084		Gable		Carrie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.83		White		F

		917474852		Sinapiades		Amanda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.75		Unknown		F

		917488779		Jordan		Shana		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917491196		Smith		Margaret		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917454670		Huff		Gretchen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917195495		Morning-Parker		Rabiah		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.83		3.9		Black		F

		917117362		Smith		Molly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200705		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.84		4		White		F

		917283785		Canavan		Lisa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.57		White		F

		917381674		Allen		Molly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917024448		Ball		Erin		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75		3.91		White		F

		917081251		Davidson		Sabrina		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917404664		Brown		Nina Nicole		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Asian		F

		917407932		Caldwell		Susan		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917400242		Cummins		Elizabeth		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917063259		Mayfield		Layla		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.4		4		White		F

		917416610		Coston		Charice		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.33		Black		F

		917212250		Peoples		Trona		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.41		Black		F

		917432195		Getz		Bethany		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917434315		Jiles		Delinda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917447881		Daniels		Barbara		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917440330		Barnes		Brittany		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917424504		Reese		Molly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917428666		Hurst		Pamela		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.82		Black		F

		917443962		Carter		Randi		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.08		Black		F

		917113895		McMillan		Amanda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.76		White		F

		917448263		Wood		Angelia		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917067499		Bassel		Meghen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.26		4		White		F

		917450589		Noles		Laurie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917303278		Lyons		Mary		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.67		4		White		F

		917428822		Wohlfrom		Maureen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.75		White		F

		917467746		Wire		Heather		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.69		Black		F

		917468383		Brinson		Wendy		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917469806		Lewis		Callie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917175854		Parrott		Toneicya		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.71		3.33		Black		F

		917454270		Wagner		Richard		MED		Media		Special Education				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		M

		917220449		Freeman		Shanika		MED		Media		General				MED Media				F		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.24		3.64		Black		F

		917156147		Walker		Tanya		MED		Media		General				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.44		3.58		White		F

		917475061		Kassi		Marie		MED		Media		General				MED Media				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3		3.25		Black		F

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		MED		Media		General				MED Media				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.29		Black		F

		917011146		Brown		Rebecca		MED		Media		General				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.86		3.91		White		F

		917128003		McGhee		Sarita		MED		Media		General				MED Media				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.42		Black		F

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		MED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.86		Black		F

		917394935		Hart		Nancy		MED		Middle Grades Education		Media Specialist 				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.76		White		F

		917436016		Sykes		Phillip		MED		Middle Grades Education		Social Studies 				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917113776		Adams		Pamela		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.24		3.58		Black		F

		917240773		Williams		Carolyn		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.32		3.91		White		F

		917386636		Mitchell		Eric		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.75		White		M

		917117375		Young		Randall		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.89		4		White		M

		917086694		Mckinley		Kimberly		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.86		3.66		White		F

		917166633		Ruark		Jeremy		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08		3.83		White		M

		917211566		Tucker		Jennifer		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.84		4		White		F

		917179843		McArthur		Kelly		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69		4		White		F

		917005716		Boss		Shannon		MED		Physical Education		General				MED Physical Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.68		3.69		White		F

		917365414		Bodnar		Michael		MED		Physical Education		General				MED Physical Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.38		3.5		White		M

		917379366		Moreland		Earthwind		MED		Physical Education		General				MED Physical Education				F		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46		3.53		Black		M

		917264696		McClure		Bethany		MED		Professional Counseling		Building Level 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.76		3.92		White		F

		917118387		Edmonds		Chase		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.07		4		White		M

		917253141		Goodling		Tori		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.71		3.76		White		F

		917152264		Mainelli-Langer		Nancy		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.67		White		F

		917444936		Nganga		JohnPaul		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		M

		917119284		Badder		Adrianna		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.09		3.83		White		F

		917467743		Markwell		Kimberly		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917338708		Rogers		Norie		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.74		4		White		F

		917311023		Huff		Crystal		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.55		Black		F

		917449941		Eulenfeld		Daryl		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917285193		Abercrombie		Kaitlyn		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.81		4		White		F

		917332228		Carter		Juliana		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.38		4		White		F

		917406503		Ward		Ashley		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917310818		Moore		Emily		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.94		3.88		White		F

		917442211		Knight		Denniesha		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917266069		Payne		Rose		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.56		4		Black		F

		917174558		Ammons		Laveenya		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.37		3.52		Black		F

		917469355		Turgut		Sera		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917291371		Williams		Harold		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		M

		917433361		Connolly		Anne		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917006836		Brown		Jamie		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.1		3.88		White		F

		917167379		Ahern		Jeremiah		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.29		3.94		White		M

		917452822		Thompson		Alexander		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.41		White		M

		917452941		Jenkins		Jermale		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.94		Black		M

		917437363		Reed		Darya		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		0		3.88		White		F

		917293440		Sims		Stormy		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.89		3.47		White		F

		917077947		Gandy		Barbara		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.57		3.52		Black		F

		917311345		Nation		Brittney		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.03		4		Black		F

		917095373		Richards		Deanna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.43		3.54		White		F

		917153592		Hofius		Melinda		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.07		4		White		F

		917386436		Jones		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917316152		Campbell		Erin		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.36		3.41		Black		F

		917414038		Scott		Dennis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.15		Black		M

		917426517		Bowe		Derek		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.83		Black		M

		917320514		Pounds		Iteeah		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.63		Black		F

		917069798		Stafford		William		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.67		3.17		Black		M

		917124624		Stewart		Joshua		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		3.81		White		M

		917169251		Mosley		Katie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.21		4		White		F

		917253569		Berry		Courtney		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.57		3.54		Black		F

		917275186		Carrillo		July		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.94		3.63		White		F

		917164624		Williams		Johnathan		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.73		3.81		White		M

		917249169		Sweany		Tara		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.86		3.63		White		F

		917398594		Shelton		Ashanti		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.63		Black		F

		917397216		Player-Delgado		Luis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		M

		917399158		Anderson		Jarrell		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.36		Black		M

		917396056		Gossett		Lauren		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		F

		917397963		Pitcock		Kirsten		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		F

		917211254		Alexander		Ronald		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.63		Black		M

		917398307		Waugh		Celeste		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917398903		Kahera		Zeinab		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.45		Black		F

		917399064		Whitfield		Jamar		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		M

		917397220		Bello Escobar		Christian		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		M

		917290637		Henderson		Jourdain		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.5		3		Black		M

		917395882		Coleman		Curtis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.54		Black		M

		917398580		McCarty		Christopher		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.54		White		M

		917395314		Cosey		Andrew		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.27		White		M

		917399019		Steward		Misti		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.54		White		F

		917100511		Ginther		Christine		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12		3.72		White		F

		917202438		Buchholz		Francis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.3		4		White		M

		917234180		Wiggins		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.37		4		White		F

		917318524		Ray		Nichole		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.11		3.69		White		F

		917323548		Scott		Gerron		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.26		3.45		Black		M

		917306006		Lott		Whitney		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.23		3.72		White		F

		917422715		Wilkins		Amanda		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917420961		Finley		Oxzavia		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.09		Black		M

		917422512		Greer		Jonna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.81		White		F

		917423930		Bretch		Allyson		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917422985		Hill		Lauren		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917418738		Norman		Spenser		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		M

		917422986		Pierre		Luceandy		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		F

		917424013		Ucci		Michael		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		M

		917397355		Williams		Jordan		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917301389		De Gazon		Alyssa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917414363		Axson		Dashan		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.75		Black		M

		917423633		Jeter		Kenyatta		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		Black		F

		917419470		Blake		Brandi		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		F

		917422400		Parris		Zachary		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Asian		M

		917422017		Ocasio		Denise		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.83		Unknown		F

		917419237		Jones		Alison		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917423023		Taniguchi		Stacie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		Asian		F

		917135002		Edmonds		Laura		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.87		3.9		White		F

		917075902		Morgan		Cassie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.85		4		White		F

		917440170		Dillard		Kelsey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917035133		Etheredge		William		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.61		3.81		White		M

		917334513		Evans		William		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.82		4		White		M

		917306459		Bruce		Gina		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19		3.9		White		F

		917445184		Holmes		Matika		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.36		Black		F

		917446106		Morrissey		Kelsey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917310178		Hodges		Ashley		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		3.72		White		F

		917440915		Till		Robert		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.27		White		M

		917304464		Walkup		Stacey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.46		3.45		White		F

		917344272		Rogers		DeMia		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39		3.9		Black		F

		917341099		Whitley		Rebecca		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.02		3.54		White		F

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39		4		White		F

		917442361		Ray		Arianna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.45		Black		F

		917444039		Chinnery		Jasmine		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.72		Black		F

		917451633		Bussey		Karen		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917443373		Patrick		Vanessa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.81		Black		F

		917444040		Ramirez Rios		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Unknown		F

		917444392		Conroy		Robert		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.27		White		M

		917444638		Duman		Aubrey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917444464		Chan		Victoria		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Asian		F

		917130339		Mitchell		Kimberly		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07		3.72		Black		F

		917459290		Patneaude		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917474354		Stephens		John		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917357024		Callahan		Abbey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.28		3.81		White		F

		917371727		Cabell		Imani		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.93		3.72		Black		F

		917466717		Jones		Alana		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		Unknown		F

		917467364		Roselli		Daniel		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.99		3.72		Black		F

		917268265		Grizzard		Hannah		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.93		3.72		White		F

		917459285		Huffer		Alex		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917399008		Renard		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		F

		917468072		McBroon		Adrienne		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.72		White		F

		917304593		Sharpe		Bernadette		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.13		3.72		White		F

		917185911		Powers		Tiffany		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917457331		Steczo		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.25		3.9		White		M

		917473573		Yazell		Stephanie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.72		White		F

		917469358		Jennings		AlexisGrace		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.81		White		F

		917322008		Belcher		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.01		3.72		White		F

		917226255		Carr		Devin Demond		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.46		4		Black		M

		917418780		Cummings		Eric		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		M

		917454474		Mack		Asa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.36		Black		M

		917467362		Morris		Jalessa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917296406		Morris		Janelle		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		Black		F

		917375797		Rimi		Giavanna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.59		3.72		White		F

		917388067		Martin		Konica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.34		4		Black		F

		917485383		Washington		Tamara		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917495064		Nguyen		Kim		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917475687		Robinson		Jazmine		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Black		F		30260

		917478099		Milner		Alvita		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Black		F

		917486141		Sandbank		Shayna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		White		F

		917482118		Mata		Tina		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		F

		917486533		Middleton		Monquell		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Black		M

		917492133		Argueta		Elias		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.75		Unknown		M

		917347018		Veal		Kendra		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.63		3.9		White		F

		917481640		Ramirez		Xochil		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917485579		Solov		Heather		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492482		Wilson		Devonte		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.81		Black		M

		917390892		Panjwani		Shabina		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.15		3.83		Asian		F

		917480402		Garrett		Alexis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917483454		Kline		Lauren		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Unknown		F

		917485735		Burrell		Jaythan		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917384703		Martin		Brittani		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.85		3.54		Black		F

		917492997		Hutchison		Joie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917484900		Campbell		Courtney		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917485740		Mitchell		Alyssa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492695		Hopson		James		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		M

		917494089		Placeres		Tyler		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		M

		917341125		Scheel		Cynthia		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17		4		White		F

		917485314		Bersey		Nicole		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492473		Burress		Whitney		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.63		White		F

		917283530		Denmon		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17		3.72		White		F

		917486491		White		Nicole		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.81		Black		F

		917484878		Hampson		Erica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917481604		Vick		Aaron		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.27		White		M		36606

		917246299		Lingrell		Karen		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917157798		Freeman		Christopher		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		Black		M

		917044820		Tanner		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.76		4		White		F

		917235735		Owens		Kelen		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.99		3.69		White		F

		917136287		Reaves		Elizabeth		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.28		3.73		White		F

		917143504		Walker		Chasity		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.57		3.82		White		F

		917250551		Burton		Erin		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.23		4		White		F

		917109549		Parry		Matthew		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.95		4		White		M

		917319872		Elliot		Lauren		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.61		Black		F

		917411117		Mardis		Kristin		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917396384		Brown		Stephanie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917406463		Snelling		Denise		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917264287		Eutsey		Ashley		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.38		3.76		Black		F

		917408996		Duncan		Taylor		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917410995		Gerena		Adriana		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917164339		Dunson		Amekia		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.21		3.84		Black		F

		917289342		Nance		Anna		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.78		White		F

		917305749		Davis		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.77		4		White		F

		917321924		Demian		Ann		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.27		3.84		White		F

		917288171		Hulsey		Callie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.68		4		White		F

		917154696		Kirkbride		John		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17		4		White		M

		917226158		Walker		Whitney		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917382867		Watkins		Donna		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917191577		Bice		Meranda		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.18		3.84		White		F

		917388503		Scarber		Kristen		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917357148		Wickham		Nyoca		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.76		Black		F

		917150137		Stevenson		Tiffany		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917404493		Pogue		Jared		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.76		White		M

		917159943		Yeager		Shaquana		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04		3.94		Black		F

		917133306		Bechiom		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917428449		Cormany		Leah		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.76		White		F

		917406199		Fleming		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917178982		Foster		Adrian		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.46		3.37		Black		F

		917305580		Whalen		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.13		4		White		F

		917356962		Offutt		Daphanie Renee		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.01		3.81		Black		F

		917325779		Meyer		Jamie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.3		4		White		F

		917061329		King		Macie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.55		Black		F

		917408173		Ventre		Stephen		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		M

		917406198		Eaker		Richard		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.7		White		M

		917428798		Williams		Amy		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917340569		Buckner		Erica		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.15		4		White		F

		917300689		Meade		Katie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.15		4		White		F

		917084279		Young		Sadie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.6		4		White		F

		917384516		Maddox		Sarah-Michelle		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917381877		Andrews		Sara		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917378526		Hinds		Emily		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		Black		F

		917385396		Cornejo		Alice		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.6		White		F

		917297564		Huckeba		Daniel		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.37		White		M

		917414679		Sullivan		Stephanie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917414659		Jennings		Stephen		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917282919		Arnold		Kayla		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917313182		Woods		Roberta		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.81		3.2		White		F

		917366299		Moffatt		Allyson		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201401		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.15		3.88		White		F

		917448883		Cowan		Hannah		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.82		White		F

		917256035		Sheffield		Shannon		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		200605		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.92		Unknown		F

		917291513		Lambert		Virginia		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		200705		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.85		Unknown		F

		917350759		Simms		Malaina		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.15		3.71		Black		F

		917200409		Cray		Shamieka		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.03		3.71		Black		F

		917384596		Ridge		Kimberly		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.87		Black		F

		917379355		Bonner		Mallory		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		White		F

		917210190		Edmonds		Tiffany		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.23		3.71		Black		F

		917093470		Le		Diana		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.1		3.92		White		F

		917389825		Obaidullah		Tanya		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.85		Asian		F

		917406250		Thompson		Mary		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.6		White		F

		917136466		Lindsey		Lyneeca		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.36		3.92		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917399699		Houpt		Jacklyn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917238057		Sneed		Ishalah		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.28		Black		F

		917255680		Omaivboje		Evelyn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.88		3.42		Black		F

		917418441		Sims		Brittany		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.71		White		F

		917432545		Campbell		Jonathan		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917444436		Anderson		Taylor		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.71		White		M

		917096093		Hyman		Robin		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917433427		Mero		Tiffany		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917210444		Smith		Amber		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.39		4		Black		F

		917340731		Washington		Clarence		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		M

		917068143		Saffo		Melody		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.01		3.64		Black		F

		917458128		Gordon		Kristie		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917298007		Goss		LaChrislyn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.17		3.76		Black		F

		917255424		Wilkinson		Melissa		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.55		3.31		White		F

		917218098		Brinson		Ali		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.21		3.5		Black		F

		917326815		Pratt		Jihad		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.1		3.73		Black		M

		917377374		Ludewig		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.75		White		F

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3		3.5		Black		F

		917123472		Summers		Amanda		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48		3.92		White		F

		917342503		Sansom		Robin		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917246866		Turner		Terri		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.78		White		F

		917402862		Vinson		Alecia		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.85		White		F

		917152694		Jones		Anna		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917241286		Alexander		Lisa		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917139334		Wood		Katherine		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917294752		Alexander		Ryan		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.78		White		M

		917252032		Miller		Jonathan		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		3.76		Black		M

		917435326		Draper		Meredith		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917107341		Cole		Andra'		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.94		3.78		Black		M

		917165552		Hardy		Brittany		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.43		4		White		F

		917323462		Mosley		Wakaith		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.62		Black		F

		917288614		Newey		Megan		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.92		White		F

		917429200		Over		Laura		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		0		3.92		White		F

		917443200		Traeger		Callie		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917143360		Richardson		Leah		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.64		Black		F

		917292669		Radvansky		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3		3.57		White		F

		917246524		Jeter		Amanda		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.23		3.53		White		F

		917221034		Burns		Matthew		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917371565		Clark		Kristol		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917195368		Mull		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.08		4		White		F

		917385092		Ambers		Twila		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.75		Black		F

		917384827		Markham		Cara		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.9		3.93		White		F

		917452346		O'Shea		BrÃ©ana		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917162189		Weekes		Damaris		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.39		3.66		Black		F

		917041189		Mosley		Angelica		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		4		3.92		White		F

		917434920		Waite		Bridget		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.92		White		F

		917264167		Moore		Mary		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		1		3.92		White		F

		917304033		Pirie		Kristen		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917485576		Halsey		Lillie		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.93		White		F

		917345094		Abuellel		Dina		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13		3.76		White		F

		917174941		Jarrett		Teryn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.14		3.18		White		F

		917383674		Rogers		Jamie		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.86		White		F

		917298141		Whittle		Kayla		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.42		3.86		White		F

		917383722		Patterson		Kerry		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.93		White		F

		917098984		Pope		Ashley		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.64		3.78		White		F

		917406095		Kidd		Kenneth		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917037580		Veal		Sunny		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.46		4		White		F

		917391205		Bower		Kathleen		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917428450		Hurns		Reginald		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.4		Black		M

		917154439		Kemp		Britaney		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.64		Black		F

		917450066		Callahan		Haley		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.92		White		F

		917465580		Gresham-Jones		Brooklynn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.2		3.46		Black		F

		917423384		Porter		Sandra		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		White		F

		917416827		Ellis		Meredith		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917272033		Windsor		Kimberly		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.75		4		White		F

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.36		3.83		White		F

		917289632		Pitelli		Maritza		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.26		4		White		F

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917301927		West		Kristen		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.87		4		White		F

		917356384		Sears		Candice		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917178517		Howard		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.77		4		White		F

		917436018		Pringle		LaTonya		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		Black		F

		917448110		Gilbert		Naomi		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.83		White		F

		917466362		Caswell		Angie		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917448408		Henry-Graves		Marlaina		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.78		Black		F

		917153225		Liverman		Dawn		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.57		3.89		White		F

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.95		Black		F

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.63		3.81		White		F

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.84		White		F

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917400808		Mcbrayer		Rachel		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917404932		Leonce		Kerlie		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917268698		Miller		Jo		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917049245		Campbell		Tamara		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917146892		James		Maria		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.12		Black		F

		917424829		Drzewiecki		Alliya		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.85		White		F

		917440083		George		Eon		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.86		Black		M

		917179936		Pope		Susan		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.03		3.84		White		F

		917293981		Lozo		Wendy		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917213849		Goulbourne		Latoya		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.54		3.8		Black		F

		917337963		Wright		Hope		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		Unknown		F

		917163814		Luciano		Julie		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		0		3.73		White		F

		917017003		Walsh		Colleen		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.59		4		White		F

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.72		Black		M

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.81		4		White		F

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.83		White		F

		917399698		Horovitz		Rebecca		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.92		White		F

		917400212		Brooks		Anitra		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.6		Black		F

		917374618		Hancock		Whitney		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.44		3.94		White		F

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.92		3.83		Black		F

		917252539		Harvey		Tina		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.79		4		White		F

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.42		3.58		Black		M

		917429182		Gorrell		Alexandra		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917419875		Hoptroff		Katelyn		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.95		White		F

		917254117		Lester		Erica		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.28		3.85		Black		F

		917431626		Martin		Elisha		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.78		Black		F

		917443988		Brown		Adamika		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.42		Black		F

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.26		3.35		Black		F

		917478291		Rupert		Carolyn		MED		Reading Instruction		Building Level 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917340964		Terry		Shirley		MED		Reading Instruction		Instruction Technology 				MED Reading Instruction				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.33		Black		F

		917364726		Wooten		Taria		MED		Reading Instruction		Instruction Technology 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.04		3.6		Black		F

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		MED		Reading Instruction		Instruction Technology 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.81		4		White		F

		917439636		Wyatt		Hannah		MED		Reading Instruction		Instruction Technology 				MED Reading Instruction				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917196429		Wilder		Angela		MED		Reading Instruction		Media Specialist 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917450941		Newsom		Amanda		MED		Reading Instruction		Media Specialist 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917304632		Franz		Laura		MED		Reading Instruction		Media Specialist 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03		3.31		White		F

		917451011		Turner		Kaley		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		White		F

		917294934		Heath		Chantal		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.27		3.83		Black		F

		917401543		Trotter		Sarah		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917140642		Jones		Caitlin		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917298026		Anctil		Casey		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.35		3.91		White		F

		917317789		Daffin		Danielle		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.3		3.6		Black		F

		917166241		Crandell		Joshua		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.41		4		White		M

		917472483		Schimenti		Sarah		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.7		White		F

		917350638		Zeigler		Jacqueline		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.68		Black		F

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.49		3.9		White		F

		917311908		Bojo		Katherine		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44		3.8		Black		F

		917307621		Gotreaux		Jordan		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917496868		Gibbs		Kathleen		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917489105		Rush		Angela		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.04		3.9		Black		F

		917491125		Miller		Savannah		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917495158		Skidmore		Victoria		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917488402		Mask		Robyn		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917251560		Clark		Elizabeth		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917197927		Pelletier		Katie		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.87		4		White		F

		917241711		Rex		Carley		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917094425		Ellis		Candice		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201505		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917026074		Driver		Bobby		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917011928		Hennessee		Eleanor		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		0.54		4		White		F

		917482191		Hirsch		Alison		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917213038		Akers		Amber		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		White		F

		917136599		Pritchard		Keely		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917494750		Gabriel		Shakeema		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.7		Black		F

		917494284		Telesco		Lucila		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		F

		917473258		Willis		Riann		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917494747		Alvarado		Elizabeth		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917494032		Slenczka		Shawn		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		M

		917496984		Merritt		Laura		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917156992		Forsyth		Stacy		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917495819		Estes		Brooke		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.8		White		F

		917352541		Adams		Tracey		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		Unknown		F

		917297223		Sanya		Mariam		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.29		3.91		Black		F

		917463149		Hall		Kelsey		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917148677		Bush		Marcie		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201505		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.3		4		White		F

		917478469		Reid		Ronica		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		F

		917215758		Wells		Elizabeth		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917392133		Cunningham		Kristen		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.4		3.7		White		F

		917376154		Law		Kristin		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.54		4		White		F

		917484091		Frazier		Jessica		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492323		Pace		Cheryl		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917211358		Phinazee		Brittney		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.87		4		White		F

		917463502		Sellars		Brooke		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.08		Black		F

		917495962		Good		Rachel		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917472410		Miller		Ruhamah		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Asian		F

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Instruction Technology 				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.98		3.85		White		F

		917294615		Patrick		Michelle		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Instruction Technology 				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.96		3.95		Unknown		F

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Instruction Technology 				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.23		3.57		White		F

		917477720		Perkerson		John		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Instruction Technology 				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917166720		Williams		Nichelle		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Biology				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.91		Black		F

		917112196		Ross		Sheila		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.19		3.5		Black		F

		917409651		Widener		William		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3		White		M

		917286395		Thrasher		Jazzmine		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917477159		Morton		Holly		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.6		White		F

		917167521		Merritt		Sherlene		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.88		3.5		Black		F

		917291364		Cuthbert		Kellye		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.63		Black		F

		917412129		Allen		Benjamin		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		M

		917243480		Rinkiewicz		Karyann		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.1		4		White		F

		917342124		McCarty		William		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.74		4		White		M

		917014071		Egas		Jennifer		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.76		White		F

		917326285		Arrington		Thomas		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.9		4		White		M

		917436216		Brandon		Amy		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917055364		Kirk		Mary		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21		3.83		White		F

		917450392		Kleeman		Albert		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3		White		M

		917189529		Sheridan		Jacob		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201505		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58		3.9		White		M

		917310671		Garriott		Danielle		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.78		3.66		White		F

		917133279		Lane		Holly		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3		3.76		White		F

		917425295		Green		Zachary		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.32		White		M

		917257365		Chastine		Natalie		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		F

		917184749		Little		Dustin		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.43		3.83		White		M

		917306257		Oparinde		Olusola		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.28		Black		F

		917426564		Mendence		Donald		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201205		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		M

		917363977		Bailey		Thomas		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		M

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.3		3.41		Black		F

		917336739		Hall		Kristin		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.43		3.5		Black		F

		917092347		Ratzlaff		Danielle		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.43		3.91		White		F

		917044672		Woods		Chadrick		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.76		3.69		White		M

		917476710		Overall		Julie		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.7		White		F

		917179541		King		Stanetress		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.54		3.75		Black		F

		917345404		Mcmeans-Lukiri		Sharon		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.75		Black		F

		917145652		Hungerford		Kimberly		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201105		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.8		White		F

		917140023		Garner		John		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.26		3.5		White		M

		917166479		Davis		Jill		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.75		White		F

		917455848		Sandouby		Naglaa		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Science Education				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917372531		Whorton		Marissa		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Science Education				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917327655		Jones		Troy		MED		Special Education		Building Level				MED Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.44		Black		M

		917066061		Pearce		Alisha		MED		Special Education		Building Level				MED Special Education				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.58		White		F

		917317185		Perkins		Judith		MED		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist				MED Special Education				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.52		Black		F

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		MED		Special Education		System Level 				MED Special Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.72		3.85		Black		F

		917147592		Andrey		Antoinette		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.81		3.69		Unknown		F

		917050708		O'Miller		Karyn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.66		3.75		White		F

		917276475		Jones		Emily		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.63		3.5		White		F

		917142849		McCommons		Quinae		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917337661		Wafer		Cashmera		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.94		Unknown		F

		917346387		Odorizzi		Kari		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200905		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917377233		Delgado		Darlene		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.14		Black		F

		917362847		Gaba		Laud		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.55		Black		M

		917388715		Sapp		Christopher		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.33		Black		M

		917233500		Westmoreland		Trinity		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.59		3.91		White		F

		917378632		Waters		Laura		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.93		White		F

		917166421		Teat		Kathryn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917372662		Fahrney		Rachel		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917128475		Jones-Rozier		Carol Ann		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.28		3.71		Black		F

		917035205		Denmon		Lisanne		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.09		4		White		F

		917223456		Booker		Rafael		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.19		3.84		Black		M

		917386397		Canders		Jaen		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.07		White		F

		917171309		DeMonti		Shannon		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		1.65		3.8		White		F

		917407460		Burnette		Samantha		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.33		Black		F

		917160405		Baker		Tammera		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.78		Black		F

		917406311		Williams		Marion		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.67		Black		F

		917108500		Parker		George		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201405		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3		3.06		Black		M

		917145724		Bender		Allison		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.72		3.5		White		F

		917301910		Radvansky		David		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35		3.77		White		M

		917305274		Sanders		Marion		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.57		3.85		Black		F

		917204353		Kerr		Shelley		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.99		3.26		White		F

		917202763		Young		Joseph		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.16		3.75		White		M

		917352455		Simpson		Travis		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.52		Black		M

		917386131		Jones		Preston		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3		3.29		Black		M

		917115872		Fitzpatrick		Gina		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.73		3.46		White		F

		917430854		Prather		Karen		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.75		Black		F

		917442352		Whiteside		Hilary		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.25		Black		F

		917406466		Brown		Nicole		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.08		Black		F

		917199641		Johnson		Shyreon		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.11		Black		F

		917171362		Wilbor		Emily		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917407141		Ritter		Kelley		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.85		White		F

		917172164		Heaberlin		Robert		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				2.84		White		M

		917423880		Wright		Lawanda		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.7		Black		F

		917287122		Cheatwood		Jordan		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.48		3.83		White		F

		917458617		Moss		Jennifer		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.27		White		F

		917307230		Fenton		Lisa		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.75		3.75		Black		F

		917024992		Donahue		Laura		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.33		3.92		White		F

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.47		3.72		White		F

		917424731		Ballingall		Hannah		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.66		White		F

		917066272		Pewitt		Kristin		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.9		4		White		F

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.84		3.81		White		F

		917481854		Guess		Kaitlyn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917417529		Crowder		Kacie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.36		White		F

		917079801		Harbin		Sandy		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.07		3.87		White		F

		917209093		Baptiste		Carleen		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.68		3.28		Black		F

		917253354		Lachmayr		Margaret		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.76		White		F

		917040308		Mason		Sandra		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26		3.76		Black		F

		917274668		Williams		Rontashala		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200705		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3		Black		F

		917331646		Lamprey		Anna		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		0		3.85		White		F

		917114621		Skinner		Summer		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28		3.75		White		F

		917351188		Hood		Stephanie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201301		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.93		White		F

		917332670		Palmer		Amber		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		3.2		White		F

		917113392		Williamson		Matthew		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.86		White		M

		917350814		Laidlaw		Alton		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.71		Black		M

		917131124		Drage		Rebecca		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917384369		Burgess		Elsa		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917244884		Walker		Charlie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3		Black		M

		917403993		Renfroe		Katlyn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.63		White		F

		917231558		Bailey		DeAundria		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.7		3.76		Black		F

		917141678		Wright		Norris		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.57		Black		M

		917265098		Tillotson		Fatou		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.83		3.8		Black		F

		917004571		Fowler		Sheila		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200905		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.4		White		F

		917347223		Cannata		Laura		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917354324		Greene		Ebony		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.66		Black		F

		917345228		Weathers		Sasceria		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3		Black		F

		917067256		Johnson		Denise		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.01		3.73		White		F

		917365403		Clark		Ali		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		F

		917403938		Hughes		Lisa		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.3		White		F

		917425525		Bailey		Nicole		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917400882		Griffith		Christian		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.58		White		F

		917425442		Davis		Elizabeth		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917041234		McArthur		Deanna Kaye		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.86		White		F

		917243350		Perrotta		Elena		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16		3.46		White		F

		917115671		Martin		Ebony		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.85		Black		F

		917039720		Keen		Kimberly		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08		4		Black		F

		917144479		Gilliard		Denise		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201408		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		3.56		Black		F

		917158233		Horwitz		Jeffrey		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.19		3.93		White		M

		917106406		Brown		Dawn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.77		3.84		White		F

		917159824		Cooper		Brittney		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.22		3.81		White		F

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.98		3.81		White		F

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.24		4		White		F

		917112101		Poulicek		Paula		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917227484		Arnette		Rosetta		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.5		3.47		Black		F

		917307063		Cobb		Crystal		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.63		Black		F

		917133021		Whitman		Julie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200805		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917151624		Russell-Wright		Mary		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200901		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.93		Unknown		F

		917322511		Greene		Tamika		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.78		3.61		Black		F

		917303028		Alford		Ann Marie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.73		White		F

		917364196		Lyons		William		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		M

		917355319		McConnell		Sheila		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.8		White		F

		917389422		Reynolds		Brandon		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.25		White		M

		917382870		Hall		Haley		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917252606		Simon		Connie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.93		White		F

		917381448		Clouse		Rachel		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.82		White		F

		917348654		Hendricks		Elizabeth		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.66		Black		F

		917410027		Horton		Jeffrey		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.85		White		M

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917172486		Julien		Nicole		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201605		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.98		3.84		Black		F

		917475542		Willis		Jennifer		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		Instruction Technology 				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.4		3.86		White		F

		917209286		Swanson		Melinda		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.19		3.57		White		F

		917205689		Hart		Melissa		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.76		3.69		White		F

		917245599		Baker		Jennifer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.47		3.76		White		F

		917206154		Awbrey		Kathy Leigh		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.24		3.76		White		F

		917244550		Pence		Lindsey		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.83		3.76		White		F

		917248006		Meadows		Kimberly		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.38		3.38		White		F

		917337990		Hurd		Rachaele		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917341202		Hussmann		Laura		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.91		3.76		White		M

		917339791		Clark		Catherine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.85		3.6		White		F

		917150294		Keel		Laura		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.9		3.71		White		F

		917318610		Entrekin		Christina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.9		3.78		White		F

		917344841		Fendt		Katherine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.83		3.85		White		F

		917344523		Hernandez		Annette		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.83		3.86		Unknown		F

		917344533		Kabu		Erika		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.93		White		F

		917204556		Bowen		Rebecca		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.77		3.61		White		F

		917303360		Harper		Destiny		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.58		3.61		White		F

		917270049		Chitwood		Katlyn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.68		3.55		White		F

		917185603		Jackson		Leila		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.13		3.5		Black		F

		917371147		Klein		Emma		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.76		White		F

		917212739		Longworth		Crystal		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.91		3.91		White		F

		917215902		Troglin		Kathy		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.54		3.61		White		F

		917243451		Harvard		Ashley		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.32		3.91		White		F

		917345080		Allen		Fenitra		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.77		3.93		Black		F

		917380039		Anderson		Haleigh		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.44		3.85		White		F

		917367029		Cooper		Darrel		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.8		3.94		White		M

		917374584		Johnson		Becky		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.9		3.92		White		F

		917372442		Sta. Maria-Nase		Anna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		4		Asian		F

		917397865		DeMuro		Whitney		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		F

		917395892		Dietz		Katherine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.76		White		F

		917397501		Jacobs		Renee		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		F

		917399614		Staak		Kathryn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.83		White		F

		917284995		Sumner		Amber		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.72		3.83		White		F

		917395965		Winters		Caroline		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		M

		917248503		Aker		Shenna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.4		3.83		Black		F

		917291564		Breland		Aundryel		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Black		F

		917289868		Taylor		Kaleigh		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.86		4		White		F

		917397214		Almanzar-Mendez		Rafaelina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.83		White		F

		917251708		Millican		Katie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.93		3.91		White		F

		917398583		Mouton		Alenya		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3		3.83		Black		F

		917303326		Daniel		Martha		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.31		3.75		White		F

		917169122		Harber		Benjamin		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.41		3.75		White		M

		917292808		Rice		Ashley		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.72		3.91		White		F

		917251779		Schultz		Amber		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.73		3.87		White		F

		917199907		McGuire		Cynthia		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.26		3.67		White		F

		917065244		Morin		Hannah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.6		3.91		White		F

		917202440		Lopera		Carolina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.85		3.92		White		F

		917361019		Gawel		Kelly		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.87		3.91		White		F

		917414642		Costantino		Rachel		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.84		White		F

		917317602		Brown		Wendi		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.9		3.91		White		F

		917359463		Kenney		Jennifer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.81		3.91		White		F

		917398543		Hoyos		Kathryn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.91		White		F

		917251445		Ross		Lauren		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.93		White		F

		917159630		Kemp		Brittany		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.88		4		Black		F

		917419969		Walls		Angela		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.83		White		F

		917418431		Hogan		Maryellen		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917394729		Slater		Kara		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.93		White		F

		917414381		Theeck		Amanda		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917417841		Ragole		Lorelei		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.83		White		F

		917411576		Marable		Amanda		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.92		White		F

		917348571		Sykes-Clark		Tanya		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.16		3.75		Black		F

		917412311		Kowalski		Jessica		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917407683		Andrews		Alexandria		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.7		White		F

		917412168		Cox		Tierra		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		Black		F

		917415520		Blair		Elizabeth		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.92		White		F

		917250129		Philpot		Jasmine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.29		4		White		F

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.37		3.83		White		F

		917283495		Lowther		April		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.11		3.83		Black		F

		917419471		Bogle		Julie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917439193		Demich		Kailyn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917436832		Hamby		Lindsey		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917436833		Rice		Sarah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917440067		Distefano		Justine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917176217		Hashim		Naina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.37		4		Asian		F

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.84		3.91		White		F

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.44		3.91		White		F

		917442341		Schewe		Stefania		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.93		3.57		White		F

		917318568		Halpin		Sarah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917415491		Jamieson		Erin		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.92		4		White		F

		917412015		Bober		Erin		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917398534		Walker		Katelyn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.91		White		F

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.75		4		White		F

		917292809		Austin		Amber		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.9		3.84		Black		F

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.53		3.91		Asian		F

		917251766		Rochester		Brittany		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.31		4		White		F

		917440771		King		Shaylyn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.75		Black		F

		917442214		McCloud		Kathryn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.94		4		White		F

		917410117		Bowman		Elizabeth		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.37		3.92		White		F

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.68		3.83		White		F

		917414674		Schneider		Kristen		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.92		4		Unknown		F

		917065684		Hill		Julie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.68		4		White		F

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.54		3.71		White		F

		917435544		Rutter		Serena		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.91		White		F

		917354238		Teschner		McKenzie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.85		White		F

		917158160		Thomas		Jennifer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.61		3.66		White		F

		917464348		Cooke		Stephanie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917320042		Cofield		Brianna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.85		White		F

		917178587		Caughman		Ashley		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.22		3.78		Black		F

		917423309		Slemp		Kelli		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.66		White		F

		917165849		Robinson		Debrienne		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		Black		F

		917415024		Dickerson		Carol		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		3.65		Black		F

		917457597		Gravitt		Jenna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.92		White		F

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.92		White		F

		917421002		White		Hannah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.83		White		F

		917456126		Roop		Kristina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.71		White		F

		917440909		Borneman		Mary		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44		3.85		Black		F

		917333031		Anderson		Evan		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.85		White		F

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.58		3.92		White		F

		917434708		Heavlin		Jennifer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917330784		Moses		Anna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.9		3.92		White		F

		917433030		Beesley		Corinne		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.92		White		F

		917388514		Kortum		Claire		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		4		White		F

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.67		3.78		White		F

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.41		3.64		White		F

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44		4		White		F

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.95		3.78		White		F

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.97		3.92		White		F

		917466211		Prevatte		Megan		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.92		White		F

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.53		3.92		White		F

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.88		4		White		F

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917345595		Law		Hannah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.75		3.92		White		F





ACTIVE_GRAD_SWP

																		B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		85		89		172		186		240		772

		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														GRADUATES		39		33		48		54		70		244

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Grand Total		60		62		59		67		96		344











																		B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		0		93		105		198

																		GRADUATES		0		0		0		0		19		19















																		BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		55		51		28		18		23		175

																		GRADUATES		21		29		11		13		7		81





















































































































































































































































b.s. sPORT mANAGEMENT ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	85	89	172	186	240	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	39	33	48	54	70	







b.s. health & community wellness active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	0	93	105	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	0	0	19	







B.s.ED. PHYSICAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	55	51	28	18	23	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	21	29	11	13	7	









ACTIVE_GRAD_LSE



		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		86		93		83		55		36		353

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		33		31		32		30		21		147

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216

		Business Education		2										2

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56				M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81				ACTIVE MAJORS		105		66		33		28		25		257

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147				GRADUATES		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125

		Nursing Education								4		7		11

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924				Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60				ACTIVE MAJORS		80		112		95		62		64		413

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163				GRADUATES		16		29		43		38		28		154

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455

		Middle Grades Education		2										2

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154				M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215				ACTIVE MAJORS		16		28		36		61		88		229

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215				GRADUATES		3		3		7		14		31		58

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082

		Administration and Supervision		1										1

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11				M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Physical Education		3										3				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		21		81		105		100		307

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331				GRADUATES		0		0		4		15		17		36

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825















































































































































































































B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	86	93	83	55	36	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	33	31	32	30	21	







M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	105	66	33	28	25	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	43	26	22	7	11	







Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	80	112	95	62	64	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	16	29	43	38	28	







M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	16	28	36	61	88	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	3	3	7	14	31	







M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	21	81	105	100	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	4	15	17	









ACTIVE_GRAD_LRS





		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		85		97		96		94		90		462

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		5		15		27		17		19		83

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244				Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216				ACTIVE MAJORS		100		69		50		86		130		435

		Business Education		2										2				GRADUATES		19		66		21		18		39		163

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125

		Nursing Education								4		7		11

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455

		Middle Grades Education		2										2

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082

		Administration and Supervision		1										1

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11

		Physical Education		3										3

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825







































































































































































































































Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	TOTAL	85	97	96	94	90	462	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	TOTAL	5	15	27	17	19	83	







Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	TOTAL	100	69	50	86	130	435	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	TOTAL	19	66	21	18	39	163	









ACTIVE_GRAD_ETF



		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		152		146		167		191		195		851

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		68		74		50		63		90		345

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216

		Business Education		2										2

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125				Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Nursing Education								4		7		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		25		29		25		24		43		146

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31				GRADUATES		6		21		11		10		13		61

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455

		Middle Grades Education		2										2

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154				Ed.S. MEDIA IN IT SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA CERTIFICATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215				ACTIVE MAJORS		31		10		1		0		0		42

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215				GRADUATES		9		18		1		0		0		28

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082

		Administration and Supervision		1										1

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11

		Physical Education		3										3				M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331				ACTIVE MAJORS		44		75		112		120		124		475

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58				GRADUATES		18		5		21		33		34		111

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825

																		M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		62		71		71		61		74		339

																		GRADUATES		21		15		25		21		15		97





































































































































































































Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	152	146	167	191	195	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	68	74	50	63	90	







Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	25	29	25	24	43	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	6	21	11	10	13	







Ed.S. MEDIA IN IT SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA CERTIFICATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	31	10	1	0	0	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	9	18	1	0	0	







M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	44	75	112	120	124	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	18	5	21	33	34	







M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	62	71	71	61	74	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	21	15	25	21	15	









ACTIVE_GRAD_ESE

		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		410		369		318		260		257		1614

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216

		Business Education		2										2

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81				M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147				ACTIVE MAJORS		64		87		106		113		151		521

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234				GRADUATES		34		18		30		40		47		169

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125

		Nursing Education								4		7		11

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163				Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455				ACTIVE MAJORS		28		25		26		19		40		138

		Middle Grades Education		2										2				GRADUATES		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082				M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Administration and Supervision		1										1				ACTIVE MAJORS		27		25		18		8		1		79

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4				GRADUATES		3		14		11		7		5		40

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11

		Physical Education		3										3

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331				M.A.T. SECONDARY EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58				ACTIVE MAJORS		72		124		124		97		76		493

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40				GRADUATES		13		38		44		56		28		179

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825

		M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION

		CONCENTRATION		GRADUATE: FY 2012-2013		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2012-2013		GRADUATE: FY 2013-2014		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2013-2014		GRADUATE: FY 2014-2015		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2014-2015		GRADUATE: FY 2015-2016		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2015-2016		GRADUATE: FY 2016-2017		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2016-2017		GRADUATE: TOTAL		ACTIVE MAJORS: TOTAL

		Biology (6-12)		0				3				8				5				2				18		0

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		1				6				8				10				4				29

		Business Education (6-12)		7				14				13				11				3				48

		Chemistry (6-12)		0				0				0				0				1				1

		Community Counseling 		0				1				0				0				0				1

		English (6-12)		1				6				5				6				7				25

		General		1				1				1				2				1				6

		History (6-12)		1				3				4				14				6				28

		Instruction Technology 		1				3				3				5				2				14

		Mathematics (6-12)		1				0				1				0				0				2

		Media Specialist 		0				0				0				1				0				1

		Political Science (6-12)		0				1				1				2				2				6





 B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	410	369	318	260	257	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	178	147	149	126	96	







M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	64	87	106	113	151	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	34	18	30	40	47	







Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	28	25	26	19	40	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	16	13	12	8	11	







 M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	27	25	18	8	1	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	3	14	11	7	5	







M.A.T. SECONDARY EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	72	124	124	97	76	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	13	38	44	56	28	









ACTIVE_GRAD_CSC

		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		155		153		122		75		106		611

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		41		56		61		28		48		234

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216

		Business Education		2										2

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234				M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125				ACTIVE MAJORS		53		59		90		79		69		350

		Nursing Education								4		7		11				GRADUATES		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455

		Middle Grades Education		2										2

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		0		11		68		79

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215				GRADUATES		0		0		0		8		19		27

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082

		Administration and Supervision		1										1

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11

		Physical Education		3										3

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109				ACTIVE MAJORS		58		51		49		61		60		279

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125				GRADUATES		23		27		25		23		32		130

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825

																		M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		70		72		70		40		44		296

																		GRADUATES		16		8		19		12		21		76

																		Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		20		32		35		41		44		172

																		GRADUATES		9		13		17		16		33		88

																		Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		14		10		13		16		19		72

																		GRADUATES		6		7		4		3		11		31



B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	155	153	122	75	106	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	41	56	61	28	48	







M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	53	59	90	79	69	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	22	19	25	27	32	







M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	0	11	68	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	0	8	19	







M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	58	51	49	61	60	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	23	27	25	23	32	







M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	70	72	70	40	44	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	16	8	19	12	21	







Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	20	32	35	41	44	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	9	13	17	16	33	







Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	14	10	13	16	19	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	6	7	4	3	11	









GENDER_SWP

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

												FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total				B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		BS		30		59		89				GRADUATES		17		53		70

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				ACTIVE MAJORS		55		185		240

		Sport Management		17		53		70

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48				B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		EDD		27		10		37				GRADUATES		13		6		19

		Nursing Education		6		1		7				ACTIVE MAJORS		82		23		105

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11

		School Improvement		11		8		19

		EDS		163		55		218

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33

		Special Education		23		5		28

		MAT		32		13		45				BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Teacher Education		32		13		45				GRADUATES		4		3		7

		Biology (6-12)		2				2				ACTIVE MAJORS		13		10		23

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1

		History (6-12)		1		5		6

		Instruction Technology 		2				2

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816







































































































































GENDER - B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	17	53	70	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	55	185	240	







GENDER - B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	13	6	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	82	23	105	







GENDER - BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	4	3	7	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	13	10	23	









GENDER_LSE

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total

		BS		30		59		89				B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				GRADUATES		14		7		21

		Sport Management		17		53		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		26		10		36

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37

		Nursing Education		6		1		7				M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11				GRADUATES		11		0		11

		School Improvement		11		8		19				ACTIVE MAJORS		23		2		25

		EDS		163		55		218

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33

		Special Education		23		5		28

		MAT		32		13		45

		Teacher Education		32		13		45				Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Biology (6-12)		2				2				GRADUATES		23		5		28

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4				ACTIVE MAJORS		55		9		64

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1

		History (6-12)		1		5		6

		Instruction Technology 		2				2

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17				M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		MED		231		24		255				GRADUATES		30		1		31

		Business Education		1				1				ACTIVE MAJORS		85		3		88

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816				M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

												GRADUATES		13		4		17

												ACTIVE MAJORS		45		31		76































































































































GENDER - B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	14	7	21	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	26	10	36	







GENDER - M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	11	0	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	23	2	25	







GENDER - Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	23	5	28	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	55	9	64	







GENDER - M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	30	1	31	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	85	3	88	







GENDER - M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	13	4	17	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	45	31	76	









GENDER_LRS

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total

		BS		30		59		89				Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				GRADUATES		11		8		19

		Sport Management		17		53		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		64		26		90

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37

		Nursing Education		6		1		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11

		School Improvement		11		8		19				Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		EDS		163		55		218				GRADUATES		23		16		39

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		89		41		130

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33

		Special Education		23		5		28

		MAT		32		13		45

		Teacher Education		32		13		45

		Biology (6-12)		2				2

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1

		History (6-12)		1		5		6

		Instruction Technology 		2				2

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816























































































































GENDER - Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	11	8	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	64	26	90	







GENDER - Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	23	16	39	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	89	41	130	









GENDER_ETF

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total

		BS		30		59		89				Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				GRADUATES		69		21		90

		Sport Management		17		53		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		143		52		195

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37				Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Nursing Education		6		1		7				GRADUATES		12		1		13

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		42		1		43

		School Improvement		11		8		19

		EDS		163		55		218

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33				M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Special Education		23		5		28				GRADUATES		26		8		34

		MAT		32		13		45				ACTIVE MAJORS		90		34		124

		Teacher Education		32		13		45

		Biology (6-12)		2				2

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1				M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		History (6-12)		1		5		6				GRADUATES		15		0		15

		Instruction Technology 		2				2				ACTIVE MAJORS		66		8		74

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816



GENDER - Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	69	21	90	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	143	52	195	







GENDER - Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	12	1	13	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	42	1	43	







GENDER - M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	26	8	34	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	90	34	124	







GENDER - M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	15	0	15	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	66	8	74	









GENDER_ESE

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total

		BS		30		59		89				B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				GRADUATES		90		6		96

		Sport Management		17		53		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		245		12		257

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37				M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Nursing Education		6		1		7				GRADUATES		47		0		47

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		145		6		151

		School Improvement		11		8		19

		EDS		163		55		218

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33				Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Special Education		23		5		28				GRADUATES		10		1		11

		MAT		32		13		45				ACTIVE MAJORS		37		3		40

		Teacher Education		32		13		45

		Biology (6-12)		2				2

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1				M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		History (6-12)		1		5		6				GRADUATES		3		2		5

		Instruction Technology 		2				2				ACTIVE MAJORS		1		0		1

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31				M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SECONDARY EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5				GRADUATES		19		9		28

		Special Education		11				11				ACTIVE MAJORS		76		24		100

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816



GENDER - B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	90	6	96	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	245	12	257	







GENDER - M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	47	0	47	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	145	6	151	







GENDER - Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	10	1	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	37	3	40	







GENDER - M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	3	2	5	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	1	0	1	







GENDER - M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	19	9	28	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	76	24	100	









GENDER_CSC

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total				GRADUATES		48		0		48

		BS		30		59		89				ACTIVE MAJORS		105		1		106

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19

		Sport Management		17		53		70

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37

		Nursing Education		6		1		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11				M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		School Improvement		11		8		19				GRADUATES		32		0		32

		EDS		163		55		218				ACTIVE MAJORS		62		7		69

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33

		Special Education		23		5		28

		MAT		32		13		45

		Teacher Education		32		13		45

		Biology (6-12)		2				2

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1				GRADUATES		14		5		19

		English (6-12)		5		2		7				ACTIVE MAJORS		53		15		68

		General		1				1

		History (6-12)		1		5		6

		Instruction Technology 		2				2

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31				GRADUATES		25		7		32

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5				ACTIVE MAJORS		48		12		60

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816

												M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

												GRADUATES		20		1		21

												ACTIVE MAJORS		41		3		44

												Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

												GRADUATES		22		11		33

												ACTIVE MAJORS		35		9		44

												Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

												GRADUATES		10		1		11

												ACTIVE MAJORS		19		0		19



GENDER - B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	48	0	48	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	105	1	106	







GENDER - M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	32	0	32	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	62	7	69	







GENDER - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	14	5	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	53	15	68	







GENDER - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	25	7	32	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	48	12	60	







GENDER - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUA	TES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	20	1	21	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	41	3	44	







GENDER - Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	22	11	33	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	35	9	44	







GENDER - Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	10	1	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	19	0	19	









RACE_SWP

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

																		FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total				B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		BS						47		4		38		89				GRADUATES		0		0		34		0		4		32		70

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		156		1		6		77		240

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7				B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11				GRADUATES		0		0		13		0		0		6		19

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		64		0		0		41		105

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33

		Special Education						8				20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77				BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31				GRADUATES		0		0		1		0		2		4		7

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		4		0		2		17		23

		Special Education						1				10		11

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816





















































































































































RACE - B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	34	0	4	32	70	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	156	1	6	77	240	







RACE - B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	13	0	0	6	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	64	0	0	41	105	







RACE - BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	1	0	2	4	7	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	4	0	2	17	23	









RACE_LSE

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		0		4		0		0		17		21

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		7		0		1		28		36

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37				M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7				GRADUATES		0		0		1		0		0		10		11

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		1		0		0		23		25

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33				Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Special Education						8				20		28				GRADUATES		0		0		8		0		0		20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		20		0		1		42		64

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77				M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31				GRADUATES		0		1		5		0		2		23		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		20		0		4		64		88

		Special Education						1				10		11

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816







																		M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		0		7		0		2		8		17

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		37		0		8		55		100





























































































































RACE - B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	4	0	0	17	21	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	7	0	1	28	36	







RACE - M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	1	0	0	10	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	1	0	0	23	25	







RACE - Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	8	0	0	20	28	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	20	0	1	42	64	







RACE - M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	5	0	2	23	31	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	20	0	4	64	88	







RACE - M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	7	0	2	8	17	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKN	OWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	37	0	8	55	100	









RACE_LRS

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		1		5		0		0		13		19

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		2		21		0		6		61		90

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19				Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218				GRADUATES		0		0		15		0		4		20		39

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		69		0		6		55		130

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33

		Special Education						8				20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5

		Special Education						1				10		11

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816























































































RACE - Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	5	0	0	13	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	2	21	0	6	61	90	







RACE - Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	15	0	4	20	39	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	69	0	6	55	130	









RACE_ETF

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		1		30		0		4		55		90

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		1		2		66		0		9		117		195

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37				Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7				GRADUATES		0		0		2		0		2		9		13

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		5		0		2		36		43

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33				M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Special Education						8				20		28				GRADUATES		1		1		11		0		3		18		34

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		53		0		6		64		124

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31				M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5				GRADUATES		0		0		7		0		2		6		15

		Special Education						1				10		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		2		13		0		3		56		74

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816









































































































RACE - Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	30	0	4	55	90	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	1	2	66	0	9	117	195	







RACE - Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	2	0	2	9	13	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	5	0	2	36	43	







RACE - M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	1	1	11	0	3	18	34	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOW	N	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	53	0	6	64	124	







RACE - M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	7	0	2	6	15	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	2	13	0	3	56	74	









RACE_ESE

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		2		23		0		6		65		96

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		63		2		12		180		257

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11				M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39				GRADUATES		0		1		15		0		5		26		47

		Media				1		34		6		66		107				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		47		0		6		98		151

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33

		Special Education						8				20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5

		Special Education						1				10		11				Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32				GRADUATES		0		0		3		0		0		8		11

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		8		0		1		31		40



























																		M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		0		1		0		1		3		5

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		1		0		0		0		1













																		M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SECONDARY EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		1		7		0		1		19		28

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		18		0		6		52		76





RACE - B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	2	23	0	6	65	96	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	63	2	12	180	257	







RACE - M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	15	0	5	26	47	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	47	0	6	98	151	







RACE - Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	3	0	0	8	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	8	0	1	31	40	







RACE - M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	1	0	1	3	5	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	1	0	0	0	1	







RACE - M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	7	0	1	19	28	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	18	0	6	52	76	









RACE_CSC

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		1		13		0		3		31		48

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		21		0		4		81		106

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11				M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19				GRADUATES		0		0		4		0		0		28		32

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		3		11		0		4		51		69

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33

		Special Education						8				20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47				GRADUATES		0		0		8		0		0		11		19

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		21		0		5		42		68

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5

		Special Education						1				10		11

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816

																		M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		1		10		0		7		14		32

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		17		0		8		34		60

																		M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		0		9		0		0		12		21

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		11		0		3		30		44

																		Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		1		10		0		2		20		33

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		18		0		2		24		44

																		Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		1		4		0		0		6		11

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		10		0		1		7		19



RACE - B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	13	0	3	31	48	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	21	0	4	81	106	







RACE - M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	4	0	0	28	32	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	3	11	0	4	51	69	







RACE - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	8	0	0	11	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	21	0	5	42	68	







RACE - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRAD	UATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	10	0	7	14	32	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	17	0	8	34	60	







RACE - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	9	0	0	12	21	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	11	0	3	30	44	







RACE - Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	10	0	2	20	33	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	18	0	2	24	44	







RACE - Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	4	0	0	6	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKN	OWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	10	0	1	7	19	











ADMISSION & PROGRESSION TO GRADUATION DATA
GOAL: 80% OR MORE GRADUATE IN ≤3 YEARS FROM ADMISSION TO TE

Fiscal Year % Graduated in 2 Years or Less % Graduated in 3 Years or More

2012-2013 36/178:  20% 142/178: 80%

2013-2014 24/147: 16% 123/147: 84%

2014-2015 22/149: 15% 127/149: 85%

2015-2016 19/126: 15% 107/126: 85%

2016-2017 12/96: 13% 84/96: 88%

Active Majors Admitted 3+ 
Years Ago (2013-2014 and 
prior)

Active Majors Admitted 2 
Years Ago (2014-2015)

Active Majors Admitted 1 
Year Ago (2015-2016)

Active Majors Admitted in 
2016-2017

Total Active Majors

117 80 47 13 257



RACE – ACTIVE MAJORS AND GRADUATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

AMERICAN INDIAN
OR ALASKAN

NATIVE
ASIAN BLACK

NATIVE HAWAIIAN
OR PACIFIC
ISLANDER

UNKNOWN WHITE TOTAL

GRADUATES 0 2 23 0 6 65 96
ACTIVE MAJORS 0 0 63 2 12 180 257
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RACE - B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	2	23	0	6	65	96	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	63	2	12	180	257	









ed2650 RAW

		sid		lname		fname		campus		degree		major		minor		concentration 1		concentration 2		pt/ft		admitterm		term		US_OGPA		GS_OGPA		Race		Gender		pr_phone		business_email		home_email		UWG_EMAIL		street1		street2		city		state		zip

		917017003		Walsh		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201205		3.59		4		White		F				NA		cew1714@yahoo.com		NA

		917022558		Blum		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205		2.72		3.84		White		M		770 4879817		blum.kenneth@mail.fcboe.org		NA		kblum1@my.westga.edu		126 Magnolia Dr				Tyrone		GA		30290-2318

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				System Level (COE)				P		201008		201205		2.72		3.85		Black		F		678 7496475		NA		monica_mitcherson@hotmail.com		mmitche1@my.westga.edu		6086 Allpoint Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4682

		917058741		Willingham		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201205		3.12		3.95		White		F		770 5839971		NA		jenwil48@bellsouth.net		jwillin1@my.westga.edu		343 Grandma Branch Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1746

		917112101		Poulicek		Paula		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201205		4		4		White		F		706 2321165		NA		ppoulicek@aol.com		ppoulic1@my.westga.edu		510 E 8th St SE				Rome		GA		30161-6208

		917102279		Harris		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200808		201205		3.64		3.91		White		M		770 8806575		NA		NA		mlharris@westga.edu		131 Rhudy St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3146

		917161583		Freyman		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201205		3.94		4		White		F		770 3285516		amanda.freyman@cowetaschools.net		NA		afreyma1@my.westga.edu		150 Rooks Road				Gay		GA		30218

		917146985		Martin		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205		3.91		3.84		White		F		770 6325859		NA		sharmartin@earthlink.net		smartin2@my.westga.edu		116 Rolling Grn				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1239

		917098450		Hart		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201008		201205		3.29		3.66		White		F		706 5701847		lindsay.hart@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		lglisso1@my.westga.edu		124 South St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3815

		917158163		Evers		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205		3.66		3.95		White		F		770 5996152		NA		andrea.evers@cowetaschools.org		aevers1@my.westga.edu		80 Rock Mill Ct				Senoia		GA		30276-4801

		917195495		Morning-Parker		Rabiah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201205		3.83		3.9		Black		F		678 7991392		NA		parkerra@fultonschools.org		rmornin1@my.westga.edu		964 Victory Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4612

		917227484		Arnette		Rosetta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201205		3.5		3.47		Black		F		770 4739185		NA		roselight51@yahoo.com		rarnett1@my.westga.edu		2470 Greenfield Ln				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6195

		917117362		Smith		Molly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200705		201205		3.84		4		White		F		770 5742657		molly.smith@carrollcountyschools.com		bridetobe917@aol.com		mstowe1@my.westga.edu		150 Providence Lake Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3988

		917211566		Tucker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201005		201205		3.84		4		White		F		770 7480181		NA		jentuck87@bellsouth.net		jtucker2@my.westga.edu		43 Watts Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5373

		917174941		Jarrett		Teryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200905		201205		3.14		3.18		White		F		706 9360783		NA		NA		tjarret1@my.westga.edu		300 McDonald St NW				Rome		GA		30165-2540

		917254788		Legagneur		Francis		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200705		201205				3.91		Black		M		770 3062421		NA		ominus@bellsouth.net		flegagn1@my.westga.edu		7505 Old Chapel				Atlanta		GA		30349-7947

		917179843		McArthur		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201005		201205		3.69		4		White		F		770 9261939		NA		gogreenwgs@yahoo.com		kmcarth2@my.westga.edu		105 Eubanks Ct				Woodstock		GA		30188-1903

		917084279		Young		Sadie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205		3.6		4		White		F		678 8501541		NA		NA		NA		136 Dallas Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2135

		917209286		Swanson		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.19		3.57		White		F				NA		melinda.e.bryant@gmail.com		mbryant5@my.westga.edu		4073 Chatham View Ct				Buford		GA		30518-4925

		917205689		Hart		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.76		3.69		White		F				NA		melissahart87@gmail.com		mhart3@my.westga.edu		1005 Covington Dr				Rocky Face		GA		30740-8707

		917212020		Harris		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		200701		201205		3.22		3.59		Black		F		404 3090945		NA		tharris4172@gmail.com		tharris6@my.westga.edu		2605 The Canyons				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201205		3.4		3.86		White		F		770 8769825		NA		NA		jcourtr1@my.westga.edu		2140 Indian Shoals Dr.				Loganville		GA		30052

		917283785		Canavan		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201205				3.57		White		F		770 6935142		NA		lcanavan2001@yahoo.com		lcanava1@my.westga.edu		1210 Wynford Colony SW				Marietta		GA		30064-3780

		917139250		McCaghren		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201205		3.22		3.9		White		F		770 3282012		bethany.mccaghren@haralson.k12.ga.us		NA		bstitch1@my.westga.edu		105 Holly Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917103188		Moore		Scott		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		2.99		3.83		White		M		770 5005182		NA		scotttmoore@hotmail.com		smoore4@my.westga.edu		15 Mulberry Dr				Senoia		GA		30276-1341

		917285597		Brandon		Aja		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201205		3.8		4		Black		F		770 3546956		NA		ajabrandon@gmail.com		abrando2@my.westga.edu		2237 Capella Cir SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-3864

		917245599		Baker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.47		3.76		White		F		706 6756999		NA		NA		jboggus1@my.westga.edu		212 Noles Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-6414

		917206154		Awbrey		Kathy Leigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.24		3.76		White		F		770 2528046		NA		awbreyk@bellsouth.net		kawbrey1@my.westga.edu		100 Ellis Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-3377

		917284072		Ross		Bryonia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201205		3.44		2.66		Black		F		404 9043079		NA		NA		bross2@my.westga.edu		7408 Cavalier Crossing				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917092809		Jones		Kourtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		3.76		3.93		White		F		404 229-9322		NA		NA		kbryant2@my.westga.edu		5499 Brookstone Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-4564

		917297237		Elrod		Zacharia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200708		201205		2.74				White		M		706 4980603		NA		NA		zelrod1@my.westga.edu		75 Plymouth Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-8855

		917244550		Pence		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.83		3.76		White		F		706 7669294		NA		NA		lpence1@my.westga.edu		410 Dewberry Ln SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1428

		917152623		Kent		Kati		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		3.4		4		White		F				NA		ktleigh1311@aol.com		klanier2@my.westga.edu		115 Deer Park Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-1231

		917281794		Wood		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		200801		201205		2.79		3.75		White		F		770 6467755		NA		ciwood@bellsouth.net		cwood7@my.westga.edu		762 Macedonia Church Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4809

		917307063		Cobb		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200808		201205		3		3.63		Black		F		678 5219750		NA		cmariec2003@yahoo.com		ccobb3@my.westga.edu		4252 Pkwy Court				Stone Mountain		GA		30083

		917056518		Fincher		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205		3		3.97		White		F		678 4238738		linda.fincher@cowetaschools.org		larryberryprince@aol.com		lfinche2@my.westga.edu		133 Fincher Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2993

		917248006		Meadows		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.38		3.38		White		F		770 8234875		NA		kmeadows@cleburneschools.net		krunels1@my.westga.edu		295 County Road 45				Ranburne		AL		36273-8035

		917111029		Mobley		Jane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201205				3.95		White		F		678 4329203		jmobley@henry.k12.ga.us		bookbabe202@gmail.com		jmobley1@my.westga.edu		101 Westminster Way				McDonough		GA		30253-8722

		917133021		Whitman		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200805		201205				3.71		White		F		678 3607059		NA		jbldwhitman@comcast.net		jwhitma1@my.westga.edu		137 Crescent Woode Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-5724

		917183009		Saxon		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		4		3.91		White		F		770 5964456		NA		courtney.s.jackson1@gmail.com		NA		6001 Monticello Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8690

		917317764		Wilson		Alexander		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		200808		201205		3.12				White		M		404 4088995		NA		awjacket331@aol.com		awilso14@my.westga.edu		110 Oak Hill Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-3552

		917320049		Sams		Shane				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		200808		201205		3.33				White		M		478 9536396		NA		basketballfanatic0156@yahoo.com		ssams2@my.westga.edu		1107 Overpass Ln				Warner Robins		GA		31088-2209

		917321927		Bazan		Kiefer				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201205		3.59						M		404 6603055		NA		NA		kbazan1@my.westga.edu		461 Old Dixie Way Apt 5308				Forest Park		GA		30297-3293

		917313571		Smigelsky		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		200808		201205		3.88		3.9		White		F		770 3660565		NA		NA		ksmigel1@my.westga.edu		5022 Oak Farm Way				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917316260		McEntyre		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201205		3.04				White		F		770 2142050		NA		NA		jmcenty1@my.westga.edu		844 Simonton Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-7867

		917296955		Adams		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201205		3.39				White		F		678 8970395		NA		NA		madams7@my.westga.edu		77 Katie St				Temple		GA		30179-4218

		917325824		Turman		Terrence		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200808		201205		3.08				Black		M		706 9884944		NA		T.Turman12@gmail.com		tturman1@my.westga.edu		3492 Highway 5 Apt 801				Douglasville		GA		30135-6911

		917321553		Plouffe		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201205		3.05				White		F				NA		NA		aplouff1@my.westga.edu		1013 Northwoods Lake Ct				Duluth		GA		30096-7983

		917151624		Russell-Wright		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200901		201205		4		3.93				F		678 9455799		NA		NA		mrussel5@my.westga.edu		6738 Gallant Ct SE				Mableton		GA		30126-4693

		917310978		Gholston		Jeremy				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201205		2.58						M		770 9426679		NA		NA		jgholst1@my.westga.edu		5695 Deer Trail Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-5881

		917224436		Jenkins		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.09						F		770 5922855		NA		NA		ejenkin1@my.westga.edu		1007 Ashfern Walk				Woodstock		GA		30189-6203

		917301922		Kornegay		Lamar				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201205		3.06				Black		M		770 2223165		NA		NA		lkorneg1@my.westga.edu		106 Heartwood Xing				Dallas		GA		30157-5242

		917172214		Vlastnik		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200905		201205				3.95		White		F		770 4861655		pvlastnik@clayton.k12.ga.us		runmastr@bellsouth.net		pvlastn1@my.westga.edu		100 Jumpers Run				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1507

		917328115		Strickland		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200905		201205		3				White		F		770 6396333		NA		NA		mstrick4@my.westga.edu		5055 Foxfield Ln SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-7380

		917337990		Hurd		Rachaele		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200905		201205		4		4		White		F		770 6302968		NA		rnlamanna@charter.net		rhurd1@my.westga.edu		606 S Lee St				LaGrange		GA		30240-4945

		917341202		Hussmann		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.91		3.76		White		M		706 9369059		NA		hussmll@gmail.com		lhussma1@my.westga.edu		310 Clark Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-6036

		917304651		Fox		Carol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Middle Grades Education								P		201005		201205		4		3.95		White		F		770 4870350		NA		carol.l.fox@gmail.com		cfox1@my.westga.edu		114 Wensley Cor				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2721

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		200905		201205				3.72		Black		M		678 7688502		NA		kofosuhene@atlanta.k12.ga.us		kofosuh1@my.westga.edu		4942 Larkspur Lane		728		Atlanta		GA		30049

		917334890		Hutchinson-Cozart		Marsha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Administration and Supervision								F		200905		201205				3.78		Black		F		404 9937366		NA		marshacozart@yahoo.com		mhutchi1@my.westga.edu		4449 White Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917171595		Deal		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201001		201205				3.64		White		M		678 4271211		NA		adamdeal9@gmail.com		adeal1@my.westga.edu		207 Adamson Sq Apt J				Carrollton		GA		30117-3260

		917210560		Hancock		Beverly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201205		3.69		4		White		F		404 9176104		NA		beverylynbas@aol.com		bhancoc1@my.westga.edu		690 Old Alabama Rd SE				Cartersville		GA		30120-6521

		917264935		Daniel		DeVona		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201205		2.97		4		White		F		678 2315081		NA		deejason@hughes.net		ddaniel7@my.westga.edu		20 Sutton Trl NW				Cartersville		GA		30121-4520

		917339791		Clark		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.85		3.6		White		F		706 8294841		NA		laneafer252@aol.com		cclark10@my.westga.edu		4128 Shady Oaks Dr				Martinez		GA		30907-7917

		917150294		Keel		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.9		3.71		White		F		770 3282815		NA		laura_keel@hotmail.com		lkeel1@my.westga.edu		164 Wynridge Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8805

		917322511		Greene		Tamika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201205		3.78		3.61		Black		F		770 9298935		NA		NA		tgreene1@my.westga.edu		1396 Fall River Dr				Conyers		GA		30013-7416

		917303028		Alford		Ann Marie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201205		4		3.73		White		F		706 5942505		NA		NA		aalford5@my.westga.edu		1750 Mount Vernon Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3501

		917318610		Entrekin		Christina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.9		3.78		White		F		404 4098714		NA		NA		centrek1@my.westga.edu		1163 Fairway Gdns NE				Atlanta		GA		30319-5371

		917344841		Fendt		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.83		3.85		White		F		770 7549001		NA		katelin.fendt@gmail.com		kfendt1@my.westga.edu		5735 Commons Ln				Alpharetta		GA		30005-7285

		917344523		Hernandez		Annette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.83		3.86				F		770 891		NA		Ahpr783@hotmail.com		ahernan1@my.westga.edu

		917344533		Kabu		Erika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		4		3.93		White		F		404 6641304		NA		elaibson@yahoo.com		elaibso1@my.westga.edu		185 Montag Cir NE Unit 223				Atlanta		GA		30307-5532

		917033668		Massey		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200908		201205				3.95		White		F		706 3980863		NA		kellymassey@walkerschools.org		kmassey1@my.westga.edu		13913 Highway 157				Rising Fawn		GA		30738-2312

		917015259		Vallone		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201001		201205		3.07				White		M		678 6449236		NA		NA		jvallon1@my.westga.edu		100 Peachtree Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1870

		917364196		Lyons		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201205		4		4		White		M		678 3336436		NA		ericlyons@juno.com		wlyons2@my.westga.edu		4641 Waterford Ct				Dunwoody		GA		30338-3137

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201001		201205		3.35		3.8		White		F		678 3262594		NA		NA		jmccull3@my.westga.edu		10390 Rivertown Rd				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917365414		Bodnar		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								P		201005		201205		2.38		3.5		White		M		678 4787923		NA		NA		mbodnar1@my.westga.edu		170 Boulevard SE Apt H501				Atlanta		GA		30312-2394

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201001		201205		3.81		4		White		F		404 403		NA		NA		mperry8@my.westga.edu		326 Mill Run Drive				Bremen		GA		30110

		917246299		Lingrell		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201001		201205				3.71		White		F		678 8908764		NA		NA		klingrel@westga.edu		303 Tanglewood Traiil				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917355319		McConnell		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201205		4		3.8		White		F		770 3060044		NA		sheiladmc@comcast.net		smcconn1@my.westga.edu		701 Creekmist Ln				Fairburn		GA		30213-4616

		917348576		Cope		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201205				4		White		F		678 4456763		wendy.cope@cherokee.k12.ga.us		litrateacher@yahoo.com		wcope@westga.edu		4379 Mikandy Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1397

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201205				3.83		White		F		678 8990470		NA		aldavis2@samford.edu		adavis32@my.westga.edu		7410 Polo Hill				Cumming		GA		30040

		917257955		Revear		Alanna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201005		201205		2.55				Black		F		770 7748101		NA		NA		arevear1@my.westga.edu		3760 Hansberry Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349-7931

		917312614		Smith		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				3.8		White		F		770 2531253		jennifer.smith@cowetaschools.org		jennifersmith07@bellsouth.net		jsmith64@my.westga.edu		162 Brandish Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7443

		917381674		Allen		Molly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201205				4		White		F		706 8826371		NA		mollyallen@bellsouth.net		mallen11@my.westga.edu		235 Ashford Cir				LaGrange		GA		30240-8839

		917379366		Moreland		Earthwind		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								F		201005		201205		3.46		3.53		Black		M		404 3469912		NA		earthwind-moreland@hotmail.com		emorela1@my.westga.edu		5437 Stone Cove Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-8941

		917383606		Jones		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201008		201205		2.93				Black		F		334 2680787		NA		NA		vjones2@my.westga.edu		514 Barron Rd				Troy		AL		36081-6115

		917389652		Betsill		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201205				3.88		White		F		770 4633754		NA		deanna.betsill@cowetaschools.net		dbetsil1@my.westga.edu		52 Blaze Ct				Palmetto		GA		30268-1563

		917389422		Reynolds		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201205				3.25		White		M		770 4393230		NA		brandonkylereynolds@gmail.com		breynol3@my.westga.edu		2781 Old Barn Trl				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5036

		917005126		Spinks		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201101		201205				3.81		White		F		706 6376555		NA		spinkssc@troup.org		sspinks1@my.westga.edu		4551 Hammett Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2511

		917307501		Butts		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.12		3.85		White		F		770 8982379		NA		NA		mbutts2@my.westga.edu		1102 Sequoia Trail				McDonough		GA		30252

		917400211		Trammell		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205				3.87		Black		F		770 251-3883		melinda.trammell@cowetaschools.org		trammell5@charter.net		mtramme2@my.westga.edu		95 Woodstream Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1789

		917400219		Luke		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205				3.87		Black		F		310 936-4027		christina.luke@cowetaschools.net		NA		cluke1@my.westga.edu		11997 Scottish Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8052

		917383674		Rogers		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205				3.86		White		F		706 5948770		NA		jamie.rogers87@yahoo.com		jroger17@my.westga.edu		203 Alverson Rd				LaGrange		GA		30241-8192

		917298141		Whittle		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205		3.42		3.86		White		F		404 3102797		NA		kayla.r.whittle@gmail.com		kwest3@my.westga.edu		45 Birchwood Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1934

		917384516		Maddox		Sarah-Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				4		White		F		678 5654506		NA		smm0624@yahoo.com		smaddox3@my.westga.edu		184 Country Lake Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-2679

		917141396		Ragan		Tyrus		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Middle Grades Education								P		201008		201205		3.41		3.53		White		M		678 3817237		NA		runnernvr88@gmail.com		tragan1@my.westga.edu		2025 Barrett Lakes Blvd.		Apt. 7303		Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917150580		Boisjolie		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				3.7		White		F		678 9655424		NA		NA		sboisjo1@my.westga.edu		310 Fairpointe Pl				Suwanee		GA		30024-6897

		917018462		Entrekin		Hayley		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205		3		4		White		F		770 5379078		NA		NA		hentrek1@my.westga.edu		101 Shady Holw				Bremen		GA		30110-7906

		917181994		Williams		Donjanea		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		Black		F		404 4357162		NA		NA		NA		2735 Tanglewood Trl				East Point		GA		30344-6630

		917370982		Hill		Jean		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		White		F		770 9265777		NA		jean2588@comcast.net		jhill15@my.westga.edu		423 Brookes Walk				Woodstock		GA		30188-5184

		917005802		Schmitt		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		White		F		SEE COMMENT		NA		NA		sschmit1@my.westga.edu		85 Beaver Creek Run				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2233

		917168286		Dement		David		Carrollton Campus		MED		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201008		201205		3.11		4		White		M		678 4167973		david.dement@cowetaschools.org		NA		ddement1@my.westga.edu		47 Parks Avenue				Newnan		GA		30263

		917383632		Sands		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201205		2.9				Black		F		706 6438125		NA		NA		asands1@my.westga.edu		603 E 10th St				West Point		GA		31833-1735

		917374775		Childers		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205				3.88		White		F		770 8099340		beth.childers@carrollcountyschools.com		beth.harrison2@gmail.com		echilde3@my.westga.edu		243 Clara Bell Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-7576

		917204556		Bowen		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.77		3.61		White		F				NA		NA		rbowen2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 722				Woodbury		GA		30293-0722

		917173396		Williams		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				F		201105		201205		4		4		White		F		770 5463587		ashley.williams@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		ahardin1@my.westga.edu		1816 Pleasant Grove Road				Temple		GA		30179

		917303360		Harper		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.58		3.61		White		F		404 5834430		NA		NA		dcain2@my.westga.edu		107 Village Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1846

		917270049		Chitwood		Katlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.68		3.55		White		F		770 8453602		NA		NA		kchitwo1@my.westga.edu		1085 Forsyth Yatesville Rd				Yatesville		GA		31097-4355

		917391657		Horn		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				4		White		F		770 4853114		NA		mary.horn@cobbk12.org		mhorn3@my.westga.edu		3150 Inman Park Ct				Marietta		GA		30062-4865

		917185603		Jackson		Leila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.13		3.5		Black		F		770 9440493		NA		NA		ljacks11@my.westga.edu		1201 Matt Moore Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-2447

		917371147		Klein		Emma		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205				3.76		White		F		770 3910272		NA		emma.k.klein@gmail.com		eklein1@my.westga.edu		5073 Sirron Ct				Atlanta		GA		30338-5653

		917212739		Longworth		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.91		3.91		White		F		205 4056226		NA		NA		clongwo1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 974				Heflin		AL		36264-1500

		917215902		Troglin		Kathy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.54		3.61		White		F		404 3915145		NA		troglin5@att.net		ktrogli1@my.westga.edu		155 Valleyside Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-9353

		917382870		Hall		Haley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201205				3.71		White		F		706 5063843		NA		hethomas30@gmail.co		hthomas3@my.westga.edu		137 Peppers Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8010

		917022866		Abel		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201108		201205				3.78		White		F		770 5993513		NA		abel.abigail@mail.fcboe.org		aabel1@my.westga.edu		705 Carl Williams Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-3137

		917347481		Simmons		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		200905		201205				3.9		White		M		706 6478702		NA		andy_simmons_30286@yahoo.com		asimmon3@my.westga.edu		448 Bent St				Thomaston		GA		30286-2501

		917009925		Wheelus		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201108		201205				4		White		F		770 3280460		NA		angiew5@yahoo.com		awheelu1@my.westga.edu		4 London Lane				Rome		GA		30161

		917391902		Robertson		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				4		White		M		615 5799778		NA		drobertson777@aol.com		drobert9@my.westga.edu		2410 Ravenwood Dr				Murfreesboro		TN		37129-6679

		917353931		Clark		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		3.18		3.78		White		F		678 6219638		NA		rclark6561@gmail.com		rburrel1@my.westga.edu		285 Whooping Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4804

		917146167		Gray-Robinson		Summer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201105		201205				3.91		White		F		678 3466002		NA		blusum72@yahoo.com		sgrayro1@my.westga.edu		59 Bridgewater Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-3109

		917385862		McAdoo		Charlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201008		201205				3.75		Black		M		404 2280110		NA		charliemcadoo@yahoo.com		cmcadoo1@my.westga.edu		440 Princeton Way NE				Atlanta		GA		30307-1131

		917300302		Daniel		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.54		3.91		White		F		770 7756433		NA		NA		sdanie12@my.westga.edu		732 Franklin St				Jackson		GA		30233-2517

		917305420		Perrotta		Gina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205				4		White		F				NA		gina.perrotta@cowetaschools.net		gzollo1@my.westga.edu		102 Clarin Way				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3437

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.97		4		White		F		678 8508766		NA		NA		cshoema2@my.westga.edu		1131 Indian Creek Road				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201205				3.86		Black		F		404 4355864		NA		brittneysburns@gmail.com		bburns1@my.westga.edu		394 Anvil Way				Austell		GA		30168

		917381877		Andrews		Sara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				4		White		F		404 9189122		NA		sarastick@yahoo.com		sandrew4@my.westga.edu		1020 Riverbend Club Dr SE				Atlanta		GA		30339-2802

		917378526		Hinds		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				3.78		Black		F		770 4397541		NA		emily_hinds@ymail.com		ehinds1@my.westga.edu		25 Horseshoe Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-2362

		917383722		Patterson		Kerry		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205				3.93		White		F		678 9832887		NA		kerry.m.patterson@gmail.com		kpatte11@my.westga.edu		6470 Whitestone Pl				Duluth		GA		30097-7819

		917027449		Maxwell		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		3.1		3.24		White		F		678 3733425		kimberly.maxwell@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		kmaxwell@westga.edu		2145 Tyus Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917008527		Anderson		Marie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201205		2.42		3.81		White		F		770 2140957		marie.anderson@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		manders1@my.westga.edu		110 Don Rich Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-6939

		917067856		Byers		Kristie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201208		3.69				White		F		770 8232187		NA		NA		krogers4@my.westga.edu		1205 Garrett Creek Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2635

		917047930		Bobick		Sally				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200908		201208		3.32				White		F		770 8342380		NA		NA		sbobick1@my.westga.edu		201 Habersham Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4153

		917032426		Bailey		Antonio		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201208		2.54				Black		M		404 5790026		NA		tdbailey01@yahoo.com		tbailey4@my.westga.edu		5980 Castlegate Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-9021

		917071039		Crawford		Trisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201208		3.34		3.57		White		F		770 3130947		trisha.crawford@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		tcrawfo3@my.westga.edu		7320 Oak Arms Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7687

		917064746		Moseley		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		2.83		3.54		White		F		404 7137448		NA		uwgkmoseley@hotmail.com		kmosele1@my.westga.edu		91 Red Oak Trl				Carrollton		GA		30116-5600

		917059490		Hood		Sonya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201001		201208		2.31		3.37		Black		F		678 7689645		sonya_l_hood@fc.dekalb.k12.ga.us		hood_sonyal@yahoo.com		shood1@my.westga.edu		2250 Hampton Dr				Decatur		GA		30035-3634

		917087506		Lanford		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		4		White		F		770 2187493		nan.lanford@cobbk12.org		enan@bellsouth.net		elanfor1@my.westga.edu		1404 Shiloh Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5237

		917108260		Peoples		Danica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		3.61		Black		F		404 4567851		NA		dip2atl@gmail.com		dpeople1@my.westga.edu		245 N Highland Ave 230-375				Atlanta		GA		30307

		917147592		Andrey		Antoinette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200901		201208		3.81		3.69				F		770 9428223		NA		amnandrey@gmail.com		aandrey1@my.westga.edu		3811 Starlight Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-7203

		917102716		Fearrington		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		2.81		3.65		Black		M		404 2761187		NA		NA		cfearri1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 481				Tucker		GA		30085

		917109750		Clark		Corina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Secondary Education & Teaching								P		201105		201208		2.97		3.66		Black		F		404 9857943		NA		miss.c_c@hotmail.com		cclark2@my.westga.edu		2972 Stonecrest Pointe				Conyers		GA		30094

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200908		201208		2.98		3.85		White		F		770 8627253		NA		NA		amelear1@my.westga.edu		95 Emerald Hills Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3915

		917162921		Laird		Brittany				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200308		201208		2.87				White		F		678 982-0169		NA		NA		blaird1@my.westga.edu		966 Little Vine Church Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4055

		917085428		Davis		Janice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		2.98		4		White		F		770 2537326		NA		jdavis152@charter.net		jdavis8@my.westga.edu		1520 New Corinth Rd				Newnan		GA		30263

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201005		201208		4		4		Black		F		770 5777662		NA		walkertameka3@hotmail.com		twalker3@my.westga.edu		92 Brookewood  Lane				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917157055		Thompson		Carla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200908		201208				3.61		Black		F		706 6014769		NA		cthompson105walker@yahoo.com		cthomps5@my.westga.edu		105 Walker Rd				Woodbury		GA		30293-3549

		917166138		Pitts		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		3.62		3.85		White		F		770 3013152		NA		Jennifer.pitts@cowetaschools.net		jevans1@my.westga.edu		1645 Bradbury Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-2109

		917207310		Walls		Kevin				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200501		201208		3.33				White		M		770 5021794		NA		NA		kwalls1@my.westga.edu		95 General Lee Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1393

		917113776		Adams		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		3.24		3.58		Black		F		770 7719741		NA		pamela.adams59@yahoo.com		padams1@my.westga.edu		628 Buffalo Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-8877

		917053592		Ferguson		Tara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		3.2		3.7		White		F		770 8342009		NA		tara.ferguson@carrollcountyschools.com		tsmith17@my.westga.edu		104 Candlewood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-4825

		917050708		O'Miller		Karyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201208		3.66		3.75		White		F		770 4218389		NA		clancysrose@yahoo.com		komille1@my.westga.edu		5806 Fairwood Circle				Acworth		GA		30101

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		2.88		4		White		M		678 4277422		NA		NA		londovc1@my.westga.edu		100 Creekside Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6082

		917179541		King		Stanetress		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				F		201105		201208		3.54		3.75		Black		F		678 5487424		NA		stanetress.king@yahoo.com		sking3@my.westga.edu		414 Preston Landing Circle				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917203762		Kilgore		Leah				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200905		201208		3.67						F		770 2584624		NA		NA		lderthi1@my.westga.edu		2115 County Road 48				Heflin		AL		36264-5247

		917244257		Hosford		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208				4		White		F		404 5566178		christina.hosford@douglas.k12.ga.us		christinahosford@gmail.com		cwicker1@my.westga.edu		2451 Spring Dr SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-2529

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201001		201208		3.36		3.83		White		F		678 3783815		NA		NA		cparry@westga.edu		161 N Carroll Street				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917256035		Sheffield		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200605		201208				3.92				F		770 4018629		NA		ugaga199@yahoo.com		ssheffi1@my.westga.edu		1628 E Kellogg Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-2049

		917221729		Pollard		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201208		3.71		4		White		F		770 8568942		NA		virginia.pollard@gmail.com		vawalt1@my.westga.edu		104 Dixie Ave S				Bremen		GA		30110-2206

		917156139		McAlexander		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201208		3.1		3.66		White		M				NA		NA		wmcalex1@my.westga.edu		6627 Forestdale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917250356		Edwards		John				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200608		201208		2.68				White		M		478 4727982		NA		NA		NA		3797 Ga Highway 26 E				Montezuma		GA		31063-2513

		917240513		Moffat		Callen		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200608		201208		3.06		4		White		F		404 6428338		NA		NA		cmoffat1@my.westga.edu		182 Central Heights Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-4722

		917287222		Webb		Ahmad				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200701		201208		2.74				Black		M		404 9061921		NA		NA		awebb4@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd Apt 1109				Carrollton		GA		30117-2630

		917291640		King		Jill		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		678 7739193		NA		jkk1123@bellsouth.net		jking12@my.westga.edu		4090 Lakeland Hills Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-2959

		917072617		White		Richard		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		2.73		4		White		M		770 5056603		NA		rjwhite7031@yahoo.com		rwhite4@my.westga.edu		237 Silver Spring St				Dallas		GA		30157-8289

		917291513		Lambert		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200705		201208				3.85				F		404 8407014		virginiaasa@hotmail.com		NA		vcrabtr1@my.westga.edu		310 S Shore Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5927

		917303921		Holcomb		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		770 9576478		NA		holcomb.ca@gmail.com		cholcom2@my.westga.edu		1208 Lullwater Way				McDonough		GA		30252-5771

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		3.37		3.71		White		M		256 2013662		NA		NA		amcguir2@my.westga.edu		673 County Road 448				Muscadine		AL		36269

		917244318		Walker		Syrenda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.98				Black		F		770 8301743		NA		NA		swalker8@my.westga.edu		5 Rook Ln				Carrollton		GA		30116-8634

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology						F		200708		201208		3.43		4		Black		F		404 4525873		NA		NA		wbrown6@my.westga.edu		3183 Christian Springs Drive				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917288140		Chandler		Clinton		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200708		201208		3.36				White		M		770 6468854		NA		NA		cchandl5@my.westga.edu		1285 Wildcat Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-2319

		917007077		Shellabarger		Tara Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200708		201208		3.83				White		F		770 2518938		NA		tshellabarger3@gmail.com		tshella1@my.westga.edu		1370 Bethlehem Church Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1829

		917298212		Harris		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.88				Black		F		770 2540801		NA		NA		aharri16@my.westga.edu		1786 Millard Farmer Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5137

		917276475		Jones		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201208		3.63		3.5		White		F		678 3400674		NA		NA		ewoodco1@my.westga.edu		401 North Page Street				Lagrange		GA		30241

		917282768		Qualls		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		3.11				White		F		770 6316628		NA		NA		equalls1@my.westga.edu		100 Danbury Yard				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1182

		917101202		Dismuke		LeMetra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201005		201208				3.88		Black		F		770 3617090		Dismuke@fultonschools.org		Lacamp00@aol.com		lcampbe2@my.westga.edu		6503 Foggy Oak Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917283751		Poff		Kristina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education-Math				F		200708		201208		3.64				White		F		678 4643400		NA		poffkid@yahoo.com		kpoff3@my.westga.edu		3654 Quincy Place				Gainesville		GA		30504

		917287197		Brock		Anzlee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200708		201208		2.96				White		F		770 5136830		NA		NA		abrock2@my.westga.edu		5066 Old Orr Rd				Flowery Br		GA		30542-3482

		917296353		Holly		Clarissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200708		201208		3.31				White		F		678 6013927		NA		NA		cholly1@my.westga.edu		747 South St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2854

		917252277		Kemp		Andrea				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.86				White		F				NA		NA		akemp1@my.westga.edu		505 Sleepy Hollow Rd				La Fayette		GA		30728-2624

		917276806		Mashburn		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		3.5						F		770 3281519		NA		NA		aclayto3@my.westga.edu		310 Gold Dust Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-7722

		917304990		Neal		Charli				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200708		201208		2.75				White		F		770 8319140		NA		NA		cneal3@my.westga.edu		2317 Copper Grove Ln				Buford		GA		30518-2494

		917293085		Hannah		Caleb				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		200708		201208		2.8				White		M		706 5943435		NA		NA		channah2@my.westga.edu		420 Newnan St				Franklin		GA		30217-5681

		917305143		Queener		Aaron				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				F		200708		201208		3.34						M		302 3789317		NA		NA		aqueene1@my.westga.edu		Calysta Queener		305 Pheasant Dr		Middletown		DE		19709-9203

		917272469		Ray-Scagnelli		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				3.91		Black		M				NA		sray002@gmail.com		sray4@my.westga.edu		936 ALMADEN CIR				Oakley		CA		94561

		917032964		Brownlow		Alisha				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200801		201208		3.05				White		F		404 3233958		NA		NA		abrownl1@my.westga.edu		300 Tony Trl SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3655

		917289632		Pitelli		Maritza		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201001		201208		3.26		4		White		F		770 3428882		NA		mpitelli@westga.edu		mpitelli@westga.edu		263 Almon Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917281650		Hunt		Leigh-Ann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200805		201208				4		White		F		706 6020186		NA		jlnchunt@bellsouth.net		lhunt2@my.westga.edu		365 Floyd Rd NE				Calhoun		GA		30701-9701

		917313916		Middlebrooks		Shakeirra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.41				Black		F		706 9750165		NA		NA		smiddle4@my.westga.edu		122 Longview Loop				Thomaston		GA		30286-2377

		917316468		Phillips		Hamilton				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201208		3.08				White		M		678 6178147		NA		NA		hphillips@westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd		Apt C4		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917317854		Bryant		Brianna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology		English-Literature		Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201208		3.52				White		F		770 8546249		NA		NA		bbryant4@my.westga.edu		2796 Bethesda Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9688

		917307727		Raston		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.94				Black		F		404 6756422		NA		NA		jraston1@my.westga.edu		4225 Apple Cir				Conley		GA		30288-1639

		917329172		Raymond		Cydney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.8				White		F		502 2283439		NA		NA		craymon2@my.westga.edu		1002 Donovan Ct				Goshen		KY		40026-9432

		917326175		Betsill		Alma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.54				White		F		770 4088003		NA		NA		aeason1@my.westga.edu		1272 Highway 16 W				Newnan		GA		30263-4557

		917313473		McMurdo		Lea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.19		2.66		White		F		404 2197685		NA		NA		lmcmurd1@my.westga.edu		1405 S Burnt Hickory Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917311393		McPhail		D'Andra		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		200808		201208		3.1				Black		M		770 2882003		NA		NA		dmcphai1@my.westga.edu		516 Howell Dr				Locust Grove		GA		30248-7059

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200901		201208		3.92		3.57		White		F		678 3153439		NA		asheATL26@gmail.com		ewilson5@my.westga.edu		8123 Evergreen Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917341620		Dawsey		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing		Special Education - MAT				F		200901		201208		2.85		3.28		Black		M		229 630		NA		kells0812@gmail.com		kdawsey1@my.westga.edu		219  BOLLEN LN				HIRAM		GA		30141

		917320528		Smith		Analeigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.09				White		F		478 2139075		NA		analeighfrances@gmail.com		asmith49@my.westga.edu		223 Jefferson Ave				Canton		GA		30114

		917305368		Larson		Candice		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		200808		201208		3.71		3.72		White		F		404 8892128		NA		candiceflarson@hotmail.com		clarson@westga.edu		45 Waterbury Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917318068		Gray		Mallory		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201208		3				White		F		770 2517767		NA		NA		mgray4@my.westga.edu		75 Bay Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5944

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.06		3.91		White		F		678 4385101		NA		NA		kingram2@my.westga.edu		6640  AKERS MILL RD		APT 5111		ATLANTA		GA		30339

		917313159		Sansenbach		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.34				White		F		678 2057445		NA		NA		ssansen1@my.westga.edu		2865 Stratfield Ct				Cumming		GA		30041-8286

		917316702		Tolbert		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.96		3.75		White		M		706 9740000		NA		NA		rtolber1@my.westga.edu		212 Stoney Brook drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201208		3.19		3.68		Black		F		678 9144525		NA		NA		jharri31@my.westga.edu		807 Battle Creek Road				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917327398		Snyder		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201208		3.69				White		F				NA		NA		cmcclun2@my.westga.edu		221 Cedars Glen Cir				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4479

		917143611		Willoughby		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.47				White		F		678 6403104		NA		NA		rwillou2@my.westga.edu		122 White Creek Loop				Rockmart		GA		30153-8104

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.29		3.33				F		404 5093228		NA		NA		avela1@my.westga.edu		7042 Preserve Pkwy				Fairburn		GA		30213-4287

		917247952		Fountain		Phillip		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		200808		201208		2.79				White		M		770 9773565		NA		NA		pfounta1@my.westga.edu		310 Farleigh Trce				Marietta		GA		30068-3020

		917306877		Harrison		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Finance						F		200808		201208		2.79				White		M		706 4427270		NA		NA		jharri34@my.westga.edu		333 Eastside Dr Apt 15				Fortson		GA		31808-4451

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.53		3.58		White		F		770 5004614		NA		NA		mspence2@my.westga.edu		110 Hugh Brown Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917312800		Carey		Angel		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46		3		Black		F		678 8774920		NA		NA		acarey2@my.westga.edu		24 Shepherd Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1183

		917321963		Baker		Jakeshialin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.3				Black		F		678 2940477		NA		NA		jbaker10@my.westga.edu

		917296911		Williams		Margaret				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.22				White		F		706 6639521		NA		NA		mwilli32@my.westga.edu		4912 Piedmont Lake Rd				Pine Mountain		GA		31822-3539

		917317341		Stovall		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		770 8884118		NA		NA		astoval2@my.westga.edu		804 Lakemere Crst				Suwanee		GA		30024-3468

		917304184		Booker		Keamber				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.03				Black		F		706 2968014		NA		NA		kbooker2@my.westga.edu		180 Beverly Dr.				Athens		GA		30606

		917311906		Parks		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.9				White		F		770 5629114		NA		yjacket18@aol.com		rparks2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 433				Temple		GA		30179-0433

		917317739		Straughan		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.26				White		F		678 4788691		NA		NA		jstraug1@my.westga.edu		3511 Smoke Rise Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-4806

		917306408		Cooper		Kira		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3				Black		F		770 4601893		NA		NA		kcooper3@my.westga.edu		310 Brandon Mill Cir				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1256

		917315683		Barry		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		770 2378727		NA		NA		tjones19@my.westga.edu		6920 Big Sky Dr				Flowery Branch		GA		30542-5770

		917304265		Fuller		Agnes				BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		678 3824381		NA		NA		afuller4@my.westga.edu		255 Reese Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-3348

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Secondary Education-Math				F		200808		201208		3.3		3.41		Black		F		678 6421720		NA		NA		bmcclai2@my.westga.edu		822 Lenox Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917312668		Newell		Chloe'		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.06				Black		F		678 7608154		NA		NA		cnewell1@my.westga.edu		3057 Vineyard Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30082-1851

		917320311		Purcell		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		200808		201208		2.81		3.66		White		F		678 3637914		NA		alpurcell7@hotmail.com		apurcel1@my.westga.edu		85 Cynthia Court				Dallas		GA		30157

		917304134		Smith		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.57				White		F		404 3158533		NA		NA		jsmith69@my.westga.edu		1622 Princess Cir NE				Atlanta		GA		30345-4160

		917293692		Eidenire		Erika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.14				White		F		770 9242933		NA		NA		eeideni1@my.westga.edu		109 Estates At The Lake Dr				Canton		GA		30114-8838

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology		School Counseling Concentrat				F		200808		201208		3		3.5		Black		F		770 7159324		NA		NA		bgray2@my.westga.edu		2924 Clairmont Road Apt. #249				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917318635		Gregory		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.35				White		F		770 5376913		NA		NA		kgregor2@my.westga.edu		115 Hamilton Cir				Bremen		GA		30110-1715

		917320895		Johnson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.37		4		Black		F		706 6135659		NA		NA		tjohns21@my.westga.edu		140 Oliver Circle				Athens		GA		30601

		917288450		Bass		Kristy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.6		4		White		F		404 7134432		NA		NA		kroyer1@my.westga.edu		101 Providence Ct.				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917323403		Alcock		Karissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.26				Black		F		404 5104393		NA		NA		kalcock1@my.westga.edu		2318 Oak Glenn Cir				Duluth		GA		30096-5665

		917284632		Hinkel		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.8						F		706 6383792		NA		NA		ehinkel1@my.westga.edu

		917307016		Hitt		Alexa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.45				White		F		770 9797799		NA		dannypower@bellsouth.net		ahitt1@my.westga.edu		% Tracy Power		900 Brentwood Ave		Lawrenceville		GA		30044-6138

		917328901		Robinson		Kerina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics								F		200808		201208		3.64				Black		F		770 4983580		NA		NA		krobin15@my.westga.edu		5218 Hollyfield Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3817

		917230820		Solomon		Piper		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201208		3.53		3.75		White		F		678 2341672		NA		NA		psolomo1@my.westga.edu		4450 Evandale Way				Cumming		GA		30040-4922

		917142849		McCommons		Quinae		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200808		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 2132506		NA		NA		qmccomm1@my.westga.edu		3246 Belfort Rd				Atlanta		GA		30354

		917337661		Wafer		Cashmera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200901		201208		4		3.94				F		404 7177170		NA		cashme7@hotmail.com		cwafer1@my.westga.edu		2212 Trees Of Avalon Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7610

		917340957		Wilde		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200901		201208				3.75		White		M		678 4238944		tim.wilde@cowetaschools.org		NA		rwilde1@my.westga.edu		62 Tillinghast Trce				Newnan		GA		30265-6010

		917317185		Perkins		Judith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		200901		201208				3.52		Black		F		404 3442126		NA		NA		jperkin4@my.westga.edu		3725 High Point Lane				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917340964		Terry		Shirley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201005		201208				3.33		Black		F		678 7721876		NA		NA		sterry6@my.westga.edu		19 Madrid Avenue				Newnan		GA		30263

		917296622		Morris		Terri Lynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201208		3.34				White		F		678 9397117		NA		pinkhuffybike@yahoo.com		tmorris8@my.westga.edu		101 Creekstone Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-4933

		917326075		Beauford		Anthandus		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		200901		201208		2		3.6		Black		M		404 5428809		NA		NA		abeaufo1@my.westga.edu		7548 Broadhurst Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917346387		Odorizzi		Kari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200905		201208		4		4		White		F				NA		kari.lensing@gmail.com		klensin1@my.westga.edu		558 E Maplehurst St				Ferndale		MI		48220-1381

		917304439		Spencer		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.6				White		F		770 7140112		NA		NA		hspence1@my.westga.edu		185 Little Vine Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5620

		917330719		Short		Lynne		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201208				4		White		F		706 3023370		shortlr@troup.org		lynnershort69@bellsouth.net		lshort1@my.westga.edu		111 Woodstream Trl				LaGrange		GA		30240-7560

		917069126		Skinner		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201208		4		4		White		F		770 2548657		lynn.skinner@cowetaschools.org		NA		dskinne2@my.westga.edu		60 Temple Ave				Newnan		GA		30263-2023

		917344731		Moss		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.69				White		F		770 5408906		NA		NA		tmoss2@my.westga.edu		2848 Pinecrest Dr				Gainesville		GA		30504-5838

		917326285		Arrington		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Secondary Education-History				F		200908		201208		3.9		4		White		M		256 4496569		NA		NA		tarring1@my.westga.edu		1371 County Road 71				Woodland		AL		36280-6909

		917344673		Chapman		Michele		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.78				White		F		770 9468161		NA		NA		mchapma3@my.westga.edu		180 Red Maple Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-2850

		917307637		Kierbow		Jennifer Alissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.75				White		F		678 9881240		NA		NA		jkierbo3@my.westga.edu		278 Kierbow Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-4995

		917175299		Saylor		Mallori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201208		3.56		3.96		White		F		770 2549753		mallori.saylor@cowetaschools.org		NA		msaylor1@my.westga.edu		25 Summerfield Court				Newnan		GA		30265

		917290606		Cross		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.45				White		F		678 8365146		NA		ccross04@gmail.com		ccross4@my.westga.edu		4281 Anneewakee Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4201

		917288806		Henry		Amberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.21				Black		F		678 6631841		NA		NA		ahenry5@my.westga.edu		7013 N Shore Dr				Lithonia		GA		30058-5951

		917285773		Cosby		Sean				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201208		2.53				White		M		770 6169960		NA		NA		scosby1@my.westga.edu		124 Clack Cir				Eatonton		GA		31024-5565

		917350759		Simms		Malaina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200908		201208		3.15		3.71		Black		F		678 4579064		NA		mlburton38@hotmail.com		msimms1@my.westga.edu		358 Parducci Trl				College Park		GA		30349-8124

		917246163		Cooper		Tracie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		201208		3.76		4		White		F		770 5622266		tracie@southand.com		tmc3boys@bellsouth.net		tcooper1@my.westga.edu		32 Grove Isle Dr				Temple		GA		30179-4309

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Business Education		Marketing		Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201208		3.57		4		White		F		770 5007483		NA		NA		seidson2@my.westga.edu		22 South Creek Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917390171		Lenz		Christi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		770 8317545		NA		lenzg@bellsouth.net		clenz1@my.westga.edu		3890 Portico Run Dr				Buford		GA		30519-8411

		917370678		Milligan		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201001		201208				3.94		White		F		678 7723764		NA		sl.milligan@hotmail.com		smillig1@my.westga.edu		100 Old Mill Way				Senoia		GA		30276

		917351170		Arrington		Felicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.2				White		F		256 4499028		NA		NA		farring1@my.westga.edu		15668 County Road 87				Woodland		AL		36280-5816

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201208				3.95		White		F		310 8467256		NA		kaly1908@gmail.com		ejeffer2@my.westga.edu		400 W Peachtree St NW		Unit 2013		Atlanta		GA		30308-3551

		917356137		Edwards		Algernetta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201001		201208				3.66		Black		F		404 6913450		NA		researchpro@bellsouth.net		aedwar13@my.westga.edu		160 Lost Springs Ln SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-7399

		917350649		Rausch		Rachel		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201208		3.66				White		F		404 7291509		NA		NA		rrausch1@my.westga.edu		23 Turner St				Newnan		GA		30263-2615

		917377233		Delgado		Darlene		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201208		3		3.14		Black		F		678 9882572		NA		dee_sign5@yahoo.com		ddelgad1@my.westga.edu		122 Nicole Cir				Rockmart		GA		30153-3773

		917362847		Gaba		Laud		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201208		3		3.55		Black		M		770 3304609		NA		clgaba@msn.com		lgaba1@my.westga.edu		7676 Marabou Lane				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917145519		Mobley		Marlena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201005		201208		4		3.35		White		F		770 3372944		NA		marlena_mobley@yahoo.com		mmobley3@my.westga.edu		4822 17th Ave				Columbus		GA		31904-6337

		917324099		Collins		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.5				White		F		404 3160874		NA		NA		ccollin5@my.westga.edu		90 Watson Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3470

		917366042		Witte		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201208				4		White		F		770 9263900		NA		aurora30040@yahoo.com		mwitte1@my.westga.edu		4385 Hawkins Store Ct NE				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1508

		917381152		Keith		Britney		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				F		201005		201208				4		White		F		706 8829302		NA		keithbm@troup.org		bkeith2@my.westga.edu		117 Cedar Ridge Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9435

		917379197		Brackett		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201208				4		White		F		770 3457378		lori.brackett@cherokee.k12.ga.us		NA		lbracke2@my.westga.edu		216 Windy Hill Rd				Canton		GA		30114-9724

		917005716		Boss		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								F		201005		201208		3.68		3.69		White		F		770 9495005		shannon.boss@douglas.k12.ga.us		K_boss@bellsouth.net		sboss1@my.westga.edu		5770 W Chapel Hill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-5800

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.03		3.53		White		F		305 5050993		NA		NA		hholcom2@my.westga.edu		4563 Allen Park Path				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917362462		Barner		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.24				White		F		678 8257252		NA		NA		jbarner1@my.westga.edu		115 Elizabeth Pl				Hiram		GA		30141-5608

		917141239		Phillips		Lou		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		200901		201208				3.91		White		M				NA		phillips525@centurytel.net		lphilli6@my.westga.edu		1516 County Road 96				Heflin		AL		36264-4914

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		3.78		4		White		F		678 6899589		ashley.hjemvick@cowetaschools.net		NA		ahjemvi1@my.westga.edu		6 Water Oak Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2744

		917345034		Lovinggood		Joel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		2.95				White		M		770 3077018		NA		NA		jloving1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 611				Winder		GA		30680-0611

		917388715		Sapp		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201208				3.33		Black		M		678 8524402		NA		christopherwayne55@gmail.com		csapp2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1272				Mableton		GA		30126-1004

		917298288		Sharpe		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		2.95				White		F		706 8448215		NA		NA		ksharpe3@my.westga.edu		209 E Wilson St Apt 143				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917384152		Moles		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		678 8800914		NA		Robin1989UCFAlumni@yahoo.com		rmoles1@my.westga.edu		135 Woods Ct				Ball Ground		GA		30107-3698

		917323540		Emerson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.47						F		770 3139796		NA		NA		semerso4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 656				Cartersville		GA		30120-0656

		917384556		Delph		Krystalyn		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201208		3.73		3.6		White		F				NA		NA		kdelph1@my.westga.edu		8442 US. Highway 78				Bremen		GA		30110

		917326267		Khazaw		Yadgar		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201208		2.99				Asian		M		770 2764887		NA		NA		ykhazaw1@my.westga.edu		210 Bledsoe St Apt D1				Carrollton		GA		30117-4025

		917376203		Olson		Olivia				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.15				White		F		678 6431162		NA		NA		oolson1@my.westga.edu		216 Albemarle Lane				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917365919		Culberson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201208		3.75				Black		F		404 2294355		NA		NA		jculber1@my.westga.edu		3999 Ansley Bnd				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4217

		917345404		Mcmeans-Lukiri		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				F		201105		201208				3.75		Black		F		770 9464642		NA		slukiri@clayton.k12.ga.us		smcmean1@my.westga.edu		519 Gristmill Ln				Hampton		GA		30228-4927

		917200409		Cray		Shamieka		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201005		201208		3.03		3.71		Black		F				NA		NA		scray1@my.westga.edu		2660 Holly Berry Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-3997

		917157798		Freeman		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201208				3.78		Black		M		678 4816708		NA		chris.freeman23@yahoo.com		cfreema8@my.westga.edu		8223 Glenwoods Dr				Riverdale		GA		30274-4301

		917384596		Ridge		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201208				3.87		Black		F		404 3462000		NA		jowimmer2003@yahoo.com		kridge1@my.westga.edu		3373 Parc Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-5226

		917383158		Bunce		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201008		201208				3.66		White		F		770 7694464		NA		amber.bunce@bartow.k12.ga.us		abunce1@my.westga.edu		11 Wesley Mill Dr				Adairsville		GA		30103-4567

		917233500		Westmoreland		Trinity		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201208		3.59		3.91		White		F		404 6307142		NA		twestmoreland10@yahoo.com		tbrown16@my.westga.edu		250 Georgia Highway 120				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3100

		917380581		Alderson		Kaia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208				4		Black		F		404 9937755		NA		kaia_alderson@yahoo.com		kalders1@my.westga.edu		2688 Sherwood Dr				Austell		GA		30168-4123

		917320550		Andrews		Anissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				3.95		White		F		678 6105249		NA		NA		aandrew3@my.westga.edu		1233 Browns Country Ln				Locust Grove		GA		30248-3171

		917378632		Waters		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201208		4		3.93		White		F		706 7413902		NA		lauraswaters@yahoo.com		lwaters1@my.westga.edu		105 Barron Ave				Thomaston		GA		30286-4530

		917382245		McDowell		Elisabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201008		201208				3.91		White		F		404 3759884		NA		elisabeth930@gmail.com		emcdowe1@my.westga.edu		4082 Morgan Rd				Tucker		GA		30084-3452

		917403168		Flanagan		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 4333966		NA		mslflanagan@yahoo.com		lflanag1@my.westga.edu		1195 Regency Center Drive				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917388104		Justice		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				3.83		White		F		770 8555762		NA		emilyelaine@bellsouth.net		ejustic2@my.westga.edu		178 Bob Hunton Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917240773		Williams		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201101		201208		3.32		3.91		White		F		770 7178233		NA		carriewilliams327@gmail.com		cwilli26@my.westga.edu		1241 Sheppard Dr SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-6740

		917394935		Hart		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201208				3.76		White		F		678 3677725		NA		nancyhart1955@gmail.com		nhart2@my.westga.edu		11408 Vinea Lane				Hampton		GA		30228

		917400206		Bishop		Scott		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		M		706 8650801		sbishop@white.k12.ga.us		NA		sbishop5@my.westga.edu		50 Whistle Stop Trl				Sautee Nacoochee		GA		30571-3228

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201208		3.94		4		White		F		423 8029827		jenniferjackson@walkerschools.org		NA		jjacks12@my.westga.edu		70 Leon Lane				Rising Fawn		GA		30738

		917400761		Huss		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.66		White		F		678 9781804		NA		megan.huss@cobbk12.org		mhuss1@my.westga.edu		1795 Walker Ridge Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4800

		917404491		Lusk		Cecilia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.66		White		F		706 4833031		NA		delynlusk40@aol.com		clusk3@my.westga.edu		3015 Lamory Ln				Rocky Face		GA		30740-9103

		917166421		Teat		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201208				4		White		F		706 2327174		NA		kteat@gmail.com		kteat1@my.westga.edu		13 Benvenue Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-6224

		917403221		Brownell		Stacie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.5		White		F		770 8937360		NA		staciebrownell@yahoo.com		sbrowne2@my.westga.edu		637 Jordan Rd				Ball Ground		GA		30107

		917383816		White		Brett		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201008		201208		3		3.61		White		M		706 7668384		NA		bwhite@floydboe.net		bwhite11@my.westga.edu		309 Ship Island Rd SW				Plainville		GA		30733-9628

		917020625		McCain		Joyce		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201208		3.78		3.91		White		F		770 3019739		joyce.mccain@cowetaschools.org		NA		jrobbin3@my.westga.edu		64 Brown Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1851

		917308220		Mcbride		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201008		201208		3.38				White		F		404 5673434		NA		NA		lmcbrid1@my.westga.edu		174 Joolio Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-7305

		917386636		Mitchell		Eric		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201008		201208				3.75		White		M		706 5946748		NA		ehmitchell521@yahoo.com		emitche7@my.westga.edu		217 Perimeter Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9424

		917196429		Wilder		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201208				4		White		F		770 3781025		NA		scottnangela1988@yahoo.com		awilder3@my.westga.edu		5494 Holly springs Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917379355		Bonner		Mallory		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201208				3.78		White		F		404 5207188		NA		mallory.bonner@vikings.berry.edu		mbonner2@my.westga.edu		6080 Tyree Rd		6080 Tyree Rd		Winston		GA		30187-1112

		917210190		Edmonds		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201208		3.23		3.71		Black		F		770 8980457		NA		NA		tedmond2@my.westga.edu		270 Albertas Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-6641

		917306157		World		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201208				4		Black		F		706 8080808		tworld@chattooga.k12.ga.us		HTW90@aol.com		tworld1@my.westga.edu		90 Hinton St				Summerville		GA		30747-2142

		917097585		Harris		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208		3.06		3.77		White		M		423 9911496		NA		NA		mharris9@my.westga.edu		285 Edgemond Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-5222

		917191548		Korizon		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201208		3.4		4		White		F		678 4819321		NA		NA		akorizo1@my.westga.edu		2655 Elsinore St				East Point		GA		30344-6723

		917301483		Rohan		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.71		White		F		404 2855333		NA		ashleighrohan@gmail.com		abradle4@my.westga.edu		418 Gordon St				Bremen		GA		30110-1574

		917372662		Fahrney		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201208				4		White		F		404 9319582		NA		NA		rfahrne1@my.westga.edu		97 Gordon Forester Rd				Menlo		GA		30731-5116

		917393803		Mortensen		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 8506066		nancy.mortensen@cowetaschools.net		NA		nmorten1@my.westga.edu		20 Watson Wynd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1537

		917396685		Haynes-Johnson		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 8845129		johnsok@pike.k12.ga.us		kimjohson66@gmail.com		khaynes5@my.westga.edu		453 Beeks Rd				Williamson		GA		30292-3350

		917400214		Melton		William		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		678 3694921		NA		billmelton@earthlink.net		wmelton1@my.westga.edu		385 Cedar Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30214-4730

		917404864		Dotson		William		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.33		White		M		706 4830975		brett.dotson@murray.k12.ga.us		NA		wdotson1@my.westga.edu		912 Long Ave				Chatsworth		GA		30705-2210

		917389506		Robinson		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				3.91		White		F		678 2966010		NA		sorr82@yahoo.com		srobin10@my.westga.edu		215 Indian Lake Trl				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5537

		917404776		Pope		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 7890321		NA		mpope58@bellsouth.net		mpope5@my.westga.edu		3395 Falling Brook Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-5368

		917401066		Way		Jonna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 6555013		jonna.way@cobbk12.org		NA		jway1@my.westga.edu		2189 Major Loring Way SW				Marietta		GA		30064-3899

		917117375		Young		Randall		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		2.89		4		White		M		706 5068489		NA		luke18young@gmail.com		ryoung2@my.westga.edu		101 Meadow Side Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917342143		Lynn		Beverly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201108		201208		4		3.92		White		F		770 3138480		NA		belynn@Numail.org		blynn1@my.westga.edu		35 Stillwater Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-7017

		917025034		Dunlap		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				3.89		White		F		770 3879196		NA		sharondunlap@bellsouth.net		sdunlap2@my.westga.edu		23 Timberwalk Ct SE				Cartersville		GA		30121-7395

		917332981		Kicklighter		Cliff		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.76		White		M		912 3340187		NA		cliff.kicklighter@gmail.com		ckickli1@my.westga.edu		5167 Saddle Cir				Evans		GA		30809-4893

		917398593		Schorn		Inga		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		404 9666932		NA		ischorn@comcast.net		ischorn1@my.westga.edu		3379 Saxony Gln				Marietta		GA		30066-4797

		917400697		Erskine		Monique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		Black		F		678 6654895		NA		mo_q2002@hotmail.com		merskin1@my.westga.edu		1759 Rice Sq				Lithonia		GA		30058-3258

		917086694		Mckinley		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		2.86		3.66		White		F		404 7862711		NA		NA		kmckinl2@my.westga.edu		130 Creekwood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-4633

		917404220		Bacallao		Aldo		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		770 461-1220		NA		abacallao@bellsouth.net		abacall1@my.westga.edu		160 Brandenburg Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5971

		917383563		Pilcher		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201208				3.83		White		F		706 7670025		NA		andrearagan@aol.com		apilche2@my.westga.edu		9 Lakeview Dr SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1514

		917286519		Fite		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.95		White		M		706 4830143		NA		atomite123@comcast.net		afite1@my.westga.edu		167 Regency Row SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-3541

		917401731		Conner		Tonia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 2870282		NA		tonconner@bellsouth.net		tconner1@my.westga.edu		4937 Letha Dr				Gainesville		GA		30506-2646

		917400414		Cape		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.77		White		F		478 2900212		NA		sarah.cape@hcbe.net		scape1@my.westga.edu		301 S Corder Rd Apt 909				Warner Robins		GA		31088-5720

		917403940		Levie		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		478 3336563		NA		lindsey.levie@gmail.com		llevie1@my.westga.edu		106 Jane Dr				Warner Robins		GA		31093-3808

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				3.88		White		F		770 3137653		NA		jsc800@hotmail.com		joconno1@my.westga.edu		715 Hamby Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917404040		Farrington		Kaelin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		706 3383315		NA		klfsftball@aol.com		kfarrin1@my.westga.edu		1050 Creek Bridge Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-4906

		917404234		Grayburn		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 423-9271		margaret.grayburn@cobbk12.org		NA		mgraybu1@my.westga.edu		2933 Steadman Vly SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2496

		917330213		Fitzgerald		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 8624185		NA		NA		pfitzge1@my.westga.edu		67 Pine Valley Cir SW				Cartersville		GA		30120-6052

		917389981		Ellison		Charles		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				4		White		M		770 3149062		NA		ctellison@mindspring.com		celliso2@my.westga.edu		711 Providence Club Dr				Monroe		GA		30656-6204

		917300007		Mitchell		Malena		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 2752756		NA		mitchellmalena@gmail.com		mmitch16@my.westga.edu		521 Shyrewood Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6482

		917117049		Jordan		Marianne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		F		706 442-8780		NA		phimubabe24@aol.com		mfaison2@my.westga.edu		6419 Malibu Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-3416

		917209281		Armstead		DeIvory		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		3.72		4		Black		F		678 2898592		NA		darmste@gmail.com		darmste1@my.westga.edu		425 Gresham Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7714

		917400282		Lim		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201105		201208		0		3.88		White		F		678 9180121		NA		lisammcbrayer@gmail.com		lmcbray1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 24314				St Simons Island		GA		31522

		917136783		Schirmer		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				4		White		F		770 5996120		schirmer.robin@fcboe.org		rschirmer66@gmail.com		rschirm1@my.westga.edu		30 Colonial Ct				Senoia		GA		30276-1354

		917397959		Halvorson		Bliss		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.77		White		F		229 7243411		NA		NA		blucas1@my.westga.edu		3239 W Britt David Road				Columbus		GA		31909

		917398620		West		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 3582177		NA		queenawest@aol.com		awest12@my.westga.edu		4645 Shallowford Rd				Roswell		GA		30075-3127

		917163118		Hudson		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208		3.46		4		White		F		770 6088644		amanda.hudson@bartow.k12.ga.us		NA		ahudson2@my.westga.edu		289 Riverboat Dr SW				Adairsville		GA		30103-3477

		917404780		Stephenson		Milton		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.55		Black		M		404 9641441		NA		illton@yahoo.com		mstephe7@my.westga.edu		5408 Bighorn Pass SW				Atlanta		GA		30349-8789

		917399817		Tompkins		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		M		770 7865647		NA		jtompkins@gepetosoftware.com		jtompki2@my.westga.edu		130 Wintergreen Ct				Covington		GA		30016-8003

		917303460		Wall		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		3.46		White		F		770 3615422		NA		rlp526@bellsouth.net		rpaxton1@my.westga.edu		910 Riley Farm Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-4396

		917407544		Gisi		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				4		White		F		678 7971022		NA		ajgisi@bellsouth.net		agisi1@my.westga.edu		1043 Amberton Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6947

		917401533		Jones		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		706 9690522		NA		bulldogjones@hotmail.com		pjones6@my.westga.edu		16 Kenimer Cir				Dahlonega		GA		30533-0323

		917397162		Stanard		Cherry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 8500448		cherry.stanard@cowetaschools.net		NA		cstanar1@my.westga.edu		120 West Fork Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917394521		Purucker		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		706 3109525		puruckers@clarke.k12.ga.us		NA		spuruck1@my.westga.edu		1480 Hillcrest Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2357

		917400415		Brazile		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		678 6569621		NA		shane.brazile@cobbk12.org		tbrazil1@my.westga.edu		1510 Haven Crest Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4960

		917008831		Cain		Cari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201301		2.07		3.75		White		F		770 841		NA		cari.cain@cherokee.k12.ga.us		ccain1@my.westga.edu		211 Golf Course Road				Canton		GA		30114

		917020500		Dingle		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201301				3.65		Black		F		770 7396719		NA		NA		pdingle1@my.westga.edu		4568 Duron Pl SW				Mableton		GA		30126-1177

		917049144		Ledbetter		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		404 9358411		NA		nccsledbetter@yahoo.com		aledbet2@my.westga.edu		291 Hames Rd				Woodstock		GA		30188-6385

		917044040		White		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201301		3				White		F		770 9008219		NA		melissaann38@hotmail.com		mswoffo1@my.westga.edu		71 W Jonesville Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2301

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.84		3.95		White		F		770 3289612		Jntower@bellsouth.net		JDaisy143@aol.com		jneuman1@my.westga.edu		103 Grand Manor				Bremen		GA		30110

		917062389		Loftin		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		201008		201301		3.71		4		White		M		770 2537724		NA		Paperplane77@yahoo.com		jloftin2@my.westga.edu		18 Bethlehem Ch Rd.				Moreland		GA		30259

		917075969		Chupp		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201301				3.89		White		F		770 5955614		NA		a.chuupp@hotmail.com		achupp1@my.westga.edu		359 Fairview Oak Pl				Dallas		GA		30157-8853

		917065640		Richardson		Mandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201301		2.76		3.47		White		F		770 3247088		NA		mandy00r@aol.com		mrichar9@my.westga.edu		140 Rhinehart Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-4439

		917057836		Gore		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.05		3.92		White		F		678 4237845		rebecca.gore@cowetaschools.org		ragore@charter.net		rgore1@my.westga.edu		564 Smith Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3983

		917119175		Figgins		Lori		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201101		201301		3.05				White		F		269 9860084		NA		NA		lfiggin1@my.westga.edu		312 W Church St				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1919

		917111317		Cochran		Vickie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.87		White		F		706 3670994		NA		vickiecochran@hotmail.com		vcochra1@my.westga.edu		456 Isaiah Dr				Jefferson		GA		30549-3872

		917090669		Muzio		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201301		4		4		White		F		770 8511490		NA		NA		mmuzio1@my.westga.edu		264 Baldwin Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-6953

		917114654		Benson		Bruce		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		M		678 7052952		NA		NA		bbenson1@my.westga.edu		3635 East Paces Circle		Unit 1105		Atlanta		GA		30326

		917069798		Stafford		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.67		3.17		Black		M		770 3581716		wstaffor@westga.edu		williamhenrystaffordstafford@gmail.com		wstaffo1@my.westga.edu		314 Roberts Rd				Barnesville		GA		30204-3366

		917106944		Norton		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								P		201205		201301		3.47		3.66		White		F		404 2173211		NA		stephanienorton1981@yahoo.com		snorton1@my.westga.edu		301 Bradley St Apt A307				Carrollton		GA		30117-3256

		917123472		Summers		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201301		3.48		3.92		White		F		770 3015433		NA		arsummers03@yahoo.com		asummer1@my.westga.edu		309 Allegheny Ave				Dallas		GA		30132-0962

		917126851		Holt		Cherie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200201		201301		3.79				White		F		770 3010478		NA		NA		cholt4@my.westga.edu		655 Lowell Rd Lot 13A				Carrollton		GA		30116-9517

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201205		201301				3.29		Black		F		404 5569005		NA		NA		ccooper5@my.westga.edu		3160 Golfe Links Dr				Snellville		GA		30039-4710

		917148087		Haney		Sandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201301		3.17				White		F		770 7149467		NA		NA		shart2@my.westga.edu		519 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2330

		917079801		Harbin		Sandy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201301		3.07		3.87		White		F		678 7961268		NA		redsks13@hotmail.com		sshield1@my.westga.edu		141 Virginia Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-5269

		917138547		Gregaydis		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200305		201301				3.81		White		M				NA		jginga22@comcast.net		jgregay1@my.westga.edu		292 Independence Ave				Dallas		GA		30132-4422

		917124624		Stewart		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201008		201301		3		3.81		White		M		423 5448416		NA		NA		NA		21 Timber Ridge Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-8886

		917153225		Liverman		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201301		3.57		3.89		White		F				NA		NA		dliverm1@my.westga.edu		105 Mallard Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917130740		Hill		Cody		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.44		4		White		F		404 2006728		NA		NA		mpaulus1@my.westga.edu		54 Waterford Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1444

		917152666		Coleman		Caley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301		3.68		4		White		F		678 6773349		NA		richarc_@excite.com		crichar3@my.westga.edu		46 Villa Rosa Trl				Temple		GA		30179-4228

		917181910		Farley		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201301		3.31		3.33		White		F		770 5482750		kfarley@gcbe.org		NA		kphilli3@my.westga.edu		232 Lakecrest Cir SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-3565

		917209093		Baptiste		Carleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		2.68		3.28		Black		F				NA		clbaptiste32@hotmail.com		cbaptis1@my.westga.edu		6225 Garden Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-6747

		917165074		Reid		Joyce		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200705		201301		3.77		3.86		White		F		770 4830032		NA		jreid624@yahoo.com		jreid3@my.westga.edu		3320 Spring Creek Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30013-2367

		917194171		Deloney		Oscar		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201201		201301		3		4		Black		M		678 6408212		NA		odeloney@yahoo.com		odelone1@my.westga.edu		5193 Saint Claire Pl				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5397

		917180756		Lacey-Bushell		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200505		201301				3.77		Black		F		314 4523612		NA		bushellfive@yahoo.com		alaceyb1@my.westga.edu		7325 Ravinia Drive				St. Louis		MO		63121

		917219357		Reid		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.6		3.92		White		F				NA		amandareid82@gmail.com		areid1@my.westga.edu		130 Prescott Ct				Newnan		GA		30265-6035

		917215931		Stevenson		Lea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201301		3.05				Black		F		404 5575127		NA		NA		lsteven2@my.westga.edu		139 Pebblebrook Way				Temple		GA		30179-4097

		917207826		Minaird		Julian				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200708		201301		2.82				Black		M		770 3075602		NA		NA		jminair1@my.westga.edu		1550 Sedgefield Trl				Bethlehem		GA		30620-3325

		917155060		Pittman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		201301		3.26		4		White		F		678 4786006		NA		ashleyh3185@yahoo.com		ahinson1@my.westga.edu		136 Yellowstone Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6771

		917180947		Evans		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.89		4		White		F		770 6832794		NA		emily.evans@cowetaschools.org		ehammet1@my.westga.edu		112 Spring Forest Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917203687		Brooks		James				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201001		201301		2.78				Black		M		404 6607250		NA		merckury25@yahoo.com		jbrooks7@my.westga.edu		413 Spring Creek Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-1689

		917407543		Gillespie		Eden		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301				3.83		White		F		706 7883827		NA		gillespiee@yymail.com		egilles1@my.westga.edu		149 Scogin Rd				Colbert		GA		30628-1912

		917131086		Adesanya		Aminat		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200601		201301		2.93				Black		F		678 6225483		NA		NA		aadesan1@my.westga.edu		4500 Shannon Blvd Apt 4A				Union City		GA		30291-1532

		917200053		Bowen		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201301		3.1		3.66		White		F		678 8383851		jessicarenee715@bellsouth.net		NA		jbowen3@my.westga.edu		117 Regent Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134-5423

		917161173		Hahn		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201301		3.06		3.93		White		F		404 9063378		NA		alhahn1984@yahoo.com		ahahn1@my.westga.edu		1960 Poplar Springs Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4012

		917169251		Mosley		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201005		201301		3.21		4		White		F		770 2672051		NA		NA		NA		3125 Old Monroe Madison Hwy				Monroe		GA		30655-7682

		917219192		Maglione		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		201201		201301				3.51		White		F		678 3889094		NA		gaylemaglione@yahoo.com		gmaglio1@my.westga.edu		1047 Electric Dam Rd				Dallas		GA		30132-8478

		917253354		Lachmayr		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200808		201301		4		3.76		White		F		770 4607874		NA		hannah1@peoplepc.com		mlachma1@my.westga.edu		100 Highview Trce				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2371

		917251611		Gallamore		William		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Business Education (6-12)				F		200908		201301		3.06		3.59				M				NA		NA		wgallam1@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St. Apt D102				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917271060		White		James		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200608		201301		2.74				White		M		770 9658465		NA		NA		jwhite12@my.westga.edu		5185 Cash Rd				Flowery Branch		GA		30542-5107

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201301		2.84		3.81		White		F		770 6561792		NA		NA		adunlea1@my.westga.edu		60 Alexandria Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-4433

		917202763		Young		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200608		201301		3.16		3.75		White		M		678 7565909		NA		NA		jyoung9@my.westga.edu		564 Kuglar Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917274750		Beasley		Kimbula		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200608		201301		3.35		0		Black		F				NA		NA		kbeasle2@my.westga.edu		220 Mallard Overlook				Newnan		GA		30263

		917249062		Jochum		Kalyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200608		201301		2.85						F		770 5774433		NA		NA		kjochum1@my.westga.edu		7450 Biltmore Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-6455

		917247179		Ponder		Latoya				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200608		201301		2.9				Black		F				NA		NA		lponder1@my.westga.edu		1431 Conley Rd.				Conley		GA		30288

		917070450		Swint		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		770 2189076		NA		NA		sswint1@my.westga.edu		2253 Byron Ct SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4083

		917208610		Parmer		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.23		3.75		White		F		404 5122331		NA		saparmer1@gmail.com		sparmer1@my.westga.edu		145 Chimney Springs Rd				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917282933		Dangar		Paula		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201301				4		White		F		770 5914223		NA		pdangar@mindspring.com		pdangar1@my.westga.edu		133 Fairway Overlook				Woodstock		GA		30188-3519

		917040308		Mason		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201301		3.26		3.76		Black		F				masons@fultonschools.org		dandsmason@hotmail.com		smason5@my.westga.edu		23 Black Diamond Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917274668		Williams		Rontashala		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200705		201301				3		Black		F		318 7306268		NA		rontashala@hotmail.com		rwilli18@my.westga.edu		612 Greenfield Dr				Alexandria		LA		71302-5113

		917284307		Johnson		Mykel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.87		2.66		Black		F				NA		NA		mjohns28@my.westga.edu		7762 Wethersfield Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917297992		Banks		Justin				BSED		Physical Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200708		201301		2.74				Black		M		404 4680019		NA		NA		jbanks3@my.westga.edu		2852 Chapel Lake Ct.				Decatur		GA		30034

		917290627		Garner		Grant		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200708		201301		3.93				White		M		770 6469060		NA		NA		ggarner1@my.westga.edu		665 Rockmart Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4622

		917253569		Berry		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.57		3.54		Black		F		678 9006299		courtney@westga.edu		NA		cberry2@my.westga.edu		712 Bedford Court				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917298733		Strickland		Dwate				BSED		Special Education								F		200705		201301		3.3				Black		M		678 7773214		NA		NA		dstrick3@my.westga.edu		425 Maintree Ct.				Carrrollton		GA		30116

		917238959		Cox		Felicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		2.74		3		Black		F				NA		NA		fcox@westga.edu		328 Foster St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917296895		Tysver		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201301		4		4		White		F		404 3530820		NA		cammie.tiz@gmail.com		ctysver1@my.westga.edu		5189 Eastbrook Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-7436

		917296105		Martin		Venita		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Business Education								F		200708		201301		2.85				Black		F		404 6928943		NA		emmimalli@gmail.com		vmartin1@my.westga.edu		418 Sweet Ashley Way				Loganville		GA		30052

		917287023		Melendez		Rozalia		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201008		201301		3.43				White		F		770 8711532		NA		rosapazyuk@hotmail.com		rpazyuk1@my.westga.edu		367 Mobley Ave Apt. Unit C				Sacramento 		GA		95838

		917271471		Murphy		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200708		201301		3.2				White		F		770 5374921		NA		NA		lmurphy3@my.westga.edu		517 Knollwood Ave				Bremen		GA		30110-2215

		917295669		Drane		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		200708		201301		3.35				White		F		678 5831561		NA		NA		adrane1@my.westga.edu		610 Pine Knoll Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-8404

		917301989		Padgett		Kyle				BSED		Physical Education								F		200708		201301		2.8				White		M				NA		NA		kpadget1@my.westga.edu		118 Richards St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3734

		917286802		Duncan		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.99				White		F		770 4592878		NA		NA		ewynn3@my.westga.edu		341 Bay Springs Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3734

		917251765		Robinson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.98				White		F		770 4390371		NA		NA		jrobin19@my.westga.edu		123 Pat Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4120

		917334151		Davis		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.46				White		F		770 8519575		NA		NA		wdavis5@my.westga.edu		1147 Pine Grove Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3150

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201301		2.88		3.5		Black		F		770 8084060		NA		NA		athoma14@my.westga.edu		1855 Quailwood Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3907

		917206470		Hurey		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201301		3.07		4		White		M		678 9860858		NA		NA		mhurey1@my.westga.edu		4674 Raiders Ridge Ct				Lithonia		GA		30038-3605

		917275186		Carrillo		July		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.94		3.63		White		F		404 3456441		NA		julypcarrillo@gmail.com		jcarril1@my.westga.edu		301 Natchez Circle				Winder		GA		30680

		917300215		DeAngelis		Bryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200708		201301		3.53				White		M		404 8059723		NA		NA		bdeange1@my.westga.edu		105 Fawn Ln				Temple		GA		30179-4283

		917164624		Williams		Johnathan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.73		3.81		White		M		912 6561269		NA		NA		jwilliam@westga.edu		217 Belle Grove Cir				Richmond Hill		GA		31324

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		3.61		3.94		White		F		678 9538260		NA		tommieann76@yahoo.com		tabercr1@my.westga.edu		410 Hwy 34 W				Newnan		GA		30263

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.6		3.83		White		F		678 9341654		NA		NA		cellis3@my.westga.edu		3848 Welham Green Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917282638		Merrell		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301		3.28		3.91		White		F				NA		NA		jpratt1@my.westga.edu		27 Woodside Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7701

		917306172		Parker		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.48				White		F		770 2510323		NA		NA		ehammon3@my.westga.edu		75 Johnson Pl				Moreland		GA		30259-2340

		917291051		Zuppan		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.97				White		M		678 8171636		NA		NA		czuppan1@my.westga.edu		125 Woodberry Pl				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5688

		917301815		Kizer		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200801		201301		3.14		3.61		Black		M		678 4721572		NA		NA		akizer1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 2343				Newnan		GA		30264

		917317217		Johnson		Roy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Psychology						F		200805		201301		3.09				White		M		770 7079892		NA		NA		rjohns17@my.westga.edu		121 Andrea Ln				McDonough		GA		30253-6315

		917325474		Hollers		Kristopher		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.8		White		M		404 2271778		bhollers@btcatholic.org		NA		kholler1@my.westga.edu		1121 Rook Pl				Woodstock		GA		30188-4399

		917311112		Patrick		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.91				Black		F				NA		NA		tpatric1@my.westga.edu		5904 Chesnut Rd Apt D				Columbia		SC		29206-5763

		917309113		Ridings		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.54				White		F		770 7047057		NA		NA		ariding2@my.westga.edu		4291 Sherry Ln				Canton		GA		30114-8939

		917322476		Kiker		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.64				White		M		770 6460967		NA		NA		jkiker1@my.westga.edu		7810 Georgia Highway 120				Buchanan		GA		30113-4758

		917289172		Yates		Bianca				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.79				White		F		678 4693706		NA		bma816@hotmail.com		balfaro1@my.westga.edu		310 S Jeff Davis Dr Apt 2				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8297

		917317824		Lawrence		Jesse				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		2.82						M		770 4457585		NA		NA		jlawren8@my.westga.edu		285 Thomason Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-0501

		917301041		Tharpe		Mackenzie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.13				White		F		770 2712424		NA		NA		mtharpe1@my.westga.edu		237 Boomerang Trl				Fair Play		SC		29643-2008

		917314919		Watts		Shamaiya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.89				Black		F		770 5298655		NA		NA		swatts6@my.westga.edu		5138 Waldenbrooke Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30101-5747

		917310184		Lovell		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		200808		201301		3.36		3.75		White		F		706 2327158		NA		ejemhol@aol.com		mholsom1@my.westga.edu		3 Treehouse Trail NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917303293		Rowe		William		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Biology		Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.65				White		M		770 4590554		NA		NA		wrowe1@my.westga.edu		65 Brookside Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305653		Browning		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		3.01				Black		M		770 9818632		NA		NA		mbrowni1@my.westga.edu		180 Kingswood Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-3164

		917306296		Ferrell		Ellen				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.17				White		F		770 2515245		NA		NA		eferrel1@my.westga.edu		5 Longwood Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-4789

		917314718		Nelson		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.31		3.87		White		F		678 6374726		NA		NA		airvin2@my.westga.edu		137 Kingsbrook Circle				Newnan		GA		30265

		917324937		Minto		Aeisha		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200808		201301		3.12				Black		F		770 4836335		NA		NA		aminto1@my.westga.edu		2207 Ridgewood Ct NE				Conyers		GA		30013-5734

		917316321		Waldroup		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.92				White		F				NA		NA		awaldro6@my.westga.edu		15 Maley Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9517

		917316592		Holder		Patrick				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201301		2.76				White		M		706 4858820		NA		NA		pholder2@my.westga.edu		120 Sugar Creek Trl				Eatonton		GA		31024-5717

		917324515		Moore		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.99						F				NA		NA		hmoore3@my.westga.edu		212 Deer Run Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1998

		917308229		Morrow		Brittany				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		2.82				White		F		256 4052729		NA		NA		bmorrow1@my.westga.edu		764 County Road 444				Fruithurst		AL		36262-3015

		917140796		Johnson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.73				White		F		770 2312097		NA		NA		cjohns22@my.westga.edu		3525 Red Maple Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-2671

		917290952		Nicholson		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200805		201301		3.11		4		White		F				NA		NA		jnichol6@my.westga.edu		7164 Tara Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917242881		Broadwater		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.66				White		F		770 4635204		NA		NA		abroadw1@my.westga.edu		265 N Alexander Creek Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3578

		917327306		Stroud		Brandon				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201301		2.79				Black		M				NA		NA		bstroud1@my.westga.edu		155 Wright Cir				Athens		GA		30601-3443

		917333488		LaMolinare		Cari		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		3.44				White		F		770 6332809		NA		NA		clamoli1@my.westga.edu		994 Hitchcock Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-6683

		917310152		Wheelus		Christen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		2.89				White		F		706 6376112		NA		NA		cwheelu3@my.westga.edu		217 Collier St				Hogansville		GA		30230-1313

		917339890		Urban		Dacia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		2.92						F		770 7267085		NA		NA		durban1@my.westga.edu		6536 Pleasant Dr				Winston		GA		30187-1620

		917249169		Sweany		Tara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.86		3.63		White		F				NA		NA		tsweany1@my.westga.edu		122 Camden Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1683

		917313395		Ingle		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201301		3.23				White		F				NA		NA		bingle1@my.westga.edu		153 Dogwood Circle				Chatsworth		GA		30705-2754

		917293430		Riggs		Keith				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.13						M		770 2531163		NA		NA		kriggs2@my.westga.edu		430 Holbrook Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5016

		917308151		Economy		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201301		3.31				White		F		770 4965522		NA		NA		jeconom1@my.westga.edu		1833 Smokerise Smt				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2325

		917310621		Griner		Braden				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.42				White		M		770 3048984		NA		NA		bgriner1@my.westga.edu		50 Inland Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-5903

		917304259		Fowler		Cecilie		Carrollton Campus		BA		History		Spanish		History Certification Concentr				F		200808		201301		3.81				White		F		770 2523928		NA		NA		cfowler4@my.westga.edu		159 Hubbard Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4634

		917320688		Tauber		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.5		2.85		White		F		404 3124942		NA		NA		atauber2@my.westga.edu		7366 Butler Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305896		Smith		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F		770 5681		NA		NA		hsmith9@my.westga.edu

		917317330		Smith		Abbey		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.63				White		F		770 8433870		NA		abbey.rowe@hotmail.com		arowe1@my.westga.edu		125 W Triple Tree Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-6920

		917317133		Stapler		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		2.91				White		F		770 8439962		NA		NA		bstapler@westga.edu		185 Rachels Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4955

		917320417		Alexander		Courtenay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.97				Black		F		678 4130701		NA		courtenay_alexander@yahoo.com		calexan8@my.westga.edu		4824 Michael Jay St				Snellville		GA		30039-5637

		917316875		Boileau		Elyse		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.37						F		604 9888757		NA		NA		eboilea1@my.westga.edu		5588 Molina Road				North Vancouver		BC		V7R 4P4

		917310617		Garber		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.41				White		F		770 2965249		NA		NA		mgarber1@my.westga.edu		1250 Eagles Nest Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5475

		917304357		Millard		Parks		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.58				White		M		770 2518733		NA		NA		pmillar1@my.westga.edu		147 Saint James Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2304

		917268812		Copeland		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200808		201301		3.73				White		F		678 4817303		NA		NA		vcopela1@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd #4333				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Theatre						F		200808		201301		3.04		3.9		Black		F		404 4549355		NA		NA		lbailey5@my.westga.edu		500 Willow Creek Lane		Apartment 500-309		Woodstock		GA		30188

		917315676		Harkins		Charmayne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.04				Black		F		678 3804545		NA		NA		charkin1@my.westga.edu		2971 Dowry Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-2671

		917283545		Hudson		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education		Psychology						F		200808		201301		3.67				White		F		770 2513217		NA		NA		rhudson2@my.westga.edu		881 Wagers Mill Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3716

		917307254		Braun		Angela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.88				White		F		678 7333473		NA		NA		abraun1@my.westga.edu		2931 Bomar Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917306487		Harris		Charisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.44				Black		F		706 4449542		NA		NA		charri21@my.westga.edu		130 Martin Luther King Jr St				Sparta		GA		31087-3528

		917319145		Khorramzadeh		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201301		3.17				White		F		770 9635199		NA		sarahak114@yahoo.com		skhorra1@my.westga.edu		62 Saint Aurics Dr				Suwanee		GA		30024-2789

		917283962		Martin		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3		0		Black		M		404 5452062		NA		FoSho174@gmail.com		cmarti19@my.westga.edu		125 Greenwood Trace				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917310712		Misutka		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.18				White		F		678 5208289		NA		NA		mmisutk1@my.westga.edu		163 Ivy Trace Blvd				Newnan		GA		30265-2293

		917314271		Triggs		Ashley				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.26				Black		F		770 9399601		NA		NA		atriggs1@my.westga.edu		5034 Hugh Howell Rd				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-1144

		917286177		Starnes		Charles				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.48						M		770 4891621		NA		NA		cstarne1@my.westga.edu		4030 Macduff Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-3806

		917312305		Sullivan		Jacob				BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.38				White		M		770 3183683		NA		NA		jsulliv5@my.westga.edu		6708 Lucille Ave				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1951

		917322286		Verdell		Keri		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.26				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 8835758		NA		NA		kverdel1@my.westga.edu		2713 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8495

		917315481		Jackson		Tishanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.94		3.5		Black		F		334 6461572		NA		NA		tjacks10@my.westga.edu		1213 Lindsey Street				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917318619		Littlejohn		Jillian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201301		3.69				White		F		404 3923191		NA		jillian_littlejohn@msn.com		jlittle3@my.westga.edu		870 W Ellis Rd				Griffin		GA		30223-7129

		917315966		Smith		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.61				White		F		678 8770373		NA		NA		asmith52@my.westga.edu		555 Mandeville Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917303549		Rogers		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.26		3.72		White		F		678 9729044		NA		NA		mguinn1@my.westga.edu		226 Glazier Rd.				Senoia		GA		30276

		917320985		Murphey		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.05				White		F		770 2537883		NA		NA		kmurphe1@my.westga.edu		23 Brookside Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1514

		917318508		Sharp		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.05				Black		F				NA		jasmined.sharp@gmail.com		jsharp2@my.westga.edu		5350 Crestwood Circle				College Park		GA		30349

		917314115		Pitts		Yasmeen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.92				Black		F		404 7354938		NA		NA		ypitts1@my.westga.edu		1898 Sandtown Rd SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-3465

		917312357		Barr		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.04				White		F		770 8516728		NA		liza12lee@yahoo.com		ebarr2@my.westga.edu		2291 Tyus Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917308585		BonneCarrere		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.88		2.77		White		F		770 2387990		NA		carrolltown2008@charter.net		tbonnec1@my.westga.edu		109 Leigh Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917298767		Benefield		Chastity				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.3				White		F		770 8239064		NA		NA		clewis10@my.westga.edu		121 Sue Ave				Bowdon		GA		30108-1217

		917318877		Bul		Kellie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201301		3.38				White		F		770 5745403		NA		NA		kbul1@my.westga.edu		1207 Jacksonville Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-2417

		917256167		Hogan		Jarrod		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		2.99				White		M		678 8585391		NA		NA		jhogan4@my.westga.edu		115 Ruth Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2152

		917304136		Walker		Jessica				BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.22				White		F		770 6562603		NA		NA		jwalke19@my.westga.edu		1975 Bethwick Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-6105

		917317800		Baty		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature		German						F		200808		201301		3.92		4		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		678 3785191		NA		NA		kbaty1@my.westga.edu		85 Southwind Circle				Newnan		GA		30265

		917299998		Ennis		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200808		201301		3.08				White		F		706 2660451		NA		NA		cennis1@my.westga.edu		28 Pine Valley Rd SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.4		3.91		White		F		706 2341676		NA		NA		smaddox2@my.westga.edu		4 Belmont Court 				Rome		GA		30161

		917297105		Mallory		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.1				White		F		770 9421264		NA		NA		jmallor1@my.westga.edu		7615 Banks Mill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		200808		201301				4		White		F		706 3752841		NA		jcrane5117@hotmail.com		jcrane3@my.westga.edu		23 Glass Mill Pointe Drive				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917331646		Lamprey		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201301		0		3.85		White		F		770 5970171		NA		NA		abanks3@my.westga.edu		501 Shady Lane Cir				Canton		GA		30115-2946

		917327655		Jones		Troy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201301				3.44		Black		M		770 6089137		NA		NA		tjones21@my.westga.edu		3581 Providence Pl				Douglasville		GA		30135-3050

		917097682		Dudley		Holly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200901		201301		3.04		4		White		F		770 3244866		NA		NA		hdudley1@my.westga.edu		5725 Highway 29				Grantville		GA		30220

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education								F		200901		201301		3.49		3.9		White		F		678 2347440		NA		NA		ksumner1@my.westga.edu		1378 Dowdy Road				Roopville		GA		30170

		917114621		Skinner		Summer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201301		3.28		3.75		White		F		770 2541251		NA		NA		sskinne1@my.westga.edu		265 Waters Edge Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3594

		917331482		Gallas		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics		Psychology		Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200901		201301		3.12				White		F		770 8099232		NA		NA		rgallas1@my.westga.edu		203 Baywood Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3856

		917330969		Moss		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.24				White		F		770 3774541		NA		NA		emoss1@my.westga.edu		160 River Cove Meadows				Social Circle		GA		30025

		917345999		Robbins		Lyndsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.26				White		F		770 9492418		NA		NA		lrobbin1@my.westga.edu		8596 Timberlane Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-1085

		917352285		Lucas		Mikki		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		3.31		4		White		F		678 8408004		NA		mikki.d.lucas@gmail.com		mlucas2@my.westga.edu		93 Richmond Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7237

		917328568		Justice		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.06				White		F		770 9496752		NA		NA		tjustic1@my.westga.edu		3677 Cedartree Pt				Douglasville		GA		30135-1948

		917348940		Houston		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201301		2.82				Black		F				NA		NA		ahousto4@my.westga.edu		106 HAMILTON ST				Bremen		GA		30110

		917344743		Schofield		Latreskle		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		200905		201301		4		4		Black		F		229 8860533		NA		latreskle.schofield@gmail.com		lschofi1@my.westga.edu		1301 Crest Ridge Dr				East Point		GA		30344-5767

		917341856		Taliaferro		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200905		201301		3.07				White		F		678 5349673		NA		NA		ltaliaf1@my.westga.edu		1 Fairgreen Trace				Newnan		GA		30265

		917342503		Sansom		Robin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		200905		201301				4		White		F		770 7957707		NA		rdsansom@comcast.net		rsansom1@my.westga.edu		3034 Bristlewood Ln NW				Marietta		GA		30064-5111

		917329745		Nelms		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.58				White		F		770 2537730		NA		NA		lnelms3@my.westga.edu		5 Crepe Myrtle Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3103

		917326391		Abernathy		Asiah				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		2.84				Black		F		678 3496151		NA		NA		aaberna1@my.westga.edu		5335 Lake Beech Dr.				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917341257		Covic		Anja		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.43				White		F		770 4266875		NA		NA		acovic1@my.westga.edu		1306 Bustling Ln SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2769

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.75		4		White		F		706 6764065		NA		NA		wdixon3@my.westga.edu		4 South Central Ave				Lindale		GA		30147

		917310615		Eubanks		Rachael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		2.94				White		F		770 4860437		NA		NA		reubank3@my.westga.edu		225 Columns Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2765

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.79		4		White		F		404 6179970		NA		NA		chosea1@my.westga.edu		213 Crown Vista Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917338060		Pearson		Sharnise		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.76				Black		F		770 5069256		NA		shjus@aol.com		spearso1@my.westga.edu		207 Solomon Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4508

		917301889		Ross		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		2.83		0		Black		F		678 6986525		NA		NA		jross6@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St Apt E208				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917338886		Smith		Angela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.86				White		F		770 3867153		NA		angeladsmith54@gmail.com		asmith54@my.westga.edu		35 Abbey Ln NW				Cartersville		GA		30120-7739

		917332674		Socotch		Jayme		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.92				White		F		770 3041286		NA		NA		jsocotc1@my.westga.edu		35 Stonemill Ct				Newnan		GA		30265-2715

		917327800		Van Rhee		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		770 4280535		NA		W.VanRhee@gmail.com		wvanrhe1@my.westga.edu		3850 Casteel Club Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4405

		917336111		Zaluski		Brianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.56				White		F		678 3154259		NA		richardzaluski@bellsouth.net		bzalusk1@my.westga.edu		92 Waburn Walk				Dallas		GA		30132-8494

		917311789		Ariail		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.39				White		F		706 6386705		NA		NA		kariail1@my.westga.edu		50 Herons Cove Ln				La Fayette		GA		30728-6989

		917304821		Robinson		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.35						F		848 4680858		NA		NA		erobins3@my.westga.edu		319 Hawthorn Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-9798

		917336900		Walker		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.64				White		F		770 5929777		NA		NA		lwalker8@my.westga.edu		304 West Ln				Woodstock		GA		30188-1948

		917306523		Anderson		Dominique		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47				Black		F				NA		NA		danders8@my.westga.edu

		917332742		Bethea		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.1		3.77		Black		F		678 3716212		NA		laurenbdancin@hotmail.com		lbethea1@my.westga.edu		4021 McGinnis Ferry Rd APT 1431				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917333864		Castleberry		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F				NA		NA		ecastle1@my.westga.edu		2451 Cumberland Parkway SE  #3844				Atlanta		GA		30339-6136

		917334933		Ross		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.59				White		F		706 8457286		NA		NA		sross6@my.westga.edu		124 Taylor Len Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-8500

		917352520		Barnett		Chelly				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.25						F		678 7762728		NA		NA		cbarnet4@my.westga.edu		2551 Acacia Park Pl				Marietta		GA		30062-4768

		917332668		Hunt		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.48				White		F		770 9320688		NA		NA		jhunt6@my.westga.edu		1664 Trilogy Park Dr				Hoschton		GA		30548-1745

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		2.98		3.81		White		F		770 3091821		NA		NA		ecannon1@my.westga.edu		104 Ida Lane				Dallas		GA		30132

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.72		3.91		Black		F		770 2189652		NA		NA		abrunso2@my.westga.edu		2973 Garland Dr				Marietta		GA		30008

		917328596		Mathews		Wayne				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201301		3.91				White		M		770 4439596		NA		NA		wmathew1@my.westga.edu		167 Hollyberry Ct				Dallas		GA		30157-6104

		917332633		Petry		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.27				White		F		609 9474570		NA		NA		spetry1@my.westga.edu		93 Molly Pl				Dadeville		AL		36853-4802

		917334287		Wright		Randall		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.85				White		M		770 8545037		NA		NA		rwright2@my.westga.edu		182 Ephesus Church Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2840

		917339984		Conenna		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.61				White		F		678 8700700		NA		NA		lconenn1@my.westga.edu		132 Andover Dr				Kendall Park		NJ		08824-7025

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		3.05		3.66		White		F		770 3289951		NA		NA		agilvin1@my.westga.edu		707 Mattan Point				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.17		4		White		F		770 8237180		NA		NA		ahart5@my.westga.edu		1 Ellis Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917303575		Phillips		Meagan				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		770 2538701		NA		NA		mphill11@my.westga.edu		210 Barrington Farms Pkwy				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1871

		917328861		Sperry		Joshua				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		3.51				White		M		770 4299966		NA		NA		jsperry1@my.westga.edu		5524 Corn Mill Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6234

		917254588		Price		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology						P		200908		201301		2.84		3.7		Black		F		770 2861746		NA		NA		bprice1@my.westga.edu		823 Meadow Glen Parkway				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917312334		Carney		Magen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.13				White		F		678 8326466		NA		NA		mcarney1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Road Apt #1110				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917353620		Godfrey		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200908		201301		2.79				White		M				NA		NA		rgodfre2@my.westga.edu

		917308628		Painter		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47				White		F		770 4892920		NA		NA		mpainte1@my.westga.edu		6096 Yoni Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-6923

		917354454		Seljak		Brett		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201301		3.87				White		M		404 3762562		NA		NA		bseljak1@my.westga.edu		1255 Timberline Place				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917339594		Yates		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.3				White		M		706 8843963		NA		NA		jyates3@my.westga.edu		278 McCosh Mill Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9423

		917301171		Lambert		Raquel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.22				White		F				NA		NA		rlamber3@my.westga.edu		2801 Priestcliff Dr.				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917304479		Whaley		Andrew				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		2.89				White		M		229 7742268		NA		NA		awhaley1@my.westga.edu		6201 Mosely Rd				Iron City		GA		39859-4016

		917330372		Grantham		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301		3.69		4		White		F		770 9285673		NA		NA		agranth3@my.westga.edu		508 Sable Trace Way				Acworth		GA		30102-7638

		917386855		Hubbard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		201301		4		3.73		White		F		706 8465477		hubbard-a@harris.k12.ga.us		NA		ahubbar3@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 725				Shiloh		GA		31826

		917344636		Byrd		Trazette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		2.99				Black		F		678 8405865		NA		NA		tbyrd3@my.westga.edu		3490 Judge Bobs Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305953		Thompson		Kalisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.31		4		Black		F		404 6260596		NA		NA		kfagan1@my.westga.edu		6004 Hendrix Lane 				Mableton 		GA		30126

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.37		3.83		White		F		770 7158073		NA		NA		lstatha1@my.westga.edu		141 MILLPOND CROSSING		UNIT J5		Carrollton		GA		30116

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.94		4		White		F		706 2634343		NA		NA		mcaldwe3@my.westga.edu

		917349745		Preston		Annette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.28				Black		F		770 4564665		NA		NA		apresto2@my.westga.edu		1012 Rolling Meadows Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-6969

		917330772		Stratton		Steven		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		3.96		4		White		M		678 9833514		sstratto@westga.edu		NA		sstratto@westga.edu		717 Burns Road		Apt 5321		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917351188		Hood		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201301		201301		4		3.93		White		F		770 3126483		NA		hood.stephanie@hotmail.com		shood3@my.westga.edu		2910 Southpark Terrace				Conyers		GA		30094

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201301		4		4		White		F		678 6213664		NA		NA		bhajzak1@my.westga.edu		125 Harris Estates Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917341821		Henley		Kimber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.11				White		F		229 7586368		NA		NA		khenley1@my.westga.edu		857 Cooktown Rd				Colquitt		GA		39837-6729

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47		3.72		White		F		404 5788103		NA		NA		lspinks1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvron Rd Apt 1021				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917330784		Moses		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.9		3.92		White		F		706 2909702		NA		NA		amoses3@my.westga.edu		206 Brown Fox Drive SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917337072		Cooper		James				BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.3				White		M		770 5622266		NA		NA		jcoope12@my.westga.edu		32 Grove Isle Dr				Temple		GA		30179-4309

		917323842		Kiser		John				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.38				White		M		706 5173237		NA		NA		jkiser1@my.westga.edu		224 Nichols Ln				Chatsworth		GA		30705-4613

		917288342		Loveall		Jason		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Studio Art						F		200908		201301		3.42				White		M		770 4439402		NA		NA		jloveal1@my.westga.edu		141 Nellrose Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-1449

		917350694		Graham		Synesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		2.77				Black		F		678 8869052		NA		NA		sgraham5@my.westga.edu		1519 Athens Ave SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4701

		917334290		Hague		Ashley				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201301		2.78				White		F		770 7518780		NA		ahague2@my.westga.edu		ahague2@my.westga.edu		1015 Chesson Ct				Alpharetta		GA		30022-7174

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		2.89		3.41		Black		F		678 4130547		NA		NA		speters2@my.westga.edu		106 Goode Road				Conyers		GA		30094

		917336806		Janney		Zachary				BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200908		201301		3.33				White		M		706 6753364		NA		NA		zjanney1@my.westga.edu		211 Red Oak Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-4061

		917331896		Kennedy		Sammantha				BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F		706 6772102		NA		NA		skenned2@my.westga.edu

		917339963		Hanley		Mary Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		678 2326382		NA		NA		mhanley1@my.westga.edu		2821 Brookside Run				Snellville		GA		30078

		917329871		Altares		Marianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.79				Asian		F				NA		NA		maltare1@my.westga.edu		175 Laurel Dr				Athens		GA		30606

		917343596		Adams		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.88						F		912 9277355		NA		NA		madams9@my.westga.edu		121 Cherryfield Ln				Savannah		GA		31419-9098

		917333810		Gaddy		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.2				White		M		706 8606464		NA		NA		agaddy2@my.westga.edu		336 High Chaparral Dr				Martinez		GA		30907-5106

		917317113		Zeigler		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.8				White		M		706 6958016		NA		NA		jzeigle2@my.westga.edu		162 Parson Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-5687

		917338139		Moguel		Selena		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.08						F		678 2895420		NA		bk_chic09@yahoo.com		smoguel1@my.westga.edu		1449 Buckingham Pl				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7952

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				College Student Affairs				F		200908		201301		3.39		4		White		F		770 3628481		NA		NA		erichar2@my.westga.edu		2120 Castle Lake Drive				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917341299		Pitts		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.6				White		F		706 7795732		NA		NA		bpitts1@my.westga.edu		1377 S Yow Mill Rd				Toccoa		GA		30577-8231

		917338565		Johnson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.9				White		F		770 4892551		NA		NA		jjohns53@my.westga.edu		5550 Liberty Rd				Winston		GA		30187-1121

		917323673		Tuck		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.17						F		678 4230647		NA		NA		jtuck2@my.westga.edu		30 Hope Shirey Way				Newnan		GA		30263-4452

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200908		201301		3.6		3.95		Black		F				NA		sundirosser@yahoo.com		scowser1@my.westga.edu		53 Carrington Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917337397		Wills		Erich		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.32				White		M		678 5849208		NA		NA		ewills1@my.westga.edu		470 Victorian Ln				Johns Creek		GA		30097-5767

		917317351		Fuller		De'sa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.28				Black		F		706 8846433		NA		NA		dfuller2@my.westga.edu		62 Southern Pine Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9655

		917329237		Elliott		Meghann		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		4				White		F		770 5622523		NA		NA		melliot4@my.westga.edu		122 Creek Crossing Ln				Temple		GA		30179-5826

		917332670		Palmer		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201301		3		3.2		White		F		770 3130914		NA		scooter109@bellsouth.net		apalmer1@my.westga.edu		3949 Lullwater Main NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5706

		917318344		Peterson		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Secondary Education-History				F		200908		201301		3.14				White		F		770 6841410		NA		Xhmacx09@gmail.com		hmcdowe1@my.westga.edu		1057 Fairview Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917113392		Williamson		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201301		4		3.86		White		M		770 3164543		NA		mattbwilliamson@gmail.com		mwilli42@my.westga.edu		118 Kyle Way				Carrollton		GA		30117-4823

		917307703		Owens		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.13				White		F				NA		NA		jowens6@my.westga.edu		101 Henry Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1989

		917351066		Swank		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		2.92				White		F		770 5528346		NA		NA		kswank1@my.westga.edu		11670 Highland Colony Dr				Roswell		GA		30075-2197

		917346527		Rainey		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.2				White		F		770 4642157		NA		NA		arainey1@my.westga.edu		1102 Highway 11 N Apt A				Social Circle		GA		30025-4948

		917305550		Durham		Arielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		3.09				Black		F		770 2222843		NA		NA		adurham1@my.westga.edu		3216 Macedonia Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-2113

		917336047		Shelby		Shana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		3.24				White		F		404 5740811		NA		NA		sshelby1@my.westga.edu		1908 Tara Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917210189		Dye		William				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		2.88				White		M		770 8287908		NA		NA		wdye1@my.westga.edu		7011 Blueberry Rdg SE				Acworth		GA		30102-6836

		917331800		Hamilton		Vickie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		3.76				White		F		678 5635555		NA		NA		vhamilt1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 572				Villa Rica		GA		30180-0572

		917306981		Kidney		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201005		201301		2.92				White		F		770 4891406		NA		okidney1@my.westga.edu		okidney1@my.westga.edu		7431 Biltmore Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-6464

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201005		201301		3.44		3.91		White		F		770 6809289		NA		NA		rcarl1@my.westga.edu		159 Creekside Bluff				Hiram		GA		30141

		917350008		Caswell		Hillary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.54				White		F				NA		NA		hcaswel1@my.westga.edu		664 Corinth Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917356535		McGuffey		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		3.21				White		M		770 5848156		NA		NA		rmcguff2@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Rd Apt 1423				Carrollton		GA		30117-2652

		917307077		Cook		Jessica Marie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201301		3.9				White		F		678 4013520		NA		NA		jcook15@my.westga.edu		2620 E Piney Point Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-4424

		917350646		Burd		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201301		3.45				White		F		770 6050033		NA		NA		aburd1@my.westga.edu		7647 Hwy 101 N				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917356728		Thach		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201001		201301				4		White		F		770 4434545		NA		suethach@bellsouth.net		sthach1@my.westga.edu		303 Meryton Ct				Dallas		GA		30157-6572

		917350814		Laidlaw		Alton		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201301		4		3.71		Black		M		678 3910889		alaidlaw@paulding.k12.ga.us		alaidlaw@bellsouth.net		alaidla1@my.westga.edu		4448 Mill Grove Ter				Douglasville		GA		30135-4197

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201301				3.95		Black		F		404 9979405		antionette.dickerson@cobbk12.org		NA		adicker3@my.westga.edu		7214 Gold Mine Avenue				Austell		GA		30168

		917389279		Snell		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.4				White		M		770 4667793		NA		NA		jsnell2@my.westga.edu		7204 Sunset Blvd				Loganville		GA		30052-4160

		917346406		Begy		Kara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.5				White		F		770 9457798		NA		NA		kbegy1@my.westga.edu		3372 Forest Vista Dr				Dacula		GA		30019-4652

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.84		3.91		White		F		706 2639629		NA		NA		jevelti1@my.westga.edu		110 Countryside Dr				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917351872		Richards		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.37				White		F		706 9804522		NA		NA		jricha14@my.westga.edu		945 Cohutta Beaverdale Road				Cohutta		GA		30710

		917310058		Bryant		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.71				White		F		706 7343655		NA		NA		vbryant3@my.westga.edu		150 Green Meadow Dr				Trion		GA		30753-1149

		917246866		Turner		Terri		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201101		201301				3.78		White		F		678 3729585		NA		territurner413@gmail.com		tturner9@my.westga.edu		2575 Center Point Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917298751		Cowart		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201008		201301		3.35				White		F		678 6013803		NA		NA		tcowart2@my.westga.edu		881 Cole Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9165

		917318062		Fields		Paige		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.38		3.83		White		F		404 7044446		NA		NA		pfields1@my.westga.edu		6577 Forestdale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-3229

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.78		3.91		White		F		678 7871337		NA		NA		kmahone4@my.westga.edu		3840 Jiles Road NW Apt. 518				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917350659		Lane		Dustin		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201301		3.42				White		M		678 3338714		NA		NA		dlane4@my.westga.edu		1430 Joe Cook Road				Franklin		GA		30217

		917378662		Cooper		Hannah		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		201008		201301		3.53				White		F		770 3245197		NA		NA		hcooper4@my.westga.edu		301 Victoria Ave				Cedartown		GA		30125-2637

		917377972		Miles		Kaylin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.84				White		F		770 3374355		NA		NA		kmiles4@my.westga.edu		2020 Corner Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-1270

		917131124		Drage		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201301		4		4		White		F		404 5743740		NA		rldrage@gmail.com		rward2@my.westga.edu		764 Barnes Mill Trce				Marietta		GA		30062-3228

		917356901		Waldrop		Kody		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201301		3.11				White		M				NA		NA		kwaldro3@my.westga.edu		6477 County Road 59				Roanoke		AL		36274-6733

		917373251		Roggermeier		Elizabeth Ann		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.38				White		F		770 4879127		NA		NA		erogger1@my.westga.edu		105 Berrycheck Hl				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1170

		917304199		Henderson		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.79				White		F		770 6340991		NA		NA		ahender9@my.westga.edu		9655 Bark Chip Way				Douglasville		GA		30135-2498

		917311740		Mallory		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.44				White		F		770 2583373		NA		NA		bmallor1@my.westga.edu		431 E College St				Bowdon		GA		30108-1112

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.44		4		White		F		706 5662836		NA		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		1323 Preston Road				Cataula		GA		31804

		917316847		Emerson		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.46						F		770 3828507		NA		NA		semerso3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 656				Cartersville		GA		30120-0656

		917379129		Marinelli		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.06				White		M		770 5924942		NA		NA		amarine2@my.westga.edu		1118 Towne Lake Hls E				Woodstock		GA		30189-7013

		917381506		Ray		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201301		3.24		3.16		White		M		770 3138477		NA		NA		jray9@my.westga.edu		145 canterbury dr.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917294426		Bishop		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		2.86				Black		F		706 8021267		NA		NA		abishop9@my.westga.edu		915 Villas Ridge Drive				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917384053		Collins		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.3				White		M		706 4357482		NA		NA		scollin7@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-2610

		917377778		Ray		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.19				White		M				NA		NA		jray8@my.westga.edu		101 Trees Of Avalon Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7592

		917247558		Duffey		Ryan				BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.35						M		770 7752782		NA		NA		rduffey1@my.westga.edu		675 Saint Andrews Dr				Jackson		GA		30233-2777

		917302778		Gibbs		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.26				White		F		256 8461350		NA		NA		hgibbs1@my.westga.edu		1624 County Road 48				Heflin		AL		36264-5277

		917245882		Nasert		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201301		2.82				White		F		706 3752625		NA		NA		tnasert1@my.westga.edu		36 English Oak Way				Dallas		GA		30157-3863

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201301		2.96		3.44		White		F		256 3632867		NA		NA		asanfor3@my.westga.edu		477 Pineywoods Drive				Wedowee		AL		36278

		917386046		Brown		Regina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201008		201301		3.54				Black		F		404 734		NA		regina_brown03@yahoo.com		rbrown18@my.westga.edu

		917353527		Dunbar		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201008		201301		3.14				White		M		770 7251575		NA		NA		jdunbar1@my.westga.edu

		917342776		Schnitter		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.15		3.8		White		M				NA		NA		pschnit1@my.westga.edu		3172 Mia Court				Dacula		GA		30019

		917226158		Walker		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201301				4		White		F		770 5466002		NA		whitney.walker@vikings.berry.edu		wwalker4@my.westga.edu		342 Oakwood Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-6308

		917382867		Watkins		Donna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201301				4		White		F		404 3881401		NA		equi_nrg@yahoo.com		dwatkin4@my.westga.edu		6721 Knollwood Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-1663

		917191577		Bice		Meranda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201101		201301		3.18		3.84		White		F				NA		NA		mmckelv4@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive		apt 1104		carrollton		GA		30117

		917384369		Burgess		Elsa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201301				4		White		F		770 9823960		NA		et4tango@yahoo.com		eburges1@my.westga.edu		1368 Rivermist Dr SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-7512

		917374715		Newton		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.63				White		F		770 5840548		NA		NA		khelms1@my.westga.edu		501 Weston Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7426

		917399598		Johnson		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201108		201301		3.32		2.78		White		F		706 3311220		NA		NA		kjones33@my.westga.edu		19 Conns Lake Rd SE				Lindale		GA		30147

		917399811		Boggs		Terrie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.78				White		F		706 2048999		NA		NA		tboggs1@my.westga.edu		438 Kraftsman Rd SW				Rome		GA		30165-9248

		917327347		Colding		Kristi		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.45				White		F		706 2903510		NA		NA		khand1@my.westga.edu		17 Garden Court North 				Rome		GA		30165

		917398594		Shelton		Ashanti		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.63		Black		F		731 4141805		NA		assheltn@memphis.edu		ashelto4@my.westga.edu		236 Fairview Dr				Humboldt		TN		38343-8513

		917177045		Cool		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Mathematics (6-12)				P		201201		201301		3.36		3.4		White		M		678 5224668		NA		NA		ccool1@my.westga.edu		143 Terrane Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-4015

		917343776		Richardson		Montana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201101		201301		3.26		2.83		White		F		334 8852552		NA		NA		mrichar8@my.westga.edu		2824 Louina Road				Roanoke		AL		36274

		917244884		Walker		Charlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201301				3		Black		M		404 2919046		charlie.walker@gscs.org		cjw3t@mtsu.edu		cwalke14@my.westga.edu		3306 Summer Brooke Ln				Union City		GA		30291-7210

		917329405		Bullock		Dara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.19				Black		F		770 8709072		NA		NA		dbulloc1@my.westga.edu		4158 Jody Ct NE				Marietta		GA		30066-1939

		917399709		Lawrence		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				3.83		Black		F		770 7701819		NA		tabathalawrence@bellsouth.net		tlawren4@my.westga.edu		642 Mayfern Cir				Fairburn		GA		30213-6002

		917078311		Campbell		Paula		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.28				White		F				NA		NA		pcampbe3@my.westga.edu		1466 Old Highway 100				Waco		GA		30182

		917303290		Rampley		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201301		2.73				White		M		706 2324161		NA		NA		wrample1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 336				Lindale		GA		30147-0336

		917404496		Samm		Patrice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201105		201301				3.55		Black		F		323 2412646		NA		psamm@rockdale.k12.ga.us		psamm1@my.westga.edu		7204 Kensington Trail				Cumming		GA		30028

		917397216		Player-Delgado		Luis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		M		612 2421015		lplayer@westga.edu		kalplayer@att.net		lplayer@westga.edu		343 Stillwood Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6226

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				3.85		White		M		845 2346113		mark.sanker@douglas.k12.ga.us		msanker@hotmail.com		msanker1@my.westga.edu		716 Safe Harbor Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917125243		Ralls		Enrique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301		3.08		3.76		Black		M		404 8211263		NA		NA		eralls1@my.westga.edu		124 WESTCHESTER DRIVE				Barnesville		GA		30204

		917399158		Anderson		Jarrell		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.36		Black		M				NA		Janderson38@student.gsu.edu		jander24@my.westga.edu

		917396056		Gossett		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		F		540 8454947		NA		lmgosset@samford.edu		lgosset2@my.westga.edu		254 Gentle Breeze Cir				Fredericksburg		VA		22406-5045

		917272332		Wilkes		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301		3.72		3.93		White		F		678 8775745		NA		NA		agrayso1@my.westga.edu		25 Inland Circle				Newnan		GA		30263

		917402862		Vinson		Alecia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201301				3.85		White		F		478 454		NA		alecia.vinson@yahoo.com		avinson1@my.westga.edu		1059 Fortville Milledgeville				Haddock		GA		31033-2345

		917397963		Pitcock		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		F		404 8196027		NA		kpitcock17@gmail.com		kpitcoc1@my.westga.edu		4649 Montauk Rd SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-3934

		917296186		Widener		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 8521588		NA		NA		cwidene1@my.westga.edu		8730 Wolf Creek Dr				Winston		GA		30187-2310

		917416180		Ellenberg		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				4		White		M		770 8199936		NA		NA		jellenb1@my.westga.edu		1385 Lucky Ln SW				Mableton		GA		30126-4703

		917384367		Bata		Rebekah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3		4		White		F		706 2357519		NA		rdwalker5687@yahoo.com		rwalker7@my.westga.edu		260 Blacks Bluff Road				Rome		GA		30161

		917354787		Turner		Jannette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201108		201301		3.52				White		F		706 5482186		NA		NA		jjones45@my.westga.edu		5560 Barnett Shoals RD				Athens		GA		30605

		917230324		Sparling		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201301		3.62		3.77		White		F		404 4214782		NA		beckysparling@hotmail.com		rsparli1@my.westga.edu		4896 Port Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917315506		Cowart		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.28				White		F		770 8455591		stephaniecowart@greenwaymedical.com		NA		scowart1@my.westga.edu		881 Cole Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9165

		917152694		Jones		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201301				3.71		White		F		770 4891465		anna.jones@douglas.k12.ga.us		annakatherine@bellsouth.net		ajones44@my.westga.edu		8002 Downs Rd				Winston		GA		30187-1363

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201301		2.63		3.81		White		F		678 6409313		mmckelvy@dcboe.com		mmckelv5@gmail.com		mmckelv5@my.westga.edu		204 N Morris Ave				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917376169		Roberts		Jessica		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.56				White		F		770 7488614		NA		NA		jrober21@my.westga.edu		610 Garden Ln				Cedartown		GA		30125-2710

		917312028		Moon		Kaleigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.64				White		F		770 5748261		NA		NA		kpatte12@my.westga.edu		314 Salem Church Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-2346

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.26		3.35		Black		F		770 4734130		NA		NA		jknight7@my.westga.edu		8126 Englewood Trl				Riverdale		GA		30274-4210

		917211254		Alexander		Ronald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.63		Black		M		404 8080637		NA		ralexander7@student.gsu.edu		ralexan2@my.westga.edu		1900 Belmont Boulevard		Maddox Hall RD Box #1		Nashville		TN		37212

		917404261		Lewis		Shaun		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				3.62		Black		M		678 7059857		NA		shaun672@hotmail.com		slewis15@my.westga.edu		2396 Pendergrass Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-6249

		917150009		Brock		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301				3.4		White		F		706 6049844		NA		mmckinn3@westga.edu		mmckinn3@my.westga.edu		14823 US Hwy 27 N				Hamilton		GA		31811

		917390973		McFather		Celina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				3.66		White		F		706 9363596		NA		jcmcfather@comcast.net		cmcfath1@my.westga.edu		18 S Edenfield Ridge Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-3812

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201105		201301		3.9		4		White		F		770 3286377		NA		NA		tgibbs3@my.westga.edu		32433 Highway 48				Graham		AL		36263-4065

		917126988		Nicholson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.57		3.91		White		F		423 6456929		sball@floydboe.net		NA		snichol1@my.westga.edu		8 Trillium Trl NE				Rome		GA		30165-9616

		917398605		Pineda		Kristina		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.37				White		F		770 3240105		NA		NA		kpineda1@my.westga.edu		51 Jenni Ln				Cedartown		GA		30125-7157

		917195727		Hinton		Judson		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201201		201301				3.81		White		M		678 5653331		NA		NA		jhinton1@my.westga.edu		1876 McGarity Rd				McDonough		GA		30252-3014

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201301		3.68		3.83		White		F		706 5064847		NA		NA		lpettyj1@my.westga.edu		1000 West Spring Creek Road				Trion		GA		30753

		917376408		Simonds		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.31				White		F		706 2660627		NA		NA		ksimond1@my.westga.edu		310 Lavender Road				Rome		GA		30165

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.93		3.57		White		F		706 8443891		NA		NA		lgodfre1@my.westga.edu		405 East 20th St				Rome		GA		30161

		917408200		Brock		Jolie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301				3.77		White		F		706 5770236		NA		NA		jbrock5@my.westga.edu		3037 Bentley Dr				Upatoi		GA		31829-1786

		917395919		Shane		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.33				White		F		678 4317460		NA		NA		hshane1@my.westga.edu		4188 Oak Springs Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917331626		McCloud		Donna		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.95				White		F		770 6848427		NA		NA		dmcclou1@my.westga.edu		72 Dogwood Ct				Aragon		GA		30104-5313

		917327741		Fallin		Kristen		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.49				White		F		706 7672855		NA		kdf9290@bellsouth.net		kfallin2@my.westga.edu		751 Old Dalton Rd NE Apt A				Rome		GA		30165-9022

		917027202		Crawford		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301		3.11		4		White		M		770 3369908		NA		joseph_crawford@live.com		jcrawfo2@my.westga.edu		150 Alford Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8308

		917058808		Helms		Frances		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 5923299		NA		NA		fhelms1@my.westga.edu		1375 Olde Mill Trce				Woodstock		GA		30188-4052

		917327311		McMillan		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		2.83		3.16		Black		F		678 9937029		NA		NA		lmcmill2@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle #208				Newnan		GA		30265

		917283495		Lowther		April		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.11		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		alowthe1@my.westga.edu		9 Leesburg Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917316131		Basiletti		Marcie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201301		3.36				White		F		404 6684877		NA		NA		mbasile1@my.westga.edu		121 Estates at the Lake Drive				Canton		GA		30114

		917406629		Aldridge		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		770 9068457		NA		NA		aaldrid3@my.westga.edu		108 Jefferson Pkwy Unit 518				Newnan		GA		30263-5872

		917318268		Stinson		Emily		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.93				White		F				NA		NA		egore1@my.westga.edu

		917398307		Waugh		Celeste		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		F		334 4809239		NA		clw0003@tigermail.auburn.edu		cwaugh1@my.westga.edu		574 Lee Road 550				Phenix City		AL		36870-9158

		917398903		Kahera		Zeinab		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.45		Black		F				NA		zainab.kahera@gmail.com		zkahera1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 16775				Atlanta		GA		30321-0775

		917404384		Smith		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201108		201301				4		White		M		770 228-9392		NA		smithjcpa@aol.com		jsmith99@my.westga.edu		203 Sheraton Dr				Griffin		GA		30224-5047

		917407419		Phyall		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.8		Black		F		404 4517521		NA		NA		cphyall1@my.westga.edu

		917407314		Phyall		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.8		Black		M		404 4517126		NA		NA		aphyall1@my.westga.edu		160 Fairway Trl				Covington		GA		30014-3974

		917396364		Patterson		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				4		Black		F		678 3420600		NA		nmbrown24@aol.com		npatter2@my.westga.edu		180 Oak Manor Dr				Covington		GA		30016-0232

		917405696		Barnett		Kimberlee		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		678 5658252		NA		NA		kbarnet3@my.westga.edu		1001 Grace Marie Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4539

		917141989		Powers		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				3.62		White		F		706 6180012		pcoon@gcbe.org		ppc@optilink.us		ppowers1@my.westga.edu		81 Lake Haven Dr				Cartersville		GA		30120-8468

		917405154		Meshanko		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		White		M		912 506		NA		chrismeshanko@gmail.com		cmeshan1@my.westga.edu		3220 Hunters Rest Dr				Charleston		SC		29414

		917283614		Phillips		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				3.9		White		M		706 8610323		NA		NA		jphill20@my.westga.edu		276 Dailey Hill Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-8156

		917385487		Falls		Christy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		678 7158395		NA		falls5560@bellsouth.net		cfalls1@my.westga.edu		41 Wynthorpe Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-6315

		917399016		Casey		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 6011314		NA		ml_sellers@bellsouth.net		mseller4@my.westga.edu		3143 Mill Grove Terrace				Dacula		GA		30019

		917318679		Graves		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 8555996		NA		ratuck@gmail.com		rtuck1@my.westga.edu		512 Lakeview Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2023

		917266795		Moreen		Shakeala		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.01				Black		F		770 5742858		NA		NA		smoreen1@my.westga.edu		225 Michigan Avenue				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917319231		Hanson		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.74				White		F		770 4635551		NA		NA		thanson5@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1251				Palmetto		GA		30268-7251

		917342569		Adams		Brittany		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.44				White		F		706 2341681		NA		NA		badams8@my.westga.edu		31 Lyons Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-1948

		917412095		Chastain		Jeff		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				3.9		White		M		423 8862931		NA		NA		jchasta4@my.westga.edu		3123 Edgewood Dr				Signal Mountain		TN		37377-1003

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		678 3788407		NA		cecopeland@valdosta.edu		ccopela5@my.westga.edu		210 Bill Hart Road				Newnan		GA		30265

		917233931		Bray		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		770 8308705		NA		margaret.t.bray@gmail.com		mbray1@my.westga.edu		107 Sentinel Walk				Carrollton		GA		30116-8809

		917407429		Condit		Mandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201301				4		White		F		770 4749870		NA		NA		mcondit1@my.westga.edu		190 Old Conyers Way				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917237647		McAbee		Terry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301		2.38		3.78		White		M		706 2350461		NA		NA		tmcabee1@my.westga.edu		600 Biddy Rd				Rome		GA		30161

		917399064		Whitfield		Jamar		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		M		704 5479607		NA		jwhitfield07@gmail.com		jwhitfi2@my.westga.edu		1667 Sanridge Wind Ln				Charlotte		NC		28262-3463

		917397220		Bello Escobar		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		M		678 3100096		NA		belloescobarc@yahoo.com		cbelloe1@my.westga.edu		141 Park Rd SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3522

		917407667		Chillis		Eboni		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201108		201301				3.33		Black		F				NA		NA		echilli1@my.westga.edu		855 Peachtree St NE Unit 1204				Atlanta		GA		30308-7402

		917400488		Abney		Anne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 3097509		anne.abney@cherokee.k12.ga.us		annemcneil@yahoo.com		aabney1@my.westga.edu		5120 Oakwood Cir				Cumming		GA		30028-7906

		917413026		Witcher		Curetarrah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301				3.61		Black		F		770 402		NA		NA		cwitche3@my.westga.edu		1442 South Gordon 				Atlanta		GA		30310

		917408189		Busch		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.5		White		F		678 8257698		NA		NA		sbusch1@my.westga.edu		133 Bentley Pkwy Apt C				Woodstock		GA		30188-5598

		917053151		Via		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201301		0		3.7		White		M		770 8330244		NA		michaelwvia@gmail.com		mvia1@my.westga.edu		110 Ellenwood Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2920

		917393357		Harris		Cortina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201301				3.61		Black		F		770 7127344		cortina_harris@gwinnett.k12.ga.us		NA		charri26@my.westga.edu		1804 Lake Heights Cir				Dacula		GA		30019-3235

		917142612		Weaver		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.65		4		White		F		404 8862989		NA		lisa.weaver@carrollcountyschools.com		lpower1@my.westga.edu		232 River Ridge Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-7719

		917326028		Hixson		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301				3.84		White		F		770 2536980		katie.hixson@cowetaschools.org		NA		khixson1@my.westga.edu		375 Northcrest Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1280

		917201218		Thomas		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301				4		White		F		770 9426065		NA		emily.thomas@students.shorter.edu		ethomas7@my.westga.edu		4753 Old Briar Trail				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917411802		Beaudoin		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.9		Black		F		404 2329939		NA		NA		kbeaudo1@my.westga.edu		6018 Birdseye Trl				Atlanta		GA		30349-8813

		917261793		Chapman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201301		3.59		4		White		F		404 2137643		NA		NA		achapma5@my.westga.edu		1258 Westover Trace				Acworth		GA		30102

		917401144		Roberts		Marcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		229 8286705		NA		teacher_31824@yahoo.com		mrobert6@my.westga.edu		151 Dacus St				Preston		GA		31824-5208

		917272327		Rhoades		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 315-6542		NA		amrh318@yahoo.com		arhoade1@my.westga.edu		2412 Fenwick Village Dr				Savannah		GA		31419-8468

		917388503		Scarber		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201101		201301				4		White		F		706 7671421		NA		kristen.gaylor@comcast.net		kscarbe1@my.westga.edu		201 Winchester Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201105		201301				3.84		White		F		847 8091228		NA		Jenniferheflin1@netzero.net		jrosehe1@my.westga.edu		110 Birchwood Pass				Canton		GA		30114

		917176376		McLucas		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301		3.39		3.9		White		M		770 5993634		mclucas.john@mail.fcboe.org		NA		jmcluca1@my.westga.edu		57 Cumberland Trl				Senoia		GA		30276-2798

		917290637		Henderson		Jourdain		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		3.5		3		Black		M				NA		jourdain.henderson@gmail.com		jhender7@my.westga.edu		Jourdain D. Henderson 		Housing & Residence Life - GMU		Farifax 		VA		22030

		917405352		Arnold		Latasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		770 6275829		NA		NA		larnold1@my.westga.edu		554 S Fortune Way				Dallas		GA		30157-7494

		917403993		Renfroe		Katlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201301				3.63		White		F		229 4034232		NA		kmrenfroe@valdosta.edu		krenfro1@my.westga.edu		2840 Horry Ave				Cairo		GA		39828-3710

		917403657		Dyer		Davida		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.91		Black		F		678 925-1127		NA		dyer.davida@gmail.com		ddyer2@my.westga.edu		107 Lenore Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-2009

		917306698		Stills		Kelvin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201301		4		3.68		Black		M		770 7456234		NA		stillsk@bellsouth.net		kstills1@my.westga.edu		4867 Sweetwater Valley Rd				Austell		GA		30106

		917395882		Coleman		Curtis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		Black		M		912 3561396		NA		curtiscolem@gmail.com		ccolem10@my.westga.edu		3 Long Bow Ct				Savannah		GA		31406-4126

		917400717		Harp		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.67				White		F				NA		NA		wharp1@my.westga.edu		200 Roper Road				Aragon		GA		30104

		917390487		Carter		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.59				White		F		706 8550892		NA		NA		jcarte22@my.westga.edu		5420 Kiokee Ridge Rd				Evans		GA		30809-7418

		917231558		Bailey		DeAundria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201301		3.7		3.76		Black		F		770 7155783		NA		NA		dbailey4@my.westga.edu		251 Katherine Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917306824		Bentley		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 8389636		NA		bentleyjessica@bellsouth.net		jbentle4@my.westga.edu		150 Terry Ter Apt E				Carrollton		GA		30117-7516

		917403556		Letendre		Claire		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				3.91		White		F		636 2366375		NA		caletendre@gmail.com		cletend1@my.westga.edu		2510 Forrest Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3414

		917255032		Holcombe		Avery		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		2.8				White		F		706 2324446		NA		NA		aholcom4@my.westga.edu		21 River Place Dr SW				Rome		GA		30165-8689

		917399746		Hale		Brooke		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.48				White		F		706 2669574		NA		NA		bhale2@my.westga.edu		12 Eden Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-1821

		917401224		Weatherly		Lauren		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.37				White		F		770 4568354		NA		NA		lweathe4@my.westga.edu		3515 Liberty Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3304

		917401204		Bailey		Hillary		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.38				White		F		678 3508872		NA		NA		hagan1@my.westga.edu		33 Daisy Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2638

		917402484		Sellears		Amelia		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.75				White		F		706 9366218		NA		NA		asellea1@my.westga.edu		566 Mountain Home Loop				Cedartown		GA		30125-4234

		917399497		Bozeman		Amber		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.29				White		F		770 3150265		NA		NA		abozema1@my.westga.edu		920 Wimberly Hill Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5078

		917396120		Williams		Erica		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.75				White		F		770 6848469		NA		jazzmatazz8469@gmail.com		ewilli19@my.westga.edu		PO Box 598				Aragon		GA		30104-0598

		917401400		Moeller		Kathy		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.23				White		F		770 8450862		NA		NA		kmoelle1@my.westga.edu		9 Creek Side Ln				Rockmart		GA		30153-3991

		917393840		Hinkle		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.5				White		F		770 3101806		NA		NA		jhinkle1@my.westga.edu		5155 Thousand Oaks Cove				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917404634		Marsh		Roger		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.77		White		M		770 8450932		NA		rogermarsh@mac.com		rmarsh1@my.westga.edu		107 Cedar Woods Trl				Canton		GA		30114-7769

		917032215		North		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.55		4		White		F		770 8548061		heather.north@carrollcountyschools.com		clashnorth@att.net		hnorth1@my.westga.edu		2380 E Highway 5				Carrollton		GA		30116-9535

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.53		3.91		Asian		F		706 2328317		NA		NA		wrogers2@my.westga.edu		210 Lumpkin Road				Lindale		GA		30147

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201105		201301				4		Black		F		678 5367880		NA		NA		fazuana1@my.westga.edu		541 10th St. NW #253				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917293433		Robertson		Kayley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.12				White		F		678 4166197		NA		kayleyrobertson33@gmail.com		krober17@my.westga.edu		495 Arthur Storey Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4288

		917390335		Elfers		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201301				4		White		F		770 3544672		NA		maryelfers@gmail.com		melfers1@my.westga.edu		285 S Colonial Homes Cir NW				Atlanta		GA		30309-1226

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201201		201301		2.96		4		White		M		678 8985910		NA		LFCARR@yahoo.com		lcarr@westga.edu		126 Pinecrest Cir				Dallas		GA		30132-4011

		917398580		McCarty		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		White		M		678 9830324		NA		christopher.j.mccarty@gmail.com		cmccart3@my.westga.edu		7555 Heard Rd				Cumming		GA		30041-8128

		917389648		Dunagan		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		404 6639760		NA		loidunagan@comcast.com		ldunaga1@my.westga.edu		Ct2		136 Peachtree Memorial Dr NW		Atlanta		GA		30309-1096

		917395314		Cosey		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.27		White		M		770 8913459		NA		amcosey@gmail.com		acosey1@my.westga.edu		2783 Spring Dr.				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917399019		Steward		Misti		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		White		F		706 2766827		NA		reallyprettylady@gmail.com		mstewar6@my.westga.edu		363 Chadwick Rd				Ellijay		GA		30536-3897

		917411445		Temple		Michell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				4		Black		F		770 7601807		NA		michelltemple@gmail.com		mtemple1@my.westga.edu		2140 Lost Forest Lane SW				Conyers		GA		30094

		917395951		Printup		Virnilisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				4		Black		F		404381 0855		NA		vprintup@yahoo.com		vprintu1@my.westga.edu		1200 Gates Cir SE				Atlanta		GA		30316-4093

		917386798		Brown		Lita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201101		201301				3.66		White		F		404 2725595		NA		lita.librarian@gmail.com		lbrown27@my.westga.edu		1705-A 1st Ave				Tuscaloosa		AL		35401

		917405198		Robbins		Keri		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		478 3971801		NA		thornburg.keri@gmail.com		krobbin3@my.westga.edu		111 Vinings Way SE				Calhoun		GA		30701-7015

		917251560		Clark		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 3240138		NA		elizabeth.clark87@gmail.com		eclark4@my.westga.edu		58 Hatfield Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4169

		917062999		Mitchell		Barbara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201301				3.75		Black		F		770 4439662		NA		NA		bmitche7@my.westga.edu		284 Johnstons Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-7001

		917399195		Cole		Gambria		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.9		Black		F		478 2131559		NA		gtcole1908@yahoo.com		gcole1@my.westga.edu		4000 Dunwoody Park 1314				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917390901		King		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201301				3.91		White		F		478 9926825		NA		blueathena623@gmail.com		eking8@my.westga.edu		200 Saint James St				Forsyth		GA		31029-3965

		917404378		Smith		Kindal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		478 957-9866		NA		kindal21@hotmail.com		ksmith52@my.westga.edu		310 S 6th St				Vienna		GA		31092-1534

		917410178		Agan		Linden		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201201		201301				4		White		F		770 6088551		NA		NA		lagan2@my.westga.edu		30 Westchester Dr				Cartersville		GA		30120-6468

		917141529		Elder		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301		1.84		4		Black		F		770 7395716		NA		NA		relder1@my.westga.edu		6200 Mount Pisgah Ct				Austell		GA		30168-5253

		917087072		Bissell		Shawn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		4		3.62		White		M		770 4562820		NA		NA		sbissel1@my.westga.edu		2074 Dartmoth Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5860

		917024448		Ball		Erin		eCore		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305		2.75		3.91		White		F		423 7629219		NA		NA		eball2@my.westga.edu		215 Timber Ridge Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917090598		Baker		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305				4		White		F		706 7660350		NA		NA		sressea1@my.westga.edu		187 Lynn Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-6167

		917029078		Lanier		A.		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305		3		3.69		White		F		770 5472339		NA		larkelanier66@gmail.com		alanier1@my.westga.edu		485 Old Cedartown Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4156

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201305		3.9		4		White		F		404 374		NA		NA		schapma5@my.westga.edu		183 Camden Trail				Dallas		GA		30157

		917098984		Pope		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201305		2.64		3.78		White		F		678 3719662		NA		aferguson03@yahoo.com		afergus1@my.westga.edu		9 Green View West				Newnan		GA		30265-5943

		917140023		Garner		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				P		201008		201305		3.26		3.5		White		M		770 7228990		NA		JohnGarner12@gmail.com		jgarner2@my.westga.edu		204 Stagecoach Pass				Temple		GA		30179-5474

		917013370		McRae		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		3.19		3.95		White		F		770 3289021		NA		NA		smcrae1@my.westga.edu		272 Alford Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-5500

		917167521		Merritt		Sherlene		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				P		201201		201305		3.88		3.5		Black		F		404 5365953		NA		forsheboutique@aol.com		smerrit1@my.westga.edu		4332 Savannah Lane				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917044756		Revere		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305		2.75		4		Black		F		770 7556348		NA		dawnrevere@numail.org		drevere1@my.westga.edu		23 Hammock Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6701

		917194543		Dowling		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305		3.78		3.77		White		F		770 5289113		NA		NA		sdowlin2@my.westga.edu		2163 Southbrook Rdg NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3192

		917154948		Hagins		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305		3.22		3.93		White		F		404 2025665		NA		NA		ahagins1@my.westga.edu		308 Champion Drive W				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917121643		Atchison		April		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201305		3.41		3.7		Black		F		678 9384160		NA		alashoun@yahoo.com		aatchis1@my.westga.edu		4798 HAIRSTON CROSSING RD				Stone Mountain		GA		30083

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201305				3.76		Black		F		404 8491956		NA		jackiecook07@gmail.com		jcook8@my.westga.edu		3489 Robin Point Dr				Decatur		GA		30034

		917207487		Storey		Blaine		Carrollton Campus		BS		Physics/Secondary Education								P		200608		201305		2.86						M		706 2954770		NA		NA		bstorey1@my.westga.edu		17 Saddlebrook Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-7242

		917150170		Thornton		Lonnie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201305				3.29		Black		M		706 4022002		NA		llthornton706@gmail.com		lthornt1@my.westga.edu		120 Amhurst Dr				West Point		GA		31833

		917010241		Woods		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201305		3.44		3.8		White		F		706 3311223		tawoods@rcs.rome.ga.us		NA		twoods5@my.westga.edu		160 Pine Pitch Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-4700

		917292887		Keller		Brittany				BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200708		201305		2.85				Black		F		678 3539232		NA		NA		bkeller2@my.westga.edu		200 Somerset Pl Apt N1				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917255049		Johnson		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200708		201305		3.02						M		770 8327030		NA		NA		cjohns18@my.westga.edu		105 Folds Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6160

		917093926		Bentley		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201305		3.03		4		White		F		770 8462826		kbentley@polk.k12.ga.us		NA		kbentle1@my.westga.edu		301 Tallapoosa Hwy				Cedartown		GA		30125-5832

		917273819		Eubanks		Dekeitha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201305		3.08		1.33		Black		F		770 3042726		NA		NA		deubank1@my.westga.edu		40 Stonehaven Dr				Newnan		GA		30265

		917299993		York		Janecia				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				P		200708		201305		2.93				Black		F		706 6478215		NA		NA		jyork2@my.westga.edu		1036 Cardinal St				Thomaston		GA		30286-2508

		917306903		Isham		Rob		Carrollton Campus		MED		French Language Teacher Educ.								P		200908		201305		4		3.66		White		M		770 2529025		NA		risham@bellsouth.net		risham1@my.westga.edu		1020 Corinth Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917290884		Miller		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200708		201305		3.95		4		White		F		678 3910497		NA		ITISMILLERTIME@COMCAST.NET		smille12@my.westga.edu		3582 Lanier Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-7161

		917312929		Camp		Josie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200808		201305		2.74		0		White		F		678557 5585		NA		NA		jcamp4@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive 		Apt 502		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917332046		Huffman		Corey				BSED		Physical Education								P		200901		201305		3.28				White		M		770 6463187		NA		NA		chuffma2@my.westga.edu		271 Perry Ln				Buchanan		GA		30113-4870

		917324619		Snyder		Hannah Sharai		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201305		3.02				White		F		256 2011945		NA		HannahbSnyder@yahoo.com		hsnyder1@my.westga.edu

		917326324		Cantrell		Kaitlyn				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200808		201305		2.84				White		F		256 4499901		NA		NA		kparker7@my.westga.edu		8563 County Road 56				Woodland		AL		36280-7209

		917319107		Langford		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200808		201305		2.75				White		F		770 4458329		NA		NA		elangfo1@my.westga.edu		2204 Mount Olivet Rd				Dallas		GA		30132-2816

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200808		201305		2.94		3.83		Black		F		678 6159507		NA		NA		kjohns31@my.westga.edu		2127 Red Oak Circle				Union City		GA		30291

		917317501		Chastain		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201305		2.88				White		F		770 7395252		NA		NA		bchasta2@my.westga.edu		2413 Anderson Mill Rd				Austell		GA		30106

		917320118		Creel		Kenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201305		2.92		1.6		White		F		678 4719943		NA		khcreel1989@yahoo.com		kcreel1@my.westga.edu		2014 Maple Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917319274		Biddle		Aubrey				BSED		Physical Education		Psychology						P		200808		201305		3.03				White		F		706 2597902		NA		NA		abiddle1@my.westga.edu		910 Popular Springs Rd NW				Dalton		GA		30720-6955

		917081251		Davidson		Sabrina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201305				4		White		F		678 5190788		davidson.sabrina@fcboe.org		NA		sdavids2@my.westga.edu		162 Grant Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7094

		917341713		Graham		David		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Criminology						F		200908		201305		3.6				White		M		770 5602730		NA		NA		dgraham1@my.westga.edu		204 Lower Creek Pass				McDonough		GA		30252-7508

		917340751		Bennett		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201305		2.93		0		White		F		678 6339421		NA		NA		tbennet2@my.westga.edu		1632 Zacharys Way				McDonough		GA		30253

		917302945		Deloach		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200908		201305		2.99						M		404 9932687		NA		NA		ndeloac1@my.westga.edu		1059 De Leon Ct				Clarkston		GA		30021-1031

		917306370		Workman		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201305		2.81				White		M		256 6490832		NA		NA		jworkma1@my.westga.edu		128 Winston Drive				Talladega		AL		35160

		917351820		Fernander		Aaron				BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201305		2.88				Black		M		404 7921619		NA		NA		afernan1@my.westga.edu		833 Kings Grant Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6021

		917345525		Martin		Lindsey				BS		Sport Management		Management						F		200908		201305		3.5				White		F		770 9149694		NA		NA		lmartin6@my.westga.edu		155 Southmoor Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4925

		917337020		Boggus		William		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201305		3.31		3.4		White		M		770 2581537		NA		NA		jboggus@westga.edu		315 Tarpley Ave				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917348911		Mimbs		Jeffery		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201305		2.88				White		M				NA		NA		jmimbs1@my.westga.edu		336 Wilson Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917342233		Turner		Francesca				BS		Sport Management		Management						F		200908		201305		3.1				Black		F				NA		NA		fturner2@my.westga.edu		6335 Amberly Rd				Rex		GA		30273-1254

		917322541		Pineda		Nereyda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				P		200908		201305		2.99						F		770 2965114		NA		NA		npineda1@my.westga.edu		51 Edgewood Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2857

		917243451		Harvard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.32		3.91		White		F		678 9873573		NA		ashley_harvard@hotmail.com		aharvar1@my.westga.edu		2910 Buford Drive		Apt. 919		Buford		GA		30519

		917072631		Hargrett		Teresa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		201005		201305		3.16		3.85		Black		F		404 2106531		NA		taw244@bellsouth.net		thargre1@my.westga.edu		720 Knox Springs Rd				Austell		GA		30168-6314

		917354959		Henson		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201305		3.07				Black		F				NA		NA		bhenson2@my.westga.edu

		917345080		Allen		Fenitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.77		3.93		Black		F		404 4353515		NA		NA		fallen1@my.westga.edu		578 Woods Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6177

		917310671		Garriott		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201208		201305		3.78		3.66		White		F		404 5193069		NA		NA		dpresco1@my.westga.edu		5220 Punkintown Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-5715

		917312376		Ballard		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201305		2.8				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 5624042		NA		NA		jballar2@my.westga.edu		274 Greentree Trl				Temple		GA		30179-4091

		917381749		Diaz		Antoinette				BS		Sport Management		Studio Art						F		201008		201305		3.47						F		575 2024266		NA		NA		adiaz1@my.westga.edu		5815 Organ Peak Dr				Las Cruces		NM		88012-7940

		917375504		Weddle		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201305		2.92				Black		F				NA		NA		rweddle1@my.westga.edu		5640 Toccoa Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917409074		Brendle		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.91		White		F		404 5749222		NA		NA		jbrendi1@my.westga.edu		2443 Shadydale Ln				Decatur		GA		30033-4824

		917173819		Bass		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.68		3.9		White		F		770 8513499		NA		megan.s.bass@gmail.com		msteche1@my.westga.edu		3125 Olde Cornell Court				Cumming		GA		30041

		917377723		Muhammad		Sharien		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201305				3.5		Black		F		404 9257297		NA		smuhammad@clayton.k12.ga.us		smuhamm1@my.westga.edu		117 Ethan Moor				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917283786		Hundly		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		2.85				Black		F		678 5080305		NA		NA		vhundly1@my.westga.edu		6750 Brookfield Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-1461

		917380039		Anderson		Haleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.44		3.85		White		F		912 2864470		NA		NA		handers3@my.westga.edu		255 Hillbrook Rd				Alma		GA		31510-5746

		917367029		Cooper		Darrel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.8		3.94		White		M		678 9862429		NA		darrel_cooper@comcast.net		dcooper4@my.westga.edu		17 Rosebury Ct NW				Cartersville		GA		30120-7722

		917374584		Johnson		Becky		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.9		3.92		White		F		850 2943594		NA		bljohnson022@gmail.com		bjohns27@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3734				LaGrange		GA		30241-1608

		917252606		Simon		Connie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201305		4		3.93		White		F		770 3040640		NA		DONSIMON@INBOX.COM		csimon3@my.westga.edu		23 Pear Ct				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2036

		917368833		Henry		Jacinta		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 3397334		NA		jhenry35@bellsouth.net		jhenry5@my.westga.edu		3900 Brushy Fork Rd				Loganville		GA		30052-5144

		917165948		Brooks		Kati		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305		3.11		4		White		F		770 3288768		NA		NA		kbrooks2@my.westga.edu		239 Cranford Mill Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2259

		917181662		Walker		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305		2.8		3.63		Black		F		404 7544146		NA		NA		cwalker5@my.westga.edu		591 Woods Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6105

		917397359		McDermott		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.85		White		F		770 6322754		NA		mysummersoff@aol.com		cmcderm1@my.westga.edu		151 Rockspray Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2491

		917086587		Peek		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.86		White		F		706 295-1362		NA		sdpeek@gmail.com		sdurret1@my.westga.edu		13 Saddlebrook Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-7240

		917372442		Sta. Maria-Nase		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		4		4		Asian		F		678 5759640		NA		ging@nase247.com		astamar1@my.westga.edu		3352 Carluke Ct				Marietta		GA		30066-7701

		917149713		Hardy		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201305				3.84		Black		F		678 4924416		NA		withinpeace@yahoo.com		mhardy2@my.westga.edu		4583 Valley Pkwy SE Apt H				Smyrna		GA		30082-4975

		917409262		Harris		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		478 8625155		NA		NA		kharri30@my.westga.edu		60 Peacock Acres				Butler		GA		31006-6001

		917381448		Clouse		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201305				3.82		White		F		404 3161464		NA		rachagriff@gmail.com		rgriffi6@my.westga.edu		180 Wallnut Hall Cir				Woodstock		GA		30189-4210

		917162168		Callaway		Chase		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201305				4		White		M		706 8027032		NA		chasecallaway@walkerschools.org		ccallaw3@my.westga.edu		18 Butternut Lane NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917416999		Moore		Lesline		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.5		Black		F		678 4851635		NA		NA		lmoore24@my.westga.edu		1645 Ivey Pointe Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-2651

		917092347		Ratzlaff		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				P		201108		201305		3.43		3.91		White		F		678 4233316		NA		dratzlaff@bellsouth.net		dratzla1@my.westga.edu		115 Beaver Creek Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2238

		917376818		Carlisle		Tonya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305				3.88		White		F		404 2183628		NA		NA		tcarlis1@my.westga.edu		4786 Burford Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30102-6441

		917426256		Carroll		Tasia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 8569403		NA		NA		tcarrol5@my.westga.edu		115 Mountain Laurel Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7743

		917040404		Davis		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305				3.77		White		F		678 4680299		NA		geneva518@yahoo.com		tdavis25@my.westga.edu		3140 Kennesaw View Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917399803		Davison		Katonya		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.57		Black		F		770 9481754		NA		kdavison924@msn.com		kdaviso1@my.westga.edu		2170 Valley Creek Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3647

		917416820		Delhey		Trudy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 7958159		NA		NA		tdelhey1@my.westga.edu		2164 Jockey Hollow Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-7312

		917397865		DeMuro		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.75		White		F		734 8120257		NA		whitney.demuro@yahoo.com		wdemuro1@my.westga.edu		18175 Queensbury Dr				Livonia		MI		48152-3945

		917395892		Dietz		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.76		White		F		727 3190828		NA		katherineedietz@ufl.edu		kdietz1@my.westga.edu		9011 Merrimoor Blvd				Seminole		FL		33777-3142

		917133885		Driver		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305		3.18		3.77		White		F		404 3143186		NA		NA		jdriver2@my.westga.edu		3020 Raymonds Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-4302

		917393604		van den Heuvel		Vanessa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201305				4		White		F		770 7126595		NA		vanessa.vandenheuvel@gmail.com		vvanden1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3988				Peachtree City		GA		30269-7988

		917399698		Horovitz		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201305				3.92		White		F				NA		rehorovitz@gmail.com		rhorovi1@my.westga.edu		1050 Lenox Park Blvd Apt 4304				Atlanta		GA		30319

		917091942		Hentz		Autumn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		3.52		4		White		F		706 3759524		autumnhentz@walkerschools.org		NA		ahentz1@my.westga.edu		221 Wilder Rd				Chickamauga		GA		30707-1736

		917173907		Ivory		Pateakia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.56		3.86		White		F		404 5470475		Pateakia.ivory@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		pivory1@my.westga.edu		214 Spring St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3050

		917432215		Clarke		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305				4		White		F		706 7148412		NA		NA		aclarke2@my.westga.edu		1226 Casper Lane				Winder		GA		30680

		917397501		Jacobs		Renee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.75		White		F		334 409-9371		NA		ReneeJ814@yahoo.com		rjacobs2@my.westga.edu		157 Kent St				Montgomery		AL		36109-2140

		917428801		Jones		Keri Beth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305				3.88		White		F		706 3403565		NA		keribethjones@gmail.com		kjones39@my.westga.edu		410 Logmont Trce				Bogart		GA		30622-1818

		917259038		Jones		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201305				4		White		F		404 6419166		sarah.jones@douglas.k12.ga.us		NA		sjones16@my.westga.edu		5625 Doe Trot Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-4892

		917140362		Riley		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		4		3.95		White		F		777 3449196		NA		amyrileyoped@gmail.com		ariley2@my.westga.edu

		917177838		Sargent		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.93		White		M		404 638-6365		NA		NA		wsargen1@my.westga.edu		1371 Merry Ln NE				Atlanta		GA		30329-3903

		917399614		Staak		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.83		White		F		770 5798675		NA		kstaak01@saintmarys.edu		kstaak1@my.westga.edu		3353 Perrington Pointe				Marietta		GA		30066-8722

		917284995		Sumner		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.72		3.83		White		F		770 3121374		NA		NA		amcalis1@my.westga.edu		15 Russell Rdg				Euharlee		GA		30145-2774

		917407623		Swift		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201305				3.87		White		F		404 6637036		NA		kaswift1@yahoo.com		kswift1@my.westga.edu		1539 Endurance Hill Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-4400

		917415498		Tedesco		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		404 8220160		NA		NA		atedesc1@my.westga.edu		2133 Line Tree Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-1450

		917425843		Thiers		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201305				4				F		678 2304447		NA		NA		lthiers1@my.westga.edu		1140 Lilac Arbor Rd				Dacula		GA		30019-2465

		917167787		Tumlin		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201205		201305				3.55		White		M		404 9830335		NA		jacobtumlin@yahoo.com		jtumlin2@my.westga.edu		502 Wakefield Ct SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-5526

		917149342		Underwood		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201305		3.6		3.96		White		F		706 8442823		NA		NA		jgilber2@my.westga.edu		3301 Garden Lakes Parkway Apt 68B				Rome		GA		30165

		917395965		Winters		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.91		White		M		386 8482061		NA		caroline.winters28@gmail.com		cwinter4@my.westga.edu		1535 Covered Bridge Dr				DeLand		FL		32724-7990

		917404385		Williams		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		Black		F		770 355-4588		pam_j_williams@gwinnett.k12.ga.us		NA		pwillia9@my.westga.edu		1881 Mountain Park Run				Loganville		GA		30052-8413

		917157200		Womack		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201305		3.98		3.95		White		F		706 6765135		NA		mrs.katiewomack@gmail.com		kwalker5@my.westga.edu		408 Rockford Pass SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4670

		917248503		Aker		Shenna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.4		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		saker1@my.westga.edu		343 Maplewood Dr SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-7612

		917400669		Bartlett		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				French w/P-12 Certification				P		201105		201305		3.83				White		F		770 9484871		jennifer@metrorenovations.com		NA		jbartle4@my.westga.edu		3120 Old Douglasville Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1100

		917291564		Breland		Aundryel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.91		Black		F		678 4995544		NA		aundryel@yahoo.com		abrelan3@my.westga.edu		955 Chapman Ln				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-2551

		917406095		Kidd		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201108		201305				4		White		M		706 6297280		NA		Russkidd77@live.com		kkidd3@my.westga.edu		146 Rosemont Dr NE				Resaca		GA		30735-6480

		917426682		Lewis		Arsha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				3.8		Black		F		407 4894981		NA		NA		alewis19@my.westga.edu		2132 Waterford Park Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-1823

		917415808		McCurdy		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 5583377		NA		NA		amccurd2@my.westga.edu		1981 Flowering Dr				Grayson		GA		30017-1891

		917411052		Phillips		Gale		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		678 3766183		NA		NA		gphilli4@my.westga.edu		2040 Beckenham Walk Ln				Dacula		GA		30019-6840

		917412379		Schwefler		Jane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 9458844		NA		NA		jschwef1@my.westga.edu		3676 Winter Jasmine Ct				Dacula		GA		30019-7235

		917406561		Wilbanks		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				4		White		F		706 7688341		NA		lisa.guenther14@gmail.com		lwilban2@my.westga.edu		496 Tuxedo Dr				Commerce		GA		30530-8233

		917228070		Tyner		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201305				4		White		F		706 5174971		NA		pdtyner@windstream.net		ptyner1@my.westga.edu		121 Magalynn Way				Chatsworth		GA		30705-3227

		917289868		Taylor		Kaleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.86		4		White		F		706 3838542		ktaylo14@my.westga.edu		NA		ktaylo14@my.westga.edu		122 Lindsey Ct NE				Calhoun		GA		30701-2076

		917400212		Brooks		Anitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201305				3.6		Black		F		404 8197849		NA		anitrabrooks1@aol.com		rocabro1@my.westga.edu		625 Walden Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917281566		Bishop		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201305		3.78		3.91		White		F		678 3781744		NA		NA		wwalker2@my.westga.edu		445 Emmett Young Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1892

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201305		3.94		4		White		F		404 2772199		NA		angela.kapella@gmail.com		akapell1@my.westga.edu		2386 Chateau Lane				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917408427		Kimble		Tamisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305				3.81		Black		F		770 6791486		NA		tamishakimble@yahoo.com		tkimble1@my.westga.edu		3127 Avondale Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30013-5133

		917424147		Lester		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 6764227		NA		NA		klester2@my.westga.edu		2738 Rolling Downs Way				Loganville		GA		30052

		917429287		Matich		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305				4		White		F		406 4918262		matikayl@d91.k12.id.us		NA		kmatich1@my.westga.edu		1112 Portal Stone Dr				Idaho Falls		ID		83401-6245

		917426589		Melvin		Edith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201305				4		White		F		678 6371123		NA		NA		emelvin1@my.westga.edu		278 Eureka Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30305-4215

		917397214		Almanzar-Mendez		Rafaelina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.83		White		F		718 8272601		NA		almanz90@gmail.com		ralmanz1@my.westga.edu		1191 Park Pl Apt 9A				Brooklyn		NY		11213-2758

		917251708		Millican		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.93		3.91		White		F		423 2271737		NA		katiemillican@hotmail.com		kmillic1@my.westga.edu		1622 Back Valley Rd				Trenton		GA		30752-4641

		917398583		Mouton		Alenya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3		3.83		Black		F				NA		alenyakristin@yahoo.com		amouton1@my.westga.edu

		917416911		McKenzie		Sherry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.58		Black		F		770 5050992		NA		NA		smckenz3@my.westga.edu		10 Franklin Park				Dallas		GA		30157-1063

		917414961		Parks		Lewis		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201305				3.27		Black		M		678 8776011		NA		NA		lparks3@my.westga.edu		335 Lafayette Ave				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1813

		917168260		Peacock		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201305		3.59		4		White		F		770 4616037		NA		NA		hpeacoc1@my.westga.edu		200 Woodgate Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214-2402

		917424962		Piper		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201305				3.63		White		F		404 3889433		NA		NA		dpiper1@my.westga.edu		112 Fountain Head				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2202

		917409350		Pszczola		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				4		White		F		770 4490137		NA		NA		jpszczo1@my.westga.edu		1867 Clay Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-6001

		917430304		Blackwell		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201305				3.77		White		F		404 7719982		NA		NA		rblackw2@my.westga.edu		234 Clara Bell Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-7577

		917404664		Brown		Nina Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201305				3.91		Asian		F		706 6159780		NA		nncherry@hotmail.com		nbrown4@my.westga.edu		4525 Greenridge Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-3213

		917407932		Caldwell		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		678 5711303		NA		sccaldwell_78@yahoo.com		scaldwe2@my.westga.edu		1216 Rockmart Cir NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5178

		917400242		Cummins		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		770 3398848		NA		cumminse@bellsouth.net		ecummin1@my.westga.edu		2682 Herndon Rd				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6140

		917303326		Daniel		Martha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.31		3.75		White		F		770 7756433		NA		NA		mdaniel4@my.westga.edu		732 Franklin St				Jackson		GA		30233-2517

		917415964		Potts Datema		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.91		White		F		678 3733042		NA		NA		sdatema1@my.westga.edu		1412 Sever Creek Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-5189

		917253839		Sosa		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				4		White		F		678 8144623		NA		sosa.i.sandra@gmail.com		ssosa1@my.westga.edu		150 Garden Walk				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7324

		917407928		Reed		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				3.75		Black		F		770 5720503		NA		NA		sreed6@my.westga.edu		3597 Beacon Ct				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1476

		917114310		McRae		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 9148813		NA		NA		kmcrae2@my.westga.edu		125 Fisher Mill Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-5833

		917334375		Moore		Angelica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201101		201305		2.84				White		F		678 9102499		NA		NA		amoore19@my.westga.edu		29 wildrose ct				newnan		GA		30265

		917276247		Beatenbough		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.29		3.67		White		F		770 2535332		NA		NA		agordy1@my.westga.edu		940 Moore Rd				Newnan		GA		30263

		917172928		Durden		Vernisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201201		201305				3.31		Black		F		678 6469296		NA		butterflynisa@yahoo.com		vdurden1@my.westga.edu		155 Gabion Loop				Ellenwood		GA		30294-2798

		917416917		Suarez		German		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.83		White		M		687 7930403		NA		NA		gsuarez1@my.westga.edu		450 Darter Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5088

		917245477		Dunn		Claudia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201305		3.6		3.58		White		F		770 5475578		NA		NA		cdunn4@my.westga.edu		401 1/2 Main St Apt B				Cedartown		GA		30125-3464

		917111631		Amonette		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201305				3.93		White		F		404 3623825		samonette@clayton.k12.ga.us		NA		samonet1@my.westga.edu		323 Sawgrass Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8092

		917044820		Tanner		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201005		201308		2.76		4		White		F		678 9833387		NA		NA		jtanner1@my.westga.edu		328 Freeman Forest Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-5930

		917066760		Chaney		Penny		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201308				3.91		White		F		770 8198886		NA		pjhippiechick@comcast.net		pprice2@my.westga.edu		7197 Old Beulah Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-2024

		917044895		Dinino		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.42		4		White		M		678 2016749		NA		NA		jdinino1@my.westga.edu		113 Cooks Way				McDonough		GA		30252-3106

		917002102		DeAngelis		Dana		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201205		201308		3.56		3.5		White		F		404 8058001		NA		NA		ddeange1@my.westga.edu		105 Fawn Lawn				Temple		GA		30179

		917093470		Le		Diana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201308		3.1		3.92		White		F		732 2617054		NA		dianamariele@yahoo.com		dle2@my.westga.edu		102 Larkins Ldg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6933

		917067579		Robbins		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		2.53		4		White		M		404 3587938		randy.robbins@cowetaschools.org		NA		rrobbin3@my.westga.edu		3201 Corinth Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917011920		Gillard		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308		3.07		4		White		F		770 4633038		NA		NA		sgillar1@my.westga.edu		165 Carriage Gate Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1687

		917074545		Harper		Jessi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308		3.52		4		White		F		678 5195773		harper.jessi@mail.fcboe.org		NA		jharpe12@my.westga.edu		405 Rabbits Run				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1828

		917095373		Richards		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201308		2.43		3.54		White		F		770 6397583		NA		NA		NA		4991 Oakdale Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5236

		917065322		Pope		Teresa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		2.91		3.78		White		F		770 8455404		teresa.pope@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		tpope3@my.westga.edu		30 S Hill St				Carrollton		GA		30117-9585

		917123287		Trice		Suzanne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.87		White		F		404 2810881		suzanne.trice@cobbk12.org		NA		strice1@my.westga.edu		33 Point Breeze Rd				Wolfeboro		NH		03894-4903

		917022249		Wigley		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201308		2.33		3.85		White		F		770 8342144		michaelann.wigley@carrollcountyschools.com		michaelannwigley@yahoo.com		mwigley1@my.westga.edu		36 Pine Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-8896

		917002769		Lombard		Theodore		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200205		201308		3.66		3.96		White		M		770 6310917		lombard.ted@mail.fcboe.org		tjlptc@comcast.net		tlombar1@my.westga.edu		603 Saltlick Trce				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1851

		917137974		Wilkie		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308		3.62		3.92		White		F				NA		Heather_Marie27@hotmail.com		hwilkie1@my.westga.edu		3650 Santa Rosa Way				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917143427		Storey		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201308		3.38				White		F		770 3283028		NA		laurendavis85@hotmail.com		ldavis2@my.westga.edu		101 Muscadine Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-4652

		917170497		Daniel		Nadra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308				3.82		Black		F		678 4804844		NA		NA		ndaniel1@my.westga.edu		3532 Willow Meadow Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-7907

		917128475		Jones-Rozier		Carol Ann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201308		3.28		3.71		Black		F		470 2553265		NA		hudsoncommons@msn.com		crozier1@my.westga.edu		2757 Nautical Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917056324		Smith		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201308		3.41		3.57		White		F		770 7483172		lesmith@rcs.rome.ga.us		NA		lsmith12@my.westga.edu		465 Club View Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-7187

		917156758		Smith		Janee				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201308		2.9				White		F		404 6065130		NA		NA		jpatter5@my.westga.edu		1593 Old Highway 85				Senoia		GA		30276-2748

		917180484		Dewberry		Monique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201308		0		3.8		Black		F				NA		mndewberry@gmail.com		mwaldon1@my.westga.edu

		917169295		Nolin		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201201		201308		3.32				White		F		678 2313276		NA		NA		lcarrol1@my.westga.edu		190 Legend Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3700

		917121034		Powell		Corey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		2.52		3.44		White		M		912 4012266		NA		NA		cpowell2@my.westga.edu		115 Rachels Retreat				Savannah		GA		31406-5369

		917218062		Stewart		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308		1.85		3.91		White		F		770 2529952		NA		NA		mstewar2@my.westga.edu		11 Barrington Farms Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1848

		917104885		Odom		Landon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201308		2.65		3.81		White		M		678 9360868		NA		landonkodom@gmail.com		lodom1@my.westga.edu		2672 Brass Lantern Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-7501

		917205900		Thomas		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201308		3.17		3.23		White		F		404 9758816		NA		jennbrown8@gmail.com		jbrown19@my.westga.edu		8625 Nolandwood Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917158612		Richards		Alyicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.13		4		Black		F		404 7291258		NA		NA		arichar2@my.westga.edu		117 Preston Landing Cir.				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917238050		Johnson		Jon		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		201308				3.82		White		M		678 4623733		NA		NA		jjohns30@my.westga.edu		40 Palladian Dr				Senoia		GA		30276

		917135772		Rossi-Espagnet		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201308		3.49		3.93		White		F		770 7781590		NA		tabatha.rossi.espagnet@gmail.com		thaney1@my.westga.edu		405 Crescent Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-3812

		917094714		White		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200605		201308		3.95		4		White		F		770 2548462		NA		NA		awhite3@my.westga.edu		85 Barrington Grange Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1857

		917035205		Denmon		Lisanne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201308		3.09		4		White		F		770 8322530		lisanne.denmon@carrollcountyschools.com		denmondr@aol.com		ldenmon1@my.westga.edu		51 Laurel Lakes Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-5801

		917213493		Soli		Faamoemoe		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201308		3.33		3.16		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		M		404 3959906		NA		jr_soli@yahoo.com		fsoli1@my.westga.edu		4050 Big Sage Dr.				College Park		GA		30349

		917272478		Womack		Simona		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		201308		3		3.55		Black		F		770 8769996		NA		simonawomack@comcast.net		swomack1@my.westga.edu		1544 Woodmore Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30008-7629

		917197315		Carmichael-Rogers		Sueneece		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308		4		3.81		Black		F		770 6931230		NA		Neeceq@Yahoo.com		scarmic1@my.westga.edu		1816 Wellborn Way SW				Marietta		GA		30008-7667

		917235735		Owens		Kelen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201308		2.99		3.69		White		F		404 4014359		NA		kowens4@my.westga.edu		kowens4@my.westga.edu		2305 Vineyard Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5869

		917136287		Reaves		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201101		201308		3.28		3.73		White		F				NA		ElizabethJReaves@gmail.com		ejustic1@my.westga.edu		56 Highland CT				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917223456		Booker		Rafael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201308		3.19		3.84		Black		M		404 6617683		NA		NA		rbooker1@my.westga.edu		1994 bent creek way apt b101				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917291406		Sallas		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		678 2909436		cynthia.sallas@cobbk12.org		NA		csallas1@my.westga.edu		3410 English Oaks Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-7396

		917283035		Hartz		Moreen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200701		201308		3.34		0		White		F		404 4344873		NA		NA		mhartz1@my.westga.edu		77 Canyon View Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6090

		917286712		Hok		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 8413056		NA		NA		jhok1@my.westga.edu		17 Wellington Walk				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917287157		Blaydes		Martha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		770 6452684		martha.blaydes@cobbk12.org		NA		mblayde1@my.westga.edu		3182 Westfield Walk NE				Roswell		GA		30075-3149

		917296251		Martin		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200705		201308		3.58				White		F		404 3869941		NA		NA		mmarti11@my.westga.edu		215 Kyles Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-4695

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Mass Communications						F		200708		201308		2.79		3.46		Black		F		770 9468486		NA		NA		cfloyd2@my.westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd Apt A4				Carrollton		GA		30117-4214

		917296097		Byrd		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201308		2.81		3.1		White		M		678 2341608		NA		NA		mbyrd4@my.westga.edu		224 Bear Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917143504		Walker		Chasity		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201208		201308		3.57		3.82		White		F		678 2007370		NA		chas9733@hotmail.com		cwalker6@my.westga.edu		2491 W Bridge Pl NE				Marietta		GA		30062-2526

		917306031		Owens		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201308		2.73		3.93		Black		F		678 8871433		NA		NA		nowens2@my.westga.edu		7761 Melanie Dr				Douglasvlle		GA		30134

		917388495		Burkett		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		201308		4		3.83		White		F		404 3046544		NA		amandanelliott@gmail.com		aelliot3@my.westga.edu		2527 Hickory Rd				Canton		GA		30115-8388

		917288598		Wynter		Pamela				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201308		2.95		3		Black		F		770 2983596		NA		NA		pwynter1@my.westga.edu		980 Chapel Hill Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917256558		Jones		Scott		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200708		201308		2.73				White		M		770 9486368		NA		NA		sjones21@my.westga.edu		1675 Madison Pl				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3030

		917184749		Little		Dustin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201105		201308		3.43		3.83		White		M		770 7152617		NA		dj0408@aol.com		dlittle2@my.westga.edu		5052 Buchanan Hwy				Buchanan		GA		30113-2135

		917177908		Mitchell		Tracy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201205		201308		3.39		3.96		Black		F		678 8394838		NA		NA		tmitchel@westga.edu		107 Country Cottage Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5428

		917085340		Collins		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201308		3.59		3.95		White		F				NA		okatiecollins@gmail.com		mcollin7@my.westga.edu		923 ROME ST				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917272724		Sloan		Octavia				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200801		201308		3.16						F				NA		NA		osloan1@my.westga.edu		5851 San Gabriel Lane				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917250551		Burton		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201308		3.23		4		White		F				NA		eburton2@bellsouth.net		eburton2@my.westga.edu		6555 Blue Creek Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-6703

		917304424		Schutter		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201308		2.7				White		M		770 2776743		NA		NA		cschutt2@my.westga.edu		207 Creek Front Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6089

		917307099		Brown		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.82				White		F		770 7755872		NA		NA		ebrown10@my.westga.edu		123 Bridgewater Dr				Jackson		GA		30233-3828

		917276294		Jones		Chandra		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201308		3.27		3		White		F		256 5373013		NA		cej101688@aol.com		cjones30@my.westga.edu		4017 Wheeler Woods Rd Apt C				Augusta		GA		30909-1858

		917284330		Poore		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201308		2.75		0		White		M		770 8813562		NA		NA		jpoore1@my.westga.edu		148 Brasch Park Drive				Grantville		GA		30220

		917312872		Baines		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201308		2.75				White		F		770 8368863		NA		NA		ebaines1@my.westga.edu		425 Blandenburg Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4887

		917321074		Wiggs		Kriste		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.8				Black		F		770 7391356		NA		NA		kwiggs1@my.westga.edu		1394 Ling Dr				Austell		GA		30168-5847

		917299773		Thompson		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		3.25				Black		F		770 8087477		NA		cmt1223@gmail.com		athomp10@my.westga.edu		3822 Brookvale Pl				Decatur		GA		30034-5632

		917311304		Hanson		Rinese		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201308		2.87				Black		F		404 6046641		NA		NA		rhanson2@my.westga.edu		1975 W. Kimberly Mill Rd				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917320289		Ledford		David		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201008		201308		3.35		3.7		White		M				NA		NA		dledfor2@my.westga.edu

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201308		3.32		3.42		White		M		770 9004050		NA		NA		rbowman1@my.westga.edu		95 Peeks Crossing Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1774

		917312117		Murray		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.78				White		F		770 5544218		NA		NA		lmurray2@my.westga.edu		224 Amelia Way				Loganville		GA		30052-2984

		917305796		Shedd		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.79				White		F		770 8624631		NA		NA		sray5@my.westga.edu		385 Creekside Overlook				Hiram		GA		30141-5340

		917328942		Padgett		Rex				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201308		2.94				White		M		770 3040667		NA		llpadgett@gmail.com		rpadget1@my.westga.edu		15 Troon Trl				Newnan		GA		30265-2082

		917305994		Jones		Tahra		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		3.12				White		F		678 5170024		NA		NA		tjones23@my.westga.edu		190 Chestlehurst Road				Senoia		GA		30276

		917273132		Gay		Dorsey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201308		3.67				White		M		770 4590804		NA		NA		dgay1@my.westga.edu		2708 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8494

		917109549		Parry		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201308		2.95		4		White		M		404 5455689		NA		Sbluff45@cs.com		mparry1@my.westga.edu		8025 Sweetwater Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5951

		917310992		Green		Hayleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201308		3.49		3.75		White		F		404 5026474		NA		NA		hgreen3@my.westga.edu		993 Tall Pine Ct				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2980

		917318866		Titlow		Laura				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200908		201308		3.11				White		F		770 2717972		NA		NA		ltitlow1@my.westga.edu		3200 Lakecrest Dr				Dacula		GA		30019-4605

		917351263		Acres		Ti-Sha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.05		2.55		Black		F		229 8898956		NA		NA		tacres1@my.westga.edu		106 Lisa lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917346884		Livesay		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201308		3.33				White		F		770 7142279		NA		NA		mlivesa1@my.westga.edu		2007 Massey Lane 				Winder		GA		30680

		917352492		Smith		Pandora Lynne		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200908		201308		3.68				White		F		770 289		NA		NA		psmith11@my.westga.edu		1339 Karen Drive				Venice		FL		30110-1876

		917301927		West		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201308		2.87		4		White		F		404 9443825		NA		NA		kwest4@my.westga.edu		226 Woodview Lane				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917347490		Wells		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201308				3.92		White		F		706 3340191		NA		bwabwells@rocketmail.com		wwells1@my.westga.edu		48 Flintlock Dr				Talking Rock		GA		30175-4401

		917352658		Gillis		Erin		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		2.93				White		F		770 2517472		NA		NA		egillis1@my.westga.edu		86 Crescent Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1854

		917324176		Ingram		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Music						F		200905		201308		3.4				White		F		770 4896532		NA		NA		mingram1@my.westga.edu		4765 Oak Grove Ct				Winston		GA		30187-2053

		917299502		Ray		Ashley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.72				White		F		770 2528892		NA		NA		aray2@my.westga.edu		60 Peachtree Lake Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1827

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.95		3.8		Black		M				NA		NA		dgilber2@my.westga.edu		126 Jones Street				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917328525		Gromoll		Tessa		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201308		3.75				White		F		770 9570521		NA		NA		tgromol1@my.westga.edu		165 Stratford Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7136

		917333268		Turco		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.66				White		F				NA		NA		eturco1@my.westga.edu		880 Glenwood Ave SE Unit 3183				Atlanta		GA		30316-1955

		917331305		Bauer		Christina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.93				White		F		770 2532150		NA		NA		cbauer1@my.westga.edu		4272 Lower Fayetteville Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3170

		917321426		Wynn		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.52				White		F		770 4592878		NA		NA		jwynn4@my.westga.edu		341 Bay Springs Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3734

		917342958		Millican		Sunni		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.06				White		F				NA		NA		scook10@my.westga.edu		1 Overlook Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2036

		917086259		Byrnes		Anna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		770 5998380		micki.byrnes@cowetaschools.org		NA		abyrnes1@my.westga.edu		102 Whisper Creek Drive				Senoia		GA		30276

		917350960		Nickelson		Bethany				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200908		201308		3.5				White		F		404 3841806		NA		NA		bnickel2@my.westga.edu		20 Pineview Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1929

		917317364		Powell		Misty		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.13				White		F				NA		NA		mpowell5@my.westga.edu		124 Sam Harris Rd				Rome		GA		30161

		917336890		Adams		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.37				Black		F		770 9947207		NA		NA		aadams12@my.westga.edu		6755 Greenbower Ln				College Park		GA		30349-4981

		917324896		Mayo		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		200908		201308		2.97				White		F		678 8774221		NA		NA		emayo1@my.westga.edu		235 Springwater Chase				Newnan		GA		30265-2298

		917304426		Scroggins		Sankeisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201308		2.92		4		Black		F		770 3227663		NA		NA		sscrogg1@my.westga.edu		3778 Berdon Ln				Decatur		GA		30034-6440

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201308		3.23		3.57		White		F		404 7710734		NA		NA		elynch2@my.westga.edu		4207 Daniel Dr				Winston		GA		30187

		917347447		Payne		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.37				White		F		678 3677356		NA		NA		jteague3@my.westga.edu		4154 N Highway 27				Carrollton		GA		30117-7908

		917320606		O'Dell		Taryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.49				White		F		404 9338657		NA		NA		todell3@my.westga.edu		675 Kinney Lake Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4619

		917343036		Buterbaugh		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201308		3.27				White		M				NA		NA		jbuterb1@my.westga.edu		1854 Potomac Pl				Douglasville		GA		30134-3235

		917338423		Lee		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.33				White		F		770 4398177		NA		NA		jlee20@my.westga.edu		4731 Covenant Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5220

		917338843		Wooten		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.29		3.75		Black		F		404 8608026		NA		tamarawooten19@yahoo.com		twooten2@my.westga.edu		400 Northside Dr.		Apt. E3		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201308		3.28		4		Black		F		678 4256441		NA		NA		nsmith19@my.westga.edu		249 Wood Ave Apt 8				Winder		GA		30680-7154

		917336751		Stevens		Leanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.4				White		F		770 5373483		NA		NA		lsteven4@my.westga.edu		35 Garland Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-4363

		917338384		Rimmer		Hilary		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201308		3.59				White		F		770 2713131		NA		NA		hrimmer2@my.westga.edu		215 Highland Gate Cir				Suwanee		GA		30024-1795

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.94		3.83		Black		F		404 5196578		NA		NA		jjones40@my.westga.edu		332 Garrettts Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917330077		Truelove		Fredda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.8				White		F		770 8361609		NA		NA		ftruelo1@my.westga.edu		288 Laurel Trce				Carrollton		GA		30116-5214

		917329261		Walker		Zaahidah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.26				Black		F		678 5985293		NA		NA		zwalker1@my.westga.edu		3802 Alderwoods Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236-1371

		917319872		Elliot		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		200908		201308				3.61		Black		F		770 6937651		NA		NA		lraines1@my.westga.edu		4520 Spring Mtn Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-8226

		917336739		Hall		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education-Math				F		200908		201308		3.43		3.5		Black		F		404 2476168		NA		NA		khall14@my.westga.edu		612 Montglade Ct				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917345624		Harrison		Courtlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.1		2.75		White		F		706 4534088		NA		NA		charri24@my.westga.edu		507 South East St.				Greensboro		GA		30642

		917328816		Howington		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.57				White		F		404 2950985		NA		NA		jhowing1@my.westga.edu		3085 Walnut Creek Dr				Alpharetta		GA		30005-7454

		917342982		Marks		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.72				White		F				NA		NA		amarks1@my.westga.edu		347 Shoemake Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6709

		917355574		Shaw		Austin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201308		3.29				White		M				NA		NA		ashaw8@my.westga.edu		6001 PRINTERY ST UNIT 106				Tampa		FL		33616

		917341894		Cross		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Keyboard,String,Guitar				P		200908		201308		3.41				White		M		404 2649457		NA		NA		dcross2@my.westga.edu		2890 Elliott Cir NE				Atlanta		GA		30305-2727

		917342906		Ault		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200908		201308		3.54				White		F				NA		NA		kault1@my.westga.edu		333 Woodbrook Crst				Canton		GA		30114-7730

		917352429		Kilgore		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201308		2.97		3.5		Black		M		678 6992518		NA		NA		rkilgor1@my.westga.edu		4885 Charlene Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917351171		Kincaid		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.71				White		F		770 8322759		NA		NA		mkincai1@my.westga.edu		7069 Brigade Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8668

		917304350		McCord		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.43				White		M		770 4592055		NA		NA		bmccord1@my.westga.edu		655 McCurdy Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4557

		917340179		Sloan		Callie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.15				White		F		770 4432041		NA		NA		csloan1@my.westga.edu		102 Saddle Brooke Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-8302

		917333962		Culpepper		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201308		3.74				White		F		770 8547567		NA		sugarsmakz@bellsouth.net		ahorsle2@my.westga.edu		572 Bonner Goldmine Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2014

		917139975		Hathcock		Kimberlee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education								F		201001		201308		3.29		0		White		F		678 6419080		NA		NA		kboyd2@my.westga.edu		125 Creek Crossing Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917374225		Biggs		Juanita		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		201005		201308		2.92		3.75		White		F		256 6103752		NA		davidbiggs@hughes.net		jtatum2@my.westga.edu		471 County Road 2401				Wedowee		AL		36278

		917357190		Humphrey		Eugene		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				F		201001		201308		2.95				White		M		706 2716545		NA		NA		ehumphr2@my.westga.edu		73 Bailie Ln				Chatsworth		GA		30705-7348

		917376389		Reeve		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201308		3.29						F		770 8369912		NA		NA		mreeve1@my.westga.edu		344 W Club Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-4163

		917381883		Kehlringer		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.06				White		F		630 8969771		NA		NA		akehlri1@my.westga.edu		726 Pinecreek Dr				North Aurora		IL		60542-9140

		917112196		Ross		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201205		201308		3.19		3.5		Black		F		404 2731429		NA		sheilaross_noah@numail.org		sross7@my.westga.edu		33 Noah Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1997

		917360425		Mason		Kharizma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.58				Black		F		678 3911748		NA		NA		kmason3@my.westga.edu		5263 Inverness Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-6748

		917354526		Pomeroy		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BA		Chemistry/Secondary Education								F		201008		201308		3.77				White		F				NA		katie.pomeroy@gmail.com		kpomero1@my.westga.edu		3942 Summer Pl				Snellville		GA		30039-5325

		917385922		Harris		Luther				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201008		201308		3.18				Black		M		404 9234082		NA		NA		lharri12@my.westga.edu		1178 Graymont Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-3768

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.16		4		Black		F		678 7242065		NA		NA		bogletr1@my.westga.edu		1925 Waycrest Dr #3401				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917332329		Chapman		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.21				Black		F		678 6033177		NA		NA		jchapma8@my.westga.edu		105 Princess Cir				Griffin		GA		30224-8307

		917328560		Jensen		Mark		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.64				White		M		770 9497127		NA		NA		mjensen3@my.westga.edu		3391 Spring Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-1438

		917318144		Shelton		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.21				White		F		678 3623122		NA		NA		mshelto2@my.westga.edu		5322 Kanawha Ct				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2108

		917416154		Martin		Ruth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 4190789		NA		NA		rmartin9@my.westga.edu		2083 Powers Ferry Trce SE				Marietta		GA		30067-6694

		917320604		McGhee		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Economics/Secondary Education								F		201008		201308		3.08				Black		M				NA		NA		cmcghee2@my.westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd Apt B1				Carrollton		GA		30117-4214

		917367023		Ramsey		Jennifer		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		2.85				White		F		770 4871307		NA		NA		jramsey4@my.westga.edu		129 Fielding Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3249

		917303523		Smith		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201308		2.84				White		F		404 3886029		NA		NA		ssmith56@my.westga.edu		411 Lullwater Circle				Newnan		GA		30263

		917431752		Bolton		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		201308				3.47		White		M		864 9658451		NA		NA		cbolton3@my.westga.edu		113 Meadowview Road				Marion		SC		29571

		917374683		Ray		Staci		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.51				White		F		770 4711074		NA		NA		sray6@my.westga.edu		1298 Panhandle Way				Hampton		GA		30228-1593

		917208375		Kell		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201208		201308		2.92		3.6		White		F		770 9491161		NA		NA		bkell1@my.westga.edu		341 Braxton Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-4984

		917237424		Brown		Heidi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 4147911		NA		NA		hbrown5@my.westga.edu		212 Flat Creek Ct				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3514

		917378244		Mitchell		Kimberly		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		3.33				White		F		404 3451051		NA		NA		kmitch18@my.westga.edu		1918 Dalton Way				Hampton		GA		30228-3464

		917170341		Cooper		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201308		3.62		3.9		White		F		770 6337697		NA		NA		pcooper1@my.westga.edu		548 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2357

		917414377		Kranzlein		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		770 5659738		NA		NA		kkranzl1@my.westga.edu		2708 Riderwood Pl NE				Marietta		GA		30062-4690

		917312389		Quilici		Theresa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		F		770 4568900		NA		trunnerQ@comcast.net		tquilic1@my.westga.edu		9805 Lakefall Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3355

		917002353		Thomasson		Akilah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201308		3.58		3.82		Black		F		770 8306226		NA		shukura75@yahoo.com		athomas4@my.westga.edu		446 Westbrook Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-8970

		917356384		Sears		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201308				3.91		White		F		770 7145129		NA		candice_sears@hotmail.com		csears1@my.westga.edu		36 Nimmons Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917335034		Martin		Austen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.45				White		M		770 4804198		NA		austenmrtn13@yahoo.com		amarti17@my.westga.edu		50 Bonnie Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1844

		917153592		Hofius		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201008		201308		3.07		4		White		F		706 8885761		NA		NA		NA		316 College St Apt B				Carrollton		GA		30117-3128

		917386397		Canders		Jaen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308				3.07		White		F		770 6084992		NA		jaencanders@aol.com		jcander1@my.westga.edu		636 Goat Rd NW				Resaca		GA		30735-6226

		917045089		Okyere		Mensah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		0		3.62		Black		M		404 4744009		NA		NA		mokyere1@my.westga.edu		5673 RexMill Drive				Rex		GA		30273

		917171309		DeMonti		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308		1.65		3.8		White		F		770 6310539		NA		smdemonti21@yahoo.com		sdemont1@my.westga.edu		100 Bridger Point Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5213

		917438402		Greenlee		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		678 7252050		NA		NA		lgreenl1@my.westga.edu		655 Joes Trl				Winder		GA		30680-2976

		917302349		Manns		Charmane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		3.38		3.46		Black		F				NA		NA		cmanns1@my.westga.edu		405 Philip Blvd Apt 1202				Lawrenceville		GA		30046-8759

		917421023		Bassett		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201205		201308				3.6		White		M		334 8635503		NA		NA		jbasset1@my.westga.edu		558 Bud Cummings Rd				Roanoke		AL		36274-7129

		917413241		Roberts		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201308				3.9		White		F		229 4021241		NA		NA		erobert9@my.westga.edu		408 Brushy Creek Road				Ocilla		GA		31774

		917407460		Burnette		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201308				3.33		Black		F		678 9108508		NA		NA		sburnet4@my.westga.edu		109 James Ridge Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-1482

		917414383		Cochran		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.66		White		F		678 3868051		NA		NA		scochra5@my.westga.edu		326 Schroeder Way				Hiram		GA		30141-5724

		917404231		Crawford		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		770 684-0805		NA		rs_craw@bellsouth.net		scrawfo5@my.westga.edu		683 Stringer Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4386

		917438299		Inglett		Traci		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		770 7579378		NA		NA		tinglet1@my.westga.edu		866 Ode Peppers Ct				Winder		GA		30680-4724

		917356133		Gray		Margeaux		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.54		Black		F		404 8950530		NA		m.d.gray@hotmail.com		mgray6@my.westga.edu		1196 Matt Moore Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917428590		Kelly		Alison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308				4		White		F		352 5144666		NA		NA		akelly6@my.westga.edu		1108 S. Candler St				Decatur		GA		30030

		917358236		Sood		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308		4		4		White		F		856 6307532		NA		soodstacey@gmail.com		ssood1@my.westga.edu		70 Fox Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6218

		917321165		Bowlick		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.31		4		White		F		770 5987393		NA		NA		mbowlic1@my.westga.edu		3964 Wedgewood Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135-6001

		917160405		Baker		Tammera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308				3.78		Black		F		678 6126006		NA		miss_teb@yahoo.com		tbaker10@my.westga.edu		5360 Vanity Joys Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4337

		917199830		Anderson		Colby		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		201308		2.51		3.9		White		M		678 3785284		NA		NA		canders6@my.westga.edu		615 Cantrell Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2436

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201308		4		3.26		Black		F		678 8735270		NA		NA		ldougla3@my.westga.edu		178  MISSION OAK  DR				GRAYSON		GA		30017

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		3.78		4		White		F		678 6899589		ashley.hjemvick@cowetaschools.net		NA		ahjemvi1@my.westga.edu		6 Water Oak Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2744

		917421038		Jones		Casie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201205		201308				3.92		White		F		678 8980370		NA		NA		cjones47@my.westga.edu		156 Duncans Mill Dr				Locust Grove		GA		30248-2609

		917314869		McKinnon-Gary		Nerissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				3.44		Black		F		404 4090061		NA		NA		nmckinn1@my.westga.edu		204 Wimberly Rdg				McDonough		GA		30253-8259

		917415685		Proctor		Laverne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.58		Black		F		912 4329240		NA		NA		lprocto1@my.westga.edu		311 Cowart Rd				Hinesville		GA		31313-7110

		917415774		Bradley		Stormy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		404 8080562		NA		NA		sbradle4@my.westga.edu		5183 Upper Elm St				Atlanta		GA		30349-1686

		917319168		Brown		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201308				3.95		White		F		317 9088724		NA		emilymbrown1@gmail.com		eayers1@my.westga.edu		2901 Steadman Vly SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2495

		917400832		Stiltz		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		678 2963650		NA		katherine.stiltz@cobbk12.org		kstiltz1@my.westga.edu		1975 Cobblewood Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-7422

		917406311		Williams		Marion		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.67		Black		F				NA		mdwwilliams@hotmail.com		mwilli51@my.westga.edu		319 Hawthorn Dr				Dallas		GA		30132

		917065376		O'Meara		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		M		404 4069460		NA		NA		komeara1@my.westga.edu		159 Darbys Crossing Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-2297

		917172206		Emory		Darian		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201308				4		Black		M		678 7559952		NA		darianemory@yahoo.com		demory1@my.westga.edu		1262 Clearbrook Drive				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917412921		Foushee		Loraine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.41		Black		F		678 5210142		NA		NA		lfoushe1@my.westga.edu		124 Hiram Ter				Hiram		GA		30141-2174

		917389825		Obaidullah		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201101		201308				3.85		Asian		F		404 395		NA		tnobaidullah13@gmail.com		tobaidu1@my.westga.edu

		917409532		Sherman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		404 5194272		NA		ashleybd2008@gmail.com		aboyd5@my.westga.edu		5089 Newpark Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-8095

		917419087		Davison		Tara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.91		Black		F		770 7031946		NA		NA		tdaviso1@my.westga.edu		115 S Shore Ter				Fayetteville		GA		30214-7399

		917428921		Macquarrie		Leigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 6957044		NA		NA		lmacqua1@my.westga.edu		321 Leyden St				Decatur		GA		30030-3523

		917264939		Cox		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.88		White		F		404 4887811		NA		NA		mcox4@my.westga.edu		252 Bristol Ln				Marietta		GA		30066-5154

		917411117		Mardis		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 9108803		NA		NA		kmardis1@my.westga.edu		2285 Woodsfield Ln NE				Marietta		GA		30062-5365

		917411407		Fritts		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.54		White		F		404 3104004		NA		NA		hfritts1@my.westga.edu		72 Waterstone Pt				Acworth		GA		30101-5904

		917431882		Hammond		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		White		F		770 3312404		NA		NA		bhammon4@my.westga.edu		21 N Village Cir				Rydal		GA		30171-1698

		917369475		Richardson		Ayodele		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		Black		F		404 2029558		NA		ayorichardson@yahoo.com		arichar9@my.westga.edu		3317 Pine Heights Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30324-2844

		917414133		Brooks		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201308				3.91		Black		M		410 2090782		NA		NA		rbrooks5@my.westga.edu		986 Ellison Ct				Austell		GA		30168

		917396384		Brown		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201205		201308				4		White		F		404 5939383		NA		slbrown530@hotmail.com		sbrown33@my.westga.edu		584 Braidwood Drive				Acworth		GA		30101

		917399285		Bailey		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201308		3.41				White		F		678 8506184		NA		NA		bbailey3@my.westga.edu		106 Fairview Ave				Bremen		GA		30110-2212

		917416733		Harris		Regina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201205		201308				4		Black		F		678 5745234		NA		NA		rharri22@my.westga.edu		98 Ryans Pt				Dallas		GA		30132-0543

		917406463		Snelling		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201308				4		White		F		770 4436338		NA		dsnelling1@bellsouth.net		dsnelli1@my.westga.edu		1033 Due West Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-2525

		917304334		Lewis		Kirstin		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201205		201308		2.9				White		F		706 4680732		NA		NA		klewis13@my.westga.edu		342 Madison Rd				Monticello		GA		31064-1148

		917071223		Trask		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		M		770 7160500		NA		coachtrask@yahoo.com		jtrask1@my.westga.edu		430 Fitzgerald Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7902

		917374507		Richardson		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201308				3.85		White		F		770 7879424		NA		m_richardson@charter.net		mricha10@my.westga.edu		40 Cohutta Dr				Covington		GA		30014-7906

		917386436		Jones		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201101		201308				4		White		F				NA		NA		NA		198 Highland Drive				Temple		GA		30179

		917406250		Thompson		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201308				3.6		White		F		404 7176111		NA		marybeth.uga@gmail.com		mthomp17@my.westga.edu		160 Adams Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30214-4401

		917416617		Mays		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		M		770 8919761		NA		NA		cmays3@my.westga.edu		112 Salem Glen Way SE				Conyers		GA		30013-5323

		917408823		Turner		Lauren		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201308				3.88		White		F		706 4903489		NA		lturner@white.k12.ga.us		lturne13@my.westga.edu		2548 Fairfax Street				Denver		CO		80207

		917411174		Kriete		Steven		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201308				4		White		M		770 6820914		NA		NA		skriete1@my.westga.edu		2010 Turtle Dove Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-8339

		917264287		Eutsey		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308		2.38		3.76		Black		F		404 5995528		NA		NA		aeutsey1@my.westga.edu		2505 East Williams Field Road		Apt 1090		Gilbert		AZ		85295

		917408996		Duncan		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		713 8237338		NA		NA		tduncan3@my.westga.edu		117B Peach Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-8374

		917407527		Carr		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		478 4768917		NA		NA		ecarr2@my.westga.edu		151 Deer Ridge Trl				Macon		GA		31210-5714

		917428664		Davis		Tania		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		Black		F		678 4673052		NA		NA		tdavis27@my.westga.edu		820 Chapman St				Jonesboro		GA		30238-5683

		917151053		Baker		Dolly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				4		Black		F		706 5618303		NA		NA		dbaker5@my.westga.edu		6824 Ironstone Dr				Columbus		GA		31907-5711

		917355074		Bird		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 3380288		NA		sarajbird@gmail.com		sbird1@my.westga.edu		1056 Kimberly Cir				Hull		GA		30646-6915

		917416630		Kennedy		Tolana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		Black		F		770 5069702		NA		NA		tkenned7@my.westga.edu		1209 Opal Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7672

		917428498		Fowler		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 3546409		NA		NA		kfowler4@my.westga.edu		3196 Clairwood Ter				Atlanta		GA		30341-3214

		917429636		Mentouri		Wassim		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		201308				4				M		678 5980216		NA		NA		wmentou1@my.westga.edu		4611 Wyck Ct				Buford		GA		30518-3551

		917432664		Fenton		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 4367161		NA		NA		afenton1@my.westga.edu		940 Eleanor Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-4138

		917432037		Foxwell		Marianna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 3960413		NA		NA		mfoxwel1@my.westga.edu		1760 Northridge Rd				Atlanta		GA		30350-3419

		917023542		Gardner		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308		2.81		3.78		White		F		770 5370000		NA		NA		lgardne2@my.westga.edu		593 McGukin Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-4821

		917430667		Washington		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		Black		F		404 8630829		NA		NA		swashin5@my.westga.edu		135 Olde Oak Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-5647

		917210460		Sweat		Corey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201208		201308				3.77		White		M		404 4449521		NA		NA		csweat2@my.westga.edu		6015 Cochran Mill Rd				Palmetto		GA		30268-1730

		917400216		Rich		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201105		201308				3.66		White		F		706 2183664		NA		emilyrich2002@yahoo.com		erich2@my.westga.edu		103 Lisa Lane				Dalton		GA		30720-7170

		917400719		Marable		Sally		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		706 2022649		NA		sallymarable@gmail.com		smarabl1@my.westga.edu		1580 Hillcrest Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2359

		917420611		Sherman		Pablo		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201308				3.65		White		M		828 8352232		NA		NA		psherma1@my.westga.edu		249 Lance Mountain Rd				Blairsville		GA		30512-1154

		917423097		Littleton		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 3401533		NA		NA		alittle7@my.westga.edu		23 Glass Mill Pointe Dr				Chickamauga		GA		30707-3477

		917271472		Cardell		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.25		3.08		White		F		770 8553617		NA		NA		amusick4@my.westga.edu		1408 Eagles Nest Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917136466		Lindsey		Lyneeca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201201		201308		3.36		3.92		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		770 9693010		NA		NA		llindse1@my.westga.edu		95 NE Broad St				Fairburn		GA		30213-1473

		917082889		Williams		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				3.77		Black		M		706 8501413		NA		NA		awilli65@my.westga.edu		515 Bethany Court				Athens		GA		30606

		917431889		Province		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308				3.5		White		F		706 9874635		NA		NA		rprovin1@my.westga.edu		6026 Frazier Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-4013

		917436015		Lewis		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		Black		F		404 4018428		NA		tlteach@bellsouth.net		tlewis10@my.westga.edu		148 Barley Ct SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3663

		917440409		Moore		Yolanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201301		201308				3.73		Black		F		678 9772885		NA		NA		ymoore1@my.westga.edu		1449 Shelnut Court				Hampton		GA		30228

		917355327		Bouma		Christina		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201108		201308				3.9		White		F		770 4632545		NA		ktmkb@numail.org		cbouma1@my.westga.edu		189 French Village Blvd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1561

		917355045		Hanley		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 7893722		hhanley@madison.k12.ga.us		NA		hhanley1@my.westga.edu		1320 Highway 106 S				Hull		GA		30646-1522

		917057214		Gibson		Tanji		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.41		Black		F		678 5248109		NA		NA		tgibson3@my.westga.edu		300 Flagstone Way				Austell		GA		30168-6849

		917427180		Dudley		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308				3.77		White		M		706 4570421		NA		NA		jdudley1@my.westga.edu		712 Mobley Rd				Hamilton		GA		31811-6099

		917163551		Headrick		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.72		4		White		M		706 4837349		NA		NA		bheadri1@my.westga.edu		11123 Hwy 225 North				Crandall		GA		30711

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201308				3.55		Black		M		678 4571934		NA		NA		amccrae1@my.westga.edu		10891 Tara Village Way				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917407014		Price		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.8		Black		F		404 273		NA		NA		eprice4@my.westga.edu		817 Wade Farm Drive				Austell		GA		30168

		917438301		Ansley		Katie		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		706 2021536		NA		NA		kansley1@my.westga.edu		215 Providence Rd				Athens		GA		30606-1929

		917410995		Gerena		Adriana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		Black		F		770 3066476		NA		NA		agerena1@my.westga.edu		7882 Waterlace Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213-4647

		917425299		Britt		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		678 4280914		NA		NA		sbritt6@my.westga.edu		151 Timbervalley Ln				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3648

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		2.88		4		White		M		678 4277422		NA		NA		londovc1@my.westga.edu		100 Creekside Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6082

		917324335		Eubanks		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201205		201308				3.96		White		M		770 6932764		NA		eubanksjs@mailbox.sc.edu		jeubank4@my.westga.edu		110 Silverthorne Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-7404

		917338036		Blankinship		Sarahlynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.2				White		F		678 4099440		NA		NA		scunnin2@my.westga.edu		105 S Meadowcliff Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-7419

		917412129		Allen		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201201		201308				3.75		White		M		706 8851896		NA		NA		ballen8@my.westga.edu		106 Cedar Rock Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-8064

		917430349		Russell		Tina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 4565943		NA		NA		trussel7@my.westga.edu		200 Miracle Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1993

		917399699		Houpt		Jacklyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 3615405		NA		jackiehoupt@gmail.com		jhoupt1@my.westga.edu		380 Doles Blvd.		Apt. B		Milledgeville		GA		31061

		917320982		Kincaid		Caitlin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201308		3.51		3.83		White		F		404 7025912		NA		ckincaid08@gmail.com		cpittma4@my.westga.edu		542 Trestle Rd				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917425326		Melton		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		F		678 7531494		NA		NA		cmelton2@my.westga.edu		1820 Eisenhower Ave				Watkinsville		GA		30677-8322

		917425327		Melton		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		M		912 6829124		NA		NA		rmelton1@my.westga.edu		1820 Eisenhower Ave				Watkinsville		GA		30677-8322

		917404861		Bearden		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		706 6189293		NA		lindsaybearden@hotmail.com		lbearde3@my.westga.edu		1564 Treadwell Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-6339

		917407431		Butts		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201201		201308				3.8		Black		F		770 7106291		NA		NA		tbutts2@my.westga.edu		105 Wellington Pt				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8130

		917283402		Edwards		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201308				3.41		White		M		770 3172043		NA		NA		jedwar22@my.westga.edu		111 windrift drive				dallas		GA		30132

		917392736		Brown		Sheri		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201308		4		4		White		F		229 4260026		NA		NA		sbrown32@my.westga.edu		170 Peacock Rd				Fitzgerald		GA		31750-9410

		917425471		Hogan		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308				3.62		Black		M		404 4030026		NA		NA		jhogan6@my.westga.edu		3845 Brookview Pt				Decatur		GA		30034-5720

		917153234		Smith		Angel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		423 5052171		NA		NA		asmith3@my.westga.edu		360 Frank Gass Rd				Trenton		GA		30752-5381

		917285730		Jameson		Jontae'		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201308		3.71		4		Black		F		770 9694207		NA		NA		jjameso1@my.westga.edu		530 Buckingham Ter				Fairburn		GA		30213-6440

		917415789		Coney		Tynetta		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.63		Black		F		678 4632427		NA		NA		tconey2@my.westga.edu		11054 Pebble Ridge Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-6140

		917343037		Cahill		Amanda		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		3.82				White		F		678 314		NA		NA		acahill1@my.westga.edu		4037 Eula Circle				Doraville		GA		30360

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201308		3.9		3.9		White		F		706 2178848		NA		NA		jjordan@westga.edu		3363 Lakeview Pkwy				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917409651		Widener		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201108		201308				3		White		M		706 4665838		NA		NA		wwidene1@my.westga.edu		8730 Wolf Creek Dr				Winston		GA		30187-2310

		917406492		Jenkins		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201308				3.75		Black		M		770 7865649		NA		randyroj2@aol.com		rjenkin5@my.westga.edu		508 Baker Rd				Oxford		GA		30054

		917043254		Surginer		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201308		3.32		4		White		F		678 8405611		NA		NA		lsurgin1@my.westga.edu		103 Hunters Pl				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4486

		917182333		Smith		Jerol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201308				3.81		Black		F		404 9643747		NA		sjean18@gmail.com		jking6@my.westga.edu		1225 Oakcrest Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-3053

		917062762		Maffett		Loretta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201005		201401		2.93		3.75		Black		F		404 3124179		NA		ljmaffet@gmail.com		lmaffet1@my.westga.edu		56 Inverness Way				Hiram		GA		30141

		917045834		Bristow		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.9		White		F		770 8558405		NA		NA		nbristo1@my.westga.edu		473 Gaillardia Way NW				Acworth		GA		30102-8126

		917019653		Malcolm		Janette		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.63		Black		F		678 4232133		NA		jmalcolm@charter.net		jmalcol2@my.westga.edu		48 Lamb Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2634

		917077255		Hester		Paula		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				3.92		White		F		678 7581309		NA		NA		phester2@my.westga.edu		6971 Diamond Court				Winston		GA		30187

		917011132		Stewart		Heather		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200508		201401		2.96						F		678 876		NA		NA		hbrooks1@my.westga.edu		797 Newton Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9034

		917026793		Fell		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		200908		201401		2.88		3.3		White		F		770 5427338		NA		NA		lfell1@my.westga.edu		510 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2331

		917018591		Campbell		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401		3.19		4		White		F		770 3286107		NA		NA		acampb12@my.westga.edu		255 Head Ave				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-1258

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.58		3.77		Black		F		404 3745953		NA		NA		rgibbs1@my.westga.edu		104 Teton Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917122899		Greaves		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				4		Black		F		770 6764731		NA		NA		dgreave1@my.westga.edu		1962 Lown Farm Trail				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917124989		Sharrow		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		2.33		3.91		White		F		770 8463287		NA		NA		mmorris6@my.westga.edu		640 Sweetwater Bridge Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-5590

		917123457		Crocker		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201105		201401		3.16				White		M		770 8515447		NA		NA		jcrocke4@my.westga.edu		1670 Northwood Court				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917014071		Egas		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201301		201401				3.76		White		F		678 7797901		NA		NA		jegas@westga.edu		27120 Perdido Beach Blvd		#2015		Orange Beach		AL		36561

		917100511		Ginther		Christine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		3.12		3.72		White		F		770 8626258		NA		NA		jginther@westga.edu		101 Creekstone Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917152575		Gaither		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				3.83		Black		F		404 2740540		NA		NA		lgaithe1@my.westga.edu		7263 Thoreau Circle				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917045197		Beers		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201401		3.17		3.89		White		F		770 8307007		NA		cyntabeers@charter.net		cbeers1@my.westga.edu		25 Belle Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-8861

		917130278		Terry		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201401		3.27		4		White		F		770 5484886		NA		NA		pterry1@my.westga.edu		207 Oakwood St NW				Rome		GA		30165-1631

		917167931		Potts		Casey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201401				3.94		White		F		706 7451672		NA		NA		cpotts1@my.westga.edu		459 Apache Bnd				Blairsville		GA		30512-1012

		917172095		Nickels		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201301		201401		2.88		3.5		White		F		770 2288828		NA		NA		bnickel1@my.westga.edu		1291 Wood Creek Rd				Williamson		GA		30292-3361

		917186240		Mills		Donna		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				3.8		White		F		706 8884236		NA		NA		dmills1@my.westga.edu		118 Lee Road 002				Smiths		AL		36877

		917166633		Ruark		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201105		201401		3.08		3.83		White		M		770 3244984		jsruark@polk.k12.ga.us		NA		jruark1@my.westga.edu		233 Lakeside Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2240

		917176704		Weaver		Staci		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401		4		3.9		White		F		678 6991248		NA		NA		sweaver2@my.westga.edu		165 Camden Woods Pl				Dallas		GA		30157-8734

		917141678		Wright		Norris		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		4		3.57		Black		M		404 6915112		NA		norriswright27@comcast.net		nwright1@my.westga.edu		482 Hiawassee Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-1902

		917216494		Eskut		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		404 4282911		eskut.donna@fcboe.org		deskutuwg@gmail.com		deskut1@my.westga.edu		135 Ridgewood Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8153

		917229424		Lawson		Levi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		History						F		200608		201401		2.61				Black		M				NA		NA		llawson1@my.westga.edu		3485 Rockfort Dr				College Park		GA		30349-4473

		917244768		Blanford		Theresa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200608		201401		2.89				White		F				NA		NA		tblanfo1@my.westga.edu		2664 Heath Ln				Duluth		GA		30096-3620

		917201224		Cruey		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.03				White		F		770 3770701		NA		acruey88@aol.com		acruey1@my.westga.edu		103 Orange Pass				Carrollton		GA		30117-8373

		917202438		Buchholz		Francis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.3		4		White		M		678 3718512		NA		NA		fbuchho1@my.westga.edu		1327 Riverwind Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6420

		917293732		Wagner		Shawn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200705		201401		3.63				White		F		404 2814176		NA		NA		swagner1@my.westga.edu		1158 Airport Road				Bridgewater		VA		22812

		917285869		Moore		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201401		3.13		3.81		White		F		706 8448319		NA		NA		bmoore7@my.westga.edu		36 Lakeview Drive				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917285801		Miller		Brad		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200708		201401		2.7				White		M		770 6516412		NA		NA		bmiller7@my.westga.edu		4507 Chapel Hill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4903

		917251529		Bishop		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		2.95				White		F		770 7149985		NA		NA		jbishop8@my.westga.edu		493 Old Sandhill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-5024

		917301296		Wright		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200708		201401		3.26				Black		F		770 9824209		NA		NA		awrigh12@my.westga.edu		3993 Laurel Bend Dr				Snellville		GA		30039-4123

		917304569		Mompoint		Shamika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201401		2.97				Black		F		678 7902264		NA		NA		smompoi1@my.westga.edu		7135 Stonecreek Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-3663

		917249517		Jones		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401		3.58		3.71		White		F		770 3173273		NA		NA		khancoc2@my.westga.edu		1009 Stone Brook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110

		917276402		Saint		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201401		3.56				White		M		770 8549068		NA		NA		msaint1@my.westga.edu		1462 Roopville Veal Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2388

		917234180		Wiggins		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		3.37		4		White		F				NA		jessicaau15@aol.com		jwiggins@westga.edu		1693 County Road 96				Heflin		AL		36264

		917058918		Hensley		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				3.87		White		F		706 2715015		jill.hensley@murray.k12.ga.us		NA		jhensle2@my.westga.edu		197 Red Cut Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-5974

		917127278		Henderson		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201401		3.32		4		White		F		770 8459528		NA		henderson2902@bellsouth.net		pparris1@my.westga.edu		698 Miss Mae Ln				Bremen		GA		30110

		917318934		von Biberstein		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200805		201401				4		White		F		770 4573808		NA		AVonbBiberstein@marietta-city.k12.ga.us		avonbib1@my.westga.edu		3897 Brenton Way NE				Atlanta		GA		30319-1838

		917294127		Broach		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201401		3.2		2		White		F		678 6738004		NA		amber72290@aol.com		abroach1@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive Apt 306				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917328310		Tulloch		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.05				Black		F		770 8758412		NA		copperpenny@bellsouth.net		ttulloc1@my.westga.edu		1439 Stoneleigh Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3429

		917286522		Yarborough		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.32				White		F		678 4486907		NA		NA		scrispe1@my.westga.edu		6076 Yoni Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135-5318

		917298152		Berrios		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								P		200901		201401		3.05		3.83		White		M		770 6869836		NA		NA		jberrio1@my.westga.edu		450 Burbury Close				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917305985		Hollis		Dominique				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201401		2.77				White		F		770 8207183		NA		NA		dhollis1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Rd Apt 224A				Carrollton		GA		30117-2636

		917286134		Merritt		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201401		3.58						F		404 2342820		NA		NA		lmerrit2@my.westga.edu		3821 Oak Hill Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917319141		Smith		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		2.93		2		White		M		678 3335309		NA		NA		csmith50@my.westga.edu		190 Pine Hill Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917309607		Cearbaugh		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201401		3.19				White		M		678 4729809		NA		NA		mcearba1@my.westga.edu		140 Driftwood Trl				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7620

		917315197		Hudson		Malesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Studio Art						P		200808		201401		2.97				Asian		F		404 3614383		NA		NA		mcraig1@my.westga.edu		1264 Rocksprings St				Forest Park		GA		30297-1536

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201401		3.44		4		White		F		404 5168614		NA		NA		anichol7@my.westga.edu		6670 Fox Creek Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-6682

		917317212		Andros		Harrison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		2.68				White		M		770 3389117		NA		NA		handros1@my.westga.edu		186 Comstock Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-4519

		917328030		Hunter		Justin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201305		201401		3.7		3.58		Black		M		404 7830373		NA		NA		jhunter7@my.westga.edu		4357 Sterling Forest Dr				Decatur		GA		30034

		917325039		Blair		Constance				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.03				White		F		770 4897341		NA		cblair2312@gmail.com		cblair3@my.westga.edu		34 Hawk Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-5144

		917069874		Parker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.05				White		F		770 8464711		NA		NA		jparke11@my.westga.edu		105 Mara St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3944

		917329327		Dennis		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				4		White		F		404 6633310		NA		mandyb7711@gmail.com		abrown29@my.westga.edu		228 Deerhill Dr				Bogart		GA		30622-1741

		917302698		Green		Zerick		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.28				Black		M		706 6753645		NA		NA		zgreen2@my.westga.edu		900 S River Rd Apt 1004				Franklin		GA		30217-6518

		917318237		Dennis		Ethan				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.68						M		770 8545960		NA		NA		edennis1@my.westga.edu		8511 Frolona Road				Franklin		GA		30217

		917093554		Hammitt		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201401		2.54		3.83		White		M		678 4915742		NA		Kevinhammitt@aol.com		jhammit1@my.westga.edu		68 Oliveria Way				Dallas		GA		30132-0445

		917265098		Tillotson		Fatou		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201301		201401		2.83		3.8		Black		F		474 0045664		NA		fatou.sarr@gmail.com		fsarr1@my.westga.edu		Arbeidergata 4				3050 Mjondalen		ZZ		99999

		917111881		Sales		Sara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.89				White		F		770 8307013		NA		NA		ssales1@my.westga.edu		130 Riviera Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-7006

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201401		2.99		3.75		Black		F		786 2624872		NA		NA		jbeason1@my.westga.edu		4491 White Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917318524		Ray		Nichole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201401		3.11		3.69		White		F		678 5173989		NA		dr34ming4ever@aol.com		nray@westga.edu		80 Sage Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917269957		Brown		Kelvin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.91				White		M		678 9867161		NA		NA		kbrown17@my.westga.edu		900 Fairview Rd NW				Calhoun		GA		30701-8307

		917352873		Crutchfield		James		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.14				White		M		770 8154296		NA		NA		jcrutch2@my.westga.edu		212 Chattahoochee Cir				Roswell		GA		30075-5100

		917340891		Smith		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.38				White		F		706 6287313		NA		NA		tsmith42@my.westga.edu		251 R St				Hamilton		GA		31811-4636

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.05		4		Black		F		404 9336833		NA		NA		tjohns27@my.westga.edu		4223 Winston Circle				College Park 		GA		30349

		917004571		Fowler		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200905		201401				3.4		White		F		678 6349693		NA		Kalina061@charter.net		sfowler8@my.westga.edu		40 Lamp Post Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-1351

		917347223		Cannata		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201308		201401		4		4		White		F		678 4889826		NA		enclannata@aol.com		lcannat1@my.westga.edu		506 Peachtree Club Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917352551		Alston		Misti		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201401		3.25				White		F		770 301-9215		NA		NA		malston2@my.westga.edu		31 Indiana Ave				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917302408		Allen		Eston		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		404 6936365		NA		NA		eallen2@my.westga.edu		200 Shiraz Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917188735		Bolding		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				3.95		Black		F		404 5498474		NA		NA		cneal2@my.westga.edu		395 Birchmere Close SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917344419		McKee		Yolanda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Building Level (COE)				P		200905		201401				4		Black		F		770 9073857		NA		ydcooper@hotmail.com		ymckee1@my.westga.edu		1701 Bethsaida Rd				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917342364		Aluko		Stephen				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201401		2.82				Black		M		770 9740483		NA		NA		saluko2@my.westga.edu		5255 Camden Lake Pkwy NW				Acworth		GA		30101-8077

		917355693		Crumbley		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.14				White		M				NA		NA		bcrumbl1@my.westga.edu		1151 McRees Mill Rd				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2914

		917324262		Shea		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 5549203		NA		NA		tshea2@my.westga.edu		1830 Harvest Way				Loganville		GA		30052-3318

		917305643		Bonner		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		2.97				Black		F		770 4212760		NA		NA		abonner1@my.westga.edu		459 Washington Ave NE				Marietta		GA		30060-8210

		917345391		Cousins		Elliot				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		2.92				American Indian or Alaskan Native		M		770 4987411		NA		elcousins@comcast.net		ecousin1@my.westga.edu		7295 Wood Hollow Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-6158

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications		College Student Affairs				F		200908		201401		3.25		3.9		White		M				NA		NA		ctripp@westga.edu		30 Pine Crescent				Newnan		GA		30265

		917344407		Cason		Raquel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201401		2.92				Black		F		706 5600341		NA		NA		rcason1@my.westga.edu		2306 Timothy Bowles				San Antonio		TX		78236

		917309976		Culpepper		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Keyboard,String,Guitar		Jazz Studies Concentration		P		200908		201401		3.57				Black		F		706 8316173		NA		NA		aculpep2@my.westga.edu		508 Flowers Creek Dr		Apt 508		McDonough		GA		30253

		917332806		Shultis		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		3.16				White		F		678 4421036		NA		NA		bshulti1@my.westga.edu		4279 Sierra Creek Dr				Hoschton		GA		30548-6270

		917342985		Milledge		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201401		2.85				Black		M		229 9246134		NA		NA		jmilled1@my.westga.edu		1349 Ga Highway 27 E				Americus		GA		31709-5703

		917336639		Wright		Randi				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 4438195		NA		debmikew@comcast.net		rwright1@my.westga.edu		32 Blackhawk Trail				Dallas		GA		30157

		917339965		Caulk		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		M				NA		NA		bcaulk1@my.westga.edu		4270 Edgewater Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1371

		917335560		Lee		Deangelo		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.06				Black		M		770 8992840		NA		NA		dlee6@my.westga.edu		1249 Fairview Dr				Monroe		GA		30656-4718

		917305397		Runels		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		2.73				White		M		770 8545173		NA		NA		trunels1@my.westga.edu		2805 Bethesda Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5851

		917342506		Smith		John		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.14				White		M		770 5375443		NA		NA		jsmith85@my.westga.edu		988 Georgia Ave S				Bremen		GA		30110-4466

		917342189		Alexander		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.03				White		F		770 5427922		NA		calexancherie@gmail.com		calexan9@my.westga.edu		486 Millers Mill Rd				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4741

		917335321		Hassan		Mariam		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		2.96				Asian		F		678 3771574		NA		NA		mhassan1@my.westga.edu		1213 Briley Ct				Dacula		GA		30019-3079

		917342633		Penland		Brandon				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.19						M		770 7198101		NA		NA		bpenlan1@my.westga.edu		474 Kelley Rd				Brooks		GA		30205-1728

		917184720		Miller		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201401		3.83		4		White		F		770 8625393		NA		NA		kgilles1@my.westga.edu		235 Yarbrough Road				Aragon		GA		30104

		917323548		Scott		Gerron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.26		3.45		Black		M				NA		NA		gscott1@my.westga.edu		95 Manomet St				Providence		RI		2909

		917354324		Greene		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		4		3.66		Black		F		404 7862316		NA		greene.ec@gmail.com		egreene1@my.westga.edu		6335 Klondike River Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038-4265

		917341948		Williams		Carlye'		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		200908		201401		3.47				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 7569203		NA		carlye.williams_lhs@yahoo.com		cwilli50@my.westga.edu		560 Andrews Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-3427

		917344215		Gowen		Heather		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.16				White		F		770 3285436		NA		NA		hgowen1@my.westga.edu		2628 Smokey Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5034

		917324096		Cochran		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.5				White		F		423 7626312		NA		jessicadawn91@gmail.com		jcochra6@my.westga.edu

		917336874		Evans		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				F		201108		201401		3.56		4		Black		F		404 7346608		NA		NA		pevans2@my.westga.edu		3120 Robin Road				Decatur		GA		30032

		917350796		Jordan		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		200908		201401		2.96		3		Black		F		706 2848147		NA		msjordan149@yahoo.com		jjordan4@my.westga.edu		427 Carrington Ridge				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201401		3.59		3.76		White		F				NA		NA		esexton2@my.westga.edu		228 Blue Holly Dr.				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917351300		Turner		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		3.13				White		F		770 2714159		NA		NA		aturne10@my.westga.edu		205 Oak Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117-3725

		917310727		Barnett		Cydney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.12				White		F		770 2513830		NA		NA		cbarnet3@my.westga.edu		170 Bill Hart Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-3321

		917330785		Hines		Sharon				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		3.33				White		F				NA		shines917@gmail.com		shines5@my.westga.edu

		917343498		Woodall		Laura				BSED		Special Education		Psychology						F		200908		201401		3.03				White		F		770 4596663		NA		NA		lwoodal1@my.westga.edu		174 Brookside Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4429

		917342327		Bishop		Peyton				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201401		3.63				White		F		706 5126949		NA		NA		pbishop2@my.westga.edu		2 Camphor Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1202

		917306006		Lott		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.23		3.72		White		F		706 5903503		NA		NA		wlott1@my.westga.edu		342 Mill Pond Xing Unit A2				Carrollton		GA		30116-1210

		917342038		Priddy		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.51				White		F		770 5927761		NA		NA		apriddy1@my.westga.edu		3025 Summer Point Dr				Woodstock		GA		30189-8153

		917318629		Carroll		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.82				White		F		706 5698484		NA		NA		scarrol2@my.westga.edu		7452 Wood Duck Ln				Midland		GA		31820-3805

		917334400		Cook		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.15				White		F		770 8545539		NA		NA		bsmith30@my.westga.edu		318 N Highway 27				Roopville		GA		30170-2145

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				College Student Affairs				F		200908		201401		2.99		3.72		Black		F		678 8574461		NA		camille.barber16@gmail.com		mbarber3@my.westga.edu		327 Lakeside Way				Newnan		GA		30265

		917305554		Garrard		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art								F		200908		201401		2.72				White		F		770 8465848		NA		NA		agarrar1@my.westga.edu		122 N. Street NW				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917156900		Gordon		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201401		3.78		3.66		White		M		678 7568154		NA		NA		rgordon4@my.westga.edu		6152 Post Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917330044		Rose		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.01				White		F		770 4258739		NA		NA		brose2@my.westga.edu		353 Carl Creek Trl NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-5732

		917341123		Hicks		Ashley				BSED		Early Childhood Education		Sociology						F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 9247829		NA		NA		ahicks4@my.westga.edu		423 Woodruff Xing				Woodstock		GA		30189-6148

		917328130		Jones		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		2.99				White		M		770 574		NA		NA		cjones35@my.westga.edu		239 Meadow St				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-1420

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201401		4		4		White		F		678 2094677		NA		NA		elamb1@my.westga.edu		205 E Greenwood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917351366		McLin		Shakiyla				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200908		201401		3.26				White		F		423 5447131		NA		NA		smclin1@my.westga.edu		109 Lail Rd				Chickamauga		GA		30707-1963

		917342478		Allbritton		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.47				White		F		770 8310841		NA		NA		mallbri1@my.westga.edu		4919 Duncans Lake Pt				Buford		GA		30519-5335

		917323487		Alceac		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.86				Black		F		770 2226628		NA		NA		calceac1@my.westga.edu		1 Central Park Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-8700

		917352700		Wilkerson		Ben		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.13				Black		M		912 3129905		NA		NA		bwilker1@my.westga.edu		7203 Albert St				Savannah		GA		31406-4281

		917345228		Weathers		Sasceria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201401				3		Black		F		770 9909476		NA		weathers83@hotmail.com		sweathe2@my.westga.edu		3636 Sugar Maple Street				Decatur		GA		30034

		917364816		Terry		Millette		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201401		3				Black		F		678 8501708		NA		NA		mterry4@my.westga.edu		814 Overby Park Dr.				Newnan		GA		30263

		917350256		Long		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.43				White		F		770 8544016		NA		NA		owright1@my.westga.edu		1074 Glenloch Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2544

		917354674		Chitwood		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201401				3.75		White		F				NA		jennlei02@yahoo.com		jchitwo1@my.westga.edu		323 Heritage Park Trace				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917381186		Marville		Helene		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201005		201401		3.68		4		White		F		678 5311705		NA		NA		hmarvil1@my.westga.edu		4210 Kings Hwy				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917312016		Galloway		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201005		201401		2.75		4		White		M		404 9892872		NA		NA		mgallow2@my.westga.edu		926 Dr King Spur				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917363130		Volkmer		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201401		3.62		4		White		F		770 4161812		NA		NA		agriff10@my.westga.edu		572 Mount Carmel Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4203

		917362482		Newman		Sarah		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.97				White		F		770 3287106		NA		NA		smyatt1@my.westga.edu		2222 George Brown Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-5245

		917168338		McKoy		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		2.88				White		M		770 2519524		NA		NA		smckoy1@my.westga.edu		733 Sid Hunter Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917362976		Garner		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.97				White		F				NA		NA		lgarner6@my.westga.edu		11 Buford Village Walk				Buford		GA		30518-8840

		917376937		Carr		Charles		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		3.12				Black		M		770 7570977		NA		NA		ccarr5@my.westga.edu

		917299018		Ricks		Frederick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201401		2.72		3.87		Black		M		770 7229076		NA		NA		fricks1@my.westga.edu		42 Buell Jones Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917067256		Johnson		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201401		3.01		3.73		White		F				NA		denisesreid@gmail.com		dreid3@my.westga.edu		50 Butler Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-6144

		917377979		Yokem		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		2.84				White		F		970 3104452		NA		NA		jyokem1@my.westga.edu		103 Meadowbrook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110-7903

		917326285		Arrington		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201301		201401		3.9		4		White		M		256 4496569		NA		NA		tarring1@my.westga.edu		1371 County Road 71				Woodland		AL		36280-6909

		917365517		Jones		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F		770 3144902		NA		NA		bjones22@my.westga.edu		404 Majestic Court				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917337801		Pleasant		Elisabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.76				Black		F		770 9817885		NA		NA		epleasa1@my.westga.edu		3941 Harvest Hill Rd				Decatur		GA		30034-5167

		917353888		Girvan		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201101		201401		3.32				White		F		770 6634322		NA		NA		sgirvan1@my.westga.edu		14191 Yacht Terrace				Milton		GA		30004

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.41		3.06		White		F		770 4606418		NA		NA		tclark6@my.westga.edu		492 W McIntosh Rd				Brooks		GA		30205

		917305219		Boulware		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.32				White		F		770 4396975		NA		NA		mboulwa1@my.westga.edu		172 Ashley Ln				Hiram		GA		30141-4220

		917365403		Clark		Ali		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201401				3.75		White		F		404 6448016		NA		ali.clark@cherokee.k12.ga.us		aclark16@my.westga.edu		223 Crescent Moon Way				Canton		GA		30114-5124

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201301		201401		3.3		3.41		Black		F		678 6421720		NA		NA		bmcclai2@my.westga.edu		822 Lenox Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917360234		Smith		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.49				White		F		678 9475219		NA		NA		lsmith37@my.westga.edu		5945 Laurel Oak Dr				Suwanee		GA		30024-3366

		917350579		Wiggins		Christina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.37		3.75		White		F		770 2948206		NA		NA		cthaxto5@my.westga.edu		5048 Yankee Doodle Drive				McDonough		GA		30252

		917384221		White		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.06		2.9		White		F		901 6263054		NA		NA		kvaller1@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Road Apt D3				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917352707		Davis		Lyndsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.64				White		F		770 2540824		NA		lyndseyfaye_1992@hotmail.com		ldavis23@my.westga.edu		189 Newman Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-3925

		917346039		Webb		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.17						F		770 9623701		NA		NA		nwebb2@my.westga.edu		204 Trentwood Pl				Grayson		GA		30017-4114

		917302648		Wehunt		Savana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.18				White		F		678 7610703		NA		NA		swehunt1@my.westga.edu		540 Kennesaw Dr SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-1307

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.41		3.64		White		F		706 6762392		NA		NA		egantt1@my.westga.edu		364 Terhune Road				Rome		GA		30161

		917360655		Rush		Lacey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F		678 8775026		NA		NA		lrush1@my.westga.edu		507 Dunella Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6935

		917371714		Scott		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.71				White		F		404 2015857		NA		NA		ascott7@my.westga.edu		6121 Plumcrest Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4731

		917361016		Kremer		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.86				White		F				NA		NA		ekremer2@my.westga.edu		4107 Hughes Lea				Tucker		GA		30084

		917359110		Mills		Monica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		3.24				White		F		706 2702952		NA		NA		mmills1@my.westga.edu		608 Blackwood Terrace				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917376383		Barney		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.52				White		F		404 7045140		NA		NA		mbarney1@my.westga.edu		135 Ansley Way				Roswell		GA		30075

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.44		3.8		Black		F		678 4712664		NA		NA		lbess1@my.westga.edu		11367 Michelle Way				Hampton		GA		30228

		917341532		Dunn		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Spanish						F		201008		201401		3.97						F		770 9625293		NA		NA		sdunn3@my.westga.edu		2407 Mahogany Glen Pl				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3485

		917353641		Kline		Leeanne		Carrollton Campus		BA		English		Spanish						P		201008		201401		3.75		4		White		F		770 5950109		NA		NA		lhooves1@my.westga.edu		2003 Powers Ferry Rd. SE		Apt. K		Marietta		GA		30067

		917368425		Couch		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.8		4		White		F		678 6339304		NA		NA		acouch3@my.westga.edu		28 Festiva Dr				Newnan		GA		30263

		917360809		Yarbrough		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.58		4		White		F				NA		NA		mhousto3@my.westga.edu		1481 Centerpoint Rd.				Temple		GA		30179

		917353540		Jones		Brandi		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.69				White		F		770 4893967		NA		NA		bjones25@my.westga.edu		480 Dillon Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-4990

		917343435		Riggs		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.72				White		F		678 3833989		NA		NA		lriggs1@my.westga.edu		81 Boulder Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-9481

		917373895		McInerney		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F				NA		NA		mmciner1@my.westga.edu		500 NORWICH RD APT 3				Augusta		GA		30909

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.58		3.92		White		F		256 5687644		NA		NA		vwalker4@my.westga.edu		1526 County Road 424				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917373898		Walker		Kalleasha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Psychology		Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		2.86				Black		F		678 5480477		NA		NA		kwalke18@my.westga.edu		2652 Downing Park Drive				Conyers		GA		30094

		917376361		Williams		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.83				White		F		770 3135322		NA		NA		mbradle4@my.westga.edu		38 Hatties Fancy				Dallas		GA		30157-0685

		917382228		Castellanos		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		2.93						M		678 5499286		NA		NA		ccastel2@my.westga.edu		5970 Castlegate Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-9021

		917368496		Smith		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.36				Black		F		770 4659700		NA		NA		csmith74@my.westga.edu		499 Stonemont Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-5034

		917360299		Black		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.21				White		F		770 4437363		NA		NA		ablack3@my.westga.edu		242 Hunters Xing				Dallas		GA		30157-9423

		917343466		Stockton		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.52				White		F		678 4750498		NA		NA		ostockt1@my.westga.edu		1741 River Bluff View				Duluth		GA		30097

		917351326		Banks		Tambria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Management						F		201008		201401		3.21				Black		F		404 9185870		NA		NA		tbanks4@my.westga.edu		840 Bramlett Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917383819		Horne		Emma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.16				White		F				NA		NA		ehorne3@my.westga.edu		40 Meadow Lakes Terrace				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917368300		Hooper		Eden		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.71				White		F		706 2128720		NA		NA		ehooper1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Rd Apt 2305				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.54		3.71		White		F				NA		NA		jbrown56@my.westga.edu		304 Hargrove St.				Vienna		GA		31092

		917367859		Brownlow		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.45				White		M		678 3762713		NA		NA		nbrownl1@my.westga.edu		2446 Verner Rd				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3432

		917361545		Floor		Philip		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.13				White		M		678 2908514		NA		NA		pfloor1@my.westga.edu		3602 Hampstead Ct NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-7329

		917360803		Gresham		Dalton		Carrollton Campus		BA		Chemistry/Secondary Education								F		201008		201401		3.9				White		M		770 6898047		NA		NA		dgresha2@my.westga.edu		1930 Carrollton Hwy				Temple		GA		30179-4910

		917359634		Anjorin		Fatimah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.8				Black		F		678 5236117		NA		NA		fanjori1@my.westga.edu		417 Valley Hill Rd SW Apt A5				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917375646		Strakose		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.4				White		M				NA		NA		astrako1@my.westga.edu		10 Maple Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1613

		917372291		Clay		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.49						F		404 3199490		NA		NA		lclay3@my.westga.edu		222 Brenda Ellen Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2247

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.53		3.92		White		F		404 7860038		NA		NA		lcrook1@my.westga.edu		165 North Woods Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917343277		Dovak		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.27				White		F		770 7450424		NA		NA		sdovak1@my.westga.edu		6181 Greenbrook Cir				Austell		GA		30168-5146

		917351692		Welch		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201401		2.96				White		M		770 3042307		NA		NA		jwelch2@my.westga.edu		16 Tonis Way				Grantville		GA		30220-1781

		917367305		Fain		Darby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.35				White		F		770 2514166		NA		NA		dfain1@my.westga.edu		9 Waters Edge Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3589

		917356784		Simon		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.66		3.66		White		M		404 9385262		NA		NA		ssimon2@my.westga.edu		98 Thompson Morris Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917357681		Kuras		Alison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.62				White		F				NA		NA		akuras1@my.westga.edu		115 Jordan Place				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917378362		Sengkhammee		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.21				Asian		F		770 9674422		NA		NA		asengkh1@my.westga.edu		6148 Bendcreek Ln				Braselton		GA		30517-1642

		917372973		Putters		Chelcee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.61				White		F		770 6312472		NA		NA		cputter2@my.westga.edu		219 Copperplate Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2603

		917374703		Blackwell		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.83				White		F		706 9375055		NA		NA		kblackw2@my.westga.edu		423 Smoketree Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-3312

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		4		3.92		White		F		706 9362228		NA		NA		bmathis2@my.westga.edu		1416 Eastland Court SE				Rome		GA		30161

		917210241		Greiner		Cali		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201008		201401		2.78				White		F				NA		greiner_cali@yahoo.com		cgreine1@my.westga.edu		123 Saint Charles Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-6953

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.52		4		White		F		678 6222307		NA		NA		aruggie1@my.westga.edu		5050 Verbena Dr				Acworth		GA		30102

		917365573		Dean		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.16				Black		F		770 4837357		NA		NA		mdean8@my.westga.edu		3100 Edinburgh Ct				Conyers		GA		30094-6863

		917366630		Brown		Avery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.86				White		F		770 2583605		NA		NA		abrown40@my.westga.edu		692 Barnes Mill Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-3090

		917355231		Caulk		Karlie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.5		3.5		White		F		404 4576145		NA		NA		krichar8@my.westga.edu		172 Overlook Circle				Canton		GA		30115

		917355428		Dunham		Karissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.57				White		F		770 7163760		NA		kswissa@bellsouth.net		kdunham1@my.westga.edu		220 Braemar Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1833

		917344416		Allen		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		2.87				White		F		540 7850904		NA		NA		lallen7@my.westga.edu		606 Piney Woods Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-2016

		917342204		Crook		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		2.9				White		M		770 9202361		NA		NA		ccrook2@my.westga.edu		5143 Lazy Acres Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5164

		917359640		Bloom		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.56				White		F				NA		NA		rbloom1@my.westga.edu		1130 Cotton Gin Dr				Woodstock		GA		30188-2484

		917366177		Cheely		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.08		2		Black		F		678 5650826		NA		NA		jcheely1@my.westga.edu		3762 Laramie Road				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.67		3.78		White		F		770 9438440		NA		NA		mfennel3@my.westga.edu		530 Rosedale Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917335792		Janney		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.89				White		F		6786731696		NA		zoegirl1218@aol.com		sjanney1@my.westga.edu		177 Fincher Road 				Moreland 		GA		30259

		917364546		Kalb		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.46				White		F		770 9742127		NA		NA		akalb1@my.westga.edu		3681 Summit Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-4077

		917351608		Lee		Giana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.42				Asian		F		770 6329318		NA		NA		glee3@my.westga.edu		432 Tyrone Rd				Tyrone		GA		30290-2613

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201401		3.45		3.83		Black		F		770 4771105		NA		NA		aburton4@my.westga.edu		903 Ring Necked Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4475

		917359432		Talley		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.84				White		F		404 9449493		NA		NA		btalley1@my.westga.edu		3839 Briarcliff Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-3215

		917307327		Norman		Hillary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.65				White		F		770 7619594		NA		NA		hnorman2@my.westga.edu		507 Nicole Ct SE				Conyers		GA		30094-4187

		917378455		Cole		Julie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		4				White		F		770 8342950		NA		NA		jritchi1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Rd		Apt 1110		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917363805		Simonton		Sara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.53						F		770 2514448		NA		NA		ssimont1@my.westga.edu		78 Warrior Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-4625

		917372790		Martin		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.8				White		F		404 3964226		NA		NA		kmarti18@my.westga.edu		215 Kyles Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-4695

		917373333		White		Diamond		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3		2		Black		F		478 4719178		NA		NA		dwhite16@my.westga.edu		118 Ravenel Court				Macon		GA		31210

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201205		201401		3.44		3.85		Black		F		404 4325435		NA		parizah@bellsouth.net		pknowle1@my.westga.edu		2634 Smoke House Pl SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917383379		Sparks		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.72				White		M		770 4398883		NA		NA		zsparks1@my.westga.edu		3001 Chesilhurst Ct				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5353

		917313056		Thompson		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201401		2.68				White		M		478 5500140		NA		NA		mthomp12@my.westga.edu		214 Wrasling Way				Bonaire		GA		31005-3259

		917089452		Thomaston		Travis		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401		3.33		3.9		Black		M		678 7963292		NA		NA		tthoma13@my.westga.edu		198 Hawthorn Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917332650		Griffith		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201105		201401		3.95				White		M		706 2945855		NA		NA		jgriff22@my.westga.edu

		917376569		Sanders		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201401		3.8				White		M				NA		NA		ssander8@my.westga.edu		702 Jackson St				Rockmart		GA		30153-2716

		917044443		Benoskie		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				3.72		White		F		770 5004644		NA		jennifer.benoskie@att.net		jbenosk1@my.westga.edu		156 Governor Ln				Temple		GA		30179

		917402486		Thigpen		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201108		201401		3		3.41		Black		F		678 8174543		NA		sacth107@bellsouth.net		sthigpe1@my.westga.edu		68 Lake Crossing Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8514

		917357148		Wickham		Nyoca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201401				3.76		Black		F				NA		famu8888@yahoo.com		nwickha1@my.westga.edu

		917089734		Walker		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201401		3.06		3.77		White		F		850 6870215		NA		NA		swalke10@my.westga.edu		4060 Oak Stone Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-2717

		917383380		Thayer		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.93				White		F		770 4608177		NA		NA		mthayer1@my.westga.edu		1421 Antioch Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7019

		917372531		Whorton		Marissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Science Education				P		201008		201401				3.91		White		F		770 5778112		NA		whorton5940@bellsouth.net		mwhorto1@my.westga.edu		5940 Azalea Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5588

		917225267		Pace		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201208		201401		2.66		3		Black		F		404 2937492		NA		NA		NA		9148 Fairfield Approach				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6159

		917405592		Crumley		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.12				White		M		678 5028684		NA		NA		ccrumle1@my.westga.edu		495 Valerie Circle				Hiram		GA		30141

		917251568		Cole		Dawlon		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201101		201401		3.08				White		M		404 7546548		NA		NA		dcole6@my.westga.edu		313 Morning Star dr.				Temple		GA		30179

		917423032		Thornton		Allison		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.8				White		F		706 2340924		NA		NA		athornt8@my.westga.edu		29 Greenvalley Rd SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2773

		917196620		Queener		Anna-Maria		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401		3.8		3.95		White		F		706 2789521		NA		NA		aqueene2@my.westga.edu		932 Black Bass Rd				Cohutta		GA		30710

		917416626		Davila		Andree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201401				4		White		F		404 5094102		NA		NA		adavila1@my.westga.edu		2451 Cumberland Pkwy SE		Ste 3473		Atlanta		GA		30339-6136

		917422715		Wilkins		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		770 5777582		NA		NA		awilkin4@my.westga.edu		3380 Thorneridge Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-3065

		917420961		Finley		Oxzavia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.09		Black		M				NA		NA		ofinley1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 6392				Greenville		SC		29606

		917324173		Hunter		Ventrail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		2.91				Black		M		404 2104219		NA		NA		vhunter1@my.westga.edu		1431 Bouldercrest Cir				Watkinsville		GA		30677-1921

		917332965		Murphy		Kandara		Carrollton Campus		BA		History		Spanish		History Certification Concentr				F		201108		201401		3.65				Black		F		678 7150651		NA		NA		kmurphy8@my.westga.edu		7746 Melanie Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-3666

		917038390		Young		Tracey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201401				4		White		F		770 838-0909		NA		NA		tyoung5@my.westga.edu		101 Meadow Side Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116-8833

		917247074		Bradley		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				3.95		White		F		706 4025279		bradleydl@troup.org		NA		dbradle3@my.westga.edu		1123 Alverson Rd				LaGrange		GA		30241-8005

		917389504		Daaga		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201105		201401				3.83		Black		F		678 8957640		NA		scleman1@gmail.com		scolema4@my.westga.edu		117 W White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2332

		917427377		Lee		Judith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201208		201401				4		Asian		F		678 9212492		NA		NA		jlee30@my.westga.edu		4642 Hampton Chase NE				Marietta		GA		30068-2007

		917060865		Jones Coachman		Tammye		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F				NA		NA		tjones41@my.westga.edu		2667 Candler Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4278

		917382870		Hall		Haley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.71		White		F		706 5063843		NA		hethomas30@gmail.co		hthomas3@my.westga.edu		137 Peppers Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8010

		917422512		Greer		Jonna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201208		201401				3.81		White		F		256 5278991		NA		NA		jgreer3@my.westga.edu		1341 Lane Switch Rd				Albertville		AL		35951-3628

		917421624		Ford		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 4239626		NA		NA		cford6@my.westga.edu		4726 Oakleigh Manor Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917434839		Gass		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201401				3.62		White		F		423 5441683		NA		NA		kgass1@my.westga.edu		476 Hulsey Dr				Ringgold		GA		30736-2937

		917287777		Watkins		Shamair		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401		2.5		3.5		Black		F		404 3996535		NA		shamairwatkins@gmail.com		swatkin3@my.westga.edu		62 Winward Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30082-1952

		917428337		Tench		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		423 7629247		NA		NA		lvaughn3@my.westga.edu		906 Diamond Circle				LaFayette		GA		30728

		917347534		Skinner		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201401		3.28				White		M		678 4167285		NA		NA		cskinne3@my.westga.edu		79 County Road 651				Ranburne		AL		36273-3037

		917290184		Lewis		Carla		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201105		201401		2.78				Black		F		678 9075579		NA		NA		clewis11@my.westga.edu

		917403938		Hughes		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401				3.3		White		F		706 7670923		NA		lisahughes@walkerschools.org		lhughes2@my.westga.edu		144 Calland Dr				Summerville		GA		30747-6366

		917425439		Alexander		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								F		201208		201401				3.84		White		F				NA		NA		aalexa13@my.westga.edu		1121 Rome Street Apt 905				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917172413		Engram		Yontrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201401		3.45		3.7		Black		F		678 6642103		NA		yontrea.engram@carrolltoncityschools.net		yengram1@my.westga.edu		33 Holly Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116-5564

		917428497		Caldwell		Emil		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.88		White		M		404 4321444		NA		NA		ecaldwe2@my.westga.edu		296 Keller Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-7502

		917307589		Harling		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BM		Mass Communications				Film and Media Arts (COMM)				F		200801		201401		3.18				Black		F				NA		denihar06@gmail.com		aharlin1@my.westga.edu

		917425600		Jacobson		Bryan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		201401				4		White		M		770 7577315		NA		NA		bjacobs3@my.westga.edu		505 Asher Ct				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917423930		Bretch		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201208		201401				3.9		White		F		770 3161679		NA		NA		abretch@westga.edu		755 Vinings Estates Dr SE				Mableton		GA		30126-5914

		917429162		Coombe		Peter		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		M		770 5480756		NA		NA		pcoombe1@my.westga.edu		102 Bob White Cir				Calhoun		GA		30701-5225

		917422985		Hill		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 3338200		NA		NA		lhill9@my.westga.edu		308 Country Club Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-2110

		917084309		Brock		Sarita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201401		3.62		3.14		White		F		706 5082124		NA		saritabrock@gmail.com		sflores1@my.westga.edu		1A Highpoint Ct SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2473

		917425525		Bailey		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.66		White		F		910 7850790		NA		NA		nbailey1@my.westga.edu		3346 Collins Dr				Lumberton		NC		28358-6492

		917317118		Wedhorn		Kaley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.4				White		F		770 5777495		NA		NA		kwedhor1@my.westga.edu		280 Whitby Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-7361

		917402949		Grant		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.4				Black		F		770 7742109		NA		NA		kgrant2@my.westga.edu		4982 Burberry Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4387

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201108		201401		3.04		3.66		Black		F		404 3581804		NA		NA		tleak1@my.westga.edu		109-A WAVERLY WAY				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917372358		Hickman		Brian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201401		3.71				White		M		770 7121918		NA		NA		bhickma1@my.westga.edu		6010 Heartford Cir				Roswell		GA		30075-6463

		917386800		Lee		Taaluwt		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		2.93						M		404 9887720		NA		NA		tlee7@my.westga.edu		PO Box 102				Clarkston		GA		30021-0102

		917436216		Brandon		Amy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 9238353		NA		NA		abrando3@my.westga.edu		1402 Catalpa Ln NW				Acworth		GA		30101-7888

		917283574		Wesley		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201108		201401		3.36				White		F		770 6550342		NA		NA		jhendri9@my.westga.edu		7 Polk Path				Dallas		GA		30132-2916

		917367334		Thompson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.36				White		F				NA		NA		cthomp20@my.westga.edu		416 The Blvd				Newnan		GA		30263-6286

		917396681		Wise		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201401		3.28				White		F		305 2940315		NA		NA		pwise1@my.westga.edu		2618 Staples Ave				Key West		FL		33040-3925

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.88		4		White		F		706 6764823		NA		NA		jweems2@my.westga.edu		35 Cross Creek Dr				Rome		GA		30165

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.24		4		White		F		404 7022139		NA		NA		aowens6@my.westga.edu		225 Country Roads Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917399156		Williams		Corshell		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.76		4		Black		F		678 4133381		NA		NA		cwilli61@my.westga.edu		1682 Balmoral Drive				Conyers		GA		30094

		917252363		Clark		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.51				Black		F				NA		NA		dclark5@my.westga.edu		3141 W Point Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-1389

		917432266		Bailey		David		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201401		2.96						M		912 9966063		NA		NA		dbailey7@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd Apt 506D				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917399017		Sheppard		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				System Level (COE)				P		201105		201401				3.95		White		F		770 5004582		NA		sheppard06@yahoo.com		ksheppa1@my.westga.edu		2048 Reserve Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7433

		917334760		Synan		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201105		201401				4		White		F		706 3675354		NA		sharonsynan@gmail.com		ssynan1@my.westga.edu		176 Palmer Ct				Jefferson		GA		30549-7307

		917402821		Perdue		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		770 2248827		NA		mperdue03@gmail.com		mperdue1@my.westga.edu		315 Breeze Ct				Canton		GA		30114

		917422454		Banks		Earl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201205		201401				3.93		Black		M		404 8386674		NA		NA		ebanks3@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 94111				Atlanta		GA		30377

		917339340		Register		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201401		3.13				White		F		770 4619404		NA		NA		cregist1@my.westga.edu		145 Asbury Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2683

		917398281		Brown		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.7				White		M		404 7316708		NA		NA		rbrown20@my.westga.edu		60 Trotters Walk				Covington		GA		30016-8113

		917427768		Freeman		Tiffany		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.21				Asian		F		706 6765806		NA		NA		tfreema8@my.westga.edu		51 Hickory St NE				Rome		GA		30161-4902

		917366918		Vaughn		Manisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.97				Black		F		770 8309622		NA		NA		mvaughn7@my.westga.edu		1169 Bowdon Junction Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9488

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201205		201401		3.95		3.78		White		F		423 9024265		NA		NA		jforres2@my.westga.edu		361 Carmack Rd				Flintstone		GA		30725

		917340692		Rowell		Casey		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.33				White		F				NA		NA		crowell1@my.westga.edu		396 Misty Cir				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3273

		917422527		Lewis		Denise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 5915306		NA		NA		dlewis9@my.westga.edu		107 Lake Latimer Cv NE				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1596

		917411400		Tolleson		Arielle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201201		201401		3.39				White		F		678 9779840		NA		NA		agarner6@my.westga.edu		1542 Bowdon Junction Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5907

		917310270		Lovelace		Shabre		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201401		3.23				Black		F		706 5903842		NA		NA		slovela4@my.westga.edu		611 Plum St				West Point		GA		31833-5232

		917411770		Reeves		Caley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201401		3.97				White		F		205 7339056		NA		NA		creeves7@my.westga.edu		3109 Huntington Way				Hoover		AL		35216-6172

		917011954		Gann		Donna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201101		201401		3.91				White		F		770 2583822		NA		NA		dgann1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 355				Bowdon		GA		30108-0355

		917421003		Larrew		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201301		201401		4		4		White		F				NA		NA		clarrew2@my.westga.edu		4980 W RIDGE DR				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917181655		Bailey		Derrick		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401		3.15		3.76		Black		M		770 2223567		NA		subject3000@hotmail.com		dbailey3@my.westga.edu		42 Crestover Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5745

		917216659		Copeland		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.66		Black		M		678 6701247		NA		davidlcopeland10@gmail.com		dcopela2@my.westga.edu		206 Station Club Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30060-7550

		917414042		Stark		Nathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401				4				M		678 5610126		NA		NA		nstark1@my.westga.edu		722 Jamie Way NE				Woodstock		GA		30188-4079

		917422013		Mathis		Laura		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.95				White		F		706 2357262		NA		NA		lmathis4@my.westga.edu		1296 Old Dalton Rd NE				Rome		GA		30165-8980

		917393231		Carroll		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		3.07				White		M		678 3787129		NA		NA		jcarro10@my.westga.edu		714 Ragsdale Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2733

		917301345		Thomas		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201401		3.85				White		F		678 3131696		NA		NA		athoma26@my.westga.edu		3470 Glen Devon Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5467

		917407050		Coleman		Dylan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201108		201401		3.12				White		M		423 2633536		NA		NA		dcolema7@my.westga.edu		510 County Road 890				Etowah		TN		37331-5570

		917119391		Waddell		Ronnie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.51				White		M		706 8444604		NA		NA		rwaddel1@my.westga.edu		307 Alfred Ave SE				Rome		GA		30161-6905

		917418738		Norman		Spenser		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		M		828 6971648		snorman4@my.westga.edu		smnorman1@catamount.wcu.edu		snorman4@my.westga.edu		1323 4th Ave W				Hendersonville		NC		28739-4717

		917317666		Burch		Sarah		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.43				White		F		706 2521286		NA		NA		sburch2@my.westga.edu		389 Clements Rd NE				Rome		GA		30161-9664

		917322705		Huddleston		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201201		201401		3.13				White		M		770 4600893		NA		NA		jhuddle2@my.westga.edu		140 Watertown Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2649

		917197927		Pelletier		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201205		201401		3.87		4		White		F		770 9421151		NA		NA		kpellet1@my.westga.edu		4331 Tanyard Creek Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-4067

		917400808		Mcbrayer		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201401				4		White		F		770 5524886		NA		hollymcbrayer@gmail.com		rmcbray2@my.westga.edu		215 Chesterfield Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2753

		917392017		Berg		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Special Ed General Curriculum				P		201105		201401				4		White		M		706 8602359		NA		otterbuys@comcast.net		mberg1@my.westga.edu		616 Archard Dr				Evans		GA		30809-7058

		917395987		Roycroft		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201105		201401				3.93		White		F		850 2911364		NA		anneroycroft@gmail.com		eroycro1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 94				Saxapahaw		NC		27340

		917398289		Alexander		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		419 6582565		NA		acrawford71@hotmail.com		aalexa10@my.westga.edu		4297 Flickinger Rd				Ney		OH		43549-9732

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.86		Black		F		404 9440317		NA		NA		khaile1@my.westga.edu		6610 Fairway Ridge Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917241286		Alexander		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201401				4		White		F		404 4449608		NA		lisaalexander@ymail.com		lalexan3@my.westga.edu		2982 Forest Chase Ter NE				Marietta		GA		30066-1461

		917242243		Sheldon		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401		3.39		3.85		White		F		770 7122158		NA		NA		csmith28@my.westga.edu		224 Depot Ln				Dallas		GA		30157

		917429212		Goode		Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		770 5786165		NA		NA		jgoode4@my.westga.edu		3531 Winter Wood Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-1237

		917404932		Leonce		Kerlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201401				4		Black		F				NA		kleon003@fiu.edu		kleonce1@my.westga.edu		20218 Sw 85th Place				Miami		FL		33189

		917144558		Farley		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		3.45		4		White		F		770 8274669		NA		NA		cfarley2@my.westga.edu		407 Northlake Dr Unit G1				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917437437		Williams		Alycia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 4858567		NA		NA		awilli71@my.westga.edu		42 Brookshire Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917437159		Terens		Dominique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 4385876		NA		NA		dterens1@my.westga.edu		5613 Woolwich Ln NW				Acworth		GA		30101-6914

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		3.94		4		White		F		423 8029827		jenniferjackson@walkerschools.org		NA		jjacks12@my.westga.edu		70 Leon Lane				Rising Fawn		GA		30738

		917345575		Estabaya		Tracy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.63				Asian		F		770 6295757		NA		NA		testaba1@my.westga.edu		701 Henna Pl				Peachtree City		GA		30269-4005

		917388096		Lecates		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.53				White		F		770 5134256		NA		NA		alecate1@my.westga.edu		2382 Robin Ridge Dr				Dacula		GA		30019

		917349402		Correa		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.44		4		White		F		678 4473030		NA		xjessicax35you@yahoo.com		jcorrea1@my.westga.edu		821 Ralph McGill Blvd NE Apt. 3203				Atlanta		GA		30306

		917428482		Parker		Leah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.15				Black		F		770 5654079		NA		NA		lparke10@my.westga.edu		2929 Ashebrooke Dr NE				Marietta		GA		30068-2304

		917407110		Ellis		Raven		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201401		3.27				White		F		706 8080204		NA		NA		rellis2@my.westga.edu		212 Highway 48				Summerville		GA		30747-1501

		917400882		Griffith		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201108		201401				3.58		White		F		770 9170178		NA		christiangriffith@att.net		cgriffi8@my.westga.edu		22 Haven Crest Ct				Dallas		GA		30132-0809

		917150137		Stevenson		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201101		201401				4		White		F		678 6999738		NA		tiff_o_nye86@yahoo.com		tsteven3@my.westga.edu		428 Bakers Bridge Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-5013

		917400384		Tatum		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.4				White		F		770 8893818		NA		NA		ktatum3@my.westga.edu		3355 Aldrich Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-2893

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		2.85		4		Black		F		678 5241754		NA		NA		tclonts1@my.westga.edu		6093 Vallie Oaks Place				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917396002		Goff		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		M		404 7998399		NA		goff99@bellsouth.net		egoff2@my.westga.edu		1874 Perry Blvd NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-4008

		917402961		Johnston		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201105		201401		3.43				White		F				NA		NA		jjohnst5@my.westga.edu

		917345595		Law		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.75		3.92		White		F		706 6483118		NA		lrlaw@alltel.net		hlaw1@my.westga.edu		212 Riverside Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917329831		Poole		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.13				Black		F		770 8626456		NA		laurenresha@gmail.com		lpoole4@my.westga.edu		3704 Lakeside Way				Newnan		GA		30265

		917413144		Knight		Honesty		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.97				White		F		706 2662508		NA		NA		hknight2@my.westga.edu		65 Pineridge Dr SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2371

		917410324		West		April		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.55				White		F		706 2636257		NA		NA		awest13@my.westga.edu		212 Shepherd St				Calhoun		GA		30701-3102

		917374197		Shelby		Cathy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.9				White		F		678 2960290		NA		deniseshelby00@yahoo.com		cshelby2@my.westga.edu		319 Willis Drive 				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917406427		Rucker		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201401		0		2.93		Black		M		678 5959916		NA		NA		mrucker2@my.westga.edu		321 Bridge Landing				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917149487		Cardinal		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201401				3.95		White		F		706 4571068		NA		NA		scardin1@my.westga.edu		116 Whitetail Way				Pine Mountain		GA		31822-3442

		917371123		Eubanks		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201205		201401		3.53		3		White		F		770 4284811		NA		NA		thern1@my.westga.edu		220 Huntleigh Chase Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-6093

		917325481		McCown		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401				4		White		M		404 9933538		NA		smccown@gmail.com		rmccown1@my.westga.edu		4236 Paces Ferry Rd SE				Atlanta		GA		30339-3781

		917420320		Miller		William		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.51				White		M		706 2354654		NA		NA		wmiller5@my.westga.edu		2792 Sand Springs Rd NW				Rome		GA		30165-9581

		917383625		Vasser		April		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.26				White		F		706 2667222		NA		NA		avasser1@my.westga.edu		2877 Cedartown Hwy SE				Rome		GA		30161-3895

		917399627		Seda		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201401				4		Black		F		770 8708202		NA		NA		pseda1@my.westga.edu		3620 Cameron Hills Pl				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1480

		917171110		Perry		Cindy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201401				3.95		White		F		706 7457626		NA		NA		cperry1@my.westga.edu		451 Lori Ln				Blairsville		GA		30512-0937

		917426323		Campbell		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201401				4		White		F		330 4657725		NA		NA		mcampbe7@my.westga.edu		761 Amberton Crossing				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917422986		Pierre		Luceandy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.81		Black		F		617 3316691		NA		NA		lpierre3@my.westga.edu		254 Blue Hill Ave				Milton		MA		02186-1148

		917424013		Ucci		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		M				mucci@westga.edu		NA		mucci1@my.westga.edu		305 Montgomery Ave				Jenkintown		PA		19046-4233

		917399176		Bryan		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		678 3529772		NA		valerie.bryan@cobbk12.org		vbryan1@my.westga.edu		4495 Irvington Ct NE				Roswell		GA		30075-5722

		917438816		Rossi		Gwen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 3127456		NA		NA		grossi1@my.westga.edu		36 Samuel Way NW				Cartersville		GA		30121-4638

		917055364		Kirk		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201301		201401		3.21		3.83		White		F		678 3867371		NA		shypepper@aol.com		mellis4@my.westga.edu		264 W McIntosh Rd				Brooks		GA		30205-2113

		917239473		Hutchins		Jennie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201208		201401		2.5		4		White		F				NA		NA		jfindla1@my.westga.edu		2245 Norwood Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8442

		917167067		Eastlake		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201205		201401				3.72		White		M		912 4329551		NA		NA		peastla1@my.westga.edu		223 Jamey Ln				Hinesville		GA		31313-8721

		917293982		Zingaretti		Connie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				3.6		White		F		770 4592281		NA		NA		czingar1@my.westga.edu		355 Hanover Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7203

		917212472		Fischer		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201401		3.23		4		White		F		423 5036081		NA		aidryane@msn.com		afische1@my.westga.edu		227 Brumbelow Rd Apt C11				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917157027		Judy		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201401		3.79		3.91		White		F		678 4816385		NA		NA		arosser1@my.westga.edu		150 Autumn Creek				Senoia		GA		30276

		917431938		Chastain		Ahna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 3693139		NA		NA		achasta1@my.westga.edu		344 Bullock Rd				Arnoldsville		GA		30619-2500

		917425442		Davis		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 3516848		NA		NA		edavis12@my.westga.edu		389 Indian Lake Court				Hiram		GA		30141

		917409969		Brown		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201401				3.7		White		M		678 5234963		NA		brownkbjb@aol.com		kbrown31@my.westga.edu		24 Crestbrook Drive				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.97		3.92		White		F		678 5444501		NA		NA		enewman4@my.westga.edu		127 Buttrill Ct				Jackson		GA		30233

		917255283		Clay		Santana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.42		3.25		Black		F				NA		NA		sclay1@my.westga.edu		2730 Larkspur Dr				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917376571		Mathis		Lesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201108		201401		3.88				White		F		706 9364345		NA		NA		lmathis3@my.westga.edu		2836 Kingston Hwy SE				Rome		GA		30161-2101

		917427333		Dupree		Lacey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.84				White		F		770 4020120		NA		NA		lallen9@my.westga.edu		1470 Kansas Jake Rd				Waco		GA		30182-3162

		917394112		Grgetic		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Physics/Secondary Education								F		201108		201401		3.01				White		M		770 9329505		NA		NA		rgrgeti1@my.westga.edu		390 Highland Gate Cir				Suwanee		GA		30024-1794

		917184052		Earnest		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201401		3.49				White		F		770 8381938		NA		NA		jearnes1@my.westga.edu		41 Brock Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-9482

		917418443		Bateman		Kristie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.66		White		F		678 6971040		NA		NA		kbatema1@my.westga.edu		426 Mount Carmel Rd N				Hampton		GA		30228-2731

		917411350		Hanson		Ingrid		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201401				4		White		F		770 4851935		NA		NA		ihanson1@my.westga.edu		1703 Kenbrook Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30101-3522

		917431783		Madison		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F		404 7991208		NA		NA		emadiso1@my.westga.edu		1750 Shiloh Rd NW Apt 808				Kennesaw		GA		30144-6465

		917431947		Simpson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F				NA		sarah.simpson.atl@gmail.com		ssimpso5@my.westga.edu

		917429843		Aldridge		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		404 3074613		NA		NA		kaldrid1@my.westga.edu		7110 Martha Ct SE				Covington		GA		30014-3979

		917397355		Williams		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201301		201401				3.91		White		F		404 4235872		NA		NA		jwilli79@my.westga.edu		4333 Highland Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917336390		Green		Ginger		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201401		3.21		2.5		White		F		706 7771919		NA		NA		ggreen4@my.westga.edu		1860 McGee Bend Rd SW				Cave Spring		GA		30124-2169

		917301389		De Gazon		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		404 4165369		NA		NA		adegazo1@my.westga.edu		2281 Midway Rd Apt 37				Douglasville		GA		30135-1396

		917268698		Miller		Jo		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201401				4		White		F		678 3911111		NA		NA		jmiller@westga.edu		5354 Legacy Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-5864

		917431421		King		Rose		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201208		201401				4		White		F				NA		NA		rking7@my.westga.edu

		917167127		Huguelet		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 3577559		NA		NA		ahuguel1@my.westga.edu		102 Maple Grove Ter				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6638

		917256302		Shepherd		Denise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201401				4		Black		F		770 4161307		NA		NA		dshephe2@my.westga.edu		73 Northwynn Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917414363		Axson		Dashan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.75		Black		M		347 6235701		NA		NA		daxson1@my.westga.edu		225 Vandalia Ave Apt 5E				Brooklyn		NY		11239-1421

		917423633		Jeter		Kenyatta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		Black		F		864 4662078		NA		NA		kjeter1@my.westga.edu		133 Hopt Ln				Union		SC		29379-8986

		917437823		Rickard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 8834908		NA		NA		arickar1@my.westga.edu		2044 Windfield Dr				Monroe		GA		30655-8522

		917400434		Cookston		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201201		201401		3.45				White		F		770 4410227		NA		NA		kcookst1@my.westga.edu		4094 Treaddur Bay Ln				Norcross		GA		30092-2152

		917318867		Brown		DaeSha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.06				Black		F		404 9937899		NA		NA		dbrown36@my.westga.edu		3488 Hill Pond Dr				Buford		GA		30519

		917394270		Cannon		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201401		3.05		4		Black		F		770 4868707		NA		NA		ccannon4@my.westga.edu		110 Holly Springs Dr				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3042

		917429321		Dowdy		William		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.24				White		M				NA		NA		wdowdy1@my.westga.edu		109-5 Beard Dr.				Rome		GA		30161

		917402182		Caldwell		Seth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201401		3.43				White		M		404 8621305		NA		NA		ssmith59@my.westga.edu		856 Watts Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2753

		917399451		Barnes		Christina		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.79				White		F		706 9365856		NA		NA		cbarnes9@my.westga.edu		3604 Garden Lakes Pkwy NW				Rome		GA		30165-1770

		917415770		Willis		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.88				White		F		706 6478009		NA		NA		jwillis9@my.westga.edu		109 A Peach Trail 				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917189466		Groover		Jaclyn		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.48				White		F		678 9186543		NA		NA		jgroove1@my.westga.edu		400 Pine Pitch Rd.				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917428613		Carver		Connie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.16				White		F		706 5063034		NA		NA		cgray1@my.westga.edu		7 echota circle				Rome		GA		30165

		917418424		James		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201401		3.1				White		M		828 5265685		NA		NA		bjames6@my.westga.edu		3821 Bald Mountain Rd				Dillard		GA		30537

		917417513		Roberts		Stacy		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.85				White		F		678 8482810		NA		slahgirlsr@yahoo.com		srober16@my.westga.edu		1 Honeytree Trl NE				Rome		GA		30165-9640

		917419470		Blake		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.81		Black		F		843 8210773		NA		NA		brandib@westga.edu		101 Obannon Ct				Summerville		SC		29483-7549

		917422400		Parris		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Asian		M		864 7067489		bigzebowski@me.com		NA		zparris1@my.westga.edu		2145 Lake Park Dr. SE		Apt. T		Smyrna		GA		30080

		917404493		Pogue		Jared		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201401				3.76		White		M		770 5956924		NA		jaredapogue@gmail.com		jpogue1@my.westga.edu		6549 Pisgah Rd				Austell		GA		30168-5222

		917422017		Ocasio		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201205		201401				3.83				F		404 8246554		NA		NA		docasio1@my.westga.edu		501 Cameron Landing Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-6845

		917434493		Karg		John		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		201401				3.25		White		M		770 8530930		NA		NA		jkarg1@my.westga.edu		3992 Spalding Holw				Norcross		GA		30092-1976

		917006761		Smith		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201101		201401		2.78		3.85		White		F		404 3752036		NA		laotsu3@gmail.com		lsmith22@my.westga.edu		129 Oxford Sq				Carrollton		GA		30117-2456

		917419237		Jones		Alison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		F		360 5462177		NA		NA		ajones53@my.westga.edu		13906 NW 10th Ct				Vancouver		WA		98685-1397

		917423023		Taniguchi		Stacie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		Asian		F		310 2940658		NA		NA		stanigu1@my.westga.edu		6463 Nancy Street				Los Angeles		CA		90045

		917435384		Moss		Kelly		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				3.88		White		F		706 6601314		NA		NA		kmoss2@my.westga.edu		3721 18th Ave				Columbus		GA		31904-7909

		917241711		Rex		Carley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201208		201401				4		White		F		404 4884298		NA		carleyrex15@gmail.com		crex1@my.westga.edu		1022 Chastain Park Ct				Atlanta		GA		30342-3246

		917041234		McArthur		Deanna Kaye		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401				3.86		White		F		404 7755007		NA		NA		dmcarth2@my.westga.edu		645 N Fairfield Dr				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3929

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401		3.81		4		White		F		770 7483553		NA		NA		esorrel1@my.westga.edu		802 N Cave Spring Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-2156

		917346188		Gardner		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				3.97		White		F		919 2728125		NA		lauren@chiggerland.com		lgardne6@my.westga.edu		361 Lovvorn Rd Apt 130				Carrollton		GA		30117-2849

		917016180		Woodruff		Janice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201301		201401		3.1		3.86		White		F		770 8531709		NA		Jmcook123@aol.com		jcook3@my.westga.edu		17035 Hwy 46				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917443216		Parker		Alison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.87		White		F		229 2263944		NA		NA		aparke20@my.westga.edu		2176 Hall Road				Thomasville		GA		31757

		917243350		Perrotta		Elena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		3.16		3.46		White		F				NA		perrotta.elena@gmail.com		eperrot1@my.westga.edu

		917191358		Blevins		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		2.86				White		F		770 696		NA		NA		mblevin1@my.westga.edu		145 Sweetwater Church Road				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917396053		Wheeler		McKensey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201401				3.25		Black		F		678 988-0653		NA		mckenseywheeler@yahoo.com		mwheele4@my.westga.edu		313 Central St				Cedartown		GA		30125-3609

		917415671		Beverly		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201401				3.66		White		F		404 4885133		NA		NA		jbeverl1@my.westga.edu		1650 Barnes Mill Rd Apt 521				Marietta		GA		30062-7557

		917293817		Simonds		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401		3.2		3.72		White		F		678 3082703		NA		NA		bsimond1@my.westga.edu		131 Timber Walk Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3521

		917441387		Lovett		Caprina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.25		Black		F		229 8352105		NA		NA		clovett2@my.westga.edu		12429 Georgia Highway 216				Edison		GA		39846

		917403105		Harden		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		423 4998540		NA		hardensarah@yahoo.com		sharden2@my.westga.edu		8117 Hamilton Mill Dr				Chattanooga		TN		37421-2766

		917438397		Cooke		Karen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 4645860		NA		NA		kcooke3@my.westga.edu		1561 Oakdale Bluffs Dr SE				Mableton		GA		30126-2959

		917409581		Bowie		Prince		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				3.75		Black		M		850 3228434		NA		NA		pbowie1@my.westga.edu		867 Victoria PL SW				Atlanta		GA		30310

		917431470		Greene		Bretton		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.77		White		M		706 2545444		NA		NA		bgreene3@my.westga.edu		85 Orchard Ln				Rossville		GA		30741-7253

		917135002		Edmonds		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		2.87		3.9		White		F		678 8395419		NA		NA		ledmonds@westga.edu		114 Wooddale Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-6103

		917429167		Langford		Bradley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201208		201401				4		White		M		423 6451061		NA		NA		blangfo2@my.westga.edu		193 JD Drive				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917429729		Campbell		Leonard		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4				M		423 2383885		NA		NA		lcampbe4@my.westga.edu		6722 Flagcrest Dr				Ooltewah		TN		37363-8381

		917442633		Johnson		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201401		3.4				White		F		229 8948694		NA		NA		mmclend2@my.westga.edu		4848 Betty Wise Rd				Bronwood		GA		39826

		917416181		Fore		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				4		White		M				NA		NA		kfore1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3414				Cumming		GA		30028-6520

		917438113		Fitzgerald		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4				M		770 4436846		NA		NA		jfitzge3@my.westga.edu		238 Legacy Pointe Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-0837

		917429892		Pike		Celeste		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 4435168		NA		pike30241@gmail.com		cpike2@my.westga.edu		119 Churchill Ct				LaGrange		GA		30241-7730

		917432391		Bonner		Lakisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		770 4609427		NA		NA		lbonner2@my.westga.edu		115 Briar Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1937

		917053105		Dutch		Lawanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		Black		F		404 5789699		NA		NA		lbell9@my.westga.edu		663 Rock Hill Pkwy				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3658

		917427700		McInvale		Lesley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 9770491		NA		NA		lmcinva1@my.westga.edu

		917439926		Banks		Fajetta		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201301		201401				3.4		Black		F		404 6433527		NA		NA		fbanks3@my.westga.edu		925 Villas Ridge Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-6843

		917119145		Brewer		Malinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201401		3.2		3.83		Black		F		770 8364859		NA		NA		msimpso3@my.westga.edu		501 Hollis Thompson Dr				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2463

		917431885		Meade-Franklin		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.3		Black		F		513 9025502		NA		NA		nmeadef1@my.westga.edu		3385 Wrenwood Ct				Loganville		GA		30052-7874

		917406258		Merriman		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201401		2.83				White		M		770 5184702		NA		NA		dmerrim1@my.westga.edu		3518 Clubland Dr				Marietta		GA		30068-2510

		917414366		Mccollum		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		770 5961650		NA		NA		amccoll1@my.westga.edu		2113 Keswick Village Court				Conyers		GA		30013

		917407400		Racine		Keith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401				3.81		Black		M		678 2133506		NA		keithracine@yahoo.com		kracine1@my.westga.edu		9127 Loxford St				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-6414

		917115671		Martin		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		4		3.85		Black		F		404 7344567		NA		ebonyimani19@yahoo.com		emartin8@my.westga.edu		847 Hartford Pl SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4250

		917404708		Marsh		Maxine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.66		Black		F		770 7618156		maxine.marsh@henry.k12.ga.us		NA		mmarsh1@my.westga.edu		2312 Blackburn Pass				Conyers		GA		30013-7432

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201305		201401				4		White		F		678 4598788		jessica.bolton@cherokee.k12.ga.us		jbolton6@yahoo.com		jbolton4@my.westga.edu		11 Frontier Road				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917428986		Spurley		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				4		Black		M		404 4543615		NA		NA		jspurle1@my.westga.edu		7838 Bluefin Trail				Union City		GA		30291

		917039720		Keen		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		3.08		4		Black		F				NA		NA		kfarmer1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 913				Newnan		GA		30264-0913

		917306457		Voltz		Spring		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.85		White		F		678 4807202		NA		ga231@yahoo.com		svoltz1@my.westga.edu		1951 Brittania Circle				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917437827		Beck		Erika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.9		White		F		770 9431590		NA		NA		ebeck3@my.westga.edu		2699 Lost Lakes Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6035

		917294512		Chisholm		Arlena		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.29		Black		F		404 6440919		NA		NA		aperkin3@my.westga.edu		910 Elbethel Road				Fayette		AL		35555

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201401		3.53		3.58		White		F		770 5004614		NA		NA		mspence2@my.westga.edu		110 Hugh Brown Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917418804		Griffin		Gerren		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401		0		4		Black		M		404 8193193		NA		NA		ggriffi3@my.westga.edu		175 Winterberry Rdg				Fayetteville		GA		30214-2679

		917436224		Snider		Erika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 8704104		NA		NA		esnider2@my.westga.edu		5875 Due West Rd NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3721

		917430841		Carner-Wylie		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				3.91		Black		F		770 3749107		NA		NA		acarner1@my.westga.edu		328 Crystal Downs Way				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917437620		Washington		Angelo		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.5		Black		M		770 9432180		NA		NA		awashi12@my.westga.edu		2842 Black Oak Hollow Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917429111		Drew		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.88		White		M		706 5629474		NA		NA		tdrew1@my.westga.edu		18989 Ga Highway 315				Ellerslie		GA		31807-5351

		917063259		Mayfield		Layla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201405		2.4		4		White		F		678 3786139		NA		NA		lmayfie1@my.westga.edu		2689 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8497

		917011146		Brown		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201108		201405		2.86		3.91		White		F		801 7176070		NA		rebrown1977@aol.com		rbrown22@my.westga.edu		172 Calico Loop				Grantville		GA		30220

		917044672		Woods		Chadrick		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				P		201308		201405		2.76		3.69		White		M				cwoods@darlingtonschool.org		NA		cwoods1@my.westga.edu		1014 Cave Spring Rd SW				Rome		GA		30161

		917044181		Gaddy		Carla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201405		2.58		3.82		White		F		678 2287951		carla.gaddy@dougals.k12.ga.us		NA		cgaddy1@my.westga.edu		11 Ridgeview Court				Newnan		GA		30263-5564

		917037580		Veal		Sunny		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201205		201405		3.46		4		White		F		770 2530955		NA		sunny.veal@cowetaschools.net		sveal1@my.westga.edu		247 Fincher Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2995

		917095246		Jones		Della		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 9747706		NA		NA		djones34@my.westga.edu		1837 Fernwood Rd NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-2556

		917014871		Cox		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200805		201405		4		3.96		White		F		770 2359406		lcox@marietta-city.k12.ga.us		NA		lcox2@my.westga.edu		252 Bristol Ln				Marietta		GA		30066-5154

		917096268		Davis		April		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201405		3.15		3.73		Black		F		404 2185720		NA		apr_davis1@yahoo.com		adavis17@my.westga.edu		1581 Marshall Lane SE				Conyers		GA		30094

		917033912		Carroll		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201405		3.51		3.9		White		F		404 4062679		NA		meg9087@yahoo.com		lbolt1@my.westga.edu		190 Balouse Gilley Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917153042		Kotsianis		Andreas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405		3.2		3.11		White		M		770 5991082		NA		NA		akotsia1@my.westga.edu		215 McIntosh Estates Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3013

		917156854		Carnes		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		201405		201405		3.08				White		M		770 6963020		NA		NA		wcarnes1@my.westga.edu		4051 Harvest Ridge Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917166479		Davis		Jill		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				P		201105		201405		4		3.75		White		F		404 5422722		NA		nonnie.jill@gmail.com		jcollin5@my.westga.edu		28 Seven Pines Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1397

		917167760		Lee		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201405		4		3.75		Black		F		706 8129341		NA		pdlee1@aol.com		plee1@my.westga.edu		207 Brookcrest Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-1327

		917075470		Goolsby		Katy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201405		3.1		3.95		White		F		770 8381761		NA		NA		knorman1@my.westga.edu		65 Ponderosa Rd.				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917133279		Lane		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201401		201405		3		3.76		White		F				holly.lane@douglas.k12.ga.us		NA		hmcgee1@my.westga.edu		5379 Kings Highway				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917170417		Johnson		Jared		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201405		2.7						M		770 4971960		NA		NA		jjohns11@my.westga.edu		3701 Whitney Pl				Duluth		GA		30096-3170

		917181507		Hinton		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201405		2		3.77				F		678 3780295		NA		NA		mhinton2@my.westga.edu		81 Oconee Woods Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-4617

		917194946		Cain		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		F		770 3648005		pamela.cain@cobbk12.org		NA		pcain1@my.westga.edu		6114 Buck Hollow Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-7694

		917374618		Hancock		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405		3.44		3.94		White		F		678 3336222		NA		whitneyhancock@pickenscountyschools.org		whancoc1@my.westga.edu		274 Peachtree St				Fairmount		GA		30139-3023

		917174397		Hicks		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201405		3.61		3.3		White		F		678 9788945		NA		hicksah@hotmail.com		ahicks2@my.westga.edu		400 Pleasant Way				Temple		GA		30179-5047

		917156037		Ewing		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201405		3.4		3.87		White		F		404 6251258		NA		NA		eewing1@my.westga.edu		238 Emily Circle				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917169122		Harber		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.41		3.75		White		M		770 9479779		NA		NA		bharber1@my.westga.edu		8259 Louisville Dr				Winston		GA		30187-1089

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				System Level (COE)				F		201401		201405		3.65		3.79		Black		F		404 5367648		NA		NA		kchambl1@my.westga.edu		213 Sequoia Pointe				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917250739		Bolton		Myra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.16		Black		F		770 8994724		NA		NA		mbolton3@my.westga.edu		5487 Trumpet Vine Trl SE				Mableton		GA		30126-5649

		917201613		Carter		Otashia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201405		3.4		3.77		Black		F		404 9063474		NA		NA		ocarter1@my.westga.edu		713 Carrington Green Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30252-7686

		917236901		Olson		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200605		201405				3.89				F		770 2985607		jill.olson@bartow.k12.ga.us		jillolson1@comcast.net		jgustaf1@my.westga.edu		321 Hunt Creek Dr				Acworth		GA		30101-2292

		917260906		Charles		Ciara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.72		4		White		F		678 8494299		NA		ciara071986@yahoo.com		ccharle2@my.westga.edu		15 Forest Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917267662		Thurman		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201405		3.57		4		White		F		770 8460308		NA		honeybee0114@yahoo.com		lfrista1@my.westga.edu		240 Raleigh Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917044999		Neighbors		Tara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.68		4		White		F		706 3020573		NA		NA		tneighb1@my.westga.edu		15030 US Highway 27				Franklin		GA		30217-5335

		917285753		Gaither		Freddie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201405		3.21		3.41		Black		M		404 5193879		NA		Freddiesgaither@yahoo.com		fgaithe1@my.westga.edu		3586 Tulip Dr				Decatur		GA		30032-4847

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201205		201405		2.92		3.83		Black		F		770 4037083		NA		NA		chollan1@my.westga.edu		368 Mallard Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917011825		Cuellar		Jose		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200705		201405		2.93		3.86		White		M		770 8514665		NA		JMCuellar65@aol.com		jcuella1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 588				Carrollton		GA		30112-0011

		917287265		Weems		Aubrey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200801		201405		2.69				Black		M		770 9941764		NA		NA		aweems1@my.westga.edu		6071 Highway 85 Apt 22D				Riverdale		GA		30274-1551

		917252162		Thomas		Shalicia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.33		3.5		Black		F		770 5960278		NA		NA		sthoma24@my.westga.edu		115 Country Cottage Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5428

		917292808		Rice		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.72		3.91		White		F		678 3334470		NA		NA		aschuld1@my.westga.edu		407 Northlake Drive		Unit F-6		Carrollton		GA		30117-3008

		917251779		Schultz		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.73		3.87		White		F		770 4432778		NA		NA		aschult2@my.westga.edu		178 Scott Blvd				Dallas		GA		30157-3290

		917294256		Hooper		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201405		2.76						F		770 9600146		NA		NA		dhooper1@my.westga.edu		3101 Rock Creek Dr				Rex		GA		30273-2441

		917323978		Colas		Manesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200808		201405		3.07				Black		F		678 9782974		NA		NA		mcolas1@my.westga.edu		460 Hays Mill Rd Apt C6				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917326250		White		Sean		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management		Special Education - MAT				F		201108		201405		2.82		2.83		White		M		770 5615218		NA		NA		swhite10@my.westga.edu		5185 Cash Road				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917339102		LaPointe		Madeline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		200908		201405		3.27				White		F		770 9498921		NA		NA		mlapoin1@my.westga.edu		3224 Plymouth Rock Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-6629

		917343692		Griffin		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				P		200908		201405		3.6				White		F		770 5624699		NA		NA		agriffi9@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1065				Temple		GA		30179-1065

		917344224		Galatian		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200908		201405		3.31				White		M		770 2521160		NA		NA		zgalati1@my.westga.edu		20 Brittain Way				Newnan		GA		30263-6935

		917348654		Hendricks		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201405		4		3.66		Black		F				NA		ebh8@comcast.net		ehendri2@my.westga.edu		2493 Sunridge Ave SE				Atlanta		GA		30315

		917335901		Coker		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		200908		201405		2.85				Black		F		478 7189665		NA		coker.jessica@gmail.com		jcoker4@my.westga.edu		3405 Sweetwater Road 915				Lawrenceville		GA		30044

		917199907		McGuire		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.26		3.67		White		F		770 8562859		NA		NA		cmcguir2@my.westga.edu		663 Rogers St				Roopville		GA		30170-3148

		917314244		Zacarias		Joanne		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201405		3.68				Asian		F		678 8505602		NA		NA		jzacari1@my.westga.edu		218 River Park Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2235

		917294615		Patrick		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405		2.96		3.95				F		678 6013966		NA		NA		mmeher1@my.westga.edu		35 Deerfield Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917372289		Sears		Nyree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201405				3.16		Black		F		757 2928116		NA		nyreesultan@yahoo.com		nsultan1@my.westga.edu		412 Mahogany Avenida				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917314946		Akins		Allison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201405		4		4		White		F		770 3289525		NA		allison.lee.lambert@gmail.com		alamber1@my.westga.edu		238 Hidden Lakes Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917317949		Shiver		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201405		3.29				White		M		770 6467117		NA		NA		mshiver2@my.westga.edu		114 Morris Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-3772

		917455313		Martiniere		Meghan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				4		White		F		404 3093083		NA		NA		mmarti21@my.westga.edu		984 Longley Ave NW				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917381462		Taylor-Hamilton		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Biology						F		201008		201405		3.44				White		F		770 8381075		NA		NA		ataylo20@my.westga.edu		15 S Hillside Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8656

		917381838		Newman		Judson		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		201008		201405		2.79				White		M		706 4020861		NA		NA		jnewman8@my.westga.edu		1036 Country Club Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-1002

		917381744		Holt		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201101		201405		3.11				White		F		757 8702480		NA		NA		mholt4@my.westga.edu		92 Dillwyn Drive				Newport News		VA		23602

		917369057		Reed		Keondra		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.1				Black		F		404 7516842		NA		NA		kreed5@my.westga.edu		2407 Fripp Ter				Riverdale		GA		30296-6017

		917361298		Higgs		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.83				White		M				NA		NA		jhiggs2@my.westga.edu		166 Carson Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4647

		917374587		Despinasse		Noah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.41				Black		M		770 2109764		NA		NA		ndespin1@my.westga.edu		718 Millstone Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-4130

		917376154		Law		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201405		3.54		4		White		F		770 6086720		NA		NA		klaw1@my.westga.edu		1238 Main Street				Covington		GA		30014

		917123081		Young		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201405		2.52		3.72				M		770 7489587		NA		NA		kyoung5@my.westga.edu		1993 Grady Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5919

		917385396		Cornejo		Alice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201405				3.6		White		F		404 6446500		NA		asusan76@hotmail.com		adavis34@my.westga.edu		75 Oak Park Square				Newnan		GA		30265-5509

		917347968		Ragsdale		Trista		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				3.9		White		F		706 2669783		NA		tcgille2070@aol.com		tgilles2@my.westga.edu		1499 Tennis Court Road Apt 6A				Blue Ridge		GA		30513

		917065244		Morin		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.6		3.91		White		F		678 9082771		NA		NA		hmorin1@my.westga.edu		184 Oak Mountain Pkwy				Carrollton		GA		30116-6421

		917399204		Diener		Ross		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201405				3.94		White		M		516 623-1870		NA		forestpark26@optonline.net		rdiener1@my.westga.edu		1481 Kenneth Ave				North Baldwin		NY		11510-1600

		917354030		Wynn		Mirna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				3.96				F		678 7564332		NA		NA		mwynn2@my.westga.edu		3311 Mapleleaf Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917438811		Collins		Sabrina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201301		201405				4		White		F		770 5628320		NA		NA		scollin9@my.westga.edu		548 McGukin Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-4820

		917264856		Huett		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201405				4		White		F		678 6013405		NA		khuett@westga.edu		khuett@westga.edu		11 Sunny Brk				Carrollton		GA		30117-6100

		917416610		Coston		Charice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201205		201405				3.33		Black		F		678 4295823		NA		NA		ccoston1@my.westga.edu		724 Outlook Way				Atlanta		GA		30349-3984

		917126890		Brooks		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405		2.75		3.77		White		M				NA		jcbrooks82@yahoo.com		jbrooks8@my.westga.edu		230 West Avenue Apt 6				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917252539		Harvey		Tina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201201		201405		2.79		4		White		F				NA		NA		trussel3@my.westga.edu		123 Baldwin Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-6949

		917429207		Campbell		Sasha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		0		3.83		Black		F		470 5548151		NA		NA		scampb14@my.westga.edu		870 Mayson Turner Rd Unit 1104				Atlanta		GA		30314

		917413386		Smith		Carla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201405				4		White		F		706 2067162		NA		NA		csmith82@my.westga.edu		127 Lucy Lane				Athens		GA		30606

		917424781		Harper		Willie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201405				3.62		Black		M		678 4784082		NA		jrwh90@gmail.com		wharper3@my.westga.edu		2700 Pine Tree Rd NE Unit 1316				Atlanta		GA		30324-5678

		917107273		Wofford		William		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201405				3.97		White		M		770 3562600		NA		NA		wwoffor1@my.westga.edu		154 Infantry Way SW				Marietta		GA		30064-5003

		917425295		Green		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201205		201405				3.32		White		M		662 4017619		NA		NA		zgreen3@my.westga.edu		304 Road 122				Nettleton		MS		38858-9356

		917308663		Castile		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201105		201405				3.9		White		M		706 3461380		NA		jcastile24@gmail.com		jcastil1@my.westga.edu		2981 Summit Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6252

		917297564		Huckeba		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201405				3.37		White		M		678 7876329		NA		NA		dhuckeb1@my.westga.edu		272 Mashburn Rd				Roopville		GA		30170

		917398584		Owens		Abby		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Reading				P		201105		201405				3.94		White		F		912 7568418		NA		abbyowens@gmail.com		aowens5@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3112				Richmond Hill		GA		31324-7112

		917381744		Holt		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BBA		Sport Management								F		201101		201405		3.11				White		F		757 8702480		NA		NA		mholt4@my.westga.edu		92 Dillwyn Drive				Newport News		VA		23602

		917447421		Ferrier		Alina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				3.9		White		F		504 3297787		NA		NA		aferrie1@my.westga.edu		3826 Upland Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917448523		Denson		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				3.77		Black		F		478 3204101		NA		NA		adillar4@my.westga.edu		2815 Virginia Drive				Macon		GA		31206

		917447865		Stanard		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201405				4		White		M		678 8501828		NA		NA		dstanar1@my.westga.edu		120 West Fork Dr				Newnan		GA		30263

		917415295		Kelley		Charles		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		678 4674063		NA		NA		ckelley8@my.westga.edu		34 Terrace St				Griffin		GA		30224

		917439256		Sayago		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		White		F		706 2559622		NA		NA		msayago1@my.westga.edu		100 Country Roads Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917437284		Logan		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		Black		F		404 5127092		NA		NA		tlogan1@my.westga.edu		9525 Lakeview Road				Union City		GA		30291

		917291364		Cuthbert		Kellye		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201305		201405				3.63		Black		F		404 5050010		NA		NA		kcuthbe1@my.westga.edu		3427 Spreading Oak Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917449295		Koudele		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201405				4		White		M		404 5835164		NA		NA		rkoudel1@my.westga.edu		4822 Helga Way				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917445231		Aumann		Alan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201405				3.66		White		M		678 3868962		NA		NA		aaumann1@my.westga.edu		2575 Oak Hill Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-1554

		917437625		Salomon		Kari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 5966161		NA		NA		ksalomo1@my.westga.edu		1330 Rivershyre Pkwy				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917438403		Barilow		Greg		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		M		770 9660725		NA		NA		gbarilo1@my.westga.edu		141 Clubhouse Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5025

		917399168		Blackmon		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		404 9430385		NA		blackmon70@comcast.net		eblackm2@my.westga.edu		Condo Apt1		5137 Roswell Rd		Atlanta		GA		30342-2242

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201205		201405		2.42		3.58		Black		M		678 6379352		NA		griffin_jd@yahoo.com		jgriff14@my.westga.edu		1155 Windbrooke Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917212250		Peoples		Trona		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201405				3.41		Black		F		770 4716247		NA		NA		twinfre1@my.westga.edu		1901 Flatrock Court				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917432195		Getz		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		706 5733472		NA		NA		bgetz1@my.westga.edu		2620 17th Avenue				Columbus		GA		31901

		917450391		Joiner		LaShelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				3.83		White		F		770 5908455		NA		NA		ljoiner1@my.westga.edu		1122 Bowerie Chase				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917352541		Adams		Tracey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201301		201405				3.5				F		678 6587147		NA		NA		tadams6@my.westga.edu		125 Champion Lane				Covington		GA		30016

		917420601		Cox		William		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		706 566		NA		NA		wcox2@my.westga.edu		6048 Granite Field Drive				Fortson		GA		31808

		917438813		Ogle		Nathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		865 6546546		NA		NA		nogle1@my.westga.edu		5239 N Dearing St SE				Covington		GA		30014-2629

		917454805		Jay		Tony		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		201405				3.55		White		M		770 8427984		NA		NA		tjay1@my.westga.edu		101 Peach Trail				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917414679		Sullivan		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 4165954		NA		NA		ssulliv3@my.westga.edu		211 Preston Cir				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1466

		917417688		Stover		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Accounting						F		201208		201405		3.61				White		F		678 5838792		NA		NA		mstover1@my.westga.edu		1325 Lake Forest Lane				McDonough		GA		30253

		917302410		Bell		Robert		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		770 5994399		NA		NA		rbell11@my.westga.edu		654 Standing Rock Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-1404

		917027274		Daniel		Nicole		Newnan, GA Resident Center		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405		3.29		3.95		White		F				NA		NA		ndaniel2@my.westga.edu

		917202440		Lopera		Carolina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.85		3.92		White		F		678 8862072		NA		clopera1@live.com		clopera1@my.westga.edu		4370 Satellite Blvd Apt 809				Duluth		GA		30096-4064

		917361019		Gawel		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.87		3.91		White		F		770 9905989		NA		NA		kgawel1@my.westga.edu		6221 N Helton Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3925

		917414642		Costantino		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.84		White		F		847 7040238		NA		rdcosta45@yahoo.com		rcostan1@my.westga.edu

		917446276		Kaye		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		F		404 4495567		NA		rebecca.kaye@gmail.com		rkaye1@my.westga.edu		835 Berne St				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917317602		Brown		Wendi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.9		3.91		White		F		229 8150364		NA		NA		wbrown7@my.westga.edu		149 Hidden Falls Walk				Griffin		GA		30224-9002

		917359463		Kenney		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.81		3.91		White		F		770 4803125		NA		NA		jkenney1@my.westga.edu		525 E College St				Griffin		GA		30224-4308

		917364074		Cooper		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201405				3.5		White		F		404 9092987		jcooper@paulding.k12.ga.us		julesb1227@hotmail.com		jcoope13@my.westga.edu		32 Chelsea Walk				Dallas		GA		30157

		917159802		Huguley		Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405		3.18		3.18		Black		F		770 8433929		NA		NA		jhugule1@my.westga.edu		2580 Summer Lake Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3839

		917401097		Baker		Jerrah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201108		201405		2.97				White		F		678 4930461		NA		NA		jbaker14@my.westga.edu		116 Northampton Dr				Canton		GA		30115-6008

		917434315		Jiles		Delinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201405				4		White		F		678 4310039		NA		NA		djiles2@my.westga.edu		76 Hickory Lake Dr				Acworth		GA		30101-8757

		917377360		Howard		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201405				3.93		Black		F		678 9074540		NA		lindahoward305@gmail.com		lhoward2@my.westga.edu		305 Park Court				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917432350		Harris		Octavius		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				3.75		Black		M		678 7324902		NA		NA		oharris2@my.westga.edu		4937 Locherby Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213-4384

		917447881		Daniels		Barbara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201405				4		White		F				NA		NA		bdaniel8@my.westga.edu		1207 Kilian Blvd SE				St. Cloud		MN		56304

		917397202		Wagner		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201405				3.93		White		F		404 8037917		NA		NA		awagner@westga.edu		285 Grapevine Run				Atlanta		GA		30350-4464

		917410027		Horton		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201405				3.85		White		M		334 2159976		NA		NA		jhorton4@my.westga.edu		2 Briarwood Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-1513

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				4		Black		F		678 5367880		NA		NA		fazuana1@my.westga.edu		541 10th St. NW #253				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917179184		Hopkins		Marlie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.28		4		White		F		678 8774094		NA		NA		mjennin2@my.westga.edu		339 Baldwin Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-6956

		917099854		Bass		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 8501523		erin.bass@cowetaschools.org		emj05@uga.edu		ejennin2@my.westga.edu		15 Forest Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-1668

		917166161		LaFontaine		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405		2.43		3.77		White		F		404 4142807		NA		NA		alafont1@my.westga.edu		5330 Evian Xing NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-2806

		917143733		Gillespie		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201405				3.95		Black		F		770 4988583		NA		NA		sgilles2@my.westga.edu		1514 Stoneleigh Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30088

		917122136		Gregg		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201405				4		White		F		706 2596572		lisa.gregg@wcsga.net		NA		lgregg2@my.westga.edu		179 Lindsey Drive				Dalton		GA		30721

		917417202		Gonder		Tyrone		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				4		Black		M		478 2749996		NA		gonderty@aol.com		tgonder1@my.westga.edu		206 Long Leaf Way				Dublin		GA		31021-1680

		917413104		Bailey		Jetaun		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				3.85		Black		F		205 7889975		NA		NA		jbaile13@my.westga.edu		1012 Hillandale Dr				Fairfield		AL		35064-1526

		917297223		Sanya		Mariam		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201208		201405		3.29		3.91		Black		F		404 6419165		NA		NA		msanya1@my.westga.edu		3456 Lehigh Way				Decatur		GA		30034-5744

		917392287		Shelnutt		Gregory		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201405		3.75				White		M		770 4669832		NA		NA		gshelnu1@my.westga.edu		420 Jordan Ct				Monroe		GA		30655-8360

		917390535		Cagle		Shana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201405		2.95				White		F		706 2639584		NA		NA		scagle1@my.westga.edu		101 Granny Smith Dr SE				Calhoun		GA		30701-4584

		917445410		Cox		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201405				3.87		Black		F		770 5973318		NA		NA		kcox5@my.westga.edu		70 Lakeside Court				Covington 		GA		30016

		917450394		Smith		Miatta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				4		Black		F		404 4236611		NA		NA		msmith81@my.westga.edu		19 Silverleaf Lane				Dallas		GA		30157

		917450265		Seagraves		Kerri		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				3.91		White		F		404 4050222		NA		NA		kseagra1@my.westga.edu		86 Spur Lane				Hiram		GA		30141

		917429182		Gorrell		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		404 4058912		NA		NA		agorrel1@my.westga.edu		508 W Atlanta St SE				Marietta		GA		30060

		917419875		Hoptroff		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405				3.95		White		F		678 3137855		NA		NA		kbeer1@my.westga.edu		238 Stone Lake Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				3.84		White		F		847 8091228		NA		Jenniferheflin1@netzero.net		jrosehe1@my.westga.edu		110 Birchwood Pass				Canton		GA		30114

		917398543		Hoyos		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		4		3.91		White		F		770 5993237		NA		kathrynhoyos@gmail.com		khoyos1@my.westga.edu		192 Mulberry Dr				Senoia		GA		30276-1344

		917251445		Ross		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		4		3.93		White		F		678 5886417		NA		NA		lsneed1@my.westga.edu		97 White Bridge Road Apt A9				Nashville		TN		37205

		917157516		Thornton		Courtenay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405		3.55		3.85		White		F		678 4169611		NA		NA		cdavis10@my.westga.edu		526 Old Camp Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917159630		Kemp		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.88		4		Black		F		770 2945045		NA		bkemp1908@yahoo.com		bkemp1@my.westga.edu		2380 Carobet Ter				College Park		GA		30349-4878

		917419969		Walls		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		4		3.83		White		F		404 6950071		NA		wallsa89@gmail.com		awalls3@my.westga.edu		3759 Harts Pl				Atlanta		GA		30341-1754

		917418431		Hogan		Maryellen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 5251897		NA		NA		mhogan1@my.westga.edu		3402 Sean Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-5549

		917394729		Slater		Kara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		4		3.93		White		F		719 6597747		NA		karaslater2@gmail.com		kslater1@my.westga.edu		7845 Scarborough Dr				Colorado Springs		CO		80920-7117

		917414381		Theeck		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.91		White		F		714 5222069		NA		NA		atheeck1@my.westga.edu		15246 Borda Rd				La Mirada		CA		90638-4513

		917417841		Ragole		Lorelei		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		4		3.83		White		F		678 6870119		NA		NA		lragole1@my.westga.edu		2715 Abbottswell Dr				Alpharetta		GA		30022-5278

		917411576		Marable		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.92		White		F		256 6262621		NA		NA		aburke6@my.westga.edu		2202 COUNTRYWOOD CIR				Sylacauga		AL		35150

		917348571		Sykes-Clark		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.16		3.75		Black		F		404 4212896		NA		NA		tsykesc1@my.westga.edu		6179 Chastain Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-2479

		917391205		Bower		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201405				4		White		F		404 8405007		NA		kmmcnair@kent.edu		kbower1@my.westga.edu		4130 Northbrook Bend NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917439636		Wyatt		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201405				4		White		F		678 3139099		NA		NA		hwyatt2@my.westga.edu		1584 Greenbrook Drive				Austell		GA		30168

		917437162		Dimitri		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				3.44		Black		M		706 5656460		NA		NA		adimitr1@my.westga.edu		313 Belfair Dr				Ellerslie		GA		31807-5466

		917437230		Lee		Jon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				3.66		White		M		609 7136185		NA		NA		jlee31@my.westga.edu		85 E Arbor Ave				Vineland		NJ		8360

		917412013		Bailey		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201405				3.77		Black		F		910 8683683		NA		NA		pbailey3@my.westga.edu		1926 Harcourt Cir Apt 202				Fayetteville		NC		28304-0584

		917337288		Pasco		Austin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201405		2.78				White		M		770 3164980		NA		NA		apasco1@my.westga.edu		5118 Central Church Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4114

		917199668		Reynolds		Erica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.35				Black		F		770 9077045		NA		NA		ereynol4@my.westga.edu		1623 Cheryl Leigh Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296-2506

		917412311		Kowalski		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.91		White		F		219 4777447		NA		NA		jkowals1@my.westga.edu		480 Louisa Ln				Chesterton		IN		46304-3379

		917452066		Brooks		Mihaela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201405				3.88		White		F		678 3639941		NA		NA		mbrook13@my.westga.edu		897 Fox Hollow Pkwy				Marietta		GA		30068

		917407683		Andrews		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.7		White		F		678 9475476		NA		NA		aandrew5@my.westga.edu		7115 Balmoral Ct				Cumming		GA		30041-3003

		917412168		Cox		Tierra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.91		Black		F		252 2595829		NA		NA		tcox8@my.westga.edu		1305 Benfield Ave				New Bern		NC		28562-2805

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.35		3.8		White		F		678 3262594		NA		NA		jmccull3@my.westga.edu		10390 Rivertown Rd				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917254117		Lester		Erica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405		3.28		3.85		Black		F		678 9002974		NA		NA		elester1@my.westga.edu		15 Brownsville Court				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917424837		Greene		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201208		201405		3.07				White		M		770 9622630		NA		NA		agreene6@my.westga.edu		995 Sunny Field Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-4598

		917321740		Crowe		Caleb		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201405		3.28				White		M		770 4430936		NA		NA		ccrowe3@my.westga.edu		196 Dupree Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-6153

		917353285		Wilson		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		American Studies		Special Education - MAT				F		201208		201405		2.88		3		White		M		678 2327078		NA		NA		awilso26@my.westga.edu		366 Fenbrook Way				Marietta		GA		30064

		917444294		Hosley		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201405				3.75		Black		F		404 2813033		NA		NA		shosley1@my.westga.edu		6310 Elmshorn Way				Alpharetta		GA		30004

		917452267		Thompson		Winsone		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201405				3.88		Black		F				NA		NA		wthomps4@my.westga.edu		4379 Chestnut Oaks Trace				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917424639		Mitchell		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201405				4		White		F		770 6329741		NA		NA		smitch16@my.westga.edu		101 Retreat Pt				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1439

		917440330		Barnes		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201301		201405				4		White		F		770 8433266		NA		NA		bbarnes1@my.westga.edu		600 Garson Dr NE Apt 6207				Atlanta		GA		30324-3393

		917424504		Reese		Molly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201405				4		White		F		706 5271450		NA		NA		mreese4@my.westga.edu		5852 Winvelly Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-4713

		917436016		Sykes		Phillip		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education				Social Studies Concent(MGE)				F		201301		201405				4		White		M		404 2027395		NA		phillip.sykes@cowetaschools.org		psykes1@my.westga.edu		24 Greenwood Ct				Newnan		GA		30265

		917415520		Blair		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		4		3.92		White		F		678 3444642		NA		NA		eblair2@my.westga.edu		1515 Water Shine Way				Snellville		GA		30078-7765

		917408058		Murray		Katoya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201405				3.9		Black		F		770 2518786		NA		toyahunt@yahoo.com		kmurray5@my.westga.edu		166 Village Park Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6256

		917446497		Wood		Jerry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201405				4		White		M		770 4686665		NA		NA		jwood13@my.westga.edu		270 Loneoak Drive				Senoia		GA		30276

		917250129		Philpot		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.29		4		White		F				NA		NA		jphilpo1@my.westga.edu		3184 Warrenton Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-1395

		917158436		Hodorowski		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201405				4		Asian		M		770 6937694		NA		michaelhodorowski!comcast.net		mhodoro1@my.westga.edu		1837 Babbling Brk NW				Acworth		GA		30102-7975

		917428450		Hurns		Reginald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201208		201405				3.4		Black		M		404 2073422		NA		NA		rhurns1@my.westga.edu		3050 Wexford Walk Dr SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-5738

		917427101		Skelley		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201405				3.75		White		M		770 2772953		NA		joshskelley@hotmail.com		jskelle1@my.westga.edu		1502 Armende Cir				Dacula		GA		30019-1996

		917431683		Dulaney		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.91		White		F		706 9360218		NA		NA		adulane1@my.westga.edu		14 Mimosa Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-3980

		917427372		Bush		N'jemele		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.31		Black		F		404 2710325		NA		NA		nbush1@my.westga.edu		2685 Bluestone Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917446567		Adams		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201405				4		White		F		678 4631940		NA		NA		radams8@my.westga.edu		613 Bellenden Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917432192		Cummings		Steven		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.91		White		M		334 8637720		NA		NA		scummin4@my.westga.edu		120 Barkley Dr				Roanoke		AL		36274-2712

		917428666		Hurst		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201405				3.82		Black		F		770 9699319		NA		NA		phurst1@my.westga.edu		4529 Ravenwood Place				Union City		GA		30291

		917135052		Lincoln		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201405		3.34		3.91		White		F		770 7839004		NA		NA		sslay1@my.westga.edu		2558 Three Wood Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917432347		Scoville		Janice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		770 4999959		NA		NA		jscovil1@my.westga.edu		4242 Stef Ln NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3943

		917303900		Tanner		Tara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201301		201405				3.75		Black		F		678 8637610		NA		taraltanner@aol.com		ttanner2@my.westga.edu		1414 Belfaire Lake Trl				Dacula		GA		30019

		917429374		Treadwell		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201405				3.83		White		M		334 8634265		NA		NA		ctreadw1@my.westga.edu		128 Barkley Dr				Roanoke		AL		36274-2712

		917005246		Crowder		Angie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201408		2.85				Black		F		770 5620697		NA		NA		awilso35@my.westga.edu		275 Henson Circle				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917108500		Parker		George		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201405		201408		3		3.06		Black		M				NA		gmanParker@yahoo.com		gparker1@my.westga.edu		323 Kendrick Estates Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917133046		Tallant		Bronn				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201301		201408		3.42				White		M		770 6563932		NA		NA		btallan1@my.westga.edu		6660 Windwood Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-1661

		917165916		Thompson		Tanika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201408		3.51		3.9		Black		F		404 9187423		NA		NA		tthomps3@my.westga.edu		211 Old Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917126394		Mitchell		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200601		201408				3.81		Black		F		770 8190199		NA		NA		amitche3@my.westga.edu		257 Hillcrest Dr SE				Austell		GA		30168-6709

		917171200		Walters		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201408				4		White		F		770 4615907		NA		NA		lwalter1@my.westga.edu		280 Old Ivy				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5654

		917103136		Sultenfuss		Wendy		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408		4		4		White		F				NA		NA		wsulten1@my.westga.edu		695 Braidwood Ter NW				Acworth		GA		30101-3514

		917182928		Jenkins		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201408		2.99				White		F		770 7143342		NA		NA		kjenkin2@my.westga.edu		3820 100 Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-3815

		917145724		Bender		Allison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201408		2.72		3.5		White		F		770 4762719		NA		NA		abender1@my.westga.edu		3607 Rogers Cv				Duluth		GA		30096-2768

		917206648		Spells		Aisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201408		3.86		3.8		Black		F		678 5229661		NA		iteach_theylearn@yahoo.com		aspells1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 310344				Atlanta		GA		31131-0344

		917238057		Sneed		Ishalah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201408				3.28		Black		F		404 5424816		NA		NA		isneed1@my.westga.edu		8295 Gledstone Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4211

		917178517		Howard		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201101		201408		3.77		4		White		F		404 6805934		NA		jennifer_howard30@yahoo.com		jhoward2@my.westga.edu		1209 S. Van Wert Rd.				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917243480		Rinkiewicz		Karyann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201401		201408		3.1		4		White		F		484 6023001		NA		NA		krinkie1@my.westga.edu		55 Norman Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917164339		Dunson		Amekia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201408		3.21		3.84		Black		F		678 6984393		NA		NA		adunson1@my.westga.edu		142 Chaucer Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-6406

		917255680		Omaivboje		Evelyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201408		2.88		3.42		Black		F		404 4517330		NA		NA		eomaivb1@my.westga.edu		3333 Waldrop Farms Way				Decatur		GA		30034-7303

		917297769		Bohannon		Cyle		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201208		201408				3.87		White		F		770 8320430		NA		NA		cbohann1@my.westga.edu		112 Spring St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3048

		917302627		Howell		Shontel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201201		201408				3.33		Black		F		770 8427758		NA		shontelhowell2@yahoo.com		showell4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3524				McDonough		GA		30253-1783

		917287753		Marsh		Tera		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201408				3		Black		F		678 4380891		NA		NA		tmarsh1@my.westga.edu		3878 Hadley Farm Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917298182		Gillespie		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201408				3.93		Black		F		404 3149118		NA		susanmgillespie@bellsouth.net		sgilles3@my.westga.edu		716 Fieldstone Parkway				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917286143		Brooks		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201408		3.23				White		F		770 8761758		NA		remathay25@gmail.com		rmcguir2@my.westga.edu		11 Galaxy St.				Fort Bragg		NC		28307

		917301910		Radvansky		David		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201301		201408		3.35		3.77		White		M		678 3571198		NA		NA		dradvan1@my.westga.edu		220 Hunters Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4492

		917305274		Sanders		Marion		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201408		3.57		3.85		Black		F		404 3233685		NA		NA		msander5@my.westga.edu		33 Hunters Pass				Dallas		GA		30157-9426

		917289342		Nance		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201408		201408				3.78		White		F		404 3752675		NA		anna.nance@yahoo.com		anance1@my.westga.edu		8 Sixth Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917286703		Denney		Micah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201101		201408		3.9				White		M		770 4568337		NA		NA		mdenney2@my.westga.edu		632 Sheffield Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7427

		917204353		Kerr		Shelley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201205		201408		2.99		3.26		White		F		678 6331682		NA		NA		skerr1@my.westga.edu		284 Chapman Ct				La Fayette		GA		30728-5978

		917028563		Remy		Heidi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201408		3.26		3.77		Black		F		404 4058685		heidi.remy@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		hremypo1@my.westga.edu		643 Rocky Branch Road				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917321247		Henry		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201408		3.04						F		404 4608635		NA		NA		ehenry2@my.westga.edu		51 Blossom Ct				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2028

		917123209		Collins		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201408		3.6				White		F		770 2964805		NA		crystalscollins160@gmail.com		ccolli15@my.westga.edu		3750 Tyus Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9618

		917308567		Albritton		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201305		201408		4		4		White		F		706 6483265		NA		kpavet@yahoo.com		kalbrit2@my.westga.edu		503 Delray Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286-1960

		917310571		Rothwell		William		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200808		201408		2.71				White		M		770 2537650		NA		NA		wrothwe1@my.westga.edu		1856 Fischer Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3430

		917316152		Campbell		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201408		3.36		3.41		Black		F				NA		NA		erinc@westga.edu		788 Woodstone Rd				Lithonia		GA		30058-8297

		917202763		Young		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201305		201408		3.16		3.75		White		M		678 7565909		NA		NA		jyoung9@my.westga.edu		564 Kuglar Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917440345		Drake		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201408				4		White		F		770 6226406		NA		NA		kdrake1@my.westga.edu		2915 Towne Village Dr				Duluth		GA		30097-7612

		917344750		Awalt		William				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201408		3				White		M		770 4596745		NA		NA		wawalt1@my.westga.edu		301 Villa Trce				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1425

		917049206		Roquemore		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201408		2.62		3.6		White		F		404 7885840		julieroquemore@cobbk12.org		NA		jlamber1@my.westga.edu		147 26th Street Unit 3309				Atlanta		GA		30309

		917438980		Gipson		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				3.5		Black		F		770 5772829		NA		NA		lgipson1@my.westga.edu		4140 Jackie Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-4454

		917330029		Price		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		3.04				White		F		770 8303019		NA		NA		wprice2@my.westga.edu		105 Park Forest Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-2304

		917302980		Peterson		John				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201408		3.03				Black		M		404 2981722		NA		NA		jpeters7@my.westga.edu		3835 Wood Path Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-4667

		917257389		Baines		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201408		3.38		4		White		F		678 9186358		NA		NA		bcampbe7@my.westga.edu		1444 Lowey Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917346268		Coles		Joy		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201408		201408		3.13				White		F		770 2511098		NA		NA		jcoles1@my.westga.edu		38 Shoal Creek Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2007

		917118995		Dalrymple		Candice		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		3.59		4		White		F		770 6806743		NA		NA		cdalrym1@my.westga.edu		89 Copeland Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3471

		917290376		Caldwell		Brianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201301		201408		3.07		3.84		Black		F		706 2193057		NA		NA		bcaldwe3@my.westga.edu		128 Caldwell Dr				Cleveland		GA		30528-5858

		917320935		McLean		Barbara		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201408		3.15				White		F		678 7564307		NA		NA		beldrid2@my.westga.edu		142 Cunningham Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-2844

		917343872		Burns		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		3.39				Black		F		678 7615189		NA		NA		cburns8@my.westga.edu		1799 Brewer Blvd SW				Atlanta		GA		30310

		917353595		Daniel		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200908		201408		3.03				White		M		770 3283642		NA		NA		tdanie10@my.westga.edu		709 Valley Run Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2415

		917346885		Wehr		Bonnie		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				F		200908		201408		3.02				White		F		770 5651688		NA		NA		bwehr1@my.westga.edu		461 Springs End Ln NE				Marietta		GA		30068-3076

		917450267		Thompson		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201305		201408				3.9		Black		F		678 6873386		NA		NA		athomp20@my.westga.edu		5459 Beaver Dr				Mableton		GA		30126

		917348805		Edwards		Crayneissa		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200908		201408		2.71				Black		F		770 8653813		NA		NA		cjohns25@my.westga.edu

		917317967		White		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201305		201408		3.9		4		White		F		770 4898219		NA		NA		awhite11@my.westga.edu		3600 Newberry Lane				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917334624		McKenna		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		2.95				Black		M				NA		NA		jmckenn1@my.westga.edu		2243 Swift Current Dr				Decatur		GA		30035-2530

		917352455		Simpson		Travis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200908		201408				3.52		Black		M		706 8846264		NA		trvssmpsn@yahoo.com		tsimpso1@my.westga.edu		209 Hood Road				LaGrange		GA		30241

		917254588		Price		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201408		2.84		3.7		Black		F		770 2861746		NA		NA		bprice1@my.westga.edu		823 Meadow Glen Parkway				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917305749		Davis		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201408		3.77		4		White		F		770 3626517		NA		NA		jmarsha5@my.westga.edu		531 Caney Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6210

		917321244		Helton		Benjamin				BA		Psychology								F		201001		201408		3.34				White		M		770 9228228		NA		NA		bhelton1@my.westga.edu		405 Shadow Oak Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30094-4186

		917170747		Funderburk		Shawna		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201408		3.6				White		F		770 9270295		NA		NA		sbarker2@my.westga.edu		1005 Hines Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2955

		917366626		Yancey		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201001		201408		3				White		F		770 8321634		NA		NA		nyancey1@my.westga.edu		1578 N Highway 16				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2933

		917039468		Scott		Bianca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201408				3.66		Black		F		770 9497352		NA		biancamscott@gmail.com		bscott11@my.westga.edu		5482 dylan ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917322119		Williams		Melanie		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201408		3.66				White		F		770 4631675		NA		NA		mwilli46@my.westga.edu		40 Bagley Cv				Newnan		GA		30265-6106

		917368976		Morris		Mandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201408		3.17		2		White		F		678 3782326		NA		mandym.61209@gmail.com		mmorri13@my.westga.edu		49 Elm Street				Newnan		GA		30263-4445

		917326091		Martin		Kaylie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201408		3.35				White		F		770 4890365		NA		NA		kmarti22@my.westga.edu		120 Ashbury Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2543

		917407565		Dent		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201408				3.87		White		F		423 5802610		NA		NA		adent3@my.westga.edu		566 Poplar Springs Rd				Ringgold		GA		30736

		917341798		Kennedy		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.7				White		F		770 2521977		NA		megan.kennedy24@yahoo.com		mkenned2@my.westga.edu		225 Providence Church Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4479

		917364482		Redding		Meredith		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.56						F		770 9693114		NA		NA		mreddin1@my.westga.edu		6895 Bishop Rd				Fairburn		GA		30213-2612

		917428041		Caldwell		Brentia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201401		201408				3.62		Black		F				NA		NA		bcaldwe4@my.westga.edu

		917330089		Warner		Vincent		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.16				Black		M		706 6724454		NA		NA		vwarner1@my.westga.edu		101 Hugh Oneal Rd				Greenville		GA		30222-2413

		917449110		Wizzard		Duane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201408				3.5		Black		M		706 4058420		NA		NA		dwizzar1@my.westga.edu		2317 Devonshire Drive				Columbus		GA		31904

		917357946		Sims		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.43				White		F				NA		NA		ssims6@my.westga.edu		190 Shallow Ridge Ln NE				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5319

		917179524		Hilliard		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201408				3.5		White		F		404 7904921		NA		NA		ktimber1@my.westga.edu		2662 Sweetwater St				Austell		GA		30106

		917243975		Kilgore		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201305		201408		2.58		3.9		White		F				NA		NA		ekilgor1@my.westga.edu		2652 Berwick Walk				Snellville		GA		30078

		917364739		Reese		Tedra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201408		3.13		2.75		Black		F		706 6378647		NA		NA		treese3@my.westga.edu		111 Margaret Way				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917301034		Summerville		Nickolas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201408		3.58				White		M		770 2149927		NA		NA		nsummer1@my.westga.edu		509 E Highway 78				Temple		GA		30179-4350

		917359981		Wilson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.38				White		F		678 9618301		NA		NA		awilso20@my.westga.edu		727 SouthRidge				Carrollton 		GA		30117

		917373645		Williams		Nikki		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.28				Black		F		229 2280684		NA		NA		nwilli14@my.westga.edu		323 Bartow St				Thomasville		GA		31792-6020

		917373860		Pope		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.74						F		770 4240946		NA		NA		cpope4@my.westga.edu		425 Carmain Ln NW				Marietta		GA		30064-5126

		917370760		Patterson		Kellie		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201408		3.43				White		F		678 9106366		NA		NA		kpatter9@my.westga.edu		225 Creek View Road				Bremen 		GA		30110

		917353395		Merlino		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.04				White		F		770 9148087		NA		NA		smerlin1@my.westga.edu		115 Bent Arrow Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4864

		917346134		Butler		Alison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.54				Black		F		770 9960926		NA		NA		abutler7@my.westga.edu		2925 Old Farm Rd				College Park		GA		30349

		917370439		Mullis		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201008		201408		2.76				White		F				NA		NA		mmullis1@my.westga.edu		176 Barrington Hall Dr				Macon		GA		31220-8737

		917319805		Fisher		Kaila		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201201		201408		3.12		3.67		White		F		404 3797271		NA		NA		kfisher1@my.westga.edu		309 Austin Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917374713		Newman		Frances		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.35				White		F		706 6165723		NA		NA		fnewman1@my.westga.edu		506 Ridgecrest Road 				LaGrange		GA		30240-6303

		917367300		Boatwright		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201408		3.52				White		F		678 6334588		NA		NA		kboatwr2@my.westga.edu

		917366709		Kemp		Kristina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.2				Black		F		770 4899967		NA		NA		kkemp2@my.westga.edu		1778 Jefferson Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-3247

		917233000		Hill		Seandra		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201308		201408		2.32		3.38		Black		F				NA		seandh4@aol.com		shill6@my.westga.edu		4795 Cascade Hills Cir SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917353718		Rotondi		Hope		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.43				White		F				NA		NA		hrotond1@my.westga.edu		213 McDonald Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3036

		917455021		Phillips		Kelli		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201408				4		White		F		770 3166634		NA		NA		kphill18@my.westga.edu		159 Cardinal Ridge				Jefferson		GA		30680

		917316627		Leissa		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.32				White		F		678 654		NA		NA		eleissa1@my.westga.edu		15 Morgan Rd				Covington		GA		30014-5481

		917357215		Gossage		Mallory		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.62				White		F		770 8389903		NA		NA		mgossag1@my.westga.edu		66 Point Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2517

		917365742		Humphries		Wilmani		Carrollton Campus		BS		Economics/Secondary Education								F		201008		201408		3.41				Black		M				NA		NA		whumphri@westga.edu		749 South Street				Carrollton		GA		30117-6304

		917357789		Cook		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201008		201408		3.88				White		F		770 7920921		NA		NA		kcook8@my.westga.edu		5616 Hedge Brooke Ln NW				Acworth		GA		30101-7107

		917366290		Knox		Ricardo		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.15				Black		M				NA		NA		rknox1@my.westga.edu		550 Draycott Ct SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-7675

		917369964		Shaw		Darrius		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201008		201408		3.6				Black		M		770 6077840		NA		NA		dshaw3@my.westga.edu		20 Bucky St				Euharlee		GA		30145-2869

		917344714		Steffes		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201408		3.42				White		F		678 3151074		NA		NA		ssteffe1@my.westga.edu		2498 Luke Edwards Rd				Dacula		GA		30019-2511

		917368681		Young		Clifton		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201408		3.3		4		White		M		706 2347114		NA		NA		cyoung8@my.westga.edu		707 South Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917386131		Jones		Preston		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201408		3		3.29		Black		M		610 5634788		NA		pjones81378@hotmail.com		pjones5@my.westga.edu		4272 Sublime Trail				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917328573		Kilian		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201101		201408		3.17				White		M		478 9604102		NA		NA		mkilian2@my.westga.edu		8973 Stonebridge Blvd				Douglasville		GA		30134-2259

		917321244		Helton		Benjamin				BS		Psychology								F		201001		201408		3.34				White		M		770 9228228		NA		NA		bhelton1@my.westga.edu		405 Shadow Oak Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30094-4186

		917349593		McKee		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201408				3.77		White		F		256 5721394		jmckee@albertk12.org		NA		jtowers1@my.westga.edu		512 Eastview				Albertville		AL		35950

		917349972		Walker		Faith		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201408		3.51				White		F		770 3178428		NA		NA		fwalker2@my.westga.edu		140 Mary Linn Lane				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1132

		917388206		Pennington		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		2.97				White		F		770 3824648		NA		NA		spennin1@my.westga.edu		23 Lake Overlook Dr				White		GA		30184-4812

		917352290		Shivers		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408		4		3.23		Black		F		404 2459500		NA		kim.shivers@hotmail.com		kshiver1@my.westga.edu		29 Spur Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-2313

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201408		4		4		White		F		678 6213664		NA		NA		bhajzak1@my.westga.edu		125 Harris Estates Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917411165		Kammerich		Whitney		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201408		2.94				White		F				NA		NA		wkammer1@my.westga.edu

		917425167		Cochran		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201208		201408				3.38		White		F		404 5188393		NA		NA		jcochr10@my.westga.edu		589 Lassetter Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2053

		917451011		Turner		Kaley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201305		201408				3.66		White		F		678 2450519		NA		NA		khamby2@my.westga.edu		1575 Ridenour Parkway Apt 624				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917429824		Inmon		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201408				4		Asian		F		678 4325623		NA		NA		jinmon1@my.westga.edu		2001 Folkstone Dr				McDonough		GA		30253-3928

		917446508		Tolar		Coty		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201305		201408				3.3		White		F		941 9627097		NA		NA		ctolar1@my.westga.edu		132 Quarry Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917440060		Dean		Martha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				4		White		F		770 5058246		NA		NA		mdean9@my.westga.edu		85 Hunters Grn				Dallas		GA		30157-7355

		917440061		Dean		Craig		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				4		White		M		770 5058246		NA		NA		cdean3@my.westga.edu		85 Hunters Grn				Dallas		GA		30157-7355

		917461715		Gula		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201408				4		White		F		678 4937363		NA		NA		agula1@my.westga.edu		824 Ash St				Canton		GA		30114

		917399096		Brown		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				P		201108		201408		3.57				White		M		229 8696058		NA		NA		jbrown62@my.westga.edu		147 Hawkstead Dr				Leesburg		GA		31763-5348

		917397806		Parmer		Terri		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		2.87				White		F		770 6898482		NA		NA		tparmer1@my.westga.edu		1109 S Park St Apt 504-241				Carrollton		GA		30117-4462

		917446228		Killingsworth		Chelsey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201305		201408				4		White		F		229 9380288		NA		NA		ckillin1@my.westga.edu		1505 Cemetery Road				Preston		GA		31824

		917417137		Slater		Lashairian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201408				3.41		Black		F		404 4825751		NA		NA		lslater2@my.westga.edu		5085 Highland Lake Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349-3924

		917450004		Lewis		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.38		Black		F		404 8606615		NA		NA		llewis10@my.westga.edu		630 Georgetown Lane SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917414038		Scott		Dennis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201408				3.15		Black		M		919 6726072		NA		NA		dscott12@my.westga.edu		C122 Pershing Hall		909 Hitt St		Columbia		MO		65211

		917431782		Davis		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201408				4		White		F		678 7515455		NA		NA		cdavis36@my.westga.edu		1424 Westchester Ridge NE				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917454895		King		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201408				3.64		White		F		229 6300074		NA		NA		mking20@my.westga.edu		4280 Deercrest Dr				Valdosta		GA		31602

		917431926		Sales		Unetkia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408				3.6		Black		F		229 2216449		NA		NA		usales1@my.westga.edu		506 Cedar Trl				Thomasville		GA		31792-6269

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201408				3.83		White		F		678 8990470		NA		aldavis2@samford.edu		adavis32@my.westga.edu		7410 Polo Hill				Cumming		GA		30040

		917275566		Morris		Charlene		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408				4		White		F		770 6319597		NA		NA		cmorris7@my.westga.edu		302 Pemberton Ct				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3826

		917115872		Fitzpatrick		Gina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201108		201408		2.73		3.46		White		F		404 2859042		NA		ms.gina82@gmail.com		gfitzpa1@my.westga.edu		6510 Creekview Ct				Riverdale		GA		30296-2663

		917426307		Kauffman		Christen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201408				3.7		White		F		863 2418371		NA		NA		ckauffm1@my.westga.edu		841 Blackwood Dr				Lake Wales		FL		33898-3401

		917444601		Devitt		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.88		White		F		404 7908889		NA		adevitt76@gmail.com		adevitt1@my.westga.edu		1421 Edinburgh Dr				Tucker		GA		30084

		917446354		McCrary		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201408				3		White		F		770 4561234		NA		NA		kmccrar2@my.westga.edu		41 Holly Bluff Drive				Jasper		GA		30143

		917430854		Prather		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201408		4		3.75		Black		F		678 5712407		NA		NA		kodom3@my.westga.edu		402 Fairlawn Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7777

		917356305		McCullough		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201408				3.11		White		F		770 7168033		NA		mccmc03@gmail.com		mmccull5@my.westga.edu		105 Summit Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30214-3758

		917442352		Whiteside		Hilary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201305		201408				3.25		Black		F		313 7909334		NA		NA		hwhites1@my.westga.edu

		917356384		Sears		Candice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201401		201408				3.91		White		F		770 7145129		NA		candice_sears@hotmail.com		csears1@my.westga.edu		36 Nimmons Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917448875		Wallace		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201408				4		White		F		678 4905278		NA		NA		swallac2@my.westga.edu		145 Rocky Creek Rd				Hampton		GA		30228

		917347603		Snyder		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		3.47		2.5		White		F		404 2453046		NA		NA		ksnyder2@my.westga.edu		23 Ivy Trace Blvd.				Newnan		GA		30265

		917406466		Brown		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201108		201408				3.08		Black		F		404 3094112		NA		NA		nbrown6@my.westga.edu		3263 Dodson Dr				East Point		GA		30344-5321

		917284481		Faulkner		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.85		White		F		229 8867177		NA		NA		rfrazie2@my.westga.edu		3264 Teamon Road				Griffin		GA		30223-5844

		917457097		Johnson		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201401		201408				4		White		M		770 3065162		NA		NA		jjohns92@my.westga.edu		335 Trickum Creek Road				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917448249		Elliott		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201408				4		White		M		706 9876890		NA		NA		jelliot8@my.westga.edu		4444 Ritch Haven Rd				Columbus		GA		31909

		917438400		Norman		Randall		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				3.88		White		M		678 2302781		NA		NA		rnorman2@my.westga.edu		65 Huntington St				Covington		GA		30016-7151

		917452263		Fox		Justina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201408				3.87		Black		F		229 2715422		NA		NA		jfox7@my.westga.edu		109 Rebecca Court				Cordele		GA		31015

		917418441		Sims		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201408				3.71		White		F		770 3801487		NA		NA		bsims8@my.westga.edu		2069 Kinsmon Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-8137

		917003718		Rogers		Summer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408		3.15		3.86		White		F		770 4592610		Summer.Rogers@douglas.k12.ga.us		SummerCRogers@gmail.com		srogers3@my.westga.edu		2495 Rockmart Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917345894		Hart		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.63				White		F		706 9572070		NA		NA		vhart2@my.westga.edu		164 Old Gabbettville Rd				West Point		GA		31833-4808

		917199641		Johnson		Shyreon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201408				3.11		Black		F		404 8222821		NA		NA		sjohns43@my.westga.edu		853 Crestwell Cir SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-8624

		917414897		Janson		Ashley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201408		3.54				White		F		770 5993883		NA		NA		acouch4@my.westga.edu		1385 Dolly Harris Road				Senoia		GA		30276-0336

		917439393		Marion		Quinnisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201408				3.66		Black		F		404 6641672		NA		NA		qmarion1@my.westga.edu		2758 Vining Ridge Ter				Decatur		GA		30034-4196

		917435949		Evans		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201408				4		White		F		770 2276443		NA		NA		jevans10@my.westga.edu		126 Dunwoody Cir				Griffin		GA		30223-6439

		917171362		Wilbor		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201408		4		4		White		F		404 7042054		NA		NA		ecase1@my.westga.edu		349 Sunset Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7709

		917429068		Robertson		Shaneal		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		201408				3.67		Black		F		229 3898505		NA		NA		srober17@my.westga.edu		PO Box 432				Mableton		GA		30126

		917428836		Carr		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201301		201408		2.57		3.85		Black		M		770 4894579		NA		NA		wcarr1@my.westga.edu		1132 Grove Trail Pass				Douglasville		GA		30134-8050

		917147015		Ross		Jacklyn		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408		2.29		4		White		F		770 8433888		NA		jacklyn.l.ross@hotmail.com		jsmith12@my.westga.edu		119 N Jones St				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917432190		Dighton		Burleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201408				3.91		White		M		770 6556951		NA		NA		bdurlei1@my.westga.edu		6 Stonegable Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-9543

		917365908		Wright		Haley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201408		3.42				White		F		770 7199724		NA		NA		hwright4@my.westga.edu		345 Brooks Woolsey Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7204

		917407141		Ritter		Kelley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201408		4		3.85		White		F		678 6038973		NA		NA		kritter1@my.westga.edu		841 Bedford Park				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2861

		917446306		Smith		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201408				4		White		F		404 4054658		NA		NA		lsmith52@my.westga.edu		2100 Shiloh Valley Drive NW Apt 7036				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917446289		Williams		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201408				4		White		F		678 2321773		NA		NA		swilli54@my.westga.edu		2400 Barrett Creek Blvd Apt 714				Marietta		GA		30066

		917452072		Straka		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408				4		White		F		678 3610790		NA		NA		cstraka1@my.westga.edu		352 Friendship Ct SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917094721		Richards		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408		2.46		3.68		Black		M		770 6347162		NA		NA		jrichar4@my.westga.edu		4991 Oakdale Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917414040		Vanzelfden		Chris		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201408		4		3.6		White		M		678 9102453		NA		NA		cvanzel1@my.westga.edu		824 Atlanta Country Club Drive				Marietta		GA		30068

		917454699		Hill		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201308		201408				3.45		Black		F		601 2642659		NA		NA		mhill15@my.westga.edu		102 Fox Run Dr				Hattiesburg		MS		39402

		917433298		Cliver		Christa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201408				3.91		White		F		678 6971377		NA		NA		ccliver1@my.westga.edu		4756 Autumn Rose Trl				Oakwood		GA		30566-2424

		917159370		Pavlak		Shanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201208		201408				4		White		F		404 2139539		NA		NA		spavlak1@my.westga.edu		6828 Pine Knoll Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-1524

		917432545		Campbell		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201301		201408				4		White		M		770 7225916		NA		NA		jcampb10@my.westga.edu

		917321924		Demian		Ann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201408		3.27		3.84		White		F		404 9921388		NA		NA		ademian1@my.westga.edu		2687 Summerbrooke Dr				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917433512		Stephens		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201401		201408				3.9		White		F		404 7978555		NA		NA		astephe7@my.westga.edu		9986 Devonshire St				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917445892		Killingsworth		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201305		201408				4		White		F		229 9428549		NA		NA		ckillin2@my.westga.edu		1505 Cemetery Rd				Preston		GA		31824

		917434314		Greig		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201408				4		White		F		770 7454090		NA		NA		agreig1@my.westga.edu		157 Vinings Lake Ct SW				Mableton		GA		30126-2557

		917314325		Anderson		Marcus				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201408		2.84				Black		M		770 2109837		NA		NA		mander12@my.westga.edu		1113 Lost Ct				Hampton		GA		30228-1597

		917380921		Honey		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201408		3.4				American Indian or Alaskan Native		F				NA		NA		choney1@my.westga.edu

		917172164		Heaberlin		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201408				2.84		White		M		770 3628909		NA		NA		rheaber1@my.westga.edu		187 Rockhouse Ridge				Senoia		GA		30276

		917220449		Freeman		Shanika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								F		201205		201408		3.24		3.64		Black		F		678 3136778		NA		NA		sfreema5@my.westga.edu		603 Post Knoll				Griffin		GA		30224

		917126397		McLean		Lara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201408				4		White		F				NA		NA		lmclean1@my.westga.edu		286 Bateau Cir				Brunswick		GA		31523

		917426517		Bowe		Derek		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201408				3.83		Black		M		256 7974289		NA		NA		dbowe1@my.westga.edu		5032 Grizzard Rd NW				Huntsville		AL		35810-3526

		917130858		Worthey		Shanique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408				4		Black		F		678 5453664		NA		NA		smorri11@my.westga.edu		6534 Yarbrough Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917154437		Sanders		Camille		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408		3.17		3.5		Black		F				NA		NA		csander5@my.westga.edu		321 Wildwood Gln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2421

		917363334		Thompson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201108		201408		3.35				White		F		770 8334821		NA		NA		ethomps8@my.westga.edu		4972 Turtle Rock Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917376452		Davis		Christina				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		3.08				White		F		770 2521463		NA		NA		cdavis25@my.westga.edu		20 Lake Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-3597

		917385535		Lester		Megan		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.82				White		F		678 9376026		NA		NA		mlester1@my.westga.edu		150 Glen Forest Trl				Newnan		GA		30265-1705

		917062984		Marshall		Tyese		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.1				Black		F		770 7155281		NA		NA		tmarsha2@my.westga.edu		4034 Balmoral Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917385302		Parmer		Kathryn		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		3.41				White		F		678 3534479		NA		NA		kmoore17@my.westga.edu		111 ALABAMA RD				Roopville		GA		30170

		917317073		Ravo		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201408		3.73				White		F		678 5428119		jravo.edu@gmail.com		NA		jravo1@my.westga.edu		34 Flame Ct				Palmetto		GA		30268-1562

		917372178		Redding		Malarie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201408		3.22		3.23		Black		F		678 3263896		NA		NA		mreddin2@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle		Apt 606		Newnan		GA		30265

		917419728		Fitzwater		Allyson		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201408		3.39				White		F		770 4863615		NA		NA		afitzwa2@my.westga.edu		539 Lester Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5248

		917294934		Heath		Chantal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201301		201408		3.27		3.83		Black		F		347 7640958		NA		NA		cheath2@my.westga.edu		3801 Rolling Pl				Conley		GA		30288-1460

		917405465		Weidner		Corissa		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201408		2.84				White		F				NA		NA		cweidne1@my.westga.edu		288 George Wynn Rd				Palmetto		GA		30268-8580

		917404029		Wofford		Trevor		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201408		3.23				White		M		706 2172866		NA		NA		twoffor1@my.westga.edu		2612 Valley View Dr				Rocky Face		GA		30740-8907

		917375211		Guffie		Jamel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.19		3.5		Black		F		404 664		NA		NA		jguffie1@my.westga.edu		2213 Leicester way				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917339523		Faulkner		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201408		3.08				White		F		770 4618038		NA		NA		jfaulkn2@my.westga.edu		120 Whitney Way				Fayetteville		GA		30214-3752

		917188766		Boles		Carl		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201408		3.52				Black		M		770 3189182		NA		NA		cboles1@my.westga.edu		319 Sparta Hwy				Eatonton		GA		31024-8479

		917423880		Wright		Lawanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201205		201408		4		3.7		Black		F		404 7909212		NA		NA		lwrigh10@my.westga.edu		1233 Evergreen Trl				Lithonia		GA		30058-3115

		917411904		Foster		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201201		201408		3.84				White		F		770 4631211		NA		NA		mfoste11@my.westga.edu		55 Dundee Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917287122		Cheatwood		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201408		3.48		3.83		White		F		678 9531352		NA		NA		jpurvis1@my.westga.edu		103 E Oak St				Luthersville		GA		30251-1604

		917168924		Spratt		Nelson		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		201408		2.92		3.8		White		M		678 9868918		NA		NA		nspratt1@my.westga.edu		342 Lambert Overlook Circle				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917455020		Jhileek		Tasnuva		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201308		201408				4		Asian		F				NA		NA		tjhilee1@my.westga.edu		529 North Ave				Forest Park		GA		30297

		917288171		Hulsey		Callie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201408		3.68		4		White		F		770 6463875		NA		NA		ccrook1@my.westga.edu		152 Oak Cir				Buchanan		GA		30113-5055

		917443066		Baker		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201305		201408				3.63		White		M		770 4614895		NA		NA		jbaker17@my.westga.edu		381 Old Senoia Road				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917424052		Beale-Norris		Darlene		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201208		201408				3.47		Black		F		678 7330892		NA		NA		dbealen1@my.westga.edu		5903 Waggoner Ct				Rex		GA		30273-5206

		917435591		Schell-Bozone		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201408				3.75		White		F		770 9404034		NA		lsbozone@gmail.com		lschell1@my.westga.edu		202 Beacon Tree Way				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1706

		917449636		Gregg		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201408				4		White		M		706 2596572		NA		NA		sgregg2@my.westga.edu		179 Lindsey Drive				Dalton		GA		30721

		917143007		Holcomb		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201408				3.87		White		F		678 9086131		NA		NA		jholcom4@my.westga.edu		3375 Spring Hill Pkwy SE Apt 1147				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917450261		Jackson		Kawonna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.09		Black		F		404 5672478		NA		NA		kjacks29@my.westga.edu		2305 Battle Creek Village Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917447736		Jones		Nichole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201408				3.66		Black		F		678 7908890		NA		NA		njones9@my.westga.edu		2888 Brookford Lane				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917450941		Newsom		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201408				4		White		F		770 5709247		NA		NA		anewsom2@my.westga.edu		4390 Wellbrook Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917432340		Savage		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201408				3.37		White		F		678 9362217		NA		NA		nhoard1@my.westga.edu		4017 Old Highway 441 N				Alto		GA		30510-5506

		917401543		Trotter		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201308		201408				4		White		F		678 4169584		NA		trotter34@att.net		strotte2@my.westga.edu		2373 Martin Mill Rd				Newnan		GA		30263

		917375870		Plaisted		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.12				White		F		706 2602929		NA		NA		eplaist1@my.westga.edu		1303 Beverly Dr				Dalton		GA		30720-4002

		917154696		Kirkbride		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201001		201408		3.17		4		White		M		678 4928267		NA		NA		jkirkbr1@my.westga.edu		606 S Park St Apt 4				Carrollton		GA		30117-3835

		917354625		Brookshire		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201205		201408		3.84				White		F		706 8615533		NA		Jbrookshire2@gmail.com		jbrook14@my.westga.edu		721 Fricks Ln				Rossville		GA		30741-2113

		917145652		Hungerford		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				F		201105		201408		4		3.8		White		F		770 8309525		NA		bkhungie@comcast.net		khunger1@my.westga.edu		9066 Tarnwood Cir				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8423

		917090429		Fitts		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201408		0		3.22		White		M		706 8305853		NA		NA		tfitts1@my.westga.edu		3375 Spring Hill Parkway SE Apt 122				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917381539		Wiggs		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201201		201408				3.3		White		F		404 5398799		NA		NA		sclough2@my.westga.edu		6014 Terrace Lake Pt				Flowery Branch		GA		30542-2659

		917012261		Gray		Russell		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		201408		2.07		3.9		Black		M		404 2957331		NA		NA		rgray7@my.westga.edu

		917285211		Miller		Natarsha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201408				3.21		Black		F		678 4396209		NA		NA		nmiller8@my.westga.edu		1650 Anderson Mill Rd.		Apt 14101		Austell		GA		30106

		917152758		Aspinwall		Richard		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201408				3.9		White		M		770 5006678		NA		NA		raspinw1@my.westga.edu		5820 River Ridge Lane				Sugar Hill		GA		30518

		917444299		Green		Lashawn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201305		201408				3.54		Black		F		404 6615545		NA		NA		lgreen6@my.westga.edu		1610 Harbin Rd SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-3738

		917306257		Oparinde		Olusola		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				P		201208		201408				3.28		Black		F		770 6358074		NA		NA		ooparin2@my.westga.edu		7234 Cedar Forest Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-1064

		917362665		Crim		Chandler		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.17				White		F		770 9499287		NA		NA		ccrim2@my.westga.edu		1160 Sleepy Hollow Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-8718

		917373988		Ross		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201408		3.14		3.57		Black		F				NA		NA		bross7@my.westga.edu		195 Fairburn Rd Apt C11				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917339974		Fensterer		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200908		201408		3.54				White		M		407 8104251		NA		NA		rfenste1@my.westga.edu		1208 Reagans Reserve Blvd				Apopka		FL		32712

		917403241		Heggood		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201408		3.05				White		F		678 7586311		NA		NA		kheggoo1@my.westga.edu		25 Dads Walk				Newnan		GA		30263-3151

		917139334		Wood		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201308		201501		4		4		White		F		770 3015665		NA		NA		kwood7@my.westga.edu		11 Waverly Circle				Newnan		GA		30263

		917143795		Cochran		Lucerita		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201501		3.42				White		F		678 2328677		NA		NA		lalonzo1@my.westga.edu

		917120544		Raymond		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201501		3.19		3.57		White		F		404 8243076		kristen.raymond@carrollcountyschools.com		kristen.raymond@ymail.com		kmoore2@my.westga.edu		224 Central Heights Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917155951		Skaggs		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.49		3.88		White		F		770 8802294		NA		NA		ahiggin1@my.westga.edu		83 Brooke Ridge Trl				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917182443		Moore		Michelle				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201401		201501		3.04				White		F		678 7682652		NA		mmmoore333@gmail.com		mmoore7@my.westga.edu		120 Meadowlark Ct				Bogart		GA		30622

		917231379		Sparks		Isaac		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201501				3.89		Black		M		770 3062131		NA		isparksjr@bellsouth.net		isparks1@my.westga.edu		7608 Cole Ln				College Park		GA		30349-1094

		917273953		Whitley		John				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200608		201501		2.89				White		M		770 8349839		NA		NA		jwhitle2@my.westga.edu		1476 N Highway 16				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2913

		917427099		Hurst		Joseph		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501				4		White		M		770 3851053		NA		NA		jhurst3@my.westga.edu		1575 Henderson Mill Rd				Covington		GA		30014-5736

		917159943		Yeager		Shaquana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201201		201501		3.04		3.94		Black		F		404 3582666		NA		NA		ssmith14@my.westga.edu		200 Atlanta St				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2703

		917408514		Lawler		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201501				4		White		M		770 2142758		NA		NA		slawler2@my.westga.edu		222 Candlewood Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917442564		Woolsey		Connie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201305		201501				4		White		F		770 5909970		NA		NA		cwoolse1@my.westga.edu		3554 Bozeman Lake Road				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917125814		Winchester		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501		2.81		3.57		White		F		678 9382004		NA		sarahuwg@yahoo.com		shahn1@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Rd Apt C5				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917278357		Lane		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201401		201501				4		White		F		478 9523826		NA		melissa.lane@hcbe.net		mlane9@my.westga.edu		211 Grove Lane				Kathleen		GA		31047

		917277900		Broadhead		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201401		201501		2.78		4		Black		F		770 8762157		NA		NA		lbroadh1@my.westga.edu		6130 Sequoia Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917437497		Byers		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201501				3.85		White		F		912 6563613		NA		NA		sbyers1@my.westga.edu		1107 E. 50th St.				Savannah		GA		31404

		917421255		Hawkins		Demetrius		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.16				Black		M		404 6174078		NA		NA		dhawkin3@my.westga.edu		245 Pilgrim Way				Fayetteville		GA		30214-7145

		917080359		Mitchell		LaKisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501		3.25		3.77		Black		F		770 3019387		kisha.mitchell@carrolltoncityschools.net		NA		lthomas1@my.westga.edu		125 Pinehurst Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917451878		Evans		Chantis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201501				4		Black		F		404 2790284		NA		cyourstruly7@gmail.com		cevans17@my.westga.edu		475 Fitzgerald Place				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917064823		Muething		Kay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201501		0		3.6		White		F		404 8698462		NA		kaymuething@hotmail.com		kmuethi1@my.westga.edu		4575 Peachtree Dunwoody Road				Atlanta		GA		30342

		917443560		Woodley		Lateshia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201501				3.5				F		404 3996161		NA		NA		lwoodle1@my.westga.edu		862 Flamingo Drive				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917449740		Beard		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201501				4		White		M				NA		NA		dbeard5@my.westga.edu		191 Carriage Dr				Ringgold		GA		30736

		917294752		Alexander		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201501				3.78		White		M		404 8056024		NA		NA		ralexan5@my.westga.edu		1246 E Rock Springs Rd NE				Atlanta		GA		30306-2265

		917458952		Cole		Karen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201401		201501				3.83		Black		F		954 4836758		NA		NA		kcole12@my.westga.edu		5591 Bear Creek Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5891

		917409285		Cook		Joanne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201501				4		White		F		678 9356656		NA		NA		jcook18@my.westga.edu		129 Hammock Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6705

		917168286		Dement		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201405		201501		3.11		4		White		M		678 4167973		david.dement@cowetaschools.org		NA		ddement1@my.westga.edu		47 Parks Avenue				Newnan		GA		30263

		917418921		Bates		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.44				White		F		678 9869312		NA		NA		hbates2@my.westga.edu		43 Red Top Cir				Emerson		GA		30137-2235

		917363302		Baker		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.84		1		Black		F		678 9726903		NA		NA		abaker10@my.westga.edu		926 Millard Farmer Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5133

		917252032		Miller		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201501		3.5		3.76		Black		M		678 8388834		NA		NA		jmille15@my.westga.edu		467 Greystone Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-4249

		917307938		Pierce		Christopher				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200801		201501		2.93				White		M		678 6730824		NA		NA		cpierce4@my.westga.edu		12 Lightning Ln				La Fayette		GA		30728-3993

		917327317		Rosenberg		Marian		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201501				4		White		F		770 6676914		mrosenberg@spx.org		marian_rosenberg@yahoo.com		mrosenb1@my.westga.edu		1508 Davis Oaks Way				Decatur		GA		30033-1748

		917320344		Walburn		Carrie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201501		3.5		4		White		F		404 4514739		NA		cawalburn@gmail.com		cwalbur1@my.westga.edu		11 elm street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917215934		McMillan		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501		3.35		4		Black		F		678 4384232		NA		NA		smcmill1@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle Apt 208				Newnan		GA		30265

		917427300		Queen		Ann		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201501				3.88		White		F		678 8603297		NA		NA		aqueen1@my.westga.edu		3517 Ridgemill Circle				Dacula		GA		30019

		917180299		Suwinski		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201501		3.05		3.83		White		F		706 3187243		NA		NA		hlewis1@my.westga.edu		342 Madison Rd				Monticello		GA		31064

		917072983		Wells		Dorlisa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201405		201501		2.3		3.34		Black		F		770 5460153		NA		NA		lwilli33@my.westga.edu		303 Walnut Street				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917285178		Robinson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201301		201501		3.08				White		F		770 5587384		NA		NA		csteven3@my.westga.edu		2810 E Highway 166				Carrollton		GA		30116-6100

		917373615		Breeding		Kalyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.27				Black		F		706 5484810		NA		NA		kbreedi1@my.westga.edu		185 Cherokee Forest Dr				Athens		GA		30601-1053

		917075902		Morgan		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201501		3.85		4		White		F		256 6892931		NA		NA		cmorga15@my.westga.edu		231 Webster Lake Dr				Temple		GA		30179-3785

		917451027		Stokes		Toni		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.48				White		F		706 6767536		NA		NA		tstokes2@my.westga.edu		1967 Old Cedartown Hwy				Lindale		GA		30147

		917385078		Mbosi		Evodia		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201501		4		3.54		Black		F		678 8863778		NA		lumshu2006@yahoo.com		embosi1@my.westga.edu		116 Crossings Drive				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917314532		Bonner		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201501		2.91				Black		F		770 3068214		NA		NA		lbonner1@my.westga.edu		730 Millbrook Village Dr				Tyrone		GA		30290-1679

		917323622		Holt		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201501		2.92				White		F		678 5916898		NA		NA		jbrown39@my.westga.edu		39 Wheaton Court				Temple		GA		30179

		917445863		Childers		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		2.89				White		F		770 3046754		NA		NA		jchilde2@my.westga.edu		409 Pebble Drive				LaGrange		GA		30241

		917144479		Gilliard		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201408		201501		3.5		3.56		Black		F		770 6569079		NA		dinkeyusa@yahoo.com		dgillia1@my.westga.edu		622 Shadowmoore Drive				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917319950		Carroll		Richelle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.66		4		White		F		404 8192045		NA		NA		rcarrol5@my.westga.edu		616 Huntwood Circle				Temple		GA		30179

		917082011		Cole		Channa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201501		3.53				White		F		770 2584743		NA		channacole22@gmail.com		ccole11@my.westga.edu		1108 Hillcrest Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2248

		917399911		Gray		Jarett		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		2.89				White		M		770 8547781		NA		NA		jgray13@my.westga.edu		14566 US Highway 27				Franklin		GA		30217-5130

		917383165		Digan		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201401		201501		4		4		White		F		678 8593391		NA		NA		adigan1@my.westga.edu		95 Bradford Station Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917450790		Serrato		Juan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201501				3.55		White		M		678 5170995		NA		NA		jserrat1@my.westga.edu		10190 Twin Oaks Dr				Covington		GA		30014

		917410921		Masinko		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		201501				3.9		White		F		770 7223268		NA		NA		pmasink1@my.westga.edu		325 Summer Shade Ln				Roswell		GA		30075-7700

		917433310		Davis		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201501				3.66		White		F		706 6541772		tiffany.davis@commercecityschools.org		tiffhdavis@gmail.com		tdavis28@my.westga.edu		138 Sullivan Dr				Homer		GA		30547-2255

		917134064		Burnett		Russell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201501		2.64		3.62		White		M		770 2960543		NA		rburnett7@gmail.com		rburnet3@my.westga.edu		129 Birchfield Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917107634		Pritchett		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201501				4		White		F		770 3654541		NA		NA		mpritch2@my.westga.edu		93 Oliveria Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917456929		Greaves		Denise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201501				3.77		Black		F		404 3144209		NA		greavesdenise15@gmail.com		dgreave2@my.westga.edu		6588 Foggy Oak Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917009696		Crymes		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501				3.96		White		F		770 4630067		NA		NA		lcrymes2@my.westga.edu		45 Demaret Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917360490		Wiswall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		201108		201501		3.7		3.94		White		F		770 4601504		NA		NA		swiswal1@my.westga.edu		230 Whitney Way				Fayetteville		GA		30214-3754

		917451632		Boring		Tishcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				3.87		White		F		404 3955637		NA		NA		tboring1@my.westga.edu		195 Lakeside Trail				Covington		GA		30016

		917450266		Zellars		Tywanna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201501				3.08		Black		F				NA		NA		tzellar1@my.westga.edu		1454 Steam Engine Way				Conyers		GA		30013

		917319752		Tabler		Deborrah				BSED		Special Education		Psychology						F		200908		201501		2.88				White		F				NA		NA		dtabler1@my.westga.edu		1360 Choo Choo Dr				Greensboro		GA		30642-2641

		917454185		Greaves		George		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201501				3.77		Black		M		404 4065783		NA		NA		ggreave1@my.westga.edu		6588 Foggy Oak Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917325292		Jeffers		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201501		3.59		4		White		F		678 4163316		NA		NA		cwalke15@my.westga.edu		74 Tanyard Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917344951		Beard		Deaudra				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201501		2.95				Black		F				NA		NA		dbeard3@my.westga.edu		6157 Raintree Bnd				Lithonia		GA		30058-8942

		917348219		Stansel		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200908		201501		3.58				White		F		770 4561641		NA		NA		nstanse1@my.westga.edu		9745 Moss Pointe Path				Villa Rica		GA		30180-6904

		917295072		Lamb		Hilary		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201201		201501		3.14				White		F				NA		NA		hlamb1@my.westga.edu		3524 COBB CT				Decatur		GA		30032

		917323116		Duke		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201501		2.93				White		F				NA		NA		rduke1@my.westga.edu

		917333868		Yokem		Alison		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201501		2.82				White		F		770 5375185		NA		NA		ayokem1@my.westga.edu		103 Meadowbrook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110-7903

		917321430		Young		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Special Education - MAT				F		201308		201501		3.32		4		White		M		678 5911127		NA		NA		jyoung15@my.westga.edu		24592 County Road 87				Graham		AL		36263

		917335492		Hopkins		Erecca		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education								P		200908		201501		2.77		3.4		White		F		404 7911629		NA		NA		ehopkin1@my.westga.edu		3632 Stone Ridge Drive 				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917325581		Carnicom		Layna				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201501		3.04				White		F		770 2539159		NA		NA		lcarnic1@my.westga.edu		173 Thomas Crossing Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2153

		917330822		Moore		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200908		201501		3.16				White		M		770 7814542		NA		NA		tmoore11@my.westga.edu		4075 Mini Trl				Cumming		GA		30041-8815

		917339332		Morris		Rhianon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Music						F		200908		201501		2.88				White		F		706 3342328		NA		NA		rmorris5@my.westga.edu		44 Angus Ct NE				Ranger		GA		30734-7766

		917452903		Anderson		Candice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501				4		Black		F		229 3228292		NA		NA		cander15@my.westga.edu		7302 Stonecrest Trail				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917352295		Gray		Trebla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education		Management		Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201501		2.73		1.5		Black		F		678 2248884		NA		NA		tgray3@my.westga.edu		5550 Fontnot Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-5455

		917332067		Bailey		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201501		3.88				White		M		678 7494636		NA		NA		abaile12@my.westga.edu		8852 Camp  Ridge Ct.				Winston		GA		30187

		917176610		Dudka		Bridget		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201001		201501		3.09				Black		F		770 3282489		NA		bdudka5@gmail.com		bdudka1@my.westga.edu		30 Parthenon Pt				Newnan		GA		30263-6170

		917359145		Smith		Annette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201501		3.17				Black		F		678 6658983		NA		NA		asmith56@my.westga.edu		70 Paradise Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-5243

		917453048		Stubbs		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		201501				3.9		Black		F		678 9643649		NA		NA		mstubbs4@my.westga.edu		298 Windriver Trail				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917075635		Onwukaeme		Chika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201305		201501				3.87		Black		F		770 2229146		NA		NA		conwuka1@my.westga.edu		2250 Windermere Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917049245		Campbell		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201001		201501		4		4		White		F		770 7944686		NA		tamarajcampbell@yahoo.com		tcampbe3@my.westga.edu		928 Checkered Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-7802

		917396866		Brown		Myles		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201105		201501		3.22				White		M		770 7192579		NA		NA		mbrown36@my.westga.edu		373 Twiggs Cor				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1694

		917414291		Poisal		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.87				White		F		404 9312437		NA		NA		ppoisal1@my.westga.edu		2515 Richards Walk				Loganville		GA		30052

		917455963		Saxton		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201401		201501				4		White		M		201 7878409		NA		NA		msaxton1@my.westga.edu		686 Lockton Pl				Atlanta		GA		30342

		917397225		Callahan		Belinda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				F		201105		201501				4		White		F		678 4930113		NA		belinda.callahan@yahoo.com		bcallah1@my.westga.edu		818 Little Creek Ct				Canton		GA		30114-8187

		917229324		Hillsman		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.66		3.95		White		F		404 5025028		NA		NA		jdavis24@my.westga.edu		2565 Speer Court SE				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917264696		McClure		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201501		2.76		3.92		White		F		770 5009061		NA		NA		bmcclur1@my.westga.edu		100 Kimball Bridge Cove				Alpharetta		GA		30022

		917146892		James		Maria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201305		201501				3.12		Black		F		678 5163097		NA		NA		mramos2@my.westga.edu		364 Harbor Pointe Drive				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917093035		Jones		Esther		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201501				4		Asian		F		678 5747348		ejones@paulding.k12.ga.us		NA		ejones6@my.westga.edu		98 Red Bud Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-1141

		917365002		Gilmore		Kenya		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Building Level (COE)				P		201005		201501				4		Black		F		706 3329360		NA		presidio6@yahoo.com		kgilmor1@my.westga.edu		2118 Snellings Dr.				Columbus		GA		31907

		917392195		Dunn		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.75		3.71		White		F				NA		NA		ldunn2@my.westga.edu		2664 Reston Ct				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917451764		Ferguson		Jessica		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.29				White		F		770 2961697		NA		NA		jfergu13@my.westga.edu		577 Chubbtown Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917289228		Euliano		Meghan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201501		3.08				White		F		404 7473588		NA		NA		mplotts1@my.westga.edu		2066 Oakleaf Ln				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-2915

		917320998		Milligan		Matthew				BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201501		3.03						M				NA		NA		mmillig2@my.westga.edu		3130 Plantation Run Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-4921

		917372489		Jenkins		Mia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.04				Black		F		770 9315011		NA		NA		mjenkin3@my.westga.edu		1668 Planters Row				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-1933

		917355201		Marsh		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology		Business Education (6-12)				F		201008		201501		2.71		2		Black		M				NA		NA		jmarsh2@my.westga.edu		175 Hitchcock Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917362038		Cooper		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.32						F		770 4025957		NA		alexandriacooper1@yahoo.com		acoope10@my.westga.edu		3844 Willow Tree Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-7301

		917348967		Ngum		Mercy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201501		3.8		4		Black		F		678 7551582		NA		ngummy@yahoo.com		mngum1@my.westga.edu		3140 Cambrian Terrace				Austell		GA		30106

		917336030		Acord		Kari		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.73				White		F		770 9420705		NA		NA		kbarnes9@my.westga.edu		8611 Foxridge Dr				Winston		GA		30187-1151

		917388282		Edwards		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.28				White		F		706 3978358		NA		NA		sedwar15@my.westga.edu		11825 Highway 136 E				La Fayette		GA		30728-5857

		917393658		Butler		Joanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.71				Asian		F		4047847		NA		NA		jbutle16@my.westga.edu		3000 Weldon Pl SE				Conyers		GA		30094-2078

		917430421		Caylor		Danny		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201501				3.55		White		M		678 5026647		NA		NA		dcaylor1@my.westga.edu		6089 Wildwind Ct				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6314

		917429330		Jones		Rachel		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.52				White		F		770 5474866		NA		NA		rjones26@my.westga.edu		77 Goodwin Dr				Summerville		GA		30747-1102

		917388377		Myers		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201501		3.52				White		F		678 4450879		NA		NA		jmyers4@my.westga.edu		2007 Tully Wren NE				Marietta		GA		30066-4586

		917440170		Dillard		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				4		White		F		678 6345476		NA		NA		kdillar2@my.westga.edu		354 Babrak Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917435326		Draper		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201301		201501				4		White		F		347 5319384		NA		NA		mdraper1@my.westga.edu		53 Line Creek Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1654

		917301101		Dubose		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201501		2.77		3.57		Black		F				NA		NA		adubose1@my.westga.edu		1717 Concept 21 Cir				Austell		GA		30168-6873

		917385980		Shirley		Marshall		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		201501		3.36		3.7		White		M		678 8993385		NA		NA		mshirle3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 31				Temple		GA		30179

		917157268		English		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201501		3.03		3.94		White		F				NA		lauraenglish11@gmail.com		lenglis1@my.westga.edu		407 Northlake Dr F5				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917035133		Etheredge		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201301		201501		2.61		3.81		White		M		678 8395342		NA		wdeiii@aol.com		wethered@westga.edu		40 Brookshire Drive				Temple		GA		30179

		917425790		Pullin		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		2.94				Asian		F		404 9183232		NA		NA		kpullin1@my.westga.edu		2080 Settle Cir				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917310655		McFadden		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.31				White		F				NA		NA		cmcfadd1@my.westga.edu

		917374319		Moss		William		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201501		3.76		3.85		White		M		423 2419297		NA		NA		wmoss1@my.westga.edu		17 Ledford Road				Crandall		GA		30711

		917078013		Stamper		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201501		3		3.79		Black		M		770 7741044		stamperj@fultonschools.org		stampler_j@bellsouth.net		jstampe1@my.westga.edu		7306 Taloga Ln				Union City		GA		30291-5166

		917323939		Sofela		Adesola		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201008		201501		2.81				Black		F		770 5732088		NA		NA		asofela1@my.westga.edu		345 Twin Hill Ct		Bldg Q		Austell		GA		30168

		917382205		Dyer		Ieshia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.93				Black		F				NA		NA		idyer1@my.westga.edu		6750 Clearstream Way				Austell		GA		30168

		917360639		Kiel		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.13				White		F		404 4567189		NA		NA		jkiel1@my.westga.edu		49 Mary Freeman Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-1648

		917347878		Kellar		Leyla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201501		2.88				White		F		404 6334420		NA		supernaturalvillerocks@gmail.com		lkellar1@my.westga.edu		1686 Bristol Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30329-2534

		917394708		Butler		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.77		3.85		White		F		678 4478995		NA		NA		mbutler2@my.westga.edu		186 Butler Road				Brooks		GA		30205

		917334513		Evans		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.82		4		White		M		706 3388601		NA		NA		wevans5@my.westga.edu		119 Meadow Lakes Drive				Lexington		GA		30648

		917449886		Flournoy		Kendra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501				3.69		Black		F		770 8452287		NA		NA		kflourn1@my.westga.edu		6057 Hillandale Drive				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917384494		Sprinkle		Jasmyne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.19				Black		F				NA		NA		jsprink1@my.westga.edu		4169 Rocky Face Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135-4333

		917359277		Vesely		Miranda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.44				White		F				NA		NA		mwilli55@my.westga.edu		3588 Marshall Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-2367

		917432982		Nordenhaug		Olga		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501				4		White		F		912 3986336		NA		NA		onorden1@my.westga.edu		34 E Stillwood Cir				Savannah		GA		31419-2440

		917336739		Hall		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201401		201501		3.43		3.5		Black		F		404 2476168		NA		NA		khall14@my.westga.edu		612 Montglade Ct				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917107341		Cole		Andra'		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201205		201501		2.94		3.78		Black		M		770 4395248		NA		NA		acole1@my.westga.edu		3254 Eloise Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-2182

		917304164		Turner		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Economics/Secondary Education								F		201305		201501		2.96				White		F		678 8775123		NA		NA		taskew1@my.westga.edu		2527 ROOSTERVILLE RD				Roopville		GA		30170

		917365886		Sexton		James		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201501		3.21				White		M		706 6582767		NA		NA		jsexton3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 874				Braselton		GA		30517-0015

		917087631		Hiett		Christy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201205		201501				3.83		White		F		256 4632009		NA		NA		chiett1@my.westga.edu		844 County Road 35				Fruithurst		AL		36262-3606

		917133306		Bechiom		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201205		201501				4		White		F		678 6972057		NA		NA		sbechio1@my.westga.edu		1850 Hampton Pass				Douglasville		GA		30134-3261

		917306459		Bruce		Gina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501		3.19		3.9		White		F		678 9531060		gcriccobono@gmail.com		NA		griccob1@my.westga.edu		192 Welcome Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917390134		Collins		Dana		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201501		3.9				White		F		770 8323622		NA		NA		dcollin5@my.westga.edu		153 Wynridge Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8807

		917346958		Shepherd		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.5		3.78		White		F		706 9366682		NA		jshepherd@floydboe.net		eshephe1@my.westga.edu		830 Youngs Mill Rd				Kingston		GA		30145

		917350907		Justen		Kristi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201501		2.95				White		F		404 7232228		NA		NA		kjusten1@my.westga.edu		2718 Hawk Trce NE				Marietta		GA		30066-1527

		917321000		Murray		Kyle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201501		2.95				Asian		M		770 9574617		NA		NA		kmurray4@my.westga.edu		20 Beechwood Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-4480

		917371791		Castellanos		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201501		2.89						F		678 5499886		NA		NA		acastel2@my.westga.edu		5970 Castlegate Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-9021

		917355146		Denton		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.07				White		F		770 7141005		NA		NA		ldenton1@my.westga.edu		16 Garrett Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917363516		Griffin		Shantise		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.95		4		Black		F		404 3908626		NA		NA		sgriffi8@my.westga.edu		936-B Oak Creek Circle				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917136609		Rabun		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501		4		4		White		F		678 6311263		NA		NA		krabun1@my.westga.edu		101 Laurel Ct				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2028

		917381166		Fordham		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201501		2.87				White		M		770 8629326		NA		NA		jfordha1@my.westga.edu		125 Scenic Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-3072

		917366223		Walker		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.25				Black		F		706 2325633		NA		NA		kwalke17@my.westga.edu		7835 Alabama Hwy SW				Rome		GA		30165-6777

		917181684		Martin		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201501		3.1				White		M		770 8323666		NA		NA		tmartin5@my.westga.edu		209 Habersham Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4153

		917385197		Morrow		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.56				White		F		706 8820627		NA		NA		jmorrow7@my.westga.edu		215 E Yorktown Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-9502

		917427121		Faisst		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201205		201501		3.26				White		F		678 3640420		NA		NA		jfaisst1@my.westga.edu		118 Brookgrove Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1064

		917363540		Snell		Randall		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201501		2.8		3.33		Black		M		404 3769287		NA		NA		rsnell1@my.westga.edu		7288 Raintree Loop				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917340111		Loveless		Jimmy				BA		Chemistry/Secondary Education								F		201008		201501		3.82				White		M		770 2584099		NA		NA		jlovele1@my.westga.edu		3338 Lovvorn Mill Rd				Waco		GA		30182-3049

		917424951		Peay		Joeletta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.88		4		Black		F		404 2343591		NA		NA		jpeay2@my.westga.edu		135 Village Green Cir				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917380583		Stroud		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.31		3.5		Black		F		678 2942074		NA		NA		astroud3@my.westga.edu		228 Hedgewood Dr.				Hampton		GA		30228

		917372147		Jackson		Cortney		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201008		201501		3.53				Black		M		478 9861404		NA		NA		cjacks21@my.westga.edu		203 Firetower Rd				Gray		GA		31032-4033

		917429939		Cox		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.01				Black		F		404 4848685		NA		NA		jcox15@my.westga.edu		3980 Ambrose Ridge Ct				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917317115		Smith		Janice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201501				3.84		White		F		404 7294156		NA		smithdj@numail.org		jsmith66@my.westga.edu		18 Preswick Park Drive				Newnan		GA		30265

		917374038		King		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201501		3.2				White		F		678 2670589		NA		NA		tking6@my.westga.edu		106 David Fields Ct				McDonough		GA		30253-5812

		917375430		Smedley		Lindsey		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.33				White		F				NA		NA		lsmedle1@my.westga.edu		400 ELLIS RD SW				Dalton		GA		30721

		917368238		Thompson		Kristofer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201501		3.01				Black		M		678 3840744		NA		NA		kthomp23@my.westga.edu		4410 Steeplechase Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-2565

		917391375		Deramus		Mckinsley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.19				Black		F		770 3815176		NA		NA		mderamu1@my.westga.edu		1576 Shenta Oak Dr				Norcross		GA		30093-3030

		917387006		Adams		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.58				White		F		770 6312671		NA		NA		sadams13@my.westga.edu		204 Wheatleigh Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2441

		917165552		Hardy		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201301		201501		3.43		4		White		F		770 8769951		NA		cairulunari@hotmail.com		bhardy2@my.westga.edu		12135 Gulf Blvd.		Apartment 1		Treasure Island		FL		33706

		917445184		Holmes		Matika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501				3.36		Black		F		404 5631875		NA		NA		mholmes6@my.westga.edu		6000 River Oak Terrace				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917371000		Orebaugh		Savanna		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		2.86				White		F				NA		NA		sparson2@my.westga.edu		1855 Buttermilk Rd				Cave Spring		GA		30124

		917347266		Jones		Morgan		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.12				White		F		678 9864353		NA		NA		mjones48@my.westga.edu		27 Lake Haven Drive				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917273525		Zimmerman		Grant		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201401		201501		2.74				White		M		770 4298637		NA		NA		gzimmer1@my.westga.edu		252 Grosvenor Pl				Marietta		GA		30064

		917312594		Walker		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201501		3.38				White		F				brwparmer@gmail.com		NA		bwalker9@my.westga.edu

		917385637		Evans		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201205		201501		3.19						F		678 4924120		NA		NA		hwilson3@my.westga.edu		7246 FORREST RD				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917443035		Goodwin		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201501		3.62		4		White		F		706 9514437		NA		NA		egoodwi3@my.westga.edu		3712 Old Petersburg Rd				Augusta		GA		30907

		917351889		Gable		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.18				White		F		678 5443361		NA		NA		agable3@my.westga.edu		10 Peachtree Lake Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1830

		917407062		Barnes		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201108		201501		2.66				White		M				NA		NA		abarnes8@my.westga.edu		846 Bethel Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5646

		917438820		Pilgrim		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.04				White		F		770 8687177		NA		NA		lpilgri1@my.westga.edu		8626 Wood Springs Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917368921		Wendlandt		Meghan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.91		4		White		F				NA		NA		mgrover1@my.westga.edu		87 Tyler Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917428595		Pollock		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.3				Black		F		770 4787791		NA		NA		apolloc1@my.westga.edu		103 Spivey River Cir				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917166237		Klemzak		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201501		0		3.61		White		F		810 4346588		NA		NA		sklemza1@my.westga.edu		58 Grove Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917333552		Simpkins		Victor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201501		2.87				Black		M				NA		NA		vsimpki1@my.westga.edu		4603 Manteo Ct				Augusta		GA		30906-8510

		917028567		Harris		Robin		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201501		3.33				White		F		770 7106529		NA		robinhere@bellsouth.net		rharri18@my.westga.edu		1121 Rome Street		Apt. 104		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917367803		Raston		Jhori		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.4				Black		F		404 6756422		NA		NA		jraston2@my.westga.edu		4225 Apple Circle				Conley		GA		30288-1639

		917421008		Bemis		Lesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.65				White		F		205 8338190		NA		NA		lbemis1@my.westga.edu		400 Esplanade Dr				Birmingham		AL		35206-1609

		917335498		Barton		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.11				White		F		770 7328781		NA		NA		lbarton1@my.westga.edu		5818 Wembley Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917410177		Days-Hoffman		Sherron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201205		201501				3.9		Black		F		404 7897391		NA		NA		sdays1@my.westga.edu		6134 Idlewood Pass				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917330343		Cook		Christian		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.24		3.83		White		F		678 4924341		NA		NA		ccook7@my.westga.edu		2470 Daniel Road				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917389978		Wyman		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.27				White		F		770 8980436		NA		NA		jwyman1@my.westga.edu		160 Windy Oaks Ln				Locust Grove		GA		30248-2825

		917410022		Williams		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201501		3.11				White		F		770 9426973		NA		NA		awilli60@my.westga.edu		634 N Burnt Hickory Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134-4119

		917428640		Hastings		Kalie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201208		201501		3.81				Asian		F		770 8750231		NA		NA		khastin3@my.westga.edu		2640 Oak Grove Church Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917372780		Pipkin		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201501		2.91				White		F		770 2867602		NA		NA		jpipkin1@my.westga.edu		1125 Lakehaven Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-5569

		917387293		Kelly		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.86		3.83		White		F		770 8232744		NA		NA		ckelly7@my.westga.edu		8348 County Road 51				Graham		AL		36263

		917418838		Zachary		Betty		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.9		4		White		F		229 3090517		NA		NA		bzachar1@my.westga.edu		402 Woolfork Avenue				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917315801		Seastrom		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201501		3.22				White		F		678 6546254		NA		NA		sseastr1@my.westga.edu		1594 Rock Springs Ln				Woodstock		GA		30188-3166

		917413549		Dothard		Jason		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201201		201501		2.53				Black		M		678 6013894		NA		NA		jdothar1@my.westga.edu		127 N Garrett St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3929

		917031214		Lackey		Murvin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201208		201501		2.61				Black		M		404 3769978		NA		murvinlackey@gmail.com		mlackey1@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd		Apt 310B		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917411552		Baker		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201201		201501		2.99				Black		M		229 2204040		NA		NA		rbaker8@my.westga.edu		776 N 4th St				Colquitt		GA		39837-3843

		917366667		Jones		Tommy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201501		3.32				White		M		706 6240537		NA		NA		tjones30@my.westga.edu		334 Woodridge Dr NW				Calhoun		GA		30701-9423

		917446106		Morrissey		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				4		White		F		317 4404656		NA		NA		kmorri22@my.westga.edu		9895 Water Crest Drive				Fishers		IN		46038

		917023101		Syverson		Frances		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				3.84		White		F		678 5235582		NA		NA		fsyvers1@my.westga.edu		3178 Ashton Old Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917430357		Kafati		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201501				4		White		F		678 7530187		NA		NA		lkafati1@my.westga.edu		1141 Liberty Ln				Bogart		GA		30622-5308

		917006134		Ingram		Lora		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201501				3.61		Black		F		678 7919090		NA		NA		lingram4@my.westga.edu		335 North Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917030671		Slaton		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201405		201501				4		White		F		770 3289195		jessica.slaton@cowetaschools.org		NA		jslaton1@my.westga.edu		85 Walton Woods Court				Newnan		GA		30263

		917321251		Hill		Aaron				MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				3.33		Black		M		678 6146729		NA		NA		ahill17@my.westga.edu		4570 Glore Crossing Drive				Mableton		GA		30126

		917380528		Thiele		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.78				White		F				NA		NA		mthiele1@my.westga.edu		3635 Rosehaven Way				Suwanee		GA		30024-2259

		917427172		Gunby		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		2.87				White		F				NA		NA		cgunby1@my.westga.edu		4966 Whitlow Ridge Dr				Bishop		GA		30621-6518

		917395917		O'bryan		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.32				White		F		770 8870460		NA		NA		kobryan1@my.westga.edu		5060 Piney Grove Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-9669

		917372874		Rutan		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.29				White		F		770 4250538		NA		NA		erutan1@my.westga.edu		642 Owl Creek Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6229

		917338074		Bostic		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		3.26		3.83		White		F		770 3804975		NA		NA		rbostic2@my.westga.edu		8186 Woodland Ave SE				Covington		GA		30014-3966

		917416255		Wing		Joel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201501		3.34				White		M		207 5138013		NA		NA		jwing1@my.westga.edu		215 Perry St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2422

		917424829		Drzewiecki		Alliya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201208		201501				3.85		White		F		419 7087583		NA		NA		adrzewi1@my.westga.edu		1564 Amesbury				Toledo		OH		43612

		917055510		Crosby		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201401		201501		2.86		3.86		White		M		770 6967240		john.crosby@cowetaschools.net		nhgt_2000@hotmail.com		jcrosby3@my.westga.edu		141 Millpond Crossing G1				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917310178		Hodges		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.5		3.72		White		F				NA		NA		ahodges2@my.westga.edu		1752 County Road 26				Roanoke		AL		36274-5270

		917446226		Jensen		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201501				4		White		F		770 3120856		NA		NA		mjensen4@my.westga.edu		570 Hogart St				Raeford		NC		28376

		917007057		Lane		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201205		201501				4		White		M		678 3951370		lane.daniel@fcboe.org		NA		dlane2@my.westga.edu		306 Hambrick Park				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5268

		917169591		Griffin		Roxie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				3.88		Black		F		678 7021345		NA		NA		rgriff10@my.westga.edu		4689 Thompson Mill Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917395855		Wren		Rebekah		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201501		3.89		4		White		F		678 9779975		NA		NA		rrhineh1@my.westga.edu		1307 Bo Bo Banks Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1879

		917329157		Maddox		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201501		3.08				White		F		404 4085598		NA		NA		lmaddox1@my.westga.edu		106 Windalier Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3208

		917388083		Pittman		Tiana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201501		3.25				Black		F				NA		NA		tpittma3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 66185				Washington		DC		20035-6185

		917399571		Butler		Kaela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.56		3.92		Black		F		770 8267404		NA		NA		kbutler3@my.westga.edu		505 saddle lake drive				Roswell		GA		30076

		917407437		Barnes		Glenn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.33		3.71		Black		M		770 5702140		NA		NA		gbarnes1@my.westga.edu		9765 Walnut Grove Trail				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917440083		George		Eon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201308		201501				3.86		Black		M		678 7591552		NA		NA		egeorge2@my.westga.edu		354 Kentwood Springs Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-5937

		917154724		Godfrey		Antoinette		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		201501				4		Black		F		770 8566907		NA		NA		agodfre5@my.westga.edu		7429 Absinth Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349-8135

		917386133		Cooper		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201108		201501		4		4		White		F		770 3012427		NA		schlottmanc@yahoo.com		cschlot1@my.westga.edu		74 Spring Street Apt A				Newnan		GA		30263

		917468078		Grimsley		Nakia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201501				4		Black		F		678 8387737		NA		NA		nharris6@my.westga.edu		3881 Monticello Street				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917360645		Walker		Philip		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201501		3.32				White		M		678 3785391		NA		NA		pwalker5@my.westga.edu		353 Norton Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-2733

		917182954		Shirley-Stevens		Renee		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201401		201501		3.25		3.8		White		F		770 5709080		NA		NA		rshirle1@my.westga.edu		1895 Mack Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917440915		Till		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				3.27		White		M		404 8845363		NA		NA		rtill1@my.westga.edu		2116 Renaissance Way NE				Atlanta		GA		30308

		917373723		Ivey		Brana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.61		3.66		Black		F		404 4471745		NA		NA		bivey1@my.westga.edu		504 Riverview Pl				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917362373		McCombs		Whitney		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		2.93				Black		F		770 7482938		NA		wmccombs@student.highlands.edu		wmccomb1@my.westga.edu		109 Hicklen Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-4055

		917395818		Clarke		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Political Science						F		201108		201501		3.54						M		804 7395975		NA		NA		kclarke2@my.westga.edu		6249 Fox Branch Ct				Midlothian		VA		23112-6556

		917304464		Walkup		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.46		3.45		White		F		404 3721178		NA		NA		swalkup1@my.westga.edu		460 Hays Mill Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917428449		Cormany		Leah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201501				3.76		White		F		678 3239636		NA		NA		lcorman1@my.westga.edu		6450 Mill Crossing Ct				Acworth		GA		30102-1579

		917219317		Heaton		Lorin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201501		3.76		4		White		F		770 3013440		NA		NA		NA		168 Brookside Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917323462		Mosley		Wakaith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201305		201501				3.62		Black		F				wakaitha_l_mosley@fc.dekalb.k12.ga.us		wakaithamosley@yahoo.com		wmosley1@my.westga.edu		1040 Strawberry Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917179936		Pope		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201305		201501		3.03		3.84		White		F		706 7660165		NA		NA		smoore6@my.westga.edu		436 Waburn Walk				Dallas		GA		30132

		917288614		Newey		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201308		201501				3.92		White		F		678 3131033		NA		NA		mnewey1@my.westga.edu		142 Narrows Loop				Waleska		GA		30183

		917429200		Over		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201301		201501		0		3.92		White		F		205 5169124		NA		NA		lguthri1@my.westga.edu		401 Cole Creek Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917409130		Dyal		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201401		201501				4		White		F		912 6327902		NA		NA		hdyal1@my.westga.edu		199 John Allen Circle				Alma		GA		31510

		917456798		De La Torre		Alysa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201401		201501				4				F		770 6321572		NA		NA		adelato1@my.westga.edu		166 Ardenlee Drive 				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201308		201501		2.96		4		White		M		678 8985910		NA		LFCARR@yahoo.com		lcarr@westga.edu		126 Pinecrest Cir				Dallas		GA		30132-4011

		917410323		Weaver		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.51				White		F		706 3561777		NA		NA		lweaver3@my.westga.edu		3644 Seymour Rd.				Martin		GA		30557

		917344272		Rogers		DeMia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.39		3.9		Black		F		770 7859387		NA		NA		drogers6@my.westga.edu		2315 Rock Mill Ln NE				Conyers		GA		30013-5726

		917406199		Fleming		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201501				4		White		F		912 7130280		NA		NA		sflemin4@my.westga.edu

		917385281		Luton		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.37				White		F		770 2539077		NA		NA		vluton1@my.westga.edu		217 Overland Trail				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3715

		917443200		Traeger		Callie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201308		201501				4		White		F		770 8807261		NA		NA		ctraege1@my.westga.edu		1800 Benningfield Dr				Marietta		GA		30064

		917421723		Wood		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.47				White		F		478 9943231		NA		NA		awood13@my.westga.edu		131 Fairway Run				Forsyth		GA		31029-4976

		917303990		Weaver		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201501		3.79				White		F		770 4897253		NA		NA		tweaver1@my.westga.edu		6159 Prince Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-4744

		917394879		Buggs		Kenya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.21		3.5		Black		F		706 8465164		NA		NA		kbuggs1@my.westga.edu		160 Cato St				Manchester		GA		31816-1307

		917137142		Macon		Camron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201501				3.3		Black		M		678 6020117		NA		NA		cmacon2@my.westga.edu		163 Christopher Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-2249

		917427810		Pullen		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BS		Physics/Secondary Education								F		201208		201501		3.71				White		M		770 6463691		NA		NA		apullen2@my.westga.edu		2025 Monroe Mill Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-3444

		917414388		Mcgee		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.66				Black		F		678 9382139		NA		NA		dmcgee2@my.westga.edu		5611 Rock Shoals Way				College Park		GA		30349

		917379949		Song		Detong		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201201		201501		3.82				Asian		F				NA		NA		dsong1@my.westga.edu		70 Hawks Nest Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917383768		Stowe		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201501		3.55				White		F				NA		NA		cstowe1@my.westga.edu		591 Denson Rd				Summerville		GA		30747-6558

		917375193		Reeves		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.92				White		F		770 7787052		NA		NA		creeves6@my.westga.edu		896 Everett Mountain Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4553

		917272617		Zavaleta		Alfredo		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201501				3.75		White		M		770 5833778		alfredo_zavaleta@cowetaschools.org		NA		azavale1@my.westga.edu		POB 776				Grantville		GA		30220

		917363280		Edouard		Anastasia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.99				Black		F		678 5193696		NA		NA		aedouar1@my.westga.edu		10419 Ivygate Ter				Jonesboro		GA		30238-7924

		917373496		Huff		Jenai		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.42				Black		F		678 4725930		NA		NA		jlovehu1@my.westga.edu		10103 Deep Creek Dr				Union City		GA		30291-6015

		917386067		Helms		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.46				White		F				NA		NA		lhelms2@my.westga.edu		65 Timberidge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-4102

		917390645		Petcu		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.38				White		F		7703070		NA		NA		mpetcu1@my.westga.edu		128 Ashwood Dr				Winder		GA		30680-3528

		917378780		Sutherland-Johnson		Rosanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.97		3.75		Black		F		404 4227794		NA		NA		rsuther1@my.westga.edu		135 Terry Terrace		Unit 11A		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917244716		Foster		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501		3.41		4		White		F		678 4928810		NA		NA		jfoster4@my.westga.edu		1831 Burwell Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917064836		Mulkey		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201501		3.14		4		White		F				kim.mulkey@woodward.edu		NA		kmulkey2@my.westga.edu		1619 Walker Ave				College Park		GA		30337-1411

		917449739		Allen		La Porsha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201501				4		Black		F		678 5239471		NA		NA		lallen12@my.westga.edu		5514 Village Trace				Union City		GA		30291

		917366208		Wright		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201501		3.07				White		M		678 6013742		NA		NA		jwrigh14@my.westga.edu		308 Hays Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-4215

		917450596		Brown		Megan		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.75				White		F		770 6840957		NA		NA		mbrown45@my.westga.edu		202 Plum Street				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917454959		Youmans		Janet		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				3.88		White		F		678 583		NA		NA		jyouman1@my.westga.edu		730 Stallsworth Rd				McDonough		GA		30252

		917411410		Roberts		Cedric		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201501				3.84		Black		M		229 2515041		NA		NA		crober15@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 237				Sparks		GA		31647

		917404163		Dye		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.27				White		F		678 3262522		NA		NA		edye2@my.westga.edu		6785 Smithfield Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-1919

		917392163		Walker		Kalie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.34				White		F		478 9524847		NA		NA		kwalke19@my.westga.edu		1179 Hwy 83 North				Forsyth		GA		31029

		917365109		Robinson		Latoya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.23						F		678 4691612		NA		NA		lrobin15@my.westga.edu		132 Huntcliff Trail				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917152621		Jackson		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201005		201501		3.17				White		F		770 3145195		NA		NA		cjackso6@my.westga.edu		129 Acorn Lane				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917361762		Moore		Tyehimba		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201501		3.02		3.3		Black		M		1234567		NA		NA		tmoore16@my.westga.edu		4118 Brockett Creek Dr				Tucker		GA		30084

		917345568		Tullis		Ronnie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201501		3.03				Black		M		404 8576162		NA		NA		rtullis1@my.westga.edu		2354 June Springs Drive				Marietta		GA		30008

		917376559		Smith		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.68				White		F		770 5992102		NA		NA		jsmith97@my.westga.edu		673 Standing Rock Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-1405

		917347148		Bell		Shatera		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		200908		201501		3.26				Black		F		770 7394997		NA		NA		sbell6@my.westga.edu		724 Knox Springs Rd				Austell		GA		30168-6314

		917421565		Marx		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.45				White		M		912 6740984		NA		NA		zmarx1@my.westga.edu		901 Riverview Place		PO Box 5474		Saint Marys		GA		31558-5474

		917454831		Meers		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.79				White		F		7066766876		NA		NA		wmeers1@my.westga.edu		17 Cameo Drive				Rome		GA		30165

		917387918		Eaves		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.63				White		F		770 8326731		NA		NA		ceaves2@my.westga.edu		14 Buell Jones Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5413

		917435346		Magwood		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201301		201501		3.49				White		M		678 3927785		NA		NA		smagwoo1@my.westga.edu		1811 Old Lost Mountain Road				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917293981		Lozo		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201301		201501				4		White		F		770 5147417		NA		NA		wlozo1@my.westga.edu		2149 Kensington Ct				Marietta		GA		30064

		917178982		Foster		Adrian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201501		2.46		3.37		Black		F				NA		NA		afoster6@my.westga.edu

		917341792		Nelson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.2				White		F				NA		NA		adawson4@my.westga.edu		185 Tillinghast Trce				Newnan		GA		30265-6000

		917381863		Manomano		George		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.07				Black		M		404 2716853		NA		NA		gmanoma1@my.westga.edu		860 Georgian Hills Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-8697

		917432632		Thompson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201501		3.39				White		F		205 5083052		NA		NA		athomp19@my.westga.edu		112 Georgia Manor Ln				Trussville		AL		35173-1709

		917395880		Ellis		Angel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.07		3.57		Black		F		678 4468907		NA		NA		aellis5@my.westga.edu		190 Trelawney Circle				Covington		GA		30016

		917305580		Whalen		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201301		201501		3.13		4		White		F		678 7147333		NA		NA		jwhalen1@my.westga.edu		780 Sentry Ridge Xing				Suwanee		GA		30024-6445

		917341099		Whitley		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501		3.02		3.54		White		F		678 8771114		NA		NA		rwhitle2@my.westga.edu		1061 Bo Bo Banks Rd				Grantville		GA		30220

		917141158		Williams		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201501				3.8		Black		F		404 372		NA		NA		swillia1@my.westga.edu		327 Carriage Lake Lane				Stockbridge		GA		30273

		917381636		Johnson		RaShaundria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.51				Black		F		678 4572542		NA		NA		rjohns21@my.westga.edu		727 Heritage Post Lane				Grayson		GA		30017

		917361938		Pruitt		Stevanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.82		3.92		White		F		706 3460088		NA		NA		spruitt3@my.westga.edu		1047 Morgan Diary Road SW				Cave Spring		GA		30124

		917330200		Prather		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		2.79		0		Black		F		678 7723783		NA		NA		jprathe1@my.westga.edu		1021 Carrington Ridge				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917411646		Rodriguez		Eliana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201501		3.32		3.92				F		269 5989070		NA		elianarodriguez90@gmail.com		erodrig2@my.westga.edu		25 Greens Court				Newnan		GA		30265

		917377905		Worthy		Hailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		2.92				White		F		770 5429845		NA		NA		hworthy2@my.westga.edu		39 King St				Bremen		GA		30110-4627

		917367458		Warner		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.36				White		F		706 8820912		NA		NA		jwarner3@my.westga.edu		400 Ridge St				LaGrange		GA		30240-3157

		917389992		Huddleston		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201501		3.43				White		F		706 8370294		NA		NA		ahuddle2@my.westga.edu		106 Cedar Creek Ct				LaGrange		GA		30240-9290

		917053301		Bishop		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201501		3.37		3.96		White		M		404 7027859		NA		NA		jbishop1@my.westga.edu		315 Roswell Ave SE				Rome		GA		30161

		917419082		Birkenfeld		Karen		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201205		201501				4		White		F		205 3299616		NA		NA		kbirken1@my.westga.edu		105 Deer Run Dr				Alabaster		AL		35007-6404

		917454892		Bennett		Cole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501				4		White		M		706 5816204		NA		NA		cbennet9@my.westga.edu		504 Leightons Lndg				Dalton		GA		30720

		917356962		Offutt		Daphanie Renee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201305		201501		3.01		3.81		Black		F		404 9010587		NA		NA		doffutt1@my.westga.edu		7237 Brittany Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917373167		Smith		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.68				White		F		770 9106099		NA		NA		csmith75@my.westga.edu		6165 Ellis Street				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917392509		Bost		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.67		4		White		F		770 8941377		NA		NA		mbost1@my.westga.edu		6780 Sentara Place				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917356631		Smith		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201501		2.89				White		F		770 9439807		NA		NA		ksmith59@my.westga.edu		441 Carriage Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917437161		Dorsey		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501				3.81		White		F		678 5715075		NA		NA		kdorsey4@my.westga.edu		615 Walden Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-8802

		917420171		Elemen		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201205		201501				3.98		White		F		510 6737374		NA		NA		jelemen1@my.westga.edu		35787 Augustine Ct				Fremont		CA		94536-3301

		917455083		Ryan		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201308		201501				3.9		White		M		509 6758629		NA		NA		pryan2@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Road		Apartment 410C		Carrollton		GA		30116

		917004602		Coleman		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.24				White		F		678 7808099		NA		whitlockd47@yahoo.com		djunge1@my.westga.edu		4355 Highland Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917199925		Williams		Katie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.79				White		F		770 5742672		NA		NA		kwilli63@my.westga.edu		564 Salem Church Road				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917394487		Gill		Arielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.63				White		F		7063972		NA		NA		agill1@my.westga.edu		11828 E Highway 136				La Fayette		GA		30728-5858

		917342704		Denney		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201501		3.33		3.78		White		F		770 3015866		NA		NA		cziglar1@my.westga.edu		535 Garrett Creek Road				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917189461		Korn		Randi Lynn		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201305		201501		3.28		3.8		White		F		404 5425915		NA		r.korn1@yahoo.com		rkorn1@my.westga.edu		60 Green Elm Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917193307		Anderson		Ramona		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501		4		3.67		Black		F		770 9097559		NA		NA		randers4@my.westga.edu		5500 Hampton Ct				College Park		GA		30349

		917463287		Basler		Dana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201401		201501				3.7		White		F		865 5994727		NA		NA		dbasler1@my.westga.edu		3701 Redding Road				Maryville		TN		37415

		917108381		Carden		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501		3.85		4		White		F		770 5372742		amanda.carden@carrolltoncityschools.net		NA		acarden1@my.westga.edu		638 Liberty Church Rd				Bremen		GA		30110

		917140855		Smith		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501				4		White		F				NA		NA		ssmith61@my.westga.edu

		917398464		Peevy		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201108		201501		2.94				White		M		770 9630780		NA		NA		dpeevy1@my.westga.edu		4251 Clack Rd				Auburn		GA		30011-2245

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501		3.39		4		White		F		770 3628481		NA		NA		erichar2@my.westga.edu		2120 Castle Lake Drive				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917444637		Turner		Hiroko		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201305		201501				4		Asian		F		706 7920136		NA		NA		hturner2@my.westga.edu		1845 South Barton Dr.				Augusta		GA		30906

		917450537		Hill		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				4		White		F				NA		NA		lhill10@my.westga.edu		506 Melody Place				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917371003		Lewis		Ashlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		2.96		0		White		F		770 3287267		NA		NA		alewis13@my.westga.edu		165 Edgewood Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117-8915

		917211604		Daniels		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201501		2.09		3.5		Black		F		678 4676773		NA		NA		rdaniel2@my.westga.edu		3308 Rutherford Glen Circle				Atlanta		GA		30340

		917450534		Sexton		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				3.75		White		F				NA		NA		lsexton2@my.westga.edu		4961 Brittany Drive				Macon		GA		31210

		917406482		Evans		Johnah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3				Black		F		404 3946814		NA		NA		jevans14@my.westga.edu		250 Enon Court SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917368119		Ho-sang		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.24				Black		F		404 5477167		NA		melissahosang@gmail.com		mhosang2@my.westga.edu		705 Arbor Drive				Duluth		GA		30096-5318

		917454767		Jones-Clyne		Jennyve		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				3.75				F		770 4024795		NA		NA		jjonesc1@my.westga.edu		420 White Ingram Parkway				Dallas		GA		30132

		917454705		Miller		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201501				3.7		Black		F		404 3165528		NA		NA		amille32@my.westga.edu		3103 Stratford Commons				Decatur		GA		30033

		917334873		Davis		Lindsey		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.73				White		F		770 3246421		NA		NA		ldavis28@my.westga.edu		358 Jake Whorton Rd SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-3019

		917210130		Brown		Gregory		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Special Education - MAT				F		201101		201501		3.1		3.22		White		M		678 633		chadbrown@heardcountyga.com		NA		gbrown3@my.westga.edu		201 Deer Creek Circle				Franklin		GA		30217

		917357140		Whispell		Katelynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.1				White		F		770 5621862		NA		NA		kwhispe1@my.westga.edu		165 Willow Bend Dr				Temple		GA		30179-3961

		917394133		Lipham		Heather		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.54				White		F		770 8306352		NA		NA		hlipham1@my.westga.edu		1715 Tyus Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9613

		917359454		Brown		Travis		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201501		2.79				Black		M		404 6972565		NA		NA		tbrown30@my.westga.edu		1230 McMinn Drive				Snellville		GA		30078

		917333542		Kirvin		Malvern		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201501		2.72				Black		M		687 4897617		NA		NA		mkirvin1@my.westga.edu		9035 Highland Pkwy				Fairburn		GA		30213-4295

		917372613		Browning		Zachery		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201501		3.09				White		M		706 8840461		NA		NA		zbrowni1@my.westga.edu		545 Liberty Hill Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-6614

		917450392		Kleeman		Albert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201305		201501				3		White		M		912 4291773		NA		NA		akleema1@my.westga.edu		26 Brannen Dr				Savannah		GA		31410

		917428402		Malone		Chauncey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.02				Black		M		229 2887894		NA		NA		cmalone2@my.westga.edu		967 Loch Forest Way				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917355017		Norton		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		2.95				White		F		770 8762258		NA		NA		hnorton1@my.westga.edu		790 County Road 448				Muscadine		AL		36269

		917364374		Esposito		April		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201501		2.82						F		770 4867690		NA		NA		aesposi1@my.westga.edu		613 Vermillion Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-4039

		917213849		Goulbourne		Latoya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201501		2.54		3.8		Black		F		678 6004217		NA		NA		lgoulbo1@my.westga.edu		504 Lovvorn Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917364695		Marlow		Madison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.73						F		706 2262203		NA		NA		mmarlow2@my.westga.edu		505 Dalton Ct				Dalton		GA		30721-8966

		917213303		Heard		Lasonya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201405		201501		2.94		0		Black		F		678 4165926		NA		NA		lheard3@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Court		Apt 2405		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917453487		Harting		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201501		3.13				White		F		864 6427947		NA		NA		msmith82@my.westga.edu		50 Arrowhead Drive				Dallas		GA		30132

		917433842		Reilly		Leah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.9		4		White		F		770 4255248		NA		NA		lreilly1@my.westga.edu		1101 Chestnut Hill Cir.				Marietta		GA		30064

		917398350		Poole		Sa'Quetta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.13				Black		F		404 8352393		NA		NA		spoole2@my.westga.edu		3595 Keels Ln				College Park		GA		30349-4547

		917425269		Ligon		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201501		3.56				Black		F		706 6634202		NA		NA		wligon2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 274		121 Wood Ave		Pine Mountain		GA		31822

		917367928		Champion		Chantel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.68		3		Black		F		404 2860998		NA		NA		cchampi3@my.westga.edu		2061 Marble Arch Dr				Decatur		GA		30035

		917444221		Dove		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201308		201501		3.34				White		M		678 8177954		NA		NA		rdove1@my.westga.edu		535 Virginia Highlands				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917319748		Strickland		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201501		3.1				White		F				NA		NA		mstrick3@my.westga.edu		275 River Rd				McDonough		GA		30252-8728

		917415811		Holland		Donald		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201501				4		White		M		902 5649490		NA		NA		dhollan3@my.westga.edu		13 Benson Drive				Sydney		NS		B1S2M1

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201501		2.96		3.44		White		F		256 3632867		NA		NA		asanfor3@my.westga.edu		477 Pineywoods Drive				Wedowee		AL		36278

		917397554		Osborn		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201501				4		White		F		206 38773392		NA		rachel.lynn.osborn@gmail.com		rosborn2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1871				Kingston		WA		98346-1871

		917442361		Ray		Arianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				3.45		Black		F		803 4762081		NA		NA		aray7@my.westga.edu		3411 Foxhall Road				Columbia		SC		29204

		917392031		Godwin		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.72				White		F		478 2180490		NA		NA		lgodwin3@my.westga.edu		502 Lattice Bnd				Bonaire		GA		31005-4839

		917374640		Smith		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.02				Black		F		404 7727518		NA		NA		jsmith94@my.westga.edu		5993 Orchard Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4749

		917422060		Walker		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201501				3.37		White		F				NA		NA		dpendry1@my.westga.edu		Po Box 134				Fort Edward		NY		12828

		917444039		Chinnery		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501				3.72		Black		F		478 2139389		NA		NA		jchinne1@my.westga.edu		120 Mary Jay Drive				Warner Robins		GA		31088

		917451633		Bussey		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				4		Black		F		803 6450295		NA		NA		kbussey1@my.westga.edu		220 Cross Park Dr		K131		Pearl		MS		39208

		917329812		Griffin		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201301		201501		3.64				White		F		770 8360090		NA		NA		jgriff20@my.westga.edu		101 Virginia Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-5269

		917363626		Barker		Donovan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201501		2.9				Black		M		404 2452011		NA		NA		dbarker3@my.westga.edu		1172 Brookhaven Woods Court				Atlanta		GA		30319

		917275723		Kelley		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501		3.1		3.94		White		F		770 8230864		NA		NA		kkelley3@my.westga.edu		97 Couch Street				Moreland		GA		30259

		917166977		Rich		Steve		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201205		201501				3.88		White		M		770 9202783		NA		NA		srich@westga.edu		5460 Lake Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-2512

		917390746		Ritter		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.54				White		F		770 2713983		NA		NA		eritter1@my.westga.edu		2550 Ridgehurst Dr				Buford		GA		30518-2097

		917443373		Patrick		Vanessa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501				3.81		Black		F		731 6680697		NA		NA		vpatric1@my.westga.edu		57 Commanche Trail				Jackson		TN		38305

		917444040		Ramirez Rios		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				4				F		678 5768786		NA		NA		jramire1@my.westga.edu		5075 Winding Branch Dr				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917143360		Richardson		Leah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201301		201501				3.64		Black		F		678 5570278		NA		NA		lrichar7@my.westga.edu		5248 Golfcrest Cir				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-4117

		917444392		Conroy		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				3.27		White		M				NA		NA		rconroy1@my.westga.edu		91 Stella Dr				North Providence		RI		2911

		917298999		McLendon		Juanita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201501		3.1		3.75		White		F		678 3918550		NA		NA		jmclend3@my.westga.edu		6940 Sumpter Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-5350

		917428451		McKeever		Lydia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201501				3.35		Black		F		678 2660469		NA		NA		lthomp15@my.westga.edu		2382 Scotney Castle Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5900

		917383763		Helms		Courtney		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.81				White		F		706 7664768		NA		NA		chelms1@my.westga.edu		107 Park Avenue				Trion		GA		30753

		917342709		Harris		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201108		201501		3.3				White		F		678 7614790		NA		NA		sharri15@my.westga.edu		409 Laurel St 				Bremen		GA		30110

		917391961		Partridge		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201501		3.39				White		M		770 4611381		NA		NA		jpartri1@my.westga.edu		105 Grindstone Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1602

		917364600		Burkhalter		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201308		201501		3.53				White		F		706 5125655		NA		maggiemay299@att.net		mburkha2@my.westga.edu		62 Ridgeview dr				Silver Creek		GA		30173

		917387926		Wise		Crystin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.82				White		F		770 8389765		NA		NA		cwise3@my.westga.edu		119 Pinehurst Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-7558

		917379758		Miller		Mercedes		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				F		201108		201501		3.2				White		F		404 6618163		NA		NA		mmille17@my.westga.edu		7682 Georgia Highway 120				Buchanan		GA		30113-4768

		917372407		Edwards		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201501		3.63		3.92		Black		F		404 2187903		NA		NA		aedwar14@my.westga.edu		4711 Cotter Pl				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917392133		Cunningham		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.4		3.7		White		F		678 8508383		NA		NA		kcunnin5@my.westga.edu		205 Peachtree Lane				Newnan		GA		30265

		917334969		Brown		Eriona		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201501		3.56				Black		F		404 5010970		NA		NA		ebrown12@my.westga.edu		4740 Fellswood Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-2625

		917378212		Burum		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						P		201008		201501		2.63				Black		M		706 5542204		NA		NA		bburum1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1240				Waynesboro		GA		30830-2240

		917158233		Horwitz		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201205		201501		2.19		3.93		White		M		770 4553480		NA		NA		jhorwit1@my.westga.edu		2383 Delverton Dr				Dunwoody		GA		30338-5354

		917308354		Wilson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201501				3.07		White		F		678 9200526		NA		NA		ewilson7@my.westga.edu		2746 Brannan Rd				Snellville		GA		30039

		917454473		Haynes		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201501				4		White		F		770 8422752		NA		NA		jhaynes4@my.westga.edu		3821 Market Street				Clarkston		GA		30021

		917413337		Smith		Marlie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201501		3.46				White		F		770 4394126		NA		marlie.d.smith@gmail.com		msmith60@my.westga.edu		5214 Brown Leaf Trail				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917345961		Crook		Miranda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201501		4				White		F		770 8468041		NA		NA		mmorga15@my.westga.edu		315 Felton Rockmart Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-2812

		917331221		Holton		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201501				3.92		White		F				NA		NA		cholton1@my.westga.edu		1808 Angelique Drive				Decatur		GA		30033

		917436125		Duncan		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201501				4		White		F		404 3861867		NA		sdcarroway@yahoo.com		sduncan5@my.westga.edu		2249 Vistamont Dr				Decatur		GA		30033-4703

		917410112		Richardson		Debra		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201201		201501		2.66				White		F		770 7481754		NA		NA		drichar8@my.westga.edu		1110 Culp Lake Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5643

		917325779		Meyer		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201501		3.3		4		White		F		706 2472443		NA		NA		jmeyer1@my.westga.edu		80 Deerfield Lane				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917444638		Duman		Aubrey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201501				3.9		White		F		248 7875005		NA		NA		aduman1@my.westga.edu		9095 Clubwood Dr				Walled Lake		MI		48390

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201501				4		White		F		706 3752841		NA		jcrane5117@hotmail.com		jcrane3@my.westga.edu		23 Glass Mill Pointe Drive				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917355026		Urquhart		Nathan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201501		3.3				White		M		770 2585369		NA		NA		nurquha1@my.westga.edu		160 Bartlett Cir				Bowdon		GA		30108-1302

		917327252		Gilley		Eric		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200901		201501		3.51				White		M		770 2536777		NA		NA		egilley1@my.westga.edu		35 Creek Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2239

		917292669		Radvansky		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201208		201501		3		3.57		White		F		770 8427378		NA		NA		sking8@my.westga.edu		756 Pine Grove Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3133

		917406825		Burgett		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201501				3.83		White		F		770 5791580		NA		NA		kburget2@my.westga.edu		2274 Pine Warbler Way				Marietta		GA		30062-2875

		917102424		Ross		Kurt		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201308		201501		3.17		4		White		M		770 2865304		NA		NA		kross1@my.westga.edu		801 Hickory Level Road		Apt 5111		Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917337963		Wright		Hope		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201308		201501		4		4				F		678 6214665		NA		NA		hbaldiz1@my.westga.edu		612 Stripling Chapel Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917389756		Austin		Carly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.63		4		White		F		678 6288232		NA		NA		caustin7@my.westga.edu		455 Liberty Church Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917181098		Peay		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201501		3.07				Black		F		404 2773490		NA		NA		jpeay1@my.westga.edu		135 Village Green Circle				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917376354		Earl		Ambrey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201501		2.92				White		F		770 9200939		NA		NA		aearl2@my.westga.edu		4477 Bronte Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-4972

		917309315		Bryant		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201501		3.12				White		M		770 9470825		NA		NA		jbryan11@my.westga.edu		284 Bomar Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-5189

		917371569		Couch		Kiana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201501		3.24				Black		F		404 5732152		NA		NA		kcouch4@my.westga.edu		6302 Windy Ridge Way				Lithonia		GA		30058-6630

		917385749		Harrell		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201208		201501		3.26				White		F		770 9447407		NA		NA		kharrel1@my.westga.edu		4768 Brent Ct SE				Mableton		GA		30126-1445

		917374973		Griffith		Jillian		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.97		4		White		F		706 2910263		NA		NA		jpilgri1@my.westga.edu		81 Terhune Rd.				Rome		GA		30161

		917364059		Raney		Kasy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		2.98				White		F		404 7915568		NA		NA		kraney3@my.westga.edu		5876 Oak Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-3837

		917363989		Duncan		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.9				White		F		770 9453803		NA		NA		cduncan5@my.westga.edu		4248 Friar Tuck Ln				Buford		GA		30519-3977

		917364726		Wooten		Taria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201501		3.04		3.6		Black		F		404 9573773		NA		NA		twooten3@my.westga.edu		400 Northside Drive		apt. E3		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917405776		Wilson		Hayley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201501		3.71				White		F		770 3395406		NA		NA		hwilson2@my.westga.edu		1217 Hadaway Trl				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-4670

		917355139		Clonts		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201501		3.2				White		F		770 5438847		NA		NA		kclonts2@my.westga.edu		926 Lindsey Lake Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-8952

		917399872		McCloud-Speer		Aquinta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.12		3.91		Black		F		404 7750326		NA		NA		amcclou1@my.westga.edu		3773 Emperors Cove				Snellville		GA		30039

		917428518		Gilbert		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201301		201501		2.96				White		F		770 9411718		NA		NA		wjarret1@my.westga.edu		4251 Gregory Manor Ct SW				Smyrna		GA		30082-4477

		917331479		Watson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201501		3.09				White		F		706 2421752		NA		medievalgirl@bellsouth.net		twatson6@my.westga.edu		206 Edgemont Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-7753

		917425875		Hale		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201305		201501				4		White		F		770 6320334		NA		NA		ahale3@my.westga.edu		185 Drumcliff Ct				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917142136		Hunt		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201501				3.96		White		F		770 7329799		NA		NA		ahunt3@my.westga.edu		1574 Petal Pt NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917450486		Nix		Lana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201501				4		White		F				NA		NA		lnix3@my.westga.edu		7811 Benchmark Drive				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917204003		Patterson		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201501		3.32		4		White		F		404 6065129		NA		NA		wpatter1@my.westga.edu		135 Tuggle Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917444464		Chan		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201308		201501				3.9		Asian		F		646 6238957		NA		NA		vchan1@my.westga.edu		50 Bayard St# 8L				New York		NY		10013

		917425394		Sellers		Bryce		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201501		3.39				Black		M		770 4890534		NA		NA		bseller2@my.westga.edu		57 Brookridge Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134-5378

		917450220		Austin		Anique		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201501				3.53		Black		F		404 5503154		NA		NA		aaustin6@my.westga.edu		1685 Boulder Walk Dr				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917451239		Green		Torreon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201501		3.06		3.7		Black		F		404 9440209		NA		NA		talmond1@my.westga.edu		4566 Town Manor Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917130339		Mitchell		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201501		3.07		3.72		Black		F		770 6832581		NA		kimberlymitchell81@yahoo.com		kmitche3@my.westga.edu		26 Crescent St				Newnan		GA		30265-6031

		917284604		Moore		Antoine		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Mathematics (6-12)				P		201305		201501		2.5		3.36		Black		M		404 9019132		NA		NA		amoore11@my.westga.edu		5000 Harley Beth Dr				SNELLVILLE		GA		30039

		917396149		Rhyne		Frances		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201501		3.78		4		White		F		706 2321409		NA		NA		frhyne1@my.westga.edu		1981 Pleasant Valley Road				Silver Creek		GA		30173

		917394230		Townsend		Abby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.82				White		F		770 2535585		NA		NA		atownse3@my.westga.edu		35 Mansour Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-1507

		917390226		Burgess		Travonta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201501		3.73		4		Black		M		706 4613168		NA		NA		tburges3@my.westga.edu		1175 Old Harris Rd Apt 411				Dallas		GA		30157

		917344312		Norton		Kirby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201501		3.05				White		F		770 845		NA		NA		knorton1@my.westga.edu		123 Windemere Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2317

		917397168		Miller		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201501		3.63				White		F		404 5834600		NA		NA		cmille14@my.westga.edu

		917442970		Millsap		Nadia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201501		3.81		3.92		Black		F		678 7361490		NA		NA		nmillsa1@my.westga.edu		2360 GainesMill Road				Gainesville		GA		30507

		917013713		Bennett		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201205		201505		3.55		3.92		White		F		678 6213410		dawnbennett@heard.k12.ga.us		NA		dharman1@my.westga.edu		161 Brookshire Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-6535

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201505		3.94		4		White		F		404 2772199		NA		angela.kapella@gmail.com		akapell1@my.westga.edu		2386 Chateau Lane				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917400907		Jordan		Jonda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201505				3.88		Black		F		407 4323755		NA		jordj6@students.fscj.edu		jjordan5@my.westga.edu		15 Brasseler Blvd G23				Savannah		GA		31419

		917156597		Hollins		Julia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201505		3.39		3.44		Black		F		770 8735945		NA		dtc117@msn.com		jhollin1@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 264				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917411445		Temple		Michell		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201505				4		Black		F		770 7601807		NA		michelltemple@gmail.com		mtemple1@my.westga.edu		2140 Lost Forest Lane SW				Conyers		GA		30094

		917455934		Stanton		Renee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201505				4		White		F		678 5513110		NA		NA		rstanto2@my.westga.edu		3205 Sandalwood Drive				Atlanta		GA		30350

		917445655		Cornelius		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3		Black		M		770 7437055		NA		NA		wcornel2@my.westga.edu		2407 Askew Rd				Edwards		MS		39066

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.37		3.83		White		F		770 7158073		NA		NA		lstatha1@my.westga.edu		141 MILLPOND CROSSING		UNIT J5		Carrollton		GA		30116

		917443962		Carter		Randi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201505				3.08		Black		F		770 7310617		NA		NA		rcarter6@my.westga.edu		12009 Red Ivy Lane				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917468440		Napier		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				F		201405		201505		4		3.8		White		F		706 2185265		NA		NA		tnapier1@my.westga.edu		140 N Davis Rd Apt 615				LaGrange		GA		30241

		917427704		Lewis		Feliciano		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201208		201505		2.66		3.09		Black		M				NA		NA		flewis2@my.westga.edu		5507 Rosehall Place				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917113895		McMillan		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201505				3.76		White		F		706 2556088		NA		NA		amcmill3@my.westga.edu		150 The Preserve Drive		Unit 6D		Athens		GA		30606

		917201033		Brand		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201205		201505		2.85				White		F		770 3286752		NA		NA		wbrand@westga.edu		1410 County Road 68				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917449297		Traynor		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F				NA		NA		ktrayno1@my.westga.edu		635 Daniel Ave				Decatur		GA		30032

		917392264		Ricks		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201101		201505		2.67				Black		M		678 3868413		NA		NA		kricks1@my.westga.edu		3711 Gin Way				Snellville		GA		30039-2732

		917463149		Hall		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201401		201505				4		White		F				NA		NA		khall21@my.westga.edu		9964 Ball Ground Hwy				Ball Ground		GA		30107

		917283495		Lowther		April		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.11		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		alowthe1@my.westga.edu		9 Leesburg Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917419471		Bogle		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		4		4		White		F		615 5857451		NA		NA		jbogle2@my.westga.edu		5251 Kernwood Ct				Palm Harbor		FL		34685

		917347152		Duke		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201408		201505				3.68		White		F		706 3464451		NA		duke.ashleya@gmail.com		aalexan7@my.westga.edu		25 Virginia Circle SW				Rome		GA		30161

		917439193		Demich		Kailyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		352 2092589		NA		NA		kdemich1@my.westga.edu

		917148677		Bush		Marcie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201505		201505		3.3		4		White		F		706 5737594		djohnson@lcboe.us		NA		mneundo1@my.westga.edu		4510 Augusta Hwy				Lincolnton		GA		30118

		917453340		Reid		Bonnie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201308		201505		4		4		White		F		770 4568774		NA		NA		breid7@my.westga.edu		4004 Miners Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201405		201505				3.95		Black		F		404 9979405		antionette.dickerson@cobbk12.org		NA		adicker3@my.westga.edu		7214 Gold Mine Avenue				Austell		GA		30168

		917432611		Benjamin		Chaurita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201505				3.36		Black		F				NA		NA		cbenjam1@my.westga.edu

		917229294		Davis		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201505		3.85		3.55		White		F		404 8675323		NA		NA		bbrown12@my.westga.edu		5 Clayton Rd				Brooks		GA		30205

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505		2.88		3.5		Black		F		770 8084060		NA		NA		athoma14@my.westga.edu		1855 Quailwood Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3907

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505		2.89		3.41		Black		F		678 4130547		NA		NA		speters2@my.westga.edu		106 Goode Road				Conyers		GA		30094

		917317339		Landsman		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Building Level (COE)				F		200905		201505				3.74		Black		F		404 7613853		NA		NA		mhousto2@my.westga.edu		4570 Parkview Sq				College Park		GA		30349-9408

		917166766		Sanders		Bre		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200905		201505				3.71		Black		F		404 5505946		NA		bresanders@msn.com		bpeeler1@my.westga.edu		160 Trotters Way				Dallas		GA		30132-8396

		917414659		Jennings		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201305		201505				4		White		M		801 3684734		NA		stephen.jennings87@gmail.com		sjennin4@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd Apt 7223				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917467788		Whitehead		Alison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201408		201505				4		White		F		678 7211851		NA		NA		aleopar1@my.westga.edu		30 Ashwood Drive				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917453377		Foster		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.9		White		M		678 6916916		NA		NA		rfoster5@my.westga.edu		4606 Mountain Creek Dr NE				Roswell		GA		30075-4037

		917438300		Brice		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				F		201408		201505		4		3.4				M		504 2568542		NA		NA		rbrice1@my.westga.edu		88 Middlebrook Dr				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917066061		Pearce		Alisha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				Building Level (COE)				F		201308		201505				3.58		White		F				NA		NA		apearce1@my.westga.edu		483 Bankstown Rd				Brooks		GA		30205-1614

		917359014		Packer		Heidi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201505				3.85		White		F		770 6580530		NA		creole1965@yahoo.com		hpacker1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1455				Marietta		GA		30061

		917355163		Adkins		Kyrie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				P		201008		201505		3.43				White		F		770 4088552		NA		kyrieG@yzw.blackberry.net		kgarlan1@my.westga.edu		955 Rainey Rd				Temple		GA		30179-3543

		917342990		Payton		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201505		3.03				White		F		678 3786120		NA		NA		spayton3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 382				Waco		GA		30182-0382

		917156139		McAlexander		William		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201505		3.1		3.66		White		M				NA		NA		wmcalex1@my.westga.edu		6627 Forestdale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505		3.84		3.95		White		F		770 3289612		Jntower@bellsouth.net		JDaisy143@aol.com		jneuman1@my.westga.edu		103 Grand Manor				Bremen		GA		30110

		917453044		Asberry		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.33		Black		M		912 2469490		NA		NA		dasberr1@my.westga.edu		116 Crossing Pl				Griffin		GA		30223

		917003851		Noles		Tonia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201505		3.7		3.84		White		F		770 2538401		NA		NA		tnoles1@my.westga.edu		157 Deer Run Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1996

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201505		3.43		4		Black		F		404 4525873		NA		NA		wbrown6@my.westga.edu		3183 Christian Springs Drive				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917435190		Mathews		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				F		201308		201505		4		4		White		M		678 4047872		NA		NA		jmathew1@my.westga.edu		5337 Harris Circle				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917256716		Alexander		Leland		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201201		201505		2.72				Black		M		678 6013905		NA		NA		lalexan4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1264				Carrollton		GA		30112-0023

		917451537		Facey		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201305		201505				3.9		White		M		423 2556597		NA		NA		mfacey1@my.westga.edu		621 1/2 Forest Avenue				Chattanooga		TN		37405

		917020926		Shirah		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505		3.12		3.95		White		F				mshirah@henry.k12.ga.us		GoDawgs898@bellsouth.net		mshirah1@my.westga.edu		2240 LeGuin Mill Rd				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917436832		Hamby		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		770 8330274		NA		NA		loshust1@my.westga.edu		5640 Forkwood Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101

		917456100		Gerbis		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505				4		White		F		478 6976931		NA		NA		kgerbis1@my.westga.edu		333 Spring Creek Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917386907		Derbecker		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201008		201505		3.65				White		M		770 8363133		NA		NA		mderbec1@my.westga.edu		108 Misty Hollow Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8803

		917072888		Williams		Desiree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201505		2.5		3.6		Black		F		678 6125244		NA		NA		dwillia6@my.westga.edu		7571 Avalon Blvd				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917322876		Hiers		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201408		201505				4		White		F		404 9446977		NA		lturner80@yahoo.com		lturner9@my.westga.edu		1209 Wynford Colony				Marietta		GA		30064

		917114588		Harris		Kenita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				3.55		Black		F		229 2541150		NA		NA		kbennet8@my.westga.edu		308 Eastgate Ave				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917385867		Cartwright		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505		4		4		White		F		404 3530517		NA		l.d.raymond@gmail.com		lraymon1@my.westga.edu		4910 Framons Court				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917472484		Walker		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				4		White		F				NA		NA		jwalke35@my.westga.edu		1769 Pleasant Hill Road				Elberton		GA		30635

		917332215		Sitton		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201308		201505		2.61		3.5		White		F		404 3261478		NA		NA		msitton1@my.westga.edu		178 Sims Road				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917403448		Scandrett		Yuri		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201505		2.76				Black		M		678 7631584		NA		NA		yscandr1@my.westga.edu		819 Cormac Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296-7196

		917472220		Pedrick		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201505				4		White		F		941 2343569		NA		NA		epedric1@my.westga.edu		900 Legacy Park Dr Apt 218				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917376350		Jones		Darrell		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								P		201008		201505		2.79				Black		M		478 3207246		NA		NA		djones24@my.westga.edu		4700 West Village Crossing Unit 5418				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917364950		Barrett		Trevor				BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				P		201008		201505		2.96				White		M		706 5931992		NA		NA		tbarret2@my.westga.edu		134 Piney Grove Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917372434		Pittman		Caitlyn		Carrollton Campus		BA		English		Marketing						F		201008		201505		2.45				White		F		770 4897051		NA		NA		cpittma5@my.westga.edu		279 Sleepy Hollow Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6749

		917446330		Hanson		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201505		3.6				White		F		770 9424038		NA		NA		jhanson5@my.westga.edu		5555 Dorsett Shoals Lane				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917210472		Thompson		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201505		2.75		3.66		Black		M		678 9388106		NA		NA		bthomps4@my.westga.edu		2552 HaddenHam Lane 				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917477328		Norman		Allison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201505				4		White		F		678 7879047		NA		NA		anorman4@my.westga.edu		1665 Jackson Lake Road				Mansfield		GA		30055

		917474818		Yoshida		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				4		White		M		423 4135862		NA		NA		jyoshid1@my.westga.edu		708 Snow St				Chattanooga		TN		37405

		917024235		Grindle		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201505		2.94		3.89		White		F		770 4600595		NA		NA		tgrindl1@my.westga.edu		226 Padgett Road				Senoia		GA		30276

		917450356		Castona		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201505		3.55				White		F		404 3687037		NA		NA		ccaston1@my.westga.edu		1258 Callington Pointe				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917311294		Johnson		Ashley				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201301		201505		2.8				Black		F		678 5247119		NA		NA		ajohns46@my.westga.edu		48 Inverness Trce				Riverdale		GA		30274-6925

		917396189		Higginbotham		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201505		2.67		0		Black		M		770 7363223		NA		NA		thiggin1@my.westga.edu		1101 White Cloud Ridge				Snellville		GA		30078

		917372429		Boulus		Gina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201008		201505		3.22				White		F		404 2557121		NA		NA		gboulus1@my.westga.edu		35 Marchman Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30342-1014

		917453050		Duncan		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		423 2983430		NA		NA		jcross2@my.westga.edu		28 Mirror Lake Lane				Tunnel Hill		GA		30755

		917417847		Teasley		Tomekia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201505		2.87				Black		F		678 6878013		NA		NA		tteasle1@my.westga.edu		1517 Pine Log Pl				Austell		GA		30168-5820

		917444026		Sexton		Heather		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201505		3.25				White		F		706 3420118		NA		NA		hsexton1@my.westga.edu		1260 Walton Mill Road				Madison		GA		30650

		917431366		Hill		Latina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201505				3.33		Black		F		770 6744836		NA		NA		lpicken1@my.westga.edu		752 Autumn Meadow Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-7935

		917436833		Rice		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				4		White		F		706 4927356		NA		NA		sowenby1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 223				Epworth		GA		30541-0223

		917328235		Pinigina-Clayton		Marina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201308		201505				3.55		White		F		770 8835321		NA		clayton.marina@gmail.com		mclayto2@my.westga.edu		3380 Woodlake Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917431626		Martin		Elisha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201305		201505				3.78		Black		F		770 8830625		NA		NA		emitche8@my.westga.edu		55 Bollen Lane				Hiram		GA		30141

		917168382		Hamilton		Aprell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201505				4		Black		F		404 4095972		NA		NA		ahamilt6@my.westga.edu		Do not release UWG				Carrollton		GA		30118

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201505		2.79		3.46		Black		F		770 9468486		NA		NA		cfloyd2@my.westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd Apt A4				Carrollton		GA		30117-4214

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201505		3.19		3.68		Black		F		678 9144525		NA		NA		jharri31@my.westga.edu		807 Battle Creek Road				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917452850		Powell		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201505				4		Black		F		706 2665853		NA		NA		cpowel10@my.westga.edu		412 West First Avenue				Summerville		GA		30747

		917440067		Distefano		Justine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		716 7410108		NA		NA		jdistef1@my.westga.edu		5408 Village Station Dr.				Williamsville		NY		14221

		917224208		Parker		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505		3		3.75		White		M		770 8458290		NA		NA		jparker5@my.westga.edu		404 Clarion Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917176217		Hashim		Naina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.37		4		Asian		F		770 5778483		NA		NA		nhashim1@my.westga.edu		9809 Forest Hill Dr.				Douglasville		GA		30135-7464

		917426831		Carter		Jaime		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201505				4		White		F		912 4496452		NA		NA		jcarte25@my.westga.edu		6129 Strickland Ln				Blackshear		GA		31516-4040

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201505		3.84		3.91		White		F		706 2639629		NA		NA		jevelti1@my.westga.edu		110 Countryside Dr				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917034448		Rollins		Barry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								F		201308		201505		3.43		4		White		M		770 3280202		barry.rollins@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		brollins@westga.edu		1028 New Mexico Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917452306		Martin		Stanley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				3.83		White		M		770 9832582		NA		NA		smarti18@my.westga.edu		6621 H White Rd				Clermont		GA		30527

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.44		3.91		White		F		770 6809289		NA		NA		rcarl1@my.westga.edu		159 Creekside Bluff				Hiram		GA		30141

		917130562		McWhorter		Kellie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201308		201505		3.33		3.67		White		F		770 9428620		NA		kelliemcwhorter@bellsouth.net		kmcwhor1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 7054				Douglasville		GA		30154

		917442341		Schewe		Stefania		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.91		White		F		608 7978159		NA		NA		sjessen1@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd		Apt 2321		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917424924		Dixon		Latisha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201401		201505		4		3.88		Black		F		678 5229019		NA		lmmdixon1@yahoo.com		ldixon4@my.westga.edu		377 Pennybrook Drive				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.93		3.57		White		F		706 8443891		NA		NA		lgodfre1@my.westga.edu		405 East 20th St				Rome		GA		30161

		917318568		Halpin		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				4		White		F		404 4556548		NA		NA		shalpin1@my.westga.edu		335 Stonebridge Trl				Roswell		GA		30075

		917415491		Jamieson		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.92		4		White		F		404 6633081		NA		NA		ejamies1@my.westga.edu		3724 Tulip Tree Rd.				Marietta		GA		30066

		917448263		Wood		Angelia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201505				4		White		F		770 5369609		NA		NA		awood15@my.westga.edu		3520 Poplar Springs Road				Gainesville		GA		30507

		917443988		Brown		Adamika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201305		201505				3.42		Black		F		678 3863399		NA		NA		abrown62@my.westga.edu		3949 Cumberland Trl				Conyers		GA		30094

		917412015		Bober		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		4		4		White		F		770 5975180		NA		NA		emaddox4@my.westga.edu		1905 Brantley Walk Ln NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-1871

		917398534		Walker		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		4		3.91		White		F		706 6274362		NA		katie.chandler03@gmail.com		kchandl1@my.westga.edu		3538 Evans To Locks Rd				Martinez		GA		30907-3366

		917067499		Bassel		Meghen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201401		201505		3.26		4		White		F		404 6634485		NA		meghenbassel@gmail.com		mriese1@my.westga.edu		130 Quail Valley Rd				Social Circle		GA		30025

		917371768		Babbitt		Kaytlen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.29				White		F		423 5954945		NA		NA		kbabbit1@my.westga.edu		435 Sequatchie Trail				Lafayette		GA		30728

		917243591		VanFossen		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				4		White		F				NA		NA		avanfos1@my.westga.edu		4025 Iron Hill Ln				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917140426		Contreras		Vincent		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201301		201505		2.46		3.3		White		M		770 3286272		NA		NA		vcontre1@my.westga.edu		25 Alessie Park Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.75		4		White		F		706 6764065		NA		NA		wdixon3@my.westga.edu		4 South Central Ave				Lindale		GA		30147

		917213408		Davis		Vivian		Ga Highlands ECED Program		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201505		3.54		4		White		F		706 9363892		NA		NA		vdavis3@my.westga.edu		48 Hickory Street NW				Rome		GA		30165

		917292809		Austin		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.9		3.84		Black		F		678 5425502		NA		NA		aaustin5@my.westga.edu		750 City Park Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-1029

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.53		3.91		Asian		F		706 2328317		NA		NA		wrogers2@my.westga.edu		210 Lumpkin Road				Lindale		GA		30147

		917254117		Lester		Erica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201408		201505		3.28		3.85		Black		F		678 9002974		NA		NA		elester1@my.westga.edu		15 Brownsville Court				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917055487		Anderson		Jennifer Dawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201505		3.67		3.57		White		F		678 3400898		NA		NA		jander13@my.westga.edu		100 Rudders Crossing				Newnan		GA		30263

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201308		201505		3.78		3.91		White		F		678 7871337		NA		NA		kmahone4@my.westga.edu		3840 Jiles Road NW Apt. 518				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917251766		Rochester		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.31		4		White		F		678 7619468		NA		NA		broches1@my.westga.edu		416 Cypress Court				Clarkesville		GA		30523

		917455868		Corbin		Landon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505				4		Black		M				NA		NA		lcorbin1@my.westga.edu		2401 Cavalier Crossing				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917440771		King		Shaylyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				3.75		Black		F		407 2993448		NA		NA		sking12@my.westga.edu		5239 Clarion Oaks Dr				Orlando		FL		32808-1622

		917442214		McCloud		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505				4		White		F		803 4949203		NA		NA		kmcclou2@my.westga.edu		3330 Butterworth Circle				Sumter		SC		29154

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.94		4		White		F		706 2634343		NA		NA		mcaldwe3@my.westga.edu

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505		3.37		3.71		White		M		256 2013662		NA		NA		amcguir2@my.westga.edu		673 County Road 448				Muscadine		AL		36269

		917410117		Bowman		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.37		3.92		White		F		678 9789747		NA		NA		ebowman2@my.westga.edu		2953 Cedar Mill Crossing				Acworth		GA		30102

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201305		201505		3.26		3.35		Black		F		770 4734130		NA		NA		jknight7@my.westga.edu		8126 Englewood Trl				Riverdale		GA		30274-4210

		917282919		Arnold		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201208		201505				4		White		F		404 6268408		NA		NA		karnold5@my.westga.edu		201 Butler Industrial Dr		Apt 305		Dallas		GA		30132-0949

		917318498		Pinkett		Tevin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201401		201505		2.87		3.64		Black		M		770 7865968		NA		NA		tpinket1@my.westga.edu		75 Bluegrass Way				Oxford		GA		30054

		917306737		Carter		Alecia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505				3.76		Black		F		678 5742784		NA		NA		acarte19@my.westga.edu		1563 Silver Ridge Drive				Austell		GA		30106

		917154439		Kemp		Britaney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201505				3.64		Black		F		678 9139251		NA		NA		bkemp2@my.westga.edu		11631 Bruce Drive				Hampton		GA		30228

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.68		3.83		White		F		706 5064847		NA		NA		lpettyj1@my.westga.edu		1000 West Spring Creek Road				Trion		GA		30753

		917454958		Washington		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201505				4		White		F				NA		NA		rwashin8@my.westga.edu		712 Broadlands Lane				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917414674		Schneider		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201505		3.92		4				F		678 2966756		NA		NA		kschnei1@my.westga.edu		2785 Guthrie St SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-3409

		917065684		Hill		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201505		3.68		4		White		F		404 9062538		NA		NA		jpalmer3@my.westga.edu		426 highland falls dr				Hiram		GA		30141

		917429828		Underwood		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201301		201505		3.61				White		M		706 2344330		NA		NA		junderw5@my.westga.edu		48 Timberwood Dr SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2351

		917344719		Orozco		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201505		3.19						F		706 9770142		NA		NA		lorozco1@my.westga.edu		503 Baker Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-1355

		917294467		Hewatt		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201505		3.11		3.91		White		F		404 7239930		NA		NA		lhewatt1@my.westga.edu		1748 Hickory Woods Pass				Marietta		GA		30066

		917316888		Davis		Jessica				BA		History		Criminology						P		200808		201505		2.8				Black		F				NA		NA		jdavis35@my.westga.edu		705 Cate Ave				Rossville		GA		30741

		917450589		Noles		Laurie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201505				4		White		F		770 2077745		NA		NA		lnoles1@my.westga.edu		1156 Ivey Brook Road				Bethlehem		GA		30620

		917251548		Camp		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201505		3.64		4		White		F				NA		NA		kcamp5@my.westga.edu		339 Baldwin Court				Newna		GA		30263

		917165014		Hicks		Chance		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201505		1.3		3.66		White		M		678 9866452		NA		NA		chicks2@my.westga.edu		130 Regency Row				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917108388		Bridges		Shenica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505				3.9		Black		F		770 7366438		NA		NA		sbridge3@my.westga.edu		3625 Timberloch Trl				Snellville		GA		30039

		917383960		Kennedy		Maegan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201505		3.38				White		F		770 9641889		NA		NA		mkenned4@my.westga.edu		194 Rivers Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30214-3224

		917313182		Woods		Roberta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201505		2.81		3.2		White		F		912 7274143		NA		halfandhalf08@gmail.com		rwoods3@my.westga.edu		122 Amberly Ct				Richmond Hill		GA		31324-5267

		917424555		Sampson		Vilma		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201505				4		White		F		786 4235811		NA		NA		vsampso2@my.westga.edu		2225 Huntington Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-7338

		917131799		Mann		Charisse		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201505		2.92		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		cmann1@my.westga.edu		35 Washington Drive				Rome		GA		30161

		917303278		Lyons		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201505		3.67		4		White		F		706 4986847		NA		NA		mlyons1@my.westga.edu		222 Kings Way				St Simons Island		GA		31522

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201505				3.86		Black		F		404 4355864		NA		brittneysburns@gmail.com		bburns1@my.westga.edu		394 Anvil Way				Austell		GA		30168

		917452268		Patterson		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201505				3.87		Black		F		678 5606124		NA		NA		jpatte13@my.westga.edu		1508 Rockcrest Way				Marietta		GA		30062

		917352521		Watkins		Richard		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201505		3.3				White		M				NA		NA		rwatkin4@my.westga.edu		105 Ho Lynn Trail				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917056733		Fowler		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201205		201505				3.95		White		M		770 9578430		NA		NA		jfowle11@my.westga.edu		235 Fannin Ln				McDonough		GA		30252-5033

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201505		3.9		4		White		F		404 374		NA		NA		schapma5@my.westga.edu		183 Camden Trail				Dallas		GA		30157

		917422978		Brown Davis		Delawna		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201505				3.71		Black		F		404 2472198		NA		NA		dbrownd1@my.westga.edu		4411 Hampton Mill Pkwy				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917137700		Miller		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201405		201505				4		White		F		770 5777487		NA		NA		lmille17@my.westga.edu		321 Ridge Run Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917428822		Wohlfrom		Maureen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201505				3.75		White		F		770 6432834		NA		NA		mwohlfr1@my.westga.edu		2834 Baccurate Dr				Marietta		GA		30062

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201505		3.23		3.57		White		F		404 7710734		NA		NA		elynch2@my.westga.edu		4207 Daniel Dr				Winston		GA		30187

		917462735		Vandergrift		Jaime		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201505				3.9		White		F		972 9746934		NA		NA		jvander2@my.westga.edu		475 Postwood Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917406747		Williams		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								P		201108		201505		3.49				White		M		770 6463981		NA		NA		wwillia7@my.westga.edu		234 Willie Head Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4266

		917275758		Varnadoe		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200708		201505		3.13				White		F		678 8501139		NA		NA		kvarnad1@my.westga.edu		26 Priscilla Dr				Grantville		GA		30220-2021

		917450066		Callahan		Haley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201505				3.92		White		F		678 8583786		NA		NA		hcallah1@my.westga.edu		156 Stanbrough Drive				Dallas		GA		30158

		917445233		Welch		Amiee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201305		201505		3.75				White		F		706 6639715		NA		NA		awelch5@my.westga.edu		125 Perry Mill Road				Pine Mountain		GA		31822

		917360414		Procuro		Lanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201505		3.38				White		F		770 4891407		NA		NA		lprocur1@my.westga.edu		4692 Yeager Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4882

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201505		3.03		3.53		White		F		305 5050993		NA		NA		hholcom2@my.westga.edu		4563 Allen Park Path				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917461610		Parker		Wayne		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201401		201508		2.82				Black		M		770 9579827		NA		NA		wparker3@my.westga.edu		1205 Lavista Rd NE				Atlanta		GA		30324

		917391449		Lee		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.58		4		White		F		770 4873381		NA		NA		vlee1@my.westga.edu		145 Rockspray Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2491

		917383948		Horsley		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201108		201508		3.67				White		M		404 9836587		NA		NA		jhorsle1@my.westga.edu		132 Sims Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917322634		McClain		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201108		201508		3.39				White		F		770 7808075		NA		NA		pmcclai1@my.westga.edu		968 Welcome Sargent Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3811

		917426967		Galbreath		Andrea		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		3.11				White		F		770 2513509		NA		NA		agalbre1@my.westga.edu		711 Moore Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5218

		917026679		Simpson		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201508				3.84		White		F		770 2585913		NA		donnadsimpson@bellsouth.net		dsimpso1@my.westga.edu		1119 Bowdon Tyus Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2659

		917333789		Thomas		LaShawn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201401		201508				3.66		Black		F		678 6652804		NA		NA		lthoma14@my.westga.edu		321 Sterling Trail				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917069789		St. Vrain		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201501		201508				4		White		M		678 4454886		NA		NA		cstvrai1@my.westga.edu		328 Northbrooke Lane				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917428831		Davis		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201305		201508				3.41		White		F		423 4133083		NA		NA		edavis15@my.westga.edu		116 Hays Street				Ft Oglethorpe		GA		30742

		917472742		Nanry		Rose		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201508				3.22		White		F		631 2946563		NA		NA		rnanry1@my.westga.edu		655 Robin Rd				Covington		GA		30016

		917472744		Romanelli		Marco		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201405		201508				3.22		White		M		631 5233016		NA		NA		mromane2@my.westga.edu		655 Robin Rd				Covington		GA		30016

		917378622		Amey		Delontae		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								P		201008		201508		2.8				Black		M		404 7631568		NA		NA		damey1@my.westga.edu		220 Bluebonnet Ct				College Park		GA		30349-3764

		917455314		Shuffield		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201405		201508				3.91				F		678 3717446		NA		NA		rshuffi1@my.westga.edu		5108 Waldenbrooke Court				Acworth		GA		30101

		917396709		Speer		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201508		3.64		4		White		F				NA		NA		msingle4@my.westga.edu		3573 Tyus Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5808

		917382551		Pritchard		Devyn		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.22		2		White		F		770 9425760		NA		NA		dpritch4@my.westga.edu		71 Highland Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-4539

		917397978		Holley		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201508		3.49		3.4		White		M		404 7881219		NA		NA		aholley2@my.westga.edu		220 Tudor Way				Senoia		GA		30276

		917462009		Matthews		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201508				3.91				F		678 9071928		NA		NA		bhaynes5@my.westga.edu		Do not release UWG				Carrollton		GA		30118

		917316999		De Paz Hilton		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				3.91		White		F		404 2192156		NA		jamie.hilton@flagstar.com		jhilton1@my.westga.edu		3190 Gail Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917303430		Douglas		Laila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201508		3.22		3.91		Black		F		678 5884388		NA		NA		ldougla2@my.westga.edu		4371 Winters Chapel Rd Apt 823				Doraville		GA		30360

		917393806		Cole		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201508		3.16				White		F		770 5625110		NA		NA		ccole12@my.westga.edu		606 Olde Mill Pl				Temple		GA		30179-5413

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508				3.86		Black		F		404 9440317		NA		NA		khaile1@my.westga.edu		6610 Fairway Ridge Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917308660		Hawk		Misty		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201501		201508				3.86		White		F		770 3784776		NA		mistybeth@gmail.com		mcain1@my.westga.edu		436 Rockford Pass SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4670

		917407426		Long		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508				3.66		Black		M		770 8959380		NA		palesi26@yahoo.com		plong1@my.westga.edu		1358 Velvet Creek Glen				Marietta		GA		30008

		917471090		Martinez		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.68		White		F		315 2892575		NA		NA		mmarti23@my.westga.edu		8740 Puett Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917336772		Smith		Brandie		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201001		201508		3.13				White		F				NA		NA		bsmith32@my.westga.edu		2050 Newnan Crossing Blvd E APT 3306				Newnan		GA		30265

		917386450		Grieb		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201108		201508		3.78				White		F		770 2517396		NA		NA		cgrieb1@my.westga.edu		41 Lake Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-3597

		917140642		Jones		Caitlin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201405		201508				4		White		F				NA		NA		cjones63@my.westga.edu		1565 Booneford Road				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917073982		Spires		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201508		3.22		3.54		White		F		678 2942984		julie.spires@haralson.k12.ga.us		j_spires@bellsouth.net		NA		7861 Georgia Highway 120				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917254349		Roberts		Hanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.61		4		White		F		678 8500253		NA		NA		hrobert1@my.westga.edu		20 Norma Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917335196		Goodwin		Emily				BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201508		2.78				White		F		770 2511427		NA		NA		egoodwi2@my.westga.edu		236 Ruth Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1340

		917387478		Hammond		Ja'lise		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		3.83				Black		F		404 4845873		NA		NA		jhammon5@my.westga.edu		118 Rolling Meadows Court				Hampton		GA		30228

		917404514		Fosha		Keia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201508		3.08				White		F		706 8448743		NA		NA		kfosha1@my.westga.edu		14 Hickory Mountain Dr SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1734

		917361522		Allen		Bryanne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		2.95		3.5		Black		F		706 5924004		NA		bryanneallen@yahoo.com		ballen7@my.westga.edu		3203 Blockers Branch				Hephzibah		GA		30815

		917314061		Bizzell		Katlynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201508		2.96				White		F		678 8170558		NA		NA		kbizzel1@my.westga.edu		175 Oakview Trce				Fayetteville		GA		30215-6847

		917355013		Kamara		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		2.89				Black		F		770 4856650		NA		NA		ckamara1@my.westga.edu

		917422398		Beule		Maike		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201508		3.77				White		F				NA		NA		mbeule1@my.westga.edu		Am Geisenberg 26				Diez		FN		99999

		917155414		Barron		Jacinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.89		4				F		678 2317212		NA		NA		jbarron2@my.westga.edu		4455 Hwy 101 N				Rocmart		GA		30153

		917379238		Payne		Hailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		3.39				White		F		770 6318053		NA		NA		hpayne1@my.westga.edu		110 Paula Dr				Tyrone		GA		30290-2611

		917473049		Clark		Tonia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				4		Black		F		404 5873745		NA		NA		tclark11@my.westga.edu		1466 High Meadow Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30083

		917346887		Robertson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		200908		201508		4				White		F		770 5952413		NA		NA		srober11@my.westga.edu		105 Rampart St				Dallas		GA		30157-8042

		917473278		Mullins		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201408		201508				3.25		White		F		423 5993292		NA		NA		dmullin1@my.westga.edu		2120 Ollie Street				Cleveland		TN		37323

		917436018		Pringle		LaTonya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201308		201508				3.86		Black		F		770 4841482		NA		latonyam414@hotmail.com		lpringl1@my.westga.edu		7164 Bedrock Cir				Lithonia		GA		30038-3372

		917471385		Speece		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201408		201508				4		White		M		229 2515048		NA		NA		jspeece1@my.westga.edu		5187 Griffin Drive				Hahira		GA		31632

		917251611		Gallamore		William		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201508		3.06		3.59				M				NA		NA		wgallam1@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St. Apt D102				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917432294		Lyles		Maggie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201408		201508				3.91		Black		F		706 3313986		NA		NA		mlyles2@my.westga.edu		106 Towne Lake Dr NE				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917392609		Eady		Jason		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201508		3.27				White		M		770 5998453		NA		NA		jeady3@my.westga.edu		27621 Highway 85				Senoia		GA		30276-2125

		917458617		Moss		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201401		201508				3.27		White		F		404 5161665		NA		NA		jmoss6@my.westga.edu		1061 Brush Arbor Circle				McDonough		GA		30252

		917298026		Anctil		Casey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201308		201508		3.35		3.91		White		F				NA		caseyherb@hotmail.com		canctil1@my.westga.edu		188 Honey Hill Road				Watertown		CT		6795

		917154745		Cole		Eual		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201405		201508		3.49		4		White		M		404 7546546		NA		NA		ecole5@my.westga.edu		2127 Burwell Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917408423		Keovongsak		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201201		201508				3.68		White		F		404 8676418		NA		candicewinkles@yahoo.com		ckeovon1@my.westga.edu		4516 Wilkerson Place SE				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917286395		Thrasher		Jazzmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				P		201405		201508				4		Black		F		404 8955213		NA		NA		jthrash1@my.westga.edu		910 Amanda Drive				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917429142		Galvan		Traci		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201508		4		4		White		F		678 9534696		NA		NA		tgalvan1@my.westga.edu		218 Chandler's Run				Newnan		GA		30263

		917399201		Miller		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.11				White		F		571 4350406		NA		NA		amille22@my.westga.edu		43219 Gatwick Sq				Ashburn		VA		20147-4437

		917344196		Saulnier		Chase		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201508		3.04				White		M		770 8864964		NA		NA		csaulni1@my.westga.edu		6350 Deerwoods trail				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917385298		McWhorter		Tempestt		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.31				Black		F		706 3809084		NA		NA		tmcwhor1@my.westga.edu		110 B Jefferies Court				Athens		GA		30606-2589

		917384027		Lilienkamp		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201508		3.2				White		F		706 6168065		NA		NA		alilien1@my.westga.edu		4566 Hammett Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2540

		917317789		Daffin		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201401		201508		3.3		3.6		Black		F		770 3307927		NA		NA		ddaffin1@my.westga.edu		2121 Appaloosa Mill Circle				Buford		GA		30519

		917010101		Johnson		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508				4		White		M		706 6772961		NA		NA		jjohns87@my.westga.edu		290 Hickory Ridge Rd				Homer		GA		30547

		917130308		Oxenford		Aprille		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508		3.35		3.8		White		F		770 6059924		boiledhamster@yahoo.com		NA		acain1@my.westga.edu		39 Crest Lane				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917294017		Johnson		Scotty		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201508		3.13				Black		M		770 3043794		NA		NA		sjohns24@my.westga.edu		37 Thomas Way				Newnan		GA		30263-1332

		917468699		Donn		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201508				4		White		F		301 6538849		NA		erindonn@yahoo.com		edonn1@my.westga.edu		284 Kigian Trail				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917444436		Anderson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201508				3.71		White		M		770 4865602		NA		NA		tander14@my.westga.edu		217 Calgary Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917408070		Adamson		Anna		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		2.81				White		F				NA		NA		aadamso1@my.westga.edu		14 Northside Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1621

		917307230		Fenton		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201508		2.75		3.75		Black		F				NA		LFENTON8@GMAIL.COM		lfenton1@my.westga.edu		4101 OLD PETERSBURG RD		APT M100		Martinez		GA		30907

		917096093		Hyman		Robin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201508		3.78		3.91		White		F		404 3761728		NA		NA		rworley2@my.westga.edu		606 South Park Street Apt 4				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917223774		Kembel		Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508		4		4				F		770 6317012		NA		NA		jkembel1@my.westga.edu		315 Calgary Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917476178		Ozment		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				4		White		F		706 2953393		NA		NA		lozment1@my.westga.edu		615 S Avery Rd SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917472287		Duncan		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.86		White		F		678 2674049		NA		NA		aduncan8@my.westga.edu		1759 Rangewood Drive				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917478511		Spivey		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201408		201508				3.66				F		478 9516613		NA		NA		jspivey1@my.westga.edu		127 Brittany Drive				Perry		GA		31069

		917222950		Carlson		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				4		White		F		706 4280362		NA		NA		mcarlso1@my.westga.edu		420 Battle Line Drive				Rocky Face		GA		30740

		917445232		Evans		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508		0		3.66		Black		F		404 7870941		NA		NA		kevans7@my.westga.edu		347 Sapphire Bend				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917476429		Barrett		Britney		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		770 5575007		NA		NA		bbarret3@my.westga.edu		1000 Secret Cove Dr				Sugar Hill		GA		30518

		917333707		Mitchell		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508		2.48		3		White		M		678 3405901		NA		NA		rmitche4@my.westga.edu		20148 GA Hwy 34 E				Franklin		GA		30217

		917478650		Gordillo		Ricardo		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201501		201508				3.63				M		404 6437632		NA		NA		rgordil1@my.westga.edu		477 Cathedral Drive				McDonough		GA		30253-1931

		917356989		Saba		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201508		3.77				White		F		678 6331009		NA		NA		ksaba1@my.westga.edu		40 Tillinghast Trce				Newnan		GA		30265-6010

		917233669		Barron		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		912 5068548		NA		NA		mmorton3@my.westga.edu		8 Barcelona Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917454590		Brown		Demetrise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201308		201508				3.02		Black		F		678 3496974		NA		NA		dbrown43@my.westga.edu		55 Lake Lucinda Drive				Covington		GA		30016

		917283264		Clark		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201501		201508				3.86		White		F		404 9337958		NA		elnewey@yahoo.com		enewey1@my.westga.edu		3482 Velma Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917118387		Edmonds		Chase		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201305		201508		3.07		4		White		M		770 8275866		NA		NA		cedmond4@my.westga.edu		114 Wooddale Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917171761		Gallegos		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201508				3.75		White		F		404 8191758		NA		NA		mgalleg1@my.westga.edu		6045 Park Close				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508		2.95		3.8		Black		M				NA		NA		dgilber2@my.westga.edu		126 Jones Street				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917166241		Crandell		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201408		201508		3.41		4		White		M		706 4598880		NA		NA		jcrande1@my.westga.edu		124 Eagles Nest Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917449220		Floyd		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201508				3.64		White		F		770 9793312		NA		NA		mfloyd5@my.westga.edu		2024 Janmar Court				Snellville		GA		30078

		917476929		Womack		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		706 4740427		NA		melissawomack85@gmail.com		mwomack2@my.westga.edu		69 Hopkins Farm Drive				Adairsville		GA		30103

		917024992		Donahue		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201301		201508		3.33		3.92		White		F		770 5021330		NA		NA		ldonahu1@my.westga.edu		11 High Point Cir				Newnan		GA		30265-5929

		917477879		Farrington		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		404 9326117		NA		NA		afarrin2@my.westga.edu		3401 Blaisdell Road				Buford		GA		30519

		917461093		Martin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				4		White		F		678 4629962		NA		NA		jmarti34@my.westga.edu		275 Airstrip Dr				Canton		GA		30114-6603

		917437290		Youmans		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201508		3.57				White		F		478 4537637		NA		NA		cyouman2@my.westga.edu		139 Forest Hill Rd SW				Milledgeville		GA		31061-8033

		917371195		Watkins		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		2.97				White		F		770 9690903		NA		NA		jwatki10@my.westga.edu		6144 Longino Dr				Union City		GA		30291-1332

		917366712		Wimbish		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201508		3.15		4		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		770 2102586		NA		NA		kwimbis2@my.westga.edu		765 Willow Bend Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-5954

		917451932		Turner		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201508		3.79				White		F		770 8321927		NA		NA		kturne15@my.westga.edu		804 Banning Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917379829		Bennett		Sidney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.68				White		F		770 8450695		NA		NA		sbennet9@my.westga.edu		2015 Old Columbus Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-3309

		917426781		Kirksey		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		2.9				Black		F		770 9811008		NA		NA		nkirkse1@my.westga.edu		6136 Hillandale Dr Apt 1007				Lithonia		GA		30058-4773

		917433427		Mero		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201301		201508				4		White		F		770 3240128		NA		tiffy586@aol.com		tmero1@my.westga.edu		31 Autumn Pl NE				White		GA		30184-2776

		917365077		Brooks		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201508		3.18				Black		M		404 4509877		NA		NA		nbrooks4@my.westga.edu		1113 Oxford Dr.				Conyers		GA		30013

		917361898		Mann		Jared		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201508		2.76				Black		M				NA		NA		jmann1@my.westga.edu		278 Salem Green Way SE				Conyers		GA		30013-5333

		917205327		Woods		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201508				3.45		Black		F		404 4335766		NA		NA		kwoods10@my.westga.edu		4596 White Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917472483		Schimenti		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201508				3.7		White		F				NA		NA		sschime1@my.westga.edu		4901 Peachtree Park Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30309

		917429958		Jacobson		Shayna		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201405		201508				3.75		White		F				NA		NA		sjacobs2@my.westga.edu		5820 River Ridge Ln				Sugar Hill		GA		30518

		917405622		Hembree		Kim		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201508		3.79				White		F				NA		NA		khembre1@my.westga.edu		212 Rockmart Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1123

		917466838		Simshauser		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				3.66		White		F		678 8632174		NA		NA		ksimsha1@my.westga.edu		6845 Crofton Drive				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917473246		Conn		Madelyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				3.88		White		F		404 2020338		NA		NA		mconn1@my.westga.edu		30 Brookwood Lane				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917306282		James		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201508		4		4		White		F		678 4789521		NA		NA		smitch10@my.westga.edu		330 Autumn Creek				Senoia		GA		30276

		917210444		Smith		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201508		3.39		4		Black		F		678 9208270		NA		NA		asmith31@my.westga.edu		104 Waverly Way Apt C				Carrollton		GA		30116-4451

		917342606		Stradford		Deon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201508		2.88		0		Black		M				NA		NA		dstradf1@my.westga.edu		2339 Brianna Drive				Hampton		GA		30228

		917426564		Mendence		Donald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201205		201508				3.8		White		M		706 9360031		NA		NA		dmenden1@my.westga.edu		19 Granite Way NE				Rome		GA		30161-9321

		917325531		Harris		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201508		3.44		3.53		Black		F				NA		jazzh3@gacollege411.org		jharri33@my.westga.edu		108 Lincoln St. APT 621				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917340731		Washington		Clarence		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201401		201508				4		Black		M		912 4240075		NA		NA		cwashin8@my.westga.edu		6222 Bryant Lane				Patterson		GA		31557

		917433394		Fleming		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201508		4		4		White		F		304 2167734		NA		NA		tbalsha1@my.westga.edu		180 River Valley Dr.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917359993		Banzhof		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201208		201508		3.08				White		F		256 3574163		NA		NA		bbanzho1@my.westga.edu		383 1st Ave SE				Wedowee		AL		36278-5105

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508				4		White		F		678 3788407		NA		cecopeland@valdosta.edu		ccopela5@my.westga.edu		210 Bill Hart Road				Newnan		GA		30265

		917471459		Lake		Douglas		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201408		201508				3.72		White		M		310 2450162		NA		NA		dlake1@my.westga.edu		1548 Fama Drive NE				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917304342		Manning		Sara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201508		3.55		4		White		F		678 5926065		NA		NA		smannin2@my.westga.edu		1113 Monarda Way NW				Acworth		GA		30102

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508				3.88		White		F		770 3137653		NA		jsc800@hotmail.com		joconno1@my.westga.edu		715 Hamby Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917307319		McLeod-Hanie		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201508				3.92		White		F		706 5946559		NA		megemegg@yahoo.com		mgodwin1@my.westga.edu		40 Tipperary Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917320006		Washington		Josefina		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201208		201508		3.34						F		256 2016413		NA		NA		jgembe1@my.westga.edu		7322 County Road 51				Graham		AL		36263

		917467217		Wible		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508				4		White		F		770 3665974		NA		NA		mwible1@my.westga.edu		1475 Water View Ln				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917023147		Pitts		Tara		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201405		201508		2.04		4		White		F		678 8789517		NA		NA		tbergh1@my.westga.edu		315 Yellowwood Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917465783		Collins		Tamika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201405		201508				4		Black		F		404 4519116		NA		NA		tcollin9@my.westga.edu		6571 Rebecca Lou Ln				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917444353		Burgess		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201305		201508				3.41		White		M				NA		NA		nburges2@my.westga.edu

		917304632		Franz		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508		3.03		3.31		White		F		770 3161798		NA		NA		lfranz1@my.westga.edu		5641 Oak Grove Dr.				Acworth		GA		30102

		917342124		McCarty		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201405		201508		3.74		4		White		M		770 4686769		NA		NA		wmccart1@my.westga.edu		113B Waverly Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917476754		Stewart		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.6		White		F		770 4682777		NA		NA		mstewa10@my.westga.edu		1261 Campground Rd				Zebulon		GA		30295

		917113404		Steverson		Derek		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201508		3.36		4		White		M		678 3824011		NA		wesley.steverson@yahoo.com		wstevers@westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd A1				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917320444		Timmons		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508				4		White		F		678 8497928		NA		NA		eskaff1@my.westga.edu		300 Ashley Park Boulevard		Apt. 515		Newnan		GA		30263

		917382622		Cochran		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201508		2.62				White		M		479 4427857		NA		NA		tcochra2@my.westga.edu		2273 N Berkleigh Dr				Fayetteville		AR		72704-6391

		917427375		Richter		Sally		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201508				4		White		F		706 8850740		NA		NA		srichter@westga.edu		127 Woodchase				LaGrange		GA		30240-9746

		917295054		Madsen		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201508				3.8		White		F		678 5751256		NA		NA		rwilson4@my.westga.edu		4569 Gilhams Rd				Roswell		GA		30075

		917457334		Hollomon		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				3.95		White		F		229 8872420		NA		NA		ahollom1@my.westga.edu		744 Hollomon Ln				Richland		GA		31825

		917241575		Conley		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508				4		White		F				NA		saconley31@windstream.net		sconley2@my.westga.edu		312 Ron Drive				Bethlehem		GA		30620

		917371470		Studley		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						P		201008		201508		2.7				White		M		770 2517292		NA		NA		pstudle1@my.westga.edu		124 Waterford Pl				Newnan		GA		30265-2730

		917245239		Sellers-Gordon		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201508		3.63		4		White		F		678 2941622		NA		NA		kseller3@my.westga.edu		6152 Post Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917461594		Farris		Batini		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201508				3.88		Black		F				NA		NA		bfarris3@my.westga.edu		75 Lakeview Trail				Covington		GA		30016

		917432420		Coleman		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201508				3.44		Black		F		443 7681649		NA		NA		acolem11@my.westga.edu		3531  E. Northern parkway #C1				Baltimore		MD		21206

		917463143		Jones		Jerica		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				F		201401		201508				3.63		Black		F		404 3994153		NA		NA		jjones72@my.westga.edu		800 Verner Street Apt 1				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917257005		Hilton		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201501		201508				3.41		Black		F		770 3564708		NA		NA		chilton1@my.westga.edu		6342 Stonelake Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917086814		Young		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201508		3.2		3.21		White		F		678 2327356		NA		scotttara7106@hotmail.com		straylo2@my.westga.edu		810 Bethel Church Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917462463		Hill		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201401		201508				3.61		White		F				NA		NA		bhill14@my.westga.edu

		917347985		Hughes		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201501		201508				3.9		White		F		404 4289681		NA		britt0214@gmail.com		bpease2@my.westga.edu		370 Greenmont Circl				Alpharetta		GA		30009

		917430258		Hendry		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201508				3.77		White		F		770 2622357		NA		NA		dhendry1@my.westga.edu		382 Arboretum Place				Grayson		GA		30017

		917473518		Hughes		Ruby		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		201408		201508				3.6		Black		F		662 8036243		NA		NA		rhughes4@my.westga.edu		3263 Highpoint Weir Rd				Louisville		MS		39339

		917216529		Kastner		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201508		3.25		3.47		White		F		770 4808862		NA		NA		bbarber6@my.westga.edu		95 Gorham Gates Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917286685		Rice		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201508		3.59		3.75		White		F		678 8771222		NA		NA		mrice3@my.westga.edu		315 Ware Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917431731		Slaughter		Joy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201508				3.73		Black		F		678 3100149		NA		NA		jslaugh2@my.westga.edu		1111 Spring Creek Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917457172		Smith		Martha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				3.9		White		F		912 8261834		NA		NA		msmith85@my.westga.edu		105 Barrington Cir				Rincon		GA		31326

		917399080		Williams		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201508				3.79		Black		F		909 5679467		NA		55bwalnut@gmail.com		kwilli46@my.westga.edu		55 Black Walnut Trl				Hampton		GA		30228-2870

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201401		201508		3.47		3.72		White		F		404 5788103		NA		NA		lspinks1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvron Rd Apt 1021				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917133027		Thomas		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				3.8		White		F		770 8328114		NA		NA		tthomas3@my.westga.edu		534 Horsley Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917156147		Walker		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201308		201508		3.44		3.58		White		F		678 9933105		NA		NA		thagen1@my.westga.edu		161 Bethany Forrest Ln				Carrollton		GA		30116-7061

		917471462		White		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201508				3.83		Black		F		678 3601814		NA		NA		dwhite23@my.westga.edu		4045 Fox Hunt Lane Apt F				East point		GA		30344

		917406311		Williams		Marion		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.67		Black		F				NA		mdwwilliams@hotmail.com		mwilli51@my.westga.edu		319 Hawthorn Dr				Dallas		GA		30132

		917348787		Brown		Erica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.61				White		F		770 3049077		NA		NA		estudda1@my.westga.edu		771 Joe Stephens Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-3933

		917368969		Ahmed		Fatema		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art		Art History		Art Education (BFA)				F		201101		201508		3.82				Asian		F		404 2740667		NA		NA		fahmed1@my.westga.edu		101 Thomas Powers Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4328

		917350638		Zeigler		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201208		201508				3.68		Black		F		404 747		NA		zeiglerjackie@yahoo.com		jzeigle1@my.westga.edu		386 Kings Walk				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917429803		Mcintyre		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201508		3.49				White		F		770 5463456		NA		NA		tmcinty1@my.westga.edu		1602 Whooping Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6717

		917447152		Duncan		Madeline		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201308		201508		2.57				White		F		706 8021638		NA		NA		mduncan9@my.westga.edu		315 E. 4th Ave				Rome		GA		30161

		917333936		Loredo		Alma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201508		3.05						F		770 8361555		NA		NA		aloredo1@my.westga.edu		112 Charlcie Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-4988

		917401385		Ansaldo		Elliot		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201508		3.46				White		M		706 8821552		NA		alex.ansoldo1@gmail.com		eansald1@my.westga.edu		107 Linda Ln				LaGrange		GA		30240-9149

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201508		3.92		3.57		White		F		678 3153439		NA		asheATL26@gmail.com		ewilson5@my.westga.edu		8123 Evergreen Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917411296		Miller		Wendee		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201508		3.26				White		F		770 2522485		NA		NA		wmiller4@my.westga.edu		17 Enclave Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3588

		917390847		Sullivan		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.78				White		F		770 8374649		NA		NA		esulliv3@my.westga.edu		90 Woodbine Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917389585		Klein		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.25				White		F		770 5784792		NA		lindseynellklein@yahoo.com		lklein1@my.westga.edu		1617 Hampton Oaks Bnd				Marietta		GA		30066-4451

		917478550		Dalziel		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				4				F		770 8555629		NA		NA		vdalzie1@my.westga.edu		1207 Upper Shoal Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917082624		Wilson		Haley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508		2.38		3.88		White		F		770 6061320		NA		NA		hwilson5@my.westga.edu		115 Mitchell Avenue				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917479060		Greet		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201508				3.88				F		678 8488260		NA		NA		lgreet1@my.westga.edu		251 Ascott Lane		None		Woodstock		GA		30189

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.05		4		Black		F		404 9336833		NA		NA		tjohns27@my.westga.edu		4223 Winston Circle				College Park 		GA		30349

		917452384		Lacy		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201508				4		White		F		912 5369291		NA		NA		slacy1@my.westga.edu		7008 Bridgemill Drive				Columbus		GA		31904

		917166848		Thurman		Tequila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.16		4		Black		F		404 6937275		NA		tequila2181@bellsouth.net		twright1@my.westga.edu		211 Villa Cove				Temple		GA		30179

		917253141		Goodling		Tori		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201308		201508		2.71		3.76		White		F		678 9777038		NA		NA		tgoodli1@my.westga.edu		541 NORTH WHITE STREET		APT 20		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917374612		Menard		Tara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201508		3.03				White		F		770 4562534		NA		NA		tmenard2@my.westga.edu		21 GAINESBOROUGH WALK				Dallas		GA		30157-0213

		917280453		Anderson		Jessica		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		3.86				White		F		770 2513750		NA		NA		jander29@my.westga.edu		215 Robinson Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3453

		917254347		Roberts		Rebekah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508		3.76		4		White		F		678 8500238		NA		NA		rrobert3@my.westga.edu		20 Norma Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917392749		Aquil		Shamaya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.12				Black		F		678 7546184		NA		NA		saquil1@my.westga.edu		4276 Boulder Pointe Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1283

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201305		201508				3.29		Black		F		404 5569005		NA		NA		ccooper5@my.westga.edu		3160 Golfe Links Dr				Snellville		GA		30039-4710

		917397894		Hay		Dyamond		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201508		3.24				Black		M		404 8491884		NA		NA		dhay1@my.westga.edu		950 Burning Bush Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-5458

		917396807		Fister		Shiloh		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.66				White		F		770 7556071		NA		NA		sfister1@my.westga.edu		135 Ebenezer Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1746

		917454316		Smelser		Garrett		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201401		201508		2.84				White		M		770 8432047		NA		NA		gsmelse1@my.westga.edu		56 Ashley Ln				Hiram		GA		30141

		917392210		Williams		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		2.97		4		Black		F				NA		NA		wwillia6@my.westga.edu		3785 Glen Ian Dr				Loganville 		GA		30052

		917383956		Kaminski		Mary		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201508		2.95				White		F		678 4230783		NA		NA		mkamins2@my.westga.edu		15 Camden Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6215

		917404126		Graham		Alicia		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		2.91				Black		F		770 3043523		NA		NA		agraham9@my.westga.edu		20 Stonehaven Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1233

		917409895		Thomason		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201508		3.31		4		White		F		678 9103451		NA		NA		lthoma18@my.westga.edu		457 Cochran Rd.				Dallas		GA		30132

		917397462		Ivy		Kaylee		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						P		201108		201508		3.03				White		F		770 9640527		NA		NA		kivy1@my.westga.edu		4090 Stonewall Tell Rd				College Park		GA		30349-1407

		917388598		Edenfield		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.54				White		F		912 7284113		NA		NA		cedenfi1@my.westga.edu		106 Golden Oak Dr				Guyton		GA		31312-6267

		917451088		Jones		Aisha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201508		3		3.26		Black		F		404 3085073		NA		NA		ajones62@my.westga.edu		337 Shadowood Parkway SE				Atlanta		GA		30339

		917472359		French		Kristi		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201405		201508				4		White		F		770 8985322		NA		NA		kfrench4@my.westga.edu		204 Brixton Place				McDonough		GA		30253

		917429890		Hubbard		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201501		201508		2.5		3.45		Black		F		678 4386991		NA		maryjhub@bellsouth.net		mhubbar2@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 427				FAIRBURN		GA		30213

		917470498		Calvert		Timothy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				4		White		M		770 7158851		NA		NA		tcalver1@my.westga.edu		920 W Goodrich Ave				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917137178		Hightower		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508				4				F		770 5028617		NA		NA		lhighto1@my.westga.edu		94 Preswick Park Drive				Newnan		GA		30265

		917249517		Jones		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508		3.58		3.71		White		F		770 3173273		NA		NA		khancoc2@my.westga.edu		1009 Stone Brook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110

		917306481		Morgan		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201508		3.1		3.75		White		M		423 8835887		NA		neyland1990@bellsouth.net		NA		318 Columbia Drive Apt 1501				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917455848		Sandouby		Naglaa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Science Education				F		201401		201508				4				F		678 7902802		NA		NA		nsandou1@my.westga.edu		727 Carlayle Lk				Decatur		GA		30033

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201401		201508		3.49		3.9		White		F		678 2347440		NA		NA		ksumner1@my.westga.edu		1378 Dowdy Road				Roopville		GA		30170

		917152264		Mainelli-Langer		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201301		201508		4		3.67		White		F				NA		nypeachpit@gmail.com		nmainel1@my.westga.edu		40 Sandstone Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3356

		917370552		Holton		Keana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		2.97		4		Black		F				NA		NA		kholton1@my.westga.edu		2300 Global Forum Blvd		Apt. 737		Atlanta		GA		30340

		917361275		Jackson		Tanisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201508		3.42				Black		F		678 7785728		NA		NA		tjacks16@my.westga.edu		6939 Rogers Pt				Lithonia		GA		30058-7057

		917446496		Cook		Shaleita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201508				3.33		Black		F		770 4853843		NA		NA		scook14@my.westga.edu		4442 Brittany Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917305271		Hicks		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201508				3.91		White		F		770 3012844		NA		NA		emilton1@my.westga.edu		55 Berkeley Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1671

		917291925		Whitehead		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508		2.44		3.69		Black		F		337 3809945		NA		tamaraaw@comcast.net		twhiteh1@my.westga.edu		3720 Long Lake Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917403839		Jackson		Autumn		eCore		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201108		201508		2.72				Black		F				NA		NA		ajacks20@my.westga.edu		2900 Two Lake Cir				College Park		GA		30349-8208

		917454860		Woodruff		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201508				4		White		F		706 9844210		NA		NA		awoodru2@my.westga.edu		15 Windsweep Court Apt 207				Phenix City		AL		36870

		917330272		Williams		Latifah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201508				3.83		Black		F		706 5649589		NA		NA		lwilli47@my.westga.edu		5301 Briarcliff Gables Circle NE				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917448110		Gilbert		Naomi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201308		201508				3.83		White		F		678 4904829		NA		NA		ngilber2@my.westga.edu		8780 Camp Road				Winston		GA		30187

		917454270		Wagner		Richard		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Special Education - MAT				P		201401		201508				3.8		White		M		706 8027621		NA		NA		rwagner2@my.westga.edu		609 Walton Green Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917456275		Barham		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				3.17		Black		F		770 6886125		NA		NA		jbarham1@my.westga.edu		3860 Pleasant Oaks Drive				Lawrenceville		GA		30044

		917475469		Kratzer		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508				4		White		F				NA		NA		rkratze1@my.westga.edu		6607 Station Drive				Clermont		GA		30527

		917393443		Wigley		Peggy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201508		3.42				White		F		678 5836825		NA		NA		pwigley1@my.westga.edu		1066 Brush Arbor Cir				McDonough		GA		30252-5597

		917273074		Stanley		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201508				4		White		F		404 5103649		NA		NA		mstanle3@my.westga.edu		5835 Fairwood Walk				Acworth		GA		30101

		917120463		Dunlap		Paul		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201305		201508		2.69		3		Black		M		404 8310713		NA		NA		pdunlap1@my.westga.edu		153 South Gates Road				Pine Mountain		GA		31822

		917180947		Evans		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201508		3.89		4		White		F		770 6832794		NA		emily.evans@cowetaschools.org		ehammet1@my.westga.edu		112 Spring Forest Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917080212		McKinney		Erica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201508		4		3.94		White		F		706 2482265		NA		erica.mckinney@gmail.com		egreeso1@my.westga.edu		6 Misty Oaks Ln NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917045222		Knott		Dana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201508				3.8		White		F		770 3557740		NA		NA		dknott1@my.westga.edu		104 Wooddale Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917476223		Godwin		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		201408		201508				3.86		White		F		229 2946149		NA		NA		rgodwin1@my.westga.edu		2612 GA Hwy 93 North				Pelham		GA		31779

		917470973		Moore		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		201408		201508				4		White		M		404 5029446		NA		NA		lmoore28@my.westga.edu		1040 Cobblestone Lane				Bogart		GA		30622

		917453535		Jackson		Janice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201308		201508				4		Black		F		404 308		NA		NA		jjacks45@my.westga.edu		4113 English Valley Drive				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917460467		Kling		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201508				4		White		F		678 3784727		NA		NA		wkling1@my.westga.edu		1384 Reese Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917068143		Saffo		Melody		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201401		201508		2.01		3.64		Black		F				NA		NA		msaffo1@my.westga.edu

		917305710		Holliday		Jonah		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		201508		2.3		3.47		White		M		770 8328269		NA		NA		jhollid1@my.westga.edu		2307 Tyus Carrollton Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917471374		Long		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201405		201508				3.9		White		M		678 2349715		NA		NA		blong5@my.westga.edu		1950 Barrett Lakes Blvd NW		704		Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917306474		Horn		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201601				3.53		White		F		770 9669927		NA		kimhorn@bellsouth.net		khorn1@my.westga.edu		2320 Fripp Overlook NW				Acworth		GA		30101

		917454241		Lawrence		Jody		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201601				3.78		White		F		678 2474958		NA		NA		jlawre10@my.westga.edu		307 Rabbit Hunt Road				Temple		GA		30179

		917473250		Kimsey		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201601				4		White		F		706 2450383		NA		NA		kkimsey1@my.westga.edu		2751 Harrison Bridge Road				Royston		GA		30662

		917437495		Van Kley		Linda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201601				4		White		F		706 5690473		NA		NA		lvankle1@my.westga.edu		3351 Meadowbrook Dr				Columbus		GA		31907-2050

		917328010		Ladd		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201305		201601				3.87		White		F		770 8565886		NA		NA		mladd1@my.westga.edu		210 Willow Lake Lane				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917473871		Dyson		Larry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201601				3.08		Black		M		678 3444991		NA		NA		ldyson2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 870203				STONE MOUNTAIN		GA		30087

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.6		3.83		White		F		678 9341654		NA		NA		cellis3@my.westga.edu		3848 Welham Green Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917449941		Eulenfeld		Daryl		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201308		201601				4		White		F		770 4879267		NA		NA		deulenf1@my.westga.edu		111 Rolling Green				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917220894		Grubb		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201308		201601		3.35		3.91		White		M		770 7571838		NA		jgrubb411@yahoo.com		jgrubb1@my.westga.edu		5338 Monticello Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917477014		Graichen		Todd		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				3.9		White		M		614 3153579		NA		NA		tgraich1@my.westga.edu		695 Sandstone Dr				Athens		GA		30605

		917463664		Harris		Tijuana		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.15		Black		F		770 8262847		NA		NA		tharri33@my.westga.edu		3745 Park Hill Cir				Loganville		GA		30052-8401

		917456376		Hodorowski		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201601				3.86		White		F		770 6937694		NA		NA		ahodoro1@my.westga.edu		1837 Babbling Brk NW				Acworth		GA		30102

		917456773		James		Robin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.88		White		F		973 8620188		NA		NA		rjames5@my.westga.edu		308 Pirkle Leake Road				Dawsonville		GA		30534

		917472947		Jones		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601		4		4		White		F		770 2355653		NA		NA		kjones53@my.westga.edu		209 Lakewood Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917059064		High		David		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201601		2.84		3.86		White		M		770 9903530		NA		NA		dhigh1@my.westga.edu		70 Torero Trl				Newnan		GA		30263

		917393821		Morris		Ciara		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201208		201601		2.67				Black		F		706 9451542		NA		NA		cmorri12@my.westga.edu		1702 Flagler Rd				Augusta		GA		30909-9572

		917410066		Pirkle		Kyndel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.41				White		F		770 7121818		NA		NA		krunels2@my.westga.edu		144 Duck Pond Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2392

		917438114		Beech		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201601				3.66		Black		F		914 8436594		NA		NA		jbeech1@my.westga.edu		220 Overlook Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917285193		Abercrombie		Kaitlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201601		3.81		4		White		F		404 3743624		NA		NA		kabercr2@my.westga.edu		5632 Stewart Woods Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917350952		Coyt		Morgan				BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200908		201601		2.52				Black		F		404 4024713		NA		NA		mcoyt1@my.westga.edu		125 Williams St Apt 3E				Carrollton		GA		30117-2275

		917483603		Adkins		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				3		White		F		770 2883980		NA		NA		ladkins2@my.westga.edu		3014 Keeneland Blvd				McDonough		GA		30252

		917380716		Cochran		Leonard		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201601		2.88				Black		M		770 8300169		NA		NA		lcochra2@my.westga.edu		80 Hidden Lakes Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8904

		917149232		Davis		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201501		201601				3.81		Black		F		678 6434397		NA		NA		clewis20@my.westga.edu		3210 Kings Bay Circle				Decatur		GA		30034

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201408		201601				3.55		Black		M		678 4571934		NA		NA		amccrae1@my.westga.edu		10891 Tara Village Way				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917462237		Sanders		Javan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201405		201601				3.54		Black		M		404 5513385		NA		NA		jsande18@my.westga.edu		3749 Whirlaway Drive				Decatur		GA		30034

		917398757		Pate		Sara		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				P		201208		201601		3.2		3.83		White		F		770 8368160		NA		NA		spate4@my.westga.edu		1280 Old Newnan Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-9018

		917411945		Turner		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201601		3.97				White		F				NA		NA		kturne14@my.westga.edu		1321 Lovvorn Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917398798		Quintanilla		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201601		2.76				Black		M		770 6790816		NA		NA		dquinta1@my.westga.edu		2520 Meadowmist Pl SE				Conyers		GA		30013-6314

		917384904		Helton		Brigette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education		Sociology		Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201108		201601		3.4		4		White		F		770 8512963		NA		NA		bhelton2@my.westga.edu		1585 Mount Carmel Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917411038		Marinello		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.33				White		F		631 4220937		NA		NA		amarine3@my.westga.edu		16 Brown St				West Babylon		NY		11704-7709

		917442569		Davis		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201305		201601				4		White		F		478 2139140		NA		NA		pdavis7@my.westga.edu		100 Cade Terrace				Warner Robins		GA		31088

		917337604		Loveless		Casey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201601		3				White		F		770 3620187		NA		NA		cpollar2@my.westga.edu		453 Almon Rd.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917364708		Parson		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201601		3.12				White		F		770 2588695		NA		NA		emuse1@my.westga.edu		1280 Robinson Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-1827

		917373405		Hudson		Diamond		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201601		3.46				Black		F		804 3680391		NA		NA		dhudson3@my.westga.edu		1707 W. Omni Ct				Ashland		VA		23005

		917171438		Crowder		Rodriques		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201601		2.91				Black		M		770 6393709		NA		NA		rcrowde1@my.westga.edu		231 Sally Duke Dr				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2455

		917400574		Thompson		Naomi		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201108		201601		3.52				Asian		F		404 784		NA		NA		nthomps4@my.westga.edu		316 Columbia Drive		The Flats 213 C		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917344112		Copeland		Eddrick		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201601		2.95				Black		M		706 4572089		NA		NA		ecopela3@my.westga.edu		2294 Davis Lake Road				Pine Mountain		GA		31822

		917384140		Crawford		Ebonee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201601		3.01				Black		F		678 6412717		NA		NA		ecrawfo2@my.westga.edu		151 Cleburne Parkway Apt 906				Hiram		GA		30141

		917354062		Jarrett		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201601		3.44				White		F		678 7879926		NA		NA		tjarret3@my.westga.edu		252 Kings Crossing Ct				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917336771		Thomas		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201601		2.97		3.83		Black		F		678 4647109		NA		NA		bthoma17@my.westga.edu		2953 Da Vinci Blvd.				Decatur		GA		30034

		917373814		Aramian		Rose		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201601		3.55				White		F		770 9739073		NA		NA		raramia1@my.westga.edu		3532 Tritt Springs Way NE				Marietta		GA		30062-5274

		917336582		Collins		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201601		3.05				White		F		770 8751348		NA		jkblondie09@yahoo.com		kdyer2@my.westga.edu		1202 Rocky Branch Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4700

		917395193		Powell		Carirosa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201601		3.47				White		F		770 6684770		NA		NA		cpowell6@my.westga.edu		2225 Mitchell Rd				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-2226

		917213849		Goulbourne		Latoya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201601		2.54		3.8		Black		F		678 6004217		NA		NA		lgoulbo1@my.westga.edu		504 Lovvorn Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917169650		McElroy		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201601				3.85		White		F		770 9479417		NA		NA		hmcelro2@my.westga.edu		3714 colonial trail				douglasville		GA		30135

		917094425		Ellis		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201505		201601				4		White		F		404 5795286		NA		NA		cmccart4@my.westga.edu		255 Bakers Bridge Circle				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917364641		Jasper		Janaye		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.3				Black		F		706 2341330		NA		NA		jjasper1@my.westga.edu		124 Sequoia Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-8909

		917404587		Cameron		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.6				White		F				NA		NA		khaynie3@my.westga.edu		252 Sweeper Smith Rd.				Newnan		GA		30263

		917399414		Tucker		Cortney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201601		3.7		4		White		F		678 3726474		NA		NA		ctucke10@my.westga.edu		13 Esasky Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116-8038

		917426541		Derico		Sherika		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201601				3.87		Black		F		334 4089474		NA		NA		sderico1@my.westga.edu		56 Lee Road 996				Phenix City		AL		36870-9109

		917473822		Summers		Aliah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201405		201601				3.44		Black		F		205 8214292		NA		NA		asummer7@my.westga.edu		765 Middleton Place				Alpharetta		GA		30004

		917313544		Reed		Latisha		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		3.24				White		F		470 3450619		NA		NA		lrobert8@my.westga.edu		142 Senoia Springs Drive				Senoia		GA		30276

		917346147		Compton		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201301		201601		2.8				White		F		404 7714393		NA		NA		jcompto2@my.westga.edu		6658 Ashebrooke Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917406232		Griffin		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201305		201601				4		White		M		404 4147930		NA		NA		rgriffin@westga.edu		1916 Sheldon Ln				Conyers		GA		30094

		917416854		Roberts		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201601		3.75				White		F		678 2947589		NA		NA		mrobert7@my.westga.edu		146 Mallet Way				Stockbridge		GA		30281-2881

		917419072		Anderson		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.26				Black		F		706 2257411		NA		NA		jander27@my.westga.edu		12203 Northlake Heights Cir NE				Atlanta		GA		30345-2286

		917410815		Kardoes		Bailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.55		2.4		White		F				NA		NA		bkardoe1@my.westga.edu		121 Riverbluff Drive				Lagrange		GA		30240

		917367158		Haywood		Taijohne'A		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.45				Black		F		678 266 7334		NA		NA		thaywoo2@my.westga.edu		316 Columbia Dr Apt 1008 B				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917415278		Wright		William		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201601		3.52				White		M		770 2585565		NA		NA		wwright3@my.westga.edu

		917162370		Jenkins		Jelyne		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		201005		201601				3.44		Black		F		770 8334995		NA		NA		jmarti19@my.westga.edu		2290 Worthing Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917405778		Burkhalter		Tera		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		2.8				White		F		706 5841773		NA		NA		tbrooks9@my.westga.edu		122 SOUTHERN TRACE WAY				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917400031		Curl		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.76				American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		678 6339806		NA		NA		kcurl1@my.westga.edu		10 Lauren Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-7003

		917380509		Pugh		Raven		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201601		3.08				Black		F		770 6053253		NA		NA		rpugh1@my.westga.edu		3096 Goldenrod Ct SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4554

		917405989		Williams		Maegan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.85				White		F		706 8478733		NA		NA		mwilli53@my.westga.edu		4039 Village Dr				Cohutta		GA		30710-7309

		917459290		Patneaude		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		803 3666657		NA		NA		spatnea1@my.westga.edu		670 Wildwood Road				Rock Hill		SC		29730

		917326154		Colston		Kristian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201601				4		White		F		678 5482949		NA		NA		kcolsto2@my.westga.edu		44 Greystone Way				Hiram		GA		30141

		917477015		Heimann		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601				4		White		F				NA		NA		cheiman1@my.westga.edu		231 Middle Blvd				Salisbury		MD		21801

		917475650		Gilmore		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201501		201601				4		Black		F		404 8957214		NA		NA		rgilmor1@my.westga.edu		2603 Graywall Street				East Point		GA		30344

		917461714		DeFusco		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201401		201601				4		White		M		770 4242234		NA		NA		mdefusc1@my.westga.edu		2892 Preakness Dr NW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917110210		Rush		Billijo		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201601		3.5		3.91		White		F		770 7481115		NA		NA		brush1@my.westga.edu		385 Brice Rd SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173

		917410654		Longshore		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.97				White		F		770 7484026		NA		NA		mlongsh1@my.westga.edu		209 W John Hand Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-2015

		917383976		Martin		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201601		3.78				White		M		404 4519531		NA		benjamin7835@gmail.com		bmartin7@my.westga.edu		520 Sullivan Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-1925

		917306889		Dobbin		Daphne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201601		3.1				White		F		678 7088379		NA		NA		ddobbin1@my.westga.edu		319 D College Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917420734		Brown		Kati		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.36				White		F		678 6027144		NA		NA		kbrown35@my.westga.edu		346 Treasure Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-7013

		917367584		McMullen		Tieshia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		2.88				Black		F		770 5391761		NA		NA		tmcmull1@my.westga.edu		21007 Providence Trail 				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917408149		Ross		Jaleen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				F		201208		201601		3.9				Black		M		678 3784259		NA		NA		jross8@my.westga.edu		650 McBrayer Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4979

		917395561		Jeter		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201601		3.62				White		F		706 8842826		NA		NA		ajeter4@my.westga.edu		4325 New Franklin Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2463

		917445746		Perkins		Christy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201405		201601		3.58				White		F		678 8777629		NA		NA		cperkin4@my.westga.edu		156 Mount Carmel Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917312749		Ellegood		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.15				White		F		678 3151528		NA		jazzygirl3634@aol.com		jprice10@my.westga.edu		13040 Carriage Park Ln				Duluth		GA		30097

		917303213		Hutson		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201601		3.5		3.91		White		F		404 2850769		NA		NA		hhutson1@my.westga.edu		3859 Willow Hollow				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917306031		Owens		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601		2.73		3.93		Black		F		678 8871433		NA		NA		nowens2@my.westga.edu		7761 Melanie Dr				Douglasvlle		GA		30134

		917327655		Jones		Troy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201408		201601				3.44		Black		M		770 6089137		NA		NA		tjones21@my.westga.edu		3581 Providence Pl				Douglasville		GA		30135-3050

		917461627		Godfrey		Connillious		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201401		201601		3.75				Black		M		404 6066015		NA		NA		cgodfre3@my.westga.edu		545 Lullaby Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917421572		Burton		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.82				White		F		404 5973237		NA		elizabethmburton14@gmail.com		eburton4@my.westga.edu		1105 River Green Court				McDonough		GA		30252-4832

		917415593		Beasley		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology						F		201208		201601		3.29				White		F		770 4428242		NA		NA		kbeasle5@my.westga.edu		945 Steeplechase Rd				Alpharetta		GA		30004-2425

		917396637		Rogers		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		2.83				White		M		478 9340761		NA		NA		brogers8@my.westga.edu		123 Paula Dr				Cochran		GA		31014-8431

		917155666		Smeeton		Gina		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201601		4		3.96		White		F				gsmeeton@paulding.k12.ga.us		NA		gsmeeto1@my.westga.edu		117 Hunters Lake Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7374

		917455149		Jernigan		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201401		201601		3.2				White		F		770 3554641		NA		NA		ljernig1@my.westga.edu		3000 Summit View Ct.				Snellville		GA		30078

		917442307		Freeman		Bristol		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201601		3.48				White		M		706 2661019		NA		NA		bfreema5@my.westga.edu		2625 Kingston Highway				Rome		GA		30161

		917413072		Porter		Gavin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.47				White		M		678 8500389		NA		NA		gporter2@my.westga.edu		86 Windsor Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4701

		917404358		Lanier		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.62				White		F		770 8321056		NA		NA		llanier2@my.westga.edu		148 Richmond Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-8361

		917418861		Campbell		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.47				White		F		678 4165836		NA		NA		vcampbe2@my.westga.edu		65 Brandenburg Road				Franklin		GA		30217

		917377599		Dowell		Brian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201601		2.75				Black		M		706 333		NA		NA		bdowell1@my.westga.edu		900 Stonewall St				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917411478		Wilson		Russell		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201601		2.95				White		M		706 8829521		NA		NA		rwilso12@my.westga.edu		111 Meadowland Trl				LaGrange		GA		30240-9112

		917415311		Garrett		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.82				White		F		770 9205994		NA		NA		hgarret1@my.westga.edu		4543 Cresant Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-1809

		917418812		Wynett		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.6				White		F		404 8616747		NA		NA		lwynett1@my.westga.edu		305 Sourwood Ln				Canton		GA		30115

		917211274		Gaskin		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201601		2.96				White		M		770 5781277		NA		NA		jgaskin2@my.westga.edu		2105 Jockey Hollow Dr.				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917415988		Peet		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.79		4		White		F		678 4471617		NA		NA		lpeet1@my.westga.edu		4040 Watkins Glen Dr.				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917091726		Bedford		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		770 2357865		vbedford@clayton.k12.ga.us		NA		vbedfor1@my.westga.edu		205 Melrose Way				McDonough		GA		30252

		917474354		Stephens		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				4		White		M		727 4799009		NA		NA		jsteph17@my.westga.edu		547 46th Avenue North 				Saint Petersburg 		FL		33703

		917357024		Callahan		Abbey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		3.28		3.81		White		F		678 2306780		NA		NA		acallah2@my.westga.edu		191 Dogwood Trail				Jasper		GA		30143

		917478837		Rathert		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201501		201601				3.91		White		M		859 5127484		NA		NA		prather1@my.westga.edu		150 Nectarine Drive				Newnan		GA		30265

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201601		3.41		3.06		White		F		770 4606418		NA		NA		tclark6@my.westga.edu		492 W McIntosh Rd				Brooks		GA		30205

		917023490		Cooper		Errica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201601		3.55		3.55		Black		F		770 5996556		NA		NA		ecooper3@my.westga.edu		1001 Gray Girls Road				Senoia		GA		30276

		917413545		Ankney		Conner		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.58				White		F		770 2548295		NA		NA		cankney1@my.westga.edu		690 White Oak Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6024

		917400005		Carroll		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201601		3.25		4		White		F		706 3024370		NA		NA		acarrol8@my.westga.edu		1075 Frolona Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-4232

		917371727		Cabell		Imani		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		2.93		3.72		Black		F		770 3649651		NA		NA		icabell1@my.westga.edu		3370 White Castle Way				Decatur		GA		30034

		917466717		Jones		Alana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601				3.9				F		404 6305698		NA		NA		ajones74@my.westga.edu		4045 Mount Vernon Drive				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917420187		Daniels		Charissa		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201601		3.41						F		404 9669625		NA		NA		cdaniel7@my.westga.edu		977 Rampart Pl				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-2519

		917421191		Allen		Valeetia		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201601		3.97				Black		F				NA		NA		vallen5@my.westga.edu		229 Southern Oaks Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-8574

		917414930		Allen		Valyncia		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201601		3.95				Black		F		404 3438381		NA		NA		vallen6@my.westga.edu		229 Southern Oaks Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-8574

		917418520		Greeson		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201208		201601		3.08				White		F		770 5486638		NA		NA		hgreeso1@my.westga.edu		83 Nally Rd				Rydal		GA		30171-1115

		917337235		Lynum		La'Teisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201601		3.13		1.5		Black		F		678 9251405		NA		NA		llynum1@my.westga.edu		2343 Dawn Court				Decatur		GA		30032

		917377626		Appling		Denarius		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201601		2.62				Black		M		770 2287484		NA		NA		dapplin1@my.westga.edu		1607 Carriage Hills Dr				Griffin		GA		30224-8828

		917364581		Irvin		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201401		201601		3.56		4		White		F		706 8445656		NA		NA		hirvin1@my.westga.edu		2222 Lees Chapel Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917456263		Powell		Dustin		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.95				White		M		706 7674675		NA		NA		dpowell4@my.westga.edu		3749 Martha Berry Hwy				Rome		GA		30165

		917443811		Lunsford		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201601		3.74		3.71		White		F		770 6531707		NA		NA		klunsfo1@my.westga.edu		233 Hays Mill Road Apt F4				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917445042		Johnson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201601		3.33				Black		F		770 5584114		NA		NA		tjohns37@my.westga.edu		2941 Forbes Trl				Snellville		GA		30039

		917403143		Hansberry		Jhessail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201601		3.04				Black		F		404 4467010		NA		NA		jhansbe1@my.westga.edu		179 Ivey Lake Pkwy				Temple		GA		30179-3878

		917378783		Day		Makenzie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201408		201601		3.46				White		F		770 262		NA		NA		mday3@my.westga.edu		112 Vantage Point				Dallas		GA		30157

		917443953		Pearson		Carleigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201601		3.29				White		F		706 5065288		NA		NA		cpearso2@my.westga.edu		13 Amberwood Trl NW				Rome		GA		30165-4428

		917391342		Bryant		Chelcee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201601		2.99				White		F		770 2534229		NA		NA		cbryant7@my.westga.edu		365 Sturgess Run				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-6904

		917452553		Brown		Troy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201601		3.24				White		M		251 6355804		NA		Troybrown1615@yahoo.com		troyb@westga.edu		140 appomatox Drive				daphne		AL		36526

		917404022		Hopper		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		4				White		F		229 5745679		NA		NA		chopper2@my.westga.edu		4034 Egg and Butter Road				Ochlocknee		GA		31773

		917303073		Price		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201308		201601		3.24		3.26		White		F		423 6535288		NA		NA		eprice2@my.westga.edu		102 Lincoln St				Glennville		GA		30427

		917405760		Flood		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201601		3.08				Black		F		404 3461023		NA		NA		kflood2@my.westga.edu		3640 Barbara Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-2856

		917412371		Arellano-Garcia		Carina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.51						F		404 5197987		NA		carinaarellanogarcia@gmail.com		carella1@my.westga.edu		1292 To Lani Path				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-5329

		917461649		Hill		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201401		201601		3.32				White		F		404 8955913		NA		NA		thill10@my.westga.edu		7167 Wildflower Walk				Winston		GA		30187-1753

		917391447		Knox		Diamond		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.27				Black		F		678 8878822		NA		NA		dknox1@my.westga.edu		550 Draycott Ct SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-7675

		917391329		Barnes-Blanton		Tatiana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201601		3.31				Black		F				NA		NA		tbarnes2@my.westga.edu		125 Lazy Water Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917416660		Hawkins		Tamela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.19				Black		F		678 3953467		NA		NA		thawkin1@my.westga.edu		574 Goldfinch Way				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917410181		Paschall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201601		3.27				White		F		770 5346437		NA		NA		spascha2@my.westga.edu		4486 Old Magnolia Ct				Gainesville		GA		30506-5393

		917422126		Pruitt		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201601		2.99				White		M		678 8973252		NA		NA		cpruitt3@my.westga.edu		1991 Miller Academy Rd				Bremen		GA		30110

		917411952		Brackett		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.86				White		F		770 4599193		NA		NA		mbracke2@my.westga.edu		62 Honeysuckle Ln				Temple		GA		30179-2757

		917416874		Agou		Stephany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.76				Black		F		678 5315120		NA		NA		sagou1@my.westga.edu		9385 Meadow Gate Ln				Jonesboro		GA		30236-7423

		917349297		Winders		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201601		3.51				White		F		770 8389311		NA		NA		cwinder1@my.westga.edu		800 Little New York Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2865

		917454419		Bright		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201601		3.26				White		F		770 6835287		NA		NA		jbright4@my.westga.edu		21 Greenview Drive				Newnan		GA		30265

		917399913		Hagood		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.43				White		F		770 5921080		NA		NA		lhagood1@my.westga.edu		804 Hillcrest Ln				Woodstock		GA		30189-2588

		917409796		Echols		Laurel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201401		201601		3.43				White		F		706 9909335		NA		NA		lechols3@my.westga.edu		314 Poplar Dr				Washington		GA		30673-1572

		917413562		Mcclure		Vanessa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.33				White		F		678 9725746		NA		nessa.3267@yahoo.com		vrodrig2@my.westga.edu		75 Creekside Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6063

		917390634		Smith		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.62				White		F		770 3447009		NA		NA		ksmith60@my.westga.edu		195 Oak Shadow Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917447458		Pack		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201308		201601		3.03				White		F		205 9665123		NA		NA		apack1@my.westga.edu		115 Rockland Trail				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917467364		Roselli		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.9		White		M				NA		NA		drosell1@my.westga.edu		1786 Sawgrass Cir				Greenacres		FL		33413

		917479163		Saint Cyr		Harry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				3.88		Black		M		770 5725618		NA		NA		hsaintc1@my.westga.edu		110 Patriots Walk				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917349458		Smith		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				3.88		Black		F		404 5027262		NA		NA		asimon2@my.westga.edu		517 Guinevere Ct				McDonough		GA		30252

		917061329		King		Macie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201601				3.55		Black		F		706 7980844		NA		NA		mking19@my.westga.edu		3441 Heather Dr				Augusta		GA		30909-2707

		917106406		Brown		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201408		201601		3.77		3.84		White		F		770 6847576		NA		brown7664@att.net		dbrown34@my.westga.edu		311 Bellview Road				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917426762		Corbin		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201208		201601		3.59				Black		F		770 9549902		NA		NA		jcorbin3@my.westga.edu		526 Tellico Sq				McDonough		GA		30252-4072

		917442538		Balentyne		Phoebe		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201305		201601				4		White		F		815 3430199		NA		NA		pbalenty@westga.edu		451 W Exchange Street				Sycamore		IL		60178

		917432809		Johnson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201601		3.21				White		F		229 8384436		NA		NA		cjohns42@my.westga.edu		1134 Valley Rd				Lumpkin		GA		31815-6031

		917415261		Richardson		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.11				White		M		770 6468403		NA		NA		jricha20@my.westga.edu		255 Bill Ploof Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4530

		917397600		Hise		Josalynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.16				White		F		678 8776922		NA		NA		jhise1@my.westga.edu		355 Freeman Forest Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-3397

		917103373		Baker		Tara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		2.98						F		678 8780647		NA		NA		tbaker1@my.westga.edu		5479 Steeple Chase				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917326051		Wingo		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201601		2.89				White		F		678 7995918		NA		NA		ewingo@westga.edu		275 Garrett Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917378103		Causey		Sabrina		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.3				White		F				NA		NA		scausey2@my.westga.edu		5 Cliffview Dr SE		Apt 5C		Rome		GA		30161

		917416196		Gordon		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.48				White		F		770 6317638		NA		NA		cgordon5@my.westga.edu		208 Savannah Walk				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3647

		917428961		Miller		Kaitlin		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.21		4		White		F		423 3368288		NA		NA		kmille13@my.westga.edu		227 Kyles Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-4695

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601		3.04		3.66		Black		F		404 3581804		NA		NA		tleak1@my.westga.edu		109-A WAVERLY WAY				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		2.99		3.72		Black		F		678 8574461		NA		camille.barber16@gmail.com		mbarber3@my.westga.edu		327 Lakeside Way				Newnan		GA		30265

		917408173		Ventre		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201308		201601				3.88		White		M		770 4034823		NA		NA		sventre1@my.westga.edu		65 Bluestone Court				Acworth		GA		30101

		917268265		Grizzard		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601		2.93		3.72		White		F		770 8761994		NA		NA		hgrizza1@my.westga.edu		427 Willie Walker Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917246524		Jeter		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201601		3.23		3.53		White		F		706 5943355		NA		NA		ajeter2@my.westga.edu		4325 New Franklin Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2463

		917396818		Ferguson		Sanchetta		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.03				Black		F		404 2632259		NA		NA		sfergus6@my.westga.edu		4100 Grant Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-5704

		917445581		Amoroso		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201601		3.95				White		F		678 8771161		NA		NA		vbyous1@my.westga.edu		435 Longview St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3709

		917412548		Desrosiers		Karl		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201205		201601		3.32				Black		M		678 2846242		NA		NA		kdesros1@my.westga.edu		492 Harvick Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4454

		917406790		Taulien		Zacharias		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						P		201108		201601		2.97				White		M		613 97336056		NA		NA		ztaulien@westga.edu		2 Brookes Ct				Mooroolbark		ZZ		99999

		917401303		Johnson		Halle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.28				Black		F		770 5131466		NA		NA		hjohnso6@my.westga.edu		523 Bellbrook Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-9321

		917458951		Waldroup		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201601				3.69		White		F		706 8979534		NA		NA		lalliso2@my.westga.edu		2059 Wesliam Rd				Hiawassee		GA		30546

		917459285		Huffer		Alex		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.9		White		M				NA		NA		ahuffer1@my.westga.edu		311 Pioneer Road				Elida		OH		45807

		917480152		Little		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201601				4		White		F		706 7691845		NA		NA		klittle4@my.westga.edu		1150 S. Rossiter Terr.				Watkinsville		GA		30677

		917360273		Leclerc		Jeff		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201208		201601		2.28				Black		M		770 4020797		NA		NA		jlecler1@my.westga.edu		10122 Tide Ct				Jonesboro		GA		30238-6544

		917410624		Lewis		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.42				Black		F		770 4982957		NA		NA		vlewis2@my.westga.edu		2368 Broad Creek Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-3754

		917372810		Freeman		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201601		2.76				Black		M		770 5068244		NA		NA		jfreema9@my.westga.edu		1029 Grace Marie Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4539

		917428460		Witt		Shanna		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.27				White		F		678 2340123		NA		NA		sknight4@my.westga.edu		303 South Main St				Adairsville		GA		30103

		917380454		Watson		Rakim		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201601		2.62				Black		M		770 6517192		NA		NA		rwatson2@my.westga.edu		2579 Mead Ct				Jonesboro		GA		30236-9203

		917422724		Partain		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.92				White		F		678 3864891		NA		NA		tpartai1@my.westga.edu		610 Kelly Rd				Hartwell		GA		30643

		917388876		Silva		Erica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.66				White		F		404 5108363		NA		NA		esilva1@my.westga.edu		516 Lake Clyde Cir				Bowdon		GA		30108-2957

		917413053		Mcgilberry		Iman		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.02				Black		F		404 2124866		NA		NA		imcgilb1@my.westga.edu		3432 Spring Chase Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1380

		917470781		Wood		Kristi		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.72				White		F		770 6244642		NA		NA		kwood9@my.westga.edu		478 Cason Rd.				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917378618		Lee		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Finance						F		201008		201601		2.85				Black		M		706 8622893		NA		NA		jlee26@my.westga.edu		222 Reece St				Menlo		GA		30731-6432

		917303549		Rogers		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601		3.26		3.72		White		F		678 9729044		NA		NA		mguinn1@my.westga.edu		226 Glazier Rd.				Senoia		GA		30276

		917284545		Castillo		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201601		2.8		3.07		Black		F				NA		NA		ballen4@my.westga.edu		155 Kelley Way				McDonough		GA		30252

		917442213		McClendon		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201305		201601				4		White		M		912 5761939		NA		NA		tmcclen3@my.westga.edu		810 Park Street				Saint Marys		GA		31558

		917078898		Ainsworth		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Special Ed General Curriculum				P		201305		201601		4		3.94		White		F		770 6516811		NA		jessicaainsworth@charter.net		jainswo1@my.westga.edu		139 Chadwick Place				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917300765		Cash		Landria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601		3.18		3.71		Black		F		404 6802329		NA		NA		lbailey4@my.westga.edu		166 Reid Plantation Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5308

		917180867		Comer		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601		3.14		3.5		White		F		404 3265905		NA		NA		kcomer1@my.westga.edu		64 Edgewater Drive				Temple		GA		30179

		917257053		Barton		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201601		3.36		3.75		White		F		404 4069340		NA		NA		jdavis22@my.westga.edu

		917456491		Brown		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201401		201601				4		White		M		229 2730333		NA		NA		bbrown31@my.westga.edu		298 Avery Road				Arabi		GA		31712

		917399008		Renard		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601				3.9		White		F		501 9400157		NA		dasnowfox@gmail.com		jrenard@westga.edu		3671 Delena Farm Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917406198		Eaker		Richard		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201308		201601				3.7		White		M		706 7679950		NA		NA		reaker1@my.westga.edu		365 Mac Johnson Road				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		3.61		3.94		White		F		678 9538260		NA		tommieann76@yahoo.com		tabercr1@my.westga.edu		410 Hwy 34 W				Newnan		GA		30263

		917428798		Williams		Amy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201301		201601				4		White		F		770 4869207		NA		NA		awilli70@my.westga.edu		627 Magnolia Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1151

		917402101		Hays		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201108		201601		3.24				White		M		678 2515162		NA		NA		khays2@my.westga.edu		1092 Sutherland Dr				Winder		GA		30680

		917380473		Arsenault		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.44				White		F		678 3278260		NA		NA		karsena1@my.westga.edu		1500 Chattahoochee Run Dr				Suwanee		GA		30024-3817

		917419278		Hollis		Michaela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.24				White		F		770 9477967		NA		NA		mhollis4@my.westga.edu		4035 S Shelby Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-4141

		917479392		McRae		Alex		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201501		201601				4		White		M		678 7452322		NA		NA		amcrae2@my.westga.edu		6121 Parkmist Court				Buford		GA		30518

		917198700		McEntyre		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201501		201601		3.77		3.95		White		F		770 4683682		NA		jessica.mcentyre@carrollcountyschools.com		jcauthe1@my.westga.edu		13985 HWY 109 E				Meansville		GA		30256

		917452848		Holland		Ronnie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201408		201601				3.5		Black		M		770 6810096		NA		NA		rhollan3@my.westga.edu		3381 Parc Drive				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917042216		Teagle		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201601		3.27		3.29		Black		F		770 9469987		NA		jteaglemcgill@yahoo.com		jteagle1@my.westga.edu		719 Winesap Ct				Hampton		GA		30228

		917081926		Prather		Kimberlie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				3.96		Black		F		404 4064279		NA		NA		kprathe1@my.westga.edu		3435 Concord Loop				College Park		GA		30349

		917476652		McCann		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		770 7225837		NA		NA		cmccann3@my.westga.edu		1435 Barnsley Walk				Snellville		GA		30078

		917477162		Williamson		Donald		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				4		White		M		678 6148658		NA		NA		dwilli72@my.westga.edu		490 Bay Grove Road				Loganville		GA		30052

		917481853		Cobb		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201501		201601				3.69		White		F		229 9429705		NA		NA		scobb3@my.westga.edu		3491 Churchill Rd				Preston		GA		31824

		917189529		Sheridan		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201505		201601		3.58		3.9		White		M		706 3462565		NA		NA		jsherid1@my.westga.edu		125 Deer Run Trl				Rome		GA		30165

		917340569		Buckner		Erica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201401		201601		3.15		4		White		F		770 8561521		NA		NA		ebuckne2@my.westga.edu		2428 Glenloch Rd				Franklin		GA		30217

		917370617		Pinion		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201101		201601		3.25				White		F		770 4744680		NA		NA		npinion1@my.westga.edu		783 Hemphill Rd				Stockbridge		GA		30281-2929

		917479291		Jacobs		Diane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				4		Black		F		404 2002606		NA		diane.eds2016@gmail.com		djacobs1@my.westga.edu		2537 Dakota Trl SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-5774

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601		4		3.26		Black		F		678 8735270		NA		NA		ldougla3@my.westga.edu		178  MISSION OAK  DR				GRAYSON		GA		30017

		917426145		Ford		Chelsee		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		201208		201601		3.39				White		F		404 7134833		NA		NA		cford7@my.westga.edu		1765 Horsley Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6007

		917428337		Tench		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				4		White		F		423 7629247		NA		NA		lvaughn3@my.westga.edu		906 Diamond Circle				LaFayette		GA		30728

		917290634		Harper		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201601		2.88				White		M		770 8087255		NA		NA		aharpe10@my.westga.edu		109 Kingswood Ct				Ellenwood		GA		30294-3156

		917165463		LeBouef		Gwendolyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201601				3.89		White		F		678 8170201		NA		NA		gleboue1@my.westga.edu		285 Carrolls Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917447326		Logan		Alyce		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.23		Black		F				NA		NA		alogan3@my.westga.edu		600 Northern Avenue 		Apt 5306		Clarkston		GA		30021

		917381186		Marville		Helene		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201601		3.68		4		White		F		678 5311705		NA		NA		hmarvil1@my.westga.edu		4210 Kings Hwy				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917468072		McBroon		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.72		White		F		865 8168702		NA		NA		amcbroo1@my.westga.edu		301 Riverbend Dr				Loudon		TN		37774

		917300689		Meade		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201308		201601		3.15		4		White		F		770 5465324		NA		NA		kmeade2@my.westga.edu		2018 Morgan Valley Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917368392		Hill		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management		Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201008		201601		2.8		2.4		White		M		678 8775070		NA		NA		rhill8@my.westga.edu		2526 Joe Stephens Rd				Franklin		GA		30217

		917346233		Bryant		Jamien		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201308		201601		2.34				Black		M		770 5029466		NA		NA		jbryan13@my.westga.edu		18 Keswick Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-2294

		917419803		Parker		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.88				White		F		706 6177587		NA		NA		hparker7@my.westga.edu		1705 Hilton Avenue				Columbus		GA		31906-1516

		917399557		Groveman		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201601		3.35				White		F				NA		NA		agrovem1@my.westga.edu		2905 Abbottswell Dr				Johns Creek		GA		30022-7705

		917416197		Phillips		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201208		201601		3.92				White		M		706 8184587		NA		NA		aphill11@my.westga.edu		976 Harper St				Madison		GA		30650-1472

		917339006		Smith		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Economics						F		201208		201601		3.25				White		M		770 2518153		NA		NA		jsmit114@my.westga.edu		70 Wyngate Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1297

		917362519		Wilkerson		Raeven		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201308		201601		3.09				Black		F		770 8834429		NA		Raeven_Wilkerson@yahoo.com		rwilker1@my.westga.edu		1123 Drewry Avenue				Griffin		GA		30223

		917390644		Patton		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201601		3.42				White		M		706 3869764		NA		NA		mpatton1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 184				Maysville		GA		30558-0184

		917413440		Stevens		Cailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.63				White		F		770 3548631		NA		NA		csteven6@my.westga.edu		1745 Ridgemill Ter				Dacula		GA		30019-2952

		917055519		Rogers		Teresa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201401		201601		2.44		4		White		F		770 3014763		NA		NA		trogers3@my.westga.edu		405 Mill St				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917420682		McDonald		Sydney		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.29		3.5		Black		F		4044887332		NA		NA		smcdona3@my.westga.edu		1909 Hudson Xing Apt 3				Tucker		GA		30084-5660

		917429272		Argo		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.03				White		F		404 6412999		NA		NA		baguila1@my.westga.edu		180 Ryans Ct				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3477

		917133013		Barbour		Keli		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201601		3.21				White		F		404 5833752		NA		NA		kbarbou1@my.westga.edu		9166 Beechwood Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917394435		Roller		Kyle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201601		2.86				White		M		770 3125226		NA		NA		kroller1@my.westga.edu		1808 Stallings Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-1460

		917386825		Terrell		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201601		3.91				White		F				NA		NA		jterrel4@my.westga.edu		583 Johannah Pl SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-3043

		917412986		Walters		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.69				White		F		7063462		NA		skygurl13@gmail.com		hwalter1@my.westga.edu		7 Hillcrest AVE				Rome		GA		30161

		917384002		Rudisill		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.35				White		F		404 3744690		NA		NA		jrudisi1@my.westga.edu		5228 Central Church Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917391827		Weiland		Gretchen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		2.95				White		F		770 4604593		NA		NA		gweilan1@my.westga.edu		100 Streamview Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2977

		917145582		West		Brooke				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		2.95				White		F		770 4891137		NA		NA		bwest7@my.westga.edu		8125 River Pointe Overlook				Winston		GA		30187-1962

		917412313		Broome		Foy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.34				White		F		770 8883434		NA		NA		fbroome1@my.westga.edu		7935 Lanier Drive				Cumming		GA		30041

		917411927		Mobley		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		3.56		3.57		White		F		706 3313574		NA		NA		lmobley2@my.westga.edu		109 Mountain Home Loop				Cedartown		GA		30125-4231

		917375938		Thomas		Burton		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201601		2.89				White		M		770 8300913		NA		NA		bthoma18@my.westga.edu		534 Horsley Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-8548

		917481637		Croft		Gina		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201601				3.84		White		F		404 9844416		NA		NA		gcroft1@my.westga.edu		2356 Baker Road				Acworth		GA		30101

		917136134		Bailey		Bridget		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201508		201601		3.8		3.8		Black		F		678 8519362		NA		NA		bbailey1@my.westga.edu		5482 Peachtree Landing Drive				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917330329		Khabir		Maisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201601		3.7		3		Black		F		678 3586322		NA		mankhabir@gmail.com		mkhabir1@my.westga.edu		5205 Oakley Commons Blvd				Union City		GA		30291

		917377085		Spicer		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201601		2.82				White		F		678 2945918		NA		NA		aspicer1@my.westga.edu		1505 Cross Plains Hulett Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-7598

		917023167		Hart		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601		3.59		3.95		White		M		770 8322742		NA		NA		jhart1@my.westga.edu		124 South St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201405		201601				3.85		White		M		845 2346113		mark.sanker@douglas.k12.ga.us		msanker@hotmail.com		msanker1@my.westga.edu		716 Safe Harbor Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917395985		Clack		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.16				White		F		770 9147522		NA		NA		cclack1@my.westga.edu		316 Chase Marion Way				McDonough		GA		30253-4260

		917395161		Bridges		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		3.47				White		F		770 5777245		NA		NA		cbridge7@my.westga.edu		7113 Lamplighter Ln				Winston		GA		30187-1735

		917407243		Hayes		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.28		0		White		F		770 9579562		NA		NA		shayes4@my.westga.edu		1012 Miss Amber Way				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917466537		Alcide-Cineas		Ives		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				3.81		Black		F		678 6589105		NA		NA		ialcide1@my.westga.edu		45 Fairway Trl				Covington		GA		30014-3975

		917478291		Rupert		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		678 8500310		NA		NA		crupert1@my.westga.edu		344 Kory Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917176336		Hibbard		Alison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601		3.17		4		White		F		770 3018509		NA		NA		ahibbar1@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Rd Apt C4				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917058216		Hannah		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201601		1		3.91		White		M		770 3755294		NA		NA		mhannah2@my.westga.edu		118 River Ridge Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917246873		Edmondson		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201501		201601				4		White		F		770 3551382		NA		NA		jedmond2@my.westga.edu		2657 Lenox Road NE H-107				Atlanta		GA		30324

		917355889		Clement		Kira		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201601		3.26				White		F		678 4915871		NA		kira.clement1@gmail.com		kclemen4@my.westga.edu		117 Fielding Ridge				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917388670		Beck		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.92				White		F		770 5462395		NA		NA		jbeck6@my.westga.edu		89 Wilson Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5728

		917349917		Jacobs		Khala		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201601		2.72				Black		F		678 755		NA		NA		kjacobs2@my.westga.edu

		917436038		Partee		Sherrel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201601		3.66				White		F		706 6151807		NA		NA		sbeaird1@my.westga.edu		5314 Sweetsprings Lane SW				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917391435		Johnston		Delara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.2				White		F		770 5742398		NA		NA		djohnst2@my.westga.edu		147 Hart Road Ext				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-4202

		917413733		Wilson		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201601		3.18				Black		F		678 5426783		NA		NA		awilso30@my.westga.edu		1635 Pirkle Road		#812		Norcross		GA		30093

		917438398		Schenck		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201601				4		White		F		770 2526007		NA		NA		kschenc1@my.westga.edu		4607 Happy Valley Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-4061

		917304593		Sharpe		Bernadette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601		3.13		3.72		White		F		770 8233997		NA		NA		bsharpe2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 372				Franklin		GA		30217

		917462012		Silvey		Terry		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.83		White		F		678 4472642		NA		NA		tsilvey1@my.westga.edu		1290 Cedar Grove Road				Greensboro		GA		30642

		917478957		Stallings		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		201601				4				F		706 6762032		NA		NA		estalli2@my.westga.edu		38 Southern Woods Dr NE				Armuchee		GA		30105

		917154334		Stewart		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201601				3.47		White		F		404 2818809		NA		NA		mstewar8@my.westga.edu		254 Raleigh Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917408418		Albright		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201401		201601		3.29		4		White		F		256 5962980		NA		NA		walbrig1@my.westga.edu		8640 Co Rd 56				Woodland		AL		36280

		917379392		Barrera		Soledad		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.51						F		706 3467456		NA		NA		sbarrer1@my.westga.edu		815 Berry Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917476505		Timberlake		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		706 9364502		NA		NA		ktimber2@my.westga.edu		1 Eden Drive				Rome		GA		30165

		917477159		Morton		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				P		201408		201601				3.6		White		F		678 4910925		NA		NA		hmorton1@my.westga.edu		5622 Stewart Woods Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917361951		Gripper		Trevon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601		3.5		3.84		Black		M				NA		NA		NA		500 Northside Circle NW		APT MM5		Atlanta		GA		30309

		917458135		Rager		Darren		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201401		201601				3.9		White		M		404 4568301		NA		NA		drager2@my.westga.edu		4336 Autumn Glo Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917446305		Ploof		LaTasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201405		201601				4		Black		F		770 7310948		NA		NA		lploof1@my.westga.edu		145 Milam Way				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201601		3.44		4		White		F		404 5168614		NA		NA		anichol7@my.westga.edu		6670 Fox Creek Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-6682

		917125191		Poucher		John		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		201601		3.03		3.63		White		M				NA		NA		jpouche1@my.westga.edu		4186 Hwy 27 N				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917476801		Thom		Lois		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				3.77		White		F		678 4948965		NA		NA		lthom1@my.westga.edu		5403 Shotwell Terrace				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917078232		Freeman		Lena		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201308		201601		3.79		3.88		White		F		404 8195330		NA		NA		lfreema1@my.westga.edu		1021 Taylortown Road				Ranger		GA		30734

		917472837		Walsh		Cindy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		229 9412468		NA		NA		cwalsh4@my.westga.edu		4564 GA Hwy 37 W				Moultrie		GA		31768

		917443194		Gabel		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201305		201601				4		White		F		678 7332352		NA		NA		jgabel1@my.westga.edu		2620 Watercrest Ct				Marietta		GA		30062-7713

		917481035		Munford		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601				3.88		White		F		678 8171465		NA		NA		mmunfor1@my.westga.edu		260 Miracle Lane				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917185911		Powers		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		4		4		White		F		770 9471932		NA		NA		tpowers@westga.edu		320 Tyson Road				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917366020		Bradford		Bret		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.51				White		M		423 4439333		NA		NA		bbradfo3@my.westga.edu		3786 Hog Jowl Road				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917390485		Bailey		Keirah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201601		2.91				Black		F		404 2882712		NA		NA		kbaile10@my.westga.edu		3988 Rainbow Dr				Decatur		GA		30034-2217

		917460944		Baxter		Santoya		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				F		201405		201601		3.33		3.77		Black		F		678 4316951		NA		NA		sbaxter2@my.westga.edu		425 Williams Drive #136				Marietta		GA		30066

		917401714		Bennett		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201508		201601				3.69		White		F		423 2846844		NA		jenpb18@hotmail.com		jbennet9@my.westga.edu		5158 Newton Drive NE				Covington		GA		30014

		917185226		Boyd		Irisha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201308		201601		4		3.27		Black		F				NA		NA		iboyd2@my.westga.edu		140 Rocky Ford Rd				Atlanta		GA		30317

		917478374		Huff		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201601				3.73				M		615 4156392		NA		NA		shuff1@my.westga.edu		1535 Richlawn Drive				Brentwood		TN		37027

		917440137		Pope		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201601		3.74				White		M		770 9651585		NA		NA		mpope6@my.westga.edu		6509 Bearing Drive				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917388950		Eison		Ashlynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201601		4		4		White		F		678 3720525		NA		NA		adeese2@my.westga.edu		3115 Tyus Carrollton Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917389330		Fugatt		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201108		201601		2.87				White		F		770 8414313		NA		NA		aacree5@my.westga.edu		26 Chris Ct				Temple		GA		30179-4649

		917411560		Shultes		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.52				White		F		770 9142977		NA		NA		kshulte1@my.westga.edu		130 Catie Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-6028

		917341540		Wiley		Monika		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201305		201601				3.95		Black		F		770 4713036		NA		monikawiley@bellsouth.net		mwiley1@my.westga.edu		10980 Southwood Drive				Hampton		GA		30228

		917474910		Griffin		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201601		3.53		4		White		F		404 2759384		NA		NA		cgriff13@my.westga.edu		35 Carriage Oaks Dr. SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917306939		McClenny		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201601				4		White		F		404 2918988		NA		NA		tmcclenn@westga.edu		128 Carriage Oak Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5606

		917405909		Koch		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.34				White		F		770 7180820		NA		NA		akoch1@my.westga.edu		11794 Big Canoe				Jasper		GA		30143

		917467213		Buist		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601				4		White		F		404 2196625		NA		NA		abuist1@my.westga.edu		1317 Wood Hollow Lane				Marietta		GA		30067

		917439250		Thompson		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201305		201601				4		White		M		301 7293132		NA		NA		sthomp19@my.westga.edu		12829 Knobley View Avenue				Cresaptown		MD		21502

		917221034		Burns		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201401		201601				4		White		M		770 3289347		NA		NA		mburns3@my.westga.edu		1850 Ashley Crossing Ln. #25F				Charleston		SC		29414

		917474901		Black		LaJuene		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201601				3.44		Black		F		706 3937599		NA		NA		lblack7@my.westga.edu		3022 Plantation Road 				Columbus 		GA		31903

		917465192		Conley		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201601		3.91		4		Black		F				NA		oklahomageorgia@yahoo.com		dday1@my.westga.edu		293 Huntington Dr				Temple		GA		30179

		917421930		Davis		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201601		3.86		3.85		White		F		678 3268796		NA		lkeyd@live.com		edavis11@my.westga.edu		175 Joe Brown Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5126

		917434513		Furr		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201308		201601		3.94		4		White		F				NA		NA		cfurr1@my.westga.edu		319 Lowell Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917457331		Steczo		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				4		White		F		817 9838479		NA		NA		jcoveri1@my.westga.edu		1505 Watertown Way		Apt # 414		Chesapeake		VA		23320

		917476646		Burgos		Shana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				3.88				F		770 6887409		NA		NA		sburgos1@my.westga.edu		360 Bonnie Sue Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		2.94		3.83		Black		F		404 5196578		NA		NA		jjones40@my.westga.edu		332 Garrettts Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917468068		Dryden		Christy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				4		White		F				NA		NA		cdryden1@my.westga.edu		165 Friendship Trail				Moultrie		GA		31788

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601		3.25		3.9		White		M				NA		NA		ctripp@westga.edu		30 Pine Crescent				Newnan		GA		30265

		917332228		Carter		Juliana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201601		3.38		4		White		F				NA		NA		jcarte20@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St. Apt H203				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917475977		Snyder		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201601		201601				3.83		White		F		706 4244750		NA		NA		msnyder4@my.westga.edu		2034 Emerald Pointe Drive				Winder		GA		30680

		917036356		Brown		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201601				3.75		White		F		770 4686480		NA		NA		hbrown12@my.westga.edu		1425 Zebulon Road				Griffin		GA		30224

		917406503		Ward		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201601				4		White		F		706 3467745		NA		NA		award11@my.westga.edu		27 Princeton Place Drive				Adairsville		GA		30103

		917473573		Yazell		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.72		White		F		515 8221144		NA		NA		syazell1@my.westga.edu		816 W Iowa Ave				Indianola		IA		50125

		917410123		Fluevog		John		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201201		201601		3.54						M		706 2241304		NA		NA		jfluevo1@my.westga.edu

		917418147		Ressler		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201601		3.53		4		White		F		404 6734676		NA		NA		kholman2@my.westga.edu		1340 Kansas Jake Rd				Waco		GA		30182-3160

		917340853		Kincaid		Erika		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.16				White		F		770 8646645		NA		NA		ekincai1@my.westga.edu		1200 Newnan Crossing Blvd E		apt 1317		Newnan		GA		30265-6276

		917405363		O'Kelley		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								P		201208		201601		3.83		3.66		White		F		770 9402919		NA		NA		tokelley@westga.edu		227 Brumbelow Rd. Apt A5				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917339794		Kerr		Nikia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201601		3.23				Black		F		770 4613306		NA		NA		nkerr1@my.westga.edu		192 Sawgrass Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8026

		917473764		Troutman		Margaret		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.07				White		F		770 7950946		NA		NA		mtroutm2@my.westga.edu		4794 Boxwood Way				Acworth		GA		30102

		917398658		Berry		Jake		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201601		3.15				White		M		706 9374759		NA		NA		jberry@westga.edu		218 Lindsey Dr				Ringgold		GA		30736-5966

		917334560		Heath		Kayla				BS		Mathematics		Music		Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201601		3.31				White		F		770 5549928		NA		NA		kheath6@my.westga.edu		976 Streamwater Cv				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-8661

		917390664		Esmann		Kirsten		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.79				White		F		706 8622040		NA		NA		kesmann1@my.westga.edu		61 Ralph Chamblee Drive				Menlo		GA		30731

		917472364		Whaley		Amanda		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.68				White		F		770 3246218		NA		NA		awhaley2@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 333				Lindale		GA		30147

		917468417		Haygood		Whitney		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201601		3.18				White		F		678 9938619		NA		NA		wmathis2@my.westga.edu		240 Amberwood Trl				Euharlee		GA		30145

		917411454		Durham		Laurel		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		201208		201601		3.61		4		White		F		229 2464062		NA		NA		ldurham2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 686				Brinson		GA		39825-0686

		917367932		Ceesay		Habib		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201408		201601		2.75				Black		M		770 6961603		NA		NA		hceesay1@my.westga.edu		4378 Wesley Meadows Dr				Decatur		GA		30035

		917315423		Huff		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		200908		201601		2.47				Black		M		770 3068909		NA		NA		mhuff3@my.westga.edu		4723 Buffalo St				Fairburn		GA		30213-2081

		917469358		Jennings		AlexisGrace		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.81		White		F		423 7185267		NA		NA		ajennin7@my.westga.edu		4 Woodland Way				Chattanooga		TN		37419

		917341837		Meyer		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		English-Creative Writing						F		201201		201601		3.21				White		F		770 3048435		NA		NA		bmeyer2@my.westga.edu		25 Estate Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917435407		Corley		Charles		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201301		201601		2.87				White		M		770 4451685		NA		NA		ccorley1@my.westga.edu		90 Burt Rd				Dallas		GA		30132-8808

		917383898		Campbell		Spencer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201601		3.05				White		M		770 8348148		NA		NA		scampb10@my.westga.edu		28 S Creek Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-4806

		917371565		Clark		Kristol		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201408		201601				4		Black		F		404 5188219		NA		NA		kclark16@my.westga.edu		6179 Chastain Way				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917322008		Belcher		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601		3.01		3.72		White		F		678 4167502		NA		NA		jbelcher@westga.edu		80 Cedar Ridge Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917226255		Carr		Devin Demond		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601		3.46		4		Black		M		770 8850198		NA		devindwcarr@gmail.com		dcarr1@my.westga.edu		355 West Lane				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917424829		Drzewiecki		Alliya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201505		201601				3.85		White		F		419 7087583		NA		NA		adrzewi1@my.westga.edu		1564 Amesbury				Toledo		OH		43612

		917433714		Polite		Franklin		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201508		201601				3.15		Black		M		404 9637629		NA		NA		fpolite1@my.westga.edu		3641 Utoy Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-8614

		917418780		Cummings		Eric		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201601				3.91		White		M				NA		NA		ecumming@westga.edu		PO BOX 1369				Roanoke		AL		36274

		917310818		Moore		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201601		2.94		3.88		White		F				NA		NA		emoore2@my.westga.edu		104 Dove Rise				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917454474		Mack		Asa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				3.36		Black		M				NA		NA		amack4@my.westga.edu		2611 Demille St				Durham		NC		27704

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201601		2.85		4		Black		F		678 5241754		NA		NA		tclonts1@my.westga.edu		6093 Vallie Oaks Place				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917245692		Doyle		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				3.88				F		404 9013334		NA		NA		cdoyle1@my.westga.edu		2334 Sandhill Place				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601		3.58		3.77		Black		F		404 3745953		NA		NA		rgibbs1@my.westga.edu		104 Teton Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917195368		Mull		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201405		201601		3.08		4		White		F		770 6019899		NA		NA		jorr1@my.westga.edu		133 Stonebridge Way				Senoia		GA		30276

		917471310		Wooten		Janet		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201601				4		White		F		770 7880514		NA		NA		jwooten2@my.westga.edu		265 Pleasant Hills Dr				Covington		GA		30016

		917482117		Driscoll		Mark		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201501		201601				3.86		White		M		617 7218441		NA		NA		mdrisco2@my.westga.edu		4911 Seldon Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917477019		Mullis		Jana		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201601				4		White		F		478 3742722		NA		NA		jmullis2@my.westga.edu		95 Sugar Creek Lane				Eastman		GA		31023

		917481087		Northern		Ciara		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201601				3.75				F		478 9521426		NA		NA		cnorthe1@my.westga.edu		214 Cumberland Dr.				Byron		GA		31008

		917323068		Payne		Paige		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201601		3.45		3.44		White		F		404 2070344		NA		NA		ppayne3@my.westga.edu		64 Marcella Ave				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917457233		Powe		Tenecia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		tpowe1@my.westga.edu		311 Citori Ct				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917459841		Mcreynolds		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201401		201601		3.58				White		F		770 9141218		NA		NA		lmcreyn1@my.westga.edu		1365 Peeksville Rd				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917429754		Sullivan		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201601		3.92		4		White		F		770 2964830		NA		NA		asulliv5@my.westga.edu		354 Donald Lamb Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2668

		917431716		Landrum		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201601				4				F		770 8433800		NA		NA		slandru1@my.westga.edu		102 Meadowbrook Ln				Grantville		GA		30220

		917113484		Stone		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201501		201601				4		White		F		770 2883244		NA		NA		jstone8@my.westga.edu		248 Happy Trail				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917155167		Harrison		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201601				3.87		White		F		404 7543566		NA		NA		ktennen1@my.westga.edu		1824 Edington Road				Marietta		GA		30064

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201501		201601		4		4		Black		F		770 5777662		NA		walkertameka3@hotmail.com		twalker3@my.westga.edu		92 Brookewood  Lane				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917026074		Driver		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201601				4		White		M		770 8536733		NA		NA		bdriver2@my.westga.edu		127 South Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917463612		Thornton		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Educational Leadership				P		201405		201601				4		Black		M		770 8711486		NA		NA		jthorn10@my.westga.edu		5338 Savoy Chase Xing				Lithonia		GA		30038-3979

		917476224		Horne		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601				3.77		White		M				NA		NA		jhorne4@my.westga.edu		3480 Old Atl Hwy				Barnesville		GA		30204

		917368798		Bentham		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201401		201601		3		3.77		Black		F		678 7155409		NA		cabgirl_2000@yahoo.com		cbentha1@my.westga.edu		61 Sherwood Forest Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917034080		Bonds		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201601		2.37		3.22		Black		M		678 6374123		NA		NA		tbonds1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 54493				Atlanta		GA		30308

		917477883		Graham		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201601				3.77		White		F		404 4321735		NA		NA		kgraha12@my.westga.edu		6910 Fletcher Drive				Winston		GA		30187

		917477022		Smith		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201601				3.77		White		F		678 2338334		NA		NA		csmith99@my.westga.edu		1307 Clack Road				Madison		GA		30650

		917474678		Vail		Laura		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201601				3.45		Asian		F		706 4242333		NA		NA		lvail1@my.westga.edu		8545 Hwy 82 Spur				Maysville		GA		30558

		917031730		Taylor		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201601		3.33		3.84		Black		F		404 2028072		NA		NA		ptaylor2@my.westga.edu		3961 Ambrose Court				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917473977		Mendola		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201601				3.55		White		M		949 3709979		NA		NA		jmendol1@my.westga.edu		14 Birch Dr				Aliso Viejo		CA		92656

		917428666		Hurst		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201601				3.82		Black		F		770 9699319		NA		NA		phurst1@my.westga.edu		4529 Ravenwood Place				Union City		GA		30291

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201601		2.99		3.75		Black		F		786 2624872		NA		NA		jbeason1@my.westga.edu		4491 White Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917228242		Miller		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent		Media Specialist Concentrat		F		201408		201601		3.38		4				F		770 8626444		NA		mmiller.moses@gmail.com		mmiller6@my.westga.edu		58 Reservation View				Dallas		GA		30132

		917467362		Morris		Jalessa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201408		201601				4		Black		F		404 2594320		NA		NA		jmorri28@my.westga.edu		195C North Etowah Dr.				Canton		GA		30114

		917296406		Morris		Janelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201408		201601				3.9		Black		F		678 5807048		NA		NA		jmorri27@my.westga.edu		195 C North Etowah Drive				Canton		GA		30114

		917000337		Yearta		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201308		201601		2.49		3.81		White		F		770 6469589		NA		NA		vyearta1@my.westga.edu		2378 Poplar Springs Road				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917371864		Liggins		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201601		2.71				Black		M		706 5921515		NA		NA		bliggin1@my.westga.edu		2024 McCoys Mill Rd				Hephzibah		GA		30815-8412

		917476627		Thomas		Latoya		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201601				4		Black		F		770 3026924		NA		NA		lthoma23@my.westga.edu		967 Rock Hill Pkwy				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3634

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201501		201601		3.45		3.83		Black		F		770 4771105		NA		NA		aburton4@my.westga.edu		903 Ring Necked Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4475

		917444946		Clay		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201601		3.87				White		F		706 7642114		NA		NA		aclay3@my.westga.edu		480 Lynn Trail				La Fayette		GA		30728

		917011928		Hennessee		Eleanor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201408		201601		0.54		4		White		F		770 7694398		NA		NA		ehennes1@my.westga.edu		38 Wesley Mill Drive				Adairsville		GA		30103

		917076652		Fannin		Shaneene		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201601		3.45		4		Black		F		404 6067896		NA		NA		sfannin1@my.westga.edu		5612 Baffin Road				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917429925		Elrod		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201601		3.55				White		F		912 6610775		NA		NA		melrod2@my.westga.edu		104 Half Moon River Court				Savannah		GA		31410

		917422041		Slate		Ethan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201601		3.61				White		M		770 6720605		NA		NA		eslate1@my.westga.edu		14 Pine Valley Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4162

		917408081		Williams		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201605		3.03				Black		M		404 3139719		NA		NA		cwilli68@my.westga.edu		5401 Kemper Place				Stone Mtn		GA		30088

		917172486		Julien		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201605		201605		2.98		3.84		Black		F		678 3506999		NA		nicyd@hotmail.com		ndickso1@my.westga.edu		450 South Peachtree parkway		Apt D301		Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917048092		Singleton		Kimberly-Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201605		4		3.88		White		F		678 3630302		NA		NA		jsingle1@my.westga.edu		249 Sentry Rdg				Dallas		GA		30157-7926

		917428121		Hodges		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								P		201208		201605		2.69				Black		F		443 8037506		NA		NA		shodges2@my.westga.edu		6877 Parkway Dr.				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917378520		Eckelberry		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201401		201605		3		4		White		F		678 6543200		NA		NA		ceckelb1@my.westga.edu		5491 Balmoral Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917488773		Aiken		Shakoiya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		Black		F		305 4799232		NA		NA		saiken2@my.westga.edu		6229 Millstone Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-7624

		917467746		Wire		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201605				3.69		Black		F		912 2222028		NA		NA		hwire1@my.westga.edu		103 Sierra Rd				Jesup		GA		31545-5411

		917417002		Emmert		Cortney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201605		3.42				Asian		F		770 2714998		NA		NA		cemmert1@my.westga.edu		2745 Ivy Hill Dr				Buford		GA		30519-7922

		917475457		Roethler		Casey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management Information Systems						F		201408		201605		2.87		3.75		White		F		205 3810369		NA		NA		croethl1@my.westga.edu		421 Daniel Drive				Birmingham		AL		35215

		917426596		Ford		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201301		201605		2.83				Black		F				NA		NA		tford4@my.westga.edu

		917428042		Walker		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201308		201605		2.49				Black		M		770 8513615		NA		NA		jwalke31@my.westga.edu		609 Nottingham Court				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917476610		Borneman		Walker		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201605		3.55				White		M		706 6609003		NA		NA		wbornem1@my.westga.edu		218 Maple Brook Ln				Cataula		GA		31804

		917465520		Goldsmith		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201605		3.1				White		M		706 6287215		NA		NA		bgoldsm1@my.westga.edu		1741 Lower Blue Springs Rd.				Hamilton		GA		31811

		917426204		Shedd		Shandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		3.81		3.66				F		706 6222670		NA		NA		sshedd1@my.westga.edu		106 Tyler Street NW Apt. B				Rome		GA		30165

		917476314		Smith		Donald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				3.75		Black		M		770 9483979		NA		NA		dsmith75@my.westga.edu		7911 Alta Court				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917403421		Stroup		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201605		3.21				White		M		470 2143448		NA		NA		jstroup1@my.westga.edu		1287 Prior Station Road				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201605		3.06		3.91		White		F		678 4385101		NA		NA		kingram2@my.westga.edu		6640  AKERS MILL RD		APT 5111		ATLANTA		GA		30339

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.54		3.71		White		F				NA		NA		jbrown56@my.westga.edu		304 Hargrove St.				Vienna		GA		31092

		917476963		Shelkoff		Jules		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				3.91		White		F		912 6829986		NA		NA		jshelko1@my.westga.edu		2854 Winter Rose Court				Atlanta		GA		30339

		917435544		Rutter		Serena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		3.91		White		F		770 2655564		NA		NA		srutter1@my.westga.edu		2363 Katie Ann Lane				Dacula		GA		30019

		917032393		Shiflett		Janie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605		2.84		3.9		White		F		706 2347175		jshiflett@floydboe.net		shiflett7175@comcast.net		jshifle2@my.westga.edu		20 Conns Lake Rd SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1420

		917354238		Teschner		McKenzie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.85		White		F				NA		NA		mteschn1@my.westga.edu		2000 Huntington Hill Trace 				Buford 		GA		30519

		917158160		Thomas		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.61		3.66		White		F		706 6767379		NA		NA		jthoma16@my.westga.edu		220 Ridgewood Circle				Summerville		GA		30747

		917488776		Lillie		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				3.77		White		M		678 4293555		NA		NA		jlillie1@my.westga.edu		250 Forest Cove Court				Dawsonville		GA		30534

		917476676		Baldwin		Lorna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201605				3.5		Black		F				NA		NA		lbaldwi4@my.westga.edu		4325 Trillium Wood Trail				Snellville		GA		30039

		917491987		Tench		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		White		M		678 9360050		NA		NA		jtench1@my.westga.edu		5557 Clarks Bridge Road				Clermont		GA		30527

		917464348		Cooke		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		4		White		F		717 3342595		NA		NA		scooke1@my.westga.edu		290 Schwartz Rd				Gettysburg		PA		17325

		917329017		Earwood		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		201108		201605		2.83				White		F		678 7130729		NA		NA		cearwoo1@my.westga.edu		469 Airport Rd.		A2		Dublin		GA		31021

		917291504		Hunt		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201605		0		3.23		Black		F		404 9569756		NA		NA		chunt5@my.westga.edu		8407 Sutton Dr				Riverdale		GA		30349

		917026648		Langley		Carol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201605		3.83		3.67		White		F				NA		NA		clangle2@my.westga.edu		129 OLD FIELD RD #1				Franklin		GA		30217

		917478491		Hall		Shaquan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201605		2.48						M		609 3461430		NA		NA		shall13@my.westga.edu		316 Columbia Drive		APT 203D		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917416344		Jenkins		Quantavious		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201605		3.24				Black		M		770 4820121		NA		NA		qjenkin1@my.westga.edu		3149 Painted Rock Pl				Lithonia		GA		30038-3140

		917404820		Jester		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201605		3.34				Black		F		770 9961688		NA		NA		djester1@my.westga.edu		1636 Cheryl Leigh Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296-2507

		917411769		Maples		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201605		3.95				White		F		478 9941758		NA		NA		wmaples1@my.westga.edu		49 Loblolly Ct				Forsyth		GA		31029-3006

		917491984		Dillon		Raegan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		White		F		912 9204546		NA		NA		rdillon1@my.westga.edu		16 Ramsgate Road				Savannah		GA		31419

		917398296		Altman		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201605		3.33				White		F		404 7135302		NA		NA		baltman1@my.westga.edu		1911 Brennan Way				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3444

		917054062		Waycaster		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201605				3.95		White		F		404 8619822		NA		lwaycaster@hotmail.com		lwaycas1@my.westga.edu		347 Nobleman Way				Canton		GA		30114

		917495035		DeLosh		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		F		561 3151197		NA		NA		cdelosh1@my.westga.edu		541 Autumn Ridge Drive				Canton		GA		30115

		917487280		Hugo		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201605				3.93		White		F		904 7186832		NA		NA		mhugo1@my.westga.edu		110 Satcher Rd.				Taylorsville		GA		30178

		917490418		Miller		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		678 7943370		NA		NA		amille39@my.westga.edu		139 Indian Springs Dr				Jefferson		GA		30549

		917468383		Brinson		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201605				3.91		Black		F		478 5018564		NA		NA		wbrinso1@my.westga.edu		4388 Azalea Drive				Macon		GA		31210

		917491166		Daly		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				3.88		White		F		912 8983925		NA		NA		sdaly2@my.westga.edu		124 Teakwood Drive				Savannah		GA		31410

		917492626		Hinely		Constance		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		White		F		912 6583315		NA		NA		chinely1@my.westga.edu		813 Betz Creek road				Savannah		GA		31410

		917179455		Cobin		Tiesha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				3.26		Black		F		912 3732221		NA		NA		tcobin1@my.westga.edu		803 Oglethorpe Court				Pooler		GA		31322

		917415654		Heard		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Real Estate						F		201208		201605		2.94				White		F		770 9634366		NA		NA		eheard5@my.westga.edu		1430 Eugenia Terrace				Lawrenceville		GA		30046-7492

		917469806		Lewis		Callie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201605				4		White		F				NA		NA		clewis17@my.westga.edu		3910 Cole Road				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917320042		Cofield		Brianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		3.85		White		F		256 4496374		NA		NA		bcofiel1@my.westga.edu		596 County Road 51				Woodland		AL		36280

		917178587		Caughman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.22		3.78		Black		F		404 3951528		NA		NA		acaughm1@my.westga.edu		384 Kite Lake Road				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917293440		Sims		Stormy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201208		201605		2.89		3.47		White		F		706 5065693		NA		stormy.sims@gmail.com		ssims@westga.edu		4003 Oster Dr				Cohutta		GA		30710-9123

		917398981		Williams		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201108		201605		3.06				White		M		706 7540735		NA		kkd_willy@hotmail.com		jwilli81@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1390				Demorest		GA		30535-1390

		917431586		Brown		Deontre		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201208		201605		2.77				Black		M		815 4939346		NA		NA		dbrown40@my.westga.edu		2143 Kemmerer Ln				Bolingbrook		IL		60490-5035

		917315840		Blanchard		Nessa		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605		3.52		3.55		Black		F		404 5126732		NA		NA		nblanch1@my.westga.edu		5545 Naples Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917460833		Singleton		Anbria		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201605				3.32		Black		F		770 3063395		NA		anbriasingleton@gmail.com		apowel16@my.westga.edu		420 Berkshire Place				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917484881		Hutto		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605				4		White		F		912 3272126		NA		NA		jhutto2@my.westga.edu		259 Frank Vaughn Rd				Douglas		GA		31533

		917488318		Turner		Lynn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		912 6738789		NA		NA		lturne15@my.westga.edu		110 Fairway Drive				Kingsland		GA		31548

		917478469		Reid		Ronica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201408		201605				3.9				F		229 8736929		NA		NA		rreid5@my.westga.edu		7043 Ga. Hwy. 37 West		PO Box 214		Hartsfield		GA		31756

		917423309		Slemp		Kelli		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		3.66		White		F		678 3864653		NA		NA		kslemp1@my.westga.edu		5 Mossy Rock Lane				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917483362		Wright		Kay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201501		201605				4		White		F		678 4889462		NA		NA		kwrigh25@my.westga.edu		1617 Avery Drive				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917399438		Parson		Aubrey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201505		201605		2.87		3.78		White		F		404 7975160		NA		NA		awynne1@my.westga.edu		61 Oak Grove Rd				Temple		GA		30179

		917165849		Robinson		Debrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		4		Black		F		404 3486153		NA		NA		drobin14@my.westga.edu		4149 Rolling Banks Lane				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917473149		Shaifer		Tammie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201605				3.88		Black		F		470 3858613		NA		NA		tshaife1@my.westga.edu		7395 Waters Edge Drive				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917177661		Patterson		Lametric		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201405		201605				3.78				F		770 9948943		NA		lametric.patterson@gmail.com		lpatter2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 796				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917415024		Dickerson		Carol		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		0		3.65		Black		F		478 2875618		NA		NA		cdicker7@my.westga.edu		115 Tom Chapman Blvd		Apt 1006		Warner Robins		GA		31088

		917027590		Ivester		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201508		201605		2.7		3.84		White		F		770 3636075		kim.ivester@carrollcountyschools.com		kim_ivester@yahoo.com		kiveste1@my.westga.edu		24 Camp Lane				CARROLLTON		GA		30117

		917347121		Norris		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201605		3.01		3.8		White		F		706 8451879		NA		NA		anorris6@my.westga.edu		109 Sturbridge Dr				Lagrange		GA		30240

		917425546		Fletcher		Ali		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				P		201208		201605		3.42				White		F		770 2514054		NA		NA		afletch2@my.westga.edu		53 Happy Valley Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-4025

		917465580		Gresham-Jones		Brooklynn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201405		201605		3.2		3.46		Black		F		404 3968157		NA		NA		bmccorm1@my.westga.edu		3620 Waldrop Rd				Decatur		GA		30034

		917401160		Nelson		Derrick		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						P		201108		201605		3.1				Black		M		706 7906647		NA		NA		dnelson7@my.westga.edu		3809 Crest Dr				Hephzibah		GA		30815-6113

		917457597		Gravitt		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.92		White		F				NA		NA		jgravit1@my.westga.edu		3680 Smith Lane				Cumming		GA		30028

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		3.92		White		F		706 9362228		NA		NA		bmathis2@my.westga.edu		1416 Eastland Court SE				Rome		GA		30161

		917494523		Mount		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201605				4		White		M		678 5710148		NA		NA		cmount1@my.westga.edu		103 Summer Chase				Carrollton		GA		30116-8811

		917444173		Gooch		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201308		201605				4		White		F		678 6171628		NA		NA		mgooch1@my.westga.edu		384 Hogans Mill Rd				Jefferson		GA		30549

		917144980		Long		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201605		3.24		3.84		White		F		770 8559535		NA		NA		lnorman1@my.westga.edu		3342 Hutcheson Ferry Rd.				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917421002		White		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		3.83		White		F				NA		NA		hheintz1@my.westga.edu		11 Ironwood Ct				Newnan		GA		30265

		917456126		Roop		Kristina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.71		White		F		770 6833357		NA		NA		kroop1@my.westga.edu		211 Beaconsfield Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917469807		Rozier		Meyail		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201605		4		3.5				F		404 3235452		NA		NA		mrozier1@my.westga.edu		3205 Pine Branch Court				Decatur		GA		30034

		917440909		Borneman		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		4		White		F		678 3578172		NA		NA		mbornem1@my.westga.edu		218 Maple Brook Lane				Cataula		GA		31804

		917073301		Hassler		Diane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				4		White		F		770 6079889		NA		NA		dhassle1@my.westga.edu		41 Brookside Way				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917489324		Fleck		Traci		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		770 3633208		NA		NA		tfleck1@my.westga.edu		5425 Heathridge Terrace				Duluth		GA		30097

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.44		3.85		Black		F		404 4325435		NA		parizah@bellsouth.net		pknowle1@my.westga.edu		2634 Smoke House Pl SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917215758		Wells		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201605				4		White		F				NA		NA		eroddy1@my.westga.edu		3835 E Carlyle Court				Marietta		GA		30062

		917022119		Hadley		Brian		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201501		201605		2.37		4		Black		M		770 2864846		NA		NA		bhadley1@my.westga.edu		205 Kennedy Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917412994		Lefton		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secur				F		201408		201605		3.35		2.42		White		F		404 3764530		NA		NA		tlefton1@my.westga.edu		233 Hays Mill Road		Apt c4		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917392133		Cunningham		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201505		201605		3.4		3.7		White		F		678 8508383		NA		NA		kcunnin5@my.westga.edu		205 Peachtree Lane				Newnan		GA		30265

		917478509		Dixon		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				3.66		White		F		423 9022706		NA		NA		ldixon6@my.westga.edu		172 Childs Street				GRAY		GA		31032

		917408877		Creger		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		M		678 8485515		NA		NA		jcreger1@my.westga.edu		209 Wright Street				Marietta		GA		30064

		917333031		Anderson		Evan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.85		White		F		404 4054125		NA		NA		eanders9@my.westga.edu		5111 Eubanks Rd				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917458136		Sutton		Autumn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				3.88		Black		F				NA		NA		asam1@my.westga.edu		7045 Wind Run Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.58		3.92		White		F		256 5687644		NA		NA		vwalker4@my.westga.edu		1526 County Road 424				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917445636		Elliott		Annette		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201308		201605				4		White		F		651 3988606		NA		NA		aelliot4@my.westga.edu		5480 292nd Ct E				Cannon Falls		MN		55009

		917476710		Overall		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201408		201605				3.7		White		F		423 4130234		NA		NA		joveral1@my.westga.edu		229 Deena Lane				Ringgold		GA		30736

		917434708		Heavlin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201308		201605		4		4		White		F				NA		NA		jheavli1@my.westga.edu

		917493768		Albahari		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201505		201605				4		White		M		678 3729301		NA		NA		jalbaha1@my.westga.edu		305 Galahad Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-6989

		917348658		Mitchell		Chandon		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mathematics						F		201108		201605		2.65				Black		M		770 2988109		NA		NA		cmitch11@my.westga.edu		1529 Hampton Hollow Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-5162

		917385842		Knight		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201605		2.87				White		M		678 5838959		NA		NA		jknigh10@my.westga.edu		551 Snapping Shoals Road				McDonough		GA		30252

		917490472		Sanchelli		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		770 6825568		NA		NA		lsanche2@my.westga.edu		1020 Bridle Path Drive				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917330784		Moses		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.9		3.92		White		F		706 2909702		NA		NA		amoses3@my.westga.edu		206 Brown Fox Drive SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917433030		Beesley		Corinne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605				3.92		White		F				NA		NA		cander16@my.westga.edu		4525 North Slope Circle				Marietta		GA		30066

		917077947		Gandy		Barbara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201301		201605		2.57		3.52		Black		F		404 8525503		NA		bgandyus@yahoo.com		bgandy1@my.westga.edu

		917317928		Underwood		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605		4		3.83		White		M				NA		NA		junderw3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 605				Carrollton		GA		30112

		917247618		Vaughn		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201605		3.75		3.94		White		F		706 7668698		NA		NA		ahooker1@my.westga.edu		40 Hickory St NE				Rome		GA		30161-4957

		917473572		Wagley		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201408		201605				4		White		F		678 3987486		NA		NA		vwagley1@my.westga.edu		1194 Larson Lane				Marietta		GA		30064

		917465776		Walker		Kim		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201605				3.7		Black		F		229 8903966		NA		NA		kwalke28@my.westga.edu		1164 6th St SW				Moultrie		GA		31768-5302

		917166720		Williams		Nichelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Biology				F		201405		201605		4		3.91		Black		F		770 2104440		NA		NA		nthornt1@my.westga.edu		7449 Cardinal Way				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917353285		Wilson		Adam		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605		2.88		3		White		M		678 2327078		NA		NA		awilso26@my.westga.edu		366 Fenbrook Way				Marietta		GA		30064

		917471621		Rainge		Eugene		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201605		4		3.88		Black		M				NA		NA		erainge1@my.westga.edu		1761 Fair Oak Way				Mableton		GA		30126

		917257365		Chastine		Natalie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201408		201605				3.9				F				NA		NA		nchasti1@my.westga.edu		228 Bernhard Rd.				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917477720		Perkerson		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				4		White		M		770 8843240		NA		NA		jperker1@my.westga.edu		201 Lawrence Mill Road				Molena		GA		30258

		917057167		Dunson		Makeba		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201408		201605		2.89		3.77		Black		F		404 3543563		NA		NA		mdunson2@my.westga.edu		2010 Reflective Waters Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917438223		Lindsay		Curtis		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management		Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secur				F		201301		201605		3.35		0		Black		M				NA		NA		clindsa1@my.westga.edu		748 Austin Road				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917056661		Stubbs		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201505		201605		2.9		4		White		F				NA		NA		jstubbs1@my.westga.edu

		917376154		Law		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201501		201605		3.54		4		White		F		770 6086720		NA		NA		klaw1@my.westga.edu		1238 Main Street				Covington		GA		30014

		917173087		Ramsay		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605		4		4		White		F		770 8245175		NA		NA		mramsay1@my.westga.edu		217 Creek View Rd				Bremen		GA		30110

		917294667		McCurdy		Jicorya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201605		3.21		3.83		Black		F		404 3883501		NA		NA		jmccurd1@my.westga.edu		5650 Farmin Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605		3.59		3.76		White		F				NA		NA		esexton2@my.westga.edu		228 Blue Holly Dr.				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917412200		Thomas		Dreidan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201605		3.01				Black		F		770 3495016		NA		NA		dthoma17@my.westga.edu		185 Henson Circle				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917423384		Porter		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201208		201605				3.5		White		F		770 9475940		NA		NA		shuggin2@my.westga.edu		3834 Rosedale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-2742

		917440083		George		Eon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201505		201605				3.86		Black		M		678 7591552		NA		NA		egeorge2@my.westga.edu		354 Kentwood Springs Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-5937

		917478067		Maize		Darius		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201508		201605				3.66		Black		M		404 9256687		NA		NA		dmaize1@my.westga.edu		2507 Godfrey Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-7405

		917340863		Manomano		Lionel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201605		2.67				Black		M		404 2713914		NA		NA		lmanoma1@my.westga.edu		860 Georgian Hills Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-8697

		917366665		Walker		Angela		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201001		201605		3.11				Black		F		678 6500009		NA		twospoonsofsugar@outlook.com		awalke18@my.westga.edu		335 Widgeon Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-6058

		917412445		Davis		Dorsica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201605		3.5				Black		F		706 4368526		NA		NA		ddavis10@my.westga.edu		1741 Washington Hwy				Elberton		GA		30635-4831

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201605		3.97		4		White		F		678 8508766		NA		NA		cshoema2@my.westga.edu		1131 Indian Creek Road				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917131872		Sims		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605		3.82		3.94		White		F		770 8611442		NA		jeveuxcroire@gmail.com		kcrawfo2@my.westga.edu		807 Emerald Falls				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917366299		Moffatt		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201401		201605		3.15		3.88		White		F		770 862		NA		NA		amoffat2@my.westga.edu		206 Oak Avenue				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917490465		Grayburn		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201605				3.88		White		F				NA		NA		mgraybu2@my.westga.edu		486 Windcroft Circle				Acworth		GA		30101

		917388514		Kortum		Claire		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		0		4		White		F		706 9804084		NA		NA		ckortum1@my.westga.edu		1227 Arabian Drive				Dalton		GA		30720

		917497275		Leguizamon		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201605				4		White		F				NA		NA		tleguiz1@my.westga.edu		1191 Comet View Trail				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917222427		Long		Shelene		Distance Learning Technology		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201605		3.26		4		White		F		678 4230838		NA		NA		slong2@my.westga.edu		12 Red Oak Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2748

		917028964		Markland		Misty		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605		3.66		4		White		F		770 9271350		misty.markland@cowetaschools.org		NA		mmarkla1@my.westga.edu		766 Caldwell Road				Gay		GA		30218

		917264696		McClure		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision				Building Level (COE)				F		201508		201605		2.76		3.92		White		F		770 5009061		NA		NA		bmcclur1@my.westga.edu		100 Kimball Bridge Cove				Alpharetta		GA		30022

		917128003		McGhee		Sarita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201505		201605				3.42		Black		F		404 7588303		NA		NA		smcghee3@my.westga.edu		1361 Downs Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917135535		Duvall		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201605				4		White		F		678 6025182		NA		NA		aduvall1@my.westga.edu		130 Center Street				Hiram		GA		30141

		917429976		Smith		Damond		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201405		201605				3.72		Black		M		404 4943679		NA		NA		dsmith68@my.westga.edu		2689 Wolf Lake Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917490415		Johnson		Craig		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201505		201605				3.36		Black		M				NA		NA		cjohns63@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 390312				Snellville		GA		30039

		917416827		Ellis		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201605				4		White		F		678 5201534		NA		NA		mellis5@my.westga.edu		105 Peninsula Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-6094

		917480995		Ellison		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201501		201605				3.85		Black		F		706 5619421		NA		NA		kelliso2@my.westga.edu		6014 Norton St				Columbus		GA		31907-2928

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.67		3.78		White		F		770 9438440		NA		NA		mfennel3@my.westga.edu		530 Rosedale Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917484091		Frazier		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201505		201605				4		White		F		404 2459507		NA		NA		jfrazie9@my.westga.edu		2723 Chamblee Tucker Rd.				Chamblee		GA		30341

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.41		3.64		White		F		706 6762392		NA		NA		egantt1@my.westga.edu		364 Terhune Road				Rome		GA		30161

		917491270		Glover		Chancee		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201605				4		White		F		229 8694072		NA		NA		cglover4@my.westga.edu		136 Wisteria Lane				Leesburg		GA		31763

		917479409		Grigsby		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201408		201605				4		White		F		678 3606093		NA		NA		sgrigsb1@my.westga.edu		142 Griffin Way				Canton		GA		30115

		917268876		Harris		Takera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent		Media Specialist Concentrat		P		201408		201605				3.84		Black		F		478 2070062		NA		NA		tharri36@my.westga.edu		3498 Sandy Circle				Macon		GA		31216

		917229324		Hillsman		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201605		3.66		3.95		White		F		404 5025028		NA		NA		jdavis24@my.westga.edu		2565 Speer Court SE				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917409480		Hargrove		Janerria		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201505		201605		2.91		3.36		Black		F		404 7981413		NA		NA		jhargro3@my.westga.edu		1093 West Avenue SW Apt B-333				Atlanta		GA		30315

		917483364		Haynes		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				4		White		M		678 6177396		NA		NA		chaynes5@my.westga.edu		5496 Northwoods Road				Clermont		GA		30527

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.44		4		White		F		706 5662836		NA		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		1323 Preston Road				Cataula		GA		31804

		917492323		Pace		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201605				4		White		F		678 6547426		NA		NA		cpace3@my.westga.edu		434 Wedmore Ct				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917489472		Mears		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201505		201605				3.9		White		M		678 9180198		NA		NA		amears1@my.westga.edu		218 East John Hand Road				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917175854		Parrott		Toneicya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201605		2.71		3.33		Black		F		404 5565101		NA		NA		tparrot1@my.westga.edu		1211 River Rush Lane				Conyers		GA		30606

		917211358		Phinazee		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201605		2.87		4		White		F		678 7674681		NA		NA		bcrowe1@my.westga.edu		1117 Packer Dairy RD				Summerville		GA		30747

		917478463		Prezzano		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201605				4				F		770 7435359		NA		NA		lprezza1@my.westga.edu		4682 Liberty Square Drive				Acworth		GA		30101

		917463502		Sellars		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201408		201605				3.08		Black		F		910 3547836		NA		NA		bsellar1@my.westga.edu		186 Glynn Addy Drive				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917496373		Webb		Shiree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				3.88		Black		F		404 8628026		NA		NA		swebb5@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 5932				Alpharetta		GA		30023

		917448883		Cowan		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201308		201605				3.82		White		F		770 6344475		NA		NA		hcowan2@my.westga.edu		392 Heritage Park Tr				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917473401		Gray		Juanita		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605		3		3.1		Black		F		770 9698450		NA		NA		jgray17@my.westga.edu		7907 Bluefin Trail				Union City		GA		30291

		917483360		Montgomery		Mia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				3.56		White		F		478 8374642		NA		NA		mwalls5@my.westga.edu		493 Sand Pit Road				Mauk		GA		31058

		917249560		Hill		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201605		3.5		4		White		F				NA		NA		aacree2@my.westga.edu		4092 Hwy 362 W				Williamson		GA		30292

		917479965		Girard		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201605				3.91		White		F		404 3049859		NA		NA		hgirard1@my.westga.edu		259 Blue Creek Lane				Loganville		GA		30052

		917476965		Mayfield		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				4		White		F		770 8511986		NA		NA		hmayfie2@my.westga.edu		167 Magnolia Farms Dr				Milner		GA		30257

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.95		3.78		White		F		423 9024265		NA		NA		jforres2@my.westga.edu		361 Carmack Rd				Flintstone		GA		30725

		917483453		Holloway		Monique		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201501		201605				3.66		Black		F		478 9971295		NA		NA		mhollow4@my.westga.edu		322 Clover Brook Dr.				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.97		3.92		White		F		678 5444501		NA		NA		enewman4@my.westga.edu		127 Buttrill Ct				Jackson		GA		30233

		917466211		Prevatte		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		3.92		White		F		910 8271919		NA		NA		mprevat1@my.westga.edu		60 Courtyard Dr.				Newnan		GA		30265

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.53		3.92		White		F		404 7860038		NA		NA		lcrook1@my.westga.edu		165 North Woods Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917478454		Barnwell		Corey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				4				F		678 7563379		NA		NA		cbarnwe3@my.westga.edu		20 Danbury Walk				Covington		GA		30016

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.88		4		White		F		706 6764823		NA		NA		jweems2@my.westga.edu		35 Cross Creek Dr				Rome		GA		30165

		917064144		Hembree		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201605		3.38		3.8		White		F		404 5961111		ali.hembree@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		ahembre1@my.westga.edu		5571 Woodcliff Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917487279		Hoover		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				F		201505		201605				3.57		White		M		404 7889150		NA		NA		jhoover2@my.westga.edu		248 Dallas Road				Dallas		GA		30157

		917478311		Thomason		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201605				3.2				F		706 8790394		NA		NA		rthoma13@my.westga.edu		5125 Red Bud Rd Ne				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917365091		Jelks		Carman		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				3.3				F		404 2170287		NA		NA		cjelks1@my.westga.edu		1985 Baker Cir				Conyers		GA		30012

		917452143		Mathews		Kim		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				F		201308		201605		3.33		3.66		White		F		706 3335830		NA		NA		kmathew3@my.westga.edu

		917373891		Escho		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						P		201501		201605		2.37				Black		M		678 3630625		NA		NA		kescho1@my.westga.edu		319 Saddle Brooke Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-8349

		917432935		Binion		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201605				3.93		White		F		706 4022467		NA		NA		lbinion1@my.westga.edu		500 Pine St				LaGrange		GA		30240-3040

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201501		201605		3.57		4		White		F		770 5007483		NA		NA		seidson2@my.westga.edu		22 South Creek Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917311345		Nation		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201308		201605		3.03		4		Black		F		706 3467762		NA		NA		byoung4@my.westga.edu		713 Buttonwood Court				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917411849		Bragdon		Hayley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		201208		201605		2.89				White		F		7065069		NA		NA		hbragdo1@my.westga.edu		644 Plainville Rd NE				Plainville		GA		30733-9505

		917311756		Hite		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Chemistry (6-12)				P		201501		201605		3.01		3.63		White		M		675 5710649		NA		NA		jhite1@my.westga.edu		720 Flintlock Drive				Dacula		GA		30019

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605		2.92		3.83		Black		F		770 4037083		NA		NA		chollan1@my.westga.edu		368 Mallard Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201605				3.76		Black		F		404 8491956		NA		jackiecook07@gmail.com		jcook8@my.westga.edu		3489 Robin Point Dr				Decatur		GA		30034

		917490409		Bailey		Tenisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201505		201605				4		Black		F		404 9074232		NA		NA		tbaile12@my.westga.edu		3216 Grant Way				East Point		GA		30344

		917092962		Farnell		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201605		0.8		3.83		White		F				NA		NA		lfarnel1@my.westga.edu		128 Lakeview Ln				Hiram		GA		30141

		917450262		Meyer		Michele		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201305		201605				3.81		White		F		770 2542865		NA		NA		mmeyer2@my.westga.edu		1 Featherston Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		4		4		White		F		678 2094677		NA		NA		elamb1@my.westga.edu		205 E Greenwood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917345595		Law		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201408		201605		3.75		3.92		White		F		706 6483118		NA		lrlaw@alltel.net		hlaw1@my.westga.edu		212 Riverside Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917475542		Willis		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201408		201605				3.9		White		F		404 8255175		NA		NA		jwill120@my.westga.edu		115 Ridgeview Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917475470		Wyatt		Paula		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605				4		White		F		229 9855171		pwyatt@colquitt.k12.ga.us		NA		pwyatt2@my.westga.edu		3182 Tallokas Road				Moultrie		GA		31788

		917495384		Tyson		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		M		706 8254050		NA		NA		atyson3@my.westga.edu		3913 Griese Lane				Grovetown		GA		30813

		917407379		Shadinger		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201605		3.28				White		F		770 6059560		NA		NA		ashadin1@my.westga.edu		4446 Bronte Lane				douglasville		GA		30135

		917223485		Thrasher		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		F		770 7844995		NA		NA		mthrash1@my.westga.edu		140 Nicklaus Circle				Social Circle		GA		30025

		917175065		Mimms		Allison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201605		3.09		3.91		White		F		678 4284220		NA		allison.mimms@gmail.com		amimms1@my.westga.edu		1433 Woodridge Drive				Atlanta		GA		30339

		917476712		Wade		Julia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201408		201605				4		White		F		770 7122052		NA		NA		jwade6@my.westga.edu		6006 Crossbow Lane				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917272033		Windsor		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201408		201605		2.75		4		White		F				NA		NA		kwindso1@my.westga.edu		637 Woodward Ave SE				Atlanta		GA		30312

		917495962		Good		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201508		201605				4		White		F		423 2559215		NA		NA		rgood1@my.westga.edu		130 Acorn Oaks Circle		Apt 206		Chattanooga		TN		37405

		917496543		Himstedt		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201508		201605				4		White		M		678 6447408		NA		NA		jhimste1@my.westga.edu		2057 Bascomb Carmel Rd				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917472410		Miller		Ruhamah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201605				4		Asian		F		770 9494817		NA		NA		rmille14@my.westga.edu		4932 Revere Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917480008		Smith		Amelia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201605				3.91				F		404 9339913		NA		NA		asmith96@my.westga.edu		2566 Caladium Dr.				Atlanta		GA		30345

		917046597		Batey		Samuel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201605				3.88		Black		M		404 3570600		NA		NA		sbatey1@my.westga.edu		1160 Regency Center Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917141101		Bowles		Nakisha		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		201605				3.7		Black		F		678 8500961		NA		NA		nhoward4@my.westga.edu		25 Aprils Ct				Union City		GA		30291

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201605		3.32		3.42		White		M		770 9004050		NA		NA		rbowman1@my.westga.edu		95 Peeks Crossing Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1774

		917451944		Prather		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201308		201605		2.46						F				NA		NA		aprather@westga.edu		945 Crestmark Blvd		Apt 504		Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917330620		Olorunfemi		April		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201605		3.5		3.8		Black		F		404 7843823		NA		yoaprilmayo@hotmail.com		aolorun1@my.westga.edu		2025 Washington Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917123451		Ransom		Telmeko		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201605				3.17		Black		F		678 3762420		NA		NA		tsmith73@my.westga.edu		160 Wesley Drive				Athens		GA		30605

		917392209		Boatright		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201508		201605				3.18		White		M		912 6145183		dboatright@wayne.k12.ga.us		NA		dboatri2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 687				Alma		GA		31510

		917478457		Guffey		Felicia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201605				3.83				F		678 7580871		NA		NA		fguffey1@my.westga.edu		14 Horseshoe Ct.				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917427871		Hall		Jimmy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201605				3.93				M		615 8568825		NA		NA		jhall24@my.westga.edu		415 Church Street		Apt 2302		Nashville		TN		37219

		917398912		Sanders		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201605		3.43				White		M		770 6147178		NA		NA		rsander6@my.westga.edu		3772 Havenmist Cv				Suwanee		GA		30024-3767

		917072972		Hamrick		Kimberly				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201608		3.62						F		256 6107036		NA		thehamricks12@yahoo.com		kwilli19@my.westga.edu		404 Pinetucky Lane				Heflin		AL		36264

		917028470		Adams		Lee		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200905		201608				3.54		Black		M				NA		NA		ladams7@my.westga.edu		4049 Fieldway Rd				Rex		GA		30273-2534

		917417012		Nesmith		Marysa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.57				White		F		770 4998136		NA		NA		mnesmit2@my.westga.edu		2669 Tift Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-6002

		917480166		Gamble		Cheniqua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201501		201608				3.5		Black		F		334 3181961		NA		NA		cgamble4@my.westga.edu		6825 Wampold Road				Montgomery		AL		36116

		917340581		Samimi		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201608				3.91		White		F		770 8452903		NA		NA		tsamimi1@my.westga.edu		54 Monarch Court				Dallas		GA		30132

		917464019		Mann		Payton		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201608		3.24				White		M		229 3864912		NA		NA		pmann1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 2361				Tifton		GA		31793

		917166237		Klemzak		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201601		201608		0		3.61		White		F		810 4346588		NA		NA		sklemza1@my.westga.edu		58 Grove Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917479149		Skelton		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		770 9426485		NA		NA		tskelto1@my.westga.edu		15 Kent Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-4882

		917466362		Caswell		Angie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201405		201608				4		White		F		561 7588268		NA		NA		ajohans1@my.westga.edu		2920 Corinth Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5053

		917370866		Newbern		Caysie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201608		3.29				White		F		770 5984303		NA		NA		cnewber1@my.westga.edu		508 Stratford Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-5493

		917495062		Duque		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201508		201608				3.77				F		770 8569652		NA		NA		nduque1@my.westga.edu

		917480049		Hart		Sasha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201608				4		Black		F		305 3190096		NA		NA		shart5@my.westga.edu		10949 NW 22nd Ct				Miami		FL		33167

		917458128		Gordon		Kristie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201408		201608				4		Black		F		478 3351488		NA		NA		kgordon4@my.westga.edu

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608		2.98		3.85		White		F		770 8627253		NA		NA		amelear1@my.westga.edu		95 Emerald Hills Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3915

		917298007		Goss		LaChrislyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201408		201608		3.17		3.76		Black		F				NA		NA		lgoss1@my.westga.edu		1011 FlatRock Road				Madison		GA		30650

		917362927		Williams		Lesandra		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.46		4		Black		F		678 8573486		NA		NA		lwilli37@my.westga.edu		16 Madrid Ave				Newnan		GA		30263-1281

		917424073		Vellucci		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201208		201608		3.41				White		F				NA		NA		jvelluc1@my.westga.edu		11235 SE Causey Circle				Happy Valley		OR		97086

		917412614		Jackson		Xenia		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201208		201608		2.8				Black		F		770 9875014		NA		NA		xjackso1@my.westga.edu		4838 Ardsley Dr				Lithonia		GA		30038-2671

		917415610		Evans		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201208		201608		3.08				White		M		423 4767344		NA		NA		cevans13@my.westga.edu		115 Fieldstone Pl NE				Cleveland		TN		37312-4789

		917247478		Nelson-Graham		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201608				4		White		F		770 4908557		NA		melnel626@gmail.com		mcreel1@my.westga.edu		1558 Mcintosh Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917400733		Sullivan		Alice		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.27				White		F		770 3241395		NA		NA		asulliv4@my.westga.edu		108 Turnberry Circle				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917419809		Roper		Holly		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		201208		201608		3.31				White		F		770 5379030		NA		NA		hroper1@my.westga.edu		103 Luke Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2444

		917418494		Driver		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								F		201308		201608		3.97		4		White		F		770 2141434		NA		lemondrop@pcdetective.net		adriver5@my.westga.edu		147 Roy North Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-7791

		917432544		McBane		Chad		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				F		201305		201608				3.74		White		M		561 7027546		NA		NA		cmcbane1@my.westga.edu		4221 NW 5th Avenue				Boca Raton		FL		33431

		917479898		Holmes		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201608				3.45		White		M		678 5228089		NA		NA		cholmes5@my.westga.edu		5555 Crestwick Way				Cumming		GA		30040

		917447225		Colwell		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201308		201608		3.55				White		M		770 3637123		NA		NA		acolwel1@my.westga.edu		114 Greenfield Ct.				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608		3.23		3.57		White		F		404 7710734		NA		NA		elynch2@my.westga.edu		4207 Daniel Dr				Winston		GA		30187

		917496187		Clarke		Frederick		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				4		Black		M		954 6872115		NA		NA		fclarke1@my.westga.edu		201 Quality Circle NW #111				Huntsville		AL		35806

		917044859		Rineer		Ronald		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608		3.74		3.9				M		770 7279221		NA		NA		rrineer1@my.westga.edu		124 Brittany Lane				Senoia		GA		30276

		917416078		Spann		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		3.59				Black		M		770 2100019		NA		NA		jspann3@my.westga.edu		10 Avalon Way				Riverdale		GA		30274-4410

		917101610		Perry		Ross		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201608		3.52		4		White		M		678 8506352		ross.perry@cowetaschools.org		rperryoutdoors@yahoo.com		rperry1@my.westga.edu		2050 Newnan Crossing Blvd E		Apt 7112		Newnan		GA		30265-2369

		917403624		Brown		Asha		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201208		201608		3.18				Black		F		770 9442228		NA		NA		abrown47@my.westga.edu		2213 Chestnut Log Loop				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3552

		917405476		Burns		Emily		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.01				White		F		901 4132244		NA		NA		ehitchc1@my.westga.edu		170 PINEWOOD DR.				Senoia		GA		30276

		917413995		Matthews		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		3.34				White		M		770 9478012		NA		NA		tmatthe3@my.westga.edu		777 Oberlochen Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-6367

		917463290		Boyd		Anita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201508		201608				4		White		F		404 5974155		NA		NA		aboyd8@my.westga.edu		205 Bruce Court				Dallas		GA		30157

		917311908		Bojo		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201608				3.9		White		F		706 3464758		NA		NA		kbojo1@my.westga.edu		4 Majestic Oaks Way NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917492424		Harris-Ross		Alesha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201608				4		Black		F		404 7648872		NA		NA		aharri42@my.westga.edu		2399 Parkland Dr NE Unit 2147				Atlanta		GA		30324-7021

		917424731		Ballingall		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201505		201608				3.66		White		F		770 4894147		NA		NA		hballin1@my.westga.edu		18 Magnolia Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-6607

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201608		3.44		3.8		Black		F		678 4712664		NA		NA		lbess1@my.westga.edu		11367 Michelle Way				Hampton		GA		30228

		917479465		Baccus		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201501		201608				4		Black		F		404 9173486		NA		NA		dbaccus1@my.westga.edu		2935 Rosebud Road SW		 Apt 614				Loganville		GA		30052

		917402407		Shelton		Hannah		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201608		3.52				White		F		770 5983046		NA		NA		hshelto2@my.westga.edu		160 Saddlebrook Dr				Senoia		GA		30276-3201

		917367202		Bennafield		Mia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		3.17		4		Black		F		678 7638305		NA		NA		mbennafi@westga.edu		550 Mountain Oaks PKWY				Stone Mountain		GA		30087

		917322799		Meade		Tashira		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201401		201608		2.93		4		Black		F		678 7150656		NA		NA		tmeade1@my.westga.edu		3585 Village Pkwy				Douglasville		GA		30135-8231

		917318563		Rosser		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201608		3.31				White		F		770 355		NA		NA		tbeaird1@my.westga.edu		122 Wildwood Glen				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917419124		Partridge		Bradley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201608		2.93				White		M		678 3143436		NA		bradpartridge94@yahoo.com		bpartri1@my.westga.edu		105 Youngs Cir				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2766

		917226053		Jones		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201208		201608		2.73				White		M		404 732		NA		NA		rjones12@my.westga.edu		1488 County rd. 48				Heflin		AL		36264

		917403480		Jackson		Tachelle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201608		2.73				Black		F		404 4949912		NA		NA		tjacks23@my.westga.edu		5192 Barrington Trace Dr.				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917415796		Frazier		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		2.96				Black		F		770 8972063		NA		NA		afrazie3@my.westga.edu		903 Brisley Cir				Hampton		GA		30228-5948

		917422829		Cornelius		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.74						F		770 5833103		NA		NA		tcornel1@my.westga.edu		85 Grandma Branch Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1757

		917421676		Woodson		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.79				White		F		678 7603969		NA		NA		lwoodso1@my.westga.edu		6122 Bellewood Ash Ln				Tucker		GA		30084-8624

		917420090		Dill		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.61				White		F		678 3262901		NA		NA		mdill1@my.westga.edu		18 Pacific Ave				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-6927

		917480727		Cooper		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201608				4		White		F		478 9860854		NA		NA		acoope14@my.westga.edu		562 Billingswood Dr				Macon		GA		31210-1564

		917320514		Pounds		Iteeah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201505		201608				3.63		Black		F		678 3711840		NA		NA		ipounds@westga.edu		2535 Arlington Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917363977		Bailey		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201501		201608		4		4		White		M		770 8938151		NA		NA		tbailey5@my.westga.edu		141 Katrina Drive				Power Springs		GA		30127

		917413175		Banyard		Ronnie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				3.9		Black		M		678 4572314		NA		NA		rbanyar1@my.westga.edu		1416 Foxhall Lane SE		Unit 5		Atlanta		GA		30316

		917326132		Stewart		Kaywana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.77		Black		F		404 8086548		NA		NA		kwrigh26@my.westga.edu		6830 Derby Avenue				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201608		3.29		3.33				F		404 5093228		NA		NA		avela1@my.westga.edu		7042 Preserve Pkwy				Fairburn		GA		30213-4287

		917229477		Rhinehart		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		2.73		4		White		F				NA		NA		cparker9@my.westga.edu		170 Fountain Rd NE				Calhoun		GA		30701-9309

		917181947		Meyer		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608		3.39		3.88		White		F		423 2608161		NA		NA		lcrump1@my.westga.edu		1407 Bunker Hill Drive				Chattanooga		TN		37421

		917476993		McCrary		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.91		Black		F		334 3130400		NA		NA		tmccrar3@my.westga.edu		6624 Ridgeview Cir				Montgomery		AL		36117

		917480555		Britman		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.91		Black		F		770 8836421		NA		NA		abritma1@my.westga.edu		3351 Golf Ridge Blvd				Douglasville		GA		30135-1934

		917482114		Grimberg		Bruno		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201501		201608		3.13				White		M		229 3760297		NA		NA		bgrimbe1@my.westga.edu		3657 Liberty Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3306

		917420652		Adams		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		3.44				Black		M		770 9947207		NA		NA		wadams4@my.westga.edu		6755 Greenbower Ln				College Park		GA		30349-4981

		917330851		Russell		Carlene		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201608		3.75		3.31		Black		F		478 3651418		NA		NA		crussel2@my.westga.edu		200 Charter Lane Apt. 207				Macon		GA		31210

		917369290		Woods		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Economics						F		201308		201608		2.62				Black		F		404 2286628		NA		NA		kwoods5@my.westga.edu

		917401090		Depena		Emily		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.5						F		770 4634444		NA		NA		edepena1@my.westga.edu		35 Heathridge Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3260

		917414580		Young		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201208		201608		3.12				White		M		770 714		NA		NA		ryoung5@my.westga.edu		203 Walker Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5865

		917475230		Jackson		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201501		201608				3.5				F		404 4492017		NA		NA		cjacks37@my.westga.edu		3127 Baywood Court				Conyers		GA		30013

		917458728		Curley-Cox		Wynena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201608		0		3.64		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		770 3157598		NA		NA		wcox@westga.edu		PO Box 832				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917483356		Lazic		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		678 3341162		NA		NA		alazic1@my.westga.edu		1501 Torrington Drive				Auburn		GA		30011

		917148003		Bennett		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201601		201608				4		White		F		678 9781199		NA		j.megan.griffith@gmail.com		jgriff19@my.westga.edu		19 Lamborne Ct				Hiram		GA		30141

		917307621		Gotreaux		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201608				4		White		F		404 4069718		NA		NA		jjenki13@my.westga.edu		454 Charesa Lane				Dacula		GA		30019

		917454694		Jackson		Martisia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201401		201608		3.36				Black		F		404 5038555		NA		NA		mjacks17@my.westga.edu		2591 Etheridge Drive NW #A418				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917066272		Pewitt		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201505		201608				4		White		F		323 828		NA		NA		kpewitt1@my.westga.edu		425 Rosemont Court				Hiram		GA		30141

		917484636		Graves		Cora		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		Black		F		770 3806512		NA		NA		cgraves2@my.westga.edu		4606 Cedar Wood Drive				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917490473		Schularick		Dustin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		M		678 7723405		NA		NA		dschula1@my.westga.edu		67 Charlotte Place				Hiram		GA		30141

		917489186		Young		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				3.73		White		F		912 2300794		NA		NA		eyoung4@my.westga.edu		103 Dovewood Drive				Brunswick		GA		31523

		917444936		Nganga		JohnPaul		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201608				4		Black		M		8177144272		NA		NA		jnganga1@my.westga.edu		1955 Delwood Drive				Iowa City		IA		52240

		917364726		Wooten		Taria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		3.04		3.6		Black		F		404 9573773		NA		NA		twooten3@my.westga.edu		400 Northside Drive		apt. E3		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917492550		Cockerm		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				4		Black		F		404 5389302		NA		NA		ncocker1@my.westga.edu		1625 Terry Mill Ln				Grayson		GA		30017

		917461944		Crawford		Nakisha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201608				3.83		Black		F		678 5198189		NA		NA		nfambro1@my.westga.edu		P.O Box 451				rex		GA		30273

		917477160		Oliver		Tosha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201501		201608				3.18		Black		F		678 4281514		NA		NA		toliver3@my.westga.edu		5141 Rosewood Place				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917482390		Batdorf		Suzanne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.83		White		F		478 9453779		NA		NA		sbatdor1@my.westga.edu		604 W. Clyde Moore Rd				Cochran		GA		31014

		917407424		Shavers		Martell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				3.86		Black		M		678 3600594		NA		martellshavers@gmail.com		mshaver2@my.westga.edu		4398 Alysheba Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917485134		McCoy		LaShawna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201505		201608				4		Black		F				NA		NA		lmccoy3@my.westga.edu		3040 Manor Place Drive				Roswell		GA		30075

		917393885		Jones		Briana		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201108		201608		3.03				Black		F		678 3689311		NA		NA		bjones27@my.westga.edu		3251 Garden Glade Lane				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917399582		Lovette		Darianna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.5				Black		F				NA		NA		dlovett1@my.westga.edu

		917416944		Uzamere		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.16				Black		F		770 4654948		NA		NA		juzamer1@my.westga.edu		6513 Cheval Ct				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-6077

		917425075		Chen		Janet		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201601		201608				3.77		Asian		F		770 3672352		NA		NA		jchen4@my.westga.edu		1511 Towne Park Court				Lawrenceville		GA		30044

		917501732		Hardin		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201601		201608				3.88		White		F		678 5707067		NA		NA		lhardin2@my.westga.edu		1910 Milfield Circle				Snellville		GA		30078

		917372178		Redding		Malarie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201608		3.22		3.23		Black		F		678 3263896		NA		NA		mreddin2@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle		Apt 606		Newnan		GA		30265

		917454861		Johnson		Brent		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608				3.55		Black		M		678 7700561		NA		NA		bjohns59@my.westga.edu		560 Ventura Lane				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917490466		Hyde		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		F				NA		NA		mhyde2@my.westga.edu		630 Old Draketown Pass				Temple		GA		30179

		917042732		Champion		Jennie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		3.32		4		White		F		770 2578209		NA		NA		jchampi1@my.westga.edu		40 Gales Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917485647		Anglin		Joanna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		678 2098793		NA		NA		janglin1@my.westga.edu		5180 Pratt St SW				Covington		GA		30014

		917420175		Fields		Lewis		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201208		201608		3				Black		M		770 4898151		NA		NA		lfields1@my.westga.edu		6236 Millstone Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-7622

		917490766		Norfleet		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		F		478 3198965		NA		NA		cnorfle1@my.westga.edu		209 Brantley Ridge				Warner Robins		GA		31088

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201401		201608		3.9		4		White		F		770 3286377		NA		NA		tgibbs3@my.westga.edu		32433 Highway 48				Graham		AL		36263-4065

		917127315		Sprayberry		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201608		2.84		3.97		Asian		F		678 4161324		NA		NA		lsmith3@my.westga.edu		725 Avalon Way				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3255

		917335266		Munson		Katrina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608		3.66		3.6		Black		F		678 8408442		NA		NA		kmatthe1@my.westga.edu		2244 Corkscrew Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917496868		Gibbs		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201508		201608				4		White		F		478 9570637		NA		NA		kgibbs5@my.westga.edu		205 Shenandoah Trl				Warner Robins		GA		31088-7732

		917480112		Green		Julia		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201501		201608		2.5		3.33		Black		F		404 6441609		NA		NA		jgreen24@my.westga.edu		106 Whetstone Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917497523		Hourigan		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		404 3883517		NA		NA		thourig1@my.westga.edu		588 Golf Crest Drive				Acworth		GA		30101

		917495291		Williams		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				4		White		F		770 6536314		NA		NA		cwilli98@my.westga.edu		889 Natchez Valley Trace				Grayson		GA		30017

		917255424		Wilkinson		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201608		2.55		3.31		White		F				NA		NA		manders5@my.westga.edu		200 Edgewood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917495696		Gitgood		Kaitlin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201608				3.88		White		F		706 8586244		NA		NA		kgitgoo1@my.westga.edu		243 Cloudcrest Dr				Rossville		GA		30741

		917132167		Cleveland		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201408		201608		3.48		3.9		Black		F		770 8159092		NA		NA		dward1@my.westga.edu		5130 Flatstone Dr				Gainesville		GA		30504-5355

		917489105		Rush		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201608				3.9		White		F		317 3412096		NA		NA		arush2@my.westga.edu		19 Iron Brigade Drive				Marietta		GA		30064

		917276180		Bingham		Austen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201508		201608		3.21		3.74		White		M		770 6394520		NA		NA		abingha1@my.westga.edu		439 Longview St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917475978		McCullough		Lorraine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201601		201608				4				F		678 6431156		NA		NA		lvillas1@my.westga.edu		6243 Shoreview Circle				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917394510		Lanham		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201501		201608				3.74		White		F		770 6160492		NA		BECKYLANHAM@BELLSOUTH.NET		blanham1@my.westga.edu		270 Cherokee Farms Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5392

		917301910		Radvansky		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608		3.35		3.77		White		M		678 3571198		NA		NA		dradvan1@my.westga.edu		220 Hunters Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4492

		917483611		Knox		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		770 6828126		NA		NA		tknox3@my.westga.edu		2029 Hunters Branch Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917380130		Stalvey		Maegan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201608		3.24		4		White		F		678 3641737		NA		NA		mstalve1@my.westga.edu		200 Smokerise Trce				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1378

		917493743		Danley		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201608				4		White		F		404 2730026		NA		NA		jdanley1@my.westga.edu		2005 Brickton Station				Buford		GA		30518

		917383477		Navarro		Luis		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201608		2.37						M		770 4241863		NA		NA		lnavarr2@my.westga.edu		2603 Dreux Ct				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917390605		Bowen		Tabitha		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201608		3.79				White		F		678 5881538		NA		NA		tdocker1@my.westga.edu		124 Rocky Way				Williamson		GA		30292

		917433483		Walker		Bianca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201501		201608				3.8		Black		F		404 6440327		NA		NA		bwalke17@my.westga.edu		3846 Plumcrest Road SE				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917075350		Gutierrez		Valarie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608		2.28		3.66		Black		F		404 6411920		NA		NA		vgutier1@my.westga.edu		4666 Creekside Villas Way SE				Smryna		GA		30082

		917490569		Farmer		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88				M		770 6544452		NA		NA		jfarmer5@my.westga.edu		212 Canyon Ct				Winder		GA		30680

		917398379		Crosby		Gregory		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201308		201608		3.76				White		M		678 8960691		NA		NA		gcrosby1@my.westga.edu		3186 Tommy Lee Cook Rd.				Newnan		GA		30263

		917053244		Nixon		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201608		3.48		3.95		White		F		678 3783071		NA		knixon@paulding.k12.ga.us		knixon1@my.westga.edu		3068 Essex Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201608		3.04		3.9		Black		F		404 4549355		NA		NA		lbailey5@my.westga.edu		500 Willow Creek Lane		Apartment 500-309		Woodstock		GA		30188

		917475061		Kassi		Marie		Distance Learning Technology		MED		Media								F		201408		201608		3		3.25		Black		F				NA		NA		mkassi1@my.westga.edu		775 Kaitlyn Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-6935

		917218098		Brinson		Ali		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201405		201608		3.21		3.5		Black		F		678 2469374		NA		NA		abrabso1@my.westga.edu		410 Crestline Way				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917126746		Cunnien		Taffey		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201608		3.42		4		White		F		404 2292363		NA		NA		tcunnie1@my.westga.edu		4930 Chapel Crossing				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917407369		Morrison		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201608		3.5		3.8		White		F		404 4012381		NA		NA		smorris8@my.westga.edu		4791 Port Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917422737		Dixon		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201208		201608		2.97				Black		M		770 4848761		NA		NA		jdixon10@my.westga.edu		7116 Stonebrook Cv				Lithonia		GA		30058-9034

		917329186		Parris		Caleb		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201608		3.05				White		M		706 7773299		NA		NA		cparris4@my.westga.edu		21 Heather Circle				Cave Spring		GA		30124

		917396444		Parker		Jasaun		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201108		201608		2.95				Black		M		678 5486713		NA		NA		jparke18@my.westga.edu		55 Drew Ct				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917411941		Ragland		Tyran		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201608		3.18				Black		M		330 8603962		NA		NA		traglan2@my.westga.edu

		917167490		Bolden		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201208		201608		3.05				White		F		770 8422096		NA		niferbolden@gmail.com		jcrews3@my.westga.edu		135 Tallapoosa St				Buchanan		GA		30113-4876

		917415669		Russell		Dana		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201608		3.44				White		F		404 8722244		NA		NA		drussel6@my.westga.edu		762 Sherwood Rd NE				Atlanta		GA		30324-5229

		917398933		Eliezer		Joey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						P		201108		201608		2.5				Black		M		678 3248276		NA		NA		jelieze1@my.westga.edu		150 Caledonian Cir				Dallas		GA		30132-2606

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201408		201608		2.84		3.81		White		F		770 6561792		NA		NA		adunlea1@my.westga.edu		60 Alexandria Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-4433

		917414581		Kennington		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.38				White		F				NA		NA		rdavenp2@my.westga.edu		5331 Creek Indian Trail				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917461884		Roy		Jon		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201405		201608				3.71		White		M				jroy@glynn.k12.ga.us		NA		jroy2@my.westga.edu

		917464239		Moriarty		Gwendolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201608				4		Black		F		678 6565984		NA		NA		gmaddox1@my.westga.edu		1575 Ridenour Parkway NW		Apt #2122		Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201608		3.28		4		Black		F		678 4256441		NA		NA		nsmith19@my.westga.edu		249 Wood Ave Apt 8				Winder		GA		30680-7154

		917313247		Burrell		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201505		201608		4		3.81		White		F		770 3018572		NA		NA		hburrel2@my.westga.edu		165 Long Island Drive				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917492698		Mercer		Bridgette		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		F		912 3892016		NA		NA		bmercer1@my.westga.edu		840 Golden Pond Road				Ambrose		GA		31512

		917347286		Petty		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201608		2.69				White		F		770 4017373		NA		NA		epetty1@my.westga.edu		4502 Bryten Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917119284		Badder		Adrianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201401		201608		3.09		3.83		White		F		816 5354523		NA		adriannabadder@gmail.com		abadder1@my.westga.edu		904 SW 44th St				Blue Springs		MO		64015

		917424501		Ward		Gail		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201608				4		White		F		423 3091804		NA		NA		gward3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 237		1165 Long Hollow Rd		Rock Spring		GA		30739-2150

		917280676		Walker		Taiwana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.36		Black		F		404 8340431		NA		NA		twalke10@my.westga.edu		534 Stratford Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917467743		Markwell		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201608				4		White		F		770 8802384		NA		brooke.markwell@gmail.com		kmarkwe1@my.westga.edu		1950 Roswell Road		Apt 11C4		Marietta		GA		30068

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201608		3.72		3.91		Black		F		770 2189652		NA		NA		abrunso2@my.westga.edu		2973 Garland Dr				Marietta		GA		30008

		917488692		Pahl		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		770 7225552		NA		NA		jpahl1@my.westga.edu		70 Hammock Rd				Newnan		GA		30265

		917496124		Thomas		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201608				3.88		White		F		470 7239589		NA		NA		vthomas7@my.westga.edu		1622 Ivy Spring Dr				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917478008		Teklu		Bileni		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201608				3.77		Black		F		678 3138730		NA		NA		bteklu1@my.westga.edu		5918 Brookmere Court				Mableton		GA		30126

		917496494		Payne		Miriam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201608				3.88		Black		F		404 5093898		NA		NA		mpayne5@my.westga.edu		3291 Childress Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201601		201608		2.42		3.58		Black		M		678 6379352		NA		griffin_jd@yahoo.com		jgriff14@my.westga.edu		1155 Windbrooke Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917480065		Cooper		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.88		White		M		785 4240481		NA		NA		jcoope18@my.westga.edu		632 Stonegate Ct.		NA		Lawrence		KS		66049

		917152763		Skelton		Marshal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608		2.9		4		White		M		770 9426485		NA		NA		mskelto2@my.westga.edu		518 Homestead Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917180185		Burley		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201608				3.8		White		F		229 9850559		NA		NA		sburley1@my.westga.edu		103 Poplar Trail				Moultrie		GA		31768

		917485132		Logan		Peter		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201505		201608				3.43		White		M		770 8337219		NA		NA		plogan2@my.westga.edu		2741 Old Mill Pl.				Acworth		GA		30102

		917492136		Robbins		Paige		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608				4		White		F		912 6046816		NA		NA		probbin1@my.westga.edu		408 Deergrass Trail				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608		2.94		3.83		Black		F		678 6159507		NA		NA		kjohns31@my.westga.edu		2127 Red Oak Circle				Union City		GA		30291

		917477681		Pilgrim		Cristine		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201408		201608				3.81				F		706 2011095		NA		NA		cpilgri2@my.westga.edu		118 Lakeside Drive				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917490763		Fowler		Tiana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.77		White		F		770 2830414		NA		NA		tfowler5@my.westga.edu		3881 High Falls Road				Griffin		GA		30224

		917492226		Spain		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		F		912 3830206		NA		NA		kspain1@my.westga.edu		499 Bud Hutcheson Road				Douglas		GA		31535

		917481854		Guess		Kaitlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201501		201608				3.9		White		F		912 2886158		NA		NA		kguess1@my.westga.edu		2508-7 Demere Rd				St Simons Island		GA		31522

		917469350		Matthews		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		770 5968467		NA		NA		amatth13@my.westga.edu		1260 Dunwoody CV				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917491125		Miller		Savannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201508		201608				4		White		F		770 7697181		NA		NA		smille25@my.westga.edu		758 Mimms Ct. NW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917212308		Birr		Jessica		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201608		3.46		3.66		White		F		678 9076115		NA		jbirr1987@gmail.com		jbirr1@my.westga.edu		25 Northwoods Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1644

		917423880		Wright		Lawanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608		4		3.7		Black		F		404 7909212		NA		NA		lwrigh10@my.westga.edu		1233 Evergreen Trl				Lithonia		GA		30058-3115

		917491397		McCollister		Marcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		F		706 2351477		NA		NA		mmccoll3@my.westga.edu		47 Turkey Mountain Rd				Armuchee		GA		30105

		917479164		Mace		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		678 3338713		NA		NA		wmace1@my.westga.edu		3700 100 Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917452266		Reynolds		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201401		201608				4		White		F		256 499		NA		NA		creyno10@my.westga.edu		35 Plantation Ln				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917495662		Willoughby		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		770 5998584		NA		NA		wwillou1@my.westga.edu		235 Rock Mill Trail				Senoia		GA		30276

		917495158		Skidmore		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201608				4		White		F		352 3166850		NA		NA		vskidmo1@my.westga.edu		3910 SW 93 Drive 				Gainesville		FL		32608

		917326815		Pratt		Jihad		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201408		201608		3.1		3.73		Black		M				NA		NA		jpratt3@my.westga.edu		4245 Northwind Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917338708		Rogers		Norie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201608		3.74		4		White		F		706 7671769		NA		ncescutti@gmail.com		ncescut1@my.westga.edu		911 Radio Springs Rd				Rome		GA		30165

		917469370		Ivey		Keith		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						P		201408		201608		3.25				Black		M		404 4355033		NA		NA		kivey2@my.westga.edu		5075 Kerry Dr Sw				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917408170		Dickey		Dallas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201208		201608		3.52				White		M		770 8308707		NA		NA		ddickey1@my.westga.edu		305 Champion Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-6076

		917423899		Reid		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Marketing		Community Education and Care				F		201208		201608		3.26				Black		F		770 8993415		NA		NA		jreid11@my.westga.edu		2490 Mead Court				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917351810		Pappas		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201308		201608		3.29				White		F		256 4730601		NA		tpappas11@yahoo.com		tpappas1@my.westga.edu		380 Duke Drive				Heflin		AL		36264

		917329881		Bass		Lauren		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201608		3.09				White		F		770 2529200		NA		NA		lbass3@my.westga.edu		321 Kory Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7071

		917398451		Sykes		Samuel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201608		3.04		3		Black		M		678 7399108		NA		NA		ssykes2@my.westga.edu		110 Old Airport Rd Apt 724				Lagrange		GA		30240-7404

		917420620		Madden		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201608				3.77		Black		F		404 3963612		NA		NA		mmadden1@my.westga.edu		315 Blackbird Court				Bradenton		FL		34212

		917407147		Wilkinson		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201405		201608		2.34				White		M		240 5381263		NA		NA		mwilkin4@my.westga.edu		6061 Ridge Way				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917349030		Davidson		Joanna		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201608		3.92				White		F		404 9176463		NA		NA		jdavids6@my.westga.edu		2038 Dead Oak Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-2828

		917427047		Barbour		Connie		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201608				3.91		White		F		770 5050418		cbarbour@highlands.edu		NA		cbarbour@westga.edu		149 Camden Woods Pl				Dallas		GA		30157-8734

		917377499		Cothran		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Pre-professional Concent (Bio)				F		201108		201608		3.62				White		F		770 5742678		NA		NA		hcothra1@my.westga.edu		661 Gold St				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-1041

		917448408		Henry-Graves		Marlaina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201408		201608				3.78		Black		F		510 8608619		NA		NA		mhenry3@my.westga.edu		6238 Leverett Dr				Lithonia		GA		30038-4251

		917480850		Grimes		Scott		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201608				4		White		M		770 6824815		NA		NA		sgrimes6@my.westga.edu		2068 Tribble View Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917126928		Davis		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201508		201608		3.26		3.69		White		F		770 3372849		NA		NA		ahobson1@my.westga.edu		166 Lakeside Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-3068

		917368425		Couch		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201608		3.8		4		White		F		678 6339304		NA		NA		acouch3@my.westga.edu		28 Festiva Dr				Newnan		GA		30263

		917415598		Storey		Kamryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201608		3.52				White		F		678 3911031		NA		NA		kstorey3@my.westga.edu		6960 Fletcher Dr				Winston		GA		30187-2316

		917414314		Lee		Jessie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.57				White		F		770 7482879		NA		NA		jlee29@my.westga.edu		44 Wieuca Way				Cedartown		GA		30125-6246

		917399340		Barron		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.34				White		F		770 2627066		NA		NA		sbarron3@my.westga.edu		93 Church Ln				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2520

		917396692		Jones		Darius		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.3				Black		M		770 9908557		NA		NA		djones31@my.westga.edu		2904 Cobblestone Blvd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7308

		917383862		Henry		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201608		3.11				White		F		770 2319186		NA		NA		jhenry3@my.westga.edu		56 Mallard Overlook				Newnan		GA		30263-6020

		917360550		Tigner		Floristine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201608		3.07				Black		F				NA		NA		ftigner2@my.westga.edu

		917388872		Legree		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201108		201608		2.48				Black		M				NA		NA		jlegree2@my.westga.edu		154 Newry Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917386087		Petch		Alexander		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.86				White		M		404 5149200		NA		NA		apetch1@my.westga.edu		8 Palladio Way				Newnan		GA		30263-6976

		917404802		Addie		Anisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201608		3.1				Black		F		770 2662952		NA		NA		aaddie1@my.westga.edu		811 Rosewood Ln				Monroe		GA		30656-7031

		917476755		Weaver		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201408		201608				3.72		White		M				NA		NA		jweaver9@my.westga.edu

		917420205		Lanier		James		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201205		201608				3.94		White		M		919 8458371		NA		NA		jlanier1@my.westga.edu		289 Newton Rd				Raleigh		NC		27615-6142

		917311023		Huff		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201401		201608				3.55		Black		F		404 7295734		NA		NA		chuff3@my.westga.edu		1225 Mount Pisgah Downs				Austell		GA		30168

		917400150		Woodhead		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201608		3.31				Asian		F		770 4860924		NA		NA		cwoodhe1@my.westga.edu		245 Oak Ridge Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214-4763

		917446430		Hernandez		Leighkim		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		201308		201608		3.12				Asian		F				NA		NA		lhernan1@my.westga.edu		2089 Flat Shoals Rd				Conyers		GA		30094

		917344136		Davis		Tommy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201405		201608				3		Black		M		770 3067808		NA		tommydavisxe04@hotmail.com		tdavis19@my.westga.edu		4451 Ravenwood Drive				Union City		GA		30291

		917416595		Mullins		Kayoung		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201608				3.91		Asian		F		331 4727742		NA		NA		kmullin1@my.westga.edu		1634 Hinterlong Lane				Naperville		IL		60563

		917344417		Holliman		Chantrise		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200905		201608				3.81		Black		F		404 6292270		NA		chantrise.sims@gmail.com		csims6@my.westga.edu		7055 Chara Ln SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-3856

		917420200		Elder		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201205		201608				4		White		F		706 5402516		NA		NA		delder2@my.westga.edu		1030 Churchill Ln				Watkinsville		GA		30677-5173

		917397488		Ware		LaRhonda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201608				3.83		Black		F		678 7432973		NA		aware1017@gmail.com		lware3@my.westga.edu		2499 Cravey Drive				Atlanta		GA		30345

		917468388		Tolbert		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201608				3.69		Black		F		678 6258175		NA		NA		ltolber1@my.westga.edu		52 Windcrest Drive				Covington		GA		30016

		917477039		Edgar		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.88		White		F		334 8949149		NA		NA		cedgar1@my.westga.edu		10529 Highway 51 				New Brockton		AL		36351

		917473565		Carlson		Sian		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201608				3.71		White		F		706 4435086		NA		NA		scarlso3@my.westga.edu		112 Ford Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917021125		Royster		Libra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.28		Black		F		404 4414163		NA		NA		lroyste1@my.westga.edu		683 Vinings Estates Drive SE				Mableton		GA		30126

		917374780		Allen		Judith		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201108		201608		2.75				White		F				NA		jka92@gacollege411.org		jallen17@my.westga.edu		2020 1st Ave				Rockmart		GA		30153-2561

		917180692		Adams		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201405		201608		2.76		3.06		White		F		478 2830299		NA		NA		aadams9@my.westga.edu		2779 Riverview Road				Macon		GA		31204

		917037352		Harrell		Lachanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608		2.76		3.9		Black		F		404 9343713		NA		NA		lharrel2@my.westga.edu		533 Hillandale Park Dr				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917494752		Preyer		Tami		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608				4		Black		F		770 4281930		NA		NA		tpreyer1@my.westga.edu		2912 Masonwood Dr				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917488402		Mask		Robyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201608				4		White		F				NA		NA		rmask1@my.westga.edu		65 Tarvin Rd.				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917377374		Ludewig		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201505		201608				3.75		White		F		770 6057768		NA		sayheytojen@gmail.com		jfrankl2@my.westga.edu		2257 Spring Stone Court				Buford		GA		30519

		917417529		Crowder		Kacie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201501		201608				3.36		White		F		706 6764232		NA		NA		kcrowde3@my.westga.edu		34 Woodcliffe Dr NE				Rome		GA		30161

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201405		201608		3.6		3.95		Black		F				NA		sundirosser@yahoo.com		scowser1@my.westga.edu		53 Carrington Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917399011		Rodgers		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Special Ed General Curriculum				P		201105		201608				3.58		White		M		517 5255895		NA		rodgersjs@gmail.com		jrodger7@my.westga.edu		7323 Thoroughbred Dr Apt 3C				Fort Wayne		IN		46804-2350

		917024746		Mathis		Carol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201601		201608		3.36		3.29		White		F		678 4160852		NA		carol.mathis@cowetaschools.org		cmathis3@my.westga.edu		1211 Haynie Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-3014

		917467776		Smith		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201608				3.4		White		M		251 3621531		NA		NA		rsmith47@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd		 Apt. 503C				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608		3.4		3.86		White		F		770 8769825		NA		NA		jcourtr1@my.westga.edu		2140 Indian Shoals Dr.				Loganville		GA		30052

		917491241		Pearson		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201505		201608				3.82		White		M		678 8600483		NA		NA		cpearso5@my.westga.edu		140 North Davis Road Apt. 829				LaGrange		GA		30241

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201608		3		3.5		Black		F		770 7159324		NA		NA		bgray2@my.westga.edu		2924 Clairmont Road Apt. #249				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917169133		Queen		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201501		201608		3.56		4		White		M		404 9046215		NA		NA		rqueen1@my.westga.edu		2659 Morgan Rd.				Bremen		GA		30110

		917384554		Jones		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201308		201608		2.84				Black		M		706 4020067		NA		NA		jjones69@my.westga.edu		877 Leonard Rd				Lagrange		GA		30241

		917490006		Snell		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				4		White		F		706 8170620		NA		NA		msnell2@my.westga.edu		1030 Reubens Ct				Greensboro		GA		30642-6823

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201508		201608		3.36		3.83		White		F		678 3783815		NA		NA		cparry@westga.edu		161 N Carroll Street				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917112884		Hanners		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201608		3.6		3.95		White		F		770 8918617		NA		NA		mhanner1@my.westga.edu		153 Lynch Road				Brooks		GA		30205

		917294030		Hyppolite		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201601		201608				3.88		Black		F		770 9445852		NA		NA		jhyppol1@my.westga.edu		1137 Rocky Ridge Blvd.				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917478568		Nottingham Wallace		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.78				F		678 7725062		NA		NA		mnottin1@my.westga.edu		432 Lees Trace				Marietta		GA		30064

		917475472		Johnson		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201608				3.5		Black		M				NA		NA		mjohns47@my.westga.edu		402 Greenfield Ridge Circle				Brandon		MS		39042

		917491883		Doss		Regina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201505		201608				3.39		White		F		770 8456686		NA		NA		rdoss1@my.westga.edu		110 Sterling Court				Alpharetta		GA		30004

		917418445		Hegwood		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201205		201608				3.76		White		F		706 8598266		NA		NA		jcook20@my.westga.edu		5575 Fitzpatrick Ter				Peachtree Corners		GA		30092-1500

		917483061		Anderson		Tracey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201608				3.88		White		F		404 5130850		NA		NA		tander18@my.westga.edu		928 3rd Avenue				Decatur		GA		30030

		917491195		Bennett		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201608				3.88		White		M		706 6148488		NA		NA		jbenne13@my.westga.edu		145 James Dunham Parkway				Richmond Hill		GA		31324

		917477878		Chatterjee		Shubha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201608				3.77		Asian		F		973 2202271		NA		NA		schatte1@my.westga.edu		2426 Thornhill Rd				Tifton		GA		31793-5727

		917490219		McClenning		Gina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201608				4		White		F		678 5928197		NA		NA		gmcclen1@my.westga.edu		3222 Isoline Way				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917424153		Singleton		David		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201208		201701		2.82				Black		M				NA		NA		dsingle7@my.westga.edu		165 Tudor Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1363

		917417032		Atchley		Christina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201701		3.35				White		F		678 3987091		NA		NA		catchle1@my.westga.edu		125 Wildwood Gln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2418

		917396016		Barton		Jada		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201701		3.31				White		F		706 2594263		NA		jada6@windstream.net		jbarton2@my.westga.edu		2014 Rinda Dr				Dalton		GA		30721

		917470444		Miller		Erica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201408		201701		3.11				White		F		770 4639012		NA		NA		emiller7@my.westga.edu		215 Line Creek Circle				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917442196		Todd		Shantana		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Anthropology		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201308		201701		3.02				Black		F		770 7719223		NA		NA		stodd3@my.westga.edu		155 Avonlea Drive				Covington		GA		30016

		917449293		Hainley		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.49				White		F		770 8716652		NA		NA		thainle1@my.westga.edu		41 Trace Trail				Dallas		GA		30132

		917387401		Aho		Christy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201105		201701		2.72				White		F		678 4467005		NA		NA		cthoma24@my.westga.edu		221 Crystal Springs Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-7184

		917470751		Reynolds		Kentrell		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201701		2.42				Black		M		706 9628181		NA		NA		kreynol3@my.westga.edu		292 Story Randall Rd				Thomson		GA		30824

		917126907		Moore		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201701				3.97		White		F		706 3982183		lorimoore@dadecountyschools.org		NA		lmoore16@my.westga.edu		10849 Highway 136				Rising Fawn		GA		30738-4320

		917385741		Paul		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201701		3.85				White		F		770 6461166		NA		NA		lpaul3@my.westga.edu		87 Dogwood Dr				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917385092		Ambers		Twila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201508		201701				3.75		Black		F		770 3179908		NA		tambers2010@gmail.com		tambers1@my.westga.edu		1167 Indian Springs Trail				Grovetown		GA		30813

		917159824		Cooper		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201505		201701		3.22		3.81		White		F		770 4872798		NA		NA		bware2@my.westga.edu		208 Ellison Road				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917480618		Parker		Burt		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701				4		White		M		678 6748736		NA		NA		bparker6@my.westga.edu		817 Pownal Lane				Hampton		GA		30228

		917438736		Smith		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.87				White		F		404 2873329		NA		NA		jsmit119@my.westga.edu		305 Fate Fuller Rd				Dallas		GA		30157

		917482191		Hirsch		Alison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201701				4		White		F		770 630		NA		NA		ahirsch1@my.westga.edu		4011 Roswell Road		Apt. 2413		Atlanta		GA		30342

		917492027		Head		Douglas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201608		201701				3.91		White		M		229 3862420		NA		NA		dhead8@my.westga.edu		16 Joe Fletcher Drive				Tifton		GA		31794

		917436497		Witcher		Kaytlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.78				White		F		678 5886574		NA		NA		kwitche1@my.westga.edu		8400 E Carroll Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2292

		917389500		Cochran		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.16				White		F		770 8548924		NA		ashley.elizabeth236@gmail.com		acochra8@my.westga.edu		651 Lowell Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-9557

		917435050		Jones		Erik		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201701		3.31				White		M		610 2562774		NA		NA		ejones11@my.westga.edu		77 Butternut Walk				Hoschton		GA		30548

		917419370		Sellers		Markia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201701		3.69				Black		F		706 2211151		NA		NA		mseller5@my.westga.edu		767 Honey Do Court				Columbus		GA		31907

		917300422		Sanders		Diane		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201408		201701		3.5		3.3		Black		F		404 3944267		NA		NA		dsander2@my.westga.edu		801 Hickory Level Road #6122				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917491193		Vega Ulate		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201505		201701				4		White		F		678 5227168		NA		NA		jvegaul1@my.westga.edu		1916 Suwanee Lane				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917473724		Jacobs		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701				4		Black		F		404 4282281		NA		NA		cjacobs5@my.westga.edu		6055 Capitol Knoll				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917442211		Knight		Denniesha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201701				4		Black		F		404 9666621		NA		NA		dknight5@my.westga.edu		1343 E Fayetteville Rd				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917429474		Frisby		Suzanne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.76				White		F		770 8564925		NA		NA		sfrisby1@my.westga.edu		1662 Coppermine Road				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917375797		Rimi		Giavanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		2.59		3.72		White		F		404 3969447		NA		NA		grimi1@my.westga.edu		354 Seavy Street				Senoia		GA		30276

		917369731		Privett		Avery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.23				White		M		770 3244752		NA		NA		aprivet1@my.westga.edu		512 Seab Green Rd.				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917399872		McCloud-Speer		Aquinta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.12		3.91		Black		F		404 7750326		NA		NA		amcclou1@my.westga.edu		3773 Emperors Cove				Snellville		GA		30039

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201505		201701				3.72		Black		M		678 7688502		NA		kofosuhene@atlanta.k12.ga.us		kofosuh1@my.westga.edu		4942 Larkspur Lane		728		Atlanta		GA		30049

		917054611		Ayers		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201408		201701		3.11						F		770 9471177		NA		NA		mayers5@my.westga.edu		4349 Wellbrook Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917467682		Shepherd		Zana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.19				Black		F		770 7107482		NA		NA		zshephe1@my.westga.edu		2332 Walkers Glen Lane				Buford		GA		30519

		917429533		Mirabella		Leah		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201308		201701		3.92				White		F		706 3236706		NA		NA		lmirabe2@my.westga.edu		4170 Ga Highway 219				Fortson		GA		318084528

		917404372		Stinson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.63				White		F		770 7485573		NA		NA		sstinso1@my.westga.edu		698 Denton Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-4397

		917431948		Anderson		Abbie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.55				White		F		706 6683494		NA		NA		aander24@my.westga.edu		155 Hawthorne Cir				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917453859		Faulkner		Caitlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.83				White		F		770 9498374		NA		NA		candrew4@my.westga.edu		5355 Brookshire Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917428909		Swetmon		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.28				White		F		678 5884281		NA		NA		bswetmo1@my.westga.edu		202 Woodland Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917437646		Houze		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.42				White		F		678 4160295		NA		whitneyhouze@gmail.com		whouze1@my.westga.edu		405 Oliver Potts Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3443

		917435236		Lindsey		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.59				White		F		678 2837948		NA		NA		slindse2@my.westga.edu		192 Ashley Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-2764

		917427605		Breedlove		Kelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.72				White		F		770 7898160		NA		NA		kbreedl2@my.westga.edu		1240 Kenway Dr.				Watkinsville		GA		30677

		917349386		Harper		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701		3.48				Black		F		770 6931398		NA		bharper831@gmail.com		bharper7@my.westga.edu		2831 Aunt Pitty Pat Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-2109

		917445469		Thornton		Chlo'e		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201701		3.19						F		478 9544064		NA		NA		cthornt7@my.westga.edu		130 Clearwater court				Macon		GA		31210

		917440240		Walker		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.48				Black		F		4049184360		NA		NA		owalker2@my.westga.edu		6341 Shallow Creek Lane				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917415614		Holland		David		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201701		3.02				Black		M		770 6556801		NA		NA		dhollan2@my.westga.edu		2068 Club Bay Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5138

		917434114		Hutton		Carlos		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201301		201701		2.68				Black		M		770 8309766		NA		NA		chutton1@my.westga.edu		144 Country Cottage Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5427

		917437794		Jones		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		2.92				Black		F		404 2963145		NA		NA		bjones36@my.westga.edu		733 Weatherborn Pl				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-4735

		917427243		Holmes		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.4				White		F		706 9360038		NA		NA		bholmes3@my.westga.edu		9 The Trl SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1402

		917396906		Bostic		Renee		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201701		3.3				White		F		770 3804975		NA		NA		rbostic1@my.westga.edu		8186 Woodland Ave SE				Covington		GA		30014-3966

		917366112		Alexander		Asia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		2.76				Black		F		678 5574423		NA		NA		aalexan8@my.westga.edu		101 Lost Lake Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4858

		917438857		Clifton		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.52				White		M		770 8545144		NA		NA		bclifto1@my.westga.edu		2892 Roosterville Rd				Roopville		GA		30170

		917437749		Moore		BreAnna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.46				White		F		770 9674669		NA		NA		bmoore15@my.westga.edu		40 Red Holly Gap				Carrollton		GA		30117-9188

		917405574		Cone		Caitlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.77				White		F		706 6681592		NA		NA		ccone2@my.westga.edu		212 Bradfield Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-3992

		917498554		Elston		Jocelyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				3.86		Black		F		770 9062129		NA		NA		jelston2@my.westga.edu		1669 Glen Arm Drive				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917490084		Gable		Carrie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201701				3.83		White		F		678 5169106		NA		NA		cgable1@my.westga.edu		5942 N Helton Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4195

		917406133		Green		Wofford		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201701				3.94		White		M		706 3466374		NA		NA		wgreen4@my.westga.edu		53 Trillium Trl NE				Rome		GA		30165-9618

		917467027		Haymore		Julia		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201505		201701		0		3.55		White		F		301 7178176		NA		NA		jhaymor1@my.westga.edu		116 Hanbury Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917495888		Curran		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		404 3586899		NA		NA		ncurran1@my.westga.edu		1716 Silverchase Dr				Marietta		GA		30008

		917453377		Foster		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.9		White		M		678 6916916		NA		NA		rfoster5@my.westga.edu		4606 Mountain Creek Dr NE				Roswell		GA		30075-4037

		917427372		Bush		N'jemele		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701				3.31		Black		F		404 2710325		NA		NA		nbush1@my.westga.edu		2685 Bluestone Drive SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917474852		Sinapiades		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201701				3.75				F				NA		NA		asinapi1@my.westga.edu		4691 Shadowlawn Road				Arlington		TN		38002

		917388067		Martin		Konica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		3.34		4		Black		F		706 9789090		NA		NA		kmarti20@my.westga.edu		62 STEVEN ST				SUMMERVILLE		GA		30747

		917485383		Washington		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		Black		F		804 2226667		NA		NA		twashin5@my.westga.edu		1741 Hounds Way				Richmond		VA		23231

		917305843		Johnson		Dwayne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.66		Black		M		678 4624687		NA		NA		djohns43@my.westga.edu		2049 Harbour Oaks Dr				Snellville		GA		30078

		917488779		Jordan		Shana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201701				3.91		Black		F		770 7070332		NA		NA		sjorda12@my.westga.edu		12821 Dolphin Point				Hampton		GA		30228

		917384827		Markham		Cara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201508		201701		3.9		3.93		White		F		770 7129798		NA		NA		cmarkha1@my.westga.edu		7165 Cavaletti Circle				Cumming		GA		30040

		917495064		Nguyen		Kim		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4				F		508 3658836		NA		NA		knguyen5@my.westga.edu		1098 Sparkling Cove Drive				Buford		GA		30518

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201601		201701		3.16		4		Black		F		678 7242065		NA		NA		bogletr1@my.westga.edu		1925 Waycrest Dr #3401				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917452346		O'Shea		BrÃ©ana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201408		201701				4		Black		F		770 4784905		NA		NA		bgates2@my.westga.edu		4711 Price Street				Forest Park		GA		30297

		917373191		Ponder		Terrie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		770 2414006		terrie.ponder@carrolltoncityschools.net		ponder6618@bellsouth.net		tponder1@my.westga.edu		212 Taffeny Place				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917475687		Robinson		Jazmine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.72		Black		F		770 6958899		NA		NA		jrobin39@my.westga.edu		1885 Harper Drive		 Apt. 14G				Morrow		GA		30260

		917235294		Schwab		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701		3.79		4		White		F		770 6831303		NA		NA		kschwab2@my.westga.edu		295 Kory Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917493153		Walker		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.77		Black		F		256 7836807		NA		NA		cwalke31@my.westga.edu		716 Independence Drive				Acworth		GA		30102

		917500295		Walker		LaRia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201601		201701				3.88		Black		F		478 7180318		NA		NA		lwalke15@my.westga.edu		PO BOX 3394				Macon		GA		31205

		917469237		Weiss		Madison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201405		201701				3.75		White		F				NA		NA		mweiss3@my.westga.edu		110 Sedgewicke Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917162189		Weekes		Damaris		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201308		201701		2.39		3.66		Black		F		678 6634969		NA		NA		dweekes1@my.westga.edu		3841 Clarks Mill Way				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917266069		Payne		Rose		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201408		201701		3.56		4		Black		F		770 5460552		NA		NA		rpayne@westga.edu		200 Somerset Place Apt D5				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917213038		Akers		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.72		White		F		770 5971652		NA		NA		aakers2@my.westga.edu		5997 Aquarian Way				Denver		NC		28037

		917405334		Cox		Tevin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201701		2.44				Black		M		404 9539249		NA		NA		tcox6@my.westga.edu		PO Box 344				Norcross		GA		30091-0344

		917438891		Duncan		Kara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.55				White		F		678 4103971		NA		NA		kduncan6@my.westga.edu		1132 Lakeshore Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917445917		Jarrell		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Biology						F		201305		201701		3.52				White		F		770 5459041		NA		NA		ajarrel1@my.westga.edu		542 Wesley Camp Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917481348		Stanford		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								P		201501		201701		2.48				White		M				NA		NA		astanfo1@my.westga.edu		80 Newnan Lakes Blvd Apt 925				Newnan		GA		30263-5759

		917440749		Howard		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.23				White		F		912 8070078		NA		NA		choward3@my.westga.edu		2703 Sandpebble Dr.				Blackshear		GA		31516

		917387413		Christie		Sharifah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201701		3.1				Black		F		352 2740628		NA		NA		schrist8@my.westga.edu		705 Cobblestone Blvd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-6825

		917508925		Vecsey		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				4		White		F		678 2307795		NA		NA		jvecsey1@my.westga.edu		405 Lakepoint Trace				Canton		GA		30114

		917480971		Young		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201501		201701		3.66				White		F		706 9780466		NA		NA		hyoung4@my.westga.edu		6369 Silver Hill Rd				Summerville		GA		30747-5482

		917420574		Danford		Bruce		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201701		3.62				White		M		706 8827823		NA		NA		bdanfor1@my.westga.edu		131 Baughs Cross Rd				West Point		GA		31833

		917362639		Ellis		Toree		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201101		201701		3.14				Black		F		770 235		NA		NA		tellis6@my.westga.edu

		917427956		Gilbert		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3				Black		F		706 2485896		NA		NA		lgilber4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 401				Madison		GA		30650

		917478099		Milner		Alvita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.72		Black		F				NA		NA		amilner3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 103				Byromville		GA		31007

		917486141		Sandbank		Shayna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.72		White		F		443 9349030		NA		NA		ssandba1@my.westga.edu		570 Rich Mar St				Westminster		MD		21158

		917443986		Siefert		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201305		201701				4		White		F		423 3147367		NA		NA		csiefer1@my.westga.edu		508 Lennox Way				Rocky Face		GA		30740

		917072930		Finley		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701		3.15		3.93		White		F		678 6219546		NA		NA		jrobins2@my.westga.edu		3531 Georgia Highway 120				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3251

		917456518		Gilbert		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201405		201701				4		White		F		207 8774261		NA		NA		kgilber3@my.westga.edu		10 Water Street Apt 443				Waterville		ME		4901

		917396675		Gravitt		Scott		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				F		201105		201701				3.71		White		M		770 4763689		scott_gravitt@gwinnett.k12.ga.us		scottgravitt@hotmail.com		sgravit1@my.westga.edu		2850 E Mount Tabor Cir				Duluth		GA		30096-4234

		917485002		Gilbert		Eileen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701				3.55		White		F		678 8623977		NA		NA		egilber3@my.westga.edu		605 Overhill Drive				Woodstock		GA		30189

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701		3.9		3.9		White		F		706 2178848		NA		NA		jjordan@westga.edu		3363 Lakeview Pkwy				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917494621		Lowen		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				4		White		F		770 2077068		NA		NA		mlowen1@my.westga.edu		3881 Hestertown Rd NE				Madison		GA		30650

		917444974		Ruvalcaba		Judith		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201308		201701				3.93		White		F		678 2673618		NA		NA		jruvalc1@my.westga.edu		205 Pebble Beach Drive				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917439086		Hitchcock		Delaney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.83				White		F		770 6843878		NA		NA		dhitchc1@my.westga.edu		100 Pea Ridge Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-3589

		917435489		Piquette		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.92				White		F		678 3869498		NA		NA		mpiquet1@my.westga.edu		13 Trey Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-5305

		917470804		Wilson		Jan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201701				4		White		F		404 9928039		NA		NA		jwilso28@my.westga.edu		3880 Michaels Creek Ct				Loganville		GA		30052

		917422352		Phillips		Miranda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.54				White		F		770 8235534		NA		NA		mphill19@my.westga.edu		544 North White St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917390906		Eidson		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.52				White		F		770 8548924		NA		NA		aeidson4@my.westga.edu		651 Lowell Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-9557

		917397406		Olinger		Kendal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201701		2.98				White		F		7065179		NA		NA		kolinge1@my.westga.edu		986 Highway 2 W				Crandall		GA		30711-5153

		917478155		Laguda		Precious		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Sociology		Community Education and Care				F		201408		201701		2.92				Black		F		770 4639494		NA		NA		plaguda1@my.westga.edu		47 Cranford Mill Dr				Newnan		GA		30265

		917477678		Loden		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701				3.66		White		F		478 9347653		NA		NA		eloden1@my.westga.edu		705 Georgia Highway 126				Cochran		GA		31014

		917136599		Pritchard		Keely		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.9		White		F		678 8919373		NA		NA		khowell4@my.westga.edu		2181 Day Break Way				Dacula		GA		30019

		917435365		Landers		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.77				White		F		706 5284991		NA		NA		mlander2@my.westga.edu		66 Mango Rd NE				Rome		GA		30161-9619

		917482118		Mata		Tina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.9				F		781 9643002		NA		NA		tmata1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Road #234				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917163814		Luciano		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201308		201701		0		3.73		White		F		678 5241473		NA		NA		jlucian1@my.westga.edu		225 Timberidge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-4161

		917495383		Moore-Akpan		Sebastian		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201508		201701				3.88		Black		M		843 6702690		NA		NA		smoorea1@my.westga.edu		3194 North Druid Hills Road				Decatur		GA		30033

		917478466		Spivey		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201701				4				F		678 4586460		NA		NA		sspivey2@my.westga.edu		4250 Tuckersham Lane				Tucker		GA		30084

		917406990		Smith		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201701		3.23						F		706 6167982		NA		NA		lsmith44@my.westga.edu		302 Canterbury Drive				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917415860		Clarke		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.11				White		F		770 9472568		NA		NA		kclarke3@my.westga.edu		5233 green spring court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917403061		Adams		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.01				Black		F		770 4740002		NA		NA		nadams5@my.westga.edu		170 Stagecoach Rdg				Stockbridge		GA		30281-1957

		917282228		Brown		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201008		201701		2.45				Black		F		404 6609437		NA		NA		sbrown20@my.westga.edu		6914 Rockland Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038-3210

		917395096		Dobbs		Charity		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201701		3.75				Black		F		770 4562327		NA		NA		cdobbs1@my.westga.edu		9810 Lakehill Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3356

		917434861		Wilson		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.97				Black		F		706 9058114		NA		NA		kwilso16@my.westga.edu		9031 Seedling Dr				Midland		GA		31820

		917458895		McWhorter		MacKenzie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.63				White		F		229 4680868		NA		NA		mmcwhor2@my.westga.edu		145 McWhorter Dr				Fitzgerald		GA		31750-5901

		917418620		Sesberry		Kasheria		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201308		201701		3.32				Black		F		678 7684606		NA		NA		ksesber1@my.westga.edu		5039 Golf Link Court				Stone Mountain		GA		30088

		917469816		Day		Shayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201501		201701		3.38				Black		F		404 4943756		NA		NA		sday3@my.westga.edu		5466 Rock Lake Drive				Atlanta		GA		30349-9402

		917456763		Stephens		Grant		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.31				White		M		770 7336830		NA		NA		gstephe2@my.westga.edu		92 Timber Mill Circle				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917421971		Jones-Darrington		Camaron		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.8				Black		F		770 8534423		NA		NA		cjonesd1@my.westga.edu		801 Hickory Level Rd Apt 7231				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7005

		917432135		Evans		Shaniqua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.69				Black		F		912 2423611		NA		NA		sevans7@my.westga.edu		1038 Skunk Ln SE				Townsend		GA		31331-4520

		917434050		Taylor		Quaesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.51				Black		F		770 3582526		NA		NA		qtaylor3@my.westga.edu		138 Banks Rd				Barnesville		GA		302043364

		917417987		Robertson		Cara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701		3.52				White		F		770 9739987		NA		NA		crober17@my.westga.edu		1581 Old Mill Xing				Marietta		GA		30062-5505

		917431286		Deems		Anslee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201308		201701		3.76				White		F		678 8834651		NA		NA		adeems1@my.westga.edu		732 Government Farm Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4416

		917431940		Taylor		Chelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		201308		201701		3.28				Black		F		7709226		NA		NA		ctaylo15@my.westga.edu		1600 Brolington Ct				Conyers		GA		30013-7411

		917449106		Johnston		Ashley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Special Education								F		201305		201701		3.68				White		F		678 8501453		NA		NA		ajohns69@my.westga.edu		7 Festiva Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917440577		Couch		Adrianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.88				White		F		423 7627885		NA		NA		acouch5@my.westga.edu		67 Glen Eden Way				La Fayette		GA		30728-6398

		917461595		Letasz		Maria		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201405		201701				3.57		Asian		F		413 5628052		NA		NA		mletasz1@my.westga.edu		4 College Park Lane				Westfield		MA		1085

		917436046		Lawson		Bailey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.68				White		F		706 6467954		NA		NA		blawson2@my.westga.edu		495 Huckaby Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286-7009

		917461108		Fain		Cali		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201401		201701		3.68				White		F		770 2514166		NA		NA		cfain2@my.westga.edu		9 Waters Edge Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3589

		917388694		Baker		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201508		201701		3.4				Black		F		770 8089915		NA		NA		kbaker11@my.westga.edu		4019 Preston Oaks Pl				Lithonia		GA		30038-3987

		917334903		Wyatt		Alonzo		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201408		201701		2.96				Black		M				NA		NA		awyatt5@my.westga.edu

		917342153		Edwards		Brian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201508		201701		2.51				Black		M		404 7902381		NA		brooklynb7@yahoo.com		bedward5@my.westga.edu		4526 King Lear Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-2533

		917433434		Jones		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.8				White		F		770 9852823		NA		haley.jones@aol.com		hjones12@my.westga.edu		3596 Killarney Trl				Snellville		GA		30039-5964

		917434012		Parker		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.67				White		F		706 2651070		NA		NA		jparke20@my.westga.edu		59 Indigo Ln				Dawsonville		GA		30534-3643

		917385243		Edwards		Chloe		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201405		201701		3.74				White		F		706 2175567		NA		NA		cedwar17@my.westga.edu		75 Kingsmill Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-5016

		917412068		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201501		201701		3.54						F		770 4611417		NA		NA		ktanker1@my.westga.edu		120 Stoneridge Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5002

		917494750		Gabriel		Shakeema		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.7		Black		F		678 5926286		NA		NA		sgabrie2@my.westga.edu		2836 Glenn Hills Circle				Augusta		GA		30096

		917498938		Martinez		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201601		201701				4		White		M		423 8341211		NA		NA		amarti36@my.westga.edu		506 Condra Rd				Ringgold		GA		30736

		917217976		Patton		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201601		201701		3.13		4		White		F		770 7225092		NA		NA		cmorris6@my.westga.edu		182 Lost Lake Trl				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917437501		Pinkard		Chaja		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201305		201701				3.94		Black		F		770 6869692		NA		NA		cpinkar3@my.westga.edu		107 East Clinton Drive				Rome		GA		30165

		917436436		Hightower		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		201308		201701		3.48				White		F		770 3829791		NA		NA		shighto2@my.westga.edu		167 Brown Loop RD				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917411213		Samples		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.8				White		F		706 6380306		NA		NA		rsample2@my.westga.edu		4930 Chamberlain Rd				La Fayette		GA		30728-4528

		917491745		Willingham		Brittney		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201505		201701		3.79				White		F				NA		NA		bwillin1@my.westga.edu		2461 Fish Hatchery Rd				Summerville		GA		30747-5636

		917416570		Green		Cortny		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.3				White		F		678 6337500		NA		NA		cgreen12@my.westga.edu

		917359273		McKilligan		Kendall		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.79				White		F		678 2151880		NA		NA		kdarrah1@my.westga.edu		208 Candlewood Dr.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917432925		Smith		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.64				White		F		678 3240080		NA		NA		asmith82@my.westga.edu		162 Sweet Birch Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-9748

		917414156		Bryan		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201701		3.36				White		F		678 8408604		NA		NA		dbryan2@my.westga.edu		455 Wentworth Cir				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7227

		917435837		Partlow		Pagie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.17				Black		F		706 2852947		NA		NA		ppartlo1@my.westga.edu		P.  O Box 441				Tignall		GA		30668

		917436508		Brown		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201301		201701		2.75				Black		F		770 4858201		NA		NA		abrown55@my.westga.edu		2270 Noelle Pl				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5620

		917411160		Starnes		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.25				White		F		770 5162803		NA		hannahg.starnes@gmail.com		hstarne1@my.westga.edu		173 Eagle Glen Dr				Woodstock		GA		30189-6960

		917412303		Maldonado		Jocelyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.26						F		678 5748437		NA		NA		jmaldon1@my.westga.edu		4968 Abbotts Glen Trl NW				Acworth		GA		30101-6284

		917378758		Autry		Elijah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201501		201701		3				White		M		706 6772889		NA		NA		eautry1@my.westga.edu		146 Gardiner Rd.				Homer		GA		30457

		917430960		Wilson		Tanae		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.29				Black		F		770 6827147		NA		NA		twilso21@my.westga.edu		1530 Hedington Cir				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-3718

		917437848		Bridges		Chloe		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.25				White		F		706 6453833		NA		NA		cterry2@my.westga.edu		118 Old Wells Rd.				West Point		GA		31833

		917491887		Searcy		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701				3.69		Black		F		706 9759952		NA		NA		wsearcy1@my.westga.edu		105 Lakebirch Drive				Covington		GA		30016

		917419934		Pope		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201701		3.45				Black		F		706 5381009		NA		NA		jpope5@my.westga.edu		7640 Callaway Rd				Greenville		GA		30222-2798

		917384034		Graham		Travis		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201108		201701		3.4				White		M		770 9478383		NA		travisgraham79@yahoo.com		tgraham7@my.westga.edu		803 Senator Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134-5400

		917445000		Deitz		Johannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.78				White		F		706 7450590		NA		NA		jdeitz2@my.westga.edu		140 Jims Rd				Blairsville		GA		30512-8133

		917436565		Ball		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.47				White		F		770 4432254		NA		NA		lball1@my.westga.edu		38 Creekwood Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-4435

		917473282		McCrina		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201408		201701		3.95		4		White		F		478 9737233		NA		NA		etoluba1@my.westga.edu		404 Stewart St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2345

		917458957		Gutierrez		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.53						F				NA		gcat2sing@gmail.com		cgutier2@my.westga.edu		1768 County Road 628				Roanoke		AL		36274-7040

		917437847		West		Sydney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.79				White		F		770 7226089		NA		NA		swest8@my.westga.edu		420 DeLane Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917438431		Smith		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								P		201308		201701		3.86				White		F		678 8364673		NA		NA		asmith84@my.westga.edu		84 Cottage Way				Carrollton		GA		30117-7075

		917422840		Hurst		Sierra		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201301		201701		3.19				Black		F				NA		NA		shurst1@my.westga.edu		1321 Lovvorn Road Apt.422				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917492480		Wilkerson		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201508		201701				4		White		M		770 4718489		NA		NA		mwilker2@my.westga.edu		7711 Devon Cir				Jonesboro		GA		30236-4216

		917486533		Middleton		Monquell		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.9		Black		M		662 5180844		NA		NA		mmiddle4@my.westga.edu		76 Village Loop		Apt #76		Starkville		MS		39762

		917229557		Wilson		Jon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		M		770 9318565		NA		NA		jwilso33@my.westga.edu		507 Chanterella Road				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917149017		Mezzanotte		Madonna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				4		White		F		678 7781575		NA		NA		mmezzan1@my.westga.edu		1109 Sallete Court				Marietta		GA		30066

		917489617		Castleberry		Megan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701				4		White		F		404 2182944		NA		NA		mcastle2@my.westga.edu		390 Saddlebrook Dr.				Roswell		GA		30075

		917045050		Handley		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				3.95		White		F		678 5953125		NA		NA		chandle2@my.westga.edu		1250 Brentwood Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917439427		Zayas		Dynasty		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201701		3.14				Black		F				NA		NA		dzayas1@my.westga.edu		2501 GODFREY DR NW				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917436401		Gibson		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.88				White		F		678 8802893		NA		NA		lgibson5@my.westga.edu		138 Oak Haven Dr				Canton		GA		30115-6178

		917437678		Traylor		Natalie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.74				White		F		770 4591475		NA		NA		ntraylo3@my.westga.edu		54 Oak Walk				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4802

		917385147		Hortman		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201405		201701				4		White		F		856 4515850		NA		melissa.b.hortman@gmail.com		mhewitt1@my.westga.edu		3766 Tupelo Church Lane				Mount Pleasant		SC		29429

		917492133		Argueta		Elias		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.75				M		630 9239480		NA		NA		earguet1@my.westga.edu		24 E. River Rd.				Montgomery		IL		60538

		917465347		Singh		Bipul		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				F		201405		201701				4		Asian		M		404 8899160		NA		NA		bsingh1@my.westga.edu		4350 Camellia Ridge Way				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917016504		Harris		Duane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701		3.81		3.96		White		M		678 4163231		NA		NA		dharris4@my.westga.edu		82 McPherson Lane				Bremen		GA		30110

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				4		White		F		678 4598788		jessica.bolton@cherokee.k12.ga.us		jbolton6@yahoo.com		jbolton4@my.westga.edu		11 Frontier Road				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917445947		Caldwell		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201701		3.1				White		M		770 5528728		NA		NA		scaldwe3@my.westga.edu		4635 Featherstone Pass				Roswell		GA		30075

		917393272		Russell		Brittane		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201701		3.19				Black		F		404 5520025		NA		NA		brussel2@my.westga.edu		2955 Gwinstone Circle				Snellville		GA		30078

		917418635		Strohbeck		Brianne		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201208		201701		3.48				White		F		404 5803797		NA		NA		bstrohb1@my.westga.edu		1082 Bell Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-4918

		917436137		Dibenedetto		Joanne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.48				White		F		770 7957969		NA		NA		jdibene1@my.westga.edu		716 First Cotton Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917418311		Carroll		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Spanish						F		201305		201701		3.71				White		F		770 8360226		NA		NA		scarrol3@my.westga.edu		101 Lakeside Cv				Carrollton		GA		30117-4816

		917418002		Davis		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness								F		201601		201701		3.23				White		F		770 2517561		NA		NA		adavis41@my.westga.edu		88 Witcher Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-4645

		917481855		Hubbard		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201501		201701				3.55		Black		F		770 6567785		NA		NA		shubbar6@my.westga.edu		3055 Hope Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917480489		Collier Collins		Arika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701				3.88		Black		F		678 5720660		NA		NA		acollie2@my.westga.edu		108 Gardenia Ct				Milner		GA		30257

		917408121		Griffin		Rebekah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.92				White		F		770 3759450		NA		NA		rgriffi8@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1843				Carrollton		GA		30112

		917304352		Sutton		Betsy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.23				White		F		770 7222190		NA		NA		bmcelha1@my.westga.edu		190 Greentree Trail				Temple		GA		30179

		917450388		Ball		Martice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201701		0		3.4		Black		M		678 9253712		NA		NA		mball2@my.westga.edu		130 Ashtonbrook Drive				McDonough		GA		30252

		917174558		Ammons		Laveenya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201305		201701		3.37		3.52		Black		F				NA		NA		lammons1@my.westga.edu		211 Sea Marsh Court				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917041189		Mosley		Angelica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201701		4		3.92		White		F				NA		NA		amosley5@my.westga.edu		7847 Highway 101 N				Rockmart		GA		30153-4943

		917496027		Holmes		Tonya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				3.47		Black		F		678 9738114		NA		NA		tholmes8@my.westga.edu		1907 Windsor Creek Dr.				Conyers		GA		30094

		917455354		Gaylor		Shannen		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201401		201701		3.24				White		F		706 2344745		NA		NA		sgaylor1@my.westga.edu		121 Hycliff Road				Rome		GA		30165

		917411525		Brown		Calie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.08				White		F		770 4398014		NA		NA		cyouman1@my.westga.edu		1052 Laird Rd				Hiram		GA		30141-4813

		917420841		Wear		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.88				White		F		678 4828817		NA		NA		lwear2@my.westga.edu		3643 Buttercup Ct				Buford		GA		30519-1983

		917447745		Chatelain		Lynn-Nelcy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology		French		Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201308		201701		3.11				Black		F		678 3240234		NA		lynnelcha@gmail.com		lchatel1@my.westga.edu		3731 Bondurant Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917435141		Newcomer		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201308		201701		3.57				White		M		770 4605970		NA		NA		tnewcom1@my.westga.edu		180 Gladys Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5768

		917341512		Seaman		Roxanne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.82				White		F		678 6330463		NA		NA		rseaman1@my.westga.edu		40 Greens Ct.				Newnan		GA		30265

		917436927		Powers		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.38				White		F		770 8349976		NA		NA		epowers3@my.westga.edu		2096 Tyus Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917458610		Roberson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201401		201701		3.25				Black		F		678 7324779		NA		NA		arobers5@my.westga.edu		6925 Foxmoor Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917392936		Gante		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201701		3.41						F		706 8475460		NA		stacey_swiming@yahoo.com		sgante1@my.westga.edu		502 Cambridge Dr				Rocky Face		GA		30740-9501

		917399407		Powers		Gabriel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						P		201108		201701		2.86				White		M		770 2584952		NA		NA		gpowers1@my.westga.edu		4499 Lovvorn Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5619

		917469355		Turgut		Sera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201701				4		White		F		770 3629455		NA		NA		sturgut1@my.westga.edu		708 Coventry Township Lane				Marietta		GA		30062

		917454898		Townsley		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201405		201701				4		White		M		319 7215879		NA		NA		mtownsl1@my.westga.edu		212 4th St SW				Mt Vernon		IA		52314

		917347018		Veal		Kendra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		2.63		3.9		White		F				NA		NA		kveal@westga.edu		60 Sweet Bay Lane				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917291371		Williams		Harold		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201701				3.88		White		M		770 3013941		NA		NA		hwilli12@my.westga.edu		59 Lundy St				Newnan		GA		30263

		917021885		Williams		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701		1.61		3.9				F		706 4434171		NA		NA		mwilli79@my.westga.edu		111 Creek River Drive				Franklin		GA		30217

		917141158		Williams		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				3.8		Black		F		404 372		NA		NA		swillia1@my.westga.edu		327 Carriage Lake Lane				Stockbridge		GA		30273

		917337963		Wright		Hope		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701		4		4				F		678 6214665		NA		NA		hbaldiz1@my.westga.edu		612 Stripling Chapel Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917494098		Brazas		Clarice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4				F		603 3972368		NA		NA		cbrazas1@my.westga.edu		702 Stratford Green				Avondale Estates		GA		30002

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701		3.05		3.66		White		F		770 3289951		NA		NA		agilvin1@my.westga.edu		707 Mattan Point				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917323920		Hartsfield		Jhamare		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201505		201701				3.84		Black		M		404 8220405		NA		jhamarehartsfield@yahoo.com		jhartsf1@my.westga.edu		12085 Carolinas Trace				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917494680		Johns		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201701				3.91		White		M		912 6145393		NA		NA		wjohns1@my.westga.edu		112 Country Club Dr				Saint Simons Island		GA		31522-1136

		917481640		Ramirez		Xochil		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4				F		903 2045554		NA		NA		xramire1@my.westga.edu		717 Burns RD Apt. 2122				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917022932		Revelle		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201601		201701		2.59		3.33		White		F		770 8513042		NA		NA		trevell1@my.westga.edu		289 E Memorial Dr				Dallas		GA		30132

		917485579		Solov		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F		469 5346463		NA		NA		hsolov1@my.westga.edu		7904 Clark Springs Drive				Plano		TX		75025

		917434920		Waite		Bridget		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201605		201701				3.92		White		F		404 4573251		NA		NA		bwaite1@my.westga.edu		3368 Conley Downs Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-1198

		917492482		Wilson		Devonte		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.81		Black		M		904 8992660		NA		NA		dwilso23@my.westga.edu		11556 Tori Lane				Jacksonville		FL		32218

		917495968		Tippens		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				4		White		M		770 3176052		NA		NA		btippen2@my.westga.edu		3321 Mills Ridge Drive				Canton		GA		30114

		917496866		Bond		Tracy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		256 3450245		NA		NA		tbond2@my.westga.edu		331 Creekwood Dr				Union Grove		AL		35175

		917065432		Kelley		Sally		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3		4		White		F		678 4168579		NA		NA		skelley4@my.westga.edu		5 Greens Court				Newnan		GA		30265

		917355961		Nixon		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701				4		Black		F		678 4169525		NA		NA		anixon5@my.westga.edu		94 Crescent St.				Newnan		GA		30265

		917472896		Tillman		Chandler		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201405		201701		3.07				White		M		770 4863998		NA		NA		ctillma1@my.westga.edu		642 Grecken Green				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917439847		Golden		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.97				White		F		770 8539525		NA		NA		jgolden3@my.westga.edu		1025 Baxter Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-3946

		917412427		Bowman		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.09				Black		F		7706794261		NA		NA		jbowman5@my.westga.edu		1227 Sweetgum Trl				Conyers		GA		30012-3593

		917438335		Kenyon		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.42				White		F		770 5658867		NA		NA		ekenyon1@my.westga.edu		2661 Shaw Rd NE				Marietta		GA		30066-5621

		917462311		Kilgore		David		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201401		201701		3.12				White		M		404 2635682		NA		NA		dkilgor6@my.westga.edu		1073 Eagles Nest Circle				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917443833		Ganthier		Valery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.2				Black		F		770 6794451		NA		NA		vganthi1@my.westga.edu		5431 Confederate Camp Circle				Conyers		GA		30094

		917429606		Bowen		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201308		201701		3.16				White		M		678 6020005		NA		NA		mbowen7@my.westga.edu

		917391008		Anderson		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201308		201701		3.83				White		F		678 6740803		NA		NA		kander14@my.westga.edu		214 Sunny Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917440701		Moore		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.74				White		F		706 5376013		NA		NA		emoore5@my.westga.edu		1328 Eastbrook Rd. SE				Dalton		GA		30721

		917412881		Williams		Chase		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201701		2.85				White		M		706 2161724		NA		NA		cwilli86@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd		Apt. (4123)		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917451766		Williams		Marla		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		201408		201701		3.9				White		F		770 2585455		NA		NA		mwilli63@my.westga.edu		160 Dogwood Lane				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917439914		Webb		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201308		201701		3.13				White		F		678 4711307		NA		NA		mwebb4@my.westga.edu		223 Morgan Street				Senoia		GA		30276

		917464582		West		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201701		3.16				White		M		770 3871817		NA		NA		jwest15@my.westga.edu		16 Trotters Walk				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917494284		Telesco		Lucila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201505		201701				3.9				F		914 5728379		NA		NA		lfarina1@my.westga.edu		46 Hirsch Rd				Stamford		CT		6905

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701		3.4		3.91		White		F		706 2341676		NA		NA		smaddox2@my.westga.edu		4 Belmont Court 				Rome		GA		30161

		917488599		Parker		Aaron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701				3.88		White		M		912 7542367		NA		NA		aparke23@my.westga.edu		516 Berryville Rd				Clyo		GA		31303

		917494340		McDaniel		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		706 2662791		NA		NA		smcdani8@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Road Apt C2				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917449511		Blankenship		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201308		201701				3.8		White		F		229 2422848		NA		NA		sblanke1@my.westga.edu		339 Meadow Lark Rd				Valdosta		GA		31602

		917439260		Turner		Steven		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		2.79				White		M		678 6338414		NA		NA		sturne13@my.westga.edu		796 Tommy Lee Cook Rd				Palmetto		GA		30268

		917425449		Robinson-Simpson		Cashmere		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201701		3.37				Black		F		678 3304021		NA		NA		crobin30@my.westga.edu		3266 Shady Valley Ln				Loganville		GA		30052-7871

		917455628		Aguilar		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201401		201701		3.31				White		F		302 3358380		NA		NA		kaguila2@my.westga.edu		64 Lea Avenue				Frederica		DE		19946

		917478552		Ivery		Tashika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701				3.9		Black		F		404 8496211		NA		NA		tivery2@my.westga.edu		1751 Graywood Drive SE				Mableton		GA		30126

		917421439		Cotton		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Voice				F		201208		201701		2.98				Black		F		706 6164752		NA		NA		scotton1@my.westga.edu		231 Park Hill Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-1937

		917468078		Grimsley		Nakia		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				4		Black		F		678 8387737		NA		NA		nharris6@my.westga.edu		3881 Monticello Street				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917473258		Willis		Riann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201405		201701				3.9		White		F		912 7564944		NA		NA		rwillis4@my.westga.edu		720 Waterford Landing Road				Richmond Hill		GA		31324

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701		3.17		4		White		F		770 8237180		NA		NA		ahart5@my.westga.edu		1 Ellis Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917338074		Bostic		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201701		3.26		3.83		White		F		770 3804975		NA		NA		rbostic2@my.westga.edu		8186 Woodland Ave SE				Covington		GA		30014-3966

		917390892		Panjwani		Shabina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		3.15		3.83		Asian		F		678 8174022		NA		NA		spanjwa2@my.westga.edu		230 Bel-Aire Loop				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917434863		Blinco		Desiree		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201508		201701		3.65		3.81		Asian		F		678 9777785		NA		NA		dmoore22@my.westga.edu		1121 HIGHWAY 34 W				Newnan		GA		30263

		917480402		Garrett		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		Black		F		770 3758167		NA		NA		agarre14@my.westga.edu		326 Young James Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917367583		Benitez		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.31				White		F		305 2134331		NA		NA		abenite1@my.westga.edu		792 rock hill parkway				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917478419		Dupree		Dylan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201501		201701		2.27				White		M		478 9869779		NA		NA		ddupree1@my.westga.edu		876 Greene Settlement Road				Gray		GA		31032

		917470702		Evans		Willie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201408		201701		3.2				Black		M		404 6324212		NA		NA		wevans8@my.westga.edu		316 Columbia Dr Apartment 510				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917067793		Thompson		Stacie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201601		201701		3.19		4		Black		F		678 7965898		NA		NA		sthomp23@my.westga.edu		632 Aspen Brook Drive				McDonough		GA		30253

		917483454		Kline		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.72				F		704 2073181		NA		NA		lkline1@my.westga.edu		218 Kimmswick Rd				Charlotte		NC		28214

		917485735		Burrell		Jaythan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		M		706 8969504		NA		NA		jburrel2@my.westga.edu		House 30 Road 337				Hiawassee		GA		30546

		917500603		Sithole		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201601		201701				3.13		Black		F		678 9072147		NA		NA		msithol1@my.westga.edu		3065 Sunlight Dr. 				Austell		GA		30106

		917491196		Smith		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201701				4		White		F		770 7165184		NA		NA		msmith96@my.westga.edu		215 Woodsong Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214

		917478898		Yancy		Tamison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.7				F		770 9035223		NA		NA		tyancy1@my.westga.edu		979 Bramble Way				Grayson		GA		30017

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701		3.81		4		White		F		404 403		NA		NA		mperry8@my.westga.edu		326 Mill Run Drive				Bremen		GA		30110

		917193295		McBurnett		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201601		201701				4		White		F		706 7663616		NA		NA		kmcburn2@my.westga.edu		60 January Lane				Ellijay		GA		30540

		917472899		Bryant		Laurie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201501		201701				3.88		White		F		706 3844798		NA		NA		lbryant4@my.westga.edu		565 Paynes Road				Carnesville		GA		30521

		917139108		Campbell		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.95		White		M		770 5994391		NA		NA		jcampbe1@my.westga.edu		160 Whisper Creek Dr				Senoia		GA		30276

		917384703		Martin		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		2.85		3.54		Black		F		404 7351709		NA		NA		bmartin8@my.westga.edu		877 Rock Shoals Ct				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917493294		Moses		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.66		Black		F		229 8730652		NA		NA		smoses1@my.westga.edu		265 Chinaberry Lane				Moultrie		GA		31788

		917496403		Roth		Betsy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		478 3021949		NA		NA		broth1@my.westga.edu		1803 Tucker Rd.				Perry		GA		31069

		917341789		Carson		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201508		201701				3.97		White		F		770 6871205		NA		jcarson988@aol.com		acarson4@my.westga.edu		170 Willowleaf Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917244667		Hannon		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701		3.25		3.66		White		F		770 2583558		NA		NA		nhannon1@my.westga.edu		213 Dashboard Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201508		201701		2.72		3.85		Black		F		678 7496475		NA		monica_mitcherson@hotmail.com		mmitche1@my.westga.edu		6086 Allpoint Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4682

		917496628		Hollis-Moore		Alexcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.6		Black		F		404 6604826		NA		NA		ahollis1@my.westga.edu		3651 Patti Pkwy				Decatur		GA		30034

		917454670		Huff		Gretchen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201408		201701				4		White		F		770 9329546		NA		NA		ghuff2@my.westga.edu		1514 Clydesdale Court				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917478809		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.3				White		F		678 6993736		NA		NA		azachme1@my.westga.edu		211 Villa Ridge Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917388039		Ivester		Aren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201701		3.03				White		M		706 2596350		NA		NA		aiveste2@my.westga.edu		200 Riderwood Dr				Dalton		GA		30721-8213

		917450332		Williams		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.2				Black		F		229 2910585		NA		NA		cwilli88@my.westga.edu		5542 Capstone Way				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917475633		Polite		Shante'		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201408		201701		3.15				Black		F		678 4681670		NA		NA		spolite1@my.westga.edu		1123 Busby Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-3717

		917488774		Baker		Jerry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				4		White		M		770 3123023		NA		NA		jbaker20@my.westga.edu		2013 McLain Rd. NW				Acworth		GA		30101

		917142136		Hunt		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				3.96		White		F		770 7329799		NA		NA		ahunt3@my.westga.edu		1574 Petal Pt NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917477719		Ivester		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201601		201701				4		White		F		770 8300424		NA		NA		hiveste1@my.westga.edu		410 Buffalo Creek Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917494679		Johns		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201701				4		White		M		912 2660513		NA		NA		kjohns4@my.westga.edu		107 Emanuel Loop Rd				Brunswick		GA		31523-8404

		917485504		Mitchell		Janekia		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				3.85		Black		F		256 5466297		NA		NA		jmitch30@my.westga.edu		1504 Arrowhead Drive				Gadsden		AL		35903

		917264167		Moore		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201505		201701		1		3.92		White		F		404 4508985		NA		NA		mfreebu1@my.westga.edu		1200 Newnan Crossing Blvd. E		Apt 1311		Newnan		GA		30265

		917304033		Pirie		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201505		201701				4		White		F		678 8770642		NA		NA		kpirie1@my.westga.edu		450 Hewlett South Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917494524		Ryles		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		770 7574790		NA		NA		aryles1@my.westga.edu		3724 Marlborough Dr				Tucker		GA		30084

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701		2.63		3.81		White		F		678 6409313		mmckelvy@dcboe.com		mmckelv5@gmail.com		mmckelv5@my.westga.edu		204 N Morris Ave				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917499170		Colbert		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201601		201701				4		Black		M		706 7185992		NA		NA		dcolber2@my.westga.edu		2549 WHistle Stop Drive				Norcross		GA		30071

		917493050		Resnick		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F				NA		NA		lresnic2@my.westga.edu

		917441815		Sheesley		Lydia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.91				White		F		850 5471247		NA		NA		lsheesl1@my.westga.edu		1926 W. Nottingham Rd.				Bonifay		FL		32425

		917377294		Thompson		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201701		3.36				White		M		770 6463173		NA		NA		zthomps2@my.westga.edu		1740 Coppermine Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4615

		917497038		Thompson		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.77				White		F				NA		NA		bthomp14@my.westga.edu		6565 Fairfield trace				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917485576		Halsey		Lillie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201505		201701				3.93		White		F		865 6599166		NA		NA		lhalsey1@my.westga.edu		8118 Wiebelo Drive				Knoxville		TN		37931

		917448874		Jones		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201605		201701				3.56		White		F		706 4145362		NA		mmerya@aol.com		mjones49@my.westga.edu		565 Providence Circle				Statham		GA		30666

		917060447		Cannon		Claire		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201505		201701		2.63		4		White		F		770 4682926		NA		NA		cjohns61@my.westga.edu		385 Hutchinson Rd.				Williamson		GA		30292

		917494685		Brown		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		706 4741971		NA		NA		mbrown60@my.westga.edu		506 Indian Creek Trail				Rutledge		GA		30663

		917492997		Hutchison		Joie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.9		White		F		402 3056322		NA		NA		jhutchi6@my.westga.edu		902 N 32nd street				Council Bluffs		IA		51501

		917394879		Buggs		Kenya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201701		3.21		3.5		Black		F		706 8465164		NA		NA		kbuggs1@my.westga.edu		160 Cato St				Manchester		GA		31816-1307

		917484900		Campbell		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F		512 3511195		NA		NA		ccampb17@my.westga.edu		4644 Butner Road				College Park		GA		30349

		917485740		Mitchell		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F				NA		NA		amitch22@my.westga.edu

		917487016		Castillo		Eva		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				3.63				F		770 8652967		NA		NA		ecastil1@my.westga.edu		2712 Sardis Chase Court				Buford		GA		30519

		917494747		Alvarado		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				4		White		F		678 3337128		NA		NA		ealvara2@my.westga.edu		118 Arbour Way				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917159277		Costales		Jon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				3.86				M		404 4466768		NA		NA		jcostal1@my.westga.edu		7339 Reinhardt College Pkwy				Waleska		GA		30183

		917418824		Ashe		Logan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.3				White		F		404 8195995		NA		NA		lashe1@my.westga.edu		18 Taff Rd				Taylorsville		GA		30178-1809

		917415386		Gayle		Dejaun		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201701		2.75				Black		M				NA		NA		dgayle2@my.westga.edu		227 Brumbelow Rd Apt A1				Carrollton		GA		30117-2747

		917442638		Jacobi		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201308		201701		3.62				White		F		404 4311695		NA		NA		ljacobi2@my.westga.edu		413 the Blvd				Newnan		GA		30263-6296

		917404129		Spangler		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201701		2.92				White		F		770 6140916		NA		NA		aspangl1@my.westga.edu		5086 Oak Grove Dr				Sugar Hill		GA		30518-4658

		917436965		Dermo		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.87				White		F				NA		NA		bdermo1@my.westga.edu		109 Mountain Brooke Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917435989		Wisehart		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201308		201701		3.57				White		F		404 4442494		NA		NA		lwalton1@my.westga.edu		65 Ridge Brooke Court				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917445787		Nacey		Monica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.18				White		F		706 8121556		NA		NA		mnacey1@my.westga.edu		110 Wilson Creek Drive				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917435013		Ell		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		College Student Affairs				F		201308		201701		3.13				Black		M		470 2138710		NA		NA		cell1@my.westga.edu		2421 Fall Creek Ldg				Loganville		GA		30052-8786

		917414315		Smith		Landry		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201208		201701		3.5				Black		M		770 9875987		NA		NA		lsmith47@my.westga.edu		4679 Cedar Ridge Trl				Stone Mountain		GA		30083-5644

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201505		201701		2.98		3.81		White		F		770 3091821		NA		NA		ecannon1@my.westga.edu		104 Ida Lane				Dallas		GA		30132

		917441962		Davis		Makayla		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201308		201701		3.17				White		F		770 7962403		NA		NA		mdavis38@my.westga.edu		17 Salacoa Creek Road				Waleska		GA		30183

		917421887		Shields		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics		Mass Communications		Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201208		201701		2.96				Black		F		770 4828224		NA		NA		lshield1@my.westga.edu		3863 Paper Birch Lane				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917422505		Horton		Jadrienne		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Sociology		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201308		201701		3.74				Black		F		706 9779646		NA		NA		jhorton6@my.westga.edu		340 Pigeon Creek Rd				Manchester		GA		318161354

		917414597		Smith		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201208		201701		2.72				Black		F		7062329		NA		NA		jsmit112@my.westga.edu		31 Rushden Way SE				Rome		GA		30161-8063

		917440031		Washington		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.21				Black		F		404 3613003		NA		NA		twashin2@my.westga.edu		2623 Brenston Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4907

		917492695		Hopson		James		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.9				M		219 9288633		NA		NA		jhopson3@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St.		Unit C-101		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917097541		Johnson		Merian		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701		3.65		3.66		Black		F		678 4384681		NA		DIONE_MJ@yahoo.com		mjohns33@my.westga.edu		3873 Crossvale Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917473063		Bentley		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201605		201701		2.78				White		M		404 7311506		NA		NA		mbentle3@my.westga.edu		30 Cottage Walk NW				Cartersville		GA		30121

		917494089		Placeres		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4				M		813 9289067		NA		NA		tplacer1@my.westga.edu		4528 La Carmen Ct.				Tampa		FL		33611

		917352026		Jones		Caresse		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Early Childhood Concentration				F		200908		201701		2.8				White		F		770 3770466		NA		jonescaresse@gmail.com		cjones34@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St		Apt H104		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917425620		Dortch		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201408		201701		2.42				Black		M		770 9431956		NA		NA		mdortch1@my.westga.edu		1428 Echo Mill Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4958

		917376151		King		Amisha		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Community Education and Care				F		201301		201701		2.45				Black		F		404 4031707		NA		NA		aking14@my.westga.edu		72 Moreland Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-2266

		917417410		Keith		Ivan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201205		201701		2.68				Black		M		803 4651664		NA		NA		ikeith1@my.westga.edu		3509 Lake Ave		Apt. 2196		Columbia		SC		29206

		917443573		Pence		Dylan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201308		201701		3.64				White		M		678 4825393		NA		NA		dpence1@my.westga.edu		1928 Autumn Sage Dr				Dacula		GA		300197276

		917383300		Cole		Chassi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.13				White		F		770 8253928		NA		chassi.paige@gmail.com		clockle2@my.westga.edu		313 Morning Star Dr				Temple		GA		30179

		917418746		Maples		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201501		201701		3.48				White		F		706 8574441		NA		NA		emaples1@my.westga.edu		9286 Rome Blvd				Summerville		GA		30747-2160

		917077063		Reese		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201601		201701				3.79		Black		M		770 4721332		NA		christopherreese@bellsouth.net		creese1@my.westga.edu		643 Washington Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-8521

		917494985		Kelly		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.88		Black		F		678 6003318		Ndavies@rockdale.k12.ga.us		NA		nkelly2@my.westga.edu		1409 Cotton Trl SW				Conyers		GA		30094

		917487059		Rector		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201505		201701				4		White		M		423 3228249		NA		NA		mrector1@my.westga.edu		287 Diamond Way				Chatsworth		GA		30705-7836

		917493721		Osborne		Sharia		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201505		201701				3.66		Black		F		912 3734150		NA		NA		sosborn4@my.westga.edu		3032 Spring Hill Pkwy Apt A				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917396143		Jenkins		Keith		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201108		201701		2.59				Black		M		229 2335152		NA		NA		kjenkin7@my.westga.edu		550 Carrington Cir				Thomasville		GA		31757-2965

		917345746		Schell		Mariah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201408		201701		3.04				White		F		678 7566248		NA		NA		mschell2@my.westga.edu		798 Verner St NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-7638

		917447135		Norwood		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.64				White		F		770 3865478		NA		NA		vnorwoo1@my.westga.edu		313 Briar Patch Ln				Cartersville		GA		301208437

		917221738		Young		Kym		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.15		3.75		White		F		706 8924459		NA		NA		kcarlso1@my.westga.edu		152 River View Ct				Hampton		GA		30228

		917228980		Kramer		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201401		201701		4		3.45		White		F		404 5389101		NA		NA		akramer1@my.westga.edu		80 Mossy Oak Lane				Dallas		GA		30157

		917025914		Collins		Christy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.22		4		White		F		770 2526552		NA		NA		ccolli12@my.westga.edu		777 Newton Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-6100

		917341125		Scheel		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		3.17		4		White		F				NA		NA		cscheel@westga.edu		5965 Azalea Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917321430		Young		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201505		201701		3.32		4		White		M		678 5911127		NA		NA		jyoung15@my.westga.edu		24592 County Road 87				Graham		AL		36263

		917485314		Bersey		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F				NA		NA		nbersey1@my.westga.edu

		917492473		Burress		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.63		White		F		502 4573141		NA		NA		wburres1@my.westga.edu		767 Alpar Lane				Shepherdsville		KY		40165

		917283530		Denmon		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701		3.17		3.72		White		F				NA		NA		jdenmon1@my.westga.edu		14 Elmwood Street				Rome		GA		30161

		917486491		White		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.81		Black		F		502 4197662		NA		NA		nwhite7@my.westga.edu		1709 Marlow Road				Louisville		KY		40216

		917485505		Trotti		Tama		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201505		201701				4		White		F		404 7312403		NA		NA		ttrotti1@my.westga.edu		265 Mount Vernon Dr				Decatur		GA		30030-1608

		917455727		Strickland		Marques		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201401		201701				4		Black		M		678 3624225		NA		NA		mstrick5@my.westga.edu		963 Olde Town Place				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917494032		Slenczka		Shawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.9		White		M		630 6700505		NA		NA		sslencz1@my.westga.edu		2371 Sawmill Road				Marietta		GA		30064

		917473183		Santiago		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201701		2.92				White		F		850 7120702		NA		NA		asantia1@my.westga.edu		1196 Autumn Breeze Cir				Gulf Breeze		FL		32563-3718

		917496984		Merritt		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.9		White		F		404 4414203		NA		NA		lmerrit3@my.westga.edu		7 Cliffview Dr SE # 7A				Rome		GA		30161-8808

		917493775		Wallace		Shuntia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.88		Black		F		678 9336223		NA		NA		swallac4@my.westga.edu		6258 Wren Way				Morrow		GA		30260

		917345094		Abuellel		Dina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201508		201701		3.13		3.76		White		F		256 4541500		NA		NA		dabuell1@my.westga.edu		317 Hampton Oals Circle				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917464235		Bragelman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Special Education - MAT				P		201405		201701				3.33		White		F		404 538		NA		NA		abragel1@my.westga.edu		1619 Holly Lake Cove				Snellville		GA		30078

		917276239		Duck		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201505		201701		3.42		4		White		F				NA		NA		lfowler3@my.westga.edu		10 New York Avenue				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917156992		Forsyth		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								F		201601		201701				4		White		F		770 3625197		NA		NA		shansar3@my.westga.edu		335 Crestwood Rd				Tyrone		GA		30290-2311

		917220449		Freeman		Shanika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201601		201701		3.24		3.64		Black		F		678 3136778		NA		NA		sfreema5@my.westga.edu		603 Post Knoll				Griffin		GA		30224

		917168504		West		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				3.91		Black		F		770 4329035		NA		NA		kbarnes7@my.westga.edu		1700 North Milford Creek Lane				Marietta		GA		30008

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201601		201701		3.65		3.79		Black		F		404 5367648		NA		NA		kchambl1@my.westga.edu		213 Sequoia Pointe				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201408		201701		3.24		4		White		F		404 7022139		NA		NA		aowens6@my.westga.edu		225 Country Roads Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917496013		Kleiber		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				4		White		F		706 5668951		NA		NA		tkleibe1@my.westga.edu		6932 Sandstone Ct.				Columbus		GA		31907

		917433361		Connolly		Anne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201701				4		White		F				NA		NA		aconnol1@my.westga.edu		361 Lovvorn Road		Apartment 109		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917241681		Santiago		Ethel		Carrollton Campus		EDD		Nursing Education (Online)								P		201208		201701		3.41		3.96		Black		F		678 9134434		NA		sntiagoe@bellsouth.net		esantia2@my.westga.edu		981 Laurel Cove Way				Snellville		GA		30078-7320

		917433402		Haynes		Ethan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201408		201701		2.42				Black		M		770 2986832		NA		NA		ehaynes3@my.westga.edu		1577 Hickory Dr SW				Lilburn		GA		30047

		917441119		Montgomery		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201508		201701		3.2				White		F		770 6308743		NA		NA		vmontgo2@my.westga.edu		562 Pea Ridge Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-3562

		917369118		Thompson		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201308		201701		3.85				White		F		770 8545367		NA		NA		mthomp20@my.westga.edu		118 Deer Creek Cir				Franklin		GA		30217-5002

		917456154		Reville		Mickey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201408		201701		2.99				White		M		706 3646822		NA		NA		mrevill1@my.westga.edu		326 Saddletree Ln				Martinez		GA		30907-2767

		917403437		Ulstad		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201405		201701		3.4				White		F		678 4231813		NA		NA		aulstad1@my.westga.edu		320 Brookstone Crst				Newnan		GA		30265-3832

		917450060		Hayes		Garrett		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201408		201701		2.67				White		M		770 9003995		NA		NA		ghayes1@my.westga.edu		8620 Copper Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30187

		917437254		Lopez		Cintya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201308		201701		3.44				White		F		404 2269159		NA		NA		clopez2@my.westga.edu		6352 Temple Street				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917310523		Brown		Madeline		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Voice				P		201101		201701		3.26				White		F		770 2536243		NA		NA		mbrown32@my.westga.edu		135 Longwood Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-6218

		917394222		Burton		Dimitria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201701		2.92				Black		F		678 3659673		NA		NA		dburton1@my.westga.edu		4900 Delano Rd Apt 18A				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917392932		Taylor		Nigel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Health & Community Wellness				Fitness & Wellness Leadership				F		201108		201701		2.44				Black		M		973 2078099		NA		rahlilbus@yahoo.com		ntaylor3@my.westga.edu		2304 lochinver lane				conyers		GA		30094

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701		3.81		4		White		F		770 7483553		NA		NA		esorrel1@my.westga.edu		802 N Cave Spring Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-2156

		917006836		Brown		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201408		201701		3.1		3.88		White		F		770 8452871		NA		NA		jbenne10@my.westga.edu		805 Coppermine Road				Buchanan		GA		30113

		917484878		Hampson		Erica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				4		White		F		352 2321679		NA		NA		ehampso1@my.westga.edu		15421 Atwater Dr.				Brooksville		FL		34604

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201408		201701		3.52		4		White		F		678 6222307		NA		NA		aruggie1@my.westga.edu		5050 Verbena Dr				Acworth		GA		30102

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201701		3.79		4		White		F		404 6179970		NA		NA		chosea1@my.westga.edu		213 Crown Vista Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917495819		Estes		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201508		201701				3.8		White		F		678 7258226		NA		NA		bestes1@my.westga.edu		850 Skyline Drive				Covington		GA		30014

		917206616		Woodcock		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201505		201701		3		3.88		White		M		678 6788401		NA		NA		jwoodco1@my.westga.edu		371 Lake Shore Drive				Thomasville		GA		31757

		917167379		Ahern		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201701		2.29		3.94		White		M		678 4643219		NA		NA		jahern1@my.westga.edu		506 C Tanner St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917304653		Talley		Aaron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201608		201701				3.22		White		F		770 3808562		NA		NA		atalley1@my.westga.edu		30 Trailside Way				Hiram		GA		30141-3270

		917476098		Vinson		Jimmy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201408		201701				3.83		Black		M		334 7179033		NA		NA		jvinson5@my.westga.edu		5742 Darien Dr				Montgomery		AL		36117

		917382006		Rhodes		Cathryn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201508		201701				3.66		White		F				cati.cochran@cowetaschools.org		NA		crhodes5@my.westga.edu		136 Kory Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				3.95		White		F		310 8467256		NA		kaly1908@gmail.com		ejeffer2@my.westga.edu		400 W Peachtree St NW		Unit 2013		Atlanta		GA		30308-3551

		917506373		Thompson		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201605		201701				3.77		Black		F		770 6174026		NA		NA		sthomp26@my.westga.edu		2118 Gorman Grv SE				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917480095		Garland		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201501		201701				3.84		White		F		678 2309298		NA		NA		mlittle5@my.westga.edu		145 Oak Leaf Circle				Eatonton		GA		31024

		917480249		Winston		Arrie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201505		201701				3.46		Black		F		478 2465863		NA		NA		awinsto2@my.westga.edu		614 Somerset Drive				East Dublin		GA		31027

		917480832		Roberson		Erica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201501		201701				3.66		Black		F		678 7721878		NA		NA		erobers3@my.westga.edu		2035 Bonny Glen Cir				Austell		GA		30106

		917424189		Telleria		Claudia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201701		3.13						F		678 9470696		NA		NA		cteller1@my.westga.edu		3885 Rodalite Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-4977

		917465549		Dixon		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201501		201701		3.01				White		F		478 6976238		NA		NA		bdixon11@my.westga.edu		726 Flanders Ln				Dublin		GA		31021-0447

		917452822		Thompson		Alexander		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201308		201701				3.41		White		M		770 8808903		NA		NA		athomp22@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Road		Apartment 1322		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917507375		Hall		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201605		201701				4		Black		F		404 3745073		NA		NA		rhall10@my.westga.edu		3002 Bridge Valley Ct				Snellville		GA		30039-7328

		917452941		Jenkins		Jermale		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				F		201308		201701				3.94		Black		M		678 4819185		NA		NA		jjenki10@my.westga.edu		6586 Splitpine Court				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917186159		Delille		Wilson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201408		201701		3.03		3.69		Black		M		315 6946244		NA		NA		wdelill1@my.westga.edu		1137 Grandview Circle				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917481604		Vick		Aaron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201508		201701				3.27		White		M				NA		NA		avick3@my.westga.edu		505 Belair Boulevard		 Apt  222				Mobile		AL		36606

		917501974		Gibson		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201601		201701				3.44		White		F				NA		NA		kdover3@my.westga.edu

		917494947		Harris		Johnathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201508		201701				4		White		M		706 2025941		NA		NA		jharri76@my.westga.edu		55 Smith St				Royston		GA		30662

		917340846		Jones		Steavie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201508		201701				3.5		White		F		678 4388271		NA		NA		sjones60@my.westga.edu		117 Ann Place				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917179013		Moore		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201401		201701		3.58		3.92		White		M		706 7671407		NA		bobby@douglascountysentinel.com		rmoore7@my.westga.edu		79 Turkey Mt Rd				Armuchee		GA		30105

		917417694		Williams		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				French w/P-12 Certification		Spanish w/P-12 Certification		P		201208		201701		3.82				White		F		6788774509		NA		NA		vwillia8@my.westga.edu		634 Curtis Brown Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917496854		Stinson		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201508		201701				3.66		Black		M		770 8658417		NA		mr.stinzsr@gmail.com		tstinso2@my.westga.edu		1038 Forest Gln				Jonesboro		GA		30238-8828

		917402937		Bailey		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201701		3.36				White		F		678 5259155		NA		NA		jsysk1@my.westga.edu		190 Ashley Woods Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5458

		917437363		Reed		Darya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				P		201408		201701		0		3.88		White		F		404 6479668		NA		NA		dreed6@my.westga.edu		521 Cross Pointe Way				Hiram		GA		30141

		917488403		Neubert		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201505		201701				3.43		White		F		678 8070248		NA		NA		cneuber1@my.westga.edu		5025 Olde Yale Way				Cumming		GA		30041

		917019500		Byers		DeAnna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201501		201701		3.39		4				F		770 5058433		NA		NA		dstory2@my.westga.edu		635 Nebo Road				Dallas		GA		30157

		917492549		Bowden		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201605		201701				4		White		F		229 5674037		NA		NA		cbowden1@my.westga.edu		110 S Railroad Ave		PO Box 181		sycamore		GA		31790
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		917447225		Colwell		Ashley		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.55				White		M

		917423899		Reid		Jasmine		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.26				Black		F

		917374780		Allen		Judith		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.75				White		F

		917387401		Aho		Christy		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201105		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.72				White		F

		917478155		Laguda		Precious		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness		Sociology		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				Black		F

		917414597		Smith		Jasmine		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.72				Black		F

		917376151		King		Amisha		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201301		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.45				Black		F

		917425546		Fletcher		Ali		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Community Education and Care				BS Health & Community Wellness				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.42				White		F

		917422737		Dixon		Joshua		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.97				Black		M

		917424153		Singleton		David		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.82				Black		M

		917442196		Todd		Shantana		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness		Anthropology		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.02				Black		F

		917282228		Brown		Stephanie		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201008		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.45				Black		F

		917418620		Sesberry		Kasheria		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.32				Black		F

		917334903		Wyatt		Alonzo		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.96				Black		M

		917441962		Davis		Makayla		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17				White		F

		917422505		Horton		Jadrienne		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness		Sociology		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.74				Black		F

		917396143		Jenkins		Keith		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.59				Black		M

		917392932		Taylor		Nigel		BS		Health & Community Wellness		Fitness & Wellness Leadership				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.44				Black		M

		917418002		Davis		Ashley		BS		Health & Community Wellness		General				BS Health & Community Wellness				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				White		F

		917412994		Lefton		Taylor		BS		Sport Management		Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secur				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.35		2.42		White		F

		917438223		Lindsay		Curtis		BS		Sport Management		Bus Intelligence & Cyber Secur				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201301		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.35		0		Black		M

		917251611		Gallamore		William		BS		Sport Management		Business Education (6-12)				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.06		3.59		Unknown		M

		917355201		Marsh		Jeremiah		BS		Sport Management		Business Education (6-12)				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.71		2		Black		M

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		BS		Sport Management		College Student Affairs				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.25		3.9		White		M

		917435013		Ell		Christopher		BS		Sport Management		College Student Affairs				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13				Black		M

		917368392		Hill		Robert		BS		Sport Management		Media Specialist 				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.8		2.4		White		M

		917341620		Dawsey		Kelly		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.85		3.28		Black		M

		917321430		Young		James		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32		4		White		M

		917210130		Brown		Gregory		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201101		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1		3.22		White		M

		917326250		White		Sean		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.82		2.83		White		M

		917353285		Wilson		Adam		BS		Sport Management		Special Education				BS Sport Management		American Studies		F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.88		3		White		M

		917032426		Bailey		Antonio		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.54				Black		M

		917250356		Edwards		John		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200608		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.68				White		M

		917316468		Phillips		Hamilton		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.08				White		M

		917306877		Harrison		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Finance		F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.79				White		M

		917285773		Cosby		Sean		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.53				White		M

		917384556		Delph		Krystalyn		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.73		3.6		White		F

		917326267		Khazaw		Yadgar		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.99				Asian		M

		917365919		Culberson		Jennifer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.75				Black		F

		917169295		Nolin		Laura		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.32				White		F

		917304424		Schutter		Christopher		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.7				White		M

		917284330		Poore		James		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75		0		White		M

		917320289		Ledford		David		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.35		3.7		White		M

		917355574		Shaw		Austin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29				White		M

		917352429		Kilgore		Ryan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.97		3.5		Black		M

		917286703		Denney		Micah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.9				White		M

		917344750		Awalt		William		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3				White		M

		917302980		Peterson		John		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.03				Black		M

		917366626		Yancey		Nicole		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201001		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3				White		F

		917328573		Kilian		Michael		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17				White		M

		917314325		Anderson		Marcus		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.84				Black		M

		917404029		Wofford		Trevor		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.23				White		M

		917403241		Heggood		Kayla		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.05				White		F

		917461610		Parker		Wayne		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.82				Black		M

		917422398		Beule		Maike		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.77				White		F

		917392609		Eady		Jason		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.27				White		M

		917344196		Saulnier		Chase		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.04				White		M

		917361898		Mann		Jared		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.76				Black		M

		917382622		Cochran		Taylor		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.62				White		M

		917371470		Studley		Patrick		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		P		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.7				White		M

		917447152		Duncan		Madeline		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.57				White		F

		917397894		Hay		Dyamond		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.24				Black		M

		917454316		Smelser		Garrett		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.84				White		M

		917397462		Ivy		Kaylee		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		P		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03				White		F

		917403839		Jackson		Autumn		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.72				Black		F

		917464019		Mann		Payton		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.24				White		M

		917415610		Evans		Corey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.08				White		M

		917416078		Spann		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.59				Black		M

		917413995		Matthews		Thomas		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.34				White		M

		917419124		Partridge		Bradley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.93				White		M

		917403480		Jackson		Tachelle		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.73				Black		F

		917415796		Frazier		Amber		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.96				Black		F

		917482114		Grimberg		Bruno		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.13				White		M

		917420652		Adams		Wesley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44				Black		M

		917369290		Woods		Kimberly		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Economics		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.62				Black		F

		917414580		Young		Robert		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.12				White		M

		917420175		Fields		Lewis		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3				Black		M

		917383477		Navarro		Luis		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.37				Unknown		M

		917396444		Parker		Jasaun		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.95				Black		M

		917411941		Ragland		Tyran		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.18				Black		M

		917415669		Russell		Dana		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44				White		F

		917398933		Eliezer		Joey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		P		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.5				Black		M

		917347286		Petty		Ellen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.69				White		F

		917469370		Ivey		Keith		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.25				Black		M

		917408170		Dickey		Dallas		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		M

		917407147		Wilkinson		Marcus		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.34				White		M

		917388872		Legree		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.48				Black		M

		917384554		Jones		Jeremy		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.84				Black		M

		917207826		Minaird		Julian		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				Black		M

		917316592		Holder		Patrick		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.76				White		M

		917327306		Stroud		Brandon		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.79				Black		M

		917308151		Economy		Jennifer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31				White		F

		917268812		Copeland		Victoria		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.73				White		F

		917328596		Mathews		Wayne		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.91				White		M

		917328861		Sperry		Joshua		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.51				White		M

		917353620		Godfrey		Ryan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.79				White		M

		917354454		Seljak		Brett		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.87				White		M

		917304479		Whaley		Andrew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.89				White		M

		917330772		Stratton		Steven		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.96		4		White		M

		917334290		Hague		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.78				White		F

		917381506		Ray		Joshua		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.24		3.16		White		M

		917384053		Collins		Stephen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				White		M

		917377778		Ray		Jeremiah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.19				White		M

		917386046		Brown		Regina		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.54				Black		F

		917342776		Schnitter		Patrick		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.15		3.8		White		M

		917352551		Alston		Misti		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.25				White		F

		917342364		Aluko		Stephen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.82				Black		M

		917344407		Cason		Raquel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.92				Black		F

		917377979		Yokem		Jessica		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.84				White		F

		917359110		Mills		Monica		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.24				White		F

		917373895		McInerney		Molly		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.29				White		F

		917382228		Castellanos		Christopher		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93				Unknown		M

		917313056		Thompson		Michael		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.68				White		M

		917290184		Lewis		Carla		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.78				Black		F

		917372358		Hickman		Brian		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.71				White		M

		917396681		Wise		Patricia		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.28				White		F

		917411400		Tolleson		Arielle		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.39				White		F

		917310270		Lovelace		Shabre		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.23				Black		F

		917407050		Coleman		Dylan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12				White		M

		917406258		Merriman		Daniel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.83				White		M

		917285178		Robinson		Courtney		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917325581		Carnicom		Layna		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04				White		F

		917396866		Brown		Myles		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201105		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.22				White		M

		917388377		Myers		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.52				White		F

		917321000		Murray		Kyle		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95				Asian		M

		917381166		Fordham		Justin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.87				White		M

		917363540		Snell		Randall		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.8		3.33		Black		M

		917368238		Thompson		Kristofer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.01				Black		M

		917273525		Zimmerman		Grant		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.74				White		M

		917413549		Dothard		Jason		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.53				Black		M

		917031214		Lackey		Murvin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.61				Black		M

		917395818		Clarke		Kevin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Political Science		F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.54				Unknown		M

		917361762		Moore		Tyehimba		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.02		3.3		Black		M

		917345568		Tullis		Ronnie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.03				Black		M

		917389992		Huddleston		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.43				White		F

		917359454		Brown		Travis		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.79				Black		M

		917333542		Kirvin		Malvern		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.72				Black		M

		917372613		Browning		Zachery		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.09				White		M

		917444221		Dove		Robert		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.34				White		M

		917391961		Partridge		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39				White		M

		917378212		Burum		Bobby		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		P		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.63				Black		M

		917385749		Harrell		Katie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.26				White		F

		917393821		Morris		Ciara		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.67				Black		F

		917350952		Coyt		Morgan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.52				Black		F

		917398798		Quintanilla		Daniel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.76				Black		M

		917171438		Crowder		Rodriques		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.91				Black		M

		917416854		Roberts		Megan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.75				White		F

		917377599		Dowell		Brian		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.75				Black		M

		917420187		Daniels		Charissa		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.41				Unknown		F

		917418520		Greeson		Hannah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.08				White		F

		917377626		Appling		Denarius		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.62				Black		M

		917452553		Brown		Troy		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.24				White		M

		917426762		Corbin		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.59				Black		F

		917412548		Desrosiers		Karl		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201205		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.32				Black		M

		917406790		Taulien		Zacharias		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		P		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.97				White		M

		917360273		Leclerc		Jeff		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.28				Black		M

		917372810		Freeman		Justin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.76				Black		M

		917380454		Watson		Rakim		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.62				Black		M

		917378618		Lee		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Finance		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.85				Black		M

		917290634		Harper		Anthony		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.88				White		M

		917346233		Bryant		Jamien		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.34				Black		M

		917416197		Phillips		Andrew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.92				White		M

		917339006		Smith		Jeremy		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Economics		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.25				White		M

		917362519		Wilkerson		Raeven		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.09				Black		F

		917394435		Roller		Kyle		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.86				White		M

		917349917		Jacobs		Khala		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.72				Black		F

		917413733		Wilson		Amber		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.18				Black		F

		917440137		Pope		Matthew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.74				White		M

		917398658		Berry		Jake		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.15				White		M

		917367932		Ceesay		Habib		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.75				Black		M

		917315423		Huff		Michael		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.47				Black		M

		917470751		Reynolds		Kentrell		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.42				Black		M

		917435050		Jones		Erik		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		M

		917445469		Thornton		Chlo'e		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.19				Unknown		F

		917434114		Hutton		Carlos		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201301		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.68				Black		M

		917405334		Cox		Tevin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.44				Black		M

		917481348		Stanford		Adam		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.48				White		M

		917388694		Baker		Kimberly		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.4				Black		F

		917342153		Edwards		Brian		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.51				Black		M

		917445947		Caldwell		Stephen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.1				White		M

		917435141		Newcomer		Tyler		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.57				White		M

		917399407		Powers		Gabriel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		P		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.86				White		M

		917412881		Williams		Chase		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.85				White		M

		917439914		Webb		Mary		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13				White		F

		917464582		West		Joseph		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.16				White		M

		917478419		Dupree		Dylan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.27				White		M

		917470702		Evans		Willie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.2				Black		M

		917414315		Smith		Landry		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.5				Black		M

		917473063		Bentley		Matthew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.78				White		M

		917425620		Dortch		Marcus		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.42				Black		M

		917417410		Keith		Ivan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201205		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.68				Black		M

		917473183		Santiago		Alexandra		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				White		F

		917433402		Haynes		Ethan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.42				Black		M

		917450060		Hayes		Garrett		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.67				White		M

		917297237		Elrod		Zacharia		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200708		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.74				White		M

		917317764		Wilson		Alexander		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.12				White		M

		917321927		Bazan		Kiefer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.59				Unknown		M

		917313571		Smigelsky		Kimberly		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.88		3.9		White		F

		917296955		Adams		Megan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.39				White		F

		917325824		Turman		Terrence		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.08				Black		M

		917310978		Gholston		Jeremy		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.58				Unknown		M

		917301922		Kornegay		Lamar		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.06				Black		M

		917015259		Vallone		James		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.07				White		M

		917257955		Revear		Alanna		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.55				Black		F

		917383606		Jones		Valerie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.93				Black		F

		917383632		Sands		Alicia		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.9				Black		F

		917292887		Keller		Brittany		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		200708		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.85				Black		F

		917255049		Johnson		Christopher		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		200708		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.02				Unknown		M

		917341713		Graham		David		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Criminology		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.6				White		M

		917302945		Deloach		Nicholas		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.99				Unknown		M

		917306370		Workman		Jeffrey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.81				White		M

		917345525		Martin		Lindsey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.5				White		F

		917337020		Boggus		William		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.31		3.4		White		M

		917348911		Mimbs		Jeffery		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.88				White		M

		917342233		Turner		Francesca		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.1				Black		F

		917312376		Ballard		Jennifer		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.8				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F

		917381749		Diaz		Antoinette		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Studio Art		F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.47				Unknown		F

		917287265		Weems		Aubrey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		200801		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.69				Black		M

		917317949		Shiver		Matthew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.29				White		M

		917381462		Taylor-Hamilton		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Biology		F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.44				White		F

		917381744		Holt		Melissa		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				F		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.11				White		F

		917369057		Reed		Keondra		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.1				Black		F

		917361298		Higgs		Jacob		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.83				White		M

		917374587		Despinasse		Noah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.41				Black		M

		917417688		Stover		Meagan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Accounting		F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.61				White		F

		917401097		Baker		Jerrah		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.97				White		F

		917392287		Shelnutt		Gregory		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.75				White		M

		917337288		Pasco		Austin		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.78				White		M

		917424837		Greene		Andrew		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.07				White		M

		917321740		Crowe		Caleb		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.28				White		M

		917201033		Brand		Whitney		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201205		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.85				White		F

		917392264		Ricks		Kenneth		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201101		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.67				Black		M

		917386907		Derbecker		Michael		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.65				White		M

		917403448		Scandrett		Yuri		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201108		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.76				Black		M

		917446330		Hanson		Jenna		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.6				White		F

		917450356		Castona		Courtney		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.55				White		F

		917311294		Johnson		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.8				Black		F

		917396189		Higginbotham		Thomas		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.67		0		Black		M

		917417847		Teasley		Tomekia		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.87				Black		F

		917444026		Sexton		Heather		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.25				White		F

		917429828		Underwood		Jacob		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.61				White		M

		917352521		Watkins		Richard		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Psychology		F		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.3				White		M

		917408081		Williams		Cameron		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.03				Black		M

		917428121		Hodges		Stephanie		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.69				Black		F

		917475457		Roethler		Casey		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management Information Systems		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.87		3.75		White		F

		917428042		Walker		Joshua		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.49				Black		M

		917476610		Borneman		Walker		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.55				White		M

		917465520		Goldsmith		Brandon		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.1				White		M

		917403421		Stroup		Jesse		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.21				White		M

		917478491		Hall		Shaquan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.48				Unknown		M

		917416344		Jenkins		Quantavious		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.24				Black		M

		917411769		Maples		Whitney		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.95				White		F

		917415654		Heard		Elizabeth		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Real Estate		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.94				White		F

		917398981		Williams		Jordan		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.06				White		M

		917431586		Brown		Deontre		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Management		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.77				Black		M

		917401160		Nelson		Derrick		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		P		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.1				Black		M

		917348658		Mitchell		Chandon		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mathematics		F		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.65				Black		M

		917385842		Knight		James		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.87				White		M

		917340863		Manomano		Lionel		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Sociology		F		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.67				Black		M

		917412445		Davis		Dorsica		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5				Black		F

		917373891		Escho		Kristen		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.37				Black		M

		917407379		Shadinger		Anna		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Marketing		F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.28				White		F

		917451944		Prather		Ashley		BS		Sport Management		General				BS Sport Management		Mass Communications		F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.46				Unknown		F

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		BSED		Business Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Business Education		Marketing		F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.57		4		White		F

		917296105		Martin		Venita		BSED		Business Education		General				BSED Business Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.85				Black		F

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		College Student Affairs				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.39		4		White		F

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		College Student Affairs				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.99		3.72		Black		F

		917352026		Jones		Caresse		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Early Childhood 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.8				White		F

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.92		3.57		White		F

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.19		3.68		Black		F

		917304426		Scroggins		Sankeisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.92		4		Black		F

		917372178		Redding		Malarie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.22		3.23		Black		F

		917366712		Wimbish		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.15		4		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917342606		Stradford		Deon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.88		0		Black		M

		917433394		Fleming		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917361275		Jackson		Tanisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.42				Black		F

		917398451		Sykes		Samuel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.04		3		Black		M

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05		3.66		White		F

		917285869		Moore		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200708		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13		3.81		White		F

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.59		3.76		White		F

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.45		3.83		Black		F

		917364726		Wooten		Taria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04		3.6		Black		F

		917399414		Tucker		Cortney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.7		4		White		F

		917395096		Dobbs		Charity		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.75				Black		F

		917284072		Ross		Bryonia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200708		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.44		2.66		Black		F

		917320311		Purcell		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.81		3.66		White		F

		917399598		Johnson		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.32		2.78		White		F

		917343776		Richardson		Montana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26		2.83		White		F

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		BSED		Early Childhood Education		School Counseling 				BSED Early Childhood Education		Psychology		F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.5		Black		F

		917428640		Hastings		Kalie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		School Counseling 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.81				Asian		F

		917434513		Furr		Cassie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		School Counseling 				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.94		4		White		F

		917067856		Byers		Kristie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69				White		F

		917244318		Walker		Syrenda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.98				Black		F

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Psychology		F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.43		4		Black		F

		917298212		Harris		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.88				Black		F

		917282768		Qualls		Ellen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.11				White		F

		917296353		Holly		Clarissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.31				White		F

		917252277		Kemp		Andrea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.86				White		F

		917276806		Mashburn		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.5				Unknown		F

		917313916		Middlebrooks		Shakeirra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.41				Black		F

		917307727		Raston		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.94				Black		F

		917329172		Raymond		Cydney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.8				White		F

		917326175		Betsill		Alma		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.54				White		F

		917313473		McMurdo		Lea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.19		2.66		White		F

		917320528		Smith		Analeigh		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.09				White		F

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.06		3.91		White		F

		917313159		Sansenbach		Stephanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917316702		Tolbert		Robert		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.96		3.75		White		M

		917327398		Snyder		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69				White		F

		917143611		Willoughby		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.47				White		F

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.29		3.33		Unknown		F

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.53		3.58		White		F

		917312800		Carey		Angel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46		3		Black		F

		917321963		Baker		Jakeshialin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.3				Black		F

		917296911		Williams		Margaret		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.22				White		F

		917317341		Stovall		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46				White		F

		917304184		Booker		Keamber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.03				Black		F

		917311906		Parks		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.9				White		F

		917317739		Straughan		Jenna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.26				White		F

		917306408		Cooper		Kira		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3				Black		F

		917315683		Barry		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46				White		F

		917312668		Newell		Chloe'		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.06				Black		F

		917304134		Smith		Julia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.57				White		F

		917293692		Eidenire		Erika		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.14				White		F

		917318635		Gregory		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.35				White		F

		917320895		Johnson		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.37		4		Black		F

		917288450		Bass		Kristy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.6		4		White		F

		917323403		Alcock		Karissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.26				Black		F

		917284632		Hinkel		Ebony		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.8				Unknown		F

		917307016		Hitt		Alexa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.45				White		F

		917296622		Morris		Terri Lynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917304439		Spencer		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.6				White		F

		917344731		Moss		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69				White		F

		917344673		Chapman		Michele		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.78				White		F

		917307637		Kierbow		Jennifer Alissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.75				White		F

		917290606		Cross		Cassandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.45				White		F

		917288806		Henry		Amberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.21				Black		F

		917351170		Arrington		Felicia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.2				White		F

		917350649		Rausch		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.66				White		F

		917324099		Collins		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.5				White		F

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.03		3.53		White		F

		917362462		Barner		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.24				White		F

		917345034		Lovinggood		Joel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.95				White		M

		917298288		Sharpe		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.95				White		F

		917323540		Emerson		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.47				Unknown		F

		917376203		Olson		Olivia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.15				White		F

		917283035		Hartz		Moreen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200701		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.34		0		White		F

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Mass Communications		F		200708		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.79		3.46		Black		F

		917288598		Wynter		Pamela		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.95		3		Black		F

		917272724		Sloan		Octavia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200801		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.16				Unknown		F

		917307099		Brown		Erin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.82				White		F

		917276294		Jones		Chandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT		F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.27		3		White		F

		917321074		Wiggs		Kriste		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.8				Black		F

		917299773		Thompson		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.25				Black		F

		917311304		Hanson		Rinese		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.87				Black		F

		917312117		Murray		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.78				White		F

		917305796		Shedd		Stephanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.79				White		F

		917305994		Jones		Tahra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.12				White		F

		917351263		Acres		Ti-Sha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.05		2.55		Black		F

		917346884		Livesay		Marilyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917352658		Gillis		Erin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.93				White		F

		917324176		Ingram		Meagan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Music		F		200905		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917299502		Ray		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.72				White		F

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.95		3.8		Black		M

		917333268		Turco		Erin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.66				White		F

		917331305		Bauer		Christina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.93				White		F

		917321426		Wynn		Jacqueline		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.52				White		F

		917342958		Millican		Sunni		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.06				White		F

		917317364		Powell		Misty		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		F

		917336890		Adams		Andrea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.37				Black		F

		917347447		Payne		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.37				White		F

		917320606		O'Dell		Taryn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.49				White		F

		917338423		Lee		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917338843		Wooten		Tamara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29		3.75		Black		F

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT		F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.28		4		Black		F

		917336751		Stevens		Leanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.94		3.83		Black		F

		917330077		Truelove		Fredda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.8				White		F

		917329261		Walker		Zaahidah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.26				Black		F

		917345624		Harrison		Courtlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.1		2.75		White		F

		917328816		Howington		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.57				White		F

		917342982		Marks		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.72				White		F

		917351171		Kincaid		Meagan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.71				White		F

		917304350		McCord		Bobby		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		M

		917340179		Sloan		Callie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.15				White		F

		917333962		Culpepper		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.74				White		F

		917376389		Reeve		Molly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29				Unknown		F

		917381883		Kehlringer		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.06				White		F

		917360425		Mason		Kharizma		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.58				Black		F

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.16		4		Black		F

		917332329		Chapman		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.21				Black		F

		917328560		Jensen		Mark		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.64				White		M

		917318144		Shelton		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.21				White		F

		917367023		Ramsey		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.85				White		F

		917374683		Ray		Staci		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.51				White		F

		917378244		Mitchell		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917335034		Martin		Austen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.45				White		M

		917321165		Bowlick		Meagan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.31		4		White		F

		917399285		Bailey		Breanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.41				White		F

		917271472		Cardell		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.25		3.08		White		F

		917338036		Blankinship		Sarahlynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.2				White		F

		917343037		Cahill		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.82				White		F

		917005246		Crowder		Angie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.85				Black		F

		917182928		Jenkins		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.99				White		F

		917286143		Brooks		Rebecca		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.23				White		F

		917321247		Henry		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.04				Unknown		F

		917123209		Collins		Crystal		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.6				White		F

		917330029		Price		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.04				White		F

		917118995		Dalrymple		Candice		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.59		4		White		F

		917320935		McLean		Barbara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.15				White		F

		917343872		Burns		Chelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.39				Black		F

		917334624		McKenna		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.95				Black		M

		917170747		Funderburk		Shawna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.6				White		F

		917322119		Williams		Melanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.66				White		F

		917368976		Morris		Mandy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17		2		White		F

		917326091		Martin		Kaylie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35				White		F

		917341798		Kennedy		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.7				White		F

		917364482		Redding		Meredith		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.56				Unknown		F

		917330089		Warner		Vincent		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.16				Black		M

		917357946		Sims		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.43				White		F

		917364739		Reese		Tedra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.13		2.75		Black		F

		917301034		Summerville		Nickolas		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.58				White		M

		917359981		Wilson		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.38				White		F

		917373645		Williams		Nikki		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.28				Black		F

		917373860		Pope		Chelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.74				Unknown		F

		917353395		Merlino		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.04				White		F

		917346134		Butler		Alison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.54				Black		F

		917374713		Newman		Frances		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35				White		F

		917366709		Kemp		Kristina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.2				Black		F

		917353718		Rotondi		Hope		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.43				White		F

		917316627		Leissa		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.32				White		F

		917357215		Gossage		Mallory		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.62				White		F

		917366290		Knox		Ricardo		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.15				Black		M

		917344714		Steffes		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.42				White		F

		917349972		Walker		Faith		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.51				White		F

		917388206		Pennington		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.97				White		F

		917411165		Kammerich		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.94				White		F

		917397806		Parmer		Terri		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.87				White		F

		917347603		Snyder		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.47		2.5		White		F

		917345894		Hart		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.63				White		F

		917414897		Janson		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.54				White		F

		917365908		Wright		Haley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.42				White		F

		917380921		Honey		Corey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.4				American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917376452		Davis		Christina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917385535		Lester		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.82				White		F

		917062984		Marshall		Tyese		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.1				Black		F

		917385302		Parmer		Kathryn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.41				White		F

		917317073		Ravo		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.73				White		F

		917419728		Fitzwater		Allyson		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.39				White		F

		917405465		Weidner		Corissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.84				White		F

		917375211		Guffie		Jamel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.19		3.5		Black		F

		917339523		Faulkner		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917188766		Boles		Carl		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.52				Black		M

		917375870		Plaisted		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.12				White		F

		917362665		Crim		Chandler		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17				White		F

		917373988		Ross		Brandy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.14		3.57		Black		F

		917391449		Lee		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.58		4		White		F

		917426967		Galbreath		Andrea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.11				White		F

		917396709		Speer		Melanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.64		4		White		F

		917382551		Pritchard		Devyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.22		2		White		F

		917393806		Cole		Chelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.16				White		F

		917387478		Hammond		Ja'lise		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.83				Black		F

		917404514		Fosha		Keia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.08				White		F

		917361522		Allen		Bryanne		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.95		3.5		Black		F

		917314061		Bizzell		Katlynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.96				White		F

		917355013		Kamara		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.89				Black		F

		917379238		Payne		Hailey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.39				White		F

		917399201		Miller		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.11				White		F

		917385298		McWhorter		Tempestt		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.31				Black		F

		917384027		Lilienkamp		Andrea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.2				White		F

		917294017		Johnson		Scotty		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.13				Black		M

		917408070		Adamson		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.81				White		F

		917437290		Youmans		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.57				White		F

		917371195		Watkins		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.97				White		F

		917451932		Turner		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.79				White		F

		917379829		Bennett		Sidney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.68				White		F

		917426781		Kirksey		Natasha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.9				Black		F

		917365077		Brooks		Nicholas		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.18				Black		M

		917405622		Hembree		Kim		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.79				White		F

		917348787		Brown		Erica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.61				White		F

		917429803		Mcintyre		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.49				White		F

		917333936		Loredo		Alma		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.05				Unknown		F

		917411296		Miller		Wendee		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.26				White		F

		917390847		Sullivan		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.78				White		F

		917389585		Klein		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.25				White		F

		917374612		Menard		Tara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03				White		F

		917280453		Anderson		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.86				White		F

		917392749		Aquil		Shamaya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.12				Black		F

		917396807		Fister		Shiloh		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.66				White		F

		917392210		Williams		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.97		4		Black		F

		917383956		Kaminski		Mary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.95				White		F

		917404126		Graham		Alicia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.91				Black		F

		917409895		Thomason		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.31		4		White		F

		917388598		Edenfield		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.54				White		F

		917370552		Holton		Keana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.97		4		Black		F

		917393443		Wigley		Peggy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.42				White		F

		917072972		Hamrick		Kimberly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.62				Unknown		F

		917417012		Nesmith		Marysa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.57				White		F

		917370866		Newbern		Caysie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.29				White		F

		917362927		Williams		Lesandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.46		4		Black		F

		917400733		Sullivan		Alice		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.27				White		F

		917405476		Burns		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.01				White		F

		917402407		Shelton		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917318563		Rosser		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		F

		917422829		Cornelius		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.74				Unknown		F

		917421676		Woodson		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917420090		Dill		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.61				White		F

		917401090		Depena		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5				Unknown		F

		917399582		Lovette		Darianna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5				Black		F

		917416944		Uzamere		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.16				Black		F

		917380130		Stalvey		Maegan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.24		4		White		F

		917390605		Bowen		Tabitha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917329186		Parris		Caleb		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.05				White		M

		917414581		Kennington		Rebecca		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.38				White		F

		917212308		Birr		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.46		3.66		White		F

		917329881		Bass		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.09				White		F

		917349030		Davidson		Joanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.92				White		F

		917415598		Storey		Kamryn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917414314		Lee		Jessie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.57				White		F

		917399340		Barron		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.34				White		F

		917396692		Jones		Darius		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.3				Black		M

		917360550		Tigner		Floristine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.07				Black		F

		917386087		Petch		Alexander		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.86				White		M

		917400150		Woodhead		Caroline		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.31				Asian		F

		917044040		White		Melissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3				White		F

		917126851		Holt		Cherie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.79				White		F

		917148087		Haney		Sandy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.17				White		F

		917215931		Stevenson		Lea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05				Black		F

		917247179		Ponder		Latoya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.9				Black		F

		917284307		Johnson		Mykel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.87		2.66		Black		F

		917286802		Duncan		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.99				White		F

		917251765		Robinson		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.98				White		F

		917334151		Davis		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.46				White		F

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.61		3.94		White		F

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.6		3.83		White		F

		917291051		Zuppan		Christopher		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.97				White		M

		917311112		Patrick		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.91				Black		F

		917289172		Yates		Bianca		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.79				White		F

		917301041		Tharpe		Mackenzie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.13				White		F

		917314919		Watts		Shamaiya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.89				Black		F

		917314718		Nelson		Alyssa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31		3.87		White		F

		917316321		Waldroup		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.92				White		F

		917324515		Moore		Haley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.99				Unknown		F

		917140796		Johnson		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.73				White		F

		917290952		Nicholson		Julia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200805		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.11		4		White		F

		917242881		Broadwater		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.66				White		F

		917333488		LaMolinare		Cari		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44				White		F

		917310152		Wheelus		Christen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.89				White		F

		917339890		Urban		Dacia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.92				Unknown		F

		917320688		Tauber		Alexandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.5		2.85		White		F

		917317330		Smith		Abbey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.63				White		F

		917320417		Alexander		Courtenay		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.97				Black		F

		917316875		Boileau		Elyse		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37				Unknown		F

		917310617		Garber		Michael		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.41				White		F

		917304357		Millard		Parks		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.58				White		M

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Theatre		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.04		3.9		Black		F

		917315676		Harkins		Charmayne		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.04				Black		F

		917307254		Braun		Angela		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.88				White		F

		917310712		Misutka		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.18				White		F

		917286177		Starnes		Charles		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48				Unknown		M

		917322286		Verdell		Keri		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F

		917315481		Jackson		Tishanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.94		3.5		Black		F

		917315966		Smith		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.61				White		F

		917314115		Pitts		Yasmeen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.92				Black		F

		917308585		BonneCarrere		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.88		2.77		White		F

		917298767		Benefield		Chastity		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				White		F

		917318877		Bul		Kellie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		F

		917297105		Mallory		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1				White		F

		917097682		Dudley		Holly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.04		4		White		F

		917345999		Robbins		Lyndsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26				White		F

		917348940		Houston		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				Black		F

		917329745		Nelms		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.58				White		F

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.79		4		White		F

		917301889		Ross		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.83		0		Black		F

		917332674		Socotch		Jayme		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.92				White		F

		917311789		Ariail		Kayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.39				White		F

		917336900		Walker		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.64				White		F

		917306523		Anderson		Dominique		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.47				Black		F

		917332742		Bethea		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1		3.77		Black		F

		917333864		Castleberry		Erin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1				White		F

		917334933		Ross		Stephanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.59				White		F

		917332668		Hunt		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48				White		F

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.72		3.91		Black		F

		917332633		Petry		Shannon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.27				White		F

		917339984		Conenna		Lisa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.61				White		F

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.17		4		White		F

		917254588		Price		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Psychology		P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.84		3.7		Black		F

		917308628		Painter		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.47				White		F

		917344636		Byrd		Trazette		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.99				Black		F

		917305953		Thompson		Kalisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31		4		Black		F

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.47		3.72		White		F

		917338139		Moguel		Selena		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.08				Unknown		F

		917341299		Pitts		Breanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.6				White		F

		917323673		Tuck		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.17				Unknown		F

		917337397		Wills		Erich		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.32				White		M

		917329237		Elliott		Meghann		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4				White		F

		917307703		Owens		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.13				White		F

		917346527		Rainey		Amy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.2				White		F

		917350008		Caswell		Hillary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.54				White		F

		917389279		Snell		Joseph		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.4				White		M

		917346406		Begy		Kara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.5				White		F

		917378662		Cooper		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT		F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.53				White		F

		917373251		Roggermeier		Elizabeth Ann		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		F

		917304199		Henderson		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.79				White		F

		917311740		Mallory		Bethany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44				White		F

		917294426		Bishop		Ariel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.86				Black		F

		917302778		Gibbs		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26				White		F

		917399811		Boggs		Terrie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.78				White		F

		917327347		Colding		Kristi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.45				White		F

		917329405		Bullock		Dara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.19				Black		F

		917078311		Campbell		Paula		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28				White		F

		917384367		Bata		Rebekah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		4		White		F

		917376169		Roberts		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.56				White		F

		917312028		Moon		Kaleigh		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.64				White		F

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26		3.35		Black		F

		917398605		Pineda		Kristina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37				White		F

		917331626		McCloud		Donna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.95				White		F

		917327741		Fallin		Kristen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.49				White		F

		917327311		McMillan		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.83		3.16		Black		F

		917318268		Stinson		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.93				White		F

		917266795		Moreen		Shakeala		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.01				Black		F

		917319231		Hanson		Tabatha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.74				White		F

		917342569		Adams		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44				White		F

		917400717		Harp		Wendy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.67				White		F

		917255032		Holcombe		Avery		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.8				White		F

		917399746		Hale		Brooke		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48				White		F

		917401224		Weatherly		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37				White		F

		917401204		Bailey		Hillary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		F

		917402484		Sellears		Amelia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.75				White		F

		917399497		Bozeman		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.29				White		F

		917396120		Williams		Erica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.75				White		F

		917401400		Moeller		Kathy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.23				White		F

		917293433		Robertson		Kayley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.12				White		F

		917011132		Stewart		Heather		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200508		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.96				Unknown		F

		917244768		Blanford		Theresa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200608		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.89				White		F

		917304569		Mompoint		Shamika		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200708		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.97				Black		F

		917294127		Broach		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.2		2		White		F

		917328310		Tulloch		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.05				Black		F

		917319141		Smith		Cody		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93		2		White		M

		917315197		Hudson		Malesha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Studio Art		P		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.97				Asian		F

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.44		4		White		F

		917325039		Blair		Constance		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917111881		Sales		Sara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.89				White		F

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.99		3.75		Black		F

		917269957		Brown		Kelvin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.91				White		M

		917340891		Smith		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.38				White		F

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.05		4		Black		F

		917336639		Wright		Randi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08				White		F

		917342189		Alexander		Crystal		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917310727		Barnett		Cydney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12				White		F

		917342038		Priddy		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.51				White		F

		917318629		Carroll		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.82				White		F

		917334400		Cook		Brandon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.15				White		F

		917330044		Rose		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.01				White		F

		917341123		Hicks		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Sociology		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08				White		F

		917342478		Allbritton		Mary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.47				White		F

		917323487		Alceac		Cassandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.86				Black		F

		917363130		Volkmer		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.62		4		White		F

		917362482		Newman		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				White		F

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.41		3.06		White		F

		917305219		Boulware		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.32				White		F

		917360234		Smith		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.49				White		F

		917350579		Wiggins		Christina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.37		3.75		White		F

		917352707		Davis		Lyndsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.64				White		F

		917302648		Wehunt		Savana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.18				White		F

		917361016		Kremer		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.86				White		F

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.44		3.8		Black		F

		917341532		Dunn		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Spanish		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				Unknown		F

		917368425		Couch		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8		4		White		F

		917353540		Jones		Brandi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.69				White		F

		917343435		Riggs		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.72				White		F

		917376361		Williams		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.83				White		F

		917383819		Horne		Emma		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		F

		917361545		Floor		Philip		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		M

		917367305		Fain		Darby		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.35				White		F

		917356784		Simon		Stephen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.66		3.66		White		M

		917372973		Putters		Chelcee		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.61				White		F

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.52		4		White		F

		917365573		Dean		Melanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				Black		F

		917366630		Brown		Avery		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.86				White		F

		917355428		Dunham		Karissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.57				White		F

		917344416		Allen		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.87				White		F

		917351608		Lee		Giana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.42				Asian		F

		917359432		Talley		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.84				White		F

		917307327		Norman		Hillary		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.65				White		F

		917372790		Martin		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8				White		F

		917423032		Thornton		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8				White		F

		917317118		Wedhorn		Kaley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917399156		Williams		Corshell		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.76		4		Black		F

		917427768		Freeman		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21				Asian		F

		917366918		Vaughn		Manisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				Black		F

		917340692		Rowell		Casey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917422013		Mathis		Laura		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.95				White		F

		917119391		Waddell		Ronnie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.51				White		M

		917317666		Burch		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		F

		917349402		Correa		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.44		4		White		F

		917407110		Ellis		Raven		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.27				White		F

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.85		4		Black		F

		917413144		Knight		Honesty		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				White		F

		917410324		West		April		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.55				White		F

		917374197		Shelby		Cathy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.9				White		F

		917420320		Miller		William		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.51				White		M

		917383625		Vasser		April		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.26				White		F

		917255283		Clay		Santana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.42		3.25		Black		F

		917427333		Dupree		Lacey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.84				White		F

		917184052		Earnest		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.49				White		F

		917318867		Brown		DaeSha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.06				Black		F

		917429321		Dowdy		William		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.24				White		M

		917399451		Barnes		Christina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.79				White		F

		917189466		Groover		Jaclyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.48				White		F

		917428613		Carver		Connie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		F

		917417513		Roberts		Stacy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.85				White		F

		917143795		Cochran		Lucerita		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.42				White		F

		917421255		Hawkins		Demetrius		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.16				Black		M

		917363302		Baker		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.84		1		Black		F

		917451027		Stokes		Toni		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.48				White		F

		917314532		Bonner		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.91				Black		F

		917323622		Holt		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.92				White		F

		917445863		Childers		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.89				White		F

		917319950		Carroll		Richelle		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.66		4		White		F

		917082011		Cole		Channa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.53				White		F

		917399911		Gray		Jarett		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.89				White		M

		917344951		Beard		Deaudra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95				Black		F

		917323116		Duke		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.93				White		F

		917339332		Morris		Rhianon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Music		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.88				White		F

		917176610		Dudka		Bridget		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.09				Black		F

		917414291		Poisal		Priscilla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.87				White		F

		917451764		Ferguson		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.29				White		F

		917289228		Euliano		Meghan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917372489		Jenkins		Mia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04				Black		F

		917362038		Cooper		Alexandria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32				Unknown		F

		917336030		Acord		Kari		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.73				White		F

		917429330		Jones		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.52				White		F

		917382205		Dyer		Ieshia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.93				Black		F

		917394708		Butler		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.77		3.85		White		F

		917359277		Vesely		Miranda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.44				White		F

		917350907		Justen		Kristi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95				White		F

		917355146		Denton		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07				White		F

		917363516		Griffin		Shantise		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95		4		Black		F

		917366223		Walker		Kirsten		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.25				Black		F

		917181684		Martin		Thomas		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1				White		M

		917385197		Morrow		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.56				White		F

		917380583		Stroud		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.31		3.5		Black		F

		917375430		Smedley		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.33				White		F

		917391375		Deramus		Mckinsley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19				Black		F

		917387006		Adams		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.58				White		F

		917371000		Orebaugh		Savanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.86				White		F

		917347266		Jones		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.12				White		F

		917312594		Walker		Brandi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.38				White		F

		917368921		Wendlandt		Meghan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.91		4		White		F

		917367803		Raston		Jhori		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.4				Black		F

		917421008		Bemis		Lesley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.65				White		F

		917335498		Barton		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.11				White		F

		917330343		Cook		Christian		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.24		3.83		White		F

		917389978		Wyman		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.27				White		F

		917410022		Williams		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.11				White		F

		917380528		Thiele		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.78				White		F

		917427172		Gunby		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.87				White		F

		917395917		O'bryan		Kathleen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32				White		F

		917372874		Rutan		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.29				White		F

		917338074		Bostic		Rachel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.26		3.83		White		F

		917395855		Wren		Rebekah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.89		4		White		F

		917329157		Maddox		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200901		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.08				White		F

		917373723		Ivey		Brana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.61		3.66		Black		F

		917362373		McCombs		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.93				Black		F

		917303990		Weaver		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.79				White		F

		917394879		Buggs		Kenya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.21		3.5		Black		F

		917375193		Reeves		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.92				White		F

		917363280		Edouard		Anastasia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.99				Black		F

		917386067		Helms		Laura		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.46				White		F

		917450596		Brown		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.75				White		F

		917404163		Dye		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.27				White		F

		917454831		Meers		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.79				White		F

		917387918		Eaves		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63				White		F

		917341792		Nelson		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.2				White		F

		917395880		Ellis		Angel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07		3.57		Black		F

		917330200		Prather		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.79		0		Black		F

		917377905		Worthy		Hailey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.92				White		F

		917367458		Warner		Jennifer		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.36				White		F

		917373167		Smith		Cassie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.68				White		F

		917199925		Williams		Katie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.79				White		F

		917394487		Gill		Arielle		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63				White		F

		917371003		Lewis		Ashlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.96		0		White		F

		917368119		Ho-sang		Melissa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.24				Black		F

		917334873		Davis		Lindsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.73				White		F

		917357140		Whispell		Katelynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1				White		F

		917394133		Lipham		Heather		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.54				White		F

		917364695		Marlow		Madison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.73				Unknown		F

		917367928		Champion		Chantel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.68		3		Black		F

		917374640		Smith		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.02				Black		F

		917363626		Barker		Donovan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.9				Black		M

		917390746		Ritter		Elizabeth		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.54				White		F

		917383763		Helms		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.81				White		F

		917392133		Cunningham		Kristen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.4		3.7		White		F

		917389756		Austin		Carly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63		4		White		F

		917371569		Couch		Kiana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.24				Black		F

		917399872		McCloud-Speer		Aquinta		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.12		3.91		Black		F

		917331479		Watson		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.09				White		F

		917394230		Townsend		Abby		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.82				White		F

		917344312		Norton		Kirby		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.05				White		F

		917397168		Miller		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63				White		F

		917410066		Pirkle		Kyndel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.41				White		F

		917337604		Loveless		Casey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3				White		F

		917364708		Parson		Ellen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201005		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.12				White		F

		917373405		Hudson		Diamond		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.46				Black		F

		917344112		Copeland		Eddrick		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.95				Black		M

		917384140		Crawford		Ebonee		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.01				Black		F

		917354062		Jarrett		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.44				White		F

		917336771		Thomas		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.97		3.83		Black		F

		917373814		Aramian		Rose		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.55				White		F

		917336582		Collins		Kayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200908		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.05				White		F

		917313544		Reed		Latisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.24				White		F

		917419072		Anderson		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.26				Black		F

		917410815		Kardoes		Bailey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.55		2.4		White		F

		917367158		Haywood		Taijohne'A		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.45				Black		F

		917405778		Burkhalter		Tera		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.8				White		F

		917400031		Curl		Kayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.76				American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917410654		Longshore		Morgan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.97				White		F

		917306889		Dobbin		Daphne		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.1				White		F

		917420734		Brown		Kati		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.36				White		F

		917367584		McMullen		Tieshia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.88				Black		F

		917395561		Jeter		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.62				White		F

		917312749		Ellegood		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.15				White		F

		917421572		Burton		Elizabeth		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.82				White		F

		917415593		Beasley		Kelly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Psychology		F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.29				White		F

		917404358		Lanier		Leslie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.62				White		F

		917418861		Campbell		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.47				White		F

		917415311		Garrett		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.82				White		F

		917413545		Ankney		Conner		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58				White		F

		917337235		Lynum		La'Teisha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.13		1.5		Black		F

		917456263		Powell		Dustin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.95				White		M

		917412371		Arellano-Garcia		Carina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.51				Unknown		F

		917391447		Knox		Diamond		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.27				Black		F

		917416660		Hawkins		Tamela		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.19				Black		F

		917422126		Pruitt		Cody		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.99				White		M

		917411952		Brackett		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.86				White		F

		917416874		Agou		Stephany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.76				Black		F

		917399913		Hagood		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.43				White		F

		917413562		Mcclure		Vanessa		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33				White		F

		917397600		Hise		Josalynn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.16				White		F

		917103373		Baker		Tara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.98				Unknown		F

		917326051		Wingo		Elizabeth		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		200808		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.89				White		F

		917378103		Causey		Sabrina		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.3				White		F

		917428961		Miller		Kaitlin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.21		4		White		F

		917396818		Ferguson		Sanchetta		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.03				Black		F

		917445581		Amoroso		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.95				White		F

		917428460		Witt		Shanna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.27				White		F

		917422724		Partain		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.92				White		F

		917388876		Silva		Erica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.66				White		F

		917413053		Mcgilberry		Iman		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.02				Black		F

		917470781		Wood		Kristi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.72				White		F

		917380473		Arsenault		Kelly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.44				White		F

		917419278		Hollis		Michaela		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.24				White		F

		917413440		Stevens		Cailey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.63				White		F

		917420682		McDonald		Sydney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.29		3.5		Black		F

		917384002		Rudisill		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.35				White		F

		917391827		Weiland		Gretchen		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.95				White		F

		917145582		West		Brooke		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.95				White		F

		917377085		Spicer		Amber		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.82				White		F

		917395985		Clack		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.16				White		F

		917395161		Bridges		Chelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.47				White		F

		917407243		Hayes		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.28		0		White		F

		917388670		Beck		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.92				White		F

		917436038		Partee		Sherrel		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.66				White		F

		917391435		Johnston		Delara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.2				White		F

		917379392		Barrera		Soledad		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.51				Unknown		F

		917366020		Bradford		Bret		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.51				White		M

		917390485		Bailey		Keirah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.91				Black		F

		917405909		Koch		Alexis		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.34				White		F

		917340853		Kincaid		Erika		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.16				White		F

		917339794		Kerr		Nikia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.23				Black		F

		917473764		Troutman		Margaret		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.07				White		F

		917390664		Esmann		Kirsten		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.79				White		F

		917472364		Whaley		Amanda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.68				White		F

		917468417		Haygood		Whitney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.18				White		F

		917459841		Mcreynolds		Laura		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58				White		F

		917429754		Sullivan		Anna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.92		4		White		F

		917449293		Hainley		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.49				White		F

		917385741		Paul		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.85				White		F

		917438736		Smith		Jordan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.87				White		F

		917436497		Witcher		Kaytlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.78				White		F

		917389500		Cochran		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.16				White		F

		917404372		Stinson		Sarah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.63				White		F

		917431948		Anderson		Abbie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.55				White		F

		917453859		Faulkner		Caitlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.83				White		F

		917435236		Lindsey		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.59				White		F

		917427605		Breedlove		Kelsea		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.72				White		F

		917349386		Harper		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.48				Black		F

		917437794		Jones		Brooke		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				Black		F

		917427243		Holmes		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.4				White		F

		917366112		Alexander		Asia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.76				Black		F

		917438857		Clifton		Brandon		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		M

		917438891		Duncan		Kara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.55				White		F

		917445917		Jarrell		Ashleigh		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education		Biology		F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917440749		Howard		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				White		F

		917422352		Phillips		Miranda		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.54				White		F

		917390906		Eidson		Allison		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917397406		Olinger		Kendal		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.98				White		F

		917415860		Clarke		Kelsey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.11				White		F

		917403061		Adams		Nicole		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.01				Black		F

		917434861		Wilson		Kayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.97				Black		F

		917469816		Day		Shayla		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.38				Black		F

		917456763		Stephens		Grant		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		M

		917434050		Taylor		Quaesha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.51				Black		F

		917417987		Robertson		Cara		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52				White		F

		917412068		Tankersley		Kaitlyn		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.54				Unknown		F

		917416570		Green		Cortny		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.3				White		F

		917432925		Smith		Alexis		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.64				White		F

		917435837		Partlow		Pagie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17				Black		F

		917411160		Starnes		Hannah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.25				White		F

		917437848		Bridges		Chloe		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.25				White		F

		917419934		Pope		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.45				Black		F

		917437847		West		Sydney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917439427		Zayas		Dynasty		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.14				Black		F

		917437678		Traylor		Natalie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.74				White		F

		917408121		Griffin		Rebekah		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.92				White		F

		917304352		Sutton		Betsy		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				White		F

		917411525		Brown		Calie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.08				White		F

		917420841		Wear		Lauren		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.88				White		F

		917341512		Seaman		Roxanne		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.82				White		F

		917436927		Powers		Emily		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.38				White		F

		917392936		Gante		Stacey		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.41				Unknown		F

		917412427		Bowman		Jasmine		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.09				Black		F

		917367583		Benitez		Alexis		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		F

		917478809		Zachmeyer		Ashlee		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.3				White		F

		917450332		Williams		Courtney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.2				Black		F

		917475633		Polite		Shante'		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.15				Black		F

		917497038		Thompson		Brittany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.77				White		F

		917418824		Ashe		Logan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.3				White		F

		917436965		Dermo		Brittney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.87				White		F

		917445787		Nacey		Monica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.18				White		F

		917440031		Washington		Taylor		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.21				Black		F

		917383300		Cole		Chassi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13				White		F

		917447135		Norwood		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.64				White		F

		917441119		Montgomery		Victoria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.2				White		F

		917403437		Ulstad		Ashley		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.4				White		F

		917437254		Lopez		Cintya		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.44				White		F

		917394222		Burton		Dimitria		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				Black		F

		917424189		Telleria		Claudia		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13				Unknown		F

		917316260		McEntyre		Jessica		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.04				White		F

		917321553		Plouffe		Alexandra		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.05				White		F

		917328115		Strickland		Molly		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3				White		F

		917307501		Butts		Megan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.12		3.85		White		F

		917324619		Snyder		Hannah Sharai		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.02				White		F

		917317501		Chastain		Brandi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.88				White		F

		917320118		Creel		Kenna		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.92		1.6		White		F

		917340751		Bennett		Tiffany		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.93		0		White		F

		917351820		Fernander		Aaron		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.88				Black		M

		917354959		Henson		Brandi		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.07				Black		F

		917375504		Weddle		Rebecca		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.92				Black		F

		917294256		Hooper		Danielle		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		200808		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.76				Unknown		F

		917376154		Law		Kristin		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.54		4		White		F

		917390535		Cagle		Shana		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.95				White		F

		917342990		Payton		Samantha		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03				White		F

		917344719		Orozco		Laura		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.19				Unknown		F

		917383960		Kennedy		Maegan		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.38				White		F

		917360414		Procuro		Lanie		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.38				White		F

		917417002		Emmert		Cortney		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.42				Asian		F

		917404820		Jester		Danielle		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.34				Black		F

		917347121		Norris		Abigail		BSED		Early Childhood Education		General				BSED Early Childhood Education				P		201301		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.01		3.8		White		F

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.88		3.5		Black		F

		917283962		Martin		Christopher		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		0		Black		M

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.4		3.91		White		F

		917352285		Lucas		Mikki		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31		4		White		F

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.89		3.41		Black		F

		917273819		Eubanks		Dekeitha		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200708		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.08		1.33		Black		F

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.94		3.83		Black		F

		917032964		Brownlow		Alisha		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200801		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.05				White		F

		917308220		Mcbride		Lindsey		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		F

		917143427		Storey		Lauren		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.38				White		F

		917343036		Buterbaugh		Joshua		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.27				White		M

		917317824		Lawrence		Jesse		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				Unknown		M

		917305653		Browning		Michael		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.01				Black		M

		917308229		Morrow		Brittany		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				White		F

		917210189		Dye		William		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.88				White		M

		917331800		Hamilton		Vickie		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.76				White		F

		917356535		McGuffey		Ryan		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.21				White		M

		917298751		Cowart		Tiffany		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.35				White		F

		917354787		Turner		Jannette		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.52				White		F

		917342985		Milledge		Jesse		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.85				Black		M

		917342327		Bishop		Peyton		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.63				White		F

		917376571		Mathis		Lesley		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.88				White		F

		917326324		Cantrell		Kaitlyn		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.84				White		F

		917319107		Langford		Emily		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75				White		F

		917344224		Galatian		Zachary		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200908		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.31				White		M

		917381838		Newman		Judson		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Language Arts/Soc Studies				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.79				White		M

		917304990		Neal		Charli		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.75				White		F

		917156758		Smith		Janee		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.9				White		F

		917296251		Martin		Melissa		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200705		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.58				White		F

		917312872		Baines		Elizabeth		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75				White		F

		917399096		Brown		Justin		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.57				White		M

		917249062		Jochum		Kalyn		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.85				Unknown		F

		917290627		Garner		Grant		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.93				White		M

		917309113		Ridings		Alyssa		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.54				White		F

		917293430		Riggs		Keith		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.13				Unknown		M

		917317133		Stapler		Brandy		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.91				White		F

		917314271		Triggs		Ashley		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26				Black		F

		917318508		Sharp		Jasmine		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05				Black		F

		917312357		Barr		Elizabeth		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.04				White		F

		917341856		Taliaferro		Lauren		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.07				White		F

		917303575		Phillips		Meagan		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917245882		Nasert		Tiffany		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.82				White		F

		917293732		Wagner		Shawn		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200705		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.63				White		F

		917251529		Bishop		Jessica		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.95				White		F

		917332806		Shultis		Brooke		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		F

		917335321		Hassan		Mariam		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.96				Asian		F

		917168338		McKoy		Stephen		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.88				White		M

		917376937		Carr		Charles		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12				Black		M

		917373898		Walker		Kalleasha		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education		Psychology		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.86				Black		F

		917011954		Gann		Donna		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.91				White		F

		917322541		Pineda		Nereyda		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Mathematics/Science 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.99				Unknown		F

		917312929		Camp		Josie		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Media Specialist 				BSED Middle Grades Education				P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.74		0		White		F

		917336874		Evans		Patricia		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.56		4		Black		F

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Secondary Education-Math				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.3		3.41		Black		F

		917139975		Hathcock		Kimberlee		BSED		Middle Grades Education		General				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		201001		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29		0		White		F

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		BSED		Middle Grades Education		General				BSED Middle Grades Education				F		200901		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.49		3.9		White		F

		917274750		Beasley		Kimbula		BSED		Physical Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Physical Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.35		0		Black		F

		917303293		Rowe		William		BSED		Physical Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Physical Education		Biology		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.65				White		M

		917156900		Gordon		Ryan		BSED		Physical Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.78		3.66		White		M

		917378622		Amey		Delontae		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				P		201008		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.8				Black		M

		917271060		White		James		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.74				White		M

		917297992		Banks		Justin		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		Business Administration, MGT		F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.74				Black		M

		917301989		Padgett		Kyle		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.8				White		M

		917317217		Johnson		Roy		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		Psychology		F		200805		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.09				White		M

		917322476		Kiker		Joshua		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.64				White		M

		917306296		Ferrell		Ellen		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.17				White		F

		917310621		Griner		Braden		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.42				White		M

		917320985		Murphey		Kathryn		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05				White		F

		917341257		Covic		Anja		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.43				White		F

		917338886		Smith		Angela		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.86				White		F

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.98		3.81		White		F

		917334287		Wright		Randall		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.85				White		M

		917339594		Yates		Jacob		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				White		M

		917323842		Kiser		John		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		M

		917288342		Loveall		Jason		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		Studio Art		F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.42				White		M

		917350694		Graham		Synesha		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.77				Black		F

		917333810		Gaddy		Andrew		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.2				White		M

		917317113		Zeigler		Joshua		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.8				White		M

		917303290		Rampley		Wesley		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.73				White		M

		917123457		Crocker		Jeffrey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		M

		917229424		Lawson		Levi		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		History		F		200608		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.61				Black		M

		917317212		Andros		Harrison		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.68				White		M

		917069874		Parker		Jennifer		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.05				White		F

		917302698		Green		Zerick		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.28				Black		M

		917318237		Dennis		Ethan		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.68				Unknown		M

		917345391		Cousins		Elliot		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.92				American Indian or Alaskan Native		M

		917339965		Caulk		Benjamin		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08				White		M

		917335560		Lee		Deangelo		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.06				Black		M

		917342506		Smith		John		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.14				White		M

		917342633		Penland		Brandon		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.19				Unknown		M

		917328130		Jones		Corey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.99				White		M

		917352700		Wilkerson		Ben		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				Black		M

		917360299		Black		Amanda		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21				White		F

		917375646		Strakose		Adam		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		M

		917355231		Caulk		Karlie		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.5		3.5		White		F

		917335792		Janney		Stephanie		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.89				White		F

		917383379		Sparks		Zachary		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.72				White		M

		917383380		Thayer		Melinda		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93				White		F

		917324173		Hunter		Ventrail		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.91				Black		M

		917347534		Skinner		Cody		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.28				White		M

		917386800		Lee		Taaluwt		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93				Unknown		M

		917432266		Bailey		David		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.96				Unknown		M

		917393231		Carroll		Jacob		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.07				White		M

		917322705		Huddleston		Jacob		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		M

		917402182		Caldwell		Seth		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		M

		917333552		Simpkins		Victor		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.87				Black		M

		917411552		Baker		Robert		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.99				Black		M

		917366667		Jones		Tommy		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32				White		M

		917360645		Walker		Philip		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32				White		M

		917435346		Magwood		Stephen		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.49				White		M

		917364374		Esposito		April		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.82				Unknown		F

		917376354		Earl		Ambrey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.92				White		F

		917309315		Bryant		Jordan		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200808		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.12				White		M

		917355139		Clonts		Kristen		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.2				White		F

		917425394		Sellers		Bryce		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39				Black		M

		917411945		Turner		Kelsey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.97				White		F

		917395193		Powell		Carirosa		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.47				White		F

		917211274		Gaskin		Jeffrey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.96				White		M

		917391342		Bryant		Chelcee		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.99				White		F

		917410181		Paschall		Sarah		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.27				White		F

		917454419		Bright		Jordan		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.26				White		F

		917375938		Thomas		Burton		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201101		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.89				White		M

		917410123		Fluevog		John		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201201		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.54				Unknown		M

		917422041		Slate		Ethan		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.61				White		M

		917470444		Miller		Erica		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.11				White		F

		917419370		Sellers		Markia		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.69				Black		F

		917054611		Ayers		Mary		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.11				Unknown		F

		917420574		Danford		Bruce		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.62				White		M

		917406990		Smith		Leslie		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				Unknown		F

		917378758		Autry		Elijah		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3				White		M

		917388039		Ivester		Aren		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.03				White		M

		917332046		Huffman		Corey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				P		200901		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.28				White		M

		917319274		Biddle		Aubrey		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education		Psychology		P		200808		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917170417		Johnson		Jared		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.7				Unknown		M

		917376350		Jones		Darrell		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				P		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.79				Black		M

		917406747		Williams		Wesley		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				P		201108		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.49				White		M

		917275758		Varnadoe		Kathryn		BSED		Physical Education		General				BSED Physical Education				F		200708		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.13				White		F

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		BSED		Special Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.32		3.42		White		M

		917352295		Gray		Trebla		BSED		Special Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Special Education		Management		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.73		1.5		Black		F

		917390226		Burgess		Travonta		BSED		Special Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.73		4		Black		M

		917425449		Robinson-Simpson		Cashmere		BSED		Special Education		Instruction Technology 				BSED Special Education				F		201205		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.37				Black		F

		917384904		Helton		Brigette		BSED		Special Education		Media Specialist				BSED Special Education		Sociology		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.4		4		White		F

		917408149		Ross		Jaleen		BSED		Special Education		Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.9				Black		M

		917287197		Brock		Anzlee		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200708		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.96				White		F

		917318068		Gray		Mallory		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3				White		F

		917247952		Fountain		Phillip		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				P		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.79				White		M

		917119175		Figgins		Lori		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05				White		F

		917131086		Adesanya		Aminat		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200601		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.93				Black		F

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.84		3.81		White		F

		917202763		Young		Joseph		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200608		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.16		3.75		White		M

		917298733		Strickland		Dwate		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200705		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				Black		M

		917300215		DeAngelis		Bryan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200708		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.53				White		M

		917306172		Parker		Erin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48				White		F

		917283545		Hudson		Rachel		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education		Psychology		F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.67				White		F

		917306487		Harris		Charisa		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44				Black		F

		917312305		Sullivan		Jacob		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38				White		M

		917256167		Hogan		Jarrod		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.99				White		M

		917304136		Walker		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.22				White		F

		917310615		Eubanks		Rachael		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.94				White		F

		917304821		Robinson		Elizabeth		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.35				Unknown		F

		917312334		Carney		Magen		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.13				White		F

		917301171		Lambert		Raquel		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.22				White		F

		917349745		Preston		Annette		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28				Black		F

		917337072		Cooper		James		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.3				White		M

		917331896		Kennedy		Sammantha		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1				White		F

		917307077		Cook		Jessica Marie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.9				White		F

		917350646		Burd		Amanda		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.45				White		F

		917318062		Fields		Paige		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.38		3.83		White		F

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917377972		Miles		Kaylin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.84				White		F

		917316847		Emerson		Samantha		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.46				Unknown		F

		917379129		Marinelli		Andrew		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.06				White		M

		917247558		Duffey		Ryan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.35				Unknown		M

		917374715		Newton		Katie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.63				White		F

		917315506		Cowart		Stephanie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28				White		F

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.9		4		White		F

		917201224		Cruey		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917276402		Saint		Michael		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.56				White		M

		917286522		Yarborough		Samantha		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.32				White		F

		917352873		Crutchfield		James		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.14				White		M

		917355693		Crumbley		Brandon		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.14				White		M

		917324262		Shea		Taylor		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08				White		F

		917305397		Runels		Tyler		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.73				White		M

		917344215		Gowen		Heather		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16				White		F

		917324096		Cochran		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.5				White		F

		917343498		Woodall		Laura		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.03				White		F

		917350256		Long		Olivia		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		F

		917312016		Galloway		Michael		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201005		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.75		4		White		M

		917376383		Barney		Megan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.52				White		F

		917368300		Hooper		Eden		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.71				White		F

		917367859		Brownlow		Nicholas		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.45				White		M

		917372291		Clay		Leslie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.49				Unknown		F

		917374703		Blackwell		Kelsey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.83				White		F

		917342204		Crook		Cody		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.9				White		M

		917364546		Kalb		Alyssa		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.46				White		F

		917378455		Cole		Julie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4				White		F

		917363805		Simonton		Sara		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53				Unknown		F

		917405592		Crumley		Corey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12				White		M

		917402949		Grant		Kristen		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				Black		F

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.24		4		White		F

		917252363		Clark		Deanna		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.51				Black		F

		917398281		Brown		Robert		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.7				White		M

		917402961		Johnston		Jennifer		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.43				White		F

		917371123		Eubanks		Taylor		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53		3		White		F

		917336390		Green		Ginger		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21		2.5		White		F

		917191358		Blevins		Molly		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.86				White		F

		917319752		Tabler		Deborrah		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.88				White		F

		917332067		Bailey		Adam		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.88				White		M

		917359145		Smith		Annette		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.17				Black		F

		917320998		Milligan		Matthew		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200808		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.03				Unknown		M

		917360639		Kiel		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.13				White		F

		917347878		Kellar		Leyla		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.88				White		F

		917365886		Sexton		James		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.21				White		M

		917371791		Castellanos		Abigail		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.89				Unknown		F

		917372780		Pipkin		Julia		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.91				White		F

		917387293		Kelly		Courtney		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.86		3.83		White		F

		917315801		Seastrom		Sarah		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.22				White		F

		917416255		Wing		Joel		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.34				White		M

		917388083		Pittman		Tiana		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.25				Black		F

		917366208		Wright		Joshua		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07				White		M

		917152621		Jackson		Crystal		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201005		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.17				White		F

		917347148		Bell		Shatera		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				P		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.26				Black		F

		917381863		Manomano		George		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07				Black		M

		917432632		Thompson		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39				White		F

		917356631		Smith		Kayla		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.89				White		F

		917213303		Heard		Lasonya		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.94		0		Black		F

		917453487		Harting		Melissa		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.13				White		F

		917392031		Godwin		Lindsey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.72				White		F

		917329812		Griffin		Jordan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.64				White		F

		917387926		Wise		Crystin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.82				White		F

		917355026		Urquhart		Nathan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.3				White		M

		917364059		Raney		Kasy		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.98				White		F

		917363989		Duncan		Catherine		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.9				White		F

		917405776		Wilson		Hayley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.71				White		F

		917428518		Gilbert		Whitney		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.96				White		F

		917411038		Marinello		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33				White		F

		917404587		Cameron		Kristen		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.6				White		F

		917346147		Compton		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.8				White		F

		917380509		Pugh		Raven		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.08				Black		F

		917405989		Williams		Maegan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.85				White		F

		917445746		Perkins		Christy		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58				White		F

		917461627		Godfrey		Connillious		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.75				Black		M

		917396637		Rogers		Benjamin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.83				White		M

		917455149		Jernigan		Laura		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.2				White		F

		917442307		Freeman		Bristol		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.48				White		M

		917413072		Porter		Gavin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.47				White		M

		917400005		Carroll		Alicia		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.25		4		White		F

		917364581		Irvin		Haley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.56		4		White		F

		917378783		Day		Makenzie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.46				White		F

		917391329		Barnes-Blanton		Tatiana		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.31				Black		F

		917349297		Winders		Catherine		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.51				White		F

		917415261		Richardson		Justin		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.11				White		M

		917401303		Johnson		Halle		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.28				Black		F

		917370617		Pinion		Nancy		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201101		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.25				White		F

		917390644		Patton		Matthew		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.42				White		M

		917429272		Argo		Brittany		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.03				White		F

		917412986		Walters		Hannah		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.69				White		F

		917412313		Broome		Foy		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.34				White		F

		917411560		Shultes		Katie		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.52				White		F

		917418147		Ressler		Kathryn		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.53		4		White		F

		917371864		Liggins		Bobby		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.71				Black		M

		917444946		Clay		Anna		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.87				White		F

		917429925		Elrod		Morgan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.55				White		F

		917429474		Frisby		Suzanne		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.76				White		F

		917369731		Privett		Avery		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.23				White		M

		917428909		Swetmon		Brittney		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.28				White		F

		917415614		Holland		David		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.02				Black		M

		917405574		Cone		Caitlyn		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.77				White		F

		917449106		Johnston		Ashley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.68				White		F

		917436401		Gibson		Lindsey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.88				White		F

		917393272		Russell		Brittane		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.19				Black		F

		917438335		Kenyon		Emily		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.42				White		F

		917462311		Kilgore		David		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.12				White		M

		917440701		Moore		Emily		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.74				White		F

		917439260		Turner		Steven		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.79				White		M

		917441815		Sheesley		Lydia		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.91				White		F

		917377294		Thompson		Zachary		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.36				White		M

		917415386		Gayle		Dejaun		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.75				Black		M

		917404129		Spangler		Amanda		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.92				White		F

		917369118		Thompson		Morgan		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.85				White		F

		917456154		Reville		Mickey		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.99				White		M

		917402937		Bailey		Jessica		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.36				White		F

		917339102		LaPointe		Madeline		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				P		200908		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.27				White		F

		917411849		Bragdon		Hayley		BSED		Special Education		General				BSED Special Education				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.89				White		F

		917353888		Girvan		Samantha		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Media Specialist				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.32				White		F

		917431286		Deems		Anslee		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Media Specialist				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.76				White		F

		917377499		Cothran		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Pre-professional 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.62				White		F

		917206470		Hurey		Marcus		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.07		4		White		M

		917310184		Lovell		Megan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.36		3.75		White		F

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.96		3.44		White		F

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.58		3.77		Black		F

		917350796		Jordan		Jasmine		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.96		3		Black		F

		917381186		Marville		Helene		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201005		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.68		4		White		F

		917384221		White		Kayla		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.06		2.9		White		F

		917343466		Stockton		Olivia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.52				White		F

		917366177		Cheely		Jordan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08		2		Black		F

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		Special Education 				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.04		3.66		Black		F

		917357789		Cook		Kelsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.88				White		F

		917368681		Young		Clifton		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.3		4		White		M

		917404802		Addie		Anisa		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.1				Black		F

		917446430		Hernandez		Leighkim		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Psychology		F		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.12				Asian		F

		917238959		Cox		Felicia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.74		3		Black		F

		917305896		Smith		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1				White		F

		917299998		Ennis		Caroline		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.08				White		F

		917330969		Moss		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.24				White		F

		917328568		Justice		Taylor		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.06				White		F

		917326391		Abernathy		Asiah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.84				Black		F

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.75		4		White		F

		917338060		Pearson		Sharnise		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.76				Black		F

		917327800		Van Rhee		Whitney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917336111		Zaluski		Brianne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.56				White		F

		917352520		Barnett		Chelly		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.25				Unknown		F

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37		3.83		White		F

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.94		4		White		F

		917341821		Henley		Kimber		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.11				White		F

		917330784		Moses		Anna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.9		3.92		White		F

		917339963		Hanley		Mary Catherine		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.34				White		F

		917329871		Altares		Marianne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.79				Asian		F

		917343596		Adams		Morgan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.88				Unknown		F

		917338565		Johnson		Jennifer		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.9				White		F

		917317351		Fuller		De'sa		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28				Black		F

		917351066		Swank		Kathryn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.92				White		F

		917305550		Durham		Arielle		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.09				Black		F

		917336047		Shelby		Shana		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.24				White		F

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44		3.91		White		F

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.84		3.91		White		F

		917351872		Richards		Julia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.37				White		F

		917310058		Bryant		Virginia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.71				White		F

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44		4		White		F

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.68		3.83		White		F

		917376408		Simonds		Kayla		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31				White		F

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.93		3.57		White		F

		917395919		Shane		Haley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.33				White		F

		917283495		Lowther		April		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.11		3.83		Black		F

		917316131		Basiletti		Marcie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.36				White		F

		917390487		Carter		Jordan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.59				White		F

		917393840		Hinkle		Jenna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.5				White		F

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.53		3.91		Asian		F

		917301296		Wright		Amber		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200708		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.26				Black		F

		917305643		Bonner		Adrienne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.97				Black		F

		917341948		Williams		Carlye'		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Psychology		F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.47				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F

		917351300		Turner		Amanda		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		F

		917330785		Hines		Sharon		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.33				White		F

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917364816		Terry		Millette		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3				Black		F

		917362976		Garner		Lindsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				White		F

		917365517		Jones		Brooke		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.29				White		F

		917337801		Pleasant		Elisabeth		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.76				Black		F

		917346039		Webb		Nicole		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.17				Unknown		F

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.41		3.64		White		F

		917360655		Rush		Lacey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.29				White		F

		917371714		Scott		Alicia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.71				White		F

		917360809		Yarbrough		Mary		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.58		4		White		F

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.58		3.92		White		F

		917368496		Smith		Cassandra		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.36				Black		F

		917351326		Banks		Tambria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Management		F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21				Black		F

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.54		3.71		White		F

		917359634		Anjorin		Fatimah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8				Black		F

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53		3.92		White		F

		917343277		Dovak		Samantha		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.27				White		F

		917357681		Kuras		Alison		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.62				White		F

		917378362		Sengkhammee		Amber		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21				Asian		F

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.92		White		F

		917359640		Bloom		Rachel		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.56				White		F

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.67		3.78		White		F

		917373333		White		Diamond		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3		2		Black		F

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.44		3.85		Black		F

		917367334		Thompson		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.36				White		F

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.88		4		White		F

		917339340		Register		Chelsea		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				White		F

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.95		3.78		White		F

		917411770		Reeves		Caley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97				White		F

		917301345		Thomas		Amanda		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.85				White		F

		917345575		Estabaya		Tracy		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.63				Asian		F

		917388096		Lecates		Ashley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53				White		F

		917428482		Parker		Leah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.15				Black		F

		917400384		Tatum		Kelsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917345595		Law		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.75		3.92		White		F

		917329831		Poole		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.13				Black		F

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.97		3.92		White		F

		917394270		Cannon		Carolyn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.05		4		Black		F

		917415770		Willis		Jamie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.88				White		F

		917418424		James		Benjamin		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.1				White		M

		917442633		Johnson		Meagan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.4				White		F

		917418921		Bates		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.44				White		F

		917373615		Breeding		Kalyn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.27				Black		F

		917360490		Wiswall		Sarah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Psychology		F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.7		3.94		White		F

		917325292		Jeffers		Crystal		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.59		4		White		F

		917392195		Dunn		Laura		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.75		3.71		White		F

		917388282		Edwards		Samantha		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.28				White		F

		917393658		Butler		Joanna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.71				Asian		F

		917425790		Pullin		Krystal		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.94				Asian		F

		917310655		McFadden		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.31				White		F

		917374319		Moss		William		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.76		3.85		White		M

		917384494		Sprinkle		Jasmyne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19				Black		F

		917346958		Shepherd		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		3.78		White		F

		917424951		Peay		Joeletta		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.88		4		Black		F

		917429939		Cox		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.01				Black		F

		917374038		King		Taylor		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.2				White		F

		917385637		Evans		Haley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19				Unknown		F

		917443035		Goodwin		Emily		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.62		4		White		F

		917351889		Gable		Amy		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.18				White		F

		917438820		Pilgrim		Lindsay		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04				White		F

		917428595		Pollock		Alicia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.3				Black		F

		917418838		Zachary		Betty		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.9		4		White		F

		917399571		Butler		Kaela		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.56		3.92		Black		F

		917407437		Barnes		Glenn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.33		3.71		Black		M

		917410323		Weaver		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.51				White		F

		917385281		Luton		Victoria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.37				White		F

		917421723		Wood		Ashley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.47				White		F

		917414388		Mcgee		Danielle		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.66				Black		F

		917373496		Huff		Jenai		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.42				Black		F

		917390645		Petcu		Michelle		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.38				White		F

		917378780		Sutherland-Johnson		Rosanna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.97		3.75		Black		F

		917392163		Walker		Kalie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.34				White		F

		917365109		Robinson		Latoya		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.23				Unknown		F

		917376559		Smith		Jenna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.68				White		F

		917421565		Marx		Zachary		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.45				White		M

		917381636		Johnson		RaShaundria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.51				Black		F

		917361938		Pruitt		Stevanie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.82		3.92		White		F

		917411646		Rodriguez		Eliana		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32		3.92		Unknown		F

		917392509		Bost		Morgan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.67		4		White		F

		917004602		Coleman		Deborah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.24				White		F

		917342704		Denney		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.33		3.78		White		F

		917406482		Evans		Johnah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3				Black		F

		917428402		Malone		Chauncey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.02				Black		M

		917355017		Norton		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.95				White		F

		917433842		Reilly		Leah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.9		4		White		F

		917398350		Poole		Sa'Quetta		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.13				Black		F

		917425269		Ligon		Whitney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.56				Black		F

		917319748		Strickland		Megan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1				White		F

		917372407		Edwards		Ashley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.63		3.92		Black		F

		917334969		Brown		Eriona		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.56				Black		F

		917413337		Smith		Marlie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.46				White		F

		917345961		Crook		Miranda		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4				White		F

		917181098		Peay		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07				Black		F

		917374973		Griffith		Jillian		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.97		4		White		F

		917396149		Rhyne		Frances		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.78		4		White		F

		917442970		Millsap		Nadia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.81		3.92		Black		F

		917364641		Jasper		Janaye		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.3				Black		F

		917418812		Wynett		Lindsay		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.6				White		F

		917415988		Peet		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.79		4		White		F

		917443811		Lunsford		Kelly		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.74		3.71		White		F

		917445042		Johnson		Taylor		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33				Black		F

		917403143		Hansberry		Jhessail		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.04				Black		F

		917443953		Pearson		Carleigh		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.29				White		F

		917404022		Hopper		Cynthia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4				White		F

		917405760		Flood		Kelsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.08				Black		F

		917461649		Hill		Taylor		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.32				White		F

		917409796		Echols		Laurel		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.43				White		F

		917390634		Smith		Kirsten		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.62				White		F

		917432809		Johnson		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.21				White		F

		917416196		Gordon		Caroline		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.48				White		F

		917410624		Lewis		Victoria		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.42				Black		F

		917419803		Parker		Haley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.88				White		F

		917399557		Groveman		Alexandra		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.35				White		F

		917133013		Barbour		Keli		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.21				White		F

		917386825		Terrell		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Business Administration, MGT		F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.91				White		F

		917411927		Mobley		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.56		3.57		White		F

		917355889		Clement		Kira		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.26				White		F

		917388950		Eison		Ashlynn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917474910		Griffin		Courtney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.53		4		White		F

		917421930		Davis		Erin		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.86		3.85		White		F

		917341837		Meyer		Brittany		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		English-Creative Writing		F		201201		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.21				White		F

		917417032		Atchley		Christina		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.35				White		F

		917396016		Barton		Jada		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		F

		917467682		Shepherd		Zana		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.19				Black		F

		917437646		Houze		Whitney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.42				White		F

		917440240		Walker		Olivia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.48				Black		F

		917437749		Moore		BreAnna		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.46				White		F

		917387413		Christie		Sharifah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.1				Black		F

		917480971		Young		Hannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.66				White		F

		917427956		Gilbert		Lindsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3				Black		F

		917439086		Hitchcock		Delaney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.83				White		F

		917435489		Piquette		Mary		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.92				White		F

		917435365		Landers		Megan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.77				White		F

		917458895		McWhorter		MacKenzie		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.63				White		F

		917421971		Jones-Darrington		Camaron		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.8				Black		F

		917432135		Evans		Shaniqua		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.69				Black		F

		917431940		Taylor		Chelsey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Psychology		F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.28				Black		F

		917440577		Couch		Adrianne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.88				White		F

		917436046		Lawson		Bailey		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.68				White		F

		917461108		Fain		Cali		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.68				White		F

		917433434		Jones		Haley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.8				White		F

		917434012		Parker		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.67				White		F

		917385243		Edwards		Chloe		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.74				White		F

		917411213		Samples		Rebecca		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.8				White		F

		917491745		Willingham		Brittney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917359273		McKilligan		Kendall		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79				White		F

		917436508		Brown		Ashley		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201301		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.75				Black		F

		917412303		Maldonado		Jocelyn		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.26				Unknown		F

		917430960		Wilson		Tanae		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.29				Black		F

		917445000		Deitz		Johannah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.78				White		F

		917436565		Ball		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.47				White		F

		917458957		Gutierrez		Catherine		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.53				Unknown		F

		917436137		Dibenedetto		Joanne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.48				White		F

		917418311		Carroll		Sarah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology		Spanish		F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.71				White		F

		917439847		Golden		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.97				White		F

		917443833		Ganthier		Valery		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.2				Black		F

		917455628		Aguilar		Kirsten		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.31				White		F

		917442638		Jacobi		Lauren		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.62				White		F

		917418746		Maples		Erin		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.48				White		F

		917345746		Schell		Mariah		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.04				White		F

		917465549		Dixon		Brittney		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.01				White		F

		917224436		Jenkins		Ellen		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.09				Unknown		F

		917283786		Hundly		Virginia		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.85				Black		F

		917334375		Moore		Angelica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201101		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.84				White		F

		917323978		Colas		Manesha		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200808		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.07				Black		F

		917335901		Coker		Jessica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		200908		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.85				Black		F

		917314244		Zacarias		Joanne		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201001		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.68				Asian		F

		917199668		Reynolds		Erica		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35				Black		F

		917372429		Boulus		Gina		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201008		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.22				White		F

		917371768		Babbitt		Kaytlen		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.29				White		F

		917445233		Welch		Amiee		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.75				White		F

		917426596		Ford		Tamara		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201301		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.83				Black		F

		917426204		Shedd		Shandi		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.81		3.66		Unknown		F

		917398296		Altman		Brittany		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.33				White		F

		917412200		Thomas		Dreidan		BSED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				BSED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.01				Black		F

		917427375		Richter		Sally		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917424501		Ward		Gail		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917427047		Barbour		Connie		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		F

		917426541		Derico		Sherika		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.87		Black		F

		917306939		McClenny		Tammy		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917444974		Ruvalcaba		Judith		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.93		White		F

		917449511		Blankenship		Susan		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.8		White		F

		917241681		Santiago		Ethel		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.41		3.96		Black		F

		917426831		Carter		Jaime		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917445636		Elliott		Annette		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917427871		Hall		Jimmy		EDD		Nursing Education		General				EDD Nursing Education				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.93		Unknown		M

		917126746		Cunnien		Taffey		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.42		4		White		F

		917461884		Roy		Jon		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.71		White		M

		917072930		Finley		Jamie		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.15		3.93		White		F

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.9		3.9		White		F

		917461595		Letasz		Maria		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.57		Asian		F

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917141158		Williams		Stephanie		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.8		Black		F

		917468078		Grimsley		Nakia		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917142136		Hunt		Angela		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.96		White		F

		917485504		Mitchell		Janekia		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.85		Black		F

		917056518		Fincher		Linda		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.97		White		F

		917150580		Boisjolie		Stephanie		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.7		White		F

		917018462		Entrekin		Hayley		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		4		White		F

		917181994		Williams		Donjanea		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917370982		Hill		Jean		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917005802		Schmitt		Susan		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917029078		Lanier		A.		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3		3.69		White		F

		917044756		Revere		Dawn		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75		4		Black		F

		917397359		McDermott		Carolyn		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.85		White		F

		917086587		Peek		Sarah		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.86		White		F

		917399803		Davison		Katonya		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.57		Black		F

		917177838		Sargent		Wesley		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.93		White		M

		917253839		Sosa		Sandra		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917095246		Jones		Della		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917099854		Bass		Erin		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917417202		Gonder		Tyrone		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		M

		917413104		Bailey		Jetaun		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.85		Black		F

		917411445		Temple		Michell		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.9		4		White		F

		917422978		Brown Davis		Delawna		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.71		Black		F

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		EDD		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDD Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.76		Black		F

		917344419		McKee		Yolanda		EDD		School Improvement		Building Level 				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917365002		Gilmore		Kenya		EDD		School Improvement		Building Level 				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917317339		Landsman		Melinda		EDD		School Improvement		Building Level 				EDD School Improvement				F		200905		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.74		Black		F

		917399080		Williams		Kelly		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.79		Black		F

		917432544		McBane		Chad		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				F		201305		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.74		White		M

		917420200		Elder		Donna		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917216494		Eskut		Donna		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917087631		Hiett		Christy		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		F

		917007057		Lane		Daniel		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917397554		Osborn		Rachel		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917155666		Smeeton		Gina		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		3.96		White		F

		917442213		McClendon		Thomas		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917341540		Wiley		Monika		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.95		Black		F

		917439250		Thompson		Stephen		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917443986		Siefert		Christina		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917396675		Gravitt		Scott		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				F		201105		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.71		White		M

		917465347		Singh		Bipul		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				F		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Asian		M

		917013713		Bennett		Dawn		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.55		3.92		White		F

		917048092		Singleton		Kimberly-Joy		EDD		School Improvement		Educational Leadership				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.88		White		F

		917398289		Alexander		Amy		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917396002		Goff		Elizabeth		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917399176		Bryan		Valerie		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917419082		Birkenfeld		Karen		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917420171		Elemen		Jennifer		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.98		White		F

		917166977		Rich		Steve		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		M

		917456518		Gilbert		Kristen		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917454898		Townsley		Matthew		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917397202		Wagner		Amy		EDD		School Improvement		Individual				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.93		White		F

		917420620		Madden		Michelle		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917397488		Ware		LaRhonda		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.83		Black		F

		917327317		Rosenberg		Marian		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917064836		Mulkey		Kimberly		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.14		4		White		F

		917053301		Bishop		Jesse		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.37		3.96		White		M

		917415811		Holland		Donald		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917126907		Moore		Lori		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				F		201105		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.97		White		F

		917406133		Green		Wofford		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				F		201205		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.94		White		M

		917399204		Diener		Ross		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				F		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.94		White		M

		917264856		Huett		Kimberly		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917107273		Wofford		William		EDD		School Improvement		Instruction Technology 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.97		White		M

		917420205		Lanier		James		EDD		School Improvement		K-12 Online Learning				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.94		White		M

		917395987		Roycroft		Elizabeth		EDD		School Improvement		K-12 Online Learning				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.93		White		F

		917442538		Balentyne		Phoebe		EDD		School Improvement		K-12 Online Learning				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917385147		Hortman		Melissa		EDD		School Improvement		K-12 Online Learning				EDD School Improvement				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917398584		Owens		Abby		EDD		School Improvement		Reading				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.94		White		F

		917442569		Davis		Pamela		EDD		School Improvement		School Counseling 				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917437501		Pinkard		Chaja		EDD		School Improvement		School Counseling 				EDD School Improvement				F		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.94		Black		F

		917399011		Rodgers		Joseph		EDD		School Improvement		Special Ed General Curriculum				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.58		White		M

		917392017		Berg		Michael		EDD		School Improvement		Special Ed General Curriculum				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917078898		Ainsworth		Jessica		EDD		School Improvement		Special Ed General Curriculum				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		3.94		White		F

		917399017		Sheppard		Kimberly		EDD		School Improvement		System Level 				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917330719		Short		Lynne		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917069126		Skinner		Deborah		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917002769		Lombard		Theodore		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.66		3.96		White		M

		917135772		Rossi-Espagnet		Tabatha		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.49		3.93		White		F

		917094714		White		Amanda		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200605		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.95		4		White		F

		917126394		Mitchell		Angela		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200601		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.81		Black		F

		917297769		Bohannon		Cyle		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		White		F

		917026679		Simpson		Donna		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.84		White		F

		917028470		Adams		Lee		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200905		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.54		Black		M

		917344417		Holliman		Chantrise		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200905		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.81		Black		F

		917418445		Hegwood		Jessica		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.76		White		F

		917138547		Gregaydis		Jason		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200305		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.81		White		M

		917180756		Lacey-Bushell		Adrienne		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200505		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.77		Black		F

		917045197		Beers		Cynthia		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.17		3.89		White		F

		917318934		von Biberstein		Andrea		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200805		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917334760		Synan		Sharon		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917120544		Raymond		Kristen		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19		3.57		White		F

		917231379		Sparks		Isaac		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.89		Black		M

		917093035		Jones		Esther		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		F

		917078013		Stamper		Jason		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200905		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3		3.79		Black		M

		917328010		Ladd		Melissa		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.87		White		F

		917406232		Griffin		Robert		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917162370		Jenkins		Jelyne		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		201005		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		F

		917443194		Gabel		Jamie		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917254788		Legagneur		Francis		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200705		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		Black		M

		917072631		Hargrett		Teresa		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		201005		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.16		3.85		Black		F

		917014871		Cox		Lisa		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200805		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.96		White		F

		917167760		Lee		Priscilla		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201005		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.75		Black		F

		917236901		Olson		Jill		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		200605		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.89		Unknown		F

		917011825		Cuellar		Jose		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200705		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.93		3.86		White		M

		917308663		Castile		Justin		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		M

		917166766		Sanders		Bre		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				F		200905		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.71		Black		F

		917056733		Fowler		Jason		EDD		School Improvement		General				EDD School Improvement				P		201205		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.95		White		M

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		Black		F

		917272332		Wilkes		Ashley		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.72		3.93		White		F

		917173396		Williams		Ashley		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917150170		Thornton		Lonnie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.29		Black		M

		917144980		Long		Lindsey		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Building Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.24		3.84		White		F

		917149342		Underwood		Jennifer		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.6		3.96		White		F

		917139250		McCaghren		Bethany		EDS		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.22		3.9		White		F

		917157027		Judy		Ashley		EDS		Early Childhood Education		System Level 				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.79		3.91		White		F

		917053592		Ferguson		Tara		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.2		3.7		White		F

		917175299		Saylor		Mallori		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.56		3.96		White		F

		917141239		Phillips		Lou		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		M

		917306157		World		Tiffany		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917170341		Cooper		Pamela		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.62		3.9		White		F

		917039468		Scott		Bianca		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		Black		F

		917223774		Kembel		Joy		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		Unknown		F

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917137178		Hightower		Laura		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917180947		Evans		Emily		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.89		4		White		F

		917101610		Perry		Ross		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52		4		White		M

		917495696		Gitgood		Kaitlin		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917496124		Thomas		Valerie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917478008		Teklu		Bileni		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917496494		Payne		Miriam		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917090669		Muzio		Mary		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917089734		Walker		Stephanie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.06		3.77		White		F

		917450790		Serrato		Juan		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.55		White		M

		917009696		Crymes		Laura		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.96		White		F

		917058741		Willingham		Jennifer		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.12		3.95		White		F

		917161583		Freyman		Amanda		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.94		4		White		F

		917152623		Kent		Kati		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.4		4		White		F

		917389652		Betsill		Deanna		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		F

		917374775		Childers		Elizabeth		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		F

		917305420		Perrotta		Gina		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917027449		Maxwell		Kimberly		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.1		3.24		White		F

		917173819		Bass		Megan		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.68		3.9		White		F

		917040404		Davis		Terri		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		F

		917173907		Ivory		Pateakia		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.56		3.86		White		F

		917157200		Womack		Kathleen		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.98		3.95		White		F

		917408427		Kimble		Tamisha		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		F

		917424962		Piper		Deborah		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.63		White		F

		917430304		Blackwell		Rachel		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		F

		917111631		Amonette		Sara		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.93		White		F

		917181507		Hinton		Meagan		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2		3.77		Unknown		F

		917372289		Sears		Nyree		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.16		Black		F

		917447421		Ferrier		Alina		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917159802		Huguley		Joy		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.18		3.18		Black		F

		917377360		Howard		Linda		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.93		Black		F

		917179184		Hopkins		Marlie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.28		4		White		F

		917143733		Gillespie		Stacey		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.95		Black		F

		917157516		Thornton		Courtenay		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.55		3.85		White		F

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35		3.8		White		F

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.94		4		White		F

		917229294		Davis		Brandy		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.85		3.55		White		F

		917156139		McAlexander		William		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.1		3.66		White		M

		917477328		Norman		Allison		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917473149		Shaifer		Tammie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.97		4		White		F

		917497275		Leguizamon		Tiffany		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917135535		Duvall		Alicia		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917229324		Hillsman		Julie		EDS		Early Childhood Education		General				EDS Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.66		3.95		White		F

		917022249		Wigley		Michael		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.33		3.85		White		F

		917104885		Odom		Landon		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.65		3.81		White		M

		917416154		Martin		Ruth		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917414377		Kranzlein		Kimberly		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917002353		Thomasson		Akilah		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.58		3.82		Black		F

		917415774		Bradley		Stormy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917065376		O'Meara		Kevin		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917172206		Emory		Darian		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		M

		917419087		Davison		Tara		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Black		F

		917414133		Brooks		Randy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Black		M

		917416733		Harris		Regina		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917416617		Mays		Christopher		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917411174		Kriete		Steven		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917416630		Kennedy		Tolana		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917407014		Price		Elizabeth		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.8		Black		F

		917415789		Coney		Tynetta		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.63		Black		F

		917406492		Jenkins		Randy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		Black		M

		917257005		Hilton		Crystal		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.41		Black		F

		917479149		Skelton		Tammy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917044859		Rineer		Ronald		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.74		3.9		Unknown		M

		917413175		Banyard		Ronnie		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Black		M

		917490473		Schularick		Dustin		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917477160		Oliver		Tosha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.18		Black		F

		917485134		McCoy		LaShawna		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917485647		Anglin		Joanna		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917497523		Hourigan		Tiffany		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917053244		Nixon		Kimberly		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.48		3.95		White		F

		917152763		Skelton		Marshal		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.9		4		White		M

		917479164		Mace		Wendy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917480850		Grimes		Scott		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917037352		Harrell		Lachanda		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.76		3.9		Black		F

		917490219		McClenning		Gina		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917407543		Gillespie		Eden		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.83		White		F

		917296895		Tysver		Cameron		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917399709		Lawrence		Tabatha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.83		Black		F

		917404496		Samm		Patrice		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.55		Black		F

		917125243		Ralls		Enrique		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.08		3.76		Black		M

		917416180		Ellenberg		John		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917405696		Barnett		Kimberlee		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917283614		Phillips		John		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		M

		917412095		Chastain		Jeff		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		M

		917237647		McAbee		Terry		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.38		3.78		White		M

		917393357		Harris		Cortina		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.61		Black		F

		917389648		Dunagan		Lori		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917395951		Printup		Virnilisa		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917141529		Elder		Robin		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		1.84		4		Black		F

		917045834		Bristow		Nicole		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917077255		Hester		Paula		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.92		White		F

		917018591		Campbell		Angela		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.19		4		White		F

		917122899		Greaves		Deborah		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917124989		Sharrow		Megan		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.33		3.91		White		F

		917302408		Allen		Eston		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917089452		Thomaston		Travis		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.33		3.9		Black		M

		917044443		Benoskie		Jennifer		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.72		White		F

		917060865		Jones Coachman		Tammye		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917181655		Bailey		Derrick		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.15		3.76		Black		M

		917414042		Stark		Nathan		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		M

		917144558		Farley		Colleen		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.45		4		White		F

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.94		4		White		F

		917438397		Cooke		Karen		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917409581		Bowie		Prince		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.75		Black		M

		917438113		Fitzgerald		Justin		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		M

		917429892		Pike		Celeste		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917432391		Bonner		Lakisha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917053105		Dutch		Lawanda		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917427700		McInvale		Lesley		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917407400		Racine		Keith		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		M

		917437827		Beck		Erika		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917430841		Carner-Wylie		Adrienne		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Black		F

		917437620		Washington		Angelo		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.5		Black		M

		917408514		Lawler		Stacy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917080359		Mitchell		LaKisha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.25		3.77		Black		F

		917443560		Woodley		Lateshia		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.5		Unknown		F

		917449740		Beard		David		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917168286		Dement		David		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.11		4		White		M

		917317115		Smith		Janice		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.84		White		F

		917030671		Slaton		Jessica		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917055510		Crosby		John		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.86		3.86		White		M

		917108381		Carden		Amanda		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.85		4		White		F

		917140855		Smith		Stacey		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917454705		Miller		Andrea		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.7		Black		F

		917477014		Graichen		Todd		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917149232		Davis		Cassandra		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.81		Black		F

		917327655		Jones		Troy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		M

		917479392		McRae		Alex		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917476652		McCann		Christina		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917477162		Williamson		Donald		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.85		White		M

		917446305		Ploof		LaTasha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		4		Black		F

		917373191		Ponder		Terrie		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917498938		Martinez		Adam		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917021885		Williams		Margaret		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		1.61		3.9		Unknown		F

		917323920		Hartsfield		Jhamare		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.84		Black		M

		917488774		Baker		Jerry		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917487016		Castillo		Eva		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.63		Unknown		F

		917077063		Reese		Christopher		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.79		Black		M

		917455727		Strickland		Marques		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		M

		917494947		Harris		Johnathan		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917019500		Byers		DeAnna		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.39		4		Unknown		F

		917087072		Bissell		Shawn		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.62		White		M

		917013370		McRae		Stephanie		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.19		3.95		White		F

		917368833		Henry		Jacinta		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917416999		Moore		Lesline		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.5		Black		F

		917091942		Hentz		Autumn		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.52		4		White		F

		917140362		Riley		Amy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.95		White		F

		917404385		Williams		Pamela		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917426682		Lewis		Arsha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.8		Black		F

		917415808		McCurdy		Amy		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917411052		Phillips		Gale		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917412379		Schwefler		Jane		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917424147		Lester		Kimberly		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917416911		McKenzie		Sherry		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.58		Black		F

		917114310		McRae		Kristen		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917194946		Cain		Pamela		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917439256		Sayago		Megan		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917437284		Logan		Terri		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917438403		Barilow		Greg		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917399168		Blackmon		Elizabeth		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917027274		Daniel		Nicole		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.29		3.95		White		F

		917432350		Harris		Octavius		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		Black		M

		917158436		Hodorowski		Michael		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		M

		917022119		Hadley		Brian		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.37		4		Black		M

		917478067		Maize		Darius		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		M

		917490409		Bailey		Tenisha		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917392209		Boatright		Daniel		EDS		Educational Leadership		Building Level				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.18		White		M

		917463612		Thornton		James		EDS		Educational Leadership		Educational Leadership				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		M

		917483356		Lazic		Amy		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917484636		Graves		Cora		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917490466		Hyde		Melanie		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917483611		Knox		Tamara		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917020500		Dingle		Pamela		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.65		Black		F

		917195727		Hinton		Judson		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.81		White		M

		917404384		Smith		James		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917407429		Condit		Mandy		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917407667		Chillis		Eboni		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.33		Black		F

		917429162		Coombe		Peter		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917437437		Williams		Alycia		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917437159		Terens		Dominique		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917399627		Seda		Pamela		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917293982		Zingaretti		Connie		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.6		White		F

		917414366		Mccollum		Amber		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.55		Black		M

		917091726		Bedford		Victoria		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917198700		McEntyre		Jessica		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.77		3.95		White		F

		917081926		Prather		Kimberlie		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.96		Black		F

		917466537		Alcide-Cineas		Ives		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.81		Black		F

		917474678		Vail		Laura		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.45		Asian		F

		917045050		Handley		Cheryl		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.95		White		F

		917193295		McBurnett		Kimberly		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.72		3.85		Black		F

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.65		3.79		Black		F

		917409074		Brendle		Jennifer		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917416820		Delhey		Trudy		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917415498		Tedesco		Adrienne		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917415964		Potts Datema		Susan		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917416917		Suarez		German		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.83		White		M

		917415295		Kelley		Charles		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917446276		Kaye		Rebecca		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917137700		Miller		Jennifer		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917429976		Smith		Damond		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Black		M

		917490415		Johnson		Craig		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.36		Black		M

		917479409		Grigsby		Susan		EDS		Educational Leadership		System Level 				EDS Educational Leadership				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917132167		Cleveland		Danielle		EDS		Media		Building Level				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.48		3.9		Black		F

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		EDS		Media		Building Level				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.85		White		M

		917428986		Spurley		Justin		EDS		Media		Building Level				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		M

		917448523		Denson		Adrienne		EDS		Media		Building Level				EDS Media				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.77		Black		F

		917087506		Lanford		Elizabeth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917102716		Fearrington		Christopher		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.81		3.65		Black		M

		917166138		Pitts		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.62		3.85		White		F

		917244257		Hosford		Christina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917072617		White		Richard		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.73		4		White		M

		917303921		Holcomb		Christopher		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917384152		Moles		Robin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917320550		Andrews		Anissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917403168		Flanagan		Lisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917400206		Bishop		Scott		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917400761		Huss		Megan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917404491		Lusk		Cecilia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917097585		Harris		Matthew		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.06		3.77		White		M

		917301483		Rohan		Ashleigh		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917393803		Mortensen		Nancy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917396685		Haynes-Johnson		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917400214		Melton		William		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917404864		Dotson		William		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.33		White		M

		917404776		Pope		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917401066		Way		Jonna		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917332981		Kicklighter		Cliff		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.76		White		M

		917398593		Schorn		Inga		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917400697		Erskine		Monique		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		Black		F

		917404220		Bacallao		Aldo		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917286519		Fite		Adam		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		M

		917401731		Conner		Tonia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917400414		Cape		Sarah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.77		White		F

		917403940		Levie		Lindsey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917404040		Farrington		Kaelin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917404234		Grayburn		Margaret		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917389981		Ellison		Charles		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917300007		Mitchell		Malena		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917117049		Jordan		Marianne		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		F

		917136783		Schirmer		Robin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917397959		Halvorson		Bliss		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.77		White		F

		917398620		West		Amy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917404780		Stephenson		Milton		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.55		Black		M

		917399817		Tompkins		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917303460		Wall		Rebecca		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.46		White		F

		917407544		Gisi		Angela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917401533		Jones		Patrick		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917394521		Purucker		Sharon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917400415		Brazile		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		M

		917044895		Dinino		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.42		4		White		M

		917067579		Robbins		Randy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.53		4		White		M

		917011920		Gillard		Susan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.07		4		White		F

		917074545		Harper		Jessi		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.52		4		White		F

		917065322		Pope		Teresa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.91		3.78		White		F

		917123287		Trice		Suzanne		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.87		White		F

		917180484		Dewberry		Monique		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		0		3.8		Black		F

		917121034		Powell		Corey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.52		3.44		White		M

		917158612		Richards		Alyicia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.13		4		Black		F

		917291406		Sallas		Cynthia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917287157		Blaydes		Martha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917086259		Byrnes		Anna		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917237424		Brown		Heidi		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917312389		Quilici		Theresa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917045089		Okyere		Mensah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		0		3.62		Black		M

		917438402		Greenlee		Lisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917302349		Manns		Charmane		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.38		3.46		Black		F

		917438299		Inglett		Traci		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917428590		Kelly		Alison		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.78		4		White		F

		917314869		McKinnon-Gary		Nerissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.44		Black		F

		917428921		Macquarrie		Leigh		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917431882		Hammond		Bethany		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917369475		Richardson		Ayodele		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917071223		Trask		James		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917408823		Turner		Lauren		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917428664		Davis		Tania		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		Black		F

		917428498		Fowler		Katherine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917432664		Fenton		Angela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917432037		Foxwell		Marianna		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917430667		Washington		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		Black		F

		917423097		Littleton		Amy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917082889		Williams		Andrea		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		Black		M

		917436015		Lewis		Terri		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917427180		Dudley		James		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		M

		917163551		Headrick		Brandon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.72		4		White		M

		917438301		Ansley		Katie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.88		4		White		M

		917430349		Russell		Tina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917425326		Melton		Crystal		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917425327		Melton		Robert		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917404861		Bearden		Lindsay		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917153234		Smith		Angel		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917165916		Thompson		Tanika		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.51		3.9		Black		F

		917171200		Walters		Lori		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917103136		Sultenfuss		Wendy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917302627		Howell		Shontel		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.33		Black		F

		917298182		Gillespie		Susan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.93		Black		F

		917438980		Gipson		Lisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		Black		F

		917349593		McKee		Jamie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.77		White		F

		917440060		Dean		Martha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917440061		Dean		Craig		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917461715		Gula		Angela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917454895		King		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.64		White		F

		917426307		Kauffman		Christen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.7		White		F

		917356305		McCullough		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201105		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.11		White		F

		917448249		Elliott		Jacob		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917438400		Norman		Randall		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		M

		917003718		Rogers		Summer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.15		3.86		White		F

		917439393		Marion		Quinnisha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		Black		F

		917452072		Straka		Catherine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917130858		Worthey		Shanique		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917449636		Gregg		Stephen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917090429		Fitts		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		0		3.22		White		M

		917472742		Nanry		Rose		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.22		White		F

		917472744		Romanelli		Marco		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.22		White		M

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		Black		F

		917407426		Long		Patricia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.66		Black		M

		917473049		Clark		Tonia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917010101		Johnson		Jeffrey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917222950		Carlson		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917445232		Evans		Kathryn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		0		3.66		Black		F

		917476929		Womack		Melissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917466838		Simshauser		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.66		White		F

		917473246		Conn		Madelyn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		F

		917295054		Madsen		Rebecca		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		F

		917461594		Farris		Batini		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Black		F

		917133027		Thomas		Tammy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		F

		917082624		Wilson		Haley		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.38		3.88		White		F

		917479060		Greet		Laura		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Unknown		F

		917470498		Calvert		Timothy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917249517		Jones		Katie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.58		3.71		White		F

		917446496		Cook		Shaleita		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.33		Black		F

		917291925		Whitehead		Tamara		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.44		3.69		Black		F

		917045222		Knott		Dana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		F

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.98		3.85		White		F

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.23		3.57		White		F

		917326132		Stewart		Kaywana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917181947		Meyer		Lauren		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.39		3.88		White		F

		917330851		Russell		Carlene		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.75		3.31		Black		F

		917148003		Bennett		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492550		Cockerm		Natasha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917425075		Chen		Janet		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Asian		F

		917501732		Hardin		Lindsay		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917454861		Johnson		Brent		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.55		Black		M

		917042732		Champion		Jennie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.32		4		White		F

		917490766		Norfleet		Cheryl		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917335266		Munson		Katrina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.66		3.6		Black		F

		917493743		Danley		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917075350		Gutierrez		Valarie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.28		3.66		Black		F

		917490569		Farmer		James		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Unknown		M

		917492698		Mercer		Bridgette		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917280676		Walker		Taiwana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.36		Black		F

		917488692		Pahl		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917480065		Cooper		Jeremy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		M

		917490763		Fowler		Tiana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		White		F

		917492226		Spain		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917491397		McCollister		Marcia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917495662		Willoughby		Wendy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917344136		Davis		Tommy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3		Black		M

		917477039		Edgar		Crystal		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917021125		Royster		Libra		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.28		Black		F

		917494752		Preyer		Tami		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.4		3.86		White		F

		917490006		Snell		Melissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917112884		Hanners		Michelle		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.6		3.95		White		F

		917475472		Johnson		Michael		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		Black		M

		917483061		Anderson		Tracey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917491195		Bennett		Jamie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		M

		917194171		Deloney		Oscar		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		4		Black		M

		917200053		Bowen		Jessica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.1		3.66		White		F

		917070450		Swint		Sandra		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917150009		Brock		Meagan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.4		White		F

		917408200		Brock		Jolie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.77		White		F

		917027202		Crawford		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.11		4		White		M

		917058808		Helms		Frances		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917407419		Phyall		Christina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.8		Black		F

		917407314		Phyall		Adam		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.8		Black		M

		917405154		Meshanko		Christopher		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917399016		Casey		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917233931		Bray		Margaret		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917413026		Witcher		Curetarrah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.61		Black		F

		917408189		Busch		Sara		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.5		White		F

		917142612		Weaver		Lisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.65		4		White		F

		917176376		McLucas		John		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.39		3.9		White		M

		917405352		Arnold		Latasha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917404634		Marsh		Roger		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.77		White		M

		917386798		Brown		Lita		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917186240		Mills		Donna		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.8		White		F

		917196620		Queener		Anna-Maria		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.8		3.95		White		F

		917416626		Davila		Andree		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917428497		Caldwell		Emil		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		M

		917402821		Perdue		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917216659		Copeland		David		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		Black		M

		917429212		Goode		Joy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917438816		Rossi		Gwen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917212472		Fischer		Adrienne		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.23		4		White		F

		917418443		Bateman		Kristie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917431783		Madison		Ebony		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917431947		Simpson		Sarah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917429843		Aldridge		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917435384		Moss		Kelly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917403105		Harden		Sarah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917431470		Greene		Bretton		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		M

		917429729		Campbell		Leonard		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		M

		917431885		Meade-Franklin		Nicole		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.3		Black		F

		917404708		Marsh		Maxine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		Black		F

		917306457		Voltz		Spring		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.85		White		F

		917436224		Snider		Erika		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917429111		Drew		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		M

		917427099		Hurst		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917125814		Winchester		Sarah		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.81		3.57		White		F

		917456929		Greaves		Denise		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.77		Black		F

		917454185		Greaves		George		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.77		Black		M

		917157268		English		Laura		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.03		3.94		White		F

		917432982		Nordenhaug		Olga		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917136609		Rabun		Kristin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917023101		Syverson		Frances		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.84		White		F

		917169591		Griffin		Roxie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.88		Black		F

		917272617		Zavaleta		Alfredo		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.75		White		M

		917454959		Youmans		Janet		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		F

		917454892		Bennett		Cole		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917437161		Dorsey		Katie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.81		White		F

		917193307		Anderson		Ramona		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		3.67		Black		F

		917436125		Duncan		Sharon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917451239		Green		Torreon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.06		3.7		Black		F

		917438114		Beech		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.66		Black		F

		917483603		Adkins		Linda		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3		White		F

		917479163		Saint Cyr		Harry		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Black		M

		917349458		Smith		Amber		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Black		F

		917479291		Jacobs		Diane		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		3.26		Black		F

		917428337		Tench		Laura		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917330329		Khabir		Maisha		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.7		3		Black		F

		917023167		Hart		John		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.59		3.95		White		M

		917476801		Thom		Lois		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		F

		917472837		Walsh		Cindy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917481035		Munford		Marilyn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		F

		917476646		Burgos		Shana		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Unknown		F

		917468068		Dryden		Christy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917245692		Doyle		Chelsea		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Unknown		F

		917431716		Landrum		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917113484		Stone		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917476224		Horne		James		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		M

		917034080		Bonds		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.37		3.22		Black		M

		917477883		Graham		Kimberly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		F

		917477022		Smith		Christina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		F

		917031730		Taylor		Pamela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33		3.84		Black		F

		917473977		Mendola		John		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.55		White		M

		917076652		Fannin		Shaneene		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.45		4		Black		F

		917480618		Parker		Burt		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917495888		Curran		Nancy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917453377		Foster		Robert		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		M

		917427372		Bush		N'jemele		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.31		Black		F

		917305843		Johnson		Dwayne		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		M

		917493153		Walker		Christina		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917500295		Walker		LaRia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917485002		Gilbert		Eileen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.55		White		F

		917229557		Wilson		Jon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917016504		Harris		Duane		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.81		3.96		White		M

		917481855		Hubbard		Stacy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.55		Black		F

		917480489		Collier Collins		Arika		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917450388		Ball		Martice		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		0		3.4		Black		M

		917494098		Brazas		Clarice		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917022932		Revelle		Tammy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.59		3.33		White		F

		917496866		Bond		Tracy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917488599		Parker		Aaron		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		M

		917478552		Ivery		Tashika		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Black		F

		917478898		Yancy		Tamison		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.7		Unknown		F

		917139108		Campbell		John		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.95		White		M

		917493294		Moses		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		F

		917496628		Hollis-Moore		Alexcia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.6		Black		F

		917494524		Ryles		Andrea		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917493050		Resnick		Lindsay		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917494685		Brown		Melissa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917097541		Johnson		Merian		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.65		3.66		Black		F

		917494985		Kelly		Nancy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917493775		Wallace		Shuntia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917496013		Kleiber		Tammy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.81		4		White		F

		917206616		Woodcock		Jesse		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3		3.88		White		M

		917382006		Rhodes		Cathryn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		White		F

		917506373		Thompson		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Black		F

		917480832		Roberson		Erica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		F

		917501974		Gibson		Katherine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.44		White		F

		917179013		Moore		Robert		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.58		3.92		White		M

		917496854		Stinson		Thomas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		M

		917022558		Blum		Kenneth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.72		3.84		White		M

		917172214		Vlastnik		Patricia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917033668		Massey		Kelly		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917312614		Smith		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.8		White		F

		917391657		Horn		Mary		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917391902		Robertson		David		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917194543		Dowling		Susan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.78		3.77		White		F

		917376818		Carlisle		Tonya		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917133885		Driver		Jessica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.18		3.77		White		F

		917432215		Clarke		Ashleigh		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917428801		Jones		Keri Beth		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917425843		Thiers		Lindsey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		F

		917426589		Melvin		Edith		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917168260		Peacock		Heather		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.59		4		White		F

		917172928		Durden		Vernisa		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.31		Black		F

		917153042		Kotsianis		Andreas		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.2		3.11		White		M

		917250739		Bolton		Myra		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.16		Black		F

		917449295		Koudele		Ryan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917438813		Ogle		Nathan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917302410		Bell		Robert		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917166161		LaFontaine		Alicia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.43		3.77		White		F

		917437162		Dimitri		Anthony		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.44		Black		M

		917437230		Lee		Jon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		White		M

		917412013		Bailey		Pamela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.77		Black		F

		917452066		Brooks		Mihaela		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		F

		917452267		Thompson		Winsone		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.88		Black		F

		917424639		Mitchell		Sharon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917408058		Murray		Katoya		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Black		F

		917400907		Jordan		Jonda		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201105		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		Black		F

		917156597		Hollins		Julia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.39		3.44		Black		F

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.84		3.95		White		F

		917453044		Asberry		David		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.33		Black		M

		917020926		Shirah		Melanie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.12		3.95		White		F

		917456100		Gerbis		Katherine		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917072888		Williams		Desiree		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.5		3.6		Black		F

		917114588		Harris		Kenita		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.55		Black		F

		917472484		Walker		Jessica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917474818		Yoshida		Justin		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917243591		VanFossen		Amy		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917455868		Corbin		Landon		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		M

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.37		3.71		White		M

		917306737		Carter		Alecia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.76		Black		F

		917165014		Hicks		Chance		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		1.3		3.66		White		M

		917108388		Bridges		Shenica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		Black		F

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		Black		F

		917462735		Vandergrift		Jaime		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		F

		917032393		Shiflett		Janie		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.84		3.9		White		F

		917488776		Lillie		Jonathan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		White		M

		917491987		Tench		Joseph		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917026648		Langley		Carol		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.83		3.67		White		F

		917491984		Dillon		Raegan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917491166		Daly		Susan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917492626		Hinely		Constance		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917484881		Hutto		Jessica		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917177661		Patterson		Lametric		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.78		Unknown		F

		917073301		Hassler		Diane		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917458136		Sutton		Autumn		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917490465		Grayburn		Megan		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917491270		Glover		Chancee		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917483364		Haynes		Christopher		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917064144		Hembree		Alicia		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.38		3.8		White		F

		917432935		Binion		Lindsey		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201305		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.93		White		F

		917475470		Wyatt		Paula		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917046597		Batey		Samuel		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		M

		917330620		Olorunfemi		April		EDS		Media		Instruction Technology 				EDS Media				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5		3.8		Black		F

		917390171		Lenz		Christi		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917381152		Keith		Britney		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917382245		McDowell		Elisabeth		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917218062		Stewart		Margaret		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		1.85		3.91		White		F

		917414383		Cochran		Stacy		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917404231		Crawford		Susan		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917415685		Proctor		Laverne		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.58		Black		F

		917412921		Foushee		Loraine		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.41		Black		F

		917411407		Fritts		Heather		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.54		White		F

		917374507		Richardson		Marilyn		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.85		White		F

		917407527		Carr		Erin		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917151053		Baker		Dolly		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917400719		Marable		Sally		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917057214		Gibson		Tanji		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.41		Black		F

		917049144		Ledbetter		Amanda		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917057836		Gore		Rebecca		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.05		3.92		White		F

		917219357		Reid		Amanda		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.6		3.92		White		F

		917126988		Nicholson		Sarah		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.57		3.91		White		F

		917400488		Abney		Anne		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917326028		Hixson		Katelyn		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.84		White		F

		917415671		Beverly		Jill		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917397225		Callahan		Belinda		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				F		201105		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917093926		Bentley		Kelly		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.03		4		White		F

		917149713		Hardy		Michelle		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.84		Black		F

		917409262		Harris		Katie		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917406561		Wilbanks		Lisa		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917409350		Pszczola		Julie		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917407928		Reed		Sheila		EDS		Media		IT School Library Media Certification				EDS Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		Black		F

		917379197		Brackett		Lauren		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917066760		Chaney		Penny		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917137974		Wilkie		Heather		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.62		3.92		White		F

		917347490		Wells		Wendy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.92		White		F

		917319168		Brown		Emily		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917355074		Bird		Sara		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917440409		Moore		Yolanda		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.73		Black		F

		917355045		Hanley		Heather		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917425299		Britt		Sharon		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917182333		Smith		Jerol		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		F

		917450004		Lewis		Lisa		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.38		Black		F

		917444601		Devitt		Angela		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		F

		917284481		Faulkner		Robin		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.85		White		F

		917450261		Jackson		Kawonna		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.09		Black		F

		917447736		Jones		Nichole		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		Black		F

		917478511		Spivey		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.66		Unknown		F

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		F

		917467217		Wible		Melanie		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917241575		Conley		Stephanie		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917457172		Smith		Martha		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		F

		917166237		Klemzak		Stacey		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		3.61		White		F

		917495062		Duque		Nicole		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Unknown		F

		917475978		McCullough		Lorraine		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917180185		Burley		Sara		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.8		White		F

		917469350		Matthews		Amy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.6		3.95		Black		F

		917282933		Dangar		Paula		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917401144		Roberts		Marcia		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917272327		Rhoades		Amy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917152575		Gaither		Lisa		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.83		Black		F

		917167931		Potts		Casey		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.94		White		F

		917058918		Hensley		Jill		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.87		White		F

		917329327		Dennis		Amanda		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917247074		Bradley		Donna		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917422527		Lewis		Denise		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917149487		Cardinal		Shannon		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917171110		Perry		Cindy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		White		F

		917426323		Campbell		Melissa		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917431938		Chastain		Ahna		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917278357		Lane		Melissa		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917433310		Davis		Tiffany		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.66		White		F

		917409130		Dyal		Hannah		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917401714		Bennett		Jennifer		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.69		White		F

		917474901		Black		LaJuene		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		F

		917475977		Snyder		Marilyn		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.83		White		F

		917428666		Hurst		Pamela		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.82		Black		F

		917492027		Head		Douglas		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201608		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		M

		917470804		Wilson		Jan		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917067793		Thompson		Stacie		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.19		4		Black		F

		917472899		Bryant		Laurie		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		F

		917496403		Roth		Betsy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917485505		Trotti		Tama		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492549		Bowden		Carolyn		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917111029		Mobley		Jane		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917348576		Cope		Wendy		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917426256		Carroll		Tasia		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917228070		Tyner		Pamela		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917044181		Gaddy		Carla		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.58		3.82		White		F

		917096268		Davis		April		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.15		3.73		Black		F

		917413386		Smith		Carla		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917359014		Packer		Heidi		EDS		Media		Media Specialist 				EDS Media				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.85		White		F

		917286712		Hok		Jessica		EDS		Media		School Counseling 				EDS Media				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917024746		Mathis		Carol		EDS		Media		Secondary Education				EDS Media				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.36		3.29		White		F

		917383158		Bunce		Amber		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917400282		Lim		Lisa		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		0		3.88		White		F

		917177908		Mitchell		Tracy		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.39		3.96		Black		F

		917444299		Green		Lashawn		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.54		Black		F

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.29		Black		F

		917453535		Jackson		Janice		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917422454		Banks		Earl		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.93		Black		M

		917429167		Langford		Bradley		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917277900		Broadhead		Lisa		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.78		4		Black		F

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.96		4		White		M

		917444637		Turner		Hiroko		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		F

		917220449		Freeman		Shanika		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.24		3.64		Black		F

		917438811		Collins		Sabrina		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917034448		Rollins		Barry		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.43		4		White		M

		917483362		Wright		Kay		EDS		Media		General				EDS Media				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917304651		Fox		Carol		EDS		Middle Grades Education		General				EDS Middle Grades Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.95		White		F

		917141396		Ragan		Tyrus		EDS		Middle Grades Education		General				EDS Middle Grades Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.41		3.53		White		M

		917452903		Anderson		Candice		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		Building Level				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917264696		McClure		Bethany		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		Building Level				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.76		3.92		White		F

		917085340		Collins		Mary		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.59		3.95		White		F

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.9		3.9		White		F

		917028563		Remy		Heidi		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.26		3.77		Black		F

		917428041		Caldwell		Brentia		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.62		Black		F

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		F

		917356384		Sears		Candice		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917333789		Thomas		LaShawn		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.66		Black		F

		917069789		St. Vrain		Christopher		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917308660		Hawk		Misty		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917283264		Clark		Elizabeth		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917465783		Collins		Tamika		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917347985		Hughes		Brittany		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		F

		917247478		Nelson-Graham		Melissa		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917276180		Bingham		Austen		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.21		3.74		White		M

		917433483		Walker		Bianca		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.8		Black		F

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.42		3.58		Black		M

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.36		3.83		White		F

		917294030		Hyppolite		Jennifer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201601		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917477878		Chatterjee		Shubha		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.77		Asian		F

		917075969		Chupp		Amy		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.89		White		F

		917404261		Lewis		Shaun		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.62		Black		M

		917396364		Patterson		Natasha		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917141989		Powers		Priscilla		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.62		White		F

		917411445		Temple		Michell		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917188735		Bolding		Cassandra		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.95		Black		F

		917389504		Daaga		Stephanie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.83		Black		F

		917167127		Huguelet		Alexandra		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917256302		Shepherd		Denise		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917006761		Smith		Lisa		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.78		3.85		White		F

		917346188		Gardner		Lauren		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.97		White		F

		917016180		Woodruff		Janice		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.1		3.86		White		F

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917075635		Onwukaeme		Chika		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.87		Black		F

		917468078		Grimsley		Nakia		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917141158		Williams		Stephanie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.8		Black		F

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917142136		Hunt		Angela		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.96		White		F

		917220894		Grubb		Joshua		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.35		3.91		White		M

		917213849		Goulbourne		Latoya		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.54		3.8		Black		F

		917473822		Summers		Aliah		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		F

		917424829		Drzewiecki		Alliya		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201505		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.85		White		F

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Black		M

		917508925		Vecsey		Jamie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917149017		Mezzanotte		Madonna		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917337963		Wright		Hope		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		4		4		Unknown		F

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.81		4		White		F

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.63		3.81		White		F

		917499170		Colbert		David		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		M

		917159277		Costales		Jon		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.86		Unknown		M

		917487059		Rector		Michael		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917168504		West		Kimberly		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.95		White		F

		917507375		Hall		Rebecca		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917171595		Deal		Adam		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.64		White		M

		917022866		Abel		Abigail		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201108		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		White		F

		917009925		Wheelus		Angela		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201108		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917146167		Gray-Robinson		Summer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.9		4		White		F

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.76		Black		F

		917377723		Muhammad		Sharien		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201305		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.5		Black		F

		917455313		Martiniere		Meghan		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917347968		Ragsdale		Trista		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917354030		Wynn		Mirna		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.96		Unknown		F

		917126890		Brooks		Jason		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.75		3.77		White		M

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.84		White		F

		917303900		Tanner		Tara		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		Black		F

		917347152		Duke		Ashley		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.68		White		F

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.95		Black		F

		917467788		Whitehead		Alison		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917322876		Hiers		Lisa		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917168382		Hamilton		Aprell		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917254117		Lester		Erica		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.28		3.85		Black		F

		917054062		Waycaster		Lori		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.95		White		F

		917495035		DeLosh		Colleen		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917027590		Ivester		Kimberly		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.7		3.84		White		F

		917494523		Mount		Cameron		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917408877		Creger		John		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917473572		Wagley		Valerie		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917440083		George		Eon		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.86		Black		M

		917131872		Sims		Kayla		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.82		3.94		White		F

		917496373		Webb		Shiree		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		F

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.92		3.83		Black		F

		917495384		Tyson		Andrew		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917223485		Thrasher		Megan		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917496543		Himstedt		Jason		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision		General				EDS Prof Counseling & Supervision				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917347481		Simmons		Andrew		EDS		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				EDS Professional Counseling				F		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		M

		917109750		Clark		Corina		EDS		Secondary Education & Teaching		General				EDS Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.97		3.66		Black		F

		917305271		Hicks		Erin		EDS		Special Education		Building Level 				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917477879		Farrington		Ashley		EDS		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist 				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917473518		Hughes		Ruby		EDS		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist 				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.6		Black		F

		917476223		Godwin		Rebecca		EDS		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist 				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917470973		Moore		Leslie		EDS		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist 				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		EDS		Special Education		System Level 				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.55		Black		M

		917071039		Crawford		Trisha		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.34		3.57		White		F

		917059490		Hood		Sonya		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.31		3.37		Black		F

		917025034		Dunlap		Sharon		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.89		White		F

		917330213		Fitzgerald		Pamela		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917163118		Hudson		Amanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46		4		White		F

		917397162		Stanard		Cherry		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917170497		Daniel		Nadra		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.82		Black		F

		917056324		Smith		Lori		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.41		3.57		White		F

		917197315		Carmichael-Rogers		Sueneece		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.81		Black		F

		917356133		Gray		Margeaux		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.54		Black		F

		917358236		Sood		Stacey		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917264939		Cox		Meredith		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.88		White		F

		917023542		Gardner		Lisa		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.81		3.78		White		F

		917431889		Province		Rebecca		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.5		White		F

		917425471		Hogan		Jonathan		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.62		Black		M

		917206648		Spells		Aisha		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.86		3.8		Black		F

		917287753		Marsh		Tera		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3		Black		F

		917049206		Roquemore		Julie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.62		3.6		White		F

		917407565		Dent		Ashley		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		White		F

		917449110		Wizzard		Duane		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		Black		M

		917179524		Hilliard		Kathryn		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		White		F

		917352290		Shivers		Kimberly		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.23		Black		F

		917431926		Sales		Unetkia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.6		Black		F

		917275566		Morris		Charlene		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917446354		McCrary		Kimberly		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3		White		F

		917448875		Wallace		Sara		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917452263		Fox		Justina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		Black		F

		917094721		Richards		James		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.46		3.68		Black		M

		917126397		McLean		Lara		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917143007		Holcomb		Jessica		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		White		F

		917432340		Savage		Natasha		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.37		White		F

		917428831		Davis		Emily		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.41		White		F

		917471090		Martinez		Michelle		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.68		White		F

		917073982		Spires		Julie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.22		3.54		White		F

		917130308		Oxenford		Aprille		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.35		3.8		White		F

		917468699		Donn		Erin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917476178		Ozment		Laura		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917472287		Duncan		Amber		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917454590		Brown		Demetrise		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.02		Black		F

		917449220		Floyd		Mary		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.64		White		F

		917476754		Stewart		Mary		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.6		White		F

		917432420		Coleman		Angela		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.44		Black		F

		917086814		Young		Stephanie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.2		3.21		White		F

		917216529		Kastner		Brittany		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.25		3.47		White		F

		917406311		Williams		Marion		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.67		Black		F

		917478550		Dalziel		Valerie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917456275		Barham		Jamie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.17		Black		F

		917475469		Kratzer		Robin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917080212		McKinney		Erica		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.94		White		F

		917460467		Kling		Whitney		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917496187		Clarke		Frederick		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		M

		917480727		Cooper		Amanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917489186		Young		Erin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.73		White		F

		917407424		Shavers		Martell		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.86		Black		M

		917495291		Williams		Catherine		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917301910		Radvansky		David		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.35		3.77		White		M

		917485132		Logan		Peter		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.43		White		M

		917492136		Robbins		Paige		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917423880		Wright		Lawanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.7		Black		F

		917126928		Davis		Amber		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.26		3.69		White		F

		917180692		Adams		Amanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.76		3.06		White		F

		917491883		Doss		Regina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.39		White		F

		917065640		Richardson		Mandy		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.76		3.47		White		F

		917114654		Benson		Bruce		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		M

		917318679		Graves		Rachel		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917306698		Stills		Kelvin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.68		Black		M

		917062999		Mitchell		Barbara		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.75		Black		F

		917019653		Malcolm		Janette		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.63		Black		F

		917176704		Weaver		Staci		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.9		White		F

		917093554		Hammitt		James		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.54		3.83		White		M

		917382870		Hall		Haley		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.71		White		F

		917172413		Engram		Yontrea		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.45		3.7		Black		F

		917443216		Parker		Alison		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.87		White		F

		917293817		Simonds		Brandy		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.2		3.72		White		F

		917441387		Lovett		Caprina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.25		Black		F

		917416181		Fore		Kevin		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917294512		Chisholm		Arlena		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.29		Black		F

		917155951		Skaggs		Ashleigh		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.49		3.88		White		F

		917064823		Muething		Kay		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		0		3.6		White		F

		917458952		Cole		Karen		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.83		Black		F

		917427300		Queen		Ann		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.88		White		F

		917134064		Burnett		Russell		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.64		3.62		White		M

		917107634		Pritchett		Michelle		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917451632		Boring		Tishcia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.87		White		F

		917450266		Zellars		Tywanna		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.08		Black		F

		917430421		Caylor		Danny		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.55		White		M

		917410177		Days-Hoffman		Sherron		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Black		F

		917411410		Roberts		Cedric		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.84		Black		M

		917463287		Basler		Dana		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.7		White		F

		917450537		Hill		Lindsay		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917450534		Sexton		Laura		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.75		White		F

		917454767		Jones-Clyne		Jennyve		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.75		Unknown		F

		917422060		Walker		Destiny		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.37		White		F

		917454473		Haynes		Jennifer		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917306474		Horn		Kimberly		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.53		White		F

		917473871		Dyson		Larry		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.08		Black		M

		917456376		Hodorowski		Angela		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		F

		917458951		Waldroup		Lindsey		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.69		White		F

		917480152		Little		Katie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917042216		Teagle		Jennifer		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.27		3.29		Black		F

		917165463		LeBouef		Gwendolyn		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.89		White		F

		917136134		Bailey		Bridget		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.8		3.8		Black		F

		917246873		Edmondson		Julie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917482117		Driscoll		Mark		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.86		White		M

		917498554		Elston		Jocelyn		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.86		Black		F

		917494621		Lowen		Mary		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917496027		Holmes		Tonya		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.47		Black		F

		917495968		Tippens		Brandon		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917500603		Sithole		Melanie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.13		Black		F

		917448874		Jones		Mary		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.56		White		F

		917304653		Talley		Aaron		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201608		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.22		White		F

		917488403		Neubert		Colleen		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.43		White		F

		917146985		Martin		Sharon		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.91		3.84		White		F

		917158163		Evers		Andrea		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.66		3.95		White		F

		917005126		Spinks		Sheila		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.81		White		F

		917400211		Trammell		Melinda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.87		Black		F

		917400219		Luke		Christina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.87		Black		F

		917090598		Baker		Susan		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917121643		Atchison		April		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.41		3.7		Black		F

		917010241		Woods		Tanya		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.44		3.8		White		F

		917181662		Walker		Cheryl		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.8		3.63		Black		F

		917393604		van den Heuvel		Vanessa		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917259038		Jones		Sarah		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917407623		Swift		Kathleen		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.87		White		F

		917167787		Tumlin		Jacob		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.55		White		M

		917429287		Matich		Kayla		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917075470		Goolsby		Katy		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.1		3.95		White		F

		917156037		Ewing		Emily		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.4		3.87		White		F

		917424781		Harper		Willie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.62		Black		M

		917447865		Stanard		David		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917364074		Cooper		Julie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201405		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		White		F

		917122136		Gregg		Lisa		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917445410		Cox		Kimberly		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.87		Black		F

		917444294		Hosley		Stephanie		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		Black		F

		917446497		Wood		Jerry		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917427101		Skelley		Joshua		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		White		M

		917432611		Benjamin		Chaurita		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.36		Black		F

		917003851		Noles		Tonia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.7		3.84		White		F

		917328235		Pinigina-Clayton		Marina		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.55		White		F

		917452268		Patterson		Jacqueline		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.87		Black		F

		917490418		Miller		Amanda		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917179455		Cobin		Tiesha		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.26		Black		F

		917488318		Turner		Lynn		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917489324		Fleck		Traci		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917490472		Sanchelli		Lori		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917483360		Montgomery		Mia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.56		White		F

		917476712		Wade		Julia		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917123451		Ransom		Telmeko		EDS		Special Education		General				EDS Special Education				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.17		Black		F

		917208375		Kell		Brittany		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.92		3.6		White		F

		917210460		Sweat		Corey		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.77		White		M

		917407431		Butts		Tiffany		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.8		Black		F

		917308567		Albritton		Katherine		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917319805		Fisher		Kaila		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.12		3.67		White		F

		917446228		Killingsworth		Chelsey		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917454699		Hill		Megan		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.45		Black		F

		917445892		Killingsworth		Courtney		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917455020		Jhileek		Tasnuva		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		F

		917471385		Speece		James		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917429958		Jacobson		Shayna		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.75		White		F

		917462463		Hill		Brandy		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.61		White		F

		917120463		Dunlap		Paul		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.69		3		Black		M

		917182954		Shirley-Stevens		Renee		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.25		3.8		White		F

		917189461		Korn		Randi Lynn		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.28		3.8		White		F

		917055519		Rogers		Teresa		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.44		4		White		F

		917378520		Eckelberry		Candice		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201401		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3		4		White		F

		917056661		Stubbs		Jessica		MAT		Teacher Education		Biology (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Biology (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.9		4		White		F

		917413241		Roberts		Elizabeth		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917283402		Edwards		James		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.41		White		M

		917317967		White		Ashley		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.9		4		White		F

		917433512		Stephens		Andrea		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917434314		Greig		Angela		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917168924		Spratt		Nelson		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.92		3.8		White		M

		917429142		Galvan		Traci		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917233669		Barron		Michelle		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917305710		Holliday		Jonah		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.3		3.47		White		M

		917313247		Burrell		Holly		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.81		White		F

		917053151		Via		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		0		3.7		White		M

		917434839		Gass		Kayla		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.62		White		F

		917167067		Eastlake		Patrick		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.72		White		M

		917431421		King		Rose		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917385980		Shirley		Marshall		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.36		3.7		White		M

		917425875		Hale		Andrea		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917462237		Sanders		Javan		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.54		Black		M

		917478957		Stallings		Emily		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917476505		Timberlake		Kayla		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917458135		Rager		Darren		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917125191		Poucher		John		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.03		3.63		White		M

		917433714		Polite		Franklin		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.15		Black		M

		917434863		Blinco		Desiree		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.65		3.81		Asian		F

		917414961		Parks		Lewis		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.27		Black		M

		917123081		Young		Kenneth		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.52		3.72		Unknown		M

		917420601		Cox		William		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917332215		Sitton		Meagan		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.61		3.5		White		F

		917409480		Hargrove		Janerria		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.91		3.36		Black		F

		917483453		Holloway		Monique		MAT		Teacher Education		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		F

		917326075		Beauford		Anthandus		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2		3.6		Black		M

		917246163		Cooper		Tracie		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.76		4		White		F

		917383816		White		Brett		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.61		White		M

		917238050		Johnson		Jon		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.82		White		M

		917213493		Soli		Faamoemoe		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.33		3.16		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		M

		917272478		Womack		Simona		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3		3.55		Black		F

		917388495		Burkett		Amanda		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.83		White		F

		917431752		Bolton		Cameron		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.47		White		M

		917199830		Anderson		Colby		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.51		3.9		White		M

		917429636		Mentouri		Wassim		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Unknown		M

		917392736		Brown		Sheri		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917233000		Hill		Seandra		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.32		3.38		Black		F

		917429068		Robertson		Shaneal		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.67		Black		F

		917424052		Beale-Norris		Darlene		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.47		Black		F

		917012261		Gray		Russell		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.07		3.9		Black		M

		917152758		Aspinwall		Richard		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		M

		917251611		Gallamore		William		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.06		3.59		Unknown		M

		917432294		Lyles		Maggie		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		Black		F

		917451088		Jones		Aisha		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3		3.26		Black		F

		917491241		Pearson		Cameron		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.82		White		M

		917155060		Pittman		Ashley		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26		4		White		F

		917325474		Hollers		Kristopher		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.8		White		M

		917344743		Schofield		Latreskle		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		Black		F

		917386855		Hubbard		Ashley		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.73		White		F

		917402486		Thigpen		Stephanie		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3		3.41		Black		F

		917287777		Watkins		Shamair		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.5		3.5		Black		F

		917425600		Jacobson		Bryan		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917325481		McCown		Robert		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917434493		Karg		John		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.25		White		M

		917418804		Griffin		Gerren		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		0		4		Black		M

		917383165		Digan		Amanda		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917410921		Masinko		Pamela		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917453048		Stubbs		Michelle		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Black		F

		917455963		Saxton		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917006134		Ingram		Lora		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.61		Black		F

		917154724		Godfrey		Antoinette		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917449739		Allen		La Porsha		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917303213		Hutson		Holly		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.5		3.91		White		F

		917478837		Rathert		Patrick		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		M

		917456491		Brown		Benjamin		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917452848		Holland		Ronnie		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.5		Black		M

		917058216		Hannah		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		1		3.91		White		M

		917478374		Huff		Stephen		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.73		Unknown		M

		917477019		Mullis		Jana		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917476627		Thomas		Latoya		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917454805		Jay		Tony		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.55		White		M

		917480995		Ellison		Kelly		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.85		Black		F

		917141101		Bowles		Nakisha		MAT		Teacher Education		Business Education (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Business Education (6-12)				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.7		Black		F

		917311756		Hite		Joshua		MAT		Teacher Education		Chemistry (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Chemistry (6-12)				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.01		3.63		White		M

		917406427		Rucker		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Community Counseling 				MAT Teacher Education Community Counseling 				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		0		2.93		Black		M

		917002102		DeAngelis		Dana		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.56		3.5		White		F

		917450267		Thompson		Ariel		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Black		F

		917425167		Cochran		Jennifer		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.38		White		F

		917457097		Johnson		Joshua		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917381539		Wiggs		Susan		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.3		White		F

		917471459		Lake		Douglas		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.72		White		M

		917472359		French		Kristi		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917429890		Hubbard		Mary		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.5		3.45		Black		F

		917471374		Long		Benjamin		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917477681		Pilgrim		Cristine		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.81		Unknown		F

		917399195		Cole		Gambria		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917172095		Nickels		Brandy		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.88		3.5		White		F

		917225267		Pace		Alexis		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.66		3		Black		F

		917421003		Larrew		Chelsea		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917239473		Hutchins		Jennie		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.5		4		White		F

		917439926		Banks		Fajetta		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.4		Black		F

		917456798		De La Torre		Alysa		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Unknown		F

		917481853		Cobb		Sandra		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.69		White		F

		917000337		Yearta		Valerie		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.49		3.81		White		F

		917217976		Patton		Caroline		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13		4		White		F

		917477719		Ivester		Heather		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917399438		Parson		Aubrey		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.87		3.78		White		F

		917493768		Albahari		Joseph		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917489472		Mears		Andrew		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		M

		917450262		Meyer		Michele		MAT		Teacher Education		English (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education English (6-12)				F		201305		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.81		White		F

		917355327		Bouma		Christina		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917324335		Eubanks		James		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.96		White		M

		917243975		Kilgore		Emily		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.58		3.9		White		F

		917414040		Vanzelfden		Chris		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.6		White		M

		917443066		Baker		James		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.63		White		M

		917455314		Shuffield		Rachel		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		Unknown		F

		917154745		Cole		Eual		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.49		4		White		M

		917476429		Barrett		Britney		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917205327		Woods		Kristin		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.45		Black		F

		917023147		Pitts		Tara		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.04		4		White		F

		917273074		Stanley		Melissa		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917479898		Holmes		Christian		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.45		White		M

		917476755		Weaver		Jeffrey		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.72		White		M

		917169133		Queen		Ryan		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.56		4		White		M

		917411802		Beaudoin		Krystal		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917409969		Brown		Kenneth		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.7		White		M

		917308354		Wilson		Emily		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.07		White		F

		917454241		Lawrence		Jody		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.78		White		F

		917059064		High		David		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.84		3.86		White		M

		917110210		Rush		Billijo		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.5		3.91		White		F

		917481637		Croft		Gina		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.84		White		F

		917481087		Northern		Ciara		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.75		Unknown		F

		917492480		Wilkerson		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917341789		Carson		Abigail		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.97		White		F

		917438300		Brice		Robert		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.4		Unknown		M

		917451537		Facey		Matthew		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917140426		Contreras		Vincent		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				P		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.46		3.3		White		M

		917487279		Hoover		Joshua		MAT		Teacher Education		History (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education History (6-12)				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.57		White		M

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.26		Black		F

		917147015		Ross		Jacklyn		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.29		4		White		F

		917333707		Mitchell		Robert		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.48		3		White		M

		917201218		Thomas		Emily		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917299018		Ricks		Frederick		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.72		3.87		Black		M

		917428337		Tench		Laura		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917072983		Wells		Dorlisa		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.3		3.34		Black		F

		917385078		Mbosi		Evodia		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		3.54		Black		F

		917463664		Harris		Tijuana		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.15		Black		F

		917456773		James		Robin		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		F

		917303073		Price		Elizabeth		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.24		3.26		White		F

		917154334		Stewart		Melissa		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201505		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.47		White		F

		917460833		Singleton		Anbria		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				F		201401		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.32		Black		F

		917465776		Walker		Kim		MAT		Teacher Education		Instruction Technology 				MAT Teacher Education Instruction Technology 				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.7		Black		F

		917177045		Cool		Christopher		MAT		Teacher Education		Mathematics (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Mathematics (6-12)				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.36		3.4		White		M

		917284604		Moore		Antoine		MAT		Teacher Education		Mathematics (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Mathematics (6-12)				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.5		3.36		Black		M

		917316999		De Paz Hilton		Jamie		MAT		Teacher Education		Media Specialist 				MAT Teacher Education Media Specialist 				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917421023		Bassett		Jacob		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				P		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.6		White		M

		917446508		Tolar		Coty		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.3		White		F

		917444353		Burgess		Nicholas		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.41		White		M

		917463143		Jones		Jerica		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.63		Black		F

		917494340		McDaniel		Sarah		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917452143		Mathews		Kim		MAT		Teacher Education		Political Science (6-12)				MAT Teacher Education Political Science (6-12)				F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.33		3.66		White		F

		917408423		Keovongsak		Candice		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201201		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.68		White		F

		917480112		Green		Julia		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.5		3.33		Black		F

		917473565		Carlson		Sian		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.71		White		F

		917320344		Walburn		Carrie		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		4		White		F

		917386133		Cooper		Courtney		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.96		3.44		White		F

		917102424		Ross		Kurt		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.17		4		White		M

		917472947		Jones		Kelly		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917477015		Heimann		Cassandra		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917461714		DeFusco		Michael		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.04		3.66		Black		F

		917381186		Marville		Helene		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.68		4		White		F

		917078232		Freeman		Lena		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.79		3.88		White		F

		917460944		Baxter		Santoya		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				F		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.33		3.77		Black		F

		917185226		Boyd		Irisha		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		3.27		Black		F

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58		3.77		Black		F

		917323068		Payne		Paige		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.45		3.44		White		F

		917368798		Bentham		Cheryl		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3		3.77		Black		F

		917300422		Sanders		Diane		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.5		3.3		Black		F

		917467027		Haymore		Julia		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		0		3.55		White		F

		917495383		Moore-Akpan		Sebastian		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		Black		M

		917060447		Cannon		Claire		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.63		4		White		F

		917493721		Osborne		Sharia		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		Black		F

		917228980		Kramer		Amanda		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		4		3.45		White		F

		917321430		Young		James		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.32		4		White		M

		917464235		Bragelman		Ashley		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.33		White		F

		917468440		Napier		Tiffany		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				F		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.8		White		F

		917427704		Lewis		Feliciano		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.66		3.09		Black		M

		917435190		Mathews		James		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		M

		917315840		Blanchard		Nessa		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.52		3.55		Black		F

		917469807		Rozier		Meyail		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.5		Unknown		F

		917353285		Wilson		Adam		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.88		3		White		M

		917471621		Rainge		Eugene		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.88		Black		M

		917173087		Ramsay		Mary		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917473401		Gray		Juanita		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3		3.1		Black		F

		917478311		Thomason		Rachel		MAT		Teacher Education		Special Education				MAT Teacher Education Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.2		Unknown		F

		917478650		Gordillo		Ricardo		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201501		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.63		Unknown		M

		917322799		Meade		Tashira		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.93		4		Black		F

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.96		4		White		M

		917425439		Alexander		Andrea		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.84		White		F

		917455083		Ryan		Patrick		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		M

		917424924		Dixon		Latisha		MAT		Teacher Education		General				MAT Teacher Education General				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.88		Black		F

		917334890		Hutchinson-Cozart		Marsha		MED		Administration and Supervision		General				MED Administration and Supervision				F		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		Black		F

		917062389		Loftin		Joseph		MED		Art Teacher Education		General				MED Art Teacher Education				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.71		4		White		M

		917106944		Norton		Stephanie		MED		Art Teacher Education		General				MED Art Teacher Education				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.47		3.66		White		F

		917219192		Maglione		Susan		MED		Art Teacher Education		General				MED Art Teacher Education				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.51		White		F

		917026793		Fell		Lisa		MED		Art Teacher Education		General				MED Art Teacher Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.88		3.3		White		F

		917145519		Mobley		Marlena		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.35		White		F

		917342143		Lynn		Beverly		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.92		White		F

		917428836		Carr		William		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.57		3.85		Black		M

		917062762		Maffett		Loretta		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201005		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.93		3.75		Black		F

		917328030		Hunter		Justin		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.7		3.58		Black		M

		917098450		Hart		Lindsay		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.29		3.66		White		F

		917212020		Harris		Tammy		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		200701		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.22		3.59		Black		F

		917281794		Wood		Cynthia		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		200801		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.79		3.75		White		F

		917385862		McAdoo		Charlie		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.75		Black		M

		917453340		Reid		Bonnie		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917130562		McWhorter		Kellie		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.33		3.67		White		F

		917318498		Pinkett		Tevin		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.87		3.64		Black		M

		917057167		Dunson		Makeba		MED		Business Education		General				MED Business Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.89		3.77		Black		F

		917101202		Dismuke		LeMetra		MED		Early Childhood Education		Building Level				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		Black		F

		917285597		Brandon		Aja		MED		Early Childhood Education		Building Level				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.8		4		Black		F

		917372178		Redding		Malarie		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.22		3.23		Black		F

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.84		3.95		White		F

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.86		Black		F

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.45		3.83		Black		F

		917154948		Hagins		Amanda		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.22		3.93		White		F

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.19		3.68		Black		F

		917488773		Aiken		Shakoiya		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		MED		Early Childhood Education		Instruction Technology				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.59		3.76		White		F

		917242243		Sheldon		Cameron		MED		Early Childhood Education		Media Specialist 				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.39		3.85		White		F

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		MED		Early Childhood Education		System Level 				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.65		3.79		Black		F

		917085428		Davis		Janice		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.98		4		White		F

		917156139		McAlexander		William		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.1		3.66		White		M

		917230820		Solomon		Piper		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.53		3.75		White		F

		917370678		Milligan		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.94		White		F

		917020625		McCain		Joyce		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917191548		Korizon		Ashley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.4		4		White		F

		917383563		Pilcher		Andrea		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.83		White		F

		917209281		Armstead		DeIvory		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.72		4		Black		F

		917310992		Green		Hayleigh		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.49		3.75		White		F

		917320982		Kincaid		Caitlin		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.51		3.83		White		F

		917285730		Jameson		Jontae'		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.71		4		Black		F

		917440345		Drake		Kristen		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917257389		Baines		Brittany		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.38		4		White		F

		917254588		Price		Brittany		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.84		3.7		Black		F

		917455021		Phillips		Kelli		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917446306		Smith		Lauren		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917446289		Williams		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917303430		Douglas		Laila		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.22		3.91		Black		F

		917254349		Roberts		Hanna		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.61		4		White		F

		917155414		Barron		Jacinda		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.89		4		Unknown		F

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.95		3.8		Black		M

		917306282		James		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917325531		Harris		Jasmine		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.44		3.53		Black		F

		917304342		Manning		Sara		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.55		4		White		F

		917286685		Rice		Morgan		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.59		3.75		White		F

		917471462		White		Destiny		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.83		Black		F

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.05		4		Black		F

		917166848		Thurman		Tequila		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.16		4		Black		F

		917254347		Roberts		Rebekah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.76		4		White		F

		917330272		Williams		Latifah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.83		Black		F

		917480049		Hart		Sasha		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917492424		Harris-Ross		Alesha		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.29		3.33		Unknown		F

		917127315		Sprayberry		Lindsey		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.84		3.97		Asian		F

		917394510		Lanham		Rebecca		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.74		White		F

		917407369		Morrison		Shannon		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5		3.8		White		F

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.28		4		Black		F

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.72		3.91		Black		F

		917368425		Couch		Amber		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.8		4		White		F

		917130740		Hill		Cody		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.44		4		White		F

		917181910		Farley		Katie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.31		3.33		White		F

		917180947		Evans		Emily		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.89		4		White		F

		917161173		Hahn		Amanda		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.06		3.93		White		F

		917208610		Parmer		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.23		3.75		White		F

		917301815		Kizer		Anthony		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		200801		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.14		3.61		Black		M

		917296186		Widener		Courtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917230324		Sparling		Rebecca		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.62		3.77		White		F

		917390973		McFather		Celina		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.66		White		F

		917406629		Aldridge		Adrienne		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917261793		Chapman		Ashley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.59		4		White		F

		917405198		Robbins		Keri		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917127278		Henderson		Priscilla		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.32		4		White		F

		917184720		Miller		Kristen		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.83		4		White		F

		917354674		Chitwood		Jennifer		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		F

		917084309		Brock		Sarita		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.62		3.14		White		F

		917396053		Wheeler		McKensey		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.25		Black		F

		917119145		Brewer		Malinda		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.2		3.83		Black		F

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.53		3.58		White		F

		917451878		Evans		Chantis		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917215934		McMillan		Sharon		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.35		4		Black		F

		917229324		Hillsman		Julie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.66		3.95		White		F

		917348967		Ngum		Mercy		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.8		4		Black		F

		917449886		Flournoy		Kendra		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.69		Black		F

		917244716		Foster		Jennifer		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.41		4		White		F

		917275723		Kelley		Katie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1		3.94		White		F

		917298999		McLendon		Juanita		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.1		3.75		White		F

		917450220		Austin		Anique		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.53		Black		F

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.6		3.83		White		F

		917169650		McElroy		Heather		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.85		White		F

		917326154		Colston		Kristian		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917475650		Gilmore		Rachel		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.41		3.06		White		F

		917257053		Barton		Julie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.36		3.75		White		F

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.61		3.94		White		F

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.44		4		White		F

		917465192		Conley		Danielle		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.91		4		Black		F

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.94		3.83		Black		F

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.85		4		Black		F

		917155167		Harrison		Karen		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.87		White		F

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.99		3.75		Black		F

		917473724		Jacobs		Christian		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917399872		McCloud-Speer		Aquinta		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.12		3.91		Black		F

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.16		4		Black		F

		917235294		Schwab		Kimberly		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79		4		White		F

		917469237		Weiss		Madison		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.75		White		F

		917477678		Loden		Erin		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.66		White		F

		917478466		Spivey		Stephanie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917491887		Searcy		Whitney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.69		Black		F

		917489617		Castleberry		Megan		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917065432		Kelley		Sally		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3		4		White		F

		917355961		Nixon		Amber		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17		4		White		F

		917338074		Bostic		Rachel		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.26		3.83		White		F

		917244667		Hannon		Nicole		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.25		3.66		White		F

		917394879		Buggs		Kenya		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.21		3.5		Black		F

		917221738		Young		Kym		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.15		3.75		White		F

		917025914		Collins		Christy		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.22		4		White		F

		917276239		Duck		Lauren		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.42		4		White		F

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.52		4		White		F

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.79		4		White		F

		917480095		Garland		Melissa		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201501		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.84		White		F

		917480249		Winston		Arrie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.46		Black		F

		917340846		Jones		Steavie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.5		White		F

		917103188		Moore		Scott		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.99		3.83		White		M

		917092809		Jones		Kourtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.76		3.93		White		F

		917183009		Saxon		Courtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.91		White		F

		917210560		Hancock		Beverly		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69		4		White		F

		917264935		Daniel		DeVona		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.97		4		White		F

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.35		3.8		White		F

		917353931		Clark		Rachel		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.18		3.78		White		F

		917300302		Daniel		Sarah		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.54		3.91		White		F

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.97		4		White		F

		917008527		Anderson		Marie		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.42		3.81		White		F

		917165948		Brooks		Kati		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.11		4		White		F

		917281566		Bishop		Whitney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.94		4		White		F

		917276247		Beatenbough		Amanda		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201205		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.29		3.67		White		F

		917245477		Dunn		Claudia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.6		3.58		White		F

		917174397		Hicks		Amber		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		200905		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.61		3.3		White		F

		917201613		Carter		Otashia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.4		3.77		Black		F

		917260906		Charles		Ciara		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.72		4		White		F

		917267662		Thurman		Lindsey		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.57		4		White		F

		917044999		Neighbors		Tara		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.68		4		White		F

		917252162		Thomas		Shalicia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.33		3.5		Black		F

		917314946		Akins		Allison		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917429207		Campbell		Sasha		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		0		3.83		Black		F

		917450391		Joiner		LaShelle		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		F

		917450394		Smith		Miatta		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917450265		Seagraves		Kerri		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917446567		Adams		Rachel		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917135052		Lincoln		Susan		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.34		3.91		White		F

		917455934		Stanton		Renee		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.43		4		Black		F

		917472220		Pedrick		Emily		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917024235		Grindle		Tammy		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.94		3.89		White		F

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.79		3.46		Black		F

		917452850		Powell		Cassandra		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917213408		Davis		Vivian		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.54		4		White		F

		917055487		Anderson		Jennifer Dawn		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.67		3.57		White		F

		917294467		Hewatt		Laura		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.11		3.91		White		F

		917251548		Camp		Kelly		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.64		4		White		F

		917131799		Mann		Charisse		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.92		3.83		Black		F

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03		3.53		White		F

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.06		3.91		White		F

		917291504		Hunt		Courtney		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		3.23		Black		F

		917487280		Hugo		Megan		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.93		White		F

		917247618		Vaughn		Ashleigh		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.75		3.94		White		F

		917294667		McCurdy		Jicorya		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201305		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.21		3.83		Black		F

		917222427		Long		Shelene		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.26		4		White		F

		917478463		Prezzano		Lauren		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917249560		Hill		Ashley		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.5		4		White		F

		917479965		Girard		Heather		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		F

		917092962		Farnell		Lauren		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		0.8		3.83		White		F

		917480008		Smith		Amelia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Unknown		F

		917478457		Guffey		Felicia		MED		Early Childhood Education		General				MED Early Childhood Education				F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.83		Unknown		F

		917168286		Dement		David		MED		Educational Leadership		Building Level				MED Educational Leadership				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.11		4		White		M

		917306903		Isham		Rob		MED		French Language Teacher Educ.		General				MED French Language Teacher Educ.				P		200908		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.66		White		M

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		MED		Media		Building Level				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.94		4		White		F

		917064746		Moseley		Kimberly		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.83		3.54		White		F

		917108260		Peoples		Danica		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.61		Black		F

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.88		4		White		M

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.37		3.71		White		M

		917272469		Ray-Scagnelli		Stephen		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201108		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		Black		M

		917340957		Wilde		Robert		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.75		White		M

		917356137		Edwards		Algernetta		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.66		Black		F

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.78		4		White		F

		917380581		Alderson		Kaia		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917403221		Brownell		Stacie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.5		White		F

		917389506		Robinson		Susan		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917420611		Sherman		Pablo		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.65		White		M

		917417137		Slater		Lashairian		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.41		Black		F

		917431782		Davis		Colleen		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917432190		Dighton		Burleigh		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		M

		917154437		Sanders		Camille		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17		3.5		Black		F

		917435591		Schell-Bozone		Lauren		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.75		White		F

		917462009		Matthews		Brittany		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		Unknown		F

		917171761		Gallegos		Mary		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.75		White		F

		917113404		Steverson		Derek		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.36		4		White		M

		917320444		Timmons		Erin		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917431731		Slaughter		Joy		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.73		Black		F

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.92		3.57		White		F

		917306481		Morgan		John		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.1		3.75		White		M

		917367202		Bennafield		Mia		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.17		4		Black		F

		917229477		Rhinehart		Candice		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.73		4		White		F

		917476993		McCrary		Tiffany		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917480555		Britman		Amber		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917458728		Curley-Cox		Wynena		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		3.64		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917461944		Crawford		Nakisha		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.83		Black		F

		917482390		Batdorf		Suzanne		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.83		White		F

		917464239		Moriarty		Gwendolyn		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.94		3.83		Black		F

		917452266		Reynolds		Carolyn		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917416595		Mullins		Kayoung		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201201		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Asian		F

		917467776		Smith		Ryan		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.4		White		M		30117

		917478568		Nottingham Wallace		Mary		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.78		Unknown		F

		917008831		Cain		Cari		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.07		3.75		White		F

		917111317		Cochran		Vickie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.87		White		F

		917403657		Dyer		Davida		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.91		Black		F

		917306824		Bentley		Jessica		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917032215		North		Heather		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.55		4		White		F

		917390901		King		Elizabeth		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917130278		Terry		Pamela		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.27		4		White		F

		917249517		Jones		Katie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.58		3.71		White		F

		917437823		Rickard		Ashley		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917180299		Suwinski		Heather		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.05		3.83		White		F

		917430357		Kafati		Lisa		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917321251		Hill		Aaron		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.33		Black		M

		917219317		Heaton		Lorin		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.76		4		White		F

		917137142		Macon		Camron		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.3		Black		M

		917211604		Daniels		Rachel		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.09		3.5		Black		F

		917204003		Patterson		Whitney		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.32		4		White		F

		917306031		Owens		Nicole		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.73		3.93		Black		F

		917303549		Rogers		Michelle		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.26		3.72		White		F

		917284545		Castillo		Brittany		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.8		3.07		Black		F

		917300765		Cash		Landria		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.18		3.71		Black		F

		917180867		Comer		Kristin		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.14		3.5		White		F

		917447326		Logan		Alyce		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.23		Black		F

		917176336		Hibbard		Alison		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.17		4		White		F

		917462012		Silvey		Terry		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.83		White		F

		917361951		Gripper		Trevon		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.5		3.84		Black		M

		917467213		Buist		Ashleigh		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917471310		Wooten		Janet		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917457233		Powe		Tenecia		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.83		Black		F

		917228242		Miller		Michelle		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 		Media Specialist Concentration		MED Media				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.38		4		Unknown		F

		917491193		Vega Ulate		Jamie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.05		3.66		White		F

		917494680		Johns		William		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		M

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.4		3.91		White		F

		917494679		Johns		Kevin		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917476098		Vinson		Jimmy		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.83		Black		M

		917186159		Delille		Wilson		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.03		3.69		Black		M

		917102279		Harris		Michael		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.64		3.91		White		M

		917162168		Callaway		Chase		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917033912		Carroll		Laura		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.51		3.9		White		F

		917285753		Gaither		Freddie		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.21		3.41		Black		M

		917445231		Aumann		Alan		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		White		M

		917437625		Salomon		Kari		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F

		917431683		Dulaney		Allyson		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917427372		Bush		N'jemele		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.31		Black		F

		917432192		Cummings		Steven		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		M

		917432347		Scoville		Janice		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917429374		Treadwell		Christopher		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		M

		917445655		Cornelius		Wesley		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3		Black		M

		917449297		Traynor		Kelly		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.88		3.5		Black		F

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.89		3.41		Black		F

		917453377		Foster		Robert		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917385867		Cartwright		Lauren		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917210472		Thompson		Brandon		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201408		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.75		3.66		Black		M

		917453050		Duncan		Jessica		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917431366		Hill		Latina		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.33		Black		F

		917224208		Parker		Jeremiah		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3		3.75		White		M

		917452306		Martin		Stanley		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.83		White		M

		917454958		Washington		Rachel		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917424555		Sampson		Vilma		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201301		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917476314		Smith		Donald		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.75		Black		M

		917476963		Shelkoff		Jules		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		F

		917476676		Baldwin		Lorna		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		Black		F

		917444173		Gooch		Melissa		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917478509		Dixon		Laura		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.66		White		F

		917317928		Underwood		Joshua		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.83		White		M

		917028964		Markland		Misty		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.66		4		White		F

		917268876		Harris		Takera		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 		Media Specialist Concentration		MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.84		Black		F

		917476965		Mayfield		Heather		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917478454		Barnwell		Corey		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917365091		Jelks		Carman		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.3		Unknown		F

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				F		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.57		4		White		F

		917175065		Mimms		Allison		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.09		3.91		White		F

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		MED		Media		Instruction Technology 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.32		3.42		White		M

		917157055		Thompson		Carla		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.61		Black		F

		917221729		Pollard		Virginia		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.71		4		White		F

		917291640		King		Jill		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917281650		Hunt		Leigh-Ann		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200805		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917366042		Witte		Melissa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917388104		Justice		Emily		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.83		White		F

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.88		White		F

		917205900		Thomas		Jennifer		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.17		3.23		White		F

		917421038		Jones		Casie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.92		White		F

		917400832		Stiltz		Katherine		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917409532		Sherman		Ashley		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917400216		Rich		Emily		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917043254		Surginer		Lisa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.32		4		White		F

		917290376		Caldwell		Brianna		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.07		3.84		Black		F

		917429824		Inmon		Jennifer		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		Asian		F

		917435949		Evans		Julie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917433298		Cliver		Christa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917159370		Pavlak		Shanna		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917285211		Miller		Natarsha		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.21		Black		F

		917473278		Mullins		Danielle		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.25		White		F

		917461093		Martin		Jennifer		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917307319		McLeod-Hanie		Megan		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.92		White		F

		917457334		Hollomon		Amanda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.95		White		F

		917245239		Sellers-Gordon		Kathryn		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.63		4		White		F

		917430258		Hendry		Deborah		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.77		White		F

		917452384		Lacy		Stacy		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917454860		Woodruff		Amanda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917480166		Gamble		Cheniqua		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		Black		F

		917340581		Samimi		Tiffany		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		White		F

		917463290		Boyd		Anita		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917479465		Baccus		Denise		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F		30052

		917475230		Jackson		Cassandra		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		Unknown		F

		917468388		Tolbert		Lisa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.69		Black		F

		917152666		Coleman		Caley		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.68		4		White		F

		917165074		Reid		Joyce		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200705		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.77		3.86		White		F

		917282638		Merrell		Julie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28		3.91		White		F

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.6		3.95		Black		F

		917356728		Thach		Susan		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917385487		Falls		Christy		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917403556		Letendre		Claire		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.91		White		F

		917390335		Elfers		Mary		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917404378		Smith		Kindal		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917410178		Agan		Linden		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201201		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917038390		Young		Tracey		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917427377		Lee		Judith		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Asian		F

		917421624		Ford		Cynthia		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917411350		Hanson		Ingrid		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201201		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917442564		Woolsey		Connie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917437497		Byers		Susan		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.85		White		F

		917409285		Cook		Joanne		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917301101		Dubose		Adrienne		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.77		3.57		Black		F

		917166237		Klemzak		Stacey		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		0		3.61		White		F

		917446226		Jensen		Michelle		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917428451		McKeever		Lydia		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.35		Black		F

		917331221		Holton		Catherine		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.92		White		F

		917406825		Burgett		Kimberly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.83		White		F

		917450486		Nix		Lana		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917473250		Kimsey		Karen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917437495		Van Kley		Linda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917023490		Cooper		Errica		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.55		3.55		Black		F

		917438398		Schenck		Kathleen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917408418		Albright		Whitney		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.29		4		White		F

		917036356		Brown		Holly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.75		White		F

		917490084		Gable		Carrie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.83		White		F

		917474852		Sinapiades		Amanda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.75		Unknown		F

		917488779		Jordan		Shana		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917491196		Smith		Margaret		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917454670		Huff		Gretchen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917195495		Morning-Parker		Rabiah		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.83		3.9		Black		F

		917117362		Smith		Molly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		200705		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.84		4		White		F

		917283785		Canavan		Lisa		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.57		White		F

		917381674		Allen		Molly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917024448		Ball		Erin		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.75		3.91		White		F

		917081251		Davidson		Sabrina		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917404664		Brown		Nina Nicole		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Asian		F

		917407932		Caldwell		Susan		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917400242		Cummins		Elizabeth		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917063259		Mayfield		Layla		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.4		4		White		F

		917416610		Coston		Charice		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.33		Black		F

		917212250		Peoples		Trona		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.41		Black		F

		917432195		Getz		Bethany		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917434315		Jiles		Delinda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917447881		Daniels		Barbara		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917440330		Barnes		Brittany		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917424504		Reese		Molly		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917428666		Hurst		Pamela		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.82		Black		F

		917443962		Carter		Randi		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.08		Black		F

		917113895		McMillan		Amanda		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.76		White		F

		917448263		Wood		Angelia		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917067499		Bassel		Meghen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.26		4		White		F

		917450589		Noles		Laurie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917303278		Lyons		Mary		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.67		4		White		F

		917428822		Wohlfrom		Maureen		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.75		White		F

		917467746		Wire		Heather		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.69		Black		F

		917468383		Brinson		Wendy		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.91		Black		F

		917469806		Lewis		Callie		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917175854		Parrott		Toneicya		MED		Media		Media Specialist 				MED Media				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.71		3.33		Black		F

		917454270		Wagner		Richard		MED		Media		Special Education				MED Media				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		M

		917220449		Freeman		Shanika		MED		Media		General				MED Media				F		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.24		3.64		Black		F

		917156147		Walker		Tanya		MED		Media		General				MED Media				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.44		3.58		White		F

		917475061		Kassi		Marie		MED		Media		General				MED Media				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3		3.25		Black		F

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		MED		Media		General				MED Media				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.29		Black		F

		917011146		Brown		Rebecca		MED		Media		General				MED Media				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.86		3.91		White		F

		917128003		McGhee		Sarita		MED		Media		General				MED Media				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.42		Black		F

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		MED		Middle Grades Education		Instruction Technology 				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201105		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.86		Black		F

		917394935		Hart		Nancy		MED		Middle Grades Education		Media Specialist 				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.76		White		F

		917436016		Sykes		Phillip		MED		Middle Grades Education		Social Studies 				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917113776		Adams		Pamela		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.24		3.58		Black		F

		917240773		Williams		Carolyn		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.32		3.91		White		F

		917386636		Mitchell		Eric		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.75		White		M

		917117375		Young		Randall		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.89		4		White		M

		917086694		Mckinley		Kimberly		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.86		3.66		White		F

		917166633		Ruark		Jeremy		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201105		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08		3.83		White		M

		917211566		Tucker		Jennifer		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				F		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.84		4		White		F

		917179843		McArthur		Kelly		MED		Middle Grades Education		General				MED Middle Grades Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.69		4		White		F

		917005716		Boss		Shannon		MED		Physical Education		General				MED Physical Education				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.68		3.69		White		F

		917365414		Bodnar		Michael		MED		Physical Education		General				MED Physical Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.38		3.5		White		M

		917379366		Moreland		Earthwind		MED		Physical Education		General				MED Physical Education				F		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.46		3.53		Black		M

		917264696		McClure		Bethany		MED		Professional Counseling		Building Level 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.76		3.92		White		F

		917118387		Edmonds		Chase		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.07		4		White		M

		917253141		Goodling		Tori		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.71		3.76		White		F

		917152264		Mainelli-Langer		Nancy		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.67		White		F

		917444936		Nganga		JohnPaul		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		M

		917119284		Badder		Adrianna		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.09		3.83		White		F

		917467743		Markwell		Kimberly		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917338708		Rogers		Norie		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.74		4		White		F

		917311023		Huff		Crystal		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.55		Black		F

		917449941		Eulenfeld		Daryl		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917285193		Abercrombie		Kaitlyn		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.81		4		White		F

		917332228		Carter		Juliana		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.38		4		White		F

		917406503		Ward		Ashley		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917310818		Moore		Emily		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.94		3.88		White		F

		917442211		Knight		Denniesha		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917266069		Payne		Rose		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.56		4		Black		F

		917174558		Ammons		Laveenya		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.37		3.52		Black		F

		917469355		Turgut		Sera		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917291371		Williams		Harold		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.88		White		M

		917433361		Connolly		Anne		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917006836		Brown		Jamie		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.1		3.88		White		F

		917167379		Ahern		Jeremiah		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.29		3.94		White		M

		917452822		Thompson		Alexander		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.41		White		M

		917452941		Jenkins		Jermale		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.94		Black		M

		917437363		Reed		Darya		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		0		3.88		White		F

		917293440		Sims		Stormy		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.89		3.47		White		F

		917077947		Gandy		Barbara		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.57		3.52		Black		F

		917311345		Nation		Brittney		MED		Professional Counseling		Clinical Mental Hth Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.03		4		Black		F

		917095373		Richards		Deanna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.43		3.54		White		F

		917153592		Hofius		Melinda		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.07		4		White		F

		917386436		Jones		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917316152		Campbell		Erin		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.36		3.41		Black		F

		917414038		Scott		Dennis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.15		Black		M

		917426517		Bowe		Derek		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.83		Black		M

		917320514		Pounds		Iteeah		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.63		Black		F

		917069798		Stafford		William		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.67		3.17		Black		M

		917124624		Stewart		Joshua		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		3.81		White		M

		917169251		Mosley		Katie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.21		4		White		F

		917253569		Berry		Courtney		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.57		3.54		Black		F

		917275186		Carrillo		July		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.94		3.63		White		F

		917164624		Williams		Johnathan		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.73		3.81		White		M

		917249169		Sweany		Tara		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.86		3.63		White		F

		917398594		Shelton		Ashanti		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.63		Black		F

		917397216		Player-Delgado		Luis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		M

		917399158		Anderson		Jarrell		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.36		Black		M

		917396056		Gossett		Lauren		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		F

		917397963		Pitcock		Kirsten		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		F

		917211254		Alexander		Ronald		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.63		Black		M

		917398307		Waugh		Celeste		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917398903		Kahera		Zeinab		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.45		Black		F

		917399064		Whitfield		Jamar		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		M

		917397220		Bello Escobar		Christian		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.9		White		M

		917290637		Henderson		Jourdain		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.5		3		Black		M

		917395882		Coleman		Curtis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.54		Black		M

		917398580		McCarty		Christopher		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.54		White		M

		917395314		Cosey		Andrew		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.27		White		M

		917399019		Steward		Misti		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.54		White		F

		917100511		Ginther		Christine		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.12		3.72		White		F

		917202438		Buchholz		Francis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.3		4		White		M

		917234180		Wiggins		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.37		4		White		F

		917318524		Ray		Nichole		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.11		3.69		White		F

		917323548		Scott		Gerron		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.26		3.45		Black		M

		917306006		Lott		Whitney		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.23		3.72		White		F

		917422715		Wilkins		Amanda		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917420961		Finley		Oxzavia		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.09		Black		M

		917422512		Greer		Jonna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.81		White		F

		917423930		Bretch		Allyson		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917422985		Hill		Lauren		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917418738		Norman		Spenser		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		M

		917422986		Pierre		Luceandy		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		F

		917424013		Ucci		Michael		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		M

		917397355		Williams		Jordan		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917301389		De Gazon		Alyssa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917414363		Axson		Dashan		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.75		Black		M

		917423633		Jeter		Kenyatta		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		Black		F

		917419470		Blake		Brandi		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.81		Black		F

		917422400		Parris		Zachary		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Asian		M

		917422017		Ocasio		Denise		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.83		Unknown		F

		917419237		Jones		Alison		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		White		F

		917423023		Taniguchi		Stacie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.9		Asian		F

		917135002		Edmonds		Laura		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.87		3.9		White		F

		917075902		Morgan		Cassie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.85		4		White		F

		917440170		Dillard		Kelsey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917035133		Etheredge		William		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.61		3.81		White		M

		917334513		Evans		William		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.82		4		White		M

		917306459		Bruce		Gina		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.19		3.9		White		F

		917445184		Holmes		Matika		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.36		Black		F

		917446106		Morrissey		Kelsey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917310178		Hodges		Ashley		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		3.72		White		F

		917440915		Till		Robert		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.27		White		M

		917304464		Walkup		Stacey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.46		3.45		White		F

		917344272		Rogers		DeMia		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39		3.9		Black		F

		917341099		Whitley		Rebecca		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.02		3.54		White		F

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.39		4		White		F

		917442361		Ray		Arianna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.45		Black		F

		917444039		Chinnery		Jasmine		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.72		Black		F

		917451633		Bussey		Karen		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Black		F

		917443373		Patrick		Vanessa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.81		Black		F

		917444040		Ramirez Rios		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		Unknown		F

		917444392		Conroy		Robert		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.27		White		M

		917444638		Duman		Aubrey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		White		F

		917444464		Chan		Victoria		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.9		Asian		F

		917130339		Mitchell		Kimberly		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.07		3.72		Black		F

		917459290		Patneaude		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917474354		Stephens		John		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917357024		Callahan		Abbey		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.28		3.81		White		F

		917371727		Cabell		Imani		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.93		3.72		Black		F

		917466717		Jones		Alana		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		Unknown		F

		917467364		Roselli		Daniel		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.99		3.72		Black		F

		917268265		Grizzard		Hannah		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		2.93		3.72		White		F

		917459285		Huffer		Alex		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		M

		917399008		Renard		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		White		F

		917468072		McBroon		Adrienne		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.72		White		F

		917304593		Sharpe		Bernadette		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.13		3.72		White		F

		917185911		Powers		Tiffany		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917457331		Steczo		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.25		3.9		White		M

		917473573		Yazell		Stephanie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.72		White		F

		917469358		Jennings		AlexisGrace		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.81		White		F

		917322008		Belcher		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.01		3.72		White		F

		917226255		Carr		Devin Demond		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.46		4		Black		M

		917418780		Cummings		Eric		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		M

		917454474		Mack		Asa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.36		Black		M

		917467362		Morris		Jalessa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917296406		Morris		Janelle		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.9		Black		F

		917375797		Rimi		Giavanna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.59		3.72		White		F

		917388067		Martin		Konica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.34		4		Black		F

		917485383		Washington		Tamara		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917495064		Nguyen		Kim		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917475687		Robinson		Jazmine		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Black		F		30260

		917478099		Milner		Alvita		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Black		F

		917486141		Sandbank		Shayna		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		White		F

		917482118		Mata		Tina		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		F

		917486533		Middleton		Monquell		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Black		M

		917492133		Argueta		Elias		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.75		Unknown		M

		917347018		Veal		Kendra		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.63		3.9		White		F

		917481640		Ramirez		Xochil		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		F

		917485579		Solov		Heather		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492482		Wilson		Devonte		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.81		Black		M

		917390892		Panjwani		Shabina		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.15		3.83		Asian		F

		917480402		Garrett		Alexis		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917483454		Kline		Lauren		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		Unknown		F

		917485735		Burrell		Jaythan		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917384703		Martin		Brittani		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.85		3.54		Black		F

		917492997		Hutchison		Joie		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917484900		Campbell		Courtney		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917485740		Mitchell		Alyssa		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492695		Hopson		James		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		M

		917494089		Placeres		Tyler		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Unknown		M

		917341125		Scheel		Cynthia		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17		4		White		F

		917485314		Bersey		Nicole		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492473		Burress		Whitney		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.63		White		F

		917283530		Denmon		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.17		3.72		White		F

		917486491		White		Nicole		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.81		Black		F

		917484878		Hampson		Erica		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917481604		Vick		Aaron		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.27		White		M		36606

		917246299		Lingrell		Karen		MED		Professional Counseling		College Student Affairs				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917157798		Freeman		Christopher		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		Black		M

		917044820		Tanner		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.76		4		White		F

		917235735		Owens		Kelen		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.99		3.69		White		F

		917136287		Reaves		Elizabeth		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.28		3.73		White		F

		917143504		Walker		Chasity		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.57		3.82		White		F

		917250551		Burton		Erin		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.23		4		White		F

		917109549		Parry		Matthew		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.95		4		White		M

		917319872		Elliot		Lauren		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		200908		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.61		Black		F

		917411117		Mardis		Kristin		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917396384		Brown		Stephanie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917406463		Snelling		Denise		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917264287		Eutsey		Ashley		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.38		3.76		Black		F

		917408996		Duncan		Taylor		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917410995		Gerena		Adriana		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917164339		Dunson		Amekia		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.21		3.84		Black		F

		917289342		Nance		Anna		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.78		White		F

		917305749		Davis		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.77		4		White		F

		917321924		Demian		Ann		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.27		3.84		White		F

		917288171		Hulsey		Callie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.68		4		White		F

		917154696		Kirkbride		John		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.17		4		White		M

		917226158		Walker		Whitney		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917382867		Watkins		Donna		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917191577		Bice		Meranda		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.18		3.84		White		F

		917388503		Scarber		Kristen		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917357148		Wickham		Nyoca		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.76		Black		F

		917150137		Stevenson		Tiffany		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917404493		Pogue		Jared		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.76		White		M

		917159943		Yeager		Shaquana		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.04		3.94		Black		F

		917133306		Bechiom		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917428449		Cormany		Leah		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.76		White		F

		917406199		Fleming		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917178982		Foster		Adrian		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.46		3.37		Black		F

		917305580		Whalen		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.13		4		White		F

		917356962		Offutt		Daphanie Renee		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.01		3.81		Black		F

		917325779		Meyer		Jamie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.3		4		White		F

		917061329		King		Macie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.55		Black		F

		917408173		Ventre		Stephen		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.88		White		M

		917406198		Eaker		Richard		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.7		White		M

		917428798		Williams		Amy		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917340569		Buckner		Erica		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.15		4		White		F

		917300689		Meade		Katie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.15		4		White		F

		917084279		Young		Sadie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.6		4		White		F

		917384516		Maddox		Sarah-Michelle		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917381877		Andrews		Sara		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917378526		Hinds		Emily		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		Black		F

		917385396		Cornejo		Alice		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.6		White		F

		917297564		Huckeba		Daniel		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.37		White		M

		917414679		Sullivan		Stephanie		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917414659		Jennings		Stephen		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917282919		Arnold		Kayla		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917313182		Woods		Roberta		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.81		3.2		White		F

		917366299		Moffatt		Allyson		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				P		201401		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.15		3.88		White		F

		917448883		Cowan		Hannah		MED		Professional Counseling		Community Counseling 				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.82		White		F

		917256035		Sheffield		Shannon		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		200605		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.92		Unknown		F

		917291513		Lambert		Virginia		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		200705		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.85		Unknown		F

		917350759		Simms		Malaina		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.15		3.71		Black		F

		917200409		Cray		Shamieka		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.03		3.71		Black		F

		917384596		Ridge		Kimberly		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.87		Black		F

		917379355		Bonner		Mallory		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.78		White		F

		917210190		Edmonds		Tiffany		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.23		3.71		Black		F

		917093470		Le		Diana		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.1		3.92		White		F

		917389825		Obaidullah		Tanya		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201101		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.85		Asian		F

		917406250		Thompson		Mary		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.6		White		F

		917136466		Lindsey		Lyneeca		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.36		3.92		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F

		917399699		Houpt		Jacklyn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917238057		Sneed		Ishalah		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.28		Black		F

		917255680		Omaivboje		Evelyn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.88		3.42		Black		F

		917418441		Sims		Brittany		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.71		White		F

		917432545		Campbell		Jonathan		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		M

		917444436		Anderson		Taylor		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.71		White		M

		917096093		Hyman		Robin		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917433427		Mero		Tiffany		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917210444		Smith		Amber		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.39		4		Black		F

		917340731		Washington		Clarence		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		M

		917068143		Saffo		Melody		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.01		3.64		Black		F

		917458128		Gordon		Kristie		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917298007		Goss		LaChrislyn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.17		3.76		Black		F

		917255424		Wilkinson		Melissa		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.55		3.31		White		F

		917218098		Brinson		Ali		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.21		3.5		Black		F

		917326815		Pratt		Jihad		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.1		3.73		Black		M

		917377374		Ludewig		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.75		White		F

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3		3.5		Black		F

		917123472		Summers		Amanda		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.48		3.92		White		F

		917342503		Sansom		Robin		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		200905		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917246866		Turner		Terri		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.78		White		F

		917402862		Vinson		Alecia		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.85		White		F

		917152694		Jones		Anna		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917241286		Alexander		Lisa		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917139334		Wood		Katherine		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917294752		Alexander		Ryan		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.78		White		M

		917252032		Miller		Jonathan		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		3.76		Black		M

		917435326		Draper		Meredith		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917107341		Cole		Andra'		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.94		3.78		Black		M

		917165552		Hardy		Brittany		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.43		4		White		F

		917323462		Mosley		Wakaith		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.62		Black		F

		917288614		Newey		Megan		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.92		White		F

		917429200		Over		Laura		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		0		3.92		White		F

		917443200		Traeger		Callie		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917143360		Richardson		Leah		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.64		Black		F

		917292669		Radvansky		Sarah		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3		3.57		White		F

		917246524		Jeter		Amanda		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.23		3.53		White		F

		917221034		Burns		Matthew		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201401		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917371565		Clark		Kristol		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917195368		Mull		Jessica		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.08		4		White		F

		917385092		Ambers		Twila		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.75		Black		F

		917384827		Markham		Cara		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.9		3.93		White		F

		917452346		O'Shea		BrÃ©ana		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		Black		F

		917162189		Weekes		Damaris		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.39		3.66		Black		F

		917041189		Mosley		Angelica		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		4		3.92		White		F

		917434920		Waite		Bridget		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201605		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.92		White		F

		917264167		Moore		Mary		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		1		3.92		White		F

		917304033		Pirie		Kristen		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917485576		Halsey		Lillie		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.93		White		F

		917345094		Abuellel		Dina		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.13		3.76		White		F

		917174941		Jarrett		Teryn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.14		3.18		White		F

		917383674		Rogers		Jamie		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.86		White		F

		917298141		Whittle		Kayla		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.42		3.86		White		F

		917383722		Patterson		Kerry		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.93		White		F

		917098984		Pope		Ashley		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.64		3.78		White		F

		917406095		Kidd		Kenneth		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				4		White		M

		917037580		Veal		Sunny		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.46		4		White		F

		917391205		Bower		Kathleen		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917428450		Hurns		Reginald		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.4		Black		M

		917154439		Kemp		Britaney		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.64		Black		F

		917450066		Callahan		Haley		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.92		White		F

		917465580		Gresham-Jones		Brooklynn		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.2		3.46		Black		F

		917423384		Porter		Sandra		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.5		White		F

		917416827		Ellis		Meredith		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917272033		Windsor		Kimberly		MED		Professional Counseling		School Counseling				MED Professional Counseling				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.75		4		White		F

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.36		3.83		White		F

		917289632		Pitelli		Maritza		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.26		4		White		F

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.95		White		F

		917301927		West		Kristen		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		2.87		4		White		F

		917356384		Sears		Candice		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917178517		Howard		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201101		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.77		4		White		F

		917436018		Pringle		LaTonya		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.86		Black		F

		917448110		Gilbert		Naomi		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.83		White		F

		917466362		Caswell		Angie		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201405		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917448408		Henry-Graves		Marlaina		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.78		Black		F

		917153225		Liverman		Dawn		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.57		3.89		White		F

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.95		Black		F

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.63		3.81		White		F

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.84		White		F

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		Black		F

		917400808		Mcbrayer		Rachel		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917404932		Leonce		Kerlie		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		Black		F

		917268698		Miller		Jo		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917049245		Campbell		Tamara		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201001		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917146892		James		Maria		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.12		Black		F

		917424829		Drzewiecki		Alliya		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201208		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.85		White		F

		917440083		George		Eon		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3.86		Black		M

		917179936		Pope		Susan		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.03		3.84		White		F

		917293981		Lozo		Wendy		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201301		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917213849		Goulbourne		Latoya		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.54		3.8		Black		F

		917337963		Wright		Hope		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201308		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		4		4		Unknown		F

		917163814		Luciano		Julie		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201308		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		0		3.73		White		F

		917017003		Walsh		Colleen		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.59		4		White		F

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.72		Black		M

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.81		4		White		F

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.83		White		F

		917399698		Horovitz		Rebecca		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.92		White		F

		917400212		Brooks		Anitra		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.6		Black		F

		917374618		Hancock		Whitney		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.44		3.94		White		F

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.92		3.83		Black		F

		917252539		Harvey		Tina		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.79		4		White		F

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.42		3.58		Black		M

		917429182		Gorrell		Alexandra		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917419875		Hoptroff		Katelyn		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.95		White		F

		917254117		Lester		Erica		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.28		3.85		Black		F

		917431626		Martin		Elisha		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.78		Black		F

		917443988		Brown		Adamika		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				F		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.42		Black		F

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		MED		Professional Counseling		General				MED Professional Counseling				P		201305		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.26		3.35		Black		F

		917478291		Rupert		Carolyn		MED		Reading Instruction		Building Level 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917340964		Terry		Shirley		MED		Reading Instruction		Instruction Technology 				MED Reading Instruction				F		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.33		Black		F

		917364726		Wooten		Taria		MED		Reading Instruction		Instruction Technology 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.04		3.6		Black		F

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		MED		Reading Instruction		Instruction Technology 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.81		4		White		F

		917439636		Wyatt		Hannah		MED		Reading Instruction		Instruction Technology 				MED Reading Instruction				F		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917196429		Wilder		Angela		MED		Reading Instruction		Media Specialist 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917450941		Newsom		Amanda		MED		Reading Instruction		Media Specialist 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917304632		Franz		Laura		MED		Reading Instruction		Media Specialist 				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.03		3.31		White		F

		917451011		Turner		Kaley		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.66		White		F

		917294934		Heath		Chantal		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.27		3.83		Black		F

		917401543		Trotter		Sarah		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201308		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917140642		Jones		Caitlin		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917298026		Anctil		Casey		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201308		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.35		3.91		White		F

		917317789		Daffin		Danielle		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.3		3.6		Black		F

		917166241		Crandell		Joshua		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201408		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.41		4		White		M

		917472483		Schimenti		Sarah		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.7		White		F

		917350638		Zeigler		Jacqueline		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.68		Black		F

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.49		3.9		White		F

		917311908		Bojo		Katherine		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44		3.8		Black		F

		917307621		Gotreaux		Jordan		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917496868		Gibbs		Kathleen		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917489105		Rush		Angela		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.04		3.9		Black		F

		917491125		Miller		Savannah		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917495158		Skidmore		Victoria		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917488402		Mask		Robyn		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917251560		Clark		Elizabeth		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917197927		Pelletier		Katie		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.87		4		White		F

		917241711		Rex		Carley		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917094425		Ellis		Candice		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201505		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917026074		Driver		Bobby		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				4		White		M

		917011928		Hennessee		Eleanor		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		0.54		4		White		F

		917482191		Hirsch		Alison		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917213038		Akers		Amber		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.72		White		F

		917136599		Pritchard		Keely		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917494750		Gabriel		Shakeema		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.7		Black		F

		917494284		Telesco		Lucila		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		F

		917473258		Willis		Riann		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917494747		Alvarado		Elizabeth		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917494032		Slenczka		Shawn		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		M

		917496984		Merritt		Laura		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917156992		Forsyth		Stacy		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201601		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917495819		Estes		Brooke		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201508		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017				3.8		White		F

		917352541		Adams		Tracey		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.5		Unknown		F

		917297223		Sanya		Mariam		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.29		3.91		Black		F

		917463149		Hall		Kelsey		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917148677		Bush		Marcie		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201505		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.3		4		White		F

		917478469		Reid		Ronica		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		F

		917215758		Wells		Elizabeth		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917392133		Cunningham		Kristen		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.4		3.7		White		F

		917376154		Law		Kristin		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.54		4		White		F

		917484091		Frazier		Jessica		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917492323		Pace		Cheryl		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917211358		Phinazee		Brittney		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201505		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.87		4		White		F

		917463502		Sellars		Brooke		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.08		Black		F

		917495962		Good		Rachel		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				F		201508		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917472410		Miller		Ruhamah		MED		Reading Instruction		General				MED Reading Instruction				P		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		Asian		F

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Instruction Technology 				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		200908		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.98		3.85		White		F

		917294615		Patrick		Michelle		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Instruction Technology 				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201301		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.96		3.95		Unknown		F

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Instruction Technology 				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.23		3.57		White		F

		917477720		Perkerson		John		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Instruction Technology 				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201501		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		M

		917166720		Williams		Nichelle		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Biology				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201405		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.91		Black		F

		917112196		Ross		Sheila		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201205		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.19		3.5		Black		F

		917409651		Widener		William		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3		White		M

		917286395		Thrasher		Jazzmine		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Black		F

		917477159		Morton		Holly		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016				3.6		White		F

		917167521		Merritt		Sherlene		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201201		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.88		3.5		Black		F

		917291364		Cuthbert		Kellye		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-English				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201305		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.63		Black		F

		917412129		Allen		Benjamin		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		M

		917243480		Rinkiewicz		Karyann		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.1		4		White		F

		917342124		McCarty		William		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201405		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.74		4		White		M

		917014071		Egas		Jennifer		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.76		White		F

		917326285		Arrington		Thomas		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.9		4		White		M

		917436216		Brandon		Amy		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917055364		Kirk		Mary		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.21		3.83		White		F

		917450392		Kleeman		Albert		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201305		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015				3		White		M

		917189529		Sheridan		Jacob		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201505		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.58		3.9		White		M

		917310671		Garriott		Danielle		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201208		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.78		3.66		White		F

		917133279		Lane		Holly		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3		3.76		White		F

		917425295		Green		Zachary		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201205		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.32		White		M

		917257365		Chastine		Natalie		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-History				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		Unknown		F

		917184749		Little		Dustin		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.43		3.83		White		M

		917306257		Oparinde		Olusola		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.28		Black		F

		917426564		Mendence		Donald		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201205		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.8		White		M

		917363977		Bailey		Thomas		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		M

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.3		3.41		Black		F

		917336739		Hall		Kristin		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.43		3.5		Black		F

		917092347		Ratzlaff		Danielle		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.43		3.91		White		F

		917044672		Woods		Chadrick		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201308		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.76		3.69		White		M

		917476710		Overall		Julie		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Math				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.7		White		F

		917179541		King		Stanetress		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.54		3.75		Black		F

		917345404		Mcmeans-Lukiri		Sharon		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.75		Black		F

		917145652		Hungerford		Kimberly		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201105		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.8		White		F

		917140023		Garner		John		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.26		3.5		White		M

		917166479		Davis		Jill		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Education-Social Std				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201105		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.75		White		F

		917455848		Sandouby		Naglaa		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Science Education				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				F		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		Unknown		F

		917372531		Whorton		Marissa		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching		Secondary Science Education				MED Secondary Education & Teaching				P		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		F

		917327655		Jones		Troy		MED		Special Education		Building Level				MED Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.44		Black		M

		917066061		Pearce		Alisha		MED		Special Education		Building Level				MED Special Education				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.58		White		F

		917317185		Perkins		Judith		MED		Special Education		Curriculum Specialist				MED Special Education				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.52		Black		F

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		MED		Special Education		System Level 				MED Special Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		2.72		3.85		Black		F

		917147592		Andrey		Antoinette		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.81		3.69		Unknown		F

		917050708		O'Miller		Karyn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.66		3.75		White		F

		917276475		Jones		Emily		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.63		3.5		White		F

		917142849		McCommons		Quinae		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200808		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.9		Black		F

		917337661		Wafer		Cashmera		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200901		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.94		Unknown		F

		917346387		Odorizzi		Kari		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200905		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917377233		Delgado		Darlene		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.14		Black		F

		917362847		Gaba		Laud		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201005		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.55		Black		M

		917388715		Sapp		Christopher		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.33		Black		M

		917233500		Westmoreland		Trinity		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.59		3.91		White		F

		917378632		Waters		Laura		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201008		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.93		White		F

		917166421		Teat		Kathryn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917372662		Fahrney		Rachel		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2012		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917128475		Jones-Rozier		Carol Ann		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.28		3.71		Black		F

		917035205		Denmon		Lisanne		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201105		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.09		4		White		F

		917223456		Booker		Rafael		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201201		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.19		3.84		Black		M

		917386397		Canders		Jaen		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.07		White		F

		917171309		DeMonti		Shannon		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014		1.65		3.8		White		F

		917407460		Burnette		Samantha		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.33		Black		F

		917160405		Baker		Tammera		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.78		Black		F

		917406311		Williams		Marion		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.67		Black		F

		917108500		Parker		George		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201405		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3		3.06		Black		M

		917145724		Bender		Allison		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.72		3.5		White		F

		917301910		Radvansky		David		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201301		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.35		3.77		White		M

		917305274		Sanders		Marion		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.57		3.85		Black		F

		917204353		Kerr		Shelley		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.99		3.26		White		F

		917202763		Young		Joseph		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.16		3.75		White		M

		917352455		Simpson		Travis		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200908		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.52		Black		M

		917386131		Jones		Preston		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201008		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3		3.29		Black		M

		917115872		Fitzpatrick		Gina		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		2.73		3.46		White		F

		917430854		Prather		Karen		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.75		Black		F

		917442352		Whiteside		Hilary		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201305		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.25		Black		F

		917406466		Brown		Nicole		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.08		Black		F

		917199641		Johnson		Shyreon		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201201		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.11		Black		F

		917171362		Wilbor		Emily		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		4		White		F

		917407141		Ritter		Kelley		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.85		White		F

		917172164		Heaberlin		Robert		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015				2.84		White		M

		917423880		Wright		Lawanda		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201205		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.7		Black		F

		917287122		Cheatwood		Jordan		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Fall 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.48		3.83		White		F

		917458617		Moss		Jennifer		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.27		White		F

		917307230		Fenton		Lisa		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201208		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		2.75		3.75		Black		F

		917024992		Donahue		Laura		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201301		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.33		3.92		White		F

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201401		Fall 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.47		3.72		White		F

		917424731		Ballingall		Hannah		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.66		White		F

		917066272		Pewitt		Kristin		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201505		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				4		White		F

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201401		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.9		4		White		F

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201408		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.84		3.81		White		F

		917481854		Guess		Kaitlyn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917417529		Crowder		Kacie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201501		Fall 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.36		White		F

		917079801		Harbin		Sandy		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.07		3.87		White		F

		917209093		Baptiste		Carleen		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		2.68		3.28		Black		F

		917253354		Lachmayr		Margaret		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200808		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.76		White		F

		917040308		Mason		Sandra		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.26		3.76		Black		F

		917274668		Williams		Rontashala		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200705		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3		Black		F

		917331646		Lamprey		Anna		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		0		3.85		White		F

		917114621		Skinner		Summer		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.28		3.75		White		F

		917351188		Hood		Stephanie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201301		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.93		White		F

		917332670		Palmer		Amber		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3		3.2		White		F

		917113392		Williamson		Matthew		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.86		White		M

		917350814		Laidlaw		Alton		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201001		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		3.71		Black		M

		917131124		Drage		Rebecca		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917384369		Burgess		Elsa		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				4		White		F

		917244884		Walker		Charlie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3		Black		M

		917403993		Renfroe		Katlyn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013				3.63		White		F

		917231558		Bailey		DeAundria		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201105		Spring 2013		FY 2012-2013		3.7		3.76		Black		F

		917141678		Wright		Norris		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201008		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.57		Black		M

		917265098		Tillotson		Fatou		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201301		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		2.83		3.8		Black		F

		917004571		Fowler		Sheila		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200905		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.4		White		F

		917347223		Cannata		Laura		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201308		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		4		White		F

		917354324		Greene		Ebony		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200908		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.66		Black		F

		917345228		Weathers		Sasceria		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3		Black		F

		917067256		Johnson		Denise		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.01		3.73		White		F

		917365403		Clark		Ali		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201101		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		F

		917403938		Hughes		Lisa		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.3		White		F

		917425525		Bailey		Nicole		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201208		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.66		White		F

		917400882		Griffith		Christian		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.58		White		F

		917425442		Davis		Elizabeth		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				4		White		F

		917041234		McArthur		Deanna Kaye		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014				3.86		White		F

		917243350		Perrotta		Elena		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.16		3.46		White		F

		917115671		Martin		Ebony		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		4		3.85		Black		F

		917039720		Keen		Kimberly		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201108		Spring 2014		FY 2013-2014		3.08		4		Black		F

		917144479		Gilliard		Denise		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201408		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		3.5		3.56		Black		F

		917158233		Horwitz		Jeffrey		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201205		Spring 2015		FY 2014-2015		2.19		3.93		White		M

		917106406		Brown		Dawn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2016		FY 2015-2016		3.77		3.84		White		F

		917159824		Cooper		Brittney		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.22		3.81		White		F

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201505		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		2.98		3.81		White		F

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201408		Spring 2017		FY 2016-2017		3.24		4		White		F

		917112101		Poulicek		Paula		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917227484		Arnette		Rosetta		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201005		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.5		3.47		Black		F

		917307063		Cobb		Crystal		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200808		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3		3.63		Black		F

		917133021		Whitman		Julie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		200805		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917151624		Russell-Wright		Mary		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200901		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.93		Unknown		F

		917322511		Greene		Tamika		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.78		3.61		Black		F

		917303028		Alford		Ann Marie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.73		White		F

		917364196		Lyons		William		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		M

		917355319		McConnell		Sheila		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201001		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.8		White		F

		917389422		Reynolds		Brandon		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201101		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.25		White		M

		917382870		Hall		Haley		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.71		White		F

		917252606		Simon		Connie		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.93		White		F

		917381448		Clouse		Rachel		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201105		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.82		White		F

		917348654		Hendricks		Elizabeth		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		200908		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.66		Black		F

		917410027		Horton		Jeffrey		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201201		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.85		White		M

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.78		3.91		White		F

		917172486		Julien		Nicole		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				F		201605		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		2.98		3.84		Black		F

		917475542		Willis		Jennifer		MED		Special Education		General				MED Special Education				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.9		White		F

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		Instruction Technology 				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.4		3.86		White		F

		917209286		Swanson		Melinda		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.19		3.57		White		F

		917205689		Hart		Melissa		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.76		3.69		White		F

		917245599		Baker		Jennifer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.47		3.76		White		F

		917206154		Awbrey		Kathy Leigh		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.24		3.76		White		F

		917244550		Pence		Lindsey		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.83		3.76		White		F

		917248006		Meadows		Kimberly		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.38		3.38		White		F

		917337990		Hurd		Rachaele		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200905		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		4		White		F

		917341202		Hussmann		Laura		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.91		3.76		White		M

		917339791		Clark		Catherine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.85		3.6		White		F

		917150294		Keel		Laura		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.9		3.71		White		F

		917318610		Entrekin		Christina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.9		3.78		White		F

		917344841		Fendt		Katherine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.83		3.85		White		F

		917344523		Hernandez		Annette		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.83		3.86		Unknown		F

		917344533		Kabu		Erika		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		200908		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		4		3.93		White		F

		917204556		Bowen		Rebecca		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.77		3.61		White		F

		917303360		Harper		Destiny		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.58		3.61		White		F

		917270049		Chitwood		Katlyn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.68		3.55		White		F

		917185603		Jackson		Leila		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.13		3.5		Black		F

		917371147		Klein		Emma		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013				3.76		White		F

		917212739		Longworth		Crystal		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.91		3.91		White		F

		917215902		Troglin		Kathy		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2012		FY 2012-2013		3.54		3.61		White		F

		917243451		Harvard		Ashley		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.32		3.91		White		F

		917345080		Allen		Fenitra		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.77		3.93		Black		F

		917380039		Anderson		Haleigh		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.44		3.85		White		F

		917367029		Cooper		Darrel		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.8		3.94		White		M

		917374584		Johnson		Becky		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.9		3.92		White		F

		917372442		Sta. Maria-Nase		Anna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201008		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		4		Asian		F

		917397865		DeMuro		Whitney		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		F

		917395892		Dietz		Katherine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.76		White		F

		917397501		Jacobs		Renee		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.75		White		F

		917399614		Staak		Kathryn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.83		White		F

		917284995		Sumner		Amber		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.72		3.83		White		F

		917395965		Winters		Caroline		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		White		M

		917248503		Aker		Shenna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.4		3.83		Black		F

		917291564		Breland		Aundryel		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014				3.91		Black		F

		917289868		Taylor		Kaleigh		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.86		4		White		F

		917397214		Almanzar-Mendez		Rafaelina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		4		3.83		White		F

		917251708		Millican		Katie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.93		3.91		White		F

		917398583		Mouton		Alenya		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3		3.83		Black		F

		917303326		Daniel		Martha		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201108		Summer 2013		FY 2013-2014		3.31		3.75		White		F

		917169122		Harber		Benjamin		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.41		3.75		White		M

		917292808		Rice		Ashley		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.72		3.91		White		F

		917251779		Schultz		Amber		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.73		3.87		White		F

		917199907		McGuire		Cynthia		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.26		3.67		White		F

		917065244		Morin		Hannah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.6		3.91		White		F

		917202440		Lopera		Carolina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.85		3.92		White		F

		917361019		Gawel		Kelly		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.87		3.91		White		F

		917414642		Costantino		Rachel		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.84		White		F

		917317602		Brown		Wendi		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.9		3.91		White		F

		917359463		Kenney		Jennifer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.81		3.91		White		F

		917398543		Hoyos		Kathryn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.91		White		F

		917251445		Ross		Lauren		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.93		White		F

		917159630		Kemp		Brittany		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.88		4		Black		F

		917419969		Walls		Angela		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.83		White		F

		917418431		Hogan		Maryellen		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				4		White		F

		917394729		Slater		Kara		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201108		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.93		White		F

		917414381		Theeck		Amanda		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917417841		Ragole		Lorelei		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.83		White		F

		917411576		Marable		Amanda		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.92		White		F

		917348571		Sykes-Clark		Tanya		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.16		3.75		Black		F

		917412311		Kowalski		Jessica		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		White		F

		917407683		Andrews		Alexandria		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.7		White		F

		917412168		Cox		Tierra		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015				3.91		Black		F

		917415520		Blair		Elizabeth		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		4		3.92		White		F

		917250129		Philpot		Jasmine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2014		FY 2014-2015		3.29		4		White		F

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.37		3.83		White		F

		917283495		Lowther		April		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.11		3.83		Black		F

		917419471		Bogle		Julie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917439193		Demich		Kailyn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917436832		Hamby		Lindsey		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917436833		Rice		Sarah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917440067		Distefano		Justine		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917176217		Hashim		Naina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.37		4		Asian		F

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				F		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.84		3.91		White		F

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.44		3.91		White		F

		917442341		Schewe		Stefania		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.91		White		F

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.93		3.57		White		F

		917318568		Halpin		Sarah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917415491		Jamieson		Erin		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.92		4		White		F

		917412015		Bober		Erin		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		4		White		F

		917398534		Walker		Katelyn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		4		3.91		White		F

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.75		4		White		F

		917292809		Austin		Amber		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.9		3.84		Black		F

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.53		3.91		Asian		F

		917251766		Rochester		Brittany		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.31		4		White		F

		917440771		King		Shaylyn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				3.75		Black		F

		917442214		McCloud		Kathryn		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016				4		White		F

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.94		4		White		F

		917410117		Bowman		Elizabeth		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.37		3.92		White		F

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.68		3.83		White		F

		917414674		Schneider		Kristen		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201208		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.92		4		Unknown		F

		917065684		Hill		Julie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2015		FY 2015-2016		3.68		4		White		F

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.54		3.71		White		F

		917435544		Rutter		Serena		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.91		White		F

		917354238		Teschner		McKenzie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.85		White		F

		917158160		Thomas		Jennifer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.61		3.66		White		F

		917464348		Cooke		Stephanie		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917320042		Cofield		Brianna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.85		White		F

		917178587		Caughman		Ashley		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.22		3.78		Black		F

		917423309		Slemp		Kelli		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.66		White		F

		917165849		Robinson		Debrienne		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		Black		F

		917415024		Dickerson		Carol		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		3.65		Black		F

		917457597		Gravitt		Jenna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.92		White		F

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.92		White		F

		917421002		White		Hannah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.83		White		F

		917456126		Roop		Kristina		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.71		White		F

		917440909		Borneman		Mary		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44		3.85		Black		F

		917333031		Anderson		Evan		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.85		White		F

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.58		3.92		White		F

		917434708		Heavlin		Jennifer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201308		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917330784		Moses		Anna		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.9		3.92		White		F

		917433030		Beesley		Corinne		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017				3.92		White		F

		917388514		Kortum		Claire		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		0		4		White		F

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.67		3.78		White		F

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.41		3.64		White		F

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.44		4		White		F

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.95		3.78		White		F

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.97		3.92		White		F

		917466211		Prevatte		Megan		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		3.92		White		F

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.53		3.92		White		F

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.88		4		White		F

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		4		4		White		F

		917345595		Law		Hannah		MED		Speech-Language Pathology		General				MED Speech-Language Pathology				P		201408		Summer 2016		FY 2016-2017		3.75		3.92		White		F





ACTIVE_GRAD_SWP

																		B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		85		89		172		186		240		772

		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														GRADUATES		39		33		48		54		70		244

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Grand Total		60		62		59		67		96		344











																		B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		0		93		105		198

																		GRADUATES		0		0		0		0		19		19















																		BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		55		51		28		18		23		175

																		GRADUATES		21		29		11		13		7		81





















































































































































































































































b.s. sPORT mANAGEMENT ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	85	89	172	186	240	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	39	33	48	54	70	







b.s. health & community wellness active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	0	93	105	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	0	0	19	







B.s.ED. PHYSICAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	55	51	28	18	23	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	21	29	11	13	7	









ACTIVE_GRAD_LSE



		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		86		93		83		55		36		353

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		33		31		32		30		21		147

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216

		Business Education		2										2

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56				M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81				ACTIVE MAJORS		105		66		33		28		25		257

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147				GRADUATES		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125

		Nursing Education								4		7		11

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924				Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60				ACTIVE MAJORS		80		112		95		62		64		413

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163				GRADUATES		16		29		43		38		28		154

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455

		Middle Grades Education		2										2

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154				M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215				ACTIVE MAJORS		16		28		36		61		88		229

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215				GRADUATES		3		3		7		14		31		58

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082

		Administration and Supervision		1										1

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11				M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Physical Education		3										3				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		21		81		105		100		307

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331				GRADUATES		0		0		4		15		17		36

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825















































































































































































































B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	86	93	83	55	36	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	33	31	32	30	21	







M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	105	66	33	28	25	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	43	26	22	7	11	







Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	80	112	95	62	64	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	16	29	43	38	28	







M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	16	28	36	61	88	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	3	3	7	14	31	







M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	21	81	105	100	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	4	15	17	









ACTIVE_GRAD_LRS





		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		85		97		96		94		90		462

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		5		15		27		17		19		83

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244				Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216				ACTIVE MAJORS		100		69		50		86		130		435

		Business Education		2										2				GRADUATES		19		66		21		18		39		163

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125

		Nursing Education								4		7		11

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455

		Middle Grades Education		2										2

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082

		Administration and Supervision		1										1

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11

		Physical Education		3										3

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825







































































































































































































































Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	TOTAL	85	97	96	94	90	462	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	TOTAL	5	15	27	17	19	83	







Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	TOTAL	100	69	50	86	130	435	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	TOTAL	19	66	21	18	39	163	









ACTIVE_GRAD_ETF



		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		152		146		167		191		195		851

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		68		74		50		63		90		345

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216

		Business Education		2										2

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125				Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Nursing Education								4		7		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		25		29		25		24		43		146

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31				GRADUATES		6		21		11		10		13		61

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455

		Middle Grades Education		2										2

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154				Ed.S. MEDIA IN IT SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA CERTIFICATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215				ACTIVE MAJORS		31		10		1		0		0		42

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215				GRADUATES		9		18		1		0		0		28

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082

		Administration and Supervision		1										1

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11

		Physical Education		3										3				M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331				ACTIVE MAJORS		44		75		112		120		124		475

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58				GRADUATES		18		5		21		33		34		111

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825

																		M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		62		71		71		61		74		339

																		GRADUATES		21		15		25		21		15		97





































































































































































































Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	152	146	167	191	195	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	68	74	50	63	90	







Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	25	29	25	24	43	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	6	21	11	10	13	







Ed.S. MEDIA IN IT SCHOOL LIBRARY MEDIA CERTIFICATION active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	31	10	1	0	0	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	9	18	1	0	0	







M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	44	75	112	120	124	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	18	5	21	33	34	







M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST active majors and graduate data trends for fiscal years 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	62	71	71	61	74	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	21	15	25	21	15	









ACTIVE_GRAD_ESE

		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		410		369		318		260		257		1614

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216

		Business Education		2										2

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81				M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147				ACTIVE MAJORS		64		87		106		113		151		521

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234				GRADUATES		34		18		30		40		47		169

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125

		Nursing Education								4		7		11

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163				Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455				ACTIVE MAJORS		28		25		26		19		40		138

		Middle Grades Education		2										2				GRADUATES		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082				M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Administration and Supervision		1										1				ACTIVE MAJORS		27		25		18		8		1		79

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4				GRADUATES		3		14		11		7		5		40

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11

		Physical Education		3										3

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331				M.A.T. SECONDARY EDUCATION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58				ACTIVE MAJORS		72		124		124		97		76		493

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40				GRADUATES		13		38		44		56		28		179

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825

		M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION

		CONCENTRATION		GRADUATE: FY 2012-2013		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2012-2013		GRADUATE: FY 2013-2014		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2013-2014		GRADUATE: FY 2014-2015		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2014-2015		GRADUATE: FY 2015-2016		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2015-2016		GRADUATE: FY 2016-2017		ACTIVE MAJORS: FY 2016-2017		GRADUATE: TOTAL		ACTIVE MAJORS: TOTAL

		Biology (6-12)		0				3				8				5				2				18		0

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		1				6				8				10				4				29

		Business Education (6-12)		7				14				13				11				3				48

		Chemistry (6-12)		0				0				0				0				1				1

		Community Counseling 		0				1				0				0				0				1

		English (6-12)		1				6				5				6				7				25

		General		1				1				1				2				1				6

		History (6-12)		1				3				4				14				6				28

		Instruction Technology 		1				3				3				5				2				14

		Mathematics (6-12)		1				0				1				0				0				2

		Media Specialist 		0				0				0				1				0				1

		Political Science (6-12)		0				1				1				2				2				6





 B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	410	369	318	260	257	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	178	147	149	126	96	







M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	64	87	106	113	151	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	34	18	30	40	47	







Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	28	25	26	19	40	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	16	13	12	8	11	







 M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	27	25	18	8	1	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	3	14	11	7	5	







M.A.T. SECONDARY EDUCATION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	72	124	124	97	76	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	13	38	44	56	28	









ACTIVE_GRAD_CSC

		Count of DEGREE		Column Labels														B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Row Labels		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017		Grand Total				ACTIVE MAJORS		155		153		122		75		106		611

		BS		39		33		48		54		89		263				GRADUATES		41		56		61		28		48		234

		Health & Community Wellness										19		19

		Sport Management		39		33		48		54		70		244

		BSED		304		287		256		197		172		1216

		Business Education		2										2

		Early Childhood Education		178		147		149		126		96		696

		Middle Grades Education		29		24		3						56

		Physical Education		21		29		11		13		7		81

		Special Education		33		31		32		30		21		147

		Speech-Language Pathology		41		56		61		28		48		234				M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		EDD		11		22		31		24		37		125				ACTIVE MAJORS		53		59		90		79		69		350

		Nursing Education								4		7		11				GRADUATES		22		19		25		27		32		125

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		6		7		4		3		11		31

		School Improvement		5		15		27		17		19		83

		EDS		150		239		161		156		218		924

		Early Childhood Education		16		13		12		8		11		60

		Educational Leadership		19		66		21		18		39		163

		Media		86		118		68		76		107		455

		Middle Grades Education		2										2

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		9		13		17		16		33		88

		Professional Counseling		1										1

		Secondary Education & Teaching		1										1				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Special Education		16		29		43		38		28		154				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		0		11		68		79

		MAT		13		38		48		71		45		215				GRADUATES		0		0		0		8		19		27

		Teacher Education		13		38		48		71		45		215

		MED		230		163		223		211		255		1082

		Administration and Supervision		1										1

		Art Teacher Education		3		1								4

		Business Education		6		2		1		3		1		13

		Early Childhood Education		34		18		30		40		47		169

		Educational Leadership		1										1

		French Language Teacher Educ.				1								1

		Media		41		20		48		56		51		216

		Middle Grades Education		9		1		1						11

		Physical Education		3										3

		Professional Counseling		61		58		78		57		77		331

		Reading Instruction		3		3		7		14		31		58

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		14		11		7		5		40				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

		Special Education		43		26		22		7		11		109				ACTIVE MAJORS		58		51		49		61		60		279

		Speech-Language Pathology		22		19		25		27		32		125				GRADUATES		23		27		25		23		32		130

		Grand Total		747		782		767		713		816		3825

																		M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		70		72		70		40		44		296

																		GRADUATES		16		8		19		12		21		76

																		Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		20		32		35		41		44		172

																		GRADUATES		9		13		17		16		33		88

																		Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION		FY 2012-2013		FY 2013-2014		FY 2014-2015		FY 2015-2016		FY 2016-2017 		TOTAL

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		14		10		13		16		19		72

																		GRADUATES		6		7		4		3		11		31



B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	155	153	122	75	106	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	41	56	61	28	48	







M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	53	59	90	79	69	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	22	19	25	27	32	







M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	0	11	68	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	0	0	0	8	19	







M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	58	51	49	61	60	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	23	27	25	23	32	







M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	70	72	70	40	44	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	16	8	19	12	21	







Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	20	32	35	41	44	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	9	13	17	16	33	







Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION ACTIVE MAJORS & GRADUATE DATA TRENDS FOR FISCAL YEARS 2012-2017



ACTIVE MAJORS	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	14	10	13	16	19	GRADUATES	

FY 2012-2013	FY 2013-2014	FY 2014-2015	FY 2015-2016	FY 2016-2017 	6	7	4	3	11	









GENDER_SWP

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

												FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total				B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		BS		30		59		89				GRADUATES		17		53		70

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				ACTIVE MAJORS		55		185		240

		Sport Management		17		53		70

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48				B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		EDD		27		10		37				GRADUATES		13		6		19

		Nursing Education		6		1		7				ACTIVE MAJORS		82		23		105

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11

		School Improvement		11		8		19

		EDS		163		55		218

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33

		Special Education		23		5		28

		MAT		32		13		45				BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Teacher Education		32		13		45				GRADUATES		4		3		7

		Biology (6-12)		2				2				ACTIVE MAJORS		13		10		23

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1

		History (6-12)		1		5		6

		Instruction Technology 		2				2

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816







































































































































GENDER - B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	17	53	70	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	55	185	240	







GENDER - B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	13	6	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	82	23	105	







GENDER - BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	4	3	7	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	13	10	23	









GENDER_LSE

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total

		BS		30		59		89				B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				GRADUATES		14		7		21

		Sport Management		17		53		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		26		10		36

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37

		Nursing Education		6		1		7				M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11				GRADUATES		11		0		11

		School Improvement		11		8		19				ACTIVE MAJORS		23		2		25

		EDS		163		55		218

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33

		Special Education		23		5		28

		MAT		32		13		45

		Teacher Education		32		13		45				Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Biology (6-12)		2				2				GRADUATES		23		5		28

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4				ACTIVE MAJORS		55		9		64

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1

		History (6-12)		1		5		6

		Instruction Technology 		2				2

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17				M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		MED		231		24		255				GRADUATES		30		1		31

		Business Education		1				1				ACTIVE MAJORS		85		3		88

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816				M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

												GRADUATES		13		4		17

												ACTIVE MAJORS		45		31		76































































































































GENDER - B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	14	7	21	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	26	10	36	







GENDER - M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	11	0	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	23	2	25	







GENDER - Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	23	5	28	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	55	9	64	







GENDER - M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	30	1	31	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	85	3	88	







GENDER - M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	13	4	17	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	45	31	76	









GENDER_LRS

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total

		BS		30		59		89				Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				GRADUATES		11		8		19

		Sport Management		17		53		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		64		26		90

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37

		Nursing Education		6		1		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11

		School Improvement		11		8		19				Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		EDS		163		55		218				GRADUATES		23		16		39

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		89		41		130

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33

		Special Education		23		5		28

		MAT		32		13		45

		Teacher Education		32		13		45

		Biology (6-12)		2				2

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1

		History (6-12)		1		5		6

		Instruction Technology 		2				2

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816























































































































GENDER - Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	11	8	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	64	26	90	







GENDER - Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	23	16	39	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	89	41	130	









GENDER_ETF

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total

		BS		30		59		89				Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				GRADUATES		69		21		90

		Sport Management		17		53		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		143		52		195

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37				Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Nursing Education		6		1		7				GRADUATES		12		1		13

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		42		1		43

		School Improvement		11		8		19

		EDS		163		55		218

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33				M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Special Education		23		5		28				GRADUATES		26		8		34

		MAT		32		13		45				ACTIVE MAJORS		90		34		124

		Teacher Education		32		13		45

		Biology (6-12)		2				2

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1				M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		History (6-12)		1		5		6				GRADUATES		15		0		15

		Instruction Technology 		2				2				ACTIVE MAJORS		66		8		74

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816



GENDER - Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	69	21	90	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	143	52	195	







GENDER - Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	12	1	13	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	42	1	43	







GENDER - M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	26	8	34	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	90	34	124	







GENDER - M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	15	0	15	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	66	8	74	









GENDER_ESE

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total

		BS		30		59		89				B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19				GRADUATES		90		6		96

		Sport Management		17		53		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		245		12		257

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37				M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Nursing Education		6		1		7				GRADUATES		47		0		47

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		145		6		151

		School Improvement		11		8		19

		EDS		163		55		218

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33				Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Special Education		23		5		28				GRADUATES		10		1		11

		MAT		32		13		45				ACTIVE MAJORS		37		3		40

		Teacher Education		32		13		45

		Biology (6-12)		2				2

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1

		English (6-12)		5		2		7

		General		1				1				M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		History (6-12)		1		5		6				GRADUATES		3		2		5

		Instruction Technology 		2				2				ACTIVE MAJORS		1		0		1

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31				M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SECONDARY EDUCATION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5				GRADUATES		19		9		28

		Special Education		11				11				ACTIVE MAJORS		76		24		100

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816



GENDER - B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	90	6	96	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	245	12	257	







GENDER - M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	47	0	47	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	145	6	151	







GENDER - Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	10	1	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	37	3	40	







GENDER - M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	3	2	5	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	1	0	1	







GENDER - M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	19	9	28	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	76	24	100	









GENDER_CSC

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017								FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Count of GENDER		Column Labels								B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Row Labels		F		M		Grand Total				GRADUATES		48		0		48

		BS		30		59		89				ACTIVE MAJORS		105		1		106

		Health & Community Wellness		13		6		19

		Sport Management		17		53		70

		BSED		156		16		172

		Early Childhood Education		90		6		96

		Physical Education		4		3		7

		Special Education		14		7		21

		Speech-Language Pathology		48				48

		EDD		27		10		37

		Nursing Education		6		1		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		10		1		11				M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		School Improvement		11		8		19				GRADUATES		32		0		32

		EDS		163		55		218				ACTIVE MAJORS		62		7		69

		Early Childhood Education		10		1		11

		Educational Leadership		23		16		39

		Media		85		22		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision		22		11		33

		Special Education		23		5		28

		MAT		32		13		45

		Teacher Education		32		13		45

		Biology (6-12)		2				2

		Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)		4				4

		Business Education (6-12)		2		1		3				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Chemistry (6-12)				1		1				GRADUATES		14		5		19

		English (6-12)		5		2		7				ACTIVE MAJORS		53		15		68

		General		1				1

		History (6-12)		1		5		6

		Instruction Technology 		2				2

		Political Science (6-12)		2				2

		Special Education		13		4		17

		MED		231		24		255

		Business Education		1				1

		Early Childhood Education		47				47

		Media		43		8		51

		Professional Counseling		64		13		77				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

		Reading Instruction		30		1		31				GRADUATES		25		7		32

		Secondary Education & Teaching		3		2		5				ACTIVE MAJORS		48		12		60

		Special Education		11				11

		Speech-Language Pathology		32				32

		Grand Total		639		177		816

												M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

												GRADUATES		20		1		21

												ACTIVE MAJORS		41		3		44

												Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

												GRADUATES		22		11		33

												ACTIVE MAJORS		35		9		44

												Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION		FEMALE		MALE		TOTAL

												GRADUATES		10		1		11

												ACTIVE MAJORS		19		0		19



GENDER - B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	48	0	48	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	105	1	106	







GENDER - M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	32	0	32	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	62	7	69	







GENDER - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	14	5	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	53	15	68	







GENDER - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	25	7	32	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	48	12	60	







GENDER - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUA	TES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	20	1	21	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	41	3	44	







GENDER - Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	22	11	33	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	35	9	44	







GENDER - Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	10	1	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	19	0	19	









RACE_SWP

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

																		FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total				B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		BS						47		4		38		89				GRADUATES		0		0		34		0		4		32		70

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		156		1		6		77		240

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7				B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11				GRADUATES		0		0		13		0		0		6		19

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		64		0		0		41		105

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33

		Special Education						8				20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77				BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31				GRADUATES		0		0		1		0		2		4		7

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		4		0		2		17		23

		Special Education						1				10		11

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816





















































































































































RACE - B.S. SPORT MANAGEMENT FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	34	0	4	32	70	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	156	1	6	77	240	







RACE - B.S. HEALTH & COMMUNITY WELLNESS FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	13	0	0	6	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	64	0	0	41	105	







RACE - BS.Ed. PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	1	0	2	4	7	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	4	0	2	17	23	









RACE_LSE

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		0		4		0		0		17		21

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		7		0		1		28		36

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37				M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7				GRADUATES		0		0		1		0		0		10		11

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		1		0		0		23		25

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33				Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Special Education						8				20		28				GRADUATES		0		0		8		0		0		20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		20		0		1		42		64

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77				M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31				GRADUATES		0		1		5		0		2		23		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		20		0		4		64		88

		Special Education						1				10		11

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816







																		M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		0		7		0		2		8		17

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		37		0		8		55		100





























































































































RACE - B.S.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	4	0	0	17	21	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	7	0	1	28	36	







RACE - M.Ed. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	1	0	0	10	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	1	0	0	23	25	







RACE - Ed.S. SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	8	0	0	20	28	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	20	0	1	42	64	







RACE - M.Ed. READING INSTRUCTION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	5	0	2	23	31	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	20	0	4	64	88	







RACE - M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	7	0	2	8	17	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKN	OWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	37	0	8	55	100	









RACE_LRS

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		1		5		0		0		13		19

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		2		21		0		6		61		90

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19				Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218				GRADUATES		0		0		15		0		4		20		39

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		69		0		6		55		130

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33

		Special Education						8				20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5

		Special Education						1				10		11

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816























































































RACE - Ed.D. SCHOOL IMPROVEMENT FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	5	0	0	13	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	2	21	0	6	61	90	







RACE - Ed.S. EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	15	0	4	20	39	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	69	0	6	55	130	









RACE_ETF

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		1		30		0		4		55		90

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		1		2		66		0		9		117		195

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37				Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7				GRADUATES		0		0		2		0		2		9		13

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		5		0		2		36		43

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33				M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Special Education						8				20		28				GRADUATES		1		1		11		0		3		18		34

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		53		0		6		64		124

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31				M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5				GRADUATES		0		0		7		0		2		6		15

		Special Education						1				10		11				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		2		13		0		3		56		74

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816









































































































RACE - Ed.S. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	30	0	4	55	90	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	1	2	66	0	9	117	195	







RACE - Ed.S. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	2	0	2	9	13	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	5	0	2	36	43	







RACE - M.Ed. MEDIA IN INSTRUCTIONAL TECHNOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	1	1	11	0	3	18	34	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOW	N	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	53	0	6	64	124	







RACE - M.Ed. MEDIA IN MEDIA SPECIALIST FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	7	0	2	6	15	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	2	13	0	3	56	74	









RACE_ESE

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		2		23		0		6		65		96

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		63		2		12		180		257

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11				M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39				GRADUATES		0		1		15		0		5		26		47

		Media				1		34		6		66		107				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		47		0		6		98		151

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33

		Special Education						8				20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5

		Special Education						1				10		11				Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32				GRADUATES		0		0		3		0		0		8		11

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		8		0		1		31		40



























																		M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		0		1		0		1		3		5

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		1		0		0		0		1













																		M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SECONDARY EDUCATION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		1		7		0		1		19		28

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		18		0		6		52		76





RACE - B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	2	23	0	6	65	96	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	63	2	12	180	257	







RACE - M.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	15	0	5	26	47	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	47	0	6	98	151	







RACE - Ed.S. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	3	0	0	8	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	8	0	1	31	40	







RACE - M.Ed. SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	1	0	1	3	5	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	1	0	0	0	1	







RACE - M.A.T. TEACHER EDUCATION IN SECONDARY EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	7	0	1	19	28	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	18	0	6	52	76	









RACE_CSC

		FISCAL YEAR		FY 2016-2017

		Count of RACE		Column Labels														FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

		Row Labels		American Indian or Alaskan Native		Asian		Black		Unknown		White		Grand Total

		BS						47		4		38		89				B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Health & Community Wellness						13				6		19				GRADUATES		0		1		13		0		3		31		48

		Sport Management						34		4		32		70				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		21		0		4		81		106

		BSED				3		41		11		117		172

		Early Childhood Education				2		23		6		65		96

		Physical Education						1		2		4		7

		Special Education						4				17		21

		Speech-Language Pathology				1		13		3		31		48

		EDD				2		10		1		24		37

		Nursing Education						1		1		5		7

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		4				6		11				M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		School Improvement				1		5				13		19				GRADUATES		0		0		4		0		0		28		32

		EDS				2		70		12		134		218				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		3		11		0		4		51		69

		Early Childhood Education						3				8		11

		Educational Leadership						15		4		20		39

		Media				1		34		6		66		107

		Prof Counseling & Supervision				1		10		2		20		33

		Special Education						8				20		28

		MAT				1		14		3		27		45

		Teacher Education				1		14		3		27		45

		MED		1		4		75		20		155		255

		Business Education						1						1				M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

		Early Childhood Education				1		15		5		26		47				GRADUATES		0		0		8		0		0		11		19

		Media		1		1		20		5		24		51				ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		21		0		5		42		68

		Professional Counseling				1		28		7		41		77

		Reading Instruction				1		5		2		23		31

		Secondary Education & Teaching						1		1		3		5

		Special Education						1				10		11

		Speech-Language Pathology						4				28		32

		Grand Total		1		12		257		51		495		816

																		M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		1		10		0		7		14		32

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		17		0		8		34		60

																		M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		0		9		0		0		12		21

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		11		0		3		30		44

																		Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		1		10		0		2		20		33

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		0		18		0		2		24		44

																		Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION		AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE		ASIAN		BLACK 		NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER		UNKNOWN		WHITE		TOTAL

																		GRADUATES		0		1		4		0		0		6		11

																		ACTIVE MAJORS		0		1		10		0		1		7		19



RACE - B.S.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	13	0	3	31	48	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	21	0	4	81	106	







RACE - M.Ed. SPEECH-LANGUALGE PATHOLOGY FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	4	0	0	28	32	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	3	11	0	4	51	69	







RACE - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN CMHC FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	8	0	0	11	19	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	21	0	5	42	68	







RACE - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN COLLEGE STUDENT AFFAIRS FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRAD	UATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	10	0	7	14	32	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	17	0	8	34	60	







RACE - M.Ed. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING IN SCHOOL COUNSELING FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	9	0	0	12	21	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	11	0	3	30	44	







RACE - Ed.S. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	10	0	2	20	33	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	0	18	0	2	24	44	







RACE - Ed.D. PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND SUPERVISION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKNOWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	4	0	0	6	11	ACTIVE MAJORS	

AMERICAN INDIAN OR ALASKAN NATIVE	ASIAN	BLACK 	NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR PACIFIC ISLANDER	UNKN	OWN	WHITE	TOTAL	0	1	10	0	1	7	19	











GENDER – ACTIVE MAJORS AND GRADUATES FOR FISCAL YEAR 2016-2017

FEMALE MALE TOTAL
GRADUATES 90 6 96
ACTIVE MAJORS 245 12 257
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GENDER - B.S.Ed. EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION FOR GRADUATES AND ACTIVE MAJORS FOR FY 2016-2017



GRADUATES	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	90	6	96	ACTIVE MAJORS	

FEMALE	MALE	TOTAL	245	12	257	









ed2650 RAW

		sid		lname		fname		campus		degree		major		minor		concentration 1		concentration 2		pt/ft		admitterm		term		US_OGPA		GS_OGPA		Race		Gender		pr_phone		business_email		home_email		UWG_EMAIL		street1		street2		city		state		zip

		917017003		Walsh		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201205		3.59		4		White		F				NA		cew1714@yahoo.com		NA

		917022558		Blum		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205		2.72		3.84		White		M		770 4879817		blum.kenneth@mail.fcboe.org		NA		kblum1@my.westga.edu		126 Magnolia Dr				Tyrone		GA		30290-2318

		917042991		Henderson		Monica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				System Level (COE)				P		201008		201205		2.72		3.85		Black		F		678 7496475		NA		monica_mitcherson@hotmail.com		mmitche1@my.westga.edu		6086 Allpoint Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4682

		917058741		Willingham		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201205		3.12		3.95		White		F		770 5839971		NA		jenwil48@bellsouth.net		jwillin1@my.westga.edu		343 Grandma Branch Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1746

		917112101		Poulicek		Paula		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201205		4		4		White		F		706 2321165		NA		ppoulicek@aol.com		ppoulic1@my.westga.edu		510 E 8th St SE				Rome		GA		30161-6208

		917102279		Harris		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200808		201205		3.64		3.91		White		M		770 8806575		NA		NA		mlharris@westga.edu		131 Rhudy St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3146

		917161583		Freyman		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201205		3.94		4		White		F		770 3285516		amanda.freyman@cowetaschools.net		NA		afreyma1@my.westga.edu		150 Rooks Road				Gay		GA		30218

		917146985		Martin		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205		3.91		3.84		White		F		770 6325859		NA		sharmartin@earthlink.net		smartin2@my.westga.edu		116 Rolling Grn				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1239

		917098450		Hart		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201008		201205		3.29		3.66		White		F		706 5701847		lindsay.hart@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		lglisso1@my.westga.edu		124 South St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3815

		917158163		Evers		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205		3.66		3.95		White		F		770 5996152		NA		andrea.evers@cowetaschools.org		aevers1@my.westga.edu		80 Rock Mill Ct				Senoia		GA		30276-4801

		917195495		Morning-Parker		Rabiah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201205		3.83		3.9		Black		F		678 7991392		NA		parkerra@fultonschools.org		rmornin1@my.westga.edu		964 Victory Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4612

		917227484		Arnette		Rosetta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201205		3.5		3.47		Black		F		770 4739185		NA		roselight51@yahoo.com		rarnett1@my.westga.edu		2470 Greenfield Ln				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6195

		917117362		Smith		Molly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200705		201205		3.84		4		White		F		770 5742657		molly.smith@carrollcountyschools.com		bridetobe917@aol.com		mstowe1@my.westga.edu		150 Providence Lake Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3988

		917211566		Tucker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201005		201205		3.84		4		White		F		770 7480181		NA		jentuck87@bellsouth.net		jtucker2@my.westga.edu		43 Watts Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5373

		917174941		Jarrett		Teryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200905		201205		3.14		3.18		White		F		706 9360783		NA		NA		tjarret1@my.westga.edu		300 McDonald St NW				Rome		GA		30165-2540

		917254788		Legagneur		Francis		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200705		201205				3.91		Black		M		770 3062421		NA		ominus@bellsouth.net		flegagn1@my.westga.edu		7505 Old Chapel				Atlanta		GA		30349-7947

		917179843		McArthur		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201005		201205		3.69		4		White		F		770 9261939		NA		gogreenwgs@yahoo.com		kmcarth2@my.westga.edu		105 Eubanks Ct				Woodstock		GA		30188-1903

		917084279		Young		Sadie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205		3.6		4		White		F		678 8501541		NA		NA		NA		136 Dallas Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2135

		917209286		Swanson		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.19		3.57		White		F				NA		melinda.e.bryant@gmail.com		mbryant5@my.westga.edu		4073 Chatham View Ct				Buford		GA		30518-4925

		917205689		Hart		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.76		3.69		White		F				NA		melissahart87@gmail.com		mhart3@my.westga.edu		1005 Covington Dr				Rocky Face		GA		30740-8707

		917212020		Harris		Tammy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		200701		201205		3.22		3.59		Black		F		404 3090945		NA		tharris4172@gmail.com		tharris6@my.westga.edu		2605 The Canyons				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917179324		Wilbanks		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201205		3.4		3.86		White		F		770 8769825		NA		NA		jcourtr1@my.westga.edu		2140 Indian Shoals Dr.				Loganville		GA		30052

		917283785		Canavan		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201205				3.57		White		F		770 6935142		NA		lcanavan2001@yahoo.com		lcanava1@my.westga.edu		1210 Wynford Colony SW				Marietta		GA		30064-3780

		917139250		McCaghren		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201205		3.22		3.9		White		F		770 3282012		bethany.mccaghren@haralson.k12.ga.us		NA		bstitch1@my.westga.edu		105 Holly Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917103188		Moore		Scott		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		2.99		3.83		White		M		770 5005182		NA		scotttmoore@hotmail.com		smoore4@my.westga.edu		15 Mulberry Dr				Senoia		GA		30276-1341

		917285597		Brandon		Aja		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201205		3.8		4		Black		F		770 3546956		NA		ajabrandon@gmail.com		abrando2@my.westga.edu		2237 Capella Cir SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-3864

		917245599		Baker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.47		3.76		White		F		706 6756999		NA		NA		jboggus1@my.westga.edu		212 Noles Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-6414

		917206154		Awbrey		Kathy Leigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.24		3.76		White		F		770 2528046		NA		awbreyk@bellsouth.net		kawbrey1@my.westga.edu		100 Ellis Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-3377

		917284072		Ross		Bryonia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201205		3.44		2.66		Black		F		404 9043079		NA		NA		bross2@my.westga.edu		7408 Cavalier Crossing				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917092809		Jones		Kourtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		3.76		3.93		White		F		404 229-9322		NA		NA		kbryant2@my.westga.edu		5499 Brookstone Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-4564

		917297237		Elrod		Zacharia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200708		201205		2.74				White		M		706 4980603		NA		NA		zelrod1@my.westga.edu		75 Plymouth Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-8855

		917244550		Pence		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.83		3.76		White		F		706 7669294		NA		NA		lpence1@my.westga.edu		410 Dewberry Ln SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1428

		917152623		Kent		Kati		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205		3.4		4		White		F				NA		ktleigh1311@aol.com		klanier2@my.westga.edu		115 Deer Park Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-1231

		917281794		Wood		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		200801		201205		2.79		3.75		White		F		770 6467755		NA		ciwood@bellsouth.net		cwood7@my.westga.edu		762 Macedonia Church Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4809

		917307063		Cobb		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200808		201205		3		3.63		Black		F		678 5219750		NA		cmariec2003@yahoo.com		ccobb3@my.westga.edu		4252 Pkwy Court				Stone Mountain		GA		30083

		917056518		Fincher		Linda		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205		3		3.97		White		F		678 4238738		linda.fincher@cowetaschools.org		larryberryprince@aol.com		lfinche2@my.westga.edu		133 Fincher Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2993

		917248006		Meadows		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.38		3.38		White		F		770 8234875		NA		kmeadows@cleburneschools.net		krunels1@my.westga.edu		295 County Road 45				Ranburne		AL		36273-8035

		917111029		Mobley		Jane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201205				3.95		White		F		678 4329203		jmobley@henry.k12.ga.us		bookbabe202@gmail.com		jmobley1@my.westga.edu		101 Westminster Way				McDonough		GA		30253-8722

		917133021		Whitman		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200805		201205				3.71		White		F		678 3607059		NA		jbldwhitman@comcast.net		jwhitma1@my.westga.edu		137 Crescent Woode Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-5724

		917183009		Saxon		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		4		3.91		White		F		770 5964456		NA		courtney.s.jackson1@gmail.com		NA		6001 Monticello Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8690

		917317764		Wilson		Alexander		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		200808		201205		3.12				White		M		404 4088995		NA		awjacket331@aol.com		awilso14@my.westga.edu		110 Oak Hill Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-3552

		917320049		Sams		Shane				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		200808		201205		3.33				White		M		478 9536396		NA		basketballfanatic0156@yahoo.com		ssams2@my.westga.edu		1107 Overpass Ln				Warner Robins		GA		31088-2209

		917321927		Bazan		Kiefer				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201205		3.59						M		404 6603055		NA		NA		kbazan1@my.westga.edu		461 Old Dixie Way Apt 5308				Forest Park		GA		30297-3293

		917313571		Smigelsky		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		200808		201205		3.88		3.9		White		F		770 3660565		NA		NA		ksmigel1@my.westga.edu		5022 Oak Farm Way				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917316260		McEntyre		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201205		3.04				White		F		770 2142050		NA		NA		jmcenty1@my.westga.edu		844 Simonton Mill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-7867

		917296955		Adams		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201205		3.39				White		F		678 8970395		NA		NA		madams7@my.westga.edu		77 Katie St				Temple		GA		30179-4218

		917325824		Turman		Terrence		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200808		201205		3.08				Black		M		706 9884944		NA		T.Turman12@gmail.com		tturman1@my.westga.edu		3492 Highway 5 Apt 801				Douglasville		GA		30135-6911

		917321553		Plouffe		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201205		3.05				White		F				NA		NA		aplouff1@my.westga.edu		1013 Northwoods Lake Ct				Duluth		GA		30096-7983

		917151624		Russell-Wright		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200901		201205		4		3.93				F		678 9455799		NA		NA		mrussel5@my.westga.edu		6738 Gallant Ct SE				Mableton		GA		30126-4693

		917310978		Gholston		Jeremy				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201205		2.58						M		770 9426679		NA		NA		jgholst1@my.westga.edu		5695 Deer Trail Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-5881

		917224436		Jenkins		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.09						F		770 5922855		NA		NA		ejenkin1@my.westga.edu		1007 Ashfern Walk				Woodstock		GA		30189-6203

		917301922		Kornegay		Lamar				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201205		3.06				Black		M		770 2223165		NA		NA		lkorneg1@my.westga.edu		106 Heartwood Xing				Dallas		GA		30157-5242

		917172214		Vlastnik		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200905		201205				3.95		White		F		770 4861655		pvlastnik@clayton.k12.ga.us		runmastr@bellsouth.net		pvlastn1@my.westga.edu		100 Jumpers Run				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1507

		917328115		Strickland		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200905		201205		3				White		F		770 6396333		NA		NA		mstrick4@my.westga.edu		5055 Foxfield Ln SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-7380

		917337990		Hurd		Rachaele		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200905		201205		4		4		White		F		770 6302968		NA		rnlamanna@charter.net		rhurd1@my.westga.edu		606 S Lee St				LaGrange		GA		30240-4945

		917341202		Hussmann		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.91		3.76		White		M		706 9369059		NA		hussmll@gmail.com		lhussma1@my.westga.edu		310 Clark Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-6036

		917304651		Fox		Carol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Middle Grades Education								P		201005		201205		4		3.95		White		F		770 4870350		NA		carol.l.fox@gmail.com		cfox1@my.westga.edu		114 Wensley Cor				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2721

		917345601		Barclay		Ivan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		200905		201205				3.72		Black		M		678 7688502		NA		kofosuhene@atlanta.k12.ga.us		kofosuh1@my.westga.edu		4942 Larkspur Lane		728		Atlanta		GA		30049

		917334890		Hutchinson-Cozart		Marsha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Administration and Supervision								F		200905		201205				3.78		Black		F		404 9937366		NA		marshacozart@yahoo.com		mhutchi1@my.westga.edu		4449 White Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917171595		Deal		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201001		201205				3.64		White		M		678 4271211		NA		adamdeal9@gmail.com		adeal1@my.westga.edu		207 Adamson Sq Apt J				Carrollton		GA		30117-3260

		917210560		Hancock		Beverly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201205		3.69		4		White		F		404 9176104		NA		beverylynbas@aol.com		bhancoc1@my.westga.edu		690 Old Alabama Rd SE				Cartersville		GA		30120-6521

		917264935		Daniel		DeVona		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201205		2.97		4		White		F		678 2315081		NA		deejason@hughes.net		ddaniel7@my.westga.edu		20 Sutton Trl NW				Cartersville		GA		30121-4520

		917339791		Clark		Catherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.85		3.6		White		F		706 8294841		NA		laneafer252@aol.com		cclark10@my.westga.edu		4128 Shady Oaks Dr				Martinez		GA		30907-7917

		917150294		Keel		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.9		3.71		White		F		770 3282815		NA		laura_keel@hotmail.com		lkeel1@my.westga.edu		164 Wynridge Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8805

		917322511		Greene		Tamika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201205		3.78		3.61		Black		F		770 9298935		NA		NA		tgreene1@my.westga.edu		1396 Fall River Dr				Conyers		GA		30013-7416

		917303028		Alford		Ann Marie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201205		4		3.73		White		F		706 5942505		NA		NA		aalford5@my.westga.edu		1750 Mount Vernon Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3501

		917318610		Entrekin		Christina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.9		3.78		White		F		404 4098714		NA		NA		centrek1@my.westga.edu		1163 Fairway Gdns NE				Atlanta		GA		30319-5371

		917344841		Fendt		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.83		3.85		White		F		770 7549001		NA		katelin.fendt@gmail.com		kfendt1@my.westga.edu		5735 Commons Ln				Alpharetta		GA		30005-7285

		917344523		Hernandez		Annette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		3.83		3.86				F		770 891		NA		Ahpr783@hotmail.com		ahernan1@my.westga.edu

		917344533		Kabu		Erika		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201205		4		3.93		White		F		404 6641304		NA		elaibson@yahoo.com		elaibso1@my.westga.edu		185 Montag Cir NE Unit 223				Atlanta		GA		30307-5532

		917033668		Massey		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200908		201205				3.95		White		F		706 3980863		NA		kellymassey@walkerschools.org		kmassey1@my.westga.edu		13913 Highway 157				Rising Fawn		GA		30738-2312

		917015259		Vallone		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201001		201205		3.07				White		M		678 6449236		NA		NA		jvallon1@my.westga.edu		100 Peachtree Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1870

		917364196		Lyons		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201205		4		4		White		M		678 3336436		NA		ericlyons@juno.com		wlyons2@my.westga.edu		4641 Waterford Ct				Dunwoody		GA		30338-3137

		917209331		McElreath		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201001		201205		3.35		3.8		White		F		678 3262594		NA		NA		jmccull3@my.westga.edu		10390 Rivertown Rd				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917365414		Bodnar		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								P		201005		201205		2.38		3.5		White		M		678 4787923		NA		NA		mbodnar1@my.westga.edu		170 Boulevard SE Apt H501				Atlanta		GA		30312-2394

		917241718		Perry		Meitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201001		201205		3.81		4		White		F		404 403		NA		NA		mperry8@my.westga.edu		326 Mill Run Drive				Bremen		GA		30110

		917246299		Lingrell		Karen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201001		201205				3.71		White		F		678 8908764		NA		NA		klingrel@westga.edu		303 Tanglewood Traiil				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917355319		McConnell		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201205		4		3.8		White		F		770 3060044		NA		sheiladmc@comcast.net		smcconn1@my.westga.edu		701 Creekmist Ln				Fairburn		GA		30213-4616

		917348576		Cope		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201205				4		White		F		678 4456763		wendy.cope@cherokee.k12.ga.us		litrateacher@yahoo.com		wcope@westga.edu		4379 Mikandy Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1397

		917246810		Kouznetsov		Amelia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201205				3.83		White		F		678 8990470		NA		aldavis2@samford.edu		adavis32@my.westga.edu		7410 Polo Hill				Cumming		GA		30040

		917257955		Revear		Alanna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201005		201205		2.55				Black		F		770 7748101		NA		NA		arevear1@my.westga.edu		3760 Hansberry Dr				Atlanta		GA		30349-7931

		917312614		Smith		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				3.8		White		F		770 2531253		jennifer.smith@cowetaschools.org		jennifersmith07@bellsouth.net		jsmith64@my.westga.edu		162 Brandish Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7443

		917381674		Allen		Molly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201205				4		White		F		706 8826371		NA		mollyallen@bellsouth.net		mallen11@my.westga.edu		235 Ashford Cir				LaGrange		GA		30240-8839

		917379366		Moreland		Earthwind		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								F		201005		201205		3.46		3.53		Black		M		404 3469912		NA		earthwind-moreland@hotmail.com		emorela1@my.westga.edu		5437 Stone Cove Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-8941

		917383606		Jones		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201008		201205		2.93				Black		F		334 2680787		NA		NA		vjones2@my.westga.edu		514 Barron Rd				Troy		AL		36081-6115

		917389652		Betsill		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201205				3.88		White		F		770 4633754		NA		deanna.betsill@cowetaschools.net		dbetsil1@my.westga.edu		52 Blaze Ct				Palmetto		GA		30268-1563

		917389422		Reynolds		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201205				3.25		White		M		770 4393230		NA		brandonkylereynolds@gmail.com		breynol3@my.westga.edu		2781 Old Barn Trl				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5036

		917005126		Spinks		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201101		201205				3.81		White		F		706 6376555		NA		spinkssc@troup.org		sspinks1@my.westga.edu		4551 Hammett Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230-2511

		917307501		Butts		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.12		3.85		White		F		770 8982379		NA		NA		mbutts2@my.westga.edu		1102 Sequoia Trail				McDonough		GA		30252

		917400211		Trammell		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205				3.87		Black		F		770 251-3883		melinda.trammell@cowetaschools.org		trammell5@charter.net		mtramme2@my.westga.edu		95 Woodstream Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1789

		917400219		Luke		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201205				3.87		Black		F		310 936-4027		christina.luke@cowetaschools.net		NA		cluke1@my.westga.edu		11997 Scottish Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8052

		917383674		Rogers		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205				3.86		White		F		706 5948770		NA		jamie.rogers87@yahoo.com		jroger17@my.westga.edu		203 Alverson Rd				LaGrange		GA		30241-8192

		917298141		Whittle		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205		3.42		3.86		White		F		404 3102797		NA		kayla.r.whittle@gmail.com		kwest3@my.westga.edu		45 Birchwood Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1934

		917384516		Maddox		Sarah-Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				4		White		F		678 5654506		NA		smm0624@yahoo.com		smaddox3@my.westga.edu		184 Country Lake Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-2679

		917141396		Ragan		Tyrus		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Middle Grades Education								P		201008		201205		3.41		3.53		White		M		678 3817237		NA		runnernvr88@gmail.com		tragan1@my.westga.edu		2025 Barrett Lakes Blvd.		Apt. 7303		Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917150580		Boisjolie		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				3.7		White		F		678 9655424		NA		NA		sboisjo1@my.westga.edu		310 Fairpointe Pl				Suwanee		GA		30024-6897

		917018462		Entrekin		Hayley		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205		3		4		White		F		770 5379078		NA		NA		hentrek1@my.westga.edu		101 Shady Holw				Bremen		GA		30110-7906

		917181994		Williams		Donjanea		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		Black		F		404 4357162		NA		NA		NA		2735 Tanglewood Trl				East Point		GA		30344-6630

		917370982		Hill		Jean		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		White		F		770 9265777		NA		jean2588@comcast.net		jhill15@my.westga.edu		423 Brookes Walk				Woodstock		GA		30188-5184

		917005802		Schmitt		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201008		201205				4		White		F		SEE COMMENT		NA		NA		sschmit1@my.westga.edu		85 Beaver Creek Run				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2233

		917168286		Dement		David		Carrollton Campus		MED		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201008		201205		3.11		4		White		M		678 4167973		david.dement@cowetaschools.org		NA		ddement1@my.westga.edu		47 Parks Avenue				Newnan		GA		30263

		917383632		Sands		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201205		2.9				Black		F		706 6438125		NA		NA		asands1@my.westga.edu		603 E 10th St				West Point		GA		31833-1735

		917374775		Childers		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205				3.88		White		F		770 8099340		beth.childers@carrollcountyschools.com		beth.harrison2@gmail.com		echilde3@my.westga.edu		243 Clara Bell Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-7576

		917204556		Bowen		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.77		3.61		White		F				NA		NA		rbowen2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 722				Woodbury		GA		30293-0722

		917173396		Williams		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				F		201105		201205		4		4		White		F		770 5463587		ashley.williams@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		ahardin1@my.westga.edu		1816 Pleasant Grove Road				Temple		GA		30179

		917303360		Harper		Destiny		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.58		3.61		White		F		404 5834430		NA		NA		dcain2@my.westga.edu		107 Village Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1846

		917270049		Chitwood		Katlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.68		3.55		White		F		770 8453602		NA		NA		kchitwo1@my.westga.edu		1085 Forsyth Yatesville Rd				Yatesville		GA		31097-4355

		917391657		Horn		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				4		White		F		770 4853114		NA		mary.horn@cobbk12.org		mhorn3@my.westga.edu		3150 Inman Park Ct				Marietta		GA		30062-4865

		917185603		Jackson		Leila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.13		3.5		Black		F		770 9440493		NA		NA		ljacks11@my.westga.edu		1201 Matt Moore Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-2447

		917371147		Klein		Emma		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205				3.76		White		F		770 3910272		NA		emma.k.klein@gmail.com		eklein1@my.westga.edu		5073 Sirron Ct				Atlanta		GA		30338-5653

		917212739		Longworth		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.91		3.91		White		F		205 4056226		NA		NA		clongwo1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 974				Heflin		AL		36264-1500

		917215902		Troglin		Kathy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201205		3.54		3.61		White		F		404 3915145		NA		troglin5@att.net		ktrogli1@my.westga.edu		155 Valleyside Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-9353

		917382870		Hall		Haley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201205				3.71		White		F		706 5063843		NA		hethomas30@gmail.co		hthomas3@my.westga.edu		137 Peppers Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8010

		917022866		Abel		Abigail		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201108		201205				3.78		White		F		770 5993513		NA		abel.abigail@mail.fcboe.org		aabel1@my.westga.edu		705 Carl Williams Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-3137

		917347481		Simmons		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		200905		201205				3.9		White		M		706 6478702		NA		andy_simmons_30286@yahoo.com		asimmon3@my.westga.edu		448 Bent St				Thomaston		GA		30286-2501

		917009925		Wheelus		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201108		201205				4		White		F		770 3280460		NA		angiew5@yahoo.com		awheelu1@my.westga.edu		4 London Lane				Rome		GA		30161

		917391902		Robertson		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201205				4		White		M		615 5799778		NA		drobertson777@aol.com		drobert9@my.westga.edu		2410 Ravenwood Dr				Murfreesboro		TN		37129-6679

		917353931		Clark		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		3.18		3.78		White		F		678 6219638		NA		rclark6561@gmail.com		rburrel1@my.westga.edu		285 Whooping Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4804

		917146167		Gray-Robinson		Summer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201105		201205				3.91		White		F		678 3466002		NA		blusum72@yahoo.com		sgrayro1@my.westga.edu		59 Bridgewater Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-3109

		917385862		McAdoo		Charlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201008		201205				3.75		Black		M		404 2280110		NA		charliemcadoo@yahoo.com		cmcadoo1@my.westga.edu		440 Princeton Way NE				Atlanta		GA		30307-1131

		917300302		Daniel		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.54		3.91		White		F		770 7756433		NA		NA		sdanie12@my.westga.edu		732 Franklin St				Jackson		GA		30233-2517

		917305420		Perrotta		Gina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201205				4		White		F				NA		gina.perrotta@cowetaschools.net		gzollo1@my.westga.edu		102 Clarin Way				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3437

		917248734		Spence		Cayla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201205		3.97		4		White		F		678 8508766		NA		NA		cshoema2@my.westga.edu		1131 Indian Creek Road				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917404681		Burns		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201205				3.86		Black		F		404 4355864		NA		brittneysburns@gmail.com		bburns1@my.westga.edu		394 Anvil Way				Austell		GA		30168

		917381877		Andrews		Sara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				4		White		F		404 9189122		NA		sarastick@yahoo.com		sandrew4@my.westga.edu		1020 Riverbend Club Dr SE				Atlanta		GA		30339-2802

		917378526		Hinds		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201205				3.78		Black		F		770 4397541		NA		emily_hinds@ymail.com		ehinds1@my.westga.edu		25 Horseshoe Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-2362

		917383722		Patterson		Kerry		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201205				3.93		White		F		678 9832887		NA		kerry.m.patterson@gmail.com		kpatte11@my.westga.edu		6470 Whitestone Pl				Duluth		GA		30097-7819

		917027449		Maxwell		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201205		3.1		3.24		White		F		678 3733425		kimberly.maxwell@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		kmaxwell@westga.edu		2145 Tyus Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917008527		Anderson		Marie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201205		2.42		3.81		White		F		770 2140957		marie.anderson@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		manders1@my.westga.edu		110 Don Rich Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-6939

		917067856		Byers		Kristie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201208		3.69				White		F		770 8232187		NA		NA		krogers4@my.westga.edu		1205 Garrett Creek Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2635

		917047930		Bobick		Sally				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200908		201208		3.32				White		F		770 8342380		NA		NA		sbobick1@my.westga.edu		201 Habersham Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4153

		917032426		Bailey		Antonio		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201208		2.54				Black		M		404 5790026		NA		tdbailey01@yahoo.com		tbailey4@my.westga.edu		5980 Castlegate Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-9021

		917071039		Crawford		Trisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201208		3.34		3.57		White		F		770 3130947		trisha.crawford@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		tcrawfo3@my.westga.edu		7320 Oak Arms Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7687

		917064746		Moseley		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		2.83		3.54		White		F		404 7137448		NA		uwgkmoseley@hotmail.com		kmosele1@my.westga.edu		91 Red Oak Trl				Carrollton		GA		30116-5600

		917059490		Hood		Sonya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201001		201208		2.31		3.37		Black		F		678 7689645		sonya_l_hood@fc.dekalb.k12.ga.us		hood_sonyal@yahoo.com		shood1@my.westga.edu		2250 Hampton Dr				Decatur		GA		30035-3634

		917087506		Lanford		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		4		White		F		770 2187493		nan.lanford@cobbk12.org		enan@bellsouth.net		elanfor1@my.westga.edu		1404 Shiloh Way NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5237

		917108260		Peoples		Danica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		3.61		Black		F		404 4567851		NA		dip2atl@gmail.com		dpeople1@my.westga.edu		245 N Highland Ave 230-375				Atlanta		GA		30307

		917147592		Andrey		Antoinette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200901		201208		3.81		3.69				F		770 9428223		NA		amnandrey@gmail.com		aandrey1@my.westga.edu		3811 Starlight Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-7203

		917102716		Fearrington		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		2.81		3.65		Black		M		404 2761187		NA		NA		cfearri1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 481				Tucker		GA		30085

		917109750		Clark		Corina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Secondary Education & Teaching								P		201105		201208		2.97		3.66		Black		F		404 9857943		NA		miss.c_c@hotmail.com		cclark2@my.westga.edu		2972 Stonecrest Pointe				Conyers		GA		30094

		917144900		Gunnin		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200908		201208		2.98		3.85		White		F		770 8627253		NA		NA		amelear1@my.westga.edu		95 Emerald Hills Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3915

		917162921		Laird		Brittany				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200308		201208		2.87				White		F		678 982-0169		NA		NA		blaird1@my.westga.edu		966 Little Vine Church Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4055

		917085428		Davis		Janice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		2.98		4		White		F		770 2537326		NA		jdavis152@charter.net		jdavis8@my.westga.edu		1520 New Corinth Rd				Newnan		GA		30263

		917167905		Walker		Tameka		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201005		201208		4		4		Black		F		770 5777662		NA		walkertameka3@hotmail.com		twalker3@my.westga.edu		92 Brookewood  Lane				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917157055		Thompson		Carla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200908		201208				3.61		Black		F		706 6014769		NA		cthompson105walker@yahoo.com		cthomps5@my.westga.edu		105 Walker Rd				Woodbury		GA		30293-3549

		917166138		Pitts		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		3.62		3.85		White		F		770 3013152		NA		Jennifer.pitts@cowetaschools.net		jevans1@my.westga.edu		1645 Bradbury Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-2109

		917207310		Walls		Kevin				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200501		201208		3.33				White		M		770 5021794		NA		NA		kwalls1@my.westga.edu		95 General Lee Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1393

		917113776		Adams		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		3.24		3.58		Black		F		770 7719741		NA		pamela.adams59@yahoo.com		padams1@my.westga.edu		628 Buffalo Creek Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-8877

		917053592		Ferguson		Tara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		3.2		3.7		White		F		770 8342009		NA		tara.ferguson@carrollcountyschools.com		tsmith17@my.westga.edu		104 Candlewood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-4825

		917050708		O'Miller		Karyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201208		3.66		3.75		White		F		770 4218389		NA		clancysrose@yahoo.com		komille1@my.westga.edu		5806 Fairwood Circle				Acworth		GA		30101

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		2.88		4		White		M		678 4277422		NA		NA		londovc1@my.westga.edu		100 Creekside Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6082

		917179541		King		Stanetress		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				F		201105		201208		3.54		3.75		Black		F		678 5487424		NA		stanetress.king@yahoo.com		sking3@my.westga.edu		414 Preston Landing Circle				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917203762		Kilgore		Leah				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200905		201208		3.67						F		770 2584624		NA		NA		lderthi1@my.westga.edu		2115 County Road 48				Heflin		AL		36264-5247

		917244257		Hosford		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208				4		White		F		404 5566178		christina.hosford@douglas.k12.ga.us		christinahosford@gmail.com		cwicker1@my.westga.edu		2451 Spring Dr SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-2529

		917173852		Manley		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201001		201208		3.36		3.83		White		F		678 3783815		NA		NA		cparry@westga.edu		161 N Carroll Street				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917256035		Sheffield		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200605		201208				3.92				F		770 4018629		NA		ugaga199@yahoo.com		ssheffi1@my.westga.edu		1628 E Kellogg Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-2049

		917221729		Pollard		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201208		3.71		4		White		F		770 8568942		NA		virginia.pollard@gmail.com		vawalt1@my.westga.edu		104 Dixie Ave S				Bremen		GA		30110-2206

		917156139		McAlexander		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201208		3.1		3.66		White		M				NA		NA		wmcalex1@my.westga.edu		6627 Forestdale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917250356		Edwards		John				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200608		201208		2.68				White		M		478 4727982		NA		NA		NA		3797 Ga Highway 26 E				Montezuma		GA		31063-2513

		917240513		Moffat		Callen		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200608		201208		3.06		4		White		F		404 6428338		NA		NA		cmoffat1@my.westga.edu		182 Central Heights Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-4722

		917287222		Webb		Ahmad				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200701		201208		2.74				Black		M		404 9061921		NA		NA		awebb4@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd Apt 1109				Carrollton		GA		30117-2630

		917291640		King		Jill		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		678 7739193		NA		jkk1123@bellsouth.net		jking12@my.westga.edu		4090 Lakeland Hills Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-2959

		917072617		White		Richard		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		2.73		4		White		M		770 5056603		NA		rjwhite7031@yahoo.com		rwhite4@my.westga.edu		237 Silver Spring St				Dallas		GA		30157-8289

		917291513		Lambert		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200705		201208				3.85				F		404 8407014		virginiaasa@hotmail.com		NA		vcrabtr1@my.westga.edu		310 S Shore Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5927

		917303921		Holcomb		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		770 9576478		NA		holcomb.ca@gmail.com		cholcom2@my.westga.edu		1208 Lullwater Way				McDonough		GA		30252-5771

		917154045		McGuire		Allen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		3.37		3.71		White		M		256 2013662		NA		NA		amcguir2@my.westga.edu		673 County Road 448				Muscadine		AL		36269

		917244318		Walker		Syrenda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.98				Black		F		770 8301743		NA		NA		swalker8@my.westga.edu		5 Rook Ln				Carrollton		GA		30116-8634

		917253340		Brown		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology						F		200708		201208		3.43		4		Black		F		404 4525873		NA		NA		wbrown6@my.westga.edu		3183 Christian Springs Drive				Lithonia		GA		30038

		917288140		Chandler		Clinton		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200708		201208		3.36				White		M		770 6468854		NA		NA		cchandl5@my.westga.edu		1285 Wildcat Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-2319

		917007077		Shellabarger		Tara Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200708		201208		3.83				White		F		770 2518938		NA		tshellabarger3@gmail.com		tshella1@my.westga.edu		1370 Bethlehem Church Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1829

		917298212		Harris		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.88				Black		F		770 2540801		NA		NA		aharri16@my.westga.edu		1786 Millard Farmer Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5137

		917276475		Jones		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201208		3.63		3.5		White		F		678 3400674		NA		NA		ewoodco1@my.westga.edu		401 North Page Street				Lagrange		GA		30241

		917282768		Qualls		Ellen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		3.11				White		F		770 6316628		NA		NA		equalls1@my.westga.edu		100 Danbury Yard				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1182

		917101202		Dismuke		LeMetra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201005		201208				3.88		Black		F		770 3617090		Dismuke@fultonschools.org		Lacamp00@aol.com		lcampbe2@my.westga.edu		6503 Foggy Oak Drive				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917283751		Poff		Kristina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education-Math				F		200708		201208		3.64				White		F		678 4643400		NA		poffkid@yahoo.com		kpoff3@my.westga.edu		3654 Quincy Place				Gainesville		GA		30504

		917287197		Brock		Anzlee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200708		201208		2.96				White		F		770 5136830		NA		NA		abrock2@my.westga.edu		5066 Old Orr Rd				Flowery Br		GA		30542-3482

		917296353		Holly		Clarissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200708		201208		3.31				White		F		678 6013927		NA		NA		cholly1@my.westga.edu		747 South St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2854

		917252277		Kemp		Andrea				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		2.86				White		F				NA		NA		akemp1@my.westga.edu		505 Sleepy Hollow Rd				La Fayette		GA		30728-2624

		917276806		Mashburn		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201208		3.5						F		770 3281519		NA		NA		aclayto3@my.westga.edu		310 Gold Dust Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-7722

		917304990		Neal		Charli				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200708		201208		2.75				White		F		770 8319140		NA		NA		cneal3@my.westga.edu		2317 Copper Grove Ln				Buford		GA		30518-2494

		917293085		Hannah		Caleb				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		200708		201208		2.8				White		M		706 5943435		NA		NA		channah2@my.westga.edu		420 Newnan St				Franklin		GA		30217-5681

		917305143		Queener		Aaron				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				F		200708		201208		3.34						M		302 3789317		NA		NA		aqueene1@my.westga.edu		Calysta Queener		305 Pheasant Dr		Middletown		DE		19709-9203

		917272469		Ray-Scagnelli		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				3.91		Black		M				NA		sray002@gmail.com		sray4@my.westga.edu		936 ALMADEN CIR				Oakley		CA		94561

		917032964		Brownlow		Alisha				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200801		201208		3.05				White		F		404 3233958		NA		NA		abrownl1@my.westga.edu		300 Tony Trl SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3655

		917289632		Pitelli		Maritza		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201001		201208		3.26		4		White		F		770 3428882		NA		mpitelli@westga.edu		mpitelli@westga.edu		263 Almon Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917281650		Hunt		Leigh-Ann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200805		201208				4		White		F		706 6020186		NA		jlnchunt@bellsouth.net		lhunt2@my.westga.edu		365 Floyd Rd NE				Calhoun		GA		30701-9701

		917313916		Middlebrooks		Shakeirra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.41				Black		F		706 9750165		NA		NA		smiddle4@my.westga.edu		122 Longview Loop				Thomaston		GA		30286-2377

		917316468		Phillips		Hamilton				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201208		3.08				White		M		678 6178147		NA		NA		hphillips@westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd		Apt C4		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917317854		Bryant		Brianna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology		English-Literature		Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201208		3.52				White		F		770 8546249		NA		NA		bbryant4@my.westga.edu		2796 Bethesda Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9688

		917307727		Raston		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.94				Black		F		404 6756422		NA		NA		jraston1@my.westga.edu		4225 Apple Cir				Conley		GA		30288-1639

		917329172		Raymond		Cydney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.8				White		F		502 2283439		NA		NA		craymon2@my.westga.edu		1002 Donovan Ct				Goshen		KY		40026-9432

		917326175		Betsill		Alma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.54				White		F		770 4088003		NA		NA		aeason1@my.westga.edu		1272 Highway 16 W				Newnan		GA		30263-4557

		917313473		McMurdo		Lea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.19		2.66		White		F		404 2197685		NA		NA		lmcmurd1@my.westga.edu		1405 S Burnt Hickory Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917311393		McPhail		D'Andra		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		200808		201208		3.1				Black		M		770 2882003		NA		NA		dmcphai1@my.westga.edu		516 Howell Dr				Locust Grove		GA		30248-7059

		917336758		Wilson		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200901		201208		3.92		3.57		White		F		678 3153439		NA		asheATL26@gmail.com		ewilson5@my.westga.edu		8123 Evergreen Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917341620		Dawsey		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing		Special Education - MAT				F		200901		201208		2.85		3.28		Black		M		229 630		NA		kells0812@gmail.com		kdawsey1@my.westga.edu		219  BOLLEN LN				HIRAM		GA		30141

		917320528		Smith		Analeigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.09				White		F		478 2139075		NA		analeighfrances@gmail.com		asmith49@my.westga.edu		223 Jefferson Ave				Canton		GA		30114

		917305368		Larson		Candice		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		200808		201208		3.71		3.72		White		F		404 8892128		NA		candiceflarson@hotmail.com		clarson@westga.edu		45 Waterbury Way				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917318068		Gray		Mallory		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201208		3				White		F		770 2517767		NA		NA		mgray4@my.westga.edu		75 Bay Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-5944

		917320812		Ingram		Kyra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.06		3.91		White		F		678 4385101		NA		NA		kingram2@my.westga.edu		6640  AKERS MILL RD		APT 5111		ATLANTA		GA		30339

		917313159		Sansenbach		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.34				White		F		678 2057445		NA		NA		ssansen1@my.westga.edu		2865 Stratfield Ct				Cumming		GA		30041-8286

		917316702		Tolbert		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.96		3.75		White		M		706 9740000		NA		NA		rtolber1@my.westga.edu		212 Stoney Brook drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917315780		Harris		Jastacia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201208		3.19		3.68		Black		F		678 9144525		NA		NA		jharri31@my.westga.edu		807 Battle Creek Road				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917327398		Snyder		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201208		3.69				White		F				NA		NA		cmcclun2@my.westga.edu		221 Cedars Glen Cir				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4479

		917143611		Willoughby		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.47				White		F		678 6403104		NA		NA		rwillou2@my.westga.edu		122 White Creek Loop				Rockmart		GA		30153-8104

		917309069		Vela		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.29		3.33				F		404 5093228		NA		NA		avela1@my.westga.edu		7042 Preserve Pkwy				Fairburn		GA		30213-4287

		917247952		Fountain		Phillip		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		200808		201208		2.79				White		M		770 9773565		NA		NA		pfounta1@my.westga.edu		310 Farleigh Trce				Marietta		GA		30068-3020

		917306877		Harrison		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Finance						F		200808		201208		2.79				White		M		706 4427270		NA		NA		jharri34@my.westga.edu		333 Eastside Dr Apt 15				Fortson		GA		31808-4451

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.53		3.58		White		F		770 5004614		NA		NA		mspence2@my.westga.edu		110 Hugh Brown Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917312800		Carey		Angel		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46		3		Black		F		678 8774920		NA		NA		acarey2@my.westga.edu		24 Shepherd Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1183

		917321963		Baker		Jakeshialin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.3				Black		F		678 2940477		NA		NA		jbaker10@my.westga.edu

		917296911		Williams		Margaret				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.22				White		F		706 6639521		NA		NA		mwilli32@my.westga.edu		4912 Piedmont Lake Rd				Pine Mountain		GA		31822-3539

		917317341		Stovall		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		770 8884118		NA		NA		astoval2@my.westga.edu		804 Lakemere Crst				Suwanee		GA		30024-3468

		917304184		Booker		Keamber				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.03				Black		F		706 2968014		NA		NA		kbooker2@my.westga.edu		180 Beverly Dr.				Athens		GA		30606

		917311906		Parks		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		2.9				White		F		770 5629114		NA		yjacket18@aol.com		rparks2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 433				Temple		GA		30179-0433

		917317739		Straughan		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.26				White		F		678 4788691		NA		NA		jstraug1@my.westga.edu		3511 Smoke Rise Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-4806

		917306408		Cooper		Kira		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3				Black		F		770 4601893		NA		NA		kcooper3@my.westga.edu		310 Brandon Mill Cir				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1256

		917315683		Barry		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		770 2378727		NA		NA		tjones19@my.westga.edu		6920 Big Sky Dr				Flowery Branch		GA		30542-5770

		917304265		Fuller		Agnes				BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201208		3.46				White		F		678 3824381		NA		NA		afuller4@my.westga.edu		255 Reese Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-3348

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Secondary Education-Math				F		200808		201208		3.3		3.41		Black		F		678 6421720		NA		NA		bmcclai2@my.westga.edu		822 Lenox Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917312668		Newell		Chloe'		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.06				Black		F		678 7608154		NA		NA		cnewell1@my.westga.edu		3057 Vineyard Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30082-1851

		917320311		Purcell		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		200808		201208		2.81		3.66		White		F		678 3637914		NA		alpurcell7@hotmail.com		apurcel1@my.westga.edu		85 Cynthia Court				Dallas		GA		30157

		917304134		Smith		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.57				White		F		404 3158533		NA		NA		jsmith69@my.westga.edu		1622 Princess Cir NE				Atlanta		GA		30345-4160

		917293692		Eidenire		Erika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.14				White		F		770 9242933		NA		NA		eeideni1@my.westga.edu		109 Estates At The Lake Dr				Canton		GA		30114-8838

		917311349		Gray		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology		School Counseling Concentrat				F		200808		201208		3		3.5		Black		F		770 7159324		NA		NA		bgray2@my.westga.edu		2924 Clairmont Road Apt. #249				Atlanta		GA		30329

		917318635		Gregory		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.35				White		F		770 5376913		NA		NA		kgregor2@my.westga.edu		115 Hamilton Cir				Bremen		GA		30110-1715

		917320895		Johnson		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.37		4		Black		F		706 6135659		NA		NA		tjohns21@my.westga.edu		140 Oliver Circle				Athens		GA		30601

		917288450		Bass		Kristy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.6		4		White		F		404 7134432		NA		NA		kroyer1@my.westga.edu		101 Providence Ct.				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917323403		Alcock		Karissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.26				Black		F		404 5104393		NA		NA		kalcock1@my.westga.edu		2318 Oak Glenn Cir				Duluth		GA		30096-5665

		917284632		Hinkel		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.8						F		706 6383792		NA		NA		ehinkel1@my.westga.edu

		917307016		Hitt		Alexa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201208		3.45				White		F		770 9797799		NA		dannypower@bellsouth.net		ahitt1@my.westga.edu		% Tracy Power		900 Brentwood Ave		Lawrenceville		GA		30044-6138

		917328901		Robinson		Kerina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics								F		200808		201208		3.64				Black		F		770 4983580		NA		NA		krobin15@my.westga.edu		5218 Hollyfield Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3817

		917230820		Solomon		Piper		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201208		3.53		3.75		White		F		678 2341672		NA		NA		psolomo1@my.westga.edu		4450 Evandale Way				Cumming		GA		30040-4922

		917142849		McCommons		Quinae		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200808		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 2132506		NA		NA		qmccomm1@my.westga.edu		3246 Belfort Rd				Atlanta		GA		30354

		917337661		Wafer		Cashmera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200901		201208		4		3.94				F		404 7177170		NA		cashme7@hotmail.com		cwafer1@my.westga.edu		2212 Trees Of Avalon Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7610

		917340957		Wilde		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200901		201208				3.75		White		M		678 4238944		tim.wilde@cowetaschools.org		NA		rwilde1@my.westga.edu		62 Tillinghast Trce				Newnan		GA		30265-6010

		917317185		Perkins		Judith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				Curriculum Specialist (EdS)				P		200901		201208				3.52		Black		F		404 3442126		NA		NA		jperkin4@my.westga.edu		3725 High Point Lane				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917340964		Terry		Shirley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201005		201208				3.33		Black		F		678 7721876		NA		NA		sterry6@my.westga.edu		19 Madrid Avenue				Newnan		GA		30263

		917296622		Morris		Terri Lynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201208		3.34				White		F		678 9397117		NA		pinkhuffybike@yahoo.com		tmorris8@my.westga.edu		101 Creekstone Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-4933

		917326075		Beauford		Anthandus		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		200901		201208		2		3.6		Black		M		404 5428809		NA		NA		abeaufo1@my.westga.edu		7548 Broadhurst Dr				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917346387		Odorizzi		Kari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200905		201208		4		4		White		F				NA		kari.lensing@gmail.com		klensin1@my.westga.edu		558 E Maplehurst St				Ferndale		MI		48220-1381

		917304439		Spencer		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.6				White		F		770 7140112		NA		NA		hspence1@my.westga.edu		185 Little Vine Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5620

		917330719		Short		Lynne		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201208				4		White		F		706 3023370		shortlr@troup.org		lynnershort69@bellsouth.net		lshort1@my.westga.edu		111 Woodstream Trl				LaGrange		GA		30240-7560

		917069126		Skinner		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201208		4		4		White		F		770 2548657		lynn.skinner@cowetaschools.org		NA		dskinne2@my.westga.edu		60 Temple Ave				Newnan		GA		30263-2023

		917344731		Moss		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.69				White		F		770 5408906		NA		NA		tmoss2@my.westga.edu		2848 Pinecrest Dr				Gainesville		GA		30504-5838

		917326285		Arrington		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Secondary Education-History				F		200908		201208		3.9		4		White		M		256 4496569		NA		NA		tarring1@my.westga.edu		1371 County Road 71				Woodland		AL		36280-6909

		917344673		Chapman		Michele		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.78				White		F		770 9468161		NA		NA		mchapma3@my.westga.edu		180 Red Maple Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-2850

		917307637		Kierbow		Jennifer Alissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.75				White		F		678 9881240		NA		NA		jkierbo3@my.westga.edu		278 Kierbow Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-4995

		917175299		Saylor		Mallori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201208		3.56		3.96		White		F		770 2549753		mallori.saylor@cowetaschools.org		NA		msaylor1@my.westga.edu		25 Summerfield Court				Newnan		GA		30265

		917290606		Cross		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.45				White		F		678 8365146		NA		ccross04@gmail.com		ccross4@my.westga.edu		4281 Anneewakee Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4201

		917288806		Henry		Amberly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201208		3.21				Black		F		678 6631841		NA		NA		ahenry5@my.westga.edu		7013 N Shore Dr				Lithonia		GA		30058-5951

		917285773		Cosby		Sean				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201208		2.53				White		M		770 6169960		NA		NA		scosby1@my.westga.edu		124 Clack Cir				Eatonton		GA		31024-5565

		917350759		Simms		Malaina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		200908		201208		3.15		3.71		Black		F		678 4579064		NA		mlburton38@hotmail.com		msimms1@my.westga.edu		358 Parducci Trl				College Park		GA		30349-8124

		917246163		Cooper		Tracie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		201208		3.76		4		White		F		770 5622266		tracie@southand.com		tmc3boys@bellsouth.net		tcooper1@my.westga.edu		32 Grove Isle Dr				Temple		GA		30179-4309

		917330366		Hall		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Business Education		Marketing		Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201208		3.57		4		White		F		770 5007483		NA		NA		seidson2@my.westga.edu		22 South Creek Road				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917390171		Lenz		Christi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		770 8317545		NA		lenzg@bellsouth.net		clenz1@my.westga.edu		3890 Portico Run Dr				Buford		GA		30519-8411

		917370678		Milligan		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201001		201208				3.94		White		F		678 7723764		NA		sl.milligan@hotmail.com		smillig1@my.westga.edu		100 Old Mill Way				Senoia		GA		30276

		917351170		Arrington		Felicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.2				White		F		256 4499028		NA		NA		farring1@my.westga.edu		15668 County Road 87				Woodland		AL		36280-5816

		917347029		Wallace		Emma		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201208				3.95		White		F		310 8467256		NA		kaly1908@gmail.com		ejeffer2@my.westga.edu		400 W Peachtree St NW		Unit 2013		Atlanta		GA		30308-3551

		917356137		Edwards		Algernetta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201001		201208				3.66		Black		F		404 6913450		NA		researchpro@bellsouth.net		aedwar13@my.westga.edu		160 Lost Springs Ln SW				Atlanta		GA		30331-7399

		917350649		Rausch		Rachel		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201208		3.66				White		F		404 7291509		NA		NA		rrausch1@my.westga.edu		23 Turner St				Newnan		GA		30263-2615

		917377233		Delgado		Darlene		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201208		3		3.14		Black		F		678 9882572		NA		dee_sign5@yahoo.com		ddelgad1@my.westga.edu		122 Nicole Cir				Rockmart		GA		30153-3773

		917362847		Gaba		Laud		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201005		201208		3		3.55		Black		M		770 3304609		NA		clgaba@msn.com		lgaba1@my.westga.edu		7676 Marabou Lane				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917145519		Mobley		Marlena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201005		201208		4		3.35		White		F		770 3372944		NA		marlena_mobley@yahoo.com		mmobley3@my.westga.edu		4822 17th Ave				Columbus		GA		31904-6337

		917324099		Collins		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.5				White		F		404 3160874		NA		NA		ccollin5@my.westga.edu		90 Watson Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3470

		917366042		Witte		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201208				4		White		F		770 9263900		NA		aurora30040@yahoo.com		mwitte1@my.westga.edu		4385 Hawkins Store Ct NE				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1508

		917381152		Keith		Britney		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				F		201005		201208				4		White		F		706 8829302		NA		keithbm@troup.org		bkeith2@my.westga.edu		117 Cedar Ridge Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9435

		917379197		Brackett		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201005		201208				4		White		F		770 3457378		lori.brackett@cherokee.k12.ga.us		NA		lbracke2@my.westga.edu		216 Windy Hill Rd				Canton		GA		30114-9724

		917005716		Boss		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Physical Education								F		201005		201208		3.68		3.69		White		F		770 9495005		shannon.boss@douglas.k12.ga.us		K_boss@bellsouth.net		sboss1@my.westga.edu		5770 W Chapel Hill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-5800

		917380518		Holcomb		Holly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201208		3.03		3.53		White		F		305 5050993		NA		NA		hholcom2@my.westga.edu		4563 Allen Park Path				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917362462		Barner		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.24				White		F		678 8257252		NA		NA		jbarner1@my.westga.edu		115 Elizabeth Pl				Hiram		GA		30141-5608

		917141239		Phillips		Lou		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		200901		201208				3.91		White		M				NA		phillips525@centurytel.net		lphilli6@my.westga.edu		1516 County Road 96				Heflin		AL		36264-4914

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208		3.78		4		White		F		678 6899589		ashley.hjemvick@cowetaschools.net		NA		ahjemvi1@my.westga.edu		6 Water Oak Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2744

		917345034		Lovinggood		Joel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		2.95				White		M		770 3077018		NA		NA		jloving1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 611				Winder		GA		30680-0611

		917388715		Sapp		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201208				3.33		Black		M		678 8524402		NA		christopherwayne55@gmail.com		csapp2@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1272				Mableton		GA		30126-1004

		917298288		Sharpe		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		2.95				White		F		706 8448215		NA		NA		ksharpe3@my.westga.edu		209 E Wilson St Apt 143				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917384152		Moles		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				4		White		F		678 8800914		NA		Robin1989UCFAlumni@yahoo.com		rmoles1@my.westga.edu		135 Woods Ct				Ball Ground		GA		30107-3698

		917323540		Emerson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.47						F		770 3139796		NA		NA		semerso4@my.westga.edu		PO Box 656				Cartersville		GA		30120-0656

		917384556		Delph		Krystalyn		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201208		3.73		3.6		White		F				NA		NA		kdelph1@my.westga.edu		8442 US. Highway 78				Bremen		GA		30110

		917326267		Khazaw		Yadgar		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201208		2.99				Asian		M		770 2764887		NA		NA		ykhazaw1@my.westga.edu		210 Bledsoe St Apt D1				Carrollton		GA		30117-4025

		917376203		Olson		Olivia				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201208		3.15				White		F		678 6431162		NA		NA		oolson1@my.westga.edu		216 Albemarle Lane				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917365919		Culberson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201208		3.75				Black		F		404 2294355		NA		NA		jculber1@my.westga.edu		3999 Ansley Bnd				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4217

		917345404		Mcmeans-Lukiri		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				F		201105		201208				3.75		Black		F		770 9464642		NA		slukiri@clayton.k12.ga.us		smcmean1@my.westga.edu		519 Gristmill Ln				Hampton		GA		30228-4927

		917200409		Cray		Shamieka		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201005		201208		3.03		3.71		Black		F				NA		NA		scray1@my.westga.edu		2660 Holly Berry Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-3997

		917157798		Freeman		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201208				3.78		Black		M		678 4816708		NA		chris.freeman23@yahoo.com		cfreema8@my.westga.edu		8223 Glenwoods Dr				Riverdale		GA		30274-4301

		917384596		Ridge		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201208				3.87		Black		F		404 3462000		NA		jowimmer2003@yahoo.com		kridge1@my.westga.edu		3373 Parc Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-5226

		917383158		Bunce		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201008		201208				3.66		White		F		770 7694464		NA		amber.bunce@bartow.k12.ga.us		abunce1@my.westga.edu		11 Wesley Mill Dr				Adairsville		GA		30103-4567

		917233500		Westmoreland		Trinity		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201208		3.59		3.91		White		F		404 6307142		NA		twestmoreland10@yahoo.com		tbrown16@my.westga.edu		250 Georgia Highway 120				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3100

		917380581		Alderson		Kaia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208				4		Black		F		404 9937755		NA		kaia_alderson@yahoo.com		kalders1@my.westga.edu		2688 Sherwood Dr				Austell		GA		30168-4123

		917320550		Andrews		Anissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				3.95		White		F		678 6105249		NA		NA		aandrew3@my.westga.edu		1233 Browns Country Ln				Locust Grove		GA		30248-3171

		917378632		Waters		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201208		4		3.93		White		F		706 7413902		NA		lauraswaters@yahoo.com		lwaters1@my.westga.edu		105 Barron Ave				Thomaston		GA		30286-4530

		917382245		McDowell		Elisabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201008		201208				3.91		White		F		404 3759884		NA		elisabeth930@gmail.com		emcdowe1@my.westga.edu		4082 Morgan Rd				Tucker		GA		30084-3452

		917403168		Flanagan		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 4333966		NA		mslflanagan@yahoo.com		lflanag1@my.westga.edu		1195 Regency Center Drive				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917388104		Justice		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				3.83		White		F		770 8555762		NA		emilyelaine@bellsouth.net		ejustic2@my.westga.edu		178 Bob Hunton Rd				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917240773		Williams		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201101		201208		3.32		3.91		White		F		770 7178233		NA		carriewilliams327@gmail.com		cwilli26@my.westga.edu		1241 Sheppard Dr SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-6740

		917394935		Hart		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201208				3.76		White		F		678 3677725		NA		nancyhart1955@gmail.com		nhart2@my.westga.edu		11408 Vinea Lane				Hampton		GA		30228

		917400206		Bishop		Scott		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		M		706 8650801		sbishop@white.k12.ga.us		NA		sbishop5@my.westga.edu		50 Whistle Stop Trl				Sautee Nacoochee		GA		30571-3228

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201208		3.94		4		White		F		423 8029827		jenniferjackson@walkerschools.org		NA		jjacks12@my.westga.edu		70 Leon Lane				Rising Fawn		GA		30738

		917400761		Huss		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.66		White		F		678 9781804		NA		megan.huss@cobbk12.org		mhuss1@my.westga.edu		1795 Walker Ridge Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4800

		917404491		Lusk		Cecilia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.66		White		F		706 4833031		NA		delynlusk40@aol.com		clusk3@my.westga.edu		3015 Lamory Ln				Rocky Face		GA		30740-9103

		917166421		Teat		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201208				4		White		F		706 2327174		NA		kteat@gmail.com		kteat1@my.westga.edu		13 Benvenue Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-6224

		917403221		Brownell		Stacie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.5		White		F		770 8937360		NA		staciebrownell@yahoo.com		sbrowne2@my.westga.edu		637 Jordan Rd				Ball Ground		GA		30107

		917383816		White		Brett		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201008		201208		3		3.61		White		M		706 7668384		NA		bwhite@floydboe.net		bwhite11@my.westga.edu		309 Ship Island Rd SW				Plainville		GA		30733-9628

		917020625		McCain		Joyce		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201208		3.78		3.91		White		F		770 3019739		joyce.mccain@cowetaschools.org		NA		jrobbin3@my.westga.edu		64 Brown Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1851

		917308220		Mcbride		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201008		201208		3.38				White		F		404 5673434		NA		NA		lmcbrid1@my.westga.edu		174 Joolio Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-7305

		917386636		Mitchell		Eric		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201008		201208				3.75		White		M		706 5946748		NA		ehmitchell521@yahoo.com		emitche7@my.westga.edu		217 Perimeter Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9424

		917196429		Wilder		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201208				4		White		F		770 3781025		NA		scottnangela1988@yahoo.com		awilder3@my.westga.edu		5494 Holly springs Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917379355		Bonner		Mallory		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201208				3.78		White		F		404 5207188		NA		mallory.bonner@vikings.berry.edu		mbonner2@my.westga.edu		6080 Tyree Rd		6080 Tyree Rd		Winston		GA		30187-1112

		917210190		Edmonds		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201208		3.23		3.71		Black		F		770 8980457		NA		NA		tedmond2@my.westga.edu		270 Albertas Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-6641

		917306157		World		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201208				4		Black		F		706 8080808		tworld@chattooga.k12.ga.us		HTW90@aol.com		tworld1@my.westga.edu		90 Hinton St				Summerville		GA		30747-2142

		917097585		Harris		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201008		201208		3.06		3.77		White		M		423 9911496		NA		NA		mharris9@my.westga.edu		285 Edgemond Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-5222

		917191548		Korizon		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201208		3.4		4		White		F		678 4819321		NA		NA		akorizo1@my.westga.edu		2655 Elsinore St				East Point		GA		30344-6723

		917301483		Rohan		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.71		White		F		404 2855333		NA		ashleighrohan@gmail.com		abradle4@my.westga.edu		418 Gordon St				Bremen		GA		30110-1574

		917372662		Fahrney		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201208				4		White		F		404 9319582		NA		NA		rfahrne1@my.westga.edu		97 Gordon Forester Rd				Menlo		GA		30731-5116

		917393803		Mortensen		Nancy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 8506066		nancy.mortensen@cowetaschools.net		NA		nmorten1@my.westga.edu		20 Watson Wynd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1537

		917396685		Haynes-Johnson		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 8845129		johnsok@pike.k12.ga.us		kimjohson66@gmail.com		khaynes5@my.westga.edu		453 Beeks Rd				Williamson		GA		30292-3350

		917400214		Melton		William		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		678 3694921		NA		billmelton@earthlink.net		wmelton1@my.westga.edu		385 Cedar Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30214-4730

		917404864		Dotson		William		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.33		White		M		706 4830975		brett.dotson@murray.k12.ga.us		NA		wdotson1@my.westga.edu		912 Long Ave				Chatsworth		GA		30705-2210

		917389506		Robinson		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				3.91		White		F		678 2966010		NA		sorr82@yahoo.com		srobin10@my.westga.edu		215 Indian Lake Trl				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5537

		917404776		Pope		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 7890321		NA		mpope58@bellsouth.net		mpope5@my.westga.edu		3395 Falling Brook Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-5368

		917401066		Way		Jonna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 6555013		jonna.way@cobbk12.org		NA		jway1@my.westga.edu		2189 Major Loring Way SW				Marietta		GA		30064-3899

		917117375		Young		Randall		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		2.89		4		White		M		706 5068489		NA		luke18young@gmail.com		ryoung2@my.westga.edu		101 Meadow Side Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917342143		Lynn		Beverly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201108		201208		4		3.92		White		F		770 3138480		NA		belynn@Numail.org		blynn1@my.westga.edu		35 Stillwater Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-7017

		917025034		Dunlap		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				3.89		White		F		770 3879196		NA		sharondunlap@bellsouth.net		sdunlap2@my.westga.edu		23 Timberwalk Ct SE				Cartersville		GA		30121-7395

		917332981		Kicklighter		Cliff		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.76		White		M		912 3340187		NA		cliff.kicklighter@gmail.com		ckickli1@my.westga.edu		5167 Saddle Cir				Evans		GA		30809-4893

		917398593		Schorn		Inga		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		404 9666932		NA		ischorn@comcast.net		ischorn1@my.westga.edu		3379 Saxony Gln				Marietta		GA		30066-4797

		917400697		Erskine		Monique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		Black		F		678 6654895		NA		mo_q2002@hotmail.com		merskin1@my.westga.edu		1759 Rice Sq				Lithonia		GA		30058-3258

		917086694		Mckinley		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								F		201105		201208		2.86		3.66		White		F		404 7862711		NA		NA		kmckinl2@my.westga.edu		130 Creekwood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-4633

		917404220		Bacallao		Aldo		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		770 461-1220		NA		abacallao@bellsouth.net		abacall1@my.westga.edu		160 Brandenburg Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5971

		917383563		Pilcher		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201208				3.83		White		F		706 7670025		NA		andrearagan@aol.com		apilche2@my.westga.edu		9 Lakeview Dr SE				Lindale		GA		30147-1514

		917286519		Fite		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.95		White		M		706 4830143		NA		atomite123@comcast.net		afite1@my.westga.edu		167 Regency Row SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-3541

		917401731		Conner		Tonia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 2870282		NA		tonconner@bellsouth.net		tconner1@my.westga.edu		4937 Letha Dr				Gainesville		GA		30506-2646

		917400414		Cape		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.77		White		F		478 2900212		NA		sarah.cape@hcbe.net		scape1@my.westga.edu		301 S Corder Rd Apt 909				Warner Robins		GA		31088-5720

		917403940		Levie		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		478 3336563		NA		lindsey.levie@gmail.com		llevie1@my.westga.edu		106 Jane Dr				Warner Robins		GA		31093-3808

		917392207		O'Connor		Jami		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201208				3.88		White		F		770 3137653		NA		jsc800@hotmail.com		joconno1@my.westga.edu		715 Hamby Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917404040		Farrington		Kaelin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		706 3383315		NA		klfsftball@aol.com		kfarrin1@my.westga.edu		1050 Creek Bridge Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-4906

		917404234		Grayburn		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 423-9271		margaret.grayburn@cobbk12.org		NA		mgraybu1@my.westga.edu		2933 Steadman Vly SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2496

		917330213		Fitzgerald		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				4		White		F		770 8624185		NA		NA		pfitzge1@my.westga.edu		67 Pine Valley Cir SW				Cartersville		GA		30120-6052

		917389981		Ellison		Charles		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201208				4		White		M		770 3149062		NA		ctellison@mindspring.com		celliso2@my.westga.edu		711 Providence Club Dr				Monroe		GA		30656-6204

		917300007		Mitchell		Malena		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				3.9		Black		F		404 2752756		NA		mitchellmalena@gmail.com		mmitch16@my.westga.edu		521 Shyrewood Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6482

		917117049		Jordan		Marianne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		F		706 442-8780		NA		phimubabe24@aol.com		mfaison2@my.westga.edu		6419 Malibu Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-3416

		917209281		Armstead		DeIvory		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201208		3.72		4		Black		F		678 2898592		NA		darmste@gmail.com		darmste1@my.westga.edu		425 Gresham Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7714

		917400282		Lim		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201105		201208		0		3.88		White		F		678 9180121		NA		lisammcbrayer@gmail.com		lmcbray1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 24314				St Simons Island		GA		31522

		917136783		Schirmer		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				4		White		F		770 5996120		schirmer.robin@fcboe.org		rschirmer66@gmail.com		rschirm1@my.westga.edu		30 Colonial Ct				Senoia		GA		30276-1354

		917397959		Halvorson		Bliss		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.77		White		F		229 7243411		NA		NA		blucas1@my.westga.edu		3239 W Britt David Road				Columbus		GA		31909

		917398620		West		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 3582177		NA		queenawest@aol.com		awest12@my.westga.edu		4645 Shallowford Rd				Roswell		GA		30075-3127

		917163118		Hudson		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208		3.46		4		White		F		770 6088644		amanda.hudson@bartow.k12.ga.us		NA		ahudson2@my.westga.edu		289 Riverboat Dr SW				Adairsville		GA		30103-3477

		917404780		Stephenson		Milton		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.55		Black		M		404 9641441		NA		illton@yahoo.com		mstephe7@my.westga.edu		5408 Bighorn Pass SW				Atlanta		GA		30349-8789

		917399817		Tompkins		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		M		770 7865647		NA		jtompkins@gepetosoftware.com		jtompki2@my.westga.edu		130 Wintergreen Ct				Covington		GA		30016-8003

		917303460		Wall		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208		4		3.46		White		F		770 3615422		NA		rlp526@bellsouth.net		rpaxton1@my.westga.edu		910 Riley Farm Ln				Douglasville		GA		30134-4396

		917407544		Gisi		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201208				4		White		F		678 7971022		NA		ajgisi@bellsouth.net		agisi1@my.westga.edu		1043 Amberton Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6947

		917401533		Jones		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		706 9690522		NA		bulldogjones@hotmail.com		pjones6@my.westga.edu		16 Kenimer Cir				Dahlonega		GA		30533-0323

		917397162		Stanard		Cherry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201208				4		White		F		678 8500448		cherry.stanard@cowetaschools.net		NA		cstanar1@my.westga.edu		120 West Fork Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917394521		Purucker		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				4		White		F		706 3109525		puruckers@clarke.k12.ga.us		NA		spuruck1@my.westga.edu		1480 Hillcrest Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2357

		917400415		Brazile		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201208				3.88		White		M		678 6569621		NA		shane.brazile@cobbk12.org		tbrazil1@my.westga.edu		1510 Haven Crest Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4960

		917008831		Cain		Cari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201301		2.07		3.75		White		F		770 841		NA		cari.cain@cherokee.k12.ga.us		ccain1@my.westga.edu		211 Golf Course Road				Canton		GA		30114

		917020500		Dingle		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201301				3.65		Black		F		770 7396719		NA		NA		pdingle1@my.westga.edu		4568 Duron Pl SW				Mableton		GA		30126-1177

		917049144		Ledbetter		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		404 9358411		NA		nccsledbetter@yahoo.com		aledbet2@my.westga.edu		291 Hames Rd				Woodstock		GA		30188-6385

		917044040		White		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201301		3				White		F		770 9008219		NA		melissaann38@hotmail.com		mswoffo1@my.westga.edu		71 W Jonesville Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2301

		917093400		Neumann		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.84		3.95		White		F		770 3289612		Jntower@bellsouth.net		JDaisy143@aol.com		jneuman1@my.westga.edu		103 Grand Manor				Bremen		GA		30110

		917062389		Loftin		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		201008		201301		3.71		4		White		M		770 2537724		NA		Paperplane77@yahoo.com		jloftin2@my.westga.edu		18 Bethlehem Ch Rd.				Moreland		GA		30259

		917075969		Chupp		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201301				3.89		White		F		770 5955614		NA		a.chuupp@hotmail.com		achupp1@my.westga.edu		359 Fairview Oak Pl				Dallas		GA		30157-8853

		917065640		Richardson		Mandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201301		2.76		3.47		White		F		770 3247088		NA		mandy00r@aol.com		mrichar9@my.westga.edu		140 Rhinehart Dr				Rockmart		GA		30153-4439

		917057836		Gore		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.05		3.92		White		F		678 4237845		rebecca.gore@cowetaschools.org		ragore@charter.net		rgore1@my.westga.edu		564 Smith Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3983

		917119175		Figgins		Lori		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201101		201301		3.05				White		F		269 9860084		NA		NA		lfiggin1@my.westga.edu		312 W Church St				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1919

		917111317		Cochran		Vickie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.87		White		F		706 3670994		NA		vickiecochran@hotmail.com		vcochra1@my.westga.edu		456 Isaiah Dr				Jefferson		GA		30549-3872

		917090669		Muzio		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201301		4		4		White		F		770 8511490		NA		NA		mmuzio1@my.westga.edu		264 Baldwin Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-6953

		917114654		Benson		Bruce		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		M		678 7052952		NA		NA		bbenson1@my.westga.edu		3635 East Paces Circle		Unit 1105		Atlanta		GA		30326

		917069798		Stafford		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.67		3.17		Black		M		770 3581716		wstaffor@westga.edu		williamhenrystaffordstafford@gmail.com		wstaffo1@my.westga.edu		314 Roberts Rd				Barnesville		GA		30204-3366

		917106944		Norton		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								P		201205		201301		3.47		3.66		White		F		404 2173211		NA		stephanienorton1981@yahoo.com		snorton1@my.westga.edu		301 Bradley St Apt A307				Carrollton		GA		30117-3256

		917123472		Summers		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201008		201301		3.48		3.92		White		F		770 3015433		NA		arsummers03@yahoo.com		asummer1@my.westga.edu		309 Allegheny Ave				Dallas		GA		30132-0962

		917126851		Holt		Cherie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200201		201301		3.79				White		F		770 3010478		NA		NA		cholt4@my.westga.edu		655 Lowell Rd Lot 13A				Carrollton		GA		30116-9517

		917133918		Cooper		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201205		201301				3.29		Black		F		404 5569005		NA		NA		ccooper5@my.westga.edu		3160 Golfe Links Dr				Snellville		GA		30039-4710

		917148087		Haney		Sandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201301		3.17				White		F		770 7149467		NA		NA		shart2@my.westga.edu		519 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2330

		917079801		Harbin		Sandy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201301		3.07		3.87		White		F		678 7961268		NA		redsks13@hotmail.com		sshield1@my.westga.edu		141 Virginia Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-5269

		917138547		Gregaydis		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200305		201301				3.81		White		M				NA		jginga22@comcast.net		jgregay1@my.westga.edu		292 Independence Ave				Dallas		GA		30132-4422

		917124624		Stewart		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201008		201301		3		3.81		White		M		423 5448416		NA		NA		NA		21 Timber Ridge Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-8886

		917153225		Liverman		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201301		3.57		3.89		White		F				NA		NA		dliverm1@my.westga.edu		105 Mallard Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917130740		Hill		Cody		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.44		4		White		F		404 2006728		NA		NA		mpaulus1@my.westga.edu		54 Waterford Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-1444

		917152666		Coleman		Caley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301		3.68		4		White		F		678 6773349		NA		richarc_@excite.com		crichar3@my.westga.edu		46 Villa Rosa Trl				Temple		GA		30179-4228

		917181910		Farley		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201301		3.31		3.33		White		F		770 5482750		kfarley@gcbe.org		NA		kphilli3@my.westga.edu		232 Lakecrest Cir SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-3565

		917209093		Baptiste		Carleen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		2.68		3.28		Black		F				NA		clbaptiste32@hotmail.com		cbaptis1@my.westga.edu		6225 Garden Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-6747

		917165074		Reid		Joyce		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200705		201301		3.77		3.86		White		F		770 4830032		NA		jreid624@yahoo.com		jreid3@my.westga.edu		3320 Spring Creek Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30013-2367

		917194171		Deloney		Oscar		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201201		201301		3		4		Black		M		678 6408212		NA		odeloney@yahoo.com		odelone1@my.westga.edu		5193 Saint Claire Pl				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5397

		917180756		Lacey-Bushell		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200505		201301				3.77		Black		F		314 4523612		NA		bushellfive@yahoo.com		alaceyb1@my.westga.edu		7325 Ravinia Drive				St. Louis		MO		63121

		917219357		Reid		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.6		3.92		White		F				NA		amandareid82@gmail.com		areid1@my.westga.edu		130 Prescott Ct				Newnan		GA		30265-6035

		917215931		Stevenson		Lea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201301		3.05				Black		F		404 5575127		NA		NA		lsteven2@my.westga.edu		139 Pebblebrook Way				Temple		GA		30179-4097

		917207826		Minaird		Julian				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200708		201301		2.82				Black		M		770 3075602		NA		NA		jminair1@my.westga.edu		1550 Sedgefield Trl				Bethlehem		GA		30620-3325

		917155060		Pittman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201105		201301		3.26		4		White		F		678 4786006		NA		ashleyh3185@yahoo.com		ahinson1@my.westga.edu		136 Yellowstone Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6771

		917180947		Evans		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.89		4		White		F		770 6832794		NA		emily.evans@cowetaschools.org		ehammet1@my.westga.edu		112 Spring Forest Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917203687		Brooks		James				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201001		201301		2.78				Black		M		404 6607250		NA		merckury25@yahoo.com		jbrooks7@my.westga.edu		413 Spring Creek Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-1689

		917407543		Gillespie		Eden		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301				3.83		White		F		706 7883827		NA		gillespiee@yymail.com		egilles1@my.westga.edu		149 Scogin Rd				Colbert		GA		30628-1912

		917131086		Adesanya		Aminat		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200601		201301		2.93				Black		F		678 6225483		NA		NA		aadesan1@my.westga.edu		4500 Shannon Blvd Apt 4A				Union City		GA		30291-1532

		917200053		Bowen		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201301		3.1		3.66		White		F		678 8383851		jessicarenee715@bellsouth.net		NA		jbowen3@my.westga.edu		117 Regent Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134-5423

		917161173		Hahn		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201301		3.06		3.93		White		F		404 9063378		NA		alhahn1984@yahoo.com		ahahn1@my.westga.edu		1960 Poplar Springs Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4012

		917169251		Mosley		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201005		201301		3.21		4		White		F		770 2672051		NA		NA		NA		3125 Old Monroe Madison Hwy				Monroe		GA		30655-7682

		917219192		Maglione		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		201201		201301				3.51		White		F		678 3889094		NA		gaylemaglione@yahoo.com		gmaglio1@my.westga.edu		1047 Electric Dam Rd				Dallas		GA		30132-8478

		917253354		Lachmayr		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200808		201301		4		3.76		White		F		770 4607874		NA		hannah1@peoplepc.com		mlachma1@my.westga.edu		100 Highview Trce				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2371

		917251611		Gallamore		William		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT		Business Education (6-12)				F		200908		201301		3.06		3.59				M				NA		NA		wgallam1@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St. Apt D102				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917271060		White		James		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200608		201301		2.74				White		M		770 9658465		NA		NA		jwhite12@my.westga.edu		5185 Cash Rd				Flowery Branch		GA		30542-5107

		917257055		Crisp		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201301		2.84		3.81		White		F		770 6561792		NA		NA		adunlea1@my.westga.edu		60 Alexandria Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-4433

		917202763		Young		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200608		201301		3.16		3.75		White		M		678 7565909		NA		NA		jyoung9@my.westga.edu		564 Kuglar Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917274750		Beasley		Kimbula		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200608		201301		3.35		0		Black		F				NA		NA		kbeasle2@my.westga.edu		220 Mallard Overlook				Newnan		GA		30263

		917249062		Jochum		Kalyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200608		201301		2.85						F		770 5774433		NA		NA		kjochum1@my.westga.edu		7450 Biltmore Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-6455

		917247179		Ponder		Latoya				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200608		201301		2.9				Black		F				NA		NA		lponder1@my.westga.edu		1431 Conley Rd.				Conley		GA		30288

		917070450		Swint		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		770 2189076		NA		NA		sswint1@my.westga.edu		2253 Byron Ct SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4083

		917208610		Parmer		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301		3.23		3.75		White		F		404 5122331		NA		saparmer1@gmail.com		sparmer1@my.westga.edu		145 Chimney Springs Rd				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917282933		Dangar		Paula		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201301				4		White		F		770 5914223		NA		pdangar@mindspring.com		pdangar1@my.westga.edu		133 Fairway Overlook				Woodstock		GA		30188-3519

		917040308		Mason		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201301		3.26		3.76		Black		F				masons@fultonschools.org		dandsmason@hotmail.com		smason5@my.westga.edu		23 Black Diamond Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917274668		Williams		Rontashala		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200705		201301				3		Black		F		318 7306268		NA		rontashala@hotmail.com		rwilli18@my.westga.edu		612 Greenfield Dr				Alexandria		LA		71302-5113

		917284307		Johnson		Mykel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.87		2.66		Black		F				NA		NA		mjohns28@my.westga.edu		7762 Wethersfield Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917297992		Banks		Justin				BSED		Physical Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200708		201301		2.74				Black		M		404 4680019		NA		NA		jbanks3@my.westga.edu		2852 Chapel Lake Ct.				Decatur		GA		30034

		917290627		Garner		Grant		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200708		201301		3.93				White		M		770 6469060		NA		NA		ggarner1@my.westga.edu		665 Rockmart Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-4622

		917253569		Berry		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.57		3.54		Black		F		678 9006299		courtney@westga.edu		NA		cberry2@my.westga.edu		712 Bedford Court				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917298733		Strickland		Dwate				BSED		Special Education								F		200705		201301		3.3				Black		M		678 7773214		NA		NA		dstrick3@my.westga.edu		425 Maintree Ct.				Carrrollton		GA		30116

		917238959		Cox		Felicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		2.74		3		Black		F				NA		NA		fcox@westga.edu		328 Foster St				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917296895		Tysver		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201301		4		4		White		F		404 3530820		NA		cammie.tiz@gmail.com		ctysver1@my.westga.edu		5189 Eastbrook Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-7436

		917296105		Martin		Venita		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Business Education								F		200708		201301		2.85				Black		F		404 6928943		NA		emmimalli@gmail.com		vmartin1@my.westga.edu		418 Sweet Ashley Way				Loganville		GA		30052

		917287023		Melendez		Rozalia		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		201008		201301		3.43				White		F		770 8711532		NA		rosapazyuk@hotmail.com		rpazyuk1@my.westga.edu		367 Mobley Ave Apt. Unit C				Sacramento 		GA		95838

		917271471		Murphy		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200708		201301		3.2				White		F		770 5374921		NA		NA		lmurphy3@my.westga.edu		517 Knollwood Ave				Bremen		GA		30110-2215

		917295669		Drane		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		200708		201301		3.35				White		F		678 5831561		NA		NA		adrane1@my.westga.edu		610 Pine Knoll Ct				McDonough		GA		30252-8404

		917301989		Padgett		Kyle				BSED		Physical Education								F		200708		201301		2.8				White		M				NA		NA		kpadget1@my.westga.edu		118 Richards St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3734

		917286802		Duncan		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.99				White		F		770 4592878		NA		NA		ewynn3@my.westga.edu		341 Bay Springs Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3734

		917251765		Robinson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.98				White		F		770 4390371		NA		NA		jrobin19@my.westga.edu		123 Pat Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4120

		917334151		Davis		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.46				White		F		770 8519575		NA		NA		wdavis5@my.westga.edu		1147 Pine Grove Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3150

		917290280		Thomas		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201301		2.88		3.5		Black		F		770 8084060		NA		NA		athoma14@my.westga.edu		1855 Quailwood Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3907

		917206470		Hurey		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201301		3.07		4		White		M		678 9860858		NA		NA		mhurey1@my.westga.edu		4674 Raiders Ridge Ct				Lithonia		GA		30038-3605

		917275186		Carrillo		July		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.94		3.63		White		F		404 3456441		NA		julypcarrillo@gmail.com		jcarril1@my.westga.edu		301 Natchez Circle				Winder		GA		30680

		917300215		DeAngelis		Bryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200708		201301		3.53				White		M		404 8059723		NA		NA		bdeange1@my.westga.edu		105 Fawn Ln				Temple		GA		30179-4283

		917164624		Williams		Johnathan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.73		3.81		White		M		912 6561269		NA		NA		jwilliam@westga.edu		217 Belle Grove Cir				Richmond Hill		GA		31324

		917303961		Abercrombie		Tommie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		3.61		3.94		White		F		678 9538260		NA		tommieann76@yahoo.com		tabercr1@my.westga.edu		410 Hwy 34 W				Newnan		GA		30263

		917267203		Ellis		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.6		3.83		White		F		678 9341654		NA		NA		cellis3@my.westga.edu		3848 Welham Green Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917282638		Merrell		Julie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301		3.28		3.91		White		F				NA		NA		jpratt1@my.westga.edu		27 Woodside Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-7701

		917306172		Parker		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.48				White		F		770 2510323		NA		NA		ehammon3@my.westga.edu		75 Johnson Pl				Moreland		GA		30259-2340

		917291051		Zuppan		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201301		2.97				White		M		678 8171636		NA		NA		czuppan1@my.westga.edu		125 Woodberry Pl				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5688

		917301815		Kizer		Anthony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		200801		201301		3.14		3.61		Black		M		678 4721572		NA		NA		akizer1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 2343				Newnan		GA		30264

		917317217		Johnson		Roy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Psychology						F		200805		201301		3.09				White		M		770 7079892		NA		NA		rjohns17@my.westga.edu		121 Andrea Ln				McDonough		GA		30253-6315

		917325474		Hollers		Kristopher		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.8		White		M		404 2271778		bhollers@btcatholic.org		NA		kholler1@my.westga.edu		1121 Rook Pl				Woodstock		GA		30188-4399

		917311112		Patrick		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.91				Black		F				NA		NA		tpatric1@my.westga.edu		5904 Chesnut Rd Apt D				Columbia		SC		29206-5763

		917309113		Ridings		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.54				White		F		770 7047057		NA		NA		ariding2@my.westga.edu		4291 Sherry Ln				Canton		GA		30114-8939

		917322476		Kiker		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.64				White		M		770 6460967		NA		NA		jkiker1@my.westga.edu		7810 Georgia Highway 120				Buchanan		GA		30113-4758

		917289172		Yates		Bianca				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.79				White		F		678 4693706		NA		bma816@hotmail.com		balfaro1@my.westga.edu		310 S Jeff Davis Dr Apt 2				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8297

		917317824		Lawrence		Jesse				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		2.82						M		770 4457585		NA		NA		jlawren8@my.westga.edu		285 Thomason Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-0501

		917301041		Tharpe		Mackenzie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.13				White		F		770 2712424		NA		NA		mtharpe1@my.westga.edu		237 Boomerang Trl				Fair Play		SC		29643-2008

		917314919		Watts		Shamaiya		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.89				Black		F		770 5298655		NA		NA		swatts6@my.westga.edu		5138 Waldenbrooke Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30101-5747

		917310184		Lovell		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		200808		201301		3.36		3.75		White		F		706 2327158		NA		ejemhol@aol.com		mholsom1@my.westga.edu		3 Treehouse Trail NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917303293		Rowe		William		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Biology		Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.65				White		M		770 4590554		NA		NA		wrowe1@my.westga.edu		65 Brookside Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305653		Browning		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		3.01				Black		M		770 9818632		NA		NA		mbrowni1@my.westga.edu		180 Kingswood Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-3164

		917306296		Ferrell		Ellen				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.17				White		F		770 2515245		NA		NA		eferrel1@my.westga.edu		5 Longwood Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-4789

		917314718		Nelson		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.31		3.87		White		F		678 6374726		NA		NA		airvin2@my.westga.edu		137 Kingsbrook Circle				Newnan		GA		30265

		917324937		Minto		Aeisha		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200808		201301		3.12				Black		F		770 4836335		NA		NA		aminto1@my.westga.edu		2207 Ridgewood Ct NE				Conyers		GA		30013-5734

		917316321		Waldroup		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.92				White		F				NA		NA		awaldro6@my.westga.edu		15 Maley Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9517

		917316592		Holder		Patrick				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201301		2.76				White		M		706 4858820		NA		NA		pholder2@my.westga.edu		120 Sugar Creek Trl				Eatonton		GA		31024-5717

		917324515		Moore		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.99						F				NA		NA		hmoore3@my.westga.edu		212 Deer Run Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1998

		917308229		Morrow		Brittany				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200808		201301		2.82				White		F		256 4052729		NA		NA		bmorrow1@my.westga.edu		764 County Road 444				Fruithurst		AL		36262-3015

		917140796		Johnson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.73				White		F		770 2312097		NA		NA		cjohns22@my.westga.edu		3525 Red Maple Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-2671

		917290952		Nicholson		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200805		201301		3.11		4		White		F				NA		NA		jnichol6@my.westga.edu		7164 Tara Drive				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917242881		Broadwater		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.66				White		F		770 4635204		NA		NA		abroadw1@my.westga.edu		265 N Alexander Creek Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3578

		917327306		Stroud		Brandon				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200808		201301		2.79				Black		M				NA		NA		bstroud1@my.westga.edu		155 Wright Cir				Athens		GA		30601-3443

		917333488		LaMolinare		Cari		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		3.44				White		F		770 6332809		NA		NA		clamoli1@my.westga.edu		994 Hitchcock Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-6683

		917310152		Wheelus		Christen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		2.89				White		F		706 6376112		NA		NA		cwheelu3@my.westga.edu		217 Collier St				Hogansville		GA		30230-1313

		917339890		Urban		Dacia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200901		201301		2.92						F		770 7267085		NA		NA		durban1@my.westga.edu		6536 Pleasant Dr				Winston		GA		30187-1620

		917249169		Sweany		Tara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		2.86		3.63		White		F				NA		NA		tsweany1@my.westga.edu		122 Camden Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1683

		917313395		Ingle		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201301		3.23				White		F				NA		NA		bingle1@my.westga.edu		153 Dogwood Circle				Chatsworth		GA		30705-2754

		917293430		Riggs		Keith				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.13						M		770 2531163		NA		NA		kriggs2@my.westga.edu		430 Holbrook Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5016

		917308151		Economy		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201301		3.31				White		F		770 4965522		NA		NA		jeconom1@my.westga.edu		1833 Smokerise Smt				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2325

		917310621		Griner		Braden				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.42				White		M		770 3048984		NA		NA		bgriner1@my.westga.edu		50 Inland Cir				Newnan		GA		30263-5903

		917304259		Fowler		Cecilie		Carrollton Campus		BA		History		Spanish		History Certification Concentr				F		200808		201301		3.81				White		F		770 2523928		NA		NA		cfowler4@my.westga.edu		159 Hubbard Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4634

		917320688		Tauber		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.5		2.85		White		F		404 3124942		NA		NA		atauber2@my.westga.edu		7366 Butler Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305896		Smith		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F		770 5681		NA		NA		hsmith9@my.westga.edu

		917317330		Smith		Abbey		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.63				White		F		770 8433870		NA		abbey.rowe@hotmail.com		arowe1@my.westga.edu		125 W Triple Tree Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-6920

		917317133		Stapler		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		2.91				White		F		770 8439962		NA		NA		bstapler@westga.edu		185 Rachels Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4955

		917320417		Alexander		Courtenay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.97				Black		F		678 4130701		NA		courtenay_alexander@yahoo.com		calexan8@my.westga.edu		4824 Michael Jay St				Snellville		GA		30039-5637

		917316875		Boileau		Elyse		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.37						F		604 9888757		NA		NA		eboilea1@my.westga.edu		5588 Molina Road				North Vancouver		BC		V7R 4P4

		917310617		Garber		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.41				White		F		770 2965249		NA		NA		mgarber1@my.westga.edu		1250 Eagles Nest Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5475

		917304357		Millard		Parks		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.58				White		M		770 2518733		NA		NA		pmillar1@my.westga.edu		147 Saint James Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2304

		917268812		Copeland		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200808		201301		3.73				White		F		678 4817303		NA		NA		vcopela1@my.westga.edu		717 Burns Rd #4333				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917305473		Bailey		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Theatre						F		200808		201301		3.04		3.9		Black		F		404 4549355		NA		NA		lbailey5@my.westga.edu		500 Willow Creek Lane		Apartment 500-309		Woodstock		GA		30188

		917315676		Harkins		Charmayne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.04				Black		F		678 3804545		NA		NA		charkin1@my.westga.edu		2971 Dowry Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-2671

		917283545		Hudson		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education		Psychology						F		200808		201301		3.67				White		F		770 2513217		NA		NA		rhudson2@my.westga.edu		881 Wagers Mill Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3716

		917307254		Braun		Angela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.88				White		F		678 7333473		NA		NA		abraun1@my.westga.edu		2931 Bomar Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917306487		Harris		Charisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.44				Black		F		706 4449542		NA		NA		charri21@my.westga.edu		130 Martin Luther King Jr St				Sparta		GA		31087-3528

		917319145		Khorramzadeh		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200808		201301		3.17				White		F		770 9635199		NA		sarahak114@yahoo.com		skhorra1@my.westga.edu		62 Saint Aurics Dr				Suwanee		GA		30024-2789

		917283962		Martin		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3		0		Black		M		404 5452062		NA		FoSho174@gmail.com		cmarti19@my.westga.edu		125 Greenwood Trace				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917310712		Misutka		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.18				White		F		678 5208289		NA		NA		mmisutk1@my.westga.edu		163 Ivy Trace Blvd				Newnan		GA		30265-2293

		917314271		Triggs		Ashley				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.26				Black		F		770 9399601		NA		NA		atriggs1@my.westga.edu		5034 Hugh Howell Rd				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-1144

		917286177		Starnes		Charles				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.48						M		770 4891621		NA		NA		cstarne1@my.westga.edu		4030 Macduff Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-3806

		917312305		Sullivan		Jacob				BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.38				White		M		770 3183683		NA		NA		jsulliv5@my.westga.edu		6708 Lucille Ave				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1951

		917322286		Verdell		Keri		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.26				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 8835758		NA		NA		kverdel1@my.westga.edu		2713 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8495

		917315481		Jackson		Tishanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.94		3.5		Black		F		334 6461572		NA		NA		tjacks10@my.westga.edu		1213 Lindsey Street				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917318619		Littlejohn		Jillian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201301		3.69				White		F		404 3923191		NA		jillian_littlejohn@msn.com		jlittle3@my.westga.edu		870 W Ellis Rd				Griffin		GA		30223-7129

		917315966		Smith		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.61				White		F		678 8770373		NA		NA		asmith52@my.westga.edu		555 Mandeville Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917303549		Rogers		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.26		3.72		White		F		678 9729044		NA		NA		mguinn1@my.westga.edu		226 Glazier Rd.				Senoia		GA		30276

		917320985		Murphey		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201301		3.05				White		F		770 2537883		NA		NA		kmurphe1@my.westga.edu		23 Brookside Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1514

		917318508		Sharp		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.05				Black		F				NA		jasmined.sharp@gmail.com		jsharp2@my.westga.edu		5350 Crestwood Circle				College Park		GA		30349

		917314115		Pitts		Yasmeen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.92				Black		F		404 7354938		NA		NA		ypitts1@my.westga.edu		1898 Sandtown Rd SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-3465

		917312357		Barr		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201301		3.04				White		F		770 8516728		NA		liza12lee@yahoo.com		ebarr2@my.westga.edu		2291 Tyus Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917308585		BonneCarrere		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		2.88		2.77		White		F		770 2387990		NA		carrolltown2008@charter.net		tbonnec1@my.westga.edu		109 Leigh Lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917298767		Benefield		Chastity				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.3				White		F		770 8239064		NA		NA		clewis10@my.westga.edu		121 Sue Ave				Bowdon		GA		30108-1217

		917318877		Bul		Kellie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201301		3.38				White		F		770 5745403		NA		NA		kbul1@my.westga.edu		1207 Jacksonville Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-2417

		917256167		Hogan		Jarrod		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		2.99				White		M		678 8585391		NA		NA		jhogan4@my.westga.edu		115 Ruth Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2152

		917304136		Walker		Jessica				BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201301		3.22				White		F		770 6562603		NA		NA		jwalke19@my.westga.edu		1975 Bethwick Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-6105

		917317800		Baty		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature		German						F		200808		201301		3.92		4		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		678 3785191		NA		NA		kbaty1@my.westga.edu		85 Southwind Circle				Newnan		GA		30265

		917299998		Ennis		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200808		201301		3.08				White		F		706 2660451		NA		NA		cennis1@my.westga.edu		28 Pine Valley Rd SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917285892		Maddox		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201301		3.4		3.91		White		F		706 2341676		NA		NA		smaddox2@my.westga.edu		4 Belmont Court 				Rome		GA		30161

		917297105		Mallory		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201301		3.1				White		F		770 9421264		NA		NA		jmallor1@my.westga.edu		7615 Banks Mill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917075066		Crane		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		200808		201301				4		White		F		706 3752841		NA		jcrane5117@hotmail.com		jcrane3@my.westga.edu		23 Glass Mill Pointe Drive				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917331646		Lamprey		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201301		0		3.85		White		F		770 5970171		NA		NA		abanks3@my.westga.edu		501 Shady Lane Cir				Canton		GA		30115-2946

		917327655		Jones		Troy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201301				3.44		Black		M		770 6089137		NA		NA		tjones21@my.westga.edu		3581 Providence Pl				Douglasville		GA		30135-3050

		917097682		Dudley		Holly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200901		201301		3.04		4		White		F		770 3244866		NA		NA		hdudley1@my.westga.edu		5725 Highway 29				Grantville		GA		30220

		917326760		Sumner		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education								F		200901		201301		3.49		3.9		White		F		678 2347440		NA		NA		ksumner1@my.westga.edu		1378 Dowdy Road				Roopville		GA		30170

		917114621		Skinner		Summer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201301		3.28		3.75		White		F		770 2541251		NA		NA		sskinne1@my.westga.edu		265 Waters Edge Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3594

		917331482		Gallas		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics		Psychology		Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200901		201301		3.12				White		F		770 8099232		NA		NA		rgallas1@my.westga.edu		203 Baywood Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3856

		917330969		Moss		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.24				White		F		770 3774541		NA		NA		emoss1@my.westga.edu		160 River Cove Meadows				Social Circle		GA		30025

		917345999		Robbins		Lyndsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.26				White		F		770 9492418		NA		NA		lrobbin1@my.westga.edu		8596 Timberlane Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-1085

		917352285		Lucas		Mikki		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		3.31		4		White		F		678 8408004		NA		mikki.d.lucas@gmail.com		mlucas2@my.westga.edu		93 Richmond Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7237

		917328568		Justice		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.06				White		F		770 9496752		NA		NA		tjustic1@my.westga.edu		3677 Cedartree Pt				Douglasville		GA		30135-1948

		917348940		Houston		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201301		2.82				Black		F				NA		NA		ahousto4@my.westga.edu		106 HAMILTON ST				Bremen		GA		30110

		917344743		Schofield		Latreskle		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		200905		201301		4		4		Black		F		229 8860533		NA		latreskle.schofield@gmail.com		lschofi1@my.westga.edu		1301 Crest Ridge Dr				East Point		GA		30344-5767

		917341856		Taliaferro		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200905		201301		3.07				White		F		678 5349673		NA		NA		ltaliaf1@my.westga.edu		1 Fairgreen Trace				Newnan		GA		30265

		917342503		Sansom		Robin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		200905		201301				4		White		F		770 7957707		NA		rdsansom@comcast.net		rsansom1@my.westga.edu		3034 Bristlewood Ln NW				Marietta		GA		30064-5111

		917329745		Nelms		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.58				White		F		770 2537730		NA		NA		lnelms3@my.westga.edu		5 Crepe Myrtle Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-3103

		917326391		Abernathy		Asiah				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		2.84				Black		F		678 3496151		NA		NA		aaberna1@my.westga.edu		5335 Lake Beech Dr.				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917341257		Covic		Anja		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.43				White		F		770 4266875		NA		NA		acovic1@my.westga.edu		1306 Bustling Ln SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2769

		917334506		Dixon		Windee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.75		4		White		F		706 6764065		NA		NA		wdixon3@my.westga.edu		4 South Central Ave				Lindale		GA		30147

		917310615		Eubanks		Rachael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		2.94				White		F		770 4860437		NA		NA		reubank3@my.westga.edu		225 Columns Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2765

		917334430		Williams		Carissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.79		4		White		F		404 6179970		NA		NA		chosea1@my.westga.edu		213 Crown Vista Way				Dallas		GA		30132

		917338060		Pearson		Sharnise		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.76				Black		F		770 5069256		NA		shjus@aol.com		spearso1@my.westga.edu		207 Solomon Dr				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4508

		917301889		Ross		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		2.83		0		Black		F		678 6986525		NA		NA		jross6@my.westga.edu		333 Foster St Apt E208				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917338886		Smith		Angela		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.86				White		F		770 3867153		NA		angeladsmith54@gmail.com		asmith54@my.westga.edu		35 Abbey Ln NW				Cartersville		GA		30120-7739

		917332674		Socotch		Jayme		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.92				White		F		770 3041286		NA		NA		jsocotc1@my.westga.edu		35 Stonemill Ct				Newnan		GA		30265-2715

		917327800		Van Rhee		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		770 4280535		NA		W.VanRhee@gmail.com		wvanrhe1@my.westga.edu		3850 Casteel Club Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-4405

		917336111		Zaluski		Brianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.56				White		F		678 3154259		NA		richardzaluski@bellsouth.net		bzalusk1@my.westga.edu		92 Waburn Walk				Dallas		GA		30132-8494

		917311789		Ariail		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.39				White		F		706 6386705		NA		NA		kariail1@my.westga.edu		50 Herons Cove Ln				La Fayette		GA		30728-6989

		917304821		Robinson		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.35						F		848 4680858		NA		NA		erobins3@my.westga.edu		319 Hawthorn Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-9798

		917336900		Walker		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.64				White		F		770 5929777		NA		NA		lwalker8@my.westga.edu		304 West Ln				Woodstock		GA		30188-1948

		917306523		Anderson		Dominique		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47				Black		F				NA		NA		danders8@my.westga.edu

		917332742		Bethea		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.1		3.77		Black		F		678 3716212		NA		laurenbdancin@hotmail.com		lbethea1@my.westga.edu		4021 McGinnis Ferry Rd APT 1431				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917333864		Castleberry		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F				NA		NA		ecastle1@my.westga.edu		2451 Cumberland Parkway SE  #3844				Atlanta		GA		30339-6136

		917334933		Ross		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.59				White		F		706 8457286		NA		NA		sross6@my.westga.edu		124 Taylor Len Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-8500

		917352520		Barnett		Chelly				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.25						F		678 7762728		NA		NA		cbarnet4@my.westga.edu		2551 Acacia Park Pl				Marietta		GA		30062-4768

		917332668		Hunt		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.48				White		F		770 9320688		NA		NA		jhunt6@my.westga.edu		1664 Trilogy Park Dr				Hoschton		GA		30548-1745

		917330128		Hutto		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		2.98		3.81		White		F		770 3091821		NA		NA		ecannon1@my.westga.edu		104 Ida Lane				Dallas		GA		30132

		917326158		Brunson		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.72		3.91		Black		F		770 2189652		NA		NA		abrunso2@my.westga.edu		2973 Garland Dr				Marietta		GA		30008

		917328596		Mathews		Wayne				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201301		3.91				White		M		770 4439596		NA		NA		wmathew1@my.westga.edu		167 Hollyberry Ct				Dallas		GA		30157-6104

		917332633		Petry		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.27				White		F		609 9474570		NA		NA		spetry1@my.westga.edu		93 Molly Pl				Dadeville		AL		36853-4802

		917334287		Wright		Randall		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.85				White		M		770 8545037		NA		NA		rwright2@my.westga.edu		182 Ephesus Church Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2840

		917339984		Conenna		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.61				White		F		678 8700700		NA		NA		lconenn1@my.westga.edu		132 Andover Dr				Kendall Park		NJ		08824-7025

		917344435		Gilvin		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		3.05		3.66		White		F		770 3289951		NA		NA		agilvin1@my.westga.edu		707 Mattan Point				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917334558		Griner		Ansley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.17		4		White		F		770 8237180		NA		NA		ahart5@my.westga.edu		1 Ellis Way				Newnan		GA		30263

		917303575		Phillips		Meagan				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		770 2538701		NA		NA		mphill11@my.westga.edu		210 Barrington Farms Pkwy				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1871

		917328861		Sperry		Joshua				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		3.51				White		M		770 4299966		NA		NA		jsperry1@my.westga.edu		5524 Corn Mill Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6234

		917254588		Price		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Psychology						P		200908		201301		2.84		3.7		Black		F		770 2861746		NA		NA		bprice1@my.westga.edu		823 Meadow Glen Parkway				Fairburn		GA		30213

		917312334		Carney		Magen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.13				White		F		678 8326466		NA		NA		mcarney1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Road Apt #1110				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917353620		Godfrey		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200908		201301		2.79				White		M				NA		NA		rgodfre2@my.westga.edu

		917308628		Painter		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47				White		F		770 4892920		NA		NA		mpainte1@my.westga.edu		6096 Yoni Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-6923

		917354454		Seljak		Brett		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201301		3.87				White		M		404 3762562		NA		NA		bseljak1@my.westga.edu		1255 Timberline Place				Alpharetta		GA		30005

		917339594		Yates		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.3				White		M		706 8843963		NA		NA		jyates3@my.westga.edu		278 McCosh Mill Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9423

		917301171		Lambert		Raquel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.22				White		F				NA		NA		rlamber3@my.westga.edu		2801 Priestcliff Dr.				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917304479		Whaley		Andrew				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		2.89				White		M		229 7742268		NA		NA		awhaley1@my.westga.edu		6201 Mosely Rd				Iron City		GA		39859-4016

		917330372		Grantham		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301		3.69		4		White		F		770 9285673		NA		NA		agranth3@my.westga.edu		508 Sable Trace Way				Acworth		GA		30102-7638

		917386855		Hubbard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		201301		4		3.73		White		F		706 8465477		hubbard-a@harris.k12.ga.us		NA		ahubbar3@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 725				Shiloh		GA		31826

		917344636		Byrd		Trazette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		2.99				Black		F		678 8405865		NA		NA		tbyrd3@my.westga.edu		3490 Judge Bobs Court				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917305953		Thompson		Kalisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.31		4		Black		F		404 6260596		NA		NA		kfagan1@my.westga.edu		6004 Hendrix Lane 				Mableton 		GA		30126

		917330408		Petersen		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.37		3.83		White		F		770 7158073		NA		NA		lstatha1@my.westga.edu		141 MILLPOND CROSSING		UNIT J5		Carrollton		GA		30116

		917329684		Caldwell		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.94		4		White		F		706 2634343		NA		NA		mcaldwe3@my.westga.edu

		917349745		Preston		Annette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.28				Black		F		770 4564665		NA		NA		apresto2@my.westga.edu		1012 Rolling Meadows Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-6969

		917330772		Stratton		Steven		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201301		3.96		4		White		M		678 9833514		sstratto@westga.edu		NA		sstratto@westga.edu		717 Burns Road		Apt 5321		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917351188		Hood		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201301		201301		4		3.93		White		F		770 3126483		NA		hood.stephanie@hotmail.com		shood3@my.westga.edu		2910 Southpark Terrace				Conyers		GA		30094

		917311303		Hajzak		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201301		4		4		White		F		678 6213664		NA		NA		bhajzak1@my.westga.edu		125 Harris Estates Drive				Newnan		GA		30263

		917341821		Henley		Kimber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.11				White		F		229 7586368		NA		NA		khenley1@my.westga.edu		857 Cooktown Rd				Colquitt		GA		39837-6729

		917335008		Spinks		Lillian		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.47		3.72		White		F		404 5788103		NA		NA		lspinks1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvron Rd Apt 1021				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917330784		Moses		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.9		3.92		White		F		706 2909702		NA		NA		amoses3@my.westga.edu		206 Brown Fox Drive SW				Rome		GA		30165

		917337072		Cooper		James				BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.3				White		M		770 5622266		NA		NA		jcoope12@my.westga.edu		32 Grove Isle Dr				Temple		GA		30179-4309

		917323842		Kiser		John				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.38				White		M		706 5173237		NA		NA		jkiser1@my.westga.edu		224 Nichols Ln				Chatsworth		GA		30705-4613

		917288342		Loveall		Jason		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		Studio Art						F		200908		201301		3.42				White		M		770 4439402		NA		NA		jloveal1@my.westga.edu		141 Nellrose Ln				Dallas		GA		30132-1449

		917350694		Graham		Synesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		2.77				Black		F		678 8869052		NA		NA		sgraham5@my.westga.edu		1519 Athens Ave SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4701

		917334290		Hague		Ashley				BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201301		2.78				White		F		770 7518780		NA		ahague2@my.westga.edu		ahague2@my.westga.edu		1015 Chesson Ct				Alpharetta		GA		30022-7174

		917321051		Peters		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201301		2.89		3.41		Black		F		678 4130547		NA		NA		speters2@my.westga.edu		106 Goode Road				Conyers		GA		30094

		917336806		Janney		Zachary				BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		200908		201301		3.33				White		M		706 6753364		NA		NA		zjanney1@my.westga.edu		211 Red Oak Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-4061

		917331896		Kennedy		Sammantha				BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201301		3.1				White		F		706 6772102		NA		NA		skenned2@my.westga.edu

		917339963		Hanley		Mary Catherine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.34				White		F		678 2326382		NA		NA		mhanley1@my.westga.edu		2821 Brookside Run				Snellville		GA		30078

		917329871		Altares		Marianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.79				Asian		F				NA		NA		maltare1@my.westga.edu		175 Laurel Dr				Athens		GA		30606

		917343596		Adams		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.88						F		912 9277355		NA		NA		madams9@my.westga.edu		121 Cherryfield Ln				Savannah		GA		31419-9098

		917333810		Gaddy		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.2				White		M		706 8606464		NA		NA		agaddy2@my.westga.edu		336 High Chaparral Dr				Martinez		GA		30907-5106

		917317113		Zeigler		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201301		3.8				White		M		706 6958016		NA		NA		jzeigle2@my.westga.edu		162 Parson Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-5687

		917338139		Moguel		Selena		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.08						F		678 2895420		NA		bk_chic09@yahoo.com		smoguel1@my.westga.edu		1449 Buckingham Pl				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7952

		917337935		Richardson		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				College Student Affairs				F		200908		201301		3.39		4		White		F		770 3628481		NA		NA		erichar2@my.westga.edu		2120 Castle Lake Drive				Tyrone		GA		30290

		917341299		Pitts		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.6				White		F		706 7795732		NA		NA		bpitts1@my.westga.edu		1377 S Yow Mill Rd				Toccoa		GA		30577-8231

		917338565		Johnson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.9				White		F		770 4892551		NA		NA		jjohns53@my.westga.edu		5550 Liberty Rd				Winston		GA		30187-1121

		917323673		Tuck		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.17						F		678 4230647		NA		NA		jtuck2@my.westga.edu		30 Hope Shirey Way				Newnan		GA		30263-4452

		917356354		Cowser		Sundi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200908		201301		3.6		3.95		Black		F				NA		sundirosser@yahoo.com		scowser1@my.westga.edu		53 Carrington Ct				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917337397		Wills		Erich		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.32				White		M		678 5849208		NA		NA		ewills1@my.westga.edu		470 Victorian Ln				Johns Creek		GA		30097-5767

		917317351		Fuller		De'sa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201301		3.28				Black		F		706 8846433		NA		NA		dfuller2@my.westga.edu		62 Southern Pine Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-9655

		917329237		Elliott		Meghann		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		4				White		F		770 5622523		NA		NA		melliot4@my.westga.edu		122 Creek Crossing Ln				Temple		GA		30179-5826

		917332670		Palmer		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201301		3		3.2		White		F		770 3130914		NA		scooter109@bellsouth.net		apalmer1@my.westga.edu		3949 Lullwater Main NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5706

		917318344		Peterson		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Secondary Education-History				F		200908		201301		3.14				White		F		770 6841410		NA		Xhmacx09@gmail.com		hmcdowe1@my.westga.edu		1057 Fairview Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917113392		Williamson		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201301		4		3.86		White		M		770 3164543		NA		mattbwilliamson@gmail.com		mwilli42@my.westga.edu		118 Kyle Way				Carrollton		GA		30117-4823

		917307703		Owens		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201301		3.13				White		F				NA		NA		jowens6@my.westga.edu		101 Henry Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1989

		917351066		Swank		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		2.92				White		F		770 5528346		NA		NA		kswank1@my.westga.edu		11670 Highland Colony Dr				Roswell		GA		30075-2197

		917346527		Rainey		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.2				White		F		770 4642157		NA		NA		arainey1@my.westga.edu		1102 Highway 11 N Apt A				Social Circle		GA		30025-4948

		917305550		Durham		Arielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		3.09				Black		F		770 2222843		NA		NA		adurham1@my.westga.edu		3216 Macedonia Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-2113

		917336047		Shelby		Shana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201301		3.24				White		F		404 5740811		NA		NA		sshelby1@my.westga.edu		1908 Tara Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917210189		Dye		William				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		2.88				White		M		770 8287908		NA		NA		wdye1@my.westga.edu		7011 Blueberry Rdg SE				Acworth		GA		30102-6836

		917331800		Hamilton		Vickie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		3.76				White		F		678 5635555		NA		NA		vhamilt1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 572				Villa Rica		GA		30180-0572

		917306981		Kidney		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201005		201301		2.92				White		F		770 4891406		NA		okidney1@my.westga.edu		okidney1@my.westga.edu		7431 Biltmore Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-6464

		917380056		Douglas		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201005		201301		3.44		3.91		White		F		770 6809289		NA		NA		rcarl1@my.westga.edu		159 Creekside Bluff				Hiram		GA		30141

		917350008		Caswell		Hillary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201301		3.54				White		F				NA		NA		hcaswel1@my.westga.edu		664 Corinth Rd				Hogansville		GA		30230

		917356535		McGuffey		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201001		201301		3.21				White		M		770 5848156		NA		NA		rmcguff2@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Rd Apt 1423				Carrollton		GA		30117-2652

		917307077		Cook		Jessica Marie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201301		3.9				White		F		678 4013520		NA		NA		jcook15@my.westga.edu		2620 E Piney Point Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-4424

		917350646		Burd		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201001		201301		3.45				White		F		770 6050033		NA		NA		aburd1@my.westga.edu		7647 Hwy 101 N				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917356728		Thach		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201001		201301				4		White		F		770 4434545		NA		suethach@bellsouth.net		sthach1@my.westga.edu		303 Meryton Ct				Dallas		GA		30157-6572

		917350814		Laidlaw		Alton		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201001		201301		4		3.71		Black		M		678 3910889		alaidlaw@paulding.k12.ga.us		alaidlaw@bellsouth.net		alaidla1@my.westga.edu		4448 Mill Grove Ter				Douglasville		GA		30135-4197

		917377113		Dickerson		Antionette		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201005		201301				3.95		Black		F		404 9979405		antionette.dickerson@cobbk12.org		NA		adicker3@my.westga.edu		7214 Gold Mine Avenue				Austell		GA		30168

		917389279		Snell		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.4				White		M		770 4667793		NA		NA		jsnell2@my.westga.edu		7204 Sunset Blvd				Loganville		GA		30052-4160

		917346406		Begy		Kara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.5				White		F		770 9457798		NA		NA		kbegy1@my.westga.edu		3372 Forest Vista Dr				Dacula		GA		30019-4652

		917368958		Evelti		Julianne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.84		3.91		White		F		706 2639629		NA		NA		jevelti1@my.westga.edu		110 Countryside Dr				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917351872		Richards		Julia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.37				White		F		706 9804522		NA		NA		jricha14@my.westga.edu		945 Cohutta Beaverdale Road				Cohutta		GA		30710

		917310058		Bryant		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.71				White		F		706 7343655		NA		NA		vbryant3@my.westga.edu		150 Green Meadow Dr				Trion		GA		30753-1149

		917246866		Turner		Terri		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201101		201301				3.78		White		F		678 3729585		NA		territurner413@gmail.com		tturner9@my.westga.edu		2575 Center Point Road				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917298751		Cowart		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201008		201301		3.35				White		F		678 6013803		NA		NA		tcowart2@my.westga.edu		881 Cole Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9165

		917318062		Fields		Paige		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.38		3.83		White		F		404 7044446		NA		NA		pfields1@my.westga.edu		6577 Forestdale Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-3229

		917353431		Mahoney		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.78		3.91		White		F		678 7871337		NA		NA		kmahone4@my.westga.edu		3840 Jiles Road NW Apt. 518				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917350659		Lane		Dustin		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201301		3.42				White		M		678 3338714		NA		NA		dlane4@my.westga.edu		1430 Joe Cook Road				Franklin		GA		30217

		917378662		Cooper		Hannah		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		201008		201301		3.53				White		F		770 3245197		NA		NA		hcooper4@my.westga.edu		301 Victoria Ave				Cedartown		GA		30125-2637

		917377972		Miles		Kaylin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.84				White		F		770 3374355		NA		NA		kmiles4@my.westga.edu		2020 Corner Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127-1270

		917131124		Drage		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201301		4		4		White		F		404 5743740		NA		rldrage@gmail.com		rward2@my.westga.edu		764 Barnes Mill Trce				Marietta		GA		30062-3228

		917356901		Waldrop		Kody		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201008		201301		3.11				White		M				NA		NA		kwaldro3@my.westga.edu		6477 County Road 59				Roanoke		AL		36274-6733

		917373251		Roggermeier		Elizabeth Ann		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.38				White		F		770 4879127		NA		NA		erogger1@my.westga.edu		105 Berrycheck Hl				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1170

		917304199		Henderson		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.79				White		F		770 6340991		NA		NA		ahender9@my.westga.edu		9655 Bark Chip Way				Douglasville		GA		30135-2498

		917311740		Mallory		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.44				White		F		770 2583373		NA		NA		bmallor1@my.westga.edu		431 E College St				Bowdon		GA		30108-1112

		917351650		Puckett		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201301		3.44		4		White		F		706 5662836		NA		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		dpucket1@my.westga.edu		1323 Preston Road				Cataula		GA		31804

		917316847		Emerson		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.46						F		770 3828507		NA		NA		semerso3@my.westga.edu		PO Box 656				Cartersville		GA		30120-0656

		917379129		Marinelli		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.06				White		M		770 5924942		NA		NA		amarine2@my.westga.edu		1118 Towne Lake Hls E				Woodstock		GA		30189-7013

		917381506		Ray		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201008		201301		3.24		3.16		White		M		770 3138477		NA		NA		jray9@my.westga.edu		145 canterbury dr.				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917294426		Bishop		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		2.86				Black		F		706 8021267		NA		NA		abishop9@my.westga.edu		915 Villas Ridge Drive				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917384053		Collins		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.3				White		M		706 4357482		NA		NA		scollin7@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-2610

		917377778		Ray		Jeremiah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.19				White		M				NA		NA		jray8@my.westga.edu		101 Trees Of Avalon Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7592

		917247558		Duffey		Ryan				BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.35						M		770 7752782		NA		NA		rduffey1@my.westga.edu		675 Saint Andrews Dr				Jackson		GA		30233-2777

		917302778		Gibbs		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3.26				White		F		256 8461350		NA		NA		hgibbs1@my.westga.edu		1624 County Road 48				Heflin		AL		36264-5277

		917245882		Nasert		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201301		2.82				White		F		706 3752625		NA		NA		tnasert1@my.westga.edu		36 English Oak Way				Dallas		GA		30157-3863

		917376346		Sanford		Alice		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201301		2.96		3.44		White		F		256 3632867		NA		NA		asanfor3@my.westga.edu		477 Pineywoods Drive				Wedowee		AL		36278

		917386046		Brown		Regina		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201008		201301		3.54				Black		F		404 734		NA		regina_brown03@yahoo.com		rbrown18@my.westga.edu

		917353527		Dunbar		Justin		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201008		201301		3.14				White		M		770 7251575		NA		NA		jdunbar1@my.westga.edu

		917342776		Schnitter		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201301		3.15		3.8		White		M				NA		NA		pschnit1@my.westga.edu		3172 Mia Court				Dacula		GA		30019

		917226158		Walker		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201301				4		White		F		770 5466002		NA		whitney.walker@vikings.berry.edu		wwalker4@my.westga.edu		342 Oakwood Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-6308

		917382867		Watkins		Donna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201301				4		White		F		404 3881401		NA		equi_nrg@yahoo.com		dwatkin4@my.westga.edu		6721 Knollwood Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-1663

		917191577		Bice		Meranda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201101		201301		3.18		3.84		White		F				NA		NA		mmckelv4@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive		apt 1104		carrollton		GA		30117

		917384369		Burgess		Elsa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201301				4		White		F		770 9823960		NA		et4tango@yahoo.com		eburges1@my.westga.edu		1368 Rivermist Dr SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-7512

		917374715		Newton		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.63				White		F		770 5840548		NA		NA		khelms1@my.westga.edu		501 Weston Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7426

		917399598		Johnson		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201108		201301		3.32		2.78		White		F		706 3311220		NA		NA		kjones33@my.westga.edu		19 Conns Lake Rd SE				Lindale		GA		30147

		917399811		Boggs		Terrie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.78				White		F		706 2048999		NA		NA		tboggs1@my.westga.edu		438 Kraftsman Rd SW				Rome		GA		30165-9248

		917327347		Colding		Kristi		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.45				White		F		706 2903510		NA		NA		khand1@my.westga.edu		17 Garden Court North 				Rome		GA		30165

		917398594		Shelton		Ashanti		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.63		Black		F		731 4141805		NA		assheltn@memphis.edu		ashelto4@my.westga.edu		236 Fairview Dr				Humboldt		TN		38343-8513

		917177045		Cool		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Mathematics (6-12)				P		201201		201301		3.36		3.4		White		M		678 5224668		NA		NA		ccool1@my.westga.edu		143 Terrane Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-4015

		917343776		Richardson		Montana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201101		201301		3.26		2.83		White		F		334 8852552		NA		NA		mrichar8@my.westga.edu		2824 Louina Road				Roanoke		AL		36274

		917244884		Walker		Charlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201301				3		Black		M		404 2919046		charlie.walker@gscs.org		cjw3t@mtsu.edu		cwalke14@my.westga.edu		3306 Summer Brooke Ln				Union City		GA		30291-7210

		917329405		Bullock		Dara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.19				Black		F		770 8709072		NA		NA		dbulloc1@my.westga.edu		4158 Jody Ct NE				Marietta		GA		30066-1939

		917399709		Lawrence		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				3.83		Black		F		770 7701819		NA		tabathalawrence@bellsouth.net		tlawren4@my.westga.edu		642 Mayfern Cir				Fairburn		GA		30213-6002

		917078311		Campbell		Paula		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.28				White		F				NA		NA		pcampbe3@my.westga.edu		1466 Old Highway 100				Waco		GA		30182

		917303290		Rampley		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201301		2.73				White		M		706 2324161		NA		NA		wrample1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 336				Lindale		GA		30147-0336

		917404496		Samm		Patrice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201105		201301				3.55		Black		F		323 2412646		NA		psamm@rockdale.k12.ga.us		psamm1@my.westga.edu		7204 Kensington Trail				Cumming		GA		30028

		917397216		Player-Delgado		Luis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		M		612 2421015		lplayer@westga.edu		kalplayer@att.net		lplayer@westga.edu		343 Stillwood Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6226

		917391292		Sanker		Mark		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				3.85		White		M		845 2346113		mark.sanker@douglas.k12.ga.us		msanker@hotmail.com		msanker1@my.westga.edu		716 Safe Harbor Drive				Dallas		GA		30157

		917125243		Ralls		Enrique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301		3.08		3.76		Black		M		404 8211263		NA		NA		eralls1@my.westga.edu		124 WESTCHESTER DRIVE				Barnesville		GA		30204

		917399158		Anderson		Jarrell		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.36		Black		M				NA		Janderson38@student.gsu.edu		jander24@my.westga.edu

		917396056		Gossett		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		F		540 8454947		NA		lmgosset@samford.edu		lgosset2@my.westga.edu		254 Gentle Breeze Cir				Fredericksburg		VA		22406-5045

		917272332		Wilkes		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301		3.72		3.93		White		F		678 8775745		NA		NA		agrayso1@my.westga.edu		25 Inland Circle				Newnan		GA		30263

		917402862		Vinson		Alecia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201301				3.85		White		F		478 454		NA		alecia.vinson@yahoo.com		avinson1@my.westga.edu		1059 Fortville Milledgeville				Haddock		GA		31033-2345

		917397963		Pitcock		Kirsten		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		F		404 8196027		NA		kpitcock17@gmail.com		kpitcoc1@my.westga.edu		4649 Montauk Rd SW				Lilburn		GA		30047-3934

		917296186		Widener		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 8521588		NA		NA		cwidene1@my.westga.edu		8730 Wolf Creek Dr				Winston		GA		30187-2310

		917416180		Ellenberg		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				4		White		M		770 8199936		NA		NA		jellenb1@my.westga.edu		1385 Lucky Ln SW				Mableton		GA		30126-4703

		917384367		Bata		Rebekah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201301		3		4		White		F		706 2357519		NA		rdwalker5687@yahoo.com		rwalker7@my.westga.edu		260 Blacks Bluff Road				Rome		GA		30161

		917354787		Turner		Jannette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201108		201301		3.52				White		F		706 5482186		NA		NA		jjones45@my.westga.edu		5560 Barnett Shoals RD				Athens		GA		30605

		917230324		Sparling		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201301		3.62		3.77		White		F		404 4214782		NA		beckysparling@hotmail.com		rsparli1@my.westga.edu		4896 Port Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917315506		Cowart		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201301		3.28				White		F		770 8455591		stephaniecowart@greenwaymedical.com		NA		scowart1@my.westga.edu		881 Cole Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9165

		917152694		Jones		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201301				3.71		White		F		770 4891465		anna.jones@douglas.k12.ga.us		annakatherine@bellsouth.net		ajones44@my.westga.edu		8002 Downs Rd				Winston		GA		30187-1363

		917180494		Shingler		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201301		2.63		3.81		White		F		678 6409313		mmckelvy@dcboe.com		mmckelv5@gmail.com		mmckelv5@my.westga.edu		204 N Morris Ave				Donalsonville		GA		39845

		917376169		Roberts		Jessica		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.56				White		F		770 7488614		NA		NA		jrober21@my.westga.edu		610 Garden Ln				Cedartown		GA		30125-2710

		917312028		Moon		Kaleigh		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.64				White		F		770 5748261		NA		NA		kpatte12@my.westga.edu		314 Salem Church Rd				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-2346

		917322874		Knight		Janesika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.26		3.35		Black		F		770 4734130		NA		NA		jknight7@my.westga.edu		8126 Englewood Trl				Riverdale		GA		30274-4210

		917211254		Alexander		Ronald		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.63		Black		M		404 8080637		NA		ralexander7@student.gsu.edu		ralexan2@my.westga.edu		1900 Belmont Boulevard		Maddox Hall RD Box #1		Nashville		TN		37212

		917404261		Lewis		Shaun		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				3.62		Black		M		678 7059857		NA		shaun672@hotmail.com		slewis15@my.westga.edu		2396 Pendergrass Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-6249

		917150009		Brock		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301				3.4		White		F		706 6049844		NA		mmckinn3@westga.edu		mmckinn3@my.westga.edu		14823 US Hwy 27 N				Hamilton		GA		31811

		917390973		McFather		Celina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				3.66		White		F		706 9363596		NA		jcmcfather@comcast.net		cmcfath1@my.westga.edu		18 S Edenfield Ridge Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-3812

		917315409		Lovvorn		Toni		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201105		201301		3.9		4		White		F		770 3286377		NA		NA		tgibbs3@my.westga.edu		32433 Highway 48				Graham		AL		36263-4065

		917126988		Nicholson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301		3.57		3.91		White		F		423 6456929		sball@floydboe.net		NA		snichol1@my.westga.edu		8 Trillium Trl NE				Rome		GA		30165-9616

		917398605		Pineda		Kristina		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.37				White		F		770 3240105		NA		NA		kpineda1@my.westga.edu		51 Jenni Ln				Cedartown		GA		30125-7157

		917195727		Hinton		Judson		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201201		201301				3.81		White		M		678 5653331		NA		NA		jhinton1@my.westga.edu		1876 McGarity Rd				McDonough		GA		30252-3014

		917344193		Pettyjohn		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201301		3.68		3.83		White		F		706 5064847		NA		NA		lpettyj1@my.westga.edu		1000 West Spring Creek Road				Trion		GA		30753

		917376408		Simonds		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.31				White		F		706 2660627		NA		NA		ksimond1@my.westga.edu		310 Lavender Road				Rome		GA		30165

		917400244		Godfrey		Lynette		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.93		3.57		White		F		706 8443891		NA		NA		lgodfre1@my.westga.edu		405 East 20th St				Rome		GA		30161

		917408200		Brock		Jolie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201301				3.77		White		F		706 5770236		NA		NA		jbrock5@my.westga.edu		3037 Bentley Dr				Upatoi		GA		31829-1786

		917395919		Shane		Haley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.33				White		F		678 4317460		NA		NA		hshane1@my.westga.edu		4188 Oak Springs Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917331626		McCloud		Donna		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.95				White		F		770 6848427		NA		NA		dmcclou1@my.westga.edu		72 Dogwood Ct				Aragon		GA		30104-5313

		917327741		Fallin		Kristen		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.49				White		F		706 7672855		NA		kdf9290@bellsouth.net		kfallin2@my.westga.edu		751 Old Dalton Rd NE Apt A				Rome		GA		30165-9022

		917027202		Crawford		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301		3.11		4		White		M		770 3369908		NA		joseph_crawford@live.com		jcrawfo2@my.westga.edu		150 Alford Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8308

		917058808		Helms		Frances		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 5923299		NA		NA		fhelms1@my.westga.edu		1375 Olde Mill Trce				Woodstock		GA		30188-4052

		917327311		McMillan		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		2.83		3.16		Black		F		678 9937029		NA		NA		lmcmill2@my.westga.edu		22 Forest Circle #208				Newnan		GA		30265

		917283495		Lowther		April		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.11		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		alowthe1@my.westga.edu		9 Leesburg Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917316131		Basiletti		Marcie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201301		3.36				White		F		404 6684877		NA		NA		mbasile1@my.westga.edu		121 Estates at the Lake Drive				Canton		GA		30114

		917406629		Aldridge		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		770 9068457		NA		NA		aaldrid3@my.westga.edu		108 Jefferson Pkwy Unit 518				Newnan		GA		30263-5872

		917318268		Stinson		Emily		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.93				White		F				NA		NA		egore1@my.westga.edu

		917398307		Waugh		Celeste		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		F		334 4809239		NA		clw0003@tigermail.auburn.edu		cwaugh1@my.westga.edu		574 Lee Road 550				Phenix City		AL		36870-9158

		917398903		Kahera		Zeinab		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.45		Black		F				NA		zainab.kahera@gmail.com		zkahera1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 16775				Atlanta		GA		30321-0775

		917404384		Smith		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201108		201301				4		White		M		770 228-9392		NA		smithjcpa@aol.com		jsmith99@my.westga.edu		203 Sheraton Dr				Griffin		GA		30224-5047

		917407419		Phyall		Christina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.8		Black		F		404 4517521		NA		NA		cphyall1@my.westga.edu

		917407314		Phyall		Adam		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.8		Black		M		404 4517126		NA		NA		aphyall1@my.westga.edu		160 Fairway Trl				Covington		GA		30014-3974

		917396364		Patterson		Natasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				4		Black		F		678 3420600		NA		nmbrown24@aol.com		npatter2@my.westga.edu		180 Oak Manor Dr				Covington		GA		30016-0232

		917405696		Barnett		Kimberlee		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		678 5658252		NA		NA		kbarnet3@my.westga.edu		1001 Grace Marie Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4539

		917141989		Powers		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				3.62		White		F		706 6180012		pcoon@gcbe.org		ppc@optilink.us		ppowers1@my.westga.edu		81 Lake Haven Dr				Cartersville		GA		30120-8468

		917405154		Meshanko		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		White		M		912 506		NA		chrismeshanko@gmail.com		cmeshan1@my.westga.edu		3220 Hunters Rest Dr				Charleston		SC		29414

		917283614		Phillips		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				3.9		White		M		706 8610323		NA		NA		jphill20@my.westga.edu		276 Dailey Hill Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-8156

		917385487		Falls		Christy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		678 7158395		NA		falls5560@bellsouth.net		cfalls1@my.westga.edu		41 Wynthorpe Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-6315

		917399016		Casey		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 6011314		NA		ml_sellers@bellsouth.net		mseller4@my.westga.edu		3143 Mill Grove Terrace				Dacula		GA		30019

		917318679		Graves		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 8555996		NA		ratuck@gmail.com		rtuck1@my.westga.edu		512 Lakeview Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2023

		917266795		Moreen		Shakeala		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.01				Black		F		770 5742858		NA		NA		smoreen1@my.westga.edu		225 Michigan Avenue				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917319231		Hanson		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.74				White		F		770 4635551		NA		NA		thanson5@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1251				Palmetto		GA		30268-7251

		917342569		Adams		Brittany		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.44				White		F		706 2341681		NA		NA		badams8@my.westga.edu		31 Lyons Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-1948

		917412095		Chastain		Jeff		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201301				3.9		White		M		423 8862931		NA		NA		jchasta4@my.westga.edu		3123 Edgewood Dr				Signal Mountain		TN		37377-1003

		917240224		Copeland		Cassie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		678 3788407		NA		cecopeland@valdosta.edu		ccopela5@my.westga.edu		210 Bill Hart Road				Newnan		GA		30265

		917233931		Bray		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		4		4		White		F		770 8308705		NA		margaret.t.bray@gmail.com		mbray1@my.westga.edu		107 Sentinel Walk				Carrollton		GA		30116-8809

		917407429		Condit		Mandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201301				4		White		F		770 4749870		NA		NA		mcondit1@my.westga.edu		190 Old Conyers Way				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917237647		McAbee		Terry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301		2.38		3.78		White		M		706 2350461		NA		NA		tmcabee1@my.westga.edu		600 Biddy Rd				Rome		GA		30161

		917399064		Whitfield		Jamar		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				4		Black		M		704 5479607		NA		jwhitfield07@gmail.com		jwhitfi2@my.westga.edu		1667 Sanridge Wind Ln				Charlotte		NC		28262-3463

		917397220		Bello Escobar		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.9		White		M		678 3100096		NA		belloescobarc@yahoo.com		cbelloe1@my.westga.edu		141 Park Rd SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3522

		917407667		Chillis		Eboni		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201108		201301				3.33		Black		F				NA		NA		echilli1@my.westga.edu		855 Peachtree St NE Unit 1204				Atlanta		GA		30308-7402

		917400488		Abney		Anne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 3097509		anne.abney@cherokee.k12.ga.us		annemcneil@yahoo.com		aabney1@my.westga.edu		5120 Oakwood Cir				Cumming		GA		30028-7906

		917413026		Witcher		Curetarrah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301				3.61		Black		F		770 402		NA		NA		cwitche3@my.westga.edu		1442 South Gordon 				Atlanta		GA		30310

		917408189		Busch		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				3.5		White		F		678 8257698		NA		NA		sbusch1@my.westga.edu		133 Bentley Pkwy Apt C				Woodstock		GA		30188-5598

		917053151		Via		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201301		0		3.7		White		M		770 8330244		NA		michaelwvia@gmail.com		mvia1@my.westga.edu		110 Ellenwood Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2920

		917393357		Harris		Cortina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201301				3.61		Black		F		770 7127344		cortina_harris@gwinnett.k12.ga.us		NA		charri26@my.westga.edu		1804 Lake Heights Cir				Dacula		GA		30019-3235

		917142612		Weaver		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.65		4		White		F		404 8862989		NA		lisa.weaver@carrollcountyschools.com		lpower1@my.westga.edu		232 River Ridge Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-7719

		917326028		Hixson		Katelyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201301				3.84		White		F		770 2536980		katie.hixson@cowetaschools.org		NA		khixson1@my.westga.edu		375 Northcrest Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1280

		917201218		Thomas		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301				4		White		F		770 9426065		NA		emily.thomas@students.shorter.edu		ethomas7@my.westga.edu		4753 Old Briar Trail				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917411802		Beaudoin		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.9		Black		F		404 2329939		NA		NA		kbeaudo1@my.westga.edu		6018 Birdseye Trl				Atlanta		GA		30349-8813

		917261793		Chapman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201301		3.59		4		White		F		404 2137643		NA		NA		achapma5@my.westga.edu		1258 Westover Trace				Acworth		GA		30102

		917401144		Roberts		Marcia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		229 8286705		NA		teacher_31824@yahoo.com		mrobert6@my.westga.edu		151 Dacus St				Preston		GA		31824-5208

		917272327		Rhoades		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 315-6542		NA		amrh318@yahoo.com		arhoade1@my.westga.edu		2412 Fenwick Village Dr				Savannah		GA		31419-8468

		917388503		Scarber		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201101		201301				4		White		F		706 7671421		NA		kristen.gaylor@comcast.net		kscarbe1@my.westga.edu		201 Winchester Drive				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917399813		Rose-Heflin		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201105		201301				3.84		White		F		847 8091228		NA		Jenniferheflin1@netzero.net		jrosehe1@my.westga.edu		110 Birchwood Pass				Canton		GA		30114

		917176376		McLucas		John		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201301		3.39		3.9		White		M		770 5993634		mclucas.john@mail.fcboe.org		NA		jmcluca1@my.westga.edu		57 Cumberland Trl				Senoia		GA		30276-2798

		917290637		Henderson		Jourdain		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301		3.5		3		Black		M				NA		jourdain.henderson@gmail.com		jhender7@my.westga.edu		Jourdain D. Henderson 		Housing & Residence Life - GMU		Farifax 		VA		22030

		917405352		Arnold		Latasha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201301				4		Black		F		770 6275829		NA		NA		larnold1@my.westga.edu		554 S Fortune Way				Dallas		GA		30157-7494

		917403993		Renfroe		Katlyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201301				3.63		White		F		229 4034232		NA		kmrenfroe@valdosta.edu		krenfro1@my.westga.edu		2840 Horry Ave				Cairo		GA		39828-3710

		917403657		Dyer		Davida		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.91		Black		F		678 925-1127		NA		dyer.davida@gmail.com		ddyer2@my.westga.edu		107 Lenore Ct				Hiram		GA		30141-2009

		917306698		Stills		Kelvin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201301		4		3.68		Black		M		770 7456234		NA		stillsk@bellsouth.net		kstills1@my.westga.edu		4867 Sweetwater Valley Rd				Austell		GA		30106

		917395882		Coleman		Curtis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		Black		M		912 3561396		NA		curtiscolem@gmail.com		ccolem10@my.westga.edu		3 Long Bow Ct				Savannah		GA		31406-4126

		917400717		Harp		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201105		201301		3.67				White		F				NA		NA		wharp1@my.westga.edu		200 Roper Road				Aragon		GA		30104

		917390487		Carter		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.59				White		F		706 8550892		NA		NA		jcarte22@my.westga.edu		5420 Kiokee Ridge Rd				Evans		GA		30809-7418

		917231558		Bailey		DeAundria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201301		3.7		3.76		Black		F		770 7155783		NA		NA		dbailey4@my.westga.edu		251 Katherine Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917306824		Bentley		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		770 8389636		NA		bentleyjessica@bellsouth.net		jbentle4@my.westga.edu		150 Terry Ter Apt E				Carrollton		GA		30117-7516

		917403556		Letendre		Claire		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				3.91		White		F		636 2366375		NA		caletendre@gmail.com		cletend1@my.westga.edu		2510 Forrest Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3414

		917255032		Holcombe		Avery		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		2.8				White		F		706 2324446		NA		NA		aholcom4@my.westga.edu		21 River Place Dr SW				Rome		GA		30165-8689

		917399746		Hale		Brooke		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.48				White		F		706 2669574		NA		NA		bhale2@my.westga.edu		12 Eden Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-1821

		917401224		Weatherly		Lauren		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.37				White		F		770 4568354		NA		NA		lweathe4@my.westga.edu		3515 Liberty Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3304

		917401204		Bailey		Hillary		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.38				White		F		678 3508872		NA		NA		hagan1@my.westga.edu		33 Daisy Ln				Villa Rica		GA		30180-2638

		917402484		Sellears		Amelia		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.75				White		F		706 9366218		NA		NA		asellea1@my.westga.edu		566 Mountain Home Loop				Cedartown		GA		30125-4234

		917399497		Bozeman		Amber		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.29				White		F		770 3150265		NA		NA		abozema1@my.westga.edu		920 Wimberly Hill Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5078

		917396120		Williams		Erica		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.75				White		F		770 6848469		NA		jazzmatazz8469@gmail.com		ewilli19@my.westga.edu		PO Box 598				Aragon		GA		30104-0598

		917401400		Moeller		Kathy		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201301		3.23				White		F		770 8450862		NA		NA		kmoelle1@my.westga.edu		9 Creek Side Ln				Rockmart		GA		30153-3991

		917393840		Hinkle		Jenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201301		3.5				White		F		770 3101806		NA		NA		jhinkle1@my.westga.edu		5155 Thousand Oaks Cove				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917404634		Marsh		Roger		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301				3.77		White		M		770 8450932		NA		rogermarsh@mac.com		rmarsh1@my.westga.edu		107 Cedar Woods Trl				Canton		GA		30114-7769

		917032215		North		Heather		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201301		3.55		4		White		F		770 8548061		heather.north@carrollcountyschools.com		clashnorth@att.net		hnorth1@my.westga.edu		2380 E Highway 5				Carrollton		GA		30116-9535

		917318133		Rogers		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201301		3.53		3.91		Asian		F		706 2328317		NA		NA		wrogers2@my.westga.edu		210 Lumpkin Road				Lindale		GA		30147

		917382733		Azuana		Funlola		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201105		201301				4		Black		F		678 5367880		NA		NA		fazuana1@my.westga.edu		541 10th St. NW #253				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917293433		Robertson		Kayley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201301		3.12				White		F		678 4166197		NA		kayleyrobertson33@gmail.com		krober17@my.westga.edu		495 Arthur Storey Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4288

		917390335		Elfers		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201101		201301				4		White		F		770 3544672		NA		maryelfers@gmail.com		melfers1@my.westga.edu		285 S Colonial Homes Cir NW				Atlanta		GA		30309-1226

		917092972		Carr		Lucas		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								P		201201		201301		2.96		4		White		M		678 8985910		NA		LFCARR@yahoo.com		lcarr@westga.edu		126 Pinecrest Cir				Dallas		GA		30132-4011

		917398580		McCarty		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		White		M		678 9830324		NA		christopher.j.mccarty@gmail.com		cmccart3@my.westga.edu		7555 Heard Rd				Cumming		GA		30041-8128

		917389648		Dunagan		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		404 6639760		NA		loidunagan@comcast.com		ldunaga1@my.westga.edu		Ct2		136 Peachtree Memorial Dr NW		Atlanta		GA		30309-1096

		917395314		Cosey		Andrew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.27		White		M		770 8913459		NA		amcosey@gmail.com		acosey1@my.westga.edu		2783 Spring Dr.				Smyrna		GA		30080

		917399019		Steward		Misti		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201108		201301				3.54		White		F		706 2766827		NA		reallyprettylady@gmail.com		mstewar6@my.westga.edu		363 Chadwick Rd				Ellijay		GA		30536-3897

		917411445		Temple		Michell		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201201		201301				4		Black		F		770 7601807		NA		michelltemple@gmail.com		mtemple1@my.westga.edu		2140 Lost Forest Lane SW				Conyers		GA		30094

		917395951		Printup		Virnilisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201301				4		Black		F		404381 0855		NA		vprintup@yahoo.com		vprintu1@my.westga.edu		1200 Gates Cir SE				Atlanta		GA		30316-4093

		917386798		Brown		Lita		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201101		201301				3.66		White		F		404 2725595		NA		lita.librarian@gmail.com		lbrown27@my.westga.edu		1705-A 1st Ave				Tuscaloosa		AL		35401

		917405198		Robbins		Keri		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		478 3971801		NA		thornburg.keri@gmail.com		krobbin3@my.westga.edu		111 Vinings Way SE				Calhoun		GA		30701-7015

		917251560		Clark		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201108		201301				4		White		F		770 3240138		NA		elizabeth.clark87@gmail.com		eclark4@my.westga.edu		58 Hatfield Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4169

		917062999		Mitchell		Barbara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201301				3.75		Black		F		770 4439662		NA		NA		bmitche7@my.westga.edu		284 Johnstons Dr				Dallas		GA		30157-7001

		917399195		Cole		Gambria		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201201		201301				3.9		Black		F		478 2131559		NA		gtcole1908@yahoo.com		gcole1@my.westga.edu		4000 Dunwoody Park 1314				Dunwoody		GA		30338

		917390901		King		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201101		201301				3.91		White		F		478 9926825		NA		blueathena623@gmail.com		eking8@my.westga.edu		200 Saint James St				Forsyth		GA		31029-3965

		917404378		Smith		Kindal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201301				4		White		F		478 957-9866		NA		kindal21@hotmail.com		ksmith52@my.westga.edu		310 S 6th St				Vienna		GA		31092-1534

		917410178		Agan		Linden		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201201		201301				4		White		F		770 6088551		NA		NA		lagan2@my.westga.edu		30 Westchester Dr				Cartersville		GA		30120-6468

		917141529		Elder		Robin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201108		201301		1.84		4		Black		F		770 7395716		NA		NA		relder1@my.westga.edu		6200 Mount Pisgah Ct				Austell		GA		30168-5253

		917087072		Bissell		Shawn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		4		3.62		White		M		770 4562820		NA		NA		sbissel1@my.westga.edu		2074 Dartmoth Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5860

		917024448		Ball		Erin		eCore		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305		2.75		3.91		White		F		423 7629219		NA		NA		eball2@my.westga.edu		215 Timber Ridge Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917090598		Baker		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305				4		White		F		706 7660350		NA		NA		sressea1@my.westga.edu		187 Lynn Dr NW				Rome		GA		30165-6167

		917029078		Lanier		A.		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305		3		3.69		White		F		770 5472339		NA		larkelanier66@gmail.com		alanier1@my.westga.edu		485 Old Cedartown Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4156

		917063905		Ruff		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201305		3.9		4		White		F		404 374		NA		NA		schapma5@my.westga.edu		183 Camden Trail				Dallas		GA		30157

		917098984		Pope		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201008		201305		2.64		3.78		White		F		678 3719662		NA		aferguson03@yahoo.com		afergus1@my.westga.edu		9 Green View West				Newnan		GA		30265-5943

		917140023		Garner		John		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				P		201008		201305		3.26		3.5		White		M		770 7228990		NA		JohnGarner12@gmail.com		jgarner2@my.westga.edu		204 Stagecoach Pass				Temple		GA		30179-5474

		917013370		McRae		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		3.19		3.95		White		F		770 3289021		NA		NA		smcrae1@my.westga.edu		272 Alford Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-5500

		917167521		Merritt		Sherlene		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				P		201201		201305		3.88		3.5		Black		F		404 5365953		NA		forsheboutique@aol.com		smerrit1@my.westga.edu		4332 Savannah Lane				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917044756		Revere		Dawn		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305		2.75		4		Black		F		770 7556348		NA		dawnrevere@numail.org		drevere1@my.westga.edu		23 Hammock Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6701

		917194543		Dowling		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305		3.78		3.77		White		F		770 5289113		NA		NA		sdowlin2@my.westga.edu		2163 Southbrook Rdg NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3192

		917154948		Hagins		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305		3.22		3.93		White		F		404 2025665		NA		NA		ahagins1@my.westga.edu		308 Champion Drive W				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917121643		Atchison		April		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201305		3.41		3.7		Black		F		678 9384160		NA		alashoun@yahoo.com		aatchis1@my.westga.edu		4798 HAIRSTON CROSSING RD				Stone Mountain		GA		30083

		917266744		Cook		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201305				3.76		Black		F		404 8491956		NA		jackiecook07@gmail.com		jcook8@my.westga.edu		3489 Robin Point Dr				Decatur		GA		30034

		917207487		Storey		Blaine		Carrollton Campus		BS		Physics/Secondary Education								P		200608		201305		2.86						M		706 2954770		NA		NA		bstorey1@my.westga.edu		17 Saddlebrook Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-7242

		917150170		Thornton		Lonnie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Building Level (COE)				P		201101		201305				3.29		Black		M		706 4022002		NA		llthornton706@gmail.com		lthornt1@my.westga.edu		120 Amhurst Dr				West Point		GA		31833

		917010241		Woods		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201305		3.44		3.8		White		F		706 3311223		tawoods@rcs.rome.ga.us		NA		twoods5@my.westga.edu		160 Pine Pitch Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-4700

		917292887		Keller		Brittany				BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200708		201305		2.85				Black		F		678 3539232		NA		NA		bkeller2@my.westga.edu		200 Somerset Pl Apt N1				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917255049		Johnson		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		200708		201305		3.02						M		770 8327030		NA		NA		cjohns18@my.westga.edu		105 Folds Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6160

		917093926		Bentley		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201305		3.03		4		White		F		770 8462826		kbentley@polk.k12.ga.us		NA		kbentle1@my.westga.edu		301 Tallapoosa Hwy				Cedartown		GA		30125-5832

		917273819		Eubanks		Dekeitha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201305		3.08		1.33		Black		F		770 3042726		NA		NA		deubank1@my.westga.edu		40 Stonehaven Dr				Newnan		GA		30265

		917299993		York		Janecia				BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				P		200708		201305		2.93				Black		F		706 6478215		NA		NA		jyork2@my.westga.edu		1036 Cardinal St				Thomaston		GA		30286-2508

		917306903		Isham		Rob		Carrollton Campus		MED		French Language Teacher Educ.								P		200908		201305		4		3.66		White		M		770 2529025		NA		risham@bellsouth.net		risham1@my.westga.edu		1020 Corinth Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917290884		Miller		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				P		200708		201305		3.95		4		White		F		678 3910497		NA		ITISMILLERTIME@COMCAST.NET		smille12@my.westga.edu		3582 Lanier Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-7161

		917312929		Camp		Josie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		200808		201305		2.74		0		White		F		678557 5585		NA		NA		jcamp4@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive 		Apt 502		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917332046		Huffman		Corey				BSED		Physical Education								P		200901		201305		3.28				White		M		770 6463187		NA		NA		chuffma2@my.westga.edu		271 Perry Ln				Buchanan		GA		30113-4870

		917324619		Snyder		Hannah Sharai		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201101		201305		3.02				White		F		256 2011945		NA		HannahbSnyder@yahoo.com		hsnyder1@my.westga.edu

		917326324		Cantrell		Kaitlyn				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200808		201305		2.84				White		F		256 4499901		NA		NA		kparker7@my.westga.edu		8563 County Road 56				Woodland		AL		36280-7209

		917319107		Langford		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200808		201305		2.75				White		F		770 4458329		NA		NA		elangfo1@my.westga.edu		2204 Mount Olivet Rd				Dallas		GA		30132-2816

		917305727		Johnson		Korey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200808		201305		2.94		3.83		Black		F		678 6159507		NA		NA		kjohns31@my.westga.edu		2127 Red Oak Circle				Union City		GA		30291

		917317501		Chastain		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201305		2.88				White		F		770 7395252		NA		NA		bchasta2@my.westga.edu		2413 Anderson Mill Rd				Austell		GA		30106

		917320118		Creel		Kenna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201305		2.92		1.6		White		F		678 4719943		NA		khcreel1989@yahoo.com		kcreel1@my.westga.edu		2014 Maple Street				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917319274		Biddle		Aubrey				BSED		Physical Education		Psychology						P		200808		201305		3.03				White		F		706 2597902		NA		NA		abiddle1@my.westga.edu		910 Popular Springs Rd NW				Dalton		GA		30720-6955

		917081251		Davidson		Sabrina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201305				4		White		F		678 5190788		davidson.sabrina@fcboe.org		NA		sdavids2@my.westga.edu		162 Grant Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7094

		917341713		Graham		David		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Criminology						F		200908		201305		3.6				White		M		770 5602730		NA		NA		dgraham1@my.westga.edu		204 Lower Creek Pass				McDonough		GA		30252-7508

		917340751		Bennett		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201305		2.93		0		White		F		678 6339421		NA		NA		tbennet2@my.westga.edu		1632 Zacharys Way				McDonough		GA		30253

		917302945		Deloach		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		200908		201305		2.99						M		404 9932687		NA		NA		ndeloac1@my.westga.edu		1059 De Leon Ct				Clarkston		GA		30021-1031

		917306370		Workman		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201305		2.81				White		M		256 6490832		NA		NA		jworkma1@my.westga.edu		128 Winston Drive				Talladega		AL		35160

		917351820		Fernander		Aaron				BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201305		2.88				Black		M		404 7921619		NA		NA		afernan1@my.westga.edu		833 Kings Grant Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6021

		917345525		Martin		Lindsey				BS		Sport Management		Management						F		200908		201305		3.5				White		F		770 9149694		NA		NA		lmartin6@my.westga.edu		155 Southmoor Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4925

		917337020		Boggus		William		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201305		3.31		3.4		White		M		770 2581537		NA		NA		jboggus@westga.edu		315 Tarpley Ave				Bowdon		GA		30108

		917348911		Mimbs		Jeffery		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201305		2.88				White		M				NA		NA		jmimbs1@my.westga.edu		336 Wilson Rd				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917342233		Turner		Francesca				BS		Sport Management		Management						F		200908		201305		3.1				Black		F				NA		NA		fturner2@my.westga.edu		6335 Amberly Rd				Rex		GA		30273-1254

		917322541		Pineda		Nereyda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				P		200908		201305		2.99						F		770 2965114		NA		NA		npineda1@my.westga.edu		51 Edgewood Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2857

		917243451		Harvard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.32		3.91		White		F		678 9873573		NA		ashley_harvard@hotmail.com		aharvar1@my.westga.edu		2910 Buford Drive		Apt. 919		Buford		GA		30519

		917072631		Hargrett		Teresa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		201005		201305		3.16		3.85		Black		F		404 2106531		NA		taw244@bellsouth.net		thargre1@my.westga.edu		720 Knox Springs Rd				Austell		GA		30168-6314

		917354959		Henson		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201005		201305		3.07				Black		F				NA		NA		bhenson2@my.westga.edu

		917345080		Allen		Fenitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.77		3.93		Black		F		404 4353515		NA		NA		fallen1@my.westga.edu		578 Woods Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6177

		917310671		Garriott		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201208		201305		3.78		3.66		White		F		404 5193069		NA		NA		dpresco1@my.westga.edu		5220 Punkintown Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-5715

		917312376		Ballard		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201008		201305		2.8				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 5624042		NA		NA		jballar2@my.westga.edu		274 Greentree Trl				Temple		GA		30179-4091

		917381749		Diaz		Antoinette				BS		Sport Management		Studio Art						F		201008		201305		3.47						F		575 2024266		NA		NA		adiaz1@my.westga.edu		5815 Organ Peak Dr				Las Cruces		NM		88012-7940

		917375504		Weddle		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201305		2.92				Black		F				NA		NA		rweddle1@my.westga.edu		5640 Toccoa Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917409074		Brendle		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.91		White		F		404 5749222		NA		NA		jbrendi1@my.westga.edu		2443 Shadydale Ln				Decatur		GA		30033-4824

		917173819		Bass		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.68		3.9		White		F		770 8513499		NA		megan.s.bass@gmail.com		msteche1@my.westga.edu		3125 Olde Cornell Court				Cumming		GA		30041

		917377723		Muhammad		Sharien		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201305				3.5		Black		F		404 9257297		NA		smuhammad@clayton.k12.ga.us		smuhamm1@my.westga.edu		117 Ethan Moor				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917283786		Hundly		Virginia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		2.85				Black		F		678 5080305		NA		NA		vhundly1@my.westga.edu		6750 Brookfield Way				Douglasville		GA		30134-1461

		917380039		Anderson		Haleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.44		3.85		White		F		912 2864470		NA		NA		handers3@my.westga.edu		255 Hillbrook Rd				Alma		GA		31510-5746

		917367029		Cooper		Darrel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.8		3.94		White		M		678 9862429		NA		darrel_cooper@comcast.net		dcooper4@my.westga.edu		17 Rosebury Ct NW				Cartersville		GA		30120-7722

		917374584		Johnson		Becky		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		3.9		3.92		White		F		850 2943594		NA		bljohnson022@gmail.com		bjohns27@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3734				LaGrange		GA		30241-1608

		917252606		Simon		Connie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201305		4		3.93		White		F		770 3040640		NA		DONSIMON@INBOX.COM		csimon3@my.westga.edu		23 Pear Ct				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2036

		917368833		Henry		Jacinta		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 3397334		NA		jhenry35@bellsouth.net		jhenry5@my.westga.edu		3900 Brushy Fork Rd				Loganville		GA		30052-5144

		917165948		Brooks		Kati		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305		3.11		4		White		F		770 3288768		NA		NA		kbrooks2@my.westga.edu		239 Cranford Mill Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2259

		917181662		Walker		Cheryl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305		2.8		3.63		Black		F		404 7544146		NA		NA		cwalker5@my.westga.edu		591 Woods Dr NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-6105

		917397359		McDermott		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.85		White		F		770 6322754		NA		mysummersoff@aol.com		cmcderm1@my.westga.edu		151 Rockspray Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2491

		917086587		Peek		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.86		White		F		706 295-1362		NA		sdpeek@gmail.com		sdurret1@my.westga.edu		13 Saddlebrook Dr SE				Rome		GA		30161-7240

		917372442		Sta. Maria-Nase		Anna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201305		4		4		Asian		F		678 5759640		NA		ging@nase247.com		astamar1@my.westga.edu		3352 Carluke Ct				Marietta		GA		30066-7701

		917149713		Hardy		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201305				3.84		Black		F		678 4924416		NA		withinpeace@yahoo.com		mhardy2@my.westga.edu		4583 Valley Pkwy SE Apt H				Smyrna		GA		30082-4975

		917409262		Harris		Katie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		478 8625155		NA		NA		kharri30@my.westga.edu		60 Peacock Acres				Butler		GA		31006-6001

		917381448		Clouse		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201105		201305				3.82		White		F		404 3161464		NA		rachagriff@gmail.com		rgriffi6@my.westga.edu		180 Wallnut Hall Cir				Woodstock		GA		30189-4210

		917162168		Callaway		Chase		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201305				4		White		M		706 8027032		NA		chasecallaway@walkerschools.org		ccallaw3@my.westga.edu		18 Butternut Lane NE				Rome		GA		30165

		917416999		Moore		Lesline		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.5		Black		F		678 4851635		NA		NA		lmoore24@my.westga.edu		1645 Ivey Pointe Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30045-2651

		917092347		Ratzlaff		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				P		201108		201305		3.43		3.91		White		F		678 4233316		NA		dratzlaff@bellsouth.net		dratzla1@my.westga.edu		115 Beaver Creek Ln				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2238

		917376818		Carlisle		Tonya		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201305				3.88		White		F		404 2183628		NA		NA		tcarlis1@my.westga.edu		4786 Burford Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30102-6441

		917426256		Carroll		Tasia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 8569403		NA		NA		tcarrol5@my.westga.edu		115 Mountain Laurel Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7743

		917040404		Davis		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305				3.77		White		F		678 4680299		NA		geneva518@yahoo.com		tdavis25@my.westga.edu		3140 Kennesaw View Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917399803		Davison		Katonya		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.57		Black		F		770 9481754		NA		kdavison924@msn.com		kdaviso1@my.westga.edu		2170 Valley Creek Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3647

		917416820		Delhey		Trudy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 7958159		NA		NA		tdelhey1@my.westga.edu		2164 Jockey Hollow Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-7312

		917397865		DeMuro		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.75		White		F		734 8120257		NA		whitney.demuro@yahoo.com		wdemuro1@my.westga.edu		18175 Queensbury Dr				Livonia		MI		48152-3945

		917395892		Dietz		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.76		White		F		727 3190828		NA		katherineedietz@ufl.edu		kdietz1@my.westga.edu		9011 Merrimoor Blvd				Seminole		FL		33777-3142

		917133885		Driver		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305		3.18		3.77		White		F		404 3143186		NA		NA		jdriver2@my.westga.edu		3020 Raymonds Dr				Loganville		GA		30052-4302

		917393604		van den Heuvel		Vanessa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201105		201305				4		White		F		770 7126595		NA		vanessa.vandenheuvel@gmail.com		vvanden1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3988				Peachtree City		GA		30269-7988

		917399698		Horovitz		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201305				3.92		White		F				NA		rehorovitz@gmail.com		rhorovi1@my.westga.edu		1050 Lenox Park Blvd Apt 4304				Atlanta		GA		30319

		917091942		Hentz		Autumn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		3.52		4		White		F		706 3759524		autumnhentz@walkerschools.org		NA		ahentz1@my.westga.edu		221 Wilder Rd				Chickamauga		GA		30707-1736

		917173907		Ivory		Pateakia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.56		3.86		White		F		404 5470475		Pateakia.ivory@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		pivory1@my.westga.edu		214 Spring St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3050

		917432215		Clarke		Ashleigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305				4		White		F		706 7148412		NA		NA		aclarke2@my.westga.edu		1226 Casper Lane				Winder		GA		30680

		917397501		Jacobs		Renee		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.75		White		F		334 409-9371		NA		ReneeJ814@yahoo.com		rjacobs2@my.westga.edu		157 Kent St				Montgomery		AL		36109-2140

		917428801		Jones		Keri Beth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201305				3.88		White		F		706 3403565		NA		keribethjones@gmail.com		kjones39@my.westga.edu		410 Logmont Trce				Bogart		GA		30622-1818

		917259038		Jones		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201305				4		White		F		404 6419166		sarah.jones@douglas.k12.ga.us		NA		sjones16@my.westga.edu		5625 Doe Trot Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-4892

		917140362		Riley		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305		4		3.95		White		F		777 3449196		NA		amyrileyoped@gmail.com		ariley2@my.westga.edu

		917177838		Sargent		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				3.93		White		M		404 638-6365		NA		NA		wsargen1@my.westga.edu		1371 Merry Ln NE				Atlanta		GA		30329-3903

		917399614		Staak		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.83		White		F		770 5798675		NA		kstaak01@saintmarys.edu		kstaak1@my.westga.edu		3353 Perrington Pointe				Marietta		GA		30066-8722

		917284995		Sumner		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.72		3.83		White		F		770 3121374		NA		NA		amcalis1@my.westga.edu		15 Russell Rdg				Euharlee		GA		30145-2774

		917407623		Swift		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201305				3.87		White		F		404 6637036		NA		kaswift1@yahoo.com		kswift1@my.westga.edu		1539 Endurance Hill Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-4400

		917415498		Tedesco		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		404 8220160		NA		NA		atedesc1@my.westga.edu		2133 Line Tree Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-1450

		917425843		Thiers		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201305				4				F		678 2304447		NA		NA		lthiers1@my.westga.edu		1140 Lilac Arbor Rd				Dacula		GA		30019-2465

		917167787		Tumlin		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201205		201305				3.55		White		M		404 9830335		NA		jacobtumlin@yahoo.com		jtumlin2@my.westga.edu		502 Wakefield Ct SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-5526

		917149342		Underwood		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201305		3.6		3.96		White		F		706 8442823		NA		NA		jgilber2@my.westga.edu		3301 Garden Lakes Parkway Apt 68B				Rome		GA		30165

		917395965		Winters		Caroline		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.91		White		M		386 8482061		NA		caroline.winters28@gmail.com		cwinter4@my.westga.edu		1535 Covered Bridge Dr				DeLand		FL		32724-7990

		917404385		Williams		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		Black		F		770 355-4588		pam_j_williams@gwinnett.k12.ga.us		NA		pwillia9@my.westga.edu		1881 Mountain Park Run				Loganville		GA		30052-8413

		917157200		Womack		Kathleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201305		3.98		3.95		White		F		706 6765135		NA		mrs.katiewomack@gmail.com		kwalker5@my.westga.edu		408 Rockford Pass SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4670

		917248503		Aker		Shenna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.4		3.83		Black		F				NA		NA		saker1@my.westga.edu		343 Maplewood Dr SW				Calhoun		GA		30701-7612

		917400669		Bartlett		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				French w/P-12 Certification				P		201105		201305		3.83				White		F		770 9484871		jennifer@metrorenovations.com		NA		jbartle4@my.westga.edu		3120 Old Douglasville Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-1100

		917291564		Breland		Aundryel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305				3.91		Black		F		678 4995544		NA		aundryel@yahoo.com		abrelan3@my.westga.edu		955 Chapman Ln				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-2551

		917406095		Kidd		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201108		201305				4		White		M		706 6297280		NA		Russkidd77@live.com		kkidd3@my.westga.edu		146 Rosemont Dr NE				Resaca		GA		30735-6480

		917426682		Lewis		Arsha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				3.8		Black		F		407 4894981		NA		NA		alewis19@my.westga.edu		2132 Waterford Park Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-1823

		917415808		McCurdy		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 5583377		NA		NA		amccurd2@my.westga.edu		1981 Flowering Dr				Grayson		GA		30017-1891

		917411052		Phillips		Gale		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		678 3766183		NA		NA		gphilli4@my.westga.edu		2040 Beckenham Walk Ln				Dacula		GA		30019-6840

		917412379		Schwefler		Jane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 9458844		NA		NA		jschwef1@my.westga.edu		3676 Winter Jasmine Ct				Dacula		GA		30019-7235

		917406561		Wilbanks		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				4		White		F		706 7688341		NA		lisa.guenther14@gmail.com		lwilban2@my.westga.edu		496 Tuxedo Dr				Commerce		GA		30530-8233

		917228070		Tyner		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201305				4		White		F		706 5174971		NA		pdtyner@windstream.net		ptyner1@my.westga.edu		121 Magalynn Way				Chatsworth		GA		30705-3227

		917289868		Taylor		Kaleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.86		4		White		F		706 3838542		ktaylo14@my.westga.edu		NA		ktaylo14@my.westga.edu		122 Lindsey Ct NE				Calhoun		GA		30701-2076

		917400212		Brooks		Anitra		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201305				3.6		Black		F		404 8197849		NA		anitrabrooks1@aol.com		rocabro1@my.westga.edu		625 Walden Court				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917281566		Bishop		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201305		3.78		3.91		White		F		678 3781744		NA		NA		wwalker2@my.westga.edu		445 Emmett Young Rd				Grantville		GA		30220-1892

		917229267		Kapella		Angela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201305		3.94		4		White		F		404 2772199		NA		angela.kapella@gmail.com		akapell1@my.westga.edu		2386 Chateau Lane				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917408427		Kimble		Tamisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201305				3.81		Black		F		770 6791486		NA		tamishakimble@yahoo.com		tkimble1@my.westga.edu		3127 Avondale Dr SE				Conyers		GA		30013-5133

		917424147		Lester		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201205		201305				4		Black		F		770 6764227		NA		NA		klester2@my.westga.edu		2738 Rolling Downs Way				Loganville		GA		30052

		917429287		Matich		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201305				4		White		F		406 4918262		matikayl@d91.k12.id.us		NA		kmatich1@my.westga.edu		1112 Portal Stone Dr				Idaho Falls		ID		83401-6245

		917426589		Melvin		Edith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201305				4		White		F		678 6371123		NA		NA		emelvin1@my.westga.edu		278 Eureka Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30305-4215

		917397214		Almanzar-Mendez		Rafaelina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		4		3.83		White		F		718 8272601		NA		almanz90@gmail.com		ralmanz1@my.westga.edu		1191 Park Pl Apt 9A				Brooklyn		NY		11213-2758

		917251708		Millican		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.93		3.91		White		F		423 2271737		NA		katiemillican@hotmail.com		kmillic1@my.westga.edu		1622 Back Valley Rd				Trenton		GA		30752-4641

		917398583		Mouton		Alenya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3		3.83		Black		F				NA		alenyakristin@yahoo.com		amouton1@my.westga.edu

		917416911		McKenzie		Sherry		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.58		Black		F		770 5050992		NA		NA		smckenz3@my.westga.edu		10 Franklin Park				Dallas		GA		30157-1063

		917414961		Parks		Lewis		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201305				3.27		Black		M		678 8776011		NA		NA		lparks3@my.westga.edu		335 Lafayette Ave				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1813

		917168260		Peacock		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201305		3.59		4		White		F		770 4616037		NA		NA		hpeacoc1@my.westga.edu		200 Woodgate Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30214-2402

		917424962		Piper		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201305				3.63		White		F		404 3889433		NA		NA		dpiper1@my.westga.edu		112 Fountain Head				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2202

		917409350		Pszczola		Julie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				4		White		F		770 4490137		NA		NA		jpszczo1@my.westga.edu		1867 Clay Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-6001

		917430304		Blackwell		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201305				3.77		White		F		404 7719982		NA		NA		rblackw2@my.westga.edu		234 Clara Bell Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-7577

		917404664		Brown		Nina Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201305				3.91		Asian		F		706 6159780		NA		nncherry@hotmail.com		nbrown4@my.westga.edu		4525 Greenridge Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-3213

		917407932		Caldwell		Susan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		678 5711303		NA		sccaldwell_78@yahoo.com		scaldwe2@my.westga.edu		1216 Rockmart Cir NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5178

		917400242		Cummins		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201305				3.91		White		F		770 3398848		NA		cumminse@bellsouth.net		ecummin1@my.westga.edu		2682 Herndon Rd				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6140

		917303326		Daniel		Martha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201305		3.31		3.75		White		F		770 7756433		NA		NA		mdaniel4@my.westga.edu		732 Franklin St				Jackson		GA		30233-2517

		917415964		Potts Datema		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.91		White		F		678 3733042		NA		NA		sdatema1@my.westga.edu		1412 Sever Creek Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-5189

		917253839		Sosa		Sandra		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201305				4		White		F		678 8144623		NA		sosa.i.sandra@gmail.com		ssosa1@my.westga.edu		150 Garden Walk				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7324

		917407928		Reed		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201305				3.75		Black		F		770 5720503		NA		NA		sreed6@my.westga.edu		3597 Beacon Ct				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1476

		917114310		McRae		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				4		White		F		770 9148813		NA		NA		kmcrae2@my.westga.edu		125 Fisher Mill Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-5833

		917334375		Moore		Angelica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		201101		201305		2.84				White		F		678 9102499		NA		NA		amoore19@my.westga.edu		29 wildrose ct				newnan		GA		30265

		917276247		Beatenbough		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201305		3.29		3.67		White		F		770 2535332		NA		NA		agordy1@my.westga.edu		940 Moore Rd				Newnan		GA		30263

		917172928		Durden		Vernisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201201		201305				3.31		Black		F		678 6469296		NA		butterflynisa@yahoo.com		vdurden1@my.westga.edu		155 Gabion Loop				Ellenwood		GA		30294-2798

		917416917		Suarez		German		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201201		201305				3.83		White		M		687 7930403		NA		NA		gsuarez1@my.westga.edu		450 Darter Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5088

		917245477		Dunn		Claudia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201305		3.6		3.58		White		F		770 5475578		NA		NA		cdunn4@my.westga.edu		401 1/2 Main St Apt B				Cedartown		GA		30125-3464

		917111631		Amonette		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201105		201305				3.93		White		F		404 3623825		samonette@clayton.k12.ga.us		NA		samonet1@my.westga.edu		323 Sawgrass Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8092

		917044820		Tanner		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201005		201308		2.76		4		White		F		678 9833387		NA		NA		jtanner1@my.westga.edu		328 Freeman Forest Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-5930

		917066760		Chaney		Penny		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201308				3.91		White		F		770 8198886		NA		pjhippiechick@comcast.net		pprice2@my.westga.edu		7197 Old Beulah Rd				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-2024

		917044895		Dinino		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.42		4		White		M		678 2016749		NA		NA		jdinino1@my.westga.edu		113 Cooks Way				McDonough		GA		30252-3106

		917002102		DeAngelis		Dana		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201205		201308		3.56		3.5		White		F		404 8058001		NA		NA		ddeange1@my.westga.edu		105 Fawn Lawn				Temple		GA		30179

		917093470		Le		Diana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201308		3.1		3.92		White		F		732 2617054		NA		dianamariele@yahoo.com		dle2@my.westga.edu		102 Larkins Ldg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6933

		917067579		Robbins		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		2.53		4		White		M		404 3587938		randy.robbins@cowetaschools.org		NA		rrobbin3@my.westga.edu		3201 Corinth Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917011920		Gillard		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308		3.07		4		White		F		770 4633038		NA		NA		sgillar1@my.westga.edu		165 Carriage Gate Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1687

		917074545		Harper		Jessi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308		3.52		4		White		F		678 5195773		harper.jessi@mail.fcboe.org		NA		jharpe12@my.westga.edu		405 Rabbits Run				Fayetteville		GA		30214-1828

		917095373		Richards		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201308		2.43		3.54		White		F		770 6397583		NA		NA		NA		4991 Oakdale Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5236

		917065322		Pope		Teresa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		2.91		3.78		White		F		770 8455404		teresa.pope@carrollcountyschools.com		NA		tpope3@my.westga.edu		30 S Hill St				Carrollton		GA		30117-9585

		917123287		Trice		Suzanne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.87		White		F		404 2810881		suzanne.trice@cobbk12.org		NA		strice1@my.westga.edu		33 Point Breeze Rd				Wolfeboro		NH		03894-4903

		917022249		Wigley		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201308		2.33		3.85		White		F		770 8342144		michaelann.wigley@carrollcountyschools.com		michaelannwigley@yahoo.com		mwigley1@my.westga.edu		36 Pine Ct				Carrollton		GA		30117-8896

		917002769		Lombard		Theodore		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200205		201308		3.66		3.96		White		M		770 6310917		lombard.ted@mail.fcboe.org		tjlptc@comcast.net		tlombar1@my.westga.edu		603 Saltlick Trce				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1851

		917137974		Wilkie		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308		3.62		3.92		White		F				NA		Heather_Marie27@hotmail.com		hwilkie1@my.westga.edu		3650 Santa Rosa Way				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917143427		Storey		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201308		3.38				White		F		770 3283028		NA		laurendavis85@hotmail.com		ldavis2@my.westga.edu		101 Muscadine Way				Carrollton		GA		30116-4652

		917170497		Daniel		Nadra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308				3.82		Black		F		678 4804844		NA		NA		ndaniel1@my.westga.edu		3532 Willow Meadow Ln				Douglasville		GA		30135-7907

		917128475		Jones-Rozier		Carol Ann		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201308		3.28		3.71		Black		F		470 2553265		NA		hudsoncommons@msn.com		crozier1@my.westga.edu		2757 Nautical Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917056324		Smith		Lori		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201105		201308		3.41		3.57		White		F		770 7483172		lesmith@rcs.rome.ga.us		NA		lsmith12@my.westga.edu		465 Club View Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-7187

		917156758		Smith		Janee				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201308		2.9				White		F		404 6065130		NA		NA		jpatter5@my.westga.edu		1593 Old Highway 85				Senoia		GA		30276-2748

		917180484		Dewberry		Monique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201308		0		3.8		Black		F				NA		mndewberry@gmail.com		mwaldon1@my.westga.edu

		917169295		Nolin		Laura		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201201		201308		3.32				White		F		678 2313276		NA		NA		lcarrol1@my.westga.edu		190 Legend Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3700

		917121034		Powell		Corey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		2.52		3.44		White		M		912 4012266		NA		NA		cpowell2@my.westga.edu		115 Rachels Retreat				Savannah		GA		31406-5369

		917218062		Stewart		Margaret		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308		1.85		3.91		White		F		770 2529952		NA		NA		mstewar2@my.westga.edu		11 Barrington Farms Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1848

		917104885		Odom		Landon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201105		201308		2.65		3.81		White		M		678 9360868		NA		landonkodom@gmail.com		lodom1@my.westga.edu		2672 Brass Lantern Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-7501

		917205900		Thomas		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201308		3.17		3.23		White		F		404 9758816		NA		jennbrown8@gmail.com		jbrown19@my.westga.edu		8625 Nolandwood Lane				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917158612		Richards		Alyicia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.13		4		Black		F		404 7291258		NA		NA		arichar2@my.westga.edu		117 Preston Landing Cir.				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917238050		Johnson		Jon		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		201308				3.82		White		M		678 4623733		NA		NA		jjohns30@my.westga.edu		40 Palladian Dr				Senoia		GA		30276

		917135772		Rossi-Espagnet		Tabatha		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201308		3.49		3.93		White		F		770 7781590		NA		tabatha.rossi.espagnet@gmail.com		thaney1@my.westga.edu		405 Crescent Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-3812

		917094714		White		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200605		201308		3.95		4		White		F		770 2548462		NA		NA		awhite3@my.westga.edu		85 Barrington Grange Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1857

		917035205		Denmon		Lisanne		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201105		201308		3.09		4		White		F		770 8322530		lisanne.denmon@carrollcountyschools.com		denmondr@aol.com		ldenmon1@my.westga.edu		51 Laurel Lakes Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-5801

		917213493		Soli		Faamoemoe		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201305		201308		3.33		3.16		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		M		404 3959906		NA		jr_soli@yahoo.com		fsoli1@my.westga.edu		4050 Big Sage Dr.				College Park		GA		30349

		917272478		Womack		Simona		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		201308		3		3.55		Black		F		770 8769996		NA		simonawomack@comcast.net		swomack1@my.westga.edu		1544 Woodmore Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30008-7629

		917197315		Carmichael-Rogers		Sueneece		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308		4		3.81		Black		F		770 6931230		NA		Neeceq@Yahoo.com		scarmic1@my.westga.edu		1816 Wellborn Way SW				Marietta		GA		30008-7667

		917235735		Owens		Kelen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201008		201308		2.99		3.69		White		F		404 4014359		NA		kowens4@my.westga.edu		kowens4@my.westga.edu		2305 Vineyard Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-5869

		917136287		Reaves		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201101		201308		3.28		3.73		White		F				NA		ElizabethJReaves@gmail.com		ejustic1@my.westga.edu		56 Highland CT				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917223456		Booker		Rafael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201201		201308		3.19		3.84		Black		M		404 6617683		NA		NA		rbooker1@my.westga.edu		1994 bent creek way apt b101				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917291406		Sallas		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		678 2909436		cynthia.sallas@cobbk12.org		NA		csallas1@my.westga.edu		3410 English Oaks Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-7396

		917283035		Hartz		Moreen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200701		201308		3.34		0		White		F		404 4344873		NA		NA		mhartz1@my.westga.edu		77 Canyon View Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6090

		917286712		Hok		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 8413056		NA		NA		jhok1@my.westga.edu		17 Wellington Walk				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917287157		Blaydes		Martha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		770 6452684		martha.blaydes@cobbk12.org		NA		mblayde1@my.westga.edu		3182 Westfield Walk NE				Roswell		GA		30075-3149

		917296251		Martin		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200705		201308		3.58				White		F		404 3869941		NA		NA		mmarti11@my.westga.edu		215 Kyles Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-4695

		917304998		Floyd		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Mass Communications						F		200708		201308		2.79		3.46		Black		F		770 9468486		NA		NA		cfloyd2@my.westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd Apt A4				Carrollton		GA		30117-4214

		917296097		Byrd		Marcus		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201308		2.81		3.1		White		M		678 2341608		NA		NA		mbyrd4@my.westga.edu		224 Bear Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917143504		Walker		Chasity		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201208		201308		3.57		3.82		White		F		678 2007370		NA		chas9733@hotmail.com		cwalker6@my.westga.edu		2491 W Bridge Pl NE				Marietta		GA		30062-2526

		917306031		Owens		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200708		201308		2.73		3.93		Black		F		678 8871433		NA		NA		nowens2@my.westga.edu		7761 Melanie Dr				Douglasvlle		GA		30134

		917388495		Burkett		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201101		201308		4		3.83		White		F		404 3046544		NA		amandanelliott@gmail.com		aelliot3@my.westga.edu		2527 Hickory Rd				Canton		GA		30115-8388

		917288598		Wynter		Pamela				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201308		2.95		3		Black		F		770 2983596		NA		NA		pwynter1@my.westga.edu		980 Chapel Hill Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30045

		917256558		Jones		Scott		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200708		201308		2.73				White		M		770 9486368		NA		NA		sjones21@my.westga.edu		1675 Madison Pl				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3030

		917184749		Little		Dustin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201105		201308		3.43		3.83		White		M		770 7152617		NA		dj0408@aol.com		dlittle2@my.westga.edu		5052 Buchanan Hwy				Buchanan		GA		30113-2135

		917177908		Mitchell		Tracy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201205		201308		3.39		3.96		Black		F		678 8394838		NA		NA		tmitchel@westga.edu		107 Country Cottage Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5428

		917085340		Collins		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201108		201308		3.59		3.95		White		F				NA		okatiecollins@gmail.com		mcollin7@my.westga.edu		923 ROME ST				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917272724		Sloan		Octavia				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200801		201308		3.16						F				NA		NA		osloan1@my.westga.edu		5851 San Gabriel Lane				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917250551		Burton		Erin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201308		3.23		4		White		F				NA		eburton2@bellsouth.net		eburton2@my.westga.edu		6555 Blue Creek Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-6703

		917304424		Schutter		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201308		2.7				White		M		770 2776743		NA		NA		cschutt2@my.westga.edu		207 Creek Front Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6089

		917307099		Brown		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.82				White		F		770 7755872		NA		NA		ebrown10@my.westga.edu		123 Bridgewater Dr				Jackson		GA		30233-3828

		917276294		Jones		Chandra		Distance Learning Technology		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200808		201308		3.27		3		White		F		256 5373013		NA		cej101688@aol.com		cjones30@my.westga.edu		4017 Wheeler Woods Rd Apt C				Augusta		GA		30909-1858

		917284330		Poore		James		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200808		201308		2.75		0		White		M		770 8813562		NA		NA		jpoore1@my.westga.edu		148 Brasch Park Drive				Grantville		GA		30220

		917312872		Baines		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200808		201308		2.75				White		F		770 8368863		NA		NA		ebaines1@my.westga.edu		425 Blandenburg Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4887

		917321074		Wiggs		Kriste		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.8				Black		F		770 7391356		NA		NA		kwiggs1@my.westga.edu		1394 Ling Dr				Austell		GA		30168-5847

		917299773		Thompson		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		3.25				Black		F		770 8087477		NA		cmt1223@gmail.com		athomp10@my.westga.edu		3822 Brookvale Pl				Decatur		GA		30034-5632

		917311304		Hanson		Rinese		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201308		2.87				Black		F		404 6046641		NA		NA		rhanson2@my.westga.edu		1975 W. Kimberly Mill Rd				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917320289		Ledford		David		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201008		201308		3.35		3.7		White		M				NA		NA		dledfor2@my.westga.edu

		917320030		Bowman		Russell		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200808		201308		3.32		3.42		White		M		770 9004050		NA		NA		rbowman1@my.westga.edu		95 Peeks Crossing Way				Senoia		GA		30276-1774

		917312117		Murray		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.78				White		F		770 5544218		NA		NA		lmurray2@my.westga.edu		224 Amelia Way				Loganville		GA		30052-2984

		917305796		Shedd		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		2.79				White		F		770 8624631		NA		NA		sray5@my.westga.edu		385 Creekside Overlook				Hiram		GA		30141-5340

		917328942		Padgett		Rex				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201308		2.94				White		M		770 3040667		NA		llpadgett@gmail.com		rpadget1@my.westga.edu		15 Troon Trl				Newnan		GA		30265-2082

		917305994		Jones		Tahra		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201308		3.12				White		F		678 5170024		NA		NA		tjones23@my.westga.edu		190 Chestlehurst Road				Senoia		GA		30276

		917273132		Gay		Dorsey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201308		3.67				White		M		770 4590804		NA		NA		dgay1@my.westga.edu		2708 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8494

		917109549		Parry		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201208		201308		2.95		4		White		M		404 5455689		NA		Sbluff45@cs.com		mparry1@my.westga.edu		8025 Sweetwater Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5951

		917310992		Green		Hayleigh		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201308		3.49		3.75		White		F		404 5026474		NA		NA		hgreen3@my.westga.edu		993 Tall Pine Ct				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2980

		917318866		Titlow		Laura				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200908		201308		3.11				White		F		770 2717972		NA		NA		ltitlow1@my.westga.edu		3200 Lakecrest Dr				Dacula		GA		30019-4605

		917351263		Acres		Ti-Sha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.05		2.55		Black		F		229 8898956		NA		NA		tacres1@my.westga.edu		106 Lisa lane				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917346884		Livesay		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200908		201308		3.33				White		F		770 7142279		NA		NA		mlivesa1@my.westga.edu		2007 Massey Lane 				Winder		GA		30680

		917352492		Smith		Pandora Lynne		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200908		201308		3.68				White		F		770 289		NA		NA		psmith11@my.westga.edu		1339 Karen Drive				Venice		FL		30110-1876

		917301927		West		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201308		2.87		4		White		F		404 9443825		NA		NA		kwest4@my.westga.edu		226 Woodview Lane				Smyrna		GA		30082

		917347490		Wells		Wendy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201308				3.92		White		F		706 3340191		NA		bwabwells@rocketmail.com		wwells1@my.westga.edu		48 Flintlock Dr				Talking Rock		GA		30175-4401

		917352658		Gillis		Erin		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		2.93				White		F		770 2517472		NA		NA		egillis1@my.westga.edu		86 Crescent Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1854

		917324176		Ingram		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Music						F		200905		201308		3.4				White		F		770 4896532		NA		NA		mingram1@my.westga.edu		4765 Oak Grove Ct				Winston		GA		30187-2053

		917299502		Ray		Ashley		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.72				White		F		770 2528892		NA		NA		aray2@my.westga.edu		60 Peachtree Lake Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1827

		917310190		Gilbert		Donte		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.95		3.8		Black		M				NA		NA		dgilber2@my.westga.edu		126 Jones Street				LaGrange		GA		30240

		917328525		Gromoll		Tessa		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201308		3.75				White		F		770 9570521		NA		NA		tgromol1@my.westga.edu		165 Stratford Cir				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7136

		917333268		Turco		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.66				White		F				NA		NA		eturco1@my.westga.edu		880 Glenwood Ave SE Unit 3183				Atlanta		GA		30316-1955

		917331305		Bauer		Christina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.93				White		F		770 2532150		NA		NA		cbauer1@my.westga.edu		4272 Lower Fayetteville Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3170

		917321426		Wynn		Jacqueline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.52				White		F		770 4592878		NA		NA		jwynn4@my.westga.edu		341 Bay Springs Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3734

		917342958		Millican		Sunni		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.06				White		F				NA		NA		scook10@my.westga.edu		1 Overlook Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2036

		917086259		Byrnes		Anna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		770 5998380		micki.byrnes@cowetaschools.org		NA		abyrnes1@my.westga.edu		102 Whisper Creek Drive				Senoia		GA		30276

		917350960		Nickelson		Bethany				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		200908		201308		3.5				White		F		404 3841806		NA		NA		bnickel2@my.westga.edu		20 Pineview Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1929

		917317364		Powell		Misty		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.13				White		F				NA		NA		mpowell5@my.westga.edu		124 Sam Harris Rd				Rome		GA		30161

		917336890		Adams		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.37				Black		F		770 9947207		NA		NA		aadams12@my.westga.edu		6755 Greenbower Ln				College Park		GA		30349-4981

		917324896		Mayo		Erin		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				F		200908		201308		2.97				White		F		678 8774221		NA		NA		emayo1@my.westga.edu		235 Springwater Chase				Newnan		GA		30265-2298

		917304426		Scroggins		Sankeisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201308		2.92		4		Black		F		770 3227663		NA		NA		sscrogg1@my.westga.edu		3778 Berdon Ln				Decatur		GA		30034-6440

		917324691		Lynch		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201308		3.23		3.57		White		F		404 7710734		NA		NA		elynch2@my.westga.edu		4207 Daniel Dr				Winston		GA		30187

		917347447		Payne		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.37				White		F		678 3677356		NA		NA		jteague3@my.westga.edu		4154 N Highway 27				Carrollton		GA		30117-7908

		917320606		O'Dell		Taryn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.49				White		F		404 9338657		NA		NA		todell3@my.westga.edu		675 Kinney Lake Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-4619

		917343036		Buterbaugh		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201308		3.27				White		M				NA		NA		jbuterb1@my.westga.edu		1854 Potomac Pl				Douglasville		GA		30134-3235

		917338423		Lee		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.33				White		F		770 4398177		NA		NA		jlee20@my.westga.edu		4731 Covenant Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5220

		917338843		Wooten		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.29		3.75		Black		F		404 8608026		NA		tamarawooten19@yahoo.com		twooten2@my.westga.edu		400 Northside Dr.		Apt. E3		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917335025		Culpepper		Nianna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201308		3.28		4		Black		F		678 4256441		NA		NA		nsmith19@my.westga.edu		249 Wood Ave Apt 8				Winder		GA		30680-7154

		917336751		Stevens		Leanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.4				White		F		770 5373483		NA		NA		lsteven4@my.westga.edu		35 Garland Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-4363

		917338384		Rimmer		Hilary		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200908		201308		3.59				White		F		770 2713131		NA		NA		hrimmer2@my.westga.edu		215 Highland Gate Cir				Suwanee		GA		30024-1795

		917325246		Jones		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		2.94		3.83		Black		F		404 5196578		NA		NA		jjones40@my.westga.edu		332 Garrettts Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917330077		Truelove		Fredda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.8				White		F		770 8361609		NA		NA		ftruelo1@my.westga.edu		288 Laurel Trce				Carrollton		GA		30116-5214

		917329261		Walker		Zaahidah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.26				Black		F		678 5985293		NA		NA		zwalker1@my.westga.edu		3802 Alderwoods Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236-1371

		917319872		Elliot		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		200908		201308				3.61		Black		F		770 6937651		NA		NA		lraines1@my.westga.edu		4520 Spring Mtn Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-8226

		917336739		Hall		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education-Math				F		200908		201308		3.43		3.5		Black		F		404 2476168		NA		NA		khall14@my.westga.edu		612 Montglade Ct				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917345624		Harrison		Courtlyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.1		2.75		White		F		706 4534088		NA		NA		charri24@my.westga.edu		507 South East St.				Greensboro		GA		30642

		917328816		Howington		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.57				White		F		404 2950985		NA		NA		jhowing1@my.westga.edu		3085 Walnut Creek Dr				Alpharetta		GA		30005-7454

		917342982		Marks		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.72				White		F				NA		NA		amarks1@my.westga.edu		347 Shoemake Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-6709

		917355574		Shaw		Austin		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		200908		201308		3.29				White		M				NA		NA		ashaw8@my.westga.edu		6001 PRINTERY ST UNIT 106				Tampa		FL		33616

		917341894		Cross		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Keyboard,String,Guitar				P		200908		201308		3.41				White		M		404 2649457		NA		NA		dcross2@my.westga.edu		2890 Elliott Cir NE				Atlanta		GA		30305-2727

		917342906		Ault		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		BA		Foreign Languages & Literature				Spanish w/P-12 Certification				P		200908		201308		3.54				White		F				NA		NA		kault1@my.westga.edu		333 Woodbrook Crst				Canton		GA		30114-7730

		917352429		Kilgore		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201208		201308		2.97		3.5		Black		M		678 6992518		NA		NA		rkilgor1@my.westga.edu		4885 Charlene Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917351171		Kincaid		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.71				White		F		770 8322759		NA		NA		mkincai1@my.westga.edu		7069 Brigade Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8668

		917304350		McCord		Bobby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.43				White		M		770 4592055		NA		NA		bmccord1@my.westga.edu		655 McCurdy Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4557

		917340179		Sloan		Callie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.15				White		F		770 4432041		NA		NA		csloan1@my.westga.edu		102 Saddle Brooke Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-8302

		917333962		Culpepper		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201001		201308		3.74				White		F		770 8547567		NA		sugarsmakz@bellsouth.net		ahorsle2@my.westga.edu		572 Bonner Goldmine Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2014

		917139975		Hathcock		Kimberlee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education								F		201001		201308		3.29		0		White		F		678 6419080		NA		NA		kboyd2@my.westga.edu		125 Creek Crossing Lane				Temple		GA		30179

		917374225		Biggs		Juanita		Carrollton Campus		BA		History								F		201005		201308		2.92		3.75		White		F		256 6103752		NA		davidbiggs@hughes.net		jtatum2@my.westga.edu		471 County Road 2401				Wedowee		AL		36278

		917357190		Humphrey		Eugene		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				F		201001		201308		2.95				White		M		706 2716545		NA		NA		ehumphr2@my.westga.edu		73 Bailie Ln				Chatsworth		GA		30705-7348

		917376389		Reeve		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201308		3.29						F		770 8369912		NA		NA		mreeve1@my.westga.edu		344 W Club Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-4163

		917381883		Kehlringer		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.06				White		F		630 8969771		NA		NA		akehlri1@my.westga.edu		726 Pinecreek Dr				North Aurora		IL		60542-9140

		917112196		Ross		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201205		201308		3.19		3.5		Black		F		404 2731429		NA		sheilaross_noah@numail.org		sross7@my.westga.edu		33 Noah Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1997

		917360425		Mason		Kharizma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.58				Black		F		678 3911748		NA		NA		kmason3@my.westga.edu		5263 Inverness Ct				Douglasville		GA		30135-6748

		917354526		Pomeroy		Kathryn		Carrollton Campus		BA		Chemistry/Secondary Education								F		201008		201308		3.77				White		F				NA		katie.pomeroy@gmail.com		kpomero1@my.westga.edu		3942 Summer Pl				Snellville		GA		30039-5325

		917385922		Harris		Luther				BM		Music Education				Woodwind,Brass,Percussion				P		201008		201308		3.18				Black		M		404 9234082		NA		NA		lharri12@my.westga.edu		1178 Graymont Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-3768

		917348884		Ogletree		Brittani		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.16		4		Black		F		678 7242065		NA		NA		bogletr1@my.westga.edu		1925 Waycrest Dr #3401				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917332329		Chapman		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.21				Black		F		678 6033177		NA		NA		jchapma8@my.westga.edu		105 Princess Cir				Griffin		GA		30224-8307

		917328560		Jensen		Mark		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.64				White		M		770 9497127		NA		NA		mjensen3@my.westga.edu		3391 Spring Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-1438

		917318144		Shelton		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.21				White		F		678 3623122		NA		NA		mshelto2@my.westga.edu		5322 Kanawha Ct				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-2108

		917416154		Martin		Ruth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 4190789		NA		NA		rmartin9@my.westga.edu		2083 Powers Ferry Trce SE				Marietta		GA		30067-6694

		917320604		McGhee		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BS		Economics/Secondary Education								F		201008		201308		3.08				Black		M				NA		NA		cmcghee2@my.westga.edu		301 Hays Mill Rd Apt B1				Carrollton		GA		30117-4214

		917367023		Ramsey		Jennifer		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		2.85				White		F		770 4871307		NA		NA		jramsey4@my.westga.edu		129 Fielding Rdg				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3249

		917303523		Smith		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201008		201308		2.84				White		F		404 3886029		NA		NA		ssmith56@my.westga.edu		411 Lullwater Circle				Newnan		GA		30263

		917431752		Bolton		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201301		201308				3.47		White		M		864 9658451		NA		NA		cbolton3@my.westga.edu		113 Meadowview Road				Marion		SC		29571

		917374683		Ray		Staci		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201308		3.51				White		F		770 4711074		NA		NA		sray6@my.westga.edu		1298 Panhandle Way				Hampton		GA		30228-1593

		917208375		Kell		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				P		201208		201308		2.92		3.6		White		F		770 9491161		NA		NA		bkell1@my.westga.edu		341 Braxton Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-4984

		917237424		Brown		Heidi		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 4147911		NA		NA		hbrown5@my.westga.edu		212 Flat Creek Ct				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3514

		917378244		Mitchell		Kimberly		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		3.33				White		F		404 3451051		NA		NA		kmitch18@my.westga.edu		1918 Dalton Way				Hampton		GA		30228-3464

		917170341		Cooper		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201308		3.62		3.9		White		F		770 6337697		NA		NA		pcooper1@my.westga.edu		548 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2357

		917414377		Kranzlein		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		770 5659738		NA		NA		kkranzl1@my.westga.edu		2708 Riderwood Pl NE				Marietta		GA		30062-4690

		917312389		Quilici		Theresa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		F		770 4568900		NA		trunnerQ@comcast.net		tquilic1@my.westga.edu		9805 Lakefall Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3355

		917002353		Thomasson		Akilah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201108		201308		3.58		3.82		Black		F		770 8306226		NA		shukura75@yahoo.com		athomas4@my.westga.edu		446 Westbrook Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-8970

		917356384		Sears		Candice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201008		201308				3.91		White		F		770 7145129		NA		candice_sears@hotmail.com		csears1@my.westga.edu		36 Nimmons Street				Newnan		GA		30263

		917335034		Martin		Austen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.45				White		M		770 4804198		NA		austenmrtn13@yahoo.com		amarti17@my.westga.edu		50 Bonnie Ln				Newnan		GA		30265-1844

		917153592		Hofius		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201008		201308		3.07		4		White		F		706 8885761		NA		NA		NA		316 College St Apt B				Carrollton		GA		30117-3128

		917386397		Canders		Jaen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308				3.07		White		F		770 6084992		NA		jaencanders@aol.com		jcander1@my.westga.edu		636 Goat Rd NW				Resaca		GA		30735-6226

		917045089		Okyere		Mensah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		0		3.62		Black		M		404 4744009		NA		NA		mokyere1@my.westga.edu		5673 RexMill Drive				Rex		GA		30273

		917171309		DeMonti		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308		1.65		3.8		White		F		770 6310539		NA		smdemonti21@yahoo.com		sdemont1@my.westga.edu		100 Bridger Point Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-5213

		917438402		Greenlee		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		678 7252050		NA		NA		lgreenl1@my.westga.edu		655 Joes Trl				Winder		GA		30680-2976

		917302349		Manns		Charmane		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308		3.38		3.46		Black		F				NA		NA		cmanns1@my.westga.edu		405 Philip Blvd Apt 1202				Lawrenceville		GA		30046-8759

		917421023		Bassett		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Political Science (6-12)				P		201205		201308				3.6		White		M		334 8635503		NA		NA		jbasset1@my.westga.edu		558 Bud Cummings Rd				Roanoke		AL		36274-7129

		917413241		Roberts		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201308				3.9		White		F		229 4021241		NA		NA		erobert9@my.westga.edu		408 Brushy Creek Road				Ocilla		GA		31774

		917407460		Burnette		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201308				3.33		Black		F		678 9108508		NA		NA		sburnet4@my.westga.edu		109 James Ridge Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-1482

		917414383		Cochran		Stacy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.66		White		F		678 3868051		NA		NA		scochra5@my.westga.edu		326 Schroeder Way				Hiram		GA		30141-5724

		917404231		Crawford		Susan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		770 684-0805		NA		rs_craw@bellsouth.net		scrawfo5@my.westga.edu		683 Stringer Rd				Rockmart		GA		30153-4386

		917438299		Inglett		Traci		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		770 7579378		NA		NA		tinglet1@my.westga.edu		866 Ode Peppers Ct				Winder		GA		30680-4724

		917356133		Gray		Margeaux		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.54		Black		F		404 8950530		NA		m.d.gray@hotmail.com		mgray6@my.westga.edu		1196 Matt Moore Ct				Lithia Springs		GA		30122

		917428590		Kelly		Alison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308				4		White		F		352 5144666		NA		NA		akelly6@my.westga.edu		1108 S. Candler St				Decatur		GA		30030

		917358236		Sood		Stacey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308		4		4		White		F		856 6307532		NA		soodstacey@gmail.com		ssood1@my.westga.edu		70 Fox Ridge Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-6218

		917321165		Bowlick		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.31		4		White		F		770 5987393		NA		NA		mbowlic1@my.westga.edu		3964 Wedgewood Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135-6001

		917160405		Baker		Tammera		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201008		201308				3.78		Black		F		678 6126006		NA		miss_teb@yahoo.com		tbaker10@my.westga.edu		5360 Vanity Joys Ln				Ellenwood		GA		30294-4337

		917199830		Anderson		Colby		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201108		201308		2.51		3.9		White		M		678 3785284		NA		NA		canders6@my.westga.edu		615 Cantrell Dr				Bremen		GA		30110-2436

		917412006		Douglas		Linda		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201308		4		3.26		Black		F		678 8735270		NA		NA		ldougla3@my.westga.edu		178  MISSION OAK  DR				GRAYSON		GA		30017

		917143352		Hjemvick		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		3.78		4		White		F		678 6899589		ashley.hjemvick@cowetaschools.net		NA		ahjemvi1@my.westga.edu		6 Water Oak Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2744

		917421038		Jones		Casie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201205		201308				3.92		White		F		678 8980370		NA		NA		cjones47@my.westga.edu		156 Duncans Mill Dr				Locust Grove		GA		30248-2609

		917314869		McKinnon-Gary		Nerissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				3.44		Black		F		404 4090061		NA		NA		nmckinn1@my.westga.edu		204 Wimberly Rdg				McDonough		GA		30253-8259

		917415685		Proctor		Laverne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.58		Black		F		912 4329240		NA		NA		lprocto1@my.westga.edu		311 Cowart Rd				Hinesville		GA		31313-7110

		917415774		Bradley		Stormy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		404 8080562		NA		NA		sbradle4@my.westga.edu		5183 Upper Elm St				Atlanta		GA		30349-1686

		917319168		Brown		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201308				3.95		White		F		317 9088724		NA		emilymbrown1@gmail.com		eayers1@my.westga.edu		2901 Steadman Vly SW				Marietta		GA		30064-2495

		917400832		Stiltz		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		678 2963650		NA		katherine.stiltz@cobbk12.org		kstiltz1@my.westga.edu		1975 Cobblewood Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-7422

		917406311		Williams		Marion		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.67		Black		F				NA		mdwwilliams@hotmail.com		mwilli51@my.westga.edu		319 Hawthorn Dr				Dallas		GA		30132

		917065376		O'Meara		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		M		404 4069460		NA		NA		komeara1@my.westga.edu		159 Darbys Crossing Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-2297

		917172206		Emory		Darian		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201308				4		Black		M		678 7559952		NA		darianemory@yahoo.com		demory1@my.westga.edu		1262 Clearbrook Drive				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917412921		Foushee		Loraine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.41		Black		F		678 5210142		NA		NA		lfoushe1@my.westga.edu		124 Hiram Ter				Hiram		GA		30141-2174

		917389825		Obaidullah		Tanya		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201101		201308				3.85		Asian		F		404 395		NA		tnobaidullah13@gmail.com		tobaidu1@my.westga.edu

		917409532		Sherman		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		404 5194272		NA		ashleybd2008@gmail.com		aboyd5@my.westga.edu		5089 Newpark Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-8095

		917419087		Davison		Tara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.91		Black		F		770 7031946		NA		NA		tdaviso1@my.westga.edu		115 S Shore Ter				Fayetteville		GA		30214-7399

		917428921		Macquarrie		Leigh		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 6957044		NA		NA		lmacqua1@my.westga.edu		321 Leyden St				Decatur		GA		30030-3523

		917264939		Cox		Meredith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201308				3.88		White		F		404 4887811		NA		NA		mcox4@my.westga.edu		252 Bristol Ln				Marietta		GA		30066-5154

		917411117		Mardis		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 9108803		NA		NA		kmardis1@my.westga.edu		2285 Woodsfield Ln NE				Marietta		GA		30062-5365

		917411407		Fritts		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.54		White		F		404 3104004		NA		NA		hfritts1@my.westga.edu		72 Waterstone Pt				Acworth		GA		30101-5904

		917431882		Hammond		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		White		F		770 3312404		NA		NA		bhammon4@my.westga.edu		21 N Village Cir				Rydal		GA		30171-1698

		917369475		Richardson		Ayodele		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		Black		F		404 2029558		NA		ayorichardson@yahoo.com		arichar9@my.westga.edu		3317 Pine Heights Dr NE				Atlanta		GA		30324-2844

		917414133		Brooks		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201308				3.91		Black		M		410 2090782		NA		NA		rbrooks5@my.westga.edu		986 Ellison Ct				Austell		GA		30168

		917396384		Brown		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201205		201308				4		White		F		404 5939383		NA		slbrown530@hotmail.com		sbrown33@my.westga.edu		584 Braidwood Drive				Acworth		GA		30101

		917399285		Bailey		Breanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201308		3.41				White		F		678 8506184		NA		NA		bbailey3@my.westga.edu		106 Fairview Ave				Bremen		GA		30110-2212

		917416733		Harris		Regina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201205		201308				4		Black		F		678 5745234		NA		NA		rharri22@my.westga.edu		98 Ryans Pt				Dallas		GA		30132-0543

		917406463		Snelling		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201308				4		White		F		770 4436338		NA		dsnelling1@bellsouth.net		dsnelli1@my.westga.edu		1033 Due West Rd				Dallas		GA		30157-2525

		917304334		Lewis		Kirstin		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201205		201308		2.9				White		F		706 4680732		NA		NA		klewis13@my.westga.edu		342 Madison Rd				Monticello		GA		31064-1148

		917071223		Trask		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		M		770 7160500		NA		coachtrask@yahoo.com		jtrask1@my.westga.edu		430 Fitzgerald Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7902

		917374507		Richardson		Marilyn		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201108		201308				3.85		White		F		770 7879424		NA		m_richardson@charter.net		mricha10@my.westga.edu		40 Cohutta Dr				Covington		GA		30014-7906

		917386436		Jones		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201101		201308				4		White		F				NA		NA		NA		198 Highland Drive				Temple		GA		30179

		917406250		Thompson		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201308				3.6		White		F		404 7176111		NA		marybeth.uga@gmail.com		mthomp17@my.westga.edu		160 Adams Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30214-4401

		917416617		Mays		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		White		M		770 8919761		NA		NA		cmays3@my.westga.edu		112 Salem Glen Way SE				Conyers		GA		30013-5323

		917408823		Turner		Lauren		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201108		201308				3.88		White		F		706 4903489		NA		lturner@white.k12.ga.us		lturne13@my.westga.edu		2548 Fairfax Street				Denver		CO		80207

		917411174		Kriete		Steven		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201308				4		White		M		770 6820914		NA		NA		skriete1@my.westga.edu		2010 Turtle Dove Way				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-8339

		917264287		Eutsey		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308		2.38		3.76		Black		F		404 5995528		NA		NA		aeutsey1@my.westga.edu		2505 East Williams Field Road		Apt 1090		Gilbert		AZ		85295

		917408996		Duncan		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		713 8237338		NA		NA		tduncan3@my.westga.edu		117B Peach Trl				Carrollton		GA		30117-8374

		917407527		Carr		Erin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				F		201201		201308				4		White		F		478 4768917		NA		NA		ecarr2@my.westga.edu		151 Deer Ridge Trl				Macon		GA		31210-5714

		917428664		Davis		Tania		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		Black		F		678 4673052		NA		NA		tdavis27@my.westga.edu		820 Chapman St				Jonesboro		GA		30238-5683

		917151053		Baker		Dolly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				4		Black		F		706 5618303		NA		NA		dbaker5@my.westga.edu		6824 Ironstone Dr				Columbus		GA		31907-5711

		917355074		Bird		Sara		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 3380288		NA		sarajbird@gmail.com		sbird1@my.westga.edu		1056 Kimberly Cir				Hull		GA		30646-6915

		917416630		Kennedy		Tolana		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				4		Black		F		770 5069702		NA		NA		tkenned7@my.westga.edu		1209 Opal Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-7672

		917428498		Fowler		Katherine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		404 3546409		NA		NA		kfowler4@my.westga.edu		3196 Clairwood Ter				Atlanta		GA		30341-3214

		917429636		Mentouri		Wassim		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		201308				4				M		678 5980216		NA		NA		wmentou1@my.westga.edu		4611 Wyck Ct				Buford		GA		30518-3551

		917432664		Fenton		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 4367161		NA		NA		afenton1@my.westga.edu		940 Eleanor Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-4138

		917432037		Foxwell		Marianna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 3960413		NA		NA		mfoxwel1@my.westga.edu		1760 Northridge Rd				Atlanta		GA		30350-3419

		917023542		Gardner		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308		2.81		3.78		White		F		770 5370000		NA		NA		lgardne2@my.westga.edu		593 McGukin Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-4821

		917430667		Washington		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				3.88		Black		F		404 8630829		NA		NA		swashin5@my.westga.edu		135 Olde Oak Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-5647

		917210460		Sweat		Corey		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201208		201308				3.77		White		M		404 4449521		NA		NA		csweat2@my.westga.edu		6015 Cochran Mill Rd				Palmetto		GA		30268-1730

		917400216		Rich		Emily		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201105		201308				3.66		White		F		706 2183664		NA		emilyrich2002@yahoo.com		erich2@my.westga.edu		103 Lisa Lane				Dalton		GA		30720-7170

		917400719		Marable		Sally		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		706 2022649		NA		sallymarable@gmail.com		smarabl1@my.westga.edu		1580 Hillcrest Dr				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2359

		917420611		Sherman		Pablo		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201205		201308				3.65		White		M		828 8352232		NA		NA		psherma1@my.westga.edu		249 Lance Mountain Rd				Blairsville		GA		30512-1154

		917423097		Littleton		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 3401533		NA		NA		alittle7@my.westga.edu		23 Glass Mill Pointe Dr				Chickamauga		GA		30707-3477

		917271472		Cardell		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201308		3.25		3.08		White		F		770 8553617		NA		NA		amusick4@my.westga.edu		1408 Eagles Nest Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917136466		Lindsey		Lyneeca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201201		201308		3.36		3.92		American Indian or Alaskan Native		F		770 9693010		NA		NA		llindse1@my.westga.edu		95 NE Broad St				Fairburn		GA		30213-1473

		917082889		Williams		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				3.77		Black		M		706 8501413		NA		NA		awilli65@my.westga.edu		515 Bethany Court				Athens		GA		30606

		917431889		Province		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201308				3.5		White		F		706 9874635		NA		NA		rprovin1@my.westga.edu		6026 Frazier Dr				Columbus		GA		31909-4013

		917436015		Lewis		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		Black		F		404 4018428		NA		tlteach@bellsouth.net		tlewis10@my.westga.edu		148 Barley Ct SE				Mableton		GA		30126-3663

		917440409		Moore		Yolanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201301		201308				3.73		Black		F		678 9772885		NA		NA		ymoore1@my.westga.edu		1449 Shelnut Court				Hampton		GA		30228

		917355327		Bouma		Christina		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201108		201308				3.9		White		F		770 4632545		NA		ktmkb@numail.org		cbouma1@my.westga.edu		189 French Village Blvd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-1561

		917355045		Hanley		Heather		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		706 7893722		hhanley@madison.k12.ga.us		NA		hhanley1@my.westga.edu		1320 Highway 106 S				Hull		GA		30646-1522

		917057214		Gibson		Tanji		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201308				3.41		Black		F		678 5248109		NA		NA		tgibson3@my.westga.edu		300 Flagstone Way				Austell		GA		30168-6849

		917427180		Dudley		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201308				3.77		White		M		706 4570421		NA		NA		jdudley1@my.westga.edu		712 Mobley Rd				Hamilton		GA		31811-6099

		917163551		Headrick		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308		3.72		4		White		M		706 4837349		NA		NA		bheadri1@my.westga.edu		11123 Hwy 225 North				Crandall		GA		30711

		917425523		McCrae		Artese		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201308				3.55		Black		M		678 4571934		NA		NA		amccrae1@my.westga.edu		10891 Tara Village Way				Jonesboro		GA		30238

		917407014		Price		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.8		Black		F		404 273		NA		NA		eprice4@my.westga.edu		817 Wade Farm Drive				Austell		GA		30168

		917438301		Ansley		Katie		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308				4		White		F		706 2021536		NA		NA		kansley1@my.westga.edu		215 Providence Rd				Athens		GA		30606-1929

		917410995		Gerena		Adriana		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201201		201308				4		Black		F		770 3066476		NA		NA		agerena1@my.westga.edu		7882 Waterlace Dr				Fairburn		GA		30213-4647

		917425299		Britt		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		678 4280914		NA		NA		sbritt6@my.westga.edu		151 Timbervalley Ln				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3648

		917103945		Ondovchik		Lawrence		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201308		2.88		4		White		M		678 4277422		NA		NA		londovc1@my.westga.edu		100 Creekside Way				Newnan		GA		30265-6082

		917324335		Eubanks		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201205		201308				3.96		White		M		770 6932764		NA		eubanksjs@mailbox.sc.edu		jeubank4@my.westga.edu		110 Silverthorne Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-7404

		917338036		Blankinship		Sarahlynn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201308		3.2				White		F		678 4099440		NA		NA		scunnin2@my.westga.edu		105 S Meadowcliff Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-7419

		917412129		Allen		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201201		201308				3.75		White		M		706 8851896		NA		NA		ballen8@my.westga.edu		106 Cedar Rock Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-8064

		917430349		Russell		Tina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		770 4565943		NA		NA		trussel7@my.westga.edu		200 Miracle Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1993

		917399699		Houpt		Jacklyn		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				P		201201		201308				4		White		F		678 3615405		NA		jackiehoupt@gmail.com		jhoupt1@my.westga.edu		380 Doles Blvd.		Apt. B		Milledgeville		GA		31061

		917320982		Kincaid		Caitlin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201305		201308		3.51		3.83		White		F		404 7025912		NA		ckincaid08@gmail.com		cpittma4@my.westga.edu		542 Trestle Rd				Locust Grove		GA		30248

		917425326		Melton		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		F		678 7531494		NA		NA		cmelton2@my.westga.edu		1820 Eisenhower Ave				Watkinsville		GA		30677-8322

		917425327		Melton		Robert		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201308				4		White		M		912 6829124		NA		NA		rmelton1@my.westga.edu		1820 Eisenhower Ave				Watkinsville		GA		30677-8322

		917404861		Bearden		Lindsay		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201308				4		White		F		706 6189293		NA		lindsaybearden@hotmail.com		lbearde3@my.westga.edu		1564 Treadwell Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-6339

		917407431		Butts		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Biology (6-12)				F		201201		201308				3.8		Black		F		770 7106291		NA		NA		tbutts2@my.westga.edu		105 Wellington Pt				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8130

		917283402		Edwards		James		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201308				3.41		White		M		770 3172043		NA		NA		jedwar22@my.westga.edu		111 windrift drive				dallas		GA		30132

		917392736		Brown		Sheri		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201308		4		4		White		F		229 4260026		NA		NA		sbrown32@my.westga.edu		170 Peacock Rd				Fitzgerald		GA		31750-9410

		917425471		Hogan		Jonathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201308				3.62		Black		M		404 4030026		NA		NA		jhogan6@my.westga.edu		3845 Brookview Pt				Decatur		GA		30034-5720

		917153234		Smith		Angel		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201308				4		White		F		423 5052171		NA		NA		asmith3@my.westga.edu		360 Frank Gass Rd				Trenton		GA		30752-5381

		917285730		Jameson		Jontae'		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201308		3.71		4		Black		F		770 9694207		NA		NA		jjameso1@my.westga.edu		530 Buckingham Ter				Fairburn		GA		30213-6440

		917415789		Coney		Tynetta		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201201		201308				3.63		Black		F		678 4632427		NA		NA		tconey2@my.westga.edu		11054 Pebble Ridge Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-6140

		917343037		Cahill		Amanda		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201308		3.82				White		F		678 314		NA		NA		acahill1@my.westga.edu		4037 Eula Circle				Doraville		GA		30360

		917128995		Jordan		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201208		201308		3.9		3.9		White		F		706 2178848		NA		NA		jjordan@westga.edu		3363 Lakeview Pkwy				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917409651		Widener		William		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201108		201308				3		White		M		706 4665838		NA		NA		wwidene1@my.westga.edu		8730 Wolf Creek Dr				Winston		GA		30187-2310

		917406492		Jenkins		Randy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201308		201308				3.75		Black		M		770 7865649		NA		randyroj2@aol.com		rjenkin5@my.westga.edu		508 Baker Rd				Oxford		GA		30054

		917043254		Surginer		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201308		3.32		4		White		F		678 8405611		NA		NA		lsurgin1@my.westga.edu		103 Hunters Pl				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4486

		917182333		Smith		Jerol		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201008		201308				3.81		Black		F		404 9643747		NA		sjean18@gmail.com		jking6@my.westga.edu		1225 Oakcrest Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-3053

		917062762		Maffett		Loretta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								P		201005		201401		2.93		3.75		Black		F		404 3124179		NA		ljmaffet@gmail.com		lmaffet1@my.westga.edu		56 Inverness Way				Hiram		GA		30141

		917045834		Bristow		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.9		White		F		770 8558405		NA		NA		nbristo1@my.westga.edu		473 Gaillardia Way NW				Acworth		GA		30102-8126

		917019653		Malcolm		Janette		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.63		Black		F		678 4232133		NA		jmalcolm@charter.net		jmalcol2@my.westga.edu		48 Lamb Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2634

		917077255		Hester		Paula		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				3.92		White		F		678 7581309		NA		NA		phester2@my.westga.edu		6971 Diamond Court				Winston		GA		30187

		917011132		Stewart		Heather		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200508		201401		2.96						F		678 876		NA		NA		hbrooks1@my.westga.edu		797 Newton Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-9034

		917026793		Fell		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Art Teacher Education								F		200908		201401		2.88		3.3		White		F		770 5427338		NA		NA		lfell1@my.westga.edu		510 N White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2331

		917018591		Campbell		Angela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401		3.19		4		White		F		770 3286107		NA		NA		acampb12@my.westga.edu		255 Head Ave				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-1258

		917071242		Wilson		Rhonda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.58		3.77		Black		F		404 3745953		NA		NA		rgibbs1@my.westga.edu		104 Teton Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917122899		Greaves		Deborah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				4		Black		F		770 6764731		NA		NA		dgreave1@my.westga.edu		1962 Lown Farm Trail				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917124989		Sharrow		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		2.33		3.91		White		F		770 8463287		NA		NA		mmorris6@my.westga.edu		640 Sweetwater Bridge Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-5590

		917123457		Crocker		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201105		201401		3.16				White		M		770 8515447		NA		NA		jcrocke4@my.westga.edu		1670 Northwood Court				Kennesaw		GA		30152

		917014071		Egas		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201301		201401				3.76		White		F		678 7797901		NA		NA		jegas@westga.edu		27120 Perdido Beach Blvd		#2015		Orange Beach		AL		36561

		917100511		Ginther		Christine		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		3.12		3.72		White		F		770 8626258		NA		NA		jginther@westga.edu		101 Creekstone Way				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917152575		Gaither		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				3.83		Black		F		404 2740540		NA		NA		lgaithe1@my.westga.edu		7263 Thoreau Circle				Atlanta		GA		30349

		917045197		Beers		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200905		201401		3.17		3.89		White		F		770 8307007		NA		cyntabeers@charter.net		cbeers1@my.westga.edu		25 Belle Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-8861

		917130278		Terry		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201401		3.27		4		White		F		770 5484886		NA		NA		pterry1@my.westga.edu		207 Oakwood St NW				Rome		GA		30165-1631

		917167931		Potts		Casey		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201401				3.94		White		F		706 7451672		NA		NA		cpotts1@my.westga.edu		459 Apache Bnd				Blairsville		GA		30512-1012

		917172095		Nickels		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201301		201401		2.88		3.5		White		F		770 2288828		NA		NA		bnickel1@my.westga.edu		1291 Wood Creek Rd				Williamson		GA		30292-3361

		917186240		Mills		Donna		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				3.8		White		F		706 8884236		NA		NA		dmills1@my.westga.edu		118 Lee Road 002				Smiths		AL		36877

		917166633		Ruark		Jeremy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Middle Grades Education								P		201105		201401		3.08		3.83		White		M		770 3244984		jsruark@polk.k12.ga.us		NA		jruark1@my.westga.edu		233 Lakeside Dr				Cedartown		GA		30125-2240

		917176704		Weaver		Staci		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401		4		3.9		White		F		678 6991248		NA		NA		sweaver2@my.westga.edu		165 Camden Woods Pl				Dallas		GA		30157-8734

		917141678		Wright		Norris		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		4		3.57		Black		M		404 6915112		NA		norriswright27@comcast.net		nwright1@my.westga.edu		482 Hiawassee Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311-1902

		917216494		Eskut		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Educational Leadership				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		404 4282911		eskut.donna@fcboe.org		deskutuwg@gmail.com		deskut1@my.westga.edu		135 Ridgewood Dr				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8153

		917229424		Lawson		Levi		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education		History						F		200608		201401		2.61				Black		M				NA		NA		llawson1@my.westga.edu		3485 Rockfort Dr				College Park		GA		30349-4473

		917244768		Blanford		Theresa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200608		201401		2.89				White		F				NA		NA		tblanfo1@my.westga.edu		2664 Heath Ln				Duluth		GA		30096-3620

		917201224		Cruey		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.03				White		F		770 3770701		NA		acruey88@aol.com		acruey1@my.westga.edu		103 Orange Pass				Carrollton		GA		30117-8373

		917202438		Buchholz		Francis		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.3		4		White		M		678 3718512		NA		NA		fbuchho1@my.westga.edu		1327 Riverwind Dr				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-6420

		917293732		Wagner		Shawn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200705		201401		3.63				White		F		404 2814176		NA		NA		swagner1@my.westga.edu		1158 Airport Road				Bridgewater		VA		22812

		917285869		Moore		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		200708		201401		3.13		3.81		White		F		706 8448319		NA		NA		bmoore7@my.westga.edu		36 Lakeview Drive				Rockmart		GA		30153

		917285801		Miller		Brad		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200708		201401		2.7				White		M		770 6516412		NA		NA		bmiller7@my.westga.edu		4507 Chapel Hill Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4903

		917251529		Bishop		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		2.95				White		F		770 7149985		NA		NA		jbishop8@my.westga.edu		493 Old Sandhill Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116-5024

		917301296		Wright		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200708		201401		3.26				Black		F		770 9824209		NA		NA		awrigh12@my.westga.edu		3993 Laurel Bend Dr				Snellville		GA		30039-4123

		917304569		Mompoint		Shamika		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200708		201401		2.97				Black		F		678 7902264		NA		NA		smompoi1@my.westga.edu		7135 Stonecreek Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-3663

		917249517		Jones		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401		3.58		3.71		White		F		770 3173273		NA		NA		khancoc2@my.westga.edu		1009 Stone Brook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110

		917276402		Saint		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200808		201401		3.56				White		M		770 8549068		NA		NA		msaint1@my.westga.edu		1462 Roopville Veal Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2388

		917234180		Wiggins		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		3.37		4		White		F				NA		jessicaau15@aol.com		jwiggins@westga.edu		1693 County Road 96				Heflin		AL		36264

		917058918		Hensley		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				3.87		White		F		706 2715015		jill.hensley@murray.k12.ga.us		NA		jhensle2@my.westga.edu		197 Red Cut Rd				Chatsworth		GA		30705-5974

		917127278		Henderson		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201401		3.32		4		White		F		770 8459528		NA		henderson2902@bellsouth.net		pparris1@my.westga.edu		698 Miss Mae Ln				Bremen		GA		30110

		917318934		von Biberstein		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200805		201401				4		White		F		770 4573808		NA		AVonbBiberstein@marietta-city.k12.ga.us		avonbib1@my.westga.edu		3897 Brenton Way NE				Atlanta		GA		30319-1838

		917294127		Broach		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201401		3.2		2		White		F		678 6738004		NA		amber72290@aol.com		abroach1@my.westga.edu		318 Columbia Drive Apt 306				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917328310		Tulloch		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.05				Black		F		770 8758412		NA		copperpenny@bellsouth.net		ttulloc1@my.westga.edu		1439 Stoneleigh Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30088-3429

		917286522		Yarborough		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.32				White		F		678 4486907		NA		NA		scrispe1@my.westga.edu		6076 Yoni Drive				Douglasville		GA		30135-5318

		917298152		Berrios		Joseph		Carrollton Campus		BA		English								P		200901		201401		3.05		3.83		White		M		770 6869836		NA		NA		jberrio1@my.westga.edu		450 Burbury Close				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917305985		Hollis		Dominique				BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201401		2.77				White		F		770 8207183		NA		NA		dhollis1@my.westga.edu		912 Lovvorn Rd Apt 224A				Carrollton		GA		30117-2636

		917286134		Merritt		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		200808		201401		3.58						F		404 2342820		NA		NA		lmerrit2@my.westga.edu		3821 Oak Hill Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917319141		Smith		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		2.93		2		White		M		678 3335309		NA		NA		csmith50@my.westga.edu		190 Pine Hill Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917309607		Cearbaugh		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		200808		201401		3.19				White		M		678 4729809		NA		NA		mcearba1@my.westga.edu		140 Driftwood Trl				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7620

		917315197		Hudson		Malesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Studio Art						P		200808		201401		2.97				Asian		F		404 3614383		NA		NA		mcraig1@my.westga.edu		1264 Rocksprings St				Forest Park		GA		30297-1536

		917310659		Brancheau		Anna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201401		3.44		4		White		F		404 5168614		NA		NA		anichol7@my.westga.edu		6670 Fox Creek Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-6682

		917317212		Andros		Harrison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		2.68				White		M		770 3389117		NA		NA		handros1@my.westga.edu		186 Comstock Ct				Lawrenceville		GA		30044-4519

		917328030		Hunter		Justin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Business Education								F		201305		201401		3.7		3.58		Black		M		404 7830373		NA		NA		jhunter7@my.westga.edu		4357 Sterling Forest Dr				Decatur		GA		30034

		917325039		Blair		Constance				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.03				White		F		770 4897341		NA		cblair2312@gmail.com		cblair3@my.westga.edu		34 Hawk Dr				Hiram		GA		30141-5144

		917069874		Parker		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.05				White		F		770 8464711		NA		NA		jparke11@my.westga.edu		105 Mara St				Carrollton		GA		30117-3944

		917329327		Dennis		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201401				4		White		F		404 6633310		NA		mandyb7711@gmail.com		abrown29@my.westga.edu		228 Deerhill Dr				Bogart		GA		30622-1741

		917302698		Green		Zerick		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.28				Black		M		706 6753645		NA		NA		zgreen2@my.westga.edu		900 S River Rd Apt 1004				Franklin		GA		30217-6518

		917318237		Dennis		Ethan				BSED		Physical Education								F		200808		201401		3.68						M		770 8545960		NA		NA		edennis1@my.westga.edu		8511 Frolona Road				Franklin		GA		30217

		917093554		Hammitt		James		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201401		2.54		3.83		White		M		678 4915742		NA		Kevinhammitt@aol.com		jhammit1@my.westga.edu		68 Oliveria Way				Dallas		GA		30132-0445

		917265098		Tillotson		Fatou		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201301		201401		2.83		3.8		Black		F		474 0045664		NA		fatou.sarr@gmail.com		fsarr1@my.westga.edu		Arbeidergata 4				3050 Mjondalen		ZZ		99999

		917111881		Sales		Sara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200808		201401		3.89				White		F		770 8307013		NA		NA		ssales1@my.westga.edu		130 Riviera Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-7006

		917327968		Beason		Jelisa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201201		201401		2.99		3.75		Black		F		786 2624872		NA		NA		jbeason1@my.westga.edu		4491 White Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917318524		Ray		Nichole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201308		201401		3.11		3.69		White		F		678 5173989		NA		dr34ming4ever@aol.com		nray@westga.edu		80 Sage Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917269957		Brown		Kelvin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.91				White		M		678 9867161		NA		NA		kbrown17@my.westga.edu		900 Fairview Rd NW				Calhoun		GA		30701-8307

		917352873		Crutchfield		James		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.14				White		M		770 8154296		NA		NA		jcrutch2@my.westga.edu		212 Chattahoochee Cir				Roswell		GA		30075-5100

		917340891		Smith		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.38				White		F		706 6287313		NA		NA		tsmith42@my.westga.edu		251 R St				Hamilton		GA		31811-4636

		917026366		Johnson		Tamara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.05		4		Black		F		404 9336833		NA		NA		tjohns27@my.westga.edu		4223 Winston Circle				College Park 		GA		30349

		917004571		Fowler		Sheila		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200905		201401				3.4		White		F		678 6349693		NA		Kalina061@charter.net		sfowler8@my.westga.edu		40 Lamp Post Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-1351

		917347223		Cannata		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201308		201401		4		4		White		F		678 4889826		NA		enclannata@aol.com		lcannat1@my.westga.edu		506 Peachtree Club Drive				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917352551		Alston		Misti		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201208		201401		3.25				White		F		770 301-9215		NA		NA		malston2@my.westga.edu		31 Indiana Ave				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917302408		Allen		Eston		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		404 6936365		NA		NA		eallen2@my.westga.edu		200 Shiraz Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917188735		Bolding		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				3.95		Black		F		404 5498474		NA		NA		cneal2@my.westga.edu		395 Birchmere Close SW				Atlanta		GA		30331

		917344419		McKee		Yolanda		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Building Level (COE)				P		200905		201401				4		Black		F		770 9073857		NA		ydcooper@hotmail.com		ymckee1@my.westga.edu		1701 Bethsaida Rd				Riverdale		GA		30296

		917342364		Aluko		Stephen				BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200908		201401		2.82				Black		M		770 9740483		NA		NA		saluko2@my.westga.edu		5255 Camden Lake Pkwy NW				Acworth		GA		30101-8077

		917355693		Crumbley		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.14				White		M				NA		NA		bcrumbl1@my.westga.edu		1151 McRees Mill Rd				Watkinsville		GA		30677-2914

		917324262		Shea		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 5549203		NA		NA		tshea2@my.westga.edu		1830 Harvest Way				Loganville		GA		30052-3318

		917305643		Bonner		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		2.97				Black		F		770 4212760		NA		NA		abonner1@my.westga.edu		459 Washington Ave NE				Marietta		GA		30060-8210

		917345391		Cousins		Elliot				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		2.92				American Indian or Alaskan Native		M		770 4987411		NA		elcousins@comcast.net		ecousin1@my.westga.edu		7295 Wood Hollow Way				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-6158

		917335605		Tripp		Charles		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications		College Student Affairs				F		200908		201401		3.25		3.9		White		M				NA		NA		ctripp@westga.edu		30 Pine Crescent				Newnan		GA		30265

		917344407		Cason		Raquel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		200908		201401		2.92				Black		F		706 5600341		NA		NA		rcason1@my.westga.edu		2306 Timothy Bowles				San Antonio		TX		78236

		917309976		Culpepper		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		BM		Music Education				Keyboard,String,Guitar		Jazz Studies Concentration		P		200908		201401		3.57				Black		F		706 8316173		NA		NA		aculpep2@my.westga.edu		508 Flowers Creek Dr		Apt 508		McDonough		GA		30253

		917332806		Shultis		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		3.16				White		F		678 4421036		NA		NA		bshulti1@my.westga.edu		4279 Sierra Creek Dr				Hoschton		GA		30548-6270

		917342985		Milledge		Jesse		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201401		2.85				Black		M		229 9246134		NA		NA		jmilled1@my.westga.edu		1349 Ga Highway 27 E				Americus		GA		31709-5703

		917336639		Wright		Randi				BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 4438195		NA		debmikew@comcast.net		rwright1@my.westga.edu		32 Blackhawk Trail				Dallas		GA		30157

		917339965		Caulk		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.08				White		M				NA		NA		bcaulk1@my.westga.edu		4270 Edgewater Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1371

		917335560		Lee		Deangelo		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.06				Black		M		770 8992840		NA		NA		dlee6@my.westga.edu		1249 Fairview Dr				Monroe		GA		30656-4718

		917305397		Runels		Tyler		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		2.73				White		M		770 8545173		NA		NA		trunels1@my.westga.edu		2805 Bethesda Church Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5851

		917342506		Smith		John		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.14				White		M		770 5375443		NA		NA		jsmith85@my.westga.edu		988 Georgia Ave S				Bremen		GA		30110-4466

		917342189		Alexander		Crystal		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.03				White		F		770 5427922		NA		calexancherie@gmail.com		calexan9@my.westga.edu		486 Millers Mill Rd				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4741

		917335321		Hassan		Mariam		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		200908		201401		2.96				Asian		F		678 3771574		NA		NA		mhassan1@my.westga.edu		1213 Briley Ct				Dacula		GA		30019-3079

		917342633		Penland		Brandon				BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.19						M		770 7198101		NA		NA		bpenlan1@my.westga.edu		474 Kelley Rd				Brooks		GA		30205-1728

		917184720		Miller		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201401		3.83		4		White		F		770 8625393		NA		NA		kgilles1@my.westga.edu		235 Yarbrough Road				Aragon		GA		30104

		917323548		Scott		Gerron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.26		3.45		Black		M				NA		NA		gscott1@my.westga.edu		95 Manomet St				Providence		RI		2909

		917354324		Greene		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		4		3.66		Black		F		404 7862316		NA		greene.ec@gmail.com		egreene1@my.westga.edu		6335 Klondike River Rd				Lithonia		GA		30038-4265

		917341948		Williams		Carlye'		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Psychology						F		200908		201401		3.47				Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 7569203		NA		carlye.williams_lhs@yahoo.com		cwilli50@my.westga.edu		560 Andrews Dr				Hampton		GA		30228-3427

		917344215		Gowen		Heather		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.16				White		F		770 3285436		NA		NA		hgowen1@my.westga.edu		2628 Smokey Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-5034

		917324096		Cochran		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		200908		201401		3.5				White		F		423 7626312		NA		jessicadawn91@gmail.com		jcochra6@my.westga.edu

		917336874		Evans		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Sch Library Media & Instr Tech				F		201108		201401		3.56		4		Black		F		404 7346608		NA		NA		pevans2@my.westga.edu		3120 Robin Road				Decatur		GA		30032

		917350796		Jordan		Jasmine		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		200908		201401		2.96		3		Black		F		706 2848147		NA		msjordan149@yahoo.com		jjordan4@my.westga.edu		427 Carrington Ridge				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917339690		Rhinehart		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201401		3.59		3.76		White		F				NA		NA		esexton2@my.westga.edu		228 Blue Holly Dr.				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917351300		Turner		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		3.13				White		F		770 2714159		NA		NA		aturne10@my.westga.edu		205 Oak Ave				Carrollton		GA		30117-3725

		917310727		Barnett		Cydney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.12				White		F		770 2513830		NA		NA		cbarnet3@my.westga.edu		170 Bill Hart Rd				Newnan		GA		30265-3321

		917330785		Hines		Sharon				BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200908		201401		3.33				White		F				NA		shines917@gmail.com		shines5@my.westga.edu

		917343498		Woodall		Laura				BSED		Special Education		Psychology						F		200908		201401		3.03				White		F		770 4596663		NA		NA		lwoodal1@my.westga.edu		174 Brookside Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-4429

		917342327		Bishop		Peyton				BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		200908		201401		3.63				White		F		706 5126949		NA		NA		pbishop2@my.westga.edu		2 Camphor Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1202

		917306006		Lott		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401		3.23		3.72		White		F		706 5903503		NA		NA		wlott1@my.westga.edu		342 Mill Pond Xing Unit A2				Carrollton		GA		30116-1210

		917342038		Priddy		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.51				White		F		770 5927761		NA		NA		apriddy1@my.westga.edu		3025 Summer Point Dr				Woodstock		GA		30189-8153

		917318629		Carroll		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.82				White		F		706 5698484		NA		NA		scarrol2@my.westga.edu		7452 Wood Duck Ln				Midland		GA		31820-3805

		917334400		Cook		Brandon		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.15				White		F		770 8545539		NA		NA		bsmith30@my.westga.edu		318 N Highway 27				Roopville		GA		30170-2145

		917346717		Barber		Marnica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				College Student Affairs				F		200908		201401		2.99		3.72		Black		F		678 8574461		NA		camille.barber16@gmail.com		mbarber3@my.westga.edu		327 Lakeside Way				Newnan		GA		30265

		917305554		Garrard		Alexandria		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art								F		200908		201401		2.72				White		F		770 8465848		NA		NA		agarrar1@my.westga.edu		122 N. Street NW				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917156900		Gordon		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		200908		201401		3.78		3.66		White		M		678 7568154		NA		NA		rgordon4@my.westga.edu		6152 Post Road				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917330044		Rose		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.01				White		F		770 4258739		NA		NA		brose2@my.westga.edu		353 Carl Creek Trl NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-5732

		917341123		Hicks		Ashley				BSED		Early Childhood Education		Sociology						F		200908		201401		3.08				White		F		770 9247829		NA		NA		ahicks4@my.westga.edu		423 Woodruff Xing				Woodstock		GA		30189-6148

		917328130		Jones		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		2.99				White		M		770 574		NA		NA		cjones35@my.westga.edu		239 Meadow St				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-1420

		917340642		Lamb		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201401		4		4		White		F		678 2094677		NA		NA		elamb1@my.westga.edu		205 E Greenwood Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917351366		McLin		Shakiyla				BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		200908		201401		3.26				White		F		423 5447131		NA		NA		smclin1@my.westga.edu		109 Lail Rd				Chickamauga		GA		30707-1963

		917342478		Allbritton		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		3.47				White		F		770 8310841		NA		NA		mallbri1@my.westga.edu		4919 Duncans Lake Pt				Buford		GA		30519-5335

		917323487		Alceac		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		200908		201401		2.86				Black		F		770 2226628		NA		NA		calceac1@my.westga.edu		1 Central Park Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-8700

		917352700		Wilkerson		Ben		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		200908		201401		3.13				Black		M		912 3129905		NA		NA		bwilker1@my.westga.edu		7203 Albert St				Savannah		GA		31406-4281

		917345228		Weathers		Sasceria		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201208		201401				3		Black		F		770 9909476		NA		weathers83@hotmail.com		sweathe2@my.westga.edu		3636 Sugar Maple Street				Decatur		GA		30034

		917364816		Terry		Millette		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201401		3				Black		F		678 8501708		NA		NA		mterry4@my.westga.edu		814 Overby Park Dr.				Newnan		GA		30263

		917350256		Long		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.43				White		F		770 8544016		NA		NA		owright1@my.westga.edu		1074 Glenloch Rd				Roopville		GA		30170-2544

		917354674		Chitwood		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201401				3.75		White		F				NA		jennlei02@yahoo.com		jchitwo1@my.westga.edu		323 Heritage Park Trace				Kennesaw		GA		30144

		917381186		Marville		Helene		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201005		201401		3.68		4		White		F		678 5311705		NA		NA		hmarvil1@my.westga.edu		4210 Kings Hwy				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917312016		Galloway		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201005		201401		2.75		4		White		M		404 9892872		NA		NA		mgallow2@my.westga.edu		926 Dr King Spur				Tallapoosa		GA		30176

		917363130		Volkmer		Allison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201005		201401		3.62		4		White		F		770 4161812		NA		NA		agriff10@my.westga.edu		572 Mount Carmel Rd				Newnan		GA		30263-4203

		917362482		Newman		Sarah		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.97				White		F		770 3287106		NA		NA		smyatt1@my.westga.edu		2222 George Brown Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-5245

		917168338		McKoy		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		2.88				White		M		770 2519524		NA		NA		smckoy1@my.westga.edu		733 Sid Hunter Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917362976		Garner		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.97				White		F				NA		NA		lgarner6@my.westga.edu		11 Buford Village Walk				Buford		GA		30518-8840

		917376937		Carr		Charles		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		3.12				Black		M		770 7570977		NA		NA		ccarr5@my.westga.edu

		917299018		Ricks		Frederick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201401		2.72		3.87		Black		M		770 7229076		NA		NA		fricks1@my.westga.edu		42 Buell Jones Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917067256		Johnson		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201101		201401		3.01		3.73		White		F				NA		denisesreid@gmail.com		dreid3@my.westga.edu		50 Butler Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-6144

		917377979		Yokem		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		2.84				White		F		970 3104452		NA		NA		jyokem1@my.westga.edu		103 Meadowbrook Ln				Bremen		GA		30110-7903

		917326285		Arrington		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201301		201401		3.9		4		White		M		256 4496569		NA		NA		tarring1@my.westga.edu		1371 County Road 71				Woodland		AL		36280-6909

		917365517		Jones		Brooke		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F		770 3144902		NA		NA		bjones22@my.westga.edu		404 Majestic Court				Peachtree City		GA		30269

		917337801		Pleasant		Elisabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.76				Black		F		770 9817885		NA		NA		epleasa1@my.westga.edu		3941 Harvest Hill Rd				Decatur		GA		30034-5167

		917353888		Girvan		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201101		201401		3.32				White		F		770 6634322		NA		NA		sgirvan1@my.westga.edu		14191 Yacht Terrace				Milton		GA		30004

		917373133		Clark		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.41		3.06		White		F		770 4606418		NA		NA		tclark6@my.westga.edu		492 W McIntosh Rd				Brooks		GA		30205

		917305219		Boulware		Morgan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.32				White		F		770 4396975		NA		NA		mboulwa1@my.westga.edu		172 Ashley Ln				Hiram		GA		30141-4220

		917365403		Clark		Ali		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201101		201401				3.75		White		F		404 6448016		NA		ali.clark@cherokee.k12.ga.us		aclark16@my.westga.edu		223 Crescent Moon Way				Canton		GA		30114-5124

		917305755		McClain		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				F		201301		201401		3.3		3.41		Black		F		678 6421720		NA		NA		bmcclai2@my.westga.edu		822 Lenox Circle				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917360234		Smith		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.49				White		F		678 9475219		NA		NA		lsmith37@my.westga.edu		5945 Laurel Oak Dr				Suwanee		GA		30024-3366

		917350579		Wiggins		Christina		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.37		3.75		White		F		770 2948206		NA		NA		cthaxto5@my.westga.edu		5048 Yankee Doodle Drive				McDonough		GA		30252

		917384221		White		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.06		2.9		White		F		901 6263054		NA		NA		kvaller1@my.westga.edu		201 Hays Mill Road Apt D3				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917352707		Davis		Lyndsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.64				White		F		770 2540824		NA		lyndseyfaye_1992@hotmail.com		ldavis23@my.westga.edu		189 Newman Rd				Franklin		GA		30217-3925

		917346039		Webb		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.17						F		770 9623701		NA		NA		nwebb2@my.westga.edu		204 Trentwood Pl				Grayson		GA		30017-4114

		917302648		Wehunt		Savana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.18				White		F		678 7610703		NA		NA		swehunt1@my.westga.edu		540 Kennesaw Dr SE				Smyrna		GA		30080-1307

		917375653		Gantt		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.41		3.64		White		F		706 6762392		NA		NA		egantt1@my.westga.edu		364 Terhune Road				Rome		GA		30161

		917360655		Rush		Lacey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F		678 8775026		NA		NA		lrush1@my.westga.edu		507 Dunella Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6935

		917371714		Scott		Alicia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.71				White		F		404 2015857		NA		NA		ascott7@my.westga.edu		6121 Plumcrest Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135-4731

		917361016		Kremer		Emily		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.86				White		F				NA		NA		ekremer2@my.westga.edu		4107 Hughes Lea				Tucker		GA		30084

		917359110		Mills		Monica		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		3.24				White		F		706 2702952		NA		NA		mmills1@my.westga.edu		608 Blackwood Terrace				Calhoun		GA		30701

		917376383		Barney		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.52				White		F		404 7045140		NA		NA		mbarney1@my.westga.edu		135 Ansley Way				Roswell		GA		30075

		917312247		Bess		LaDonna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.44		3.8		Black		F		678 4712664		NA		NA		lbess1@my.westga.edu		11367 Michelle Way				Hampton		GA		30228

		917341532		Dunn		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education		Spanish						F		201008		201401		3.97						F		770 9625293		NA		NA		sdunn3@my.westga.edu		2407 Mahogany Glen Pl				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3485

		917353641		Kline		Leeanne		Carrollton Campus		BA		English		Spanish						P		201008		201401		3.75		4		White		F		770 5950109		NA		NA		lhooves1@my.westga.edu		2003 Powers Ferry Rd. SE		Apt. K		Marietta		GA		30067

		917368425		Couch		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.8		4		White		F		678 6339304		NA		NA		acouch3@my.westga.edu		28 Festiva Dr				Newnan		GA		30263

		917360809		Yarbrough		Mary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.58		4		White		F				NA		NA		mhousto3@my.westga.edu		1481 Centerpoint Rd.				Temple		GA		30179

		917353540		Jones		Brandi		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.69				White		F		770 4893967		NA		NA		bjones25@my.westga.edu		480 Dillon Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-4990

		917343435		Riggs		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.72				White		F		678 3833989		NA		NA		lriggs1@my.westga.edu		81 Boulder Dr				Carrollton		GA		30117-9481

		917373895		McInerney		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201008		201401		3.29				White		F				NA		NA		mmciner1@my.westga.edu		500 NORWICH RD APT 3				Augusta		GA		30909

		917340190		Rooks		Victoria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.58		3.92		White		F		256 5687644		NA		NA		vwalker4@my.westga.edu		1526 County Road 424				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917373898		Walker		Kalleasha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education		Psychology		Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201008		201401		2.86				Black		F		678 5480477		NA		NA		kwalke18@my.westga.edu		2652 Downing Park Drive				Conyers		GA		30094

		917376361		Williams		Megan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.83				White		F		770 3135322		NA		NA		mbradle4@my.westga.edu		38 Hatties Fancy				Dallas		GA		30157-0685

		917382228		Castellanos		Christopher		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201401		2.93						M		678 5499286		NA		NA		ccastel2@my.westga.edu		5970 Castlegate Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-9021

		917368496		Smith		Cassandra		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.36				Black		F		770 4659700		NA		NA		csmith74@my.westga.edu		499 Stonemont Dr				Stone Mountain		GA		30087-5034

		917360299		Black		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.21				White		F		770 4437363		NA		NA		ablack3@my.westga.edu		242 Hunters Xing				Dallas		GA		30157-9423

		917343466		Stockton		Olivia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.52				White		F		678 4750498		NA		NA		ostockt1@my.westga.edu		1741 River Bluff View				Duluth		GA		30097

		917351326		Banks		Tambria		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology		Management						F		201008		201401		3.21				Black		F		404 9185870		NA		NA		tbanks4@my.westga.edu		840 Bramlett Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917383819		Horne		Emma		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.16				White		F				NA		NA		ehorne3@my.westga.edu		40 Meadow Lakes Terrace				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917368300		Hooper		Eden		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.71				White		F		706 2128720		NA		NA		ehooper1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Rd Apt 2305				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917355289		Lamons		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.54		3.71		White		F				NA		NA		jbrown56@my.westga.edu		304 Hargrove St.				Vienna		GA		31092

		917367859		Brownlow		Nicholas		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.45				White		M		678 3762713		NA		NA		nbrownl1@my.westga.edu		2446 Verner Rd				Lawrenceville		GA		30043-3432

		917361545		Floor		Philip		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.13				White		M		678 2908514		NA		NA		pfloor1@my.westga.edu		3602 Hampstead Ct NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-7329

		917360803		Gresham		Dalton		Carrollton Campus		BA		Chemistry/Secondary Education								F		201008		201401		3.9				White		M		770 6898047		NA		NA		dgresha2@my.westga.edu		1930 Carrollton Hwy				Temple		GA		30179-4910

		917359634		Anjorin		Fatimah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.8				Black		F		678 5236117		NA		NA		fanjori1@my.westga.edu		417 Valley Hill Rd SW Apt A5				Riverdale		GA		30274

		917375646		Strakose		Adam		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.4				White		M				NA		NA		astrako1@my.westga.edu		10 Maple Dr				Newnan		GA		30263-1613

		917372291		Clay		Leslie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.49						F		404 3199490		NA		NA		lclay3@my.westga.edu		222 Brenda Ellen Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2247

		917365800		Crook		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.53		3.92		White		F		404 7860038		NA		NA		lcrook1@my.westga.edu		165 North Woods Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917343277		Dovak		Samantha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.27				White		F		770 7450424		NA		NA		sdovak1@my.westga.edu		6181 Greenbrook Cir				Austell		GA		30168-5146

		917351692		Welch		Jeffrey		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201401		2.96				White		M		770 3042307		NA		NA		jwelch2@my.westga.edu		16 Tonis Way				Grantville		GA		30220-1781

		917367305		Fain		Darby		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.35				White		F		770 2514166		NA		NA		dfain1@my.westga.edu		9 Waters Edge Ln				Newnan		GA		30263-3589

		917356784		Simon		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.66		3.66		White		M		404 9385262		NA		NA		ssimon2@my.westga.edu		98 Thompson Morris Road				Newnan		GA		30263

		917357681		Kuras		Alison		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.62				White		F				NA		NA		akuras1@my.westga.edu		115 Jordan Place				Fayetteville		GA		30215

		917378362		Sengkhammee		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.21				Asian		F		770 9674422		NA		NA		asengkh1@my.westga.edu		6148 Bendcreek Ln				Braselton		GA		30517-1642

		917372973		Putters		Chelcee		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.61				White		F		770 6312472		NA		NA		cputter2@my.westga.edu		219 Copperplate Ln				Peachtree City		GA		30269-2603

		917374703		Blackwell		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.83				White		F		706 9375055		NA		NA		kblackw2@my.westga.edu		423 Smoketree Cir				Ringgold		GA		30736-3312

		917363330		Rampley		Brittney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		4		3.92		White		F		706 9362228		NA		NA		bmathis2@my.westga.edu		1416 Eastland Court SE				Rome		GA		30161

		917210241		Greiner		Cali		Carrollton Campus		BFA		Art				Art Education (BFA)				F		201008		201401		2.78				White		F				NA		greiner_cali@yahoo.com		cgreine1@my.westga.edu		123 Saint Charles Pl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-6953

		917360836		Ruggiero		Adrianna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.52		4		White		F		678 6222307		NA		NA		aruggie1@my.westga.edu		5050 Verbena Dr				Acworth		GA		30102

		917365573		Dean		Melanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.16				Black		F		770 4837357		NA		NA		mdean8@my.westga.edu		3100 Edinburgh Ct				Conyers		GA		30094-6863

		917366630		Brown		Avery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.86				White		F		770 2583605		NA		NA		abrown40@my.westga.edu		692 Barnes Mill Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-3090

		917355231		Caulk		Karlie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		3.5		3.5		White		F		404 4576145		NA		NA		krichar8@my.westga.edu		172 Overlook Circle				Canton		GA		30115

		917355428		Dunham		Karissa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.57				White		F		770 7163760		NA		kswissa@bellsouth.net		kdunham1@my.westga.edu		220 Braemar Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1833

		917344416		Allen		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		2.87				White		F		540 7850904		NA		NA		lallen7@my.westga.edu		606 Piney Woods Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-2016

		917342204		Crook		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		2.9				White		M		770 9202361		NA		NA		ccrook2@my.westga.edu		5143 Lazy Acres Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5164

		917359640		Bloom		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.56				White		F				NA		NA		rbloom1@my.westga.edu		1130 Cotton Gin Dr				Woodstock		GA		30188-2484

		917366177		Cheely		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201008		201401		3.08		2		Black		F		678 5650826		NA		NA		jcheely1@my.westga.edu		3762 Laramie Road				Ellenwood		GA		30294

		917350388		Fennell		Mallery		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3.67		3.78		White		F		770 9438440		NA		NA		mfennel3@my.westga.edu		530 Rosedale Drive				Hiram		GA		30141

		917335792		Janney		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.89				White		F		6786731696		NA		zoegirl1218@aol.com		sjanney1@my.westga.edu		177 Fincher Road 				Moreland 		GA		30259

		917364546		Kalb		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.46				White		F		770 9742127		NA		NA		akalb1@my.westga.edu		3681 Summit Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-4077

		917351608		Lee		Giana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.42				Asian		F		770 6329318		NA		NA		glee3@my.westga.edu		432 Tyrone Rd				Tyrone		GA		30290-2613

		917363833		Burton		Ariel		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201008		201401		3.45		3.83		Black		F		770 4771105		NA		NA		aburton4@my.westga.edu		903 Ring Necked Ct				Stockbridge		GA		30281-4475

		917359432		Talley		Brittany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.84				White		F		404 9449493		NA		NA		btalley1@my.westga.edu		3839 Briarcliff Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-3215

		917307327		Norman		Hillary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.65				White		F		770 7619594		NA		NA		hnorman2@my.westga.edu		507 Nicole Ct SE				Conyers		GA		30094-4187

		917378455		Cole		Julie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		4				White		F		770 8342950		NA		NA		jritchi1@my.westga.edu		903 Hays Mill Rd		Apt 1110		Carrollton		GA		30117

		917363805		Simonton		Sara		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201008		201401		3.53						F		770 2514448		NA		NA		ssimont1@my.westga.edu		78 Warrior Way				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-4625

		917372790		Martin		Katie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201008		201401		3.8				White		F		404 3964226		NA		NA		kmarti18@my.westga.edu		215 Kyles Cir				Hiram		GA		30141-4695

		917373333		White		Diamond		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201008		201401		3		2		Black		F		478 4719178		NA		NA		dwhite16@my.westga.edu		118 Ravenel Court				Macon		GA		31210

		917335955		Knowles		Parizah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201205		201401		3.44		3.85		Black		F		404 4325435		NA		parizah@bellsouth.net		pknowle1@my.westga.edu		2634 Smoke House Pl SW				Marietta		GA		30064

		917383379		Sparks		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.72				White		M		770 4398883		NA		NA		zsparks1@my.westga.edu		3001 Chesilhurst Ct				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5353

		917313056		Thompson		Michael		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management						F		201008		201401		2.68				White		M		478 5500140		NA		NA		mthomp12@my.westga.edu		214 Wrasling Way				Bonaire		GA		31005-3259

		917089452		Thomaston		Travis		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401		3.33		3.9		Black		M		678 7963292		NA		NA		tthoma13@my.westga.edu		198 Hawthorn Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917332650		Griffith		Joshua		Carrollton Campus		BS		Biology				Biology-Secondary Edu Concent.				F		201105		201401		3.95				White		M		706 2945855		NA		NA		jgriff22@my.westga.edu

		917376569		Sanders		Stephen		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				F		201108		201401		3.8				White		M				NA		NA		ssander8@my.westga.edu		702 Jackson St				Rockmart		GA		30153-2716

		917044443		Benoskie		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				3.72		White		F		770 5004644		NA		jennifer.benoskie@att.net		jbenosk1@my.westga.edu		156 Governor Ln				Temple		GA		30179

		917402486		Thigpen		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				F		201108		201401		3		3.41		Black		F		678 8174543		NA		sacth107@bellsouth.net		sthigpe1@my.westga.edu		68 Lake Crossing Ct				Fayetteville		GA		30215-8514

		917357148		Wickham		Nyoca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201401				3.76		Black		F				NA		famu8888@yahoo.com		nwickha1@my.westga.edu

		917089734		Walker		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								F		201205		201401		3.06		3.77		White		F		850 6870215		NA		NA		swalke10@my.westga.edu		4060 Oak Stone Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-2717

		917383380		Thayer		Melinda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201008		201401		2.93				White		F		770 4608177		NA		NA		mthayer1@my.westga.edu		1421 Antioch Rd				Fayetteville		GA		30215-7019

		917372531		Whorton		Marissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Science Education				P		201008		201401				3.91		White		F		770 5778112		NA		whorton5940@bellsouth.net		mwhorto1@my.westga.edu		5940 Azalea Ridge Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-5588

		917225267		Pace		Alexis		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201208		201401		2.66		3		Black		F		404 2937492		NA		NA		NA		9148 Fairfield Approach				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6159

		917405592		Crumley		Corey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.12				White		M		678 5028684		NA		NA		ccrumle1@my.westga.edu		495 Valerie Circle				Hiram		GA		30141

		917251568		Cole		Dawlon		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				F		201101		201401		3.08				White		M		404 7546548		NA		NA		dcole6@my.westga.edu		313 Morning Star dr.				Temple		GA		30179

		917423032		Thornton		Allison		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.8				White		F		706 2340924		NA		NA		athornt8@my.westga.edu		29 Greenvalley Rd SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2773

		917196620		Queener		Anna-Maria		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401		3.8		3.95		White		F		706 2789521		NA		NA		aqueene2@my.westga.edu		932 Black Bass Rd				Cohutta		GA		30710

		917416626		Davila		Andree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201201		201401				4		White		F		404 5094102		NA		NA		adavila1@my.westga.edu		2451 Cumberland Pkwy SE		Ste 3473		Atlanta		GA		30339-6136

		917422715		Wilkins		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		770 5777582		NA		NA		awilkin4@my.westga.edu		3380 Thorneridge Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-3065

		917420961		Finley		Oxzavia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.09		Black		M				NA		NA		ofinley1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 6392				Greenville		SC		29606

		917324173		Hunter		Ventrail		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		2.91				Black		M		404 2104219		NA		NA		vhunter1@my.westga.edu		1431 Bouldercrest Cir				Watkinsville		GA		30677-1921

		917332965		Murphy		Kandara		Carrollton Campus		BA		History		Spanish		History Certification Concentr				F		201108		201401		3.65				Black		F		678 7150651		NA		NA		kmurphy8@my.westga.edu		7746 Melanie Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-3666

		917038390		Young		Tracey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201108		201401				4		White		F		770 838-0909		NA		NA		tyoung5@my.westga.edu		101 Meadow Side Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116-8833

		917247074		Bradley		Donna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				3.95		White		F		706 4025279		bradleydl@troup.org		NA		dbradle3@my.westga.edu		1123 Alverson Rd				LaGrange		GA		30241-8005

		917389504		Daaga		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201105		201401				3.83		Black		F		678 8957640		NA		scleman1@gmail.com		scolema4@my.westga.edu		117 W White St				Carrollton		GA		30117-2332

		917427377		Lee		Judith		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201208		201401				4		Asian		F		678 9212492		NA		NA		jlee30@my.westga.edu		4642 Hampton Chase NE				Marietta		GA		30068-2007

		917060865		Jones Coachman		Tammye		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F				NA		NA		tjones41@my.westga.edu		2667 Candler Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30064-4278

		917382870		Hall		Haley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.71		White		F		706 5063843		NA		hethomas30@gmail.co		hthomas3@my.westga.edu		137 Peppers Rd SE				Rome		GA		30161-8010

		917422512		Greer		Jonna		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201208		201401				3.81		White		F		256 5278991		NA		NA		jgreer3@my.westga.edu		1341 Lane Switch Rd				Albertville		AL		35951-3628

		917421624		Ford		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 4239626		NA		NA		cford6@my.westga.edu		4726 Oakleigh Manor Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917434839		Gass		Kayla		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201401				3.62		White		F		423 5441683		NA		NA		kgass1@my.westga.edu		476 Hulsey Dr				Ringgold		GA		30736-2937

		917287777		Watkins		Shamair		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401		2.5		3.5		Black		F		404 3996535		NA		shamairwatkins@gmail.com		swatkin3@my.westga.edu		62 Winward Way SE				Smyrna		GA		30082-1952

		917428337		Tench		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		423 7629247		NA		NA		lvaughn3@my.westga.edu		906 Diamond Circle				LaFayette		GA		30728

		917347534		Skinner		Cody		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201401		3.28				White		M		678 4167285		NA		NA		cskinne3@my.westga.edu		79 County Road 651				Ranburne		AL		36273-3037

		917290184		Lewis		Carla		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Psychology						F		201105		201401		2.78				Black		F		678 9075579		NA		NA		clewis11@my.westga.edu

		917403938		Hughes		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401				3.3		White		F		706 7670923		NA		lisahughes@walkerschools.org		lhughes2@my.westga.edu		144 Calland Dr				Summerville		GA		30747-6366

		917425439		Alexander		Andrea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education								F		201208		201401				3.84		White		F				NA		NA		aalexa13@my.westga.edu		1121 Rome Street Apt 905				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917172413		Engram		Yontrea		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201401		3.45		3.7		Black		F		678 6642103		NA		yontrea.engram@carrolltoncityschools.net		yengram1@my.westga.edu		33 Holly Ct				Carrollton		GA		30116-5564

		917428497		Caldwell		Emil		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.88		White		M		404 4321444		NA		NA		ecaldwe2@my.westga.edu		296 Keller Dr				McDonough		GA		30252-7502

		917307589		Harling		Amber		Carrollton Campus		BM		Mass Communications				Film and Media Arts (COMM)				F		200801		201401		3.18				Black		F				NA		denihar06@gmail.com		aharlin1@my.westga.edu

		917425600		Jacobson		Bryan		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201208		201401				4		White		M		770 7577315		NA		NA		bjacobs3@my.westga.edu		505 Asher Ct				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917423930		Bretch		Allyson		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201208		201401				3.9		White		F		770 3161679		NA		NA		abretch@westga.edu		755 Vinings Estates Dr SE				Mableton		GA		30126-5914

		917429162		Coombe		Peter		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		M		770 5480756		NA		NA		pcoombe1@my.westga.edu		102 Bob White Cir				Calhoun		GA		30701-5225

		917422985		Hill		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 3338200		NA		NA		lhill9@my.westga.edu		308 Country Club Rd				LaGrange		GA		30240-2110

		917084309		Brock		Sarita		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201401		3.62		3.14		White		F		706 5082124		NA		saritabrock@gmail.com		sflores1@my.westga.edu		1A Highpoint Ct SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2473

		917425525		Bailey		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.66		White		F		910 7850790		NA		NA		nbailey1@my.westga.edu		3346 Collins Dr				Lumberton		NC		28358-6492

		917317118		Wedhorn		Kaley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.4				White		F		770 5777495		NA		NA		kwedhor1@my.westga.edu		280 Whitby Dr				Douglasville		GA		30134-7361

		917402949		Grant		Kristen		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201201		201401		3.4				Black		F		770 7742109		NA		NA		kgrant2@my.westga.edu		4982 Burberry Way				Fairburn		GA		30213-4387

		917377654		Leak		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology				Special Education - MAT				F		201108		201401		3.04		3.66		Black		F		404 3581804		NA		NA		tleak1@my.westga.edu		109-A WAVERLY WAY				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917372358		Hickman		Brian		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201401		3.71				White		M		770 7121918		NA		NA		bhickma1@my.westga.edu		6010 Heartford Cir				Roswell		GA		30075-6463

		917386800		Lee		Taaluwt		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		2.93						M		404 9887720		NA		NA		tlee7@my.westga.edu		PO Box 102				Clarkston		GA		30021-0102

		917436216		Brandon		Amy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 9238353		NA		NA		abrando3@my.westga.edu		1402 Catalpa Ln NW				Acworth		GA		30101-7888

		917283574		Wesley		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201108		201401		3.36				White		F		770 6550342		NA		NA		jhendri9@my.westga.edu		7 Polk Path				Dallas		GA		30132-2916

		917367334		Thompson		Courtney		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.36				White		F				NA		NA		cthomp20@my.westga.edu		416 The Blvd				Newnan		GA		30263-6286

		917396681		Wise		Patricia		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201401		3.28				White		F		305 2940315		NA		NA		pwise1@my.westga.edu		2618 Staples Ave				Key West		FL		33040-3925

		917391904		Weems		Janafer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.88		4		White		F		706 6764823		NA		NA		jweems2@my.westga.edu		35 Cross Creek Dr				Rome		GA		30165

		917308071		Owens		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.24		4		White		F		404 7022139		NA		NA		aowens6@my.westga.edu		225 Country Roads Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917399156		Williams		Corshell		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.76		4		Black		F		678 4133381		NA		NA		cwilli61@my.westga.edu		1682 Balmoral Drive				Conyers		GA		30094

		917252363		Clark		Deanna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.51				Black		F				NA		NA		dclark5@my.westga.edu		3141 W Point Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135-1389

		917432266		Bailey		David		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201208		201401		2.96						M		912 9966063		NA		NA		dbailey7@my.westga.edu		915 Lovvorn Rd Apt 506D				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917399017		Sheppard		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				System Level (COE)				P		201105		201401				3.95		White		F		770 5004582		NA		sheppard06@yahoo.com		ksheppa1@my.westga.edu		2048 Reserve Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30253-7433

		917334760		Synan		Sharon		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201105		201401				4		White		F		706 3675354		NA		sharonsynan@gmail.com		ssynan1@my.westga.edu		176 Palmer Ct				Jefferson		GA		30549-7307

		917402821		Perdue		Mary		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		770 2248827		NA		mperdue03@gmail.com		mperdue1@my.westga.edu		315 Breeze Ct				Canton		GA		30114

		917422454		Banks		Earl		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201205		201401				3.93		Black		M		404 8386674		NA		NA		ebanks3@my.westga.edu		P.O. Box 94111				Atlanta		GA		30377

		917339340		Register		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201401		3.13				White		F		770 4619404		NA		NA		cregist1@my.westga.edu		145 Asbury Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2683

		917398281		Brown		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		3.7				White		M		404 7316708		NA		NA		rbrown20@my.westga.edu		60 Trotters Walk				Covington		GA		30016-8113

		917427768		Freeman		Tiffany		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.21				Asian		F		706 6765806		NA		NA		tfreema8@my.westga.edu		51 Hickory St NE				Rome		GA		30161-4902

		917366918		Vaughn		Manisha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.97				Black		F		770 8309622		NA		NA		mvaughn7@my.westga.edu		1169 Bowdon Junction Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-9488

		917411764		Forrester		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201205		201401		3.95		3.78		White		F		423 9024265		NA		NA		jforres2@my.westga.edu		361 Carmack Rd				Flintstone		GA		30725

		917340692		Rowell		Casey		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.33				White		F				NA		NA		crowell1@my.westga.edu		396 Misty Cir				Tallapoosa		GA		30176-3273

		917422527		Lewis		Denise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 5915306		NA		NA		dlewis9@my.westga.edu		107 Lake Latimer Cv NE				Kennesaw		GA		30144-1596

		917411400		Tolleson		Arielle		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201201		201401		3.39				White		F		678 9779840		NA		NA		agarner6@my.westga.edu		1542 Bowdon Junction Rd				Carrollton		GA		30117-5907

		917310270		Lovelace		Shabre		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Business Administration, MGT						F		201108		201401		3.23				Black		F		706 5903842		NA		NA		slovela4@my.westga.edu		611 Plum St				West Point		GA		31833-5232

		917411770		Reeves		Caley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201201		201401		3.97				White		F		205 7339056		NA		NA		creeves7@my.westga.edu		3109 Huntington Way				Hoover		AL		35216-6172

		917011954		Gann		Donna		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Mathematics/Science Concentrat				F		201101		201401		3.91				White		F		770 2583822		NA		NA		dgann1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 355				Bowdon		GA		30108-0355

		917421003		Larrew		Chelsea		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201301		201401		4		4		White		F				NA		NA		clarrew2@my.westga.edu		4980 W RIDGE DR				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917181655		Bailey		Derrick		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401		3.15		3.76		Black		M		770 2223567		NA		subject3000@hotmail.com		dbailey3@my.westga.edu		42 Crestover Ln				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5745

		917216659		Copeland		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.66		Black		M		678 6701247		NA		davidlcopeland10@gmail.com		dcopela2@my.westga.edu		206 Station Club Dr SW				Marietta		GA		30060-7550

		917414042		Stark		Nathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401				4				M		678 5610126		NA		NA		nstark1@my.westga.edu		722 Jamie Way NE				Woodstock		GA		30188-4079

		917422013		Mathis		Laura		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.95				White		F		706 2357262		NA		NA		lmathis4@my.westga.edu		1296 Old Dalton Rd NE				Rome		GA		30165-8980

		917393231		Carroll		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201101		201401		3.07				White		M		678 3787129		NA		NA		jcarro10@my.westga.edu		714 Ragsdale Rd				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-2733

		917301345		Thomas		Amanda		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201108		201401		3.85				White		F		678 3131696		NA		NA		athoma26@my.westga.edu		3470 Glen Devon Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-5467

		917407050		Coleman		Dylan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		201108		201401		3.12				White		M		423 2633536		NA		NA		dcolema7@my.westga.edu		510 County Road 890				Etowah		TN		37331-5570

		917119391		Waddell		Ronnie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.51				White		M		706 8444604		NA		NA		rwaddel1@my.westga.edu		307 Alfred Ave SE				Rome		GA		30161-6905

		917418738		Norman		Spenser		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		M		828 6971648		snorman4@my.westga.edu		smnorman1@catamount.wcu.edu		snorman4@my.westga.edu		1323 4th Ave W				Hendersonville		NC		28739-4717

		917317666		Burch		Sarah		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.43				White		F		706 2521286		NA		NA		sburch2@my.westga.edu		389 Clements Rd NE				Rome		GA		30161-9664

		917322705		Huddleston		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201201		201401		3.13				White		M		770 4600893		NA		NA		jhuddle2@my.westga.edu		140 Watertown Way				Fayetteville		GA		30215-2649

		917197927		Pelletier		Katie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201205		201401		3.87		4		White		F		770 9421151		NA		NA		kpellet1@my.westga.edu		4331 Tanyard Creek Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-4067

		917400808		Mcbrayer		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201108		201401				4		White		F		770 5524886		NA		hollymcbrayer@gmail.com		rmcbray2@my.westga.edu		215 Chesterfield Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2753

		917392017		Berg		Michael		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Special Ed General Curriculum				P		201105		201401				4		White		M		706 8602359		NA		otterbuys@comcast.net		mberg1@my.westga.edu		616 Archard Dr				Evans		GA		30809-7058

		917395987		Roycroft		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				K-12 Online Learning				P		201105		201401				3.93		White		F		850 2911364		NA		anneroycroft@gmail.com		eroycro1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 94				Saxapahaw		NC		27340

		917398289		Alexander		Amy		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		419 6582565		NA		acrawford71@hotmail.com		aalexa10@my.westga.edu		4297 Flickinger Rd				Ney		OH		43549-9732

		917426649		Haile		Kimberley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.86		Black		F		404 9440317		NA		NA		khaile1@my.westga.edu		6610 Fairway Ridge Drive				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917241286		Alexander		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201108		201401				4		White		F		404 4449608		NA		lisaalexander@ymail.com		lalexan3@my.westga.edu		2982 Forest Chase Ter NE				Marietta		GA		30066-1461

		917242243		Sheldon		Cameron		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201401		3.39		3.85		White		F		770 7122158		NA		NA		csmith28@my.westga.edu		224 Depot Ln				Dallas		GA		30157

		917429212		Goode		Joy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		770 5786165		NA		NA		jgoode4@my.westga.edu		3531 Winter Wood Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-1237

		917404932		Leonce		Kerlie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201401				4		Black		F				NA		kleon003@fiu.edu		kleonce1@my.westga.edu		20218 Sw 85th Place				Miami		FL		33189

		917144558		Farley		Colleen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		3.45		4		White		F		770 8274669		NA		NA		cfarley2@my.westga.edu		407 Northlake Dr Unit G1				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917437437		Williams		Alycia		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 4858567		NA		NA		awilli71@my.westga.edu		42 Brookshire Ct				Dallas		GA		30157

		917437159		Terens		Dominique		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 4385876		NA		NA		dterens1@my.westga.edu		5613 Woolwich Ln NW				Acworth		GA		30101-6914

		917165288		Jackson		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401		3.94		4		White		F		423 8029827		jenniferjackson@walkerschools.org		NA		jjacks12@my.westga.edu		70 Leon Lane				Rising Fawn		GA		30738

		917345575		Estabaya		Tracy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.63				Asian		F		770 6295757		NA		NA		testaba1@my.westga.edu		701 Henna Pl				Peachtree City		GA		30269-4005

		917388096		Lecates		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.53				White		F		770 5134256		NA		NA		alecate1@my.westga.edu		2382 Robin Ridge Dr				Dacula		GA		30019

		917349402		Correa		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.44		4		White		F		678 4473030		NA		xjessicax35you@yahoo.com		jcorrea1@my.westga.edu		821 Ralph McGill Blvd NE Apt. 3203				Atlanta		GA		30306

		917428482		Parker		Leah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.15				Black		F		770 5654079		NA		NA		lparke10@my.westga.edu		2929 Ashebrooke Dr NE				Marietta		GA		30068-2304

		917407110		Ellis		Raven		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201108		201401		3.27				White		F		706 8080204		NA		NA		rellis2@my.westga.edu		212 Highway 48				Summerville		GA		30747-1501

		917400882		Griffith		Christian		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								F		201108		201401				3.58		White		F		770 9170178		NA		christiangriffith@att.net		cgriffi8@my.westga.edu		22 Haven Crest Ct				Dallas		GA		30132-0809

		917150137		Stevenson		Tiffany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201101		201401				4		White		F		678 6999738		NA		tiff_o_nye86@yahoo.com		tsteven3@my.westga.edu		428 Bakers Bridge Cir				Douglasville		GA		30134-5013

		917400384		Tatum		Kelsey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.4				White		F		770 8893818		NA		NA		ktatum3@my.westga.edu		3355 Aldrich Dr				Cumming		GA		30040-2893

		917248374		Clonts		Tia		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		2.85		4		Black		F		678 5241754		NA		NA		tclonts1@my.westga.edu		6093 Vallie Oaks Place				Lithonia		GA		30058

		917396002		Goff		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		M		404 7998399		NA		goff99@bellsouth.net		egoff2@my.westga.edu		1874 Perry Blvd NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-4008

		917402961		Johnston		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201105		201401		3.43				White		F				NA		NA		jjohnst5@my.westga.edu

		917345595		Law		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.75		3.92		White		F		706 6483118		NA		lrlaw@alltel.net		hlaw1@my.westga.edu		212 Riverside Rd				Thomaston		GA		30286

		917329831		Poole		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201101		201401		3.13				Black		F		770 8626456		NA		laurenresha@gmail.com		lpoole4@my.westga.edu		3704 Lakeside Way				Newnan		GA		30265

		917413144		Knight		Honesty		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.97				White		F		706 2662508		NA		NA		hknight2@my.westga.edu		65 Pineridge Dr SE				Silver Creek		GA		30173-2371

		917410324		West		April		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.55				White		F		706 2636257		NA		NA		awest13@my.westga.edu		212 Shepherd St				Calhoun		GA		30701-3102

		917374197		Shelby		Cathy		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.9				White		F		678 2960290		NA		deniseshelby00@yahoo.com		cshelby2@my.westga.edu		319 Willis Drive 				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917406427		Rucker		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201401		0		2.93		Black		M		678 5959916		NA		NA		mrucker2@my.westga.edu		321 Bridge Landing				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917149487		Cardinal		Shannon		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201401				3.95		White		F		706 4571068		NA		NA		scardin1@my.westga.edu		116 Whitetail Way				Pine Mountain		GA		31822-3442

		917371123		Eubanks		Taylor		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201205		201401		3.53		3		White		F		770 4284811		NA		NA		thern1@my.westga.edu		220 Huntleigh Chase Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-6093

		917325481		McCown		Robert		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401				4		White		M		404 9933538		NA		smccown@gmail.com		rmccown1@my.westga.edu		4236 Paces Ferry Rd SE				Atlanta		GA		30339-3781

		917420320		Miller		William		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.51				White		M		706 2354654		NA		NA		wmiller5@my.westga.edu		2792 Sand Springs Rd NW				Rome		GA		30165-9581

		917383625		Vasser		April		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.26				White		F		706 2667222		NA		NA		avasser1@my.westga.edu		2877 Cedartown Hwy SE				Rome		GA		30161-3895

		917399627		Seda		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201401				4		Black		F		770 8708202		NA		NA		pseda1@my.westga.edu		3620 Cameron Hills Pl				Ellenwood		GA		30294-1480

		917171110		Perry		Cindy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201105		201401				3.95		White		F		706 7457626		NA		NA		cperry1@my.westga.edu		451 Lori Ln				Blairsville		GA		30512-0937

		917426323		Campbell		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201401				4		White		F		330 4657725		NA		NA		mcampbe7@my.westga.edu		761 Amberton Crossing				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917422986		Pierre		Luceandy		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.81		Black		F		617 3316691		NA		NA		lpierre3@my.westga.edu		254 Blue Hill Ave				Milton		MA		02186-1148

		917424013		Ucci		Michael		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		M				mucci@westga.edu		NA		mucci1@my.westga.edu		305 Montgomery Ave				Jenkintown		PA		19046-4233

		917399176		Bryan		Valerie		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Individual				P		201105		201401				4		White		F		678 3529772		NA		valerie.bryan@cobbk12.org		vbryan1@my.westga.edu		4495 Irvington Ct NE				Roswell		GA		30075-5722

		917438816		Rossi		Gwen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 3127456		NA		NA		grossi1@my.westga.edu		36 Samuel Way NW				Cartersville		GA		30121-4638

		917055364		Kirk		Mary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				P		201301		201401		3.21		3.83		White		F		678 3867371		NA		shypepper@aol.com		mellis4@my.westga.edu		264 W McIntosh Rd				Brooks		GA		30205-2113

		917239473		Hutchins		Jennie		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				P		201208		201401		2.5		4		White		F				NA		NA		jfindla1@my.westga.edu		2245 Norwood Ct				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8442

		917167067		Eastlake		Patrick		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201205		201401				3.72		White		M		912 4329551		NA		NA		peastla1@my.westga.edu		223 Jamey Ln				Hinesville		GA		31313-8721

		917293982		Zingaretti		Connie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				3.6		White		F		770 4592281		NA		NA		czingar1@my.westga.edu		355 Hanover Dr				Villa Rica		GA		30180-7203

		917212472		Fischer		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201401		3.23		4		White		F		423 5036081		NA		aidryane@msn.com		afische1@my.westga.edu		227 Brumbelow Rd Apt C11				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917157027		Judy		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education				System Level (COE)				P		201205		201401		3.79		3.91		White		F		678 4816385		NA		NA		arosser1@my.westga.edu		150 Autumn Creek				Senoia		GA		30276

		917431938		Chastain		Ahna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 3693139		NA		NA		achasta1@my.westga.edu		344 Bullock Rd				Arnoldsville		GA		30619-2500

		917425442		Davis		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201205		201401				4		White		F		770 3516848		NA		NA		edavis12@my.westga.edu		389 Indian Lake Court				Hiram		GA		30141

		917409969		Brown		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				History (6-12)				P		201308		201401				3.7		White		M		678 5234963		NA		brownkbjb@aol.com		kbrown31@my.westga.edu		24 Crestbrook Drive				Cartersville		GA		30120

		917366104		Newman		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.97		3.92		White		F		678 5444501		NA		NA		enewman4@my.westga.edu		127 Buttrill Ct				Jackson		GA		30233

		917255283		Clay		Santana		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.42		3.25		Black		F				NA		NA		sclay1@my.westga.edu		2730 Larkspur Dr				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917376571		Mathis		Lesley		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				F		201108		201401		3.88				White		F		706 9364345		NA		NA		lmathis3@my.westga.edu		2836 Kingston Hwy SE				Rome		GA		30161-2101

		917427333		Dupree		Lacey		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.84				White		F		770 4020120		NA		NA		lallen9@my.westga.edu		1470 Kansas Jake Rd				Waco		GA		30182-3162

		917394112		Grgetic		Robert		Carrollton Campus		BS		Physics/Secondary Education								F		201108		201401		3.01				White		M		770 9329505		NA		NA		rgrgeti1@my.westga.edu		390 Highland Gate Cir				Suwanee		GA		30024-1794

		917184052		Earnest		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201101		201401		3.49				White		F		770 8381938		NA		NA		jearnes1@my.westga.edu		41 Brock Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-9482

		917418443		Bateman		Kristie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.66		White		F		678 6971040		NA		NA		kbatema1@my.westga.edu		426 Mount Carmel Rd N				Hampton		GA		30228-2731

		917411350		Hanson		Ingrid		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201401				4		White		F		770 4851935		NA		NA		ihanson1@my.westga.edu		1703 Kenbrook Ct NW				Acworth		GA		30101-3522

		917431783		Madison		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F		404 7991208		NA		NA		emadiso1@my.westga.edu		1750 Shiloh Rd NW Apt 808				Kennesaw		GA		30144-6465

		917431947		Simpson		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		Black		F				NA		sarah.simpson.atl@gmail.com		ssimpso5@my.westga.edu

		917429843		Aldridge		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		404 3074613		NA		NA		kaldrid1@my.westga.edu		7110 Martha Ct SE				Covington		GA		30014-3979

		917397355		Williams		Jordan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201301		201401				3.91		White		F		404 4235872		NA		NA		jwilli79@my.westga.edu		4333 Highland Cir				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917336390		Green		Ginger		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201208		201401		3.21		2.5		White		F		706 7771919		NA		NA		ggreen4@my.westga.edu		1860 McGee Bend Rd SW				Cave Spring		GA		30124-2169

		917301389		De Gazon		Alyssa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		404 4165369		NA		NA		adegazo1@my.westga.edu		2281 Midway Rd Apt 37				Douglasville		GA		30135-1396

		917268698		Miller		Jo		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201108		201401				4		White		F		678 3911111		NA		NA		jmiller@westga.edu		5354 Legacy Trl				Douglasville		GA		30135-5864

		917431421		King		Rose		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201208		201401				4		White		F				NA		NA		rking7@my.westga.edu

		917167127		Huguelet		Alexandra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 3577559		NA		NA		ahuguel1@my.westga.edu		102 Maple Grove Ter				Peachtree City		GA		30269-6638

		917256302		Shepherd		Denise		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201305		201401				4		Black		F		770 4161307		NA		NA		dshephe2@my.westga.edu		73 Northwynn Drive				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917414363		Axson		Dashan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.75		Black		M		347 6235701		NA		NA		daxson1@my.westga.edu		225 Vandalia Ave Apt 5E				Brooklyn		NY		11239-1421

		917423633		Jeter		Kenyatta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		Black		F		864 4662078		NA		NA		kjeter1@my.westga.edu		133 Hopt Ln				Union		SC		29379-8986

		917437823		Rickard		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 8834908		NA		NA		arickar1@my.westga.edu		2044 Windfield Dr				Monroe		GA		30655-8522

		917400434		Cookston		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BA		English				English Certification Concentr				P		201201		201401		3.45				White		F		770 4410227		NA		NA		kcookst1@my.westga.edu		4094 Treaddur Bay Ln				Norcross		GA		30092-2152

		917318867		Brown		DaeSha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201108		201401		3.06				Black		F		404 9937899		NA		NA		dbrown36@my.westga.edu		3488 Hill Pond Dr				Buford		GA		30519

		917394270		Cannon		Carolyn		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201105		201401		3.05		4		Black		F		770 4868707		NA		NA		ccannon4@my.westga.edu		110 Holly Springs Dr				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3042

		917429321		Dowdy		William		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.24				White		M				NA		NA		wdowdy1@my.westga.edu		109-5 Beard Dr.				Rome		GA		30161

		917402182		Caldwell		Seth		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201108		201401		3.43				White		M		404 8621305		NA		NA		ssmith59@my.westga.edu		856 Watts Rd				Bowdon		GA		30108-2753

		917399451		Barnes		Christina		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.79				White		F		706 9365856		NA		NA		cbarnes9@my.westga.edu		3604 Garden Lakes Pkwy NW				Rome		GA		30165-1770

		917415770		Willis		Jamie		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201208		201401		3.88				White		F		706 6478009		NA		NA		jwillis9@my.westga.edu		109 A Peach Trail 				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917189466		Groover		Jaclyn		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.48				White		F		678 9186543		NA		NA		jgroove1@my.westga.edu		400 Pine Pitch Rd.				Cedartown		GA		30125

		917428613		Carver		Connie		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		3.16				White		F		706 5063034		NA		NA		cgray1@my.westga.edu		7 echota circle				Rome		GA		30165

		917418424		James		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201401		3.1				White		M		828 5265685		NA		NA		bjames6@my.westga.edu		3821 Bald Mountain Rd				Dillard		GA		30537

		917417513		Roberts		Stacy		Ga Highlands ECED Program		BSED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201401		2.85				White		F		678 8482810		NA		slahgirlsr@yahoo.com		srober16@my.westga.edu		1 Honeytree Trl NE				Rome		GA		30165-9640

		917419470		Blake		Brandi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.81		Black		F		843 8210773		NA		NA		brandib@westga.edu		101 Obannon Ct				Summerville		SC		29483-7549

		917422400		Parris		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				4		Asian		M		864 7067489		bigzebowski@me.com		NA		zparris1@my.westga.edu		2145 Lake Park Dr. SE		Apt. T		Smyrna		GA		30080

		917404493		Pogue		Jared		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201401				3.76		White		M		770 5956924		NA		jaredapogue@gmail.com		jpogue1@my.westga.edu		6549 Pisgah Rd				Austell		GA		30168-5222

		917422017		Ocasio		Denise		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201205		201401				3.83				F		404 8246554		NA		NA		docasio1@my.westga.edu		501 Cameron Landing Dr				Stockbridge		GA		30281-6845

		917434493		Karg		John		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201301		201401				3.25		White		M		770 8530930		NA		NA		jkarg1@my.westga.edu		3992 Spalding Holw				Norcross		GA		30092-1976

		917006761		Smith		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201101		201401		2.78		3.85		White		F		404 3752036		NA		laotsu3@gmail.com		lsmith22@my.westga.edu		129 Oxford Sq				Carrollton		GA		30117-2456

		917419237		Jones		Alison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		White		F		360 5462177		NA		NA		ajones53@my.westga.edu		13906 NW 10th Ct				Vancouver		WA		98685-1397

		917423023		Taniguchi		Stacie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				F		201208		201401				3.9		Asian		F		310 2940658		NA		NA		stanigu1@my.westga.edu		6463 Nancy Street				Los Angeles		CA		90045

		917435384		Moss		Kelly		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				3.88		White		F		706 6601314		NA		NA		kmoss2@my.westga.edu		3721 18th Ave				Columbus		GA		31904-7909

		917241711		Rex		Carley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201208		201401				4		White		F		404 4884298		NA		carleyrex15@gmail.com		crex1@my.westga.edu		1022 Chastain Park Ct				Atlanta		GA		30342-3246

		917041234		McArthur		Deanna Kaye		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401				3.86		White		F		404 7755007		NA		NA		dmcarth2@my.westga.edu		645 N Fairfield Dr				Peachtree City		GA		30269-3929

		917375381		Sorrells		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401		3.81		4		White		F		770 7483553		NA		NA		esorrel1@my.westga.edu		802 N Cave Spring Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-2156

		917346188		Gardner		Lauren		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201301		201401				3.97		White		F		919 2728125		NA		lauren@chiggerland.com		lgardne6@my.westga.edu		361 Lovvorn Rd Apt 130				Carrollton		GA		30117-2849

		917016180		Woodruff		Janice		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201301		201401		3.1		3.86		White		F		770 8531709		NA		Jmcook123@aol.com		jcook3@my.westga.edu		17035 Hwy 46				Ranburne		AL		36273

		917443216		Parker		Alison		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.87		White		F		229 2263944		NA		NA		aparke20@my.westga.edu		2176 Hall Road				Thomasville		GA		31757

		917243350		Perrotta		Elena		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		3.16		3.46		White		F				NA		perrotta.elena@gmail.com		eperrot1@my.westga.edu

		917191358		Blevins		Molly		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								F		201108		201401		2.86				White		F		770 696		NA		NA		mblevin1@my.westga.edu		145 Sweetwater Church Road				Douglasville		GA		30134

		917396053		Wheeler		McKensey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201205		201401				3.25		Black		F		678 988-0653		NA		mckenseywheeler@yahoo.com		mwheele4@my.westga.edu		313 Central St				Cedartown		GA		30125-3609

		917415671		Beverly		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				IT School Library Media Cert				P		201201		201401				3.66		White		F		404 4885133		NA		NA		jbeverl1@my.westga.edu		1650 Barnes Mill Rd Apt 521				Marietta		GA		30062-7557

		917293817		Simonds		Brandy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401		3.2		3.72		White		F		678 3082703		NA		NA		bsimond1@my.westga.edu		131 Timber Walk Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3521

		917441387		Lovett		Caprina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201401				3.25		Black		F		229 8352105		NA		NA		clovett2@my.westga.edu		12429 Georgia Highway 216				Edison		GA		39846

		917403105		Harden		Sarah		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4		White		F		423 4998540		NA		hardensarah@yahoo.com		sharden2@my.westga.edu		8117 Hamilton Mill Dr				Chattanooga		TN		37421-2766

		917438397		Cooke		Karen		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		White		F		678 4645860		NA		NA		kcooke3@my.westga.edu		1561 Oakdale Bluffs Dr SE				Mableton		GA		30126-2959

		917409581		Bowie		Prince		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201305		201401				3.75		Black		M		850 3228434		NA		NA		pbowie1@my.westga.edu		867 Victoria PL SW				Atlanta		GA		30310

		917431470		Greene		Bretton		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.77		White		M		706 2545444		NA		NA		bgreene3@my.westga.edu		85 Orchard Ln				Rossville		GA		30741-7253

		917135002		Edmonds		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				College Student Affairs				P		201108		201401		2.87		3.9		White		F		678 8395419		NA		NA		ledmonds@westga.edu		114 Wooddale Ln				Carrollton		GA		30117-6103

		917429167		Langford		Bradley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201208		201401				4		White		M		423 6451061		NA		NA		blangfo2@my.westga.edu		193 JD Drive				Chickamauga		GA		30707

		917429729		Campbell		Leonard		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				4				M		423 2383885		NA		NA		lcampbe4@my.westga.edu		6722 Flagcrest Dr				Ooltewah		TN		37363-8381

		917442633		Johnson		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201305		201401		3.4				White		F		229 8948694		NA		NA		mmclend2@my.westga.edu		4848 Betty Wise Rd				Bronwood		GA		39826

		917416181		Fore		Kevin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				4		White		M				NA		NA		kfore1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3414				Cumming		GA		30028-6520

		917438113		Fitzgerald		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4				M		770 4436846		NA		NA		jfitzge3@my.westga.edu		238 Legacy Pointe Dr				Dallas		GA		30132-0837

		917429892		Pike		Celeste		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 4435168		NA		pike30241@gmail.com		cpike2@my.westga.edu		119 Churchill Ct				LaGrange		GA		30241-7730

		917432391		Bonner		Lakisha		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		Black		F		770 4609427		NA		NA		lbonner2@my.westga.edu		115 Briar Ln				Fayetteville		GA		30215-1937

		917053105		Dutch		Lawanda		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				4		Black		F		404 5789699		NA		NA		lbell9@my.westga.edu		663 Rock Hill Pkwy				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-3658

		917427700		McInvale		Lesley		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		706 9770491		NA		NA		lmcinva1@my.westga.edu

		917439926		Banks		Fajetta		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				English (6-12)				F		201301		201401				3.4		Black		F		404 6433527		NA		NA		fbanks3@my.westga.edu		925 Villas Ridge Dr				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-6843

		917119145		Brewer		Malinda		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201201		201401		3.2		3.83		Black		F		770 8364859		NA		NA		msimpso3@my.westga.edu		501 Hollis Thompson Dr				Whitesburg		GA		30185-2463

		917431885		Meade-Franklin		Nicole		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.3		Black		F		513 9025502		NA		NA		nmeadef1@my.westga.edu		3385 Wrenwood Ct				Loganville		GA		30052-7874

		917406258		Merriman		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Sociology						F		201108		201401		2.83				White		M		770 5184702		NA		NA		dmerrim1@my.westga.edu		3518 Clubland Dr				Marietta		GA		30068-2510

		917414366		Mccollum		Amber		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				4		White		F		770 5961650		NA		NA		amccoll1@my.westga.edu		2113 Keswick Village Court				Conyers		GA		30013

		917407400		Racine		Keith		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201201		201401				3.81		Black		M		678 2133506		NA		keithracine@yahoo.com		kracine1@my.westga.edu		9127 Loxford St				Lithia Springs		GA		30122-6414

		917115671		Martin		Ebony		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		4		3.85		Black		F		404 7344567		NA		ebonyimani19@yahoo.com		emartin8@my.westga.edu		847 Hartford Pl SW				Atlanta		GA		30310-4250

		917404708		Marsh		Maxine		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.66		Black		F		770 7618156		maxine.marsh@henry.k12.ga.us		NA		mmarsh1@my.westga.edu		2312 Blackburn Pass				Conyers		GA		30013-7432

		917444391		Bailey		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201305		201401				4		White		F		678 4598788		jessica.bolton@cherokee.k12.ga.us		jbolton6@yahoo.com		jbolton4@my.westga.edu		11 Frontier Road				Sharpsburg		GA		30277

		917428986		Spurley		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201401				4		Black		M		404 4543615		NA		NA		jspurle1@my.westga.edu		7838 Bluefin Trail				Union City		GA		30291

		917039720		Keen		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		201108		201401		3.08		4		Black		F				NA		NA		kfarmer1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 913				Newnan		GA		30264-0913

		917306457		Voltz		Spring		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201205		201401				3.85		White		F		678 4807202		NA		ga231@yahoo.com		svoltz1@my.westga.edu		1951 Brittania Circle				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917437827		Beck		Erika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.9		White		F		770 9431590		NA		NA		ebeck3@my.westga.edu		2699 Lost Lakes Dr				Powder Springs		GA		30127-6035

		917294512		Chisholm		Arlena		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201208		201401				3.29		Black		F		404 6440919		NA		NA		aperkin3@my.westga.edu		910 Elbethel Road				Fayette		AL		35555

		917308269		Spencer		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201401		3.53		3.58		White		F		770 5004614		NA		NA		mspence2@my.westga.edu		110 Hugh Brown Rd				Senoia		GA		30276

		917418804		Griffin		Gerren		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201205		201401		0		4		Black		M		404 8193193		NA		NA		ggriffi3@my.westga.edu		175 Winterberry Rdg				Fayetteville		GA		30214-2679

		917436224		Snider		Erika		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201401				4		White		F		770 8704104		NA		NA		esnider2@my.westga.edu		5875 Due West Rd NW				Kennesaw		GA		30152-3721

		917430841		Carner-Wylie		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201208		201401				3.91		Black		F		770 3749107		NA		NA		acarner1@my.westga.edu		328 Crystal Downs Way				Suwanee		GA		30024

		917437620		Washington		Angelo		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				F		201301		201401				3.5		Black		M		770 9432180		NA		NA		awashi12@my.westga.edu		2842 Black Oak Hollow Rd				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917429111		Drew		Thomas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201401				3.88		White		M		706 5629474		NA		NA		tdrew1@my.westga.edu		18989 Ga Highway 315				Ellerslie		GA		31807-5351

		917063259		Mayfield		Layla		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201201		201405		2.4		4		White		F		678 3786139		NA		NA		lmayfie1@my.westga.edu		2689 Mariner Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180-8497

		917011146		Brown		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media								P		201108		201405		2.86		3.91		White		F		801 7176070		NA		rebrown1977@aol.com		rbrown22@my.westga.edu		172 Calico Loop				Grantville		GA		30220

		917044672		Woods		Chadrick		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Math				P		201308		201405		2.76		3.69		White		M				cwoods@darlingtonschool.org		NA		cwoods1@my.westga.edu		1014 Cave Spring Rd SW				Rome		GA		30161

		917044181		Gaddy		Carla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201301		201405		2.58		3.82		White		F		678 2287951		carla.gaddy@dougals.k12.ga.us		NA		cgaddy1@my.westga.edu		11 Ridgeview Court				Newnan		GA		30263-5564

		917037580		Veal		Sunny		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				School Counseling Concentrat				F		201205		201405		3.46		4		White		F		770 2530955		NA		sunny.veal@cowetaschools.net		sveal1@my.westga.edu		247 Fincher Rd				Moreland		GA		30259-2995

		917095246		Jones		Della		Carrollton Campus		EDDPCS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 9747706		NA		NA		djones34@my.westga.edu		1837 Fernwood Rd NW				Atlanta		GA		30318-2556

		917014871		Cox		Lisa		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200805		201405		4		3.96		White		F		770 2359406		lcox@marietta-city.k12.ga.us		NA		lcox2@my.westga.edu		252 Bristol Ln				Marietta		GA		30066-5154

		917096268		Davis		April		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201308		201405		3.15		3.73		Black		F		404 2185720		NA		apr_davis1@yahoo.com		adavis17@my.westga.edu		1581 Marshall Lane SE				Conyers		GA		30094

		917033912		Carroll		Laura		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201108		201405		3.51		3.9		White		F		404 4062679		NA		meg9087@yahoo.com		lbolt1@my.westga.edu		190 Balouse Gilley Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917153042		Kotsianis		Andreas		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405		3.2		3.11		White		M		770 5991082		NA		NA		akotsia1@my.westga.edu		215 McIntosh Estates Dr				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-3013

		917156854		Carnes		Wesley		Carrollton Campus		BA		History				History Certification Concentr				P		201405		201405		3.08				White		M		770 6963020		NA		NA		wcarnes1@my.westga.edu		4051 Harvest Ridge Rd				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917166479		Davis		Jill		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-Social Std				P		201105		201405		4		3.75		White		F		404 5422722		NA		nonnie.jill@gmail.com		jcollin5@my.westga.edu		28 Seven Pines Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-1397

		917167760		Lee		Priscilla		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201005		201405		4		3.75		Black		F		706 8129341		NA		pdlee1@aol.com		plee1@my.westga.edu		207 Brookcrest Dr				LaGrange		GA		30241-1327

		917075470		Goolsby		Katy		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201108		201405		3.1		3.95		White		F		770 8381761		NA		NA		knorman1@my.westga.edu		65 Ponderosa Rd.				Whitesburg		GA		30185

		917133279		Lane		Holly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201401		201405		3		3.76		White		F				holly.lane@douglas.k12.ga.us		NA		hmcgee1@my.westga.edu		5379 Kings Highway				Douglasville		GA		30135

		917170417		Johnson		Jared		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Physical Education								F		201308		201405		2.7						M		770 4971960		NA		NA		jjohns11@my.westga.edu		3701 Whitney Pl				Duluth		GA		30096-3170

		917181507		Hinton		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201301		201405		2		3.77				F		678 3780295		NA		NA		mhinton2@my.westga.edu		81 Oconee Woods Trl				Sharpsburg		GA		30277-4617

		917194946		Cain		Pamela		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		F		770 3648005		pamela.cain@cobbk12.org		NA		pcain1@my.westga.edu		6114 Buck Hollow Dr NW				Acworth		GA		30101-7694

		917374618		Hancock		Whitney		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201208		201405		3.44		3.94		White		F		678 3336222		NA		whitneyhancock@pickenscountyschools.org		whancoc1@my.westga.edu		274 Peachtree St				Fairmount		GA		30139-3023

		917174397		Hicks		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		200905		201405		3.61		3.3		White		F		678 9788945		NA		hicksah@hotmail.com		ahicks2@my.westga.edu		400 Pleasant Way				Temple		GA		30179-5047

		917156037		Ewing		Emily		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201208		201405		3.4		3.87		White		F		404 6251258		NA		NA		eewing1@my.westga.edu		238 Emily Circle				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917169122		Harber		Benjamin		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.41		3.75		White		M		770 9479779		NA		NA		bharber1@my.westga.edu		8259 Louisville Dr				Winston		GA		30187-1089

		917174044		Kendall		Krystal		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education				System Level (COE)				F		201401		201405		3.65		3.79		Black		F		404 5367648		NA		NA		kchambl1@my.westga.edu		213 Sequoia Pointe				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917250739		Bolton		Myra		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201208		201405				3.16		Black		F		770 8994724		NA		NA		mbolton3@my.westga.edu		5487 Trumpet Vine Trl SE				Mableton		GA		30126-5649

		917201613		Carter		Otashia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201208		201405		3.4		3.77		Black		F		404 9063474		NA		NA		ocarter1@my.westga.edu		713 Carrington Green Pkwy				McDonough		GA		30252-7686

		917236901		Olson		Jill		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		200605		201405				3.89				F		770 2985607		jill.olson@bartow.k12.ga.us		jillolson1@comcast.net		jgustaf1@my.westga.edu		321 Hunt Creek Dr				Acworth		GA		30101-2292

		917260906		Charles		Ciara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.72		4		White		F		678 8494299		NA		ciara071986@yahoo.com		ccharle2@my.westga.edu		15 Forest Lane				Newnan		GA		30263

		917267662		Thurman		Lindsey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201308		201405		3.57		4		White		F		770 8460308		NA		honeybee0114@yahoo.com		lfrista1@my.westga.edu		240 Raleigh Way				Villa Rica		GA		30180

		917044999		Neighbors		Tara		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.68		4		White		F		706 3020573		NA		NA		tneighb1@my.westga.edu		15030 US Highway 27				Franklin		GA		30217-5335

		917285753		Gaither		Freddie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201301		201405		3.21		3.41		Black		M		404 5193879		NA		Freddiesgaither@yahoo.com		fgaithe1@my.westga.edu		3586 Tulip Dr				Decatur		GA		30032-4847

		917191509		Holland		Charleta		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201205		201405		2.92		3.83		Black		F		770 4037083		NA		NA		chollan1@my.westga.edu		368 Mallard Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917011825		Cuellar		Jose		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								F		200705		201405		2.93		3.86		White		M		770 8514665		NA		JMCuellar65@aol.com		jcuella1@my.westga.edu		PO Box 588				Carrollton		GA		30112-0011

		917287265		Weems		Aubrey		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Mass Communications						F		200801		201405		2.69				Black		M		770 9941764		NA		NA		aweems1@my.westga.edu		6071 Highway 85 Apt 22D				Riverdale		GA		30274-1551

		917252162		Thomas		Shalicia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		3.33		3.5		Black		F		770 5960278		NA		NA		sthoma24@my.westga.edu		115 Country Cottage Cir				Carrollton		GA		30116-5428

		917292808		Rice		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.72		3.91		White		F		678 3334470		NA		NA		aschuld1@my.westga.edu		407 Northlake Drive		Unit F-6		Carrollton		GA		30117-3008

		917251779		Schultz		Amber		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.73		3.87		White		F		770 4432778		NA		NA		aschult2@my.westga.edu		178 Scott Blvd				Dallas		GA		30157-3290

		917294256		Hooper		Danielle		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		200808		201405		2.76						F		770 9600146		NA		NA		dhooper1@my.westga.edu		3101 Rock Creek Dr				Rex		GA		30273-2441

		917323978		Colas		Manesha		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		200808		201405		3.07				Black		F		678 9782974		NA		NA		mcolas1@my.westga.edu		460 Hays Mill Rd Apt C6				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917326250		White		Sean		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Management		Special Education - MAT				F		201108		201405		2.82		2.83		White		M		770 5615218		NA		NA		swhite10@my.westga.edu		5185 Cash Road				Flowery Branch		GA		30542

		917339102		LaPointe		Madeline		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Special Education								P		200908		201405		3.27				White		F		770 9498921		NA		NA		mlapoin1@my.westga.edu		3224 Plymouth Rock Dr				Douglasville		GA		30135-6629

		917343692		Griffin		Amy		Carrollton Campus		BS		Mathematics				Secondary Education Concen(BS)				P		200908		201405		3.6				White		F		770 5624699		NA		NA		agriffi9@my.westga.edu		PO Box 1065				Temple		GA		30179-1065

		917344224		Galatian		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		200908		201405		3.31				White		M		770 2521160		NA		NA		zgalati1@my.westga.edu		20 Brittain Way				Newnan		GA		30263-6935

		917348654		Hendricks		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		MED		Special Education								P		200908		201405		4		3.66		Black		F				NA		ebh8@comcast.net		ehendri2@my.westga.edu		2493 Sunridge Ave SE				Atlanta		GA		30315

		917335901		Coker		Jessica		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Speech Pathology								P		200908		201405		2.85				Black		F		478 7189665		NA		coker.jessica@gmail.com		jcoker4@my.westga.edu		3405 Sweetwater Road 915				Lawrenceville		GA		30044

		917199907		McGuire		Cynthia		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.26		3.67		White		F		770 8562859		NA		NA		cmcguir2@my.westga.edu		663 Rogers St				Roopville		GA		30170-3148

		917314244		Zacarias		Joanne		Newnan, GA Resident Center		BSED		Speech Pathology								F		201001		201405		3.68				Asian		F		678 8505602		NA		NA		jzacari1@my.westga.edu		218 River Park Dr				Newnan		GA		30265-2235

		917294615		Patrick		Michelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405		2.96		3.95				F		678 6013966		NA		NA		mmeher1@my.westga.edu		35 Deerfield Rd				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917372289		Sears		Nyree		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201401		201405				3.16		Black		F		757 2928116		NA		nyreesultan@yahoo.com		nsultan1@my.westga.edu		412 Mahogany Avenida				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917314946		Akins		Allison		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								F		201301		201405		4		4		White		F		770 3289525		NA		allison.lee.lambert@gmail.com		alamber1@my.westga.edu		238 Hidden Lakes Drive				Carrollton		GA		30116

		917317949		Shiver		Matthew		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201101		201405		3.29				White		M		770 6467117		NA		NA		mshiver2@my.westga.edu		114 Morris Rd				Buchanan		GA		30113-3772

		917455313		Martiniere		Meghan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				4		White		F		404 3093083		NA		NA		mmarti21@my.westga.edu		984 Longley Ave NW				Atlanta		GA		30318

		917381462		Taylor-Hamilton		Ashley		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Biology						F		201008		201405		3.44				White		F		770 8381075		NA		NA		ataylo20@my.westga.edu		15 S Hillside Dr				Carrollton		GA		30116-8656

		917381838		Newman		Judson		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Middle Grades Education				Language Arts/Soc Studies Conc				P		201008		201405		2.79				White		M		706 4020861		NA		NA		jnewman8@my.westga.edu		1036 Country Club Dr				LaGrange		GA		30240-1002

		917381744		Holt		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management								F		201101		201405		3.11				White		F		757 8702480		NA		NA		mholt4@my.westga.edu		92 Dillwyn Drive				Newport News		VA		23602

		917369057		Reed		Keondra		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.1				Black		F		404 7516842		NA		NA		kreed5@my.westga.edu		2407 Fripp Ter				Riverdale		GA		30296-6017

		917361298		Higgs		Jacob		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.83				White		M				NA		NA		jhiggs2@my.westga.edu		166 Carson Pl				Carrollton		GA		30117-4647

		917374587		Despinasse		Noah		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Marketing						F		201008		201405		3.41				Black		M		770 2109764		NA		NA		ndespin1@my.westga.edu		718 Millstone Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30238-4130

		917376154		Law		Kristin		Carrollton Campus		BSED		Early Childhood Education								P		201008		201405		3.54		4		White		F		770 6086720		NA		NA		klaw1@my.westga.edu		1238 Main Street				Covington		GA		30014

		917123081		Young		Kenneth		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201201		201405		2.52		3.72				M		770 7489587		NA		NA		kyoung5@my.westga.edu		1993 Grady Rd				Cedartown		GA		30125-5919

		917385396		Cornejo		Alice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				F		201008		201405				3.6		White		F		404 6446500		NA		asusan76@hotmail.com		adavis34@my.westga.edu		75 Oak Park Square				Newnan		GA		30265-5509

		917347968		Ragsdale		Trista		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				3.9		White		F		706 2669783		NA		tcgille2070@aol.com		tgilles2@my.westga.edu		1499 Tennis Court Road Apt 6A				Blue Ridge		GA		30513

		917065244		Morin		Hannah		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.6		3.91		White		F		678 9082771		NA		NA		hmorin1@my.westga.edu		184 Oak Mountain Pkwy				Carrollton		GA		30116-6421

		917399204		Diener		Ross		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201105		201405				3.94		White		M		516 623-1870		NA		forestpark26@optonline.net		rdiener1@my.westga.edu		1481 Kenneth Ave				North Baldwin		NY		11510-1600

		917354030		Wynn		Mirna		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405				3.96				F		678 7564332		NA		NA		mwynn2@my.westga.edu		3311 Mapleleaf Way				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917438811		Collins		Sabrina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media								P		201301		201405				4		White		F		770 5628320		NA		NA		scollin9@my.westga.edu		548 McGukin Rd				Bremen		GA		30110-4820

		917264856		Huett		Kimberly		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201405				4		White		F		678 6013405		NA		khuett@westga.edu		khuett@westga.edu		11 Sunny Brk				Carrollton		GA		30117-6100

		917416610		Coston		Charice		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				F		201205		201405				3.33		Black		F		678 4295823		NA		NA		ccoston1@my.westga.edu		724 Outlook Way				Atlanta		GA		30349-3984

		917126890		Brooks		Jason		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Prof Counseling & Supervision								F		201308		201405		2.75		3.77		White		M				NA		jcbrooks82@yahoo.com		jbrooks8@my.westga.edu		230 West Avenue Apt 6				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917252539		Harvey		Tina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								F		201201		201405		2.79		4		White		F				NA		NA		trussel3@my.westga.edu		123 Baldwin Ct				Newnan		GA		30263-6949

		917429207		Campbell		Sasha		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201208		201405		0		3.83		Black		F		470 5548151		NA		NA		scampb14@my.westga.edu		870 Mayson Turner Rd Unit 1104				Atlanta		GA		30314

		917413386		Smith		Carla		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201205		201405				4		White		F		706 2067162		NA		NA		csmith82@my.westga.edu		127 Lucy Lane				Athens		GA		30606

		917424781		Harper		Willie		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								P		201205		201405				3.62		Black		M		678 4784082		NA		jrwh90@gmail.com		wharper3@my.westga.edu		2700 Pine Tree Rd NE Unit 1316				Atlanta		GA		30324-5678

		917107273		Wofford		William		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201105		201405				3.97		White		M		770 3562600		NA		NA		wwoffor1@my.westga.edu		154 Infantry Way SW				Marietta		GA		30064-5003

		917425295		Green		Zachary		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-History				F		201205		201405				3.32		White		M		662 4017619		NA		NA		zgreen3@my.westga.edu		304 Road 122				Nettleton		MS		38858-9356

		917308663		Castile		Justin		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement								P		201105		201405				3.9		White		M		706 3461380		NA		jcastile24@gmail.com		jcastil1@my.westga.edu		2981 Summit Dr				Jonesboro		GA		30236-6252

		917297564		Huckeba		Daniel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201108		201405				3.37		White		M		678 7876329		NA		NA		dhuckeb1@my.westga.edu		272 Mashburn Rd				Roopville		GA		30170

		917398584		Owens		Abby		Carrollton Campus		EDD		School Improvement				Reading				P		201105		201405				3.94		White		F		912 7568418		NA		abbyowens@gmail.com		aowens5@my.westga.edu		PO Box 3112				Richmond Hill		GA		31324-7112

		917381744		Holt		Melissa		Carrollton Campus		BBA		Sport Management								F		201101		201405		3.11				White		F		757 8702480		NA		NA		mholt4@my.westga.edu		92 Dillwyn Drive				Newport News		VA		23602

		917447421		Ferrier		Alina		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				3.9		White		F		504 3297787		NA		NA		aferrie1@my.westga.edu		3826 Upland Drive				Marietta		GA		30066

		917448523		Denson		Adrienne		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				3.77		Black		F		478 3204101		NA		NA		adillar4@my.westga.edu		2815 Virginia Drive				Macon		GA		31206

		917447865		Stanard		David		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Special Education								F		201305		201405				4		White		M		678 8501828		NA		NA		dstanar1@my.westga.edu		120 West Fork Dr				Newnan		GA		30263

		917415295		Kelley		Charles		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		678 4674063		NA		NA		ckelley8@my.westga.edu		34 Terrace St				Griffin		GA		30224

		917439256		Sayago		Megan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		White		F		706 2559622		NA		NA		msayago1@my.westga.edu		100 Country Roads Circle				Stockbridge		GA		30281

		917437284		Logan		Terri		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405				4		Black		F		404 5127092		NA		NA		tlogan1@my.westga.edu		9525 Lakeview Road				Union City		GA		30291

		917291364		Cuthbert		Kellye		Carrollton Campus		MED		Secondary Education & Teaching				Secondary Education-English				F		201305		201405				3.63		Black		F		404 5050010		NA		NA		kcuthbe1@my.westga.edu		3427 Spreading Oak Dr SW				Atlanta		GA		30311

		917449295		Koudele		Ryan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201305		201405				4		White		M		404 5835164		NA		NA		rkoudel1@my.westga.edu		4822 Helga Way				Woodstock		GA		30188

		917445231		Aumann		Alan		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				F		201305		201405				3.66		White		M		678 3868962		NA		NA		aaumann1@my.westga.edu		2575 Oak Hill Dr				Marietta		GA		30062-1554

		917437625		Salomon		Kari		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander		F		770 5966161		NA		NA		ksalomo1@my.westga.edu		1330 Rivershyre Pkwy				Lawrenceville		GA		30043

		917438403		Barilow		Greg		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		M		770 9660725		NA		NA		gbarilo1@my.westga.edu		141 Clubhouse Dr NW				Kennesaw		GA		30144-5025

		917399168		Blackmon		Elizabeth		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		404 9430385		NA		blackmon70@comcast.net		eblackm2@my.westga.edu		Condo Apt1		5137 Roswell Rd		Atlanta		GA		30342-2242

		917254229		Griffin		Jerel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling								P		201205		201405		2.42		3.58		Black		M		678 6379352		NA		griffin_jd@yahoo.com		jgriff14@my.westga.edu		1155 Windbrooke Drive				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917212250		Peoples		Trona		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201305		201405				3.41		Black		F		770 4716247		NA		NA		twinfre1@my.westga.edu		1901 Flatrock Court				Jonesboro		GA		30236

		917432195		Getz		Bethany		Carrollton Campus		MED		Media				Media Specialist Concentrat				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		706 5733472		NA		NA		bgetz1@my.westga.edu		2620 17th Avenue				Columbus		GA		31901

		917450391		Joiner		LaShelle		Carrollton Campus		MED		Early Childhood Education								P		201305		201405				3.83		White		F		770 5908455		NA		NA		ljoiner1@my.westga.edu		1122 Bowerie Chase				Powder Springs		GA		30127

		917352541		Adams		Tracey		Carrollton Campus		MED		Reading Instruction								P		201301		201405				3.5				F		678 6587147		NA		NA		tadams6@my.westga.edu		125 Champion Lane				Covington		GA		30016

		917420601		Cox		William		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Broad Field Sciences  (6-12)				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		706 566		NA		NA		wcox2@my.westga.edu		6048 Granite Field Drive				Fortson		GA		31808

		917438813		Ogle		Nathan		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		865 6546546		NA		NA		nogle1@my.westga.edu		5239 N Dearing St SE				Covington		GA		30014-2629

		917454805		Jay		Tony		Carrollton Campus		MAT		Teacher Education				Business Education (6-12)				P		201308		201405				3.55		White		M		770 8427984		NA		NA		tjay1@my.westga.edu		101 Peach Trail				Carrollton		GA		30117

		917414679		Sullivan		Stephanie		Carrollton Campus		MED		Professional Counseling				Community Counseling Concentra				P		201208		201405				4		White		F		678 4165954		NA		NA		ssulliv3@my.westga.edu		211 Preston Cir				Peachtree City		GA		30269-1466

		917417688		Stover		Meagan		Carrollton Campus		BS		Sport Management		Accounting						F		201208		201405		3.61				White		F		678 5838792		NA		NA		mstover1@my.westga.edu		1325 Lake Forest Lane				McDonough		GA		30253

		917302410		Bell		Robert		eCore		EDS		Media				Instruction Technology Concent				P		201301		201405				4		White		M		770 5994399		NA		NA		rbell11@my.westga.edu		654 Standing Rock Rd				Senoia		GA		30276-1404

		917027274		Daniel		Nicole		Newnan, GA Resident Center		EDS		Educational Leadership				Building Level (COE)				P		201301		201405		3.29		3.95		White		F				NA		NA		ndaniel2@my.westga.edu

		917202440		Lopera		Carolina		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201108		201405		3.85		3.92		White		F		678 8862072		NA		clopera1@live.com		clopera1@my.westga.edu		4370 Satellite Blvd Apt 809				Duluth		GA		30096-4064

		917361019		Gawel		Kelly		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.87		3.91		White		F		770 9905989		NA		NA		kgawel1@my.westga.edu		6221 N Helton Rd				Villa Rica		GA		30180-3925

		917414642		Costantino		Rachel		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405				3.84		White		F		847 7040238		NA		rdcosta45@yahoo.com		rcostan1@my.westga.edu

		917446276		Kaye		Rebecca		Carrollton Campus		EDS		Educational Leadership				System Level (COE)				P		201305		201405				4		White		F		404 4495567		NA		rebecca.kaye@gmail.com		rkaye1@my.westga.edu		835 Berne St				Atlanta		GA		30316

		917317602		Brown		Wendi		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.9		3.91		White		F		229 8150364		NA		NA		wbrown7@my.westga.edu		149 Hidden Falls Walk				Griffin		GA		30224-9002

		917359463		Kenney		Jennifer		Carrollton Campus		MED		Speech Pathology								P		201208		201405		3.81		3.91		White		F		770 4803125		NA		NA		jkenney1@my.westga.edu		525 E College St				Griffin		GA		30224-4308

		917